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The Chicago Trotting Meeting.

The much-hoped for Summer trotting meeting in Chicago

has transpired, and is now a matter for thought. In point

of attendance it was a miserable failure; viewed from the

standpoint of events offered, it was a success, and if the

public had not been misled by a conglomerate mass of ad-

vertisements, they, no doubt, would have patronize this ex-

cellent meeting more liberally. To make myself more clearly

understood, it will be necessary to reason in detail. Several

of our daily papers make the ridiculous assertion that

Chicagoans are "tired of trotting," that "our people have
lost interest in harness races," that "Chicagoans will not sup-

port trotting meetings," etc.. etc. Now, in my opinion, this is

all balderdash, and without a gTaiu of truth. It is a grace-

ful way of letting the management (which was excellent) down
easy on the shoulders of an unsuspecting public, who will

thus have to bear the odium of destroying Chicago's prestige

as a trotting centre. The editors of the papers mentioned
evidently think the public is less concerned in the pith of

their remarks than managers of trotting meetings. Now, I

firmly assert that the public were misled—very much so—and
somewhat "muddled" in regard to the Summer trotting meet-
ing. The case stands thus: Some three weeks ago Mr.
Einmett, the president of t*»e present Chicago Driving Park,

inaugurated a series of (to be) successive Sunday races.

Every means of heralding this great ( ?) event was utilized;

bill-boards all over the city were covered with highly-colored,

picturesque posters, representing racing in all its varried

manners—chariot, light-harness and bareback riding; show-
windows were tilled with "hangers." and the newspapers
were "paid" to advertise "Sunday racing." Before the sec-

ond Sunday's races were over thousands of people had en-

tered verbal protests against this desecration of the Sab-
bath, and denounced the management and races accordingly.

Then came the announcement of the Summer trotting meet-
ing and for the next Sunday's races in one breath, it might be

said. The huge Sunday posters overshadowed the small
trotting posters, and people in general did not scrutinize

closely enough to notice any difference. The management
was the same, apparently. The people could not be made to

believe that a "square" meeting would be given by a manage-
ment who insisted on giving Sunday races. Even old horse-

men, lovers of the trotter, despaired of seeing the "best

horse win." and thus refused to "enthuse" over the meeting.
This distrust spread with wonderful rapidity, and resulted in
giving the trotting meeting the "go-by." There are some
who may scoff at the above facts, but the writer knows where-
of he speaks. The public have not lost interest in trotting

meetings; but they will not be led into believing the pure,

clear water may be found in the midst of cesspools. Let all

the surroundings be clean, and they will indulge in the sport

as of old. I will pin my faith to this asser-

tion until after the Washington Park trotting meeting next
September, after which I will bind it closer

with a ribbon bearing the inscription: "Chicago is not tired

of trotting meetings, but encourages it as of yore."

Why should trotting lose its interest? This, to me, appears
to be a very foolish question to ask, when on every hand we
set; thousands of roadsters vs'ing with each other on our
boulevards and fast drives. Every owner of a roadster is in-

terested in the development of speed qualities, aud trotting

meetings furnish bini practical demonstrations. How many
owners did not attend the trotting meeting, and why?
fj^It is a great pity that Sunday racing had been inaugurated.

Otherwise, I believe the management would have been amply
rewarded for their labors in perfecting and carrying through
the different events, which were interesting, sufficiently ex-

citing, and stubbornly contested. The first day, Tuesday,
June 16th, was pleasant, and about 1,500 persons assembled
to witness the sport, which proved to be very spirited. The
3:00 class, with seven starters, was the first to score, aud was
a grand race, requiring five heats to decide it, £. P. Pepper's

b g Judge Lindsay, winning it from P. V. Johnson's bgChas.
Hilton, on the last heat. Poor Pete! he felt crestfallen in-

deed, for the heat was his up to within a hundred, he having
eased up "just a little," when Lindsay passed him with a

"get-there-Eli" pace and won by a length. The "talent"

were scooped, but the next time you catch Honest Pete Dap-

ping you may write it on the outer wall.

The second event brought out the 2:30 pacers, with ten

starters, and proved a surprise party, New Hope, an 3S5
farm-bred hort.e, proving himself the best of the lot, in three

straight heats, winning the lirst heat in 2:16A. T.
event was the 2:21 class, with six starters, the bay stallion,

Jerome Turner, winning in three straight heat?, best time,

2:17*.

Wednesday, the second day, brought out a better attend-

ance than the day preceding, some 2,000 psisons being pres"

ent. The track was exceedingly fast, and good time was
made. The first event was the 2:19 pacing class, which had
seven starters, Lottie P. winning in three straight heats,

best time, 2:17]. She was a surprise, and dumped theknow-
ing ones in deep water. The second event, 2:25 trotting

class, twelve starters, was an "exciter," requiring four heats
to decide it. Pepper's b c Code was the favorite, but Lena
Swallow upset all calculations by winning the last three heats
in succession, the seond and third heats recording her 2:19.

Among the people considerable comment and not a little dis-

gust was displayed at the manner in which the driver of the

b g Joe Davis worked the "pole racket" in Lena Swallow's
favor. The judges apparently did not notice it and so it

was passed over. It looked like crooked work to a man up a

tree.

Thursday was a perfect day for trotting, and there should
have been alargeattendauce, butprobably not more than 1.S00

persons assembled to witness a grand day's sport, the track be-

ing faster than the. day :previous and the fields large. The 2:23

trotting class was the first called tc the score, and had four
starters, Mambrino Sparkle winning in straight heats; best

time, 2:19£. The driver of b g Hex was changed for second
heat at request of "short" buyers, but even then he failed to

get placed. The second event, 2:24 pacing class, brought
eight starters under the wire, and, as before, New Hope, the

SS5 farm horse, won in three straight heats; best time. 2:162-

Much time and patience was lost in scoring. The third

event, 2:2S trotting class was not called until after five

o'clock, and as there were fifteen starters, many gave up
hopes of seeing the finish that night, and departed after

several vain attempts at starting them had been made. Calls

of "put 'em in line" were many and frequent, but the judges
lectured and attempted, and lectured and attempted without
avail, when, the cries becoming louder and more vigorous,

they were given the word at the thirteenth or fourteenth

attempt to a miserable start, the lot being scattered fore and
aft, the wh h Glen Miller leading and holding it to the

finish, winning by eight lengths in 2:1S. The second heat

had no better start, and the blk h Gilbird's Sprague, who
came in twelfth in the first heat, won by tbree lengths in

2:21v. The spectators were now thoroughly tired and not a
little disgusted, and many left for home, very few remaining
to see the third heat, which was called almost immediately,

as darkness was rapidly gathering. When the word "Go!"
was given, the colors were undistinguishable, and the result

was very uncertain until near the wire. The wh h Glen
Miller seemed to have it his own way, when the short crowd
sent up a yell, discomfiting the stallion, aud the brniMyrtie,
which came in sixth in the preceding heat, shot ahead and
won by a neck, in 2:24]. The race was then declared post-

poned to next day, when the tired and weary crowd wended
their steps cityward.

The attendance Friday was the smallest of the week and
very discouraging to the management. The weather was
perfect. The unfinished 2:23 race of the day previous re-

sulted in a victory for Gilbird's Sprague, he winning the fifth

aud sixth heats in 2:23] and 2:22. Considerable grumbling
was indulged in the day previous over Knapp McCarthy's
driving of the b g Harry Roberts, who came in 2, 2, 14. It

k as if "Knapp" tried "how not to win a race" iu the

second heat, when Gilbird's Sprague came in under the whip.
Within a hundred feet of the wire Harry Roberts was even
up, aud to outsiders i« seemed his race if "Knapp" had only
'"urged" the gelding as did his competitor; but he did not.

Hence complaint was entered to-day, aud Jim Dustin was
placed behind Harry Roberts. But he could not handle the

little gelding, and Knapp was reinstated, finishing the last

three heats 2, 3, 2. "Pocketing" was indulged in altogether

too freely in this race. Five starters faced the judges in the

2:40 class, trotting, and a tiresome time it was waiting for

them to go. Mary Sprague's toeweight was thrown, but the

judges refused to hold the race to have it adjusted, waiving
the distance in her case; after five attempts the word was
given. Pepper's b g Judge Lindsay winning the three heats

by two, three and five lengths; best time 2:23. After this fol-

lowed a five-mile ladies' race between Miss Myrtie Peek aud
Mme. Marantette. Owing to the latter falling wheu chang-
ing horses at the end of the second mile Miss Peek woa. The
2:19 trotting class wound up an excellent day's sport, and
was a walk over for Alden Goldsmith's br g Walnut, in 2:201,

2213 and 2:21.

Saturday drew an average attendance, but the track was
rather heavy, owing to rain the night previous, and ir was
fonr o'clock before the first race vus called— the free-for-all

pacers, and the principal event of the afternoon—Marlowe,
Westmont, Jeweit, Riehball. Little Em and Mike Wilkes
starting. Jewett won in straight heats handily io2:l'

'

2:20. The 2:32 trotting class bal thirteen starters, bnt dark-
ness coming on, tie race was postponed till Monday, fuur

heats having been trotted, Bonnie McGregor two, Bertha one
and Lottie Thorne one.

To-day, Monday, is delightfully cool and bright, but the
track is heavy owing to rain. In the unfinished race of Sat-

urday Bonnie McGregor distanced the field in 2:23]

.

The free-for-all trot was declared off.

Much interest in trotting meetings is destroyed by the tedi-

ous waits—and scoring when they do come. Cannot man-
agers discover some innovation? Another improvement
might be made in compelling official programmers to publish
the owners' names of horses, or by whom entered. Many
complaints were heard on all sides because this was not
done. In short, everything should be done to satisfy the
public.

The management was perfect, Mr. Emmett, Mr. Martin
and Mr. Norton leaving nothing undone to insure success;
and it is to be regretted that more of the public did not at-

tend. Some of the class races were the best ever seen on
this track.

Judge Gardner, of the Superior Court, granted a tempor-
ary injunction last Friday, prohibiting Sunday racing at the

Driving Park. A document circulated last week received
over 2.000 signatures, protesting against Sunday races. So
endeth the first chapter.

—

Correspondence Turf, Field and
Farm.

Rataplan.

The victory of "Old Rat" in the Coney Island Cup was
quite a feather in the cap of young Walter Rollins, his

trainer, as he also trained the last year's winner, Gen. Mon-
roe. Of all his many horses Commodore Kittson is especially

fond of "Rat," and when he could have sold him for a large

price at Saratoga last year, refused to part with him for less

than $25,000. "That is more than any three-year-old is

worth," said the old Commodore, "and I put the figure there

to keep purchasers away."
Rat is a very peculiar horse in his ways. As long as every-

thing goes to suit his serene highness, well and good, but the
moment anything occurs to ruffle his temper there is trouble.

FitEpatriek rode him wich spur.-;, but without any whip, to

which Rat has an aversion. Fitz hit him once in his work,
as he is very lazy, wheu Rat turned roun 1 and tried to tear

him out of the saddle, but he neeis a sharp remin I

the spurs frequently to keep him up to his bit in both his
work and races.

After they had got once around in the cup race

Arch, who had been making the pace, fell back. Fitz then
moved up with Rat, who answered the touch of his heel
quite willingly and took the lead. Going down the back-
stretch he seemed inclined to loaf a little, wnen Fitz a^ain
reminded him that he stiil had nearly a mile to go. Just
then the whips began to crack behind him on Fost^rU and
Monroe, when Rat took right hold of the bit and came home
at his ease, running kinder thau Fit/, ever knew him to do
in any of his previous rac >s.—S porting World.

Some little dissatisfaction was manifested on the extra

day at St. Louis in connection with a case which has patall-

els occasionally, but which are never satisfactorily <i

of. On the official pool-room boards aud iu the. offie;

grammes the weight of the horse McCreary Jr., entered in

the mile and a quarter, was given at 102 lbs. i

sold and book bets made on that basis, but just before the

race it was decided tbat the conditions of tbe race required
the hor»e to carry 122 lbs. When this was anuonuced, some
of the backers of McCreary demanded that the pools on the
horse should be declared off, which was not permitted by the
judges. As cases of this kind come up now and then, what
are the promptings ot equity and fairness on the subject?

—

< trek.

The lottery of speed has two more illustrations. New Hope,
the wiuner of the '2-..J0 pacing ra a farm
drudge in Iowa u year ago last Spring, and was then pur-
Chflsed for $85, He has now a record of 2:16}, and i-.

at >4JH)0. Wm. A. Hall, uf Newark, N. J., now tncan
at Trenton, uowardsof two years ag . Iriving

horse for $175. and after he got into trouble for defrauding
the city, sold the horse to Mr. E. B. Cahoone, who recently
refused Sl.SOOfor him. This horse is now known as Glen
Chief. He can beat 2:30.

The black pacer Killarnej, owned by Peter Fitzgerald of
Woodland, was speeded a little S .

tural Park, for the first time this «
rter in each. The homestretch

in tiie lirst b -; aud the first quar-
ter iu tbe second beat, in 34 seconds. Evidently U-- :

to be a grand hor=« thisyear.

—

Me* ord-Union.
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~.srsr\cau at Epsom.

L. !h. nyera, nie ath"#$e,
r

Writes a chatty letter to the New

York Sporting Worldr hnm. which we extract his lncid des-

cription of th^^enftsi'^psoni Downs on the day of Melton s

Derby.
Uur parry, pirj.^5 0/ slarry Hutchins, went to ipsom by

train from WestBYofc^on. "i saw Iroquois' Derby, bnt in

many respaeUH cannos be compared to that run last Wednes-

day. Oov S-fc.n lauy^allel with sonie of tbe roads leading

to the coqfB*. and onoa * long and steady stream of people I

never'saw before. 'Hut vragous, stages, omnibueses and odd

uul-'-i vehicles vemfairly loaded down with gaily be-

>BcA. Old men and women who seemed

i mile coiild be seen plodding along

''the dirty io?.a& us chesrtiy as schoolboys. How in the name

of heaven tiiey ever Ui&aaged to make the return trip is more

than I can make oat. fc'erhaps they took their chances of

meeting "a winner* wtoo might give them a lift.

Arrived at the Do^aa, sights of all kinds met the eye. We
were ea |

,. ..„ so that we could "takeit all in, "and

I dare sfiy vt succee ! There were the flying pigeons, the

hung-up bottles; inta& targets of all kinds to be shot at;

venders of everythit [imaginable fairly tried to compel you

to purchase their waaos. Turn which way you would you

were sare fca Bfcrjinble vver a pedler of some sort, or a blind

man or vou...^, i
a squeaking voice, tried to sing loud

gl to attract Va, anrrying throng's attention to his or

her application, i- i< wonderful how snperstitious is the

niajori ffd. Seldom does a person who iu-

. . e n a horserace pass a blind beggar

without - luglish beggars are no different from

cica, ti -« except tbe fact that they are much
louder in Ihcir lumen Lotions. What a harvest these blind

pencil - .-and on the plank walk near the

Brighton Be&oh racettwk would have reaped had they been

atEpsc Three-card monte men, acrobats,

negro mu-aUels,* wswel of fortune sharps, tipsters,

with h ~E imaginary winners given at

some prn^ua^ kee^.-ig, pickpockets, welshers and even

miuin- -. -i. were all clamoring for public

iese scenes are not confined to the

inner cirote, oi to -. ;<ace near the booths and stands, but

are can itself. The very spot where Archer

adox's neck for the first time in the

:s before stnod a minister of God
with a i -id, upon which was printed por-

tions ol scripture, bi ating the motley crowd to pay no
. riby race, but to enter themselves

into the . by keeping the straight and narrow
ii she prize— life everlasting. Whether

;.- his entreaties I cannot say, but I

think sxm Kgainst him. We walked leisurely

along t be Paddock to Tottenham Corner,

about 1 has been said and written. The
corner is TOZtf sharp. ur.:t after all, 1 am of the opinion that

any of onr j^uu , :__ _ could round this turn into the

iioinesc i ueh tronbie. The only thing that

makes H difiteuU ai i_ 5s the somewhat sudden descent just

at this point. The gcuesnd was in splendid order, and such

places . . had becc leven had been carefully leveled and
; certainly a trying one, for it is up

and downing from tq finish. Such portions as are up-

hill are juai Butted ta an animal with high action, while that

part of a x&**rse naiua? would no doubt tend to throw it out

to stride. 2iie i nishof the Derby conrsewouldalmost
surely stop a horse iir^w General Monroe, while I fancy Miss

[fc rfi Otrtlid ucis *r it as gaily as a lark. After exam-
ining t. icing ground, from start to finish we
turned the scenes on the hill, where four-in-

hands, " ad in fact vehicles of all sorts were
statiniwd. t£etei% £s that welshers, "shady" bookmakers,
luncheon teuis, coeoau'it alleys, liftiug machines and every

conceivable eateh-iwissiy attraction is to be found. The
bookmaktoM are a fiO| t in themselves worth seeing. Of all

the ,s
rigi ose worn by the "bookies" on Derby

Day beatu all. Tin natm idea is to attract as much atten-

tion as possible, juai^ine some of the portly forms of our
well-known ^enchiwij dressed in suits of red, gieen, blue,

yellow, eio., with diaWngnishing signs, such as huge crosses,

circles, stripes, animate, etc., of a different coloron the chest
or back, i'riu . i picture of a Derby Day bookmaker.

I be svettva "the hill." They are not all welshers,

mind yo\3, aud souio ws them are very wealthy I am told.

, ... .: f, eeptionof the great event, was very
lame. Stn&ll and uil :or fields caused the Derby itself to

stand ont in bold relief. Lord Hastings' colors are anything
but attractive. They ?.xe described as "Eau de Nile, with
crime jn belt find ca;j. "Dell" with us would in such a

'•sash." Imagine a faded light green
jacket wish a dark m*won sash and cap and you have them.
Even with an excellent aeld glass it was some time before we
could distinguish the fisvorite colors.

The eti >.' straggling, and Archer got somewhat
the worst ol it. ifor fee first three-eighths of a mile he was
actually - w**er the hill he began to get among the
others, of whom Itoysd Hampton was leading. The field ran

.- c >raer" was reached, when several

of the no-aoaotint oj«j were speedily left behind. Sere Para-
dox and &ai fit failles, .^no had joined issue, began to draw
away from fee reafc u! me field except Melton, who was hold-

ing his ova. Aroner, while not riding his hardest, was this

early at H oik on Ui» favorite, and thousands of throats yelled
Xaiutrailles now began to drop

back, ana V. t 6b on s. wadox began to take matters somewhat
easily it appeared to u u. My pile was on Melton, and I

gan the rise for the finish.

uch and the Melton backers began
to shoi" . Archer seemed to fairly lift his

•j^. Ouluey w*nt, head aud head, both jockeys work-
audhi me it looked like a dead-heat, but a

go up f'/l-

.
.
was a grand race and old-timers

itt IK **Mi the faroatest Derby ever run. There were
oulv twn botuM nnt, and while Royal Hampton ran

: after making the pace, he cannot
be c

. Xaintraillea could have
e been ridden out. Borne oi

Lad the start btcn a guoil one that

ea lily. I'm nol iuion and
l lox. We went

ace so as to get a good look
on Nautilus, got away again very

mat, although his

tbe fav< i me was the
idorfi. The; cli auly shaved,

tno iths or nnkept
- seen a'

health, showing that
.

. .

The Why of Preciosa's Losing.

The Sporting World thus reports the race at Sheepshead

Bay on the ISth nit., where Preciosa showed well, but failed

to catch the judge's eye first:

Second Race— For two-Year-olds. A sweepstakes of S25 eacb, p. p.,

with SCSO added, of which ?150 to the second ;
penalties and allowances.

Three-quarters of a mile.

P. D. Witber's b f Long Stop, by Longfellow—Brenna. 100
W. Donobue 1

B. A. Biggin's bf Preciosa, by Glenelg-Stamps, 100 Long 2

Eancocas Stable's brc Pasha, bv 3axon—Papoose, 100 Church 3

R. W. Walden's cb c Rock and Rye, by VirgiUan—recalco, 1C0
Lewis

Hr. Kelso's bor br f Shamrock, by Stratford -Tara, 95 Green
Mr. Kelso's cb c Amalgam, by Bullion—Alumina, 103 Meaton
Dwvers Bros.' b c Buffalo, by Billet-Belle Palmer. 11U

J. McLaughlin
Time, l:18i

Pools: Rock and Rye, 5140; Pasha, S7f!; Buffalo, S70. Preciosa. S50;

field, SG5. Betting: 2 to 1 against Rock and Rye, 4 to 1 each Preciosa,

Pasha and Buffalo, 7 to 1 Long Stop, 8 to 1 Shamrock, and 12 to 1 Amal-
gam. For place: 5 to 4 on Rock and Rye, 8 to 5 each Preciosa and
Pasha, 9 to 5 Buffalo, 7 to 2 Shamrock, 3 to 1 Long Stop, and 5 to 1

Amalgam. Mutuels paid, $34.55.

A very good-looking Held of two-year-olds came to the post

and the talent combined in selecting Rock and Eye the'

favorite, all the good judges seeming to be of the opinion that

three-quarters of a mile would suit the half brother to Tolu

better "than half a mile or five furlongs. The Californian

representative, Preciosa, who isowu sister to Louisette, how-
ever, had many admirers. The Kelso pair, Stratford, and
Amalgam, a full brother to that speedy but unfortunate colt,

Fairfield, attracted considerable attention by their good looks

and resolute style of going, bnt they evidently need a little

more time. Pasha is a compact looking youngster, but lacks

quality. Long Stop, a lengthy bay filly by Longfellow,

looked decidedly improved since her last appearance, and
Barney Eeilly has evidently not spared pains with her. The
fact that Billy Donohue was up caused many to back the filly

who otherwise would not have done so, but still from 10 to 7

to 1 was always obtainable. The start was delayed a long

time, there being a number of breakaways, in all of which
Amalgam was prominent. When the flag fell, however, the

send off was a good one. Lewis on Eoek and Bye lost no
time and cut loose at once. Long Stop being second way.
Donohue, however, let Shamrock aud Preciosa force Bock
and Eve and nearing the three-quarters they had settled his

chances. At the head of the stretch Preciosa had Shamrock
beaten aud apparently had the race safe. When well straight-

ened out, however, the black jacket of Mr. Withers came out

of tbe ruck and Long Stop overhauling the California filly

stride after stride, won cleverly by a length.

In Preciosa the California party thought they had what
•Jack HcDonald terms a "cinch," and they probably would
have won had not their lightweight, Long, rather lost his

head at the quarter pole when he found Billy Donohue on
Long Stop at his saddle skirts. Sweet William's energetic

style of finishing rather demoralized the lad from the Golden
Gate, who had to be content with second honors.

Sports in the Island Kingdom.

Editor Breeder, and Sportsman: Our gala day is fast

approaching, and a drive to Kapiolani Park in the morning
will well repay the trouble and expense. The programme
this year consists of ten races, three to harness and the bal-

ance running races. The horses all seem to be doiug fine,

and to hear the boys talk they all have winners. The much-
talked of race between Eva, May D., Col. Gift and Maybell

took place on the 25th nit. There was quite an attendance
at the track, His Majesty Kalakaua accompanied by his

Chamberlain and a few lady friends occupying one of the
stands. The track waB rather heavy owing to a shower the
nighl previous. The colt, Col. Gift, had paid forfeit, so did

not start, which disappointed a great many of the horsemen.
On the Saturday night previous to the race quite a number
had responded to an advertisement in one of the papers re-

questing "All interested in the race to meet at the Hawaiian
Hotel." The knowing ones all met, as the advertisement
meant "that pools would be sold," but when the time came
for selling they got scared of "the cops." as it is against the
law to sell pools, and Joe did not like to "get pulled" with-
out having the company of several who promised to be there,

aud whose presence might have changed things in the
"cop's" eyes. The Australian filly, Maybell, had been quite
a favorite, until almost within a few days of the race, when
it became known that she would probably act mean at the
start, aud try to eat her legs, if she could not get at those of

her rider. There was not a great deal of betting done pre-

vious to the race, but just before the horses appeared it com-
menced and quite a lot of Kalakaua dollars on May D.
against the field changed hands. This was owing to Mr.
Aguew's filly, Eva, having shown signs of lameness a few days
previous. The horses got a very fair start, with the favorite

at the pole, and the Australian on the outside. In a few
jumps Eva had the lead and ran the quarter in 25 seconds.
At the three-quarter pole she was still leaning by a neck in 51

seconds, but on rounding into the stretch the up-hill work
and wet track was too much for the daughter of Flood, but
she fought it out head and head to the wire. May D. winning
by a short nose in 1:19, the Australian nowhere.
Kapiolani Pabk, May 25th—Match race; stake, S400; three-quarters

of a. mile.
W. Cornwall's b f May P., by Shannon, dam Cuba, 3 years Xoble 1

B. J. Agnew's b t Eva, by Flood, dam Rivulet, 3 years Howson 2
E. K Miles "« f Mavbell, by Eastley, dam May Day, i years. -Gannon 3

Time, 1 :19.

Hoxoli'lu, June 2d. Oahc.

The Plumas DiBtrict Pair.

The Board of Directors met in Quincy last Saturday, and
decided upon a premium list and a speed programme. The
aggregate amount of money offered by the Society is

$G,200, tbe speed programme amounting to S3.500 and the
premium list to $2,700, the former being $500, and the latter

$700 wore than the umounts offered last year. The society

offefs $2,700 for premiums, but in reality it offers only S2, lull

of its own funds for purses, the entrance fees, according to

the rules, making up the remainder of thy SS.500.

Thy Directors admitted for racing purposes, Washoe coun-
ty, Nevada, Lake county, Oregon, aud Butte county, Oal.

This having been done, it is hoped that Ihose oouuties will

join with those of the District in inakiug the coiniug fair,

which is to begin Sept. 2Sth, the most successful ever held
here .

Indian Valley aud the Meadows made quite an effort to

secure the location of the fair at this place, and now it is to

be hoped that all will join heartily in making the meeting a
snci ess in every particular. The Directors, under the lead-

ership of their able President, J. W..Thompson, have labored
earm sly to properly arrange for the occasion. Messrs.
Hardgrave, Fo d, Flournoy and the Secretary, J. K. Murray,

appoiuttd'n committee to make arrangements in detail.

V e Bulletin.

THE EIFLE.

At Shell Mound.

There are days in the year, especially during the picnic
season, when the attendance at the butts is limited.aud.it
often happens that on that particular day when the attend-
ance is small the weather is everything to be desired for good
shooting. So it was on Sunday; the conditions were admir-
able, and so the records of the day were good, especially in

the individual shooting.
The first official match was the finish of the regular medal

shoot of Company U, Second Artillery, San Francisco Fnsi-
leers. The following were winners, though the totals were
not as high as usual:

First-Class Medal-Chas. Thierbacb. . ..200 yards-4 5 5 4 4a 5—SO
500 yards—3 5 5 4 4 4 5-30-60

Second-ClasB Medal—F. Koch 200 yards—I 4 4 4 4 5 3—28
500yards-4 5 4 4 3 4 4—28-56

Third-Class Medal—Chas. Boston 20U yards—4 4 4 4 3 4 4—27

Out of fourteen shots, at the double distance, Mr. Thier-
bach made sis bull's-eyes, or nearly one for every other shot.
The two threes spoilt the score.

Company E, First Infantry, had quite a delegation of young
members out shooting for niarkmen's badges for July, and
the youngters did very well. The distance was 200 yards.
The winners of the 60 per cent, badges were:

Pendleton 41 Stevens 38
Pritcbard 41, F. Kehrlein 38
Kehrlein 38|

We have long been acquainted with the Messrs. Kehrleins
and know them to be sterling young men, with a strong dash
of legitimate sport in their natures. We bid them welcome
to the butts as young riflemen and soldiers, knowing as we
do that if they show the same skill and endurance with the
rifle that they have shown in rowing, they will become very
useful men.
In the line of individual shooting Mr. A. Johnson took the

honors on Sunday. His scores were quite up to thestaudard.

Johnson 200 vards— 5 44445545 5—45
500 vards— 5 35535454 5—44—£9
200 yards—4 45555444 4—44
500 yards— 5 45455545 4—40—90

The champion Howard Carr was also out with
a Kigsby muzzle loader. Carr is always indulging
his experiments, and it is said that after he took a great deal
of trouble in getting the sights all right, he missed the bull's-

eye at 500 yards. We tried all Monday morning to find Carr
and get his total score, bnt he is as hard a man to strike of

late as Brother Jacoby.
Col. Sam Beaver, one of our old reliable riflemen was also

out with one of the new 22-calibre Maynard rifles aud did
splendid work. He shot at the 200 yard target with a 250
possible. The scores for five ten-shot strings were:

First 19 I Third 4S I Fifth 47—388
Second 48

I
Fourth 47

j

Now 239 out of a possible 250, with 39 bull's-eyes out of the

50 shots, is a grand performance, and proves one of two things

or perhaps both—either Col. Beaver has not forgot his cun-
ning with the rifle or his new gun is a clinker. We congrat-

ulate the Colonel on his performance.

At Harbor View.

The Germauia Schuet2en Club held their regular monthly
medal meeting at this place last Sunday week. The attend-

ance was large. The winners were: Best centre aud gold
medal, H. Kessler; second medal, J. Wolff; third medal, Leo
Klotz.
Mr. Kessler is a young and promising rifleman, who will

some day be a hard man to beat. He possesses the elemeut
of shooting in his nature very strongly. Klotz, the president,

generally has things his own way when out with his rifle,

but this time had to take a back seat. It is not well for any
club that one man should always get away with the prizes.

The Swiss Bine Club held their regular monthly prize

shoot at this range on Sunday, and in the afternoon partook
of their usual social dinner. There are few clubs in our
midst who enjoy themselves on these occasions more than
the old Swiss Club. The winners with best centres were: 1st

prize, Huguenin; 2d prize, Leeman; 3d prize, Gamma; 4th

prize, Croce; 5th prize, Bachman; 6th prize, Stuber; 7th

prize, Bohrback.

There are several private matches under discussion at

present, of which the two following are the foremost: To-
morrow Messrs. A. Johnson and C. T. Waltham will shoot a

match at Shell Mound, 20 shots each, at 200 and 500 yards.

Both are 90 per cent, men, aud while the public are much
interested in the result, under favorable conditions we may
look for high scores. Each man will shoot for all he is worth.

To-morrow, also at Shell Mound, there will be another
interesting match between G. S. Simpson, of Company C,

First Infantry, and S. J. Pembroke, of Company G, same
regiment, while Mr. T. M. Diers stands ready to bounce the

winner. The three are agreed as to terms aud conditions.

Speaking of this match the A Ha says: "These three gentle-

men are young at military rifle shooting, but are enthusiasts

at the business; and, as they have brought intelligence aud
perseverance into their practice, each has already attained a

front rank among second-class shots. There is not one of the

three but has several times made over90 per cent, string-;, aud
their general averages exceed S2 or S3 per cent. Mr. Diers,

on the 22d, made 4(i at 200 and 49 at 500 yards, or a sharp-

shooter's record of 95. These matches will be watched very

attentively, not only by the gentlemen's friends and com-
rades, but by theolder marksmen, as it will give the veterans

some idea ot the skill of those who will one day stand beside

them." All of which we are sure our riflemen in general will

thoroughly accept aud indorse.

Speaking of theeusuingfestivalof the California Schuetzen*
club the Hebrew says: "The commiUee having the arrange-

ment in charge of the grand shooting festival of the California

Schuetzen club, August 2d aud 3d next, are hard at work
trying to make an attractive programme. We feel sure that

this shootiug festival will prove the best und largest iu

California duriug 1SS5."

Mr. Schubert, of the California Schuetzen and Eiutracht

Clubs, won the first shouting prize at the late Turners fest

at Sacramento. Iu three shots Jhe made 22, 25, 19, or G6
rings. That exploit, good as it is, we believe is often equalled

if mi< excelled id the first-mentioned club's Bhoots atAlameda.
We repeat there is no tiner rifle club in America than the
California Schuetzen.

It is said Howard Carr, of the California Scluutzens, car-

ried off the two first prizes at the late fest of the Turners at

at Saoramento, It is not yet so stated officially.
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'Mr.Jas. Stanton, one of-theveteransof theCaliforniaSchuet
zen Club, has returned from a pleasant trip to Lake Taboe.
Messrs. Schubert, Sarkauder, Wedekiud, Gottschalk and
Philo Jacoby left a few days ago for a hunting trip to their

last year's camp, some twenty miles the other side of Guer
neyville on the Coast Range. We did nut hear whether the

old "big bear," so prominent last year, is the attration this

year or not. However the ease may be, we advise bruin the
big, and all other bears for that matter, to keep out of range
of Jacoby's crowd. We wish the party a pleasant hunt, lots of

excitement and lots of trophies.

THE GUjSt=

The Game Law.

Plank indicates open season.
Star (,*) indicates close season.

r ~ s >ia r

Quail
Partridge
Bail
Qrome
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer..
Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

= r-

There was quite a dearth in matches last week, the guns at

Bird's Point, Colma, llcMahon's and Bay View all being

silent on Saturday and Sunday. Every preparation was

made for the Dirigos at Bird's Point, but not a member put

in an appearance, and Bird was left with his pigeons aud

luncheon on hand. To say the least this was scarcely fair

towards the proprietor, as the club ought to have notified

him on their inability to occupy the grounds on their regular

day. The probability is now, we understand, that he will

not reserve the ground for the club any more on such uncer-

tainty, and we do not think anyone can justly blame him.

At San Bruno—The Great Match.

On Sunday, according to arrangement, the cracks came

together to contest their much talked of match. The day

was unpropitious and altogether against the guns. In the

morning a cola, raw wind prevailed, which in the afternoon

increased to half a hurricane, aud throughout carried the

birds away with lightning speed wheu once ou the wing.

Yet throughout the day, with" the exception of a few breaks

by some of the contestants, which always occur, the shooting

was remarkable, and proved that the five gentlemen in the

match are worthy of occupying the same position in any
country. The conditions were 50 birds each, 30 yards rise,

SO yards boundary, Hurlinghani rules, entrance S50 a man,
the parties agreeing the one who made the best score should
take $200 aud the second $50. The contestants were Crit-

tenden Robinson, Ed Fay, T.Pearson, H. A. Bassford and
F. J. Bassford. The score of Alessrs. Robinson aud H. A.
Bassford, 43 out of 50, on such a day stamps them as remark-
able men with the gun, if such evidence were wanted to add
to the reputation they have individually earned already. If

these scores had not existed to astonish us we should have
considered the others, under the circumstances, 39 forFrank
Bassford, 3S for Fay, and 35 for Pearson, an honor to any
man, and though they were left behind they did a grand
day's work. The performance of all on Sunday has left a

settled conviction in our public that the five gentlemen, as a

team, may safely meet any other five gentlemen in America,

England or Europe. In support of this view it may be re-

membered that Messrs. Robinson and H. A. Bassford always

shoot very closely together in their matches, that their scores

are always very high, and that if there is any material differ-

ence in them it is Mr. Robinson's iron nerve, his steadiness

of purpose, his quickness with the first barrel which, some-
how, nothing seems capable of interfering with. Beyond all

question these two gentlemen have no superiors in America,

and their regular records at San Bruno, one of the most diffi-

cult grounds in the world to shoot over, are an honor to our

State. As usual Mr. Robinson opened the fight, and it was
soon appareut he was iu fine form. The birds, nearly all

clinkers, and evidently a picked lot, went off as a general

thing like lightning, yet he killed his first five in beautiful

style. His sixth was a terrible slate-blae tailer, and though
cut literaliy all to pieces with both barrels it fell out of

bonuds and was lost. Then came soon afterwards some-
thing very unusual for him and he missed his eleventh,

twelfth, and thirteenth. This, however, only seemed to nerve

him up, and then followed a phenomenal piece of shooting

for such a day—a 24 straight kills. On entering the last

ronnd of 10, he lost his forty-first and forty-second, and
finally his fiftieth, and closed the match with the grand total

of 43. The shooting of H. A. Bassford, as the record shows,

was not less phenomenal than the champion's, but he was
unfortunate with his first, fifth, tenth, twenty-first, twenty-

third, thirty-second and thirty-third birds. Much of the

misfortune in these birds, however, sprang from what he has

often been blamed for, and certainly his only fault at the

trap, a slowness with his first barrel. Otherwise his shoot-

ing was an elegant display, and in long shots with the, second
barrel, he certainly carried off the honors of the day. His

tying the champion with 43 kills, places him in the highest

rank among our trap-shooters. Mr. Frank Bassford also dis-

tinguished himself by his day's performance. Up to his

thirty-second bird he also tied Mr. Robinson, showing tine

style and execution. At this point he was seized with a vio-

lent headache, or otherwise, perhaps, the result would have

been different. From this cause he fell off in the next 16

birds, and thongb he did not shoot at the two last birds, he

finished with 39 kills to his credit, a record of itself under
the conditions of the day, highly creditable to him. Our
other two favorites and popular representatives at the trap,

Me srs. Fay and Pearson, did not realize the expectations of

their friends, but both during the day did fine work at times.

Towards the close Pearson got into one of his careless Ol

funny spells, and his shooting from then on was by no means
as accurate as in the earlier stages of the match. Mr. H. II

.

Brigga acted as judge, and the veteran Price presided over

fee traps. Murphy supplied the birds. The attendance was
large and enthusiastic. The score:

Robinson 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 000 H 1 1 l 1 l l 1 1 I 1iiiiiiiiiiiiooiiiiinin o—is
'

H. A. Bassford 11 1 u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 ! 1 I 1 1 u 1 1 1llllllOOllllllllllllliii i_43
,

Fay 1 1 1 I 1 1 l 1 o 1 1 i) lllllllllli
lUllllOlQllllllUUOlllOll 0—38 >

F.J. Bassford.. .0 I 1 U 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1
liiiuiiiiiiiiioiiuionioo-ao

Pearson .0 1 1 1 00 1 1 1 1 1 ol 1 I 1 u 1 1 1 1 1 1

UlUllllOlllUllOOOllOll 11 1—35

The shoot-off for first money between Robinson and H.
Bassford was at 12 birds, and ended as follows:
Fobinson....O lllllllu I—S

|
H. A. Bassford. .1 1 1 w ,

Bassford lost his self-control and on the eighth bird with-
'

drew, giving Robinson $'2U0, and saving his own entrance
of §50.

POULTRY.

At Colma.

The Lincoln Gun club held a shoot at Colma on Sunday,
and the usual number of clay discs were destroyed. A match
between Frederick Drinkhouae and Charles Ford, at 50 discs,
for a purse of $50, was an exciting contest. Driukhouse did
not make as good a record as usual, owing to the fact of his
using a new gun which he was not accustomed to handling.
Ford ouly defeated Liin by ons, however, and the following
score was made:
Ford llllOlOOOlOOllllIlilllll

111010110111111111111111 1-40
Drinkhonse 1 1 1 U' 1 1 o 1 u 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1

lUOlOlOlOOllllllllllllll 1—30

At McMahon's Station-

The grand tournament open to all was decided at Mc-
Mahon's station Sunday. Sixteen shooters entered for the
main match, which resulted in favor of E. Funcke, who
secured first niouey with eight kills. There being four ties for
second and third moneys, it was decided to shoot off at three
pairs each, which resulted iu second money going to C. Cate
and third to P. Bekart. The usual high wind blow, and the
scores were not up to the average.

At Sacramento.

The match between George Rontier and F. M. Coons, 100
birds, $100 a side. Forester Gun Club rules governing, took
place at Agricultural Park last week aud resulted in a victory
for Ron tier, who killed SI out of 100 birds, while Coons sot
only SO out of 100. The scores were as follows:

Routier 1 1101 11111 11111 lllll 110.il
I 110 110 11 00010 01111 11101
lllll 111-1 lllll 10111 00111
lllll lllll 11101 11110 111 -81

Coons 1 11U1 11011 11010 10101 11101
01101 11101 11011 10111 01111
lllll 10111 lllll 10111 11 (i 11
lllll 1110 u lllll 11110 lill 1—SO

Events to Come.

A match was talked of in the early part of the week to

come off to-day at San Bruno between Messrs. Pearson and
Lambert for ©250 a side, 100 birds each. The match will

come off at Bird's Point, Alameda, to-morrow.

On Sunday, July 12th, the Lincoln Club will give its

second annual tournament at Colma. The match will con-

sist of 15 clay discs and $2.50 entrance will be charged. The
purse will be divided in prizes of 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

The Alameda County Clnb have postponed their regular

monthly shoot from to-day at Bird's Point until next week,
in consequence of the Fourth.

For some time past there has been an earnest dispute be-

tween the Teal and the Cordelia ducking clubs, the members
of each organization claiming a large and important piece of

ground. Their preserves are situated ou the marshes be-

tween Benicia and Suisun, and on a recent survey a fine

pond that had always been in possession of the Teal Club was
claimed by the Cordelia. This was a likely resort for the

birds, and the dispute as to its ownership became very lively

between the two clubs, and might even have led to serious

results. But a more sportsmanlike feeling prevailed, and by
mutual consent the matter was left to the arbitration of a

indge, who has rendered his decision in favor of the Teal

Club. Itis pleasant to note that the affair has thus been set-

tled in an amicable manner. From the high character of the

two clubs we always anticipated such a settlement.

Geese-

We still hold to the somewhat unfashionable idea that the
keeping of geese should be much more largely practiced than
at present, and we also hold that thuse who do keep should
care for them well, especially if they have not plenty of green
grass.

These fowls are by nature as much inclined to grazing as
the sheep or cow, consequently the change from green to dry
feed is a more serious matter than with hens and turkevs.
They will, of course, take grain, but unless intended for
speedy marketing, tneir diet should be more suited to their
taste. Therefore, if iu the Fall the supply of grass becomes
t»ugh and frost-bitten, save some of those small, hard apples
when you are making cider, and perhaps a lot of cabbage
that is unlit for the table. Later on in the Winter or Spring,
wheu these give out, have on hand a little prime sweet rowen
hay, tit lor your best Alderney; then, cutting it tine, pour
hot water to it and let it steam a little. By adding a small
quantity of meal aud bran the geese will clear it all up and
show their appreciation of the kindness by their sweet (

'.')

notes. In Summer, if for any reason you have occasion tc
shut up your geese, keep th'ern on short-cat grass; feed often,
fresh and crisp, with the addition of a little corn, and get
them out of confinement upon the range again as soon as
possible.—/. IF. G. in Thoroughbred Stuck Journal,

The question of handicap, since our recent mention of

the matter, has been considerably discussed, and seems

to be assuming a prominent place among the different clubs.

We are not surprised it should. It is neither pleasant nor

right that certain men should carry off the prizes all the time,

and the fact that it is so has a mischievous influence. The
difference of distance for bore only equalizes the guns and

does not go far enough. If trap shooting is to remain suc-

cessful among us, the men must also be equalized, and that

can only be done by imposing a handicap of birds on the

crack shots. Some such arrangement as we suggest sooner

or later must be adopted on piinciple, or the attendance will

craduallv fall off to little or nothing. With that decrease in

attendance, the pleasure of shooting and the spirit of the

clubs will be gone also.

A peripatetic, peregrinating pot-hunter remarked in our

presence a few days ago that deer were very plentiful in the

southern portion of the State; that a few weeks ago he killed

sixteen in San Diego county. Upon being asked if the people

of that section were ignorant of the game law, he replied: "Oh,

no, but nobody pays any attention to it." A gentleman told

us that he recently saw a man coming out of the mountains

nol many miles from Gilroy, with a deer's head hanging out

of his wagon. It is also reported that quail are being killed

in the hil?s. Somebody may yet violate the law once too

often.—Gilroy Record.
_

The Peoria Blackbird.

The testimony in favor of this target is very pronounced of

late and its popularity is established beyond question.

An experienced shooter at the traps writing to o

"It is no use trying to condemn the blackbird; it is certainly

the best target we ever had."

Auother gentleman says: "Our club has abandoned all

other targets, aud will henceforth use only the Peoria Black-

bird—in fact, we shoot very few live pigeons since we have

the blackbirds."
We give these testimonals with pleasure, because they

confirm in the judgment we, ourselves, have already given iu

their favor.

The most important point in the matter of increasing egg
production consists iu thoroughly domesticating the fowls.
Feeding th^ fowls from the hand with meat occasionally, their
eagerness for which overcomes their timidity, insures good
results. It is a good plan to break up fresh bones for them
daily, which not only increases the production of eggs, but
assists materially in familiarizing the fowls with their atten-
dant. To insure their domesticity fowls should be visited
ofteu, treated with kindness and cared for to such a degree
that the owner's attentions will be largely recognized and
appreciated.

Blow Persian insect powder through the hen's feathers
with a small bellows. She will then brood her chickens soon
after, and in twenty minutes all the lice will have left her
family. To avoid the presence of these vermin altogether,
use the powder freely in the nests wheu the hens are sitting.

Fumigate the hen houses. Wash out the old nests and
cleanse the roosts. Keep the young stock out of doors at
night as well as during the day. Give them well sheltered
perches npju which they may roost, but let them have free

air. They will grow hardier, more robust and be healthier
for ii.

Avoid stuffing to fatness the aged breeders. They need
good food, but much less of it than while breeding. They
only require what is necessary in a light diet to keep them
in good heart. Naturally all the Asiatic breeds incline to

fatten internally in hot weather. This must be avoided:
while it is desirable that they should retain their flesh well
yet they do need to be fattened. Do not be in a hurry to

crowd the young chicks of the heavier breeds on to the roosts.

Let them stay in the nursing coops until they outgrow them.
These coops may be moved to a fresh spot every night, and
they will always be fresh and clean inside.

Some animal food is needful for chickens. The crumbs
and scraps from the table, and the parings and waste of the
vegetables, all of which generally go into the garbage barrel,

will be relished by the hens and form an important factor in
the manufacture of fresh eggs. Guinea fowls will keep bugs
and insec's off garden vines. They will not scratch like

other fowls or harm the most delicate plants.

—

P
World.

Where convenient chickens should be allowed full liberty

to run about at this season. They grow better thus and will

thrive much better than it is possible when penned up.
During the Summer, when fowls must be shut up onacconnt
of their roving and mischief-doing, mnch of the ill-effect of

their imprisonment may be avoided if they are let out and
watched for a short time at evening.

Vermin upon the wood work of the fowl-house, the walls,

perches and nest boxes are best killed by an application of

whitewash, which not only destroys these pests but at the

same time leaves the premises light, sweet and clean. Car-

bolic acid is sometimes combined with whitewash iu the pro-

portionof an ounce to a gallon of lime and water. White-
wash pure and simple is, however, amply sufficient.

Charcoal is quite necessary to fowls. Charcoal made o
wood does not answer the purpose since it has no taste of

food, is not attractive to fowls and is seldom eaten. If, how-
ever, anyone will put an ear of ripe corn into the fire until

the grains are well charred, and then shell off the* corn aud
throw it to the flock, he will see how eager the fowls are for

it.

Nest boxes may be made sixteen to eighteen inches square,
raised two feet above the ground or floor of the house. Iu

front of these should be fastened a shelf, say eight inches
wide, upon which the hen can mount easily to enter the

boxes aud lay. Keep these boxes always supplied with clean

hay or short straw.

In pleasant weather two mealn a day in addition to what
they will get foraging will be sufficient for turkeys until Fall,

when, if they are intended for Thanksgiving, they should be
fed all they will eat at least three times B day with a variety

of food. Boiled pumpkius with meal makes a dish much
relished by them.

'Iu Lave eggs in plenty the year round save the earliest

hatched for laying. Give as great a variety of '<

ble, and as much as they will eat. m and animal
food in Winter, and keep the hens quiet and comfortable.
Fresh aud clean water is indispensable.

The most desirable eggs for setting are those the i

laid. A liberal daily sprinkling oi tepid water upon tbem
when incubation is near its accomplishment, say a week be-

before hatching, is an aid to the free issue oi the chick at

maturity.

.Many eggs left in a hen', oesl tend to induce sitting.

Where a large number of fowls is kept a two-story fowl

nt. Hens should be killed when thre,' yeai

they lay a less nnmber of eggs every year after the third.

Rake the lawn mowings every time the ent, and
shower the short, juicy, fresh blades over the floors or ground
of your pen-:, where the poultry i tfined. Bvery
morsel will be eagerly devoured by the chicken-.

A healthy fowl will drink fifteen to twenty times
aud in a close coop, or iu hot weather, still oftei r.

fore, when fowls are shippi l,' ble pains
taken to properly fasten water cups in their cages.
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The del Rio Sale—The Colts to be Sold.

The following Is the catalogue of Sir. Winters' annual sale

to be held on the 16th inst., with descriptive notes of the

yearlings, made from a personal inspection:

In presenting to the public the catalogue of the second

annual sale of yearlings at Kancho del Bio, we have the ut-

most confidence in the statement that they are fully equal if

not superior to those which have preceded them. From per-

sonal and close scrutiny we feel justified in saying that for

form, size, soundness and good condition they cannot be ex-

celled in any country. Their breeding is shown in the

pedigrees, and is so good that comments are super-

fluous. Since the former sale the colts bred at Eancho del

Rio have acquired a still higher degree of fame. Nearly

every one sold last July have proved winners of high caste.

Alta, Estill, Bonanza, King of Norfolk, Ichi Ban, Sabiina,

Ed Corrigan, and others have made a grand showing, while

those which are still maidens have exhibited capacity scarcely

inferior. There is but one yearling in the list which is from

untried sire and dam; the parents of the others have thrown

progeny which could race, and the old maxim to "stick to

the winning families" is as forcible to-day as it was when

first promulgated a hundred years ago. It is far beyond the

limits of a short preface to specify performances, but the

records of the season will show that some of them were the

"best on record;" all of them good.

As the main stakes, both at the East and in California,

close on the 1st of August, purchasers will have ample time

to make nominations, and there is not an animal in the list

that is not well worthy of being named at home or abroad.

Those who desire to make a closer examination than is

offered on the day of sale will be given every opportunity

previous, to scrutinize as carefully as they choose. The first

and great object of Mr. Winters is to have these sales con-

ducted so that even the hypercritical cannot find fault.

There ivill be a competent veterinary surgeon in attendance

on the day of sale, and should any doubts arise regarding

"soundness," he will be ready to give his opinion.

Whenever desired a sworn certificate, over the seal of a

Notary Public, as to age and breeding, will be given.

Sale will take place at the stables of C. H. Shear, opposite

Agricultural Park, Sacramento, on Thursday, July 16, 1885.

CATALOGUE.

1. Bay filly, three white feet; foaled January 20th, 1SS4, by

Norfolk.

1st dam Marion, by Malcom, (damilth dam Betsy Malone, by Stock.
of Duchess, Duke, Prince and bolder.
King of Norfolk.) 5th dam by Potomac.

2d dam Maggie Mitchell, bv imp. kith dam by imp. Dionied.
Yorkshire. 7th dam by Pegasus.

3d dam Charmer, by imp. Glencoe.l

"Queen of Norfolk 1
' is a remarkably fine filly, much like

her sister, Duchess of Norfolk, in shape; she is so much
larger than her distinguished relative at the same age, as to

warrant the expectation that she will prove still superior. This

is expecting a good deal, as it is generally conceded that the

Duchess was one of the very best performers ever seen on a

California racecourse. Her two and a quarter miles in 3:5S&

is the best on record for a three-year-old filly, and when in any

sort of order she could ahvaj's be depended upon for some-

thing good. As nearly as we remember the Duchess was
not much larger when a year older, or rather that in the

Spring of her two-year-old form she was not larger than her

sister is now. From having bred the dam it may be that we
are over partial, but after making due allowance for predi-

lections we have no hesitancy in pronouncing this filly nearly

perfect. This has been a great racing family all through.

Charmer was une of the best of the Glencoes, and won more
races than any other of the get of that celebrated sire. She
won twenty-eight races in forty-three starts, sixteen of them
at three miles, or heats of that distance, and never was
beaten when these were the courses. Her dam, Betsey

Malone, ran twenty-two races against the best horses of her

day, and the only one lost was when she fell down.

2. Bay nlly, two white feet, white face; foaled March ISth,

1SS4, by Hooker.

ing racing-like all over, and there is little to risk in the

prophesy that barring accidents there is a great future in

store for her.

4. Brown or black filly, star in forehead; foaled February

6th, 1SS4, by Hooker.
mp. Eclipse 8th dam Canary, by Coriander.

!)tb dam Miss Green, by Highflyer.
10th dam Harriet, by Matchem.
11th dam Flora, by liegulus.
12th dam by Bartlett's Cliilders.

13th dam by Bav Bolton

.

Hth dam by Belgrade Turk.

J st dam Bay Kate, by Norfolk
(i
2ddam Big Gun, (the dam of Jim

(dam of Atchison.) . ltenwiek.)

No. 2 is a sister to Tom Atchison and is a very good-look-

ing filly, with plenty of size and with "speed-lines" that can*

not fail to impress even a casual observer. It is within

bounds to say that Tom has never yet started in a race when
in proper condition. He was thin when put in training, and
at no lime since has he carried as much flesh as his big frame

required. His late races at Sacramento and Petaluma show
wonderful powers, aud his sister is evidently of the proper

shape to show the family inheritance.

3. Bay tilly, four white feet, white face; foaled February
16th, 1884, by Norfolk.

let darn Neapolitan, by War Dance,
"I.uei of Miouet.)

2d daro Eliza Davis, by imp.
K night oi -st George.

3d darn imp. Ed eltyse; by Mel-
bourne-

111] il:iiii i
' l,i r!: in, liv Millf'V Mohn;h.

5th dam sister to ftighton, by Palm. 15th dam by Make
erin.

6th ilam Occana.by Cerberus.
7th lain by Beuinghrough.

Neopolitau is full sister to War Song, the dam of Mr. Gob-
hart's Eole.

No. 3 shows a form in keeping with her pedigree aud that

is of the royal kind. She has the two crosses of Lexington,

which the Sunday school pupil gave as illustration of the

superlative of well-bred, and these through the best chan-
nels. This filly is as "arge now as Minuet was at the Spring
meeting, and the gain iu six* has not been got through the

sacrifice of quality. She is of powerful build, as well as be-

8th dam Jenny Mole, by Carbuncle.
9th dam by Prince T. Quassaw.
10th dam Sultana by Kegulus.
lllli dam by Partner.
I2tli dam by Gallant's Smiling Tom,
lath dam uyAlmanzor.
Mth dam by Grey Hautboy.

1st dam Kitten, by
(dam of yabriua.)

2d dam imp. Pussy, by Diophantus.
3d dam Agapemone,by Bay Middle-

ton,
4th dam Venus, bv Sir Hercules.
•ith clam Echo, by Emilius.
6th dam by Scud or Pioneer.
7tb dam Canary Bird, by Whiskey

or Sorcerer.

The Hooker—Kitten filly is well-grown and handsome. She

is of stronger build than Sabrina, with more length and taken

altogether of higher form. That she will be fast is as nearly

certain as can be foretold from breeding and configuration.

Her dam is entirely of English blood, both sire and dam hav-

ing been imported. There are two crosses of Bay Middleton

through Orlando and Agapemone, and Lord George Ben-

tinck paid $20,000 for the slashing Derby winner, after de-

feating his horse, Elis, in the Grand Duke Michael Stakes.

Elis won the St. Leger of that year, 1S36, aud the Bay Mid.

dleton won the Two Thousand as well as the Derby.

5. Chestnut colt, hind feet white, strip; foaled May 12th,

1SS4, by Hooker.
1st dam Chestnut Belle, by Norfolk Id dam BiR Gun (dam of Jim Ken

(sister to Bay Kate.) ivick.)

The chestnut colt, which is numbered 5, is a brother in

blood to Tom Atchison, and the filly which is marked No_

2. He is more compact than Tom and has rather a hardier

look. There is so little risk in prognosticating speed in con-

nection with the Norfolk, Big Gun and Joe Hooker combina-

tion of blood, that we predict with more than usual confidence

in the prophesy being fulfilled.

.6 Chestnut colt, four white feet, white face; foaled March

28, 1884, by Hooker.

1st dam Abbie W., by Norfolk,

|

(dam of La Scala and Porter
Ashe.)

2d dam Ada C, by Revenue, (dam of
Connor.)

3d dam Sallie Morgan, by imp
Emancipation,

4th dam Lady Morgan, by John
Richards.

5th dam by Sir Solomon.
Sth dam Aurora, by imp. Honest

John.

No. 6 is plentifully endowed with the Hooker marks. Not

only the white legs and white face, but the muscular develop-

ment. He is very like his brother, Porter Ashe, though

rather finer, and as it is reported that the owners of Porter

Ashe have been offered S3, 000 for him since his arrival in

St. Louis, there has been a rapid appreciation in price at

every change of owner. La Scala exhibited a great flight of

speed in her raees, so that everyone of the blood has

demonstrated capacity.

7. Bay filly foaled Feb. 29. 1384, by Norfolk.

1st dam Lady Jane, by Marauder,! 1th dam Elizabeth, by Skip.
(dam of Estill.) 5th dam Dispute, by Partington.

2d dam Jane Shore, by Paumon. Hth dam Gift, bv Yonng Waxy,
3d dam Effle Dean, by Woful. '

No. 7 is a sister to Estill. This is enough to insure proper

attention when the auctioneer takes her in hand. Estill is

not only a great racehorse; he is a magnificent looking cole,

and the filly will not lose by comparison. Unquestionably

the muddy track had a good deal to do with the defeat of

Estill iu the American Derby, as the race on Tuesday last,

when he ran second to Jim Douglas, proves that he was still

capable of running very fast, only beaten one length; the

mile and one-sixteenth run in 1:47$—which is equal to a

mile in 1:41|—and stamps him with the seal of true merit.

That the filly will be no discredit to her breeding is assured

by her high form.

8. Bay colt, hind foot white, star, snip on face; foaled

March 24, 1884, by Norfolk.

10. Chestnut colt, three feet and face white; foaled May S
1SS4, by Hooker.
1st dam Rosa B., bv Norfolk.
2d dam Mattie A., by imp. Aub

tralian. (dam of Callie Smart.)
3d dam Minnie Mansfield, by imp.

Glencoe.
4th dam Argentile. bv Bertram!.
5th dam Allegrante.by imp. Young

Truffle.
6th dam imp. Phantoraia, by Phan'

torn.
7th dam by Walton.
Sth dam Allegranti.bv Pegasus.
9th dam Orange Sqiie'L-zer.by High-

flyer.

10th dam Mop Squeezer, by
Matchem.

Uth dam Lady, bv Turner's Sweep-
stakes.

12th dam Shuttle and Svphon's dam,
bv Patriot.

13th dam bv Crab.
Uth dam sister to Sloven, bv Bay

Bolton.
15th flam by Curwen's Bay Barb
Ifithdam by Spot.
I7th dam by White-Legged Lowther

Barb.
16th dam Old Vinter Mare-

Mattie A. is in Stud Book as Australian Maid.
Mares by imported Australian have acquired great celebrity

as dams of racehorses. Iroquois is the most noted example,
though there are numbers of others. The cross of Norfolk
on top of the Australian, and behind that the Glencoe through
the dam of Hubbard and Katie Pease, and the nest Argeutile,
by Bertrand, from a pedigree which is difficult to excel. The
grauddam of Argentina, Phantomia, was imported by Gov.
Barbour, when Minister to the Court of St. James, and from
her many turf celebrities have descended. The colt is of
fine size and a raciug looking fellow all over.

11. Bay filly, hind feet white, strip in face; foaled April
9, 1SS4, by Norfolk.

7th darn Zelipha, by imp. Messenger.
Sth dam Dido, by imp. Bay Rich-

mond.
9th dam Slamerkin. by imp.

Wildair.
10th dam, imp. Cub mare, "by Cub.
11th dam Amaranthus' dam, by

Second.
12th dam by Sterling, etc.

1st dam Ada C, by Revenue (dam of
Connor and Ballot Box.

2d dam Sallie Morgan, by imp.
Emancipation.

3d dam Lady Morgan, bv John Rich.
ards.

4th dam by Sir Solomon.
5th dam Aurora, bv imp. Honest

John.

ith dam Zelipha, by imp.Messenger,
th dam Dido, by imp. Bav Rich-

mond.
8th dam Slamerkin, by imp. WHdair.
9th dam imp. Cub mare, bv Cub.
10th dam Amaranthus' " dam, by

Second.

1st dam Golden Gate, by imp.
Leamington.

2d dam Naptha, by imp, Eclipse.
3d dam Echo, by Lexington.
-ithdam Maria Innis, by imp. York-

shire,
5th dam Ann Innis, by American

Eclipse.
Gth dam Miss Obstinate, by Sump

ter.
7th dam Jenny Slamerkin, by Tige r,

Sth dam Hannah Harris—Paragon-
by imp. Buzzard.

9th dam Indiana, bv Butler's Coluru
bus.

I0th dam Jane Hunt, by Wade
Hampton's Paragon.

11th dam Moll, by imp. Figure.
12th dam Old slamerkin, by imp,

Wildair.
13th dam Imported Cub Mare, bv

Cub.
Hth dam Amaranthus' dam, by

Second.
15th dam by Starling.
Kith dam sister to Vane's Little

Partner, by Croft's Partner.
(See American .Stud Book, vol.
1, p. 79.)

lth dam by Sterling, etc.

There have been many fine looking colts from the union of
Norfolk and Ada C, and not only good looks to recommend
them, as Pill Box, Ballot Box and Connor tesiify. So far as
looks go, the filly will compare favorably with the best of
them, and that being the case it is fair to infer that her per-
formances will be satisfactory. Then the success of Abbie
W. as a broodmare is another token of value. As has been
heretofore remarked, the Norfolk mares are grand stud ma-
trons, Jim Douglas, John A., Beaconslield, Haddington,
Nighthawk, Fred Collier, Edelweiss, Tom Atchison, Ichi
Ban, and many others affording the best possible proofs of
their value.

12. Chestnut colt, three white feet white face; foaled Jan.
15, 1SS4, by Hooker.
1st dam Puss, by Norfolk, dam of

Fred Collier.
2d dam Nettie W, by Belmont.
3d dam Lady Davis, bv Red Bill, son

of Medoe.

The brother to Fred Collier is of a different type from
Fred, and shows far more substance. He is fully 15 hands
and with great girth around the chest. His barrel is large
and back ribs deep, with a wear-and-tear look which corrob-
orates the statement that he will stand plenty of work and
never turn his tail to the feed-box as long as there is a kernel
of oats remaining. Had his brother Fred been endowed
with these qualities, it is certain that he would have been
one of the great racehorses, for dainty as he was—so much
as to earn the soubriquet of Dr. Tanner, he ran three miles
in 5:34, and went the Cup distance in capital time.

13. Chestnut colt, hind feet white; foaled Feb. 11

bv Norfolk.

lth dam Maria Collier, by Collier
ath dam by Galiatiu,

18S4,

sth dam by Chanticleer
9th dam by imp. Sterling
10th dam by Clodius.
Hth d.nu bv imp. silvereye
]2th dam by imp. Jolly Roger.
13th dam by Partner.
Hth dam by imp. Monkey,
loth dam imp. mare, from the stud

of Harrison of Brandon.

Golden Gate was a truly handsome animal when in train-

ing, and her filly has fully as much beauty. Not quite so

robust as some of the others in appearance, though "full of

quality" aud with plenty of indications of speed. That this

should be her inheritance is patent to all who have paid any
attention to the genealogy of racehorses—Leamington, im-

ported Eclipse, Lexington and then back to the imported Cub
mare from which so many great racehorses have sprung

Apart from "ruuuiug qualities" Norfolk mares are of great

value iu the stud. "Worth sacks of twenty-dollar pieces,"

was the remark of a shrewd observer who accompanied us in

the trip to Kancho del Bio, and iu this estimate we cordially

agree.

9, Chestnut filly, two white feet; foaled April 21, ISS3, by

Hooker.
1st dam Big Gun (dam of Jim ltenwiek.)

No. 9 is another one of the famous short division, being a

sister to Jim Renwick. She is the only two-year old in the

sale catalogue, aud therefore that much nearer racing. She
isby odds the most bloodlike of the descendants of Big Gun,
aud were it not known that she was so close to the Queen of

the old-time quarter-paths no one would question her pedi-

gree being clear. There are few horses in the United States

which are better known than Jim. He has run famously

all distances up to I] miles aud trains on in a surprising

manner. The filly is more compact than others of the

family, and that sho will ruce is beyond doubt.

1st dam Ballinette. by Monday or
Young Eclipse, dam of Alta.

2d dam Ballerina.by imp.Balrownie.
3d dam Hennie Farrow, bv imp.

Sliamrock, dam of Moll'ie Mc-
Carthy.

(th dam Ida, by imp. Belshazzer.
5th dam Gamma's dam, by Sir Rich-

ard.
fith dam by imp. Eagle.
7th dam Bet. Boslev, by Wilkes

Wonder.

We must confess being somewhat at a loss to come to an
estimate when the brother to Alta was led out. Alta we have
already held to be oue of the great colts of this or any other
era. Had he never run another race thau his victory at Sac.
ramento last Fall, it would have been sufficient to place him
on a high pinnacle. With the exception of one hock being
rather on the "round" order his form is good, and to pack
110 pounds in 1:421, and do that under adverse circum-
stances, when two years old, is a certificate of merit which
must bear weight with the most exacting of critics. That he
could have run faster was apparent, and in that memorable
race both he and Estill did wonders. The youngster is free

from any kind of blemish or malformation, aud of tremen-
dous power. That he has a constitution "as strong as an ox"
is shown at a glance. There will be no danger of him guing
to pieces with anything like proper handling, and should he
have the speed of his brother, it will be a troublesome job to

beat him. That he will be fast is nearly certain; that hit,

breeding is faultless no ooe will gainsay.

14. Bay colt, hind feet and face white; foaled March 7,

1SS4, by Hooker.

1st dam Countess Zeika, by Nor- ,7th dam Bet. Boslev, bv Wilkes'
folk, dam ol KdCorrig.ni. \v Icr.

J w
2d dam Ballerina, by imp. Bal- 8th dam by Chanticleer,

rowuie. :nb dam by Imp. Mi-rUug, '

Sd darn Bonnie Farrow, clam of 10th dam by Olodlus
Mollis McCarthy, by imp. Uth nam by Imp, SUvereye

i^thdujii by Imp. Jolly Roger
»zar, |i:uhdam bv Partner,
by Sir nth dam by Imp. Monkey.

16th dam Imp, mare, from the stud
Gth dam by imp. Eagle. I of Harrison ol Brandon.

The brother to Ed Corrigan struck us as being very nearly

the pick of the basket. He* is 15} hands, with all the other
parts- of his frame in proportion, aud so "well-furnished" now
that he might pass for a two-year-old. Good as Ed has shown
himself to be, wo shall be disappointed if the younger does
not prove superior, and though not prone to make sanguine
prophesies, have no hesitation iu drawing a brilliant horo-

scope for him. His pedigree and looks are more reliable data
than the stars, which were in the ascendancy ou the 7th of

March, ISS4, to build a prognostic upon, aud hence we murk
him at high figures.

llllUKOCk
ithdam Ida, bv Imp. Belsl
Sth dam Gamma's da in,

Richard.
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15. Bay colt, foaled March 2, by Hooker.
i dam Jane Hunt, by Wade
Hampton's Paragon.

12th dam Mull, by imp. Figure.
13th. dam OK! Nl:iuii_-rkiii, by imp.

Wildair.
14th dam Imported Cub Mare, by

Cub.
loth dam Amaranthua' dam, by

Second.
Kith dan l by Starling.
17th <lam sister to Vane's Little

Partner, bv Croft's Partner.
(See American atud liook, vol. I
p. 70.)

1st damFarallone.by Norfolk.
•!d dajn Golden Gate, by imp. Learn,

ington.
3d dam Naptha.by imp. Kclipse.
1th dam Echo, by Lexington.
.1th dam Maria Inuis, by imp. York-

shire.
8th dam Ann Innis, by American

Eclipse.
7th dam Miss Obstinate, by Sump-

tor.
SthdwmJfimv Slainerkin, by Tiger.
ttthdam Hannah Harris—Paragon-

by imp. Buzzard.
10th dam Indiana, by Butler's Col-

umbus.

No. 15 is a bay Hooker and without the usual white mark-

ings of the clan. He is a good-looking colt, though not so

large as the others. This may have come from being reared

on the Washoe farm of Mr. Winters, although were it not

that the others were of such goodly proportions this fellow

would show to better advantage. The Norfolk mixture will

further improve that in No. S, and we must frankly admit

that our preference would be for Norfolk tillies over their

dams for broodmares, no matter how good the elder had

shown themselves to be.

16. Chestnut tilly, four white feet, white face; foaled Feb.

29, 1884, by Norfolk.

1st dam Sister to Lottery, by Mon- 9t'i dam, by Wade Hampton's Para
day. gon.

'id dam Virginia, by Revenue. 10th dam, by imp. Figure.
Bddam Corrine.by imp. Glencoe. llth dam Old -siamerkin. by imp.
•Jthdam Ariel, by 'imp. Sarpedon. Wildair.
Dili dam Lancess, by Lance. 12th dam DeLancey Cub [Mare, im-
6th dam Aurora, by Aratus. ported, by Cub. (See American
7th dam Paragon, by imp. Buzzard. Stud Book, vol. I. p. 201.)

8th dam Indiana, by Columbus.

Lottery was unquestionably a fine racehorse. He could

run fast and stay, too, and his sister is likely to perpetuate

the good qualities of the family. Moilie McCarthy, through

her daughter Fallen Leaf, has shown that a further infusion

of the blood of Lexington was potent, and as this filly gets it

more directly, Norfolk being a son, while the sire of Fallen

Leaf, Griusteacl, is a grandson of the hero of Woodburn.

The filly is a sharp-looking filly and can hardly fail to race.

John A. speaks well for the union of Monday and Norfolk

strains, and though there is a reversal in the order of breed-

ing, the blood of this filly and John A. are similar.

17. Bay colt, foaled March 21, 1SS4, by Three Cheers.
9th dam Canary, by Coriander.
luth dam Miss Green, by Highflyer.
llth dam Harriet, bv Matchem.
l'2th dam Flora, l*v Kegulus.
13th dam, bv Harriett's Childers.
Hell dam, by Bay Bolton.
15th dam, by Belgrade Turk.

1st dam Alice N., by Norfolk.
2d dam Kitten, by imp. Eclipse.

3d dam imp. Fussy, by Diophautus.
4th dam Agapemone, by Bay Mid

dleton.
5th dam Venus, by Sir Hercules.
6th dam Echo, by Emiliue-
7th dam, by Suu.il or Pioneer.
8th dam Canary Bird, by Whisky oi

Sorcerer.

We were well pleased with the son of Three Cheers and

Alice N. He is very like his sire in appearance and should

he prove alike in other respects the purchaser will be fortun-

ate no matter, scarcely, how large the price that is paid.

He is below the average in size, but he was also bred in

Washoe and that may have something to do with the lack of

stature. There is time enough for him to grow, however,

and we have the utmost faith in him being speedy and stout,

and with plenty of weight-carrying capacity whatever his

size may be. He is very highly finished, his head bearing a

striking resemblance to that of Beeswing, as represented in

Herring's picture. It is a remarkable pedigree. There are

three strains of Bay Middleton and this is almost identical

with Glencoe, the difference being that Glencoe's dam was

Trampoline, by Tramp, from Web, by Waxy, the dam of Bay

Middleton. Cobweb, by Phantom, from Filagree, by Sooth-

sayer, and her dam Web. The speedy Sultan was the sire of

both, and this blood figures conspicuously in racehorses of

Europe, America and Australia. Combined with such noted

English strains as is shown in the pedigree, there are the best

of what is termed American, Norfolk, Lexington, Boston,

Fashion, Reality, on both sides tracing to the patriarch of

the American Turf, it would be an ultra stickler who would

question it. Where there is a "band" of such an extra qual-

ity of yearlings as is seen at Kancho del Kio it appears like

fullsome eulogy to describe them. They are assuredly

superior in appearance to those of former years, which is

probably owing to a better location than the Yolo county

farm.

18. Holiday, sorrel colt, foaled 1884. by Rutherford.

Property of Cupt, A. J. Hutchinson, of Los Angeles,

let dam Sunday, by Monday. tijth dam Green's Culer Mare, by
2d dam Pele, by Belmont.
3ddam Liz Givens, by imp. Lang-

ford.
1th dam Charlotte Pace, by Sir

Archy.
6th dam, by imp. Hestless.

The Seventh District Fair.

The next Fair of Agricultural District No. 7, will be held
at Salinas City, from October 6th to 10th inclusive. A tneet-
of the Board of Directors was held at the office of the Salinas
City Bank last Saturday afternoon. Present J. D. Carr
President, J. B. Iverson, J. R. Hebbron, M. Lvnn and
W. J. Hill, and J. J. Kelly, Secretary.
Mr. Hebbron, Chairman of the Committe on Premium List,

submitted a report and the list was revised in accordance
therewith. Some useless premiums were lopped off and
replaced by others of more utility. A premium of $5 was
added for the best exhibit of jewelry manufactured in the
District, and the sum of $15 was appropriated for premiums
in connection with studies in the public schools. There
were, however, but few material changes made in the pre-
mium list.

The Speed Committee presented their report, which was
adopted with some slight modifications, as follows:

No. 1. Bumling race of three-quarters of a mile and repeat,
for a purse of $150, free for all horses in the District;—1st
horse, S90; 2d, $45; 3d, Slo.

No. 2. Trotting race, best three in five, for a purse of S150,
for all horses in the District that have never beaten three
minutes, five to enter and three to start. Purse divided into
§90, $35 and $15.

No. 3. Running race of half a mile dash for a purse of
§100, free for all two-year-olds in the District, four to enter
and three to start. First horse, $75; 2d, $25.
No. 4. Trotting race, best three in five, for a purse of S500;

free for all, five to enter and four to start. First horse, $300;
2d, S150; 3d, $50.

No, 5. Eunning race of half mile and repeat, for a purse
of $150, free for all horses in the District, five to enter and
three to start. First horse, $75; 2d, S50; 3d, $25.

No. G. Trotting race for a purse of $200, best two in three,
for all double teams in the District, each team to be owned
by one man on the 1st of July, 1885, five to enter and three
to start. First team, $120; 2d, $60; 3d, $20.
In addition to the above, on Thursday there will be a

bicycle race of one mile, for a purse of $100, five to enter and
three to start, and the purse to be divided into $60, $30,
and $10.

No. 7. Trotting race, best three in five, for a purse of $200,
for all stallions in the District, five to enter and three to

start. First horse, $120; 2d, $60; 3d, $20.

No. S- Trotting race for a purse of $150, best two in three,

for all three-year-olds and under in the District. First
horse, $90; 2d, $45; 3d, $15. Five to enter and three to

start.

No. 9. Trotting race of mile and repeat, for a purse of

$200, free for all horses in the District, ut least four to enter
and three to start. First horse, $120; 2d, $60; 3d, $20.

No. 10. Trotting race, best three in five, for $200, for all

horses in the District, live to enter and three to start. First

horse, $120; 2d, $60; 3d, $20.
All entries must be mttde on or before August 15th, 1885,
The above is believed to be the best speed programme ever

put forth by the Society, and it ought to attract many of the
best horses in the District and State.

The Secretary was instructed to advertise the speed pro
gramme and have the necessary job printing done.
The next meeting of the Directors will be held in Salinas

City, August 17th, 1885, at two o'clock p.m .

FISH.
The Sonora Democrat and the Fish Commis-

sioners.

Results at Jerome Park.

Celer.
7th dam, by Partner.
Hthdam, by Appollu.
llth dam, by imp. Valiant.
luth dam, by Janus,
filth dam, by imp. Jolly Rogers,

A New Industry.

Much fruit is canned every year, and hitherto it has not

been easy to get good canned fruit. Recently one or two of

the progressive orchardists of the State have begun a practice

that will soon revolutionize the preserved fruit industry.

A case in point is that of J. M. Bassford, Jr., at Vacaville.

Mr. Bassford has established a cannery on his own prem-
ises, and uans his fruitwhen it is atits best, fresh, sound and
right from the trees, thus avoiding the over-ripening and
decay which characterizes so much of the fruit that comes
first to the commission houses, then to the jobbers, then back

to the commission men, and lastly is taken, as it may be, to

the canneries. Mr. Bassford's fruit is already in high repute,

and when it is known that the same care will be shown in

preserving as has been shown in selecting fresh fruit for

market, we see no reason why he should not build up a large

and profitable business in this new line. Particularly since

he uses better sugar and more of it than is commonly used,

and guarantees his product to be unexceptionable in every

respect. He is preparing two and oue-half pound tins and
eight ponnd tins, of large, musky, luscious apricots, and also

of mammoth, rich, Susquehannah peaches, both of which
would seduce an Anchorite.

In the seven days of the Spring meeting at Jerome Park
42 races were run, bringing 291 horses to the post. Of these

races 19 were stakes. The races were won by the following

owners: J. E. McDonald 5, DwyerBro's. 4, D.D. Witheisand
B. Goodwin 3 each, G. L. Lorillard, B. A. Haggin, N. W.
Kittson, J. Spellman, J. E. Kelly, Preakness Stables and J.

P. Dawes 2 each, and one each by Blohm & Co., Excelsior

Stables, F. T. Walton, W. Delaney, M. N. Nolan, W. C. Daly,

Clipsiaua Stables, E. V. Snedeker & Co., P. Lorillard, Jr.,

Mr. Howard, Piamapo Stables, G. K. Buchanan and E. B.

Wall. The horses that won $1,000 and over were:

Tyrant
J

$5,720|Mikado $1,650

Himalya 4,090;Sam Brown 1.6C0

Long Knight 2,2S5!Eataplan l,52o

Keveller 2,100|FreeGold 1,455

Miss Palmer 2
)
070

(

Duchess 1,370

Portland l,S50iCharlemagne 1,000

Owners whose gross winnings were over $1,000 were:

The following article is taken from the Democrat: "It is
strange that the Fish Commissioners cannot be induced
to take any steps to have the obstructions which
prevent fish ruuuing up the Tuolumne river removed or ob-
viated. The matter has been called to their attention repeat-
edly and they have uniformly answered that they would give
it speedy attention. But they always paid us off in promises.
Beyond promises they have never gone. Commissioner
Dibble wrote sometime ago to Hon. W. G. Long that Com-
missioner Buckingham would come up here and take steps
to redress the grievances of the public against the dam-own-
ers. Mr. Buckingham did come. He investigated, and went
away, saying that the Commission would deputize some one
here, and clothe him with the necessary legal powers to pro-
ceed against the parties who are unlawiullv blockiug up the
streams against the running fish. Nothing" has been heard of
him since, and nothing has been done. The cheap promises
he fed us with have proved as empty as the compliments of a
Bedouin. Now there is an African secreted in this dam bus-
iness somewhere. There is an unseen power which exerts
some occult influence over the Fish Commissioners when they
approach that big La Grange dam. Thisunknown force steps
in and quietly cnokes off every attempt to interfere with the
dam. When Mr. Buckingham left here, he went by way of
La Grange "to see the dam;" and the chances are that he saw
something besides the dam. At any rate something has
olosed his mouth as effectually as the dam closes the Tuol-
umne against the fish. We now appeal to the press of the
State to help us force the Fish Commissioners to act or re-
sign. We are weighted down with their inertia, or something
worse, and are as helpless as the poor fish that beat their
brains out against the dam."

We publish the above article because, if we understand the
real facts of the case, some statements in it need correction.

What we now say is under Mr, Buckingham's authority.

The dam in question is an old mining dam that has not been
used for years, with a small ditch running from it to a small
garden patch some three miles below, for the purposes of

irrigation. Who the real owners are it seems impossible to

find out. The county officials do not know even whether it

has ever been assessed, or at what sum until last year. To
insinuate, therefore, that it belongs to a big corporation, and
they bought Mr. Buckingham off, is a gross injustice to him.
After making all the inquiries he could, he left the matter in
the hands of the Hon. \V. G. Long, who promised to do all

that could be done. Whatever is wrong in the case at pres-
ent affixes itself to that gentleman aud the District Attorney,
not to the Commissioners. We speak thus only iu a spirit of
justice. In reference to dams obstructiong fish in our rivers,

the Commisioners are almost powerless, and we regret it is so.
The best they can do is to put such cases in the hands of the
local District Attorneys. It they are remiss in their duties,
as they too often are where the preservation of our public
game and fish are concerned, there the cases remain. It
seems to be thus in the present case. There is a contradic-
tion somewhere, aud our contemporary would do good by
finding out where it lies, and putting the blame on the right
shoulders.

After asserting the destruction of the sea-lions for years,
we are glad to find those interested in our fisheries at last

waking np to the enormity of the evil and seeking means to

bring it to an end. The Chronicle had an excellent acticle on
this subject last week, which we should like kept in print for

a month or two. It is the utter want ot common justice and
common business sense in the thing that astonishes us.
Where is the sense of making large appropriations to replen-
ish our public stock of salmon, and at the same time protect
thousands of sea-lions by law to eat them np? Where is the
justice to charge poor fishermen a license to follow the occupa-
tion only to have their nets and plant destroyed by sea-lions?
Where the profit of encouraging canneries, at a large expend-
iture of private meaus, and provide for the useless destruc-

tion of the fish they need? The whole thing is an outrageous
fraud, that would be simply ridiculous if it were not criminal
by making the masses suffer for food. It is the poor who
suffer most by this folly. Let us kill tbe sea-lions.

J. E. McDonald $6,49£

B. A. Haggin 5,94t

Preakness Stables 5,09(

DwyerBros 3,9U
D.D. Withers 3,70f

G. L. Lorillard 3,15(

S. W. Kittson $2,500
E. V. Snedeker 1,670

E. Goodwin 1,600

J. P.Dawes 1,100

J Spellman 1,100

J. E. Kelly 1,000

Sires whose gross winnings were $1,000 or over were:

Virgil S6,640
Great Tom 5,940

Billett 3,295

Pat Malloy 3, 140

King Ernest 2,950

Longfellow 2,350

Gen. Rousseau 1,725

Kingfisher 1,670

Alarm or Reform 1,575

Bullion 1,500

Glenelg 1.500

King Alfonso 1,375

Leamington 1,005

Wanderer 1,000

Voltigenr 1,000

CRICKET.

The Kittson horses will give a trotting and pacing matinee

at Midway before long, at which Johnson will pace againt his

record of 2;06J. Budd Poole will do the driving.

There was no match, as was expected, onthe27thult., owing,

as we are given to understand, to some hitch on the part of

delinquent members of the Merion Club, who, more from

thoughtlessness than any other cause, have not practically

given expression to their sense of how absolutely indispens-

able prompt payment of dues is to the successful carrying on

of the business of every club. The gentleman who was

charged with making arrangements for the ground found

himself naturally enough in somewhat of a fix, being held

personally responsible for the rent and other expenses, and

he declined to make arrangements of any sort for a match

until something tangible was done. We believe that the lit-

tle difficulty has been overcome, or, at least, will be so before

this day week (the llth inst.), when the rival clubs will meet

for the "first time this season and try issues. The Merions

have, we learn, received some phenomenally good additions

to their numbers in the shape of hard-hitting batsmen, and

they are confident of making short work of their opponents--.

The Occidents are all experienced hands, old stand-bys, and

we doubt not will give a good account of themselves between

the creases. The game will begin at 2 o'clock p. M. sharp,

and a first-rate match may be confidently expected.

A sixteen and one-half pound trout was caught last month
in the Kennet at Newbury, Berks county, England. It was
a well-known fish and many anglers had visited Newbury in

the hope of catching it, but it had always evaded the hook,
although it could be seen every day swimmiug for hours iu

the neighborhood of the bridge. It was captured by means
of a net, a scandalously unsportsmanlike proceeding. Of
course that is always the way these old, large, traditional

fish are caught.

A salmon weighing seventy-five and oue-half pounds was
caught in the Columbia river last week. If they would only

take the half pound off the weight of that fish it would be i

great consolation. Perhaps tbe half-poi nd is relied npou to

make the weigtit believed. There's liothiug like fastidious-

ness iu a yarn. It gives such an air of truth.

The usual favorite places in the bay have yielded well dur-

ing the last two weeks. Large-si/.ed rockood of the <l

colors, flounders, perch, smelt and other lish have bei n taken

almost everywhere iu quantity. It is difficult just n>w to

select a bad location. Until the anknown change in the sup-

ply of food, produced either by the tides or the winds, cornea

along again, this good fishing we take it will continue. The

only difference now in the catches is the size not quantity

of the fish.

The Fish Commissioners wish us to state they have now
some 400,000 young trout, principally of the silver, lake and

Truekee species, ready for distribution, which they are

aiiximiK to dispose of. Only those who desire to stock private

ponds are required to pay expressage. To all others the sup-

ply furnished goes free. The yonug fish will average two

inches in length.

Forty-nine Chinese, Greek, and Italian violators of the law

were convicted last month. Each weie fined $150.

Innately the commission gets no portion of li

work upon; half goes to the complaining witnosf

the District Attornies. That is a bad arraugeie

no government official ought to receive fees.
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The Coney Island Derby.

The following is the New i'ork Herald's account of the

race

The Coney Island Der'oy, a sweepstakes of 510:) each, half forfeit and

only !a> if declared out before July 1,1884; with |l.o0) %l 'le
;
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yoar-oias(voaIsoE 1882); the second to receive $200 out of the stakes

One mile and a half.

Jas.T. Williams' eh c Joe Cotton, by King Alfonso—Tnveraesa^n^Jba.
^

B A. HitEiiis Che vr"U ty ^:a T-ir-M-Si il:_ iin lis. K-' 1^' -

W. KelwM blk or l>r c Brookwood, by Billet-Broeck, 118 lbs..PeakeB 3

Heva, 113lbB.,Onleyantl St. Augustine, US lbs., ran unplaced.

Time, 2:41K-

B-tting: Even money. Joe Cotton, l to 3 place; 9 to 5 Tyrant, 1 to 2

place-7U»l,^t. Augustine, Ttu.i place; 7tol, Brookwood, 2 to 1 place;

20 to 1, Heva, 5 to 1 place. MutueU paid, S10.75.

The Race—The one thing conspicuously noticeable as the

horses cantered past the stand was the improved condition of

Tyrant since his race in the Tidal Stakes on Tuesday. He

seemed full of tire arid dash, and at the post could not be

prevented from breaking away. He was in the lead in more

than half a dozen false starts, and always ran a long way, an

operation in which he was always ably seconded by Brook-

wood. Besides these Joe Cotton was" almost statesque, so

that Tyrant's adherents (and they are legion) can still find an

excuse tor the defeat of their favorite. When the flag fell St.

Augustine showed in front for a few seconds, ami then

Brookwood took up the running, with Tyrant third and Cot-

ton nest. Brookwood made the pace down the stretch and

swept by the grand stand in the lead with St. Augustine well up

aud Tyrant, Joe Cotton and Hevaaltuost lapped. Tyrant went

iuto third place on the upper turn, and along the backstretch.

Heva carried the cherry and black into that position, Tyrant

fourth and Cotton last" Going down by the stables Tyrant

went out by his horses like a flash, and Cotton, not to lose a

point, dashed after him. Presently he was running on even

terms with the Califoruiau, and on the lower turn was lead-

ing him by a head, with St. Augustine third, and then Brook-

wood and" Heva. Up the stretch Cotton took a lead of a

length aud a half from Tyrant, aud all the jockeys behind

McLaughlin were liding aud all the people cheering. The
gallant struggle went on with desperate energy, but the Cali-

fornian could not make the slightest encroachment on Cot-

ton's lead, and the latter wou without punishment by a

length and a halt. Broodwood was third, and then St.

Augustine, Heva beaten off. After the race all the jockeys

except Heva's were called up to the staud, and there was a

good deal of excitement and anxiety pending the official de-

termination of the result. It appeared that a charge was

made that when closing in on the turn into the straight,

Cotton careened against Tyrant, who in turn knocked against

Augustine, who pressed Brookwood against the rails. The
claim of a foul was made in behalf of Brookwood against Joe

Cotton, but the judges did not disturb the order in which the

h( r;es passed the post. This was apparently satisfactory to

the public, who applauded when the numbers went up.

The Sporting World comments editorially: In view of his

Western form, his race for the Tidal, and his private work,

it was natural that Joe Cotton should be a strong favorite,

for if there is anything in form, there was no getting away
from Cotton's record, particularly as his owner, Mr. Williams,

announced openly that his colt was in better condition than
on the day when the Tidal was run. At the same time the

Californians thought well of their colt. Since his Jerome
Park victories he had been indulged somewhat, and had had
no work to speak of previous to the Tidal. On Thursday
morning, however, as the Sporting World stated, he got a

rousing good gallop and this was deemed sufficient to send
him to the post very fit.

Tyrant, however, did not act well while waiting at the

post. Usually a quiet tempered and eminently patient horse,

he was nervous and fidgety, refused to join his horses, and
broke away either in front or behind. He behaved as if he
were sore and had had too much of it. In his race he be-

haved better than I thought he would. Readers of these

notes will remember that in speaking of his Jerome Park
performances I hesitated about giving him credit for gaine-

ness, believing that like most of the Great Toms, he would
not stand the pressure of a drive. His race for the Tidal,

however, showed him a game, reliable horse, and although
he was beaten, I now have a better opinion of him than I

ever had.
This is not saying anything to the discredit of Jne Cotton,

who is a first-class colt. There is no gainsaying that. He is

not good-looking, but as Mr. Williams once said about Check-
mate, when that horse was in his prime: "lie is too good to

be good-looking." There is some truthin the rumor that the

Dwyers would like the colt. Like Mr. Pierre Lorillard, tbey
are always glad to get the best racing stock in the country,

and are willing to pay well for it. Mr. Williams, however, is

not disposed to sell. After disposing of Luke Blackburn and
Checkmate, he now appears to have come to the conclusion
that, if one has a good thing, the most profitable course is to

keep it.

St. Augustine made many friends in his preliminary, bnt
although he is a game sticker and a steady rater, he lacks

the turn of speed which constitutes a Mrst-class horse. Little

Brookwood looked exceedingly well, but Heva seemed to Hnd
no admirers. In view of the craze for the Raucocas colors,

during the first week of the meeting it was rather odd to see
Mr. Lorillard 's filly quoted at 25 to 1.

In the books, the auction aud the mutuel pools Joe Cotton
was a hot favorite, but Tyrant was well backed by both big

aud little bettors. At the same time most of the leading
bookmakers seemed to think Tyrant safe enough, for they
laid 2 to 1 to more money than appeared to be safe for a

man attempting to make a round book. Little Brookwood
was very well thought of by many of the talent and he was
actually third choice.

It is not necessary here to go into an elaborate descripti n
oE the lace. Suffice it is to say that when Tyrant begun L.«
run McLaughlin sent Joe Cotton after him at once, and the
race resulted in a duel between the two to the end, Coltou
lasting the longest. It was intimated that Duffy made a

mistake in beginning his run too soon—at the half-mile pole.

McLaughlin was riding for speed throughout the race; now
a colt with such a turn of speed for a furlong as Tyrant
possesses should have been reserved for the last furlong a i
then cut loose with. Still Duffy probably knew his horse
better than anybody else and under the circumstances criti-

cism is out of place. From the manner in which Joe Co' ton
finished, I do not think, however, that Tyrant could bave
won, no matter how he was ridden.

After the race Feakes went up in the judges' stand and
complained that he had been interfered with at the upper
turn. As far as I could learn he urged that Cotton throw
fyraut on him, thereby crowding Brookwood on the rails

and forciug him to pull back. The judges won Id not allow
the claim after examining all the jockeys in the race.

Diomed Blood in Trotting Pedigrees.

[American Cultivator.!

The frequency with which the Diomed strain occurs in the

blood lines of the sires of fast trotters has attracted the atten-

tion of every student of equine literature. The potency of the

blood of Pilot Jr., as well as that of Mambrino Chief, was no

doubt largely due to the Diomed cross.

Pilot Jr. was the only son of Canadian Pacing Pilot that

was capable of founding a family of trotters. The dam of

Pilot Jr. was Nancy Pope, whose sire was undoubtedly
Havoc, a son of Sir Charles, by Duroc, by imported Diomed.
The dam of Havoc was a daughter of Lady Chesterfield, and
she was a daughter of Diomed. At the close of last sea-

son Pilot Jr. was credited with nine representatives in the

2:30 list, the fastest of which was John Morgan, whose dam
Croppy, was by Medoc, be by American Eulipse, son of

Duroc, by imported Diomed. The second dam of John
Morgan was by Thornton's Rattler, sou of Sir Archy, by
imported Diomed, this giving John Morgan a double Diomed
cross through his dam. while through his sire he inherited

three more strains from the same fountain.

Daughters of Pilot Jr. have already produced twenty 2:30

performers, including Maud S., 2:09], and Jay-Eye-See, and
a large number of the trotters from these daughters were by
stallions whose pedigrees contaiued the Diomed cross, like

those of Dictator, Woodford Mambrino, Edwin Forrest,

Strathmore, Clark Chief, Gov. Sniague and Wedgewood.
The dams of several of these best daughters of Pilot Jr., like

those of Maud S., 2:09], and Jay-Eye-See, 2:J0,
were from

mares of Diomed descent. Five sons of Pilot Jr. have proved
their ability to produce speedy trotters, viz.: Bayard, which
has five represeulives in the 2:30 list; Tattler, with two" per-

formers already m the charmed circle; Clifton Pilot, with

two; Pilot Duroc and Rostoe, each of which is represented

by a single performer. Three of these successful sires are

from dams known to have possessed Diomed blood.

Bayard's roll of honor includes Bliss, 2:2 U, Emma B.,

2:22, Lily J., 2:25.}, Eagle Plume, 2:291 and Modie H., 2:29i.

Bayard's dam, Bay York, was by American, he by Whitehall,

by Sir Walter, by Hickory, by imp. Whip, by Saltram, son of

the world-renowned racehorse English Eclipse, The dam of

Sir Walter, sire of Whitehall, was Nettletop, a daughter of

imported Diomed, and the dam of Whitehall was by Cock of

the Rock, be by Duroc, son of imported Diomed, thus giv-

ing Bayard not less than five strains running directly back to

that noted fountain of speed and endurance, Old Diomed,
which was foaled in England in 1777, won the first Derby
ever ran in that country, was imported to Virginia in 1799,

got his best son, Sir Archy, in 1S04, wh^n twenty-seven years

of age; also Duroc, his next best, the following year, and died

in 1S0S at the age of thirty-one years.

Cock of the Rock, above mentioned, was brother in blood

to the noted racehorse, American Eclipse, both of which were
by Duroc, the dam of the former being fall sister to Miller's

Damsel, the best daughter af imported Messenger.
Tattler, the second-best son of Pilot, Jr., was quite a trotter

himself, having made a mark of 2:26. He was the sire of

Indianopolis, 2:21, aud Voltaire, 2:21, both of which were
from daughters of Mambrino Chief. The darn of Tattler was
Tell-Tale, by Tellomou. and Teli-Tale's dam was Flea, by
Medoc, giving Tattler additional Diomed blood through his

dam.
Passing from the Pilot, Jr., to the Black Hawk family, it

will be seen at once that Daniel Lambert, the greatest sire of

that noted family, and by far the most successful trotting

sire that New England ever produced, has a double Diomed
cross through his dam, Fanny Cook, which was a daughter
of old Abdallah. Fanny Cook's dam was by Stockholm's
American Star, a sou of Duroc, by imported Diomed, and she
was from a daughter of Red Bird, by Eclipse, another son of

Duroc.
The three most distinguished sons of Daaiel Lambert, in

the stud, are Abraham, Aristos and Ben Franklin. Abraham's
dam was Polh' Cook, by Vermont Black Hawk, and Polly

Cook's dam was by Youug Sir Charles, by Sir Charles, son of

Duroc. The dam of Aristos was Fanny Jackson, and her
dam, as given by Wallace, was Betty Condon, by North
American, son of Sir Walter, whose dam, Nettletop, as be-

fore stated, was of Diomed descent. North American also

got Lady Waltermire. the dam of Strathmore. The latter is

sire of Santa Clans, 2:17i, Tucker. 2:19}, and thirteen others
found in the 2:30 list, five of which were added last season.

Strathmore is the greatest sire of his age that Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian ever got. He was foaled in 1S66, consequently was but
eighteen years old last season. Black Kate, the dam of Ben
Franklin, was from Polly Smith, whose sire, Sir Charles, was
by Duroc, by old Diomed.
The second dam of Alraont, the greatest trotting sire of his

age yet produced, was by Pilot, Jr., aud the two fastest trot-

ters got by that famous sire are Fanny Witberspoon, 2:16),

and Piedmont, 2:17}. The dam of the former was by Gough's
Wagner, son of the great four-mile racehorse, Wagner, by Sir

Charles, son of Sir Archy, by imported Diomed, while Pied-
mont's dam was Mag Ferguson, and her dam was by Gray
Eagle, another noted descendant of Diomed.
Rysdyk, son of Clingstone, 2:14, was from Lady Duke, a

mare possessing several crosses of Diomed blood. Cling-

stone's dam was by Chosroes, whose grauddam, the Fowler
mare, was by Post Boy, a son of the same Duroc, whose
name has so frequently occurred in the above-mentioned
pedigree. Some able turf writers contend that Diomed pos-

sessed no trotting instinct, while Messenger did, through his

great graudsire Sampson. If there was no natural inclination

to trot among the descendants of Diomed, their blood must
have been of an extremel}' plastic nature to have*yielded so

readily to that of Messenger, and others possessing some
degree of natural trotting instinct.

Oregon Notes.

tltural Spirit.]

Jav Beach has postponed his departure for California till

August 1st.

The chestnut gelding George Wilkes has changed hands.
E. Silvers will hereafter manage him.

Pendleton races: Mile dash, £200, Butter Creek 1, High-

water 2. Quarter mile dash, Good Friday 1, Katie K. 2,

Maud Mutter 3.

The popular jockey El. Fortune has left for Chicago.

Fortune is a courteous gentleman, and will doubtless make
many new friends in the East.

At City View Park, Portion'', on the 21st, Record, the good
son of Wildidle aud Mary Givens, defeated the heretofore

victors, Hastings and Winters, in half-mile heats. Time, :5U,
:52*.

Kitty Lynch, the game daughter of Bellfounder, and sister

of Dexter, defeated the mare Nightshade, by Champion Knox,
in straight heats, at City View Park on the 21st. Nightshade
showed speed, but was too unsteady to win. Time, 2:45,
2:45}.

David Cole's promising bay colt Star Dyke, 2, by Arthur-
tnn, dam Flora Sheppard, died on the 25th of fatty degenera-
tion of the muscles of the lumbar regions. The dam of this
colt, Flora Sheppard, record 2:30, was purchased when in
foal with Star Dyke, of Mr. William Corbitt, of SanFrancisco.
She died in a few days after foaling. The colt was raised by
hand and shipped to Mr. Cole during the past Winter, and
has never seen a well day in Oregon.

At Godard and Frazier's stable, corner Fifth and Taylor,
may be seen a bay three-year-old colt, owned by Messrs. Fer-
guson & Stnrges, Baker City. Pontius is a blood bay, black
points, by Black Stranger, dam by Gladiator, son of Belmont.
All (and they are many) who bave seen this young bunch-
grasser say that if he lacks any good qnnlities tbey are not
visible. He is certainly very flue in all that goes "to consti-
tute an animal in bis class. The colt is probably sold to Jas.
S. Baker, Tacoma, W. T.

Weights assigned for the five-eighths dash, Introductory
Scramble, Oregon State Fair:

Blue Mountain Belle, aged 124 lbs
Repetta, 5 yrs ' 124 lbs
Jim Merritt, aged 120 Ids

Echo, 5 yrs 120 lbs
Jim Lick, aged 117 lbs
Lady May, aged 113 lbs
Glenbrook, aged 107 lbs

Bonnie Thresher, 5 yrs 103 lbs
Becky K., 3 yrs 94 lbs

Fossil, 3 yrs 91 lbs

Aveudale, if 3, 100, or if 4 yrs. old or upwards, to

carry 115 lbs
Dudley Howard, 2 yrs SI lbs

HEIiD AND SWINE.
Making- Butter in Jrtot "Weather.

In the first place give your attention to the cows; see that
tbey are not compelled to live upon a dry and worn ont pas-
ture, with only weeds to eat, aud old swale water to drink. See
that they have a liberal feed, either of green grass or fodder,
or that the stalls are supplied with a generous lot of ground
food when they come iuto be milked, and above all, g:ye
them an abundant supply of fresh, pure water, not only once
or twice a day, but if they have to climb over bare hills to
pick up a scant supply of grass, then give them abundance
of water all day loug. We know it is seldom that poor grass
and good water go together, but it must be borne in mind
that it is the two together—bad grass and bad water—that
raises the mischief with butter making. So if you cannot
afford both, be sure to supply one, or else leave the whole
business alone. This is a point that dairymeu should bear
particularly in mind when they are either choosing a dairy
farm, or deciding to tnrn the old homestead iuto a dairy farm.
See that it will either produce a succulent growth of food the
year round, or a never-failing supply of pure, fresh water.
Having attended well to the cows, the nest thing in order,

where an extra article of butter is wanted, is to see that the
milk is not only properly taken from the cow, but that it is

properly treated immediately after it is taken from
the cow. That is. see that the milkers are cleanly in
their habits; that the milk cans are properly scalded and
sunned, for this last process is of vital importance. A
thorough drying aud heating is a wonderful purifier. This
being well attended to, the next thing is the cow's udder.
This should be thoroughly cleaned at this time of year if

there is any foulness about it. Having looked to* these
points, we now come to the most vital one of all, aud that is

the care of the milk immediately after it is drawn from the
udder. An hour's delay or even half this time will often de
s troy the quality of the whole week's make of butter. To
avoid any such calamity the milk should be treated syste-
matically and properly. That is, it should be subjected" to a
cold water bath as soon as it is drawn from the cow. To do
this, have a large can holding eight or ten gallons sitting in a
trough by the pump. As a milkman pours milk in the can,
let him stop and pump the same amount of water in the
trough, or rather, water enough to raise it to the same height
on the outside of the can that the milk reaches on the inside
of the can. In this way the first heat is taken out of the
milk and it is left in a good keeping condition, and may
then be set deep or shallow, and it should not be set either
way until it is subjected to this treatment.

If set deep, and this process is scrupulously complied with,
there will be no fear of having tainted milk or a "cowy"
smell about it. If set shallow, it will then not "clabber" or
thicken too quickly to let the cream have time to rise. What-
ever plan of setting is adopted, when the cream is removed,
let it be remembered that the sooner in reason it is put to the
churn the better it will be for the quality of the butter.
That is, cream should always be allowed a certain time to
"ripen;" if raised sweet, then not less than twelve hours. If

raised shallow and sour, six or eight hours will do. Bnt
right fresh cream will not churn, aud it is a great waste of
material to put it in the churn. This, however, is not the
common fault with farmers. It is seldom they churn too
quickly, bnt, on the contrary, as a rule, almost universal,
they set the cream away to wait upon further acquisitions,
and being in a warm atmosphere, the sour whey begins to
eat up the finer qualities of the cream, so that wheu churning
day finally does arrive there is nothing but a tasteless curd
left in the cream. To avoid this misfortune, churn early and
often in hot weather. Then, above all things do not put the
cream in the churn at too high a temperature. Keep it below
sixty if yon can. Fifty-eight is a good Summer temperature
for churning if a fine article of buttex is wanted. To accom-
plish this, ice or extremely cold spring or well water must
be used by immersing the cream pail in it before the cream
is put in the churn. When this is properly done the butter
is sure to come within twenty or thirty minutes, and in a
firm condition and of a high color and flavor. This should
be retained by tbe further use of ice or cold water, never
allowing the butter to become warm and mushy.

Iu (his condition it should lie packed or printed, put in
the tub or butter-box, and placed in the ice-bouse or other
cool receptacle. From here it should be hurried to market
with all possible speed, and the injunction to all hands
through which it will pass to hurry it on to the final con-
sumer, who will abundantly reward you for your extra care
and favorable management. This, in fact, is the wholesecret

;

of tbe success of butter factories, aud it will be well when all

|

dairymen learn to follow their illustrious example.

—

Farm t

Stock and Home.
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Young Bulls for Small Farms.

Where farms and herds are very large, or where several

farmers will in some way share the expense of buying, keep-

ing, and caring for a choice thorougbred bull, it will pay to

secure a superior animal and keep him perhaps till ho is in

bis teens. But even with snch surroundings his children,

grandchildren, and greatgrandchildren will soon rise up
around him, limiting his service or compelling in-and-in

breeding. Again, the expense of feeding and caring for a full-

grown bull that will weigh a ton or more is an important an-

nual item. But the danger of keeping a large and powerful

animal that naturally grows restless and vicious from con-

tiuement and isolation, is an important factor in the calcula-

tion, and is perhaDS the strongest reason why so many very

valuable animals are annually slaughtered. When the owner
feels that the lives of owner and employes are in danger the

best bred and costliest bull is often sacrificed. If the farmer

or dairyman desires only new milch cows, and does not raise

calves, be is indifferent about the kind of bull he uses. Then
the trouble, generally in a busy season, of driving or leading

cows several miles and paying a reasonable fee for the service

of a thoroughbred is canvassed. Therefore the majority of

the owners of a few cows on small farms will save a bull calf,

turn him with his cows in the season of service, and when
this bull is in his second or third year will make him into

beef for his own use or sell him to the butcher for what he

will command. This bull Has been constantly growing and

therefore increasing in value, has mado the cows fresh in

milk, has saved travel, time, and service fees, and finally

makes, if fat and young, better meat than the salt pork that

is so often a table staple. Such a bull, even on a small farm

where but few cows are kept, can be generally raised, kept

and slaughtered at a profit. Such is the common rut thatan-

nuallv makes the vast majority of veals and new milch cows.

It is a careful and often too parsimonious rut; but there are

reasons and sometimes absolute necessities for such a course.

Even these small farmers, by concerted action, could in

some way introduce thoroughbred or grade blood without

much extra expense or trouble. Will they, on some plan,

share the expense of an improvement? In some communities

this is done; in others, if the attempt is made it fails to re-

ceive proper encouragement, aud the enthusiastic owner of a

thoroughbred, after losing money and endangering human
life, becomes discouraged. There are localities where it is

evidently unwise to put large sums into expensive bulls or

thoroughbreds of any kind. But more fortunate communi-

ties can aud shonld wisely unite to secure the use of better

sires. As there are about as many male as female calves, it

is generally unnecessary to keep bulls till they are old, cross,

and dangerous. I have a very fine imported bull in his

fourth year that even with ring, strap, and pole we are all

somewhat afraid to handle for service, and he will probably

be butchered next Winter aud a young bull used. I have

also an imported cow of the same age that grows in attraction

and value, and can be safely kept till she dies of old age.

She pays her way in milk and calves. But the service-fees

of my bull will not pay annually for his care and keeping. I

cannot properly breed him to his own calves, therefore, if

good bulls are kept in town or county it is probably wiser

for a beginner to pay twice as much for a thoroughbred heifer

as for a bull if he desires to secure an improved herd of

cattle with the least expense. Y-it these and kindred ques-

tions vary with every man and his location. Whatever

course is best for some man in one place, is perhaps folly for

some other man with varying or perchance opposite influ-

ences I only desire tc sneak of the economy and safety of

young bulls on small farms.— IT. W. Newman in Breeders'

Gazette.

Packing Butter.

Black Leer.

The report of J. H. Fulliuwider, of Kansas, Inspector of
the Bureau of Animal Industry, to the Commissioner of
Agriculture, has the following concerning black leg:

It is quite astonishing to observe the general extent of this

disease among the young cattle of the Northern United
States. Reports from all the States and Territories have not
been received, but Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Idaho
and Dakota have reported it as existing among the young
cattle of their respective localities. All concur in the state-

ment that the loss upon individual owners is small; and yet.

when the general prevalence of this disease is taken into con-
sideration, the total is no small matter. It attacks young
cattle almost exclusively, and frequently lias advanced so

far before its presence is discovered as to be beyond success-

ful treatment. It is claimed by a large number of our corre-

spondents that by giving plenty of salt, saltpeter and sul-

phur to animals suffering from blackleg from twenty-five to

thirty per cent, can be saved. Among the re inedies used for

the treatment of this disease the use of salt, saltpeter and
copperas has been found beneficial, as has also a mixture of

salt and air-slacked lime. Others recommend salt aud salt-

peter without either sulphur or copperas. A mixture of

pitch-tar and lard will be found beneficial in many cases.

Iioweling is a method resorted to by many, aud the vaccina-

tion of young stock is followed to some extent. I think I am
justified in saying that the timely use of salt, saltpeter aud
sulphur is the most effectual mode of treating this disease at

present known to our stockmen.
S. Woodsum, Jr., of Wilkin county, Minn., writes as

follows:
(,As a preventive we quite often read that salting twice a

week will prove beneficial, but this never made any difference

with the stock in this vicinity, from the fact that I was about

the only one that kept salt where the animals could get at it

night and morning, and yet I lose as many, if not more, than

any of my neighbors. I have always fed more grain than

anyone else in this neighborhood. When Dr. Hum, of the

signal service, was here, some seven or eight years ago. I

described the post mortem appearance of an animal that had
died of black-leg. He advised me to try drenching with

strong salt brine, and I am happy to say that I accepted his

advice, and have not since lost either a cow or a calf. Put
one-half pint of salt into a quart bottle, fill with water, shake

well, and give about half at the first dose; in about on hour
give the remainder, and one hour later repeat. The follow-

ing day the operation should be again repeated. I have used

this remedy in the case of sick horses with satisfactory re-

sults.
5 '

Four or five years ago H. M. Kemp, of Schuyler, Colfax

county, Nebraska, in a communication to the department of

agriculture, said:

"I am surprised that a remedy used forty years ago is uot

better known by stockmen of to-day. I have been engaged

for forty-five years past in breeding aud raising stock, and in

all my experience with this disease I have never known it to

fail iii a single case. The disease appears among my cattle

almost every Spring, but as yet I have not lost a single ani-

mal. The remedy consists of one pound each of saltpeter

and common salt," ground and well mixed. One-half teacup-

ful dry is given at a dose. After this severe exercise should

be given, lasting for twenty minutes. A second dose is seldom

required.

—

Minneapolis Tribune.

A Gigantic Steal.

Many dairymen and dairywomeu are often puzzled tojknow

how to pack butter so that it will have an inviting appear-

ance, not only when it goes into the hands of the grocer, but

•when it is sola to a customer from the store. Whoever

bought a small quantity of butter, say from one pound up to

ten, who did not feel like growling when the grocer cut it

from a large roll or dua it out of a tub in small pieces? And

how can a grocer always guess at a given amount? To obvi-

ate this those who make butter on the farm should properly

wei«h it and make it into one-pound prints, or even larger

size's if in rolls. Let the rolls be wrapped in clean muslin

cloths, the ends nicely drawn over so as to make a neat

package. Theu fill a large crock or tub with strong brine

and immerse the rolls in it: put a weight on to keep them

from floating, and when ready for the market they can be

taken out and sent to the grocer, who in turn ca° sel* ^t
his customers without breaking it all to pieces. The butter

will not absorb salt from the brine, because salt and butter

never make alliances (this on the authority of an old butter-

maker), nor will it take up additional moisture. Being com-

pletely covered with brine it will not be influenced by the

air and will remain comparatively fresh and sweet for a long

time. The lactic acid would also slowly develop under this

treatment, especially if it be kept at a reasonably low tem-

perature. Another plan is to thoroughly wash the butter

while in the granular form with brine, and when free from

buttermilk and the brine will cut out nicely, place the

«ranular butter in muslin sacks holding two or more pounds,

to suit the wants of customers, and put the sacks into brine,

as before stated. Granular butter may be kept for an in-

definite length of time if placed in a fruit jar. It has often

been shown at fairs in this condition. Put a quantity of

brine in a two-quart jar, or a larger one; add granular butter

until the brine begins to run over the top;let it stand a few

minutes thafcall the air may escape; then screw on the cover

just as is done when putting up fruit. This is a more expen-

sive wav than either of the others, yet there are pleuty ot

people who will pay the extra price in order to get good Put-

ter. We know of several dairywomen fcliving near large

towns who prepare theirbutter in this way, having customers

who make yearly contracts for it. Not long since we saw a

novel butter package, which, were it not for the expense

would come into general use with families. The package is

made of glass, and can be made to hold one
,
two, Bi e ormo e

pounds. It is made into two parts, fitting closely togelhe.

and when joined has apiece of paraffinepaper or lal le around

it, so as to exclude the air. In the bottom there is a sma

hole, which enables the customer to try the butter to see if it

has lost flavor. This hole js also covered with paramne

paper, so as to exclude the air. The package is easily opened

and can be used as a butter dish. Farmers making butter

for regular customers could use this package, having i re-

turned to them when empty. This package has not, v-e think

been used in the West, and as it is a late invention only afew

have been used in the East. In tins as in other malteis

connected with the diary, care adds to the profits.-Surfer*

Gazette.

The Denver, Colorado, Live Stock Record gives this account

of the biggest cattle stealing operation on record:

The law suit that had been pending for some time as

between Mr. Jere Mann, of Nevada, and the Arkausas Laud

and Cattle Company, was terminated by the jury giving the

plaintiff Mann a judgment for a trifle less than 840,000 one

day last week. This was the most gigantic cattle steal ever

perpetrated on the continent. The complaint in this case

set forth that the Arkansas Land and Cattle Company were

partakers of stolen goods. The jury so thought and gave a

judgment accordingly- Here is a brief history of the case as

proved in this and in a prior suit:

Late in the Fall of 1SS0, Mr. Jere Mann, then a citizen of

Nevada, borrowed a liberal sum of money of a party of men
residing in Nebraska, aud for his money gave a chattel mort-

gage on a large herd belonging to him. The mortgage be-

coming due and the borrower not being prepared to pay, the

loauers took possession of the cattle and moved tbem down

from Nevada into Wyoming, near Laramie City, aud there

halted them for the Winter. After a time the money loaners

sold as many of them as would pay their demand. Doing

this, they notified the Nevada geutlemau to come and assume

possession of the remainder of his cattle, which numbered

now 2 400 head. Six hundred of these were cows, the re-

mainder were of the steer kind. The proprietor arrived from

Nevada after the first great storm of Winter had swept across

the country. It was a northern blizzard, and the strange

cattle on the Wyoming hills had drifted before it until they

arrived at the Platte river, more than a hundred miles below

Denver They crossed that stream and theu halted. Now

the evidence goes to show that Mr. R. C. Bloorutield, whose

herd of cattle and possessions were in that immediate neigh-

borhood caused them to be pushed on towards the Arkansas,

on the Bijou, and in time converted them to his own use by

selling a large number of them to the Arkansas Valley Land

and Cattle Companv, whose grazing grounds were on the

Arkausas river. Of this company Mr. Bloomlield soon after

became the manager. .

For nearly two years Mr. Maun sought in vain for a trace

of his lowing herds, and until the larger number of them

had been slaughtered he sought without finding. At last a

herder who had been discharged from this Arkansas

lishmentgave information that led to the detection. I his

suit just decided, aud another one as agaiust Bloomfield, have nre ._.,iiug

resulted in judgments to the amount of $75,000 in favor of
H( ,ck Ul:t .

the gentleman from Nevada.
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SHEEP.

The Treatment of Scab in Sheep.

Probably no one thing, since ..ie introduction of sheep

into the States and Territories of the West, has been snch a

bar to the development of sheep husbandry as tbe disease
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Dates of Meetings.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, August 1st, 4th, 6th, 7th and 8th
Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association, Santa Kosa, August 17th

to 22d.
Sonoma and Marin District Fair, Petaluma, August 25th to 29th

.

Gulden Gate Fair, Oakland, August 31st to September 5tb.
State Agricultural Society. Sacramento, Sept. ?th to 19th.
Stockton Fair, September 22d to 2t>th.
Seventeenth Agricultural District—Nevada and placer counties, Glen-

brook Race Track, September 1st to 5th.
Nevada State Fair, Reno, Oct. 12th to 17th.

Sale Dates Claimed for 1885.
Theo. Winters, Thoroughbred yearlings. Sacramento, July IGth.

The Rancho del Rio Sale.

We were anxious to see the yearlings at Rancho del

Rio, which are to be sold on the IGth inst. at Sacramento,

before the day of sale, and though hampered with

affairs requiring daily presence at home, made a

flying trip a few days ago. Elsewhere will be found
short descriptions of the individuals to be disposed of,

but to obtain anything like a proper knowldege more
time would be necessary to make an examination, a

great deal more space to present individual characteris-

tics. It is easy to write that a "better lot" is offered

than in previous years, and this is so generally the claim

of those who write that it is taken as a natural sequence

to yearling sales. There are good reasons why there

should be progression in the breeders of racehorses, suf-

ficient cause for animals showing: better as more exper-

ience is acquired. Eancho del Rio is unquestionably better

adapted for breeding and rearing thoroughbreds than
the farm on the banks of the Putah Creek. There is

green food the whole year. This is a corrective of the

high feeding which is essential and combines the bene-

fits of building up the right kind of physical propor-

tions without detriment. The old adage "that half the

horse goes down his throat" might be made still stronger,

as the best blood in the world is of no account unless it

is supported with the very best of care in the manage-
ment of parents and progeny. There is an art in breeding

racehorses which few are able to master; apart from the

selection of parents there has to be constant and watch-
ful attention. During periods of gestation it is impor-
tant that the dams are duly cared for, especially when
doable duty is demanded. "When mares are required to

suckle and, at the same time, nourish the embryo it is

essential that they should be in proper condition. Feed
however bountifully supplied will not effect the whole
purpose. There must be every opportunity for appro-

priate exercise. There must be guards to prevent injuries

arising from nervous impressions. The care of sires

is an important factor in shaping results. Again it will

not do to place entire dependence on food and attention.

Feeding and grooming may be all that can be done in

this way, and still the animal be entirely unfitted for

procreative uses. The racehorse, to be able to cope
with his competitors, must have the right nervous tem-
perament as well as physical powers, and unquestion-

ably this depends, in a great measure, on both parents

receiving suitable treatment. In the many years which
Mr. "Winter* ha^ given to the study in this branch of his

affairs he could not fail to improve. Systems which
were held to le proper methods have been found lacking

and better substitute I. Fortunately there was nothing

lacking to carry out his plans. Abundance of means, a

strong predilection for this fascinating branch of rural

life, and above all a determination to succeed was sup-

plemented by ability. Fortune has not been unkind,

with few exceptions there have been more smiles than

frowns from the good dame who plays such an impor-

tant part in human affairs. Thus we are led to expect

that there will be progression, and though it may seem

singular that each succeeding year will show

an improvement, there are good reasons why

there should be. This is the eleventh crop of thorough-

bred yearlings of Mr. "Winters' breeding that we have

seen, and according to our best recollections, after each

annual visit we have written that there was improve-

ment. It is manifest that even a slight annual improv

ment would result in a much higher standard, and t.i ...

such a constant reiteration could not be made on tangi

ble grounds. There are several of the same mares, and

for several years Norfolk and Joe Hooker have done

service. But the Norfolk mares were multiplying all

the time, and this brought an important addition in this

department of the stud farm. Then, as has been stated,

the transfer from the former location was beneficial, and

above all was the much better system adopted. There

was a time when high feeding was carried to excess and

without the aid of green food there was a disposition to

feverishness and periodical returns of disease. Ever

since the stock were fairly domiciled at Rancho del Rio,

and had been there long enough to receive the benefits

of the change, there has been nearly complete immunity

from disease. Not a case of "colt distemper" in the past

two years, and none of the epizootic that have prevailed

in other parts of the country. In consequence of this

state of rugged health in mares, foals and weanlings the

growth has not been restricted, and in addition to an

increase of size there is greater harmony of proportion.

There is such general uniformity in these respects that it

is a difficult matter to select which are the best, and in

lieu of attempting so hard a task will leave it to those

who attend the sale.

After the examination of the yearlings a visit was

made to the broodmares and foals. When we claim that

the foals of 18S5 are superior to those of 1SS4, after extoll-

ing them as yearlings, it will appear as though magnify-

ing glasses were worn. We will not state authori-

tatively that they are when taken as a

whole, but it is certain that the horse foal

of Neopolitan is an improvement on either of the

preceding fillies. He is a magnificent specimen of a

young thoroughbred. Large, strongly made, and yet

with so much fineness that his size is not apparent until

after close examination. Then Marion for the first time

has had a bay foal when the gender was masculine. Her

six foals before this were equally divided as regards sex,

the fillies bay, the colts chestnut. The fillies, too, have

been of finer mould, displaying more of the "quality"

which many deem so essential in a first-class racehorse,

and her last is as fine as anyone can desire. We fancy

King of Norfolk more than either of his older brothers

on account of his greater range, and it did not need the

evidence presented by the Kenwood Stakes to fix the im-

pression that he was destined to make a grand mark on the

equine trestle-board. Another foal that greatly pleased

us was the Three Cheers, from Atalanta, though in fact

all are so good that to enter into comparisons would re-

quire a far more critical examination than was given.

All the horses at Rancho del Rio are looking well. Nor-

folk notwithstanding his twenty-four years is vigorous

and Joe Hooker is still immense in all of his points

Three Cheers carries the evidence of his aristocratic line-

age so plainly in view that it is apparent to a tyro in

pp.digrees. He is as nearly as model in form as can be
found in any country, and the only real objection that
can be urged against him is that he is of medium size.

He was a great horse, however, great in all other re-

spects.

At the Sacramento Track.

The Starting at Sheepshead Bay.

From all the accounts which have been received there is

little question that the starter of the Coney Island Jockey

Club has not given Rancho del Paso a fair showing. It is not

probable that there would be a succession of bad starts to

one stable without it was preconcerted, and though the tele-

grams are to the effect that it is owing to a pique, which Cald-

well had against Patsy Duffy, that is not likely to be the true

reason. In every instance when the flag has been dropped

to the disa Wantage of Rancho Del Paso, a great deal of money
has been wagered on its representative. Unscrupulous book-

makers could well afford to pay a liberal commission for a

trifle the "worst of it" to the colt they had laid so much
money against, to be sent off so far in the rear as Hidalgo I

was iu the Spindrift Stakes was worth a heap of money.
The best of starters is liable to give the signal when some of
the horses are at a disadvantage. When time after time it is

repented to one stable it canuot be ascribed to bad luck. This
is one of the points which the officers of the club should
watch with the greatest care, and whenever there are reason-
able grounds to think that the most important official of any
is incapable, or inclined to do wrong, the dismissal should be
summary.

There is not much time to spare when Oakland is left

at 8 A.M., and from Sacramento to Rancho del Rio,

look over a hundred or so horses and colts, and from
there reach Agricultural Park all iu the same day. At
our late visit this was the programme, and things were

so well systemized by Joe Courtney, that we reached the

course while the sun had still a good bit of his daily

journey to finish. We were surprised to see such crowds

of people as were assembled within the enclosure, and
the array of vehicles both outside and in. There were
two attractions, a baseball match and a couple of foot-

r .« The former is a popular pastime in Sacramento,

t,n i there were hearty cheers when the Altas proved vic-

r-ious. The first of the footraces was a sprint of sixty

yards, between Frank Lewis and pedestrian yclept Stone.

There were queer stories in relatiou thereto, and however

true these may have been, it is beyond controversy that

the fastest of the two, Lewis, won. From what we saw

him do in his work at Oakland, we arc confident that he

is of very high class for any distance up to 100 yards,

and when iu prime condition can go 50 yards further, at

a rate which will trouble the fastest. We were too in-

tent on seeing what we could of the horses, to pay much
attention to the bipedal dispute, and made the most of

the short time gratifying the desire. From what we had

heard of the sister to St. David, we expected to see a

"slashing" big two-year-old, but must admit that

she was beyond expectation. She is an immense

filly in every respect. Considerably over 1G hands,

long-bodied and deep chested, she is nearer the shape of

Peytona than any other we can recall. She is much the

same stamp of a mare and likely to prove a good one.

It is not often that so much size is combined with racing

form, and though it can scarcely be expected that she

will shine as a two-year-old, she has every mark to

warrant high expectations by-and-by. Beaconsfield

was looking better than we ever saw him and appears to

have grown a good deal since the Spring race meeting.

The colt, Valiant, which Ab. Stemler purchased at Palo

Alto not long ago, is also a grand-looking colt. It is

seldom that one of higher form is seen and that and his

breeding is a guarantee that his reported great feats were

correctly told. Edelwiess is a sharp looking filly and

is well enough shaped to emulate the performances of

her half-brother Jim Douglas. The Thad Stevens filly

from Twilight is a hardy-looking youngster and the race

when she ran second" to Edlewiess with scarcely any

preparation, is evidence that she has other desirable

qualities beside good looks. The short time did not allow

of more than a glance at any of the horses, though that

was sufficient to show that with scarcely an exception

they were looking remarkably well. The weather has

been more favorable than that which has prevailed at

Ran Francisco and Oakland, and both courses are iu

capital order to exercise upon.

Hidalgo, Kins of Norfolk, Volants, Rapido

The Emporium, American Derby, Oakwood Handicap and

Kenwood Stakes to the credit of the above quartet of Cali-

fornia-bred colts is more success than even their ultra-

sanguine supporters could anticipate. While it is true that

Hidalgo received the benefit of a reduction in weight, there

were many others engaged in the Emporium having equal

advantages. Winning with as little effort as he did shows

that without such concession he would have been equally for-

tunate as the beating, according to all accounts, represented

more pounds than he was allowed. In the Oakwood Handicap.

Rapido was placed in the same scale as JoeCotton, and though

the latter had incurred a penalty of five pounds, that was ouly a

matter of two pounds to his disadvantage. Rapido was con-

ceded five pounds, Tom Martin with sis pouuds off ran

second, and Kosciusko with third place had four pouuds

from rule weights.

It was a grand performance to carry 123 pouuds one and a

half miles on a muddy track iu 2:49£, and wheu compared
with the other races of the same day proves that Volaute was
well worthy of the trophy so gallautly won. In his case there
was also a penalty incurred, and King of Norfolk had his

regular weight up. To come to the score first iu a field of
twenty of the best two-year-olds of the Northwest is a feat

worthy of being classed with the others. Taken together they
will bear out the claim of being amoug the best performances
of the season so far.

Yesterday Mr. Harnett, who for a long lime has

occupied a prominent position on the Breed, r and £

man, left on a trip north, via Portland, Oregon, to Ci ur

D'Alene, and may be away some- time. Of course lie

will take notes on the way of what he sees worthy of

notice, and his many friends iu this State will hear

from him regularly through our columns. We have
pleasure in recommending mm to tin- consideration and
attention of our friends along the route betakes. We
shall now have many things of the far north placed
before us in it true light, and especially the actual con-
dition of the new mines, which are reported to be very
i remising this season. Personally we wisli Mr. Harnett
a pleasant trip and safe return to resume his old place
on our paper.
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Deer Hunting Begins. Hidalgo's Debut.

"With the beginning- of this month the deer hunting

season opens and "the antlered monarch of the wood"

has to bestir himself to some purpose, and as Hood pun-

ningly puts it, "stretch the natural buckskin of his

breeches" in order to keep out of range of the deadly

bullet of the relentless huntsman, who will be for some

months now, with but little intermission, constantly on

his track. California is the paradise of the sportsman

in this, as in almost every other respect, and our markets

will be stocked abundantly with venison for some time

to come. We are free to own that, as a sportsman, we

have not the highest kind of respect for the professional

hunter, pure and simple, who kills for the market, but he

is a necessity of civilization, and probably will not be re-

pressed until his inroads begin to threaten the extinction

of his quarry. Perhaps the most objectionable type of

this class is the "buffalo" hunter of the plains east of the

Rockies. For him no conceivable apology can be made,

for he kills the noble bison for the sake of his pelt alone,

leaving the carcass to be the prey of the wolves, and he

is rapidly hurrying the race towards extinction. "While

it is very questionable whether this variety of poacher

can be reached and repressed by law, there is no gain-

saying that his methods are to be unsparingly condemned

and their result to be deplored. Fortunately for the

deer of our woods and mountains they are neither so ac-

cessible as the bison of the prairie nor is the temptation

to hunt them so great. They, therefore, stand a very

fair chance of maintaining their ground for many years

yet in spite of their many enemies. The law, however,

which has established a close season and forbids their

slaughter
1 on any pretext whatever, during that time, can-

not be too stringently enforced, and the man who is

guilty of transgressing the wise and salutary provisions

of that statute, thereby forfeits all claim to the name of

sportsman and should have dealt out to him the sternest

penalty of the law. We have heard of more than one

instance during the past close season, in various parts of

California, where deer were killed either wantonly or for

the sake of their skins. "Where good sense and sportsmanlike

feeling are so far wanting in individuals as to permit of

their being guilty of such a crime, we do not hesitate to

say that it is the clear duty of every true hunter to bring

the matter at once under the cognizance of the proper

authorities. Especially would we call the attention of

Bod and Gun Clubs everywhere on the Slope to their re-

sponsibility in this connection

.

The incidents of the Emporium are thus recounted by the

Sporting World:

More Victories.

"Our horses" are doing grandly. Keeping up their

line of victories with an occasional defeat to give zest to

following encounters. The Emporium, American Derby,

Oakwood Handicap and Kenwood Stakes will make a

prominent showing on the banners, and be brilliant

features when the list is completed. For all that the

winnings of great stakes are regarded as the most

creditable performances, to come in first, for a compara-

tively small purse, may be fully as good a token of merit,

and when Jim Douglas, Estill and Freda ran first,

second and third in a large field of starters it is a feat

which is worthy of being recorded among the other

great doings. There have been so many victories gained

already that our people are becoming so accustomed to

the good news that they are prone to consider them as

coming in due course, and that there should be a repeti-

tion of battles won whenever the opposing forces meet.

It must be borne in mind that there are few thorough-

bred horses bred bere in comparison to the number reared

in the East, and still fewer in proportion taking part in

the Eastern meetings. The races already won will make

a grand showing for the whole season, though there are

good reasons to believe that Saratoga, Monmouth Park

and the Fall meetings in which our horses are engaged

will add to the number. There are also good grounds to

predict further victories at Chicago, and that in the

stakes and purses yet to be decided there will be several

brackets for California.

The Emporium, a swetpetabrs for three-year-olds of $150 earth, $75
forfeit, ami only i'.n il struck uut by April la, uuu > n if by May 16; $5,1 00
to ba added by tin- 'Association; the second to receive Sl/wO ol the added
money ami 20 per cent, of ihe Btakea, ami the third Saw of the added
money and 10 per cent ut the st-ikes,; penalties and allowances. One
mile and a hall.

B. A. Haygin's ldk c Hidalgo, by Joe Daniels—Electra, 101 lbs...Dully 1

ueo. L. Lorillard's best. Augustine, uy King Alfonso—Crucifix, lil

lbs Blaylock 2
Air. Kelso's b c Longview, by Longfellow—J? annie :u..u ne, iirt lbs.

Me..ton 3

D. I>. \\ itlierB' ch c, by teto neben go —Julie tta. Ill lbs Sliaiier u

C. Little field's b c Tecumseh, by AtiUa—The stjuaw, in lbs.iiayward
E. V. Suedeker A Co.'s b c Greuaiiier, by i.lenelg— Mala. 118 lbs.

W. Donohue
W. Lakeland's b c Exile, by -Mortemer—.-econd Hand, 111 lbs.

Hamilton
Clipsiana stable's ch c Goauo, by bpiiugbuk—Uenera, lift lbs.

J. McLaughlin
W. P. Lurch's ch f'fehe Due, by Great Tom—.Nina Turner, 111 lbs.

Maynard
R. C. Pate's b c clay Fate, by h.n.iuirer—Wampee, 111 .bs... Wethers U

Raucocas stable'schf Katrine, Liv Mortemer— Lou Lanier, 1U> lbs
-Onley

G. E. liryson's br g speculator, bv i.iliet—Good Bye, 101 lbs.

J. Donohue
Time, il-JJ'J ,.

Pools; Katrine, $120; Goano, $65; Tecumseh, §65; Hidalgo, $50; field,

V

Betting: 2 to 1 against Katrine: 3 to 1 Goano; A to 1 Hidalgo; 7 to 1

Tecumseh; S to I st. Augustine; lo to l Grenadier; 25 to 1 each Exile and
Julietta eolt,'d0 to I each Longview and Clay Pate, and 10 to 1 Specula-
tor.
Por Place: Even against Katrine ; ii to 5 Goano; 2 to 1 Hidalgo; S to 2

Tecumseh; 3 to 1 St. Augustine; S to 1 Greuadie ; 10 to 1 each Exile,
Telie Doe and Julietta colt, and 12 to 1 each Longview, Clay Pate and
Speculator. Mutuels paid $20.00.

The Caiifurnians played their second trnnip yesterday in

the great racing game for which they have come East, and

agaiu it won the trick. This time they did it with a colt of

their own breeding, the black colt Hidalgo, by Joe Daniels,

out of Electra, and three rich stakes, the Withers, the Bel-

mont and the Emporium, have fallen to their lot, and all of

them were won in grand style. As a leading turfman with a

weakness for luxuriant language said yesterday: "If they

have no more horses of that kind to pnil out, let us know at

once, and end the agony."
The crowd that came down to see the Emporium run was

a great one. The early trains were tilled, but the later ones

brought thousands. Wall street was well represented, and

the delegation brought money to back thb Californian.

Hidalgo had been worked with Tyrant, and although the

secret of the weights carried is the property of the owner, it

was surmised that when Hidalgo was asked his question he

had none the best of them, and yet he answered the

examination satisfactory,

The reason, however, why Hidalgo was crowded back in

the market quotations was that the money was literally

showered on Katrine and Goano. The Rancocas stable had

scratched Wanda, for, good a filly as she is, it was almost

odds on that in a field like the one that came to the post she

would not be able to give away the weight called upon.

Last year it. Saviour failed to do it, and hence Matt Byrnes

did the wise thing in scratching her.

The stable, however, had what they considered an excel-

lent substitute for her in Katrine. Rancocas generally keeps

the news about its good things well bottled up, but there

were well substantiated rumors that the daughter of Lou

Lanier was a clinker, and any doubis about her talent were

settled by the fact that Mr. Lorillard had a large commission

placed on her in the books which had the effect of driving

her price to the absurdly small figure of 2 to 1.

The tip about Goauo, however, was a tremendous one.

had worked a mile and a half, with McLaughlin up, in 2:41

with his shoes on, and the Dwyer Bros., who generally back

Jimmy's mount, stood manfully up and backed the Clipsiana

crack as if they had a "really good thing." When Goano

anpeared for his preliminary, he had a heavy hood and neck

piece on, and moved much freer than in his last race at

Jerome. Ben Pryor stood leaning against the rail watching

his former protege canter by and said: "He is hardly wound

up yet. I'm afraid he won't do. If Jimmy Boe had a few

more days at him he would win by the length of the stand."

Hidalgo then appeared, ridden by a stable lad, and wearing

a light linsy. He moved scarcely faster than a hand gallop,

and
5

was taken off under the trees for Claypole's finishing

touches. Tecumseh, with patient William Hayward up,

then shot through the stretch, but his action seemed to lack

the snap and go so noticeable at Baltimore. And then all

eyes were turned towards the grove at the head of the stretch

where the pride of Bancocas, with Olney in the cherry jacket,

and accompanied by a stable companion, was slowly cantered

past the stand. The reports so freely circulated that she was

coughing were amply verified, as she did so twice in going

a few yards, but the stable money was being showered on,

and the public followed suit, firm in the belief that the

daughter of the game and gallant Lou Lanier could "win

anyhow."

Hidalgo was saddled at the lower turn, Claypole attending

to the black Spaniard's toilet himself, as is his wont with all

his charges, and when the last bell rang out, turning to Dufly

he said, "Well I guess you better get up," and the crack

jockey of the Pacific Slope received his "leg up" apparently

as unconcerned as if he were only on old Jim Eenwick to run

for a purse instead of being on a crack to ran in the richest

event of the meeting. A reassuring pat on the ebony neck of

Hidalgo and the pair moved towards the track, followed by

the silent Claypole. who looked at Hidalgo as if he were some

horse he had never seen before and he was wondering who he

epidemic had affected their black colt slightly. Still they
openly said, "We think we'll win, but were sure to be
second." It is a great pity that Hidalgo is not eligible for
the Lorillard Stakes, as he has now become a very importunt
factor in any three year-old event he may start in.

A Study in Nomenclature.

The Lakeview, Oregon, /Examiner gives the following list

of horses now in training at that place. Few of these animals
are recorded in the Stud Book, and Col. Bruce is thus saved
many a shiver over the outre names:

Foster's Stable has Kimrock Bell, a five-year-old mare, too
well known in these parts for us to describe. Lady F., a
five-year-old. Amy B., another five-year-old. who enjoys
the reputation of being a fleet-footed flyer. This mare wus
the favorite with some of the Portland people, being the re-

cipient of a tine jockey suit which cost over fifty dollars.
Then comes Heniau, a full brother to the celebrated Connor,
the horse that made the fastest time in the world in 1S7'J,

when he was a two-year-old. In the three-quarter mile dash
at Carson he made the first half mile in :4S. Henian is not
in training. Gypsy, Hopkin's saddle horse, is in thisstable.

Nebekar's Stable has the celebrated Jim Lick foremost ou
this list, is a beautiful bay and has an extended reputatioujis
an aged horse but nevertheless a stayer. Blue Mountain
King, another flyer, with a pedigree long as a clothes line, is

also a stayer. Cobb Henkle's Minnie H. shows a good move-
ment and is liable to surprise somebody yet. And another
two-year-old filly.

Glaze's Stable has Wasco, an iron gray, sis years old, and
a horse that generally manages to get there and is good for
any distance. Bell, a sorrel filly, and winner of numerous
races. Susie, a bay nlly, and Baby Glaze, a quarter horse.
Fox is also a quarter horse, enjoying the reputation of win-
ning several races, was the winner of a $5U0 race at Priue-
ville some time ago.

Col. Thompson's Stable: Hancock, Sage Brnsb Samy and
Lost Bob, all so well-known that it is useless for uscommeut

Walter's Stable: Warner seems to be the chief of thisstable,

is about six years old, and is owned by a party in Warner
valley. A saddle horse eight years old and called White Tom
is in training.

Allen's Stable has in charge Innis' Bob Boy and other
horses of his own, but they do not appear to be in training.
Humphrey's Stable has Sow Bug, a brown filly, Joe Clon,

winner of the Consolation race at Paisley, and Durock, the
horse that won a half-mile heat at Paisley last February.

Lieut. Huntington's Stable: Only two horses in this stable,

a brown called Turf Chief, and a saddle horse.
Luther's Stable: Ten Cents is a roan, seven years old, and

is a horse that we are liable to be deceived on. Frank Lean's
two-year-old Billy W., and a two year-old belonging to J. H.
Evans.

Garrett's Stable: Tanglefoot, a quarter mare, and Auberry,
a 250-yards gelding.

The Eastern Grand Circuit.

He

The Stewards of the Grand Circuit met at Kochester X. Y.,

June 16th, and arranged the following programme:
First day—2:35 class, purse $1,000; and 2:21 class, purse

$1,500. Second day—2:27 class for $1,000, 2:20 class, pacing,
for 31,000, and 2:23 class, trotting, for 51,500. Third day—
2:30 class, trotting, for $1,000, free to all, for $2,000 and 2.-19

class for $1,500. Fourth day—Free to all pacers for $1,000,
2:16 trotters for S2, 000.

Dates were arranged as follows: At Cleveland, July 2Sthto
31st, inclusive; Buffalo, August 4th to 7th, inclusive; Utica,

August ISth to 21st, inclusive; Albany, August 25th to 2Sth,
inclusive; Hartford, September 1st to 4th, inclusive; Spring-
field, September Sth to 11th, inclusive. Entries close at

Cleveland July 13th, at Buffalo, Eochester and Utica July
25th, at Albany and Hartford August 10th, at Springfield
August 10th.

Answers to Correspondents.

No replies byQuestions answered only through these columns
mail ortelegiaph.

v.- us

Modesty ran a mile at Chicago on Thursday in 1:41£.

It was a terrific run and heart-breaking to the Califor-

nians who backed Jim Douglass heavily and saw him

beaten.

Turf, Field and Farm: In last week's issue the statement

was made that the yearling colt, by imp. Fechter, dam of

Belle of the Meade, purchased at the recent combination sale

in this city for $1,000 by the Rancho del Paso Stud, had re-

ceived fatal injuries while being shipped at Jersey City for

Kentucky, but Mr. Charles Reed reports that this was an

error, and that the colt was the one by imp. Fechter, out of

Hermine, by Kentucky, purchased by B. Craig, of Virginia,

for $200.

"Vigilant in the New York Spirit says: I met Mr. Walker,

of Salt Lake City, at the Driving Park, and learned that he

has traded his chestnut mare Ethel, by Messenger Duroc,

for the gray horse Romero, 2:19J,

After a sharp reminder from Judge Bradford's bell and a

couple of breakaways, the lot were sent off to an excellent

start and a handsomer race was never seen as they turned

into the stretch for the first time. Passing the stand St.

Aumistine followed the well-known Westbrook fashion and

tool the lead, making the pace a "cracker." The rest fol-

lowed close up, going round the turn. Goano first showed

the si"ns of pace complaint and slowly lost ground from ms

position, and from that moment was out of the race. Going

down the backstretch Hidalgo, who had been fairly jumping

through his bridle, was slightly given his head by Duffy, and

moved up to the leaders, St. Augustine, Tecumseh and the

Julietta colt, Katrine having fallen back, beaten. Rounding

the far turn, they still ran unchanged, except that Hidalgo

had improved his position somewhat, and was rating along

on the outside, Duffy sitting perfectly still. Squaring away

for home, the Californian made his run, iimlcame right along,

followed by Longview, who ran very fast round the turn.

From this time the race was never in doubt, Hidalgo win-

ning by a couple of lengths of daylight from St. Augustine,

who ran like the thorough sticker he is, Longview a neck be-

hind being third, the rest considerably tailed out.

The victory was a very popular one. as the Califormans

have made hosts of friends since their Eastern debut by their

quiet and modest behavior nud their aptUuuu toi m.uuiijg

their own business. They were very confident at Jerome

Park about Hidalgo in this race, but the prevailing coughing

Record, San Francisco.

A bets B that a horse making a record of 1 :45. at three-quar-

ter mile heats, is eligible to the 2-.20 class at mile heats. Who
wins?
Answer—B wins. The rule regarding records and bars

reads as follows

:

Rule 43

—

Section" 1—A record can be made only in a pub-

lic race, the horse to trot or pace a full mile according to the

rule; and the time must be tnken by at least two timers

selected for the purpose, and the record of their names as

well as the time must be kept.

2. Time otherwise taken at fairs and on any track, whether
short or not, shall be known as a bar, and shall constitute a

bar the same as if regularly made over a track that was full

measurement.
3. Any public race at a less distance than one mile, and

exceeding a half mile, shall be regarded as irregular, and
time made in any such race Bball create a bar.

As will be seen the National Association draws the line at

the half-mile pole, and all races at distance between that

and a mile nre classed as irregular; that is

to say placed with short track, light weight,

and others contests where the rules have not been com-
plied with. From the language of the sections quoted a

horse with a record of 1 :45 at three-quarters of a mile can

only be eligible to free-for-all races.

S. t
Oakland.

Give the result of the race between Santa Clans aud Nut-

wood at the Oakland Fair of 1SS0.

Answer—The summary is as follows:

OaKLani'. sept 18, i

p A. MntiiHii'B bs Rni

J. W. Knox's ch e Nutwood...

Match at Santa Rosa.

Aobiout.tbai.Pabk. Santa RosA,June 26t^—Match fur ;-

TupperCl&nde, g --
i pacer

Boimiu a., on ui— i). C Shirk
Tun.-. :.:.: J, 2

Match at Sacramento.

- :\ side.

.... 1 1

... '-Mia

Jnne 27tti—Match for 8100 a Bldo

.

Fo > ' r -W. P. Smith
Ap x, b C—S. K.Tn try
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STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Nature Versus Art.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Perhaps in the nest

generation owners of horses will learn that nature beats art,

that the use of horseshoes are a sin, are unnecessary, and

their results are purely evil; they not only torture the animal

but shorten his "life. People seem to have no idea what a

horse's foot is; they have always seen horses shod, and as a

matter of course think they must continue to do so, and will

never change or alter the method if they are let alone—think

of his foot as a lump of horn stuck to the end of his leg for

the purpose of cutting, digging and pounding, then nailing a

fall shoe in that will weigh from two to three pounds. Poor
horsegoes lame. What's the trouble. Why it's in hisshoulder.

Oh, no, it's in his foot; take him. put him into a tub, soak

him out for two or three hours, and that's what he wants.

Oh, no, he has got a splint just developing, or a thousand
and one other things—never for a moment think of the nails

and iron which he has on his foot. No bad result could

possibly come from either the shoe or the nails; the farrier

understands his business, he couldn't make any mistake.

Take my advice, dear readers. Keep your horse or horses'

feet out of tubs, take their shoes off, drive them with tips,

write to the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman and
tell him your experience. Let the world know it, whether
it be in favor of tips or against them.
In the North, Central and South American countries they

never shoe their horses, they travel hundreds of miles and
carry not less than three hundred pounds on their backs, day
in and day out, barefoot. You never hear of such a thing as

contracted feet, corns, sanderacks, etc. Its the full shoe that

causes all the trouble. The advantage of the tip is simply a

slight protection to the toe, and the smaller the tip the better

it is for the foot; the least iron you can put on the foot of a

horse the better. They must be applied cold and the foot

must not be cut at all. The trouble is the smiths do not try

to learn how to apply the tip.

The foot of a horse is a piece of machinery perfectly adapted
to the work it is intended to perform. But if the farriers are

permitted to cut and pare it away in order to make what they
call a cleaa looking foot, the chances are he will go tender
for a few days. The natural sole of a horse's foot will stand
most anything in the way of roads; hard roads make hard
feet for horses in spite of what anybody may say. Nearly
everybody who tries tips are inclined to have their horse
exercised on the grassy sides of the roads. That's a mistake,
give him the hard, tough road, that's what he wants— "don't
give the tips any the best of it." When he is shod with the
full shoe pick out the soft places for him; you are doing him
a kindness then. Examine one hundred colts that were
never shod; tell the writer through the Bbeederand Sports-
man how many you found with side-hones, sanderacks,

seedy toe, ringbone, thrush, spavins, curbs, splints and wind-
galls. Then examine one hundred that have been shod, tell

the writer through the same paper how many you
foand without some of them—I would like to know.
Ask your veterinary how your horse will go with tips; he

will, in all human probability, answer "Not at all." Then ask
him how he knows, he cannot tell you, neither can he give

you any good reason for making the assertion. Again, pull

the full shoe off, do not alloio the foot lobe cut at all; put
tips on and do a human thing for the poor animal. Go and
drive him as usual, pay no attention to the cranks you may
meet, should they offer any remarks about the way your horse
is being driven, telling you that you would ruin your horse,
simply laugh at them and ask them how they know; they
can't answer it.

Did Mr. Bonner cure Little Brown Jug of his lameness by
shoeing ? No sir, he did not, and he cannot. Had they pulled
his shoes off entirely three years ago. and driyen him bare-
foot, the Jug could probably pace fast now. Pull the shoes
off, put on tips, don't allow the knife to touch the foot under
any circumstances— the rasp, the hammer, the pinchers and
the nails are all you require in shoeing any horse—throw the
knife away, and believe me as ever the friend of the horse,

Chicago, June 24, 1885 On the Road.
»»

Stables in Summer.
With most farmers considerable pains are taken to make

stables warm and comfortable for stock in Winter, and this
is as it should be; but there is another matter connected
with stable management, fully equal' in importance, which
is very sadly neglected, and that is free, ventilation in Sum-
mer. Very many stables upon farms and in villages, are
built of brick, or clapboarded if made of wood, without win-
dows, and through the sultry nights of Summer, horses, and
often cows, are kept conriued here, breathing the air con-
aminated by the ammonia which arises from their own
.tn, and the effect of this is loss of appetite, disease of tha

lungs, and a decline of strength.
One-half the injury will notarise from keeping a horse in

a cold stable during Winter, that will come from close con-
iiuement in Summer, for animals were given a robe to
shield them from cold; but no shield is given to avert the
serious effects of inhaling for hours at a time a poisoned
atmosphere.
Some means should be devised to give a free circulation of

air through the stable, if it has to be done by leaving the Darn
doors open; and the stalls should be kept clean and sweet
by the use of saw-dust, straw or dry earth. We do not
approve of using lime, ashes or anything of the kind, as a
purifier, for it is injurious to the hair and skin of the
animal.
Where horses are made to stand upon a planked floor,

the stable is liable to become very much more impure than
under other circumstances, for the liquids will run through
and form a pool beneath, which will continually send up a
noxious odor as strong as hartshorn. To avert this, fill the
cavity below the floor with sods or loam, and clean the
same out two or three times during the season. Thus a
large amount of the very best manure may be gained, and
the comfort of the animals kept in the barn promoted.
The importance of cleaning the floor of the stable often

cannot be too earnestly urged, for in hot weather the collec-

tions here are alive with maggots in a few dayB, if left undis-
turbed, and this is a positive proof of its unhealthfulness
and impurity. When the horse is not in use, the stall

should be renovated morning and evening.

Bridles and Bits.

The breast collar differs from the usual neck collar worn
by working horses in bearing leas on the Bhoulder. It is

more suitable for light work, driving on the road in single
harnesp, than for heavy loads. But it is often handy to have
a breast collar with extra wide breast piece to work horses in
should their Bhoulders begin to be galled with their usual
harness. If this is done, great care must be exercised, aa the
new collar will bear on a place that has probably not been
toughened by use.

Most horses will drive better with the hinge or snaffle-bit.

See that your horse's bit is neither too short nor too long

for his mouth.
Always take the slack up in the bearing reins and over-

checks on road horses.

Horses that are not free drivers will require less urging if

driven with a bridle with blinds on.

Some stylish, rangy horses are driven without any bearing-
rein, though it is safer to use one.
Some horses become slow and need more urging when

driven regularly with an open bridle.

Horses that shy much and take a strong hold on the bit

will sometimes drive better with an open bridle.

Every driver of fast road or track horses should use the

best-forged bits to be had. They are the safest.

Some horses will not "go up" on the bit when the over-

check and upper jaw bit are required. In that case try an
all-leather upper-jaw bit.

For a horse that carries his head up and travels with the

nose inclined outward, and does not pull, the side-bearing

rein will answer.
A horse carrying his head low and inclined inward, and

does not pull much, can best be driven with the over-check
attached to the large bit.

For some horses that pull moderately anupper-jaw straight

bit, attached to the over-check, may satisfy the driver; if

not, try a hinged upper-jaw bit.

With a bridle without blinds some horses will drive gently
to a no-top wagon, while with a top wagon they will get

frightened at the top and frequently run away.
When the angles of the mouth become sore from the pres-

sure of the bit apply pulverized alum and honey in equal
parts tour or five times a day, and use a wide bit.

When the mouth and tongue become feverish and bruised
a little from the effects of pulling on the bit, sponge those
parts with a solution of white oak bark or alum water.
Never put an open bridle on your horse until you know he

will go safely with it. Some horses will get frightened and
kick, while others will run away if driven with an open
bridle.

Never drive a horse, no matter how quiet he may be, with
a flexible rubber bit. If his mouth is tender and a soft bit is

required use .the rubber straight bit, or a leather-covered

one.

Have the bridle fit nicely. The bit should touch the

mouth, and do not allow the blinds to flare open. Have
holes in the crownpiece of the overcheck, and loops on the
throat-latch for bearing-reins, so that either may be used.
A horse that is apt to kick in harness should wear an over-

check and an upper-jaw or four-ring bit. The overcheck
should be tightened so that the horse's head may be kept
high. If the animal should offer to kick give him a severe
jerk, first with the right line and then with the left.

For horses that get the tongue over the bit and hang it out
use the bit lately invented called the "Perfection Bit." It

has the upper jaw fastened to the large bit.

—

National Sports-

man.

Pre-Natal Influence.

THE TROTTING STALLION,

NUTWOOD, Jr.
W I]£-.,M K̂E THE SEASON OF 1835 AT JOE DIEVES' THREE
Tlit House, on the SanLeandro Road, Alameda County, ending

DESCRIPTION:
.
Nutwood, Jr., is a bay horse, 16^ hands high, foaled April nth 1879;

bred by L. U. Shippee, stuokton. He is a horse of puwerlulmold, sym-
metrical form, periect feet and lege, and with a striking resemblance in
form to his sire. He has never been tiained, but his action is faultless
and his disposition of the very best. He has shown repeated trials below
2 :3U in his exercise.

PEDIGREE:
Sired by Nutwood, dam by California Patchen, seconddam by Bane's

Littlejohn, Jr. J

California Patchen by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr., dam Lady Peters bvSherman Morgan. J

LittleJohn, Jr., by imp. Littlejohn* dam bv Red Bill, son of Medoc,
(.bee Bruce s American stn.l Hook, vol. 1, page 786 )
Littlejohn, bred in England by Lord Exeter, got by Scutari, dam Wte

Pet by Sheet Anchor. (See English stud Buck, vol. VIII, page 445 )Nutwood 2 :ls-\, i half-brother to Maud S., 2:00V,), by Belmont (Alex-
ander's) dam Miss Kussell by Pilot, Jr : second dam/Sallie Kussell by
Boston; third (hull, Maria Kussell by Thornton's Battler, etc. Heis the
sire of Felix, 2:1*JV Manon. 1 :1\, Jim Mulveuna, four vesrs, 2-27W Nut-
breaker, yearling. 2:42},'. and manv other fast ones.
Belmont by Alexander's Abdallah, dam Belle, bv Mambrino Chief*

second dam, by Brown's Bellfounder. son of imp. lielllounder He is
theBire of Wedgewood, 2:iy,and five others in the 2 :2o list. Alexander's
Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:1 1, and others.
Pilot, Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, is also the sire of Midnight, thedam of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, and? in the 2:30 list.

TERMS.
Forty dollars for the season, payable in all cases before the mare is

removed. Mares not proving with foal can be returned the next season
free, provided the horse is not sold or removed from the State Good
pasturage, safely fenced, at Five Dollars per month. Due care taken,
but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes.
For furthe r particula rs address,

J. P. DIEVES, Aire nt. East Oakland, CaL

TILTON ALMONT,
RECORD, 2:26.

THIS FAST AND SPLENDIDLY-BRED TROTTING STALLION WILL
make the season of 1885 at Miller's Stable, Colusa, Cal., Commencing

February 1, 1885, and ending August 1, 1885.
Terms, fifty dollars for the season, payable when the mare is taken

away.
Tilton Almont was sired by the great Almont, son of Alexander's

Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14; Rosalind, 2-213' Thorndale
2:22J; Mercer, 2:23*; Major Edsall. 2:29; St. Elmo, 2:30; etc.
Almont sired Westmont, 2:15; Fanny Witherspoon, 2:17; Piedmont
:17i; Aldine, 2:192; Early Rose, 2:22i; etc., etc. (Aldine and EarlyEarly

sire of Lady

The remark in a recent number of your paper, that the
product of the stock will inherit the condition of the parents

at the time it is begotten, suggests far-reachiog possibilities

in the way of producing in the parent stock just before
breeding, the conditions you want to see reflected in its

progeny, and in my judgment this consideration is only
second in importance to the quality of the stock you breed,

while the benefit, be it great or small, may be secured with
scarcely any expense compared with the original cost of high
grade stock of any kind.
Some critic will reply that Nature will attend to that, but

the animal when in con finement is not in its natural coudition,

and one artificial state of the animal makes many others neces-

sary.

What other explanation can be offered for the marked dif-

ference so often seen in the members of the same families

than the difference in the oondition of the parents at the
time of coapulation? and who can doubt the value of well-

directed effort in the direction suggested ? To my mind,
results may thus be secured little thought of now, aud it has
always been a matter of regret to me that stress of circum-
stances has so far robbed me of the legitimate fruit of my
effort in this direction, but I am firmly convinced that by
careful feeding, exercise, etc., the stock to be bred may be
brought so nearly into the same condition at each period of

breeding as to secure far greater uniformity of results than
has ever been seen in any stock, and I see no reason why
steadiness of gait in a trotter may not be cultivated in this way
as well as speed.
We read a great deal of the fierceness of male animals dur-

ing the breeding season, resulting in frequent battles between
them, generally ending in the death of the weaker, among
animals of particularly fierce or active natures, and hunters
report that among the deer species the buck is frequently
seen to cover the doe at a full run, all of which goes to

show that Nature provides for the desired result

which man frequently prevents by condemning to

inactivity the domestio animals that should be fed
and trained with the greatest possible care in the
most important and critical period of their existence.

The owner of a trotter or draft horse will train him with
the greatest care foi an approaching trial of speed or strength,

but who has given equal attention to the vastly more impor-
tant consideration of the rearing of stock that shall possess,

in the highest possible degree, the qualities so much desired
and sought for?

If any systematic effort has ever been made by any promi-
nent breeder in the direction indicated, I have never heard of

it, and I take it for granted that if it had, the subject would have
been noted before now. I believe the principle applies in

some degree to all stock, but to a much greater degree in the

horse than any otber domestic animal, for the reason that

man exercises a greater degree of control over bis action.

Can not the breaking of the colt be so well begun in this

manner as to be half done? I think it may, and his value

be greatly increased by tractability, cultivated by a judicious

handling of the parent stock. To secure the happiest results

in any direction, the breeder must have a natural aptitude

for his business, aud be able to seefrom a study of the nature

and individual characteristics of his stock what treatment
they require under given circumstances or in order to pro-

duce given results.

—

Cor, National Livestock Journal.

To encourage the breeding and perfecting of the draft

horse in France, the government, among other inducements
to farmers, offers the sen ices of stallions free of charge.

Consequently French farmers are only too glad to dispose of

their young stallions to American buyers.

Rose trotted as a team in 2:IGJ.)
First dam, by Clark Chief, son of Mambrino Chief,

Thorn, 2:184.

Second dam, by imported Hooton. sire of Lula's dam, record 2:35;
Hooton son of Despot, son of Sultan, son of Selim, son of Buzzard, son
of Woodpecker. Hooton's dam was by Catton, the sire of Imported
Trustee.
Third dam, by Halcorn, son of Virginian, son of Sir Archv, eon of

imported Diomed.
It is worthy of special notice that the dam of Tilton Almont is by

Clark Chief. The New York Spirit of the Times says; "The blood of
Clark Chief is a conspicuous element in the newcomers to the list that
have beaten 2:20, as the two fastest performers are out of Clark Chief
mares, while the third of the group, Majolica, 2:17, is from his
daughter, JesBie Kirk. WIIXIAM BILLIIPS.

TEE HAMBLETONIAN STALLION.

MAY BOY,
Will make the seaBon of 1885 a San Mateo.
May Boy is a bay horse with star and left hind pastern white, 15.2 hands

high, foaled May l, 187S, bred bv A. Havward, of San Mateo.
hired by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Harvest Queen, by Rvsdyk's

Hambletonian; second dam the Dubois mare, by Seeley'a American S'tar-
third dam by Abdallah, son of Mambrino.
Whipple's Hambletonian (sire of Graves 2:19, and seven others with

records of 2:30 or better), by Guv Miller, dam Martha Washington, by
Burr's Washington; second dam bv Abdallah.
Guy Miller, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, dam bv NaDny's Bolliver
Harvest Queen has a record of 2:29><, and as a trotter was noted for

her Bpe d and courage. Oct. 1-1, lStiy, at Almneda, she beat Venture ina
match for $10,000. At Sacramento, Sept. 1">, 1870, she heat Jerome and
three others for a 31.000 purse, winning the first, second and fifth heats,
the last in 2:21)'^. At San Francisco (half mile track), May 3, 1871, for a
$5,000 purse she beat Blackbird and five others, winning the first, fifth
and sixth heats, and May 23d of the same year she beat a field of seven,
including May Fly, California Dexter and Regulator, for a $5,000 purse,
winning the second, third and fourth heats.
May Boy has never been trained, but in breeding, conformation and

movement is a trotter of the first order.

TERMS:
Forthe season $150. Pasturage for mares at reasonable rates. Skillful

management guaranteed, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-
capes. For further particulars address

.1 A.1I1S «. MORGAN. San Mateo, Cal.

THE WILKES STALLION,

ALPHEUS,
Bred by Jos. "Warren, Esq., of Stockton, Cal. Sired by Mambrino Wilkes,
first dam by Major Mono, son of Pacific, he by Niagara. Second dam by
Royal George.
Mambrino Wilkes, by George Wilkes, first dam Lady Christman, by

Todhuuter's Mambrino, son of Mambrino Chief. Second dam by Pilot,
Jr. First dam of Todhunter's Mambrino; RJpton's dam by Potomac.
Alpbeus is a rosewood bay, five years old, fifteen hands three inches

in height, weighs 1,175 lbs. and is unexcelled for beauty of finish,
symmetry and strength. Owing to a severe attack of epizootic or pink-
eye he has not been exhibited for speed since his memorable perform-
ance at Stockton, as a two-year-old, where he started in a fine field of
youngsters and won second money, being lapped on the winner at the
finish of second heat in 2:42J Will make the ensuing season at Marys-
**ille, beginning February 1st, at $40 for the season.

C h\ ta\ i.ou. A-renl.

STANBA RD TRO TTING STALLION

BERLIN,
Will make the season of 18&5, at Agricultural Park, Sacramento,

ending August 1st.

Berlin (record 2:32A) by Reavis' Blackbird, 2:22; dam Addle Leo, 2;3C,
the dam of Adair, 2:21; second dam. the dam of Index.
Berlin is the sire of ThapRln, four-year-old record, 2:28; fanny,

three-year-old record, 2:30, and a number of other fast ones. His
colts ace invariable pure-gaited, speedy trotters

Terms.
For the season, $30; payable on or before the close of the season.

Single service, $15; payable at the time of service. All mares a
owner's risk.

For further particulars apply to, or address,

UEOKUK MARTIN. A-cnl

,

Agricultural Park, Sacramento.
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etaluma Fair. Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing,

.WITH AN APPENDIX,,
Agricultural District, No. 4.

COMPRISING 1HE COUNTIES OF

Sonoma, Marin, Napa
and Lake.

Al'GCST 33111 to S9tli (Inclusive), 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY. August »5th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Free for all. Purse S400. One
and a quarter nille dash.

No. 2. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse S 800.

No. 3—TROTTING -DISTRICT-For two-year-olds.
Purse $200; mile beats; best two in three.

WEDNESDAY, August 36th.

No. 4. RUNNING—DISTRICT—For all ages. 825
entrance; $1U forfeit; $100 added; 325 to second horse.
One mile dash.

No. 5—TROTTING—2 :2'2 class. Open to all eligible
and the following: James H., Vanderlyn. Arab and
Albert W. Purse tfl.000.

No. 6. TROTTING—2 ;26 class. Purse S800.

TMl'RSDAY, August 3 1 til.

Ue. 1. RUNNING—For two-year-olds. ?50 en-
trafiee; J25 forfeit, or B10 if declared out by Aognst
10th, ana 525 if declared out by 6 r. m. tho flay be-
fore the race; E13u added; *100 to second horse.
Three-quarter mile dash.

No. 8. RUNNING—Free for all. Purse 3500. One
mile and repeat.

Ko. 9. PACING. Free for all. Puree SC00.

FRIDAY. All-list 38th.

No. 10. RUNNING-SELLING RACE. Purse S20C;
entrance free; iSO to second horse. Fixed valuation
§1,000; to carry entitled weights; two pounds off for
each $100 below and two pounds added for each Sluo
above fixed value. One mile and repeat.

No. 11. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2:40 class. Parse
3400.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse S800.

SATURDAY, August Vtftli.

No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. S50 entrance; $25
forfeit, or $10 forfeit if declared out by August 15tb.
and $25 if declared out by 6 p. it. the day before the
race. S200 added; $100 to second horse. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 14. RUNNING-CONSOLATION PURSE—3150;
S60 to second horse. Horses beaten once allowed 5
ponnds, twice 10 pounds, three times 15 pounds
from their entitled weights. One mile dash.

No. 15. TROTTING—2:20 class. Purse §1,200.

No. 16. TROTTING—DISTRICT-For gentlemen's
roadsters. To be handicapped the day before the
race. Purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated
by agreement.

—O

—

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all trotting,[pacing, aud in running races Nos. 1

and 8, four moneys, viz: 5u, 25, 15 aud lu percent.
All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance lee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race eu'itled to first money only,

except when distancing the held, then to first ami
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 v. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more tban one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start muet be named at 6 p. si. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by thf1 Board,'no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (tit months prior
to the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable "for the en-
trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by tbe National Association and Rules of the
Stale Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared oil', at tbe option of the judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to start,
hut the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
Btart a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of tbe fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting aud racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. si. sharp.

}
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1885, with Secretary.

.1. H. WHITE. President.
W. E. COX, Secretary, P. O. 270, Petaluma, Cal.

Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by
Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Round-hoof'd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."
—Shakespeare.

Tips and Toe "Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Propria-
tor of the Bheedee and Spoets;i.\k, San T'raucisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Too
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of tbe action of
the raceho.se aud trotter as shovrn by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
lias bad many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of tbe first and best
works on "training" we evac read, i'or several years be has been experimenting with tipB in the hope
that tbey might be made to serve every purple of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreadg demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads tbe result of bis experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading tbe plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with tbe knowledge that the common system of Bboeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take §50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, 31.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

** Tips and Toe "Wefights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is tht title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical hook from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Bbeeder and Spobtssian. The author In his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do bo, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of bis experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into tbe past ahow that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to tbe time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better Bystem of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
tbe ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not.be will not quit tbe book till be has read it through, for in addition to tbe perfect knowledge of
the horBe which the author possesses, be surrounds it with a litsrary charm, which holds the audience to

tbe hut sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public—Chicago
NewB.

Tips and To© "Weights.— J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trofhwn for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put tbe result of bis researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of tbe racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives tbe sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether be agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder and Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportssian, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.

It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe "Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
byabove title which is almost worth ica weight iu gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the

rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to tbe horse's foot. He has found that shoes are

unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-

tect the toe of tbe foot. By their uso, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20*. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by tbe use of tips. We are

going to tiso them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him anl he will

send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of tbe Bystem,

trottin 11 a public trial in 2:20j, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16" seconds while a

four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10,000, with other

parties ready to tako him at tbe price. Antevolo, two years younger tban Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when afoalitwas the universal impression that he never could trot fast

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this pastseason, whenthreeyearsold.he won the Occident

Stakes, rl, 'J21, in which'be got arccord of 2:29?, last half in 1:13*; first money in purse at Sacramento,

$500; second money at Stockton, $250; the Stanford Stakes, 31,672; and the Embryo, $870, making a cash

return for the season of $1,514. I am satisfied that if be had been shod with full shoes when first put In

training be would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-

in" with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to

make full examinations of tbe horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot

of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.

Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of tbe anatomy of the horse is not understood as

thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from tbe

revelatious of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TEEMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOB—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KENTUCKY KEEL.

OLOVBR'S CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES.
FACTORY— 15 St. Mary'e Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 63S MONTGOMERY ST., S. T.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.

RACINGPLATES.
("pACING PLATES OR TRAINING SHOES OP
i Cv any size or weight, fowarded on receipt of price

Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

$1.50 per Bet. All plates and shoes guaranteed to be of

Breeder of thorongnored Jersey Cattle. Registered -he best material and workmanship. Samplescan be

Jerseys of both se/es for sale. Ptstoffiee address. I

»»> at the offlee of the Bkeedkr a.vd &pokt9ma> .

San Francisco, Cal. Address, M. .1. O'EEABY,
San llutiia Ventura, Cal.

NEVADA
. . AND . .

.

Placer Counties.

Glenbrook Race Track,

A NEW MILE TRACK.

SPEED PROGRAMME FOR 18S5.

FIRST DAY-Tnesday, Sept, 1st.

o'clock a. sr., for
ran 375.

No. 2. TROTTING—For horses owned in the Dis-
trict; 3:00 class. Purse $400; first horse $260; second
5100; third 350.

No. 3. TROTTING-2:30 class. PuTBe SG00; first
horse $350; secoiid $175 ; third $75.

No. 4. TROTTING—Three-year-olds. Free for all.
Mile and repeat. Purse $600; first horse 5360; second
8180; third 860.

No. 5. WALKING MATCH—For stallions owned
in the District. Purse $100; first horBe $75; second $25.

SECOND DAY-Wednesday. Sept. 3d.

No. 6. RUNNING—NATIONAL HOTEL STAKE
—Free for all. 550 entrance; £15 forfeit; $£u0 added;
second horse $200; third §100. One mile and repeat.

No. 7. RUNNING — NEVADA CITY MINE
STAKE—For two-year-olds. $25 entrance; $10 for-
feit; j250 added; second horse §100; third s5o. Dash of
a half-mile.

No. 8. RUNNING—WYOMING MINE STAKE
Free for all. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $S00 added
second horse $100; third $50. Dach of one and a halt
miles.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock P.M.
No. 10. TROTTING—For two-year-olds owned in the

District. Purse $300; first horse $isu; second$00; third
930.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Sept. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RACES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10
o'clock a. ii., open to the District; purses aggregat-
ing $100.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:50 class. For District horses.
Purse $400; first horse $250; second $100; third $50.

No. 13. TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to Vander-
lyn, James H. and Albert \\\ Purse $1,000; first horse
$500; second $260; third $l5u; fourth $100.

No. 14. RUNNING—SADDLEHORSE STAKE—
For horses owned in the District; catch weights. $10
entrance; $100 added; first horse 50 percent.; second
20 per cent.; third 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per cent.;
fifth 5 per cent. Dash of a mile.

FOURTH DAY-Friday, Sept, 4tli.

No. 15. RUNNING—WALRATH STAKE. Free
for all. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $6U) added; second
horse $200 ; third $100. Two miles and repeat.

No. 16. RUNNING—NARROW-GAUGE RAIL-
ROAD STAKE. Free for all. $25 entrance; $10 fttr-
feit: ?250 added; second horse $100; third $50. Three-
quarters o i a mile and repeat.

No. 17. RUNNING-SOUTH YUBA STAKE—Free
for all. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; Becond
horse $75; third $5o. One and one-eighth miles.

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse #800; first
horse $450; second $250; third $100.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 5th.

No. 19. LADIES' TOURNAMENT at 10 o'clock a.
M.
No. 20. RUNNING—UNION HOTEL STAKE—For

horses owned in t he District. $25 entrance ; |10
forfeit; $150 added. One-half mile and repeat.

No. 21. TROTTING—2:40 clasB. Purse $600; first
horse $350; second $175; third $<5.

No. 22. TROTTING—Free for all(St. JnUen barred).
Purse$l,200;first horse $600; second $300; third $180;
fourth $120.

Jin:AUKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
flve.except the two-jear-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five ti> enter ami three to start, lint the board
reserves the right to bold a leBS number than five to
fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination.

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be untitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than tbe required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66s to the
first, and 3J>£ to second.

In all races, entries not declared out by G i> u, of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.

Where there is mure than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by tip. si. tbe day preceding the
race. Noadded money paldfora walk-over.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are
•ther wise.

Racing coIotb to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be uamea in their
entries.

Entries to all of the above races to close with the
Secretary on Saturday, August lBt,18S5.

A. WALRATH, President,
Nevada City.

Geo, Fletcher, Secretary.
P. O. Address, Gross Valley.

D. E. MORGAN, Assistint-Secretary,

P. O. Address, Nevada City.
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER.

Tyrant's Defeat in the Tidal Stakes and Coney
Island Derby—Incidents of the Coney

Island Jockey Club's Meeting, Etc.

Tyrant's poor showing in the Tidal Stakes last Tuesday
was due, nut to a bad start, but to the horse moving off so

sluggishly that he was soon a dozen lengths behind the

others. Then Duffy lost his wits and in a fast run, first-

quarter close to 24 sees., made up the gap that he should nave
taken at least three-quarters of a mile to close. That this

sudden effort pumped the horse completely the sequel
showed, for he was ''pumped" a quarter of a mile from home.
Yesterday in the Derby Duffy's anxiety to get away fretted

the horse greatly at the post, and in marked contrast to his

former quiet demeanor he was nervous and fretful, going at

least sis furlongs in the half-dozen breakaways that took
place. When the flag did fall Tyrant got off next to last. In
Lhe race he was fairly out-run and out-stayed by Joe Cotton,

the alleged foul not impeding Tyrant in the slightest. It is

possible, however, that later on in the season Tyrant may
reverse this verdict.

The fields were not very large on Thursday, yet the an-

nounced appearance of Miss Woodford in the Coney Island
Stakes brought out a very good crowd. The track was none
too good. If it were the four clinkers who ran in the open-
ing event would have scored very near a best on record. On
paper it looked a sure thing for imp. Richmond to beat
Thackeray, Nonage and Lizzie Mack. The last race this

mare fooled not only her own people but many of the betting
public, so that when McLaughlin was seen in the "blue and
red" the fast daughter of Alarm found fair support. Rich-
mond, who was galloped in a blanket prior to the race, was
a red-hot favorite. Thackeray was deservedly next to him in

the betting, for ever since the Suburban he was an improving
horse, and running Jim Renwiek to a neck was good enough
credential. Nonage was the outsider, as her latest Jerome
lJark form should have made her. With Shauer up, how-
ever, this fast mare made running, and was never really

headed, although for a moment, a furlong from home, both
Richmond and Thackeray were lapping her. Bat Shauer's
rigorous riding (throughout without whip or spur) kept Non-
age in front to the end, she winning by half a length, and
Shauer putting on the brakes very soon after passing the
judges. Both O'Leary aud Blaylock fought hard with the
whip, and Thackeray got second place by a neck. Lizzie
Mack got the whip soon after starting, but it did not help her.

After the race Nonage's great furrn was accounted for by the
information that since her arrival at Sheepshead Bay she had
taken to eating, and her running showed a great improve-
ment over her last miserable display.
A new lot (with one or two exceptions) of two-year-olds

showed up in the sweepstakes, with maiden and other allow-
ances. Rock-and-Rye had quite a lo; of weight off, had done
well in his work, and with Lewis up, he was a strong favorite.

McLaughlin was on Buffalo, but the talent would not have
this colt, as they arguedthathe was running worse and worse.
Preciosa, the sister to Lonisette, was well thought of, and if

the weigrit would admit of Duffy's riding she would have
won. Mr. Withers sent Long Stop to the post, aud as she
had run a good fourth in the race won by Dewdrop, aud
would probably run a better race, she was backed by those
who generally like Donohue to ride for their money. Mr.
Kelso had two representatives—Shamrock, a daughter of

Stratford, and Amalgam, full brother to Pairfield and Valley
Forge, but gifted with a worse temper than either. Pasha, by
Saxon, out of Pappoose (sister to Parole), a very neat-looking
colt, represented Rancocas. Amalgam broke away several
times, but when the flag fell it was his stable-companion
who took up the running after Rock-and-Rye fell back, but
she retired at half a mile, and Preciosa came on looking like a

winner until Long Stop collared her a furlong from home.
Even then Donohue was hard at work, and had no easy thing
of it until the rider of Preciosa let go her head, and that let

Long Stop come home a length in front. Pasha ran up and just

beat Rock-and-Rye for third place. Buffalo was com-
pletely outrun from the start, and McLaughlin, after finding
that strong hustling and whipping did no good, let up on the
colt.

The mile and five furlongs, handicap, was a great disap-
pointment to the club. The haudieapper allotted IIS lbs. to

Rataplan, as was eminently proper, but the clerk in copying
the weight made it read 10S lbs., and of course every owner
scratched, as, weights having once been announced, it was
deemed impossible to alter them. Plenty of persons were
found who were anxious to bet on a sure thing, and they
willingly put down lots of money at 4 to 1 on Rataplan, who,
after indulging Trafalgar with a lead for six furlongs, went on
and won in a common canter, almost walking in. Heva,
under the whip, outstayed Trafalgar for the place.

Five ran in the Coney Island Stakes, nine furlongs. Their
owners were evidently hoping that Miss Woodford was not
anything like fit. For no other reason can be given for Sam
Bryant's temerity in sending a horse like Gen. Harding to

the post in such company, when both legs were as big as some
horses' second thighs. At the post Miss Woodford did not
look as if she had much wook, aud kept twitching her tail in
a manner that make some think she knew it was a hot month.
Louisette looked very fine-drawn, hollow in the quarters,
and Wanda was a far better-looking filly than when Brook-
wood beat her so badly in the Swift Stakes. Bonn Bouche
has done well since last year, as far as looks go. but she
conld never live with the top-sawyers when it came to racing.
Wanda got off the quickest, but McLaughlin could have been
At her neck if he chose. Instead, he waited for Louisette,
who, as they made the first turn, went up next the rails, and
she made running, though not so fast, with Wanda and Miss
Woodford next. They ran iu about this order for nearlyseven
furlongs, when McLaughlin seemed to be a bit anxious, aud
calling on Miss Woodford, she shot up between Louisette
and the rails with wonderful rapidity, and was so full of run
that McLaughlin at once pulled her back, and though the
other pair were ridden and punished hard, they could not
get near the brown daughter of Billet, who was easing at
every stride, and walked in a length in front of Wanda, who
beat Lonisette a length and a half for the place. Gen. Hard-
ing was fourth, and pulled up lame. The time was 2:00, but
it must be borne in mind that Miss Woodford was only can-
tering the last furlong. Both the winner and Louisette came
back very slowly to the scales, and when the crowd broke
out in cheers for Miss Woodford, she swerved aud displayed
much more nervousness than we ever noticed in her before
The absence of speculation at Brighton on the previous,

day (the Executive Committee not deeming it wise to sell pools
that day) caused many to think that there would be some
roi t of interference at Sheepshead Bay on Saturday. The
club had adopted the precedent set by the Rockuway Steeple-
chase Association, and sold all that part of the grounds
where betting was carried on, the tract of land being pur-

chased by persons unknown. This was done to obviate any
trouble which might arise between the authorities and the

club, aud as we believe in fighting this oppression tooth and
nail, everyone applauded the action.

The weather was delightful at the course, and even got a

bit chilly as the afternoon wore on. It cannot but be natu-

ral that such extremes of heat and cold as are now being

experienced will affect horses most notably, and coughing

had become very prevalent. No stable can hope to escape

this visitatioi , and, consequently backtrs must needs be very

cautious befoie plunging on apparently sure things.

Racing began with" a dash of a mile. The very favorable

conditions were designed to let in a lot of ordinary performers

at light weights, and act as a sort of handicap, but when
such runners as Louisette and Duplex get in a race like this

with 17 lbs. off, we must admit, as the owners of several

horses have declared to ns, that they cannot stand it. It

seems to us that conditions should so read as to either keep out

altogether such as the two we have mentioned, or to penal-

ize good horses so that the middle and lower class of horses

would really be let in light. When betting began both
Duplex and Louisette were at the same price, S to 5. Then
by degrees the price against Mr. Lorillard's mare lengthened,

until at the start it was 5 to 2. Herbert, a fearfully mis-

managed horse, was at 6 to 1, Wallensee 7, and so on. All

got off well, but Duplex and Lucy Lewis were the last two
as they ran along the backstreich, and indeed Lucy Lewis
we thought was clean out of it after going half a mile.

Herbert had led all the way, but after going about three-

quarters Duplex closed, and Louisette, Herbert and Duplex
all took close order, the others, except Wallensee, beaten.

The further they went the worse it was for Herbert, and
though J. Donohue whipped and spurred all he could,

Shauer's finish was not to be denied, and Duplex won by
half a length, Lonisette the same distance in front of Wallen-

see, who came strong a furlong from home and beat Herbert.

Louisette was sent an extra five furlongs in good style. In
other company Lucy Lewis would be hard to beat. The
running of Wallensee was unexpectedly good, but it would
be fully in accord with all his previous races if he were to

come out and win when least expected. Duplex began to

"nod" soon after he was unsaddled, and as he walked back
to the paddock he rot lamer and lamer at every stride. His
backers were very fjrtuuate, indeed.

The Coney Island Derby, one and a half miles, was the

third event of the day. It was really hard to see that out of

the sixteen nominations made two years ago by Mr. P. Loril-

lard, his only representative was Heva, a second or third-

class filly, who was in the sale list three months ago for

§2,500. The Dwyers had eleven nominations, but no starter.

This shows how much a game of chance enteiing a yearling

really is. By sheer force of numbers, either of these great

stables ought to have won this slake, but the humble nomina-
tion of J. T. Williams' ch c, by King Alfonso—imp. Inver-

ness, survives all the vicissitudes of training, railroad travel,

change of climate, etc., and winf, while his stable-companion.

(called Cridge) dies, and eighty-four other yearlings do not
see the post. Tyrant's work since the Tidal Stakes was
given to him in strong doses and all at once we hear. Hence,
although a much better horstf than in the mile race, he could

not have been as good as he may yet be. He certainly acted

much more viciously than ever before. Joe Cotton had pur-

sued the even tenor of his way, and his wonderfully good
luck in escaping even the cough which had afflicted so many
other horses, shows that for the present, at least, his owner
is under a lucky star. When the betting began Joe Cotton
was installed a tine favorite, and nothing could shake his

position, although a ton of money went on Tyrant. It was
surprising to see Brookwood so close up with St. Angustine
in the books, but the race showed that there was good reason

for it. Brookwood, St. Augustine, Tyrant, Heva and Joe
Cotton was the order after the first three furlongs. The two
favorites waited on each other until after they had gone
about one mile, when they made a simultaneous dash to the

front, in doing which, it is said, Brookwood was interfered

with. Joe Cotton, on the extreme outside, came on with
McLaughlin having a strong hold of his head. Tyrant at his

neck, then
k
St. Augustine close up, with Brookwood (who had

fallen back very suddenly after going a mile) and Heva.
Once in the stretch it was a hard drive between Joe Cotton
and Tyrant. The flatter was jjbeaten first, and Joe Cotton
won by a length and a half; Brookwood, who finished very
strong, was third, only three lengths away; St. Augustine
pulling np a hundred yards from home, was fourth, and Heva
last. Time, 2:4U—the first mile very slow. Feakes com-
plained to the judges that he had been fouled. Duffy is re-

ported to have admitted that Tyrant crowded St. Augustine
into Brookwood in endeavoring to go up at the moment Joe
Cotton made his run. Joe Cotton was on the outside,, so

that it is not easy to locate the blame on him. That Brook-
wood was seriously interfered with is true. That he could

have won we will not pretend to deny, for he was a fast

horse at the finish. But, if he had won, the jockeys on Joe
Cotton aud Tyrant, or their employers, would have had
themselves to blame. A strong, rating pace throughout is

what we expected to see. What we did see was a slow race

for a mile fjust the way to run to suit a fast colt like Brook-
wood.) Joe Cotton has now proved himself one of the best

colts in point of constitution which we have seen of late

years. Of course, his Wintering at New Orleans has had
much to do with his success since then, but all owners who
have Wintered there have not had the same experience.

Green Morris being a prominent case in point with Drake
Carter. We fully expect to see Tyrant do better than tbis

race. We should not be surprised to see Brookwood win a

classic race ere long. Aud we should not be disappointed if

Joe Cotton is beaten with a lightweight rider at Chicago, for

we are satisfied he takes a deal of riding. Pacific.
New York, June 21st, ISSj.

The Lake country horsemen are not anxious for early rac-

ing, judging from the following report in Lakeporl Bee-Dem-
ocrat: The three days racing promised this week commenced
on Weduesdaj'. The first day came near being a failure*

The trotting race did not till at all and only three entered the

running race, half mile and repeat, for a purse of 875, as

follows: A. C.Perry named Del Paso, Geo. Hammack named
Ace of Diamonds, and W. B. Sanfnrd named Winfred. The
race was won by Del Paso in two heats, with Wiufred second;
time, :53] and :54. Littlemoney changed hands.

The Cleveland correspondent of the Chicago Horseman
tips the PhallAB-Maxy Cobb race tn- day in this wise: ''The

race will be of split heats. Phallas will win, after losing one
or two beats. He will start favorite and win in straight

heats unless Maxy is in front iu better than 2:14. If Maxy
wins the second heat he will have to trot hard aud fust from
start to finish, and go faster than in the first. Then the

third heat will be better still. If Maxy doesn't win it he's

gone. If he wins at all it must be in straights."

Among the Horses of San Luis Obispo.

Editor Bbeeder and'Sportshan: While makingatonr of the
southern portion of the State, it was my good fortune to be in
the beautiful little city of San Luis Obispo on the occasion of
a Horse Fair, held on the 24th and 25th iust; and I can-
not feel that I would be doing justice were I to withhold from
your numerous readers at least a limited account of the same.
The Fair was held at the Racetrack, located east of the Court
House and the new hotel, within the city limits, and is, I
believe, under the management and control of Mr. C. L.
Woods, who is somewhat of an enthusiast in horse matters.
I have been in attendance on agricultural aud stock fairs

in various counties in this State, but I must confess that for
a fine show of horses and colts, the county of Sau Luis
Obispo fairly and thoroughly astonished me, move than any
place I have visited on the Pacific Coast. The attention of
the farmers here seems to have been almost entirely directed
to the breeding aud raising of heavy horses, though there
are some finely bred trotters here, and some thoroughbreds
which would compare favorably with the best in the State.
Edmund Watkius, Esq., had on exhibiton a three-year-old

colt, Sir Edgerton, by Newry, first dam by Hood's imp.
Lawyer, secund dam imported from England by Mr. Watkius.
This colt would do credit to Palo Alto either in point of
breeding or appearance.
John S. Bell, of Las Alamos, had on exhibition a colt and

filly, two years, by Richmond, out of thorougnbied dams.
They are fine youngsters, and are being worked to pole, and
show already tine trotting action.
Among the trotting-bred stallions, I believe Altoona. by Al-

mont heads the list, and certainly he is a beautiful animal, full
of life and fire, yet gentle and free from any of the many vices
so common to stallions. I saw several of Altooua's colts and
fillies, any and all of which do credit to their highlv-bred aud
handsome sire. Among them I noticed Mr. Elliott's Tooney,
a second edition of the old horse; also a beautiful black colt,

the property of Mr. Bromley, Mr. McDonald's sorrel, a very
fine colt. There was Mr. Woods' yearling colt, Agitator, dam
supposed to be thoroughbred, and from her appearance I
would call her a mare closely related to Norfolk, although
those who think they know claim to have traced her back to
Belmont. Among Altoona's fillies was Flora G., the prop-
erty of E. Graves, Eiq., of this place; she is a brown, with
one or two white feet. I saw her speeded, audi will venture to
say that if trained she would make things very lively for
some of the fast ones that I saw not long ago at the city.
Then there was a two-year-old filly, Fairy, owned by Mr.
Woods, a model of beauty.
Among the other trotting-bred stallions was O'Donohne. a

gray McClellau horse, of large size, heavy bone aud muscle;
he has been worked somewhat on track and is said to be
troublesome to pass. He was speeded around the turn and
made a good showing; he also had a family of colts and fillies

on the ground that were highly creditable.
Duke McClellan was on hand, looking fine. I believe he is

owned by W. H. Taylor, of the Coast Line Stage Company.
It was claimed, I believe, that the Duke had on the ground
the fastest two-year-old filly on exhibition, nor did I hear it

disputed.
Alexander, Jr., property of Brown & Castro, was a good-

looking horse, and had some colts which looked well.
Spooner's Stewart was driven some, but had only just been

taken out of the stud, and, of course, could not do himself
credit on the track.

There was a bay colt, three years, by a brother to St.
Julien, owned at Moro, which I liked very much, but I failed
to even get the owner's name. Among the road and carriage
horses was a fine large gelding, owned by W. H. Denise, of
Cambria, said to be out of a mare by Belmont. I liked this
horse much, and many a worse one is sold for fancy prices in
Sau Francisco. There was a great crowd of draft stallions,

mares and geldings, but I have already written more than I
intended to. San Luis Obispo county may be proud of the
horse stock exhibited on this occasion, and if the moneyed
men of the county will but take hold of the matter now, they
can get up an agricultural fair equal to that of any county in
the State. As I journey south I will keep you informed of
what is going in horse matters. G. Ranger.
San-Ldis Obispo, Cal.. June 2"th, 1SS5.

A St. Louis paper says: A striking instance of how impor-
tant the jockey may be at times, was shown on Saturday,
when Ed. Corrigan, out of sheer kindness to his friend Will
Barnes, loaned him the services of Isaac Murphy to ride
Blue Wing in the Mechanic Stake. It must be explained
that Murphy is under engagement to Corrigan to ride for
him at $5,000 per year. Corrigan also had a horse, Tartar,
in the same race, but the most visionary backer of short
horses never looked upon him as a possible wiuner in
such a field as started. But it so happened that Tartar
developed wonderful speed, and came into the homestretch
ahead of Blue Wing, Ed. Corrigan, Silver Cloud and all the
rest. He was being piloted by West, who is reputed to be a
good rider. But West is not Murphy, for when comiug
home the latter used his judgment and, taking a desperate
chance, pulled out of the heavy and damp ground next to

the rail on to the solid footing of the outside, where he made
a desperate rally, and beat Tartar under the wire by a nose.
No other jockey on the track would have brought Blue Wing
to the front under the circumstauces. Mr. Corrigau's kiud-
ness to Mr. Barnes just cost him, aud enriched the latter,

$2,570.

Mr. E. S. Veech writes as follows abont the sensational
five-year-old trotter, Epaulette: "Epaulette was bred by me
and sold at my sale on April 12, 1SS3, for $4S0, to L. L.
Dorsey, Jr., his present owner. He was foaled May 17, 1880,
sired by Auditor; 1st dam Pantalette, by Priuceps; 2d dam
Florence, by Volunteer; 3d dam Nell, by Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian; 4th dam by Shark. Epaulette is out of oue of the
first of Priuceps' fillies ever bred. -He was worked a little the
Summer of 1SS3, and the Spring of 1SS4 was put iu Ed
Bither's bauds for a month or sis weeks. With this excep-
tion he has never had a first-class man behind him. He was
offered at public auction by Mr. Dorsey. I also bred his dam
Pantalette."

The London Field, in its report of the second Spring meet-
ing at Newmarket, says: "The farce of the Newmarket week
was the match between the Arab Asil aud Iambic, in which
the latter conceded 63 pounds over the last three miles of the
Beacon course. As Iambic last year was a long way behind
St. Simon, it reads as if such of the latter class were pitted
against the Arabian, that he would be able to accomplish a

similar feat, eveu if handicapped with a cart. Farewell, my
Arab steed, for racing purposes at least, after your last show
on our classie heath." We trust we shall hear no more of
the pure Arab and what he can do.
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EXHIBITION
OF THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Ga
September 28th. 29th and 30th,

and October 1st. 2d and

3d, 1885, Inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Bay—Monday, Sept. 38th.

No. 1- RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free

for all; §25 entrance; $10 forfeit; ©150 idded; $50 to

second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING — One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds; 525 entrance; 510 forfeit; 5150 added; $50 to

second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap; $50

entrance; $'25 forfeit; £15 declaration: $250 added;
§100 to second horse ; tliird to save entrance. Weights
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday, September 22d.

Second Day-Tuesday, Sept. 29tli.

No. 4. TROTTING—3 :fl0 Class. District Pnrse,

S500; $"250 to first horse; $125 to second; $75 to third;

$50 to the fourth horse.

No. 5. TROTTING -2:22 Class (open to Vanderlyu
and James Hi. Purse $750; $375 to first; $1S<.50 to

second; $112.50 to third: $75 to fourth.

No. 6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Parse,

$30u; $180 to first; $90 to second; $20 to third.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 30tli.

Ladies Equestrianism—Pnrse $100. Per the most
graceful rider, $25; second, $15; third, $10. For the

most skillful rider. $25; second, $15; third, $10.

No. 7. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat, free

for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to

second horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dasb;
$25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING—Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages; purse $200; entrance free: $50 to

second horse. Fiied valuation $1,00U; two pounds
off for each 3100J below; and! two pounds added
for each $100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October 1st,

No. 10. TROTTING—2 :i0 Class; purse $500; $250

to first; $125 to second; $75 to third: $50 to fourth

horse.

No. 11. TROTTING—Two-year-olds; one mils and
repeat; purse $300; $180 to first horse; §30 to second;
$30 to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all; purse $i00; $240

to first; $120 to second; $40 to thiroV horse.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 2d.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year
olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse $200; $50 to

second horse.

No. 1*. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse $250; entrance free; $50 to second;
$25 to third horse.

No. 15.—RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten

horses; purse $150; $50 to second horse. Entries to

close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday. October 3d.

No. 16. TROTTING—2 35 class; District Purse

J400; ?240 to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No. 17. TROTTING—2:26 Class; purse $400; $240

to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2:20 Class; purse $1,000;

8500IO first: $250 to second; $150 to third; $100 to

fourth horse. District horses to be owned in Dis-

trict June 1, 1885.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery street, S:ui Fraiictsoo

OCCIDENTAL HOTEL BLOCS

THURSDAY.

Xlmrsilay. Inly 23. 1885.

"At 10 A. M. At

RAILROAD CAR STABLES.
Corner Steiner and TTirk Streets.

BY ORDER OF D. M'CARTY,

Great Credit Sale of

150 Head of Hoi ses,

From all the Principal Breeding Farms in the

Slate, Comprising

Roadsters, Trotters, Carriage Teams, Brood-
mares, Norman aud Trotting Bullions
Draft and Work Horses, Carriages, Skeleton
Wagons, Sulkies. Carts, Harness, Etc.

Sale peremptory. Terms: Twenty per cent cash,
balance sis months: approved paper; interest In per
cent per annum. Catalogues ready, and Horses can
be seen at place of sale Monday, July 6th. Turk and
McAllister street cars run direct to the stables.
For catalogues apply to D. McCarty, 608 Howard

street, or to tbeuDdersigned.

KIIXIP A CO., Auctioneers.

1

Sonoma County
Agricultural

PARK
Association,

SEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR,
TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
Commencing Angust l?tla and Ending

August S2U. 1885.

ri

SPEEIt i'KOUKAM.'IE.

rst Day. Tuesday, Aug. 18th.

For Sale.
Black gelding, eight years old, sound and well-

bred. Can trot in 2:30 or better, and trots the fifth

heat faster than the first. Apply to

Nevada Stables, a 335 Clarke-! Street.

No. 1, Banning—Half-mile and repeat, free for all
525 entrance, 310 forfeit, $150 added, 9-50 second horse
No. 2, Trotting—For two-vear-olds or under, mile

heats, best two in three, purse $200.

Seeoml Day, Wednesday, Aug. 19lli.

No. 3, Running—Three-quarter-mile dash for all
ages. t--5 v ntrauce, 510 fori-.- it. ?lau added, iaO to second
horse.

No. 4,Trotting—Three-minute class, purse 3500.

No. 5, Trotting—2:22 class, purse $750. James H. and
Vanderlyn eligible.

Tliird Day, Thursday. Ang. SOtu.

No. 6, Running—One aud one-half mile dash for all
ages, entrance 850, 825 forfeit. 52CO added. $75 to second
horse.

No. 7, Pacing—Free for all, purse $500.

No. S. Trotting—For fonr-vear-olds or under, purse,
$400.

Fours!} Bay. Friday* Aug?, 31st.
No. 0, Running—Free for all ages, one mile and re-

peat, $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second
horse

.

No . 10, Running—For two-year-olds or under,
dash of one mile. §25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added,
$50 to second horse.

No. 11, Trotting—2:24 class, purse $500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 5

No. 12, Trotting—For three-year-olds
purse $300.

No. 13, Trotting—2:20 class, purse $300.

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1885.
Oakland Trotting Park.

Begins August 31st, and Ends
September 5th.

...SIX DAYS...

First Day—Monday. August 31st.

No. 1. RUNNING—GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For
two-year-olds; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $150 added;
$50 to second horse. Three-quarter-mile dash.

No. 2. RUNNING -PARDEE STAKE—For all ages

;

$50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $200 added; second horse
to save stake. Two-mile dash.

For Sale.
Brown gelding. 16 hands high. 7 years old, sound

and well-bred on both sides. Has only been trained
one month by a competent 'man, and has shown a

trial in 2:26^ two weeks ago. Can show 2:30 any
time. Apply at

Nevada Stables, 1336 Market St.

3d.
or under,

RE1UBKS AXD CONDITIONS.

11 running races to be under the Rules of the Pa-
eific Coast Blood Horse Association.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

USfFor further particulars see speed programme.
KILLIP £ CO., Pool Sellers.

I. DeTIRK,
President, Santa Rosa, Cal.

E. "W\ DAVIS, Secretary.

Purse $600. FeurNo. 3. TROTTING—2:34 CLAS5-
monies.

No. 4. PACING—2:25 CLASS—Purse $350. Three
monies.

Tuesday. September 1st.

No. 5. TROTTING—2:22 CLASS—Purse $750; open
to Tanderlynn, James H., Arab and Albert W. Four
monies.

No. 6.

monies.

No. 7. TROTTING -

Three monies.

TROTTING—2:24 CLASS-Pnrse $750. Four

YEARLINGS—Purse 3150.

CHICAGO, ILL.
BREEDERS' TROTTING MEETING.

September 22d to 26th, 1885.

Stakes to Close July 15th, 1885.

All trotting races are the best three in five;

five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than hve to

fill be the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on purse, to ac-

eompanv nomination.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; hut

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day a

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the re-

quired number of "starters appear they may contest

lor the entrance raoncv, to oe divided as follows:

66& to the first, and 3&X to the second.

IN" ALL RACES ENTRIES NOT DECLARED OUT BY
6 P. M. OF THE DAY FEECEDLVGTHE EACE, SHALL EE
BEQUIBED TO START.
"Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse the are to

Tlie Nortlrwestern Stake, $50O.

For three-year-old colts and lillies, (foals of

1882), bred and owned in one of the following

Northwestern States, viz.: Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan, Wisconsin. Iowa, Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska and Minnesota. To be trotted

Tuesday, Sept. 22d, 1SS5; $50 entrance; S15
forfeit; with 3500 added by tlie Club; forfeit to

accompany the nomination, and the balance

of the entrance fee to be paid on or before six

o'clock p. m., Monday, Sept. 21st, 1SS5.

Mile heats, best three in five, to harness;

three to enter and two to start, or no race.

Great Five-Year-old Stakes, $1,400.

For five-year-olds (foals of 1SS0), open to

all. To be trotted Tuesday, Sept. 22d, 1SS5;

?100 entrance; $40 forfeit; with $1,400 added

by the Club. Forfeit to accompany the nom-
ination, and the balance of entrance fee to be

paid on or before sis o'clock p, it., Monday,
Sept. 21st, 1SS5. Mile heats, best three in

five to harness; three to enter and two to

start, or no race.

Nortlivrestern Two-Year-OId Stakes [?500.

For twc-year-oH colts and fillies (ioals of

1SS3) bred and owned in one of the following

Northwestern States, viz.: Indiana, Illinois,

Michigiu, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska and Minnesota. To be tiotted

Tuesday, Sept. 22d, 1885; $50 entrance, $15

forfeit, with $500 added by the Club. For-

feit to accompany the nomination, and the

balance of entrance fee to be paid on or be-

fore sis o'clock p. if., Monday, Sept. 21st,

1885. Mile heats, best two in three to bar-

?fe
rt
ra™e
M"UKVo"?V" i«o^w

d^«?.e<line
nessj three to enter and two to start, or no

Rules of the State Agricultural .Society to govern race,
running races, except where conditions named are

otherwise. .

Non-starters in runningraces will be hold lor en-

trance under Rule 3.

Hieing colors to be named in their entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of di&tinct colors, which must be named in their

entries. , ...

Entries to all of the above races to close with

the secretary on Saturday. August 1st. 18S5.

i^f-Write "Entries to Races'* on outside of the en-

TelOP6 '

J. R. WELLER, President.

A. B. Ellis, Secretary.

Great Four.Year.Old Stakes. $850,

For four-year-old colts and fillies, (foals of

1S81), open to ail. To be trotted Wednes-

day, September 23d, 1SS5; $75entranci

forfeit, with $850 added by the Clnb. Forfeit

to accompany the nomination, and the balance

of entrance fee to be paid on or before Go'cluL-k.

p. m., Tuesday, September 22d, 1885. Mile

heats, best three-in-five to harness, three to

enter and two to start, or no race.

Great Tliree-Y'ear-Old Stakes, $950.

For three-year-old colts and fillies, (foals

of 1SS2), ooen to all. To be trotted Thurs-
day, September 24, 18S5; $60 entrance; $20
forfeit, with $750 added by the Club. Forfeit

to accompany the nomination, and the bal-

ance of the entrance fee to be paid on or be-

fore 6 o'clock p. m., Wednesday, September
23d, 1SS5. Mile heats,, best three-in-tive to

harness; three to enter and two to start, or

no race.

Great Two-Year-Old Stakes, @600.

For two-year-old colts and fillies, (foals of

1SS3), open to all. To be trotted Friday,

Sept. 25th, 18S5; $G0 entrance. $20 forfeit,

with $600 added by the Club. Forfeit to ac-

company the nomination, and the balance of

the entrance fee to be paid on or before 6

o'clock p. M., Thursday, Sept. 24th, 1885.

Mile heats, best two in three to harness;

three to enter and two to start or no race.

In all of the above Stakes the forfeits, en-

trance fees aud added money shall be divided

as follows: Where three or more start, sixty

per cent, to go to first, twenty-five to second,

and fifteen to the third horse, and when but
three start, on the basis of sixty- five per cent,

to first and thirty-five per cent, to second
horse.

The forfeit must in all cases accompany
nominations or the entry will be void.

To be trotted under the rules of the Na-
tional Trotting Association.

In addition to the above stakes, other events
will be arranged for, particulars of which will

be announced in due season.

Owners failing to receive entry blanks may
obtain the same upon application to the Sec-

retary.

Address all communications to the Secre-

tary, Room 34, Palmer Hon.-e.

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary.

Wednesday, September 2d.

No. 8. RUNNING—For all ages; three-quarter-
mile dasb; §2o entrance; £15 forfeit; ?150 added; $50
to second.

No. 9. TROTTLNG-2:30 CLASS—Purse £750. Four
monies.

No. 10—TROTTING—For all four-year-olds and
under; purse $400. Four monies.

Thursday. September 3d.
Noll. TROTTLNG-2:20 CLASS—Purse $800. Four

monies.

No. 12. TROTTING -2:27 CLASS—Pnrse $750.
Four monies.

No. 13. TEOFFTNG—TWO-TEAE-OLD3—Purse 5200.
Three monies.

Friday, September 4th.

No. 14. RUNNING—For all ages; one and one-
quarter mile dash; SoO entrance; £25 forfeit;
added; second horse to save stake.

No. 15. TROTTING-2:iO CLASS—Purse ?500. Four
monies.

No. 16. TROTTTNG—Free for all three-year-olds
and under. Purse $300. Three monies.

Saturday. September 5lii-

No. 17. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse S1.00O.
Four monies. (St. Julien barred)

Purse 5500. FourNo. IS. PACING—Free for all.

monies.

No. 19. LADIES EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT—
Purse 3100. For the most graceful rider, $25; second
$15; third $10. For the most skillful rider, -."

ond $15; third $10.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

eve, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all

the races in the above programme to bold ft less D
ber than five to nil. by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per
cent, on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses «f
four monies divided at the rate of fifty per ceill t<

the Brat bor»e, twenty-five percent, to second, Lit- a
per cent, to third, acd tf-n percent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to fiL-
raciDg, or to trot a special race between heals. A
dorse making* wr.lk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid In. When In-

quired number of starters apjJ

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: GCJ
to the first acd 33 . I" the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, toe Board reserves tlie right to change the date
Of any other event on the programme if deemed uec-
e=-Liy.due notice being given to the parties inter-

ested at any time previous to A i
: ;

lu all races, entries no! declared out by C r. 31. of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or In one interest, the particular horse they are to

tart must be named at 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.

Non-starters in running races will be hold for eu-
trance under Rule 3.

(on t-i be named in •
•

En trotting races, drivers will be requited to wear
Uatlnel colors, which must be named iu thetr

entries.

Entries to all of the above races to close with the
Secretary on Saturday, August 1. 1885

. MET/. President.

L. WALKER, Secretary,'
Office, W* Montgomery street, S F.
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The Annual

State Fair

REMARKS AND COXBITIOKS

.AT...

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
DAY-Thursday. Sept, I Oth.

TROTTING.
No.l. THB OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1S63

\r-iik eleven nominations.

Re.l. TfiQflTING PURSE, S1.200. 2:25 class.

Mo. X—PACING PURSE, $000. 2:35 class.

SECOKD DAY-Friday. SEPT. lllh.

RUNNING.
No. A. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; ?250 added: $50 to
second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of 18S2. Closed in 1SS4 with nine nomina-
tions; 350 entrance, p. p,; ?300added; $100 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a <juarter.

No. 6. THE DEL PASO STAKE-For all ages;
$56 entrance ; i15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to second;
thirdsaTee stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE $250—Entrance fiee; $-50 to
second; fixedvaluation, $1,000; two pounds off for each
1100 helow; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD BAY -Saturday. Sept. 1 2 til.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

1.000—Closed March 10> 1885, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, $1^0u-3:00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, 31,200—2:21 class*
Tllanon barred]. *

FOCRTII BAY—Holiday, Sept. 14th.

RUNNING.
N». 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds

$100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $300 added. Three miles
Closed in 1881.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE-For all ages;
825 entrance; $10 forfeit; $2-50 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—
For foals of is*3; ?u>fl entrance: $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Closed in ISSi with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $50 entrance; 825 forfeit; 315 declaration; $500
added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by 8 o'clock p. si. Two and i quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH I) AY' -Tuesday. Sept. 151 li.

TROTTING.
No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,

1,000. Closed March 10, 1885, with twelve nominations.

No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:36 class.
No. 18. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE— Half

-

rnile heats; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $2oo ii dded. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, six-
tenthe; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one-
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY" SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies ; $2-5 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
$50tO6econd. Five furlongs-

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For three,
year-olds; $50 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $100 to
Becond; third saves stake. One mile and three-
quarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; eft-

trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
pounds off for each $100 below and two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept, t ?tb.

TROTTING.
No.23. TROTTING PURSE -$1,200. 2:27 class;

No. 24. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
$1,000—Closed March 10th, 1885, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 181b.

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year,

olds; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $2-50 added; 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13
penalized 5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No. 27-THE SH \FTER STAKE—For three-year-
olda; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $'«*» added; $100 to sec-
ond; $50 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No. 28. THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to Becond;
$50 to third; $200 additional if l:4ljj jb beaten. Stake
to be named after winner if Nightbawk's time
(.1:42)0 ib beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FREE PURSE, $300—For all ageB; $50 to
second. One mile and one-Bixteenth and repeat.

J8IKTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200; 2:23 Class.
[Sister barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200. 2 : 30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING' PURSE $1,500. 2:20 Class.

Entries for the following running events for lSSfi-87

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme

:

No. 1-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE-For
foals of 18S3; co be run at the State Fair of 1886; $50
entrance, p.p.; W00 added, of which $100 to second and
$5oto third. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals
of 1881, to be run at the State Fair of 1**6; $ioo entrance;
325 forfeit; $250 added. Becond horse, $100; third, $50.
Out.- mile.

Nn. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals
of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of I $87; $50 entrance,
ii. p.; ?30o added. Second horse, $100; third, $50. One
mile and a half.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the twn-vear-old, unless otherwise speci.
tied; five to enter aiid three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the piirse. Entrance fee. lu per ceut on purse, to ac-
company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per
cent to second, 15 per cent to third, audio per cent to
fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trut heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money naidin. When less than the re-
quired number of starters appear they may contest
lor the entrance money, to oe divided as follows;
66W to the first, and ZVA to the second.
IS ALL RACES ENTKIKS NOT DECLARED OCT BY

6 P. M. OF THE DAY PRECEDING THE RACE, SHALL BE
REQUIRED TO START.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must he named by fi i'. m. of the day preceding
the race. N o added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

tr&nee under Rale L
Rasing ooiora to he named In entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed,

events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday
August 1st. 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwts F. Surra, Secretary.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

BPECIAL ATTENTION PALD TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Caret, Sacramento. J. D. Cabr, Salinas.
R. P. Sargent, Gilroy. Johs Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Ftnigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts," Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trustedto onrcaxe. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
thoBeso successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will he made on commission and stock shipped with
utmostcare. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and saleB made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KILUP A CO., I16Montgomerystreet

Rancho del Bio.

SECOND ANNUAL SALE
OF

THOROUGHBREDS,
PEOPEETY OP

THEODORE WINTERS, Esq.,

AT SACEAMENTO,

Thursday, July 16th, 1885.

The second annual sale of yearlings, the get of Nor-
folk, Joe Hooker and Three Cheers, will take place
at the stables of C. H. Shear, opposite Agricultural
Park, Sacramento, on the above date. Catalogues
will be ready May 6th, and may be had on applica-
tion to

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
116 Montgomery Street,

San Francisco.

$10,000

STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

AT

RENO,
WASHOE COUJiTW KEVADA.

Commences October 12th
ASD CONTIXL'RS OXE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under tlie

auspices ot tlie Directors ol the State

Agricultural Society.

Henei Patot. Isaac Ufhaii.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOUSA1E AXD IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,

Blank Book Manufacturers,

204 Sansome Street, Near Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J. Pennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout The United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they me
pronounettd by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KASK, 767 Market St.,

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddler
Goods of all kinds.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en-

titled "Ad Act to provide for the management

and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1SS5.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAI-Monday, Oct. 13til.

No. 1. Rousing—Parse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a

mile.

No. 2. Running—The Silver State Stake—
For thoroughbred tbree-year-old fillies; So-

ciety to add $100: dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance $30; $10 declaration October

1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races S pounds extra, and any

filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$50 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 1 3th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and

Modoc counties, California, and Grant and

Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse

$200: first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14tli.

No. 7. Running—State free for all carrying

100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

' No. S. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a

quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;

third to save stake; weights announced Sep-

tember loth; declaration to be made October

1st.

FOURTH DAY-Thnrsday. Oct. I5th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named iu California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second

$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 class; free for all;

best three in five; purse$400; first horse $300;

second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all iu Nevada and counties above

named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse

$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-

nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the

second iu that day's race five pounds aiiil the

third three pounds over the rule weight.

No. 16. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running— Consolation pnrse; en-
trance free; £10U; $70 to first; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made within five minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Oct. ilth.

No. IS, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all'

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;

three in five; purse $40U; first 'horse $250;
second horse $150.

REMARKS ANB> CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be mad« to the
Secretary on or before the first day of Jwagua^
1SS5. Entiies for the piusjs must be rn&4$*

On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for

Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as debignated by tbe
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day befoie the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the <Ju ges.
The rules of the Pacific rJlood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.
All horses entered fGr State purses must be

owned and kept iu Nevada and California eatt
of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to

day of race.

Eutiies to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, aod three or more to

start in all races for parses.
National Troltiug Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast- Blood Horse
Association rules to govern runuing rucee,

exec-pt as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Hebbebt H. Beowj,-, M.P. I

Nugent W. Baows,
|

Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bbtjce Lowe,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
irnerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin. Esg ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
SHOWN HKOS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

DOG- COLLARS
FUENISHINGS.

Our 1 885 Catalogue, which is now
ready, coutai is Z'i pages, ou which are
illustrated over 3.0UO styles ol'

DOG COLLARS, LOCKS,
LEADERS, BELLS,

WHIPS, MUZZLES,
SHIPPING BOXES. KENNELS.

BISCUIT, MEDICINES.
And all Furnishings Pertaining to the Dog.

To insure the receipt of Catalogue, send 35 cents In
postage stamps or postal note.

Medford Fancy Goods Co.,

1U1 IHASIIIEKS STKEET, HEW l'OBB.

I. BKEMEK, General Manager.

[P. O. Bos 3711.]

John A. McKerron,

MANrFACTUEKR OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230 & 232 Ellis St., opp.Fasbiou Stable. San Francls.*o.
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STOCKTON

FAIR.

The Peoria Blackbird and Trap.

September 22d to 26th, 1885.

(FIVE DAYS ISH.XI7SIVE.)

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

N. B.—In all races in which more than ten paid
up entries are received, $300 will be added by the As-
sociation, to be added as follows: Extra §50 to each
horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept. »Sd.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der- Mile and repeat. Purse $800.

No. 2, TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2:40 class.
Ji.oto.

No. 3. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—1-vear-old
class. (Closed with S nominations.) 51,000.

No. 4. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3-year-old, or un-
der, class. Best2in3. $300.

WEDSESDAY, Sept. «3d.

No. 5. RUNNING—DISTRICT—2-year-old. or un-
der, class. Mile dash. 5S0O.

No. 6. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.
Mile and repeat. 5SO0.

No. 7. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:20 class.
§1,600.

No,
class

(Patents Allowed.)

The Most Perfect Breakers.

'The Most Uniform in Flight.
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST TARGET

MADE.

We Challenge its Equal.
LARGE SUPPLY OX HAND.

Circulars on Application.

B. T. Allen,
Sole Agent For Pacific Coast

j

416 MARKET STREET,
San Francisco.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stock
now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 1 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERT PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

THE ONE PRICE PLAN Is strioay adhered to at *»m*™, ana theJ.JJ.U umu iiuun xu.o..u price of eTery animal for sale ls pri£ted ^ &e
catalogue. Poichasers from a distance can bny on orders at exactly the same prices as if
present in person. All stock sold on orders can be retnrned if they do not come fnlly np to
the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
fastest record, 2:13}, and donble team with fastest record, 2:15?
made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLF.STDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurfsts and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delplt. the great French writer, will

contribute a weefcly letter to the Ingleside, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Hill >"ye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ikois-
sidk has secured the services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.
Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Ida Addis, R. Duncan Mi Las, Addle
Holsee, Mid Callfocnlan and Eastern •KJi'.na, ar» U
pretaees of publication. Among the manr dop«q*>
meats which will appear from time to time m£:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled wUb
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription: One year, 83 00: six months,

SI. 75; three months, $1.00; by carrier, in the city, 36
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at
reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE lAGEESIDE, 713 Montgomery SL,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running. The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The Ixgleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 560,000. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H.B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe, "WiUiard Wells.
H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record,

ever

S. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-C-year-old
(Closed with S nominations.) §1,000.

LADIES' EQUFJSTRLANISat—DISTRICT— (five
moneys) 3100.

THCRSDAY, Sept. 24th.

No. 9-TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:26 class.
91.000.

So. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT—4-vear-old, or un-
der, class. JS00.

No. 11—PACING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all..

§500.

LADIES' EQESTRIANISM—PACIFIC COAST-
(Five moneys.) §100.

FRIDAY, Sept. 35th.

No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Selling
race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation,
$1,000. Two pounds off for each 5100 below and 2
pounds added for each 5100 above fixed value. ?£00.

No. 13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST NOVELTY
RACE—For all ages. Two miles. ?100 to each half-
mile, balance to winner of last half. 5150.

No. 11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2:2;> class.
Open to Albert W. Vanderlvn and James H. .llanos
barred. 91,200. '

No. 15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-3-year-old
class. (Closed with 7 nominations.) $1,000.

SATURDAY, Sept, 36th.

No. 16. RUNNING-DISTRICT—Free for an. Mile
and repeat. $800.

No. 17. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for
all. $1,600.

No. 18. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3-year-old, or tin-

der, class. $800.

No. 19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:30 class.
51,000.

cosromoxs.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all races except No. I3fourmoneys, viz.: 50, 25,

15 and 10 per cent.
All races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Boaid reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walkover in any race a horse is only entitled to

itsown entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-

ceived from the other paid np entries of said race, and
to no added money

.

A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,
except when distancing the field, then to first and
third niouevs. In race No. 7 one or more heats re-

quired to be trottedin 2:21 or better. In race No. 17

one or more beats required to be trotted, in 2:19 or bet-
ter; otherwise treated as a walkover.
The winner of the mil* and repeat, or the mile .and

one sixteenth and repeat, free purses for all agen.of
the State Fair Programme for lSS-5,startinginrace
Na. 6, will be required to carry five pounds extra.
Unless otherwiseordered hy the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (6) months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by anv person of
anv disqualified horse shall be held liable for the ,, n-

tranee iee contracted, without any right to compete
fora purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre
scribed bv the National Association and Kules of the
state Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot he
finished on the closing clay of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off. at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or mora horses to start,
but the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a loss number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the

world .

Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-
tries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. M. sharp.
Stables, hav aud straw free toccropetitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1385, with the Secretary.

I.. I . SHIPPEE, President.

J. M. LaBae, Secretary.

P. O. Rox 133, Stockton, Cal.

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:155, &c.

mares at $150 the season.

ALECTO 25 8.
Limited to 30 By Almont, out of Violet, bv Hambletonian 10.

|
Limited to 30 mares at S50 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. ] By Almont, ont of Badoura, by C. M. Clay, Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2J.5.'
10 mares at 550 the season.

|
Limited to 10 mares at $50 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of
2 :20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1886.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Eock Box 393. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

To Control and Educate the Trotter. Roadster.
or Carriage Horse, and to Break the Colt.

>'0 HORSE CAN GET HIS TOXGl'E OVER IT
Will positively prevent and care Polling Side Pnllius;
LunginE-'TonjTTie Lolling, and will . ot make the monlL
sore. Hand-forged, Tested aud Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR.of Cincinnati, O., writes thatitworKed lo

his complete satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MURHPY, or Fleetwood Park, New York, arl-

vocates its use bveverv horseman as an article of great merit.
The fijtn of HIGBIE k PORTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton, 111 . say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pull! Qg, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the drirer. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W. PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."
Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany. N. T., says it is the boas-
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm
Comstocks, N Y., claim it is the best they ever tried

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege
of examination. No. 1, nickel. $3; No. 2, ex. nickel, $1; No. 3, half silver, or oroide. So; No. A, full silver
or oroide, §6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Month. Measuring From Ontslde ol Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cantloned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements of tills Bit. Look for Same aud Date of Patent oil each
one.

Secured by letters Patent, July »5, 1883.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the pxten-

Bions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described,

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Steces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions ;ibove

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting sliiles or
buckles, substantially as an t for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and In com ination with the blin'ls F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble aboutthe point of support, the adjustable Iront
straps or bands G and H, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing ;iway
with all the objections urged against blinds, ami I thfl

same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eQect on the action follows as
is inducedby toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the *nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions applv to

JOH> A. McKERROS.
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFEB,
351 Third St.. San I'rain i«t.

A. S. THOMSON,

Hunters' Resort,
Formerly Victor'* Place,

SAUSALITO.
On San Rafael Road, three miles from -
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TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets;
San Francisco.

TBRBABUBNA JERSEYS.
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

Commencing May 11, 1885.

8 :30 a
; ^

10:40 a I

tl:30i\ |

«3:30 p 1

4:25p >
5:15 pj
630 p

I

fll: 15 i' |

San Mateo, Redwood and
Memo Park.

h ;.|0 A
*8:1UA
9 :03 a

*I0 :02 a
*a :36 P
+4 -SO i

6:00P
J7:o0 i'

8:aOA
10:40 a

,

*3:30p SSanta Clara, Sun Jose and <

4:25 p ' Principal Way Stations. i

\J ki_

10:40 a ) Gilrov. Pajaro, Castroville, i
|

»3:3fir'f Salinas and Monterey. '•

V\ Watsouville, Camp Goortall, f I

10:40 a ! A.ptos, Mew Brighton, .So-;

•«:30pI .'quel tCanip Capitola) and";
\

I ) s-uita Cruz I. I

:im a
* 10:u2 a
•3 :36 r
fi:ttl r

|8:lbP

•10:02 :.

(5;00 p

+-.,,. ,
i > Monterev and Santa Cruz,

Ti tWA|
j (Sunday Exclusion)

Hollister and Tres Pinos*

Soledadand Way Station

a—Morning. p
•Sundays excepted. tSutulays only

Saturdavs only.

—Afternoon.
{Theatre train

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph A Co.

Stage CON'SKCTIOSS are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, and pacific Congress Spring Stage via
Santa Clara, which connect with S:3u a. m. Train.

Special BouxD-TKrr Tickkts, <it reduced rates to
Monterev, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

FoT Sundavs only, ', for 1:30p. m. train; good for re-
( turn same day.

ForSaturday, ( Sold Satukdat and Sunday" only;
Sunday and I good for return until following Mon
Monday. r day,inclusive, at the following rates:

REUISTrRED IS THE A. J. C. C. OF SEW YORK.

1

SrJ

1

s ©
1 "-S
C pad

5 m
S CD
=

«<i

-, p
- e*-

(Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 11th. IB85.

Trains leave, and arc <!sie no arrive at
Oakland Ferry, lout off Jilarltes SI., »au
Francisco as lullows: ,

DESTINATION.

{8:00 A m
8 :00 a «

•1:00 P M
7:30 a m
7:30 a M

•3:30 P M
V" A M
*:00 ]• m

•5:00 t- u
8:»0 a m
•8:00 a m
3:30 p u
;:00 P m

l-i:00 a m
3: i- M
7;00 p m
7 :30 a m
8:'t) a M
7:3» A M
3 :00 P M
4;I1U V M

*4rtHl P M
fi:i0 v M

ttO-UU A M
3:0i p m

....Byron....

. . Calistogu and Napa.

KE(«K»S OF FOi;S^ATfi«tS S l'Oi'K:

MARY ANNE OF ST LAMBERT. 86 lbs. 12:} ozs..] week, A. J. C. C. test; 8C7 lbs. 14^ ozs in 11 months
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 3u lbs. 2^ ozs., 1 week, A. J. C. C. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF 8CITUATE, 25 lbs. ±h ozs., 1 week.
EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLASTER, IS} Ihs., 1 week.
VALUE 2d, 46 lbs. 12| ozs. in 7 days.
Blood relatives of the above cows.
Jerseys not registered in the A. J. C. C. of New Y'ork a-re called grades and sell at half-price at the East.

HENRY PIERCE. San Francisco.

Colfax
.... Delta, Refilling and Portlauii

Gait via Martinez..
... .lout: via Liven no re
.....Knight's Land tin;

LivutiHin- aud i lensanton...
Martinez
.Milton

< Mm.i\ v, lie. i. mil'. \ !-.\--ri'

.. i El PfiBoauil KaBt ' Kmiyraul

.. ..Nilesand IIuywHnls

.. lO^dcn ami \ i:\T.ri-Kn

.. t East ' Entrant
Red Bluff via Man svilk-. ...

Sacramento, via Livermor
ii Bei:)ui >

.

"
\ i-i :". uicfa." via Bi

Sacranienty River Sloamera
....S .U ,ll>>^,.

on via Ln rmore.,
\ i . Martinez
via Martinez

' ami J-'resn.i
.

10:10 p M
'10:10 a m

;;I!I 1- M
':»u p si

0:40 p M
M0 1(1 a m
5:40 p M

10:1 i v u
•«:I0 a m
0:10 i- m

';:ln P M
10:40 a >i

':!" a U
;:;(.> v m
U :!' A M
0:10 a m
"»:IU 1' M
i; V P U
0:40 P XI

11:10 a «
40:10 a M

From s;ui FrnnelNCO Matly.

U,

Round Trip Sun.
Tkt.

sat to Round Trip Sun.
Tkt.

Satto
from San Mon. from San Mon.

Francisco to Tkt. Francisco to Tkt.

San Bruno $ SO Mount'n View $1 50 92 00

Millhrae 65 Lawrences 1 50 2 25
Oak Grove 90 Santa Clara 1 75 2 50
San Mateo 1 10 san Jose 1 75 2 50

1 00 1 25 Gilrov 2 75 400
Redwood. 1 00 1 40 Aptos 3 00 5 00

Pair Oaks 1 25 1 50 Soquel 3 00 5 00
Menlo Park... 1 25 1 60 tsiinta Cruz 3 on 5 00

Mayfleld 1 25 1 75 Monterev 3 00 5 00

Tickkt Ofpicks,— Passenger Depot. Townseud
street, Valencia-street -station, and No. l>L3 Markel
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers,
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
EESPECTFDLLY CAIXS ATTENTION" TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching vrith speed and comfort the
hest places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Snooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOK

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and '"eViuter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

vrith its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may be had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish -which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THEBATEINO FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathB. with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering PlaceB,

APTOS. SOQUEL ANO SANTA CRU7,
IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the conntieB
of Ban Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
aud Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, l>nck, Geese, I>eer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached bv this Hue. Stages connect with trains dail?
at S;in Ma'ten lor those weu-known Retreats, PURIS-
SIMA, SAN OREGORIO and PEKCADERO. We
would particularly' call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at aiid about SAN* BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance- from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly Bport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
and

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Tr;iiu IiiLg t:a;zt-uu.Mi. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggage
Cars.
(Hflu order to guard against accidents to Dogs

whilein transit, it is iK'Ci-ssan that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnus and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfreeof charge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in PaBBenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townscnd

afreet, Valencia Station, and No 'iirj Market St., Grand
Hotel.
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JDDAH,

Superintendent. Aedt.Paas. and Tkt. Agt.

Stallion for Sale.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
1IENRT WALSH,

Sup't Running Horse Dep't,
Palo Alto Stock Farm,

?":•
h*

f

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs
I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable

prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Gro\e, San Mateo Co.,
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.
Al1P1y*° Via. 4'orbitt,

318 California St.,

San Francisco.

Agricultural Park.
dan. McCarthy

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Point Lobos
road and removed his stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horses to his list, Road
and track horses of every descripliou; STALLIONS
MARES. GELDINGS. BROODMARES, EOADKfERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower prices
than have heretofore ruled for the same class of
stock. An inspection of the animals by all interested
iB invited.

Pool Room Saloon,
3fl0 mU'OXT STREET.

Eillip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Readiug room, containing (he
Breeder and Spohtbman, N. Y. Spirit, and other
sportiDg papers. Bar stocked with Wines, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWING BROS., Proprietors.

The Staudard Bred Trottins

ALCONA, 730,
Belonging to A, C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NEK, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

BRED BY GENERAL W. T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1817. Sired by

Almont, 3j, by Alexander's Abdallah, 15, by Bysrtyk's
Hambletonian, lO.by Abdallah 1. Dam by Mambrino
Chief, 11, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Alinont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full Hi>; hands ; bright chestnut ; has large,

clean limbs; large, flat bone; large, smooth hocks aud
joints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
has never been trained or handled for speed, but is
finely gaited. very stylish, level-hearted, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hambletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There arc i)0 2:30 and better performers represented

iubis pedigree, as follows: Almont, his sire, aud sire
of Piedmont. 2(i; Alexander's Abdallah, his grandsire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, (l; Rysrtyk's Hambleton-
ian, his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 3! 1

; Abdallah i, his
g. g. g. sire, l; Mambrino Chiei, sire ol Lartv Thorn.
o; Pilot, Jr., 9.

Take notice, he is not only descended from the two
greatest aud most popular trotting families,
but through the best and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly fall brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid $'27,500. Also to Allie West.fi-
year-old record of 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2-,-^'A;

Rachel B.,2:'23W, and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2;27, Bostiek's Almont, Ji., 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont Ratllt-r, Mr. Haggin's Algona.aud 15

otb r sons of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records of 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone aud finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting bat
road and carriage or par horses on the Pacific coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, hut they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
good f>.-et, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
MeLafeir.y, of Jordan Vallev. owner of Alcona, Jr.,
was offered, but refused, Su",000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sa'e is

that Mr. .Skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previously disposed of,
he wil I be tikcn to the California State Fair this sea
sonand sold at a action to the highest bidder.
For further information adJress

A. C. GOODRICH,
Jordan Vallev, ' >regon, or

SILAS SKINNER,
Napa, Cal.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*H;0U—<.:ttj-7:lW—7:30—»:UU—
8:30—9:00—9:30—1U;<K»—10:30—11:00—]]:$)— 12:0(1—12:80
—1:00—1:30—2*10—2:30-3:00— 3:30— 4 :00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30— 6:00— 6;30— 7:00—B:(W— 9:00— 10:00— 11:10 —
*12;00.

TO FRUIT VALK—*6:00—*fi:30— *7:00— *7:30—•8:00—
*8:30—*3:30—N *0—*-i:.!0

—*.j:U0—"5:30— »G^0— •6:30—
9:1X1.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—111:00
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—•G:00—*fi:30-7:00—*7:30—8:00— *S -30

—

9:00—9:30—10:00 -tl0:Xu-i 1:00—J lt:30—12:00—112:30—
1:00—il:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—«:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00— 11 :0tt—•12:00.

TO BERKELJS *"—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—"7:30— S : lkj—*6 ; :!0

—9:00—19:30—10:00—J10:30—11:00—111:311— 12:00— 1:00
—2:00—3 :00— 4 :00— A :30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—0:00—10:00—11 :00—*l2;0O.

TO wrEST BERKELEY— *(i:i«J— «H:30— 7:00— *7:30—
18:00—*S:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—$1:00—2:00—3:00—1:00
—•4:30—5:00—•5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

'S'u .Vim FraiLCteMiu 0>aiiy.

FROM FRUIT VALE-*fi:23—*fi:53—»7:23—*7:53—**;2E
•8:53—^^3—*10:21—*l:X>.—*4:53-«5:23—•5:53—*6:23—
•6:53—7:25—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 :15 — •5:45—
16:15—9:15—*3:15.

FROM EA.ST OAKLAND— *5:30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00-10:30—11:00— 11 :30
12:00—12:30—1 :00— 1 :30—2:00—2 :30—3 :00- 3 :30— I ;00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57—9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FRUM ALAMEDA—•5:22—•5:52—6:22— 6:52—*7:2Z—

7:52—)S:22-S:52—U :22- 9:52— $10:22— 10:52— $11:22-
11 :52—$12:22—12:52-$! :22— 1 :52—2:52-3:22-3 :52—1 :22
-4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52-7 :52-«:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—•5:15—•5:15—•6:15—6:45—•7:15—
7:45—•8:15— S:15-$9:15—9;-15-$i0:15—10-45— 111:16—
11:45-12:45— 1:45— 2:15 — 3:45—1:15—4:45—5:15— 5-46—6:15—6:45—7:45—fl:4S—9-45—10:15.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—•5:15—*8:15—6:15—*7:i5—7:45—S:45-t0:15—9:15-10:45— 112:15 — 1:15— 2:45—
3:45—4:45—a:15-5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7:15.

t'JitEEK KOl'Ij],

FROM SAN FRANCISCO
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10:15
4:15.

•7:15—9:15—11 :15— 1 :15—

12:15—2:15—

•Sundays excepted. $SandayB only.

TPE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties

nd improvements in tills line recently Imported.
The stock is well worth Inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 41U Murket St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

ASSOCIATION.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph ft Co., S. F.

A. K. 'NBWKK,
Hen. \r*n<wer Pa^^. ATtk Aet.

N.B. N. B. N.B.

1885. 1885.

350 Choice Merino Rams, very high grade, $12.50 each
per carload. Also Pedigreed Rams, $25<g.$a0 each.

30 Imported HolsU-m Cattle. ?2.-(i(5?l'ni eacli.
40Tlioroui;hbredaad Non-Pedigreed Jerseys,$100 to

?250 each.
10 AvrshireLulls. ^inr^.^2-"0 each.
5 Hereford 1-1 nl hs. ft-nv (., j 150 each.
10 Hereford Grade Bulls and Heifers, 4 to 8 months

in Durham Bi.l'ls. >2iX»(? ?::.- o eacli.
20 Durham Heifers, Mixed Pedigrees, JUiur^biu eacli.
5 Devon Bulls, 910 <-!-" each.
2ii Berkshire Pigs, r n. .-i. 2 months old, $12.50 each.
5 Berkshire 1'i^s, Ivrln !,-" u.niiths ..bl, 518.50 OOCh.
3 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, K« 1o 12nioutlisoid,t30each.
These are the prices on cars, cash, and the larger

the ordur the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXK,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Russ
House, San Francisco, or 158 Edwards St. .Oakland

Fall Meeting".
A'otlefl tor Entries for Trotting Season.

SATURDAY, August 1—Free for all pacers, purse
SG00.
TUESDAY August 4—2:24 class; purse SC00.
WEDNESDAY. August 5—2:40 class purse $000.
THURSDAY. August 1— 2:. 2 Class; purse $750.
Open to all eligible to this class, and the following:

Albert AY., James H and Yaudeilynn.
FRIDAY, August 7— 2:30 class; purse $600.
SATURDAY, August 8—2:20 class; parse $1,000.

CONDITIONS.
All races 3-iu-5. in harucss . 5 or more to enter,

3

or more to start.

Entrance 10 per cent. All purses divided CO, 30
and 10 per cent to first, second and third 'horses.
The Association reserves the right to close with a

less namberfor any of the contests, by the withdrawal
" a proportionate amount of the purse.
ENTRIES TO CLOSE with the Secretary, 1435 Cali-

fornia street, Thursday, July 23, ltjyQ.

N. T. SMITH, President.
T. NY. Hischmaj), Secretary.

C®* I williinnort or export Live stock from anv
country to the united States, aud deal in every bind of
Live Stock except common horses and beef cattle,
Satisfaction guaranteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.,

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Sec'y

tSTSend for circular.* tHi

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary CJrailuate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col-

Titrmito. Cunnda,

Veterinary Infirmary, 3 5 fl R&loma St,
Residence, 966 Howard B|.. Sanfraucisco.
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAB.

The "Wind-Up at Coney Island.

[Sporting "World.]

Race-goers will long remember the close of the Sheepshead
Bay. Such a pounding as favorites received has not been
seen in a long time and the pockets of backers acted accord-
ingly. Eight and left the favorites fell, fancied two and
three-year-olds were bowled over in their races like ninepins,
and in the general melee not even the Queen of the Turf,
Miss Woodford, was spared, and she suffered her first defeat
in two years.

The weather was lovely, cool and bracing; and backers
went into the betting ring smiling before the first race. The
attendance was very heavy, heavier in fact than on any day
since the Suburban was on the card. The desire to see Miss
Woodford run had much effect, the really brilliant card at-

tracted others, and the Stirrup Cup was equally productive
of a good attendance. Secretary Lawrence, in making up the
programme, had wisely placed the long distance race of the

day fifth on the programme, and thus many people, who were
unable to leave town until late in the afternoon, were enabled
to see it run.
The combination bookmakers did not give their hearts

away yesterday in their odds. All that they would lay early

in the day against the five favorites was 12 to 1. "To put
g5 on at such odds, " said a well-known backer, ' 'a man must
indeed be hard up. I'll go down and spend the money far

Grand Sec in the wine-room below, and have the pleasure
without the anxiety."
The first race on paper looked, as usual, a good thing for

Her Majesty, Miss Woodford, and in the few pools that were
sold she brought §100 to S30. In the books it was literally

buying money to back her, as the odds were 5 to 1 on her.

There was a delay of forty minutes at the post, all the horses
acting very badly. McLaughlin endeavored to save the
Queen as much as he could, but finally she showed temper
and swished her tail in a manner to indicate that this delay
did her no good. Little Minch and Pampero set a clipping

pace when the flag fell, but at the head of the stretch Miss
Woodford showed in front, and many people were ready to

leave the stand, thinking that it was all over. Suddenly,
however, the blue and orange jackets of Westbrook, on
Thackeray and Louisette, came up with a rush and chal-

lenged. Louisette failed to stand the pressure for more than
a few strides, but little Thackeray went up to the mare's

head and hung on like a bull-dog. McLaughlin now began
driving for all he knew, but Lewis did the same and Thack-
eray did not yield an inch. Half a dozen strides from home
McLaughlin's whip went up, and her ladyship, who had not
learnt for two years how the catgut felt, got two or three cuts
that she felt, but, in spite of that, Thackerav gained and won
by a neck.
The Queen beaten! Nobody seemed to realized it, and

when McLaughlin returned to the scales, a long way behind
the others, his face showed how bitter the disappointment
was. Thackeray's victory was received in silence. Said one
man who had brought a mutuel ticket on Thackeray as an
off chance: "I like to win money as well as the next man,
but I do hate to see her beaten."

I met Mr. Phil Dwyer after the race. His face plainly

expressed his feelings. "How do you account for the defeat?"

he was asked. "The forty minutes' delay at the post was
what did it," he replied. "Then, too, from the way her tail

went she may have been seized with the usual trouble that

afflicts fillies and mares in the Spring. I did not have a

dollar on her. No man can back a horse at such a price;

it is buying money too dear, but I declare I would sooner
have lost S 10, 000 than to see her beaten. "Well," he went
on, after a few moments, "it was a mistake to start her in

such a scramble, but men will make mistakes; perhaps it is

all for the best. Itsorc of gives you a pull-back and reminds
you that vou cannot have things all your own way."
Meanwhile Mr. Lurillard is, it is said, all the more anxious

to have the match between Miss Woodford and Pontiac come
off. Mr. Phil Dwyer is in no hurry about it, but Mr.
Michael Dwjer is quite ready to make it at any time.

For the handicap at a mile and a furlong Wallflower was
well backed by the swells, and Mr. Berry Wall's new white

hat bobbed about in the betting ring like a life preserver in

the East River when t.e tide rushes out. The Brighton

Beach delegation, however, wanted no dude horse. They
pinned their faith to the democratic horse Joe Shelby,

and backed him well. There was a quiet tip out on Emma
Manley, and Sam Bryant and some of his frienns got quite

some money on at the comfortable odds. Turner, who re-

joices in the soubriquet of "Crab apple," waited, and won
with her in the most approved style.

With two upsets to deplete pockets, backers now fancied

that a turn in the tide must come, and Quito was the one

looked upon to lead the speculators out of the difficulty.

Again there was a long delay at the post, and the favorite

was prominent in every breakaway, as were also Iuka and
Salisbury, "Landsdown, a very good looking son of Stafford

and Petty, who is said to be a fully ten pound better horse
than The Baid, acted better than the Kelso youngsters
usually do, while the Californians, Ben Ali and Precioso,
were well behaved at first until they caught the fever of bad
behavior along with the rest of the iraternity. When the
flag fell Iuka, Landsdown and Salisbury set off like quarter
horses, the Californians next and Quito sixth. At the head
of the stretch the three leaders had enough and retired, and
Precioso and Electric took up the running. At the distance
it looked as if Electric had the race safe, but suddenly Wad-
dell Bryant came up with a rush at the end and, passing
Electric as if he were tied up, won by a length, Electric the
same distance iu front of the California filly.

A rush was made for the mutuel boxes, where everybody's
breath was taken away when the value of the winning ticket,

$200.20, was put up on the blackboard. The owner, Mr.
Bryant, hardly thought that he had a chance, and the victory

must be called a fluke. It was not a good race in any sense.

Yesterday was the colt's first appearance in a race.

Now came the Spindrift Stakes, for three -year-olds, which
was practically the Emporium fight over again. The condi-

tions were very well arranged by Secretary Lawrence, and a

large field came to the post. The winner of the Emporium,
Hidalgo, however, was at a decided disadvantage, as it put
121 pounds on his back, 17 more than he had to take op for

the Emporium. He showed such form in the Emporium
that he was made the favorite at that, but the Californians

did not plunge on him to the extent that they have in previous
races in their racers. In other words, though they expected

that their colt would run well, it was not a "good thing."

The Rancocas Stable felt very confident of winning with
Wanda, while Charley Littlefield hoped that this race would
vindicate Tecumseh. Billy Lakeland) according to his cus-

tom, never says much, but when people asked him about his

colt Exile he said, with a quiet and very significant nod,

"He'll beat more of the cracks than will do him up." There
was a tremendous tip out on Saltpetre. In their work Salt-

petre 'can always double up Brookwood, but in races he
shows such a queer temper that nothing can be done with

him. Since they have been using aPelham bridle on him he

goes better, however. Goano looked wonderfully fit, and
made many converts, but the rogue's badge, a hood and
blinkers, and the fear that his aversion to Garrison, who was
in the silk, would make him stop, caused many others to keep
aloof.

The race was not a fast one, but a good one. Duffy did

not seem to feel easy at all on Hidalgo, for almost at thestart

he gave the grandee a touch with the whip to force him up.

St. Augustine led by the stand, Blaylock keeping him hard
at it, but before the turn was reached Saltpetre took up the

running and kept it to the three-quarter pole, where his

stable-companion, Maumee, relieved him. At the turn for

home Exile moved up and looked all over like a winner, but
when well straightened out St. Augustine and Wanda chal-

lenged. Under Blaylock's masterly riding St. Angustine
gradually drew away and won by a length, but Wanda had
all she could do to beat her former stable companion by a

neck. Tecumseh was never dangerons in the race. Goano
ran very well to the head of the stretch and will bear watch-

ing at Monmouth Park.
The race for the Stirrup Cup was a very bad one. It was

won in 3:53£, nine seconds below record time. Drake Carter

won it, but he had all he could do to beat Wallensee, whom
he defeated through gameness and not through speed. He
began to get the whip five furlongs from home, and his sides

were ?terribly cut up with the spurs when he returned to

weigh. Major Hubbard must have felt'pretty bad that he
did not let Rataplan stay in after all. Carter's form yester-

day is not his true one, and he will show up much better at

Monmouth Park.

A high-mettled racer, with his glossy, satin-like coat and
ribbons gaily decking his mane and foretop, is a thing of

beauly,and heoftenseems to feel that he is really "too pretty

to live." But the reverse of the picture is hardly so pleasant

to look upon. After his racing days are over his walk in life

often becomes very humble. The game old steeplechaser

Bay Rum "carted stone for many a year." The gallant little

Cuba, one of the most perfectly shaped racehorses ever seen,

although rather on the small side, is drawiDg a hack out to

the scene of his former triumphs at Saratoga racetrack. Boot-

jack, one of the most useful horses the Dwyer Bros, ever

owned, is reported to be doing duty between the Bhafts of a

coal cart in Louisville, and old Bushwhacker, the hero of

many a hard-fought heat race, is also doing menial duty be-

fore a farmer's wagon.

The Good-Bye and Spindrift.

At Sheepshead Bay on the closing day, the 1st inst., Cali-

fornia was represented in the following events:

The Good- Bye Stakes, for two-i ear-olds; a sweepstakes of $5u each. $10
f- with $1 .000 added, of which $2'J0 to the second, and $100 to the third;
winners of 83,000 at any racecourse, lid lbs.; of two races of any value at
this meeting, 110 lbs.; otuer horses. 105 lbs.; maidens, 9$ lbs.; fillies and
geldings allowed 3 lbs.; to name and close Monday, June 15, by midnight.
Three-quarters of a mile.

S. Brvant's b c Waddel Bryant, by Hyder All—Jennie Howett, 98 lbs.
...'. „ „ — T-irner 1

G. L. Lorillard's b c Electric, by Sensation- Idalia, 102 lbs.J, Uonohue 2
Mr. Kelso's be Lansdown, by Stratford—Petty, 93 lbs Meaton 3
D. D. Withers' br g Salisbury. 95 lbs Green
B. A. Haggin's br c Ben Ali. 9S lbs Long
B. A. Haggiu's b f EreeiOBo,95 lbs - Arnold
N. W. Kittson's ch f Iuka, 95 lbs _ McCarthy
W. L. Scott's ch c Quito, by Duke of Magenta, 105 lbs - Lewis

Time, 1:17H.

Pools: Quito, $30; Electric, §20; Lansdown, 820; Haggin's pair, $20;
Iuka. 310; the field, $15
Betting—a to 1 against Quito; 4 to 1 each Electric and Landsdown; 5 tol

Precioso: 6 to l each Iuka and Ben Ali; Stol Salisbury and 15 to 1 Wad-
dell Bryant.
For place—10 to 9 on Quito: 7 to 5 against Landsdown; 8 to 5 Electric; 2

to 1 each Iuka, Ben Ali and Precioso ; 4 to 1 Salisbnry and 8 to 1 Waddell
Bryant. Mutuels paid $200.20.

The youngsters broke away many times and it took fully

half an hour to get them in motion anything like even. Iuka
was in the lead when the flag finally dropped, Lansdown,
Salisbury and Preciosa being the order of the nest three. At
the half-mile pole Iuka was still leading by half a length,

Landsdown and Preciosa lapped. On the turn Iuka went
back and Landsdown took front position, Preciosa only a

head behind, and she with Salisbury at her shoulder. In
the stretch McCarthy made another effort with Iuka and she
got in front again, but died away immediately, when Electric

came from the group and joined Landsdown. Xearing home
the tinish seemed between these two, but Waddell Bryant,
who had been iu the rear group all through, rushed up and
challenged them. Twenty yards from the wire she got to the

lead and passed under a length the best of it. Electric second,

the same distance ahead of Landsdown, the others pulline up.

The Spindrift Stakes, a sweepstakes for three-Year-olds, foals of 18S2,

of $100 each, hf. and onlv i25 if struck out by April 15, loS5,with 11.500

added; the second to receive $500 out of the stakes; the third to save bis
stake. Horses which have never won a race of the value of $3,000,
allowed* pounds; of $2,000,7 lbs; maidens allowed H pounds: winners in
1SH5 ijf $2,000 to carry 121 pounds; of two or more 6uch races 125 lbs;
Allies and geldings allowed 3 pounds. Handicaps and selling races not
reckoned as races. One mile and a quarter.

G. L. LoriUard'sbc St. Augustine, by King Alfonso—Crucifix, 111 lbs
„ „ Blaylock 1

Bancocas Stable's ch f Wanda, by Uortemer—Miunie Minor, IIS lbs
Onley 2

\V. Lakeland's b c Exile, by Mortemer—Second Hand, 111 lbs
Hetnilton 3

B. A. Haggin's blk c Hidalgo, 121 lbs Duffy
D. D. Withers' ch c, by Stonehenge—Julietta, 111 lbs Shauer
Mr. Kelso's b f Maumee, 101 lbs Fisher
E. V. Snedeker A Co.'s b c Grenadier. 114 lbs W. Donohue
C. Littlefield'g brc Tecumseh, 111 lbs Hayward
Clipsiana Stable's ch c Goano, 118 lbs Garrison
L. Hernon i Son's ch f Mollie Walton, 103 lbs G. Lynch
Mr. Kelso's b c Saltpetre, 104 lbs Meaton

Time, 2 -M%.

Pools: "Wanda$60, Hldalgo$o0, St. Augustine $10, Tecumseh §35, the

Betting: 5 to 2 against Hidalgo, 7 to 2 Wanda, 5 to 1 each St. Augus-
tine and TecuruBeh, 6 to 1 Saltpetre. 8 to 1 each Goano, Maumee and
Julietta Colt, and 15 to 1 each Exile, Grenadier and Mollie W.ilton.

For place: 6 to 5 against Hidalgo, 2 to 1 each M. Augustine, Wanda
and Tecumseh, 5 to 2 Saltpetre. .1 to 1 each Maumee and JolUetta c,
6 to 1 Grenadier, and 7 to 1 each Exile and Mollie Walton. Mutuels
paid $28.06.

There was not a long delay at the post, and the start was a

good one. Goano was in front, St. Augustine second, and
Julietta colt third. Passing the stand St. Augustine went to

the lead, but before reaching the lower turn, Saltpetre passed

him, and the Julietta colt went into second place, Exile fol-

lowing to third. Saltpetre maintained the lead around and

up to the half, at which point he was half a length in front of

the Julietta colt, Maumee now third, St. Augustine fourth,

Exile fifth, Hidalgo sixth. On the upper turn Maumee made
an effort and got to the front for a short distance, and then

gave way to Exile, who led at the head of the stretch. Run-
ning down the straight, Blaylock gave St. Augustine the

whip, and he was in front at the furlong, holding it to the

finish, and winning somewhat easily by two lengths. Exile

gave Wanda a good race for the place, but the Rancucas lilly

got there first, though only a head separated them. Hidalgo

was fourth, Julietta colt fifth.

Mr. Bemis of the Chicago Horseman has sued the Turf,

Field and Farm for $30,000 damages in a criminal libel suit,

because that paper charged him with trotting two horses,

Onward, 2:20a, and Belle F.. 2:20J, both iu the some class,

and charging'that he owned both horses, and violated the

rules of the National Trotting Association.

Mr. Haggin's two-year-old filly Billow, who was taken

while enroute to the East, has been returned to the r

She ia considerably run down bnt on the mend now.
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A Lone Winded Pacer-

A St. Louis dispatch under date of the 30th ult., says: The

pace was set for pacers to-day, aud it is a safe wager that it

will be many days before another horse will pace ten miles

faster than did Eookwood's roan gelding Harry Parker. The

race was against time, the effort being to do ten miles in

thirty miles or less. Below will be found the time of each

mile:

.2-48J

.2:41

.2:56i

.2:52|

.2:56|

6 2:56}

7 2:57*

8 2:561

9 2:56|

10 2:49f

The best trotting record for ten miles is carried by Con-

troller, which performed the feat in 27:23}, and twenty miles

has been trotted by Captain McGowan in 5S:25. There is no

account, however, of a pacer having up to the present time

secured a record for either of the above distances; and when
Mr. Thomas H. Eockwood announced to a few friends the

other day that on the first good day he would drive his roan

pacing gelding, Harry Parker, ten miles in thirty minutes or

better he got laughed at. This morning was selected for the

trial, and a number of the lovers of the sport were on hand

to witness ;a failure. But they weie disappointed, for the

game little "roan finished strong in 28:52}. He paced entirely

on his courage, and was never urged from send-off to finish;

and that he could have beaten the trotting record everyone

who witnessed;the performance'was well satisfied. Five min-

utes after he had finished the journey the horse looked as

fresh as if he had merely had a brace of a half mile.

Archer out of Luck.

Good fortune attended the riding of F. Archer at the Asco

meetings of last year and 18S3, when he respectively rode

nine and ten winners, but that form was not experienced at

the gathering just concluded. On Wednesday his half-dozen

mounts were not productive of a wiu, aud his five rides yes

terday were all losers, the net result being that he has to be

credited with five successes out of twenty-four essays, to

which must be added a win at Sandown Park on Saturday

last. Though not showing quite so good an average as at the

close of the Ascot Meetiug last year, when of 216 mounts 95

had been winning ones, he yet approaches those figures

pretty nearly, his record to date being 242 mounts, 93 wins.

C. Wood was first half a dozen times during the week, and

with 191 mounts, 52 wins, gives a slightly better average

than he could boast at the end of the corresponding week
last season, at which time he had totalled 49 wins as the out-

come of 192 rides.

—

Sportsman.

THEBIFLE.
The attendance at Shell Mound on Sunday was very

appreciably affected by the fact that the day was the 5th of

July. To say, however, that the shooting of those who did

put in an appearance was similarly influenced would be not
only invidious but also untrue. Those whose patriotism had
prompted them on the day before to evince their affection for

"the flagwelove"iu numerousbibations, doubtless did wisely

to abide at home and shirk bringing their unsteady nerves to

the crucial test of the butts, but those who came to the
scratch gave the clearest kind of proofs that, however patri-

otic they had been on the previous day, they had refrained

from "looking upon the wine when it is red." The match
between C. F. Waltham and A. Johnson was the feature of

the day. Both gentlemen are crack shots, the former having,

if anything, the greater reputation, and the match was made
in order to settle, in a friendly fashion, the question of who
was the better man. There was no money at stake. How
close the match was will be seen by the subjoined score:

C. F. "Waltham.... 200 yards—5 44545454 4—44
200 yards-4 54545554 5-46—90
500 yards—4 35555444 5—44
500 yards -5 44455445 5—45—89—179

A. Johnson 200 yards—4 45444445 4—42
200 yards-4 44544454 5—43-85
5C0 yards—4 55555545 4—47
500 yards—5 54534555 4-45—92-177

A sweepstake was made up between Messrs. Diers, Simp-
son and Pembroke, each man to fire 20 rounds at each of the
two distances, with Springfleld rifles. Th? result was:
Diers 200 yds—4 54445443 4—41444634435 4—40 - 81

500 yds—4 3 5455555 4—45253444454 5—40—86 -166
Simpson 200 yds—4 44464544 4—42562544054 5—3'J—81

500 yds—5 52445353 3—41423554435 5—40—81—162
Pembroke 200 yds-4 44455434 4-41454456444 3—41-82

600 yds -2 5 4 3 5 5 4 5 2 5-4<l253544534 4—39—79—161

Besides the above a few scratch teams indulged in practice

with a view to future matches, but nothing phenomenal was
done in the way of tall scoring. Encouraged by the fact {or

feat if you will), of having broken a claret bottle at 100 yds.,

off-hand, on the second time of asking. Lieutenant S. G. H.
Brown has undertaken for a bet of $100 to quintnplicate the
feat (as abystander put it), on Friday nest at Shell Mound.
It is regarded as not at all unlikely that he will succeed.

A report reaches us from Marysville which speaks well for

the shootists of that localit}', at least if the subjoined score
be anything like a fair representation of what they can do
under average conditions and when they feel in average fettle:

Goldsmith 200 yards -5 44454544 4—43
500 yards—

6

65655555 5—50—93
Gordon 200 yards—

4

3 3 5 4 4 5 4 5 5—42
500yards-5 545 5 5555 5—49-91

White 200yards—

4

55464444 5-44
600yard8-5 44564656 5—47—91

Manning 200 varda-5 44 3 44654 3—41
500 yards—

5

45554555 5—47—88
Clifford ,, 200yards—

4

5 5 454455 6—46
George 500 yards—

6

55555564 5—49

Owing to thefactthat "thegloriousFourtb" fell this year on
Saturday, and the effects of the celebration were as a rule not
entirely worked off on the following day, the supply of "gun"
and "rifle" items is this week very much more limited than
usual. The lapse of a week will, however, in all probability,

restore nerves and other thiugs to their normal, equable con-
dition, and the usual number of "events" will fall to be re-

corded in our nest issue.

On Tuesday a match was arranged between Lieutenant
Heury J. Mangels and Police Officer Linville, to shoot 50
ronuds at each of the *200 and 500 ranges, for S100 a side.
The match is the result of a challeuge issued by Mr Mangels
and it is espeeted to come off at an early date, probably to-

morrow.

Racing at Chicago.

[Inter-Ocean.]

Washington Park justified all the expectations, all the
claims its friends have ever made for it; and American Derby
Day, in spite of the rain, was an event of which the people of

Chicago and the whole country may well be proud. Such a

gathering of thoroughbred animals, such a meeting of the
highest social elements, such a display of fashion, elegance,

wealth, and beauty has never before been seen upon any
racecourse in this country. Fully 20,000 people thronged
the club-house, grandstand, and grounds, and but for the
rain fully 10,000 more would have been present. Vice-
President Gage's remark, made during the middle of the
storm, in answer to a question, "Yes, sir, the races do come
off to-day if the horses have to swim, because we intend to

fulfill our announcement to the letter," was indicative of the
spirit that has drawn to the club the confidence and support
of the horse-loving public.

When the morning dawned elegant and bright, auguring
that Providence would smile upon the afternoon's work,
the heart of the people was glad, but when, late in the day,
murky clouds began to gather and skurry across the sky,
great ansiety was manifested. "My kingdom for ten hours
of sunshine," said Secretary Brewster in the early morning.
The little shower that fell just before noon had a cooling,

refreshing effect, aud when it was over the Washington Park
nponle were glad that it had come and settled the dusty
track.

Never was a track in better condition than that at Wash-
ington Park at noon after the first shower. The sun came out
bright and promising, the clouds were swept away, and the
prestige was for a perfect day. At 12 o'clock Michigan boule-
vard, Grand boulevard and the South Park driveways lead-
ing to the Park were alive with vehicles. The display of
fashionable equipages that appeared upon our boulevards
was such as to astonish even the closest observer of Chicago's
progress in fashion and wealth.
The tally-ho coaches, the dog-carts, tea-carts, Langhams,

and carriages of every description made one continuous
stream bound southward. The entrances to the grounds were
lenseW packed and the club house and stand rapidly filled

with people.
It was just about 1 :30 o'clock and the arrivals were at their

height when a great black cloud came skurrying along from
tie West; a peal of thunder and a forked streak of lightniug
came with it, and almust before carriage tops could be raised,

umbrellas elevated, or gossamers donned, the cloud burst
and it seemed as though the heavens had concentiated all

their accumulated stores of water and let it loose immediately
over the Park grounds and vicinity. This was of course a
wet blanket for the nonce. For a full hour, with slight in-

termissions, the rain poured down aud the tracks, from their

condition of perfection, took on the appearance of little

little rivers. The programme boys availed themselves of the
occasion to circulate among the crowds, crying "Programmes
of the boat races!" It looked at 3 o'clock as though there
would be no hope for any racing. The condition of the
track was such as to discourage the most ardent lover of the
race, but when the storm did finally clear away for good the
bell sounded and the horses made their appearance at the
starting point. They were greeted with rounds of cheers.

The racing was full of surprises, and the backers of the
favorities, who had not taken the rain into account in mak-
ing their calculations, were downed in great style by the
buyers of the short and "middle ends"in the market. * * *

The third event, the American Derby, for three-year-olds,

one mile and a half, brought out but eight starters, Isaac
Murphy and Ten Stone being scratched, and resulted in a

victory for the Baldwin stables' bay colt Volante, which,
carrying 123 pounds, including a five pound penalty, proved
himself to be a racehorse of no mean ability. It was gener-
ally supposed that Holloway would have the moiint on this

colt, but shortly before the race "Plunger" Walton nailed

upon Mr. Corrigan and offered him $500 if he would allow
the "Colored Archer" to ride, with a contingency of SI,000
more if he won, while he also offered that prince of jockeys
SI,000 to accept the mount. Knowing that he had nothing
in the race that could even take place money, Mr. Corrigan
acceded to the proposition, aud Murphy also gave his con-
sent. The news soon spread and some of the "knowing
ones" made haste to get their money on, and they afterward
had good reason to congratulate themselves that they did,

as, thanKs to a piece of masterly riding, they landed a stake
on the result, while as for "Plunger" Walton, he netted

something over S8,000 by the transaction. Last year Mur-
phy rode Modesty, the winner of this event, and yesterday
he repeated the achievement, which is a piece of good luck
that but rarely occurs in the career of a knight of the
pigskin.

The fourth event, a dash of sis furlongs for all ages, re-

sulted in a notable triumph for S. S. Brown's chestnut filly

Mona, which getting away in the lead, was never once
headed, and won quite handily, to the disgust of the backers
of Jim Douglns, who piled their money on him like they
had a sure thing. The betting throughout the day was of

the most spirited description, and the quarters devoted to

poolsellers and the bookmaking fraternity were thronged at

all times with eager spectators ansious to invest in the
various races. Messrs. Bush and Bride drovo a thriving

business, aud though theirfaces worea gloomy look during the

early part of the afternoon, by the time the last race of the
day was run they were all smiles and good humor. The
trackat2:30, when the jockeys weighed in for the first race,

was already heavy, but scarcely had the silks and satius

beeu donned before the rain again came down in torrents,

and it looked for a time like a postponement was inevitable.

At 3 o'clock the track was a veritable sea of mud, and the

wavelets that rippled across it suggested to somebody the
idea of sending for Hanlan aud Teemer aud having a boat-

race for the championship theu aud there. "Will they race

today?" was the question asked on every hand, and old

turfmen, as they glanced at the clouded skies overhead aud
peered through the drizzliug rain at the track, shook their

heads in a doubting manner.
At this juncture word came from Vice-President Gage

that the races would go on rain or shine, and shortly after-

wards the bell rang out the warning summons for the horses

engaged in the first race to be gotten in readiness. One by
one they galloped slowlj' past the judges' stand, their glossj'

coats specked with mud and their ears pricked as they
slipped with every stride. At 3:20 Starter Sheridan had them
all in hand, aud sonu after the drum tapped and the ball was
opened with the Inaugural Dash. The second race was:

The Lalieslde Stakes—A sweepsiakes for fillies two years old (foals

of 1888); tf5n entrance p. p., or only $10 If declared out on or before
Feb 1st: *15 hy April 1st, or $20 if on or before May 15th, 1886; all de-
clarations void unless accompanied by '!"' "unify; >1,H' u added ; Hie

second to receive 8200, and the third §100 out of the stakes. Winners
nf any stake race of the value of $760 to carry three lbs.; of 81,200. five

lbs,: of three or more such races of any value, ien pounds extra.
Seventy-one nominations. Five-eighte of » mile.

Fleetwood Stables' cb f France, by Blue Eyes, dam "Vision, 107 lbs
R. Harris 1

Wooding & Puryears b f Ada D.,by Enquirer, dam Mariposa, 111
lbs Conkling 2

E. Corrigan 's b f Hattie Carlisle, by Longfellow, dam Tenturia, 107
lbs ; West 3

E. J. Baldwin's b f Santa Anita Belle. 112 lbs Holloway
E. Corrigan 's ch f Mary Payne, 107 lbs Kelly
E. Corrigan's ch f Sister Monica ,1.7 lbs Fuller
William Cottrill's ch f Hot Springs, 107 lbs Stepp
S.-S. Brown's b f Alabama, lu7 lbs Taylor
Fleetwood Stables' cb f Missive, 107 lbs Baxter
J. L. Harris' br f Alfaretta, !u7 lbs L. Jones
Henry Johnson's br f Juliet, 107 lbs O'Hara
Melbourne Stables' b f Pure Rye,' 107 lbs M. Donahue
J. & J. Swigert's br f Katrina, 107 lbs Cowal
Milton Young's br f Spaldie, 107 lbs Stoval
Wooding & Puryear's ch f Bastante,107 lbs C. Booth

Time, 1:06}.
Pools: Field, 360; Pure Rye, $20; Santa Anita Belle, S18; Ada D.,

$15. Books : 2J to 1 against Ada D., 3 to 1 against Spaldie, 4 to 1 each
against Santa Anita Belle and pure Rye, 5 to 1 against Alfaretta, 8 to
1 against Sister Monica, and from 10 to 30 to 1 against each of the
others. Paris mutnals paid on France $24.90 straight and 518.30 for a
place; on Ada D., for a place, S18.80.

i

There was a long and tedious delay at the post, owing to the
unladylike actions of Pure Bye and Alabama, which indulged
infrequent breakaways. When the flag finally fell Santa
Anita Belle shot to the front, followed by Sister Monica,
Juliette, and the bunch. Katrina shot to the front before
the half was reached, followed by Ada D., France, and Juliet.

Katrina, going like a rocket and tossing the mud right mer-
rily, opened up a big gap on the stable turn, but she soon
began to tire and come back to her followers. Entering the
stretch she led by a short length only, France being second,
with Hattie Carlisle looming up as dangerous. Katrina soon
fell back beaten, and Ada D. began the task of overhauling
the leaders. France coming right along, however, won by a
length and a half with lots in hand, Ada D. second, a half
length in front of Hattie Carlisle third; time, 1:061.

Then followed the great event of the day.

The Americau Derby—A sweepstakes for three-vear-oids (foals of
18*2 1, at ilW each, half forfeit, or only §20 if declared out on or before
Feb. 1st, or $30 if on April 1st, or $41) if on May 15th, ISS-i. All declarations
void unless accompaui' d with the money; with $5,000 added, the second
to receive ?7.i0, und the third i-2'd) out of the stakes. Winner of any three-
year-old stake race of the value of 51,000 to carry 3 pounds: of'$1,500, 5
pounds: of three or more three-year- old stakes of any value,7 pounds ex-
tra. Maidens allowed 5 pounds. To he run on the first day of the meet-
ing. Sixty-two nominations- One mile and a half.

E. J. Baldwin's b c Volante, 3, by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne, 123 lbs
Murphy 1

Morris it Patton's b c Favor, 3, by Pat Malioy, dam Favorite, 123 lbs
Spellman 2

Milton Young's b c Troubadour, 3, by Lisbon, Ham Glenluine, 123 lbs
Stovai 3

W. M. Murry's ch c Alf Estell, 3, by .Norfolk, dam Lady Jam-, lis Ihs
Howson

R.Porter Ashe's b c Alta, 3, by .Norfolk, dam Ballinttte, lis lbs
Kelly

P. U. Speth.'s cb. e Thistle, 3, by Great Tom, dam Ivy Leaf, 118 lbs
Yetman

E. Corrigan's cb c Irish Pat. 3, bv Pat Malioy, dam Ethel, 118 lbs
_ West

E.J. Baldwin's ch c Verano. o, by GrinstL-ad, dam Jennie D. ,118 lbs
F. Jom s l)

Time 2:49^.
Pools: Favor, 360; Volante.$30: Thistle. ?3n

; field, §125. Books: lyt to
1 against Alf Estell, 2U to 1 against Alta, 3 to 1 against Volante, i to I
each against Favor, Thistle, and Troubadour, 6 to 1 against Verano, and
8tol against Irish Pat. Paris niutuels paid on Volante straight $27.40.
tor a place Slo.-lO ; on Favor for a place, $1 1.50.

The action and appearance of the colts were eagerly criti-

cised by the occupants of the stand as they galloped by on
their way to the starting-point, and Favor by his easy action
as he galloped through the mud gained many new admirers.
The strangers from i he Pacific Slope, Alta and Estell, both
looked as fine as silk, and a round of applause was given
them. Thistle appeared a little finely drawn, and the track
evidently did not suit him. Troubadour looked well, as did
Irish Pat, although the general opinion seemed to be that
they were outclassed. Volante, with the "Colored Archer"
up, went through the mud in grand btyle, but his stable com-
panion, Verano, acted like he was afraid of slipping down at
every stride. But little time was lost at the post, the flag

falling to an excellent start, with Volante, Alf Estell and
Favor leading the bunch. Murphy took Volante back, and
Howson started off to make the running with Alf Estell,

Favor, Alta, Irish Pat, Verano, Thistle, Troubadour, and
Volante following, and running in these positions they passed
the three-quarter pole. At the stand Estell was first by half
a length, Favor second a length in front of Troubadour third,

Irish Pat fourth, Aita fifth, Thistle sixth, Volante seventh,
and Verano bringing up the rear. Going around the club-
house turn Favor carried the purple jacket and white cap of

the Morris stables to the front, and at the quarter he was
first by a leugth, with Estell second, Troubadour third, Irish
Pat fourth, and Volante fifth. Alf Estell fell back as they
rushed aloug to the half, and Troubadour ran into the second
place, while Alta moved up third. On the stable turn Mur-
phy moved up with Volante, and entering the stretch the
black jacket, red sash, Maltese cross, and cap of the Baldwin
stable showed iu the third place, he being a half length be-

hind Troubadour, with Favor still showing the way a length
in advance. A furlong from home the game little son of
Grinstead aud Sister Anne had given Troubadour the go-by,

and was gaining inch by inch on the leader. The colored
Archer now sat down on Volante and began to ride. Nearer
and nearer he drew to Favor, and the partisans of each
shouted "Come on, Spellman," "Come on, Ike." Two hun-
dred yards from home and the pair were on even t-rrms.

Spellman now gave Favor both whip and spur, but it was of

no avail. "Volante wins!" "Volante wins!" shouted the

crowd, and drawing away at every stride, Volante dashed
under the wire by two lengths, with Favor second, eight

lengths in advance of Troubadour, third; Irish Pat, Alf Es-
tell, Alta, and Verano following iu the order named. Time,
2:49J.
Fourth Race—Purse $400, of which $100 to second Winners this

year of any race of the value of S5J0 to carry 5 lbs. extra; of $1,000, B

Ihs.; maidens allowed, if 3 years old .libs.; if 4 years or upward, lu

lbs. Entrance free. Three-quarters of a mile.

S. S. Brown's ch f Mon£, 4, by BuckdeD, dam Monomania, 113 lbs.

Taylor 1

Howson and Dinsdale's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle. dam
Yolone. 120 lbs Holloway 2

J. M. Brown's b g Flelch Tavlor, 4, by imp. Glengarry, dam Bonnie
Harold, 1 1 5 lbs E. Brown 3

J. W. Thayer's b g Wimbledon, aged, IU lbs Edwards o
G. W. Maiirer'sg h Zamor, aged, 110 lbs M. Ryan
R. D. Peacock's cb g Arthur Spear, age 1, 110 lbs Grsea
J. H. Thompson's bm Lady Reber, 6, 110 lbs Hunt
Fleetwood Stables' ch f Ailee, 4, 113 lbs O'Hara
James Houston's b tiSitm Powers, aged, 120 lbs T. KIley
P. H. Butler's b gBob Swimm, 5. 117 lbs Thomou
J. TV. Carlisle!; Co. 'a b c Tlie Ute, i, 108 lbs John McLaughlin
G. L. Stem pie's hi c Rio Grande, 3. 102 lbs Nitons
C. Askev's b c B iy Rebel. 4. 11 B lbs ForJ
Whftten Bros.' cb g Pat Denuis, 5. 117 lbs L. Joues
M. E. Clark k Co.'s ch g Forest, 4, 105 lbs Cowal
A. J. Brutou's gr g Archbishop, 8, 99 lbs Barnes

Time, 1:21.

pjols: Jim Douglas. Slid; Mona. 825; The Ute, $'20; field. S15. Books:
1 to 'J against Jim Douglas, 6 to I against btona.Stoi against Fat
Dennis, lu to 1 ayalnat Fletch Taylor, and from 15 to 40 to 1 against
each of the others. Paris JMutuels paid on Mona straight, $14. W; for

a place, £0.70; on Jim Douglas, for a place, ?7.

The start was a poor oue, Mona getting at least,four lengths

the best of a straggling send off, Lady Keber second, a length

in front of Jim Douglas third, and the others pretty well
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bunched. Lady Reber fell back before the half was reached,
and Jim Douglas started off in pursuit of the leader, who
was going at a ratiling clip through the mud. Entering the
stretch Mona led by au open leugth, with Douglas second,
and Fletch Taylor third. A [furlong from home, Douglas
looked like a winner, but the effort of closing the gap had
tired him, and Moua coming away again, won by a length,

Jim Douglas second, two lengths in advance of Fletch Taylor
third. Time, 1:21.

Tuesday was the second regular day of the meeting, and
though the weather was decidedly iu keeping with Chicago's
fame as a bummer resort, and Spring wraps were most com-
fortable, thb ladies and their escorts turned out iu force. The
club-house balconies were literally crowded with the wealth
and fashion of the great metropt. lis. The grand stand was
comfortably filled, and the lawn that lines the quarter-stretch

held thousands more. In the quarters devoted to the betting

fraternity the crowd was so great as to make it a difficult

matter to reach either the pool-stand or the bookmakers.
Taken all in all, there could not have been less than 12,000
people upon the grounds when the bell tapped for the first

race.

The track was in fiscellent condition, though a trifle too

hard to suit the horsemeo, and it is not difficult to see that

the club has made a mistake in giviug it the last coating of

loam, which has made it a better track for trotting than for

running. It was as smooth as a billiard-table, however, and
as fast as a bullet, as the time made in the various events
will easily prove.

The racing whs most exciting, and a better day's sport has
seldom been witnessed on any racecourse in the country.
The first event, a dash of one mile and half a furlong, went
to the favorite, Jim Douglas, which with 122 pounds up ran
a grand race, the time, 1 :49i, being exceedingly fast, and
proving him to bn a graud racehorse. The second event, a
dash of five furlongs, for all ages, was won by a rank out-

sider in the shape of Juliet, a daughter of Hyder AH. There
was one Paris mutuel sold on her, and the holder of this,

Mr. Eedmond, the owner of Secret, raked in the handsome
sum of $570 for'theSo chance that he took. This is the largest

mutuel ever cashed on the track to date.

The Oakwood Handicap, one mile and a furlong, went to

the credit of the Baldwin Stables, they capturing the rich

stake with Rapido, a chestnut gelding by Grinstead, out of

Experiment. He, too, was a short horse in the betting, and
his victory was altogether unlooked for. Joe Cotton, the

favorite, made a most miserable showing, and one that none
of his backers can account for. The fourth event, a race of

mile heats, was won by the favorite, Binnette, in straights,

while the fifth and last event on the card, a steeplechase, re-

sulted in a well-earned victory for the favorite, Obermeyer,
the race being a very pretty oue of the kind. The judges

were Samuel Allerton, Major B. G. Thomas, and Captain T.
J. Nichols. Details follow.-

First Kace—Purse 8400, of which £100 to second horse; for all ages;
winner of any race of the value of SI ,0(10 to carry 5 pounds; of S2.00U,

7 pounds: of €3,000, 10 pounds extra; winner of the first race of the first

day of the meeting to carry 5 pounds additional: maidens allowed, if

fl years old. 5 pounds; if 4 years or upward, lu pounds. Ent:-ance free.

One mile and half a furlong.
Howson & Dinsdale's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Yvildidle, dam

Yolone, 122 lb3 Howson 1

"W. M. Murray's ch c Alf Estell, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 103 lbs
Stoval 2

E. J. Baldwin's g f Freda. 4, by Wildidle, dam Frolic, 118 lbs
Holloway 3

C. B. Long's b g Leman, 6, 119 lbs S. Kiley
E. Corrigan's cb g Hazaras, 3, 100 lbs Kelly
J. W. Thompson's bm Lady Reber, 6, 117 lbs Hunt
John S. Shaw's ch m Katie Fletcher. 5, 107 lbs R. Harris
J H. McConnell's ch g Idle Pat, 5, 119 lbs Holloway
W. L. Cassidv'sc g Father John, 4, 105 lbs TompKina
J. Tompkins' be Emigrant, 4, 108 lbs T Kiley
J.fcJ. Swigert's b f Trousseau. 3, 98 lbs F.S.Brown
J. F. Davis' be Top Sawver, 4, 118 lbs Higgins

Time, l:49i.

Pools: Jim Douglas, $25; Hazaras, SI0; Freda, $10. and field. S14-

Books: eto 5 aeain&t Jim Douglas, 3 to 1 against Freda. 4 to 1 each

against Alf Estell and Hazaras, 10 to 1 against Leman, and from 15 to

25 to 1 against each of the others. Paris mutuels paid on Jim Douglas
straight, $12; for a place, $8; Alf Estell for a place, $9.40.

The race—The drum tapped to an excellent start, Alf Es-

tell, Jim Douglas, Leman, and Trousseau leading the bunch.

Freda rushed into the lead before the stand was reached, and
passing that point she was first by a length, Jim Douglas

being second, a neck in front of Alf Estell third, Trousseau

fourth, Hazaras fifth, Leman sixth, and the others close up.

There was no change going around the club-house turn and
passing the quarter the daughter of Wildidle and Frolic still

showed the way, with the others as before. Going along the

back stretch Jim Douglas challenged the leader, and passing

the half he showed a head in front, Leman being still fourth

and the others as before. On the stable turn the blue jacket

and red polka dots of Alf Estell's jockey was seen to move
into the second place, and entering the stretch Jim Douglas

led by a short length only, Freda being a close third. Com-
iog through the straight the leaders had the race all to them-

selves, and though Alf Estell made a great effort to catch the

leader, the struggle was a futile one, as Douglas being uever

in trouble, came right in without whip or spur, and won by

a short length, Alf Estell second, two lengths in advance of

Freda, third, Leman fourth, Hazaras fifth. Lady Reber sixth,

Katie Fletcher seventh, Idle Pat eighth, Father John ninth,

Emigrant tenth, Trousseau eleventh, and Top Sawyer twelfth.

Second Race— Purse, $100. For two-year-olds. Winner of any stake

race of value of 31.OC0 to carry 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Five
finrlongs. „,„
H. Johnson's bf Juliette, bv TTrder Ali.dam Ktta.lfClba ..O Ha™ l

B. A. Johnson's b f .Miss Bowler, by Little IlutBu.daiu Hazel bye, 102

lbs " • Jones *

Santa Anitii'stVhirs'" b"i"K3tr«iiii, l.v Rutherford, dam Sister Anne, 102

]i,s OBnen 3

Fle.o'-'^d M.-.1
:

;;"l1i f Mi;.::iv?' V" 'its ....Harris

Applet-ate & EnriuM's cb c Blaze Duke, 110 lbs L. JpneB

Cbinn A .Morgan's h f Flora L., 102 IDs ..T Kiley

John Funk's ch g John Morris. 102 lbs rankerslv

Wvckliff Preston'sb f Marmoset, 107 lbs
^.V

lxteF '

Milton Young's br f spaldie, 10" lbs ™v* 1 °

E. Corrigan's b f Mary Ellis, 102 lbs b-elly

Pools: Estrella. ?15; Spaldie, ?13; Blaze Duke,81S; fieM.*25. Books:
2J4tolagiinst Blaze Duke. 3 to 1 each against hstrella and Spaldie 4

to 1 agaiSst Marmoset, fi to l against Mary Ellis, H to 1 each against Flora

L. and Juliette, 10 to l against Missive, 10 to 1 against Miss Bowler,

and 15 to 1 against John Morris. Paris mutuels paid on Juliette

Straight, 957D; for place, $116; Miss Bowler for a place. 8<».

The Race—There was but little delay at the post, the

youngsters beiog all seemingly on their best behavior. The

flag fell with them all well bunched, but Juliette showed to

the front in the first few strides, followed by John Morns,

Blaze Dnke, and Spaldie. Going to the half Missive raced

by the party and challenged the leader, the pair running

neck and neck by the half, a length ahead of Spaldie, which

had Miss Bowler lapped on her to the saddle girths. Going

around the club house turn the blue jacket and orange cap

of the Johnson stable drew away again, and entering the

Blretch, she was first by a short length. Missive second,

Spaldie third, Miss Bowler fourth, and the others Lunching.

A furlong from home Miss Bowler came through with a rush,

and challenged the leader. A pretty finish followed the

daughter of Hyder Ali running by a short neck from Miss

B. wler, which beat Estrella by two open lengths for the

place. Time, 1:31.

Oakwood Handicap—A sweepstake for all ages; ?o0 each: half for.
feit, or only 510 if declared out on or before May 1. IBdS. Declarations
void unless accompanied with the money; 9800 added; the second to re-
ceive saw, and the third SlUuuat of stakes, a winner of any race, after
the publication of weights, of the value of $1,0 to carry o lbs extra
uue hundred and five nominations. One mile and a furlong.
E. J. Baldwin's ch g Rapido. 3, by Grinstead, dam Experiment. 95 lbs.

P. C. Fox £ Co.'s be Tom Martin. I, by' LougtirViowi'tUri'i Athalarlc.
Hi lbs Yetman 2

Hayden A Barry'B be Kosciusko.!, by Kyrle Daly.rtaru Colossa, 119
lbs...... fetoval 3

WhittenBros.' ch g Pat Dennis, IH lbs .Tigue u
S. S. Brown's ch t Moua. lutilbs _ Heuderaou
Milton "i oung's b c Bootblack, 3, *J7 lbs W. Jones
Marvin & Douglas.-.' ch g Valet, ti, 106 lbs Thayer U
K. Waters' gr g Vanguar.l, lui lbs Kelly
D. A Honig ABrus.' blk mThadv.i, Silbs Fisliburn
Lawrence i Co 's b g Uerliu,4, 10(i lbs West
James T. William's ch c Joe Cotton, 3, loo lbs Harris
E. Corrigan's b m Pearl Jeunings.ii, 117 lbs Murphy

Time, 1:36.

Pools: Joe Cotton, 9135; Pearl Jennings, ?S0; Tom Martin, S67: Rapido,
SU0; field, 3-56. Books: 6 to 5 against Joe Cotton; 2w to 1 each against
Pearl Jennings and Tom Martin; 5 to I against Rapido; 6 to 1 against
Bootblack; 7 to 1 against Valet; 8 to I each against Mona and
Vanguard; lu to I against Berlin; U to 1 against Than v. and 40 to 1 against
Pat Dennis. Paris mutuels paid on K-ipldo, straight, 3o7; lor place.
$2o.7U; Tom Martin, tor place, $J3, 20.

The Race—Joe Cotton, as he galloped by the stand
on his way to the starting point, was greeted with a round
of applause that caused him to prick up his ears and move
about like a dancing master. Tom Martin and Pearl Jen-
nings both excited favorable comment as did also Berlin, but
the little Californian that was destined to place another
feather in the cap of the Baldwin stables was almost over
looked as he galloped past. Some little time was los« at the
post, owing to the bad actions of Tliady which, like all of
heat sex, wished to have things her own way. First she
would and then she wouldn't go, and the result was several
false breakaways. When the flag finally fell, however, it was
to a most excellent start, Tom Martin, Valet and Moua being
in the front rank. Moua rushed into the lead before the
stand was reached, followed by Joe Cotton, Berlin, Valet
Rapido and Pearl Jenuings, the others being all in a cluster.

Going around the club house turn Rapido's black jacket and
red Maltese cross were seen working swiftly through the
bunch, and at the quarter he was but a half-leugth behind
the leader. Going along the backstretch Mona fell back into
the bunch and Berlin raced into the second place, he being
lapped on Rapido as they hurried by the half. Valet was but
a neck farther away with Tom Martin lapped on him to the
saddle girths, Pat Dennis fifth, Pearl Jennings sixth and Cot-
ton lost sight of in the bunch. On the turn by the stables
Rapido drew away from his followers, and entering the
stretch be was a length to the good, with Berlin second and
Kosciusko, which had come through from the rear, third.

The Californian was running easily at this point, and a cry
went up from the stand "Rapido wins, Rapido winsl" Com-
ing home without a whip or spur, the Californian cultfinished

an easy winner by a length and a half, Tom Martin beating
Kosciusko by a short neck for the place after a driving
finish.

Wednesday was the third day and the interest taken by
the public showed no signs of diminuition. Beginning
shortly after the noon hour, the boulevards leading toward
the Park were thronged with vehicles of ali sorts, sizes, and
descriptions. The track was if possible even faster than the

day before. The racing was even more exciting than on the

opening day, aud the backers of tbefavorites suffered heavily

in the region of the their pocketbooks, as not a single first

choice in the pools reached the winning post to take the

money, with the single exception of Sovereign Pat.

The Kenwood Stakes—A sweepstakes for colts 2 years old (foals of
1SS3); $60 entrance, p. p., or only *I0 if declared out on or before Feb. 1st;

or $15 by April 1st, or §20 if on May 15, IW-5. All declarations declared
void unless accompanied withtbe money; with Sl.OOft added, the second
horse to receivt^-JOO.and the third $100 out of the stakes Winners of
anv stake race of the value of 375' to carry" 3 pounds; of *1,200, 5 pounds;
of three or more stakes of any value, 10 pounds extra. Sixty-four nom-
inations. Five-eighths of a mile.

R. P.Ashe's ch c King of Norfolk, 2, by Norfolk, dam Mario
lbs.. ..Kelly 1

Chinn A Morgan's b c Ban Fox. 2, by King Ban dam Maude Hampton,
115 lbs Riley

E. J. Baldwin's b c Silver Cloud, 2, bv Urinstead, dam Experiment,

Milton Young's ch c Enrigbt. 2, by Enquirer, dam Matagorda, 110
W. Jones

Melbourne stables' ch c Syntax, 2, by St. Martin, dam Misfortune,
115 lbs Brennan

E. Corrigan's b c B.<*. Bruce, 2, by Billei, dam LnciUe Western, 110

Ins Murphy
Applegate & Enriglit's cb c Endurer,2, bv Enquirer, dam Anatine, 110

lbs... L. Jones
E. J. Baldwin's ch c Primero, 2, bv Grinstead, dam Jennie K., 110 lbs

McCurdy
J. A. Bruton's b c Uncle Dan, 2, by Rossifer, dam Shamrock, 107 lbs

Barnes
E. Corrigan's cii g Tartar, 2, by Great Tom, dam Blondina, 107 lbs

West
"W-CottriU's b c Lancaster. 2, by Buckden, dam Mary Clay, 110 lbs

Taylor
Fleetwood Stables' be Feliciter. 2, by Virgil, dam Felicia Baxter
Gray 4 Co 's g c Jim Grav, 2, bv Ten Broeck, dam Alice Grav, 110 lbs

:. O'Hara
C. L. Hunt's gr c Little Charlie, 2, by Hyder Ali, nam LUac.llOlbs

Darsey
Henry Johnson's" b c Farrell, 2, by Hyder Ali, dam Kitty, 110 lbs

Conkling
R A." Johnson's b c Adrian, 2, by Little Ruffian, dam Lurline, 110 lbs

.Haggins
Melbourne stables' u c The Bourbon, 2, bv Bidet, dam Mirab.llolbs

Ellis

R E. Maddox'sch c Luke Miort.2, by Hyder AD, dam Leona. 110 lbs
McDermitt

J. & J. Swigert's b c Grimaldi, 2, by Lisbon, dam Nora, 1 lu lbs

„ R. Harris
J T. Williams' b g P,it Sheedy, 2, by Lisbon, dam Fleurilla, 107 lbs

Tinkersly
Time, 1:02X.

Pools: Field, 9200; Ban Fox, ?75; Enright, J65; Primero, $15. Books: 3

to 1 against Enright; 4 to l each against King of Norfolk, Syntax, and
Ban Fox: 5 to l against Silver Cloud, and from 8 to 1 to 30 to 1 against

each of the others. Paris mutuels paid on King of Norfolk straight

SB'i.'JO; for a place, $49. ou; on Ban Fox for a place, $17.60.

The Race—Starter Sheridan sent them away in a bunch,

B. G. Bruce, King of Norfolk, Silver Cloud, and Endnrer
being iu the front rank. King of Norfolk carried the scarlet

jacket and cap of the Ashe stables to the front before the half

was reached, and passing there he was first by a length, with

Lancaster second, a neck iu front of Silver Cloud, third, the

others all in a cluster. GoiDg around the stable turn King

of Norfolk showed the way, with Lancaster and Silver Cloud

iu close attendance, while the blue jacket and white sash of

Enright's jockey was seen working its way through the bunch.

Entering the stretch King of Norfolk was first, Lancaster sec-

ond, Silver Cloud third, and Enright fourth, with the white

jacket, red sash, and white cap of Ban Fox's jockey begin-

ning to look dangerous. Through the straight Ban Fos came

with a rush, but though he was given both whip and spur

freely, he could never catch the Californian, which won eas-

ily by a leneth, with Silver Cloud three lengths further away.

Time, 1:02*.

The Englewood Stakes— A sweepstakes for fillies threp years old

(foals of lhS2); SUM entrance, half forfeit, or only Jm U declared our on or

before Feb 1st, or ?2> April 1st, or (30 If on May 15th, li*85. All declara-

tions declared void unless accompanied with the money; with *l.o»0

added, the second horse to receive Sl'Ol.and the tlilrd 8100 out of the

stakes Winner i of anv three-vear-old stake race of the value or

51 000 to carry 3 lbs.; of 81,300, 5 lbs ; of three or more three-year-old

stake race* of any value, 7 lbs. eitra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Forty
nominations. One mile.

J A J. Swigert's b f Lady Wayward, 3, by Virgil, dam Lady "Way,

j ig j nH Kelly 1

Mil*or> Young's dif Gold Ban, 3, by King Ban, clam Cecily Jopson,
113 ij,g L. Jones 2

E J Baldwins b ! Mission Belle 3,by_ Grinstead, dain Josie C,
'

113 lbs Holloway 3

J. N. Carlisle 4 Co.'s br f Irish Lass, 3, by Kyrle Daly, dam Daisy
Miller, H3 lbs * .Toll ridge

Fleetwood Stables' bf Wanda. 3, hy Billet, dam Wellanu, 111 lbs. Ellis
John Funk's b f Constellation. 3, by &t. George ,d.uu Plam&te, I0H

„ lbs Conkling
T. J. Megibben'sbt Valllsea, i, bv Virgil, dam Mollis Cad, m lbs.

_ " .-Henderson
E. Corngau's ch I Banana, 3. by King Ban, dam Hearsay, u:Ubs.

Murphy
Time, 1 :43.

Pools: Gold Ban 8110; Mission Belle, $18; Lady Wayward, «I7, and
field, $71. Books: 7 to S against Gold Ban, 4 to 1 against Lady Wayward,
5 to t each against Mission Belle. Banana, and Irish Lass, o to 1 against
Wanda, and 2u to I against Constellation. Paris mutiu-is paid on Lady
Wayward straight $211.20, for a place $12.70, on Gobi Ban for a place $3.6j.

The Race—Vallisea, Gold Ban, Mission Belle, and Irish
Lass were first awny to a good siart. Going around the
club-house turn, Iri.-,n Lass raced to the front, followed by
Vallisea aud Gold Ban. The latter ran iuto the second place
before the half was reached, Irish Lass leading by au open
length as they passed that point. Going around the stable
turn Lady Wayward moved up, and raced neck and neck
with Gold Ban, while Irish Lass begun to falter and fall back;
Euteriug the stretch, Iiish Lass led by a half length only,
with Gold Ban and Lady Wayward still on even terms behind
her. A furlong from home Irish Lass fell back beaten, aud
Lady Wayward drew to the front. Whip aud steel were freely
used on Gold Ban, but to no avail, as Wayward won by a
length at the wire, with Gold Ban second, three lengths in
advance of Mission Belle, third. Time, 1:43.

Thursday might have been very appropriately christened
"Corrigan's Day," as tue "Lorillard of the West" carried off
four of the Hve races run, in grand style, to the consterna-
tion of the bookmakers and to the delight of Joe Semour.
who had wagered a $5-note in the combination book against
the sum of $500 that he would do so. The first event, a
dash of five furlougs, for two-year-olds, was won by Ed Cor-
rigan's chestnut colt Tartar, which was the favorite in the
pools that were sold at the track, Baldwin's Estrella taking
the place money. The second race, a dash of one mile for
all ages, with maiden allowances, was a "hoss race" from
start to finish, the samestable's chestnut filly Modesty, which
won the American Derby last season, winning hands down
in the fastest time yet made this season, viz: 1:41 j, and the
fastest ever made at the weights. The Californians,
who had backed Jim Douglas heavily, expressed themselvas
as very much dissatisfied with the result of the race, and
claimed that the result was owing to the mare having much
the best of the start. The real facts of the case are that they
were on even terms when the drum tapped, aud that Doug-
las was the first to break away, but the mare broke so much
quicker it looked like Douglas had slightly the worst of it.

Mr. Corrigan, when informed of this feeling, said. "If they
really think that Jim Douglas can beat Modesty I am pre-
pared to make them a match for So, 000 or more at anything
from the weights earned to-day do,vn to eighty-five pounds."
Bo here is a chance for the losers, including Wm, Kiley, Esq.,
to get square. The third event, the Boulevard Stakes, for

all ages, one aud one-qnarter miles, went to the Corrigan
stable's bay gelding Freeland, which seemed to have
recovered his old-time speed and won very handily from the
California colt Volante in the fast time of 2;09J. In the
fourth race Ouida was left at the post, and Hazaras carried
the green jacket and white sash of the Corrigan stable first

under the wire for the fourth consecutive time, Handy Andy
securing the place money. The fifth and last event, a hurdle
purse, mile heats, went to the credit of Tallyrand, in

straights. The jadges in this race made a very queer deci-

sion. After the first heat Tallyrand was barred in the pools,
the others being sold. The judges declared them all dis-

tanced in the last heat, but allowed Paris mutuels to be
paid on Wimbledon, which finished second, while they
declared the auction pool bets off, and allowed the book-
makers to keep all the money that was played for a place.

If these horses were really distanced then the place money
in the mutuels should have been all paid to the holders of the
Tallyrand tickets.

The attendance was fully as large as on the day before,

and an extra lot of races in addition to the regular programme
are announced for Saturday, when fully 25,000 people will

witness tne races, if the club's expectations are fulfilled.

First Race—Purse, $-100, of which 3'00 to the second horse. Fortwo-

f
ear-olds. Winner of any stake race of the value of $1,000 to catryS
hs; of $2,000, 10 los extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. Entrance free.
Five-eighths of a mile.
E. Corngan'sch g Tartar, by Great Tom, dam Blondina, 100 lbs. Fuller 1

Santa Anita stable's bf Estrella, by Rutherford, dam sister Anne,
100 lbs „ O'Brien 2

Gray &. Co.'s b c Jim Gray, by Ten ;Broeck, dam Alice Gray, llultis.

O'Hara 3
H. Johnson's hrf Juliette. iu7 lbs _..„ Thayer
Wooding A Pun-ear's ch f Bastante, >0U lbs Ward
R. P. Ashe's cb c Ingleside, 110 lbs Ketlv
D. A. Honig A Bro.'s b f Mamie Hunt, HJ7 lbs L. Jones
C. Askey's b f Minnie st. John. 1071ns Miller
R . N. Weisigner's ch f Ida Burke. '.00 lbs Cooper
Fleetwood stables' ch f Missive, 100 lbs Baxter
T. J. Megibben's ch f Winona, 107 lbs Henderson
H. Lamar's b f Aigrette, UMlbs Richardson
Thomas Raymond's ch f Cuban Queen, 100 lbs Quantrell
J. Tompkin's b f Hazel Kirke, 1U0 lbs Godfrey
C. H. Bracken's ch g Willie Martin. lOOlbs Reaves
J. A. Bruton's bg Clonee ,100 lhs Beach

Time, 1 :'J3.

Pools: Field, $9j; Jim Gray, $12: Tartar, *21; Estrella. $17, Books:
2S to I against Tartar, :! to 1 against Ingleside, 4 to 1 against Estrella, 5 to
1 against Juliette, and from 10 to 10 to l against each of the other ~. Pftrlfl

mutuels paid on Tartar straight $13.20; fora place 810.80; on Estrella
for a place, 314.60.

The Race—The flag fell to an excellent start, Hazel Kirke,

Tartar, aud Jim Grey, leading the bunch. Tartar shot to the

front in the first few strides, followed by Cuban Queen and
Estrella, and the leaders raced past the half in these posi-

tions. Going around the club-b.ouse turn the green jacket

and white sash of the Corrigan stables drew farther aud far-

ther away at every stride, and entering the stretch Tartar was
first by five lengths, with Cuban Queen still second, & neck
in front of Estrella, the field bunching behind them. Tartar

had the race won at this point and coming on he easily fin-

ished first by a length and a half, Estrella second, a half length

iu front of Jim Grey, which came with a terrible burst of

speed in the straight. Time, 1:03.

Second race—Purse, 5400; entrance Sin. logo to the Becond horse:

for all ages: maidens, If three yearn old. allowed T> pounds; If four
years, 10 poundB;if five years, 20 pounds. One tulle.

E. Corrigan's ch f Modesty, 4. by War Dance, dam Ballet, 113 lbs
Murphy 1

Howson & Dinsdale's b b Ji:n Douglas, aged, by Wildidle, dain To-

lone, 120 lbs Howson 2

John S. Shaw's ch in Katie Fletcher. 5, by Harry O'Fallon, dam Bet-
tie, 95 lbs Tanktrnly It

Bf. Young's b g Ten Booker, :*, 102 lbs W. Jones o

M. A. WaUlen'sb tuKedGirl,5, 1 1 R Iba McClellao
Time, 1:411.

Pools: Modesty, 5300; Jim Douglas, S190; field, |U. Books: 7 to 10
on Modesty, C to 6 agaiust Jim Douglas, 1*» to 1 against Ten Booker. 20

to 1 against Kate Fletcher, 2$ to 1 against Bed Girl. Paris mutuel- ]> lid

on Modesty straight, 38.GO; for a place, c'6 "JU; on Jim Douglas for a
place, 56.

The Race—When the drum tapped they were all well bunched
with the exception of Ten Booker, which was a length iu the

rear. Howson on Jim Douglas was slow in breaking nv.

Murphy sent Modesty off like a rocket. Going flroui

club-house she threw the dust in the eyes of her folk •

and at the quarter she was two leugths in front of

Fletcher, she a neck in front of Jim Douglas. 11
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riding the Californian on the back stretch, and at the half he

was second, a length in the rear of the War Dance mare,

with Katie Fletcher lapped on him to the saddle-girths, and

the others out of it. Around the saddle turn the pace was a

terrific one, aDd Douglas gained slightly on the leader, but

Fletcher hung to him like a leech, and would not be shaken

off. Entering the stretch Modesty led by a length, with

Douglas second and Fletcher lapped on him to the withers.

Coming home whip and steel were both used on Douglas and

Fletcher, but they could never catch the fleet and game
daughter of War Dance, which won the grandest race of the

year by a length from Jim Douglas, which beat Katie

Fletcher by a neck for the place.

The Boulevard Stakes—A sweepstakes for all apes; $25 each; §10 for-

feit- 5750 added; the second horse to receive $200 and the third $100 out of

the stakes. A winner in 1685 of two races of any value to carry o pounds;
of three or more races of any value, 7 pounds extra. Seventy nomina-
tions. One mile and a quarter.

E. Corrican's b g Freeland, 6, by Longfellow, dam Belle Knight, 117

lbs „. „ Murphy 1

E J Baldwin's b c Volant e, 3. bv (jriastead, dam Sister Anne. 112 lbs.
Holloway 2

31. Youuk's h>"c TroubadoVV 3,by Lisbon, dam Glenluine, 112 lbs.

M "S'ciingst c EootLlack '4 "i.:-: lbr. . W Jcues
\V. P. Hunt's chg John Davis, aged, 117 lbs Pishbnm
Marvin & Douglas' ch g Vales, 6, 117 lbs...- Spauldmg
B. A. Johnson^ b c Loftin, 4, 118 lbs Kelly

Time, 2:09.

Pools- Freeland, $200; Volante, $145: Loftin. $40; Troubadour, S30;

field, So. Books: Even monev Freeland, 2 to 1 against Volante, 6

to 1 each against John Davis an.l Bootblack. 7 to 1 against Troubadour, 8

to 1 against Loftin, and m to I against the field. Paris mutnels paid on
Freeland straight $10; for a place, $7.50; on Volante for a place, $S.2o.

The Race—The flag fell to an excellent start. Volante,

Bootblack and Freeland leading the bunch. At the stand

Volante was first by half a length, Bootblack second, Trouba-

dour third, Valet fourth, and Loften, John Davis and Free-

land rnnning neck-and-neck in the rear. Rounding the

clnb-house turn Bootblack drew up on even terms with

Volante, and passing the quarter he showed a neck in front

of the Californian, with Troubadour third and John Davis

fourth. Going to the half Volante and Bootblack raced on

even terms, with Troubadour third, and the others lapped on

him all in a bunch. On the stable turn Murphy moved up
with Freeland. and at the head of the stretch he was only a

half length behind the ualiforuian, with Bootblack in the

third place, and Troubadour fourth. A furlong from home
Freeland drew to the front, and won an easy race by two

lengths from Volante, which beat Troubadour by two lengths

for the place. Time, 2:09.

Jim Douglas Sold.

A telegram from Chicago reports that George Howson sold

Jim Douglas last Tuesday to Charles Johnson, of Durango,

Colorado, for §7,000. It was a good stroke of business for

both buyer and seller. George has done reasonably well

with the horse considering his winnings on the turf, and

the selling price, and the new owner has for a fair figure

secured a great racer and a horse that will unquestionably

prove valuable in the stud. Douglas is a veritable phenom-

ena in this, that he has run his greatest races without any

preparation, comparatively speaking. Withafewstronggallops

to open his pipes he is ready to run such a mile as will break

the hearts of nine-tenths of the horses that start against him-

He has been handled in that way probably on account of a

troublesome tenderness in his fore feet, but the impression

that he is a "short horse" is a mistake. He is full of stout blood,

and conditioned for a distance will stay with the best.

His pedigree is an aggregation of stayers: Norfolk, Wildidle.

Askland,° Idlewild, Lexington and Grey Eagle, honored

names in the racing calendar. Douglas traces twice to Lex-

ington, three times to imp. Glencoe, once to imp. Australian,

and once to Grey Eagle. A sire of his powerful mold, un-

questioned quality and rich breeding, can hardly fail to get a

high class of horses when mated with mares from which

such a result can be reasonably expected. We dislike to lose

old Jim from California. He has been a useful and reliable

racer and one of the pillars of that local pride that so deeply

stirs the bile of our friends on the other side of the Conti-

nent. We shall watch his career with interest and expect to

hear from him in due season.

Los Angeles Fair Association.

A party was talking horse the other evening in Cleveland,

when "Doc" Slosson told the story of Rarus 1

first appearance

in Cleveland and of the way in which he burst a combina-

tion: "It was in 1S76 that Ed Page started for the East,

Rarus, another horse, and 82,200 in money, "heeled" as he

supposed for the season. He came here with Rarus and §75
in money and without the other horse. It had gone where

bad tickets usually go. He went to work at the track and I

timed his big horse halves in 1 .OS and 1:09. 1 visited Page

in the orchard and found out how badly he was pushed. He
had been entered down the circuit in New York, but not

here. I entered him, kept my eye open, jumped down to

Sandusky, and won $400, first money in an SS00 purse. I

knew how fast Rarus was, and I and my friends backed him
to win until we stood to $5,000 or $6,000 out of the box.

The race came and Rarus lost the first two heats. Page
couldn't drive him, he was too light. Fred Kemberley got

out on the track and told the judges that if Rams was pro-

perly driven he could win. The judges ordered a change.

The gang wanted Charley Green to drive and save them, but

I didn't. I offered Doty (American Girl's driver) $100 to

win and $150 to drive. He accepted and was np when Green
came to drive. They got off, Rarus was well up and won
easily. The gang got scared and tried to fix Doty. He
wasn't fixable and referred them to me. I was seated in a

sulky in the orchard. The envoy offered to pay my tickets

and give Rarus first money. I mentioned my friends that

were in. No, they wouldn't pay their tickets. Then the

race must go on. It did. Rarus won the fourth heat. Then
I could have had all I wanted. I did not want it. Rarus
won the fifth heat and race, we cashed our tickets, and Page

left town with a famous horse and S2,700in cash."

New Hope, winner of the 2:30 pacing race at the late meet-

ing at Chicago, in which he gained a record of 2:16J, was
bought a year ago last Spring, off a farm in Iowa, for $S5.

Last year he started four times, winning twice, and closing

the season with a record of 2:35. He is now valued at S4,-

000.

On Thursday last Mr. Fred Bonner drove Edwin Forrest,

to top-wagon, on the track of the Driving Club of New York,

a mile in 2:20.\. It was a great performance. The entire

weight carried was 304A lbs. Mr. Fred Bonner is entitled to

the blue ribbon for top'wagon achievements. The half mile

of Lucy Cuyler, in 1 :05, and the mile of Edwin Forrest, in

2:201, are the best top- wagon feats. aDd the same hand was
the pilot on both occasions.

—

Turf, Field and Farm.

The Sixth District Association has at last been relieved

from an incubus that for years has handicapped it in more

ways than one. It took heroic treatment to remove the par-

asitical excrescence, but it has been accomplished, and we
congratulate the Directors on the success of their efforts.

The following report of the meeting of the Board, taken from

the Express of the 4th inst., recites the facts:

The Board of Directors of the Sixth District Agricultural

Association met on Friday last, July 3d, at the office of L.
Liehtenberger, pursuant to call.

Present—Messrs. Liehtenberger. Rose, Washburn and
Barretto.

J. C. Newton, of San Gabriel, a Director appointed by the
Governor, in the language of his commission, "vice William
Niles, removed for good and sufficient cause," appeared and
took his seat.

President Liehtenberger presented the following report,

which was ordered spread on the records of the Association,

in full:

Los Axgeles, June 29, 1SS5.

To the Board of Directors of the Sixth District Agricultural
Association:

Gentlemen: I desire to submit for yonr consideration the
followingstatement regarding the action had and conclusion of

a matter which has involved the Association in a grave diffi-

culty for several years. It is not necessary to go over the
whole history of the case at the present time, as that would
be wearisome and unprofitable, but a brief epitome is as
follows: In the early part of 1SS2, at a meeting of the Direc-

tors, J. E. Hollenbeck, O. W. Childs, and William Niles were
appointed a committee to procure a deed to the Park tract,

which had been purchased for the Association, the terms and
covenants of the instrument having been fully considered
and agreed upon, as shown by your records. Mr. Niles ob-
tained a deed of the premises, and without the knowledge or
consent of his associates, either on the committee or the
Board of Directors, placed the same on record. The provis-

ions of this deed were so decidedly and in
every particular the reverse of what was intended,
placing the Association where it could be defrauded
out of its valuable property, that steps were at once
taken to correct what was thought to have been a mistake. A
meeting was held and it was found that it was not a mistake,

but that William Niles, a Director, had intentionally procured
the aeed, and surreptitiously placed the same on record. For
this betrayal of the confidence reposed by the remaining
members of the committee, as also every subscriber to the

Association, and its unquestioned irregularity, there seemed
no remedy outside of the law; and a suit was rendered neces-

sary to obtain a decree of the court declaring the deed void
and to substitute the one first decided UDon. This suit was
begun on the 19th day of June, 18S3, entitled J. E. Hollen-
beck, etal vs. William Niles. I am pleased to state that the
suit is settled and dismissed, on the basis indicated by the
Board in aresolution adopted March 23d, 18S5. The Associ-
ation has deeded to Niles, as agreed, three one acre lots let-

tered on the map of the premises as W, X, and Y, and Niles
has assigned to the Association seven shares of stock; and a

deed securing the Park to the Association in perpetuity has
been executed and placed on record.

There is now on hand and subject to the order of the Board
seven shares of stock, and also twenty-one one acre lots re-

served in the deed for sale, the proceeds to be used to im-
prove the grounds.
This litigation and the trouble arising from it have been a

serious drawback to the Association, and the expenses at-

tending a heavy draft on its revenues; but I see no reason
why everything should not be pleasant and prosperous in the
future and the efforts of the Association fully seconded and
sustained by the public. Very respectfully yours,

L. Lichten'bek.gee, President.

On motion it was resolved that the annual Fair commence
on Tuesday, October 20th, and continue five days.
The folluwing committees were appointed:
On Speed Programme—Messrs. Rose, Newton and Waters.
On Premium List—Messrs. Barretto, Washburn, Kimball

and Cooper.
On motion the following resolution was adopted:

Resolved, That cash bids be invited for the privilege of sell-

ing pools for the Sixth District Agricultural Fair, to be held
October 20th to 24th inclusive. Parties will be required to

give security in the sum $10,000; all bids are to be addressed
to the Secretary of the Association on or before September
1st. The Association reserves the right to reject any or all

bids.

On motion the Secretary was directed to ascertain the cost
of repairing and enlarging the judges' stand at the Park and
report at the next meeting.
R. H. Hewitt was re-elected unanimously as Secretary for

the ensuing year.

The President and Secretary were instructed to take such
steps as may be required to place the wells at the Park in
proper condition.
On motion adjourned subject to the call of the President.

A hundred-mile race between Chas. Anderson, the Califor"

nia champion long-distance rider of the world, and three men
from the stock yards, took place at St. Louis last week, and
proved an easy affair for the visitor, as when the home team
had reached the half-way point both its men and horses were
played out, the Californian was two miles and three laps
ahead and going as well as at the start, so the sponge was
thrown up on the part of St. Louis. The times of the win-
ner were: Ten miles, 32 minutes, Anderson then being one
lap ahead; twenty miles, 1 hour and 2 minutes, Anderson
half a mile ahead; thirty miles, 1 hour and 37 minutes, and
Anderson a mile to the good; forty miles, 2 hours and 5 min-
utes, with the visitor two miles ahead, aod fifty miles, 2
hours and 25 minutes. Andersen completed fifty-two miles
in 2 hours and 42 minutes, and the St. Louis men then with-
drew. Of the latter, Fracks rode 21, Calligau IS, and Dun-
can 11 miles.

Among the late sales in Kentucky the followingis reported:
James B. Ferguson to J. Mackay, of Sacramento City, Cal., a
brown yearling colt, by Longfellow, dam Lucy Garnet, by
Endorser, second dam Tom Bowlings' dam. Price $1,000.

The second payment in colt stake** at tlie Stale Fair,
iwo, Hire? ami iour-ycar-oltU, is due on Wednesday next,
the 15ili Inst. Entries to the trolling stakes ol the
Washington Park Hub also close at the same flute.

Recollections of Sir Joseph Hawley.

To be described as the most successful sportsman of his
age, is a title that many a nobleman would barter his own
for. Yet it was honestly won by Sir Joseph Hawley, or
"dangerous Sir Joseph, "as he was called. Strange to say,,
this gentleman, who began life as an officer in the Lancers^
imbibed his taste for sporting in Italy, where he had taken
up his abode for a time somewhat* in the character of a
virtuoso, and his first experiences cf the tnrf were in running
a few platers against Italian racehorses. It was in 1S44 that
his cherry and black cap was first seen upon an English-
racecourse. His first marked success was winning the Oaks,
in 1S-47 with Miami. But he made a luckier hit when he
bought Mendicant from John Gully for 3,000 guineas, a bar-
gain which everybody derided, but which was destined to put.
a large fortune into the baronet's pocket.
Every one admits that the Derby of the Great Exhibition

year was one of the most sensational on record; all the
world was there, and it was the largest field until that time
had ever been seen on the Downs, consequently a peculiar
eclat was attached to the winner. Teddington, however, who,
with his dam, had been bought from a Stamford blacksmith
for £250, though run under Sir Joseph's name and colors,
was not his horse, but his pal's, J. M. Stanley's. Job Mar-
son, the jockey who rode, got two thousand, and presents
beside that amounted pretty nearly to another thou, for his
share; but the great bookmaker, Davis, is said to have lost
close on £100,000 by that day's work. '

The lucky baronet, however, came down a cropper at the
St. Ledger, where Newminster beat Aphrodite, and brought
a good many down with him, for there was such a geuerai
belief in his luck that every backer sou th of the Trent went for
him. It was a most exciting contest, and North and South,
fought each other as fiercely as though they had been aliens.
It was almost his only failure of a year, during which be
took the One Thousand, the Great Metropolitan, the Ascot,
the Great Yorkshire Handicap, and several others, by all of
which, being a heavy bettor, he made a pot of money.

His next lucky year was in 1S5S, when he won his second
Derby with Beadsman, the son of Mendicant, and netted
about £S0,000 in bets beside the stakes; he had previously-
won the Two Thousand with' Fitzroland. Wells was his.

jockey on both these occasions. The next year he again carried
off the "Blue Ribbon" with Musjid. a son of his old enemy,
Newminster. Ten years afterwards—in 186S, dangerous Sir
Joseph won his fourth Derby with the famous Blue Gown,
the grandson of the derided Mendicant; it was a well invested
£3,000, that first purchase. Strange to say, however,
though everybody went mad on Blue Gown* his owner
never fancied him, never laid a shilling upon him, and gave
the entire stakes, amounting to between five and six thou-
sand, to Wells, the jockey. Yet Blue Gown had given good
promise when, as a two-year-old he carried off the Cham-
pagne Stakes at Doneaster, with Wells' 9st. upon his back,
though the bverweight lost the stakes. When Wells came to
the scale, after the race, the other jockeys were on the watch.
Watson seized the beam, and appealed to one of the stew-
ards. Then the Admiral was summoned, and pronounced
against him. But the story, getting abroad, did more for
the horse's credit than if he had taken the stakes twice over.
Besides these, Blue Gown won the Clearwell in 1S67 and
the Ascot Cup in 1S68, yet such was his owner's prejudice
that he sold him to the Prussians in 1S70 for £5,600.
In 1S69 Sir Joseph had his revenge upon the North, when.

Pero Gomez, who had nearly takea the Derby that vear,
coming in second to Pretender, won the St. Leger." We
have recorded only a few of his successes. Among the best
known of his horses were Green Sleeve and Rosicrucian, by
which, in 1S67, he won the Middle Park Plate and the
Criterion Stakes. In his latter days he went in for turf
reform—preached against plunging, and strongly advocated
the abolition of two-year-old races, though he was running
for them himself as fast as ever all the time. He evidently
believed in the parson's maxim: "Don't do as I do; but do
as I tell you." * He died on April 20, 1872, and was to the
last an enthusiastic turfite.

Santa Cruz County Races.

The fourth annual meeting of the Santa Cruz County
Agricultural Fair Association will take place at the Bav View-
Driving Park, Santa Cruz, commencing Monday, August 10th,
and ending Friday, August 14th. The following speed pro-
gramme has been arranged:

First day—Trotting race; purse, $400; for horses that have
never beaten three minutes. Trotting race; purse, $200; free
for all horses owned in the District—2:40 class.

Second day—Trotting race; purse $500; for horses that
have never beaten 2:27. Trotting race; purse, $150; free for
all horses owned in the District that have never beaten three
minutes.
Third Day—Pacing race; purse. $400—2:20 class. Trot-

ting race; purse, $150; for horses that have never beaten 2:50,
owned in the District.

Fourth Day—Trotting race; purse, £400; for horses that
have never beaten 2:40. Running race'; purse, $150; free for
all; half mile and repeat.

Fifth Day—Trotting race; purse, $500; free for all horses
that have never beaten 2:22. Trotting race; purse, $250;
open to Albert W., Vanderlyn, James H. and Arab.

The thoroughbred stallion, imp. Young Prince, died at the
stables of Jewell Bros, San Rafael, on AVednesdav the
1st inst. An autopsy revealed fntty degeneration of the
heart as the disease that carried him off. Young Prince was
foaled in 1S70 and imported from England in 1S77, by Mr.
M. C. Fisher, of San Rafael, who owned him when he died.
His rare breeding was considered in these columns recently.

McLaughlin has been particularly successful in the Coney
Island Derby. In 18S0, '81, 'S2 and 'S3 ho rode Luke Black-
burn, Hindoo Ruuuyinede and Barnes, all winners; in 1SS4,
he did not have a mount, and this year, on Joe Cotton, he
made a dead heat with Pardee—a remarkable showing for
five years.

Johnson, the pacing king, is less nervous than he was a
year ago, and the hope is entertained that he will lower his
record of 2:06}. He is getting into good shape on the Mid-
way track at St. Paul.

The trotting mare. Twinkle, by Echo, owned by the
Messrs. Tenueut, of Pinole, is in foal with a catch colt, and
has been turued out.

The Rancho del Bio sale of yearling thoroughbr-Js »•.// ah*

place at iSnrramento Thursday next, the 16th inst., at tkt

stables of C. H. Shear, opposite Agricultural Park.
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St. Louis Pair.

We are in receipt of advance sheets of the programme of

the St. Louis Fair, to be held on Oct. 5th to 10th inclusive.

Premiums for competitions in the amphitheatre ring, and
purses and added money for the trotting and pacing purses
and stakes, to be decided on the new mile track, aggregate
$26,625. Of this amount $S,275 is offered for the various
amphitheatre classes, $14,500 is offered in purses for speed
contests, and $2,S50 is added to trotting stakes.

On the opening day $1,040 will be given to the amphithe-
atre classes as follows: Saddle horses, $345; boys' pony race,

$30; light harness horses, $630; mule race, $35.
The classes and premiums for the secondday's competition

in the amphitheatre ring are as follows: Mules, $150; jacks
and jennets, $105; Mornians and Percherons, $320; Clydes-
dale and English draft breeds.. $320; roadsters in buggy or
road wagon, $150; roadsters in harness, $225; mule races,

§35; a total of $1,305.
The third day's amphitheatre classes and premiums are:

Normans and Percherons, $195; Clydesdales and English
draft breeds, $195; matched horses, $S15; horses of all work,
$445; a total of $1,650.

The only general class that will be exhibited in the arena
on the fourth day will be roadsters in harness. This has six

sub divisions, for which $1,135 are offered. A hurdle race

for mules, with $70 divided between the first, second and
third swells the total for the day to $1,205.
On the fifth day $1,070 will be distributed in the arena as

follows: Horses of all work, $350; light buggy horses, $395;
barouche or coupe horses, $150; park hoTses, $175.
Two thousand dollars will be awarded to the amphitheatre

classes on Saturday. Of this the thoroughbreds will get $S20,

the best saddle horse, $150; road stallions, with five of get

of any age or sex, $1,000, and boys' ponies under 14 hands, $30.

No entrance will be charged to the amphitheatre classes,

the judging of which will begin as 9 a. m. each day.
There will be two races on the track each day, excepting

the fourth Thursday, when there will be three. The usual
•entrance of 10 per cent, will be charged to the purse events,

which will close Sept. 15th, and which are so liberal and
judiciously arranged that the very best trotters and pacers on
the turf may be confidently expected to compete for them.
The programme is as follows:

Mondav, Oct. 5th—3:00 class, purse, $1,000; 2:30 class,

$1,500.
Tuesday, Oct. 6th—2:25 class, purse, $1,500; Osage Stakes,

for two-year-olds, $50 entrance, $500 added; mile heats, 2 in

3; closed April 15th with 25 entries.

Wednesday, Oct. 7th—Free for all pacers, purse $2,000;

2:35 class, purse, $1,000.

Thursday, Oct. 8th—Gasconade Stakes, for three-year-olds,

$60 entrance, $600 added, mile heats, 3 in 5, closed April

15th with 25 entries; free for all stallions, purse, $2,500;

Missouri Stakes, for five-year-olds, $100 entrance, with $1,000

added, mile heats, 3 in 5, closed April 15th with 13 entries,

including Hinda Eose, Sallie Benton. Epaulette and Elvira.

Friday, Oct. 9th—2:20 class, purse $1,500; 2:40 class, purse

$1,000.
Saturday, Oct. 10th—Free for all, purse $2,500; Mississippi

Stakes, for four-year-olds, $75 entrance, $750 added, mile

heats, 3 in 5, closed April 15th with 16 entries.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns,
mail or telegiaph.

No replies

B.H.N., Gilroy.
Will you be so kind as to decide in your columns, for the

benefit of all interested, a race made and terminating as fol-
lows: A and B make a match race for $250 a side, to be
trotted on July 4, 1SS5. During the interim both horses meet
with accidents and become lame. B wishes to draw the
money. A refuses so to do, and comes to the score according
to stipulation. Judges are chosen by both parties, and A"s
horse is ordered up for a start, while B does not bring his
horse upon the track. A's horse before getting to the score
kicks and breaks a sulky shaft, is rehitched to a road cart,
again kicks and falls, but eventually comes to the wire and
gets the word go, and trots around the track alone. What
ought to be the decision of said judges in this complicated
affair?

Answer—We cannot see how there could be any question
in such a case. A walks over for the money and is entitled
to receive it. The judges should declare the horse walking
over winner of the race and stakes. All matches become
play or pay when the money is deposited with the stake-
holder.

Keally old Hennie Farrow did well for the Californians,
and she has made a name second to no broodmare in Amer-
ica. Before she left Pelham Bridge she foaled Privateer, as
game a horse as ever carried silk, and Mimi, the dam of
Kinglike and Mikado. In California she got Mollie McCarty,
Shannon, Electra, Ralston, and Flood. Mollie McCarty as a
racer and as the dam of Fallen Leaf, Electra as the dam of
Hidalgo and Winnifred, and Shannon and Flood as sires are
making old Hennie's dams brighter than ever in stud history.

It is not a little curious that both Tyrant and Hidalgo are
from the same family, both coming from Madame Bosley, the
dam of Gamma, Madame Bosley being the 4th dam of Hidal-
go, and the oth dam of Tyrant.

—

N. Y. Spirit.

The professional tipsters are a queer lot, scarcely any two

of them giving the same horses as winners. They come up

smiling every day with, "Gave you five winners out of six

yesterday, genl'men," "Every winner of the day but one,"

etc. Their names, real or assumed, are also decidedly

unique. For instance, "Lucky Uncle Cal.. gents, here you
have "em," looks, judging from his wardrobe, as if he had
hardly harmonized with his name in his ventures; "Here's

Pie-ator, gents,- you want to get him. He's de lad dat knocks
all the rest out!" "Yar you is, gents, git 'Rank, the only

original Rank!'" howls a sooty African. "Eight winnersand
five seconds in two days. Only ten cents!" Judging from
the speaker's outward appearance the sum mentioned would
be a veritable gold mine to him. Last of all comes the "old

man," as his confreres call him, who briefly announces him-
self as "Badrich 'ere," "Badrich, gents." Truly the knowl-

edge of these gentry is amazing, but as an old race-goer aptly

remarked, "There's a pigeon born every half hour," and so

the harvest is reaped.

—

Sporting World.

Dan McCarthy will have an auction sale of horses on Thurs-
day, the 23d inst., at the Car Stables, corner of Steiner and
Turk streets. The sale will be peremptory, and on a liberal

credit, as he is too heavily stocked for these dull times, and
has determined to close out. Catalogues may be had on ap-
plication to Eillip & Co., the auctioneers, 116 Montgomery
street.

Pierre Lorillard says he has by no means given up racing
in England, and that should he ever develop a colt worth
sending abroad he will engage him heavily. Mr. Lorillard

thinks of engaging his gray yearling colt, brother to Chimera,
by Mortemer—Lizzie Lucas, in the Derby and St. Leger of

1SS7, and a few others as well.

Mr. S. S. Walker, of Salt Lake, the new owner of Romero,
announces his intention of putting the gray gelding in train-

ing at once.

The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.
Star i*) indicates close season.

-- - ^ z

Quail
Partridge
Rail
Grouse
Doves
Slale Deer
Female Deer...
Spotted Fawn.
Antelope
Elk
Salmon

,

Trout

Trotting1 at "Yreka.

July 3d—Purse S100; 3:00class.

Odometer, b s by Altamont—Dr. H.D.Robertson 1 1 1

Mike, b s—Jas. Sutherland 2 2 2

Ab., b s—A. D. Richards 3 3 3

Time3:Wi, 3;10, 2:572.

July 4tb—Purse $150: free-for-all.

Lady Clyde, ch m—Jas. Evans 1 1 1

Alta, b m—I*. Swan 2 2 2

Time 2:13, 2:39-h 2:43.

Pacing Match at Sacramento.

AoRicrLTTTBAL Paek, Julv 6th—Match for $200.

Foss, eg—W. F. Smith
Pedro.br g—\V. Y. Showier

Time,2:45, 2:47,2:38, 2;40M.

L. L. Dorsey's success with Epaulet does not diminish his

admiration for the Golddusts, nor shake his faith in their

ablility to beat the world. He authorizes the statement that

he has four of the get of Zilcadi Golddust, two years old,

which he will match to trot nest season as three-year-olds

against any equal number of same age of the get of any other

one stallion in the country. Zilcadi Golddust was got by

Old Golddust, out of Rosalind, by imported Scythian.

A friend in Chicago writing under date of June 29th, adds

the following postscript to his letter: John Kelly drove Kate

Allen, J. L. Lav's bay pacing mare, mile heats, Sunday morn-

ing on the Chicago Driving Track, with twenty-five days'

handling, first mile without a skip or wobble, 2:22J; second

mile, the same way, in 2:20. How is that for a greenone?

The Rancho del Bio sale of yearling thoroughbreds will

lake place at Sacramento Thursday next, the 16th iusl., at the

stable o/C. H. Shear, opposite Agricultural Park.

The second payment in colt states at tlie State Fair,

two, three and Jonr-year-olds, is due on Wednesday next.

the 15th inst. Entries to the trotting stakes ot the

Washington Park Club also close at the same date.

BOWING.

The regatta at Long Bridge, which was conducted under

the auspices of the Fourth of July Committee, was very well

attended, and was altogether a marked success. The man-

agement are to be complimented on the perfection of their

arrangements, and the punctuality with which each event

came off at the advertised time. The referee was E. P.

McCarthy, and Messrs. Griffin and Price acted as judges.

Ths first race was the single-scull professional contest for

$100, and the championship of the Pacific Coast. For some
reason or other, several who had entered their names for the

race failed to show up, and onlyT. Flynn and Wm. Growney
put in an appearance when time was called. The former

won by three lengths in 15 minutes 30 seconds, having rowed
throughout with excellent judgment, keeping the race well

in hand, and showing beyond the shadow of a doubt that he

was much the better man. Mr. Flynn is a member of the

Pioneer, and Mr. Growney of the Ariel Club. The ama-

teur single scull race for a 825 trophy was won by A. Tuekey,

of the Tritons, with Long of the Pioneerssecond, two lengths

behind. For the professional four-oar barge race (prize §100)

the Pioneer, Dolphin, South End and Golden Gate Clubs each

entered a crew, and considerable money was laid on the re-

sult, the South Ends being chief favorites, though not a few

backed the Dolphins for first place. The race was exceed-

ingly well contested, the Pioneers beating the Dolphins for

second place, and running the South Ends very close for the

purse, the latter winning only by a short length.. The
amateur barge race was between crews of the Golden Gate

and South End Clubs. Tn consequence of the

stroke of the South Ends having some trouble with

his slide, and ceasing rowing almost at the start, that crew

was thrown back and for a time it looked as if the Golden

Gates were to be easy winners, as they rowed a very steady

stroke and well togetner. After the turn the South Ends
overhauled the Tritons and gradually passed them, making
it exceedingly hot for the Golden Gates at the finish. The
latter apparently won, but, on claims of a foul being lodged

by both the South Ends and Tritons, the referee decided

that the race be rowed over again to-morrow at half-past ten

o'clock in the forenoon.

The Master Mariners' regatta was very successfal. There

were two flag prizes awarded, one for round bottom schooners

and the other for scows. Second-class vessels were also

awarded a prize for the fastest time made by them- Tbe
course was from the stakeboat off the new Howard street

wharf, to and around a stakebuoy off Hunter's Point; thence

around the stakeboat near the wharf at Alameda; thence to

and around a stakeboat off the Presidio, and returning to a

stakeboat off the west end of section A of the seawall. Tbe

distance over the course, not counting tacking, was about

twenty-two miles. Captain N. Iverson was umpire. Tbe
jodges were Captains B. Bundersen and O. Matsen. The

Fannie Hyde won the schooner trophy in two hours forty

minntes and fifty seconds, while the Nettie carried off the

scow trophy, making the distance in two hours, fifty-niue

minutes, fifty-eight seconds. The Gualala ran the Fannie

Hyde very close for the schooner championship, and, for a

time, it was thought that she had won but the judges decided

in favor of the latter.

The Whitehall regatta was from Union Wharf, around Blos-

som rock to Meiggs' Wharf, to a stakeboat off Fort Point and

back to the finish at Meiggs' Wharf. Twenty boats entered

and the five prizes were awarded in the following order:

First, the Stewart Menzies; second, the Captain Sennett;

third', the Carmalita; fourth, the Jersey Lily; fifth, the Com-

modore Allen. Several accidents occurred in the course of

the race but with no serious results.

The much talked of match between Lambert and Pierson,
which was to have come off at Bird's Point on Saturday,
turned out a fiasco for some unexplained, but probaby
not inexplicable reason. There seemed to have been gross
carelessness exhibited in advertising the event, for a consid-
erable number of people expected it to come off at San Bruno,
while others understood that it was to take place at Bird's

Point. Bird was among the latter number, and made elab-

orate preparations for the expected crowd of sports in the

way of pigeons, luncheon, etc. Lambert was the only com-
petitor who put in an appearance on the ground, and he coolly

intimated to the expectant and impatient crowd that the

match was off. He vouchsafed no explanation whatever.
The opinion was somewhat freely expressed by the disgruntled

visitors that the whole affair "from the ground up" was,

to put it mildly, a "sell." Lambert is a market-hunter of

some years' standing and practice, and the sportsman of ordi-

dinary judgment and information would be prepared to back
him against a man like Pierson, who is virtually by compari-

son an amateur, to any amount within reason. Whether
this prospective superiority of one man over the other was at

the bottom of the misunderstanding which caused the match
to fall through we do not venture to decide, but for more
than one reason it is to be wished that, in similar cases in the

future, the inevitable (because presumably preconcerted

hitch will be arranged to come off in time enough efore the)

dateagreed on, to prevent disappointment either to the caterer

or the public.

Crittenden Kobinson was said to hare received some days
ago, a challenge from a gentleman in Philadelphia, on behalf
of an unknown, to shoot a pigeon match for virtually unlim-
ited stakes, in Philadelphia, some time next year, and Mr.
Kobinson responded in a card to the daily papers, criticising

the bad taste of the challenge, repudiating the idea of making
money by his gun, yet finally agreeing to accept the
challenger's terms on condition that San Bruno be substi-

tuted for Philadelphia as the scene of operations. We should
be sony to suspect Mr. Kobinson of having been duped by
some practical joker, and still more so to think him capable
of making an ingenious bid for cheap popularity and gratis

advertising, but we are free to own that the challenge seems
to us sufficiently absurd to warrant either supposition—in

the case of any other man than Mr. Kobinson. If we do not
very seriously mistake, we have heard the last of the pro-'

posed match for "31,500, or as much more as may be desired.'

At Sau Bruno, only local shots put in appearance on the
Cunningham flats on Sunday. They made up a sweepstake
which was won by Cnrtis with 10 kills out of the dozen.
The conditions were $5 entrance, 30 yards rise, SO yards
boundary, and Hnrlingham rules. Thereafter Conley, who
had only secured S birds out of his dozen in the sweep, was
matched for a purse of $20 against Curtis, to shoot at 6 pairs

of double birds, 30 yards rise, and he won by a score of 11 to 9.

The Lincoln Gun Club will hold a clay pigeon tournament
to-morrow, at Colma, while a match between Kobinson and
Fuller will come off on the same day at San Bruno.

CRICKET.

What is virtually, though not nominally, the opening match

of the season, will be phyed to-day, on the grounds of the

Olympic Club, Oakland, the rival teams being chosen from

the Occidents and Merions. An unusually interesting match

is expected, and it may be observed en passant, that it is

somewhat surprising to find in this city so many Englishmen

who occupy such prominent positions, both in social and

business circles, who, nevertheless, show not the slightest

degree of interest in the perpetuation of their national game.

We are free to admit that we do not envy the feelings of

those gentlemen, nor do we wonder that the finger of what

very much resembles scorn is pointed at them by others than

their own countrymeu. To place onr individual opinion on
record, we should feel like saying that it surprises us very

much indeed to find that not only is there no entry on the

books of either the Merion oi Occident Clubs of the name of

the British consul, his vice, or any other of the representa-

tives of her Britannic Majesty in this port. There are other

leading men whose names earn an unenviable notoriety

by their absence, whose sign-manual we should
have liked to see preceding a handsome sum in

sterling coin for the support of the national game of

old England. We hope that a speedy reference on their part

to this derelict item in the sum total of their duty to the

mother conntry, will obviate the necessity of further

remark on the subject. We own to entertaining a strong

wish that the game should live and flourish in oar city, and
we expect to see this hope bncked up iu a substantial manner
by those who ought, for national reasons, to be interested.

In to-day's match the Occidents' eleven will be s' lected

from the following: Deane, Aitken, Carr, Gordon, Pnrdy,

Sanderson, Kip, Waterman, Cookson, Waddington. Knot,
Sherrott, De Golia and Cavill. We have not been able to

learn the names of the players who will wield the b .

the Merions.
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STABLE AND PADDOCK.
The Patriarch of the Trotters.

[American Cultivator.]

The blood of imported Messenger is acknowledged by all

to be the great fountain head of the American trotter. Mes-

senger was bred by John Pratt, Newmarket, England, foaled

in 1"S0, brought to this country and landed in Philadelphia

in 178S, aud died upou the premises of Mr. Townsend Cook
on Long Island, N. Y., January 28th, 1S20, having made not

les-' cnan nineteen seasons in the stud.

Fortunately his merits were appreciated from the first, aud
he left a very numerous progeny from the best mares in this

country, among which were several sous kept for stock pur-

poses. In the history of Messenger no mention is made of

his trotting gait, anil none of his sons or daughters acquired
distinction npon the trotting turf, a fact probably due to the

absence of such sports at that early day, however, rather than

a lack of capacity. Among the large number of sons of Mes-
senger kept for stock purposes but few ever produced trotters

of note. Old Topgallant, the most wouderful trotter of his

time, was bv Coriander, a son of Messenger, his dam being a

daughter of Bishop's Hambletouian, auotber of Messenger's

sons. In his early years Topgallant was a very fast runner
for a half-mile, and his trotting capacity was not discovered

until he was fourteen years old. When twenty-two years old

he won a braising race of four-mile heats to saddle, best two
in three, against Whalebone. The latter won one heat and
another was declared dead, but the grand old hero fought it

out without flinching, and finally scored a victory over his

plucky competitor, which was thirteen j'ears his junior. The
time of the four heats was 11:16, 11:0b', 11:17, and 12:15 re-

spectively, making tbe time of the sixteen miles forty-five

minutes and rifty-four seconds, an average of 2:52J to the

mile. Two years later, when twenty-fonr years old, he won
second money in a race of three-mile heats, against seven of

the best trotters then upon the turf, and the week following
beat Whalebone in a three-mile-heat race. The great trainer,

Hiram Woodruff, spoke of Old Topgallant as "one of the best

and stoutest trotters that ever looked through a bridle."

Whalebone was also very fast for that early-day. He was
by Bishop's Hambletoniau, his dam being by Coffin's Mes-
senger, son of imported Messenger, giving him
the same proportion of Messenger blood as
Topgallant. Paul Pry was another distinguished old-time

trotter, got by Mount Holly, son of Messenger, from a daugh-
ter of Bishop's Hambletouian. Bull Calf and Screwdriver
also figured conspicuously upon the turf about the same time

as those above mentioned. Both were by YoungCommander,
son of Commander, hy imported Messenger, and Screwdriver's

dam was also by Mount Holly, by Messenger. Sir Peter,

by Bishop's Hambletonian, was upon the aTena about the

same time as the others, and was among the best of his day.
Among the other early trotters of Messenger descent were

Dread, Sally Miller, Columbus, Daniel D. Tompkins, Fanny
Pullen, Chancellor, Lady Kate, Betsey Baker, Comet and
Ephraim Smooth. The above comprise most of the trotters

of note got by Messenger's sons and grandsons. Ouly two of

these sons seem to have possessed the trotting instinct to an
extent sufficient to carry it forward and impart it to their off-

spring so strongly as to enable them to found a family of

trotters. These two were Mambrino and Bishop's Hamble-
tonian. The former was a bright bay, with small star aud
one white hind ankle. He stood sixteen hands strong, and
although inheriting the color of his dam, which he trans-

mitted with great uniformity, in shape and general appear-
ance he resembled his sire, his bones and joints being a trifle

large. His head was long and bony, and his ear was large,

but not dull nor heavy. He was a little high upou his legs,

and his general appearance was coarse. He was thorough-
bred, his dam being by imported Sour Krout, from a daughter
of imported Whirligig.

Bishop's Hambletonian, orig'ually called Hamiltonian,
was a dark bay, standing about 15.2, a trifle coarse abuutthe
head and neck, but, according to good judges, possessing a
biek, loin and quarter as good as were ever put ou a horse,
with bone and substance enough to draw a plow. He was
also thoroughbred, his dam being Pheasant, by imported
Shark, from a daughter of imported Medley. By mauy
Bishup's Hambletonian has been considered the best son of

Messenger. Individually he may have been superior to any
other, bnt, judged by their progeny, Mambrino towers so far

above him that there is no comparison between the two, as
anyone can see by studying the records and acquainting
themselves with the history of their progeny. The best
entire son of Bishop's Hambletoniau was Harris' Hamble-
tonian, which got the pacer Hero (2:201), Lady Shannon
(2:28J), Sontag (to wagon 2:31) and GreenMountain Maid (to

wagon 2:34). Harris' Hambletonian left but one sonthatever
produced a 2:30 performer. He was known as Parris' Ham-
bletonian. The only trotter of note got by Parris' Hamble-
tonian was Joker (2:22i.)

Parris' Hambletonian, although a good horse, got neither
sons or daughters honored with representatives in the 2:30
list. Harris' Hambletonian was a horse of great merit and
has acquired much greater renown through the pro eny of
his daughters than through that of his sons. He got the
dams of Annie G. (2:28), John Stewart (2:30), Major Edsall
(2:29), Nelly Holcomb (2:28), Panic (2:28), and Sea Foam
(2:24£). He also got the dams of Young Columbus, sire of
eleven 2:30 performers; Cuyler, with four in the 2:30 list;

Superb, three of whose get have reached the charmed circle;

Alexander's Normau, sire of Lulu (2:15), and May Queen
(2:20); the Morse Horse, sire of Grey Eddy (2:30), also sire of
Alexander's Norman; Woodward's Ethan Allen, sire of Prince
Allen (2:27); Major Edsall, sire of Kobert McGregor (2:17*),
and the Benson Horse, sire of Lew Pettee (2:29). The
second dam of Strathmore, sire of Santa Claus (2:17), and
fourteen others that are found in the 2: )0 list, was a daugh-
ter of Harris' Hambletonian, as was also the second dam of
Milhmau's Bellfounder, sire of seven 2:30 trotters. The
dam of Happy Medium, a horse now honored with twenty-
two representatives with records of 2:30 or better, was by
Andrus' Hambletonian, he by Judson's Hambletouian, son of
Harris' Hambletonian. There are doubtless many others of
note—that do not now occur to miud—whose dams were
descendants of this uoted sou of Bishop's Hambletonian.
Mambrino got three sons, each of which produced other

sons that founded three distinguished families of trotters.
These were Abdallah, sire of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, several
of whose sons possessed the trotting inslinct to a degree that
enabled them in turn to found uoted families of trotters:
Mambrino Paymaster, sire of Mambrino Chief, and Almack,
sire of Gnnoell's Chumpion, which got Scobey's Champion,
founder of the Champiou family.
A careful examination of the "tables, and an analysis of the

breeding of all the trotters fouud in the 2:30 list, will show
that nearly half of the entire number trace directly back to

Mambrino, son of imported Messenger, which is conclusive
evidence that his speed-producing qualities were far superior
to those of any other of Messenger's sons.
Engineer and Winthrop Messenger were sons of Messenger

whose names occur frequently iu trotting pedigrees. Engi-
neer 2d, son of Engineer, got the famous trotter Lady Suf-
folk (2:264), and several other trotters of note. Engineer 2d
also got the dam of Millimau's Bellfounder, sire of the black
gelding B. B. (2:23A), and six others that have beaten 2:30;
and Young Engineer, sou of Engineer 2d, got the dam of
Gideon, sire of Ezra L. (2:211J, aud several other fast ones,
as well as the dam of a number of likely trotters. The dam
of Almack, above mentioned, was a daughter of Engineer.
Winthrop Messenger got the Maine-bred trotters Daniel D.

Tcmpkins, with a three-mile saddle record of 7:59, and
Fanny Pulleu, with a two-mile record of 5:17£. The latter

was the dam of the ''iucomparable Trustee." the first trotter

to cover twenty miles inside of an hour, a feat which he ac-

complished in 59:354. Winthrop Messenger is credited with
being the sire of Witherell Messenger, which got Belle o;

Portland (2:26); also the Morrow Horse, sire of Belle Strick-

land, whose dam was by Witherell Messeneer, as were the
dams of Charles K. (2:27), Falmouth Boy (2:294), Fleetwood
(2:29), King Willam (to wagon 2:35), Startle (2:26A), Wallace
(2:29i) and W.H. Taylor (2:29^). Winthrop Messenger also
got the dam of the Eatnn Horse, sire of Stranger (2:30)

and Sheppard F. Knapp (24-tniIe record of 6:14, which is at

the rate of abont 2:29 3-5 to tbe mile). Sheppard F. Kuapp
got Sheppard Knapp, Jr. (2:27|). The Eaton Horse got the
dams of J. G. Morrill (2:29), Lothair (2:29-0 and Sam Curtis
(2.28).

A single strain of Messenger blood tracing back through
his speed-produciug sons, Mambrino, Bishop's Hambleton-
ian, Winthrop Messenger or Engineer, would be considered
of much greater value in a pedigree than several Messenger
crosses running back through those sons whose progeuy
was never distinguished for speed. So, too, a single strain

of Mambrino blood coming tbrongh Rysdyk's Hambletonian,
Mambrino Chief or Scobey's Champion, would add more to

the value of an untried brood or stock horse than a half-

dozen crosses of Mambrino blood coming through those
lines which have failed to produce trotting speed.
By carefully noting the course pursued by successful

breeders, and analyzing tbe blood hues of their stock, the
shrewd young beginner can soon learn the combinations
sought by those of mature years, who always endeavor
to keep well within the speed-producing lines, selecting
both sire and dam with reference to the success of their an-
cestors in producing trotters, rather than to the given num-
ber of strains of Messenger, Diomed, Bashaw, Morgan or pac-
ing blood which they may possess, and always striving to

reach the fountain head through those channels that have
produced the highest rate of speed with the greatest
uniformity.

Thoroughbred Crosses With Clyde Mares.

Contagious Sore Mouth.

I promised to write about that most interesting subject,

breeding Clyde mares to thoroughbred stallions. It has

attracted a good deal of attention lately because, as we see in

every direction, the demand for large and at the same time

stylish carriage horses is greatly in excess of the supply, and
as there is not at present any distinct breed of that kind, we
must get it by judicious crossing. Mr. Douglas and myself

have apparently come to the same conclusions about it inde-

pendent of one another. I also heard that a friend of mine in

England had last year bought some Clyde mares to breed to
a thoroughbred stallion, as I did myself at the same time. I
have lately written to him, and hope to hear from him in
reply before lung. Crossing is not in itself objectionable, for
as a rule, the offspring is healthier and stronger thau when
both parents belong to the same variety, and the sad results
of close interbreeding are well-known. In my last letter I
stated that from a careful study of our most scientific men
who have written on the subject, and from my own observa-
tions on horses aud other domesticated animals, I recognized
a great deal of truth in Walker's theory of inter-marriage,
when he says that the organs of both parents are not blended
but communicated in distinct series, the only modifications
which the organs so commnuicated undergo beingchiefly and
altogether such as are necessary to harmouj of action and
such as are produced by difference of sex, one parent giving
the locomotive aud the other the nutritive system. I stated
that from my own observations I believed that the locomo-
tive system was derived from the parent who from somereason
or another was the most prepotent, and that the oldest and
best established breeds were more prepotent than those of
more recent date or mixed blood. Bu t this rule
which I thiuk I will prove by illustrations, is

subject to occasional exceptions, due probably to the
respective state of health and condition of the animals at the
time of pairing, perhaps also to age or other causes as yet u o-

known. In accordance with those principles, as I look
upon tbe thoroughbred as the best variety in our possession,
and I expect him from his long pedigree to be the most pre-
poteut, I select him as a sire. For the dam I
select Clyde for their beautiful proportions, and
because the breed, if not so long established as the
thoroughbred, is now a fixed and well defined one. I look to

her for the nutritive system; she is larger, and the female
parent generally governs the size of the fcetus; she is more
quiet aud a better nurse, and as the organs of either parent
undergo a modification sufficient to harmony of action, her
more lofty action ought to correct to a certaiu extent the low,
diiisy-cuttiug motion of the thoionghbred. Such a cross, if

successful, as I hope it will be, ought to be a very valuable
one. For the larger, high, heavy carriages of the noble and
wealthy families of London and other large cities of the world
a big horse and at the same time stylish is required aud hard
to Hud. A choice pair will readily command from three to
five thousand dollars, and sometimes more. Iu the event of

the hor.se not being sufficiently stylish to command such high
figures he will still be a very useful aud valuable oue. Power-
ful enough for any farm work, he can earn his living for one or
two years until he is finally disposed of to reach his ultimate
destination, and if not stylish enough for a tip-top price will

still be iu great demand at remunerative prices for many other
purposes—omnibuses, grocery or express wagons, etc., etc.,

wheie his greater activity derived from his sire and great
power derived from his dam will make him a most desirable
acquisition. I have alrea ly two colts by Milesian out of Clyde
mares, and although it would be premature to attempt to pre-
dict what animals only a few days old will ultimately be, I

thiuk I see enough to make me believe that I will not be dis-

appoiuted, I said I would give illustrations in support of
the ideas I have propounded, bnt this letter is quite long
enough already, and I will reserve the sequel for your next
issue.

—

H. QuetlonSt, George, intheCanadian Breeder.

Of late there has appeared in the vicinity of New York, in
large stables, a diseased condition of the months of horses
that has given considerable trouble to utteodauts. In the
racing stables at Sheepshead Bay aud Brighton Beach this
form of trouble has assumed the form of an epizootic.
Numerous complaints of horses being off their feed, of their
inability to drink, and slobbering from the mouth have
reached us, which, upon examination, has revealed the true
source of trouble to be a form of apthie, or thrush of the
mouth. The history, so far as we can learn, of this trouble,
is that it first made its appearance about one month "ago in
some of the stables at Sheepshead Bay, since which time it
has spread to the neighboring stables, and now there are
comparatively few stables at this track but what are troubled
with this form of disease, iu either a mild or aggravated form.
Not ..uly are the horses at Sbeepshea'd Bay affected, but we
fin.l those at Brighton Beach, who have formerly stabled at
Sheepshead Bay, or have been brought there on race days
tu be similarly affected- The result of our examination has
revealed, as the true source of trouble, to be * varietv of
apthse, or thrush of the mouth, and, from the history, to be
of a contagious type. The symptoms are, on the part of the
animal, first, a disinclination to feed. The horse in the early
stages seems to want to eat, but is afraid to. An increased
flow of saliva from the mouth then attracts the attention of
attendants, and on examining the mouth it will be found
that the membranes are increased in redness, and small crops
of blisters are found scattered over the membranes of tbe
mouth. Some will be found on the under side of tbe tongue,
at the attached portion of the same, aTouud the gums, and
upon the roof of the mouth, or the cheeks. The blebs and
blisters vary in size from that of a pea to a ten-cent piei-e*
This stage is found to last for from 24 to 72 hour.*, when the
blisters burst and leave raw and ulcerated snrfaces on the
tongue, gums, or cheeks, which are very painful, and 'eaves
the animal disinclined to either eat or drink, owiDg to the
pam produced in the act, but seems to like to wash his
mouth in a pail of water. As to the causes of this trouble
they are varied. It is kuown to rise from the irritation pro-
duced in cutting through the gums of the permanent teeth.
Again, it is often produced by mustard seed in hay. or hav
not properly cured (that may have become musty) can pro"-
duce it. Some writers claim that it is transmissible from
cattle to the horse, but whatever may have been the cause of
it, those cases that we have seen "are of a mild form, and
while it has been proven to be of a contagious type, yet it is
of such a mild character that owners need have no fears of
fatal consequences so long as the disease does not become
complicated. As to the treatment of those cases we would
recommend proper sanitary precautions to prevent the spread
of the trouble; isolate the sick from the healthy, and pails,
bridles, halters, and stable utensils to be kept clean; carbol-
ized water sprinkled around the stables, and a bucket of
water containiug one of the following powders kept constantly
before the animal so that he may lave his mouth with it:
Chlorate potash, two ounces; powdered borax, one ounce;
mix. Tbe mouth can three or four times a day be swahbed
out with a sponge tied on the end of a stick, aud wetted with
the following lotion: Powdered alum, half an ounce; carbolic
acid, one drachm; water, one pint; mix. And the edges of
the ulcerated spots toucfied with the solid stick of nitrate of
silver once a day. The disease will as a rule run its course
in from ten to fifteen days.—Dr. Finlay in iV. T. Sportsman.

Rearing Colts.

A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer gives his views on
raising colts as follows:

"I have two Norman colts—one yearling and one three-
year-old. When the latter was nine days old I made a halter
for him, bedded a stall by his mother and tied him in it. He
gave a long, steady pull, fell two or three times, got up aud
shook himself, and that was the end of it. He has never
tried to bre.k away since. I petted him, gave him a little
bran and oats, and never permitted him to follow his mother
when at work. In a few weeks he would go to his mother
for his milk and then march back to his stall to be haltered.
I fed him regularly as I did the other horses, and he soon
began to paw and ask for food with the rest. I placed the
feed sack on his back and let him stand and eat, until he
grew accustomed to it. Next, I put on the harness, and by
the time he was a year old he was not afraid of anything. I
tied him to the work horses to go to and from water. When
twenty months old I hitched him, with another horse, to the
sled—good sleighing, no load ; diove moderately and he never
scared. He was so thoroughly accustomed to the harness
that there was no trouble whatever. I now wurk him on the
nearside with checks. He takes a square, straightforward
pull, which I regard as one of the highest qualities in a work
horse. I consider him a better worker and more reliable at
three, than mauy that have been in bad hands for ten years
nnder the whip, half fed, half harnessed aud poorly trained.
Do not let a colt run till three or four years old. and then
half kill him in breaking, aud perhaps ruin him for life."

The largest single shipment of Percheron horses that ever
arrived in this country recently reached port from France ou
the steamer Denmark. It consisted of 47 stallions and 62
mares which had been bonght by Edward Blewett, manager
of the Oregon Horse and Laud Company. One three-year-
old stallion weighed within a pound of a ton. They are to
be taken to Baker county, Oregon, where the .company has
the largest horse ranch in America, if not in the world,
branding this year about 11,000 animals. Most of the"
stallions will be turned out with other stock, to ruu at
large on the Government lands.

The work horse should have its shoulders bathed ^uriug
the hot weather, when it comes in from work with its shoulders
hot and the hair full of sweat. The"S"weat should be thoroughly
WHshed, aud the shoulders bathed until at least some of the
fever is dispelled.

An habitual rolling horse should have either alooseboxora
narrow stall. A horse in a box-stall would not be much
better off than in an ordinary stall if tied. He should be
loose. All horses in box-stalls should be loose, as the name
of a box-stall suggests this.

There are too many poor blacksmiths in most country
places, and these are mainly responsible for the unsound
and defective feet of horses. If a young horse is uever snod
his feet may get tender from rough usuage, but he is not so
likely to have his hoofs destroyed as from poor shoeing.
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A Prolific Mare-

That Berkshire county (Mass.) is one of the most desirable

locations in New England for producing hardy horses is

evident, from the fact that within its limits can be fonndone
of the most remarkable broodmares yet brought to light. This

celebrated matron is known by the name of Prudy Cramer,

and is the property of Mr. James Dewell, West Stockbridge,

Mass. She was foaled July 24, 1S5S, hence is now twenty-

seven years old.

In a letter of recent date, Mr. Dewell states that Prudy

Cramer has already produced twenty-two foals. Her first

produce was a pair of twins dropped when she was but
three years old. They were alive when foaled, bnt were
dropped prematurely by reason of an injury to their dam
vhile being shod, and both died. With the exception of two
seasons she has brought a foal every year since. Her last was
dropped May 27th, and she is aow believed to be safely in

foal again. With the exception of fonr foals, including the

twins, all of her progeny is believed to be living at the present

time.
Prudy Cramer is a flea-bitten gTay, and in her prime stood

about 15£ hands high, her weigbt then being 1,040 pounds,
and at that time one of her six-months -old foals by her side

weighed 635 pounds. She is very hearty, kind, spirited,

sound and well preserved; was never sick nor lame, except

from a sprain a short time last Winter; has never lost a feed

in her life nor much time from work on account of breeding.

She is naturally an excellent roadster, being a prompt driver

and possessing remarkable powers of endurance. She was
once driven by her owner, iu a case of necessity, ten miles in

thirty-eight minutes. Her sixteenth foul is now kept by Mr.
Dewell for a stock horse, and known by the name of Stock-

bridge Chief. He is said to be a very fine stallion.

This wonderful mare was got by a son of Stockbridge Chief,

called Honest John, raised by Simon Stickles, of West Stock-

bridge. The dam of Honest John was said to have been a

mare of Messenger descent, formerly owned by Samnel Olm-
stead at State Line. Prudy's dam was a mare raised by
Andrew Flint, and got by a colt without any name owned by
John Flint. This colt was also by Stockbridge Chief, from
a dam which was claimed to possess Messenger blood.

The stallion Stockbridge Chief, Prudy's sixteenth foal, was
bv Dawson Chief, and he by old Stockbridge Chief, son of

Vermont Black Hawk. Unless some other, breeder can pro-

duce a more prolific animal, Mr. Dewell is entitled to the "belt

for the champion broodmare of America.

—

Cultivator.

There is no question as to the correctness of the assertion

that a medium-sized horse is in every respect the best tor the

farmer. He will do more work and last longer, and can be
used occasionally for a roadster without injury.

A thoroughbred brood mare owned in Texas lately dropped

a foal which she carried twelve months and rive days.

HEKD AND SWINE.
How to Milk.

the teat and often stop it entirely. For this reason the
practice of stripping the milk out bv pulling down with the
thumb and fingers, and letting the teat slip between them
as the milk is driven out, is not a good practice. It often
causes the passage at the top of the teat to pull up and close,
as just described, and to make the thickening of the walls
apparent by a hard bunch which feels like a kernel of corn
The stripping method pulls too hard.
To gee out the last drop of milk is an important meaus of

keeping up and prolonging the flow. Nothing will dry up
a cow faster than to leave a part of her milk in her bag at
each milking. It will often aid in getting that imports at
drop to clasp the lower part of the udder, or so much of it as
can be taken in, and slide the hand down, gently pressing, so
as to help crowd the milk forward till the hand comes to the
position lor grasping the teats and pressiug the milk out.
All this should be done as expeditiously as possible, as the
quicker the milk is got out the more perfectly it can be
drawn.—L. B. Arnold in the N. T. Tribune.

Making- Guod jd utter.

The first requisite to good milking is, that the cow be kept

where her sides, teats and udder shall be clean and dry. The
next requisite is, that she shall be where she shall be com-

fortable and free from any annoyance or excitement. This is

essential to her "giving down" perfectly. A oow's bag is in-

terspersed with delicate muscles so much under the control

of her will that she can easily contract them and hold back a

portion of her milk. There are but few cows which can long

"hold back" the milk of a full udder, but it is very easy for

them to hold back whenever there is but little in the bag, and

at the last end of a milking, and this they are sure to do if

there is anvthing unusual to disturb or excite them, as loud

talking, being milked by a stranger, or even his presence. I

had my dairy of twenty cows fall short in their yield a pailful

of milk several times one Summer, simply from a neighbor's

dog following into the milking barn when I was milking, my
cows not being accustomed to the sight of a dog.

Assuming that the cow and her bag are clean and dry, and

that she is comfortable and quiet, the milker should sit down
gently on a firm stool and with a light and careful motion

brush the teats, udder and side of the cow next to him, to

free them from any specks of dust, dirt or hairs that would

be liable to fall into his pail. A tin pail, with the top wider

than the bottom, is the best vessel to milk in. Let this be

held firmly between the knees, with 'the bottom restin? on

the ankles, as this is the safest and best way to hold a pail to

protect it against any sudden motion of the cow. If the bag

is much pendant, and the cow is very gentle, there is no ob-

jection to setting the pail on the ground. Let the milker now
grasp the teats with his whole hand, and by a firm and rapid

but steady pressure crowd the milk out by closing the fingers

next to the udder a little in advance of those below, being

careful not to hurt the cow by pinching her teat between the

ends of his fingers and his hand, or by pressing his finger

nails into the teat as his hand is closed. Milk thelefthind teat

with the right forward one, and the right hind with the left

forward, always holding the left wrist firmly so as to be ready

instantly to crowd the cow's leg back if she should attempt to

kick or step suddenly forward.

The milking should always be done with dry hands, both

on account of cleanliness and for the sake of keeping the

teats iu good order. If the teats are too dry and inclined to

crack, they may be wet after milking with a little of the

strippings, or with a little linseed oil or other soft grease.

The hands should press alternately and not both at once;

and when milking is once begun, it should go on as rapidly

as it can consistently with the comfort of the cow and the

strength of the operator, and without any cessation until

the milk is all drawn, otherwise the cow will get out of

patience and hold back the last part of her milk.

The milk in the udder is contained in branching tubes

and numerous small cavities distributed through it, the

tubes coming together just at the upper end of the teat, and

forming a single constricted channel, which is inclined to keep

closed and nearlv equivalent to a valve. Towards the close

of the milking, a* little pulling, as the teat is pressed, works

the milk out of the little cavities by stretching and flatten

iug them, and at the same time pulls open the constricted

channel to let it pull through.

This pulling down must be done gentle and moderate.

As done by the calf in the sucking it is just right. If the

teats are pulled too hard, the severe stretching of the walls

of the passage at the upper end of the teat causes them to

Dull up and thicken, so much as to impede the flow into

Judging- at the Fairs.

Milk does not become unmanageable if the temperature of
the room does not rise above sixty-five degrees in tlie middle
of the day. It must be borne in mind always that this ques-
tion of temperature, closely followed by those of cleanliness,
watchfulness and industry, is of very considerable import-
ance in a dairy. No dairy equipment is complete without a
thermometer. The colder the room, especially in Summer,
the faster the cream will rise, and the more thoroughly.
This is the result of natural laws. Water, of which milk is
chiefly composed, shrinks sooner than fat does under the in-
fluence of cold, as also it expands quickerunderthe influence
of heat. Tnis is because it is a better conductor of both
cold and heat'thanfatis. And the result of milk being placed
in an atmosphere much colder than it is itself at ihe time, or
in much colder water, is seen iu the comparatively rapid as-
cent of the cream. This is simply because fat, beiug a slower
conductor of cold than water is, retains its buoyancy all the
longer, and s*> rises to the surface quicker in a falling tem-
perature of the milk than it does in a stationary one. And
it rises all the quicker, within limits, the more rapidly the
milk is cooled. This, indeed, is well observed in the Swart
and Cooley systems of milk-setting—the former operating in
ice water and the latter in a current of cold water, and both
of them in troughs or boxes containing the water iu which
the cans of milk are placed.
Some persons attach importance to the heating of milk to

one hundred and thirty degrees or so, soon after it is taken
from the cow. Intelligently pursued this practice is a sound
one. In the first place, heating will expell the animal odor

—

the "cowey" smell—from the milk; it will for the time being
checkmate the action of fermentive germs that milk may
naturally contain, or that it may have absorbed from the air;

and it will tend to the dissipation of the peculiarflavor which
some kinds of food—turnips, for instance—impart to milk
that is produced by their aid. But it must be remembered
that milk at a high temperature is all the more liable to go
sour from the formation of lactic acid, so that, especially in
warm weather and unless it can be placed in a cold room, it

should at ence be cooled down to seventy degrees or so, after
which the cooling may be allowed to proceed more leisurely
during the time the cream is rising. During the rapid cool-
ing from the high temperature, the milk should be stirred, or
an albuminous skin will form on the surface and this is

objectionable. Milk heated and cooled in this way will re-

main sweet longer than with cooling from its natural temper-
ature only, and the cream will rise the quicker. The heating
is said to enlarge the cream globules by coalescence, and the
larger the globules the sooner they rise—a fact which has been
micioscopically ascertained in milk whose globules vary in size,

which, indeed, is the ease in all qualities of milk.
A cool dairy, then, is especially valuable in Summer time,

hastening the rising of the cream, and keeping the milk from
souriug. In order to produce the finest flavored butter, pure
and delicate in aroma, it is essential, I consider, to prevent
all approach of sourness, and to churn sweet cream. Acidity
in milk is incipient decomposition, and it is the more deli-

cate flavoring oils which suffer first of all among the fats of

which butter is composed. Butter made from perfectly fresh
cream is, of course, pure in flavor, but there is not a full

flavor in it, and if a full-flavored butter is desired, which is

generally the ease, it is necessary to let the cream "ripen"
by keeping it some days, but keeping it sweet all the time.

Some persons prefer the cream to be slightly sour when it is

churDed, and the souring will make a tough and keeping but-
ter, somewhat less attractive in flavor, and which is more
easily churned, as a rule. Bnt, at the same time, a more
admirable butter is made from ripened cream that is still free

from perceptible acidity.

—

Prof. H. B. Sheldon.

A cow milked early in the morning and late at night will

suffer from too full a bag if in fresh flow and on green, suc-
culent feed. Milking at noon in the long days of Summer is

sometimes necessary. But the cow is constantly absorbing
some of the richness from the milk she carries, and if her
bag is frequently depleted she will need richer food than
grass or she will become very poor. With deep milkers some
grain should always be given while they are at pasture,

or they will suffer. Grass makes a large flow of milk but it

is not nourishing enough alone to make heavy yields of cream
and butter.

Those who breed for breeding stock will sooner or later

realize the fact that they can afford to breed but one litter of

pigs a year. It gives the young pigs a better constitution,

more vitality and not only makes them hardier, but enables

them to resist disease much better. It must of necessity sap
the very foundation of the constitution of breeding sows to

keep them in pig or nursing all the time, and if it does so lo

the dam, what must it do to the progeny? Millions of dollars,

aye many millions are lost by farmers annually from this

very cause. Avoid over-feeding and the too close feeding to

corn, and the death rate may be lessened one-half easily.

I noticed a few months ago, an article requesting those in-
terested in the management *,t (n »re to write upon the sub-
ject of judging at fairs, and like everyone else, I felt myself
incompetent, and so did not write. Seeing in your last num-
ber a very urgent request for an expression of views on the
subject I answer it. From the tone of your first article, you
seem to be in favor of two judges and an umpire, the umpire
to act only in case of disagreement of the two. lou seem to
lose sight of the great trouble it gives to the managers of the
fairs in selecting three expert judges in all the different
classes. It is always those who show second and third-clasa
stock who are clamoring about the committee, which they
wish to consist of three or five judges, thinking that by hav-
ing them there xn'ght be one or two incompetent ones, andbv
this they may receive more premiums. This, some of them
say, is tueir reason for wanting them. I have noticed at the
western fairs that where one expert judge awarded the prizes,
there was general satisfaction. I attended the Indiana State
Fair, held at Iudiauapulis hut Fall, and as I have for many
years been raising and handling the product of swine, my
attention was drawn to that department. I followed the ex-
pert, who awarded the prizes, through the entire classes of
Puiaud-China hogs, and' have it to say every prize was
awarded to the meritorious animal, and I heard July one man
utter a word of dissaiisfaaion. He said, "I do not think I
have got what I should have had."

After the show was over I examined his herd and thonght
he got every premium his stock merited. Then I saw a
man who had got very few premiums, and said to him:
"Friend, how does this happen?" He answered: * My hoga
are not bred to the standard of excellence that this expert
business requires." I said: "Suppose you are not in favor
of it then?" "Yes, sir, I am!" was the prompt reply; "it is
right, aud I intend to bree 1 up to it." After the awards
were given, I said to one of the fair mauagers: "I have fol-
lowed through the classes of one of the hog departments, and
heard only one man grumble aboutthe awards." He replied:
"Such a thing has never happened before in the history of
our fair." I asked him what he thought of the expert busi-
ness. He said he thought it was a grand success. When the
one-expert plan has been adopted by the managers of the
fairs, it gets rid of the throwiug the blame by one member of
the committee upon another when wrong awards have been
given. Nothing is more mortifying to the superintendent of
a department than to see a committee tying a first-premium
ribbon on a third-class animal, or one which is entirely un-
worthy of anything, which is frequently done by a committee.
The expert should be selected some time before" the fair, with
a positive understanding that nothing should prevent his
serving except sickness.

—

National Live Stock Journal.

Every farmer should have a field of clover to turn his

breeding sows into after they have weaned their pig-!; nothing
operates better to cool the blood and regenerate
the system than a plentiful supply of this cheap, abun-
dant and nutritious grass. The pigs will relish it too, and
thrive upon it as they will on nothing else; it will give them
an excellent growth, a large, rangy frame and admirably pre-

pare them for the finishing off with corn before shipping to

the stock vards.

The All-Purpose Cow.

There is still much talk among our contemporaries about
the general-purpose cow, aud the advocates of each of the
different breeds, including both beef and dairy, are constantly
claiming that their favorites are the best general-purpose
cows, which is far more than the wise men who are breeding
the animals are willing to claim. There is such a thing as
claiming too much even for a breed of cattle that yon are
pecuniarily interested in, aud this is what may be called an
extra hazardous claim. The most consistent of these breeders
are those that we occasionally notice, who claim cross breeds
are making the finest general-purpose cows. Here we can
understand the thing. For instance a pure Jersey bnll is put
to a pure Shorthorn cow, the offspring of this union is half
one aud half the other, and is mated with the offspring of s
union between an Ayrshire bull and a Holstein cow. This
last offspring is one-fourth each of Holstein, Ayrshire, Short-
horn and Jersey, thus uniting in equal parts the virtue of
each breed, but the question is how are you Koing to keep it

there? What will you mate this last product with, another
cross will certainly begin to scatter the blood and no one can
tell which way it will go. The general- purpose man iu our
opinion should be the breeder of scrubs or non-pedigreed
animals, for he is the kind of a man that is satisfied with
little beef and less milk, a heavy hide aud the ability to rustle
with the worst of them. The man who has a definite idea of
what he wants and is willing to enlist all of his intelligence
in its pursnit, wants the latest inventions in that line of busi-

ness, and these improvements may just as well lie in the
direction of better breeds of animals as new machinery aud
methods of manufacture.

—

American Dairyman.

How to Test Milk.

It is said that scarcity of water is one chief cause of tough
beef. Animals fattened in Summer on succulent food are

more tender than those of the same age and character fattened

in the Winter.

Everyone knows the difference in milk. How to test the
milk is thus explained by one who has experimented forhim-
self. Procure any long vessel—a cologue bottle or a long
phial. Take a narrow strip of paper, just the length from
the neck to the bottom of the phial, aud mark it with one
hundred lines at equal distances (or if more convenient into

fifty lines, and count each line as two), and paste it upon the
phial, so as to divide its length into a hundred equal parts".

Fill it to the highest mark with milk fresh from the cow, aud
allow it to stand in a perpendicular position twenty-four
hours. The number of spaces occupied by the cream will

give the exact percentage in the milk, without any guess
work.
We have tried this experiment peveral years since, and

found it valuable. We gathered the idea long ago from an
agricultural paper; but we carried the experiment farther, by
which we found the percentage of butter in the cream. Set

the milk iu^a large dish, and collect say from one hundred to

two hundred ounces of cream; make the butter, aud the per-

centage of butler in the cream can tie ascertained by the num-
ber of ounces of butter made fiom it. If one hundred ounces
of milk give ten ounces of cream, and ten ounces of cream
give five ounces of butter, we will have learned that one hnn-
dred ounces of milk will give five ouuees of butter. Such
experiments are worth beiug made, and made carefully. In

no other way can we know what we have in a cow or milk or

what we are buying.

—

field and Stockman.

A dairyman who has tried it, says: Every farmer who ex-

pects to realize a maximum profit from his dairy should keep

a iecord of— 1. The quantity of milk from each cow. 2.

The quality of the milk. 3. Dates of services. 4. 1

1

comiug in. 5. Character of offspring; males or femal' -

(J. Time each cow "went dry." 7. The ability to digest

large quantities of food.

The swill from the house is not a substitute for water,

which should be given to swine fresh every day. A I

hogs are fed sloppy food daring Summer, anyone tr

experiment will be surprised at the amount of pure

they will drink, especially in very warm weather.
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1S84. "We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession rece:pt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

The second payment in colt stakes at tlie State Fair,
two. three ami lour-year-olds, is due on Wednesday next,
tne 1 5th inM . Entries to the trotting; stakes ot the
Washington Park Club also close at the same date.

The Rancho del REo sale ofyearling thoroughbreds will
take place at Sacramento. Thursday next, the 16th Inst.,
at the stables of C. H. Shear, opposite Agricultural Park.

A Visit to Palo Alto.

It is some time since we visited Palo Alto. Though
the desire was strong to make many visits and endeavor

to keep up with the progress, continual and startling,

which is shown at that magnificent breeding farm, there

were embargoes and interdicts and for the best part of

a year sickness, or the pressure of business, has kept us

at home. It is still imperative that there should be

short intervals of absence, and that trips, no matter how
strong the desire to make them, should be "semi-occas-

ional," and confined to the briefest expenditure of time.

In this case, in company with a friend, we left San Fran-

cisco on the 8:30 a. m. train and at 4:41 p. m. boarded

the cars at Menlo Park to retnrn. A few hours give

little opportunity to see even a small portion of the

stock at Palo Alto, and it is out of the question to restrict

the examination to what can be seen closely enough to

get a fair knowledge. There are so many that are

worthy of careful scrutiny and close study that the

temptation can hardly be governed to have a glance at

them all, and the consequence is that there is a con-

glomeration of form and color, a swiftly revolving pano-

rama, any part of which is attractive. To enhance the

enjoyment of the visit the day was exceptionally fine.

The weather is generally propitious at Palo Alto, the

shelter afforded by the neighboring mountains on the

northwest giving protection against the prevailing wind-

On Saturday last there was sunshine and a temperature

which could not be improved. It was comfortable to

sit in the shade, a pleasure to saunter about from pad-

dock to stable, not the least oppressive to walk briskly

in the sunshine when it was necessary to make quick

movements. The enjoyment was still more complete

from the presence of the proprietor, and to meet

the *
'Governor' ' in such good health and spirits

more gratifying even than to see our favorite

equines and hear such nattering reports of what

they were doing. Apprehensive that, in addition to the

immense interests he has so long had in charge, his sena-

torial duties would interfere with the "horse depart-

ment," to have the best of evidence that the fear had no

foundation was worth a dozen trips to Palo Alto. Impor-

tant as the lessons at Palo Alto have been to all of those

who are interested in horse-breediDg, horse-training and

horse-management, past teachings would fail measure-

ably if experiments were not continued. With the pro-

verbial determination to stick to old usages which is char-

acteristic of "horsemen," it requires time besides absolute

proof to cause them to abandon old practices. It may
be that another generation will have to take the place of

the present professors of the art of "handling" horses

before the teachings of the Palo Alto school are followed.

This is premised from the apathy with which the revela-

tions of the camera were received. Before these revela-

tions there was absolute ignorance of the action of race-

horses, and not a man on either hemisphere who pos-

sessed a knowledge of how the legs and feefc were moved

in a fast gallop. It is doubtful if there is another man
in the world who would have persevered to carry the

scheme to a successful termination, when to do so in-

volved the outlay of an immense amount of money, and

with other annoyances to try the temper. The conception

was fortunate. Incited by the driving of the last spike,

which united the band that bound all parts of the country

together, and the idea to press lightning into the service

was never forgotten, never abandoned until a full record

was published. It is neai ly impossible to make people see

the advantages that must result when proper uses are made
of the knowledge gained by Governor Stanford's liberality,

and should it happen that the horse department of Palo

Alto were abandoned, a great part of the lessons already

taught would be lost. Never before ia the history of

breeding horses for fast harness work has

there been anything approaching the success which

has followed the establishment of this one stud farm.

It is within ten years that the first purchase of laud was

made, and if our recollection be correct, Electioneer was

bought the Fall of 1S76. His oldest colts bred in Cali-

fornia were foaled in 1878, and from 1880 until the

present time wonderful performances have been made

by them and without going further than this one farm

for illustrations. Fred Crocker, 2:25^ at two years, was

the first to startle the trotting world, and since then a

succession of prodigies. Had the phenomenal young-

sters been restricted to the get of Electioneer it might be

claimed that it was owing to the good fortune of Governor

Stanford in acquiring a phenomenal sire that such a

result had followed. But the gap in the colt records

which was wrested from the victorious tribe by the fleet-

footed Elvira was closed by a General Benton four-year-

old, and her dam, too, was reared on the banks of the

San Francisquita. It will scarcely be denied that it was

necessary that there should be a combination to produce

marvel after marvel in such rapid succession. It was

imperative that the right kind of procren tive animals be

chosen, that sires and dams should have proper care

during the period of service in the male and gestation in

the female. With the progeny all that could be desired

at weaning time, it was still as absolut- ly necessary that

after treatment should be just right. Physical and men-

tal growth had to be looked after and the education

attended to. Study, continual, well-directed study, work,

persistent, effective labor must be coupled to arrive at the

desired solution of an intricate problem. Governor Stan-

ford gave the key in a few words. "I have been fre-

quently questioned," was his remark, "what was done

to bring about such returns in the short time I have been

engaged in this business. My answer was work. I

never could accomplish anything without work,

and I never undertake a scheme without mak-
ing provision for the anticipated labor." There

was another cue in his conversation. A Toung

man accompanied us, the purpose of his visit being to

purchase a young stallion to place at the head of a breed-

ing establishment in Indiana. This was explained to

Mr. Stanford when the introduction was made, and after

a glance he said: "You are at the right age, Mr. — , to

commence. The Jews avail themselves of what their

parents teach and derive the advantages of experience.

It is the greatest secret of their uniform success, and

children look to parents for information and advice,

which is followed. Americans are prone to learn only

from what they see. They are "smarter" than their

fathers and strike out boldly, rashly in fact, depending
on self-pilotage. There are advantages

_ in this over-
weening confidence. It gives courage. It imbues the

possessor with a feeling of reliance. But it also leads to

many mistakes. At your age you can make mistakes
and rectify them. The old man is too near the end to

retrace false steps."

From his lifelong fondness for horses, especially when
in a situation to gratify the liking for fast trotters, it is

nearly certain that Governor Stanford had studied the

matter closely. When he resolved to engage in breeding
on a scale commensurate with his desires, he had worked
hard to become acquainted with what had been done by
the most successful of those which had precesded him.
He had studied the genealogy of the great performers,

and become familiar with blood lines. A capital judge
of form he was thoroughly competent to make selections

of the right kind of procreative stock before an acre of
ground was purchased for a breeding farm, and hence
his choice was guided by an accurate knowledge of what
was required. Thus there were good reasons for expect-

ing that there would be few mistakes in laying the foun-
dation, and these anticipations were realized. Hearing
and training the progeny were next in order. The
former could be governed by practices which had been
proved by other breeders; after a short trial, it was evi-

dent to Governor Stanford, that better methods could be
observed, a different system adopted with advantage.
Early education had met with favor from a few and
though writers on that topic generally condemned the

practice of "training babies," occasionally one of the
tribe was bold enough to advocate it. At Palo Alto
miniature tracks were made and these were used as a
primary school, a sort of equine kindergarten where the
tasks were well within the compass of the youngest
pupils. This was the initiatory move to make use of
them in this manner. The practice which prevailed
among breeders was very different. The colts would
be placed in a paddock and urged to show
their paces by shouts, clapping of hands and
frantic demonstrations. We saw the breeder
of Harold, the sire of Maud S., become so
excited on one occasion as to knock the crown out of a
new silk hat. He held it in his left hand, rattling the
right digit from side to side, and giving further emphasis
by shouting at the top of his voice. A favorite colt

was making a better showing than usual, when the side

motion became more violent and finally a blow, "straight
from the shoulder," sent the crown flying through the
air. At Riverside, 111., previous to a sale in 1872, we
built a circular paddock, throwing the earth up on the
outside after the fashion of a circus ring, though it was
much larger. This was an improvement on the paddock
plan as the colts were confined and within the reach of a
man in the centre armed with a four-horse whip. The
object, however, of both was to show the gait of the colts

not yet broken to harness, and never thought of as a
method of education. In fact the circular was objected,

to as being liable to induce improper action, and "lot-

trotters" were denounced as being likely to raise antici-

pations which would never be realised. At Palo Alto-

this was guarded against. The orthodox shape for a mile
track was followed and stretches and turns built. The
youngsters, thoroughly protected by well-fitting boots,

had no occasion to "change their gait" and the best pos-
sible proof that no such untoward results followed is

that, with scarcely an exception, the trotters taught then-

early lessons there are "pure-gaited" and with the best
of action.

Nothing is hidden at Palo Alto. Any well-behaved,
person is at liberty to watch the proceedings and take as
copious notes as is desired of what comes under his ob-
servation. Notwithstanding that there is no restriction

and every opportunity afforded for the acquisition of
knowledge, there is more of a desire to make adverse criti-

icisms than to benefit from the teachings, "^ood-luck" is

accredited with what is due to superior intelligence, and
predictions made that the future will not
sustain the past. Fred Crocker, Bonita, Wild-
flower, Hiuda Rose, Sallie Benton, Carrie C. are
pronounced meteors, which flash and bewilder, and which
will not be followed by others of the same calibre.
Therefore the greatest pleasure to us from the short visit
was the thorough interest which Governor Stanford still
shows in the horse department of'Palo Alto, as it insures
a continuance of what has such an immense influence in
the breeding world. Every year will add to the forco
of the lessons and compel the most stubborn adherents
of old practices to admit the progress that has followed
the organization of this grand breeding establishment.
While the gratification arising from this evident inten-
tion of the proprietor to continue in existence the college
he has so liberally endowed, and that his health was so
good as to warrant the expectation of many years of
active life and strength was the predominant feeling,
there was the usual pleasure in looking over the colts!
Short as the time was for observation enough was seen
to prove that there was no lack of merit, and that the pre-
dictions which foretold retrogression were totally at vari-
ance with truth. This will be shown iu another paper.
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Malice and Blunders.

"The Argonaut, a weekly newspaper published in San Fran-
cisco, Cal., contained in its issue of June 13th, an article

from which we make the following astounding extract:

'We are informed that the Horse Breeders' Association of

Kentucky has paid to California the greatest possible com-
pliment, in a frank and unequivocal admission of the super-

iority of its horses over those born and reared in the blue-

grass country. Kentucky has been regarded as the home of

the world's fastest racera and best horses. She has never
shrunk from competition with the best blooded stock of

England or France, and has claimed superiority over any-
thing bred in America. Now, as we are iaformed by formal
resolution of her association of breeders, she bars California

horses from competition with Kentucky horses, and denies

them entry to any race, or competition for any purse hung
up by them.'
"We have always accorded a just meed of praise to California

horses and breeders, and delight to honor and compliment
them in every way cousisteut with their merits and justice

to ourselves, but we disclaim 'the greatest possible compli-

ment' imputed to us, and protest that we have not made,
either directly or indirectly, 'the unequivocal admission'

claimed. In fact the Trotting Horse Breeders' Association

of Kentucky has never barred the horses of California or of

any other State or nation from competition with Kentucky
horses,. It has never denied the horses of California or

any other community the right to enter and compete for any
purse or stake offered by it. We admire the pluck displayed

by the distinguished Californiau in entering his horses here;

have aiways welcomed them, and as they are entered for our
Fall trots, expect to have the pleasure of welcoming them
again. They reflect the highest credit on the State they hail

from, and their splendid performances are witnessed by our
breeders with unbounded enthusiasm.
"The Argonaut may rest assured that they will never be

barred from entry aud competition in any race given by the

Trotting Horse Breeders' Association of Kentucky, or fail

when they come to meet competition. We frankly desire the

honorable competition to go on. If California can wrest the

crown from us, we will be among the first to do her homage.
In the meantime we hope to be placed in a fair position be-

fore the breeders of California."

—

Kentucky Stock Farm.

"Were the Kentucky Stock Farm aware of how little

knowledge is possessed by the Argonaut of all matters

pertaining to breeding horses in California, there would

be no desire to correct any of its statements. It may be

that its editor was endeavoring to construct something

out of the action of the National Association of Trotting

Horse Breeders in barring the get of stallions which had

gained celebrity enough to warrant entering into engage-

ments so far away from home- This is virtually a "bar,

in proof of which the stakes not so limited did not fill,

and notices have been received to that effect. Further-

more we learn that the letter containing such notice

complained that "Washington Park Club had been too

liberal in the amount of money added to the stakes

which will close on the loth jnst. This, of course, is a

matter for the club to decide, but it appears to us that

the liberality will b3 a paying investment. To the five-

year-old stake, $1,400 is added, and. with such five-year-

olds as Elvira, Epaulette, Fugue, and other Eastern colts

of celebrity, to say>nothing of those in this State, enough

interest will be taken in the race to attract a large assem-

blage. The stake is §100 each, $40 forfeit, and in the

stake for four-year-olds of §7-5 each, $25 forfeit, §S50 is

added. To the three-year-old of $60 each, $20 forfeit,

$750 added, and to the two-year-old of the same amount

of stake §600 is added. Only three nominations are re-

quired to fill, and two to start, so that there is little

doubt of all of them in securing a large number of sub-

scribers.

Eating Kentucky, "as the home of the

world's fastest racers and best horses," the

error was made by the Argonaut of confounding an

Eastern Association with the "race horse region." A
Kentucky club—racing or trotting—which would lay an

embargo on the. horses of any other country, would raise

a cyclone of indignation among their own people, and

one such an attempt would be enough to demonstrate its

unpopularity at home.

The Argonaut, however, is the last journal in the nation

which should bring an accusation of antagonism to the

breeding interests of California. Were its advice fol-

lowed no necessity would exist of bars or conditions to

exclude our colts from competing at home or abroad.

There would be few to display their powers, as the

business of breeding and training horses would be so

hampered as to restrict the pursuit to men of wealth

who were able to sustain the losses entailed without

becoming bankrupt. "While ignorance may be one cause

for the onslaughts of the Argonaut, there also appears a

settled malevolence of purpose in the periodical attacks.

Slanderous charges are promulgated without stint, and

men aspersed who are above even a suspicion of unfair-

ness. The directors of the State Agricultural Society are

abused, Directors Rose, Shippee and Hanccck for aidiug

the exhibition by showing their stock, La Hue and Green

for availing themselves of reliable help by placing their

sons in a situation where reliability is all important and

difficult to obtain, and in the whole list of charges not

one that is based on tenable grounds. Fortunately the

Argonaut has little influence in this direction and its

malice is in a great measure harmless. Still the often

repeated aspersions deceive those who are not acquainted

with the workings of the California agricultural socie-

ties, and its misstatements impose on people at a dis-

tance. The paragraph copied by the Stock Farm proves

how ignorant it is, later efforts show the malignity

which prompts to a repetition of libellous utterances.

Purchase of Anteros.

A Coon Hunt Near Gilroy.

G. W. Morrison of Oakland visited Palo Alto on Sat-

urday aud bought of Senator Stanford the three-year-old

colt Anteros. He is by Electioneer, from Columbine, by
A. "W. Richmond, granddam Columbia, by imported Bon-
nie Scotland. He is therefore a "full" brother to An-
teeo and Antevolo and the three brothers are now trained

on the Oakland track. It is doubtful if there is a trot-

ting mare in the United States which can show three as

highly formed sons by the same sire, or for that matter,

three from a diversity of sires, as this trio. All are so

good as to make it difficult to award the preference, and
the verdict of good judges intensifies the trouble. An-
teeo is six years old, with a public trial at four years of

2:20^, and a record gained in a race when five years of

2:24. Antevolo is four years old, aDd last Fall he got a

record in the Occident Stake of 2:29^. Anteros is three

years of age and there are good reasons to think that he

will do as well as his elder brothers. These colts were

the first that Columbine had. She was not bred in 1S79.

and missed in 1SS3 and 1885. The foal of 1SS4 is a filly,

her first of that sex. She is fully as promising as the

colts were at the same age, and we are informed that she

is the equal of any other of the Palo Alto fillies of the

same age. If this be the case it is praise enough.

Mr. Morrison's intention is to send Anteros at some

future time to Indiana, where he expects to establish a

breeding farm. He is of exactly the right strains to

mingle with the Blue Bulls, Legal Tenders, Tom Hak
and others of the famous strains of that country. Thr

price paid is not made public, though it was probably a

round sum, as such breeding and corresponding high

form is worthy of a good price.

The Norfolks at Chicago.

King of Norfolk won the Kenwood Stakes, and Alta

the Sheridan Stakes at Chicago, and this is an indica-

tion that the colts belonging to P. P. Ashe are improv-

ing in condition, and that there will be other victories to

record before the meeting comes to a close. At this time

of writing, Thursday evening, there has been no intelli-

gence of the races run to-day, and it may be that Estill

has thrown off some of the retarding influences which

have heretofore stood in the way of his winning. He
must have shown fast trials to give such a position in the

betting as he has occupied on several occasions, and a?

the Drexel Stakes are a dash of a mile it may be within

his scope. The Quickstep Stakes run yesterday had two

Korfolks engaged. Minuet and King of Norfolk, and as

the latter had incurred a five-pound penaltv it is prob-

able the stable put their chance on Ed. Corrigan. There

were 111 nominations in this stake, which is a dash of

half a mile for two-year-old-, and if the track was in

good order it was surely run in fast time.

Our friend C. M. C. was out of town for a week. "When
he came back he was "brown as a berry" and as "gay
as a lark." Congratulating him on his improved ap-

pearance he replied: "Oh, the grandest kind of a time;

enjoyed myself hugely, and even these long days were
scarcely long enough to crowd in all of the fun that was
going. No man can have the faintest shade of the blue

devils in company with Jim P. S., and from morning
till night it was the liveliest work you ever saw. The
boys proposed a coon hunt. Now you know that the

ring-tailed varmints must be sought among the 'wee

sma' hours ayont the twal.' " The old man had enough
to do by daylight so he staid at home. There were dogs

bred for the purpose. A cross between the bull and
shepherd, the tenacity and fighting propensities of the

former, the sense and tactics of the colley all combined.

A trail was struck, the coon treed. There was music

worth hearing. The sharp barking of the dogs and the

shouts of the hunters melodiously mingling in a grand
chorus. The coon was dislodged. It would have struck

the earth had the dogs failed to catch it on the fly. Crib

had it by the neck, Bess a firm grip on the tail, coon

fought desperately. An old vixen with ten cubs, teeth

as sharp as needles. There was a peculiar

odor. Not really like the balm of a

thousand flowers, more subtle, high-flavored than can

be distilled from Flora's garden. There was a creek

near by. Crib pulled, Bess pushed, until depth of water

was reached, when Crib, from his vantage hold on the

top of the head, kept the nostrils under until the poor

coon was drowned." He told the story so graphically

that forty years were obliterated and the days of roast-

ing ears and coon hunts vividly recalled.

A few days after we met on the Oakland Trotting

Park a gentleman from that section. "Charley had a

good time, he reports, when in your part of the coun-

try," we said, "and he tells with the most gusto about

a night's sport with Mr. S *s sons, in which they

killed a big she coon after a desperate fight, which was
ended by the dogs drowning her." "There is little

question of the good time," he answered, "as that is sure

to be had in a visit to Jim, no odds how long the stay;

but the killing of the coon is a myth, or rather an em-
bellished edition of what did happen. The hunt ended
in the capture of a skunk, which the dogs would not have

touched had it not been for the headstrong enthusiasm

of your friend who urged them on. He did not escape,

and his suit of English cord, made in the latest London
style, is buried on the banks of the creek, and Charley

made a trip to the springs to soak the scent out of his

epidermis with hot mud baths."

Palo Alto Trotters Eastward Bound.

In a short time Charles Marvin will start on an

Eastern trip with a consignment of trotters from Palo

Alto. Two car loads may be taken as there are quite a

number well worthy of being included in the "string."

Without intelligence from headquarters we cannot say

how many will be included or the individuals which will

be selected. It is safe to infer, however, from what w<

did learn, that Bonita, Hinda Pose and her two brothers,

Nellie and Sallie Benton, the Dame Winnie colt, now

christened Palo Alto, Pexford, the Norma colts, Man-

zanita and Carrie C. will be of the company. Then

there will be all ages of California representatives from

yearlings to six, and as it is the first instance of the

youngest named being sent their coming will be an in

teresting feature. Eastern folk will get a better idea by

actual observation than pages of written description

would afford.

The Rancho del Rio Sale.

There is nearly a "moral certainty" that good bar-

gains will be the rule at the Rancho del Rio sale of

thoroughbred yearlings, which is to come off on Thurs-

day next. It is just as sure that anyone of the yearlings

offered, if named in the stakes here and East, which close

on the 1st of August, will prove a remunerative invest-

ment. As is shown, by the sale of Jim Douglas a few days

ago for $7,000, racehorses bring good prices or. the far side

of the mountains, and it is also shown, as in the case of

Philip S. and Porter Ashe, that buyers will come here

after them. The success of California-bred colts at the

main racing points will cause an appreciation in prices,

and every year will add to their value. There is never

any trouble in disposing of brothers and sisters of celeb-

rities, and Mr. "Winter's list presents many such. The

few outside of near kin to famous horses are so well bred

as to make future success well within the bounds of prob-

ability. Iu fact there is not an auimal which is not

likely to race, and so many of them with good preten-

tions to become topsawyers that buyers can hardly go

amiss.

'Untried.'

In order that people would fully understand that ih

Eancho del Rio yearlings were "untried," Mr. Winters

resolved that they should not be saddled previous to th

sale. Although so early in the season there are piopk

who would imagine that tests had been made, and th.

size of the colt3 give color to such impressions. Un-

broken to bit and saddle, there are no grounds for suspi-

cions of this character, pedigTee and form b* ing the uni-

form guide to all buyers.

Tlie second payment in roll m»U<s at ike Male Fall,
two, turee ami Iour-year-olds.1* due on Wednenda) mxl.
tlie loth insi Jjurirs to the trotting Makes m ii »

Washington Park Hub also close at tlie same date.

The American Derby.

It has been claimed that owing to a lack of opportuv

nity at home California would be found wanting when
the test was made on a muddy track. Volante proved

that there was at least one exception, as he won the

American Derby easily by two lengths in the good time,

for the condition of the course, of 2:49£. As Jim Doug-

las was beaten in the next race of three-quarters of a

mile in 1:21, and the one which preceded the Derby, a

dash of a mile in 1:49, the heavier weighted three-year-

old must be conceded a good mud-horse.

The Stockton Fair have made an amendment to their

speed programme this week by increasing the purse for

free-for-all pacers from $300 to ¥$00. The side wheel-

ers are claiming recognition and the outlook :

there will be a good field of fast ones in the

yeir,

1
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The "Yankeries."

[Tendon Sportsman.]

As most of our readers are probably aware, it is intended

that on May 1st next, there shall be opened to the public, on

a convenient and spacious site adjacent to Earl's Court

Station, a colossal building to be known as the American

Exhibition, or, as the directors have consented to have it

termed, the "Yankeries." Here will be shown in profusion

specimens of the products of the United States, andinnumera-

ble examples of the innate ingenuity of our Transatlantic

kinsmen. It is proposed to practically demonstrate how early

settlers fared when they ventured into-the backwoods, and

proceeded to clear and cultivate the wilderness, carrying

almost literally a rifle in one hand and an axe in the other.

Then by degrees the visitors will be led up to the stnge when
the country became great, powerful and highly civilized, and
will be shown the marvellous outcomes of the daring enter-

prise of the American race. We know not whether he or she

is to be taught how to manufacture wooden nutmegs, "hams''

made of chunks of pine tree, or "oats" created by the simple

process of pointing shoe pegs at either end. Even these

ready modes of realizing a handsome competency may be

explained and practically illustrated. -One thing, however,

is certain—that there will be sprucely-dressed bar-tenders on
hand who will concoct with celerity gin cocktails, mint
juleps, rot stocking, stomach rumblers, leg tanglers, stone

lences, bosom caressers, carry-me-home-and-bury-me-de-
centers, hair-twiners, Tom and Jerry, dogs' nose, greased

lightning and corpse revivers for the delectation of thirsty

humanity. There will further be a positive horde offeatures

possessing interest for the sight-seeer, and we should not be

at all surprised to be introduced to some Texas cow-boys,

who h.,ve gained a richly-deserved celebrity for being able to

disperse revolver bullets and double-dyed profanity simulta-

neously, and with a facility that could not possibly be ex-

celled.

All these items will doubtless afford intense gratification

to the visitors, and excite their wonder and admiration,

jdutthe enterprise of the promoters of the concern is not to

be limited to this. They are wishful to embark somewhat
in the sporting line. Gen. C. B. Norton, the secretary, is a

speculative and keen-sighted American in the fullest sense

of the term. He is ably assisted by Mr. John Robinson
Whitley, an Englishman, so as a preliminary the two coun-

tries may be said to be working hand -in-hand. They have
most appropriately chosen as their motto the celebrated ex-

pression of Canning, "United by a common language, a com-
mon spirit of commercial enterprise, and a common regard

for well-regulated liberty." These two men are literally

"pulling the same way, "if such an expression may be used.

They have exercised rare discretion in their choice of a

locale for the "big show." They have made most advanta-

geous terms with the various railway companies who are

likely to convey people from all parts of the kingdom to

their "big boom." And they intend to carry out the entire

affair in a style worthy of the great nation to be represented.

Yet they are going further still. They hope to inaugurate a

series of grand boat-races on the Thames, in which American
oarsmen will compete. This and all that follows we are offi-

cially authorized to announce. They will use their utmost
endeavours to induce American yacht owners to come to

England to contest against our best yachts in friendly rivalry.

They purpose to bring American bicyclists and tricyclists to

engage in matches with our wheelmen; they will even go so far

as, if possible, to get to England a squad of the American
National Guard to demonstrate their method of drill and their

skill in rifle shooting. They contemplate, moreover, inducing
teams of base-ball players and experts in other favored

sports of Amer ca to come here and show thtir prowess. In
short, their programme, if carried out to the full, will be a

most liberal and comprehensive one. We sincerely trust we
shall see all these things. They will be most interesting

and instructive, and a distinct advantage will be achieved,

inasmuch as many persons will learn far more about our
cousins than they at present know. There will be much in

this forthcoming exhibition to contemplate carefully, and
most useful lessons will be learned. We hail the project

most heartily, more especially as it seems likely to conduce
to the promotion and encouragement of sport. We hail it

more heartily still because two great nations speaking the same
language, possessing the same sentiments, and embracing
the same religion, should surely work together, and whilst

feeling an abiding interest in each other's progress in civili-

zation, should traverse the path of life _with all due amity
and brotherly affection.

Sport at Gridley.

A large crowd was attracted to the racetrack, Saturday, the

27 nit., by the trotting race between Flora, Dexter and Silver-

threads. J. G. Lewis, the owner, drove Flora; Arch Taylor
handled Dexter, while Frank Martindale held the ribbons

over Silverthreads. It was a half-mile trot, best two in three,

for a purse of §37.50 and entrance money— total, $67.50.

Flora and Silverthreads were the favorites, but they were
supposed to be so evenly matched that no odds were offered

on either, prior to the second heat, and no pools could be

sold. The 6rst heat was a very pretty one. A good start was
made. Silverthreads took the lead and maintained it until

about thirty yards from the outcome, when Flora made a

spurt and crossed the line half-neck ahead. Time, 1:42,

Dexter third. Two, three and four to one were then offered

on Flora, with no takers. On the second heat they started

in a bunch. Silverthreads was on his metal and became
fractious, breaking badly and "loping" nearly all the way.
Flora trotted as steady as a clock ticks, and crossed the score

two lengths ahead, Dexter second. Time, 1:46. Mr. Lewis
tDok the purse.

After the trot several scrub foot-racers got to talking about
running. The result was that one of our young merchants
defeated Kentucky Ned twice in a fifty-yard run; a dry goods
clerk distanced a barkeeper, and another barkeeper got away
with a rancher. Then one of our ranchers thought he had a

colt that could trot a little bit. Another had a sixteen-year-

old horse that "could." So they made a race, half-mile heats,

two in three. The colt won the first heat, the veteran took

the other two in good style, and had they been trotting to

rule would have distanced the youngster. It was nine o'clock

at night when the sport terminated.

After the trotting race, Marion Biggs, Jr., purchased Silver-

threads, paying S410 therefor. A gentleman engaged in buy-

ing blooded stock for Governor Stanford's Palo Alto farm,

was present and witnessed the contest. At the conclusion of

the race he offered J. G. Lewis S600for Flora, but "Johnnie"
wouldn't sell—says he's able to keep the mare and wants a

good roadster worse than he does S600 or even §1,000.

Vor a purse of 3100 Flora trotted the Marysville track on
Tuesday, to beat 3:20. C. H. Block thought she couldn't do

:
; Lewis was of the opposite opinion; each backed his judg-

nent with §50 coin. Flora made the mile in 3:18|.

—

Herald.

Vale St. Simon.

Royal Ascot has come and gone, and though the sport can

hardly be said to have been first-class, it was still invested

with plenty of interest. The crack three-year-old form of

the season was badly represented with neither Melton, Para-

dox, nor Bird of Freedom in the field, aud the meeting was
robbed of further lustre by the absence of St. Simon, who
had cracked up in the winding-up gallop to which he was
submitted at the end of last wetk in the presence of his

owner, an occurrence which decided Matthew Dawson also to

"miss his engagements" at Ascot, for the first time for many
years. I fear that St. Simon's day has gone by. and though
a big effort will doubtless be made to get him to the post for

the Great Eclipse Stakes at Sandown Park next Summer, the

chances are that the attempt will fail.

—

London Sportsman.

Mr, P. C. Byrne, of Dutch Flat, owns a trotter called

Grover C, and in the last number of his paper, the Placer

Times, he prints the following unconditional defi:

"We will also match Grover C. against any horse owned
in Placer county; to trot over the Glenbrook track, any time

during the fair week or during the month of September.
Any horse owned in Placer county, May 1, 18S5, can be

matched with Grover C. for from S500 up to §5,000.

POULTRY.
Duck Raisins'.

There are no kind of domestic poultry more easily kept
than ducks. Their appetite is such that almost anything
which is naturally thrown to pigs is acceptable; and on this

account many object to them, saying "they eat too much.'
It is no doubt true that more food is required to rear young
ducks than chicks, but this is oTer-balauced by their quick
maturity, after which no more food is required for aucks
than hens, and should any one doubt the assertion let

him try it by actual experiment, and we have no doubt he
will be convinced.
Disease seldom finds its way into the duck yard, unless

caused by feeding ducklings too much hard or uncooked
food. Keep the young ducks from water save enough to

drink, until about two weeks old, then let them have full

range. Feed cooked or scalded food and unless rats, weasels,

or other "varmints," take them away, but little trouble
need be feared.

Ducks can be successfully bred in dry yards, with only a
pan of water, but no farmer having a pond or stream of

water convenient for ducks should do without them, for in

Huch cases very little food is required save what can be found
by them in aud around such places. At early dawn they
may be seen very active in "sndtching up" the worms that

find their way to the surface of the ground in pasture, there-

by benefiting rather than injuring the soil.

There are three kinds oi ducks that stand very high
among breeders, viz: Aylesbury (pure white), Rouen (resemb-
ling the wild Mallard in color), and the Cayuga, which are

pure black, except occasional white spots on the breast.

As to real merits aside from color there is* little, if any dif-

ference in the three varieties, each one having its admirers,
but their size and beauty when compared with the common
duck is so much superior that we wonder why the latter is so
often seen in farm yards, still we are glad to note that many
are improving in poultry as well as other farm stock, and
although the cost of starting in this line may seem beyond
the reach of many, still it is but trifling when compared to

the improvement that may shortly follow.— Tribune and
Farmer.

The Hamburg fowls—sometimes called the "Dutch ever-

lasting layers"—probably originated as a breed in Holland,
but the credit of establishing the six varieties now known
and bred in this country probably belongs as much to Eng-
land as to Holland. The standard variety are the Black,
White, Silver Pencilled, Silver Spangled, Golden Pencilled
and Golden Spangled. They have all the same size—being
classed as small. Their form is very neat, and their every
motion is graceful. They are all non-sitters, and the hens
of all varieties lay a great number of medium-sized eggs. In
the number of eggs we believe they are surpassed by no vari-

ety unless it be the Leghorns, and to test them for a full year
at a time we should as soon risk the former as the latter, if

the hens are kept in small numbers and allowed full liberty.

All varieties have a large rose comb, terminating in a spike
which should turn up slightly. We cannot forbearthe remark
that we wish the Hamburg comb were smaller and fitted more
closely; and we are glad to know that some of the leading fan-

ciers are breeding in. this direction. All have large white
ear-lobes, which should fit close to the head, be free from
many wrinkles, and be round in shape. In size the Ham-
burg ear-lobe exceeds any other except the Black Spanish,
and the contrast between its pure white aud the bright red of

the head and wattles is very marked.
The Silver Spangled variety is best known and most exten-

sively bred in this country. The head, neck, back and saddle
of the cock should be silvery white, but the largest feathers

in hackle and saddle should end in small blackspaugles. The
breast and body should be of the same color, and each feather

be terminated by a distinct black spangle, and these should
be the markings on each feather from neck to tail. The black
tips to the wing feathers form two distinct black bars across
the wings, which are considered a fine point in breeding.
The markings of the hen are very similar to those of tho
cock, except the hackle feathers which should have a small
black stripe in middle, toward the end. The shanks of both
sexes should be blue.

-a,

Very few know that where the location is suitable geese
can be made as profitable as any domestic fowl we have.
Their feathers are a regular source of revenue, aud the sur-

plus birds find a ready market at remunerative prices at

certain seasons of the year, and are as popular for the
Christmas roast as the turkey is for Thanksgiving dinner.
The best breeds sell readily at fancy prices, being in great
demand. They are easy to handle, consume less grain and
require less expensive buildings than any other fowl.

Breeding geese should be kept rather thin in flesh. They
require little or no feed in Spring. Toulouse goslings can
be raised without a mother in warm weather, and at four
weeks old may be turned into a field without aDy further
housing or shelter. Once started a gosling is the easiest

of all young birds to raise, and geese are never unhealthy.
A pair of good geese will turn off two dollars' worth of

feathers in a year, which more than balances their keep.
The goose will lay thirty eggs; from these at least ten
goplings should be raised, which will weigh twenty pounds
apiece by Christmas. We have had them weigh more.

THE TROTTING STALLION,

NUTWOOD, Jr.
WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1885 AT JOE DIEVES' THREE

Mile House, on the San Leandro Road, Alameda County, ending
July 1st.

DESCRIPTION:
Nutwood, Jr., Is a bay horse, 16"^ hards high, foaled April Hth 1879;

bred by L. U. Shippee, Stockton. He is a horse of powerful mold, sym-
metrical form, perfect feet and legs, aud with a striking resemblance in
form to his sire. He has never been trained, but his action is faultless
and his disposition of the very best. He has shown repeated trials below

'. :30 in his exercise.
PEDIGREE:

Sired by Nutwood, dam by California Patchen.seconddam by Bane's
Littlejohn, Jr.
California Patcben by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr., dam Lady Peters by

Sherman Morgan.
Littlejohn, Jr., bv imp. Littlejohn; dam bv Red Bill, son of Mcdoc.

(See Bruce'B American stud Book, vol. 1, page 786.)
Littlejohn, bred in England bv Lord .Exeter, got by Scutari, damffue

Pet by Sheet Anchor. (See English Stud Book, vol. VIII, page «5.)
Nutwood2:lS-v,,iialf-brotherto Maud S., 2: 09 V), bv Belmont (Alex-

ander's) dam Miss Russell bv Pilot, Jr : second dam.'Sallie Russell by
Boston: third dam, Maria Russell bv Thornton's Rattler.etc. Heis the
sire of Felix, 2:19V ManoD, 2:21,Jim Mulvenna, four yesrs, 2:27>tf, Nut-
breaker, yearling, 2:42V- and manv uther fast ones.
Belmont bv Alexander's Abdallab, dam Belle, bv Mambrino Chief;

second dam, by Brown's Bellfounder. son of imp. Bellfounder. He is
the sire of Wedgewood, 2: Hi, and five others in the 2:20 list. Alexander's
Abdullah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:H, and others.
Pilot, Jr., Bire of the dam of Nutwood, is also the sire of Midnight, the

dam of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, and 7 in the 2:30 list.

TERMS.
Forty dollars for the season, payable in all cases before the mare is

removed. Mares not proving with foal can be returned the next season
free, provided the horse is not sold or removed from the State. Good
Easturage, safely fenced, at Five Dollars per month. Due rare taken,
ut no liability assumed fur accidents or escapes.
For fuxthe r parric ula rs address,

J. P. DIETES, Accent. East Oakland, Cal.

TILTON ALMONT,
RECORD, 2:26.

THIS FAST AND SPLENDIDLY-BRED TROTTING STALLION WILL
make the season of 1885 at Miller's Stable, Colusa, Cal., Commencing

February 1, 1885, and ending August 1, 1885.
Terms, fifty dollars for the season, payable when the mare is taken

away.
Tilton Almont was sired by the great Almont, son of Alexander's

Abdallab, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14; Rosalind, 2:21i; Thorndale,
2:22J; Mercer, 2:23$; Major Edsall. 2:29; St. Elmo. 2:30; etc.
Almont sired Westmont, 2:15; Fanny Witherspoon, 2:17; Piedmont

2:17£; Aldine, 2:19J; Early Rose, 2:22£; etc., etc. (Aldine and Early
Rose trotted as a team in 2:10$.)

First dam, by Clark Chief, son of Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady
Thorn, 2:18$.
Second dam, by imported Hooton. sire of Lula's dam, record 2:16;

Hooton son of Despot, son of Sultan, son of Selim. son of Buzzard, son
of Woodpecker. Hooton'e dam was by Catton, the sire of Imported
Trustee.
Third dam, by Halcorn, son of Virginian, son of Sir Archv, son of

imported Diomed.
It is worthy of special notice that the dam of Tilton Almont is by

Clark Chief . The New York Spirit of the Times says: '-The blood of
Clark Chief is a conspicuous element in the newcomers to the list that
have beaten 2:20, as the two fastest performers are out of Clark Chief
mares, while the third of the group, Majolica, 2J7, is from bis
daughter, JeBsie Kirk. WUJJAM BIEEI'PS-

TEE HAMBLETONIAN STALLION.

MAY BOY,
Will make the season of 1885 a San Mateo. jMay Boy is a bay horse with Btar and left hind pastern white, 15.2 hands
high, foaled May l, 1878, bred by A. Hay ward, of San Mateo.
Sired by Whipple's Hambletoiuan. dam Harvest Queen, by Rvsdvk's

Hainbletonian; seconddam the Dubois mare, by Seeley's American Star;
third dam by Abdallab. sou of Mambrino.
Whipple's"Hamble tonian (sire of Graves 2:19, and seven others with

records of 2:30 or better), by Guy Miller, dam Martha Washington, by
Burr's Washington; second dam bv AbdaUah.
Guy Miller, by Rysdyk's Hainbletonian, dam bv Nanny's Bolliver.
Harvest Queen has a record of 2:29X, and as a trotter was noted for

her Bpe d and courage. Oct. 14, 1S69, at Alameda, she beat Venture in a
match for $lii (000. At Sacramento. Sept. 15, 1S70, she beat Jerome and
three others for a $1,000 purse, winning the first, second and fifth heats,
the last in 2:29 K- At San Francisco i half mile track), Mav 3, 1871, for a
$5,000 purse she beat Blackbird and five others, winning the first, fifth
and sixth heats, and May 23d of the s.aine year she beat a field of seven,
including May Fly. California Dexter and'Regulator, for a $-5,000 purse,
winning the second, third and fourth heats.
May Boy has never been trained, but in breeding, conformation and

movement is a trotter of the first order.

TERMS:
Forthe season 9150. Pasturage for mares at reasonable rates. Skillful

management guaranteed, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-
capes. For further particulars address

JAMES G. MORGAN. San Mateo, Cal.

THE WILKES STALLION,

ALPHBUS,
Bred by Jos. Warren. Esq., of Stockton, Cal. Sired by Mambrino Wilkes,
first dam by Major Mono, son of Pacific, he by Niagara. Second dam by
Royal George,
Mambrino Wilkes, by George Wilkes, first dam Lady Cbristman, by

Todhnnter's Mambrino, Bon of Mambrino Chief. Second dam by Pilot,
Jr. First dam of Todhunler's Mambrino ; Bipton's dam by Potomac.
Alpheus is a rosewood bay, five years old, fifteen bands three inches

in height, weighs 1,175 lbs. and is unexcelled for beauty of finish,
symmetry and strength. Owing to a severe attack of epizootic or pink-
eye he has not been exhibited for speed since. his memorable perform-
ance at Stockton, as a two-year-old, where he started in a fine field of
youngsters and won second money, bping lapDed on the winner at the
finish of second heat in 2:42* Will make the ensuing season at Marys-
•nlle, beginning February 1st, at 540 for the season.

C F. TAYLOR, A»om.

STANDA RD TROTTING" STALLION

BERLIN,
Will make the season of 1885, at Agricultural Park, Sacramento,

ending AugiiBt 1st.

Berlin (record 2:32A) by Reavis" Blackbird, 2:22; dam Addle Lee, 2;36,
the dam of Adair, 2 :2l ; second dam, the dam of Index.

Berlin is the sire of Thap<ln, fmir-year-old record, 2:28: Pansy,
three-year-old record, 2:96, and a number of other fast ones, Ilia

colts are invariable pure-gaited, speedy trotters

Terms.
For the season, $30; payable on or before the close of the season.

Single service, $15; payable at the time of service. All mares a
owner's risk.

For further particulars apply to, or address,

GEORGE MARTIN, Agent,
Agricultural Park, Sacramento.
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Petaluma Fair.

Agricultural District, No. 4.

COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Sonoma, Marin, Napa
and Lake.

AUGUST Sotli to 39tU (Inclusive!, 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, August S5th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Free for all. Purse S400. One
and a quarter mile dasb.

No. 2. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse $800.

No. 3—TROTTING -DISTRICT-For two-year-olds.
Purse $200; mile beats; best two in three.

WEDNESDAY, August 26th.

No. 4. SUNNING—DISTRICT—For all ages. $25
entrance;$lO forfeit; $100 added; $25 to second horse.
One mile dash.

No. 5—TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to all eligible
and the following: James H., Vanderlyn. Arab and
Albert W. Parse $I,0UU.

No. 6. TROTTING—2;26 class. Purse $800.

THURSDAY". August 2 7lh.

No. 7. RUNNING—For two-year-olds . $50 en-
trance; $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out by August
15th. and $25 if declared out by 6 p. m. the dav be-
fore the race; S15o added; $100 to second horse.
Tnree-quartermile dash.

No. 8. RUNNING—Free for all. Purse $500. One
mile and repeat.

No. 9. PACING. Free for all. Purse $600.

FRIDAY. August 28th.

No. 10. RUNNING-SELLING RACE. Parse $200;
entrance free; *5u to second horse. Fixed valuation
$1,U0U; to carry entitled weights; two pounds off for
each $100 beluw and two po unds added for each $100
above fixed value. One mile and repeat.

No. 11. TROTTTNG—DISTRICT—2:40 class. Parse
341)0.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse $800.

SATURDAY, August 39th.

No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. $50 entrance; $25
forfeit, or S10 forfeit if declared out by August 15th.
and $25 if declared out by 6 p. m. the day before the
race. $200 added; $100 to second horse. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 14. RUNNING-CONSOLATION PURSE—$150;
$5:j to second horse. Horses beaten once allowed 5
pounds, twice 10 pounds, three times 15 pounds
from their eniitled weights. One mile dash.

No. 15. TROTTING—2:20 class. Purse $1,200.

No. 16. TROTTING-DISTRICT-For gentlemen's
roadsters. To be handicapped the day before the
race. Purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated
by agreement.

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all trotting,|pacing, and in running races Nos. 1

and 8, four moneys, viz: oo. 25, 15 and lu per cent.
All races, best a in 5. except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves tbe rigbt to trot or run beats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hoar of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walkover in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance lee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race eutitled to first money onlv,

except when distancing tbe field, then to first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of

tbe day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse" they are to
start must be named at 6 p, ai. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by th^ Board,fno horse is

qualified to beentered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (6> months prior
to the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the en-
trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by tbe National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this

i Association.
If, in tbe opinion of the judges, any race cannot be

finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid ud en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses tostart,
but tbe Board reserves tbe right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all beats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp
Stables, bay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1885, with Secretary.

J. H. WHITE. President.
W. E. COX, Secretary, P. O. 276, Petaluma, Cal.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing,

WITH AN APPENDIX
Treating of tlie Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Round-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare

.

o

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Beeedee and Sportsslvn, ban Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled '-Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has bad many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of tbe many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading tbe plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with tbe knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has bad much to
do with our conversion. We would not take $50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, 51.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

** Tips and Toe "Weights." a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is th« title of a very-
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of J oseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Beeedeb and Spobtsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he bad no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest endorsation from bis famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the boob till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to

the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses* feet, and tbe best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, be has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Beeedee and Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Beeedee and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toeof the foot. By their use , and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo be trotted when four
years old in 2:20 i. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send SI. 50 to him and he will
scnd"you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public triil m 2:^02, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with other
parties ready to talie himat the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot w-ien afoalitwas the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won tbe Occident
Stakes, bl.221, in which he got a record of 2:29^, last half in 1:131; first money in purse at Sacramento,
SoOO; second money at Stockton, 8253; the Stanford Stakes, S1.672; and the Embryo, 5870, making a cash
return for the season of it,5i4. I aui satisfied that if he bad been shod with full shoes when first put In
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Beeedee and Spobt&man will he given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoptst to

make full examinations of ths horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot

of the horse, which will be incorporated in tbe forthcoming articles in the Beeedee and Spobtsman.
Fullv convinced bv practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as

thoroughlvas the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the

revelations of the microscope. Jos. Caien Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TEEMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office-

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
ItAU'd KISTI'fKV REEL.

GLOl'BRS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY— 15 St. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 63S MONTGOMERY ST., 8. F.

Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

NEVADA
. AND . . .

Placer Counties.

Glenbrook Race Track,
A 3SEW .MJI.i; TRACK.

SPEED PROGRAMME FOR 1885.

FIRST DAY-Tuesday, Sept. 1st.

Ko.l. CRICKET MATCH, at 9:30 o'clock a M for
clubs in District. Purse $75.

No. 2. TKOTTING-For horses owned in the Dis-
trict; 3:00 class. Purse $400; first horse ISO: second
7 i -.J; third $50.

No. 3. TROTTING-2:30 class. Parse $600; first
horse 8350; second $176 ; third $75.

NO. 1. TROTTING-Three-year-olds. Free for all
Mile and repeat. Purse Swju; first horse 8300: second
$180; third $60.

'

.So.5, WALKING MATCH—For stallions owned
in the District. Purse $iw); first horse *75; second $25.

SECOND DAY'-Wednesday, Sept, M.
No. 6. RUNNING—NATIONAL HOTEL. STAKE—Free for all. 350 entrance; $25 forfeit; $500 added-

second horse 32yO; third $iou. One miie and repeat.

Rr£ftr& S!JN̂ IKQ~WviBA CITY mNEbUkh-lor two-year-olds. $2o entrance: $iu for-
feit: 8250 added; second horse $luo; third 850. DaBh of
a half-mile.

No. 8. RUNNING-WYOMING MINE STAKE
Free for all. 3-5 entrance; 310 forfeit: J300 added
second horse 3nw; third 3-50. Dash of one and a half
miles.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock p. m.
No. 10. TROTTING—For two-vear-olds owned in the

District. Purse $300; first horse 31%; second$a0; third

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Sept. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RACES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10
o Clock a. m„ open to the District; purses aggregat-
ing $100. ^* b

No. 12. TROTTING-2:50 class. For District horses
Purse 5400; first horse $250; second $luO; third $50.

No. 13. TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to Vander-
lyn, James H. and Albert W. Purse $i,uu0: first horse
8500; second $250; third $150; fourth $iuo.

No. 1-i. RUNNING—SADDLEHORSE STAKE—
For horses owned in the .District: catch weights. *iu
entrance; Sloo added; first horse aupercent.; second
20 percent.; third 15 per cent.; fourth, io per cent •

fiftho per cent. Dash of a mile.

I OI RTH DAY-Friday. Sept. 4th.

No. 15. RUNNING—WALR A TH STAKE Free
for all. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $ttQ ^.ided; second
horse 3200; third $100. Two miles and repeat.

No. 16. RUNNING-NARROW GAUGE RAIL-ROAD STAKE. Free for all. $25 entr.mce; $lu for-
feit; $250 added; second horse 3100; third ; 0. Three-
quarters ot a mile and repeat.

No. 17. RUNNING-SOUTH YUBA MAKE-Free
for all. $25 entrance; $10 iorleit; $3 added; second
horse $75; third $5u. One and one-eighth miles.

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Parse $800; first
horse $i:o;second 3250; third Sloo.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday. Sept. £th.

No. 19. LADIES' TOURNAMENT *t u o'clock *

M.
No. 20. RUNNING-UNION HOTELSTAKE-Pur

horses owned in the District. 3"ij entr.u.i_c* buj
forfeit; $150 added. One-half mile and repeat.

No. 21. TROTTING—2:10 class. Purse $600; first
horse $350; second$l7a; third $75.

No. 22. TROTTING-Free for all (St Julien barred L
urse $1,200; first horse $6uu ; second MOD: third sifti-Purse $l,2oo; first horse $6uu

fourth $12u.
ecoud $30u; third $180;

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both seiee for sale. Postoffice address,
San Francisco, Cal.

RACING PLATES.

REMARKS A>D CONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing raceB are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three tostart. Btit the board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
till, by tne withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any dav "a
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. *A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled onlv to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66«, to the
first, and 3j -, to second.

InaU races, entries not declared ont bv 6 pm. of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to start

.

Where there is more than one entrv by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start mist be named by <ip, m. the dav preceding the
race. No added money paHfora walk-over.
Rulesofth..- State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
etheiwise.

Racingcolors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

All races in which District horse* are entered, they
must have been owned in the District prior to Jnlv 1st,
18»5, except when specified free for alt.

Entries to all of the above races to close with tbe
Secretary on Saturday, August 1st, 1885.

A. u viHAiii President.
Nerada City.

RACING PLATES OR TRAINING SHOES OF Ge°' Fle<<,|leI"' Secretary.

any size or weight, fowarded on receipt of price,
|

P. O. Address, Grass Valley.
92.50 per net. All plates and shoes guaranteed to be of i _. _ -.r^onA-w *„„.«* a .

the best material and workmanship. Samplescanbe ,

D - E - MORGAN, Assistant-Secretary,

een at the office of the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman. P. O. Address, nv.

Address. M.J.OLEABY,
San Buena Ventnra, < aJ. '
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FISH.

A correspondent in Washington Territory

gives the following interesting information

about the trout fishing to be had in the waters

of that (to some extent at least) unexplored

coantry: "There are splendid opportunities

offered by this Territory for the exercise of

'the gentle art,' but I must admit that they

are exceptional rather than general. I mean

that a good many of its streams and lakes do

not amount to much for fly-fishing, for causes

chiefly attributable to the natural conditions

For example, the streams that come from the

glaciers ox Mt. Kainier are too 'milky white,

too intensely cold and too rapid to afford the

angler any show with fly, even if trout could

manage to live and thrive in them, which I

take leave to doubt, At any rate I have never
heard of auyone who met with even a show
of success on those streams. However, it is

asserted, and no doubt with some good
grounds for the statement, that in some of the

streams and all the lakes which are found here
and there in extinct craters on the sides of tne
mountain, very fine trout are found in abund-
ance, but at such an altitude as makes their

presence there a matter of little or no interest

to the average sportsman.
"The creeks which abound on lower

elevations, and which are not chilled

throughout the year by the perpetual pres-

ence of snow 'bree,
1 contain trout in toler-

ably large numbers, but not of any great
size, and the brush is, as a general thing,

so close on their banks as to make it a mat-
ter of great difficulty to reach them with worm
or other bait, and of absolute impossibility

with the fly. But the lakes, well, the lakes are
something to swear by, with hardly an excep
tion. Those sheets of water are sufficiently

numerous and extensive to afford scope for

the most exacting angler to exercise his art.

It would be a tedious task to enumerate them
in detail. Suffice it to say that they are all

practically accessible, and, in the majority of

cases, near enough to places of shelter for the
night, to render a visit to them possible and
even pleasant to those who rather like than
otherwise a little "roughing it" as a relish to

their sport. In the neighborhood of Tacoma
there are the Wapato lakes, belonging we be-
lieve to Mr. Eadebaugh, proprietor of the
Daily Ledger, from at least one of which a
fair basket of very fine, though somewhat
dark-colored trout can be taken on a good day
with the fly or with trolling tackle. Permis-
sion is however necessary before the angler
can attempt to fish there, but the genial pro-
prietor (if you strike him in one of his genial
moods) is not unwilling as a rule to grant the
privilege. American lake and one or two
other sheets of water, are accessible from the
terminus city, and Chambers 1 creek affords

good sport for those who can be satisfied with
lots of 'small fry.' It crosses the- county
road within a short distance of Steilacoom.
"The two lakes, Union and Washington,

which he close to Seattle and form such an
important part of the natural attractions of
that ambitious, but now somewhat moribund
city, are not worth anything for fishing,

though it is hard to see why such should be
the case. A few trout of fair size can
occasionally be got in Lake Union, but they
are not sufficiently plentiful to make it worth
one's while to spend a day on its waters for
sport. Lake Washington is, so far as I have
oeen able to learn, absolutely worthless, at
least for trout-fishing.

"Going further down the Sound (northward,
that is,) the angler strikes the Snohomish,
and, further inland, the Snoqualmie and Sul-

tan rivers, but he will find but little sport
there unless he is content to adopt the Indian
fashion of fishing with salmon roe for bait, a
method which every genuine fly-tisher de-

spises most heartily. The trout, however, it

must be admitted, are very satisfactory on the
table, both as to size and quality, as I had an
opportunity of practically learning at the table

of I. Cathcart Esq., of Snohomish City, who,
I may be allowed to add, is one of the most
whole-souled and genial of hosts to be found
in the northwest.

"But the 'gem' lakes, so far as I have had
an opportunity of testing them, in the whole
Territory are in the neighborhood of the
"city" of Whatcom on the beautiful Belling-
ham Bay. Padden Lake, within about three
and a half miles of Whatcom, abounds with
magnificent trout, and the merest tyro in the
angler's art can fill a large creel there in the
course of a Summer day, using as bait a
'chunk' of raw beef and fishing from the
shore. This, by the way, I may mention it

the only method adopted by the primitive set-

tlers in the neighborhood. There are no boats
on the lake but log rafts are used fcy sports-

men and found to be very convenient for all

heir purposes, having this advantage that a
Jarge trout is much more easily slipped on
hoard than lifted over the side of a boat. Fly
Wishing is simply ideal on this lake and your
readers can rely on getting magnificent sport
there, especially in the months- of June and
July.

"Lake Whatcom, which is a trifle further
from ihe bay than Lake Padden, is a very
much larger and finer sheet of water, and
several boats are at the disposal of the angler.
The trout in it are beautifully white and
jame' from the point of their shapely noses

to the tip of their caudal fin. They are suffi-

ciently plentiful to afford good sport, and for

ihe table they absolutely 'lay over' any fish I

have taken on the coast in delicacy of flavor

and firmness of flesh. I may add that plenty

of clean and comfortable accommodation can

hi had in the neighborhood of the lake, if the

visitor is too delicate or timid to camp out

under the shadows of the 'balsam-breathing

pines.'
;,I have no doubt that there are many other

lakes and streams accessible to the sportsman
that have not come under my notice, but, so

far as my experience goes, I know of no bet-

ter 'ground' than those two lakes, nor do I

fancy any better mere trouting can be had in

the world. I speak from long and extensive

experience."

Trotting at Salt Lake.

The newly organized Driving Park Associa-

tion of Salt Lake held their first meeting on
the 17th and 18th of June. The track is new
and not yet provided with grand stands and

other conveniences for spectators, but the As-

sociation will push the work to completion aB

rapidly as possible. A meeting is contem-

plated this Fall with big money for running,

trotting and pacing, and the managers expect

to attract horses both from the East and West.

TLe following are the summaries of the June
races:

June 17.-2:40 class; purse $300.

Greenback gg—E. O. Connor 1 1 1

Jack Gamble b g—J. W. Montgomery 3 2 2

£ir 's Eye dn m—A. F. Darrow 4 3 3 3

Els e s m—Alec. Grant 2 4 dis

Time, 2:39,2,34, 2:33&, 2:37.

Same Day— 2:44 class—Pacing and trotting to har-

ness. Purse 3200.

L. C. Lee, br s—T. Harris 2 111
KaieE. b f-J. "W. Montgomery 1 2 2 2

Little Wonder b m—Harry Cart dis

Blue Dick rn g—A. Grant dis

Time, 2:39, 2:37, 2:40, 2:36.

June 18—2:50class. Purse S200.

Birds Eye g m—A. F. Darrow 3 2 2 1 1 1

Kate E. b f—J. W. Montgomery 2 112 2 2

Prairie Chief bs—M. "Ward dis

Elsiesm-J.E Lislie dis

Folly d m— C. W. Carrington diB

Time, 2;35i, 2:36, 2:36^, 2:37j, 2:40J, 2:40.

Same day. —Free-for-all trotting. Purse 5500.

Tommy Todd, rg—T. McCoy 1 1 2 5

Jack Gamble b g—T. W. Montgomery 2 2 1 1

Countryman s s—G. Kimberly 3 3 3 5

Kathleen s m—A. Grant 4 dis

Time. 2:35, 2:40ft, 2:35, 2:385, 2:40.

Treatment of Shying Horses.

One of the most dangerous disabilities of

the horse, especially if it be a saddle horse>

says the Chicago Tribune, is the act of shying,

too often produced by punishing the green

young horse for "getting up" at unused
sights. The habit may at length become a

dangerous vice. Any horse is liable to shy.

Instead of being punished for it, he should

be led to familiarize himself with sights and
sounds near to him, by the only senses he

can use. These are the senses of touch, sight

and hearing. A horse terrified at the sound
of artillery, brass bands, or other noises, if

made to stand still as possible while these

sounds are continued, soon loses the sense of

fear and curiosity is excited. Beating only

increases the fright. Most horses will jump
the first time a sheet of paper is blown under
their feet.

The Stallion Match.

The great match between Phallas and Maxy
Cobb, trotted at Cleveland last Saturday,

proved to be a tame affair. The following is

the Associated Press telegram:

Cleveland, July 4th.—Phallas won the

$15,000 race with Maxy Cobb to-day in three

straight heats. Cobb never showed his nose
in front during the entire race. Time, 2:14,

2:151]-, 2:20}. Fourteen thousand people were
present. The track and weather could not

have been better. John Murphy drove Maxy
Cobb and Ed. Either sat behind Phallas.

Pools started even, but before -the first heat

Phallas brought S60 to Cobb's $45. Four at-

tempts were made to start at the beginning.

Cobb had the pole, but when the word was
given he was three-quarters of a length to the

rear. After the quarter post was passed Phal-

las was two lengths ahead. Murphy tried the

whip but it did no good. The second and
third heats were uninteresting.

Percherons and Percheron-Nor-
mana,

There are Pe rcherons, so-called, which are

not Percherons. any more than Pennsyl-

vaniaus are Virginiansjt buthey are both

French, as these are Americans. Perche is

an ancient province of France, and lies south

of Nojmandy, adjoining its southwestern

border. Perche has long been known for its

splendid breed of horses, which have been

reared with much care and jealousy, and which
date back in breeding to Arabian blood. Nor-

mandy has also its breed of horses, equally

ancient but coarser and heavier; they were

used a thousand years ago in war when an

enormous weight of steel armour was borne,

both by the rider and the horse. To bear the

burden, and to ride down an opponent by

mere force of shock, very heavy horses were
required, rather than more active ones, and
the Norman horses thus became, as they are

still, the heaviest race known. The Per
cherons, on the other hand, were used for

carriages, and are now the stage, omnibus and
diligence horses of the country, able to trot

with ease ten miles an hour, with a heavy
vehicle behind them. These are consequently

more finely built, have harder and finer bone,

and while "quite heavy, look lighter than they

really are, because of their fine proportions,

due to their Arabian ancestry.

Winning the Epsom Derby seems to give

brevet of longevity to horses, for out of

twenty-three last winners of that race only

five have died, and one of these not from nat-

ural causes. But while all but five of the

horses which have won the Derby since 1863

are alive, only ten of their owners or eleven,

counting the two owners of the horses which
ran a dead heat last year, are still in the flesh.

Speed and Stamina.

Matthew Dawson, the celebrated _ English

trainer, in a late interview is reported as say-

ing that horses can stay as well as ever they

could, if trained for a distance. There is an

impression abroad that the present system of

breeding and training for a high rate of speed

for short distances, has led to a deterioration

in stamina, and this idea Dawson combats.

The proof of the matter, however, cannot be

made conclusive by talk and newspaper
articles, and Mr. Kichard Ten Broeck comes
forward with the following proposition open
to all England:

"I will back my venerable father (time) for

£2,000 against the speed of any named horse

to run four miles in 7:15, I to stake £2,000 if

one acceptor is named, single acceptor the same
sum; if two, each and I £1,500; if three, each

£1,000; four or more, £500. I to back time

for same amount as there are horses, from

£2,000 to £500; time or best horse to win;

weights to be by scale of three miles {as four

miles is abolished) and according to the month
named by the first acceptor."

Mr. Ten Broeck thinks horses can run
faster on the English tracks than on the Amer-
ican and as we have a fourmile record of 7:15i

he regards the above proposition as more than

fair.

The racing programme, at Camp Ooodall, on

the 4th. drew a large attendance to the beach.

The first trotting race was won by Joe Dean,

and the victory of the horse surprised many,

as tho knowing ones thought Kennedy's

mare was bound to win the race. The second

trot was won by Kowe's colt, and Ther-

wachter's colt won the running rnce. The
races gave opportunity for plenty of amuse-

ment, and the visitors returned home well

pleased with the sport.— Pajaronian.

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 1 1

.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev.,Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Oal ,

admitted to District for Rac-
ing Purposes.)

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GREENVILLE,
Plumas .County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
And Continuing Five Days.

Finest Track in the Mountains, with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races

THIRD DAY.
10. TROTTING-2:10class,3in5, mile heats; pnrse

82.10. First horse, $1£Q; second, *75; third, $25. Free
for all.

11. BUNNINP—Mile dash; purse, $12-3. First horse,
ho; Becond, $37.50; third. $1J.50. Free for District
horses.

12. TROTTING-Four-year.oldsorunder,3in5, mile
heats; purse, ;2 i:i. First horse. $120; second, 360-
third, *20. Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
4;3U—Purse, $50. First hoise,$3o; second, $-15; third BS
Free for all, entries to close at time ' of
starting,

FOURTH DAY.
14. TKOTTING-2:50 class. 3 in 5: purse, $200

First horse, 3120; Becond, ?W; third, 820 Free
for District Horses.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat; purse. $130.
Firsthorse, $*); second, 5JJ; third, $10. Free for all.

16. RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dash; puree
|I5U. Firsthorse,$9i); second,§15; third, $15. Free for

17. TROTTING-Single buggy, 2 in3.owner to drive;
purse, $75. Iirst horse, $5j; second, 125. Free for
District horses,

FIFTH DAY.
18. TROTriNG-3fn5; purse, $103. Firsthorse, $210:

second, $129 third. «iu. Free for aU.
-•«"«».»-«•

lit. WALKING—Stallions, one mile; purse, $50 First
horde, $au; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; purse, $300.
Firsthorse, $lx); second. $90; third, $30. Free for all.

21. TROTTtNG-Double teams, mile and repeat;
purse. $125, Fir^tteam. $75; second. $'J7; third, 913 Free
for Dis rict horsea. In rained teams must pu'llbuecv
owners t,o drive. B J

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $S0. First, $5"); Becond, $20; third. SHI
Entries to be made at time of shooting. Not less than
five to enter. Eutrance fee, $5.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. ai., on Tuesday,
September 1st 1885.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex,
color and marks of horses. Also name and residence
of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write • -Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.

Entrance fea ten per cent, of purse.
In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to 5nish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6)
months prior to the day of the race, and any entry
by any per^oo of anydisqualifi-d horse shall be held
liable for the entrance lee comracted, without any
right to compete for a purse, and shall be held liable
to penalties prescribed by the National Association
and Rules of the State Agricultural Society, and ex-
pulsion from the Association,

If, m the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on th? closing day of the Fair, it may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows: 60 J to the first and 33J to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m . sharp.
J. R. Muhbat, J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY.

I. TROTTING—Class 3:00,3iu5, mile heats; purse,
$2UU. First Uorse, !*IJJ; Second, fill; thir.., flu. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

2 RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse.
$100. First horse, $«0; second, fill; third, $10, Free for
all District horses.

RUNNING—Mile heats, 2 In 3; nurse, $200. First
horse. $120; second, $ft0; third, $20. Free for all.

RUNNING—One quart r mile andr peat; purse,
$75. First horso, $6u; sccoial, #25. Free for all.

SECOND DAY.
6 TROTTING—CUss 2:30. 3 In 5; puise. $250. First

horse. $160; second, $76; third, $25. Free for nil.

II. RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
dash; purse, $75. First horse, $50; secoud, $2>. Free
for District horses.

7. RUNNING—Mile and a halt dash; purse, $150,

Firsthorse, $90; second, 815; third, (16. Free for all.

8. RUNNING—Three-quartet mile and repeat;
purse, $110. First horse, $41; second, $12; third, $H.

' ie for all.

RUNNING—Ten miles, rii'ers to dismount and
change horses at the end of e.ieh mile , and use six or
more horses; purse, $jd I, Three to enter two to start.
First horse, $150; second.$5n. Owner to furnish stables.

UGGIE
UGGIE

and
s

WAGONS.
ANT STYLE MADE TO ODDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENTION GIVKN TO

Painting,

varnishinQ

Alterations and Repairs.

OFFICE AND FACTORY.

13 17 AND 13 19 MARKET STREEl

Between Ninth and Tenth Streeta.SanFr ancla;o,

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.
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The Annual

State Fair

Bemarks and Conditions.

..AT....

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME
FIRST DAY-Tliursday, Sept, 10th.

TROTTING.
No.l. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1SS3

with eleven no initiations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, §1,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, §600. 2:35 class.

SECOND DAY -Friday, SEPT. lltli.

RUNNING.
No. 4. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; ?"250 added: S50 to
second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a niile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of 1SS2. Closed in 1SS4 with nine nomina-
tions; $50 entrance, p. p.; $300added; -$100 to second;
third to save stake . One mile and a quarter.

No. 6. THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE $250—Entrance fiee; $50 to
second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds off for each
SlOO below ; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY-Saturday, Sept. 1 *2 Hi

.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

$1.000—Closed March 10, 1885, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, $1,20-1-3:00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:21 class •.

TManon barred]. *

FOURTH DAY-Momlay, Sept. 14th.

RUNNING.
No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds

8100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $300 added, Three miles
Closed in 1884.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE-For all ages;
$25 entrance; $i0 forfeit; $2o0 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-
For foals of 18S3; $100 entrance: $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Closed iD lb84 with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $50 entrance; $2i forfeit; $15 declaration; $500
added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by 8 o'clock p. ai. Two and i quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAlf-Tuesday, Sept. 1 5th.

TROTTING.

No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,
1,000. Closed March 10, 1885, with twelve nominations.

No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:36 class.
No. 18. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-

mile heats; $50 entrance; $2 i forfeit; $200 added. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, six
tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies; $2-5 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
$50 to second. Five furlongs

-

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds; $t0 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $100 to
Becond; third saves stake. One mile and three-
quarters .

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en-
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
pounds off for each $100 below and two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY-Thursday, Sept, 17th.

TROTTING.

No.23. TROTTING PURSE-$1,200. 2:27 class;

No. 21. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
$1,000—Closed March 10th, 1885, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 18lh.

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year.

oldB; $50 entrance; $'25 forfeit; $2.50 added; 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13

penalized 5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No. 27-THE SH \FTER STAKE—For three-year-
olds; $50 entrance ;

$2o forfeit; $:w added; $1U0 to sec-

ond; $50 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No. 28. THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all ages

;

850 entrance; $15 forfeit; $3oo added; $100 tosecond;
$50to third; $200 additional if l:ll!-< is beaten. Stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time
(l:42K)is beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and one-sixteenth and repeat.

NINTH DAY-Satorday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200; 2:23 Class.
[Sister barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200. 2:30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING' PURSE $1,500. 2;20 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1886-87

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
raceB on the regular programme

:

No. 1-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE-For
foals of 1883; to be run at the State Fair of 1886; $50

entrance, p.p.; $300 added, of which $100 to second and
$50 to third. One mile and a quarter.'

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair ot 1880; $100 e ntrance

;

$25 forfeit; $250 added. Becond horse, $100; third, $50.

One mile.

No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State F;tir of lv*7; $W entrance,
p. p.; $3no added. Second horse, $100; third, $50. One
mile and a half.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the richt to bold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to ac-
company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to lirst horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third , and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves tbe right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than tbe
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
6G3 to the first, S3J to the second.

In all races entiles not declared out by 6 p. m. of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to startf
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horae they are to
start must be named by p. ji. of the day preceding
tbe race. No added money paid for a walk-over
Rules of tbe State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.

Non-starters in running races will be held for en-
trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

Entries to all of the above races (except fixed
events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday,
August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwin F. Smith, Secretary.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Cash, SalinaB.
R. P. Sargent, Gilroy. John Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Finigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful Bales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to ourcare. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmostcare. Several fine ranches at private sale-
Purchases and saleB made of land of every descrip-
tion. .

KIIXII* A CO.. llti Montgomery street.

$10,000.

Eancho del Bio.

SECOND ANNUAL SALE
OF

THOROUGHBREDS,
PKOPEETY OF

THEODORE WINTERS, Esq.,

AT SACRAMENTO,

Thursday, July 16th, 1885.

The second annual sale of yearlings, tbe get of Nor-
folk, Joe Hooker and Three Cheers, will take place
at the stables of C. H. Shear, opposite Agricultural
Park, Sacramento, on the above date. Catalogues
will be ready May 5th, and may be had on applica-

Auctioneers,
tion to

KILLIP & CO.,
116 Montgomery Street,

San Francisco,

Henbt Payot. Isaac Cpham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AND IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

204 Sansome Street, ATear Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

AT

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AN» CONTINUES ONE MEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted nnder the

auspices oi tlie Directors ot the State

Agricultural Society.

No. 16. Running—Perse S200; $100 to first

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running— Consolntion purse; en-
trance free; $100; $70 to lirst; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made within rive minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Oct. 17th.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for nil;

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;
three in five; purse $400; first horse §250;
second horse $lo0.

KE1UARKS AMI CONDITIONS.

OTNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- FennelTs Cythiana Boots.
Which are now In use by ALL the principal Breeders
awl Trainers tlirmiKhout the United Stwtes. I ahull
utter tlit' in at low pricey, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities awl the exec lien! materials used they are-

prononneed by experts the cheapest boota made,

J. o EVAM . 76? Market St..

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddler
Goods '.-) all kinds.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en-

titled "An Act to provide for the management
and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 18S5.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-Monday, Oct. 13tb.

No. 1. Running—Purse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a
mile.

No. 2. Running—The Silver State Stake—
For thoroughbred tbree-year-old fillies; So-
ciety to add $100; dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance $30; $10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; S25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$50 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 1 3tli.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; ourse

$200: first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14tli.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying

100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. 8. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half:

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de
claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAY-TIiursday. Oct. 15th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second

$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 class; free for all;

best three in five; purad$400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada and counties above
untried in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. 1 6th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; SlOO to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-

nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the

second in that day's race five pounds and the

third three pounds over the rule weight.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1SS5. Entries for tbe purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for
Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which,
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
• The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-
ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California eat-t

of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. M.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Seebeet H. Bbown, M.P.

|
Geo. H. Holmes,

Nugent W. Bbown, 1 C. Bbuce Lowe,

TEADDTQ AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
lmerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and diBpoae of stock from America; or act aB Agents
for California firms.

References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, Esq ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A CO.,

Wright, Beaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

DOG COLLARS
AND

FUENISHINGS.
Our 1885 Catalogue, which Is now

ready, contains 7'i pases, on which are
Illustrated over 3,000 styles of

DOO COLLARS, LOCKS,
LEADERS, BELLS,

WHIPS, MUZZLES,

SHIPPINO BOXES. KENNELS.
BISCUIT. MEDICINES.
And all Furnishings Pertaining to the Dog.

To insure tbe receipt of Catalogue, send 35 cents in
postage stampB or postal note.

Medford Fancy Goods Co.,

101 CHAMBERS STREET. M VI YORK
I. BREMER, General Manager.

[P. O. Bos 3771.]

John A. McKerron,

M ANI'l-'Al'TT-HI'J;

FINE HARNESS
a<;f.nt for CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track W'
a Specially.

230A: 232 Ellia St., opp.Fashion Si

.
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STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885.

(FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.)

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

N. B.—In all races in which more than ten paid

up entries are received, $200 will beadded by the As-
sociation, to he added as follows: Extra §50 to each

horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept. aaa.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse §800.

No. 2. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2:40 class.
81,000.

No. 3. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—1-year-old
class. (Closed with S nominations.) §1,000.

No. 4. TROTTING-DISTRICT—2-year-old, or un-
der, class. Best 2 in 3 . §300.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 93d.

No. 6. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.

Mile and repeat . §S0O

.

No. 7. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:20 class.
$1,600.

No. S. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2-year-old
class. (Closed with 8 nominations.) §1,000.

LADIES EQUESTRIANISM—DISTRICT— (five
moneys) §100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 2 4th.

No.O-TROTTING-PACIPIC COAST-2:26 class.
$1,000.

No. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT—4-year-old, or un-
der, class. §£00.

No. 11—PACING-PACIFIC COAST-Free for all.
$800.

LADIES' EQESTRIANISM-PACIFIC COAST—
(Five moneys.) §100.

FRIDAY, Sept. *£5lh.

No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Selling
race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation,
$1,000. Two pounds off for each §100 below and %
pounds added for each §100 above fixed value. $800.

No. 13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST NOVELTY
RACE—For all ages. Two miles. S100 to each half-
mile, balance to winner of last half. §150.

No. U. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2:2S class.
Open to Albert W. Vanderlyn and James H. Manon
barred. $1,200.'

No. 15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—3-year-old
class. (Closed with7 nominations.) §1,002.

SATURDAY, Sept, 26tli.

No. 16. RUNNING—DISTRICT—Free for all. Mile
and repeat. $800.

No. 17. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for
all. §1,600.

No. 18. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3-year-old, or un-
der, class. §500.

No. 19. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2:30 class.

$1,000.

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all races except No. 13 four moneys, viz.: 50, 25,

15 and 10 per cent.
All races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Boaid reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walkover in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance lee and one-hall of the entrance re-
ceived from the otlier paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys. In race No. 7 one or more heats re-
quired to be trotted in 2:21 or better. In race No. 17

one or more lieuts required to be trotted in 2: 19 or bet-
ter; otherwise treated asa walkover.
The winner of the mile and repeat, or the mile and

one sixteenth and repeat, free purses for all a gen, of
tbe -State F;iir Programme for 1885, storting in race
No. 6, will be required to carry five pounds extra.
Unless otherwise ordered by tbe Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (fii months prior to
the day of tbe race, and any entry by any person of
anv disqualified horse shall be held liable for the p n-
tra'nee lee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre
scribed bv the National Association anil Kules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of tiie Fair, it may be con-
tinned or declared off, atthe option o£ the judges.
In all races noted above, six or more pain up en-

tries required to fill and three or mor« horses to start,
but the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest In the

world .

Trotting and racing colors to he named with all en-
tries and used in all beats.
Races commenceeach day at 1 o'clock p. m. Bharp.
StableB, hav and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1885, with the Secretary.

L. U. SH1PPEE, President.

J. M. LaRue, Secretary.

P. 0. Box 183, Stockton, Cal.

The Peoria Blackbird and Trap.
(Patents Allowed.)

The Most Perfect Breakers.

•The Most Uniform in Flight.

THE CHEAPEST A!*» BEST TAKUET
MADE.

We Challenge its Equal.
LARGE SUPPL1' ON HAND.

Circulars on Application.

B. T. Allen,
Sole Agent For Pacific Coast

>

416 MARKET STKEET,
San Francisco.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stock

now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,

Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Boadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTTR1
OlSTTt

1 P'RTtTF
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Is strictly ""Jeered t0 at Fairlawn, and the
X XXJ_J ullLl J- XVXUXJ X JJXXJ-i price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogne. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13}, and donble team with fastest record, 2:15^

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:15*, &c. Limited to 30

mares at $150 the season.

ALECTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

Limited to 3(1 mares at $50 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. ! By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay. Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2:15.

10 mares at $50 the season.
I
Limited to 10 mares at $50 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of

2-20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for

mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 393. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

SAFEST AND BEST' FOR GENERAL USE,
To Control and Educate the Trotter, Roadster.

or Carriage Horse, and to Break the t'oit.

NO HORSE (AN C9ET HBS TONGVE OVER IT
Will positively prevent and cure frilling. Side Pulling;"
Lng£ln:£.*Tongne Lolling, and will . ->tmake the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR, of Cincinnati, O., writes thatitworKed to

his complete, satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MURHPY, or Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use bveverv horseman as an article of great merit.
The fL'oi of HIGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton, ill . say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulltog, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W.PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albanv, N. Y., says it is the boss.

MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm
Conistocks, N. Y„ claim it is tho best they ever tried

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege

of examination. No. 1, nickel, $3; No. 2, ex. nickel, $4; No. 3, half silver, ororoide, $5; No. 4, full silver

or oroide, $6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by tbe Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering: Give Width of Mouth, Measuring; From Outside ol Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware ol" Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely

Termed Improvements of this liii- Look for Name and I>ate of Patent on each
one.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpir, the great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on the
Art, Society and Politics of tbe French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Bill Nye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.
Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, art in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
Tbe Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble. The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness ana dignity.
Terms of Subscription: Oneyear,?3 00; six months,

Si. 75; three months, 51. 0U; by carrier, in the city, 35
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at
reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE INGLESIDE, 719 Montgomery St,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The Ingleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of S60.P0O. Directors and sole Stock-
holders : H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe, Williard Wells,
H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

IMPROVED
Blind. Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured bv Letters Patent, July 2 5. 1883.
Having thes described my invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:
1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the strapB or bands
G and BI, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as an . tor the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com Ination with the blinds F,
supported ai d pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H. and the l ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

Tbe above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
soiii' 'thing of the same efrect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, leaching them to
bend the «.nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.

No. £10 and 232 KIHb St. San Francisco.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, -Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Tlilril St.. San Francisco

A. S. THOMSON,

Hunters' Resort,
Formerly Victor's Place,

SATJSALITO.
On San Rafael Road, three miles trom Sausalito.
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FIFTH ANNUAL

EXHIBITION
-OF THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Gal.

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st, 2d and

3d, 1885, Inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. 3Sth.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free

for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; §150 idded;$50to
second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING — One-mile dash, for two-year-

olds; S25 entrance; 510 forfeit; §150 added; $50 to

second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap; 550

entrance; S25 forfeit; $15 declaration; $'J50 added;
8100 to second horse; third to save entrance. "Weights

announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
\Vednesday, September 23d.

Second I>ay—Tuesday, Sept. 29th.

No. 4. TROTTING—3 :00 Class. District Purse,

8500; 3250 to first horse; $125 to second; $75 to third;

$50 to the fourth horse.

No. 5. TROTTING -2:22 Class (open to Vanderlyn
and James H). Purse $750: $375 to first; $187.5u to

second; $112.50 to third: $75 to fonrth.

No. 6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Purse
$300; $180 to first; $90 to second; $30 to third.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 3Uth.

Ladies Equestrianism—Purse $100. For the most
graceful rider. $25; second, $15; third. $10. For the
most skillful rider. $25; second, $15; third, $10.

No- 7. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat, free

for all; S25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to

Becond horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash
;

$25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING -Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages; purse $20"; entrance free; $50 to

second horse. Fixed valuation $l,O0U; two pounds
off for each $100; below; and* two pounds added
for each $100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October 1st,

No. 10. TROTTING—2:10 Class; purse $500; $250

to first; $125 to second; $75 to third: $50 to fourth

horse.

No. 11. TROTTING—Two-year-olds; one mile and
repeat; purse $300; $180 to first horse; $j0 to second;

$3U to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all; purse S400; $240

to first; $1^0 to second; $40 to third horse.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 2)d.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year"

olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse $200; $50 to

second horse.

No. li. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse S250; entrance free; $5D to second;

S25 to third horse.

No.15 —RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten

horses; purse $150; $50 to second horse. Entries to

close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.

No. 16. TROTTING—2 35 clasB; District Purse

$400; $240 to first; S120 to-second; $10 to third horse.

No. 17. TROTTING—2:26 Class; purse $400; $240

to first; $120 to second ; $40 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2:20 Class; purse $1,000;

$600 to first; $250 to second; $150 to third; $100 to

fourth horse. District horses to be owned in Dis-

trict June 1, 1885.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEEBS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

OCCIDENTAL.HOTEL BLOCK

THURSDAY.

Thursday, July S3, 1885.

At 10 A. M. At

RAILROAD CAR STABLES,
Corner Steiner and Turk Streets,

BY ORDER OF D. A1VARTY,

Great Credit Sale of

150 Head of Hoises,
From all the Principal Breeding Farms in the

Slate, Comprising

Eoadsteis. Trotters, Carriage Teams, Brood-
mares, Norman and Trotting Stallions
Draft and Work Horses, Carriages, Skeleton
Wagons, Sulkies, Carts, Harness, Etc.

Sale peremptory. Terms: Twenty per cent cash,
balance six months; approved paper; interest 10 per
cent per annum. Catalogues ready, and Horses can
be seen at place of sale Monday, July 6th. Turk and
McAllister street cars run direct to the stables.
For catalogues apply to D. McCarty, 608 Howard

street, or to the undersigned.

KILLIP A CO., Auctioneers.

Sonoma County
Agricultural

PARK
Association,

SEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR,
TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
Commencing: August 13th and Ending

August 31! tl. 1885.

For Sale.
Black gelding, eight years old, sound and well-

bred. Can trot in 2:30 or better, and trots the fifth

heat faster than the first. Apply to

Nevada Stables, 1336 Market Street.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day. Tuesday, Aug. 18tlt.

No. 1, Running—Half-mile and repeat, free for all
$25 entrance, ?10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 second horse.
No. 2, Trotting— For two-year-oldB or under, mile

heats, best two in three, purse §200.

Second Day, AVednesday, Aug. 19th.
No. 3, Running—Three-quarter-mile dash for all

ages. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to second
horse.

No. 4, Trotting—Three-minute class, purse 5500.

No. 5, Trotting—2:22 class, purse $750. James H. and
Vanderlyn eligible.

Third Day, Thursday, Aug. 30th.
No. 6, Running—One and one-half mile dash for all

ages, entrance $50, $25 forfeit, $200 added, $75 to second
horse.

No. 7, Pacing—Free for all, purse $500.

No. &, Trotting—For four-year-olds or under, purse,
3400.

Fourth Day, Friday, Aug, 31st.
No. 0, Running—Free for all ages, one mile and re-

peat, $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second
horse

.

No. 10, Running—For two-vear-olds or under,
dash of one mile. $2-5 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added,
$50 to second horse.

No. 11, Trotting—2:24 class, purse $500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 23d.
No. 12, Trotting—For thre e-year-olds or under,

purse $300.

No. 13, Trotting—2:20 class, purse $S00.

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1885.
Oakland Trotting Park.

Begins August 31st, and Ends
September 5th.

...SIX DAYS...

First Day—Monday, August 3 1st.

No. 1. RUNNING—GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For
two-year-olds; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $150 added;
$50 to second horse. Three-quarter-mile dash.

No. 2. RUNNING-PARDEE STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $200 added; second horse

ave stake. Two-mile dash.

For Sale.
Brown gelding. 16 hands high, 7 years old, sound

and well-bred on both sides. Has only been trained
one month by a competent 'man, and has shown a
trial in 2:26V two weeks ago. Can show 2:30 any
time. Apply at

Nevada Stables, 1336 Market St.

REMARKS AMD CONDITIONS.

All running races to be under the Rules of the Pa-
cific Coast Blood Horse Association.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

0®"For further particulars see speed programme.
KILLIP & CO., Pool Sellers.

I. DeTl'RK.
President, Santa Rosa, Cal.

E. "W. DAVIS, Secretary.

No. 3. TROTTING-2:34 CLASS-
monies.

Purse $600. Faur

No. 4.

monies.
PACING—2:25 CLASS—Purse $350. Three

Tuesday,

TROTTING-

Septeiuber 1st.

:22 CLASS—Purse $750; open
to Vanderlynn, James H., Arab and Albert W. Four
monies.

TROTTING—2 :21 CLASS—Purse $750. Four

YEARLINGS—Purse 5150.

No. 6.

monies.

No. 7. TROTTING -

Three monies.

Wednesday, September 3d.

No. 8. RUNNING—For all ages; three-quarter-
mile dash; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $150 added; $50
to second.

TROTTING-2:30CLASS-PurseS750. Four

The Washington Park Club,

CHICAGO, ILL.
BREEDERS' TROTTING MEETING.

. September 22d to 26th, 1885.

Stakes to Close July 15th, 1885.

No. 9.

monies.

No. 10—TROTTING—For all four-year-olds and
under; purse $400. Four monies.

Thursday, September 3d.
TROTTING— 2:20 CLASS—Purse §800. Four

:27 CLASS—Purse $750.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS—Purse $200*

All trotting raceB are the best three in five

five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than hve to

fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on purse, to ac-

company nomination. ^ _ . ,

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shitll he entitled only to

the entrance money naid in. When leas than the re-

quired number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:

66% to the first, and a3M to the second.

IX ALL RACES ENT1LIES NOT B1CCLARED OUT BY
B P. ST. OF THE DAY PRECEDING THE RACE, SHALL BE
REQUIRED TO START.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must he named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except where conuitionB named are
otherwise. _
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 8.

Racing colors to bo named in their entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
capBOf distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries. , .,.,

Entries to all of the above races to close with
the Secretary on Saturday, August 1st. 1885.

fl®- Write "Entries to Races" on outside of the en-

velope '

j. r. WELLER, President.

A. B, Ellis, Secretary,

The SJorthwestern Stake, S5UO.

For three-year-old colts and tillies, (foals of

18S2), bred and owned in one of the following

Northwestern States, viz.: Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan, Wisconsin. Iowa, Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska and Minnesota. To be trotted

Tuesday, Sept. "22d, 1885; $50 entrance; §15
forfeit; with $500 added by tne Club; forfeit to

accompany the nomination, and the balance

of the entrance fee to be paid on or before sis

o'clock p. M., Monday," Sept. 21st, 1885.

Mile heats, best three in rive, to harness;

three to entermnd two to start, or no race.

Great Fivc-l'«ir-01<l Stakes, St.400.

For five-year-olds (foals of 1SS0), open to

all. To be trotted Tuesday, Sept. 22d, 1885;

$100 entrance; $40 forfeit; with $1,400 added
by the Club. Forfeit to accompany the nom-
ination, and the balance of entrance fee to be

paid on or before sis o'clock p. m., Monday,
Sept. 21st, 1S85. Mile heats, best thi'ee in

five to harness; three to enter and two to

start, or no race.

Northwestern Two-Ycar-Old SUikes,|$50O.

For two-year-old colts and fillies (foals of

1883) bred and owned in one of the following

Northwestern States, viz.: Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska and Minnesota. To be hotted
Tuesday, Sept. 22d, 18S5; $50 entrance, $15
forfeit, with $500 added by ttfe Club. For-

feit to accompany the nomination, and the

balance of entrance fee to be paid on or be-

fore six o'clock p. m., Monday, Sept. 21st,

1885. Mile heats, best two in three to har-

ness; three to enter and two to start, or no
race.

Great Fonr-Ycar-Old Stakes. $850,

For four-year-old colts and fillies, (foals of

1881), open to all. To be trotted Wednes-
day, September 23d, 18S5; $75 entrance; $25
forfeit, with $850 added by the Club. Forfeit

to accompany the nomination, and the balance

of entrance fee to be paid on or hefore 6 o'clock,

ip. m., Tuesday, September 22d, 1SS5. Mile

heats, best three-in-fa've to harness, three to
enter and two to start, or no race.

Great Three-Year-Old stakes, $?50.

For three-year-old colts and fillies, {foals

of 1S82), open to all. To be trotted Thurs-
day, September 24, 1S85; $60 entrance; $20
forfeit, with $750 added by the Club. Forfeit
to accompany the nomination, and the bal-

ance of the entrance fee to be paid on or be-

fore 6 o'clock p. m., Wednesday, September
23d, 1S85. Mile heats, best three-in-hve to

harness; three to enter and two to start, or

no race.

Great Two-lTear-OId Stakes, $600.

For two-year-old colts and fillies, (foals of

18S3), open to all. To be trotted Friday,

Sept. 25th, 18S5; $60 entrance. $20 forfeit,

with $600 added by the Club. Forfeit to ac-

company the nomination, and the balance of

the entrance fee to be paid on or before 6

o'clock p. m., Thursday, Sept. 24th, 1885.

Mile heats, best two in three to harness;
three to enter and two to start or no race.

In all of the above Stakes the forfeits, en-

trance fees and added money shall be divided
as follows: Where three or more start, sixty

per cent, to go to first, twenty-five to second,

and fifteen to the third horse, and when but
three start, on the basis of sixty-five per cent,

to first and thirty-five per cent, to second
horse.

The forfeit must in all cases accompany
nominations or the entry will be void.

To be trotted under the rules of the Na-
tional Trotting Association.

In addition to the above stakes, other events
will be arranged for, particulars ot which will

be announced in due season.

Owners failing to receive entry blanks may
obtain the same upon application to the Sec-

retary.

Address all communications to the Secre-

tary. Room 34, Palmer House.

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary.

Noll,
monies.

No. 12. TROTTING -2
Four monies.

No. 13. TROTTTNG-
Tbree monies

.

Friday, September 4th.

No. 14. RUNNING—For all ages; one and one-
quarter mile dash; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; §200
added; second horse to save stake.

No. 15. TROTTING-2:40 CLASS—Purse $500. Four
monies.

No. 16. TROTTING—Free for all three-year-olds
and under. Purse 33(10. Three monies.

Saturday, September 5th.

No. 17. TROTTING—Free for all. Parse $1,000
Four monies. (St. Julien barred)

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse $500. Four
monies.

No. 19. LADIES EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT

-

Purse 3100. For the most graceful rider, $25; second
$15; third $10. For the most skillful rider, $25; sec-
ond $15; third $10.

REMARKS A\l» CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the hest three In

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all

the races in the above programme to hold a less num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per
cent, on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of
four monies divided at the rate of fifty per ceDt. to

the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to second, inn t n
per cent, to third, and ten per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting ; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall ho entitled onlr to

the entrance money paid in. When less than tue re-

quired number of starters appear, they may content

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 6CJ
to the first and 83$ to the second.
In cose any named race for a certain day does not

fill, tue Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties inter-

ested at any time previous to Aug. 15th.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.

Where there Is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named at v. if. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-ov>r.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named in
otherwise.

Non-starters in running races will be held for en-
trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to he named In entries.

In trottlug races, drivers will be required to woar
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, Auguel 1, 1885,

A. C. DIETZ, President.

L. WALKER. Secretary,
Office, 20 Montgomery street, S F,
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lOUTHERHMCtl,
COMPANY.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsead Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Fr.mcisco.

L
r
A
p
K

I
Commencing May 11, 1885. I

8:30 Al^
10:40 A
tl:30p| |

*3:3U1*1 I

4:25 P >

•5:15 y\
« :30 v< I

$11:15 P

f\ •8:10a
9:03 a

*10:02 a
•i :36 p
t4 :59 p
6:00p
J7:50l-
tn:lap

8:30 ai"\
10:40 a
*3:30p |>

4:25 p I

Santa Clara, San Jose and •

Principal Way Stations.

10:40 a i Gilrov, Pajaro, Castroville,

•3:30pm Salinas and Monterey. n
\~\ Watsonville, Camp Goodall, ( I

10:40a i Aptos, New Brighton, So-,:

•3:30 pI /"quel (Camp Capitola) and"; I

i > Santa Cruz I. I

t7:50A|
Monterey and Santa Cruz.

(Sunday Excursion)

«itntl [ Hollister and TreB Pinos-

10 :40 a I Soledadand Way Stations

a—Morning. p.
•Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly.

Saturdays only.

-Afternoon.
{Theatre train

Trains are run
by Randolph k Co.

Pacific Standard Tin

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo ami
Redwood, and Pacific Congress Spring Stage via
Sanra Clara, which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates to
Monterey, Aptos, Roqttel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to Gilroy. Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

For Sundays only, -1 for 1:30p. m. train; good for re
( turn same day.

For Saturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;
Sunday and< good for return until following Mon-
Monriav. I nay, inclusive, at the following rates:

YBRBABUBNA JERSEYS.
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED IN THE A. 3. C. C. OF NEH TURK.

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 14th, 1885.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at
Oakland Ferry. loot of Market St,, San
Francisco as luliuuv

RECORDS OF FOl'NJIATlOSi STOCK:

MART ANNE OF ST LAMBERT, 30 tbs. 123 ozs.,

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 3ll fts. 2* ozs.. 1 week, A.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs
EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLASIER, 18J IbB., 1 week.
VALUE 2d, 40 lbs. 12$ ozs. in 7 days.
Blood relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale by

week, A. J. C. C. test; 8C7 lbs. U$ ozs. in 11 months
C. C. test.

ik ozs., 1 week.

Jerseys not registered In the A. J. C. C. of NeW YorK are called
price at tlie East.

HESRI PIERCE. San Francisco.

rades and sell at hall.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Bruno....
MiUbrae
Oak Grove. ..

San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood . ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.
Mayfield

sat to
Moil
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mou.
Tkt.

*2 00
223
2 50
250
4 00
5 0l

5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
Btreet, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTDAE,

Superintendent. AsBt. PasB. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing. Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streaniB
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may be had in season.

THE BAT OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AHE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathB. with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and Bhower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

AJPTOS. SOQCFX AND SANTA CHEZ,
IS VIA THE NORTHKRN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

LakeB PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo tor those well-known Retreats, PURIK-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlii nlU-d ex>
tentof range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These reBorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tie lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
and

1 be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train il;iKi,';-iK' J int*ri. Train Bag^a^'incn ;iiv instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
espln order to guard against accidents to DogB

wldle in transit, it Is necessary that they be provided
With COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guiib and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfreeofcharge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
iaken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot. TownBend

ctreet, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent Aeet.Paee. and Tkt. Agt.

Stallion for Sale.

LEAVE
(FOll) DESTINATION. A BRIVR

(FROM)
18:00 A M

•1:00 p si

Colfax
7 :30 a si Helta, Rerldmg and Portlam

Gait via Martinez
8:0U A si lone via Livennore
4:00 p m Knight's Landing

Livermore and 1 leasanton...
8.110 A M Martinez
*8;00 a si Milton
3:30 p M -. ( Mojave, Dentin?, ( Express..

... } El Paso ami East.'* Emigrant

3:U0 p m ... tOgden and j Express „.'.... 11:10 a M
... S East l Emigrant

7:30 a si Red Bluff via M arvsville.
8 :00 a v Sacramento, via Livennore.

via Benicia 6:40 p M
" via Benicia 11:10 a it

4:00 p si " via Benicia
Sacramento River Steamero.. •6:00 A M
San Jose

tlO .-00 a SI "
,

8:iio a si Stockton via Livermore..

.

" via Martinez

*S:30 a m| Tulare and Fresno •7:10 P M

1 roni Man FrancftHMi Dally

TO EAST OAKLAND—•B:UU—*tf:3U—7:00—7:30—0:U0—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11 :W>—]'J:0* l— 12-30
—1 :00—1 :30—

2

HO—2:30-3:00 — 3:30— 4 ;00— 4 :30 - 5:00— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00 —
*I2:O0.

TO FRUIT VALE-*6:00-«6:30-*7:00— *7:30-«8:00-
•8:30—*3:30—*4:00—*4:30—•5:00—*5;30— •6-00— *6:30—
9:00.

TO FKDTT VALE (via Alameda)-*9:3Q-6:30-lll:00
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— •8:30—
9:00—9:30—10:00—JiO^O-U:00—111:30—12:00—112:30—
1:00—1:1:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEi'—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30— b;0O—»8-3O
—9:00—1:9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—111:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00-3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7 -00—
8:00—9:00—10:00— 11 :00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY—"6:00 — «6:30— 7:00—«7-30—
18:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—11:00—2:00—3:00—4 00—•4:30—5:00—*5;30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OP ALL AGES.

ENQUIEE OF
HENRI WALSH,

Sup't Running Horse Dep't,
Palo Alto fatock Farm.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.
Apply to Wm lorDiUf

218 California St.,

San Francisco.

Agricultural Park.
dan. McCarthy

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Point Lobos
road and removed his stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horseB to bis list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIONS,
>L\RES, GELDINGS, BROODMARES, ROADSTERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sole for cash at lower prices
than have heretofore ruled for the Bame class of
stock. An inspection of the animals by allinteresled
is invited.

The Standard Bred Trotting: Stallion

ALCONA, 730,
Belongingto A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NER, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

BRED BY GENERAL W. T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 18i7. Sired by

Almont, Si, by Alexander's Abdallab, 15, by Rysdyk's
Hambletonian, it), by Abdallahl. Dam by*Mambrino
Chief, 11, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Alinont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full 16y. hands; bright chestnut; has large,

clean limbs; large, flat bone; large, smooth hocks and
joints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
has never been trained or handled for speed, but is

finely gaited. very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hainbletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2:30 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Almont, his Bire, and sire
of Piedmont. 26; Alexander's Abdallah, his grandsire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, 6; Rysdyk's Hainbleton-
ian, ins g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39; Abdallah l, his
g. g. g. sire, 4 ; Mambrino Chiei, sire of Lady Thorn.
6; Pilot, Jr., 9.

Take notice, he is not only descended from the two
greatest and most ponular trotting families,
but through the best and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid 527,500. Also to Allie \Vesi,.=-
year-old record of 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2:22££;
Rachel B., 2:23^, and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:27. Bostick's Almont, Ji„ 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona.and 15

oth r sons of Aim out that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records of 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone and finish combine to make hiin one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting but
road and carriage or par ! horses on the Pacific coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, but they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
good feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. .Mr,
McLafeity.of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,
was offered, but refused, 2^,000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having mnvfid to California and
taken his trotting stock wit. i hint renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previously disposed of,
he will betaken to the California State Fair this sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. GOODRICH,
Jordan Valley, Oregon, or
SILAS SKINNER,

Napa, Cal.

To Nan .Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*B:23—•6:53—*7:23—*7:53—*a -28
•8:53—•9:23—*10:2l—*4:23—"4:53—*5:23—•5:53—•6:'23—
•6:53—725—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— •5:15— «S:43—
t6:15—9:15—«3:15.FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5:30— •6:00-6:30— 7:00—
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30
12:00-12:30—1:00—1 :30—2:00—2 :30-3:00- 3 :30— 4 :00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:22—*5:52— •6:22— 6:52— •7-22—

7:52—•8:22—8:52—9 :22— 9 :52— tl0:22— 10 :52— til :22-
11:52—$12:22—12:52—tl:22—1:52—2:52—3:22—3-52—1:22m—1:52—5:22—5:52—fi:22—6:52—7:52—

S

:
52— i) :52-10;S2.FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—•5H5—•6:15—6:45-*7 :15—

7:45—•8:15— 8^5—J9:15—9:45—jl0:15—10-45— Ul:15—
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—4:15—1:45—5:15— 5-45
—6:15—fi:45—7:45—8:45—9r45—in ; 45FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:15—*fi:l5—6:45—*7:I5—7:45—8:4.r>-t9:15—9:45—10:45— 112:45— 1:45— 2-45

—

3:45—1:45—"5:15—5:45—"6:15—6:45—*7:15.

CHEEK HOS IE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-*7:15-9;15-ll:15-l-l
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—»6a5—8:15—10:15—12-15— 2-1
4:15.

•SundayB excepted. ISundays only.

Standard Time furniBhed by Randolph & Co., S. F.

A. N. TOWNK,
Gen. Monaster.

T. II. <jooi)h.i.v
f*en Pags. ATtk Art.

N.B. N. B. N.B.

Live Stock

!

A. Ewtng. 0. S. Ewing.

Pool Room Saloon,
310 DVPONT STREET.

Killip &: Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Breeder and Sportsman, N. Y. Spir'*, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wiuea, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWING BROS., Proprietors.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

1885. 1885.

THE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties
improvements in this line recently imported.

The slock is well worth inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Fall Meeting.
Sotlcc lor Entries for Trotting Season.

SATURDAY, August 1—Free for all pacers, purse
5600.
TUESDAY August 4—2:24 class; pmse gCOO.
WEDNESDAY, August 5—2:40clasB. purse SUOO.

THURSDAY. August f— 2:'. 2 Class; purse $750.

Open to all eligible to tbln class, and the following
Albert W., James H and Vandeilynn.
FRIDAY, August 7-2:30 class; purse S600.
SATURDAY, August 8—2:20 class; purse §1,000.

350 Choice Slerino Rams, very Inch grade, 912.50 each
percarload. Also Pe.liu.Tt-t-d Rmiis, *2"<5.«50" each.

30 Imported Holsteiu C;ittk\ ?J
:

.otr H>0 each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed JerBeys, 8100 to

$250 each.
10 Ayrshire Bulls. $100(3*250 each.
5 Hereford Bulls. ?300@$450 each.
10 Hereford Grade Bulls and Heifers, 4 to S months

old,880@*t0.
10 Durham Bulls, ?200®§350 each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixt-d Tedigret's, 8100@4150 each.
5 Devon Bulls, 3100@?I2 r

» each.
20 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 2'~ months old, $12.50 each.
5 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect,.! months old,«l8.50 each.
3 Berkshire Pips, Perfect, 10 to I2month8 0lrt,93u< acll,
These are the prices on cars. Cash, and the larger

the ordar the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Russ
11 uuse, S;ui I'm ne i sen, or l-s Edwards St., Oakland

OST I will import or export Live Stock from anv
country to the United States, and deal in every kind o"£
Live Stock except common horses and beef cattle.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

CONDITIONS.

All races 3*in-5. in harness, 6 or more to enter,3
1 more lo start.

Entrance 10 per cent. All purses divided CO, 30
and 10 per cent to first, second and third horses.

Tin- Association reserves the right to close with a
less number for any of the contests, by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse.
ENTRIES TO CLOSEwith the Secretary, 1435 Cali-

fornia street, Thursday, July 23, 1885.

N. T. SMITH, President.

T. W.^HuiCHWAN, Secretary.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.,

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEAL» President. C. S. HALEY, Sec'y

gaTSend forcircular.TPJi

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary Orutluate ol

Ontario Veterinary t'ol-

lm\ Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Iiiu*-mary. 371 >'atoma St
Residence, 9C6 Howard St,,SaDFranclscQ.
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Phallas is King-.

[Turf, Field and Farm.]

Friday night there was much bustle iu the lobbies of the

Keunard House at Cleveland. Mr. Case was the centre of one

group and Mr. Cohnfeld was surrouuded by another group.

The merits of the two stallions were warmly disscussed, and

each faction was confident of victory. The Racine delegation

reluctantly admitted that Phal'as had not been doing as well

iu his work as they had hoped, and this gave courage to those

who had seen Maxy Cobb reeling off quarters with so much
ease. The contideuce of Marphy inspired confidence in

others, until the sou of Happy Medium was almost as much
fancied by those inclined to speculate as the son of Dictator.

Mr. Case said to us: "Phallas looks strong, but El fears he
has too much inside fat. I do not think we shall be able to

win the first heat. Maxy Cobb will certainly take it if he is

able to trot a mile in "2:12, as his owner claims." The weather
had been dry and the sprinkler was constautly used to get the

track in order. Twenty-sis barrels of water were put on it

every night for sis nights in succession. It looked on Sat-

urday, July 4th, as smooth as a billiard table, but it was a

littlecuppy on the first turn. Still it was a fast track. The
people early turned their faces tovard the driving park, al-

though nuauy of the overloaded special trains came in behiud
time. The attendance was very large, and seats in the grand
stand were at a premium. In fact, more tickets calliug for

seats were sold" than could be honored. The private bos
chairs also were in great demand. Hundreds of ladies who
were unable to secure chairs viewed the race frum their car-

riages. The assemblage, although large, was orderly. Very
few men were seen who had allowed the patriotic lager to get

the best of them. Murphy put a few hundred dollars

on his horse when Frank Shaw commenced selling

pools, and Budd Doble followed suit. The sharp
fellows who were looking for points winked at

each other and they called for Masy Cobb until the son of

Happy Medium was almost an equal favorite with Phallas.

Bither gave his stallion a warming up mile in 2:28, and while

he was having him rubbed down in the roped ring under the

apple trees he seemed anything but happy. "I do not like

him," he said to us. "'None of my money shall go on him
until after the first heat. A sharp struggle may help to clear

his pipes, and he should be a better horse for the second
heat." Mr. Case received the same reply from his driver,

and he decided to wait until after one heat was trotted before

sending an order to the pool-stand. Mr. Cohnfeld looked

nervous, but he would not have paid anyone a dollar to guar-

antee him a first heat. The timidity of the Phallas party

gave him great confidence on this point. The sun was bright,

the air invigorating, and there was no wind. Everything
favored fast time, and the dream was nursed that Masy Cobb
would lower the stallion record. The friends of Phallas

simply talked about bottom telling in the last heats of the

straggle for the crowa. The judges, President Win. Edwards,
Thomas Axworthy and J. D. McClasky. called Murphy, and
Bither into the stand and asked them to draw for positions.

The lot decided that Masy Cobb should have the pole. Prev-

vious to being ordered to score lor the word, Murphy, in

black jacket and green cap, stood on the edge of the track

with folded arms, and thousandsof eyes scanned him closely,

and the remark passed from lip to lip, ' 'He will win if he can

;

money will not buy him." A few feet from him stoodBither,

in new purple jacket and cap, playing with his whip, and the

decision of critical observers was, that courage was stamped
on his face. In one of the boxes sat Mr. Case, a trifle restless,

and gathered around him were members of his family, his

wife and daughters wearing purple bows, evidently cut from
the silk out of which the jacket of Bither was made. In a

bos higher "up was Mr. Cohufeld, the picture of anxiety.

He was on his feet more than three fonrths of

the time, and with the aid of a field glass

he followed ever} movement of his horse. The
bell tapped, the band ceased playing, and the drivers

topi their seats behind the famous stallioDS. The first score

Phallas came down ahead, and the recall was sounded. As
the horses jogged back the contrast between their gaits was
striking. Phallas shuffled along on his tues, as if sore, while

Cobb stepped out with the grace of perfect action. In the

second score Phallas left bis feet, and a sob bordering on tbe

hysterical rose from the Case bos. On the third score Phallas

again went into the air, but it was such a nervy, snappy
break, that the critics accepted it as au evidence of flue feel-

ing instead of soreness on the part of the horse. But to the

less practical eye of the daughter of the owner of the stallion,

it foreboded disaster, and a half-suppressed sob again floated

ou the air. On the fourth score Maxy Cobb grabbed a scalp-

ing boot and left his feet, and now agitation ruled the box

higher up in the stand . Mr. Cohnfeld rushed down and
across the track, held a brief consultation with Murphy, and
returned with more deliberation to his seat. In the fifth

score Phallas was ahead, but Murphy nodded for the word,
and President Edwards gave it el^ar and strong. Before the
first turn had been reached the brown son of Dictator made
a snappy lunge into the air, but while the "Ohs!" were dying
away, Bither settled him, aud sent him to the front with
a lightning-like rush, cutting in somewhat sharply
to the pole, and taking that position from Cobb, Murphy
seemed to be satisfied with a slow pace, because the watches
showed that the first quarter was trotted in 35 seconds. At
the half-mile pole which was reached in 1:0S}, there was
plenty of daylight between the two stallions, aud at the third

quarter, time 1:41,, Maxy Cobb was still behind. Murphy
now began to drive his horse, evidently hoping to rush his

antagonist off bis feet, but Phallas was equal to the increased

flight and he did not weaken. The whip fell sharply on the

back and shoulders of Masy Cobb, but Bither shook out
Phallas, and he crossed the score a winner of the heat by a

leugth iu 2:14. The last half was trotted in 1:053, a2:llgait.

The result, although unexpected, moved the vast throng to

cheers. Bither admitted that Phallas had surprised him, and
the lament of the stable was that the money had uot been put
on prior to the start. The groom was the only oue who re-

joiced. He had risked his savings at S100 to S90, aud he
felt happy. The betting on the second heat was tame, Phallas

being an immense favorite. The purple in the Case box was
worn more boldly now, and the only spot in the broad park
where the sun did not shine was on the chair which held Mr.
Cohnfeld. la the second heat the word was given on the

second score, and as soon as the horses were in full motion it

was plain that Murphy had changed his tactics. Instead of

saving his burst for the finish, he tried to take the lead from
Phallas at once, feeling confident that Masy Cobb would
tight a gamer battle if allowed to show the way. The clip to

the quarter pole was a merry one, 33] seconds, and the flight

to the half was rapid and electrical. The time was 1:06.

Something had to crack, and it was the heart of Maxy Cobb.
Phallas began widening the gap, and he had two lengths the

best of itat thequarter pole iu 1:40*. Down the homestretch

Bither drove the sou of Dictator with one hand, looking back
half mockingly, half sympathetically, at Murphy laboring with

the son of Happy Medium. The time, as taken by George W.
Short aud Body Patterson, was 2:15$. In the orchard the

crowd surged around the ring where Phallas was coolingout,

and Carlisle aud Harvey and De Mass looked sorrowfully at

Crawford for having allowed such a good thing to slip through

his fiugers. They had come to Cleveland on purpose to back

Phallas, but had waited in vain for the bounding odds off the

second heat. It is true they had their money in their pock-

ets, but they grieved because they did not have tbe other

man's money on top of it. Maxy Cobb's hair looked harsh

aud dry and he was a tired horse. The third heat was tame.

Bither held Phallas back and Murphv trailed after him. The
time was: :35i, 1:11}, 1:46|, 2£0$. Although the sud still

shone from a cloudless sky and the green grass smiled in its

golden kiss, it was night, aud black night at that, for Mr.

Cohnfeld and his party. The stallion crown had been staked

and lost, aud iu slower time than was predicted. Masy Cobb
possibly got off a little in being shipped from New York to

Cleveland, but at his best he could not have lived the pace

with Phallas ou the Fourth of July.

When Phallas arrived at Cleveland he was fat, and the

weather continued so cold aud bad that it was difficult to key

him up for a contest. Heroic treatment was resorted to. He
was physicked to clear him of inside fat, and given fourteen

sharp heats inside of ten days, the fastest one being 2:15].

After each trial he would blow like a porpoise, and it was the

fear of hi* trainer that he would choke up in a hard race.

Bat he came to the post in perfect condition, aud could have

lowered his record had he been driven for time. The deter-

mination which illustrated the turf career of Dexter crops

out in Phallas, it having been transmitted to him by Dictator,

the brother of Dexter. Maxy Cobb is a more showy horse

than Phallas, but he is deficient in courage.

The rock upon which he founders is that of speed

heats. Should another race be made between

him and Phallas, the chances are that he would perform bet-

ter than on Saturday last. Murphy would be in a position to

utilize his strong point as experience has brought him knowl-

edge, aud he might not find Phallas so good a horse. But
until the two do meet again aud the verdict of the Fourth is

reversed, we shall have to proclaim Phallas Kiugof Stallions.

JuW 4th— Match for go.OUO a aide, CS/HW added money.
T. T. Cas , br h Phall-is.hv Di'-ttt -r 1 1 1

I. Cohnfeld. bh Maxy Cobb, by Hippy Medium "2 2 2
TIME.

Quarter. Half. Three-quarter. Mile
First h<?at »fi 1:08* 1:11 2:14

Second heat Xt\ 1:M 1:40

Third huat S5M 1:11X 1:46*

Memoranda.

The following notes of the Washington Park racing are
compiled from the Chicago papers:

It is gratifying to state that there has not been an acci-

dent to man or beast during the meeting at Washington Park.

The cast-iron bookmakers were touched to the tune of
several thousand dollars by Porter Ashe.

William Biley, Esq., flies about the grounds like a shuttle-
cock, but he is unfortunate in always having his money on
Jim Douglas when he loses.

Turfmen regard it as a singular coincidence that in the
heat races at Washington Park the time in the last heat
should invariably be the same as the one preceding it.

The gatemen at the track requested an advance in wages,
which was cheerfully granted by the liberal minded man-
agers, ind all trouble averted.

It is stated that Messrs. Chiun & Morgan were offered the
sum of ? 15,000 for their two-year-old bay gelding, Ban Fox,
winner of the Hyde Park stakes, but the offer was refused.

It is evident the Californians know when their horses are
due to win, as was again illustrated when Porter Ashebacked
his colt, Alta, in the books and won over S7,000.

A more orderly assemblage of 30,000 people was never seen
on a race track or anywhere else than that at Washington
Park on the glorious Fourth. Good feeling was the order of
the day.

J. H. Fenton, the dealer in turf goods and racing outfits,

presented Murphy, the "colored Archer," with au tlegant
gold-mouDted saddle aud bridle as a mark of his appreciation
of his riding.

T. Atchinson (Broad Church) of the Spirit of the Times,
sticks to Euright like a leech and loses his money like a
philosopher. He consoles himself by thinking that "it's a
long lane that has no turning," and he may catch ou by aud
by.

The present meeting has been the most successful ever
held in the West, the daily attendance having been largely in
excess of the most sanguine expectations of the club.

When the owner of Grismer saw that the book-makers had
no confidence in the ability of his horse to win the heat race,

he quietly went to the head of the Hue of bookies aud started
down, aud when he reached the foot he stood to win 521,000
from those wise men, which he did in the easiest kind of a
way.

Porter Ashe is happy and fortunate in the possession of

that wonderful two-year-old, the Kiug of Norfolk, winner of

the Quickstep Stakes, aud several others that have not yet
shown the public what they can do, and equally fortunate iu

having secured the services of Kelly, the great light-weight

jockey, to guide his flyers to victory. The easy manner in

which Kelly brought the King first under the wire yesterday
was something worth seeiug.

One of the quaintest characters on the turf is little Turner,
the jockey. They call him "Crab Apple," on account of bis

weazen face. He was brought up iu Texas, iu the old scboo
of quarter races. To insure a fair start for all competitors
horses are turned the wrong way aud when tbe signal foi

starting is given the jockeys are compelled lo wheel thi-m

ironud, and by this meaus both horses and riders acquire a

skill in wheeling around suddenly which is little less than
marvelous. The other day Turner was on a horse at tbe

Beach, which was turned the wrong way, when all the others

were well aligned. "Hurry up with that horse, Turner, aud
turn him round," shouted Starter Caldwell. "Nevermind
me, Mr. Caldwell." was the answer, "I'm all right," and, sure

enough, wheu the flag fell Turner wheeled aud was off like a

flash. It is simply a knack, b:it it would be well worth prac-

tising with horses that are slow in gettiug into their stride.

Foals.

At Woodbum Farm, Spring Station, Ky. Properly of A.J.
Alexander.

June 23, ISSo, Novel, by Princepe, dam Koma, by Gold*
dust; 2d dam Brnna, by Pilot, Jr., foaled a bay colt by Lord
Russell.

During the meeting at Chicago Mr. 11. P. Ashe bought of

James Murphy, of Lexington. Ky., the buy filly Binette. font

years, by Billet, dam Mirah, by imp. Phaeton, froui

Viley, by Bob Johusou, for $5,000. Binette ifi olassi

tbe average, and will show herself to the California i

this Fall.
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Western Horses and Eastern Critics.

"When Mr. Williams left Sheepshead Bay for Chicago be

thought he had a mortgage on. the Oakwood Handicap, one

mile and a furlong, at Washington Park. He was cock-sure

that Joe Cotton, the hero of the Kentucky and also of the

Coney Island Derby, would win. The colt, including a pen-

alty, would have to curry but 100 pounds, and this, it was
thought, would prove an easy task for him. The race was
run on Tuesday, and Joe Cotton was not even placed. Too
much travel, probably, took the bloom from his coat. A Cal-

ifornian, Rapido, by Grinstead, won theOakwood by a length.

It was quite a surprise. Mr. Baldwin is lucky on the turf,

as he has been, elsewhere. Whence comes that roar of exul-

tation? From the Pacific Coast. Ah! of course. The victory

is something to be proud of, but please do not split our poor

tired ears!"

So wails the Turf, Field and Farm, of the 3d inst., and in

the issue of the 10th, the telegraph informs us that it has

found relief in the later statement that "one of the faults of

California-bred horses is flashiness." And furthermore,

oracularly prints, "Flashy blood will give flashy perform-

ances." So long as the California horses win a larger propor-

tion of races, at all distances, than could be expected from

the small number taking part in Eastern races, when com-
pared with those which have been reared in all of the wide

racehorse regions of the Orient, it matters little what is said

by those whose eardrums are cracked by the shouts which
greet the victors.

From the time that the first California-bred colt won at

Louisville there has been a constant succession of victories,

and the fastest two and a quarter miles race of this year has

been won by a horse which was bred iu this State. The fling

at California stock, which was thought worthy of being wired,

is merely the ebullition of an envious spirit, and it is so far

from being the truth that it will not impose on anyone who
is at all conversant with the blood of our thoroughbreds. In-

asmuch as the "general public" have not the information, it

may be as well to show how little foundation there is for the

charge. The California-bred horses which have proved vic-

torious this year on so many occasions in the East,

are the get of Norfolk, Gri ustead, Ru therford,

Joe HooKer, Wildidle and Joe Daniels. Even the

tired-eared critic of the 2Vr/will admit that the blood of

Lexineton and imported Australian is not of the flashy sort

and to one or other of these stout and stoutly-bred horses

each of them trace, and in the case of Wildidle and Ruther-
ford to both. Norfolk is by Lexington, from aGlencoe mare,

and no one will claim that the blood of the "lusty Newmar-
ket stallion." a title which was conferred, and appropriately,

too, on imported Glencoe, was at all short. Norfolk beat all

of the stoutest colts which he met before leaving that coun-

try, and ran the fastest three miles of his time. Grinstead is

by a son of Lexington, and with that the blood of Glencoe
and Trustee. Kutherford is by imported Australian, from
Aerolite, by Lexington, her dam Florine, by Glencoe, and is

a full brother to Fellowcraft and Spendthrift. The senior

editor of the Turf, Field and Farm, Col. S. D. Bruce, in his

"Horse-Breeders' Guide," says: "Aerolite, Spendthrift's dam,
is one of the great broodmares of the Woodburn stud, as her
produce shows. Her full sister, Idlewild, was the best mare
of her day, ran four miles when five years old in 7:26}, and
is the dam of Wildidle, that ran four miles in 7:25£." Of
imported Australian Colonel Bruce writes: "As a stallion

Australian ranks second to none ever imported," and Lexing-
ton he characterizes in glowing words, as "not only the best

racehorse America has ever produced, but the emperor of

stallions." He says: "Wildidle comes honestly by his racing

qualities." Joe Hooker is by Monday, from Mayflower, by
imported Eclipse, granddam Hennie Farrow. The dam of

Monday was Mollis Jackson, and she is thus extolled by the

editor: "Mollie Jackson was the best mare of any day. She
won four miles in 7:34, and three mile heats in 5:35£, 5:34 J,

5:28|. The third heat is the fastest and best third heat ever
run." It would be tedious to quote a hundreth part of the

favorable notices published under the sanction of Colonel
Bruce, and had it not been for the wider field which the As-
sociated Press telegram gives to the aspersion it would not
have done much harm.
The readers of the Turf Field and Farm are aware that

there is not the least ground for the charge, but when dis-

seminated so widely as to find a place in prominent journals
it is likely to mislead. The fact is that the thoroughbred
stock of California is of as high class, when stoutness is

made the test, as can be found in any country, and sires and
dams fully up to the first standard. Before the late impor-
tations endurance was considered their forte and all that

was required was speedier lines to put them in the front rank.
The fastest second heat of four miles, 7:30, ever run stands
to the credit of Thad. Stevens, both he and his sire having been
bred in this State, and he is also entitled to the credit of hav-
ing won the best and fastest race of five heats of a mile each. A
horse with no pretensions to breeding on the side of his dam
manages to "down" on several occasions, some of the pick of

the faultlessly bred racehorses on the classic courses of

Jerome Park and Coney Island. He was bred and reared
here, and one of the like pedigree, which was native to that

country, would have no more chance to win a race at the
distances which Jim Renwick has successfully negotiated,

than to beat the Stiletto on her course. When beaten, great

stress was laid on his flashiness, and the "California Sprin-
ter" made to figure in a light which they knew was false.

That the estimate, so glibly pronounced, of the Turf, Field
and Farm, is not endorsed by Eastern turfmen, is shown by
the prices paid by them for California horses. The journey
is made from St. Louis to Sacramento to buy Phiilip S.,

Portor Ashe and Bouauza at round prices, and Jim Douglas
is sold at $7,000, notwithstanding his feet are in bad shape.
Nearly nine years ago there appeared iu this paper a series

of papers under the heading of "California for Horse-Breed-
ing; Advantages of Soil aud Climate, etc." The opening
paragraph was as follows: "The uniformity in the tempera-
ture of the climate of California gives this State a manifest
advantage over any other section of the Union as the breed-
ing ground for fine horses. The dry Summers, the equable,
open Winters, the green herbage, at a season when other
places are covered with snow, and the ground bound into a

solid mass, by frost, are peculiarly favorable to the rearing of

colts. Here a foal can be born iu January with nothing to

retard its growth until fully matured, aud, in consequence
will be a superior animal when young aud with a better

chance of turning out a better horse when aged." There
were several articles giving illustrations of what had been
accomplished aud making predictions which the last few
years have so strikingly verified.

The papers of the East called it the height of presumption
to make such a prophesy, and a majority of our own people
thought that it was too sanguine to expect such a result dur-

ing tho present generation. Now there are "pool1

, tired ears'"

among the fraternity who derided, who sorely mourn at the

shouts, the "i oar of exultation." Nut from the Pacific Coast,

but lustily hurrahed on the fashionable racecourses of the
Orient. From present indications, the largest winner of
stnkes aud purses during 1S35 will be a California owner.
The leading sire, when the list is made out, will be a Cali-

fornia stallion, aud, taking the number of racehorses from
this State as a guide, and comparing them with the total

which have participated at the same meetings, the ratio will

be so greatly in our favor that a mere statement, a part of a
column of figures, will be all that is needed to present the
case. Since the date when the editor of the T., F. and F.
cried peccavi and entered his doleful plaint to save his ears,

there have been thunder peals to torment his auricular sen-
sitiveness. The American Derby was won by the flashy
Californian, Volante, with Favor and Troubadour behind
him. Favor and Troubadour are by the highly bred Ken-
tucky sires, Pat Malloy and Lisbon, but the mile and a half
in deep mud was a trying ordeal, especially when the flashy
youngster, with 123 pounds ou his back, raa on that terrible

track in 2:49J. Then in a field of twelve starters, Jim Doug-
las, Estill and Freda, all of the flashy California sort, ran
first, second and third in a race of one mile and half a fur-

long, in the very fast time of 1:49.]:. Eapido left the Wale of

Kentucky in the ruck when he won the Oakwood Handicap,
and on the next day King of Norfolk won the Kenwood
stakes with nineteen colts of his age behind him. Later on
Estrella placed another race to the right side of the Sauta
Anita balance sheet, and Friday last King of Norfolk won the
Kenwood Stakes, in which were 111 nominations, 93 of them
bred on the other side, and consequently without the taint

of flashiness. Alta hit such a terrific blow—this time at the
"butt of the ear," when he won the Sheridan StakeB, that the
whine for mercy was changed into peevishness, forcing the
critic to slink away under the ropes with an imprecation on
the flashily bred fellow who had the impertinence to run one
and a quarter miles with US pounds on his back in 2;09£ .

—

S. F. Call. \

Californians at Monmouth.

[Sporting World.]

Saturday, the 4th, the Californians pulled off another rich
plum iu the Hopeful Stakes with Ben Ali_. whom Duffy rode
in his usual fine style. The surprise of the race was the fine

form shown by Lydia, who beat Ben All's stable companion,
Precioso, a head for second place. This filly, an own sister

to Barnes, is a good one, and I fancy that at the end of the
year she and Buffalo will be very near the head of the class,

so far as T. Y. C. performances go. Electric did not find the
distance far enough, and Housatonic, for a colt that is said
to have done so well as he, cut up wretchedly.
The Hopeful Stakes for two-year-olds, for $100 each, h. f ., or onlv for

SlOif declared by January 1.1-S.s.j, or f25 if declared by June 25, 1885, with
?l.:i00 added; the second to receive ?2",u out of tlie stakes; a winner of a
stake (.handicaps accepted) of the value of $2,000, to carry 5 pounds;
twice, 7 pounds; tlirice, 12 pounds extra. Five furlongs.
E. A. Haggin's be Ben Alt, by Virgil—Ulrica, 115 lbs. Duffy 1
itwyer JBros.' b or br f Lydia, by Billet—Mercedes, 112 lbs

J. McLaughlin 2
B. A. Haggiu's l»r £ Precioso, by lilenelg- -Stamps, 112 lbs Long 3

G. L. Loril lard's b g Electric. 112 lbs Blavlock
Mr. Kelso's b c The Bard, IlSlbs Feakes
Mr. Kelso's b or br c Laudsdown, 115 lbs Meaton u
D. D. Wither's b f Long Stop. 112 lbs Shauer
Raneocas Stables' b c Housatonic, 1L5 lbs Onley
Appleby & Johnson's br c Lookout, 115 lbs Feakes
W. L. Scott's ch c Quito, 120 lbs Lewis

Time, 1:03^.

Pools: Electric,.'550; Haggin's pair. $30; KelBo's pair, 525; Housatonic,
525; Lydia, ^20; field, $25. Letting: 2tolagainst Electric, 3 to l Kelso's
pair,4 to 1 Haggin's pair, 4 to l Housatonic, 7 to i Quito. JO to 1 each Long-
stop and Lydia, and 20 to 1 Lookout. For place: 5 to 4 on Electric, even
against Kelso's pair, 2 to 1 Haggjn'spair, atol Quito, -1 tol eachLongstop
and Lydia, and S to l Lookout. Mutuels paid, $30.20.

The Race—Precioso and Electric alternated in the lead un-
til the three-quarter pole, where Lydiaand Ben Ali closed up.
The race home was close, and Ben Ali won by a head only,

Lydia second, lapped by Precioso, Electric fourth.

Thursday, 7th—Purse, S5O0; foi two-year-olds; winners of S2,000 to
carry 7 lbs.; twice 10 lbs, extra; horses not having won more than $500
allowed 5 lbs.; maidens not having run second for a stake of $1,000
allowed 10 lbs. Three-ijoarters of a mile.
R. W. Walden's b t Letritia, by Tom Ochiltree—Letty, 102 lbs.

_ _.W. Donohue I
J. E. Kelly's br c, by Ulenelg—Peru, 105 lbs * Higge 2
B. A. Haggin's b f Fortuna. bv Wheat lev—Rebecca, 1U2 lbs Long 3
Mr. Kelso's b f Strategy. i<>- lbs Feakes
P. H. Ryan's b c Blue Day, 105 tl.s Dunn
\V. L. Scott's b f Petticoat. !07 lbs Lewis
Dwyer Bros.' brf Lydia, 112 lbs McLaughlin
W. L. Scott's br f cottish Lass. 102 lbs Meaton
Preakness ^table's br c Vindex, 105 lbs Caldwell u
G. L. Lorillard's ch c Friar, 102 lbs J. Donohue

Time. 1:16&.

Pools: Lydia, $35; Fortuna, 825; Peru coltand Scott's pair,$15 each;
Letritia, $10, field, $25. Betting: 11 to5 against Lydia; 3 to 1 Fortuna;?
to 1 Letritia and Peru colt ; 8 to l Strategy ; 10 to 1 Petticoat ; 12 to 1 Scot-
tish Lass; 15 to 1 Friar; 25 to 1 Blue Day; 30 to 1 Vindex. For place:
Even against Lydia; 6 to 5 Fortuna; 3 to 1 Strategy, Letritia ana Peru
colt; 4 to 1 Petticoat; 5 to 1 Scottish Lass; G to 1 Friar, 8 to 1 Blue Day; 10
to 1 Vindex. Mutuels paid $00,25.

Lydia was made quite a strong favorite on the strength of

her debut last Saturday. Though speedy, she has such a
temper that the Dwyers on Saturday did not back her, pre-

ferring to wait until the razor-edge of her temper would be
taken away by a couple of races. Fortuna yesterday was a
strong second choice, all the others being quoted at long
odds. There was quite a tip out on Blue Day, and Letritia

was also fairly well backed because Billy Donohue was up.
Mr. Pincus sent the lot away in a very straggling shape,
Lydia being among those left behind. The Peru, colt got offiu

front and little Higgs lost no time with him, but got him into

his stride at once aud set a clipping pace with Scottish Lass
and Blue Day as his attendance. Blue Day was the first to

hang out signals of distress, tiring from want of condition.

At the head of the stretch the pressure told on Scottish Lass
to such an extent that she ran out. Lydia meanwhile had
been improving her position so much that at the turn for

home she showed second. There, however, the pace told on
her and she fell back. The Peru colt now appeared to have
the race safe, but iu the last few strides Donohue brought up
Letritia with a wet sail in his usual style, aud the filly nip-

ping the colt on the post won by a neck. Fortuna came so
very strong ia the stretch that with Duffy up she miglit have
won, but Long was not able to steady her. Friar ran very
poorly aud was never in the hunt. The start no doubt had
much to do with that, but oue can never judge from public
form what Alcock r

s horses are. They run phenomenally well

to-day and abominably to-morrow.

Same Day—The Lorillard Stakes for 1885, for three-year-olds, of $500
eych, h. f , or only S10 if declared by the 1st January, 1884; or $50 if

declared by the 1st January, 1885; or Slim Jf declared by the 25th June.
1885, wtib $5,(100 given by Mr. Pierre Lorillard; the Association to add
SI,000 for the second; the third to save his stake; horses bred iu the
United States are not eligible for this stake unless their sires are rep-
resented by .subscription to the Champion Stallion Stakes for two-year-
olds for 1»84. One mile aud a hall'.

Kancocas Stable's ch f Wanda, by Jlortemer— Minnfo Minor, 113 lbs.

Gluey 1

N. W, Kittson's tdi c Pardee, by Alarm—Sister of Mercy, 118 lbs.

l-'i tzpatrlck 3

B. A. Haggin's Oh Tyrant, by Great Tom -Moselle, 118 lbs Puffy A

ClIpHtaiii Stable'* ch c Guiuiu, 118 lbs Blayloclt
Morris li Pat ton's br c Ten Stone. 118 lbs Sue 11man
Morris & Pal ton 'k be Bersan. 118 lbs McLaughlin Q
Mr. Kelso's be Saltpetre, 118 lbs Meaton
Mr. Kelso's br or blk Brookwood, 118 lbs Feakes
G, L. Lorillard's bg Hopeful, lift lbs Lewis

Time, 2:39i

Pools: Wanda, $450; Morris & Patton's pair, £3Gn
; Tyrant $21

Pardee. $200; Hopeful, till); Goano, $100, the Kelso pair, S9U. Bettir
2 to 1 against Wanda, 3 to 1 Pardee, 7 to 2 Tyrant, G to 1 Bersan, 10 t<
Ten Stone, and Goano, 12 to 1 Brookwood, 20 to 1 Hopeful, 25 to 1 Sa
petre. For place : Even against Wanda, G to 5 Pardee, 7 to 5 Tyrai
5 to 2 Bersan, 3 to 1 Goano, 4 to 1 Erookwood, 5 to 1 Tea Stone, 6 t«

Hopeful, 8 to 1 Saltpetre. Mutuals paid $10.55.

Unfortunately a thick fog arose just as the first bell ran
and there was next to no preliminary galloping. The hors
remained in the paddock till the last bell rang, when thi
hurried to the post as rapidly as they could. Tyrant, tl

Californian, looked as jaunty as ever, and that "his par
tbought that they could add another to their list of victoiie
was evident from the fact that they had his name decorati
with ribbons. In the bettiDg ring Wanda was a stroi
favorite, but a good price was always obtainable against he
2 to 1 being the closing odds. There was a very strong t

out on Pardee, and the stable made no secret of the fact th
they had very strong hopes of winning. The Califoruiai
backed their colt, but they did not plunge as they did
Jerome Park. Goauo was well supported for a place by M
Bernard, aud the Western arrivals. Bersan and Ten Ston
carried a lot of money. The others were little thought of.
The start was a wretchedly bad oue, and Bersau, Te

Stone, Hopeful and Saltpetre were left behind. Little Broo]
wood cut out the running, with Goano second and Wand
third. As they passed by the stand, however, Pardt
worked up into second place, while Wauda was pulled bucl
Brookwood and Pardee made the running at a fair pace ft

the nest three-quarters, with Tyrant within striking dis
tance. Nearing the turn for home Wanda moved up. an
taking the middle of the track Olney cut loose with he
Then it was all over, and coming along as she liked, she wo
easily by two lengths, Pardee the same distance in front <

Tyrant.
The victory was a popular one, for although Mr. Lorillar

has richly endowed the event, he has never yet had thesati
faction of seeing his colors first past the post since the stak
has been run at Monmouth Park. Goano ran like au in
proving colt, and will soon be found "knocking at the door
Tyrant seems to be going back, as is only natural, as he we
wound up so early in the season. As regards Pardee, tl]

form in which Rollins has got him is a great credit, couside:
ing the bad feet the colt has. Concerning the Western an
mals, Bersan aud Ten Stone, the race told us nothing. A
the quarter pole Ten Stone showed fourth and Bersan h'ftl

but they were never dangerous, and they finished fifth au
sixth respectively. They are both magnificent looking colti
however, and apparently very fit, aud~I fancy that we hav
not yet done with Mr. Green Morris.

Respects to Lord Marcus.

Lord Maicus Beresford, having been finally appointed b
the English Jockey Club as starter, Pendragon salutes hir

thus in the Referee:

There is a good deal to be said both for and against th
appointment of Lord Marcus Beresford. One of the chit
things against it is that it will put him in a very awkwan
position with men who have so far been decidedly his iu
feriors. This would not so much matter if it affected hie
only; but it will affect them also, aud affect them very con
siderably. There is a magic about the word lord such as cai
only be appreciated by those who have watched this sheep
like community with searching gaze for a cousiderabl
period. Lords, especially courtesy lords, are after all onl
human, and it will be rather rough if the new starter make
a mistake and nobody dares blame him for it. The promoter
of certain gate-money ventures have already shown them
selves inclined to do anything, no matter how menial, fo
anybody with a handle to his name; as for the stewards the^
will hardly care to "ruck upon an old Dal," no matter wha
new phase may be taken upon itself by that verv old disease
the starting difficulty. By the way, what about Lord Mar
cus' own position as a steward? It will hardly do to find hin
officiating in both capacities at the one meeting. A goot
deal of nonsense has been written of late about Lord Georg*
Beutick having '-wielded the flag.

,; Lord George "wieldet
the flag" in his capacity of turf dictator, aud did the worl
about as badly as it could be done. Lord Marcus is to "wield'
as a paid servant of racecourse proprietors and lessees
What has to be said in the young nobleman's favor is that ht
thoroughly believes in the "noblesse oblige" part of his con-
tract; he is courageous and even chivalrous in his ideas o:

duty. I trust he will keep a particularly sharp eye upon tilt

"donnersof the pigskin" who.according to oue or two iufluen
rial organs of the keyhole, were so extremely anxious to hnvt
him appointed starter iu the place of that other represents
tive of pugnacity, Mr. H. Custance.
Lord Marcus Beresford may not be aware of it. but by be-

coming a paid operator on the course he has put himself out
side tbe pale of all decent society. That is, of all decent
society as decent society appears in the ODtics of such mem-
bers of the shopkeeping classes as affect athletics. To them
he is that most shocking of all creatures—a sporting profes-
sional. Lord Marcus Beresford may be a membwr of the
Marlborough or the Orleans, the Turf or the Raleigh—soma
day he may even aspire to the senile aud soporific Carlton—
but the doors of the rowing clubs aud the running clubs, the
swimming clubs, the bicycling clubs, aud tho boxing clubs
are now forever barred to him. Stay, there is vet hope for
this backslider. He might be allowed to join the Professional
Boxing Association, held at "Old Biir'Richardsou's, under
the presidency of the Eighty-one Touuer. Perhaps Lord
Marcus Beresford has never heard of the Professional Boxing
Association. Well, it is the youngest uf the associations,
whose name just now is legion, aud I venture to think it is
also the most original. Its main object is to keep professional
boxers straight aud honest; when they become crooked aud
dishonest they are at once to lose their professional status,
and become amateurs. Lord Marcus, being now a "brother
pro." would be welcomed heartily iu the East end of Loudon.
Meauwhile this aristocratic young pro will doubtless go on

unaffected by the fact that he is tabooed by the extraordinary
body which framed the Heuley definition. How strange
must feel some of the gorgeous folk who are of tho extremely
right sort, according to this flabby and inane definitift when
they call for orders at the West-end clubs, and as they go
down the area steps see a dreadful sporting professional
swagger in by mi ans of tho main eutrauce. Honest folk who
take an interest in some forms of spurt besides racing, and
who have been shocked aud horrified at the differences among
amateur runners, betweeu wholesale and retail, aud at the
.definitions, among amatour rowing men, that could not be
possible among gentlemen, will feel grateful for the appoint-
meut of Lord Marcus Beresford to a professional position iu
the great turf world. It is one of the biggest blows the
shoddyites aud shopocrats of sport have received since sport
has boon aware of the all too painful existence of these freaks
of poor human nature.
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Racing" at ChicaRo.

Despite the fact that Friday, the 3d, was an* extra day and
that there were only purse races on the card, over 2,500 peo-

ple attended the races, and they were amply repaid for the

trouble of getting there, as the racing was above the stand-

ard, three out of the rive events being most exciting. The
tirst event, a dash of one mile, for maiden 3-year-olds and up-

ward, was won by L. Christy's bay colt, Tennessee, by Ten
Broeck, out of Lizzie Hoover, and judging from the form
shown he should be capable of beating more than beat him
this season. The second event, a dash of nine furlongs, with
selling allowances, went to the credit of Lawrence Currau's

bay gelding Sovereign Pat, which won bands down in a very

easy fashion, proving that he is now in better form than he
has been at any time during the past two seasons. The third

event, a dash of six furlongs, for two-year-olds, was won oy
the favorite, Applegate & Kuright's chestnut colt, Endurer,

he having seemingly no trouble in scoring a victory. The
California stable's chestnut colt, Verano, galloped away with

the fourth event, a dash of one and one-quarter mile, Valet

being the only horse that was near him at the finish. The
dash of two miles, over eight hurdles, that concluded the day's

sport, -was a picnic for Ascoli, which made his move on the

flat, and won about as he pleased, to the delight of Dick
Shea, his owner. The betting, considering the attendance,

was exceedingly good, though when compared with the pre-

ceding days is was somewhat disappointing both to the book-
makers and pool-sellers, which have become so used to see-

ing the dollars go into the box that they are disposed to frown
when halves and quarters are substituted in their places. The
track was exceedingly fast, and the time made was a surprise

to the knowing ones.

Third Race—Purse 5400. of which §100 to second horse, for two-year-
olds. Stake winners to carry 3 pounds extra, purse winners and those
who have never started to carry lull weight. Those who have never run
better than th'rl allowed 5 pounds; heaten maidens who have started
and not boen placed allowed 10 pounds. Entrance free. Three-quarters
o#a mile.

Applegate & Enright's ch c Endurer, hy Enquirer, dam Analne, 110

lbs L- J^nea 1

W. P. Hunt's b c Asceola, by Frogtown, dam Alatoona, 105 lbs.
Dorsey 2

Santa Anita stables' b I Liiuua, bv Rutherrord, nam Blossom, 97 lbs.
Kelly 3

Gray & Co.'s ch g Lucas, 107 lbs 0'H.ara
T J. Megibbeu's br cEudover, luulbs ....Harris

Time,l:17><;.
Pools: Endurer, «15; Linda, 867; Lucas, 931; field,.315. Books: 3 to 1

against Endurer 2 to 1 against Linda, to i against Lucas, 8 to 1 against
Kndover.andlo to 1 against Aseola. Paris mutuels paid on Endurer,
straight, 38.90; for a place, S3; on Asceola, for a place, $26.

The Race—Sheriaan sent them all offin a bunch. Asceola

raced to the front in the first few strides, followed by Lucas,

Linda, Endurer, and Endover in the order named. At the

half Lucas was on even terms with Asceola, Endurer third,'

a length away. Rounding the stable turn Asceola, runniug
easily, went to the front, and entering the stretch he led by

an open length, with Lucas second, and Endurer coming
fast on the outside third. Lucas tired on the straight and
fell back, and Endurer coming on challenged the leader. A
furlong from home the favorite drew to the front, and com-
in<* on he won an easy race by a leugth and a half, Asceola

second, two lengths in front of Linda, third. Time, 1:17A.

Fourth Race—Purse $400, of which $100 to second horse; for three-

yeai-olds and upward. Horses not having won in 1885, when carrying
weight for age, more than SI, 000, allowed 7 pounds, or if not more than

$500, li pounds; horBes not having won allowed 21 pounds. Winners
of any race at th J

.s meeting to carry weight forage; of two or more
racfis. to carry 5 pounds extra. Entrance free. One and one-quarter

miles.

Santa Anita Stables* ch c Verano, 3, by Grinstead, dam Jennie D. 84

lbs O'Brien 1

Marvin & Douglas' ch g Valet, G, by War Di-nce, dam Ella Breckin-
ridge, 90 lbs Fuller 2

W. P. Hunt's ch g John Davis, aged, by Harry O'Fallon, dam Bettie,

103 lbs Dorsey 3

P. G. Speth's ch f Exile, 3, 79 lbs "W. Jones

F. "Waters' gr g Vanguard, 5, 103 lbs Kelly
Applegate & Enright's b c Burr Oak, 4, 97 lbs West
John Funk's b f Constellation, 3, 79 lbs Barnes
James Peene's br g George Anguss, 5, 96 lbs Miller

Whitten Bros' ch g Patrick Denis, 5, 96 lbs Tigue
J. H. McConnel's ch g Idle Pat, 5, 96 lbs Cooper
Santa Anita Stables' ch g Grismer, 5, 96 lbs McCurdy
W. L. Cassidy's ch g Father John, 4, 94 lbs Harris

J. P. May's b g Slocum, 5,96 lbs Hollis
Time, 2:08.

Pools: Verano, 355; Valet, S50; Vanguard, S30; field, 365. Books: 2&

to 1 against Valet, 3 to 1 against Verano, 4 to 1 against Vauguard; 5 to 1

each against Exile and John Davis, 8 to 1 against Slocum, and from
10 to 40 to 1 against each of the others. Paris mutuels paid on Verano
straight, 314 20; for a place, S5.40; on Valet for a place, $9.60.

The Race—Another excellent start, thanks to Mr. Sheridan,

Burr Oaks, Vanguard, Fat Dennis, Exile and Verano leading

the bunch. Father John's green jacket showed in front in

the first four strides, and passing the stand he was first by a

neck, with Verano second, John Davis and BurrOak runniug
neck and neck together third, Valet fourth and Slocum fifth.

Verano carried the black jacket and red Maltese cross sash

and cap of the Baldwin stables to the front in the club house
turn, and passing the quarter he was first by a length, with

Father John second, and Burr Oak third. At the half Verano
was still showing the way, while Father John, which had
shot his bolt, had dropped back into the bunch, and Idle Pat

was at Burr Oak's throat-latch, the others all in a cluster like

a bunch of grapes. On the stable turn Valet carried the red

and white jacket of the Marvin & Douglas stable into the

second place, and John Davis moved into the third, a neck
only separating the pair. Entering the stretch the California

colt ran first by a leugth, with Valet and John Davis on nearly

even terms behind him, and Vanguard looking dangerous.

Verano came away again easily on the straight, and ran by an

open length from Valet, which beat John Davis by two lengths

for the place. Time, 2:08.

Washington Park wore its golden crown and all its well-

earned laurels on the 4th. An almost perfect day and a card

of attractions that was unequalled, together with an attend-

ance of from twenty-five to thirty thousand people, com-
bined to render the Fourth of July races a most signal suc-

cess.

Vice-President Gage said it was the greatest crowd that

had ever gathered at any racetrack in America, and such un-

doubtedly is the fact excepting, perhaps, upon the one occa-

sion in 1S78 when Ten Broeck ran his famous match race at

Louisville with the California mare Mollie McCarthy.
The track during the early part of the forenoon was in ex-

cellent condition, and as fast as a bullet, but later in the

day the light showers that fell made it somewhat muddy and
sticky, and both the heat race and the steeplechase were run

somewhat slower than they would have been but for that

reason.
The betting was unusually heavy and the quarters devoted

to both pool-sellers and bookmakers were at times so crowded

as to make the task of elbowing one's way through a difficult

-one. The bookmakers, as a rule, lost heavily, and the vic-

tories of the Califomians cost them large sums of money.
Porter Ashe alone is said to have knocked them out of

©7,000 on Alta, wbile "Lucky" Baldwin turned loose on them
when Grismer started in the heat race, and it is stated that

it will cost the knights of the blue pencil the sum of §21, 000

to cash his winning tickets on the race. The pool-sellers
had their hands full, and Dick Beckman will be glad of an
opportunity to give his tongue a rest. Everybody who had a
dollar note in his pocket wagered it on the result of one race
and another, and the ladies kept their good-natured escorts
trotting from the graudstand down to the betting-quarters
and back again, first to buy Paris mutuels and then to have
them cashed.
The racing was of the most exciting character, and as be-

tween "Lucky" Baldwin and the "Lorillard of the West"
the honors were about equally divided, each party placiug
two races to his credit on the record books. The Gulifor-

nians had a trifle the best of the day's sport, however, as the
race that Baldwin's entry lost was won by Porter Ashe, an-
other turfman from the land beyond the Rockies. The tirst

event of the day, a dash of six furlougs for maiden two-year-
olds, weut to the credit of the Baldwin Stables, they wiuuing
with Estrella, a daughter of Kutherford and Sister Anne.
The second event, the Columbia Stakes, a dash of oue mile
and three-quarters, was won by Ed Corrigan's great mare
Modesty, though Binette, a daughter of Billet and Mirah,
ran her out to a nose at the finish in the fast time of 3:031,
the best race at the distance ever run at this time of the year.
The third event, the Sheridan Stakes, for three-year-olds,
one mile and a quarter, weut to B. P. Ashe's bay colt Alta,

by Norfolk, out of Bellinette, which made his second appear-
ance this side of the Rockies. As a two-year-old he was ac-
counted the best iu California, and his performance yester-
day when he was far from fit, stamps him as a really first-

class performer. The fourth event, a selling purse, one
mile aud a furlong, was won by Ed Corrigan's chestnut colt

Irish Pat, by Pat Malloy, out of Ethel, which was a hot
favorite with the talent. The fifth event, a race of three-
quarter heats, best three in five, the Baldwin stables placed
to its credit the chestnut gelding Grismer, by Grinstead, out
of Jennie, after one of the most stubborn contests of the
year. The sixth event, a steeplechase, was won by R. Mc-
Bride's chestnut gelding, Major Pickett, after a very pretty
and exciting race, in which no accidents occurred to spoil

the pleasure of the lookers-on.

First Race—Purse 5100, of which $ M0 to second horse; for maiden two-
year-olds ; horses not having run second for a sweepstakes of the value
of $1,000 allowed 5 pounds; entrance tree. Three-quarters of a mile,
E. J. Baldwin's b f Estrella, bv Rutherford, dam Sister Anne, 102

lbs Kel.y 1

Chinn k Morgan's bf Flora L., by .Longfellow dam Vexation, 102 lbs
Reiley 2

H. Johnson's bf Farrell, by Hyrier Ali, dam Kitty, 105 lbs O'EC^ra Ji

J. T. William's b g Pat Sheedv, 102 lbs Taunersly
Melbourne .stables' b f Pure Rye, 107 lbs fcUis o
E. Corrigan's be B. G. Bruce, 105 lbs Fulli-r
R. A. Johnson's b f Miss Bowler, 102 lbs W.Jones
v. H. BracKett's ch g Willie Martin, 102 lbs Reaves )
Thomas Ravmond's chf Cuban Queen, 102 lbs Quantre

Time, 1:16.

Pools: Estrella, ?36; Pure Rye, SU; MIbs Bowler. |3, and field, $25.

Books: 8 to 5 against Estrella, 2 \-i to 1 against Pure Rye, 4 to 1 against
Pat Sheedy, and from 10 to 20 to 1 against each uf the others. Paris
mutuels paid on Estrella straight, $10.70; for a place, $8.60; uu Flora Ii.

for a place, $31.20.

The Race—They were all well bunched when the flag fell.

Pat Sheedy was the first to show in front, followed by Cuban
Queen, B. G. Bruce, and Miss Bowler. At the half Cuban
Queen was first, a neck, with the Chicago gambler second,

Bruce third, aud Estrella and Miss Bowler running neck and
neck, behind them the others trailing. Rounding the stable

turn there was a general bunching up, and entering the

stretch the Queen led by a neck only, with Pat Sheedy sec-

ond, Estrella third, Bruce fourth, aud the white jacket and
red sash of Cbiun & Morgan's stable looking dangerous in

the rear. A furlong from home Estrella aud Flora L. drew
to the front. The latter was given both whip and steel freely,

but she could not catch the fleet daughter of Rutherford and
Sister Anne, which finished first by a length and a half,

Flora L. second, a length in front of Farrell third. Time, 1 :16.

The Columbia Stakes—A sweepstakes for all ages, $50 each, half for-
feit, or onlv $10 if declared out on or before May lo, 1885. Declarations
void unless accompanied witli the money: $1,000 added, the second Co
receive 8200, and the tbird $100 out of the stakes; weights 5 pounds below
the scale; winner of any race in 18o5 the value of 51,500 to carry five
pounds extra. Fortv-one nominations. One mile and three quarters.
E. Corrigan's ch f Modestv. 4, by War Dance, dam Billet, 113 lbs

Murphy 1

James ftiuruhy's b t Binette, 4, by Billet, dam Mlroh, 108 lbs Kelly 2

E.J. Baldwin's ch c Verano, 3, by Urinstead. dam Jennie D., 98 lbs
O'Brieu 3

P. C. Fox & Co.'s be Tom Martin, -I, 118 lbs Yetinan
Havden & Barry's be Kosciusko, 4, IK lbs West
J. T. Williams' chc Bub Miles, 4, 11J lbs Henderson
W. P. Hunt's eb h April Fool, 5, llfi lbs Fishburn
E. J.Baldwin's blk f Freda, 4, 108 lbs..... Holloway

Time, 3;03J<.

Pools: Modesty barred; Baldwin's pair, $100; Kosciusko, $50; Tom
Martin, $10; Binette, $35; field, $25. Books: 1 to 2 on Mod stv, 3 to 1

against Verano, 6 to 1 each against Kosciusko and Tom Martin, 10 to 1

against Binette. S to 1 against Freda, 15 to 1 against Bob Miles, and 50 to
1 against April Fool. Paris mutuels paid on Modesty straight, $6.90; for
a place, $7.50 ; Binette, $30 90.

The Race—Starter Sheridan sent them away in excellent

shape. Tom Martin, Modesty, Binette and Kosciusko being

tne leaders of the bunch. Verano ran into the lead before

the half was reached, and passing that point he was first by
three lengths, with Modesty second, a length in front of

April Fool third, and Tom Martin fourth, and the others all

in a bunch. Verano drawing farther away with every stride

increased his lead to four lengths at the third quarter,

Modesty being still second, April Fool third, and Bob Miles

fourth. Through the stretch Verano came like a rocket, and
passing the stand he still showed the way by four lengths,

with Kosciusko second, a neck in front of April Fool third,

the latter having Modesty at his throat latch. Rounding the

club-house turn Verano's followers began to close the gap,

and passing the quarter he led by a length aud a half only

with the red jacket and orange cap of Kosciusko's jockey in

the second place, lapped by the green and white sash of the

Corrigan. In this order they swept on toward the half,

where the black jacket, red Maltese cross, sash, and red cap

of the Californian millionaire still showed a length and a

half to the good with Kosciusko second, a nose in front of

Modesty, aud Binette coming fast iu the fourth place. On
the stable turn the colored Archer let go of Modesty's head

and racing past Kosciusko she entered the stretch a half

length only behind the leader, Binette a close third. Half

way down the great daughter of War Dance challenged

Verano and in the nest few strides she had him beaten.

Two hundred yards from home and it looked like the race

was all over, but suddenly the cry went up "See Biuette,"

and the dark green jacket and cap of the Murphy stable was
observed coming like a buliet on the outside. Drawing level

with Modesty under the whip the two mares swept on like a

cyclone toward the finish. "Come on Modesty!" "Come on
Binette!" shouted the excited crowd. Murphy now sat down
on Modesty and began to ride, while Kelly was working like

a beaver on the daughter of Ballet. It was the very last

stride that told the story, Modesty winning a grand race by

the tip of her nose from Binette, with Verano three parts of

a leugth away. Time, 3:03J.
The Sheridan jytakes—A Hwcepstakes for three-yeai»)lds (foals of

1882); ?1U0 entrance, half forfeit, or only$10 if declared out ou or bi

-

fore Feb. 1st, or $20 if on April 1st, or S30 if on May 15,1885. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the money, with 91,600

added, the second to receive 9800 and the third $100 out of the stakes.

Winners of any three-year-old stake race of the value of 31,000, to earn,*

3 pounds; of 91.600, 5 pounds; of any three or more such stakes of any

value, 7 pounds extra Maidens allowed 7 pounds. Sixty-seven nom-
inations. One mile and a quarter.

It. P. Ashe's be Alia, a, by Norfolk, dam Ballenette, 118 lbs. ..Kelly 1
E.J. Baldwin's b c Volante, J, by Grinsteal, dam Sister Anne, 125

lbs Murphy 2
Milton Young's b c Troubadour, a. by Lisbon, dam Glenuine, 123

lbs L. Jones 3
W. M. Murray's ch c Alf Estell, 3, 118 lbs Henderson
Milton Young's ch f Gold Ban, 3, 119 lbs Ellis '

J. Churchill's ch c Falconer, 3, 117 lbs West o
Time, 2:09i.

Pools: Volante, $200; Alf Estell, $150; Gold Ban, 581; Alta. $61; field,

550. Books:0 to 5 on Volante, IS to 1 on Volante, i to 1 against Gold
Ban and Alta, ti to 1 against Falconer, 7.J to 1 each against Volo and
Troubadour. Paris mutuels pafd on ilta straight, 650.80; fora place,
315.G0; Volante for a place, 87. CO.

The Race— Starter Sheridan had them all in hand when the
flag fell, the start beiug a. beautiful one. The red jacket and
cup of Alta'a jockey was the first to show in front, followed
by Falconer, Volante and the bunch. Gold Ban carried the
blue jacket and white sash of Milton Young's stable to the
front in the first hundred yards, and passing the stand the
King Ban filly was first by two lengths, with Alf Estell secoud,
a nose in front of Falconer third, Troubadour fourth, Alta
fifth, Volante sixth aud Volo seventh. Iu these positions
they rau past the quarter. Going to the half Alta drew up
level with Alf Estell, and passing that point they were run-
ning neck and neck, two lengths in the rear of Gold Ban,
Falconer being third, a half length farther back, and the
others clustered like a bunch of grapes. Alta drew to the
front on the stable turn, and Murphy, letting go of Volante's
head, soon gave Estell the go by. Eutering the stretch Alta
was Brut by a leugth, with Volante secoud, Estell third, and
Falconer fourth, Gold Bau haviugqnit and fallen back to the
rear. Murphy now began riding, calling on Volante, and the
game little son of Grinstead and Sister Anne set sail after the
leader. It was Alta's day, however, and, comiug on like a
racehorse, he won, hands down, by a length from Volante,
which beat Troubadour by two lengths for the place. Time,
2:09£.

Fifth Race—Purse S600, of which 5100 to the second and 550 to the third
horse. The winner of the mile heats the second day of the meeting to
carry five pounds extra. Maidens allowed, if three years old, S pounds;
If four years old, ten pounds; if five years or upward, fifteen pounds.
Three-quarters of a mile heats, best three in five.
E. J. Baldwin's c g Grismer, 5, by Grinstead, dam Jennie

D., 112 lbs Holloway 3 1111
M. A. Waldeu'sch c Our Friend ,3, by Ilertog, dam unknown,

104 lbs Fuller 2 112 2

W. P. Hunt's be Keokuk, 3, by Loii^T iw, dam Etta Powell,
104 lbs Dorsey 1 2 2 3 ro

C. Y. Armstrong's b m Effie H,, aged, by Pat Mallov, dam
Penelope, llolbs ; Dumas 4 3 3 ro

Time, l:HiJ4, 1:17}-.,' ,1:1*. i :20)*, 1:25.
Pools: Keokuk, 3160; Grismer, S7"; EfHe H. 858; Our Friend, 816.

Books: 2 to 3 against Keokuk, 2 to 1 against Grismer, 4 to 1 against Effle
H., and 15 to 1 against Our Friend.

The Race: First heat—Keokuk and Our Friend raced away
together when the flag fell, followed by Grismer and Efiie H.
The two leaders raced together from start to finish, Keokuk
running under the wire by a short head from Our Friend,
Grismer third, two lenethsaway, and Effle H. fourth. Time,
1:16£.

Secoud Heat—There was no change in the betting, save
that the book-makers had cut down the odds against Our
Friend to 7 to 1- Grismer jumped away with the lead when
the flag fell, followed by EffieH., Keokuk, and Our Friend in
the order named. There was no change in these positions at

the quarter. Going to the half Keokuk and EffieH. changed
places. Grismer leadiug by two lengths as they passed that

point. Grismer had things all his own way, and coming on
he won an easy heat by two lengths from Keokuk, Efiie H.
beiug third and Our Friend fourth. Time, 1:17|.

Third Heat—Keokuk raced away in the leap when the flag

fell, with Our Friend and Effie H. running neck and neck
behind him and Grismer in the fourth place. There was no
change in these positions until after they entered the straight,

when Our Friend challenged Keokuk, and in a few strides he
had the son of Long Taw and Etta Powell beaten. Coming
on Our Friend won by a length amid great cheering, with
Keokuk second, Eme K. third, and Grismer fourth. Time,
1:13.

Fourth Heat—Effie K. was sent to the stable under the
rules, and the odds offered by the book-makers were as fol-

lows: 5 to 3 on Keokuk, 2 to 1 against Grismer, and 2.] to 1

against Our Friend. Grismer rushed away in the lead when
the flag fell, followed by Keokuk aud Our Friend in ihe order
named. These positions remained unchanged until they
were well in the straight, when Our Friend catching the whip
ran into the second place. Grismer won by four lengths,

with Our Friend second, aud Keokuk third. Time, 1 :20A.

Fifth Heat—Grismer aud Our Friend were the only ones
left in the Hunt, Keokuk being sent to the stable. Grismer
and Our Friend raced neck and neck and stride for stride un-
til after they passed the half. Grismer drew away on the

stable turn, aud though Our Friend caught the whip freely in

the straight he could not overtake the Californian, which won
very handily by half a dozen lengths or more. Time, 1:25.

Paris mutuels paid on the heats S25. 90, $10.70, 87.90, $17.90,

and $5.90. On Grismer for a place, $11; on Our Friend for

a place, $29.90.
Tuesday, the 7th, was a grand day for the favorites, and

iu spite of the threatening weather some of the prettiest

racing of the season was witnessed.

The morning was bright and beautiful, arguing well for

the afternoon, but about 1 o'clock the clouds began to gather

and the outlook was for a heavy storm. This doubtless

deterred many from visiting the park— still the attendance,

though by no means as large as on the preceding Saturday,

was oue of which the managers of any racecourse might have
been well pleased.

During the afternoon it rained and shiued by fits and starts

hut at no time was the rain very heavy, and it only served to

improve the track and cool the atmosphere. A few feathers

and faucy bonnets may have been injured a little, but there

was no serious damage to dresses noted, although there were
many elegant costumes worn. There was great interest mani-
fested in all tbe races.

The day's racing was full of interest, and for once during
the meeting the talent in attendance did not have to borrow
car fare to return to town with, though iu tbe only stake

eveutof the day they were all abroad. The first event on the

card, a dash of ono mile for three-year-olds, with penalties

aud allowances, was won by the favorite, Milton Young's bay
colt Bootblack, by King Alfonso, out of Beatitude, in the

fast time of 1:42.!, tbough had Starter Sheridan sent them
nway iu his usual good style the result might have been dif-

ferent. The second event, the Hyde Park Stakes, for two-year-
old colts, six furlongs, went to the credit of a rank outsider,

in the shape of Chinn & Morgan's bay gelding Ban Fox, by
King Bau, out of Maude Hampton, which, carrying 117 lbs.,

ran the distance in 1:15J, his performance stamping him us

one of the greatest colts of the get of King Ban that has tat e 1

the flag since- the days of Punster. The third event, a sell-

ing purse, was won by George Carroll's brown gelding Tax-
gatherer, by Lucy Jackson, which was a hot favorite in i

poolH. though Doubt obliged him to straignteu his

the finish. The fourth event, a free handicap sweeps I
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foT all ages, was the race of the day, the favorite, Pearl Jen-

nings, winning after a desperate finish by a nose from Jim

Douglas, a result due more to the masterly riding of Isaac

Murphy, the colored Archer of the American turf, than to

the merits of the mare herself, for had Jim Douglas been

properly ridden in the last 200 yards it is difficult to see how
he could have lost it. The fifth and last event, a race of one

and one-sixteenth mile heats, was a perfect picnic for Irish

Pat, which won hands down in straight heats, to the L
delight

ofShis backers.

The Hyde Park Stakes—A sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of
1883)' 850 entrance p p., or only $10 ii declared out on or before Feb. 1st,

or 515 by April 1st. or ?2i if on May 15, 18P5. All declarations void unless

accompanied with the money, with SI,200 added; the second horse to

receive 3200. and the third $100 out of the stakes; winner of any stake

race of the value of ?l,iOO. to carry S pounds; of ?l,;VXi, ' pounds; of three
or more stake races of anv value. 10 pounds extra. Eighty-seven nom-
inations, Three-quarters of a mile.

Chinn A Morgan's b s Ban Fox, by King Ban, dam Maude Hampton,
lp-lbs Kiley 1

E Corrican's ch c Tartar, bv Great Tom. dam Blondina, in; lbs. Fuller 2

Milt im Young's ch c Enright, bv Enquirer, dam 'Matagorda, ll» lus
* Stoval 3

J A'wrut'on's b •' I'm 1 if Han. 107 lbs W.JoiieB
K. P. Ashe's ch c Ed Corrigan, 110 lbs Kelly
ApplegateAEnright'schC Blaze Duk-.llulbs Cooper
Applegate A Enright's chc Endurer.110 lbs L.Jones
E J Baldwin's b c silver Gloud.ll") lbs Holloway
E -T Baldwin's ch c Solid Silver, 1 10 lbs Henderson
Fleetwood Stables' b c Feliciter, 110 lbs Tankersly
Gray A Co.'s ch g Lucas, 107 lb* Mattox
Henry Johnson's b c Farrell, 110 lbs O'Hara
Melbourne Stables

- b c Blue Wing. 117 lbs Murphy
Melbourne stables' chc syntax, 117 lbs Ellis

J. T Williams' b g Pat Sheerty, l071bs • Harris
E. J. Baldwin's b c Lijura, 110 lbs O'Brien

Time. 1:1V,.

Pools- Field, VQ; Enright,?27; Ed Cnrrigm, »25; Tartar, 317. Books:
2W to 1 against Euright, :i to 1 against Ed Corrigan, 3M to 1 against Tar.
tar. I to leach against Han Fox. solid Silver, and silver (.'loud, and
from .i to 35 to 1 against each of th* others. Paris mntuels paid for Ban
Fov straight. 361.70; for a place, 32S.50; on Tartar for a place, 326.80.

The Race—The youngsters were all well bunched when the

flag fell, Euright, Uncle Dan, and Ed. Corrigan being in the

front rank. Passing the half Enright was first by half a

length with Uncle Dan second, Ed. Corrigan third, and the

field close up. On the stable turn the field began to close up
ranks behind the leader, and entering the stretch Euright led

by a n^ck only, with Uncle Dan second, and Farrell, Blue

Wing, Ban Fox, and Tartar close no. A furlong from home
Ban Fox and Tartar came through and challenged the leader,

and in a few strides they had the son of Euquirer, and Mata-

gorda beaten. A driving finish followed, Ban Fox winning
by a scant half length from Tartar, which beat Euright by a

length for the place. Time, 1:15}.

Free Handicap Sweepstakes for all ages; 325 each, if notdeclared out,

with 8 Oil added, the secon l horse to receive 3101) out of the stakes. Ea-
tries to be made through the entry-box at the course by 6 o'clock P. M.,
Saturdav, Tulv 1th. Weights to be announced bv 12 o'clock, and dec-
larations to be made through the entry-box at the course by ) o'clock f.

m , Monday, July 6th. On- mile and one-eighth.
E f'irrigan'3 b in Pearl Jennings, 6, by Lelaps, dam Mary Howard,

113 lbs Murphy 1

Ho"-1 -' \ Dimdale's b h Jim Douglas, aged.bv Wildidle, dam Volnne.
125 lbs - Yetman 2

Ha i .* u.i.ry'su c Kosciusko, i, bv k>rie Ualv, clam ijulussa. 112

lbs West 3

C. i.. bong's b g hemrtn.fi Kiley o

F. Waters" gr g Vanguard, 5. Wl lbs Kelly
R. A. Johnson's b c Loftin, 112 lbs L. Joues

Time, l.-Sfi.

Pools: Pearl Jennings. 3m0; Jim Douglas. 3100; Kosciusko, 3H, and
the field, 3fi6. Bioks: « to 5 against Jim Douglas, 7 to 5 against Pearl
Jennings. S to 1 against Kosciusko, (? to 1 against Letnan. 12 to 1 against
Loftin, and 16 to 1 against Vanguard. Paris rautuels paid on Pearl
Jennings straight 811.80, foe a place 37.30. On Douglas for a place, 37.60

The Race—The flag fell to a first-class start, Pearl Jen-
nings, Jim Douglas and Leman leading the pack. Loftin
ran into the lead before the stand was reached, and passing
there he showed first by a neck, with Leman second, a head
iu front of Jim Douglas third, the others all in a cluster.

Leman headed Loftin on the clubhouse tern, and passing
the quarter he showe I first by ahead, with Jim Douglas
second, Loftin third, and Pearl Jennings fourth, a neck only
separating one from the other. Going along the bac it-stretch

the colored Archer sent Jennings to the front with a rush, and
passing the half she showed a neck in front of the Californiau,
with Leman a close third. Entering the stretch Pearl Jen-
nings showed first by half a length, Jim Douglas second,
Leman third, "Vanguard fourth, and r.he others all in a bunch.
The race through the straight was a beautiful one, and a fur-
long from home, it looked like Jim Douglas was the winner.
Murphy now began riding and calling on the mare, and Yet-
man followed suit with Douglas. Two hundred yards from
home, and Jim Douglas showed a nose in the lead. Suddenly
Yetman went all abroad, and drawing his whip on the son of
Wildidle he caused the latter to sulk a bit, and just enough
to lose, for Pearl coming on won by a nose only, with Doug-
las second, a half length only in front of Kosciusko, which
came with a terrific burst of speed iu the last200yards, third
Time, 1:56.

On the 8th, the weather was pleasant, the track good and
the attendance large.

Purse 3100; two-year-old fillies: entrance, 3 per cent of purse ($15
each"), to second; thOBe not having run first or second for a stake value
31,"00 allowed 5 lbs.; 7 subs. Three-quarters of a mile.

J. 8. Shaw's bf Msinie Hunt, by Frogtown.dam Bettie, 102 lbs Fuller 1
E. J. Baldwin's b f Estrella, by Kutherford.dam Sister Anne. 1»2 lbs

..Kelly
102 lbs.

J. VY. Womach's b f
; Cuban Queen, 102 lbs .*.'.'.'.".

'.".. Cjiiantrel'l
Wooding A Puxyea'a ch f Bastante 102 lbs Tankersly
Fleetwood Mable'a ch f Trance, lo7 lbs Harris
H. Johnson's br f Juliet, 102 lbs 0'IIara

Time, 1:15.

Pools: Estrella, 3200; Trance, SiO: Juliet, S»'t; Flora L..3J5; field 330-
Postodds: 10 to 1 against Mamie Hunt. French Mntuels paid?lS7 9>'

Won by three lengths; two between second and third.

Washington Park Cup, a sweepstake for three-year-olds and upward-
3100 each; *iTf.:3H"p if di-clared bv Mav is, !*>.: $2,nn0 added; second to
receive ?30o, and third $100 out of stakes; weights a lbs. under the scale-
winners of any race in 1895, value 32,000, to carry 5 lbs. extra. 42 subs of
w.iich — declared. Two miles and ;i Quarter,
E. CoTrigan'ech f Modesty. J, bv War Dance— Ballet, 113 lbs...Mnrnhv 1

J. T. William's chc Bob Miles, 4, by Pat Malloy dam Dollv Motgan
H3 lbs Henderson 2

R. P. Ashe's h f Binette, I, by Billet, dam Mirah, 103 lbs Kelly 3
K. J. Baldwin's blk f Freda. 1, 108 lbs _ Hollo'wav
E. .1. Halilwia's b h Lucky B.,5. 117 lbs Jones

Time, 4:03!*.

Pools: Modesty, #300; Binette. #200; Luekv B., $.10; field, 7-1. Postodds-
10 to 3 on Modesty. French mutnels paid Sl'UO.

Freda took a lead of three lengths, and held it at a slow pace
for a mile—inn in 1:51-; —followed by Mcdesty and the
others As they came up to the stand the second time, Bi-
nette moved up on even terms with Modesty. Both were
soou after passed by Bob Mi'es, who was lying second as they
reached the backstrelcli. When well into the backstretch
Modesty made her run, and, taking the lead, was never
reached, she winuing by three lengths, with Bob Miles
second, two lengths in front of Binette.

On the 9th the racing, despite the fact that the track was
deep iD mud, was of an exciting nature, though backers
of the favorites suffered even worse than on the day before,
ITltimatnm being the only one nf th« talents' pick to carry
her colors first under the wire. The first event, a dash of
one mile, went to the credit of a rank outsider in the shape
of X. Armstrong's grny gelding Grey Cloud, by Hydez Ali,

out of Interpose, which won hauls down and iu a big gallop
by at least teu lengths The second event was n surprise
party for all hands, even to the Lorillurd of the West him-
self, as he did not back his colt for a single dollar, and stood
by with folded arms while Irish Pat, the son of Pat Malloy

and Ethel, went under the string a winner, thanks once
more to the colored Archer's skill. The third event, a dash
of six furlongs for two-year-olds, was won by J. A. Bruton's
bay gelding Uncle Dan, which was au eleventh-hoar tip from
the stable. The fourth event, a dash of one mile and a

quarter, went to the credit of S. S. Brown's bay filly Matinee,

by Buckden, out of Kate Mattingly, which seemed, like all

of the sons and daughters of Buckden, to enjoy the soft go-

ing. Iu the fifth race Lucky Baldwin got left, as James T.
Williams' bay filly Ultimatum, by King Alfonso, out of Ultima,

turned up an easy winner to the discomfiture of those that

did not believe a three-year-old could come back against an
aged horse in a heat race. The sixth event, a mile dash, saw
S. S. Brown's chestnut filly Mona, by Buckden, out of Mono-
mania, repeat her performance of the opening day, she beat-

;

ing the favorite, Jim Douglas, in a very handy fashion, to

the delight of her backers.

The Drexel StakeB—A sweepstakes for colts 3 years old (foals of
1882); S100 entrance, half forfeit; or only 310 if declared out on or be-
fore Feb. 1st; or 320 April 1st; orSaO if on May 15th, 1885. All declara-
tions void unless accompanied with the money; with SI,000 added, the
second horse to receive *2v)0 and the third S100 out of the stakes. Win-
ners of any three-year-old stake races of the value of $1,000 to carry
three pounds; of 31,500, five pounds; of threejor more three-year-old
stake races of any value, seven pounds extra; maidens allowed five
pounds. Fifty -four nominations. One mile.

E. Corrigan's ch c Irish Pat, 3, by Pat Malloy, dam Ethel, 118 lbs.
Murphy 1

E. J. Baldwin's b c Volante, 3, by Orinstead, dam Sister Anne, 12-5

lbs Holloway 2
William Murray's ch c Alf Estell, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 118

lbs . Kelly 3

Milton Young's b c Troubadour, 3, 12-1 lb3 Stoval
Milton Young's br c Pegasus. 3, 115 lbs Jones
E.J. Baldwin's ch c fiapido, 3. 115 Craig

Time, 1 :50i.

Pools: Volante, S110; Alf Estell, $36; Irish Pat, S30; field, $60
Books : Even money against Volante, 2 to 1 against Troubadour, 3 to 1

against Rapido, 5 to 1 each against Irish Pat and Alf Estell, and 7 to 1

against Pegasus. Paris Mutnels paid on Irish Pat straight $52.50, for a
place $11 ; on Volante for a place $S 30.

The Race—The drum tapped to an excellent start, Volante,
Pegasus, and Troubadour being the leaders of the bunch.
Volante ran into the lead on the club-house turn, and pass-
ing the half he was first by a length, with Troubadour second,
Alf Estell third, and Irish Pat fourth. Going to the half Vo-
lante's followers began to close the gap, and passing the half

he ledby ahalf length only, with Alf Estell second, Irish Pat
third, and Troubadour fourth. Going around the stable turn
Irish Pat challenged Volante, and entering the stretch he
showed first by a neck, with Volante second. Troubadour
third, Alf Estell fourth, and the others out of it. The race
home was between the leaders, and at the distance stand they
were running together, neck and neck. Twenty yards from
the finish and it looke*d like anybody's race, so far as the
leaders were concerned. Murphy's superior riding told in
the last two strides, and Irish Pat won by a nose, with Vo-
lante second, a length and a half ahead of Troubadour third.

Time, 1:50^.

Purse, $400. Selling race for two-year-olds; entrance, 310, to go to
the second horse . Horses entered to be sold for $3,000 to carry proper
weight; if for §2,500, allowed five pounds; if for $2,000, ten pounds:
if for less than S2,00n,to be allowed one pound for each $ 100 less down to
$1,000, to the minimum selling price. Three-quarters of a mile.

J A. Bruton's b g Uncle Dan, by imp. Rassifer, dam Shamrock
($2,000). 97 lbs Barnes 1

E. Corrigan's b c B. G. Bruce, by Billet, dam Lucille Wester n($l,:i0ul

90 lbs. Fuller 2
W. P. Hunt's b c Asceola, by Frogtown, dam Altoona (51,5001, 95

lbs Tanke'sby 3
R. A. Johnson's b f Miss Bowler, (82,(100), 97 lbs Godfrey
T. J. Megibben's br c Endover, ($1,000). 90 lbs. W.Jones
E. J. Baldwin's b f Linda ($1,500), U2 1bs O'Brien
H. Johnson's br f Juliette ($1 ,800), 95 lbs Kelly
J. T. Williams' b g Montezuma ($1,300), 90 lbs Harris

Time, 1:22.

Pools: Field $100; Uncle Dan, $70; B. G. Bruce, $58; Juliette. $39.
Books: 2 to 1 against UncleDan. 3 to 1 against B. G. Bruce. 4 to 1 against
Asceola and Juliette, 5 to 1 each against Miss Bowler and Montezuma,
8 to 1 against Linda, and 10 tol against Eudover. Paris mutuels paid
on Uncle Dan straight, $17.50; for a place, $9.40. On B. G. Bruce for a
place' $9.90.

The Race—B. G. Bruce, Uncle Dan and Miss Bowler were
the leaders of the bunch when the flag went down. Asceola
ran into the lead before the half was reached, and passing
there he led by a length, with B. G. Bruce second, and
UncleDan third. Going around the stable turn Juliette and
Linda were both out of it and the others were bunching np.
Entering the stretch Asceola was first by a neck, with Uncle
Dan second, and Miss Bowler third. The race thro.ugh the
straight was a beautiful one. Uucle Dan, drawing clear of
the followers at the distance stand, won by a length and a
half from B, G.Bruce, which beat Asceola by three parts of
a length for the place. Time, 1:22.

Purse $100; entrance $10, to go to the second horse; horses not having
won this year a race of the value of $1,000, allowed five pounds; those
not having won a race this year allowed ten pounds; maidens allowed.
If a years old, fourteen pounds; if 4 years, eighteen pounds; if 5 years or
upward, twenty-" ve pounds. One mile and a quarter.
S. b. Brown's bf Matinee, 4, by imp. Buckden, dam Kate Mattingly,

103 lbs Henderson 1
S. Powers' chc Volo, 2, by Volturno, dam Dora, 91 lbs Kellv 2
Marvin & Douglas' ch g Valet, 6, by War Dan e, dam Ella Breckeri-

ridge,1071bs Thayer 3
D. A. Honig.t Bro'sblk in Thady, 5,110 lbs O'Hara
Mack &. Penn's b in sijdalong, 5, 90 lbs Harris
-Santa Anita Stables' br c Br:indywine, 3,90 lbs O'Brien n

W. L. Cassidy's cb g Father John. 4, 97 lbs Tankersly
Tlme,2:32}j.

J

Pools; Valet, $10; Matinee, $30; Volo, $10; field, S&O. Books: 2 to 1
against Valet, 3 to l against Matinee; 5 to l each against Volo and
Brandvwine, 8 tol against Slipalong, 15 to I against Tliadv, and 20 to 1

against F itber John. Pari;; mutnels paid on Matinee straight, ^22; for a
place, $12.70; on Volo for a place, $9.(3).

The Race—The flag fell to an excellent start, Matiuee, Volo,
Valet, and Thady leading the bunch. Thady carried Dan
Honig's colors to the finish before the stand was reached,
and passing there she showed first by a neck, with Matinee
second, and Slipalong third. Goiug around the club house
turn, Matinee raced into the lead, and at the quarter she
showed in front by a neck, with Volo second, and Valet
third, and Thady fourth. There was no change at the half,

but on the stable turn there was a general bunching up.
Euteriug the stretch. Matinee showed first by half a length,
with Volo second, Valet third, Thady fourth, aud the others
out of it. Matinee seemingly enjoyed the mud, ami comiug
iiway on the straight, ran hands down by two lengths, with
Volo second, the same distance ahead of Valet, third. Time
2 :2'2X

.

Pur4e$500, or which $100 to the second horse. Winner uf any race
during the meeting to carry ten ponnds; ol any two races during the
meeting, fifteen pounds extra. Entrance tree. Mile and one-eighth

J, T. Williams' b t Ultimatum, 3 ,by King Alfonso, dam I'ltlnia,
BBlbs It. Harris 2 1 1

0. F. Armstrong's bm Effle H.,aged, by i-.n Malloy, dftm Pene-
lope, 110 lbs Taylor l 3 2

Santa Anita Htabli's' b h Lucky B., 5. by It iitherfnrd, dam Ma'gglu
Emerson, H61bs Holloway 3 2 ro

C. Aflkey'sbKSautu Clans, if. lis lbs Murphy i i r,.

Time.2:f>7! . li:08| . . ;0fl

Pools; ritimatiiin, 8155; Luck) !'.
. foo; Santa Olaus, B55; BBfle II

,

|33. Books: Even money against Ultimatum, „> t„ i against Lucky B.,
->i to I ugaliiHt Santa Clans, and :j iu l against EfflO II.

Lirst Heat—They were sent away all in a bunch. Lucky
B. took the lead in the first few strides, with Effie ll. second,
Santa Clans third, and Ultimatum fourth. On thebaokstretoh
Lucky B, ran into the lead, and passing the half he was lirst

by half a length, with Effie H, second, aud Ultimatum third.

There was no change at the head of the stretch, where Effie'

H. still led.
m
The daughter of Pat Malloy and Penelope came

away easily in the stretch and won hands down by four
leugths with Ultimatum second, and a half length in front of
Lucky B. third, aud Santa Claus a puor fourth pulling up.
Second Heat—Effie H. was the first away, followed by Ulti-

matum, Lucky B., aud Santa Clans in the order named. Lucky
B. running into the lead on the Club House turn showed the
way to within a furlong uf the finish, followed by Etfie H.
Ultimatum came with a rush iu the last 200 yards, and chal-
lenging Lucky B., a driving finish followed, the daughter of
King Alfonso and Ultima winning by a nose from Lucky B.,

which was two lengths in advance of Effie H. third, Santa
Claus distanced.
Third Heat—Effie H. led Ultimatum for over three-quar-

ters of the distance, when the latter gave her the go by aud
won hands down by a length hard held.

Purse, $400, of which 5100 to second horse; for all ages. Winners
this year of any race of the value of £500 to carry five pounds; of $1,000
ten pounds extra; non-winners this year allowed seven pounds;
maidens allowed twelve pounds. Entrauce free. One mile.
S. S. Brown's ch f Mona, i, by Buckden, dam Monomania, 113 lbs. 1

J

C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle, dam Yolone, l'JO

lbs Yetman 2 i

Vfbitten Bros.' ch c Patrick Denis, 5, by St. Denis, dam ^Rosa Lee,
1 10 lbs " Tigua 3

J.N. Carlisle's bf Irish Lass, 3, 100 lbs Fuller
Mack & Penn's b f Slipaway, i, 113 lbs Ellis
W, P. Hunt's ch c Colonel Clark, 3, 1U6 lbs Kelly
Nick Becker's br g Mc Bowling, aged. 110 lbs Gibbs
Lawrence & Co "s b g Berlin, *, lu8 lbs Thayer
C. Askey's br g Joe Murray, 6, 110 lbs Askey

Time, 1:50}.

PooIb: Jim Douglas, S-I25; Mona, $i6; McBowling, ?I0; field, $35.
Books : Even money against Jim Douglas ; 5 to 1 each agaiust Slipaway,
Mona and Colonel Clark ; 8 to 1 each against Berlin and Irish Lass ; IU
to 1 against Joe Murray, 12 to 1 against Pat Denis Paris mutuels paid
on Mona straight $25.60, and for a place, $0.40. On Jim Douglas for a
place, SG.10.

The Kace—The drnm tapped to an excellent start, Mona,
Irish Lass, Berlin, Slipaway, and Pat Denis being the leaders
of the bunch. Mona raced into the lead on the clob-honse
turn, followed by Jim Douglas, Irish Lass and Pat Denis
in the ordar uamed. The Buckden mare goiug through the
mud like she was out on a pleasure trip was never headed,
and won with hands down by a length from Jim Douglas,
which beat Pat Denis by a length and a half for the place.

Time, 1-aOf.

Friday, the 10th, dawned cold and cloudy, and the threat-

ening weather served to keep many away from the track
that would otherwise have gone there, but despite these facts

there was an attendance of nearly 5,000, the grand stand
being comfortably filled, as were also the clnbhuuse bal-

conies, and it is to the credit of the club to state that the
ladies were out in force, indeed they have as a rule been the

I very best patrons of the club, the "sport of kings" being a
popular one with them. The track, while not at its best,

was still in fair condition, and it is but due to the manage-
ment to state that with few exceptions the horsemen agree
that it is a far better track than it was last season, its springi-

ness preventing the usual injuries to horses that have to run
over it. That this is true is evinced by the fact that there
has been scarcely an instauce of horses having pulled up
lame reported this far after a race, but such is the nature of the
ground that it will require constant working to avoid such a
contretempes. The racing was even more exciting than bn
the day before, and as a rule the talent had thiugs about
right. The first event of the day, a mile dash for three-year-'

olds, went to the credit of the favorite, Exile, she winning
after a driving finish by a nose from Manda Brown, which
beat Guydette only by a nose for tho place. The second
event, the Quickstep Stakes, fur two-year-olds, went to
Porter Ashe's chestnut colt, King of Norfolk, by Norfolk,
out of Mariou. This stake last year went to Lucky Baldwin's
filly Mission Belle, and thus California has again placed one
of the richest two-year-old stakes of the year to its credit. In
the third event James T. William's chestnut colt Bob Miles jus-

tified the good opinion of his friends by winning in hundy fash-

ion, he beating April Fool from the head of the stretch home, ad
the knowing ones had figured that he would. W. P. Hunt's
chestnut gelding John Davis, aged, by Harry O'Fullon, out of
Bertie, came to the front in grand style in the fourth event,'

a dash of one mile and a quarter, and proved to the talent,

that he was "just as young as he used to be" when every-

body, including "Dempsey" of the Sportsman, stood by him
through thick and thin. The fifth event, a race of three-

quarter heats was split io two, aud the management wisely*

concluded to make two races of it. Only oDe of them was run,
however, the other being postponed until the 11th, aud that:

one upset the talent in great shape, Dan* Haney's bay mare'
Nora M. by Vottiquar, out of Kitty Clyde, taking the last

two heats after Lycurgus had placed the first one to his credit.

The Quickstep Stakes—A sweepstakes for two year-olds (foals of,

1883); 325 each; s<0 forfeit; $75' I added; the second horse to receive*
$200 and the third Slun out of the stakes. A winner of two races of any
value tocarry 5 lbs extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs. One hundred and
eleven nominations. Half a mile.
R. P.Ashe's ch c King of Norfolk, by Norfolk, dam Marion, 116 ll»s.

Kelly
Milton Young's ch c Enright, by Enquirer, dam Matagorda, 105 lbs.

Stoval
E. Corrigan's b f Hattie Carlisle, by Longfellow, dam Venturia. 107

lbs West
D. D Bell's blk f Vie, 102 tbs .* Godfrey
Milton Young's ch c Bankrupt, 115 tbs L. Jnn* s

E. J. Baldwin's ch c Prlinero, UK lbs Oonkllng
E. J.Baldwin's br f Mollie McCarthy's Last, 102 lbs O'Britm i

J. A. Bruton's bg Uncle Dan. 112 tbs FIshbnrn I

E. Corrigan's cb g Tartar, 107 Ihs Murphy i

W. Cottrill's b c Lancaster, 105 tbs Richardson i

W. L. Cassidy's br c Kirkman, 105 lbs R. Harris
Fleetwood Stable's ch f Trance, 107 tbs Taylor i

Fleetwood Stable's cb f Missive, 102 lbs Baxter I

Melbourne Stable's ch c Syntax, 110 lbs ElHa I

J. C. McFadden'sbf Hazel Kirke, 102 lbs Tankerslv t

T. J. Nichols' be Wauderoo, 105 lbs O'Hara I

W. Preston's b f Marmoset, 107 lbs Itilry I

D. A. Houig & Bros.' b f Mamie Hunt, 112 lbs Thayer I

E. Corrigan's ch f Sister Monica, 103 lbs Fuller (

Time, 0:60fc.

Pools: Field, Sf.i); Bankrupt, 331; Enright. 822; King of Norfolk,
$17; .Marmoset, sir,; Lancaster, J15. Books: 3tol each against King
of Norfolk, Bankrupt and Enright; 4 to l against Mollis McCarthy*
Last; tol agalnstSlster Montca;^ftto lagalnst Vie; in to 1 agatafl
Hattie Carlisle, and from In u> 40 to I agalnBt each of thu others, i-.n la

mutuels paid on King of Norfolk, straight, SI0. 50; for a place, '

ou Enright fora place, $1'J.90.

The Race—There was a long delay at the post, caused by
the fractiousuess of some of the youngsters, the most promi-
nent of which were Wauderoo, Tartar, Marmoset and Lan
caster. At the end of fifty minutes they were sent away to

au excellent start, Wauderoo, Bankrupt and Marmoset lead-

ing the bunch. There was a general bunching on the stnblt

tin ii, and entering the stretch Marmoset was first by a nt'clj

only, with King of Norfolk, Trauce, Bankrupt aud EurigH
od nearly evou terms. A furlong from home Mamie Hunt
name throngn, aud as the crowd caught sight of her redl

jacket and red and bruwu cop, a about went up, "Mamie
1 1 n ni wins," but it lasted for a moment only, as King oil

Norfolk COming fast on the outside drew to the front nt the

distance staud, aud coming in he won hands down by a lerjgfl

from Euright, which beat Vie by a half-length for the place.
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Trotting and Pacing Purses Open to the State—Fall Circuit, 1885.

CLASS.
Free
for
all.

2:20 2:21

TROTTING.

2:22 2;23 2:24 2:25 2:26 2:27 2:30 2:34 2:36 2:40 3:00
Two-
year-
olds.

Three
year-
oldB-

Four-
year-

olds.

Free
for
all.

2:20

PACING.

2:26 2:35 Closing Day.

Bay District, Aug. 1 to 8

Santa Cruz, Aug. 10 to 14
SI ,000 S760

60i
SOOU $600 $600

$400
$600 July 23.

Sanla Rosa, Aue. 17 to 22 800 761, 600 $200 $300 $400
August 1,

Fetaluma, Aug 25 to iO 1,200 1,0ft $800 August 1.

Oakland. Aug. 31 to Sept. 5 si.oco 800 75 750
' " II^

300
600

400
August 1.

ntli District, Glenbrook Park, Sept. 1 to 5 1,201 l.OUt August 1.

Sacramento, Sept. 7 to 19 * 1,500 51,200 1,200 $1,200 ^,2fX $1,200
August 1.

Stockton, Sept. 22 to 26 1,601 1,601 1,201
1,001

August 1.

San Jose, Sept. 28 to Oct. 3 1,000 75. 400
' 'k^f August 1.

Greenville, Sept. 28 to Oct. 2
200

August 1.

Reno, Nev , Oct. 1 2 to 17 .-. 4iii 401 80t
September 1.

•Special tree-for-all purse not yet named

OUR NEW YORK LETTER.

Fourth of July at Monmouth Park—Ben Ali

Secures the Hopeful Stakes for, California

—The Great Race for the Lorillard on
the Second Day—Tyrant's Defeat
by Wanda and Pardee —Gen-

eral Notes, Etc., Etc.

Wanda's victory for the Lorillard Stakes on Tuesday, and

Alta's conquest of Volante in the Sheridan Stakes at Chicago,

adds to the list two new candidates for champion three-year-

old honors, and still further complicates the problem of

which is, or likely to be, the best of their age. That the

Eancocas tilly's win at a mile and a half from such a Held in

fast time was most creditable, cannot be denied, and coming

right on the heels of her Emporium defeat over a shorter

route, it was an emphatic eye-opener to those who have all

along doubted her stayiDg abilities. Since that time, how-

ever, Wanda's improvement has been rapid. Her gallops at

Monmouth Park have shown something like the form to be

naturally looked for in the best two-year-old of her year, and

on Sunday she made a fast move that caused all the trainers

at Monmouth Park to do some pretty tall figuring as to the

result of the Lorillard. That the poor start affected the race

in any degree we do not believe. Wanda on Tuesday was

the best turee-year-old in the race, whatever Pardee, Tyrant,

Goano, and Morris' Ten Broecks may achieve later on, and

she won in a big gallop, outspeeding and outstaying the best

held of the year. In Bersan, the "horned colt," and Ten
Stone, his stable companion, Green Morris has a team that

look to be all that performances and reputation have made
them out. They will have their day yet, beyond a doubt,

and so will Pardee, if he continues to stand the vicissitudes

of training. As for Tyrant, the conviction must continue to

gain ground that as the class of three-year-olds he beat in

the Withers and Belmont were not as good as he has met

since, he is not the wonder that the Jerome victories seemed

to make him out. While he ran a good race on Tuesday, it

does not look as if he is as good as either Wanda or Pardee,

of whom the latter has now twice finished in front of him.

The victory of Wanda will establish her premier position

until she is again dethroned. "The Kings are dead, louglive

the Queen."
Alta, by Norfolk out of the Monday or Young Eclipse

mare, Ballinette, has shown that he is about as good as Vo-

lante, the American Derby wiener, although the recent hard

races of the latter may bave had something to do with his

defeat. Still the Sheridan Stakes *vin of the grandson of

Lexington, one mile and a quarter in 2:09}, with US lbs. up,

is a good race to point to, although he only beat Volante (123

lbs.) a length. Of course the Chicago course is just now very

fast, as the recent races there indicate, and Verano, the stable

companion of Volante, has recently run faster races there

than any three-year-old of the year, carrying, however, light

weight. He is a good, big colt, and is likely to soon show
that his recent fast running can be duplicated with weight

tip. Therefore, when these Western colts come East some

great races are sure to be witnessed.

Monmouth Park's opening on Saturday was fully up to the

ancient traditions of the "Fourth." Crowds of massed

spectators, torrents of rain, the course a sea of mud, and

seven out of eight races upsets for the fancy were taken

as a matter of course by old habitues of the track, and yet

the race between George Kinney and Pontiac well-repaid

the waiting thousands for' any and all of the subsequent

discomforts experienced. Such a terrific trial of speed and

staying powers has not been seen yet this year, and Pontiac's

subsequent good race on Tuesday, with 120 lbs. up, confirms

the great merit of Kinney's achievement of Saturday. The
great son of Bonnie Scotland is just now better, probably,

than anything in the stable, not excepting even the famous

queen, Miss Woodford, and the Dwyers have the proud

consciousness of owning the best horse and mare of their

age in America. May both have yet more turf usefulness

ahead of them before they shall retire to the less inspiring

life of the paddock.

Imp. Richmond's easy victory for the Long Branch Handi-

cap only surprised those who have not given close attention

to the management of this horse. Richmond won in great

style on Saturday, neither the weight, the slippery track, nor

the distance seeming to trouble him much, while his easy

finish with his head up in the air was in marked contrast to

some of his other performances of late. Many backed him
through the printed programme having his weight down as

111 instead of 117. This was corrected, however, on the

blackboard of the course, but many did not notice the change

and so literally stumbled on the good thing, through a miscon

ception. Richmond's Long Branch Handicap is the best

ever run for the Stake, both from a weight and a time stand-

point.
Miss Woodford has now enrolled the Ocean Stakes to her

credit two years in succession, and the Dwyers certainly have

a first mortgage on this race, which they have captured every

year but one since its inception. In 18S2 Barrett secured

it for the Rancocas Stable, but on each and every other

occasion it has gone to the Brooklyn brothers. Ben Ali's

clever win for the Hopeful brought forward a new aspirant

for the guerdon of two-year-old superiority, another Califor-

nian to astouish race-goers by sheer force of merit. Of

course the son of Virgil and Ulrica will have to confirm this

race before it will be accepted as a true test, but there is no

denying that he finished in a very game, true manner on

Saturday. Not until the last few strides waB he in front,

and once there he increased his advantage. If the Haggin

Stable have any more good things let us have them at once.

This colt is named after his owner, Benj. Ali Haggin, and

if looks go for anything he will earn more brackets yet, to-

gether with his stable companions Precioso and Fortuna, the

latter of whom made a creditable debut on Tuesday. She is

a daughter of old Wheatley, formerly owned by John F.

Chamberlain, and taken to California with True Blue.
Wheatley ran on the Monmouth Park track in many races,
and now his daughter is performing on her sire's old stamp-
ing ground.

Pate's first win East with old Boatman on Saturday, and
Conkliug's strong second to Pontiac on Tuesdaj', when only
half tit, apparently, coupled with Editor's, King Kyrle's, and
Tabitha's seconds, looks as-if the "blueaud whitestnpes" were
due to win some good races yet. Apropos of Boatman carry-
ing his colors to the front iu the mad, the old gelding was
trusted by the whole brigade of superititious bettors, who gave
as a reason for their faith that his name was indicative of an
ability to swim well, and on the heavy track that was good
enough to back. Pilot boat No. 13 was the beacon of the
Hook travelers on Saturday, but it worked them naught but
ill, Abraham being the only horse of that number to start,

which he did without winning. Crows were more plenty than
mosquitoes, but the Withers' "all black" did not get there all

the same. But whose who went on the steamer City of Rich-
mond got a tip for the Long Branch Handicap that quite a
number availed themselves of, to their subsequent profit.

Taken collectively, however, so far this season, the omen
crop is a poor one, very few realizing any returns of conse-
quence.
The railroad transportation, was of course, better on Tues-

day than on Saturday. On that occasion the railroad people
seemed utterly incapable of handling the large crowd. Six-
teen heavily-loaded ears on the first train out were entrusted
to one engine only, and on every other curve there was delay
all the way home, the tired, famished passengers being two
hours and a haif en route. This was the cause of much dis-

comfort, and should not have occurred. What they should do
is to run a train back each day at 5 p. m., which will not only
relieve the pressure, but be an accommodation to those wish-
ing to leave early.

A telegram to-day from Cincinnati announces that the
Latonia Jockey Club will hold their Fall meeting this year
October 20th to 10th inclusive. Mr. E. A. Hopper, the new
Secretary, will announce the particulars very shortly, and
turfmen all over the land will be glad to hear that this pop-
ular Association iutends to retain its proud position as one
of the leading jockey clubs of the West. Pacific.
New Yoke, July 11th, 1885.

THE GUN",

The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.
Star (*) indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Rail
Grouse

,

Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer
Spotted Fawn.
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout .

There was a very fair attendance at Bird's Point on Satur-
day to witness the shoot of the Neophyte Club. Eight of the

members came to time and scored so well, both as to the
average and individual scores, as to justify the club in chang-
ing its name to something more significant of experience
than its present "name may imply." In explanation of the
partially duplicate score appended, we may state that the
members who "went it double" were making arrears for the

club trophy, in addition to shooting for the fifth club match:

Kellogg....] 111111111 11—12|Chapin 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1— 9

(ioodall 1 101 11111 Oil -11 Golcher 1 11001101110—8
Pollak 11 111111111 1—111 Brown 1 00101111011- 8

Davis 1 x 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 10—11 Sprague 1 0111111111 1—11
Dutton 010111100110-

'.J

Kellogg 1 1 1 011 101101— 9IDavis 1 01111110101—9
(ioodall 1 1111111 1111—12|Dutton 1 111011111 1-10

To-morrow a big shoot will come off at the same place for a

watch, the entrance to be free, and Peoria blackbirds to be
the.game. Thereafter there will be extempore matches shot

at what is somewhat facetiously termed in the bills "Birds,

clay, live, or otherwise." The "otherwise" is good and can
apply to nothing else that we can think of, unless, indeed,

the proprietor of the Point.
To-day the Alameda County club will hold a shoot at the

same place, at 2 o'clock sharp.

The clay pigeon tournament at Colma, under the auspices

of the Lincoln Guu Club, which was open to all sportsmen in

the State, was the big drawing card on Sunday, and materially

affected (for the worse) the attendance at other simultaneous
shoots. Each man shot at 15 discs, 15 yards rise, Inter-

national rules, entrance money S2.50, divided in to'three prizes,

at the respective rates of 50, 35 and 15 per cent. There were

35 entries, which made the match a long but an interesting

one. As will be seen from the subjoined score, Veuker car-

ried off the rirst prize, W. J. Golcher the second, while the

third was divided between Messrs. Ljon, Peterson and Parks:

1 (1 1 (1 1 1 I 1 0— 6

1 1 1 1 1 1 1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—13
Mellish u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (1 1-10

1 1 1) 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-10
1) 1) II 1) Wlthri wn- 00

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11—12

1 1 1 1 1 1 u 1 1- 9

1 1 1 11 1 u u II 1 1 1 1 1—10

1 1

1 ]

1

1

i

1

1

1

1
1

1

u
1

1 1

u
1

1

1 1

U
1

1

1

u

1— 'J

1 0— 8
1—

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

u

1

1

1

u
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

u

1 1

1 n

1 1

1

1

1- R

1-11
0-11
1- 8

1 withdrawn— 2
1 1 1 1 1 1) (1 l 1 0— 8

1 u 1 1 II 1 1 II i) 1- 8
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n CI—IU

(1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1- 9
u (1 1 1 1 withdrawn— 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 11 J n 0— 9

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (i 1-1J
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0- 8

1 u 1 1 1 (1 II 1 1 1 n 1— 9
u 1 1 1 II I (1 1 1 1 l 0— 9

1 u 1 1 1 u 1 1— 7
1 1 1 11 1 1 (1 1 1 1 1 II (i 1—11

1 1 I 1 1 n n n n 1- 7
u 1 1 1 (1 1 1 I) l 1 1— 8
1 II 1 1 I) II 1 1 1 l n l 0— 9
1 1 1 1 1 l 0- 7
1 1 1 1 u 1 1 1 i 1 1-10

1 1 1) 1 1 1) n 1 1- 9
1 u 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 0— 6

McGuire i
H. C. Golcher l
"Walton i
Mangels i

E. iuncke l
Northrup 1

Biannon .1

Bruns o
C. Foster o
Cate i
Edler i

Ford i

Parks i

Cohen i

P. Funcbe o
Straude l

Price i
Rogers o
Curtis
Conlcy 1

At San Bruno the feature of the day was the California
Wing Club fourth medal shoot. The weather clerk was not
altogether propitious, but as is always the way, in such a case
made and provided, "very creditable scores were
recorded—considering." The match was at twelve
single birds, thirty yards rise and twenty yards bound-
ary. Robinson, the hitherto invincible, was tied by Fay,
who rather astonished his rival as well as the onlookers by the
deftness of his eye and trigger-finger. When the tie came to
be shot off, the champion had to "droop his colors," his
plucky opponent haviDg made a clean score, while one of
Robinson's birds (his sixth) got out of bounds, notwith-
standing the numerous "persuasions to stop," which Crit
sent after him. The score stood thus (previous to the above-
noted shooting of the tie):

Robinson l lllllliiii l—12
^ay 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—12
Walsh 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-11
B. Golcher I 1U10111110 1— y
Kerrigan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—U
Brant 1 011 0110011- 7slade 1 0111101110 1—Q
Person l 1111111001 1—

1

Of course Fay carried off the first medal. Robinson the sec-
oned, and Walsh the third, Kerrigan waiving his claim on
the tie.

An extemporized match was then made up between mem-
bers of the club who h<id not shot in the medal competition,
with the appended result:

Walsh l 1111111110 1—TIPutsnian 1 1011001101 0—7
Golcher ,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l—l^Christiausun.l 1110101 111 0—ii

We may add that the much talked of match between Fuller
and Robinson did not come off as expected, and it is on the
cards that it never will, unless either or both change their
minds and succeed in agreeing on terms.

THE RIFLE.
The conditions under which the marksmen faced the butts

on Sunday at Shell Mound, were exceptionably favorable for

good shooting, and there was a fair attendance. Companies
C and G, First Infantry, opened the ball with their monthly
shoot, CaptaiD Klein, of Company C, acting as master of the
ceremonies. The following were the best scores made in the
respective classes:

FIRST CLASS.

CummingB 2<» yanls-4 4 4 5 4 4 4 ft 5 4—43
5Wyards-5 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5—17—90

Capt. J. E. Klein 200yarrts-4 4 6 5 4 4 4 4 4 4—42
500yards-l 45455555 5-47—89

Julius Kleiu 2(10 vards-4 543 5 5454 4—13

500 yards—3 4 5 5 4 4 ft o 4—14-87
Carson 200yards—4 44434444 .

r>—10

5O0 yards—i 24554454 5—13—83
Johnson 20U yards—5 5 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 3-39

500 yards—5 45345 5 42 4—11—SO
SECOND CLASS.

Ruddock 200 Yards— I 43435554 5—42
500 yards— 1 5 4 4 3 5 3 5 5—89-81

Diers 200 yards—5 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5—41
500 yards—3 34335343 4—37—St

THIRD CLASS.

Jandin '.00 yards—

1

4 5 4 4 3 5 3 5 3—10

Baldwin 2«0 yards—

5

3 4 4 5 113 1 .

[i—39
Sloan 200 yards—

3

43453343 4—36

FOUKTII CLASS.

palm 200 yards—

i

43334 5 44 3—37
Tibbitts 200yard6—

l

32445444 3—37
Spillman 2uQyards-4 43443540 5—35

The marksman's medal No. 1. went to P. M. Diers for his

200 yard score.

Two scratch teams under the leadership of Captain Klein

and Mr. Johnson, fired ten rounds each at the 200 yard tar-

get, with the result of an easy victory for the Captain's con-

stituents by a mujority of 54 points.

Sergeant-Major Wallham shot two striugs of ten, one at the

200 aud one at the 500 yards, with the following result:

Sergeant Walthani 200 yarlB— 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5—44
51,0 yards-4 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5—40-90

Thereafter Mr. Waltham and Lew Townseud shot a match
for nothing a side, tweuty shots each at 200 yards, with the

following result:
Walthaiu 87

I
Town-cod 84

Mr. Waltham was one point ahead on the first stringuf ten,

and two on (he second. It may be meutioued iu this con-

nection that Mr. Townseud has two mutches ou hand iu both

of which he is handicapped. The one is with Officer Lin-

ville, who concedes hiui twentj' points in sixty rounds at 200

yards, and the other is with Lieut. Mangels, who gives him
twenty-five at the same range. Judging from his record

against Mr. Waltham, the marksmen named have got all they

can do to wiu. The five claret bottles had a respite last

week from the bullets of Lieutenant Brown, who did not feel

well enough to gWe them their con/- <!< grace in the nrder

called for, and the assault was pustponed uutil a more con-

venient season. Yestenlay was uumed as a probable day for

the event coming off, but up to the hour of going to press

neither party has been heard from as to results.

The match between Officer Linville and Lieutenant Man •

gels had not been dated at latest advices.
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A Lesson for Jockeys.

An Eastern exchange takes a test and tells a story of inter-

est tu me knights of the spur and snaffle:

Two of the quietest men on a racetrack are Llaypool and

DuflV, the trainer and chief jockey of the Cahforman stable.

Tbev mind their business, aud when that is attended to they

disappearandare never conspicuous about the quarter-sireitch,

or paddock, or least of all, the betting ring Unless they^

start something themselves, thej are generally about their

stable, and depend upon stable, lads to tell them what has

"Tf'rnore jockeys were like them, there would be more pros-

perity among them. Taken as a class, no other profession

makes as much money as they do, and so rapidly, but fast

come, fast go." seems to be the motto with most of them

How many famous lawyers are there who would get a fee of

SI 500 for a brief argument, yet Isaac Murphy got that for

winning the American Derby with Volaute at Chicago, and

the rewards that other famous artists in the pipkin have

received and still receive are in proportion.

In England one of the most sensational jockeys of former

days William Newhouse, died two weeks ago in bt. Uiles

Workhouse, London, and his case is one that points a moral

for nianv an aspiring kuight of the pigskin. The SporUng

Times in touching upon some of theevents of his career says:

"He was decidedly the best lightweight of his day, and pos-

sessed of most unflinching courage. Not even the most dar-

ing acts of horsemanship of Archer have eclipsed the per-

formances of Newhouse, and we have more particularly in

our mind's eve a race he rode on The Shah at Brighton. The

horse had been made the medium of a desperate plunge, in

which Newhouse was a sharer. In the race he was apparently

hopelessly shut in until very near home, when it became a

case of 'neck or nothing' with him. He determined on risk-

in" his neck, and dashing in next the rails, where there was

not nearly room, fairly pushed his principal opponent out of

the way, and won by a head. The owner of the horse when

we last saw him, was not in a much better plight ihan his

jockev. The ruin of Newhouse was heavy betting, aud for

this he neglected his riding. We have seen him perched in

the most prominent part of the ring, openly betting in hun-

dreds and monkeys, either on his own horses or other

Pe
°He

S

took in that famous expedition Sir George Chetwynd

fitted out for the purpose of rooking the Khedive, and any-

thing more humorous was never told than his description of

it The most fairy tales had been told of the enormous

prizes that were given by the Khedive, and of the large sums

he betted. A first-class horse called Countryman, who was

top weight in the T. Y. C. handicaps, was sent ont for 'lead-

ing business' and a cast-iron hurdle racer to do the 'walk-

ing gentleman.' Tom French, the crack jockey of the day,

who had just rode a Derby winner, was the first jockey. So

far from rooking the Khedive, it was the Eughsh party who

were rooked, as Countryman, it is believed, waspmsoned, and

the hei"ht of absurdity was reached when England's great

jockey,"who would have scorned to ride at a meeting in this

country not under Jockey Club rules, meekly got into the

saddle and won a trivial hurdle race, which was the only

prize the party did win. Tf we had won every race on the

card,' said Newhouse, 'they would not have amounted to

more than we could have got in one go at Croydon.'

"On his return from Egypt (it is not Napoleon we are

speaking of) Newhouse went to Monte Carlo, where he was

denied admission to the gaming tables, on the ground that

children were not admitted. This error was soon rectified,

and the following day, to the astonishment of the croupiers,

he was seen staking 'maximums' not altogether without suc-

cess. It was here that he entertained several members of the

Jockey Club with a most princeiy dinner, the company not

breaking up until the morning sun sent its beams into the

room. Nor are we surprised at it, as Newhouse was a most

excellent and entertaining host. A shrewd observer, his

powers of description were most graphic and humorous, and

there was enough fun in him. combined with hard-hitting

repartee, to have made the fortunes of half a dozen profess-

ional wits. ,

"The first time we saw him ride was at Lewes, where he

won on Tonch-and-Go, when he was so small that he had to

be lifted into the scales and carrying the big saddle was alto-

gether out of the question. His weight at this time was little

more than three stone. It was not loug before he took the

lead among the light weights, but all this time he was treated

merely as a stable boy, and every night he had to clean his

horse, for which purpose it was necessary for him to stand

on a bucket. As will be gathered from what we have said,

he had far more intelligence than the ordinary run of jockeys,

and this very intelligence was perhaps his ruin. He became

one of the biggest backers of the day, and at one period was

worth many thousands of pounds. The evil day came, and,

hating lived so loug in luxury, he did not seem to care to re-

turn to the drudgery of the saddle, and, wearing out his

friends, he gradually fell and fell until he became a Haymar-

ket loafer, and, finally, poor fellow, found a pauper's grave.^

Matt Dawson's Treasures.

The first glance at the door of Heath House, Newmarket,

suggests a quotation from Mr. W. S. Gilbert's "book" of "H.

II. S. Pinafore." The eye, after wandering over deliriously

clean shaven lawn, trim flower beds, and beautiful greenery

above and around as well as below, is rivetted by a brass

door-handle polished as handle was never polished since the

"ruler of the Queen's Navee" developed from a polisher of

door-handles to the proud position of "Monarch of the Sea."

In my mind's eye I can see Mr. George Grossmith giving the

final touch to what is really a work uf art. A turn of the

glittering handle aud I am in Mr. Matthew Dawson's hall,

for anybody can go in or out without let or hindrance, all the

vigilance of the establishment being reserved for the horses;

for woe betide the curious orsuspicious looking wight caught

hanging about the stables without being prepared with a

satisfactory accouut of himself! Within doors everything is

in keeping with the brazen door handle. All is order and

neatness, albeit I am just a little donbting whether the mas-

ter of the house has been made a Pacha of three tails, in

virtue of the three Derbies be has won, the first with Thor-

manby for the late Mr. James Merry, the second and third

for Lord Falmouth with Kiugcraft aud Silvio. Of the three

horsetails haudsomely mounted and hanging against the wall

only oue, however, belonged to a Derby winner, althoug as

Mr. Dawson quaintly puts it, all three were frequently shown

to terribly high bred cattle during the life of theirowners. The
bright chestnut one flecked with white is that of Thormanby,

who won besides the Derby a large number of races as a two-

year-old, and carried off the Ascot Cup at four years—au un-

"deniably good horse, albeit of uncertain {pedigree, and as

thoroughly game as he was handsome. The white tail next

to it is that of Chanticleer, the celebrated gray champion of

Mr. Merry; and the dark brown one belonged to Julius, who
won the Cesarewitch for the late Duke of Newcastle, under

what was then thought an enormous weight for a three-year-

old. These relics, however, give a very faint idea of the

number of classic races won by horses trained by Mr. Dawson,

6uch as the Ascot Cup with Buckstone and Scottish Chief;

the Goodwood Cut) withSaunterer, Speculum and St. Simon;

the Oaks for Lord" Falmouth, with Spinaway, Jannette, and

Wheel of Fortune, and with Catharine Hayes for Mr. Wau-
chope; the St. Leger with Silvio, Jannette, Dutch Oven, and

Lambkin; "The Guineas" with Lord of the Isles, Atlantic.

Camballo, and Galliard, as well as handicaps such as the

Cesarewitch with Julius and Lioness, and the Liverpool Cup
with Meg Merrilies, Special License and the Knave.

On the right of the visitor is a portrait of Ellington, trained

by Mr. Dawson's brother, who won the Derby with him for

Admiral Harcourt. The picture of this famous horse form-

ally hung in the study, but it has recently been removed

to make way for St. Simon, for in equine matters le rol est

marl, vive le to!! is the sentiment as in other walks, or rather

gallops, of life. The walls of the study are covered with

portraits of the heroes of* that battlefield of which Lord

George Beutinck said with reference to the men on it
— "All

are equal, on the turf and under the turf." Beautiful

animals look from oul the canvas of Stubbs, of Herring, of

HoDkins and of Harry Hall, sire and dam of approved speed,

grace and courage—Inheritress in w'hom Mr. Dawson went

shares with Mr. Meiklam, Blue Bonnet, the later celebrities

already named, Beeswing, her son Newminster, and the

recent champions Barcaldine and Tristan. Under the

picture of St. Simon, with Archer up in the Duke of Port-

land's white with black sleeves and cap, hangs a clever view

of Newmarket Heath by a young artist, Mr. Townsend, and

opposite are placed the portraits of Glencoe and of St. Giles,

winner of the Derby for Gully's partner, the notorious Kids-

daie, who, after winning several fortunes, died at Newmarket
with three half-pence in his pocket. Mr. Dawson is pro-

foundly versed in the pedigree and various strains of blood

united in these famous animals, as set forth in a record, as

he avers, referring to the rival works of Burke, Lodge, and

Debrett, "much more trustworthy than the other stud

books." There are books in plenty in the study of Heath

House—not only the "Baring Calender," but a good selec-

tion of sound literature, for Mr. Dawson is a Scot from Lord

Tweeddale's country and a diligent reader. On the various

desks and tables in the natty little room are grouped mem
orials of victory on many a racecourse North and South.

There is a duck in oxidised silver, life size, the gift of Lord

John Scott after winning the heavy Black Duck Stakes at

York; a silver inkstand from the Duke of Portland, on win-

ning his first race; a silver candlestick mounted on a horse-

hoof, the gift of Archer, and a bit of a burst shell from the

Condor, given to Mr. Dawson by Lord Charles Beresford,

after the bombardment of Alexandria, adorned with silver

mounting and an Egyptian figure. What is possibly more
interesting to the Turfite than any of these is a piece of

chestnut horseskin, some two and a half inches long, within

a gilt frame, also enclosing the following certificate: "This

piece of the skin of the famous horse Eclipse is a portion of

a large piece given to me by Lieutenaut-Colonel Andrew
Denis O'Kelly (nephew of Patrick O'Kelly, the owner of the

horse), the then proprietor of Canons Park, in 1810, when I

was a boy, and as a neighbor was with my family on inti-

mate terms with the Colonel. The stuffed skin of Eclipse at

that time stood in a loft near the stables, but the stitches had

broken in many places, and as no care was taken to repair

it, I dare say it has since been destroyed.—B. B. Pitman, 4th

July, 1S46."
•»

I clip the following aneut ''Lucky Jack Hammond" from
Rapier in the Sporting and Dramatic News: Mr. Hammond,
the owner of St. Gatien, is not without a certaiu sense of

humor. "How's the great horse?" I asked him in the pad-

dock at Ascot on Friday morning. "Very well, thanks; none
the worse for his journey in the Cup yesterday," was the

reply. "Shall you run him to-dayfor the Alexandra Plate?"

I inquired. "Well, you see," he answered, "if I take him to

Newmarket I shall have to gallop him on the Limekilns; and
no oue will give me anythiug for doing that. But if I let him
have his gallop here this afternoon, they'll give me over a

thousand pounds. Yes! I think I'll run him!" How pleas-

ant it must be to own a horse about which you can speak

with this easy confidence.

It is evident that "Lucky Jack" is an ardent follower of

old Johnny Osborne, whose motto always was "If they must
sweat, why let 'em sweat for brass." The Dwvers in this

country are also exponents of this theory. Both Geo. Kinney
and Miss Woodford have to be galloped, so they may as veil

gallop for "brass" while they are about it. Whether this is

wise policy in view of the dickey state of both, especially

Kinney, the near future will show.
*>

The turf in Spain is fast growing in strength and influ-

ence. Jerez is practically tbe Spanish Newmarket. Here
racing was first introduced in tbe year 1S6S. Since then
clubs have been formed at Seville, Cadiz, Cordova, Grenada,

Barcelona aud Madrid. King Alfonso is astauuch supporter

o! the sport, and at Madrid has an establishment which cost

upwards of $350,000. By royal decree a Peninsular Stud
Book was started about a year ago. The betting at the races

is light, there being but few bookmakers and most of the

speculation is done in the mutuels.

HEKD AKD_SWINE.
Offspring of Immature or Over-Aged Parents.

Some persons think that a good pedigree with an animal
affords all necessary proof that the animal is well bred, in

the strictest sense of the term—that is, not only descended
from many good animals, but bred from immediate parents

whose union was judiciously assorted. They know the sire

by name and reputation, and tbe dam by name and reputa-

tion, and are aware that both animals were good and,belonged
to families suitably bred for alliance. There was no inferior-

ity on either side, nor were there on either side any charac-

teristics likely to conflict with good properties on the other
side, so as to make deterioration cf the offspring probable on
that ground. What more is it possible to desire? Yet from
such parents we do sometimes see disappointing offspring.

Some reason for the inferiority of the offspring must exist,

although it may be hiddeu. There is, of course, in all stock

improved by man's skill, as also in cnUivnted fruits and
ami flowers, a tendency to slip down to the original level,

when the factors in the work of improvement cease to bear
their full influence to support the improvement at its great-

est height. Temporary loss of vigor, from ailments of

various kinds, may knock down one or two of the props and
occasion slight decline in merit, and many other causes may
contribute to partial degeneracy; but the heading here choseu
indicates that we would consider principally, at present, two

causes of decline—(1), immaturity, and (2) decay on the part
of one or both of the parents.
We must distinguish at once, however, between that which

is and that which only seems a condition of life in which
constitutional vigor is not at its height. An old cow, appar-
ently "on her last legs,"has been known to breed in her ebb
of life a calf of vigorous growth and strength, possessing all

the most robust virtues of its race; a bull in his'latest decrep-
titude has begotten stock as vigorous; but, as a rule, the
reproductive powers keep pace, approximately, with the wax-
ing and waning of the general bodily strength, and we do not
breed our best stock from either the precocious infants or the
worn-out sires and dams of our studs, herds and flocks.

A single instance may not suffice to injure a breed to the
extent of a preceptible reduction of merit. A very young
animal, or a very old one, really, as well as apparently, defi-

cient in vigor, may mate with one of superabundant vigor;
or if both parents are a trifle low in tone at the time of breed-
ing, yet if they come of vigorous stock, the offspring of their
union may outlive the disadvantages of its birth, and
although perhaps weakly at first, may develop, unimpaired,
the vigor of its progenitors. A greater danger of detioration
arises when breeding from stock, either immature or in the
decline of life is repeated in immediately successive genera-
tions. Once may not make much difference, twice together
becomes risky, many times in unrelieved succession will as-

suredly tell upon the breed, that is, be it understood, in the
case of real incompleteness, real decay ot the repro-
ductive system. In the Island of Jersey, the
practice of using very young bulls, for one sea-
son only, then slaughtering them, has prevailed through
many generations. Possibly the lightness of bone and small
scale of the Jersey cattle (not faults in that breed, but the
reverse, yet not desirable in our beef-making breeds) may be
results of the tender age of the sires of the breed, as much as
of the herbage of Jersey, or of the tethering system. We
havs raised seedlings from attenuated plants, and undersized
Reeds from strong plants, loss of size and vigor resulting, but
by careful culture have restored both; and in animals we have
noticed repeated instances of similar results. Sheep readily
afford examples of the advantages of breeding from stock fnlly
developed and strengthened for the task of reproduction.
Some breeds of poultry deteriorate rapidly when none but
young pullets are layers of the eggs kept for hatching; and
what is true of these has apparently its analogy in various
degrees in other breeds of live stock. The horse, an animal
of exceedingly fine organization and nervous sensibility, is

possibly as much as any domesticated animal subject to in-
heritance of the special conditions of its parents at the time
of their union. The stock of an old stallion whose sight is

impaired will often have defective vision, and we scarcely
need enumerate all the kinds of unsoundness possible in the
horse by transmission of the results of age. In estimating,
therefore, the value of pedigree, we should inquire what dis-
count is reasonable in consideration of merits undeveloped or
demerits added. The same two animals united at different
periods of life may produce offspring of immensely different
character and value.

—

Live Sloch Journal.

Controlling the Sex.

Desiring a heifer calf from my Holstein cow Lucky Deal
5279, I informed myself as to the rules generally recognized
as governing the sex. Fortune smiled on me aud I was
favored with a combination of circumstances all favorable to
the end desired. Either of the seven rules, to the firm be-
liever, is sufficient to insure a heifer calf, but the seven com-
bined in one cow at one tijae could not fail to briug the de-
sired sex. The calf that came was a heifer and the correctness
of the rules as a whole have in this particular case been veri-
fied. As for either of them separately and alone we cannot
speak, but we doubt not that separately or collectively each
and all are correct and never fail—when the issue is a heifer.
The conditions under which Lucky Deal was bred were as
follows:

1 st. First part of heat.

2d. Bull younger than cow; bull one year, cow two years
old.

3d. Bag full of milk.
4th. Dark of the moon.
5th. First cover incomplete, second perfect.
6th. First heat after calving. Last calf a bull.
7th. Head to the south.
Either of the above said to be sure sign for heifer calf.

—

Emah in Breeders' Gazette

The American Dairyman says: Let a drop of fresh milk
fall into a glass of pure water. If the milk promptly dissemi-
nates itself through the water, the cow that yielded "that milk
is not with calf, but if it sinks to the bottom of the glass as
it falls upon the water, and does not produce but little of a
milky cloud, the cow is preguaut. The specific gravity and
viscidity of the albuminous milk being heavier than water,
thus retains the drop of milk and causes it to sink. We ad-
vise dairymen to make a note of this and give it a test. If
reliable the information may be of great value to them.

It is not well to couple the young sow before she is nine
mouths old, as she should not farrow her first litter under
thirteen months old. Sows are sometimes coupled at six or
seven months old, but this practice is likely to produce a
puny offspring, and if it is persisted in for several genera-
tions, like planting small potatoes, the progeny will grow
smaller and punier with each pucceeding generation.

—

Stewart's Feeding Animals.

Young pigs, it will be noticed, often have at birth long,
sharp teeth which are very agravating to the sow. The dugs
are often made so sore by them that the sow will refuse to
permit the young pigs to suckle. These teeth should be ex-
tracted ur blunted as soon as discovered. The pain caused
to the sow by these sharp tusks sometimes excites and irri-

tates her to the extent of killing her young, a propensity
more easily aroused than appeased.

The feed of cows near time of calving should be adapted to
their condition at such a time. They are feverish uud' their
food should be cooling and laxative for that reasoD, aud it is

important that they be not overfed, or even fed their usual
allowance. High feeding induces fever aud this is just what
should be most carefully avoided.

In the Summer feeding of hogs care should be exercised in
providing plenty of fresh water and cool shade, especially
when the hogs are fat; or they may be overcome with the
heat, aud some of them lost.

In a few years hogs will be bred for lard or meat and
bought and sold as lard hogs or meat hogs, just as we have
the draft and the roadster, the beef cow aud the milker.

Often the profits made from the best cows go to defray the
losses on the others.
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STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Breeding- and Management .of Horses.

Seeing that tlie tests and trials of the broodhorse are so
much more conclusive and complete than those of the hunter
(or, indeed, any other horse), it follows that selections of the
best blood horses are made with far greater certainty, and
consequently the breed would improve with much more
rapidity than conld be expected of any other breed. Then,
again, the good hunter being a eanich, canuot be resorted to

as a stallion would, and the only way to get one like him is

to go, not to him, but to his parents. But since this good
hunter gelding has required eight or nine years to arrive at
maturity and make his world-wide reputation, his parents
have become too aged to produce another as good, so your
chances of obtaining others like him are gone for ever. An
old cow or an old sow may bring forth good animals, but not
often an old mare. The difference is quite easy to under-
stand. The mare works hard in her youth, and perhaps up
to or all through her middle age, whilst the sheep, the cow
and the pig endure no such strain upon their constitutions.
But some may say that if work id a man tends to health and
longevity, why not so in a horse ? I answer that no one must
suppose fair comparisons can be drawn between the work of a
man and that of a galloping horse. Slow-jogging about town
with a parcel van may possibly admit of some such compar-
ison; but the most sweat-producing and exhausting labor of
the hottest and foolest factory in the world is nothing of a
strain upon the organs of respiration and circulation, not to

mention the limbs, when compared with, for instance, the
training a Derby horse has to endure, and the final and
supreme effort of the race itself.

Though hunting is much slower than racing, very few
horses indeed can carry a first flight man up to the front all

through a long hunting day in the depth of Winter, with the
arable lands made rotten by alternations of frost and thaw;
and no sort of manual labor with which I am acquainted is

half so severe and straining. But apart from the actual labor
even harness and carriage, which to the horse may be monot-
onous, but is not straining and punishing, is and mnst of
necessity be performed under such conditions as would in
course of time seriously derange the organs of reproduction.
To roam the green fields unkempt and unshod is quite natural
to the horse " tribe, and any well-born mare
and stallion, enjoying those natural luxuries from
the commencement of their lives would be almost
sure to breed healthy and vigorous foals even up
to a great age if auxiliary foods were judiciously supplied in
Winter tinle. But when you shut up the mare in a small
ventilated in-town stable, evidently originally built for a dog-
kennel, and feed her all the year on dried inflammatory arti-

ficial foods, often with negligent or ignorant restrictions of
the water supply, which alone can cool down, and correct,
and negative the necessary evils of hot stabling with such
foods, you have changed all the conditions of life in such
manner as seriously to interfere with the natural action of
the delicate organs of reproduction. When, further, you
mate a middle-aged or aged mare thus treated with a stallion

still more artificially fed and fattened up, and thus bury
deeply his defects of shape and render obscure his absence
of muscle, only to induce the owners of mares to give your
horse the preference, you have just about filled up the cup of
impossibility to breed a good one, even if you can get such
maltreated animals to breed at all.

li seems to me that people expect a mare to work hard all

her life, or until she can no longer do it efficiently, and then
breed foals because she is unfit for any more work. I believe
this evil system of aiming at having the cake and eating it is

one of the main causes of the breeding of so many bad horses.
It a mare never works she may breed good animals in her
old age as the cow does.

AgaiD, in the ordinary and customary management there
are other elements equally disturbing to the reproductive
organs. Enforced and compulsory maidenhood, accompanied
by a system of high and stimulating feeding for a number of

years, is not at all calculated to prepare a mare for breeding
a wondrous good colt, especially with the only chance of the
mating of a stallion, sleek to look at, but foul and unhealthy
by reason of his unhappy lot of solitary confinement and
penal servitude for life, without the advantages of, the tread-

mill or the shot drill of the prison yard.
A thorough expert in horses, the late General Peel, then

Minister of War, advised me always to breed from a young
mare, and I have in my own experience proved the soundness
of his advice. Even if an old mare chauces to breed a good
robust foal, she may lack the supply of milk necessary to its

satisfactory thriftiness. Therefore I say that the conditions
under which middle class horses are bred are not nearly so
favorable and so likely to lead to improvement as those
adopted for racehorses and cart-horses.

—

Farmer Extensive in

English Stock-keeper.

Turpentine and Horseflesh.

I have quite lately seen a mixture recommended as an
application to the horse which contained spirits of turpentine.
Being a staunch friend to our mutual friend, the noble horse,
I feel it a duty to inform the readers of the Stockman that
there are many quite singular peculiarities about the horse.

Some medicines differ so far by comparison with regard to

the quantity under different circumstances that great caution
is necessary in administering remedies to the horse. Yet,

nothing would seem so widely different as oil or spirits of

turpentine. Any person might almost wash in turpentine
and not feel much inconvenienced by the operation. Let a
person put ever so small a quantity upon any abraded sur-

face, or into the smallest wound, and the pain will be quite
intolerable. The opposite is just the case with the horse. I

firmly believe I could kill any horse in America with one-
half pint of turpentine quickly applied by a sponge on the
outside when there was not even a sign of any abrasion what-
ever, whilst any reasonable quantity maybe put into a wound
on a horse without much inconvenience or pain. Turpen-
tine is quite a good dosing for a wound of any kind, which
does not suppurate sufficiently to allow of the healing pro-

cess. Turpentine should never be allowed to touch the outer
skin of the horse upon any condition, for it always causes
excruciating, long-continued pains.— Wm. Home, M.D. V.
S.

t in Pittsburg Stockman.

There is at present quite a demand for good-sized American
mares in Cuba.lior brood purposes. A well known horse
dealer of Columbus, Ind., has lately contracted to furnish an
agent of the Cuban government sixty fine ones, all to be coal
black and not less than sixteen hands high. The whole
number wanted by the agent is 600.

Keep the flies out of the stable even if it costs a little

money to do so. The cost of screens will be amply repaid in

the satisfaction the horses will derive in being freed from
these pests.

Muscle a Prime Factor in the Horse's Value.

It requires more care and knowledge than most men give
of the one or possess of the other, to draw the line between
muscular development, distributed in such a way as to give
plnmpness to the outward form, and fat, which latter is
usually relied upon in too great a degreeto give comeliness.
Stallions are usually fed up during Winter, preparatory
as it is ignorantly claimed, to the drain expected to be put
upon them during the coupling season. Much wiser would
it be to exercise them somewhat severely during several
months prior to the beginning of service, that the muscular
system, the most important part of a horse, when the uses
complicated and multiple as they are, to which he is put are
considered. With a view to developing the muscular sys-
tem in the stallion, the feed, of course, should be liberallv
given, to maintain the powers during the free exercise which
alone will bring the vigor necessary to insure a vigorous pro-
geny and develop those parts of the system that are con-
cerned in locomotion. No matter what may be fancied in
the matter of certain peculiarities of formation and style, the
horse is, after all, nothing without muscular power, if for
draft, and, again, nothing for speed, or for ordinary road
work unless adequately muscled.
The remarkably deep, let-dowu and wide-spread muscles

of the hind quarters in the make up of Little Brown Jug aud
of Jay-Eye-See, demonstrate the necessity of having a
special formation where special and great performances °are
expected. What would Lexington have been with onlv the
muscular development common to the average well-bred
horse of his height and length of body? The "little horse
that gave us the Morgans, first got renown, not through
showing wonderful bursts of speed, but through exhibitions
of wonderful muscular power at draft. The formation that
gave that power in draft, became a leading factor in the speed
which was jointly inherited withthemusculardevelopment. A
horse may have superb show qualities under the saddle,
made up in part of an up and down motion, growiug out of
the presence of short and moderately developed muscles
sufficient for the saddle gait and for parade, but totally inad-
equate to move a heavy load or "to reach out with great
strength upon the road or track, making loug strides, and
making these rapidly, by reason of having propelling
muscles of large caliber and long fiber. The long and heavily
developed muscles of the horse may be compared to tbe
large, heavy driving wheel of the locomotive; this, when
properly sustained from the steam boiler, being a prominent
factor in matters of speed and power.

It has long since been demonstrated that size of body in
the horse, under the ordinary rules of measurement, sus-
tains but little relation to his speed, either as a running
or a trotting horse, while, as stated, size and length in those
muscles concerned in the leading degree with propulsion

—

locomotion— tell upon every stride the horse makes, no
matter what his gait. Thus, with a horse of 950 pounds,
having muscles of propulsion equally as large and long as
those nf another horse of 1, 100 pounds, it is not difficult to
understand, all other things being equal, why the lighter
horse would be likely to outstrip the heavier. A body heav-
ily muscled is less liable to strains than one not so fortified—(1J, because there is innate power to meet heavy exactions,
even though these are put upon the animal suddenly; (2),

because a horse of superior muscular development makes his
moves with ease to himself, through having large reserve
force. So fortified, he avoids slipping, by gathering his
forces together suddenly, planting his feet with great celerity
upon new and better footing. As an illustration, we do not
expect a bird of passage, able to remain a long time in the
air, showing extraordinary powers of flight, to do this

through any hidden quality; but, on the other hand, we look
for a large development of wing muscles accompanied, of

course, as in the high-bred horse, with fine texture and
vigorous powers of endurance, the natural outgrowth of
peculiarities of race and formation necessary to great attain-

ments.

—

National Live Slock Journal.

In order to protect the farmers in the State against breeding
to stallions advertising with bogus or fraudulent pedigrees,

and to secure to the owners of stallions payment for service,

the following law has been enacted by the legislature of Illi-

nois. It embodies some excellent points: "That the owners
of stallions charging a service fee, in order to have a lien upon
the mare served or foal of such stallion under the provisions

of this act for said service, shall tile a statement with the clerk

of the county court in which county said stallion is stationed,

giving the name, age, description and pedigree, as well as the
terms and conditions upon which the stallion is advertised
for service. The clerk of the county court, upon the receipt

of the statement, as specified in section 1 of this act, duly
verified by affidavit, shall issue a license to the owner or
owners of said stallion. A copy of said licenseshall be posted
by the owner in a conspicuous place, where said stallion may
be stationed and shall give the name, age, description, pedi-

gree, and ownership of said stallion, and state that the pro-

visions of this act, so far as relates to the filling of the

statement, by the owner or owners of the stallion, have been
complied with. The owner or owners of any licensed stal-

lion, in order to obtain, perfect, and bold such lien upon the

mare served, or the get of any such stallion for the period of

one year shall within three months of the time of rendition

of such service by any licensed stallion file for record a state-

ment of account, verified by affidavit, with the recorder of

the county where the service had been rendered, of the

amount due such owner for the said service, together with a

description of the mare served."

It is the business of the farmer to raise young horses for

the market, and he should attempt to make this business pay
him at least a reasonable profit. To do this the broodmare
and the sire should both be meritorious animals aud the

young colt should be carefully reared. When the young ani-

mal has attained its prime, then it should be marketed and
another colt be made to take its place. In this way a good,

young and high-priced horse should be put on the market
every year, aud a younger one growing into money. The
farmer's teams should be made up principally of young
horses. It is very seldom that a farmer can afford to wear a

horse out. It is his business to raise them for some oue else

to wear out, who must have mature and well-developed

horses.

Worms in horses not only irritate the intestines but rob

the animals of a portion of the nutriment of the food. The
poor beasts show by their rough and woe-begone appearance

now much they suffer. These pests increase in animals that

are not robust and that have indigestion and various other

disorders, for they feed upon the products of such, diseases.

The first thing, then, is to get the digestive organs into a

healthful condition and so nourish them well, when the

absence of impure matter in the intestines at once starts the

parasites and they disappear.

Value of Standard Blood.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman: I wish to speak once
more for the farmers, aud buy tu them to breed within the
"standard." Why it pays to do so was never better shown
than at Veach & McFerran's great sale. Of course, breeding
within the standard is synonymous with breeding for the
best blood, for nearly all standaid bred horses are recorded
with their number in the Trotting Kegister. The pr ces of #McFerran's colts, yearlings and upwards, was over eight hun-
dred dollars per head. Twenty-seven head sold for twenty-
one thousand and nine hundred dollars, the largest average
on record. The demand everywhere seemed to be for stand-
ard bred trotting stock only. The most common mistake
with breeders is when a man don't know what he wants him-
self. The average breeder will say he wants a first-class horse,
one that will bring a large price if he wishes to sell him. He'
hopes the colt will be remarkably handsome and very fast,
aud have other good qualities to distinguish him above all
other colts in the country. But he fails to consider aud adopt
the means to the end, for he has no end in view except that
he hopes and expects to raise an ideal horse. Various learned
gentlemen have from time to time undertaken to enlighten
the world about horses; one would call the Morgans a
thoroughbred, another calls Director a thoroughbred, and
still another tells the farmer that thePercherou isa thorongh-
bred. With such teachers what are we to expect from those
who make no pretensions to any knowledge on the subject?
The fa?t is, a thoroughbred horse is one bred expressly for
running, and nothing else. The trouble is, the masses of the
people have got it into their, heads that thoroughbred means
something superior to everything else in the world. There
never was a greater mistake. The fact is, all that is needed
about breeding is a little practical common sense. Snppose a
man has a well-bred trotting mare, and wishes to raise a colt.
The way would oe to turn her to a standard bred horse, but
in place of this, the owner looks about and finds a Perch-
eron, whose owner tells him that half the fastest
trotters in the country are descendants of this
breed. Well, the co'ts comes and grows up.
At one point he follows his sire, at another
his dam; at one point he is big, at another he is

small; neither one thing nor the other; is fitted for no pur-
pose to which either parent was adapted. Remember all
extreme crosses are to be avoided, for the more violent tbe
cross the more uncertain the result. When we take a smooth
built trotting mare, weighing ten hundred, and breed her to
a ton weightof fat and muscle, resting upon four round, hairy
mill posts, what are we to expect. Breed for what you want
and you will be likely to get it. If you want a running horse
then breed to a pure thoroughbred, and that is from winners.
If you want trotting horses, go to the horse with pure trotting
action that has a trotting inheritance; that is standard by the
most rules; that has proved himself prepotent and capable of
transmitting these qualities to his get, and you will likely
succeed. Never attempt to contradict the laws of nature by
violent crosses, for you will surely fail. Never breed to a
horse with no trotting inheritance and then spend money
trying to develop the coil's speed when it has none, and very
likely never will have. I am a great lover of all the best
trotting hlood, backed up with the best thoroughbred blood
that is known to nick with the trotting families. Hamble-
tonian, Mambriuo, Pilot Clays is the blood nowadays, well
backed up with thoroughbred, is what is required for the
trotter both in races and road. Sam gamble.

July 10
; 18S5.

Is This a Pact or a Fancy?

I have from my boyhood, had the idea that clover was un-
fit for mares while breeding, aud have been told, when a boy
taking my father's mares to the horse or jack, "Do not let

them run on the clover field." It is a kind of tradition with
me, and I have no love for the grass at all; do not think it

fit for anything but a hog, aud we have other grasses just as
good for them. I have no personal experience as to the ill

effects with mares or cows, as we never let either run on
clover. Before I left Kentucky we had a nice flock of South-
down ewes—25 head. We bred them to a pure Cotswoldram,
turning him with them in September, as we wanted to raise

early lambs. We had but five lambs, and they were late.

Late in the season the ram went to a neighbor's flouk, where
there came an average number of lambs. We were told that

it was in consequence of our ewes ranning on the clover
field. I did not think at the time the clover would do any
harm, as it was so late that the pasture was quite dry. I
heard the late Henry Leer, of Bourbon county, Ky., say
clover was "a curse to the country. ' He owned the great
jack Buena Yista, that stood at 3100 the season for jennets,

and he said you could raise no colts from mares or jennets if

they ran on clover while breeding. This impression of

clover being disastrous to breeding stock is so strong with
me, I have not sown a seed of it since I came to Illinois,

sixteen years ago.

—

Cor. Live Stock Journal. •

The difference between placing a well-trained horse upon
the market and a green colt, may be rightly compared with
the idea of disposing of "raw material" instead of a liuished

product. The prices in one case will compare favorably with
the prices in the other. A farmer who is capable of properly
training a horse for the different requirements of a farm or
road horse, can generally employ his time quite profitably by
giving him tbe necessary education. When the expense of

raising a horse is incurred, the more it brings in murket the
greater will be the protits. Fancy steps which saddle horses
are sometimes taught will make them bring fabulous prices,

yet it may not have taken but a few weeks or days t<> have
taught them such steps. But it is not necessary to tench

horses "fancy" tricks in order to make them more valuable

than green horses.

Carelessness about the feet of horses produces much
trouble. Loose nails or fragmeuts of them are left in tbe

hoof and work their way into the iuterior, and produce in-

flammation, which spreads up to the coronet or elsewhere
and forms a fistula. This is very difficult to cure, because
tbe horse's foot is enensed in a tight box from which tbe pus
and diseased matter cannot escape. Care to prevent it should
be constant.

Don't put young horses off in some out-of-the-way pasture
field where you will see them but once or twice a month, but
keep them where you can see them every day. If auythiug
goes wrong with them then you will notice, it at once. By
being among them every day they are not so liable to become
wild and unmanageable.

When it is necessary to work a young horse beside one of

more mature years, it is best to give the young animal the

advantage whenever it can handily be done. The light end
of the load may save the ruination of tbe colt.
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Dates of Meetings.
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Sanla Cruz, August Hrtb to 14th.
Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association, Santa Rosa, August 17th

to 22d.
Sonomaand Marin District Fair, Petalunia, August 25th to 29th.
Golden Gate Fair, Oakland, August 31st to September 5th.
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Sutwood, Jr., J. P. Dieves, Agent, East Oakland.
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Closing of Entries.

Bay District Association entries close Thursday, 23d,
at ine Fairs ou August 1st.
Fixed events of i*acinc Coas* Blood Horse Association

close on August 1st. Fur particulars see advertisements.

Notice.

H. P. Hetcalf lias not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good
some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession rece pt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge

The Horses at Palo Alto.

Six hundred horses and every one of them with claims

to attention are not soon examined. Weeks of observa-

tion would be required to get anything like a full knowl-
edge of meritorious members of the regiment, days of

close scrutiny inadequate to form a correct opinion of

the many justly entitled to extended notice. Wh n the

time is limited to a few hours, little can be said as it is

out of the question to give attention only to the number
which can be squeezed into such a small handful of

minutes. There are so many of fair proportions and
taking appearance, that the desire to look at ail that

come within the range of vision cannot be overcome, and
so in place of confining ourself to what, can be seen, there

is a squandering of opportunities, a confused blending of

many where there should be a critical scanning of a few.

There is an old proverb that there is a superheated place,

the tesselated pavement of which is composed of good

intentions. There must be a vestibule which is decorated

with postponed resolutions, as ever and anon there are

regrets at not having carried through resolves made iu

the best of faith but put off from time to time. Over
and over again we have determined to make a long

enough stay at Palo Alto to acquire information that

would enable us to place a lucid and full description of

it before our readers. Some foifr or five years ago we
wrote several pages, and in them was a fair portrayal of

the place as it then was. But Palo Alto of even a few

years ago was not the Palo Alto of the present, and what
was then a passable representation is a mere sketch of i

what it is at present. Of more importance than the ad- '

mirable arrangement of the place, its fields, paddocks,

tracks, courses, buildings, etc., are the lessons it has

placed before the breeders of the country. To these are ap-

pended explanations that]can be rendered available, as in

the variety of blood there is a chmce to make comparisons

and to learn which strains have proved the most suc-

cessful. It will require a great deal of time, howeve^

to collate the evidence and put it in form. But even

after so short a visit as that which was made on the

Fourth it is expected that there will be some account

written. After our return there were many questions,

few of which could be answered, and oral and printed

replies are necessarily short. The visit being a holiday

none of the horses were harnessed, and, with the excep-

tion of seeing the half brother of Santa Claus, and the

yearling brother of Hinda. Rose, show their paces on the

track in the paddock, the examination was restricted to

seeing them led out of the stalls. Therefore, we have

nothing to relate in regard to figures, which are so po-

tent in expressing the merits of trotters, and, by-the-

way, as the Eastern trip has been determined upon, the

minutes and seconds will coni^ in better as a part of the

"official record." The paddock display was the best we
ever saw. The Electioneer—Lady Thoru two-year-old

is a fine looking colt and displays a good deal of trot

and capital action, but the Electioneer—Beautiful Bells

is a prodigy. He is remarkably well formed, of fine

size and rich color, but after he settles into his gait (and

that is not long delayed) all his beauty and fair pro-

portion are forgotten in the marvelous flight of speed.

Every motion is true. His stride is long and regular,

the action perfect and the rush of speed almost bewilder-

ing as he flies along the short stretches and rushes

around the short turns.

There are 106 yearlings at Palo Alto, 54 colts and 52

fillies. It seemed as though this large number was ex-

ceeded as they were led from the stalls and paraded be-

fore the observors. Not that the whole were shown, but

so many that there was almost a procession of youngters

with only break enough to give time for a glance at

each. A great majority of them so taking to the eye

that the desire was strong, and in some cases gratified,

to have a longer look. When all are so fine it appears

invidious to make comparisons, and to give an authorita-

tive preference requires close examination. The Lula

filly is not restricted to good looks when her claims are

considered, as she shows a great deal of speed, and then

she has the distinction of being from the fastest mare

which has been placed in the stud. It would "naturally"

be expected that our preferences would be for the Elec-

tioneer—Columbine filly, and we must admit that she

would be the selection. She is very handsome and has

the speed conformation in an eminent degree, and being

the first filly her dam has had, to have such "good

lookers" in both sexes is gratifying. When informed

that she shows as well as any other of the Palo Alto

yearling fillies in trotting capacity no further praise is

necessary.

Electioneer, however, does not absorb all the glory for

good-looking yeatlings, and what is of fully as much con-

sequence he does not monopolize all of the speed-giving

Dower. TheBentons are fully up to former standard,

and, that, too, is praise enough. There are some very fine

looking Piedmonts. Among them is a colt out of the

dam of Manon, one from the dam of Medora, one from

Prima Donna, one from Ida Belle which are far beyond

the average, with others equally as good and from dams
that place failure out of the question. The get ot Clay

are so much like those by his sire that it is nearly im-

possible to discover the difference, and for size will favor-

ably compare with the others. Fallis shows some worthy

representations, and Bentonian has a colt from Mamie

C, by imported Hercules, that augurs Wcdl for his pro

creative ability.

The two-year-olds are assuredly up to the Palo Alto

standard, Sphinx, by Electioneer, fiom Sprite, by Bel-

mont (Alexander's), granddam, the dam of Scotland

and Mambrino Gift, Rexford, by Electioneer, from

Rebecca, and the sister to Palo Alto will sus-

tain the reputation, high as it is, of their sire.

There.are a "whole lot" of two-year-old* of great prom-

ise, and when nine three-year-olds can beat 2:30 it is

evident that in that age there is no lack of stars. The

most brilliant in the galaxy is the colt by Electioneer

from Dame Winnie. He has been christened Palo Alto,

and no one can deny him the right to wear so fair a title.

It would be troublesome to find a point where there is

any deficiency. His color a deep, blood bay with black

legs, tail and mane, with as glossy a coat as any of his

relatives can show on the royal side of the house, and

uniting great muscular power with high finish. He is

within a shade of sixteen hands in height, measures

seventy-two inches around the chest, sixty-four inches in

length, and twenty-one and a naif inches is the- measure-

ment around the arm. His public trial of 2:23j| when

rating as a two-year-old is certificate enough of his

speed, and in the months which have elapsed since that

trial was made there has been satisfactory progress.

Keeping to the resolution not to publish the figures

which the watches have shown, in the days when fast

work was the order, this will be left blank until filled

by future performances. As an evidence that Palo Alto

is not a chance colt his sister gives indications of possess-

ing the same wouderful flight of speed, and with equally

as high form. Manzanita is another of the three-year-

olds which can be relied upon to sustain the glory of her

house. She is a sister to Wildflower, though consider-

ably larger than the heroine was at the same age. AVolsey

by Electioneer, from Waxana, by General Benton,

and her dam, Waxv, by Lexington, is a grand colt. He
is fully sixteen hands, very long in the body, and with
plenty of range all through. He is just the type

to get coach-horses, although it should be within

his reach to produce speed as well as good
good looks. Iu this short sketch we came very nearly

overlooking a two-year-old which has as good a right as

any colt of his age for consideration. This is Electricity,

by Electioneer, his dam Midnight, by Pilot, Jr., grand-

dam Twilight, by Lexington. A half-brother, or rather

from the same dam as Jay-Eye-See, 2:10^, and Noon-
tide, 2:20^, as his sire is again a half-brother on the

paternal side to Dictator and Harold, and, therefore, he

is three-quarters of the same blood. Electricity is as

large now as Jay-Eye-See, larger in fact as he is both

taller and longer. He is a dark brown with tan-

colored flanks. He is on the symmetrical order through-

out, with as beautiful head and eyes as could be desired.

Another two-year-old we shall watch with a good deal

of interest that being an Electioneer from Frolic, the

dam of Precious and Freda. He is a big, lathy colt and
was sent to Vina to rusticate, but showing so much trot

he was re-transferred to Palo Alto in order that his edu-

cation could be attended to properly. Among the

older colts there are a number which will rank

with the best, and we shall not be greatly sur-

prised if one of the four-year-olds knocks off a

fraction from the record and, great as the feat will be,

have the utmost confidence that a five-year-old will

come very close to the top notch at present in the

calender.

All of them are looking so well that any reasonable

prediction is within bounds. Had it not been for the

terrible tussle that Bonita had with the virulent distem-

per, which knocked Wildflower completely to pieces, we
would be tempted to set a figure for her which would
appear presumptuous. Even with that great drawback
there is a chance for her to surprise the trotting world,

and at all events will present evidence that will prove

there are good grounds to build such a prohesy upon.

The Blood Horse Association.

In the advertising department this week appears the

announcement of the fixed events of the Blood Horse
Association for 1885, 'S6 and '87, to close August 1st next.

It will be observed that there has been some changes

made by the increase of the added money in all colt

and filly stakes.and the addition of declaration dates, not

heretofore thought necessary. All these changes are

decided improvements and will commend themselves

to horsemen at a glance. The prospects of the Associa-

tion were never brighter than at present and it is to be
hoped the horsemen of the Coast will come earnestly

to the support of their home institution.

It is a purely cooperative conceru, with no specula-

tive aim whatever. Most of the labor attending the

conduct of its affairs is contributed without pay, except

the honor that attaches to the various offices, and that

is as gauzy as "the baseless fabric of a dream." It is

the intention of the Association to make its Spring meet-

ings of sufficient importance to justify all owners of

racing stables in attending and participating in them
before starting on the journey eastward to the meetings

of the Mississippi Valley and the Atlantic Coast. The
advantage of obtaining by this means a true line of the

ability of horses as public performers, before the long

and expensive trip across the mountains is made is ob-

vious, and the objection that the amount of money offered

is not in proportion to the risk and expense undertaken

by owners will not be tenable hereafter. There have
been meetings in the past where the purses seemed
only nominal, but there were -causes that could not be

put away. The Association was not organized

as a scheme for profit, heavily capitalized or

capitalized at all. It could only grow up with the coun-
try. The turf interest in California has not sprung into

existence full fledged and armed, like Minerva from the

brain of Jove, but has developed slowly and at times has

required careful nursing. That it has reached a point

where the expansion is marked and rapid argues nothing

as to the past but everything for the future. The Asso-

ciation will keep pace with the times and continue to

deal fairly with horsemen and the public, undertaking

only what it can do thoroughly and well.
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Flashy Blood

-

Speculation Dies.

In this number will be found an article copied from

the Call of last Sunday, which was called out by an edi-

torial in the T-n-f, Field and Farm of the 3d, and a state-

ment in the same journal of a later date. "While there

has been evidence of jealousy heretofore in that paper

in regard to California stock, we did not suppose that it

was carried to such an extent as the telegram indicated.

That the great success which has attended the California

horses in the Eastern campaign was likely to raise a

clamor tiresome to the ears of those who hoped for a dif-

ferent result, was to be expected. That this should have

led to making charges which are well-known to the

senior editor of the Turf, Field and Farm to be false, sur-

prises those who look for candor, or, at least, something

approaching candid criticism. As flashiness is claimed

to be only one of the faults, it is quite probable that here-

after it will be said that a lack of speed is another char-

acteristic. Winning so many races as now stand to the

the credit of California-bred horses for this much of the

season of 1SS5, is somewhat in the way of that accusation.

Flashiness, softness, want of endurance, lacking

game are charges easily brought and more difficult to con-

trovert than when the indictment is framed on the basis of

slowness. ^N"o matter how brilliant the race on the

part of the winner, how gallantly it was contested, or

even when easily won, the cry of "tiring at the finish"

is believed by some, by many when it has reference to a

race that was not seen. It is the usual tactics of those

who have an object iu decrying a particular breed of

horses; but this is the first instance we can recall when a

newspaper brought such a charge against all classes of

stock, in a territory as extensive as there is, between the

boundaries of California. That there are members of

families which are noted for "sticking" qualities which

have not inherited the tribal characteristics, is true. "We

have seen Lexingtons from well bred dams that could

not compass three-quarters of a mile at a good pace,

there have been numbers of Kentucky-bred and Ken-

tucky-reared worthless when the distance was as short a3

the shortest in the programme of any regular club.

Quoting Col. Bruce against the Turf, Field and Farm
*
is legitimate argument and unless he denies b^ing cog-

nizant of the charge before publication, and clearing

himself of the onus of participation by contrary state-

ment, his former utterances will be placed in juxtaposi-

tion with the latter. The facts are that nearly all of the

prominent importations to California of the last, decade

are of blood which has been recognized by Col. Bruce as

the best of the racing families of the East. When indi-

viduals were not mentioned, the near crosses have been

extolled, and it will not do to make the charge

that the climate is enervating without furnishing proof

that it is so. It will not do to present theories based on

ignorance when facts are so easily collated to show to

the contrary. Confining ourselves to what horses have

done here, there will be no difficulty in proving that the

climate and soil must be remarkably propitious for en-

durance at a high rate of speed. There are numerous

well attested accounts of journeys made by the native

horses of California, which eclipse the best performances

of all other countries. One hundred miles and upwards

between "sun and sun," and for many days without a

break, and that on what food could be reached in the

compass of a lariat, have been done again and again.

We could fill pages of these exploits which were too

common to excite more than passing comment in. the

"days of old," and which bear the certification of men

bearing the highest character for probity and honor.

On the turf there are frequent illustrations beside those

presented in the article copied, and ou the tracks there

is no lack of evidence of the falsity of the charge of

flashiness. A California bred horse has the fastest record

for twenty miles, and on California tracks have been

made the fastest trotting record for five miles, 13:00, and

a still faster by the pacing mare Lady St. Clair, who

took some seconds from that mark. The best record up

to that time was made by Princess in her ten-mile race

with Glencoe Chief, on a San Francisco track, and uutiL

very lately many of the people of the East held that the

California tracks were "short," on account of the speed

and stoutness which had been displayed upon them.

Until Monroe Chief made his mark at Lexington, the

fastest heat of two miles was made by the pacer Defiance,

at Sacramento, and so we could repeat many illustra-

tions to sustain the position.

Since the above was in type the Turf, Field and Farm

has been read, and from that we learn that the off^ive

remark was applied to the trotting stock of California.

This does not change the features, further than to exon-

erate Colonel Bruce. That it is equally false wilL be

shown in a future article.

Rancho del Rio Yearlings.

The trotting stallion Speculation, by Eysdyk's Ham-
bletonian, dam ilartha Washington, died a few days

since at the ranch of his owner, Claus Spreckles, Esq.,

in Santa Cruz county. Speculation was bred by S. B.

Whipple, and reached the good age of twenty-three

years. He was the sire of Crown Point, 2:24^, and Oak-

land Maid, 2:22, a fair showing but a comparison be-

tween him and Whipple's Hanibletonian suggests one of

the curious features of the breeding problem, not con-

fined, however, to this instance. Martha Washington

was first bred to Guy Miller, a son of Eysdyk's horse,

and the produce was Whipple's Hambletonian, who has

ten representatives in the 2:30 list. His daughters have

proven to be great broodmares—in fact his blood is po-

tent wherever found. Guy Miller begot no trotters

that entered the charmed circle nor made any place

for himself in current turf history. It would seem logi-

cal to conclude that if Mirtha Washington produced to

his cover such a horse as Whipple's Hambletonian, if

bred directly to Eysdyk's Hambletonian the produce

ought to be superior to that of his ordinary son Guy
Miller. It was done and the rtsult was Speculation.

Although of powerful build and handsome in contour

and color, he never approached his half-brother as a sire,

and with the exceptions of Crown Point and Oakland

Maid he is unknown to fame. He had theory in his

favor and was given abundant opportunity to prove his

quality as a sire if he possessed it. Mr. Spreckles has,

or had, some well-bred mares on the Aptos place, but the

ranch never achieved reputation through its stock. From
his breeding Speculation should have been the sire of

many trotters, but theory was at fault unless he be con-

sidered the exception to a rule, for he lived and died a

disappointment.

Auction Sale Nest Thursday.

The sale which is set for Thursday next, the 23dinst.,

will give the opportunity to get good bargains in horses.

"Dan" McCarthy is well known all over the State as an ,

undefatigable "rustler,'' aud also for his accurate knowl-
|

edge of horses. He is a close buyer and it is nearly cer-

tain that every animal he has purchased is well worth

the money paid. This may appear to have no bearing

when the tables are reversed and he is seller in place of

purchaser. But it is well known that when goods are

bought cheap the holder can afford to sell cheap, and this

will hold good in horses as in everything else. Among
the one hundred and sixty and odd head offered there are

many animals of merit, and in such variety, that all

kinds of business C-in be filled with suitable horses.

The place oi sale is the Eailroad Car Stables, corner of

Steiner and Turk streets, the hour of commencing, 10 a.

m. Catalogues can b3 obtained of D. McCarthy, at the

above address", or of the auctioneers, Killip & Co., 116

Montgomery street.

The second annual sale of the Eancho del Rio yearlings
was held at Sacramento, on Thursday, and attracted a fair

number of buyers. The hard tioies was a drawback, and the
race meeting at Chicago closing so lately as Saturday pre-
cluded those who had horses engaged there from appearing
iu person. The price paid for the Queen of Norfolk is the
largest price ever realized ou this Coast for a yearling. The
sister of Estell did not bring as much as was expected, which
was doubtless owing to her brother being beaten in his races
East. The following are the prices paid:
1. Queen of Norfolk (Jan. 20th), bay tilly, by Norfolk,

darn Marion, by Malcolm, from Maggie MiUnell, by
imp. Yorkshire—George Howson, Sacramento. . . .82,525

2. Bay filly (March ISthj, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay
Kate, by Norfolk, from Big Gun, dam of Jim Ben-
wick—John Mackey, Sacramento. 6S0

3. Chatelaine, bay tilly (Feb. 16th), by Norfolk, dam
Neapolitan, by War Pauce, from Eliza Davis, by
imp. Knight of St. George—Thos. Delaney, Sacra-
mento 580

4. Brown filly (Feb. 6th), by Joe Hooker, dam Kitten,
by imp. Eclipse, from imp. Fussy, by Diophantus
—John Mackey 1,550

6. Chestnut colt (March 28th), by Joe Hooker, dam
Abbie W., by Norfolk, from Ada C, byBevenue

—

John Mackey 630
7. Bay filly (Feb. 29ch), by Norfolk, dam imp. Lady

Jaue, by Marauder, from Jane Shore, by Paumon
—Mr. Hastings, San Francisco 420

9. Chestnut colt (April 21st), by Joe Hooker, dam Big
Gnn—H. J. Aguew, Honolulu

10. Chestnut colt (May 8th), by Joe Hooker, dam Kosa
B., by Norfolk, from Mattie A., by imp. Australian
—Jos. Harney, San Fra ncisco

11. Bay tilly, (April 9th), by Norfolk, dam Ada C, by
Revenue, from Sallie Morgan, by imp. Emancipa-
tion—H. I. Thornton. San Francisco

12. Chestnut colt (Jan. 15th), by Joe Hooker, dam
Puss, by Norfolk, from Nettie W., by Belmont

—

John Mackey 900
13. Chestnut colt (Feb. 11th), by Norfolk, dam Balli-

nette, by Monday or Young Eclipse, from Ballernia,

by imp. Balrownie—N. G. Eldred, Sacramento.. . 1,780
Bay colt (March 7th;, by Joe Hooker, dam Coun-
tess Zeika, by Norfolk, from Ballerina, by imp.
Balrownie—Geo. Howson 1,960
Bay colt (March 2d), by Joe Hooker, dam Faral-
lone, by Norfolk, from Golden Gate, by imp.
Leamington—Geo. Howson 417.50

16. Chestnut tilly (Feb. 29th), by Norfolk, dam Sister

to Lottery, by Monday, from Virginia, byBevenue
—John Mackey

17. Bay colt (March 21st), by Three Cheers, dam Alice

H., by Norfolk, from Kitten, by imp. Eclipse

—

John Mackey

Propertg ofCapt. A. J. Hutchinson.
Holiday, chestnut colt (1SS4), by Eutiierford, dam Sun-

day, by Monday, from Pele, by Belmont—John
Mackey " 500

The fifteen colts sold by Mr. Wiuters aggregated $13,625,
an average of over $900. It is understood that the purchases
of George Howson are for E. Porter Ashe.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
mail or telegiaph.

Horsemen who expect to go through the circuit this

F all are likely to be favored with good tracks all round.

There was some complaint last year that the Santa Rosa

track was deep next to the pole, but that fault cannot be

found with it now. It is in good shape, but will he fur-

ther improved before the fair. The party who abused

the permission of the managers last season, and tore up

the track with a cultivator instead of working it reason-

ably with a harrow, will not be allowed to

tamper with it again, and drivers will find a

safe and fast course. All the other tracks are reported

to be in condition, and each and every association

expects to see record-breaking work as the result of

their extra care.

\t this time when the subject of where to enter is the

leading topic among owners and drivers some confusion

naturally results from scanning programmes and figuring on

dates. We have devised a chart of the trotting and pacing

nurses that are open to the State, which wo believe to be a

lucid and condensed statement of the case. It is printed on

page 37, and seems to us to answer the purpose admirably.

R. C. M., lone City.

We had a race here on the Fourth of Ju'y and there is a
dispute in regard to paying off the pools ami outside money
that we want your decision on. It was a bulf mile and repeat

race, and the horses named were Emma, Barney and Mon-
arch. The pools were sold ou the two latter, Emma barred,

and there was a great deal of money bet on the outside that

Barney would beat Monarch in the race. Emma shnt both
the horses out in the first heat; how shall the pools and out-

side bets be paid?
Answer—All pools and outside bets are off, and the money

must be returned to the bettors. See Rule 7 of Betting Rules,

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association. The role is the same
all over the world.

C. W. R., San Rafael.

Please tell me if St. Jnlien is a gehling or a stallion?

Answer—He is a gelding.

Moquiketa, Healdsburg.
What is the breeding of the horse Ked Ketchem ?

horses has John Nelson sired that have beaten 2:30?

the sire of the dams of several fine horses?

Answer—Ned Ketchem is a stranger to us and we cannot

give auv information concerning him. John Nelson is the

sire of Nerea, 2:23A; Aurora, 2:27; Gov. Stanford, 2:27$, and
Nemo, 2:30. He sired the dams of many good horses, nota-

bly, Albert W., 2:20*.

What
Is he

Trotting at San Jose.

The Great Emporium Stake at the late Sheepshead Bay

meeting was worth $7,563 to the winner, Hidalgo.

The Salt Lake Driving Park Association will give a day's

sport over their track on the 24th, with five races on the card,

three running and two trotting.

Fallen Leaf broke hopelessly down in her work at

Chicago and Mr. Baldwin will send her to Nantura Stock

Farm to be bred to Ten Broeck.

Guofle has taken an adien to the turf forever, and has

been turned ont at the Ramapo Stud, in Bergen county, N. J

Including the first sis days of the Washington Park meet-

ing Mr. Baldwin has won $30,975 in the West this season.

Frank Van Ness says he will drive Harry Wilkes a mile in

2:12 before the season is over.

France's Alexander, 2:19, will soon leave this country for

his future home in Hungary.

It is estimated that $100,000 changed hands on the Pbal-

las-Maxy Cobb race.

The American Derby netted the winner, Volante, $9,570

July 4th—Purse. $400.

Louise, g m—W. H. Voiget 2

C. H.C . br g—Cory& Roberts 1

Alex McCord.b g—Chas. Chapman <

Lottery, ch s—Mr. Garrett 3
Time, 2:35. 2:37, 2:37L 2:35$.

Trotting at Oakland.

Julv lltb—Match S100 a side.

Kitty L —Mr. Creely 1 *

Fanny burns—W. Lew 2 2

Time, 2:47,2:43,2:41.

Closing: of Entries.

Bay District Association entries close TIiiii>tlay, *3fl.

at the Fairs on August 1st.

I'iwil events ol' Pacific loast Blood Horse Association

close on August 1st. For particulars see advertisement*.

In the great match at Cleveland on the 4th, MaxyCobb wore

an 11-onnce shoe with 3-ounce weights, while Pballas was

shod seventeen ounces before and eight ounces behind with

no weights.

The great English two-year-old, The Bard,

Twenty-tbird Biennial Stakes at the late Ascot meetiu

ihis race is his twelfth consecutive victory.
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English Letter.

This, the Eoyal Ascot race week, has passed over with its

usual brilliance. The whole of the fashionable world have

been enjoying themselves in extravagant fashion, whilst the

great British public have been better catered for than has

been usual during the Ascot week. Ascot has always been

regarded a pitfall to backers of horses, and many a time and

oft plungers have been unable to settle on the Monday fol-

lowing. Whether it is that horses are kept specially for cer-

tain events, or have a liking for the course, or there being
more first-class horses running than at other meetings, and
new ones coming ont, thereby lengthening the chances, is a
moot question, but it cannot be denied that there are more
outsiders as a rule winning at Ascot than at any other race

meeting through the year. The value of the stakes may have
some influence on owners, the greater part of the various
events having good money attached to them. The racing
this week has not been as exciting as I have witnessed,

and which I was in hopes I should participate in this time
round. The great difference of opinion that has been evinced
amongst all classes of sportsmen, as to the relative merits of

St. Simon and St. Gatien, both four-year-olds and both un-
beaten, seemed about to have a culminating point in their

meeting in the Gold Cup. St. Simon won this race last year,

and would in all probability have gone to the post again had
he been tit. Both St. Simon and St. Gatien have been seri-

ously ill through the Winter, and the latter has recovered
greatly but is not yet in the same condition, nor nearly so

big as when he won the Cesarewith last year, carrying the
largest weight to the front that had ever been carried in that

punishing race to the best of stayers. Matthew Dawson,
who trains St. Simon, told the Duke of Portland, his owner,
last week, that the horse was not in fit condition, and the
result of this communication was his scratching for all Ascot
engagements. Thus we have been prevented seeing a con-
test between two horses who are believed to be about the best
that we have had in this country, the home of horse> racing.

St. Gatien started for the Cup and won it easily in the ab-
sence of the only horse that could have made him gallop.

The American, Eole, ran second to him, bat I should judge
that this horse is an entirely different animal to what he was
when in the land of his birth. The running of the three-

year-olds has given quite a different appearance to the Derby
form. Royal Hampton, third in the "Blue Riband," started

at 6 to 4 on chance for the Princeof Wales Stakes on Tuesday,
but was beaten by an outsider who had never won a race be-

fore, and who had gone down easily before Bird of Freedom
in the Epsom week. This colt, Pepper and Salt by name,
has been out since and has gone down before Child of the
Mist, who ran third to Paradox and Crafton in the Two
Thousand Guineas. The debut of Isobar, a son of Isonomy,
resulted in his beating the Duke of Richmond, a very speedy
four-year-old, by fifteen lengths at a mile.

Saraband, The Bard and Philosophy, all unbeaten two-
year-olds, The Bard having won thirteen races already, were
out during the week, Saiabaud winning two of the principal
races, The Bard another, whilst Philosophy could only get to

the neck of Gay Hermit, a colt she beat four lengths easily

notmoretbana month since. Melton, the Derby winner,
has already been backed at 5 to 2 for the St. Leger, to be run
in September, and if all goes well with him up to the day he
cannot lose—anyhow, not unless

—

Athletics and 'cycling are now in in full run, and every
week sports are being held all over the land. The National
'Cyclist Union and the Amateur Athletic Association are at

loggerheads through the latter body wishing to rule 'cycle

competitors at their sports instead of the riders being re-

ferred to the Union. Which will come out of the ordeal the
strongest cannot as yet be prophesied with any degree of

truthfulness, but the action of the N. C. U. in not suspend-
ing riders (who rode at sports not under their rules) imme-
diately, thereby showing weakness, has placed greater power
in the hands of their opponents. It would be as well if one
great association could be formed to cover all branches of

sport, having several committees to the various features, viz:

running, 'cycling, swimming, etc.

'Cycling has gone ahead wonderfully, and the amateur
championship recently run at Birmingham drew Ltothe post
the best riders in the country. As I write my mind is full of

one subject, which I may tell you is the defeat of Howell by
Wood, on Saturday, June 20th. Howeil has had a wonder-
ful record so far this season, and has won every engagement
he has fulfilled in scratch races. Nearly twenty times in all

he has stalled off the efforts of Wood, Lees, Battensby, Dun-
can and others and just at ihe time when victory becomes
monotonous and defeat u ncertain, defeat comes. When
Wood is in proper condition he kis capableof putting any man
at any distance to hisutmost tension, but afterhaving rheuma-
tism through the Winter he had the misfortune to fall and break
his arm, the result being his unfitness to compete against his
formidable rivals. Howell and Wood are far and away the best

of our professionals, and no new flyer has appeared for years.

It is different amongst the amateurs, as \V. A. Illston. who
was within six inches of upsetting Sellers for the mile cham-
pionship, only came out early in the Spring, whilst Webber,
who on Monday made two miles in 5:3U (record) at Cambridge
has only been known as a racing man for three weeks. The
pace is improving all round, amateur handicaps being run in

time varying from 2:40 upwards, whilst the last professional

handicap run at Leicester last week only took 2:38.

Myers has gradually run into form since he landed, and
has won events on every occasion of competing until Satur-
day, when he turned up at Stamford Bridge Grounds to run
in the one thousand yards handicap, promoted by the London
Athletic Club. Myers, as usual, was on scratch, but being
unwell was far from confident, the result being he gave up
in the straight, as he could not get near the leaders. The
winner, E.G. Garland, had forty yards start, and was pushed
right up to the finish, doing his distance in 2:16 2-5. This
time was just within Meyers reach had he run up to form.
The Huddersfield Athletic club, one of the best in the

North, celebrated their twenty-first sportt* on Saturday, and
had made special preparations for a great day on their com-
ing of age. The club has had a singular run of good luck all

through its career, fine weather favoring the event every year
until Saturday, when, as if to make up amends for past non-
visitations, the rain came down in torrents. Very valuable
prizes were given, and the principal event, the one hundred
yard scratch race, was won by J. M. Cowie, of London, the
only amateur we nave who can extend Myers at aquaretr.

Cricket is now in full 6wing, and the interest in the various
county matches is something after the stvle of Americans in
baseball. The country is overrun with sport, from horse-
racing to dog-racing, whilst the Winterjgames of billiards and
lOtaall are yet being prolonged by their enthusiasts. Just

i w professional running is notflourishing the same as itUBed
.o do. Lancaster.
London, June 22, 1885.

If It Hadn't Rained.

rSporting World.]

The race for the American Derby at Chicago, for which the

California Volante beat Favor, was according to all accounts
a fluke. As I wrote a few days ago in these notes, Spellman,
who rode Favor, said he would have beaten Volante but for

the mud, and that if it had not rained, Mr. Morris would
have pulled ont Ten Stone, when it would have been a quart
of Grand Sec to a glass of water that he would have won.
Mr. Morris said the same thing to one of our representatives

yesterday. According to an interview in a Chicago paper
with Mr. Corrigan, however, that gentleman seems to think
differently, says the writer.

In answer to the question as to whether he thought the

result of the Derby would have been different if the track

had been dry, he said, "Well, it is hard to tell, but I think
Alta would have had a good show. He had been doing won-
derfully good work lately, and had, in fact, made the fastest

trial on the track. Alf Estell and Verano, too, would have
probably been more prominent."
"What is the truth about your arrangements with Messrs.

Baldwin and Walton regarding Isaac Murphy, the colored

Archer, riding Volante? There have been many different

statements."
"The truth is, I received SI, 500 and Isaac Murphy got

81,000. Some people were annoyed because I allowed Mur-
phy to ride Volante, but I had nothing myself that had any
chance of winning, and I was anxious that Isaac, who is one
of the best lads in the world, should have a chance of making
some money, and also of winning the Derby a second time if

he could.
Another well-known horseman said: "If it had not rained

the result of the Derby would have been very different, and
Alta would have won. He has shown a trial on the track in
2.-40 and that would have been good enough to win. but he
could not act in the mud . Alta will bear watching, mark my
words."
"How about Alf Estell?"

'Oh, he never had a show, he merely made the running
for Alta, and was never meant to win."
To show the difference of opinion among sporting men as

regards the different Derby candidates the views of one other
may be given. "Had the Derby been run on a fine day,"
remarked the sage, "there would only have been three m
it, and those Alta, Alf Estell and Verano."
"How about Favor and Volante?"
"Why, they were both beaten, and Murphy himself said

he had hard work to get Volante home. If Favor had not
actually quit in the straight, when Volante challenged him,
he would have won."

Lena Swallow.

A Richmond, Ind., dispatch to a Chicago paper under date

of the 3d.inst., says:

Yesterday Valley Sell, a Cambridge city saloon-keeper, who
owned a half interest in Lena Swallow, the trotting mare that

took first money in the 2:23 class at Chicago a couple of

weeks ago, also at South Bend, East Saginaw and Detroit, re-

ceived a telegram from Charley Frost, her owner, at Detroit,

asking if he should sell her for $4,500, and he responded
"Yes." To-day John Lackey, who drove her in these races,

went through, taking sick horses home, and said the sale

was consummated, but did not name the buyer. Two years
ago Sheriff Gorman virtually bought the mare near EastGer-
maiitown, of Dr. Swallow, for $225, but when he went after

her the doctor reserved her until after plowing, and Gorman
kicked and left her, as his deputy, Lon Lantz, did Buffalo

Girl, which has since been sold for $12,000. Later, Frost
dropped on to her and bought her for that money, thinking
he could sell her at a profit for a roadster, and he did offer

her to Tom Pickens, a Richmond livery man, for $300.
Within the year she showed big promise, and he told a half

interest in her to Sell for SS00, which amount she has since

won for him. Dandy Boy, which paced at the Chicago meet-
ing, was also found on a farm near Cambridge city by Frost,

who bought him for S200 and sold him for SI, 000 within the

year. Lena Swallow is described as an eight-year-old, hand-
some, bay mare, 15J hands high, got by Blue Bull; dam by
Archy Lightfoot, he by Sir. Archy, son of imported Diomed.

The Montana Husbandman tells the following story, tough,

but possible:

"W. C. Child, of Helena, informs us that Old Comet,
chestnut gelding, is now being driven by a gentleman in

Miles city. There is nothing remarkable about this until we
add that the horse is forty years old. He has a record of

2 :38i. Old Comet was purchased in 1S70 of Patrick Brothers,

Omaha, by Monroe Salisbury, who brought him to this Ter-

ritory. Our old-timers will remember him as an old horse

then—but a fast horse for Montana. He is still hale and
hearty, looking younger than he did twenty years ago, and
he meets with no roadsters that can outfoot him."

The horsemen about Chicago have sent a petition to the

Saratoga Association asking permission to have bookioaking
at the coming meeting.

POULTRY.
Now is the time when lice make a rapid headway. During

this warm weather anew generation appears each month.
Prevent their first appearauce by frequent cleaning of the
premises, by supplying plenty of good dust boxes for the

poultry and occasionally sprinkling insect powder and sul-

phur over and about the fowls. We have used sulphor and
carbolic acid (one pound of the former and two drachms of

the latter thoroughly mixed) for two years, and have not had
a louse. The insect powder, with a small bellows to apply it,

is more convenient to use in the coops occupied by hens and
chicks.

Be sure your fowls have shade. They may want plenty of

sunlight in the early Spring, but an over-supply now may
prove fatal. The old hens may have lost many of the feathers

from tteir backs in the breeding pen, and the chicks of some
varieties feather slowly. Both old and young are likely to

get sores und bl'sters if iheir bare backs are exposed to the

hot rnys of the sun during June, July and August. If your
flocks have the liberty of an orchard, they will care for

themselves; otherwise some provision must be made for them,
or disease and death will be the result. Even fifty cents in-

vested in muslin for an awning, may save many chicks. At
any rate some contrivance of thatkind will add much to their

comfort.

Fresh, cold water, and plenty of it, will be relished by the

fowls these warm days. Don't forget to give it to them often.

THE TROTTING STALLION,

NUTWOOD, Jr.
rrrILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1385 AT JOE DIEVES' THREE
IT .Mile House, on the SauLeandro Road, Alameda County, endlne
July 1st.

DESCRIPTION:
Nutwood, Jr. is a bay horse, 16# hands high, foaled April nth 1S79;

bred by L L . Muii...,-. stu"kt., n . lie is a horse of powerlul mold, sym-
metrical form, nerleet feet and legs, and with a striking resemblance inform to his sire. He has never been tiained, hut his action is faultless
ana his disposition of the very best. He has shown repeated trials below
2:30 jn his exercise.

PEDIGREE:
Sired by Nutwood, dam by California Patchen.seconddam by Bane's

Littlejohn, Jr. J

California Patchen by Geo. M. Patchen, Tr., dam Lady Peters bySherman Morgan. *

Littlejohn, Jr., by imp .Littlejohn; dam bv Red Bill, son of Mcdoc.
(See Bruce's American stud Book. vol. 1, page 7*6 )
Littlejohn. bred in England by Lord Exeter, got by Scutari, dara Wte

Pet by Sheet Anchor, usee English stud Book, vol. VII I, pace H5 1
Nutwood 2 :lv-;,

( half-brother tu Maud s., 2:uyUj, bv Btdmunt (Alex-
anders) dam Miss Russell by Pilot, Jr : Becond clani.'Sallie Rut-sell by
Boston; third dam, Maria Russell bv Thornton's Rattler.etc. He is the
sire of Felix, -:l*J ;

, Muhod, 2:21, Jim Mulvenna. four years. 2-27X. Nut-
breaker, yearling, 2:-J2) 4 . and manv other fast ones.
Belmont by Alexander's Abdullah, dam Belle, by Mambrino Chief-

second dam. by Brown's Bellfounder. son of imp. Belllounder. He is
the sire of Wedgewood. 2: lit, and five others in the 2:20 list. Alexander's
Abdullah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:11, and others.
Pilot. Jr., sire of t lie dam of Nutwood, is also the sire of Midnight, thedam of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, and 7 in the 2:30 list.

TERMS.
Forty dollars for the season, payable in all cases before the mare is

removed. Mares not proving with foal can be returned the next season
free, provided the horse is not sold or removed from the state Good
pasturage, safely fenced, at Five Dollars per month. Due <•are taken
out no liability assumed for accidents or escaffes.
For furthe r particula rs address,

J. P. DIEVES. Agent, East Oakland, Cal.

TILTON ALMONT,
RECORD, 2:26.

THIS FAST AND SPLENDIDLY-BRED TROTTING STALLION WILL
make the season of 18S5 at Miller's Stable, Colusa, Cal., Commencing

February!, 1885. and ending Augnst 1, 1885.
Terms, fifty dollars for the season, payable when the mare is taken

away.
Tilton Almont was sired by the great Almont, son of Alexander's

Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:11; Rosalind, 2:213; Thorndale
2:22J; Mercer. 2:23*; Major Edsall. 2:29; St. Elmo, 2:30; etc.
Almont sired Wesrmoot. 2:15; Fanny Witherspoon, 2:17; Piedmont

2:17i; Aldine, 2:192; Early Rose, 2:22i; etc., etc. (Aldine and Early
Rose trotted as a team in 2:10±.)

First dam, by Clark Chief, son of Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady
Thorn, 2:182.

Second dam, by imported Hooton, sire of Lula's dam, record 2:15;
Hooton son of Despot, son of Sultan, son of Selim. son of Buzzard, son
of Woodpecker. Hooton's dam was by Catton, the sire of Lnported
Trustee.
Third dam, by Halcorn, son of Virginian, son of Sir Archy, son of

imported Diomed.
It is worthy of special notice that the dam of Tilton Almont is by

Clark Chief . The New York Spirit of the Times says: '-The blood of
Clark Chief is a conspicuous element in the newcomers to the list that
have beaten 2:20, as the two fastest performers are out of Clark Chief
mares, while the third of the group. Majolica, 2:17, is from bis
daughter, Jessie Eirk. WUAIAM BUM PS.

THE HAMBLETOHIA.N STALLION.

MAY BOY,
"Wilt make the season of 18S5 a San Mateo.
May Boy is a bay horse with star and left hind pastern white, 15.2 hands

high, foaled May 1, 1S78. bred by A. Hayward, of San Mateo.
feiredby Whipple's Hambletonian.dam Harvest Queen, bv Rvsdyk's

Hambletonian; second dam the Dubois mare, by Seeley's American Star-
third dam by Abdullah, son of Mambrino.
Whipple's Hambletonian isire of Graves 2:19, and seven others with

records of 2:30 or better), bv Guy Miller, d*m Martha Washington, by
Burr's Washington; second dam bv Abdallah.
Guy Miller, by Kysdyk's Hambletonian, dam bvNannv's Bolliver.
Harvest Queen has a record of 2:2<is, and as" a trotter was noted for

her spe d and courage. Oct. 14, 1&69, at Alameda, she beat Venture in a
match for Sio.000. At Sacramento, Sept. 15, 1870, she beat Jerome and
three others for a jjI.dOn nurse, winning the first, second and fifth heats,
the last in 2;29S.:. At San Francisco (half mile track), Mav 3,1*71. for a
$-5,000 purse she beat Blackbird and five others, winning the first, fifth
and sixth heats, and Mav 23d of the same vear she beat a field of seven,
including May Fly. California Dexter and Regulator, for a $5,000 purse,
winning the second, third and fourth heats.
May Boy has never been trained, but in breeding, conformation and

movement is a trotter of the first order.

TERMS:
For the season ?150. Pasturage for mares at reasonable rates. Skillful

management guaranteed, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-
capes. For further particulars address

JAMES G. MORGAN, San Mateo, Cal.

THE WILKES STALLION,

ALPHBUS,
Bred by Jos. Warren. Esq., of Stockton, Cal. Sired by Mambrino Wilkes,
first dam by Major Mono, son of Pacific, be by Niagara. Second dam by
Royal George.
Mambrino Wilkes, by George Wilkes, first dam Lady Cbristman, by

Todhunter's Mambrino, son of Mambrino Chief, Second dam by Pilot,
Jr. First dam of Todbunler's Mambrino; Ripton's dam by Potomac.
Alpheus is a rosewood bay, five years old, fifteen hands three inches

in height, weighs 1.175 tbs. and is unexcelled for beauty of finish,
symmetry and strength. Owing to a severe attack of epizootic or pink-
eye he has not been exhibited for speed since his memorable perform-
ance at Stockton, as a two-year-old, where he started in a fine held of
youngsters and won second money, being lapned on the winner at the
finish of second heat in 2:42} Will make the ensuing season at Marys

-

*ille, beginning February 1st, at £40 for the season.
C F. TAYLOR, Aseut.

STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

BERLIN,
Wtll make the Beasou of 18b5, at Agricultural Park. Sacramento,

ending August 1st.

Berlin (record 2:S2>.) by Reavis* Blackbird, 2:22: dam Addle Lee, 2;3G,
the dam of Adair, 2:21; second dam. the dam of Index.
Berlin 1b toe sire of Thapsiu, four-year-old record, 2:2fl; fansy,

three-year-old record, 2:30, and a number of other fast ones. Hih
colts are invariable pure-gaited , speedy trotters

Terms,
For the season, S30; payable on or before the close of the season.

Single service, gl5; payable ut the time of service. All mares at
owner's risk.

For further particulars apply to, or address,

(.iihk.i; MARTIN. Agent.
Agricultural Park, Sacramento.
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FIFTH ANNUAL

EXHIBITION
-OF THI

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Gal.

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st. 2d and

3d, 1885, Inclusive.

KILLIP & CO.,

Live Stock and General Auctioneers. 116

Montgomery St., San Francisco.

OCCIDENTAL HOTEL BLOCK

THUESDAT.

Thursday. July S3. 1885.

At 10 A. M. At

RAILROAD CAR STABLES,
Corner Steiner and Turk Streets,

BY ORDER OF D. M'CARTY,

Great Credit Sale of

150 Head of Hoises,
From all the Principal Breedinq Farms in the

Stale, Comprising

Roadsteis, Trotters, Carriage Teams, Brood-
mares, Norman and Trotting Stallions
Draft and Work Horses, Carriages, Skeleton
Wagons, Sulkies, Carts, Harness, Etc.

Sale peremptory. Terms: Twenty per cent casb,
balance six months; approved paper; interest 10 per
cent per annum. Catalogues ready, and Horses can
be seen at place of sale Monday, July eth. Tnrk and
McAllister street cars run direct to the stables.
For catalogues apply to D. McCarty, 608 Howard

street, or to the undersigned.

Kli.MP «* CO.. Auctioneers.

Sonoma County
Agricultural

PARK
Association,
EVENTH ANNUAL FAIR,

TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
Commencing August ijth and Ending

August 33d. 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. S8th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
for all; £25 entrance; £10 forfeit; $150 idded;S5uto
second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING -One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds; §25 entrance; £10 forfeit; §150 added; 550 to
second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap; £50
entrance; $25 forfeit; 615 declaration; ii;50 added;
S100 to second horse ; third to save entrance. Weights
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday, September 23d.

Second Day—Tuesday. Sept. 39th.

No. 4. TROTTING—3:00 Class. District Purse,
8500: $250 to first horse; $125 to second; £75 to third;
$50 to the fourth horse.

No. 5. TROTTING- 2:22 Class (oDen to Yanderlyn
and James H). Purse $750; $375 to first; $187. 50 to
second; SI 12.50 to third: $75 to fourth.

No. 6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Purse

,

$300; $180 to first; $90 to second; $30 to thud.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 30th.

Ladies Equestrianism—Purse $100. Fcr the most
graceful rider. $25; second, $15; third, $10. For the
most skillful rider, $25; second, £15; third, $10.

No. 7. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat, free
for all; £25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to
second horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash;
$25 entrance; $15 forfeit; £200 added; $75 to second
horse.

Ns. 9. RUNNING—Selling race; one mile and
repeat: allages; purse$20>t; entrance free: $5u to

second horse. Fixed valuation £l,uUu; two pounds
off for each £100 below; and Z two pounds added
for each $100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October 1st,

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day. Tuesday, Aug. 18th.

No. 1, Running— Half-mile and repeat, free for all
825 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, $t0 second hcrae.

No. 2, Trotting—For two-year-olds or under, mile
beats, best two in three, purse $200.

Second Day, Weduesday, Aug. 19th.

No. 3, Running—Three-quarter-mile dash for all
ages, $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to second
hurse.

No. 4, Trotting—Three-minute class, purse $500.

No. 5, Trotting—2:22 class, purse $750. James H. and
Vanderlyn eligiule.

Third Day. Thursday. Aug. 20th.

No. 6, Running—One and one-half mile dash for all
ages, entrance $50, $25 forfeit, $2uo added, $75 to second
horse.

-Free for all, purse $500.

—For four-year-olds or under, purse,

For Sale.
Black gelding, eight years old, sound and well-

bred. Can trot in 2:30 or better, and trots the fifth

heat faster than the first. Apply to

Nevada stables. 1336 Market Street.

For Sale.
Brown gelding. 16 hands high. 7 years old, sound

and well-bred on both sides. Has only been trained
one month by a competent man, ani has shown a
trial in 2:261 two weeks ago. Can show 2:30 any
time. Apply at

Nevada Stables, 1336 Market St-

No. 7, Pacing
No. 5, Trotting

$40u.

Fourth Day. Friday. Aug. 21st.
No. 9, Running—Free for all aces, one mile and re-

peat, $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second
horse.

No. 10, Running—For two-year-olds or under,
dash of one wile. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added,
$5o to second horse.

No. 11, Trotting—2:24 class, purse $500.

Fifth Day. Saturday, Aug. 23d.
No. 12, Trotting—For three-year-olds or under,

purse $300.

No. 13, Trotting—2:20 class, purse $500.

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1885.
Oakland Trotting Park.

Begins August 31st, and Ends
September 5th.

...SIX DAYS...

First Day—Monday, August 31st.

No. 1. RUNNING—GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For
two-year-olds; $^5 entrance; $15 forfeit; $15o added;
$50 to second horse. Three-quarter-mile dash.

No. 2. RUNNING -PARDEE STAKE—For all ages

;

350 entrance; $25 forfeit; $2uo added; second horse
to save stake. Two-mile dash.

No. 3.

monies.

No. 4.

monies.

TROTTING—2:34 CLASS—Purse $600. Four

PACING—2:25 CLASS—Purse £350. Three

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Alltrottiogand pacing races to be under the Na-

tional Association rules.

All running races to be under the Rules of the Pa-
cific Coast Blood Horse Association.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

CSS=For further particulars see speed programme.
KILLIP & CO., Pool Sellers.

I. DeTFRK.
President, Santa Rosa, Cal.

E. "W. DAVIS, Secretary.

I Horse dMPROVED HORSE ULOTHING.

Tuesday. September 1st.

No. 5. TROTTING—2:22 CLASS—Purse £750; open
to Tanderlynn, James H., Arab and Albert W, Four
monies.

No. 6.

monies.

No. 7. TROTTING -

Three monies.

TROTTING—2:24 CLASS-Pnxse $750. Four

YEARLINGS—Purse $150.

Wednesday, September 2d.

No. 8. RUNNING—For all ages; three-quarter-
mile dash; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $150 added; $50
to second.

No. 9.

monies,
TROTTTNG— 2 :30 CLASS—Purse $750. Four

No. 10—TROTTING—For all four-year-olds and
under; purse $400. Four monies.

Thursday. September 3d.
TROTTING—2:20 CLASS—Purse £800. Four

2 :27 CLA3S—Purse $750.

TROTTING—2:40 Class; purse $500; £250
$125 to second; £75 to third: $50 to fourth

No. 10.

to first;

horse.

No. 11. TROTTING—Two-year-olds; one mile and
repeat; purse $300; SlSu to first horse; $-0 to second;
£dU to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all; purse £400; $240
to first; $120 to second; £40 to third horse.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 3d.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year-
olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse £200; $5u to
second horse.

No. 1*. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse a'25U; entrance free; $50 to second;
$25 to third horse.

No. 15 —RUNNING—Consolation Pnrse for beaten
horses: purse $150; $5o to second horse. Entries to

close immediately after No. la is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.

No. 16. TROTTING—2 35 class; District Pnrse
$400; £240 to first; b'12o to second; £40 to third horse.

No. 17. TROTTING—2:26 Class; pUT3e $400; £240
to first; $120 to second; £4J to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2:20 Class; purse £1,000:
SSOOto first: $250 to second; $15o to third; $luG to
fourth horse.

REMARKS VND CONDITIONS

All trotting races are the best three in five; -r_=
Ave to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than
fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
tue purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on
company nomination.
National Association Rules to govern

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money Daid in. When lesB than the re-
quired number of "starters appear they may contest
lor the entrance money, to be divided as follows:

66H to the first, and WA to the second.
In all races entries not declared out bt

6 p. m. of the day preceding the bace, shall be
BEQUIttKD TOSTABT.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at tip. H. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conuitions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running raceB will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in their entries.
In trotting ra'ies drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

District horses to be owned in District June 1, 1885.

Entries to all of the above races to close with
the secretary on Saturday, August 1st. 1885.

nsp Write "Entries to Races" on outside of the en-
Telope.

J, R. WELLER, President.
A. B. Ellis, Secretary,

No II.

monies.

No. 12. TROTTING

-

IFour
monies.

No. 13. TROTTING—TWO-YEAR-OLDS—Purse $200.
Three monies

.

Friday, September 4th.

No. 14. RUNNING—For all ages; one and one-
quarter mile dash; $50 entrance; £25 forfeit; $200
added; second horse to save stake.

rf
r
:; Secured by Letters Patent iricK?:

trotting; but v

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

No. 15. TROTTLNG-
monies.

No. 16. TROTTING—Free for all three-year-olds
and under. Purse $300. Three monies.

Saturday. September 5th.

No. 17. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse 51,000
Four monies. (St. Julien barred)

No, 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse £500. Four
monies.

No. 19. LADIES EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT -

Purse $100. For the mo=t graceful ridi r. ;-5; secnml
$15; third $10. For the most skillful rider, $c5; ««-
ond $15; third $10.

:40 CLASS—Purse £500. Four

1 An improved blanket or covering, consisting of the

bady-piccc A. tlao C.audthe extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the

animal, substantially as herein described.

2 The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B. to fit the fore and bin I legs of the

animal, frout fastenings FG.and the permanent straps

or bands E, substantially as and fur the purpose herein

described. ... . _
3 The blanket or cov ring A, with its extensions B,

permanent securing-bands E, and the from fastenings

FG in combination with the elastic neck-extension if.

substantially as and fur thf? purpose herein described.

1, The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and fur the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J, having the elastic band L,
benefit li the Jaws, so that they may be allowed to more
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

G The improvement In covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blmk.-t a.having the ti.ip C,
and permanent straps or b nils fixed toll to secure it

around the body, whereby the use of loone surcingles
Is avoided, substantially as herein des^rilied.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4*2-2 and 494 Battery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified Five to enter and three to start In all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all
the races in the above programme to hold a less num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per
cent, on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of
four monies divided at the rate of fifty per cent, to
the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to second, nfteea
per cent, to third, and t*n per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; hut

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if ntcessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the re-

quired number of starters appear, they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: GG|
to the first aud 33 i to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, tne Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
ees ary, due notice being given to the parties inter-
ested at any time previous to Aug. 15th.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.
Where there Is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 8 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.

Non-starters In running races will be held for en-
trance under Rule ;i.

Racing colors to be named In entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named In then
entries.

Entries to all of the above races to close with tin.

Secretary on Saturday, August 1, 1885.

A. C. DIETZ, President.
L. WALKER, Secretary.

Office. i0 Montgomery street, S F.
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The Chicago Derby, as Witnessed
by a Trotting Scribe.

All the morning I wandered among the

horsemen to ascertain how the best judges

stood on the great race. In the days gone by

I never laid much claim to being a running-

horse follower, but I am growing to it lately,

and now I am strong in the faith. I do not

know so very much, but I am awfully willing

to learn. When the session opened at Riley's

I dropped in with two well posted men, who
were bent on doing business. I did not care

to sound either of them; their action would
give me a line on their opinions. On the

front row sat Jim Williams, just to the right

of him another man was waiting for a chance,

while directly back of them two other good
bettors were eager to invest. I leaned on the

railing, right under the eagle eye of Riley, as

he advanced to the front with "Well, boys, the

Board will now open. How much for a

choice?" Business had begun, and the Derby
was the first call. Estell was the choice,

Alta and Morris' entry alternated for second,
while two or three men were dead stuck to

pick out Ten Stone. For two days I had heard
loud praise of the first two, but why was it

that Ten Stone had so suddenly come to the

front? In two minutes I had found out. He
had shown the best mile and a half of any
horse in the pack. It was a great secret, but
they seem to he playing it open-handed. Then
comes Baldwin's entry. It goes up pretty

well, but who is buying it? Ah, ha! Jim
Williams! That is a right good pointer. A
young man that is uot a horseman sidles up
to me and asks how to win a dollar. On the
spur of the moment, and while I am ponder-
ing over Williams' action, I say, "Buy Bald-
win's entry."

All sorts of stories are afloat. The boys are

selling tips through the crowd. One of them,
sidling up to me, hails me by name, and im-
portunes me to purchase. I don't want it,

and tell him so. At that he offers to show me
his pointer, on the score of old acquaintance.
To please him I look, but, as I read the name
of an outsider, I laugh, turn away, and forget

it. Some of the buyers are evidently playing
his point. At noon I start alone for the train.

As I cross Clark street I run over Lew Glenn,
the driver of the pacer Lottie P. just in from
Freeport and victory.

"Where are you going, Lew?" said I.

"To the Derby. I kind a' like to see the
runners."
We go along toward the depot. My old

friend, Judge Lefevre, of Denver, is about the
first man 1 strike.

"How about the big race. Judge?" said I.

"Well, it is Volante or Favor, sure. Jim
Williams says nothing can beat Volante, and
I am of the same mind."

All aboard, and we are whirling away for

the park. Just as we halt at the gate the rain
comes down in a flood, and we sit still on the
train. Great Scott, how it rains! It comes in
sheets. A lady goes by in a white dress wet
as sop; her garment has a terribly clinging
look. She glances up at the train, smiles be-

witehingly, and the passengers all applaud.

After an hour's waiting, there is a lull in
the torrent, and we endeavor to escape to the
grand stand. It is made in a deal of mud.
About thirty bookmakers are yelling to an ex-
cited throng, all hungry to get done up. The list

of the mile-dashers is on the boards. "Two to

one that Tom Martin ain't one, two." "Two
to one that Bootblack don't win." "Three to
one Jennings." And the sounds of the Babel-
workers are deafening. I have lost sight of
all my trotting friends in the hubbub. The
track is a stream of water. A boy sings out,
"Programme of the boat-race, ten cents," and
they all laugh.

Everybody is jolly, for the good-natured
Secretary, Brewster, says: "The races will

go." It is a Kansas City crowd in numbers.
Fifteen to twenty thousand I hear guessed.
About ten to twelve is nearer the mark. It is

a big crowd any way, and a laughing one, too.
I am on the grounds with a motive outside of
the great race. Sheridan is the ideal starter,

and I want to know what makes him so. The
bell rings for the first race, with nine starters.

Sheridan gets up into his bos with the drum
at his feet. He tells the jockeys to go down
below him. They come the first time in a
straggling shape. The starter waves his hand
and they all turn back. Now I Bee what makes
this man a good starter. Every jockey has
explicit confidence in him. If they obey they
know he will not leave them, unless a horse
balks or sulks. How patient he is; as he
swingB his arm he smiles. Finally they dance
up together, he says, "Go!" stoops down in-

stantly, thumps the drum with his hand, and
they are off in the moneyed journey. Yes,
Sheridan is my ideal starter. I don't
know the man. I don't want to know
him. His works show me his ability.

Not one cent have I on the race, but just
behind me I see the genial countenance of
Milt Young, and oh! how I want Bootblack
to win. I haven't forgotton the story George
Rye told me in Texas. How quickly"would I

give that horse wings were I able so to do.
Tom Martin stretches himself out, and the
one, two chance gets home first. While the
two-year-olds are trying to get away, over on
the baekstretch, I wander down among the
boys in the grass, and around the pool-stand.
Not being anxious to get stung, I keep on the
outskirts of the crowd. I seeDanBrenneman,
i >f I-vcatur, former owner of Nelia; John Kelly
sjd Heniy Simons, the drivers, and a dozen

. er trotting men. All are canvassing the
chances on the Derby,

The rain has ceased, and over in the West
the harbinger of a clear sky confronts me, but

the sun is still hid. Away out yonder I see

Sheridan waving his hand at the two-year-olds

as they circle and wheel below him. Pure
Rye has to be led back about every time they

make a break, causing a long delay. When
they get way, a 40 to 1 chance France wins it

haudiiy, and I hear that Walton stands $4,000

on her. Now there is a buzz of excitement.

The event of the meeting is about to comeoff.

A man with whom I have a speaking acquaint-

ance pushes by.
"How are you fixed?" said I.

"Lost on Pure Rye."
"Back Volante," I hurl at him. In an in-

stant he pulls out two tickets calling for

SI, 200 on Volante, costing but a trifle. I

want to declare myself in with him, but don't

know him well enough. I am determined to

try and make a dollar or two, so I put in a

very small amount on Volante. There goes

Favor and Ten Stone, then Thistle, Alta and
Estell,. Tranby and the Irish Lad. Last of all

I see Verano and Volante, and, by George!

Murphy is up on the lattter. How is that? I

say to myself as I skip out to find out about
the jockeys. I feel like a winner already.

Stoval rides Tranby, Spellman is on Favor,

Kelly on Alta, Howsou on Estell, West on
Irish Pat, Jones on Verano, and Yetman on
Thistle. Estell is still the favorite, but Favor
and Volante are good mud horses and sell

right up. I am stumped to know how Mur-
phy got the mount on Volante. It was too

late to find that out then, for I must see the race.

Up to the reporters' stand I rush, to rind the

gang betting among themselves, lottery style,

pulling names out of a hat. Five short min-
utes and the horses were at the post and down
went the flag. Verano is off slightly in the

lead, meaning to make the running, but Favor
soon took the job from him and sails away in

front. Volante was third at the first half

the others quite a ways back. Around the

turn Volante fell back to fourth, and
they were so mixed I lost my grip

on them; still, I could see Favor plod-
ding along ahead through the mud. Estell

was clearly out of it, and so was Alta. Down
the baekstretch Favor was three or four
lengths ahead, the distance magnified doubly
in my mind, while Favor looked twice as big

as he was. I wondered whether Murphy evt;r

intended to make the effort. I wanted to call

out to him for heaven's sake to move up, but
he was doing the riding and I was playing the
game of checkers looking on. At a mile it

seemed to me, that unless Favor fell down,ghe
would win. How I misjudged one horse and
rider! Around that lower turn Murphy called
on his horse in earnest, and how he gained
on the leader! As Favor rounded into the
straight for home the Californian was at his
side, head and head with him. Then, and not
till then, had I the faintest hope that Volante
would win. How easy he moved along, and
how Spellman was riding Favor! Evers, one
of the reporters, who is watching them
through his glasses, takes them from his eyes,
saying: "Volante wins, sure," and he did.
Favor was ridden Strang; in fact, all were
hustled along with skill, but it was of no use.
The lightning-rod of the Pacific Slope was un-
beatable. How would it have been had the
track been dry? In my humble opinion just
the same. Not one man in ten will agree with
me, but I hold to that with a tenacity that is

unbending. He was the best horse, wet or
dry, and Jim WiDiams was right. As soon as
the race was over I at once hunted up infor-
mation about the riding of Murphy. Mr.
Baldwin gave Mr. Corrigan $1,500 for the
use of him, and SI, 000 to Murphy himself,
and he was worth it—every cent of it—for I
don't believe he would ever have wonhad this

jockey not ridden him. This is all guess-
work, but it is based upon logic, and good
common sense. As I ran into a group of
trotting menl shout, "Say, boys, I like the
runners pretty well." "So do we," they call

back at me. I hear to-night that Walton cap-
tured about $10,000, making some of the
bookmakers dizzy. Had the shower held off
a couple of hours the grounds would have
contained twenty thousand people. As it

was, the trains were crowded returning to the
city, but it was the best natured lot I ever
saw.

—

Pilgrim in 27. Y. Spirit..

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
ASSOCIATION

FIXED EVENTS 1885-86-87.

TO CLOSE

August 1st, 1885.

1885—Fall Meeting.
THE BALDWIN STAKES.

Post stake, for all ages; S250 each, p p, with S.lflOO

added, of which $100 to second, third to save slake.

Four Miles ,

1886—Spring Meeting.
THE CALIFORNIA STAKES.

For two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

S50 each, 3^5 forfeit, or $15 if declared out on or be-

fore Jan. 1st. 1886, with §400 added, second to save
stake. Hale a Mile.

THE UAXO STAKES.
For two-year-old, colts and fillies (foals of 1884); $50

each. $25 forfeit, or $15 if declared out on or before
Jan. 1st, 1860, with $J0i3 added, second to save stake.

Stake to be named after winner if Gano's time (1:16)

Is beaten. Thkee-quabtehs of a Mile.

1886—Fall Meeting.
THE LADIES STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 1884) ; $50 each ; $25

forfeit; or $15 if declared out on or b°fore AuguBt
1, 188C, with $K00 added ; second to save stake. Thbee-
QUABTEE5 OF A MILE.

THE FIXKJAX STAKES.
For two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

$50 each; i'Zo forfeit; or $15 if declared out on or
before August 1, 1886; with $400 added; second to save
stake. One Mile.

1887—Spring Meeting.
THE WESTERS S 1AKES.

For tbree-year-olds; $100 each ; $50 forfeit; or §20 if

declared out on or before August 1, 1886, or $30 if

declared out on Jan. 1, 18b7; with $500 added, of
which $200 to second, third to save stake. On'e Mile
and a Half.

THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES STAKES.
For three-year-olds; $100 each; $50 forfeit; or $20 if

declared out on or before August 1, 188G, or $3(1 if de-
clared out on Jan. 1, 1887; with $500 added, of which
$200 to second, third to save stake. One Mile and
THREE-QtTABTEBS.

1887-Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAE "STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies; $25 each, p p, with $400
added, of which $lu0 to second; third to save stake.

One Mile and a Qoabtea.

THfc FAME STAKES.
For three-year-olds; $100 each ; $50 forfeit; or $20 if

declared out on or before Jan. 1, 1887, or $30if de-
clared out August 1, 1887; with $500 added, of which
$200 to the second, third to save stake. Two Miles.

REMARKS.
All these Stakes (except the Baldwin Stakes for

1885), are for foals of 1884, colts and fillies now rating
as yearlings.
The Association reserves the right to postpone

races on account of the unfavorable condition of the
weather or track, or other sufficient cause.
Nominations to be made to the Secretary, Jos.

Cairn Simpson, 508 Montgomery street. San Fran-
cisco, Cal , on or before August 1,1985. Nomina-
tiors by mail to be valid must be plainly postmarked
on or before that date, August 1st.

Jos GaiEN Simpson, JAS. Y. COLEMAN,
Secretary. President.

Broad church, the Western correspondent of

the New York Spirit, writes from Chicago 1

"The remarkable success of the California

horses, having captured the lion's share of the
stakes and purses, is, of course, an engrossing
topic of conversation and comment. A num-
ber of the equine representatives of the Pacific

Slope, however, are very nearly first-class,

and their success is fully deserved.
At equal weights Volante can, I think,
hold his own with any three-year-old
on the turf, especially with that prince of
riders, Murphy, on his back. Talk about two-
year-olds, though, just wait until you in the
East get a look at Ed. Corrigan. He is now
nearly as large as Jim Renwiek, and magnifi-
cently proportioned. King of Norfolk is very
little inferior in size, and a clinker at that.
Just now, with the material they have on
hand; it looks as the California turfmen might
play havoc in the East, as they have already
done in the West."

The trotting stallion Ajax, foaled 1SG5,

bred by S. B. Whipple, died in the early part
of May last in Australia. He was got by
Whipple's Hambletoniun, son of Guy Miller,

dam Ashcat, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian; 2d
dam by Seely's American Star.

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 11.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev., Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Cal ,

admitted to District fjr Rac-
~?l ing Purposes.)

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
Ami Continuing Five l)n>N.

Finest Track in the Mountains, with First-

Clans Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races
. . . .o

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY.

TROTTING-Class 3:00 ,3 In 5, niile heats; purse*?m First horse, ?i:iu; second, $6); third, £U Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.
2 RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse.

§100. First horse, jijj; second, ?J0; third, 510. Fret; for
all District horses.

3. RUNNING—Mile heats, 2 in 3; purse, $200. First
horse, §120; second, $&); third, $20. Free for all.

4 RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse,
?7o. First horse, 550; second, $J5. Free for all.

Si:c«\[i |).\V.

5 TROTTING—Class 2:30, 3 in 5; pui'se, $250. First
horse, $150; second, §75; third, $25. Free for all

6. RUNNING—Two-year.olds, three-quarter mile
dash: purse, r7o. First horse, $i0 : second, $2-5. Free
for Uistri t horses.

7. RUNNING— Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.
First horse, $90; second, $15; third, $15. Free for all,

3. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
purse, $110. First horse, $34; second, $12; third, >14
Free for all.

9. RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end of each mile , and use six or
more norses; purse, $2jj. Three to enter two to start.
First horse, $150; second,$50. Owner to furnish stables.

THIRD DAY.
10. TROTTING—2: JO class, 3 in 5, mile heats; pnrse

$250. First horse, $150; second, $75; third, $26. Free
for all.

11. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse, $125. First horse,
875; second. 837.50; third, Sli.dO. Free for District
horses.

12. TROTTING-Fonr-vear-olds orunder, 3 In 5, mile
heats; purse, $2 in. First horse, 8120: second, $tU;
third, $20. Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
1:30—Purse, $50. First hoise,$3D; second, $15; third, $5.
Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOURTH DAY.
11. TROTTING—2:50 class, 3 in 5; purse, $200.

First horse. $120; second, $60; third. $20. Free
lor District horses.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat; purse. $1D0.
Firsthorse,$B0;second,$3j; tliird, $10. Free for all.

1G. RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dash; purse
$150. First horse, $9J; second, *f.v third, $15 Free for
all.

17. TROTTING^?ingle buggy, 2 in3. owner to drive

;

pnrse, 875. First horse. $5j; second, $2-3, Free for
District horses.

FIFTH DAT.
18. TROTTING—3in5;purse,$l&3. Fir^t horse, $210:

second, $129 third, $10. Free for all.

19. WALKING—Stallions, one mile; purse, $-50. First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; purse, $330
First horse, $130; second, $90; third, $30. Free for all.

21. TROTTING-Double teams, mile and repeat-
purse, $125. Fir.nteam. $75; second, $:-,?; third. $13 Free
for District horses. Untrained teams must pull buggy
owners to drive.

GLASS-BAXL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $so. First, $50; second, $20; third. $10.
Entries to be made at time of shooting. Not less than
five to enter. Entrance fee, $5.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. si., on Tuesday,
September 1st 1885.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex,
color and marks of horses. Also name and residence
of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write '-Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse.
In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to Snish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owDed and kept in the District sis (6)
months prior to the day of the race, and any entry
by any person of any disqualified horae shall be held
liable for the entrance fee coniracted, without any
right to compete for a purse, and shall be held liable
to penalties prescribed by the National Association
and Rules of the State Agricultural Society, and ex-
pulsion from the Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on th? closing day of the Fair, it may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.

In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-
tries required to till and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows: 66; to the lirst and 33i to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start bis horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only be

entitled to bis own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse, and a horse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only, A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parlies interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ling races v. ill be conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m . sharp.
J. R. Murray , J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Fenn ell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now In use by ALL the principal Breeders
and TralnerB throughout the Dnited States. I shall
offer them a1 low prices, and Croro their superior fit-

ting qualities ami the excellent materials uned tiiev are
pronouneed by experts the cheapest boots made."

J. O'KAJTO, 367 Market St..

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddler
(Joods of all !. miiI.:.
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Petaluma Fair.

Purse §500. One

Agricultural District, No. 4.

COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Sonoma, Marin, Napa
and. Lake.

AlGl'ST S5tb to 39lli (Inclusive. 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, Au-nsi 25tTi r

No. l.RUN.-iING-Freefor all. Purse 5400 One
and a quarter mile dash.

No. 2. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse §800.
No. 3-TROTTIXG-DISTRICT-For two-year-olds.

Purse $200; mile heats; best two in three.

WEDNESDAY, August 26th.

No. 4. RUNNING—DISTRICT—For all ages. S25
entrance; zlu forfeit; 5100 added; S25 to second horse
One mile dash.

So. 5-TROnTNG-2:I<2 class. Open to all eligible
and the following: James H., Tanderlvn. Arab and
Albert W. Purse $1 ,000.

Ho. 6. TROTTING—2
-.26 class. Pnrse £800.

THX'RSDAT, August 37th.

No. 7. RUXNING-For two-vear-olds. $50 en-
trance; 325 forfeit, or 510 if declared ont by August
15th. and 525 if declared out by 6 p. si. the day be-
fore the race; S15U added; 5100 to second horse
Tnree-quartermile dash.

No. 8. RCNNTNG—Free for all
mile and repeat.

No. 9.- PACING. Free forall. Purse SG00.

FRIDAY. August 2Stb.

No. 10. RCANING-SELLING RACE. Purse 5200"
entrance free; -550 to second horse. Fixed valuation
Sl.oOU; to carry entitled weights; two pounds off for
each 510U below and two poinds added for each SlQO
above fixed value. One mile and repeat.

No. 11. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2 :ifl class Parse
?4U0.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse £300.

SATURDAY, August «9tli.

No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. £50 entrance; 5"5
forfeit, or 510 forfeit if declared out by August loth,
and £25 if declared out by 6 p. m. the day before the"
race. £200 added; 5100 to second horse. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 14. RUNNING-CONSOLATION PURSE—5150;
£5D to second horse. Horses beaten once allowed 5
pounds, twice 10 pounds, three times 15 pounds
from their entitled weights. One mile dash.
No. 15. TROTTING-2:20 class. Puree 51,200.

No. 16. TROTTING-DISTRICT-For gentlemen's
roadsters. To be handicapped IhB day before the
race. Purse BI50. Owners to drive unless stipulated
by agreement.

—O

—

CONDITIONS. "

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to acconipanv
nominations.
In all trotting, pacing, and in running races Nos. 1

and 8, four moneys, viz: 5u. 25, 15 and lu percent.
All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified
National Association Rules to govern trottin", and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to "o'vern
running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right co trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of anv
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance tee and one-balf of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. m, of the day precedin-
the race.

°

Unless otherwise ordered by tb" Board,:no horse is
qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (C> months prior
to the day of the race, and any entrv by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the en-
trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

If. in the oninion of the judges, anv race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off. at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to'start,
but the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all heats.
Rices commence each day at I o'clock p. ». sharp.
Stables, bay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1885, -with Secretary.

J. II. WHITE. President.
W, E. COX, Secretary, P. O. 270, Petaluma, Cal.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing",

WITH AN APPENDIX
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Round-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long.'

-Shakespeare.

Tips and Toe 'Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedee asd Spobtsmax , San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has bad many years of experience in training trotters as4 runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses* feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he bad hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common Bystem of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, ?1.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

" Tips and Toe "Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breedek axd Spobtsi* an. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he ha3 read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting tor a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not- Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Beeedeb asd Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of s.11 legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. T.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect toe toe'of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2 :20a. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send 51.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as. you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:203, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injur;' to his foot when afoal it was the "universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and twr>-year-old, and this pa3t season, when three yearsold, he won the Occident
Stakes, £1,221, in which he got a record of 2:293, last half in 1:13.}; first money in purse at Sacramento,
S~0Q; second money at Stockton, i-5:>;tbe Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo. @B70, making a cash
return for the season of 3-1,511. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when, first pat in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the BnEEDEii and Sportsman will L>e given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent niicroscupist to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot

of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fullv convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as

thoroughlvas the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TKADE SUPPLIED OK" FSUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part o£ the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OF GUNS. RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOB-

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
31 I I. A M • s KI9TICKI REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY— 15 St. Mary'e Square, BinaJugb&m, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 635 MOSTOOMEB1" ST.. S. F.

Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

NEVADA
. . . AND . .

.

Placer Counties.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both sexes lor sale, Postoffice address,

San Francisco, Cal.

RACTNGPLATES.
RACING PLATES OR TRAINING SHOE* op

any bUh or weight, fowarded on receipt of price,
!2..Vi per set. All plates am! shoes guaranteed to he of
the best material and workmanship. Simples can be
een at the office of the Bbkeder and M'"KI-mas-,

AfltlM-ts. H.J.OLEARV.
San Biu-na Ventura, < aL

Glenbrook Race Track,
A MEW MILE TRACK.

SPEED PROGRAMME FOR 18S5.

FIRST DAT-Tnesday, Sept. 1st.

No. 1. CRICKET MATCH, at 9:30 o'clock a. if. forclubs in .District. Parse $75.

^> w
«TROTTIXG-For horses owned in the Dis-

|TuS!Vhird
C
S.iu

6S ' 6 *** ; fiTSt horse Wfi0: Becond

No. 3. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse $600- first
horse$3o0;secoud$17S;third$75.

„^°- 4 - TROTTING-Three-year-olds. Free for all

8us>thfrdl!i0 ^

Purse?Wu; first borae $360; second

- ^ - 5 - ."WALKING MATCH- For stallions ownedinthe District. Purse $iuQ; first horse 570; secoiid$23

SFAOA'D DAT- Wednesday. Sept. 8<L

No. 6 RUNNING-NATIONAL HOTEL STAKE—Free forall. *** entrance; $ii iorteit: ^ajU added;
secondhorse$2tAi; third $ioo. One mLe and repeat.

<*&*-& 5?n!!!IMG - NEVADA CITY MINESTAKE—lor two-year-olns. $25 entrance: $lu for-
feit; r_-:0 added; second horse $10"; third $50. Lash ofa half-mile.

c?°-J- KPKSENG-WTOMIKG MINE STAKE
tree for all. $2o entrance; $io forfeit: $300 added
second horse §100; third $o0. Da&h of one and a half
miles.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock p. it.

No. 10. TROTTING-For two-vear-olds owned in the
District. Purse S3W); first horse $1S0; second$so; third

THIRD DAT—Thursday. Sept. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RiCES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10
o clock a. m„ open to the District; 'purses aggregat-

or* -
I2

;
TKOTTING-2:S0 class. For District horses.Purse $400; first horse $250; second $100; third $o0.

No 13.TROTTING-2:22 class. Open to Vander-
lyn, James H. and Albert W. Purse $l,0u0; first horse
$W0; second J250; third $150; fourth $100.

No 14. RUNNING—SADDLEHORSE STAKE—
.For horses owned in the District; catch weights $10
entrance; $U«j added; first horse 50 per cent.* second
20 per cent.; third 15 per ceut.; fourth, lu per cent
fifth o per cent. Dash of a mile.

FOl'KTH DAT-Friday, Sept. 4th.

No 15 RUNNING-WALRAIH STAKE. Free
forall $o0 entrance; 825 forfeit; $6CO added; second
horse$200; third $100. Two miles and repeat.

Rftan ISri^°^?7NAi?B2W GAUGE P. A IL-ROAD STAKE. Free forall. $25 entrance; $10 for-
feit; ?2oO added; second horse $luo; third $0 Three-
quarters ot a mile and repeat.

,
Xo:l"- RUNNING-SOUTH YUBA STAKE-Free

forall. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; 820u added: second
horse S7o; third $oo_ One and one eighth miles.

No 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse $800; firsthorse $450; second $250; third $100.

FIFTH DAT-Saturday, Sept. 5th.

No. 19. LADIES' TOURNAMENT at 10 o'clock a.

No. 20. RUNNING-UNION HOTEL STAKE-For
horses owned in the District. $35 entrance- $10
forfeit; fiSO added. One-half mile and repeat.

No. 21. TROTTING-?: 10 class. Purse $600; first
horse S&*0; second $175; third |7o.

No. 22. TROTTING-Free for allfSt. Julien barred)
Puree? 1 ,2ou ; first horse $G00; second f»00; third Siaj;

REMARKS A3tD <4»DITH»S.

All trotting and pacing races are tho b^t three in
five. except the two-year-old, unless otherwise sped.
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the bo.ird
reserves the right to hold a less uumber than fi\e to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of auv two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any "dav's
racing, or to trot a ppecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall he entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they in 1.

.
m,i. st f..r the

entrance money, to be divided as folly"--: 1 1 to the
first, and S4X to second.

Inall races, entries not declared out by 6 p m of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.
Where there Is mora than one entry by one person

Drinone Interest, the particular bone they ,ir. to
start nuiBt he named by Up. m. the day preceding the
race. No added money paM for a walk-over.
Rulesofth-- State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions" named are
othetwlse.

I Racing colore to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will he required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must he namealn their
entries.

Ail races In which District horses are enten
niOSl have been owned in tli>- District prior to Jl
18&5. except when specified free for all.

Entries to all of the above raceo to close with tho
secretary <-n Saturday, Angnal 1st,

A. 'lYALHATH, President.
Nev ida City.

Uco, Fletcher. Secretary.
P. O. Address, Grass Valley.

D. E. MORGAN, Assistant-Secretary,

P. O, Addres
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STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885.

(FIVE DAI'S IKCXCSrVE.)

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

N. B.—In all races in which, more than ten paid

up entries are received, $200 will be added by the As-

sociation, to be added as follows: Extra S50 to each

horse than wins a part of the purBe.

TUESDAY, Sept. S2d.

No 1. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse $800.

No. 2. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2:40 class.

J1.00U.

No. 3. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—4-year-old
clasB. (Closed with S nominations.) §1,000.

No. 4. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2-year-old, or un-
der, clasB. Best 2 in 3 . $800.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 23d.

No. 5. RJNNING—DISTRICT—2-year-old, or un-
der, class. Mile dash. §800.

No. 6. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST-Free for all.

Mile and repeat. $800.

No. 7. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:20 class.

81,600.

No. S. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2-year-old
claps. (Closed with 8 nominations.) §1,000.

LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM—DISTRICT— (five

moneys) §100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 24th.

No 9-TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2;26 class.

$1,000.

No. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT—4-year-old, or un-

der, claBs. SfOO.

No. 11—PACING—PACIFIC COAST-Free for all.

3800.

LADIES* EQESTRIANISM-PACIFIC COAST-
(Five moneys.) $100.

FKID.iV. Sept. 35Ui.

No. 12. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST-Selling
race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation,

$1,000. Two pounds off for each $100 below and 2

pounds added for each $100 above fixed value. $S00.

No 13 RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST NOVELTY
RACE—For all ages. Two miles. §100 to each half-

mile, balance to winner of last half. §450.

No 14. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2:2£ class.

Open to Albert W. Vanderlynand James H. Manon
barred. $1,200."

No 15. TROTTING-PACIFIC CO AST—3-year-old
class. (.Closed with 7 nominations . ) $1 ,000.

SATURDAY, Sept. fcfiih.

No. 16 RUNNING- DISTRICT—Free for all. Mile
and repeat. $800.

No 17. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-Free for

all. $1,600.

No. 18. TROTTING—DISTRICT— 3-year-old, or un-

der
' ass. §800.

No 19. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2;30 class.

81,000.

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations. „„

,

c _ ,JC

Id all races except No. 13 four moneys, viz.: 50, 25,

15 and 10 per cent.
All races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.

National Association Kulusto govern trotting, and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running, except as herein stated.

The Boaid reserves the right to trot or run heats of

anv two races alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats, also to change the day and hour f any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walkover in anv race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance tee and one-half of the entrance re-

ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and

^A horse w'huiing'a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneva. In race No. 7 one or more heats re-

quired to be trotted in 2:21 or better. In n« ^ 17

one or more beats required to be trotted in 2:19 or bet-

ter; otherwise treatedaa a walkover.
The winner of the mile and repeat, or the mile and

one sixteenth and repeat, tree purses (or all ages, of

tin- stnt«- F.iir Programme for !**,>, starting in race

N« R will be required to carry five pounds extra.

Unless otherwise ordered hy the Hoard, no horse is

qualified to he entered in any District race that has

not been owned in the District six Uh months prior to

the day of the race, and any entry by anv person of

anv dii.iualifi'-d hm- shall I".- h-l.l liable for the n-

tra'nce fee contracted, without any right to compete
fora purse, and shall he held liable to i.ena ties pre

scribed bv the National Association and kules ol the

State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this

Association. . , . ,

If in the opinion of the judges, any racecannot.be
finished on the closing day of the Fair it may he con-

tinned or declared off. at the option ol the judges.

In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to start

hut the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-

tionate amount of the puree. .... . . . tUa
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the

Tiotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all tieats.

K-ices commence each day at I o'clock P. M. sharp.

Stahies, hay and straw free to competitors.

Entries close August 1st, 1885, with the Secretary.

I„ u. SHIPPEE, President.

J. M. LaRne, Secretary.

P.O. B«S 188, Stockton t
Cal.

The Peoria Blackbird and Trap.
(Patents Allowed.)

The Most Perfect Breakers

The Most Uniform in Flight.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST TARGET
UtADE.

We Challenge its Equal.
LARGE SUPPLY ON HAND.

Circulars un Application.

B. T. Allen,
Sole Agent For Pacific Coast

416 MARKET STREET,
San Francisco.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stock
now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERT PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTIT7, ft"N"E! PPTfTE PTiAl\T Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
XJ-LJJ U±iJ-J 1 ItlVU I UUDI prieeof every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13]-, and double team -with fastest record, 2:15^

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at SI50 the season.

ABERDEEN 27.
Sfre of Hattie "Woodward, 2:15*, &c. Limited to E

mares at S150 the season.

ALECTO 25 8.
By Alniont, out of Violet, by Hamhletonian 10.

I
Limited to un mares at 850 the season.

GRANDMONT 2147.ALMONT WILKES 2131.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. ! By Alniont, out of Badoura, by C. M, Clay. Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2:15.
10 mares at §50 the season.

|
Limited to 10 mares at $50 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired.15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of
2:20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. 2s

T
o return privileges will he allowed for

mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year J8P5 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by emiuent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpir, the great Fremh writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Bill Aye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of Philip II. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.
Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble. The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, S3 00 : six months,

S1.75; three months, SI.00; by carrier, in the city, 35
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at
reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE I NOBIS 1 1) a, 719 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht

on Wheels.
The iNGLEsrDE was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 560,000. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowp!1,R.P. Ashe, Williard Wells.
H. D. Bigelow, "W. R. Ashe.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

vsmifiM

SAFEST AND BESFFOR GENERAl/'USE,
To Control and Educate the Trotter, Roadster.

or Carriage Horse, and to Break the 4'olt.

NO HOKSi; < AN GET HIS TO>«l'E OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure I'ullmg. Side Pulling'*'
I-iigging-Tongue Lolling, and will * ot make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. "W. W.BAIR. of Cincinnati, 0„ writes that it wonted to

his complete satisfaction.
MR. JOHN MURHPY, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use bv every horseman as an article of great merit.
The fL-tn of HIGBLE & PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111. Bay: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
Bide-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W.PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y., says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN,' Great Meadow Farm
ComstockB, N. Y„ claim it is tho best they ever tried

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege
xamination. No. 1, nickel. S3; No. 2, ex. nickel, $4; No. 3, half silver, ororolde, S5: No. 4, full silver

or oroide, S6. For sale by all dealers iu harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering (jive Width ol' Mouth. Measuring From Outside ot Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPBLIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Rewarc of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements ol' this Bit. Look lor Mimic aud Date ol' Patent on each
one.

Secured bv Letters Patent, July 35, 188%.
Having thus described my Invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:
1. The part D,supported by tile side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved Minds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give fu\\ freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. in a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as an . for the purpose herein
described,

5. In a bridle , and in com ination with the blinds F,
supported ai d pivoted tn the bridle so ns to he mova-
ble about the point of support, tbe adjustable front
straps or bands G and PI, ami the lear band I and the
throat-late h or lash connected with the Minds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are tbe claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as
Is induced hy toe.weights. This is especially the case
when young colls are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Aiiee without the strain of weights on tbe
feet.
For bridles of alt descriptions apply to

JOHN A. .McKHRRON.
No. 230 audita Ellis St. San Francisco.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for TrottiDg, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., San Francisco

A. S. THOMSON,

Hunters' Resort,
Former Is- Victor's Place,

SAUSALITO.
On Sau Rafael Road, three miles from Sausalito.
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The Annual

State Fair

Remarks and Conditions.

.AT.

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME
FIRST DAY-Thursday, Sept, 10th.

TJROTTIJS'G.

No. 1. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1SS3

with eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, S60O. 2:35 class.

SECOND DAY-Friday, SEPT. lttli.

RUNNING.
No. 4. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—Fortwo-

year-olds; ?Jo entrance; $10 forfeit; ?-50 added: 930 to
second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS" STAKE
—For foals of IBS2. Closed in 1884 with nine nomina-
tions; $50 entrance, p. p.; -?300 added; $lfl0 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

No. 6. THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
?50 entrance ;?15 forfeit; 5300 added; 5100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE 5250—Entrance fiee; ?50to
second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds off for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $luO above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY-Saturday, Sept. 12th.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-TEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

$1,000—Closed Starch 10, l&So, with eight nominations

No.9. TROTTING PURSE, 31.2&J—3:00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:21 class*
fManon barred].

FOURTH DAY—Monday. Sept. 14 til.

RUNNING.

No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds
?UX) entrance; $25 forfeit: $300 added. Three miles
Closedinl^Sl.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages;
$25 entrance: 5i0 forfeit; 5250 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—
For foals of 1883; 9100 entrance : 525 forfeit; $250 added.
Closedin lUM with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. H. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $50 entrance; $2. forfeit; $15 declaration; $500

added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by S o'clock p. >i. Two and i quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAY-Tuesday, Sept. lath.

TROTTING.

No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,
1,000. Closed March 10, 1&S5, with twelve nominations.

No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, 81,200-2:36 class-

No. 13. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-
mile heats; $50 entrance; 525 forfeit; $200 added. Stakes
and added monev divided as follows: First colt, six-
tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one-
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNT SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies; 525 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
$50tosecond. Five furlongs.

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds: $R0 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $1mQ to
second; third saves stake. One mile and three-
quarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en-
trance free; 550 to second; fixed valuation, 91JU00; two
pounds off for each $luo below and two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five

furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, ?300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday. Sept, Uth.

TROTTING.
TROTTING PURSE-?1,200. 2:27 class;

TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board

i

reserves the rieht to hold a less number than five to
;

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent. on purse, to ac-
company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses

' divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per
rent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.

[ National Association Rules to govern trotting; but
i the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
. classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

I
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to he divided as follows

:

66j to the first, 33i to the second.
In all races entties not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to startf
Where there is more than one entry by one p*rson,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by ti p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
Otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

Entries to all of the above races (except fixed
events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday,
August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
npon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

EnwTN" F. Smith, Secretary.

$10,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

No. 16. Running—Purse 3200; $100 to first

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running— Consolation parse; en-
trance free; $100; $70 to tirst; $30 to second;
one and one-qnarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times. 10 pounds. Entries
to be made wjthin tire minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAY-Saturday. Oct. 17th.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all;

purse $300, first horse ^200; second horse
$100.
* No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;
three in five; pnrse $400; first horse $250;
second horse $150.

REMARKS A>D COM»ITIO>S.

BE NO,
WASHOE COUSTV, XEVADA,

Commences October 12th
A>"D COJiTOXES OXE WEEK.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Comities ol
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Caeey, Sacramento. J. D. Care, Salinas.
R.P. SAEGEXT.Gilroy. John Eoggs, Colusa.

P. A. Ftn-igax, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland k
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities

and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders* sales, similar to
those 60 suoeessfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KILLIP & CO« 116Montgomerystreet.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices ot the Directors ol the State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en

titled "Ad Act to provide for the management
and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1SS5.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-Monday, Oct. Uth.

Running—Pnrse S100; $75 to

to second. Three-quarters of a

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIErt
UGGIEp

and

WAGONS.

No. 23.

NO. 24.

91,000—Closed Mtrch lQth, 1^55, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, 31.200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 18th-

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-year-

olds; SS0 entrance; 325 forfeit; 32-30 added; 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13

penalized albs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No. 27-THE SH \FTER STAKE—For three-year-
olds: $o0 entrance ; $25 forfeit; 3100 added; 3luo to sec-

ond; 350 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No. 28. THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all ages;
*50 entrance: 315 forfeit; 3300 added; 3100 tosecond;
850 to third;?2w additional if 1:41 jrf is beaten, stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time
(l:42}i) is beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FREE PURSE, 3300—For all ages; $50 to

second. Gnemile and one-sixteenth andrepeat.

38IXTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING, PURSE *1,200; 2:23 Class.

[Sister barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE 11.200. 2 :30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING' PURSE 31,500. 2:20 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 18S6-S7

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme

:

No. 1-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals of 16S3; to be run at the State Fair of 1*SS; 960

entrance, p.p.; 3300 added, of which 3100 to second and
$50 to third. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals

of IS*), to be run at the state Fair of 1886: 3 loo entrance;
$25 forfeit; 3250 added. Secondhorse, 3100; third, 350.

One mile.

No.3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—Tor foals

of 1S84. to be run at the State Fair of 1887; 350 entrance,
p. p.; 8300 added. Second hor3e, 3100; third, 350. One
mile and a half.

ANT STYLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTESTIOS' GIVES' TO

Painting
,

varnishin(J

Alterations and Repairs.

OFE1CE AND FACTORY.

(317 AM) 1319 MARKET STBEE1

Between Is inth and Tenth Streets . San Fr ancisco

.

M. J. McCUE, Proprietor.

He>try Payot. Isaac Uphah.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOIJESAI.E ANTJ IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,

Blank Book Manufacturers,

104 Sansome Street, >ear Pine,

SAN FBANCI3CO.

No. 1.

first; 525
mile.

No. 2. Kcn-ning—The Silver State Stake—
For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-
ciety to add §100: dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance §30; S10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry a ponnds extra, and any filly that

has won two races S ponnds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 ponnds ex-

tra; second tilly to save entrance.

No. 3. Sunning—Pnrse $200; S100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno State—For
two-year-old fillies; 525 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$50 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAV—Tuesday, Oct. 13th.

No. 5. Tbotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse
$200: first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. *4th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. S. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; $150 added; two and s

quarter miles; second horse to receive $50
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

lOlRTII DAY-Thursday. Oct. 15th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 class; free for all;

best three in five; purse $400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY-Friday, Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;
entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the
second in that day's race five pounds and the

third three pounds over the rule weight.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1SS5. Entries for the purses mnst be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for
Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California east
of the Sierra Nevadas for sis months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Hebbeei H. Beows, 1LP.
Nugent W. Bbow>-,

Geo. H. H:l::t.s,
C. Bruce Lowe,

TBADIXG A8

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

and PropertyAuctioneers, Horse, Cattle,

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
Imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
Keferences kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, Esq ,

and ilajor Bathbone of San Francisco,
BKOWX I!KOS. A. < <>..

Wright, Heaton's Buildings.
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wale*.

DOG COLLARS
-AND-

FUENISHIXGS.
Onr 1885 <'atalo£nie, which \h now

ready. contai is 2t pas^s. on which are
illustrated over 3,000 styles of

DOO COLLARS, LOCKS,
LEADERS, BELLS,

WHIPS, MUZZLES,
SHIPPING BOXES. KENNELS.

BISCUIT, MEDICINES.
And all Furnishings Pertaining to the Dog.

To insure the receipt of Catalogue, send 35 cents In
postage stamps or postal note.

Medford Fancy Goods Co.,

101 CHAMBERS STREET. HEW YORK
I. BREMER. Geiieral Manager.

[P. 0. Box 8771.]

John A. McKerron,

MaNUFACTUBER of

FINE HARNESS
AO.ENT FOB CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track T1

230 S 232 Ellis St.

A Specially.

opF.FaGhlonSUkt'K
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itiiHiiii
TIME SCHEDULE

Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot
(Townsend Street, between Third and Fuurth Streets)

San Francisco.

LEavk
j
Coinmenc ia:j May 11, 1S85. I *^fJ.™

830 aj^
10:40 a
tl:30p| I

3:30PM gan Mateo, Redwood and

4mI\\ MeJoPark.
6:30 P' |

$11:45 r I

ti.-lH A
•8:1U

A

9 :03 a
•10 :02 a
*3 :8fi v
t4 59 p
6*0P
J7:ot'P

10:4010 :40 A
-*3:30p >Santa Clara, .San Jose and

n:iKj a
'

1 D :'•: A

3*30 PI >santa uiara, inui joac aim -,
j

*3:36P
4*25 p I Principal Way SUtiuns. J |

fi^W p

\j t. t3:lo P

10-10 a. ( Oilrov, Prtjitru, Castroville, i j *10:02a
*3':30P' S Salinas and Monterey. {

' fi:00 p

i"1 Watsonville, Camp GoortaH, ( I

10:40a 1 Aptos, New Brighton, So-; 10
„
:02

„
A

•3:30 p ,

squel (.Camp Capitola) and7 I
MOp

t7:50
'} Monterev aii'l ^aut.i Cruz, i

1
L

' j (Sunday Exclusion) I

•§30 p \ Hollister aud Tres PinoB-
\

10 ;40 a Soledad ami W-ty Stations
"

a—Morning. p.— \fternuon.
Sundays excepted. +R mdaysonly . JTheatre trail

Satuwiiys only.

Trains are run oq Pacific Standard Time, furnished

by Randolph & Co
Sta(.e CONNECTIONS are made with the HMO a.m.

Train, except Pescaaero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, and Pacific Congress Spring Stage via

Santa Clara, which connect with fi:3n a. m. Train.

Special Rofnd-trip Tickets, <xt reduced rates to

Monterev, Aptos, Poquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-

dero; also to GUroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs

EXCtJKSIOX TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

For Sundays only, < for l:S0P. m. train; good for re
( turn same day.

For Saturday, ( Sold Saturda y and St/nda v only

;

Sunday and\ good for return until following Moii-
Mondav, I day, inclusive, at Hu* fallowing rutes:

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Bruno....
MiUbrae
Oak Gw)ve...
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park

.

Mayfield

satto Round Trip
Moil from San
Tkt. Francisco to

Mount'n Viev
Lawrences.....
Santa Clara-
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos —
Soquel
Santa Cruz....
Monterey

Sun.
Tkt.

Si 50
l 50
1 75
1 75
2 75
? 00
3 on
3 00
?, UN

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. G13 Market
Btreet, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. PasB. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers,
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with Bpeed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shoo tine: and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MUST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may be had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish"Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE VNSURPASSED,
haying a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feetl for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQFEI. AND SANTA CBC7,
18 VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sa-> Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, »eer
an 1 1 Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached bv this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo ior those wt-il-kiiuwn Ketreats. PURIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORTO and PESCADKRO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at arid about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HOS'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a ahort distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Oars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.

i- rWu order to guard against accidents to Dogs
while in transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather caseB may be
v-aken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—PaBoenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market st.. Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintejute t, Aeet, Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

%\xt Ifaeeflje* mul ^porismatt. July 18

YERBABUENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED IN THE A. J. C. C. OF NEW YORK.

REIORDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK:

MART ANNE OF ST LAMBERT, 3fi fas. I2rJ ozs., 1 week, A. J. 0. C. test; 8C7 lbs. 143 ozs. in 11 months.
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 Its. 21 ozs.. ] week, A. J. C. C. teit.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 fas. 4* ozs., 1 week.
EUROTAS, 778 fas. in II months.
MON PLASIER, 18} fas., 1 week
VALUE 2d, 16 fas. 12fc ozs. in 7 days.
Blood relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale by

HENRI' PIERCE. San Francisco.

Jerseys not registered in tlie A. J. C. C. of New York are called £»-ades and sell at hall-

price at the East.

Stallion for Sale.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

Snp't Running Horee Dep't,

Palo Alto atock Farm.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on baud, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at toy stock-farm, Oak Gnne, San Mateo Co.,
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pies from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.
APP ]y to Wm. Corbitt,

318 California St.,

San Francisco.

Agricultural Park.
dan. McCarthy

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Point Lobos
road and removed his stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horses to bis list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIONS,
MARES. GELDINGS. BROODMARES, ROADSfERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower priceB
than have heretofore ruled for the same class of
stock. An inspection of thp animals by all interested
is invited.

A. Ewrso. C. S. Ewiso.

Pool Room Saloon,
VIO Dl'PONT STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new roomB, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Bbeedeb and Spodtsman, N. Y. Spi 1- '**. and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Which, ijiquors,

and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.
EWiNG BROS.. Proprietors.

TPE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast, All the latest novelties

nd improvements in this line recently imported.
The stock is well worth Inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.

6AN FRANCISCO.

The Standard Bred Trotting: Stallion

ALCONA, 730,
Belongingto A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NER, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

BRED BY«KKEBALW.T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, IS. 7. Sired hy

Almont, 3t, bv Alexander's Abdallah, 15. by Rysdyk's
Haiubletonia'n, w.bv Abdallalil, Dam by Mambrino
Chief, 11, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Almont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

bv Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full IK}-', hands; bright chestnut; has large,

clean limbs; large,"flit bone; large, smooth hocksand
joints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud conditiou. He
has never been trained or handled for speed, but is

finely gaited. very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hambletonianand Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2:110 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Almont. his sire, and sire

of Piedmont 2fi; Alexander's Abdullah, his grandsire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, fi; Rysdyk's Hambleton-
ian.his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39 ; Abdullah i, his

g. g. g.sire.J; Slambrino Chiei.sire of Lady Thorn,
b; Pilot, Jr., 9.

Take notice, he is not only descended from the two
greatest and most poimlar trotting families,
but through the best and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid §27,600. Also -to Allie West.S-
vear-old record of 2:2o, and sire of Jewett, 2:22>i;

Rachel B., 2 :2SJ^, and other fast ones. Half-b-other
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:27. Rostick's Almont, Ji., 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona.and 15

oth r sons of Almont that have sired winners of pubUc
races, many of them making records of 2 :30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:20.

The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bore and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting bat
road anil carriage or par horses on the Pacific coast.
H is colts have never been handled for speed , but they
areallremaTkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
good feet.clei'ii limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
McLafeitv, of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcolia, Jr.,

was offered, but refused, ? \nn for him when three
Years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Sir. skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previously disposed of,

he will be tiken to the California State Fair tins sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. '-OOT3RICH,
Jordan Vallev. Oregon, or

SILAS SKINNER.
Kapa, Cal.

BAY DISTEICT
ASSOCIATION.

1885. 1885.

Fall Meeting.
Solico lor Entries lor Trotting: Season.

SATURDAY, August 1—Free for all pacers, purse
Serin.

TUESDAY August i—2:24 class: purse 8G0P.

WEDNESDAY. August fi—2:40 class, purse $600.

THURSDAY. August C—2: .2 Class; purse S75U.

Oncn to all eligible to tbis class, and the following:
Albert W., James H and Vandeilynn.
FRIDAY, August 7-2:30 class: purse $600.

SATURDAY, August 8—2:20 class; purse $1,000.

CONDITIONS.

All races a-in-5. In harness*, 6 or more to enter,

3

or more to start.

Entrance 10 per cent. All purses divided CO, 30

and 10 per cent to first, second and third horses.

TIip Association reserves the rlgbtto close with a

less number for any of the contests, by the withdrawal
of a propurtionate amount of the purse.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE with the Secretary, 14H5 Cali-

fornia street, Thursday, July 23, 1885
N. T. SMITH, President.

T. W. Hi.NCHM.vx, Secretary-

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 14th, 1885.

Trains leave, anil are due io arrive at
Oakland Kerry, loot of Market St., Kan
Francisco as tullows:

L K A V E
(FOR)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(FROM)

tS:on a ai Bvrou 16:10 P M
8 :00 a M i.iili.-Ui^.i and Napa •10:10 a M

•4:00 p M 6:10 p M
7:30 A M Colfax. 5:40 p m
7 :3U A M Delta, K l i j i j _ and Portlanil «:4<i P M

*\i 30 P M ..;.„GaltvJa Martinez *10:40 a m
S:0U a m lone via Livermorc 5:40 P M

•5:U0 e m Liviimore and i leasanton... «.i:40 A M
8 .tO A M 6:10 I- M
*S:0U a m Milton •7:10 P X
a:30 p M .. ( Mojave, Dendue, \ K.xpress.. 1«':40 A M
7-.U) P M ... J'EI Paso and Fast. 1 Emigrant 6:10 a x
lUHU AM .. ..Niles and Haywards 3:10 p M
3 ;u0 P M ll:lu A M
7:00 P M ... ( East 1 Emigrant 6:10 a m
7 :3'J a M Red Bluff via MarvBTille 5:10 P M
8:<fl A v Sacramento, via Livermore.. 5:40 p H
7 ;3iJ a M " via Benlcia 6.-40 P M
3 :00 P M " via tfenicia 11:10 A 1C

4:'J0 p m '* via Benicia 10:10 A H
•4:00 p si Sacramento River steamers.. •6:00 a h
8:1.0 a si San Jose •3:41' p M

tl0:U0 a m " !:;: !'i P M
3flU PM 0:4il a M
8:'Ki a M Stockton via Livermore 5:« p M

*a.30 a M " via Martinez •7:10 p m
*S-M P M " via Martinez •10:40 a M
*9 :30 a si Tulaie and Fresno *7: 10 P M

Fruiii Sun liniiiivii Ikutly.

Tu EAST UAKLA.NJJ—"H;iW—"b:*»—7:00—7:3>i—o;m>—
8:30—9:00—!):tti.i-lu:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—1^:80
—1:00—1 :3U—2 1)0—2:m—3:00 — 3:30— 1 :(»— 4:30 — 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—»:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —

9:00.

TO FlttTIT VALE (via Alameda)-*9:30—6:30-111:00
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—1:20—8:00— *8:30 —
9 :00—9:30— 10 :00-110 :30-l 1 :00—til :30—12 :00—J12 :30—
1:00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 1:30— 5:00—5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—»12:00.

TO BERKELEi'—•6:00—-6:3u—7:00—*7:W— mW—*&:&i
—9:00—19:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—111:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00— 4 :00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *tJ:i«— "6:30— 7:00—*7:30—
18:00—*8:30—9:00—10:00—U:00—11:00—2:00—3:00—4:00—«4:30-5:O0-»5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

'!'» Nan t-'raiicLscu Dally.

FKOM FRUIT VALE—*6:Z3—•6:53—*7:23—*7:53—*b."ffl
•8 :53—*9 :23—*10 : 21—*4 :23—*4 :53—*b :23—*5:53—«6 :23—
•6:53-7SW9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "oris— *3:4S—
16:45—9:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND- *5:30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30-8:00—8:30-9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
tlian from E:ist Oakland.
PKUM ALAMEDA--o:_'J—^:52— •6:22— 6:52— *7:22—

7:52—•b:22—^:-:'2—9:22-9:52— 110:22— 10:52—1U :22—
11:52—112:22—12:52-11:22—1:52—2:52—3:22—3:52—4:22
—4:52—5-22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—"5:15—"5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7 :l
i^—

7:45_*8 :i5_8^5—19:15—9:45—J10:15—10-45— 111:16—
11:45-12:45—1:45-2:45 — 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
_fi :15_fi;45—7:45—R;45—9:45—in : 4S.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:45-*6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45-19:15—9:H5—10:45— 112:45— 1:45— 2:45—
3:45—4 :-15—•5:15—5:45—*6:15-6:45—*7:15.

(KEEK lUH'TE.

FROM SAN FRAJSCISCO—»7:15—9:15—11:15— 1 :I5—
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6^15—8:15—10:15— 12:15— 2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

Staudard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F.

A. pa. i^\v.\t,
Oen. Nfan^^er.

T. II. <44M»|)M.\>.
<»en. Pass. ATtk Aet.

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

350 Choice Merino Rains, very hiuh grade. 912.50 each
per carload. Also Pe-ligr-'ed R:nns. J2^-*.i0 each.

30 Imported Holstein C.itll.-. S^iYi f loo each.
40 Tliorouyhbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, 9100 to

5250 each.
l'l Avrt-liir.' Hulls. ~\<* F> ?'J".rt i.';ich.

5 Hereford Bulls. 5300&S150 e;ich.

10 Hereford ii'raile Bulls and Heifers,4 to 8 monthB
old, 930@?1».

10 Durham Ki-lls. §2no@*i50 each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixed Pedigrees, ?100@?150 each.
5 Devon Bulls. SUM" *i25 eacli.
2ti Hetlt shire* Pitrs, l'erliet.2 1 -. nmnths old. 5t2..**0 each.
5 Berkshire I'ins. Perfect,5 months old, 918.50 each.
3 Berkshire 1'igs. Perfect, 10 to l2nionthBold,tS0eacu.
These are the prices on cars, CASH, and the larger

the ord^r the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SANK,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Russ
House, San Francisco, or 488 Edwards St., Oakland

C5T I will import or export Live Stock from any
country to tin* United States, and deal in every kind of
Live Murk uxcept common horses and beef cattle.

Satisfaction (*narj«iteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.,

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Sec'y

,t5T"Seud for circularJffi

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary Uraduate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 Xatoma St
Residence, CCG Howard St., SanFrancisco.
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Last Day at Chicago.

On the 11th the Washington Park meeting closed in a blaze
of glory, 15,000 people being on the grounds and a fine day's
sport entertained them. California horses were not numerous,
being content with the laurels already won, but Estill and
Freda faced theflagMondayintherear guard. The details are:

Purse, $450; entrance, Sio, to go to second horse; for three-year-olds;
wiuriers of any stake race at this meeting to carry seven pounds; of two
or more stake* races at this meeting, ten pounds extra. Horses having
run second in any stake race at this meeting, to carry three pounds ex-
tra; maidens allowed ten pounds. One mile and a quarter.
P. G. Speth's chc Thistle, 3, by Great Tom, dam Ivy Leaf, 118 lbs

Murphy 1

"W. M. Slurry's ch c Alt Estill, 3, by Surfoik, dam La.dv June, USlhs
Kelly 2

Time, 2:12.

Pools: Alf Estill, $50; Thistle, S50. Books: 4 to 5 against Thistle, and
i to 5 against Alf Estill. Paris mutuels paid, $9. SO.

The Race—To a very even start they were sent away. AJf
Estill soon carried the blue jacket and red polka dots of the
Murry stable to the front, where it remaiued until the half

was reached, when Thistle challenged him. For a few strides

they ran neck and neck, and then Thistle began to draw
away. Entering the stretch Alf Estill, under the whip, was
at Thistle's throat latch, but that was as far as he could get,

as Thistle coming away in the stretch won handily by a
length and a half-

Consolation purse of 5400, of which 5100 to the second horse auil $.50 to
the third. Horses beaten once at this meeting allowed 5 lbs.; twice, 8
lbs. ; three times, 12 lbs., and four times, 16 lbs. One mile and one.
eighth.

Marvin & Douglas* ch g Valet, 6, by War Dance, dam Ella Brecken-
ridge, 101 lbs Richardson 1

Hayden .fc Barry's b c Kosciusko, 4, by Kyrle Daly, dam Colossa,102
"lbs Tankersey 2

T. J. M.egibben'6 br f Vallissia, 3, by Virgil, dam Mollie Cad, 92 lbs.
_ Barnes 3

Whitten Bros.' ch g Patrick Dennis, 5, by St. Dennis, dam Rosa Lee,
101 lbs. - Tigue

J. H. McConnell's ch g Idle Pat, 5, by Pat Malloy.dam Fanchon, 101
lbs Curtis

It. McBride's ch g Musk, 5, by John Morgan, dam Biniodide, 109 lbs.
West

Mack & Penn's b f Slipawav, 4 by Longfellow, dam Slipper, luS lbs.
O'Hara

C. P. Armstrong's b m Effle H., 6, by Pat Malloy. dam Penelope, 107
lbs Henderson

E. J. Baldwin's blk f Freda, 4. by Wildidle, dam Frolic, 105 lbs.
O'Brien

J.H. Carlile k Co.'s br f Irish Lass, 3, by Kyrle Daly, dam Daisy Mil-
ler. 92 ibs H. Harris

J. M. Brown's br f Mandv Brown, 3, bv Hyder Ali, dam Cousin Etta,
88 Tbs Fuller

J. ST. Carlile &. Co.'s b c The Ute, 4, by Trump, dam Second Cousin, 102
fts Kelly

Time, l:5Sj£.

Pools: KoBciusko, $215; Freda, $70; Irish Lass. $30; field, $90. Books:
5 to 2 on Kosciusko; 2'x to 1 against Freda ;4 to 1 against slipaway; 7 to
1 each against r"at Dennis and Irish Lass, and 3 to l against Vallissia, and
from 8 to 2u to 1 against each of the others. Paris mutuels paid on
Valet, straight, $63; for a place, $15.60; on Kosciusko, for a place, $7.10.

The Race—Musk and Pat Dennis went away in the lead,

followed by Kosciusko and the bunch. Passing the stand
the red jacket and orange cap of Kosciusko's rider showed
well to the front, with Irish Lass in the second place, Freda
being third and Musk fourth. There was no change in these
positions at the quarter, but at the half the black jacket, red

sash and maltese cross and cap of the Baldwin stable showed
in the second place. Tbe leaders raced together round the

stable turn, and entering the stretch there was a general

bunching up. Kosciusko still showed first by a neck, how-
ever, with Freda second and Pat Dennis third. A furlong

from home it still looked like Kosciusko should win. Sud-
denly Valet, Vallissia and Slipalong shot oat of tbe bunch,
and at the distance stand they were on even terms with the

leaders. Valet coming on, won handily by two lengths from
Kosciusko, which beat Slipalong by a nose for the place.

A Step in the Right Direction.

Glenbrook Park.

Glenbrook Park is now shaping-no first-rate; the track is

in good condition to train on, and is getting better all the

time. The fences are nearly completed and will be wholly
so by the middle of the nest week. There are now seven

horses training on the track. These horses are in charge of

Mr. Taylor, who formerly lived in Marysville, but who will

make the place of his headquarters in the future at Glen-
brook. These animals are all trotters and promise well. In
a few days there will arrive some runners from
Oakland and Sacramento. They are coming early in order
to get the benefit of this matchless climate. It will be a

sight worth seeing soon to get up in the early morning and
see the thoroughbreds taking their morning exercise.

—

Tidings.

Modesty, during her career upon the turf, has started in

thirty-eight races, of which she has won twenty-two, been
Becond four times, third six times, and unplaced six times,

winning in money §42, 195. This season she has won ten

races out of eleven starts, and placed $15,535 to Mr. Corri-

gan's credit.

Chicago Horseman.]

One of the most prominent evils of the trotting track is

the suppression of time, or what is far worse, hanging out
records which are considerable lower than the actual fact.

Among the smaller associations, many of whom do not feel

wealthy enough to join the National Trotting Association^
this has been a crying evil, but in many instances the officials

should not carry all the blame. They have been told that
not being members of the National Association they were
under no obligation to obey its laws, that the summaries
would in all probability never be sent to the secretary's office

at Hartford, that it they were, he had no means of

testing their accuracy; and then came the strongest
augument of all: that if the judges hung out the true time
the horses would not trot. The association having adver-
tised their meeting, the people being there to see the races,

in too many instances the management have given way
rather than cause disappointment.
We need not point out in these columns the injustice done

to all honorable horsemen by the suppression of time; it is

too obvious to require it, and we are quite sure that many
an upright man who has unwillingly taken part in one of

these contests either in the judges' stand or in the manage-
ment of the meeting, must have deeply regretted the trans-

action, when at some future time he has seen the winner
entered at some other meeting in a class which morally he
had no right to be in. He then realizes that he has been
the means of assisting at an attempt to obtain money under
false pretences, that he has assisted an unscrupulous owner
to obtain an unfair advantage at the expense of his honest
brethren.
In order to stamp out this evil, and to secure as far as

possible, absolute accuracy of records, the Board of Review
of the National Trotting Association, at its last meeting in

Chicago, adopted the following plan: To all non-members of

the National Trotting Association two class books are sent,

one called the Official Record, the other the Duplicate of the

Official Record. These two books are the same as furnished
to ali the members of the association, and when rilled up and
signed by the judges and timers constitute the authorized
and official records of the track. These books, with return
mailage, will be sent to all non-members and will no doubt
in many instances have a beneficial effect upon many well

meaning but thoughtless people, who hitherto have thought
there was no practical evil in giving incorreet time. When
the judges and timers attest the accuracy of the record by
sending the original with their signatures attached, it is

prima facie, evidence that it is correct. When they refuse to

do so the summaries may well be looked upon with suspicion.

On the cover in red letters is conspicuously printed the fol-

lowing excellent statement:
"Time made in a public race constitutes the only handicap

applied in classifying the trotter or pacer, and is the basis of

registration in the trotting stud books. Therefore, comity
and good faith between the various societies and track organi-

zations, and the interests of breeders and owners, as well as

the honor of every officiating judge, timer or manager, and
the established law of the trotting turf, all demand that com-
plete and accurate records shall be preserved of every trotting

or pacing race."'

This strikes the nail on the head. We hope the efforts of

the Association will be met in the spirit in which it is offered.

The trotting track to-day occupies a higher position than it

ever did, and with honest and efficient judges, correct time,

and genuine contests, will continue to grow in the affections

of the people.

Purchases by R. P. Ashe.

The following thoroughbreds are reported as having been
purchased iu the East for account of Air. R.P. Ashe:
From John Funk, Henderson, Ky., the bay filly Constella-

tion, foaled 1882, by St. George (son of War Dance), dam
Pianette, by Planet, from Maggie Bruce, by Lexington.
The same party, the chestnut filly Gold Sheaf, foaled ISS2,

by Bullion, dam by imp. Gleugarry, from Primatora, by
Jack Malone.
Dan Honig, St. Louis, the bay filly Thetis, 3, by Ten

Broeck, dam Zea, by Young Lightning, from Zingara, by
Star Davis.

Ourokl friend Philip S. showed np at Monmouth Park on
the 14th. when he started in a race of a mile and a quartet,

against Favor, Decoy Duck, Hopeful and Boatman. Philip

got off last, and after running half the distance bolted the

company and was placed last.

Results at Chicago.

Two hundred and fifty-five horses started in the fifty-nine
races run during the eleven days of the Washington Park
meeting. The value of the stakes and purses was 371,106.
Modesty and Irish Pat won three races each; King of Nor-
folk, Hazaras. Soveign Pat, Mona and Obermeyer two each,
and Volante, Ban Fox, Alta, Trance. Rapido, Joe Cotton,
Lady Wayward, Freeland, Binette, Bob Miles, Favor, Jim
Douglas, Pearl Jennings, Tasgatherer, Matinee, Tartar,
Thistle, Ascoli, Leman, Slocum, Tom Martin, Estrella, Ed.,
Butts, Exile, Grismer, Ultimatum, Hot Box, John Davis,
Juliette, Major Pickett Mamie Hunt, Nora M., Polly Yates,
Talleyrand, Uncle Dan, Verano, Valet, Bootblack, Endnrer,
Gray Cloud, Tennessee, Test and Jim Gray one each.

Eighty-five horses won money during the meeting. Three
won over §5,000, nine others over $1,000, and the balance
won from SS00 down to S50. The ten largest winners at
the meeting are as follows: Volante, S10,470; Modesty,
S5,245;King of Norfolk, $5,175; Bau Fox, S4.710; Irish Pat,
84,240; Alta, $4,050; Trance, $3,595; Rapido, $3,245; Joe
Coiton, $2,875, and Lady Wavward, $2,620.
The following stables won: E. J. Baldwin's $15,249; E.

Corrigan's 513,500; R. P. Ashe's, $9,225; Chinn & Mor-
gan's, $4,945; J. T. Williams' $4,U70; Fleetwood Stables,
$3,595; J. & J. Swigert's, $2,620; M. Young's, $1,330; S. S.
Brown's, $1,200, and P. G. Speth's, $1,000.
The get of the following stallions won over $1,000: Grin-

stead, $14,765; Norfolk, $9,345: Pat Malloy, $6,540; King
Bau, $6,316; War Dance, $5,595; Blue Eves, $3,595; King
Alfonso, S3,o20; Longfellow, $2,855; Virgil, $2,770; Billet,

$1,230; Buckden, $1,200; Enquirer, $1,150; Lelaps, $1,150,
and Great Tom, $1,050.
The stake winners were as follows:
Lakeside Stakes, $3.310—Fleetwood Stable's ch f Trance.
American Derby, 39,570—E. J. Baldwin's b c Volante.
Oakwood Handicap, $3, 195—E. J. Baldwin's ch g Rapido.
Kenwood Stakes. $3,310—Porter Ashe's ch c King of Nor-

folk.

Engelwood Stakes, $2,470—J. & J. Swigert's b f Lady
Wayward.
Boulevard Stakes, $1,230—Ed. Corrigan's b g Freeland.
Columbia Stakes, $1,S00—Ed. Corrig~an's ch f Modesty.
Sheridan's Stakes, $3, 950—Porter Ashe's b e Alta.
Hyde Park Stakes, $4,375—Chinn & Moigan's b c Ban

Fox.
Washington Park Cup, $2.S95—Ed. Corrigan's ch f Mod-

esty.

Drexel Stakes, $3,150—Ed. Corrigan's ch c Irish Pat.
Quickstep Stakes, $1,S20—Porter Ashe's ch c^King of Nor-

folk.

Great Western Handicap, $2,S25—J. T. Williams' ch c Joe
Cotton.

The Colored Archer.

The Chicago Inter-Ocean of the 12th, says: A morning
contemporary yesterday, with a great flourish, made what
seemed to them the startling announcement that Iseao
Murphy, the "colored Archer," now in the employ ol Mr. Ed
Corrigan, had signed a contract with "Lucky" Baldwin for
two years, at a salary of $5,000 a year. The Inter-Ocean rep-
resentative yesterday interview "the colored Archer," and
among other things, he said: "I have not signed a contract
with any one. and would not think of doing so without con-
sulting Mr. Corrigan, who bas always dealt kindly and liber-

ally with me. In fact I do not know as I shall ride another
year, as I have something saved now, and the work of reduc-
ing my weight, as I am frequently compelled to, is very
trying on my health." Meeting Mr. Corripm soon after, he
said on the same subject: "Isaac has not made any contract
with Mr. Baldwin to my knowledge, and I am sure he would -

not make a contract with any one without speaking to me
about it." Mr. Lou Tftrlton, Murphy's attorney, remarked:
"O, that's a mistake. If Isaac thought of making a contract
I am the first one he would approach, and I can assure you
he has made no contract. Mr. Corrigan pays him a retainer
and deals liberally with him as regards his winnings." Mr.
Baldwin was approached on the subject, and he iufortned the
reporter that he had a contract with an Eastern jockey for the
next two years, but did not say who, although the general
impression is that it is Hayward.

A.t Santa Rosa.

July 16th. Purse 8
Oloud n g, (pacer)— M Rollins
-Jiij.it- r. oh 5—George Morsbead
Molliu Ma"k, ch m-S. Crnndsll
Sorrel Ben, cb g—H. G. CarJUo

flmo :*:ia£, 3:43*. 2 i- .
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Trotting and Pacing Purses Open to the State—Fall Circuit, 1885.

TROTTING. PACING.
CLASS.

Free
for
all.

2:20 2:21 2:22 2:23 2:24 2:26 2:26 2:27 2:30 2:34 2:36 2:40 3:00
Two-
year-
olds.

Three
year-
olds*

Four-
year-
olds.

Free
for
all.

2:20 2:26 2:35 Closing Day.

51,000 5750
500
750

1,000
760

1,000

1,200
750

S600 5600 5600
400

8600

600
600
500
800

1,200
800
400

July 23.

August 1.

August 1.

August 1.

S500 5100
500

5400
800

1,200
800

500 5200 S300 S400
5800

760
800
760
600

1,200
1.000

800
600
600

1,000
500

260
300

Si, oco
1,200

1,600

750 8000 200 300
600

400 5360
August 1.

August 1.

August 1.

August 1.

September 1.

1,600
1,600

1,000

SI, 200 1,200 51,200 1,200 SI,200 51 ,200 5000

400 300
250 200

400 400

•Special free-for-all purse not yet named.

Californians at Monmouth.

We talie from the Sporting World the following notes of

the races at Monmouth on the 9th in which California horses
figured:

The heat was intense. Undercover people were stewed,

and in the open they were roasted. They could take tiieir

pick and there was no extra charge, The result was that a

torpor seized upon everybody. People sat or walked about
languidly, and even the betting ring, usually a seething caul-

dron of eager humanity, was dull and languid. Everybody
longed for a bit of a breeze, but not a leaf stirred.

In the two-year-old race Electric was a strong favorite,

though Housatonic and Preciosa were equally well thought
of. The Californians certainly thought that they had a great

chance with Preciosa and backed her well. Mr. Withers'
Salisbury was also well thought of, and the stable was con-
fident of winning. The start was delayed for a long time by
Lydia, who acted worse than ever, cutting up and refusing
to join her horses. The flag fell to another beautiful start,

all being well together. Blaylock, with Electric, was first to

show, but Salisbury made all the running to the head of the

stretch where for some unaccountable reason he fell back.
Electric then took the lead again, and although Preciosa
and Laudsdowue pressed him close he retained his advantage
and won handsomely by a length.
The race was not a good one by any manner of means and

Barney Keilly, who trains Salisbury, in particular was very
much disappointed. Housatonic alsr ran below his form,
while Preciosa seemed to show a bit of the white feather

under pressure. Electric won, but he has not yet justified

the claims made that he is a worthy son of his unbeaten
sire, Sensation.
For the hurdle race Flattie B. was tipped as one of the best

things of the year. The knowing ones had it that she could
not be beaten either for speed or for fencing ability, and the
money was put down as if it was all over bar the shouting.
Nest to her Gonfalon and West Wind were the most fancied.

When Hattie B. came out on the track her grand size and
power, as well as her style of going, were admired very
much. She showed considerable temper, however, and bets

were freely made that she would come down before half the
race was over. She -remained on her feet, but was out-

speeded by the erratic West Wind, who, very patiently rid-

den by Hurley, won cleverly by a length and a half, Puritan
earning the situation, with the favorite third. Pope, who
rode Hattie B,, lost his whip in the stretch and the mare
fumbled at the last hurdle. But even if this had not hap-
pened it is not likely that she would have beaten West Wind,
who won with something to spare.

The July StakeB, for two year-olds, of S100 each, h. f , or only 310 if

declared by 1st January, 1885. or S25 if declared by June 25th, 18P5, with
S1.000 added; the second to receive 3251) out of the stakes; a winner of
a slake (handicaps excepted) of the value of 32,001) to carry 5 lbs,;
twice, 7 lbs. ; thrice, 12 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quar-
ters of a mile.

G.L. Lorillard's b g Electric, by Sensation—Idalia, 112 lbs...Blaylock 1

B . A. Haggin's b f Preciosa.Tjy Glenelg—Stamps, 107 lbs Duffy 2
Mr. Kelso's b c or br -Landsdowne, by Stratford—Penny, 110 lbs.

Meaton 3
W. L. Scott's br f Flavia, 107 lbs Lewis
D.D. Withers' br g Salisbury, 107 lbs Shauer
Kancocas Stable's b c Housatonic, 110 lbs Olney o
Mr. Kelso's ch c Ansalgara, 110 lbs Feakes
Dwyer Bros.' b or br f Lydia, 107 lbs McLaughlin

Time, 1:17*,
Pools: Electric, S25; Preciosa, $15; Salisbury, Lydia aud Housa-

tonic, $10 each; field, S10. Betting: 5 to 2 Housatonic, 3 to 1 Electric,
7 to 2 Preciosa, i to 1 Salisbury, (i to i Lydia, 7 to 1 Lansdowne and
Flavia, 20 to 1 Amalgam. Place: Even against Electric, 7 lo 5 against
Preciosa, 8 to 5 Housatonic, 2 to 1 Salisbury, 5 to 2 Lydia and Lands-
downe, 3 to 1 Flavia, 6 to 1 Amalgam. Mutuels paid, $30.95.

The Race—To a beautiful start Electric was first to show,
with Preciosa second and Flavia third. Going to the half,

Salisbury drew clear and with Flavia second led the quarter
pole, where Electric got up again. In the stretch Preciosa
and Lansdo*wne challenged, but Electric stayed in front aud
won cleverly by a length, Preciosa second, the same distance
in front of Landsdowne, the others as placed in the sum-
mary.
Sixth Race—Handicap hurdle race; purse 3500, of which 3100 to the

second. One mile and a quarter, over five hurdles.

F. T. Howard's b f West "Wind, 4, by King Alfonso-Zephyr, 133 lbs.
.' Hurley 1

Kevere Stable'B bg Puritan, aged, by Glenelg—Edeny, 136 lbs.

Grifflu 2
B. A. Haggin's ch m Hattie B., 6, by Norfolk-Maggie Dale, 145 lbs.

Pope 3
J. Callahan's blk h Gonfalon, 5. 147 lbs Owner
H. DryBdale's ch g Echo, aged, 153 lbs Whitely
J. Shields'a b g Bally, aged, 143 lbs M. Lynch
W. Delaney's ch g Marshal!, f>, 155 lbs Owner
P. H. Ryan's b h Carlisle, 5, 138 lbs McLaughlin

Time, 2:20.

the rails. Goano ran a very much improved colt, and will

soon be due. The admirers of the Kelso stable felt very sore
over the defeat of Brookwood. The colt was pocketed before
the first quarter was run, and Feakes had to pull out at the
turn, losing nearly ten lengths. St. Augustine, as usual, ran
very consistently, but I fancy that he would have run still

better if he had not had a stable companion to make the run-
ning for him. He is one of those horses that can make their

own running better than another horse can do it for them.
The Stockton Stakes, for three-year-olds. One mile and a quarter.

B. A. QagKiii'sch c Tyrant, by Great Tom—MoBelle, 125 lbs.. P. Duffy 1

G, L. Lorillard's b c St. Augustine, by King Alfonso—Crucifix, 118 lbs
Fitzpatrick 2

Clipsiana Stables' ch e Goano, by Springbok—Genera, 118 lbs
Sheridan 3

Kancocas Stables' ch f Katrine, 1U6 lbs Onley
Mr. Kelso's b c LoiiRview, 111 lbs Meaton
D. D. Withers' ch c Fanatic, 111 lbs Shauer
Mr. Kelso's b or blk c Brookwood. 1 1 H lbs Feakes
G. L. Lorillard'B b g Hopeful, 115 lbs Lewis

Time, 2:11.

Pools: Katrine 3100, G. L. Lorillard's 315, Kelso's pair $35, Tyrant 330,
Goano 325, Fanatic 310. Betting: 6 to 5 against Katrine, 3 to 1 St. Augus-
tine, 5 to 1 Brookwood, 7 to 1 each Goano and Tyrant, 12 to 1 each Long-
view and Fanatic, and 20 to 1 Hopeful. For place: 5to 3 on Katrine,
even against St. Augustine, 8 to 5 Brookwood, 2 to 1 Tyrant, 5 to 2 Goano,
4 to 1 Fanatic, 5 to 1 Longview, and 8 to 1 Hopeful. Mutuels paid 54(5.80.

The Kace—Hopeful made the running to the half, when
St. Augustine went to the front, closely attended by Goano.
Bounding into the stretch Tyrant went up to them, and all

began whipping, Goano getting into first position. In the
run home, however, he gave way to the other two, and Ty-
rant passed the wire first by half a length, St. Augustine the
same distance ahead of Goano.

Hints to Lady Drivers.

Incidents of the Great Stallion Match-

PooIb: Hattfe B. 350, the field 350; Betting-8 to 5 against Hattie B.,
4 to 1 West Wind and Marshall, 5 to 1 Gonfalon, H to 1 Puritan and
Echo, 12 to 1 Bally, Carlyle and Kinber. Place—5 to 4 on Hattie B., 8 to
5 against West Wind, 2 to 1 Marshal 1 and Gonfalon, 3 to 1 Puritan and
Echo, 5 to 1 Kisber and Carlyle. Mutuels paid, 327.40.

The Race—Gonfalon was first away, but Echo led over the
first hurdle with Gonfalon second and Carlyle third. Puritan
now came up very|strougand led over the second hurdle, with
Hattie B. second wnd Echo third. Puritan led over the third
and fourth hurdles, when Hattie B. took the lead and was
first over the last hurdle, with Puritan second and West Wind
third. In the stretch West Wind came away and won easily
by a length aud a half, Puritan second, a leugth in front of
Hattie B., Gonfalon fourth.
The same paper gives a brief account of Tyrant's win on

the 11th:

The Californians had another inning with Tyrant, but they
did not back him very heavily. The race was run in a man-
ner to suit him exactly. Duffy kept him on the outside,
within striking distance, and at the head of the strech he cut
loose with him. The colt has a terrific turn of speed, aud, I

fancy, can run a quarter of a mile about as fast as any horse
in training. The public did not seem to fancy the horse at
all, and 7 to 1 was obtainable up to the tirno the flag fell.

Katrine was not yet entirely recovered from hercoughing, and
moreover she was interfered with twico aud crowded on to

We collate from the Cleveland letter of the New York
Sportsman, Borne gossip of the race:

Neither owner lost or won much in the pools. Phallas
started favorite, and the Caseites were in part afraid and in
part waiting until Cobb had won a heat or two. Mr. Cohnfeld
did not lose $1,000. Johnny Murphy dropped §300; Craw-
ford won $40, and Bither §130, which another man put on
for him. Less than §6,000 was in the bos, and half of that
was "played back." The race was square, there is nota doubt
of that. There was not even a shade of manipulation in it.

No one expected the Western stallion to win in straight
heats, but if Cobb had won two he would have been favorite.

Bither could have let him in in the first heat in about 2:143,
and no one could have suspected that a heat had been
dropped. Even then Cobb had speed sufficient to win a heat
in respectable time enough to have allayed suspicion. An
artist was not behind Phallas. He was, however, an honest
man, under honest orders. Queer, isn't it, when we know
how Case and Crawford are held ? But it is true. The fools

were not "worked" by any trick, and but little money was
won or lost on the result.

On Friday night Messrs. William Edwards, Thomas As-
worthy, and D. A. McClaskyhad been agreed upon as judges,
and there were associated with them iu the stand as timers
Messrs. Rhody Patterson, of Pittsbutg, and G. W. Short, of
Cleveland. The race was called at 2:15, and as the horses
came out each was greeted with a storm of applause. As
John Murphy weighed in he told me that he liked Masy Cobb
pretty well, and thought he could win, and "will, begob,"
said he, "by the help of this sprig of shamrock." Sure
enough he had a greeu trefoil in his dark velveteen coat.

Mr. Cohnfeld, asked what he thought of it, said, "We'll
win, and show people that Masy Cobb doesn't stop".' " Mr.
Case said, confidentially, "Phallas will win." Crawford was
equally sure, but nervous, and Bither said, "I'll win unless
Cobb shows us three heats below :12." With this confidence
out, I thought a big horserace was coming. We only got
half a one. For a heat and a half it was a picture. Then it

ended.
A novel method of assigning the positions of the horses

was chosen. Murphy and Bither went to the stand, and in
the presence of the judges tossed for tbe pole. Bither threw
up a quarter, and John Murphy said "Tails." It was "tails,"

and Masy got the pole.

Mr. Cohnfeld was satisfied, but depressed, and Murphy
said "It's no good. Cobb cau never beat Phallas when he is

right. But he had no speed to-day. I found out I couldn't
wiu over there"— pointing to the place where Cobb stopped.

Bill Crawford— "Phallas is a great horse, but he sur-
prised me. I didn't espect him to win iu straights."

Mr. Case said little, aud kissed Mrs. Case.
Cobb went home with Mr. Cohnfeld last night. Murphy

left on Sunday, and Phallas will stay here for two weeks yet.
Mark my words, be will boat Majolica as easy as he beat
Cobb, and will trot in 2:11 or :12, if pushed.

After the race Counsellor Crawford authorized me to say
that he was ready to trot Phallas for from $1,000 to §25,000
a side against any horse or horses on the turf, and at any
place, the association over whose track the race is trotted to

add §1,000 to §2,500 foi each starter. In addition he said :

"A great many people want to know who has the fastest

trotter in the world. We think we have."
Mr. Straus thiuks Majolica is about that, Mr. Prance

would mark Harry Wilkes if it came to his turn, Johu
Turner would say Trinket, Mr. Gordon, Clingstone, aud Mr.
Dorsey, Epaulette. Such a race as the one I speak of would
settle the question of supremacy, and that is what we want.
Cf course I kuow that Maud S. is not on the turf, and do not
refer to her. But I am right at all the others.

An interesting trial of horses was had at the Midway track
by Commodore Kittson's trotters aud pacers on Monday of
last week, iu the presence of several prominent citizeus of St.
Paul. The pacer Johnson was driven a mile in 2:1 lj|, over a
slow track. He made tbe first quarter iu 33.1s. , the half iu

1 :07, the third quarter in 33.}s., and the last quarter in 3Us.
The pacer is 35 pounds heavier than when he made his record
at Chicago lust season, weighing at the present trial 000
pounds.

"Some old philosopher has said that a womau that cannot
drive some man is not much use. I wonder if the old heathen
patriarch would have written that if he had seen that specta-
cle," said a prominent horseman derisively yesterday after-
noon to a St. Louis Post-Dispatch reporter, pointing across
the street.

"How would that have prevented him?"
"Well, does it look very much as if that woman can drive

that horse? If she can't drive a horse how can she handle a
man, eh? Ha! ha! Catch the point?" and the lover of horses
and ridiculer of women laughed loudly. He certainty had a
good reason, for the woman in sight was really making a
spectacle of herself. She was to her sex about what Ichabod
Crane was to his, a good^model for a scarecrow. Her arms
were as lanky as those of the schoolmaster of Sleepy Hollow,
but she made no scruples of pushing them out beyond the
covering of rich drapery that enclosed her form and showed
the high rank in society to which she belonged. She jerked
on the reins, she chirped, she frowned, she hissed between
her teeth, she did everything but swear, butstill the stubborn
horst would not move from upon the car track until the con-
ductor came aud pushed him off by main strength.

"There, didn't I tell you so? Theaverago woman is totally
unfit to drive a horse. She doesn't seem to care whether she
learns to drive or not. She is eithei content to put the care
the keeping of her life into the bauds of a coachman, who
may be intoxicated, ignorant or criminal, or else she comes
driving down town herself. And so she does just as that
womau over there did, she reveals, ten times out of a dozen,
a scrawny arm. In the first place, because it isn't every lady
that has a good arm, and secondly because she always wants to
'push on the lines.

1 How many lady drivers did you ever see
that could hold tlw reins gracefully aud close up to their
delicate waists? "Very few, I'll guarantee. Now, the average
young girl or young lady is initiated into the mysteries of
horseback riding almost before she has entered soeiety, but
ask any of them if they were taught to drive, and they will
laugh at the question. 'Just as if driving were hard!' they
say. But it is harder thau equestrianship and far more im-
portant for two reasons: A runaway iu a carriage means
almost sure severe injury, while on horseback it does not; a
rider hurts nobody but herself, while the driver of a oarriage
endangers the lives and property of hundreds of others. \
fairly good rider can cling to a runaway horse until she tires
him out, but in a buggy she can't tell when she will be over-
turned.
"Why this female ignorance on so important a malter?"
"It is aristocracy chiefly, and a mistaken idea. You can't

account for people's tastes, therefore you can't explain why a
family always has its lady members taught how to ride. It
is an easy matter they think to learn to drive, but that is
where they get badly fooled. Let rae tell you that it takes
more experience to be a good lady driver than to bean eques-
trian. There are a hundred complications and emergencies
in driving that never occur in riding. For instauce,

&
horse-

back riding taking place in the parks or country, there are no
entanglements with teams, etc. It takes a great deal of pres-
ence of miud and skill for a lady to guide a horse through a
crowded street, aud day after day come off in her li^ht, frail
carriage without injury. In all my esperieuce I havemetbut
one woman with whom, when she was driving the horses I
felt safe. She -weighed two hundred pounds aud was 'an
Amazon? Not a bit of it. She was a. petite young lady, but
she knew just when and how to be firm and decided with the
whip. She had learned the science of backing horses too,
and was as skillful at it as any coachman. I recall an in-
stance.

"We were driving along the top of a narrow road looking
down a very steep ravine, aud we had no soouer got up the
hill and ou the narrow track than we saw a great cloud of
dust ahead of us. She was driving, as usual. As the dust
lifted I saw it was a run-away team bearing straight down ou
us. I thought we were gone, aud I remember to have said,
'My God, we are gone!' But she was perfectly enhu, aud her
face grew only a trifle whiter. She looked so confident aud
strong in her coolness that I allowed her to keep the reins.
She drove straight ahead toward the oncoming team, and I
thought there was no hope for us, but she thought differently,
for, finding a wider spot in the road she turned sharply aoross
it, and before I knew it backed straight to the edge lookiug
over tbe precipice. She had the whip grasped firmly, ;tud
just as I thought we would go over the embankment she hit
the horses a cut aud they pulled us up aud around just as I
felt the hind wheels going dowu over the bauk. She whipped
and we were soou ou the broad road agaiu where we bad
pleuty of room to let the ruuaways dash oy us. Now, did
any woman who ever rode a horse to hounds do a grander
thing than that? Never, because iu hunting pleasure nobil-
ity doesn't count as it does in the cold doings of business
life."

"Is this ignorance universal?"
"Quite so. I've traveled over nearly all the civilized

globe, and I find it is the surne" everywhere. If a womau
chances to have learned to drive it is because she has picked
t up herself, and not because of any attempt to teach her.
In city or country it is the same, and the awkward country
girl who has driven only behind the plow, perchance does
her part more gracefully than the city belle, whose every
other motion in life has beeu set to the requirements of
grace but who strikes the most painful altitudes when sho
attempts to drive. I ought probably to make an exception
of a few women that iu the East, along tbe ocean drives,
have become somewhat expert, but they arc very few and
hardly have any effect upon the average."
"What must a woman learn to be a good driver?"
"First she must learn how to hold the reins, and do you know

I am surprised to see how many husbands will sit right
along side their wives who may be driving and uever offer
to show them how to hold the reins. A boy soemiugly
kuows how naturally but a woman- doosn't. She invariably
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grasps the rein so that it will pass over the forefinger, and

then be clutched by the other ringers, the hand lying almost

flat and the thumb pointing straight ahead. That is wrong.

The only proper way to grasp it is for the hand to catch the

rein just as a cow is milked, the motion of the hand in each

case being similar, The rein passes under the little finger,

and up to the thumb, the fingers in a perpendicular line

being gripped like a vise on it. This grip will hold the best

and most sure of any, and it is next to impossible for the

leather to slip in one's hand. That is the secret of the whole

thing. A woman feels the rein slip from her in the old way

and she gets the idea that her strength is insufficient. She

of course then loses her head, then gets frightened and

finallv either jumps ont to break a bone or stays in to be

crushed. The danger on the road might be greatly dimin-

ished if only women would be taught by their husband,

father, brother or somebody else's biother, and thus acquire

a confidence, presence of mind and skill that would compen-

sate them for "the lack of strength."

Anent Some Pluneers.

General Tilton's Impressions.

Gen. W. S. Tilton, Vice-President of the National Trotting

Association, as well as a leading breeder of trotters in Maine,

spent the Spring months of the current year in this State.

Since his return he has had a talk with the editor of the

Boston Cultivator, from which we quote: "While in Cali-

fornia the General visited all the prominont breeding estab-

lishments, the largest of which was that of ex-Gov. Stanford,

the home of Electioneer, Gen. Benton and Piedmont (2:17}).

The get of the latter is all young, none of which has been

entered in public races. In form, gait and general appear-

ance they compare favorably with that of the get of Election-

eer, sire of the wonderful two-year-old Wild Flower (2:21),

and unequalled three-year-old Hinda Eose (2:19.!), or that of

Gen. Benton, sire of Sally Benton (2:17}), winner of the

fastest heat ever trotted by a four-year-old in a public race.

"The General thinks quite highly of the wonderful Dame
Winnie colt, by Electioneer, from a thoroughbred mare.

This he pionounces one of the smoothest-moving trotters he

ever saw, and predicts that he will win first honors this side

of the Bockies this Full, where he will meet, among others,

the speedy Silverone, which will have the advantage of be-

ing acclimated, and that is several points in her favor.^

"Piedmont is in prime condition, and has been limited to

twenty-five of Gov. Stanford's mares this season.

"Sultan, the only trotting aire that at nine years of age

was credited with four representatives in the 2:30 list, is much

admired by Gen. Tilton, who states that the services of this

stallion are limited to comparatively few mares, but that

nearly all of his produce are trotters.

"Altamont (2:26J), by Almont, he saw in several races, and

pronounces him a genuine trotter, dead game, and possess-

ing remarkable powers of endurance. The longer the race

the faster he trots.

"The most magnificent specimen of a stock horse and trot-

ter which the General found on the Pacific Slope, however,

was Guy Wilkes (2:19}), by George Wilkes, dam by Mam-
brino Patchen. According to his description, Guy Wilkes

combines the strength of the Percheron with the finish and

quality of the thoroughbred, and speed enough to make him

a dangerous competitor in a free-for-all stallion race, with

neither Phallas nor Maxy Cobb barred.

Bunch Grass Horses.

Huntley & Clark, of Biverside Stock Farm, Toston, Mon-

tana are making arrangements to open a horse exchange at

Minnesota Transfer, half-way between Minneapolis and St.

Paul The place will be known as the Montana Horse .Ex-

change, where Messrs. Huntley & Clark will keep on hand

for sale a fine string of thoroughbred trotters and draft and

aeneral-purpose horses. While the main object of the com-

pany will be to supply the Minneapolis and St. Paul markets

with gentleman's fancy driving horses, they will keep every-

thing in the horse line, from heavy draft horses down to the

Shetland pony. Mr. Clark will have personal charge of the

exchange, Mr. Huntley will keep him supplied with the best

Montana horses. After they get started in their new quar-

ters Messrs. Huntley & Clark will do a general commission

business and will receive consignments of horsesfrom all our

Montana horsemen. There is no doubt that Huntley 6c

Clark will make a grand success of their new project as they

are thorough horsemen, and well and favorably known

throughout this Territory, having been in the stage and

horse business, and have on their Biverside Stock Farm the

best thoroughbred stock that could be found.—Stock Grow-

ers' Journal.

Epaulette was, on Thursday of last week, attached by

Sheriff Heeler, of Albany, to satisfy a judgment obtained by

Lew Dunham in the sum of S100 and costs, amounting in all

to some 5150. It came about in this way: Dunham drove

Epaulette three heats in his first race at the Driving Park, but

Dorsey got decidedly wrathy after the third heat, and put

the negro Jim Williams behind the horse, and swore that

Dunham drove to lose the race. Dunham was mad at being

accused, and put in a bill of S100 for driving the horse. It

wasn't paid, and a lawsuit resulted, and Dorsey not appear-

ing Dunham obtained judgment, and the proper papers were

sent to Albany to attach to satisfy the judgment. It was not

intended to have the attachment, made until just before the

start in the Clav Stakes this week, but the sheriff decided to

serve when he did, and went out to Island Park for the pur-

pose The horse was found in the stable, and was duly

attached. Dorsey was boiling with wrath, as he was about

to have the horse exercised, but pleadings were in vain, and

finally gave bonds, and released the horse The end isn't

yet reached, and there may be considerable fun before the

case is finally disposed of.

"What would a jockey of the present day say to such a

costume as this," says the Licensed Victualler s Gazette: A

black velvet cap with a long French peak, and a bow of black

satin ribbon behind; long hair falling to his shoulders; a

white cambric neckcloth, of ample folds, tied at the back; a

lon» body-coat with flaps, wide skirt, three buttons at tbe

sidl, where it opened as well as in front and behind; knee-

breeches strapped just below the knee; white cotton stock-

ings and black leather Oxford shoes, with long tongues and

silver buckles. Yet, such was the dress worn by the winners

of the first Derbys. The inconvenience of riding a close

finish over Epsom Downs or the Heath at Newmarket or

Ascot with a high wind blowing, in these long tails, naturally

led to a compromise. Necessity is the mother of invention,

and some early jockey-there is no existing chronicle to point

out who he was—hit upon a happy idea, and tucked his

skirts inside his breeches. Tbe next step towards the cos-

tume of the modern jockey was to curtail these annoying

Mr. Walton is betting again with some vigor, and Mr. Ber-
nard also occasionally takes a "dip" into the maelstrom of

the betting ring, but, upon the whole, there is an absence of

the plunging of former years. The only big bettros this year
are the owner of one leading racing establishment, aud one
of the members of another powerful stable, but they confine
their investments to horses in their own establishments.
Whether it is that money is scarce, or that bitter experience
has made the big bettors timid, certain it is that one seldom
hears of ten or twenty thousand dollars taken out of the ring
at one clap. Some say that it is impossible for one man to

pull off that amount over one race; that the bookmakers will

not permit and that the matadors of the betting ring will find

means at any cost to get such a horse beat, but this is

romance, I fancy. The truth of the matter seems to be that

nobody just now has money enough to lose his head over the

chances of a racehorse.

The fate of plungers has been the same invariably. After

a brilliant meteoric career they go down as rapidly as they

rose, leaving nothing but darkness behind. England, with

its long racing history, has had a score or so of notabilities

in the betting ring. Many of them were marvels of fortune's

favorites, [and the more they conquered the more they
strove to fight the common enemy of backers, the book-
maker. But, like Samson, they all fell and were crushed
beneath the ruins of a few piliars, while the structure re-

mained the same.
One of the most romantic characters among the plungers

was the famous Col. Mellish, whose first appearance upon
the turf was in 1S01. Two years in succession he won the

St. Leger, in 1804 with Sancho, and 1805 with Stavely. In

1S06 Sancho was beaten by the Duke of Cleveland's Pavilion

at Newmarket. But the impression that Sancho had not

shown his true form in that race led him to make a match
against the conquerer, which has been well described by
"the Druid." "Brighton and all its Steyne joys were made
still more delightful on that July afternoon when Colonel

Mellish appealed for the second time against the result of the

New Claret Stakes, in the 3,000 guinea a side match over

Lewes. Sir John Lade, whose cook-bride had once chal-

langed a fair rival to drive four horses eight miles at New-
market for 500 p. p., sat behind six grays on the royal

barouche, and the Colonel followed with his four to match,

in charge of the Countess of Barrymore, who might or might

not be cognizant that her whip was to act as second to her

husband at daybreak. Pavilion, with Sam Chifney up, was

the first to canter, and then buckle, in his white and crimson

sleeves, on the lengthy yellow bay, Sancho; but even

then the knowledge that his owner, who led him down the

course, had backed him to win 8100,000, did not disspirit

the layers of 6 to 4 on his old Baby conqueror. The result

of the first match over Lewes had made them equally wild to

back Sancho, but he had hit his leg at exercise a few days

before, and this was the only chance of saving their money.

Tbe odds, however, fell quickly to 5 to 1 as Sancho went up
to his opponent's quarters in the last mile and commanded
him from that point till his leg gave way within the distance.

Such trifles did not weigh long upon a philosophic mind
like the Colonel's. He lunched at the Star with the Eoyal

party as calmly as if ,he had been losing mere three-penny

points at whist, and at daybreak was seen entreating Mr.

Hawarth (Lord Barrymore's opponent in the duel), who had

stripped to the buff to prevent his clothes getting into the

wound, to skake hands after one shot and dress himself once

more." "
.

In sporting acquirements, Mellish was a sort of Admirable

Crichton— first in everything. He was one of the finest

whips of his day. Just before Sancho was beaten by Pavil-

ion, he drove a splendid team down to the Brighton course,

and said, laughingly, to some friends who were admiring the

masterly way in which he handled the ribbons: "If San-

cho's beat I hope some of you will take me for a coachman."

It was said of him that he bad the art to make a horse do

more than other riders, for he accumstomed them to go at

everything. He was a steadfast patron of the P. E. It was

he who made the great match between the Game Chicken and

John Gully, and, though his good nature lost him the heavy

sum with which he backed the latter, he insisted, after the

future M. P. had been terribly punishedby the Chicken, that

he should give in.
. .

Mellish had at one time thirty-eigbt racehorses m training,

and possessed beside seventeen carriage horses, a dozen

hunters in Leceistershire, and any number of hacks. When
he went to the races he always drove four whites in hand,

with outriders on horses to match, with harness, bridles, and

bolsters at the saddle-bow, himself in the most perfect of

barouches, and always attended by quite a retinue. He was

a splendid-looking fellow, with the build of a Hercules, com-

bined with the real military air. As if the enormous ex-

penses of such an establishment were not enough to swamp
any fortune, he was the most reckless of gamblers as well. It

is said that he had played for §200,000 at a sitting, and once

staked that sum unon a single cast—and lost. Before he came

into possession of' his father's fortune and estate, which he

did at one-and-twenty, he was an officer in the 10th Hussars;

and, although it was tbe crack regiment of the service, such

was his extravagance that the Kegent, who was Colonel, gave

him unlimited leave of absence, lest his extravagant exam-

ple should ruin half the officers.

It need hardly be said that he was fighting man, but .as

generous as he was plucky. There had been some ill feeling

between him and Martin Hawke, and this culminated over an

election contest. As they were returning from the hustings

they determined to settle the disputes there and then, and,

pulling up their drags, adjourned to a neighboring field

the first tire Mellish was wounded ; tbe arm.
At

Throwing

down his pistol he ran up to his opponeut, crying, J'Hang it

Hawke, you've winged me, but give me your hand. It need

scarcely be said they were good friends ever after.

The crasb came at last, and he was a mined man; his

splendid estate all except a small farm, went to the hammer.

He then reentered the army, and greatly distinguished him-

self in the Peniusular war, but his old vice of gambling got

him into disgrace again, and he had to throw up his commis-

sion and return home. With the wreck of his fortune and

h s wife's income he now settled down to tie life of a country

squire turned breeder of cattle, and became an enthusiastic

coursing man; he was also an accomplished artist and musi-

cian. But his fine constitution was already broken by excesses

that brought him to the grave at thirty-seven.

Oracular Me.ct Dawson.

"But can the modern racehor'sfjs'tay?" •

"Horses stay as they are trained, and according to the pace
they go. If trained for long courses Si. Simon and St. Gaiicu
would cut down their field quite as easily at three miles as at
one. Horses can stay forever if they go' slowly enough. As
a case in point let me ask you what kind of a hLrse you would
expect to win a steeplechase with;"
"A horse with pace, but not able to stay—ill feqod company

—makes a capital steeplechaser."
"Precisely. A thoroughbred with a good turn ol speed,

who has been taught to jump, can keep with a lot of hunters
and half-breds forever, because he is always going -.\eil

within himself while they are galloping their best. And
when he wants to come away at the finish he leaves them as

if they were standing still. I could not give you a better

illustration of the fallacy that horses could stay better of old
than now. As I just said, I believe a vast improvement has
taken place, thanks to Pocahontas and greater knowledge of

the means of developing the power of a young racehorse.

This tells in the long run. I do not believe two better ani-

mals ever trod the turf as two aud three-year-olds than St.

Simon and St. Gatien."
"You appear to attach great importance to getting young

animals forward. Do not we race our colts too young':"

"Horses are so rapidly developed and matured under the

modern method that they are nearly as good a horse as he is

likely to be. In proof of this mark the great weights carried

iu the Cesarewitch by Julius, Eobert tbe Devil, and St.

Gatien, who all won that race, run proverbially at a tremend-
ous pace as three-year-olds. Note also the weights of See

Saw and Foxhall in the Cambridgeshire. And the importance
of early development in horses brings me back to the starting

point of our conversation. Everything now depends upon
getting a quick return for your money. You will not, for

instance, wait even a year and a half or three-quarters to sell

your sheep. You would rather sell them as lambs! You get

nearly as much money and get it without delay. In the same
way cattle and pigs are bred to put on flesh while young, and
yet in the face of this there are people who wonder why we
race two-year-olds, aud why we do not breed hunters and
carriage horses and wait five years to turn our money over.

There is no possible reason why these animals should not be

bred, a few on a farm, but the practice wouid never pay on a

large scale."

"Is there any special art in getting young colts forward

early in the season, and generally in assisting nature in

developing them?"
"The general principles of feeding and exercising young

horses are fairly well understood, but some judgment and #

discretion are requiied in applying them. Horses vary in

their constitutions like men, and large animals require dif-

ferent treatment from small, light-fleshed ones."

"To begin with, however, they are treated much alike, are

they-not?"
"They are very well fed on the best oats that can be got,

beans, hay carefully selected and of prime quality, occasional

bran-mashes and roots, especially carrots. If they seem a

little used up, stale, or weary, we give them a little green

meat iu the stable. Within the last few years we have taken

to giving them the artificial grass called sainfoin, cut up and
mixed with oats. It is too strong to be given alone."

"A colt gives some anxiety. I take it, before he sees the

starter's flag."

"Weaning him from his mother is a very critical business,

seriously affecting his growth, and often making all the dif-

ference between a good and a bad animal. This over, we
turn him out into a paddock with some young companions,

for a colt is a social beast, and feed him on oats and carrots.

Of course, he is only turned into the paddock by day. No
racehorse is left out at night. When the Winter months are

over the yearlings are separated, and when, about the 1st of

September, they are perhaps sixteen to eighteen months old,

they are taken up, put into breaking, and used very tenderly

and gently till they get used to the bit and go with a boy.

Then they are sent short canters, gradually increasing in

speed and distance until they are bandy, and learn the use

of their legs. About the 1st of January they are tried with a

view to the Spring two-year-old races."

"They vary much, of course."

"Yes. And some discrimination is required iu selecting

those to be pushed on in training and those to be left till

later before being what is called 'put through the mill.' As

a general rule the little ones are pushed on, as it would be

destruction to the bigger and more important horses to train

and try them too soon. The great horses likely to grow into

Derby and St. Leger winners often do not appear till late in

the season, after the lighter framed ones have been running

for mouths. It is this necessity for patience with the bigger

horses which explains the late appearance of some of the

best racers, which are not started till the Doncaster and New-

market Autumn meetings, when racing folk look to the Mid-

dle Park Plate aud the Dewhurst Plate to tell them the win-

ner of the Derby."
"And it is your final opinion that our horses are better

than ever, and are not injured by being raced, judiciously

of course, as two-year-olds? Why then are owners so fond

of short races?"

"I quite hold to my views aud can easily explain why
owners like short races. They are, when the gronud is hard,

as it often is, much less likely to break horses down than

long races over a surface like stone pavement. Last year

many foolish people thought it unsportsmanlike not to pull

out St. Gatien and Harvester to ruu off the dead-heat for tbe

Derby. It would have been both unsportsmanlike and cruel

of Sir Jo'uu Willoughby aud Mr. Hummoud if Ibej had done

so. The horses hud ruu a desperate race over a course as

hard as steel, and a repetition of it would very likely have

broken one if not both of them down. And what the enthu-

siastic outside sportsmen who bad not contributed a shilling

towards the purchase or maintenance of either entirely for-

got is that the pair of dead-heaters were at that moment,

while sound, probably worth £10,000. Indeed St. Gatien,

who afterwards won the Cesarewitch, was alone worth in

reality all that mouev to his master."

"Then I am to conclude, Mr. Dawson, that a great deal of

nonsense is talked about the turf."

"As about art and other things with which you are nioro

particularly cognizant."

Aud the trainer of three winners of the Derby dons the

tall heaver which he never discards for a billy-cock, and we

stroll across the "Severals" amid the yellow clover.

Long distance races, the way they are run now-a-days, are,

in seven cases out of ten, such only in name. In a two-mile

race the horses canter for a mile and a half, and the race is

confined to a brush of three-quarters of a mile at the end.

The idea of a cup horse is one that combines with speed a

more than ordinarv amount of bottom: but the way these

races are run now, "any sprinter with a little extra work may

I turn out a cup horse.

Trottinc at Portland Or.

Crrv Vow PAM.Julj r2th—Puise SlTOi 2:50 class.

Almonette, bf, 4, by Mmont—Jay Beaol
Belmont-J. Mlaner....

Lady Mau.l, br 1. :i, by Rookwood—J. Pender
Timo 'J:15, 2:«J, 2:8
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Kamehameha Day at Honolulu.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman: As I promised to watch

the horses and to gi7e yon an account of oor "Kamehameha
Day," I will now try*to do so in my poor way. The day

opened with lovely weather, and from early morn till about

noon the stream of people kept moving down the Waikiki

road. AlLkincb of vehicles turned out on this gala day, the

butcher, the baker, the banker, in fact all hands left town,

bound ToY the races; and some of the rigs were quite comical.

Arriving at the Park we found tents pitched here and there

tp'l'ar'riish the hungry and thirsty. Sandwiches, ice cream,

socle water, ginger-pop, lemonade, cigars, etc., could here be

purchased, and Kalakaua dollars taken at par. At 10 o'clock

the stands were nearly full, the Hawaiian Band was dis-

coursing sweet music, and the crowd was getting anxious for

the first battle to commence, which was the (jrazier's Plate,

half-mile dash, open to all, and which contained sis nomina-

tions. Hancock was the favorite against the field. After

several attempts the flag fell to a poor start, and Gannon stole

a march on the boys and waa never headed.

Graziers' Plate—$100, for all ages. Haifa mile.

Eealia Ranch's b m Belle of Kania, aged, pedigree unknown, 115 lbs. 1

A. B. Barley's g h Garfield, by California, dam Queen, aged 120 lbs. 2

"NY. Cornwell's b b Hancock, by California dam Puss, aged, 120 lbs. 3

Mokuleia Farm's chf Fiamma, by Monday, dam AbbieW,, 4,113 lbs.

Time. :5Ci.

The second race was a trotting race, mile heats, 2 in 3, open

to all Hawaiian bred horses. It had four nominations, of

which two were drawn. It resulted thus:

Second Race—Trotting; Queen's Plate, $150.

Fannie, cb f—Col. E. W. Purvis 2 1 1

Honest John, b g—W. Hoian 1 2 2

Time, 3:36, 3:30, 3:30.

The favorite. Honest John, could have distanced the mare

in the first heat, but the "Sponge" drove to suit himself, as

he has done on other occasions. The George Treat affair

should have been a lesson to the judges to watch such a man
in the future, andrulehimoff forlife instead of a few months,

Fourtb Race—Hawaiian Jockey Club Cup, §300; sweepstake of S50

each added, open to all tbree-yt-ar-olds. The Cup to be won twice by
tbe same person, the second winning to be at any future meeting.

One mile.
Sam Parker's bg Col Gift, by "Wildidle, dam Kate Gift, 100 lbs

Howeon 1

Col, Spaulding's b i Rosita (for Eva), by Flood, dam Rivulet, 98 lbs
Gannon 2

w". Cornwell's bf May D., by Shannon, dam Cuba, 98 lbs Noble 3

Time, 1:51.

This race was the principal event of the day, but very

little money changed hands. One prominent horseman, with

a pile of bills in hand offering to back his favorite, could

get but few takers. There has been considerable disputing

and talking over thoseifillies,. and to such an extent that they

forgot the big bay colt was in the race, and when he downed
the crowd, there was a surprise for the boys. The winner

is a tall, rangy bay, about sixteen hands, of good disposition,

and when in condition will surely break the record for

the Islands. He was bred by Gov. Stanford at Palo Alto,

and selected by Harry Agnew in his yearling farm, and sold

by him to his present owners, Messrs. Parker & Gay.

Fourth Bace—Gov. Dominie Cup; $50 sweepstikes added for all Ha-
waiian bred two-Year-olds Three-quarters of a mile.
Cbas. LuciiB, ch c, Jim Dodd by Waterford, dam Lallah Rookh: 77

lbs *

"W. Cornwell'sg f Jennie B,. bv Waterford, dam KateL.ee, 74 lhs 2
Time, 1:23.

There was considerable money changed hands on this race,

in which Billy Cornwell backed his tilly freely. Both having
been sired by Waterford, and their dams both by Gov. Stan-

ford, their graud drxms were full sisters, so as far as breed-

ing goes they areoneven terms, but Jennie B.has the advan-
tage of age by several months. The time made was just.tbe

same as that made by Cornwell's Gov. Domines at two years

old and afteT whom the cup was named.
Fifth Race—King's Plate; §150; trotting race, 3 in 5; free for alL

Ed. Miles' b m Cleniintina 2 1

W. Horn's b g Joe Bake 1 d
Time, 2:47 4-5, 2:30.

There were four entries to this race, but Venture and Toby
were drawn for several good reasons, to the satisfaction of the

judges.
Clem won the first heat, but owing to two pounds short-

weight the judges gave the heat to Dake. The losing of this

two pounds seems very strange and then the Sponge finding

it out so soon. Some people say that he knew of the short-

weight before he reached the scale, and even Miles, the owner
of the mare, was heard to say "I think this was a job."

The second heat was trotted by the mare nearly 18

seconds faster, and astonished the public by making
the fastest time ever made over this track, beating the time
of Agnew's Commodore, 2:33. A protest was entered by the

Joe Dake party.

Sixth Race—Kahuku Cup and 575 added. One mile dash. Open to all

Hawaiian bred only.
Sam Parker, e m Lady Hooker, by Joe Hooker, dam Nevada, 3 vrs.,

Koble 1

Cbas. Lucas, g g Poni Moi, by Waterford, dam Black Maria, aged,
Frank 2

A. B. Ilavli.-v, g h' Strang *r, a-vl George 3

Time, 1 :57.

The winner is a very fine looking animal, sired by the

celebrated stallion Joe Hooker, dam Nevada. The mare
Nevada was purchased by H. J. Agnew four years ago, and
brought by him to Honolulu and sold to Win. Bailey on
Maui. That she is a game mare was shown by her running
away with Howson a distance of two miles, and then beating

such a good horse as Poni Moi.
Seventh race—A race for ponies under 14 hands, seven

entries, and won by No Name, making the faBt time of 2:0H,
the fastest pony race ever run over this track.

Eighth race—Reciprocity Plate, $200; running race; one and one-
quarter mile dash ; open to all.

1». Howson, b h IvanUoe, aged Howson 1

E. B. Miles, c h Langford, aged Ganon 2

Col. Spaulding.b m Eva, 3 yrs Dick 3

M. S. Farms, c m Fiamma, 4 >rs Crow
V>\ Cornwell, b m May D„ 8 yrfi Noble

Time, 2:14.

Very little money changed hands, Langford being the fav-

orite at odds against the field. This was the fastest one and
one quarter miles ever run over this track. There was great

joy for the former owner of Eva, and that Cleveland hat was
once more thrown high in the air at this, the second beating

of May D. by Eva. The Colonel was congratulated on own-
ing such a fine animal, and Agnew offered him §500 on his

bargain, which was refused.

No. 9 was a gentleman's race, trotting or pacing, for horses
that had never beat three minutes, owners to drive to road
wagon. There were sis entries to this, but the judges having

g
proof that one entry had a record of 2:22, advised the owner
to draw "the ringer" which was done. Considerable talk

about Cecil Brown's horse Buzzy having a fast record, but
no proof could be found, and he was allowed'to start

When the horses were called Billy Cornwell came
upon the track with his sorrel pacer and informed
tbe judges that although lie had not entered his

horse for this race, that the owners of nil the horses entered

liad with one exception agreed to lot him start—the diboenter

being Mr. Agnew. The judges called him to the stand and
explained matters, but he obstinately refused. The horses

got off
t
at the second attempt; Buzzy had the pole. For about

a furlong the gray pacer and Buzzy run head and head, when
the gray made a bad break; Buzzy took the lead, and kept it

to the wire, distancing all the others. Time, 2:54, Agnew
with his gray mare being last. Some say it served him right

for being so obstinate, as Billy Cornwell told the judge he
did not want the purse:

Tenth Race—Kamehameha Plate: S200; two-mile dash: open to all.

Chas. Lucas' bm Idle Girl 1

Ned Miles' ch Langford, Jr 2
Time, 2:45£.

Langford was the favorite in the betting. They got away
to a good start, the favorite having the pole. Langford took

the lead with Idle Girl close up. They maintained this posi-

tion for one and a half miles, and then Idle Girl commenced
to move for the lead, which she managed to get before the

homestretch was reached, passing under the wire several

lengths ahead in the fastest time ever made over this track

for the same distance. The winner is a racer in appearance,

being sired by Wild Idle, her dam being Robin Girl, by
Enquirer, one of Gov. Stanford's favorite mares. She was
purchased by H. J. Agnew in her two-year-old form, and
shipped to the Islands, and by him sold to Messrs. Gay &
Kinnersly. This mare has never had a go'jd show, and no
doubt the time will come when she will break the record of

this country at long distances. There is to be a number of

races on the Fourth of July, till which time I remain
Yours very truly Oahu.

Honolulu, June 30th.

Notable English Derbys.

The richest Derby ever run was said to have been Lord

Lyon's year (1866) when thestakes amounted to £7,300. The

smallest field was in 1794, when only four ran, and Dtedalus

won; the largest was in 1862, when thirty-four started, and

Caractus won. In 1S20 the Derby was run during a hurri-

cane that blew down the booths and covered the course with
whirling fragments of all kinds. Strangely enough, the

winner was named Sailor, the son of Scud. Twice has it

been run in a snowstorm—1839 and 1S67—Bloomsbury and
Hermit's years.

Another sensational Derby was that won by the French
horse, Gladiatenr (1S65). While sitting over his wine one
night at the Clarendon, Count Lagrange, who had only begun
breeding racing horses late in life, vowed he would win a

Derby, though it took him sis years to do so. He kept his

word". Gladiateur was absolutely a fluke. There was no
predictions as to his future fame at his birth. In the Dangu
stud there was an old mare named Miss Gladiator, who was
considered so useless and unornamental that the head groom
had given orders to let her run loose, in the hope that the

wolves, with which the adjacent wood was infested, would
make a meal of her. But a horse called Monarque took an
unaccountable fancy to Miss Gladiator, and from this unfor-

seen union sprang Gladiateur, who won not only the Derby,

but the two other great prizes of the year—the St. Leger and
the Two Thousand Guineas. Moral: Never trust too much
to appearances. Monarque was evidently a better judge of

mare-flesh than were his masters.

In 1S33 the Derby was won by Mr. Sadler's Dangerous,
one of the worst Derby winners that ever passed the post.

Those were the days when Robert Risdale, who had originally

been a footman in the service of Lord Durham, was the great-

est wire-puller on the turf; and when we read Mr. Risdale's

Glaueus started first favorite at 3 to 1, whilst the winner
started at 25 to 1, it is easy to understand the insinuations cf

those who hinted that the Derby could not be won about that

time except by what they mysteriously called management.
Previous to 1833 Glaueus had met Dangerous at Ascot, both

being two-year-olds, and beaten him severely.

The Earl who founded the slakes only won them once, and
that was in 17S7, with Sir Peter Teazle—named in honor of

his second wife, Miss Farren, with whom he had fallen in

love while she was acting Lady Teazle. Sir Peter was a

famous horse, and came of the purest blood, being descended,

through his great granddam, from the Godolphin Arabian.

Up to four years old he beat everything opposed to him, and
was said to be the winner of more races than any other horse
on the turf, but he broke down at four, at Newmarket; after

this he was withdrawn and kept for breeding. The Earl was
once offered 10.000 guineas for him. Sir Peter lived to be

thirty years old. Lord Derby was sixty years on the turf;

he attended all the gTeat meetings with quite a retinue of

servants, and in a coach and six. Many mementoes of this

grand old sportsman are still preserved; the picture of his

huntsman, Jonathan Griffin, on his gray horse, Spanker, is

still to be seen on the parlor walls of many a roadside inn in

Surrey. The likeness of his groom, Story, hangs at Knows-
ley. Of this worthy it is told, that one day while he was
dining, somebody came running in to say the Prince of

Wales was in his stable. "Then he may wait till I've done
my dinner," was the answer. And the old curmudgeon did

not hurry himself either.

The old Earl's successor had no taste for sport, though his

fad for natural history, which led to his keeping a menagerie
and an aviary, at a cost of £15,000 a year, was nearly akin to

it; but the next of the race inherited all his grandfather's

love of the turf. He was also fortunate in his dealings.

During the twenty-one years that John Scott ruled over his

stud, he owned in -all two hundred and forty-three horses,

fifty-four of which were winners; their winnings amounted,
in all, to just over £9-1,000—not a bad total. He never won
a Derby or a St. Leger, however, and the Oaks only once,

(1851 with Iris). One of the most famous of his horses was
Ithuriel, whose beauty was so remarkable that he served as

the model for a silver statuette for the Goodwood Cup of1845.
Much of the Earl's success is to be attributed to his moder-

ation and good judgment; he was never a plunger, and never
backed his horses for more than he could afford to lose. If all

racing men had been, and were like him, what a different history

would be the records of tbe turf. Of his judgment and fine man-
ly character no better example could he quoted than the follow-

ing: He had a horse called Acrobat, which had won him large

sums of money, but which was beaten in the St. Leger of

1854. Thereupon several letters were sent to Lord Derby,
which more than insinuated that John Scott hud sold the
race. So far from these calumnies shakiug his confidence in

his trainer, they seemed rather to increase it, and he not
only made a public declaration to this effect and openly
rebuked the scandal-mongers, but he assisted Scott in forc-

ing them to make a full retraction and au apology for their

falsehoods.

Several Eastern papers have announced that Romero would
do stud duty at Salt Lake. We suspect they are mistaken,
as Romero was gelded last year. It was a step that has been
regretted many times since.

Trouble with the Steeplechasers.

[Sporting World.

J

The labors of the Sporting World in behalf of turf reform
are already beginning to show the good effect. The authori-
ties at Monmouth Park have been thoroughly aroused to the
importance of the issue, and such men as Mr. Galway and
others are determined to leave no stone unturned to bring
about a reformation. Yesterday the hurdle race was closely
watched. Fourteen horses were entered, but only three
started, Bally, Marshall and Chariey Epps. Marshall was a
strong favorite, while Bally sold lowest. In the race Charley
Epps was never in the hunt. Bally and Marshall ran like a.

team throughout the race, and in the stretch Bally came away
and won as he pleased.

Anybody who knows the two horses is aware of the fact
that Marshall is a ten-pound better horse than Bally, and
the judges, noting the fact that Delaney, the nominal owner
and trainer of Marshall, simply flourished his whip when
finishing and never struck the horse until it was too late,

called both him and Callahan, the rider and nominal owner
of Charley Epps, into the stand. Delaney was quite indig-
nant that a charge should be made against him.

Said he, "I tried all in my power to win, and that the
horse was beaten was not my fault. I thought I could win
and I had my own money on."

"With whom did you back him?" asked Mr. Withers.
' Mr. Walton put on a hundred dollars for me. He backed

him the last time he ran, when I also thought that I could
win with him."
"You seemed to roll all over your horse in the stretch,

"

said Mr. Withers, "and never struck him with the whip."
"I rode him to the best of my ability and I did hit him in

the stretch."

Delaney was then allowed to leave the stand, and Callahan
was summoned, "Did you think you had a chance of win-
ning before the race?" he was asked.

"Certainly; but my horse has a leg, and in the] race he
could not run even a little bit."

"Well, if he had a leg why did you start him?"
'"Because I thought that perhaps I might win anyway."
The judges did not alter the placing of the horses, but Mr.

Withers announced that the Executive Committee would
thoroughly investigate the matter and report in a few days.
As regards the merits of the case, it is of course hard to say
whether the two riders were really on "stiffs." The track was
very slushy and exceedingly unsafe for hurdle racing, and the
judges must take that fact into consideration before render-
ing a decision which may do both men a serious injury and
deprive them of the means of earning their livelihood.

But now, while the judges have begun work on the steeple-
chase question, let them not let the matter rest. Steeple-
chase riders are simply the puppets. Others pull the strings.

Let them find out who are really the owners of most of the
horses now performing between the flags. Most of the trainers
and jockeys on whose colors they run are mere straw men
for big bettors or bookmakers. To reform the shameful
abuses which are practiced in steeplechases the authorities
must hunt up the real offenders in their secret lairs and bring-
them to speedy justice.

The first thing to be done, then, is to find out who own the
steeplechasers. This is an easy enough matter, for it is com-
mon track gossip. - The committee will find its work very
much simplified by insisting upon a strict enforcement of
Rules 22 and 23 of the Amended Rules of Racing, as passed
May 1st this year.

It is self-evident that if steeplechasiug is not radically re-

formed soon.it must be stricken from the programmes. The as-

sociations cannot afford any longer to lend their countenance to,

and thereby practically endorse, the most bare-faced swindles
on the public. Such racing is not sport; it is worse than
thimblerigging, because it wears the garb of respectability.
Vigilance and unrelenting determination are the only means
by which the sharps can be terrified into stopping their nefa-
rious practices. If the racing authorities are not strong
enough to destroy the offenders, then for heaven's sake take
away steeplechases from our programmes entirely.

The Lorillard Stakes at Monmouth.

This exceedingly valuable stake, worth $1S,530 net to the win-
ner, was won by Mr. Pierre Lorillard, the donor of the added
money (S5.000), with his fine tilly Wanda. True sportsmen
were gratified at this victory, for the lavish expenditures of
Mr. Lorillard have done much to make the turf what it now
is in this country. The details of the running can be con-
densed into a few words. A thick mist overhung the track
during this race, so that by no means a good view could be
had of it. But it was easy to see that Brookwood. who car-

ried on the running for seven furlongs, did not stay, and
that Pardee, who was second, then took up the runuing,
followed by Tyrant and Wanda. Pardee led into the stretch,

when Wanda came in on the centre and was striding on so
easily that close observers predicted her success. Still

Pardee gamely struggled to the end, though Wanda was
never really forced to a drive, and won rather easily. The
first half mile was slow, so that the mile must nave been
done very fast. Tbe time, as a whole, was good, but it must
not be forgotten that every race run that day proved that

the coarse was fast. Hov? good and game a horse is

Pardee was proved when he came back to the paddock
on three legs, and it transpired that he had split

the plate of his near forefoot. At what part
of the race this occurred did not appear, but it may have
interfered with this colt's chance. Pardee is palpably one of

the best three-year-olds out. We contend, however, that his

near forefoot must have operated to some slight degree with his
preparation, although to outward appearances he was one of

the best-conditioned horses which ran. Morris' horses had
not done well since their arrival, aud all the talent knew it.

As a matter of fact, the concentrated knowledge of all the

trainers had settled on Wanda and Pardee as the two most
likely to carry off the honors. But it is more than reasonable

(o suppose that both Gouno and Tyrant will be harder to

beat a little later.

Mr. Lorillard was very fortunate in thns lauding another
rich stake with the filly which won the Champion Stallion

Stake last year, of which this race was the sequel. It gives

Mortemer another big lift, and as the season advances we
expect to see more Mortemers successful. But we cannot
concede that the threa-ye;ir-old stake question is settled. In
tact ii i* just as well that it is iu doubt. If Wanda was ad-
mittedly tbe best of tbe three-year-olds there would be very
poor prospects for owners of other horses. Wanda's return
to form was a most welcome thing for her owner, but the ebb
and flow of fortune may do wonders for Borsan, Goano,
Richmond, etc.

—

8portaman.

The widow of Hiram Woodruff is living at Harlem, at fifty-

nine years of age.
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Mr. Dorsey and Epaulette at Albany.

[Cor. Turf, Field unci Farm.:

The Clay Stakes was a great betting race. Frank Herdic
informs me that there was about $"20,000 in the bos on the
event. It was a close call for the place of favorite between
Epaulette and De Bary. For a long time the Kentucky
stallion brought $150 to from $125 to $145 for De Bary, but
the backers of the latter held out the longest, and before the
scoring began positions were reversed. Besides these two,

Merry Thought, Eva and Duroc Maid started. The bad con-
duct and comparative lack of speed of the latter prolonged
the scoring, and ultimately ruined the chances of De Bary.
He came down several times appearing to have the speed of

the party, but alter seven or eight attempts he evidently

made up his mind that there was a conspiracy against him.
and he soured like an old maid. He beean going on one
rein, would not speed a little bit, and Golden had to turn
him as carefully as if he was treading ou egg-shells which it

would be fatal to break. Mr. John Shepherd, his owner,
located in the press-stand, was calm outwardly, but nervous
inside. Finally Golden called him down to the stretch and
told him that he could not understand it, but the hofse had
plainly soured on him, and suggested that some other driver

try him. However, Mr. Shepherd did not think this was
the best, and finally they got away. The stallion, driven by
.the colored man, Williams, behaved admirably in the scoring,

but broke before reaching the turn, and Merry Thought took
the lead. Around the turn De Bary made a hopelessly bad
break, and was nearly a distance out before Golden got him
settled. Putting in an occasional skip, Epaulette pursued
Merry Thought around the track, but she beat him out quite

handily in 2:221-. After this, it was a comparatively easy

race for the pride of the house of Dorsey. He won the

second, third and fourth heats in 2:19], 2:23^, 252]-, and
showed astonishing speed at times, although breaking rather too
often to be an ideal trotter. Mr. Steel made a claim for the

third heat, in which he barely beat Merry Thought, on
account of these breaks, but they were not punishable, as the

horse was pulled to his gait at once, and invariably lost by
them. Poor De Bary, from whom so much was expected,

-was all off. He would make phenomenal bursts of speed,

but was not there for a sustained effort. H. C. Woodnutt
had come up to look at him in behalf of a gentleman who had
paid $1,000 for the privilege of buying him at $10,000 more.
It is needless to say that the purchase was not completed,

but the SI, 000 helped out on the De Bary losses. Mr. Dorsey
had become quite nervous himself duriDg the progress of the

race, his horse not having a walk over by any means, but he
beamed with satisfaction after the struggle was over. He
remarked to me:

"One of the papers did me agreat injury in saying that my
price for Epaulette is §60,000. That is more money than I

ever asked for him."
"What is your price for him?"
"S50,000, and it has not gone up since the race."

"How fast a trial has he shown you over this track?"

"Never as fast as he trotted to-day. He does not like this

track. It does not give a firm foothold, and makes him feel

insecure. I was not confident of winning this race, and had
made up my mind that the horse that could put in three

heats better than 2:23 would take the money. You see I was
about right."

"How would you feel about matching your horse against

Phallas or Maxy Cobb, for instance?"

"Well, sir, I believe my horse is as fast as there is on earth,

and I would be willing nest Fall, to nut him into a race

against any other trotters where an association would give,

say, $2,000 for each starter, the winner to take the bulk of

the purse. But he is a young horse, and has had a great

deal of work. I thiuk it is best to rest him until Fall."

"Would yon back him for an inside stake?"

"I don't know about that. It would depend upon circum-

stances, and I should not like to commit myself."

In conversation with Mr. Dorsey in the evening at the

Delavan House, the old gentleman warmed up in a discussion

of the problems of breeding, and held a small audience en-

tranced by the charms of his oratory. The ex-prophet of the

Golddust stock, now wearing the Epaulette of success, is a

philosopher. The ordinary practical breeder does not begin

to see in a colt what flares out to the insight of the Kentucky
metaphysician. He is plastic and Platonic in his theories; to

use a vulgarism, he "goes way back." The sire, he says,

imparts nothing but the vital principle, and after his initial

service is performed the real work of generation begins. The
mysterious processes that go on with the dam before the colt

is foaled are precisely parallel to the growth of the stalk of

corn after the seed has been planted. Long after that it is

the copulation of the silk and the sap that produces the ker-

nel, perfect after its kind. The Symposium of Plato is not

more profound in the ethics of generation than the venerable

owner of Epaulette, well fortified by blue grass, and with the

juices of the Virginia weed peacefully trickling down his chin.

He Saw His Wife.

Baldwin's Mira and Mission Belle.
Tuesday, August 25th—The Equity Stakes, for two-year-

olds, sis furlongs. E.J. Baldwin's Mollie McCarty's Last,
Primero and Lijero. Same day, the Morrisey Stakes, for all

ages, two miles. R. Porter Ashe's Binnette, E. J. Baldwin's
Freda, Lucky B. and Fallen Leaf.
Thursday, August 27th—The Relief Stakes, for three-year-

olds, one mile and five furlongs. E. J. Baldwin's Verano,
Rapido and Mira.

Old Henry Clay.

Suggestions as to Starting. I Baldwin's Estrella, Santa Anita Belle, Mollie McCarty's Last,
Linda and Maricopa. Same day, the Pocahontas Stakes, for

The starting question is a burning one on the Eastern fillies three years old, one mile and five hundred yards. E. J.
tracks, and whether deserved or not Mr. Caldwell has been
freely and sharply criticised this season. As to the possibility

,

of improving the present system the following communica-
tions have appeared in the New York Sportsman, submitting

j

suggestions in that direction. In the issue of the 4th Aide- I

baran says:
' 'Any person that has frequented the starting post must feel

for the trials of a conscientious and pains-taking starter, and
it does seem as if from among the thousands who attend the :

races, some plan might be suggested to aid him in his arduous
'

undertaking, and any good thing should not be left untried
|

because au inovation upon old and established customs.
f

"As most of the trouble comes from want of concerted action
j

in making the break, a jockey, having but two eyes, and he '

being in the middle of a field of a dozen horses, he cannot i

see all the others, mind his horse, and watch the flag, so that I

he has no means of knowing what the intentions of the '

others are; hence, every time a few horses start, he, ansious
to get off well, which is what he is up for, breaks away.
"To remedy all this, let the starter give some sign to break,

raise his left hand, say, or by any understood sign, when it

shall be imperative upon a jockey to make a break, or, failing

to do so, be disciplined, or, for breaking before the sign is

given, be subject to discipline.

"If the horses are placed far enough back,j,in all probability
they will be close enough together at the post to throw the
flag.

"A jockey could make no valid excuse but what all would
be cognizant of for not starting, as it would be his business
to be lookiug for the signal.

"Should some such simple method be adopted it would, if

successful, be agreat saving of time to all concerned, result-

ing in better racing, and less occasion for croaking and
grumbling about the starter's bad intention (?) and the like.

"Perhaps some one can give a still better thought on the

matter. It must be possible to improve upon the old plan,

which is so uncertain, so wearing upon horse and man, vis-

itor and starter, judge, timer, trainer and everybody. Let
us agitate this matter."
On the following week a writer who signs himself "A Race

Goer" makes these propositions: "While reading the commu-
nication published in the last number of your interesting

paper in regard to good starting, it occurs to me that some-
thing ought to be done in order to insure prompt, even, and
fair starts. This, the most important factor in any race, is a

question that interests all the racing elements, and if some-
thing could be done in this direction the improvement would,

no doubt, give great satisfaction and delight to the starters,

jockeys, owners, and thegeneral public. I therefore presume
to advance the following suggestion:

Suppose the horses are placed a few yards below the start-

ing point, and when all there let the starter call the jockeys

to order with the word 'Ready!' At the sound of this voice

the jockeys, instead of being watching each other for fear of

someone taking any advantage, should be made to look

directly to the starter, who, at his discretion, when he sees

them all together, will give the first word 'Start' it being

the signal for beginning to walk the horses slowly towards

the starting line, and while walking and looking to the starter,

he should give the second word 'Now!' and as they get near

him, the final word 'Go!' with the fall of the flag.

"Inasmuch as it is very hard to make all the horses move
together in a run from a stand still, the preliminary walk from

below the line would, I think, give them sufficient time and
warning to move together.

"These four words of cummand 'Ready!' 'Start!' 'Now!'

'Go!' might save the starter a good many other words, the

jockeys many a fine and suspension, and to the owners of

horses and the public a great deal of grumbling and dissatis-

faction."

This method may not be practicable, but I venture to sug-

gest it for what it may be worth, hoping that someone

may find a way to avoid the long, tedious, and no doubt un-

avoidable bad starts which we all have to witness every day.

Saratoga.

A sentimental story about Mr. J. I. Case is going the

rounds of the press. It is something about his kissing his

wife whenever be wins a horserace. It is all very beautiful

and touching. Over in Michigan there is an old sport by the

name of Jake Goodspeed. He was selling pools at one of the

country racetracks last year when Mr; Case putin his appear-

ance. "How does it happen," asked Goodspeed. "thut you
are buying pools against your own horse?" "To tellthe

truth," replied Case, " he is in bad form and I don't believe

we will put him through for all there is in him." "So*, so,"

said Goodspeed, softly, "then I'll be prepared." Accordingly

he put about $400 in the pools against Case's horse. But
just before the horses were called up, Goodspeed noticed that

one of Case's henchmen was buying very heavily on Case's

horse. This struck Goodspeed as being a significant move
and he posted off to find Case. "Look here," said he to

Case, "if there's going to be any fine work I want to know
it, for I've put about $400 into the box against your horse.

Ton told me the horse wouldn't win—yet now I find your
man betting your money on the horse; what is the meaning
of all this racket?" Mr. Case hemmed and hawed a good

deal. "Well, you see," said he, "that I didn't intend to let

the horse out for all he was worth to-day, bat my wife seems
determined he shall win. She's up in the grand stand crying

and taking on so that I've made up my mind to win the race

if I can." Goodspeed hurried back to the pool-room and
hedged and squared himself as best he could—so that he lost

very little on the race, but it was a dreadfully narrow escape.

When Phallas and Masy Cobb met at Cleveland a fortuight

ago, Goodspeed came across Case and asked him if Phallas

would trot to win. "Of course," said Case, "This race is for

blood." "Well," said Goodspead, "I'll step around to the

pool-room and put up all my money on your judgment, if

you'll promise not to go near your wife till the race is over!"

In the closed stakes yet to be run at Saratoga the following

nominations from this side of the continent have been made.

As there are a number of estra races not yet closed as well as

estra days to be arranged, the number of starts will largely

exceed the showing made by this list:

Tuesday, July 28th—The Saratoga Stakes, for two-year-

olds, a dash of sis furlongs: E.J. Baldwin's Lijero, Mollie

McCarty's Last, Bonita and Solid Silver, R. Porter Ashe's

King of Norfolk, Gaston (dead) and Ingleside. Same day,

Saratoga Cup, for all ages, two miles and a quarter. R.

Porter Ashe's Binnette, E. J. Baldwin's Lucky B., Fallen

Leaf and Freda.
Thursday, July 30th—Iroquois Stakes, for three-year-olds,

one mile and five hundred yards. B. A. Haggin's Tyrant.

Saturday, August 1st—The Cash Handicap Sweepstakes,

for all ages, one mile and a furlong. G. R. Buchanan's Jim

Renwick, E. J. Baldwin's Mira and Rapido. Same day,

Spinaway Stakes, for fillies two years old, five furlougs.

L. H. Todhunter's Haidee, E. J. Baldwin's Mollie McCarty's

Last, Estrella, Maricopa and Santa Anita Belle.

Tuesday, August 4th—Sequel Stakes, for three-year-olds,

one mile and five furlongs. E. J. Baldwin's Mira, Volante

and Verano.
Thursday, August 6th—Sammer Handicap, all ages, one

mile and a half. R. Porter Ashe's Binnette, E. J. Baldwin's

Freda, Grismer and Fallen Leaf.

Saturday, August 3th—Virginia Stakes, for two-year-olds,

five furlongs. E. J. Baldwin's Bonita, Silver Cloud, Lijero

and Mollie McCarty's Lnst.

Tuesday, August 11th—United States Hotel Stakes, for

three-year-olds, one mile and a half. E. J. Baldwin's Verano,

Mira and Mission Belle.

Thursday, August 13th—The Kentucky Stakes, for two-

year-olds, six furlougs. E. J. Baldwin's Mollie McCarty's

Last, Linda, Silver Cloud, Primero and Lijero, R. Porter

Ashe's King of Norfolk, Gaston (dead) and Ingleside. Same

day, Grand Prize of Saratoga, all ages, one mile and three-

quarters. R. Porter Ashe's Binnette, E. J. Baldwin's Freda,

Lucky B. and Fallen Leaf.

Saturday, August 15th—The Foxhall Stakes, for three-

year-olds," one mile and five furlongs. B. A. Haggin's

Tyrant.
Tuesday, August ISth—The Tennessee Stakes, for two-

year-olds, six furlongs. E. J. Baldwin's Lijero, Solid Silver

iind Mollie McCarty's Last. Same day, the Congress Hall

Stakes, all ages, three-quarters of a mile and repeat. G. R.

Buchanan's Jim Renwick, E. J. Baldwin's Rapido and

Brandywine.
Thursday, August 20th—The Misses' Stakes, for filbes,

two years old, six furlongs. L. H. Todhunter's Haidee, E. J.

The stallion Henry Clay, founder of the Clay Family, was
bred by Mr. George M. Patchen,' foaled in 1S37, and got by
Andrew Jackson, the first entire horse that ever acquired dis-
tinction upon the trotting turf. Andrew Jackson wasa black
horse, got by Young Bashaw, from a mare brought from Ohio
to Philadelphia, whose breeding has never been traced, but
she both paced and trotted. Youne Bashaw was a gray horse,
got by imported Grand Bashaw, his dam being Pearl, by
Bond's First Consul, and the dam of Pearl was Fancy, a
daughter of imported Messenger.
Imported Grand Bashaw was a Barb imported from Trip-

oli in 1820. He was a very handsome, black animal, with a
star and snip, and stood about 144. hands high. He died in
Pennsylvania in 1845. Young Bashaw, his best son, was
rathar a coarse horse, about 15 hands in height, and had some-
thing of a local reputation as a trotter. Four of his get were
successful performers upon the trotting turf. These were
Andrew Jackson, which got a saddle record of 2:38i, and
forced Edwin Forrest out in 2:31, Charlotte Temple, whose
record to saddle was 2:3S£, Saladin, saddle record 2:39, and
Washington, with a record to wagon of 2:35£.

Among the noted trotters got by Andrew Jackson, son of
Henry Clay, the subject of our illustration, wasKemble Jack-
son, which placed to his credit a wagon record of 2:34, and
won from the great driver, Hiram Woodruff, the compliment
of being the best weight-puller and long-distanced horse com-
bined that he ever trained and drove. Another noted eon of

Andrew Jackson was the stallion Long Island Black Hawk,
the first stallion to trot in 2:40, drawing a 250-pound wagon.
The brown gelding Quaker, which got a saddle record of 2:33
in 1S46, was also a sonof Andrew Jackson, from which it will

be seen that Henry Clay came from a sire that was himself a

trotter and possessed the trotting instinct to such an extent

as to impress it strongly upon his offspring.

The dam of Henry Clay was known as Lady Surry, but her
breeding has never been brought to light. Some, wh:> believe

that the Clays though very speedy are inclined to be faint

hearted, claim that they inherited this quality from the dam
of Henry Clay, but a horseman who knew her well states that

she was a trotter with apparently as much pluck as the game
little mare Flora Temple, the first trotter to astonish the

world by redncing the record to 2:19|. It was formerly
thought that Lady Sorry was of Canadian origin, but facts

have come to light during the past few years which make it

probable that she was bred in Surry, N. H., and that her dam
was got by an English horse owned at one time by a man
named David S. Eaton, of Waltham, N. H. It has been
claimed by some that the sire of Lady Surry was a Morgan,
and while it may not be possible to disprove the statement,

no one has yet been found who could prove by what horse

she was got. She was at one time useaas a saddle mare, and
afterwards became quite a trotter.

Henry Clay is described as a coal black horse about ISA-

hands high, with a rather large but not coarse muzzle, good-

sized head, large, pleasant eye full of latent fire, short, active

ears set well apart, short, thin neck, well joined to oblique

shoulders, the union to the withers being perfect, deep
brisket, elbows well out from the .chest, broad, long, power-
ful arms, large, flat knees, short cannons, strong but elastic

pasterns, large, firm tendons, round, handsome, but rather

large feet, wide heels, the walls of the hoofs being very thick

and tough. His body was round and of good length, the ribs

being sprung well out from the spine, deep through the

heart, ribs large but not extending so far back towards the

hips as in the Morgans. His back was of good length and
well coupled to very long hips, which were so drooping as to

deceive one at first glance into the belief that they were un-
usually short. His loin was very broad and strong, hocks

large and clean, his hind leg inclining somewhat to the sickle

formation.

—

American Cultivator.

Picking the Winners.

The question how to win money on the turf is one that is

often asked and answered with difficulty. Rapier, iu the

Sporting and Dramatic News of London, gives a recipe which,

though not new, may yet be profitable to many. He says:

"If I had to sum up advice in one sentence I should say,

'Observe and follow the market.' If a horse is backed heavily

the inference is that a number of very shrewd people have

reason to believe that its chance is great. If the first favorite

recedes in the betting and the second favorite comes forward

there is usually some reason for it. For instance, in a race

at Ascot Luminary was, when the betting opened, a hot fav-

orite, odds on, Child of the Mist 4 to 1. Gradually Luminary
came to even money, 5 to 4, 6 to 4, ultimately, 2 to 1, while

Child of the Mist crept up to equal favoritism. Child of the

Mist won. I had an'opportunity the other day of watching

the market, aud it is amazing to note the rapidity with which

clues are caught up and followed. A friend of mine had

told me that "he thought he should win a race. 'Don't be

in a hurry about it,' he said, 'I shan't back it till the last

moment, when the market has settled down.' I went into

the ring. There was a hot favorite, Archer's mount, which

had very lately won a race. I casually asked the price ol my
friend's horse, and was told '3 to 1—4 to 1 to you, sir.* By
degrees the market settled down. The first favorite is usually

at a false price merely because it is tirst favorite. A second

favorite was found, aud my friend's horse went back to 7 to

1 '8 to 1 to you, sir,' if you would not take 7. All of a Bud-

den, however, as if moved by one impulse all oval the ring,

backers began on the beast I was interested in. and in a

moment no more than 3 to 1 was obtainable. Backers per-

ceived that the shrewd people to whom he belonged were

supporting him in a way which showed how greatly he was

faucied. Let me add that he finished nowhere. Tue race

was won by an animal that was thought to have no chalice,

and was not backed for a shilling.

"It nevertheless happens on occasions that the market is

an unsafe guide. If a horse is heavily backed the inference

is that the stable fancy him and have invested on turn, but it

is not always so. But if the money can be ascertai

have come from a good quarter, the man who 'foil

monev' is often right, especially in the small-.-

Necessarily, in big races, winners are more difficult
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Racing at Portland, Or-

City View Pauk, July 12tb-Puree S150, for all ages. Five-eighths

e! SilTey's ch g Geo. Winters, by Joe Hooker, dam by NorfolB, aged,
j

Time, 1:05.

Judge Lindsey, who took a record of 2:21} in the three-

minute race at Chicago on the 16th nit., is a small, bay geld-

in" hut little more than 15 hands high, bred m Alabama,

foaled in 18S0. got bv Bostick's Almont, Jr., dam by Clifton

Pilot sire of the dam of the handsome horse Cuarley \V likes,

now at Beacon Park, Boston. Bostick's Almont, Jr., is a son

of Almont, his dam being a daughter of Alexander sMwin
Forrest Cbarlev Hilton, who won the third and fourth heats

of the above race in 2:261, 2:22}, and came danjerously near

winnino the deciding heat, is by Louis Napoleon, sire of

Jerome Eddy, 2:16V. Third money in this race went to First

Call by Athlete, another son of Almont. The dam of Atnlete

was Idaho, by Gill's Vermont, by Dowmng's Vermont, son

of Vermont BlackHawk.

Clemmie G., owned by W. J. Gordon, of Cleveland, Ohio,

trotted a great race at Detroit ou July 2d, winning the free-

for-all in the last three heats in 2:1SJ, 2:19} and 2:lbJ, beat

im> Phvllis Wilsou and Felix. The two first heats were won

by°Phy'llis 'in 2-20.1, 2:17?, and the third by Wilson m 2:1SJ-.

It will oo on record as one of the fastest and best races ever

trotted. It brings to mind the seven heat race won bj the

same mare at Chicago last season, when she beat Fanny

Witherspoon, Edwin Thome and Phyllis, in a seven heat

race not, however, until the judges had exercised a consider-

able'amount of moral suasion on her driver and declared one

heat void. _^
THE GUK

The Gun Club held their sixth annual shoot at San Bruno,

on Saturday of last week. This was a change of venue,

similar events under the auspices of this club having

taken place hitherto at Bird's Point. Members of the club

give as their reason for the change, the fact that the difficul-

ties attendant on successful shooting are greater at San Bruno

than at the Point, and the test of skill and judgment is thus

rendered more conclusive. As a matter of fact, it has been

found that the man who can kill an average of 9 out of 12

birds at the Point, can only bring down 7 out of the same

number at San Bruno, the high wind so regularly prevalent

there, combined with certain conditions in the surroundings

of the scene of operations (which have their effect on the

flight of the birds on their release from the traps), bringing

about this result. Much may be said pro and con or) this

subject, the nature of the opinion formed on the question

depending, to a very material extent, on the proficiency of

the individual who forms it, in the use of the shotgun. The
average sportsman, we suspect, would infinitely prefer Bird's

Point, as placing him more on a level with his more skilled

and experienced rivals, but no one need be surprised to find

a club composed of such cracks as form the membership of

the Gun Club of this city, searching for and selecting a place

where, under difficult and trying conditions, the question of

their comparative skill might be definitely, or at least approx-

imately, settled. Be that, however, as it may, theselection has

been made. Accordingly, for the first time, on the day men-

tioned, the President of the club, J. K. Orr, put up a

medal as the prize for the club's shoot at that place. The

difficult weather conditions, which are usnally found at this

wind-swept spot, were for. the nonce wanting, and the birds

did not appear to be especially lively, nor did they seem in-

lined to give much trouble to those bent on their death. The
result was that Orr made a clean score, and Gordon and

Eising narrowly escaped performing the same feat, while, as

will be seen by the score, four other geutlemen followed close

in their wake. Hamilton, who was allowed to shoot at

twenty-eight yards instead of thirty, got fifty per cent, of his

birds, but the others, who stood at scratch, were more con-

siderate of the lives of theirs, owing either to bad luck, a de-

fect in their weapons, or—well—there is only one alterna-

tive. The boundaries were one hundred yards, and twelve

birds were allowed to each man. The shootiug of the three

highest scorers was simply a splendid exhibition of marks-

manship. The score:

Wilson.... 1011 01 1 Ol'lll— 9

Hamilton... 0001111(110 1— 6

Bacon O0OOO1O110 1— i

Grant 1011110 null— 9

Golcher....0 11 11111110 0—0
Kilgarlff... .101111109111— 9

It may be added that Mr. Orr declined to accept his own
medal and it will, of course, be shot for under the same con-

dilions on the next occasion of the meeting of the club

experts for a trial of skill.

The usual number of freeze-outs followed the medal com-

petition and some fine shooting resulted, not a few of those

who were unsuccessful in the first event redeeming their reputa-

tions to some little extent in the others.

The Lincoln Gun Club held its fourth annual shoot at

Colma on Sunday. For the medals there were 15 birds to

each man and the successful men were, for the first-class

medal: Bruns, with 13; for the second-class, Scheudel, with

10. aud for the third, Doane, with 12. The other scores in

the respective classes were: For the first-class, Cate, 12;

Campbell, 11; Eden, 11; Orinkhouse, 0; Parks, 5; Heinz, 4.

Second-class, Ford, 8; Karney. 8; Neuman, 8, Leike, 7. and

H. Venker, y. Third-class, Mergoire, 10; Noll, 7; Holmes,

5, and Harber, 4.
*

The Alameda County Club held a shoot at Bird's Point ou

Saturday when a goodly number of competitors put in an

appearance. The rules were 12 birds each, 30 yards rise, 100

yards boundary, Hnrliugham rules to govern. The birds

were first-class and tested the skill of the nine gentlemen

who took their turns at the score to the utmost. The major-

ity of them were "tailers" and strong flyers. Mr. Pollak

made a clean score, displaying at once fine judgment and
quick shooting. Indeed, the same may be said of the

m:iiintv of those engaged in the match. The score was as

follows:

Slale 1 11111110 11 0-10
S.irino 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- 'J

Monte " 1110 10 1 1—0
Rnll 1 111111110 1 1-11
Cliaraberliu 1 1110 111111 1—11

Mortimer 1 1101101010 1—8
Houghton 1 1111011111 1—11
Pullak 1 1111111111 1—12
Adams 1 1001111111 1-10

Butler. ..1 01101110111—9
Gordon. .0 1111111111 1—11

Eising. .1 1110111111 1-11
Havingsn 00111101010— G

Fuller.

.

0111100001 1—
Orr 1 1111111111 1—12

After the match a sweepstake was gotten up at 6 birds,

entry $2.50, with privilege to withdraw. The result was as

follows

:

Slade wan I Bell 1 11110
Samnels 1 1 wdn |

Miller 11111
Messrs. Bell and Levy shot at five Peoria blackbirds, when

the former missed his third, and the latter his fourth. In

shooting off the tie Levy won, Mr. Bell having lost his bird.

Messrs. Miller and Lambert shot at the same number of

blackbirds, when the latter succeeded in triumphantly miss-

ing three while his opponent only failed to hit one.

Golden Gate Gun Club.

The Golden Gate Gun Club held its fifth medal shoot at

McMahon's Station Snnday. The shooting was below the

average. Following is the score:

FTBST CLASS.

EdgarForster 1111011111111 1—18
J. H. Mangels 1 01100111010011—9
F. Monson 1 0111000111110 0—9
A.lluss 10011111011100-9
K. Sohluter 0100101111111 1—9
W.Bose 0001111110110 0-8
W. Ashcroft 1010000111000 1-6
Eugene Foreter 00011101000110— G

S. Icovern 0011010 010000 0-4
E. Kershaw 0000110000000 1—3

SECOND CLASS.

Edwin Forster 1110101110111 1-11
A.Allen 1 1011101011010 u- 9

Wm. Malone 1 00110111000010-7
Edgar Forster took the first class medal and Edwin Forster

the second. This is the third time Edgar Forster has won
the first medal.

On Sunday there was quite a large attendance at the Point,

and eleven gentlemen took their stand at the score to shoot

at 25 Peoria blackbirds apiece, IS yards rise; first prize, S5;

second, $2.50; third, SI. The subjoined score, while it gives

a faithful record of hits and misses, does not, we are free to

own, make an equally candid showing of the real names of

some of the shootists, who either from modesty or a fear that

they might have a difficulty in finding any one to shoot against

them in the future if their real names were known, veiled

their identity undera nom de guerre. It may be added that

the gentlemen referred to do not by any means figure at the

head of the list as scorers:

White 001100010010100101001101 o—io
Schwerin 111011010090001001010111 0—12
Funoke 1 00000111110011011001110 0—13

Scott 100000101000101001001000 0—7
Lambert 1 111111101111 10011101100 0-18
Moses 001)0011010 withdrawn — 3

Hart 0001001110011000110100000-9
Isaacs 000111000. 10 1 01 Nil 1 1 00- 7

Commins 000010001001010 0001111 0-8
Boyd 00000111 1 withdrawn — 4

O'Connor 001100110 withdrawn — 4

After the match proper another was extemporized at 5 live

pigeons between Messrs. Jones, Lambert and White ($2.50

entrance) the former standing at 26 yards, the second at 30,

and the last at 25 yards. The following was the result:

Lambert 1 1111 1—6 |
Jones 1 1111 0—5

White 1 1111 1—6

The tie between Messrs. Lambert and White was decided

in favor of the former, Mr. White failing to bring down his

bird. ,

At Portland.

On the glorious Fourth there was a grand match at Port-

land which was quite successful. The Silver Trophy Gob-

let, with drinking cups attached, was the largest and hand-

somest 1 ever saw given on the Coast. The attendance of

shooters and spectators was large, and the average scores

good considering the heat. The trophy cost $100. A local

paper says: "There were 32 entries, each man to shoot at 15

birds. The shooting began shortly after 2 o'clock, and was
prolonged over four hours. Nearly 200 people managed to

plod along underneath the burning sun, and through suffo-

cating dust to the range in South Portland, but most of them
deserted and went back a quarter of a mile to see the com-
petitive military drill on the cricket grounds, which seemed
to offer superior attractions. The coutest was without in-

cident worthy of mention." Following is the score:

D. K. Howe o 1011011110111 1—11
J.H.Hughes I 1010100010110 0—7
M. F. Spencer 1111101100110U— 9

A.Lenli.ird 1110110100000 0—6
J.M.Payne 1 nillloOOlOOlll— 9

J. Faquet 11011111010101 1—11
J. C. French 1101111011101 1—11
E. L. Hendee 00000000001010—2
E. Campiou 1 01010100100011—7
F. Clark 1 1100111011001 1—10
H. Crage 1101100U110110— 8

W. P. lierger 11011010101110—9
T. Davis 01101101010010— 7

H. Kauu I 11001011000000—6
H. B. Gearlln 01111101010010—8
F. T. Thome 1 1111111011111 1-14
.(. \V. W'li.illev 00011110101100—7
W. C. Barrell 01000011111011— 6

11. Woodman I 11I01111100U1 0—10
W. D Clan* 1011011101010 1—9
W. L. Chapman 1 1011111010011 0—10
B. Nicoll 1 1100000010110 1—7
W.L.Curry 1 1101000111110 1—10
W. Muir 1 11111110 1110 1 0—12
D. Monastes.... 011011 010011 1—S
H. G. tfacrtonald l loooiioiollll 1—lo

J. I). Bedley 1 0101010010110 0-7
A. Itikv 00000100000010— 'J

J.K.Stewart 1 1001111111101 1—12
S.T.Stephens 1 01011100110911—9
F. I. Han wdn
E.W.Moore 1 1111111110 111 0-13

E. W. Moore being a member of Company G, and having
to drill, the rules were suspended iu his behalf so that he was
allowed to shoot his second and third sets of five at the same
time. Wherefore when he returned from drill everybody
else had finished shootiug and Thorn's score of 14 was the

best by two that had been made. Thus it was possible for

Moore to beat Thorn by making a clean score. What few
spectators remained became quickly interested, and some of

them quite heavily pecuniarily in the result. Moore shot his

second string without an error. But the next bird thrown
from the trap did not "fly" well aud was missed. This made
it only possible to tie Thorn, wkioh it is claimed Moore
might have easily done, but that the score of 13 was vacant
and entitled the person who should make it to the second
prize of $40. Moore hit the uext two birds aud then missed
the last, making the identical 13, probably prefering the cer-

tainty of $40 to the possibility of getting beaten in the tie

contest for the cup.
For the second money, $35, Messrs. Miner and Stewart

had tied with 13 each. In shooting off the tie Miner killed

3 birds while Stewart missed the second.

Messrs. Howe, Pacquet aud French having each scored 11

divided the third money, $30.

The fourth money, S25, was contested for by Messrs.
Clark, Woodman, Chapman, Curry and McDonald, each
having a score of 10, and Woodman winning after shooting
5 birds in order to defeat McDonald.
The fifth money, S20, was taken by Spencer, who killed 3

birds in shooting off the tie.

Uncle Davy Monaste took the sixth prize, $15, defeating
on the tie Bhoot Messrs. Clayes, Gearin and Barrel.

For the seventh prize, S10, Messrs. Hughes, Campion,
Davis, Whalley, Nicholl and Bodley were tied, Davis win-
ning in 6hooting off.

Lenhart and Kaub divided the next prize of $5, as did also

Messrs. Hendee and Kickey the consolation prize of $5, they
each killing 2 birds oniy.

HERD AKD SWINE.
Questions That Need Answers.

Sir J. JB. Lawes communicates to the London Agricultural
Gazette the following suggestive article:

One of the questions ou which I presume every one would
be glad of farther information, is, to what extent should the
food vary in proportion to the yield of milk? In all dairies

where the herd is at all large, there must be a very great
difference in the yield of milk by the different cows. Some
have just calved, and are yielding perhaps from 20 to 25
quarts per day, while others are approaching the dry period,
and are possibly yielding less than four quarts. The aver-
age yield need not vary much, as fresh cows are constantly
taking the place of those which are dry. Let us assume
tha* the whole herd is yielding on an average 12 quarts of
milk per day, and that the average consumption of the food,

calculated in the dry state is 28 lbs. per cow per day; 30 by
7 gives 210, and as the solid matter in milk is about 13 per
cent., it is evident that the average amount of the food con-
sumed by the herd, is equal to the production of rather more
than 26 lbs. of dry milk weekly. This average, however, is

most unequally distributed among the cows, as while some
may be only producing 3 lbs. or 4 lbs. of solid matter weekly,
others may be producing more than 40 lbs.

Now the question that arises—and it is one of considerable
economic importance—is, how should the food be distributed

among the herd, so that it shall be equivalent to the work
performed? If, in addition to the chaff and roots, or silage,

an average of 4 or 5 lbs. of cake is given, how should this be
alloted to the cows yielding respectively 20, 15, 10 and 5
quarts of milk per day ? The highest number would repre-
sent 45 lbs. of solid milk weekly, containing about one-third
of its weight of butter, and another third of nitrogenous
substance. It is evident that 2S lbs. of cake would be in-

competent to'produce this amount of substance, but how
much more should be given? Even 56 lbs. of linseed cake
would not furnish the whole of the nitrogen in the milk.
Every animal requires a certain deh'nite amount of food for

its existence, without either nourishing a calf or yielding
milk, and if the amount supplied is not sufficient, a loss of
weight takes place. The sustenance food of any animal de-
pends necessarily upon its size, and a knowledge of this fact

is quite essential to enaole us to calculate with any degree
of accuracy, the necessary amount of food ingredients which
will be required for the production of a given quantity of
milk. Every one who has had experience in dairy farming,
knows that food alone will not produce milk. The animal
must have the capacity to produce it; this is generally at its

maximum two or three weeks after calving, and it is at this

period that the milk diet sliould be fixed.

I may mention that although our real experiments on the
subject have only recently commenced, the accurate weigh-
ing of the milk given by each cow, morning aud evening,
has been carried on for more than a year, and the result has
brought to light some very interesting facts in relation to the
yield of milk. The absence of the accustomed milker, from
illness or any other cause, is followed by a slight decline in
the yield of milk, while neglect in thoroughly milking a cow,
eveu for one day, appears to permantly affect the yield.

Tliere is also another point which will require very careful
consideration when we come to write upon the subject—

I

allude to the weight of the cow.
In all our feeding experiments, we found it necessary to

adopt some standard weight for comparing the different an-
imals. For instance, taking the weight of the animal at

the beginning and end of the experiment, we added the two
together, and h iving divided the total by two, we estimated
the product to be the mean weight; and the increase being
known, it was caleiilated by a rule of three sum how mnch.
100 lbs. live weight of the animal would increase weekly.
Now the question is, whether some such process will not
have to be adopted in regard to milk. Although my cows
are all of one breed, still they vary, in weight from a little

over 1,000 lbs. to 1,500 lbs. How then are we to compare
the product of two animals where the difference of weight
may be so large, assuming that from the period of calving
until they become dry, the cows each produce 6,000 lbs. or
600 gallons of milk. It surely cannot be argued by any one
thatjthe return of one cow is equal to that of the other, as the
sustenance iood of the larger cow must greatly exceed that
of the smaller one. If, for instance, we entered on an in-

vestigation of the milking properties of various breeds of
cows, the weight of a cow in relation to its milk would be an
element of value far too important to be. ignored.
As an industry, dairy farming is, probably, one of the oldest

that exists, and yet it will be evident at once what a number
of important questions arise when it becomes an object of
scientilic inquiry. I have not even touched upon that which
is perhaps the most important, and interesting of all—

I

allude to the production of a cow that will yield a large

amount of milk. An investigation of this kiud must neces-
sarily occupy a considerable number of years, aud is, there-

fore, quite outside the scope of our present inquiry. When,
however, we see the extraordinary differences in the yield of

milk by cows, which to all appearances, are very similar in
breed and character, it is evident that a perfect milking
breed of Shorthorns, if not of other breeds, is still an object
to be sought after.

It is a noticeable fact, says the Farm and Dairyman, that
the cowr that have made such big records soon eoiue to an
end. The famous Holstein cow, Echo, owued by P. C.
Stevens, proprietor of the Maplewood Stock Farm, Attica, N.
Y., which gave birth to male triplets March 4th, died ou the
St!; ultimo. Her owner refused $25,000 for her, ami was
offered $5,000 for a calf, if male. She had the largest milk
record in the world. In this case it appears to have been the
enormous strain upon the constitution, made by bearing
triplets, that was the immediate cause of death. How far the
terrible drain of 23.700 pounds of milk the previous year,

aided in the matter, no one knows. We are beginning to

think that big records mean cruelty to animals.
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Curing Milk Fever.

The case was a peculiar one, exhibiting the characteristics

of the disease in its most malignant form. The cow Maria

(Vol. VII, A.H. B.), by Duke Imperial (36,456), was then

even years old, not in high condition, and seemed all right

after calving—was fed a thin bran mash, which she seemed

to relish, and milked about fonr or five hours after the birth

of the calf. Had same feed, with hay, the next morning;

and after milking, giving nearly three gallons, besides what

had been taken by a stout and hearty calf. I chanced to be

present when she was driven from the stable, and observed
that her gait was staggering and irregular, and at once sus-

pected the presence of this dangerous fever. Consulting three

or four standard popular authorities, I found they all agreed

as to the character of the disease, and the objects sought to

be accomplished by the treatment. The fever is to be allayed,

and the tendency, to constipation combatted.

To reduce the fever I am satisfied that aconite is superior

to all other remedies. But aconite was not at hand, and a

messenger had to be sent to the drug store two miles distant

to procure it. In the mean time we were diligent in th i ap-
plication 'of other remedies. A physic of a pound of Epsom
salts, with a like quantity of common salt, dissolved in about
three quarts of cold water, to which was added half an ounce
of ginger and a pint of molasses, was administered in one
dose. Before the messenger returned with the aconite (which
should have been first administered) the cow was down and
the fever high—the head was turned to one side, and no
notice was taken of surrounding objects. When the aconite

came thirty drops were a durinistered in a pint of thin gruel,

and in three hours thirty drops more. But between these

doses the physic was repeated, giving only half the quantity

of salts. By evening the third dose of aconite had been ad-

ministered, and to aid the physic two injections of soap and
warm water; also applied broken pieces of ice in a small

woolen sack to the forehead. Before going to bed we had
secured a partial opening of the howels, and thought the cow
a little easier. The weather being mild we covered our
patient with a blanket and left her out of doors for the night.

The case now seemed discouraging enough; the flow of milk
had entirely ceased, and the cow seemed unconscious; still

we had hoped that our prompt treatment might save.the

patient.

We were out before day nest morning, and as we ap-

proached, lantern in hand, were delighted to see the cow
turn her head to see what was coming. The symptoms
had improved—the fever evidently subsiding. But the work-
ing of the physic was unsatisfactory, so we duplicated the

last dose, following it with injections. In the afternoon,

observing indications of restlessness and distress, another
dose of aconite was given, which allayed them at once. By
evening she was much improved, recognized her calf, drank
corn meal gruel, and tried to eat the grass as she lay on the

ground. She had not been moved from the place where she
first fell, except as we turned her over from side to side every
time we administered medicine. There being indications of

bad weather we thought best to get her under shelter, and as

it was not possible to get her up, we rolled her on to a low
sled and in this way got her into the wagon-shed, cut green

grass, which she now ate with a relish, and before bedtime
the physic had operated satisfactorily, and the flow of milk
was returning. The cow seemed in all respects well, except

the palsied condition of her hindquarters. Still unable to

get upon her feet, she is covered with the blanket and again
left out for the night.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday the cow re-

mains down, eating and drinking as in perfect health, giving

nearly the usual quantity of milk—the calf doing well, sucks
I the mother as she lies upon the ground. Have continued the

feed as last mentioned, adding a little oil meal; curry and
brush the cow and rub her legs. On the following Sunday,
that is the tenth day after the cow is taken sick, after drink-

ing two buckets of cold water, with a great effort she gets

upon her feet, but is soon down again. The next day she

was up again, and in a few days more was entirely recovered,

and lived to breed several calves. We had kept her well

bedded, and turned her over several times a day, as men-
tioned before, so that the skin was not worn off excepting

slight abrasions on the knees.

We have had four cases since, and directed the treatment

in several others, and all recovered. Our last case was but

two months ago—the cow, the next day after calving, was
discovered to be ailing, and while being driven into the stable

staggered and fell into her box. Forty drops of aconite were
at once given her in a galloD of cold water, which she drank
out of a bucket. She had some fever, accompanied with the

wild and restless look characteristic of this malady. In less

than one hour we gave the Epsom salts, with common salt

and ginger, which operated in due time. The fever diminish-

ing we did not administer the second dose of aconite, and by
the next day the flow of milk, which had nearly ceased, re-

turned, and the cow soon recovered. This favorable result

we attributed to the prompt administration of the full dose of

aconite.

Since the publication of my treatment of the first case I

have received letters from several parties who have adopted

the treatment with the most satisfactory results; and only a

few months since I saw a communication, in an Iowa paper

I think, from an intelligent breeder, whose name I cannot

recall, giving an interesting account of his experience with

the treatment as published by me, and adding some particu-

lars that I thought of much value; also stating that he had
not lost a case. I regret the loss of this paper, as I had in-

tended to preserve it.

I cannot understand why the veterinary profession ignore

aconite in the treatment of this malady. Dr. McClure, who
was, I believe, the first to recommend it, on account of

charges of unprofessional conduct in connection with the

issue of fraudulent diplomas, has not been as highly esteemed

as some other writers by the veterinary profession— '

J. in Breeder's Gazette.

-T. C.

Farmers often value a cow more for her fine calves than for

her dairy qualities. This is eminently proper, as a good calf is

more valuable to them to raise into a fine steer than the pro-

ducts of the milk. The dairyman, though, has a different

object in view, and keeps the cows for their milk only. It is

then necessary that these cows give a liberal quantity of rich

milk, and through an extended period to meet the dairyman's

requirements.
, ^

Time is required to demonstrate the real value of a cow.

Some cows promise extremely well <vhen in the flush of milk,

but go dry so long and become so trifling in many ways before

they have been_in milk five months, that they are not worth

their feed. The real test of a good cow is her performance

after the first three or four months in milk.

_
A writer in an exchange says : I differ very much from somem regard to ensilage injuring milk. In fact I was one of the

hrst to make complaiut that milk made from silo food was
injurious and unfit to use. In fact, I took a quart of the
milk and carried it home to my house, and it was very easy
for my family to discover that the milk was unfit for use,
both by smell aud by taste. Well, now the only remedy that
is necessary to be used is simply this: To have a ventilator
on the top of your silo, and that is the end of it. The reason
why the milk was spoiled by using ensilage was the fact that
the barn itself was scented through and through, and the
scent that came from that silo penetrated into the milk just
as it did everything in the barn. After the ventilator had
been put in the trouble was remedied. When the milk has
stood near ensilage forperhaps an hour or two, it has become
completely saturated with the odor and unfit for use. This
is what I have said here previously and I presume it is not
out of character to speak of ensilage. The overseers of the
poor built a silo and the question was raised whether the
milkman would take our milk. But he has taken it and never
in a single instance has any fault been found. It is beautiful
milk and he is very particular. He sells pure milk and insists
that it shall be pure. If you will ventilate your silos you
will have no complaint. We have "no complaint now. It
can all be easily obviated. •

Regularity in feeding and milking is an important consid-
eration in providing for the comfort of the cows. If fed at
irregular hours they are in alternate conditions of hunger and
surfeit, and cows soon learn to let down their milk at certain
hours, and if not milked then, they often suffer greatly when
in full milk.

A square, symmetrical cow, says the Dairy World, is not
always the best dairy cow. The milker is rather wedge-
shaped, as seen from before, and has plenty of belly, with
great hips and thighs.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Clover a Preventive of Conception.

A belief generally prevails among farmers and horsemen
that it is difficult to have mares conceive while pasturing on
clover. I have heard it so expressed from my youth; but I
do not remember of ever hearing any reason given for the
belief. But having considerable experience in breeding stock
has led me to give the matter some study and to arrive at a
conclusion. Clover is a very laxative food; as farmers say, it

is washy. The slobbering, sweating and excrement of stock
pasturing on clover all point quite clearly to the nature of
the food. It relaxes the entire system. Of course the repro-
ductive organs are similarly affected. Hence, the seminal
fluid may be taken up by the uterus, but on account of its

relaxed condition the fluid is readily discharged. There may
be temporary (possibly momentary) conception, but without
the fact becoming known to the manager of the stock; or, on
account of this relaxed condition, abortion may occur at any-
time. And when mares are not on pasture, on account of a
low vitality consequent upon the peculiar condition of sire

or dam at time of coupling, or from anyone of a thousand
causes, the foetus may be cast at an early period without being
noticed. This accounts often for the female "going over"
once or twice, and "coming in" again. Hence, I think that
a stallion that is sure, ordinarily, should not be blamed if a
mare shows no sign of pregnancy by coupling. She may have
been impregnated each time, and yet produce no foal. And
if a mare should thus abort at an early period once or twice
unnoticed, why would she not be liable to do so repeatedly
the same as when a mare aborts when gestation is far ad-
vanced?
Every person of experience is familiar with the results of

taking a mare off of green pasture—particularly clover—and
driving her. She will trot but a short distance, when there
is an evacuation of the bowels. If the speed is continued or
increased, the residuum will become almost liquid. The
condition is such that the bowels have a very feeble gTasp
upon the contents. Why does not a like condition obtain
with the uterus? The rule would not apply to the urinary
organs— not to the same extent at least—for nature has con-

structed them so as to carry the thin fluid, yet, the passage
of urine will be freer than when on dry feed. Then, iu ad-

dition to the natural liability for the mare on clover to slip

the incipient embryo, there are many secondary causes to

produce an early miscarriage. 1st. Over-exertion; making
the mare pull a heavy load; let her become alarmed; rapid

running in pasture: fighting other horses, or jumping a ditch

or a fence. In short, anything that will cause a sudden or

severe exertion. This all grows out of the relaxed condition

of the system—reproductive organs included.
On this account, the mares, cows, and sows, are not so apt

to conceive while pasturing on clover. Timothy and blue
grass are not so laxative. Hence, the liability does not obtain

to the same extent. Yet it must be admitted that the

chances for conception are most favorable when the female

is kept upon dry food.

—

D. L. Thomas in Live Stock Journal.

In selecting a horse for hard driving or for use under the

saddle, says the Live Stock Journal, it should be borne in

mind that the greater the angle represented by the position of

the scapula or shoulder-blade, giving obliquity to the shoul-

der, the less is the concussion put upon the shoulder under
violent exertion, because the less upright the shoulder is. and
the less the force is applied directly in the line of bone aud
muscles, the less spring and elasticity there are in that direc-

tion. After passing upon the shoulder of the horse, it is well

to look between the forelegs, at their attachment with the

shoulder. In selecting a horse for any purpose other than
draft, a very wide breast should be avoided, for in most cases

a horse with this formation will paddle when he trots—a de-

fect which should consign him to slow draft. For active ser-

vice the breast should not be over medium width, and the

forelegs should be reasonably close together. Between the

forelegs and close up to the body the space should be so filled

with muscle as to form a pointed arch, rather than to show a

wide space, as is the case of the draft horse. An arm wide at

its junction with the shoulder, rendered so by full develop-

ment of muscles on the rear and anterior portions of the aim,

should always be sought, for the opposite formation is always
attended by want of precision, power and activity in the

movements of the forelegs. As the subject will be referred to

again, as to other portions of the horse's make-np, we will

merely add that the homely saying, "no leg, no horse,"

should always be borue in mind, and for any service other

than slow work on-dirt roads, the horse with injured legs or

defective formation in these members should be shunned, un-

less the injury be of such nature that he will soon recover

from it. As to defects in the formation these of course can-

not be remedied and should be guarded against.

The question of what is a bay and what is a brown, when
the shades closely assimilate, says the London Live Stock
Journal, has often puzzled horsemen, one man often insists
ing on calling his horse a bay when another was readv to
swear it was a brown. When chestnut was declared by Clydes-
dale men to be an unfashionable color, chestnut foals begau
to be described by some as bright bays or red bavs, for other
cautious breeders well knew that foreign dealers wuuld not
care about having a foal of a chestnut or unfashionable color.
A curious case has arisen, however, in connection with the*
Cleveland Bay Stud Book, which is likely to exercise the
minds of stud book authorities. A Cleveland bav mare of
undoubted pedigree has turned out to be a chestnut, and has,
on this account, been disqualified for the Stud Book. It is
hard to see how this can be. unless it can be proved that the
Cleveland has been an uncontaminated or unadulterated
breed for many years, which, we are afraid, cannot. The
little chestnut in the Clydesdale is believed to have been
brought in a handred years ago with the introduction of a few
Suffolk stallions, and it crops out every now and then in a
long line of bays in a most provoking manner. No doubt the
particular Cleveland Bay chestnut owes her color to some an-
cestor long forgotten, and when people were less particular
as to color; and, if the pedigree is right, she should not be re-
jected, more especially when it is considered that the Cleve-
land Stud Book is in its infancy.

However meritorious a stallion maybe.it is but little
trouble to find some one who is ready and willing to find in-
numerable faults with him, and, worse yet, willing to dilate
upon the defects which he sees, whether imaginary or real.
Many a good horse has suffered at the hands of some vile
ignoramus, who, not being able to own as good a one, tries to
prejudice the minds of the people by finding fault. It is
generally a very poor plan to try to build up by tearing
something else down.

When the horse sheds his coat in the Spring and Fall, he
is not capable of performing the same amount of labor as he
is at other seasons of the year. He feels dull and languid,
and is more predisposed to debility than at any other time!
as indicated by prufnse perspiration, swelling of the legs,
dainty appetite, sluggish movement, etc.

POULTRY.
Query and Answer-

The questions asked and answered in the following com-
munication to the Fancier's Gazette, by Mr. T. E. Goodrich,
are of a character to make them practically interesting to all
engaged in poultry-raising, so we append the article in full:
The mails very often bring to the fanciers some questions
from new beginners that are decidedly interesting. I get my
share of these, and two or three of them I am going to answer
publicly, and if I am not correct in my solution I want some
breeder to point out the mistakes. One thing I am certain
of, and that is, that question No. 3 will admit of a free dis-
cussion, for there is no topic that admits of a wider range for
debate. Question No. 1 is like this: How many females can
I let run with one cock? Is eighteen or.twenty too many?
Answer—This depends somewhat on the situation, the sur-
roundings, the food, the manner in which fowls are handled,
and the vigor of the birds. I have never yet found a cock
with sufficient vitality to fully fertilize the eggs of so many
hens. In my breeding pen I never put to exceed ten or
twelve females in a yard, and even then I want to know that
the male is strong, vigorous, attentive and courageous, and
that the range is sufficiently large to permit ample exercise.
One great source of infertile eggs is due to the fact that too
many females are yarded with one cock, his vitality is ex-
hausted, only a limited number of eggs hatch, the chicks are
debilitated and not a few are so weak that they cannot break
the shell and thus die "a bornin." The enthusiastic amateur
fancier, who is expecting a grand rush on eggs, had better
give his eighteen hens to two cocks, in separate yards, and
my word for it, he and his customers will be better pleased
at the end of the season. Question No. 2.—How many days
is required for the fertilization of eggs? Answer.—Give it

up. Many experienced breeders claim that three days is

sufficient, others, that five are necessary. It is my honest
opinion that no breeder has ever carefully tested this matter.
Most all breeding pens are made up in January aud Febru-
ary, and the '.'old-fashioned" process of incubation by hens
does not very often commence until two or three weeks later,

thus giving from fourteen to twenty-one days tor fertilization.

Quite often breeding pens are Wintered together, the cock
never being removed from the females except to change
to another; hence the eggs are fertile all the time.
Some enterprising individual can throw considerable light

on this subject by taking a number of pullets that are laying,
but have never been with males, to incubate the eggs from
the first day of intercourse and continue until the eggs hatch,
thus ascertaining on what day the process of fertilization ia

completed. It will require an incubator to do this. Ques-
tion No 3—My Cochin hens were accidentally exposed to a
Leghorn cock for several days without my knowledge. Will
they breed true again? Answer.—In my humble opinion
your birds are not rained, but their eggs for the length of the
three weeks should not be used for hatching. This question
hinges on No. 2, and if the theory is correct that eggs become
fertile in three days then the first laying will be a cross, and
should not be incubated forpure blood. Some breeders main-
tain that a hen once crossed is crossed for all time. Just how
this is figured out I am at a loss to understand. Science
aud physiology will not support the assertion, and the t- is

no case of contamination on record in the animal ere iiuD

that will bear it out. If it only requires the short per <>il of

three days to fertilize the eggs, then a cock of a different breed
can run with females for two days with impunity, but after

the second day the hens are ruined. I do not believe any
such doctrine. The idea of a single copulation impregnating
all the ovaries in the ovisac is to my mind sheer nonsense.
It is said in the Bronze turkey there is an apparent contra-
diction to this theory, as it is claimed that a single gobbler
will do for all farriiers in a neighborhood, but with the gob-
ler this paradox stops. If a female wolf is bred to a dog the
litter will have a decided mixed appearance, and if she is bred
back the offspring will be true, showing that the contamina-
tion covered only one period. This is true with many ani-

mals where crosses have been produced, and why poultry
should be an exception to the rnie is past my understanding.
I never permit a mixture of different breeds, from the fact

that I only have one variet}*, but if I had a dozen different

breeds and they chanced to mix for a few days, I would not
throw up the sponge aud quit. I would simply separate

as quickly as possible, quit using the eggs for incub
two or three weeks, then go ahead.
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession rece:pt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Flashy Trotters.

When the agent of the Associated Press telegraphed

the quotation from the Turf, Field and Farm everyone

supposed, of course, that it related to California race-

horses. The receipt of the paper showed that it was

California trotters that were aspersed, and the following

are the words:

"Mr. Salisbury informs us that both Director and Monroe
Chief have been well patronized in the stud at Oakland. He
is satisfied that the colts of each will have, at maturity, the
qualities which command success in an arduous turf cam-
paign. One of the faults of California-bred horses is flashi-

D6ss. They have.not trained on. It may sound like treason
to say this, but please name the great campaigners which
opened their eyes in the Golden State. The climate is not
to blame. Flashy blood will give flashy performers. Director
aud Monroe Chief have proved themselves game horses.
Both have fought resolute battles, and both, properly mated,
should get resolute trotters. Mr. Salisbury does not rely

upon the stallion to do it all. He wants a good dam as well

as a good sire. He thinks that Director can lower his record
from two to three seconds. The horse is uow in the list with
2:17 to his credit. He will be trained this Fall, and probably
will be seen on onr Eastern tracks again nest year. His colts

resemble him. Director is eight years old, and mauy regard
him as the best horse, take him all in all, which has come
from the loins of Dictator, brother of the great Dexter."

It has no better foundation than if it had b en applied

to racehorses. The purpose was evidently to extol Dic-

tator, and like many partisans, when upholding their

fancies, the writer deemed that by aspersing all others

it would brighten the lustre of those he favored. When
to this general failing there is joined a desire to exalt all

belonging to one man, or one particular section—what
might be termed a sort of flunkyisrn, the motives of the

charge are apparent. The two animals receiving the

praise in this instance are worthy of encomiums in them-

selves. The sire of one has gained great distinction in

the stud, and in all probability his son will perpetuate

the fame of the family. But while granting all that can

be claimed for Dictator and Director it was far from

being necessary to attack indiscriminately the trotting

stock of this State. Doubtless the writer imagined he

was acting with great liberality when he refrained from

pointing out other faults. The liberality, however, is

not aporeciated, as breeders here are restricted to one

benefit, whereas if the criticism had covered all of the

other faults and points it would have been more

valuable. Especially when the advice was

given by so competent a judge, so thoroughly

competent as to pronounce authoritatively on all pertain-

ing to breeding, rearing and training fast trotters. As

it stands the motives will be questioned. Not only the

motives, as people will be prone to say that when a man
makes a charge that is so utterly without foundation, his

judgment is at fault, and his advice and criticisms

worthless. There is not a person cognizant of the

strains of trotting blood of California, who is not aware

that there is not a family of any pretentions in the

East which has not representatives on this Coast. To

these are added home lines which have been tested and

found valuable. The importations have been the best

that money could buy, and there is not a State in the

Union which has been more liberal in securing the best

blood, coupled with individual excellence.

"Great campaigners" is an indefinite term. The two

fastest trotters have not yet earned their title to that

kind of eminence. Maud S. after a few races has been

delegated to battles with the watch, in which every

opportunity is granted to make the best display.

Jay- Eye-See is about in the same position. Phallas has

better claims, as-he has started in large fields and gained

his best record in actual warfare. There is little use in

arguing on what can only be a matter of opinion, but

figures will sustain the assertion that the greatest cam-

paigners on trotting tracks are Californians. There is a

reasonable presumption that the fling about flashy blood

was mainly intended for the Electioneers. The oldest

of these in California are foals of 1878. Albert W.
was foaled in July of that year. He won at three

years old, at four he gained the best record for a four-

year-old stallion, which is still at the head, and trotted

heats of two miles in 5:06^, 4:51.

In this year he trotted seven races, six of which he

won. Among them, one of seven heats at Oakland, in

which Sweetness won the first, and second, Nellie R.

the third and fifth. Time, 2:22, 2:24£, 2:23£, 2:28£,

2:26£, 2:25, 2:26£. At Stockton he again beat these fast

mares, Nellie R. winning first and second heats. Time,

2:22£, 2:20, 2:22, 2:22£, 2:24. The seven races were

trotted within two months, and it may be called a great

campaign for a four-year-old, and that one a "July colt."

At six years he scored 2:20£, and this when he

was handicapped with an injured hock, which would

have stopped anything but a resolute, game trotter.

Adair won the Stanford Stake at three years

old, and when five scored 2:21 to his credit.

Both of them are ready to take part in the Fall cam-

paign, and with good indications that their parts will be

well played.. Anteeo won when a yearling and two-year-

old, at five made a record of 2:24, and there is not a puff

or blemish to interfere with his campaigning qualities.

From what he has shown lately it is reasonable to expect

that he will develop into a great campaigner. His

brother, Antevolo, has also trotted since a yearling, and

made the fair mark in a three-year-old race of 2:29§-

Not as an argument, but to prove our sincerity in the be-

lief that the stigma of nashiness is not deserved in the

case of Antevolo, we will match him against any four-

year-old stallion, foaled outside of California, a dash of

five miles, on either the Oakland, Bay District, Sacra-

mento, Stockton, San Jose, Petaluma or Santa Rosa

tracks, for five thousand dollars a side, and allow one

thousand dollars to the party accepting the proposition^

Race to be trotted within two months after the forfeit is

deposited. The president of the association of the track

selected to be stakeholder, and the superintendence of

the race in the hands of the person who hold the stakes.

Were we empowered by the owners the same match

would be offered on the part of Anteeo against any stal-

lion. That campaigning qualities can be shown from

extreme youth to maturity will be conceded. In fact it

is a higher order of merit that renders available services,

which renumerate in place of entailing bills of expense

for year after year.

That Hinda Rose, by Electioneer, from Beautiful

Bells, by The Moor, is entitled to wear the appellation

of a great campaigner few will dispute. In her. year-

ling form she opened her first campaign by trotting on

the Bay District Course in 2:43£, which was supple-

mented a few days later by making a mile in 2:36},

This was some twenty seconds faster than the best East-

ern performance, Anno Domini 1881 being the date.

The following year, 1KS2, she started on a far-off cam-

paign, and at Lexington, Kentucky, October 11th, she

started against six of the best colts of her age and won.

The first heat, owing to starting badly, she lost to

Fugue in 2:36^, two of the Kentuckians distanced; the

second heat in 2:32, all but Fugue distanced, and the

third heat she won in 2:32. The third year of her trot-

ting life, and also while ranking as a three-year-old, she

started on her third campaign. The opening battle was
at Chicago, Illinois, when July 20th, 18S3, she beat

Elvira and Fugue, the time, 2:31£, 2:29, 2:31£. At
Cynthiana, Kentucky, on August 23d, she won the

second fight in 2:36, 2:43£, 2:33jJ, this being all that

was required to beat her competitors. Six days there-

after, August 29th, at Lexington, Kentucky, she met
Fugue, Lizzie Wilkes and Early Dawn, and her colors

were emblazoned with 2:32^, 2:32£, 2:23. From there

she was "carried" to Hartford, Connecticut, and there

were none which had the hardihood to meet her, and that

discretion was better than valor on that occasion was
shown by a reduction of one second from the best three-

year-old record, 2:20 being the mark. From the "City

of Elms" back to Lexington, Kentucky, where 'the cam-
paign was brought to a close October 10th, by a crown-
ing victory over Wilkes Boy and Fugue. The heats

were 2:2S£, 2:32, 2:19^, the rout being so complete ae to

"shut out" both antagonists in the last heat. Thus for

two seasons she had travelled thousands of miles awav
from home, won her battles, lowered the best time on
two occasions, and all of that done before she was forty-

four moths old.

Thus by the union of "flashy blood" on two of our

breeding farms, there resulted by far the greatest three-

year-old ever produced; too speedy for the fast, too

stout for the strong. It is well known that 1884 was
a blank year for Palo Alto, the only showing made being

the public trials on the Bay District Course, when Sallie

Benton made the fastest four-year-old record, and Hinda
Rose trotted in 2:20^. It was the opinion of all the lookers-

on that bad Hinda Rose been started for a second trial,

she would also have reduced it, but on Marvin's urgent

solicitation further trial was not vouchsafed. If not

greatly mistaken, the reasons why her trainer and driver

was contented to forego another fling for fame by his

favorite will be apparent before this season comes to a

closed

The trotting stallions of California, taken in a body,

are certainly as good, if not superior, to those of any
other State. They will compare favorably with the

pick of the whole country when the test is family, per-

formances and good looks. Sons of Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian, Volunteer, Almont, Happy Medium, George

Wilkes, Woodford Mambrino, Strathmore, Mambrino
Patchen, Geo. M. Patchen, Blackbird, Gen. Knox, etc.

now in service, and to precede them scions of tribes

which have established a name in trotting annals which
will always be bright.

The female side is equally well represented and through-

out the State, as well as on the large breeding farms,

are dams of the highest excellence. The endeavor to

brand their stock with the stigma of "flashiness" dis-

plays such intense ignorance on the part of the slanderer

that it scarcely deserves notice, but as the charge was
so widely disseminated by telegraphic assistance, it

is necessary to meet it. The concession that "the climate

is not to blame" is superbly magnanimous. To have
saddled failure, however, on that score would have been

more logical. When horses imported to California are

branded "flashy," the same authority extolling them to

the skies before their exportation, it would be more reason-

able to ascribejthe rapid deterioration to the baleful effects

of theclimate.

The San Joaquin Pair.

When all are so well worthy of encomiums it may
appear somewhat invidious to call especial ttention to

any one of the fairs of California. We are induced to

do this in the case of the San Joaquin Society, feeling

that the horse folk do not properly appreciate the ser-

vices rendered by that Association. It is true that there

are conditions attached to the premiums which should

be reprehensible in some situations, but when it is taken

into consideration that a larger amount of money is

risked, it is only fair that an additional entry should be

required. With one exception, the Novelty race, the

purses range from $800 to $1,600. Sixty per cent, on a

purse of $1,600 leaves more to risk than a $1,200 pnrse

with five entries to fill. In regard to the number of en-

tries the difference with the other fairs is that one more
is demanded. While Mr. Shippee works h.ird and effec-

tively to forward the iuterests of the Association of which

ho is President, he has also labored to keep up the amounts

of money given to the speed department, aud in the State

Board, of which he is a member, has been assidous in his

endeavors to promote the interests of horsemen. It is

saTe to assert that his exertions have been of great value
to those concerned and should bo met with a proper
return. The President of the San Joaquin Association
is ably assisted by the other members of the Associatio

,

and the result is that the Stockton Fair is one of the
best in the Circuit.
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Death of General tyrant.
Closiner of Entries.

"After life's fitfnl fever
He sleeps well."

A great man has gone. Though expected, his demise has

spread over the whole land like a dark cloud. There is

grief among millions. He was enshrined in the hearts

of an undivided nation. Men who battled against him
are sincere mourners. "Women who execrated his name
twenty-odd years ago pray that the loss so keenly felt

may fall as lightly as can be on the members of his

family. The bitterness of internecine strife has given

place to admiration and respect, and the memory of the

man who was the main instrument in saving our coun-

try is venerated in nearly the same degree as that of its

Father. The love is world-wide. It exceeds the admira-

ation his services have awakened. His name will be

forever linked with a land which has done more to amel-

iorate human suffering than all others, and the one dark

page in its history made bright by his genius. His life

was a romance. We first met him when there was little

expectation of anything like a brilliant career. At that

time our home was within thirty-five miles of Galena

and one of his employers, Mr. Collins, was an intimate

friend. He was a staunch friend of General Grant from

the time of his boyhood, and when the outlook was dark

his friendship never waned. "We met him in Chicago

soon after the close of the war, and though there were

many distinguished men in the party to offer homage, he

appeared more interested to talk of Galena, his friends

there, and even the horses he had driven, than in listen-

ing to adulatory addresses. The last meeting was in

Oakland, the day when St Julien lowered the record, He

was then on his return from the trip around the world,

in which he had received attentions that would have

turned the head of most men, and yet the talk was of the

village on the banks of Fever river, and its inhabitants,

of Belleview, where he was engaged a part of a Winter,

and again of a pacing mare owned by Mr. Collins, and

her flight of speed on the ice. It is needless to write that

these evidences of his heart being in the right place, and

that the compliments of the great potentates of the earth

had not dimmed his affection for those who were still in.

humble life, was more gratifying to us than the brilliant

military career which dazzled the world. There is an

excuse for hero-worship, when the hero is endowed

with qualities that inspire love. "When the great chieftain

looks from the high eminence he has reached to recognize

friends of former days, shake hands with old comrades,

now so far below the top of his pedestal, greeting them

with more warmth than those which are decorated with

the insignia of wealth and position, admiration gives

place to love, which is of close kin to idolatry, and if it

is possible to pardon this feeling for one of mortal mold,

it must be conceded a proper display in those who were

cognizant of the possession of these qual ities in the hero

worshipped. Now that the mortal part has been cast

aside, the golden cord snapped, the last battle fought and

won, it is proper to give the feelings utterance.

Binette.

The purchase of this mare by E,. P. Ashe, adds another

good one to his stable, and prospectively a grand brood-

mare to California. She is finely bred and her perform-

auces of a high order. The latter part of last season she

was successful in every race, and at the Louisville and

Covington Autumn meetings she won four races. These

were the Edgewater Stakes, 1^ miles; purse of §500, If

miles; Tobacco Stakes, 1^ miles, and the Cincinnati

Hotel Stakes, two miles and a furlong. In the last she

beat Tom Martin, Athlone and Audrain, making the

distance in the good time of 3:55^.

Another Pacing Purse.

Since the form which contained the advertisement of

the Seventeenth District Fair went to press, we have

received from Secretary Fletcher notice that the Associa-

tion has decided to add another purse for pacers, formu-

lated as follows:
SECWCD DAY.

Extra—Pacing race, 2:30 class; purse, $600. First horse,

$350; second, $175; third, $75.

The new district has been more than liberal in the

matter of purses, and this addition for the pacers is in

keeping with the entire programne.

One week from the date of this paper the entries to the

purses and nominations in the stakes of the California

fairs will close. All that is necessary to say in regard to

the classification is a reference to the advertisements.

From these all the required information can be obtained

as to classes and conditions. Taken together the show-
ing is such as no one State can equal, and though there

may be errors, the mistakes are trival in comparison

with the liberality of the whole. That there will be

grumbling, when programmes are published, is just as

certain as that races will follow. We are all in a meas-

ure selfish and seek for arrangements that "will be of

personal benefit. If we possess a horse that is eligible for a

certain class, figures that will suit it is the desired mark.

If there is an animal of such overshadowing excellence

that it is held to be only a matter of health and condi-

tion for that one to win, every effort will be made to have

it excluded. It is not the intention, however,

to criticise programmes, or the action of own-
ers and trainers at present, but rather an

endeavor to bring about the harmony which

should exist between parties whose interests are, as

nearly as may be, identical. "Without tracks horses

would have little value, without horses tracks would be

useless. It should be the aim of every "horseman" to

do all in their power to make fairs, race and trotting

meetings successful. Though there may be conditions

which are onerous, burdens that it were far better

should not be imposed, the better coarse is to bear them,

until amended, than to "kick over the traces," and in

so doing wreck horses and equipage. There is a pecul-

iar feature in California associations. There is not a

society or club that has been organized to make money
directly for those who are members. Individuals there

are whose whole livelihood depends upon interests con-

nected with the "speed departments" of the fairs, and

we are forced to acknowledge that these are the men
who make the most trouble. They make accusation8
without grounds to base them upon, throw obstacles in

the way when their heartiest assistance should be

tendered. In one respect their antagonism is more ap-

parent than real. So long as there are hopes that

changes will be made in accordance with their wishes,

grumbling will be loud and maledictions fervent. "When

definitely settled the situation is accepted, and those who
not hopelessly inflicted with a fault-finding mania

acquiesce, and do what lies in their power to forward the

meetings.

As we have oftentimes written, California excels all

other States in her annual exhibitions. The State fai

will bear favorable comparison with those which depend

on the whole country for support; many of he District

exhibitions are equal to State shows in Eastern locali-

ties. Great as the displays are in each of the various

departments, that which is curtly denominated "speed"

is the loadstone which attracts by far the largest portion

of the attendance. That this should continue to be worthy

is of vast importance to breeders of horses, and to

every one who is connected with their management. At-

this time the main thing is to make entries. "With the

classes well filled people will make arrangements to

attend, and every dollar which is received at

the gate is so much added for the development

of all the interests which the fairs foster and without

which the breeding of fine horses would retrograde.

"Whenever an animal has a reasonable chance in its

class it is good policy to enter into the engagement.

"Waiting for a certainty has entailed an amount of ex-

penditure that would have been saved had a contrary

course been followed. The day has gone by when

horses could be held back for years and then make a

grand coup in a slow class.

There is more analogy now-a-days between race-

horses and trotters, in respect to getting nearer together,

than in former years, and, as was the case last year, the

slower classes turn out the hardest place on the bills to

win. By referring to the programmes it will be seen

that at the different fairs there are fourteen classes for

trotters, besides those which are governed by age. They
are thus arranged: Free for all. 2:20, 2:21, 2:22, 2:2.j,

2:24, 2:25, 2;26. 2:27, 2:30, 2:34, 2:36, 2:40 and 3:00. The
colt races run from yearling to four-year-olds, and the

pacing is divided into free for all, 2:20, 2:25 and 2:35.

That there will be numerous entries to record we earn-

estly hope, and that there will be joint endeavors to

make this season one of the most brilliant in Pacific

Coast annals of the turf and track we firmly believe.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
mail or telegiaph.

z

State Fair Colt Stakes.

In the trotting colt stakes of the State Agricultural Society,

second payments have been made on the following:

Four-year-olds, Dawn, Pansy, Nona Y., Voucher and
Antevolo,

Three-year-olds, Stamhonl, Kismet, Apex, Lohengrin and
Spry.
Two-year-olds, Transit, Alcazar and Senator.

Entries to the Bay District trotting meeting, which

closed on Thursday, came in but slowly, but two classes,

the 2:30 and 2:40, having yet received the requisite num-
ber Df nominations. At this writing nothing positive

can be said as to what action the Association will take.

Billy Ayres' gray colt, Ichi Ban, having had a long run to

grass, has been taken up and is gutting work under the direc-

tion of Ab Stemler.

B., Willows, Cal.

I . I want to know if my trotting horse made a record by trot-

ting the following race and for money. I bet $50 with an-
other man that my horse conld beat nis horse sixty feet in
going around the racetrack twice, supposed to, be one mile,
here in the Willows. The bet was taken, money put up and *
we hitched up and went to the track, three men were selected

as judges, and one man was selected to hold a flag sixty

feet down the homestretch from the stand, where a mark
had been made across the track sixty feet from the outcome.
One of the judges having a stop-watch, timed the race, and
after the race was over, which was won by my horse, he
announced that the time was 2:58. Now, then, the track
here was made for a half-mile track, but it lacks twenty-rive
feet of being a half-mile around it, which would make it fifty

feet short of being a mile trotted. Now then I want to know
if that would be considered as an official record, and if it

would bar my horse from trotting in any three-minute race
this Fall, if I wished to enter him. 2. If the track had been
one mile around it, would that timing, done in that way and
by that party, have been considered official and would it have
given my horse a record?

Answer— 1. Tour horse got a bar of 2aS and is not eligible

to the three-minute class. See Kale 43, Section II. 2. Yes.

W. B. G., Petalnma.
Please answer a few questions and oblige a constant reader

of your valuable paper. 1. I have a very hue stallion,

three years old, has been driven about six months, is kind
and gentle but is inclined to want to kick in harness. I

have tried to break him by kindness and by driving him
every day. 2. Give pedigree of old Signal, and if he had a
public record and what is it?

Answer— 1. We know of no absolute remedy for kick-
ing. Kindness and a good stout kicking strap will often wear
out the habit; it is all that can be done. 2. We cannot give
the pedigree of Signal.

E. K. A., Sacramento,
I purchased at McLaughlin's sale some of Dan Voorhies'

colts; their manager is unable to furnish me with Voorhies'
pedigree. I would ask if you conld furnish me with the

desired information?
Answer—Dan Voorhies is by Gen. HcClellan (Red Iron),

dam unknown.

Y. & G., Hills' Ferry.
Flora Temple's best time was 2:19£.

Disgruntled Again.

Tyrant's success in the Stockton Stakes on the 11th, was
somewhat unexpected even to his own party, who had hopes,

but were not sanguine at all. The colt was asked to concede
7 lbs. to St. Augustine, Brookwood and Goano, and 20 lbs.

to Katrine, of whom everyone was in mortal horror. Nor
was this all. Tyrant was hardly at his best, as he had
scoured, and Claypole was opposed to starting him, and
only yielded to Mr. Haggin's peremptory demand. His suc-

cess, then, under the circumstances, was a substantial evi-

dence of his merit, and ranks him not far from tirst-class.

Daffy, too, handled him with great judgment, timing his

rush to a nicety.

There was a great deal of feelina over the race. That there

was a palpable foul many are positive. Mr. Kelso was greatly

moved, as Brookwood was the sufferer, and he had Feakes
in hand to lay a complaint, but he came late, the judges
having left the stand.

"Why did you leave the stand?" asked Mr. Kelso of Mr.
Galway, who was one of the judges. "I wanted Feakes to

make a complaint of foul riding against the winner."
"We remained in the stand long enough to receive assur-

ance that the weights were right and Dlace the horses; you
should have comesooner,"answered the master of Preakness.

"Well, some action should have been taken, my horse was
badly fouled," returned Mr. Kelso.

"If Brookwood had won you might have had an objection

laid against him." "How so?" queried Mr. Kelso.

"Because he and several others fouled Katrine all the way."
"I think you're mistaken, Mr. Galway, " interposed Feakes,

who had riden Brookwood, and did not relish the remark.
"Not in the least," blandly, but firmly, returned the mas-

ter of Preakness.
Mr. Lorillard was quite put out, as well he might be, as

there seemed to be a studied effort to crowd his filly, Katrine,

and run her out on the corners.

"Look here, 'Mr. Vigilant,' " he asked, as he drew up his

chair, "did you ever see such foul driving in your life? They
squeezed mv filly into the rails, and ran her out on the turns,

and acted as if thev were bound she shouldn't win."
"But you hardly expected her to win?"
"Well, Byrnes said she wasn't within 10 lbs. as good as she

was in her trial before the Emporium, when she took to cough-
ing and lost her form, but still I thought I had a chance at the

weights, or I wouldn't have started her. But that isn't the

point. She showed speed enough if those jockeys had not

interfered with her, and might have won. I declare it's dis-

gusting."
"And if the truth was known bookmaking would be found

at the bottom of it, no doubt," we observed.

"I begin to think so," replied Mr. Lorillard; "It seems as

if there was some influence to stop a horse if he happens to

be ajrreat favorite, like Katrine, or as Pontiac was on the

opening day. If this thing continues I will stop racing, and
send all my best colts to England and race there."

"But a system of patrol judges "

"That's the idea," exclaimed Mr. L., with some animation.

"Whenever we have them there is a fair race. As for the

jockeys, yon. can get no evidence from them. Instead of

btuuding by their employers, and having those who ride foul

punished, they won't complain against each other. If you
succeed in wringiug from them a statement that they were rid-

den iuto, they will soften it by saying the other jockey could

not help it. I am for having patrol judges at every furlong, but

the trouble is you cannot get the proper gentlemen to act,

and, without them, racing on our circular tracks will always

be dangerous."
_

Mr. Valensin has brought down six head of young trotters

from Aruo Farm, and they are quartered at the Oakland
Trotting Park. The four-year-old stallion, Sidney, by Santa

Clans, ont of Sweetness, is of the number. He has developed

a deal of muscle and his lines ure well rounded, with indica-

tion of cower at every point. Mr. A. C. Dietz went up to

the farm's few days since, to buy a yearling bnccaneer, but

wa3 so impressed with the style and action of the Sidney
weanlings, that he took two of them instead. Mr V

also brought down some two-year-olds by Crown 1

are tine looking and very promising. Evidently

Speculation would have been a great breeder had
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A Reportorial Kick-

[Sporting "World.!

The subjoined communications have been received from
Mr. E. C. Kemble, the manager of the California Associated

Press, and Mr. S. S. Schoff, the manager of the New York
State Associated Press. They tell their own story:

New York, July 7th, 1SS5.

To the Editor of the Sporting World-. Sib—The San Fran-
cisco Morning Call, Evening Bulletin and Sacramento Record-
Union have printed fuller details of the meetings at Jerome
Park, Sheepshead Bay and other courses east of the Mississippi

than any daily newspaper in the United States which
receives its racing news by wire, unless it may be your own.
"When it is remembered that this news specially collected by
their own agents and telegraphed over 3,000 miles to the
above journals, at an esperse nearly equal to that paid by
our leadingNew York papers for their English cable news, it

will be conceded that tbe spirit and enterprise exhibited are
' worthy of recognition by every lover of the Turf. What will

be thought, therefore, of the conduct of the treasurer of the
Monmouth Park Association, in declining to allow our Cali-

fornia reporters the usual access to the coarse, always fur-

nished representatives of the Press, and often issued freely to

representatives of classes and interests not so promotive of

the best ends of racing as the Press. Indeed, certain officials

were so deficient in the common courtesy which marks
the gentleman, as to return no answer to a written respect-

ful application sent to them by the California reporters.

Of course, the journals which cau assume such expense as

that above indicated have no need to ask favors, and the
California reports are sent as usual. But such an exhibition

of discourtesy to California patrons of the turf, and indiffer-

ence to a spirit of enterprise which is certainly worthy of
commendation by all lovers of American sports, will not
improve the estimate in which Pacific Coast readers will

hold the two associations named. E. C. Kemble.

To the Editor of the Sporting World: Although representing
thirty-five newspapers in New York State, and a number in
Canada, I was unable this year to obtain the usual com-
plimentary ticket to the Monmouth Park grounds. Respect-
fully yours, S. S. Schroff.

No doubt there is a misapprehension somewhere, and I
believe that Mr. Withers will see that proper inquiries are
made at once and the shortcomings remedied. Mr. Withers
is too good a business man not to perceive at once that a

mistake has been made, and he has the interests of the turf
in the East sufficiently at heart to see at once in the first

place that the press is a factor, without which it is not very
easy to get along, and secondly, that with the interest

aroused in Eastern racing amorg all sporting people on the
Pacific Slope, it is not only wise but no more than fair and
in fact due to a sense of self-interest of the racing authori-
ties to dispense with a penny-wise policy.
The Californians were among the heaviest investors at all

the yearling sales both in the West and in the East this year,
and they will enter liberally if they are met with a whole-
some, sportsmanlike spirit. If the reverse prevails, then
they will take their patronage westward. St. Louis and
Chicago this year have made such bids for the patronage of
horse owners that they bid fair to detract greatly from our
Eastern resources. The Monmouth Park Association has
done so much to popularize racing in this section that it

would be a grave pity to see the work of years jeopardized
by the errors of judgment of somebody iust now.

Marylebone C. C, which were submitted by them last year
and accepted by the Cricket Associations of New South Wales.

Victoria, New York, Philadelphia, and the Universities of Ox-
ford and Cambridge: * *" in any case in which an umpire
is unable to give a decision he shall appeal to the other um-
pire, whose decision shall be final." This, it will be seen,

effectually disposes of the opinion which was maintained by
sprue members on Saturday, that only in the case of a catch
is such an appeal allowable.

The Occidents went first to the bat, their opponents hav-
ing won the tpss. As will be seen by the appended score the

cnly men who made anything like a stand were Deane, Carr,

and DeGolia, who each made a dozen. Deane's innings was
a very fine exhibition of careful, well-judged cricket, consist-

ing of three aingles, two dpubles, and a beautiful drive to the

on for five. Carr put three doubles and six singles on record,

but had a life (when he had scored 10), through an error of

judgment on. the part of the umpire. DeGolia had four
doubles got by his notable leg hits, with the balance in singles

from balls to the on, played in his unique, but effective sys-

tem of treating such visitors. The rest of the wickets fell

rapidly, and the score reached only 49 when the last man re-

tired. The Merious then took tho willow, and
made a very effective stand in spite of the very
good bowling pf their opponents. J. J. Theobald played
a rattling innings of 16, before he had to retire from
having stopped a straight one from Carr with his pads. His
score consisted of a thiee, four doubles, and five singles.

Goewey, who is a most promising young cricketer, showed
some very neat defense and gopd hitting powersfor his eight.

Shand carried out his bat for 13, but was actually put very
early in his innings, being stumped by Deane, but allowed

to remain in consequence of the dispute on the umpire ques-

tion, above referred to. The result was a decided victory for

the Merions, who, barring a mistake or two, thoroughly de-

served their success. The following is the score:

OCCIDENTS.
Sanderson, b. Theobald 2

Aitken, b. Miller 3

Gray, b. Theobald
Deane, runout. 12

Waterman, b. Miller.
Carr, c. G.Theobald, b. Miller
De Golia, b. B. A. Benjamin 12

Gordon, run out
Dudnev, b. B. A. Benjamin.
Knott, b. B. A. Benjamin
Kip, not out 1

Extras 5

Total ..

MEEIOXS.
B. S. Benjamin, st. Waterman b.

Deane ... 4

B. A. Benjamin, b. Waterman
Goewt-v.b. Deane S
J. J. Theobald, 1. b. w., b. Carr.... .16
Kobson, h. Deane 2
Miller, b. Waterman 12

Shand, not out 13

G.Theobald, c. Aitken, b. Water-
man 2

Hill, c. Aitken. b. Waterman. 7

Burnell.b. Waterman
Pinto, b. Waterman.
Extras 10

Total.

A very good story is now told in connection with the "color
line," which was drawn at the meeting at the New York Driv-
ing Club, where Jim Williams was objected to as a driver for
Epaulette. It now turns out, so the boys Bay, that General
Turner, who was in the race, and having a wholesome fear
of the stallion, asked how the darkey could drive Epaulette.
To this one of the other drivers replied, "Better than any-
bpdy else can drive him." At this the General went tc the
stand and stated tp the judges that it was npt customary in
this section fcr negroes to drive in races, and the objection
being sustained, Jim didn't drive until the fourth heat. The
gentleman who tells the story says: "You bet your life there
would have been no objectipn if Turner had thought the
darkey couldn't have driven the stallion better than any
green hand."

»

An incident en the turf is thus recited by an Oregpn paper:
"Cass Matlock, President of the Eastern Oregon Agricul-
tural Society, anticipating a job the other day. placed a
watcher on the track with instruction to fire a few shots if a
certain mare was being beaten in tbe race. The named
runner was behind, so the shoptist commenced to fire away.
It had the desired effect, for it scared either the jockey or
mare—perhaps both— for she won hands down."

A well-knpwn Kentucky breeder states that the three-year-
old filly Silverone, which trotted a full mile in Kentucky
last Fall as a two-year-old in 2 :26i, coming from the half-
mile post to the wire in 1:1H, has trotted a quarter this sea-
son in 33s., a 2:12 gait, and will unduubtedly trpt a mile in
2:17 this Fall. Silverpne is is by Alcypne, and repprt says
that there are a number pf three-year-olds in Kentucky gpt
by him which can trot below 2:30 this season.

The bowling analysis was recorded as follows:

OCCIDENTS.
Overs. Maidens. Wides, No Balls. Buns. Wkts.

Miller 11 4 19 3
Theobald 8 1 20 2

Hill 4 2 3

Barney Benjamin 2 l 13
MERIONS.

Overs. Maidens. "Wides. No Balls. Runs. Wkts.
Waterman 18 7 2 '0 IS 6

Deane 10 U 26 3

Carr - 7 10 18 1

It is very satisfactory tp be able tp say that the utmpst good
feeling prevailed throughout, and every one seemed pleased

with the way in which everything was settled.

THE TROTTING STALLION,

NUTWOOD, Jr.
W1^

,

M
4r
K:E TEE SEASON OF 1SS5 AT JOE SIEVES' THREE

oJ 1st
House-°nth« San Leandro Road, Alameda County, ending

DESCRIPTION;
Nutwood Jr. is abav horse, 16,« hands high, foaled April Hth lS7if;

ISi^iV '
hm rf'«e, Stockton. He is a horse of powerful mold, syin!metrical form, perie.-t feet and legs, and with a striking resemblance inform to his sire, lie has never been tiained, but his action is faultlessana his disposition of the very best. He has shown repeated trials below

i:6\} in bis exercise.

PEDIGREE:

LittP f X'
•S
"

T

utW00t1, dam °y California Patchen, seconddam by Bane's

California Patchen by Geo. M. Patchen, Tr., dam Ladv Peters bySherman Morgan. - *

Littlejohn, Jr., by imp. T.ittlejohn; dam by Red Bill, son of Medoc.(SeeBruce's American stud Book. vol. i page 7SG )Littlejohn bred in England by Lord Kxeter, got by Scutari, dam WeePet by sheet Anchor. (See English Mud Book, vol. VIII nice 415 INutwood 2 :1V);.
,

half-brother to Maud S„ J:uy', ,, bv ifcmiunt (Alex-ander s> dam Miss Russell by Pilot, Jr : second dam, "Sallie Russell byBoston; third nam. Maria Russell by Thorntons Rattler.ttc. Ileis the
sire of Felix, 1.-19', Manon, 2:2l,Jim Mulvenna, four vesrs. 2:27^. Nut-breaker, yearling, 2:42^ . and many other fast ones. "

Belmont by Alexander's Abdsflah, dam Belle, bv Mambrino Chief-eeconddam. by Browns Bellfounder. son of imp. Bellfounder. He is
^sireofvsedgewood. 2: VJ, and five others in the 2 ;2y list. Alexander's
Abdullah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:11, and others.
Pilot, Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, is also the sire of Midnight, thedamof Jay.Eye-See,2:iO,and7inthe2:30i;st.

TERMS.
Forty dollars for the season, payable in all cases before the mare isremoved. Mares not proving with foal can be returned tbe next season

free, provided the horse is not sold or removed from the state Good
pasturage, safely fenced, at Five Dollars per month. Due .'are taken
but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes
For further particulars address,

J. P. 1>I£VES, Ajreot, East Oakland, Cal.

Last Saturday a somewhat uncommon, and, if we mistake
not, unique match was played on the same ground by an
eleven selected from both clubs against a similar number of

crack baseball players. The former team defended the
wickets armed only with baseball ''clubs" (they can hardly
be called bats) while the "b'b'ers" were allowed to use the
regulation willow peculiar to the game. The idea of such a
match, we understand, was Mr. Deane's, and was intended
to give variety to the somewhat monotonous course "which
has been heretofore followed of ''Merions vs. Occidents." and
''Occidents vs. Merions." The game was certainly amusing,
but as a means of giving interest to cricket in the city we
hardiv think it a success. The score was as follows:

CRICKETERS.
Miller, b Snook
Benjamin, run out
Ooewey, b Bradcnback l

Waterman, c Stetson, b Bradeu
back

,

De Uolia, b Snook
Deane, b Bradenback
Burrell, et. sub., b Snook
Shand. R. A., et Taylor, b Snook..
Shand, J. W„ b Snbok
Theobald, b Bradeoback
Henshaw
Byes, 4; Wides, 1 o

Total....

BASEBALL PLAYERS.
Snook, runout
Whitcher, c Deane, b Waterman, l
Ta\lor, b Deane
Knight, c and b Waterman.
Aitken, runout 4
Bra'denback.b Waterman l

Lang, c and b Shand, R. A
Raymond, not out 3
stetson, c and b Waterman
Substitute Aitken, b Waterman... 3
^ubstitue Snook, b Theobald 1

Byes 1

Total 14
..•}.

CRICKET.
The 6rst inter-club match of the season was played on Satur-

day of week before last on their grounds at Oakland, between
elevens of the Merions and Occidents. The day was every-
thing that could be desired, and, with the exception of some
slight differences of opinion on one umpire's decisions, every
thing went off pleasantly. It might be remarked, right here,
that qualified men should be secured beforehand to act as
umpires, so that recourse should not be had to anyone who
may happen to volunteer on the grounds. The results of the
latter dernier ressort are sometimes very amusing, as, for
instance, when the umpire at the bowler's wicket innocently
asks the batsman at the same wicket whether he thinks his
vis-a-vis at the bat was caught out by the wicket-keeper, and
then renders his decision in accordance with the deliberately
unfair, becauso interested, opinion so obtained; or when an
umpire calmly informs the wicket-keeper that he does not
know whether a striker was or was not stumped, because, as
a matter of fact, he did not happen to be looking; or when
said umpire thoughtfully warns a batsman to keep inside
his crease if he does not want to be put out. Apropos of the
second instance, when appeal was taken to the other umpire,
md he gave his decision, which was not however,
accepted by the Merions who were then at the bat, we quote
he following from Rule 45 of the draft amended haws of the

A game of baseball was afterwards engaged in, ' 'Cricketers vs.

Baseballers, "and the latter were, strange to say, again beaten.

The return match between the Merions and Occidents will

be played to-day on the same ground wickets, to be pitched
at two o'clock sharp.

THE RIFLE.

There was a good deal of practice and prize-shooting at the

various butts in the neighborhood of the city Sunday, and
the day being exceptionally favorable very good scores were
made. At Shell Mound Park two teams of four each, of Com-
pany C, Third Infantry, practiced (10 shots at the 200-yard
range) with the following result:

team 1.

Maginnis 42
Levy 38
Van Haltren 32
Jones 34-

team 2.

Macalpin 41
McBryan 39
Fitzgerald 34
Ryan 25-

In further practice Lieut. Macalpin scored 43 respectively,
with a Sharp's and Springfield rifle at 200 yards.

Officer Liuville, in anticipation, doubtless, of his match the
following Tuesday with Lieut. Mangels fired 60 shots at 200
yards against Townsend, conceding him 20 points, but failed

to come out ahead.

The Gerraania Schuetzen Club held their regular monthly
bull's-eye shooting at Harbor View last Sunday. The best
shot was made by Mr. Val Schmidt—almost a dead centre

—

with a Sharp's ride. He won the club medal and the first of
the ten prizes put up for competition. The second prize was
won by Phil Klare, third by F. Krug, fourth by L. Klotz, tifth

by J. Wolff, sixth by C. A. Fabian, seventh by H. Kessler,
eighth by H.Hoffman, ninth by J.Lehmus, tenth by C. Miller.

The German Fusileers, UDdercommand of Capt. H. Stettin,

held a shoot on Sunday at the same place at 200 yards, with
Mauser rifles, ten rounds each. In the first-class Captain
Stettin made 43 points, G. Schwauer 35, and Forkmann 35.
In the second E.Peterson scored 40, H. Johnson 39, H.,
Trompett 35 and Pape 34.

TILTON ALMONT,
RECORD, 2:26.

THIS FAST AND SPLENDIDLY-BRED TROTTING STALLION WILL
make the season of 1885 at Miller's Stable, Colusa, Cal., Commencing

February 1, 1885, and ending August 1, 1885.
Terms, fifty dollars for the season, payable when the mare is taken

away.
Tilton Almont was sired by the great Ahnont, son of Alexander's

Abdallah. sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:U; Rosalind, 2-212* Thorndale
2:22J; Mercer, 2:23^: Major Edsall. 2:29; St. Elmo, 2:30; etc.
Almont sired Westinont, 2:15; Fanny Witberspoon, 2:17; Piedmont

2:17A; Aldine. 2:19,'; Early Rose, 2:22$; etc., etc. (Aldine and Early
Rose trotted as a team in 2:16*.)

First dam, by Clark Chief, son of Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady
Thorn, 2:18£.

Second dam, by imported Hooton. sire of Lula's dam, record 2:15;
Hooton son of Despot, son of Sultan, son of Selim, son of Buzzard, son
of Woodpecker. Hooton's dam was by Catton, the sire of Imported
Trustee.
Third dam, by Halcorn, son of Virginian, son of Sir Archy, son of

imported Diomed.
It is worthy of special notice that the dam of Tilton Almont is by

Clark Chief. Tbe New York Spirit of the Times says: •The blood of
Clark Chief is a conspicuous element in the newcomers to the list that
have beaten 2:20, as the two fastest performers are out of Clark Chief
mares, while the third of the group, Majolica, 2J7, is from hia
daughter, Jessie Kirk. WILLIAM BILL1 PS

TEE HAMBLETONIAN STALLION.

MAY BOY,
Win make the season of 1885 a San Mateo.
May Boy is a bay horse with star and left hind pastern white. 15.2 hands

high, foaled May l, 1S78, bred bv A. Havward, of San Mateo
Sired by Whipple's Hambletonian.dam Harvest Queen, bv Rvedyk's

Hambletonian; second dam the Dubois mare, by Seeley's American Star-
third flam by Abdullah, son of Mambrino.
Whipple's Hambletonian (sire of Graves 2:19, and seven others with

records of 2:30 or better), by Guv Miller, dam Martha Washington by
Burr's Washington; second dam bv Abdallah.
Gny Miller, by Kysdyk's Hambletonian, dam bv Nannv's Bolllver
Harvest Queen has a record of 2:2aM, and as a trotter was noted' for

her spe d and courage. Oct. 14, lStiy, at Alameda, she beat Venture in amatch for $m,noo. At Sacramento, sept. 15, 1h70, she beat Jerome and
three others for a $1,000 purse, winning the first, second and fifth heats
the last in 2:29.k. At ftan Francisco i half mile track!, Mav 3 1871 for a
to.000 purse she beat Blackbird and five others, winning the first fifth
and sixth heats, and May 23d of tbe same vear she beat a field of seven
including May Fly. California Dexter and Regulator, for a $3,000 purse
winning the second, third and fourth heats.
May Boy has never been trained, but in breeding, conformation andmovement is a trotter of the first order.

TERMS:
Forthe season §150. Pasturage for mares at reasouable rates Skillfulmanagement guaranteed, but no tiabilitv assumed fur accidents or es-

capes. For further particulars address

JAMES G. MORGAA, San Mateo, Cal.

THE WILKES STALLION,

ALPHBUS,
Bred by Jos. Warren. Esq., of Stockton, Cal. Sired by Mambrino WHtes,
first dam by Major Mono, son of Pacific, he by Niagara. Second dam by
Royal George.
Mambrino Wilkes, by George Wilkes, first dam Ladv Christman, by

Todbunter's Mambrino, sou of Mambrino Chief. Second dam by Pilot,
Jr. First dam of Todbunter's Mambrino; Ripton's dam by Potomac.
Alpheus is a rosewood bay, five years old , fifteen hands three inches

In height, weighs 1,175 lbs. and is unexcelled for beautv of finish,
symmetry and strength. Owing to a severe attack of epizootic or pink-
eye he has not been exhibited for speed since bis memorable perform-
ance at Stockton, as a two-year-old, where he started in a fine field of
youngsters and won second money, being lapued on the winner at the
finish of second heat in 2:42$. Will make the ensuing season at Marys-
*^ille, beginning February 1st, at §40 for the season.

C. F. TAILOR, Aceilt.

STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

BERLIN,
Will make the season of 1885, at Agricultural Park. Sacramento,

ending August 1st.

Berlin (record 2:S2fc) by Reavis" .Blackbird, 2:22; dam Addle Lee, 2;3G,
the dam of Adair, 2:1*1; second dam. the dam of Index.

Berlin i« tbe sire of Thapsln, four-year-old record, 2:28; Pansy,
threo-year-old record, 2:3fl, and a number of other fast ones. His
colts arejnvariable pure-galled, speedy trotters

Terms.
For the season, 530; payable on or before the close of the season.

Single service, $15; payable at the time of service, All mares at
owner's risk.

For further particulars apply to, or address,

<;lint«;i; MARTIS. Agent.
Aericultural Park, Sacramento,
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The Annual

State Fair

Remarks and Conditions.

.AT...

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-Thursday, Sept, 10th.

TROTTING.
No.l. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 18S3

with eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, 3600. 2:35 class.

SEfOM) BAY-Friday, SEPT. 1 Ith.

RUNNING.
No. 4. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—Fortwo-

year-olds; 325 entrance; $10 forfeit; ?250 added: S50 to
second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of 1882. Closed in ISS4 with nine nomina-
tions: 550 entrance, p. p.; $300added; Sluo to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

No. -6. THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance; §15 forfeit; S300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE S250-Entrance fi ee; 350 to
second; fixed valuation, $-1,000; two pounds off for each
8100 below ; two pounds added for each 3100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 12th.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

$1,000—Closed March 10. 183-5, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, $1,20.1-3:00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:21 class.
fManon barred], '

FOURTH DAY—Monday. Sept. 14th.

RUNNING.
No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds

$100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $300 added. Three miles
ClosedinlSSl.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages;
$2-5 entrance; $10 forfeit; $2-50 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—
For foalB of 18S3: $100 entrance : $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Closed in li&i with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $50 entrance; 825 forfeit; $15 declaration; $500
added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by 8 o'clock p. a. Two and i quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; §50 to
second. One mile and repeat,

FIFTH DAY-Tuesday, Sept. 15th.

TROTTING.

No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,
1,000. Closed March 10, lbS5, with twelve nominations.

No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:36 class-
No. IS. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-

mile heats; $50 entrance; $2o forfeit; §200 added. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, six
tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE STJNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
$50 to second. Five furlongs.

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds; $t0 entrance, p. p.: $350 added; 3100 to
second; third saves stake. One mile and threes
quarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE. $250—For all ages; en-
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
pounds off for each 3100 below and two pounds added
for each. $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday. Sept, i 3th.

TROTTING.

No. 23. TROTTING PURSE-81,200. 2:27 class;

No. 24. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
91,000—Closed March loth, 1S85, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY-Friday, Sept. 18th.

RUNNING.
No 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-year-

olds; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added: 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13

penalized 5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No 27-THE SH \FTER STAKE—For three-year-
olds; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to sec-

ond; $50to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
5 lbs. ; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No. 28. THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all ages

;

$50entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; 3100 tOBecond;
$50to third; $200 additional if li-U.w is beaten. Stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time
U:42JO is beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to

second. One mile and one-sixteenth and repeat.

3H3STH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

Ho. 30—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200; 2:23 Class.
[Sister barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200. 2 :30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING' PUR^E $1,500. 2:20 Class.

Entries for the followine running events for 1886-87

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme

:

No. 1-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE-For
foals of 1883; to be run at the State Fair of 1886; $50

entrance, p. p.; $300 added, of which $100 to second and
$50tothira. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals

of 1S84, to be run at the .State Fair of 18*6; $100 entrance;
825 forfeit; $250 added. Secondhorse, $100; third, $50.

One mile.

NO. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals

of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887; $50 entrance,

p. p.; $300 added. Secondhorse, 8100; third, $50. One
mile and a half.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

!

fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the rieht to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to ac-
company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at tbe rate of 50 per cent to first horse, '2b per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

|
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
6C5 to the first, 33i to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running racos will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events! to close with the Secretary on Saturday,
August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwk F. Smith, Secretary.

$10, 000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

No. 16. Ecnning—Purse S200; $100 to first

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running—Consolation parse; en-
trance free; $100; $70 to tirst; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made within five minutes afler the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday most be entered on Wednesday,

SIXTH DAY-Salurday, Oct. 17th.

No. IS, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all;

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100,

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;
three in five; pnrse $400; tirst horse $250;
second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

KILLIP & GO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities and Comities of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Cabet, Sacramento. J. D. Cahr, Salinas.
R.P.SAEGENT.Gilroy. John Boggs, ColuBa.

P. A. Ftnigan', San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of M,essra. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Courts, Dougherty, ISewIand A
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in
trusted to ourcare. Sales will he made in all cities

and counties in the State . We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to

those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to participate in snch sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.

Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KILLIP A CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices of the Directors ot the State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en

titled "An Act to provide for the management
and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1SS5.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DATk'-Monday, Oct. nth.

Bbbkikg—Parse S100; S75 to

to second. Three-quarters of a

BUY DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

uggieci
UGGIEO

and

WAGONS.
ANT STYLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENTION' GIVEN TO

Painting
,

yarnishinE
Alterations and Repairs.

OFETCE A2STD FACTORY.

13 12 AJ'D 13 19 MARKET STRTI 71

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets . San Fr ancieco

,

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

Henbt Patoi. Isaac Upham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AM) IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONEES,

Commercial Printers,

Blank Book Manufacturers,

«04 Sansome Street, Near Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

No. 1.

first; $25
mile.

No. 2. Running—The Silver State Stake—
For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-

ciety to add S100: dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance S30; S10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Ednning—Pnrse S200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$50 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOXD DAV—Tuesday, Oct. t3th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse
$200: first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. S. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOIRTH DAY-Thursday. Oct. 1 5th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26clf»ss; free for all;

best three in five; purse$400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to tirst, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry Reven pounds, the
second in that day's race five pounds and the

third three pounds over the rale weight.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1885. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for
Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rales. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California eas,t

of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Hebbebt H. Bbow>-, 3I.P.

Nugent W. Bbown,
Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bbuce Lowe,

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Properly
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
America to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or tbey will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms. #

References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin. Esq ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN UHlls. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

DOG COLLARS
-AND-

FURNISHINGS.
Oar 1885 Catalogue, which 1«* now

ready, contains It pases, on which are
illustrated over 3.000 styles of

DOO COLLARS,
LEADERS,

WHIPS,

SHIPPING BOXES.
BISCUIT,

LOCKS,
BELLS,

MUZZLES,
KENNELS.

MEDICINES.
And all Furnishings Pertaining to the Dag.

To insure the receipt of Catalogue, send 35 cents in
postage stamps or postal note.

Medford Fancy Goods Co.,

lOl CHAMBERS STREET. HEW YORK
I. BREMER, General Manager.

[P. O. Box 3771.]

John A. McKerron,

CFACTriiF.K OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track W'

230S232E11I9SI.

A Speclaits".

opp.Faebiou Stable, San I
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FISH.

Up or Down Stream.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—Sir.-

To my ititeDse surprise a day or two ago I

met with some brother sportsmeu who
reckoned themselves anglers, aud that of no

- contemptible calibre either, who, neverthe-

less, gravely advocated the theory that fly-

fishing should always be done up-stream.

Now, sir, I put it to you whether, in com-
mon sense, it does not seem that the angler

who adopts such a course clearly violates at

once a canon of the gentle art which is as

old as Isaac WaiEon, and at the sama
time a natural law which is older than Adam
himself. The canon aforesaid reads (or

should read) as follows: "An artificial fly is

only of value in so far as it closely resembles
the natural insect in general appearance and
imitative movements." Now, leaving

the question of appearance open, I

put it to you whether a fly (meaning the

natural insect) ever gets under water—at least

when alive. I think, nay, I am sure, that he
does not. On the contrary the more lightly

he skims over "the silvery surface of the

Summer creek," the more attractive he is to

the trout, who has got his eye on him for a

slight morning refection or noontide lunch.
Ergo, Piscator, keep your March Brown afloat

by fishing down stream. For if you cast

against the current and hope to do other than
drown your flies you forget the natural law
above referred to which ordains that the force

of gravity actiug on your line, leader and flies,

forms, on the principle of the parallelogram
of forces, with the downward flow of the cur-
rent a resultant force which inevitably guides
your flies bottomwards as to the creek,

conveying the inevitable impression to any
interested fish with any sense in his
noddle, that the tempting morsel thus
proffered to him is the merest carrion, and,
therefore, worse than the cold shoulder from
yesterday's dinner, or what I was wont to

recognized in my schoolboy days as "resur-
rection pie."

May I ask you, through the medium of

your excellent paper, to say what you think
on the matter, or, if you are too modest to

issue your own ipse dixit, throw open your
columns to a free discussion of this question.
I am sir, Yours, Limerick Bend,

[Oar "ipse dixit," as our correspondent calls

it, may not amount to much as authority,

since we acknowledge ourselves prejudiced in

favor of down-stream fishing, which prejudice

(if it is such) seems to us amply justified, not
only by the mathematical reasoning of our
correspondent, but by that most uDgainsay-
able of all argufiers—experience. Indeed we
take it that no man who ever lived in a
mountainous district, or was even temporarily
granted the privilege of fishing in anything
like a mill race, would, for a moment, advocate
up-stream fishing with the fly. The only in-

stance of which we are aware in which a man
at once advocated, and successfully practiced,
up-stream fishing of any sort was that of
Stuart, of Edinburgh, who was the inventor of
the well-known "Stuart tackle" for worm-
fishing, and even he admitted that the method
was only adapted for that particular style of
angling.
Apart from what our correspondent very

sensibly argues as to the floating position
which it is necessary an artificial fly should
maintain in order to be reasonably attractive
to a trout of ordinary nous, we have this to
say that, judging from the location of the eye
in the trout aud the tapering form of that fish,

a man ascending stream is much more likely
to be seen by the trout than he would be if he
approached the finny "wide-awake feeder"
from the higher waters. A very little knowl-
edge of natural history will ennble one to find
parallel instances where animals who are
liable to be preyed upon by others have their
organs of vision unvariably adapted to look
out for danger from the rear; and while, in
the case of the trout, it may be argued
that he is on the look-out for his prey from
down-stream, it appears to us that his watch
is always rather sideways than upwards. In-
dee d we are free to admit that we do not be-
lieve a trout capable of seeing "before his
nose," judging from the anatomical formation
of the head. From this fact, and from exper-
ience, we hold that the true method of fly-

fishing is to cast as far up and across the
siream as you conveniently can, and allow your
fly to float "down and across" at as easy (by
which we mean as obtuse) an angle to the
line of the force of the current as is practic-
able—of course never pulling your fly directly
"up-stream," which motion, to our thinking,
is quite as absurd and unnatural as allowing
it to float directly down-stream and drowning
it. We shall be glad to have correspondence
from our angling friends on this subject.
A word from genial Tom Merry of Portland,
Oregon, would have much weight, both with
ourselves and our subscribers.

—

Ed. B. & S.

A Big Bite.

T. B. Merry in one of his angling chats in

the Portland, Or., Mercury, tells the follow-

ing story:

We had been there about half an hour,
when along came a-boy whose carroty hair
bore traces of hayseed aud about whose head
there seemed to hover a delicate bucolic nim-
bus. He eat down deside me and cast into
the eddying swirl. My partner in the next

ten minutes caught three fish to my two, and
the boy caught none. Every time that one or

the other of us would land a fish, the boy
would regard the successful man with a

stealthy glance; and it was plain to be seen
that he was suffering from an attack of what
the late lamented Eph Horn was wont to call

"the green-eyed lobster." At last he said:

"Ef I had salmon aigs, same as yew fellers

hev got, I could catch fee&h, too."

"What have you got?"Iasked.
"Me-e-e-at," he growled, sulkily.

"No trouble about that, whatever," was my
answer. "We are going home in a few min-
utes and shall never be able to use half of

what we have Erot." And with that I handed
him over a huge hunk of coral-like spawn.
The boy's face lit up with excitement as he
cutoff two great pieces as big as my thumb
and baited his hooks with them. Castiug out
as far into the chanuel as be could, he sat

down to await future developments.
For about ten minutes there was a solemn

silence pervading the trio, of which the boy
was the center, and then a loud exclamation
was heard:
"By Job JVloses, I'm geewhallopinly gaul-

derned ef I didn't hev a bite that would
weigh a ton."

"Is that so?" I asked.
"Ya-a-a-s, it is, by Grab. Dorg gone a bar'l

o' cats ef he didn't like to pull me overboard,"
replied the boy.
"You should strike him when you feel a

bite," suggested Tod, "just to set the hook
firmly in his mouth, you see."

That settled it. Old Martin Burke never
saw the day in his life that he could beat that

boy in obeying orders. At the end of about
five minutes we heard a shivering crack, and
here was the boy with a four-pounder securely
hooked and the middle joint of the worthless
rod snapped like a pipe-stem.

"Give him the line off your reel or he'll

break everything you've got," I roared.
"Dunno how," sniveled the boy.
"Hand it over to me," said I, "for you've

got a terrible big fellow. You've broken your
pole, but you've not lost your fish by a good
deal."

I played that fish for nearly ten minutes,
and at last Tod got a landing net under him
as he came up to the top of the water, and
transferred him to upper air. He was a beauti-
ful fish about twenty-two inches in length,

and the boy was bawling like a great calf as he
picked him up.
"Now, then, what are you beefin' about?"

asked Tod,
"I—broke—that—pole," sobbed the boy.
"Well, that's nothing—you got your fish,"

said I.

"Y-a-a-as, but—

"

"But what?"
'That—pole—doan'—b'long—ter—me, " he

sobbed.
How's that—you borrowedit?" asked Tod.
Wussnor that,"said the boy; "itb'longs to

Bill Skeens, and I axed him fur it and he tola

me to let it alone. This afternoon I was
a-goin' up the road, an' he was u-goin' to

meetin' with his paw and maw. So I waited
till he was out o' sight an' I tuck the pole and
'lowed to catch only one feesh, an' hyur it is

all broke."
Mr. M.", said the young barrister, "it

seems to me that you have become an accom-
plice in a great crime. If this boy had not
hooked this big fish, he would not have broken
that pole; and if you had not given him the
salmon eggs, it is equally as clear to me that
this big fish would never have bitten at his
hook. In my opinion, you are equally guilty
with him and should pav for the broken rod.
What did it cost, boy?"'

"It corst a dawler," drawled the lad.

"Well, here's four bits. Now, Tom, give
him a half-dollar and let him buy another
pole for Bill Skeens and keep this one him-
self."

The boy's face lighted up as we gave him
the dollar, and we shortly afterwards drove
back to the city. Next day I was down at
Hudson's, getting some new tackle, when I
heard a boyish voice drawl out:

"S-a-y, Mistopher, hain't yer got no poles
fer f-o-r-e bits?"

It waB the hero of the big bite.

Speed Programme
—OF THE—

Fourth Annual Meeting
—OF THE—

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

Agricultural Fail' Association

AT

Santa Cruz,
CALIFORNIA.
—COMMENCING—

MONDAY, August 1 Oth,

-AND ENDING-

F RID AY, August 14th. 1885

FIRSTDAY.-Monday, August iOth. 1885.

No 1. TROTTING RACE—Puree $100, for horses
that have never beaten three minutes.
No.2. TROTTING RACE—Purse $200, free for all

horses owned in the District—2:10 class.

SECOND DAY.- Tuesday.
4 885.

August 11 tli.

No. 3. TROTTING RACE—Purse $500, for horses
that have never beaten "2:27.

No-I. TROTTING RACE—Purse $150, free for all

horses owned in the District that have never beaten
three minutes.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, August 19th,
1885.

No, 5. PACING RACE-Purse&lOO—2:20 class.

No. 6. TROTTING RACE—Purse $151), for horses
that have never beaten 2 :50, owned in the District.

FOURTH DAY- Tlinrsday,
1885.

August 13th,

Ohespeake Bay Duck Dogs

For Sale.
Out of C. It, Hammond's Rusk, American Kennel

Rejrister 144, by G. G. Hammond's Rake, A. K.R. 141.
This litter of thoroughbred Ohespeake Bay duck

dogs, born April 15th, with registered pedigree, ib
offered at $50 each. The dogs are thoroughly weaned,
Btrongand sound.
The April "Century Magazine," in its able article on

dogs, declared that the Ohespeake Bay duck dog is un.
surpassed lor water work, general retrieving and in-
telligence. For further particulars address or apply to

C. M. HAMMOM).
Xakeport, Lake < '»>_, C'al.

No. 7. TROTTING RACE—Purse $400, for horses
that have never beaten 2:40.

No. 8. RUNNING RACE—Purse $150, free for all,

half mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAY—Friday. August 14th, 1885.

No. 9. TROTTING RACE—Purse $500, free for all

horses that have never beaten 2:22, open to Albert W.,
Vanderlynn, James H. and Arab.
No. in. TROTTING RACE—Purse $250.

CSf Entries close August 1st.

ELMER DA K AN. President.

H. E. MAK1KNEV, Secretary.

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of "2:31$, third heat; a two-mile record of 6:10i;
has trotted a mile in 2 :29t, in a two-mile heat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, without a blemish, and

one of the best pole horses in the State.
For further particulars addresB

Nevada Stables, 1 336 Market Street. S. F.

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 1 1

.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev., Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Gal.,

admitted to District for Rac-
ing Purposes.)

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

. . . .« .COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
Anil Continuing Five I>;iys.

Finest Track in the Mountains, with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races

,_
4 RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; pnrBe.

Sia. First horse, 550; second, $l'5. Free for all.

SEfOXDDAY.
5 TROTTING-Class 2:30, 3 in 5; pmse, $250. First

horse. $150; second, $75; third, 925. Free tor all.

dash; purse, $75. First'horse. $50; secou
for Distri t horses.

Free

7. RUNNING— Mile and a half dash; purse. S150.
tirst horse, s90; second, $15; third, $15. Free forall.

8. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat:
parse, 9140. First horse, $M; second, $42; third $14
l-ree forall.

9. RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount andchange horses at the end of each mile, and use six ormore horses; purse, $Ju,j. Three to enter two to start
l'irsthorse,$lS0;Becond,S50. Owner to furniBh stahles.

THIRD DAY,
»£ TROTTING-2:-»0 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; purse,
§_o0. lirst horse, 5I0U; second, $75; third, $25. Free
forall.

11. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse, $125. First horse,
$<o; second, $87.50; third, $12.50. Free for Distrirt
horses.

12. TROTTING—Four-year-olds orunder,3in 5. mile
heats; purse, $2ju. First horse, *120; second, $00-
third, $20. Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
||-i0—Purse, ¥50. First hoise,$3j; second, $15; third, $5.
if ree fur all, entries to close at time of
starting,

FOURTH DAY.
14. TKOTTING-2:50 class, 3 in 5; purse, $200

First, horse, $120; second, §60; third, $20. Free
lor .District norses.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat; purse, $100.
iirsthorse,5B0;second,$3j; third, §lu. Free forall.

10. RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dash; purse
SloO. First horse, $90; second, $45; third, $15. Free for

17. TROTTING-Single buggy,2in3.ownertodrive;
urse, S/o. First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for

District horseB.

FIFTH DAY.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

18. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse, $100. Firjthorse,$240:
second, $129 third, $40. Free for all.

19. WALKING—Stallions, one ruile; purse, $50 First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; purse 8300
First horse, $180; second, $90; third, $30. Free for alL

21. TROTTING-Double teams, mile and repeat

-

purse. > 12.1. Fir.-T te-nii, $T">; second, $37; third, Sill Free
for District horses. Untrained teams must pull bneev
owners to drive. *

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING-At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $30. First, $50; second, $20; third. $10
Entries to be made at time of shooting. Not less than
five to enter. Entrance fee, $5.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Tuesday.
September 1st 1885.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex,
color and marks of horses. Also name and residence
of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write '-Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse.
In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

.National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6)
months prior to the day of the race, and any entry
by any person of any disqualified horse shall be held
liable for tbe entrance fee contracted, without any
1 ight to compete for a purse, and shall be held liable
to penalties prescribed by the National Association
and Rules of the State Agricultural Society, and ex-
pulsion from the Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on tb? closing day of the Fair, it may be
continued or declared off, at the option of tbe judges.
In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-

tries required to till and three or more horses to
start, hut the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of tbe purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows: 6tij to tbe first and 33J to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from tbe other entries for said
purse, and a horse winning a race entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
Tbe attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
J. R. Muhkay, J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President,

FIRST DAY.
TROTTING—Class 3:00,3in5, mile heats; purse>

$200. First horse, 9120; Becond.tM; third, $20. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

1 RUNNING—Three-yenr-olds, mile dash; puree.
$100. First?horse, 960; second, 930j third. $10. Free for
all District horses.

3. RUNNING-Mile hc»ts,|2 in 3: puree ,9200. First
horse, 9120; second, $tio; third, $'20. Free for all.

FORJ3ALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WAI.SH,

Sup't Running Horse Dep't,
Palo Alto Htock Farm.
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HOESE
ASSOCIATION

FIXED EVENTS 1885-86-87.

TO CLOSE

August 1st, 1835.

1885—Fall Meeting.
THE BALDWIN STAKES.

Poststake, for all ages; 82511 each, p p, with S, 1(100

added, of which §400 to second) third to save stake.

Fouh Miles.

1886—Spring Meeting.
THE CAUFORXIA STAKES.

For two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

S50 each, S^5 forfeit, or £15 if declared out on or be-

fore Jan. 1st, 188G, with §100 added, second to save
stake. Hale a Mile.

THE «AX« STAKES.
For two-year-old, colts and fillies (foals of 1884); $50

each, §25 forfeit, or S15 if declared out on or before
Jan. 1st, 1886, with 5400 added, second to save stake.

Stake to be named after winner if Gano's time (1:15)

is beaten. Thbee-quabtebs of a Mile.

The Peoria Blackbird and Trap.
(Patents Allowed.)

The Most Perfect Breakers

The Most Uniform in Flight.
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST TAKIiEI

,1IAJ(F.

We Challenge its Equal.
LARGE SUPPLY ON HAND.

Circulars on Application.

E. T. Allen,
Sole Agent For Pacific Coast,

416 M illKET STREET,
San Francisco.

1886—Fall Meeting.
THE LADIES STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 1884) ; $50 each ; $25
forfeit; or 315 if declared out on or before August
1, 1886, with $300 added; second to save stake. Three-
QUABTEBS OF A MILE.

THE I'IMOAX STAKES.
For two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

850 each; a'25 forfeit; or $15 if declared out on or
before August 1, 1886; with $400 added; second to save
stake. One Mile.

1887—Spring Meeting.
THE WINTERS STAKES.

For three-year-olds; $100 each; $50 forfeit; or S20 if

declared out on or before August 1. 1886, or $30 if

declared out on Jan. 1, 1887; with S500 added , of
which $200 to second, third to save stake. One Mile
and a Half
THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES STAKES.
For three-year-olds; $100 each; $50 forfeit; or $20 if

declared out on or before August 1, 1886, or 530 if de-

clared out on Jan. 1, 1887; with $500 added, of which
?200 to second, third to save stake. One Mile and
THItEE-QUAnTEBS.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stock
now at Fairlawn. "Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OP VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Toting Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTTT*1

. ftNTT, P"RT(TE PTiAN Isstrictly adhered to at Fairlawn, arid the
-LJ-LJ-i Vi11J 1 111VU x j-inj.^ priceof every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13}, and double team with fastest record, 2:15^

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885

(FIVE BAYS IS«T.USITE.)

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

N. B.—In all races in which more than ten paid
up entries are received, ?200 will be added by the As-
sociation, to he added as follows: Extra 350 to eac h
horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept, MU.

J
No

' *;.,RUN.NING-DISTRlCT-3-year.olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse 5800.

No. 3. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—1-year-old
class. (Closed with 8 nominations.) $1,000.

No. 4. TROTTING-BISTRICT-2-year-old, or on
der, class. Best 2 in 3. $800.

ABERDEEN 27. ALECTO 25 8.
Sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:15j, &c. Limited to 30 By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

mares at §150 the season. |
Limited to 30 mares at §50 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GBANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. ! By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay, Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief. Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2:15.
10 mares at $50 the season. |

Limited to 10 mares at $50 the season.

1887-Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAX. "STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies; $25 each, p p, with S400
added, of which S1U0 to second; third to save stake.

One Mile and a Qdakter.
TMfr FAME STAKES.

For three-year-olds ; S100 each ; $50 forfeit ; or S20 if

declared out on or before Jan. 1, 1887, or 330 if de-

clared out August 1, 1887; with $500 added, of which
§200 to the second, third to save stake. Two Miles.

REMARKS.
All these Stakes (except the Baldwin Stakes for

1885), are for foals of 1884, colts and fillies now rating

as yearlings.
The Association reserves the right to postpone

races on account of the unfavorable condition of the
weather or track, or other sufficient cause.
Nominations to he made to the Secretary, Jos.

Cairn Simpson, 508 Montgomery street. San Fran-
cisco, Cal , on or before August 1, 1985. Nomina-
tions by mail to be valid must be plainly postmarked
on or before that date, August 1st.

Jos Caern Simpson, JAS. V. COLEMAN,
Secretary. President.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2 :30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of

2:20 or better, and 26 others have sired 'winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

lock Box 39£. WM. T, WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

WEDNESDAY. Sept. 23*1.

No. 5. RJNN1NG—DISTRICT-
der, class. Mile dash. $800.

-year-old, or un

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

1885. 1885.

Fall Meeting.
Notice lor Entries for Trottins Season.

SATURDAY, August 1—Free for all pacers, purse

£600.
TUESDAY August 4—2:24 class; purse $600.

WEDNESDAY, August 5—2:40 class, purse $600.

THURSDAY. August 6—2 -2 Class; purse $750.

Open to all eligible to this class, and the following:

Albert W„ James H and Vanderlynn".
FRIDAY, August 7— 2:30 class; purse $600.

SATURDAY, August 8—2:20 class; purse $1,000.

CONDITIONS.

All races 3-in-5. in harness, 5 or more to enter, 3

or more to start.

Entrance 10 per cent. All purses divided 60, 30

and 10 per cent, to first, second and third horses.

The Association reserves the right to close with a

less number for any of the contests, by the withdrawal

of a proportionate amount of the purse.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE with the Secretary, 1435 Cali-

fornia street, Thursday, July 23, 1885.

N. T. SMITH, President.

T. W. Hinchman, Secretary.

A. Ewing. C. S. Ewing.

Pool Room Saloon,
£10 DUPOMT STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the

Breeder and Sportsman, N. Y. Spir:?*, and other

sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wiu<*s, Liquors,

and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.
LWiNG LKOS., ProprietorB.

SAFEST AND BEST«F0R GENERAI/'USE,
To Control andg Educate the Trotter, Roadster.

or t'arriaire Morse, and to Break the Colt.

SO HORSE CAN GET HIS TONGUE OVER IT.

Will positively prevent and cure Pulling. Side Palling
LuKffins-Toiiguc Loll Ins. and will . itmake the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR.of Cincinnati, O., writes that it worsed to

his complete satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MURHPY, or Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use by every horseman as an article of great merit.

The fii-m of HIGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton, 111., say: "Having tried your Perfection #Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,

side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well

as the dri per. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W. PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection

Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail.

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y-, says it is the boss-

MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm
Coiustocks, N. Y.. claim it is the best they ever tried

>

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege

of examination. No. 1, nickel. 33; No. 2, ex. nickel, $4; No. 3, half silver, or oroide, $5: No. 4, full silver

or oroide, $6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering: Give Width of Mouth. Measuring From Outside ol Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely

Termed Improvements of this Bit. EooK for Name and Date of Patent on each

one.

No. 6. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST-Free for all.
Mile and repeat. $800.

No. 7. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2:20 class.

No. 8. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2-vear-old
class. (Closed with 8 nominations.) §i,000.

LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM—DISTRICT-tfive
moneys) $100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 34th.

No. 9-TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2:26 class.
$1,000.

Kb. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT—4-year-old, or un-
der, olass. SfOO.

^
No. 11-PACING—PACIFIC COAST-Free for all.

LADIES' EQESTRIANISM-PACIFIC COAST—
(Five moneys.) $100.

FK1DAT, Sept. «5Ui.
No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST-Selling

race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation,
$1,000. Two pounds off for each $luo below and 2
poundB added for each $100 above fixed value. $800.

No. 13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST NOVELTYRACE—For all ages. Two miles. $100 to each half-
mile, balance to winner of last half. $450.

No. 14. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2:2z class
Open to Albert W. Vanderlyn and James H. Hanoi!
barred. $1,200.

'

No. 15. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—3-year-old
class. (Closed with? nominations.; $1,000.

SATURDAY, Sept. 26th.

No. 16. RUNNING- DISTRICT-Free for all. Mile
and repeat. $800.

No. 17. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-Free for
all. $1,600.

No. 18. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3-year.old, or un-
der ass. $800.

No. 19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2:30class.
$1,000.

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
Humiliations.
In all races except No. 13 four moneys, viz. : 50, 25,

15 and 10 per cent.
All races best:* in 5, except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Boaitl reserves tin' right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race he-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walkover in any race a horse is only entitled to

its own entrance fee and one-half of the e'nttunee re-
ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to no added money

.

A horse winning a race entitled to first monev only,
except when distancing the field, then tu first arid
third moneys. In race No. 7 one or more heats re-
quired to be trotted in 2:21 or better. In race No. 17
one or more beats required to be trotted in2:19 or bet-
ter; otherwise treated aaa walkover.
The winner of the mile and repent, or the mile(and

one sixteenth and repeat, free purees lor all ages, of
the State Fair Programme for ivi.'., starting in race
No. 6, will be required to carry live pounds extra.
Unless otherwise ordered by the I loan I, no borBQ is

qualified to be entered in any District race thai baa
not been owned in the District six (6) months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by anv person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the • n-

apete
i pre

trance fee contracted, without anv right to cin
fora purse, and shall in- held liable to peniltii
sirribcdbv the National Association and Utiles oftho

If, in the opinion of the judges,any race cannot he
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it mav be con-
tinued or declared offj at the option of tin- judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid Up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to start
but the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
Btart a race with a Ipse number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the

world
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all bents.
Races commence each daj at i o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1885, with the Secretary.

I,. C. smi»i"i:i:. President.

J. M. LaRue, Secretary.

P. O. B»x 188, Stockton, Cal.
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FIFTH ANNUAL

EXHIBITION
-OP THE-

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Gal.

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st, 2d and

3d, 1885, Inclusive.

. SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Bay—Monday, Sept. «8th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
for all; $25 entrance; S10 forfeit; S15U idded ; §50 to
second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING -One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds; §25 entrance; $10 forfeit; 5150 added; $50 to
second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap; $50
entrance; S25 forfeit; $15 declaration; S^50 added;
S100 to second horse; third to save entrance. Weights
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday, September 23d.

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 39tli.

No. 4. TROTTING—8:00 Class. District Purse,
S500; S250 to first horse; $125 to second; $75 to third;
$50 to the fourth horse.

No. 6. TROTTING-2:22 Class (open to Vauderlyn
and James H). Purse $750; $376 to first; $187.50 to
second; $112.50 to third; $75 to fonrth.

No. 6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Purse
,

$300; $180 to first; $90 to Becond; $30 to third.

Tliird Day—Wednesday, Sept. 30th.

Ladies Equestrianism—Purse $100. For the most
graceful rider, $25; second, $15; third, $10. For the
most skillful rider. $25; second, $15; third, $10.

No. 7. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat, free
for all; S25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to
second horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash;
S25 entrance; $15 forfeit; S200added; $75 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING—Selling race; one mile ana
repeat; all ages; purseS20n; entrance free; $50 to
second horse. Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds
off for each $100; below; and* two pounds added
for each $100 above.

FourtH Day—Thursday, October 1st,

No. 10. TROTTING—2 :40 Class; purse $500; $250
to first; $125 to second; $75 to third: $50 to fourth
horse.

No. 11. TROTTING—Two-year-olds; one mile and
repeat; purse $b00; $180 to first horse; SjO to second;
Sao to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all; purse $400; $240
to first; $1'^0 to second ; $40 to third horse.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 2d.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year-
olds. "Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse $200; $50 to
second horse.

No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse $250; entrance free; $50 to second;
$25 to third horse.

No. 15 —RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten
horses; purse $150; §50 to second horse. Entries to
close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.

No. 16. TROTTING—2 35 class; District Purse
$4011; S240 to first;$120 to second; $40 to third horse.

*No. 17. TROTTING-2:i6 Class; purse $400; $240
to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2:20 Class; purse $1,000;
$500to first; tf25(j to second; $150 to third; S100 to
fourth horse.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS

All trotting races are the best three in five;
five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a lesB number than hve to
fill, bv tlio withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on purse, to ac-
company nomination.
National Association BuleB to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shill be entitled only to
theentranee money naid in, When leas than the re-
quired number of starters appear they may contest
tor the entrance money, to ne divided as follows:
60% to the first, and aaj^J to the second.

l.V ALL BAUBB ENTRIES NOT DKCLABED OUT BY
8 I\ M. OF THE DAY PBISCEDINQ THE lt.VCK, SHALL BE
KEQ.CIKKD TO START.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or In one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at ii v. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the state Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conuitlons named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in their entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

District borBes to be owned in District June 1, 1885.
Entries to all of the above races to close with

the Secretary on Saturday, August 1st. 1885,

CS5* Write "Entries to BacBs" ori outside of the en-
velope.

J. U. WELLER, President.
A. B. Ellis, Secretary,

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpif, the great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on tbe
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.

These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."

Bill Nye writes each week exclusively for the
Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of Philip II. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines
Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian aDd Eastern writers, are in

process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:

The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble. The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness ana dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, S3 00 ; Bix months,

81.75; three months, SI .00; by carrier, in the city, 36'

cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE 1M3EESIDE, 712 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on "Wheels.
The Ingleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of $60,000. Directors and sole Stock-

holders: H. B. McDowell, R.P. Ashe, Williard Wells,
H. D. Bigelow, W. R. ABhe.

A. S. THOMSON,

Hunters' Resort,
Formerly Victor's Place,

SAUSALITO.
On San Rafael Road, three miles from Sausalito

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Banning, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., San Francisco

Sonoma County
Agricultural

PARK
Association,

SEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR,
TO BE HELD AT .

SANTA ROSA,
Commencing August lldi and Ending,

August 23d. 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, Aug. IHih.

No. l, Running—Half-mile and repeat, free for all

§25 entrance, 510 forfeit, $150 added, SoO second horse

No. 2, Trotting—For two-year-oldB or under, mile
heats, best two in three, purse $'200.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 1 9th.

No. 3, Running—Three-quarter-mile dash for all

ages, $25 entrance, 310 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to second
borse.

No. 4, Trotting—Three-minute class, purse 3500.

No. 5, Trotting—2:22 class, purse $750. James H. and
Vauderlyn eligible.

Tliird Day, Thursday, Aug. %Oth.

No. 6, Running—One and one-half mile dash for all

ages, entrance $50, $25 forfeit, §200 added, 375 to second
horse.

No. 7, Pacing—Free for all, purse 3500.

No. &, Trotting—For four-year-olds or under, purse,
$400.

Fourth Day, Friday, Aug, 21st.
No. 9, Running—Free for all aces, one mile and re-

Eeat, $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second
orse.

No. 10, Running—For two-year-olds or under,
dash of one mile. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, 5150 added,
$50 to second horse.

No. 11, Trotting—2:24 class, purse $500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. £9d.
No. 12, Trotting—For three-year-olds or under,

purse §3C0.

No. 13, Trotting—2:20 class, purse $800.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races to be under the Na-

tional Association rules.

All running races to be under the Rules of the Pa-
cific Coast Blood Horse Association.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

CSfFor further particulars see speed programme.
KILLIP & CO., Pool Sellers.

I. DeTCIRK,
President, Santa Rosa, Cal.

E. W. DAVIS, Secretary.

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1885.
Oakland Trotting Park.

Begins August 31st, and Ends
September 5th.

...SIX DAYS...

First Day—Monday, August 31st,

No. 1. RUNNING—GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For
two-year-olds; S'J5 entrance; $ 15 forfeit; 316U added;
350 to second horse. Three-quarter-mile dash.

No. 2. RUNNING-PARDEE STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance; $25 forfeit; £200 added; second borse
to save stake. Two-mile dash.

No, 3. TROTTING—2:34 CLASS—Purse 5600. Four
monies.

No. 4. PACING—2:25 CLASS—Purse $350. Three
monies.

Tuesday, September 1st.

No. 5. TROTTING—2:22 CLASS—Purse §750; open
to Vanderlynn, James H., Arab and Albert W. Four
monies.

No. TROTTING—2:24 CLASS—Purse $750. Four

IMPROVBD HORSE bLOTHING.

No. 7. TROTTING — YEARLINGS—Puree $150'
Three monies.

Wednesday, September TBd.

No. 8. RUNNING—For all ages; three-quarter-
mile dash; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit; S150 added; $50
to second.

No. 9. TROTTING-2:30 CLASS—Puree $750. Four
monies.

No. 10—TROTTING—For all four-year-olds and
under; purse $400. Four monies.

Thursday, September 3d.
No 11. TROTTING—2 :20 CLASS—Purse $800. Four

monies.

No. 12. TROTTING-2:27 CLASS—Purse S750.
Four monies.

No. 13. TROTTING—TWO-YEAR-OLDS—Purse $200.
Three monies.

Friday, September 4th.

No. 14. RUNNING—For all ages; one and one-
quarter mile dash; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; 3200
added; Becond horse to save stake.

No. 15. TROTTING-2:i0 CLASS—Purse $600. Four
monies.

No. 16. TROTTING—Free for all three-year-olds
and under. Purse $300. Three monies.

Saturday, September 5th-

No. 17. TROTTING—Free for all. Puree $1,000
FourmonieB. (St. Julien barred)

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse $500. Four
monies.

No. 19. LADIES EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT-
Purse $100. For the most graceful rider, $25; second
H5; third $10. For the most skillful rider, $25; sec-
ond $15; third $10.

Secured by Letters Patent S™1^^ 1879
29,1881.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover
ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

:

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of the
body-piece A, flaD C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the
animal, substantially an herein described.

2. Tbe blanket or covering A, having the dap C, and
the extensions B, to lit the fore and hind legs of the
animal, i'ru nt taBtenlngs FO, and the permanent straps
tir bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with itn extensions B,
Sermanent sec tiring-bands E, and the front fastenings
'G,ln combination with the id untie neck-extension It,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic coniu'ctiuK-strin I, substantially as described
and for the purpose si-t forth.

5. Thecloat'-fittinuhoori j , havingthe clastic band L,
beneath the laws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover hv means ol straps, substantially as herein
described.

6 The improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the Hap C,
and permanent straps or bands fixed to it to secure it
around the body, whereby the use of loofle surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

43S and 434 Battery St., SAM FBAXCISCO, CAL.

REMARKS AM) <0\(»T10\S
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

rive, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
ipecified Five to enter and three to start in all tbe
bove races. But tbe Board reserves the right in all
ihe races in the above programme to bold a less num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of tbe purse. Entrance fee, ten per
L-ent. on purse, to accompany nomination, Purses of
lour monies divided at the rate of fifty per cent, to
he first horse, twenty-five percent, to second, fifteen
per cent, to third, ar.d ten per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

he Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
:lasses alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
acing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
iorse malting a walk-over shall be entitled only to
be entrance money paid in. When less than the re»
luired number of starters appear, they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66!f
io the first and 33$ to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

all, tne Board reserves tbe right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties inter-
ested at any time previous to Aug. 10th.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 r. m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be nameil at p. M, of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running raceB, except when couditiouB named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named iu entries.
In trotting races, drivers will bu required to woar

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, August 1, 1885.

A. 0. 1>1LTZ, President.
L. WALKER, Secretary,

Office, 2li Montgomery street, S. F.

Ii
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Petaluma Fair.

Agricultural District, No. 4.

COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF.

Sonoma, Marin, Napa
and Lake.

Al'GCST 25<li to 39tli (Inclusive), 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, August S5tli.

No.l.RUN.,ING-Freefor all. Purse $400. One
and a quarter mile dash.

No. 1. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse S800.
No. 3-TROTTI\G -DISTRICT-For two-year-olds

Purse §200; mile heats; best two in three.

WEDNESDAY, August 26th.

No. 4. RUNNING—DISTRICT—For all ages. S25
entrance; sin forfeit; $100 added; r>o to second horse
One mile dash.

No. 5-TROTTING-2:22cHss. Open to all eligible
and the following: James H , Yanderlyn. Arab and
Albert W. Purse 31,000.

No. 6. TROTTING—2 ;20 class. Purse $800.

THURSDAY, August Sffth.

No. 7. RUNNING-For two-year-olds. $50 en-
trance; $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out by August
15th, aud $25 if declared out by 6 p. m. the day be-
fore the race; £15o added; $100 to second horse
Tnree-quartermile dash.

No. 8. RUNNING—Free for all. Purse S500. One
mile and repeat.

No. 9. PACING. Free for all. Purse $C00.

FRIDAY. August 38th.

No: 10. RUNNING-SELLING RACE. Purse $200;
entrance free; -;'50 to second horse. Fixed valuation
SI, 000; to carry entitled weights; two pounds off for
each $100 below and two pounds added for each $100
above fixed value. One mile and repeat.

No. 11. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2:40 class. Purse
$400.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse $800.

SATURDAY, August 39th.

No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. $50 entrance- $"5
forfeit or S10 forfeit if declared out by August 15th
and $2o if declared out by 6 p. m. the day before the'
race. $200 added; $100 to second horse. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 14. RUNNING-CONSOLATION PURSE—$150;
$50 to second horse. Horses beaten once allowed 5*

pounds, twice lu pounds, three times 15 pounds
from their entitled weights. One mile dash.
No. 15. TROTTING-2:20 class. Purse $1,20(1.

No. 16. TROTTING-DISTRICT-For gentlemen's
roadsters. To be handicapped the day before the
race. Purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated
by agreement. *

—O

—

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations. J

In all trotting, pacing, and in running races Nos 1
and 8, four moneys, viz: 5U, 25, 15 and lu percent
All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified
National Association Rules to govern trottin*. and

Rnlee of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance lee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other pafti up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. m. of the day precedin"
the race. °

Unless otherwise ordered by th*> Board,?no horse is
qualified to be entered in auy District race that has
not been owned in the District six (61 months prior
to the day of the race, and anv entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the en-
trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

If. in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared oil. at the option of the judges.

In all races noted above, six or more paid uu en-
tries required to fill and three or more horses to'start.
bat the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting aud racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 oVIock p. m. sharp
Stables, bay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1885, with Secretary.

J. H. WHITE, President.
W. E. COS, Secretary, P, O. 27C, Petaluma, Cal.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing,

.....WITH AN APPENDIX
Treating of tUe Action of the Kace Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Kound-hoof'd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."

^Shakespeare*
o

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedeb and Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
"Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read, For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a fuU shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads tb*result of his experience will conclude with ns that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can he traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take $50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of .the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it
and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, §1.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

** Tips and Toe "Weights." a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is thn title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Beeedee and Spoetsmax. The author in his introduction presents "his little volnme with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. . He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting tor a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is.
deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Beeedeb and Sfoetsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific "Slope.—X. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of irou or steel tips to pro-
tect the toeof the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20-i. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World. •

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20£, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years, old, he won the Occident
Stakes, 51,221, in which he got a record of 2:29?, last half in 1:232; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, §250; the Stanford Stakes, §1.672; and the Embryo, 3870. making a cash
return for the season of §i, 514. I am satisjed that if ho had been shod with full shoes when lirst put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will Ue given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot

of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Spobtsman.
Fully convinced by prac iv-^1 results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as

thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. J°a - Cadjn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

NEVADA
. .

.

AND . .

.

Placer Counties.

Glenbrook Race Track,
A SEW MILE TRACK.

SPEED PROGRAMME FOE 1SS5.

CLABROTJGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
JI I E A M ' S KEHTUCKY REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY-15»t. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 aud 63S MONTGOMERY ST.. S. F.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale, Postofflce address,
San Francisco i Cal,

RACINGPLATES.
RACING PLATES OR TRAINING SHOES OP

any size or weight, fowarded on receipt of price.
92.50 per set. All plates anil shoes guaranteed to be of
tile best material and workmanship. Samplescan be
een at the office of theEBKKDKR and Si'obtbsian.

AddTCW. M. J. OLEA It V.
San Buena Ventura, (a!

FIRST DATf-Tnesday, Serf. 1st. •

No. I. CRICKET MATCH, at 3:30 o'clock A. M.. for
clubs m LUstrict. Purse 373.

.
Kj- 2- TROTTIN«-For horses owned in the Dis-

trict; 3:00 class. Purse §M0; first horse ?2io; second

No. 3. TROTTING-2:30 class. Purse $600: firBt
horse$350;secourtSi75:third?75. '

No. 4. TROTTING-Three-jear olds. Free for all
Mile and repeat. Purse S600; first horse iiw; second
tlaO; third 500.

•
^"o- 5. WALKING MATCH- For stallions ownedm the District. Purse $iuo

; first horse $76; second $25

SECOND DAY-Wednesday. Sept. 2d.

No. 6 RUNNING-NATIONAL HOTEL STAKE
-Freeforall. 850 entrance; 825 forfeit; 8500 added-
secoud horse 5200; third $100. One mi.e ana repeat.

«&*-£' R^"XI:s'G -NEVADA CITY MINERIAKE-Hr two-year-olds. §25 entrance; $lu for-
teit; >--:" added; second horse $l0u; third $5o Dash of
a half-mile.

No 8. RUNNING-WYOMING MINE STAKE
free for all. 520 entrance; $111 forfeit; $«00 added
secondhorse ?iuu; third $50. Dash of one and a half
miles.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock p. m.
No. 10. TROTTING-For two-year-olds owned in the

District. Purse $300; first horse $180; seconded; third

THIRD DAT-Thursday, Sepl. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RACES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10
o clock a. 11., open to the District; purses aggregat-

No. 12. TROTTING-2:50class. For District horses
Purse H00; first horse $250; second $100; third $50.

No 13.TROTTING-2 : 22 class. Open to Yander-
lyn, James H. and Albert \v. Purse 81,000: first horse
*500; second $260; third >l5u ; fourth tUmj,

No. 14. RUNNING-SADDLEHORSE STAKE—For horses owned in the District; catch weights $10
entrance; $100 added; first horse 50 per cent.; secoud
20 percent.; third 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per cent
fifths per cent. Dash of a mile.

FOURTH DAl-Friday, Sept, 4tll.

No. 15 RUNNING-WALRATH STAKE. Free
torall. 950 cnir.mt.-e; >26 forfeit; $wj added; second
horse$200; third $100. Two miles andrepeat.

t,?*°V 16™ BANNING—NARBOWGATJGE RAIL-ROAD STAKE. Freeforall. 825 entrance: SIO for-feit;^) added; second horse $i«u; third $-i0. Three-
quarters ot a mile and repeat.

No 17. RUNNING-SOUTH YUBA STAKE-Free
lor all. >2> entrance; $lu lorieit; $2-Xi added; second
horse »75; third $ou. One and one-eighth miles.

No. IS. PACING-Free for all. Purse $SO0; first
horse $450; second $250; third $100.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday. Sept. 5tb.

No. ID. LADIES' TOURNAMENT at 10 o'clock*.

No. 20. RUNNING-UNION HOTEL STAKE—For
horses owned in the District. $-j5 entrance; $10
forfeit; $15o added. One-half mile andrepeat.

No. 21. TROTTING-2H0 class. Purse $600: first
horse $350; second $176; third $75.

No. 22. TROTTING-Free for all (St. Julien barred).
Purse 51,200; first horse 8600; si fund 6300: third 81WJ-
fourth $120.

KOABKS AMI CONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three Id
five, except the two-\ ear-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; Gve to enter and three to start. But the board
reserveBthe right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal ot a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. ,

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats ..1 atu two
classes alternately, if neeessar\ to riliish any I

1
. <

racing.or to trot a special race between beats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the r»
number of starters appear they maj contest t<-r the
entrance money, to he divided as follows: MM to ther
first, aud 3J!-j to second.

Inall races, entries not declared out by 6 pm. of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to start

.

Where there Is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular borse tbev are to
.Mart mi st be named by Up. >i. the day preceding the
race, Noadded money paiifora walk-over.
Rules of th" State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions" named are
othei wise.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In tnittin^' r;ic.-s, drivers will 1».- required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be naraealn ihelr
entries.

AN rnceBln which MMi-ict bones are entered, they
must have been owned In the District prior to July 1st,
ifc^rexcept when specified tree tor ail.

Entries to ail r-rtin- above race* t.i close with the
Secretary on Saturday, August let, 1885,

A. WALRATH, President,
Niv. ida City.

Geo. Fletcher. Secretary.
P.O. Address, Grass \'

ll l!> y.

D. E. MORGAN, Assistant-Secretary.

P. Q. AdoxcBS.Nf
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TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(lownsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)

S;ni Francisco. _^_^_ -

Commencing May 11, 1835.

San Mateo, Redwood and
Menlo Park.

u

6:40 a
•8:10 A
9:03 a

*10;02a
•3 :36 P
t4 :59 P
6:Q0f

$7:50 P
tS:lSp

ii)v\ i- Santa Clara, San Jose and -|

4 :2op ' Principal Way Stations. I

'

\J t

6:00 p
t8:15P

10:40 a
•3:30 p 1

ililroy, Pajaro, Castroville, ) i MO :02 a
Sa 1 i nas and Monterey. (i 6:00p

i"1 Watsonville, Camp Goodall, f

10:40 A \ Aptos, Sew Brighton, So-,;

*3:30p| .''quel (Camp Capltola) audi
I ) Santa Cruz.. I

f7:50A (Sunday Excursion)

^•30 p' }
Hollister and Tres PirL0S * { I

in ;40 a i Soledad and Way Stations ~

a—Morning. s
Sundays excepted. tSundays only

.

Saturdays only.

— Afternoon.
$Theatre train

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph & Co
Staue connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, and Pacific Congress Spring Stage via

Santa Clara, which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates to

Monterey, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-

dero; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs

EXCURSION TICKETS.
f Sold Sunday Morning, and

For Sundays only, ^forl:3Qp. m. train; good for re-

( turn same day.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SuNDAYonly;

Sunday and J good for return until following Mon-
Mondav, ( nay, inclusive, at the following rates

:

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Bruno....
Millbrae
Oak Grove. ...

San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.
Mayfield

mud
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences..
Santa Clara.
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz.
Monterey ..

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

$1 50
1 50
I 75
1 75

2 75

if 00
3 110

$2 00
2 25
2 50
2 50
4 00

5 00
5 00

5 00

5 no

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, TownBend
street, Valencia-street station, and .No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H. R.JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers,
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

respectfully calls attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best nlaces in thB State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing;.

TRAINS LEAVE BAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Toast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the Beveral streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of Bhooting
may be had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sportB-

men.

TSE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathB, with EL KGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering PlaceB,

ATTOS. SOQFEI, AJil> SANTA < ftlZ,

IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sa-i Mateo, Santa Clara, San Beoito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of which aboundB in game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily

at San Mateo tor those well-known Retreats, PURIS-
SIMA, RAN GREGORIO and PE.SCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and ahout sAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers

of this manly suort.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogB received In Baggage

essoin order to guard against accidents to Dogs
while in transit, it ia necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guhb and Fishing
Tackle will be carried freBof charge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

Btreet, Valencia Station, and No 013 Market st.. Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BAS6ETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintend© t. ABat.Pasfl, and Tkt. Agt.

YERBABUBNA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

BEGISTEREJ> 15 THE AMERICAN JERSEY CATTXE CMH1 OF SEW YORK.

RECORDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK:

MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 36 lis. Vli ozs., 1 week, A. J. 0. C. test; 867 Its. 14} ozs. in 11 months.

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, SO tljs. 2i ozs., 1 week, A. J. C. O. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SOITDATE, 25 tbs.„ii ozs., 1 week.

EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLASIER, 18} fts., 1 week.
VALUE 2d, in lbs. 121 ozs. in 7 days.

Blood relatives of the above cows.
Yonne animals of both sexes for sale by HENRY PIERCE. San Francisco.

Jerseys not registered in tlie American Jersey Cattle Club of New York are called

grades and sell at halt-nrice at the East.

Stallion for Sale.

B

Tlie Standard Mred Trotting Stallion

ALCONA, 730,
Belonging to A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NER, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

RED BY GENERAL \V. T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1877. _Sired by

_ ont, 3i, by Alexander's Abd
Hainbletonian, 10, by Abdallahl
Chief, 11, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Altnont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full 16^ hands ; bright chestnut ; has large,

clean limbs; Large, flat bone; large, smooth hocks and
joints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
has never been trained or handled for speed, but is

finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hainbletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2:30 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Almont, his sire, and sire

of Piedmont. 26; Alexander's Abdallah, his grandsire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, 6; Rysdyk's Hambleton-
ian.hisg. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39; Abdallah i, his

g. g. g. sire, 4; Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady Thorn,
ti: Pilot, Jr., 9.
Take notice.be is not only descended from the two

greatest and most pomilar trotting families,
ut through the best and most prepotent

channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid §27,500. Also to Allie West, fi-

vear-old Tecord of 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2:22>j;

RachelB., 2:28}^, and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:27. Bostick's Almont, Jr., 2:20, Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona, and 15

other sons of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records of 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W,, 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting but
road and carriage or par™ horses on the Pacific coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, but they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
good feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
SfcLafeity, of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,

was offered, but refused, §2,000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previously disposed of,
he will he taken to the California State Fair this sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. GOODRICH,
Jordan Valley, Oregon, or

SILAS SKINNER,
Napa, Cal.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of tlie celebrated

J- FennelTs Cythiana Boots
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
pronounced by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KAWK, S6» Market St.,

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
montbB old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.
APP ]y t(1 Wm. Corbltt,

S18 California St,
Ban Francisco,

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by letters Patent, July 25, 188fc.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
as new, and deBire to secure my letters patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle , in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieceB D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
G and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com' ination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the iear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and thongh the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood,
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
wlienvoung colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the mnee withontthe strain of weights on the
Eeet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. fflfcKERRON,
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco.

Agricultural Park.
dan. McCarthy

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Point Lohos
road and removed his stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horses to his list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIONS,
MARES. GELDINGS. BROODMARES, ROADSfERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower priceB
than have heretofore ruled for the same clasB of
stock. An inspection of tbn animals by allintereated
is invited.

THE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties

nd improvements in this line recently imported.
The stock is well worth inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 41u Market St.

BAN FBANCISCO.

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 14th, 1885.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at
Oakland Ferry, toot of Market St., San
Francisco as follows:

18:00 v M
8:00 M

•4:00 P M
7:30 A M
7:30 V

*3:30 P M
8:00 A M
4:00 P M
•5:00 P M
8:00 A M
*8:00 A M
3:30 P M
7:00 P N

10:00 A M
3:00 P M

7:00 P M

7:30 A M
8:00 A V
7:30 A M
3:00 P M

4:00 P M
*4:00 P hi

8:00 A M
$10 :W A ft!

3:00 V M
8:00 M

•9:30 A M
*3:30 P M
'9:30 A M

DESTINATION.

..Byron

..Caligtoga and Napa..

...Colfax.

....Delta, Redding and Portland

....Gait via Martinez

.. .lone via Livermore

....Knight's Lauding

.... Liveimore and 1 leasanton...

....Martinez

....Milton

( Moiave, Deniinsr, j Kxpress..
. jEl Pasoaud East. ( Emigrant
. ..jS'ilcS and Hay wards
. t Ogden and ( Express
. ( East ( Emigrant
....Red Bluff via flJarysville
....Sacramento, via Livermore,

" via Benicia
" via Heuicia
" via Benicia

....Sacramento River Steamers

....San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

tfl:10 P H
"10:10 A M
6:10 P M
5:40 p m
6:40 p m

•10:40 a M
5:40 P M
10:10 A M
•rt:40 A M
6:10 r m

•7:10 P M
10:40 A M
6:10 a m
3:10 p M
11:10 a M
6:1H A M
5:40 P M
5:40 p M
6 .-10 P M

11:10 a M
10:10 A H
•6:00 A M
•3:10 P M
(3:40 P m
9:40 a M
5:40 P U
•7:10 P M

•10:40 A M
•7: 10 P M

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND—•6:00—'0:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1':30—2:00—2:30-3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — 5:00
— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —
*12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
*8 :30—*3 :30—*4 :00—*4 :30—*5 :00—*5 :30— *6 :00— *6 :30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—6:30—{11:00—*12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00-*6:30—7:00—*7:30-8:OO— *8:30

—

9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—$11:30—12:00—112:30—
1:00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—i:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00-9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BERKELE VT—*6:U0—*6:30—7:00—*7:30~ 8:00—*8:30
—9:00—19:30—10:0t)—110:30—11:00—111:30— 12:00— 1:00
—2;00—3:W— 4:M — 4:30-5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12;00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6-:00— *6:30— 7:00—*7:30—
$8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—Jl:00—2:00—3:00—1:00—*4:30-5:00—*5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:23—*6:53—*7:23—*7:53—*8:2E
*8 :53—*9 :23—*10 : 21—*4 :

23—*4 :53—*5 :23-*5 :53-*6 :23

—

*6:53—7:25—9:50.
FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5;15— *5 :45—

$6:45—9:15—*3:15.
FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5;30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00-

7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland,
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:22—*5:52—*6:22— 6:52—*7:22—

7:52—•8:22—8:52—9:22— 9:52— $10:22— 10:52— $11:22-
11 :52—$12 :22—12 :52—$1 :22—1 :52—2 :52—3 :22—3 :52—i :22
—4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52-10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—•5:15—*5:45—•6:15—6:45—»7:15—
7:45—•8:15— 8:45—$9:15—9:45—$J0:15—10-45— $11 :16—
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7 :45—8 :45—9 H5—1 :45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY-*5:45-*6:15-6:45-*7:15
—7:45—8:45- $9:15—9:15—10:45— $12:45— 1:45.-^2:45—
3:45—4:45—*5:15—5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15.

<JRFEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1 :15—
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6:15—8:15—10:15—12:15— 2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. $Snndays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co. , 8. F.

A. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

t. i a. ntionnAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Agt.

N.B. N. B. N.B.

Live Stock

!

50 Choice Merino Rams, very high grade, $12.50 each
per carload. Also Pedim-.'cd Rums. > -

2."c<> J50 each.
30 Imported Holstein Cuttle. f'J.ii.t^-Wj each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jcrsevs,$100 to

$250 each.
10 Ayrshire Bulls. S100(R)$250 each.
fSHrri-ronl Bulls, i* «>lin <-.-wh.

10 Hereford Grade Bulls and Heifers, 4 to 8 months
old, $30(2'? 10.

10 Durham RUls, 5200(5;$350 each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixed Pedigrees, S100@$150 each.
5 Devon Bulls,$10it@$l25 each.
20 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect. 2k, months old, $12.50 each.
5 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 5 months old. $18.50 each.
3 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 10 to 12 months old, SSOeacll.
These are the prices on cars, CASH, and the larger

the ordar the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Russ
House, San Francisco, or 488 Edwards St., Oakland

0®° I will import or export Live Stock from any
country to the United States, and deal in every kind of
Live Stock except common horses and beef cattle.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.,

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Seo'y

flarSenu for circular.YtX

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 37 1 Katoma St
Residence, 1)66 Howard' St., Su uFrimciisco.
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER.

Three-Year-Old Turf Supremacy—Racing1 at

Monmouth Park—Prolonged Heated Spell
—Saratoga's Opening Day, Etc.

Goano's win at Monmouth Park last week adds another

factor to the straggle for three-year-old superiority, and in

the son of Springbok, Wanda, Tyrant, Joe Cotton, Volante

and the other cracks of their age will perhaps find a trouble-

some antagonist, none the less worthy because he has .been

so long in giving us a glimpse of his two-year-old form.

Goano's gruelling in his Jerome preparation is no doubt re-

sponsible for much of his backwardness this season. A colt

with a temper not the best in the world, which he comes by
honestly enough in the main line, is not apt to forget heroic

treatment like his was, and Goauo only did as many others

have done before him. He certainly won in hand on Thurs-

day last, and while, of course, he had 6ve pounds allow-

ances, the colt is likely to put up weight as well as any of his

competitors. That any of those behind him will be found to

be Goano's equal if he continues to do well, unless perhaps

Favor, we do not believe. Good, houest colt as St. Angus-

tine is, always sure to run into a place, he is not a h'rst-rater,

and as for Katrina, she must be an over-rated filly. Three

times now she has let her backers down heavily, and on
each occasion she had much weight off. The daughter, of

Mortemerand Loulanier is not likely to attain tirst-class rank

yet awhile. Still, the day may only be deferred, and the

future see Katrine run up to her private reputation. Many
looked for her to run well in the Harvest Handicap on Satur-

day, for which the distance and weight was thought to suit

her nicely, but the pen went through her name early in the

day. Favor greatly disappointed his backers, as his form of

two days previous, when he won a mile and a quarter handi-

cap on a wet track, looked to be equal to his best Western

performances. But the colt did not seem to have any speed

on the present occasion, and finished a poor fourth. Truly,

Morris' luck at Monmouth has not been of the best, but his

colts are evidently yet under the adverse influence of their

extensive campaigning this year. That Bersan and Favor

will yet earn stake honors at Monmouth and Saratogais more
than likely, and the former's Traver's win on Tuesday con-

firms this view. Ten Stone and Freeman are also evidently

fast milers when just right. The stable will bear watching,

for they will be heard from soon.

The Championship Stakes is already spoken of as a feature

of the Sheepshead Bay Fall meeting. For three-year-olds, a

mile and a half, full weights, with no penalties and allow-

ances to maidens, a race like the proposed one at SI, 000 each,

half forfeit, the Association to add $5,000, would certainly

obtain twelve or fifteen entries, and approach the richest

prize of the year in value. Wanda, Tyrant, Volante, Verano,

Joe Cotton, Alta, Pardee, Goano, Bersan or Favor, Lizzie

Dwyer and others would certainly enter, and the struggle

prove the event of the racing season. From what has

already been done iu the matter, tbe affair is likely to achieve

shape at an early day.
Veterans of the turf like Monitor, Col. Sprague, Parole, and

others are naturally in great favor with the masses of the

racing public, to whom their names are associated with long

and well-earned service in the turf arena. Old Monitor's re-

appearance on Saturday at Monmouth was made the occa-

sion of a small-sized ovation-from the crowd, many of whom,
though aware that the old gelding's defeat was foreshadowed

by the betting, took the long odds against him, more from a

feeling of sympathy than from any expectation of deriving

dividends. The old fellow showed considerable speed for

over a mile, but when he came back to weigh there
,
were

"bellows to mend," showing that he had been to a race.

Still Alcock will probably be able to get him in better order

after a race or two, which are likely to do old "Baldy" good.

Should he score a good win Monitor is sure to meet with a

reception that will be warmer than the weather even. Parole's

name among the entries for the Fall Stakes at Sheepshead,

gives some hope that the famous hero of two hemispheres is

also to reappear ou the scene of his former triumphs. Should

this anticipation be realized, and Monitor, Sprague, and the

other "vets" be in good condition, the Coney Island Jockey

Club could not do better than open the Veteran Stakes, for

horses and mares six years old and over, one mile and a

quarter, 100 lbs. each.
" Such a contest wonld prove a great

drawing attraction, for there are many racegoers who would

travel a long distance to be present at the race, even though

it partook of the nature of an exhibition. Parole is said to

be progressing favorably at Kancocas, and old Sprague is at

Saratoga with the rest of the South Carolina stable. We hope

to see the Veteran Stakes take active shape.

Corrigan and the Californians are likely to make a bold bid
for the bulk of the Saratoga spoils, as they did with such
success at Chicago. With such strong material as they
possess, many of the stakes, outside of the handicaps, look to

be at their mercy. But Ban Fox, Enright, and Bankrupt
among the two-year-olds, and Joe Cotton, Tyrant, and
Morris' lot among the three-year-olds, are not apt to yield the
palm of victory without a hard fight, and however the re-

sult, any event makes the public gain as productive of great

races. Murphy now handles Corrigan's horses, Sogers being
West. The prospects of great sport at the Springs were
never greater. Certainly the stables are mere crowded than
any period inthe track's hisiory.and on Friday last 125 horses
came in by boat and rail. The full list shows some
four hundred animals on the grounds, the aggregate value of

which must total up close to a million of dollars, with prob-
ablj* the best two and some of the best three-year-olds in
America, the two best four-year-old mares now on the turf,

Modesty and Binette (though when Fallen Leaf gets through
her treatment at the Illinois sanitarium, where she now is, she
may assert her rights again), a vast collection of rapid older

horses, including the "two Jims from California," Benwick
and Douglas. There is material enough at this most charm-
ing of our inland resorts to produce a series of races rivalling

the season of ten years ago, when the greatest field of horses
ever at the post on an American racecourse contested the

Saratoga Cup with the world-famous "dead heat" between
Springbok and Preakness, which has remained a best-on-

record ever since. Of the contestants iu that great race the
progeny of Springbok, Grinstead and Butherford will strive

together in frequent rivalry this Summer, and to old race-

goers these meetings will be rendered the more interesting,

as they recall the deeds of their sires on the same old stamp-
ing ground. In the present condition of the Saratoga course
very fast time is liable to be made, and we lookformore than
one new record to be made before the last week in August.
Several horses now there are capable of running a mile close

to 1:40. and perhaps better, and we should not be surprised

to see Modesty's 1:41J at Chicago beaten at Saratoga.

The nature of the attendance on Tuesday at Monmouth
showed conclusively what a strong hold racing has on the

public, when they endured so much discomfort for the chance
of betting their money. A strong shower came up after the

first race, and rendered tbe track a sea of mortar. There
was, however, but little decrease in the heat, bat the journey
home was not so uncomfortable as was dreaded, and, consid-

ering the dead heat, there was no just cause for complaint in

the matter of delay.

A very poor lot of maidens ran in the first race. The win-

ner turned up in Lord Beaconsfield, who, however, is a much
better colt than this race showed him to be. Mr. Walton ran
his good-looking colt Harold (imp.), by Beverberation, out

of Lady Blanche, but he was far from fit, and, in addition,

stumbled on the first turn, lost a lot of ground, made up a

good deal of it under the whip, and pulled up lame. Bar-

bara, who was very fit, opened up a big gap in five furlongs,

but could not stay. Tacoma took a deal of strong riding, and
the journey was hardly far enough. Hoder we do not like

—

he is a short colt on long legs.

The Sapling Stakes, for two-year-olds, three-quarters,

brought out a fair field, but Portland's win in the Tyro
StakeB knocked him out, and that let in Quito, Buffalo, Syn-
tax, and Bluewing, at 115 lbs each, and Savanac, Flavia,

Amalgam, Lansdowne, Salisbury, and Mariner, with an
allowance of 7 ibs. The nature of the track and Wm. Hay-
ward's name being up, made Quito a strong favorite, while

Lansdowne, Mariner, and Buffalo were next in favor, and in

good time a heavy commission was worked for Savanac, upon
whom Mr. Lorillard stood to win S14,000. Quito's many
backers experienced a bad quarter of an hour, for he showed
his usual temper. Feakes was anxious to get away on Amal-
gam, and Mr. Pincns was forced to suspend him for two
days. When the Hag fell all were well in motion, bnt Savanac
had a little the best of it, and Onley lost no time. He was
closely attended by Salisbury and Quito, however, and after

going half a mile Mr. Lorillard's colt was headed and passed

by Quito. The latter looked all over a winner, but Savanac
came again with great resolution, and, bringing Hayward to

a drive, the pair passed the judges together, making a de&d
heat, although some thought Savanac had won by a head.

Salisbury died away in the last hundred yards. Mariner was
beaten a hundred yards after going half a mile. He is a good-

looking colt, but is not fit. Bluewing also was early out of

it. Buffalo ran well for halt a mile. All true admirers of

the game colts regretted Mr. Lorillard's obstinacy in insisting

that tbe race should be run off, but he had so much at stake

that perhaps no one can cavil at the action. But we were
surprised tit the state of the bettiug on the run- off, which
took place after the last flat race of the day, or about two

hours and thirty minutes after the dead heat. Savanac was
in receipt of 7 lbs., and had clearly shown the utmost game-
ness in the dead heat. Why, then, should it be 5 to 2 on
Quito, and 2 to 1 against Savanac? Savanac cut out the pace
in the run-off, and led by two lengths for half a mile, when
Quito went up on the outside, and a furlong from home On-
ley was whipping his colt, who swerved to the rails, yet was
not headed, and won by two lengths. The dead heat was
run in 1:17, and the run-off in 1:18. Is it reasonable to ex-

pect these two colts to get over suuh work in a hurry? The
whole affair is a credit to Raneocas, at which place Quito was
bred, although foaled at Erie.

In the Stevens Stakes the most consistent publicperformer,
St. Augustine, again got home first, although Saltpetre ran
him an amazingly good race, Hayward being on the son of
Glenelg, who showed a lot of speed on the backstretch after

going a mile. Goano never ran freely, and his backers'
hopes sank to zero when they saw McLaughlin pull out that
mnch dreaded whip, Katrina was going very easy until the
last quarter, but could not head St. Augustine, on whom
Blaylock certainly worked his passage. The time was slow
(3:00), but the nature of the track must be held partly ac-
countable for this. Added to that there was no racing for
the first five furlongs, which were run in 1:11}.
The disappointed Clipsiana adherents had a rare turn-up

in the nine furlong handicap, inasmuch as East Lynne, rid-

den by Daly's fine light-weight, Moran, came home first after

a spirited finish with Thomasia, who also ran a good race.

East Lynne started at seven to one. Bonne Bouche showed
the way for six furlongs, when Tuumasia passed her, and led
into the stretch and well on the way home, but East Lynne's
rush was irresistible. Tecumseh and Bonne Bouche dropped
away so suddenly as to lead us to think there was a collision
of some kind. Duchess again failed to stay home, and,
indeed, Donohue was never easy on her at any part of the
race.

Swift was heavily backed in the seven furlong selling race,

and though those who had seen her run her races thought
she was too big, she easily got the best of all the others.
Error got off in good motion, but failed to stay. Valley
Forge did not show the same dash of speed which he dis-

played in the Midsummer Handicap. Fellowplay got off bad,
and as he had gone back in the betting from 7 to 5 to 4 to 1

there was some talk in the judges' stand, but we heard of noth-
ing that was done.

Marshall, ridden by J. Kenney, beat a large field over the
shprt steeplechase course. Bory O'More, Sun Star, and Jes-
sie D. carried on the running, but Marshall came to the front
in the last quarter, and won easily. Jim McGowan ran very
badly, and could not speed with the most inferior of his
opponents. El Capitan bolted, and Syracuse (late Worth)
threw his jockey at the first obstacle, but afterwards went the
couise in good style.

Saratoga's opening on Tuesday gave another turn to the
wheel of fate in placing Bersan's name ahead of Joe Cotton's
in the struggle for three-year-old supremacy. The Travers
victory of the "homed colt" was achieved in clever style,

and Morris has evidently not been idle with the son of Ten
Broeck since his defeat in the Lorillard at Monmouth. On,
that occasion it was plain to be seen that he was not at his
best, and the interval has worked wonders for him. As
regards Cotton, his trip West and back again worked dis-

astrously on his first trial on each occasion. The colt that ran
in the Tidal dirt not even show mediocre form intheOakwood
Handicap, while the same animal who won the Great West-
ern Handicap in the fastest time for a mile and a half run
for years, quits in the Travers Stake at the end of a mile and
a quarter. Moral: Don't back Joe Cotton too soon after a
long trip, with these recent exemplifications of the uncer-
tainty of sc doiug. He may be an in-and*outer, though the
solution is more probably to be found in the length of time
he has been in training.

Goano's defeat on Tuesday we lay to the mud, good colt

though St. Augustine evidently is. Saltpetre surprised race-

goers by his true running, in great contrast to his general
shiftiness and lack of courage. Katrine again let her backers
down badly, some of whom must be out to a large amount.
The event of the day was the dead heat betweon Savanac
and Quito, and ferbaps Baucocas has brought out a good
two-year-old at last. Yours, Pacific.
New York, July 21st, 18S5.

Epaulette was nowhere in the 2:21 race at Pittsburg last

week. He has probably had too many fast trialB lately; but
even at his best no horse his age has any business in

with such hardened campaigners as started in that eli

Friday, at the Smoky City. It was indeed a rare field,

the time made upon that occasion stamps it as one of the
'

races trotted this year.
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"Washington Park Trotting Stakes.

The trotting stakes of the Washington Park Club, of Chi-

cago, closed on the 15thinst., with the following nominations:

Great Two-year-old Stakes, $600—For two-year-old colts

and fillies (foals of 1S83). Open to all. To be trotted Fri-

day, Sept. 25, 1SS5; $60 entrance, ©20 forfeit, with $600

added by the Club. Forfeit to accompany the nominations

and the balance of entrance fee to be paid on or before 6

o'clock p. m., Thursday, Sept. 24, 1885. Mile heats, best

two in three, in harness. Three to enter and two to start or

no race.

1. L. E. Simmons, b f Castalia, by Jay Bird, dam Podie.

2. Palo Alto, br c Rexford, by Electioneer, darn Rebecca, by
Gen. Benton.

3. Palo Alto, b c Sphinx, by Electioneer, dam Sprite, by
Alexander's Belmont.

4. J. W. Fisher, b c Nutbreaker, by Nutwood, dam Bonny
Doon, by Aberdeen.

5. B. J. Treacy, blk c Bermuda, by Banker, dam Patti, by
Mambrino Patchen.

6. Y. D- Scales, blk c Diatonic by Fairy Gift, dam Nellie,

by Gape's Logan.
7. Jno. Dnpee, blk c Hecuba, by Princeps, dam Tidy, by

Messenger Duroc.
8. E. O. Fretwell, b g Victor E., by Victor Von Bismarck,

dam Flash, by Ericcson.

9. R. C. Stinson, ch c Sortie, by Geo. Wilkes, dam Santa
Clans, by Magic.

10. H. C. McDowell, br e Quartermaster, by Alcyone, dam
by Sentinel.

11. R. P. Pepper, b c Onslaught, by Onward, dam Bell

Morgan

.

12. J. S. Moore, b c Kentucky Hambletonian, by Victor

Von Bismarck, dam by Joe Downing.

Northwestern Two-year-old Stakes, $500—For two-year-

old colts and fillies (foals of 1883), bred and owned in one of

the following Northwestern States, viz: Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and
Minnesota. To be trotted Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885; $50
entrance. $15 forfeit, with $500 added by the Club. Forfeit

to accomyany the nomination and the balanceof the entrance

fee to be paid on or before 6 o'clock p. M.; Monday, Sept. 21,

1SS5. Mile heats, best two in three, in harness. Three to

enter and two to start or no race.

1. Ray Warner, ch f Ara, by Masterlode, dam Magna Char-

ter.

2. A. L. Thomas, b f Sarah Cossack, by Don Cossack, dam
Kate Carmen, by Green's Bashaw.

3. Y. D. Scales, blk c Diatonic, byFairy Gift, dam Nel-

lie, by Gage's Logan.
4. Chas. Robinson, g c Edward H„ by Highland Chief, dam

unknown.

Great Three-vear-old Stakes, $750—For three-year-old

colts and fillies (foalB of 1882). Open to all. To be trotted

Thursday, Sept. 24, 1S85: $60 entrance, $20 forfeit, with

$750 added by the Club. Forfeit to accompany the nomina-
tion and the balance of entrance fee to be paid on or before 6

o'clock, p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 23, 1885. Mile heats, best three

in five, in harness. Three to enter and two to start or no
race.

1. L. E. Simmons, r c Eagle Bird, by Jay Bird, dam Tansey.

2. Palo Alto, b c Palo Alto, by Electioneer, dam Dame Win-
nie, by Planet.

3. Palo Alto, b f Manzonita, by Electioneer, dam Mayflower,

by St. Clair.

4. Palo Alto, br c St. Bel, by Electioneer, dam Beautiful

Bells, by The Moor.
5. W. A. Sanborn, br c Williams, by Combat, dam Gaunfc-

lette, by Dictator.

6. J. W. Ford, b f The Mascotte, by Sultan, dam Lady
Maberry.

7. A. L. Thomas, b f Cossack Maid, by Don Cossack, dam
Louisville Maid, by Woodford Mambrino.

8. C. H. Stiles, br c Jack Haverly, by Sultan, dam by The
Moor.

9. .A. Sharpe, br c Greenlander, by Princeps, dam Juno, by
Rysdyk's Hambletonian.

10. A. Sharpe, f Guitar, by Princeps, dam Trio, by Volun-
teer.

11. Jno. Waters, b c Cypress, by Cyclops, dam Fannie
Fern.

12. H. G. Finkle, b c Lord Nelson, by Wellington, dam
Miss MeCloud, by Holbert Colt.

13. Alvin D. Merrill, b c Patron, by Pancoast, dam Beat-

rice, by Cuyler.

15. Jno. Dupee, b f Geneva, by Princeps, dam Ozone, by
Rysdyk's Hambletonian.

15. H. C. McDowell, b f Silverone, by Alcyone, dam Silver-

lock, by Mambrino Time.

The Northwestern Stakes, $500—For three-year-old colts

and fillies (foals of 1SS2), bred and owned iD one of the

Northwestern States, viz: Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wis-

consin, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and Minnesota.
To be trotted Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1S85. $50 entrance, $15
forfeit, with $500 added by the Club; forfeit to accompany
the nomination, and the balance of the entrance fee to be
paid on or before 6 o'clock p. m., Monday, Sspt. 21, 1S85.

Mile heats, best three in five to harness. Three to enter and
two to start or no race.

1. Walter Cook, blk g Knight, by Pilot Medium, damMagna
Charta.

2. W. A. Sanborn, br c Williams, by Combat, dam Gaunt-
lette, by Dictator.

3. H. G. Fiukle, b c Lord Nelson, by Wellington, dam Min
MeCloud, by Holbert Colt.

4. A. L. Thomas, b f Cossack Maid, by Don Cossack, dam
Louisville Maid, by Woodford Mambrino.

5. A. L. Thomas, b f Jeanette. by Don Cossack, dam Lottie,

by Bashaw Drury.
6. F. E. Springsteen, g c Hunter Savage, by Underwood.

Great Four-year-old Stakes, $850—For four-year-old colts

and fillies (foals of 1SS1). Open to all. To be trotted Wednes-
day, Sept. 23, 1885; $75 entrance, $25 forfeit, with $850
added by the Club; forfeit to accompany the nomination, and
the balance of entrance fee to be paid on or before 6 o'clock

p. m., Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1885. Mile heats, best three in
five in harness. Three to enter and two to#;tart, or no race.

1. Palo Alto, br f Carrie C, by Electioneer, dam Maid of

Clay, by Heury Clay.

2. G.&C.P. Cecil, blk c Gambetta, by George Wilkes,
dam Jewell, by Gill's Vermont.

3. H. P, Kellv, b c Novelty, by New York, dam by Tom
Hal.

i. W. L. Crabb, b g Bauner Boy, by Standard Bearer, ditm
by Alexander's Norman.

5. Burn & Merrill, ch c Pericles, by Pancoast, dam by
Cuyler.

6. A. Sharpe, br g A. D. S., by Woodford Pilot, dam Ash-
land Kate, by Ashland Chief.

7. J. C. MeFerran, b f Issaquena, by Pancoast, dam Lutham
Las3, by Alexander's Abdallah.

8. B. T. Buford, br c Princeton, by Princeps, dam by
Rysdyk's Hambletonian.

9. W. A. Sanford, ch c Superior, by Egbert, dam Mary, by
Woodford Mambrino.

10. H. C. McDowell, br g Reference, by Referee, dam Mod-
jeska, by Enfield.

' Great Five-year-old Stakes, $ 1,400—For five-year-olds (foals

of 1880). Open to all. To be trotted Tuesday, Sept. 22, 18S5.

$100 entrance, $40 forfeit, with $1,400 added by the Club;
forfeit to accompany the nomination, and the balance of en-

trance fee to be paid on or before 6 o'clock p. m., Monday,
Sept. 21, 1885. Mile heats, best three in five in harness.

Three to enter and two to start, or no race.

1. J. C. Quinn, b g Protection, by Earnest, dam by Gray
Eagle.

2. L.E.Simmons, bm Early Dawn, by George Wilkes,

dam Lady Frank.
3. Palo Alto, br m Hinda Rose, by Electioneer, dam Beau-

tiful Bells, by The Moor.
4. Palo Alto, g m Sallie Benton, by Gen. Benton, dam

Sontag Mohawk, by Mohawk Chief.

5. Palo Alto, b m Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton, dam
Norma, by Alexander's Norman.

6. Crit Davis, blk ni Lizzie Wilkes, by George Wilkes, dam
by Joe Hooker.

7. R. P. Pepper, b g Judge Lindsey, by Bostic Almont, Jr.,

dam by Clifton Pilot.

8. Forbes & Ziemer, b g Oliver K., by King Wilkes, dam
Bessie Turner, by Virginius, he by Lexington.

9. J. C. MeFerran, blk m Elvira, by Cuyler, dam Mary
Mambrino, by Mambrino Patchen.

10. H. C. McDowell, b m Fugue, by King Rene, dam Fuga,

by George Wilkes.

Lightest Weight on Record.

An English paper gives the following incident in the career

of Mr. George Thompson, the noted British gentleman rider:

At eight years old he would accompany his father

across the country on a spirited little pony, and was
always in the first flight. While he was still a mere child his

father made a match to run a pony, called the Maid of Skel-

gate, against a certain gentleman's hack, catch weight, half

a mile, each to ride his own. On going down to the start

Mr. Thompson, Sr., discovered that a jockey boy, who was
in Scott's stables, and who had ridden several winners in

public, was about to ride his opponent's horse. Against this

step he remonstrated, as the conditions understood were for

gentlemen riders only. When the articles which had been
drawn up, however, were looked through, it was found that

this stipulation had been omitted, and Thompson's foxy Oppo-
nent openly boasted that he had got the best of the match, as

Mr. Thompson was 11 stone and the jockey was under seven.

Annoyed at the trick, Thompson made ho reply, but, riding

off to his carriage, where his wife and her family were seated,

he said to her, "Hand me out George; I'm too heavy." And
the next moment a little dark-eyed fellow, in a blue cloth

frock ornamented with gilt buttons, wasputout, and mounted
on the Maid of Skelgate; as he cantered with his father down
to the post, without boots or breeches, showing his little red
legs and white trousers, he was loudly cheered. "What am
I to do, pnpa?" was the only question he asked. "Why, hold
your reins tight, and, directly they say 'Go!' come as fast as

you can home." He obeyed these simple instructions to the

letter and won in a cauter, after which he was put back in

the carriage. At this time his weight was within a pound of

3st. (42 lbs.), so that he was probably the lightest jockey
that ever rode in imblic.

Judge Lindsey.

This four-year-old gelding bids fair to be the sensational

trotter of the season. Starting at Chicago a green horse, he
made a record of 2:21} in his first race, and won the fifth heat
in2:222. He started twice at the Chicago meeting—first in

3:00 class, and three days afterward in the 2:40 class, winning
both races with ease. He is by Mr. R. C. Reynolds' stallion,

Almont, Jr.., formerly known as Bostick's Almont, Jr., the

sire of Annie W., and other good ones. In the summary of

the races won by Judge Lindsey, some of the turf papers gave
him as sired by Bidwell's Almont. This is apt to lead to

confusion, as Bidwell's Almont and Bostick'E Almont are the

same horse. Mr. John Bostick, of this State, bought Almont,
Jr., when he was three years old, from James P. Johnson, of

Williamson county. He kept him for a number of years,

drove him, and in his hands the horse made his record and
became known to the public as Bostick's Almont, Jr. Bos-
tick finally sold the horse at New Orleans to Mr. Biclwell, of

Kentucky, who owned him one or two seasons. About this

time his daughter, Annie W., began to show some of the

speed that afterwards distinguished her. Messrs. R. C. Rey-
nolds, F. G. Buford, M. C. Fitzpatrick, and a number of

other horsemen decided to go to Kentucky and buy the sire

of the mare. They did so, and Almont, Jr., again came to

Tennessee. While in Kentucky, however, in the hands of

Mr. Bidwell, he sired the subject of this sketch. Judge Lind-
sey. Mr. R. C. Reynolds afterward bought out the interest

of the other gentlemen, and is now the sole owner of the

horse.

—

Afaskville Spirit of the Farm,

Mr. J. T. Williams, the owner of Joe Cotton, got himself
into trouble iu Chicago. There is a warrant out for his

arrest, and Jim, together with all his wealth of expletives, is

likely to find out that he broke away before the flag fell. The
Chicago Jnter-Ocean, in its resume of the Washington Park
Meeting last Sunday, reflected on the running of Joe Cotton,
intimating that his winning one race easily and being defeated

in another required explanation, in view of the pool-room
betting and the numerous tips given. Thereupon Mr.
Williams undertook to chastise Mr. R. L. Carey, the sporting
editor of the Chicago Inlcr-Ocean in the rotunda of the Palmer
House, with the result above mentioned.
Owners of horses, as well as the managers of racing asso-

ciations, must remember that iuasinuch as they riepend upon
the public, tuey must depend upon public opinion, which
in this modern era is wired through the public press. The
press is, to a great extent, the guardian of public interest,

and hence it is bound to be very conservative in expressing
an opinion. But when, armed with facts, it makes astraigkt-

furward statement^ its utterances are bound to be recognized,

and any effort to coerce it will ouly redound to the discom-
fiture of the attempter. Mr. Williams 1ms been in snarls
before, but 1 fancy that iu a powerful newspaper like the
Irdcr-Octan he will have a hard one to beat,

A Strange Proceeding.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: So much has been said

of the discourtesy shown California stables by the Eastern

associations this season, the experience of a California news-
paper representative may prove interesting to your readers.

One week before the Sheepshead Bay meeting began an
application was made to Mr. J. G. K. Lawrence, Secretary of

the Coney Island Jockey Club, by the New York Agency of

the California Associated Press for the usual badge issued to

the Press, extending to them the courtesies of the track. No
answer was returned, and in reply to a personal application

the writer was informed that the Association had decided not

to issue any badges to our agency. To several written requests
for an explanation of this singular action no answer was
returned, nor was any notice taken of a respectful letter en-
closing postage stamps, asking the Secretary, at least, to give
his reason for refusing to California the privileges enjoyed by
the Eastern Press as well as by the saloon keepers and ward
politicians of high and low degree. The badge was wanted
to admit our representative to the quarter-stretch and pad-
dock and enable us to telegraph detailed accounts of the
races in which California horses were entered to the papers
comprising the California Associated Press. The reports, as
you probably know, were telegraphed despite the churlish
action of the Secretary. A week before the Monmouth Park
meeting a similar request was handed to Mr. D. D. Withers,
Treasurer of the Monmouth Park Association. He replied
that he had nothing to do with the issuing of badges, that he
didn't know anything about the California press anyway, and
finally referred the writer to the Assistant Treasurer. Inquiry
revealed the fact that this gentleman was not in the city, and
would not be during the racing season ; also that Mr. Withers'
signature was necessary before any badges could be obtained.
In marked contrast to the action of these two associations the
Jerome Park Jockey Club sent to our agency, without solici-

tation, badges for the season.
The only explanation which has been suggested for the

conduct of the above mentioned officials, is a petty spitefill-

ness toward everything Californian, caused by the triumphs
of the Pacific Coast Stables during the past two years. The
spirit of the criticisms contained in some of our leading
sporting papers, the scant justice shown our turfmen on
some of the tracks, the f

gross unfairness exhibited by the
starter at Sheepshead Bay towards California horses on several
occasions—so palpable as to draw out severe comment from
the public press—all these signs give color and significance
to the above suggestion, and may serve to put California
turfmen on their guard against further discourtesies should
the next season be as prosperous as the present for California
horses. K.
New York, July 20, 1885.

Jacob Under Fire.

Mr. Pincus was in form again yesterday at Monmouth
Park, that is to say his old form. He mad6 three as beauti-
fully bad starts as have been seen in a long time, and the
stand hissed and groaned and hooted as of yore, to the en-
joyment of Mr. Pincus. The start for the Baruegat stakes
was a poor one, but those for the Tyro and the selling race
were inexcusable. The two races were practically decided at
the fall of the flag. Portland and Error getting such leads
that their respective competitors had no chance of making up
the lost ground.

If the Monmouth Park Association does not soon do some-
thing to satisfy the public that it really means to deal prop-
erly by them, and make an effort to give those who bet the
chance of a good start for their money, they will soon find

that the public as well as owners will give the track a wide
berth. At all the hotels and resorts in town where horsemen
congregate, Mr. Pincus' success in giving Portland and
Error their races formed the topic of conversation, and much
speculation was indulged iu as to what the "powers that be"
at Monmouth Park meant to do.

The outspoken manner in which all the dailies yesterday
criticised the proceedings at Monmouth Park, should satisfy

Mr. Withers and other leaders in the Association that they
will soon succeed in arousing public opinion thoroughly
against them. The object in calling attention to all these
shortcomings and insisting upon reform is solely to serve
the best interests of the turf. In the beginning of the racing
season the sport and enjoyment thereof was seriously injured
by the interference with the betting, and the Sheepshead
Bay meeting was hurt to such an extent that thousands of
people, who would gladly have visited that beautiful track,
remained away, so as not to be subjected to annoyance.
Now, when the Monmouth Park Association has no difficul-

ties of that kind to contend with, they seem to do everything
imaginable to dissatisfy the public in other ways.

—

Sporting
World.

_

Horses With Quips.

Horses, like men, have their peculiarities, and Parole had
many of them in his racing days. The stable people could
almost always tell whether Parole would win. When the
night before a race they would muzzle him, the horse always
would know what was in store for him, and begin pawing up
his bedding and throwing it in a heap. Then he would
saunter about and critically examine a mouse-hole in the
corner of his box, and after that make a thorough investiga-
tion of the knot holes in the sides of the stall. If he confined
his attention to them it was all right, and he would run well.
But if he would keep blinking meditatively at the mouse-
hole, then it was all wrong, and in his race you could either
not get him away from the post or he would not make an
effort.

Rica is another one of those animals that are worse even
than prima dounns, and they certainly are difficult to beat for
perversity, peculiarities and persistence in eccentricities.

The new tribe of turf critics, wbo in their blissful ignorance
can sit down complacently and denounce everything which
to their limited intelligence appears inexplicable, have singled
Ibis mare out in particular as one whose running is "con-
trolled." Now, Rica is a mare that could drive a saint crazy.
She is nervous and fretful, and so self-willed that she is

bound to have her way, no matter at what cost. If the
manner in which she is rubbed does not suit her she grows
vicious, will bite, lie down and kick, and iu fact do anything
that she has a mind to do. When muzzled before a race she
begins to sweat and she works herself up to such a point that
when she goes to the post she is all iu a tremor. At times
she runs exceedingly well, but generally she loses heart when
it comes to the final pinch. Such a mare is a burden to
owners as well as backers, and I dare say that nest season
Rica will be sent to the stud.
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Equine Soliloquisms.

IT. B. Merry, in Portland Mercury-]

The more we look over the trotting horses bred in Oregon, the
more we look upon the early death of Champion Knox, at Baker
City, in 1879, as a positive calamity to Oregon. Out of five

horses of the Knox blood brought here about the same time,
this horse was the only one having any just pretensions to

being a trotting sire. Three of his get have already been
bracketed as winners. One of these is General Crook, which
could trot in 2:25 when he left here, but was injured on board
the steamer during the passage to San Francisco. Mount Ver-
non, though he has no record below 2:30, could always beat
Crook, and is one of the improving kind of horses. Like
Crook he has plenty of size and lots of quality. The other
is a black horse called Blacksmith, now at Sacramento and
said to be able to plunk in three heats better than 2:27. Of
the three Vernon is the only one left to Oregon, and we hope
may be kept here. He is worth all the other Knoxes in the
country, and while we think his owner is rather extravagant
in asking 57,000 for the horse, which is untried as a sire, yet
we will say that if any untried sire in Oregon is worth that

price MountVernon is the horse, and don't make any mis-
take.

We look for Mr. Haggin to become one of thegreat breeders
of America; first, for the reason that he is a good judge of a

horse himself, having been born and bronghtup in the blue-

grass region of Kentucky; second, because he has more ready
money than any other breeder in California, except Governor
Stanford, and third, because he is not afraid to give it a

chance. True, he was not the actual breeder of either

Tyrant or Hidalgo, the former being bred at Belle Meade by
Gen. W. H. Jackson, and the latter hi California, either by
Judge Mce or Jas. B. Chase. But he has tasted the sweets
of victory and won't be apt to wipe his lipsuntil he has either

"made a spoon or spoilt a horn." He purchased a year ago
the imported horse Kyrle Daly, the best expo-
nent in America of the famous Touchstone blood, to which he
is breeding a number of fine mares, embracing all the best

strains of America. One of these is an Oregon favorite, old

Trade Dollar, of Norfolk, with a record of two miles in 3:35|,

the first mile and a half of which was run in 2:35->, and held
hard at that. Kyrle Daly has not yet proven himself the

equal of Grinstead, but the game is yet young. And besides

we must remember that Kyrle Daly has only recently been
given any opportunities; that from the time of his importa-

tion by Mr. Keber up to his purchase by Mr. Haggin, he was
exiled into a region where there was but few good thorough-
bred mares; and that even there he was overshadowed by his

elder stable companion, Hurrah, who was already a proven
horse before Kyrle Daly left the "white cliffs of Albion" be-

hind him. We regard Mr. Haggin aB the future Alexander
of California.

A gentleman writes to ask us if we believe that the starter

on a racecourse should be a salaried officer, just as are paid

the pool-clerks or ticket sellers at every race meeting? It

requires no deliberation to give an affirmative answer, If

you have a starter who gets paid nothing for doine his duty,

he will sooner or later, have some friend to whom he will

give the best of the tap. Make him a salaried officer and he
will have no pretext to interpose for any favoritism. Mr.
Sheridan, who officiates at Long Branch and Chicago, gets

paid §50 per day for his services, out of which he pays his

assistant whenever he needs one. He is a man who is never
seen lounging in the straw of anybody's racing stable, nor is

he ever seen hanging about betting offices or pool-rooms.

On the day of the race he comes on the track just about the

hour of starting and goes to the post without stopping to

recognise any acquaintance; and when the races are over, he

goes to his hotel. The consequence is ' that every owner of

racehorses in America wants Mr. Sheridan for starter; and he

is a cheao man at the apparently large compensation which
enables him to live at ease with about four months actual

employment in the entire year. This is the reward of sobri-

ety" intelligence and impartiality. As the late Samuel Purdy
once said in our hearing, when he gave, as Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor, the casting vote which killed off a thieving bill in the

California Senate, "I vote no—it pays to be honest."

Bay District Exercises.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: For a Sunday fore-

noon's solid enjoyment (before one forgets to go to church)

let me commend you a lazy visit to the Bay District Track.

And not too early either. The "flyers" and their trainers

and owners must be allowed some little time for digestion of

a Sunday morning breakfast. A brisk drive in the cool of

the morning and we reach the sheds to find, perhaps, forty-

odd wagons there ahead of us. Their occupants are chiefly

owners, out on their only spare day to witness the progress

of their pets, some in the rudiments, and some in the practice

of "killing time." The earlier visitors spend their time in

the stables noting changes in condition and learning by in-

quiry of Mr. Trainer any improvement or deterioration of

their beauties, in flesh or general condition, and particularly

as to behavior on the track, and if there has been during the

past few days any perceptible and permanent gain in speed.

These and kindred subjects pass away the morning hour, to

some with gratification, to others with disappointment,

according to the reports of each particular Mr. Trainer.

However, the hundred and fifty who gathered in and about

the stables, the .grand stand and the hotel on last Sunday
morning had no reason to complain of the amusement and

instruction afforded them. The Fall trotting season being

about to open doubtless attracted thither more than the usual

number of visitors. Training is nearing its close and but

little more work in that direction remains to be done. The
solid, earnest work of the season will then commence, and

the result of the Summer's work will be visible.

On the morning in question a large number of trotters,

young and old, veterans and tyros, were given their regular

work. Largely among them were those exercised by Mr.

Hickok. During his three hours work he handled with varied

success Arab, who is said to be able even now to come below

2:17, Guy Wilkes, the veteran St. Julien, Elma, a pacer, and

Garfield. Captain Griffin's gray horse, who appears to be as

yet otherwise named, was exercised by McDowell, while

Abbotsford u nder Wash James' hands did some excellent work.

Shrewsbury's Willie 3., a green horse, and, by the way,

trained and driven by Green, showed some remarkable bursts

of speed, but also a steadiness that was noticeable. Another

new horse, also without a record, Mayboy, driven by McCon-

nell, did remarkably well ; Farrell's trio, Marin, Menlo, and

Vanderlynn, elicited much admiration. Altogether the exhi-

bitions, though only for exercise, pleased the spectators be-

yond measure. Whether owners or merely interested friends,

all were gratified.

These Sunday morning re-unions should be still more

largely attended, as they undoubtedly result in a largerinter-

est and a greater appreciation of the sport. Observer.

July 2Sth, 18S5.

English Comments on Blue Grass.

When it was known that Blue Grass had won the North-
umberland Plate, a feeling of relief pervaded the sporting
world. Not in our recollection has there been such a race so
far as concerned the interests of backers. The scratching of
one favorite after another helped to uphold the unsavory
character of the Northumberland Plate as a medium of future
event speculation, and after the experiences of the past fort-
night we should say that the event will in future take a very
strong back seat. It is remarkable that Eurasian, Diss, and
Xema should have succeeded one another as favorites, and
have met with the common fate of having the pen put through
their names. The Diss case was, as we explained at the
time, absolutely inevitable from natural causes. Of Xema's
scratching we know nothing, except that she was scratched.
With regard to Eurasian there exists so much soreness that a
word in explanation may be excused. The reports that the
colt has been doing good gallops since Ascot, are to say the
least, exaggerated. We know of no more thoroughly practical
or skillful trainer of the present day than James Waugh, and
our information, which comes from the highest and most
reliable authority possible, is to the effect that Eurasian was
so much affected by the concussion at Ascot that it was im-
possible to fairly gallop him after his return home. It is

only just to add that our information emanates from Mr.
Hammond personally, and this being so, it is to be hoped
that we shall hear of no further inuendos upon a contretemps
which was quite as great a disappointment to the owner of
the horse as to the backers; and we may add by way of cor-
roborative evidence that the colt has been struck out of the
Liverpool July Cup. We were not present at Newcastle, but
from a trustworthy source we learned that Blue Grass had
but little to spare in his victory, and perhaps no better evi-
dence of his moderate form could be evinced than is here
afforded. Mr. Craig is to be congratulated upon having won
a nice handicap with the Yankee-bred son of Pat Malloy, but
we are afraid that he is far from being the flyer that he has
been painted, unless, indeed, he is one of the sort that turn
up the corner, which is more than likely.

—

London Sports-
man ofJuly Oh.

•Spurs on Tips.

Editors Turf, Field and Farm: I have noticed with in-

terest the discussion between J. C. Simpson, "On the Road,"
and others about tips, and I rather agree with "On the Road,"
that tips may be used with advantage in almost any country.
We are told that the mountaineers of the West ride their mus-
tangs barefooted over all sorts of roads for years without their

being injured. If this be true, we should certainly be able
to use our horses in the South, particularly, where we have
no rocks, as is the case with us. That a horse's foot would
keep in better health without shoes than with, cannot be
denied; of course I mean if the foot is not broken or wo^-n off

to the quick. We should have no quarter cracks, contracted
heels, or thrush. The next to being barefooted is tips, to

prevent the toe from breaking off. As an incident of what
can be done with tips, I give a short account of Losee's
management of Lula Hambletonian. This mare had always
been worked by Mr. Gay and Mr. McCnrdy with about a
pound shoe and six ounce weights. Mr. Losee received her
with a leg on her in front so bad that most persons con-
sidered her a broken-down mare. Losee nursed her and got
her leg in pretty good shape, had her shod with three-ounce
tips all round, took her to Huntsville and Marion last Fall,

won two races, and gave her a record of 2:2S, the first of the

McCurdy's Hambletonians to enter the 2:30 list. The mare
was sent to Losee again some six weeks since when he
had the tips put on her again, and she is now going
sound and well, and trotted a trial in 2:24i, 2:25, on one
day, and on another covered a mile in 2:23 without weights
or boots.

Losee tells me that both the tracks he trotted on last Fall

were hard and rough, so much so he was afraid Lula would
be sore, but she was not. Losee was down on tips, but is a

converted man. We have a number of remarkably promising
colts in this county, mostly Hambletonians, besides thTee

trotters that can beat 2:30, that can be bought for small

money, all young horses; one of them, I think, if put to

work would beat-2:20 before cold weather comes. Trotters

are not worth anything in this country because there is no
chance to make expenses with them.

If any one wants a fast improving road horse let them write

to Yours truly. Spurs.

Mr. Henry Graves, of Chicago, and proprietor of Cottage

Grove Stock Farm, at Kankakee, 111., has sold Mr. Taylor,

same place, May Queen, bl m, foaled 1S77, by Legal Tender,
sire of Red Cloud, 2:1S; dam, Queen, of the West, 2:26, by
Pilot, Jr, ; second dam, Nellie, by Young Turk; third dam by
Flying Duroc; fourth dam by Bush Messenger; fifth dam by
Wadsworrh's Black Prince. Price, SI, 000. Mr. Taylor will

have May Queen worked a little this year, but will breed her
all the same. Mr. Graves thinks she is as fast as anything
he ever owned. Queen of the West has bred six colts, three

of which were fillies, all of which Mr. Graves now owns ex-

cepting May Queen. The Queen's colts are nearly all 16 high,

four of which Mr. Graves now owns. Lakeland Pilot is the

youngest. He is a beautiful bay, with black legs, mane and
tail, foaled 18S2, by Lakeland Abdallah (full brother to

Harold, sire of Maud S., 2:09.]), is nicely broken to harness,

and is a born trotter, but Mr. Graves will hold his speed in

reserve until the proper times comes. Queen of the West was
formerly owned by Hon. Norman J. Colman, of St. Louis,

and took several premiums at the St. Louis Fairs. He sold

her to Mr. Graves at a long price. She has a record of 2:26i.

In the two-year-old selling race at Monmouth Park, on the

ISth inst., the Rancocas Stable's chestnut colt, Ariel, by imp.
Mortemer, dam Alice Ward, by Lexington, proved the winner,
and after the race was put up at auction according to rule.

His entered selling price was SoOO, and he was knocked
dowu to the bid of Wild & McCaull at $S05, an advance of

$305.

B. J. Johnston has purchased from Hon. W. L. Scott,

through Bruce & Brien, the bay filly Petticoat, foaled 1833,

by Alarm, dam Lady Scarborough, by imp. Leamington, out
of imp. Lady Lumley (dam of Rataplan), by Rataplan.

Mr. W. L. Simmons' great five-year-old mare, Early Dawn,
worked a mile at the Fair Grounds last Thursday in 2:22A.

She went the firstquarter in 32:] seconds and the half inl:0SA.

Alice Addison, 2:30, and Effie, 2:27], Almont's two daugh-
ters that have entered the 2:30 list this season, are out of

mares by Alexander's Norman and Kentucky Chief, re-

spectively.

At the Gentleman's Driving Park, New York, on July 15th,

John Murphy drove his team of thoroughbreds, J. O. Nay
and L. C, hitched to a skeleton wa^on, a mile in 1:52.

Death of "Lew" Pettee.

Daniel Lewis Pettee was born in Foxboro, Mass., in 1821.
His parents removed to New Jersey and thence to New York
in 1833. His father engaged in the iron and metal but-iness
in 1835, and continued it with success until his death, when
D. L. was but 18 years of age. He succeeded to his father's
business, and by exceptional energy, industry and alertness,
' 'Lew Pettee, " as he was generally known among his intimates,
soon became a leading operator in the pig iron and scrapiron
trade.

Quick to decide and prompt to act, he was looked to as an
authority upon anything to which he gave his thought and
attention. In politics he was a Whig, a warm friend and ad-
mirer of Henry Clay, and a liberal contributer to the success
of his party; was for many years representative of his ward
in the Whig General Committee, when Freeborn, Joseph
Hoxie, Ring, Morgan, Dr. Wood, and others of that class
were among its leaders, and he represented his district in
most of the important conventions. His services and counsel
in politics were sought by* such leaders at an early age.
Although a hard worker and extremely attentive to business,
he found time to patronize the trotting turf, having been the
owner of a score of famnos trotters, among them the cele-

brated Flora Temple, Lady Brookes, Lady Emma, Frank
Temple, Tom Wonder, Jr., and Daisy Burns, afterward
sold to his friend, Commodore Vanderbilt, at a very large

price. He bought and used his horses for his own driving,
but was not averse to matching them when his trusted
trainer and friend, the late Hiram Woodruff, so advised.
His quick wit, vigorous methods and great tenacity of pur-
pose marked him as a leader in whatever he chose to un-
dertake. At times he operated quite extensively in Wall
street, where he was well known. His teams of fast step-

pers were formerly a feature at Newport and Long Branch.
It was a familiar remark among those who knew him,

"Well, Lew Pettee always comes in ahead when he drives
himself," and "that you may throw him, but you cannot
keep him down."

—

Turf Field and Farm.

The starting question is fast getting to be |one that will

have to be looked into with more energy than our racing
authorities at present choose to bestow upon it. In England
the difficulty is just as great, but it is very likely that the
Jockey Club will soon find some way out of the difficulty. It

is a very knotty question, but where there is a will there is a
way, and some practical suggestion will no doubt present
itself.

—

Sporting World.

On Friday, July 10th, the bay gelding, Regal, the property
of Captain N. Dickinson, of Port Jefferson, N. Y., split the
long pastern bone of his off foreleg, while trotting the fourth
heat of the 2:34 class at New Haven. Regal is under Veteri-

nary Surgeon E. C. Ross* care, and is doing nicely.

CRICKET.

The "glorious uncertainty of tlje game" was hardly ever
better illustrated than in the return match between the Occi-

dents and the Merions, at the Reliance Grounds, in Oakland,
on Saturday. It will be remembered that, in the previous
match, two weeks before, the Merions were easy winners,
scoring 74 to their opponents' 49. The tables were, however,
completely turned on last Saturday, in spite of the fact that

the previous victors were reinforced by the addition of Ban-
ner, one of the best bowlers on the CoaBt. They went first

to the bat, and, unfortunately for them, one of their crack
batsmen, J. J. Theobald, "skyed" his first ball from Water-
man between long-leg aud long-stop, and the catch was mag-
nificently taken by De Golia "the inevitable," who, by that

piece of tine play, did incalculable service to his side. Miller,

made the top-score for his side by characteristic hard
hitting and, as will be seen by the bowling analysis

given below, upheld his former high reputation with
the leather. Banner began well, and promised to

give the bowlers considerable trouble, but was un-
fortunately tempted to try a run, which no one could have
made, and had to retire.after scoring4 only. George Theobald
began his innings by a very fine square-leg hit for 3, to which
he added a double aud a single, when Waterman retired him
by one of his own "peculiars," which reached the "timber-

yard, "and ended for the time the career of the Merion's
captain. J. W. Shand played a tine innings for his S, having
apparently got on to the bowling of Deaue, but, when that

bowler gave up the ball to Carr, Mr. Shand evidently got

nervous and did not exactly relish the style of the new man's
"trundling." His fears were well founded, for he had, in

a short time, to retire clean bowled. The Occidents were in

good form and made a stand almost from the start. Sander-

son, one of those members who are affectionately known in

the club as "the veteran stand-by's," gave a very tine exhibi-

tion of hard-hitting, making the hit of the day
clear over the houses beyond the bounds. Deane
also played a very fine game, his cricket

being a treat to look at from its combination of skill, style

and science, but to his own intense disappointment and
that of the onlookers, he was "called" by his partner to

attempt a run which was "not there," and found his wicket

put down by Theobald, before he nearly reached his ground.

All the other players, with the exceptions noted in the score,

made a very good stand, especially Fisher, who was heartily

applauded over and over again, as he demonstrated that a

good cricketer, like good wine, improves rather than deter-

iorates with the passing years. It weed oniy be added that

the wicket keeping of G. Theobald and Deane, and the long-

stopping of De Golia, Goewey and Kip for their respective

sides, were all that could be wished. Following is the score:

MERIONS. I OCCIDENTS.
B -

S. Benjamin, b Waterman. 2 Carr. b Banner
J. W. Shand, 1> Carr 8

C. H. Goewey, b Waterman 'J

J. J. Theobald, c De Golia
Miller st. Deane, b Carr 10

Burnette.b Waterman. II

R. A. Shand, b Waterman
G. Theobald, b Waterman fi

Banner, runout 4

Bunnell, not out 2
Rivers, st. Deane, b Carr....

Extras „.

.

Aitkin, b Miller..
Deane, run out. 13
Klji, c aud b Banner 3

De Golia, c Buruetti?, h Banner. .. z

Sanderson, c sband.b Theobald.nS0
Waterman, b Miller
Gordon, candb Theobald 8

Fisher, not out .....12

- Taylor, b Miller a
•J Extras 11

Total, -13 Total 78

The following is the bowling analysis:

OCCIDENTS.
Overs. Maidenn. Runs. Widea. "Witts.

Banner 7 1 17

Miller _ 14.2 4 22 3

R. A. Shand 2 11

J.J.Theobald 5 13 4 3

MEBION3.
Watermau 11 7

Deaue 4 It

Carr 8.2
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Trotting at Pittsburg1

.

The following description of the Pittsburg Trotting Meet-

ing is an interesting sketch, although H. B. is somewhat

critical on the aotions of judges and drivers. Probably there

were good reasons for the castigation, and if there were

grounds for the presumption that Harry Eoberts was "not

meant" in the 2:30 class, the scoring is certainly mild

enough. From subsequent reports we learn that Vilette beat

James H. on Wednesday, the 22d ult., the fastest heat being

2:26. Whereas on the same day Harry Roberts won in

straight heats in 2:26, 2:27 and 2:25|, so that it appears the

charge had a good foundation, and the victory of Vilette Bus-

tains the views of H. B. as to his capacity.

I arrived in Pittsburg Wednesday morning, having made
the run from New York in twelve hours, over the superbly

equipped Pennsylvania road. The 6 p. m. train west gives

a merchant a full day in Pittsburg, and he can be back in

New York the nest moruing. The swift communication be-

tween commercial points makes the business man of to-day

an entirely different machine from the one of other days.

There is more action and less talk of doing this and that. I

found the Monongahela House crowded. It is headquarters,

and as so many horses had sought shelter at the Driving
Park, the congregation of owners, drivers and race patrons

was large. Rody Patterson had worked up a big entry list,

and the local Press assisted him in arousing public interest

iu the contests about to take place. Although* a heavy rain

fell Monday night, the track was in fair condition on Tues-
day, and the races, as described by eye-witnesses, were full

of interest. The attendance was good, and quite a sum of

money found its way into Frank Herdic's box. Lena Swallow,

the strong favorite in the 2:19 class, was overthrown by Felix,

the son of Nutwood. Six heats were trotted, one of which
went to Adele Gould, one to Joe Davis and one to Swallow.
The other three were taken by Felix. Some of the boys who
got into the box wrong had to wrestle like a trained gymnast
to get out without being completely shipwrecked. Lena
Swallow, it is claimed, was not herself. The 2:40 class was
won in straight heats by Joe Q., and second money was
awarded to Edge Hill, the promising son of Phallas. The
2:30 pacing race was a sure thing for the gray gelding Argyle,
six starting against him. The weather was warm and threat
ening Wednesday morning. Iu fact, a light shower fell at

11 o'clock, but the afternoon was clear and the track elastic

and fast. The programme was an attractive one. In the
free-for-all, Harry Wilkes was pitted against Trinket, Phyllis,

Clemmie G. and Jerome Turner, and the belief was preva-
lent that if the heats should be splitnp a little that the bottom
of Clemmie G. would tell in the end. Mr. Gordon was pres-
ent, and everyone knew that his mare would be strung out to

the last notch. The earnestness of an owner does much to

create public interest in a race. The people never feel that
they are looking at a genuine battle when the horses brought
together are owned by men not above the jobbing spirit. In
the first heat Harry Wilkes was sent away cold, and Van Ness
decided to allow him to take it easy and to gradually warm
himself into a trotting mood. Turner improved the" oppor-
tunity, and he won with "Trinket in 2:17§. This mare is not
right yet, but she ie coming into shape. The lightning will

strike hard some place when it does strike. In the second
heat Clemmie G. made a determined drive at Harry Wilkes,
but the gelding had too much speed for her, and he won in
2:16}. In the third heat both Phyllis and Clemmie G. forced
the pace, but Wilkes was not ruffled. Nothing seems to dis-

turb him. His disposition is such that his driver is able to
make the most of his great speed. But just how'he will act
when some horse shall take him by the head and hold him to

the end of the mile, is a question which gives rise to specula-
tion. When one of these free-and-eas3r winners does crack,
we wouder that the weak spot was so long kept concealed.
Harry Wilkes won the third heat in 2:15}, and the fight for
second place was very close between the two mares, the stand
deciding in favor of Phyllis. The fourth heat was also won
by Harry Wilkes in fast time,2:16, Clemmie G. finishing second
to him. Four heats in 2:17f and better a few years ago
would have been considered' wonderful. But we have ad-
vanced rapidly since Goldsmith Maid aroused the cheers of
the multitude at Buffalo. Trinket took it easy after the first

heat. So long as Turner was sure ofsecond money, there was no
use in working himself into a fever. The 2:30 class was won
in straight heats by James H., a bay geldiug, whose rise into
prominence on the turf has been rapid, but doubts were ex-
pressed if Harry Roberts, a bay gelding of unknown lines,
could have done better. Those who know him well say that
he can trot in 2:20, and they predict that he will be cut loose
when the odds are just right. The time of James H. was
2:224, 2:22}, 2:21}. In the third heat Vilette was close up at
the finish, thus indicating that she is a mare which pool in-
vestors will closely watch, aud Frank Ellis was third in the
second and third heats. There is a great deal of Hermosa in
him, and dam of his sire Hermes, aud when Turner gets the
complete mastery of him, somebody, if not extremely cau-
tious, will get hurt. Ellis iB a fast horse and he acts better
and better in every race in which he starts. A tutor of great
experience has charge of his education.

The 2:20 pacing race brought out Gossip, Jr.. Marlowe,
Little Em, Jordan, Patsy Clinker, Juliet and Gurgle. The
latter is speedy, but she likes a short battle. In the second
heat Bither led the mare home, having been cut down by
Gossip, Jr. The sulky was badly wrecked. The foul was
unintentional, and all were permitted to start again. The
first heat was won by Gossip, Jr., in 2:17}, and the Becond
by Marlowe in 2:20. Little Em was a disappointment. She
failed to show in front. The third and fourth heats were
captured by Gossip, Jr., which gave him the race. The bay
gelding is quite a merry one at the side-wheel business for a
horse that is trotting bred. The sun was blistering hot on
Thursday. The hills shut out the breeze, and those who
visited the park looked aud acted like wilted flowers. The
attendance was good, and feu horses started in the 2:34 class.
Mike Bowerman had talked Lelah H. so fast that at first she
was the favorite. She had shown him a trial in 2:21, and as
her courage had never been called into question, he expected
to win, even if he should lose the first and second heats.
But after the talent had seen the daughter of Homer take a
breather or two, it was decided that she would have to keep
quite busy to show her heels to Joe Davis, aud the latter be-
came the choice in the betting. Prince Middleton was ex-
pected to do something startliug, aud Herdic was kind
enough to arrange the bettiug so that his owner could buy
him as often as he wished against the field. Mr. Smith pur-

Ereely, but he did not look happy after the race,
c 'li'Mleton did not take a single heat. Nobby, driven

in Splan, acted well iu scoring, but he "did not
- h;ive speed enough tor the party. He will be
horse when he trots one or two muro ruccs.

Windsor M. made a good fight with Joe Davis for first

honors, but he had to be content with second money. In
the second heat, the time of which was the fastest, 2:20},

Davis was penalized for a run and Windsor M. profited by
the same. He was declared the winner of it. In the third

heat St. Denis showed a remarkable burst of speed. He
closed a gap as if the horses ahead of him were standing still.

He finished, according to the placing of some keen eyes,

second, but as given out by the judges, third. Joe Davis was
first, but as the driver of St. Denis claimed that the favorite

had fouled him, Davis was placed third, and Blanche was
awarded the heat in 2:20|. This was bad judging, as the

starting had been wretchedly bad. Joe Davis should either

have been placed last, or not set back at all; and Blanche, if

she finished third, should not have been compelled to

shoulder a record of 2 :20i|-. The rule is so plain on this

point that a blind man has no excise for going astray. The
fourth and fifth heats were won by Joe Davis in 2:2l|, 2:23}.

The heats were split to the dream of Mike Bowerman, still

Lelah lagged behind. She was not as fast at Pittsburg as at

Lexington. Possibly Mike was a trifle over-sanguine. The
shower which burst upon the track at one o'clock delayed the

starting, but it added the moisture necessary to clothe the

soil with elasticity. Clingstone and Guy were announced to

trot to pole against time, and Mr. Gordon occupied a seat on
the club house balcony, with glass in hand, to see that no
mistakes were made. The time of the warmiug-np mile was
2:27, and the evenness with which the two horses moved
called forth many expressions of delight. The second mile
was a good one, 2:21, the last half in 1:08*. The trotting down
the homestretch was as pretty as anyone would care to see.

The son of Kentucky Prince is as purely gaited as Clingstone,

and when I say this I say a great deal in his favor. I do not
expect to see Clingstone beat 2:14 this year, butl do expect to

see him, hooked double with Guy, pull a wagon a mile at

Cleveland next week in better than 2:20. The performance
was highly gratifying to Mr. Gordon. The starting was very
unfortunate in the first heat of the 2:27 class. William
Arthur was the favorite against the field, and in one of the
scores some one shouted "Go," and he and Kitty Wood, Eex
and Alpha were driven the full circuit, the recall bell not
being sounded until the first turn had been rounded. The
drivers went on under the mistaken notion that the first one
to the wire could claim the heat with distance waived. When
the quartet pulled up and learned the facts in the case, they
did not swear, because no amount of swearing could do jus-

tice to their feelings. Had the recall bell been promptly
sounded the stand would have come in for less adverse criti-

cism. On the thirteenth score the word was given, with
Harry .Roberts in a pace. McCarthy ran his horse more than
half the way and thus got inside the flag. Roberts was
allowed to start again. This was a mistake. He was clearly

distanced and should have gone to the stable. Two wrongs
do not make a right. Inez, daughter of Sweepstakes, to the
general surprise, won the heat in 2:22}, with Bex close up.
Trimble, the driver of the black mare, doubted if she would be
able to live the pace, because it was a faster clip than Inez had
been going. But the talent pluuged on her, and Herdic
was kept as busy as a bee when the clover is iu blossom.
In the second heat Inez made a mistake and Trimble pru-
dently laid her up. Hex won in 2:23}, with Harry
Roberts a good second and William Arthur third. The
fourth heat was taken by Kex in 2:23;], Harry Roberts and
Arthur making a dangerous finish with him. The talent was
now badly astray and darkness was coming on. The fifth

heat was taken by Inez in 2:251, the others tiring, and then
the battle was declared to be at" an end for the day. It was
renewed at noon on Friday, and was won in the. sixth heat,
in 2:24}, by Inez. It was an exciting race and much money
changed hands on it. Pittsburg is a great betting point.
Had Harry Roberts been driven for all that is in him, the re-

suit might have been different. He is a speedy horse, and
what is remarkable about him is he was a pacer until light
shoes were substituted for heavy ones. It was hot enough
on Friday to roast a pig on the stones of the turnpike, still

there was quite a gathering at the pars:. Many ladies were
out. It was almost worth a man's life to fight for places in
the betting quarter, nevertheless much money was wagered.
Epaulet was one of the nominated in the 2:21 class, and the
drivel's put their heads together and determined to beat him.
Mr. Dorsey had had his young stallion driven three fast

heats at Cleveland on Wednesday, one of them in 2:17A, and
had postponed shipping for Pittsburg until Thursday night.
The horse, consequently did not arive at the track* until
Friday morning, and those who do not favor this kind of
handling felt sure that Epaulet would be defeated. Mr. Dor-
sey, however, was confident. In the first heat the white talent
combined, and carried the colored driver of the five-year-old
stallion out to the fence, and the judges were compelled to de-
cide in favor of Walnut, who crossed the score first in 2:19}.
Simons, of Louisvillu, took the reins for the second heat, and
he altered the check, claiming that the head was too low.
Epaulet was bothered and he was unsteady. He did not
seem to have his speed, although Mr. Dorsey claimed to the
contrary. Zoe B. won in 2:19}, with Albert France a close
second. In scoring for the third heat Montgomery hit him-
self aud was withdrawn. The clip was a lively one, and Zoe
B. cleared the field and won in the fast time of 2:17] . Epau-
let finished fifth, and Simons being satisfied that he could
not get the horse to the front, resigned in favor of the colored
man. The fourth heat was an easy victory for Zoe B., the
time being 2:17J. This daughter of Blue Bull shows breed-
ing, and she is the best of;tbe family. Urbaua Belle, like
Epaulet was a disappointment.

Ten horses started in the 2:34 class, and John W. won the
first heat in 2:23j|, and the second heat in 2:25.], and then
quit like a grass-fed steer. He was tenth in the third heat
and was distanced in the fourth heat. Splau drove him.
The race was badly split up. and the talent suffered tortures.
Lady Mack won in the seventh heat. It was a hot race for a
hot day. Argyle won the pacing race, after losing the first

heat to Nettie 'Hoppin iu 2:20, and then the curtain was rung
down upon one of the most successful meetings ever held at
Pittsburg Park. The traok was fast, the fields large
and the betting furious. Mr. Rody Patterson is

quite a worker, and he is popular with horse
owners and trainers. The entries which he se-

cured placed the Summer meeting ou a paying basis
almost from the start, aud the knowledge that so many good
horses were at the park attracted the gate-paying public.
The course is one of the very best in the great Slate of Penn-
sylvania, and it is a pity that the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company does not build a side track to the grounds. The
expense of such an uudertakiug would be comparatively
light, aud the increased traffic would eventually reimburse
the company, as well as swell the attendance on race days.
The drives are beautiful, after you leave the cobble stones,
but the muss of people do not own turnouts, aud they must
depend upon a common carrier. Mr. Thomson, the Vice-
President of tho railroad company, Beems to havo tho
iaUrciU of Pittbbuig at heart, and he has prorui&uu Mr.

Hacke to give his earnest attention to the side-track scheme.
In 1SS4 the Driving Park Association lost $10,000, more

than S5,000 of which was charged up against the runners.
This year the association is something like $5,000 ahead—

a

fact highly gratifying to the stockholders. The people of
the Smoky City take more kindly to the trotters. But the
reputation of Pittsburg for smoke is on the wane. The
black clouds which once hung over the place are not as
dense as they were, and in some districts they have faded
away. The gas wells which have been suDk are responsible
for this. The great natural flow of gas is being utilized.

It heats the boilers of the mills and warms the dwellings,
and it leaves no trail of smoke. If the wells hold out, as
there is every reason to believe they will do, it will be impos-
sible for other manufacturing points to compete with Pitts-
burg for the very good reason that the cheapness of fuel
will lessen the cost of production. In one of the glass works
the substitution of gas for coal had reduced the running
expenses $2,000 per month. Pittsburg is rapidly growing;
it has now a population of two hundred thousand souls; and
with the earth belching forth light and heat year in and year
out, the wildest dreams are entertained as to its future. It
is predicted that in less than ten years the population will be
three times what it is to-day. I asked Mr. Hacke, who is a
leading merchant of the town, if the disappearance of smoke
would not require him to sell lighter and brighter fabrics
over his counter. He thought not, and explained that more
white suits were worn in Pittsburg than in any other city
of its size in the world. The people sought relief from cloud
banks by wearing goods which sharply contrasted with them.
This made the laundryman a sort of king, but it added to the
brightness of the streets. At the Duquesne Club I met
every noon and evening many choice spirits. It is the head-
quarters of bankers and merchants, and the caterer is a good
one. The tables in the dining room are crowded at mid-
day. The solid man of Pittsburg lunches at his club, and
spends his evenings with his family. At least, such is com-
mon report. But I have heard the clink of glasses in the
sober rooms of theDuquesneafter the midnight hour.— Turf,
Field and Farm.

.

Saratoga.

We compile from the Sporting World the following notes
of the events at Saratoga, wherein California horses started,
with other races of general interest:

Saratoga, July 21st—If an agreement had been entered into
between the clerk of the weather and the Saratoga Racing
Association for the opening day, no finer could nave been
furnished. Up to 10 o'clock the prospects were dubious, but
a little later the clouds disappeared and the day from that
time was all that could be desired. Union avenue, which,
leads directly to the racecourse, was fairly alive with vehicles
of all kinds, from the fashionable four-in-hand to the ten-
cents-a-ride carry-all. The many improvements made since
last year attracted attention. Everything that human minds
could suggest for the comfort and care of its patrons had
been done by the association, which is in marked contrast
with the actions of other associations whose only aim seems
to be ihe accumulation of money to pay big dividends. The
track showed evidences of the care taken by Mr. William
Puckett, and the steeplechase course was a pretty sight to
gaze upon.
When the bell was rung for the racers to go to the start-

ing point, the grand stand was, literally speaking, Tracked.
The feminine gender predominated, and their handsome
toilets caused the structure to present quite a picturesque
appearance. Messrs. E. M. Johnson, -ex-Governor Booth,
and E. M. Hall occupied the judges 1

stand, while Mr. Edgar
Murphy and Mr. J. Smith took time.
The first race was the introductory scramble for all ages,

and usually a surprise is furnished. The light-weighted full

sister of John Davis, Mamie Hunt, upset the talent by beat-
ing Jim Renwick on the post. The veteran tired very badly
in the last hundred yards, and could not respond to Hollo-
way's call for a spurt, and had to be content with second
honors. The judges mystified the crowd by leaving out the
number of Mona and then placing Mary C., who finished
last, second. Of course the mistakes were rectified when
their attention was called to the apparent error.

My opinion of Volante's ability to beat Pearl Jennings in
the sweepstakes -race was fully verified. Pearl led until the
turn was readied, where Halloway gave Volante his head and
Pearl-was playing second fiddle at the three-quarters, Volante
finishing under a pull two lengths ahead. Tom Martin and
Pegasus were in the race fur only half the distance. The run-
ning of Tom Martin was disappointing to his party, who felt

that second honors were within their grasp.
The great event of the day, the race for the Travers Stakes,

brought five candidates for the honor to the post. The talent

were very sweet upon Joe Cotton, but Bersan was quietly
backed by a number of knowing ones, who freely accepted the
long odds. A strong tip was out on Irish Pat, and the race
he ran proved that his backers fully knew his capabilities.

Bootblack set a rather slow pace at the start, but after a half

mile had been trained Bersan pushed the running and took
the lead. Fitzpatrick waited with Cotton in second position
to the turn for home where he and Ten Booker fell back
beaten. Irish Pat challenged the leader in the homestretch,
but swerving all over the track opposite the grand stand could
get no closer than two lengths of Bersan, who won handily
and easily. Bootblack was a poor third, and the three-time
Derby winner could not get better than a bad fourth.

During the races the Traverse Cup stood on a pedestal in
front of the grand stand, and was greatly admired. Iu the
evening, according to an old established custom, the cup was
filled with champagne, which was drunk to the health of the
lucky owners, Morris & Patton, who are certainly entitled to

all the turf honors that they receive.

First Race—Introductory Scramble, for all ages; purse J40O, of which
9100 to the second horstj

; entrance free. Five furlongs.

B. A. Houig Bros."|bf Mamie Hunt, 2. by Frogtown—Betty. B3 IbB.

G. N. Buchanan's chg Jim Renwick, aged, by Joe Booker—Big i.un.2
IIS lbs "" Hollo way

C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildldle—Yolone, lislbs.
Vetman 3

Mona, 113 lbs.. Pat Deunin, 116 lbs.. Rapido, 106 lbs., Minnie Meteor,
113 lbs., Avery, US lbs., Irish Lass, 10 1 lbs., Mary C.. 118 lbs., also ran.

Tim«. 1:08.

Pools: Jim Donglasg25, Renwick and Mona B. $12 each, Rapido 35,
Field 911. Betting: - to 1 against Jim fUmylas, 1 to 1 Jim Renwick, H

U) 1 Mona, liti- 1 Mamie Hunt, 7 to 1 ltapido, I" to 1 Av.rv.LM to 1 Pat
Dennis, 26 to 1 Minnie Meteor and 40 to 1 Mary C. Mutuels paid $50.i»

Second Ract—First Sweepstakes, for all ages; 980 entrance, haU for-

feit, With 8600 aided: tile second horse to receive ?UHI out of the stakes-
maidens allowed, if three years old, 6 lbs.; If four years, 12 lbs.; if five

> ears or upward, 20 lbs. One mile.

Santa Anita Stable'B b c Volante, 3, by Grlnstead—Stetor Anne, ios

lbs : Holli'« EH l

E. Corrinao's b in Pearl JenningB, 6, by Lelaps—Mary Howard, 115

LbB Murphy 2

P.O. Fox&Co'sbc Tom Martin, 4, by Longfellow—Athalaric, 118

IbB - Fitzpatrick 3
Pegasus, W2 los.. and stoval. Httlbs. also ran.

Time. L :48ft

Pools: Pearl Jennings $125, Volante 830, Tom Mariin and Pegasus 85
each. Betting: 5to3 on Pearl Jennings," to 2 against Volante, 6 to 1

Tom Martin, auu-Jtu 1 Planus. MaUuuls paid iZJ.iO.
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Third Kace—The Travers Stakes, for three-year-olds; JIOO each, Soo
forfeit, or only $25 if declared out on or before the 1st. dav of January,
1SS5, withSl.lXH) added by the Association , and ^-^iO in plate" by Mr. Wm.
R. Travers; the second to receive $300 out of the stakes. Closed with
75 nominations, of which 2d declared Jannan- 1st, 1885. One' mile and
three-quarters.
Morris & Patton's b c Bersan, by Ten Broeck—Sallie ST., 118 lbs.,

Spellman 1

E. Corrigan's Che Irish Pat. by Pat MoUoy—Ethel, 118 lbs Murjihv 2
Milton "i oung's-b c Bootblack, by King Alfonso—Beatitude, lb lbs.

fetovul 3

Joe Cotton IIS lbs. Fitzpatrick, and Ten Booker ill lbs., Jones, also ran.
Time, 3fl8J<.

Pools: Joe Cotton $130, Bersan SCO, Young's pair $25, Irish Pat $27.
Betting:5 to 3 on Joe Cotton, 2 to 1 against Bersan, 11 to 1 each the others.
Mutuels paid $14 .90.

July 22d—The first extra day was not successful either in
point of racing or attendance. The failure of owners to en-
ter their horses for the events announced is due to the fact

that they are not yet quite fit. Most of them have been worked
hard in the West antf the long journey to Saratoga necessi-

tated some rest, no matter how anxious owners may be to

capture some of the purses. As the public like naturally to

see large fields, it is not to be expected that they will attend
when the programme lacks attractions. However, most of

the horses will soon be in condition, and then some racing,

calculated to suit the most fastidious, will take place.

The first event on the card brought seven to the post.

Conkling was a favorite; but the race he ran proves that

either he is not well or overestimated. He got away well,

but died away in the homestretch, and was beaten out by
Powhatan and Girofla, the former winning bv a length from
Girofia.

Asceola was first away in the three-quarter dash for two-
year-olds, but going out of the chute Elkwood was three

lengths in front. In the homestretch Asceola easily took the

lead and won under a pull by two lenths, Elkwood second,
Linda third.

Only three horses faced the starter for the third event.

Although Farewell was in the rear for a mile, Murphy had
the race well in hand all the time, and in the homestretch
Farewell came away easily under a pull and won. April
Fool was whipped from the head of the stretch and pulled
up lame.
The best race of the day was the next, which was for all

ages. To a fair start Whizgig was first away, but turning
out of the chute Tattoo and Irish Lass led. Col. Clark took
second place to Tattoo before the three-quarters was reached,

but in the homestretch Tattoo, Col. Clark, Whizgig, Charley
Marks were almost on even terms. Passing the grand stand
Whizgig and Col. Clark were even, but Whizgig crossed the

line a winner by a neck, Col. Clark a half length before

Charley Marks.
Berry Wall, Abe Hummel and Edgar Murphy, who backed

Whizgig at long odds, viewed the race from the promenade
in front ot the grand stand, and when Whizgig's number was
hoisted the trio greatly amused the people in the grand stand
by the Indian war dance they executed. Berry's eyes fairly

sparkled, as it was the first bet he won during the day.

A suprise was furnished in the last race. Gold Ban was a

big favorite, but was never belter than third place. Belle Pate
ran in the lead for half a mile, when Compensation went to

the front and was never headed, winning by half a length,

after an exciting finish, Belle Pate a neck before Gold Ban.
Compensation pulled up lame.

Second Race—Purse, $300, of which $50 to second horse; entrance free;
for maiden two- v ear-olds. Those not having won second money in a
sweepstakes race allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.
"W. P. Hunt's b c Asceola, by Frogtowa—Altoona, 1U5 lbs Wethers 1

C W. Medinger's ch c Elkwood, by Eolus—Minnie Andrews, 105 lbs.

Andersen 2

SI, 200, bat was bid up to $1,505, at which price he wa
bought in by the owner.

First Race—The Flash Stakes, for two-yecr-olas, SIOO each, b f, or
only <:;..! if declared out by July 1, with ?700added; the second to re-
ceive £2U0 out of the stakes. Half a mile.
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Primero, by Grinstead—Jennie B, 110 lbs

S. Bryant's b c Waddeil Bryant, by Hy'fl er^AU-^Jennie Rowett?^?
lbs Wethers a

N. W. Kittson's ch f Calera, by Reform—Flora, 107 lbs... .McCarthv 3
R. A. Johnson's be Adrain, 110 lbs _ Godfrey
T. J. Nichols' b c Wanderoo, 110 lbs Caldwell
M. Young's cb c Enrigut, 110 lbs Stoval
E. Corrigan's ch g Tartar, 107 lbs Kelly
E. Corrigan's ch f Mary Payne, 107 lbs Fuller
Santa Anita Stable's b f Bonita, 107 lbs ..West

Time :49.J.

Pools
:

Enright $30, Calera 526, Tartar $20, Mary Payne 520, Field $50-
Betting: 7 to 2 against Enright, 4 to 1 Tartar, 5 to 1 each Calera and Bo-
mta, 8 to 1 each Mary Payne and Bryant, 10 to 1 Primero, and 15 to 1
each Wanderoo and Adrian. Mutueis paid $24.20.

Tartar led to the homestretch where he fell back and Pri-
mero, Waddel Bryant and Calera made the race home. They
finished in the order named, Primero getting the first posi-
tion by a length only, after a hard fight home.
Third race—Excelsior Sweepstakes, for all ages, $50 each, b f, with

$1,000 added, of which B25U to second horse, and the third to receive
$100 out of the stakes. One mile and a quarter.
E. Corrigan's bgFreeland, 6, by Longfellow—Belle Knight, 117 lbs

_, Murphy 1
Morris & Patton s br c Ten Stone, 3. by Ten Broeck—Lizzie Stone.

iOa lbs Martin 2
Hayden & Co.'s be Kosciusko, 4, by Eyrie Daly—Colossa, 118 lbs

Wethers 3
Santa Anita Stable's b c Yolante, 3, 105 lbs Holloway
N. W. Kittson's br f Elizabeth, 3, iOO tbs McCarthy

Time, 2:09.

Pools: Volante $200, Freeland $150, field $50. Betting: Even each
against Volante and Freeland, 10 to 1 Ten Stone, 12 to 1 Kosciusko and
15 to 1 Elizabeth. Mutueis paid$10.80.

Volante made the running up to the homestretch, Ten.
Stone lapping. In the run home Volante quit and Free-
land came up and, passing Ten Stone, won easily by a
length. Kosciusko was third.

Fourth Race—Pnrse $500, of which $50 and entrance money (S15 each
to second horse. Penalties andj allowances. One mile and five hun-
dred yards.
E. Corrigan'schc Hazarus,3,by King Ban—Hazem.971bs Kelly 1
N. W. Kittson's ch f Albia 1, by Alarm—Elastic, Kit lbs McCarty 2
Dinsdale <t Howson's b h Jim Douglas, a. by Wildidle—Yolone, 115

„ ll?s Yetman 3
E. J Baldwin's blk f Freda, 4, 113 lbs Holloway
S. S. Brown's b f Matinee, -i, 108 lbs Henderson
Preakness Stable's b f Morning Glorv, 3,90 lbs Caldwell
Davis &. Hall's b m Enigma, i, 95 lbs [Williams

Time, 2:13.

Pools: Jim Douglas, 850, Matinee $35, Hazams $20, Albia $20, field 3lfi.

Bettiug: a too against Matinee, 3 to l each Hazams and Jim Douglas,
and 10 to 1 each against the others. Mutueis paid $20.50.

Soon after passing the stand Jim Douglas went
to tbe front and held it into the stretch, where Harazus and
Albia passed him, the pair finishing as named. Jim Douglas
third.

Notes From "Kentucky Stock Farm."

Pools: Asceola, $100; Linda, -?15; the field, 530. Betting: 5 to 4 on As-
ceola; 5 to 2 against Linda; 5 to 1 Elkwood; 10 to 1 Bridget Keaton.
Mutueis paid, $9.50.

Asceola way first away, but Elkwood took the track and

made the running to the head of the stretch, where Asceola

moved up and, easily passing the leader, won in a canter by

two lengths, Elkwood second, Linda, a poor third, pulled up.

Fourth Race—Purse, ?300, of which £50 to second horse; entrance free.

Winners this ve.tr of any race of the value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs. ; of two
or rrore such races 5 lbs. extra; horses not having won a race other than
selling races since June 1st allowed? lbs., or not having won such race
this year, 11 lbs. ; maidens allowed, if five years old, 18 lbs. ; if three years

old or upward, 21 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

Morris & Parton's ch f Whizgig, 3, by Great Tom—Whirlgig,97 lbs.

Martin 1
.„„.

jg û Ig'cb"c"Col. Clark, 3, by Glengarry—Kate Fisher, 102 lbs.
" " Wethers 2

S Bryant's ch g > 'barley Marks, aged, by Bonnie Scotland—Liza Davis,
'

105 lbs -
Vr-
Ke

l
ly

I
D. A. Honig's b in Nora M., 5. 115 lbs Murphy
D W. Campbell's bh Marquis Gates

J M Carlisle & Co.'s br f Irish Lass, 3,90 lbs..... Fuller

Marvin & Douglass' cb g Wellington, ti. 103 Tbs.- O'Neil

B. C Pate's chfTatoo, 1,99 lbs O'Hara
Santa Anita Stable's br c Brandvwine. 3,95 lbs O'Brien o

Time, 1:19.

Pools- Charlev Marks. 550; Whizgig, f:2: >*ora M.,521; Col. Clark, ?20;

the field, ?40. Betting: 2 to 1 against Charley Marks; 3 to 1 Nora M.; o

to 1 Whizgig; S to 1 Col. Clark and Irish Lass, and 15 to 1 the others.

Mutueis paid, 525.50.

Whizgig was first away, and though hard pressed in the

stretch was never headed, winning cleverly by a neck, Col.

Clark second, Charley Marks third.

July 23d—The interesting programme of the Association

for its second regular day drew a small but fashionable at-

tendance to the course to-day. The light clouds which hung
over Saratoga did not deter the ladies from donning their

most fashionable attire, and consequently the grand stand

presented quite a gala appearance. Fully one-half the

audience consisted of the feminine sex, who seemed to

thoroughly enjoy the excellent races that were run off.

Enright, the favorite, did not run up to the expectations

of his backers for the Flash Stakes. Although he got off well

he never got better than third place. The California stables

got off badly, Primero being sixth, but before the bend was

passed he was on even terms with Calera and Enright. In

the homestretch he took a commanding lead, and won easily

by a length, Waddeil Bryant, who had run up strong to the

finish, taking second honors. The result was a surprise to

many regular bettors, but the general public, who have be-

come enamoured of the California Stable, won all the

money. . .

The second event furnished another surprise in Erebus,

who ran an excellent race. Starting last he was first at the

three-quarter pole, and together with Editor and Guydette

fought it to the winning post, where Erebus was a good neck

in front. . .

The race of the day, the Excelsior Sweepstakes, in which the

California wonder, Yolante, and the veteran Freeland met.

Volante, however, proved he could not go the distance. Ten

Stone ran an excellent race, holding the lead for half a mile

before the homestretch was reached, where Freeland was

given his head and won with the greatest of ease.

The fourth race was the closest of the day, which HazaruB

won by a neck, Jim Douglas, who led for nearly the whole

journey, showed the white feather* at the finish, and Albia

beating him out for place. Freda broke down on the back-

stretch and is permanently disabled. Matinee also pulled

up quite lame, but not seriously.

The selling race was an easy victory for Malaria, although

Clav Pate finished close up. The winner was entered for

The suckling colts now at Woodburn, by Lord KusseL full

brother to Maud S., 2:09£, are said to be the finest lot of
foals ever dropped to the cover of any trotting stallion that
has stood at this famous place.

Crit. Davis, we understand, has two grand young ones in
Lizzie Wilkes and Gambetta, he having lately driven the
first named in 2:24 and the latter in 2:26. He confidently

expects to give both of them a record of 2 :20 or better this

Fall.

Mr. S. Baxter Black informs us that his promising two-
year-old, Robert McKinney, now being handled by Mr. W.
A. Fiussell, at Danville, was driven a mile last week in 2:49£.
This youngster is by Black's Hambletonian, out of a mare by
Yiesers Normarf, a son of Alexander's Norman.

All Time, a son of Almont, dam the well-known thorough-
bred mare, On Time, by War Dance, is the sire of a three-

year-old pacer owned in the Indian Territory, that has already
shown a 2:30 gait. The colt is called James Martin, and his

dam is a road mare of the pacing Copperbottom family.

A three-year-old by Mr. A. Smith McCann's great stallion,

Bed Wilkes, trotted a mile last week over the track at the Fair

Grounds in 2:3S|-. As this is the first time this colt has ever

been speeded a mile, the performance is a great one, and this

half brother to the noted Phil Thompson promises to make a

sensational trotter.

We know of no horse in this immediate section that has
seemingly improved more than Eagle Bird, the great three-

year-old son of Jay Bird. He has grown and spread out, aud
his action is simply perfection. From present prospects be
holds the three-year-old stakes safe, as we believe if there is

a three-year-old that can trot in 2:20, Eagle Bird is that colt.

Pancoast is now in active training at Glenview, and Mr*
McFerran thinks that he will prove himself to be a good
horse. There is a three-year-old by him on the farm which
can show a 2:20 clip now, and another which was never on a

track before June 1st, which can trot a mile close to 2:30.

Elvira has trotted the last quarter of a good mile in 33 seconds.

We hear rumors of a youngster by Hambletonian Mam-
brino (Mr. Wm. McCracken's promising stallion), in Wood-
ford county, that bids fair to startle the trotting world. This

colt, with no handling whatever, is able to show a :35 clip,

and there seems to be no measure to his speed. He is now
a two-year-old, but will not appear on the track until next

season.

The great Blue Bull mare, Zoe B., was sold at Pittsburg

last Friday to Count Gioriani Zequnti, of Borne, Italy, for

S10.000. She won the race for the 2:21 class at Homewood
Driving Park on that day, reducing her record to 2:17£,

which is the best mark to the credit of any of the get of the

great Indiana sire. She will probably be shipped to her new
home the coming week.

Summaries of Pittsburg Trotting".

CLASS.

2:19

2:40
2:30 (pacing)

Free-for-all.

.

2:30
2-.20 (pacing)
o

:24
o

:27
2:34

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.,

2:21

2:24 (pacing)

Felix

J.Q
Argyle
Harry Wilkes.
James H
Gossip, Jr. . .

.

Joe Davis. . .

.

Inez
Ladv Mack. .

.

Zoe'B
Argyle

BEST TIME.

.2:22.1

2:20J

.2:22 A

,2:15j

.2:21]

.2:17!

.2:219

.2:22 .»

.2 :25

!2:17|

.2:171

THE KENNEL.
Enclosed Coursing.

Nearly ten years ago a Mr. Case, a small farmer living at

Plumpton, Surrey, England, conceived the scheme of starting

enclosed coursing, and the idea was suggested by the kind ot

courses which were to be seen at Surgan, Newmarket and
other famous coursing grounds where hares were coursed
from cover to cover. For this purpose he enclosed his farm
and subdivided it into three fields, with wire netting, stocked
it with hares, and supplied them with a half acre cover at

either end of the running fields. The early arrangements
were most primitive, wicker hurdles, we remember, were used
to enclose the cover, and the outlet was worked by an old

farm-hand holding the hurdle so as to allow the hares to

escape as they were required. In a modest way Mr. Case
announced his meeting, advertising a small stake to be run
at Plumpton, and inviting entries and the attendance of the

public. The sporting press took the matter up, and, like all

innovations on established ideas, the enterprise received its

share of adverse criticism, old coursingmen fired up with in-

dignation, and in letters to the papers denounced the move-
ment as akin to rabbiting, rat-catching, etc., called it parlor

and feather-bed coursing and the like, and totally beneath

the support of the coursing community; even the Humane
Society stepped in and tried to stop it. Mr. Case, however,

held his own,*brought off his meeting, which was largely

attended, owing probably to the obstruction offered it on all

sides and the natural curiosity which is innate in human
nature; but those who went to scoff in most cases returned

convinced that there was genuine sport to be witnessed at

Plumpton, and, as events proved before long, the meetings on
the little farm were in the full support of all the truest and
best coursers in England, and the nominations were at a

premium. Case was then making money at the rate of $3,000

a meeting. This was the first attempt at Enclosed or Plump-
ton coursing, as it is now called. Soon the idea was taken
up by race clubs and associations of similar nature, and the
establishment of Kempton Park, Haydock Park, Gosforth
Park, and other combined racing and coursing grou nds ensued.
The Australians, never far behind in matters of sport, fol-

lowed suit, and the famous Oval, the property of the
Victoria Coursing Club, was formed since then. Some five

or six such ventures have been started, and are
flourishing in the neighborhood of Melbourne and different

parts of Victoria, and in New South Wales, also, several
are in full swing. The meetings are largely patronized,
thousands attending, and as a consequence the sport has
advanced in popular favor, so greatly as to tread very closely
on the heels of racing, aud the fact is recognized that for
one coursing man prior to the introduction of enclosed
coursing, fully ten now are interested in the sport. Sue
being the case, we welcome the enterprise of tbe promoters
of the Newark Coursing Park, and hope that similar results
may be the reward. The park is situated about a mile from
Newark station, on the San Jose line (Narrow Guage), and
but twenty miles from the city. Followers of the sport and
the publicmay thus witness a day's coursing, with every possi-

ble convenience and at small cost. It is proposed to carry out
a series of coursing meetings during the coming season;
probably about once a month. The management has been
wisely placed in the hands of an influential and highly capa-
ble committee, who met as a body the first time on Monday
evening last, and arranged the preliminaries of the opening
meeting. On the ground preparations are being proceeded
with as rapidly as circumstances will permit, and the
arrangements, when perfected, will be entirely in accordance
with the requirements of Plumpton coursing. Over 700 Mer-
ced hares now stock the enclosure, aud are being systematic-
ally trained and broken to the ground. That is to run from
the "outlet" in the northwest corner of the running field,

from which the hares are driven as required, to the covert or
"home" in the extreme southeast corner, a distance of over
200 yards of magnificent running ground. The "home" con-
sists of about two acres of close cover, surrounded by a
high, dog-proof fence, with a brake of cover in front to

blink the dogs, and escapes underneath for the hares to get
away, should they live to reach it. Here they are fed and
watered, and are thereby made accustomed to it, and from
being constantly hunted towards it, look upon it as a place
of safety. To reach their homes, the hares will show great

fire and desperation, and afford just the description of course
which the lover, of the sport delights to see, and in which a
good hare has a chance for her life, and gives a course long
enough to test the merits, without unduly "distressing the

dogs. Visitors will be placed in such a position on the

grand stand they can witness the entire sport, as on a race-

track, leaving the city at 8:30 a. m. returning in the even-

ing at 5:30. With all these advantages in its favor, there

is little risk in predicting that the opening meeting, which is

fixed for Saturday, the 22d of August, will be largely attended,

and the tendency of the venture be to raise the sport very
considerably in popularity and add materially to the number
of its votaries.

Chesapeake Bay Dogs.

It will appear by reference to the advertising columns that

an opportunity is offered to secure one or moreof these justly

noted ducking dogs. Very much of the duck shooting about

San Francisco is done on the salt marsh near tide sloughs.

In November, December and January, the best mouths for

shooting, the mornings are very cold and frosty, and it is a

cruelty to shoot over a setter or dropper, or any of the thin

coated mongrels, of which so many do from the city every

Saturday during the season." The dogs soon become cank-
ered, deaf and rheumatic. None but Retrievers, Spaniels, or

thepeculiar Chesapeake bred should be used for such work.
The Chesapeake dogs are distinguished for hardiness, docility

and hunting capacity for waterfowl, and it is a source of grat-

ification to know that to tbe recent importations of high bred

water spaniels, is added Mr. Hammond's litter. We shall be
pleased to know from their owners how the dogs fare.

We shall send out with our next issue a d

we trust will please every lover of fine anil

subscribers.
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STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Soundness in Yearlings-

The opinion expressed of late about yearling sales are to

my mind (says the country correspondent of BelVs Life), not

altogether just either to buyers or sellers, as one might be

led to believe that to buy a yearling at a first-class sale is

about as great a chance and wants as much caution as to buy

a horse at a third-rate repository. Critics talk about sound-

ness and this, that and the other, as if three parts of the

yearlings were a lot of screws and that only experts could

pick out the sound ones. This impression spread broadcast

must be very annoying to breeders, and in my experience in

going over "studs, {which must now number thirteen or

fourteen years in England alone, besides a good turn at it

abroad) I have noticed a state of things totally opposed to

such views. It has appeared to me, on the contrary, that

breeders have been more than careful in having their teams

sound and free from blemishes, and many times I have been

appealed to during my visits as to whether I thought any

particular youngster who had thrown out something objec-

tionable or met with some slight accident, should be put up
or no. In proof of this there is seldom a sale of a large lot in

which something is not omitted from the catalogue which has

only been in print about a fortnight, thereby showing that

decisions as to drafting out are made almost up to the last

moment. That young horses will go wrong almost in anight

is clear enough to anyone who knows anything about them,

and because they go wrong after they are sold there should

be do slur thrown upon the breeders or upon the judgment

of the man who buys them, as yearlings are but

growing animals, and a good deal as to what they

may become must be taken on credit. It has been suggested

that because people employ veterinary surgeons to examine

carriage horses and hunters they should be so employed to

look over yearlings; but to judge from the way in which yet-

erinaries have been abused, in consequence of their being

employed a little more than they used to be at the horse

shows, I can imagine that the members of the profession will

exclaim, "Save us from our iriends." It was only the other

day at a big horse show that an eminent professor got into

very hot water indeed for certifying that a certain winner

had got a curb. Now in this instance it so happened I was
looking on from the gallery as the class was being judged,

and I noted "a nice little horse, pretty good everywhere, but

he had got a curb." To my surprise this horse got first, so

when an opportunity arrived I said to one of the judges, "A
nice little horse that winner in class so and so, but has he

passed a V. S.?" "No," was the reply, "and he is very

likely to be disqualified, as he has go"t a curby hock." The
examination subsequently did take place, and the horse was
disqualified, but I have been rather amused to see a small

leading article abusing the "vet" for it, as here was the case

of a serious defect so visible that a casual observer standing

at least a dozen yards off could see it, and the professional,

who merely asserted it was there after minute examination,

gets terribly roasted for his trouble. It would be still worse

for the "vets" amongst yearlings, as there may well be many
a doubt amongst growing animals, and the predisposition to

disease might meet both ways, as the best developed hocks

at that age would be much more likely to throw out a bony
enlargement than a little, clean, but weak hock. So, again,

with feet. The donkey or mule-footed one will never go wrong,

so every blacksmith will tell you, but they render an animal al-

most helpless for either racing or hunting. A lower and wider

foot is looked for in a racehoise to assist him in balance and
action, but they do sometimes go wrong in them. The three

worst faults I should find in a yearling would be small hocks,

small knees, and small feet. Such a one might very well be-

come useless; but this has nothing to do with a vet, as the

same animal might be very sound and yet would become a

wrong one, in the same way that a thin stemmed wine glass

gets cracked before a stouter one, though sound until broken.

Most people—I should say nineteen out of twenty—leave the

choice of yearling purchases to their trainers, who are ten

times better qualified to know what might do and what might

not than any veterinary surgeon, no matter how eminent the

latter may be. A trainer has the animal always before him.

It is his daily vocaiion to examine the points of soundness

that are necessary for racing, and his eye is exercised by the

forms that have shown excellence according to his knowledge.

I am no believer in all the talk about unsound yearlings, as

my experience is that the large majority are sound at that

age, but become unsound, if at all, when they are nearly two

or between two and three. I have generally had a colt of

some sort about me all my life, and they are pretty straight

as yearlings, but it is when the lunging reins are put on and
they are moved about that the splints and side bones make
their appearance, or that suggestive thickness about the coro-

nets that some will call what you do not want them to, to bother

your eye every timejyou look at your belongings, and an anti-

cipation of loss comes over you.
Every luck to those who breed for sale, as they have a good

deal to go through, and the results during the last two sea-

sons have been a good deal in favor of the public breeders.

The Derby, it is true, was won by one privately bred, but

only after a tremendous fight with the representative of a

sale, who might not have been passed by a vet in his youth-

ful days, as his looks never could have been correctly formed
ones "He was chosen by an experienced trainer, however, who
would know how to balance points of merit and points of de-

fect in their various degrees.

Thrush of the Mouth.

That there are good and bad individuals in every breed of

horses, no one with any reason will deny, but because an
occasional animal does not come up to the highest standard

of excellence is no reason why a whole breed is to be con-

demned as worthless. Experimental crosses must be made
in order to prove the value of breeders, and when the resalt

of such crosses does not prove to be what was desired, the best

plan is to make the best of the bad thing and dispose of the

animal to some one who will not use it for breeding purposes.

Well bred horses are not always fit for breeders, and the

sooner people regard this fact in the light it should be held

in, the better it will be for all concerned.

A great width between and prominence of the eyes indicates

a teachable and tractable horse. Width between the ears in-

dicates courage, nobleness and strength of character. Round-
ness and elevation between the eyes indi-jate mildness of dis-

position, and desire to be caressed and to reciprocate kind-

ness, but never trust one that shows much white above the

pupil of the eye, or with white in that organ.

:.;e '-;he harness off the horses during the nooning hour.
1 take but a few minutes to do it, and the horses will be
ted by it. Sores, galls, etc., will heal up much quicker
~ are kept free from the harness as much as possible,

The recent death at Sheepshead Bay of Jerome Wilson,

which is reported and generally believed to be due to blood
poisoning contracted by a wound, received while administer-

ing medicine to a horse suffering from the now prevalent
mouth disease, has added a new feature to that malady. The
disease itself is technically termed apthse, or thrush of the

mouth, and develops into a breaking out inside and upon the

roof of the mouth and on the lips. These blisters gradu-
ally ulcerate from two to four days when they burst. It has
not been looked upon heretofore as at all serious, and is, in
fact, common among cattle, and may be caused by various
reasons, such as peculiar atmospheric influences, or ingredi-

ents in food or water. It is by some trainers considered con-
tagious, while others contradict this and believe it to be one
of the simple local troubles with which they have to contend,
but until now no one has given thought to the idea that it

could be dangerous to the stable attaches in the form which
has, by Wilson's death, been forced to their attention. Dr.
Ca'ttanach, the well-known veterinary, when asked yesterday
as to his opinion of the matter, said: "I do not like to say

much regarding this particular case, not knowing the circum-
stances. I do not hesitate to say, however, that if the ani-

mal was simply suffering from apthse, the trouble which now
prevails among horses, Mr. Wilson could not have contracted
blood poisoning from it. Of course the horse may have been
suffering from some other trouble which would cause poison-
ing of the blood, or the man himself may have had some affec-

tion which the wound irritated with the fatal result. We are
daily attending horses suffering from the common disease,

with no thought or fear of danger from it. In fact the trouble
is simply a local one, and I do not believe it to be con-
tagious. The fact that it is so prevalent is easily explained on
the theory that the conditions which would convey it to the
one is likely to affect all horses in the vicinity. The proba-
bility is that Mr. Wilson inadvertently contracted blood poi-

soning from some other cause by means of the wound subse-
quent to his attentions to the horse."
Dr. R. A. Finley, veterinary editor of the Sportsman, how-

ever, differs from Dr. Cattauach, inasmuch as he believes the
mouth disease to be contagious, and fatal in its effects upon
humanity by inoculation. He said: "During a visit to

Sheepshead Bay some weeks since, while the disease was gen-
eral among the racers, I cautioned several trainers that wher-
ever there were abrasions of the skin upon the hands to use
great care while handling affected horses, and advised the
wearing of a glove, or in the absence of that to oil the injured
part so as to prevent inoculation of the virus. The disease

had probably assumed a gangreneous type with the horse
which Mr. Wilson was attending, and as a result Mr. W. be-

came inoculated, and blood poisoning ensuing, lost him his

life. Regarding the disease itself. I do not consider it of a
very serious nature to the horses, if it does not become com-
plicated. As a remedy I would urgently recommend the iso-

lation of affected animals from the healthy ones of the stable,

and the free use of disinfectants wherever it appears, with, of

course, a system of treatment for the horses troubled with
it."

Visits to other veterinaries elicited opinions which those
quoted above generally express.

—

Sporting World.

The Double Profit of Mares.

The necessity for improvement in farm stock to meet the

exigencies of close time, of which considerable has been said

of late, is one which does not end with cattle, sheep, and
swine, but includes the horse stock as well. Perhaps the im-
provement in these other descriptions of stock is of more im-
portance because of their greater numbers, but a great deal

can be gained by giving more atteniion to the character of the

horse stock produced and maintained on the farm. Horses
cannot be dispensed with on the farm, and no one makes the

attempt, as the major part of the farm work is performed with
their help, but the cost of their keep is a heavy burden.
Many farmers do not realize this because the food they con-

sume is produced upon the farm; but.inasmuch as if not con-

sumed by them this food could be sold, or something salable

raised in its stead, the support of the horse stock is a very
material item of farm expense. On a very large proportion
of farms, if not upon a majority, the class of horses main-
tained is such that practically no return is secured from them
beyond the labor they perform; this is a good deal, of course,

but it is not enough; for with a better grade of foundation
stock, and more care in the selection of stallions,

the production of horses can be made to contribute very
handsomely to farm revenues, without going further

in the direction of breeding than the usual
force of farm teams will justify. There is a

great demand in this country for good horses,

and it is so diversified in its character and so wide in its

extent that practically it can never be overdone. The farmer
need not be restricted to any oDe type of horse, and if he has
any preferences in the matter they may safely be consulted,

since every really good horse finds ready sale. But what-
ever the type selected, the farmer should always breed for

stoutness and stamina, with a fair measure of style, and a

movement and disposition suited to the purpose, for which
the animal is to be ultimately devoted And the effort

shoold be constantly made to produce animals for some par-

ticular purpose, and stallions patronized which have the

power to produce just the kind of horse the farmer desires,

avoiding the nondescripts at the "cross roads," who throw
colts too slow to trot, too light to pull, aud without style or

character for anything else. 'We know of many farmers so

negligent in this matter as to maintain teams of geldings for

farm work. If *a farmer wishes and can afford a driving

team in which his personal pleasure is a fair compensation
for their keep, he has as good a right to such horses as any-
body. But as for horses maintained simply for farm purposes
we have often thought that a farmer had full as much use for

a plug hat in the harvest field as for a team of geldings at the

reaper.

—

Breeder's Gazette.

It should be kept in mind that no one can be successful in

stock-raising who does not observe two principles—the keep-
ing of well-bred animals, and giving them good keep. This
is the secret of successful stock-raising in a nutshell, and the

unsuccessful stockman may become at least partially success-

ful if he will but observe these principles in part, if not in

full. A good hog, sheep, cow, steer or horse will always pay
for raising; but a poor animal will generally be raised at a loss,

no difference how cheaply it may have been purchased iu the

first place. Do not forget this, get rid of all scrubs as soon as

possible, and stock up with well-bred animals of every kind.

Sore shoulders are the causes of many horses becoming
balky. A horse should not be compelled to work when his

shoulders are injured.

Horse Dentistry.

When' a man's teeth become decayed, says the Providence
(R. I.) Journal, they may be bored out and filled with gold.
When a horse's teeth are rotten they are pulled out. If Billy
D. had been a man and had not wanted them filled, or even
a common sort of a horse, the teeth would have been pulled
without more ado. But a SI, 200 horse, with a record of
2:14^-, with running mate, could not be handled in the ordi-
nary way. The bad teeth were crowded tight together, and
there was danger uf breaking the jaw. Dr. Charles H. Pea-
body was called in, & consultation held, and a bold operation
decided upon. Assistants were summoned, and Billy D. had
a noose passed about his four feet. The end of the rope was
hauled on, the feet carried together, and Billy D. dropped
helpless to the floor. A speculum was pried* between his
jaws in front. A veterinary speculum is a sort of jackscrew,
and with this Billy D.'s mouth was forced open wide enough
to take in a keg, and held so. Then one man took hold of
his tail, drew it straight out, and held it there, with his feet
braced against the patient's back. This was to keep Billy D.
from drawing himself up and straining his spine. One assist-
ant watched his feet. The doctor located the teeth, and with
the knife a cut was made through the flesh neaT the frontal
sinews, about at the "cheek-bone." Then a trophine bored
into the upper jaw bone, and a circular piece, three-quarters
of an inch in diameter, and perhaps one-eighth of an inch
thick, was taken out leaving a hole leading right through the
jaw bone and over the teeth. Into this hole a long iron rod
was introduced and placed on one of the bad molars, which,
as they could not be seen from without, had to be located by
measuring the distance from the front of the jaw inside the
mouth. Seven or eight strong blows with a mallet on the
end of the iron rod started the big tooth. Billy D. moaned
just a little at every blow. Then his tongue was held, the
forceps, as big as a pair of fire tongs, were set about the tooth
and manned. A long pull, a strong pull, and pull altogether
brought the tooth out as slick as a whistle, and Billy D. said
"Oh!" or something like it, and closed his eyes. The other
molar was now pretty loose, and it, too, was drawn without
difficulty. The man at the tail let go his hold, the jackscrew
and the horrible wire were removed, and Billy D. scrambled
to his feet and walked to his stall, apparently feeling much
relieved. The hole in his jaw* was syringed out and filled

with cotton.
Subsequent treatment has consisted of daily syringing, at

first with astringent solutions, and later with soap and water;
and within three weeks Billy D. was able to take a trot on
the road for a little while. The wound is healing rapidly,
accumulates little pus, and soon the horse will be ready to
take his daily exercise on the road. He gives every indica-
tion that the removal of his teeth has relieved him of much
suffering, and his appetite and disposition are undoubtedly
greatly improved.
• .

One of the worst kicking horses the writer ever saw was
cured in a very simple way. A dozen methods had been
tried and the horse passed from owner to owner quickly like
a bad penny, and did not improve. She was held down with
straps and bars, but these restraints placed behind and be-
side the creature only made her worse and worse. The kick-
ing was done while the animal was in harness. A brace of
half-inch iron was made with a fork at one end so that each
end of the fork fitted into the end of the bit. The opposite
end of the iron bar was made to fit upon the front of the
lower part of the collar. This end was also somewhat forked
at right angles to the forks on the opposite end, and each
one made into a loop. A short strap was fastened to one end,
passed around the collar, and afterwards buckled. The
length of the kicking brace needs to depend upon the size of
the horse, the point being to keep the kicking horse's head
well up. A horse with its head well up cannot raise the heels
at its opposite end. Such a brace as described proved a cure,
and after a few weeks of wearing the brace the habit was
given up. The brace can be made by any blacksmith, and is

easily adjusted to the animal.

—

Farmer's Review.

There is no class of stock that receives so little attention as
swine, and no other kind of stock will better repay a little

care and attention. Swine have always been allowed to root
for themselves, principally, for a subsistence, and to go with
meaner quarters, poorer feed and more filthy drink, and in
every way be subjected to worse treatment than any other
kind of stock. Swine should be treated at least in an intelli-

gent manner, and in a way that will insure health as well as
thrift.

It is the speed and not the horse that brings the fancy
price. There are hundreds of horses in the country that are
as fine-looking, have as good dispositions and are worth as
much money as any of the fastest trotters, for ordinary pur-
poses, yet they do not bring a tenth or twelfth of the money,
because they have not the necessary speed. If you are breed-
ing for trotters, breed for the best.

It is the mark of a gentleman to throw a stone or stick out
of the road when he sees it. Many horses are ruined by
stumbling over or stepping upon loose stones while being
driven, and many horses lose their lives by stepping upon
one end of a stick, causing the other end to fly up and dis-
embowel them. A horseman should always remove obstacles,
that might do mischief, from the road.

Pure water, and plenty of it, during July and August, is

one of the best preventives of hog cholera. The hog is an
animal that requires a liberal supply of water at all seasons
of the year, but more especially during warm weather. It
should have plenty of water to wallow in as well as to drink.

Besides being kept scrupulously clean the stables need dis-
infectants occasionally. A general cleaning up once a week
is a good idea, and should be followed by everyone who has
the care of a horse. Diseases can often be evaded by keeping
the stables in proper condition.

The lighter the harness the cooler it will be for the horses.
There is no use in loading horses down with harness for
farm work. All unnecessary tiappings should be dispened
with in warm weather.

In cleaning the stables give the mangers and troughs a
thorough cleansing as veil ay the stalls. A little water and
a scrubbing brush can be used to advantage in the feeding
boxes occasionall}'.

It is useless to try to teach as intelligent an animal as a
horse kindness by beating it, yet there are fools enough in
the couutry who think it can be done, and try it at every op-
portunity.

A cow that is heated and worried will not milk well and
her milk will not make good butter.
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HERD AM) SWINE.
A Famous Cheese-Maker-

The little, dainty, soft cream cheeses ate the chief delight
of all French dairy products. Having eaten them in Paris
cafes, says a writer in the Philadelphia Press, and admired
the array of fromages de Brie, Neufchatel, Gruyere, etc., in
the great city market, and secured from the genial Director
General of Agriculture, M. Tisserand, her name and loca-
tion, I was off, one bright morning in May, on a trip to visit
the gold medalist of soft-cheese makers. We reach Couloni-
miers after a fifty-five mile ride from Paris, through a model
farming country of market-gardens, vineyards, green pas-
tures and Insurant grain fields. Rapidly we pass checkered
hillsides, pleasant valleys, white sandstone houses with red
tiled roofs, tidy cottages, sustantial farmsteads, and well-kept
woodlands.
Madam Decauville, the gold-medalist, widow, lithe, agile,

black-eyed, energetic, proudly and merrily showed us her
establishment. Her cows numbered twenty-seven, of which
twelve were the great calm-eyed Swiss, and fifteen the deep-
milking Normandies. Tne stable was as neat as anything in
Dutchland, the floor white sanded, with clean and bright
straw spread for bedding, curled and braided in the rear, in
the manner seen in horse palaces. For food, these petted
bovines are served in Winter with good hay, wheat bran and
beet-root, but the grass of Summer makes the best cheese, it

being then high colored, like butter.
The Madame's cheese, being the best of its class, of course

her method equals the best. Her cheese rooms are in the
basement of the honse, stone-walled, cool, and as dry as such
places ever are when the earth is the floor and fire is un-
known. Fromage Coulommiers, the Madame's gold medal
production, is her trade brand. This cheese is of the Brie
type, Brie being simply the name of the province. In shape,
the cakes are an inch thick, round, four and six inches
across. They are made of one-half milk and one-half cream,
in this wise, though my plain recital has none of the charms
of the little Madame's formula, pointed with animation and
enthusiasm. The milk is set for twelve hours, then skimmed;
twelve hours later the skimmed milk is curdled with rennet;
twenty-four-hours after curdling the cnrd and. cream, in
equal parts, are put together in the molds (not mixed)
spoonful by spoonful. The mold, topless and bottomless
rests on a straw mat, single straws laid side by
side to cover a surface twelve by sixteen inches, and held
together by a woof of two or four threads. This mat is on a
planed board, all resting on an inclined shelf to drain off the
whey. When it has been two days in this mould, it is

turned out on to another straw mat, which rests on a mat of

osier, and lightly sprinkled with salt. It is turned every day
till cured, which takes two weeks in Summer, and three to

four in Winter. It never feels the heat of fire. As soon as
cured, this cheese of Coulommiers (the name of the town),
the delight of epicures, is ready for use, and will keep a
year. Some prefer the more mature article for its piquancy,
just as many people think that women improve with age.

Madame sends her cheese to market, each wrapped in paper,
and in a little box. To keep these soft cheeses, they should
be imprisoned separately, under glass dishes in a moist
room, and turned daily; or, if ifor but a few weeks, the papers
may be frequently changed and the cheese kept in a cool,

moist place. The ordinary cheese of Brie is made of whole
milk, that is, about one-fourth part cream.
Madame Decauville's most toothsome product is cream

cheese, also called white cheese, and fromage a la creme.
For this the milk, is set twelve hours, then skimmed, the
skimmed milk curdled, than mixed with fresh cream by stir-

ring in, equal parts, for the best grades. It is quickly
moulded in any neat form, and enclosed in white muslin for

marketing. Each cheese is about the size of a hen's egg, and
sells for two to six cents, according to quality. They are

very profitable, and would soon make Madame rich were it

not that these delicacies must be eaten fresh, like strawber-
ries. With an after-dinner coffee, no cheese can surpass

this in fineness of flavor.

Madame Decauville is at least the perfecter of her system.
She closely superintends the business in every part, from
the growing of food crops, her cows and the care of the

stables, to the making and marketing of the finished product.
By her skill, energy, and the use of business methods, she
has won an enviable success, independence, and the respect

of the whole dairy world.

The Value of Rye Grass.

of grass, and the fact that it is generally regarded as a severe
and exhausting crop is a more serious objection to it. The
aftermath is slow in starting, so that the ground is left bare
and exposed to the hot sun during the dry weather that usually
succeeds the harvest, unless there is a good stand of clover
to protect it, which we cannot have after the second year.
The system of adding the seeds of grass and clover to the

wheat, rye or oats is as universally practiced in mixed
husbandry in Great Britain as in our own country. But
there the grass sown with the clover is always the Solium
Perenne, commonly called ryegrass, which is esteemed onjthe
whole higher than any other species. Why it has not been
more extensively grown in this country seems a mystery to
me, as it yields better as a meadow or pasture grass than
timothy, its roots penetrate deeper into the earth, and in con-
sequence it withstands drought' better, and is indeed without
the objections which are usually urged against that well-
known variety, besides being fully its equal in nutritive
value. The rye grass is becoming popular in California, for
the reason that it endures their rainless Summers better than
the cultivated varieties.

I have had three years of experience with it on our premises
in the upper Scioto valley, where the soil is a clay loam, resting
on limestone rock; and we have found it preferable to timothy
in all the particulars above mentioned. It has a more
luxuriant growth, ripens earlier, and yields a much more
abundant aftermath, and is certainly far superior as a pasture
grass.

It is, of course, possible thatfurther experiencemay modify
this favorable estimate in regard to the value of this grass in
American agriculture, and for this reason I should be very glad
to hear from any of your readers who may.havebeen engaged
in its cultivation. As to its being superior in profitable
excellence in Great Britain to other species there can be no
doubt, and as the qualities of timothy and other grasses cul-
tivated in this country are well-known in England, I see no
reason why the estimate of their farmers as to the relative
value of the different sorts should not be a guide for us, so
far at least as to induce a thorough trial of this most valu-
able grass upon our own farms.

I am not able to give particulars as to the harvesting for
seed, nor do I know what the yield is per acre, and should
be glad to hear from those who may have had experience in
cultivating for seed on these points.

Besides the variety I have mentioned, there is another,
called the Italian rye grass, that has been cultivated to a
limited extent in England, and in this country, and in Cal-
ifornia. Australian rye grass is highly esteemed in some
quarters. These are, I suppose, varieties of the Solium Per
enne, cultivated for centuries in Europe, and perhaps not-
essentially different from the common sort.— T. C. Jones, in
Pittsburg Siochman.

Before and After Farrowing*.

Every intelligent farmer understands the importance of

giving due attention to the cultivation of grass and clover,

wherever the soil is adapted to mixed husbandry. In some
instances we find farmers insisting that our grass lands, when
properly managed, yield larger net profits than lands under
tillage, and that cultivation of grain crops should be aban-
doned until we have better prices. But it is found that as a
general rule our farms yield the best profits under a system
of mixed husbandry. In some counties in Northeastern
Ohio, a few years ago, farmers devoted all their lands to

carrying on their dairies, and continued the system until

they found that the yield was rapidly diminishing; that

meadows from which two tons of hay per acre had been cut

were producing less than one ton to the acre. These intelli-

gent people soon returned to old-fashioned methods, with
proper rotation of crops. They plowed and sowed to wheat
—which crop was always followed with clover—applied com-
mercial fertilizers with their corn, and used every effort to

increase their barnyard manure, until now, the grain

product which a few years since was so small as to be re-

garded as quite unimportant in their agriculture, has become
equal in quantity to that of many of the counties that are

classed as especially adapted to the growth of the cereals.

And while this has been accomplished, the yield of hay and
pasture grass per acre has been so largely increased that it

has not been found necessary to reduce the live stock upon
their farms. And still the claim that "grass is king" cannot
be contradicted, if it includes our great fertilizer, the common
red clover. And yet it is true in too many instances that

farmers pay less attention to land devoted to these indis-

pensable products than to those under tillage crops.

Clover must be included in every well-ordered system of

rotation, not only because it is a profitable crop in itself, but

for the paramount reason that it is essential to the mainte-

nance of the fertility of the soil for the production of other

crops. But the clover sown alone is generally assumed to

make inferior hay, an opinion growing out of the fact that

the crop is seldom secured in proper condition. For this

reason it is the common practice to sow timothy with the

clover, the mixture making better hay, which is much easier

cured than the clover alone. But timothy, while excellent

for hay, is not as valuable for pasture as some other varieties

No sow should have her first litter of pigs until she is one
year old, or nearly that; then if she is a good one she will
raise two litters a year for a number of years, if properly
cared for. Here many farmers make mistakes, by breeding
sows only once or twice, and then disposing of them. I con-
tend that a sow four or five years old, if healthy, will raise

better pigs than one one year old. In this I believe many
noted breeders will agree with me.
We will suppose you have reared your sow according to

your best judgment, and that she is in fair condition. Ten
days before farrowing (if not done previous) sue must be put
in a lot by herself, not in a pen, where she can be looked
after and fed regularly. For the next six days she should be
fed on middlings, milk and water, three times a day, about
all she will eat; from that time until she farrows, feed four
times a day. See that she has a good nest of fine hay or
grass, in a dry place, in the shade.

After farrowing remove the wet bedding, and see that

every pig drinks inside of thirty minutes, which they gener-
ally do if not crowded away by larger- ones. Then, as soon
as the sow gets up, give her several quarts of slop, and in

another trough give her water, that she may drink at any
time. For several days feed her often, but not much at a

time. After that feed her three times a day until the pigs

are eight weeks old, at which time they can be weaned. I

do not think it profitable to let a sow try to raise more pigs

than she can suckle at once, but if she is unfortunate enough
to have more, the poorest should be taken away at about
four days old and killed.

As soon as the pigs will eat by themselves, I give them
sweet milk with a little middlings. As for the sow, I know
of no feed equal to middlings, milk and grass, as it keeps
her healthy and produces larger quantities of milk. If it is

too late or too early in the season for grass, feed roots instead,

but by no means feed a brood sow corn, except in cold

weather in Winter. I am summering quite a number of hogs
of different ages, but they have not seen corn since April,

and they will not for several months to come.
"Oh, yes," says the average farmer, "this method of caring

for the sow and pigs looks well on paper, but it's entirely

too much trouble for me." But let me say to you right here,

that so long as you continue to keep your breeding sows and
pigs shut up in a pen the whole year round, without exercise,

grass, or fresh air, and feed them on corn three times a day,

that long you will eat diseased pork, and if you sell for four
cents per pound, live weight, you will lose from two to foar

cents on every pound of pork you sell. If yon think these

figures are not correct, just keep account for one year and
satisfy yourself.

—

Jack in Ohio Farmer.

It is a well-established fact that cows in Texas produce
more calves than cows on the northern ranges. The
general opinion appears to be to the effect that about 90 per

cent, of the cows of Texas drop calves every year. Wide dif-

ferences of opinion are, however, expressed as to the in-

crease on the northern ranges. The estimates vary from 50

to 70 per cent, of the total number of cows. Hon. Martin E.

Post, late delegate in Congress from Wyoming*, estimates the

average increase at from 50 to 60 per cent, of the total num-
ber of cows, and the increase from two-year-old heifers at 40

per cent. He adds, however, that every two cattle are worth
three in Texas.

Over feeding is the cause of blind staggers in pigs. This
produces indigestion, inaction of the stomach, and conges-

tion of the brain, or apoplexy. The pig stands with its head
down, champs its jaws, foams at the mouth, or lies convulsed,

and finally dies in convulsions. On examining the head,

the veins of the brain will be found filled with dark blood.

It is not easily cared. A teaspoonful of castor oil and three

drops of croton oil may afford relief.

—

Exchange.

Cattle are now arriving from Texas freely, but are consid-

ered below the average in condition for the season.

Texas stockmen say they will drive cattle northward
through Kansas, and Kansas men say they shan't.

Why the Butter Doesn't Come.
1st. Because of some disorganized or unhealthy condition

of the cow.
2d. On account of the unwholesome food and water sup-

lied.

3d. Want of proper cleanliness in milking and setting the
milk.

4th. Lack of right conditions in the raising of the cream

—

pure air and proper temperature.
5th. The cre«m not raised and skimmed in due time.
6th. Cream not churned at the proper time—kept too

long.

7th. Cream allowed to freeze—injured still more in thaw-
ing.

8th. Cream too warm when churned.
9th. Cream too cold.
10th. Churn not a good one.
11th. Lazy hand at the churn. Some persons have the

churn around nearly all day, Sammer or Winter, take a few
turns and then stop, fool around and begin again. Cannot
make good butter so. Use a box or barrel churn, begin
moderately and continue so till no more vent is needed, and
then go on at a good pace, without stopping till the butter
comes. When the cream is perfect and the temperature
right, about 65 degs. in Winter, for a batch of butter weighing
twenty to thirty-five pounds, twenty or twenty-five minutes
should be ample time for churning, in the manner described.
Since this complaint in butter-making is more common in
the Winter season, I should expect to find the cause in the
reason given above in No. 4 to No. 9.

—

Asa, in N. H. Mirror.

A scrub heifer bred to a thoroughbred bull for her firstcalf,
says the Rural Canadian, and then repeatedly bred to the
same bull will improve in her breeding so that each succeed-
ing calf will be better than the preceding one, and this to a
greater extent than if she had been bred to different bulls,
though all equally good and of the same blood. This rule holds
good with horses and sheep as well as cattle. Stick a pin
right here. If you are breeding cattle get a good bull and
keep him. If you calculate to breed Durhams do so; if Hol-
steins or any other breed, do so; but don't breed to a Dur-
ham bull one year and a Holstein the next. Ton must stick
to the one thing if you expect to breed good grades of either;
and more than this, a cow that has once been bred to a scrub
bull, if bred promiscuously to different bulls, even of the same
breed, will never produce as good calves as she would if bred
several times in succession to the same individual bull.

POULTRY.
Leghorns.

There are two particulars in which the Leghorns excel all
other varieties. (1) In early development of the chicks into
the stage when they are named "broilers," they being often
well feathered and by the Eastern epicures deemed prime
when only seven or eight weeks old. (2) In being egg-pro-
dncers at four months old. To prepare them for either
broilers or lajersatsuch early age they must of course he
surrounded by circumstances that foster rapid development
from the day they are hatched; and supplying the two de-
mands is often accomplished by the same parties; for the
cockerels can be distinguished from the pullets at three weeks
old, and the former can be sold and the best of the latter re-
tained for layers.

In breeding all varieties of Leghorns a difficult point to
bring to perfection is the white ear-lobe, and still without
this a bird cannot be fine. In very fat young birds it is some-
times of a yellowish color, which with greater age and matur-
ity becomes white; but if red it rarely becomes white again.
Great care should be exercised in rearing fine cockerels that
they do not fight, for a scratch or cut on an* ear-lobe will
nearly always produce a scar permanently red. So early do
the cockerels mature that their good points are generally
manifest at two months old, and those that are then deficient
may then be discarded. The comb should be of medium size.

Onthis point fanciers differ; butthe Standard distinctly says,
"of medium size." There is one strain of Browns quiteexteu-
sively bred in this country, whose fanciers have taken great
pains to develop a large, heavy, rectangular comb, similar to

that of tne Andalusian cock. This is surely a mistake, as
this appendage is not of any advantage to the bird, and only
renders him more open to the ravages of frost. We never
expect to see cock's combs served on American tables, nor
have we any royal families who are likely to make a demand
for pullet's combs, as is the case in two countries of Southern
Europe, or there might be some excuse for abnormally de-
veloping the comb of the Leghorn. On the contrarv it is

probable that the comb of the ideal Leghorn cock of 1S95 will

be much smaller than is now seen at our best poultry shows.
Several breeders are now mating so as to bring about that re-

sult.

I cannot forbear repeating a statement for which I have
been criticised in these columns, namely: When Leghorns
are bred for utility and not for exhibition, and when the
owner is not positive that the Winter quarters the fowls will

occupy will be sufficiently warm to save all combs from frost,

it is better to clip the combs and wattles of those chicks
selected for laying and breeding, when they are two months
old. True, this operation causes the birds pain for a little

while—not more than a day or two—but is not half so severe

as that they would experience the following Winter for

weeks.
The typical single-comb Leghorn cock has an even, per-

fectly erect comb, that extends well back over his neck. The
points should be not less than four nor mor6 than six—five

preferred to any other number. The serrations should be
deep, and there should be no side springs or excrescences on
the comb. If the variety be rose-combed, the comb must
not be so large as to fall to either side, nor should it obstruct

a full front view of the bird. The more nearly flat and close-

fitting the comb is the better, and the natural deficiency of

spike is a disqualification. Speaking of the rose and single

combs on birds of the same color brings up the question a
to the origin and relative merit of these features. The firs

importation of Leghorns contained only those with single

combs, and nine-tenths of those with the rose combs are from
stock developed in this country by crossing with th9 Ham-
burgs. Indeed there are those whose statements are gen-
erally received without dispute, who deny that rose-combed
Leghorns have ever been bred in or imported from Italy,

and that the few that may now be found on the other side

the Atlantic are from stock exported from this country.
W hile the rose-combed variety do not breed quite so true aa

the single-combed, and while fanciers of the greatest experi-

ence generally admit that a singled-combed bird is

hardy and less liable to roup than a double-con.

there is but little difference in the relative merits

two varieties.

—

Pittsburg Stockman.
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. "We

again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

boots which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Case Hardening Shoes and Tips.

Some months ago G. L. Richardson showed us racing

plates, still on the feet of Billy the Kid, which had been

worn more than four weeks. They were so little the

worse for wear that it seemed that even walking exercise

on soft ground would have been more destructive. In

place of showing wear enough to destroy the toe]entirely,

there was only a slight rounding and while wearing

them the horse ran four races at the Fall meeting, P. C.

E. H. A., one and one-eighth miles, heats of a mile, and

a dash of a mile, and at Oakland one and one-eighth

miles. He was galloped in the interval, from the time

they were set until we saw them. The plates were

made of iron, but case-hardened by dipping ' into pul-

verized prussiate of potash when heated to a cherry red,

and then plunged into cold water. A note was made of

it at the time with the intention of following the plan,

though not acted upon until this week. It was forcibly

recalled from the following circumstance :

On July 10th a new set of tips were put on Antevolo's

forefeet, each of thorn weighing five and one-half

ounces. They were hardened by being plunged

into the water-tub when hot. The work given after they

were put on was: The day following, after jogging three

miles, he was driven a mile in 2:27£, then walked a mile,

and after scoring a few times driven three-quarters in

1:47. This was on Saturday, and the following Tuesday

he was given some short brushes, and then a half-mile in

1:11. On the days he was not "speeded" his exercise was

jogging seven miles, the reverse way of the course, and

his stable is three-quarters of a mile from the track.

On Saturday, the 18th, he was driven a mile in 2:27£,

walked two miles and then driven in 2:24$.

Tuesday following, in place of confining his work to

brushes, a mile was added in 2:26$. Saturday, the 25th, he

was driven a mile in 2:27-£,then walked two milesand given

another heat in 2:27. After that he was walked a mile, aud

a third heat trotted in 2:26. The walking was in the

sulky, not being unhitched until his return home. A
running horse accompanied him, and the track was in

capital order.

Monday, the 27th, the tips were so much worn that

the heads of the nails did not hold and the tips were

quite loose. This necessitated the putting on of a

new pair, and it was obligatory that something

should be done to make them wear longer. Seventeen

days' use had virtually destroyed them, and a plan must

be devised which would overcome the objection of mak-

ing new nail holes as often as nearly every fortnight.

An advantage in tips cast of malleable iron, or other

material, is the chance to use the same nail holes at sub-

sequent settings, though it, is very difficult to hand-

punch with exactness enough, the least variation pre-

venting, and nails driven near the old punctures are

more detrimental than if further apart. As the custom

has been to ignore the living properties of the horn, as it

may be termed, merely regarding the wall as an un-

sensitive box for the vital parts of the foot, sufficient at-

tention has not been given to prevent mutilation. Those

who ruthlessly drove huge nails in profusion, cut and

rasped without stint the strongest portion, making inter-

vals in the shape of gaps to receive "clips" do no appear

to have any conception of the duties Nature intended it

to perform. They, doubtless, realized that injury would

result from a tree being mutilated in the same manner,

whereas, there is a natural provision to remedy the cut-

ting of the tubes which convey the sap in the tree, but

the minute pipes that give life to the horn, once cut, can

never be repaired. From the point wounded to the

ground surface nutrition is cut off, and, to hasten the

waste of material, heretofore furnished, a poultice is

applied to soak it out. The smith insists that the dried

horn be soaked in order that he may have as little trouble

as possible in cutting it, those who have the poor ani-

mals in charge keep up the maceration to remedy "sore-

ness" inflicted by a disregard of the teachings of Nature.

Were it not that guards against ordinary maltreatment

were provided in the shape of comparatively rapid re-

newal of horn, horses would speedily be rendered use-

less, and even with that the adage that "ODe body will

wear out two sets of legs" is within bounds. There is a

greater stimulus to the growth of horn in working horses

barefooted, very nearly as much in the use of

tips, so that the injury arising from frequent

setting is not so great. Then the nails

are driven in the strongest part when the cutting of the

tubes is not so injurious. Slight injuries, however,

should be avoided whenever possible, and with the metal

hardened so as to increase thp wear one point will be

gained. Utilizing the old nail holes is not the only impor-

tant consideration. ^
When the exact amount of weight

is known that the horse performs the best with, it can be

kept nearer the desired limit than when so rapidly worn.

When two weeks' use will decrease the weight of a tip

some thirty per cent., it is reasonable to expect a change

will follow, and even so trifling a variation as two

ounces be detrimental. We will watch with a great

deal of interest the effect of case-hardening, and if the

prussiate of potash does not prove effectual, try some-

thing else.
'

mm__

Bay District Meeting.

The Trotting meeting of the Bay District Association

will open to-day with two races. The duel between

Albert W. and Sister is sure to be a fine contest, as both

of these flyers are reported to be doing well, and in their

exercise have shown fast time, and so closely alike, that

the race will be in doubt until it is brought to a close.

The other race is also likely to prove very exciting, and

both will furnish plenty of sport for one afternoon. The

races which will be decided next week, on Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday, will bring together some of the

horses which will figure prominently in the coming cir-

cuit, and this, of itself, will be an attraction of potent

force. The new horses to take part are, without doubt,

of a high class, and will show that the 1885 crop of Cali-

fornia trotters are fully up to former standards. It is

almost supererogatory to add that the track is in first-rate

order, as that is the rule and not the exception on the

Bay District. ^

_

Eastern Stakes.

The stakes of the Monmouth Park and Coney Island Jockey

Clubs are advertised in this issue. The notice came by tele-

graph, too late for comment in this number, and there is so

much to offer iu favor of our folks naming their colts in them,

that remarks will be deferred until next week. In the mean-

time everyone who has a thoroughbred yearling can study

the conditions, and the advantages are so manifest that it is

at once evident that for so small a risk there is a prospect of

great gain.

An Old Sulky.

Last Sunday we pointed to an old sulky, to which

XX was harnessed as he accompanied Antevoio in his

work, and remarked to Mr. Corbin, of Gouverneur, N.

T., that it had quite a history. At his request we make
it public, and there is little doubt that it will be

difficult to find its parallel in the whole country. In the

Fall of 1860 we matched Blackbird to trot against Prairie

Boy a race of heats of five miles, for $1,000 a side, the

race to be trotted in Davenport, Iowa. A friend of ours

was the owner of the sulky, and it was the lightest vehi-

cle in the State, and v^ry nearly as light as any at that

time fabricated. Fifty-three pounds was what is scaled,

65 and 70 pound being the usual weight for track pur-

poses. It had high wheels, with a good length of shafts,

and as "old Bird" was over 16 hands and a long strider,

it was in the right proportion. It also "hung right"

and he appeared thoroughly suited with it in every par-

ticular. He won the race,though Prairie Boy got the first

heat, and we made maay offers to become its owner, but

without avail. He found it when attending the Kalam-
azoo Fair in 1859, the year when Flora Temple knocked

the black out of 2:20. Mr. K took a great fancy to the

sulky, but the owner and builder had made it expressly

for a trotting horse he was the owner of, and refused $65,

at that time the ruling price for the best. Mr. K was
on a committee, and in one of the classes the builder of

the sulky had a colt which he was extremely anxious

should receive the first premium. He informed our

friend that if his colt was awarded the blue ribbon the

sulky should be his at $40. When the class was called Mr.

K told the other members of the committee that he had

particular reasons not to act, and he did not even s?e the

the colt which was, however, found worthy of the honor

of first place. Soon after his return to Davenport the

sulky came, with a request to forward the $40 at his con-

venience. The Spring of 1861 we became its owner.

From that time it has been kept busy. In races on rough

half-mile tracks, in long distance contests, all over the

country from Buffalo to the Pacific. But the most singular

part of the record is its connection with the family

to which Anteeo, Antevoio and Anteros belong on the

maternal side. Five generations have tested its tough-

ness. Pointing to Anteeo we informed Mr. Corbin that

he, his son Antecedo, his brothers, his mother, Colum-

bine, his grandsire, A. W. Richmond, and his great-

grandsire, Blackbird, his grandaunt, Nourmahal, and a

whole tribe of relations had been embraced in its shafts.

In addition to these are Nabocklish, Tom Hyer, Clifton

Pilot, Clara G., John H., Ida May, Marion W., and had

we forseen the bearing it would have had, old Princeps

should have whirled.it though the stretch. Beside the

horses under our control there were many others who
hauled it to victory. When we did not require it in races

it was certain to be in demand, and in no instance was
the loan refused. The third set of wheels are now doing

service, though the shafts are apparently as tough and

springy as they were a quarter of a century ago. It was

some time before we met the builder, and the meeting

was purely accidental. Mr. K had forgotten his

name and the only cue obtained was that the sulky was

made for a big bay trotting horse called Tat. In 1864,

in Chicago, we noticed a man making a very close ex-

amination of the sulky, and answering his queries as to

ownership, and where it was got, he gave us the infor-

mation that he was the builder. There had been a great

deal of controversy among experts in relation to what

kind of timber the shafts were made of, a majority pro-

nouncing it lancewood. This he told us was an error,

its being a very tough and elastic species of elm which

grew in Michigan. The form has been retained all

through the many campaigns and trying sieges, and

when the points of the shafts are pressed so that they

nearly touch, when released they spring back into place

with as timely action as ever the bow of Kobin Hood
propelled an arrow.

Community of Interest.

It is so manifestly to the interest of the owners of horses

to enter at all of the points of the California circuit, that it

seems a waste of space to bring it so frequently to mind. If

even some of the conditions attached appear onerous, the way

to remedy them in the future is to do all that can be done,

lend willing hearts to ensure success, by liberal entries.

Every dollar that goes into the coffers of the societies is so

much towards swelling a fund to draw upon hereafter. We
look for the longest lists of entries which have ever been

known in California, and if owners aud trainers are alive to

their interests, the expectation will be realized.

Look carefully over the advertisements that you do not mis*

the Stakes and Purses which close Saturduy, the 1st of August,

Fixed events of the P.O. B. H. A.
t

California State Fair,

and the various Stakes and Purses, racing and trotting, for the

Fall campaign will close then. See that your letters are plainly

postmarked, thouah the belter plan is to take no risks, by mailing

previous to the dau.fixed.
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Palo Alto Trotters for the East.

We were fortunate Thursday afternoon in having an

opportunity to see the young trotters from Palo Alto

start on their Eastern trip. The palace car Palo Alto

was on the wharf, and there was nearly half an hour

from the time of discovery until the signal was given to

start. It did not require many minutes to see that the

arrangements were nearly perfect. The car is long

enough to divide into compartments, the ends forming

three stalls each, in the centre is a double row, making

twelve in all. The padding is so arranged as to give full

support to the body, and there is provision made for

thorough ventilation. By leaving the space below the

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
mail or telegraph.

E. Mel., Honolulu.
Will you kindly answer if possible through your valued

paper the following questions? 1. Do you consider
a horse of the following pedigree to be a good
one : Chief, sired by Renstock, he by Young Ham-
ilton Chief, he by Hamilton Chief, out of Lady Dooley; she
was by George M. Patchen, out of Bellfounder. 2. Do
you know where Chief is at the present time? 3. Has
Renstock any record? If not, has any of his get trotted faster

than £:36? 4. Has Lady Dooley any record? 5. What
was G . M. Patchen's beBt time ? 6. What was Bell-

founder's best time? 7. Is Chief entered in the Stud
Book? My reasons for asking the foregoing questions are

that there is a horse here whose owner claims that pedigree

bar which holds the feed box open, there is a chance for for him, and having a colt from him, and as he appears to be

a current of air' to pass, which will do a great deal to-
sh^uded in mystery, I should like to have it cleared up.

".
i_ i_ . -°-e was brought here about sis years ago by Bowley Bros,

wards ameliorating the extreme heat which is sure to and sold at auction. As I understand it Bowley claimed this

prevail during a portion of the journey. Short stops ! pedigree for him at the time he was sold.

will be made at Ogden, Omaha, and Chicago, and until ; Answer— 1. We should regard such a horse as fairly well

,, ,. _ ,, t- -, ,
,. ,. , . , , , ., , i bred, if so manv of the elements were not imaginary. 2. We

the time of the Breeders meeting, which is to be held at , never heard of
'

Chiei before and know nothing of him _ 3
Albany, the horses will be exercised at Eochester. They ' No. We never heard of such a horse. 4. There is a Lady

start on their journey looking remarkably well and, with I

dooley. by McCracken Black Hawk, with a record of_ 2:31*

a fair share of good luck hereafter, we have confidence

St. Louis Trotting" Stakes.

in them making a grand showing.

The horses which fill the stalls of the Palo Alto in her

trip across the continent are : Bonnie, six years old
(

Hinda Rose, Sallie Benton, Nellie Benton and Helen,

five years old, Carrie C, four years old, Palo Alto, St.

Bel and Manzanita, three years old, Rexford and Sphinx,

two years, and Chimes, yearling. Hinda Rose, St. Bel

and Chimes are all by Electioneer, from Beautiful Bells,

and is the first instance on record of three members of a

family of their ages being engaged in such a campaign.

Closing of Entries.

It may seem as though there were little necessity for

iterating and reiterating that stakes and purses will

close on Saturday, August 1st. But everyone who has

had a few years' experience is aware that the average

owner is prone to forget, and unless his attention is

again and again directed to the point, in many instances

the date will be overlooked. Secretaries of associations

which give purses and opens stakes sometime before the

meeting is to commence are pestered with requests to

obtain the consent of parties, who did not forget to

grant privileges to those who meant to come in but did

not through faulty memory. This was of such frequent

occurrence that to put an end to the practice men have

agreed not to accede to any such prayers, and in Cali-

fornia, at least, it is a hundred to one that anyone who

lets the opportunity slip will be left in the cold. It is

needless to specify in this place the stakes and purses

which close to-day. A reference to the advertisements

will give all the necessary information, and in the num-

ber published it will be singnlar indeed if places cannot

be found to suit. Bear in mind that letters must be

plainly post-marked, though a good plan is to have

letters containing entries registered. Better to antici-

pate by early attention than to run any risk.

There is no daughter of Geo. M. Patchen called Lady Dooley.
5. 2:23&. 6. The only mare of that name we know of was
owned some years ago in Oregon. She had arecord of 2:3o|.

7. No.

R. C. M., lone City, Cal.

Tour decision is still net satisfactory, as one of the horses

(Monarch) carried a catch weight; they claim it will make a

difference in your decision. The race, with that exception,

was run under the' Blood Horse rules.

Answer—It can make no possible difference in this case.

If Monarch had got a place his lack of weight would have
disqualified him, and the judges should and would have de-

clared him distanced. (See Rule 62.) The lack of weight
would have no other effect, and his rank in the summary
would have been the same as it was when he failed to reach

the distance post. No money could be won on Barney unless

he got a place, which he failed to do. The bets are void.

California Horses at Saratoga.

Nominations to Fixed Events P. C B
Postponed Until August 15th.

H. A.

In order to secure more nominations, the Trustees of

the P. C. B. H. A. have postponed the closing of nom-

inations in the fixed events to August loth. Although

the action was delayed until it was too late to correct

the ad—which went to press in the first form—no

trouble can arise. Parties who have already sent their

nominations can remodel the lists, should they desire to

do so, or leave them as they are if they have no changes

to make. The loth of August harmonizes with the day

of closing of the Eastern associations, aud this is an ad-

vantage which will be readily seen. It was also resolved

to reduce the declaration from $15 to $10, and whenever

that is stated in entry blanks and advertisements the

smaller sum will be substituted. There is a certainty of

receiving additional nominations from the extension of

time, and this is advantageous all around. .

R. P. Ashe—M. M. Allen, trainer.

B c Alta, 3, by Norfolk, dam Balinette.

C c Ed Corrigan, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zeika.

C cEngleside, 2, by Norfolk, dam Illusion.

C c King of Norfolk, 2, by Norfolk, dam Marion.

B f Binette, 4, by Billet, dam Mira.

G. R. Buchanan.
C g Jim Renwick, 7, by Joe Hooker, dam Big Gun.

Santa Anita Stable—Albert Cooper, trainer.

Bh Lucky B., 5, by Rutherford, dam Maggie Emerson.
C g Grismer. 5, by Grinstead, dam Jennie D.

G m Freda, 4, by Wildidle, dam Frolic.

B c Volante, 3, by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne.
C cYerano, 3, by" Grinstead, dam Jennie D.

Br c Brandywine, 3, by Lexingtor, dam Mollie McCarthy.

B f Mission Belle, 3, by Grinslead, dam Josie C.

B f Mira, 3, by Grinstead, dam Blossom.
C g Rapido, 3, by Grinstead, dam Experiment.

B c Lijero, 2, by Rutherford, dam Jennie D.

C c Solid Silver, 2, by Grinstead, dam Josie C.

B c St. Cloud, 2, by Grinstead, dam Experiment.

C e Primero, 2, by Grinstead, dam Jennie B.

B f Bonita, 2, by Grinstead, dam Maggie Emerson.
B f Santa Anita Belle, 2, by Grinstead, dam Santa Anita.

B f Mollie McCarty's Last, by Rutherford, dam Mollie Me-

Carty.

B f Linda. 2, by Rutherford, dam Blossom.

B f Estrella, 2, by Rutherford, dam Sister Anne.

A Clerical Lapsus.

A Good Opportunity.

From a private letter received from Col. S. D. Bruce

we learn that he has thirty finely bred mares for sale,

and three stallions. He has several Bonnie Scotland

mares, among them Brambaletta and By-the-Way. The

stallions are imported Saxon and two sons of Leamington.

Colonel Bruce rates Saxon as the peer of any of the im-

ported sires,and it is beyond question that his get have ob-

tained prominent places on the turf. Choctaw won a good

race a short time ago, at Monmouth,and Saxony, Itaska,

Hiawasse and others have shown high racing powers,

The Leamingtons are Outcast, his dam Oriana, by Deu-

calion, granddam Nina, the dam of Planet, and Prosper

from Emily Fuller, by imported E clipse.

Nominators to the State Fair Derby for 1S85 will have

noticed that the race was not included in the published pro-

gramme, but the omission was accidental, and the race will

be run as usual. The conditions and list of engagements are

as follows:

California Derby—For foals of 1882; to be run at State Fair

of 1885, §50 entrance, p. p.; $300 added; $100 to second; $50

to third. One mile and a half.

J. B. Chase, bl c Hidalgo, by Joe Daniels—Electra.

James Mee, ch f Mistletoe, by Thad Stevens—Mistake.

James Mee, ch f Mischief, by Thad Steveus^Katie Pease.

J. W. Adams, br c Common Sense, by Hardwood-

Peggy -

E. J. Baldwin, br c Brandywine, by Lexingtor-

McCarthy

.

E. J. Baldwin, bf Mira, by Grinstead—Blossom.

E. J. Baldwin, ch g Verano, by Grinstead—Jennie D.

G. Pacheco, ch f , by Wheatley—Lodi Mare.

Palo Alto, b c Robin Hood, by Shannon—Robin Girl.

I. Delaney, ch c Ned Cook, by Flood—Planetia.
Palo Alto, b c Garland, by Shannon, Sallie Gardner.

S. B. Wright, b c Harry Peyton, by Shannon—Miss Peyton.

-Cousin

-Mollie

Reinstated.

At a meeting of the Pacific Board of Appeals, held on the

20th iust., the following resolution, which is self explana-

tory, was adopted:

Resolved, that Samuel Gamble, David J. Culrose and George

Wiley be relieved from the order of suspension made by tbe

Embryo Stakes' Association, for non-payment of entries of

colts of Daniel Cook, deceased; but that as against said colts

the suspension for non-payment of said entries will remain.

The phenomenal great Eastern pacer Joe S. has quite a

history. He has been peddled about for nothing, being sold

once for a banjo, a pair of trousers and $9 in money, again

at $40, and again at $125. The horse was formerly unman-
ageable, could not pace fast, and, in addition, had a bad foot.

His present owners paid SSO0 for him, and last week he won
the 2:24 class at Boston and is a good horse. He is fifteen

hands high, 10 years old, and by a son of the old Drew horse.

—Ex,

Secretary Wade forwards the following list of entries, on
which second payments have been made in the stakes to be

tiotted at St. Louis, October 5th to 10th.

Missouri Stakes, SI,000—For five-year-olds (foals of 1880);
mile heats, best three in live to harness; $100 entrance, with
$1,000 added by the Association; 60 per cent, of forfeits, en-
trance, subscriptions and added money to go to first horse;
25 per cent, to second, and 15 per cent, to third; three to en-
ter and two to start or no race.

L. E. Simmons, b f Early Dawn, by Geo. Wilkes, dam the
dem of Jay Bird.

J. R. Graham, b s Don Carlos, by Cuylor Clay, dam Lady Ab-
dallah, by AAex. Abdallah.

J. T. Shackelford, blk m Lizzie Wilkes, by Geo, Wilkes, dam
Laura, by Joe Hooker.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f Hiuda Rose, by Electioneer, dam
Beautiful Bells, by The Moor.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, gr f Sallie Benton, by Gen. Benton,
dam Sontag Mohawk, by Mohawk Chief.

Frank D. Stout, blk m Alpha, by Alcantara, dam Jessie

Pepper, by Mambrino Chief.

H. C. McDowell, b f Fugue, by King Rene, dam Fuga, by
Geo. Wilkes.

Glenview Stock Farm, blk m Elvira, by Cuylor, dam Mary
Mambrino, bj Mambrino Patchen.

Jas. C. Qninn, b g Protection, by Earnest, dam Mollie, by
Gray Eagle.

Mississippi Stakes, $750—For four-year-old colts aud fillies

(foals of 1SS1); mile heats, best three in five to harness; $75
entrance, with $750 added by the Association; 60 per cent, of

forfeits, entrance, subscriptions, and added money to go to

first horse, 25 per cent, to second and 15 per cent, to third;

three to enter and two to start or no race.

Jno, S. Wolf, Jr., gr c Victor Sprague, by John Sprague, dam
Siivas, by Swigert.

Glenview Stock Farm, b m Issaquena, by Pancoast, dam
Latham Lass, by Alexander's Abdallah.

Franc. D. Stout, b f Aleia, by Geo. Wilkes, dam Alma
Mater, by Mambrino Patchen.

H. L. Dousman, b f Lydia, by Jubilee Lambert, dam by Joe
Donney (Patterson's).

Aug. Sharpe, b g A. D. S., by Woodford Pilot, dam Ashland
Kate, by Ashland Chief.

H. & F. Duhme, bf Lorena, by Strathmore, dam by Belmont.
W. L. & L. T. Crabb, b g Banner Boy, by Standard Bearer,

dam by Alexander's Norman.
B. T. Buford, b c Princeton, by Princeps, dam Rena Victoria,

by Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
Nat. Bruen, b s Balaklava, by Onward, dam Kate Tarleton,

by Kentucky Clay.

Keller Thomas, b f Novelty, by New York, dam Polly, by
Tom Holt, Jr.-

G. & C. P. Cecil bs Gambetta, by Geo. Wilkes, dam by Gill's

Vermont.
C. W. Story, br c Reference, by Referee, dam Modjeska, by

Enfield.

Osage Stakes—For two-year-old colts and fillies (foals

for 1883), mile heats, best two in three to harness; $50 en-

trance, with $500 added by the Association; 60 per cent, of

forfeits, entrance, subscription and added money to first, 25

per cent, to second and 15 per cent, to third; three to enter

and two to start or no race.

Morehead & Salter, b m Lena Wilkes, by Baruey Wilkes, dam
by Frank Allen.

H. Dousman, b f Dietricia. by Dictator, dam by Conductor.

H. F. Duhme, b c Gettysburg, by General Hancock, dam
Nellie Woods.

Caton Stock Farm, b f Sarah Cossack, by Don Cossack, dam
by Green's Bashaw.

Caton Stock Farm, b f Lady Cossack, by Don Cossack , dam
by Almont.

E. W. Ayers, eh c Pythias, by King Rene, dam Rorrana, by
Harold.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Sphinx, by Electioneer, dam
Sprite, by Alexander's Belmont.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Resford, by Electioneer, dam
Rebecca, by Gen. Benton.

V. D. Scales, blk c Diatonic, by Fairy ijift, dam Nellie, by

Gage'sLogan.
John M. Fisher, b c Nutbreaker, by Nutwood, dam Bonnie

Doon, by Aberdeen.
James W. Skimmer, be BouTbon Clay, by Victor Von Bis-

marck, dam Kate Clay, by American Clay.

P. S. Talbert, br c Quartermaster, by Alcyone, dam imp.

Vive, by Sentinel.

Ewalt Brothers, b c Blue Grass Hambletouian, by Victor Von
Bismarck, 1 dam by Hamlet.

Casconade Stakes, $600—For three-year-old colts and fillies

(foals of 1882), mile heats, best three in five to harness; $60
entrance; with $600 added by the Association; 60 per cent,

of forfeits, entrance, subscription and added money to go to

the first horse, 25 per cent, to second, and 15 per cent to

third; three to enter and two to start, or no race.

H. L. Dousman, br f Patti Sprague, by Gov. Sprague, dam
by Ashland.

P. S. Talbert, b f Silverone, by Alcyone dam Silverlock, by
Mambrino Time.

Aug. Sharpe, br c Greenlander. by Princeps, dam Juno, by
Hamiltonian.

Aug. Sharpe," b f Guitar, by Princeps, dam Trio, by
Volunteer

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Palo Alto, by Electioneer, dam
Dame Winnie, by Planet.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, br c St. Bel, by Electioneer, dam
Beautiful Bells, by The Moor.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Manzanita, by Electioneer, dam
Mayflower, by St. Clair.

Caton Stock. Farm, b f Jeannette, by Don Cossack, dam by
Bashaw Drnry.

Caton Stock Farm, b f Cossack 'Maid, by Don Cossack, dam
by Woodford Mambrino.

Frank D. Stout, blk m Iona, by Alcyone, dam Jessie Pepper,

by Mambrino Chief.

Robert F. Lakeman, b f Sophia L., by Sultan, dam Peg Wof-

fington.

H. F. Duhme. br c Silvertail, by Belmont, dam Patience, by
Blue Bull.

H. G. Finke, b s Lord Nelson, by Wellington, dam Miss Mc-

Cloud.
Glenview Stock Farm, b c Patron, by Pancoast, dam Beatrice,

by Cuylor.

Morehead *& Salter, b s Gramby, by Princeps, dam Hamite.

by Hamlet.
L. E. Simmons, r s Eagle Bird, by Jay Bird, dam Tan?

by George Wilkes,
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Racing in Hawaii.

Editor Breeder axd Spoetsman: The Hawaiian Jockey

Club gave a series of races on the 4th, and they were well

patronized. Among those present were His Majesty Kala-

kaua, accompanied by Paul Neuman, and several inends.

A detachment of the Koyal Hawaiian Band was stationed

near the royal stand and discoursed sweet music to the

crowd. The weather was fine, but the track was far from

being good, as usual, and to my mind it would pay the H. J.

Club to send a delegate over to the Bay District and consult

with Col. Dickey, who would be pleased to give them point-

ers on keeping their track in order. The first in order was:

American Purse, $75.—One-half mile dash.

Billy Cornwell, b h Hancock, aged, by California,,, dam Puss Moon 1

Parker iGay.bg Col. Gift, 3 years, by Wildidle, dam Kate Gift

Cant Hayley g I: CsrtM-1, uK --:i ty Calif :rnia"dara CUeen KMinson b

Col Spaulding, t> m Belle of Kauai, aged, dam unknown....Dnchalsky (

Time, :51.

After several false starts they were sent off in good order.

Hancock soon took the lead and was never headed. Garfield

pulled up lame. His day as a racehorse has gone by and

his record, 1:47j (catch weight), has never been beaten over

this course, but if Aguew's prophesy comes true, then Col.

Gift, Fiamma and Eva had better hurry up.

Kapiolani Purse.SlOO.—One mile dash, for horses bred in the Kingdom

Cecil Brown, b g O. EC., by Waterford, dam Nelly ...Farris 1

Cant. Haylev, g g stranger, dam unknown . ...Kouinson -

Sam Parker, s m Lady Hooker, by Joe Hooker, darn ^^"dj

Time, 1:51.

To a good start they were off, with O. H. at the pole and

Stranger close by, Lady Hooker having the outside. Opposite

the Agricultural buildings Lady Hooker fell, breaking her

leg. LeBoy was stunned but no bones broken.

Amateur Cup—Trot or pace; members only. Mile heats, two in three.

Cecil Brown's g m Lucy, dam unknown .1 1

Billy Cornwell's c g Dick, dam unknown - -
'

Time, 3:00. 3:01.

Cecil handled Lucy in fine style and won the first heat with

the greatest ease and came near distancing Sam. In the sec-

ond heat Dick's drivermust have thought that the conditions

of the race had been changed, and that it was "go as you

please," and the judges fined him §10 for allowing himself to

be under that impression.

4th July Cup. One mile dash.
, , -r.- , ^

Kealia Ranch. Ben Rosita (.Eva), by Flood, dam Rivulet 1

James Gay, c m Fiamma. by Monday, dam Abbie W -

Billy Cornwell, b m Mav D., by sbaiion.dam Cuba -1

Time, 1:48.

When the flag fell May D. had the lead, closely followed by

Fiamma. At the quarter May D. and Fiamma were neck

and neck. At the half Fiamma was moving in the lead, and

the game little daughter of Flood was letting out a few of her

links, and at the three-quarters had gained the lead, Fiamma
second. It was a beautyful race up the stretch Eva main-

taining the lead, winning by a head from Fiamma, who had

been the favorite. This race would have been nuts for Ag-

new if he had been here as well as coin -in his pocket, for

he had great faith in little Eva and always backed her freely.

Altogether it was a pleasant day's sport, and every one went

home pleased, with the exception of a few who backed May D.

More anon. Oahtj.

Honolulu, July 10, 1SS5.

THE GUK
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.
Star (*) indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Rail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer
Spotted Fawn.
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout ,

A good deal of shooting of a promiscuous nature, as

regards trie game, is being carried on along the shores of the

bay, and, naturally enough, a certain class of sportsmen are

content to give the arti6cial substitutes, and even the live

pigeons, (which have to be paid for) a rest in favor of the

wild birds which are in great abundance and variety along

the shore. Of course, there is more or less of discomfort, as

well as some hard tramping, to be encountered, in making

a bag under the conditions, but it is undeniable that to the

majority of sportsmen there is a certain zest in hunting wild

birds that can never attach to mere trap shooting, the excite-

ment of the former sport and itB uncertainty, adding very

considerably to the measure of enjoyment to be derived from
it, as compared with the other description of sport.

The effect of the abundance of game along the bay
is, of course, somewhat damaging on the attendance at the

traps, and last Saturday and Sunday, both the sport, or

rather the absence of it, at San Bruno and Bird's Point, exem-
plified this in a very marked manner.
On Saturday an amateur shoot was advertised to take place

at San Bruno, and previous to the date appointed for the

event to come off there was no little "talking at large" among
alleged intending competitors, as to how they would show
their rivals the way in which pigeons should be brought

down. The result was that, naturally enough, Murphy, the

presiding genius of the place, made ample provisions for a

gala day in the shape of pigeons and other things likely to be

consumed on such an occasion. The result could not

fail to have very seriously disappointed him, and if he mut- (

tered curses not loud but deep, he is hardly to be blamed. The
only event that could be arranged was a shoot at 25 birds be-

tween E. Funcke and H. J. Mangels, 30 yards rise, 80 yards

boundary, Hurlingham rules to govern. The result was as

follows

:

E. Funcke 1 10110111111111111111111 1-23

H.J. Mangels 1 10001111111101111101111 1—20

At Bird's Point on Saturday the attendance was exceedingly

slim, doubtless for something like the same reason, and the

only shootists who put in an appearance in the early part of

the afternoon were Messrs. Havens, Bacon and Laing—unless

indeed a reeporter for a leading daily might be counted in

and he objected so strenuously to pay for any birds he might
shoot at (he never was in the least danger of hitting them)
that he could hardly be reckoned even an enthusiastic novice.

A succession of matches at Peoria blackbirds were shot by

the three gentlemen, with results which could hardly be

said to reflect great credit on the practical skill of any of

them except Mr. Laing. This much may be said for Mr.

Bacon, that for the greater part of the time he shot with a

guage 20 gun, the shot from which more than once struck the

discs without breaking them, a result which was chiefly due

to the necessarily small charge of powder employed. The
scores were as follows:

Havens

.

Bacon. .

.

Laing..

.

FIRST MATCH.

..
" 1000010000—2

,
1 01000010 0—3
1 111011111-9

Havens .

.

Bacon . .

.

Laing . .

.

SECOND MATCH.

1 00100110 1—5
1—1

1 11111111 1-10

MATCH.

,...0 1111111-010 0100 u-
...,l 11000100 1-

Havens
Bacon
Laing

FOURTH MATCH.

Havens 001101110-5
Bacon 1110 110 1-6
Laing 11110 1110-7
About the time when the last match closed the party was

reinforced by Messrs. Orr and Butler, when a match was

arranged at 10 blackbirds under the same conditions, viz: 18

yards rise. Here, as will be seen by the score, Mr. Laing

again proved his superiority, and it must be admitted that his

shooting throughout was pneuomenal. His record, made on

Saturday, of 19 out of 20. Peoria blackbirds, is, we believe, the

best made at the Point at the elusive discs, and will take a

good man to beat it. The score-book showed the following

result:

0rr 100011010—4
Havens"

".'.'.'.'
'.'....'. 1 000O1000 0-2

Bacon ° 110000010-3
Butler 1 10 110 10-5
lS^:::::::::::::::::::::. i n 1 o i o o o 1- 6

Messrs. Harrison, Martin, O'Connor and Ludlow then shot

at live pigeons with the following results:

FIRST MATCH.

Harrison 110 1 1- 4 O'Connor 1 p 1 1 l 1-5
Martin 111 1— 41Ludlow 1 110 11—5

SECOND. MATCH.

Harrison l 1111 l- 6i O'Connor 1 p 1 1 1 1-5
Martin 1 10 10 0— 31 Ludlow 1 I 1 1 1 1—

6

THIBIt MATCH.

Harrison 1111 O-410'Connor 1 110 11-5
Martin 1 111 1— o 1 .Ludlow 1 11111—6
There being only 9 birds remaining, Messrs. Ludlow,

Havens and Martin shot at them, scoring as follows:

HavenB 1 1— 21Ludlow 1 1—2
Martin 1 1- ^

...25 Private Shumack....,..21

On Sunday peace reigned at the Point and not a shot was

fired. To-day the Alameda Gun Club will hold its regular

club shoot, when a very large attendance is confidently ex-

pected. It is understood that the date of the return match

with the Gun Club of this city will be fixed to-day, or at least

at a very early date.

THE RIFLE.

From some reason or other, it is hard to say what, the

attendance at Shell Mound was unusually meagre on Sun-

day. The weather could hardly be the cause, for the light

was good, and in spite of the slightly threatening aspect of

the forenoon hours, the indications were far from being such

as should discourage marksmen. Indeed, in our opinion,

any man who hopes to be a crack rifle shot must be careful

not to restrict his practice to tine weather only, but, on the

contrary, take all sorts of weather as it is comes, carefully

noting for future reference and guidance, the varied effects

on sighting and shooting of the different climatic conditions.

If the weather, therefore, kept back our local marksmen
from facing the butts, it is clear that they overlooked a capi-

tal chance of adding to their stock of experience an item-

which mighr, in their future shooting, be of no inconsiderable

value to them.
Company C, Second Artillery, held its monthy medal shoot

at the 200-yard range, seven shots each man. The result

was as follows:
FIRST CLASS.

Sergeant Kuhls 30 ,
Sergeant Lempke 28iSergeant MarcuB 2g

Lieutenant Mangels...30|P*ivate Heinbrock....28J

SECOND CLASS.

L Haake 3ljSergeant Wells 291 J. Ringer 26

F. Koch 29 1

THIRD CLASS.

Corporal Buttinger... 28. Corporal J. Siebe.
Chas.Baxton 29 1 Sergeant Young .«

To-morrow and Monday the California Schuetzen Club

will hold a grand tournament at Alameda Schuetzen Park,

which, from indications, will be largely attended, and cannot

fail to be a great success. The shooting will be all off-hand

and the only restriction placed on the rifle to be used is, that

it shall not be more than 45 calibre, and it is stipulated that

not more than 70 grains of powdershallbeused in the charge.

There is no other restriction made except, of course, the bar-

ring of the telescope sight. Ten shots cost a dollar, and the

prizes for centre shots amount in the aggregate to $272.50;

for bull's eyes $114.50; and for the man targets $204.50.

Seventy-five honorary prizes will also be given, amounting to

$750. The shooting commences at 9 a. m. and continues

to 6 p. m., the noon hour being allowed for luncheon.

The long looked-for match between Lieut. Mangels and

Police-officer Linville is finally settled to take place on

Tuesday.
'

We have received the programme of the National Rifle As-

sociation's matches at Creedmoor, which commence on the

16th of September. It contains a very full statement of the

regulations and conditions under which the numerous valu-

able prizes will be shot for, besides a mass of miscellaneous

information valuable to all riflemen, whether they propose to

enter the lists on the great national range or not. The tar-

gets to be used are the following:

1. TmnD Class, to be used at all distances up to, and including, 300

yardB—Target 4x6 feet.

Bull's-eye, circular 8 inches in diameter.
Centre " 2G "
Inner " 46 "
Outer, remainder of target.

2. Second Class, to be used at all distances over 300, to and includ-

ing, 60(1 yards—Target 0x6 feet.

Bull's-eye, circular, 22 inches in diameter,
Centre " 38 "
Inner " 54 •'

Outer, remainder of target.

3. Fibbt Class, to be U8ed at all distance over 600 yards—Target
6x12 feet.

Bull's-eye, circular, 36 inches in diameter.
Centre " 54 "
Inner, square, GxG feet.

Outer, remainder of target.

THE TROTTING STALLION,

NUTWOOD, Jr.
WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1885 AT JOE DIEVES' THREB

Mile HouBe.onthe SanLeandro Road, Alameda County, endiue
July 1st.

i

DESCRIPTION:
Nutwood, Jr., is a bay horse, 16J4 hands high, foaled April 14th 1879;

bred by L.U. Shipjaee. Stockton. He is a horse of powerful mold, sym-
metrical form, perfect feet and legs, ami with a striking resemblance in
form to his sire. He has never been trained, but his action is faultless
and Ms disposition of the very best. He has shown repeated trials below
2 :3t) in bis exercise.

PEDIGREE:
Sired by Nutwood, dam by California Patchen, seconddam by Bane's

Littlejobn, Jr.
California Patchen by Geo. M. Patchen, Tr,, dam Ladv Peters. bySherman Morgan.
Littlejohn, Jr., by imp. Littlejohn; dam by Red Bill, son of Medoc.

(.See Bruce's American Stud Book, vol. 1, page 786.)
Littlejohn, bred in England by Lord Exeter, cot by Scutari, dam Wee

Pet by sheet Anchor. (See English Stud Book, vol. VIII, page 445.)
Nutwood 2:1^;, (half-brother to Maud S.,2:09&), by Belmont (.Alex-

ander's) dam MisB Russell by Pilot.Jr : second dam, Sallie Russell by
Boston; third dam, Maria Russellby Thornton"s Rattler.etc. HeiB the
sire of Felix, 2:11V1

., Manon, '1 :2l, Jim Mulvenna, four veers, 2:27>£, Nut-
breaker, yearling, 2 : 42

! i . and many other fast ones.
Belmont by Alexander's Abdullah, dam Belle, by Mambrino Chief;

second dam, by Brown's Bellfouuder. boh of imp. Jielllounder. He is
the sire of Wedgewood, 2: Hi, and five others in the 2:20 list. Alexander's
Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14, and others,
Pilot, Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, is alBO the sire of Midnight, the

dam of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, and 7 in the 2:30 list.

TERMS.
Forty doUars for the season, payable in all cases before the mare is

removed. Mares not proving with foal can be returned the nest season
free, provided the horse is not sold or removed from the State. Good
Easturage, safely fenced, at Five Dollars per month. Due care taken,
ut no liability assumed for accidents or escapes.
For further particulars address,

t. P. DIEVES, Agent, East Oakland, CaL

TILTON ALMONT,
RECORD, 2:26.

THIS FAST AND SPLENDIDLY-BRED TROTTING STALLION WILL
make the season of 1835 at Miller's Stable, Colusa, Cal., Commencing

February 1, 1885, and ending August 1, 1885.

Terms, fifty dollars for the season, payable when the mare is taken
away.
Tilton Almont was sired by the great Almont, son of Alexander's

Abdallab, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:li; Rosalind, 2:212; Thorndale,
2:22£; Mercer, 2:23*; Major Edsall. 2:29; St. Elmo, 2:30; etc.

Almont sired Westmont, 2:15; Fanny Witherspoon, 2:17; Piedmont
2:17i; Aldine, 2:192; Early Rose, 2:22J; etc., etc. (Aldine and Early
Rose trotted as a team in 2:16*.)

First dam, by Clark Chief, son of Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady
Thorn, 2:18$.

Second dam, by imported Hooton. sire of Lula's dam, record 2:16;
Hooton son of Despot, son of Sultan, son of Selim, son of Buzzard, son
of Woodpecker. Hooton's dam was by Catton, the sire of Imported
Trustee.
Third dam, by Halcorn, son of Virginian, son of Sir Archv, eon of

imported Diomed.
It is worthy of special notice that the dam of Tilton Almont is by

Clark Chief . The New York Spirit of the Timea says: "The blood of
Clark Chief is a conspicuous element in the newcomers to the list that
have beaten 2:20, as the two fastest performers are out of Clark Chief
mares, while the third of the group, Majolica, 2:17, is from his
daughter, Jessie Kirk. WIEULAM RIULVPS.

TEE HAMBLETONIAN STALLION.

MAY BOY,
Will make the season of 1885 a San Mateo.
May Boy is a bay horse with star and left hind pastern white, 15,2 hands

high, foaled May 1, 1878, bred by A. Hayward, of San Mateo.
Sired by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Harvest Queen, by Rysdyk's

Hambletonian; second dam the Dubois mare, by Seeley 'a American Star;
third dam by Abdallah, son of Mambrino.
Whipple's Hambletonian (sire of GraveB 2:19, and seven others with

records of 2:30 or better), by Guy Miller, dam Martha Washington, by
Burr's Washington; second dam by Abdallah.
Guy Miller, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, dam by Nanny's Bolliver.
Harvest Queen has a record of 2:29><, and as a trotter was noted for

her spe d and courage. Oct. 14, 1S69, at Alameda, she beat Ventureina
match for -?I(l,000. At Sacramento, Sept. 15, 1S70, she beat Jerome and
three others for a $1,000 purse, winning the first, second and fifth heats,
the last in 2:29 '<. Al San Francisco (half mile track), May 3, 1871, for a
?5,000 purse she beat Blackbird and five others, winning the first, fifth
and sixth heats, and May 23d of the same year she beat a field of seven,
including May Fly, California Dexter and'Regulator, for a $5,000 puree,
winning the second, third and fourth heats.
May Boy has never been trained, but in breeding, conformation and

movement is a trotter of the first order.

TERMS:
Forthe season $150. Pasturage for mares at reasonable rates. Skillful

management guaranteed, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-
capes. For further particulars addreBS

JAMES G. MORGAN, San Mateo, Cal.

THE WILKES STALLION,

ALPHBUS,
Bred by Jos. Warren. Esq., of Stockton, Cal. Sired by Mambrino Wilkes,
first dam by Major Mono, son of Pacific, he by Niagara. Second dam by
Royal George.
Mambrino Wilkes, by George Wilkes, first dam Lady Christman, by

Todhunter's Mambrino, sou of Mambrino Chief. Second dam by Pilot,
Jr. First dam of Todhunter's Mambrino; Ripton's dam by Potomac.
Alpheus is a rosewood bay, five years old, fifteen hands three inches

in height, weighs 1,176 lbs. and is unexcelled for beauty of finish,

symmetry and strength. Owing to a severe attack of epizootic or pink-
eye he has not been exhibited for speed since biB memorable perform-
ance at Stockton, as a two-year-old, where he Btarted in a fine field of
youngsters and won second money, being lapned on the winner at the
finish of second heat in 2:42} Will make the ensuing season at Marys-
-'ille, beginning February 1st, at 840 for the season.

C F. TAYLOR, Agent.

STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

BERLIN,
Will make the season of 1885, at .Agricultural Park, Sacramento,

ending August 1st.

Berlin (record 2:32J) by Roavls' Blackbird, 2:22; dam Addie Lee, 2;36,
the dam of Adair, 2:21; second dam, the dam of Index,
Berlin is the sire of Tbapsln, four-year-old record, 2:28; Pansy,

three-year-old record, 2:36, and a number of other fast ones. His
colts are invariable pure-gaited, speedy trotters

Terms*.
For the season, 830; payable om or before the close of the season.

Single Bervice, $15; payable at the time of service, All mares at
owner's risk.

For further particulars apply to, or address,

GEORGE MARTIN, Agent,
Agricultural Park, Sacramento,
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FIFTH ANNUAL

XHIBITION
-OF THE

Mateo and Santa Clara Co

MLTURAL ASSOCIATION

TO BE HELD AT

an Jose, Gal.

Itember 28th, 29th and 30th,

ad October

3d, 1885,

1st, 2d and

Inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Say—Monday, Sept. *58th.

1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
; 825 entrance; S10 forfeit; S150 added; $50 to
1 horse.

2. RUNNING —One-mile dash, for two-year-
?25 entrance; §10 forfeit; $150 added; $50 to
Ihorse.

3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap; S50
ice; $25 forfeit; 315 declaration; $u50 added;
i second horse ; third to save entrance. Weights
need Monday, September 21st; declaration
iMday, September 23d,

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 39th.

4. TROTTING—3:00 Class. District Purse,
[8250 to first horse; §125 to second; §75 to third;
[the fourth horse.

5. TROTTING- 2:22 Class (open to Vanderlyn
imes H). Purse §750; S375 to first; §187.50 to
1; §112.50 to third; $75 to fonrth.

6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Purse,
S180 to first; §90 to second; $30 to third.

Nurd Day—Wednesday. Sept. 30th.

lies Equestrianism—Purse $100. For the most
Jul rider, §25; second, $15; third, §10. For the
jifeillfulrider,$25; second, $15; third, §10.

7. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat, free
t; §25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to
1 horse.

8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash;
trance; $15 forfeit; S200 added

; §75 to second

9. RUNNING-Selling race; one mile and
t; all ages; purse $200; entrance free; §50 to
d horse. Fixed valuation $1,U0U; two pounds
ir each §100J helow; andj two pounds added
ich $100 above.

ourth Day—Thursday, October 1st,

10. TROTTING—2:40 Class; purse $500; §250
at; $125 to second; §75tothird: $50 to fourth

11. TROTTING—Two-year-olds; one mile and
t; purse $300; §180 to first horse; §jo to second;
third.

12.—PACING—Free for all; purse $400; §240
t; §120 to second; $40 to third horse.

Fifth Day-Friday, October 2d.

13. RUNNING*—One mile dash, for two-year-
Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse $200; $50 to
d horse.

14. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
t; purse §250; entrance free; $50 to second;
» third horse.

16.—RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten
a; purse $150; $50 to second horse. Entries to
Immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.

16. TROTTING—2 35 class; District Purse
8240 to first; $120 to second; §40 to third horse.

17. TROTTING-2:26 Class; purse $400; $240
it; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

18. TROTTING—2:20 Class; purse §1,000:
oflrst; $250 to second; $150 to third; $100 to
h horse.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest,

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpit, the great Frenck writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Rill Nye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
srDE has secured the services of IPhilip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.
Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble. The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, $3 00 ; six months,

$1.75; three months, S1.0U; by carrier.in the city, 35
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at
reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE INGSJESIDE, 317 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht

on Wheels.
The Ingleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of $60,000. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe , Williard Wells.
H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

A. S. THOMSON,

Hunters' Resort,
Formerly Victor's Place,

SAUSALITO.
On San Rafael Road, three miles from Sausalito

Sonoma County
Agricultural

PARK
Association,

SEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR,
TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
Coinmencine; August Utli and Ending

August ttH. 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, Aug. I 8th.

No. 1, Running—Half-mile and repeat, free for all
*2o entrance, ?10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 second horse
No. 2, Trotting—For t.wo-vear-olds or under, mile

heats, best two in three, purse $200.

Second Day, Weduesday, Aug. 19tb.

No. 3, Running—Three-quarter-mile dash for all
ages, $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to second
horse.

No. 4, Trotting—Three-minute class, purBe $500.

No. 5, Trotting—2:22 class, purse $750. James H. and
Vanderlyu eligiole.

Third Day, Thursday, Aug. 20th.

No. 6, Running—One and one-half mile dash for all
ages, entrance $50, $25 forfeit. $200 added, $75 to second
horse.

No . 7, Pacing—Free for all, purse $500.

No. 8, Trotting—For four-year-olds or under, purse,
$400.

Fourth Day, Friday, Aug, 21st.
No. 9, Running—Free for all ages, one mile and re-

peat, $5U entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second
horse.

No. 10, Running—For two-year-olds or under,
dash of one mile. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added,
$50 to Becoud horse.

No. 11, Trotting—2:24 class, purse $500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 23d.
No. 12, Trotting—For three-year-olds or under,

purse $300.

No. 13, Trotting—2:20 class, purse $800.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., San Francisco

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races to be under the Na-

tional Association rules.

All running races to be under the Rules of the Pa-
cific Coast Blood Horse Association.

Racing colors to be named in entriea.

0®"For further particulars see speed programme.
KLLLIP & CO., Pool Sellers.

I. DeTCRK,
President, Santa Rosa, Cal.

E. "W. DAVIS, Secretary.

I HMPROVBD HORSE hLOTHINS.

trotting races are the best three in five;
to enter and three to start. But the Board
vee the right to hold a less number than nve to
r the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
orse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on purse, to ac-
any nomination.
ional Association Rules to govern trotting; but
oard reserves the right to trot heats of any two
ia alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
g, or to trot a special race between heats. A
i making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
atrance money paid in. When less than the re-
el number of starters appear they may contest
lie entrance money, to De divided as follows:
athe first, and 33j^ to the second.
ALL RACES ENTRIES NOT DECLARED OUT BY
!. OP THE DAY PRECEDING THE RACE, SHALL EE
IXRKD TO START.
ere there is more than one entry by one person,
one interest, the particular horse they are to
must be named ,at 6 p. m. of the day preceding
»ce. No added money paid for it wafk-oVer.
lea of the State Agricultural Society to govern
wg races, except where conuitions named are
"wise.
i-starters in running raceB will be held for en-
:e under Rule 3.

Jingcoiors to be named in their entries.
trotting races drivers will be required to wear
of distinct colors, which must be named in their
es.

itnct horses to be owned in District Jnne 1, 1885.
tries to all of the above races to close with
tecretary on Saturday, August 1st. 1885.
"Write ''Entries to Races" on outside of the en-
<e.

_ „ J. R. WELLER, President.
B. Ellis, Secretary,

Golden Gate

FAIR
Speed Programme,

1885.
Oakland Trotting Park.

Begins August 31st, and Ends
September 5th.

...SIX DAYS...

First Day—Monday, August 31st.

No. 1. RUNNING-GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For
two-year-olds; $25 entrance; 5 15 forfeit; $150 added;
$50 to second horse. Three-quarter-mile daBh.

No. 2. RUNNING-PARDEE STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $2ou added; second horse
to save stake. Two-mile dash.

No. 3. TROTTING—2:34 CLASS—Purse $000. Four
monies.

No. 4. PACING—2:25 CLASS—PurBe $350. Three
monies.

Tuesday, September 1st.

No. 5. TROTTING—2:22 CLASS—Purse 8750; open
to Vanderlynn, James H., Arab and Albert W. Four
monies.

No. 6. TROTTING-2:24 CLASS-Purse $750. Four
monies.

No. 7. TROTTING — YEARLINGS—Purse $150-
Three monies.

Wednesday, September IBd.

No. 8. RUNNING—For all ages; three-quarter-
mile dash; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $150 added; $50
to second.

No. 9. TROTTING— 2 :30 CLASS-Purse $750. Four
monies.

No. 10—TROTTING—For all four-year-olds and
under; purse $400. Four monies.

Thursday, September 3d.
No 11. TROTTCNG-2:20 CLASS-Purse $800. Fonr

monies.

No. 12. TROTTLNG-2:27 CLASS-Purse §760.
Four monies.

No. 13. TROTTING—TWO-YEAR-OLDS—Purse $200.

Three monies

.

Friday, September 4th.

No. 14. RUNNING—For all ages; one and one-
quarter mile dash; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $200
added; second horse to save stake.

No- 15. TROTTING-2 :40 CLASS—Purse $500. Four
monies.

No. 16. TROTTING—Free for all three-year-olds
and under. Purse $300. Three monies.

Saturday, September 5tli.

No. 17. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse $1,000
Four monies. (St. Jullen barred)

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse $500. Four
monies.

No. 19. LADIES EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT—
Purse $100. For the most graceful rider, $25; second
$16; third $10. For the most skillful rider, $25; sec-

ond $15; third $10.

Secured by Letters Patent SIukd marchViIs?

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted
1 An improved blanket or covering, consistingof the

body-piece A, flan C, and the extension B, formed or

united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the
auimal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to fit the fore and hind legs of the

animal, front fastenings f G, and the permanent Btraps

or hirnds E, substantially aB and for the purpose herein
described. .... _

3 The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,

permanent securing-bands E, and the front funteiiings

FG.in combination with the elastic neck-extension II.

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J, having the elastic hand L,
beneath the Jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the lit, and adapted to he secured
to the cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

6 The improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the Hap C,
and permanent straps or bands llxed to it to Becure It

around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles
iB avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4*» and 4«4 Battery St., SAM FRANCISCO, CAI*

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unlesB otherwise
specified Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all

the races in the above programme to hold a less num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per
cent, on purse, to accompany nomination. Purses of

four monies divided at the rate of fifty per cent, to

the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to second, fifteen

per cent, to third, and ten per cent, to fourth.

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When leBS than the re-

quired number of starters appear, they may content
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: GGjf

to the first and 33i to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, toe Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essfLry, due notice being given to the parties inter-

ested at any time previous to Aug. 15th.
Ia all races, entries not declared out by G p. M. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one Interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named at G i\ u. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters In running races will he held for en-

trance under Rule a.

Racing colors to be named In entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which muBt be named in their

entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with tho

Secretary on Saturday, August 1, 1885.

A. C. DIETZ, President.
L. WALEJER, Secretary,

Office, 26 Montgomery street, S. F.
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Monmouth ParjT

ASSOCIATION.

LONG BRANCH, K J.

The Following Stakes are now Open, to

Close and Same on Aug. 15. 1885.

First Summer Meeting, 1886.

THE HOPEFUL STAKES,

For two-year-olds, of 8100 each, r, f. or only S10 if de-

clored by Jan. 1, 1886, or 825 if aeolared by June 26,

1886 with M.500 added, of which S5U0 to the second;

a winner of * stake (handicaps excepted) of the value

ofS2,000, to carry 5 lbs.: twice, 711)8.; thrice, 12 lbs.

extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE JULY STAKES,

Tor two-year-olds, of 5100 each, b f, or only 810 if

declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or S26 if oeclared by June 25,

1886 with Si .500 added, of which 8500 to the second
;
a

winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the value

of 82.000, to carry 5 lbs. ; twice, 7 lbs. ;
thrice, 12 lbs.

extra, maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters 01 s

mile.

Midsummer Meeting, 1886.

THE TYEO STAKES,

For two-year-olds, of 5100 each. 1) f , or only $10 if de-

clared by Jan. 1. 1880, or S25 declared by June 25.

1886 with SI 500 added, of which S500 to the second;

maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarlers of a mile.

THE SAPLING STAKES,

For two-years-olds, of 8100 each, h f,or only *10 if

declared by Jan.l, 1886, or S25 if .declared dy June 25,

1886 with SI, 500 added, of which »500 to the second;

the winner of the Tyro Stakes to carry 7 lbs, extra;

maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

Midsummer Meeting, 1886,

OE

Second Summer Meeting, 1886

THE JUNIOK CHAMPION STAKES,

For .two-year-olds, of S250 each, $25 forfeit, with

$5 000 added : tba second to receive $500 out of the

stakes, and the third $250. Three-quarters of a mile.

Second Summer Meeting, 1886.

THE AUGUST STAKES,

For two-year-olds, of S100 each h f, or only $10 if de-

clared by Jan. 1. 1886, or $25 if declared by July 2„,

1886 with SI, 500 added, of which S500 to the second;

a winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the value

of $2,500, to carry 5 lbs. ; twice, 7 lbs.; thrice, 12 lbs.

extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE CKITEEION STAKES,

For two-years-olds, of $100 each, h f ,
or only $10 if

declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 if declared by July 26,

1886 with $1,500 added, of which S500 to the second;

a winner of a stake (handicaps excepted )
of the value

of $2,600, to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 7 lbs.; thrice, 12 lbs.

extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a

mile.

First Summer Meeting, 1887.

THE LOKILLAED STAKES,
For three-year-olds, of S250 each, h f , or only $10 if

declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $20 if declared by Jan. 1,

1887, or $50 if declared by June 25, 1887, with $6,000

added, of which $1,000 to the second; the third to save

his stake. One mile and a half.

N. B.—All yearlings are eligible for the Lorillard

Stakes for 1887.

THE MONMOUTH OAKS STAKES,

For fillies three years old, of $100 each, h f, or only

$10 if declared by Jan. 1,1886, or $20 if declared by

Jan 1 1887, or $10 if declared by June 25, 1887, with

$l,500added, of which $500 to the secoud. One mile

and a quarter.

Midsummer Meeting, 1887.

THE STOCKTON STAKES,
For three-year-olds, of 9100 each, h f , or only 810 if

declared bv Jan.l, t&SB, or 5il if fl«'<:lareiUiy Jan.l. 1887.

or 330 if declared bv June 2 J, 18S7, with S2.6O0 added, of

which !=">! to to tin? second; a winner of two or more
three-year-old stakes of the value of $2,000, to carry /

lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile and a

quarter.

THE STEVENS STAKES,
For three-v ear- olds, of ?100 each, h f, or only $10 if de-

clared bv Jan. 1, liM, or ?'^if rk-elarerl by Jan. 1,1887,

or ?J0 if "declared by June U5,hS^7, with $2,500 added, ot

which $500 to tlie second; a winner of two or more,
three-year-old stakes of the value of £"2,000, to carry 5

lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile and five

furlongs.

Second Summer Meeting, 1887.

THE OMNIBUS STAKES, *

For three -year-olds, of $1,000 each for starters,

with ?10,00i>" added, of which $7,500 to the winner,

$1 WO to the second, $1,000 to the nominator of

the winner, and $ SCO to the nominator of the second; a
winner when carrving the standard weight <i. e with-

out allowance) under the conditions of the race or

more, ofanv three-year-old stake of the value of
S'i.nit'j ihandicqi* excepted"), to carry 5 lbs.; of two or

more such etikes," lbs. extra; maidens allowed.! lbs.;

entrance $25 (the onlv liability), to go to the race tund;

if paid at the time of naming, the engagement to follow

ownership of the horse without written transfer, un-

paid forfeits or death of nominator not :o disqualify a
dorse (if its owner at the time of starting he qualified),,

and horses may he entered by persons not their own-
ers. One mile and a half.

N. B —An owner need not pay at the time of naming.
I fhe does not. his entry is subject to the rules of rac-

ing without above exceptions.

THE WEST END HOTEL STAKES,
For fillies three years old, of 8100 each, h f , or only $10

if declan-d bv Jan, I, l^C, i,r »2n if declar d by Jan. ].

1887, or «n if declared bv July 2'i. 1**7, with $1,iKiii added
by the West End Hotel; the second to receive %'AftO out
of stakes; a winner of a three-year-old stake (handi-
caps excepted) of the value of §2,000 to carry 5 lbs.;

twice,? lbs. extra; maidens aliowed 5 lbs. One mile
and a half,

Second Summer Meeting, 1888.

THE HOME-BKED PKODTJCE STAKES,
For the produce of mares covered in 1885, of $100 each,

S25 forfeit, or onlv $10 if declared by July 26, lSfs, with
>-| Odii added; the second to receive s2n0 out of the

stakes; the mares to be the exclusive property of the

subscribers at the time of subscribing and foiling,

and the produce to remain wholly their property un-
til after the race, or to pay forfeit; those by untried

stallions or out of untried mares, allowed 3 lbs.; if

both, 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 5 lbs. ; allowances cumu-
lative. Three-quarters of a mile.
(In connection with this stake, see Racing Rule ISO.

8.)

Nominations to be addressed to J. FT. COSTER,
Secretary Monmouth Park Association, Madison
Avenue and 27th street. New York.

(The added money for the season of 1886 will be in-

creased to $150,000.)

GEORGE I-. LORILLARD, President.

J. H. COSTER, Secretary.

Through the Redwoods to the

North.

From Cloverdale through, to Eureka, Hum-
boldt bay, touching Ukiah, Little Lake, Cahto.

Laytonville.Cumraing's, Spruce Grove, Blocks-

burg, Bridgeville, Hydesville, Rhonerville,

Spriugville, Table Bluff, Salmon creek, Eern-

dale,etc, embraces one of the most picturesque

trips on the Coast, and has hunting and fish-

ing "in its infancy, "so to speak, and plenty

of it. The J, L. Sanderson & Co. stage line

furnishes ample accommodations and com-

fort, the road, a good one, free from dust

plenty of good water. Hotels first-class, with

always plenty of game on the tables. En
route there are sixteen stations where the

horses are changed and giving rest to the

traveler. Distance between stations as

follows:
CLOVBBDALE TO

Miles.

Hopiand 1B

Ukiah 14
,

Station " No. i" 11*

"Willets (or Little Lake) 12£

Sherwood Valley • • -13
|

Cahto &
Laytonville *

Cummings' ^
Bell Springs 12

Spruce Grove 1*

Alder Point 10

BL-cksburg JJi
Lane's H
Bridgeville H
Strong's 12-3

Hydesville 9$

Tlje names of officers of the Overland Stage

Company areas follows: Col. J. L. Sanderson,

proprietor; J. L, Sanderson, Jr., General

Superintendent; J. N. Hudson, Division

Superintendent, Cloverdale Division; E. C.

Chambers, Division Superintendent, Eureka,

Division; F. O. Force, "Agent, Cloverdale; J.

S. Hart, Agent, Ukiah; Walter Knight, Agent,

Hydesville.

The names of drivers on road are as follows:

Tom Bennett, Hank Shaw, Al. Jameson, Dan
Bedman, Henry Farrier, John Foster, Frank
Jameson, Tom Kinlock and Walter Knight,

who are attentive to the wants of their pas-

sengers and" careful reinmen. There is no
finer trip on the Cuast than this. Take along

your gun, yonr fishing tackle, and you will en-

joy a few weeks' recreation that will be exceed-

ingly attractive. W.

FISH.
We have received a long and somewhat

labored letter on the question of "up versus

down-stream fishing," from a correspondent

who signs himself "Riffle." He takes no de-

cided position on the subject that we learn

from his letter, but rather says a good deal

for both styles. He however does us a good
turn in pointing uut that our correspondent

"Limerick Bend," and we ourselves in our
comments on his letter, seemed to have over-

looked the fact that, in the vast majority of

neighboring Californian creeks, the conditions

under which angling must be followed are

such that, in many cases, the angler has no

cboice but to wade, and when he is compelled

to do so his better course, indeed the only

one by adopting which he has anything like

a fair" show of success, is up-stream. By
wading down he is certain to drive a school of

frightened fish ahead of him, and every in-

dividual member of that school will not fail to

communicate his own terror to every trout he

comes across, and that one to another, and so

on ad infinitum. We are free to admit that in

such a case made and provided our corre-

spondent is right, but we discussed the ques-

tion in last issue on general principles, and
without taking account of exceptional condi-

tions, such as those referred to. As a matter

of fact, fly-fishing, where the angler has not a

clear space large enough to give him play for

his rod and room to throw his fly properly,

"fishing fine and fur off," according to the old

and sensible rule, is not worthy of the name.
His fly is neither more or less, so far as the

management of it is concerned, than any other

bait, except that it is allowed to float after a

fashiou, instead of being dragged to the bot-

tom by a lead sinker.

But on a broad and fairly rapid stream,

where one can fishirom the bank, and where
wadiug is unnecessary, (we hold it always is

inexpedient where it is avoidable) fishing

across and downwards is the true and only

method. In fact fly-fishing up-stream is as

absurd to our thinking as fishing against the

wind, and few will be found, we fancy, to ad-

vocate such a palpably injudicious course as

that.

NINTH
ANNUAL FAIR

-OF THE-

Monterey
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Commencing Oct. 6, and
Ending Oct. jQ, 1885-

BPEEDPROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Tuesday, October 6. I 885.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three.-quarter mile and repeat-

Purse, $150 For all horses owned in tbe District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the

District that have never beaten three minutes.

Purse, S150.

SECOND I>AY- Wednesday, October 7.

No, 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all

two-year-olds owned in tbe District. Purse §100.

First horse, $75; second horse, §25. Four or more
horses to enter and tbree to > tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. $500.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, October 8.

No. 5. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 6. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
in the District—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1, 1885. Two in three.

Purse, S200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen in

the District. Purse, S100: 1st, SCO; 2d, $30; 3d, S10.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse; five to enter and
three to start.

FOURTH DAY—Friday, October q.

No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the

District. Purse, $200.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District. Two in three. Purse,
$150.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, October 10.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, $400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District. Purse, $300.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting races are tbe best three in five and all

running races best two in tbree, (unless otherwise
specified), five to enter and tbree to start; but the
Board reserves tbe right to bold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at

the rate of 00 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to
second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with tbe

Secretary at 9 o'clock P. M., August 15, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on tbe Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885; and in any District race not
owned within the District from May 1, 1885; and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall
be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted,
without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by p. m, of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from tbe other entries for said
purse; and a horse.winning a trotting race is entitled
to first money only, except when distancing the field

;

then entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. M. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors,

J. D. CARR, President.
J. J. KELLY, Secretary.

I

[Joney Islau il

JOCKEY CLUf
. June Meeting, 1886,1

Stakes to Close Aug. 15, 11 p
The Foam Stakes,

For two-year-olds, foals of 1884; a sweepstal
$25 each, p. p., with $1,000 added; tbe seed
receive $10j out of tbe stakes. Five furlonga,

The Surf Stakes,
For two-year-olds, foals of 1S8*; a sweepsta
$25 each, p p., with t?1,000 added; the sect
receive $100 out of the stakes; the winner
Foam Stakes to carry 7 lbs extra. Five furlon)

$1

June Meeting, 1887

Stakes to Close Aug. 15, II

The Mermaid Stakes,
A sweepstakes of S100 each, h. f„ and only$20
clared out before July 1, 1886, with $1,250 add«
fillies three years old, foals of 1884; the second
ceive $250 out of the stakes. One mile and an ej

The Tidal Stakes,
A sweepstakes of $100 each, h. f., and only
clared out before July 1, 1886, for tbree-yeai
foals of 1884, with $1,500 added ; the second to IN

S30O out of the stakes, One mile.

The Coney Island Derby,
A sweepstakes of $100 each.b. f., and only $20
clared out before July 1, 18K6, with $2,5UC addei
three-year-olds, foals of 1884; tbe second to n
$500 out of the stakes. One mile and a half.

LEONARD W. JEROME, Presifl
Entries to be addressed to

J G. K. LAWRENCE,
Secretary Coney Island Jockey Club,

N. E. cor. Fifth Ave. and 22d St., New I.

A large number of stakes for the June.and An
meetings of 1886 will be duly advertised, to
Jan. 1, 1886.

For Sale.
A Thoroughbred, graded Laverack Setter

four months old, very stylish and nandsome,
pedigree and price address

R. W. SMITH
L

Secretary Table Mountain Gun C
Orovilla

Chesapeake Bay Duck D
For Sale.

Out of C. II. Hammond's Rusk, American K
Register 144, by G. G. Hammond's Rake, A. K.l
Tins litter of thoroughbred Chesapeake Bay

dogs, horn April 15th, with registered pedigri
offered at $50 each. The dogs are thoroughly w«
strong and sound.
The April "Century Magazine," in its able arti

dogs, declared that the Chesapeake Bay duck dog
surpassed for water work, general retrieving ai
telligence. For further particulars address or ap

C. M. HA.H.llMM).
Lakeport. Lake Co., (

St

Or.

bit!

SI

:.:

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old.

record of 2:31*, third heat; a two-mile record of
has trotted a mile in 2 :29£, in .a two-mile heat
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan inare. Fathfind
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, without a blemisl

one of the best pole horses in the State,
For further particulars address

Nevada Stables, 1 336 Market Street. S.

The Petmecky Gun Cleaiie

The fonly Cleaner that

thoroughly clean a gun-bav

doing the work equally wel
choke bores without adj

ment. Will do the w
quicker and better than

other implements for the j

pose combined. Made 10 i

12 guage.

Price by Mail, Postpaid, $1,

CIRCULARS FREE

B. T. ALLE1
Agent for Pacific Coast.

416 MARKET STREET
SIX FRANCIS* «>.-

\i
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AIR! FAIR!
)istrict No. 1 1

.

I $6,200.
eed Programme, $3,500.

ount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

LUMAS, LASSEN,

erra and Modoc
ishoe Co., Nev.,Lake and Grant

Or., and Butte Co., Cal.,

idmitted to District for Rac-
ing Purposes.)

teULMAL ASSOCIATE
AT

GREENVILLE,
umas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

onday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
And Continuing: Five Days.

st Track in the Mountains, with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races

PEED PROGRAMME.

IS, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on th* closing day of the Fair.it may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the rigtit to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows : 66; to the first and ^ to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before S o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to bis own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse, and a horse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any othF.r circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races ,w ill be conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m . sharp.
J. E. ilusBAY. J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

Petaluma Fair.

FIRST DAY.
rROTTING—Class 3:00,3in5, mile heats; purse,
First horse, $120: second,$t-n: third,$20. Free
1 District horses, Butte Co. barred.

RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse.
First horse, $60; second, $30; third, $10. Free for
strict horses.

KCNNING—Mile heats, 2in3; purse, $200. First
$120; second, 500: third, $20. Free for all.

RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse
First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for all.

SECOND AAV.
rROTTING—Class 2:30, 3 in 5; puise, 3250. First
8150; second. $75; third, $25. Free for all.

RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
purse,

9

j 5. First horse, $50; second,$25. Free
istri t horses.

RUNNING—Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.

horse, $90; second, 345; third, $15. Free for all.

RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
, ill". First horse, $-H; second, $12; third, $14.

for all.

RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
ge horses at the end of each mile , and use sis or
horses; purse, $200. Three to enter two to start.

horse, il^O; second,$50. Owner to furnish stables.

THIRD DAY.
TROTTING—2:40 class. 3 in 5. mile heats; purse
First horse, $150; second, :75; third, $25. Free
1.

RUNNING—Mile dash; purse, $125, First horse,
tecond. $;i7.50; third, $12.50. Free for District
;e.

__ TROTTING—Four-year-olds orunder, 3 in 5, mile
; purse, $200. First horse, $120; second, $60;
82). Free for District horses.

GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
Purse, $-5"). First horse, $30; second, $15; third, $5.

r all, entries to close at -time of
MB- FOURTH DAY.
TROTTING—2:50 class, 3 in 5; purse, $200.
horse, $120; second. $60; third, $20. Free

(strict norses.

RUNNING—Half-mile ana repeat; purse, 3100.
horse, $«0;seeond, 330; third, $10. Free for all.

RUNNING—One and aquarter mile dash; purse.
First horse, $90; second, $45; third, $1-5. Free for

TROTTING—Single buggy,2in3.owner to drive;
i, 5,5. First horse, $50; secoud,$25. Free for
let horses.

FIFTH DAY.
TROTTING—3 in 5; purse, $100. Fir^t horse, $210;
id, $129 third, $40. Free for all.

WALKING—Stallions, one mile; purse, 3-50. First
iS35; second, $15. Free for District horse3.

RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; purse, $300.
horse, $180; second, $90; third. $30. Free for all.

TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat;
9fa25. Fir.it team. -375; second, $o7; third. $13. Free
iBtrict horses. Untrained teams must pull buggy
rato drive.

Speed Programme
—OF THE—

Fourth Annual Meeting
—OF THE—

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

Agricultural Fail* Association

AT

Santa Cruz,
CALIFORNIA.
—Commencing—

MONDAY, August 1 Oth,

ASS-BALL SHOOTING—At a yards, revolving
pur~. --D. First, i&r, second. .*ij; third, ilu.

iesto be ui:tde at time of shooting. Not le^ than
oeuter. Entrance fee, $5.

CONDITIONS.
tries to all trotting and running races to close
the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. si., on Tuesday,
mber 1st 18H5.

entries to be made in writing, to give sex,
and marks of horses. Also name and residence
nor, and in running races colors to be worn by
, and any other particulars that will enable the
mce to distinguish the horses in the race,
lie '"Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
eal.

trance fee ten per cent, of purse.
all races, four or more to enter and three or
to start.

zonal Association Rules to govern trotting, but
card reserves the right to trot heats of any two
as alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
g, or to trot a special race between the heats.
less otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is
fied to be entered in any District race that has
been owned and kept in the District six (6)
hs prior to the day of the race, and any entry
iy person of any disqualifit d horse shall be held
sfor the entrance fee contracted, without any
t to compete for a purse, and shall be held liable
ualtifts prescribed by the National Association
tales of the State Agricultural Society, and ex-
on from the Association,

-AND ENDING-

FRIDAY, August 14th. 1885,

FIRSTDAY.-Moiiday, August 10th, 1885.

No 1. TROTTING RACE—Purse $400. for horses
that have never beaten three minutes.
No. 2. TROTTING RACE—Purse $200, free for all

horses owned in the District—2:40 class.

SECOND DAY.- Tuesday. August t i til,

1885.

No. 3. TROTTING RACE—Purse $500. for horses
that have never he:iten 2:27.

Noi TROTTING RACE—Purse $150, free forall
horses owned in the District that have never beaten
three minutes.

THIRD DAY— Wednesday. August l"Jtli.

1885.
No. 5. PACING RACE—Purse $100—2:20 class.
No.6. TROTTING RACE—Purse $150, for horses

that have never beaten 2:50, owned in the District.

FOURTH DAY—Thursday, August 13th.
1885.

No. 7. TROTTING RACE—Purse $400, for horses
that have never beaten 2:40.

No.S. RUNNING RACE—Purse §150, free for all,

half mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, August 14th. 1885.

No.0. TROTTING RACE—Purse $500. free forall
horses that have never beaten 2:22, onen to Albert W.,
Vanderlynn, James H.and Arab.
No. lit. TROTTING RACE—Purse $2-^.

©35-*Entries close August 1st.

ELMER DAK AN. President.

H. E. MAKINXE1, Secretary.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
IIKXRY WAISB,

Snp't Running Horee Dep't,

Palo Alto Stock Faroi,

Agricultural District, No. 4.

COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Sonoma, Marin, Napa
and Solano.

ACGUST SatU to a9l.Ii (Inclusive), 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, August 25th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Free for all. Purse $iOC. One
and a quarter mile dash.

No. 2. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse $800.

No. 3—TROTTING -DISTRICT—For two-year-olds.
Purse 3200; mile heats; best two in three.

WEDNESDAY, August 26th.

No. 4. RrNNTNG—DISTRICT—For all ages. $25
entrance ; $10 forfeit ; $100 added ; 525 to second horse.
One mile dash.

No. 5-TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to all eligible
and the following: James H., Vanderlyn. Arab and
Albert W. Purse $1,000.

No. 6. TROTTING—2;26 class. Purse $800.

THURSDAY. August 2?th.

No. 7. "RUNNING—For two-year-olds. $50 en-
trance; $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out by August
15th. and $25 if declared out by 6 p. 31. the day be-
fore the race; S15u added; £100 to second horse.
Tnree-quarter mile dash.

No. 8. RDNNTNG—Free forall. Purse $500. One
mile and repeat.

No. 9. PACING. Free forall. Purse 5600.

FRIDAY. August 38th.

No. 10. RUNNING-SELLING RACE. Purse $200;
entrance free; $50 to second horse. Fixed valuation
$1,U00; to carry entitled weights; two pounds off for
each $100 below and two pounds added for each $100
above fixed value. One mile and repeat.

No. 11. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2:40 class. Purse
5400.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse $800.

SATURDAY. August 29th.

No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. $50 entrance ; $25
forfeit, or $10 forfeit if declared out by August 15th.
and $25 if declared out by 6 p. m, the day before the
race. $200 added; $100 to second horse. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 14. RUNNING-CONSOLATION PURSE—$150;
$50 to second horse. Horses beaten once allowed 5
pounds, twice 10 pounds, three times 15 pounds
from their entitled weights. One mile dash.

No. 15. TROTTING—2 :20 class. Purse $1,200.

No. 16. TROTTING—DISTRICT-For gentlemen's
roadsters. To be handicapped lb>9 day before the
race. Purse $150. Owners to drive unless stipulated
by agreement.

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all trotting, pacing, and in running races Nos. 1

and 8, four moneys, viz: 50, 25, 15 and 10 percent.
All races, best a in 5, except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.

The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of
any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance lee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,

and to no added money.
A horse winning a race eutitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared ont by 6 p*. st. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named at 6 p. si. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by tb»> Board.Jno horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (Ci months prior
to the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the en-
trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by tbe National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this

Association.
If. in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot he

finished on tbe closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
ti nued or declared off, at the option of tbe judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horse? to start,

but the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the parse.
The Petaluma track Is one of tbe fastest and safest

in the world.
Trolling and racing colore to be named with, all en-

tries and used in all beats.
Races commence each day at I o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stables, bay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1885, with Secretary.

J. II. WHITE, I'r.vi.I.ni.

W. E. COX, Secretary, P. O. 276, Petaluma, Cal.

Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

NEVADA
. . . AND . . .

Placer Counties,

i

Glenbrook Race Track,

A NEW HUE TRACK.

SPEED PROGRAMME FOR 18S5.

FIRST DAY-Tuesday, Sept, 1st.

No.l. CRICKET MATCH, at 9:30 o'clock a.m., for
clubs in District. Pnrse $75.

No. 2. TROTTING—For horses owned in the Dis-
trict; 3:00class. Purse S40O: first horse 8230: second
$100; third 350.

No. 3. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse $600; first
horse $350; second $175 ; third $75.

No. 4. TROTTING—Three-year-olds. Free forall.
Mile and repeat. Purse $600; first horse $360; second
$1S0; third $60.

No. 5. WALKING MATCH- For stallions owned
in the District. Purse $100; first horse $75; second$25

SECOND DAY-Wednesday. Sept. 2<L

No. 6. RUNNING—NATIONAL HOTEL STAKE
—Free forall. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $500 added;
second horse $200; third $100. One miie and repeat.

No. 7. RUNNING —NEVADA CITY MINE
STAKE—For two-year-olds. $25 entrance: $10 for-
feit; $250 added; second horse $10"; third $50. Dash of
a half-mile.

No. 8. RUNNING-WYOMING MINE STAKE
Free for aU. $25 entrance; 310 forfeit; $300 added,
second horse $100; third $50. Dash of one and a halt
miles.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock p. si.

No. 10. TROTTING—For two-year-olds owned in tbe
District. Purse $300; first horse 3280: secondt90; third
$30.

Extra Pacing Race—2:30 class; purse, $600. First
horse, $350; second, $175; third, $75.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Sept. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RACES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10
o'clocki. si., open to the District; purses aggregat-
ing $100.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:50 class. For District horses.
Purse $-100; first horse $250; second $100; third $50.

No. 13. TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to Vander-
lvn, James H. and Albert \V. Purse $l,0u0; first horse
$500; second $250; third $150; fourth $100.

No. 14. RUNNING-SADDLEHORSE STAKE—
For horses owned in the District; catch weights. $10
entrance; $10o added; first horse .=50 percent,; second
20 percent.: third 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per ueiit.;
fifth 5 per cent. Dash of a mile.

FOI'RTH DAY-Friday, Sept. 4th.

No. 15. RUNNING—WALRATH STAKE. Free
forall. $50 entrance; $2-5 forfeit; $600 added; second
horse $200 ; third $100. Two miles and repeat.

No. 16. RUNNING—NARROW-GAUGE RAIL-
ROAD STAKE, Free forall. $25 entrance; $10 for-
feit; $250 added; second horse $100; third $50. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 17. RUNNING-SOUTH YUBA STAKE—Free
forall. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; second
horse $75; third $-5u. One and one-eighth miles.

No. 15. PACING—Free for all. Purse $500; first
horse $450; second $250; thirdgloO.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday. Sept. 5th.

No. 19. LADIES' TOURNAMENT at 10 o'clock a.
si.

No. 20. RUNNING-UNION HOTEL STAKE—For
horses owned in the District. 925 entrance . *io
forfeit; $150 added. One-half mile and repeat.

No. 21. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse $600; first
horse $350; second $175; third $75.

No. 22. TROTTING—Free for alltSt. Julien barred}.
Purse$l,2"JLi; first burse WOO; second $30o; third $180;
fourth $120.

RE-MARK* AMt < OND1 I IONS.

All trotting and pacing races are tbe best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number tli.in five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

1 the purse. Entrance fee ten per ceut.on purse, to
accompany nomination.

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but
I the Board reserves the right to ir..t beats ot any two
classes alternately, if necessary to tlnUh any play's

I racing, or to trot a special race between bean. A
'• horse making a walk-over Bball be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than tin- required
number of starters appear they roaj contest for the

1 entrance money, to be divided "as follow? ; 66* to the
first, and 3J>; to second.

I In all racea, entries not declared ont by >; y If. of
1

the day preceding the race, filial! be required to

where there is more than one entry, by one person
or in om.* interest, the particular horse thej are to
start most be named by ' p. m. the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

I running races, except when conditions nami
1

otherwise.

Racing colore to be named in entries.

in trotting races, drivers "ill be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which musl be namea In tlwlr

!
entries.

Ail races in which District horse,- nre entered, lliev

mu-t have been owned lo the District prior to July 1st,
1885, except when specified free fol all.

Entries to all of the above races to close with tbe
Secretary on Saturday, August l

A. WAIJffcATll. President.
Nevada City.

Geo. Fletcher. Secretary.
P. O. Address, GrasB Valley.

D. E. MORGAN, ABsiBtant-Secretary,

P. O. Address, Nevada City.
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The Annual

State Fair

Remarks and Conditions.

.AT.

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-Thursday, Sept, 10th.

TROTTING.
No.l. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed ia 1883

with eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, §1,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, §600. 2:35 class.

SECOND DAY-Friday. SEPT. ilth.

RUNNING.
No. 4. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

year-olds; 325 entrance; 310 forfeit; 3250 added: $50 to
second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No.5. THK CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of i^-si. Closed in 1884 with nine nomina-
tions; 350 entrance, p. p.; §300added; S 100 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

No. 6. THE DKL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
?50 entrance; $15 lurfeit; 3300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE$250—Entrance fiee; $50 to
Becond; fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds off for each
$100 below ; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 12th.

TROTTING.
No. s. four-year-old trotting purse

$1.000—Closed March 10, 188-5, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, $1,20.1-3:00 clasB.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:21 class*
CManon barred].

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 14th.

RUNNING.
No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds

$100 entrance; $ij forfeit; $300 added. Three miles
Closed in 1884.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE-For all ages;
$25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $2-50 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-
For foals of 18«3; 3100 entrance : $25 forfeit; $"250 added.
Closed in lbS4 with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $50 entrance; $2i forfeit; $15 declaration; $500
added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by S o'clock P. u. Two and l quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAY-Tuesday, Sept. 1 5th.

TROTTING.
No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,

1,000. Closed March 10, 1885, with twelve nominations.

No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:36 class.
No. IS. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-

mile heats; $50 entrance ; $2-5 forfeit; $200 added. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, six-
teuths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one-
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE-For two-

year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
550 to second. Five furlongs.

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE-For three-
year-oldB; $50 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; jjioo to
second; third saves stake. One mile and three-
qnarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en-
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
pounds off for each $1W) below and two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept, ISth.

TROTTING.
No. 23. TROTTING PURSE -$1,200. 2:27 class;

No. 24. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
$1,000—Closed March 10th, 1885, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. I8th.

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

oldB; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added; 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nob. 4 or 13
penalized 5 lbe.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No. 27-THE SH \FTER STAKE-For three-year-
olds;t$50 entrance ;

$-2=i forfeit; $«ki added; $100 to sec-
ond; $50 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No. 28. THE NIG1ITHAWK STAKE-For ullnges;
85oentrance; $15 forfeit; $:!'« added; $100 to second;
950 to third; $200 additional if l:ll!i is beaten, stake
to he named after winner if Nighthawk's time
(1 :il%) is beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FREE PURSE, $300—For all ageB; $50 to
second. One mile and one-sixteenth andrepeat.

NINTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200; 2;23 Class.
[Sister barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200. 2 :30 ClaSB.

No. 32—TROTTING' PURSE $1,500. 2:20 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 188R-87

were ordered to be closed at the same time aa the
races on the regular programme:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE-For
foals of 18S3; to be run at the State Fair of 1886; $50
entrance, p.p.; $300 added, of which $100 to secondand
$50 to third. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals
of 1*8-1, to be run at t lie .State Fair of 1881".; $100 entrance

;

$25 forfeit; $250 added. Second horse, $100; third, $50.

One mile.

No.3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals
of 1884, to be run at the Stat« Fair of 1SS7; $50 entrance,
p. p.;' $300 added. Second horse, §100; third, $50. One
nilitr and .». halt.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to ac-

company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per

cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third , and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

I

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall beentitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided aa follows:

663 to the first, 334 to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

Otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday,

August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwin F. Smith, Secretary.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPKCIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell lii All Cities and Counties of
tlie State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Cabb, Salinas.
R. P. Sabqent, Gilroy

.

John Boggs, Colusa.
P. A. Finigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful Bales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Courts, Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care . Sales will be made in all cities

and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those bo successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
Biring to participate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and Btoek shipped with
utmostcare. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KIM, 1 1* A CO.. 116 Montgomery street. .

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

uggieh
uggieQ

and

WAGONS
ANT STYLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishinR
Alterations and Repairs.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

1 3 1 a AND 13 19 MARKET STREET

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets, San Francisco.

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

Hekby Payot. Isaao Upbam.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AND IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

204 Sansoine Street, Wear Pine,

BAN FRANCISCO.

$10,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

AT

EENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices o( the Directors oi tlie State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en

titled "Ad Act to provide for the management

and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-Monday, Oct. lVth.

No. 1. Running—Purse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a

mile.

No. 2. Running—The Silver State Stake

—

For thoroughbred tbree-year-old fillies; So-

ciety to add S100; dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance $30; S10 declaration October

1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all

.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$50 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 13th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, LasseD, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse

$200: first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday. Oct. 14tli.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying

100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. 8. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a

quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;

third to save stake; weights announced Sep-

tember 15th; declaration to be made October

1st.

FOURTH DAY—Thursday. Oct. 15th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second

$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 eluss; free for all;

best three in five; purse $400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

I 11 I SI DAY—Friday, Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse

$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be soade Sept. 1st; weights an-

nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the

second in that day's race five pounds and the

third three pounds over the rule weight,

No.16. Running—Purse S200; $100 to,

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running—Consolation puree-*

trance iree; $100; $70 to first; $30 to sec

one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten i

to carry their weight; if beaten twice, alk

5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. En
to be made within rive minutes after*

close of No. 16. Those who have been bt

before Friday must be entered on Wed:

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Oct. 1 Jll

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free

purse $300, first horse $200; second
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mileh
three in five; purse $400; first horse \
second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be made t<

Secretary on or before the first, day of Auj
1885. Entries for the purses must be a
On Monday's races on the Saturday preoet

for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and
Friday's races on Wednesday, at the rej

time for closing entries as designated bj

rules. Those who have nominated in at

must name to the Secretary in writing w
they will start, the day before the race, at 6

Horses entered in purses can only be di

by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Aa

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses mm
owned and kept in Nevada and California

of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prit

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close

tember 1st, with the Secretary.

Five or more to enter, and three or mo;
start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood E
Association rules to govern running n
except as above.
Each day's races will commence prom

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. E

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, Presidei

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Hebbebt H. Beowx, M.P.
Nugent W. Bbown,

Geo. H. Holm™,
C. Bbuce Lowe,

XHADING AS

BROWN BROS. & I

STOCK AND STATION AGEI

A uctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Pr\

Are prepared to accept orders from breed ell
America to select and forward stock from toe [
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to re

I

and dispose of stock from America ; or act as Ajl
(or California firms.

References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggtn,
\

and Major Ratbbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A CO..

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydnaj

New South T~

DOG COLLA]
AND

FUBNISHINGS.
Our 1885 Catalogue, which Is I

ready, contains • - pages, on which
illustrated over 3.0110 styles of

DOO COLLARS,
LEADERS,

WHIPS,

LOCKS,
BELLS,

MVZZl
SHIPPING BOXES. KENNELS.

BISCUIT. MEDICIk
And all Furnishings Pertaining to the Dog

To insure the receipt of Catalogue, send 35 eel

postage stamps or postal note.

Medford Fancy Goods Co.

lOl CHAMBERS STREET, NEW VO
I. BHEMER, General

[P. O. Box 3771.]

John A. McKerro

MANUFACT1JBER OP

FINE HARNEJ5
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights

Horse Boots and Track Wo
A Specialty.

230& 232 Ellis St, opp.tfaBhlc-n Stable, San

"i
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
ASSOCIATION

FIXED EVENTS 1885-86-87.

TO CLOSE

August 1st, 1885.

1885—Fall Meeting.
THE BAJLDWIX STAKES.

Poststake, for all ages; $250 each, p p, with S.1000

added, of which $400 to second, third to save stake.

Fotjb Miles.

1886—Spring Meeting.
THE CAXIFOBSIA STAKES.

For two-Year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

§50 each, $25 forfeit, or $15 if declared out on or be-

fore Jan. 1st. 1886, with $400 added, second to save

stake. Hale a Mile.

THE GAN© STAKES.
For two-year-old, colts an* fillies (foals of 1881t;$50

each. $25 forfeit, or $15 if declared ont on or before

Jan. 1st. 1886, with $400 added, second to save stake.

Stake to be named after winner if Gano's time (1:15)

is beaten. Thhee-qttaetees of a Mile.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 bead of High-Bred* Trotting Stock
now at Fairlawn. 'Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Yonng Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTT"R 01\nR P"RTf!"F. PLAN Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
J--LJ"LJ V/XlJ-i 1 1UUJJ 1 JJZ1J.H priceof every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.

STOCKTON

FAIR.

Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:\Z\, and double team -with fastest record,
ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

2:153

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie "Woodward, 2:151, &c. Limited to 30

mares at $150 the season.

ALEGTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

Limited to 30 mares at $50 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. G-RANDMONT 2147.

1886—Fall Meeting.
THE LADIES STAKES.

For two-year-old Ollies (foals of 1884) ; $50 each ; $25

forfeit; or $15 if declared cut on or before Augnst

1, 1886, with $300 added; second to save stake. Theee-
QUAfilEKS OF A JIlLE.

THE F1MGAX STAKES.
For two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

$50 each; $25 forfeit; or $15 if declared out on or

before August 1, 1886; with $400 added; second to save

stake. One Mile.

1887—Spring Meeting.
THE WESTERS STAKES.

For three-year-olds ; $100 each ; $50 forfeit; or $20 if

declared out on or before August 1. 18d6 , or $30 if

declared out on Jan. 1, 18s7; with $500 added, of

which $200 to second, third to save stake. 0*ce Mile
and a Half.

THE SPIRIT OE THE TIMES STAKES.
For three-year-olds ; $100 each; $50 forfeit; or $20 if

declared out on or before August 1, 1886, or $30 if de-

clared out on Jan. 1, 1887; with $500 added, of which
$200 to second , third to save stake. One Mile and
Thbee-quabtebs .

By Almont, out of Annabel, by George "Wilkes, g. ; By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M.
dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief. Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of
10 mares at $50 the season. | Limited to 10 mares at $50 the season.

Clav. Jr., g
Lula, 205:

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of

2:20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for

mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 39S. WM. T, WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

1887-Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAE "STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies; $25 each, p p, with $400

added, of which $11)0 to second; third to save stake.

One Mtt.f and a Quarter.

THE FAME STAKES.
For tbree-year-olds ; $100 each ; $50 forfeit ; or $20 if

declared out on or before Jan. 1, 1887, or $30 if de-

clared out August 1, 1887; with $500 added, of which

$200 to the second, third to save stake. Two Miles.

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

IMU ^MMMl

REMARKS.
All these Stakes (except the Baldwin Stakes for

1885), are for foals of 1884, colts and fillies now rating

as yearlings.
The Association reserves the right to postpone

races on account of the unfavorable condition of the

weather or track, or other sufficient cause.

Nominations to be made to the Secretary, Jos.

Cairn Simpson, 508 Montgomery street. San Fran-

cisco, Cal„ on or before August 1, 1S85. Nomina-
tiors by mail to be valid must be plainly postmarked
on or before that date, August 1st.

Jos Cairn Simpson, JAS. V. COLEMAN,
Secretary. President.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

1885. 1885.

Fall Meeting.
Notice for Entries for Trotting Season.

SATTJBDAY, August 1—Free for all pacers, purse

$600.
TUESDAY August 4—2:24 class: purse 56OO.

"WEDNESDAY. August 5—2:40 class, purse $600.

THURSDAY. August 6—2:j2Class;purse $750.

Ouen to all eligible to this class, and the following

:

Albert W„ James H and Tandtrlynn.
FRIDAY, August 7—2:30 class; purse $600.

SATTJBDAY, August 8—2:20 class; purse $1,000.

SAFEST AND BESlfFOR GENERAL USE,
To Control and Educate tne Trotter. Roadster.

or <"arriaae Horse, and to Break the i'olt.

SO HORSE CAS GET HIS TONGUE OYER IT.

Will positively prevent and cure Pallida. Side Pallins:

L,u*r;iine-Tongue Lolling, and will . ot make the mouth

sore"" Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.

MR. TV. W.BAIR.of Cincinnati, 0., writes that it worEed to

bis complete satisfaction.

MB. JOHN MURHPY, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates i'-s use by every horseman as an article of great merit.

The fL-m of HIGBLE & PORTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton, Til . say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,

side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well

as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W. PAGE, Esq., of Cbeyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection

Drivin" Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail.

Mr MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y., says it is the boss-

MESSRS. BAEER AND HARRIGAN. Great Meadow Farm
Comstocbs, N. Y., claim it is the best they ever tried

CONDITIONS

.

All races 3-in-5. in harness, 5 or more to enter, 3

or more to start.

Entrance 10 per cent. All purses divided 60,30

and 10 per cent to first, second and third horses.

The Association reserves the right to close with a

less number for any of the contests, by the withdrawal

of a proportionate amount of the purse.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE with the Secretary, 1435 Cali-

fornia street, Thursday, July 23, 1885.

N. T. SMITH, President.
• T. W. Hinchsian, Secretary.

Uuon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, 0. O. D-, with privilege

of examination No. 1, nickel. $3; No. 2, ex. nickel, $4; No. 3. half silver, or oroide, $5: No. 4 foil silver

or oSide?$6. For sale by aU dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Mouth. Measuring Erom Outside ol Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIEE, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infrinsrements. Imitations, or Falsely

Termed Improvements of this Bit. Loot for Same and Date of Patent on each

A. Ewing. C. S. EwnlG.

Pool Room Saloon,
SIO DEPONT STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on

all sporting events. Reading room, containing the

Breeder and Spobtsman, N. Y. Spirit, and other

sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wiuns, Liquors,

and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.
EWiNO bkos., 2royneto»,

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGE5TS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
JIILAJI'S KENTUCKY REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOC MEDICINES
FACTORY—lost. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 635 MONTGOMERY ST., S. F.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle Registered

Jerseys of both seies for sale, Postoffice address.

Sao Francisco, Cal.

RACING PLATES.
PDACING PLATES OR TRAINING SHOES OF

t any size or weight, fowarded on receipt of price,
$'ZJ*> per set. All plates and shoes guaranteed to be of

the best material and workmanship. Samples can be
een at thu office of the Bkekdek and Sportsjun.

•..Hire-.-. M.J.O'I.EAKV.
San i;ii'-ii..t Ventura, * u

«

September 22d to 26th, 1885

(FIVE DAYS HMXWSrVEJ

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

N. E.—In all races in which more than ten paid
up entries are received, 5200 will be added by the As-
sociation, to be added as follows: Extra 350 to each
horse than wins a part of the purse.

TTESDAY, Sept. S«d.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse 5SQ0.

No. 2. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2:40 class.
51,000.

No. 3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—1-year-old
class. (Closed with S nominations.; 51,000.

No. 4. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2-year.old, or on
der, class. Best 2 in 3. 3S00.

WEDNESDAY. Sept. «3d.

No. 5. R jNNING—DISTRICT—2-year-old. or on
der, class. Mile dash, 5SO0.

No. 6. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.
Mile and repeat. 5500.

No. 7. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2:20 class.
*1.603.

No. S. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2-vear-old
class. (.Closed with S nominations.) 91,000.

LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM—DI&TRICT—tfive
moneys.) 5100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 2-ttll.

No. 9-TBOTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2:26 class.
31,000.

No. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT—4-year-old, or un-
der, class. 5J-00.

No. 11—PACING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.
300.

LADIES' EQESTRIANISM-PACIFIC COAST—
(Five moneys.) $100.

FRIDAY, Sept. S5tU.

No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST-Selling
race for all ages. Mile and repeal. Fixed valuation,
51,000. Two pounds off for each 5100 below and 2
pounds added for each $100 above fixed value. 5600.

No. 13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST NOVELTY
RACE—For all ages. Two miles. §100 to each half-
mile, balance to winner of last half. 5450.

No. 14. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:2^ class.
Open to Albert W. Vanderlvnand James H. Manon
barred. 51,200."

No. 15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—3-year-old
class. (.Closed with 7 nominations.) 51,000.

SATURDAY. Sept, 36tli.

No. 16. RUNNING- DISTRICT—Free for all. Mile
and repeat. 5S00.

No. 17. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for
all. 31.600.

No. IS. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3-vear-old, or un-
der s . 3800.

No. 19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:30 class.
51,000.

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten percent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all races except No. 13fourmoneys, viz.: 50, 25,

15 and 10 percent.
AU races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Boaid reserves the right to trot or run heats of

_ny two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walkover in any race a horse 1b onlv entitled to

itsown entrance fee and one-half of the entrance re-
ceived from the other paid up entries of said race, and
to noadded money.
A horse winnings race entitled to first monev onlv,

except when distancing the field.thento first and
third moneys. In race No. 7 one or more heats re-
quired to be trotted in 2:21 i.r better. In nice No. 17

one or more beats required to he trotted hi 2:19 or bet-
ter: otherwise treated as a walkover.
The winner of the mile and repeat, or the mile Mid

one sixteenth and repeat, free parses For all
the State Fair Programme for 1889, starting in race
No. 6, will be required to carry five pounds extra.
Unless otherwiseordered by tiie Board, no horse is

qualified to he entered in any District race that baa
not been owned in the District six [61 months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by anv person of
anv disqualified horse shall be held liable Box the n-
trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
fora purse, ami shall he held liable to penalties pre
scribed bv the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

II, in the opinion of the Judges^any race cannot be
finished on the clot-Inn day of tlieFalf.it may be con-
tinued >>r declared nil. at the option of the Judges.
in all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to lil! and three <ir more horses to start.
but the Board reserves the right to bold entries and
atari a race with a less Dumber and deduct ;i propor<
ttbnate amount of the purse.
The Stockton track Is one of the fastest in th<»

world
Trotting and rai-iiiir colors* to be named with alien-

tries and need In ill he <ts.

Races commence each day aj 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stables, bay nud straw free toci mpetitors.

" Entries close August 1st. 1885, wltb the Secretary.

I- I . SIUPPIX. President.

J. M. LaRue, Secretary.

P.O. Box 1SS, Stockton, Cal.
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TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)

San Francisco.

s. F.

8 :30 A

I

10 :40 A
tl :30 P
*3 :30 P

-. :^> P
•o:loP
6:3U p

iil:45 e I

6:40 A
•8:10 a
9:03 a

•10 :02 a
•3 :36 p
+4 ;59 p
6:00 P

17:50 F
t8:15P

dOp
f-
Santa Clara, San Jose and

4 -25 p ' Principal Way Stations.

b

(\ 9 :03 A
I I

*10:0'2a
I *3 :36 p
] I 6 :00 P
U tS:lbP

.. ( Oilrov, Pajaro, Castroville, i i *10:02a

•8:3(1 p' f Sa-l'inas and Monterey. j I 6:00p
10 ; 10 ,

n Watsuiiville, Camp Goodall, C
10:40 a 1 Aptos, New Brighton, So-j
*3:30pI fquel (Camp Capitola) and

-

!

I J Santa Cruz I

+™ -n
'

( Muiiten-Y and Santa Cruz, i ,

TV. aw At ,- (.-Sunday Excursion) t i

•3-30 "^ \
Hollister and TreB Pinos - { I

Soledad and Way Stations

a—Morning. P
•Sundays excepted. fSundays only

.

Saturdays only.

— Afternoon.
JTheatre train

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph & Co
Staoe connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, ex.ep. 'escadero Stages via San Mateo and
Bedwooi* and "r'acific Congress Spring Stage via

Santa CVira, whici connect with 8 :3o a. m. Train.

Specim. Uimini -tkip Tickkts, at reduced rates to

Monterey, Aptos. Soquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to (iilr.y.Paraiso and Paso Bobles Springs

EXCURSION TICKETS.
f

Sold Sunday Morning, and
For Sundays onlv, ->foTl:30p. m. train; good ior re-

(turn same day.
ForSaturdav, ( Sold Saturday- and Sunday only;

Sumla\ and, good for return until following Mon-
Momla\ , I day, inclusive, at the following rates:

Bound Trip sat to Bound Trip
Sun.
Tkt.

Satto

ikt.
Men. from San Mon.

Franc'sct' to Tkt.

S 50"

Francisco to Tkt.

Mount'n View 51 50 $2 00
65 1 50 225
90 1 75 2 50

75 1 10 San Jose 1 75 2 50

1 00 1 25 Gilroy 2 75 400
1 00 1 40 Aptos

Fair Oaks
1 25 1 60 3 00 5 00

1 25 1 75 3 00 5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A.C.BASSETT, H..B.JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. PasB. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

KESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of itB line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best -daces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance cau be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may be had in season.

THE BAT OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of flsh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Bock Cod, Bar-
acoda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MON TE, "

ABE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT BOOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE BOUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS. SOQITEL ANI> SANTA CKTJZ,
16 VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sa'i Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each oi which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

• fcnaii. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Beer
and Bear.

LakeB PILABCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this Uue. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo Tor those well-known Retreats, PURIS-
STMA, SAN GBEGORIO and PEsCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of ranee at arid about SAN BRUNO and McJIA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are hut a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage CarB and put In charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggage
Cars.
BSJ-In order to guard against accidents to Dogs

wliiW' In transit, it in necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. GunB and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed In wood or leather cases may be
when in Passenger CarB.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., Grand
Hotel. _ ,

A. C. BASSBTT, H. R. jTJDAH,
Superintend© t. Asst, Pass, und Tkt. Agt.

YERBABUENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED IS THE AMERICAS JERSEY CATTLE CUB OF SEW YORK.

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 14th, 1885.

Train* leave, am! are due to arrive at
Oakland Ferry, lout of Market St., San
Francisco as follows:

RECORDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK:

MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 36 its. 12j ozs.. 1 week, A. J. C. C. test; 867 lbs. 142 ozs. in 11 months.
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 24 ozs., 1 week, A. J. C. C. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITOATE, 25 ibs.>} ozs., 1 week.
EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLASIER, I8J lbs., 1 week.
VALUE 2d, 46 lbs. 12k ozs. in 7 days.
Blood relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale by

HEXRY PIERCE. San Francisco.

Jerseys not reentered in tlie American Jersey Cattle Club of New "York are called
-cades and sell at halt-price at the East.

Stallion for Sale.

Tlie Standard Bred Trottius Stallion

ALCONA, '7 30,
Belonging to A. C. GOODBICH and SILAS SKIN-

NEB, Jordan Valley , Baker County, Oregon.

BBED BY GENERAL \V. T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1877. Sired hy

Almont, 33, by Alexander's Abdallah, 15, by Rysdyk's
Hambletonian, iO.by Abdallah 1. Dam hy Mambrino
Chief, n, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Almont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full 16>-< hands ; bright chestnut; has large,

clean limbs; large.'flat bone; large, smooth hocksand
joints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
has never been trained or handled for speed, but is
finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hambletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2:30 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Almont, his sire, and sire
of Piedmont. 26; Alexander's Abdallah, his grandsire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, B; Rysdyk's Hambleton-
ian, his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39 ; Abdallah t , his
g. g. g. sire, 4; Mambrino Cbiei, sire ot Lady Thorn.
6: Pilot, Jr., 9.
Take notice, he is not only descended from the two

greatest and most pomilar trotting families,
ut through the best and moBt prepotent

channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid §27,500. Also to Allie West, s-
year-old record ot 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2:22><;
Rachel B., 2:28^, and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:27. Bostick's Almont, Ji., 2:2!), Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona.and 15

otht-r sons of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records of 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting but
road and carriage or par ; horses on the Pacific coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, but they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
food feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
IcLafeity, of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,
was offered, but refused, $2,000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previously disposed of,
he will be taken to the California State Fair this sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. GOODRICH,
Jordan Valley, Oregon, or

SILAS SKINNEE,
Napa, Cal

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

LEAVE
(FOR)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(.FROM)

{8:00 a m 16:10 P M

7:30 A M
7 :30 A M
3:30 PM
8:00 A m

Colfax
Delta, Redding and Portland
Gait via Martinez
lone via Livermore

5:40 P M
6:40 p H

•10:40 a m
5:40 P H

•5 :00 p M
8:110 A M
•8:00 A M
3:30 p M
7:00 P M

Livermore and lleasanton...
Martinez
Milton

.. i Mojave.Deming, ) ExpresB..

... 1E1 Paso and East. ( Emigrant

*tf:40 A M
6:10 P M

*7:10 p M
10:40 a M
6:10 a M

3WPM
7:00 P M
7:30 a m
8:00 am
7:30 A M
3:00 P M
4:00 p M

•4:00 p M

... 1 East "l Emigrant
Red Bluff via Alarysville
Sacramento, via Livermore..

"- via Benicia
** via Benicia
** via Benicia _

Sacramento River Steamers..

11:10 a m
6:10 a m
5:40 P M
5:40 p M
6 .-40 i- M

11:10 a M
10:10 a m
•6:00 a M

J10 :0U A M
3.-00 P M
8:iiU A m

13:40 p u
9:40 A m
5:40 p M!stockton via Livermore

•9 .-30 A H *7:i0 p M

From Nan 1 raueiMJO Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*6:0O—*6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00-^10:30—11:00—1130—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00— 11:00 —
*12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— "8:00—
*8:30—*3:30—*4fl0—*4:30—*5:00—*5:30— *6fl0— •6:30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)-*9:3Q—6:30—111:00—*12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8:30—
9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—112 :30—
1:00—$1:30—2:00-3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7 :00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEY—"6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— B:OQ—"8:30
—9:00—19:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—111:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY—*6:00—*6:30— 7:00—*7:30—
18:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—J1:00—2:00—3:00—4:00
—*4:30—5;00—•5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To Nan .Francisco Daily.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Pennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in UBe by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
pronounced by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. o'K.vxr. 36? Market St.,

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.
Apply to Wm c-orbiM,

218 OalifonUaJSt.,
Sao Francisco,

Secured by Letters Patent, July TB5, 1889.
Having thuB described my invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:
1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
Bet, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
G and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckleB, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described

.

5. In a bridle , and in combination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to he mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and 11. and the l ear band I and the
tliroat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will he under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urg«d against blinds, and at the
Bame time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERRON,
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San FranciBco.

FROM FRUIT VALE—«6:23—'6:53—«7:23—*7:53—•SHU
•8 :53—*9 :23—*10 :

21—*4 :23—*4 :53—*5 :23—'5 :53—*6 :23—
*6:53—7 35—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5J5— *5:45—
16:45—9:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— •5:30^*6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes biter
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—«o:22—*5:52— *6:22— 6:52— *7:22—

7:52—*8:22—8:52—9:22— 9:52— 110:22— 10:52— 111:22-
11:52—±12:22—12:52—11:22—1:52—2:52—3:22—3:52—1:22
-4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—*5:45—»6:15—6:45—*7 :1S—
7:45—•8:15— 8:45—19:15—9:45—1)0:15—10" 45— tll:16—
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:15—8:45-9:45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45- ±9:15—9:45—10:45— ±12:45— 1:45— 2:45—
3:45—4:45—•5:15—5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7:15.

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11;16—1:15—
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6 15—8:15—10 :15 —12 :15— 2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. ISundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F.

A. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Wanaeer.

T. H. GOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Agt.

N.B. N. B. N, B.

Live Stock

!

Agricultural Park.
DAN. MCCARTHY

Having leased tbe Half Mile track on the Point Lobos
road and removed his stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horses to his list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIONS,
MARES. GELDINGS. BROODMARES, ROADSIERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower prices
than have heretofore ruled for the same class of
stock. An inspection of \h>- animals by all interested
is invited.

TPE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on tbe Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties

nd improvements in this line recently imported.
The stock is well worth inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 41C Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

50 Choice Merino Rams, very high grade, $12.50 each
per carload. Also Pedigreed Rams, $2.i@$50" each.

10 Imported Holstein Cattle, $2fin<S,!*450 each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, $100 to

$250 each.
10 AvrshireBulls.$in0(rT ($250 each.
5 Hereford Bulls, r3f)ii(?iS450 each.
10 Hereford Grade Bulls and Heifers, 4 to 8 monthB

old, S-'tn^Mn.
10 Durham Hulls, $200@$350 each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixed Pedigrees, $100@$150 each.
5 Devon Bulls, ?iqo@3I25 each.
20 Berkshire I'ige, Perfect, 2'-: months old, $12.50 each.
5 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 5 months old, $18.50 each.
" Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 10 to 12 months old, $30 each.
These are the prices on cars, CASH, and the larger

the ord^r the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Rusa
House, San Francisco, or 488 Edwards St., Oakland

0®~ I will import or export Live Stock from any
country to the United States, and deal in every kind of
Live Stock exeept common horses and beef cattle.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.,

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. 0. B. HALEY, Seo'y

jtSTSend for circular.It!

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

VetcrUvai-y Infirmary, 3?1 Btatonia SI
Residence, &C0 Howard St., SfonFrauolsce.
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FIVE DOLLAKS A TEAS.

Bay District Trotting- Meeting.

The Fall trotting circuit had its introductory at the Bay-
District Course last Saturday, in a raco for the 2:22 class, for

a $500 purse. It was closing day for all the principal meet-
ings of the circuit, and as records made before nightfall would
affect the eligibility of the horses engaged in the purses to

close, most owners were chary of the risk, and only Sister and
Albert W. came to the scratch. The track was fine, but Boreas
was in a tantrum, and the blinding clouds of dust that swept
along the streets leading to the track discouraged a large
attendance. The officers of the Association were at hand.
Secretary Hinchman presiding personally in the judges'stand,
determined that fairness and justice in the judicial eyrie, as
well as honesty on the stretch, should prevail in all the
events given under the authority of the Association. The
race terminated differently from what the "talent" had pre-

dicted, but it could not be otherwise under the circumstances.
Albert W. came out blooming, managed by his owner, Mr.
Waldstein, but was full of his old-time disposition to run,
although shading a speedy foot when he did conclude to trot.

Sister was not herself at all. Her '"hair was the wrong way."
She was short in her stride, mixed in her gait, out of humor,
and generally unfit fur a race. She hitched, hobbled, paced,
seemed uneasy, and at no time showed her usual speed for

more than a quarter of a mile. There was no variation in

this behavior from first to last, and her lack of form was ap-
parent to the most unpracticed eye, yet that bete noir of the
turf, the small pool buyer, was there, and as usual, declared
that the mare had been drugged, pulled and subjected to all

the other forbidden things in the racing decalogue. At the
opening of the pool sales Sister was a booming favorite at $20
to $12. The odds were so long that speculation was light,

but some stable money was put in ou Sister, even at that

rate. That money was lost with the race, which is the best
evidence that it was genuine.

First heat—The horses were called promptly on time, and
some tedious scoring was done before the word was given,

Albert W. being rank and Sister slow. When the gong
struck, Sister was a length in front, but Albert W. shot past
her, and at the turn, where Sister broke, the stallion had a
strong lead. He made a lunge into the air opposite the

stables, but settled, and was first to the quarter by three

lengths. After, passing that point. Sister drew up to his
wheel, and Albert went off in a series of lofty tumblings, the

mare passing him and showing in front at the half by two
lengths. Around the turn positions were unchanged, but at

the finish Albert came with a rush, carrying the mare off her
feet and settling the question before they got to the drawgate.
He broke again before he reached the score, but Sister had
been let down, and Albert jogged under the wire winner of

the first heat he has trotted in 1SS5. Time, 2:23i.

Second heat—The betting was unchanged. The start was
even, Albert rushing around the turn and leading to the

quarter, Sister close up. On the backstretch the stallion

again got airy, and at the half Sister was three lengths in

front. Albert rallied and gradually closed the gap, getting

to Sister's wheel in the stretch, but went to a break in the

effort, and she beat him home, by half a length. Time 2:24o.

Third heat—The pair cuwe up well for the word, but di-

rectly they got in Albert jumped into the air, and ran a hun-
dred yards before he settled. He was first to the quarter by
three lengths, but at the half Sister was on his wheel. She
soon moved up to his collar, when he broke again, settling

with a burst of speed that carried him to the front. He left

his feet three times in the last quarter, and beat the nnu'e

< to the winning post by four lengths. Mr. Goldsmith
lodged a complaint about the repeated runs of Albert,

but the judges awarded the stallion the heat. Time, 2:24.

Fourth heat—It was plain that the stallion had the best of

it, and some lively hedging was done, the sales opening at

even money, but at the close it was Albert $60, Sister $25.

At the word Albert broke and took a sharp rnn, a proceeding
that had come to be quite regular. Sister was mixed and
hobbling when they were sent away, and she too broke be-

fore she reached the turn. She settled and was first at the

quarter, Albeit W. on her wheel. On the backstretch Albert

made a bad break, aud his driver tried a new plan. He took
him back and tried to quiet him. Although the pace was
slow, Albert kept dropping back, until at the half there was
sis lengths of daylight between the two. From there the

horse was sent along and came fast and square, but the gap
was too wide to be closed, and Sister scored another heat by
two lengths. Time, 2:27£.
Fifth heat—The record was even now, and the backers of

Sister appeared around the pool stand again; 540 to $20 in

favor of the mare was the prevaling odds. They got off well

and trotted together well to the half, Albert breaking the

monotony of the deadlock by an occasional lunge, but not

varying the position. After Dassing the pole Albert drew
ahead a little and Sister settled the business by making a

wretched break, coming almost to a standstill. The stallion

jogged home winner of the race and purse. Time, 2:26.

Bat District Course, San Francisco, Ang. 1st.' Purse, ?500; 2:22

class; s300 to first; >15u to second; £50 to third horse.

Albert W., b s by Electioneer A. Waldstein 12 12 1

Sister, b m by Admiral J. H. Goldsmith 2 12 12
Time, 2:23*, H-Mh, 2:21, 2;27£, 2:26.

A sweepstake trot was the afterpiece, Hannah Lee, Kittie

L. and Vulcan startiug for the money. Hannah was a hot
favorite before the start, but she failed to realize the faith of

her friends, for Kittie L. won handily, taking the first, second
aud third heats. Hannah got a consolation in the third heat.,

which she won, and Vulcan had the third place all to him-
self.

Same Day.—Sweepstake of £250.

Kittie L br m—H. McConn 112 1

Hannah Lee chm-A. McDowell 2 2 12
Vulcan br g-L. E. Clawson 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:40*. 2:38i, 2:ilh, 2:41.

The second day occurred Wednesday, when the attraction

was a purse of $600 for the 2:40 class. The performance of

trotters in the first meeting of the circuit is always of interest,

as an indication of what the harvest will be later on, bat the

"green ones" that make their first essay in the slow classes

are a source of particular anxiety to their owners, as well as

the turf speculator who is in search of a line by which to be
guided in laying his money. Although the day was breezy
and cool, the draft could not be resisted, and the attendance
showed a marked increase over that of Saturday. The start-

ers for the race were: The bay stallion Menlo, driven by Mr.
Hickok; the bay stallion May Boy, owned by A. Hayward,
of San. Mateo, and handled by John McConnel; Mr. L. J.

Hose's brown stallion Sultan, in charge of Walter Mayburn;
Captain Griffith's gray gelding Norman, managed by A.

McDowell, and a Sacramento candidate in the black gelding

Artist, who was in the hands of S. K. Trefry. Menlo went
through the circuit last year in the hands of Pat Farrell, but
was only given some preliminary education, by which he
seems to have profited not a little. May Boy is new to the

track as far as racing is concerned, but not a stranger to most
of our horsemen. Sultan has a national reputation as a sire,

and his debut as a performer is regarded with much curious

interest. Norman has been trained here this Spring, and
many people thought they knew of him, but Artist was a

total stranger. In its face it looked like a promising field for

a race that nobody could guess before hand, but the result

showed that the battle was all over except the shouting be-

fore the horses were started. There was a strong tip out on
May Boy, and before the horses were called business in

the uools was very active, with the San Mateo delegate

very"freely backed. Rates were: Menlo $30, May Boy $25,

Norman $14, field $12. The advantage of Menlo was so

palpable after the first heat that hedging was next to impossible,

aud backers who laid against the favorite were compelled to

take their loss with best grace they were capable of. After

the heat, pools were: Menlo $50, field $20; and after the

second heat it was Menlo $100, field $12. May Boy had not

speed enough to cope with the favorite and tired badly in

the effort. Sultan was too rank to give a good test of his

ability as a trotter. Artist was fast for short spurts, but did

not carry his speed, and Norman, though steady, could not,

or at least did not, trot fast enough to score a heat and a

record. Menlo won in straight heats in a jog. Norman aud
May Boy divided second and third money, Artist ranked

third and Sultau last.

August 5th— Purse JflDO; 2:40 cl I to Brst, 9180 t<j second, and
360 to third burse.

Menlo, b s.iiv Nntwood, dam by Em] . Hercules—O. A. EUckolc l l i

Norman, ge, by Whipple's H;inii>lt-t<-niini—A. McDowell 5 3 2

MayBov, bs.bv Whipple's Hambletonian—Jno. McConnell.... 3 - 5

Artist,bikg, DyalcNasBer'sGoldrlnst—S K. Trefry 2 5 4

Sultan, br s, by The Moor,—W. Mavburn 4*3
Time, 2:2oJ4, 2:25^ 2:26.

The day concluded with a roadster match for $100 between

Vulcan and Frank. Vulcan was favorite at 2 to 1, and won
in straight heats.

Same Day—Match fur (100.

Vulcan org—P. Braudow - I J J
Frank bg—Owner 2 - -

Time. 2:«tf, 2:48, 2:48*.

The race for the 2:30 class, on Thursday, was only fairly

attended, high winds and a decidedly frigid air operating ad-

versely. These conditions had also their effect on the horses,

aud fast time could not be expected, but the spectators were

treated to a fine exhibition of speed, unexpected and doubly

meritorious under the circumstances. The starters were

Kuby, Dawn and Marin. At the betting-rooms, on Wednesday
evening, the daughter of Sultan was neglected, and the imme-

diate followers of the Sunny Slope stable improved tbe oppor-

tunity to get long odds against their money, but at the track

before the start she appreciated in the public estimation aud be-

came a steady favorite at §60 to §20 for Marin and $45 tor

Dawn.
First heat—After a long delay, caused by the bad behavior

of Dawn, they got the word to a fair start. Marin broke at
once, and Dawn whirled away in the lead, but broke on the
turn, and ran 100 yards. Ruby tiptoed and was taken back;
but Mayburn settled her nicely, and at the quarter she was
at Dawn's wheel. On the backstretch Dawn went into the
air again, and Kuby sailed past him, reaching the half in

1:09 J, with Dawn forty yards behind and Marin a distance
back. She came on to the three-quarters in 1:46 and was let

down to a jog, allowing the others to save their distance;

Marin finished second and Dawn third. Time, 2:26£.

Second heat—Pools: Ruby $50, field S12. Dawn" rushed
away in the lead, Buby breaking a few lengths from the wire
and dropping into third place. On the turn Marin broke up
and Ruby passed him, but at the quarter in uS5 Dawn had a
wide belt of daylight behind him. On the backstretch Dawn
made a skipping break, and the favorite closed to within a
length of him, going in that position past the half, which
Dawn reached in 1:104. On the lower turn Ruby went past
the leader like a ghost and reached the three-quarters in

1 :46, having trotted the second quarter in :33 and the third

in :34, makiug the middle half in 1:07. She was slowed up
on the stretch aud finished the mile in 2:23*, with Marin sec-

ond and Dawn last.

Third heat—Betting was now at an end. Ruby went away
in the lead, and from the time the word was given the other
horses ceased to be objects of the slightest interest, all eyes
following the swallow-like motion of the luminary that had
so suddenly come into view. She passed the quarter in :45£,

and the half in 1:081, the three-quarters in li43J, and came
in to the seven-furlong pole, where she was let down to a jog,

and finished the mile in 250.
Ruby was bred at Sunny Slope, and her 250 is the fastest

record ever gained by any of Mr. Rose's horses. She is a
daughter of Sultan, and although his reputation as a sire is

already fully established, Ruby is in fact as well as in name
a jewel in his crown.
August 6th—Purse, $600; 2:30 class.

Ruby, b m, by Sultan -L. J. Rose Ill
Marin, b s, by Quinn's Patchen—P. Farrell 2 2 2
Dawn, cb c, by Nutwood- J. H. Goldsmith 3 3 3

Time, 2:26$, 2:23^,2:20.

A pacing race, for which Sam Lewis, Ivy and Terra Cotta
started, wound up the day. Lewis was a warm favorite before
the start, and won the first heat in 256, the best mile he
ever paced in a race. Ivy was second, and Terra Cotta third.

Ivy took the second and third heats in 2:31$, 2:33£. The
fourth was a dead heat between Ivy and Lewis in 2:33, and
Ivy took the fifth heat and the race in 2:36.

Same Day — Sweepstakes; S500; for pacers.
Ivy, b m.by Buccaneer—J. H. Goldsmith 2 110 1

Sain Lewis, b s, by Echo-Owner 1 3 3 Odis
Terra Cotta, ch g, by Norfolk—C. Arnold 3 2 2 3 2

Time, 2:2G, 2:311, 2:335,2:33,2:36.

The St. Clalrs.

There is a disposition to charge softness to the descen -

dants of St. Clair, though the accusation is not based on

grounds which prove it to be true beyond question.

Some time ago we alluded to the great performance of
Lady St. Clair, but, at the time of writing, did not have
the data, before us to make a definite statement. She
commenced her career on the tracks May 25th, 1870, and
was withdrawn April 7th, 1877. Shu won twenty-four
races during that time, and on December 11th, 1874, she
paced five miles to wagon in 12:54$. This is ~)\ seconds
faster than the fastest record, either trotting or pacing,

for the distance, and when the friction incidental to four

wheels is taken into consideration, is worthy of a high
place in the calendar.

"When Mayflower and Mayfly were trotting they were
loaded down with heavy shoes and ponderous toe-

wt-ights, and, notwithstanding these retarding incum-
brances, performed satisfactorily. In the construction

of the Central Pacific Railway the St. Clairs showed
such capacity for enduring continual hard work, that

the purchasing agent gave a higher price for them than
was paid for the same class of horses of other breeds, and
they were prime favorites in livery stables. That there

was "good blood" in St. Clair we are fully Bati

Lady St. Clair was more than ordinarily "bloodlik.
"

and a majority of the stock that we have seen give
dence of royal lineage.
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The Congress Stakes—An Episode in the Life

of the Late Col- W. W. Gift.

[T. B. Merry in Portland Mercury.]

Forty-seven years ago, when Balie Peyton projected that

extravagant and lavish event, which involved snch ruinous

forfeits that it never could hope to become a racing fixture

—

the Peyton Stake, at four-mile heats—three Tennessee Con-

gressmen put in one thousand dollars apiece for "added
money," in order to endow an annual'race for three-year-olds,

at heats of two miles, and they called it the Congress stake.

The entrance was $250, half forfeit, whioh is as large as the

forfeit ought to be in any race. The stake closed with' 32

entries, one of which was ch c Governor Poindexter, by
Jackson's imported horse, Leviathan, owned by William

Wirt Gift, of Holly Springs, Miss. He was a fine and well-

grown colt, with lots of bone and muscle, like all the Levia-

thans. Two weeks before the race this fine colt was the talk

of all Nashville, and betting on him was two to one against

any other named horse in the race; and it was very lucky for

some people that there were no pools in those days, oryoung
Gift would have won the whole State of Tennessee. Gift

had held some important office in Mississippi under the

federal government, but a change of administration had re-

tired him to private life, and he was, at the time we mention,

keeping the principal hotel at the Holly Springs. His trainer

was a negro named Harkleroad, nicknamed "Hark," after-

wards famous as the trainer of Lecomte. Poindexter's stable

companion was a gray mare called Coahoma, by Mercury,
and a colored lad named Bartholomew or "Bart," as he was
called for short, acted as chambermaid in both stalls. He
was full of shrewd pranks and yet not in the slightest degree

given to anything that smacked of dishonesty. Hark, who
had not yet dreamed of training a horse to run four miles in

7:26, shook his sable head and laughed at the pranks of "dat
rascal Barty," as he called him; but he knew that whenever
it came down to a case in which honesty and fidelity were in

demand that Bart would be all that was desired, in short, that

he was what might be fitly called an earnest trifler. As the

mellow Autumn days wore along, the hotels of Nashville were
crowded with horse-breeders, betting men and professional

gamblers from all parts of the South. There wa William

Boyden, the rich faro dealer from Louisville, and James Long,
another equally opulent pasteboard-puller from Washington.
And scenting the battle with "the tiger" from afar off, was
lame Jack Standifer, of Lexington, who was always supersti-

tious about dealing the game and preferred to take his

chances on the outside of the table. The turf-

men embraced all the Southern notables, beginning with
David Branch, of North Carolina, who was on his second
visit to Nashville; Duncan Kenner, of Louisiana, andhislife-

long friend William J. Minor; Adam Bingaman, the finest

scholar and the most princely entertaineriu the South; Jeffer-

son Wells, of Grand Ecore, who owned the famous Boel; and
Yelverton Oliver, the man who sought to introduce horse-

racing into Cuba. The home squadron embraced Col. Balie

Peyton, Gen. W. C. Harding, John 0, Guild, and last, but
not least, the philosopher Green Berry Williams. One man
from Kentucky was there amongst several hundred others

whom we will conceal by calling him Wallace Thruskin. This
man belonged to the dark and dangerous crew that infest the

turf both in England and America, and whose methods and
motives are about as honorable as those of pirates on the

high seas. This man had been ruled off at Louisville and
debarred from entering or starting horses there or at Lexing-
ton, and he knew full well that he would be unable to pur-
chase a badge to go on the quarter-stretch at Nashville at any
price. Nevertheless he was there, and evidently for no worthy
purpose. Close beside him at all hours was another man,
to whom the dignified and courtly planters of that ilk spoke
but little, a swarthy and sinister man of low stature, named
Jack Abies, living near Helena, Ark. They frequented all

the faro and roulette rooms, but made no attempt to work
their way into any of the private clubs in the city, where such
men as Bingaman, Wells and Kenner were only too welcome
as guests. At last came the opening day of races and the

Congress Stakes were to be run for the following day. While all

the pleasure seekers and speculators were at the races, Jack
Abies went into a tinsmith's store and bought a watering-pot,

which he ordered sent to his room. Meanwhile his coadju-

tor in villainy was out at the track laying his plans to get at

the favorite.

Col. Gift had no horses in the races on the opening day,

and Bart was out on the traek with a hundred other negroes,

when he felt a slight pull at the sleeve of his linsey shirt aud
saw a tall man standing beside him. The stranger was Wal-
lace Thruskin, who asked him: "Boy, who do you belong
to?"

"1'se Col. Gift's nigger, sab."

"Did he raise you?" asked Thruskin.
"Nosah, he done and bought me of Massa Shegogue, to

ride for him, sah, but I done got too fat."

"What does he pay yon, boy?"
"Pay me nuffiu. He owns me, gives me boa'd and elos'e,

but watfor he done pay me? Take me for an Irisher?"

"No, but a man ought to pay you something just for the

6ake of encouraging you. He ought to give you something
to bet on your horse. Now how would you like to make a

hundred dollars?" asked Thruskin.
"Bes' in de world, massa, out how I done do dat?"

"You make u mark like an X on the outside of the stall

where the sorrel colt is kept and I'll give you fifty dollars now
and a hundred when the race is over, to-morrow afternoon."

Bart looked serious for a moment, knowing he had a vil-

lain to deal with, and then asked, "Whar I make dis yer

mark?"
"JuBt above the colt's manger, at the back of the stall,"

answered Mr. Thruskin.
"Eye golly, boss, Colonel Gift he done kill me ef he cotch

me at it. But I'll do it. Fifty dollars am a heap of money.
Do I get it now?"

"Yes, here it is. Put it away in some safe place where
tbey won't see it. Mark the outside of the stall with a piece

of chalk X and to-morrow night you shall have a hundred
more."
He rushed into the crowd, and was soon lost to view.

Meanwhile another conversation was going on in the stall

occupied by the great sorrel colt. Col. Gift was there closeted

with Mr. David Branch, of North Carolina. The latter said:

"Yes, if I had to run any horse on this track for my life,

Gift, this would be the horse. I have bet a few dollars on
him myself, and want to see him win it. But you will have
to have not only the best horse, but the best managed stable.

Wallace Thruskin is here and is betting against your colt

already. You will remember that Philo Bush and myself

came here last year with John Black and that, after being a

hot favorite, he was beaten in a verv slow race. Now, I am
satisfied that Thruskin and his man Friday there—Abies, they

call him —got at my horse and poisoned him. They will

either do that with Poindexter or else they will bribe your
ider."

"Not much," said the Colonel, "they haven't got money
enough to buy Banjo Bill."

"Does Banjo ride for you?" asked Branch.
"Yes, he does and he is very sanguine of winning."
"I thought he belonged to Archie McCargo."
"He does, but I have secured him for this race, " replied

Gift. "I only regret that he will have to ride Billy Townes
in the 3 in 5 day and I won't have him to ride Coahoma.
She could win it with him up."
At this juncture the door of the stall rattled and in walked

Bart. He glanced uneasily at Col. Gift and then said:

"Please, Colonel, I like to speak with you a moment
alone."

"Is it anything about Poindexter, Bart?" asked Gift.

"Yes, sah, it's all about him," said the negro.

"Well there need be nothing said but what is safe for this

gentleman to hear. I feel that I can trust him in any event.

So go ahead and let us hear."
"Well, sah, dat gemmanfrom Lexington, Massa Thruskin,

he come awhile ago an' axed me if I like to make a hundred
dollars. An' I tole him yes."

"What did I tell you," said Mr. Branch, excitedly.

The negro boy then detailed the conversation that had
taken place between Thruskin and himself and wound up
by placing in the Colonel's hands the $50 bill given him by
the tall man from Kentucky.
"By Heaven, this is too much." roared Gift, 'Til go and

shoot that fellow down in his tracks!" As he rose from his

seat, Branch caught him by the arm.
"Hold on, Gift, I know a trick worth two of that. This

man's god is money. Its all he cares for and he will do
anything to get it. We must beat him at his own game."

Gift sat down and gasped out "Yes, but how to do it."

"Nothing easier. Boy, you go out and mark the cross on
the outside of the stall just over the manger, as he told you
to do. Put that $50 bill back in your pocket, for you have
earned it. Now, Gift, he will come to-night and bore a hole
over your manger so they can insert morphine to poison
your horse. You wait till dark and instead of tying up your
horse to his manger, jnst tie him to one of the stanchions of
those berths there. You and I will sit up all night to see
that the colt don't get any physic; and to-morrow, we'll bet
'em blind in both eyes:"

"Good enough," cried Gift, "by the Eternal, I feel as if I
had known you forty years. Branch, I love you."
They shook hands and went into town to supper. • There

was an immense gathering in the betting rooms that night
and both Abies and Thruskin were there. Gift and Branch
slipped out about 9 o'clock and went down to the track,

ensconcing themselves in the dark stall where the great three-
old was tied up to the side of his box instead of the end.
They sat there for hours, couversing in low whispers,

while the two negroes lay asleep in Coahoma's stall adjoin-
ing. It was just after midnight that the two men drove out
in a'gig and hitched the horse to a tree about three hundred
yards from the track. All was silent. The scions of Glen-
coe, Monarch, Leviathan and Medoc slumbered as peacefully
as if there were to be no rush under the whip and steel on
the morrow. Jack Abies carried the watering pot till he
came to a ditch, when he stopped and filled it with water,
into which he shook about twenty grains of white powder.
"That will choke him at half a mile, Wallace," said he.

"I reckon," said the tall man, who carried a brace and bit,

"Stir it up well, Jack. I saw the mark on the stall before I
drove into town."

"Well, I'm all ready, " said the little villian. Stepping up
to the rear of the long range of shed stables, he took his

cigar and knocked off the ashes. A glow of the reddened
coal revealed a mark like X in chalk. Placing the bit at the
spot indicated, he began turning the brace rapidly till he
had bored a hole an inch and a half wide. As the chips
began to fall into the empty manger, Gift drew a long single-

barreled pistol, with which he could break a clay pipe at
thirty yards, and was about to fire. Branch checked him.

"Don't be an ass. You would only kill Jack Abies,
and his relatives would come across the river and kill you.
You cannot afford to be killed for any such people. Besides
you want to punish, not him. but Thruskin."
Jack Abies had removed the sprinkler of the";watering pot

and was pouring into Poindexter's manger through the anger
hole, into which he had inserted the headless spout, about
two gallons of water into which had been dissolved twenty
grains of morphine. At the very first gurgle of the fluid an
entirely new idea suggested itself to Gift. He remembered
that his trainer was a great hand at physicking horses in

training, a custom now almost obsolete. He reached down
into Hark's berth and took from under the pillow a large

syringe, known to trainers as a "hoise musket" and rushed
over to the manger. As fast as Abies poured it through the
orifice, he sucked it up and squirted it down at his feet.

The curious sound caught Abies' ears:

"Hear him, the big brute. He's dry as a fish and just
sucks it down faster nor I can pour it out, the big hog."
"Good enough," growled Mr. Thruskin.
"Now then," said Jack Abies, "here is to finish it." So

saying, he drew a cork from his pocket and drove it firmly
into the hole. .This done he took out a small concert bill

and posted it over the place where he cut off the cork. Then
slashing it with mud from the bed of the brook near by he
said:

"That's wot I call a good clean job. Less go home and go
to bed."
The two villiaus drove into town and went to bed in a

chuckle over their villainy. They rose betimes next morn-
ing and Wallace Thruskin overheard a man say, "He'll win
it easy enough, though he looked very sleepy and went quite
dull at his gallop this morning."
"What horse are you talking about?" asked Thruskin.
"Governor Poindexter, Gift's colt."

"I've got a hundred dollars says he won't win it."

"I'll take you if yon give two to one, "said the Tennessee
man; and by breakfast time it was noised all over Nashville
that the tall man from Kentucky was putting on two to one
against Poindexter. As soon as the brother t • Giantess was
rubbed down and put away till afternoon, Gift and Branch went
into town and bet every available dollar, sometimes at evens
against other horses in the race and sometimes getting three

to one against Poindexter. By noon they had exhausted
their means and stood to go broke or win over $8,000 apiece.
Thruskin's positive manner had emboldened others who
whispered that Wallace "had something" on the race but
could not tell what it was. At length it came one o'clock in

the afternoon and the judges culled up the first race of the
day, a mile dash for two-your-olds. It was a comparatively
uuinturestiug event and was won in hollow style by a filly

from boardmau's Alabama stable, with a name taken from
the Greek alphabet. Then came the great race for the Con-
gress Stakes and five colts were saddled for the race. Wallace
Thruskin called out "hundred more that the Poney beats
uny imint"! burse in the race."

"I'll take you sir," said a wiry-looking man behind him.

The speaker was the shrewdest man in his profession at
that era, Linnaeus Coch, the trainer of Miss Foote. He had
bet off all his money and mortgaged his mare for §500 more
to bet on Poindexter.
"What horse do you name?" asked Thruskin.
"The big colt Poindexter, "said Coch.
"Come again," said Thruskin.
"Come again, happy days."
And at it they went, a hundred out of hand, until Coch

had put up his last available dollar. Instead of Banjo Bill
weighing in for the Governor's saddle, the jockey of
Miss Foote, whose name was P. S. Fowler, but
known by the nickname of "Monk," had the mount, and Lin
Coch had volunteered to cool out the big colt between heats.
After one or two breakaways, the big colt got off third and"
pulled in behind for a mile and a quarter, when he put on
the steam and rushed to the front like a locomotive, winning
the fastest heat so far run at Nashville, 3:42. Gift was over-
whelmed with congratulations from his friends who saw that
nothing but an accident could lose him the race. He stood
with his hand on his long pistol, watching two buokets of
water while Lin Coch and Hark cooled out the big colt, which
took one long breath and all was over. At the order to
saddle up, Poindexter was full of life and went away with
the lead and never was caught. Branch went back to the
"Old North State" with a pocket full of money, and Poin-
dexter was the lion of the day. Thruskin went back to Ken-
tucky, badly crippled in pocket. Unable to run any of his
horses on any of the Kentucky or Tennessee tracks, he went
to New Orleans to spend the Winter aud took his horses
along. Here he was met with a cold shoulder on all sides
and finally was obliged to sell his horses to the late FerguB
Dnplantier, of Baton Bouge.

Jack Abies' rascality came in hand some years later. After
Wallace Thruskin's death, his son Plummer went to live at
Memphis, where he had a quarrel with a planter living near
Bandolph. The planter "had the drop" on Thruskin and
could easily have killed him had he so desired, and it was a
great pity he did not do so, for three weeks later, while driv-
ing home in his gig he was shot dead by some unknown
assassin concealed in a tree by the roadside. Thruskin was
arrested and thrown into jail, although there was nothing but
circumstantial evidence against him. He would have gone
to the penitentiary for life, however, but for the strategy of
Jack Abies, who hired a house near the Shelby county jail
and dug a tunnel with the aid of two hired miners whom he
brought from Pittsburg. One night in March, 1849, the
bottom fell out of the Memphis jail and Plummer Thruskin
crossed the river in a boat that was waiting for him. Biding
by night and lying by in daytime, in company with Jack
Abies, he reached the Cherokee nation and thence crossed the
plains to California. In those days there were no railroads
and the extradition of a criminal was not what it is how, so
he lived unmolested until 1857, when he died at Marysville
where he kept a gambling house. The great eecentrician
from whose lips I gathered this story, laid down life's bur-
dens about five years ago in his quiet little home near Mar-
tinez, but he will not soon be forgotten. Hot-headed and
choleric as he was for sixty years, his faults were those of a
generous nature and therefore easily forgiven. His merits
were candor and personal integrity, and he believed that a
stain on a man's honor was worse than a wound in his heart.
In my prosperous days we were never friendly, but when
misfortune overtook me, he came to comfort me like Nestor
to the side of Telamachus. The last time I saw the dear old
soul was on the day that Wildidle beat Grinstead the four-
mile dash in 7:25£ at the Bay District track. Charley Chase
and myself were coming into town with about $75,000 in the
pool box, when suddenly we overtook the Colonel, who was
walking down to the railroad station, half a mile away.
'Here Colonel, get in and ride," said Mr. Chase.
"No I thank you, me son. I'm good for all such walks as

this."

"By Jove, this is too bad, Tom. The old man is past 82
and its as hot as Tophet. Get out quick. Here, Colonel,
come, get in here quick."

"I'm d d if I do, "said the sage of Martinez, "I can
walk forty miles after seein' that race. Tom, I've been ago-
ing to races for sixty-five years and this is the first time I've
seen a heat run below 7:30. Whoo! Me ride? Not much.
I'll walk. My name's Gift. I'm twenty years old and I can
walk a th-o-o-sand miles!"
A dense cloud of dust soon hid from me the veteran's form,

but I can't believe the old man has sprouted any wings since
they planted him. My ideas of Heaven don't grow that way.
In the panorama of my memory, which covers nearly thirty-
five of the grandest years in any people's history, I see the
tall, spare figure with the linen duster, the long-napped white
hat and the hickory cane cut by the great Jackson's own
hand in the woods back of the Hermitage. And thus equipped,
while the satin skinned racers with dainty tread are mar-
shalling from the start; while manhood towers in lordly
vigor through the quarterstretch; aud while womanly beauty
looks down from the grand stand with eyes that turn to
poetry and dark tresses to the soft winds flung, the spirit of
Gift still lives and "his soul goes marching on."

It is on the cards that Mr. A. J. Cassatt, Mr. W. L. Scott
and Mr. James Gnlway are about to become stockholders in
the Monmouth Park Association. This was proposed some
two years ago, butsomehow it never was consummated. The
present stockholders, however, find the Association a growing
one. It is getting too vast, and it needs a proper division of
labor to handle its workings. Mr. Bennett lives abroad, Mr.
Belmont is disinclined, and Mr. George Lorillard is incapaci-
tated by illness. This leaves the work to Mr. P. Lorillard
and Mr. Withers, and Mr. Withers does it all. The trouble
is Mr. W. is an overworked man, and cannot do justice to all
ho undertakes, as he does the work of a dozen men. But Mr.
Withers is the "grand old man" of the turf, quite as much as"
Gladstone is of British or Samuel J. Tilden of American
politics. His heart is in the sport, aud when the work of the
day is over he seeks the seclusion of the Brookdale Farm,
burning midnight oil in frnming'the conditions of "events to
come." That such work tells upon a man's physical strength
is natural. There is a disposition to divide the work among
committees, delegating the programme to Mr. Withers, the
question of transportation to Mr. Cassatt, and so on.—X. Y.
Spirit.

W. H. Crawford, manager of the Case stable of trotters,
won but §40 out of the pool-box on the Plmllas-Maxy Cobb
raco. He. like the rest of the Case party, waited till after the
first heat before risking any money, aud then it was too lute.

Mr. Simmons' two-year-old Castalia, by Jay Bird, dam by
George Wilkes, we understand, worked a full mile a few days
sincoin 2:38.). This is better than the great Eagle Bird showed
up to the same time last year.—Kentucky Stock Farm.
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Magna Charta.

The following quite interesting account of one of the most
noted horse of the day is copied from Dunton's Spirit of the

Turf. We saw Magna trot as a four-year-old, and was quite
familiar with him when owned in Chicago. There is little

question that bad handling, especially cruel treatment, was
all that prevented him making a great record.

The noted stallion Magna Charta, now the property of

Len Dean, of Girard, Branch Co., Mich., was foaled May
15, 1855, at the stables of William Voorhees, Utica, Macomb
Co., Mich., making him now in his thirty-first year. Hewas
sired by Morgan Eagle, by Morgan Eagle, of Tunbridge, Vt.,

and he by Woodbury Morgan, son of Justin Morgan; dam a
blood-like chestnut mare that was said to have been brought
from Kentucky, but whose breeding cannot be traced. In
1S57 Magna was sold by Mr. Yoorhees to Ezra Wright, of

Utica, Mich., and in 1859 became the property of Messrs. F.

V. Smith, J. B. Crippen, H. C. Lewis and S. M. Seely, of

Coldwater, who purchased him of Ezra Wright for $7,500.
At the time of the transfer some money was paid down and
notes given for the balance. A prominent man of Coldwater,
who has since passed away, and was not at all friendly with
the "purchasers, visited Mr. Wright and so worked him up
that he depided the notes were worthless. In haste he
visited the parties, made known his surmises and a settle-

ment was soon effected, Mr. Wright accepting a large dis-

count for cash. Any one of the parties could have drawn his

personal check for many hundreds more than the full

amount. The horse was put into immediate training. The
first driver, Pete Brown, handled him but a short time when
Joe Bucklin commenced working him. John S. Button, Y.
S., who is still in Coldwater enjoying a large practice, took
charge of Magna in October, 1859, and had the management
of him the greater part of the time for ten years. During
Mr. Button's absence in the late war, in the year 1863, Joe
Bucklin again assumed charge, and from the Spring
of this year dates Magna's first outbreak of temper
that has caused so. much trouble. Joe was in the
habit of abusing the horse, punishing himunmercifully, who,
as Mr. Button says, was "gentle as a kitten." One day Joe
took the horse out and, holding a whip in his right hand, at-

tempted to fix the bridle. Magna, fearing another of his

beatings, caught the keeper by the arm dashed him to the

ground, and was crushing his life out when help arrived, and
Joe was rescued with pitchforks and clubs. The maddened
horse than rushed into the yard, seized a horse in harness
by the neck and gave him a fearful shaking up, when a long
line attached to the bridle was caught by one of the rescuers;

Magna immediately turned on him, chasing him through a

door leading to the yard. The gate was closed behind him,
and Magna was a prisoner on the other side, furious and cov-

ered with foam, the man still retaining the line. Other lines

were brought and the horse secured and placed in the stall.

From this eventful period he became a tiger, and was very
unsafe to handle,. He at one time took Dick Hurst's vest off

while attending him and gave him a close call. Poor old

Bill Bush also received rough usage and Frank Skeels, who
afterwards became the owner, made the best time in his lite

up stairs with Mag's mouth about two inches from his rest-

ing place. Frank remembers the incidsnt very clearly to this

day. Mag would bite and strike, but was never known to

kick but once, so far as we are able to learn. While a three-

year-old he became noted for the ease with which, undermany
disadvantages, he won his races. As a four-year-old he won all

of his races against aged horses, except when defeated by Ike
Cook at the National Horse Show at Chicago in 2:28. At the

same place he won the race for four-year-olds in 2:36, equal-

ling Ethan Allen's time and the fastest time of any four-year-

old. He won the first premium the same season in the free-

for-all stallion race, in the unprecedented time of 2:33£, sur-

passing by 2£ seconds the time of any four-year-old horse,

mare or gelding up to that date, and it is claimed by horse-

men who witnessed the performance that he could have
trotted several seconds faster. The following season John
Button drove him at the World's Fair, Chicago, and captured
the free-for-all stallion race, beating handily such horses

as John Crittenden, Royal George and others. The
race was driven in the mud, proving the horse a

stayer. He continued to win every race until sold to W. H.
Crosby, of Chicago, in the Spring of 1864, when he retired

from the turf. A letter from Dr. Ives, of Coldwater, to Dr.
John Button, then in the army, dated February 13, 1865,

says in regard to Magna's colts: "The VanAken colt was sold

to a Toledo man for §500, and Grove's and Paddock's colts

were sold at the same time to the same man for $1,000. Eph
Paddock sold his youngest colt just coming three, to a Goshen
man for §200, and George VanAken sold his Magna horse,

year old in the Spring,, to a Vermont man for §500, and still

keeps his two other fillies which match well." This shows the

standing of Magna colts in 1865.

Magna received a mark at Detroit of 2:30£, and was not
called upon to do better. He has shown a full mile at Cold-

water (half-mile track) in 2:22. Several witnesses still live

who are willing to testify to the fact. He was nest sold to

Mr. Gilbert Duteher, of Chicago, who soon after disposed of

him to E. G. Newhall, of Detroit, who made some seasons

with him at Sturgis, Coldwater and Detroit. Sept. 16, 1874,

after a heavy season in Coldwater, closing August 1st, and
necessarily in poor condition for speeding, and in his 19th

year, he won second money in the free-for-all stallirn race at

the State Fair at Saginaw, being a good second, in 2:37, over

a heavy track. He also won the first premium in the road-

ster class against fourteen competitors, among them the best

stallions in Michigan.
In the year 1875, he was purchased by F. L. Skeels and

L. E. Rose, and was kept during that season at the Magna
Charta stables in Coldwater. The disposition of the horse

continued to grow worse, and early in 1S76, F. L. Skeels &
Co. sold him to Len Dean, of Girard, his present owner, for

a very small sum. Mr. Dean, by careful management and
exercising kindness, has succeeded in getting the old fellow

quite docile, although he does not give exhibitions of putting

his head in his mouth, and letting him walk over him, etc.

As he informed me the other day while looking him over,

"I never give him a chance to get the best of me." Ever
since his first grand circus in 1863 he has had his spells, and
when they come on he will commence walking back and forth

just as far as his long halter will allow him. Says Mr. Dean,
"I have known him to commence walking in the morning,

and walk all day and night, until completely exhausted

and covered with foam. A thought suddenly came to

me, one day and as soon as he commenced his walk I har-

nessed him and hooked him to a wagon and started out.

Mag. took the bits between his teeth and started off at a

fearful rate. I gave him his head, and let him go, trotting

all of the time, until he gave up, when he returned to the

barn perfectly satisfied. This practice I still continue, and
it works like a charm. This is the only time I ever harness
him and you would bo surprised to see how limberhe strikes

out, juBt the same as in his younger days, but of course he

can stand it but a short time. The only real lively time we
ever had with him was in 1877, when Job Irish, who was
working for me, entered the box stall suddenly, to show him
to Charlie Jones, formerly of Coldwater. The old horse was
headed toward the door, and immediately seized Job, throw-
ing him into the corner. Charlie Btarted out, aud su did
Mag., the former making for a hog pen near by, and bringing
up on the roof. Although Mag. went in another direction,
Charlie swears to this day that he could feel his breath on
neck. He will serve thirty mares this season, and I have
already refused over sixty." Mag. has made a snug fortune
for his owner and from all appearances is good for several
seasons yet.

The last time this great horse was ever exhibited in public
was at the Branch County Fair in 18S3, together with five of
his get, and he succeeded in capturing every first premium
from a three-year-old down to a sucker. Magna has grown
somewhat gray in the face and his back had dropped down
somewhat, but he is still lively and full of Morgan vim.
With the exception of a short siege of distemper he has not
seen a sick day during the nine years he has been in Mr.
Dean's possession.
Magna has sired the following horses with records:

Hannah D 2:22£
Belle of Lexington 2:26§
Mollie 2:27
Sallie Scott 2:28}
Sorrel Dan 2:2S
Young Magna 2:29
Royal Magna 2:32
Judge Withey 2:32£

He sired the dams of the following:

J. C. Deyo 2:33
Magna Charta, Jr 2 :35

Maggie Douglas 2:35
Maggie Wahl 2:36
Phil Sheridan 2:36
Maggie Gould 2:47
Roanoak 2:30

Belle F 2:20}
Lucreece 2:23
Belle H 2:23£
Golden Rule 2:30
Mambrino Charta 2:31
George V 2:20

Kittey Van 2:24
Harvey 2:29
Minnie Warren 2:27£
Joyce 2:36
Misner's Chief 2:35
Lady Beach 2:41

How much more this old hero will do for the trotting
world it is now impossible to say, but that there is much in
store for him is certain.

The Public and the Starter.

Public opinion on a racetrack is a fickle thing. Many
people at Long Branch the other day hissed one of our most
popular jockeys, whose horse must have carried tons of
money (both his owner's and that of the public), because he
did his whole duty in getting away from the starting post to

the best of his ability. Those who hissed McLaughlin did
not give heed to the well-known fact that Portland is one of
the quickest horses on his legs which ever gave a starter a
bad half hour; that it was the jockey's bounden doty to take
full advantage of that fact; and that it is a new thingin racing
to handicap a rider by insisting that he, above all others
shall start last. That is just what it has come to. Public
opinion, moulded for the time being by the heat and excite-

ment of speculation on racetracks, gave public manifesta-
tion of its displeasure when a jockey did his best to win,
serving alike with all his zeal both his employers and those
who backed his horse. That is one way to disgust a man
with some of the people who demand that the starter shall

be hung, drawn, or quartered, and the jockey reprimanded.
As a matter of fact, however, the starts for the three-quar-

ter mile races at Monnouth Park are never seen properly by
those in the main body of the grand stand. The reason is so
plain that we have not the patience to waste words on its ex-

planation. We do not clain that the starter makes no mis-
takes. But we do say that in nine oases out of ten justice is

not done Mr. Pincus. He has much to contend with.- De-
lays at the post at Monmouth Park would be fatal. The
crowd would get home so late that the financial successof the

meeting might be at stake if it were not remedied. Hence
his haste to get them off as soon as possible. Added to that,

think of the amount of money involved in some of the selling

and two-year-old races. Mr. Pincus is not severe on light

boys, and knowing that, and the amount of money at stake,

depending on a good start, what boy will take the risk of be-

ing left? It would be rendered much easier if Mr. Withers
were to accompany the starter to the post in each race. His
presence would have a marked effect on refractory boys. He
could then see for himself who was at fault, and mark down
for punishment any boy who either broke away, or (what is

quite as bad) hung back at the post. Think of the great bene-
fit which this simple remedy might work.—iV. Y. Sports-

Traveling in 1700.

From an illustrated paper on "Social Life in the Colonies,

"

by Edward Eagleson, in the July Century, we quote the fol-

lowing:
"The Virginia planter of the richer sort, who was said to

live with more show aud luxury 'than a country gentleman
in England on an estate of £3,000 or £4,000 a year,' showed
a strong liking for the stately six-horse coach, with postil-

lions; but it was not until 1720 that wheeled carriages were
recognized in the legal price-list of the Virginia ferries. In
the other countries, also, the coach was valued as a sign of

official or family dignity, and seme of the richer Carolinians

carried 'their luxury so far as to have carriagee, horses, coach-

man, and all imported from England;' but in Carolina and
everywhere north of Virginia, the light open 'chair' of the

covered chaise was generally preferred. These were better

suited to the roughness and sinuosity of the roads than the

coach. The chaise was a kind of two-wheeled gig, having a

top, and drawn sometimes by one and sometimes by two
horses; the chair had two wheels, but no top; the sulky,

which was much used, differed from the chair chiefly in hav-

ing room for but one person. All these seemed to have been
hung on straps or thorougbraces instead of springs. Boston

ladies in the middle of the eighteenth century took the air in

chaises or chairs, with negro drivers. Boston gentlemen
also affected negro attendants when they drove their chairs

or rode on saddle horses. But in rural regions, from Penn-
sylvania northward, ladies took delight in driving about

alone in open chairs, to the delight of European travelers,

who deemed that a Paradise in which women could travel

without protection. Philadelphians were fond of a long,

light-covered wagon, with benches, which would carry a

dozen persons in an excursion to the country. Sedan-chairs

were occasionally used in the cities. The Dutch introduced

sleighs into New York at a very early date, but sleighs for

pleasure, though known in Boston about 1700, only came
in general use iu the northern provinces at a somewhat later

period. The first stage wagon in the colonies was run from
Trenton to New Brunswick, twice a week, during the Sum-
mer of 1738. It was n link in the tedious land-aud-wator
journey from Philadelphia to New York, and travelers were
promised that it would be 'fitted np with lynches uml cov-

ered over, so that passengers may sit easy and dry.'

"

Saratoga.

July 24th—The second extra day's racing was given under
the disadvantage of showery weather. Shortly before the
usual time for starting for the track, the rain, which bad been
threatening, began to fall in showers, which caused many to
remain away from the course. The attractive nature of the
programme, however, tempted many to brave the storm,
including several hundred ladies. The contests rewarded
those who witnessed them, as the fields of horses were un-
usually large, and the finishes sufficiently close to be excit-
ing. The rain did not seriously interfere with the running,
as the track had been very dusty.
The first event on the card resolved itself into a race be-

I tween Clay Pate, Gold Ban, and Greenfield. R. C. Pate
I owes the victory of his horse to O'Hara, who stole a good
lead when the flag fell and never gave it up, although closely

I pressed by Gold Ban to the finish, which Clay Pate reached
first by a head.

If the result of the first was a surprise the taking of second
place by Bettler in the next was a still greater one. The race
was supposed to lay between John Davis and Girofla, the
latter being a strong tip. But the latter got into a pocket at
the start and could never get through. John Davis ran a
disappointing race, although he got off well. Powhatan and
Bettler ran into the lead in the backstretch, Bettler being in
front. He continued in the lead to the homestretch, where
Powhatan easily assumed the lead and beat Bettler by a
length, the others away off. The place honor of Bettler was
a surprise to his owner, Mr. C. W. Medinger, and also to Mr.
Charles Reed. The latter gentleman thought it would be
wrong if his friend's horse could not have some of his money
upon him, and accordingly took the odds of bookmaker Car-
roll, of New Orleans, at 20 to 1 for a place, which of course he
won.
The favorite sprinter, Mamie Hunt, secured an easy victory

in the five furlong dash. The California contingent and the
followers of the Pacific Coast stables were very sweet on Solid
Silver, aud backed the colt very heavily. However, he was
never in the hunt, while Elkwood ran a surprisingly good
race, finishing second.
For the three-quarter dash Tabitha was a big favorite, but

the race proved that she cannot run in a stiff track, as she
was never in the race. Daredevil Fitzpatrick had the
mount of the top weight, Nimrod, and was wide awake when
the flag fell. Getting off in front he had the pole turning
into the chute. After that the race was practically over,
as he kept his mount well to his work and earned a good
victory by a half length, Pat Dennis running up very strong
at the finish.

Third Race—Purse $300, of which $50 to second horBe. Entrance free.
For two-year-olds which have never won a race of the value of $1,000;
maidens allowed 7 lbs. Five furlongs.
J. S. Shaws'sbf Mamie Hunt, by Frogtown—Bettie,1071hs Fuller 1
C. W. Medinger's ch c Elkwood, by Eolus—Minnie Andrews, 103 lbs.

Anderson 2
Alexander &, Hoffman's br f Mamie Hay, by Kyrle Daly—Silence, 100

lbs west 3
B.C. Pate's ch f Prima Donna, 107 lbs _ O'Hara
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Solid Silver, 103 lbs Kelly
Whitten Bros.' br c Revenge, 103 lbs Tigue
J. G. Greener's br c Lafitte, 103 lbs Williams
P. H. Hynes' chf Queen of Hearts, Ion Uis Wethers
R. W. Waldens'sb c Coraique.lOO lbs McManus
S. Bryant's b f Belle of Louisville, 100 lbs B. Evans

Time, 1:03)4.
Pools: Mamie Hunt, $60; Solid Silver, $25; Coraiqae, 915; Klkwaod,

$12; field, $60. Betting: 8 to -
r
i :ig<imst Mamie Hunt, .> to 2 against Solid

Silver, (1 to l Coinique, 8 to 1 Elkwood and Luiitto, 10 to'JUtul the others
Mutuels paidSl3.lo.

July 25th—The races were well attended. The fields were
rather small in the average by reason of numerous scratching
on account of the heavy track. The racing was good, how-
ever.

First Race—Purse $100, of which $50 to the second horse, and the en-
trance money, $15 each, to be divided between the second and third
horses. Horses not having won this year a race of the value of $1,000
allowed 5 lbs. ; those not having won any race this year allowed 12 lbs.;
maidens allowed, if four years old, 18 lbs.; if five years or upward, 25
lbs. One mile.

R. C. Pate's b c Conkling, A , by Hyder All—Lilac, 106 lbs O'Hara 1
H. Rohert'sch m Girona, aged, by Leamington—Ratan, 103, carried

106 lbs Wethers 2
J. Carter's bh Aretino, 5, by Aranis—sprightly, lift lbs Fitzpatrick 3
E. Corrigan's ch c" Hazarus, 3, by King Bau—Hazem, 97 lbs Kelly
E.J. Baldwin's br c Brandy wine, :i, %i ir>s O'Brien

Time, 1-.4A.

Pools: Hazurus, 3100; field, $60. Betting: 3to 1 on Hazarus; 7 to I
each against Aretino, Conkling aud tjirolla; 30 to 1 Brandy wine. Mutuels
paid $43.70.

Conkling went to the front soon after the start, and never
being approached, won by four lengths from Girofla, Aretino
a length behind second horse.

Third Race—FreB Handicap Sweepstakes, of $20 each, if not declared
out, with $600 added, of which $100 to the second horse and the third to
receive $50 out of the stakes. One mile and five furlongs.

A. C. Pate's b g Boatman, 6, by Bonnie Scotland—Valerian, 110 lbs.
- O'Hara 1

PreakneBS Stables' ch g Euclid ,5, by Glenelg—The Nun, 105 lbs.
.'. .J. Caldwell 2

J. Forbes' b g George L„ 5, bv Virgil—Zea, 100 lbs Fuller 3
F. Walter's gr g Vanguard. 5, 106 lbs : Kiley
J. T. Williams' ch c Bob Miles, 4. 116 lbs - Fitzpatrick
C. Johnson's h h Jim Douglas, aged, 114 lbs Murphy

Time, 2:52.

Pools:Jim Douglas, $17f,; Euclid, $82: Bob Miles, f46; field, $50. Bet-
ting: Even against Jim Douglas; - to 1 Euclid; ."> to 1 Bob Miles; 6 to 1
Boatman: 12 tol Vanguard, and 20 tol George L. Mutuels paid$lH.2<>.

Vanguard led for a furlong, when Boatman went to the
front and won by six lengths, Euclid two lengths in front of
George L.

July 27th—The second week of the race meeting here has
begun, and the officers of the Association are to be congratu-
lated upon the favornble auspices under which the meeting
began. The increase of the value of the purses and the ad-
dition of a race to the programme has proven a wise move.
There is no place in the country where the climate is so ben-
eficial to racers, and consequently the inducements have
brought hundreds of horses, many of them the best in the
country. Most of the horses have been engaged in the West
almost up to the time of their departure for this place, and
the result is that quite a number are not fit to run. Still the
fields have been sufficiently large to prove interesting, ay the
attendance aud hettiug will attest.

Although the social season is backward, the attendance at

the regular day's races has exceeded the expectations of the
most Banguiue, but there is a noticeable falling off on the
extra days, particularly of the fair sex. I commented to a
lady yesterday upon her absence on extra dayB, whereupon
she said that "like all others of my sex, the principal attrac-

tion for me is a hurdle race or steeplechase, and if either is

not on the programme I am indifferent, although I like to
attend the races." There may or may not be something in
this, but nevertheless, the placing of a hurdle or steeplechase
upon the programme on extra days would be worth a trial.

The starting of Mr. It. 11. Wheatley, except iu the fourth
race, on the opening day, has been uniformly fair. lie is an
unussumiug aud painstaking gentleman, and it is to be hoped
that his good luck will stick to him through the meeting.
The progrumme for the third extra dny of the Sarub

Racing Association was of an interesting character, Di

standing the fact (bat two of the events on the card hn

ited entries. Tin; attendance was fairly good oud tl

tators seemed to thoroughly enjoy the victories of
'
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aiders." Only two favorites won, and one of these, John
Davis, only won by what might be termed the skin of his

teeth. Messrs. Pate and Medinger carried off two purses

each, and Pate had a third one almost within his grasp. The
victories of M. Medinger's horses were received with satis-

faction by the spectators on account of the owner himself,

who is very popular among racing men and visitors generally

to Saratoga. He had, however, only one ticket on Fairmont,

and won, in addition to the purse, only $69.50. The general

public who back "short" horses carried off nearly all the

money invested on the race.

The starting was unusually good and the racing was all over

at 2:15.

The first event was considered to be between old Jim Ken-

wick and the veteran Navarro, but Pate's Editor never let any

of his competitors come near him. Navarro was interfered

with in the homestretch by Little Minnie, who threw him off

his stride. Otherwise he might have got a place, but it is

very doubtful whether he could beat Editor, who ran in grand

form.
Another victory was scored for Mr. Pate by Monogram,

who won as ne liked. Eapido, of the Santa Anita Stable,

was a strong tip, and plenty of money went on him, but he

could not even land the place money, Enigma beating him
over the line by a half length.

The next event had twelve starters, and it took a lucky

person to pick the winner. Pasha, Rosiere, Pat Dennis,

Bettler and Avery alternated as favorites, but the field was
always in demand, selling three out. The 6ve named got off

well together, but in the bend Bettler assumed a command-
ing lead, and held it into the homestretch. The others ap-

peared to think he would come back to them, but Anderson
held Mr. Medinger's second victor to hiswork, and he crossed

the line an easy winner.
The nest favorite to be bowled over was Mollie Walton.

She was not beaten by the mud, but by bad riding. Cross

succeeded in landing Three Cheers tirst at the finish, and if

her owners backed her they must have netted a good stake.

Mollie Walton was crowded out of place on the first turn, just

beyond the quarter post, and had to be pulled up. When
they reached the stables she took third place, and in the

stretch was second, but she could not reach Three Cheers.

It was thought that Yolo could not be beaten, and the bet-

ting fraternity entirely overlooked Fairmount, notwithstand-

ing the owner gave a tip on his stable by winning easily with

Bettler. Fail-mount was never headed, but was closely

pressed at the finish by Volo and only won by the scantiest of

of lengths.

Wash Talburt did not start in the last event, havingbroken

down at his work yesterday. The race was the best of the

day, being contested to the wire, where John Davis got his

head in front. Bell Pate looked all over a winner in the

homestretch, but she seemed to tire badly at the finish, and
could not respond to the whip and spur.

First Race—Piirse $300, of which ?o0 to second; penalties and allow-
ances. Five furlongs.
R. C. Pate's er g Editor, 3, bv Enquirer—Alice Murphy, 99 Iuf.

O'Hara 1

G. R. BiK-lYiiKiiVs oh '4 Jim Renwick, :i#«il, by Joe Hooker—Big Gun,
115 lbs jMurphy 1

W. L. Scott's b f Scottish Lass, 2, liv Scottish Chief— Doncaster Lass,

75 i]jS . Williams 3

J.E McisVmeeVsoii h N:iv.irr«.,a^i!, lislhs Fitzpatrick

J. N. Carlile & Co.'s b c Ili-USesty, 1,11". Ins. Lockrulge
D. a Honig & Bxo.'s cli y Vascilator, l. ill lbs Burlew n

D A. [limit: .v Bro.'s •>_ Leonardo, 3, 105 lbs Kelly o

Geo. Kernaghan'scli f Little Minnie, 2, 75 lbs Anderson li

Santa Anita Stables' b i Linda. 2, 75 lbs Barbour
Time, 1:02 }£.

Pools- Jim Eemwick, 3125; Navarro, 585; Editor. 855; Leonardo, $15.

field {25. Betting: EveuagainstJim Rejiwick.7 to 5 against Editor, 12'

to 1 Leonardo, and from 3o to 5u tu 1 the others. Mutuels paid 922.30.

Editor was first away, and never being headed won easily

by three lengths, Jim Renwick second. Scottish Lass third.

Second Race—Purse $400, of -which $.
r
*i to second; non-winning and

maiden allowances. One mile andan eighth.

R C Pate's b c Munograin, G, by Buckden—Monomania, 117 lbs.
O'Hara 1

Davis'i" Hair's b f Enigma, i, bx Euzene—Queen of the West, 99 lbs.

_ Fuller 2

E. j"*Baid^n*s"ch"g"Bapido,3, by Grinstead—Experiment, 102 lbs.
Kelly 3

Alexander .v HolVi nan's cii m <;<>Mun Phu-bns, 4, 99 lbs Harris
Time, 1 :58K

Pools: Monogram. $100; Rapido,.*CO,the fi.-ld *3fi. Betting: 5 to 3 on
Monogram, 7 to 2 against Rajmlo.S to 1 against Enigma, l-> to 1 Golden
Phcebus. Mntuels paid $8,20.

Monogram took the lead at the half-mile pole and won
very easily, with Enigma second and Rapido third.

Third Race—Purse $300, of which S50 to the second. Non-winning and
maiden allowances. Three-quarters of a mile.

C W. Medinger's h g Bettler, 4, by Gaberlunzie—Gretchen. 105 lbs.

Anderson 1

Davis & Hail's br 1' Kusiere, by Dicki-ns— Hosie. Ill lbs Lew is 2

E. Leigh's b g Averv,4, by Arainis—Carrie P., 115 lbs O'Uara a

P. B. Brady's ch g Mat McGinms, r,,lli> lbs Fisher
Applegate Bros.' b c Burr Oak, J, ltW lbs Jones
Kimball A Co.'s ch g Baron Faverot, 5, 107 lbs Pontin
Whitten Bros.' ch g Patrick Denis, 5, 107 lbs Tigue
E. Burgess' ch c Brait. 3, 105 lbs Butler
W. L. Cassidv's clig Father John. 4, S17 lbs WeBt
Carter £ Keys' b c Sir Garnet. 4, !»7 lbs Kelly
E.J. Baldwin's br c Brandvwine,3. 95 lbs O'Brien
Walter Olnev's br e Pasha,2,70lbs Williams

Time. 1:17.

Pools: Pasha and Rosiere, $20 each; Patrick Denis and Bettler,$!6eacli;

field, $50. Betting: 3 to 1 against Rosiere; 4 to 1 Pasha; 5 to 1 each Avery
and Ivtller; 7 tol Pat Denis; S to 1 Burr Oak, and 15 to 20 to 1 each the
others. Mutuels paid $10.90.

Pat Denis was first away, but on entering the chute Bettler

took thelead, and opening a big gap won in a common canter

by two lengths, Rosiere second, Avery third.

Fourth Kace—Parse, 8350. oJ which 950 to the second; for three-year-
olds; maiden allowances. One mile.
C. W. Medinger's ch g Fairmount. by King Ban—Snsie Fuller, 108

lbs Andersen 1

Powers A Sun's cli g Volo. by Voltiirnii- Dora. 101 lbs Kelly 2

M. Young's br g Pegasus, by" Rhadamanthus—Highland Vintage, 108

lbs... .sroval 3

K.J. Baldwin's b or br f Mira.lol lbs

McCullough Savage's b c Middlesex, 2, us lbs W.Jones
Time, 1:45J<.

Pools: Volo, 950; Pegasus. 935; field, 820. Retting: to 5 against Volo;
Bto 5 Pegasus; 5toi Mira; 8 to l Fairmount, and l to l Middlesex.
Mutuels [Mill - a 0.

Fairmount led from atart to tinish and w a easily by half

a length, Volo second, Pegasns third.

July 28th,—The weather cbarmiug.ltrack in Hue condition,

attendance large and fashionable, racing excellent. Three
out of the five favorites landed the stakes.

Soc I Race Saratoga Stakes—A Bweepstake 1 r two-year-olds, at
SIUO each. *.'»i for IVit, >J" oinv if declared by Jan. 1st. 1885, with |700

added, oi which $200 to the second; 62 suscribers t of which 11 declared.
Three-quarters "f a mile.
<_'hin ii a Morgan's be Ban Fox, by imp. King Ban—Maud Hampton.

110 (car. 112) lbs Ilavward 1

M. Young's ch c Enright, by Enquirer—Matagorda, lifi lbs Stoval 2

R. P. Ashe's ch c King of Norfolk, in Norfolk—Marion, 11" lbs
K.lh :;

K. J. Baldwin's eh c Solid silver, 110 lbs Wi st

W. L. Scott s b c Pocomoke-, 11" Ik* Lewie
E.J. Baldwin's br f Mollie Me Cam's Last, 1"7 lbs Hollownv
C. \V. Meding'T's eh c Klkw.iinl.il" (ear. Ill > Ihs H.-nderson
N. W Kittson's ch f Calera, 1»7 lhs Cadagher
R. W. Walden'fl chc Rock and ttye, U0 lbs ...McManus

Time. U16K.
Betting: ii to 5 against Ban Fox, '.ti> J King of Norfolk. 8 to 1 En-

right. n M 1 Mollv McCarthy's Last, li to 1 eneh ElkWOOd and Rock
and Bye, 3'» to l Solid Silver. Poraplaco: 2 to i on Mao Fox and 3 to l

against Buright. Auction | l^
;

!' m Fox, -lOi; King of Norfolk, $00;

P^-Tigbt, ?20; Baldwin's entries, $30; Field. 645. Mutuels paid 611.50.

Kock aud Rye cut out the work, Poconioke second, in

runt nf the others, bunched. Before going on t of the hnte
lid Silver took the lead, und was lapped by King of Nor-

folk as they turned into the main track at the half-mile pole,

with Pocomoke third. As they rounded into the home-
stretch, Pocomoke took the lead. Near the seven-fnrlong

pole Ban Fox cut loose, and was followed by Enright and
King of 'Norfolk, Ban Fox winning by a length in 1 :\6\, En-
right second, a length in front of King of Norfolk, third.

Third Race—Saratoga Cup; a sweepstakes for all ages, at $50 each,
plav or pav, with ? 1.500 added, the second to receive $3u;i and the third
?100 out of the stakes; 22 subscribers. Two miles and a quarter.

J. T. Williams' ch e Bob Miles (4), by Pat Mallov—Dolly Morgan, 118

lbs Fitzpatriek 1

B. C. Pate's b g Boatman (Kj, hv imp. Bonnie Scotland—Valerian, 120

lbs O'Hara 2
R. A. Johnson's b c Powhatan III|4), bv imp. Ulenelg— Florenre I,

118 lbs Haywaid 3

E. Corrigan'sch f Modestv (1 1,113 lbs Murphy
E. J. Baldw'n's b h Lucky B. (5;, 122 lbs HoUoway

Time. 4 fi2.

Betting: 5 to 4 on Modesty, 5 to 2 against Boatman, 6 to 1 Powhatan
III, 8 to 1 Bob Miles and 15 to 1 Lucky B. For a place: 5 to 2 against
Bob Miles and 5 to 3 on Boatman. Auction pools: Modesty, $100; Boat-
man, $10; Powhatan III.. S30; field, 925. Mutuels paid $80.70.

Boatman made the running for over two miles attended

first by Lucky B., he dropping back at the end of a mile and
a half, where Bob Miles took second place, and lay well up
to Boatman nntil near the pool stands, when he worked to

the front, and won by haif a leDgth in 4:02, Boatman second,

a length in front of Powhatan III., third. Modesty made no
show in the race.

July 29th—The card did not fill as numerously as it

should, and consequently the attendance was only fair when
the bell was rung for the opening event. Many later arrivals,

however, gave the grand stand a lively appearance. As was
to be expected from the character of the horses, the races

lacked the usual interest, although some spirited betting was
indulged in. The track was in first-class condition for fast

time, but the best was • 1:16 for three-quarters by Golden
Phcebus, and Bonnie S.'s mile in 1:443.

The opening events augured well for field horses, the over-

looked Pat Dennis captured the purse. Pat got a running
start and was three lengths ahead at the first furlong pole,

and won in a gallop, never being headed in the race. Col.

Clark ran in good form, but could never get closer than two
lengths to the leader, and only a head each separated the
Colonel, Jim Renwick and Nimrod at the finish. The back-
ers of Pat were rewarded for their confidence in him by cash-

ing mutuel tickets at §109.20 for each one.

A tip went out on Enigma just before the second race,

although Clay Pate was looked upon as a sure winner. The
bookmakers quickly took down their 3 to 1 figures, and 7 to

5 were the closing quotations. Enigma verified the tip by
winning in a big gallop. George L. and Beechmore ran as if

they were tied up.
The betting fluctuated in the nest race. First led Bed

Girl, then Baron Faverot. and lastly Golden Phoebus led off

in the quotations. Martin, who rode the latter, stole a flying

start and quickly settled the result by opening a big gap,
winning, hands down, by three lengths, Baron Faverot tak-

ing second honors.
Conkling had a walkover for his race, and a 7 to 1 chance

proved the victor in the fifth event. Tabitha was thought to

be a good thing, but she never got in front. Marquis,
Gresmer and Tabitha got away even up, the others
also well in line. Marquis led for nearly a half mile, when
Bonnie S. passed him. The latter remained in front all the

way to the finish, and won by three lengths, Compensation
getting second place. Green Morris bought the winner for

§2,200, $200 over the entered price.

Comique behaved badly at the post in the final event.
Mattie Corbett set the pace to the bend, where Kinglight and
Pasha easily passed her. The race was between these two to

the line, Pasha winning by a half length.

First Race—Purse -9300, of which £50 to second horse; entrance free

;

penalties and allowances. Three-quarters of a mile.

Whittwn Bros.' ch g Patrick Dennis, 5, by St. Denis—Rosa Lee, 99
lbs Tigue 1

W. P. Hunt's chg Col. Clark, 3, by Glengarry-Kate Fisher, 102 lbs.

L. Evans 2
J. R. Buchanan's ch g Jim Renwick, aged, 108 lbs Kelly
E. J. McElmell's ch h Navarro, aged, 113 lbs Harvey
M. Gaynor's b b Nimrod, 5, 113 lbs Fitzpatrick
L\ Leigh's hg Avery, 4, 108 lbs O'Hara
D. A. Honig & Bro.'s b m Nora M., 5, 108 lbs West

Time,l:16\.

Pools: Nimrod, Jim Renwick and Navarro $25 each, Avery £16, field

520. Betting : 5 to 2 against Nimrod, 3 to 1 Avery, 7 to 2 Renwick, 8 to

1 each Mira M. and Col. Clark, 12 to 1 Navarro and, Pat Dennis. Mutuels
paid S1O9.20.

Navarro took the lead and retained it for half a mile with
Pat Dennis, Col. Clark and Jim Renwick close up. The four
wheeled into the stretch together, and after a furious finish

PatDenniswonbyhalfalength, Col. Clark second, ashorthead
in front of Jim Eenwick, he a head in front of Navarro.

Fifth Race—Purse, §300, of which £50 to the second horse; entrance
free; the winner to be sold at auction; highest entrance price $2,000
horses entered to be sold for less allowed 1 lb. for each SI00 down to

51,200, and 2 lbs. for each $100 below the latter price, with a further
allowance of 3 lbs', for horses beaten and not having won a race at this
meeting. One mile.

Opequon Stable's br c Bonnie S., by Scotland—LasB of Ayr, 105 lbs.

O'Hara 1
Morris k Patton's br g Compensation, aged, by Catesby—Australia,

95 lbs Martin 2
R. C. Pate's b f Tabitha, :t, by Great Tom -Valerian, 81 lbs. . ..Fuller 3
J. Dynienl's brm Aunt Alice, 6, 110 lbs McLaughlin
E. J. Baldwin's cb g Grismer, 5, 103 lbs West
D. W. Campbell's br h Marquis, 6. 101 lbs Kelly
J. Forbes' br g Blanton. aged, SB ihs R. Harris
Marvin & Douglass' ch g Wellington. 6, 8*2 lbs Berlew U

Time, 1:441.

Pools: Tabitha. s20; Compensation ai»l Blanton, $20 each; the field,
$50. Betting: 8 to 5 against Tabitha; 3 to 1 Blanton; 4 to 1 Compensa-
tion; <; to 1 Grismer; 7 to 1 Bonnie S.; 12 to 1 Marquis, and 20 to 1 the
others.

To a flying start Bonnie S. took the lead and never being
reached won easily, with Compensation second, Tabitha
third. The winner was bought by G. B. Morris for $2,200.

Entries to State Fair Races.

THE RIFLE.

California Schuetzen Club..

The distribution of prizes won at the two days' shooting
match of the California Schuetzen Club, held at Alameda last

Sunday and Monday, took place at Eiutracht Hall, 3\G Post
street. The first prize, $40, was won by K. vVertheimer,
being the best center shot ever made in California. A.
Strecker, the winner of the next prize, made 235 bull's-eyes
out of 49S shots, the best record ever made in the State.
The following won prizes on the main target: Messrs. Fink-
ing, Lehman, Zecker, Bachmau, Kahmeyer, Strecker, Jacoby,
Kuhule, Bannett, Freese, Ehrenpfort, Haux, Haacke, Kuhle's,
Browning, Boekman, Wertheimer, Starner, Cummings, Klotz,
Stanton, C. D. Ladd, Plagemau, Guuibel, Strueber, Horts-
mau, Nasb, Utschig, Kelly, Field. At the conclusion of the
distribution (J f prizes the members of the Association were in-
vited to seat themselves at the banquet table.

The Directors of the State Agricultural Society met in the
office of the Secretary in the Pavilion, at 2 o'clock Wednesday,
to arrange details for the coming State Fair, which will open,
in Sacramento on Monday, September 7th, and continue two
weeks. The first work before the Board was the opening of
the entries to the various races on the speed programme.
The races filled remarkably well, and a first-class meeting is

assured. Below will be found a complete list of the entries
received

.

FIRST DAY—THURSDAY, SEPT. 10—TROTTTXG.

Occident Stake for 18S5—Final payments have been made
on the following colts:

IraL. Kamsdell, Luella.
L.J. Kose, Stamboul.
L. J. Bose, Kismet.
Baucho del Paso, Lohengrin.

Trotting purse SI, 200. 2:25 class:

L. J. Kose. b m Buby, by Sultan, dam Mackay's Hamblatou-
ian mare.

Wilber F. Smith, blk g Thapsin, by Berlin, dam Lady
Hubbard.

A. C. Dietz, br ni Olivette, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dant
Belle.

Peter Johnson, blk g Scandinavian, by Black Hawk, dam un-
known.

J. W. Donathan, s m Magdallah, by Prinius, dam unknown.
P. Farrell, b s Marin, by Quinn's Patchen, dam by Emigrant.
Pacing—purse, §600. 2:35 class.

V. B. Raymond, b m Patti, by Chrisman's Patchen, dam by
General Knox.

Deliver Dudley, br g Dixon Boy, by Billy Campbell, dam by
Missouri Chief.

W. B. Todhunter, b s Nevada, by General Eeno, dam Marys-
ville Queen.

S. C. Tryon, s m Pocahontas, by Washington, dam by Glen-
coe.

J. A. Goldsmith, b m Ivy, by Buccaneer,- dam Fern Leaf.
J. A. Goldsmith, bs Sidney, by Santa Clans, dam Sweetness.
H. G. Cox, g g Tony Lee, by James Lick, dam by Belmont.

SECOND DAY—FRIDAY, SEPT. 11—RUNNING.
The Introduction stake—For two-year-olds. S25 entrance;

SlOforfeil; §250 added; S50 to second; third to save stake!
Three-quarters of a mile.

Ben. P. Hillbt Meada Howard, by Sacramento, dam Armeada
Howard

.

Ben. P. Hill, g f Mollie Capron, by Reveille, dam unknown.
Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad. Stevens, dam Twi-

light.

Frank Depoyster, b f Edelweiss, by Hooker, dam Yolone.
Garland & Goldsmith, s f Eda, by Hockhocking, dam Eva

Coombs.
P. Robson, s g, by Norfolk, dam Jessie R.
H. C. Judson, blk f Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Claie.
H. C. Judson, b f Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
Wm. Boot, b f, by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsy.
The California Breeders's Stake—For foals of 1SS2; $50 en-

trance, p. p.; $300 added, $100 to second, third to save stake.
Closed in 1SS4 with nine nominations. One mile and a
quarter.

W. B. Todhunter, brf Minnie C, by Compromise, dam Mollie
btockton.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Robin Hood, by Shannon dam
Robin Girl.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Garland, by Shannon, dam Sallie
Gardner.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Valiant, by Monday, dam Ladv
Evangeline.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Playmate, by Mondav, dam Play-
thing.

Rancho del Paso, blk c Hidalgo, by Joe Daniels, darnElectra.
Rancho del Paso, ch c Tyrant, by Great Tom, dam Moselle.
James Mee, ch f Mischief, by Thad Stevens, dam Katie

Pease.
H. C. Judson, b c Billy Ayres, by Shannon, dam Lady Clare.

The Del Paso Stake—For all ages; $50 entra «. $15 for-
feit, $300 added: $100 to second, third to save st ree-
quarter mile heats.

Ben P. Hill, g g Johnnie Gray, aged, by Shiloh, . \ ,'ery.

Kellv and Lynch, ch g Tom Atchison, 3, by Jo, i dam
Bay Kate.

Geo. Howson, b f Constellation, 3, by St. George, dam
Pianette.

Geo. Howson, ch f Gold Sheaf, 3, by Bullion, dam by imp.
Glengarry.

Garland & Goldsmith, b h Beaconsfield, 4, by Hockhocking,
dam Aileen Allannah.

W. L. Appleby, b mNielson, by Wildidle, dam Susie William-
son.

Wm. M. Ayres, g g Ichi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.
Selling Purse—$250; entrance free; $50 to second; fixed

valuation, $1,000; two pounds off for each SlUO below; two
pounds added for each $100 above fixed value. One mile
and an eighth.

J. Dyson, b h Glides Clark, 5, pedigree unknown; valuation.
$600.

F. Depoysler, b g Delaney, 7, pedigree unknown: valuation.
$500.

Ed. F. Fallon, s g Rondo, aged, by Norfolk, dam unknown.
A. A. Pinue, s h Nick of the Woods, aged, by Leiuster, dam

Little Sophie.
S. C. Tryon, b g Jim Long, 3, by Shannon, dam Florence An-

derson.
Thos. Hazlett, ch g Joe Chamberlain, 4, bv Ritleman, dam

by Norfolk; valuation, $700.
B. L. Pacheco.uh f Mamie T., 3, by Wheatlev, dam Mercedes;

valuation, $S00.
Wm. Boots, b m Bessie, aged, by imp. Hercules, dam un-

known; valuation, $400.

THIRD DAY—^SATURDAY, SEl'T. -12—TltOTTINU.

Four-year-old Trotting—Purse, $1,000. Closed March 10,
1SS5, with eight nominations. Second payment has been
made on the following:

A. L. Whitney, ch c Dawn, by Nutwood, dam Countess, by
Whipple's Hambletonian.

Wilbur F. Smith, blk f Pansy, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard,
by Benicia Boy.

A. A Yeager, b f Nona Y., by Admiral, dam Flora.
G. W. Trahern, b o, Voucher, by Nephew, dam by Vernon

Patchen.
Jos. C. Simpson, b c Antevolo, by Electioneer, dam Colum-

bine, by A. W. Richmond.
Trotting purse, $1,200; three-minute class.

L. J.Rose, br s Sultan, by The Moor, daui by Delmonico.
J. R. Hodsou. blk b Artist, by McCrauken's Golddust, dam

by Dave Hill, Jr.
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W. B. Todhunter, bit m ITatid W. W. W., by General Keno,
dam Rattler mare.

John ilcConnell, b s May Boy, by Whipple's Hambletonian,
dam Harvest Queen.

P. Farrell, b s Menlo, by Nutwood, dam unknown.
Andrew Patterson, gg Will Harris, by Jim Lick, dam by

Horn's Morgan.
A. McDowell, g g Norman, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam

unknown.
Trotting—Purse, $1,500; 2:21 class (Manon barred.)

Wilbur F. Smith, b g Adair, by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee.
John A. Goldsmith, b m Sister, by Admiral, dam Flora.
O. A. Hickok, b g Arab, by Arthurton, dam Lady Hamilton.
A. Waldstein, bs Albert W., by Electioneer, dam by JohnNel-

Bon.

FOURTH DAT—MONTJAT, SEPT. 14—RUX^IXG.

For four-year-olds; $100 entrance; S25Maturity Staki

forfeit, $300 added; second horse $100, third $50. Closed in
1854. Three miles.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Glendair, by Norfolk, dam Glen-

dew.
AI. M. Allen, ch cPrince of Norfolk, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
H. C. Jndson, blk c John A., by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

The Premium Stake—Kunning—For aliases; $25 entranced
$10 forfeit, $250 added; $50 to second: third to save stake*
Three-quarters of a mile.

B. P. Hill, ch f Silverella, 3, by Beville, dam unknown.
Kelly & Lynch, ch g Tom Atchison, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay

Kate.
George Howson, b f Constellation, by St. George, dam Pian-

ette.

W. M. Murry, ch c Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, 4, by Hockhocking,

dam Aileen Allannah.
Martin & Myers, b m Emma, by Kirby Smith, dam un-

known.
W. M. Ayers, g g Ichi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.
John Green, b s Joe G., aged, by Joe Daniels, dam by Wood-

burn.
"W. L. Appleby, b m. Nielson, 4, by Wildidle, dam Susie Wil-

liamson.
S. B. Wright, b m Lalla Kookh, 3, by Flood, damFrouFrou.
T. Hazlett, b g Panama, 5, by Shannon, dam Abbie W.
Harry Stover, s g Quebec, aged, by Norfolk, dam Jennie

Hull.

The California Annual Stake—Running—For foals of 1S83.

§100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added; second horse $100,
third $50. Closed in 18S4 with eighteen nominations. One
mile.

Hill & Gries, b f , by Wildidler, dam May Wade.
R. P. Ashe, ch f Minuet, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
W. B. Todhunter, b f May Blossom, by Joe Hooker, dam

Maggie S.

W. B. Todhunter, ch c Ingleside, by Norfolk, dam Illusion.

R. P. Ashe, ch c King of Norfolk, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
W. B. Todhunter, ch cGaston, by Norfolk, dauiMattie Glenn.
W. B. Todhunter, ch c Ed Corrigan, by Joe Hooker, dam

Countess Zeika.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Whittier, by Flood, dam Lizzie

Whipps.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch c Gardey, by Flood, dam Sallie

Gardner.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Plato, by Shannon, dam Planetia.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Robin Lass, bv Flood, dam Robin
Girl.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Keepsake, by Flood, dam Kath-
arion.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Guenn, by Flood, dam Glendew.
Rancho del Paso, br c Ben Ali, by Virgil, dam Tjlrica.

Eancho del Paso, ch f , by Longfield, dam Belle Bale.

Thos. G. Jones, br c Gold Barb, imp., by Goldbrongh, dam
Icitilla.

H. C. Judson, b f Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
Hill & Gries, b c , by Hardwood, dam Maid of the Mist.

The La Rue Stake—Running Handicap—For all age3; $50
entrance; $25 forfeit; $15 declaration; $500 added; $150 to

second; third to save stake. Weights announced September
1; declaration September 5, by 8 o'clock p. m. Two and a

quarter miles.

Kelly & Lynch, ch m, Glendair, 4, by Norfolk, dam Glen-

dew.
Thomas Delaney, ch c, Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Plan-

etia.

G. L. Richardson, b g Billy the Kid, aged, by Leinster, dam
Lily Simpson.

H. Stover, br g Garfield, by Langford, dam by Lodi.

H. C. Judson, blk h John A., 4, by Monday, dam Lady
Clare.

Hill & Gries b h Arthur H., 3, by Hockhocking, dam
Maid of the Mist.

William Boots, b m Bessie, aged, by imp. Hercules, dam un-
known.

Free purse, $300—Running—For all ages. Failed to fill.

FIFTH DAY—TUESDAY, SEPT. 15—TROTTXSG.

Three-year-old trotting purse, $1,000—Closed March 10,

1855, with twelve nominations. Second payment has been
made on the following:

L. J. Rose, b c Stamboul, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian.
L. J. Rose, b c Kismet, by Sultan, dam Sauce Bos.
S. K. Trefry, b c Apes, by Prompter, dam by Flastail.

Rancho del Paso, b c Lohengrin, by Echo, dam Vixen.
Ariel Lathrop, b c Spry, by General Benton, dam Sprite.

Trotting—Purse, $1,200; 2:36 class,

J. J. Cozert, blk s Blacksmith, by Champion Knos, dam
Rosa, by Old Pathfinder.

Wilber F^ Smith, blk f Pansy, by Berlin, dam Lady Hnb-
bard.

A. McDowell, g g Norman, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam
unknown.

P. Farrell, b s Menlo, by Nutwood, dam by Hercules.

John Spurgeon, s m Daisy L., by Tilton Almont, dam by
Rattler.

Yearling Trotting Stake—Half-mile heats; $50 entrance;

$25 forfeit; $200 added. Stakes and added money divided

as follows: First colt, sis-tenths; second colt, three-tenths;

third colt, one-tenth. Failed to till.

SIXTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 16—F-U>~:STS~G.

The Sunny Slope Stake—For two-year-old fillies; $25 en-

trance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; S50 to second. Five furlongs.

B. P. Hill b f Meada Howard, by Sacramento, dam Armeada
Howard.

B. P. Hill, g f Mollie Capron, by Reveille, dam unknown.
Kelly .fc Lynch, bf Moonlight, by Thad Stevens,dam Twilight.

|

Frank DePoister, b f Edelweiss, by Hooker, dam Yolone.

Garland & Goldsmith, s f Eda, by Hockhocking, dam Eva
Coombs.

H. C. Hudson, blk f Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

The Golden Gate Stake—Running; for three-year-olds; $50

entrance p. p.; $350 added; $100 to second, third saves
state. Que mile and three-quarters
Thomas Delaney, ch c Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Planetia.
George Howson, b f Constellation, 3, bv St. George, dam

Pianette.
Hill k Gries b h Arthur H., 3, by Hockhocking, dam Maid

of the Mist.

Selling Purse—For all ages; entrance free; S50 to second;
nxed valuation, §1,000, two pounds off for each §100 below
and two pounds added for each S100 above fixed value. One
mile and bve furlongs.
A. A Pinney, s h Nick of the Woods, by Leinster, dam Little

Sophia; valuation, S500.
G. L Richardson, b g Billy tie Kid, aged, by Leinster, dam

Lily Simpson; valuation, §500.
George Howson, ch f Gold Sheaf, 3, by Bullion, dam by imp.

Glengarry. r

H. Stover, br g Garfield, by Langford, dam by Lodi; valua-
tion, §600.

t,
Free Purse, §300—For all ages. Seven furlongs and repeat.

5"
,i TT b g John»y Gray, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margery.
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eh m Glendair, i, by Norfolk, dam Glendew.

L. ±. iallon, s g Eondo, aged, by Norfolk, dam unknown.
Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, 4, by Hoekhockino

dam Aileen Allanah.
George Howson, b f Constellation, 3, by St. George, dam

Pianette.
George Howson, ch f Gold Sheaf, by Bullion, dam by imp.

Glengarry.
Thomas Hazlett, ch g Joe Chamberlain, 4, by Rifleman, dam

by Norfolk.
S. B. Wright, b m Lalla Kookh, 3, by Flood, dam Fron Fron.

SEVENTH DAT—THURSDAY, SEPT. 17—TEOTTEVG.
Trotting—Purse, §1,200—2:27 class.

L. J. Rose, blk g La Grange, by Sultan, dam Georgiana, by
Overland.

E. V. Spencer, b m Belle Spencer, by Black Ralph, dam by
Langford.

Wilber F. Smith, blk g Thapsin, by Berlin, dam Lady Hub-
bard.

Andrew Patterson, g g Will Harris, by Jim Lick, dam by
Horn's Morgan.

John A. Goldsmith, s s Dawn, by Nntwood, dam Countess.
Peter Johnson, blk h Scandinavian, by Black Hawk, dam

unknown.
P. Farrell, b s Marin, by Quinn's Patchen, dam by Emigrant.
Lucy Goff, b m Lucilla, by Nephew, dam by General Mc-

Clellan.

Jos. Cairn Simpson, br c Antevolo, by Electioneer, dam Col-
umbine, by A. W. Richmond.

A. C. Dietz, br m Olivette, by WhiDple's Hambletonian. dam
Belle.

Two-year-old Trotting—Purse, §1,000—Closed March 10,
1SS5, with seven nominations. Second payments have been
made on the following:
M. Tooniey, b c Transit, by Prompter, dam by California

Dester.
L. J. Rose, b c Alcazar, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha.
Kancho del Paso, b c Senator, by Echo, dam Vixen.

Pacing Purse, §1,200—Free for all.

S. G. Tryon, b g Prince, by Missouri Chief,'dam by Belmont.
J. O. Gibeau, br g Fairmount, by Niagara, dam by Patchen

Vernon.
P. Fitzgerald, br s Killarnev, by Black Ralph, dam by imp.

Eclipse.

O. A. Hickok, ch m Alma, by Elmo, dam unknown.
N. M. Fay, b g Shaker, pedigree unknown.
H. J. Agnew, b m Maud, by Bertrand's Black Hawk, dam by

Hambletonian Chief.
J. T. Mclntyre, b g Fred. Ackerman, by Washington, dam by

John Nelson.

EIGHTH DAT—SEPT. 18—Bt^vNES-G.

The Palo Alto Stake—For two-year-olds; §50 entrance;
§25 forfeit; §250 added; §100 to second horse; third saves
stake. Winner of No. 4 or 13 penalized five pounds; of both
ten pounds. One mile.
Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-

light.

Garland & Goldsmith, s m Eda, by Hockhocking, dam Eva
Coombs.

P. Robson, s g, by Norfolk, dam Jessie R.
H. C. Judson, b f Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
H. C. Judson, blk f Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Clare.
Wm Boots, b f, by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsy.

The Shatter Stake—For three-year-olds; §50 entrance; §25
forfeit; §300 added; §100 to second horse; §50 to third.

Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized five pounds; of both, ten
pounds. One mile and a quarter.
Kelly <fc Lynch, ch g Tom Atchison, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay

Kate.
W. M. Murry, b c Billy Ayres, by Shannon, dam Lady Clare.

Geo. Howson, b f Constellation, by St. George, dam Pianette.

W. M. Ayres, g g Ichi Ban, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.
Hill & Gries, b h Arthur H., by Hockhocking, dam Maid of

the Mist.

S. B. Wright, b m Lalla Rookh, by Flood, dam Frou Fron.

California Derby—For foals of 1SS2; S50 entrance, p. p.;

§300 added; §100 to second, §50 to third. One mile and a
half.

J. B. Chase, blk c Hidalgo, by Joe Daniels, dam Electra.

James Mee, ch f Mistletoe, by Thad Stevens, dam Mistake.
James Mee, ch f Mischief, by Thad Stevens, dam Katie Pease.
J. W. Adams, br c Common Sense, by Hardw-ood, dam

Cousin Peggy.
E. J. Baldwin, br c Brandywine, by Lexingtor, dam Mollie

McCarthy.
E. J. Baldwin, br f Mira, by Grinstead, dam Blossom.
E. J. Baldwin, ch c Verano, by Grinstead, dam Jennie D.
G. Pacheco, ch f . by Wheatley, dam Lodi mare.
Palo Alto, b c Robin Hood, by Shannon, dam Robin Girl.

T. Delaney, ch c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Plauetia.

Palo Alto, b c Garland, by Shannon, dam Sallie Gardner.
S. B. Wright, b c Harry Peyton, by Shannon, dam Miss

Peyton.

Nighthawk Stake—For all ages; §50 entrance; §15 forfeit;

§300 added; §75 to second; §50 to third; §200 additional, if

1:41^ *9 beaten; stake to be named after the winner if Night-
hawk's time (1:421) is beaten. One mile.

Kelly cfc Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

W. M. Murray, ch c Estill, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, by Hockhocking,

dam Aileen Allannah.
George Howson, ch f Gold Sheaf, by Bullion, dam by imp.

Glengarry.
W. M. Ayres, g g Ichi Ban, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.
W. L. Appleby, b m NielsoD, by Wildidle, dam Susie Wil-

liamson.

H. C. Judson's blk h John A., by Mondav, dam Lady Clare.
G. Pacheco, ch f Mamie T., by Wheatley, dam Mercedes.

Purse, §300; §50 to second. One mile and one-sixteenth
and repeat.

B. P. Hill, b g Johnny Gray, by Shiloh, dam Margery.
Kelly & Lynch, ch m Glendair, 4, by Norfolk, dam Glendew.
Garland & Goldsmith, b h Beaconsfield, 4, by Hockhocking

dam Aileen Allannah.
Geo. Howson, b f Constellation, 3, by St. George dam Pian-

ette.

Geo. Howson, ch f Gold Sheaf, 3, by Bullion, dam bv imp.
Glengarry. ' r

G. W. Trahern, b c Dave Douglass, 3, by Leinster, dam Lily
Simpson.

SIXTH DAT—SATCEDAT, SEPT. 19—TROTTTXG.
Trotting—Purse, §1,200; 2:23 class. Sister barred.

L. J. Rose, blk g La Grange, by Sultan, dam Georgiana.
J. w. Donathan. s m Magdaliah, by Primus.
P. Farrell, b s Marin, by Quinn's Patchen.
J. A. Goldsmith, b s Anteeo, by Electioneer.

Trotting—Purse, §1,200; 2:30 class.
L. J. Rose, b m Ruby, by Sultan, dam a Hambletonian mare.
J.J. Cozert, blk s Blacksmith, by Champion Knox, dam Old

Pathfinder.
A. Patterson, s g Vengeance, by Venture, dam by Belmont.
P. Farrell, b s Menlo, by Nutwood, dam by Hercules.
John A. Goldsmith, bs Brown Jug, by Nntwood
J. McConnell, b s May Boy, by Whipple's Hambletonian.
Trotting—Purse, §1,500; 2:20 class.

W. F. Smith, b g Adair, by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee.
A. Waldstein, b s Albert W., by Electioneer, dam by John

iselson.

San Mateo Stock Farm, b s Guy Wilkes, byGeo. Wilkes, dam
by Mambrino Patchen.

John A. Goldsmithh, b m Manon, by Nutwood, dam Addie.
James McCord, b g Arab, by Arthurton, dam Lady Hamilton.

ES-TKIES TO STAKES FOE 1SS6-87.
Entries for the following running events for 18S6-S7 -were

also received:

California Breeders' Stake—For foals of 18S3, to be run at
the State Fair of 1SS6; §50 enhance, p. p.; §300 added, of
which §100 to second and §50 to third. One mile and a
quarter.

F. Depoister, b f Edelweiss, by Joe Hooker, dam Tolone.
L. H. Todhunter, s c Moute Crista, by King Alfonso, dam

Galanthis.
W. B. Todhunter, blk f, by Major Whitesides, dam Mollie

Stockton.
W. B. Todhunter, ch f, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.
Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad. Stevens, dam Twi-

light.

California Annual Stake—For foals of 18S4, to be run at
the State Fairof 1SS6; §100 entrance; §25 forfeit; §250 added;
second horse, §100; third §50. One mile.

E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.
T. Atehinson, ch c Robson, by Hooker, dam Rosetland.
H. Louden, b f, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
T. Delany, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
L. H. Todhunter, b c Safe Ban, by imp. King Ban, dam

Herzegovina.
W. B. Todhunter, b c, by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.
W. B. Todhunter, s c, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter, b c, by Compromise, dam bv Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter, blk f, by Compromise" dam Mollie

Stockton.
W. B. Todhunter, ch c, by Bullion, dam Jessamine Porter.
S. B. Wright, ch f, by Jim Brown, dam Avail.
Palo Alto, ch c, by Monday, dam Jennie C.
Palo Alto, br c, by Monday, dam Rivulet.
Palo Alto, b c, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Palo Alto, b c, by Flood, dam Esther.

California Derby Stake—For foals of 1SS4, to be run at the
State Fair of 1887; S50 entrance, p. p.; §300 added; second
hoTse §100, third §50. One mile and a half.
E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.
T. Atchison, ch c Robson, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.
H. Louden, b f, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
T. Delaney, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
L. H. Todhunter, b c Safe Ban, by King Ban, dam Herzego-

vina.
W. B. Todhunter, b c. by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.
W. B. Todhunter, s c, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter, b c, by Compromise, dam by Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter, blk f, by Compromise, dam Mollie Stock-

ton.

W. B. Todhunter, ch c, by Bullion, dam Jessamine Porter.
F. Depoister, b c, by Wildidle, dam by Monday.
Palo Alto, ch c, by Monday, dam Jennie C.
Palo Alto br c, by Monday, dam Rivulet.
Palo Alto, b c, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Palo Alto, b c, by Flood, dam Esther.
S. B. Wright, ch f, by Jim Brown, dam Avail.
H. C. Judson, s f, by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Brown.

There are nine additions to the 2:20 trotting list: Frank,
2:19!; Kenilworth, 2:20; Jerome Turner, 2:17J; LennSwalluw
2:19! : Bi"f Button, 2:181 ; Amelia C, 2:191; Mambrino Spar-
kle, 2:19}; Epaulette, 2:194. and Glen Miller, 2:18.

Sonoma County

Agricultural Park
ASSOCIATION,
SAXTA ROSA, CAL.

Special Notice.

The following purse lias been opened by this Aapoela*
tioii. ibe race (o be civen

Wednesday, August 19th.
EXTIU PACING riRSK. (600—238 rl:v=s. Divided 50.:

per cent.

To close on THIRSnAV. Al«. 13th. with the Sim

I. De TUBE, IT-

E. W. DAVIS, Secretary, Sulfa Kosa.Cal.
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Horse Racing and its Critics.

Horse racing, from the time of Charles I. and Tregonwel

Frampton, the father of the English turf, to the present day

has been the national sport and pastime of the nobility and

commoners in England, and has become a very fashionable and

popular sport in America. Kales and regulations of the most

stringent character have been framed and adopted in England,

all looking to the protection of the public and the honest

running and conduct of racing, the enforcement of which is

entrusted to the most honorable and reliable of the nobility

and gentry. Bui es and regulations have been adopted in

America embodying the same general principles as the Eng.

glish rules, and surrounded -with additional safeguards, all

tending to honest and reputable sport and the protection of

the public from sharpers and fraudulent transactions, and

under these rules has been conducted the racing of the

Jerome Park, Coney Island and Monmouth Park Associa-

tions which are the three most prominent clubs in this

country, and whose officers are gentlemen of high social

standing, trusted and admired for probity and honesty,

whose duty it is to enforce the rules, and who have never

failed to act, when there was any infringement of the same,

promptly and efficiently. Yet some of the daily papers

whose reporters really know nothing of the form or merit of

the horses, and whose sole aim, it would appear, is to distort

and misstate facts and put in type all sorts of sensational

nnosense, attempt to make the public believe that

there is not an honest trainer or rider con-

nected with the turf, and that every race run is a

job put up by bookmakers to rob the public. Such a thing

is morally impossible. The bookmaker, if he bets at all upon

horses which he owns or controls, must bet with other book-

makers and not with the public, and there is no power on

earth to prevent the public from backing the horse owned by

the bookmaker or any other person. The reportars would

make one believe that the public are excluded from backing

any horse which a bookmaker may fancy, or are bound to

put their monev on those which must lose. If a bookmaKer

owns a horse and starts him in a race, he is bound by the

rules to run an honest race to win, and is amenable to the

consequence if he fails to do so. Such gentlemen as Messrs.

P. Lorillard, G.L. Lorillard, D. D. Withers, A. J. Cassatt

and others employ men as trainers whom they believe to be

both competent and honest, and riders possessed of skill,

judgment and honesty. Can it be possible that these gentle-

men, all snccessful business men, able and sensible, are so

obtuse that they do not know and cannot see when their

horses are run honestly on their merits and show the form

indicated by their trials at home, or can they lend themselves,

as these scribblers would make it appear, to deception and

dishonest running? There is no rule, either in England or

America, which forbids any man to own a horse and race him,

but there are rules which forbid, under heavy penalties, any

person from corruptly giving or offering any money share in

a bet or other benefit to any person having official duties m
relation to a race or to any jockey. There is

also a rule which forbids any person having

official duties in relation to a race, or any jockey

to corruptly accept or offer to accept any money,

share in a bet, or other benefit, under penalty of being

ruled off the course. "No violation of any provision of these

rules has ever been claimed or charged against any jockey,

trainer, owner or official, and the unjust and unmerited strict-

ures of certain dailies are not only in bad taste, but wholly un.

true and libellous. The names ofone of ourpromient trainers

and a jockey, both highly esteemed by their employer, have

been mentioned, and their employer told that if one was given

an "eternal vacation and the other sent to the Indian Ocean,

that the stable would win more races and the bookmakers

grieve." The horses composing this stable have run up to

their true form in all races in which they were not beaten by

the start, and we know that the employer has the most im-

plicit confidence in the integrity of the trainer and jockey.

Jack of Hearts had the misfortune to be owned by a firm of

bookmakers. In the early season he was thought to be good

enough to win the Suburban Handicap and was heavily

backed by his owners for that event. A few weeks before

the race he threw out some splints, which lamed him to that

extent that he was stopped in his work. The proper reme-

dies were applied, and the horse, before he had sufficient

preparation, was started in three races, in one of which he

was third and unplaced in the other two. There was no

question raised about his running honestly, and his owners

lost money on him. When his lameness disappeared he ran

two good races and won them in his old style, neither

one of which was as good a race as the first two in

which he was defeated; but it appears that his

owners did back him and win; not from the pub-

lic, because many of them also backed him, but from bookmak-

ers who were the only persons from whom they could win,

and poor Jimmy McLaughlin had the misfortune to be on

Lenox, owned by a bookmaker who backed his horse and

lost. It will be hard to convince the public, who know
McLaughlin, that he did not ride to win, but his horse was

outclassed. The misfortune is that many of these scribblers,

ignorant of pedigrees and too indolent to watchand compare the

merits of horses upon public form, attempt to instruct the pub-

lic what to back, and as they probably back their own tips, we
do not wonder that they are disappointed. Kica started last

year in twenty-three races, of which she won six, three of

which were in the Fall of the year, and in none of them did

Bhe defeat a first-class racehorse. Heel and Toe ran twenty-

five races, of which she won seven, three of which were at

the close of the season, and three of the races were in the

mud, when she carried from 95 to 103 lbs. They have both

run better races this year so far than last, but have met a

superior class of horses. There is no question but that they

have run honestly and up to their true form. One of the

dailies boasts of its great friendship and interest in the agri-

cultural element of the country, and yet it allows and en-

courages a course in itB columns which is calculated to in-

jure one of the most profitable and strongest agricultural

interests, and one in which a very large amount of capital is

invested. Journalism of the present day, we grieve to say, is

largely directed to sensational matters and to the distortion

of facts. If employment on reckless journals can only be

had by a man assailing the private reputations and charac-

ters of trainers and jockeys, whose bread for their families

and themselves depends upon their vocation, then owners

and gentlemen should understand the matter, and take active

steps to protect themselves and their employes.— Turf, Field

and Farm.
-»

Dp to June 19th Fred Archer, the English jockey, had to

his credit 93 winning mounts out of 242 starts; C. Wood, 52

out of 191; G. Barrett, 35 out of 202; A. Giles, 33 out of 153,

and Watts, 29 out of 135.

An Honor Declined. How They Downed Epaulette.

[Chicago Tribune.]

Mr. Charles Hilton, one of the lessees of the Tremont

House, was very much engaged yesterday afternoon. Lean-

ing against the office counter, and conversing with him in an

earnest manner, was a short, thick-set man, who wore a

huge muffler around his throat and who spoke in a hoarse,

rumbling voice.

"How do," said Mr. Hilton. "Yes, I'm buBy. A friend

of mine over in Michigan sent word a while ago that he had

named a trotter after me, and yesterday another friend told

me that it was customary in such cases to acknowledge the

courtesy by giving the horse a suit of olothes
"

"And so forth, " gurgled the hoarse party.

"Yes, as I was saying, a suit of clothes, and so forth. And
so I'm attending to the matter now."

"Is this a long boss?" asked the hoarse man.
"I'm sure I don't know," replied Mr. Hilton. "I presume

he is; most horses are long."

"I mean a long hoss—for a hoss,"said the hoarse man with

some emphasis.
"Probably," was Mr. Hilton's reply. "The man who owns

him is a particular friend of mine, and I don't believe he

would name any little sawed-off Cannck pony for me. Yes,

I am sure it is a long horse."

"Kinder high-headed and rangy-like?" suggested the

thick-set individual. "Carries his head up and looks peart

and corky?"
"I presume so," said Mr. Hilton, visibly brightening at

this attractive picture of equine grace and beauty.

"Those kind takes a heap of clothes. They're always fine-

haired and a wind chills 'em easy. 1 s'pose you want to give

him a decent suit?"

"0, certainly; something warm and comfortable. I want

to do what's right, you know."
"Well, a good suit is worth $100. Of course you could get

a cheap one, but any kind of a decent suit costs that much."

Mr. Hilton wiped the perspiration from his classic fore-

head and for a moment was absorbed in thought.

"I suppose I shall have to go it," he said. "Send the bill

here, and ship the clothes in the morning."

"Shall Ipick outthe other things myself?" asked the hoarse

man.
"What other things?"
"Why, the 'and so forth' that we were talking about.

"Oh, yes. I came near forgetting. What else will be

needed?"
"Well, there's a halter."

"Yes."
"And a stable blanket. Got to have that, sure."

"I suppose so."

"And a cooling sheet."

"Yes."
"Two surcingles ought to do him?"
"I should think so," groaned Mr. Hilton.

"Fly-sheet for Summer."
"Yes."
"Ought to have some boots. No hoss can trot without

boots, or else he'd be banging himself all the lime."

"Certainly," said Mr. Hilton, "and then he would be lame,

wouldn't he?"
"Bet your life he would."
"And a lame horse couldn't trot in 1:20 could he?"—with a

sudden assumption of profound knowledge.

"No, nor a sound one either," replied the horseman. "You

mean 2:20."

"Yes, certainly; very likely. I knew there was a twenty

in it," and a soft maidenly blush o'erspread the shining top

of Mr. Hilton's head, while the perspiration flowed in rivulets

down his forehead.

"He's got to have knee-boots," said the man.
"Yes."
"And shin-boots and scalpers, and quarter boots.

"Certainly," said Mr. Hilton, looking as if the knowledge

of the fact that without these adjuncts the horse would be

useless was weighing heavily him. "Is that all?"

"That's all in boots. But he will want a neck-hood.

"O, certainly"—and Mr. Hilton endeavored to look as if

he had been figuring on a neck-hood for several minutes.

"And a couple of scrapers."

"Yes."
"A set of toe-weights."

"Yes."
"Some rubbing-cloths."

"Yes."
"A walking bridle."

"Yes."
"A stall halter."

"Yes."
"A soaking tub."

"Yes."
"A trunk."

"A what?"
"A trunk to put his things in. You don t suppose they

can be lugged around the country by hand, do you?"

"Certainly not," said Mr. Hilton. "At least, I shouldn t

like to trv it."

"Now when you come to harness," resumed the horse man,

"there is considerable chance for choice."
" I en ess we won't talk about the harness now," said Mr.

Hilton in a low, dreamy tone. "How much will the other

things come to?" t ,_,

"Well, the suit is S 100; the halter, S3; stable blanket, $4;

cooling-sheet, S3; two surcingles, $4; fly sheet, §2; knee-

boots, S5; shin-boots, S3; quarter-boots, S5; scalpers, S2;

neck-hood, $6; two scrapers, 82; stall-halter, S2; soaking-

tub, S2; trunk, S10—that makes $143."

"Can you come around to-morrow?"

"Yes."
"Well, drop in about noon and I will give you a definite

answer."
,

An hour later Mr. Hilton cried: "Front.

"Take this to the telegraph office," he said.

As the boy started he glanced at the message. It read:

I withdraw my name from your horse. Chab. Hilton.

Mr. Cohnfeld savs Maxy Cobb shall not go west of Buffalo,

N. Y„ again, but that he is ready to make another match

with Phallas, the race to come off at Philadelphia, New
York or Providence.

Between the heats of the stallion race at Cleveland on the

4tb of July, Mr. Gordon had Kysdyk, Clingstone, Clingstone

II, Gretchen and her suckling filly, by Kysdyk, led on the

track.

None of the small circuit meetings have paid. Budd Doble

suggests that it would be well to furnish more varied enter-

tainments. "Substitute two and three mile dashes for some

of the three in five races and try wagon and saddle handicaps."

The following is the New York Sporlman's account of the
2:21 race at Pittsburg:

The first regular race on the card was that for horses in

the 2:21 class, and those in attendance had a chance to see a
great race. There was a great field of horses for such a race,

and some of them were in fine form. It contained Gilbird's

Spragne, Walnut, Zoe B., Adelaide, Epaulette, Onward,
Albert France, Montgomery, and TJrbana Belle, and the
judges drew positions for them in that order. In the pools
it stood thus: Epaulette S100, and the field S100 to S125.
In the first heat Jim Williams held the ribbons over Epau-

lette, and he had his hands full, between a frisky horse and
a gang of professional drivers, who had no intention of allow-

ing the favorite to win, if such a thing could be prevented.
There was considerable scoring indulged in, and "Jim"
seemed mighty cautions about scoring the stallion in fifth

position, where he belonged, rather choosing the outside.

Finally Judge Brainard asked Jim if he wanted to be sent

away on the outside, and his reply being in the negative, he
came down in proper place and got the word. Before two
lengths from the wire, Adelaide, in the hands of Jimmy Dus-
tin, was given the whip and allowed to run clear round the

turn, holding second position to Walnut, who was leading.

Just before reaching the quarter Epaulette began to spurt,

and was making rapid strides for a good position when the
driver of Montgomery drove deliberately in front of Epaulette

and cut off his speed, making it necessary for Jim to slacken
hiB pace, and go to the fence. For this piece of work Mont-
gomery should have been distanced, for it was patent to

everyone that it was a dirty piece of foul driving, but nothing
was done, although Jim entered a protest. Walnut led all

the way round, but down the stretch there was a beautiful

struggle with Albert France and Zoe B, but neither could
head the leader, who passed under the wire in 2:19J.
Second heat—Pools: field S50, Walnut $15. In this heat

Jim Williams got out of the sulky, and Harry Simons, of

Louisville, got in for the purpose of driving Epaulette, but
he made a sorry mess of it. The stallion jumped and ran,

and broke and settled all the way round, and the only won-
der was that the horse wasn't distanced, but he managed to

get inside the flag, and that was about all. Walnut and On-
ward were very even at the quarter, with Albert Frauce third,

and Zoe B. fourth. At the half and three-quarters it was
still Walnut and Frauce, but after the turn into the home-
stretch was made France made it too hot for Walnut, and he
stepped back, but Zoe B. came down on the outside at a
thundering pace, outfooted France, and passed under the

wire a neck in front, in 2:19J.
Third heat—Pools changed, and Zoe B. became a favorite

at odds of S50 to $25. While scoring Montgomery cut an
artery in his off fore leg, and had to be drawn. Zoe B. took
the lead at the start, and was never headed, although she
had a tough fight with France and Onward from start to

finish. However, Zoe B. was full of fight, and passed under
the wire in the quick time of 2:17J.
Fourth heat—Pools: Zoe B. $50, field $10. It was quickly

over, and Zoe B. led from start to finish, winning with per-

fect ease, in 2:17f . The summary:

PlTTSBUaQ Driving Pakk, July 17th—Purse 22,000, divided, for 2:21

Zoe B., b m, by Blue Bull—W. H. McCarthy. 3 111
Walnut, bg— J. H. Goldsmith 1 3 8 7
AlbertFrance,bg-F. Van Nese 2 2 6 3

Onward, br g—J. SpUn 7 5 2 2

Adelaide, b m—C. T. Bradley _ 4 4 8 6
Gilbird's Sprague, lilk h—.l. F. Gilbird 9 6 4 5

Urbana Belle, b m—W. Igon - 5 7 7 4
Epaulette, b h—L. L. Dorsey 6 8 5 8
Montgomety, bh—M. I.. Smith 8 9 dr

TIME.
Quarter. Half. Three-quarters. Mile.

First heat 35 1:10X 1:45 2;19X
Second heat 35^ l-.WX 1:44JJ 2:19«
Thirdheat 35 1:10 1:44)4 2:17W
Fourth heat 34ST 1:08 1:14 2:17X

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Purpose and Aims of Horse-Breedingr.

Every work of man should be begun and carried to com-

pletion with reference to a clearly defined purpose. If it is

necesaary for any man to have constantly before him an ob-

jective ooint to which his every effort should be directed,

faithfully and intelligently, it is pre-eminently necessary for

the horse breeder. We observe three prime purposes which
may appear under the first heading, vix: 1. For stock pur-

poses. 2. Common market. 3. Home use. Other pur-
pose may appear, but they are secondary and included in

these

:

1. Stock Purposes—These essential points m,ust be ob-

served— (a) Purity of blood. This should be shown usually

by the known pedigree of the individuals. There are

some cases in which actual personal merit may be taken as a

circumstantial evidence of a horse's breeding, yet the reliable

evidence is for the most part in registration, which, thanks to

Mr. Wallace and other earnest gentlemen, has become so

systematized as to render gross ignorance of blood lines inex-

cusable ou the part of the breeder, either with regard to

speed or draft horses. Purity of blood is the first considera-

tion, since in proportion to its presence all other good quali-

ties usually follow, and in proportion to its absence bad
qualities increase. "Going back of the returns" in horse

breeding, f. e., investigating the ancestral lines of descent by
means of pedigrees reliably established, is of very great

value, for by this means we may know beyond doubt the ele-

ments entering into his or her make-up, and therefrom cal-

culate the probable chances of further transmission. It is of

the well-bred horse only that we have positive knowledge,

the purer blood the more may be known of him, while of the

mongrel or scrub we may know little or nothing; and to breed

to a scrub with a definite hope in view would be like spearing

for fish without a light—we may get what we want, but the

chances are mostly against it. As with the human family so

with the equine—"blood will tell." We can't have it too

good; all other things being equal the better it is the more
perfect the horse will be in every particular, and the more
thorough will be his ability to produce himself in his colts.

(b) Mentality.—He mast possess intellectual, sentient

and volitional capabilities. Intellectual, that it may receive

and act upon man's teachiug, deducing right conclusions

therefrom; sentient, that it may entertain warm friendliness

for its keeper especially, and men in general, tractable, easily

handled and gently obedient; volition or will-power, for

without tbis he would not only be undecided and incapable

of performing the ordinary duties of horsedom, but nlso

utterly unable to impress upon his offspring any decidedly

favorable individuality.

(c) Physique.—Bare blood and a clear, vigorous mind are

jewels, but if we have not a superior casket in which to keep
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them we shall soon part witn them; for a fine physique and
good health constitute the "bedrock" of animal life! The
essential points of the material part of a horse are good feet,

clean, bony legs, free from any form of blemish, standing
well under a smooth, round body, broad hips, strong back,
short coupled, deep, wide chest, rangy neck, neat head and
ears, large mouth and nostrils; well proportioned through-
out and of good color, though some say "a good horse is

always a good color." Being possessed of these characteris-
tics and a vigorous constitution, the animal will naturally
cap the climax with the very important qualities—prompt
activity and great endurance. In breeding for "stock pur-
poses" the breeding of such a dam to such a sire will produce
the acme of success.

(2) For Common Market.—The principal points to be re-

quired here are (a) The character of the market to be sup-
plied; (b) The type of horse best adapted to such market; (c)

The ideas of the people who are to purchase. These points
must not be overlooked, for if we fail to comprehend the
market needs, we shall not be able to select a suitable horse,
thus failing to please the people. To sell, we must have
what suits the buyer. By inattention to these points we
shall accumulate unsalable stock because unsuited
to oar market, no matter how good a price
it might command somewhere else. Here we wish
to say that the most profitable horse for the
ordinary breeder to raise is the "general purpose," and
next to it the "draft." The chances of success are greater,
they mature earlier, and may be marketed sooner, and at

better prices, since their value depends mostly upon quali-
ties which may be seen earlier than with the speed horse, the
breeding of which should be left mostly to the specialist.

The chances of success in breeding for speed are fewer and
the risks greater; hence there is not much promise for the
small breeder in this field, though of course there are some
exceptions.

(3.) Breeding for Home Use.—The deplorable custom,
which prevails with some breeders in every community, of

selling off the best always, and keeping the poorest, is folly.

Some very intelligent men seem to think that anything is

good enough for home use. It is a serious mistake in point
of finance, as well as pleasure and comfort to the breeder.
The poorest should be sold first, keeping the best, and soon
it will be all the best. The most successful specialty breed-
ers not only retain the "cream" of their own establishment,

but also seek to secure the superior stock of others. The
following points may suggest a proper course for the ordi-

nary farm-breeder to pursue, viz.: If you have geldings, sell

them and buy brooders. A broodmare will equal a gelding
of same capacity at all kinds of work, and in all places on
the farm, and besides this can raise a valuable foal each year.

If you already have mares, either sell them and buy better

ones, or else, no matter how poor, breed them to the best

sire in reach. If the produce is a horse colt, at the proper
age geld and market it, but if a filly, keep it to replace the

poorer dam. Follow this course, and soon your mares and
colts will be of a high grade, and your pleasure and success
as a breeder assured. The points thus far presented are
equally relevant to the breeding of all classes, whether gen-
eral purpose, draft or speed.

Hints About Horses.

"Havel time to give you a few remarks about horses?
Why, certainly; don't you know a man always has time to

talk religion, politics or 'hoss?' You don't expect me to 'give

away 1 any tricks of the trade ? Well, I sha'n't—not that there

aren't plenty of tricks in the horse trade, but we're estab-

lished here with a good reputation and we have to deal

squarely; so we leave the 'funny business' to gypsies and
other outside dealers. We have to study a buyer often and
humor him a good deal, especially the chap who doesn't

know any more about a horse than a horse knows about him.
If a man really knows something about a horse we can deal

with him comfortably enough, but the chap who only knows
horse books—he's the 'daisy' to deal with. He'll twirl his

eye glasses and ask Latin questions enough to paralyze a

first-class veterinary surgeon. We can always pick out the

man who is buying" his first horse—and he's another 'daisy.'

He'll pound the horse all over, muss his kid gloves trying to

open his mouth for age: and then comes the questions: Is

he a free driver, speedy, gentle if driven by women or chil-

dren? Will he stand without being tied? Is he afraid of

bands of music, steam cars or whistles? Is he apt to shy or

kick or balk? In fact, he seems to want to buy a cheap horse

angel.

"You see it's as hard to find a long combination of good
traits in a horse as in a man. Any horse that is tough and
sound enough to be a free driver with good speed is pretty

sure to have some little kinks that a horseman wouldn't

mind at all. Of course, nobody wants an outright kicker or

otherwise vicious beast, but a horse oftens gets a bad reputa-

tion through the ignorance of the driver. Take shying, for

instance; a horse isn't near as nervous as most humans. He
quite naturally notices an unusual object and expresses his

surprise by variation in a gait or a side jump. Now, the first

thing amateur drivers think it best to do in this case is

to yell at the beast and give him a slash or two
with the whip. Well, the horse thinks—oh, you may laugh,

but he does think all the same—well, he thinks his driyer is

frightened too, and that he has double reason to he scared,

and perhaps runs away. Who knows, he may do it with the

intention of putting himself and driver in a place of safety.

Now a horse never shies without first notifying a watchful

driver. If a cause is in front of him, he will throw an ear

sharply in that direction; if behind, he will point an ear in-

quiringly back; then an experienced driver, who ought
always to be on the lookout, at once gets ready to hold him
and at the same time reassures him with a calm, firm, stable

word or two that he is used to. Yes, sir, any horse that can

See is likely to shy; and when anyone tells you he will not, it

will be about as near the truth as that hostler or waiter who
told Mj. Pickwick that his horse 'vouldn't shy if he vas to

meet a vaggin load of monkeys vith their tails burnt off."

That's the funniest horse story I ever read—oh, you've read

it, have you? Good.
"Speaking of punishing a horse: always be careful about

using a whip on a horse you don't know; see how differently

horses take a whipping; just like youngsters—some will

tremble and lose their spirit, others will become stubborn

and balk; a spunky one will jump right out of your hands,

and you might not get him back time enough to save a

broken wagon or head. And here's a bad practice you ought
to speak of, the lighting of those snappy parlor matches on a

wheel tire; many a horse has been startled in that way,
Smoking on horseback is a very bad practice. A fallingspark

from a pipe or cigar has caused many riders broken bones or

bad bruises."

—

Michigan Farmer.

In order to raise good horses, good mares must be selected

aB breeders, The good qualities of a horse do not all come
from the sire.

It is a duty that every man owes to those who have enter-
prise enough to invest in good stallions to see that such
horses get patronage enough to sustain them, and make the
investment a paying one. Failure in this line not only
injures the man who engages in breeding, but the cause o"f
improvement as well. It seems to be the natural inclination
of men, and more especially of those who care but little
about bettering their stock, to make especial note of every
failure which occurs with those who are seeking to advance
the standard of excellence of the horses of their district. The
man who will breed his mares to a stallion, the service of
which costs but five dollars, is generally glad to see the horse
who services cost twenty or twenty-five dollars, and compar-
atively worth as much more, go begging for patronage.
These views are quite natural, and among just this class of
men some telling missionary work could be done. A man
may not have a mare to breed, and yet do some good in this
direction by encouraging those who have to use the best.

After obtaining good colts by properly mating the parents,
the matter of next, greatest importance is to fully develop
them. There is no time in their lives in which they will be
the better for neglect and bad treatment. Good feed and
pure water should always be within their reach, but these
are not the only things that are essential to their welfare.
They should have plenty of exercise, and frequent grooming
in order to give them good, healthy growth.

Too many horses are left entirely in the care of boys and
inexperienced hands and thus become ruined. A man who
has good teams can illy afford to trust them in such hands.
Since their value depends to such a great extent upon their
disposition, good horses at least should be handled by those
who know how to do it. One season in the care of an igno-
ramus may lessen the value of a team more than a good band
would cost.

This is the season of the year that over-fat horses suffer
the most. No surplus of flesh should be allowed upon a
horse that is expected to do much hard labor. Besides the
danger of their becoming over-heated, they are a misery to
themselves, and suffer from their condition.

HERD AND SWIKE.
Piff Pedigrees—How to Secure Them.

Our best efforts for the further improvment of any given
breed of swine will be of little avail unless we are accurately
informed regarding the ancestry of the animals used for
breeding purposes. We must have reliable data from which
to work, if the best results are to be reached in the shortest
time. This cannot be expected from any but reliable men.

Unreliability as a breeder of improved swine may come
from dishonesty, from ignorance, or from a lack of proper
system in the management of business. If from dishonesty,
we know of no permanent cure except a change of heart and
a renewed nature. The thought that "honesty is the best
policy" will not of itself make a man truly honest. He who
practices honesty because it is right acts from a better motive
than he who does so from mere policy.

It ignorance be the cause of a man's unreliability his en-
lightment is plainly the remedy. There is no doubt that

many ot the discrepancies in the pedigrees sent to the differ-

ent records are due to the ignorance of well-intending men.
One may have a good eye for stock and be able to Belect, so

far as outward appearance can determine, the animals best

suited for breeding together, and yet he may be unable to

make out a consistent or intelligent pedigree.

The entry blanks and rules for the registry of animals in

the various herd books are usually prepared with much care,

and the honest and intelligent use of them cannot fail in

securing accuracy in the registry of the pedigrees. It is

customary with the more carefully managed of these public

records, when parties fail in properly filling the entry blanks,

to obtain from intelligent and reliable breeders the necessary
particulars and verifications of pedigrees presented for

registry.

This is often done without the knowledge of the original

sender of the pedigree. For example: A B sends for registry

the pedigree of an animal bred by D, He signs himself as

the owner, and in the place for the breeder's signature he
writes the breeder's name, instead of having the latter sign

himself, as the rules require. In due time A B receives

notice of the acceptance of the pedigree. If he knowingly
failed to comply with the rule requiring the signature of the

breeder he probably thinks the management of the Record
not quite so careful in the matter of authenticating pedigrees

as it should be. If, however, he would stop to consider that

the fact of his non-compliance with so plain and so reasonable

a rule had caused his application to be classed with those" sus-

pected of fraud, or at least with those not wholly reliable, he

would never again violate the rule. All such applications are

necessarily classed for the time with the unreliable, and held

for futureverihcation. Compliance with the rules will save

time as well as the credit for honesty and good business

habits of the party making the application.

Every man who breeds and handles improved stock should

consider it a necessary part of his business to keep himself

well informed in matters of pedigree, and the methods of

keeping private records of his own work. This leads to the

mention of a third cause of unreliabilty.

Many who begin under the most favorable circumstances

fail in a comparatively short time from lack of system in the

management of business. No man should expect success in

any undertaking, certainly not in that of rearing improved

stock, except by the adoption and faithful carrying out of

well-laid plans.

The inexperienced breeder is not supposed to see as clearly

into the future as one who has several times gone over the

annual round of the seasons for breeding, farrowing, feeding

when young, weaning, selecting breeding stock, rearing and

management of the same, advertising and selling; also the

rearing, feeding and turning to the best account, the culls,

grades, or crosses, a greater or less number of which are

often handled during the year; and yet we often find the

novice more successful than many experienced breeders,

simply because the latter work along in a bap-hazard way
without plan or system, while the beginner follows a care-

fully arranged course of management, based on what he has

seen or read of the successes and failures of others.

The public records of the breed or breeds that are kept, and

the private registers in which to enter such items and facts

regarding the animals in use as are deemed worthy of pre-

servation, are a necessary part of the outfit of every well-

regulated breeding establishment of improved swine. In

the private breeding register should be promptly entered as

they occur all essential details regarding the different Utters

in the herd. The entries, if rightly made, will form reliable
data from which to gather the information afterwards needed
in preparing pedigrees for thepublicrecord. A pedigree thus
fixed in a well-kept private register, and afterwards advanced
to the public print of the herd book, will form the best
evidence that can be had of the true breeding of the animal
it represents. Such a pedigree placed upon record is forever
safe from being lost or forgotten. It stands for the use of
all who may afterward have an interest in the descendants of
the animal and as a lasting advertisement for the breeder
and owner.
With such pedigrees, showing the ancestry of the animals

from which selections of breeding stock are made, one may
safely reckon on whatever measure of success he may
rightly expect from the study of and dependence on pedi-
gree alone.

Although there are other considerations than those of
pedigree to be had in view in selecting and mating for the
further improvement of our domestic animals, our best
efforts, as already stated, will fail of the desired result if

we are deceived or misled in the matter of pedigrees.—Phil
Thrifton in Breeders' Gazette.

A Western swine breeder Bays: "It is fair to assume that at
least nine-tenths of all the disease in young pigs is due to
over-feeding. It is not safe to feed pigs all they will eat un-
til they are ut least four months old, and then it is not best
unless they are destined for early market." These ideas and
others of the same nature which we find in Western papers
will probably apply where the choice is between corn and
grass; but in dairy regions, where the feed of pigs is milk or
whey and middlings, there is little danger of over-feeding after
the first two months; and pigs are fattened while they are
growing and are ready for the butcher at six or eight months
old. And this is the most profitable way to raise pork.

An Iowa breeder philosophizes like this: "The Duroc-
Jersey is my favorite hog, yet I would not exclude other
breeds, for there is room for all of us and it takes all kinds to
fill out. What kind of ta fair would there be if there was
only one breed of hogs, cattle, and horses? While my
neighbor can do best with one breed, I find I can do much
better with another. Now I like the Norman horse and don't
want the Clydesdale, yet some of my neighbors think they
are all there is. Now the best thing we can do is to work to-
gether, and all go to the fairs with our different breeds of
stock, and let buyers see for themselves which kind suits
best."

It is said that a quart of charcoal given to a brood sow that
has taken too much feed by accident, or otherwise, will speed-
ily relieve her. A little charcoal is good for the hogs, and it

should be given them occasionally.

To make economical pork the pig should be kept in a con-
tinuously growing condition from the day of his birth uutil
he is delivered into the hands of the butcher.

POULTRY.
The Leghorns derive their name from the city of Leghorn,

in Italy. This variety in its various branches is found in

great quantities all along the northern shore of the Mediter-

ranean sea, and in most American classifications is placed
under the heading "Spanish Breeds," although for all the
breeds so placed the term "Mediterranean Breeds" is doubt-
less more accurate. There are four varieties of Leghorns as
regardB color—White, Black, Brown and Dominique; but as
the Standard allows each variety to have either single comb
or rose comb, there may be said to exist eight varieties of the
Leghorn. The rose comb and single comb of each variety are
identical in color and other markings, so that in our descrip-
tion of them we shall not refer to both kinds of the same
color except as to comb. Of all the varieties theBrowns have
been bred to the largest size, while the Blacks are the smallest.
The Whites have the name of laying the largest eggs, while
the Browns probably produce the most of them. However,
the fanciers of each variety are not slow to claim for their
favorites the first position in all good qualities. The White
Leghorns are probably best known in this country, although
the Browns are rapidly gaining on them. The latter were
imported as early as 1S37, by a Mr. Ward, of New York, and
shortly after by a Mr. Thompson, of that city, who was a
noted fancier of this variety. He says of them: "The pullets

lay at four months old, and unlesB measures are taken to

prevent they will lay themselves to death." In 1852 there

was an importation of this variety made at Mystic River,
Conn., and from this date their dissemination over the
country was very rapid. The same was true of the White
Leghorns. The first Black Leghorns were imported in 1871,
and while that prejudice that exists in the minds of many
against the black fowl has doubtless prevented their being so
rapidly scattered abroad, this same circumstance has doubtless
limited them to more intelligent fanciers, and the result is

that they are not behind their cousins in perfection, although
a more recent importation. Marvelous stories have been
related of the precocity of the Leghorns in this and their
native lands. The statement that Leghorn chicks have
proudly walked the ground before their paients were four
months old is well vouched for. The writer now owes a

two-year-old cock that crowed vigorously the day he was five

weeks old, and the pullets are not much behind their brother's

rapid development.

—

Pittsburg Stockman.

Agricultural writers often say that more attention shoui
be given to poultry raising as a source of profit ou the farm-
This is true, for it can he made profitable when properly and
intelligently conducted. The reason most often urged, how-
ever, for engaging more extensively in the poultry business is

that the work can be done altogether by the

womeu and children. Women can do a large part

of the work of raising poultry and eggs if they
have time; but she can't do it all, any better than she
can do much of the regular farm work. Women as poulter-

ers are very successful. Their more quiet and gentle dispo-

sition fits them for the work, and with proper facilities it is a

pleasant and healthful occupatiou. But women who have
households to attend to usually have enough to do, find to

add the care of a poultry house is adding too much. If the

woman can take the management of the poultry yard into

her hands and can draw on the husband, big boys, or hired

man for such help as she needs, it will be all right, but don't

expect the already over-worked wife to take charge of the

poultry, keep the table supplied with poultry and eggs, have
a nice lot to sell, the money for which wilt quite probably be

UBed to buy groceries or pay taxes with, without any assist

ance from the husband or his force of help,
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Dates of Meetings.

Santa Cruz, August 10th to liih.

Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association, Santa Rosa, August 17th
to 22d.

Sonoma and Marin District Fair, Petaluma, August 25th to 29th.
Golden Gate Fair, Oakland, August 31st to September 5th.
State Agricultural Society, Sacramento, Sept. 7th to 19th.
Stockton Fair, September 22d to 26th.
Seventeenth Agricultural District—Nevada and Placer counties, Glen-

brook Race Track, September 1st to 5th.
Santa Clara District, San Jose, September 28th to October 3d.

District No. 11, Greenville. September 28th to October 2d.

Monterey Agricultural Association, Salinas, Cal., Oct. to Oct, 10.

Nevada State Fair. Reno, Oct. 12tb to I7th.

Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession rece.pt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Exaggerations-

There will be lots of big stories between now and the

State Fair. Wonderful tales of wonderful speed shown,

and it is safe to assert that exaggerations will be the

rule. There have been many startling reports already,

there will be an increase as the time for action draws

near. Our correspondent "Observer" was informed that

it was no trouble at all for Arab to trot under 2:17. So

he reported, taking the precaution, however, to append

"who is said to be able even now to come under 2:17."

We have it from good authority that the fastest trial

mile that Arab has yet shown is outside of 2:20, and the

teens are in the imagination. Sister, too, was reported to

have compassed a mile in 2:19, and such fast quarters

that it was certain that she could "jog in" in the time

given. We have seen Sister do a good deal of her fast

work, and the fastest mile that has come under our ob-

servation is 2:22^. The fastest mile that we have wit-

nessed on the Oakland track this season was made by
JamesH,which was 2:21. It is not altogether imagination

which is at the bottom of false fast trials. There is often-

times a settled purpose to influence the betting, and so a

horse is "bulled" for the effect it will have on the mar-

ket. In advancing the claims of a horse beyond what
truth will justify there is a likelihood of great injury re-

sulting, and this outside of those who speculate. When
an animal is beaten in time, a good deal slower than

that reported in trials, the driver is wrongfully accused

of being a party to a swindle, and he is not the only

sufferer. The sport is saddled with undeserved oppro-

brium, and those who are not well posted in regard to

trotting affairs are prone to think that the verdict is

merited. When truly rehearsed, trials are apt to mislead.

From Springtime until the circuit opens the best is

selected to govern the estimate. Every advantage is

taken. The horse is scored until "steady." He is

given the inside of the track, and if a

"teaser" accompanies him it is placed in

a position to bring out his full capacity. How different

he actual race! A break cannot be overcome by pulling

up and commencing again, the situation must be accepted.

Should he be awarded the inside, opposing drivers do not

hesitate to take the pole from him when lead enough is

gained to make it possible of success if even the rule is

strained somewhat. If behind he is forced to go wide on the

first turn, blocked, perhaps, on the backstretch, "carried

out" to tht> extreme outside, war in place of dress parade.

The heat ay be lost in time several seconds slower than

what the horse has shown in many trials, and yet every

effort made oy the losing driver to win.

But exaggeration is not confined to misstatements in

regard to the time of the mile. Fractions are marked,

and it is claimed that the whole mile could have been

made at the same rate of speed. Then again it is confi-

dently affirmed that a different point was selected than

from stand to stand to measure the time. "He only

jogged in" is the story told, when the fact was that the

last furlong was the fastest fraction of any. In the case

of Arab, and others, there have been determined and

persistent attempts to mislead. Owing to peculiarities

in the programmes, a good deal of bitter feeling was

aroused, and the war of the trotters has almost rivaled

those of Lancaster and York. Partisans have cared little

what they said, if they thought a point could be gained,

and hence there were misleading accounts of what was

done. There is a good chance for those who are guided

in their investments by the tongue of report to lose

money. The better plan is to weigh with great caution

the various stories, and still better to limit speculations

to amounts that can be lost without serious inconvenience.

Broad Views.

The Turf, Field and Farm claims to "take broad

views" on many questions, paying no attention to sec-

tional lines. That paper is great on self-laudation, ex-

tremely great when it attempts to demolish some one

who contradicts its statements. Squirm as it will, the

language used is too plain to admit of being done away
by bravado and bluster. There is doubt, too, whether

one of the seven California gentlemen named could be

induced to sign the certificate of character mentioned,

since the false charge of flashy blood was published.

There is no way of escaping the odium of the charge,

unless there be a manly, straightforward acknowledge-

ment that it was written hastily and without warrant.

Here is what the T., F. & F. calls world-wide celebrity:

"One of the faults of California-bred horses is flashiness.

They have not trained on. It may sound like treason to

say this, but please name the great campaigners which

opened their eyes in the Golden State. The climate is

not to blame. Flashy blood will give flashy perform-

ances."

Closing of Stakes P. C B. H- A.

One week from to-day the fixed events of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association will close. So far as we
have learned the extension of time from the 1st to the

loth of August has given satisfaction, and the reduction

of declaration fees from $15 to $10 also meets with gen-

eral approval. It is unquestionably the true principle

to make forfeits as light as possible commensurate with

a proper regard to keeping the stakes clear of useless

lumber. At the present rata an owner will be justified

in engaging all of his colts. Those which are held to be

inferior in breeding oftentimes turn out the best of the

band, and the puny, weakly looking yearlings develop

into magnificent two-year-olds. There are potent indica-

tions that the stakes of the P. C. B. H. A. will have bet-

ter support this year than ever before. The California

crop of yearlings has been nearly doubled by Eastern

purchases.

A Postponement.

The Santa Cruz Association have concluded to post-

pone their racing meeting, which was to have been held

during the coming week, but the telegraphic notification

from the Secretary did not reach us until after the forms

which contained the advertisement had been printed.

The new date has not been fixed, but we understand that

it will probably be immediately after the meeting at

San Jose.

The prospect for a large display of fine stock at the

fairs this year is very bright, notwithstanding the pre

vailing dullness in the business of breeders. Secretary

Walker, of the Golden Gate Association, informs us that

he has already on file applications for 160 stalls, some-
thing unprecedented so long before the fair. The dis-

play of stock will be very fine, and will doubtless draw
crowds to Oakland Park.

A portion of the entries to the Fall circuit will be

found in our columns this week. They were received at
a late hour and bear evidences of hurry on tho part of
the secretaries. There may be some errors but none that

will prevent a correct understanding of the fields.

Maud S. 2:08 3-4.

In all probability when the telegraphic account, long

as it was, is supplemented by what the mail will brin°-,

the great performance of the Empress of the tracks will

shine with additional lustre. When the figures are so very
low the subtraction of fractions of seconds even is a great
reduction. One beat of the balance wheel of a timing
watch is important. The half second reduction from
her previous record is equivalent to a gain of more than
twenty feet, and that is a gap which is "more readily

recognized than the movements of the independent."

Doubtless the track was fast. The races which preceded it

show that, as on the Tuesday before Almont Gift trotted

in 2:21^, an<^ Beauregard won a fifth heat in 2:21£. When
such startling time is made all the adjuncts must be favor-

able, and in no way does it detract from the merit of the

feat. People who are ultra-hypercritical in their views
question the benefits arising from matches against

time, and ask why they should be given so much prom-
inence. Apart from giving a chance for the unco gudt to

extol a man because he refrains from participating in

"actual contests," and denouncing those who do, they are

vastly important. It is by far the superior method of

determining relative value when the award has to

be made on performances at separate points. Exact
measurement is made. There are standards of length

which agree, and 5,2S0 feet have the same lineal repre-

sentation in Ohio as California. There is absolute exact-

ness in the instruments for measuring the lapse of time.

The accuracy of those who handle the measuring rods

and who manipulate timers may be impunged, and this was
a favorite procedure of some of the Eastern turf scribes

when California came to the front. In any big event,

such as the trotting of Maud S., seconds and fractions

can be taken as beyond all cavil. If Secretary Vail will

pursue the same course as he followed when the colt

records were knocked into smithereens on the Bay Dis-

trict, and issue orders for a re-measurement of the Cleve-

land track, with a certified return to his office, every point

will be covered. It is idle to question the integrity of

the timing judges. Now-a-days there are hundreds of

chronometers made for the especial purpose of an accur-

ate record among the thousands who attend. In cases '

where it is horse against Tempus there are no disturbing

influences. The spring is touched when the wire is

crossed, and start and finish are got to a nicety. In a
race where several horses are engaged the winner may
be in the rear when watches are started, it may be

that he has been given an advantage. Singly there is no
such variation, and when observers have the same points

of observation there are alike conditions. It may appear

odd that people should go in ecstacies over such intang-

ible victories. It may seem singular that those who
have not the means of guessing, with any degree of

probability as to the result, should follow with bated

breath every footstep of a single horse, not knowing
whether it is going a 2:10 clip or several seconds faster

or slower. But it is not strange that those interested in

the breeding of trotters should look at wonderful per-

formances with keen anxiety. There is a lesson in the

intricate study and how to make use of it to the best ad-

vantage is the query. Maud S- has proved that she is

the fastest known trotter in the world, when the gauge
is set for a mile. Not exceptionally entitled to the

honor, having retained the scepter from the time it was
wrenched from St. Julien until now, barring the short

interval when Jay-Eye-See reigned. Her whole history

is of absorbing interest, and in that history there is noth-
ing more prominent than the bloodlines which are found
in her pedigree. By a son of Hambletoniau is a recog-

nized certificate of her claims being well founded on the

paternal side. Her dam, by Pilot, Jr., and though
people are prone tojump at a conclusion that this must be

good, a further analysis gives insight into the causes of po-

tency. Pilot, Jr., was by a little pacing horse originally

brought from Canada; what his blood was cannot be
authoritatively stated. At all events this was the only
son to gain much distinction. Ole Bull, by the pacer

Pilot and his dam a celebrated road mare from New
York, got Chicago from a thoroughbred mare, and a son]

of Ole Bull, with a further infusion of thoroughbred
blood, got Steve Maxwell, which brought another rein-

forcement. Pilot, Jr., was from a mare nearly thor-

oughbred, though that did not prove sufficient, as is

shown from evidence beyond refutation, viz: that by far

the great successes of Pilot, Jr., has been o thoroughbred

mares. John Morgan and Tattler in the first generaj

tion, Miss Russel and Midnight in the second. John]

Morgan was the fastest of his sire's get, Tattler is in the<

vau of the Pilots as the "getter" of speed, and the two
mares instanced lead the world in their progeny. That
the blood of the dam of Maud S. was a happy nick with

Harold is further shown, inasmuch as the second fastest

of Harold's progeny is from Midnight, a mare with (wo

crosses very nearly like those of Miss Russell. It woi
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be a stubborn adherent to the fallacies of tbe past who
should prefer a Pilot, Jr., mare from a coldly-bred

mother to one like the dam of tbe Nonpariel. Were the

investigation pursued further, and a discovery made that

the trotter with the nearest niark to Maud S. was also

by a son of Hambletonian, and his dams from a thorough-

bred mare, a calm observer could scarcely understand

why such convincing proof should be overshadowed by
nonsensical diatribes of ignorant pretenders.

There is another thing to take in consideration while

studying the pedigree of Maud S. There is a mixture of

blood—as the term "blood" is used in equine matters

—

and in these families are varieties of form, great diver-

gencies in shape, striking differences in characteristics.

As nearly as we can judge from pictures and word
sketches, Maud S, has followed the thoroughbred side of

the house in symmetry of proportion, in nervous force,

and in physical activity. That prepotent blood domi-

nates, the sluggish strains are overcome. The form best

adapted for rapid locomotion is inherited. The invinci-

ble spirit has descended to the third generation, and the

stout heart of tbe "greatest racehorse that ever tramped

the American Turf impels to deeds of "high surprise.
1 '

Met by kindred strains, flowing from Messenger, from

Sour Krout, from Sir Charles, from Medley and others,

it is in accordance with all the laws of heridety that it

should dominate, and, other things being favorable, result

in the grandest harness performer of this or any previous

age.

Mr. Bonner has done the breeding interests great ser-

vice by giving an opportunity to study the lesson which

bis mare presents. Dexter, was retired just as he had his

feet on the doorstep of Fame. Had it not been that

there was a brother to perpetuate the family name this

tribe would have been shorne of its merited celebrity.

Three nephews of the white-legged conqueror of eighteen

years ago to lower his record, one of which is only a trifle

behind the first, the "kingpin of stallions," when judged

by track performances and progeny coming on to sustain

the grand reputation.

Smaller Pairs.

Eastern Stakes—Coney Island and Monmouth
Park-

The fairs of California which are accorded lower rank
than the main expositions of the State, have an impor
tant measure to fill. Valuable teachings are dissem-

inated and places remote from centres are benefited.

The speed programme of the 9th District, to be held at

"Willit's (Little River), Mendocino county, and which
commences on September 22d. is as follows: Trotting,
one mile for yearlings, heats of a mile for two-year-olds,
the same distance for three-year-olds, three-minute class,

2:45 class, free-for-all. (Poscora Hayward barred), and a
race for buggy horses, running, heats of half a mile,
heats of a mile, six hundred yards and a race for saddle
horses. There will be a lively time among the hardy
lumbermen of that region in the golden September.

Last week we called attention to the stakes of the

above Association, which close on the 15th instant.

Heretofore a good deal of space has been occupied- in ad-

vocating the advantages which will accrue to the breeders

of racehorses in California by naming their colts for these

large stakes, and yet a great deal more can be written

regarding the wisdom of the course. It is evident to

everyone who gives any attention to racing affairs, that

there must be a combination of home and foreign racing

to make the breeding of racehorses more remunerative.

There must be contests to develop qualities and to give

a true guide to the possession of capacity, which is met by

the crucial test of public trials at home. There must be a

wider field for the display of proved powers than can be

afforded on this Coast, and in order to realize for their

breeders sums which will compare with what is paid in

the East, value must be established. The mere fact of be-

ing named in important stakes has an appreciative effect.

Now that the merits of California-bred racehorses

are so fully recognized, there is no longer any risk in the

venture. The risk is small and the returns sure. The

forfeits are put at so low a figure that nominations come

within the reach of everyone who owns a colt of proper

breeding, and the added money is liberal. "While those

who design taking racehorses an Eastern campaign will

be strangely blind to their own interests should ihey

neglect the opportunity, others can venture the risk from

the large increase of price. For instance, at Monmouth
Park there are several stakes to be run in 1887, for foals

of 188-1. These are the Lorillard, now open to all year-

lings, *6,000 added; the Monmouth Oak Stakes, for three-

year-old fillies, $1,500 added; the Stockton Stakes, *2,500

added; the Stevens Stake, £2,500 added; "West End Hotel

Stakes, for fillies, $1,000 added, and Home-Bred Produce

Stake §1,000, added, in all of which he first declaration

s only $10, and the second, which need not be made
until January 1, 1887, £20. Then there is the Omnibus
Stakes, which only require $25 to take a chance where

$10,000 is the munificent sum added. Now it is pal-

pable that if a person who o.vns a well-bred yearling,

and at the same time does not expect to go East to race

should he enter into the engagements, and his colt prove

to be of decided merit, its value will be more than quad-

rupled. Those, of course, who design making an Eastern

trip, or to send their colts, will not restrict themselves to

three-year-old engagements. The two-year-old stakes

offer great inducements, although the illustration is

given to cover points which might not be thought of.

The advertisements will afford all necessary information.

Entries for the Fairs.

Elsewhere will be found all of the entries for Fair
purses which have been received up to the time of going
to press. In nearly every case the entries have realized
expectations. There may be a few purses which failed
to receive the stipulated number of entries, and in other
instances a lack of what should have been engaged. But
it is manifest that there will be lively times all through
the circuit. TVhen the entries arc all in we will have a
good deal to say It is a deserved tribute.

"We are compelled to apologize to such of our readers
as take a special interest in the gun and rifle departments,
for the absence of those matters this week. The gentle-
man whose special duty is in that direction has been too
ill to be at the office, and the balance of our editorial

force has been absolutely "snowed under" with other
work. "We hope and expect to make full amends next
week.

Maude, b m, by Bertrand Black Hawk, dam by Hamilton Chief
—H. J. Agnew, Honolulu.

Alma, ch m, by Elmo—O. A. Hickok, San Francisco.
Fairmonnt, br g, by Niagara, dam by Patchen Vernon—I. O.

Gilbeau, San Francisco.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26.

No. 16. Running—District Free for all. Mile and repaet.
SS00.
Lillian, 4, g f, by Joe Daniefs, dam by Norfolk—James A,

Shepherd, Lathrop.
George Bender, 5, b g. unknown—W.J. Jones, Bnrwood.
Dave Douglass, b g, by Leinster, dam Lily Simpson—G. W.

Trahern, Stockton.
Joe Walker, 3, s c, by Joe Daniels, dam by New York

—

T. B. Lowry. Fresno.
Ned Cook, 3, ch c, by Flood, dam Planetia—Thomas Delany,

Sacramento.

No. 19. Trotting—Paci6c Coast—2:30 class. §1,000.
Maud W. W. W., blk m, by General Beno, dam by Battler

—

W. B. Todhunter, Sacramento.
Vengeance, g g, by Venture, dam Belle—Andrew Patterson,

rleasanton.
Euby, b m, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—L. J. Rose,

San Gabriel.

Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Joseph
Cairn Simpson, Oakland.

Mayboy, b h, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Harvest
Queen—John McConnell, San Francisco.

Brown Jug, br h, by Nutwood—John A. Goldsmith, Oakland.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen—G. W.

Trahern, Stockton.
Blacksmith, blk h, by Champion Knox, dam Rosa—J. J.

Cozart, Oakland.
Olivette, b m, 6, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Belle, A. C.

Dietz.

Entries at Stockton.

Biersan is a slashing big fellow, much the type of his sire,

a dark bay, with a plain but good head, curiously ornamented
with a pair of well-denned horns, which although covered
with hair are none the less discernible.

The entries to the races to be run at the Stockton fair in
September nest, that closed on Saturday last, were opened by
the Speed Programme Committee last night. The entries
given below were accepted per conditions by the committee,
others being referred to the Board, which meets m a few days.
The 2:20 and 2:22 classes, trotting, and the novelty and one
or two others, running, will probably be reopened, and a
part of them made the order ef the day for Friday, Septem-
ber 27th.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 18S5.

No. 2. Trotting—Pacitic Coast— 2:40 class, $1,000.
Maud W. W. W., blk m, by General Reno, dam by Rattler—

W. B. Todhunter, Sacramento.
Sultan, br h, by The Moor, dam Snltana—L. J. Rose, San

Gabriel.
Menlo, b h, by Nutwood, dam by Hercules—Patrick Parrel,

San Francisco.
Alpheus, b h, by Mambrinc Wilkes, dam by Major Mono

—

A. L. Hinds, Oakland.
Daisy S., s m, by Tilton Almont, dam by Rattler—John Sper-

geon, Colusa.
Norman, g g, by Rustic—Andy McDowell, San Francisco.
Artist, blk h, by McCraeken's Golddust, dam by David Hill

—

J. R. Hodson, Sacramento.

No. 3. Trotting—Pacific Coast—Four-year-old class.

(Closed April 1st with eight nominations.) SI, 000. The follow-

ing have made second payment:
Nona Y., b f, by Admiral, dam Flora—A. A. Teager, Suisnn.
Kismet, b c, by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J. Rose, San

Gabriel.

Dawn, ch c, by Nutwood, dam Countess—A. S. Whitney,
Petaluma.

Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Joseph
Cairn Simpson, Oakland.

Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen—G. W.
Trahern, Stockton.

Lelaps, ch g, by Nutwood—H. C. Smith, Stockton.
Pansy, blk m, by Berlin, dam Lady HubbaTd—W. F. Smith,

Sacramento.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23.

No. 6. Running—Pacific Coast—Free for all. Mile and
repeat. SS00.
Constellation, 3, b f, by St. George, dam Pianette—W. L.

Ashe, Merced.
, 4, b h, by Hochhocking—Garland & Goldsmith, Sac-

ramento.
Arthur H., 3, b c, by Hockhocking, dam Maid of the Mist

—

Hill & Gries, San Bueua Ventura.
Glendair, 4, ch m, by Norfolk, dam Glendew—Kelly &

Lynch, Sacramento.

No. 8. Trotting—Pacific Coasf^Two-year-olds. (Closed

April 1st with S nominations.) §1,000. The following have
made second payment:
Alcazar, b c, by Sultan, dain Minnehaha—L. J. Rose, San

Gabriel.

Alpha, br c,by Privateer, dam Fawn—Suell Hams, Marysville.

Transit,bc, by Promptor, dam Venus—M. Toomey, Brighton.

Senator, b c, by Echo, dam by Young Morrill—Rancho del

Paso, Sacramento.
Barney Horn, b c, by Nephew, dam by Messenger Duroc—G.

W. Trahern, Stockton.
Tempest, b f, by Hawthorne, dam by Chieftain—L. TJ. Ship-

pee, Stockton.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24.

No. 9. Trotting—Pacific Coast— 2:26 class. $1,000.

Lucillia, b m, by Nephew, dam by General McClellan— William
Houser, Stockton.

Will Harris, gg, by Jim Lick, dam by Horn's Morgan—Andrew
Patterson, Pleasanton.

La Grange, blk g, by Sultan, dam Georgiana—L. J.Rose. San
Gabriel.

Marin, bh, by Quinn's Patchen, dam by Emigrant—PatFarrell,

San Francisco.

Scandinavian, blk g, Black Hawk and Morgan— Peter

Johnson, San Francisco.

Olivette, br m, by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. C. Dietz,

Oakland.
GroverC, b g, by Whipple's Hambletonian—Philip C. Byrne,

Dutch Flat.

No. 11. Pacing—Pacific Coast—Free for all. $800.
Shaker, b g, pedigree unknown—N. M. Fay, Sacramento.
Prince, brg, by Monroe Chief, dam by Belmont—S. C. Tryon

Sacramento.
Killarnoy, br h, by Black Ralph—Peter Fitzgerald, Woodland.

Entries at Santa Rosa.

TUESDAY, AUGUST IS—FIRST DAY.

No. 1. Running—Half-mile and repeat; free-for-all; $25
entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added; $50 to second horse.
Daniel Stump, b g Bay Bill.

Kelly &, Lynch, ch g Tom Atchinson, by Hooker, dam Bay
Kate.

P. Robson, s c, by Norfolk, dam Jessie R.
James Biggins, b m Fannie Parnell, by Shannon, dam by

Ironclad.

No. 2. Trotting—For two-year-olds and under; mile heats,
best two in three; purse §200. Closed with four entries.

M. Toomy, b c Transit, by Promptor, dam Venus, by Cal.
Dexter.

J. S. Van Doren, blk f Lady Van, by Rustic.
L. J. Rose, b s Alcazar, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha, by Bald

Chief.

N. T. Outwater, b g Abm ont, by Abbottsford, dam by Bel-
mont.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19—SECWD DAY.

No. 3. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for all ages;

S25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added; $50 to second horse.
B. Pacheco, s f Mamie T., by Wheatley, dam Mercedes.
Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, by Hockhocking,

dam Aileen Allannah.
Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-

light.

Hill <fc Gries, b m Neilson, by Wildidle, dam Susie William-
son.

Chas. UnderhilL b m Emblem, by Wheatley, dam Black
Maria.

S. B. Wright, b m Lalla Rookh, by Flood, dam Frou Frou.

No. 4. Trotting—Three-minute class; purse, $500. Closed
with three entries.

A. McDowell, g g Norman, by Whipple's Hambletonian.
L. J. Rose, b s Sultan, by The Moor, dam Sultana.
J. R. Hudson, b h Artist, by Golddust, dam Junin.

No. 5. Trotting—2:22 class; purse, $750. James H. and
Vanderlyn eligible. Did not fill.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20—THIRD DAY.

No. 6. Running—One and one half-mile dash, for all ages;

$50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $200 added; $75 to second horse.
Hill & Gries. b h, I Hockhocking, dam Maid of the Mist.
Kelly & Lynch, ch l Glendair, by Norfolk, dam Glendew.
Thos. Delaney, ch c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Planetia.

No. 7. Pacing—Free-for-all; purse $500. Closed with
three entries.

J. O. Gibeau. br g Fairmonnt, by Niagara, dam by Patchen
Vernon.

H. J- Agnew, b m Maude, by Bertrand Blackhawk, dam by
Hambletonian Chief.

S. C. Tyron, b g Prince, by Monroe Chief, dam by Beimont.

No. S. Trotting—For four-year-olds and under; purse
$400.
P. J. Shatter, g g Vikiug, by Rustic, dam by Stockbridge

Chief.

A. L. Whitney, ch s Dawn, by Nutwood, dam Countess.
Chas. Darid, b m Nona T., by Admiral, dam Flora.
L. J. Rose, bs Kismet, by Sultan, dam Saucebox.
E. H. Miller, Jr., blk m Pansy, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard

.

FRIDAY. AUGUST 21—FOURTH DAY.

No. 9. Running—Free for all ages, oDe mile and repeat;

$50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added; $75 to second horse.

Garland &: Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, by Hockhocking,
dam Aileen Allannah.

Henry C. Judson, blk c John A., by Monday, dam Lady
Clare.

Thos. Delany, ch c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Planetia.

No. 10. Running—For two-year-olds and under, dash of
one mile; $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added; $50 to

second horse.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

Henry CVJudson, blk f Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

Henry C. Judson, b f Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
No. 11. Trotting—2:24 class; purse, $500. Did not till.

SATURDAY, AUGCST 22, FIFTH DAW
No. 12, Trotting—For three-year-olds and under; purse,

$300. Closed with tbree entries.

P. J. Shatter, g g McMillan.
L. J. Rose, b s Stamboul, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian.
S. R. Trefry, b c Apes, by Prompter, dam by Flastail.

No. 13. Trotting—2:20 class; purse, $800. Closed with
three entries.

J. A. Goldsmith, b m Manon, by Nutwood, dam by Ham-
bletonian Chief.

A. Waldstein, b s Albert W., by Electioneer, dam
Nelson.

E. H. Miller, Jr., b g Adair, by Electioneer, dam Addie
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Sonoma County
Agricultural

PARK
Association,

SEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR,
TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
Commencing August I 7 tli and Ending

August *2d. 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day. Tuesday. Aug. 18th.

No. 1, Running—Half-mile and repeat, free for all

$25 entrance, *10 forfeit, $150 added, ;50 second horse

No. 2, Trotting—For two-year-olds or under, mile
beats, best two in three, purse $200.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 19th.

No. 3, Running—Three-quarter-mile dash for all

ages, $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to Becond
horse.

No. 4, Trotting—Three-minute class, purse $500.

No. 5, Trotting—2:22 class, purse $750. James S. and
Vanderlyn eligible.

Third Day, Thursday. Aug. "SOth.

No. 6, Running—One and one-half mile dash for all

ages, entrance $50, $25 forfeit, $-00 added, $75 to Becond
horse.

No. 7, Pacing—Free for all, purse $500.

No. 8, Trotting—For four-year-olds ox under, purse,
$400.

Fourth Day, Friday, Aug, fclst.

No. 9, Running—Free for all ages, one mile and re-

peat, $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second
horse.

No. 10, Running—For two-year-olds or under,
dash of one mile, $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added,
$50 to second horse.

No. 11, Trotting—2:24 class, purse $500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 39d.
No. 12, Trotting—For three-year-olds or under,

purse $300.

No. 13, Trotting—2:20 class, purse $S00.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions ana pedigrees of 272 bead of Higb-Bred Trotting Stock

now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in Btamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OP VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TITfi1 nNTT PPTflTi1 PT,A"NT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
XXJ..U UllJJ X ALJ.UJJ X UZLIU price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Parchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13£, and double team with fastest record, 2:15|

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All running races to be under the Rules of the Pa-
eific Coast Blood Horse Association.

.Racing colors to be named in entries.

CS^For farther particulars see speed programme.
KILLIP <fc CO., Pool Sellers.

I. IXTIRK,
President, Santa Rosa, Cal.

E. W. DAVIS, Secretary.

(Joney IslanJJ

JOCKEY CLUB.
June Meeting, 1886.

Stakes to Close Aug. 15, 1885.

The Foam Stakes,
For two-year-olds, foals of 1884; a sweepstakes of
§25 each, p. p., with §1,000 added; the second to

receive $1Qj out of the stakes. Five furlongs.

The Surf Stakes,
For two-year-olds, foals of 1884; a sweepstakes of
§25 each, p p., with $1,000 added; the second to
receive §100 out of the stakes; the winner of the
Foam Stakes to carry 7 lbs extra. Five furlongs.

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:15A, &c. ;

mares at §150 the season.

ALECTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

| Limited to 30 mares at §50 the season.

STOCKTON

FAIR.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. J

By Almont, out of Badoura, by 0. M. Clay, Jr., g
dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief. Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2:15,
10 mares at §50 the season. | Limited to 10 mares at §50 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, vised as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2 :30 and better, and 9 with records below
2 :20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2 :30 or better, 4 of them have records of
2 :20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 393. Wl. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

June Meeting", 1887-

Stakes to Close Aug. 15, 1885.

The Mermaid Stakes,
A sweepstakes of §100 each, h. f„ and only $20 if de-
clared out before July 1, 1886. with §1,250 added: for

fillies three years old, foals of 1884 ; the second to re-

ceive 9250 out of the stakes. One mile and an eighth.

The Tidal Stakes,
A sweepstakes of §100 each, h. f., and only S20 if de-
clared out before July 1, 1886, for three-year-olds,
foals of 1884, with §1,500 added; the second to receive
§300 out of the stakes. One mile.

The Coney Island Derby,
A sweepstakes of §100 each, h. f., and only §20 if de-
clared out before July 1, 18*6, with $2,6tjC added; for
three-year-olds, foals of 1884; the second to receive
$500 out of the stakes. One mile and a half.

LEONAED W. JEROME, President.
Entries to be addressed to

J. G. K. LAWRENCE.
Secretary Coney Island Jockey Club,

N. E. cor. Fifth Ave. and 22d St., New York.

A large number of stakes for the June and Autumn
meetings of 1886 will be duly advertised, to close
Jan. 1, 1886.

For Sale.

SAFEST AND BEST FOR GENERAL USE, ||

To Control and Educate the Trotter, Roadster.
or Carriage Horse, and to Break tlic Colt.

NO HORSE CAS GET HIS TONGUE OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure I*ullmji", Side Palling:*
Ln i™,'i njr-To ii ji-nt' Lolling, and will . ot make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR.of Cincinnati, O., writes that itworEed to

his complete satisfaction.
MR. JOHN MTJRHPT, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use by every horseman as an article of great merit.
The film of HIGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111., say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. "W. PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail.''

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y., says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm

,

Comstocks, N. Y., claim it is tho best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege
of examination. No. 1, nickel, §3; No. 2, ex. nickel, $4; No. 3, half silver, ororoide, §5; No. 4, full silver
or oroide, §6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Mouth. Measuring From Ontside of Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements. Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements of this Bit. Look for Name and Date of Patent on each
one.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KESTIICKT [till..

OLOVBRS CELEBRATED DOO MEDICINES
FACTORY-15 St. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 nnd 632 MONTGOMERY ST., S. F.

September 22d to 26th, 1885

(FIVE DAYS HMXDSrVE.)

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

N. B.—In all races In which more than ten paid
up entries are received, §200 will be added by the As-
sociation, to be added as follows: Extra §50 to each
horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept. £3d.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRlCT-3-year-oldB, or un.
der. Mile and repeat. Purse $800.

No. 2. TROTTING-PACIPIC COAST-2:40 class.

No. 3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—i-year-old
clasB. (Closed with S nominations.) 31,000.

No. 4. TROTTING—DISTRICT-2-year-old, or un
der, class. BeBt 2 in 3. §800.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. S3d.

No. 5. R JNNING-DISTRICT-2-year.old, or un
der, clasB. Mile dash. gSOO.

No. 6. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST-Free for all.
Mile and repeat. $800.

No- 7. TROTTING-PACIPIC COAST-2:20 class.

No. S TROTTING-PACIPIC COAST-2-year-old
class. (Closed with S nominations.) $1,000.
LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM-DISTRICT—(five

moneys) $100.
v

THURSDAY, Sept. 94th.

No. 9-TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2;26 class.

No. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT-4-year-old, or un-
der, class. $800.

No. 11-PACING—PACIFIC COAST-Free for all.

LADIES' EQESTRIANISM-PACIFIC COAST-
(Five moneys. ) $100.

FRIDAY, Sept. 95th.
No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST-Selline

race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation
$1,000 Two pounds off for each $100 below and 2*

pounds added for each $100 above fixed value. $800.
No. 13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST NOVELTYRACE—For all ages. Two miles. $100 to each half-

mile, balance to winner of laBt half. $450.

Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of 2:314, third heat; a two-mile record of 6:10$:

has trotted a mile in 2-.2!)4, in a two-mile heat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse Is sound, without a blemish, and

one of the best pole horses in the State.

For further particulars address

Nevada Stables, 1 336 Market Street. S. F. |"

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale. Poetofflce address,
San Francisco, Cal.

RACING PLATES.
RACING PLATES OR TRAINING SHOES OF

any size or weight, fowarded on receipt of price,
12.60 per set. All putes am) shoes guaranteed to be of
the best material and workmanship, samples can be
een at the office of the Bhkedeb and Si'obtbmam,

Address, M. J. OLEAHY,
San Buena Ventura, Cal,

No. 14. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2-2z classOpen to Albert W. Vanderlvn and James H Manon
barred. $1,200.

No. 15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-3-year-old
class. (Closed with 7 nominations.) $1,000.

SATURDAY, Sept, 26th.

No. 16. RUNNING-DISTRICT—Free for all Mile
and repeat. $S00.

^o.^l? TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-Free for

No. 18. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3-year-old. or un-
der . $800.

'

No. 19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2-30claBB
$1,000.

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all races except No. 13 four moneys, viz.: 50 25

15 and 10 per cent.
All races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified
National Association Rules to govern trotting and

RuleB of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Boaid reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walkover in any race a horse Is only entitled to

its own entrance lee and one-half of the entrance re-
ceived from the other paid up entries of said race and
to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first raouev only

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys. In race No. 7 one or more heats re-
quired to be trotted in 2:21 or better. In race No 17
one or more heats required to he trotted in 2:19 or bet
ten otherwise treated asa walkover.
The winner of the mile and repeat, or the mile [and

one sixteenth and repeat, tree purses fur nil ages of
the State Fair Programme for 1885, starting in nice
No. 6, will be required to carry five pounds extra.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse 1b

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six <t») months prior to
the day of the race, and anv entry hv anv person of
any disqualified horse shall he held liable for the <-n-
trance fee contracted, without anv right to compete
fora purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre
scribed by the National Association and Rules ofthe
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

If, In the opinion of the judges, any race cannot bo
finished on the closing flay of the Pair, It may be con.
tinned or declared oir. at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to till and three or more horses to start,
but the Board reserves the right to hold entries ana
Btart a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount ofthe purse.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest In the

world
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries ami used in all heats.
Races commence each dav at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
stables, hay aud straw free tocempetitors.
EutrleB close August 1st, 1885, with the Secretary.

E. V. SHIPPEE, President.

J. M. LaRue, Secretary.

O. Bex 188, Stockton, Cal.
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Petaluma Fair.

Agricultural District, No. 4
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Sonoma, Marin, Napa
and Solano.

AUGUST asm to B9tli (Inclusive), 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, Angust S5«n.

No. 1. RUN;iING-Free for all. Purse 8400. One
and a quarter mile dash.

No. 2. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse SSOO.
No. 3-TROTTINe-DISTRICT-For two-year-olds.

Purse $200; mile heats; hest two in three.

WEDNESDAY, Augnst 96th.

No. 4. EONNING—DISTRICT—For all ages. 825
entrance

:
810 forfeit; S100 added ; 525 to second horse

One mile dash.

No. 5-TROTTING-2:22 class. Open to all eligible
and the following

: James H.. Vanderlyn. Arab and
Albert W. Purse SI, 000.

No. 6. TROTTING—2:26 class. Purse S800.

THURSDAY. August 37th.

No. 7. RUNNING—For two-year-olds. 850 en-
trance; S25 forfeit, or 810 if declared out by August
15th. and 825 if declared out by 6 p. M. the day be-
fore the race; 6150 added; 8100 to second horse
Three-quarter mile dash.

No. 8. RtTNNTNG-Free for all. Purse 8500. One
mile and repeat.

No. 9. PACTNG. Free for all. Purse 8600.

FRIDAY. August 98th.

No. 10. RUNNING-SELLING RACE. Purse 8200;
entrance free

; 850 to second horse. Fixed valuation
81,000; to carry entitled weights ; two pounds off for
each 8100 below and two pounds added for each 8100
above fixed value. One mile and repeat.

No. 11. TROTTTNG—DISTRICT—2:40 class. Purse
$400.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse 8800.

SATURDAY. August 99th.

No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. 850 entrance • 825
forfeit, or 810 forfeit if declared out by August 15th
and 825 if declared out by 6 p. M. the day before the
race. S200 added; 8100 to second horse. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 14. RUNNING-CONSOLATION PURSE—8150-
850 to second horse. Horses beaten once allowed 5
pounds, twice 10 pounds, three times 15 pounds
from their entitled weights. One mile dash.
No. 15. TROTTING-2 :20 class. Purse 81,200.
No. 16. TROTTING-DISTRICT-For gentlemen's

roadsters. To be handicapped the day before the
race. Purse 8150. Owners to drive unless stipulated
by agreement.

—o

—

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations. J

In all trotting, pacing, and in running races Nos 1
and 8, four moneys, viz : 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent
All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified
National Association Rules to govern trotting and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween beats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance tee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p M of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race. B

Unless otherwise ordered by the Board.fno horse is
qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the District six (6) months prior
to the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the en-
trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and Bhall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

If
,
in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be

finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to start,
but the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all heats.
RaceB commence each day at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stables, bay and straw free to competitors
Entries cloBe August 1st, 1885, with Secretary.

J. H. WHITE. President.
W. E. COX, Secretary, P. O. 276, Petaluma, Cal.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing,

WITH AN APPENDIX
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Kound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."

^Shakespeare.
o

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have recelve-I from Mr. Joseph Calm Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedeh and Spobtbman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of bis book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, -with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. H1b "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tipa will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more Buffering and done more damage to horses than can he traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take 850 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, 81; cloth, 81.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

*• Tips and Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Bbeedeb and Sfobtsmah. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest endorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. Tho
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether tho horseman believeB in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as awriteron the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to tie San Francisco News Company, or to the Bbeedeh and Spobtbman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Bbeedeb and Spobtbman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the Interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacifio Slop*.—N. T.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20i. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send SI.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:201, and Bhowing half-miles in 1 :0S and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for 810,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, 81,221, in which he got a record of 2:293, last half inl:13£; first money in purse at Sacramento,
8500; second money at Stockton, S2E0;the Stanford Stakes, 31.672; and the Embryo, S870, making a cash
return for the season of S4.514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Bbeedeh and Spobtsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tiBsues which compose the foot

of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as

thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Catbn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TKADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

Pool Room Saloon,
910 DIIPONT STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new Tooras, where pools are Bold on
all sporting events. Beading room, containing the
Breeder and Sportsman, N, Y. Spirit, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wiuiis, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWING BROS., Proprietors.

Agricultural Park.
DAN. MoCARTHY

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Pof nt Lobos
road and removed bis stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horses to his list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIONS,
MARES, GELDINGS, BROODMARES, ROADSfERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower prices
than have heretofore ruled for the same class of
Btock. An inspection of the animals by all Interested
Is invited.

Chesapeake Bay Duck Dogs

For Sale.
Out of C. M. Hammond's Rusk, American Kennel

Register 144, by G. G. Hammond's Rake, A. K. R. 141.

Tins litter of thoroughbred Oheuapeake Bay duck
dogs, born April 15th, with registered pedigree, is

offered ;it (50 each. The dogs are thoroughly weaned,
strong and Bound.
The April "Century Magazine," in its able article on

dogs, declared that tho Chesapeake Bay duck dog is un-
surpassed for water work, general retrieving and in-
telligence. For further particulars addresn or apply to

C. 91. HAMMOND,
Lakeport, lake Co., Cal.

A. S. THOMSON,

Hunters' Resort,
Formerly Victor's Place,

SAUSALITO.
On S Rafael Road, three miles from Sansalito.

Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

NEVADA
. . . AND . .

.

Placer Counties.

Glenbrook Race Track,
A NEW M1I.K TRACK.

SPEED PROGRAMME FOR 1SS5.

FIRST DAY-Tuesday, Sept, 1st.

] o'clock a. sr., forNofl. CRICKET MATCH, at 9-3
clubs in District. Purse 375.

No. 2. TROTTING—For horses owned in the Dis-
tnct;.i:00 class. Purse 3-100; first horse $250; second
§100 ; third $50.

No. 3. TROTTING-2:30 class. Purse $GG0: first
horse §350; second 3175 ; third §75.

No. 4. TROTTING-Three-year-olds. Free for all.
Mile and repeat. Purse 3600; first horse 3360; second
3180; third 300.

-
A> 5- .WALKING MATCH-For stallions owned

in the District. Purse 3100 ; first horse $75; second $25

SECOND DAY-Wednesday, Sept. 2d.

No. 6. RUNNING—NATIONAL HOTEL STAKE—Freeforall. 350 entrance; 325 forfeit; 5500 added-
second horse 3200; third 3100 . One mile and repeat.

No. 7. RUNNING — NEVADA CITY MINESTAKE—For two-year-olds. 325 entrance; $10 for-
feit; 3250 added; second horse $100; third 350. Dash of
a half-mile.

No. 8. RUNNING—WYOMING MINE STAKE
Free forall. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; 5300 added
second horse 3100; third $50. Dash of one and a half
miles.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock p. m.
No. 10. TROTTING—For two-year-olds owned in the

DiBtrict. Purse $300; first horse 3180; second $90; third

Extra Pacing Race—2:30 class; purse, $600. First
horse, 3350; Becoud,$175; third, $75.

THIRD DAY-Thnrsday, Sept. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RACES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10
o clock a. m„ open to the District; purses aggregat

.

No. 12. TROTTING-2:50 class. For District horses.
Purse 5*30; first horse 3250; second $100; third $50.

No. 13. TROTTING-2 :22 class. Open to Vander-
lyn, James H. and Albert W. Purse 31.000; first horse
$500; second 5250; third 3150; fourth 3100.

No. 14. RUNNING-SADDLEHORSE STAKE—
For horses owned in the District; catch weights. $10
entrance; $100 added; first horse 50 per cent second
20percent.; third 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per cent.:
fifth5per cent. Dashofamile.

FOURTH DAY-Friday, Sept, 4th.

No. 15. RUNNING-WALEATH STAKE. Free
forall. 350 entrance; $25 forfeit; $600 added: second
horse $200; third $100. Two miles and repeat.

No. 16. RUNNING—NARROW-GAUGE RAIL-ROAD bTAKE. Freeforall. $25 entrance; 310 for-
feit; $250 added; second horse 3100; third $U). Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 17. RUNNING—SOUTH YUBA STAKE—Free
forall. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $20u added ; Beeond
horse 375 ;

third $50. One and one-eighth miles.

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse $800: first
horse $-450; second 3250; third $100.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 5th.

No. 19. LADIES' TOURNAMENT at 10 o'clock A

No. 20. RUNNING-UNION HOTEL STAKE—For
horses owned in the District. $25 entrance; $10
forfeit; $150 added. One-half mile and repeat.

No. 21. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse $600: first
horse $350; second 3175; third 375.

No. 22. TROTTING—Free for all (St. Julien barred).
Purse $1,200; first horse 3600; second $300: third $lbO-
fourth $120.

REMARKS AMD CONDITIONS.

AU trotting and pacing races are the best three In
five, except the two-vear-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
flU, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination.
National Association Rules to governtrotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a epecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. 'When less than the required
number of starters appear thev may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66?*; to the
first, and %&% to second.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p m, of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.
Where there Is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse thev are to
Btart must he named by Op. m. the day preceding the
race. Nu added money paidfor a walk-over.
Ruleaof the State Agricultural Society to govern

runnlnc races, except when conditions' named are
otherwise.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colore, which must be named in their
entries.

All races in which District horses are entered they
must have been owner] in the District prior to July 1st.
1885, except when specified free for all.

EntrleB to all of the above races to close with the
Secretary on Saturday, August 1st, 18SS.

A. WALRATH, President,
Nevada City.

Geo, Fletcher, Secretary.
P. O. Address, Grass Valley.

D. E. MORGAN, Assistant-Secrotary,

P. O. Address, Nevada City
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Monmouth Park.

[Sporting "World.]

It was hot as in an oven at Monmouth Park July 25th.

There was a breeze, but it had as much freshness in it as a blast

from a furnace. Men and women boiled and sizzled and
longed for a bit of breeze, but it came not for the whistling.

The Brighton Beach delegation, however, who came down to

see Billy Lakeland's pair, Exile and Tattler, run, did not

mind the heat in the least, nor did they mind the extra

weight they had to carry on the way home in the shape of

winnings. Both horses won their races, Exile the Karitan

Stakes and Tattler the selling race in grand style, and the

winners deserved their success.

The defeat of the highly tried Katrina, by a colt which
Billy Lakeland had claimed out of a selling race from him
last year, must have been peculiarly mortifying to Mr. Loril

lard. Katrina was well backed despiteher disappointing per-

formances thus far, but as she has shown that staying is not her

forte, a mile and a quarter seemed to be just the thing for

her. Exile waited till the head of the stretch, and then he
settled her claims to victory quite handily. Saltpetre ran very
disappointingly inview of his good performance last Thursday,
but his stable companion, Maumee, stuck to her work very
gamely. She does not possess as much substance as her once

famous brother Oden, nor is she as blood-like in appearance,

but in action she goes very much like the late Mr. Cla-

baugh's horse. Goldfellow ran creditably, but is evidently

not yet quite up to the mark, and, moreover, a distance of

ground would probably be more to his liking.

Electric was backed almost to a standstill for the Seabright

Stakes, and he justified the popular confidence by winning by
a length . Buffalo ran him close, and this colt is now fast com-
ing into form. When he started at Jerome Park I was one
of the first to point out to the general racing public what a

grand colt he was, and that he was sure to race if given time.

His performances thus far have not been good, but they were
just to be expected. A few more weeks will give him the

finishing touches, and then, if nothing happens to him, it

will take a racehorse to beat him.
Dwyer Bros.' Richmond made his first appearance since his

Jerome Park fiasco in the three-quarter dash, which led off the

dav's racing on Saturday. The stable backed him, but not to

any extent. Mr. Walton was one of the lucky men who got

some of the good odds against the colt. Before the race he
reasoned it out to the satisfaction of some friends on the

stand that the race should lie between Richmond and Duplex,
and assuming that Richmond was iu fair shape he should win.
The light-weighted California two-year-old had some backing
for the race, as also did Herbert. Duplex was the favorite,

but, although he looked well and moved well in his prelimi-

nary, he cut up very poorly at the finish. Herbert was
never really in the hunt, and Preciosa, the two-year-old,

failed to live the pace she was carried.

Pontiac showed that he is not even a first-class handicap
horse, by failing to carry his 123 pounds home first, being
beaten by the three-year-old Lenox, who only had five pounds
off according to the weight for age schedule. Lenox's per-

formance was a downright good one, particularly as he had two
severe races on Thursday. Heel-and-Toe cut up poorly and
was beaten at the end of a mile. Renegade ran even worse,
and Thackeray, though running true, failed to handle his
weight. Petersburg was totally out-classed.

Rica, who generally runs well under the steadying influ-

ence of welter weights, had no difficulty in landing the Billow
Stakes. McLaughlin, on Elmendorf, could have got second
place, but in the last few strides he stopped riding and Stra-

bismus shot by and beat him. The Dwyers backed Elmen-
dorf, both straight and for a place, and McLaughlin's mistake
cost them some money. The tinman's nerves may have been
a trifle unstrung, as at the starting post he broke a stirrup
leather and fell out of the saddle. By holding on to his
horse's neck, however, be managed to save himself.
The California mare acted as crazily as ever and was almost

unmanageable even in the hands of such a strong man as
Duffy. She ran like a quarter horse for about ahalf mile, but
when the field closed on her she quit like a cur.

Saturday's race was Strabismus' first appearance. He was
named so because he was quite cross-eyed when a yearling.
He has almost outgrown the defect, however.
The selling race was a capital one between Tattler and

Felicia, the former winning by a neck. Tattler was in to be
sold for S900, but Ed. Heffner, who was acting presumably
for the Brannons, who ran third with Rico, bid him to

$1,505, at which price he was bought in by Mr. Lakeland.
For the selling race the bookmakers offered as much as 2

to 1 against the field against Charlemagne, the Canadian
jumper's chances being regarded as real pie. Unfortunately
he fell when entering the track, and the three outsiders,
Aurelian, Sun Star and Rory O'more, had a rattling finish to

themselves, which Aurelian won, Sun Star beating Rory
O'More a neck for second place. Charlemagne rolled over
Pope, and the jockey was badly shaken np, but not seri-

ously injured.
Echo showed a surprising lack of speed, but that is not un-

usual for steeplechase horses. Perhaps the next time he
starts he may win.

First Race—Free HandicapSweepstakeB, of $25 each, if not declared
out, with £500 added; the second to receive 8100 out of the Btake.
Three-quarters of a mile.

Dwyer Bro.'s h c Kichmond, 3, by Virgil—Alert, 105 lbg Potter 1

D. D. "Withers' ch g Duplex, 6, by King Ernest or Macaroon—Echo.
115 lbs Shauer 2

J. M. Clay's ch^f The Slasher, 3, by Virgil—Skedaddle, 100 lbs,

W. Donobue 3
J. S. Campbell's b m Miss Goodrich, 5, 109 lbs Covington
Revere Stable's cb g Herbert, 6. 216 lbs Conkliqg
B. A. Haggin's b f Preciosa, 2, 84 lbs Stevens
W. Lovell's b c Guitar, i, 87 lbs Gerardy
B. A. Haggin's ch m Nellie Peyton, 6, 116 lbs Duffy
Blemton Stables' ch f Adela. 3, 80 lbs River
G. L. Lorillard's ch c Reveller, 4, 109 lbs Blaylock

Time, 1:15,

Pools: Duplex $35, Herbert ?25. Precioso 20, Richmond SIS, The
Slasher ?10. Betting: 3 to 1 against Duplex, to 1 each Herbert and
Richmond, C to 1 The Slasher, 7 to 1 Nellie Peyton. 8 to 1 Preciosa, 10
to 1 Miss Goodrich, 15 to 1 Reveller, 20 to 1 Guitar and 40 to 1 Adela.
For Place

: 6 to 5 against Duplex. 8 to 5 Herbert, 2 to 1 each Richmond
and The Slasher 3 to 1 Nellie Peyton, 4 to leach Preciosa and Miss
Goodrich. 7 to 1 Reveller, 8 to 1 Guitar and 15 to I Adela. Mutuels
paid 348.40.

Mr. Kelso's b c The Bard, by Longfellow—Bradanaante, 1C8 lbs.

Hayward \i

Mr. Kelso's b c Landsdowne, 108 lbs Meaton
B. A. Haggin's b f Fortuna, 105 lbs Duffy
Kancocas Stable's b f Dewdrop, 112 lbs Onley
Dwyer Bro.s' b c Brambleton, 208 lbs Potter u

R. W. waiden's b f Letretia. 109 lbs Green
Melbourne Stable's b c The Bourbon, 108 lbs O'Leary
Melbourne Stable's b f Pure Rye, 105 lbs Arnold
J. E. Kelly's ch c Neptunas, 112 lbs Barbee
N, W. Kittson's br c Brown Duke, 108 lbs McCarty
E. V. Snedeker & Co.'s b f Kalula, 108 lbs W. Donohue
D. D. Withers' b f Long Stop, 109 lbs Shauer

Time, 1:1 GJ.

Pools: Electric ?2o. Pure Rye $30, Buffalo $17, field $50. Betting: 5 to
2aRaiust Electric, 5 to 1 each Brown Duke aud Kalula, 8 to 1 Fortuna, 10

to 1 each Dew Drop, Buffalo, Longstop. Letreti.i. The Bourbon, Pure
Rye, The Bard, L;msdowne and Brumlileton, and 15 to 1 Neptunus. For
place: o to 4 on Electric, 2 to 1 each against Dew Drop and Brown Duke,
6 to 7 Kalula, 3 to 1 each Pure Rye and Fortuna, and 4 to 1 each against
the others. Mutuels paid, $124.

Lansdowne led from the start to the three-quarter pole,

when Electric went to the front and won by half a length.

Buffalo was three lengths in front of The Bard for the placing.

Fifth Race—The Billow Stakes, a free welter handicap sweepstakes of
$25 each, if not declared out, with $500 added; the second to receive $100
outof the stakes: horses may be entered by persons nottbeir owners;
KLMitleman riders allowed 7 lbs. One mile.
Mr. Kelso's b m fiica, 6, by Kingfisher—Lady Mentmore, 143 lbs

Hayward 1

N. W. Kittson's ch c Strabismus, 3, by Alarm—Flora, 125 lbs
Brennan 2

Dwyer Bro.'s b c Elmendorf, 3, by Virgil—Reagan, 132 lbs
J. McLaughlin 3

B. A. Haggin's ch m Hattie B., 6, 142 lbs P. Duffy
J. E. Kelly's chin Bella. 5, US lbs Barbee U
J. Callahan's org Torpedo, 5, 136 lbs Owner

Time, 1:47.

Pools : Rica $105, Elmendorf 850, Hattie B . $50, field $45. Betting: 6 to
5 against Rica, 5 to 2 Hattie B., 3 to 1 Elmendorf, 6 to l Strabismus, and
8 to 1 each Torpedo and Bella. For place: 2 to 1 on Rica, even against
Hattie B., 2 to 1 Strabismus, and 3 to 1 each Torpedo and Bella. Mu-
tuels paid, $12.65.

Elmendorf was first to get away, but was pulled back be-

hind Hattie B. to the half when he again went to the lead.

In the stretch Rica and Strabismus went by and won a hard
tinish by a length. Elmendorf was third, two lengths be-

hind Strabismus.

The Soundness of English
Horses.

and American

The Slasher led to the half, with Kichmond second.
Beginning the turn Richmond went to leading position aud
maintained it to the end, winning easily by two lengths.
Duplex finished second, half a length in front of Nellie
Peyton.

"Second Bace—The Seabrigbt Stakes, for two-year-olds, of $50 each?
?15 forfeit, with 81,600 added, of which $500 to the second : a winner of
n stake of .^2,000 when carrying weight for age or more to cany 3 lus.;
twice, 5 lbs.; thrice, 7 lbs. extra; those not having won more than
SoOOwhen carrying weight for ago or more allowed 3 lbs.; maidens
allowed 1 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

Geo.L. Lorillard'e b |g Electric, by Sensatfon—IdarU, 115 lbs.

„ Blaylock 1
Dwyer Bro.'s b c Buffalo, by Billet—Miss Palmer, 112 lbs.

J. McLaughlin 2

We have often been struck with the remarkable difference

between tlie soundness of American bred horses and those of
our English cousins, and the only way we can account for

the difference is the manner in which they are reared. Our
attention has been recalled to the subject again by a notice
in an English contemporary of some of the principal horses
who took part in the English Derby. He says:
One of the most important questions in connection with

the favorites for the Derby is their soundness. For that

racehorses have to run a mile and a half up hill and down
hill. Over a mile on the flat an unsound horse in either
wind or limb may occasionally win; but a really unsound
horse rarely carries off a Derby. It is notorious that Mel-
ton was suspected throughout the Winter on account of a
large tendon or crooked sinew on one of his forelegs.

Racehorses with malformations of this kind often go on well
through the greater part of their preparation, and then
give way in some of their last gallops, or even in the very race
itself. Melton had trained and raced with this enlarged
tendon as a two-year-old, so there appeared to be every
reason for hoping that he might do so also as a three-year-
old; but still there remainad the fact that, instead of running
over a flat T. Y. C. course, he would now be galloped at his

best pace over the long Derby course and rattled down the
trying hill to Tattenham Corner. Even Parados, the winner
of the Two Thousand was said to have undergone veterinary
treatment on his hocks during the Winter; and, although
he won the Two Thousand and appeared to gallop freely

enough, there were racing prophets before the Derby
who refused to believe that his hocks were as clear as they
ought to have been. Crafton, who had run such a close race
for the Two Thousand with Paradox, was broken-kneed.
He is a hard puller, and it was generally understood that he
had once bolted at exercise, fallen down and chipped his
knees. There was not much harm in this, but there were
critics who took exception to his forelegs on other grounds,
and gave it as their opinion that they would be as little sur-

prised to see him break down as Melton in the race for the
Derby. Royal Hampton's soundness was beyond suspicion
on the day of the race, aud long before as far as that goes; yet
in the course of his two-year-old career there was a time
when he was said to "make a noise." Luminary was another
horse that had been voted a screw at one time. He was
suddenly reported to be lame, without apparent cause, in his

forelegs. Then it was said that he had thrown out splints,

after which he became sound again.

Melton won the race, Paradox second and Royal Hampton
third, all more or less under suspicion as to soundness, and
many others who took part in the race. This is in a marked
contrast with the ten horses who took part in the Kentucky
Derby at Louisville: Joe Cotton, Biersan, Ten Booker, Favor,
Thistle, Keokuk, Clay Pate, Playfair, Irish Pat and Lord
Coleridge, not one of whom were under the least suspicion of

unsoundness.
Land is so valuable in Eugland that a large majority of the

thoroughbreds are confined to a limited space or are stall fed,

and have not that range and continuous outdoor exercise
obtained by American bred colts. This confinement and
want of outdoor exercise is at the expense of their legs, the
most important thing iu a racehorse, for without sound limbs
he is unreliable aud almost useless. There are a few breeders
in England like Lord Falmouth, the late Sir Joseph Hawley,
Mr. James Merry and the late Count Le Grange, in France,
who had ample range for their youngsters, which enabled
their colts to get plenty of outdoor exercise, expand their

muscles and bones, and they as a rule had large, well-formed
and sound animals with plenty of bone and substance. As a
general thing you can detect the difference between a horse
raised at a large breeding establishment aud one raised by
private hands. The former is generally light of bone and ties

up under the knee, while the latter has size, bone and sub-
stance.

We have had a number of English sires imported to this

country who were extremely deficient in bone below the
knee, so much so that many refused to breed to them on that
account, but when tried, their produce possessed great bone,
clean and well fluted. Imp. Phaeton was a very marked ex-

ample, aud we can not call to mind a single one of his get
who inherited his faulty forelegs. His great sons, Ten Broeck
and King Alfonso, have size, great bone aud substance, and
Ten Broeck is one of the most remarknbly sound and grand
horses in the world. After a long aud arduous turf career,

knocked from pillar to post, run in aud out of condition, over
long courses, he retired to the stud perfectly sound in wind
and limb.
The state of the ground has very much to do with training

of aud consequent form shown by racehorses.
The English have a great advantago over us in courses.

They run on soft, velvety turf, which teuds to break the jar,

and is better adapted for horses of unsound limbs, than our
tracks, which are some days soft or hard, and then deep in
mud; aud they have another advantage, their coursss are
comparatively straight, while ours are in the shape of ellipse,
the turns bearing heavily upon the forelegs. Our training has
to be conducted upon these illiptical dirt tracks, while the
English use straight courses on the turf.

It is the pace and consequent over extension and concus-
sion on hard ground during training that tells upon unsound
or suspicious legs. We have seen great numbers of horses in
training at Newmarket, many of whom won races with such
bad legs that would not stand training a fortnight over hard
and deep dusty tracks. We are satisfied they have five to
one more unsound horses in training in England than we
have in America, and, as we said before, the only way we can
acoount for the difference is in the want of range and outdoor
exercise. It cannot be attributable to climatic causes or dif-
ferences in food, and its cause is well worth the considera-
tion of thoughtful and enlightened breeders.

THE KENNEL
Raneer.

Through the politeness of Mr. H. H. Briggs we are enabled
to present to our subscribers with this issue what we con-
sider a very good picture of the somewhat noted pointer
Ranger, owned by Mr. S. B. Dilly, of Rosendale, Wisconsin.
The picture is of peculiar interest to local pointer men, for
the reason that about all of the good pointers now on the
Coast were either sired by Ranger or strain directly to him.
The picture is drawn to scale and correctly represents the
dog in all proportions, and in detail is as accurate as a pic-
ture can be, which is not drawn from the living animal.
Ranger was a large dog, liver and white in color, and of in-
determinate breeding, but was a good field dog. and showed
his ability to get puppies true to form and color, and of ex-
ceptionally good quality in every respect.

The measurements of the old dog were: Length of head
from occiput, eleven inches; from nose to stop four and
three-fourths inches; height at shoulder, twenty-seven
inches; girth of chest, thirty-three inches; of forearm, ten
inches; weight, sixty-eight pounds.
In speed, stamina and nose. Ranger met few equals, though

worked on prairie chicken range against many of the best
of the Eastern cracks. His style in action was superior, and
he was a very well broken animal, while he was kindly in
disposition, and when not in the field took his place as one
of the valued members of Mr. Dilly 's home circle.

Last Spring he was accidentally injured so badly that his
owner was compelled to put him out of suffering.

Ranger sired J. M. Bassford, Jr.'s, Beautiful Queen, which
won second in the Pacific Coast Field Trials of 'S3, and
divided second and third in the same Trials for '34, as well
as winning first in the class for pointer bitches at the San
Francisco Bench Show of 1SS1.

He was great grandsire of Henry A. Bassford's Butte Bow,
winner of first in the P. C. F. T. C. Derby of 'S3, and of sec-
ond in the class for pointer puppies at the S. F. Bench Show
of '83.

Also of General G. B. Cosby's Bow, Jr., which won third
in the Derby of 'S3, and first in the All Aged Stake of

!

S4, be-
side getting V. H. C. at the show of 'S3.

And of J. M. Bassford, Jr.'s Lemmie B., which divided sec-
ond and third in the Derby of '84.

He sired G. W. Bassford's Ranger Boy, winner of first for
pointer dogs at the show of 'S3, and Geo. H. Peabody's
Victor Bow, first in pointer pup class in 'S3, and J. M. Bass-
ford, Sr.'s, Keno Bow, "V. H. C. in same class.

His progeny have proved clean cut, high quality, game
dogs, and have become thoroughly acclimated here, which
makes them rather more desirable than very recent importa-
tions.

The picture is the result of prolonged and careful study
on the part of our artist, Mr. Wyttenbach, and does credit
to that gentleman.

Death of Orear's Joe-

Dted.—At Downieville, Sierra County, July 29th, 1SS5, Joe,
a Gordon setter, the property of J. \V. Orear.

Joe was a Gordon setter by imp. Blossom, out of imp. Moll,
five years of age. He was imported from Canada by bis
owner, J. W. Orear, in 1SS1. At the time of his death he
woTe a third prixe medal, won at the field trials of the Gilroy
Rod and Gun Club, Puppy Stakes, Nov. 7th, 1SS1. The
cause of death is unknown. For several weeks he was on
the decline, and, though kind to his master and friends,

had lost all interest in the one passion of his life, the sports
of the field. All those who knew Joe miss him. The black
dog with bright tan spots was a favorite with us all. Such
was his intelligence that he seemed at times almost human.
Although utterly indifferent to everything aud everybody
but his duty in the field, at home he was kind to children and
playful with all. The writer of this has often had the pleas-
ure of shooting over him. He was an indefatigable hunter,
fast and seemingly tireless, was fairly staunch, a sure
retriever, and had a gocd nose, combiuiug all the qualities of
a good field dog, and, on account of his great strength aud en-
durance, was peculiarly adapted to our mountain shooting-
Mr. Orear was earnestly requested by- Joe's friends to send
him to the field trials near Sacramento last year. We were
extremely disappointed when he did not. Had he done so
we think Joe would have died with a reputation State wide.
As it is he will ever be kindly remembered by his sporting
friends in Sierra. W.

The Allender Breaking Kennel.

A recent visit to this establishment left the impression
that the proprietor is quite up-io his business, but not a bit

above it.

The dogs, of which there are some thirty at board and
being broken, look clean and hearty, and there is an air of

prosperous bustle about the place which speaks well for its

prospects. Some of the dogs are showing surprising form,
considering that tbey have been but a few weeks in the
breaker's hands. The Scriber pointers and Kittles "Surf" are

quite under control, and the spauielsseem about tit to gradu-
ate. Mr. Allender has a lot of Irish reds in hand, aud it is to

be hoped that some of them will show first-class quality in

the field.

It is well worth the trip to visit the kennel, which is near
Sausahto. One can rest sure of consideration at the hands
of Mr. Thomson, the owner of the "Hunter's Resort, "aud can
spend many hours very pleasantly there. The proper thing

to do is to go over by a late afternoon boat, dine and spend
tlk ni^ht there, and get back to business in the early morn-
iug, after a venison breakfast.
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FIFTH ANNUAL

EXHIBITION
OF THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

4GRICULTUR4L ASSOCIATION

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Gal.

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st, 2d and

3d, 1885, Inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. 28th.

No. 1. RU3TNTNG—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; $50 to
second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING —One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds; S25 entrance; $10 forfeit; 5150 added; $50 to
second horse.

I No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap: $50
antrance; $25 forfeit; $lo declaration; $250 added;
$100 to second horse ; third to save entrance. "Weights
announced Monday, September 21st ; declaration
Wednesday, September 23d.

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 29th.

No. 4. TROTTING—3:00 Class. District Purse,
$500; $250 to first horse; §125 to second; $75 to third;
$50 to the fourth horse,

i No. 5. TROTTING- 2:22 Class (open to Vanderlyn
and James H). Purse $750; $375 to first; $187.50 to
second; $112.50 to third: $75 to fonrth.

No. 6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Purse
g300; $180 to first; $90 to second; $30 to third.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 3Uth.

Ladies Equestrianism—Purse $100. Fcr the most
graceful rider, $2-5; second, $15; third. $10. For the
most skillful rider, $25; second, $15; third, $10.

No. 7. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat, free
for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to
second horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash

;

$25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING—Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages; purse $200; entrance free; $50 to
second horse. Fixed valuation $1,00U; two pounds
off for each $100; below; and" two pounds added
for each $100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October 1st,

No. 10. TROTTING—2 :40 Class; purse $500; S250
to first; $125 to second; $75 to third: $50 to fourth
horse.

No. 11. TROTTING—Two-year-olds; one mile and
repeat; purse $300; $180 to first horse; $30 to second;
$30 to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all; purse $400; $240
to first; $120 to second

; $40 to third horse.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 2d.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year-
olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse $200; $50 to
second horse.

No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse $250; entrance free; $50 to second;
$25 to third horse. *

No. 15 -RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten
horses; purse $150; s50 to second horse. Entries to
close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.

No. 10. TROTTING—2 35 class; District Purse
WOO; $240 to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No.17. TROTTING- 2 :2ti Class; purse $400; $240
to first ; $120 to second ; $40 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2:20 Class; purse $1,000;
$500 to first; $250 to second; $150 to third; $1QU to
fourth horse.

REMARKS A>D COMHTIO.VS

All trotting races are the best three iu five;
five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than hve to
fill, bvthe withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
tb>- parse. Entrance fee, in per cent on purse, to ac-
cornpanj nomination.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
Classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. ' A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money naid in. When less than the re-
Juired number of starters appear they may contest
or the entrance money, to be divided as follows:

66?S to the first, and 33?-; to the second.
In all kaces entries xot declared out by

6 p. m. of the day preceding the race, shall be
bequibed to start.
Where there is i.i»re than one entry by one person,

or in one interec:. Lhe particular horse they are to
start must he i» inert ;at *» i\ si. of the (lav preceding
the race. No -led money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of t" ."State Agricultural Society to govern

running ra ^s, except where conuitions named are
otherwise
Non-st rters in running races will he held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in their entries.
In trotting races drivers will he required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

District horses to he owned in District June 1, 1885.
Entries to all of the above races to close with

the Secretary on Saturday-, August 1st. 1835.IWWrite "Entries to Races" on outside of the en-
velope.

J. R. WELLER, President.
A, B. Elljb, Secretary.

Pef-m.ecky Gun Cleaner.

The only Cleaner that will
thoroughly clean a gun-barrel,
doing the work equally well in

choke bores without adjust-
ment. Will do the work
quicker and better than all

other implements for the pur-
pose combined. Made 10 and
12 guage.

Price by Mail, Postpaid, $1.25.

CIRCULARS FREE.

B. T. ALLEN,
Agent for Pacific Coast.

416 MARKET STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

I: HMPROVBD HORSE hLOTHING.

SBCiireu by LGttors .Patent reissued mabch29,i8si;

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

:

1. Animproved blanket or covering, consist! ngof the
bodv-piece A, flan C, ami the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the
animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The Blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to lit tin- fore .mil bin 1 legs of the
animal, front fastenings F<;. and the permanent simps
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E, and die front fastenings
jFG, in combination with the elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination wit lithe
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose setforth.

5. Theclose-iitting hood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, so that they may he allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means ofstraps, substantially a$ herein
described.

6. The Improvement in cove ring- blankets fur ani-
mals, consisting of the blaoket A, haviug the flap C,
and permanent straps or bands fixed to it to secure it
around the body, whereby the use uf loose BUIClngles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

12S and 424 Battery St.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAX.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pirs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, win.;!) I import yearly from England direct.

Apply to Win. t'nrbltt,
318 California St.,

San Francisco,

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a fall stock of the celebrated

J- Fennell's Cythiana Boots
Which are now in use bv ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the I'nited states. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior flt-

ting qualities ami the exeHleht materials used tbevato
pronounced by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. o*KA3TC. 763 Market St..

Wholesale and [•tail dealer In Haravss and Saddlery
Goods of (Ul kinds.

Golden Gate

i AIR
Speed Programme,

1885.
Oakland Trotting Park.

Begins August 31st, and Ends
September 5th.

...SIX DAYS...

First Day-Monday. August 3tst.

No.l. Rr^TNG-GOLDEX GATE STAKE-For
two-year-olds; s25 entrance; §15 forfeit; $ 1 50 added-
sou to second horse. Three-quarter-mile dash.

No. 2^ RUNNLNG-PARDEESTAKE-For all ages;&0 entrance; 52o_forfeit; $200 added: second horse
to save stake. Two-mile dash.

No. 3. TROTTING-2:34 CLASS-Purse $600. Fourmonies. **«**

No. 4. PACING_2:25 CLASS-Purse $350. Three
monies.

Tuesday, September 1st.

No. 5 TROTTING-2:22 CLASS-Purse $750; open
to Vanderlynn, James H., Arab and Albert W Four
monies.

No. 6. TROTTLNG-2:2i CLASS-Purse $750. Fourmonies.

No. 7. TROTTTNG - YEAELrXGS-Porsa $150"
Three monies.

Wednesday. September «d.
No. 8 BUNNING-For all ages; three-onarter-

miledash; t25 entrance; -515 forfeit; 5150 added; $50
to second.

No. 9. TROTTDJG-2:3GCLASS-Pnrse$750. Four
monies.

No. 10—TROTTLNG-For all four-year-olds and
under; purse $400. Four monies.

Tbnrsday, September 3d.
No 11. TROTTE\G-2:20 CLASS-Purse §800. Four

monies.

No. 12. TROTTENG-2:27 CLASS—Purse $750.
.tour monies.

No. 13. TROTTTNG-TWO-YEAR-OLDS—Purse 5200-
Three monies

.

Friday. September 4th.
No. If. RTJNNTNG-For all ages; one and one-

quarter mile dash; $50 entrance; §25 forfeit; 3200
"dded; second horse to save stake.

No. 15. TROTTING- 2 :*0 CLASS—Purse $500. Fottt
monies.

No. 16. TROTTTNG-Free for all three-year-olds
and under. Purse $300. Three monies.

Saturday, September 5th.
No. 17. TROTTTNG-Free for all. Purse 81,000Four monies. (St. Julien barredi

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse $500. Four
monies.

No. 19. LADIES EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT

-

Purse $100. For the most graceful rider, $25; second
*lo; third $10. For the most skillful rider, $25- sec-
ond $15; third $10.

REMARKS AND t'OXDITIOXS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right iu all
the races in the above programme to hold a less num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse. Entraure fee. ten per
cent, on purse to accompany nomination. Purses of
four monies divided at the rate of fifty per cent to
the first horse, twenty-five percent, to second, fifteen
per cent, to third, and ten per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats ( .f any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between beats

'

\
borse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the re-
quired number of starters appear, th
for the entrance money, to be divided '.- foil
1" tb'' Ural : ml : l<. !l,< -,-, ,. n d.
In case any name'] race for a certain any does not

bit. the Board reserves the rlgbl to change the date
of any other event on the progr trame If deemi
essary, due notice being given to the partlei Inter-
ested at any time previous to Aug. 16th,
In all races, entries not declared out by G Pi m. or

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start
"Where there is more than one entry by one i

or in one interest, the particular ho'rse they are to
start must he named at G p. m. of the dav preceding
the race. No added money paid for a wa'lk-oTer.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions nan*
othervi lae.

Non-starters In running races will be held for en-
i under Rule ;;.

Racing colon to be named in entries.
Id trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

•Entries to all of (be above races to close with the
Secretary on 9 iturday, August 1 1885

A. C. I>'I.T/.. President.
L. WALKER, Secretary.

Ofllco, 20 Montgomery street, S. F,
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The Annual

State Fair
.AT.

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME

Remarks and Conditions.

FIRST DAY-Thursday, Sept, 10th.

TROTTING.
No. 1. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed In 18S3

with eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200. 2:25 class,

No. 3—PACING PURSE, $600. 2:35 class.

SECOND JDAY-Friday, SEPT. 11th.

RUNNING.
No. i. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—Fortwo-

year-olds ; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added: $50 to
Becond; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of l^sJ. Closed in 1SS4 with nine nomina-
tions; $50 entrance, p. p.; $300 added; $100 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a/quarter.

No. 6. THE DKL PASO STAKE—For all ageB;
$50 entrance ;$!". forfeit; $300 added; $100 to second;
third Baves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE $250—Entrance fiee; $50 to
second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds off for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD BATf-Satnrday, Sept. 12th.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

$1.000—Closed March 10, 1885, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, $1,20<)-3:00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:21 class
fManon barred],

I OIK III DAY—Monday, Sept. 14th.

RUNNING.
No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four.year-olds

$100entrance; $25 forfeit; $300 added. Three miles
ClosedinlSSi.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE-For all ageB;
$25 entrance ;$i0 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—
For foals of 18*3; $100 entrance : $2-5 forfeit; $250 added.
Closed in lh&i with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all
ages; $50 entrance; $2-5 forfeit; $15 declaration; $500
added;$15oto second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by 8 o'clock p. m. Two and i quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAY-Tuesday, Sept. 15th.

TROTTING.
No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,

1,000. Closed March 10, 18S5, with twelve nominations.
No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:36 class.
No. 18. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-

mile heats; $50 entrance; $2-5 forfeit; $200 added. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, six-
tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one-
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added
$50 to Becond. Five furlongs.

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds; $50 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $100 to
second; third saveB stake. One mile and three-
quarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en-
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
pounds off for each $100 below and two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday. Sept, 15th.

TROTTING.
No. 23. TROTTING PURSE -$1,200. 2:27 class;

No. 21. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
$1,000—Closed March 10th, 1885, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday. Sept. I8lh.

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

olds; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $2-50 added; 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13
penalized 6 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.
No. 27-THE SH \FTER STAKE—For three-year-

olds; *~><i entrance ; $2-
r
i forfeit; $:wi added; $|(I0 to sec-

ond; $50 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.
No. 28. THE NIG HTHAWK STAKE—For all ages

;

$5<l entrance; $15 forfeit; $3(K) added; $100 to second-
$50 to third; $200 additional If 1 ;11'..; is beaten. Stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time
(1:42JO is beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and one-sixteenth and repeat.

NINTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200; 2:23 ClaBS
(SlBter barred.]

No. 31-TROTTING, PURSE $1,200. 2:30 Class.
No. 32—TROTTING' PUR8E $1,500. 2:20 Class.

Entries forthe following running events for 188H-87
were ordered to bo closed at the same time aB the
races on the regular nrograinme: •

No. 1-CALIFORNTA BREEDERS' STAKE-For
foals of 1888; CO be run at the state Fair of !«>*«• $50
ent ranee, p. p.; $;.«nt added, of which $loo to Becond find
$-50 to third. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals
r»f 1984, to he run at the State Fair of 1880; *HH»entrain-e

;

?25 forfeit; $250 added, second horse, $100; third. $50
One mile.

N0.3-CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals
of lS&J.tobr ruuatthe Statu Fair of \^7 , i-'iO ont ranee
p p.; $300 added. Second horse, $100; third, $50. One
mile and a half.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to ac-

company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third , and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When lesB than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:

66a to the first, 33i to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by p. M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday,

August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwin F. Smith, Secretary.

$10,000.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

BPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Cabet, Sacramento. J. D. Cabe, Salinas.
R. P. Sakgent, Gilroy. John Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Finigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in the State . We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
thoBe so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and Btock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and Bales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KUJLXP A CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

AT

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND COX'USl'ES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices ot the Directors of the State

Agricultural Society.

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE
UGGIE

and

WAGONS
ANT STTLE MADE TO ORDER

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishinE-

Alterations and Repairs.

OFFICE AND FACTORY.

13 13 AND 13 19 MARKET STREE1

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets , San Fr ancisco

,

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

Heney Patot, IflAAO DPDAM.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AND IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONEES,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

20 J Sansooie Street, Near Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en

titled "An Act to provide forthe managemen
and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State, " approved March 7, 1S85

.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Monday, Oct. 12th.

No. 1. Bunking—Purse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a
mile.

No. 2. Sunning—The Silver State Stake

—

For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-
ciety to add $100; dash of one aud one-half

miles; entrance $'30; ©10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second tilly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; S100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$50 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. I 3 th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse
$200; first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14th

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying

100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. 8. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepBtakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAY-TJuirNrtay. Oct. 15th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 class; free for all;

best three in five; pursd$400; first horse $300;
second horse S100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, aud $20 to

third horse; one aud three-quartor miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
find five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seveu pounds, the
second in that day's race five pouuds and the
third three pounds over the rule weight.

No. 16. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running—Consolation parse; en-
trance free; $100; $70 to first; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made within five minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on,Wednesday,

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Oct. 17th.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all;

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;

three in five; purse $400; first horse $250;
second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1885. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for

Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State puTses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California east

of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Hebbebt H. Bbowk, M.P. I Geo. H. Holmes,
Nugent W. Bbown, | C. Bbuce Lowe,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
Imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, Esq.,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
DROWN RROS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

DOG COLLARS
AND

FURNISHINGS.
Oar 1 865 Catalogue, which Is now

ready, contains S2 pases, on which are
Illustrated over 3.000 styles of

DOG COLLARS, LOCKS,
LEADERS, BELLS,

WHIPS, MUZZLES,
SHIPPING BOXES. KENNELS.

BISCUITt MEDICINES.
And all Furnishings Pertaining to the Dog.

To insure the receipt of Catalogue, send 35 cents in
postage stamps or postal note.

Medford Fancy Goods Co.,

10

[P. O. Box 3771.]

< IIAHni :ks STREET, NEW YORK
I. BUEMEB, General Manager.

John A. McKerron,

MANtrrArrujiFJi op

FINE HARNESS
AUKNT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A 8|>e*-lHity.

230 & 232 Ellis St., opp.Ftwblon Stable, 8a«i Francisco*
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FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 1 1

.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev., Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Gal.,

admitted to District for Rac-
ing Purposes.)

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
-AT-

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
And Continuing Five Days.

J?inest Tract in the Mountains, with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Rages

SPEED PROGRAMME.

875,

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed* on th 1

? closing clay of the Fair.it may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of Btarters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows : 6l1} to the first and 33J to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running racers, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in raceB can only he drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said,
purse, and a nurse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races will he conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m . sharp,
J. R. Mubbat, J. "W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

FIRST DAY.
TROTTING—Class 3:00,3in5, mile heats; purse'

S200. First horse, $120; second, 563; third, $20. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

2 RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; puree.
$100. First horse, $60 ; second, §30 ; third,.§10. Free for
all District horses.

3. RUNNING—Mile heats ,'2 in 3; purse, $200. First
horse, $120; second, $60; third, 820. Free for all.

RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse
First horse, $50; second, §25. Free for all.

SK(OM) DAY.
5 TROTTING—Class 2;30, 3 in 5; puise, $250. First

horse, $150; second, §75; third, $25. Free for all.

6. RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
dash; purse, $75. First horse, $50; second, $25. -

for District horses.

7. RUNNING—Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.

First horse, $90; second, $45; third, $15. Free for all.

8. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
purse, $140. First horse, $84; second, $42; third, $14,

'Free for all.

9. RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end of each mile , and use six or
more horses; purse, $200. Three to enter two to start.

First horse , $150; second,$50. Owner to furnish stables.

THIRD MY.
10. TROTTING—2:40 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; purse

*250. First horse, $150; second, $75; third, $25. Free
for all.

11. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse, $125. First horse,

$75; second, $37.50; third, $12.50. Free for District
horses.

12 TROTTING—Four-year-olds orunder, 3 in 5, mile
heats; purse, $200. First horse, $120; second, $60;

third, $20. Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
4:30—Purse, $50. First horse, $30; second, $15; third, $5.

Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOURTH DAY.
14. TKOTTING—2:50 class, 3 in 5; purse, $200.

First horse, $120; second, $60; third, $20. Free
for District norBes.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat; purse, $100.

First horse, $60; second, $30; third, $10. Free for all.

16. RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dash; purse,
$150. First horse, $110; second, $45; tliird,$15. Free for
all.

17. TROTTING—Single buggy, 2 in3, owner to drive

;

purse, $75, First horse, $50; second,$25. Free for
District horses,

FIFTH DAY.
18. TROTTING—3in5; purse, $100. Firat horse, $240;

econd,$129 third, $40. Free for all.

19. WALKING—Stallions,onemile;purse, $50. First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; purse, $300.

First horse, $130; second, $90; third, $30. Free for all.

21. TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat;
purse, $125. First team, $75; second, $37; third, $13. Free
for District horses. Untrained teams must pull buggy
owners to drive.

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $s0. First, $50; second, $20; third, $10.

Entries to be made at time of shouting. Not less than
five to enter. Entrance fee, $5.

CONDITIONS.

Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Tuesday,
September 1st. 1885.

All entries to be made in writing, to give Bex,

color and marks of horses. Also name and residence

of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the

audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse.

In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.

Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has

not been owned and kept in the District six (6)

months prior to the day of the race, and any entry

by any person of any disqualified horse shall be held

liable for the entrance fee contracted, -without any
right to compete for a purse, and shall be held liable

to penalties prescribed by the National Association

and Rules of the State Agricultural Society, and ex-

pulsion from the Association.

Speed Programme
—OF THE—

Fourth Annual Meeting
—OF THE—

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

Agricultural Fail" Association

AT

Santa Cruz,
CALIFORNIA.
—COMMENCING—

MONDAY, August 10th,

Monmouth ParK
ASSOCIATION
LONG BRANCH, N. J.

The Following Stakes are now Open, to

Close and Name on Aug. 15, 1885.

First Summer Meeting, 1886.

THE HOPEFUL STAKES,
For two-year-olds, of $100 each, h f, or only $10 if de-
clared by Jan. 1, 188C, or $25 if declared by June 25,
1886, with $1,600 added, of which $500 to the second;
a winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the value
of $2,000, to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 71bs.; thrice, 12 lbs.
extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE JULY STAKES,
For two-year-olds, of $100 each, h f , or only $10 if

declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 if declared by June 25,

1886, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to the second; a

winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the value
of $2,000, to carry 5 lbs. ; twice, 7 lbs. ; thrice, 12 lbs.

extra, maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a
mile.

Midsummer Meeting. 1886.

Second Summer Meeting, 1888.

THE HOME-BRED PRODUCE STAKES,
For the produce of mares covered in 18S5, of $100 each,
$25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared bv July 25, 1SS8, with
$1,000 added; the Becond to receive $250 out of the
stakes; the mares to be the exclusive property of tho
subscribers at the time of subscribing and foaling,
and the produce to remain wliollv their property un-
til after the race, or to pay forfeit; those by untried
stallions or out of untried mares, allowed 3 lbs.; if
both, 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 5 lbs.; allowances cumu-
lative. Three-quarters of a mile.
(In connection with this stake, see Racing Rule No.

8.)

-AND ENDENG-

FRIDAY, August 14th, 1885.

FIRST DAY.-Moiulay, August lOth, 1885-

No 1. TROTTING RACE—Purse $400, for horses
that have never beaten three minutes.
No. 2. TROTTING RACE—Purse $200, free for all

horseB owned in the District—2:40 class.

August 1 1 tli.SECOND DAY.- Tuesday,
1885.

No. 3. TROTTING RACE—Purse $500. for horses
that have never beaten 2:27.

Hoi. TROTTING RACE—Purse $150, free for all

horses owned in the District that have never beaten
three minutes.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, August 19th.
1885.

No, 5. PACING RACE—Purse $400—2:20 claBS.

No. 6. TROTTING RACE—Purse $150, for horses
that have never beaten 2 :50, owned in the District.

FOURTH DAY—Thursday, August 13th,
1885.

No. 7. TROTTING RACE—Purse $400, for horses
that have never beaten 2 :40.

No. 8. RUNNING RACE—Purse §150, free for all

half mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, August 14th, 1885
No. 0. TROTTING RACE—Purse $500, free for all

horses that have never beaten 2:22, open to Albert W.,
Vanderlynn, James II. and Arab.
, No. 10. TROTTING RACE— Purse $250.

C .: Entries close August 1st.

EOIER DAK AN. President.

H. E. MAKINNElf, Secretary.

THE TYRO STAKES,
For two-year-olds, of $100 each, h f, or only $10 if de-

clared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 declared by June 25.

1886, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to the second;
maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE SAPLING STAKES,
For two-years-olds, of $100 each, h f, or only $10 if

declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 if declared dy June 25,

1886, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to the Becond;
the winner of the Tyro Stakes to carry 7 lbs. extra;

maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

Midsummer Meeting, 1886,

OR

Second Summer Meeting, 1886
THE JUNIOR CHAMPION STAKES,

For two-year-olds, of $250 each, $25 forfeit, with
$5,000 added : ths second to receive $500 out of the

stakes, and the third $250. Three-quarters of a mile,

Nominations to he addreBsed to J. H. COSTER,
Secretary Monmouth Park Association, Madison
Avenue and 27th street, New York.
(The added money for the season of 1886 will be In-

creased to $150,000.)

UEORGE E. LOR1LLARD, President.
J. H. COSTER, Secretary.

Second Summer Meeting, 1886.

THE AUGUST STAKES,
For two-year-olds, of $100 each h f, or only $10 if de-

clared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 if declared Dy July 2o,

1886, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to the second;
a winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the value
of $2,5 U0, to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 7 lbs.; thrice, 12 lbs.

extra. Three-quarters of a mile

THE CRITERION STAKES,
For two-years-olds, of $100 each, h f , or only $10 if

declared by Jan. 1, 1836, or $25 If declared by July 25,

1886, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to the second;

a winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the value

of $2,500, to carry 5 lbs. ; twice, 7 lbs. ; thrice, 12 lbs.

extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a

mile.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

6up*t Running Horse Pep't,

Fttlo Alto Stock JTuroi.

First Summer Meeting, 1887.

THE LORILLARD STAKES,
For three-year-olds, of $250 each, h f, or only $10 If

declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $20 if declared by Jan. 1,

1887, or $50 if declared by June 25, 1887, with $6,000

added, of which $1,000 to the second; the third to save

his stake. One mile and a half.

U. B.—All yearlings are eligible for the Lorillard

Stakes for 1887.

THE MONMOUTH OAKS STAKES,
For fillies three years old, of $100 each, h f, or only

$10 If declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $2u if declared by

Jan. 1, 1887, or $30 if declared by June"25, 1887, with
$l,500added, of which $500 to the secoud. One mile

and a quarter.

Midsummer Meeting, 1887.

THE STOCKTON STAKES,
For three-year-olds, of $100 each, b f, or only $10 if

declared bv Jan. 1, ISSli, or $20 if declared by Jan. 1. 1S87,

or Wn if declared by June 2-1, 1SS7, with $2,500 added, of

which ^:"ifX» to the second: a winner of two or more
three-year-old stakes of the value of $2,000, to carrv 7

lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile and a

quarter.

THE STEVENS STAKES,
For three-year-olds, of $100 each, h f , or only $10 If de-

clared bv Jan. 1, 1*80. or $2<> if declared hy Jan. 1,1887,

or 830 if declared by June 25, 1SS7; with $2,500 added, of

which >50rt to the second: a winner of two or more,
three-year-old stakes of the value of 52,000. to carry 5

U.S. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile and five

furlongs.

Second Summer Meeting.

THE OMNIBUS STAKES,
For three-year-olds, of SI ,000 each for starters,

with 910,000 added, of which $7,603 to the winner.

91,000 to the second, 31,000 to the nominator of

the winner, and |5G0 to the nominator of the second; a

winner when carrying the standard weight d. e with,

out allowance milder the conditions of tho race or

more, of any three-vear-old stake of the value of
*" r.ini (handiiMiiK excepted), to carry 5 lbs.; of two or

more such stakes, 7 lbs. extra; maidens allowed ft Ins.;

entrance Vj.'i I the only liability I, to go lo the race In ml;

if jiiiid at the time of naming, the engagement to follow

wnership of the horse without written transfer, un-

aid forfeits or death of nominator not ^o disqualify a

one (if its owner at the time of starting be qualified)

,

ami horses may be entered by persons not their own-
ers. One mile and a half.

N B —An owner n i not pay at thetime of Darning.

I flie docs not. his entry is subject to the rules of rac-

ing without above e>;ee|itions.

THE WEST END HOTEL STAKES,
For fillies three years old, of $100 each, h f, or only $10

NINTH
ANNUAL PAIR

OF THE

Monterey
AfiRKlHTURAL ASSOCIATION.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Commencing Oct. 6, and
Ending Oct. 1Q, 1885-

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAT—Tuesday, October 6, 1 885.
No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat-

Purse, §150 For all horses owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District that have never beaten three minutes.
Purse, Si 50.

SECOND DAY- Wednesday, October 7.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all
two-year-olds owned in the District. Purse $100.
First horse, $75; second horse, §25. Four or more
horses to enter and three to : tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. §500.

THIRD DAY-Tliursday, October 8.
No. 5. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 6. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
l the District—both horses of each team to be

owned by one man on July 1,1885. Two in three.
Purse, 3200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen in
theDistrict. Purse, $100: 1st, S60; 2d, §30; 3d, $10.
Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse; five to enter and
three to start.

FOURTH DAY-Frtday, October 9.
No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the

District. Purse, §200.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District. Two in three. Puree,
§150.

FIFTH DAT-Saturday, October to.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, §400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District. Purse, §300.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

1887.

Lfi tared by Jan. l.iasis, or
1--T. if declarer! Julj
bv the Wi
of stakes; n winner of a thr
caps excepted! of the value i

twiee, 7 lbs. extra; maidens i

and a half.

_ i if declared hy Jan. .

::-. iss7, with !? 1,000 added
ni to receive &«>o out

.-vrar-iiid stake (handl-
f $2,000 to carry 6 lbs.;

Lowed 6 lbs. One mile

All trotting races are the best three in five and all
running races best two in three, (unless otherwise
specified), five to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at
the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to
second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., August 16, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885, and in any District race not
owned within the District from May 1, 1885; and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall
be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted
without the right to compete.
In all raceB entries not declared out by 6 p. u. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a trotting race is entitled
to first money only, except when distancing the field

;

then entitled to first ami third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any oilier circumstances.
The attention of all parties Interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting ABsociation, under the provisions of which

,

except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to tho trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stalls, bay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. CARR, President.
J. J. KELLY, Secretary.

For Sale.
A Thoroughbred, graded Laverock Setter Dog,

four months old, very slyliah and handsome. For
pedigree and price address

R. W. SMITH.
Secretary Table Mountain Gun Club

Orovlll*'.
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TIME SCHEDULE
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
Hun Francisco.

Y BRBA BUBN A JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

K3UISr£KEU IS THE AMERICAS JEBSEY CATTLE CUT. OF NEW YORK.

8 :30 AH ( 15 :40 a
10 ;40 a •8:10 a
tl :S0 p| 1

9:03 a
-4:'M v\ Kan Mateo. Redwood and J

Heuio Park,

•10 :02 a
*Z :36 p
U :59 p•5 ; 15 r

|

6::i0 H 1
G :00 P

JHH4P, I

i ElK*
.

: I r. i

.J0p [-Santa Clara, San Jose and
4:25 p ' Principal Way Stations.

( | 9 :08 a
I I *10:02a
J *3 :36 P
j

li :WI v
l^i t»:lbP

10:40 a * Gllroy, Pajaro, Castroville, i i

" Ihiasand Monterey. \ I•3 :30 [' l f

n WatsouviUe, Camp Goodall, (
10:40a ! Aptos, .New Brighton, So-,!

•3 .-'JO v\ .-"quel (Camp Capitola} audi
I ) Santa Cruz i.

•10:02 a
6:00p

+7: so.
: ) Monterey and Santa Cruz.
1

f (.Sunday Excursion)

Hollister and Tres Finos-

Soledad and Way Stations

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
Sundays excepted. tSundays only , JTheatre train

_
Saturdays only.

Trains arc run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph .V Co.

Stage cmnnkctions are made with the 10:40 a. si.

Train, e*-.ei>.
p*;acadero Stages via San Mateo and

Redwood, and r'acific Cougtess Spring, Stage via
Santa Chra, which connect with 8:31) a. m. Train.

Si'icciM. Kim'm -trip Tickets, <tt reduced rates to
Monterey, Aptoh, Roquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to uilr^y.Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs

EXCURSION TICKETS.
f Sold Sunday Mokning

For Sundays only, < for 1:30 P. M. train; good for re
(turn same day,

FoxSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SUNDAYonly;
Sunda-, and- good for return until following Mon-
Monda> ,

' day,inclusive, at the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Frane'sc. to

Eelmont
Redwood. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.
May fi eld

Sat t i.i

Mon.
Tkt.

1 78

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Tl .'0

1 50
1 7.',

1 75
2 75
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00

Sal to
Mon.
Tkt.

32 00
2 26
2 50
2 50
4 00
5 01.

5 00
5 00
5 00

Tickkt Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 013 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSKTT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for icaching with speed and comfort the
hest places in ttie State for

Sea UatliLiig, Shooting and Fishing.
TBAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY
THE MOST CHARMHJO

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific H'oa^l,

with its heautiful GroveB and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of Bhooting
may be had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Ib noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Ear-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men,

THE BATH I NO FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MON TE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Band for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for "warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with EL KGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower faculties.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to thoso well-known
Wat-ering Places,

APTOS. SOQVKIi AND SANTA CRUZ,
IS VIA THE NORTHERN III VISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE
i Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Bantu Clara, Ban Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey.each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

4tiisill. l*i«eon. Snipe, iHieli, (Jeese, l»ccr
a ihI Bear.

Lakes PILAItl.'ITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thin line. Stages connect with trains dailv
il San Maten .or those well-known Retreats, PUJtJS-
SIMA, SAN OREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent, of range at.and about N,\ N BRUNO and McMA-
IION'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are hut. a short distance From Sim

Francisco and offer special inducements to tie lovers
Of this manly snort.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will he entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Tr.iin i:;Lgg;i:-i!inen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggage
Oars,
CB-In order to guard against accidents to Dogs

while iniransit, it is nee^HRarv that Kiev lie provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will bo carried freo of charge. Gone taken apart
andseenrely packed In wood or leather cases may be
h'lu'ii in I'jiHueiigi-r ( '.ii-K.

TICKET OFFICES—Pasaenger Depot, Townsend
Hlr.vt, Valencia Station, and No 61U Marketst., Grand

I—

H

o
S3

CO

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 11th, 1685.

Trains leave, ami are <lne to arrive at
Oakland Ferry, loot of Market St.* San
rraiu';.s* m ii.s lollows:

KECOKDS OF FOVKlkATIOSE STOCK:

MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 3G lbs. 12j ozs., 1 week, A. J. C. C. test; 807 lbs. 142 ozs. in 11 months.
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 24 ozs., 1 week, A. J. C. C. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. 4fc ozs., 1 week.
EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in. 11 months.
MON PLASIER, 18} lbs., 1 week.
VALUE 2d, 46 rbs. 12£ ozs. in 7 days.
Blood relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for safe by

HEXKY PIERCE, San Francisco.

Jerseys not registered in tlie American Jersey Cattle Club of New York are called
grades and sell at half-price at the East.

$8:00 a M
8 :00 a M

*4;U0 p m
7:30
7:30 a M

*3 :30 p m
8:UU A sl

4:00 p M
•5:00 p m
8:00 J

•8:00 /

3:30 P M
7 lUO P M
10:00 a M
3:U0
7:00 P M
7:30 a m
8:00 a m
7:30 a M
3:00 p m
4 ;00 p M

*4:00 p m
8:00 A M

ttu :oo a M
3*0 P M
8:(io a m

•9:30 a m
*3;30 P M
"0 ;3Q

DESTINATION.

....Byron

....Calistoga and Napa

!!"Colfax
'."'".".".

....Delta, Redding and Portland

....Galtvia Martinez

.. .lone via Liveriuore ,

....Knight's Landing

.... LivbTraore and ' leaeanton..

....Martinez

....Milton

I Mojave, Uni. inc. i Kxprc8B..
. i El l'asoand EaKt. | Emigrant
. ..Niles and Ha> wards
. I Ogden and i Exprees
. S East l KmigTiuit
....Red Bluff vhi Maryavillo
....Sacramento, via Lilverinore,

'• via Benicla
" via lienicia
" via Benicia

...Saerameiito River Steamers,

...San Jose

. m .

..Stockton via Livermore
*' via Martinez.
" via Martinez.,

..Tulare aud Fresno

lfi:10 p M
'10:10 a m
11:10 P M
5:40 p m
6:40 p m

'lo:40 a M
5:40 p m
10:10 a H
•.-.:40 A M
6:10 P m
•7:10 P M
I":40 A M
6:10 a M
8:40 P M
11:10 a m

I! -Ml P M
11.10 A M
10:10 A M
*li:IKI A M
•3:40 P M
t»:40 PM
0:40 a H
6:40 p M
•7-10 p m

•10:40 a m
10 P M

From San FranciNco Oaily.

Stallion for Sale.
Tin- Standard Bred Trotting: StaUlon

ALCONA, 730,
Belonging to A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NER, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

BRED BY GENERAL W. T. WITHERS, OP LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1877. Sired hy

Almont, 33, by Alexander's Ahdallah, 15 by Rysdyk's
Ilamliletuiiian, 10, by Abdallahl. Dam hv Mambrlno
Chief,!), by Mamhrino Paymaster, bv Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Almont's first dam by Mamhrino Chief, second dam

hy Alexander Pilot, Jr

,

Alcona is full hik hands; bright chestnut; has large,
clean limbs; largu, flat bone; large, smooth hocks and
joints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
has never been trained or handled for speed, hut ia
finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hainbletunian and Mamhrino Chief.
There are DO Z-.'m and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Almont, his sire, and sire
of Piedmont, 2fi; Alexander's Abdullah, bis granasire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, li; Rvsdvk's Hamhleton-
ian, his g.g. sire, and sire of Dexter,:*!!; Abdallahl, his
g. g. g. sire, 4; Mamhrino Chief, sire of Lady Thorn.
0: Pilot, Jr., 9.
Take notice, he is not only descended from the two

greatest and most popular trotting families,
out through the hest and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid $27,500. Also to Allie West,?-
year-old record ot 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2:22 1-;;

RaclielB.,2:28M,and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:27. Rostick's Almont, Ji., 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont. Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona, and 15
otln r sons of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records of 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not onlv trotting but
road and carriage or par 1 horses on the Pacific coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, but thev
are all remarkable for size, stvle, large, clean bone,
food feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
IcLafeity, of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,
was offered, but refused, $2,000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previously disposed of,
he will he taken to the California State Pair this sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. GOODRICH,
1 Jordan Valley, i >reeon, or

SILAS SKINNER,
Napa, Cal.

Hotef.
A. C. BASSETT,

Superintend© t,

n K. JTJUAH,
Aeet. Pusa. and Tkt. Agt.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
rriHE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THEA year 1885 will include Articles of Travol and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days. Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles hy eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Ilolpll, the great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Inolestde, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital
These Utters will be entitled "Life in Paris."

Jlill Nye writes each week exclusively for the
INGUMIDE on this Coast. Beaide Mr. Nye the INOLE*
hii>k has secured the services of P'liili j> II. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.
Short stories hy Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R, Duncau Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to lime are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, in Divers Keys, Ail
Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Loaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, $\i 00 ; Hix moullip,

81.75; three months, SI. 00; by carrier, in the cHy, 35
cents per mouth. Subscriptions may be made at
reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also hy addressing
THE IMJEESii»E. 7 1

-s Montgomery St.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The Inulehide was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of §60,000. Directors and sole Block-

1

holders; H, D. McDowell, u.p. Ashe, Wiiliard Well*,
H. I>. Bigelow, W. R, Ashe,

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
ASSOCIATION

FIXED EVENTS 1885-86-87.

TO CLOSE

August 15th, 1885.

1885—Fall Meeting.
1HE UALDW1N STAKES.

Poststake, for all ages; S"250 each, p p, with S.1000

added, of which §100 to second, third to save stake.

Eouii Miles.

1886—Spring Meeting.
THE CALIFORNIA STAKES.

Tor two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

S50 each, S25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out on or be-

fore Jan. 1st, 1886, with §400 added, second to save
stake. Hale a Mile.

THE OANO STAKES.

For two-year-old, colts and fillies (foals of 1884); S50

each, S25 forfeit, or §10 if declared out on or before

Jan. lst,188G, with §400 added, second to Bave stake.

Stake to be nam ed after winner if Gano's time (1 :15)

is beaten. Thuee-quahtebs of a Mile.

1886—Fall Meeting.
THE EA1HES STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foale of 18R4) ; §50 each ; S25
forfeit; or §10 if declared out on or before August
1, 1886, with S300 added; second to save Btake. Thbee-
QUAHTEES OP A MILE.

THE FE3IGAN STAKES.
For two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

§50 each; §25 forfeit; or §10 if declared out on or

before August 1. 1886; with §400 added ; second to save
stake. One Mile.

1887—Spring Meeting.
THE WINTERS STAKES.

For three-year-olds; Sinn each; S50 forfeit; or Sill if

declared out on Jan. 1. 1886, or S20 if declared out on
August 1. 18H6, or 530 if declared out ou Jan. 1. 18H7;

with S500 added, of which §200 to second, third to

save stake. One Milk and a Half.

THE SPIRIT OE THE TIMES STAKES.
For three-year-olds; §inn each; §50 forfeit; or 820 il

declared out on Jan. 1, 1886. or Sin if declared on) on

August 1, 1886, or S3D if declared out on Jan. 1,1887;

with S5fio added , of which ?2no to second, third to

save stake. One Mile and Three-quarters.

1887-Pall Meeting.
THE VISTAI- STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies ; $25 each, p p, with 8400

added, of whioh $100 to second; third to save stake.

One Mile and a Quaiiteh.

THI<. FAME STAKES.

For throe-year-olds; §100 each; §60 forfeit; or §10 if

declared out August 1. 18h6, or S20 if declared out on
Jan. 1, 1887, or SHQ if declared out August 1,1887;

with 8600 added, of which 8'4JU to the second, third to

save stake. Two Miles.

REMARKS.
All these Stakes (except the Baldwin Stakes for

1HH6), are for foals of 1881, colls and fillies now rating

an yearlings.
The Association reserves the right to postpone

races on account of the unfavorable condition of the

weather or track, or other sufficient cause.

Nominations iu be mudo to the Secretary, Jos,

Cairn Simpson, 50ft Montflomery street. San Fran-

cisco, Cal., on or before August 15, 1885. Nomtna-
ttors by mail to he valid must be plainly postmarked
mi or before that date. lUigust let

Jos CAWS Simpson, rAS. -V. COLEMAN,
Secretary. President.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—7:30—S:00—
8:30—tf:TO—«:30—10:00— 10:3(1— 11:00—11 :30— l'J:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—'.l:0l>—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 1:30 — 5:00— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00-8:00— H:iXi— 10:00— 11:00

—

*12:00.

TO FKUIT VALE—"6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
•8 :30—*3 :30-*4 :00—*! :30—»5 :00-*5 :30— *6 .-00— »6 :30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—"9:30—6:30—111:00
—12:00.

TO ALAMEDA-*6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7;30—8:00— *8 :30—
9:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—tll:30—12:00—112 :30—
1:00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30-4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEY"—*6:00—*6:3u—7:00—*7:30— B:00—*8:30
—9:00—19:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—111:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:M—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY—*6:00—"6:30—7:00—*7:30—
}8 :00—*8 :30—9 :00—10 :00—11 :00—tl :00—2 :00—3 :00—i :00—*4:30-5:00—•5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:23—*6:53—*7:23—*7:53—«8.-22

•8 :53—*9 :23—*10 :
21—*4 :23—*4 :53—*5 :23—*5 :53—*6:23—

*6:53—7:25—9:50.
FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *3:16— *5:4S

—

16:45—9:15—*3:15.
FROM EAST OAKLAND— «5:30— *6:00— 6:80— 7:00—

7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30
12:00-12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30-5:00-5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND-7 minutes later
than from East Oakland,
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:22—"5:52— *6:22— 6:52— *7:22—

7:o2-*s
:
i2—

s

:
r>2-',i :2'2- 9:52 - 110:22— 10:52— 111:22-

U:52—}12:22-12 :52-tl :22-l:52-2:52—3:22—3:52—4:22
-4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—

S

:
r>2—K:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—•5:15—'5:45—'6:15—6:45—*7 :I5—
7:45—•8:15— 8:45—19:15—9:45—110:15—10-45— 111 :I6—
11:45—12:45— 1:45-2:45-3:45—1:15—1:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45-9 145—10:45.

FROM \VEST BERKELEY-*'.: 15-*6:l,5—6:45-*7:15
—7:45—8:45- J9: 15-11:45—10:15— tl2:45— 1:15— 2:45—
3:45—4:45—*5:15—5:45—'6:15—6:45—*7:15.

«ki:ek KOHTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO
3:15-5:15.

FROM OAKLAND-'6 ;15-8:15—10 :15

4:15.

•7:15—9:15—11 :15— 1 J5—

•Sundays excepted. JSundaysonly.

Standard Time furuiBhed by Randolph & Co., S. F.

A. M. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager,

T. H. «OOI>.MAlV,
Oen. PaBS. ATtk Agt,

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

50 Choice Merino Rams, very hik'b grade, $12.50 each
per carload. Also Pedigreed Hams, ?2."h?».?o0 each.

30 Imiiorted Hulstein Cuttle. .^.iiQi^lSti each.
lOTIionmnhbrod and Nuii-Pcdi^reed Jcr.srvn. ? tuO to

$250 vacli.
l!i Avrsliirr Hulls. -Hni(.r -'Jai i r;n-h.

5 Jl. -it lord [{nllH.>:tiiii("-T45lica t 'li.

L0 Hereford Grade Bulls aud Heifers, 4 to 8 mouths

it) Durham BcJls, >20Q@$350eoch.
rhaiu Heifers. Mixed l'edigrces, $IO0t' ?150 each.

I in
l*i fleet. 2 1

- nionl lis old. $12.50 each.
.

r
i Berkshire i'tkk, Porfect,5 mouths old, $18.50 each.
n Berksliire Pigs, Perfect, in to 11! months old, JBOeach.
These are the prioeB on carB, CASH, aud the larger

the onhsr the lower the nrices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, RUBS
House, San Francisco, or 188 Edwards St., Oakland

csy 1 will Import or export Live stork from any
country to the united States, and deal In every kind of
Live Stock except common horses and ueei cattle.

Satisfaction guaranteed,

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. 0.8. UALEY, Sec'y

itijrsptiil forolroular.TBJi

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary Graduate oi

on i j»i it. Veterinary Col-

lege* Toronto, « auada.

Velerfiiai-y In Hi niary, 3?t Nutoina M
Residence, 066 Howard St,,SaDFrancisco.



SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1885. SUBSCRIPTION
FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR.

Saratoga.

July 30th—The announcementthat the "crack" three-year-

olds were to meet was sufficient inducement to attract a large

attendance to the races. The weather was beautiful and the

track in tine shape. The fields were small in most of the events,

bat the racing was of a sensational and exciting nature, and
pleased everybody in general.

First Race— Purse 8100, of which S50 to the Becond horse; and the
entrance money,$10 each, to be divided between the second and third.

For maiden two-year-olds. Those never having won second money in

a race of a value of 31,000, allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

N.W.Kittson's b f Luminous, by Alarm— Lady Lumley, 102 lbs.

Gallaher 1

W. L. Scott's '>r f Scottish Lass, by Scottish Chief—Doncaster Lasa,

1U2 lbs O'Hara 2

Geo. H. Kornagban's ch c Col. Cowan, by Great Tom—Lady Lindora,
105 lbs Godfrey 3

R. W. Walden's ch c Rock and Rye, 105 lbs Wethers
E. J. Baldwin's ch c Lijero, 105 lbs. Keily
C. W. Medinger's ch c Elkwood, 105 lbs Anderson
E. Corrigan's b g B. O. Bruce, 105 IDs Fuller

S. Bryant's bf Belle of Louisville, 102 lbs B. Evans
Time, 1:17.\.

Pools: Luminous ?20, Scottish Lass ?8, field $20. Betting: 8to 5

against Luminous, 3 to 1 Scottish Lass, 7 to 1 Rock and Rye, 8 to 1 each
B. G. Bruce and Elkwood, 10 to 1 Lijero, 15 to 1 Col. Cowan, and 20 to

1 Belle of Louisville. Mutuels paid $12.80.

Luminous was first to show in front after a good start, with

Scottish Lass at close quarters. The two made the run
home, Luminous just winning after a whipping finish, with
Col. Cowan third.

Second Race—Purse $400; Entrance 315, to go to second horse. For
horses which have not won, this year, a race to the value of $1,000.

Those not having won a race this year allowed 10 lbs. Maiden allow-

ances. One Mile.

E. Corrigan's b m Pearl Jennings, G, by Lelaps—Mary Howard, 115

lbs Murphy 1

R. C. Pate's gr g Editor, 3, by Enquirer— Alice Murphy, 102 lbs.
O'Hara 2

W. Jennings' b m Farewell, 6, by Lisbon—Fairy, 115 lbs.

Fitzpatnck 3

Time, 1 -A2\.

Pools: Pearl Jennnigs. $60, Editor $30, Farewell]$20. Betting: 2 to 1

on Pearl Jennings, 5 to 2 against Editor and i to 1 Farewell. Mutuels
paid 37.90.

Editor took a three lengths lead directly after the start, and
held it to the three-quarter pole. Here Murphy began oper-

ations on the favorite, and she soon had the lead, winning
easily by two lengths, Farewell a length behind Editor.

Third Race—The Iroquois StakeB, for three-year-olds; $100 each, 350

forfeit, or only 525 if declared out on or before the 1st day of January,
1885, with $l,0u0 adrled; the second to receive 4250 out of the stakes,
One mile and five hundred yards.

E. CorTigan's ch c Irish Pat, by Pat Malloy—Ethel, 118 lbs Murphy 1

Jas. T. Williams' b c Joe Cotton, bv King Alfonso—Inverness, 118

Ihs Fitzpatrick 2
Morris A Patton'a b c Favor, bv Pat Malloy—Favorite. 128 lbs.

Spellman 3

M. Young's b c Bootblack, by Kiue Alfonso—Beatitude, 118 lbs.

f Stoval
Time, 2:15>4.

Poois: Favor. $100; Joe Cotton, $80; Irish Pat, 865; Bootblack, SP5.

Betting: 7 to 5 against Favor; 2 to 1 Joe Cotton; 5 to 2 Pat Dennis and 10

to 1 Bootblack. Mutuels paid $17.40.

Joe Cotton was in front when the flag fell and increased the

advantage to five lengths in the first quarter, the others well

bunched. At the half-mile pole Bootblack Jiad had enough,
and Favor and Irish Pat began to decrease Cotton's lead.

Irish Fat caught him in the stretch, but Favor, though hard-

ridden, was unable to get up. The two leaders made a good
finish, Irish Pat securing the race by a length.

Fourth Race—Handicap Sweepstakes of $15 each, or only $5 if de-
clared out, with $500 added, of which 5100 to the second horse, and the
third to receive $50 out of the stakes. One mile and five hundred yards.

Preakness Stable's ch g Euclid, 5, by GleneJg—The Nun, 10-1 lbs.. Kelly 1

R.C. Pate's b g Monogram, by Buekdeii— Monomania, 120 lbs. O'Hara 2

J. Carter's b h A rati no. 5, l>v Arainis-.Sprightly, loft Mis Withers 3

C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle— Yohme, 110 lbs.
Holloway

Time, 2:15.

P.iuls: Mono gram. $100; Euclid, $50; Jim Douglas, $10; Aretino, £30.

Betting: Ewnairainst Monogram : 5 to 2 Euclid; Cto 1 Aretino, and 7 to 1

Jim Douglas. M utuels paid $18.50.

The start was good, and Monogram at once went into front

position, which he held to the half-mile pole, where Aretino
wentby. On the turn Aretino swerved and Monogram again
got the lead but in the stretch Kelly sent Euclid up and he
passed the favorite winning by two lengths. Aretino was third.

August 1st—The feature of the day was the bad behavior
of the jockeys. Mr. Wheatly exercised summary punish-
ment upon them. McCarty, the rider of Luminous, was
ruled off forever. He had been previously suspended for the
meeting except to ride for his own stable. Martin and Harris,
the riders of Georgia H. and Haidee, were eacb suspended
for one year, while West, who rode Estella, Maynard, the
rider of the winner, and Jones, the rider of Red Girl, were
each suspended for a week.
Second Race—The Cash Handicap Sweepstakes, of -^'lO eacb, Slfi addi-

tional to be paid for each starter; with $800 added; the second to re-
delve >150, and the third -950 out of the stake3. One mils and a fur-
long,

O. W. Medinger's b g Bettler, 4, by Gaberlunzie—Qretchen, 95 lbB.
Anderson 1

E. Corrigan's b g Freeland, 6, by Longfellow—Belle Knight, 120 lbs.

Murphy 2

B.C. Pate's b c Conkling, 4, by Hyder Ali—Lilac, 110 lbs O'Hara 3

E. J. Baldwin's ch g Eapido, 3, 103 lbs Kelly
Whitten Bros.'ch g Patrick Denis, 5, 100 lbs Tighe
Q. H. Kemagnan'B b f Mittie B., 4, 92 lbs A.Williams

Time, 1:57*.

Pools: Freeland S100, Conkling and Mittie B. $13 each, field 821.
Betting: 5 to 2 on Freeland, 8 to 1 each against Mittie B. and Conkling,
10 to 1 Bettler, 20 to 1 Rapido, and 30 to 1 Pat Denis. Mutuels paid
$50.30.

Bettler took the lead at the stand and opening a gap was
never reached, winning by a length and a half, Freeland
second, ten lengths in front of Conkling.

Third Race—The Spinaway Stakes, for fillies two years old; $100 each,
h f or only $25 if declared out on or before July 1st ; with $700 added

;

the second to receive 9200 out of the stakes, and the third to save her
stake. To carry 100 lbs. each; penalties and allowances. Five fur-
longs.

W. P. Burch's ch f Biggonet, by Bramble—Bobbinett, 100 lbs.
Maynard 1

E. Corrigan's b f Hattie Carlisle, by Longfellow—Venturia, 100 ibs.
Fuller 2

Alexander &. Hoffman's b f George H., by Kyrle Daly—Silence, 95 lbs.
Martin 3

E. B. Wall's b f Faience ,y.1 lbs Fisher
Davis k Hall's br f Bess, 100 lbs Wethers
N. W. Kittson's b {Luminous. 100 lbs McCarty
M. Young's ch f Red Girl. HVi lbs „ W. Jones
S mta Anita Stable's b 1 Kstrella, luO lbs West
Santa Anita Stable's b f Santa Anita Belle, lonlbs O'Brien
Alexander &. Hoffman's rn f Mamie Hay, 95 lbs P. Williams
John E. Cannon's b f Grace C, 05 lbs Anderson
B. A. Johnson's h f Miss Bowler, 95 lbs Godfrey
J. W. Tudhunter's br f Haidee. 05 lbs Harris
Santa Anita Stable's b f Mollie M;Carty's Last, Ui lbs Kelly

Time, 1:05.

Pools: Biggonett, $f50; Alexander & Hoffman's pair, $40; Luminous,
$2-5; field, $85. Betting: 2 to 1 against Biggonnett; 4 to 1 Estrella ; 6 to 1
each Hattie Carlisle and George H.: 8 to 1 Luminous; 10 to 1 each Mollie
McCarty's Last, Bess and Santa Anita Belle ; 11 to 1 each Grace C. and
Faience, and 2 to 1 each the others. Mutuels paid $26.10.

There was a two hours' delay at the post. The favorite

waited to the head of the stretch, where she came out and
won by two lengths, Hattie Carlile second, a] length in front

of George H.
Fourth Race—Purse, 3100, of which 350 to the Becond, and the entrance

money, $10 each, to be divided between the second and third; for three
vear-olds wliieh have not won this year a race of the value of 31,000.

Those not having won a race since May 1 allowed 7 lbs; maidens al-

lowed 15 lbs. One mile.
M. Young e brc Spalding, 3, by BiUet—Erfle L.,103 lbs Stoval 1

W. P. Barch's ch f Telle Doe, 3, by Great Tom—Nina Turner, 113 lbs.

_ „, Mavnard 2

R. C. Pate's b f Belle Pate, a, by GreatTom—Variety, 1061bs.O'Hara 3

E. J. Baldwin's br c Brandywine, 3, 103 lbs — O'Brien
Time, 1:45^.

Pools—Telie Doe 8100, Spalding 335, field S21. Betting: 5 to 2 on Telle
Doe, 3 to l against Spalding, 5 to 1 Belle Pate and 20 to 1 Brandywine
Mutuels paid $21.70

.

After a rattling finish Spalding ibeat Telie Doe a head,
Belle Pate third, a length behind.
Aug. 5tn—Just previous to the races to-day the stewards

met at the request of starter Wheatley, who appealed on be-

half of the jockeys, McCarty, Martin and R. Harris, for a
modification of the sentence pronounced upon them last

week for disobedience at the post. The stewards thereupon
reduced the period of McCarty's punishment to the re-

mainder of this year, and that of Martin and Harris' suspen-
sion to the first of September.
The racing continues to favor "short" horses, much to the

delight of the general public, but to the almost complete dis-

comforture of the betting talent. The favorites won one out
of the five races.

For the first race Strathspey was a strong tip, and consid-
erable money went on him. Unfortunately for his backers,

the starter left him standing at the post, whereat there was
well-grounded cause for the dissatisfaction which it occa-

sioned among those who did not get even a race for their

money. If the horses were all in position there would have
been no canse for grumbling, bnt as it was they were strung
out when fhe Hag dropped. The race was a good contest
between Editor, Bessie and Mona, the latter winning by a
half length, Editor a head before Bessie, who was poorly
ridden at the finish.

Although the general public and Strathspey were left in

this event, Strathspey was not left in the third race. If the
double entry was a "double cross," then the owner, Mr
Spellman, is very clever, for nothing else could he have done
more successfully. It was said in addition that the horse was
short of work and the statement was pretty generally circu-

lated. The whole business has a suspicious tiuge about it,

and it is to be regretted that facts are unattainable in order.

that this new system of racing should be effectually stopped
at once-
The Sequel Stakes brought only four starters to the post

out of twenty-three nominations. Fairmount and Tontine,
were both scratched from the card this morning. The Cali-

fornia three-year-old Volante doubtless scared off several,

but as it was he got almost all he wanted from Telie Doe and
Pegasus in the last quarter. At the last furlong pole Murphy

made a motion as if going for the whip and the horse appar-
ently understood the movement for he come away and landed
the valuable stakes for Mr. Baldwin.
The sweepstakes race brought nine to the starting post.

An excellent start was secured, and Decoy Duck was the first

to pass the grand stand. Malaria and Strathspey waited
within easy distance to the half, where Malaria fell back,
Vanguard going up. Entering the homestretch Decoy Duck
was apparently winning easily, but Strathspey was let out
and quickly passed her, winning very easily by a length.
Mamie Hunt suffered defeat from Rock and Eye in the

five-furlong dash, the colt with the latter cognomen winning
every easily from the spirited Mamie, with a 12 to 1 chance
in the betting against him.

Second Race—The Sequel Stakes, for three-year-olds, ?50 each, b f,
with 31,000 added, of which 5250 to the second horse, and the third to
receive 3100 out of the stakes; winner of any three-year-old stake of
the value of 31 ,500 to carry 3 Ibs. ; of two or more such stakes, or of
one of the value of ?2,500, 5 lbs. extra; horses not having won a race in
1885 allowed 7 lbs; maidens allowed 10 lbs. One mile and five fur-
longs.

Santa Anita Stable's b c Volante, by Grins tead—Sister Anne, 123 lbs.

Murphy 1
W. P. Burch's ch f Telie Doe, by Great Tom—Nina Turner, 113 lbs.

Wethers 2
M. Young's br g Pegasus, by Rhadamantbus—Highland Vintage,

108 lbs , Stoval 3
Preakness Stables' b f Morning Glory, 106 lbs

Time, 3.00.

Pools: Volante S75, the field £35. Betting: 3 to 1 on Volante, 5 to 1
against Telie Doe, 6 to 1 Morning Glory and 10 to 1 Pegasus Mutuels
paid $8.

Morning Glory led till a quarter of a mile from home, when
Volante, who had been running second, and Pegasus moved
up. Volante won easily. Telie Doe retained second place,
with Pegasus third.

Fourth Race—Purse $400, of which S50 to the second horse, and the
entrance money, £10 each, to be divided between the second and third;
for two-year-olds. Winner of any sweepstake race of the valne of
SI,500 to carry 5 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

R. W. Walden's ch f Bock and Bye, by Virgilian—Tecalco, 103 tbs.

Kelly 1

D. A. Honig & Bro.'s b f Mamie Hunt, by Frogtown— Bettie, 107 lbs.

Stoval ' 2
E. Corrigan'B gr f Bluestone, by Glen Athol—Geneva, 107 lbB.

Fuller 3
E. J. Baldwin's bf Estrella, 107 tbs Miller
G. H. Kernaghan's b f Jennie B., 100 fbs Wethers

Time, 1.043.

Pools: Mamie Hunt £60, Estrella $20, field §26. Betting: 2 to 1 on
Mamie Hunt, 6 to 1 Estrella, 10 to 1 Jennie E., and 12 to 1 each Bock
and Bye and Bluestone. Mutuels paid $61.60.

Aug. 6th.—The Summer Handicap—A sweBpstakes for all ages, $50
each, or |20 if declared out by July 20th, with $1,000 added; the second
horse to receive 3200 and the third #75 out of stakes; weights to be
announced by July 10th. One mile and a half.

Preakness Stables' ch g Euclid, 5, by Glenelg—The Nun. 103 Ibi.
Caldwell l

Hayden & Co's b c Kosciusko, 4, by Kyrle Daly—ColoBsa U-J lbs.

M. Young's b c Bootblack, 3, by King Alfonso—Beatitude. 97 lbs.
Anderson 3

B.C. Pate's bg Monograin.fi, 117 lbs O'Hara
J. Murphv's b m Binette, 1,111 lbs Kelly
F. Walter's gr g Vanguard, 5, Mfi lbs Fisher
K. B. Wall's ch h Wallflower. 5, 1(6 Ihs Gallaher o
E. Corrigan's b t Ida >T « > i > e . :i, :i7 11m ...Fuller ft

Time, 2:41 W-

Pools ; Euclid $120, Kosciusko $<5, Binette #65, Bootblack $55, field $1(0.
Betting; :t to 1 against Kuclid, 4 to leach Binette, Kosciusko and Bout-
black. 6 to 1 Monogram. 7 to 1 Ida Hope, 15 to 1 Vanguard, and 20 to 1

Wallflower. Mutuels paid 319.40,

The start was very good and Bootblack set off in front. At
the stand Monogram went up and soon afterwards got in

front, holding the position to the turn for home, where he
fell back. Euclid then went to tbe lead and held it to the

finish, winning by a length from Kosciusko, who was the

same distance in front of Bootblack. Ida Hope burst a blood
vessel during the race.
Third Race—Purse $.100, of which $100 to the second horse, aud the en-

trance money, $15 each, to be divided between tbe second aud third.
Winners, since 1st of May, of any race of the nine of 11,500, to carry 3

lbs; of twoor inoresnch races, 511m, extra. Horses not having won,
this year a race of tbe a >alue of (70u, allowed 5 lbs.; those not bavins
wonaracethis year allowed 12 lbs. Maidens! years old aud upward,
allowed IS tbs. One mile aud a furlong.

W. P. Burch's bg Col. Sprague, aged, by Calvin—Pauline Sprague, 117

lbs Wethers 1

N. W. Kittson'Bch f Albia, 4, by Alartu— KUbUc, 108 lbs Gallaher 2

R. C. Pate's b c Conkling, 4, by Hvder Ali— Lilac, 113 Ibs O'Hara 3

E. J. Baldwin's b h Luckv B., 5. 120 lbs Hotlowav D
C. W. Medinger's bg Bettler, 4,115 Ibs Stoval
E. Corrigan's chc Hazarus, 3, 99 Ibs „ Kelly

Time, 2:00.

Pi>ols: Col. Sprague, $100; field. $00. Betting, 3 to 1 on Col. Sprague. 6

to l against Sazaros, S to l Conkling, 10 to l Albia, 15 to 1 Bettler, and
*0 to! LUCky B. Mutuels paid 87.40.

Conkling and Bettler ran at close quarters in the lead,

until turning for home, when Albia and Col. Sprague moved
up. In the run home Sprague proved the speediest and won
comparatively easily, Conkling third.

Old KedTBoy has made a big season ,n the stud thi

in Montana.
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Bay District Trotting Meeting.

The conclusion of the Fall trotting meeting at the Bay

District last Friday was full of promise for good sport when

the dav opened, but as far as the principal number on the

card was concerned it wound up in a hopeless absurdity.

The afternoon was, as usual in the Summer season, very

breezy, but not so cold as the preceding day, and a goodly

number of people passed the gate to seek the shelter of the

capacious buildings where calm prevailed on the snrface,

although perturbation of spirit was not wanting after the 2:20

race had been finished. The starters were Manon, Adair

and Albert W., the latter confessedly a forlorn hope. The

daughter of Nutwood was a tremendous favorite in the bet-

tin" the odds strengthening as the pool selling went on until

at the start she sold for $60 to $23 for Adair and $9 for

Albert W. No safer investment was ever made on such a

contingency as a hoTse race, as the result proved.

First heat—The start was delayed by the erratic behavior

of Albert W., but they were finally sent away with a good

start, the stallion having the pole, with Manon second and

Adair outside. The mare made a couple of skips at the

start, but never fully left her trot, going to the turn with a

lead of half a length. At the stables Adair made a tumbling

break, which gave the favorite such a lead that an effort to

overtake her was useless, and she won as she liked, trotting

the quarter in :3G$, the half 1:11, three-quarters 1:47*. mile

2:25. Adair finished second and Albert W. third.

Second heat—There was little betting before the heat, the

failure of Adair to show the slightest evidence of speed or

spirit having paralyzed even his most conservative friends.

After much scoring the gong was struck on a whetched start,

Adair and Albert W. both being in a run. Manon was going

square and fast, and when Adair was pulled to a trot the

mare was forty yards awav and the heat was already settled.

She trotted the quarter in :36V, the half 1 :10, three-quarters

1:45, mile 2:22. Albert W. was next behind her, but as he

had 'made thirteen breaks in the mile the judges placed Adair

second and the plunger last.

Third heat—The start was good, Adair falling in behind

Manon and waiting for the finishing quarter. After passing

the half he tried to move up, but left his feet, and the race

was over. Manon passed the quarter in :36J, the half in

1:11£, three-quarters in 1:47$, mile in 2:25. Adair broke

again in the stretch, and was given second place and second

money, Albeit W. third and third money.
The failure of Adair to make even a respectable showing

was a woeful disappointment to his party. He had done

well in his training at Sacramento, and the change of climate

did not appear to affect him, in fact he appeared to like it.

His owner was confident that his horse could trot three heats

as good as 2:21, and the adherents of the winner did not deny

that such a figure would have beaten them. Adair was

heavily backed by the stable and a considerable delegation of

Sacramentans.
Bay District CounsE.Saa Francisco, August 7tb—Purse §1,000; 2:20

class.

Manon, bm, by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith Ill
Adair, b g, by Electioneer—W. F. Smith 2 2 2

Albert "W.b s, by Electioneer—A. "Waldstein 3 3 3

Time, 2:25, 2:22, 2:25.

The second race was a match between the brown gelding,

Garfield, that has so often'tigured in the matinee races at the

track, and the brown mare Carrie F., also known as the Gon-

zalez mare. Garfield was a stiff favorite before the start, such

extreme rates as $60 to $25 prevailing at the pool stand.

After the first heat it was even money, and after the second

dollars to dimes on Carrie F.

Same Day—Match for 8

Carrie F., br ni—J. W. Donatban 112 1

Garfield, br g—O. A. Hickok 2 2 12
Time. 2:S0£, 2:33, 2:343, 2:32.

The curtain fell on a match between Kittle L. and the old-

timer Hayward Chief. As is generally the case with races of

this sort, a good lot of money was put into the box in response

to tips freely circulated and all double enders. Before the

start Kittie was a favorite at $50 to $35, and after the first

heat the odds lengthened to $100 to $20. She lost the second

heat, aud the word was given that Chief would go on and
win, which brought a rush to the pool stand, and a lively

business at; $250 on Chief to $150 on the mare. Kittie

won the third heat in an easy fashion, making a shift of

eight seconds in the time, which tells its own story. Some
speculators were singed well down into the cuticle by this

race and are awaiting a chance to get even.

Same Day—Match for 8
Kittie L., brm—H.McConn 112 1

Hayward Chief, e g—A. McDowell 2 2 12
Time, 2:40, 2:42, 2:34, 2:37.

>*

Quarter Racing at Gait.

In the quarter-mile and repeat race at Gait last Saturday,

Finnigan, the lone horBe, won in two straight heats. A num-
ber of lovers of racing were present from lone. The race was
very closely contested and' consequently was an exciting one,

and considerable money was wagered on the result. The
Ioneites returned home Saturday night chock full of enthu-

siasm and loaded down with "tin." The first heat was run in

25A seconds, with Captain Jack at Finnigau's hip, and Mag sev-

eral lengths in the rear. The second heat was run in 25 sec-

onds, with Captain Jack barely a neck behind the winner,

while Mag was farther behind than in the former heat. The
time, while nut fast, is good when the fact is considered that

Finnigan was u very sick horse for two or three days before

the race. When near Clay Station, on the road down to

Gait, in lieu of good water, the horse was allowed to quench
his thirst with "grasshopper soup"—one-third water, two-

thirds grasshoppers—and the result was that his racing

career came near being brought to an abrupt end. Consid-

erable complaint is made by visitors of exorbitant charges

by some Galtites, who evidently played for all in sight.

Particularly was this so in regard to the pools, where the

cnmraissionB charged ranged from 10 to 30 per cent.

—

lone

JScho.

Trotters for Old Rome.

Phallas' Second Picnic

Count Giovanni Seganti, of Rome, Italy, has purchased
the stallion France's Alexander, 2:19, the Blue Bull mare Zoe
B., 2:17-1, and Amelia C, 2:18^, all now in training, and will

ship them to the continent for turf purposes. He also se-

cured the following breeding stock at Fairlawn:

Grandmout, bay stallion, foaled 1SS3, by Almont; 1st dam
Badoura, by Cassins M. Clay, Jr., she out of Fuss Sledman,

by Alexander's Norman, for $5,000;

Decorah, bay mare, foaled 1S75, by Manibrino Time, dam
Kate Forrest (dam of Freshman), by Alexander's Edwin Fur-

rest, for $600.
Olnrincla, buy mare, foaled 1877, by Cassius M. Clay, Jr.,

dam Lady Reynolds, by Jackson's Sii Archy, for SbOO.

The following is the New York Spirit's account of the hol-

low show on July 24th:

The keenest of sportsmen learn by experience that a

match well made is half won; but, strange to say, shrewd
business men who suddenly find themselves possessors of

great speed are apt to overrate the racing capacity of their

horses. The two strongest cases in point happened this sea-

son in such a novel way that the inner history of the wagers
is worth relating.

Last Fall it was discovered that Maxy Cobb had a great

stock of speed, which was uBed to the best advantage by
Murphy in single dashes against time, enabling Maxy to

close the performances of 1SS4 with the best stallion record,

2:13£, and, in company with Neta Medium, he gained the

champion double-team record of 2:15^-.

When Spring opened, Mr. Cohnfeld, being carried away
with Maxy's achievements, and cherishing well-founded

hopes of further improvement, had an eye to business as

well as to further turf honors. Mr. Case longed for a chance
to prove that Phallas was invincible in point of speed and
endurance as against Maxy, and so sent his agent, Wm. H.
Crawford, a turf diplomatist, to arrange a meeting of the

stallions. What passed at that interview in this city is not
fully known; but we imagine no urgent desire for Phallas

to win the first race was expressed by Mr. Crawford, and
that future races were talked of in case Maxy fulfilled his

owner's expectations.

Before this holiday race was agreed upon Mr. Nathan
Straus, one of the Executive Committee of the Driving Club
of New York, was delegated to wait on Mr. Cohnfeld and
hold out inducements to him to let Maxy meet Phallas at

the Spring meeting of the Club. It appears Mr. Cohnfeld
waa not in the Humor to entertain the propcsal, and plainly

told Mr. Straus that the owner of Phallas would not risk a
battle with Maxy. On Mr. Straus disputing that idea, Mr.
Cohnfeld warmly offered to bet various sums that he was right,

whereupon he was met with a counter proposition from Mr.
Straus, whoclosed the argument by saying: "I'll bet you $1,000
when Phallas meets your horse he will beat him." From
this hour a coldness arose and the gentlemen were friends
no more.
Mr. Straus, flushed with Majolica's victory over J. B.

Thomas, Maud Messenger and Captain Emmons, last month,
issued a challenge through the Spirit to trot Majolica against
the winner ofc the stallion race, relying in some measure on
the rumor that Maxy would not suffer defeat in that race.

Mr. Cohnfeld let the opportunity slip, but it was promptly
taken up on the part of Phallas, and $1,250 a side, half for-

feit, was posted. When Phallas showed what manner of

horse he was, July 4th, it was generally supposed that Mr.
Straus would pay forfeit, but, with pluck deserving of a
better fate, he pertinaciously turned a deaf ear to prudent
counsel, and Majolica fell a prey to the greatest of stallions.

Fair and bright was the afternoon of the race, and a re-

freshing breeze tempered the sun's rays. The track was
specially prepared, and looked as smooth as a well-trodden
foot-path. It is needless to say that the fame of the horses
drew a large assemblage from city and country. Fully 5,000
people were scattered over the grounds, and the ladies turned
out in force.

As the time approached for the chief event Wm. Johnson,
the pool-seller, raised his voice in front of the club-house,
with cries of "$100 to §60, §100 to §55, andj $100 to $50 on
Phallas." He found few takers. A little delay was made in
selecting the judges. Mr. Case was looking for Mr. Samuel
J. Morgan, and, failing to find him, appealed to us. We
assured him that Phallas was master of the situation, and
that there would be little for the judges to consider. Finally,
Mr. Chas. H. Raymond was named by Mr. Straus, the club
selected Mr. Matthew Riley, and the veteran Sim Hoagland
was appointed by Mr. Qase.

Phallas was the first to appear at the sound of the bell.

His shining coat glistened in the sunlight, and he was the
subject of much favorable comment. "He looks very fit."

"See how cool and business-like he acts." "He has great
depth of girth." "And what a powerful body." "Yes, and
on short legs." "He is good all over, but not handsome or
stylish."

Majolica and his driver received an ovation, but we did not
like him as well as when he scored up in his first race of the
season last month. Howevex*, Murphy found he had his
speed in scoring, but could not carry the clip as far as he
used to do. On the other hand, Phallas went very strong
and smooth when he squared away, and finished with such
ease that we remarked to Bither after the first heat: "You
could have driven it in :13i." "It is safe to say I could have
made it in :14 or better," was his reply. We next saw Mr.
W. C. France, who was an interested spectator. He said: "If
Phallas continues as fast as he is to-day I have my doubts
about Harry Wilkes being able to beat him, but I don't think
there will be any jogging in from the distance when they
meet."

First heat.—Phallas drew the pole and carried Majolica to

a break on the first score. The latter returned the compli-
ment. On the third attempt they came under the wire to-

gether, and starter Hoagland gave the word, emphasizing it

with his cane. Phallas held the pole around the turn,
despite Majolica's dash to take it, and at the quarter, in 33.!

seconds, the stallion had nearly a length the best of it.

Murphy called on Majolica aud made another effort for the
lead, but tiio little horse broke and ran four lengths, but
caught very cleverly and made a gallant, stern chase, being
on the leader's wheel at the half, in l:06j. From this point
the pace was hot, a 2:1S gait up the hill, and at the point of
rocks an optical delusion, owing to the range, misled the
spectators, who thought that Majolica had brushed past
Phallas. A shout arose for the New York horse, but it died
away to a painful "Oh!" when Phallas had his competitor
beaten at the three-quarter pole, in 1:41. Phallas swung
wide as he came into the home-stretch, and Murphy made a

feeble effort, as he saved distance, by bringing Majolica close
to the polo, but, seeing the chase was hopeless, he did nut
punish his horse, but jogged in ton lengths behind Phallas,
who finished in like manner. Time, 2:10.

Second heat—The interest ceased, and betting was at an
end. The spectators indulged in talk as to Phallas, and the
hardihood of such turf pigmies as Cobb aud Majolica trying
to battle with him. They would look all right against each
other, but Phallas is made of sterner stuff'. Bither evidently
thought Phallas could beat Majolica whenever he pleased,
and so took the word ou second attempt, without mnch
warming up. Phallas, therefore, broke, and Majolica secured
the pole. Before Phallas settled the little gelding had gained
an open length, which he maintained to the quarter-pole, in
331 seconds. Phallas was going easy, and forced the leader
to the hall in 1:00). From this point Bither was in earnest,
and "milled," his rival on the up grade. He had him beaten,
an beforo, al the three quarter pole, in 1*41, and they li nibbed
in the same munuet us the first heat. Time, 2:18|.

Third heat—The spectators were moved by pity or ridicule,

as their feelings dictated, and few of them took close observa-

tion of the heat, for it was simply trotted as a matter of form.
Murphy realized that there was no possibility of winning,
and so the horses went side by side to the quarter, in 34J
seconds, the half in 1:08J, three-quarters in 1:46, and mile
in 2:26|.

Morbisiana, N. Y., Jnly 24th -Match ?5,000.
Phallas, b s, by Dictator—J. I. Case E. D. Bither 111
Majolica, b g, by Startle—N. Straus J. Murphy 2 2 2

Time, 2:16. 2;18£, 2:261.

Mr. Huntiiierton Happy.

Editor Breeder a:n*d Sportsman: Wednesday morning,

July 22, 1885, was born the first foal to the oredit of my Ara-

bian Clay stallion General Beale. It is a filly, chestnut in
color, marked with a strip of white in the face. The tail is

at present parti- colored, white and chestnut, which will be
at maturity silver-gray. The nigh foreleg is white to the
knee, and both hindlegs are white to near the hock. Upon
the arm of the off foreleg there is a small, white dash. It is

of good size and of unusual beauty of form for a young foal,

possessing the remarkably perfect limbs and joints peculiar
to the Arabian horse. General Beale, the sire, is the hrst son
to the credit of General Grant's Arabian stallion Leopard.
The dam of Beale was Mary Sheppard, daughter of Jack
Sheppard, by Henry Clay, and the dam of Mary was also a
daughter of Jack Sheppard. The dam of the Arabian Clay
filly was a daughter of Harvey W. Andrews' horse Red Bird,

a son of Henry Clay, This dam was also dam of my Arabian
Clay stallion Islam, son of General Grant's Arabian Linden
Tree, but this daughter of General Beale is much larger at

same age than was Islam. The law in breeding to a type for

increase in size is once out and thrice back to a primitive
blood, the Arabian being a primitive blood and type. This
filly I have named Claybeale Grant, compounding the two
words Clay and Beale, thus identifyin^'this filly with General
Grant's Arabians, and his personal friend ueneral E. F.
Beale, of Washington, to whom they were consigned by the
Sultan of Turkey, also the Clay horse, which was but a third
remove from an imported Arabian . This filly Claybeale
Grant is strictly thoroughbred trotting bred, of a higher form
of breeding than was the foundation of the English thorough-
bred race or running horse, and is the first one known to

have been so purposely bred upon this continent. All of the
parent blood material can be credited to Monroe and Living-
stone counties, New York State, while the first sire, General
Grant's Arab Leopard, represents the highest possible form. of
the Arabian, or primitive horse. R. Huntington.
Rochester, N. Y., July 23, 1885.

About a Trotter of the Past.

Dr. J. S. Walden, a Scranton dentist, is in great glee over
a decision just rendered in the United States Court in the
Western district of New York, against Dr. B. H. Throop, of
Scranton, for $S, 000 and costs, in the somewhat celebrated
case of the trotting horse Howard J., whose original owner
B. F. Herrick, of Elmira, was plaintiffin the action. In 1S82
Herrick came to Scranton with Howard J., and being hard-
pressed for money he made a sort of sale of the animal to Dr.
Walden and Dr. Haggerty for ©1,000, with the understanding
that in payment of the money, at the end of the season, he
should recover possession of his trotter. Herrick was also to

receive an equal share with Waldon and Haggerty in the
horse's winnings during the season. Subsequently Waldeu
and Haggerty quarrelled about a driver for the "Wonder of
the Turf," and the dispute was settled by Dr. B. H. Throop,
one of the wealthiest admirers of fast horses in Scranton,
agreeing to take Haggerty's interest. The horse was then
placed on the track for the season, but did not win much,
although he made good time on two or three occasions.
At the close of the season Herrick came to time with his

§1,000, and demanded possession of Howard J , but Dr.
Throop claimed that he knew of no such bargain as was
alleged, and refused to surrender the animal or to pay Walden
any of the money advanced by him. A few days later Dr.
Throop sold the hcrse to Mr. Ripley, a contractor of New
York, for $5,000. Herrick then commenced an action for

damages against Throop, laying his claim at $10,000. A
lengthy litigation ensued, some of the most proiniueut law-
yers in the Empire State—including Governor Hill—being
employed in the case. The decision against Dr. Throop for

§8,000 was just announced in Scranton to-day and is thechief
topic among local sportsmen.
Howard J. has long since ceased to attract attention as a

trotter, and is probably doing duty on some of the street car
lines of New York by this time.

There is a tendency this year to name racehorses after in-

dividuals, andmostof them known to nobody but the owner.
The array of Jacks and Jims and Pats and Joes now running
on the turf is absolutely bewildering to those who have to

keep the run of horses in their minds. To the esthete the
practice is simpl} offensive, and his eye and ear turn with
pleasure to the entries of such men, as Mr. Pierre Lorilluid,

Mr. George L. Lorillard, Mr. Galway, Mr. Scott and others
who seek to have, if not siguilicauce, at least attractivouess

in the uaVnes of their horses.

At the same time the stable people prefer the homelier sou-
briquets. As an old English trainer said, "It is parlous that
gentlemen will give sic names to their 'orses as no decent man
can pronounce; and though he may ride the animals, he'd

never offer to speak." One of the Doncaster winners ridden
by Bill Scott was a horse called Filho da Puta. This name
was rather a puzzler to ,the natives. "Noo, Jack, what wilt

't have for a croon?" said one youth to another on the race-

course. "Hang it mou, I'll have Filler," was the reply.
"Wilt 'ee? Then, dang it, I'll have Pewter." When the
winner's name was pronounced both shouted together, "I'se

won, Filler's won." "Thoo's a liar, Pewter's won." "Didn't
I hear Filler oried?" In auoiher minute it was off coats and
bloody noses, and the police had to interfere and explain

that they both won and neither had lost.

Altamont to Retire.

In a private letter from Jay Beach received this week, he

says

:

"I have been obliged to give upmy proposed trip to Califor-

nia un account of business interests here in Oregon, chief of

which was Altamout's soason iu the stud. He has made a
largo one and mares have been coming to him so late that it

has been out of the question to prepare him for the circuit

battles of California this bobboii, and it is now probable that

I shall trot him no more."
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Departed Greatness.

Stories of horses that have won the Epsom Derby, that

classical event of the English turf, being subsequently re-

duced to the drudgery of daily toil between the shafts of a

hansom cab, are common enough, and it is doubtless true

that in some cases animals which have won distinction, by

their speed and staying qualities, but which, being geldings,

lacked the qualities to make them valuable in the stud, have

fallen very low indeed. The thoroughbred horse is more
apt to reach a lower level when once he falls from the plane

of racing than is the trotter, because a more worthless animal,

aside from racing and breeding purposes, than the thorough-

bred it would be difficult to tind. Generally bad tempered,

the gelding that has not speed enough to be of value on the

turf is not pleasant as a saddler, his gaits being contined to a

walk and a gallop, and niuety-nine per cent, of them cannot

be driven with safety, the inclination to run away or kick

being in nearly every case too strong to be resisted. For

these reasons it is not strange that the winners of great events

on the running turf are frequently degraded in their old age

to the most menial labor, but it is not so with the trotter.

He is, par excellence, the horse of the American people, be-

cause' he is in every sense of the word a useful horse. If he

develop speed sufficient to make him rank among the turf

stars of the country, there arc- plenty ot men ready and will-

ing to pav tens of thousands of dollars for him, and when his

days of public racing are over he drops back as easily into

use as a roadster as if he had never felt the tierce excitement

of public contest or tasted the sweets of applause. In all

parts of the country there are trotters by the score with fast

records being used as road and family horses. Almost any

trotter may be driven with safety by a woman. Clingstone,

"the Demon, " for whom $20,000 was paid, was driven on the

road last Winter by Mr. W. J. Gordon, his mate being the

$15,000 trotter William H. Wftit would the owner of a pair

of thoroughbred geldings do with them when they were no

longer fast enough to take part in races ? They would not be

worth $100 apiece.

But the greatness of the trotter departs, as does that of the

runner, and occasionally their last days are spent in pain

and misery. Sensation, that in his day had won a §10,000

purse, and been sold for more money than that, died not

long ago in St. Louis, after doing painful duty on crippled

feet and bent legs for years in front of a peddler's wagon. A
better fate befell Silas Rich, kDown to all old-time lovers of

the turf as a game and fast trotter. After doing yoeinan ser-

vice on the trottiog turf for a number of owners, Silas Kich

began to show the effects of age, and it was not long before

he was untit even for road use. In the meantime he had

been sold and traded from one man to another until he

finally reached San Antonio, Tex. A man who saw him there

describes him as hobbling along in front of a butcher-wagon,

so weak that he could scarcely stand. The following, from

a contemporary, will be read with interest:

'Some of the gentlemen commented sarcastically upon the

dilapidated appearance of the turnout, while others had

words of pity for the poverty and feebleness of the horse.

All were startled by the remark of one of the group: 'That,

gentlemen, is the celebrated trotter Silas Rich; at least that

is the living shadow of a once great horse.' The driver was

questioned, and he corroborated the statement. He referred

the doubters 'to the man who had carried the chestut gelding

to Texas, and when the identity of the horse was established

to the satisfaction of all, it was proposed to make up a purse

and buv him. His owner priced him at $12.50, and this

sum was quickly paid and the aged trotter relieved from the

drudgery of the cart. The eyes of the veteran brightened as

if visions of fairer days loomed before him. A crowd fol-

lowed him into the stable, and the greatest sympathy was

manifested for the animated skeleton. The owner of a large

ranch volunteered to give him the freedom of a pasture for

the balance of his existence, and a contribution was taken up

to purchase corn and oats to feed him with until the young

grass should be sufficiently advanced to put the question of

grazing bevond a doubt. In the parlor of a saloon near by

the Silas 'Rich Club was organized, with L. K. Carpenter,

President, and H. E. Tuttle, Secretary and Treasurer.

Among the members are Jeff Miller, Joe Foster, Eodman &
Miller, Peter Burns, E. A. Wicks, C. E. Minor, J. C. Manning,

S. S. Higgins, P. B. Freer, and E. Rische."

It is gratifying to know that through the generosity of

those big-hearted Texans, the last days of Silas Eich were

spent in gTeen uastures, free from toil and pain.

But some notable trotters of more recent days seem to be

receiving rather hard usage, now that they are no longer able

to win in first-class company, and the men who own them

are apparently of the opinion that oats should be earned,

even at the expense of comfort and dignity. Two notable

instances of this char LCter are Hopeful and Small Hopes.

Kot one of the 20,000 people who saw the performance will

ever forget the gallant race won by Hopeful in the Fall of

HS78 over the Chicago Driving Park track, his opponents being

Earns to wagon, and Great Eastern under saddle; and two

days later the little gray gelding, on a track that was level as

a billiard table, pulled a wagon three heats in 2:16i, 2:17,

2:17, placing to his credit the fastest heat and the fastest three

heats ever trotted at that way of going. A few weeks previous

be had trotted in 2:143 at Minneapolis, and when the crowd

at Chieago called on Dan Mace for a speech he could only

sav, "It's a good little horse and a good little man," that

being the veteran driver's first and last appearauceasa public

orator. Seven years have passed since then. The big-

hearted man who owned Hopeful, and who, had he lived,

would never have seen him abused, is dead; Dan Mace, who

drove him in all his best races, is dead; and the little gray,

now in his thirteenth season of active turf service, is being

trotted at county fairs and over poor tracks, unnoticed by

the crowd, because he no longer has the great speed that

made him lamous. It is but a few days ago that he was

fourth in a race at Minneola, L. I., to horses that in his best

days he could have distanced, and the time was 2:28
|

.
2 :^>

,

2 '"J.! Are there no New York men ready to follow the ex-

ample of the Texans who purchased Silas Eich and gave him

liberty and ease for life?

And there is Small Hopes, a horse that surely deserves a

rest if ever a trotter did. He began a dozen years ago to

earn his wav, was expelled from National Association tracks,

and then be'eame known as "The Outlaw of the Trotting

Tnrf." Com. Yanderbilt purchased him, and he drew the

old man safely in many a brush on the road. Then the mil-

lionaire's son took him, and in 1S77 astonished the trotting

world by driving Small Hopes and Lady Mack a mile in 2:23,

beating all the double team records, and Mr. Yanderbilt was

free to say, in speaking of the performance, that for the last

quarter of the mile Small Hopes pulled the entire load.

And yet when the old horse became crippled he was sold, and

later went for a nominal sum at public auction. Now we

find him a crooked-legged, played-out, but still honest

trotter, starting in a race at Bingamton, N. Y., and being dis-

tanced in 2:32.1! Let the friends of Mr. Yanderbilt form a

Small Hopes liehef Association at once.—Br-

Monmouth Park.

[Sporting World.]

Delightful weather, a capital card and a good track, July
30, made racing at Monmouth Park very enjoyable. Mr.
Pincus was in good form, and the horses were sent away in
good shape. Some of the starts were really excellent, and if

it is true that Mr. Pincus means to resign the starter's flag
he will retire from the scene of battle in a blaze of glory with
a laurel wreath about his noble brow, and the affections of
all race-goers. Only two horses got off badly, Garnet in the
two-year-old race and Error in the selling race. The latter
was left, but that was not Mr. Pincus' fault, as the animals
in question acted very sulkily and could not be induced to
move off.

Backers, however, had rather a bad day of it, and good
things went to the bad with a persistency that would, under
ordinary circumstances, have taken the spirit clean out of
them, but there was something in the air which prompted
every man who was bowled over in a race to come again to
the attack with all the more vigor while the money lasted.
When the money was gone the defeated ones enjoyed them-
selves by watching the struggles of other aspirants to wealth.
For the first race, at three-quarters of a mile, Little Minch

was the public favorite, but the stable did not have much
money on. After his last race in the mud, for which he beat
Forester in such grand style, the horse was very sore, and
this prevented his being worked for some time. Hence he
was somewhat short of work, and Jemmy Kowe, although
feeliug satisfied that the horse would go well, felt doubtful
about his being able to last if he were hard pushed. After
the preliminary, however, McLaughlin liked him very much,
and felt confident of winning.
"Tne best thing of the year," however, was said to be The

Slasher, and the filly's people openly announced that her
competitors would have to run better than 1:14 to beat her.

Jimmy Lee said Sutler was good, but he was afraid of The
Slasher, but none the less Mr. Walton backed him both
straight and for a place. There was also a strong tip out on
Cholula, who made his first appearance this year, and many
people, including Mr. Walton, had money on. Of the others,

Avalon, Pericles, and Dudley Oaks were backed quietly, and
thus, taken altogether, the betting was quite spirited.

When the flag fell the start was a straggling one, but not a

very bad one. Little Minch shot out as usual as if fired out
of a cannon, The Slasher second, Dudley Oaks third. Little

Minch and The Slasher made the running to the head of the
stretch where Minch ran out, probably unable to stand the
pressure. Quick as a flash, however, McLaughlin got to

work, and striking him on the neck with his whip, he soon
had him straight. Then the horse came away with a rush
and won quite handily by three lenghths. In the last few
strides Pericles got his head in front of The Slasher, and
finished second, the Slasher third, a neck in front of Sutler,

fourth. Sutler, however, being on the outside, was given
second place by the judges.
The race for the Red Bank Stakes resulted in one of the

closest finishes of the year. Buffalo was a strong favorite.

The public backed him and the D aryers thought exceedingly

well of him. There was a long delay at the post, caused
principally by the bad behavior of Fortuna and Garnet. The
former was constantly in front and the latter refused to join

her horses. When the flag fell Garnet was left behind.
Fortuna was in front, but the many breakaways seemed to

have taken all the sweep away from her and she was passed

almost instantly by Charity, Brown Duke and Buffalo in the

order named. There was no change to the turn for home,
where Brown Duke fell back and The Bourbon joined the

issue. The fight between these three was a hot one to the

furlong pole, where The Bard took a hand in the fight, and,

after a furions whipping finish, won by a head, Buffalo

second, a head in front of Charity, The Bourbon a half

length behind.

For the Newark Stakes Eichmond was looked upon almost

as a certainty by the Dwyers, and the public, as usual, fol-

lowed suit. Katrine, however, pulled off the long expected

victory at last. She made the running with the Julietta colt

to the half, where the unnamed had enough, and Katrine,

keeping on, won quite handily by half a length, despite Mc-
Laughlin's furious driving on Eichmond.
Goano had Hayward up, but he was so lame when he came

out of the paddock that it was really sad to see him. The
horse seemed stiff and sore and looked the picture of a great

three-year-old ruined. He gradually warmed out of his lame-

ness in his preliminary and showed a deal of speed and

gameness throughout his race, but he failed to give away the

weight or stay the pace, which was fast.

Appleby & Johnson backed Jack of Hearts well for the

handicap, but Heel-and-Toe found the distance and weight

exactly to her biking and ran with her old dash. There was
a strong tip out on Joe Mitchell, but he was out-speeded, and

Strabismus, another dark one, was in the sulks and got the

whip after the first half. Fosteral showed no speed at all,

but Tecumseh ran like a colt that is on the mend and may
create a surprise party ere long. Unfortunately yesterday

he wore the badge of a rogue—a hood and blinkers—and this

does not speak well for his reliability.

There was quite a tip out on Rupert, but >e ran very

unkindly. Saltpetre ran well for three-quarters of a mile,

when he retired. Wickham, of whom so much was expected

this Spring, was never in the hunt. Lord Beaconsfield ran

like an improving colt, but the Julietta colt, like all the

Withers horses of late, acted like a rank quitter.

For the selling race Error was backed as if all were over bar

the shouting, Uberto being the fancy for the place. Error,

however, was in the tantrums, and refused to join her horses

Etha persistently broke away in front. Mystic ran away three'

quarters of a mile in one of the breakaways, and the result

was that the field was a loDg time at the post. Finally, when
the flag fell, Error was left standing still. Rico and Executor

made the running, with Uberto close up, till well in the

stretch, where Executor, thanks to McLaughlin's furious

driving, drew away and won by two lengths. There was no

bid for the winner.

Second Race—The Red Bank Stakes, for two-year-olds, of 850 each, $15

forfeit, with 81,500 added, of which$50u to the second; winnerof a stake

OfftSjOOOwheD carrying "eight lor a^e or more, to carry 5 lbs.
j
twice, i

lbs"; thrice, l- lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a

Mr 'Kelso's b c The Bard, by Longfellow—Bradamante, 10S lbs
*

_ Heston i

DwVer~Bioe7'"b c Buffalo, by Billet—Belle Palmer, IIS lbs
' McLaughlin 2

W "ii "seiitt'9 <j!i f ' -liiiritv. by Sens atioi'i—Emma, W> lbs L<." in 3

Melbourne Stab] - irbon, to Billet—Mirah, 108 lb.-. ...Ellis

N \v Kittson's brcBrowu Duke, by B*forrn—Madjte.iOSlbeJicCarty "

i:'a Hoggin's bl Fortuna, bj wheatle: lbs Duffy u

i
'
]' Kefly's cb c Septimus, by ' ilunelg--Nannie Black, IIS \h*

' ' " " B

l- nn-iic.i- -ui'i. .- it t i;;iriit-t ,
i. - iMola, n.O lbs Onlej u

Tune, .

pools: Buffalo ( Brown Dnke $£, Garnet
JIB.The Bourbon 815, field «31. Betting:* at Buffalo. I to! For-

t-n i ind Brown Duke. 5 to 1 The Bard, « to 1 Garnet, 10 to 1 Charity, 12 to

i Nentunns Place: 5 to i on Buffalo, 7 to "> against Fortuna and
Brown Duke, • to >Thi U > l Charily, 5 to 1 Neytu

rtol The BotirbOD, Mutuels paldSlH.

After a long delay at the post the lot were sent away to a
good start for all except Garnet. Fortuna was first away,
but was instantly passed by Charity, Brown Dnke and Buf-
falo. There was no change to the head of the stretch, where
The Bard and The Bonrbon closed, and after a grand finish
The Bard won by a head, Buffalo second, a head in front of
Charity, The Bonrbon close up.
August 1st.—Saturday's racing was well attended, but the

delays at the post were so great that the enjoyment of the
sport was considerably marred. In all the short races the
boys acted very badly, and the result was that the starts
were very bad, Air. Pincus being seemingly unable to exer-
cise any control over them.
Panique gave the talent and backers generally, who have

been battered pretty badly by wagering on favorites, a new
lease of life. He won very handsomely, and although at the
head of the stretch it looked as if Tolu might upset the good
thing, McLaughlin never felt uneasy and waited till the last
few strides when he shoved Panique ahead.
For the two-year-old handicap Preciosa was the favorite,

as she deserved to be, considering her weight, her previous
performances and the poor class of horses she had to beat.
There was a strong tip on Lovely, but the owner of the fally,
Mr. McDouald, did not think that she had a good chance.
He backed her fora little, and said that she would run well,
but if she had a chance her half dozen or so breakaways
killed it. Longstop ran well and might probably have won
if the riders on her and Preciosa had been changed, but vou
cannot expect a boy to do a man's work.
.Richmond won the Palisade Stakes away off. Jimmy Mc-

Laughlin was evidently determined not to take any chances,
for when he entered the stretch with a commanding lead on
the colt, he kept riding notwithstanding and won by half a
dozen lengths. Exile was not as good as he was on the pre-
vious Saturday, and Goano was not up to form. Katrine ran
very disappointingly, for in her last race, when she won, she
won so easily that the extra weight and the extra furlong
ought not to have beaten her so badly. Longview ran an
unexpectedly good race and got the place. Saltpetre was evi-
dently depended upon to come at the end as he had Hayward
up, but this disappointing colt was really never in the hunt.

Rica, however, made amends to the stable by winning the
next race, the handicap at a mile and a half . She was well
backed, as the odds were driven down to a remarkably short
price considering her past performances. Barnes was the
popular favorite^ but it is doubtful whether the stable had
any money worth considering on, as the horse was manifestly
short of work. Drake Carter sold almost even up with
Barnes, but the gelding is not yet good, and, moreover, the
race was not run to suit him. He always runs out at the
turns if he gets a chance, and in Saturday's race it was his
luck to be on the extreme outside of the held, which gave
him every opportunity to indulge in his favorite weakness at
the turns. Alcock liked Louisette, but the filly was never
really dangerous, and Bica had things all her own way,
Amflricus managing to just squeeze home into second place,
a short half length from Eeene.
In the homestretch there was a good deal of foul riding

but it is doubtful whether that could" very well have been
avoided. After the race Fred. Littlefield, who rode Tecum-
seh, went up to the judges' stand and complained against
Blast, saying that he had crowded him on the rails. Mean-
while Rivers, who rode Lida Stanhope, was standing at the
foot of the stairs, ready to make a complaint against Blast
also. When Littlefield had got through. Rivers was sum-
moned up, and then Blast's rider, Pnrcell, was called up.
He said that Covington, who rode Keene, was responsible,
and had crowded in on him. Covington was then sent for,
but he declared that be was clear of his horses at the time.
Still, the judges discredited his statement and suspended
him for a week.
The delay at the post was a long and an aggravating one,

and before Mr. Pincus dropped bis flag, horses, jockeys and
starter were very badly at sixes and sevens. Bill Sterrit, the
winner, was well backed by his own party and a choice dela-
gation of Brighton Beach talent at the comfortable odds of 15
to 1. Miss Baldwin was looked upon as having a good thing
for the race, by her party as well as by Fitzpatrick who rode
her, but the start and the delay at the post beat her. She
only shared the fate of Sutler, the Julietta colt, Detective
and half a dozen other good things in the race.
First Race—Free Handicap Sweepstakes of $25 each, if not declared

out, with.?500added; the second to receive $100 out of the stakes. One
mile and a sixteenth.

Dwyer Bros.' ch c Panique, 4, by Alarm—Maggie B. B.. 109 11)8 (car-
ried 111 lbs.) _ J. McLaughlin *

G. L. Lorillard's ch f Tolu, i, by Teu Broeck—Tecalco, Stf lbs.
„Uerhardy 2

T. W. ± R. H. Load's b g Richard L., i, by Lever—Optima, STlbs.— - _ - Rivers 3
Clipsiana Stables' chf East Lynne.3, 92 lbs _...Higgs n

Revere Stables' ch g Herbert, 6, 108 lbs _ Shauer "

G. M. Rye's b c Bob Cook, 4, 104 lbs...

T. W. Doswell's b f Thomasia, 3, 92 lbs..
..W. Donohue

Potter
Covington

Daffy
Hogan

J. S. Campbell's b m Miss Goodrich, 5, 10-5 lbs
B. A. Haggin's ch m Nellie Pevton, 6, 110 lbs
J. V. Elliott's ch c Jack Cade, 3. 87 lbs

Time, 1:51.

Pools: Panique 365, Herbert |2o,Tolu Slo, East Lyonef15, Nellie Pey-
ton $10, Jack Cade -?io, Field $20. Betting:2to 1 against Panlque,6to1
each Bob Cook. Herbert and East Lynne, 8 to 1 Nellie Peyton. lStol
Miss Goodrich and Thomasia, and 15 to 1 Ricbard L.,Jack Cade and
Tolu.
For place: into '> on Panique, Sto5eacb against Bob Cook and East

Lynne,2to 1 Herbert.:! to I Nellie Peyton, r, to i ,-m-U Miss Ciooorieli
and Thomasia. and 6 to 1 each Richard L,, Jack Cade and Tolu.
Mutaels paid $11.1"..

Richard L. and Thomasia led alternately to the home-
stretch, where Panique and Tolu went through and made a
hard mee home, Panique winning by half a length only.
Richard L. was third, four lengths behind.

Second Race—Free Handicap Sweepstakes, for two-yuar-oldr, of 936
each, if not declared out. with $300 added; the second to receive -!"

I

out of the stakes. Three-quarters of a mile.

B. A. Haggin's b f Preciosa. by Glenelg- Stamps, 105 lbs Duffy 1

D. D. Withers' bf Long Stop, by Longfellow— Brenna, 93 lbs.. Green 2

Dwyer Bros.' b c Brambleton, by Bramble -Valerian 109 lbs., car-
ried ill lbs J. HcLangbUn 3

R.W. Walden's b f Letritia. 107 lbs Blajlocl
C. Littl. fjf-ld's ch f Baudala.'JO lbs Littlefield

B.V. Snedekerft CoVs b t Kalula, 93 lbs -Biggs o
Melbourne Stable's en l- Syntax. I in lbs Ellis u
.1. Ii. Kelly's ch c Dry tfonopoie, 108 lbs 1 ..

Mr. Kelso's b f Strategy. luT lbs m.
J.E. McDonald's b f Lovely. S3 lbs Arnold o
Appleby k Johnson's ch c Beverly, 110 lbs Hayward o

P. H. Ryan's cb g Glenbrook, 93 lbs 1;.

Tline, 1:1GI.

Pools: Long Stop $22, Preciosa > 22, Lovely -20, field $60. Betting: 3
to 1 against Preciosa, 5 to 1 each Long Stop and Lovely, 7 to 1 Kalula,
U to 1 Letritia, lu to 1 each Dry Monopole and Brambleton, 12 to 1 each
Strategy, Syntax and Basdala and 20 to 1 each Glenbrook and Beverly.
For place : Even against Preciosa, 2 to 1 each Long Stop and Lovely, 3
to 1 eacb Letritia, Kalula and Brambleton, 4 to 1 Dry Monopole, 5 to 1
each Strategy, Syntax and Bandala and 8 to 1 Glenbrook. llutuels
paid ?2U.6U.

The start was long delayed, and when they got off Strategy
was in front. Several chances occurred before reaching tne
homestretch, but in the ran home the race lay between K ..'

Long Stop. Preciosa and Brambleton. The finisb wasPr
first by half a length, Long Stop second, a length in

Brambleton.
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Aug. 6th—The card was a fine one, the weather delightful

and the attendance under these circumstances was an excel-

lent one, but there -was the usual drawback in the starting.

Mr. Pincus was in his worst form. He sent the horses away

in such a straggling manner that it really made the heart of

every pure-minded lover of the turf ache, and as regards the

speculative feelings they were chilled to such an extent that

bookmakers actually groaned.

The feature of the day was the defeat of Miss Wooodford,

by Pontiac, for the Eatontown stakes. Frank McCabe had

no fault to find with the mare, and the stable put its money
on at the odds of 4 to 1, although in the auction pools a

better price was obtainable. She came out for her prelimi-

nary gallop, accompanied by Petersburg, and was received

by the crowds with the usual enthusiasm. The two went to

the quarter-pole, when both were cut loose for a sharp half

mile. The Messrs. Dwyer held the watch on them, and the

two went a clipping pace, but the mare could not get away
from Petersburg. "The mare can't be. herself," exclaimed

Mr. Michael Dwyer, "otherwise Petersburg could not hold

her," and misgivings arose at once. Still, so far was it be-

lieved did she outclass her horses that the critics felt sure

that she would win anyhow.
Meanwhile in the betting ring Louisette was regarded as

the only dangerous rival the Queen of the turf had. Pontiac

was said to be good, very good; much better than he was last

Tuesday, when he defeated Louisette with comparative ease.

Still, Mr. Lorillard was not there to back him, and thus his

prioe went down from 5 to 7 to 1, and the more tempting the

odds the less the public liked him.
When the flag fell Louisette, Pontiac, and Miss Woodford

at once took the track, and it was evident from the instant

that the race was for blood. The pace was a killing one, the

first three-quarters being run in 1 :16, and the seven furlongs

in 1:29. Louisette was the first to cry enough, and she

dropped back. Entering the stretch McLaughlin's whip

went up and a universal shout went up "Miss Woodford is

beaten." For an instant she held her own, but then even

the persuasion failed to prove effective, and McLaughlin

stopped her. The little black had outstayed her and drew

away. Now. however, Thackeray came to the rescue, game
as a bull terrier, and Olney had to get to work agaiu. and the

son, of Peter Gomez answering every call, won by a length

and a half.

The enthusiasm was tremendous. It was not what it would

have been had Miss Woodford come out victorious from the

crucial test, for she is a sort of popular idol, but the people

always admire a game, honest effort, and Pontiac and his

received a regular ovation when they returned to the

The chances are that Miss Woodford has been indulged a

little, and that under the circumstances she was not

throughly wound up for such an effort as the race unexpec-

tedly called for, and thus the last quarter beat her. The
time of the race, 1:43.1, is good, but not asgcod as Miss Wood-
ford is capable of when she is really herself Hence, though

Pontiac is undoubtedly a very high class colt, people should

not make the mistake ©f rushing to exalt him to a higher

position thon what he deserves.

The defeat was extremely mortifying to the Dwyers who
would rather lose money than to see Miss Woodford beaten,

but they had had their share of winnings during the earlier

part of the day, when the Optional Stakes fell to their two-

year-old colt, Brambleton, and the Trenton to their three-

year-old, Richmond. The former won, thanks to Breunan's
determined riding. The Rancocas Stables' filly Saluda was
beating her, but little Rafterty did not have strength enough
to finish alongside of Brennan. The colt showed himself a

good game one, and though not a clinker, will, no doubt,

turn out a very useful horse.

The Eatontown Stakes— $100 each,?&5 forfeit, with 51,500 adutTrt, ol
v. Iii'.-h ^"JKito the second; horses three years old and upward not having
won whencurrviiiK weipht forage or more inlS85, more than 51,000, al-
loM-edr, lbs.; or if not- more tliaii.*300,7 lbs. ; or ifthey have not wonin
l

l v., 10 llis. ; maiden? allowed, if three years old, lolbs.i if 4 years or
niore, 25 lbs. One mile.
Rancoca? stal.le's blk c Pontiac, 4, by Pero 'ioiaez—Agoneria, 118 lbs

Olnev 1

G. L. Lorillard's bcThackeray, 4, by Great Tom—Melrose . Ill lbs.
J. Donohue 2

<;. I.. Li i ril lard's h i Louisette, bv Gk-nelg—stamps, UiS lbs. Ulaylock 3
Dwyor Bros.' b in Miss Woodford, % by Billet— Fancy Jane, 115 lbs.

McLaughlin
E. V. Snedeker .t Oo.'sbc Grenadier, 3, by Gleneig—Alala, KNIlbs.

W. Donohue
Time, 1:13K-

Pools: Miss Woodford $150. G. L. Lorillard's pair 335, Pontiac $33,
Grenadier $11. Betting; 4 to 1 on Miss Woodford, ti to 1 against Louis-
ette. 7 to 1 Pontiac, 12 to 1 Thackeray, -'' to l Grenadier. Place: Nothing
against Miss Woodford, fi to 4 Pontiac, Gto ;j against Louisette, 4 to 1 the
others. Mtituels paid $51.05.

Miss Woodford, Pontiac and Louisette, heads between
them, set a furious pace from the fall of the Hag to the head
of the stretch, where Pontiac drew away. In the stretch

Thackeray challeuged Pontiac, who outstayed him and won
handily by a length and a half, Thackeray second, two
lengths in front of Louisette.

A Pleasing Prospect at Santa Rosa.

Editor. Bkbedek and Sportsman:—The Annual Fair of
the Sononia Agricultural Park Association, to be held at

Santa Rosa next week, has already assurance that it will be
the finest ever held in Sonoma county, in every respect. The
agricultural and stuck display will surpass any of previous
y< ars, and the handsome pavilion will present scenes of

worth and great, attraction. Tbc racing, or turf sports

—

running, trotting and pacing—will prove of unusual interest

The entries for the several days and various purses comprise
the best stuck in the State, and the track is in better condi-
tion than ever before. On Tuesday there will be running
and trotting; on Wednesday, the same; on Thursday, like-

wise, with pacing added; on Friday morning, running and
trotting, and on Saturday, the closing day, only trotting.

To enumerate tbe noted stock entered for all these races

would be to repeat the advertisement, and is not needed by
turfmen, suffice it, as stated above, that they comprise the
best in I'n State. The Board of Directors have neglected

in add tu the success of the Fair. President De
Turk has devoted unceasing attention to the business of the
Fair week, and the Secretary, Mr, Davis, will see that every-
thing in his power shall be done to make the entire Fair
week surpass any iu the past. Distinguished citizens have
been invited to attend by the Directors, among them Asso-
ciate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States,

Stephen J. Field, Senators Stanford and Miller, and Gov,
Stoueman, and these eminent personages will most likely

attend the Fair on Thursday and Friday. Sonoma county
will be there iu force, and Santa Rosa does not intend to lag.

Iu the the 2:24 class Auteeo, La Grange and others will

trot on Friday, and this alone will be a rare treat. The
park grounds, grand stand and pavilion have been much iiu

proved. There is a demand for more racing and cattle -hills

thau was expected, and fully 10,000 people arc likely to at-

tend. As you are aware, the track is the bosl in California,

and ordi r is Li 10I ly pre ;< tved. 'J ure in-..

Sa&u Rosa, August 12.

Washington Park Club Handicaps.

The following weights have been assigned for the Palmer

House, Dearborn and Lake View nandicaps, to be run at the

Fall meeting of the Washington Park Club, at Chicago:

The Palmer House Stakes—A handicap sweepstakes for all

ages, $50 each, 3*20 forfeit, with $2,000 added, the second to

receive §400, and the third $200 out of the stakes; weights to

be announced Aug. 1st; starters to be named through the

entry box at the usual time of closing, the day before the

race; a winner of any race after the publication of weights,

of the value of SI, 000, to carry 5 lbs. extra; to be run the

first day of the meeting; 79 nominations. One mile and a

auarter.
Lbs.

Doubt, 3 97
Isaac Murphy,3 97
Hillsboro, 4 96
Gold Ban. 3 96
Roche, a 95
Biddy Bowling, 5 95

Thacly, 5 95
Foxhound, 5 95
Blackfelluw, 4 95

Josie, 4 95
Farandole, 4 95
Exploit 4, 95

Father John, 4 95

J. W.Rodgers, 3 95
Banana, 3 95
Harrigan, 3 95
Pegasus, 3 95
Crow Wallis, 3 95
Vaulter, 3 95
Jim Guest, 3 94
Lord Coleridge, 3 94

Ram Lai, 3 93
Mission Belle, 3 93
Mira, 3 93
Aristocrat, 5 92
Whisperine, 4 92

Lbs.

Bob Miles, 4 118

Pearl Jenniugs, 6 115

W. R. Woodard, 4 115

Swiney, 4 114

Powhatan III, 4 113

Valet, 6 112

Matinee, 4 112

Kosciusko, 4 112

Blazes, a 110

Buchanan, 4 110

Audrain, 4 110

Mono, 4 109

Loftin, 4 109

Gano, 5 10S

Freda, 4 10S

John Sullivan, 6 106

Troubadour, 3 106
Goodnight, a 105

Top Sawyer, 4 105

Bonnie Australian, 5 103
Berlin, 4 10;

Glendelia, 4 103

Thistle, 3 103

Harry Cruz, 4 102
Hatef, a 101

Bootblack, 3 101

Ida Hope, 3 101

Wedding Day, a 100
Fair Count, a 100
Harry Gilmore, 6 100
Wellington, 6 100
R.Monne, 6 100
Colorado, 5 100
Tomahawk, 5 100
Adventurer, 5 100

Leroy, 4 100

Guydette, 3 9S
Hanap, 4 97
Trollope, 4 97
Lottie Kempster, 4 97

The Dearborn Handicap—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds

(foals of 18S2), $50 each, $15 forfeit, with $800 added, the

second to receive $150 and the third $50 out of the stakes;

weights to be announced Aug. 1; starters to be named
through the entry box, at the usual time of closing, the day
before the race; a winner of any race, after the publication of

weights, of the value of $1,000, to carry 5 lbs. extra; to be
run on the third day of the meeting; 54 nominations. One
mile and a furlong.

Lbs.
Violin 98
Vaulter 98
Ram Lai 98
Glenloch 9S
Constellation 98
Termagant ". 98
Fellow Tyler 97
Bonnie S 97
Volo 97
ilinnichee 97
Suspense 97
Lottie 97
Elsie B 97
Lisland 97
Rosa R 97
Tipsy 97
Princess Chuck 96
Fout 96
Comanche.. 95
Fauchette 95
Master Trump 95
Sparkling 95
Bill Sterritt 95
Rio Grande 95
Lea 95
Dad 95
Springlight 94

Lisland, 3
RosaR., 3

Elsie B., 3
Henry Brown, 3.

Jase Phillips, 4 .

.

Idle Pat, 5
Master Trump, 3

Martindale, 3 .90

Volo, 3 90
Dad, 3 90
Springlight, 3 90
Minnichee, 3 S7

Suspense, 3: 87

Lbs.
Volaute 123

Irish Pat US
Troubadour 114
Lizzie Dwyer 113
Isaac Murphy 109
Bootblack 108
J. W. Rogers 107
Pegasus 106
Rapido 105
Exile 105

Gold Ban 105
Banana 10i

Mission Belle 108
Doubt 103
Harpoon 100
Vallisea 100
N.J 100
Harrigan 100
Henry Brown 100
Fred Woolley 100
Vigilance 100
Mira 100
Reed 100
Guydette 100
Lord Coleridge 100
Mr. Dealer 100
Echelon 99

The Lake View Handicap—A sweepstakes for two year-olds,

(foals of 1883), $50 each, $15 forfeit, with $S00 added, the
second to receive $150 and the third $50 out of the stakes;

weights to be aunouueed Aug. 1st; starters to be named
through the entry box, at the usual time of closing, the day
before the race; a wiuuer of any two-year-old race, after the

publication of weights, of the value of $1,000 to carry 5 lbs.

extra; to be run the second day of the meeting; 70 nomina-
tions. Three-quarters of a mile.

Lbs.
Ban Fox IIS
Bankrupt 112
Enright. ..110
Tartar 108

Jim Gray 10;

HattieD. H 101

Lancaster 100
Funvll 100

Silver Cloud 100
Santa Anita Belle 99
Sister Monica 98
Alabama 9S
Alfareta OS
Kinglight DS
Mary Payne
Miss Bowler 97
Spaldie 96
J. H. Fenton 9G
Pat Sheedy 96
Azam 9!

The Dade 9i

Beaver 95
Kirkman 9.

i [arrodsburg 9;

Danville 95
lh-t Sprim.'

, . 91

Bessie Hinckley 95

Lbs.
Masterpiece 95
Panama 95
Returning Board 95
Warfellow 95
Lijero 94
Maricopa 94
Linda. -94

i Inban Queen 94
Mary Ellis 93
Oynthiana 93
Caroline 93
Gleudale 93
Hottentot 93
Stormer 93
Pike's Peak 92
Mae Stanley 92
Mary P 92
Xallapa 92
Mollie Bawu 92
Crescent City 92
Patience 92
Red Girl 92
Pnffer 92
Ida Burke 02

Bind 91

Nettie Arniont 90
Lucas 90

High Dice 90
Gallatin 90

Longslipper 95
John Morris 95
Alm a, 95
Acaria 95
Joe Lodge 95|Lenora
Audraiu 95'lola

Endover 95jFaith Thompson

Mr. Isaacs

.

Moonshine.

Luke Short.

90
90
90
90
90

95|AllieB 90

Maud S. at Cleveland-

Mr. Busbey of the Turf, Field and Farm, was presentwhen
Maud S. put 2:08^ into the trotting record, and thus describes
the incidents of the day:

At a quarter past five Bair came on the track behind Maud
S. He wore a Derby hat, and it was announced that the
Queen would be driven a warming-up mile. Cheer after
cheer greeted the chestnut mare as she walked slowly past
the crowded stands. She went the reverse way of the track,

then turned and broke into a vigorous jog. The watches
were started on her, and the circuit was timed in 2:2S}. She
was taken to the stable and rubbed down, and at six o'clock,

when the flags were hanging motionless, the shout went up,
"Bring out Maud S. We want to go home." The scraper
was run around the track, and the footing looked better next
the rail, although it was conceded by ciitics not to be the
best. The first turn, especially, was damp and cuppy. Bair
now appeared behind the mare in full jockey suit, and his
face was pale and anxious. The Queen stepped resolutely,
and each outburst of applause caused her to merely prick up
her ears. Having reigned so long, the cheers of the multi-
tude did not excite her. She had grown used to them. No
pools were sold, but the private offers that the record would
not be lowered found no takers Fred Bonner himself had
telegraphed his father that he *id not believe there was one
chance in ten of beating 2:09}. After a slow jog the reverse
way of the track, Bair went to the head of the stretch, where
Splan, with Mr. Gordon's running horse Dart, harnessed to

sulky, was waiting for him, and, starting up the mare, came
strongly to the stand . He nodded for the word, and Mr. Thomas
Axworthy shouted "Go," and hundreds of watches began to

register the flying feet. The pace was fast, and Splan drew
a little too close around the turn. The rush of the running
horse and the cuppy condition of the soil made the queen for-

get herself and she sprawled into the air. The I-told-you-so
fellows swelled with importance, while the anxious friends
of the great trotter felt as if they had been called to a funeral.
Bair pulled the mare up, and came back with paler face,

because he knew that one of his three chances under the rule
had been sacrificed. Going to the head of the stretch again,
he came down a little slower and nodded for the word. The
plungers struck and the hands of the watches recommenced
the steady, remorseless journey around the dials. Splan was
more cautious with his runner, and the turn was safely

rounded, but the critics pronounced the pace too slow. In
the straight work it was more like flying than trotting, and
the hands split at the first quarter in 32$ seconds—2:11 gait.

Along the backstretch the old scythe-bearer was tackled in
awful earnestness, and exclamations were heard, "See her
go!" The time at the half-mile pole was 1:04}, which made
the flight at the second quarter 312 seconds—2:07

(
gait. The

terrific contest against the swaggering bully, Time, was kept
up, and fears were expressed that Bair would drive the mare
to a break. But she resolutely held her course, trotting the
third quarter in 31 seconds, a 2:04 gait, and making the total

time for the three quarters 1 :35J . Around the
upper turn Splan drew a little closer with Dart,
and the cloud of suspense deepened. When the
stretch yawned broad and straight before the peerless chest-

nut, she seemed to falter and the cry was heard from excited
watch-holders, "Lift her! Come on!" With rare judgment
Dart was brought with clattering effort still closer to her who
was fighting so earnestly with the grim and stalwart giant,

and at the same iustantthe whip fell sharply onher shoulders.
The brave Boston blood in the Queen was aroused,
and it quietened the action of lagging feet. Under the wire
she shot with a do-or-die rush, and the watches stopped and
the crowd held its breath. The pent-up feeling then found
vent. Cheer followed cheer, and the crowd rushed through
the gates and fairly blocked the quarter-stretch. With diffi-

culty the path was cleared for the mare, who walked slowly
back to the stand with bowed head and throbbing flanks.

The official timers, Win. Edwards, N. L. Hunting, C. F. Em-
ery and George W. Short, consulted their watches aud unani-
mously agreed that the record had been broken. I looked
over their shoulders at this supreme moment and noticed
that, while Mr. Hunting's fifth-second watch marked 2:08 4-5,

the others were full 2:08 J. Leaning over the stand, Presi-

dent Edwards said: "Ladies and Gentlemen, I am pleased to

inform you that on a track which the directors do not consider
fast, Maud S. has trotted and made a record of 2:0S.|."

The official announcement reawakened the thunders
of applause, and the storm did not abate when
a rich floral collar, from the gardens of Mr.
Gordon, was placed on the neck of the Queen. As
soon as the mare was taken to the stable, the crowd molted
away, each member of it well satisfied with having witnessed
something that had never been witnessed before. After the
important news bad been flashed to Mr. Bonner in New
York, he asked me by wire my opinion of the performance,
and I replied that, while it was a very great one, I did not
consider it superior to her achievement at Lexington in

November. At Lexington the judges timed her slow, and her
effort was made on a track robbed of its elasticity by frequent
surface freezings. At Cleveland, the track was a second
slow, but she was neither favored nor handicapped by the

judges. While the moisture made the footing a little heavy
and clinging, it contributed to the elasticity ol the soil. With
all Ibe olcin.'iits in her favor, I think thai Maud S. will lower

the record a second, and it is gratifying to state that Mr,
Bonner will give her another chance at the scythe-bearer
before retiring her. The dinner at Mr. Edwards' house
Thursday night will never be forgotten by the score or more
of ladies and gentlemen who gathered around the elegantly

appointed table. The health of Maud S. and her owner was
repeatedly drunk standing, and words of eloquence, in-

spired by the occasion, dropped from a dozen lips. What a

story the walls could tell if they should ever cease to be
mute! —
Mr. John W. Cohnfeld has sent Maxy Cobb aud Neta

Medium to Providence, R. I. They are at Narragansett

Park, in charge of Jim Dustiu. Mr. Cohnfeld still believes

Ma\\-can beat 2:10, aud that he will make a better average

in his next race than Phallas did at Cleveland on the 4th

iusl.

The largest dividend paid this season on a $5 niutuel

ticket was realized by the victory of the four-year-old Frolic,

by imp. Stoueheuge, out of imp. Favordale, at Brighton Beach

recently. Seven tickets were sold . iu winner, and each
paid $445.60.
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General Topics.

The talk is mainly now of the coming fairs. The entry

lists, so far as furnished, have been carefully scanned.

When in doubt the student becomes an indefaUgable querist

and rattles away with question after question. It would be

an exceedingly smart man who could answer a tithe of the

interrogations propounded. Has Arab really trotted in 2:12?

Can Raby beat 2:15? Will Guy Wilkes knock the centre

out of the stallion record ? Is Goldsmith laying low with

Director in order to get some one into the hole? Can Mon-

roe Chief trot four seconds faster than before his injury?

Can Shamrock lower the yearling mark below thirty? Can

Dr. Hick's two-year-old pacer go a half in a minute? Tell

me how it come3 that Adair trotted three heats below 2:20 at

Sacramento, and made such a poor showing on the Bay Dis-

trict? Is Waldstein going to take a subscription in the Bald-

win? Do you think that Albert W. can beat Lucky B. in

that case? What made them bet so much money on the big

gray after winning a second heat the other day? Why is it

that all the entries are not published within a week after the

purses close? Will the big bay mare from Sunny Slope win

all through as Guy Wilkes did last year? Can Kismet give a

year and a beating to all the four-year-olds? A thousand

more enquiries could be added. Some of them still more

unique than those quoted.

The racing department excites nearly as much

curiosity as the trotting. Pedigrees are learnedly

discussed by those who have little conception of what

they are talking about, but as there is less said of

contests with the watch there must be something to base

their disquisitions upon. It is somewhat astonishing how

far predjucices will carry people in horse affairs, as well as

other things which afford chances for differences of opinion.

Success is .not success with this class, and even brilliant

performances are decried as being due to fortunate

circumstances, in place of indications of merit.

Should a colt of the strain they call worthless
i

defeat the bright stars which are bred according

to their fancy, reasons will be plentiful, and if

hearers fail to admit the plausibility of attenuated arguments,

they wax wroth and forsake logic for dogmatic statements.

Not quite so strenuous in prognosticating, perhaps, as those

who discourse on the harness division, as there is more danger

in authoritative dictums. A second or two in a mile is a big

thing when racehorses are compared, whereas, a "bad break"

may equalize that much in trotters, or the casting of a shoe,

or displacement of weight or boot throws the race to the

luckier. There will be lots of conjecture up to the close of

the State Fair, and it may be that it will be necessary to await

the Stockton decision before an award can be made.

should Brown Jug resume the good behavior which he ex-

hibited some time ago, he will be troublesome iu any com-
pany.

Usually the fast classes elicit tbe greatest amount of con-

troversy and there is a good chance for this year being no

exception to this usual course. 250 is virtually the fast

class for this circuit. The only "free-for-all" which has been

published contains Monroe Chief, Manon, Arab and Nellie

E. The two first named are in one stable so, that at the

best, there will be only three starters. In the 2:20, at the

State Fair, are Adair, Albert W., Guy Wilkes, Manon and

Arab. This is a remarkable field and very close together,

when estimated by their respective records. One and three-

quarters seconds marks the extreme difference, Guy Wilkes,

2:19£, being the leader, Adair and Manon marking the other

end with 251. While Adair and Albert W. made a poor

showing in the race with Manon last week on the Bay Dis-

trict, the races which they will take part in at Santa Rosa,

Petaluma and Oakland, may give an unlooked-for edge.

During that time, too, Arab will show, in public, a more

tangible guide than the cock-and-bull stories told regarding

his "trials, and, nothing happening, Guy Wilkes will demon-

strate whether he retains the victorious form of 1SS4. Those

who are desirous of acquiring fame as prophets can have full

swing in vaticinating over the 250 race. G. T. is satisfied

to await developments, the only augury ventured upon being

the prediction that the coining battles will have a strong re-

semblance to the monkey and the parrot dispute, and the

fight worthy of as strong an adjective.

The 2:21 is somewhat varied from the class a second below

thatmaik, Manon having been "barred," and Guy Wilkes

not eligible. Sister represents the Goldsmith stable, the

others being Adair, Arab, and Albert W. As there are three

A.'s to one S. in the initials the favoritism may rest with a

big A. or a little a., and even that may prove a rash prophesy.

Advancing with the figures, 253 brings out La Grange, Mag-

dallah, Marin and Anteeo. Were the preference given to an A.

in this' case, G. T. might be accused of hope overbalancing

judgment. But as the name of the emblem which is used to

symbolize hope also begins with an A, faith will be anchored

to this as the best bower to rely upon. There are so many

in the 257 classes worthy of consideration, that the selection

of probable winners is too difficult a task to tackle, and the

next grade, 2:30, shows a name such large majorities of ex-

perts have fixed upon for a sure winner, that already it is

regarded a pregone conclusion. Then the glorious uncer-

tainty of trotting as weU as racing, plays its usual part and

throws a well defined shadow across the bright horoscope.

In according Ruby a very high place in the distinguished

company of California trotters, popular opinion is unques-

tionably right. That her presence is destined to "spoil" all

the races she is engaged in is not so certain. Menlo has

commenced the campaign of 1SS5 auspiciously, Mayboy has

a grand ancestry, and when he becomes accustomed to the

noise and bustle of crowds there is likely to be a change, and

There is quite an array of colts. The Bucanneer yearling

Shamrock, has shown such phenomenal speed that Rancho
del Paso was the only place that entered the lists against

him. That is not surprising, "quarters" ranging from 35£
to 37 seconds. Steady as a veteran and with action as true

as can be desired, it is only at long intervals that such ia

found. When Palo Alto sent its champion eastward ther_

was little expectation of the yearling trots filling. Distemper
had invaded Sunny Slope, San Mateo Stock Farm has given

little attention to the early education of the Wilkes' year-

lings, and those which are scattered over the country were

not likely to join a forlorn hope. The two-year-olds make
a better showing, there are stunners among the three-year-

old entries, and when the foals of 1SS1 are reached there is

trouble in the camp of the owners. As a general thing, when
a man has a four-year-old that could show a mile in 2:25, he

would feel tolerably sure of getting some of the money when
it was apportioned into four divisions. With that idea in

his mind he is quite easy. When he sees one of his antagon-

ists go to the half iu 1:10}, another trot the full mile in 2:25,

and jog in, another work away on the outside and score

256, and to add to his tribulations a good-natured friend

informs him that there is still another which has stopped the

watch at 251, his equanimity gives place to emotions not

quite so pleasant. And yet there may be disappointments al*

around, and races won in slower time than each of the entries

have made.

The pacing division is not badly represented. In the

free-for-all at Sacramento are Prince, Fairmount, Kiliarney,

Alma, Maud and Fred Ackermau, and in the slower class,

Patti, Dixon Boy, Xevada, Pocahontas, Joy, Sidney and

Tony Lee. While none of the side-wheelers named have

done anything approaching sensational performances, it is

more than probablo that the races will be very closely con-

tested, and fair time made. The pacers are well worthy of

the attention ^iven. It is a pleasing change from the diag-

onal movement, and though a meeting entirely devoted to

pacing would be monotonous, the gait .serves as a relish to

more solid sport. There is certainly a good deal of grace in

the motions of some of the fast pacers. One of the easiest

movers ever seen on a track was Dan Rice, the California

namesake of the oH-time jester, and he was by the nearly

thoroughbred horse American Boy, Jr. Corette, too, when
in the humor, glided along with marvellous ease, and if she

had escaped the trouble of bees in her ears, there is little

doubt that she would have taken rank with the very fastest.

Jim Brown, 2simrod, Longfellow, Lady St. Clair, Defiance,

and others of the Pacific Coast pacers were of a high classs,

and it is not unlikely that the present encouragement may
result in California showing some which will compare favor-

ably with those of the East.

criticises adversely the tracks at any of these places, as gen-

erally found. There ma^ be occasional grounds for com-
plaint. Altogether they are admirable.

The changes made on the grounds of theState Agricultural

Society have vastly improved themZ The old track was objec-

tionable on account of one short turn, aad the soil had ac-

quired a tendency to "cnp." This probVbly came from years

of use and mingling of droppings from the horses. It will

be more proper to term it breaking away thp.u' cupping, as in

some cases large depressions would be found There the sod

had been dug ont by horses' feet. The shape tow- is that

which custom has dubbed "regulation shape," that beiug two

stretches of a quarter of a mile each, the "turns' semi-

circles of the same measurement. When carefully graded

with natural soil, it was then covered to a depth of several

inches with material which, so far as tested, is extra-superior

for the purpose. It can be made as hard as desired, with a

smooth surface, just the thing for trotting, and after the

races of the afternoon are concluded, brought into the right

consistency to harrow the following morning, friable, leav-

ing a "velvet" carpet for the hoofs of the higher-bred coursers

to play a merry tune upon. The inner trackaffords exercising

ground always soft enough and out of the way of vehicles.

Though on the whole, Sacramento is fairly entitled to be

credited with the beat, the other courses are so closely after it

in the race that the finish is interesting. There is honor in

being second in such a contest, and this is difficult to decide.

Winning Stallions.

There is a prevailing belief that on account of the absence

of so many California racehorses in the East that there will

be a poor showing on the turf proper at the fairs. This is

likely to be a wrong calculation. As was shown by the pub-

lication of the entries last week, there are numbers sufficient

to ensure capital racing. By far the greatest interest is felt

in hard fought battles. There is such a close margin between

racehorses that "Time" does not figure as prominently as it

does in trotting estimates, and should there be a fraction of

a second, or even full seconds, difference in the time of the

mile it has small influence. The pleasure of the spectators

depends more on there being a grand struggle for supremacy,

and when the last furlong is vigorously contested, little

thought is given to the tickings of ihe watch. And, by-the-

way, it is not absolutely established that the best of our colts

are away from home. There are those leftwhich would have

rated very high a few years ago, and which will be supported

when the cracks are encountered at the Fall meeting of the P. C.

B.H. A. John A., Beaconsheld, Glendair, Edelweiss, Moon-

light, Ned Cook and a lot of others are well worthy of being

rated as racehorses, and with no bad luck in the future will

do their part in affording fine sport. It must not be taken

for granted that the slay-at-homes are inferior. There are

other causes which prevented them joining in the grand tour,

and their merits will be better appreciated by-and-by.

It is wonderful the progress that has been made in racing
in the last few years, and the rapid increase in the value of

the stakes and purses. This is not the season of the year for

turf statistics, but for our own satisfaction we have gone over
the entire racing calendar from the beginning of tbe year up
to the week ending Saturday, July 4, 1S35, and find the value
of the stakes and purses foot up to $498,753. There are
twelve sires up to this date whose get have won over §10,000,
and they stand in the following order:

WXN"S"rS*G SIRES.

SIEE AXD LARGEST WTNSEB. TOTAL.

King Alfonso—Joe Cotton, $19,330 $45,005.00
Ten Broeck—Biersan, 614,215 S27.915.00
Grinstead—Yolante, $15,140 26,790.00
Virgil—Portland, $7,400 24.1U7.50
Pat Malloy—Favor, $3,615 23,620.00
Billet—Blue Wing, $3,925 21,725.00
Great Tom—Tyrant, $6, 150 15, 130.00
Longfellow—Tom Martin, $3,575 14, 1 15.00

Enquirer—Ada D., $2,535 13,665.00
War Dance—MoJe^tv, $9.710 11,310.00
Spendthrift—Bankrupt, S10,955 10,955.00
Glenelg—Herbert, $3,575 10,875.00

The racing since has added greatly to the winnings ofsome
of these sires, and the amounts would be increased, but the

standing would be hardly altered much. A few years ago
nearly everyone wanted a 'son of Leamington to head their

stud, but this year the King Tom blood, as represented
through his grandsons by imp. Phaeiou, have taken first

rank as sires, with the aid of his sons Great Tom and King
Ernest. The get of this strain have won $123,70S.50 of the

$493,753, more than a fourth of the entire amount. The
sons of Lexington and representatives of the Boston blood
have won $110,500, the two together winning nearly half of

the whole amount. If the Lexington blood, as it appears on
the sire and dam's side, was taken, it would make about
three-fourths of the whole. These facts are worthy the atten-

tion and consideration of breeders who are seeking the best

and most successful strains of racing blood.— Live Stork

Record. *

The stallion Eivoli died July 25, at the farm of his owner,

Mr. B. P. Gorman, Craig. Atchison county. Mo. Kivoli was
a son of Revenue and Topaz, by Glencoe, and Mr. J. M.
Clay, who bred him, brought him East in 1367, when he ran
third to Ruthless for the Belmont Slakes. Eivoli was a good
race-horse, but in the stud he has never had a great chance,

and his fame lies chiefly in his daughter, Sly Boots, the dam
of Sachem, Sly Dance and Savanac. Some years since Mr.
Clay sold him to Mr. John Roach, of Huntington, Ind., who
sold him to Mr. James B. Gray, of Maryville, Mo., and Mr.
Gray sold him to his late owner. Eivoli died from kidney
trouble. He has never had much chance as a sire, and his

loss is a great one to his section, as he was of great blood

—

the same that produced Colton. Areola and Lodi. Like all

the Revenues, he was remarkably vigorous for his age, and
probably was the last Revenue stall*on of note.

The lists of entries show that there is no lack of horses in

all of the departments. The next thing to consider are the

courses on which they will perform. There is not a State in

the Union which has so many good "mile-tracks" as are

within the boundaries of California, and though, owing to

peculiarities of climate, far more labor is required to keep

them in order, this is duly attended to. In fact the necessity

for watering at regular intervals ensures better condition

than is the case when the clouds are depended upon for

moisture. The supply is within control and the degree of

wetness regulated by the man who has charge. The practice

is to sprinkle every evening, with occasional breaks in the

routine, and next morning the harrow completes the job.

During fairs and meetings still more attention is given, and

after the exercises of the forenoon are through with, the har-

row and smoother are put to work. Good as the racecourses

of California were eleven years ago, there has been constant

efforts to better them. Within that time, Bay District, Santa

Rosa, Petaluma, Pleasauton, Chico, Sacramento aad Glen-

brook have been built, and those at Oakland, Stockton, San

Jose Marysville, Santa Cruz, Salinas and Los Angeles greatly

improved. It would be a fault-finding incorrigible who

The nominations for the English Derby, Oaks and Epsom
Grand Prize,, to be run at Epsom in 1SS7, are published.

The Derby has 1G6 subscribers, against 205 for 1S86, and 193

in 1885. The Oaks shows a slight increase over the years

1SS6 and 18S5, when they were 141 and 146. The Grand
Prize has 206 against 246 for 1886 and 217 for 1885, a consid-

erable falling off iu numbers.

The popularity of Banfox at the present juncture reminds

us of the "ebb and flow of fashion in blood. A year ::go Ban-
fox as a yearling sold for $1,475. The past Spring,

Mackey, agent for Mr. Haggin, of California, purchased Ban-
fox's brother for $750. But tbnt was before Banfox had
started. Had it been litter it is probable his price would
have been something extravagant.

We have seen the following suggested as a means for de-

tecting glanders: A bucket half full of water should be held

under the animal's nostrils, and the mucus permitted to drop

into it. It the substanco remains on top, spreads, or dis-

solved, the disease is not glanders: bnt if the drop remaina
undissolved and sinks to the bottom it may lairly be assumed
that it is.

Mr. Corbitt has had the misfortune to lose a valuable brood-

mare, Carrie T., by Signal. She died last Sunday oi colic,

after a sickness of only four hours. Carrie T. was u pacer

with a record of 2:201, and cost Mr. Corbitt something over

$2,000.

This will be Phallas' last season on the turf. Mr. Case will

buy a farm in Kentucky which Couucellor Crawfo

manage, and Phallas will do service there. His fee

high one, probably $500.

—

Plaindealer,

J
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True A^-,"Bi7er.

The subjoined lively verse, which appeared years ago in a

sporting magazine, is as ' applicable to the present day as it

was to that; indeed, tfrf. moral will never be out of date

•while races are run,, and that will be for a pretty considerable

period yet, we guess:;-

Four lefitf-TT&rie "a swinger," perhaps—anda head;

A proper certificate how he was bred;

A. public performer of some sort of note,

Sufficient to cram down the popular throat;

A high-sounding name with a classical ring;

A straightforward trainer, and that kind ot thing.

T5he,publlc must worship the idol perforce.

And put down their dust on the bookmaker s horse

;

-'• Ohe morning reported to eo like a bird,
- The next not a yard from his stable has stirred;

" ' « Now doing Mb gallops with fr edom and ease,

"r '
' Now walking in bandages up to Ins knees;

V • Nowdickv behind and now shaky before;

Now sound as a bell, now reported to roar.

Reports of a wonderful spin get about,

So deftly concocted for blinking the tout;

A heavy commission is worked for a bhnd.
And fivers and dollars come crowding behind.

Written up in the Ranter and down in the Rag,

It'B a wonder the cat keeps so long in the bag.

The last scene of all, when investors are tired,

The news of his sudden withdrawal is wired;

Got a leg, got a cold, thrown a curb—or his jock;

And dies as he lived, like a renegade cock!

Saratoga Notes.

The almost phenomenal speed exhibited by Freeland in the

Excelsior, even after somewhat gingerly training, was the

cause of wondering comment on all sides, and his owner, Mr.

Corrigan, thinks he has the fastest horse in America. Any-

how, ho is willing to back his opinion in a way that may
lead to the greatest race of the year.

SpeakiDg to me yesterday on the subiect, he said: "I am
willing and anxious to back Freeland against any and all

comers, Miss Woodford, George Kinney, Drake Carter, Pon-

tiac, or anything else. To this end I would suggest a sweep-

stake race, $1,000 each, with whatever added money may be

decided on; the distance to be one mile and a furlong, or one

mile and a quarter at the outside, and weight for age to be

carried. I would prefer to have the race take place at the

Saratoga course, but rather than not have it come off, I am
willing to take Freeland to Monmouth Park, and beard the

lions in their den, as it were, provided the inducement is

suitable."

Here is a chance for the sensational race of the season, and

as Baldwin's three-year-old banter met with no response, it

is to be hoped Corrigan's bold defi will find a different recep-

tion at the hands of P. Lorrillard and the Dwyers.
"To what do you attribute Volante's miserable perform-

ance in the Excelsior?" I asked Mr. Baldwin the day after

the race. "I can't account for it at all," said he, "except on

the general ground that the colt was away off his form. But
how he got in that condition I am unable to explain. It was
plain to everybodv that in the stake in question he wasn't

the Volante of other races where he so distinguished himself.

He was a very sick colt for hours after the race, but is

now recuperating. There is something mysterious about it

that I cannot fathom."
While Volante ran very fast for half a mile or so, he

died away after that, altogether in contrast to his former

races. I have seen him make the running with 125 lbs. up,

and not show signs of wavering to the last jump, so that

there can be nothing in the assumed theory that the pace of

the first part of the race pumped him out. Itdidn't pump out

Ten Stone, and very few are willing to concede that the latter

ranks with the Californiau. Volante's first race here showed
him to be in the pink of condition. In his last performance

he was hardly fit for the company of selling-platers.

It is doubtful if Lizzie Dwyer will face the flag this season;

certainly not before Fall. She was cut down in a race at St.

Louis, and has not yet recovered from the injurious effects,

although now taking light exereise.

Corrigan's three-year-old colt, J. W. Rogers, by Faustus,

damLightheart, fell dead the other morning while being exer-

cised on the track. He had not been in condition for over a
year.

One of your turf contemporaries chronicles as a fact that

J. W. Rogers, Corrigan's trainer, has left for the far West to

settle on a farm, having resigned his position with Corrigan.

The story is of the same material with that which engaged

Murphy to Baldwin for next season—both being equally

baseless. If Rogers has a farm East or West he is not aware

of it, but he is perfectly well aware he is here now, is in

Corrigan's service, and will so remain until the close of the

season.
An abundance of ice water for all comers is one of the

attractive features of the betting grounds here. It amounts
to a positive luxury when people are sweltering, and the

Summer sun is hot.

So far, Western owners have captnred the lion's share of

the stakes and purses. Indeed, all the stakes have gone to

their credit.

In a race the other day, won by Hazarus, the four-year-old

California mare, Freda, suffered a bad breakdown, coming to

a standstill before going half way. In the same race Matinee
pulled up quite lame, but that was not unexpected, as she is

a trifle shaky on her pins. She will work out of it, and
probably start again before long.

Barring Freeman, Green Morris' famous quartette of three-

year-olds are now in about as good shape as they were in the

early part of the season. Ten Stone was never better than
in his race the other day; Favor is almost at his best, and
Bersau, the pick of the lot, is gradually coming round to his

Louisville form. I would like to see this fellow, when per-

fectly fit, tackle the best of them, East or West. In addition

to possessing great speed, he is the very embodiment of game-
ness and lasting qualities. Possibly he may show the stuff

he is made of at the Coney Island Autumn meeting. He
has two other stake engagements here, the Kenuer and the

Foxhall. Freeman has not started since the Memphis meet-
ing, being laid up with some sort of ailment in cunnection
with the pastern joint. Latterly he has been taking light

work, and Morris expects to see him able to earn something
at the Fall meetings.

—

N. Y. Spirit.

That the committee on gentlemen's roadster stallions at the

Maine State Fair appreciate the importance of size in road
stock, is evident from the fact that one of the requirements
of this class is a height of 15)j hands. In this respect neither

Gen. Knox, Wintrop Morrill, Old Drew, Dirigo, Daniel Lam-
bert nor Abraham would have been able to have competed
for honors were they all alive and their owners disposed to

enter them.

At Mr. H. Chaplin's sale of yearlings lately held at Blank-
ney, in Lincolnshire, England, the tilly by Hermit, out of

Adelaide, sold for ©19,500. The twelve head sold at this

Bale averaged the enormous sum of $9,150.

Blood in the Trotter and the Need of it in the

Driver.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—If you and the writer

live long enough we will both set the time when the cold

blooded horsemen will admit that without the thoroughbred

blood it is impossible to get a racehorse. Mr. Bonner
frankly admits that it was the four-mile running blood which
Maud S. had that made her trot the last quarter so fast. I

have been called a fool so many times for thinking, as I did,

that we must have the thoroughbred blood in our trotters,

and that it must be transmitted from the mothers, if we ex-

pect to get racehorses. It would be entirely impossible to get a

racehorse without a mother with thoroughbred blood. It's been

tried and tried again, and always failed. The racehorses out

of cold blooded mares will trot one or two heats and in many
cases trot them very fast, but the second heat will pump
them out; their hearts are broken and they want to go to the

barn—they would tell their owners and drivers so if they

could talk. Because I am the owner of a thoroughbred trot-

ting horse it does not signify that said horse can trot in races

day in and day out, year in and year out, for fifty years, and
lower his record every day. You cannot succeed, no
matter how well your horse is bred, if the owner
of said horse is a dunghill, and employs a dunghill for its

driver, which is the case many times out of ten. It iB first

as essential that the owner of the trotter (who is four-fifths

thoroughbred) have a good mother as it was for the horse; if

he don't the horse outbreeds him in every stage of the play.

Tou will hear owners and drivers of horses say: "It's work
you want; well, I will give it to you." Simply because the

horse shows a little disposition to be lively; he cannot help

it; he is bred that way; it's the hot blood he has got in him,

and his dunghill driver thinks it's work he wants. So he cuts

him wide open and keeps it up until the day of the race,

then wonders why he don't win. It's not owing to the hot

blood in the horse, Mr. Editor, it's owing to the cold blood

in the driver. In time people will find it out. Notice the

difference in owners and "handlers. See how Maud S. is

handled—they don't cart her all over the country and call on
her three or four times a week to do her best and lower her

record. No, indeed, they handle her as everybody should

handle a racehorse when everything is favorable, the mare,

the weather, the track. She qs allowed to go and she does

herself proud, as well as her handler. She is four-fifths

thoroughbred; we have others that are as well-bred, but their

drivers are not. You cannot make a driver. Who can drive

a trotter that is full of running blood, unless you breed him
well? They do not know how to commence with a good

horse, they can get along well enough with a cold-blooded

brute that they can pull, yank, twitch and pound, but when
they get behind a hot-blooded one the horse has more breed-

ing, consequently more intelligence, and its like a railroad

engine wit a a hot box. Yours, On the Road.
Chicago, August 3d, 1S85.

The "Horse Gossip" editor of the Turf, Field and Farm
reports this conversation with Alden Goldsmith:
"You ought to have been out West with us this year. I

never saw anything like it."

"In what respect?" I asked.
"Why, the new trotters and the new drivers," said he.

"You couldn't calculate on anything. These horses would
come down from the backwoods that nobody knew anything
about, and with drivers that nobody ever heard of; but the

trotters would have so much speed that the hayseeds behind
them had nothing to do but hold the lines, and the old

drivers couldn't make any combination that would beat them.

Maybe the old guard can get the best of them on the Grand
Circuit tracks, but I tell you the countrymen downed them
out West." Mr. Goldsmith was campaigning with Walnut
and Unolala, and two new volunteers named Domestic and
Tracy.

_

The groat English two-year-old, The Bard, won his four-

teenth consecutive victory this season, at Manchester, on
July 17th. This slashing youngster in several of his races

has carried the crushing weight of 130 pounds. He is by
Petrarch (a sou of Lord Clifden, sire of imp. Buckden), who
was one of the most sensational performers that has figured

upon the English turf in the last twenty years. Indeed,

when in condition Petrarch was unbeatable by any horse of

his day. The Bard, however, has rivaled the fame of his sire

on the turf, and many turfmen believe he is the best two-

year-old that has yet trod the English downs. His ability to

carry weight and his easy victories over brilliant fields, have
caused the eyes of the sport-loving public to be turned on
him, and his career in the future will be carefully watched
by all who love true merit, no matter wherever found.

Mr. P. Lorillard has entered the following yearlings in the

Epsom Derby, to be run the Spring of 1SS7 : Esquimaux, bay
colt, by Duke of Magenta, dam imp. Second Hand, by Stock-

well; Cambyses, gray colt, by imp. Mortemer, dam Lizzie

Lucas (dam of Lytton and Chimera), by imp. Australian;

Kismet, chestnut colt, by imp. Mortemer, dam Loulauier

(dam of Katrine), by Lever; Shawnee, bay colt, by imp.
Mortemer, dam Sly Boots (dam of Levelor and Sly Dance),

by Rivoli, and Catiline, bay colt, by imp. Mortemer, dam
Fanny Ludlow (dam of Cholula and Jamaica, the dam of

Foshall), by imp. Eclipse.

Have we got a single first-class three-year-old this year? is

a question which I fear must be answered in the negative.

Everybody who saw Volante run at Saratoga on the opening
day went into raptures over him, but his defeat on Thursday
forces turf devotees to seek another idol at whose shrine to

worship. After all, Tyrant is the best one that we have seen,

for he "at least mastered a penalty, while all the others at

even weights, aB well as with allowances, beat each other
with perplexing regularity.

—

Sporting World.

Mr. Dorsey's method of working Epaulette is at variance

from those of most other owners of trotters. The stallion

gets no slow work, but comes upon the track aud jogs at

about a four-minute gait, is turned around and given a trial

at speed, then taken to the stable. This of course keeps him
constantly on edge, but how loug the edge can be maintained
is a problem that interests many horsemen, particularly those

whose trotters are pitted against him.

The French-pool meu lost ovbi ?2,000 at Long Branch,
Saturday, by cashing counterfeit mutual tickets. This is

the second time thieves have robbed the pool-men in this way
during the present meetiug at that place.

Bigonette, the winner of the Spinaway Stakes at Saratoga,

Saturday, is by Bramble, and the third of his get to catch the

judge's eye for first place this season.

How He Could Have Won.

Whenever there is a close finish there are always plenty of
reasons advanced why the second horse ought to have won,
aud how contradictory these reasons are may be judged from
an enumeration made by "Rapier" in the Illustrated Sporting
and Dramatic News after Archer's defeat on Saraband. Says
the writer:

"It is not very often that Archer is accused of throwing
races away, but nevertheless backers of Saraband at Kemp-
ton are of opinion that Saraband ought to have beaten Sun-
rise. The reasons advanced for this belief are delightfully
various: (1) Saraband had hit his leg; (2) Archer made too sure
of it; (3) he ought to have waited, seeing that he was Riving
away 10 lbs. and sex allowance; (4) he ought to have come
away and made use of the animal's fine speed; (5) he spurred
the colt, and he should not have done so; (6) he did not use
his whip, and he should have done so. My own opinion is

that Saraband was beaten because in a race ridden with con-
summate art by Tom Cannon, and not less skillfully by
Archer, Saraband was unable to give 10 lbs. and sex allow-
ance to Mr. Houldsworth's beautiful filly."

In the race for the Twickenham Selling Plate at Kempton
Park, Tom Cannon on Lord Rosebery's Pleasaunce was ob-
served to turn round suddenly iu his saddle and poke out his
whip at Shilliugstone, the animal that was galloping by his
side. From the stand the proceedings looked incomprehen-
sible, but the fact of the matter was that Shillingstone had
hold of Tom Cannon's leg with his teeth. When the brute
found that Pleasaunce was going a bit faster than he cared
to go himself, he made a snatch for the boot of his rival's
jockey and got a good hold. Cannon managed to get his leg
free, but a second time Shillingstone ran at him open-
mouthed. "So I made haste and got out of his way, for I
wanted to finish with a couple of legs on if he'd let me," the
master of Danebury explained. Cannon used to ride Balfe,
which had the habit of biting opponents to which he took a
dislike in the course of the race.

Manitoba is just such a horse on this side of the Atlantic,
aud many a jockey was pretty badly scared when finishing
alongside of him. Last year on one occasion he caught a
horse that was running against him by the neck, and it re-
quired a strong reminder with the butt end of the whip to
make him forego his hold.

Melton has been very strongly backed in the St. Leger, to
be run at Newmarket in September. Bird of Freedom is
thought to be his most dangerous competitor.

A number of the yearlings by Stratford (full brother to
Sensation and Onondago), the property of Mr. A. J, Cassatt,
have been nominated for the Grand Prize de Paris of 1887.

CRICKET.

Owing to an exceptionally heavy pressure of other matter
on our space last week, we were compelled to omit from our
columns, among other items of interest, the account of the
match between the "first eleven, " picked from both of the
city clubs, and a "twenty-two" of the next best players. The
match came off on Saturday, the 1st inst., on the cricket
grounds, Oakland. Unfortunately only sixteen out of the
expected "twenty-two" showed up, and the non elites had of
course to play under a certain disadvantage in consequence.
Notwithstanding this, however, they made an exceedingly
good showing as against their expert opponents, and had it

not been for a manifest lack of judgment on the part of their
a little too youthful captain, they would have secured the
match. The natural tendency of the average youth to turn
the game into a joke gave the last men on the "eleven's"
side every advantage, and they ran up with comparative ease,
and with an amount of shouting and general. "high-tumb-
ling" sort of work, the runs needed to secure victory. The
bowling of the "twenty-two" was, with perhaps the exception
of Hill's "wind-mill" delivered balls, simply wretched, and on
the exceptional occasions when a "wide" was not called, the
bowler was either cut or driven all over the field, making it

lively for the men who were charged with leather-hunting.
The solitary specimen of first-rate cricket in either team was
exhibited by George Theobald, the Merion captain, who
really played the game to perfection for his 17. His partner,
Carr, who ought to have known better, unfortunately called
him for a run that was not possible for the longest-legged
and speediest sprinter that ever tried to break the record for
twenty-two yards, and Mr. Theobald had to experience the
most unpleasant feeling that a cricketer can feel, that of be-
ing run out for "t'other fellow's fault." B. S. Benjamin's 22
were made chiefly by taking chances and yelling, though it

must be admitted that the bowling he had to contend with
justified, if anything could do so, his uncricketer-like cricket.
We believe that we are not mistaken in saying that his
method contributed materially to the demoralization of the
bowlers and the consequent loss of the match to the oppon-
ents of the eleven—in fact a good deal more than his double
figure score. W. Aitkeu, who was standing umpire (near
square-leg) while Mr. G. Theobald was batting, got a very
severe hit on the thigh from one of that batter's pet placed-
hits, which he involuntarily stopped about twelve
yards off the bat. A less "nervy" man would
have gone off the field had he met with a similar visitation.
It may be remarked, to the discredit of the bowlers on both
sides, that the "extras" formed a very considerable contribu tion
to the score on both sides, a fact which may be safely attrib-
uted to the absence of Messrs. Deane and De Golia. The
score is subjoined.

THE (ALLEGED) TWENTYTWO
C. Goewey.b Wate ruian 3

Fisher, I) Theobald 10
v. Burnell, b Waterman U
Tom Millar, runout 1

Gibson, b Theobald 2
Archibald, b Waterman
B. A. Benjamin, c Watson, b Theo-

bald 4
C. B. Hill, c G. Theobald, b Water-

man 7
W.J. Kiii.c and b Theobald 2
Gordon, o Waterman 1

J. Mathieu, b Theobald a

W.J. MacrtouRiil, b Waterman I

Barron, b Theobald
Van 1 1 1'ckiTii, b Waterman
Lang.c Benjamin, b Theobald 2
Jaffa, nut out 8
Extras

THE KLEVKN,
J. Aitken. b Hill 8
A. Waterman, b Benjamin 7
t. Sanderson, b Benjamin... 6
,1. J. Theobald,!. Benjamin 2
Burnell, b Hill o
G. Theobald, run out 17

Total..,

w.J Carr, bHill...
IJ. s. Benjamin, e audb Hill 22
]:. GTBurnett, b Benjamin
II. Lang, cand b Benjamin
Wat8on,notout 7
Extras 10

Total 76

Last Saturday there was no match, owing to the day being
sacred to the obsequies of the nation's noblest dead, but the
probabilities are tbat to-day the retain match will be played
between the married aud singli* members of hoth clubs. The
Benedicts are jubilant over the fact that quite recently the
best player of the bachelors has gone over to the ranks of the
"mated," and will therefore count against his former asso-
ciates. An interesting contest will be the result.
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HERD AND SWINE.
Milk and Its Composition.

Milk is a complex fluid. To the practical dairyman it con-
sists of a watery fluid which contains an uncertain propor-
tion of fat, which separates in the form of cream, from which
butter is made; another uncertain proportion of curd or
casein, of which cheese is made, and a residue of thin liquid

known as whey. But to the chemist, milk is a very different

fluid, containing a large number of widely differing sub-

stances, in solution and in suspension, which have peculiar

reactions upon each other, and which produce those exceed-

ingly complicated changes which surprise and confound, and
often seriously trouble the dairyman or the housewife. It is
very useful to know, then, of what milk consists, and its be-
havior under certain circumstances, because the dairyman's
successful management of milk depends verymuch upon this
knowledge.
Milk consists of the following substances, varying more or

less according to circumstances, viz., Water, S7 per cent.;
casein, 4 per cent.; fat, 4 per cent.; sugar, 4:40 per cent., and
saline matter, 60 per cent., which consists of lime, magnesia,
iron, potassium, sodium, phosphoric acid, chlorine and some
free soda. The fat which we know as butter is also a com-
plex substance, consisting of stearine, margarine, oleine,
butyrin, caprin and caprylin, each of these substances being
composed of a distinct acid combined with glycerine.
The fat exists in milk in the form of separate globules of

various sizes, but all much too small to be visible by the eye.
These globules float in the liquid, and are a little lighter than
water. The liquid part of milk consists of the casein, sugar,
and the;,,various salts dissolved in water; but it will be ob-
served that among the various phosphates and chlorides there
is some free soda by which the milk is made alkaline. This
fact is of great interest and importance, because casein is not
soluble in water, and only in an alkaline liquid, and without
this soda, milk would not continue fluid, but the casein
would solidify and separate.
We are ready now to note the behavior of milk as desired

by our correspondent. When the milk is strained, and set
away, the fat globules which contain the butter begin to rise

to the top because of their lightness, and the heaviness of
the milk. The specific gravity of the fat is about .950, while
that of the milk is about 1.029 or 1.030. Really the heavier
milk tries to fall to the bottom, because of its greater weight,
and so force up the lighter globules of fat. This is just as
the common toy balloons rise in the air when let go; the
heavier air forcing them up; or as the heavy water will force
up a quantity of corks placed at the bottom of a pail. The
fat globules rise slowly, because of the viscous and adherent
nature of the milk, and for this reason they carry up with
them a considerable quantity of milk, which adds largely to

the bulk of the mass, and which, with the globules, forms
cream.

This cream then consists of the fat globules suspended
in a small quantity of milk, and the less milk there
is in the mass, the thicker and more nearly solid the cream
is. When this cream is beaten about in the churn, the glob-
ules are thrown against each other with sufficient violence to

make them adhere in course of time, and they gradually
gather together in masses, first quite small and increasing
in size, until finally the greater part of them becomes united
in several considerable grains or masses, or at length into
one lump, which is the butter. But at the end of the churn-
ing, the milk is found to be changed, and a thick, viscous
liquid is formed, which may be either sweet or sour. This
change is due to the large contact of the milk with air as it

is churned. This air comes into contact with the sugar of

the milk, and the oxygen of the air acts upon the milk sugar
with the result to change some of this sugar into lactic acid,

by breaking up its elements and reforming them. Thus one
atom of the milk sugar is broken up into two atoms of lactic

acid, and if this action was continued, the milkwould become
sour iustead of alkaline, and the casein would separate and
become curd. But as fast as this acid is formed, it is taken
up by the soda which is in the milk, and neutralized—lactate

of soda being formed, until the whole of the soda is com-
bined, and then the milk gradually becomes sour. The for-

mation of lactic acid is accompanied by a viscous condition
of the milk, and this causes the buttermilk to be soft, thick
and slightly glutinous. When the milk is permitted to be-

come sour before it is churned, the buttermilk is then more
decidedly sour, and if set away for a short time, or
warmed, the curd will separate, because it will not remain
dissolved in any but an alkaline liquid.

The quality of butter is not changed by the sweetness or

sourness of the cream, unless the' cream is very sour, when
the butter is injured in flavor because the strong acid of the
milk has acted upon its various constituents, and has started

in them a process of decomposition. Sweet cream makes ex-

cellent butter, which is much liked by some persons, but
generally butter from sour cream is preferred. This is for

the following reasons: Butter, as has been stated, consists of

various acids, among which are butyric, capric and caprylic.

These acids are exceedingly changeable and volatile, and
soon begin to decompose into gases of strong flavor and odor.

The presence of lactic acid seems to act as a ferment which
starts the decomposition. As soon as the milk or cream turns
sour, this decomposition begins. At first the gases evolved
are not disagreeable, but to some persons contribute an agree-

able flavor, which they call ripeness; just as the pleasant
ripeness of cheese is produced by the first starting of decom-
position of the butter in it. In sweet cream butter this ripe-

ness is deficient until the butter is kept some time, but in

sour cream (or ripened cream) butter, the flavor is at its best,

and this butter is generally preferred. If either butter were
perfectly freed from impurities of every kind, they would
both be equally tasteless and insipid; so that it is simply the
difference of impurities which makes the difference between
the flavors of sweet-cream and sour-cream butter.

Casein is the nitrogenous principle of milk, and contains a

notable proportion of sulphur. It is almost identical in com-
position with the fibrin or clot of blood, the fibre of flesh, the
albumen of eggs, and the gluten of vegetables. The legumin
of peas and beans is also very similar to casein, and the Chi-
nese make a very passable cheese from it, which, when ripe,

has the odor and flavor of ordinary cheese. Milk sugar is

identical in composition with cane sugar, but is less soluble,

and therefore not so sweet, and is much harder and more
gritty than cane sugar.

—

Country Gentleman.

Great care should be exercised in keeping the cow pasture
entirely free from rag weeds. These weeds impart a pecul-

iarly disgusting, bitter taste to the milk of the cows which
eat them, and the butter made from such milk is also impreg-
nated with the same peculiar taste.

England's Verdict on Ensilage.

_
The testimony taken before the English Ensilage Commis-

sion appears to have been so uniformly favorable to the prac-
tical utility of the ensilage system that the most able and
conservative among the agricultural papers have become con-
verts to it It has not been overlooked that the witnesses
examined by the commission were mainlv those who had
some prominence as users and advocates of the silo, and the
character of the testimony perhaps, for that reason, some-
what tinged with enthusiasm. Nevertheless {for it is onlyamong those who have had experience with ensilage that
valuable opinions concerning it can be expected), there
appears to be a general conviction that enough has been re-
liably shown to establish the silo as one of the most valuable
features of British agriculture for the future. Some loss from
mould is shown to occur, and there has been manifested no
disposition to deny the loss of feeding values in the whole
silo contents as claimed from laboratory experiments, but it
is believed there are advantages which more than compen-
sate for such losses as these, and make the sysem desirable
This result is perhaps not very surprising, but it rests upon
some considerations which in this country would have but
little weight. Thus the English climate is much more moist
than ours, and the haymaking is generally more or less inter-
fered with by rainy weather, and in some sections it is de-
clared to be impossible to make good hay out of the second
cut of clover and other crops. And while grass wet with
rain is scarcely in proper condition for silo, it will olten
be practicable to get in freshly-cut grass when it
would be hopeless to attempt the curing of
it in into hay; and the silo therefore offers
a relief from very serious difficulties. The farmer
can "make hay when the sun shines," and when it does not
he can vary the programme and make ensilage. These are
considerations which will go a gTeat way toward controlling
the judgment of the British farmer, but in this country of
bright sunshine, where serious interference from rain is the
exception, they would have 1-ass weight. Another thing, the
English farmer has an idea that succulent food in the Winter
is a matter of necessity for live stock, and expensive crops of
roots are raised to provide it, and ensilage seems to offer an
available substitute, not worth ton for ton perhaps as much
as the roots it displaces, but considering the smaller amount
of labor necessary to provide it, considerably cheaper. The
American farmer is not educated up to the point of regarding
succulent food so essential, and considering the expense of
raising roots and the relative cheapness of other foods, it is

probably true that the practice of dispensing with succulent
food is based upon sound economy. But if succulent food
in some other form can be provided, and at a sufficiently
cheap rate, it is not unlikely that the American farmer can
with advantage adopt the practice prevailing upon the other
side.

The testimony adduced before the commission was very
full and conclusive in showing the advantage of ensilage for
dairy cattle, and on this point there seems to be no room left
for question. On the matter of feeding, however, the in-
quiry was neither so full nor so satisfactory. The actual
experiments seemed to be averse, but notwithstanding this
there was a clear opinion among those who had given the
matter attention that more stock can be carried on the farm
with the ensilage system than without it. And, after all, the
feeding value of the ensilage must depend upon the char-
acter of the material of which it is made.
But if the ensilage system comes to be recognized as a

permaueut and necessary feature of agriculture on both sides
of the Atlantic, the American farmer, aside from the con-
siderations which have been thought to constitute its chief
advantage abroad, can pursue the system with more profit
and advantage than can possibly be secured in Great Britain,
because here Indian corn is available, supplying a cheaper
and more abundant crop of silage material than can be grown
in any other clime. In some countries siloing has been
adopted because of the excessive dryness; in England it is

resorted to on account of the excessive wet, and in America,
f adopted at all, it will be largely because of the easy pro-
duction of corn in a climate neither too wet nor too dry.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

A writer in an exchange says that a Chicago man thinks
he has made a discovery in butter-making that is of great
importance. Experiments led to the belief that the solid
constituents of milk can be rendered into butter instead of a
large proportion going to waste as skim and buttermilk. In
every 100 pounds of milk—as it comes from the cow aud
from the dealer—there are about eighty pounds of water.
Four pounds of butter out of this has been considered a fair

yield, but the author of this new process, says the Chicago
Tribune, claims to be able to extract three or four timees as
much. The principle of the discovery rests on an analytical
knowledge of all the constituent elements in milk and their

chemical properties. The minute the milk is taken from the
cow and set aside it begins to decay—its chemical properties
begin to show themselves. By taking milk of two ages and
mixing it, it is said tbat the resulting combination brings all

the solids together and forms a buttery mass, the waste being
water. With steam power this requires from twenty-two to

twenty-five minutes, which is not so long as by the ordinary
process. It has been supposed that the usual process of

churning extracted about all the butter possible from a given
amount of milk or cream, but possibly butter-makers have
something to learn. If the new process shall have really

succeeded in increasing the butter supply 300 to 400 per
cent, the days of oleomargarine or butterine are numbered,
without the intervention of statutes. The entire affair, how-
ever, had better be taken with plenty of allowance for the
fertile imagination of the writer quoted.

The Prairie Farmer states that the "march of improve-
ment" in dairy husbandry has made almost a complete revo-

lution in the construction of churns. Until within a very
few years the dash-churn was almost invariably employed,
the modifications consisting chiefly in the form and size of

the dasher, the attachment of thermometers, etc. No churn
makes better butter than the old-fashioned kind, and for this

reason, together with its cheapness, it is still largely in use,

and probably always will be—more's the pity for those who
have to work it. Crank churns, operated by a central shaft,

and having revolving paddles, are no better. In fact, they
fail to agitate the cream as uniformly as the old implement.
There are various kinds, however, which operate on the en-

tire contents at once, work easily, quickly, and produce as

perfect butter as it is possible to make. Some are barrel-

form, others rectangular, all showing decided improvements
on the old form, The dairy farmer, as soon as he can com-
mand the means to obtain them, should have the best appli-

ances the market affords. The man who will leave his wife

to make butter with obsolete and back-breaking apparatus,
while he provides himself with the most improved imple-

ments for field work, generally pays for it, to the doctor and
undertaker.

Prof. Sheldon's Paper at the Late Meeting of
the British Dairy Farmers' Association.

London, England.

It is gratifying to see the change in the views of so able aman aB Prof. Sheldon in reference to the relative value of
cows of the several English breeds. It is hard for an Eng-
lishman to cast aside the national prejudice in favor of the
bhorthorn cow. Even Prof. Sheldon, in his work on dairy-
ing, did not divest himself of prejudice. But in this recent
paper he seems to have divested himself of a goodly degree
for he says: "Quantity of milk is, of course, a fine property
in a cow, but for intrinsic value, based on the solids in the
milk, she may easily be beaten by a cow giving a hundred
gallons less of milk per annum. The salientpoints in the ques-
tion I am just now discussing, are better appreciated, if not
better understood, in America than in Great Britain, because
the butter test' is the leading criterion of merit with our
Yankee friends; and as butter is the most valuable, weight
for weight, of the constituents of which milk is composed,
here, in one respect at least, is a definite test of the value of
milk.
"Dutch milk, however, whether it comes to us or not is

notoriously inferior to our own (the milk of the Shorthorn) in
quality, as this result is hereditarv in Dutch cows Accord-
ing to analysis taken at the dairy" shows, samples of Dutch
milk were relatively over eight per cent, poorer in total
solids and over twenty per cent, poorer in butter
than samples of Shorthorn milk, which as compared
with the milk of the Jerseys and Guernseys, the disparity be-
trayed by the Dutch milk was greater still, of course." This
of course, is the fullest possible acknowledgment of the
superiority of the Jersey cow. But the professor forgot to
state that the Jersey cow yields milk, relatively, longer than
either the Dutch or Shorthorn; and, indeed, longer than any
other breed of cows. It is herein that the amount of milk
yielded by Jersey cows foots up to so high figures in quan-
tity, independently of the vastly superior quality.—Heath in
the Jersey Bulletin.

Cnws that are hard to milk, or have small, hard teats, should
be,milked with wet teats, as this will render the processmuch easier.

r

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
A Trial of Tips.

The editor of the Western Sportsman, Indianapolis Indm answer to a correspondent, gives his experience in the use
of tips:

"We are not prepared to give our correspondent a complete
and satisfactory answer, as our experience in the application
and use of tips has been quite limited, but from what we
have learned by reading of the experiments during a series of
years made by Jus. Cairn Simpson, editor of the California
Breeder and Sportsman, and one the oldest and ablest prac-
tical horseman in the United States, we have about come to
the conclusion that tips may be used, espe jially on road
horses, with great advantage. We drive dailv a finelv-bred
high-spirited, seven-year-old stallion, that since he was two
years old has never gone twenty-fonr hours without shoes on
his feet, and for the past six months we have fancied that his
heels were becoming a little contracted, and that lie went
slightly "groggy" forward; moreover he has always been an
inveterate "paddler," swinging his fore feet so far out of line
with his body that you could sit straight in the road wagon
and see the sole of his foot at every step. With the object
only of letting his heels on the ground, and giving that part
of the hoof a chance to expand, three weeks ago we induced
Dr. Dryden, V. S., and practical horse-shoer of Indianapolis
to make for him a pair of three-quarter tips, and put
them on his front feet. We cannot better describe this
tip than to say it is made like any ordinary plain
shoe with about two inches and a half of the heel
points cut off, so that it will not extend further back than to
the quarter, or say an inch beyond the point of the frog, with
three nails on a side— if a small and tough foot, two nails on
a side will do. In putting it on, the foot is prepared by cut-
ting away the horn sufficiently deep to imbed the tip so that
its ground surface will be about the sixteenth of an inch
higher than the ground surface of the heel. When we
started him out for a first drive it was with no little misgiv-
ings as to the result, which was increased when on strikiun
the hard street he went off like a boy that had just discarded
his shoes in the Spring after wearine heavy boots all Winter.
Bnt on the next day he did better, and when he struck a soft
piece of road, seemed to enjoy the change. On the third dav
he traveled still better, though he was kept at a slow gait. In
short, he continued to improve, and to-day he will trot a
three-minute gait over our graveled streets with as much con-
fidence and as little show of flinching as any horse with a
full shoe. Bnt the most important result of the change, and
one altogether unlooked for, is the change iu his gait—h'e has
quit paddling entirely, picks up and puts down his feet in a
perfectly straight line, aud we fancy trots faster and with
much more ease to himseif. However, we shall try tips still
further and keep our readers advised as to results."

Sonoma County

Agricultural Park

ASSOCIATION,
SANTA ROSA, CAL.

Special Notice.

The following Purse has been opened by this Associa-
tion, the race to be eIvcii

Wednesday, August 19th.
EXTRA PACING PURSE, S500-2:2G class. Divided 50, 26, 16 and 10

per cent.

To close on THURSDAY. At'G. 1 3th, with the Secretary
I. De TURK, Preeldi i

E. W. DAVIS, Secretory, Saflta Robb, Cal.
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San Francisco, - Saturday, Augrust 15, 1885.

Dates of Meetings.

Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association, Santa Rosa, August 17th
to 22d.

Sonoma and Marin District Fair, Petaluma, August 25th to 29th.
State Agricultural Society, Sacramento, Sept. 7th to 19th.
Stockton Fair, September 22d to 26th.
Seventeenth Agricultural District—Nevada and Placer counties, Glen-

brook Race Track, September 1st to 5th.
Santa Clara District, San Jose, September 28th to October 3d.
District No. 11, Greenville, September 28th to October 2d.
Monterey Agricultural Association, Salfnas, Cal., Oct, 6 to Oct. 10.
Nevada State Fair, Reno, Oct. 12th to 17th.
District Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 20th to

Oct. 24tb, inclusive.

Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. "We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Open Purses in the Circuit.

A few of the purses in the circuit failed to receive a

sufficient number of entries to justify the Associations

interested in giving the money, and these vacancies re-

main to be filled.

The Petaluma Association invite entries to two races.

They offer $800 for the 2:26 class, trotters, the race to be

trotted Wednesday the 26th; also $500 for the 2:26 class,

pacers, with the race set for Thursday the 27th. Entries

to close with the Secretary, W. E. Cox, Petaluma, next

Thursday, the 20th. These offerings are liberal, and
will no doubt receive, as they deserve, a full response

from horsemen.

The Stockton programme is also incomplete, and the

2:20 class has been re-opened with a purse of $1,000.

As there has been objection to the time limit of the origi-

nal programme, requiring a heat to be trotted in 2: 19, or

better, that provision has been stricken out, and the only

objection urged against the purse has been removed.

The Association has also added a purse of $600 for 2:26

pacers. These races may be found in the regular adver-

tisement of the Stockton Pair, numbered respectively 13

and 14. They will close with the Secretary, J. M. La
Rue, Stockton, next Saturday the 22d inst. Records

made since August 1st will not be a bar in these races.

Races To-Day.

The races to-day on the Bay District Course will be
well worth witnessing. The contest in which Adair,

Arab and Sister will meet is nearly sure to be exciting.

The race of last week will be of great benefit to Adair,

as he seems to require actual fights to develop his powers,

and that Sister was improved by the fine heats with
Albert W. was shown in her subsequent work. There

will be great cariosity to see hows Arab deports himself

after the startling reportB of what he can do, and with-

out doubt the curiosity excited by the trio will draw a

large concourse to the track.

Publication of Entries.

In the last number was published a list of entries re-

ceived at Sacramento, Stockton and Santa Rosa, and the

addition this week are the entries at Petaluma and Oak-

land. The Oakland list was advertised in a morning

paper as a "revised speed programme authorized by

Board of Directors" of the Golden Gate Association. It

does not give the information those who made entries

are entitled to expect, the days of trotting being changed

and no allusion to purses which did not fill. It is

clearly the right of those who made entries, at the time

specified in the advertisement, to a fuller knowledge of

their standing. For instance, the 2:30 class, which was

originally "set" for Wednesday, Sept. 2d, is entirely ig-

nored,and the 2:27 placed on that day, with seven names

appended. If one of the revisions consists of aggregating

the entries received in these two classes, it is clearly a

transgression of rules, and cannot be justified by any sort

of reasoning. The change of the days of trotting was

provided for in the advertisement, and this is a feature

which we trust will be banished from programmes in the

future. It is extremely reprehensible, giving an oppor-

tunity for an arrangement entirely different from the ex-

pectations of owners when entering into the engagement.

The only correct method is to publish the entries as

soon after the date of closing as the receipt of letter9

will permit. It is not necessary to await even the action

of the Board of Directors. The secretary can make
public the entries as soon as they come to hand, and

others can be added which come within the require-

ments of the rules. The action of tbe Board will then

be understood and no chance given for accusations.

When kept in the dark for a week or longer, it is

almost certain that fault will be found, especially when

those having control have also an interest in the horses

which are entered. There is little doubt that there has

been a perplexing state of affairs. A disinclination to

take risks which in former years were lightly regarded,

and a dread of meeting animals which were deemed so

far superior as to give little chance .for "making

expenses. The experiences of last season, when two

horses "walked off" with aggravating persistency with

all save one purse in which they were more engaged,

had a depressing influence, and to these recollections

were added wonderful stories of the capacity of eligibles

which, according to popular report, were competent to

repeat the dose with still more powerful effect. It may
be that from the troubles of this season will arise a

better system than that of closing the entries for nearly

all the fairs on one day. Could a plan be adopted

whereby horses of nearly equal calibre could be brought

together, regardless of "records," the contests would be

close all through the circuit. This is likely to be the

plan adopted to fill places which have lapsed, through

a lack of entries, and it is not unreasonable to expect a

series of races that will give more satisfaction than

those originally announced.

The Fairs, Santa Rosa and Petaluma.

The Pair at Los Angeles.

The sixth fair of the Sixth District will be held at Los

Angeles, October 20th to 24th, inclusive, and the speed

programme will be found in our advertising department.

This District has received so little encouragement from

the horsemen of the central and northern portions of the

State, that it is thrown on its own resources almost en-

tirely, a fact which should stir the public spirit of the

people of the southern section, and bring them manfnlly to

the support of the Directors. The sixth is the wealthiest

and most favored District in the State in its natural ad-

vantages, and we hope the Fair of 1885 will be one of

the means employed by the people there to record their

wonderful progress. Entries to the races close with the

Secretary, R. H. Hewitt, Los Angeles, on September

1st. The details are fully set forth in the advertisement.

We acknowledge receipt of invitations to "attend fairs

and racing meetings in various parts of the State. Out-

side of the "big six," beginning at Santa Rosa and end-

ing at San Jose, these courtesies have been extended by

the following associations: Santa Cruz, whose meeting

has been postponed; the Third District, at Chico, August

25th to 29th; the Fifteenth District, at Placerville,August

25th to 29th, and the Seventeenth District, at Glenbrook

Park, September 1st to 5th. We have also been favored
with a complimentary to the first annual exhibit of the
Fruit and Vine Products of Santa Clara couuty, to be
held at San Jose, commencing August 24th.

Bear in Mind.

That if you neglect to write and properly dispatch vour nom-

inatuns in the stakes which close to-day you will lose the golden

opportunity. Colts that are debarredfrom participating in the

stakes of the P. C. B. II. A. and the rich events at Monmouth
Park and Coney Island through the negligence of their owners,

are mulcted of the largest portion of their value.

The annual fairs are now close at hand. On Tuesday

next the ball opens, and Sonoma county has the honor

of being first and second on the list. Santa Rosa in-

augurates the sport, the succeeding week Petaluma fol-

lows. We associate the two as they are so intimately

blended that they cannot be separated without injury.

Their interests are so nearly identical that injury to one

means detriment to both, and success of either be an aid

in the future if not at the present time. It is a peculiar

situation, the holding of two fairs in one county, those

two being embraced in the short space of two weeks.

Peculiar as it is, there is an element of strength when
there is united efforts. The country tributary is rich

and populous. It has the advantage of being broken up
into smaller farms than many other portions of Califor-

nia, and the people, in a body, are more than ordinarily

intelligent, There are various interests which the fairs

subserve. That these interests can be better served by
two fairs than one is susceptible of proof. In the horse

department there are double attractions. Were the

money offered in purses aggregated into one series of

races it might be more than one Association could afford.

The entrance money would be reduced, as a majority of

owners would rather take the chances in two trials than

one. Then again, there are chances for variation in ar-

ranging classes, and in other ways making differences

which will add to the attractiveness. Outside of the large

cities of the East there is not a county in the United

States which can show two such racecourses. Elsewhere

we have alluded to the quality of California tracks, and
in that paragraph have given the preference

(
to Sacra-

mento. The advantage is so slight, however, that with

the exception of the inner track on the State Fair

grounds, it is difficult to give reasons for calling the

track proper superior to either that at Santa Rosa or

Petaluma. Equally as well-shaped, as well-graded and
of equally as good material, the choice is so hard to

make that fancy has a good deal to do with arriving at

a conclusion. From present indications there will be a

large attendance at both places. It is a settled thing

that there will be a great many visitors from this sec-

tion, and it "goes without saying,, that from Tiburon to

Ukiah the people will come out. The following are the

programmes for Santa Rosa and Petaluma:

ENTRIES AT SANTA ROSA.

TUESDAY, AUGUST IS—FIRST DAT.

No. 1. Running—Half-mile and repeat; free-for-all; $25
entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added; $50 to second horse.
Daniel Stump, b g Bay Bill.

Kelly & Lynch, ch g Tom Atchinson, by Hooker, dam Bay
Kate.

P. Rootson, s c, by Norfolk, dam Jessie R.
James Biggins, b m Fannie Parnell, by Shannon, dam by

Ironclad.

No. 2. Trotting—For two-year-olds and under; mile heats,
best two in three; purse §200. Closed with four entries.

M. Tooiny, b c Transit, by Promptor, dam Venus, qy Cal.
Dexter.

J. S. Van Doren, blk f Lady Van, by Rustic.
L. J. Rose, b s Alcazar, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha, by Bald

Chief.

N. T. Outwater, b g Abmont, by Abbottsford, dam by Bel-
mont.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19—SECOND DAY.

No. 3. Running—Three-quarter-mile dash, for all ages;
$25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added; $50 to second horse.
B. Pacheco, s t Mamie T., by Wheatluy, dam Mercedes.
Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beacousfield, by Hockhockiug,

dam Aileen Allaunah.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

Hill & Gries, b m Neilson, by Wildidle, dam Susie William-
son.

Chas. Underhill, b m Emblem, by Wheatley, dam Black
Maria.

S. B. Wright, b ni Lalla Rookh, by Flood, dam Frou Frou.

No. 4. Trotting—Three-minute olass; purse, $500. Closed
with three entries.

A. McDowell, g g Norman, by Whipple's Hambletonian.
L. J.Rose, b s Sultan, by The Moor, dam Sultana.
J. R. Hudson, b h Artist, by Golddust, dam Juuin.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20—THIRD DAY.

No. 6. Running—One and one-half mile dash, for all

ages; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $200 added; $75 to Recond
horse.
Hill& Gries, b h, by Hoekkocking, dam Maid of the Mist.
Kelly and Lynch, ch m Glendair, by Norfolk, dam Gleudtw.
Thos. Delnuey, ch c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Plauetia,

N . 7. Pacing—Free-for-all: purse $500. Closed with
three entries.

J. O. Gibeau, br g Fairmount, by Niagara, dam by Patohen
Vernon,

H. J. Aguew, b m Maud, by Bertrand Black Hawk, dam by
Hambletonian Chief.

S. C. Tryon, b g Prince, by Missouri Chief, dam by Belmont

No. 8. Trotting—For four-year-oldB and under; purse
$400.
P. J. Shafter, c g Viking by Rustic, dam by Stockbridge

Chief.

A. L. Whitney, ch s Dawn, by Nutwood, dam Countess.
Chus. David, b m Nona Y., by Admiral, dam Flora.
L. J. Rose, b a Kismet, by Sultan, dam Saucebox.
E. li. Miller, Jr., blk ni Pansy, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard.

FRIDAY, AUGUST. 21—FOURTH DAY.

No. 9. Running—Free for nil ages, one mile and repeat;
$50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added; $75 to socond horse.
Garland <fc Goldsmith, b s Beacousfield, by Hockhooking,

dam Aileen Allaunah.

11. C. Judson, blk c John A., by Monday, dam Lady Clare.
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Thos. Delany, ch c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Planetia.

No. 10. Running—For two-year-olds and under, dash o
one mile; $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added; $50 tof

second horse.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

Henry C. Judson, blk f Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

Henry C. Judson, b f Patti, by Wildidlo, dam Nettie Brown.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22—FIFTH DAT.

No. 12, Trotting—For three-year-olds and under; purse,

$300. Closed with three entries.

P. J. Shafter, g g McMillan.
L.J. Rose, b s Stamboul, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian.
S. R. Trefry. b c Apes, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail.

No: 13. Trotting—2:20 class; purse, ©800. Closed with
three entries.

A. W Goldsmith, b m Manon, by Nutwood, dam by Ham-
bletonian Chief.

A. Waldstein, b s Albert W., by Electioneer, dam by John
Nelson.

Er.H. Miller, Jr., b g Adair, by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee.

ENTRIES AT FETALUMA.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 25.

No. 1. Running—Free for all, one and a quarter mile
dash. Purse $400.

Hill & Gries, b h Arthur H., 3, by Hockhocking, dam Maid of

the Mist.

Thomas Delaney, ch e, Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Plan-

etia.

Kelly & Lynch, ch m Gleudair, 4, by Norfolk, dam Glendew.
Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, 4, by Hockhocking,

dam Aileen Allanah.

No. 2. Trotting—2:40 class. Purse $S00.
A. McDowell, g g Norman, by Whipple's Hambletonian.
J. R. Hudson, blk h Artist, by Goiddust, dam by David

Hill.

P. Farrell, b s Menlo, by Nutwood, dam by Hercules.
John A. Goldsmith, s s Dawn, by Nutwood, dam Countess.

J. MeConnell, b s May Boy, by Whipple's Hambletonian,
dam Harvest Queen.

No. 3. Trotting—District; for two-year-olds, one mile.

Purse §200. Heats best two in three.

S. Sperry, blk f Lady Van, by Rustic.
Wm. Bihler, s c J, G. Blaine, by General Dana, dam by Jack

Hawkins.
N. G. Outwater, b g Abmont, by Abbotsford, dam by Bel-

mont.

wed:n-esday, august 26.

No. 16. Trotting—District; for gentleman's roadsters; to
be handicapped the day before the nice; purse §150. Owners
to drive unless stipulated by agreement.
F. M. Collins, b m Mollie C, oy General McClellan.
S. S. Mooney, ch c David Williams, by Kentucky Hunter.
Offat Bros., b m Jenny, by Gen. McClellan.
Wilfred Page, b h Barney.
T. J. Beggs, s g Sorrel Ben.
Don Misner, b g Johnnie.
F. Keuney, s m Bessie, by Signal Chief.
Dr. Proctor, r g Troublesome.

One of the Difficulties.

The starting question is yet the main topic of debate among
the horsemen of the Atlantic side. It is reported that Mr.

Caldwell has notified the Coney Island Club that he will not

officiate at the Fall meeting, although he had been engaged.

It is also in the wind that Mr. Pincus will be asked to resign

the flag at Monmouth, and that Sheridan, the western

starter, will take his place. If that is true Sheridan will prob-

ably start at Sheepshead Bay also. The starting problem is

not easily solved. Associations undoubtedly do their best to

give satisfaction, but as that is utterly impossible in most

cases, it is not strange that they fail. In the Sporting World

of the 4th inst. the letter of the Saratoga correspondent of

that paper, speaking of the penalties imposed by the starter

in the Spiuaway Stakes, says:

"So far as McCarthy is concerned, his case is one of real

hardship. A very clever lightweight and a strong finisher,

he was in receipt of a salary of SI, S00 a year from the Kitt-

son stable. His father is a poor man. He owns the cracks
Joe C. Guild and Sweet Evelina, but they are not of the kind
to enrich an owner. The boy purchased a neat cottage near
the Brighton Beach track, where his father and mother live,

and his earnings keep them in comfort. Debarred from the
means of obtaining a livelihood, the old people will suffer.

"Taking this view of the case, it is doubtful whether the

policy of entrusting a starter with absolute power to suspend
or rule off, ad lib, is a wise one. The starter is but human,
and when badgered by boys who have been instructed to get

away at any cost, he is apt to lose his temper, aud, under
such circumstances, reason is overmastered by feelings. The
starter should merely report disobedient boys to the execu-
tive committee, and then let these ofiicials deal with the re-

fractory ones as reason and justice demands."

In the same issue the editor refers to the matter in this

A Small Risk.

For the small entrance of s20 a chance can be secured

in the Omnibus Stakes, 1S87, at Monmouth Park. The
conditions are peculiar, and in order to give it the prom-
inence so well deserved, it is copied here:
THE OMNIBUS STAKES—For tbrcc-VL-nr-oldfl, of IlisO each, for

starters, with 110,000 added, of which 97,9b
1

] to the winner, *1,000 to
the second, $i,ijou to the nominator of thy winner, and 55C0 to the nom-
inator of tin.' second: a winner when i-.irryinj- the standard weight (1. e
without allowiincL-

1 under the conditions of the r.»ce or more, of any
three-year-old stake of the value of ?-. •' D (handicaps excepted), to Carry
5!bs.;oftwo or more each, stakes, 7 lbs. extra; maidens aUowedMbs.;
entrance 8'2o (the only liability), to go to the race fund; if paid at the
tiineof naming, the engagement to fullow ownership of the burse (rtth-
out written transfer, unpaid forfeits or death of nominator not :o dis-
qualify a horse (if its owner at the time of starting he qualified), and
horses may be entered by persons not their owners. One mile and a
half.
N. B.—An owner need not payat the time of naming. If he does not,

his entry is subject to the rules of racing without above exceptions.

It is almost an idle waste of space to argue the advan-

tages which will accrue to any well bred colt which se-

cures a chance. Should it Drove a really good one and
win enough to incur the full penalty of seven pounds,

its value will be quadrupled by the engagement, and
even owners who do not contemplate an Eastern trip

will derive benefit. A really go_>d colt, showing himself

to be such in his two-year-old form, will be eagerly

sought by those who make the journey, and in addition

elicit plenty of inquiries from Eastern purchasers.

While it will be of great advantage to make nomina-
tions in all of the stakes advertised by Monmouth Park
and Coney Island Associations, we hold that the induce-

ments to enter in the Omnibus will justify anyone who
has a colt of undoubted breeding to take the risk.

Hard Lines.

No. 4. Running—District; for all ages; $25 entrance; $10
forfeit; $100 added; $25 to second horse. One mile dash.

Wm. -Bihler, b f gBelle of the Lake, 5, by Wheatley, dam
Janett.

S. B. Wright, b m Lalla Eookh, 3, by Flood, dam Frou Frou.

G. Paeheco, ch f Mamie T., by Wheatley, dam Mercedes.
Jas. Biggins, br m Fanny Paruell, 5, by Shannon, dam Kitty

Watson.
C. Underhill, b m Emblem, 5, by Wheatly, dam Black Maria.

No. 5. Trotting—2:22 class; Purse $1,000.
L. J. Rose, blk g La Grange, by Sultan, dam Georgiana.
O. H. Hickox, b g Arab, by Arthurton.
J. A. Goldsmith, b m Sister, by Admiral.
J. W. Donathan, b m Magdallah, by Primus.
A. Waldstein, b s Albert W., by Electioneer, dam by John

Nelson

.

No. 6. Trotting—2:26 class. Purse $S00. Did not fill.

Ee-opened to close on Aug. IS, 1SS5.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 27.

No. 7 Running—For two-year-olds. $50 entrance; $25
forfeit, or $10 if declared out by August 15th, and $25 if de-

clared out by 6 p.m. the day before the race; $150 added;

$100 to second horse. Three-quarter mile dash.

H. C. Judson, blk f Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

H. C. Judson, b i Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
P. Robinson, s c Put Robinson, bv Norfolk, dam Jessie R.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

No. 8. Running—Free for all. Purse $500. One mile

end repeat.

H. C. Judson, blk h John A., 4, by Monday, dam Lady
Clare.

Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, by Hockhocking,
dam Aileen Allannah.

Kelly & Lynch ch f, Glendair, 4, by Norfolk, dam Glen-

dew.

No. 9. Pacing—Did not fill; re-opened for 2:26 class, to

close August 18th. Purse $500.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 28.

No. 10. Running—Selling Race—Purse $200; entrance

free; $50 to second horse. Fixed valuation $1,000; to carry

entitled weights; two pounds off for each $100 below and
two pounds added for each $100 above fixed value. One mile

aud repeat.

R. L. Paeheco, ch f Mamie T., 3, by Wheatly, dam Mercedes.

C. Underhill, ch c Emblem, 5, by Wheatly, dam Black

Maria.
Kelly & Lynch, ch c Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Planetia.

No. 11—Tiotting District. 2:40 class. Purse $400.

Wm. Bihler, b s Buck Foster, by General Dana, dam by John
Nelson.

P. J. Shatter, g g Viking by Rustic, dam by Sawyer's Stock-

bridge Chief.

O. A. Hickok, b m Haddie, by Copper Bottom.
A. A Yeager, b f Nona Y., by Admiral, dam Flora.

A. L. Whitney, ch c Dawn, by Nutwood, dam Countess, by
Whipple's Hambletonian.

No. 12. Trotting—2:30 class. Did not fill.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29.

No. 13. Running—Free for all; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit;

or $10 forfeit if declared out by August 15th, and $25 if de-

clared out by 6 p. m. the day before the race; $200 added;

$100 to second horse. Three-quarters of a mile and repeat.

S. B. Wright, b m Lala Rookh, 3, by Flood, dam Frou Frou.

Garland & Goldsmith, b h Beaconsfield, 4, by Hockhocking,
dam Aileen Allannah.

Kelly & Lynch, ch g Tom Atchison, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam
Bay Kate.

No. 15. Trotting— 2:20 class; purse $1,200.

O. H. Hickok, b s Guy Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes.

J. A. Goldsmith, b m Manon, by Nutwood.
» W. F. Smith, b g Adair, by Electioneer.

S. Sperry, ch m Nellie R., by General McClellan, Jr.

"In racing circles the leading topic of conversation is still

the wholesale suspensions of jockeys on Saturday last, for

bad behavior at the start for the Spinaway Stakes. For two
hours and five minutes the yonnsters broke away in false

starts, and the jockeys misbehaved in a most shameful man-
ner. Some of them, notably McCarty, who had only been
reinstated on the morning of the race, almost defied the

starter and entirely disregarded his orders. The consequence
is the following: McCarty ruled off all tracks for life; R.Har-
ris and Martin for one year each; with West; Maynard and
W. Jones suspended for a week.
"The whole trouble in securing fair and quick starts lies at

the door of owners and trainers, under whose instructions

jockeys are always acting. If the jockey is fined for mis-

behavior at the post, the fine is paid for him; if he is sus-

pended, the appeal of owners to track officials becomes most pit-

eous. 'We have no one to ride for us,' they exclaim, and the

consequence is the offense is condoned. The boys then lose all

respect and violate rules with impunity, trusting to the in-

fluence of his employer in order to escape the penalty. If

the suspensions are only enforced it will be a wholesome
lesson to other jockeys not to repeat such a performance as

that of to-day."

It will be observed that these views are quite diverse and

the above is a fair sample of the cross-fire to which starters

and associations are subjected. If it be true that these un-

manageable jockeys are all "riding to orders," the only way

out of the difficulty is to abandon the plan of flying starts

and come back to the true idea of starting from a walk. The

English doctrine, that if one horse is quicker to get on his

speed than another, it is an advantage to which he is entitled

at the post, may not suit the majority of American turfmen.

In this country a start is only called fair, by many people

when the horses are not only in a line but all moving well.

Starting from a walk would see many "unfair send offs" if

judged by that standard, but if owners are really at the bottom

of the delays at the post they cannot blame associations, if

they hedge against all contingensies.

We have received this week a note from Mr. Fred Collier, dated

at Saratoga, Aug. 1st, in which the veteran reports himself as

in fair health and spirits, although the awkward work at the

starting post makes him weary even to disgust. Referring to

the Spinaway Stakes, he says:

"It is now 7:30 P. m., and I have just come from the stable.

This was not a good day for us. In the five-eighths to-day
there were fifteen starters, they were at the post two hours
and a quarter before the flag dropped and a heavy stoim
came ud. Estrella was left at the post. The worst startii £
I ever saw. I hope I will see no more like it. Mr. Wheat-
ley's son is the starter and I think he did the best he could."

Fred's many friends on this side will be pleased to know
that he is O. K. and hope that these frowns of fortune may
not stir his feelings often. From the telegraphic reports

we gather that the stable has had better luck since Fred's

letter was written.

Phallas Beaten.

The last game in the rubber proved a Waterloo for the

hitherto victorious stallion, and gives the tribe of Wilkes

the pull over the Dictators. This may lead to a duel

between the victor and Jay-Eye-See, and though it may
seem that the little black would have it all his own way
in that case, there is no telling who is elected until the

votes are all counted. In some instances this does not

decide.

Entries to Make To-day.

Stakes of Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association, Con-'y

Island and Monmouth Park Jockey clubs, and the purser of

the Monterey AariculturaL Association close to-day. The ad-

vertisements icill give all necessary information.

Appropriate Nomenclature.

People who have no': tried their ability in the way of

giving names to colts are prone to underrate the job.

It is a more extensive field than that which is before

the sponsors of the human family, as there are no re-

strictions and the whole world affords a chance for selec-

tion. It is not necessary to dwell upon the increased

trouble which so vast an array of suitable, and still

larger body of unsuitable names are presented, than

when the choice is limited. Like the belle with a hun-

dred suitors, the boy with a forest of fishing rods before

him, the chances are that the long deferred choice will

fall on a poorer specimen than might have been chosen.

The difficulty has been recognized for centuries. Many
chapters have been written on nomenclature, hundreds

of names offered as appropriate. Breeders and sponsors

have adopted systems that would convey allusions to the

genealogy. Some happily framed, others the reverse.

When a cue can be given to the pedigree by the name,

and, at thesame timi-, euphonistic, and in other respects

proper, it is a desirable method of naming. We are much
pleased with the name Applause, which Mr. Haggin has

oiven his colt by Three CheeTs, as, so far as we can re-

member, it is novel, sounds well, and is applicable in all

respects. Three Cheers was the first to bear the name,
though a filly, also by Hurrah, won at Saratoga a few

days ago, which has the same appelation.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by

mail ortelegiaph.

E. J. B., Santa Barbara.

I have a trotting mare who, about six or seven months ago

lost a shoe while travelling, and a nail cut her on the inside

of the foreleg, causing it to swell. The swelling, after a time

went down, but directly under the knee, on the inside of her

forleg there remained a slight swelling, which is becoming
hard. She has lately gone lame in that leg and I think that

is the cause, as her feet and everything else, are in good con-

dition. Will you please let me know through your paper,

if that is the cause; and if it is, can you give me a remedy?
By so doing you will confer a favor to a subscriber of your
paper.
Answer—In all probabilty the cause of lameness is a

splint, resulting from the blow. The best application we
have used in such cases is biniodide; of mercury one part to

same of lard. Mix thoroughly and rub in. There will fol-

low a slight blister from which a fluid will exude. Repeat

at intervals of about two days until the enlargement is

reduced.

"Constant Reader", Napa City.

From your description it may be that your mare has

a very 6erious trouble, and then again comparatively

simple. Your treatment has been judicious and
without further information cannot suggest any duration.

If, however, there should be a continuation of the

discharge, and the ulcers disincline to "heal under the

remedies used, we would reccommend the employment of a

competent veterinarian. In this instance we have deviated

from the rule requiring the name of the correspondent before

answering, and do so to put you on your guard, as some of

the symptoms describea indicate disease of a virulent

character.
«•»

Some Oregon horsemen have got their spirit up and their

money as well, for a match race between horses, the get

respectively of L. B. Lindsley's Hambletoniiiu Mambrino
and Jav Beach's Altamont. Mr. Limlsley originally issued

a challenge, offering to make such a race for $500 a side.

Mr. Beach responded with a proposition to increase the

stake to $2,500 "a side, which Mr. Linnsley agreed to, and a

forfeit of $1,500 each has been posted. Thedetaiiahavonot y< t

been arranged.
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The Annual

State Fair
....AT....

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Thursday, Sept, lOtn.

TROTTING.
No.l. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1683

with eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, 31,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, §600. 2:35 class.

SECOND DAY-Friday, SEPT. 1 Mil.

RUNNING.
No. 4. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—Fortwo-

year-olde; 8-5 entrance; $10 forfeit; *25U added: §50 to
second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of 1882. Closed in 1881 with nine nomina-
tions; $50 entrance, p. p.; $300 added; $100 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

No. 6. THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance ; $15 forfeit; §300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE $250—Entrance fiee; $50 to
second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds off for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY-Saturday, Sept. 12th.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-TEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

$1,000—Closed March 10, 1885, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, $1,20H—3:00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:21 class
fManon barred],

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 1 4 111.

RUNNING.
No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds

$100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $300 added. Three miles
Closed in 1884.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE—Fot all ages;
$25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $!t0 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—
For foals of 1883; $100 entrance : $25 forfeit; 8250 added.
Closed in 1884 with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

aces; $-50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $15 declaration; $500
added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by 8 o'clock p. m. Two and i quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAY-Tuesday, Sept. 15th.

TROTTING.

No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:36 class.
No. 18. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-

mile heats; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $200 added. StakeB
and added money divided as follows: First colt, Bix-
tenths; Becond colt, three-tenths; third colt, one-
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillieB ; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
$50 to second. Five furlongs-

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds; $50 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $100 to
second; third saves stake. One mile and three-
quarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en-
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
founds off for each $100 below and two pounds added
or each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday. Sept, 1 Sth.

TROTTING.
No.23. TROTTING PURSE -$1,200. 2:27 class;

No. 24. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
$1,000—Closed March 10th, 1885, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. 18th.

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-year,

olds; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added; 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13

penalized 5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No. 27-THE SH AFTER. STAKE—For three-year-
olds; $50 entrance ;

$25 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to Bec-
ond; $50 to third. Winner of No. 6 or 20 penalized
5 lbs. ; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No. 28. THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all ages
J

$50entrance: $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to second;
$50 to third ; $200 additional if 1:11 S is beaten. Stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time
(1 :42JO is beaten. One mile.

No. 29—FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
Becond. One mile and one-sixteenth andrepeat.

NINTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200; 2:23 ClasB.
fSist" 2 barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200. 2 :30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING' PURSE $1,500» 2:20 ClaBB.

Entries for the following running events for 1883-87

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
raceB on the regular programme:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' BTAKE—For
foalB of 18S3: co be run at the State Fair of 1888; $50
entrance, p.p.; $300 added, of which $100 to Becond and
$50 to third. One mile and a quarter.

No, 2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals
of 1884, to be run atthcKtate Fair of 1886; S10U entrance ;

$25 forfeit; $250 added. Second horse, $100; third, $50.

One mile.

No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foalB
of 1884, to bo run at the State Fair of 18*7; 850 entrance,
p. p.; $200 added. Second noise, $100; third, $50. One
nilie and a half.

Remarks and Conditions.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to ac-

company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses

divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per

cent, to Becond, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 percent,

to fourth.
National Association RuleB to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. "When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:

665 to the first, 33i to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
RuleB of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday,

August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing TUles will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwin F. Smith, Secretary.

NINTH
ANNUAL FAIR

-OF THE-

Monterey
AfiRlCDlTIIRAL ASSOCIATION.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Commencing Oct. 6, and
Ending Oct. 1Q, 1885-

SPEED PROGBAMME.
FIRST DAY—Tuesday, October 6, 1885.
No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat-

Purse, §150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District that have never beaten three minutes.
Purse, SI 50.

SECOND DAY- Wednesday, October 7.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all

two-year-olds owned in the District. Purae §100.

First horse, S75; second horse, S25. Four or more
horses to enter and three to i tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. $500.

THIRD DAY' -Thursday, October 8.

No. 6. RUNNING — One-half mile and lepeat.
Purse, $160. For all horses owned in the District,

No. 6. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
in the District—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1,1885. Two in three.

Purse, 3200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen in
theDiatrict. Purse, SlOO: 1st, $60; 2d, $30; 3d, $10.
Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse ; five to enter and
three to start.

FOURTH DAY-Friday, October 9.

No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the
DiBtrict. Purse, S200.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District. Two in three. Purse,
$150.

FIFTH DAY' -Saturday, October 10.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Puree, S400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTTNG—For all horses owned in the
District. Purae, $300.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting races are the best three in five and all
running races best two in three, (unless otherwise
specified), five to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at

the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to
second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m.» August 16, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coaat
from March 1, 1885, and in any Diatrict race not
owned within the Diatrict from May 1, 1885; and any
entry by any person of any horse eo disqualified shall
be held liable for the entrance fee thUB contracted
without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winuiug a trotting race is entitled
to first money only, except when distancing the field

;

then entitled to first and third moneys only. A horae
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. OARR, President,
J, J. KELLY, Secretary.

$10,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

AT

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices ot the Directors of the State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en

titled "Ad Act to provide for the management

and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1885.

SPEE3D PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAT-Monday, Oct. 17th.

No. 1. Running—Purse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a
mile.

No. 2. Bunking—The Silver State Stake

—

For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-

ciety to add $100; dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance $30; $10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Eeno Stake--For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$50 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 13th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse
$200; first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horBes in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. 8. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada aud counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAY-Thursday. Oct. 15th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 cIass; free for all;

best three in five; purse $400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
firBt horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the

second in that day's race five pounds and the

third three pounds over the rule weight.

No. 16. Eunning—Purse $200; $100 to first

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one-
eighth miles.

No. 17. Eunning—Consolation purse; en-
trance Iree; $100; $70 to first; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made within five minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered onjWednesday.

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Oct. 1 «h.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all;

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;
three in five; purse $400; first horse $250J
second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1885. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for
Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rales of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.
All horses entered for State purses must be

owned and kept in Nevada and California east
of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to
day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rales to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Heebekt H. Bbown, M.P.

|Nugent "W. Beown, J

Geo. H. Holmes,
C, Beuce Lowe,

TRADING AB

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or tbey will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, Esq ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROW9I BROS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South WaleB.

DOG COLLARS
AND

FTJENISHINGS.
Oar 1885 Catalogue, wliicli is now

ready, contains 82 pages, ou whlcli are
illustrated over 3.O0O styles of

DOG COLLARS, LOOKS,
LEADERS, BELLS,

WHIPS, MUZZLES,
SHIPPING BOXES. KENNELS.

BISCUIT, MEDICINES.
And all Furnishings Pertaining to the Dog.

To Insure the receipt of Catalogue, send 36 cents la
postage stamps or postal note.

Medford Fancy Goods Co.,

101 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK
I, BREMER, General Manager,

[P. O. Box 3771.]

John A. McKerron,

MANUFACTCHHU OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

280& £82 Kills St., opp.Fashlon Stable, San Franolsco
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Honey IslanJJ

JOCKEY CLUB.
June Meeting, 1886.

Stakes to Close Aug. 15, 1885.

The Foam Stakes,
For two-year-olds, foals of 1884; a sweepstakes of

S25 each, p. p., with S1.00R added; the second to

receive $10j ont of the stakes, five furlongs.

The Surf Stakes,
for two-year-olds, foals of 18&t; a sweepstakes of

&25 each, p p., with ^'1,000 added; the second to

receive S1U0 out of the stakes; the winner of the

Foam Stakes to carry 7 lhs 6xtra. Five furlongs.

June Meeting, 1887-

Stakes to Close Aug. 15, 1885.

The Mermaid Stakes,
A sweepstakes of $100 each, b. f., and only $20 if de-

clared out before July 1, 188G, with $1,250 added: for

fillies three years old, foals of 1884 ; the second to re-

ceive S250 out of the stakes. One mile and an eighth.

The Tidal Stakes,
A sweepstakes of $100 each, h. f., and only $20 if de-

clared out before July 1, 1886, for three-year-olds,

foals of 1884, with $1,500 added : the second to receive

3300 out of the stakes. One mile.

The Coney Island Derby,
A Bweepstakes of $100 each.h.f., and only $20 if de-

clared out before July 1, 18w6, with $2,5uC added; for

three-year-olds, foals of 1884; the second to receive

§500 out of the stakes. One mile and a half.

LEONARD W. JEROME, President.

Entries to be addressed to

J. G. E. LAWRENCE,
Secretary Coney Island Jockey Club,
N. E. cor. Fifth Ave. and 22d St., New York.

A large number of stakes for the June and Autumn
meetings of 1886 will be duly advertised, to close

Jan. 1, 1886.

Sonoma County
Agricultural

PARK
Association,

SEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR,
TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
< -0111.11101] ciiiir AusiiKt 1*U» and Ending

August 2?d. 1885.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stock
now at Fairlawn, "Will be sent free to all applicant who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTTTC (TNTF. PPTfTE1
. PT.A"NT Is8trictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

XXJ.J-4 V/11U -L-LbAUU 1UI111 price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogne. Parchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13}, and double team with fastest record, 2:15iJ

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

IMPROVED
Blind. Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

ABERDEEN 27. ALECTO 25 8.
Sire of Hattie "Woodward, 2:151, &c. Limited to 30 By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonlan 10.

mares at §150 the season. Limited to 30 mares at 150 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. \ By Almont, ont of Badonra, by C. M. Clay. Jr., g,

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief. Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2J.5.

10 mares at $5U the season.
| Limited to 10 mares at 350 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, i of them have records of

2:20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for

mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 39«.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, Aug. 18th.

No . 1, Running—Half-mile and repeat, free for all

$25 entrance, ?10 forfeit, $150 added, ;o0 second horse

No. 2, Trotting—For two-year-olds or under, mile
heats, best two in three, purse $200.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 19th.

No. 3, Running—Three-quarter-mile dash for all

agea, $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to second
horse.

No. 4, Trotting—Three-minute class, purse $500.

' No. 5, Trotting—2:22 class, purse $750. James H. and
Vanderlyn eligible.

Third Day, Thursday. Aug. SOth.

No. 6, Banning—One and one-half mile dash for al1

ages, entrance $50, $25 forfeit, $200 added, $75 to second
horse.

No . 7, Pacing—Free for all, purse $500.

No. 6, Trotting—For four-year-olds or under, purse,

9400.

Fourth Day. Friday, Aug, 181st.

No. 9, Running—Free for all aces, one mile and re-

neat, $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added, $75 to second
horse.

No 10, Running—For two-year-olds or under,
dash of one mile. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added,
$50 to second horse.

No. 11, Trotting—2:24 class, purse $500.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 23d.

No. 12, Trotting—For three-year-olds or under,
purse $300.

No. 13, Trotting—2:20 class, purse $800.

Secured by Letters Patent. July 35. 1883.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
as new, and desire to secure mv letters patent, is:

1. The part D.snpported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind iB fitted, substantially,

as herein described.
2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,

the curved blinds F. secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the strapB or bands
G and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com' ination with the blinds F,
Bupportedard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed, by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood. .

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of

vision. By tlirowing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as

is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the ease
whenvoung colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McftERRON.
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races to be under the Na-

tional Association rules.

All running races to be under the Rules of the Pa-
cific Coast Blood Horse Association.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

BSJ-For further particulars see speed programme.
KILLLP & CO., Pool Sellers.

I. ncTlUK.
President, Santa Rosa, Cal.

E, W. DAVIS, Secretary.

To Control and Educate the Trotter. Roadster.
or Carriage Horse, and 10 Break the Col t.

NO HORSE CAN GET HIS TONGVE OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Pulling. Side Pulling
IiUgging-Tongue Lolling, and will -.'otmake the month
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR, of Cincinnati, O., writes thatitworsed to

his complete satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MCRHPT, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use bv every borsemanas an article of great merit.

The film of HIGBEE & PORTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton, 111- say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,

side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well

as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. "W. PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says : "The Perfection

Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y., says it is the boss.

MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm
,

Comstocks, N. Y., claim it is tho best they ever tried.

DDon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege

of examination No. 1, nickel, $3; No. 2, ex. nickel, $4; No. 3. half silver, ororoide, $5: No. 4, full silver

or oroide, i0. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Mouth, Measuring From Outside of Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIEK, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely

Termed Improvements of this Bit. Eook for Name and Date of Patent on each

one.

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAiNE, eight years old. Has a

record of 2:31$, third beat; a two-mile record of 5:10i;

has trotted a" mile in 2:29}, in a two-mile heat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, withont a blemish, and

one of the best pole horses in the State.

For further particulars address

Nevada Stables, 1336 Market Street, 8. F.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

Sup't Running Horse Dep't,

Palo Alto Stock Farm.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Ennnirjg, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., San Francisco

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOB—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KENTUCKY KEEL.

GLOVERS CELEBSA TED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY—15 8t. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

8ALESBOOMS—630 and 63S MONTGOMERY ST., 8. F.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both seieB for sale. Postofflce address.

Ban Francisco, Cal.

RACING PLATES.
RACING PLATES OR TRAINING SHOES 01

any size or weight, fowarded on receipt of price,
fJ.-V) p«T Hi.-t. All platUH iin'l filirjt-P Kiliir.U't'JCi !'> lit- fit

the best material and workmanship. Samples can be
oen at the ouiceof tbeBuEEDKR and Sportsman.

Address, M.J.U'LEABY,
San Butna Ventura, Cai.

TFE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties

nd Improvements in this line recently imported.
The stock la well worth Inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

For Sale.
A Thoroughbred, graded Laverock Keller Doc,

four months old, very stylish and Handsome. For
pedigree and price address

R. W. SMITH.
Secretary Table Mountain Gun <

Orovili
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Entries at Oakland-

The Directors of the Golden Gate Associa-

tion have issued the following as a revised

speed programme

:

MONDAY, AUGUST 31.

Trotting—2:40 class- -Parse $500.
L. J. Rose, Saltan.

John HcConnell, May Boy.
Charles F. Swan, Acme.
Andy McDowell, Norman.
R. T. Carroll, Menlo.
Same Day—Trotting—For all three-year-

olds and under; parse $300.
L. J. Rose, Stamboul.
Charles F. Swau, Estella.

TUESDAY", SEPTEMBER 1.

Trotting—2:22 class; purse $750.
A. Waldstein, Albert W.
J. W. Donathan, Magdallah.
O. A. Hickok, Arab.
J. A. Goldsmith, Sister.

Same Day—Trotting; two-vear-old class;

purse $200.
L. J. Rose, Alcazar.

Morris Toomey, Transit.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2.

Trotting—2:27 class; purse $750.
L. J. Eose, La Grange.
J. C. Simpson, Antevolo.
Peter Johnson, Scandinavian.
Wilbur F. Smith, Thapsin.
R. T. Carroll, Martin."
A. C. Dietz, Olivette.

J. A. Goldsmith, Dawn.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMREB 3.

Trotting—Free for- all

.

J. A. Goldsmith. Monroe Chief.

O. A. Hickok, Arab.
S. Sperry, Nellie R.
J. A. Goldsmith, Manon.
Same Day—Trotting; four-year-olds and

under.
L. J. Eose, Kismet.
Wilbur F. Smith, Pansy.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

Trotting—2:34 class; purse $600.
L. J. Eose, Sultan.
Andy McDowell, Norman.
William Moir, Baby Mine.
E. T. Carroll. Menlo.
A. C. Dietz, Olivette.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5.

Trotting—2:20 class; purse $800.
Wilbur F. Smith, Adair.
J. A. Goldsmith; Manon.
O. A. Hickok, Guy Wilkes.

A. Waldstein, Albert W.
Same Day—Trotting; 2:24 class.

L. J. Eose, Euby.
J. A. Goldsmith, Anteeo.
J. W. Donathan, Magdallah.
E. T. Carroll, Marin.

English Sires of the Day.

For fifty years or more the foreigners have
been on the alert to purchase our best stal-

lions, and in a great many instances the
intrinsic value of the horse has only been dis-

covered after his possession has been secured
by foreign commissioners. It was so in the
case of Gladiator, whose price was, I believe,

unly 1,200 sovs., and he was so neglected in
Eogland as to have found moderate patronage
only at 12 sovs. a mare, that being his fee

when he stood at York in 1840, After he had
been located some little time in a French harem,
Sweetmeat appeared upon the scene, and he
was a better one than any of Gladiator's pre-
vious produce, which, however, had included
Prizefighter, Napier, and Peter the Hermit.
Sweetmeat commenced life on the turf as a
two-year-old winner at Liverpool, and he won
again at Wolverhampton, and also at Wrex-
ham, being only defeated once for the season,
and on that occasion he ran a pretty good
second. As a three-year-old he showed him-
self to be about the best horse of the day, as
he won no fewer than eighteen races, includ-
ing the Bath and Somershire Stakes, the
Queen's Vase at Ascot, and the DoncasterCup.
It was fortunate that there was such a
descendant as Sweetmeat left on these shores
by Gladiator, or we should have lost a whole
line of horses that has been carried on through
Macaroni, son of Sweetmeat. A daughter of
Gladiator wasjalso left to maintain his fame,
viz., Queen Mary, and through her we have
the great Blink Bonny or Blair Athol family.
But we have still to deplore the loss of Gladi-
ator, as it was through that horse that the
French have been able to beat us many times
upon our own ground, for without exception
every French winner of importance" has
strained from him, including Gladiateur,
Mortemer, Palestro, Montargis.'Peut Etre, and
Dutch Skater. I have before expressed an
opinion that Gladiator was the best horse
ever sent out of England. Next to him I
should take The Baron, and singularly enough
his great merits were only discovered as a
sire after French money had bought him, as
Stockwell came out after his sire had
settled down as a resident in France. It is,

indeed, fortunate that he did leave behind
two such sons as Stockwell and Eataplan, as
looking at the Stud Book now what would the
EDglish turf have been without any Sweet-
meat, Stockwell, and Eataplan? Iou was an-
other whose lasting fame was made after the
French had secured him, as Wild Dayrell was
got during his last season in England, and
from the last named horse waB started a very
famous line. We lost a share of it when Buc-
caneer was sold to the Germans, but some of
it waa returned again through lusher.

Gladiator, The Baron, Ion, and Buccaneer

were sold about two years too soon, both to

the disadvantage of those who had them to

sell and of the general public, and I firmly be-

lievb that there will be another instance of

this policy when looking at the sires of the

day, and considering the pretensions of Don-
caster. This horse was sold last year to the

Austrian Government for 5,000 sovs., it was
said, or within a little of a third less than his

noble owner had originally given for him. He
had paid very well, however, as he got a

I Derby winner in his second season, and had
full subscriptions at a high fee for several

seasons. There are signs that his son, Bend
Or, the Derby winner, may excel his sire at

the stud, and it is very reasonable to suppose
that the Duke of Westminister had no require-

ment for both father and son, and that he
would prefer keeping the latter as a great hero
of his own breeding. There are many studs,

however, where Doncaster might now be very
appropriatelylocated, instead of being a foreign
possession. If Galopiu was cheap at 8,000
guineas, Doncaster must have been ridicu-

lously so at 5,000. And why should an untried
sire like Isonomy have been sold for nearly
double the price demanded for Doncaster?
Now we are perceiving that history is repeat-

ing itself, and the very first season in which
the services of Doncaster are lost to his

country, more winners than usual are crop-

ping up by him. His daughter, Farewell, has
won the One Thousand Guineas, Sandiway
adds the Liverpool Cup to the score, and the
recent prices of yearlings by him denotes that

there are two-year-olds in the background very
likely to shine in public before the back end
October meetings. One of the most promis-
ing yearlings lately sold is by Doncaster, and
I notice that he is nominated for the Derby of

1S87 by the Prince of Wales, and another
young Doncasterlhaveseen gained very much
on me for his good looks and promise. I re-

gret very much that Doncaster is no longer in
his native country, as I should like to see him
at Iwerne Minster, an important stud now
decidedly in want of a stallion, and he might
have been at other studs a much more useful
occupant than the present tenants of the
stallion boxes. Petrarch, my favorite stallion

of all, would be much benefited by a change
of quarters to some great stud. He is badly
handicapped with Hermit and Galopin, by
being so entirely dependent on public mares,
and yet now and then he gets as good quality
as they do, as few stallions can boast of much
better ones than Busybody and The Bard. I
think a change of quarters may do a stallion

good in more ways than one, as horses are
often seen to get a batch of better stock after

such policy has been pursued; and as a lover
of the tnrf, no arrangement would please me
better than to hear of Petrarch's departure
from Newmarket to Dorsetshire, if it was only
for a couple of seasons. Both Bend Or and
Muncaster will have the best of chances, as
their respective owners possess about the best
and most expensive mares in the country, and
Eobert the Devil cannot have better opportun-
ities than he is getting, Barcaldiue is also

well placed, and he is sure to get winners, but
I could replace half a dozen others to the ad-
vantage of the public and the future pages of
the Stud Book.—Bell's Life.

•But three minutes,' you will say, 'is no
speed.

1 Admit it— but some of those colts

whose natural trot across the prairies puts
common horses to the run, will one of these

days make sporting men crazy. I have colts

by St. Patrick and also by Long Barney that

are as agile as the birds on the wing. Now
these horses, St. Patrick and Long Barney,
were thoroughbreds, and not trotters, but the
inclination of their colts to bend the knee and
trot is from their dams.

"Horse- breeding is reduced to a science.

We now produce a first-class roadster with as

much certainty as is produced a game cock, a
stag hound, or a setter dog. Eoadsters by
by chance are rarities now-a-days. The heavy
headed lugger of the bygone age, though he
have speed, will no longer do. The fine, vel-

vety coat, the high head, and clean throatlatch

are now looked to. A plough horse will no
longer answer for the road wagon or the
phaeton."

Horse Talk With a Lady.

[Colorado Record.]

Mrs. Anna D. Clopper, the lady who owns
and manages the extensive horse-breeding
establishment of the late Colonel J. Y. Clop-
per, in eastern Arapahoe, took a seat in the
Record office a few mornings since, and talked
quite glibly on the merits of this and that
breed of horses. Said she: "I have now run-
ning in my pastures fifty young colts, and
they are as fine a lot as were ever seen in this

country or in the blue grass regions of Ken-
tucky. Some of them are thoroughbreds, and
all are by thoroughbred sires. They are
worth a deal of money as they run. Not a
colt among them that capers upon the green
is worth less than a hundred dollars, and
there are several that are worth five hundred
each.

"During the present Summer and past
Spring," continued the lady, "I have sold
about six thousand dollaas worth of horses.
They have not been my best ones. They
have brought me good prices and I have given
the buyers good horses. Several of my young
animals are working to express wagons on the
streets—base use for royal blood, I will admit
—and they are among the best horses you see.

I offered three hundred dollars for one of

them to-day, but the driver shook his head,
with the remark: 'That's no money, Mrs. C.
You got Six hundred dollars for St. Patrick,
and I would not trade this horse for him.'

"Horse-raising is a very fascinating busi-
ness, and I hope to make it very profitable.

It costs bat little to raise a horse in this

country until he is three years old. I think
ten dollars will pay all the expense, of his
board from the time he is foaled until he
sheds his three.year-old teeth, provided he
has been raised in bands sufficiently large to

economize the expense.
"I doubt some the propriety of breaking

young horses to harness or even to saddle
before selling them. They should always be
handy to halter. The man who buys a prom-
ising young horse usually thinks that he can
break him better than anybody else. You
see these men are veryconceitedabout horses.
Each one thinks he knows a little more than
does the other fellow. That's all right, so
long as they give me my price."

"You ask me if I have any promising trot-

ters? O, yes, I have a hundred young horses
that can trot a lick as good as three minutes

The brilliant win of the Champion Stallion

Stakes, at Monmouth Park last Monday, by
Ban Fox, recalls the romantic circumstances
attaching to his sire's entry to the stake.

Early in 1884, when the entries for sires closed

to the great stake, Major Thomas mailed to

Secretary Coster the nomination of his

stallion, KiugBan, but the letter never reached
its destination, having been lost or mislaid in
transit. In the course of time Major Thomas
found out that his entry had not been re-

ceived, and he so notified Secretary Coster,

coupled with the inquiry as to what remedy
existed in the case. The rules permit such
an entry to be good, if the consent of the other
subscribers be obtained, which was so done by
Secretary Coster, and King Ban included in

the list.

Mr. J. I. Case has sold the pacing mare
Gurgle, record 2:20, for which he paid 57,500
two years ago, after she had shown the ability

to go a mile in 2:16 or thereabouts. Since
then Gurgle has proved a disappointment as

a race mare, although her speed is as great as

ever, and at the Cleveland meeting she be-

haved so badly that Mr. Case became
thoroughly disgusted with her. To make
matters worse she was run into by Tommy
Lynn during the race, and for an instant it

looked as if both mare and driver had been
seriously injured, although such was not the

case. That night Gurgle was traded tc a Ken-
tucky breeder, Mr. Case taking in exchange
three fillies by Simmons, full brother to Eosa
Wilkes, 2:1S£.

A jockey's life is not passed on a bed of

roseB. When other people after a day's labor

can indulge in a good dinner, he is compelled
to lead a life of the strictest abstinence.

Turkish baths, long walks in thick clothes in

the heat of the day to waste away all possible

flesh, a diet of crackers and tea, and plenty of

work in the saddle are all preliniininary can-

ters to the brief moment in the saddle. Peo-
ple talk about the winnings and luck of fam-
ous jockeys. The money is dearly earned
when, in addition to the drain upon the sys-

tem, the risk to life and limb in a race are

taken into consideration.

1885.
SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.

October 20th to 24th In
elusive,

$10,000
In Purses and Premiums.
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and Industrial Exposition are in
Active Preparation.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

McKnight Bros.' young stallion Oneco, son
of Altamont and Belle Price, is now in train-

ing at Spring Hill Farm under the guidanceof
his breeder, Jay Beach, Esq. This young and
remarkably promising horse has grown very
fast during the past year, and now looks much
more like a trotter than he did in his three-

year-old form last year. The public will do
well to watch the career of Oneco, for it is

more than likely that he will make a horse that

will add wealth to the North Pacific.

—

Rural
Spirit.

Horses need frequent drinks of water dur-

ing the hot Summer days, whether they be in

the plow, the harrow, or the mowing or reap-

ing machine. A man who takes a water-jug

to the held to slake his own thirst now and
then, should think of his horses in the same
connection; and, if a well or stream be notcon-
vient for the horses there is nothing to hinder
his taking a barrelfull to the field for their use.

SONOMA
ANI>

Marin District

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

PETAXUMA. CAL.

OPEN PURSES, 1885.
\vi;i»m;si)av, Aug, 36th.

No. 6. TKOTTING—2:2flclOB8. Pursu $800.

THURSDAY, Aug. fcJth.

No. 9. rACING—2;2C class. PurBe 95'JO.

Conditions as In the regular proyrriTimic.

Kutriea to close with tho Secretary on

THURSDAY, AVUVST .30 111.

Vf. E.

First Day, Tuesday, Oct. 30th.
1. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 3:00 class;

mile heats, 3 in 5; open also to Cade and Pren-
tice Boy.

2. Trotting Stake—$50; for yearlings;
half-mile heats; $10 forfeit, and $25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Running Race—Purse ©150; half-mile
dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Running Race—Purse S200; free for
for two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday. Oct. 31st.

5. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 2:30 class;
mile heats, best 3 in 5.

6. Trotting Race—Purse $200; for two-
year-olds and under; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Race—Parse $250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

!. Running Race—Purse $250; for three-
year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day, Thursday, Oct. ««d.
Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,

to be hereafter published.

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a S150 premium for first and $50 to sec-
ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;
with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, Valgean,
Margaret and Sultan barred, and a reserved
right to add others.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 33d.
10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40

class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

11. Trotting Race—Purse $250; for
three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; lor all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Race—Purse £300; free for
ail; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fifth Day. Saturday, October 34th.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse
$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15 . Trotting Race—Purse $250 : fou r-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Running Race—Purse $300; for thr?e-
year-olds; one mile and a half.

17. Running Race—Purse$200; torbeatea
horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS,

con- J. H. WHITE,
si l- relwy. President

ivm!iiui:i. Co],

Five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse; but in no event
will a race be considered filled without three
bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 percent, of
purse, in both running and trotting races, to
accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot

heats of any two classes alternately, if neces-
sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a
special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-
trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6
p. M. of the day preceeding the race, shall be
required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular "horse

they aro to start must be named at 6 p. m. of
the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
Except as otherwise specifiod. running races

will be couducted under the rules of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association.
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Non-starters in running races will be held
for entrance under Kule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to

wear caps of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.

the 1st.

If two horses are permitted by consent of

the Directors to start, then third money reverts

to the Association.

A horse distancing the 6eld or any part
thereof is entitled to first money only.

AH moneys in purses will be divided; 65 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10

per cent, to third.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-

nished upon application to the Secretary.

All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.

K. II. Hewitt, L. Lielilenberjrer,
Secretary. President.

STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885

(FITE DATfS DiCHjSrrE.)

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

N. B.—In all races in which more than ten paid

up entries are received, S20Q wiU be added by the As-
sociation, to be added as follows: Extra £50 to each
horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept. fcSd.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse $S00.

No. 2. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2:40 class.

$1,000.

Maud W. V7.v7.,blk m, by General Reno, dam by
Battler—W. B. Todhunter.

Sultan, br h, by The Moor, dam Sultana—L. J. Rose.
Menlo, b h, by Nutwood,dam by Hercules—P. Farrell.
Alpheus, b h, by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by Major

Mono—A. L. Hinds,
Daisy S.. s m, by Tilton Almont, dam by Rattler

—

JobnSpergeon.
Norman, gg, by Rustic—A. McDowell.
Artist, blk h, by McCracken's Golddust, dam by

David Hill—J R. Hodson.

No. 3. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—*-year-old
class. (.Closed with 8 nominations.') $1,000.

Nona Y„ bf, by Admiral, dam flora—A. A. Teager.
Kismet, b c, by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J, Rose*.

Dawn, eh c, by Nutwood, dam Countess—A. S.
Whitney.

Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.
Cairn Simpson.

Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen—
G. v7. Trahern,

Lelaps, ch g, by Nutwood—H. C. Smith.
Pansy, blk m, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard—W. 1?.

Smith.

No. 4. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2-j*ear-old, or nn
der. class. Best 2 in 3. SS00.

WEDNESDAY. Sept. 23d.

No. 5. R JNNING—DISTRICT—2-year-old, or nn
der, class. Mile dash. SS00.

No. 6. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all,

Mile and repeat . §$00

.

Constellation, 3, b f, by St. George, dam Pianette

—

"W. L. Ashe.
Beaconsfleld, 4, by Hockhocking—Garland & Gold-

smith.
Arthur H., 3, b c, by Hockhocking, dam Maid of the

Mist-Hill A: Gries.
Glendair, 4, ch m, by Norfolk, dam Glendew—Kelly

& Lynch.

I No. S. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2-year-old
class. (Closed with S nominations.) $1,000.

Alcazar, b c, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha—L, J. Rose.
Alpha, br c, by Privateer, dam Fawn—Suell Harris.
Transit, b c, by Prompter, darn Venus -M. Toomey.
Senator, b c, by Echo, dam by Young Morrill—

Rancho del Paso. •

Barney Horn, b c, by Nephew, dam by Messenger
Duroc—G. W. Trahern.

Tempest, b f, by Hawthorne, dam by Chieftain—
L. U. Shippee.

LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM—DISTRICT—(five

moneys) $100.

THURSDAY. Sept. S-ItU.

No.9—TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2;26 class.
11,000.

Lncillia, b m, by Nephew, dam by General McClellan
-Wm. Houser.

"Will Harris, g g, by Jim Lick, dam by Horn's Mor-
gan—Andrew Patterson.

La Grange, blk g, by Sultan, dam Georgians—L. J.

Rose.
Marin, bh, by Quinn's Patchen, dam by Emigrant—

P. Farrell.
Scandinavian, blk g, by Black Hawk, Jr.—P. John-

son.
Olivette, br in, by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. C.

Dietz.
Grover C, by "Whipple's Hambletonian—P. C. Byrne
No. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT-4-year-old, or un-

der, class. $W0.
No. 11—PACING—PACIFIC COAST—Free- for all.

$$00.

Shaker, b u, pedigree unknown—N. M. Fay
Prince, br g, by Missouri Chief, dam by Belmont

—

S. C. Tryon.
"

Killarney, br b, by Black Ralph—P. Fitzgerald.
Maude, b m, bv Bertrand Black Hawk, dam by Ham-

ilton Chief—H. J Agnew.
Alma, ch in, by Elmo—O. A. Hickok-
Fainuount, br g, by Niagara, dam by Patchen Vernon

—I. O. Gilbeau.

LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM—PACIFIC COAST-
(Five moneys.) $100.

FRIDAY, Sept. 25tU.
No. 12. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST-Selling

race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation
%l,000. Two pounds off for each ftuw below and 2
pounds added for each $100 above fixed value $S0u

No. 14. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2:20 class.
$1,000. Lnder pubhsheu eruditions of L8S5, except as
to time. Entries u, jSos. 13 and 14 close Saturday,
Au„'. 22, 1885, with the Secretary. Records made since
Auk- 1st, shall not Be a b.ir for these races.
No. 15. TROTTING-PACIFIC COA ST-^-year-old

class. (Closed April 1st. with 7 nominations ) The
following have made second payment:
Stamboul.b c, by Sultan, dam by ilaniblctoui.ui—

L.J Rose.
Apex.b c, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail—43. K.

Trefry.
Lohengrin, be, by Echo, dam Lightfoot—ltauchu del

Paso.

SATURDAY. Sept. ™6tli.

No. 16. RUNNING—DISTRICT—Free for all. Mile
ad repeat. 8800.

Lillian, 4. g f, by Joe Daniels, dam by Nor.'olk—J. A.
Shepherd.

George Bender, 5, b g, unknown—W. J.Jones.
Dave Douglass, bg, by Leinster, dam Lily Simpson

~G. \V. Trahern.
Joe Walker. 3, s c, by Joe Daniels, dam by New York

-T. B. Lowry.
Ned Cook, 3, ch c, by Flood, dam Planetia-—T. De-

laney.

No. 17. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-Freo for
all. $),l)00.

No. is. TROTTING—DISTRICT— :j-y ear-old, or un-
derclass. $S00.

No. 19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:30 class
$I,0OU.

Maud W. W. W., blk m, by General Reno, dam by
Rattler-W. B. Todhunter.

Vengeance, g g, by Venture, dam Belle—A. Patter-
son.

Ruby, b m, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—L. J.
Rose.

Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.
Cairn Simpson.

May-boy, b h, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Har-
vest Queen—J. McConnell.

Brown Jug, br h, by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen

—

G. Vf. Trahern.
Blacksmith, blk h, by Champion Knox, dam Rosa

—

J. J. Cozart.
Olivette, b m, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam

Belle—A. C. Dietz.

I- U. shippee, President.

J. 91. LaRuc. Secretary.

P. O. Bex 1SS, Stockton, Cal.

DOG COLLARS
AND

FURNISHINGS.
Our 1885 Catalogue, which is now

ready, contains 72 pages, on \rhicii are
illustrated over 3.000 styles or

DOG COLLARS,
LEADERS,

WHIPS,

LOCKS,
BELLS,

MUZZLES,
SHIPPING BOXES. KENNELS.

BISCUIT, MEDICINES.
And aU Furnishings Pertaining to the Dog.

To insure the receipt of Catalogue, send 35 cents in
postage stamps or postal note.

Medforcl Fancy Goods Co.,

lOt CHAMBERS XTBEET, ]SEW YORK.
I. BREMER, General Manager.

[P. O. Box 3771 .]

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WAI.SB,

sup't Running Horse Dep't,

Palo Alto Stock F<iroi.

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 1 1

.

$6,2GQ.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev.,Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Cal.,
admitted to District for Rac-

ing- Purposes.)

Iff™
-AT-

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
And Coutinning Five Days.

Finest Track in the Mountains, with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races
o

SPEED PRO GRAMME.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer (or Bale at reasonable

prices, at iny stock-farm. Oak Grove. San Mateo Co.,

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve

months old. bred from the best strains of Premium
to ';, ..-,u . Ii I Imparl yearly from England direct.

Apply to Wm. Corbttt,
316 California St.,

L
<i rruncisco.

FIRST DAY.
TROTTING—Class 3:00,3in5, mile he its; pnrse,

5200. First horse, ^120; second,}©; third.^20. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

2 RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse
$100. First horse, >i>); second, >iu; third, ?lu. Free for
all District horses.

SECOND DAY.
5 TROTTING—Class 2:30, 3 in 5; puise, 3230. First

horse, -?lo0; second, 5-75; third, $25. Free fur all.

6. RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
dash; purse, $7-5. Firsthorse, $50; second,$25. Free
for District horses.

7. RUNNING—Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.

First horse, $90; second, $45; third, $15. Free for all.

3. RUNNING—Three-quarier mile and repeat;
purse, $140. First horse, $S4; second, $42; third, $14.

Free for all.

9. RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end of each mile , and use sis or
more horses; purse, $200. Three to enter two to start.
First horse, $150; second,$50. Owner to furnish stables.

THIRD DAY.
10. TROTTING—2:40 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; pnrse

$250. First horse, $150; second, $75; third, $25. Free
for all.

11. RUNNING—Mile dash ; purse, $125. First horse,
$75; second, $37.50; third, $12.50. Free for District
horses.

12. TROTTING—Four-year-olds orunder, 3 in 5, mile
heats; purse, 9200. First horse, $120; second, $60
third, $20. Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
4:30—Purse, $50. First horse, $30; second, $15; third, $5.

Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOURTH DAY.
14. TROTTING—2:50 class. 3 in 5; purse, $200,

First horse, $120; second, $60; third, $20. Free
for District norses.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat; purse, $100,

First horse. $»; second, $30; third, $10. Free for ail.

16. RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dash; pnrse,
$150. Firsthorse, $90; second, $15; third, $15. Free for
all

17. TROTTING—Single buggy, 2in3, owner todrive.
purse, $75. First horse, $50; second, 925. Free fur
District horses.

FIFTH DAY.
18. TROTTING—3in5;pnrse, $100. Fir.it horse , $240

second, $12y third. $10. Free for all.

19. WALKING—Stallions, une mile; purse. $50. First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two mUes and repeat; purse, - >,

Firsthorse, $1*0; second, *<JQ\ third, $30. Free lur all.

21. TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat:
purse, $125. First team, $75; second, $37; third, $13. Free
for District horses. Untrained teams must pull buggy
owners to drive.

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $*0. First, $50; Beoond, $20: third, $10.

Entries to be made at time of shooting. Not LeBS than
live to enter. Entrance fee,|5.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 'J o'clock p. si., on Tuesday,
September 1st 18S5.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex.

color and marks of horses. Also name and residence
of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses m the race.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.
Entrance fee ten, per cent, of purse.
In all races, fofir or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes ait'Tu.ii* ly. it necessary to finish any d.iy'&

racing, or to trot a special nice between the beat

Unless otberwls< ordered i>> the Board, no bora
qualified to be' entered In anj District raco that bos
not been owned and kept in the Distrlol nix (0)

mouths prior to tbi- day i>f t!"- race, and nay entry
by eny person of any dwanallfifd horse shall be held
liable for the entrance fee contracted, without any
right to compete for i pursi , nd shall be beld liable

to penalties prescribed by the National Arm
and Rules of th< State igriculcaral Society, and ex-

pulsion from the Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on th* closing day of the Fair, It may be
continued or declared off. at the option of the judges.

In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-
tries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserve* the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a le<*s number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows: GCl to the first and 33 j to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.

ny person not Intending to start bis horse must
notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse, and a horse winning a race entitled
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitied to first and third nioDeys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parlies interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of ihe National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, e.i

i

otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
tiny races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m . sharp.
J. R. SICKBAY, J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities ami Comities of
tbe State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Cabey, Sacramento. J. D. Cabb, Salinas.
R. P.SABGENi.Gilroy. John Buggs, Colusa.

P. A. Fxnigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notablv those of Messrs."Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland k.

Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities

and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
:t series of combination or breeders' aales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private pureliases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stuck shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sab .

Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

K1IXIP A CO- 116 Montgomery street.

BUT DIRECT

From the Maniifacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE(
UGGIEI

and

WAGONS.

:r4

ANT S\TYLE MADE TO ORDEh.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PKBSOXAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishinE
Alterations and Repairs.

OFMCE AND FACTORY.

13 11 AM) 13 19 UAKKI.T STBEE1

Betweeu KiDth ituil Tenth Streets. San Francisco,

M. J. McCUE, Proprietor.

Henby Payot. [8AA0 l ih IM,

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WlltH.ESAl.i: ASD DIPORTIXU

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,

Blank Book Manufacturers.

»04 Sansome Street, Near Pine*

BUI FRANCISCO.
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Petaluma Fair.

Agricultural District, No. 4.

COMPRISING 1HE COUNTIES OF

Sonoma, Marin, Napa
and Solano.

AUGUST 3Stb to USHli (Inclusive!, 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, August ISSIli.

No. 1- RUN .1NO -Free for all. Purse §400. One
and a quarter mile dash.

No. 2. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse S80Q.

No . 3—TROTTING -DISTRICT-For two-year-olds.
Purse §200; mile beats; best two in three.

WEDKESDAY, August 186th.

No. 4. RUNNING—DISTRICT—For all ages. 825
entrance; tf in forfeit; $100 added; 325 to second horse.
One mile dash

.

No. 5 -TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to all eligible
and the following: James H., Vanderlyn. Arab and
Albert W. Purse 51,000.

No. 6. TROTTING—2 ;26 class. Purse S800.

THURSDAY, August IBJtli.

No. 7. RUNNING—For two-year-olds. S60 en-
trance; S25 forfeit, or 810 if declared out by August
16th, and S25 if declared out by 6 p. m. the day be-
fore the race; $150 added; S100 to second horse.
Three-quarter mile dash.

No. 8. RUNNING—Free for all. Purse §500. One
mile and repeat.

No. 9. PACING. Free for all. Purse §600.

FRIDAY. August fcStli.

No. 10. RUNNING-SELLING RACE. Purse §200;
entrance free; 350 to second horse. Fixed valuation
§1,000; to carry entitled weights; two pounds off for
each §100 below and two pounds added for each §100
above fixed value. One mile and repeat.

No. 11. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2:40 class. Purse
$400.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse §800.

SATURDAY, August 29tli.

No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. §50 entrance ; $25
forfeit, or §10 forfeit if declared out by AuguBt 15th,
and §25 if declared out by 6 p. m. the day before the
race. §200 added; 5100 to second horee. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 14. RUNNING-CONSOLATION PURSE—§150;
§50 to second horse. Horses beaten once allowed 5
pounds, twice 10 pounds, three times 15 pounds
from their entitled weights. One mile dash.

No. 15. TROTTING—2 :20 class. Purse §1,2011,

No. 16. TROTTING—DISTRICT-For gentlemen's
roadsters. To be handicapped the day before the
race. Purse §150. Owners to drive unless stipulated
by agreement.

—O

—

'

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all trotting, pacing, and in running races Nos. 1

and 8, four moneys, viz : 5U, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
All races, best3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two raceB alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance tee aud one-half of the entrance
received from tbe other paid ui> entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race eutitied to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall he required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, !no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned iu the District six (fj) months prior
to the day of the race, aud any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the en-
trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to peualtieB pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this
Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to start,
but the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse.
Tbe Petaluma track Is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all heats
Races commence each day at I o'clock v. m. sharp.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1885, with Secretary.

J. II. WHITE, PrcslHt-ut.
W. E. COX, Secretary, P. O. 276, Petaluroq, CM.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing,

WITH A.N APPENDIX
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Kound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare.
Q

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received trora Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Beeedeb and Spoetsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first .and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of tbe many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it
and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, 81; cloth, &1.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

M Tips and Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Beeedeb and Spoetsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies ;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest endorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit tbe book till he has read it through , for in addition to tbe perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of tbe public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. 0. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of tbe racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is
deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Beeedek and Spoetsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is tbe Editor of tbe Beeeder and Spoetsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and tbe advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos, Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2 :20A. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send §1.50 to him anl he will
Bend yon the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for tbe money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of tbe system,
trotting a public trial in 2 :20j, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of tbe genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to bis foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, wbenthreeyearsold.be won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he got a record of 2 :293, last half in 1 :13£ ; first money in purse at Sacramento,
3500; second money at Stockton, $-53; tbe Stanford Stakes, §1,672; and the Embryo, S870, making a cash
return for tbe season of $4,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Beeedee and Spoetsman will he given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot
of tbe horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from tbe
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Calkn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON" USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

Theiabove.treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

NEVADA
. . . AND . .

.

Placer Counties.

G-lenbrook Race Track,

A NEW MILE TRACK.

SPUED PROGRAMME FOR 18S5.

A. EwiNG. 0. S. ElYING.

Pool Room Saloon,
SIO DIIPONT STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events, Reading room, containing tbe
Breeder and Spoktsman, N. Y. Spirit, and other
sportiDg papers. Bar stocked with Wines, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWING BROS., Proprietors.

Agricultural Park.
dan. McCarthy

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Point Lobos
road and removed his ntoclt to that place, calls tho
attention of all in want of horses to bis list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIuNK,
MARES. GELDINGS, BROODMARES, ROADSTERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower prices
than have heretofore rulod for Hie Hftiuo close ui

stock. An inspection of the animals by allinteruslud
Is invited.

Chesapeake Bay Duck Dogs

For Sale.
Out of C. M. Hammond's Rusk, American Kennel

lie-ister Ml, by G. G. Hammond's luke, A. K. R. 141.
Tins Utter of thoroughbred Chesapeake Bay duck

dogs, born April 15th, with registered pedigree, is
ollered ;it ?W each. The dogs are thoroughly weaned,
strong and sound.
The April "Century Magazine," in its able article on

dogs, declared that the Chesapeake Bay duok dog Is un-
surpassed for water work, genera] retrieving and In-
telligence. Eur further juirticularu address or apply to

C. M. HAMMOND,
Lakeport, Lake Co., Cal,

A. S. THOMSON,

Hunters' Resort,
Formerly Tleior's Place,

SAUSALITO.
On a Rafael Road, three miles from Sauaalito.

FIRST DAY—Tuesday, Sept. 1st.

No. 1. CRICKET MATCn, at 9:80 o'clock a. m., fur
clubs in District. Purse §75.

No. 2. TROTTING—For horses owned in the Dis-
trict; 3:00 class. Purse $100; first horse §250: second
§100; third 850.

No. 3. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse §600; first
horse §350; second §175. tliird §75.

No. 4. TROTTING—Three-year-olds. Free for all.
Mile and repeat. Purse §t»00; first horse §300; second
§180; third §(50.

No. 5. WALKING MATCH—For stallions owned
in the District. Purse§100; first horse §75; second §25

SECOND DAY-Wednesday, Sept. 2d.

No. 6. RUNNING—NATIONAL HOTEL STAKE
—Free for all. §50 entrance; §25 forfeit; §600 added:
second borse §200; third §100. One mile and repeat.

No. 7. RUNNING —NEVADA CITY MINESTAKE—For two-year-olds. §25 entrance; 810 for-
feit; §250 added; second horse §100; third §50, Dash of
a half-mile.

No. 8. RUNNING—WYOMING MINE STAKE
Free for aU. §25 entrance; §10 forfeit; §SO0 added,
second horse §100; third §50. Dash of one and a half
mile6.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock p. sr

.

No. 10, TROTTING—For two-year-olds owned in the
District. Purse .§300; first horse §ihij

;
secundum; third

§30.

Extra Facing Race—2:30 class; purse, §600, First
horse, §350; second, §175; third, §75,

THIRD DAY—Tliui suaj . Sept. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RACES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10
o'clock a, si., open to tbe District; purses aggregat-
ing $100.

No, 12. TROTTING—2:50 class. For District horses.
Purse §400; first horse §250; second §100; third §50.

No. 13. TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to Vander-
lyn, James H. and Albert W. Purse §J,U0O; first horse
$500; second §250; third §150; fourth §100.

No, 14. RUNNING-SADDLEHORSE STAKE-
For horses owned in the District; catch weights. §lu
entrance; §100 added; first borse 50 percent.; second
20percent.; third 15 per cent.; fourth, lu per cent.;
fifths per cent. Dash of a mile.

FOURTH DAY-Frlday, Sept, 4tU.

No. 15. RUNNING—WALKATH STAKE. Free
for all. §50 entrance; §25 forfeit; §000 added; second
horse§200; third §100. Two miles and repeat.

No. 16. RUNNING—NARROW-GAUGE RAIL-
ROAD STAKE. Free for all. §20 entrance; §10 for-
feit; §250 added; second horse §100; third 850. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 17. RUNNING—SOUTH YUBA STAKE—Free
for all, §25 entrance; §10 forfeit; §201) added; Becond
horse §75; third §50. One and one-eighth miles.

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse 8800; first
horse §450; second §250; third 8100.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 5tb.

No. 19. LADIES' TOURNAMENT at 10 o'clock a
St.

No. 20. RUNNING-UNION HOTEL STAKE-For
horses owned in the District. §25 entrance; §10
forfeit; §150 added. One-half mile aud repeat.

No. 21. TROTTING—2:10 class. Purse §600; first
horse §350; secoud§!75; third §75.

No. 22. TROTTING—Free for all (St. JuJlen barred).
Purse §1,200; first horse §ti00; second §300; tliird §180;
fourth §120.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
ve. except tin* two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter aud three tostart. But the Hoard
serves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by tho withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination.

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but
tbe Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall he entitled only to the
entrauce money paid iu. WhPnlesB than the required

nuer of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to bo divided as follows: W% to the
first, and &j)g to second.

Inall races, entries not declared out by (! t> m. of
the day preceding tho race, shall be required to start.

Where there Is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must bo named by (ii\ m. tbe day preceding tbe
race. Noadded money paid for a walk-over.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.

Racing colore to he named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be nameuin their
entries.

All races In which District horses are entered, they
must have been owned In the DlBtrict prior to July 1st,
1885, except When specified free for all.

Entries to all of tho above races to close with tbe
Secretary on Saturday, August 1st, 1886.

A. WAMCATII, PresMeut,
Nevada City.

•Ueo, Fletcher, Secretary.
P. O. Address, Grass Valley.

D. E. MORGAN, Assistant-Secretary,

P. O. AdftroBb, Nevada Clfry.

j
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Monmouth ParE
ASSOCIATION.
LONG BRANCH, N J.

The Following Stakes are now Open, to

Close and afame on Aug. 15, 1885.

First Summer Meeting, 1886.

THE HOPEFUL STAKES,
For two-year-olds, of $100 each, h f, or only ?10 if de-
clared by Jan. 1, 1886, or 826 if declared by June 25,
1886, with si ,500 added, of which S500 to the second;
a winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the valne
of §2,000, to carry 5 lbs. ; twice, 7 lbs. ; thrice, 12 lbs.
extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE JULY STAKES,
For two-year-olds, of $100 each, h f , or only $10 if
declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 if declared by Jane 25,
1886, with $1.5U0 added, of which $500 to the second; a
winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the value
of $2,000, -to cany 5 lbs. ; twice, 7 lbs. ; thrice, 12 lbs.
extra, maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a
mile.

Midsummer Meeting, 1886.

THE TYRO STAKES,
For two-year-olds, of $100 each, hf, or only $10 if de-
clared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 declared by June 25.
1886, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to the second;
maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE SAPLING STAKES,
For two-years-olds, of $100 each, h f,oronly$10 if
declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 if declared dy June 25,
1886, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to the second;
the winner of the Tyro Stakes to cany 7 lbs, extra;
maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

Midsummer Meeting, 1886,

OK

Second Summer Meeting, 1886
THE JUNIOR CHAMPION STAKES,

For two-year-olds, of $250 each, $25 forfeit, with
95,000 added: ths second to receive $500 out of the
stakes, and the third $250. Three-quarters of a mile.

Second Summer Meeting, 1886.

THE AUGUST STAKES,
For two-year-olds , of $100 each h f, or only $10 if de-
clared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $25 if declared by July 25,
1886, with 81,000 added, of which $500 to the second;
a winner of a stake (handicaps excepted) of the value
of $2,500, to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 7 lbs.; thrice, 12 lbs.
extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE CRITERION STAKES,
For two-years -olds, of $100 each, h f, or only S10 if
declared by Jan. 1, 1896, or $25 if declared by July 25,
1886, with $1,500 added, of which $500 to the second;
a winner of a stake (handicaps excepted ) of the value
Of $2,500, to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 7 lbs.; thrice, 12 lbs.
extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of a
mile.

Second Summer Meeting, 1888.

THE H03IE-BRED PRODUCE STAKES,
For the produce of mares covered in 1885, of $100 each,
325 forfeit, or only $10 if declared bv July 25, 1SSS, with
31,000 added; the second to receive $250 out of the
stakes; the mares to be the exclusive property of the
subscribers at the time of subscribing and foaling.
and the produce to remain whollv their property un-
til after the race, or to puy forfeit; those bv untried
stallions or out of untried mares, allowed 3 ibfl.; if
both, 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 5 lbs.; allowances cumu-
lative. Three-quarters of a mile.
(In connection with this stake, see Racing Rule No.

8.)

Nominations to be addressed to J. H. COSTER,
Secretary Monmouth Park Association, Madison
Avenue and 27th street. New York.

(The added money for the season of 1386 will be in-
creased to 5150,000.)

GEORGE L. LOR1IXARD. President.

J. H. COSTER, Secretary.

CTNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a fall stock of the celebrated

J- .Pennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United states. I shall
Ofler them at low prices, and from their superior fit-
ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
pronouneed by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KAATO, J6S Market St.,

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlery
floods of all kinds.

The Petmecky Gun Cleaner.

First Summer Meeting, 1887.

THE LORILLARD STAKES,
For three-year-olds, of $250 each, h f , or only S10 If
declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or $20 if declared by Jan. 1,
1887, or $50 if declared by June 25, 1887, with $6,000
added, of which Sl.OGOto the second; the third to aave
his stake. One mile and a half.

N. B.—All yearlings are eligible for the Lorillard
Stakes for 1887.

THE MONMOUTH OAKS STAKES,
For fillies three years old, of $100 each.hf, or only
$10 if declared by Jan. 1,1886, or $20 if declared by
Jan. 1, 1887, or *30 if declared by June 25, 1887, with
Sl,500added, of which $500 to the secoud. One mile
and a quarter.

Midsummer Meeting, 1887.
THE STOCKTON STAKES,

For three-year-olds, of $100 each.h f, or only $10 if
declared by Jan. 1, 1886, or Sii if declared by Jan. 1, 1887,
or ?:J0 if declared by June 2-5, 1887, with $2,500 added, of
which $500 to the second; a winner of two or more
three-year-old stakes of the value of $2,000, to carry 7
ftiB. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile and a
guarter.

THE STEVENS STAKES,
For thr.e-y ear- olds, of $100 each, h f, or only $10 if de-
clared by Jan. 1, 1*5(1. or ?2» if declared by Jam 1,1887,
or $30 if declared by June 25, 1*57, with $2,500 added, of
which $500 to the second; a winner of two or more,
three-year-old stakes of the value of £2,000, to carry 5
fbs.extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile and five
furlongs.

Second Summer Meeting, 1887.
THE OMNIBUS STAKES,

For three-year-olds, of 51,000 each for starters,
with $10,000 added, of which $7,509 to the winner.
81,000 to the second, $1,000 to, the nominator of
the winner, and $5(0 to the nominator of the Becond; a
winner when carrying the standard weight (i. e with-
out allowance) under the conditions of the race or
more, of any three-year-old stake of the value of
32,ww (handicaps excepted), to carry 5 lbs.; of two or
more such stakes, 7 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs.;
entrance $25 (the only liability), to go to the race fund;
if paid at the time of naming, the engagement to follow
ownership of the horse without written transfer, un-
Eaid forfeits or death of nominator not to disqualify a
orse(if its owner at the time of starting he qualified),

and horses may be entered by persons not their own-
ers. One mile and a half.
N. B.—An owner need not pay at the time of naming.

I fhe does not, his entry is subject to the rules of rac-
ing without above exceptions.

THE WEST END HOTEL STAKES,
For fillies three years old, of 8100 each, h f, or only $10
if declared by Jan. 1, ISSii. or 8211 if declared by Jan. 1.

1887, or SUu if declared bv July 2.",. lSHJ.with * 1,000 added
by the West End Hotel; the second to receive 8300 out
of stakes; a winner of a tliree-vear-old stake (handi-
caps excepted, of the valne of 82,000 to carry 5 lbs.;
twice, 7 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs. One mile
and a half.

The only Cleaner that will

thoroughly clean a gun-barrel,

doing the work equally well in

choke bores without adjust-

ment. Will do the work
quicker and better than all

other implements for the pur-
pose combined. Made 10 and
12 guage.

Reduced Price, Postpaid, $1,00.

CIRCULARS FREE.

B. T. ALLEN,
Agent for Pacific Coast.

416 MARKET STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

Improved Horse ClothinG.

SscurGd by Lettors ratoni reissued march29,i88i,

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of the
budv-piece A.flaD C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the
animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having thu Hap C, and
the extensions B, to fit the fore and himl legs of the
animal, front fastenings F G, and the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions 1J,

permanent securing-bands K, ami the Front fasteptnga
FG, in combination with the elastic neck-exttinaioD II,

substantially as and for the purpose herein descril>ed.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J, having the elastic hand L,
beneath the jaws, so tluit they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the lit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.
6 The improvement in covering-blanktts for anl

tnals, Consisting Of the blanket A, having I hi dap C
and ]irriii uirnt straps or bands fixed tn it to SecilXQ 11

around the body, whereby thu use oi loosu surcingle!
is avoided, substantially as hcreiu described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

439 and 491 Batter}' si, SAN FRANCISCO, CAU

FIFTH ANNUAL

EXHIBITION
-OF THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

AGRICULTURAL 4SS0CIATM

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Gal.
September 28th, 29th and 30th,
and October 1st, 2d and

3d, 1885, inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. 28th.

™°\, 1-* U1
*Y
D>G-™™-<l™TteT-mne *>sh, free

secctKt SLr^^ 81
°

f°rfei,: S15° *WTWB
m?°- r&t

Kronmra-One-mile dash, for two-year-

sec„ilfor?e
tallCe; 51

° f0rieit; SI6° *"* SoTto

No. 3. RDNNING-Two-mile dart, handicap. 850entrance; 525 forfeit; 815 declaration: .^of/added
5100 to second horse; third to save entrance Vei„btsannounced Monday, September 21st; declarationWednesday, September 23d.

declaration

Second Day-Tuesday, Sept. 99tU.
No. 4. TROTTING_3:00 Class. District Pn™

second; $112.50 to third; $75 to fonrth.
51°'-°u »

No. 6. TROTTING-Three-year-old District p,„,„
5300; 5180 to first; 590 to second; 530 to third

'

Third Day-Wednesday. Sept. 3UtIi.

Ladies Equestrianism-Purse 5100. For the mosteraC
f
f
V
1
-,S

d
,

eri25; s«ond,S15: third, 510. For ihemost skillful rider, 525; second, 515; third sin
No. 7. KDNNING-Half-mile and re'neat f™,.

for all; 525 entrance; 510 forfeit; 5200 ad£ i75 ,„second horse. ' * °

No. 8 BUNNING-One and one-half mile dash-

horsT
f°rfeit; S200adlied

; S'5 to second

No. 9. RUNNING-Selling race; one mile andrepeat; all ages: purse 8200; entrance free: 850 tosecond horse. Fixed valuation 81,000; two pounds
off for each S100[ below; and' two pounds added
for each 5100 above. ' ™ zaaea

Fonrth Day-TIinrsday, October ist,

tn

N
fi°ri°.-

™O
,

rrraG-?^0.Class: purse 5500:^250

norsT
to second; 875 to third: 550 to fourth

No 11. TROTTING-Two-year-olds
; one mile and

Ho to thir?
6 m>; m

° '° tat "°rse; 5S0 ,0 s"'»"4:

.
^». '2

;
—PACDfG-Free for all; purse 8400- 8240to first; 8120 to second; 540 to third horse.

Fifth Day-Friday, October 9d.
No. 13. RUNNING-One mile dash, for two-year,

olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse 5200 550 tosecond horse. '
vu lu

No 14. RTJNNING-Free for all; one mile and

ShUShf 1 entrance free: 5M to «»»*
No.l5-RHNNING-Consolation Purse for beaten

horses: pure.. SIM): 850 to second horse. Entries toclose immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.
No. 16. TROTTING-2 35 class: District Purse

8400; 5240 to hrst; 5120 to second; 840 to third ooS,
.
No.17 TROrriNG-2:2C Class: purse 5400; B240

to first; 8120 to second
; 840 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTTNG-2:20 Class; purse 81 000-sou to first: 8250 to second; 5150 to third; 8loo tofourth horse.

REMARKS AS'D CONDITIONS

All trotting races are the best three in Ave-five to enter and three to start. But the Boardreserves the rig lit to hold a less Biimtnthu bra£
nil. bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount ol

National Association Rules to govern trottuur but
the Boar, reserves the right to trot heals or any twoclasses alternately, il necessary to lini.sh am ",1,,-sracing, or to trot a special race between lieani A
horse making a walk-over shall he entitled onh tothe entrance money naid in. Winn less than the re-nted number of starters appear thev may test
lor the entrance money, to be divided as fo 1 -
GBK to the first. :vnd 33K to the second

">no»s.
IK1U KACM, BNTRIES NOT DKCURED OUT II Y

B P. M . OF THE DAY PRECEDI-iO THE RACE, SHALL 1IEEKiiriKEIl TO START. ^wuu. bi
Where there is more than one entry by one personor in one Interest. the particular borer i„,.v ire ,'

start must be named tat 6 p. M. of the .lav p, dlnithe race. No added money paid for a walk-liverHuHsof th State Agricultural Society to govern
't'lierwU

J"008 ' eJS001" wh,:"> conditions named are

trSree1^""r
r

|t

i

n'l.

r
''i'

ln'''° r; 'C ' 8 " il
'
b° huW toT ""

|

{ ",''"- ' '• to ''. named in II, , r entries.
In trotting races drivers will i.e r.-onire.l to weir

caps ol distinct colors, which must he named in their

District horses to he owned in District June 1 1HS5Kntriea to all i.l tin- above races to close' with
the secretary on Saturday, August 1st 188S(HTWrlte "Entries to Races" on outslile Of tl n
vclope.

. „ „ . J- " WELLISR. ITe„l,|. ,

A. B. e. llis, Secretary.
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TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)

San Francisco

LBAVB
| commencing M.ay 11,1885.

10 :10 A 1

+1:30 p| 1

•5:15 P
6:30 P

V

6 :40 A
•8:10a
9 :LI3 A

*1 0:0'2 a
•3 ::i6 p
tl ;59 p

fi :0UP
{7:50 r
+8:151*

iifi (
30P r-Santa Clara, San Jose and -|

'25 p , Principal Way stations. J

' b

*3:S0pl *

Jilrov, Pajaro, CastroviUe, t i
*10:02a

Salinas and Monterey. . (
i

.
6:00p

\'\ WHtsunville, Camp Goodall, f
10: -10 a \ Aptos. New Brighton, So-,:

*3:3op| fguel (Camp Capitola) amP.
I J Santa Cruz I

+7:50 a
j

Monterey and Santa Cruz, i

(Sunday Excursion)

Hollister and Tres Pinos- -i
|

Soledad and Way Stations

k—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSundays only . {Theatre train

Saturdays only.

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph & Co
Staue connections are made 'with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, ex.ep, 'escadero Stages via San Mateo and
Bedwoort, and racific Congress Spring. Stage via

Santa Clara, wind connect with 8:3U a. m. Train.

Special rluiixi -tkif Tickets, at reduced rates to
Monterey, Aptos. Soquel, Santa Cruz .and Pesca-

dero; also to (iilrsy, Paraiso and Paso Kobles Springs

KX4SJRSION TICKETS.
f Sold Sunday MoEsraa, and

-J
for 1:30 p. n. train; good for re-

(turn same day.
ForSaturdav, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;

Sundav and- good for return until following Mon-
Mondav, t day, inclusive, at the following rates:

Fot Sundays only, - for 1:1

Round Trip
from San

Franc'seo to

San Ili:mo ...

Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood.. ...

Fair Oaks
Meulo Park..
Mavfield

I'kt.

>atto
Moil
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n "View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mou.
Tkt.

$2 00
225
2 50
2 50
4 00
5 rx-

5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Okficks.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and j\

x
o. G13 Market

street, Grand Motel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best Places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Besort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trent
in abundance can be obtained from the Beveral streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may be had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting fur
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

Al»TOS. KOtflTEE. AM) SA92TA tRIZ,
18 VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
oi San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each i*i which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Ojiail, Pigeon. Snipe, Dnck, Geese, I>eer
antl Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by tins line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo lor those well-known Ket reals, i'l'KIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGOUIO and PEsCADERO. We
would particularlv call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a Bhort distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to ti e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Tram BaggagtMiu-n are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
oarln order to guard against accidents to Dogs

while in transit, it is necessary that thev be provided
wish COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed.In wood ox leather cases may be
taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES— Passenger Depot, Townsend

Btreet, Valencia Station, and No fil3 Market at., Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. J UDAH,

Snpeiihtende u Aest, Pass, and Tkt, Agt,

YERBABUENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

resist ;re:> is tub Americas jeusey cattue cs.i"i of sew vokk.
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RECORDS OF I'OCXOAi'IOX STOCK:

MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 3C His. 12} OZ3.. 1 week, A. J. C. C. test; SG7 lbs. li$ ozs. in 11 months.
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2! OZS., 1 week, A. J. C. C. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. li OZ8., 1 week.
EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLASIER, 18} lbs., 1 week.
VALUE 2d, 4ii lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 days.
Blood relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale by

HESRY PIERCE. San Francisco.

Jerseys no* registered In tlie American Jersey Cattle club of Sew York sell as grades
at halt-price in the East.

Stallion for Sale.
The Standard Bred Trottlns Stallion

ALCONA, 730,
Belonging to A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NER, Jordan Valley, Baker County,"Oregon,

BRED BY GENERAL "W. T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ineton, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1877. Sired by

Alniont, 3d, by Alexander's Abtlallab, 15, bv Rysdyk's
Hambletonian, 10, by Abdallahl. Dam by Mambrino
Chief, 11, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Almont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr

.

Alcona is full 16!*; hands ; bright chestnut ; has large,
clean limbs; targe.'flatbone; large, smooth hocksaud
joints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
has never been trained or handled for speed, but is
finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hambletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2:30 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Alinont, his sire, and sire
of Piedmont. 2i">; Alexander's Abdallah, his grandsire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, (5; Rvsdyk's Hambleton-
ian, his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39; Abdallahl, his
g. g. g. sire, -1; Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady Thorn,
6: Pilot, Jr.,0.
Takenotice.heis not only descended from the two

greatest and most popular trotting families,
but through the best and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated norse Piedmont, winner of the ten,

thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid $27,500. Also to Allie West, 5-

vear-old record of 2:2-5, and sire of Jewett, 2:22,':;

Rachel B.,2:2SM, and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Alraont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:27, Bostick's Almont, Ji., 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona, and 15

oth'-r sons of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records of 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting but
road and carriage or par-; horses on the Pacific coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, but they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,

food feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
IcLafeity, of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,

was offered, but refused, 32,000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previously disposed of,
he will be taken to the California State Fair this sea
son android at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. GOODRICH,
Jordan Vallev. Oregon, or
SILAS SKINNER,

Napa, Cal.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of xaopular interest.

SPKCIAX FKATl'KES.
Albert Pol pit, the great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Ini;leside, on the
Art, Society ' and Politics of the French Capital.

These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."

liill Aye writes each week exclusively for the

Ikglebide on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of I'll flip II. Welds,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines
Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in

process of publication. Among the many depart-

ments which will appear from time to time are:

The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art

Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, &i 00 : six months,

81.75; three months, SI.Oil; by carrier, in the cily. 35

cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

HIE iMiLKSiitF. SliS Montgomery St.,

SAN l'KANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The Ingleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stocl of £00,000. Directors aud old Stock-

holders: 11. B. McDowell, R» P. Abhe, Williard Wells,

H.P.Bigelow, W.E.Ashe.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HOUSE
ASSOCIATION

FIXED EVENTS 1885-86-87.

TO CLOSE

August 15th, 1885.

1885—Fall Meeting.
THE BALDWIN STAKES.

Post-stake, for all ages; S250 each, p p, with 5.1000

added, of which §400 to second, third to save stake.

Fodk Miles.

1886—Spring Meeting.
THE CAOFOR2SIA STAKES.

For two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

S50 each, §25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out on or be-

fore Jan. 1st, 188G, with Si00 added, second to save
stake. Hale a Mile.

THE (iA>0 STAKES.

For two-year-old, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);S50
each, S25 forfeit, or S10 if declared out on or before

Jan. 1st, 188G, with $400 added, second to save stake.

Stake to be nam ed after winnerif Gano's time (1:15)

is beaten. Thkee-quabtees of a Mile.

1886—Fall Meeting.
THE EAMES STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 1884) ; S50 each ; $25

forfeit; or S10 if declared out on or before August
1, 1886, with $300 added; second to save stake. Theee-
QUAETEKS OF A MILE.

THE FINTGAN STAKES.
For two-year-olds, colts and fillies (foals of 1884);

$50 each; $25 forfeit; or $10 if declared out on or
before August 1, 1886; with $400 added; secondto save
stake. One Mile.

1887—Spring Meeting.
THE WINTERS STAKES.

For three-year-olds; §100 each; 550 forfeit; or 5111 if

declared out ou Jan. 1, 188C, or S20 if declared out on
August 1. 18Sl>, or $30 if declared out on Jan. 1. 18*7;

with 5500 added, of which $200 to second, third to

save stake. One Mile and a Half.

THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES STAKES.
For three-year-olds; $100 each: §50 forfeit; or S20 if

declared out on Jan. 1, 188G. or §10 if declared out on
August 1, 1880, or §30 if declared out on Jan. 1,1887;

with §500 added, of which §200 to Becond, tbird to

save stake. One Mile and Three-quahteiis.

1887-Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAE STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies; §25 each, p p, with §400

added, of which SKID to second; third to save stake.

One Mile and a Quakteb.

THE FAME STAKES.

For three-year-olds ; §100 each ; §50 forfeit ; or §10 if

declared out August 1, 18b0. or §20 if declared out on
Jan. 1, 1887, or §30 if declared out August 1, 1887;

with -r.en added, of which §li00 to the second, third to

save stake. Two Miles.

REMARKS.
All these Stakes (except the Baldwin Stakes for

1H8R), are for foals Of 1HS4, colts and fillies now rating

au yearlings.
The Association reserves (lit* right to postpone

races on account of the uufaTocaule condition of the

weather or tract, or other samoient cause.

Ne nations to bo mod* to the Secretary, Jos,

Cairn Simpson, 508 Montgomery street. San Fran-
cisco. Cal., on t>r before August 15,1985. Nominal
Horn by niiiii to be valid amsl bo plainly postmarked
ou or before thai date, Angtmt ltd

Jos OajbS SIMPS* i JAS. V. OOLEMAS,
Secretary. President,

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE Uth, 1885.

Trains leave, ami are due to arrive at
Oakland Ferry, loot of Market St.. San
Francisco as follows;

' E

tS:00 A M
8:00 A M

•4:00 p M
7:30 a M
7 :30 a M

•3 :30 f M
8:00 A M
1:00 p M
*5;00 p M
fi.-tJO A Tbl

•8:00 A w
3:30 p W
7:00 P U
10:00 a W
3:00 p w
7:00 P M
TiiOA M
8:ffl a V
7:30 A M
3:00 P il

4:00 p M
*1;00 p M
8:00 a M

1 10:1)0 a M
3:00 P M
8:00 a

*0 :30 a M
*3:30 p M
*9 :M a 51

DESTINATION. AKBIVE
(FROM)

....Byron

....Oalistoga and Napa..

....Colfax

....Delta, Bedding and Portland

....Galtvia Martinez

.. .lone via Livermore

....Knight's Landing

.... Livermore and lleasanton...

....Martinez

....Milton
( Mojave, Deiiihn;, i KxpreSB.

. j El Paso and East,* Emigrant

. ..Nites and Haj wards

. ! Ogden and i Express

. i East \ Birijirrant

....Red Bluff via Marysville

....Sacramento, via Mvermore..
" via lienicia
" vi i Kemcia
" via jtcnicia

....Sacramento ttiver Steamers..

....San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore.
'* via Martinez....

via Martinez....
..Tulare and Fresno

{6:10 p M
'10 dO a M
6:10 P M
5:KI l' M
6:40 p M

•10:40 a m
5:40 p M
10:10 a m
**:40 A M
fi:10 p m

*7:10 P u
10:40 a M
0:10 a m
3:40 p m
U:in a m
6:10 a M
o:ln p M
5:40 p M
15:40 p m

11:10 a m
10:10 a M
•6:00 a U
*3:40 r m
{3:40 i-M
9:40 a M
5:40 p a
*7:Jii p w

•10 :40 a M
"MO P M

From San Francisco fiaily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*6:00—*6:80—7:00—7:30—S:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—H):30—11 :0J—11 ;o0—12:W— 12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—S:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —
12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—'6:00—«rt:30— •7:00— *7:30— «8:00—
•8

:
30—*3 :30—*4 flO—*4 :

30—'5 ;00—*5 : 30— *6 :00— "6
: 30—

9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•8:80—6:30—Jli:00
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8:30—
9:00—9:30—10:00—{10:30—11:00—{11:30—12:00—{12:30—
1:00—{1:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—n2:00.

TO BERKELEY—^OO—•6:30—7:00—•7:30— 8:00—*8:30
—9 :00—{9 :30—10 ;00—{10 :30—11 :00—{11 :30— 12 :00—1 :00

—2:00-3:00— 4:00 — 4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10 :00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:00— •6:30— 7:00—«7:30—
18:00—«8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—{1:00—2:00—3:00—4:00—•4:30—5:00—"5:30—6:00—«6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—•6:23—*6:53—•7:23—«7:53—•8^8
*S :53—«9 :23—*10 : 21—*4 :23—*i :53—»5 :23—*5 :53—*6 :23—
•6:53—735—9:50.

PROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5;15— "5:45—
{6:45—9:15—*3:I5.

FROM EAST OAKLAND—*5:30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—»5:22—*5:52—*6:22— 6:52— *7:22—

7:52—*S:22-h;.i2-H:22-9:52— {10:22— 10:52— {U:22—
11:52—{12:22—12:52-{1:22—1:52—2:52—3:22-3:52—4:22
—1:52—5:22—5:52— fi:22-fi; 52-7: 52-«:52—11:52-10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—'5:45—*e :]5— fi :45—*7:15—
7:45—*S:15— 8^5—{9:15—9;4o—{10:15—10-45— {11:15—
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45 — 3:4.5—4:1.5—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:15—9 H5—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:4S-*fi:l.V-6:45-*7:i5
—7:45—S:45- {9:15-U:45-10:45— {12 : |5— 1:45— 2:45—
3:45—4:45—*5:15-5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15.

(KEEK ROUE.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1 :15-

3:15-5:15.
FROM OAXLAND—•6:15—8:15—10^5—12:15— 2:15—

4:15.

•Sundays excepted. {Sundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph a Co.,S. F.

A. M. TOMTSE,
Gen. >r.T.na^er,

T. II. GOODMAN.
Gen. Pass. ATtk Agt.

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

50 Choice Merino Rams, very hijjh (rradi*. ? 12.50 caih
per carload. Also IVdi^n.-ed Rains, >2"><.v>t0 each.

30 Imported Holstcin Cattle. ?2-iiX" ?!.'"' each.
10 Thoroushbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, (100 to

$250 each.
10 Avrsliire Bulls. >liiuio>250 each.
5 Hereford Bnlls. S3OOKfl50 each.
10 Hereford Grade Bnlls and Heifers, 4 to S mouths

lit Durh;
HODurhe

eh.
Ilni.r.-.. Mu.il l-fdi-rL-.-s.fUX't'-fl'Hl ea.-h.

B Devon Bnlls. $IOO@4l25eacb.
20 Beikshiro Pi^s, !" rl.-.-i, 2 months old. >12.M.i «ach.
5 Berkshire l'ius, lVrject , :. months idd, -HS.50 each.
3 Berksliire rips. Perfect, 10 to 12nioUthsold, KOeacli,
These are tlie prices on cars, CASH, and the larger

the orddX the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Runs
House. San Francisco, or !-•* Edwards St., Oakland

OSJ"" I will import or export Live Stock from any
countrv to the United States, and deal in every kind of

Live stuck except common horses ami hi-ei cattle,

Satisfaction guaranteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on tho Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. 0. S. IiALEY, Sec'y

S33 Send forcirvular."(£3i

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary <*ra<liiate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col-

li U'uv. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary luiiruiary, 3? I rVatoma
Besidenc e, HOG Howard St., SaaFrancisco.

M
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General Topics.

"I told yon so," is now the general refrain since the race

on the Bay District track last Saturday. "I knew Arab

could beat anything in California when Director is not in the

field, and it's no long odds that he cannot serve him with the

same sauce," is added. That is very well as, according to all

accounts, Arab won quite handily, and 2:20 in a gale that was

strong enough to set the sand whirling and also so laden with

frigid vapor as to make overcoats a necessity, is assuredly

good enough. But then there are horses to meet yet, outside

of Director, and JManon, Monroe Chief or Kuby are not con-

quered, up to the present time. It is not likely that the great

five-year-old mare from Sunny Slope will encounter the

champion until after the circuit has come to an end, but

Hanon and Monroe Chief, Albert W. and La Grange, and the

rapid Xellie R. are named in the same purses with Arab.

Should he make a clean job, as Guy Wilkes did last year, he

will rank very high among the trotters of the country, and

our old friend, R. S. Yeach, can congratulate himself on the

good fortune which secured his sire. G. T. cannot say from

personal knowledge what chance the smooth-going son of

Arthurton will have against the array of talent in opposition,

tbough those who were inclined to be skeptical before th<)

race of last Saturday have changed their views, and are now
among the most sanguine of the prophets in predicting that

he will "win through."

At all events Arab is another triumph for the Hambletonian

—American Star combination. That blood had an immense

run at what may be termed the opening of the era of fast

trotting. Not even 2 K)8J stirs the world as did eleven sec-

onds slower twenty-sis years ago, and though that was a few

years prior to the great glory resulting from the union of

these two strains, its excellence was foreshadowed. When
Flora Temple reached St. Louis, soon after her Kalamazoo

victory, and, of course, attracted by far the greatest portion

of attention, an astute turfmau made the remark, "If you

want a winning racehorse breed aGlencoe mare to Lexington,

for a real fast trotter an American Star mare to Eysdyk's

Hambletonian." There have been other mixtures of blood

with that of the "hero of Chester'* which have proved

extremely "happy nicks," though the second name on the

roll of fame has the Star cross. Altogether the most con-

spicuous blending is when the paternal side is Hambleton-

ian, as a reversal of the order has not shown anything like

the same success.

Lexington and Glencoe did wonders during the early

years of Lexington's service iu the stud. Norfolk, Asteroid,

Idlewild, Kentucky, Daniel Boone and many others were

enough to sustain the correctness of a prophesy made before

any of those named were foaled, and so short a time ago as

last year, the same prophet claimed that if four high-class

Lexington mares were coupled with a good jack, one of the

mules resulting from the union would have the ability to

accomplish a mile in 1:45. Such a prediction was safe to

make, as the daughters of Lexington are too highly valued

to try experiments of that kind. A list of Lexington mares

which have gained great distinction as dams ol winners is

so long that it would be quite a task to copy the names, and

those by his sons are likely to perpetuate the fame of the

family. Daughters of Norfolk, Pat Malloy, War Dance, Ken.

tucky, Asteroid, Jack Malone, Kingfisher, etc. have earned

their share of stud honors.

There are queer vagaries, however, in relation to "blood."

There may be a rage for one family one year, the next

there is comparative neglect. One great performer will

remove a huge amount of odium heretofore expressed, and

one brilliant victory completely change the current. And

yet there are those who are loth to change old-time opinions:

they adhere to statements tenaciously,and even go so far as to

impose on tnemselves. It is sometimes troublesome to over-

come erroneous impressions. There is surely merit

in not being easily swayed, though when there

are reasonable proofs that opinions are not well

grounded, it is certainly wisdom to change. It may be that

there is a feeling of humiliation when it becomes necessary

to admit that incorrect notions prevailed. We are very apt

to promulgate charges authoritatively when horses are under

discussion, and have no hesitancy in denouncing in plain

terms those not fancied. It may be that after the injustice

of the estimate is apparent, there is a reluctance to acknowl-

edge mistakes and stubbornly adhere to what was said years

before. It may be very aggravating to endure taunts and

persistent references to former views, so that the temptation

to "stick" is too strong to resist. But, for all that, much the

smoother way out of the difficulty is to "acknowledge the

oorn, " and in this manner remove the sharpest sting.

There appears to be a general disinclination to surrender

previous opinions in nearly everything pertaining to horses.

An intense conservatism, a hatred of any and all innovations,

a supreme disgust at radicalism in the equine world, dire

forebodings if changes be hinted at, and a general disposition

to stick to ruts which are worn so deep as to hold the wheels

of progress as firmly as a Westinghouse brake. This is not

confined to men who have grown gray in the service. Compar-

ative youngsters obstinately advocate old practices, merely

because they are old, and which have been the habits of peo-

ple for generations back. Ignorance is at a premium. No
matter how stupid an educator may be, his teachings, so long

as they conform to old rules, are held to be correct doctrines.

There is scarcely a training stable but in which is followed prac-

tices that cannot be sustained by reasons, and some of them,

perhaps, that would be ridiculous if the moss of venerable

antiquity did not hide the queer features. The queerest, un-

doubtedly, have been remodeled. Cordial, fever, sweating

balls, etc., concoctions of drugs, decoctions of vegetable and

animal substances, mixed incongruously and without any

knowledge of their effects, drinks aB elaborately mixed as is

now done by a crack barkeeper, and articles of diet as in-

comprehensible as the dishes of a Chinese restaurant, have

been discarded, but a great deal retained.

There have been discussions in regard to whether it were

best to run on the days appointed, "rain or shine." In some

countries it is imperative that stakes, at least, should be de-

cided on the day fixed. There are many strong arguments for

pursuing that course in Europe and the main racing points of

America, which do not apply to California. There is little

risk of rain during the season when the fairs are held, and it

is of rare occurrence that there is any trouble from that

source. With the meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood Asso-

ciation coming early in the Spring and late in the Fall, there

is a strong likelihood of such a visitation. Here is a descrip-

tion from the New York Herald of a day's racing when Pln-

vius held sway:

"Rain or shine." This is tbe formula under which tbere

was racing at Monmouth Park yesterday. It operated indif-

ferently. There was rain and there was shine, but t e r tin

had so much of a start that the thirstiest luminary that ever

glared out of a torrid sky could not have lapped up a tithe of

tbe moisture that sent horses above their fetloc s in the

track, that bespattered jockeys beyond recognition and made
the day's sport a very bedraggled affair all through. As it

was raining hard in the city when the latest trains and boats

were about to leave, the attendance was necessarily reduced
to a minimum, and as the track was merely a stretch of

thinly diluted mud, the fields of starters were woefully cut

down. And very unpicturesque theso starters looked, for

nearly everyone of them had his or her tail laced up as

tightly as the waist of a society belle, and horses' tails are

never at their best under that kind of treatment.

The difficulty of carrying on racing under such uutoward

ciicumstances was well illustraded on the first event on the
card, in which Pontiac, Louisette and Monogram were
scratched, leaving the money and the mire to Colonel Sprague,
who "walked over, " or, to be more accurate, galloped over at
quite a lively pace. In the two-year-old iace which followed
there were but four starters. There were half a dozen re-

tirements from the valuable Midsummer Handicap; eight got
out of the Free Handicap Sweepstakes; half a dozen disap-
peared from, the selling race, and of fourteen entries there
were but three starters in the handicap hurdle race.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
mail or telegraph.

Subscriber, San Francisco.
Will you oblige a subscriber to your valuable paper by giv-

ing (1) the extended pedigree, (2) age and (3) record of the
bay pacing mare, Maude, brought from the Sandwich Islands
last year by Mr. Agnew?
Answer— 1. Maude (also known as Maude B. and Maude

Bowley) is a bay mare by Bertrand Black Hawk; her dam by
Hamilton Chief. Bertrand Black Hawk (Black Hawk Mor-
gan), by Star Morgan, son of Hill's Black Hawk. Hamilton
Chief, by Royal George, dam by American Eclipse. 2. Eight
years. 3. Record, 2:21f, made at Sacramento, Sept. 11, 1SS4.

Del Monte Stable, Monterey.
Please answer through your columns the following ques-

tions and oblige. Do or do they not use martingales on
running horses as a general rule?

Answer—They usually do.

C. A. L., Gilroy, Cal.

How old is Paddy Ryan, the prize fighter?

Answer—Paddy is 32 years old.

Removing Splints.

In the answer to "E. J. B., Santa Barbara," in this column
last week, a serious error was made by the compositor,
who failed to read the manuscript correctly. Instead of

"biniodide of mercury to the same of lard" it should have
read: "biniodide of mercury one part, to seven of lard."

A Still Tongue.

No trifling part of a jockey's education is a knowledge of

how to hold his tongue. One young man has recently had a

warning, but it came too late—had he possessed this most

desirable accomplishment I should have been richer myself

and some of my friends would have benefited by several

thousand pounds. Thus it happened. Archer was the other

day riding a colt that appears to be invincible. He cantered

to the post, and was joined there by a lad, a successful jockey
in his way, who promptly struck up conversation by observ-

ing, "I'm going to beat you to-day!" "Are yon?" Archer
carelessly replied. "Yes, I am!" the other replied, "You
think I'm not. All right. You'll see?" The lad in truth

was "as near as a toucher" doing what he said he should
do, and we who were in that desirable thing which they
call "the know" thought for a tew comfortable seconds that

our money was in our pockets. But Archer won. "He'd
have done me to a certainty if he hadn't talked about his

mare," Archer said afterwards; "I should have laughed at

the idea of his being dangerous if he hadn't said what he did,

and should have taken no notice of his getting ahead—felt

sure he would come back or I would catch him when I started;

but after what he said I thought I had better keep an eye on
him. He astonished me, I can tell you, and he would have
won the race if he hadn't given me warning." Thosi who
backed the second at from 12 to 1 to 20 to 1 are naturally de-

lighted with the jockey. They propose, indeed, to
|

him with a testimonial. A muzzle is the most favored sug-

gestion.

Mr. Thos. Richmond, of Dallas, Oregon, has lost by death
the gray mare Ella Fay (Dnliet), foals 1876, by Hubbard,
dam Ruth Ryan, by Lodi, from Eva Bulwer, by Bulwer.
She had produced three foaled by Glen Dudley and was iu

foal to that horse when she died.

Farm animals, especially the horses, should have a dark,

thick shade, in which they can escape the heat and the even

moreworrying Hies. Doric sheds are the best for this. purp<

where a piece of thick woods is not accessible.
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Entries to P. C. B. H. A.—Fixed Events
1885-86-87.

1S85—FALL MEETING.

The Baldwin Stakes—PoBt Stake, for all ages; S250 each,

p. p., with SI, 000 added, of which $400 to second, third to

save stake. Four miles.

Subscribers—E. P. Ashe; Santa Anita Stable.

1S86—SPRING MEETING.

The California Stakes—For two-year-olds, colts and fillies

(foals of 1SS4); $50 each, S25 forfeit, or SlOif declared outon
or before January 1st, 18S6, with £400 added; second to

save stake. Half a mile.

E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy, by
Wildidle.

Thos, Atchison, ch c Eobson, by Joe Hooker, dam Eosetland.

P. Carroll, b c , by Ironclad, dam Nelly Shannon.
T. Delaney, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

J. B. Haggin, b c Applause, by Three Cheers, dam Alice H.,

by Norfolk.

J. B. Haggin, blk c Menlo, by imp. Young Prince, dam Hat-
tie Hawthorne.

J. B. Haggin, ch c San Bruno, by imp. Young Prince, dam
Frou Frou.

J. B. Haggin, br c San Mateo, by imp. Young Prince, dam
Helpmate.

J. B. Haggin, b g Torpedo, by Jim Brown, dam Julia

Morgan

.

J. B. Haggin, ch g Truant, by Longfield, dam Medea.
J. B. Haggin, b f Bavaria, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Pell

Mell Mare, by Pell Mell. '

J. B. Haggin, b f Cuyama, by imp. Glenelg, dam Lightfoot.

J. B. Haggin, b f Graciosa, by imp. Glengarry, dam Bessie

Bell.

J. B. Haggin, b f Hazel, by Lelaps, damHazem.
J. B. Haggin, b f Italia, by Enquirer, dam Blondina.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Lima, by Enquirer, dam Capitola.

J. B. Haggin, ch f Loto, by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

J. B. Haggin, br f Mercedes, by imp. Young Prince, dam
Piney Lewis.

J. B. Haggin, br f Napa, by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
J. B. Haggin, b f Shasta, by Spendthrift, dam Bombazine.
J. B. Haggin, b f Talluda, by Enquirer, dam Tallula.

J. B. Haggin, bf Ursula, by Duke of Montrose, dam Sozo-
dont.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Palo Alto, ch c Mark Twain, by Monday, dam Jennie C.

Palo Alto, br c Tuesday, by Monday, dam Rivulet.

Palo Alto, b c Shasta, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Palo Alto, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther. '

J. C. Simpson, br c Eathboue, by imp. Young Prince, dam
Lady Amanda.

Harry I. Thornton, b f Clyte, by Wheatley, dam Lilly Reis.

Harry I. Thornton, b f Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

L. H. Todhunter, b c Safe Ban, by imp. King Ban, dam
Herzegovina.

W. B. Todhunter, b c , by Wildidle, dam Lizzie

Martin.
W. B. Todhunter, ch c , by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.

W. B. Todhunter, b c , by Compromise, dam by Wildidle

W. B. Todhunter, blk f

Stockton
W,

N.

B. Todhunter, ch
Porter.

B. Whittaker, chf-

by Compromise, dam Mollie

by Bullion, dam Jessamine

by "Wildidle, dam Bonanza.

18S6—SPRING MEETING.

The Gano Stakes—For two-year-old, colts and fillies

{foals of 1SS4); §50 each, S25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out
on or before Jan. 1st, 1886,, with §400 added, second to save
stake. Stake to be named after winner if Gano's time
(1:15) is beaten. Three-quarters of a mile.

E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy,

Thos. Atchison, ch c Eobson, by Joe Hooker, dam Eoset-
land.

T. Delany, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
J. B. Haggin, b c Applause, by Three Cheers, dam Alice H.
J. B. Haggin, blk c Menlo, by imp. Young Prince, dam Hat-

tie Hawthorne.
J. B Haggin, eh c San Bruno, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Frou Frou.
J. B. Haggin, br e San Mateo, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Helpmate.
J. B. Haggin, b g Torpedo, by Jim Brown, dam Julia Morgan.
J. B. Haggin, ch g Truant, by Longfield, dam Medea.
J. B. Haggin, b f Bavaria, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Pell

Mell mare, by Pell Mell.
J. B. Haggin, b f Cuyama, by imp. Glenelg, dam Lightfoot.

J. B. Haggin, b f Graciosa, by imp. Glengarry, dam Bessie
Bell.

J. B. Haggin, b f Hazel, by Lelaps, dam Hazem.
J. B. Haggin, b f Italia, by Enquirer, dam Blondina.
J. B. Hasgin, ch f Lima, by Enquirer, dam Capitola.

J. B. Haggin, br f Mercedes, by imp. Youug Prince, dam
Piney Lewis.

J. B. Haggin, eh f Luto, by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

J. B. Haggin, br f Napa, by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
J. B. Haggin, b f Shasta, by Spendthrift, dam Bombazine.
J. B. Haggin, b f Talluda, by Enquirer, dam Tallula.

J. B. Haggin, b f Ursula, by Duke of Montrose, dam Sozo-
dont.

Jos. Harvey, ch c , by Joe Hooker, dam Eosa B.
H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lad}' Jane.
Palo Alto, ch c Mark Twain, by Monday, dam Jennie C.
Palo Alto, br c Tuesday, by Monday, dam Eivulet.

Palo Alto, b c Shasta, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Palo Alto, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.
J. 0. Simpson, br c Eathboue, by imp. Youug Prince, dam

Lady Amanda.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Clyta, by Wheatley, dam Lilly Eeis.

Harry I. Thornton, b f Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

L. H. Todhunter, b eSafe Ban, by imp. King Ban, dam Her-
zegovina.

W. B. Todhunter, b c —— . by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.
W. B. Todhunter, ch c, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.
W. li. Todhunter, b c, by Compromise, dam by Wildidle.

W. B. Todhunter, blk f, by Compromise, dam Mollio Stock-
toD.

W. B. Todhunter, ch c, by Bullion, dam Jessamine Porter.

G. W. Trahern, ch f Blue Bonnet, by Joe Hooker, dam Kate
Carson.

N. B. Whittaker, ch f, by Wildidle, dam Bouauza.
Theu. Winters, b c, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Thuo. Winters, b c, by Joe Hooker, dam Farraluue.

1886—FALL MEETING.

The Ladies' Stakes—For two-year-old Allies (foals of 1SS4);

£50 each, S"2". forfeit; or $10 if declared out on or before
&ugusi !, 1886,1 with $300 added; second to save stake.

Three-quarters of amile.

E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.
E. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
T. Delaney, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
J. B. Haggin, b f Bavaria, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Pell Mell

mare.
J. B. Haggin, b f Cuyama, by imp Glenelg, dam Lightfoot.
J. B. Haggin, b f Graciosa, by imp. Glengarry, dam Bessie

Bell.

J. B. Haggiu, b f Hazel, by Lelaps, dam Hazem.
J. B. Haggiu, bf Italia, by Enquirer, dam Blondina.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Lima, by Euquirer, dam Capitola.

J. B. Haggin, ch f Loto, by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.
J. B. Haggiu, br f Mercedes, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Piney Lewis.
J. B. Haggin, br f Napa, by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
J. B. Haggin, b f Shasta, by Spendthrift, dam Bombazine.
J. B. Haggin, b f Talluda, by Enquirer, dam Tallula.

J. B. Haggin, b f Ursuia, by Duke of Montrose, dam Sozo-
dont.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Santa Anita Stable, b or br f, by Virgil, dam Lava.
Santa Anita Stable, b f >

, by imp . Glenelg, dam Malta.
Santa Anita Stable, b f , by Lever, dam Return.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Clyte, by Wheatley, dam Lilly Reis.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
W. B. Todhunter, blk f , by Compromise, dam Mollie

Stockton.
N. B. Whittaker, ch f , by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
S. B. Wright, ch f , by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

1SS6—FALL MEETING.

The Finigan Stakes—For two-year-olds, colts and fillies

(foals of 1884); $50 each; $25 forfeit; or $10 if declared out on
or before August 1, 1SS6; with $400 added; second to save
stake. One mile.

E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.
E. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

R. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zieka.

E. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
Thos. Atchison, ch c Eobson, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.
T. Delaney, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
J. B. Haggin, b c Applause, Dy Three Cheers, dam Alice H.
J. B. Haggin, blk c Menlo, by imp. Young Prince, dam Hat-

tie Hawthorne.
J. B. Haggin, ch c San Bruno, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Frou Frou.
J. B. Haggin, br c San Mateo, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Helpmate.
J. B. Haggin, b g Torpedo, by Jim Brown, dam Julia Mor-

gan.
J. B. Haggin, ch g Truant, by Longfield. dam Medea.
J. B. Haggin. b f Bavaria, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Pell

Mell mare.
J. B. Haggiu, b f Cuyama, by imp. Glenelg, dam Lightfoot.
J. B. Haggin, b f Graciosa, by imp. Glengarry, dam Bessie

Bell.

J. B. Haggiu, b f Hazel, by Lelaps, dam Hazem.
J. B. Haggin, b f Italia, by Enquirer, dam Blondina.
J. B. Haggin. ch f Lima, by Euquirer, dam Capitola.

J. B. Haggin. ch f Loto, by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.
J. B. Haggiu, br f Mercedes, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Piuey Lewis.
J. B. Haggin, br f Napa, by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
J. B. Haggin, b f Shasta, by Spendthrift, dam Bombazine.
J. B. Haggin, b f Talluda, by Enquirer, dam Tallula.

J. B. Haggin, b f Ursula, by Duke of Montrose, dam Sozo-
dont.

Jos. Harney, ch c , by Joe Hooker, dam Eosa B.
H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Palo Alto, ch c Mark Twain, by Monday, dam Jennie C.
Palo Alto, br c Tuesday, by Monday, dam Eivulet.

Palo Alto, b c Shasta, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Palo Alto, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.
Santa Anita Stable, br c Pendennis. by Virgil, dam Persia.

Santa Anita Stable, b or br c , by Griustead, dam Maggie
Emerson.

Santa Anita Stable, b e , by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.
Santa Anita Stable, ch or gr c , by Eutherford, dam

Opbir.
Santa Anita Stable, b f , by imp. Glenelg, dam Malta.
Santa Anita Stable, b f , by Lever, dam Eeturn.
J. C. Simpson, br c Eathbone, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Lady Amanda.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Clyte, by Wheatley, dam Lilly Eeis.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
L. H. Todhunter, b c Safe Ban, by imp. King Ban, dam

Herzegovina.
W. B. Todhunter, b c , by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.
W. B. Todhunter, ch c , bv Joe Hooker, dam by Wild-

idle.

W. B. Todhunter, b c , by Coniuromise, dam by Wild-
idle.

W. B. Todhunter, blk f , by Compromise, dam Mollie
Stockton.

W. B. Todhunter, ch c , by Bullion, dam Jessamine
Porter.

G. W. Trahern, ch f Blue Bonuet, by Joe Hooker, dam Kate
Carson.

N. B. Whittaker, ch f , by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Theo. Winters, b c , by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Theo. Winters, b c , by Joe Hooker, dam Farrulone.

S. B. Wright, ch f , by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

1SS7—SPRING MEETING.

The Winters' Stakes—For three-year-olds, §100 each; $50
forfeit; or $10 if declared out on Jau. 1, 1SS6, or $20 if de-
clared out on August 1, 188G, or $30 if declared out on Jan.
1, 1S87, with $500 added, of which $200 to second, third to

save stake. One mile and a half.

E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.

R. P. Ashe, ch e St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

R. P. Ashe, b c- Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam CouuteBB
Zeika.

Thos. Atchison, eh c Eobson, by Joe Hooker, dam Roset-
land.

T. Delaney, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
C. Dorsey, ch c Archer, by Thad Steveus, dam Brown Bess,

by imp. Hercules.
J. B. Haggiu, blk c Menlo, by imp. Young Prince, dam Hat-

tie Hawthorn.
J. Pi. Haggin, ch g Truant, by Longfield, dam Medea.
J. B, Haggin, b f Cuyama, by imp. Glenelg, dam Lightfoot.
J. B. Haggin, b f Graciosa, by imp. Glengarry, dam Bessie

Bell.

J. B, Haggin, b f Hazel, by Lelaps, dam Hazem.
J. B, Haggin, ,J f Italia, by Enquirer, dam Blondina.
J. IS. Haggin, eh f Lima, by Enquirer, dam Capitola.

J. ii. Haggin, br f Napa, by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
J. B Hagain, b i Shasta, b> Spendthrift, dam Bombazine.
J. li. 1

1 .v.: M, 1 1 1 1
I
iv.nl it, byDukoof Montrose, dam Sozodout.

Jos. Harvey, ch c , by Joe Hooker, dam EosaB.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Palo Alto, ch c Mark Twain, "by Monday, dam Jennie C.
Palo Alto, br c Tuesday, by Monday, dam Eivulet.
Palo Alto, b c Shasta, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Palo Alto, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.
J. C. Simpson, br c Eathbone, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Lady Amanda.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Clyte, by Wheatley, dam Lillv Reis.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
L. H. Todhunter, be Safe Ban, by imp. King Ban, dam

Herzegovina.
W. B. Todhunter, b c , by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.
W. B. Todhunter, chc

, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter, b c , by Compromise, dam by Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter, blk f , by Compromise, dam Mollie

Stockton.
W. B. Todhunter, ch c , by Bullion, dam Jessamine

Porter.
N. B. Whittaker, ch f , by Wildidle, by Bonanza.
Theo. Winters, b c . by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Theo. Winters, b c , by Joe Hooker, dam Farralone.
S. B. Wright, ch f , by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

1SS7—SPETXG STEEPING.

The Siprit of the Times Stakes—For three-year-olds; S100
each; $50 forfeit; or $20 if declared outon Jan.Jl, 1896, or $10
if declared out on August 1, 1SS6, or $30 if declared out on
Jan. 1, 1SS7; with $500iadded, of which S200to second, third
to save stake. One mile and three-quarters.
E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.
E. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.
E.P.Ashe, be Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zieka.
Thos. Atchison, ch c Eobson, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.
T. Delaney, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
J. B. Haggin, blk c Menlo, by imp. Young Prince, dam Hat-

tie Hawthorne.
J. B. Haggin, ch g Truant, by Longfield, dam Medea.
J. B. Haggin, b f Cuyama, by imp. Glenelg, dam Lightfoot.
J. B. Haggin, b f Graciosa, by imp. Glengarry, dam Bessie

Bell.

J. B. Haggiu, b f Hazel, by Lelaps. dam Hazem.
J. B. Haggin, b f Italia, by Enquirer, dam Blondina.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Lima, by Enquirer, dam Capitola.
J. B. Haggin, br f Napa, by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
J. B. Haggin, b f Shasta, by Spendthrift, dam Bombazine.
J. B. Haggin, b f Ursula, by Duke of Montrose, dam Sozo*

dont.
Jos. Harvey, ch c, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B.
H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Palo 4.1to, ch c Mark Twain, by Monday, dam Jennie C.
Palo Alto, br c Tuesday, by Monday, dam Rivulet.
Palo Alto, b c Shasta, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Palo Alto, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.
J. C. Simpson, br c Eathbone, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Lady Amanda.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Clyte, by Wheatley, dam Lilly Eeis.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
L. H. Todhunter, b e Safe Ban, by imp. King Ban, dam

Herzegovina.
W. B. Todhunter, b c, by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.
W. B. Todhunter, ch c, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter, b c, by Compromise, dam by Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter, blk f, by Compromise, dam Mollie Stock-

ton.
W. B. Todhunter, ch c, by Bullion, dam Jessamine Porter.
N. B. Whittaker, ch f, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.

1887—FALL MEETING.

The Vestal Stakes—For three-year-old fillies; $25 each, p. p.,
with $400 added, of which $100 to second; third to save
stake. One mile and a quarter.
E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.
K. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
T. Delaney, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
C. Dorsey, b f , by Thad Stevens, dam Mamie, by

Specter.
J. B. Haggin, b f Cuyama, by imp. Glenelg, dam Lightfoi t.

J. B. Haggiu, b f Graciosa, by imp. Gleugarry, dan, Bessie
Bell.

J. B. Haggin, b f Hazel, by Lelaps, damHazem.
J. B. Haggin, b f Italia, by Enquirer, dam Blondina.
J. B. Haggiu, ch f Lima, by Enquirer, dam Capitola.
J. B. Haggin. br f Napa, by Euquirer. dam BamV.ia.
J. B. Haggin, b f Shasta, by Spendthrift, dam Bombazine.
J. B. Haggin, b f Ursula, by Duke of Montrose, dam

Sozodont.
H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Santa Anita Stable, b f, by imp. Glenelg, dam Malta.
Santa Anita Stable, b f, by Lever, dam Eeturn.
Santa Anita Stable, b or br f, by Virgil, dam Lava.
Harry I. Thornton, bf Clyte, by Wheatley, dam Lilly Reis.
Harry I. Thornton, b f Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
W. B. Todhunter, blk f, by Compromise, dam Mollie Stock-

ton.

N. B. Whittaker, ch f, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
S. B. Wright, ch f, by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

1SS7—FALL MEETING.

The Fame Stakes—For three-year-olds; $100 each; $50 for-

feit; or $10 if declared out August 1, 1880, or $20 if deolared
outon Jan. 1, 1887, or $30 if declared out August I. iss;

;

with $500 added, of which $200 to the second, third to save
stake. Two miles.

E. K. Alsip, b f Lady Boots, by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.

E. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
E. P. Ashe, ch c St. Mathew, by Norfolk dam Ballinette.

E. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zoika.

Thos. Atchison, ch c Eobson, by Joe Hooker, dam Roset-
land.

T. Delaney, b f Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
F. Depoyster, br o, by Wildidle, dam by Monday.
C. Dorsey, ch u Archer, by Thad Stevens, dam Brown Bess.
J. B. Haggiu, blk o Menlo, by imp. Yonng Prince, dam

Hattie Hawthorne.
.). B. Haggin, oh g Truant, by Longtiejd, dam Medea.
J. 73. Haggin, h f Italia, by Euquirer, dam Blondina.
J. li. Haggin, ch f Lima, by Enquirer, dam Capitola.

J. B. Haggin, b f Ursula, by Duke of Montrose, dam Sozo-
dont.

Jos. Harvey, ch c, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosa B.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.

Palo Alto, ch c Mark Twain, by Monday, dam Jennie C.
Palo Alto, br c Tuesday, by Monday, dam Rivulet.

Palo Alto, b a Shasta, by Flood, dam Demirep.
i'jilr. Alto. I. a Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.

Simla Anita Stable, b or br c, by Grinstead, dam Maggie
Emerson. *

Santa Anita Stable, l> c, by Grinstead, dom Hermosa.
Santa Anita Stable, ch or gr c,by Rutherford, dam Opbir,

Santa Anita Stable, br c Pendennis, by Virgil, dam Persia.

Santa Anita Stable, b f, by Lever, dam Eeturn.
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J. C. Simpson, br c Bathbone, by imp. Young Prince, dam
Lady Amanda.

Harry I. Thornton, b f Clyte, by Wheatley, dam Lilly Reis.

Harry I. Thornton, b f Xarcola, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

AV. B. Todhunter, b c, by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.

W. B. Todhunter, ch c, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.

"W. B. Todhunter, b c, by Compromise, dam by Wildidle.

W. B. Todhunter, blk f, by Compromise, dam Mollie Stock-

ton.

W. B. Todhunter, ch c, by Bullion, dam -Jessamine Porter.

N. B. Whittaker, ch f, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.

Theo. Winters, b c, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.

Theo. Winters, b c, by Joe Hooker, dam Farralone.

S. B. Wright, ch f, by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

The Great Two-Tear-Old Race at Monmouth.

The Starting Problem-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: It is as clear as sunlight

that jockeys are trained and instructed to get the best of the

start if possible. The starter goes to the post with a lot of

jockeys not vicious or mean, but by their profession bound

to get the best of it if they can, knowing if they do get the

best of it, it is to their credit among all the trainers and all the

owners of racehorses. They all want a sharpjockey and they all

respect one. If a jockey be dull and gets a poor start oris left, he

will still be bright enough to deride the starter—so will the

trainer. The owner will howl, and the press reporters will take

up the howl, and give thestarterthe benefit of a free advertise-

ment without a thought of the fact that they are catering to and

upholding that part of the spoTt which is the most venal,

which is in fact "steal" it if you can. Now, since the jockeys

are under the direction of trainers and owners, it would seem

that a club might easily see that the fountain-head is the

place to rest the punishment, and that, in my judgment,

should be by fine by the starter, with the right of the club to

raise it but not to lower or remove it. Nest, it is not to be

presumed that any club appoints a starter without due

thought and deliberation. If he accept the appointment, he

owes it to the club, the jockeys, trainers and owners to do

the best he can. He has no right to favor horse, jockey,

trainer or owner. If he performs his duty unswervingly, the

club owe him gallant support, and the press owe him

the same compliment, and when a club and the

press cater to the howl against a starter's "mistake," which,

without a doubt was not a mistake, but the result of one of

several facts that the starter, club, or press could not fore-

see, but that might be after seen, they then help to make

jockeys, trainers, and owners more reckless as to how they

win making the whole sport more ungentlemanly and dis-

reputable. I will cite a case or two without calling names:

The favorite had the outside position, and on two or three

attempts was not up as he clearly might have been. When
told to be up or pav a fine as alternative, he was up but in

a hand gallop, so that when the flag fell the others left him

as though he was standing still. To the starfer it was a trick

of the jockey to have his horse beaten, as he was, and then

sav: "What a start he gave me!"

Of course the backers of the favorite prolonged the howl,

and the press took it up, and the club bit their lips. Three

days later in the meeting, the same horse selling low in the

pools, had his jockey taken down and another boy put up,

and won easily.

But no exDlanation followed either by bettor on favorite,

club or pres*s; in fact, there is no man like the press for

sticking to its mistakes. Another case: Trainers often learn

of their inability to win money in an entry, and failing to

declare out in time go to the post to save penalty. The club

can send him to the post, but they cannot prevent him from

pulling up and going to the stable. The starter, knowing the

facts, Tries to impress the jockeys to watch the flag, not their

companions. But a smart one. seeing this horse in such a

position as to be unable to get a fair start, though in position

himself, fails to see the flag and gets off far behind. Oh,

what a howl! The betting fraternity, trainers, owners and

pr.-ss all sail in to see who can be the most severe.

I have no plan for perfect starting. I believe there is

none. No man can continue successful against such odds.

He cannot furnish judgment and honesty both for the whole

sporting fraternity, press and public in the bargain. I would

suggest this: Let clubs select for a starter a popular man;

one who has firmness, and who is above doing a favor as

starter, or gratifying a revenge while in that position. Then

let the' club stand bv him if he act fairly; let the press re-

member their influence for good or ill, and if they must

report, report both sides. And the starter—well, let him by

all means'cultivate a thick hide. H.

Trotting Prospects at Chicago.

The Washington Park trotting matinees do not seem to be

very popular with the members; there have been two at-

tempts, on Jnlv 25 and Angust 1, and while everything has

gone off smoothly, and been enjoyed as an afternoon's drive by

the participants, there has not been enough contest to dignify

them by the name of races. The thoroughbred element pre-

dominates at Washington Park. Appropos of this we extract

the following from the Chicago Evening News of the 4thinst.:

"Now that Mr. Emmett has thrown up his lease of the

Chicago Driving Park it would not be a bad idea for some in-

fluential and thoroughly trustworthy devotees of sport to form

a syndicate and purchase the park and its belongings. There

are* quite enough men in Chicago who are interested in trot-

tin° to support in first-class shape a first-class track—men
whose character would be a guarantee of the honesty of the

races. Why should not a trotting club be established on the

west side on almost exactlv the same conditions as the run-

ning club at Washington Park? Added to the social advan-

tages of such a scheme, there would be the additional one of

Chicago again coming to the front in the possession of the

best trotting meeting on the continent. Undoubtedly the

finest trotting track in the country would be preserved, and

the danger of the grandest running track in America being

spoiled by being used for both running and trotting would

be avoided."
On the best authority we are mfoimed that the track can be

purchased now from its present owners. In any case the

Illinois State Pair, which includes in its premium list lib-

eral trotting purses, will be held there in September, and ne-

gotiations are now on foot looking towards a Fall trotting

meeting, under first class auspices.—Chicago Horseman.

Nutbreaker, the son of Nutwood, that created such a sensa-

tion by bis trotting as a yearling last season, is doing uiuely

at J C McFerran's farm near Louisville, Ky., having recently

gone an easy mile in 2:40. It is expected that by Fall he will

have a record of 2:30 or better. As to the other fast young-

sters in Kentucky, it may be said that Issaquena, four years,

by Pauconst, has trotted in 2:304, and Eagle Bird,

years, in 2-.3U.

three
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August 10th—So Ban Fox is the champion after all, and
King Ban is the champion stallion of the year. There was
not a happier man at Monmouth Park than Major Thomas.
His genial patriarchal face, shaded as it was by a huge white
slouch hat of the sombrero type, fairly beamed with delight
when the son of Maude Hampton shot past the post, and
when congratulations showered upon him from all sides his

eyes glistened and his voice trembled with emotion. "At the
head of the stretch," said he, "I did not see how in the world
the colt conld win, but he did it, like the good colt that I
have always known him to be."
Next to him, but more ebullient, was Mr. "Jack" Chinn,

one of the owners of the colt, who had come down with the
colt from Saratoga. It was currently reported that he won
$35,000 over the race, but had the colt been beaten, he would
have been obliged "to walk home," as the turfman's scripture
has it. He openly announced before the race that he was
prepared to go broke on the colt's chasces, and advised all

his friends to do the same. When the flag fell and the colt

got off* way behind, and even at the head of the stretch was
no better than eighth, his ruddy face blanched, but when the
youngster gradually overhauled his field and finally won
cleverly, the suppressed excitement gave way to the most
ebullient delight, and he laughed and chuckled like a boy
who has passed his examination. Everybody was delighted
to see Mr. Chinn win, for he is as popular as he is a "good
fellow."

The attendance at Monmouth Park was very heavy for a

Monday; it was not a holiday crowd, for the grand stand
showed rows upon rows of empty benches, but it was a regu-
lar racing crowd. Famous horsemen from all parts of the
country were there, and for the first time in many weeks the
auction selling continued to the last n oment, and the book-
makers had their hands full. All of this interest was caused
by the Champion Stallion Stakes, and a splendid lot of two-
year-olds, considering the quality that is out this year, faced

the flag.

In the paddoek groups upon groups of horsemen were
gathered examining the candidates for the fray. The West-
ern colt, Ban Fox, had the largest circle of admirers, and he
certainly looked fit and trained to the bone. A plain looking
colt, with a plain head, rather of the Vandal type, he yet dis-

played a deal of that indescribable element of quality. His
legs do not seem to be of the best, and an aukle boot on the

nigh foreleg rather indicated a habit of interfering, but what
struck observers most was his thorough appearance of fitness,

and although many were inclined to smile at his mane being
decorated with ribbons, yet, as the result proved, the trainer

knew perfectly well what he was about.
Portland's black coat glistened and shone in the sunlight

like polished ebony. Electric, however, looked dry, and his

coat had a harsh appearance. The Kittson pair, Luminous
and Brown Duke, look very fit, and the stable was very sweet
on the chances of the former. Blue Wing wore the rogue's

badge, and was friendless almost. The Bancocas pair, Cy-
clops and Savanac, however, found many admirers on the

score of good looks. The former particularly came in for

many encomia. He is a slashing tine colt, and this Spring
was tried high enough to beat anybody's two-year-old, but
going amiss, he is only just coming into shape.
Next to Ban Fox the two-year-old that was most talked about

was Biggonette. The filly has shown quality and speed of a

high order in all her races, both before she went to Saratoga

and at the Springs. Her performance for the Spinaway, in

particular, stamped her as a filly of great merit. Before the

party left Saratoga, Mr. Burch was strongly urged to engage
Murphy to ride her. Murphy's riding weight at present is

118 pounds, but for a stake like this he could have been
easily engaged to reduce six pounds if he had been informed
in time. Mr. Burch, however thought that Maynard was
good enough, and Murphy, in consequence, made no effort.

There was a long delay at the post, and no end of break-

aways. The California filly, Preciosa, acted very badly in

front, and Quito. Portland and Cyclops cut up behind. When
the flag fell Savanac was first away, but like a flash Portland

and Luminous were in front, and at the half Portland led

a half length, Luminous second, two lengths in front of Sav-

anac, Biggonette, Cyclops, Ben Ali and Quito following as

named. Then came another division, in which were Electric,

Ban Fox, Brown Luke and Preciosa. Electric seemed all

tied up and could not run an inch.

Portland and Luminous raced at each other to the head of

the stretch like quarter horses, when they both had enough.

Now Biggonnette slipped through by the rails and assumed
the lead, Cyclops close behind her, next Blue Wing and Sav-

anac. When well straightened out, however, the white

jacket and red sash on Ban Fox came up like a whirlwind
from the rear. Biggonnette appeared to be winning easily,

but Maynard who has that wretched habit of looking back,

seemed to grow demoralized at the rush from the outside.

Inch by inch the colt, under the combined influence of

Hayward's hands and whip, gained, and more and more was
Maynard demoralized, and in the last stride Ban Fox shot

ahead, a winner by a half length.

Hayward received a perfect ovation when he returned to

the paddock, and he deserved it,for a finer race he has not rid-

den since he snatched the Red Bank Stakes, out of the tire on
Thackeray two years ago. When asked about the race he
said in his usual quiet manner, *T got off well enough, but

the colt is a bad beginner, aud it takes him some time to set-

tle down to work. He seems to dwell under you. Once he

gets moving, however, he nails his horses one after the other,

and when he tackles one he has him beat. I had no trouble

with him at the end."
The race was the fastest one at the distance and weight run

this year at Monmouth Park, and to further prove its excel-

lence it is only necessary to mention that the last half mile

was timed in 4S.1

, seconds. There is no doubt that the best

horse won, but had a good man beeu up on Biggonnette she

ought to have won with the advantage at the start that she

had.
The entry of King Ban among the stallions, whose get was

eligible to start, and thus the victory of Ban Fox, was a

piece of luck for Major Thomas. The nomination went
astray in the mails, and to secure its admission afterwards

the consent of all the owners who had entered stallions had
to be secured. It was granted without much trouble, and it

is to be hoped that in the hour of his victory nobody will

begrudge the master of Dixiana his luck. The Western dele-

gation won a barrel of money over the colt.

The Champion Stallion Stakes—For 1885; for colts and fillies two
-., ,r- '.1

":. to be entered at the course by i r. U , OS lie 'lav before Hie

day appointed for the race, of 825Q each, with 35,000 added by the Mou
month Park Association to a sapscriptioD ol S5I each, by owners of

stallions, whose get alone shall be qualified to start; the second horse

and the subscribing owner of its sire each to receive ?1 .000; the third

hur-e and Ihe snbscrihing owner of its sire each to receive •i -">
, n'!; the

. , ., . i i ,! horses entered for the race and ono-

hail the money remaining after thb foregoing deductions; I

half to go to the subscribing owner of the sire of the winner; the death
of a subscriber not to disqualify the get of his stallion, ir the subscrip-
tion be paid; each nomination to be accompanied by a contract in the
form subjoined, which if not fulh lied punctually by the subscriber may
be transferred to and fulfilled by any owner or owners entering in the
race the get of the stallion, and snch owner or owners shall in that
cose be entitled to start and to the benefit accruing to thw subscrioer
from first, second or third place ta tr^ race, and to recover from him
the money contracted to be paid, if lj benefit accrues. Fifteen sub-
scriptions to fill. Three-quarters of a mile.

Chinn & Morgan's b c Ban Fox, by King Ban—Maude Hampton, 115
lbs Hayward 1

W. P. Burch's b f Biggonet. bv Bramble—Bobinet, 112 lbs. Maynard 2
B.A. Haggin's b f Preciosa, by tilenelg-Stamps, 112 lbs Duffy 3
Bancocas Stable's ch c Cyclops, by Mortemer—Lizzie Lucas, 115 lbs.

Feakes
Melbourne Stable's b c Blue Wing, by Billet—Mundane, 115 lbs.

Garrison
G. L. LoriUard's b g Electric, by Sensation—Idalia, 112 lbs.

Blaylock
N.W.Kittson's b f Luminous, by Alarm-Lady Lumley. 112 lbs.

Fitzpatrick
Dwyez Bros.' br c Portland, by Virgil—Finework, 115 lbs.

McLaughlin
Sancocas Stable's ch c Savanac, by Mortemer—Sly Boots, 115 lbs.

Olney
B. A.Haggin's br c Ben Ali. by Virgil—Ulrica, 115 lbs.. W. Donohue
W. L. Scott's ch c Quito, by Duke of Magenta—Quit, 115 lbs.. .Lewis
N. W. Kittson's br c Brown Duke, by Reform—Madge, 115 lbs.

Brennan
Time, 1:15.

Pools : Portland -?85, Electric ?45, Ban Fox $35, Biggonet ?30, Haggin's
pair $27, the field $43. Betting: Portland > to 1, Electric 4, Ban Fox 5,
Biggonet 7, Preciosa 10, Ben Ali 12, Quito and Luminous 15 each. Brown
Duke, Savanac and Cyclops 211 each, Blue Wing >"25. Place: 5 to 4 on
Portland, 8 to 5 against Electric, 5 to 2 Ban Fox, 3 to 1 Biggonet, 4 to 1

Preciosa, G to 1 Quito, Ben Ali and Luminous, 7 to 1 Savanac and
Brown Duke, 8 to 1 Blue Wing and Cyclops. Mutnels paid 334.

The Trouble at the Post.

The starting problem is a hard nnt to crack. Now that
there are so many short races, the starting becomes a question
of serious importance, as many of the races are won by the
start. To succeed as a starter a man must have a quick eye,
steady nerve and decision, with great firmness. The trouble
is that many of oar trainers and owners cause boys to be
disobedient by their habit of instructing the jockeys to get
off well regardless of consequences. Hence they are fre-

quently disobedient, and often treat the starter with con-
tempt. Another trouble is the failure of many of our best
trainers to properly break their colts or horses, or accustom
them to break from a given point, as required to do in a
race; hence, when assembled at the post, many of them are
wholly uncontrollable.

v
The system in the West this year

was a bad one. The starter was permitted to align and start

the horses one hundred and two hundred yards behind the
post, so that many of them were pumped out before they ran
the distance, which in half-mile races was close to a half-

furlong, and in other races equally as great. Many horses
which can run a half or three-quarters of a mile in good
company, will quit if a hundred or two yards is added to the
distance. A start to appear well to the public must be made as

near the actual starting point as possible. If made too far

behind it, the active and quick mover, with a wide-awake
jockey, will be sure to separate from the others before reach-
ing the timing flag, hence the open and straggling appearance
of the start. The starter has ample power to punish for any
disobedience or carelessness, but in the exercise of his
authority justice should be tempered with mercy. Many
light-weights are willing and anxious to obey the starter, but
are wholly unable to control and manage their mounts. This
should be apparent to the starter, and his authority should
be in accordance with the evidence of this fact. The ruling
off of a jockey for life, thus depriving him of his occupation
and support, was never contemplated by the framers of the

rules. It is only in cases of premeditated murder or man-
slaughter with malice that consigns the criminal to the gal-

lows or imprisonment for life; aud the simple disobedience
of orders, where more than one person is at fault, should not
meet with virtually the same punishment at the hands of a
starter. There is no question but that the starting this sea-

son has been very poor, and has caused much dissatisfaction

to the public; but the jockeys are not wholly to blame; many
of those holding the flags are incompetent, and not suited

for the position for lack of those qualities which a man in

I the position should possess.— Turf, Field and Farm.

The Living of Jockeys-

From an articie on jockeys and their habits we clip the
following: It is said of Archer that he lives on Seidlitz-pow-

ders, and washes the taste of them out of his mouth with half

a giass of champagne or two bites of a peach. That is of

course an exaggeration; so doubtless was the story told about
an equally famous jockey of the olden time, Francis Buckle,
of whom it was reported that when he had ridden his last

race for the year, he sat down to table with a fatgoose before

him, and finished it before he rose, pouring over the bird a
bottle of choice old port. Many good stories have been told

of the sweatings which some of the old masters of the whip
had to undergo in order to be able to ride at a given weight;

but those of my readers who wish to peruse such anecdotes
must seek them elsewhere, as I have not space for them in

this article. Some of them—indeed most of tbem—will be
found in the fascinating pages of Dixon, "The Druid." The
jockey of to-day, if he has the chance of using it, can do his

sweating in a Turkish bath— it is a pleasanter mode than that

practiced in the olden time, of taking a four-mile walk dressed

in two suits of clothes and covered with a heavy horse-cloth.

A jockey should so select his food as to obtain the greatest

amount of strength from it, with the least possible bulk or

weight. But, as a matter of course, most of them have ideas

of their own on such a question. A celebrated steeplechase

jockey of the Emerald Isle, on being asked how he managed
to keep himself always in such prime condition for his work,
replied very curtly, "On potatoes and milk." One gentlemen
rider of my acquaintance is a firm believer in oats and oat-

meal— the first for his horse; the second for himself, in the

shape of well-boiled porridge, paTtaken of every day of his

life. Both of these men know what is good for them.

The pacer Tommy Lynn, that got a record of 2:17
,
at the

recent Detroit meeting, is by a son of Addison, the sire of

Clementine, and his dam was a Morgan mare. He is seven
years, and was purcnased three years ago for $40.

Dewey and Stewart, of Owosso, Mich, recently suffered a
severe Joss in the death of the brown mare Owosso Queen,
by Louis Napoleon, dam by the Cole Horse. They consid-

ered her one of their most valuable brood mares.

Xewhonse, the famous feather-weight jockey who died r

contly in Eugland, when he woo the Chester Cup on '

Mary Ann in 1S70, only weighed fifty-six pounds.
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Trotting at the Bay District.

p Arab made his debut on the following day after a long

absence from the turf, and he made his re-entree in a

style that in a great measure justified the reports that

have so freely circulated regarding his speed and temper.

Beyond affording Arab an opportunity to show his paces and

graces, the races amounted to but little. Sister and Adair

started against him, and although they did themselves full

credit, all things considered, they were so manifestly out-

ranked by the little bay gelding that the race was robbed of

all interest save such as he created by his solo performance.

Adair was in good form, and Sister showed a slight improve-

ment in condition over the day she was beaten by Albert W.,

but the Western winds were at their worst and a fast race was

out of the question. There was some betting before the start

at the lone odds of Arab §100, Sister $21, Adair U3.

lirst heat-Sister was rank, and delayed the start and

when the word was given she fell to the rear and stayed there.

The other two gave a fine exhibition mile, going from start to

finish like a double team, Arab going iinder the wire first by

half a length, Sister third and four lengths hack. Time,

quarter :36; half, 1:10}; three-quarters, 1:47; mile, 2:21.

This sort of trotting pleased the spectators immensely.

Second heat-Arab led around the turn and at the quarter

had a length the hest of it, Adair second and Sister close up

On the backstreteh Adair moved up, and the two were yoked

for an eighth, when Adair gave way to Sister who went at

Arab with a rush. Mr. Hickok gave his horse his head and

opened a gap of a length, but Sister drove him home from

half in 1-09, a pace that did not seem to annoy Arab in the

least, but which was a fine performance for the mare Adair

was a good third. Time, quarter, :36J; half, 1:11; three-

quarters,!:!!; mile, 2:20.
, ,,

Third heat—Sister was mixing when the gong was sounded,

and broke at once, which left her out of the tight. Adair

kept close to the leader by sufferance till the three-quarter

nole was reached, when he made a brush for the we, ml
the pace grew suddenly so warm that he left his feet, and

Arab logged home winner of the heat and race, Adair second,

Sister third. Time, quarter, :36l; half, 1 :10J ;
three-quarters,

1-451- mile 2"2}. Adair did fully as well as his friends ex-

pected, for' cold winds and banks of fog do not suit him

Sister was lacking in preparation and trotted gamely, but

her effort in the second heat was all she had to offer, and

after that she was useless. Arab is undoubtedly a grand

little horse, and able to lower the best figures of tne day con-

siderably when called upon to do so.

B,Y District Codrsk. San ]£anci80o, Aug. 15th-PnrSeSS00.

Arab b e, by Artlmrtcm-O. A. Hickok ; J
*

AiXlr °B iv Electioneer- w. ' »;>'•«<• ; 3 ',

Sister, bm. by AdmiraW^A. Goldsmith^-.. 3 2 3

The second race was a roadster affair, for which Blaine,

fiartield Alex. McCord and Kittie L. started, Blame being a

warm favorite in the pools. Garfield won the race, however,

in straight heats, Blaine ranking second, McCord third,

Kittie L. fourth.

Same Day—Sweepstake, ?-.
,

Garfield, br B-O. A. Hickok i J J

aIS^cIAJ^^ l i
Kittie L„ br m-H. MeComi....„..._;..--

The first of a two days' special trotting meeting

under the auspices of the Bay District Association

was given last Friday afternoon, to an audience

qnlv fair as to numbers, although the accessories

of a fine track and absolutely perfect weather were not

wanting The rice was for the 2 :24 class, and the purse $500.

Artist La Grange, May Boy, Thapsin and Norman started,

positions being assigned in that order, and all the conditions

were favorable for each and every contestant to do his best.

La Grange was the better horse in the estimation of the spec-

tators notwithstanding it was noted that there was no visible

stable money to back him. May Boy had plenty of friends,

as he had made a mile quite handily in 2:23 last Sunday in

his exercise, and he was thought to have an excellent chance

but the good opinion of his followers was never quite equal

to bringing their horse to the front in the betting, and the

average of pool sales before the start was: La Grange S25,

Mav Boy $20, field $10.

First heat—Artist out loose with a brush at the word an.

1

led to the three-quarter pole, the field going with varying

fortune behind him. The favorite was well in hand and,

after the half was passed in 1 :15, began to move up. He

passed Artist in the stretch and won the heat safely in 2:2o,

Artist second, Thapsin third, Norman fourth and May Boy

last Norman finished third, but, having been somewhat

irregular in his gait, the dictum of the judges was as above

^Se'c'ond heat-Pools sold La Grange at $40, May Boy $18,

field $9 Mr Hickok got up behind May Boy and the back-

ers of the San Mateo horse felt better. They got off well m
aline except Thapsin, who was behind, and was very

shrewdly pulled into the wake of La Grange. He followed

the favorite through the field, and at the quarter when La

Grange was first, Tbapsin was on his wheel, the other three

two lengths back. There was no material change to the

finish La Grange winning by half a length, Thapsin second,

May Boy third, Artist fourth, and Norman last. Time, 2:26.

Third heat—Betting had entirely ceased. La Grange led

around the turn under a pull, with Thapsin lapped on, and

the list-named got his head in front for a few strides on the

baekstretch, but broke in his effort to hold the place. May

Boy took the second position and hung on around the turn,

but near the three-quarter mark he, too, broke up, and the

race was over. La Grange-finished first, with something to

spare, May Boy second, Thapsin third, Normnn fourth and

Artist fifth. Time, 2:24J.

BkDistbiot Coubbe, San Francisco, Aug. 14th-Parse, 3500; 2:2-1

Sfoknge, blk K , by Sultan -W Maybnru 1 1 1

Tharain blk K, by Berlin—W. 3?. Smith 3 2 3

Koy,blbVwhipple-
?
Bambletonian-., .M.Oonuell 5 :< 2

Artist oik B.uyMcNasser'sGoiaauet-S. K. Trelry..... 2 4 5

i::,,,!:,,, ^:i.yWi.ilT!;-H
v
,M,t

;

.,.i,;, A.MM.oiven 4 ,. i

Time, 2:25. 2:2<i, 2:24,.

The second race was a roadster contest between Prince

Medium Vulcan and Willie S., which was won by the first

named who took the third, fourth and fifth heats in 2:41.J,

0411 and 2:41, Vulcan winning the first and second in 2:45

and2-3S
_
A goodly amount of money was staked on this

race with Prince Medium as favorite most of the time. With

all tile hedging that took place, it is doubtful if much was

lost or won when the race ended.

Same Day-Sweepstake ;
s-

Prince Medium, b g

Vulcan, br g
viuiies ,bg...

^j^/jiae.a.ij .^u-.,-u.

THE GUN.
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.
Star (*) indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Kail
Grouse ».

Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer
Spotted Fawn.
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

In assuming editorial oversight of those columns of the

Breeder and Sportsman, which are especially devoted to

field sports and athletics, a large measure of diffidence is felt.

The field is so wide and the interests to be subserved are

so varied as to make the outlook anything but reassuring.

It is true that a wide acquaintance among sportsmen and
a life-long devotion to shooting and fishing enable the writer

to see sources from which matter may be drawn that should
interest and profit sportsmen. California is teeming with
game and fish and will soon team with hunters and fisher-

men.

But a sportsman's paper cannot be made attractive to any
large number of readers by the efforts of any one man. It is

the contributors which give such a paper its breeziuess and
makes it almost an equivalent for actual pursuit of recreation

in the field, and California sportsmen have hitherto been so

wrapped up in enjoyment of unequalled opportunities for

sport, that they have not given time to a recital of their ex-

periences for the benefit of their less favored brethren.

It is hoped that many of the thoughtful friends of this paper
will respond cordially to invitations to furnish news items

and accounts of trips, such as they are taking almost weekly
in pursuit of game or fish, or merely for change and rest.

The editor will secure all trap news, and will go all lengths

to make the reports accurate. To this end the secretaries of

the various shooting clubs are requested to furnish scores

and Buch addditional matter as may seem good, as well as

timely notices of coming events in the way of matches.

An especial effort will be made to foster and develop the

kennel interests of the Coast, and dog owners are invited to

send kennel matter, such as notices of sales, purchases, gifts,

whelpings and death among their dogs. The kennel depart-

ment of the paper should present all local dog news, and
should contain many valuable articles upon breeding, train-

ing and kindred subjects. It is expected that articles will be
furnished by specialists in the various breeds. Coursing,

for which California is distinguished above all the world but
England, both in the character of its dogs and iu the size and
excellence of its matches, will receive generous treatment.

Fish and fishing always seem to have eloquent exponents,

and since there are among us many who are fond of that

sport, and who are expert, there is reason to believe that

many fish stories will gratify our readers.

2 2 2

It will be our aim to present an exhaustive resume of events

in the world of athletics. This State and Coast present ad-

vantages in the way of attaining manly development of the

body such as are to be found nowhere else on this continent,

and some say nowhere else in the world. It is so easy to live

that forms distorted by unduly hard and prolonged

labor are not common, while yet the climate

is so invigorating as to make exercise pleasant, and it could

without difficulty, be made to appeur that the typical Pacific

Coaster is of rare physique and unusual natural grace and
strength. We hope to place ourselves in such accord with
athletes, that they will consider it a pleasure to enable us
to make this paper the accepted medium for athletic news.

Bicyclers, sprinters, cricketers and all the devotees of health-

ful, manly sport are invited to representation and a respect-

ful hearing.

Yachtsmen are expected to hitch up their togs and roll seas

of items upon us, and our confidence in the good-fellowship

of those who go down to the sea in ships, is such as to make
us willing to promise fit matter for the department.

Enough has been written to indicate what the new editor

hopes, with the cooperation of the well-wishers, to accom-
nlish. If failure results it will not be for lack of efforts to

succeed.

Why does not some one of those whose experience and capac-

ity makes them eqnal to the task, write an essay upon the

art of wing shooting, that shall embody more satisfactory

calculations and deductions than are to be found iu any of

the works already published? There are rules which, if

studied and followed, will certain'y make good shots.

The velocity of flight of different birds can be accurately

measured, under varyiug conditious, and with this quantity

known and the already measured velocity of Rhot, it should

not be difficult to demonstrate mathematically the position

and management of the gun necessary to its most effective

use. It isuotat present clear that motion of the muzzle as the

gun is ordinarily moved iu following flying bird-, so affects'the

charge as to nmke its line of flight from the muzzle to the

objective point other than a right Hue, and yet many claim

tu hold on their birds, keeping their guns in motion until

after the discharge, and it certainly is true that among those

who profess to shoot in this way, there are many superb
shots. An expert remarked the other day that he invariably

followed a cross flying, quick bird at thirty-live yards, until

the hue of sight passed the bird, and when the gun was
eight feet abead he pulled trigger. On the theory that the

shut is deflected by the motion of the muzzle, it can be shown
that the last mentioned gentleman could not kill ut all, yet a

bird rarely escapes him.
We sbonld be glad to learn from some of those who weekly

score eleven mid twelve at the trap, what thoir theories are,

and how nearly their practice accords.

to be quite the thing to give some alert, keen writer, regular

space and educate readers to look to that space for character-

istic matter from week to week.
Felix, of the Pittsburg Sportsman, has made his nom de

plume a power for good by fearless exposure of the recent

swindling regatta, arranged by Teemer, the young aspirant

to the rowing championship. Teemer rowed over a course

purposely shortened, and was beaten by an inferior in slow

time, all for the purpose of defrauding bettors.

The Sacramento Bee tells the following story of a game
supper: Captain E. M. Stevens and Harry Lathrop, who have
been on a trip to the mountains, returned home this moruiug.
They did not kill any game or catch any fish, but the Captain

is happy, as he laid in a large stock of revenge. It will be re-

membered that a few weeks ago a well known commercial
traveler, named Findley, went on a hunting expedition to one
of the northern counties, and sent the Captain a supply of

what purported to be venison, but what was in reality goat's

meat of the rankest sort. StevenB claims that he sent the

greater portion of the meat to the family of the sender, hut
nevertheless he has nursed a desire to be avenged. So, just

before he and Lathrop started out, Stevens telegraphed

Findley, whom he knew to be up the road, to meet them at

Colfax." He then went out on the grant, killed a hawk and
an owl, sent them to Colfax by a conductor, with instructions

to the landlady to fix them up in good shape, represent them
as quail, and have them for breakfast when the trio put in

an appearance. This was done. Stevens and Lathrop had
no appetite, and Findley devoured the "quail" down to the

bones. He seemed to enjoy the birds, aud remarked: "This
is the best breakfast I've had for seven years." Findley was
not told of the deception.

TRAP.

Neophyte Club.

At Bird's Point, on August 15th, the Neophyte Gun Club
shot its sixth shoot of the season. The Club was formed last

year, largely of gentleman who had not before shotover traps,

and its interest has not flagged. Its matches have developed
the fact that there were many very good shots among the
thitherto unafiliated sportsmen. The prizes for this year
were an elegantly chased gold match-box, and a Winchester
repeater. First choice to be given to the one who made the
three best scores during the season. It appeared that Mr.
Edwin Goodall and Mr. John Pollack had each scored thirty-

three birds in three matches, and they shot off at six birds,

again tieing on four, when they tossed up for choice, which,
was won by Mr. Pollack who preferred the match-box, thus
leaving the rifle to Mr. Goodall.
We publish the score of Saturday, and also a resume of the

season's scores.

Aug. 15th—At twelve live birds, 30 yards rise , 1(>0 yards boundary.
Kellogg l 10011111110—9
Goodall. 1 1110011111 1—10
Pollack 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1—11
Chapin 1 llOllOllll l—lo
Brown 1 10111100011—8
Roche o 11101011000—6
Bambo 11011101111—

9

Davis l lllOllllll l—li
H.C. Golcher 1 1111101011 1—10

SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF SEASON'S SHOOTS. 188-1-5.

(iiicid:lll

]Vll:n."k
.

K>-llogg
Ohnpiii
Davis
Upham
Bennett
H. C. Golcher...
Bambo
Dutton
*Dean
Edson
Wadsworth
Brown
Roach

- 66.68

*Sbot but once.

Gun Club.

Spurting journalism is taking on a personal form. It scums

Saturday, Aug. 15th, at San Bruno was a very windy day.
The breeze blew from half-past ten, and was about a twenty-
mile gale. A very good day on which to trap-shoot, if it is

desired to make the shooting conditions as hard as possible,

which is the wish of the Gun Club. To add to the difficulty

in rolling up high scores, the birds were not the ordinary
long cooped, hungry and weak flying birds too often had,
but were strong birds, fresh caught by Mr. Cunningham,
which got away as soon as the traps were pulled, and took
hard hitting to stop. As a consequence the match greutly
interested the shooters and the friends who went down by
special train with them.
But two birds were challenged, one a bird of Mr. Ewiug's,

which was cut but could not be retrieved. The other one of
Mr. Wilson's which he secured just at the SO-yard mark, and
on which he made a long shot. Mr. Bacon's twenty buro
Scott was rather light for such work, butLieutouant Euiiuott
should have done better. His position is easy and his con-
trol of the gun good. Why he did so poorly is iuexplinilik'.

Mr. Ewiug's score is excellent, and he took the medal. In
the sweepstake shooting very fine shooting was done.
August 15th, 1885, San Itruuo—At 12 birds, 30 yards rise, 80 yards

boundary. Ground Trap rules.

Orr 1 1

Ewing 1 1

Havens
Wilson 1 1

Bacon (1 u

Black 1

Hnggln
Enimetl J "

Sweepstake at six hmls. saim- i-ouditu>ns. .-
,

2..
r
.(i . utraui-e,

by Messrs. Wilson and Orr.
Orr 1 1111 1— 151 Bacon 1 10 10 0—3
Ewing 10 1 1 -3 ffilHOii 1 1111 1—6
Havens 1 1 1 1—J Haggin 1 n 0—1
Eminett 1 U 0—1 [Black 110 0—2

110 1Jill
n i o o
l (i i l

10
10 1

o o

l—li
1— 6

1 1 :<

ti— 2

Divided

Lincoln Club.

This club shoots clay pigeons on the third Sunday of each
month during the close season, and on Augnst IGth met at
Colinu. The day wus overcast and the wind blowing hard,
but t bo score would do credit if shot under more favorable
conditious.

The members are almost all young, but they are keen
hands and good shots, and hard fur anybody to down. They
are on hand, too, at all club gatherings, something which
eunnot be said of the veterans.
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The members shoot in classes each class, for a medal, thus
encouraging all to be present by holding out the reasonable
probability of winning place and honor.
Mr. Parks took the medal in the first class, Mr. Yenker in

the second, and Mr. Doane in the third.

August 16th, Colma.—At 15 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise, fourth notch.
FIRST CLASS.

Bmns o liooioiiiiiooo— s
Parks 1 0111001111101 0—10
Campion 1 1011010011101 1—10
Edler 11010010111000—7
Catv 1 00011101100111— a
Potter „ 1 01001100101011—8
Drinkhonse „ 1 10111100111000—9
Paltner 1 101100100 wdrn —5
Ties shot off at three pairs double birds:

Parks _ I 111 0—4
Campbell 1 0—1

SECOND CLASS.
SchenrteL 1 1010110000100 1—7
H. Nurthrup 1 01101 00000100 1—6
F.Venker ;-0 0111011101111 1—11

'-Xarnev l 1101100110010 1—9
Iieker 1 01010110011010— 8
Ford 1 10010000111110— S
H.Vi-nkcr 1 1111010000010 1—

8

French o 01010100100010—5
Cohen 1 01001 101000011—7

THIRD CLASS.

Doane 1101000111111 1—10
Horber 10001000010000—3
Holmes. ....0 001 1910101010 1—7
Blerguire 0010111110110 1—9
W. Nortlirup 1 1111101001100 0—9
Warschauer 1 0110000001010 1—6

Tournament.

On Sunday, August 23d, at McMahon's Station, on the S.
P. ft. R., a tournament will be shot under the auspices of the
Golden Gate Gun Club. Conditions: at 20 clay pigeons, IS
yards rise, three traps open to ali, entrance $5, to be divided
into four monies, 40 per cent., 30 per cent., 20 per cent, and
10 per cent. These tournaments, of which several have been
shot, have proved very enjoyable entertainments, the entries
being numerous and the shoots well managed, and the enter-

prise of the young gentlemen of the Golden Gate Club should
be rewarded by a large attendance. The regular shoot of the
club will be supplanted by the general match.

THE RIFLE.

The San]Francisco Schuetzen Verein.

August 16th, at Schuetzen Park, Alameda, the Sharp-
shooters passed in jollity and good shooting. The scores as

numbered in points were:

P. Jacoby
F. Greiner
F.Brandt
H.Zecher. M (

L. Haake
K. Werrheimer
F. Freese 23.J. aiengel..
C. Rapp 23 J. Peath
3. C. Waller 22 J. Ehoman
J. Horstman 2l|\Vm. Schmadeke...

E. Krahraan
C.C.Rorffs
Wm. Ehrenpfort..
C. Hobman
J. L. Meyer.
F. Boeckman

..20

21 H. Roster 17
J. Mangels 17
F. Krossbrink 16
H. Prine 16

J. Knnnnk 14

J. Bolts 13

J. C. Butterinaa 13
A.Grautz 13
P. Molir 13

L. Schlessman 13

At the same place and on Sunday also, the California

Schuetzen Club did its regular monthly shooting at the ring

target, for the club medals, the champion medal being
awarded to A. Strecker with 427 rings; first-class medal to J.

TJtschig with 413 rings; second-class medal to Captain

Greiner with 373 rings; third-class medal to John Pollack

with 344 rings; and the fourth-class medal to C. Mangels
with 323 rings.

The rifle match shot at Carson, Nevada, on August 5th

was won by the Nevada Rifle Association, which scored 422
against 421 scored by the National Guard, 420 by the Carson
Guard and 403 by the Emmett Guard, all of it very good
shooting.

P. W. Robinson, [Gilroy, writes: "With anew, 10-bore Par-

ker, loaded with 4£ drachms and IJouncesstruck measure, two
pink edge over powder, one over shot, at 40 measured yards, I

made the following targets:

Shot, 6's—207, in 24 inch circle—238 in 30 inch.

Shot, 7's—238, in 24 inch circle—305 in 30 inch.

Shot, 8's—295, in 24 inch circle—386 in 30 inch.

What do yon think of them?"
The targets sent appear to have been shot before striking

the circles, so it is impossible to say how well the barrels are

laid for centre shooting. The targets are good in distribu-

tion, the 7's being best. They are all too close, by far, for

game shooting. Forty-five yards is a long game range, most
of it being killed under that distance, and at 45 yards this

gun would shoot from 7 to 15 No. 7's through a quail, and
from 12 to 30 No. S's, fairly spoiling the bird for table use by
opening vents for the juices in cooking, to say nothing of

mangling it in an unsportsmanlike manner. The load of S's

for this gun should not be more than three-quarters of an
ounce and of 7's not more than an ounce. If more shot is

used the gun should be opened in the right muzzle until there

is merely enough choke to control the pattern, and the left

should be bored out until there are eight to ten thousandths

of a choke in it.

Mr. Robinson asks that others will send targets to this

office for comparison, and expresses a desire to hear the

opinions of fellow sportsmen upon the general question of

full-choking guns for ordinary field use, and we heartily

second his desire.

Not because the subject is a new one to all readers, but

because there is a large constituency now coming to the front,

all buying guns, and it may help some in choosing their

weapons, to hear what older hands can say.

A recent visit to the tules was 1 made by a San Franciscan
in search of ducks. He reports them nlenty at Bouldin
island, but for every duck says there are at least three nios-
quitos, and maybe three millions. If he never was good-
looking before he looks knobby now, so it is likely that the
mosquitos are pretty thick.

It is to be hoped that the lack of legal protection for ducks
will not induce useless slaughter of them during these hot
days when so large a proportion must spoil.

ROD.
Sea Lions.

After many days the sea lion question is to be investigated
The Fish Commission should long ago have secured sufficient
data to enable the Legislature to enact proper laws in the
premises, but the peculiar relations which the present Com-
missioners hold one to another, make it impossible for the
Commission to accomplish anything. Judge Dibble and Mr.
Buckingham are content to let things take care of themselves,
and being a majority, they override, and almost entirely
ignore the other Commissioner, Mr. Redding. After much
correspondence with Professor S. F. Baird, of the Smithson-
ian Institution and consultation with local scientists, Mr.
Redding, on his own motion, has appointed a Commission to
take testimony and gather facts relative to the number of sea
lions along the Pacific Coast, their breeding seasons and
habits. The Commissioners are Doctor H. W. Harkuess, of
this city, a gentleman of leisure, and an earnest student in
natural science. Doctor H. H. Behr, also a gentleman of rep-
utation as a close student, and together with Doctor Hard-
ness, a member of the Academy of Sciences, and Mr. Adolph
Sntro, who will bring to the work of the Commission
large means and an especial degree of interest, because he
happens to own the Cliff House in front of which are the Seal
Rocks.
The Commission will hear what is said by fishermen,

sailors and others who may have knowledge in the premises,
and it will by killing and examination determine
approximately the destructiveness of the lions to fish. At
present there is no law specifically protecting them, but those
at the Golden Gate are within the city limits of San Francisco,
where shooting is prohibited. The Farallone Islands are
reserved by the general government, and no shooting can be
done there. Of course it would be useless to kill merely
those seals now on the Seal Rocks at the Cliff House, because
there are many thousands all the time passing up and down
the coast, which would soon repopulate the rocks.
To blow up and annihilate Seal Rock might do good, but it

vvould do away with one of the sights of San Francisco. The
work of the Commission will not be made public until fin-

ished, when it will make a formal report to Mr. Redding,
who will submit it to Professor Baird and the Governor of
the State, in the hope that active measures will be taken
either by the State authorities or the general government
to abate what is believed to be an evil that is menacing to the
future salmon supply of the State.

The first part of a fishing letter by ' 'Frank Fowler, " printed
elsewhere, will be read, we are sure, with much interest. It

is hoped that others will be inclined to furnish like articles.

A daily paper says: "From parties just returned from the Up-
per Sacramento river we learn that trout fishing has been very
unsatisfactory at Lower Soda Springs and above. The causes
are reported to be the unusually low water and the preva-
lence of salmon nets in the river fifteen miles below. These
nets are so numerous as to prevent salmon getting up the
river, and in the absence of spawn to feed on the trout are
scattered, instead of massing in pools, as heretofore. No
salmon spawn for bait can be obtained without sending to the
State Fish Hatchery on Hat creek, where it is stated kegs and
barrels of it have been sold by the employees for bait. The
people on the upper Sacramento say that heretofore salmon
spawn was taken for propagation, but now the employees of

the State Fish Hatchery secure the eggs to sell for bait for

their private advantage, instead of hatching them out into

fish, as intended by the State law.'
!

The statements may have a little truth in them, but we
suspect very little. The Secretary of the Commission is in-

vited to state the facts about the matter.

The neatest field shot we ever knew, and the one who
always brought bis game home in the best condition to keep
well, was an old Englishman, for many years a gamekeeper
on some preserve in England. He shot a cylinder bore with

small charges of the smallest shot with which it was possible

to kill his birds cleanly, and after killing he would smooth
them carefully and lay them in his game pouch so that they

should not be rufled and mauled about in walking. It was a

pleasure to see his bag at the close of a shoot. The birds all

clean, but little blooded, trim and fit for an artist's pencil, or,

as old Teddy would say, "fit for the master's table."

It adds a great deal to the pleasure derived from a shooting

trip, if the deliberation and care necessary to bring the bag
in in nice condition are exercised. A sportsman should be

ashamed to draw out crushed, torn, filthy looking birds.

Each shot walked up behind a dog, should be so fixed in

mind by deliberate enjoyment of all its incidents, and by its

unlikeness to mere slaughter, as to make it possible to recall

it clearly and re-enjoy it at will.

A Trip to Big Meadows.
PART I.

The time for starting on the regular annual vacation was
looked forward to with some considerable degree of impa-
tience. The day had been fixed for the 13th of June, 1SS5,

and the place selected was the Big Meadows. The
morning of the 13th found the writer, . in company with
Judge B., of Redwood City, on board the ferry steamer Oak-
land, trapped and equipped with valises, baskets, rods and
the other paraphernalia which usually goes to make up an
angler's outfit. Judge B—, my companion, is a sportsman of

the old school—his kindly face, gentle manners and genial

companionship made the long ride before us a pleasure to look
forward to.

Soon after entering the cabin the great wheels of the

steamer began to revolve and the massive structure to move.
I looked at the Judge, we looked at each other, a sigh of relief

escaped our lips and we congratulated ourselves that at last

we had really got started.

Upon reaching the other side of the bay we transferred

ourselves and our luggage to the cars, bound for Sacramento
via Benicia. We had travelled this route so many times that

we found pleasanter occupation in reading the morning news-
papers than in gazing out of the windows, until the Suisun
marshes were reached, when newspapers were thrown aside

and position taken on the platform where we could take a

look at every pond as we passed, for the moment that the

train stopped at the draw-bridge, see what improvements the

Tulle Belle Club was making, and take a passing glance at

the picturesque little village of scows and hunting craft of

the Teal Club. For the time being we forgot all about trout

fishing and visions of canvas-back, mallard and teal, duck
boats and gun floated before us. As we saw the mother duck
with her brood of flappers quietly feeding in the ponds,
undisturbed and apparently not annoyed by the noise

and rumble of the cars, thCi new house, now in

course of construction for the Tule Belle Club, and the scows
of the Teal Club quietly floating on the waters, we mentally
exclaimed: "What a grand time is in store this Winter for

those who belong to the clubs."

In less time than it has taken me to express these thoughts,

we found ourselves out upon the plains again, now passing
fields of waving grain, and then vineyards and orchards.

Scarcely had we got settled down to our newspapers again,

when we were aroused from our reading by the rumble of

the cars on the bridge across the Sacramento river. We just

had time to look down upon the muddy, dirty, polluted
water, when the brakeman opened the door and shouted,
"Sacramento." At this point we were obliged to transfer
ourselves and baggage to another train. We had just three
hours in which to do this, as the train for Chico, where we
were going, would not leave before that time. The situation
was embarrassing to fishermen in a hurry to get to their des-
tination; detained in Sacramento for three hours, the ther-
mometer up to a hundred. Gentle reader, imagine yourself
in their places. As there is an end to all things, so those
three hours finally dragged out their existence, and again we
were whirling over the rail. This part of our route being
new to us, we cast aside newspapers for good, and devoted
the whole time to sight seeing.
The first thing which attracted ourattention was the Amer-

ican river, likewise a muddy stream. One would hardly
think that within twelve hours ride by rail from where we
crossed it, its waters are pure and afford excellent sport to
the angler. I wonder how the finny tribe ever find their
way up through such dirt and mud. They certainly are en-
dowed with an instinct.

After crossing the last named river the road leads across
the Norris Grant, which ought to be called "Jack-Rabbit
Ranch," from the number of those long-eared, swift-footed
animals we saw from the windows; thence over the plains
and up the valley across the Bear, Yuba and Feather rivers,
When we crossed the Feather I looked down into its muddy,
slimy waters, and then I looked at the Judge, and said: "Is
it possible that by to-morrow night we shall cross this same
river a hundred miles away, and behold its waters as pure as
the melted snow from whence it derives its source?"
Our reveries on this subject were suddenlv interrupted

by the brakesman who shouted "Chico." This being our
destination for the day, we hurriedly gathered our things
together and left the train to enter the Union Hotel 'bus.
We had selected this particular hotel, because we had been
told it was the best in the town, and contained the stage
office. Chico is a thriving place of several thousand inhabi-
tants, pretty and cleanly, the home of a number of genial
and well-known sportsmen, prominent among whom is our
well-known friend A. L. Thiel, a Director of the State Asso-
ciation; but with all its atttributes, its hotel is execrable.
Such a beautiful place deserves and should provide better'
accomodations for its visitors and guests.
The Judge and I, after a pleasant meeting with Thiel and

other genial sportsmen, who nightly gather at bis store to get
the daily papers, retired early to our rooms, in anticipation
of a good night's rest, as we were informed that the stage
started at 3 a. m., and that we had 65 miles before us. We
had left directions at the office to be called at 2 a. m. We
discovered before we had been in bed long, that the direc-
tions thus given were entirely superfluous, for neither of us
scarcely slept a wink all nignt. Between a Juvenile Pina-
fore Company, noisy carousing on the streets, and the mos-
quit s, the arms of Morpheus did not encircle us. We
listened to Pinafore, which was nearly as bad as the mos-
quitos, without paying any admission fee, but at the
expense of losing our sleep. The night dragged wearily
and slowly, and it seemed as though 2 o'clock would
never come, but come it did, and with it emerged
from the hotel, two uneasy and mosquito-bitten
travelers. An "Open-all-night" coffeehouse supplied us with
an excellent breakfast, and by three o'clock we were quietly
stowed away on the inside of the coach with eight other
passengers, and a tremendous load of baggage and freight.

Sixty-five miles of stage riding is not always a pleasant thing to

look forward to, but in contrast with the battle we had all

night with the mosquitos it was paradise.

After leaving Chico, we go directly for the hills, which we
continue to ascend for 45 miles, until we reach a height of

6,500 feet. Our first resting place is the Forest Ranch, 16

miles, where we stop to change our horses and get breakfast.

That breakfast tasted good, too. Scarcely|had we left the table

before Wash, that was our driver, shouted "all aboard." At
this point we had reached the pine timber, which, as we pro-
gressed became a vast and dense forest, with scarcely any
undergrowth. With few stoppages now and then to water
the horses our journey continued upward and slowly until

we reached Butte Meadows, a small valley high up on the
mountains, containing, I should judge, something like an hun-
dred or so acres of level land. Here we stopped for dinner
and to change horses again. For the first time since leaving

home we saw a beautiful stream of pure water. How tempt-

ing. The Judge could hardly restrain himself from testing

the truth of the statements we heard that it was full of trout.

Wash said it was a long ways yet to the Big Meadows, and we
must be going, and go we did, bu t oh how slowly. The farther

we went the higher the mountains seemed to get, and the

slower we seemed to muve, but, like our three hours wait-

ing at Sacramento, the end came and at last we reached the

summit. What a sight. High above the tree belt, in the

region of perpetual snow, surrounded by illimitable forests

of pine, and snow-capped peaks, we looked at each other,

and with one accord said "how grand;" 6,500 feet above the

level of the sea, we felt "way up." The pure and rarified air

with the thought of thirty miles down hill infused new life

into us. So enthusiastic became the Judge with the sur-

roundings that he said we must break a bottle of wine. At
this point where we stopped there is a mound and post

which marks the corners of three counties, Lassen, Butte
and Plumas. Not only did the Judge break the bottle, bnt
drank its contents standing in the three counties. Wash said

he was satisfied to get a drink stauding in one county. The
monotony of our ride here ceased, down, down, we went for

thirty miles, scarcely making any stoppages. At one place

we stopped, a ranch house, Wash told me a story that opened
my eyes. Pointing to a small strip of board nailed on to the

side of the house about twenty feet from the ground, Wash
says. "Do you see that?" I said, "Yes, what of it?" "Well,

sir, that board marks a fall of snow they had here Winter
before last." I looked at Wash, to see if I could detect a
Bmile, but he said it was honest truth. Think of living in

in such a country, and yet at the time we passed there, I

thought to myself it was the most picturesque country and
the grandest climate I ever was in, especially fora fisherman.

We crossed and recrossed beautiful streams of water, now
rushing madly between precipitous walls and over bowlders
and again quietly and without a murmur winding their ways
through little meadows. The Judge became very impatient,

and seemed to take satisfaction in saying that Le knew they

were full of trout. As the sun was shedding its last rays
upon this part of the earth for that day, a shout of gladness

arose from the passengers riding on the front seat. We
emerged from the forest. Presto, change! behold in front of

us was our goal. The Big Meadows spread out before us.

I declare I never saw a piece of level land that for the

moment gave me so much pleasure as the sight of that did.

A half hour's ride and we were at Bunnell's Hotel. Here we
are to stop for the present, and after I get rested, I will v,

i

of our fishing and the fish we caught at the Big Meadows.
Fbaxk Fowlei.
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THE KENNEL.
Doc owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in aliinstances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Sales.

Mr. S. S. Brewer, Humboldt Park, 111., has sold to Mr. T.

J. Pindar, San Francisco, solid liver, Irish Water Spaniel

dog, by Whirlpool—Biddy.

Mr. J. M. Bassford, Jr., Yacaville, has sold pointer puppies,

by Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen, whelped May 2Sth, 1SS5:

To Mr. Robert Liddle, San Francisco, a dog, white and liver.

To Mr. A. H. Hi^gins, San Francisco, a dog, white and liver.

To Mr. H. H. Briggs, San Francisco, a dog, white and lemon.

To Mr'. H. C. Chipmuu, Sacramento, a dog, white and liver.

To Mr. Samuel Allen, Napa, a dog, white and liver.

To Mr. Jos. McKenna, Suisun, a dog, white and liver.

To Mr. Heury A. Bassford, a dog, white and liver.

Names Claimed.

Mr. A. B. Elford, San Francisco, claims the names:

Conx, for Irish Water Spaniel dog, by Champion Mike—
Olcott's Fly, whelped January, 1SS5.

Irish Girl, for Irish Water Spaniel bitch, by Whirlpool

—Irish Queen, whelped March 17th, 1SS5.

Whelps-

California Kennels, Sacramento.
Janet, English setter, by Count Noble—Dashing Novice,

whelped seven, July 17th, 1S85, four dogs and three bitches,

by Dashing Money." (Dashing Monarch—Armida.)

Mr. H.H. Briggs.

Czarina, English setter, by Regent—Sybil II; whelped nine,

July 16th, 1885, eight dogs and one bitch, by P. K. Stock-

ton's Phil, a Gordon. _'

Field Trial Rules.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman: Being appointed by the

President of the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club one of the

committee to revise the rules governing Field Trials, I prefer

giving my views through the columns of your widely circu-

lating sporting paper. A writer in American Field, "King
Bail," in a series of articles on "Field Trials," criticizes with

much thought and excellent judgment the present rules of

the National and Eastern Field Trial clubs. I offer a few

comments upon the P. C. F. Trial rules, and leave Eastern

sportsmen to defend themselves with "King Kail." I disa-

gree with "King Kail" in the following: He says, "It is con-

ceded by all that Field Trials are for the purpose of deter-

mining the native qualities, and working capabilities of the

dogs. If education is either directly or indirectly given a

valuation, it vitiates all the purposes of field trials, since

qualities that are due solely to the skill of the breaker, if

valued, cause a dog to win." I contend that the breaker

can give a dog no qualities that are not inherent, but can

merely restrain and direct them. How would "King Kail"

have us try our dogs? Would he have them turned out with-

out any training and allowed to scamper about promiscu-

ously? What would there be for the judges to determine?

There would be pace, style and pointing faculty, as they are

the only natural qualities of the pointer or setter. There
would be no ranging—for they would soon range out of

sight—no quartering, obedience or retrieviug. As to the

points of demerit they would have to be expunged. Take
chasing for instance; the first bird that rose would in all

probability be chased into the next county, and the judges,

unless well mounted, would see no more of them that day.

All rules for Field Trials are based upon the idea that a dog
shall be worked in the field as in an ordinary day's hunting.
That, of course, includes both natural and acquired quali-

ties. Every sportsman will admit that without the usual
acquired qualities, or what "King Rail" calls, education, and
upon which he would place no value—it would indeed, be a
very ordinary day's hunting; and all reports of Field Trials

tell us that a dog without these acquired qualities is very
soon placed hors du combat. Besides, what are penalties for,

unless for breaking rules of training? You cannot penalize

a dog for any natural quality. Again, the demerit points

amount to twenty-five out of a hundred, and no dog.however
good his natural qualities, could overcome that. In my
opinion the points for judges to determine should be simpli-

fied and classed separately. I look upon it as erroneous to

mix two or more qualities together, such as pointing, nose
and staunchness, or quartering and style. They are unlike
qualities and cannot be mixed. Every quality desirable in a
hunting dog should have a separate and independent value,

which would be much easier for the judges to decide upon.
I think the points should be as follows:

Pointing 40 Penalties.
Backing 10

Pace 10 Chasing or Break-
Style 5 ing shot and
Ranging 10 chasing 5
Quartering 5 False pointing 5
Retrieving 10

Obedience 10

Total 100

The instructions to judges are, I think in many cases,

erroneous. They say "The judges will allow only those dogs
the maximum, that point all the birdspossible forthem under
the circumstances." How are the judges to know what birds
are possible for the dogs to point? What do they know about
scent? A good dog will point every bird he can, but he may
pass near to one, and get no scent from it, for many reasons.
How many flushes were made at the last Field Trials in the
East, where the best dogs and best broken dogs were con-
testing? Even the winning dogs made many flushes. Idou't
think a good dog, who is used to the business, ever makes an
intentional flush, and he should certainly not be penalized
for an accidental one. He much prefers to point the bird,

and see you kill it. At any rate, if a dog makes many flushes,

the judges can easily see whether they are intentional or
accidental, and they will detract from his merit in pointing,
without the necessity of a separate penalty. Again, the rules
say: "The judges shall not require the handlers to work their
dogs down wind." I contend, the judges have no right to

direct the handler at all. No handler with any judgment
would allow his dog, in a Field Trial, to hunt down wind.

Backing.—The rules say "A dog must stop promptly at

sight of another dog pointing, or by command." I contend
that all the purposes of a back are answered, even if the
handler has to Bpeak or signal to his dog, but, of course, the

-udges would give the maximum to the dog who backed vol-

untarily.
Ranging.—The rules say: "The maximum only allowed

the dogs that maintain the most killing range throughout,
viz , wide or close, as the necessity may require." What is

meant by a "killing range" is not very clear; and ranging
"close" seems nonsense. I think it would be better: "The
maximum only allowed such dogs as make the widest range."

Of course, to be under the control of his handler, who will

signal him when he thinks he has gone far enough. With-
out a wide, ranging dog a sportsman will miss many covies

of quail in one ordinary day's hunt.
Obedience and Disposition.—I think, "disposition,"

should be omitted. The judges have nothing to do with a

dog's disposition—that is a matter between him and his

master. Theyalsosay: "The maximum only allowed to a dog
that works promptly to the gun, without voice or
severity, and is obedient, prompt and cheerful, and easily

handled." I think "cheerful" would be better omitted. A
dog has a right to his own idiosyncrasy, and be cheerful or

not as he pleases. His obedience is all that concerns the

judges. I should prefer: "The maximum only allowed to a

dog that works without noise or severity, and is obedient
and easily handled." Retrieving—The rule asitstands is good
enough. Pace—Rule as it stands good enough. False point-

ing—The rules say: "The judges shall give a deg ample op-
portunity to discover whether or not he is on a true point,

and the penalty shall range from one to seven for his acts

throughout the heat." But the judges never do give a dog
a fair chance. They wait a few seconds and then rush up to

the dog, who becomes nervous and is afraid of making a
mistake, and keeps on his point; whereas, if he were left

entirely alone he would quickly discover his error, that the
game, althought it had left scent, was gone. He should be
allowed a fixed time, say, one minute, without any interrup-

tion or noise. Judges don't know what the dog scents; he
evidently scents something, and although the bird may have
left the spot, the scent remaining from fluttering through
the brush to get out may be stronger than when he was
squatted close with his wings pressed tight to his body, and
his feathers closed, trying tc hide from the noise he hears
around. Many a dog's chance to win has been sacrificed

through a judge's misconception of what is really a false point.

It is better for a dog to false point from over-careful uess,
than flush from recklessness. Breaking shot— "Is when a
dog runs in, when a shot is fired or not, and does not stop
promptly at command." I don't see how a dog cau "break
shot" when there is no shot fired, and he simply chases,

which is included in the next rule. I think there should be
but one penalty, "breaking shot and chasing," for he breaks
shot ir> order to chase. I think the concluding sentence
from the P. C. F. T. rules should be expunged: "The scale

of points laid down are for the purpose of determining the
difference between two dogs under the same conditions, but
the score made shall in no way constitute a record, nor shall

the dogs in a trial be compared by the score they have made."
If a score is not to constitute a record, why any score at all?

Why not let the judges determine mentally which they think
the better dog, and give their decisions without reasons?
Again, the judges have no right to decide which dogs shall

divide second and third prizes. It is merely done to save
themselves trouble. Every dog that is entered has a right to

be run off to the end.
I hope the P. C. F. T. Club will extend the time for enter-

ing all dogs to Nov. 1st. To close entries on May 1st for pup-
pies, and Oct. 1st for aged dogs is, I thinK, a mistake.
For instance, I have several puppies that I could not enter
before May 1st., because they did not show enough merit for

me to decide which was best. As that chance is lost, I see

some that give promise of being good enough to enter in the
All-Age Stakes, but it is impossible to speak positively until

they have been out on game for a month. By Nov. 1st the
best could be selected. That is not only my case, but must,
it necessity, be that of many sportsmen of this Coast. How-
ever we—for I will admit that I was one—could have made
such a weak rule, I am at a loss to know. But the remedy
is easy. Let the Ex-Committee extend the time—they have
the power to do so—until Nov. 1st. What we want are
plenty of entries, and good dogs—not merely entries with
worthless specimens.
The great trouble in running offField Trials is to find suitable

ground with plenty of birds, within easy reach of the city. To
hunt foran hour or two over hill and dale to find a flock of quail
is tedious work, both for dogs, judges and spectators. I pro-
pose that instead of taking the dogs to the game, the game
should be brought to the dogs. The same end can be obtain-
ed, which is to see the dogs find birds, and show by their
training how they will behave upon them, when found. A
around should be selected near to San Francisco, and ten
dozen,—(which can be brought here for fifty dollars)—Bob
Whites or Ortyx Virginiaus imported, and a dozen at a time
be put down on ground with good cover. A brace of dogs
could run out their heat in half an hour if certain of the
chance to find bird. Their pointing, retrieving, quartering
etc., could be tested, and the best dog determined equally as
well as by tiring out judges and spectators, and I feel satis-

fied that all parties would be pleased with the improvement.
I merely offer these suggestions for the consideration of

the other members of the committee, and shall be glad to

hear their opinion, also the opinion of other members of the
Club—for we are all interested in the matter—through
the columns of your paper.
Gilroy, August 10, 18S5. E. Leaveslet.

Illustrating the ease with which some puppies can be ac-
customed to the gun, a brace of young pointers, some two and
one half months old, was taken on last Sunday to a ground
where clay pigeon shooting was being done. The pups were
put down at perhaps a hundred yards from the shooting.
At firs,fc they were startled but by gradual approaches were
induced to come near, until they were playing about among
the shooters, and in a half hour one of them was tugging at
his master's pantaloons while in the act of shooting, and did
not loose his hold nor flinch at the shot, while the other was
giving destructive attention to the luncheon which lay close
by the score, and he apparently had lost all fear.

A new venture in the dog way is the recently established
coursing ground at Newark. Much expense has been incurred
under the advice of Mr. H. Boyd, a well-posted and enthu-
siastic coursing man, and he has every reason to look for-
ward to a great success. The ground at Newark, several
hundred acres, is enclosed by a hare proof fence, and in prac-
tice the hares will be loosed one at a time from a small en-
closure, into which they are driven just prior to the matches,
which is near one corner of the large park, and will zun
diagonally across over a distance of about nine hundred
yards, to a hare proof cover in another corner. The dogs
will be slipped as soon as the game is well started, and will
have ample room and scope to show their cuteness and speed
in the distance named.
A sheltered stand for spectators is to be located so that each

may see all the races without discomfort.
Three stakes will be run, two regular, for sixteen dogs

each, at $5 entrance; for four purses, $40, $20, and two of
$10 each; and an additional stake, necessitated by the very
generous entry list, for a cup presented by Mr. J. F. Carroll.
The stakes are to be run off on Saturday and Sunday, Aug.
22d and 23d, and we hope the attendance will be large.
Newark is reached via the South Pacific Coast Railway, the
train leaving at S.30 a. m.

HEED AND SWINE.
Milk Fever.

The Rauerer Picture.

Mr. Editor: I received the last copy of the Breeder ant>
Sportsman. "Thanks." I consider the picture a very good
one, though I think his loins are a little too arched, and his
head seems not large enough in proportion to the rest of the
dog. In regard to the priuted matter, I wish to gracious you
would hereafter come to headquarters for the facts, or let it

alone. Here let me say: Ranger Boy and Beautiful Queen
only were sired by Ranger. Victor Bow, Butte Bow, Keno
Bow, R. Bow, Esq., Nicholas Bow, Santa Rosa Bow, Bow
Eureka, and two others were sired by Ranger Boy, and were
Josie Bow's first litter. The next time, she missed by him,
and after that he died. I then bred Josie Bow ard Graeie to
Prince Ranger, a son of Ranger Boy, out of a Sleaford bitch
through Graeie, producing Lemmie B. It don't amount to
but little, only you are liable to have S. B. Dilley after you,
for he is very particular about those things, though in com-
piling his pedigree of RangeTJ Croxteth he has got Graeie and
Josie Bow as progeny of Ranger, through Ranger Boy, I pre-
sume.

It's so dummed hot I didu't go out into the orchard this
afternoon, so am writing this, but it's getting hotter, and will
quit.

I have a tame bevy of quails south of the house, and you
ought to see that pup of mine work on them—tell you what,
first prize in trials is mine. Bow.
Glendale, August 18th, 1S85.

The greater number of calves dropped in the Spring and
early Summer than at any other time of the year accounts
for the increased prevalence of so-called milk fever affecting
cows covering that particular period; although the plethora
superinduced by the flush of pasture may be justly charged
with calling into activity a predisposition to this formidable
disease.

Its characteristic symptoms are too well known by breeders
to require a systematic description, but behind them, and the
cause of them, and the real essence of the trouble, I shall
assume to be congestion of the brain and spinal column, and
to overcome this pathological condition all rational treat-
ment must be directed. But before detailing my plan of
treatment I caunot forbear presenting a few thoughts on pre-
vention, for an ounce of prevention is worth several pounds
of cure in the disease under consideration.
The statement may seem strong, but my observation just-

ifies the assertion, that four-fifths of the cases could be pre-
vented if the owner of the cow discharged his whole duty to
his dependent brute.

While all our of highly-bred cows appear to be liable to this
pasturient accident, deep milkers are especially predisposed
to it, and should be placed on short pasture and their bowels
kept in a moderately loose condition for at least a month jnst
prior to calving. This can be easily accomplished by feed-
ing oil-cake and bran.
But the management of the first three or four days subse-

quent to this event is fraught with the greatest of conse-
quences for the future welfare of the cow. Through an utter
indifference, or a misconception of the physiological processes
which have been going on in the system to develop the calf,
but now suddenly arrested, the cow is permitted to gratify
an almost morbid thirst with cold water. No graver error
could be made.
For months a determination of blood to the womb has

been going on, and gradually increasing day by day to meet
the growing demands the supply of the previous day had
created; the blood vessels, ordinarily small in this organ,
have enlarged their calibre commensurate with the amount
of vital fluid they are required to carry; toward the latter half
of the ninth month the circulation in the udder becomes
quickened and the whole gland eulargened preparatory to
the performance of duties soon to be imposed, and just when
all this nervous and vascular excitement reaches its physi-
ological limits the calf is expelled and its maternal vascular
connection severed. But before the uterine blood vessels
have had time to resume their quiescent state, the paunch is
filled with cold water, causing an abnormal contraction of its
dimensions, thus throwing the whole volume and force of
the surcharged uterine system upon the brain and spinal
column, overwhelming their vascular systems by the sudden-
ness and violence of the onslaught.
Hence, the early excitement, quickly followed by fever,

delirium, progressive paralysis and its incidents, suppression
of milk, constipation and retention of urine, which are but
links in the chain of morbid processes too often set in motion
by the cause just mentioned.
The location and nature of the disease being fully under-

stood, the plan of treatment readily presents itself and
should be most vigorously executed. In the first stage of
excitement or early inflammation, copious blood-letting
would at once relieve the blood pressure that must soon
destroy these delicate textures; but unfortunately we are
seldom called until after several hours of precious time have
been spent in cramming slices of fat pork down the cow's
throat, with a view of physicking her, and in due time sup-
plementing the pork with a greasy dishcloth, hoping it will
supply the place of the lost cud. We are therefore compelled
to begin the treatment by administering a twenty-drop dose
of tincture of aconite, but owing to the complicated system,
of stomachs peculiar to runiinaTHs, five drops given hvpoder-
mically, by pinching up a fold of skin on the side of the neck,
acts much more quickly and efficiently than the larger dose
as usually administered. Thin may be repeated every three
hours, but the frequency of its repetition will depend upon
its effect and the severity of the attack. Ergotiue, the active
principle of ergot from its known ability" to contract the
blood vessels, should be given in connection with the aconite.
Five drops of aconite (German tiucture) aud live drops of
ergotiue (watery extract) injected under the skin will meet
exactly the existing pathological condition—the first by con-
trolling the foice and rapidity of heart actiou, the latter by
contracting the calibre of dilated and engorged blood ves-
sels. But if from the progress of the disease, or from any
other cause, the heart's force appears to be flagging, fivedrops
of Eelsemium should be substituted for the aconite; but if

positive debility has supervened, thirty drops of tincture

i
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digitalis and five drops of ergo tine should be given every

three hours subcutaueously.
To co-operate with and support the action of the remedies

above named, one ouuce of bromide potassa, dissolved in a

pint of warm water, should be given by the mouth every
three or four hours.

Of course the bowels should not be neglected; but I under-
stand their constipated condition to be an effect, hence I ad-

minister a cathartic for two purposes, to-wit.: (l)togetits

derivative effect; (2) to measure the extent of injury the

cerebro -spinal system has sustained. To fill the

first indication I find nothing better than ten drops of croton

oil mixed with one quart of flaxseed oil, given every three or

four hours until copious discharge is brought from the bowels.

If the bowels respond readily I conclude that the congestion

of the nerve centres has not been sufficient to destroy all

nervous sensibility, or that th« agents first given are getting

in their work as desired; in either case, a good discharge from
the bowels inspires hope of a favorable issue.

To still further carry out the same line of treatment, the

compound tincture capsicum should be poured along the

whole length of the spine and well rubbed in with a stiff

brush, then cover the spinal surface with cloths dipped in

warm water, and over all bind several thicknesses of dry

cloths. By counter-irritation, thus quickly produced and
sustained, brain pressure is relieved to the extent of the

amount of blood held in the superficial tissues exterior to the

brain and spinal column. Chloroform used in the same
manner will make a still more rapid and profound impres-

sion. I am aware that cold applications are generally recom-
mended, but I am satisfied that they defeat the very object

for which they are used by driving the blood from the skin

and subcutaneous tissues into the blood vessels of an organ

already surcharged and staggering under its abnormal accu-

mulation. Certainly, the probability that the constringent

effect of cold will reach through the thick, bony walls in

which the diseased organs are located is exceedingly remote.

If paralysis should linger after the cow has regained her

appetite and rumination is re-established, a few grains of

nus vomica, mixed with her mash, once or twice a day will

restore lost power very nicely.

Much more might be said on the management of the case,

but I have already trespassed upon your space; but if the

observations and experience of a country doctor are favorably

received by your numerous readers you may hear from him
again.

—

J. S. R. Hazzardin Breeders^ Gazette.

Again, there is art or science—call it which you may—in
scoring a horse. Some drivers will send a horse for all he is

worth a full mile, whether there be necessity or no. We
have frequently seen drivers go from wire to wire at full
speed without seeing whether there was any neces-
sity for such a measure. Not taking the
trouble to cast an eye either to the right or left to see whether
or no he could slack up sufficiently to allow his horse to get a
fresh wind, and finish tenor twenty lengths in advance when
a couple of lengths would answer every purpose. This is not
the rule, but is quite frequently seen. There are times, of
course, when such a movement is justifiable, especially
when there is known to be a close competitor in the race
whom the driver wants to get rid of, and more especially
when such opponent has indulged in a bad break, and a little

extra exertion will leave the breaker so far behind as to be
distanced. We have known of such an instance within a few
days where it was not applied, and the driver wished after-

ward that he had taken advantage of his situation. He had a
chance to shut a horse out, but, out of courtesy, pulled up and
let the horse in, and got his pay for doing so later in the race by
having the other party claim a foul, and which, we are sorry
to state, was allowed by the judges without making any in-

quiries as to the cause. The result was the horse was dis-

tanced, and his backers were not only great sufferers financi-

ally, but they were filled with contempt for the man who
claimed the foul, and also towards the judges who took the
man's word without giving the other driver a chance to be
heard. Such work not only hurts the reputation of a really

good driver, but injures the track upon which the race took
place. Still another mark of science is manifested when the
driver of a good horse manages to secure second money with-
out obtaining a mark for his horse. We have never seen a
better illustration of this than within the past two weeks. A
certain horse started at the New York Driving Club meeting,
and was so deliberately pulled that everybody observed the
movement, but was not molested by judges, and as the
driver had pools against his horse, of course he was a hand-
some wiuner. The very next week when the mare started at

Hartford she was heavily backed, and was driven to win, do-

ing so with perfect ease, although she then had better com-
petitors than in New York. We might go on at indefinite

length, but the above illustrations are sufficient for the pur-
pose stated to show that driving is an art.

—

Sportsman.

until an infusion of bayberry or white oak bark can be pre
pared, which may be used pretty freely about the joint fo
several days.

Dislocation of the Fetlock—The best method for treating
dislocation of the fetlock is by means of starched bandages.
A dislocation of this joint is easily detected. Its reduction
can be effected by anyone—a little starch aud a narrow ban-
dage, five yards in length, are all the appliances needed.
Rest, light diet and attention to the patient will complete the
cure.— Western Sportsman.

POULTRY.
Profitable Poultry Kaising.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.

Treating Dislocations.

Plain Speech.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman : I am constantly receiving

letters asking me to describe a tip for the foot of a horse.

I can only say that it is a shoe which covers the toe of a

horse's foot, leaving the heel bare as Nature intended it. I

would make it to extend about to the point of the frog, if

I had anything to say about it. But before we say anything

in favor of the tip, let me say, let the horse's foot alone with

the knife, do not allow a knife to touch it, don't employ a

smith that knows what a knife is. A smith has no more use

for a knife in shoeing the foot of a horse than the writer has

for a telephone to time a horse with. If any reader of the

Breeder and Sportsman has fully made up his mind that he

will discontinue the use of full shoes on his horses' feet, and

wants to use tips, in humane principles, why I will tell him
in a very few words how to use them. Go to a smith that

has only the rasp hammer, nails and pincers in his kit, tell

him you want a set of tips put on your horse. If he is n

dunghill and don't know what a tip is, simply say to

him. Level off the toe of those feet, and put a little

rnece of iron around the toe, let it extend back

to the point of the frog. When he has done the

job take vour horse and drive him as you always have.

If you don't say the poor beast would tell you, if he could

talk, that you had done the most humane thing of your life, then

I don't know how to -write a letter for the Breeder and
Sportsman, and nobody will question that point. Put tips

on your horse's feet; do it at once; let the cranks who are

dunghills drive with shoes; they use them because their

fathers did. It's only been about 400 years since they knew
•what a shoe for a horse was. I would like to ask some wise

man from the north, what they used previous to that date.

"It's a wise child who knows his father," but it's a wiser one

who can answer that question. If men would drive their

horses barefoot they would go much better than with full

shoes. But I am one of the men who likes to live and let

live, and am trying to help the smith all I can. He can get

just as much for tips as for shoes. Now I will give bim a

Doiuter; the horse is not dependent on the smith at all; he

can travel without any shoes and travel well, and so he will

unless the smith goes to work and puts tips on him. It's

only the cranks who tell you a horse cannot travel with tips.

They don't know any better; they are not to blame. Men
like J. C. Simpson will not tell you so. Why ? Simply because

he would sooner tell the truth than a lie; then he knows, it's

not guess work with him. I will come again some day.

Chicago, Aug. 6th. Yours Truly, On the Road.

Driving as an Art-

We know of no business pertaining to horses which

requires more science than that of handling a trotter. To
understand all the ins and outs of a horse, his strong and

weak points, whether kindness or sterness is best to get

speed out ot him, whether he is in a condition to trot to-day

or unable to perform the necessary work, requires patient

study. Almost every horse has [some peculiar trait which it

is the duty of the driver to understand before he is competent

to tell how much speed the animal is capable of. It has been

truly said "some men are born great, while others have great-

ness thrust upon them," and this old adage is as true in the

driver as in any other of the affairs of life. Some men take

to the driving of a horse as naturally as ducks take to water.

There is another class which may be termed mechanical

drivers, and still another class who are neither natural or

mechanical, and never will make good drivers. We have

seen manv a really good horse spoiled for a day's race simply

through injudicious "warming up" on the part of the driver.

Some horses can stand any amount of work, while others get

fretted and tired out in long scoring, and are consequently

played out before they finish the first mile. Here is where

art again comes in play. The man who thoroughly under-

stands his horse will save him as much as possible, if he be a

horse that tires easily, whileauother driver will show equally

as much art with a long-winded horse. If the driver of the

long-winded horse sees his opponent tiring, he will manage

to prolong the scoring until he stopped by the judges. A
little jerk of the reins, a slash of the whip, or some such

move will send his horse to a break before reaching the wire,

and of course the bell is sounded and a new start commenced.

By dislocation is meant the displacement of a bone from
its articulating socket. The most common accidents of this

character occur in the stifle and fetlock joints. All articulat-

ing surfaces in the horse are susceptible of dislocation. In
the country very little attention has ever been paid to the
treatment of either dislocation or fracture, and, in conse-

quence, very many valuable horses have been condemned,
or abandoned by their owners for a mere trifle, that might
have been restored to comparative soundness. Horses have
been known to recover from dislocation of the spine, shoulder
and hip, and we know of several cases of this kind occurring

in the stifle and fetlock that have terminated favorably.

Dislocation of the neck, or cervical vertebra?, is occasioned

by a horse pitching forward or suddenly falling at a time
when his head is turned in a lateral direction; or lie may get

into what is termed an awkward fix across the stall or under
the manger, unable to extricate himself, and thus dislocate

the bones of the neck. The diagnostic symptoms are mus-
cular paralysis, unnatural curvature of the neck, the head at

the same time being more or less pendulous, and at a certain

point on the convex side of the neck will be felt a space aud
fulcrum of motion. The means of reduction are warm fomen-
tations to the concave side of the neck, gradual extension and
manipulation. The extension, however, consists of little

else than slowly and steadily turning the head to the central

part of the body, while the operator presses with one or both

knees on the most prominent part of the convex angle. The
animal is supposed to be down, and the ordinary precaution

taken to secure his limbs in hobbles or by means of rope. It

not unfrequeutly happens that the muscles on t ie convex
side of the neck are lacerated; in that case, even after reduc-

tion, the neck would still incline to an angle, to obviate

which a sort of concave splint must be applied to the concave

side, reaching from the angle of the jaw to the shoulder,

being curved and padded at each end for the reception of

their respective parts, and then confined by rollers, straps,

etc.

Dislocation of the shoulder is reduced also by extension

and manipulation; but, owing to the shallow cavity of the

lower part of the shoulder-blade, it is very difficult to retain

the parts in apposition. Still the animal is not to be sacri-

ficed until means have been tried, which are continual pres-

sure backward on the head of the humerus. The diagnostic

symptoms are prominence of the head of the humerus and
inability to bring the limb forward.

Dislocation of the Hip—Very little hopes can be enter-

tained of reducing so formidable a displacement, for the head

of the thighbone is generally thrown out of its socket on the

pelvis, and the abductors exert such a powerful force up-

ward that it is almost impossible to counteract them. Still

one should not despair. There is a horse now in existence

that three years ago slipped on turning a corner and disloca-

ted the thigh-bone, the head of which could he distinctly

seen and felt. The unfortunate subject was carried home on
a sled; the owner treated him on the hydropathic principle,

and left the case to nature, without making any attempts at

reduction. At the end of six months he could hobble along

pretty well; all that could be noticed was a prominence on

the hip and a shortening of the limb. Up to the present

time he has gradually improved, so as to become quite use-

ful in oing light work.
Dislocation of the Stifle-Bone—If we should believe all the

stories that are told us of horses having the stifle out the

difficulty would appear to occur very often, which, in fact, is

not the case. Veterinaries are frequently called to see horses

said to have their stifle out, which, on examination, turn out

to be sprain of the fetlock or punctured foot.

The error arises in consequence of a lack of

anatomical knowledge; for the symptoms of each are so

different that it is almost impossible for a ^ertinary

surgeon to make such a gross mistake. The stifle joint is

composed of the lower end of the femur, upper end of the

tibia and patella, the latter corresponding to the kneepan of

man. So soon as the patella—stitle-bone—is luxated, the

horse is unable to advance the limb; it is stiffened and pro-

truded backward; and, on exploring the region of the patella,

it will be found outside the external condyle of the femur.

When the bone is dislocated inward the limb will be drawn
upward, the animal beiug unable to rest on it. The re-

duction is effected by bringing the limb forward and up-

ward, at the same time pressing the patella toward its original

position. After the bone has been replaced it must be held

there until the muscles have regained some degree of con-

tractility. The parts must then be kept wet with cold water

[Pittsburg Stockman.]

In order to make poultry raising profitable we must com-
mence at the beginning. The first thing we will consider is

a suitable house and yards. The house should be lined on
the inside with tarred paper, so as to make it comfortable in
the Winter, and keep all cold drafts from tho fowls. It

should also have a good tight floor, large windows on the
south to admit the warm sunlight, and good ventilation at
the top of the building. Besides there should be perches of
uniform height from the floor, and suitable nests that will

admit of but one fowl at a time to lay; then tliere will be but
little complaint about broken eggs. A separate room should
be partitioned off for hatching, without too much light in it.

Also yards should be provided with shade, water, feed
troughs and dust boxes.
A good deal depends on the selection of our fowls. We

will select one of the standard varieties which seems best
adapted to the particular line we wish to follow. The Brown
Leghorn is a splendid layer, but hardly large enough to sell

reaiMly in market for table use; and for that reason I would
choose one of the larger breeds, which are good layers, and
will yield a handsome return when placed on the market.
Almost everyone has their choice of some of the breeds. I

am somewhat partial to the Partridge Cochins, and think
they come as near combining the two points spoken of as

any of the different varieties I am acquainted with. They
are very good layers, and with proper care in the Winter
they will lay as many eggs as any other kind. They thrive

well in confinement and are quite free from disease. I never
have had disease among my fowls, having always kept the
house well cleaned, ventilated and sprinkled with lime, and
sometimes with a little carbolic acid. The Patridge Cochins,
with their rich, beautiful peneilings, and fine cairiage, make
a very attractive appearance, and sell readily for breeding
purposes at from one to three dollars each; and their eggs

for hatching sell at about an average of two dollars and a
half per sitting. So I think that it pays a little better than
raising scrub stock aud selling it at scrub prices, and eggs
at ten cents per dozen.
Our third and most important part to consider is the feed

and care of the fowls through the laying and hatching sea-

son, and which will include the rearing of the little chicks.

In the first place we must observe certain sanitary rules in

looking aftor the health of our pets, or disaster and ruin will

certainly overtake us. We must use the utmost cleanliness

in order to keept away disease, for by a little carelessness we
may let disease come in and make sad havoc among onr
feathered pets. I think it is a good plan to scrub the floor

occasionally, as it helps to purify the building. The drop-

pings should be cleaned up each day, and lime sprinkled

over the floor and along the runs once or twice a week, as it

is a very good disinfectant, and the fowls like to pick at it.

A little sulphur iu the nests is splendid to keep away vermin,

for we need not expect them to do any good as long as they

are troubled with these pests. I keep a broad, shallow box
supplied with sand aud ashes, in a convenient place for them
to dust in. Watering troughs should be kept full of clear,

fresh water, with a little piece of copperas placed in each
trough, or a few old nails will do quite as well. The yard
needs to be spaded up once a week, as it gets foul and unfit

for them to run on if left much longer. Good shade is neces-

sary for them to run under during the hot days. By the

neglect of this I lost a very fine cockerel last year. The feed

is one of the most essential items that we have to deal with,

in order to make our business profitable. For by injudicious

feeding we may spoil all the success we have had so far. We
must know what kiud of feed to give our fowls, and how to

feed them so they will yield us the greatest number of eggs.

They need quite a variety of feed in order to reach the

highest success. It will not do to throw down a feed of corn

or wheat to them in the morning, and then pay no more atten-

tion to them the rest of the day. They must be looked after

very carefully. The feeding should be done several times a

day, and quite liberally, too. Their principal feed through

the Summer consists of corn, oats, wheat screenings, bran,

corn meal, and all offal from the table, with a feed or two
each week of scraps from the meat market. I also give a soft

feed twice a week, with onions cut fine and a little cayenne
pepper and charcoal placed in it. Oil meal is given occas-

ionally. Bone meal is very beneficial, as it increases the egg

yield and keeps the fowls in good condition. A green feed

of clover or oats cut fine is given about ten o'clock in the

morning. In the evening I feed corn, wheat screenings and
oats mixed; also a green feed the middle oi the afternoon.

I will now give my method of handling the hens when they

wish to sit. I have a separate room in the house, with good
roomy nests, and when a hen wishes to sit I remove her to

this room and give her a sitting of eggs where she will not be

annoyed by the other hens. I have this room provided with

a water trough, dust and feed boxes, and always keep them
supplied so the hens can help themselves whenever they feel

inclined. I try and have several hens come off" at the same
time, aud give the chicks all to oue and coop the rest up for

a few days; theu they will go to laying again. I find by this

way 1 get more e^gs and raise more chickens than in any
other, (though it seems almost wicked to rob the poor mother
of her young.) I keep the chicks in a warm, dry place, and
tfeed them on hard boiled eggs and bread crumbs for the firBt

wo weeks, and gradually wear them off aud give them wheat
screenings with a good grassy range, and never had better

success, losing only four or five out of each hundred.
The Winter method of feeding and handling is somewhat

different from that of Summer. Iu the morning they are

given a warm feed, consisting of corn meal and bran with

some onions and cabbage well cooked, aud a little salt and
cayenne pepper added. The fowls are very fond of this feed,

and it will not fatten them too much. Some powdered char-

coal and boue meal should be added to the feed at times.

Also scraps from the meat market. In the forenoon they are

given clover or millet (previously cut in a green state aud
prepared for Winter use), cut fine and steamed and the same
in the afternoon. Their evening ' meal cousists

of corn and oats. In giving them water I warm
it very little to take the chill off, and do not let tl

run out, only on nice days.
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Dates of Meetings.

Sonoma and Marin District Fair, Petaluma, August 26th to 29th.
State Agricultural Society, Sacramento, Sept. 7th to 19th.
Stockton Fair, September 22d to 26th.
Seventeenth Agricultural District—Nevada and Placer counties, Glen-

brook Race Track, September 1st to 5th.
Ninth District Agricultural Association, Rohnerville, Sept. 22 to 25.
Santa Clara District, San Jose, September 28th to October 3d.
District No. 11, Greenville. September 28th to October 2d.
Monterey Agricultural Association, Salinas, Cal., Oct. 6 to Oct. 10.

Thirteenth District Agricultural Society, Marysville, Oct. 7 to 10.

District Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 20th to
Oct. 24th, inclusive.

Nevada State Eair, Reno. Oct. 12th to 17th.

Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1S84. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. "We

again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

"books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

bticome necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

The Fairs.

So far as reported the fair at Santa Rosa has been very

successful. There have been stubbornly fought battles,

and no charges of wrong-doing up to the present time.

Notwithstanding the entries were not so numerous as

was anticipated, the sport has not suffered, and though

it is gratifying to read a long list of names when the

entries are published, and more excitement for the spec-

tators when many horses come together in a race, a

match may prove more interesting than ever so big a

stake.

The entries at Petaluma were published last week.so that

there is no necessity for repetition. The racing and trot-

ting of this week and previously will put on a finer pol-

ish, and there is no hazard in predicting very hot work
from the opening to the closing. It is virtually as con-

venient to San Francisco as a few miles when the transit

is not so complete. A few minutes sail, an hour or two

of a ride through a beautiful country, and the depot

within a short distance of the entrance gate of the Park.

The fairground of the Sonoma and Marin Association

does not rest its claims on accessibility, as it is one

of the finest in the State.

It is an ornament to the town and an honor to the

district, and when a few years more have done their

part in perfecting flowers, shrubbery and trees it will

be beautiful. The races should prove very attractive.

At this time of writing there has not been received intel-

ligence enough from Santa .Rosa to warrant definite

predictions, though sufficient is known to warrant the

statement that there will be exciting contests all through.

Some of the purses bring together the cracks, and when
the 2:40 class, with Norman, Artist, Menlo, Dawn and
May Boy, the 2/22 with La Grange, Arab, Sister, Mag-
dallah and Albert W., the 2:20 with Guy "Wilkes,

Manon, Adair and Nellie R. to engage, either of them
will be worthy of a long journey to witness. The run-

ners, too, will trouble the talent hugely to make selec-

tions, and the district races are sure to give a chance for

an exercise of genius to choose the winners.

Another California Production in Demand.

From the following, cut from the N. T. Spirit of the

Times of last week, it will be seen that there are other

California products besides horses that are sought for.

Boots are a potent factor nowadays in the education and

training of racehorses and trotters. It has long been our

opinion that much of the improvement in fast trotters,

which has been so marked since 1870, was due to judic-

ious use, after proper manufacture of boots. Those who
are not well acquainted with the changes in this part

of the paraphernalia of fast trotters, of the past and pre-

sent, will be astonished at what they will see in examin-

ing the best of twenty years ago and those of to-day.

Not only in workmanship, as a high order of inventive,

talent has been called into requisition, and there is a

bewildering array of these adjuncts in every training

stable of note in the country. From there being a greater

degree of artificiality in the fast trotting gait, than the

flying gallop displays, there is a corresponding necessity

for "protection." Even whon the action is true and move-

ments all that can be desired, some part may be struck in

rounding a turn, and in the entanglement of a "break"

it is extremely hazardous to be without a proper guard.

Notwithstanding that gallopers are not so likely to

wound themselves there is not complete immunity, and,

without any reasonable doubt, many racehorses have

been ruined from neglecting the safeguard. Until

Duchess of Norfolk was fitted with shinboots, extending

from ankle to above the lower part of the hock, she cut

her legs severely, and it is nearly certain that her great

powers would never have been shown had she been de-

barred from their use. It would be necessary, however,

to write chapters to elucidate the boot question properly,

and that will have to be postponed until there is more

time to handle the subject in a manner its importance

demands. We were "well pleased to see that there was a

proper appreciation of California handiwork, and this

came from samples being carried East by California

trainers. Not only boots were eulogized. The patent

racehorse winkers advertised in this paper were so well

thought of that orders were sent, and it is only a ques-

tion of a short time when McKerron will have a trade

on the other side of the mountains, which will give em-

ployment to a large number of workmen.

Messrs. A. R. Van Nest & Co., 120 Chambers street,

and 50 Warren street, New York City, have taken the

agency of the celebrated racing boots, manufactured by
Mr. J. A. McKerron, of San Francisco, and recently

introduced in the East through the stable of Mr. B.
A. Haggin, and now in use by all the California stables.

These boots are manufactured of the finest calfskin, and
iu point of workmanship are not excelled by any in the
market. The demand for these boots is so great that
Messrs. Tan Nest & Co. are already reduced to a few
samples, but have a large invoice on the way, compris-
ing a full line of assorted sizes, and will be prepared to

supply all demands within a few days. We would sug-
gest to owners and trainers of racing stables who are in

want of anything of the kind, to call and examine these

goods.

Fair at Marysville.

In the appropriate column will be found the advertisement

of the speed programme for the fair to be held at Marysville,

on October 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th, the dates having been

changed from those heretofore announced. This was a wise

move, giving the "op-country" horses a chance to return

from the campaign below and others accompany them. The
conflicting exhibition is that of the Monterey Association, at

Salinas. In places so far apart, and with the large number of

horses now in training, there should be plenty of them at

both places, aud .there is little question of that being the

case. The date of closing is Sept. 15th, and records obtained

after August 15th and before closing will not bar.

A Yearling Match.

During the Bay District races last week Messrs. P. A. Fin-

igan and G. Valensin, both of whom own young stallions, by

Santa Claus, made a match of §250 a side between two wean-

lings, the race to be trotted as yearlings during the State

Fair of nest year. Mr. Valensin named a filly, by Sidney,

dam Flight, by Buccaneer, and Mr. Finigan selected a colt,

by Christmas, dam Lottie, by Lexington. The race will be a

dash of a mile, and from the tenor of the talk we judge that

if any other breeder or owner desires to enter a weanling, by

Christmas, Sidney or any other son of Santa Claus, they will

be admitted on the same terms, viz., $250 a corner.

Mr. R. P. Ashe started Eastward last Thursday, and

will attend the Fall meeting at Sheepshead Bay, com-

mencing the 29th inst. At the conclusion of that meet-

ing Mr. Ashe's stable will be shipped home.

Mr. H. H. Briggs has this week assumed charge of the

Gun, Rod, Kennel and Athletic departments of this

paper.

Fixed Events P. C. B. H. A.

Thirty-seven nominations in the California Stake, forty

in the Gano, twenty-four in the Ladies', fifty in the

Finigan, thirty-five in the Winters, thirty-one in the

Spirit of the Times, twenty-two in the Vestal and thirty-

six in the Fame, who can say that the turf is not a great
institution in California without branding himself with
a name which we are loth to write. The best possible

answer to those who were ready to prophesy the downfall
of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association, the most
emphatic denial to assertions made in malice and pro-

mulgated assiduously, are the names of so many thorough-
bred yearlings, everyone of which is owned here. It

might be suggestive to take a list of entries before the
P. C. B. H. A. was organized and compare it with that

made public this week. In that case there will be found
many points to consider. Numbers are not the only mark
of progression. It would be difficult to find, in even the

longest lists of nominations, containing the united aggre-

gation of the stock of the whole country, a much more
copious current of royal blood. A few names of Eastern
sires are wanting, to replace them are horses owned here
which will not be misplaced when marked as be-
longing to a high class. The sires represented are:

Boots, Joe Hooker, Ironclad, Norfolk. Three Cheers
imp. Young Prince, Jim Brown, Longfield, Spendthrift,

imp, Glenelg, imp. Glengarry, Lelaps, Enquirer, Duke
of Montrose, Monday, Flood, Wheatley, imp. King Ban,
Wildidle, Compromise, Bullion, Virgil, Grinstead,
Lever, Rutherford, Thad Stevens, which even hypercriti-

cal cavillers will admit to be a brilliant array. Some
of the strains represented in the dams are Wildidle, Nor-
folk. Shannon, Enquirer, Asteroid, Malcolm, Planet,
Vandal, several of the most fashionable English lines,

War Dance, Revenue, Young Melbourne, Monday, and
were the pedigrees, on both sides, carried out for a few
generations it would be discovered that few of the dis-

tinguished families of any country are lnissinsr. In the
four stakes to be decided in 18S6, when the animals are

two years old, there are 161 nominations, and as one is

restricted to fillies this is a good average. It not only
ensures good racing for the seasons of 1886 and 1887, as
it also guarantees an addition to the breeding stock of

the State, the value of which it would be hard to over-

estimate. Again, we congratulate the breeders of
thoroughbreds in California at the bright prospects

which are foreshadowed by the list of nominations in the
fixed events, and lovers of turf sports have also an assur-

ance that there will be racing of a character which can
scarcely fail to gratify that laudable fondness.

Bonnie Scotland's Sons.

The sons of our old favorite are doing well for the lim-
ited chance they have been given. At Saratoga a good
record has been made. The flying filly Mamie Hunt
had the high honor of beating Jim Renwick and Jim
Douglas, and is, doubtless, one of the fastest two-year-
olds out. Then there is Bettler, by Gaberlunzie, Bonnie
S., by Scotland, and Bigonnette, by Bramble. The
latter named filly was only beaten a neck by Ban Fox in

the Champion Stallion Stakes, and it required vigorous
riding on the part of Hayward on Ban Fox to

accomplish that. Bramble with Belle Meade behind him
has an opportunity, the others are stationed in out-of-the-

way places and with few thoroughbred marcs. Malcolm
was emphatically shelved. His first season in Tennessee,

and that limited to a few mares, resulted in Nashville, a
useful colt, and Marion and Roxaline prove that it is

winning blood in another generation. Success is not
limited to the sons of Bonnie Scotland. The daughters

have done well, and in McWhirter, Ontario gave to the

turf one of its grandest performers. There is little doubt
that Bramble and Luke Blackburn will add to the re-

nown of their sire, and in due time take high rank in the

breeding world. That other sons will work themselves

into a higher position is also likely, and from places

where little show can be obtained be better provided for.

In addition to those named there is Regent, domiciled in

Montana, whose son, Bonnie Australian, won eleven races

last year and several of them in fast time. Commerce
with winners to his credit, and others in out-of-the-way

parts of the country, so far as thoroughbred mares are

concerned. Bigonnette and_Maiuio Hunt will bear
comparison with the best of the two-year-olds of 1SS5,

and others of Bonnie Scotland descent show very well.

Embryo Stakes.

In the Embryo Stakes, foals of 1882, to be trotted this

Fall, it is necessary to declare and pay forfeit on or be-

fore September 1st. At that time a payment of $10 will

exonerate, after which there will be a forfeit of $25.

Declarations can be addressed to Ben E. Harris, Secre-

tary, 1609 Washington street, or to Jos. Cairn Simpson,

at this office.
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The Week at Santa Rosa.

At the time of going to press no detailed report of the

racing at Santa Rosa has come to hand. From, the out-

lines it appears that the weather and attendance has

been fine.

On Tuesday, the opening day, the half-mile heat race

was won by Tom Atchison in :50§, :51. There was some

awkwardness on the part of the starter, which made Atch-

ison's success almost certain. On the same day the

trotting purse for two-year-olds was won by Mr. Rose's

Alcazar, who distanced Abniont and Transit in the first

heat. Time 2:3S-&. Dr. Hicks, who drove Transit, claims

that a collision between the beaten colts was what caused

the sudden termination of the race.

On Wednesday the first event was a three-quarter

dash, in which Neilson covered herself with glory and

upset a hot favorite by winning in 1:15, beating Beacons-

field by a nose, with Emblem, Moonlight and Lalla

Rookh further back. The three minute trotting race

Artist won, Norman second; time 2:2S£, 2:29 and 2:2S§.

Norman took the third heat in 2:30£; Sultan, the favor-

ite, third. The race for pacers was unfinished. Nevada,

the favorite, won the first heat in 2:27, Sidney the second

and third in 2:2S and 2:32.}, and Pocahontas the fourth

and fifth in 2:33| and 2:36, Sidney distanced. A post-

ponement was taken at that stage.

Thursday Pocahontas finished the race in 2:35. On
the regular card of the day the mile and a half

dash was won by Arthur H., who beat Ned Cook in the

the splendid time of 2:372- ^ looks as though Billy

Appleby was after scalps with a sharp knife this year.

In the free-for-all pacing race, Maude, the favorite, won
the first, second and fourth heats; time, 2:25^, 2:26f,
2:29w. Prince took the third in 2:29. In the four-year-

old trotting race Pansv, the favorite, took the first heat,

Dawn the following three; time, 2:30£, 2:26|, 2:27, 2:29.

Phallas and Harry Wilkes-

ATHLETICS.
L. B. Myers in England.

[Sporting; World.

1

Philadelphia, Aug. 13th.— A. rousing hot day yesterday did

not deter about five thousand persons from journeying out

to the Belmont Park track, at Elm, near this city, to witness

the great race between J. I. Case's bay stallion Phallas,

record 2:13f, and Mr. W. C. France's bay gelding, Harry
Wilkes, record 2:15. The contest was for a purse of $4,000,

given by Messrs. Bair and Phipps, the lessees of the track,

and the winner to receive 33,000 and the loser $1,000. Ed.
Bither, the driver of Phallas, said shortly before the ra'je,

'*I am going to do my best to win, but whether I can or not

remains to be seen. I know I have got a horse against me
who is a good one, and will also try. to win, I have no doubt.

Phallas is feeling first-rate, and is fit to trot for a man's life."

Frank Vanness, who handles the ribbons over Harry
Wilkes, was very reticent, but said he, too, was going to win
if he could. He added that Harry Wilkes was going all right

and was just on edge.

Among those who were noticed present were Messrs. A. A.

Bonner, L. H. Hurd, William C. France, W. H. Crawford,

F. H. Diston, Dr. J. Clark, David Bonner, D. B. Goff, Dick
Ellis, Charles Nolan, Commissioner of Agriculture of New
Jersey; Mr. Colemau, of St. Louis; C. M. Hurley, Hamilton
Busbey, Joseph Regan, Robert Steele and Colonel Fred

Gerker.
At fifteen minutes past two o'clock Harry Wilkes appeared

on the track and was sent around the track at a stiff gait. He
was quickly followed by Phallas, who was driven until the

lather came out very heavy. The track was in splendid

shape, the only fault being that it was cuppy in spots.

The pool seller's voice was heard continously before the

first heat, and hundreds of pools were sold at the rate of S 100

to $40, Phallas of course being the favorite. At exactly 3:25

f. m. the horses were called on to score for the first heat.

Harry Wilkes had drawn the pole. They scored six times

and were finally sent away neck and neck. Going around

the first turn Wilkes forged ahead somewhat and at the

quarter pole was a neck in front. On they trotted in

splendid style, Wilkes still holding his position. At the

half-mile pole Harry Wilkes had half a length the best of it,

and, trotting squarely, he had increased this lead to one and

a half lengths. Phallas was now called on, but did not re-

spond very rapidly, and made a bad break coming down the

homestretch. Harry Wilkes passed under the wire a length

in front of Phallas. The applause was perfectly deafen-

ing as he passed by the grand stand, and broke out anew as

Vanness came back to weigh out.

The second heat was a grand surprise to those who backed

Phallas. Just as the word was given, Wilkes broke, and on

going around the turn Phallas followed suit, but, catching

quickly, got a lead on Wilkes of at least six open lengths.

Harry Wilkes was then sent for all he was worth and closed

up the gap very fast, and before the stretch was reached he

was leading by a length, passing under the wire the same

distance iu the lead amid renewed cheering.

The betting had now changed, and numerous pools were

sold, Harry Wilkes bringing $100, Phallas $80. Just before

they started off for the third heat Harry Wilkes sold for $120,

Phallas $40. This time the tables were turned, Phallas taking

the lead. Harry Wilkes broke, and Phallas going on won easily

by about five lengths. This time the cheers resounded for

Bither as he came back to the judges' stand.

Even money was now the call, S100 against $100 being taken

repeatedly. The horses scored only twice, and were sent away,

with Phallas having a little the best of it. Be quickly took

the lead, but Wilkes again came up to him and beat him
home by six lengths. The spectators cheered themselves

hoarse.
The following is a summary:

W. C. Francis, b g Harry Wilkes, by George Wilkes
.... F- Tanness 112 1

J.I. Case,' bsPhalias, by Dictator E. Bither 2 2 12
Time Quarter. Half Three-quarters Mile

First heat 31 1:07'4 \rt$X 2:1

Seconl heat 34* 1:08M I'M Zt.G

Third heat 35 1:09 \M ZS1«
Fourthheat 33K 1:07 l:42# 2:18*

The officials of the clay were Mr. W. W. Van Osten, of

Philadelphia, starter; Mr. John Waters, judge for Harry

Wilkes; Frank Bower, for Phallas, and Messrs. George

Stnrgis, J. B. Butterworth and George A. Singerly, timers.

Newark Park Coursing Association.

From our English exchanges we cull the following inter-

esting paragraphs:

TJlverstox—The annual sports under the management of
the Ulverston A. C. were held on Friday, July 24th, in tine

weather, and in the presence of a large gathering of spec-
tators.

Quarter-mile run—L. E. Myers, Manhattan A. C, 54. 2-5s.;
W. Snook, Birchfield Harriers, 2; W. T. Court, Barrow, 3;
R. K. Grey, Ulverston, 0. An easy journey for Myers, who
lay off for 250 yards, then picked up his men, took up the
running, and won as he pleased by ten yards from Snook,
who was second by three yards.

Half mile handicap run—L. E. Myers, Manhattan A. C,
scratch, 2 m. ISs.; M. Sexton, BaTrow, 53 yards, 2; G. Bat-
tersby. Cartmel, 53 yards, 3; W. Butler, Barrow, 45 yards, 0;
R. C. Beard, Kendal, 50 yards, 0; J. Blackburn, Barrow, 57
yards, 0; J. Graham, Carnforth, 60 yards, 0; T. Northey,
Swarthmoor, 60 yards, 0. Myers, raced past his men on the
last curve, led easily along the homestretch, and won very
easily by a yard and a half from Sexton, who just secured
his own place.

The Ulverston meeting was this year noteworthy for the
presence of L. E. Myers as a competitor, and the American
won two races—quarter and half mile—with all his wonted
ease, his running making a great impression on the specta-
tors, who applauded him to the echo. The sports were cred-
itably conducted, but the grass course was very rough and
uneven in places.

At Ulverston, last Friday, "Our Cousin" won the quarter
level, in his well-known style, \V. Snook finishing second,
three yards ahead of the Barrow runner, W. T. Court. Myers
got to the tape in 54 3-5 s., ten yards in front of the Shrews-
bury athlete. The half-mile handicap gave the spectators

plenty of excitement, as Myers, who ran at top speed all

through, only got up a score from the worsted, which he
breasted four feet ahead of M. Sexton (53 yards), who shot G.
Battersby (53 yards), on the post. W. Butler (45 yards), came
with a rush at the finish, and lost the third prize by a short

foot.

Before the American wonder departs these shores, it would
be interesting to find out who is the better man at a furlong
—he, or our champion, J. M. Cowie. The L. A. C. flyer is

prepared to run the Manhattan marvel 220 yards level, or he
will run him the best of three matches, viz., 100 yards, 200
yards and 300 yards. As these athletes are by far the best

representatives at the distances, and also as they are on the
friendliest terms, the meeting would be productive of plenty
of excitement, and would evoke as much athletic enthusiasm
as the contests between George and Cummings. I am quite

confident that Cowie is now at his best, and I hope that our
genial visitor will accept the challenge, and accept it in the

same friendly spirit in which it is made.

Felix, in the Pittsburg Sportsman, says: " 'John Teemer,
the oarsman, is threatening to sue several papers for libel for

assertions made in regard to the late regatta.'

—

Daily Paper.

That is what you should do, John. Sue some of the

papers for libel. But you won't, though. You are foolish

enough for most things, but not foolish enough for that.

The regatta was nothing more nor less than a downright
robbery—so rotten, as I said before, that it is a wonder the

stench arising from it did not start the cholera. Now, John,

go and sue the Sportsman for libel."

Death of a Broodmare.

The draw for places in the several stakes, to be run under
the auspices of the Newark Park Coursing Association, was
made on Thursday evening, at No. 539 California street.
The stakes are to be ran off to-day and to-morrow at Newark,
Alameda county, and promise fiue sport. The entrv lists to
the Openiug Stake and the Railway Stake are both full. Be-
low will be found the draw as made. The dogs first drawn
in each brace, taking the left under the color red, and the others
running on the right, under the color white. Entries to the
Extra Stake will close at 8 P. m, to-night, at Thomas Brady's,
No. 4 Fourth street, where the draw for that stake will be
made.

OPENING STAKE.

Maid of Erin, w and bdle bitch—owner John Eagan,
Against

Spot, blk and w dog—owner W. C. Fowler.

Queen Esther, w and blue bitch—owner D. W. Swain,
Against

Rosie Mack, bdle bitch—owner J. McCormick.

Killarney, w and fwn dog—owner John Grace.
Against

Carrie, blk and w bitch—owner Matt. Kennedy.

Wee Nell, bdle and w bitch—owner Thomas Brady,
Against

Flora Temple, bdle bitch—owner F. P. Clark.

Thornhill, bdle and w dog—owner John Grace,
Against

Lady Collins, w bitch—owner T. J. Cronin.

Parlor Maid, w and bdle bitch—owner T. J. Cronin,
Against

Davy Crockett, bdle and w dog—owner Saml. O. Gregory.

Sarsfield, blk dog—owner T. Cosgrove,
Against

Quick Returns, red and w bitch—owner James Burns
Buckskin Bob, fwn dog—owner Mark Devlin,

Against
Lotus, blue and w bitch—owner M. O'Day.

RAILWAY STAKE.
Rose ofSThornhill, bdle and w bitch—owner P. Canty,

Against
Fleur de Lis, fwn and w bitch—owner John Perigo.

Gentle Annie, blk and w bitch—owner John Baker
Against

Katie Pease, bdle and w bitch—owner P. Canty.

Lady.Belle, bdle and w bitch—owner E..Barnada,
Against

Speculation, blue dog—owner John Hughes.

Ned, blk and w dog—owner Jas. E. Nolan,
Against

Sultan, blue and w dog—owner Frank Rounds.

Dynamite, bdle and w dog—owner David Garvey,
Against

Reine, blue and w bitch—owner Jas. E. Nolan.

Fox, fwn and w dog—owner John Hughes,
Against

Napa Lass, blue and w bitch—owner J. C. Talbot.

Little Willie, fwn and w dog—ownerWilHam Halpin,
Against

Napa Lad, blue and w dog—owner J. C. Talhot.

Moll, blue and w bitch—owner George Allen,
Against

Flying Dutchman, red and w dog—owner David Garvey.

The bay mare Lilly Reis (Lilly R.), by Longfellow, dam

Sallie Travers, by J. C. Breckenridg, from Itaska, by imp.

Hooten, died at Rancho Resaca, on the Sth inst., of some

affection of the bowels not definitely ascertained. Lilly R.

was foaled in 1S76, and has produced the following foals

:

1882, black filly, Eufala, by Monday—H. I. Thornton.

1SS3, chestnut filly, Sunlit, by Monday—H. I. Thornton.
1584, bay filly, Clyte, by Wheatley—J. C. Reis.

1585, bay filly, Orinda, by Monday—H. I. Thornton.
Orinda was foaled April 26th and is doing well. Mr.

Thornton regarded Lilly R. as a very valuable mare on ac-

count of her breeding, and the regularity with which she pro-

duced filly foals.
o

Ban Fox is a dark bay with black points the only white

about him being a small star. He is not a very tali

colt, but is very substantial, with a very light, gelding sort o*

neck for an entire colt. He has a plain-looking head, with

prominent forehead, good shoulders and a fair sort of back,

with plenty of power in his hips and quarters, with fair sort

of legs and feet. His name arises from the fact that Major

Thomas, of the Dixiana Stud, who bred him, purchased his

dam, Mand Hampton, from Mr. Peter C. Fox, of Louisvilie,

hence, Ban Fox. There has been a great deal said about the

King Bau :

s being soft, but on his dam's side Ban Fox is of

the stoutest of the old American families, as she was a

daughter of Mollie Fisher, who was a daughter of Lizzie

Morgan, the dam of Morgan Scout and Ratau(Girofle's dam),

and hence a descendant of old Lady Thompkins, and the

family from which Sensation, Glenmore, and many great ones

have come.

Several years ago when Phyllis was a trifle lame, her

trainer, "Pop" Wagner, hired a boat, and every morning

used to slip the mare down to the lake and give her a good

swim, and, as a result, he succeeded in curing the lameness,

and at the same time he kept the mare in condition. "Pop"
claims that this was not exactly heroic treatment, but just

what the mare needed, and he gave it, is more than satisfied

with the result, and claims that he is willing to allow any and
all to use his patent free of royalty.

The Cleveland Jockey Club presented Mr. Bonner with a

cup, symbolical of the event, for Maud S.'s great performance

on July 30th. It was made by Tiffany & Co., and valued at

$800
'

The profits of the Cleveland meeting were close on to

$10,000. The average of the forty-six heats trotted and
paced was a little better than 2:20.

We hope Judge Leave siey's letter on Field Trial rules will b e
well studied by all local field trialers. It is the result of much
reflection on his part, ami we hope will draw out opinions tha t
may be opposed to his suggestions, in order that we may all
go up to the trials this year with an understanding as to what
we wish embodied in onr rules.

J. W. Orear offers for sale in the advertising columns his
gun and dog. Too bad the good old man is compelled by
awful infirmities to put away earthly things and begin to
patch up his old body for heaven.

Several shy puppies have been broken to unusual noises
by gradually tailing them into that part of the city devoted
to boiler making. A few hours patiently spent with a young-
ster will remove all fear of gun, cars or loud noises of any
description.

The "King: of the Morgans" is Tried With
Tips.

J. C. Simpson, Esq.—July 1st, Herod pulled up after his
work very lame. He often jogged lame last season, but
always walked and speeded sound. This time he was lame
at any gait, crippling bad at a walk. I had his shoes removed,
heels lowered and began riding him in high upland grass.
He soon walked sound, and after a few weeks jogged with
less nodding than ever before in my hands. I resumed his
track work and sent for your "Tips and Toe Weights."
Aug. 10th my shoer fitted a pair of five-ounce tips on him
forward, doing the job very neatly. The hind feet were left
unshod. Going barefoot he never had made any attempt to
speed, and I went to the track intending only to jog him.
Ho seemed to like the swing of the tips and started off with a
rush. His check was long, no holders on the lints, I could
not control him an 1 expected every stride to see him break
into a run. But he went square and true, so I let up my
pull after a little, just to see how he would work, very much
afraid of the result, however. He pulled up sound, walked
to the rond and jogged home like a colt. Since then he has
had his customary work, nodding a little at times for the first

mile or so, but working right out of it. Last year he always
jogged lame between trials or heats; this morning trialed with
a good one, he was sound between 'heats and jogged home,
a mile from the track, without limping. This afternoon he
shows the effect of the work, but not so much as when wear-
ing full shoes. While not over sanguine, I believe the old
hoi^e with the help of tips will make another good campaign.
My shoer says yon cun get tips hard enough by using a

layer of iron on a layer of steel; the combination takes a
harder temper than either metal alone.

Yours truly, M. T. Qua r

Preston, Minn., August 14th, 1885.
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1885.
SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6, .

Los Angeles, Cal.

October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
In Purses and Premiums.
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and Industrial Exposition are m
Active Preparation.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day, Tuesday, Oct. ftOtli.

1. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 3:00 class;

mile heats, 3 in 5; open also to Cade and Pren-

tice Boy.

2. Trotting Stake—$50; for yearlings;

half-mile heats; $10 forfeit, and 825 ten days

before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Running Race—Purse $150; half-mile

dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Running Race—Parse $200; free for

for two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day, Weduesday, Oct. 31st.

5. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 2:30 class;

mile heats, best 3 Id 5.

6. Trotting Race—Purse $200; for two-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Race—Purse S250; mile dash;

free for alt and weight for age.

8. Running Race—Purse $250; for three-

year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day. Thursday, Oct. S2d.

Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,
to be hereafter published.

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for first and $50 to sec-

ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;

with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, Yalgean,
Margaret and Sultan haired, and a reserved

right to add others.

Fourth Day, Friday. October 23d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40

class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

11. Trotting Race—Purse $250; for

three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; tor all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Race—Purse $300; free for

all; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fiftb. Day, Saturday. October 2-ltli.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse
$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Race—Purse $250: four-

year-olds and under: mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Running Race—Purse $300; for thrse-

year-olds; one mile and a half.

17. Running Race—Purse $200; for beaten
horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

REMARKS AND CONDITION'S.

Five to enter and three to start. But the

Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-

tionate amount of the purse; but in no event
will a race be considered tilled without three

bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 percent, of

purse, in both running and trotting races, to

accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot

heats of any two classes alternately, if neces-

sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a
special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-

trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6

p. m. of the day preceeding the race, shall be
required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular horse
they are to start must be named at 6 p. M. of

the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.

Except as otherwise specified, running races

will be conducted under the rules of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association.

Non-starters in running races will be held

for entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to

wear caps of distinct colors, which must be

named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.

the 1st.

If two horses are permitted by consent of

the Directors to start, then third money reverts

to the Association.

A horse distancing the field or any part

thereof is entitled to first money only.

All moneys in purses will be divided; 65 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10

per cent, to third.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-

nished upon application to the Secretary.

All races wilTbe called at 1 o'clock sharp.

R. H. Hewitt. I>. Oentenberser.
Secretary. President.

cynthiana

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Fennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, aurt from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
pronounced hy experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KANX. 767 Market St,
Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlery
Goods of all kinds.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing,

.WITH AN APPENDIX,.
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

**Eound-hoof'd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."

^Shakespeare.

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedeb and Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" -was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take $50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, 51.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

*• Tips and Toe "Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, Ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Beeedek and Spobtshan. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest endorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it-through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. "We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder and Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. T.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By theiruse, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20*. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided hy the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20£, and showing half-miles -in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10.000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that be never could trot fast.
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three yearsold, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he got a record of 2:293, last half in 1:13$; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, $253; the Stanford Stakes, Si. 672; and the Embryo, $870, making a cash
return for the season of $i,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to
make full examinations of tba horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the fou*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope, Jos. Caibx Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TEADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

TtTeiabove.treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, wbo send
orders direct to the office.

FIFTH ANNUAL

EXHIBITION
:>F THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Gal.

September 28th. 29th and 30th,

and October 1st, 2d and

3d, 1SS5, Inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. 98th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; 5150 idded;£50to
Becond borse.

No. 2. RUNNING -One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; 350 to
second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap; $50
entrance; $25 forfeit; $15 declaration: $250 added;
$100 to second horse; third to save entrance. Weights
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday, September 23d.

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 39th.

No. 4. TROTTING—3:00 Class. District Purse,
$500; $250 to first horse; $125 to second; $75 to third;
$50 to the fourth horse.

No. 5. TROTTING- 2:22 Class (oDen to Yanderlyn
aud James Hj. Purse $750; $375 to first; $187.50 to
second; $112.50 to third; $75 to fourth.

No. 6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Purse >

$300; $180 to first; $90 to second; $20 to third.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 3Uth.

Ladies Equestrianism—Purse $100. For the most
graceful rider, 325; second, $15; third, $10. For the
most skillful rider. $25; second, $15; third, $10.

No. 7. RUNNING-Half-mile and repeat, free
for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to
second borse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash;
$25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to Becond
borse.

No. 9. RUNNING-Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages; purse $200; entrance free; $5u to
second borse. Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds
off for each $100. below; andj two pounds added
for each $100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October 1st,

No. 10. TROTTING—2:40 Class; purse $500; $250
to first; $125 to second; $75 to third: $50 to fourth
horse.

No . 11. TROTTING—Two-year-olds ; one mile and
repeat; purse $300; $180 to first horse; $.0 to second;
$30 to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all; purse $400; $240
to first; $1^0 to second; $40 to third horse.

Fifth Day-Friday, October 2d.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year-
olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse $200; $5u to
second borse.

No. U. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse $250; entrance free; $50 to second;
$25 to third borse.

No. 15.-RUNNTNG—Consolation Purse for beaten
horses: purse $150; $50 to second horse. Entries to
close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.

No. 16. TROTTING—2 35 class; District Purse
$400; $240 to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No.17. TROTTTNG-2:26 Class; purse $400; $240
to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2:20 Class; purse $1,000;
SSOOtofirst: $250 to second; $150 to third; $100 to
fourth horse.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS

All trotting races are the best three hi five;
five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the riplit to hold a less number than live to
fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on purse, to ac-
company nomination.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot beats of auv two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish anv "day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid In. When less than the re-
quired number of starters appear they may contest
ior the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
6GK to the first, and 3JH to the second.
In all rackc entkiks not declared nn BY

6 p.m. OFTHK DAY PBEOKDINO-THB hack, shall be
BKQriKED TO START.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse tlicv are to
start must he named at6P.H. of the day preceding
the race. No allied money paid for a walk-over.
Rul-js of th j State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions' named are
otherwise
Non-st'.rters in running races will be held for en-

trance i.mler Knle 3.

Racing colors to be named in their entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must he named in their
entries.

District horses to be owned in District June 1, 1885.
Entries tu all uf the above races to close with

the Secretary on Saturday. August 1st 1886,
OS-Write "Entries to Races" on outside of the en-

velope.
J. R. WELLER, President.

A. B. Ellis, Secretary,
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Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

NEVADA
. . . AND . .

.'

Placer Counties.

Glenbrook Race Track,

A SEW MJXE TBACK.

SPEED PROGRAMME FOR 18S5.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL, CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Ered Trotting Stoc
now at Fairlawn. "Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Toting Stallions, Fillies and Eoadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTTTC fflVTE PPTITfi. PT,A~NT Isstrictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
XJJ.XJ V;i1U X XtXUJJ X JJ-Cllli priCe of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogne. Parehasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion -with fastest record, 2:13^, and double team with fastest record, 2:15^

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at §150 the season.

Petaluma Fair.

ABERDEEN 27.
ic. Limited to iSire of Hartie Woodward, 2:15j

mares at $150 the season.

ALECTO 25 8.
By Aimont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

|
Limited to 30 mares at 550 tbe season.

FIRST DAY-Tuesday, Sept, 1st.

No.l. CRICKET MATCH, at 9:30 o'clock a.m., for
clubs in District. Purse $75.

N._> 1. TROTTING—For horses owned in the Dis-
trict; 3:00 class. Purse $400; first horse $250; second
ilU0; third 350.

No. 3. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse $600; first

horse $350; secoud $175 ; third $75.

No. i. TROTTING—Three-year-olds. Free for all.

Mile and repeat. Purse $C0O; first horse $360; second
$180; third $tiO.

No. 5. "WALKING JIATCH—For stallions owned
in the District. Purse $1U0; first horse $75; second$25.

SECOND BAY-"Wednesday, Sept. 2d.

No. 6. RUNNING—NATIONAL HOTEL STAKE
—Free for all. $30 entrance; $25 forfeit; $500 added;
second horse $200; third $100. One mile and repeat.

No. 7. RUNNTNG — NEVADA CITY MINE
STAKE—For two-year-olds. $25 entrance; $10 for-

feit; ji50 added; second horse $100; third $50. Dash of
a half-mile.

No. 8. RUNNING—WYOMING MINE STAKE
Free for all. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $500 added,
6econdhorse$100;third$50. Dashof one and a half
miles.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock P. it.

No. 10. TROTTING—For two-year-olds ownedin the
District. Purse $300; first horse $1S0; second $90; third

930.

Extra Pacing Race—2:30 class; purse, $600. First

horse, $350; second, $1-5; third, $75.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Sept. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RACES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10

o'clockA. m., open to the District; purses aggregat-
ing 9100.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:50 class. For District horses.

Purse $400; first horse $250; second $100; third $50.

No 13 TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to Vander-
lyn, James H. and Albert W. Purse 91,000; first horse
$500; second $250; third $150; fourth 51UJ.

No. 14. RUNNING—SADDLEHORSE STAKE—
For horses owned in the District; catch weights. $1U

entrance; $100 added; first horse 50 percent.; second
2opercent.; third 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per cent.;

fifth 5 per cent. Dash of a mile.

FOURTH DAY-Frlday, Sept, 4th.

No. la. RUNNING—WALRATH STAKE. Free
for all. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $tf;0 added; second
horse$200; third $100. Two miles andrepeat.

No. 16. RUNNING—NARROW-GAUGE RAIL-
ROAD STAKE. Free for all. $25 entrance; $10 for-

feit; $250 added: secoud horse $100; third $50. Three-
quarters ot a mile and repeat.

No 17 RUNNING-SOUTH YUBA STAKE—Free
for all. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; second
horse $75; third $50. One and one-eighth miles.

No. 18. PACING—Free for all. Purse 8S00; first

horse $450; second $250; third $100.

FIFTH DAY—Saturday, Sept. 5th.

No. 19. LADIES' TOURNAMENT at 10 o'clockA.
M.
No 20 RUNNING-UNION HOTEL STAKE—For

horses owned in the District. $25 entrance; $10

forfeit; $150 added. One-half mile and repeat.

No. 21. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse $000; first

horse $350; second $175; third $75.

No 22 TROTTING—Free for all (St. Julien barred).

Purse $1,200; first horse $600; second $300; third $160;

fourth $120.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied- five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than five to

fill, hv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination.

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the

entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest fur the

entrance monev, to be divided as follows: 66,-i to the

first, and 3-i'A to second.

In all races, entries not 'declared out by 6 p M. of

the day preeeiling the race, shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by Op. si. the day preceding the

race. No added money paid for a walk-over.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
Racingcolors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear
capsof distinct colors, which must be nameuin their

entries.

All races in which District horses are entered, they
must have been owned in the District prior to July 1st,

1885, except when specified free for all.

Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, August 1st, 1885.

A. WALRATH, President,
Nevada City

Geo, Fletcher, Secretary.

P. 0. Address, Grass Valley.

D. E. MORGAN, Assistant-Secretary,

P. O. Address, Nevada City.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GEANDMONT 2147.
By Aimont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. ( By Aimont, out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay. -Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2-3.5.

10 mares at $50 the season. | Limited to 10 mares at $50 tbe season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Aimont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of

2 :20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

SAFEST AND BEST FOR GENERAL USE,
To control and Educate the Trotter, Roadster.

or Carriage Horse, and to Break the Colt.
NO HORSE CAK GET HIS TO\«UE OYER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Pulling. Side Pulling
UuggingjTongueI.olling. and will .otmake tbe mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. "W. WjSATR.of Cincinnati, O., writes that it worked to

his complete satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MURHPT, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-
vocates its use by every horseman as an article of great merit.

The firm of RTGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111., say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as tbe driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W. PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says : "The Perfection

Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albanv, N. Y., says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm ,

Comstocks, N. Y., claim it is the best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege

of examination. No. 1, nickel, 63; No. 2, ex. nickel, 54; No. 3, half silver, ororoide, 55; No. -I, full silver

or oroide, j'6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In. Ordering: Give "Width of Month. Measuring; From Outside of Cheelc

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely

Termed Improvements of this Bit, Look for Same and Bate of Patent on each

one.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS. RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KIJTUCKI REEL.

GLOrERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORT-15st. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 632 MONTGOMERY ST., S. F.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale. Postoffice address,

San Francisco, Cal.

RACING PLATES.
RACING PLATES OR TRAINING SHOES OF

any size or weight, fowanletl on receipt of price,
rL%\ pt-r set. All plates and shoes guaranteed to be oi
the best material and worfcmansiiip. Samples can be
een at the office of the Bekedkk axd Sportssiax.

Address, M.J. o'l.KAR V.
San Baena Ventura, CaL

Agricultural District, No. 4
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Sonoma, Marin, Napa
and Solano.

Arervr 35tli to «9tn (Inclusive), 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, Aii-ust 95th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Free for all. Purse 8400. One
and a quarter mile dash.

No. 2. TROTTING—2
-.40 class. Purse S800.

No. 3—TROTTING -DISTRICT—For two-year-olds.
Purse 3200; mile heats; best two in three.

WEDNESDAY, August 26th.

No. 4. RUNNING—DISTRICT—For aU ages. $25
entrance; 510 forfeit; $100 added; $25 to second horse.
One mile dash

.

>"o. 5—TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to all eligible

and the following: James H., Vanderlyn. Arab and
Albert W. Purse 81,000.

No. 6. TROTTING—2 ;26 class. Purse 5800.

THURSDAY. August 2 7th.

No. 7. RUNNING—For two-year-olds. 550 en-
trance; S25 forfeit, or S10 if declared ont by August
15th, and $25 if declared ont by 6 p. m. the day be-
fore tbe race: 3150 added; 5100 to second horse.
Three-quarter mile dash.

No. 8. RCNNTNG—Free for all. Purse 5500. One
mile and repeat.

No. 9. PACING. Free for all. Purse 5600.

FRIDAY'. August 98th.

No. 10. RUNNING-SELLING RACE. Purse 5200;

entrance free ; 550 to second horse. Fixed valuation
51,000; to carry entitled weights; two pounds off for

each 5100 below and two pounds added for each 5100
above fixed value. One mile and repeat.

No. 11. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2 ;40 class. Parse
$100.

No. 12. TROTTING—2 :30 class. Purse 5800.

SATURDAY. August 29th.

No. 13. RUNNING—Free for all. 850 entrance; 525

forfeit, or ^10 forfeit if declared out by August loth,

and 525 if declared out by 6 p. m. the day before tbe

race. 5200 added; 5100 to second horse. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 14. RUNNING—CONSOLATION PURSE—5150;
550 to second horse. Horses beaten once allowed 5
pounds, twice 10 pounds, three times 15 pounds
from their entitled weights. One mile dash.

No. 15. TROTTING—2:20 class. Parse 51 ,20U.

No. 16. TROTTING—DISTRICT—For gentlemen's
roadsters. To be handicapped the day before the

race. Purse 5150. Owners to drive unless stipulated

by agreement.

CONDITIONS.

Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
nominations.
In all trotting, pacing, and in running races Nos. 1

and 8, four moneys, viz : 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

All races, best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running, except as herein stated.

Tbe Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats, also to change the day and bonr of any
race if deemed necessary.

For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance tee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid np entries of said race,

and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared ont by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding tbe race shall be required'to start.

Where there is more tban one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board.Ino horse Is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has

not been owned in the District six (6) months prior

to the day of the race, and any entry by any person of

any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the en-

trance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-

scribed bv tbe National Association and Rules of the

State Agricultural Society and expulsion from this

Association.
tf , in tbe opinion of the judges, any race cannot be

finished on the closing day of the Fiir, it ma; be con-

tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.

In all races noted above, six or more paid up en-
tries required to fill and three or more horses to start,

but the Board reserves the right to hold entries and
start a race with a less number and deduct a propor-

tionate amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all en-

tries and used in all heats
Races commence each day at I o'clock p. m. sharp.

Stables, bay and straw free to competitors.

Entries close August 1st, -1885, with Secretary.

J. H. WHITE, President-

"ff. T, COX, Secretary, P. O. 276, Petaluma, Cal.
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Sntries at Glenbrook Park.

The following is a complete list of the entries to the races of

the 17th District Association, to be given at Glenbrook Park,

Sept. 1st to 5th:

TUESDAY, SEPT. 1.

No. 2. Trotting, District—Three-minute class; purse,

$400. Race will be filled by named horses.

No. 3. Trotting—2:30 class; purse, §600.

John Spergen, b g Telegraph, by Tilton Almont.

Andrew Patterson, s g Vengeance, by Venture.

J. J. Cozart, bs Blacksmith, by Champion Knox.

J. B. McDonald, b m Hazel Kirk, by Brigadier.

George Baylis, b g Ned, by Overland.

Lee Shaner, g g Nighttime, by Rustic.

John Williams, b g Wormwood, by Nutwood.

E. V. Spencer, b m Bell Spencer, by Black Ealph.

No. 4. Trotting—For three-year-olds; free for all. Purse,

$600. Closed with two entries.

S. K. Trefey, b c Apes, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail.

D. E. Knight, b s Mill Boy, by Brigadier, dam Kate, by
Bondo.

No. 5. Walking—District; for stallions. Purse, §100.

Joseph Perrin, r s Frank, by Patchen.

J. W. Griffith, g sTom, by Scottish Chief.

John Dennen. s s Doncaster, by Elmo.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 2.

No. 6. Banning—National Hotel Stakes; free for all; $50
entrance; $25 forfeit. $500 added; second horse, $200; third,

$100. One mile and repeat.

Kelly & Lynch, ch m Glendair, by Norfolk, dam Glendew.

G. L. Eichardson, b g Billy the Kid, by Leinster, dam Lily

Simpson.
Joe Dyson, b h Glides Clark, by Ballot Bos, dam by Lodi.

Thomas Delaney, ch g Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Planetia.

Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, by Hockhocking,

dam Aileen Allannah.
H. C. Judson, blk c John A., by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

No. 7. Eunning—Nevada City Mine Stakes; for two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $ 10 forfeit; $250 added. Second horse,

$100; third, $50. Half mile dash.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

L. H.Todhunter, s s Monte Cristo, by King Alfonso, dam by
Gallant.

Garland & Goldsmith, b f Eda, by Hockhocking, dam Eva
Coombs.

W, L. Appleby, s c, by Norfolk, dam Jessie E.

No. S. Eunning—Wyoming Mine Stakes; free for all;

$25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $300 added. Second horse, $100;
third $50. Dash of one and a half miles.

Kelly & Lynch, ch m Glendair, by Norfolk, dam Glendew
G. L. Richardson, b g Billy the Kid, by Leinster, dam Lily

Simpson.
A. A. Pinney, s s Nick of the Woods, by Leinster, dam Little

Sophie.
Harry Stover, br g Garlield, by Langford, dam by Lodi.

Jos. Dyson, b h Glides Clark, by Ballot Bos, dam by Lodi.

D. V. Shoemaker,ch g Joe Chamberlain, by Eifieman.dam by
Norfolk.

Garland & Goldsmith, b s Beaconrield, by Hock-Hocking,
dam Aileen Allanah.

W. L. Appleby, b h, by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of the

Mist.

No. 10. Trotting—District; for two-year-olds. Purse,

$300.

Joseph Perrin, s s Ajas, by Frank, dam Queen, by Black
Hawk.

C. F. Taylor, s s Trovato, by Sterling, dam by Flastail.

F. Griffith, b c Mischief, by Challenge, dam by St. Law-
rence.

W. G. Eichards, s c Sir Eichard, by. Doncaster, dam
Sigourney.

C. D. Boyden, b h Charley B., by Killrush, dam by Belmont.

THtTRSDAY, SEPT. 3

No. 12. Trotting—District; 2:50 class. Purse $400.

C. F. Taylor, blk m Blue Bell, by Prompter, dam by Volscian.

S. D. Avery, b g Bailey, pedigree unknown.
S. A. Eddy, s g Hardscrabble, pedigree unknown.
J. A. Seeley, s g Prince, pedigree unknown.
S. A. Eddy, s m Flora, pedigree unknown.

Extra Race—Pacing. 2:30 class. Purse $600.
James Linden, b s Nevada, pedigree unknown.
H. G. Cox, g g Tony Lee, by Jim Lick, dam by Belmont.
Delmon Dudley, b s Dixon Boy, pedigree unknown.
V. R. Raymond, b m Patti, by Chrisman Patchen, dam by

General Knox.
S. C. Tryon, s m Pocahontas, by Washington, dam by Glen-

coe.

George Baylis, br m Ivy, by Bucaneer, dam Fernleaf.

No. 14. Eunning—District; for saddle horses, catch
weights. $10 entrance; $100 added; first horse, 50 per cent.;

second, 20 per cent.; third, 15 per cent. Dash of one mile.

M. P. Peaslee, b s Hector, by Lodi, dam by Battler.

C. D. Boyden, h, by Leinster.

M. MeCrimmon, s g Surprise, pedigree unknown.
Jno. Sweet, b g Sleepy Tom, pedigree unknown.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 4.

No. 15. Eunning—Walrath Stake; free for all; $50 en-

trance; S25 forfeit; $600 added; second horse $200, third $100.
Two miles and repeat.

Kelly & Lynch, ch m Glendair, by Norfolk, dam Glendew.
Harry Stover, br g Garfield, by Langford, dam by Lodi.
C. D. Boyden, b s Snuff Bos, by Ballot Box, dam by Lodi.
T. Delaney, ch c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Planetia.

H. C. Judson, blk c John A., by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

No. 16. Eunning—Narrow Gauge R. E. Stake; free for all;

$25 entrance; $10forfeit; $200 added; second horse $100, third

$50. Three-quarters of a mile and repeat.

Kelly & Lynch, ch g Tom Atchison, by Joe Hooker, dam
Bay Kate.

Harry Stover, ch g Quebec, by Norfolk, dam Jenny Hill.

S. C. Tryon, b h Jim Long, by Shannon, dam Florence And-
erson.

Wm. M. Ayres, g g Ichi Ban, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.

No. 17. Eunning—South Yuba Stake; free for all; $25 en-

trance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; second horse $75; third $50.

One and one-eighth miles.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

G. L. Richardson, b g Billy the Kid by Leinster, dam Lily

Simpson.
A. A. Pinney, s s Nick of the Woods, by Leinster, dam Little

Sophie.
Thomas Hazlett, b g Panama, by Shannon, dam Abbie W.

D. V. Shoemaker, ch g Joe Chamberlain, by Rifleman, dam
by Norfolk.

Garland and Goldsmith, b s Beaconsfield, by Hock-HockiDg,

dam Aileen Allannah.

Wm. Ayres, g g Ichi Ban, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.

Wm. L. Appleby, b h , by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of the

Mist.

No. IS. Pacing— Free for all; purse $800.

I. O. Gilbeau, br g Fairmount, by Niagara, dam by Patchen

Vernon.
S. C. Tryon, br g Priuce, by Missouri Chief, dam by Belmont.

P. Fitzgerald, br s Killarney, by Black Ealph, dam by

Eclipse.

N. M. Fay, b g Shaker, pedigree unknown.
J. T. Mcintosh, b g Fred Aekerman, by Washington, dam by

Jno. Nelson.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5.

No. 20. Eunning—Union Hotel Stake; for horses owned
in the district; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added. One-

half mile and repeat.

Thomas Hazlett, b g Panama, by Shannon, dam Abbie W.
H irry Stover, ch g Quebec, by Norfolk, dam Jenny Hill.

C. D." Boyden, s g Bingo, by Langford, dam by Lcdi.

D. V. Shoemaker, ch g Joe Chamberlain, by Eifleman, dam
by Norfolk.

No. 21. Trotting—2 :40 class; Purse. $600.

J. E. Hodson, blk h Artist, by Golddust.

P. C. Byrne, b g Grover C, by Whipple's Hambletonian.

John Spaulding, ch m Mary Kohl.

John Spergen, s m Daisy, by Tilton Almont.
Andrew Patterson, g g Will Harris, by Jim Lick.

Ed. & L. Morgan, b g Captain, by Pinole Patchen.

D. E. Knight, g g Brigade, by Brigadier.

John Williams, b g Wormwood, by Nutwood.

No. 22. Trotting—Free for all (St. Julien barred). Purse

$1,200. Did not fill.
_

Nevada State Fair Races.

The stakes of the Nevada State Agricultural Society, which
closed on the 1st inst., received the following nominations:

No. 2. The Silver State Stake—For three-year-old fillies;

Society to add $100; dash of one and one-half miles; entrance

$30; $10 declaration, October 1st. Any filly that has previ-

ously won a race shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly

that has won two races S pounds extra, and any filly that has

won three races 10 pounds extra; second filly to save entrance.

H.B. Bagwill, b f Question, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zieka.
H. B. Bagwill, brf Mollie McGurn, by Joe Hooker, dam Kit-

ten.

Kellv & Lynch, b f, bv Bazaar, dam Lady Jane.

No. 4. The Reno Stake—For two-year-old fillies; $25 en-

trance; $10 forfeit; $5 declaration October 1st; $100 added;

second saves entrance. Five furlongs.

H. B. Bagwill, b f Miss Courtney, by Norfolk, dam Ballin-

ette.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

F. Depoyster, b f Edelweiss, by Joe Hooker, dam Tolone.

No. 7. Stake free for all carrying 100 pounds; $25 p. p.;

$100 added. One and one-eighth miles.

H. B. Bagwill, b f Question, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zieka.

H. B. Bagwill, br f Mollie McGurn, by Joe Hooker, dam
Kitten.

Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

No. 15. Stakes for three-year-olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit;

$100 added. One and five-eighths miles. The winner of

race No. 4. to carry seven pounds, the second in that race

five pounds, and the third three pounds over the rule weight.

H. B. Bagwill, b f Question, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zieka.

H. B. Bagwill, br f Mollie McGurn, by Joe Hooker, dam
Kitten.

Kelly & Lynch, ch g Tom Atchison, by Joe Hooker, dam
Bay Kate.

Entries to purses close during the fair as specified in the

conditions attached to the advertisement.

Races at Chico

Although the project of a complete fair has been abandoned
by the Chico Association this season, the races will go as

usual, and from the list of nominations there will be fine

sport. The entries are as follows:

No. 2. Trotting—For district two-year-olds. Purse, $250.
Mile and repeat.
Brignoli, Maud Sherman, Cyclone, Bird.

No. 3. Eunning—Three-quarter mile heats for all ages.

Billy the Kid, Gilder Clark, Joe Chamberlain, Garfield, Jim
Long.

No. 4. Eunning—Two miles and repeat; for all ages.

Snuffbox, Gilder Clark, Joe Chamberlain, Garfield.

No. 5. Eunning—Half-mile heats for all ages.

Bingo, Panama, Quebec, Dolly C.

No, 6. Novelty Eunning—One mile.

Nick of the Woods, Panama, Quebec, Dolly C.

No. 7. Trotting—Free for all. Purse, $600.

Bell Spencer, Happy Jim, Tilton Almont.
No. S. Pacing—Free for all. Purse, $400.

Fred Aekerman, Shaker, Prince.

No. 12. Trotting— 2:30 class. Purse, $400.

Bell Spencer, Happy Jim, Blacksmith, Telegraph.

No. 13. Pacing—For named horses.

Dison Boy, Patti, Yolo, Pocahontas.

The meeting will open nest Tuesday, the 25th, and con-

tinue five days.

Mails of the 16th show that the Eaneocas stable have en-

tered five colts for the Derby of 1887, four Mortemers out of

Lizzie Lucas, Loulanier, Sly Boots, and Fanny Ludlow, and

one by the Duke of Magenta, out of Second Hand, the dam
of Exile. Another Yankee nominator for the Blue Eibbon of

the English Turf is also Mr. P. B. King, who enters a Vol-

tnrno colt out of a mare by Frank Woolfolk. For the Grand
Pris of 1SS7, Mr. Kelso's reported entries appear to be the

only ones from this side of the water. From this it would

seem that the Amarican invasion of England is not necessa-

rily given up. In the present state of thegrowth of the turf on

this side of the water it may not be many years before English

race owners may seek "pastures new" on American soil, and

certainly if ono.'has the proper material at baud such ventures

must be profitable. Only Americans should be warned of

the fate of all our older racehorses sent over, save Parole and

a few others, and in future esport only yearlings that can

have time to get fully acclimated. Such were Iroquois and

Foxhall, and their success was largely due to this fore-

thought.—Sportsman.

Saratoga.

August 11th.—The racing furnished several surprises, and
was generally exciting enough to enhance the enjoyment of
the sport. The weather was favorable to a good attendance,
and it came. The track was fast, but would not be harmed
now by a little rain.

First "Race—Purse $400, of which $30 to second horse ; and the entrance
money, $15 each, to be divided between the second and third; winning
penalties, beaten and maiden allowances. One mile.

K. C. Pate's gr g Editor, 3, by EunuJrer—Alice Murphy, 97 lbs
U'Hara 1

S. fc>. Brown's ch t Mona, 4, by Buekden—Monomania, 106 lbs.
Wethers 2

E. J. Baldwin's ch g Kapido,3, by Grinstead—Experiment, y? lbs.
O'Brien 3

J. Spelnnan's b h ttt rat uspey, aged. 130 lbs Spellinan
C. Johnson's b li Jim Douglas, aged ,113 lbs ITetman
W. Hamilton's b m Glengarine, (>. 108 lbs Caldwell
J. G. Greener & Co.'s blk g Krebus, 3. 97 lbs Kelly
W. F. Cassidy'e br g Keed.J, 90 lbs _ R. Williams

Time, 1:13.

Pools: Strathspey 3S0, Jim Douglas $-50, Editor ?59, field 5100. Betting:
2 to 1 against strathspey, J to 1 Editor, 5 to 1 Jim Douglas, G to 1 each
Mona and Bapido, andS to 20to 1 theothers. Mutuels paid $26.30.

Editor took the lead when the flag drooped, and was never
headed. A good race for the position was made, Mona get-
ting it by half a length.

Second JRace—Purse 8400, of which $50 to the second, and the en-
trance money, $10 each, to bs divided between the second and tbird;
for two-year-olds which have not won a race of the value of $1,0110;
colts to carry 105 lbs; fillies and geldings 102 lbs; those not having
won second money in a race of the value of $4,000 allowed 5 lbB.
Three-quarters of a mile.
D. A. Hqnig & Bro.'s b f Mamie Hunt, by Frogtown—Bettie, 97 lbs

O'Hara 1
W. L. Scott's br f Scottish Lass, by Scottish Chief—Doncaster Lass,

97 lbs Caldwell 2
E. Corrigan's ch g Tartar, by Great Tom—Blondina, 102 lbs. ..Fuller 3
R. P. Ashe's ch c Ed Corri£an, 100 lbs Kelly
E. J. Baldwin's ch c Solid Silver, 100 lbs O'Brien
W. L. Scott's b c Velvet, 100 lba Fisher n
W. Olney's b c Pasha, 1U0 lbs Godfrey
G. H. Kernagban's b f Little Minnie, 97 lbs W. Jones
Alexander k. Hoffman's br f Mamie Hay, 97 lbs Farley
J. Carter's ch f Hermitage, 97 lbs R. Williams

Time, 1:17.

Pools: Ed. Corrigan $100, Mamie Hunt $G0, Scottish Lass $50, Tartar
$35, Little Minnie $20, field $75. Betting: 2 to 1 against Corrigan, 3 to
1 Mamie Hunt, 5 to 1 Scottish Lass, 7 to 1 Tartar, and from 10 to 25
the others. Mutuels paid, $20.60.

Mamie Hunt got the start, and led all through.
Ed Corrigan was well up to her for a distance, but fell

back beaten. In the stretch Scottish Lass went up danger-
ously close, but Mamie Hunt managed to hold her position,
and won by half a length, Scottish Lass second, Tartar third.

Fifth Race—Selling Race—Purse $400, of which $50 to second horse,
and the entrance money to be divided between second and third. The
winner to be sold at auction. Highest entered price, $1,500; horses
entered to be sold for $1,000, allowed 5 lbs; if for less a further allow-
ance of 2 lbs, for each $100 below the latter price. Three-quarters of a
mile-
Whitten Bros.' ch g Patrick Denis, 5, by St. Denis—Rosa Lee, $1,000,

110 lbs Wethers 1
S.Bryant's ch g Charley Marks, aged, by Bonnie Scotland—Liza

Davis, $7u0. 104 lbs Caldwell 2
M. A. Yvalden's b m Red Girl, 6, by Billet, dam bySolferino,$l,u00,

76 lbs R. Williams 3
E. J. McElmeel's ch h Navarro, aged, $1,000, 113 lbs Harvey
R. C. Pate's bfBeUe Pate, 3, $1,000, 101 lbs O'Hara
Alexander & Hoffman's ch f Golden Phoebus, 4, $1,000, 108 lbs.Farley
D. A. HonigS Bro.'s ch g Vacillator, 4, $300, 9G lbs Burlew
0. W. Medinger's ch g Fairmount, 3, $1,000, 103 lbs Anderson
T. Kelly's b h Sam Powers, aged, $1,200, US lbs T. Kelly
Santa Anita Stable's ch g Grismer, 5, $1,000, 110 lbs Miller
V. L. Kirkman's ch g Ernest, 3, $800, 99 lbs Kelly
Hayden & Barry's blk g Halifax, 6, $300, 96 lbs Godfrey

Time, 1:161.

Betting: 4 to 1 King Ernest, 5 to 1 each against Charley Marks, Red
Girl and Golden Phoebus, 6 to 1 Belle Pate, 7 to 1 each Pat Denis and
Sam Powers, 10 to 1 Navarro, 12 to 1 Fairmount, 15 to 1 each Vacillator
and Grismer, and 20 to 1 Halifax.

Kavarro was in front when the flag dropped, but was
passed by Charley Marks and Belle Pate on the first turn.
They ran thus to the homestretch where Pat Denis rushed
up and won easily, with Charley Marks second, Red Girl
third.

August 12th—The weather was very hot, but it did not
deter a large crowd from visiting the track. A fair day's sport
was witnessed, and short-horse buyers were jubilant.

First Race—Purse, S300, of which $50 to second horse ; entrance free

;

for two-year-olds; those not having won a race of the value of $1,000
allowed 5 lbs. ; maidens allowed 12 lbs. ; three or more entries to make
a race. Three-quarters of a mile.
E. J. Baldwin's b f Santa Anita Belle, by Grinstead—Santa Anita, 107

lbs West 1
G. H. Kernagban's ch c Colonel Cowan, byGreat Tom—LadyLindora

95 lbs Kelly 2
J. T. Williams' b g Pat Sheedy, by Lisbon—Fieuriella, 95 lbs.,

R. Brown 3
Time, 1:17$.

Pools: Colonel Cowan. $25; field, $24. Betting: 5 to 4 on Colonel
Cowan, 2 to 1 against Santa Anita Belle and 3 to 1 Pat Sheedy. Mutuels
paid. $15.80.

Pat Sheedy led at the start, but Santa Anita Belle went to
the front on the stretch and won easily. Col. Cowan second.
Second Race—Purse, £400; of which $50 to second horse. Entrance

free. Horses not having won, since June 1st, a race of the value of
$1,000, allowed 5 lbs. Those not having won a race (other than sell-
ing races), since July 20th, allowed 12 lba, Those not having won
a race this year, allowed 18 lbs. Maidens, if 4 years old or upward, al-
lowed 24 lbs. Three or more entries to make a race. One mile and a
quarter.

G. H. Kernaghan's b f Mittie B., 4, by King Alfonso—Flash, 95 lbs.

R. Williams 1
C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle—Tolone, 108 lba.

Wethers 3
W. Jennings' b m Farewell, 6, by Lisbon—Fairy, 110 lbs Kelly 3
R. C. Pate's be Conkling, 4, 113 lbs Murphy
Excelsior Stable's ch g Nettle, (i, 112 lbs
G. B. Walters' b c Huron, 4, 106 lbs Stoval
J. G. Greener's ch f Easter, 4, 103 lbs Fisher
E.J. Baldwin's b h Lucky B.,5, 108 lbs West
M. Young's ch c Doubt, 3, 95 lbs Jones

Time, 2:11.

Pools: Jim Douglas $60,Conkling $50, Nettle $50, field, $100. Bettiing:
5 to 2 Farewell, 7 to 2 Conk ling, 4 to 1 Jim Douglas, 5 to 1 Nettle, 10 to 1
Lucky B., 15 to 1 each Doubt, Mittie B, and Huron, and 3D to 1 Easter.
dutuels paid, $127.

Farewell led for h furlong, when Mittie B. went to the
front and led to the finish, wiuning by a length and a half,

Jim Douglas second, Farewell third.

Fourth Race—Purse $300, of which 450 to second horse ; entrance free;
burses beaten at Saratoga this season and not having won ;i race since
July 2uth allowed 7 lbs. Those not having won a race since May 1st
allowed IS lbs. Maidens allowed, it four Years old, 20 lbs: If 5 yearB or
upward 2(1 lbs. Three or more entries to make a race. Three-i|Uarters
oi .i mile.

G. R. Buchanan's ch g Jim Kcnwick.aged.by Joo Hooker—Big Gun,
US lbs Uolloway 1

W..1 (.-lining's ch f Maggie J., 3, by Ballunkoel—Scramble, \r.t lba.
Kelly 2

Santa Anita stalnVe b 1" Mission Belle, 3. by Grinstead-Josie C.ai lbs.
O'Bnen 3

J*,]..Inn & Co.'s ch gAdunlB, H, 03 lbs Godfrey
ii. w. Campbell's br h Marquis, b, in lbs Hruton
J.J. Carter's bg Sir Garnet, 1,95 His Andrews o
J >. A Hum,: & Bros' be Leonardo. 3,03 lbs K. Williams
M. P. CHlluhan'B brj Marj C, 1,08 lbB Shep] ..rd o
M, A, Walden .\ Co.'s oh u <>nr Friend, 3, l»l lbs Fuller
J. M. CurHle & Co. 'a bgBUI Slaty, l, 108 lbs Wethers

i |me, i :in.

Poole; Jim Renwlok $50, MiaBlon Belle 820, Adonis 87, Geld $65. Bet-
tint;: 10 to 7 OU Jim Etemvick.Mo 1 against Mission I'.vllc.ii to I Maggie J.,
Ifitoleach Adonis, BUI Sistv and Maxqula, 20 to 1 each Our Friend and
Leonardo, and fti tol each Mary <_'. did Mr Cornet. Mutuels paid |10.»0,

Jim Kenwick led from start to finish, and won easily.
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Racing in the Hawaiian Kingdom.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman": Since the

Fourth of July races, a great deal of talk hav-

ing been going on about the superiority of

Hancock over all horses in the Hawaiian
Kingdom, a race was made a few days ago
between Mr. James Gay's ch m Fiamma and
Mr. w. H. Cornwell's b h Hancock 10 run a

mile dash at Kapiolani Park, for 8500 a side,

Hancock to carry 120 pounds, [Fiamma 10S

pounds. The event took place on Saturday
afternoon, July ISth, in trie presence of a

large number of spectators. The weather was
fine and it was expected the fastest time on
record would be made, but there was a strong

wind blowing across, which was bound to in-

terfere (although much better time couldhave
been made had it been necessary to push
Hancock. There was very little betting, as

Hancock was too much of a favorite.

The officials were, Judges :Capt. J.H.Brown,
Col. C. P. Iaukea, Mr. F. S. Pratt; Time-
keeper, Mr. C. O. Berger; Starter Capt. A. B
Hayley. Following is the result of the race.

Kapiolaki Park, July 15th—JlatchforSl.OOO. One
mile.
W. H. CornwelTs b h Hancock, by California, dam

Pass, aged,]"20 lbs J. Noble 1

James Gav's ch m Fiam(ha,by Monday, dam Abbie

\V.,4 years, IDS pounds LeRoy Howson 2

Time,l:4"3t.

At the first attempt the word go was given.

Hancock got off first, which gave him about
two lengths start; thus all interest in the race

was gone, as it was sure the mare could never
overtake him. The same position was main-
tained until the half mile post, when it looked
as if Fiamma was gaining, but round the

home bend, the native boy who was riding

Hancock spoke to him, and he came up the

homestretch, winning by three lengths under
a strong pull. There is no doubt a closer

race would have been witnessed had both
horses got away together, but the result would
have been the same, and much better time
made. Honolulu.

Sixth Annual

FAIR
Ninth District

AGRHTLTERU iSSOCIATM
Comprising the Counties of Del Nurle and

Humboldt, to be h^ld on

SEPT. 22, 23, 24 and 25, 1885.

That Oregon Match.

-AT-

THIRD
Annual Meeting

—OF THE—

Thirteenth District Agri-

cultural Society.
—AT-

MARYSVILLE,
OCTOBER 7, 8, 9 and 10.

Rohnere

The following is the full test of the arcticles

in the match race mentioned in these columns
last week:

Contract of agreement between L. B. Lind-
sey and Jay Beach to trot one of the get of

Hambletonian Mambriuo against one of the
get of Altamont, at City View P;irk; to be trot-

ted at 2 p. m., August 31st, 1SS5; to trot to rule
and to harness, mile heats, 3 in 5, for $2,500
a side; §1,500 each forfeit, now op with Ladd
& Tilton, bankers—the balance, S 1,000 each,

to be put up by 12 o'clock ai. before the day
of race; horses to be named by fi p. m. day
before the race, and we name '.apt. J. T.
Apperson one of the judges; each ro name one
more judge before race; gate mm.ey to be di-

vided. Stakeholder to give th money in ac-

cordance with the decision of i..*.- judges (who
will be named before the race; to winner; and
in the event of either party failing to put the
remaining $1,000 as agreed stake, the §3,000
to be paid over to the other party who fulfills

the above requirement. L. B. Llvdsey,
Jay Beach.

Portiand, August 13th, 1SS5.

Names Claimed.

HUMBOLDT CO., Cal.

$3,000 in Premiums
For Speed and Walking Contests.

Speed Programme
First Day—Wednesday, October Stli.

TROTTTNG—No. 1.—Two-year-old class, r£est two
in three. Pure. *150. Free for all.

BLTvSTSG—No. 2.—Half mile and repeat. Purse,

§200. Free to all.

TROTTING—No. 3. -2:40 class. Best three in five.

Purse, $300. Free to all.

Second Day—Thursday, October 8th.
TROTTTNG—No. 4.—Four minute class. Free for

all and go as they please. Purse, ?50. The horse

nearest to four minutes to win the heat. First horse

J20, second >"10. third £10, fourth @5, fifth ?5.

P.UXNING—No. 5. -One mile and repeat. Purse,
£250. Free for all.

TROTTING—No. G.—Three-year-old class. Best
three m five. Purse, 8225. Free for all.

Third Day—Friday, October 9th.
RUNNTNG—No. 7.— One and one-half mile dash.

Purse. S225. Free to all.

"WALKING—No 8. Best walking stallion. One mile.
Purse, £100. Free to all.

TROTTTNG—No. 0.—2:30 class. Best three in five.

Purse, §350. Free to all.

Fourth Day—Saturday, October loth.
TROTTING— Consolation Class—No. 10. Best three

in five. Purse. §250. Free for all horses defeated in

the trotting contests.
RUNNTNG—No. 11-—Two mile dash. Purse, §300.

Free for all.

TROTTING—No. 12.—2;21 class. Purse, ?C00. Free
to all except Manon.

4 0>DITIO>S AM) REMARKS.

National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting races. Five to enter and three to start. But
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting and racing
premiums divided at the rat* of fifty per cent, for the
first horse, twenty-five percent, to the second, fifteen

percent, to the third, and ten percent, to the fourth.

The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, or to trot a special race between
heats, or to postpone ar ce until another day. A
horse making a walk-over, sliall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in.

Non-starters must he declared out the day previous
to the race they are engaged in bv 3 o'clock p. if ., or
tbev shall be required to start.

All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered. Entries to all the above races (except fixed
events), close with the Secretary, .September 15,1833.

Records made between August lith and September
13, 1885, shall be no bar to entries in these classes.

Tickets of Admission, 50 Cents.

The Distric comprises Sacramento,
Snttcr. Tfolo and Ynha Counties.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS :

j ^\- Wilson, Sacramento; James Idttlejohn, Sut"
ter: Charles F. Reed, Yolo; D. E. Knight, A. I*.

Cutis, M. Mareuse, N.D. Coombs and C. A. Glidden,
of Yuba.

D. E. KNIGHT.
T. .1. SHERWOOD. President.

Seeretary.

Foot Office address, Marysville, Cal.

Tiintli District Hoard of Agriculture tor

1885.
G. C. Barber and G. A. Dungan, Ferndale;G. S.

Bicks, Eureka: H. S. Case, Hydesville; C. I. Thomp-
son, Camp Grant; W. B. Dobbyn and Ales Masson,
Bohnervilie.

Officers of the Board.
G. C. Barber, Ferndale, President; S. H. Crabtree

EohnerviHe, Secretary; Maurice Levinger, Bonner!
ville, Treasurer.

Ninth District Agricultural Speed Pro-
gramme.

First Day—Tuesday, Sept. Md. at 1:30 p.m.
No. 1. RCXNTNG—Purse of S50,free for all saddle

horses that have no record under two minutes; catch
weights. One mile dash. First ?35, second $15.

No. 2. TROTTTNG—At 3 p. m., purse of $50, for
one-year-olds. Half mile and repeat. First $35,
second $15.

Second Day. Wednesday, Sept. 183d, at 10
a. m. , Parade of Stock.

No. 3. TROTTING—At 11 a. m., pnrse of ?25;
single buggy race. Mile and repeat. For buggy
horses used as such, and that have not trotted in a
race nor been trained for racing purposes, ovmers to
drive; first $17.50, second $7.50.

No. 4. TROTTING—At 1 :30 p. m., purse of 8125,
three minute class. Mile heats, two in three; first

9U, second $35.

No. 5. TROTTTNG—At 2:30 p. m., purse of $75, for
two-year-olds. Mile heats, two in three; first $55,
second $20.

No. 6. RUNNING—At 3 p.m., purse of $75; free
for all. 600 (six hundred) yards; first $55, second $20

Third Day — Thursday, Sept. 34th, at
lO;30 a. m.

No. 7. TROTTTNG—Purse of $100; for three-year-
olds and under. Mile heats, fcwc in three; first S75.
second $25.

No. 8. TROTTTNG—At 1 :30 p. in., purse of $150;
:45 class. Mile heats, three in five ; first£100, second

Ey H. W. Peck, Healdsbnrg. Cal.

Henry H. for bay or sorrel colt, foaled Jane
15th, 1SS5, by Milton Medium, dam Nellie, by
John Nelson.

Eole's nest important engagement is for the
Jubilee prize of Baden, and to be run on the
24th instant. The distance is about two
miles. The prize is a gold cup given by the

Grand Dnke of Baden, and .52,000 in specie

added to a sweepstakes of £.10 each. Eole's

weight is 147 pounds, and it is thought in

England that if Mr. Gebhard sends him to

Baden he has a very fair chance for the race.

Mr. Craig's Bine Gra^ss is also entered for the

same event. The English, French and Ger-
man lots are not very strong. There seems
to be an opinion in some quarters in Eng-
land that both Eole and Bine Grass are
capable of doing better than they have yec
shown.

»
The Grand Prix de Paris, to be run in 1SS7,

obtained no less than 390 English and Frencli
entries.

DOG MEDICINES.
Dog Medicines, each, Soap, 25 cts.; 1'lea Wash, 25 cts.; Distemper Cur , $1; Mange

Wash, $1; Worm Capsules, 50 cts.; Tape Specific, 50 cts.; Canine Tonic, $1;

Canker Wash, $1; DOG BISCUIT, 12£ cts. per pound.

DOG WHIP, WITH SNAP HOOK, 50 CTS. EACH.
—DOG LEASH, DOUBLE, $7.00.—

Dog Collars, Leads, Calls, Etc., in Great Variety.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

S50.

No. 9. EUXSTNG—At 2:30 p. m., parse of =125;
free for all. Half mile and repeat; first $90, second
635.

Fonrtli Day—Friday, Sept, SStb, at 9:30
a. ni.. Parade of Stock and Awarding

of Premiums.
LADIES* EQCESTRIANSHI1?—At 11 a. m ; first 515,

second *10, third $5.

No. 10. TROTTING—At 1 :30 p. m., purse of $200:
free for all; Poscora Hayward barred. Mile heats,
three in five; first 3150, second ?50.

NO. 11. RUNNING—At 2:30 p.m., parse of S150;
free for all. Mile and repeat; first >100, second 550
No. 12. RUNNING—At 3 p.m.. parse ofS40; for

saddle horses with no record under 58 seconds; catch
weights. Half mile and repeat; first -?30, second $10.

Improved Horse ClothinGL

REMARKS ASD CONDITIONS.
These races are open to any horse owned in the 9th

District, composed of the counties of Del Norte and
Homboldt, by a bona fide resident of the District on
the first day of Jane, 188o.

Da all races three or more to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing the field receives the
entire parse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

Secretary by seven o'clock on the evening previous
to the first day of the fair, except in the saddle races,
entries to which mast be made with the Secretary by
seven o'clock on the evening previous to the race.
The horses named and entered in the name of the
owner, who must be a member of the Association, and
the entrance fee paid in full.

Thetrotting races will be conducted under the rules
of the National Trotting Association, but the Board
reserves the right to trot heats of any two classes al-
ternately, if necessary to finish any (Lay's racing, or
to trot a special race between heats, and running races
under the rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associa-
tion.
All horses entered for the races will be under the

control of the Judges from the moment they are
Drought on the track.
If from any cause there shall not be a sufficient

amount of money received from all sources, includ-
ingappropriation from the State, to pay all parses an 1

premiums in full, alter paying the expenses of the
fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro rata.
Neither th Association. t''<- Oiretors nor officers in

any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount.

For Sale.

The pure Laverack setter

bitch PEA ItL LAVERACK,
(Prince LiviTii'!: ox I,>ilu

Ijaverack i bred by Judge • ,.o>-

+j~z*.*yL^)$$}f$i?&&&''*~ >>t Oroville, born Nov* mber
1882, buck and white, thoroughly trained by E,

Li-avesK-y, and ran in the Field fruls last December.
Price 9160. t , , , ,.

Also a fine Rigby.fonrteen-bore, breech-loading gun,
top snap, pistol grip, ftitii leather case and Qnple-
meuls,

J. W. OBEAB,
DotviiIevUle. Cal.

Secured by Letters Patent fiMi^V^^Willi

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1 An improved blanket or covering, consisting of the

body-piece A, flan C, and.the extension B, formed or
unitedtogether.so as to cover the body and legs of the

animal, substantially as herein described.

2 The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to fit the fore and hind legs of the
inimal rronttasteningBFG.andtheperman n

rr bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3 The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,

permanentsecuring-Danda E.andthefi
F G.in combination with t lie elastic neck-extei

substantially as and for the purpose herein.described.

(. The blanket A and hood J in combination with tlio

elastic Connecting-Strip I, substantially as dee
and for the purpose set forth.

5. Theclose-fittinghood J. having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, bothat they may be allowed
without disturbing the Ht, and adapted to be •

t.i the cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

6. The improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
ni.-iis, consisting of the blanket A.haviuu the flap C,
and pern oi bands fixed to n t<- secure it

around the bad) , vrhercb] t tu

is .ivnided, Mibsi.mu ill-, j : hi rein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4S! aiiU 434 llattcr> St., SAJi t'BAJillM U
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The Annual

State Fair
....AT....

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME

Beniarks and Conditions.

FIRST DAY ThiiiMlay.SoiK, lOtll.

TROTTING.
No.l. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1853

with eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, 5600. 2:35 class.

SECOND DAY-Fri<lay, SEPT. 11 til.

RUNNING.
No. 4. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance; £10 forfeit; $250 added: $50 to
Becond; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of \^1. Closed in 1884 with nine nomina-
tions; ?£[) entrance, p. p,; #400 added; S100 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

No.fi. THE DEL PASO STAKE-For all ages;
?50 entrance ;$L. forfeit; $300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE $250—Entrance fiee; $50 to
Becond; fixed valuation, $1,000; two poundB off for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value . One mile and an eighth.

THIRI> I>AY-Saturday, Sept. 13th.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

^1.000—Closed March 10, 1885, with eight nominations
No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, Sl,20')-3 :00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:21 class
[Manon barred].

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 14th.

RUNNING.
No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds

$100 entrance; $26 forfeit; $300 added. Three miles
Closed in 1884.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages;
$25 entrance; $iU forfeit; $2.ii.i added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-
For foals of 18-s;j

;
>|(ii.i entrance : $25 forfeit; $250 added.

Closed in 1884 with eighteen nominations. One mile-

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all
ageB; $50 entrance; $2^ forfeit; $15 declaration; $500
added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by 8 o'clock p. m. Two audi quarter miles.

Wo 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH BAY-Tuesday, Sept. 15th.

TROTTING.
No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,

1,000. Closed March 10, 1885. with twelve nominations.
No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:36 class.
No. 18. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-

mile heats; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $2u0 added. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, six -

tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one-
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
$50 to second. Five furlongs.

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds; $50 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $100 to
second; third saves stake. One mile and three-
quarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
pounds off for each $100 below and two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept, 1 3th.

TROTTING.
No. 23. TROTTING PURSE -$1,200. 2:27 class;

No. 21. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
$1,two—Closed March 10th, 1885, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1.200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAV—Friday, Sept. lttiU.

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE P A LO ALTO STAKE-For two-year-

olds; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added; 100 to Bec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13
penalized 5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No. 27-THE SH 4.FTER STAKE—For three-year-
oldB; $50 entrance; $2.i forfeit: $300 added; $100 to sec-
ond; $50 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
6 lbs. ; of both, 10 llm. < me mile and a quarter.

No. 28. THE NIG I1THAWK STAKE—For all ages;
MOentrance: $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 tosecond;
$50 to third; $2nn additional if 1:11 ;<: is beaten. Stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time
(1:42#) Is beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and one-sixteenth andrepeat.

NINTH DAY-Saturday , Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

PURSE $1,200; 2:23 ClaHs.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five io enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent.ou purse, to ac-

company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third , and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
66§ to the first, 33i to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. at. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must he named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
Otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above raceB (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday,
August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwin F. Smith, Secretary.

NINTH
ANNUAL FAIR

OF THE

Monterey
AGRICULTIML ASSOCIATION.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Commencing Oct. 6, and
Ending Oct. 1Q, 1885-

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Tuesday, October 6, 1885.
No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat-

Purse, §150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District that have never beaten three minutes.
Purse, SI 50.

SECOND DAY-Wednesday, October 7.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all

two-year-olds owned in the District. Purse $100.
First horse, 875; second horse, S25. Four or more
horses to enter and three to t tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. $500.

THIRD DAY-Thursday. October 8.

No. 5. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.
Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. C. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
in the District—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1, 1885. Two in three.
Purse, $200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen In
theDistrict. Purse, $100: 1st, SCO; 2d, 530; 3d, £10.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse; five to enter and
three to start.

ForR Til DAY-Friday, October 9.

No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the
District. Purse, S200.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District. Two in three. Purse,
S150.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, October 10.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, $400. Five to enter and throe to start.

No. 10, TROTTING-For all horses owned in the
District. Purse, $300.

$10,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

BE NO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under tne

auspices ot the Directors ot the State

Agricultural Society.

No. 30-TROTTING
fSiat" .* barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSK $1,200. 2 :30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING* PUR8K $1,300. 2:20 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1S80-S7
were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme

:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals of IMS; r.o be run at the State Fait of 18KG; *S0
entrance, n. |>.; ?:JWI added, nf which slim in Hec. .inland
$-

r
i0 io third. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals
ol'l^l, tube run at I he Slate !'.] ir of lssii; Slum.- ntraui-e ;

'.IS forfeit; $251) added. Second horse, .* 1'H); third. *.\>0.

One mile.

No.3-CAT,IF01tNIA DERBY STAKE-For loalfl
ill' IHK'l.to he run lit the Sfllte l-'ajr ol'lW7; s.

r
iU»Mitrnui-.i\

p, p.; UtfOU added. Second horse, ?1UU; third, ?50. One
mile and a naif.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting races are the best three in five and all

running races best two in three, (unless otherwise
specified), five to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at
the rale of 00 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to
second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m„ August 16, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885, ami in any District race uot
owned within the District from May 1, 1885: and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall
be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted
without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by (! i>. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to bis own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning atrotting race is entitled
to first money only, except when distancing the field

;

then entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the Statu Agricultural Society to govurn

running raceB, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to cal) a special rare be-
tween heats ; also to chango the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Kaces to l.ughiat I oVlock e. m. sharp.
Slalls, bav and straw tree to r-onipetttora,

T. L>. CAIUi. President.
J. J. KELLY, Secretary.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature 01 the State of Nevada, en

titled "Ad Act to provide for the management

and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 18S5.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DA V-Momlay, Oct. 19th.

No. 1. Running—Purse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a
mile.

No. 2. Running—The Silver State Stake—
For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-
ciety to add $100: dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance $30; $10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake--For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$50 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 1 3tli.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from t Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; nurse
$200; first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free foT

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in
California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. 8. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to
second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-
claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAY-Tluirsday. Oct. 15lk.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 eluss; free for all;

best three in five; purse$400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;
free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAT—Friday, Oct. IHlli.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles:
entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-
olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added: one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the
second in tlmt day's race five pounds and the
third three pounds over the rule weight.

No. 16. Running—Purse $200; S100 to first,

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one-
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running—Consolation purse; en-
trance tree; $100; $70 to first; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made within five minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Oct. t7Ui.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all'

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;
three in five; purse $400; first horse $250;
second horse $150.

REMARKS AM) 4'OMUTIOVS.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1885. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the^Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for

Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries a8 designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California east

of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brown, M.P.
Nugent W. Brown,

Geo. H. Holmes,
0. Brdoe Lowe,

TRADING i

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

and PropertyAuctioneers, Horse, Cattle,

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
lmerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of slock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permuted to J. B, Haggin. Esg.,

and Major Rathlione of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

DOG COLLARS
AND

FURNISHINGS.
Our 1885 Catalogue, wliicli is now

ready, contains 92 imgcs, on wliiclt are
illustrated over 3,OOU .styles oi'

DOO COLLARS, LOCKS,
LEADERS, BELLS,

WHIPS, MUZZLES,
SHIPPING BOXES. KENNELS.

BISCUIT, MEDICINES.
And all Furnishings Pertaining to the Dog.

To insure the receipt of Catalogue, send H5 cents in
postage stamps or postal note.

Meclford Fancy Goods Co.,

lOI CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YOKK
I. BREMER, General Manager.

[P. O. Box 3771.]

John A. McKerron,

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
a Specialty.

2JU& 2J2 Ellis St., opp.Faelii6u Stable.&m Francisco
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STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885

(FIVE DAYS INCLUSIVE.)

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

Joe Walker, 3, sc, by Joe Daniels, dam by New York
— T. B. Lovrry.

Ned Cook, 3, ch c, by Flood, dam Planetia—T. De-
laney.

No. 17. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for
all. 51,600.

No. 19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—*2:30clasB.
31,000.

Maud W. W. W , blk m, by General Reno, dam by
Rattler—W. B. Todhunler.

Vengeance, e g> by Venture, dam Belle—A. Patter-
son.

Ruby, bm.bySultan, dam by Humble tonlan—L. J.
'

Rose.
Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine— Jos.

Cairn Simpson.
Mayboy, b b, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Har-

vest Queen—J. McC'onnell.
Brown Jug, br h, by Nutwood— J. A. Goldsmith.
Voucher, be, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen—

G. W. Trabern.
Blacksmith, blk h, by Champion Knox, dam Ro-a

—

J. J. Cozart,
Olivette, b m, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam

Belle—A. C. Dietz.

t. V. SHlPl'JEE. President.

J. M. LaRne, Secretary.

P. O. Box 1SS, Stockton. Cal.

N. B.—In all races in which more than ten paid

up entries are received, 5"2(X> will be added by the As-

sociation, to be added as follows: Extra 550 to each
horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept, Mil.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse 5800.

No. 2. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST—2:40 class
$1,000.

Maud W. W. W.,blk m, by General Reno, dam by
Rattler—W. B. Todhunter.

Sultan, br h, by The Moor, dam Sultana—L. J. Rose.
Menlo, b h, by Nutwood.dam by Hercules—P. Farrell.

Alpheus, b h, by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by Major
Mono—A. L Hinds.

Daisy S . s m, by Tilton Almont, dam by Rattler

—

JMin Spprgeon.
Norn. by Rustic—A. McDowell.
Artis' . - I', by McCracken's Golddust, dam by

i . .-JR. Hodson.

No. . -
«" TING—PACIFIC COAST—4-year-old

class. ' with S nominations.) 51.000.

Nona Y., b f, oy Admiral, dam Flora—A. A. Xeager-
Kisnit *->y Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J. Rose.
Dawn, en e, by Nutwood, dam Countess—A. S.

Whitney.
Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.

Cairn Simpson.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen

—

G W. Trahern,
Lelaps, cb g, by Nutwood—H. C. Smith.
Pansy, blk m, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard—W. F.

Smith.

No. 4. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2-year- old, or un
der. class. Best 2 in 3. 5800.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 23d.

No. 5. R JNNING—DISTRICT—2-year-old, or un
fler, class. Mile dash. iJSOU.

No. 6. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.

Mile and repeat. 5300.

Constellation, 3, b f, by St. George, dam Pianette—
W. L. Ashe.

Beaconsiield, 4, by Hockhocking—Garland & Gold'

smith.
Arthur H., 3, b c, by Hockhocking, dam Maid of the

Mist-Hill & Gries.

Glendair, 4, ch m, by Norfolk, dam Glendew—Kelly
fc Lynch.

No. S. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2-year-old
class. (Closed with 8 nominations.) 51,000.

Alcazar, b c, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha—L. J. Rose.
Alpha, br c, by Privateer, dam Fawn—Surll HaiTis.

Tranbit, b c, by Prompter, dam Venus -M. Toomey.
Senator, b c, by Echo, dam by Young Morrill—

Rancho del Paso.

Barney Horn, b c, by Nephew, dam by Messenger
Duroc-G. W. Trahern.

Tempest, b f, by Hawthorne, dam by Chieftain—
L. U. Shippee.

LADIES* EQUESTRIANISM—DISTRICT- (five

moneys) 5100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 34th.

No. 9 -TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:26 class.

81,000.

Lucillia, b m, by Nephew, dam by General McClellan
— ft'm. Houser.

Will Harris, g g, by Jim Lick, dam by Horn's Mor-
gan—Andrew Patterson.

La Grange, blk g, by Sultan, dam Georgiana—L. J.

Rose.
Marin, b b, by Quinn's Patchen, dam by Emigrant—

P. Farrell.
Scandinavian, blk g, by Black Hawk, Jr.—P. John-

son.
Olivette, br m,by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. C.

Dietz.
Grover C. by Whipple's Hambletonian—P. C. Byrne.

l\o. 10. TROTTING—DISTRICT—4-year-old, or un-
der, class. 8800.

No. 11—PACING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for aU.
881X1.

Shaker, b g, pedigree unknown—N. M. Fay.

Prince, br g, by Missouri Chief, dam by Belmont

—

S. C. Tryon.
'

Killarney, br h, by Black Ralph— P. Fitzgerald.

Maude, b m, by Bertrand Black Hawk, dam by Ham-
ilton Chief—H. J Agnew.

Alma, ch m, by Elmo—O. A. Hickok.
Fairmount.br g, by Niagara, dam by Patchen Vernon

—I. O. Gilbeau.
LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM—PACIFIC COAST-

(Five moneys. ) 5100.

EKIDAY, Sept. 25th.

No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST-Selling
race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation,

|I noo Two pounds oil for each $100 below and 2

pDiiuds added for each $UI0 above fixed value. 5800.

No. 13. PACING—PACIFIC COAST—2:20 claBS.

•WO.

No. 11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:20 class.

|l '
. '. Under published conditions of 18*5, except as

to lime. Entries to Nos. 13 and 14 close Saturday,
Au;. 22, lS&'i, with the secretary. Records made since
Aug. 1st, snail not be a bar for theBe races.

No. 15. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-3-year-old
class. (Closed April 1st, with 7 nominations.) The
following have m.ide second myroent:
Stainboul.b c, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—

L. J Rose. ..-.,,
, Apex.b c, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail—S. K.

Lohengrin, be, by Echo, dam Lightfoot^Rancho del

Paso.

SATURDAY, Sept. 96tli.

No 10. RUNNING-DISTRICT—Free for all. Mile
and repeat. SS00.

Lillian, 4, g f, by Joe Daniels, dam by Norfolk—J. A.

Shepherd.
George Bender, 5. b g, unknown—W. J. Jones.

LavL- L»oiigl;iss, bg, by Leinster, dam Lily Simpson
— G. W. Trahern

A. Ewisg, C. S. Ewtng.

Pool Room Saloon,
31 O DUPOJSJT STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Breedeb and Sportsman, N. Y. Spi-'* and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wu.-s, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWING BROS., Proprietors.

Agricultural Park.
DAN. MCCARTHY

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Point Lobos
road and removed his stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horses to his list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIONS,
MARES, GELDINGS. BROODMARES, ROADSIERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower prices
than have heretofore ruled for the same class of
stock. An inspection of the animals by all interested
Is invited.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Kunning, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St.. San Francisco

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 1 1

.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premium:-, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev.,Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Gal.,

admitted to District for Rac-
ing Purposes.)

AGRICDMMAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
And Contlmiinjr Five Days.

Finest Track in the Mountains, 'with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races
o

SPEED PROGRAMME.

If, In the opinion of the judges, any race cannot he
completed on tb^ closing day of the Fair.it may he
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.

In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-
tries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance monev, to
be divided as follows: 66J to the first and 33j to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horjes entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse, and a horse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules* of I he National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races will be conducted.
Kaces to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. it. sharp.
J. R. MrniRAY. J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

bup't Running Hoise Dep't,

Palo Alto Stock Farm.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable

prices, at my slock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve

months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.

Apply to Wm. t'orbltt,
218 California St.,

San Francisco.

THE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the Latest novelties

nd improvements in this line recently imported.

The Block is well worth Inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 41(J Market St.

6AN FRANCISCO.

FIRST DAY.
TROTTING—ClaSB 3;00,3in5, mile heats; purse,

$200. First horse, S1U0; second, ?«; third, $20. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

2 RUNNING—Three-vear-oldB, mile dash; purse
$100. First horse, $60; second $30 ; third, $10. Free for
all District horses.

3. RUNNING—Mile heats, 2 in 3; purse, $200. First
horse, $120; second, $60; third, $20. Free for all.

4 RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse
$75, First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for all.

srroivnDAv.
5 TROTTING—Class 2:30, 3 in 5; puise,$250. First

horse, 5150; second, £*5; third, $25. Free for all.

6. RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
dash; purse, $75. First horse, $50; second, $25. Free
for District horses.

7. RUNNING—Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.

First horse, $90; second, $45; third, $15. Free for all.

8. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
pnrse, $110. First horse, $S4; second, $42; third, $14.

Free tor all.

9. RUNNING^—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end of each mile , and use six or
more horses; purse, 9200. Three to enter two to start.

First horse, $150; second.$50. Owner to furnish stables.

THIRD DAY.
10. TROTTING—2:40 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; purse

$250. First horse, $150; second, $i5; third, $25. Free
for all.

11. RUNNING—Mile dash ; purse, $125. First horse,
$75; second, $37.50; third, $12.50. Free for District
horses.

12. TROTTING—Four-year-olds orunder, 3 in 5. mile
heats; purse, $200. First horse, $l2u; second, $60;
third, $i). Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
4:30—Purse, $50. First hoise,$3U; second, $15; third, $5.

Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOURTH DAY.
14. TROTTING—2:50 class. 3 in 5; purse, $200.

First horse, $120; second, $60; third, $20. Free
for District norses.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile and r<'i>:it; piirsH, $100.

Firsthorse, $(J0;second, $30; third, jl . l-'r . lor all.

16. RUNNING—One and a quarts uiili'diRl.-; purse,
$150. First hurst*, $y0: secoud,$i.">; thi..i,315. I'ivu lor
all.

17. TROTTING—Single buggy, 2in3, owner to drive;
purse, $75, First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for
District horses.

FIFTH DAY.
18. TROTTING—3in5; purse, $100. Firsthorse, $240;

second, $129 third, $10. Free for all.

19. WALKING—Stallions,one mil**; purse. $-50. First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; purse, $300.
Firsthorse. $1M>; second, $!)0; third, $30. Free for all.

21. TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat;
purse, $125. First team. $75; second, ?'C; third, $13. Free
for District horses. Untrained teams nuisi pull buggy
owners to drive.

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, *?sn. First, 850; second, $20; third. $10.
Entries to be made at time of shooting. Not less than
five to enter. Entrance fee,$5,

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 1) o'clock r. M., on Tuesday,
September 1st 1885.

All entries to be made in writing, to g*ve sex,
color and marks of horses. Also name and residence
of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse.
In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alteruately.it" necessary tn finish any day's
c icing, or to trot i special race betw< en tin' beats.

Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, do bone i*

qualified to be enter* i tn any DiBtricI race thai baa
aoi been owned and kept in the District six (6j

months prior to thi» day of ii"- race, and any entry
by any person of any disqualified horse shall be held
liable for the entrance fee contracted, without any
right to compete for a purse, and shall be beld liable
in penalties prescribed by tin 1 National association
an. 1 Hull ol ii- llturaj Society, and ex-

pulsion from the Association.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION- PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities ami Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Cabb, Salinas.
R. P. Sabgent, Gilroy, Johx Buggs, Colusa.

P. A. Finigax, San Francisco.

HAVTNG CONDCCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Courts, Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders* sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to participate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine randies at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KIJLLII* A. CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE(
UGGIE|

and

WAGONS.
ANT STYLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PEESOXAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishinB
Alterations and Repairs.

OFP1CB AJSTD FACTORY.

13 17 AMI 13 19 .11.1 KKKT STREE1

Between Ninth and Tenth StreetR . San Fr ancisco

.

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

Henby Payot. I* '. \i III

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AND 11II-OKHM;

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,

Blank Book Manufacturers,

^04 Sainome Street, \r«r IMur,

9AN FRANCISCO.
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TIME SCHEDULjB.

Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

fTownsend Street, between Third and Fourth. Streets)

San Francisco.

Commencing May 11,1885. I

8:30 A!
10 :40 A

'

tl :30 P
*3:30pI
*:2o p

•5:13 P

San Mateo, Redwood and
Menlo Park.

u

9:03 A
40:02 a
*3 :36 P
tl :59 P
6:00 P

J7:50 i*

t8:i5p

9 :03 a
*I0rffiA

,
J-Santa Clara, San Jose arid { I *3:36p

4-25 p ' Principal Way Stations. 1
I

6:00 P

J I- tS:lb P

Hill

10-40 a I Gilrov, Pajaru, Castroville, I j *10:02a

•3:30p 1 Salina s and Monterey, t' 6:00 p

_ mville, Camp Goodall, f
10:10a] i AptoB, .vew Brighton, So-;
3:30p| fqaei (O.rap Capitola) andl

U Santa Cruz.. I

t Monterey and Santa Cruz.
1
f (Sunday Excursion)

Soledad and Way Stations

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly . JTheatre train

Saturdays only.

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph ACQ.
Stauk connections are made with the 10:40 a. si.

Train, ev*e,>. vscadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood and Vacific Congress Spring. Stage via

Sanra (_' r ... -vi,i,-t, connect with 5:30 a. m. Train.

Special Kim n: -trip Tickets, at reduced rates to
Monterey, Aptos, Sequel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to liilr„y,Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs

EXCURSION TICKETS.
f Sold Sunday MOKNTNG, and

For Snndays oidv, <forl:30p. it. train; good for re-

(turn same day.
ForSaturdav, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;

Sunday and- good for return until following Mon-
Moivlav, I dav, inclusive , at the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Franc set to

i Gtxt
. Mat

Belmont . .

Redwood..
Fair Oaks.
MenloPark...
May field

SllttU
Moil
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences.,
Santa Clara.
San Jose....
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz.
Monterey

Sun.
Tkt.

n so

l 50
1 75
1 75

2 75
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00

.-'.it to
Mon.
Tkt.

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, B.. R.JT7DAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. £ Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

BKSPKCTFDXI.Y CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best "daces in the State for

Sea Bathing, SUooting and Fishing.
TEAINS LEAVE 6AJJ FBANCISCO DAILY FOE

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEJtECG

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streania
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may he had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions

t
in connection with

the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOTJSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathe, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering PlaceB,

APTOV S041UEL AN1> SANTA CRUZ,
is VIA TIM-: NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge),

The Northern Division runs throngh the counties
of wan Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, I>uck, Geese, I>eer
ami Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by tins line. Stages connect with trains dailv
at Sim Mateo /or those well-known Retreats, PURIS-
S1MA, SAN GHKGOHIO and I'KsOADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and oiler special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will he entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Bai^ageiurn. Train Hak'u'.'ig'-irien an- Instructed
in i^vie CjlKCKs hir nil d<j;;s rcct.-iv.-it in Bag-a-i-
Cars.
B9F*Itj order to guard against accidents to Dogs

v. In!.' in transit, it in necessary that tlicv he provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. tii«nn and Fishing
Tackle will he carried free ofcharge. O mistaken apart
iiin! uecurc.lv packed in wood or leather cases may he
taken in Passenger Cars.
"TTCKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend
street. Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BASBETT, II. B. JUDAU,

Snperintendti t. ABat. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

YERBABUBNA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REUIS I'iiRE :> IV Till! AMERICAS JERSEY CATTLE CS.IS Of HEW YORK.

5 o

K£COK»S OF FOTptDATlOX STOCK;

MART ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 3G Its. 123 ozs.. I week, A. J. 0. C. test; 8G7 lbs. 142 ozs. in 11 months.
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, St) ths. 21 ozs., 1 week, A. J. C. C. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 H)s. 4-V ozs., 1 week.
EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in II months.
MON PLASIEE, 183 H)S., 1 week.
VALUE 2d, 46 lbs. 12\ ozs. in 7 days.
Blood relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale by

HEi'RV PIERCE, San Francisco.

Jerseys not registered in tlie Americau Jersey Cattle Club of New York sell as grades
at liall-price in Hit- East.

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 14th, 1885.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at
Oakland terry, loot oi" Market St., San
Francisco as follows:

Stallion for Sale.
Tiie Standard Bred Trottiii<r. Stallion

ALCONA, 730,
Belonging to A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NER, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

BRED BY" GENERAL W. T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1S77. Sired by

Alinont, 33, by Alexander's Abdallah, 15, by Rysdyk's
Hauibletonian, 10, by Abdallah 1. Dam by Mamhrino
Chief, ll, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Almont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full 16}4 hands; bright chestnut; has large,

clean limbs; large, Bat bone; large, smooth hocks and
i'oints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
las never been trained or handled for speed, but is
finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hambletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2 :30 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as fellows: Almont, his sire, and sire
of Piedmont. 2t.i; Alexander's Abdallah, his grandsire,
andsireofGoldsmithMaid.fi; Rvsdyk's Hambleton-
ian, his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39; Abdallah 1, his
g. g. g. sire, 4; Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady Thorn,
6: Pilot, Jr., 9.
Take notice, he is not only descended from the two

greatest and most popular trotting families,
but through the best and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for whichhe paid $27,600. Also to Ailie West, 5-
year-old record of 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2:22>£;
Rachel B.,2:2S>£, and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:2,. Bostick's Almont, Ji., 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona, and 15

othtr sons of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many ofthem making records of 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting but
road and carriage or pari-" horses on the Pacific Coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, but they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
good feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
McLafeity, of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,
was offered, but refused, $2,000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having moved to California and
taken bis trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previously disposed of,
he will be taken to the California State Fair this sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. GOODRICH,
Jordan Vallev. Oregon, or
SILAS SKINNER.

Napa, Cal.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year J 885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Politicai History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delplt, the great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Bill Sye writes each week exclusively for the

Incjlesiue on this Coast. Beside Mr, Nye the Ingle-
kide has secured the services of I'liiliji II. Wolcli,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Sbort stories by Dan O'Connell . Flora Hai nes
Apponyi, Yda Addis, B. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Parts, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys. Art
Babble, Tlie City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will he chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription: One year, -'3 Oil; six months,

91.79; three months, rl. mi; by carrier, in the city, :J5

cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rab'B through any postmaster or newsdealer
in Hie United States; also by addressing

the im;ij>ii>i:. ;i- Montgomery St.,
SAN FBANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, Tlie Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.

Tlie INOLESIDB was recently incorporated, with a
capital Stock of 860,1 Directors and sole Stock-
holders: II. B. McDowell, R.P, Ashe, WllUard Wells,

H. D. Blgelow, W. E, Ashe.

Secured by Letters Patent, July 25, 1882.

Havinp;thus describedmy invention, what I claim
as new, and desire to secure mv letters patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the sidi.- straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation, to the
eye wldle circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H. connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as ant lor the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com' ination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding k- iters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at tlie

same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
S<. n. i tiling oi the same efteci on tin- action follows as
is indiiceoby toe-weights. This is especially the case
whenyoung colte are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the oJieo without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

.I46!8N A. MiKKKHON.
No. 230 and *2o2 Ellis St. San Francisco.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*6:00—*6:&i—7:00-7:30—»:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11 :0U-ll:3iJ—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4 :0n— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00— 11:00 —
*12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*fi:QO—*6:30— •7:00— *7:30— *8 :00

—

•8:30—*3:30—•4^)0—*4:30—*5:00—*5 :30—»6KiO—*6 :30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VAXE (via Alameda)-»9:30—6:30—Jll:00—*1Z:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:30—
9:00—9:30—10:00—$10:30—11:00—{11:30—12:00—tl2 :30—
1:00—$1:30-2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:0Q.

TO BERKELEY—«6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—»8:30
—9:00—±9:30—10:00—$10:30—11:00—$11:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—0:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12;00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— -"6:00— •6:30— 7:00—•7:30—
$8:00—*8 :30—9 :00—10 :00—11 :00—$1 :00—2:00—3 :00—1 :00
—•4:30-5:00—•5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:23—•6:53—"7:23—*7:53—*S3?
•8:53—*9::a—*10:21—'4:23—*4:53—"5:23—*5:53—•8:23—
•6:53—7:25—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5:15— *5:4a—
$6:45—9:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— «5;30— •6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:22—*5:52—*6:22— 6:52—*7:22—

7:52—*8:-*J-S:52—9:22-9:52— $10:22— 10:52— $11:22—
11:82—$12:22—12:52—$1:22—1:52—2:52—3:22-3:52—4:22
-^:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—•5:15—•5:45—'6:15—6:45—*7:15—
7:45—*8:15— 8:45—$9:15—9:45—$10:15—10" 45— $11 :1B—
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9:45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:46—•6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45— $9:15—9:45—10:45— $12:45— 1:45 — 2:45—
3 :45—4 :45—*5 :15—5 :45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15.

CREEK KOl'TE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15—
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6:15—8:15—10 J5— 12;15— 2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. $Sundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co.,S. F.

A. SB. TOWKE,
Gen. Manager,

T. II. UOODMAN.
Gen. Pass. ATtk Afjt,

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of 2:81J, third heat; a two-mile record of 5:10$;

hae trotted a mile in 2 :29J, in a two-mile heat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, without a blemish, and

one of the best pole horseB in the State.

For further particulars address

Nevada Stables, 1 336 Market Street. S. F.

50 Choice Merino Rams, very liiph grade. $12.50 each
per carload. Also Pedigreed Rams, $2-i^,J55 each.

JO Imported Holstcin Cattle. «250@$450 each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, $100 to

$250 each.
10 Ayrshire Bulls. >!iiii(."7s2.w each.
5 Hereford Bulls. ?3i"HK<7* 150 each.
to Hereford Grade Bulls and Heifers,! to 8 months

old,$30@?40.
Id Durham Bulls, ?200<?-?a50 each.
20 Durham Heifers, Mixed Pedigrees, $100@4l50 each.
5 Devon Bu11b,$100@3I25 each.
20 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect.2> months old, 912.50 each.
5 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 5 months old. $18,50 each.
3 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, I0tol2nionthsold, (30each.
Thesonro the prices on cars, CASH, and the large*

the ordar the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. s.\\i:,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Rusfi
House, San Francisco, or 488 Edwards s(„ Oakland

OS"' I will import <<t export Live Stock from any
country to the United States, and deal in every kind 01
Live Stock except common horses and beef cattle.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

For Sale. •

A Thoroughbred, graded Laveniek Setter Dog,
four months old, very stylish and nondsome. For
pedigree and price address

It. W. SMITH,
u v Tabic Mountain Gun Club.

Oroville, Cal. I

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Sec*y

aSrScnd forcircular.ta

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary t>ruduuic <>i

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, I'atiaita.

Veterinary Iiilirmnry. 3 • I TVatoiiia St
Residence, OfiG Howard St., yauFranclsCO.

LEAVE
(.FOR)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(FBOM)

J8:00 A M Byron 16:10 i' m
8:00 A M Calistoga and Napa 'J0:)0 a M
•bio p m 6:10 p m
7:30 a a Colfax
7:30 a M Delta, Redding and Portland 6:M p M

«3 :30 P M Gait via Martinez •10:10 a m
b:0U a M lone via Ltverniore 5:40 P U
[;00 P M Knight's Lauding 10 :10 a m

•5:00 P u Liverraoxe and i leasanton... •8:40 a m
8:00 a M Martinez 6:10 I* M
•8:00 a M IMilton. •7:10 p m
3;30 P M .. / Mojave, Doming. \ Express..

... J EI Paso and East. ( Emigrant
10:40 a m

7:00 p m 0:10 a M
lu :W a U .. ..Niles and Havwards 3:40 p U
3:00 p m ... * Ogden and \ Express 11:10 a m
7:00 p u ... J East ( Emigrant 6:10 a m
7 :30 A M Red Bluff via Maryaville 5: to P m
8:00 A M Sacramento, via Lfvermore.. 5:4") p m
7:30 A M 6 HO i* H
3:00 P m 11:10 a m
4:00 P M 10:10 a M

•4:00 p M Sacramento River Steamers.. •0:00 a M
8:00 a m •3:40 p m

HOrtO A M p:i<> p M
3 flU f M 3:40 a M
8:00 A m Stockton via Liverraore 5:40 p u

•8:Wi a u *7;i0 I' S£

*3:3U P M " via Martinez *10:40 a m
*9 :30 a li •7:10 P M

Frorti San Francisco l>ally,
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ROD.
A Trip to Big Meadows-

PART II.

Last week I wrote of the arrival of the Judge and myself

at Big Meadows. The last of our sixty-five miles, like the

finish in a horse race, was a sort of a spurt. Wash put new

life into his four-horse team (I ought to say two horses and

two mules), and we drew up in front of the hotel with a

grand flourish. The passengers had dropped off until the

Judge and myself were all that were left. It was just 8

o'clock, daylight had not yet departed, a merry party were on

the porch "to see who had come and to receive the mail and

newspapers. No sooner had we alighted from the stage than

we were recognized by almost the whole party. There was

Mr. W , the popular Chairman of the Republican State

Central Committee, whose reputation as an angler has spread

as far East as the Eangely Lakes, and whose efforts in behalf

of fish preservation and propagation are known to all Cali-

fornia fisherman; Judge F , a popular Judge of our

Superior Courts, and a comparatively recent convert to bam-

boo rods and fly-fishing; General C , a well-known mem-
ber of the legal profession at Bed Bluff, and last but not least

one of our best fly-casters and fisherman, Mr. A , the

genial President of the California Sportsman's Club. Each of

these gentlemen was accompanied by his accomplished wife,

to whom the Judge and myself are indebted for the

pleasure their presence added to our -visit. After enjoying a

hearty dinner and exchanging the news with the guests we

were ready, willing and glad to repose ourselves for the night.

Our battle of the nighfc previous with the mosquitos was not

entirely obliterated from the mind—I am sure my face and

hands all covered with lumps gave me a gentle reminder of

it. But here all was peace and quiet, and as the morning

came, so did the Judge aud I, refreshed by a good night's

rest and feeling none the worse for our two days on cars and

stage.

We were anxious to don our fishing toggery and try the

fishing, but we were told to calm ourselves and wait until

afternoon, as the fish did not rise early in the morning.

While waiting I will tell you of our situation and surround-

ings The hotel is called Bunnells, so named after its genial,

generous host, L. W. Bunnell. Mr. Bunnell has lived for

manv years in the meadows, and while ostensibly keeping

a hotel, his real business is the making of butter. He
milks ordinarily some fifty cows, and what with barns, car-

riage house, dairy house, hotel cottages and out-houses, his

place looks like a little village. The location is at the lower

end of the Meadows on the east side, and within a stone s

throw of the Feather river. Inside the house is neatness

personified, and the table, oh, angler, next to lauding a two-

pound trout will transport you as near to happiness and con-

tentment as one mav reasonably expect to approach in this

world The Judge, as enthusiastic a fisherman as he is, re-

marked that he would be content to stay all Summer even if

he didn't catch a fish. Mr. Bunnell's stables are well sup-

plied with horses, and he is always ready aud glad to take

you anywhere; and Charley, the China boy who presides in

the kitchen, cheerfully provides a good lunch and plenty of

it. A commodius sitting-room is provided for the gentlemen,

aud here they gather after dinner around a good warm lire

{for the nights are cold) and smoke, and recount the exploits

of the day until the ladies call them to the parlor, where the

remainder of the evening is spent in music, singing, and pro-

gressive euchre.
, _ , , . .

The Meadows is a large body of level land containing some

30 000 acres, used exclusively for cattle. There are no trees

growing upon it. except now and then a bunch of willows on

the rivlr banks. The long stretch of even grain some ten

miles long by two to three miles wide, surrounded by moun-

tains, the pine forests lining its edges and. the snow-capped

Lassen Buttes rearing its frosted head high up above its Eel-

lows in the distance, altogether makes a picture well worth

seeiu". There is a good road following the edge of the tim

ber completely encircling the Meadows, which affords a most

pleasureable drive. The climate JR bracing, invigorating and

healthful. The altitude is some five thousand feet above

the sea far beyond the reach of a San Francisco fog, and the

beat of the lower valleys. As I said before, the nights are

cold. While we were there, there was a frost every night.

After the sun has been out for an hour or so, the day is

pleasant and comfortable. Thunder showers are of some-

what frequent occurrence. The sound of the thunder as it

echoes through the mountains is grand, but woe unto a

fisherman caught in a shower. It isn't a ran., it is more

than that, the water comes in sheets as though poured out,

not unlike an Eastern shower, upon the breaking of a storm
in the late Spring.
These meadows contain properly the head waters

of the Feather river. The main or north fork runs
through the centre, and takes its supply from large springs
and mountain Btreams. The east fork trausverses a large

meadow to the east of the main meadows, and secures it sup-
ply in the same way. Here I must make mention of a
piece called the Big Spring. It is literally big. The water
gushes forth from the hillside in immense volumes not un-
like in appearance the water as seen coming from an artesian

well, or more properly from many artesian wells close to-

gether. This water rushes down the mountainside for only
a short distance, and is caught in a large circular basin about
300 feet in diameter, and deep enough to float a large steamer.

The sight sets one to wondering where such an immense
body of water, the supply of which seems to be inexhaustible,

can rind a store-bouse under the surface. All the waters
from these springs and streams are as cold as the coldest ice

water, and everywhere it runs clear and deep. In the river

proper as it runs through the meadows there is but little

current except in a few places. The banks are comparatively
free from brush and are only two or three feet above the

water's edge. One can walk along these banks for miles and
whip every foot of water without meeting any obstruction to

the cast. The river is large and wide enough to admit of the

use of a boat, and in fact a great deal of the fishing is done in

that way.

With the exception of suckers, chubs, and gudgeon, which
are to be found in all the fresh water streams of California, the

trout is the fish of these waters. Of the sucker nothing good
can be said further than that they are greatly sought after by
the Indians, and for food to them are more preferable than
the trout. Of the chub I can say nothing, except that I

saw and caught a few of them. Of the gudgeons a great deal

can be Baid, and is always said, perhaps, not politely, by the

bait-fisher. When trout will not rise to the bait, the angler

does not have to wait long for a nibble—the gudgeon is always
about and is invariably hungry. If there is one thing more
than another which ought to make a man forever for-

swear bait-fishing for trout, that thing is the gudgeon;
and when I see a man baiting his hook, I pity and feel sorry

for him, for in nine cases out of ten he is only feeding a

hundry gudgeon. Bait-fishing is thus made degrading, for

every time one thus loses his worm he is sure to swear, and
of all abominations a swearing angler is the worst. Of the

trout there is some diversity of opinion as to whether there

is only one or two varieties. This is certain, the variety

known as the salmo irkleus, or rainbow trout, predominates.

The prevailing distinctive features of this trout, viz.; depth

of body, large dorsal tin, yellow belly and the rainbow streak

along its sides, would seem to characterize it beyond question,

yet another trout caught in the same waters having pretty

much the same features, with perhaps not quite so much
depth of body, and the rainbow tint not quite so marked,
and a whitish belly, has given rise to considerable friendly

controversy. On the one hand it is claimed that they are the

same as the rainbow, the difference in color, etc., being

accounted for by the different habitat of the same fish; that

is, the fish are affected in color by light and shade, such dif-

ferences as we frequently see in fish we catch in ourmountain
streams about here. It is well known to every angler that

the color of fish are affected in that manuer. I have caught
trout in the Santa Cruz mountains in streams discolored by
sawdust so black that they were almost beyond recognition,

but this theory would hardly account for the change inform;

nor does it seem that in the same water the color of the

belly would change from yellow to white. GiviDgexpressiou

to my own opinion, I think there are two distinct varieties,

one being the rainbow and the other the ordinary or common
brook trout. A few grilse are also to be found in these

waters. The salmon, I am told, never find their way up so

far. This is accounted for in two ways: there are falls in the

rivers too high for them to ascend, and again the beds of the

rivers do not afford breeding grounds to their liking. The
trout caught here are all very fat, the flesh is hard and they

are most excellent food. For the nine days I spent in the

meadows the table was supplied at breakfast and dinner with

them each day, and with the last meal I ate there they

tempted my appetite and tasted just as good as they did at

the first meal. In size this trout grows to be quite large,

some have been caught weighing between nine and too

pounds. The average of fish caught, however, weigh from

one-half to three-quarters of a pound. They are the gamest

of all trout it has ever been my pleasure to catch. They
always fight to the finish, and never throw up the sponge
until safely lauded by the net.

In my next I will tell of the fishing we had and of the fish

we caught. F. F.

A correspondent takes exception to the way in which the
Fish Commission was spoken of last week. He insists that
Commissioner Bedding is alone to blame for the strained rela-

tions between the Commissioners, and informs us that the
majority of the Commission, Hon., R. H. Buckingham and
Judge A. B. Dibble, are making all sorts of self-sacrifices in
behalf of the public, and are doing great things in the way of

forwarding fish interests in California, and closes his letter

with an intimation to the effect that unless his statements are
accepted without reserve and printed, he will withdraw his

support and good will. To that correspondent we say, go
ahead. We desire your support and your good will, but we
will not pay what you think they are worth. We are in quite
as good a position to know all the facts about the work of the
Commission as anyone, and we can better afford to be with-
out such a supporter, and to lose the good will of such as the
correspondent, than to permit our statements to be biased by
threats or urgency, or to be at variance with common sense.

The dams on the Tuolumne, at La Grange, and on the
Stanislaus, at Knight's Ferry, are to have fish ladders. The
local Deputy Fish Commissioner has notified the owners to

construct the necessary fish ways, and if they are not erected
forthwith, the State will do the work, and make the expense
a lien on the property benefited. Salmon should run up the
Merced, and would do so but for dams.
The Guardian of Yosemite Valley, Mr. W. E. Dennison, a

keen sportsman, should interest himself in seeing that the
Fish Commission does its duty as to the Merced dams.

Another portion of "Frank Fowler's" excellent Big Mead-
ow's series of fishing letters will please our readers this week.

A 32 calibre, Smith & Wesson double action has been
shown us recently, to which a laTge handle was fitted by a
ship carpenter. The grip is now about like that of a Colt 45,

and the pistol with this addition becomes a very accurate
weapon. At first sight it looked too large for pocket use,

but a trial showed that it was not only not too large, but all

the better for increase in the size of the grip. It can be so
readily drawn from the pocket, and is so much less likely to

slip from a moist hand.

There is a striking difference in sizes between the flies

commonly used by local fly fishermen and those made by
English makers for experts on the other side of the water.

A few days since we happened to meet "F. W. E.," a cor-

respondent of the London Field, by the side of a trout stream,
in which were many half, three-quarter and pound fish. We
were doing fairly well with a Jungle Cock, with dark body,
tied on a No. 9 Carlisle; but we felt as though we were fish-

ing with a shark hook, when our stylish friend came whip-
ping along, taking bigger fish than ourself and taking them
on a March Brown tied on a Kirby hook considerably smaller
than the ordinary No. 12. His tackle throughout was very
fine, except the rod. The liue was hard braided silk. The
gut was hair gut nicely drawn, and his casts were well worth
watching, they were so true aud light. We saw him hook
and kill a rainbow trout, weighing just under a pound, in

twelve minutes, and doit without seeming excited in the

least. In fact he had, a few days before we met, killed one
that pulled a pound and three-quarters, fair weight, on the

same tackle. He did miss some fish that we would probably
have hooked, but as he was fishing for sport he could con-
sole himself by restriking them, aud when he did get well

into a fish, the knowledge that only the utmost skill could
enable him to basket it, must have added a good deal k> his

pleasure. His rod was a common affair, butt aud middle of

ash, and tip of lance wood; but he said he had fished with
it pretty nearly all over the world and could not see any
superiority in split bamboo.

Alameda County Club.

The special shoot, for the fine breechloader presented to the

club by Mr. Baird, will come off at Bird's Point, S. P. C. It. K.,

on next Saturday, Sept. 5th. It will be at 12 live birds, SO
yards rise, aud 12 clay pigeons, IS yards rise, under
handicaps. The match is set for 12:30 i\ Iff., sharp,

and will begin at live birds. The regular prizes for

the season s shooting in the Alameda club were won by
Dr. S. E. Knowles, who took first, Mr. John Pollak, second,

aud Mr. H. A. Mayhew, third. The prizes were in coin, h

it. is the intention of one, at least, <>f the winners, i *
» Ki

to have a medal made worth the amount of first prize.
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HEED AND SWINE.
Prevention of Milk Fever.

There has been much written about milk fever; various rem-

edies are given for it, claimed as certain, but still we often

hear of fatal cases, and these usually where the cow is of high

value.

Two kinds of treatment, to prevent the disease, are ad-

vanced by experts, exactly the reverse of each other, one

tending to lower the tone of the system, the other to rein-

force it. It seems to me that both are wrong and both right,

for the treatment should depend on the condition of the ani-

mal, aiding to put her in that state which will best encoun-

ter the strain to be put on her, especially the feverishness in-

variably accompanying calving.

If a cow in the sixth or seventh month is low in condition,

whether she feeds well or not, means should be taken to put

her on the gaining road. The way to do this varies with the

animal, which must be watched and various feeds tried;

almost invariably an increase of the ordinary rations will

answer; if not, change the grain, even if Indian meal must
be used. Boots are most excellent, but often mangolds or

carrots are not relished when potatoes or apples would be;

in an obstinate case I found condimental food effectual.

Once the animal is decidedly on the gaining road, leave

off—should they have been resorted to—Indian meal and
condimental food. Keep her in robust health, guarding

against feverishness, the main thing for this purpose being

to keep the bowels rather loose than the contrary.

On the other hand, should the system be plethoric, the

animal in high health, aim to keep her well and strong while

reducing the flesh. This can usually be done by feeding

solely on good hay—good meadow hay is often the very best

food in such cases; roots will generally keep the bowels open;

if not, give daily two quarts of shorts, with one quart old

style oil meal.

As the time for calving approaches, say a month previ-

ously, the milk will, usually, decidedly decrease. This may
be assisted by not stripping at milking time, then milking

once a day, then less frequently, until scarcely any is given,

when it will take care of itself. To get a cow dry, I should
never reduce her condition; if, as is often the ease with large

milkers, she cannot be dried off, water may be given spar-

ingly; that is, she must not have all she will drink, but
always enough to ensure against thirst, and her food reduced

as much as it can be without loss of condition, choosing also

the kind that least tends to milk. Do not milk dry, but keep

the bag easy, free from caking, by gentle manipulation. It

seems to me" that any purge, before or after calving, is un-
wise as reducing the strength.

As soou as the cow has licked the Uidf over, give her a

gruel, blood warm, made of one quart of rye meal and one
quart of shorts, quite liquid, with a tablespoonful of powdered
nitre, well dissolved in boiling water, in it, and leave her in

quiet to get rid of her afterbirth; in four hours give her an-

other drink, made in the same way, should the afterbirth

not have come away; if it has, of two quarts of shorts of the

same temperature and consistency as before, and in either

case with the nitre; also a handful, not an armful, of good
sweet hay, free from clover. After this, feed three times a

day a gruel made of one quart of ground oats and one quart

of shorts, with the tablespoonful of nitre mprning and night,

and the handful of hay each time.

The grain for the gruel should be thorougly wet with cold

water first, but not slopped; then boiling water poured on,

enough to cook it, aud the mixture cooled with cold water to

the proper temperature; thus there will be about a pailful of

liquid three times a day, which is sufficient for thirst. At
the noon feed, when no nitre is used, put in half a spoonful

of table salt; continue this treatment for 72 hours, -when the

cow and calf should be separated and a gradual return made
to her full and usual feed, if all is right. There is always a

slight feverishness after calving; should it increase instead

of diminish, give 40 drops (about three-fourths of a tea-

spoonful) of tincture of aconite every four hours, until the

fever is reduced, omitting the powdered nitre in the gruel.

If when offered her gruel at any time after calving, the

cow refuses it, she is probably very ill, and the sooner
prompt measures are taken against milk fever, the better.

Above all, guard against a chill at the time of calving and
for four days after, botn in Winter and Summer, and against

overheating in the latter.

—

Cor. Country Gentleman.
o

A new method of washing butter has, it is stated, been
patented in Germany. The particles, as soon as gathered

in the churn {about a tenth of an inch in size), are removed
to a centrifugal machine, the drum of which is pierced with
holes, and lined with a linen sack that is taken out with the

butter. The machine is set in rapid motion, aud the butter-
'

milk begins to escape, a spray of water thrown into the re- ',

volviug drum washing out all the foreign matters adhering
to the butter. When the wash-water comes away clean, the

washing is stopped, the revolutions being continued till the

last drop of water is removed. The dry butter is then taken
out, moulded and packed. The product, it is claimed, has a

finer grain, flavor and aroma, aod much better keeping quali-

ties thau when prepared for market in the ordinary way.
«

The Guernseys possess in a high degree the deep color o
the milk and consequent butter yield. It is this quality

which makes them particularly valuable to introduce into a

herd for the purpose of improving the colorof the butter. The
milk it a tew Guernseys will very perceptibly tinge the milk
of a dairy of Shorthorn*. This golden hue is, however, far

more valuable in being indicative of sterling wealth, the milk
being richer than that yielded by ordinary cows, and yielding
a larger proportion of cream and butter. Iu the island it is

generally reckoned that a good average cow will produce one
pound of butter per day throughout the year, on the ordi-

nary feed of the island.

A writer iu an exchange, advocating the dishorning of cat-

tle says: Cutting out the embryo horn from the calf's skull is

not a painful operation; not so much as docking a lamb's
tail, and not one-hundredth part so much as castrating an
animal. Yet we do these for the sake of convenience and
profit, and why should we not remove the horns, which are
an intolerable nuisance and a source of much danger to the
owners of the cattle.

After a cow becomes well up in years, she generally
becomes much more difficult to keep iu good condition, and
as a consequence, her keep is more expensive. For this rea-

son none but cows of moderate age should usually be kept,

aud as fast as they become old they should be disposed of.

Don't change your dairy herd from cheese to butter, or

from butter to cheese, in a vain attempt to ki |> up with the

changes in the markets. By such management the cows will

be good for neither cheese or butter.

Test the Cows.

Every owner of a herd of cows should know what they are
individually worth to him. Very few herds can be found in

the country but will contain cows that not only do not yield

any profit to their owners but are even kept at a loss, which
loss must be made up by the profitable cows. Many cows
will give a good quantity of milk while fresh, but will hold
out so poorly as to be unprofitable in the end. A cow giv-

ing a smaller quantity per day but holding out nine months
in the year, will often prove to be the more profitable cow.
Again, a cow giving a large mess of milk, but of poor quality,

may not be worth her keep, especially if butter making is the
object. There are many points to consider in determining
the value of a cow; the quantity of milk given in a year, its

value for the purpose for which the cow is kept, the amount
of food required to keep her, her disposition, ease of milking,

etc. It is attention to such points that will often turn a los-

ing business into a paying one. In these times of low prices

and small profits, businessmen of all classes expect to watch all

corners, stop all leaks and useless expense, and utilize

everything. Manufacturing interests which a few yearB ago
yielded a large profit, now often depend forprofit on utilizing

what then was wasted. The agriculturists in the various de-

partments must not expect to succeed unless they pursue a
similar policy. The dairyman then should have his scales

and record book, and should weigh and record what he gives
his cows, and "what they give him in return, until he knows
what each cow is capable of doing; then, knowing the unpro-
fitable ones, he can weed them out.

Farmers do too much guessing in their business, and trust

too much to chance, luck and the moon, and do too little

close figuring. Figures are wonderful eye-openerB and form
mighty interesting reading sometimes.

Every few blocks, on all but the principal business streets

in Valparaiso, is a platform upon which a cow is tied and
milked to order by a dairy-maid whenever a customer calls.

On a table near by are usually found measures, cans and
glasses, and even often a bottle of brandy, -where a thirsty

man can mix a glass of punch if he likes. In the morning
these stands are surrounded by servants from the aristo-

cratic houses with cups and buckets, awaiting their turn,

while as fast as one cow is exhausted she is dismissed and
another driven upon the platform. Thi6 plan has its advan-
tages, and the pump-handle in Chili is not much used by
milkmen.

The period of milking cows, says Professor Sheldon, may
be classed in three parts. For the first six to seven weeks
after calving, the largest quantity of milk per day is pro-
duced. After this the yield falls off consider-ably, but then
remains at about the same figure for two or three months,
when a steady decline sets in nntil the cow is perfectly dry.
By care the best parts of the milking periods may be pro-
longed, and this ought to be the aim of all milk-producers.
If green fodder and other food which stimulates milk secre-
tion can be used at the right time, a considerable extra quan-
tity of milk may be produced.

Old and unprofitable cows sometimes accumulate on the
farm, and such animals are very hard to dispose of to
advantage. Fattening such animals does not pay; yet it is

about the only means of putting them in merchantable con-
dition. This can be done most cheaply and easily while the
pasture is good, and if the old cow is given a liberal allowance
of grain, iu connection with good pasture, she will often give
a good mess of milk and fatten rapidly at the same time,
while the milk will often pay a large per cent, of the cost of
the extra feed.

The age of the cow has much to do with her value as a
milker. A cow with her first calf never milks as well with
her third or fourth one, and for a dairy animal, as a rule, is

unprofitable. For this reason care should be taken in buy-
ing cows for the dairy, to obtain those with their second or
third calves— not with their first one.

Nothing should be given a milch cow that, so far as quality
is concerned, we should not be willing to eat and drink our-
selves. Pastures should be free from weeds, brush and rank
grasses, also from bitter herbs and low-growing deciduous
trees.

The good cow will always pay a reasonable interest on the
investment, if well cared for, but the poor one will not be
profitable, no matter how well treated. Besides this, a good
cow will give better returns for a little extra care than the
poor one will, aud this is a most potent reason for only keep-
ing the very best.

Hogs should not be allowed to run in a lot where there is

sluggish or stagnant water, as such wallows are apt to beget
cholera. Hogs should have plenty of water, but it should be
clear, pure and fresh.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Open Joint or Broken Knees.

Plenty of shade for chicks is almost as necessary as plenty
of feed. Without proper shade chicksofteu get "sunburnt,"
their feathers refuse to grow, and the result will be a lot of
bare-backed, stunted chicks that will not be worth the raising.
But how shall we give them shade? Well, this is the way I
furnish my chicks with shade and at the same time food:
I usually raise at home some 500 chicks, and as cats and
skunks are very plenty, I have a large yard enclosed with a
fence 5 feet high, *2 feet of boards at the bottom, and .'J feet

of wire at the top. The cats cannot get in and the chicks
cauuot get out. This reminds me of what "Jim Pisk" once
r-aid iu reply to an invitation from the people of Brattleboro,
Yt., his native place, to donate something towards building
a new fence around the cemetery at that place; his reply was,
"that he did notknow what they wanted of a new fence, for

those that were in there could not get out, and those that
were out did not want to get in." But my cape is nearly the
opposite of that, for those that are iu want to get out, and
that are out want to get iu. But to get back to my subject.
In the Spring I plow this yard and sow itwith oats, wheat and
sunflowers. The oats and wheat make plenty of green feed
and later an abundance of grain feed, for the chicks being
small at this Beason of the year gives the grain a chance to
get up out of their reach, and as I sow it very thick there is

plenty that seeds aud ripens. The sunflowers grow to an
immense size, many of them reachingu height of 15 feet, aud
by trimming off the lower leaves they make a fine grove,
which makes plenty of shade, and the seeds furnish the
chicks iu the Fall many bushels of the very best feed. In
addition to this I have some tjO plum trees in this yard
which furnishes shade as well as fruit, for me, not for the
chicks. I also put up temporary sheds for the chicks to get
uuder in warm weather. For coops I use large boxes with
slatted fronts, and at night I put up boards in front of them
to keep out the skunks. I caught 15 of these "pets" last
Full.

—

Fancier*' Friend.

Open joint, or broken knees as some term it, is generally
occasioned by falling; open joint, however, is an opening
into its capsular ligament, which may also be made by ac-
cident or design with any sharp instrument. Cases of open
joint very seldom occur; the horse, in falling on his knees,
merely lacerates the integuments, and perhaps punctures
the sheath of the extensor tendon which passes over the knee,
from which synovial fluid escapes, and this is mistaken for
the true joint synovia. Such an injury, although simple as
it may appear, often terminates in anchylosis of the carpal
bones.
Treatment—Supposing the horse to have just fallen, let

that part be cleansed of foreign bodies; then remove all the
pendant skin, and clip the hair short (it is no use to try to
heal by first intention— therefore sutures are useless); then
ascertain, by probe, if the joints be opened; but, whether it

be so or not, the first dressing consists of a pledget saturated
with tincture of aloes and myrrh, over which apply a cold-
water bandage. Best and a light diet follow. The dressing
is not to be removed until suppuration commences; which
will be in the course of two or three days; then cleanse and
apply a paste of charcoal and fir balsam, and bandage as be-
fore. In cases of open joint with profuse discharge of syn-
ovia, add an equal quantity of pulverized bayberry bark to
the charcoal, and dust the parts frequently with the same
without removing the dressing, for the wound must not be
exposed unless absolutely necessary. A rather bad case of
open joint was cured by covering the chasm with paste
formed of fir balsam, powdered myrrh and charcoal; over
this was placed a piece of lint, and a nicely adjusted splint
was fixed to the back of the knee joint, and over the whole
a starched bandage three inches wide and five yards in length.
The bandage remained on for six days, during which time
the patient was kept on his legs. On removing the bandage
care was taken not to disturb the lint; some fresh paste was
smeared over it, and a cold-water bandage substituted for
one of starch. The chasm was finally healed by the use of
collodion and fir balsam without bandage.
In slight wounds of the knee it is sufficient to cleanse the

part aud wet occasionally with arnica—two ounces of tinc-

ture to one pint of water, accompanied with rest.— Western
Sportsman.

Feeding and Driving Horses in Hot Weather.

Cold is one of the best tonics as aniuvigoratorof digestion,

as well as of nervous energy and muscalar contractability.

Heat, on the other hand, takes out the tension from all the
tissues, chemically, as it does out of overheated metal; and
physically, by lessening the appetite, and in the manner
stated relaxing, and thus enervating the functions. If the
owner or driver could but realize that ennui overtakes the
horse precisely as it overtakes the man when oppressed
by heat and fatigue, and however much the lash may be
brought into requisition for the purpose of infusing new
energy, the reaction'—relaxation—following the hurt caused
by the whip, leaves the poor beast more exhausted than
before.

The trouble iu hot weather is, that the horse, as men-
tioned, cannot replenish rapidly enough to enable him to
keep up a severe strain continuously, simply because the
appetite and digestion are weakened, and the relaxing effect

of the heat is enervating. This emergency may be met by
driving in the early morning and in the after part of the day.
If the drive continues all day, one of the best modes of relief

is to now and then get in the shade for half an hour, loosen-

ing tee check; and while taking this little respite if the
horse can get access to a bite of grass for five or ten minutes,
this will be found to be wonderfully inspiring. Driving with
a check short enough to give weariness to the neck when the
heat is debilitating, is one of the most unwise practices that
can be ventured upon. The horse, if checked np at allt

should have this done very moderately, and an occasional
stop at the water trough, the check being taken off, will give
great relief. Frequent watering, a small amount being in-

indulged in, is best; and the principal feed should be given
at night, that it may be eaten at leisure and digested and
assimilated before morning. To impose the carrying of half
a peck or more of oats within the digestive organs when
under exertion is unwise, aud should, whenever possible to

do so, be avoided.

—

Live Stock Journal.

Walkinsr Horses-

The fair season has commenced. In the next two months
many fairs will be held all over the country. These fairs are
called agricultural aud mechanical fail's, and are supposed to

be largely in the interests of farmers. It is the farmers that
provide the articles that make up the shows, and it is they
who pay a large part of the gate money and make up the
crowds. But is it not true that horsemen play a very impor-
tant part in the management and control of these fairs? The
farmer is certainly interested in the development aud im-
provement of the horse; but the improvement he should seek
to make is not that which the average horseman endeavors to

make. The latter is mainly interested ia getting horses to

run, trot or pace a mile in the quickest time possible. While
it is tvell that speed in these gaits be developed, yet they alto-

gether are of less importance in practical life than speed in

walking. The fast runner is needed ouly in cases of distress

or danger; the fast trotter or pacer is preeminently a pleasure
horse; the fast walker is the horse for business on the country
roads, the city streets and the farm. A horse that will walk
a mile inside of twelve minutes, is of more practical value to

a farmer than one that can trot a mile in 2:40. The differ-

ence between a slow and a fast walking team on a farm makes
the difference between plowing one and a half acres in a day,
or two; cultivating six acres of corn or eight; cutting ten
acres of grass or twelve; going to town live miles away in one
hour or taking two for it. But how much pains do the fair

associations take to develop this gait in horses by establish-

ing walking races and giving premiums? So far as we have
premium lists of fairs in Missouri, not one offers a premium
for fast walking horses. If the farmers would servo theirown
interests and make these agricultural fairs of more practical

value, they would discountenance so much jockeying aud
scrub horse racing at the fairs and add other aud more
elevating features.

—

Rural World.

Keep the colts in a growing condition from the time they
enter the world until they are matured, and you will have no
cause to regrot it. Many valuable colts are never developed
iutu the kind of horses they might have been under different

treatment.
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EASTERN LETTER.

Californiana at Saratoga—The Season Rather
a Backward One—The Horses at Horse
Haven—Ban Pox's and Freeland's
Great Races at Monmouth Park

—

General News, Etc., Etc.

Reaching this place to-day, after arapid ride offive hours up
the west shore of the Hudson, the most charming of America's
inland watering places, is found to be in the height ol the

gay season, although the present has been a rather backward
one for the well-known Bonifaces who keep open house at

their giant hotels. This month may, however, balance their

accounts on. the right side, as the town is very full just

at present. A great many Californians are summering at this

favored spot, some of those who have as yet caught your
correspondent's eye being Joim W. Shaw, E. J. Baldwin, B.
P. Ashe, Harry Logan, Montgomery Willson, Frank Evans,
Matt Allen, andG. R. Buchanan, the racing trainers,and others

that I do not recall just at present. At Horse Haven the

stables are full to overflowing, it being the first season in

the twenty-three year's history of the place that they have
been short of stable room. Some twenty or thirty horses had
to go elsewhere for lack of accommodation, but by nest

season the Association will put up more buildings. In spite

of the plethora of material, however, the racing season has
not justified the expectations of the management. The public
has been well served by those who have patronized the sport,

which has been first class, but the attendance on most of the

days has not been on a paying basis. It is on the mend,
however, and the same remark noted above as applying to

the hotels-keepers may apply to the Saratoga Association

in balancing their books satisfactorily.

The California horses here all look well, ex-

cept Freda broken down, and Jim Douglas run
off Ms legs si nee his new owner purchased him
at Chicago. If Johnson wants to get back his $7,000 pur-

chase money it is hardly wise to run a good horse in bruis-

ing races, when palpably unfit as Douglas is just at present.

The other of the California Jims, old Benwick, seems to have
gotten the better of his physical ills and is about as fast as

ever over short courses. Over six furlongs is now too far

for him, whatever he may have been able to do in the past.

Baldwin's Volante, three years, and Primero, two years,

are probably just now the equal of ; any of their age in

America. The former was very sick after his defeat here by
Freeland one week ago, but is now all right again, while the

youngster won a fast race in the Flash Stakes. King of

Norfolk may be able to beat him however, and the two will

meet here Thursday in the Kentucky Stakes. The graduate
from Rancho del Rio is a tine looking colt, but so far he has
not done as well here as he did at Chicago.

Yesterday I had the extreme good fortune to witness at

Monmouth Park two contests of a lifetime, the pair of cham-
pion races for two-year-olds and horses of all ages. I have
seen fast two-year-olds in the last twenty years, but Ruthless,

Joe Daniels, Aristides, Parole, Sensation, Harry Bassett,

Spendthrift, Hindoo, Spinaway and Barrett never showed a

gamer or faster exhibition than did Ban Fox in the great race

for the Stallion Stakes, with a net amonnt of $17,250.

Naturally there was some competition for this rich prize, and
though the failure of the owners of Norfolk and Grinstead

debarred King of Norfolkfand Primero from competing, nearly

all of the crack youngsters of the year, among those named,
and Bankrupt, mustered at the post. Portland, the crack

champion of the Dwyers, and a very speedy colt was a strong

favorite, with Haggin's Kentucky grand pair, Ben Ali and
Preciosa, Chinn's Ban Fox, G. Lorillard's Electric, theRanco-
cas pair, Cyclops and Savanac, and the South Carolina filly, Big-

gonette, next in favor. The other starters were Kittson'sLumin-
ous and Brown Duke, Scott's Quito, and the Melbourne Sta-

ble's Blue Wing. All of these except Cyclops had won good
races, and the interest ran high as they went to the post. There
delay of some forty minutes ensued, starter Pincus having

his task cnt out for him, Quito and Cyclops refusing to join

their horses. Finally the flag went down with these two in

the rear, and Ban Fox, who is a slow beginner, moving off

bo slowly that he got off tenth and was seemingly out of the

race at the outset. Portland and Luminous with Biggonete

and Preciosa close up set a splitting pace down the back-

stretch, running the first three furlongs in 36 seconds flat.

There Ban Fox was still among the rear division, fully a dozen
lengths behind the leaders and the race half over. But now
his long and low stride, stealthy as his namesake of the

woods and fields, began to assert itself, and, as he picked up
first one and then the other, the spectacle of a white and red

jacket rushing to the front was followed by shouts of "See

Ban Fox!'' "Come on, my Hayward!" etc. But at the head of

the stretch with only about 350 yards yet to run he had not

yet reached the leaders, of whom Portland, Biggonette, Pre-

ciosa and Cyclops were yet in front, but beginning to feel

the effects of their tremendous speed at the outset. Now,
however, came the supreme mument in which jockey Hay-
ward and the colt bred at the Thomas farm in Kentucky
proved themselves equal to the emergency. A few sharp cuts

of the whip sent Ban Fox up to the now struggling leaders,

and as he passed them in succession, the mighty shout that

proclaimed his victory must have been heard for miles,

and the cheering was renewed loud and long as the

colt and his skillful pilot cume back to weigh.

Considering his poor beginning Ban Fox must
have run the three-quarters of a mile in 1:14, the

official time being a second slower. And never was a finer

exhibiton seen of patience and judgment on the part of a

jockey, or speed and dead game under severe persuasion

by any two-year-old that ever ran anywhere. Major Thomas,

his breeder and owner of King Ban, his sire, witnessed the

grand race, and came in for many congratulations on the

Tesult. Singularly enough, as stated last week by the N. Y.

Sportsman, the entry of King Ban to this race was a year ago lost

m the mails. Notseeing the name of his stallion among the

entries, Major Thomas wrote Secretary Coster, and the lat-

ter, as the rules provide, solicited and obtained the consent

of the other subscribers to King Ban's admission. Few thought

at the time that the yearling then in the paddock at Dixiana

farm was destined to carry off the Champion Stallion Stakes

of 1885, after accident had almost deprived him of competi-

tion. Truly, in racing, truth is stranger than fiction.

Freeland's great victory over Miss Woodford aud Louisette

kept the excitement of the crowd up to fever heat. The
losers on Portland put down their remaining dollars on the

Brooklyn mare, whose defeat at a mile and a half was not

considered possible, and the owners of Miss Woodford bucked

her very heavily, but these confident plungers failed to realize

what a strong team Freeland and Isaac Murphy were just at

present, and when told that the big gelding had moved a

mile and a half in 2:38 easy on Saturday, only smiled know-

ingly and put down more money on Woodford. The story

of the race is soon told, Louisette led for half the distance, when
Woodford took the track, making the first mile in 1:44A.
Freeland laid at the mare's heels until beginning the last quar-
ter, when he moved up and reached her head a furlong from
home. Then McLaughlin's whip was brought into play but
the mare could go no faster, and Freeland beat her home a
short length in the rapid time of 2:36. "The Queen is dead,
long live the King," shouted the fickle crowd.
Saratoga Springs, August 11th. Pacific.

The Pacing Cross in the Trotter.

[Canadian Breeder,]

Elsewhere we print a letter from "Hopeful,'' in which after
the prevailing fashion of the day he lauds the "pacing cross"
to the skies. It is hardly necessary to go over all the ground
covered by our correspondent. He writes cleverly and evi-
dently believes what he says. He has the records pretty well at
his finger ends, and trotting records, like figures, generally can be
made to prove anything. Indeed, there is so much uncertainty
about the pedigrees of trotters and trotting sires, that if a
theorist be allowed to take his own plan and found data upon
theory, and theory upon that data again, he can make his case
a very strong one before he gets through with it. For exam-
ple, like other people who know nothing of the Tippoo fam-
ily or any of its branches, he attributes to the ancestor of the
Wild Deers, Warriors, and Royal Georges pacing ancestry.
Had he lived here in Canada, where these families of horses
are strongly represented, he would know better than to do
anything so foolish, for he would know that a pacer in any
one of these families has seldom if ever been known. En-
thusiasts who are very strong on theory, and who will only
accept as facts such statements as suit their purposes, are
very fond of assuming all sorts of things concerning Cana-
dian horses, because they are very apt to have their state-
ments go uncontradicted. To very many American horse-
men Canada is terra incognita, and they are ready to believe
anything that is told them concerning it. Men who have
never set foot on Canadian soil will write and talk very
learnedly about the "Canuck pacer," as though pacing
was the natural gait of the Canadian horses in general, or at
all events of a majority of them, and as though we had here
a breed of horses that invariably paced. Now all this is

the silliest nonsense that anybody ever imagined. Twenty
or thirty years ago it was not difficult to meet with pacers
among the French ponies in what is now the Province of
Quebec, but among these there were quite as
many trotters as pacers, in fact the trotters were the more
numerous of the two classes, but to refer to them as different
breeds, or even families, is manifestly wrong. Among the
progeny of pacing sires and pacing dams would be found
trotters, while trotters would in turn produce pacers. So
far as Canadian stock is concerned, we have not now nor
have we ever had a breed of pacers. With us the disposi-
tion to pace had been accidental rather than inherited, and
there is good reason to believe that it is so the world over.
The writer has seen the Lower Canadian ponies in large
numbers, and has seen among them both pacers and trotters.

Among the ponies of the Bed Biver Valley the same thing
has been observed. On the South Saskatchewan a better
class of ponies were found than in the Bed River Valley, but
still trotters and pacers were found indiscriminately
mixed in the same manner. Near the foot of the Rocky
Mountains the ponies were of a still better class, known
there as the Cayuse (the breed being supposed to have been
originally brought overthemountaius by the Cayuse Indians),
but still there were found mingled among them both pacers
and trotters. Here were ponies of all colors, gaits, and dis-

positions, though all bore the leading characteristics of the
Cayuse tribe, and yet no one could say that they were a race
of either trotters, pacers or gallopers, though among them
were to be found occasional proficients in each of these
gaits.

And this is not all. It often happens that a pacer results
from the union of a thoroughbred racehorse with a trotting
pony mare.

If we were inclined to theorize upon this fact we should
say that the pacing gait is a compromise between the trot

and a gallop, and that the union of a mare having very
strongly defined trotting action with a horse whose natural
inclination leads him to gallop, will generally produce either
a pacer or a horse that can easily be induced to pace.
We prefer to take our facts as we find them, however, and

when this is done legitimate theories will grow out of them,
and not require any building. Of this we are certain, how-
ever, that no one in Canada has ever been able to breed
pacers, either slow or fast, with any degree of certainty, and
we have yet to learn that there is any locality where a family
of pacers have been found with prepotency enough to per-
petuate their own gait with any degree of certainty, to say
nothing of overpowering the prepotency of a thoroughbred
racehorse parent. Indeed, it is much more than probable
that the reason why the Canadian pacer has won such a

name for himself as a factor in trotting horse pedigrees is

that he had in his veins the blood of a racehorse mingled
with that of the Lower Canadian trotting pony. Thirty
years ago very many farmers throughout Canada had on their

farms for broodmares warm-blooded animals that had been
brought out here as chargers by British officers. The sons
and daughters of Old Tippoo looked as though their sire had
been the resuH of such a cross as the one just described, and
it is highly probable (taking the subsequent history of the
family into account) that he was.
As to Blue Bull, there appears to be excellent reason to

suppose that he was the result of a cross between a thorough-
bred on one side and a well defined trotter ou the other.

In the meantime we would recommend Hopeful aud others

who lay so much stress on the pacing cross, to go and find a

well defined breed of pacing horses, or even a family of

pacers. We freely admit that there are pacing crosses in the
pedigrees of many excellent trotters, but we do not believe

any distinctively pacing breed of horses ever existed.

Rosa Wilkes, 2:18£, has been bred to Hartwood, a son of

Harold, but since then she has been placed in training, and
not long ago trotted a quarter over the Rochester track in 34
seconds. If her "game" leg stands the strain of training, Rosa
Wilkes should be capable of a mile in 2:16 or better, as dur-
ing her brief turf career she was never called upon to show
all her speed. She was out of training fortwo seasons, aud it

is possible that the limb may have become practically sound
again.

Dispatches from Rochester state that the celebrated ptiotr

Jewett, 2:153, WttS ao seriously injured while on the cars at

that place as to be useless for speed purposes. The car in

which Jewett reached Rochester was run iuto by a train, aud
the horse knocked down by the shock. Suit for $20.00!) dam-
ages has been commenced against the railroad company.

Saratoga.

Aug. 14th—The track was terribly bad, but as the weather
was fair the attendance was good. The racing was enjoyable,

but the steeplechase accidents marred the pleasure at the end.
Abraham and Driftwood both fell, and Pope on the former
had hiB nose broken. Pat Meany, who was on Driftwood,
broke his collar bone in the fall.

First Race—Purse §400, of which $50 to the second horse, and the en-
trance money, £10 each, to be divided between the second and third
horses. Non-winning and maiden allowances. Three-quarters of a
mile.
E. O. Elliot's ch g Gleaner, 6, by Glenelg—Gong, 101 lbs West i
E. Corrigan's ch g Tartar, 2, by Great Tom—BLmdina, 114 lbs

• R. Williams 2
3. S, Brown's ch f Mona, 4, by Buckden—Monomania, 113 lbs

^_ Wethers 3
Eicelsior Stable's ch g Ike G. (late Pat Denis), 5, llfl lba....HugheB
E.J.Baldwin's br c Brandywine, 3, 85 lbs O'Brien

Time, 1 :18i.

Pools: Gleaner §90, Mono §60, field ?65. Betting: Even against
Gleaner, 5 to 2 Mona, 4 to 1 Tartar, 10 to 1 Ike G., and 20 to 1 Brandy-
wine. Mutels paid, §11.20.

Mona was first to lead, but was passed by Tartar before go-
ing the three-quarters of a mile. In the stretch Gleaner
went up aud won a good race by a length from Tartar, with
Mona third.

Second Race—The Kentucky Stakes, for two-year-olds, $100 each, $50
forfeit, or only 32u if declared out on or before the brut day of Januarv,
with $700 added, of which *2u0 to the second. Three-quarters of a mile.

"

W. L. Scott'Bchc Quito, by Duke of Magenta—Quits, 110 lbs Lewis 1
R. W. Walden's ch c Rock and Rye, by Virgilian—Tecalco, 110 Idb.

Wethers 2
E, Comgan's b t Hattie Carlile, by Longfellow—Ventura, 107 lbs.

Fuller 3
Milton Young's ch c Euright, 110 lbs Stovai
R. P. Ashe'B ch c King of Norfolk, no lbs "" Kelly
E. J.Baldwin's brf Mollie McCarty's Last, 107 lbs West
E. J. Baldwin's ch c Primero, 110 Idb Holloway

Time, 1:19J£.
Pools: Quito noo, Baldwin's pair $6fi. King of Norfolk 832, Rock and

Rye S30, Hattie Carlile §30, Euright ?30. Betting: 8 to 5 against Quito,
7to2Pnmero, P to 1 Enright,7 to 1 King of Norfolk, 8 to 1 Rock and
Rye , 10 to 1 Hattie Carlile, and 15 to 1 Mollie McCarty's Last. Mutuals
paid, 314.10.

The start was good, Rock and Kye immediately going into
the lead, which he maintained to the homstretch, where
Quito drew up, and passing, won very easily, Kock and
Kye second, Hattie Carlile a good third.

Third Race—Grand Prize of Saratoga, a handicap sweepstakes for
all ages; ?50 each, h f, or only §L0 if declared out by July 1st; with 91,000
added; the second horse to receive $2ou, aud the third §loo out of the
stakeB. One mile and three-quarters,'

James T. Williams' ch c Bob Miles, 4, by Pat Mallov—Dolly Morgan
120 lbs Fitzpatriok 1

Preakness Stable's ch g Euclid, 5, hv Glenelg—The Nun, 109 11>b.

„ Caldwell 2
F. Waters' gr g Vanguard, B, by Foster— Victress, 100 lbs Kelly 3
Hayden & Co.'s b c Kosciusko, I, 115 lbs Lewis
Santa Anita Stables' b h Lucky B., 5, 115 lbs Holloway
R. A. Johnson's b c Loftin, 1. 112 lbs L. Jones
K. Corrigan's ch c Irish Pat, a, 105 lbs Fuller
II. Roberts' ch m Girofia, aged, lu-1 lbs Wethers
M. Young's b c Bootblack, 3, mi lbs w. Jones

Time,3:13X-
Pools: Irish Pat $100, Vanguard 556, Bob Miles $10, Kosciusko §28

field$G0. Betting: 3to 1 against Irish Pat, 4 to leach Vanguard, Bob
Miles and Kosciusko, 7 to 1 Euclid. 10 to 1 Bootblack, 12 to 1 Lucky B
and 15 to 1 Girolla. Mutuels paid $27.60.

Vanguard was first away, but before reaching the stand
Irish Pat went to the front and cut the pace to the home-
stretch, where he fell back, leaving Bob Miles in the lead,
who won a good finish by a length from Euclid, Vanguard
third.

Fourth Race—Selling race; purse $400, of which ?50 to second horse;
entrance free; for horses beaten at Saratoga, and not having won a
rac? since July 20th; selling allowances. One mile.
W. Jennings' br f Carrie Stewart, 4, by Virgil—Laxity, $400, 95 lbs

Cnappell 1
T. H, Love's b m Minnie Meteor, 6, by Meteor—Lady Glascow, 3800,

IOC lbs Pearson 2
W, OIney's b n Leroy, 4. by Allan Pinkerton—Sour Heart, $1,000, 113

lbs Lewis 3
Blohm & Co.'s ch g Adonis, 3, i390o, 97 lbs Godfrey
Santa Anita's ch g Grismer, 5, S800, 108 lbs Cook

Time, 1:48.
Pools: Carrie Stewart §25, Adonis $17, Minnie Meteor §12, field $15.

Betting: Even against Carrie Stewart, 7 to 2 Adonis, 4 to 1 Minnie
Meteor, 6 to 1 Le Roy, and 7 to 1 Grismer. Mutuels paid, S10.70.

Carrie Stewart led from start to finish, and won easily,
Minnie Meteor second, Leroy third.

Aug. 17th.—The attendance to-day was very fair, and the
racing was good. The track is in fair condition, but is

not fast.

Second Race—Purse $300, of which $50 to the second; entrance free;
for maiden two-year-oldB; those not having run second in a race of the
value of $1,000 allowed 5 1I)S.; five furlongs.

E. B. Wall's b f Faience, by Mortomer—Felicity, 102 lbs Fisher 1
E. A. Johnson & Co's b f Miss Bowler, by Little' Rufllu— Hazel Eye,

102 lbs _ Godfrey 2
E.J. Baldwin's be Silver Cloud, by Grinstead—Kxperhnent, 105 lbs.

M. Young's b c Masterpiece, lu.'i lbs "...Stov.il
Preakness Stable's br c Vinuex, 105 lbs Caldwell
H. E. Kimball & Co.'s be Rob linrdettc, 105 lbs Saxtun
A. C. Franklin's br c Eager, U'5 lbs ,..!<. Uv
P. Hvnes' ch f Queen 01 Hearts, 102 lbs Wethers
Morris A Patton's b f Gold Flea. 102 lbs Ellke
C. W. Medinger'a ch c Wheatley, 102 lbs Anderson
J. Brophy's b f Noxubee, 102 lbs _ <;. Evans

Time, 1 ml' .

Pools: Faience S6Q, Queen of Hearts. $10, Miss Bowler, W0t Master-
piece *40, field flOO. Betting; 7 to 2 against Faience, ti to 1 each Queen of
Hearts, Silver Cloud , Miss Bowlex and Vimlex. 15 to 1 Gold Flea, 20 to 1
Noxubee, 30 to l each Eager. Wheatley aud Bob Burdette, and 40 to 1
Masterpiece. Mutuels paid $23:30.

Gold Flea led at the start, but was passed by Miss Bow-
ler, who was in front for a furlong. Faience then went up,
and was never troubled, winning easily by a length and a
half. Miss Bowler beat Silver Cloud a length for second
place.
Third Race—Purse. ?loo,of which $60 to second; penalties, non-win-

ning and maiden allowances. One mile and a quarter,
R. l\ Ashe's b C Dinette, I, by Billet—Mi rail, lOfllbs Kelly 1

Excelsior Stable's Ob g Nettle, ti, by Dickens -Nettle, 117 lbH.....X)'Hara 2

R. A. Johnson's be Loftin, l,hy Monarchist— Lilly Babbitt, 111 lbs.

L. Jones 8
O. Bowie's ch g Bald Hornet, 5.119 lbs O'Hara »
Prcakne.ss Stable's b f Heartsease, a, si lbs Hall U

Time. 2:115,

PooIb: Blnette.tlOO, Loftin fl)7, Nettle $27, Held, $32. Betting: 5 to
3onBlnette,rtto5against Loftin,10 to 1 each Nettle and Bald Unmet
and 12 to 1 Heartsease. Mutuels paid, 910.71).

The start was an even one, Nettle being the first to go out
from the group. Biuette went up at the staud, but was
pulled back, and Loftin led to the stretch, where Binette
passed and won without trouble two lengths in front of
Nettle, Loftin a bad third.

Fourth Race—Purse, $300 of which §ro to the second; entrance free 1

non-winning and maiden allowances. Three-quarters of a mile.
W. Jennings' ch f Maggie J., a, by Ballankeel—.Scramble, 00 lbs.

J. Godfrey 1
C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle—Yolone, ill lbs.

Wethers 2
E. J. McElineel's l> h Navarro, aged, by Buchden—Mrs, Stonor, 111

lbs Harvev 3
11. Brown's oh g Aitlban, 1, 108'lbs. smith 11

E, Leigh's b g Avery, i,iosibK O'Hara o
C.W. uedfnger's ch t Fall-mount, 8, ">B lbs, Anderson
E.J.Baldwin's lire Brandwlne.3, 99 H<h O'Brien
upe.pion Stable's br cGuydotte.S, 99 lbs Caldwell
W. Li. Oassidy's he Kershaw, 4,!"7 Dm. Kelly
J>. A. Monig.t 11ms.' be Violin,;!. m lbs Burlew
O. A.Jordan's bo itnger Eastman, a. 01; lbs w. Jones
J . Carter's ch f Hermitage, 2, 71 lbs William* (I

Time, 1:17,
Pools: Jim Douglas 3126, Maggie J. $100, Avery $56, held *75. 1-

a to.1

! against Jim Donclas, Ti to 2 Mitggln J., 7 to2 Avory,M* 1

U::i . 1 1 in 1 Navarro ,2"i to l each Guvdette and Fairmont)
Artiban, Kershaw and Ruc»t Eastman, 60 to I Violin and loot.-

wine. Mutuels paid, 321.6Q,
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Aug. 15th—The weather beautiful, track rather heavy,

attendance good and the racing excellent. Three out of five

favorites won, in fairly good time for the track.

First Race—Parse $-100, for two-year-olds; entrance ($10) to the
second; those not having won since Julv 20th, a race of the value of $1,000

allowed51bs.; if non-winners since that date allowed 8 lbs.; maidens
allowed 11 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

D. A. Honig&BroB.' b f Mamie Ilnnt, by Fioptown-Rcttie, 102 lbs.

. Godfrey 1

E. J. Baldwin's b f Mollie McCarthy's .Last, by Hutherfard—Mollie
Mc Carthv ,93 lbs O'Brien 2

B. P. Aeho's che Ed. Corrigan, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika, 102

lbs...

W. Olnev'sbc Pasha, lu-tlbs J. Caldwell
J. T. William's b f Haidee,U3 lbs Fuller
S. Byranfs b f Bell.' of Louisville. 0'i lbs B. Evans
J. J. Carter's ch f Hermitage, -X) (carried 103) lbs Wethers
P. Rockwell's b c Velvet, 96 lbs Fisher
Wooding A Puryear's b f Ada D.,99 lbs West

Time. 1:18.

Betting: 3 to 1 against Mamie Hunt, 4 to 1 Ed. Corrigan,5 to 1 Ada D.,

10 to 1 Hermitage, 12 tu leach Belle of Louisville, Pdsha, Mollie Mc-
Carthy's Last and Velvet, and la to 1 Haidee. Pools: Ed. Corrigan £20;

Mamie Hunt, ?1S; AdaD„$15; field, §25. Mutuels paid 826.

Ed. Corrigan was the first away, but was soon passed by
Mollie McCarthy's Last, the latter holding the lead to the

three-quarter pole, where Corrigan again went to the front.

When well in the homestretch, Mamie Hunt rushed to the

front, and won by a length, in 1:18) Mollie McCarthy's Last

second, a length in front of Ed. Corrigan third.

Second Race—Handicap SweepstakeB for all ages, at 915 each, $5 only
tf declared, with J500 added, of which $100 to the second, the third to re-

ceive $50 out of the stakes. Mile and a furlong.

E, Berry Wall's ch h Wallflower, 5, by War Dance—Sunflower, 97 lbs
Kelly 1

O. Bowie'BCh m Bessie, 5, by Dickens—Belle Mearie, 10! lbs....O'Hara 2

Marvin & Douglas' cbg Valet, 0, by War Dance—Ella Breckenridge,
100 (car. 102) lbs Sullivan 3

S.Bryant's ch m Emma Manley-, 5, 93 (car. 95) lbs J. Caldwell
W. Jenuing's ch f Maggie J., 3.93 lbs Chapuell
J. R. Branch's h c Huron, 4, :ia lbs O'Brien
F. Water's b c Monocrat, 4, 101 lbs Thompson
G- H. Kernahan'sbf Mittie B.,4, 102 lbs Wethers
C. W. Medinger's b g Bettler. f, 105 lbs . ....Anderson
E J. Baldwin's ch g Grismer. 5 101 lbs Miller
E. Corrigan'schf Banana, 3,91 lbs Puller
D. A. Honig & Bros.' blk m Thadv.5,93 lbs R. Williams *

•Left at the post.
Time, 1:58.

Betting: 9 to 2 against Bessie, I to 1 each Banana and Wallflower, 6 to

1 each Mittie B., Emma Manlev and Valet, 7to 1 Bettler, 10 to 1 Maggie
J., 20 to 1 Monocrat, 25 to 1 each Thadv and Huron, and 30 to 1 Grismer.
Pools: B ssie $110. Wallflower $.*0, Mittie B. £72, Banana SIM , Emma
Manley $60, field $152. Mntuels paid, $32.80.

Bettler rushed to the front at the end of the first furlong

and led to the half-mile pole, wbere Bessie went to the front,

and was followed by Wallflower and Valet. When well in

the homestretch Wallflower went to the front, and won by a

length in 1:58, Bessie second, half a length in front of Valet,

third. Thady caused a dozen false starts, and, under the in-

structions of the judgeB, she was left at the post.

Fifth Race—Purse ?400, of which SoO to the second; entrance 510
each, to be divided between the second and third; selling allowances;
three-quarters of a mile.

K. C. Pate's bf Tabitha 3, by imp. Great Tom—Valerian, S700, 92
lbs Fuller 1

S. Bryant's ch g Charley Marks, aged, by imp. Bonnie Scotland-
Liza Davis, £800. 103 lbs J. Caldwell 2

Excelsior Stable's ch g Ike G. , 5, by St. Denis—Rosa Lee, 51,500, 112
lbs Wethers 3

Morris & Pattou's ch f Whizgig, 3, 51,000, 90 lbs Eilke
E. J. McElnieel's ch h Navarro, aged, 51,000,110 (carried 113) lbs

Lewis
E. J. Baldwin's brc Brandywiue, 1, 5500, 93 lbs O'Brien
V. L. Klrkman's cbg Ernest, 3,5800, 90 (carried 97) lbs ..Kelly
J. N. Carlisle & Co. 's brf Irish Lass. 3, 5700, 92 lbs R. Williams
D. A. Honig & Bros.' b g Violin, 3, 5600,92 (carried 93* > lbs.

W. Jones
P. A. Brady's ch g Chance, 4, 51,200, 113 lbs L. Jones
Alexander & Co. 's ch f Golden Phoebus, 4, 51,000, 105 lbs Farley

Time, 1:17.

Betting: 4 to 1 each against Whizgig and IriBb Lass, 9 to 2 Charley
Marks, 6 to 7IkeG., 7 to 1 Tabitha, 10 to 1 each Navarro and Golden
Phcebus, 12 to 1 Ernest, 20 to 1 Chance, 30 to 1 Violin, and 50 to 1

Brandywine. Pools; Whizgig, 550: Charley Marks, 534; Irish Lass,
S30; field sJ00. Mutuels paid 539.40.

Aug. 18th—The attendance was larger than nsual, the Con-
gress Hall Stakes being a good attraction. The racing was
enjoyable all through and was exciting enough to suit anyone.
The "upset" of the day was by Valet, who rewarded, his

backers with $145.20 in the mutuels.

FirstRace—The Tennessee Stakes, for two-year-olds, $25 each, p p,
with $700 added ; the second to receive 3150 and the third J5u out of the
stakes; those not having won a sweepstakes race allowed 5 lbs. Three-
quarters of a mile.

\V. L. Cassidy's br c Kirkman, by Glengarry—Hop, 110 lbs Kelly l

E. Corrigan's gr c Bluestone, by Glen Athol—Geneva, 105 lbs....Fuller 2

E. Berrv Wall's b f Faience, by Mortenier— Felicity, 102 lbs Fisher 3

R. W. Walden'schc Rock and live, 105 lbs Wethers
M. Young's chc Enright, 1 as lbs Stoval
Santa Anita *t;tUes' 1" <* Lijrni, Ln.i ll.s Miller n

Santa Anita Stables" ch c Solid Silver, 105 lbs O'Brien
Preakness Stables' be Bonnie Prince, 102 lbs Hall

Time. 1:17.

Pools: Kirkman $35, Rock and Rye 520, Enright ?]5, Faience 315, field
31G. Betting: 7 to & against Kirkman, H to 1 Rock and Rye, 5 to 1 En-
right, « to 1 Faience, 15 to l each Lijero and Solid silver, and 20tol each
Bluestone and Bonnie Prince. Mutuels paidSll.10.

Rock and Bye led at the start, but was passed by Enright,

who led to the stretch, where he fell back and Kirkman went
up and won easily by a length and a half, with Bluestone
second and Faience third.

Sc id Race—A free handicap sweepstakes, of $20 each if not declared
out, with 8500 added; of which $100 to the second horse, and the third to
receive 850 out of the stakes, one mile and a half

.

Marvin .V Co. 'sell g Valet, 1, by War Dane— (311a Breckinridge, 100
lbs - Puller t

W, P. I'.urcli'sb g Col. Sprague, aged, by Calvm—Pauline biprague, M7

Morris .fc Patten's b e Favor, 3, by Pat IMalloy— Favorite, 107 lbs

K. <*. I'alV'H h g Boatman. <!. 115 IbH O'EIara
Preakness Stable's eh g Kuclid, 5, lii'.i lbs Caldwell
r; .1. Baldwin's b h Lucky li., 0,108 lbs Henderson
O. W. Medinger's b g Bettler, 1, 100 lbs Anderson
B.J. Coughlin'tf b in Easter, 6, 97 lbs Fisher

Time, 2:40.

Pools: Col- Bprague $125,Favor 351. Euclid 312, Boatman 317, field 820
Betting: Even against Col. Sprague, 4 to 1 Euclid, 6 to 1 Favor,8tol
Boatman, 12 to 1 Valet, 2" to 1 Lucky B.,25 to 1 Bettler, and 60 to 1 Easter
Mutuelspaid, $1-15.20.

Easter was first away, but at the stand Bettler had got to

the front and made the running with a big lead. Approach-
ing tbe homestretch Valet and Col. Sprague went up, and
the race home resulted in a win for Valet by a length,

Favor twice that distance behind Sprague.

Third Race-The Congress Hall Stakes, for all ages: $25 enhance, p.

p , with $800 added by the proprietors of Congress Hall, of which $200
to the second. and the third to receive 351 1 out of the stakes. Horses
not having won this year, when carrying weight for aRe or more at

place of running, a race of the value of 81,000, allowed 6 lbs. ThoBe
not having won a race this year, allowed 12 lbs. Heats of three-quar-
ters of a mile,

E. Corrigan's b m Pearl Jennings, 6. by Lelaps—Mary Howard,
108 lbs Fuller 1 2 2

Santa Anita Stable's ch g Rapido, 3,Grinstead-Experiment. 102
lbs O'Brien 1 1

It. C. Pate's b c Conkling, 1. by Hydor All—Lilac, 10:i lbsO'Hara :t 11 ro
Haydon S Co.'h b Koscliisho, 1 Wethors 2 ;i ro
ti. R. Buchanan's eh g Jim Itenwick.agod, lit) lbs ...Holloway U ro

Time. i:ii;.i lfi,l:l8.

Pools: lVarl Jennings luwiu Ito 'HI, Jim Itenwick $35, field
$35. After tbe fir I beal Pear] Jennings $100, field 860. Aftersecond
heat—Pearl Jennings jiro, Uapldo $00. Betting: Even against Pearl
JenningB,4 to 1 Jim Kenwick, Gtol Eosclnsco, 6 to 1 Bapldo and 10
to 1 Cockling. After first beat—6 to 2 on Pearl Jennings, ItolKi
ciiul : lo 1 Ki iiv ick.l to l Itapldo. and 20 to 1 Conl Inn \fti r

secondbeat—lb io 7 oil lVarl Jei igs, lulu >i»i ! putt Mutuels
paid—On race $25.70, after first heat 91)0,20, run ntf 88.3U.

First heat—Jim Kenwick made the running to the stretch,

where Pearl Jennings and Kosciusko passed him, the former
winning by a length, Pearl Jennings a length and a half in

front of Kenwick. Second heat—Jim Kenwick again made
running, but neanng home gave out and Kapido rushed up
and won the heat by a length. Pearl Jennings being second
and Kosciusko third. Kun off—The pair raced together to

the homestretch, where Kapido proved the strongest and won
by a length.

Fourth Race— Purse ?400. entrance money ?10 each, to go to tbe
second horse; winner, this year, of any race of the value of £1,500, car-

rying weight for age or more, or of thre^ or more races of any value
(other than selling races} since 20th of July, to carry 5 lbs. extra;
horses not having won a race since July 20th allowed 5 lbs; those not
having won a race this year allowed 12 lbs.; maidens allowed, if four-
year-olds, 17 lbs. ; if five years and upward, 24 lbs. Three-quarters of
a mile.

J. Spellman's b b Strathspey, aged, by Glenelg—La Polka, 118 lbs.

Spellman 1

W. P. Burch's ch f Telie Doe, 3, by Great Tom—Nina Turner, 106
lbs Maynard 2

R. C. Pate's gr g Editor, 3, by Enquirer—Alice Murphy, 108 lbs.
O'Hara 3

P. A. Brady's ch g Chance, i, 106 lbs Fisher
E. J. Baldwin's b f Mission Belle, 3, 94 lbs Miller
R. P. Ashe's chf Ingleside, 2, 79 lbs Fuller

Time, 1:16ft.

Pools; Strathspey £75, Editor ?55, TelieDoeS16, field $25. Betting:
G to 5 against Strathspey, 9 to 5 Editor, 3 to 1 Telie Doe, 20 to 1 each
Chance and Ingleside. Mutuels paid §11.60.

Telie Doe led at the start, but was passed by Editor in the
second furlong. In the stretch Strathspey came away and
won easily.

Aug. 19th—The sport was of a fair order, though non-sen-
sational in results. The attendance was large and the weather
and track excellent. California was represented in but one
event.

Fourth Race—Purse $350, of which ?50 to the second; for all ages; en-
trance free; penalties and allowances. Mile and half a furlong.

C. Johnsou's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle—Volone, 105 lbs.
O'Brien 1

R. P. Ashe's be Alta, 3, by Norfolk— Ball) nette, 1 on lbs Kelly 2
M. A. Walden's b m, Red Girl, 6, by Billet—dam by Solferino.100 lbs.

Fuller 3
R.C. Pate's be Clay Pate, 3,107 lbs O'Hara
K. A. Johnson & Oo.'s b c Loft-in, !, 103 lbs Godfrey
G. B. Walters' be Huron, 4, 103 lbs Wethers
H. E. Kimball & Co.'s gr m Una B.. t; inn lbs Saxton
S. Bryant's ch m Emma Manlev. li, 9i lbs B. Evans

Time. 1:51.

Pools: Alta $50, Jim Douglas $30, Huron §20, Lo£tin$18, Emina Mauley
arid id to 1 Bed Girl. Mutuels paid $21.
516, field $22. Betting: 8 to 5 against Alta, 5 to 2 Jim Douglas, 4 to ILoftin
7 to lEmma Manley, 8tol Huron, 20 to 1 Uua B., 25 to 1 Clay Pate

Clay Pate was first off and led for half the distance, when
Loftin went up, but fell back in the run home, Jim Douglas
going up and winning easily, with Alta second and Ked Girl
third. >

Tricks of the Trade.

From some reminiscences of English horse-racing,published
recently, we cull the following as an example of how much
depends on good jockeyship: "Like most of the Duke of
Rutland's horses, Cadland was never stripped in public until
three years old, and made his first appearance at the Second
Spring Meeting at Newmarket, in 1828, winning a small stake
upon the first day, and the Two Thousand Guineas upon the
second. For the Derby he started (ridden by Jem Robinson,
who was also on his back for the Two Thousand) at 4 to 1,

while the Colonel was first favorite at 7 to 2. After the dead
heat between them, it was the general opinion that Bill Scott
lost the race, and nothing is more certain than that he was
outridden by Jem Robinson in the deciding heat. The rider
of Cadland told Richard Boyce that he was sure to win if he
could get Bill Scott to make running in any part of the race,

which he hoped to do by gammoning him. Cadland jumped
off with the lead and made running at a good pace until the
distance, when Robinson made believe that his horse was
beaten, and was instantly passed by Bill Scott, who thought
the race waB over. It was just what Jem Robinson wanted,
as lie had a good effort left in;his horse, and, coming again, he
beat his rival by a neck upon the post."

THE RIFLE.
San Francisco Turner Schuetzen.

Sunday. Aug. 23d, at Schuetzen Park, Alameda, at the
ring target, three shots each, possible 75:

D. Schouteld
F. Acker
P. Jacoby
C. Fecklenberg..
A. Ul;icbi>;

oOiJ.Dtschig 49

..59 C. Schaur 57

..5910. H. Zimmer 46
.50 R. Finking 5li

.32lO. Burmeister 45

F. Midler 42
J. Climlerman 42
A. Thierbach 42
F. Loriek do

Eintracht Verein.

Tho Schuetzen section of this mammoth German Club
shot its regular festival shoot Aug. 23d, at Schuetzen Park,

at the varions targets. Jollity, go.od beer and good shouting

charactized the day. For the medal, which was won by Mr.
Roepke, some excellent scores wore made us will bu seen
below.

At 200 yards, ring target, possible 75:

Boepke G4|Stoeber mii'l'apkiu 51

Klotz C3 tiumber SO
Hageru]) 59|Klave H\
At the open target a few of the better shots really did sur-

prisingly good work. They geuerally do well, but it is un-
usual to make so many very good scores as were made on
Sunday at the public target, possible 100.

Strecker 95
|
Stanton 90 I Jacoby !>0

Klotz 91
I
KuMr !>U

I

Shell Mound.

Colonel Sam Beaver and P. D. Liuville shut, fur stakes uu
Sunday last, using Uotchkiss military rifles.

At 200-yard target, offhand, fifty shots each, possible 250:

LinvillG 226
I
Beaver 225

Thus giving the match to Linville under the rule.

To-morrow at Shell Mound Lieut. H. J. Mangels,' who re-

cently was beaten one poiut in 500 by P. D. Linville, will

shout a hundred-shot match against Mr. Low Towusond.

Presidio—Shooting for Places on the Division
Rifle Team.

Late in August, or early in September of each year, a series

of rifle shooting events are brought off in each Division of tbe

United States Regular Army. The contests were instituted

for the purpose of affording profitable amusement to the file-'

and to increase the efficiency of the army in time of active

service.

The Division of the Pacific is subdivided into three Depart-

ments, the Department of California, that of the Columbia,
and that of Arizona. In each of these Departments the twelve

best marksmen are selected, according to scores made at the

butts at such times as may be indicated by the Department
Commanders. The squads of twelve each, excellent shots,

meet at the Presidio yearly, this year, on August 20th, 21st,

24th, and 25th last, and shoot a number of scores, on each of

four days.

They do not shoot as teams, but individually. The shoot-

ing on two days is at known distances, viz.: at 200, 300, 500

and 600 yards, and on two days what is called "Skirmish
Firing" is done. In the latter the men advance from the

600-yard score toward the targets, and at the command
"Commence Firing" begin shooting, and continue to shoot as

rapidly as they can for fifteen seconds. Five such halts are

made. A shot fired before the command, incurs a penalty
of five points, and the same is the rule as to one fired after

the signal to cease. At 200 yards the shooting is off-hand,
standing. At 300, kneeling or sitting. At 500 and 600, in a
prone or supine position, at will.

The prizes in both the competitions for places in the De-
partment Teams, and the Division Team are the same in kind.
The first prize is a heavy, elegantly designed and rich gold
medal, suitably inscribed. The second, third, and fourth
prizes are also gold medals of beautiful design, and
very valuable, and they too bear inscriptions. The eight
other medals are silver, no whit less artiBtic than the gold
trophies.

To win any one of the prizes stamps the winner as a
superior rifle shot, and brings high honor with it among army
men. The competition this year has been under the inter-

ested and able supervision of Captain John W. Dillenback,
of the First Artillery, and everything passed off smoothly,
without an accident or hitch of any sort.

The duty of collecting and arranging the statistics about
the contests was assigned to Lieut. M. F. Harmon, of the
First Artillery, and it was faithiully discharged. Lieut.
Harmon must have genius in the statistical way. On the
evening of the last day's shooting he issued from the printing
press of the Post a complete analysis of all tho scores made,
in convenient form, and we adopt his table bodily. In
alternate years there is a general competition among select

marksmen of the entire Army for medals and honor, open
only to such shots as qualify during the year in which the
general contest is shot. Nest year, 1886, will be the year for
this great event, and we look with confidence to those who
have shot so superbly in the Division Match, to bring to this

Coast the choicest of the trophies.

Headquarters Division' of the Pacific, \
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal., August 25, 1SS5. J

GENERAL ORDERS NO. 9.

At the contest held on the 20th, 21st, 24th and 25th instant,

at the Presidio of San Francisco, Cal., for places on the Divis-
ion rifle team, pursuant to the requirements of paragraph 600-
601, Elunt's "Rifle and Carbine Firing,'' the following scores
were made:

At ?on am
500 and fltt Skirmish

NAMES.

yardB. Firing. :-

E? p
5"

p tq

a
1 ^

^ a a
•< r

155 1C.7 :v- 148
I >

.

Hii a-. in >p>

p;_

161
17:<

158

M2-
uu 1:12

ni'i 12:

III! 12::

2:i:.

2-13

George W. Yearsley, Serex., A, 1st Arty
Uwen Davis, Sergt. , A, 2d Cav
W. A. Huhbunl, 1st N L.rfft„G, 14th Inf
Eugeue Matches, Priv., E, llth Inf

I... .;<n

li.'. 1..' ;(
„.

',!' IB)
I.x IM M- 1:-; 111 "ii7

E. \V. Bouton, Corp., P, 2d InE IM l-l K11 llM mi
George Seymour, Sergt. Major, 1th Cav iir Pis Ml 111 •Ml

Joseph Meyer, Sergt., K,8tn Inf
HarryS. Ogilvie, Corp., C,8tb Inf

122 Ihll 272 in; i:u ,,,.,

Uh IM Hlli lilt 212
E. A. Hudson, Sergt., 11, llth inf 1™ \>\., :C'l i'.'i

William Land, 1st Sergt., K, *J*1 Cav it»'i lf.7 VI

in;

111

1C2

Infl lin:

07
Sli

P.12

l.s.-,llendnrBoii Llovd, iKt surgt., E,2d Inf
Frank P. Eastman. 2d Lieut., llth Inf IM '•17 11.. 1-7

John Anderson, Priv H. 2d Inf |.>i; 11;' :tis 7:; '»;; Iffl

Francis Bracken, 1st Sorgt., M, 1st Arty.... in; \r,t\ ;il2 V ss 17d
Patrick J. Connoll, Sergt., C, 1st Arty 117 ust Hid 8)1 RK IfW

H. ('. ll;ini,Sir-t.. M, 2d Cav 151 Ifil :ti" 1 19
li. II. Curtis, 1st Sergt., I, 1st Inf i::n

1
1.'

Charles Maurer, 1st Sergt., G, ithCav... 1 IS lis "li 7;i FKi lfhS

Robert Elszv, IstSirrgt., V. loth Cav n;i 45
Adam Houston, Priv., B, lntli Cav 1 111 IM
J. C. Pendcrgrass, Sergt., A, loth Cav |lH In? ;n 7 fi'l ir'

George McPaul, Corp., K, Isl Inf 1 III 1
':; M'l'l

C. W. Thompson, Corp., B let inf
i '. Armstrong. Musician, Band. 2d Cav r:,'i 1.", *"1] 77
Thomas N. Wooley, Sergt., A, 2d Inf
Hermann llass, Priv., 0,1st Inf.

1 n Il.i

Ifi" L57 ;;i 1
1,-, i,i

Julius Beiser, Priv., B.Sth Inf rs
James Cox, Sergt., G, 10 Cav i;ti; 'pi

Benjamin Berry, Corp., I, pith Cav 12:. IMij 271 SS M
James Warren, sergt, . K, 1th Cav 121 2.::i S7 •-

afl

This club, ut -JUUyanl
Kith, possible 50:

Marysville Rifle Club,*

uff baud, scored on Sunday, Aug,

White
\V BCOtl
Regis,

1 \ \ 1 1 r. 1 1 6 4—12
i

1 1 1 1 1 -I 1 1 l- 11

.
I

1 .; l 1 ; 1—87
1 1 I

'
:

: t
1 :i ;{_;(!! I

The twelve marksmen first named constitute the Division
team, and are entitled to the prizes described iu paragraph
602, Blnnt's *

'Rifle and Carbine Firing."
Corporal' Henry Hopkins, Battery H, 1st Artillery, having

made the best aggregate score for the two days' competitive
skirmish tiring, is announced as the winner of the Division
skirmish medal.

Corporal Thomas Casey, Company I, 8th Infantry, hav-
ing made the highest score in the four days' contest in the
Department of California, is awarded the Division Command-
er's Department medal for tbat Department.
Corporal E. W. Bouton, Company F, 2d Infantry, having

made the highest score in the four days' contest in the
Department of the Columbia, is awarded the Division Com-
mandor's Department medal for that Department.

First Lieutenant T. A. Bingham, Engineer Corps, having
made the highest score iu the fonr days' cnitt-st in tlm
1 lepnrtment of Arizona, is awarded the Division Commauder's
Department medal for that Department.
Corporal Thomas Casey, Company I, Sth Infantry, having

made the highest four days' score in the Division contest, of
the holders of Department medals, is awarded the D. vision
Commander's Division medal. l

By command of Major General Pope;
J, 0. Kelton, Assistant Adjutant Genera/.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels , in all instances writing plainly names of 6ire and dam,
aHd of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Sales.

Mr. Keese Davis of British bark Oriente, has sold Fox
Terrier puppies, by Honolulu Jim—Lucy, whelped June

17th, 1885:

Mr. Adolph B. Spreckles, San Francisco, a bitch, bwt.
Mr. P. B. Quinlan, San Francisco, a bitch, b w.

Mr. Abe Warner, San Francisco, a bitch, bwt.
Mr.J. B.Martin, San Francisco, a dog, w 1.

Mr. J. B. Martin, San Francisco, a bitch, bwt.
Mr. J. B. Martin, San Francisco, a bitch, bwt.

Dr. William Jarvis, Claremont, N. H., has sold an Irish

Bed setter bitch, by Elcho—Noreen, to Mr. A. B. Truman,

San Francisco.

Mr. J. D. Olcott, Milwaukee, Wis., has sold an Irish water

spaniel bitch, by Champion Barney—Lady, to Mr. T. J.

Piuder, San Francisco.

Presentation-

received in running her very handsome and clever courses
up to the final tie. Now it is an open question whether
Little Willie could have beat Gentle Annie, or Speculation, or
Ned, or Hose of Thornhill, or Fleur de Lis, or Katie Pease,
or Lady Belle. Little Willie did not run against either of
them, and so did not beat any one of them either actually or
constructively. Yet, under usage, he took first place. The
proper thing would be to bar the Uking of a place by default,
and require actual running for everything won. Such a rule
would have required Little Willie to run off for fa'rst either
with Speculation, or with the best dog previously beaten by
Gentle Annie.

Mr. Chas. Kaeding, San Francisco, has presented Eng-

lish setter puppies, by Bennett's Regent—Kaeding's Fanny,

whelped April 15th, 1SS5:

To Judge Shatter, a dog.

To Mr. R. N. Brooks, a bitch.

To Mr. J. V. Coleman, a dog.

To Mr. C. L. Dall, a bitch.

To Mr. Wm. Bassett, a bitch.

To Mr. T. Bennett, a dog.

It is no argument to say that coursing usage and rules
justify what was done last week. If it is clear that usage
and rules are wrong, change both. Of all men amateur
sportsmen should most urgently demand perfect fairness in
all conditions in competitions among themselves or their
dogs.

It will be urged that to make such a change in the rules
would entail delays, uncertainties and inany more courses.
To this we reply that when a dog is withdrawn for any rea-

son, the judge might designate the best dog on that side of
the stake to run with the opposing dog in the tinal tie, or a
course might be run to determine what dog should have the
the honor of competing for first.

We invite the consideration of coursing men to this feature
of the rules, and shall gladly give space to a discussion
about it.

Newark Park Coursing Association.

Visits.

California Kennels, Sacramento.
Olive K., English setter, by Rake—Bessie Lee, July 15th,

1SS5, to same owner's Harold, by Gath—Gem.

For Sale.

English setter bitch, by Dashing Money—Janet. Dashing
Money by Dashing Monarch—Armida. Janet by Count
2$oble—Dashing Novice. Whelped July 17th, ISSo.whitewith

black ears. Evenly marked. Apply to J. B.Martin, 1414

FolBom street, San Francisco.

Pointer bitch, Mollie Ash, by Boyd—Jessie Bell. Boyd
by Sleaford—Jessie Belie. Jessie Belle, by Sancho—Wad-
dell's Queen. Three-year-old, liver and white ticked, dark

eyes, very handsome. Apply to N. E. White, Sacramento.

The dog thieves are just beginning their annual raids as

the shooting season approaches. They show good judgment
in choosing only good working and well-bred dogs.

Several communications, drawn out by.'Judge Leavesly's

able letter printed last week, are crowded out of this issue,

but will appear hereafter.

The Pacific Coast Field Trial Club should announce its

judges and place of running. Some are probably holding

entries until they know under whom and where they must
run. It might be well, also, to defer closing the All-aged

Stake until, say, November 15th, in place of October 1st. We
think Judge Leavesley's suggestion a good one on this point.

It will be out of the question to select such a place for the

trials as that used last year. Other things being equal, they

should be run as near San Francisco as possible. It will

then be easy for all attendants to reach the grounds, and
good accommodations are easier had about the bay.

It is by no means essential that the running ground should:

be absolutely free from chemisal and undergrowth. Califor-

nia quails are not found in plenty on open ground, and such

as are to be found there will take to trees or make long

flights to brush.
Some of the prettiest work we ever saw was done in vine-

yards and brushy canons.

This week much space is given to a report of the recent

coursing meeting at Newark Park. The meeting was enjoy-

able and especially interesting to a great many, to whom it

was an introduction to coursing.

There was little or no wrangling, and really nothing to

criticize adversely about the meeting. Quite a number of

setter and pointer men were present, and were forced to

acknowledge that coursing was quite up to Field Trials in

excitement and interest.

In some respects it seems to us that coursing is superior to

competitive work on quails. There is no opportunity in it

after the dogs leave the slips for jockeying or interference by
owners or handlers.

Each race is a complete event, and in its result is depend-
ent upon the merits of the dogs alone. They cannot be drawn
from their game, nor can they be hectored, bullied, and mis-

directed by handlers.

One peculiarity in coursing rules impressed us unfavor-

ably. In the Railway Stakes, as -appears from the report,

"Little Willie" took first place, because of the withdrawal of

Gentle Annie. In our opinion he should not have been given
first or any place, without really running for it. The rules

provide that the winner of first in any stake must either beat

all the other dogs, or beat dogs that have beaten all the others.

Now, in the case in point, it appears that Little Willie act-

ually ran against and beat Napa Lad, Flying Dutchman and
Napa Lass. Flying Dutchman had previously beaten Mollie,

and Napa Lass had beaten Fox and Reine, and Reine had
beaten Dynanite, so it may be admitted that Little Willie

could also beat them. But on the other side of the stake

there were Speculation, Ned, Rose of Thornhill, Fleur de
Lis, Lady Belle and Katie Pease, which as the stake ended
had really no representation in the final tie. That is to say,

every dog started in a coursing match has a right to be rep-

resented in the final tie for first place. His right is inalien-

able, and cannot be defeated either by the absence of a com-
petitor, in which case he ruus a bye. or by the withdrawal of

any dog at any stage of the course. In the stake referred to

Gentle Annie was withdrawn on account of seriouB injuries

An enclosure of some hundred or so acres of ground at

Newark, Alameda county, has recently been set aside by its

owner, Mr. John Dugan, for use as a coursing preserve. The
land is enclosed by a hare-proof fence, seven feet high, and
within the fence are feeding paddocks, trapping ways and all

necessary adjuncts.

The Park is conveniently near San Francisco, and the
accommodations for spectators are such as to make it possi-

ble to enjoy a day there in comfort.
The courses are run directly before the grand stand, and

every run up, turn, wrench and kill can be clearly seen.

The late Opening Meeting, which took place on Saturday
and Sunday last, the 22d and 23d inst., has ushered in the

coursing season of 1S85 and 1SS6, and with such a boom has
it set in that a stirring campaign is doubtless in store for the

long tails between this and the end of nest April. And we
venture to predict that ere that time arrives coursing in Cali-

fornia will have taken such a stride to the front in popular
estimation, by reason of the merits erf the spoTt shown and
the number of meetings successfully brought oft, that

those who have hitherto only experienced the pleasures

of a Merced trip will admit its inferiority to enclosed cours-

ing, and those who had not witnessed the sport before, will

wonder how they could have lived so long without it.

This first meeting at Newark may be said to be the first

enclosed coursing meeting ever successfully brought off in

the State; for though a similar attempt was made some two
years ago on the same ground, it fell far short of the require-

ments of the sport, from lack of proper arrangement. The
Park, as now laid out, is entirely in accordance with the plans

necessary for forming what is known as a Plumpton or

Enclosed Coursing ground, hence the grand result of the

enterprise. And notwithstanding that the preparations have
been unavoidably hurried at the last, and the hares by no
means sufficiently accustomed to the ground or to the coverts,

as they should have been, had more time been available for

driving them and working them through the outlet to the

coverts, still it was a complete surprise to all present. How
stoutly the little flyers ran, and how gamely they strove

to save their lives, which were only lost to them in most
instances by want of knowledge where to find the escapes.

This will be entirely remedied by nest meeting, and it will be

found that in the majority of instances puss will live to run
another day, and backing the hare against the dogs will be

found a profitable investment at future meetings. The
attendance was very large on both days. On Saturday about

three hundred and fifty were present, and on Sunday nearly

seven hundred. Many prominent members of the California

Coursing Club and of the Pacific Coast Coursing Club were
on hand, and from these competent critics but few sugges-

tions about possible improvements were heard. It was a

little warm sitting so long in the sun, and a cover

to the grand stand would be a good thimg. There

was also a lack of water for drinking purposes. The manage-
ment was very good. A convenient lunch stand and a very

toothsome luncheon were furnished upon the ground, under
the supervision of Mrs. Dugan, and very kindly supervision

it was. The proprietor, Mr. Dugan, was ubiquitious and un-

ceasing in looking after the needs of his guests about the

stand, while the care of the judge, slipper and details of the

coursing were in the hands of Mr. H. Boyd, who seemed per-

fectly at home amid the thousand and one demand on his

attention. It is a fact that the distinguished success of the

meeting is largely due to Mr. Boyd's foresight and
knowledge of the needs to be met in a properly conducted

coursing meeting. Mr. Mark Devlin was made judge and
impressed as being a good man for the place. He is firm,

urbane, knows his business and attends to it. His judgments
were approved by all those competent to form an opinion, and

no dissent was recorded. The regular slipper was not present,

and in the earlier courses Mr. P. Doherty handled the dogs,

while through most of the meeting the Secretary of the Asso-

ciation, Mr. Boyd, did the slipping, and did it escellently,

even going so far at times as to permit himself to be pulled

head over heels in his desire to secure fair and favorable

slips. The slip steward, Mr. W. Halpin, was prompt in having

succeeding courses run at short intervals and filled his office

well. Mr. Jos. Franklin held the post of flag steward, and
everybody was pleased, both to see him so honored, and to

see him so prompt in signalling the winners at the conclusion

of the races. The winning dogs were Little Willie

in the Opening Stake. Buckskin Bob in the

Railway Stake, Culverine in the Extra Stake,

and- the elegant cup, presented by Mr. J. F Carroll, to

be run for by the winners in the Openiug Stake and the

Railway Stake, was won by Buckskin Bob. Little Willie is a

fawn and white dog. by Lord Byron, out of Lady Bird, two
years old. He stands twenty-five inches at the shoulder, and
weighs in condition tifty-two pounds. He is well let down in

chest, clean in muzzle, and runs in as good feet as ever

hound had. He never won before, although he ran well as a

sapling in the Old Dog Stake of the Pacific Coast Coursing
Club, at Merced, last Spring.

Buckskin Bob, by Foshall, out of a Cartwright bitch, is

the largest of the three winners, standing twenty-five and

three-quarters inches at shoulder, fawn in color, with black
muzzle, three years old, aud weighed fifty-seven pounds be-
fore the late meeting. He won first in the Second-Class Dog
Stake, at Newark, a year ago, out of thirty-two starters, and
won two courses at the Pacific Coast Coursing Club meet of
last March at Merced. He is nut a taking dog, but has good
bone and substance, and is dead game.

Culverine is a seven-year-old bitch, by White Cloud, out
of Sally, stands twenty- five and one-quarter inches at
shoulder and weighs fifty-three pounds, is black and white in
color, and has run against about every dog in the State with-
out winning heretofore. She has the same roomy, deep
chest that characterizes the other winners, and ran very
finely. Among the beaten dogs were several that ran well
and did credit to their breeding and owners.

Killarney, barely out of puppyhood, showed good pace and
style, and will prove dangerous hereafter. He ran his feet

raw, and had to be drawn.. Maid of Erin ran a good race and
fought a good fight, but was downed in the second ties by
Killarney. The strain of Cashier and Babat, the Bowster
blood in Gentle Annie, coming through her grandsire, Bar-
naby, showed itself when it ran her up to the final tie over
old Speculation.
Napa Lass, hardly fit, ran gamely, but succumbed to

superior condition.

May Morning has an exceedingly taking style, and will be
heard of at future meetings. Her course with Daisy was a
merry one, and one of the cleverest of the meeting.

After all the stakes had been run out to a finish,

the winners, guest, aud attendants were called together, and
Health, Officer Dr. J. L. Meareson, behalf of the Commit-
tee of Management, thanked everybody for the interest shown
and for assisting in what he styled the most pleasant cours-
ing meeting in his experience. He then, in behalf of the donor,
Mr. J. F. Carroll, presented to Mr. Mark Devlin, the owner
of Buckskin Bob, the special cup for the best dog in either
stake. In reply, Mr. Devlin said, that for Buckskin Bob,
who could not talk, more the pity, he accepted
the cup. It was his belief that in a cours-
ing meeting the man was secondary to ti.e faithful animal
who did his bidding and strained every power to do well.
Tn judging the courses he had endeavored to free his mind
of all prejudice, if there was any against any owner, and had
tried to judge the races upon their merits alone. He said he
thought those present and all lovers of coursing throughout
the State should feel grateful to the Newark Park Coursing
Association for having arranged and carried to a successful
issue the fiTst California Plumpton. After Mr. Devlin's

short, but sensible and eloquent little speech, everybody
made tracks for the train in waiting, and returned to the city

satisfied and willing to endorse the affair as a worthy on©.
A meeting of the Newark Park Coursing Association Com-

mittee of Arrangement is called for Monday evening, Aug.
31st, at the usual place. A full attendance is especially

desired, as it is necessary to fix the date for the nest meeting,
arrange the programme, elect officers and attend to other
preliminary business.

FIRST DAT.

For 16, all ages, at ?5 entrance; winner, ?40; runner up $'2Q: two
dogs, §10 each. Judge, Mr. Mark Devlin.

opening stake.

Maid of Erin beat Spot.
Eosie Mack beat Queen Esther.
Eillarney beat Carrie.
"Wee Nell beat Flora Temple.
Thornhill beat LadyCollins.

Maid of Erin beat Posie Mack.
Eillarney beat Wee Nell.

Parlor Maid, formerly Trip
Daisy, beat Davy Crockett.

Quick Returns beat Sarsneld.
Buckskin Bob beat Lotus

.

IThornoill beat Parlor Maid.
\ Buckskin Bob beat Quick Returns

BAILWAY STAKE.

For 16, all ages, same conditions and prizes. Judge. Mr. Mark Devlin

Rose of Thornhill beat Fleur de Lis. .Reine beat Dynamite.
Gentle Annie beat Katie fease. JNapa Lass bent Fox.
Speculation beat.Lady Belle. Little Willie beatNapa Lad.
Ned beat Sultan. | Flying Dutchman beat Mollie.

FIRST TIE?.

Gentle Annie beat Rose of Thorn- Napa Lass beat Reine.
hill. Little Willie beat Flying Dutch-

Speculation beat Ned. man.

OPENING STAKE—SECOND TIES.

Eillarney beat Maid of Erin.
t
Buckskin Bob beat Tbornliill.

FINAL TIE.

Buckskin Bob beat Killarney and won first. Killarney, runner up.

BAILWAY STAKES—SECOND TIES.

Gentle Annie beat Speculation.
I
Little Willie beat Napa Lass.

FrNALTTE.

Gentle Annie, withdrawn. Little Willie takes first by default
Gentle Annie, runner up.

EXTKA STAKE.

Shamrock Lass, be wb—owner D. D. Roach,
Against

Wee Nell.bd wb—owner T. Brady.

Jennie C, r b—owner W. Rogers,
Against

Lotus, bd w b—owner M. O'Day.

Culverine, rb—owner M. Halpin,
Against

Lady Cleveland, r b—owner Wm. McCormick.
Lady Flood.bd w b—owner W. Rodgers,

Against
White Lily.w b—owner J. Dugan.

May Morning, bd w b—owner D. Garvev,
Against

Daisy, b w b—owner J. P. McCarty.
Paddy from Cork.bd w d—owner Wm. Barrett.

Against
Maud, rw b—owner E. E.Burke.
Camelia, wb-owner P. A. McDonald,

Against
Lizzie D.,bd w b—owner D.C, Lowrie.

Paddy from Cork aud Maud ran a no course in the first

series aud were given a time allowance, while Camelia and
Lizzie D. were running, thus transposing the braces in the
order of running.

BUNNLNu.

Fourteen dogs, at ?-"icach. Judge, Mr. Mark Devlin.

Shamrock Lass bent Wee Nell. IMand beat Paddy from Cork.
Lotus bent Jennie O, [Daisy beat alas Morning.

Lizzie D. a bye.Culverine beat Lath Cleveland.
Lady Flood beat White Lily.

PXB0X TIES.

Shamrock Lass beat Lotus and was I Maud beat Daisy.
witlidMWD. Lizzie D.a bye.

Culverine beat Lady Flood.
n ZEB8,

Culverlnea bye. I
Lizzie D. belt Maud.

FINAL TIE.

Culverine beat Lizzie D. and won. | Lizzie D. runner up.

Cor the Carroll Cup, Special, For winners In Opening Stake
and Hallway Stake. Judge, Mr. II. Boyd.

Buckskin Bob beat Little Willie and won the Cnp.

In those races in which Buckskin Bob was a starter, }

Mark Devlin did not judge.
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THE GOT.

The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.

Star (*) indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Bail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer..
Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

It seems singular that among all the experimental re-

searches about shotgun ammunition, none have been directed

toward ascertaining the precise pressure upon wads necessary

to insure the most killing results.

Riflemen find their interest in -weighing their charges of

powder with utmost nicety, and in seating their bullets at

certain depths in their shells, and it is reasonable to suppose

that there is a pressure which, when used in loading shot

shells, will give greater effectiveness than any other.

The variableness eomiuuu to suells loaded as they ordi-

narily are was impressed upon us a few weeks since, when

we happened to be loading a few shells with four and one-half

drams of powder, weighed. We had some sheik which had

been loaded with the same charge of like powder by a dealer

in ammunition, and after wadding those of our own loading,

with a pressure of fifty pounds precisely, we cut some of the

dealer's shells and placed them under the lever.

On applying the fifty-pound pressure the wads in all of

them were forced down, some of them very little and some a

good deal.

It is apparent that if a fifty-pound pressure is the best,

none of the shop-loaded shells were properly loaded, and as

to the particular shells with which the experiment was made,

it is apparent that no two of them could by any possibility

give, the same results when discharged.

We shall soon present for the study of those interested

some tables showing the facts determined by a number of

experiments, for the purpose of learning just what degree of

force shall be used in wadding the powder. Powders of

several sorts will be used, and it is thought that the results

reached will be very useful in practice.

It will be urged that a reason for the present lack of exact

knowledge about this matter is the difficulty hitherto of

gauging the pressure in loading, but such a reason is not a

sumcieat one. It could have been done and should have been

done. Now it will be very easily done, with the recent im-

provements and inventions in loading machines.

One of the best, if not the best, shots in the State does not

ram his Dowder at all. bimply pushes a wad down until it

reaches the powder, which has previously been settled by

shaking. But his habit is not commonly followed. We have

repeatedly seen the powder wads forced down by pounding

the rammer with a heavy weight, leaving it to chance

whether any of the shells were properly loaded.

The question is often asked, whether one who lives far

back in the mountains, away from markets, can with propri-

ety kill game out of season. During a meeting of the Fish

and Game Committees of the last Legislature, a representa-

tive of the California State Sportsman's Association took occa-

sion to say that the Association was not formed for the pur-

pose of ferreting out instances where game had been killed

or fish caught during the :close season by backwoodsmen for

food, but that it would follow up instances of killing for hides,

and by people who killed for sport merely, at times when it is

illegal to do so.

The remark impressed a grizzled old fellow from up Hum-
boldt way, and he introduced himself to the Association

agent, and was profuse in his declarations that the Associa-

tion had been misunderstood. He said the people living

away back in the brush would gladly help stop hide hunting

and quail netting. His talk was not thought worth noting

particularly, but he has since proved that he was sincere, if

not discreet.

He has had one man fined three hundred dollars, with
the alternative of one hundred and fifty days in jail. The
poor devil had no money, and is now working out his fine.

Another was fined two hunded dollars, or a hundred days,

and he too was compelled by lack of cash to undergo seques-

tration. The old man writes he has three more hide hunteTB
on the hip, and says he will "git 'em all."

This is a case where zeal and an unwise Justice have done
that which will tend to undo all that has been done in creat-

ing proper public sentiment about game preservation. It is

not likely that common humanity will long permit a human
being to be confined three months for killing a Jot of does.

We do not defend the hide hunters, nor do we wish to

make their offences seem less odious than they are, but we
aBk, is it not better to impose smaller iines, and lighter

sentences, and by so doing enlist every man's sympathy, than

to consign poor wretches to long months of imprisonment at

public expense, and so arouse resentment and unrest in the

minds of those who would otherwise be with us?
What we desire is protection, and we are gratified to see

with what rapidity the public is coming to appreciate the

reasons which lead" us to labor for protection.

Even in Salinas city, near which quail are very plenty, and
deer common, several prosecutions have recently been begun
through the instrumentality of Mr. F. Sherwood, an old
English sportsman.
Speaking of the Salinas cases reminds us (hat the plea of

one of the defendants, viz: "emotional insanity," should draw
down upon him the contempt of his fellow citizens and the
stern judgment of the Court.
This defendant is a constable who was sent into the hills

to gather evidence against others, and while on the trip he
deliberately killed a doe. He was not ignorant of the law,

nor was he in need of food, and mercy is wasted upon such
a fellow. He should be fined at least fifty dollars.

At last a sportsman is found who can refrain from expand-

ing an account of a hunt. We copy from a letter- received

this week, what we believe to the shortest, simplest and most

truthful bear story out. The writer says: "I went to one of

the traps yesterday and found that Mr. Bar had put it under

his arm and walked off with it. I followed him through the

thicket of brush for a quarter of a mile, when I came up to

the critter sitting behind a large fallen tree. I could not get

to see him for some time, but finally he stuck his head up
over on the tree and looked right at me. All that I could

see was his head, so I banged away, hitting him smack in the

eye. The bullet ranged around his head under the ear, down
into his neck. I gave him another to make sure of him, and,

behold, my first bar was soon dead. He was a large black

one."
It is hard to resist the temptation to garnish that little

story with the usual details about foot-long tracks, barked

trees, fresh trail, belching dogs, gTOwls, red-mouthed, grin-

ning monsters, volleys of balls and that sort of thing.

TRAP.

Tournament.

On to-morrow, at Colma, reached by the S. P. B. R., the

train leaving at 8.30 a. m., an open-to-all shoot at 15 clay

pigeons, 18 yards rise, §2.50 entrance, divided into four

purses, 40 per cent., 30 per cent., 20 per cent. andlO per cent.,

will be given by the Lincoln Gun Club of this city.

The open-to-all shoot recently given by this Club had a

yery large entry list, about 60, and the shoot was a very close

and pleasing one. To-morrow should bring even more to

the Bcore.
*.

Golden Gate Gun Club.

The tournament given by this club on Sunday last was
quite successful in the quality of the shooters gathered, and
in the number of spectators present.

The day was not favorable for clay shooting, being lower-

ing and misty in the forenoon, until the wind began to blow,

when the fog was dispersed, only to leave a cold gale blowing
over the score, carrying with it sand in such quantities as

materially to interfere with accurate work.
For the day, the entrance fee was raised from $2.50 to

$5.00, a mistake in our opinion. Two and one half dollars

is quite enough to pay for a few hours' sport, and in a tour-

nament where the shooters are many and the prizes few, the

average man enters and pays his money more for the excite-

ment and pleasure of shooting, than for any mercenary rea-

son. It is better to have fifty entries at $1., than five at

$10. The interest taken is greater, and the attendance
generally larger.

Some excellent shooting was done. In fact in the main
match none of it was poor. Mr. Edward Funcke, always a

good shot, did remarkably well in scoring 17 breaks out of

20 shots, all things considered, and in breaking 10 straight

in a sweep. Mr. McEnroe's 16 breaks were equivalent to

about a clean score on a fair day.
Mr. Frank Coykendall, the representative from San Jose,

should have done better.

MAIN MATCH.

At 20 clav pigeons,' 18 yardB rise, $5 entrance, open to all.

Prizes, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

F. Coykendall 1 11111111 0000111111 1—16
W. Stewart 101001110111111011 1—14
E. Funke 1110110111111011111 1—17
A. Rush 1 010010101001101111 1—12
C.Brown 1 011100111100001111 1—13
T. Ryan 011110101011110011 1—14
J. McEnroe 1 110111101011 111101 1—16
E. Faster 011111110110001100 1—12
W.James 1 11100011 1100001110 1—12

Edward Funke first, Coykendall and Ryan divided sec-

ond and third. Ties on 14 for fourth at doubles:

Ryan ll 11 11 1 Stewart 10 01 01

SECOND MATCH.

Sweepstake at 10 clays, same rise, $1.50 entrance. Prizes,

50, 30, and 20 per cent.

E. Funke I 11111111 1—10
Coykendall I 1111 11010—8
Haffling H 1 1 0-4
Brown 11110110 1—7
Ryan 1 111110111—9
McEnroe 1 011 111111—9
Hositine 11010010 0—4
James l 11001U110— 6

Funke first, Ryan and McEnroe divided second and third.

THIRD MATCH.

Sweepstake, same conditions.

Funke 1 10111000 1—6
McEnroe 00010111 0—4
Covkendall 1 1111111 1—

G

Ryan 1 10 110 1 0—5

Coykendall first, Funke second, and Ryan third.

Seattle Gun Club.

Pacific Sportsmen's Club, Sacramento.

August 16th—At 12 live birds, plunge traps, 20 yards rise,

one barrel. For club medal:

Flohr 26vard3-l 00111111110-9
Starr 21 yards— 11110111011—9
Bronner 21 yards- 1 01011010111—8
Parrott 21 vards—1 1111111111 1—12
Chapman 21 yares—1 1111111111 1-12

Ties for first

:

Parrott 01 11 11—5
|
Chapman 01 10 10—8

For silver medal

:

Flohr 01 10 11—4
| Starr 10 11 11—5

Parrott won thegold medal, and Starr the silver medal. Geo.
W. Watson, of the Forester Gun Club, then killed two pairs

of birds in fine style.

Colusa Gun Club.

A new club has been formed at Colusa, primarily for the

purpose of leasing a ducking preserve and shooting there-

upon. It will doubtless do its share in bringing about a
proper regard for the game law.

Colusa is in the centre of a great shooting country, and the
club should have rare sport.

We desire the names of all the shooting and fishing clubs

on the coast, and shall be pleased to receive them, with the

names of the present officers.

We trust the Occidental Wing Shooting Club will defer its

shoot Bet for September 6th, aud go on that day to San
Bruno to see its Secretary, Mr. Funcke, shoot for the Cham-
pion Cup for amateurs under twenty-one years of age againBt

the present holder of the cup, Mr. Will A. Jenke.

The Seattle Gun Club gave a shooting tournament on Aug.
21st, 22d and 23d, at Seattle.

The shoot was at Macomber Flying Targets and live birds.

The match at Macomber's was for teams of three, from gun
clubs of the northwest, and was won by Team No. I., of the
Seattle Gun Club. We append the score and shall give next
week the remainder of the scores made.
At 20 Macomber flying targets, 18 yards rise, entrance S3

per team.
SEATTLE TEAM HO. 1.

Robertson H, McNaughtl2, MeMieken 10 36

SEATTLE NO. 2.

Captain SI. W. Stackpool 10, Pumphrey 10, Edwards 3 „ 23

SEATTLE NO. 3.

Boarman 5, LewiB 8, Clark 1.. 14

SEATTLE NO. 4.

Harris 12, Collins 9, Hardy 9 80

SEATTLE NO. 5.

Perry 6, Booth 15, McDonald 8 29

SEATTLE NO. 6.

JoneB2, Brown 7,McNutt8 17
MULTNOMAH TEAM.

Chapman, 12, Davis 3, More 9 M
VANCOUVER TEAM.

Close5,Monastes8, StrautS 21

TACOMA TEAM.
Halstead9,Dorrll, Bell 6 „ 20

Shot the Wrong Rabbit.—While Chris Hoffman, Wenna
Hoffman and Mr. Milasich were out shooting rabbits

near the Lone Hill "Vineyard, San Jose, on the 23d inst.,

Wenna Hoffman was quite severely peppered with
No. 7 shot at the distance of about 30 yards, in the fol-

lowing manner : The three separated at the foot of a
small hill, one to go on either side, and the third to go over
the top; on nearing the opposite side, Mr. Milasich was sur-

prised at hearing someone cry out as if in pain, and hasten-

ing to the spot from whence itcame, found Chrisjwith Wenna
on his back carrying him toward the wagon, having received

some 15 or 20 shot in his two feet, going through his shoes
and penetrating the flesh quite a distance. Wenna had
fainted away and was probably as badly scared as he was
hurt; they carried him to the wagon, brought him to town
and soon had Dr. Cory picking the shot out. Although very
painful there is probably no danger to be apprehended from
the accident.

Gridley Gun Club.

On October 3d the Gridley Gun Club will give a big shoot
at live birds, in Sunset Park, Gridley.

About twenty-five hundred birds are assured, and more
coming. Large purses are insured, by a fund generously
subscribed by the live citizens of that lively little burg. We
will give full particulars as soon as they are received from the

Secretary of the club.

Happening to glance at a proof of this week's Breeder and
Sportsman it appeared that at last the machine-loaded shot-

gun cartridges, so much talked about by sportsmen for a year
or more past, were to be procured at Mr. Allen's store on
Market street. The advertisement will draw attention and
should attract a great many shooters to the store. It is a
pleasure to be able to recommend the ammunition without
reserve. The shells are uniformly loaded, are perfectly

loaded and are unexceptionable in every respect. Of course
Borne may fancy particular charges, but such can get precisely

what they want by ordering direct from Mr. Allen.

It will be a relief to the gun trade to be rid of the necessity

of storing and having about large quantities of loose powder
and shot and shells. It should be a satisfaction to every
dealer to be able hereafter to say, truthfully, that every car-

tridge he retails is guaranteed to contain the exact loads

represented, loaded with perfect uniformity, and to be
superior to any hitherto offered.

We advise all shooters to see what Mr. Allen has to sell,

hear what he can say for his goods, and, lastly, to be con-
vinced that the shells loaded by the Chamberlin Automatic
Cartridge Loading Machine are the best for all purposes, trap,

target and field.

Harry Rose Redivivus.

Our quondam friend Harry Rose, by Rutherford, has

turned up as a full fledged Brighton Beacher. The following

is the Sporting World's account of a race wherein he figured

on the 17th:

The seven furlong race was the first real event of the day,
which, from the quality of horses entered, promised to furnish
some sort of a spirited contest. There were several very fair

horses eutered, and as many of them had jockeys up who
could at least manage to keep them straight for the journey,
the spectators looked forward to the race with unusual
anxiety. Harry Rose was given out on every side as the
"probable winner," the "good thing," and, as the touts at
times put it, "the best thing for the season." He ran a fair-

ish sort of a race a few days ago with Tattler, and everybody
wanted to get their money on the "moral air tight." He was
ridden by Church, and he was being backed by his owners,
who had already stood to win a big stake from bets made
elsewhere. The air was blue with Harry Rose.

Fourth Race—Purse 9250, of which ?50 to second; selling allowances.
Seven furlongs.
J. McMfthon's b g Frankie B., 6, by Monarchist—Alala, 92,000, 105

lbs McCarty 1
D. J. McCaull'sch g Harry Rose, 4, SI, 700, 99 lbs Olmrcb '2

Cablll Bros." b gMontauk, 6, SI,600, 05 lbs Watson 3
J.F. Walden's b g Mineral, 4. $1,500, 95 lbs Covington
S. W. Street's ch m Hotachimie. G, 91,500. 93 lbs Camp
G. Horn's ch g Windsail, 3. S1.500, 80 lbs Simpson
G. Davies'b g Tom Kearne, 6, 91,500, 95 lbs Rayfortl
Penn Yetter'a b m Belle B. , G, si ,500, 93 Ibsv Rayford

Time, 1:30.

Pools: Harry Rose and Frankie B. 980 each, Montauk 970, Hotachimio
865, the field 9G0. MutuelB paid, 915.10. For place, $8A0; Harry Rose
$8.70.

*

At the first attempt the horses went away in fair order.
Hotachimie moved off at the head of the bunch, closely at-

tended by Montauk and Windsail. Passing the quarter-post
Windsail dropped back, and Harry Rose took third place,

with Frankie B. close up. This was the order in which
they ran until turning into the homestretoh. Camp then let

go his hold on Hotachimie, but the mare did not respond,
and Bhe was quickly overhauled by Harry Rose and Mon-
tauk. In the last few strides, however, McCarty brought up
Frankie B„ and after an exciting finish he landed him a
winner by a head, with Harry Rose second, a neck from
Montauk.
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STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885.

(FITB DATS INCXDSIVE.)

Over $20,000 in Purses

Offered.

N. B.—In all races in which more than ten paid
up entries are received, $200 will be added by the As-
sociation, to he added as follows: Extra §50 to each
horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept, «3d.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse SSOO.

No. 2. TROTTINQ-PACIFIC COAST—2:40 class.
$1,000.

Maud W. W. W.,blk m, hy General Reno, dam hy
Rattler—"W. B. Todhunter.

Saltan, br h, by The Moor, dam Sultana—L. J. Rose.
Meulo, b h, by Nutwood.dam by Hercules—P. Farrell.
Alpheus, b h, by Mambrino "Wilkes, dam by Major

Mono—A. L. Hinds.
Daisy S„ s m, by Tilton Almont, dam by Rattler-

John Spergeon.
Norma.!, g g. Dy Rustic—A. McDowell.
Artist, blk h, by McCracken's Golddust, dam by

Davii Hill—J. R. Bodson.

No. . i'KOTTTNG-PACIFIC COAST—4-year-old
Class. '.Closed with 8 nominations.) §1,000.
Nona Y., b f, by Admiral, dam Flora—A. A. Yeager.
EisDiet, c. by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J, Rose.
Dawn, ch c, by Nutwood, dam Countess—A. S,

Whitney.
Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.

Cairn Simpson.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen

—

G. W. Trahern,
Lelaps, ch g, by Nutwood—H. C. Smith.
Pansy, blk m, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard—W. F.

Smith.

WEDNESDAY. Sept. 93d.

No. 5. R JNNING—DISTRICT—2-year-old. or mi
der, class. Mile dash. $800.

No. 6. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.
Mile and repeat. SS00.

Constellation, 3, b f, by St. George, dam Pianette

—

"W. L. Ashe.
Beaconsfield, 4, by Hockhocking—Garland & Gold-

smith.
Arthur H., 3, b c, by Hockhocking, dam Maid of the

Mist-Hill & Gries.
Glendair, 4, ch m, by NorfoEk, dam Glendew—Kelly

& Lynch.

No. S. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2-year-old
class. (Closedwith 8 nominations.) 31,000.

Alcazar, b c, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha—L. J. Rose.
Alpha, br c, by Privateer, dam Fawn—Suell Harris.
Transit, b c, by Prompter, dam Venus—M. Toomey.
Senator, b c, by Echo, dam by Young Morrill

—

Rancho del Paso.

Barney Horn, b c, by Nephew, dam by Messenger
Duroc—G. W. Trahern.

Tempest, b f, by Hawthorne, dam by Chieftain

—

L. U. Shippee.

LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM-DISTRICT- (five
moneyB) §100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 94th.

No.9—TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2;2G class.
$1,000.

Lucillia, b m, by Nephew, dam by General McClellan
—Wm. Houser.

Will Harris, g g, by Jim Lick, dam by Horn's Mor-
gan—Andrew Patterson.

La Grange, blk g, by Sultan, dam *Georgiana—L. J.

Rose.
Marin, b h, by Quinn's Patchen, dam by Emigrant—

P. Farrell.
Scandinavian, blk g, by Black Hawk, Jr.—P. John-

son.
Olivette, br m,hy "Whipple's Hambletonian—A. C.

Dietz.
Grover O., by Whipple's Hambletonian—P. C. Byrne,

No. 10. TROTTING—DISTRICT—1-year-old, or un-
der, class. §600.

No. 11—PACING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.

9800.

Shaker, b g, pedigree unknown—N. M. Fay.
Prince, br g, by Missouri Chief, dam by Belmont

—

S. C. Tryon.
Killarney, br h, by Black Ralnh—P. Fitzgerald.
Maude, b m, by Bertrand Black Hawk, dam by Ham-

ilton Chief—H. J Agnew.
Alma, ch m, by Elmo—O. A. Hickok.
Fairmount.br g, by Niagara, dam by Patchen Vernon

—I. O. Gilbeau.
LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM-PACIFIC COAST-

(Five moneys.) §100.

FRIDAY, Sept. 95th.

No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Selling
race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation,
§1,000. Two pounds off for each $100 below and 2

pounds added for each §100 above fixed value. §800.

No. 13. PACING—PACIFIC COAST—2:26 clasB.

8600.

No. 14. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:20 class.

§1,000. Under published conditions of 1885, except as
to time. Entries to Nos. 13 and 14 close Saturday,
Au- 22, 1685, with the Secretary. Records made since
Aug. 1st, shall not be a bar for these raceB.

No. 15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—3-year-old
class. (Closed April 1st, with 7 nominations.) The
following have made second payment:
Starnboul.b c, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—

L.J Rose.
Apex.b c, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail—S. K.

Trefry.
Lohengrin, be, hy Echo, dam Lightfoot—Rancho del

Paso.

SATURDAY, Sept, 36th.

No. 16. RUNNING—DISTRICT—Free for all. Mile
and repeat. §300.

Lillian, 4, g f, by Joe Daniels, dam by Norfolk—J. A.
Shepherd.

George Bender, 5, b g, unknown—W. J. Jones.
Dave Douglass, bg, by Leinster, dam Lily Simpson

—G. W. Trahern

Joe Walker, 3, s o, by Joe Daniels, dam by New York— T. B.Lowry.
Ned Cook, 3, ch c, by Flood, dam Pluuetia—T De-

laney.

al?°'§lV600
TIlOTTING~PACIFIC C0AST-Free for

de^ciis
T^g^IKG-DISTRICT-3-year-old, or un-

31

No. 19. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2:30 class.

Maud W. W. W., blk m.by General Reno, dam by
Rattler-W. B. Todhunter.

Vengeance, g g, by Venture, dam Belle—A. Patter-
son.

Ruby, bm.bySultan, dam hy Hambletonian—L J.
Rose.

Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.
Cairn Simpson.

Mayboy, b h, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Har-
vest Queen— J. McConnell.

Brown Jug, br h, hy Nutwood -J. A. Goldsmith.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen—

G. W, Trahern.
Blacksmith, blk h, by Champion Knox, dam Rosa—

J. J. Cozart.
Olivette, b m, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam

Belle—A. C. Dietz.

I* V. SHIPPEE, President.
J. M. LaRne, Secretary.

P. O. Box 188, Stockton, Cal.

THIRD
Annual Meeting

—OF THE—

Thirteenth District Agri-

cultural Society.

—AT-

MARYSVILLB,
OCTOBER 7, 8, 9 and 10.

$3,000 in Premiums

For Speed and Walking Contests.

Speed Programme
First Day—Wednesday, October Stli

TROTTING—No. 1.—Two-year-old class. Best two
in three. Pure, 8150. Free for all.

RUNNING—No. 2.—Half mile and repeat. Purse,

S200. Free to all.

TROTTING—No. 3. -2:40 class. Best three in five.

Purse, §300. Free to all.

Second Day—Thursday. October 8tli.

TROTTING—No. 4.—Four minute class. Free for
all and go as they please. Purse, ?50. The horse
nearest to four minutes to win the heat. First horse
S20, second 810. third $10, fourth 85, fifth §5.

RUNNING—No. 5. -One mile and repeat. Purae,
9250. Free for all.

TROTTING—No. 6.—Three-year-old olass. Best
three in five. Purse, $225. Free for all.

Third Day—Friday, October 9th.
RUNNING—No. 7.—One and one-half mile dash.

Purse. $225. Free to all.

WALKING—No 8. Best walking stallion. One mile.
Purse, 8100. Free to all.

TROTTING—No. 9.-2 :30 class. Best three In five.

Purse, $350. Free to all.

Fourth Day—Saturday, October lOth.
TROTTING—Consolation Class—No. 10. Best three

in five. Purse, $250. Free for all horses defeated in
the trotting contests.
RUNNING—No. 11.—Two mile dash. Purse, $300.

Free for all.

TROTTING—No. 12.-2:21 class. Purse, $600. Free
to all except Manon.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.

National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting races. Five to enter and three to start. But
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten p«r cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting and racing
premiums divided at the rate of fifty per cent, for the
first horBe, twenty-five per cent, to the second, fifteen
per cent, to the third, and ten percent, to the fourth.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

classes alternately, or to trot a special race between
heats, or to postpone ar ce until another day. A
horse making a walk-over, shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock p. m., or
they shall be required to Btart.
All purses or premiums paid sb soon as a decision is

rendered. Entries to all the above races (except fixed
events!, close with the Secretary, September 15,186,3.

Records made between August 15tn and September
15, 1885, shall be no bar to entries In these classes.

Tickets of Admission, 50 Cents.

The District comprises Sacramento,
Sutter, Yolo and Yuba Counties.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS :

J. W.Wiison, Sacramento; James Littlejohn, Sut-
ter: Charles F. Reed, Yolo; D. E. Knight, A. D-
Cutts. M. Mareuse, N.D. Coombs and C. A. Glidden,
of Yuba.

D. E. KNIGHT.
T. J. SHERWOOD, President.

Secretary.

Post Office address, Marysvllle, Cal.

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 11.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nov., Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Cal.,
admitted to District for Rac-

ing Purposes.)

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON
Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,

And Continuing Five Days.

Finest Track in the Mountains, with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races
o

SPEED PROGRAMME.

If, In the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on tb^ closing uav of the Fair.it may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows: GCj to the first and 33i to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Hordes entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only b*>

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. si . sharp.
J. K. Mueeay, J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

Henby Payot. Isaac Upham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AM) EHPORTIJiQ

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

904 Sansome Street, Near Pine,

BAN FRANCISCO.

FIRST DAY.
TROTTING—Class 3:0O,3in5, mile beats; purse,

$200. First horse, $120; second, $63; third,§20. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

2 RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse.
$100. First horse, $60; second $30; third, $10. Free for
all District horses.

3. RUNNING—Mile heats, 2 in 3; purse, $200. First
horse, $120; second, $60: third, $20. Free for all.

4 RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse
$75, First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for all.

SECOND DAY.
5 TROTTING—Class 2:30, 3 in 5; pmse, $250. First !

horse.$150; second,87o; third, $25. Free for all..

6. RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
dash; purse, $75. First horse, $50; second, $25. Free
for District horses.

7. RUNNING—HUe and a half dash; purse, $150.

First horse, $90; second, $15; third, $15. Free for all.

8. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
purse, $110. First horse, $84; second, $42; third, $14.

Free for all.

9. RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end of each mile , and use sis or
more horses; purse, $20u. Three to enter two to start.
First horse, ?150; second,$50. Owner to furnish stables.

THIRD DAY.
10. TROTTING—2:40 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; purse

$250. First horse. $150; second, $75; third, $2$. Free
for all.

11. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse, $125. First horse,
$75; second, $37.50; third, $12.50. Free for District
horses.

12. TROTTING—Four-year-olds orunder, 3 in 5, mile
heats; purse, $200. First horse, $120; seeoud, $60;
third, $20. Free for District horseB.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
4:30—Purse, $50. First horse, $3u; second, $15; third, $5.

Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOURTH DAY.
14. TROTTING—2:50 class. 3 in 5; purse, $200.

First horse, $120; second, $60; third, $20. Free
for District Horses.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat; purse, $100.

Firsthorse, $60; second, $30; third, $10. Free for all.

16. RUNNING—One andaquarter mile dash; purse,
$150. Firsthorse, $U0; second, $45; third, $15. Free for
all.

17. TROTTING—Single buggy, 2in3, owner todrive;
purse, $75. First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for
District horses.

FIFTH DAY.
18. TROTTING—3ino;purse,'$f00. Firsthorse, $240;

second, $129 tliird, $40. Free for all. »

19. WALKING—Stallions, one mile; purse, $50. First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; purse, $300.
Firsthorse, $180; second, $90; third, $30. Free for all.

21. TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat;
purse, $125. First team, $75; second, $37; third, $13. Free
for District horses. Untrained teams inuBt pull buggy
owners to drive.

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $*0. First, $50; second, $20; third. $10.

Entries to bw made at time of shooting. Not less than
five to enter. Entrance fee,$5.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Tuesday,
September 1st, 1885.

All entries to he made in writing, to give sex,

color and marks of horses. Also name and residence
of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse.
In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse Is

qualified to bo entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6)

months prior to the day of the race, and any entry
by any persoD of any disqualified horse shall be held
liable for the entrance fee contracted, without any
right to compete for a purse, and shall be held liable

to penalties prescribed by the National Association
and Rules of the State Agricultural Society, and ex-
pulsion from the Association,

Agricultural Park.
dan. McCarthy

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Point Lobos
road and removed his stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horses to his list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIONS,
MARES. GELDINGS. BROODMARES, ROADSIERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower prices
than have heretofore ruled for the same class of
stock. An inspection of the animals by allinterested
Is invited.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WA1SH,

Snp't Running Horse Dopt,
Palo Alto Stock Farm,

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on baud, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from Euglond direct.

Apply to wm . «'nriMit,
318 California St.,

San Francisco.

THE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pociflc Coast. All the latest novelties

nd improvements in this line recently imported.
The stock Is well worth inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.

8AN FRANCE
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San Francisco, - Saturday, Augnst 29, 1885.

Dates of Meetings-

Golden Gate Fair, Oakland Trotting Park, August 1st to September 5th.
Seventeenth Agricultural District—Nevada and Placer countieB, Glen-

brook Race Track, -September 1st tooth.
State Agricultural Society, Sacramento, Sept. 7th to 19th.
Stockton Fair, September 22d to 26th.
Ninth District Agricultural Association, Rohnerville, Sept. 22 to 25.
Santa Clara District, San Jose, September 28th to October 3d.
District No. 11, Greenville. September 28th to October 2a.
Monterey Agricultural Association, Salinas, Cal.. Oct. 6 to Oct. 10.
Thirteenth District Agricultural Society, Marysville, Oct. 7 to 10.
District Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 20th to

Oct. 24th, inclusive.
Nevada State Fair. Reno, Oct. 12th to 17th.

Notice.

H. P. Metcalf lias not "been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good
some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. "We

again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

The Pairs—Golden Gate.

So far the fairs have proved exceedingly satisfactory.

Santa Rosa, notwithstanding the entry list was not as full

as it should be, was emphatically successful, and up to

the time of writing the same can be said of Petaluma.
From those who have been in attendance we hear encom-
iums, and not a single grievance reported. The some-
what anomalous state of affairs, viz; holding t wo success-

ful exhibitions in convention weeks, is a matter which
the people of Sonoma can be proud of. We doubt if

there is another county in the whole country, without a

large city or town, which could make the same showing
and it speaks well for the intelligence and enterprise of

the inhabitants.

With the success of these two fairs as a basis for cal-

culation, that of Golden Gate should be eminently suc-

cessful. Nearly one-half of the population of California

is domiciled within a few miles of the grounds. There
is an immense deal of wealth, there is activity, there is

intelligence. But for all that there has been listlessness

in this direction; a strange supineness when a comparison
is made with the aid that has been given to less worthy
projects. Especially remarkable is the position which
Oakland and the rich county of Alameda occupies. As
the fair has been held there from the date of organization,

it is looked upon as peculiarly an Oakland exhibition.

Though the district includes San Francisco, Contra
Costa and Alameda counties, the location gives the latter

a prominence which should draw forth corresponding
efforts. Were aid commensurate with what it is reason-

able to expect given, the Golden Gate Fair would rival

that of the State in every department. The directors

work with a will; at the outset *they not only wrought
with ardor but expended their money freely. Had they
been properly seconded by the people of Oakland, there

is scarcely a question that it would be in a shape now to

roflect credit on them and the country.

That is, it would, in all probability, be an exhibition

of the same stamp as the big fairs of the East, for when

San Francisco saw that the city on the bright side of the

bay was determined to carry it through, the Metropolis of

the Occident would not be behindhand. With the limited

help of the two it is not over sanguine to claim that

it would soon be of the same character as the Great

St. Louis Fair, not much inferior in most of its features,

in some of them fully its equal. It is not too late yet

to give it a start, which will be the initiatory movement

towards successful establishment. Should there be such

an attendance at the fair of next week, as the managers

have a right to expect, it will give them courage to go

on. The stock display promises to be by far the best

which has ever been seen in this section. So many appli-

cations for stalls have been received that it is troublesome

to find room. Every noted breed of cattle will be rep-

resented, and that with specimens which would attract

attention in the best stock-breeding regions of the world.

Quite a large proportion of them have been imported

from the countries in which they have been brought to

nearly perfection, and, anomalous as it may appear from

the above statement, some of those of California birth

are improvement on the highest type from which they

have sprung. The show of cattle will interest people

outside of those who are in the business. There is much
to admire in the "lordly Durham," the massive Holsteins,

the graceful Jerseys, while Ayrshires, Devons, Guern-

seys, Galloways, Angus, and other breeds, make up a

bill of rare excellence.

The horse department is always attractive, and a ref-

erence to the programme, published elsewhere, will show

that the exciting sports of the track will be more than

usually interesting. In many of the races there is almost

a certainty of hard-fought contests. And while it is

probable that on every day there will be exciting trotting,

it is a fair inference that there will be extraordinarily

sharp work. There is always danger in prognosticating

the result of trotting races. That is, danger that confi-

dently announced predictions will prove erroneous, but

when Arab, Manon, Guy Wilkes and Albert W. come

together; Monroe Chief, Arab, Nellie R. come up for the

word there will be a short interval until the stand is

reached again, and which will catch the eye of the judges

first, a problem which can only be solved after the finish.

In the slower classes there is fully as much uncertainty.

Menlo has hitherto shown a decided superiority over
those he has met, but horses have their Waterloos and

Sedans, and it may be that the finishing touches of

actual races will give his competitors an edge that will

change the fortunes of the day. A great race will be

the decision when the 2:20 class is brought to atermina'

tion. Adair, Manon, Guy Wilkes and Albert W. are so

closely matched that a trifle the best of it in the shape

of condition will turn the scale. Ruby, Anteeo, Mag-
dallah and Marin will set the "cognoscenti" guessing,

and though the fast, young mare from Sunny Slope

will be the most fancied, favoritism does not always set-

tle the question. Even the race which will be decided

to-day at Petalnma will not be an absolute guide, and

though one of the great quartette, Guy Wilkes, Manon,

Nellie R. and Adair, may show superiority, a few days

hence may work a decided change. It does not require

extended comment, however, to prove that the trotting

at the Golden Gate Fair will be of an exciting character.

A glance at the entries will show that, and even those

who have only a slight acquaintance with the actors

will be assured of capital sport.

Good Racing*.

The racing at Santa Rosa and Petaluma has fully sus-

tained us in the claim that there were good racehorses
left in California. So far as can be determined from
time made and weights carried, there are those running
here which would be troublesome to the best of the
Orient. The heats of a mile at Santa Rosa, when John
A. won the first heat in 1:42, Beaconsfield the second and
third in 1:43 and 1:44, is a performance that will bear
favorable comparison with any heretofore accomplished
at the distance, and it was so closely contested as to
stamp both with the seal of high merit. The mile and
a half of Arthur H. in 2:37, and that from all accounts
ran easily, places him in the catalogue of good ones
and then Beaconsfield galloping a mile and a quarter with
rule weights in 2:09£, is only one quarter of a second
behind the best of Freeland's, when he downed the crack
of the whole eastern country, Miss Woodford. Those
who know how much interest we take in the horse that
we brought to California, do not require to be told of
the gratification there is in recording triumphs of the
blood. Hock-Hocking has earned the name of bein°- a
great progenitor, and now that it has become so well
established the old hero, "as game a horse as ever looked
through a bridle," will have a better chance.

In this connection it will not be out of place to men-
tion his half brother, Three Cheers. There is a chance
that he may be purchased by a party in the Hawaiian
Islands, and as there are only a few of his progeny in
California, in that case one of the finest strains of blood
will be lost. His sire of Newminster and Bay Middle-
ton blood, his dam bringing in the Priam and Trustee,
and that fortified by a double infusion of Sir Archy, it

would be hard to- select a better to mix with the prevail-
ing lines here. Especially on Norfolk and Wildidle
mares, as these are generally large and roomy, and the
success of Hock-Hocking on the daughters of Norfolk is

a guarantee of the fitness. This is a digression from the
racing in Sonoma county, but as this is written previ-
ously to receiving intelligence from Thursday's race, it is

manifestly treacherous ground to walk upon until the
fair is concluded. It will not do, however, to close with-
out giving Neilson due credit for the brilliant spin of
three-quarters at Santa Rosa, and as the whole field

were so close that there was scarcely daylight between
first and last, each that took part is entitled to credit.

Three-quarters of a mile in 1:15 is a good showing un.der
any circumstances.

The Glenbrook Pair.

Embryo Stakes.

Tuesday nest is "declaration day" in Embryo Stakes, foals

of 1882, at which time only $10 is required to clear the sub-

scriber, that is, $10 for each colt named. The following is

the list:

J. B. McDonald, Marysville, grey filly, by Brigadier—Lex-

ington Belle.

N. S. Hamblin, Yuba City, California, Brigadier.

Samuel Gamble, Danville, Contra Costa county, Costa, Clive,

Ceres, Clermont, Constantine, Capella, Clito, Cleon, Pas,

Cala, Corolla, Capri, Clovis, Conde, Crecy, Coligny,

Colima, Crisis.

Ben E. Harris, San Francisco, Arthena, sorrel colt, by Del

Sur—Fanny, and br ur bl colt, by Brigadier—Lena

Bowles.

S. J. Tennent, Pinole, Gns T.

A. B. Tennent, Pinole, Onyx.

J. B. Tennent, Tinole, Bobsoe.

Martin Walsh, Pinole, Jessie W.

T. H. Tennent, Pinole, Long Pastro.

G . Valensin, Arno Station, Utana, Dea, A risto, Magna,

Punch, Ivy.

L. J. Rose, Sunny Slope, br or b colt, by Snltan—Atalanta;

b colt, by Sultan—Minnehaha, b colt, by Sultuu—(Reu-

wick); light b or sorrel, by Sultan—Blonde.

A. Patterson, Alvarado, Boxwood, Fleetwood.

H. G. Cox, Alvarado, Rover.

John A. Goldsmith, Oakland, Homostake, Raxana.

Jos. Cairn Simpson, Oakland, Oito.

There will be rare doings on the course amon^ the
hills the coming week. There will be sharp racing in
which the crack horses of the State will take part", and
hot 'contests among the trotters of the upper country.
While it is somewhat unfortunate that there should be a
clashing of dates with Golden Gate, there has been a
tolerably fair division. Glenbrook has secured the wal-
lopers, and we are of the opinion that with such racing
as will undoubtedly be the result, the absence of some
of the prominent trotters will not be so great a draw-
back. Well worthy of support is the new organization,
and had it not been for the engagements which tied so
many to Oakland, there would have been a response, com-
mensurate with the liberality of the premiums. In all
probability there will be a guard against the recurrence
in the future. Though the time is necessarily restricted
for the holding of so many fairs as are marked on the
trestle-board of this Coast, they can be so arranged as not
to conflict in a measure. That of Nevada and Placer
counties is destined to be a prominent member of the
circuit and a good place must be awarded it.

St. Louis Pair.

The advertisement of the Great St. Louis Fair camo
too late for extended comment in this number. There
are so many reminiscences connected with that, and
cognate affairs of which St. Louis is the centre, that much
space will be required, onco the gates are open. In 1859
''we did" the Fair of that year for the Democrat, and tho
recollections are so vivid that the lapse of twenty-six
years can hardly be realized. Subsequent to that time
we were a frequent visitor, and there are many pleasant,
very pleasant recollections to recall.

Names Claimed.

By J. B. Haggin, San Francisco, Cal.
Fitz James, for bay or brown colt, foaled 1S85, by imp

Eyrie Daly, dam Electrn, by imp. Eclipse, from Henuie
Farrow, by imp. Shamrock.
Plumas, for bay or brown colt, foaled 1SS5, by imp. Kvrlo

Daly, dam Annie Laurie, by Hubbard, fruin Mayflower, by
imp. Eclipse.

By H. W. Peck, Hcahhhurg, Cat.
HENRY H., for bay or sorrel colt, foaled June 15, 1SS5, by

Milton R. (son of Milton Medium), dam Nellie, by John
Nelson.

[Note. This colt was published last week with the Bire
wrongly given.]
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Kacing- at Santa Rosa.

1 i

The following summaries of results at Santa Kosa are pre'

pared under some difficulties, as no data fe at hand regard
ing the betting:

BtnCONO.
Aug . 18 to—Sweepstakes for all ages ; $25 each

; $10 forfeit ; $150 added
?50 to second. Half-mile heats.

Kelly & Lynch's ch gTom Atchison, 3, by Norfolk, dam Bay Kate
108 lbs

Jas. Biggins' br m Fanny Par^ell, 5, by Shannon, dam by Iron-
clad, 115 lbs 3 j

D. Stumps' b g Bay Bill, by Norfolk, dam unknown 2 3
P. Fobson'a ch g, 2, by Norfolk, dam Jessie R., 58 lbs dr

Time, :50£, ;51.

AtchisoD was a strong favorite, and won with something to
spare.

August 19th—Sweepstake for all ages: 32-5 each, ?10 forfeit, $150 added'
t50 to second. Three-quarters of a mile.
Hill & Cries' bm Neilson, 4, by Wiididle, dam Susie Williamson, 115

lbs.

dam

Freeland and Miss Woodford-
Monmouth.

-The Match at

2 2

Garland A Goldsmiths' n h Beaconsfield, i, by Hock Hocking,
Aileen Allannah, 118 lbs a

C. Underbill's b m Emblem, 5, by Wheatlev. dam Black Maria, 115 lbs.. S
KeUy & Lyncb's b f Moonlight-, 2, by Toad Stevens, dam Twilight,

Si lbs __

S. B. Wright's b f Lalla Rookh, 3, by Floud. darn Frou Frou, 105 lbs
Time, 1:15.

The start was excellent, Lalla Eookh being the slowest to get

on her speed. Beaconsfield led well into the stretch when Neil-

son challenged him, and after a punishing finish the mare
won by a band, Emblem third by half a length, Lalla Rcokh
and Moonlight a length further back.

Aug. 20th—Sweepstake, for all ages; $50 each; |25 .forfeit; 19200 added;
$75 to second. One mile and a half.
Hill £ Gxies' b c Arthur H.,3, by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of the

Mist, 105 ibs 1

T. Delaney'schc Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Planetia, 106 lbs 2
Kelly & Lynch's ch m Gieudair, 4, by Norfolk, dam Glendew, 113 lbs... 3

Time, 2:37>J.
Pools: Arthur H. $70, Glendair $-10, Ned Cook ?25.

They got away in the first attempt, and Arthur H. and
Cook ran together for a mile, Glendair trailing in the rear.

At the finish the bay colt drew away and won handily by
three lengths.

Aug. 21st—Sweepstake, for all ages; g50 each; $25 forfeit; $250 added;
$75 to second. Mile heats.
Garland .t Goldsmith's bh Beaconsfield, 4, by Hock-Hocking,

dam Aileen Allannah, 118 lbs 2 11
H.C. Judson'sblkhJohn A., by Monday, dam Lady Clare, 118

lbs _ _
Time, 1:42,1:43. 1:44.

Pools: "First and second heats even money; third heat, 5 to 1 in favor
of Beaconsfield.

The race was fought from wire to wire in each, heat, and
was the greatest battle ever witnessed on the Santa Kosa
track.

Same Day—Sweepstake, for two-year-olds; 825 each; 310 forfeit; 3150
added; $50 tosecond. One mile-
Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, try Thad Stevens, dam Twilight. 107 lbs 1

Bf. C. Judson's blk f Fedora, bv Monday, dam Lady Clare. 107 lbs _.. 2
Time, 1:46.

Pool: Moonlight ?S0 ; Fedora$12.

The favorite won easily.

TROTTTNG.

The first race of the meeting was trotting for two-year-olds

for which Alcazar, Transit and Almont started. Alcazar was
very rank in the first part of the mile but got squared finally

and succeeded in distancing the other two, time, 2:3S^. Dr.
Hicks, who drove Transit, claimed that a collison between
his colt and Abmont was what brought about this result, and
asked that it be declared no heat. The judges ruled that as

Alcazar had nothing to do with the collision, they could not
penalize him, and awarded him the purse. Dr. Hicks dis-

sented from this view and gave notice of an appeal.

Aug. 18th—Purse ?200: Two-year-olis and under.
Alcazar, b c, by Sultan—L. J. Rose 1
Transit, b c by Prompter—M. Toomey dis.

Abmont, bg, by Abbotsford—N. T. Ontwater dla.
Time, 2:b8i.

Aug. 19th—The three-minute class was the trotting race

of the day, and Artist, Norman and Sultan came to the score.

Artist had the purse in his grip from the start, although he
lost the third heat by a mistake at the start.

Aug. 19th—Purse ?500; 3:00 class.

' Artist, blk g, by Golddust-J. R. Hodson 112 1

Norman, g g, by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. McDowell... 2 2 12
Sultan.br s, by The Moor—L. J. Rose 8 3 3 3

Time, 2:28}, 2:29, 2:30E, 2:28J.

August 20th—?400; four-year-olds.

Dawn, ch c , by Nutwood—A. L. Wnitney 2 1 1 1

Pansy, blk f, by Berlin—E. H. Miller 1 2 3 2

Nona T., bf by Admiral—C. David 3 3 2 3
Time, 2:30J, 2:26i, 2:27, 2:29.

August 21st—Purse, £500: 2:24 cI&bs.

Anteeo, b h, by Electioneer—I. de Turk 2 2 111
Le Grange, blk g, by Sultan—L. J. Rose 1 12 2 2

Time, 2:25, 2:24j, 2:24$, 2:273, 2:29.

Same Day*—Special purse; 9250; for named horsea.

Lew Hayden b g—L. Hayden 2 12 11
Jupiter, b g—G. W. Morsehead 1 2 3 3;
Cloud, g g—C. N. Topper 3 3 1 2 S

Time, 2:38, 2:38, 2:392, 238, 2:36*.

•Fifth heat trotted August 22d.

August22d—Purse, $300: three-year- olds.
Stamboul, be. bv Sultan—L. J. Rose 12 2 1]
Apes, be, by Prompter—St. Trefy 2 1 1 2 J

Time,^:31,2;33, 2 J7V, 2 :32>;, 2 :38!i, 2:34)4.2:37.

Same Day—Purse. $800: 2;2i) class.
Manon, b m, bv Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith.. 2 1 1 ]

Adair, b g, bv Electioneer—E. H. Miller, Jr 1 2 2 :

Time, 2:23, 2:22-X, 2:22^, 2:22*.

PACING.
Aug 19th*—Purse 3500; 2:26 class.

Pocahontas, chm, by Washington—S. C. Tryon 2 2 3 112:
Nevada, b h, by Gen. Reno—Jas. Lvndon 14 2 2 12!
Sidney, b h, by Santa Ciaus—J. A. Goldsmith 4 1 1 3 dis
Toney Lee,u g, bv Jim Lick— H. G. Cox 2 3 dis
Sam Lewis, hh, by Echo—C. I. Havens 5

Time, 2;23X, 2:29, 2;32#, 2:33Jf,3:3B, 2:30M. 2:35.
•Sixth and seventh h^ats paced August 20th.

Aug. 21—Purse, 5500; free for all.

Maude, b m, by Bertrand Black Hawk—H. J. Agnew
Prince, b r, by Missouri Chief—S. C. Tryon
Fairmount, br g, by Niagara—J. O. Glbean „

Time, 2:25& 2:26^ 2;2fl, 2:23*4.

dis

The Twenty-fifth Great St. Louis Fair opens Monday*
October 5th, and continues for six days. The re*

vision, of the premium list, which has just been com-
pleted, contains 24 departments and S73,000is offered in pre-

miums. The management are erecting 700 new horse stables,

500 cattle stalls, S00 sheep and swine pens, a poultry house
for 3,000 fowl and 19 exhibition halls in addition to those
already upon the ground. The Veiled Prophet will parade
Tuesday, October 6th, and the Trades Procession Thursday,
October 8th. The streets will be illuminated with electric

and calcium lights together with 150,000 gas jets; 3400,000
has just been expended on improvements and 65 acres added
to the ground. Races will be given over the new mile track

Avery day during Fair week. Two car loads of lions, tigers,

monkeys, tropical birds, herbivorous animals and venomous
reptiles wilt be added to the Zoological Garden as a special

attraction to the Fair. A rate of one fare for the round trip

has been made by all railroads running within 500 miles of

St. Louis.
Any of our subscribers desiring a copy of the premium list

will receive one free by addressing Festus J. Wade, Secretary,
718 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo., and stating they are sub-
scribers of this paper.

[Sporting World, Aug. 21.]

The Queen has vindicated herself. Yesterday Miss Wood-
ford turned the tables on Freeland, and beat him in the

match race just as grand a race as had been run last Tuesday.

The scene that followed battles all description. People went
frantic with delight. The cheers and shouts and shrieks
that went up from ten thousand male and female throats
when Miss Woodford got the verdict by a neck created a per-
fect pandemonium. Then there was a rush for the paddock
to see the horses come in, and when Miss Woodford appeared
at the gate, there were thousands ready to mob her. Hats
went up into the air with a recklessness that was simply
amazing. McLaughlin, panting with the exertion, smiled
faintly, and the crowd went all the wilder. They almost
pulled him out of the saddle, and he had great difficulty in
making his way to the weighing-room.
When he was clear of his admirers they turned their atten-

tion to the mare. The cries, "Oh! you beauty! Oh! you dar-

ling!" did not seem sufficient for all, for one excited individ-
ual pushed the boys aside that were rubbing down and kissed
her. There would have boen others to follow suit had not a
number of trainers and stable lads formed a ring and thus
enabled the lads to look after the animal's comfort. Her lady-

ship herself was greatly put out by all these demonstrations
and endeavored to get away from them. She was not mean
about it, however, and did not use her heels, and Frank Mc-
Cabe tried to get her out of the paddock as rapidly as possi-

ble. This was no easy undertaking, for She crowd now turned
its attention to McCabe, whom they shook by the hand,
slapped on the shoulder and finally slapped on the head until

his handsome new straw.hat went all to pieces.

When people reached the track it was in the air that Miss
Woudword would win, and when the betting opened it was
plain that the money talked in the same way. It was com-
mon track talk that the Dywers had never let upon the mare
since her last bout with Freeland.and that yesterday she was
fit to run for a man's life. That no possible contingency was
to be overlooked became evident furthermore when McLaugh-
lin appeared with spurs on his bouts. This was the first time
in over two years that such a thing as steel was in store for

her ladyship.

After the fourth race the track was thoroughly scraped and
gone over with brush harrows. When the men were done
Freeland appeared, with a stable boy in the saddle, and went
twice around the track at half speed. Then he was sheeted
and taken to the paddock and his legs treated with liniment.

A little while afterwards Miss Woodford, hooded and sheeted,

and accompanied by Detective, appeared on the track and
did a mile and a half, finishing the last quarter very strong.

As she went by the stand she appeared full of running,
and her admirers gTew all the stronger in the belief that she
would win.
Meanwhile in the betting the odds opened with 5 to 3 on

Miss Woodford, and 7 to 5 against Freeland. The Western
people, of course, believed in their horse, but the money did

not go on liberally, or if it did it did not go on in volumes
enough to shake the position of Miss Woodford. The Corri-

gan party said that their horse was better than he was last

Tuesday, but the Woodford adherents insisted that the "bon-

nie brown mare," as Fred Carter called her, was much "better

fhan on that day.
There was one thing against the horse's chances of win-

ning. Murphy was ill. He had reduced to make the weight

to ride Blue Wing in the Select Stakes at 110 pounds, and
the effort upset hi3 stomach, so much so, that after the race

he felt quite sick, and had to lay down. A strong dose of

brandy gave him fictitious strength, but as he stood in the

paddock waiting for his horse to be saddled, his swarthy face

was ashen.
Cheers went up as the horses went to the post. They got

the flag at the first attempt and McLaughlin at once sent the

mare to the front, and coming by the stand she led two

lengths. McLaughlin began riding and endeavored to get

away still further, but somehow the mare would not answer

his calls, and remained two lengths in front to the five fur-

long pole, where Freeland began to move up. As they passed

the three-quarter pole, Miss Woodford was only a length and

a half in front, and now McLaughlin began to work. His

heels went into her sides and the whip descended upon the

flanks of the mare in a manner to which she has not been

used to since her two-year-old form. At the seven furlong

pole Freeland was only a length behind, and steadily gain-

ing, and McLaughlin now redoubled his efforts. Stride for

stride Freeland gained, and finally Murphy raised his whip.

Up and down went his arm like a flail, but the post was in

sight, and Miss Woodford went past the post a neck ahead.

Perhaps if Murphy had not been ill the verdict would have

been different. As it is, there are hundreds of people ready

to swear tnat a dead heat was run, and hundreds of others

ready to make their oaths that Freeland had won. But Miss

Woodford won clean and square by a neck. When people

said to Mr. Corrigan, after the race, that they thought that

he had won, he replied, "No, I did not win, and then

he added in a somewhat offended tone, "I am not

like they. I don't think that I have won when I did not."

McLaughlin had been instructed to get away from Free-

land as far as he could at the fall of the flag, and was partic-

ularly instructed to make the first mile strong. The last mile,

howfiver, was faster than the first, being run in 1:42}. He
explained that when he passed the stand, and tne mare saw

the crowd and heard the snouting and hurrahing, she became

nervous, and he could not get her to go up to her bit.

Half an hour after the race a representative of Mr. Corri-

gan went up to the Dwyers and offered to match F.reeland

against Miss Woodford, at a mile and a larlong, for $5,000 a

side, the same weights, the race to be run either at St. Louis

or Chicago. At the end oi the day's racing the terms had not

been accepted, and when Mr. Phil Dwyer was asked about

the matter he replied that unless Mr. Corrigan would agree

on a mile and a quarter or a longer distance the match would

not be made. He would be glad to accommodate Mr. Corri-

gan by meeting him at St. Louis, and the amount ol the stakes

was also agreeable to him, but said he would under no

circumstances agree to start her under a mile and a quarter.

Thus the matter stands for the present, and as Mr. Corri-

gan has shown himself a thorough sportsman thus far, and

the Dwyer Brothers are known to be the same, the two

parties will no doubt come to some agreement. At all eventB

the battle between the two is ended so far as the Eastern turf

is concerned. Mr. Corrigun left for Saratoga last night, and

Freeland leaves early this morning in Mr. Corrigan's special

car. He will be accompanied by Dwyer Brothers' Richmond,

who is to start for the Kenner on Saturday. Whether Rich-

mond can stay two miles remains to be seen. At all events,

the stable must think so, and, as a rule, they have very sub-

stantial reasons for starting their horses in stake, or, for that

matter, any other kind of races.

An hour after the race Isaac Murphy signed articles and
will ride for Mr. E. J. Baldwin next year. What the cause of
his sudden termination of his relations with Mr. Corrigan was
did not transpire at the time, but the terms that the Cali-
fOrnian magnate offered were very temptiog, and the colored
Archer has, it is understood, had them under consideration
for some time.

The San Joae t- roijramine.

We append a list of entries ut & . j Jose, cut from the Sac-

ramento Bee. We have received nuword from the Secretary,

and as the Bee does not mention its authority we ;ire

unable to say whether the list is official or not, but as there

is some anxiety among owners and trainers to know the status

of the purses at San Jose, we give these entries for what they
are worth:

First Day—Running, for all ages; $25 entrance, SlOforfeit,
$150 added; $50 to the second horse. Six furlongs.
W. M. Ayres, Ichi Ban; W. L. Ashe, Constellation; W. L.

Appleby, Neilson; Kelly <fc Lynch, Tom Atchison; B. P. Hill,
Silverella; Eirby Smith, Emma; Garland & Goldsmith, Bea-
consfield; Mr. Pacheco, Mamie T.

Running, for two-year-olds; $25 entrance, $10 forfeit;
$150 added; $50 to the second horse. One mile.

P. Robson, Put Robson; H. C. Judson, Fedcra and Patti;
Kelly & Lynch, Moonlight; B. P. Hill, Meada Howard and
Molly Capron; Garland & Goldsmith, Eda.

Running, for all ages, handicap; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit,

$15 declaration, $250 added; $100 to the second, $50 to the
third horse. Two miles.
W. L. Ashe, Gold Sheaf; Hill & Gries, Arthur H,; H.C.

Judson, John A.; Kelly & Lynch, Glendair.

Second Day—Trotting; 3:00 class, district; purse, $500.
Did not fill. Special purse for named horses substituted.

Trotting, 2:22 class. Did not fill. Special purse for named
horses substituted.

Trotting, three-year-olds. Did not fill. A 2:25 class pac-
ing race substituted.

Third Day—Running, for all ages; $25 entrance, $10 for-
feit, $200 added; 75 to the second horse. Half-mile heats.
W. M. Ayers, Ichi Ban; Kelly & Lynch, Tom Atchison; B.

P. Hill, Johnnie Gray; Kirby Smith, Emma; William Boots,
Robin.

Running, for all ages; $23 entrance, $15 forfeit, $200
added; $75 to the second. O^e mile and a half.
W. L. Ashe, Constellation; Hill & Gries, Arthur H.; H. C.

Judson, John A.; Kelly & Lynch, Glendair; Garland & Gold-
smith, Beaconsfield.

Running; selling: purse, $200. Mile heats.
Thomas Delaney, Ned Cook; E. F. Fallon, Rondo; Mr.

Pacheco, Mamie T.; S. C. Tryon, Jim Long.

Fourth Day—Trotting, 2:40 class; purse, $500.
A. L. Whitney, Dawn; J. R. Hodson, Artist; P. Farrell,

Menlo; A. McDowell, Norman; John Spurgeon, Daisy; it.G.
Cox, Will Harris.

Trotting, for two-year-olds. Did not fill. Special race
substituted. •

Trotting, 2:26 class; purse, $400.
A. C. Dietz, Olivette; W. Voget, Scandinavian; P. Farrell,

Marin; W. F. Smith, Thapsin; J. C. Simpson, Antevolo.

Fifth Day—Running, for two-year-olds; purse, $200. One
mile.

P. Robson, Put Robson; H, C. Judson, Fedora; Kelly &
Lynch, Moonlight.

Running, purse, $250. Mile heats.
T. Delaney, Ned Cook; W. L. Ashe, Constellation and Gold

Sheaf; W. L. Appleby, Neilson; Kelly & Lynch, Glendair;
E. F. Fallon, Rondo; B. P. HilL Johnnie Gray; E. F. Fallon,
Lottie L.; Garland & Goldsmith, Beaconsfield".

Sixth Day—Trotting, 2:35 class; district. Did not fill.

Special race for named horses substituted.

Pacing, free for all; purse, $400.
H. J. Agnew, Maud; O. A. Hickok, Elma; I. O. Gibeau,

Fairmount; N. M. Fay. Shaker; S. C. Tryon, Prince.

Trotting, 250 class; purse, $1,000.
O. A. Hickok, Guy Wilkes; W. F. Smith, Adair; J. and W.

Fritsch, Nellie R.; J. A. Goldsmith, Manon.

Why Phallas Did Not Win-

A great deal of talk is going on among horsemen about the

result of the Phallas-Harry Wilkes trot, and are of the opin-

ion that it was not a square up and up race. From personal

observation I agree with them, and that it was lost willfully

by the Phallas party I have no doubt. The probable incen-
tive was that if Phallas won the race no new matches could
be made, whereas now there is a chance for other horses not
in his class to compete with him. It seems preposterous
that the stallion should succumb in the time made in the
race at Belmont Park. Phallas is not a quitter by any means,
and those who know him and who saw him come back to
Harry Wilkes in the second heat, when he almost had the
gelding a distance behind him. were much surprised and
chagrined thereat. These people did not go near the pool-
box, for the deal seemed too apparent on the face of it.

Of course I do not mean to insinuate that Mr. W. C. France
had anything to do with it, or would countenance any such
proceeding. That he went in to win I have no doubt, and
win he did in a certain manner.
In looking at the race Ed. Bither did not seem to be driv-

ing a hard race, but paid too much attention to his compet-
itor. It is true he used the whip several times, but the shafts
of a sulky are very hard. When he was collared by Harry
Wilkes, instead of urging Phallas, as any other driver would
have done when caught up, he seemed to drive in a leisurely
manner with as much unconcern as though for pleasure, and
did not try to shake up the stallion,

Now let there be a trot arranged between Phallas, Harry
Wilkes, Maxy Cobb and Clingstone, and let each owner put
up a certain amount ot money, and no doubt ibe association
over whose track the race takes place will add a reasonable
purse; and let the winner take all. Then we will, uo doubt,
see a square race, and the best horse will have an object in
winning.

In trotting circles the excitement is great over this affair,

and many who were present declared it an out and out steal.
Bither claims that the stallion never acted so before, and

he did not know what was the matter with him. But thiq

statement does not tally with what he told me that 6

that he was in prime condition, fit to trot for a man'
and liked the track very well.

—

Sporting World.
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Remarks and Conditions.

The Annual

State Fair
....AT..

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Thursday. Sept, 10th.

TBOTTING.
No. 1. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1853

with eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURPE, $1,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, $600. 2:35 class.

SECOND DAY-Friday, SEPT. 11th.

RUNNING.
No. i. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

year-olda; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added: $50 to
second; third to save state. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of 18S2. Closed in 1884 with nine nomina-
tions; $50 entrance, p. p.; $300added; $100 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

No. 6. THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE $250—Entrance fiee; $50 to
second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two pounds off for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value . One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-TEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

§1.000—Closed March 10, 1885, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—3:00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:21 clasa
fManon barred],

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 1 4 til.

RUNNING.
No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For foux-year-olds

$100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $300 added. Three miles
Closedinl884.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages;
$25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $2-50 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—
For foals of 1SS3; $100 entrance : $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Closed in 1881 with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $15 declaration; $500
added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
6th, by 8 o'clock p. si. Two and i quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAY-Tnesday, Sept. 1 5th.

TROTTING.
No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,

1,000. Closed March 10, 1835, with twelve nominations,

No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:36 class.
No. 18. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-

mile heats; $50 entrance; $2-5 forfeit; $200 added. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, bIx-
tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one-
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies ; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
§50 to second. Five furlongs.

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three.
year-olds; $50 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $100 to
second; third saves Btake. One mile and three-
quarters.

No. 21, SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
pounds off for each $100 below and two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept, 1 7th.

TROTTING.

No.23. TROTTINGPURSE-J1.200. 2:27 class;

No. 24. TWO-YEAPC-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
$1,000—Closed March 10th, 1885, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday, Sept. ISth.

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-year-

olds; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added; 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. "Winner of Nos. 4 or 13

penalized 5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No. 27—THE SHIFTER STAKE—For threcyear-
olds; $50 entrance; $'25 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to sec-
ond; $50 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
6 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No.28. THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For allages;
$50entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 tOBecond;
$50 to third; $200 additional If 1:41!^ is beaten. Stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time
(l:42JO 1b beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FREE PURSE, $300-For all ages; $50 to
Becond. One mile and one-sixteenth andrepeat.

NINTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200; 2:23 Class.
fSiat" -• barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE $1,200. 2:30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING' PURSE $1,500. 2;20 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1886-87

were ordered to be closed at the Bame time as the
raceB on the regular programme:

No. 1-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foals of 1883; to be run at the State Fair of 1880; $50
entrance, p.p.; $300 added, of which $100 to Becond and
$50 to third. One mile and a quarter.

No. 2-CALIFORN IA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals
of 1884, to be run at the Mate Fair of 18«H; $in<n.Mitr;mc...-

;

$25 forfeit; $250 added. Second horBe, $100; third, $50.

One mile.

NO. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals
of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1887; $50 entrance,
p.p.; 9300 added. Second horse, WOO; third, 950. One
nile and a half.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to ac-

company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses

divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, ^5 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third , and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the

required number of starters appear they may contest

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:

60£ to the first, 33i to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by p. m. of the day preceding
tbe race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
Non-starters in running raceB will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries,
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday.

August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwin F. Smith. Secretary.

NINTH
Annual Exhibition

OP THE

Monterey
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

DISTRICT No. 7.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Oct. 6th to 10th inclusive.

(1S85.)

speed'programme.
FIRST BAY—Triesday, October 6, 1885.
No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile andrepeat-

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District that have never beaten three minutes.
Putbo, 5150.

SECONO WATT— Wednesday, October 7.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all

two-year-olds owned in the District. Purse 8100.

First horse, S75; second horse, §25. Four or more
horses to enter and three to i tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. S500.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, October 8.

No. 6. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 6. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
in the District;—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1, 1885. Two in three.

Purse, S200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen in
theDistrict. Purse, S100: 1st, S60; 2d, S30; 3d, 510.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse ; five to enter and
three to start.

FOURTH »AY-Friday, October 9.

No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the
District. Purse, §200.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District. Two in three. Purse,

§150.

FIFTH DAY—Saturday. October 10.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, §400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District. Purse, S300.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting races are the best three in five and all

running races best two in three, (unless otherwise
specified), five to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at

the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to

second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all raceB and stakes to close with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m„ August 15, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."

No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885, and in any District race not
owned within the District from Slay 1, 1885; and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall

be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted
without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of

the entrance received from the other entries for said

purse; and a horse winning a trotting race is entitled

to first money only, except when distancing the field

;

then entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-

ing to the trotting races will bo conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.

Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.
J. D. OAhlt, President.

_J. J, KELLY, Secretary.

$10,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

AT

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices ot the Directors of the State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en

titled "An Act to provide for the management

and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Monday, Oct. 13th.

No. 1. Bunking—PurseJ

S100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a
mile.

No. 2. Running—The Silver State Stake

—

For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-

ciety to add $100; dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance $30; $10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds estra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$5 declaration Ootober 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct, 13th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse

$200; first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. 8. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running;—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAY-Thursday. Oct. 1 5th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 class; free for all;

best three in five; purse$400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. 1 6th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to first, $30 to Becond, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 eaob; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the
second in that day's race five pounds and the
third three pounds over the rule weight.

No. 16. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first,

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one-
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running—Consolation pnrBe; en-
trance tree; $100; $70 to first; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made withiD five minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Oct. ISth.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all'

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting;—Free for all; mile heat8 *

three in five; purse $400; first horse $250»
second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1885. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for

Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California east
of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.

Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to'gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

O. 0. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Herbebt H. Bbown, M.P. I

NUGEN* W. BKOWN, I

Geo. H. Holmes,
0. Bbuoe Lowe,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
imerica to select and forward stock from tbe Aus-
tralian Colonies; or tbey will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America ; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Esq.,

and Major Eathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A. CO..

Wright, Beaton's Buildinga,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South WaleB.

John A. McKerron,

MANUFACTURER of

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230 & 232 Ellis St., opp.Fashion Stable, San Francisco

A. Ewinq. 0. S. Ewing.

Pool Room Saloon,
910 IH'I'ovr STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Breeder and Sportsman, N. Y. Spirit, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wines, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWING BROS., Proprietors.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL PRIBDHOFER,
851 Third St., Sun Franolsco
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Seventeenth

Agricultural District,

NEVADA
. .

.

AND . .

.

Placer Counties.

Glenbrook Race Track,

A 10EW Mil i: TRACK.

SPEED PROGRAMME FOR 1885.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 bead of High-Bred Trotting Stoo
now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants wbo enclose i cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOOK,
Consisting of Tonng Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTTU! (YNTE PPTflTf! PT, A "NT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
XJ-LXJ V11U 1 ItlVU J. JJH.±\ priceof every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Parchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fnlly up to
the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13}, and double team with fastest record, 2:153

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

ABERDEEN 27. ALECTO 25 8.
SireofHattie Woodward, 2:15*. &c. Limited to 30 By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

mares at $150 tbe season. | Limited to 30 mares at £50 the season.

I
FIRST DAY—Tuesday, Sept, 1st.

No. 1. CRICKET MATCH, at 9:30 o'clock A. sr., for
clubs in District. Purse $75.

No. 2. TROTTING—For horses owned In tbe Dis-
trict; 3:00 class. Purse $400; first horse §250; second
$lu0; third $50.

No. 3. TROTTING—2:30 class. Purse $600; firBt

horse $350; secoud 5175; third $75.

No. 4. TROTTING—Three-year-olds. Free for all.

Mile and repeat. Purse $600; first horse $360; second
9180; third $60.

No. 5. "WALKING MATCH—For stalbons owned
In the District. Purse $100 ; first horse $75; second $25.

SECOND DAT—Wednesday, Sept. 2d.

No. 6. RUNNING—NATIONAL HOTEL STAKE
—Free for all. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $600 added;
second horse $200; third $100. One mile and repeat.

No. 7. RUNNING— NEVADA CITY MINE
STAKE—For two-year-olds. $25 entrance; $10 for-
feit; $250 added; second horse $100; third $50. Dash of
a half-mile.

No. 8. RUNNING—WYOMING MINE STAKE
Free for all. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $300 added,
second horse $100; third $50. Dash of one and a halt
miles.

No. 9. BOYS' TOURNAMENT at 1 o'clock p. 51.

No. 10. TROTTING—For two-year-olds ownedin tbe
District. Porse $300; first horse $180; second$90; third
930.

Extra Pacing Race—2:30 class; purse, $600. First
horse, $350; second, $175; third, $75.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Sept. 3d.

No. 11. FOOT RACES AND TUG OF WAR, at 10

o'clockA. m„ open to tbe District; purees aggregat-
ing $100.

No. 12. TROTTING—2:50 class. For District horses.
Purse $400; first horse $250; second $100; third $50.

No. 13. TROTTING—2:22 class. Open to Vander-
lyn, James H. and Albert W. Purse $1,000; first horse
$500; second $250; third $150; fourth $100.

No. 14. RUNNING—SADDLEHORSE STAKE—
For horses owned in the District; catch weights. $10
entrance; $100 added; first horse 50 per cent.; second
20 per cent.; third 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per cent.;
fifth 5 per cent. Dash of a mile.

lOiRTII DAT-Friday, Sept, 4th.

No. 15. RUNNING—WALRATH STAKE. Free
for all. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $600 added; second
horse $200 ; third $100. Two miles and repeat.

No. 16. RUNNING—NARROW-GAUGE RAIL-
ROAD STAKE. Free for an. $25 entrance; $10 for-

feit; $250 added; second horse $100; third $50. Three-
quarters of a mile and repeat.

No. 17. RUNNING—SOUTH YUBA STAKE—Free
foraU. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; second
horBe $75; third $50. One and one-eighth miles.

No. 18. PACING—Free for all.

horse $450; second $250; third $100.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 5th.

No. 19. LADIES' TOURNAMENT at 10 o'clock A.
H.

No. 20. RUNNING—UNION HOTEL STAKE—For
horses owned in the District. $25 entrance; $10
forfeit; $150 added. One-half mile and repeat.

No. 21. TROTTING—2:40 class. Purse $600; first

horse $350; second$175; third $75.

No. 22. TROTTING—Free for all(St. Julien barred).
Purse$l,200;first horse $600; second $300; third $180;

fourth $120.

REMARKS A3i» CONDITIONS.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three In

five. except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination.

National Association Rules to govern trotting; but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 3dK to second.

Inall races, entries not declared out by 6 pm. of
the day preceding the race, shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6p.m. the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over.

Rales of the State Agricultural Society to govern
running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.

Racing colors to be named In entries.

In trotting raceB, drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be namealn their
entries.

ah races in which District horses are entered, they
must have been owned in the District prior to July 1st,

1885, except when specified free for all.

Entries to all of the above races to close with the
Secretary on Saturday, August 1st, 1885.

A. WALRATH. President,
Nevada City.

Geo. Fletcher, Secretary.

P. O. Address, Grass Valley.

D. E. MORGAN, Assistant-Secretary,

P. O. Address , Nevada City.

ALMONT WILKES 2131- GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. | By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay. Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to 1 dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2J5.
10 mares at 550 the season. ] Limited to 10 mares at $50 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

Tbe Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers In 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven Bons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of

2 :20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of publio races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 399. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

Purse 9S00; first

Sixth Annual

FAIR
—OF THE—

Ninth District

a
Comprising the Counties o£ Del Norte and

Humboldt, to be held on

SEPT. 22, 23, 24 and 25, 1885.

-AT-

Rokerville,

HUMBOLDT CO., Cal.

SAFEST AND BEST FOR GENERAL USE,
To Control and Educate tlte Trotter, Roadster.

or (nrrlage Horse, and lo Break tlie Colt.
NO HORSE CAR GET HIS TOSGI7E OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Pulling. Side Palling
LuesringjTongneEollinn:. and will -'Otmake tbe month
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MB. W. "W.BAIK, of Cincinnati, O., writes that It worsed to

his complete satisfaction.

MB. JOHN MURHPY, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates Its use bv every horseman as an article of great merit.

The firm of HIGBEE & POBTEK, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111., say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,

side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as tbe driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. "W. PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne,"Wy., says: "Tbe Perfection

Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y., says it is the boss.

MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm ,

Comstocks, N. Y., claim it is tho best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege

of examination. No. 1, nickel. S3; No. 2, ex. nickel, 54; No. 3, half silver, or oroide, $5; No. 4, full silver

or oroide, $C. For sale by aU dealers in harness and saddlery, and by tbe Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In. Ordering: Give Width of"Mouth, Measuring From Outside of Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely

Termed Improvements of this Bit. Look for Name and Date of Patent on each

Ninth District Board of Agriculture for

1885.

G. 0. Barber and G. A. Dungan, Ferndale;C. 8.
Ricks, Eureka; H. S. Case, Hydesville; C. I. Thomp-
son, Camp Grant; W. B. Dobbyn and Alex Masson,
Rohnerville.

Officers of the Board.
G. C. Barber, Ferndale, President; S. H. Crabtree*

Rohnerville, Secretary; Maurice Levinger, Rohner"
ville, Treasurer.

Ninth District Agricultural Speed Pro-
gramme.

First Day—Tuesday, Sept. B£d, at 1 :30 p. m.
No. 1. RUNNING—Purse of 550, free for all saddle

horses that have no record under two minutes; catch
weights. One mile dash. First ?35, second 515.

No. 2. TROTTING—At 3 p. m., purse of $50, for
one-year-olds. Half mile and repeat. First $35,
second $15.

Second Day. Wednesday, Sept. 93d, at 10
a. m. , Parade of Stock.

No. 3. TROTTING—At 11 a. m., purse of 825;
Bingle buggy race. Mile and repeat. For buggy
horses used as* such, and that have not trotted In a
race nor been trained forracing purposes, owners to
drive; first 517.50. second 57.60.

No. 4. TROTTING—At 1:30 p. m., purse of 5125,
three minute class. Mile heats, two In three; first

39U, second 535. .

No. 6. TROTTING—At 2:30 p. m., purse of 575, for
two-year-olds. Mile heats, two in three; first 555,
second 520.

No. 6. RUNNING—At 3 p. m.. purse of 575; free
for all. 600 (six hundred) yards ; first 855, second 520

Third Day — Thursday. Sept. 74th, at
10;30 a. in.

No. 7. TROTTING—Purse of 8100; for three-year-
olds and under. Mile heats, twe In three; first 875,
second 525.

No. 8. TROTTTNG—At 1 :30 p. in., purse of $150;
2:J5 class. Mile heats, three in five; first 8100, second
$50.

No. 9. RUNNING—At 2:30 p.m., purse of 5125;
free for all. Half mile and repeat; first 590, second
$35.

Fourth Day—Friday, Sept. 25th. at 9:30
a. m.. Parade of Stock and Awarding

of Premiums.
LADIES' EQUESTRIANSB3P—At 11 a. m ; first 515,

second 810, third 55.

No. 10. TROTTING—At 1:30 p. m., purse of $200:
free for all; Poscora Hayward barred. Mile heats,
three In five; first 8150, second ?50.
No. 11. RUNNING—At 2:»0 p.m., purse of 5150;

free for all. Mile and repeat; first 8100, second 850.
No. 12. RUNNING—At 3 p, m., purse of 840; for

saddle horses with no record under 58 seconds; catch
weights. Half mile and repeat; first 830, second 810.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OF GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KENTUCKY REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOO MEDICINES
FACTORX-15 8t. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—

6

30 and 63« MONTGOMERY ST., 8. F.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
These races are open to any horse owned in the 9th

District, composed of the counties of Del Norte and
Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the District on
the first day of June, 1885.

In all races three or more to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing tbe field receives the
entire purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

Secretary by seven o'clock on the evening previous
to tbe first day of the fair, except in the saddle races,
entries to which must be made with the Secretary by
seven o'clock on the evening previous to the race.
The horses named and entered in tbe name of the
owner, who must be a member of the Association, and
the entrance fee paid in full.

The trotting races will be conducted under tbe rules
of the National Trotting Association, but the Board
reserves the right to trot heats of any two classes al-
ternately, if necessary to finish any day's racing, or
to trot a Bpeclalrace between heats", and running races
under tbe rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associa-
tion.
All horses entered for the races will be nnder the

control of the Judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.
If from any cause there shall not he a sufficient

amount of money received from all sources, Includ-
ing appropriation from the State, to pay all purses and
premiums in full, after paying the expenses of the
fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro rata.
Neither the Association, tbe Dlretors nor officers in

any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale. Postofflce address,

San Francisco, Col.

RACING PLATES.
.. any Blze or weight, fowanled on receipt of prict.

?'J. >" per pet. All plateB and shoes guaranteed to be ot
the befit material and workmanship. SampleBcan be
een at the office of the Bbeedeb and Sfobtsman.

Address, M. J. o'LEARY.
San irnciin Ventura* Cal.

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of 2:31i, third heat: a two-mile record of 5:10};
has trotted a mile In 2 :29}, in a two-mile beat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
Tbe above horse Is sound, without a blemish, and

one of tbe best pole horses In the State.
For further particulars address

Nevada Stables, 1 386 Market Street, b F
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General Topics.

"Starting" has been a thoroughly handled topic. Shortly

after the season commenced there have been lots of news-

paper articles on the subject, and it is safe to say that for

every word in print thousands and tens of thousands have

been voiced. In the N. T. Herald of Sunday, the 16th inst.,

the most philosophical view, that has come under the ob-

servation of G. T., appears. Here it is:

"Mark Tapley should have been at Monmouth Park yes-

terday. He was not there, however, but in his stead were
crowds of unreasonable people, who grumbled because the

new starter, being a gentleman of conscience, kept the two-

year-olds at the post for an hour, and, being unlucky or un-
skillful, sent them off very nnequitably; because the same
unlucky gentleman permitted the Julietta colt to get away
several lengths ahead of the other horses in the race; because

the steeplechase was run in the twilight, and because the

train on the Jersey Central wasslower in getting to town than
it has been since the Fourth of July.

"For the new starter he was put through a baptism of

hisses, and if Mr. Pincus was about the track he must have
been in rare good humor. Well, the new starter kept the

sport moving until the sun was getting out of sight, and he
contributed splendidly to the uncertainties of speculation.

He had seven races to deal with, and he would doubtless

have been much happier if he hadn't had so many."

owners and trainers will be governed by nltra-chivalric

guides, and insist that jockeys must not take an advantage if

offered, and that the best of the start will surely tend to rep-

rimands and fines. But while not so exemplary as all that,

they need not be so strenous in enforcing commands to "get

away in the lead every time," and that fines will be paid for

them, provided they are smart enough to gain an advantage

over their fellows. It would greatly simplify the labors of

the official who handles the flag, if the orders were to obey

him, and also use every endeavor to expedite the starting.

This much can be done without lessening Jair chances—
that meaning an even commencement for the field.

If the race-going folk would accept the view of the Herald

and look on the starting as one of the "glorious uncertain-

ties," there would be less grumbling. "Going to the races''

with a firm determination to emulate the genial Mark,

taking the whole with an equanimity that could not be

thrown out of balance, and above all only venturing sums

that can be lost without encroaching on good spirits, it would

not matter so much whether trains were late or sun rays

hidden in evening shades. Necessarily there are several

divisions on the return march. One that has profited by the

unluckiness or unskilfullness of the starter jubilant. Much
larger is that containing losers, nine-tenths of which ascribe

their misfortunes to the official who holds the flag, and as

there are several losing horsesjordinarily to one winner, there

is likely to be other causes of defeat, still ft is handier to

curse the starter, which they do with a vim. A third corp

are neither winners or losers, being peopled by the multitude

who want to see the races rattled off as speedily as possible,

and, in addition to the annoyance of seeing horses dancing

for an hour or more at the starting post, there is the still

more horrible contemplation of a delayed dinner, overcooked,

cold, with the usually hearty appetite damaged by lapse of

time.

Philosophize as we will, however, "good starts" are im-

portant factors in making racing enjoyable. Apart from the

sordid gratification of winning money, those who are bene-

fited are not so well pleased as when a race has been gained

by true and honest running. It is next to acquiring title to

the stakes by an accidental foul which in no manner inter-

fered with the others. An explanation may be necessary in

order to show how a foul can be perpetrated without detri-

ment. Let there be a dozen starters for instance, and the

two which are slowest in getting away are the favorite and

an "outsider" whose only chance to win is that all the others

fall down. The favorite crosses him so abruptly as to ciuse

the sluggard to shorten his stride, the cross being evidently

purely accidental and beyond the power of the jockey to

avoid. The favorite wins by a long way. the horse interfered

with so as to lose, perhaps, a few feet the laBt of all and a

long distance behind. Complaint is followed by disqualifi-

cation and the second is awarded the prize. There must be

stringent rules even though at times injustice be done, and
no matter how bad the start when the flags fall the race has

begun. To win, when the only horses which had a show
were left at the post, is at the best poor satisfaction com-

pared to tbat which follows an even send-off, and there are

no disturbing elements to interfere. The money return is

the same, but there is a glow at the heart in the latter case;

in the former a sort of feeling that the congratulations sound
strangely like reproaches.

It is an easy matter to anathematize the starter. Were you,

ever in his place, dear reader? Although G. T. has, very

many times, indeed, acted in nearly every other capacity

connected with racing, the starting flag was nevtr dropped,

the drum thumped or "go" shouted when racehorses were
marshaled. For all that he has a keen appreciation of the

troubles which surround the situation. Obstacles that ap-

pear slight to spectators rise at times, veritable rockies in his

way. When the starting point is opposite the grandstand
a better idea is obtained of the difficulties which beBet him,

and the insight is a dim outline. When from half or three-

quarter pole, especially the former, there is not alone

the trouble incidental to all starting, as there is sure to be

fault found when the horses are sent on their way as level as

may be. This arises from the angle of vision. The "bias"

warps the judgment, and without taking into consideration,

that when placed on a line outside horses will show as

though they were far behind those favored with inside posi-

tions, and this is heightened by the greater distance to travel

in rounding the turn, the start is denominated the "worst

ever seen," and though every person who was at the start

affirms that it was fair, evidence of their "own eyes"—falli-

ble as it is, will not be surrendered when that tallies so well

with the fault-finding disposition.

Now that racing is in full sweep, it may be as well to give

this subject some consideration. The desire to win, lauda-

ble as that feeling is, has a potent effect in intensifying the

the troubles of starting. It is hardly to be expected that,

The public are to blame, in a measure, for one of the great-

est troubles to the starter. It is rare that a field of horses

is brought together, in which all are ready to come up.

Some of them will balk, and if possible wheel and rush away
in a contrary direction. There is an intense dread, a fearful

premonition of approaching danger, a horror, insanity, in

fact, for the time, and in place of being imbued with

anything like docility are completely beyond control of

their riders. This unquestionably arises from severe

ADd unmerited punishment. "But what in theworld do you

mean by the absurd declaration that spectators are in the

fault for what can only be charged to jockeys, or at the most

to instructions too forcibly carried out?" is the indignant re-

sponse. Hold hard a moment. How frequently is heard the

accusation that a race was "thrown," the proof offered being

that the jockey did not subject his horse to unmerciful pun-

ishment from whipcord and steel. The fact might be that

there was no possible chance to win, and this the rider had

sense enough to know. Good jockeys have sufficient intelli-

gence to be aware that further punishment is useless, but they

are also cognizant of the damaging charges which are likely

to be made, and to save themselves from opprobrium pursue

a course contrary to what they know to be proper. Is it at

all surprising that after horses have been subjected to such

cruel treatment, time and time again, that they should show
disinclintion to "face the starter" when that is a certain pre-

lude to abuse?

And, by the way, it is a "moral certainty" that more races

are lost than won by excessive punishment. A mere touch

of the spur, a light, quick stroke of the whip, a movement of

the bit in ninety and nine cases in a hundred will have a better

effect than severe flagellations. In the general craze to follow

English customs, the clubs, which are called whips in that

country, are affected. Heavy, unwieldy cudgels that lacerate

with even a moderate blow, when the part struck is a tender

portion of the body, and when used under the excitement of

a close finish they are instruments of torture. Not a whit

more likely to accelerate the speed than a lighter whip, as

the momentary sting is no acuter, but bruise and mangle in

a way to leave ugly welts and it may be virulent sores.

Trainers have it in their power to regulate the spurs and
whips used by jockeys, and as so much regard is given to

even a slight increase of weight carried, a reduction in this

respect can be looked after, and with the gratification of

knowing that it is on the side of mercy.

It is an undoubted, undisputed bore to await for an hour

or more the falling of the starter's flag. Although it may
add to the uncertainty, and, perhaps, take away all chances of

favorites to increase the joy of "fielders, " that is hardly an

offset to the annoyance. The rule of the Pacific Coast Blood

Horse Association remedies this as far as it can be done by
enactment, and if properly carried out cannot fail to be sat-

isfactory. The following is the principal clause:

"The starter shall have full control of the horses and riders,

after the order has been given by the Judges to mount. He
shall compel the horses to be kept within certain boundaries,
not exceeding one hundred yards behind the line which he
has marked. Any fine he imposes within the limit of $25,
the jockey must pay, heavier fines or penalties subject to the
revision of the Judges. Should horses prove fractious or un-
governable he may assign to them other positions, but never
better than those they are entitled to. When the order to

mount is given, the Starter and Clerk of the Course shall

note the time, and when thirty minutes have elapsedwithout
a start, the horses shall be ridden, or led up, as the Starter

may direct, on a walk, and when the line marked by the
Starter is reached, he shall drop his flag, and any horse left

at the post shall be considered as having started."

Objections may be urged that if the rule be rigidly enforced

horses which are unmanageable will be in danger of being

left behind. If such cannot be controlled within thirty min-

utes after the order is given to mount, cannot be ridden or

led up when that command is given, it is anything but jus-

tice to thoBe who are better disposed to keep them longer.

The untractable very frequently get an advantage over all the

otherB. Their mad rush when they do start throws them in

advance, and the starter, glad to get them off in some shape,

gives the signal. But were that rule rigidly enforced and

that, or one of similar tenor, adopted by all racing associa-

tions, it would not be long until the evil was in a great measure

overcome. Trainers would strive to teachhorses to be amen-

able to government at the starting post, and use every en-

deavor to avoid disturbing influences. Realizing that thirty

minutes are soon wasted, and that after the lapse of half an

hour the race must jbe commenced, there would not be 60

much maneuvering for an advantage when there was a prob-

ability of their tactics being like a boomerang to plague the

thrower.

There is another point which it may be as well to consider.

It is usually the case that when the start has been long de-

layed it is worse than many false efforts which have preceded

it. This is owing to anxiety on the part of the starter to
avoid adverse criticism. Intent on getting them off so evenly
that there will be no chance to find fault, fair opportunitie •

are lost,- and as failures are repeated he becomes nervous,
perhaps "rattled," and the flag is dropped when the field is

scattered. Without doubt the inevitable bickerings over this
part of the oroceedings are trying to a man who has the least

regard for public opinion. His aims are to please, and
though there may be instances when the settled purpose is

to give an advantage, or, perchance to give someone the
"worst of it," these are comparably rare, and in general there
are honest efforts to do right.

Under all the phases it is not surprising that it should be
exceedingly troublesome to get competent men to perform the
duties of starter. In the East, where racing associations are
abundantly able, large salaries are paid. The Washington
Park Club gave S65 each day, and though at meetings o*
longer duration the daily pay may be reduced, enough is

given to make salaries worth looking after. But it must be a
"thick-hided" man, who can look on dollars as a panacea for
the burning of unmerited charges, and until there are changes
the trouble will continue. By recognizing the difficulties

which beset this prominent official; by promptly rebuking
those who are so prone to make charges without having any
foundation to base them upon; by punishing owners, train-

ers and jockies, who are determined to add to the irksome-
ness of the duties, persistently endeavoring to delay the start

until they get an advantage; by insisting that the rule recited

previously be carried out to the letter, and by sustaining the
starter in his trying situation, the time may come when it will

not be so difficult to fill the place satisfactorily.

YACHTING.
Ye Ancient Mariner Discourseth.

A small party boarded the sloop Alice last Sunday morn-
ing for a trip acrosB the bay. Those yachtsmen who have
crossed and recrossed the bay until they have become as well
acquainted with it as with our largest thoroughfares, may
here mentally say to themselves "This won't interest me, I
know all about it." Perhaps. '

But there are yachts and yachts and each and everv one of
them, like their possessors, vary in size and behavior. No
two are exactiy alike, and to those who appreciate a well-ap-
pearing, well-behaving craft, large or small, accounts of their
doings are ever interesting. Oh! yes. you may have crossed
and recrossed, but in all your trips you may not have had such
an experience as we had aboard the Alice. I do not think I
would be contradicted were I to claim that this craft is the
smallest yacht on the bay. According to the general mean-
ing of the word yacht, she is as much one as if she was five
times her dimensions—only eighteen feet in length. So much
by way of introduction.
The breeze sprang up late last Sunday, and it was about

eleven before we got away, tide running in and a mist hang-
ing lightly over the bay, which considerably neutralized the
heat of Old Sol, making the temperature simply delightful.
The anchorage ground in Mission bay was soon left far astern,
and heading well out, in order to get as much of the light
breeze as possible, the tour of the city frontwas accomplished,
almost an hour being taken up in making against the tide to
a point off Telegraph Hill, where we struck a good breeze, and
letting out our sheets headed for Angel Island.
Leaving the smooth strip of water along the

sheltered city front we were soon shooting along through
waves of respectable proportion, the sharp prow
of our little craft cutting them like a knife; the
freshening breeze heeled us over until the foaming, boil-
ing water was bubbling and splashing along the lee rail. In
about fifteen minutes from the time we encountered the fav-
orite wind we had passed Alcatraz to the southward, and
were well among the whitecaps. Not a luff was made nor a
sheet eased as on we sped, now rising, now falling, as the
billows chased each other and rolled and broke about us.
Occasionally a bucket or two of spray would come in a glist-
ening white sheet aft, as if to remind us of the oceau's tem-
perature; but old salts were aboard, and the involuntary
shower baths were but little noticed. The tide carried us
down past Quarry Point, and, seeing a gradual decrease of
the breeze as we neared the shore, the main sheet was let
out and we headed dead for the Point.
The baffling wind just off this portion of Angel Island

could not well be more puzzling to a helmsman, and all who
have had occasion to frequent this locality have noted it as
a place in which to go along with care. After a few corkscrew
whirlwinds in miniature, we lowered our jib and run in just
southeast of the Quarry under our mainsail, and anchored.
Lunch baskets were unpacked and all hands proceeded to
refresh the inner man, the run across in the briny atmos-
phere having sharpened the appetites of all. Two hours
speedily and sail was made for the return trip, which
was to be a beat to the windward. Shortly after starting out
a terrific squall struck us, and for once the little craft was
eased, she recovering her speed quickly and darting off like
a greyhound. Oh, how gallantly she behaved aa
she darted along with sails close hauled and the
wind fairly humming through her riggiug; steady and
proudly she met the white-capped billows and dashed quickly
past them or clove them in twain and sent their crests high
in the air. But we soon reached a point just to the south-
ward of Alcatraz and were again in comparatively smooth
water; the interest in the little flyer's performance gradually
diminished, and with tide and wind favorable we were soon
once more at our anchorage.
There may be many yachtsmen who would prefer staying

at home to going out aboard of a wee shaver, but let me for
one here advocate an increase of the mosquito fleet. There is
considerable sport to be had in one of these wee flyers, provid-
iug it is of a good model and well put together. The expense
is trifling when compared to that of a forty or fifty footer, and
for a trifling outlay one could be kept' always neat and
staunch, ready for a sail of an hour 01 a dav. J. II.

The only instance of two trotters of the same name beat-
ing 2:20 is that of the mares, Adelaide, by Milwaukee, 2:18
uud Adelaide, by Phil Sheridan, 2:193. One is a big mare
and the other (the 2:19j one) little larger than a pony.
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Golden Gate

[

FAIR,
Oakland Trotting Park.

August 31st to September 5Ui, inclusive.

SPEED PEOGEAMME.
Monday. August 31st.

TROTTING—2 :40 Class. Purse $500.
L J. Rosd.br s Sultan.
Jobn McConnell, b s May Boy.
Charles F. Swan, b m Acme.
Andy McDowell, gr g Norman.
R.T. Carroll, b s Menlo.

SAME DAT—Trotting. For all Three-year-olds and
under. Purse ?300-

L. J. Lose, b c Stamboul. -

Charles F. Swan, br m Estella.

Tuesday, September 1st.

TROTTING—2:22 Class. Purse $750.

A. Waldstein, b s Albert W.
J. W. Donathan, ch m Magdallah.
O. A. Hickok, b g Arab.

J. A. Goldsmith, b m Sister.

SAME DAT—Trotting. Two-year-old Class. Purse
?200.
L. J. Rose, b c Alcazar.
Morris Toomey, b c Transit.

Wednesday, September 2d.

TROTTLNG-2:27 Class. Purse 8750.

L. J. Rose, blk g La Grange.
J. C. Simpson, br s Antevolo.
Peter Johnson, blk g Scandinavian.
"Wilber F. Smith ,blk g Thapsin.
B. T. Carroll, b b Maria.
A. C. Dietz, br m Olivette.

J. A, Goldsmith, ch s Dawn.
Thursday. September 3d.

TROTTING—Free for AH.
J. A. Goldsmith, br s Monroe Chief.
O. A. Hickok, b g Arab.
S. Sperry, ch m Nellie R.
J. A. Goldsmith, b m Manon.
SAME DAT—Trotting. Four-year-olds and under.

L. J. Rose, b s Kismet.
Wilber F. Smith, blk £ Pansy.

LADIES' EQUESTRIAN TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 4th.

TROTTING—2 :U Class. Purse §600.

L.J. Rose, br s Sultan.
Andy McDowell, gr g Norman.
William Moir, blk m Baby Mine.
R. T. Carroll, b s Menlo.
A. C. Dietz, brru Olivette.

Saturday, September 5th.
TROTTING—2 :20 Class. Purse ?H00.

Wilber F. Smith, b g Adair,

f. A. Goldsmith, bm Manon.
O. A. Hicfcok, b s Guy Wilkes.
A. Waldstein, b s Albert W.
SAME DAT—Trotting. 2:24 Class.

L. J. Rose, bmRuby.
J. A. Goldsmith, b s Anteeo.
J. W. Donothan, chm Magdallah.
R. T. Carroll, b s Marin.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified. Five to enter and three to start in all the
above races. But the Board reserves the right in all
the races in the above programme to hold a less num-
ber than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportion-
ate amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent,
on purse, to accompany nomination. PurseB of four
monies divided at the rate of fifty per cent to the first
horse, twenty-five per cent, to second, fifteen percent,
to third, and ten per cent, to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, If necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear, they may contest fo 1" the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 6G% to the
first and 33>j to the second.
Incase any named race for a certain dav does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date of
any other event on the programme if deemed neces-
sary, due notice being given to the parties interested
at anytime previous to August 15th.

I nail ra cs, entries nut declared out by 6 p. sr. of the
day preceding the rare, shall be required to start,
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or iu one interest, the particular horse they are to start
must be named at fi i'. m. ol the day preceding the race.
tin added money paid for a walk-over.
Rulesofthe .State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to he name d in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Saturday, August 1, 1S85.

Iu. WALKER, A. C.tDIETZ.
Secretary, President.

Office. 26 Montgomery St", San Francisco-

GREAT ST. LOUIS FAIR, 1885
25th ANNUAL FAIR I

.AND.

PALL TROTTING MEETING,
October 5th to 10th, 1885.

$60,000 Cash Premiums.
PUESES TO CLOSE SEPT. 15, 1885.

Thursday October 8tll.
Free For All stallions—Pt.rse $2,600. 1st. $1,250; 2d,i

$625; 3d, $375; 4th, $250.

Friday, October 9th.

1:20 Class—Purse $1,500. 1st. $750; 2d, £375; 3d, 8225, 4th'
$150.

; 2d, 3250; 3d,?150;lth<2:40 Class--Purse $1,000. lBt,

!

$100.

Saturday. October lOth.

Monday. October 5th.
3 Minute Class—Purse $1,000; 1st, $500; 2d, $250; 3d,

$150; 4th, $100.
2:30 Class—Purse $1,500; 1st, $750; 2d, $375; 3d, 3225; 4th,

$150.

Tuesday, October 6th.
2:25 Class—Purse $1,500. 1st, $750; 2d, $375; 3d. $225; ith,

$150.

Wednesday, October 5 ill.

Free For All Pacers—Pnrse$2,000. 1st, $1,000; 2d, $500:
3d, $300; 4th, $200.

2:35 Class—Purse $1,000. 1st, $500; 2d, $250; 3d, $150; 4th,
$100.

(;E\EKAI. RULE:—Ten per cent, of Purses must Accompany each Entry.

$500,000 EXPENDED IN PAST YEAR
In Improvements, new Horse and Cattle Stables, Swine and Sheep

Pens, Poultry House and Five Exhibition Buildinss.

65 ACRES ADDED TO THE GROUND,
INCLUDING

A Grand Mile Race Course.
HALF KATES FOR PASSENGERS, FEEIGHT AND LIVE STOCK

On all Railroads and Steamboat lines entering St. Louis.

Write for premium list. Address all comruuiiications to
FESTUS J. WADE Secretary

Mechanics'

FAIR,
NOW OPEN.

LT THE PAVILION, LARKIN St.

Near Market, San Francisco-

FALL
Race Meeting,
September 8* to 12, 1885.

Five Days Racing: and Five Races

Every Day.
PURSES TO BE ENTERED FOE:

Tuesday, September 8llt.

For all uses—One mile £k)0
Forall ages, (selling race)—Heats V mile 100
For all ages—One mile and a quarter 500

Wednesday. September 9th.

For all ages—One mile $400
For four-year-olds—Three-quarters of a mile 400
For all ages (_Steeple chase)—Full courtse 400

Thursday. Septeml>er 10th.

For three-year-olds—One mile and a quarter ¥100
For all ages (selling racej—Three-quarters of mile 4uO
For all ages (hurdle race)—One mile and a quarter 400

Friday, September f lth.

For two-year-olds—Three-quarters of a mile $400
For all ages—Mile heats 500
For two-year-olds (selling race 400
For all ages—One mile and one-eighth 450

Saturday. September 13th.

For three-year-olds (selling race)—lj^mile £100
For all ages—Heats of tliree-quarters of a mile 500
For all ages (Steeple chase}— Full course 400

CHARLES GREEN,
President.

I: HMPROVED HORSE bLOTHING.

Secured by Letters Patent S!uiREISSUED MARCH 29, 1 88

1

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1 An Improved blanket or covering, consistingof the

bodv-piece A, flap C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the
animal. substantially as herein described.

2 The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extension* B.to fit the fore and hind legs of the
animal, in. nt tast-mngs FG.and tin- permanentStraps
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein

described. _
;i The blanket or covering A,withiteextenfl s B,

permanent securing-bands K, and the Eront Fastenings

Ft; in c-i, ml. illation with the elastic ueck-cxi
i
install M.

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J In combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close -fitting hood ,1, having the elastic hand L,
beneath die laws, bo that they may bo allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means ofstraps, substantially us herein

;d.

is avoided, bnl13t.1nu.Lll.,

verlng-blarikets For ani-
1 A, having the flap C,
Hied i" it i" secure it.

ii- use i.f looHe Hiirciugles
crciu described.

IMPROVED
Blind. Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Inciters I'lUeut. July S,*t. I HH"S.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
as new, and desire tu secure my letters patent, is:

1. The part L) .supported by the side Straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into wldch the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. Ina bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved hllnds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give- full freedom and ventilation t" tin-

eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially ;is

herein described,
v,. in a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, tin screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to lie

set.anbstanti ally as herein described.
4. ina bridle, ami in combination with the check-

pieces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or binds
(J and II, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eyes, and having the adjusting BUdesor
buckles, substantially as an 1 for the purpose herein
deseribeil.

5, In a bridle, and in com' inathm with the blinds P,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as t" be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable rront
straps or bands O and II, ami the 1 • >ai bind 1 and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, tlolnu nway
with all iit> objections urged against blinds, uud ril the
same time giving complete control of the line >if

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.

;

432 and 434 Mattery St., SAN FRANCISCO, <AL.

rlsio By tlir.. ..I the blind 1

something of the same oil" cl on the action folio

is Induced by toe-weights. Tills in especially the ease
When young ColtB are the pupils, teaching tuei
bend the Mice without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. MeJKERRON,
No. '£10 and 282 Fills Bt. Sftn Francisco
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TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

iTownsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)

San t'raitclsco.
:

|
Commencing Slay 11, 1885.

1:30 F I

i:3ur| I

5:13 f|

I

San Mateo, Redwood and J
Menlo P' "k.

j

'|J

6:40.
•8:10
9:03.,

*10:02i

S?

jop y
4:25 p '

(\ 9:03 a
I *10:02a

Santa Clara, San Jose and \
*3 :36 p

Principal Way Statione. I 6:°° e
j l, t8:lbp

Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville, \ i

f Salinas and Monterey. I I

^ WatsonvUle, Camp Goodall, C
' Aptos. New Brighton, So- j

>qiie"l (Cam Capitola)' and**

i » Monterey and Santa Cruz, i'f M-ssp
1 j (.Sunday Excursion) t |

' '

*| } Hollister and Tres Pinos- | | ^{JJp
10:41) a i Solertadand Way Stations

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSundays only . {Theatre train

Saturdays only

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph & Co
Staue con'nkctions are made with the 10:40 a. si.

Train, ei.;-ep. 'escadero Stages via San Mateo and
Rerlwooil ami Pacific Congress Spring. Stage via

Santa Clara, ivliicii connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

Special Huiini -tkip Tickets, at reduced rates to
Monterey, Apt oh, Soqnel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-

dero; also lo i;ilr ^y.Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs

INCURSION TICKETS.
f Sold Sunday Morning, and

. '.for 1:30 p. m. train; good for re-For Sunday b only

ForSaturday, ( Sold Satoboav and SuNDAVonly
Sunda> and ' good for return until following Mon
Momlav, I day, inclusive, at the following rates

Satto BoundTrip SattO

.kt.
Mon. from San Tkt.

$r~5o

Mon.
Franc'sci' to Tkt.

? 50~

Francisco to

Mount'n View §2 00

65 Lawrences
Oak Cirove. .... !)0 Santa Clara 1 75

75 1 10 San Jose 1 75 2 50

1 00 1 25' Silroy 2 75

1 00 1 40 Aptos
1 25 I 50 Soijnol
1 25 1 60 3 00

May field 1 25 1 75 Monterey 3 00 5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.EASSF.TT, R.R.JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

RESPECTFOXLY" CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best -Maces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TEAINS LEAVE BA2J FRANCISCO DALLY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific * "ohm,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several stream b

in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may he had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

'having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for Burf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING- TANKS
(150X50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and Bwim-
ntiiiK oaths, with EL KGA NT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Placea,

A 1*1 US. K«M»HEL AM> SANTA < KI'Z,

IS VIA THlt NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(BTOad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
Of Sao Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

ttuaiX, Flgeon, Snipe, l>nck. Geese, I>eer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached bv this line. StageB connect with trains daily

at San Mateo lor thus.- well-known Retreats, PURIS-
BIMA, SAN GBEGOBIO and PESCADERO. We
wutild particularly call attention to the unlimited ex*

tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but. a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers

of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATIONOF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge ..I

Train Baggagemen. Train liangugeincii arn instructed

to IssueCHECKS for all (logs received in Baggage

Uffirln order to guard against accidents to Dogs
while in transit, 11 Is nec-'St'iirv that they be provided

wllh COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guiib and Fishing
T n'kie will be carried free ofcharge. Guns taken apart

and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger CarB.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger. Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., Grand
H
l! O! BASBETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Snperintende t. Aest.PftBB. and Tkt. Agt,

YBRBABUENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

RE»ISr£R£D IS THE AMERICAN JERSEY CATTLE I'MU OF NEW YORK.

RECORDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK:

0. C. teat; 867 fts. 142 oza. in 11 months.MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 36 fts. 12J ozs., I week, A. J
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2* ozs., 1 -week, A. J. 0. 0. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. 4^ ozs., 1 week.
EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLASIER, 183 lbs., 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, 16 lbs. 124 ozs. in 7 days.
Blood relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale by

HENRY PIERCE. San Francisco.

Jerseys not registered in tlie American Jersey Cattle Club of New YorK sell as grades
at half-price in the East.

Stallion for Sale.
The Standard Ured Trotting Stallion

ALCONA, 730,
Belonging to A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NER, Jordan "Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

BRED BY GENERAL W. T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1S77. Sired by

Alniont, 3,1, by Alexander's Abdallah, 15, by Rysdyk's
Hainbletonian, 10, bv Abdallah 1. Dam by Mambrino
Chief, 11, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Almont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Aleona is full lt>^ hands; bright chestnut; has large,

clean limbs; large.'nat bone; large, smooth hocks and
joints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
lias never been trained or handled for speed, but is
finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatesttrotting
families, Hambletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2:30 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Almont, his sire, and sire
of Piedmont, 26; Alexander's Abdallah, his ^randsire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, G; Rysdyk's Hambleton-
ian, his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39; Abdallah i, his
g. g. g. sire, 4; Mambrino Chiei, sire ol Lady Thorn,
6: Pilot, Jr., 9.

Take notice, he is not only descended from the two
greatest and most pouular trotting families,
hut through the best and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid $27,500. Also to Allie West, 5-

year-old record of 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 'l:!%)£;

RachelB.,2:28>rf,and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:27, Bostick's Almont, Jr., 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona, and 15
other sons of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W„ 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's Bize,

style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not onlv trotting but
road and carriage or pane horses on the Pacific Coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed , but they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
good feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
McLafeity,of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,
was offered, but refused, 32,000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessarv. If not previously disposed of,
he will be taken to the California State Fair this sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C.GOODRICH,
Jordan Valley, ' tregon, or

SILAS SKINNER,
Napa, Cal.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year 1H85 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scienliflc men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert nelpil, the great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Bill Nye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of "Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connoll, Flora Haines
Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, Tim Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into tho Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription: One year, 39 00; six mouth?

,

S1.75; three months, $1.00; by carrier,in the city, :ir.

cents per mouth. Subscriptions may !» made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United Slates; also by addressing

hie i m.i i Mm. ?i*i Montgomery St.,
BAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The iNfiLKsiDK was recently Incorporated, with a

capital stock of SoO.OOO. Directors and sole Stork-
holders: H. B. McDowell, K. P. Ashe, WllUftrd Wells,
H. D. Bigelow, W. B. Ashe.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

1 16 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

81'ECJAI. ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities aud Counties ot
tlie State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Cakk, Salinas.
R. P. Sabqent, Gilroy. John Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Finigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Contts," Dougherty, Newland»&
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we" feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities
andcouuties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so Buooessfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
wiU be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KIIXIP A <<>.. 116 Montgomery street.

BUY DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE
TJGGIE

anil

^WAGONS
s

ANT STYLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

fUUSONAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishin(J

Alterations and Repairs.

OFFICE AND FACTORY.

UU Afll» I 3 1 » MARKET Silira

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets, San Francisco,

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

For Sale.

The pure Lave rack Better

bitch PEARL LAVERACK,
. i Prince l.;ivi'r.iVli ox l.ulu
l.ivi rai-k • bred l>\ .1 lldgeGale

KVf',^ f»'»*"^'-* < » f Oroville, born November
s, black ami white, thoroughly trained by E.
•V, and rau lit tho Field Trials last December.
.0.

_ llii" EUgby, fourteen -bore, breech-loading gun,
top snap, pistol grip, with leather ease and Imple-
ments.

.1. W. tlltl-'llt.

DOWllICVUlC. ««l;

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 11th, 1685.

Trains leave, aud are due to arrive at
Oakland Ferry, loot of Market St., Si
Francisco oh follow**:

L B A
Cgoi

{8:00

DESTINATION.

8:00 i

•8:00 j

3:30 I

7:00 I

1U:00 j

3:00 i

7:00 i

7:30 j

8:00 ,

7:30 j

3:00 i

4:00 I

•4:00 i

..Byron

..Calistoga and Napa..

Colfax
..Delta, Redding and Portland
..Galtvia Martinez...
.lone via Livermore

.. Livermore and I'leasanton...

..Martinez

..Milton
i Mojave, Denting, , Express..
( El Paso and East. "( Emigrant
..Nilcs aud Haywards
)Ogden and | ExpresB
i East > Emigrant
-Red Bluff via Marysville
..Sacramento, via Livermore.

" via Benlcia
'* via Benicia,
" via Benicia.

..Sacramento River Steamers..

..San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

A r rivb
(.FROM)

16:10 PM
*10:10 am
6:10 p K
5:40 pm ,

6:40 pm i

*10:40 a M
5:40 PM i

10:10 am
•8:40 A I?
6:10 pm

•7:10 p M
10:10 a M
6:10 a M
3:40 p M
11:10 a M
6:10 AM
5:40 p M
5:40 PM
6:40 p M
11:10 AM
10:10 am
•6:00 a M
•3:40 p M
13:41' p u
9:40 a M
5:40 p m
•7:10 PM
•10:40 a M
•7:10 P M

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:80
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00-
•12:00.

TO FKUIT VALE—*6:00—"6:30— "7:00— •7:30— •8:00—
•8:30—*3:30—»4:00—•4:30—•5:00—*5:30—*6fl0— *6:30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—tll:00
-•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— •8:30—
9 :00—9:30—10 :00—±10 :30—11 :00—til :30—12 :00—112 :30—
1:00—Jl:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8:30
—9:00—±9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—Jll :30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12;00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— "6:00— •6:30—7:00—*7:30—
(8 :00—*8 :30—9:00—10 :00 —11 :00—il :00—2 :00—3 :00—i :00
—•4:30-5:00—•5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—•6:23—*6:53—*7:23—*7:53-«S:2$
•8 :53—*9 :23—*10 :

21—*4 :23—*4 :53—*5 :23—*5:53—*6 :23—
•6:53—7:25—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5:15— *5:45

-

J6;45—9:15—*3:15.FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5;30— •6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4:00

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57—9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:22—*5:52—•6:22—6:52— *7:22—

7:52—•3:22—8:52—9:22-9:52-110:22— 10:52— 111:22-
U:52—112:22—12:52-11:22—1:52—2:52—3:22—3:52—4:22
-^:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52-7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY -'5:15—*5:45—•6:15—6:45—«7:18—
7:45—*8:15— 8 ^5—19:15-9:45-110:15—10" 45— 111 :lfr-
U:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45 — 3:45—4:15—1:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9 -45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY-*5:45-*6:15—6:45-«7:i6
—7:45—8:45- 19:1.5—9 :45—10:45— 112 :45— 1 :45 — 2:45—
3:45—1:45—•5:15—5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15.

(REEK KOI IK.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-*7:15-9:15-ll:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6:15—8:15—10:15—12:15— 2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. 1Sundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F,

. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager,

T. II. H(H>nJIAN.
(Jen. PaBS. ATtk Agt.

N.B. N. B. N.B.

Live Stock

!

50 Choice Merino Rams, verv hi^b grade. *12.5o each
per carload. Also l'cili^rcc.l Kams. f 2-'i<fi $5i!i each.

30 Imported Holstein I'nttlc. *2.Miy-fl.5«) each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jersevs, Sl'10 U>

|250 each.
10 Ayrshire Hulls. $lo0(« 5250 each.
r. ll. : r.-fi.r.l Bulls, ^nowf l*i i-ach.

10 Hereford Grade Bolls and Heifers, 4 to 3 months
old,$30@?40.

10 Durham Bulls. ?200^^3M each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixed Pedigrees, $100@$150 each.
5 Devon Bullrt. ?um>i -?i2r> each.
2(1 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 2 1

-; months old, 312.50 each.
5 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect. 5 months old, ?is.W each.
:i Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 10 to 12 mouthsold, fSOeaell^
These are the prices on ears, CASH, and the larger

the order the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Rtiss
House, San Francisco, or4H8 Edwards St., Oakland

,jS* I will import or export Live Stock from any
country to the United States, and deal in every kind of
Live Stuck except common horses and beef cattle.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. 0.8, DALEY, Sec'y

£j7'Sonil for circular.' ifl

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary Urailnaic ol

Ontario Veterinary Vo\-

ege* Toronto, * 'anatla.

Veterinary Inflrinnry, 391 Nntoma SI
Residenco, 366 Howard St.,SaDFranoi8CO.
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1885.
SIXTH ANNUAL PAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.

October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
In Purses and Premiums.
Arrangements for tlie Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and Industrial Exposition are in

Active Preparation.

SPEED PROGRAM 1IE.

First nay, Tuesday, Oct. 2UtIi.

1. Trotting Eace—Purse $500; 3:00 class;

mile heats, 3 in 5; open also to Cade and Pren-
tice Buy

.

2. Trotting Stake—$50; for yearlings;

half-mile heats; §10 forfeit, and $25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Running Eace—Purse $150; half-mile

dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Running Eace—Purse $200; free for

for two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday, Oct. 3 1st.

5. Trotting Eace—Purse $500; 2:30 class;

mile heats, best 3 in 5.

6. Trotting Eace—Purse $200; for two-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Race—Purse $250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

8. Running Race—Purse $250; for three-

year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

'['bird Day, Thursday, Oct. 22d.

Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,
to be hereafter published.

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for tirst and $50 to sec-

ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;

with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, Yalgean,
Margaret and Sultan barred, and a reserved

right to add others.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 23d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40

class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

11. Trotting Race—Purse $250; for

three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; tor all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Eace—Purse $300; free for

all; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fifth Day, Saturday, October 24th.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse

$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Eace—Purse $250: four-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Running Eace—Purse $300; for thrse-

year-olds; one mile and a half.

17. Punning Eace—Purse $200; for beaten
horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Five to enter and three to start. But the

Board reserves the right to hold a lees number
than 6ve to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-

tionate amount of the purse; but in no event
will a race be considered tilled without three

bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 percent, of

purse, in both running and trotting races, to

accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot

heats of any two classes alternately, if neces-

sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a
special race between heats. A horse making
& walkover shall be entitled only to the en-

trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6
p. M. of the day preceeding the race, shall be
required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular horse
they are to start must be named at 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.

Except as otherwise specified, running races

will be conducted under the rules of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association.

Non-starters in running races will be held
for entrance under Rule 3.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to

wear caps of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.
the 1st.

If two horses, are permitted by consent of
the Directors to start, then third money reverts
to the Association.
A horse distancing the Held or any part

thereof is entitled to tirst niouey only.
All moneys in purses will be divided; 65 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10
per cent, to third.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-
nished upon application to the Secretary.

All races wilfbe called at 1 o'clock sharp.
R. U. Hewitt, t. Ijchteuberger.

Secretary. President.

cynthiana

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Pennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from theirsuperior fit
tmn qualities and the excellent materi:i'n '.sea they are
prononneed by experts the cheapest i tuts made.

J. O'KASF, 765 Market St.,

Wholesale and retail dealer in Hsr-itss and Saddlery
Goods of all kinds.

Tips and Tog Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing,

.....WITH A.H" APPENDIX
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraitura

*'Bound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks Bhag and long."—Shakespeare*
o

Tips and Toe 'Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Beeedeb and Spobtsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his hook entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a mo?t able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he baa been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horseB* feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and en behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, iu paper, SI;" cloth, 31.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

** Tips and Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Beeedeb and Spobtsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest ondorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in bis conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a iiterary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
xumber of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Tob Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Beeedeb and Spobtsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Beeedeb and Spobtsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc. , and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not Uulievu ij the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that t,Li uo are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By tbeiruse, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20i. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an inve&tment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Bural
World.

FIFTH ANNUAL
EXHIBITION

JF THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

A«limiUL 4SS0CIATM

TO BE HELD AT

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st. 2d and
3d

;
1885. Inclusive.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20i, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The Lest evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for &10.000, with other
parties ready to take himat the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never woro a shoe, and
owing to*an injury to his footwhen a foal it was the universal impression that lie never could trot nut.
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, §1,221, in which he got a record of 2:292, last half in 1:13J; first money in purs* at Sacramento,
8500; second money at Stockton, §250; the Stanford Stakes, SI.672; and the Embryo, §870, making a cash
return for the season of §4,511. I am satisfied that if be had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Beeedeb and Spobtsman will ue given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Beeedeb and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cahtn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TEADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the .United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

Theiabove_treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday', Sept. 38th.

No. 1. RUNNING-Three-qnarter-niile dash, free
for all: 825 entrance; 810 forfeit; 8150 added- 850 to
Becond horse.

No. 2. RUNNING-One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds

;
825 entrance ; 810 forfeit; 8150 added- 85J to

second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING-Two-niile dash, handicap- 850
entrance; 825 forfeit; SIS declaration; 8250 added-
*100 to second horse; third to save entrance. Veigbts
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday. September 23d.

Second Day—Tne.sd-.ty, Sept. 39th.
No. 4. TROTTING-3:00 Class. District Pnrse

8500: -250 to first horse; 8125 to seconj; 875 to third'-
&50 to the fourth horse.

No 5. TEOTTfNG- 2:22 Class (onen to Vanderlyn
and James Hi. Purse 8750: 8375 to first- 8187 5 1 to
second; 8312.50 to third: 875 to fonrth.
No. 6. TROTTlNG-Tbree-y»ar-old District Pnrse

S300; 8180 to first; 81)0 to second; 8?0 to third.

Third Day—Wednesday, Sept. 30th.

Ladies Eqnestriauism—Pnrse 8100. For the most
graceful rider. 825; second, 815: third. 810 For themost skillful rider, 825; second, 815; third, 810.

No. 7. RUNNING-Half-mile and repeat! free
for all; t25 entrance; 810 forfeit: 8200 added- 875 lo
second horse.

No. 8^ RUNNING-One and one-half mile dash-
es, entrance; 815 forfeit; 8200 added ; 875 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING-Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages: purse 82011; entrance free- 850 to
second horse. Fixed valuation 81,000: two pounds
off for each S100 below; and! two ponnds%dded
for each 8100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October 1st,
No. 10. TBOTTING-2:40 Class: purse 8500; 8250

to first; 8125 to second; 875to third: 850 to fourth
horse.

No
.
11. TEOTTING-Two-year-olds

; one mile and
repeat; purse 83U0; 8180 to first horse; EDO to second-
830 to third.

No. 12.—PACING-Free for all; purse 8400- 8-10
to first; 8120 to second; 840 to third horse.

Fifth Day-Friday, OetoberSd.
No. 13. RUNNING-One mile dash, for two-year-

olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse 8200; 8
-

50 to
second horse.

No. 14. EUNNING-Free for all; one mile and
repeat: purse 8250; entrance free; 850 to second-
825 to third horse.

No. 15 -RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten
horses; purse 8150; SS0 to second horse. Entries to
close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.
No. 16. TROTTING-2 35 class; District Puree

8400; 8240 to first: 8120 to second; 840 to third boree
No.17. TROTTING -2:20 Class; puree 8400- 8'40

to first: vl20 to second; 840 to third horse.
No. 18. TROTTING-2:20 Class; puree 81 000-

S500to first; 8250 to second; 8150 to third; 8100 to'
fourth horse.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS

All trotting races ..r,- the best thr.-.- i„ five-
five to enter and Hire,- to start. Bnt the Board
reserves the right to h n less lerthan live to
nil. br the withdrawal of „ proportionate Snout >tthe purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on puree, to ac-eompany nomination.
National Association Rules to govern trotting- but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any 'days
racing, or to trot a special race between heats Ahorse making a walk-over shell he entitled only to
the entrance money raid In. When less than the re-quired numberof starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to he divided as' follows-
66*; to the first, -.ad 33JS to the second.

«" J0» S -

IN ALL KACSa. ENTRIES NOT PKCLAKKD OFT PY
6P. X. OFTHE UAY PRECEDING THE HACK, SHALL HEREQl'IKEP TOSTAUT.
Where there is more than on irv by one oerson

or In one interest, the particular horse they are to'startmustbe named atsp.it.of the da] preceding
the rai^. No added m< v pal. I for u walk-over
EtnleBol tl- State Agricultural s,„-i,-tv to govern

running races, oicopl when millions named are
otherw Ise
Non-starters In rnnnlngraces will be held for en.tran nder Rub- :i.

Racing rs to be na tin their entries
[n trotting races drivers will be r red t„ wear

Caps of distinct colors, which must be n;i il In their
entries.

District horses to he owned in District June 1, 1885
Entries to all of the above races t<- close with

the secretary on Saturday. Ancnstlsi IHS5
l>H-\Vrite "Entries to Races" on outside

*velope.

„ _ „ J. B. WELLEK, ITA B. Ellis, Secretary,
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STANDARD

For Breech-Loading Sliotguns,

The Claihrlin Automatic Cartridge Loading Machin

The Seiby Smelting and Lead Company.

Dove Cartridge>
10 or 12 gauge,

number 8 shot.

Price per 100,
$3.50.

Excelsior Cartridge,

10, 12orl6guage,
numbers 5, 6, 7, 8

or 9 shot. Price

per. 100, $2.75.

Trap Cartridge,
10,12orl6Guage,
numbers 7 or 8

shot. Price, per

100, $4.50.

Mallard Cartridge,

10,12orl6Guage,
number 6 shot-

Price, per 100,

$3.75.

Absolutely Ac curate Ammu nition. Positively Perfect Pattern. Remarkably Reliable Results. Peculiarly Powerful Pen etration.

Ammunition Loaded to Order in Any Desired Manner.
These Cartridges are Packed 25 in a Box, and Each Box is Fully Labeled as to Contents.

For Sale by and Full Price Lists on Application to

Importer and Dealer in Guns, Pistols, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle, Etc.

NO. 416 MARKET STREET, San Francisco, Cal.
Ui



SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1885. SUBSCRIPTION
FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR.

Horse Farms.

An ancient philospher, on a ship approaching Athens, pro-

pounded the conundrum, "What are the men of the city

thinkingaoout this morning?" After many guesses he laid a

wager that he could tell and said: "The men of Athens are

thinking how they can buy cheap and sell dear." The wager

was paid without hesitation.

The Americans are "The Modern Greeks." How to buy

cheap and sell dear is a constant problem of the American

mind. There are no men who answer the problem more suc-

cessfully than those who offer to the public improvements in

implements and stock. The day of implements that have
lasted for fifty years has been one long harvest season for

successful inventors. The day of improved stock has

dawned most auspiciously for all those who have made judi-

cious and earnest efforts in wise directions.

But that day has only dawned. There are twice as many
domestic animals as there are people in the land. Not more
than one man in ten thousand is engaged in special efforts at

improving stock. Not one animal in a thousand has been
fully improved. The highest improvements are only the

promise of still greater results to be attained. The most suc-

cessful breeders are the best customers of each other and the

most eager inquirers after the means of further success.

Past results have surpassed the most sanguine anticipa-

tions and paved the way for future efforts. A calf, a pig, or

a lamb, bought at five or ten times the average price, has

been found to add half his first cost to each of his adult pro-

geny, and to quadruple the profits of the farmer who raises

the progeny. This makes the farmer and his neighbors cus-

tomers for the future.

The man who raises such sires and sells them at ten or five

times the usual prices will not cease to be a customer for the

importer or breeder above him. This importer or breeder

will not stopuntil our scores of millions of common stock are

improved beyond the highest present limits.

The movement is self-sustaining, and progressive and

cumulative, and is more and more profitable year by year.

And the time is very far distant when each who makes a

special effort will cease to have a large circle of customers for

whom he can buy cheap and sell dear. The other day a

neighbor was called on to admire a fine calf, just bought for

$75, of Major G., the leading breeder of fine cattle in our

region. He did admire it to the buyer's full content, and

added: "I ought to know the merits of that calf, for I raised

it and sold it to the Major for $20."

The man who gets a high reputation for accuracy, honesty

and success in raising good stock quadruples the selling value

of an animal by owning and indorsing it, while he can often

buy as he pleases. A colt that would not be accepted as a

gift for breeding purposes if unknown or if in doubtful hands,

might sell for thousands if catalogued and pedigreed by any

one of a score of well-known breeders.

Even for ordinary uses- a horse can be sold much better by

a dealer of capacity aud integrity. One man in Worcester,

Mass., has sold tens of thousands of horses at high prices,

and he is burdened with canes, watches, whips, robes and

vehicles presented him by grateful customers for the privilege

of paying him for the exercise of his skill.

A shrewd man who wishes to buy a horse, a watch, or a

piano, of which he knows that he knows nothing, prefers to

be cheated in the price rather than the quality. He
prefers to pay a round price to a man whose reputation in-

sures his getting just what he bargains for, rather than to get

an apparent bargain at the risk of obtaining a worthless arti-

cle. A watch that he would not take of a tramp for ten dol-

lars he might gladly buy of a reputable dealer for a hundred.

The live-stock breeder who gets a reputation for his stock

aud his integrity is able to get prices very highly gratifying,

both for what he raises and for what he buys and indorses.

Herein lies one of the special values of a breeding farm. To
it gravitate the buyers and sellers of a region. Stock can be

bought and sold at a profit wholly beyond the reach of un-

known dealers; and horses fluctuate in selling value more

than any other stock. If a fine horse is seen in the hands of

certain impecunious jockeys the question is, "What ails

him?" If an unknown horse is seen in the hands of "M. T.

G." or "Hopeful, "the question is, "What new wonder has

been picked up?"
The bust horses are liable to be for sale witb no buyers;

and the best buyerB often know of no horse to suit them ut

any price. A farm where horses can be held cheaply and

utilized may secure bargains both ways. Gen. came

fiom New York with a span of horses, the envy of all be-

holders. One, a mare, was specially coveted by a breeder,

who said; "When you want $400 for that team come around."

The General laughed at the idea. But the time came when
he did wish to sell. He could find no better buyer and did
"come around." One was not needed and was sold for a

large part of the price, and the othm- was often driven by the

buyer between his farms thirty-two iu iles in the morning and
back at night, between four o'clock aud nine, and she brought
colts worthy of herself.

A firm of strict integrity and fair capacity may find their

capital moving as briskly and with as good profits in this

business as in any other. Of this there are frequent exam-
ples in every part of the West. The failures are much fewer
in stock-raising than in any other line of business. Where
they occur they are usually from manifest causes. When
men of capital, with no special experience, skill, or capacity,

embark in a new business, failure is usually predicted as a

matter of course. But in raising stock it does not always
follow. The merchant turned stockman is far less likely to

lose his all than the stockman turned merchant. He may at

first conduct his business at a loss, but as his stock is grow-
ing and multiplying, and his difficulties and forced econo-
mies are often only the straits which,lead him into smoother
waters. He is compelled to learn his business. It is one
which can be learned. His farm and stock are fast increasing

in value, and out of apparent failure he often plucks success.

In the raising of horses there seems to be one vacancy of

the highest possible promise. In all the large cities of Europe
aud America there is a brisk and growing demand for horses

of from sixteen to seventeen hands, and from 1,200 to 1,400

lbs., with the style, travel and attractions common in Ameri-
can horses one-tenth lower in height aud lighter iu weight,
and at twice the prices of the smaller animals—that is, the

last tenth in size" sells for as much as the previous nine-

tenths; and as it sells enough quicker to more than pay the

slight additional cost of raising, an addition of one-fifth to the

size of stock horses would double the price of the progeny
and increase the profit of breeding tenfold.

This demand has been an urgent one for twenty years. It

is supplemented by a large and growing demand
for similar horses for expresses, for omnibuses, farm
machines, and all other rapid, heavy work. The
farmer is his own best customer for horses; and on every
large farm in the land there is a demand for a pair of 1,300-

lb. mares, free from draft blood, for work, travel and breed-

ing. Desultory efforts, with partial successes, have been
made here and there to supply these demands. But if there

is anywhere a breed or a region to which resort can be made
for stock from which to propagate such horses with certainty

and uniformity the fact has not been made public.

Nor is there any mode or line of breeding which has proved
extensively successfully. The effort to cross the draft and
the thoroughbred is highly recommended by theorists with
the purpose of getting the size of the one v?ith the style,

courage, and travel of the other. It has often proved highly
successful in securing the size of the thoroughbred with the

style, courage, and speed of the draft. Efforts have also been
made to secure the desired result by importing European
sires. These efforts are highly useful in increasing the size

of our stock. But in Canada, where they have been made
long and extensively, the Canadian Breeder asserts that they
have failed entirely to produce horses of the type required.

Societies have been formed in Europe for theapparent object

of furnishing pedigrees for horses for the American market.
One of them, "The Hackney (Roadster) Society," at its first

meeting distributed a large amount in premiums, but the

highest English authority, the Mark Lane Express, asserts

that there was not a prize-winner that was not lacking in the

merits characteristic of the best American horses. The best

American horses are the best in the world.

When the American mind is turned toward any improve-

ment it runs iu a broader and deeper curraut than any other.

In any sharp competition it produces the highest results, and
on comparison these results are visible. In the war of 1812

Europe stood aghast to see English ships, "the wooden walls

of Britain," knocked to pieces in a canuonading through

which American vessels sailed in trim for another battle.

And the invincible British muskets, carried by the heroes of

Waterloo, held by the side, proved useless in the conflict

with the American rifle, aimed by raw militia. Iu our recent

contest advances were made m encampments, organizations,

equipments, arms, ships, commissary and finance, far beyond
all that Europe had attained through all the wars of thy cen-

tury.

In other lands those who think and those who work are iu

separate classes. The man who has an idea lucks the practi-

cal ability to carry it out. Here a man is his own master
and his own servant. The toiler does his own thinking, and
he often does far more of it and to better advantage than the

professional man or the maa of means. But these, also,

when they have the practical ideas have the practical ability

to carry them out. When a scholar and wholesale merchant
like W. E. King, or a parson and writer like Adirondack
Murray, wishes to raise stock he depends on his own knowl-
edge and not on a bailiff's, and he does just as much or as
little hard work as he pleases. His hands are not tied behind
his back by incapacity, nor by the dread of sinning against
caste. Society is not so divided up into fragments, isolated
by non-conductors. A zeal for improvement once aroused is

propagated through a much greater number and a more com-
pact mass of sympathizers. The general press and organs
for specific practical improvements diffuse and deepen such
influences. Americans are all readers, and whenever the
press fully responds to an influence in a certain direction, a
current sets in that direction so deep and strong as to pro-
duce marked results.

In Europe individuals, families, and communities go for-

ward in a single direction, and get all they can and keep what
they get with admirable skill and tenacity. Bakewell's sheep,
Booth's cattle, and Jersey cows are examples of the results.
But here an influence is pervasive aud diffusive, and many
parallel lines of similar efforts produce universal results. In
Ei' rope tnings good enough for ancestors as well enough for
to-day. An Irish spade is a thick plate of iron with both
sides bent in at the top, so as to hold on one side a straight
handle, and on the other a wedge to hold the handle in place.
A Scotch scythe and snath is the ordiuary bush hook of our
brush pastures. The lightest European carriage is as heavy
as our express wagon; and in all that we set our heart upon
we make more rapid advances than any other people-
But in nothing are we more in advance than in our light-

harness horses. The New Englander has for a century held the
single-harness horse.for the snow in Winter, and the well-made
road in Summer, to be the special pet, treasure and luxury of
life. His horse in intelligence, spirit, docility, courage, resolu-
tion, style, and speed has been most fully developed. Groomed
and driven by an intelligent, prudent, and temperate owner,
he has become specially affectionate, sociable, and agreeable,
and highly susceptible to the wishes and moods of his driv-
ers. To all the demands of young or old, timid or dashing,
he adapts himself most readily. The same horse will draw
grandma's chaise as sedately as a mummy, or dash away with
a young blood's buggy as if he would tear everything to
pieces; or he will settle down to a steady ten miles an hour
for four, six, or eight hours in a day; while one can be found
to go a hundred miles in a day oftener thananywhere else.

But for use down the New England hills a horse must not
exceed 1,100 pounds, or fifteen hands. A horse of fourteen
hands will skip away before a buggy as much more lively
than a large horse, as a weasel is livelier than a woodchuck.
Hence this horse has been bred to this size to perfection.
But now a larger size is demanded. Size can readily be
produced by a cross of draft blood. It is so produced in
Europe. But an American, resident or traveling iu Europe,
misses no other luxury so much as he does the American
horse, unless it is the American carriage. A year's close
observation of horses in other lauds did not reveal to the
writer the superiority of any single carriage horse to those in
frequent use in New Euglaud, while the best that he saw
were instinctively set down as imported from America. The
Queen's horses would not be accepted as a gift by a critical

American, and the fine horses in Hyde Park, London, are
far more rare than in Central Park in New York. It seems
to be conceded that the best American driving horses are the
best of any; but the largest of these are oftenonly the chance
products from smaller stocks, and there seems to be no
known source of supply. Where to find them and how to

breed them are unsolved problems; and the firm or the
region that shall gather them in sufficient numbers of the
best strains and so mingle them as to produce a desirable
uniform strain, and shall continue the work so as to establish
and fix the breed, and shall raise and distribute tbem in
numbers sufficient to make them kuown and to supply the
demand created, will have a most lucrative business.

Certain horses have sent scores or hundreds of their sons
to the markets of Loudon and Paris. Had these horses been
known and utilized for breeding purposes a foundation for
a stock of coach horses might have been secured. Doubtless
others will prove equally successful. Whenever the fairs
shall divide their premiums between trotters and fast weight-
drawers these successes will be tested, advertised, multiplied,
and widely diffused. They can then, and not till then, be
combined into a breed of American coach horses, and multi-
plied sufficienty to mark a new era in horse-breeding.

—

Hapier, in Breeders Gazette.

Fallen Leaf and Gano are both at Dr. Shepard's Veterin-
ary Iufimury iu Chicago. Dr. Shepard has had onnsuc
cess in treating dickey legs,and has established arepu!
aspeciuhat iu_that direction.
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Saratoga,

August 20th—The racing was not very satisfactory. The
field in the first event caused a very aggravating delay at the

post, and the start was a poor one at that. The attendanco

was large, and the track excellent.

First Race—The Misses' Stakes, for fillies two years old, 350 each, h. f

.

with 8700 added; the second fillv to receive «00 and the third $75 out of
the stakes; to carry 100 lbs. Winner of any nice of the value of $1,000

to carry 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a

E. Berry Walls' b f Faience, bv Mortemer—Felicity, 100 lbs Fisher 1

E J. Baldwin's b f Mollie McCarthy's Last, by Rutherford—Mol lie

McCarthy, 95 lbs .....O'Brien 1

G. H Kernachan's br f Jennie B., by LoiiRlellow—Brocade. 108 IbB.
Caldwell 3

E jVBaVdVviii'H 'lV7S;inf:i Anita Belle. 105 lbs Miller

M. Young's ch f Red Girl, 100 lbs W. Jones

J E. Cannon's b f Grace.C. !!5lb.s Anderson
S Bryant's b f Belle of Louisville, uf> lbs B. Evans

Time, 1:18.

Pools: Faience $60, Red Girl $18, Jennie B. $44, Baldwin's pair $100,

field $25 Betting: 3 to 1 each against Red Girl and Mollie McCarthy's
Last, 4 to 1 Faience, Gtol each Jennie B. and Santa Anita Belle, and 25 to

1 each Grace C. and BeUe of Louisville. Mutnels paid $28.60.

After a long delay at the post they were sent, with Faience

a length and a half in the lead. She was never caught and
won easily by a length, with Mollie McCarthy's Last second,

and Jennie B. third.

Second Race—Purse $400, of which $50 to second horse; and the en-
trance money, $10 each, to be divided between the second and third
horses. Winner this year, of any race of the value of $1,500 to carry A

lbs extra; of two or more such races 7 lbs. extra. Horses not bavins
won since May 1st, a race of the value of $700, nor two or more races of
any value, (other than selling race.) since July 20th. allowed 7 bs.
Those not having won a race this year, allowed 1 1 lbs . Maidens allowed,
if 4 years old, 18 lbs. ; if 5 years or upward, 24 lbs. One Mile.

R. P. Ashe's b f Binette,4, by Billet—Mirah, lOfilbs Kelly 1

C. B. Long's b g Leman, 6, by Lelaps—Talaria, 110 lbs Caldwell 2

O Bowie's ch ra Bessie, 5, by Dickens—Belle Meade, M8 lbs...U'Hara 3

8. S. Brown's ch f Mona, 1. 106 lbs Wethers
Time, 1:45.

Pools; Binette $125, Mona $S0, Bessie $50, Leman $30. Betting: Even
against Binette, 2 tol Mona, 4 to 1 Bessie and 10 to i Leman. Mutuels
paid fill.70.

Leman was first off and led to the half, at which point

Binnette was second. Going to the three-quarters Biunette
passed and led to the finish, winning easily by three lengths.

Leman passed Bessie in the stretch and took second place.

Third Race—The Pocahontas Stakes, for fillies three years old; $50
each, h. f., with $l,0CO added; the second to receive 3200 out of the
stakes, and the third to save her stake. Winners in 1885, of any race of
the value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs. extra. Those not having won in 1885 a
raceof the value of $750 allowsd 5 lbs; maidens allowed 10 lbB. One
mile and five hundred yards.
E Corrigan's b gTabitba, bv Great Tom—Valerian, 108 lbs Fuller 1

"W. P Burch's ch f Telie Doe by Great Tom—Nina Turner, 108 lbs.
Mayniird 2

J T. William's b f Ultimatum, by King Alfonso— I'ltiina, 10$ lbs
Wetherb 3

E. Corrigan's b f Ida Hope, 116 lbs Kelly
\V. Jennings's ch i Maggie J., 113 lbs Godfrey
E. J. Baldwin's!) fMiSBion Belle, 108 lbs Miller
PreaknessStable'sb f Morning Glory, 10* lbs D.Wlllinms
O. Bowie'schf Vesta, 113 lbs O'Hara

Time, 2:16)$.

Pools: Telie Doe $120, Morning Glory $56, Corrigan's pair ?10, field$H.
Betting: 10 to 9 on Telie Doe, 3 to 1 each against Ida Hope and M.iguie
J., 10 tol each Morning Glory, Ultimatum and Mission Belle , LI to 1

TabithaandlSto 1 Vesta. Mutuels paid. $124.80.

Vesta made thepace to the quarter pole, closely pressed by
Maggie J., who went to the front after passing that point.

In the homestretch both fell back and Tabitha and Telie

Doe raced home, the former winning somewhat easily. Ul-

timatum was third.

Fourth Race—Purse P400; entrance money, $16 each, to go to second
horse. For horseB three years old and upward, beaten at Saratoga and
not having won a race July 20th. Those not having won a race
since May 1st, allowed 6 lbs. Those not having won a race this

year allowed, if three years old, 10 lbs; if four years, 15 lbs.; if

five years or upward, 20 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

E.J. McElmeel's ch h Navarro, aged, by Buckden—Mrs. Stoner
118 lbs Harvey 1

W. E. Owevs' b m Minnie Meteor, 6, by Meteor—Lady Glasgow,
113 lbs Pearson 2

O. Bowie's ch g Bald Hornet, 5, by Legatee—Australia, 95 lbs
O'Hara 3

M. Young's be Bootblack, 3,111 lbs Stoval
W. L. Cassidy'sbrg Reed, 3,98 lbs Eelly
E. J. Baldwin's brf Mira, 3, 94 lbs Miller

Time, 1:17*.

Pools Bootblack S50, Minnie Meteor §22, Reed S20, Navarro S16, field

$22. Betting; 7 to 5 against Bootblack, 3 to 1 Reed, 5 to 1 each Navarro,
Bald Hornet and Minnie Meteor, and 20 to 1 Mira. Mutuels paid
$29.70.

The start was not a good one and Mira was left standing.
Navarro was in the lead when the flag fell and was never
headed, winning easily. Bootblaek ran second in the early

part of the race, but gave way to Minnie Meteor and Bald
Hornet, who finished second and third as named.
Aug. 21st—The racing was good. The result of the second

race was unsatisfactory by reason of Jim Douglas losing it

through dropping his weight. The race was given to Easter,

who finished second, and she paid $127.10 in the pools.

Purse ?100, of which $100 to the second; winning penalties, beaten and
maiden allowances. One mile and five hundred yards.
B. J. Coughlin'B b m Easter, G, bv Vicksburg—Roxaline, 105 lbs.

Kelly 1
Excelsior Stables's ch r Nettle, G, by Dickens—Nettie, 107 lbB.

Caldwell 2
R. :A. Johnson & Co.'s b c Powhatan III., 4, by Ulenel^—Florence I,,

108 lbs - Godfrey 3

C. Johnsons' b h Jim Douglas, aged, 110 lbs ..Fuller *

•Lost weight and was disqualified.
Time. 2:16&,

Pools: Jim Douglas $40, Nettle ?18, Powhatan $10, Easter $2. Betting:
5 to 4 on Jim Douglas, 5 lu 'Z against Nettle, 5 to 1 Powhatan and 25 to 1
Easter. Mutuels paid5127.10.

The lot passed the stand on an even line, but shortly after-

ward Jim Douglas went out and came in first easily. When
Fuller, the jockey of Jim Douglas, returned to weigh out it

was learned that seventeen pounds of lead had been lost in
the race. Jim Douglas was then, of course, disqualified.

Certainly it must have been gross carelessness or incompe-
tency of some one in saddling a horse upon whom so much
money had been placed, not alone by the general public, but
by the owner. It was an interesting sight to watch backers
of Easter straight aud of Nettle for place, looking for tickets

which they had torn up or thrown away without waiting for

the official announcement of the result.

Third Race—Purse $300, of which $50 to Becond, for -three-year-olds
and upwards; beaten and maiden allowances. Six furlongs.
L. H. Elher's bf Florence E., 3, by Reform—Emily Fuller.fi!) lbs.

, B. Evans 1

G. It. Buchanan '8 cli g Jiin Renwick, aged bv Joe Hunker— Rig Gun,
115 lbs Hon. .way 2

D. A. Honig & Bros.' b k Violin, 3, by Yoltumo—Roxana, !il lbs
Eieke a

H. Brown's chg Artil.au, 4,103 llw Fuller o
P, A. Bradv's ch g Chance, 4, 101 lbB Kelly
Hendrie Bros.' b g Inspector, 11, 101 lbs <;. Evan's
M. A. Waldeu & Co.'s eh g Our Friend, 3, 90 Us Thumpsun
D. A. HonigA BroB.' chg VaecilIator,3, Sis lim Qodi rey
O. Bowie's ch g Bald Hornet, ft, !H lh» O'Hara
Opequon Stable's br c Guydette. 3, 93 lbs \V. Jones
W. L. CasHidv's be Kershaw, -1,93 O'Brien
Jonu H. Harbeck'sch e Amber, 8, 111 lbs .', O'Deary tl

Time, l:lfljrf.

Pools: Jim Renwick $llil, Chance sim. Florence E. $10, Held $fi2. Bet-
ting: t to 1 eachagainBt Jim Reuwlck and Chance, ft to 1 Florence K.,7
to 1 Bold Hornet, 10 to 1 Artihaii, 22 to 1 Guydette, and 40 to 1 each
agalnet the others. Mutuels paid $81 .ft).

Jim Renwick led to the stretch, when Florence E. passed
him and won by a length.

Fourth Race— l'urse, $300 ; of which £100 to second ; for maiden two-
year-olds; allowances to horses not having run second. Five fur-
longs.
It. A. Johnson & Co.'s b f Miss Bowler, by Little Ruflln—Hazel Eye,

102 lbs Godfrey 1

Mr. Charles' b c Peconic, by Glengarry— Sallie Polk. 1(1(1 Iba
Caldwell 2

E. J. Baldwin's ch c Solid Silver, by Rutherford—Josie C, 100 lbs.
O'Brien 3

C. W. Medinger's ch c Elkwood, 105 lbs Anderson
M. Young's b c Masterpiece, 100 lbs W, Jones
H. E. Eimball's b c Bob Burdette, 100 lbs Saston
P.A.Smith's br c Eager, 100 lbs B. EvanB
P. H. Hyne's ch f Queen of Hearts, 97 lbs Carden
R. W. Walden's ch c Argyle, 97 lbs Kelly o

Morris & Patton's b f Gold Flea, 97 lbs Eilke
E. Corrigan's b f Mary Ellis, 97 lbs Fuller

Time, 1:06.
Pools: Elkwood, ?50, Argyle £26, Masterpiece $20. Peconic 320, Gold

Flea §20, MisB Bowler $20, field $50. Betting: i to 1 aeainst Eager, 6

to 1 Argyle, 6 to 1 each Peconic and Miss Bowler, 8 to 1 each Master-
piece and Gold Flea, 10 to 1 Elkwood, 15 to 1 eacn Queen of Hearts,
Mary Ellis and Solid Silver and 25 to 1 Bob Burdette, MutuelB paid.

531.20.

Aug. 24th—The track was very heavy, it having rained
nearly all Sunday night. The attendance was light.

First Race—Purse $30u, of which $50to second; for three-year-olds and
upwards. Three-quarters of a mile.

D. A. Honig & Bros.' b m Nora M., 5, by Voltiguer—Kitty Clyde, 104

lbs Wethers 1

G. R. Buchanan's ch g Jim Renwick, aged, bv Joe Hooker—Big Gun,
115 lbs Holloway 2

Preaknese Stable's hg Rupert, 3, by Falsetto—Marguerite. 101 lbs.

„ ,

Caldwell 3

Morris & Patton's br c Bonnie S„ H, 104 lbs Kelly
J.M. Carlisle A- Co.'s bg Bill SiBty,4, lOHlus W.Jones
M. A. Walden's b in Red Girl, li, 101 lbs Fuller
E. J. Baldwin's br c Brandvwine, 3, 94 lbs Miller
8. Bryant's grf Mocking Bird, 3, 94 lbs B. EvanB
J. Carter's br g Sir Garnet, 1, HO lbs Roberts
W. P. Burch's blk f Envenom, 3, so lbs Anderson
W. L. Cassidv's b f Dolly L.,3, 89 lbs O'Brien

Time, 1:18.

Pools: Runert, Jim Renwick and Bonnie S., $45 each, field $90. Bet-
ting: 3 tol against Jim Renwick, 7 to 2 Bonnie 8., 4 to 1 each Rupert and
Nora M., 8 to 1 Envenom, 20 to 1 Red Girl, 40 to 1 Bill Sisty, 50 to 1 each
Mocking Bird aud Dolly L„ GO tol Sir Garnet and SO to 1 Brandywine.
Mutuels paid $26.40.

Jim Eenwick took the lead at the half and held it to the

stretch, when Nora M. moved up and won easily by a length.

Second Race—Purse $350, of which $50 to second. One mile and a fur-
long.
C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle—Yolone, 113 lbs

Barens 1

Preakness stable's h f Morning Ulorv. 3, by Longfellow—Lady Rich-
ards, S3 lbs Hall 3

W. Jennings' b m Farewell, fi. bv Lisbon—Fairy, 115 lbs Kiley 3

H. E. Kimball & Co.'s gr mUnaB., 6, 101 lbs Saxton
R. C. Pate's b c Clay Pate, 3, 100 lbB O'Hara
Davis & Hall's b f Rosette, 3, 34 lbs Anderson

Time, 2:00.

Pools: Jim Douglas $50, Farewell $4<5, the 'field $50. Betting: Even
against Jim Douglas, 3 to 1 Farewell 5 to 1 Morning Glory, 6 to 1 Clay
Pate, 15 to 1 each Una B. and Rosette. Mutuels paid, $12.30.

Jim Douglas was very fractious at the post, and those who
backed the favorite were on the anxious seat, fearing his an-

tics would cause him to be left at the post. Jim Douglas
finally went away second to Clay Pate, and after passing the

quarter took the lead, and was never headed, winning easily

by two lengths.

EASTERN LETTER.

Closing Days at Saratoga Springs—Califor-
niaus to the Front—Rapido Wins the Con-
gress Hall Stakes—Jim Douglas Again a
Winner—B. A. Haggin Buys Ban Pox-

—General Gossip, etc.

But a short week more and the racehorses will migrate

from here, bound for other scenes and pastures new. The
full stables that are now overflowing with some first-class

racers will soon be closed up until another year rolls around to

renew the turf contests that have made this course famous

for the past twenty-three years. Certainly there is no place

for horses, from a sanitary point of view, superior to this

mountain atmosphere, which united to the unequalled spring
water at Horse Haven does wonders for overworked men and
beasts.

Since my last letter some good racing has taken place.

The Erie colt Quito, by Duke of Magenta, was sent up from
Monmouth Park last week and captured the Kentucky Stakes
in a big gallop, beating among others Primero and King of

Norfolk. The latter has not, so far, made up to his Chicago
form, and none of Allen's horses seem to he up to the notch,

save Mta and Binette. The latter on Monday won her first

race since Ashe bought her at Chicago, and yesterday Alta

ran a strong second to Jim Douglas, with much the worst of

the weights at that. Buchanan has the last-named now, and
while pursuing the policy of frequent races, which seemed to

be a poor cne, has now apparently got the big horse in shape
again, which he has not been since leaving Chicago. Of the
other two-year-olds that have run here lately Kirkman, by
Glengarry, and Faience, by Mortemer, are the best. The
former on Tuesday won the Tennessee Stakes in a gallop,

and is probably a real good one. Faience has won twice in the
last week, her last, the Misses Stakes to-day. being given
her by the starter, for with an even start Mollie
McCarty's Last would have beaten her to a cer-

tainty. Still Baldwin's two-year-olds are none of

them in first-class order apparently, perhaps the cam-
paigning they have undergone being responsible for their

poor form. The three-year-olds, however, are a good lot,

especially Volante and Eapido. The latter won the Congress
Hall Stakes here day before yesterday in three heats, from
Pearl Jennings, Kosciusko, Jim Benwick and Cockling.
Little O'Brieu rode the colt with good judgment, and yester-

day the same lad brought Jim Douglas home first with some
twenty pounds of dead weight, a good bit of riding, on a big,

powerful horse. Bersan, Green Morris' "horned colt," is

however the best three-year-old here, judging by his recent

races for the Travers and Foxball Stakes. He meets Joe Cot-

ton and Irish Pat here on Saturday in the Kenuer Stakes,

two miles, and perhaps Tyrant and Eichmond will be sent

up from the Branch to compete. If so the result will proba-

bly decide the question of three-year-old superiority, now in

a very much mixed state. Since Wanda's repeated defeats

and Richmond's improvement, Sheepshead Bay will proba-
bly settle the mooted point.

Of the older horses who have run here during the last

week, Bob Miles and Monogram rank the highest. The
former won the Grand Prize of Saratoga, a mile and three-

quarters, in grand style last Friday, aud the latter has won
two good races in the week. Binette has also won twice, the
field she beat to-day being a good one, though small in poiut
of numbers. Yesterday two of Baldwin's horses were attached

by the Sheriff here, pending two suits against their owner,
by Stewart, the trainer, and Hughes, the jockey, both of

whom claim to have been engaged by Baldwin.
Bonds were given at once and the horses re-

leased. It seems to be definitely settled that on
the breakup here the Baldwin Stable will go to Chi-
cago to take part in the meotiugthat begins there ou the 29th,

while Ashe's and the other Califoruiaus will go to Sheeps-
head Bay. The latter meeting, which begins on the samo day
nt Chicago, is apt to be a. notable one.

TeBterday at Monmouth Park the third of the series of
Freeland vs. Woodford races was won by the mare, won,
however, through over-confidence on the part of the rider of
the horse, than probably any other reason. Murphy was a
length behind at the head of the stretch, and gaining rapidly
only lost by a short head, Freeland clearly losing through
not making his run sooner. This leaves the result yet an
unsatisfactory one, and as Corrigan's Stable goes to Chicago
next week, if another match is to take place it must be run
in a few days. Ban Fox's sale to the Haggin Stable gives
them the best two-year-old of the year so far. Bankrupt is

here doing good work, but is unfortunately not engaged East.
Yesterday Kittson's Luminous, by Alarm, beat a strong field

of two-year-olds for the Select Stakes at Monmouth. Port-
land and the band were among the defeated ones, and the
race quite an upset for the fancy, further complicating the
two-year-old question outside of Ban Fox, who is the cham-
pion. The projected race between him and the others at
Monmouth to-morrow has fallen through, and the colt is

likely to be turned out of training in view of his valuable
stake engagements next year. Meanwhile the Haggin Stable
is much strengthened by this addition, and the admirers of
the turf were glad to see the colt get in such good hands.
Saratoga Springs, Aug. 21st. 1885. Pacific.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Lessons on the Horse.

[New England Homestead.]

It is an old English proverb that ' 'Half a horse goes down hia

throat;" and there is another good proverb that applies to all

cattle, "The breed is in the month." These proverbs have a
deep meaning; the first means that you must feed well, and
the second that pedigree is of no value if an animal is not a
good feeder. A horse's availability for work, his endurance,
condition and value, depend upon the care he has in the sta-

ble, and the chief concern is the proper quality and quantity
of his food. His failures, his diseases, his early decline, may
in half the cases be traced to the lack of care in feeding.
Close, unventilated stables, built over reeking manure pits,
and crowded with unfortunate horses, are very common and
very bad; but food, poor in quality, bad water, and lack of
system in feeding is the chief difficulty in our management.
Most horse owners leave the business to men who have had

no correct teaching or training, and a complex matter that re-
quires care, thought, experience, and knowledge is left to
ignorance and carelessness. If it is understood and posted
as a rule on each stable door that each horse shall have so
much hay by weight and so much grain by measure, and be
watered at such and such times, the case cannot be met, be-
cause the food should vary with the age, condition and habit
of each horse, and especially with the amount of work that
he is required to do. Some horses fatten easily; they are
usually sound, s*rong animals, of bilious temperament, that
work without fretting and lie down whenever they are not
eating, taking life in a moderate, happy manner; such horses
are good feeders and need restraint. Others are nervous in
temper, take life hard, fret over their troubles, and are poor
sleepers and slow eaters. Such need encouragement.

I state this to show that rules cannot be laid down, nor can
any one go from this room with any formula except what he
can get from his own observation and experience. I can lay
down this rule, that knowing the character and temperament
of your horse you must regulate his food by his work. Next
you must not overfeed him at any time. I believe that the
diseases of humanity are largely due to gluttony. The greater
part of mankind stuff themselves with food, and are incapable
of effective work, and do not live half their days. In the
matter of over-eating, a horse resembles his master. Such is
the kindness of man toward the horse that he usually over-
feeds him. One rarely sees a horse whose condition indicates
lack of nutrition. He may be old, lame, or diseased, condi-
tions his master cannot alter, but he has plenty of food.
The horse's stomach is the smallest similar organ that is to

be found in comparative anatomy. I believe it compares
with the human stomach as one to four. It does not hold
but half as much as the horse needs to eat, eating no oftener
than man. It is hard to find a horse asleep in a pasture. He
goes to sleep in a stable, but when he gets out 10 pasture he
eats nearly all the time. He is continually filling himself
with grass. That indicates that he has a rapidity of diges-
tion that is only equalled by his rapidity of power in regard
to the oxygenation of the blood. What have we learned by
the fact of the horse's stomach being so small? A man can
go four hours without eating; then he begins to be very cross
and disagreeable. Now a horse is hungry sooner than a man,
if both have eaten at the same time. The largest horse's
stomach ever examined, Eclipse, was found to hold only
about 16 quarts. Tne fact that the horse has no power to
store bile indicates the great rapidity of his digestion and
power of assimilation. For such reasons he should be fed as
frequently as convenient, and I consider that if

a rule can be applied that a horse should be
allowed not more than two per cent, of his weight a day in
food; that is, a horse weighing 1,000 lbs. should have 20 lbs.
of food a day, half of which, when at hard work, may be
grain. This is an abundant allowance, and in idle times
should be reduced at least a quarter. He should have what
salt he requires, himself to be the judge, and while I never
would turn him out to pasture, he should have some green
food in Summer aud carrots in Winter. .Indian corn, whole
or in meal, is unfit food for horses; it is heating and fatten-
ing; no horseman wishes to see a fat horse; fatten steers,
sheep or hogs, but not horses or men. Oats is the best grain
for horses, aud the oheapest in the end; if we had some means
of crushing or bruising them they would be worth 25 per
cent, more to us than they now are. If I was a miller I
would put iu a set of rolls and crush oats, aud in six months
I would have all the business in my region. No man that
has ever used crushed oats will havn any others.
The best time to water a horse is an hour before or an hour

and a half after eating. If watered immediately before eating
the temperature of the stomach is lowered beyond the diges-
tive point, and the food is not acted upon till the tempera-
ture gets back to where it ought to be. Suppose his master
takes him to the watering trough immediately after eating
and his stomach is full of food, and he drinks pail or two
pails of water? The consequence is that a portion of the
food is forced out of the stomach and is swept along into
lurger intestines without ussiniilation. In France some years
ago I saw some horses that were going to be killed. They
were fed coarse beans, aud immediately after were allowed to
drink all the water they would, and were theu killed -and
disseoted, and some of these beans were found 26 feet distant
from the stomach itself in the intestines.
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Horses suffer much at this seasonfrom indigestion, induced
by over drinking water from excessive thirst which is pro-
duced by too long abstinence while at work in the field, and
by feeding when in a condition of prostration from weariness.
Owners of horses should remember, as they go to the shade
for a resting spell and a drink of cool water, or something
else that is pleasant and refreshing, that their more wearied
horses also need to slake their thirst and to refresh them-
selves with a cool rest. Denied this necessary drink, the
horses when brought in at noon plunge their heads into a

pail of water just brought from a well, chill the stomach by a

too copious draught, and so prevent digestion of the noon
feed. After the afternoon's work, the horse comes in still

more wearied and suffering and is attacked with a fit of colic.

This is the history of many a case in which a good horse is

thrown away and lost by a careless or thoughtless owner

One of the important requisites of a good broodmare is

that she be bred from what have proved to be speed-produc-
ing strains. Another is that her ancestors near and remote
shall have been animals noted for their superior merits and
free from constitutional disease or hereditary unsoundness
in any form; and another, equal in importance to either of

the foregoing, is that the broodmare shall possess in a high
degree all the qualities desired in her offspring. By selecting

such an animal, whose vigor has not been impaired by age or
.

hard usage, and breeding her to some first-class stallion

whose blood lines have most frequently proved a hit when
united with those strains from which the mare is bred, the
chances of success will be increased to the greatest possible

extent.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

Officer Hook and Mr. Lew Townsend shot a match at

Shell Mound for §20 a side last Sunday, at 200 yards, off-

hand, Hook giving Townsend ten points. Both used mili-

tary rifles, Hook a Borchardt and Townsend a Springfield.

Under the rule Hook won, although Townsend disputed the

fact and claimed the right to submit the case to a referee,

which was consented to.

5 5 4 5 4 4 4
5 5 4 5 5 4 44444344444444 4 454455444454445444

Townsend 200 vds—4 5 5 2 5 4 4 44345445444444 5 45
4 5 4 5 444554444444334 15

Next Sunday Lieutenant Mangels and Mr. Lew Townsend
shoot a match on this range.

Omaha-

The Union Pacific Railway Company sometime since offered

a rich trophy fur competition between teams of four, the best

aggregate score at 200, 300 and 600 yards, ten shots to each
man at each distance, to win. The trophy was won by the

Sixth Infantry team, Private Manning, Corporal Benjamin
Lieutenant Torrey and Sergeant Meeks.
Sixth Infantry Team, possible [Seventh Infantry 482

600 4'.i2 Fourth Infantry 464

Twenty-first Infantry 4831-Nintri Infantry 42B

Nevada Rifle Association.

Weekly shoot, Virginia City, Aug. 23d.

Curnow ....92,Gillis 88 Dunlap 82

Cameron 90 Wilton 87 Ureen 81

M. H.Burke S'j'Carclew Sft| Wratten Su

The nest notable event among Nevada riflemen will be the

series of matches to be shot at the picnic of the Miners' Union,
to-morrow, Sept. 6th. The prizes are rich, and a sharp con-

test may be expected. We hope Sir. M. H. Burke will shoot

as brilliantly as he did on the 23d of last month, when he
rolled up 46 out of a possible 50.

A Nevada Rifleman AbroacL

At Berne, Switzerland, in July, at the grand international

rifle shooting contest there, Captain Stecker, of the Nevada
Lille Association, of Virginia City, made 200 bull's-eyes out of

309 shots, and won the great goblet. On returning home
from the grounds the Captain was banqueted and in the

evening was serenaded. The great goblet, which he had cap-

tured as a reward for his skill, was often filled with pure
"Kbine wine and emptied by his friends. The Pacific Coast

has been very fortunate in its representatives to the great

Berne meeting. In 1876 Philo Jacoby carried away the

honors, and two 'years ago Lieut. Fred Kuhnle was many a

prize ahead at that gathering of Europe's best marksmen,
carrying off among others the first trophy for the most
bull's-eyes.

Honolulu Range.

The Honolulu Commercial Advertiser says: "The rifle

match announced to come off at the Casino range last Satur-

day, between Messrs. Higgins and Unger, did not take place.

There were abouta dozen riflemen on the ground, and several

strings of ten shots each were fired by them. The wind was
very strong, and seemed to increase as the afternoon wore
away, so that it was decided to postpone the match for the

purse ofJ$25 to a better day. Messrs. Hingley, C. B. Wilson

and Engineer Wilson, of the Mariposa, shot a few strings,

the scores standing 32, 37, 35, 40, 39, 37 and 36, making an
average of 36. This low average for the good marksmen
named show that the result of the match, if it had been shot

off, would not probably have been a satisfactory test of the

skill of either of the contestants.

Swiss Rifle Club-

In the monthly prize shooting of this company of excellent

shots, at Harbor View, on Sunday last, very fine shooting

was done. Sixteen men faced the targets, which were what
are called 12-ring targets. In the day's shooting, only bull's

eyes counted, and all of the eight strings shot for the eight

prizes were within three inches. The club shoots for prizes

on the last Sunday in each month, and for practice on the

second Sunday. Last Sunday the prizes were taken as fol-

lows: 1st, by P. A. Gianinni, 2d, by J. Huguenin; 3d, by
S, Bachman; 4th, bv M. Stuber; 5th, by K. Hopf; 6th, by E.

Cavalli; 7th, by P. E. Croce; Sth, by F. Zahn.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possis

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and death,
in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dem-
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps.

Mr. J. E. Lucas* Bessie, English setter, by Traylor's Fred

—

Locan's Gypsey, whelped five, August 28th, 1SS5, all dogs, by
Carl (Leicester—Dart.)

At last the second volume of the National is ready for those
who wish it. Much has been written by anonymous writers
about the delay in bringing it out, and some severe things
have been said about Doctor Eowe, but all of the scribblers
have their conclusive answer in the frank and satisfactory
personal statement made by the publisher of the book, and
we think it only common justice to him to print in full his
letter. The fact that so many of the kennel writers choose
Doctor Eowe as a target, argues his energy, positiveness and
success. Who cares for a man of too little force to make him-
self either friends or enemies?

"We hope every dog owner among our readers will send for
the Stud Book, and study up the leading blood strains in
sporting dogs.

The N- A. K. C Stud Book.

I hope the announcement will not cause any one to faint,

but it is a fact that the second volume of the National Ameri-
can Kennel Stud Book is printed, bound and ready for those
who want it.

I had determined not to make any explanation why the
book had been delayed so long in the publication, and to an-
nounce merely that it was published; but, perhaps, it might
be better to state the facts as they exist, and then the public
can form their own conclusions.
As those familiar with the circumstances know, the Na-

tional American Kennel Club published one volume of the
Stud Book, and accumulated a lot of entries for the second
volume, but did not publish the volume.

I did not solicit the compiling and publishing of the book,
but on the contrary was solicited tu du so, and consented only
to help the Club out of the dilemma. I could not under the
most favorable circumstances see w lie re there was any money
in it, and as my time was occupied, even more than I desired,

I was not desirous of imposing aduui <nal labors on myself.
But notwithstanding that I did nut view the subject in a

flattering light in the beginning, yet when a few weeks later

I realized fully what I had undertaken I found that my first

view was couleur de rose compared with the real aspect, and
that my unfortunate disposition to accommodate, and pick a
fellow up when he has fallen, had made me make an egre-

gious ass of myself again.

I found myself with a pile of entries, which had been sent
by those making them to the secretary in New York, who in
turn had sent them to his successor. As was to be expected,
from the transportation and knocking about from one place

to another, the entries were in a very confused condition.

Since thev had been made several of the dogs had died, and
to please their owners I agreed with the club to open the

entries again and to exchange dead dogs for live ones, which
would have been a profitable business if 1 had got the live

dogs for the dead dogs; but it meant that I should receive

without charge the entry of a live dog for every dog that had
died, when requested to do so.

And let me state right here that the statement made by the

Forest and Stream that the club had turned over to me with
the entries the money received for them is absolutely false.

I did not receive one cent from the National American Kennel
Club; and I have been surprised that some officer of the

Club did not deny a statement so utterly false and unjust to

me; but I presume what was everyone's business was not con-
sidered anyone's business; and, perhaps, it was because the

officers of the club know how utterly indifferent I am to the

criticisms of impecunious scribblers; or it might have been
that they do not read the Forest and Stream, and never saw
the statement.

What I did get really was a large number of entries, many
of the dogs dead, and so far as being of any benefit to me all

might have been dead; had all been dead or all alive I would
have been just as well off in either instance. The only cer-

tain thing was a certain loss. Irrespective of the labor of

compiling, the book would cost a great deal to publish—more.
I believe, than I would receive. All I could depend on to

meet the outlay was what I would get from entries, compara-
tively few of which I received cash for, and what I would get

in addition from subscriptions for the book and advertise-

ments in it.

But although I saw my loss before me, I determined to get

the book out, and it would have been out promptly had my
good nature not made me make a fool of myself again.

Some who had neglected to send substitutes for their dogs
which had died, did so after the compiling of the book was
nearly completed, and the consequence was, it had to be gone
over once more. No sooner was it done than to accommo-
date a few whose dogs had died. I allowed others substituted

and the book had to be gone over again. In the meantime
some dogs had changed owners and the owners had changed
the names, and to accomodate them I made the changes.

To the reader it might seem, and probably will seem, a

very simple thing to change the name of a dog, and difficult

to understand wherein the change could cause so much
trouble; but if he who cannot comprehend the labor involved,

will take a copy of the book and examine it carefully, he will

understand that if the ownei of a dog changed its name from
Jack to Carlo it compelled the changing of the number of

every entry after those commencing with Ca, all the reference

numbers in each entry after Ca, and probably, many preced-

ing Ca. Consequently this book was complied several times

over.
Frankly, I had become disgusted thoroughly with the

affair, and had determined to hand to the Kennel Club lite

entries, compiled ready for publicatiou, and the amount
received for entries and subscriptions, with the request that

I be relieved from publishing the book, and that other arrange-

ments be made for the publication of it just when some im-

pecunious scribbers, to suit their own purposes, began writing

iu the papers about the delay in the publication of it, and
stating in private what they were going to do to get the book
in their own hands. Being willing always to do what is

right, but being constitutionally opposed to yield to threats

of coercion, I concluded to abandon my determination and
to wait a commencement of those measures which were
threatened so freely. These parties having subsided, the

book, which has been printed really some time, is now issued.

I have, moreover, abandoned my determination to turn

over to the Club the publication of future issues, as I realize

that I would be playing into tho hands of the parties referred

to, whose interest is to have me do this very thing; but on
the contrary I shall publish regularly and promptly future
issues.

The blanks for entries in the third volume are printed,
and will be sent on application after October 1st; as I am
going shooting I cannot attend to them before. The charge
for each entry will be fifty cents. The entries will close ab-
solutely on March 1, 1SSG. Under no circumstances will any
one be allowed to substitute one dog for another whether it
lives or dies; nor will anyone be allowed to change the name
of a dog after it has been registered. When the name is
changed, the change must be made in a subsequent volume,
as the third volume will be published as quickly as possible
after the entries close, and the utmost expedition will be
used in publishing it.

Each applicant for entry blanks must state the number of
dogs he intends to register, as one dog only can be registered
on a blank.
The price of the second volume is two dollars, on receipt

of which amount it will be sent to any address. It contains
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven entries.

N. Rowe,
Compiler and Publisher N. A. K. C. Stud Book.

Got Them Again.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: In answer to vours re-
questing information about my Lemmie B—Beautiful Queen
pup, let me say that my pup is a dandy, I can tell you,
pretty as a picture, fine as silk and smart as a cricket. Talk
about your pup walking away with first in bothstakes. Why
you make me laugh. I will just tell you what I will do. I
will just go you an oyster supper, champagne supper, Ameri-
can river, Yuba river, Donner lake trout supper, (with onions
thrown in) for six, that my pup will vanquish yours and Mr.
Higgins'andMr.Liddle'sinboth stakes. Say, is;ita go? Shake
hands. Well, quail appear to be plenty around here, and they
appear to be full grown already. I hear my pup, Solano B., is
doing splendidly, in fact it is the best dog Allen has ever had.
Look out for him in this year's Trials, and don't you forget it;

just as safe as though I had it in my pocket. Say, what shall
I call my pup? can't yon help meout a little on the subject?
Put on your thinking cap and pick out something appro-
priate and nice for such a promising youngster with such a
grand future before him, for he has got to win that big supper
and many more. Oh my! it makes me hungry even now to
think of it. Wish I had a big North American river trout,
hooked well on my split bamboo in one of those many fine
holes, and he was just sailing around and turning the water
into foam with his big, fat tail—would it not be sport! I tell

you I am the chicken that can land them in good shape

—

especially if they are fried nice and brown—the same "wav
you cooked them one morning and ate two pansfull. You
don't remember, do you, under the bigpineon the American?
So you are the Field Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman.
Here is my hand. Shake. I presume you can take me in free
now to all big sporting events, etc. Ask Geo. Story if his
arm is well yet, packing that big club of a fishing rod'around
and trying to make a long cast with it. I tell you fly-fish-
ing is the boss. I will never forget the expression that came
over your face when you was playing the big trout on South
Yuba and he got off your tackle. It was very laughable. Well,
no more. Yours, H. A. Bassford.

Pacific Coast Field Trials.

The Secretary of the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, Mr.
H. C. Brown, writes under date. Au^st 29th, the following
note. We are sure the club will do well to postpone closing
entries lo the All-Aged Stake until November 1st or later.
It would be unfair to reopen the Puppy Stake, unless all
those who have made entries are willing. We should like to
hear from such as have made puppy entries. There are a
half dozen within our own knowledge that would be entered
now if it was possible.

Mr. Brown says: "I have read withmuchinterestthe char-
acteristic letter of Judge Leavesley in the last issue of the
Breeder axd Sportsmax, and while I do not coincide with
him in many of his views, I must admit that he has pre-
sented some novel and original ideas. His invitation to dis-
cuss through the columns of your paper the merits of the
present "Field Trial Pules,"" should meet with a ready
response from all those (and there are many in the club) who
are fitted by education and experience to revise those rules,
and eliminate from them the inconsistencies and absurdities
with which they abound. His proposition to postpone the
closing of the "All-Aged Stake" to Nov. 1st, meets with no
opposition here, and, perhaps, would not if the time were ex-
tended to Nov. loth, although there are many objections to
extending the time beyond Nov. 1st. A proposition to re-
open the Puppy Stakes {which I understand emanates from
you) would, doubtless, meet with some opposition, but it

must be conceded that for this year, at least, it would be wise
and expedient to do so. I hope it will be adopted. In con-
clusion I beg you to accept my sincere thanks for copies of
the Breeder and Sportsman, inclosing a capital picture of a
beautiful pointer. I have his counterpart in my back yard
now, in whelp to Bow, Jr., of which more anon.

Yours truly, H. C. Brown.

"Western Field Trials Association.

An advance copy of the announcement of this Association
reads thus:
The Executive Committee takes pleasure in announcing

that the first annual trials of the Western Field Trials Asso-
ciation will be run on quail, at Abilene, Kansas, during the
week commencing Monday, November 9, 1SS5.

All Age Stake—Open to all pointers and setters; purse $500.
First prize, S250; second prize, $150; third prize, $100.
Entries close October 15th; $10 to enter, $15 additional to
start.

Puppy Stake—Open to all pointers and setters whelped on
or since April 1, 1SS4; purse $300. First prize. $150; second
prize, $100; third prize, $50. $5 to enter, $10 additional to
start.

Judges, Col. W. E. Hughes. Dallas, Texas; D.C.Bergund-
thal, Indianapolis, Ind.; E. C. Sterling, St. Louis, Mo. For
further information address A. A. Whipple, Secretary and
Treasurer, Kansas City, Mo.

The Pointer Picture.

Mr Dear Mr. Editor: Oh, how delighted I am with
Ranger. I could not keep the tears back when looking at
him and thinking of "days of yore." How can I thauk you ?

I am at this place having grand sport with my dogs, "chicken
shooting"—bagged 57 Saturday. Drake Ranger is immenf

Sincerely yours, S. B. Dri
Marshall, Minn., Aug. 24, 1SS5.
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Proposed Kennel Club.

In response to a request circulated through the daily

papers, a few persons met at 539 California street, on last

Wednesday evening, to form a kennel club. Those present

were John De Vuall, representing an English setter, J. B.

Barber an English setter, J. B. Martin an English setter, J.

W. Watson a fox terrier, H. R.Brown an Irish water spaniel,

T. J. Pinder a brace of Irish water spaniels, A. B. Truman
a brace of Irish setters, H. H. Briggs, W. G. Cue, John De
Vuall, Jr., Mr. H. Boyd the coursing man, and two others.

The gathering was called to order and J. B. Martin made
Chairman pro. tern.; W. G. Cue, temporary secretary.

The object of the meeting was stated to be the organiza-

tion of a kennel club, for the purpose of conducting bench
shows, offering rewards for dog poisoners and thieves, and
regulating field trials.

John De Vanll being called upon said he had heard the

objects of the meeting stated, and would reflect upon them
and give his views at some future time.

J. W. Watson thought a properly conducted bench show a

good thing, and hoped a really representative kennel club

could be formed. H. R. Brown remarked that he had given

but little thought to the matter, but that since good dogs

were being bred here in numbers, arid were being imported

almost weekly, it should be possible to give a good bench
show if a respectable nennel club could be organized.

J. B. Barber thought a committee should be selected

to prepare a constitution for the club, and he hoped
it would result in the formation of a legitimate

club that could give respectably managed bench
shows. He said no man would put a dog
into a show such as those heretofore given here. He was
satisfied that up to the present time it had only been neces-

sary to "lush up" the judges in order to get a prize. [An im-
putation upon bench judges on this Coast that is utterly un-
justifiable, vulgar, and without foundation in fact

—

Ed.]
He advocated importing judges from the East, if no better

ones can be had than those who had served at bench shows
here.

Mr. Briggs advised going a little slow and waiting
until a fair representation of the actual doggy men of the

State could be had. It was absurd for the little handful of

men at the meeting to say that they in anywise represented
the kennel interests of the Coast. He also thought that those
who had called the meeting had not a clear idea of the ends
for which a kennel club must be organized if successful. If

those present, two only of whom knew anything about field

trials, thought it possible for a bench show club to influence

or "regulate" field trials, they would only need one snub from
a field trial club to convince them that they were over-
stepping proper bounds. Another mistake likely to be made,
if the same suggestions offered were followed, was that the
club would not enlist good, square gentlemen. If such
thoughts were harbored as had been expressed by some, and
if such rude and gratuitous slanders were uttered as had
been uttered, no self-respecting man could join the club, nor
could the club secure the services of any honest and respect-

able judge

.

After some discussion Messrs. J. B. Martin, H.
Boyd, John De Vanll, J. B. Barber and H. H. Briggs were
appointed a committee to draft constitution and by-laws,

and Mr. Briggs was authorized to send cards to dog owners
throughout the State, asking their views. The meeting then
adjourned to meet again on Wednesday evening, September
30tb, at No. 539 California street, San Francisco.

Such owners of good dogs as this paper may reach are
urged to write their views to Mr. J. B. Martin, 1414 Folsorn
street, or to Mr. H. Boyd, 4 Fourth street, San Francisco,
and to attend the meeting of September 30th. If a kennel
club in this State does not receive general support it is not
worth organizing. If the sympathy and cooperation of a
rrajority of the dog men are given to it a bright future is in
store for it.

It mnst be a club of gentlemen, must be above suspicion
of irregular methods, prejudice, unfairness, selfishness and
avarice. It mnst enroll not merely a handful of San Fran-
cisco dog owners, but also such gentlemen from various parts
of the State.

To an openly organized club, officered by known and faith-

ful men, we shall give undivided support, but we shall not
hesitate to denounce any attempt to subserve personal ends
under the guise of public interest, nor shall we search for
velvety words in which to characterize anything whicn seems
to demand criticism.

Golden Gate Fair.

California Coursing Club.

This club met at its usual place of meeting, No. 539 Cali-

fornia street, on last Wednesday evening. Fifteen members
were present. J. F. Carrcll Esq. advocated holding the com-
ing coursing meeting of the Club at the Newark Coursing

Park, but was opposed by President Hughes and Mr. Shan-

non, on the ground that the 5500 gold cup, the first prize in
the Club, was put up to be won three times in open coursing
before it could become the property of any member, and as
it had already been run for and won once or twice by differ-

ent men, it would not be fair to change the conditions under
which it was to be competed for now. Enclosed coursing,
while a good thing and perhaps desirable for the club after
settling the ownership of the prizes now in abeyance, was
yet so different in character from coursing upon the open
plains, as to vitally alter the conditions of competition.
After a full discussion, on motion of Mr. Shannon it was
decided to hold the Fall meet of the club at Merced, on Oct.
21st. nest. A special car will leave this city on the afteruoon
of Oct. 20th, via S. P. R. R., round trip fare $5.00. There
are good accommodations at Merced for a large number of
people, and the Club would be glad to see a general attend-
ance from among sportsmen: Mr. M. O'Day of Napa, and
Mr. H. H. Briggs were elected to membership.

Newark Park Association.

The mauagiug committee of the club on Thursday night
ordered a coursing meeting for September 19th and 20th at
Newark.
Two stakes are to be run, viz.: A Puppy Stake

open to all pups under 18 months on the day of the draw, at
$5 entrance; the other stake to be known as the Davie Stake,
for 16 all-aged hounds, at §10 entrance. Prizes §100. 640
and two of $10 each.

The field officers chosen for the next coursing event were:
Field Stewards, P. A. McDonald, J.McCormick, J. F. Carroll
and Mark Devlin; Slip Steward, Michael Halpin; Flag
Steward, Pat Lyman; Judge, John C. Murphy; Slipper T
T. Williams. ' *

Aug. 31st—There was an auspicious opening for the
Golden Gate Fair. The weather was fine, and though the
early morning hours were cloudy, before 10 a. m. there was
bright sunshine and a pleasant atmosphere. There were
additions to the stock for exhibition arriving all day, and
without doubt there is now a finer exhibition of cattle than has
been shown at any of the previous fairs. Every breed of any
celebrity is represented, and it is the opinion of judges that
the specimens are as good as there are in any country. It is

rather early yet to describe them definitely, as some are yet
to arrive, and those who have them in charge are desirous of
removing the stains of journeying, and in order to give the
opportunity for the finishing touches to their toilets, the grand
parades are set for Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, at 10
a. m. of each day. In the meantime those who want to make
a more critical examination can view them in their stalls.

It will take some time for a thorough inspection, as the stalls

extend from the San Francisco entrance gate to a point
beyond the three-quarter pole.

The attendance was larger than on any previous opening
day, the Oaklanders turning out very well, and the trains
which brought the passengers from the western side of the
bay being well tilled, especially those which met the 1 and 2
p. m. boats. There were two races on the programme, the
first being for a purse of $500, for the 2:40 class, and the
other for three-year-olds. No. 1 resulted in a verj good race,

and though No. 2 proved a "walk-over," it also resulted in

Stamboul making a record only three-quarters of a second
behind the best for a stallion of that age.

In the 2:40 were four starters, Norman, Sultan, Menlo and
May Boy, the positions awarded at starting being in the order
their names are written. Menlo was largely the favorite

with the pool-buyers, bringing $100 to $20 on
May Boy, the others, grouped as "the field," $15.

First heat—After five ineffectual attempts, at the sixth score
a verygood start was given. Sultan broke soon after, which lost

him the advantage of position the inside gave, and Norman
took the lead. At the quarter in 36 seconds, Merdo was first

by a couple of lengths, and on the backstretch May Boy
passed Norman, though Menlo had increased the gap at the
half in 1 :114;. The heat was never in doubt from that time,

the favorite winning handily in 2:23, May Boy a fair second,
Norman third, and Sultan contented to jog in fourth.
Second heat—What few pools were sold was at the rate of

$35 on Menlo to 7 on all the others, and the second heat was
won 6o easily by the favorite that it appeared any sort of odds
on him. The time of this was 2:24], May Boy within half a
length of the leader, Sultan third.

Third heat— Pool-selling was at an end; no one was willing
to risk anything against Menlo, though the heat, or at least

the last part of it, proved very exciting. As betore, Menlo
led at the quarter in 36o seconds, Sultan second, and at the
half in 1 :12 he was still in the lead, May Boy and Sultan close

up. Rounding the further turn, Menlo increased his advan-
tage, and when he came into the stretch it appeared as
though the race was over. But Sultan was coming with a
will, May Boy was trotting fast, and at the seven-furlong
mark Menlo broke. He caught quickly, but after a short
distance broke again. Once more he caught his trot, but
onl}' for a brief period, and when opposite the mile-heat
racing distance, left his feet for the third time. Soon after

Sultan broke, and he and Menlo galloped under the wire,

the former a few inches in the lead, the nose of May Boy
parallel with the sulky wheels of the leader. Time, 2:24.
After a short consultation the judges awarded the heat to

Sultan, and as there was no difference that could be measured
between the time of the first and second, the sire of so many
colts which have earned a place in the list was credited with
the good mark of 2:24 in a third heat. Menlo was placed
third. The result of this heat made work for the pool-sellers,

Menlo at $100, the field $25.
Fourth heat—The fourth game of the rubber made some of

the sanguine supporters uf Menlo a trifle shaky. He still

appeared to be out of temper, broke in scoring, and what was
far more serious made a bad break after the signal to start

was given. Sultan was moving well and was first at the
quarter in 36 seconds, and first at the half in 1:13|. Mayboy
was not far behind, Menlo being judiciously taken in hand
and not driven for the heat. Sultan made it break just before
reaching the head of the homestretch and another when op
posite the seven-furlong pole. Mayboy was lapped on him
at that point, and had no trouble thereafter in reaching the
stand first in 2:27£, Menlo third.

Fifth heat—There was consternation among those who
were timid, and recalling the disastrous rout at Petaluma on
Saturday, when Nellie R. wrought such havoc, there was a
rush for the pool-seller. Still Menlo had staunch supporters
who put a good deal of money into the box at an average rate
of $130 on their choice to $50 on the others. That bravery
was duly rewarded it did not take long to decide. Menlo
led from start to finish, at the quarter in 36} seconds, at the
half in 1 :12, and home in 2:25.

SUMMAEY.
Golden Gate Fair, Oakland, August 318fc—Purso, $500; 2:10 class.

Menlo, bh, by Nutwood, dam by imp. Hercules—K. T. Car-
roll _ l 13 3 1

May Boy.b h.by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. Hayward.. - 2 2 13
Sultan, brh, by The Moor -L.J Rose 4 3 12 2
Nornlan, gg,Dy Whipple's Hambletonian— A. McDowell... 3 4 4 4 4

Time, 2;23, 2:2 IK. 2:21. 2:27V, 2:25.

When the trainer in charge of the Sunny Slope Stable
learned that the only entry against Stamboul had been drawn,
he turned the colt loose, and consequently he had plenty of
opportunity to eat all the hay and straw he desired. From
the manner in which he trotted it may be that this was the
proper treatment, as he performed the feat so easily that it

seemed well within his rate.

The fractious of the mile were made so nearly at the same
rate that the watches showed scarcely any difference, and this
is further proof that there was a margin left. The quarter
was 36J seconds, the half 1:13£, three-quarters 1:50, the mile
2:26A. This was a great day for Sultan. Already he stood
at the head of the "list" for so young a stallion, and the sea-
son of 1S85 has added to his renown. His daughter, Enby,
trotted a third keat on the Bay District in 2:20; his son, La
Grange, won a race therein three heats, one of them in 2:24.',,

and at Santa Rosa scored a second heat in 2:24}. His own
record of 2:24 fills the measure to a roundup, and with a good
chance, before the circuit is brought to a close, of bettering
of the count.

Same Day—Puree, 3800; three-year-olds and umier.
Stamboul, brctbrothwr to Hubvi. bv Sultan—L. J Rose w

Tiinv, -:-' ..

Sept. 1st—Another very tine afternoon pleased those who
attended the Golden Gate Fair. Tne m imagers were also
well pleased that there was an improvement in numbers of
visitors, aud that the attendance was fully up to that of pre-
vious years on first aud second days. The moruiug, too,
was pleasant, as from o'clock the sun shone beautifully,
and there waa little breeze to bring discomfort. A crowd of
people visited the cattle slullb and pens where swine are

kept, and the universal verdict was that it was an extraor-
dinarily good showing. Those brands which are of recent
introduction elicited the greatest interest, the Polled Angus
and Galloways being the most closely scrutinized. Last Fall
was the first appearance of the hornless black cattle in this
part of the State, and the Galloways are of still later date.
Some of the papers led people astray by referring to them as
Galways, which title seemed to vex Scotch visitors, who were
indignant that the '"land o' cakes" should not have proper
credit. The stream of visitors to that portion of the grounds
was constant until the bell sounded its notes to call the trot-
ters on the track. There are few assemblages which are not
ready to respond to an invitation to witness a "trial of speed,"
and Calitornians especially would give little heed to a fair
that ignored this department. It was not expected that the
first on the programme would prove exciting from the close-
ness of the contest, as it was generally believed that Arab
was too fleet for his competitors. Albert W. injured a leg in
his race with Sister on the Bay District Course, and, conse-
quently, he was withdrawn from the contest. There was no
hope that Magdallah could perform a prominent part in the
fray, and though Sister was very close to Arab when they
met at Petaluma, the pool rates of $50 on Arab to $7 on the
others, were held to be fully justified by the situation. It is
scarcely necessary to give a description of each heat, there
being a uniformity that would be monotonous in recital.
Arab drew the pole and from the start of the first heat until
the close of the last ['his head was always in front. Sister
trotted well, and from half-mile home in the first must have
trotted as fast as Arab, she being fully as far behind at that
point as at the finish. In that the quarter was trotted in 36i
seconds, the half in 1:12, the mile in 2:21. The second heat
the fractions were, quarter 35 seconds, half mile 1:101 mile
2:21.

Third heat—Quarter 36i seconds, half 1:12, mile 2:22.

BUMMABr.
Sept. 1st—Purse, $750; 2:22cl£ss.

Arab, b g, by Arthurton, dam Lady Hamilton—O. A. Hickok 1 1 1
Sister, b m, by Admiral— J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2
Magdallah, ch m, by Primus -J. W. Donatban . . 3 3 3

Time, 2:21.2:21, 2:22.

The second race was a purse of $300, for two-year-olds,
and in it were Alcazar and Transit. These two colts met at
Santa Ftosa, when, owing to an accident, Transit was dis-
tanced in the first heat. The injury was so severe, a nail
driven into his foot, that it was not supposed that he could
trot at all, and his arrival from Sacramento on the morning
of the race was a surprise to those who knew how badly he
was hurt. For ull that it proved a capital race.

First heat—Alcazar was the favorite at $2o to $16 and a
good deal of money was posted. Transit had the pole, and
making good the use of his advantage was first at the quarter
in 39i seconds. At the half, in 1:18, he was a clear length
in advance, though Alcazar closed in rounding the lower turn,
and they came into the stretch very closely together. It was
a very pretty fight, and partisans of both were shouting en-
couragement to their favorites. There was very little dif-
ference 200 yards from home, when Alcazar broke and lost all
claims for the heat, which Transit won in 2:33.
Second heat—Pools now ranged at $70 on Transit to $35

on Alcazar, and there was little variation in the odds, while
poolsellers were kept busy in the interval. Again Transit
led when they were started for the second heat, and first at
the quarter in 40 seconds, at the half in 1:17^, he had de-
cidedly the best of it, but Alcazar, as in the previous heat,
reduced the gap in the third quarter. Transit broke when
half way down the track, and from thence Alcazar had an
easy thing, winning by several lengths in 2:33f.
Third heat—It was now $50 on Alcazar to $24 on Transit.

There was more scoring and when they were sent off there
was scarcely a yard of the mile that was not contested. On
the backstretch it seemed on two occasions that Alcazar
would break, but he had not that misfortune, and though'
Transit made a gallant struggle, the day went to the credit
of SunnySlope.

SUMITAKY.
Same Day—Puree §200; Two-year-olds.

Alcazar, be by Sultan, dam ili liuebalm.bv Bald Cliief .L.J Rose ° l 1

Transit, b c by Prompter, dam Venus, by Cal Dexter—SI, Tooiuev 1 " "

Time, 2:33,2:33^,2:33.

A special race was next in order, the contestants being Ed,
to wagon, Billy Johnson, Barbaro and Millie S. in harness*.
Ed proved victorious, winning in straight heats in very fair
time considering the handicap.
Same Day—Special Purse $100; entrance free.

Ed.bg, by Irwin Davis 1.wagon)—A. T. Jackson 1 1 1
Billy Johnson, b g—L. Shaner tot
Barbeio.g g—J. \V. Donathan ."."

3 di8
"

" br g—Green .",_. d^

"

Time, C^S 1
,, 2:34^,2:35.

Willie S.,

Sept. 2d—If there is such an official as weather clerk'and he
has the power to regulate that essential part of sublunary com-
fort, he must have friendly feelings for the Golden Gate As-
sociation. If anything the weather was superior to that of
Monday and Tuesday, and a person must be exacting indeed
who was not satisfied on that score. The gray envelopment*
of the early hours of the morning gave place to* sunshine and
just the proper degree of warmth some time before the parade
was ordered. There was a good attendance to witness it, and
the display, especially of cattle, very fine. There are nearly
all of the prominent herds of the State on exhibition, and
every breed has representatives which would be well worthy
of being shown with the best of any country—the famous
herd of shorthorns belonging to Colonel Younger, of San Jose,
the Yerba Buena Jerseys and Guernseys, the Cook farm's
Polled Angus, Galloways aud Devons, Geo. Bemish's splen-
did herd of Ayrshires. Henry Pierce also had some fine
specimens of this highly prized milking breed, and the Hol-
steins, which are at the head of the list for quantity of milk,
were out in full force.

As the hour approached for the trotters to be called there
was a constant throng of people filing through the gates.
The stream was continuous through the southern entrance,
where most of the Oakland people come, and that on the
west; on the arrival of trains it kept the ticket-takers busy.
The first on the programme was the 2:27 class, and in it

were horses of such nearly equal ability tbat much interest was
felt in seeing them come together. '-La Grange aud Thapsin
had nearly the same mark, and it was to be expected that a
very close contest would result between them. Dawn had
also shown a flight of speed that would make him worthy
company, and Autevolo in his work had given evidence of
having a chance, particularly if the heats were broken. The
first-named trio came up to the anticipations, the other was
so unsteady, almost wild, from the excitement atteuding his
first race for the season, that, when apparently his chances
were rosy, a slight collision with Thapfiin sent him into a
crazy run, front which he did not recover in time. The fol-
lowing is a description of the heats:

First Heat—Pools: La Grange $60, Antevolo $35, Thapsin
$24, Geld $lb\ A fair start was had, Dawn leading and
stringing the field out around the turn. At the quarter La
Grange was second, Antevolo third, Thapsin fourth and
Scandinavian lagging. At the half, in 1:11, Dawn had still
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»ood lead, although the gap was lessening, and at the three-

quarter mark La Grange was only a length behind him. In

the finish Dawn made a compound break, La Grange giving

him the go by and winning easily, Antevolo third, Thapsin
fourth, Scandinavian last. Time, 2:24.

Second heat—Pools: La Grange ©75, Antevolo S42.50,

Thapsin $15, field $15. The start was delayed by Dawn's
fractious behavior, but when the word was given he took the

front position promptly, La Grange following close. Ante-

volo broke and yielded third place to Thapsin, who set after

the leaders with avim. He collared the favorite on the back-

stretch, carried him to a break and left him behind. Dawn
passed the middle martin 1:11}, with Thapsin three lengths

behind him, but at the three-quarter pole the daylight

between them had all disappeared, and a little further on

Dawn broke, Thapsin winning the heat by three lengths, La
Grange third, Antevolo fourth. Scandinavian was given a

long run to get him inside the hundred-yard post in time,

but it did not avail and he was declared out. Time, 2:23i.

Third Heat—Pools: Thapsin $60, La Grange§40, Antevolo

$30, field $11. Dawn was first to the quarter as usual,

Thapsin second, La Grange third. On the backstreteh Ante-

volo broke badly, falling a distance to the rear. At the half,

in 1:11, Dawn s'till held the lead. Thapsin movedup on him.

but left his feet, and La Grange dropped into the second

place, a position which he changed to first at the finish, beat-

ing Dawn to the score by four lengths, Thapsin third, Ante-

volo fourth. Time, 2:25£.

Fourth Heat—Pools: La Grange, $50; Thapsin, $lo; field.

$6. Dawn got away with a slight lead, hut La Grange soon

relieved him of the captaincy, and at the quarter the Sunny

Slope delegate seemed to have the heat secure. Antevolo

made a bad stumble in going around the turn and was fifty

yards behind when he got straightened. On the backstreteh

Thapsin and Dawn both moved up on La Grange, and at the

three-quarter cole the three were in a bunch. In the journey

home Thapsin and Dawn both passed La Grange, Thapsin

getting to the wire first. Antevolo trotted the last, quarter at

a tremendous pace, finishing second by half a length, Dawn
third, La Grange fourth. Time, 2:27.

Fifth Heat—Thapsin, $30; La Grange, $10; field, Slo.

Thapsin and Antevolo went away together, Dawn third, La

Grange going last rather listlessly. At the half m 1:14J,

Thapsin was a length in front. In rounding the turn Ante-

volo moved up and there was an accidental collision of

sulkies, the brown stallion getting the worst of it, for he was

badly frightened and tried to run away. Thapsin was not

disturbed and came into the stretch with a good lead, but

Dawn was not yet done up, snd after a rattling finish he

beat Thapsin to the wire by a length, Antevolo third, La

Grange fourth. Time, 2:29^.

Sixth Heat—No betting. Antevolo was ruled out for not

winning a heat in five, and the field was reduced to three.

Dawn led off and there was no fighting disposition shown on

the part of any of them for three-quarters of the mile, but at

the finish Thapsin challenged the chestnut colt and although

the youngster struggled hard to hold his vantage Thapsin

was lifted over the score first by half a length, winning the

race. Dawn was second and received third money; La

Grange third and second money. Time, 2:30£.

suarnAHY.

Sept. 2d—Purse, $750; 2:27 class.

Thapsin. blkg, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard—W.F.
Smith , i i I i i

La Grange.br g,bySultan-L. J Rose.... 1 3 1 4 3 3

Dawn, chc, by Nutwood-J. A. Goldsmith 2 i
.

i

.

Antevolo. br c, by Electioneer-J. C. Simpson 3

Scandinavian, bike—P. Johnson *>bean V!
' Time, 2:24, 2:23*, 2:25i, 2:27,2:29$, 2:30*.

A special race was then called, of which three heats were

trotted The trotters were Carrie F., Cairo Blame and Gar-

field. Carrie F. won the first heat in 2:20£, Cairo the second

in 2:30£, and Blaine the third in 2:30.

Sept 3d —The weatherclerk was not in a favorable mood

and though, at times, the sun blinked for a few moments on

the Oakland Trotting Park, there were clouds and chilliness

for the greater part of the day. But more inspiriting than

sunshine was the largely increased attendance over that of

former days, and the managers correspondingly jubilant.

From the country about Petaluma numbers came, fondly

hoping to see Nellie E. repeat her victory of a few days ago,

when she beat Guy Wilkes and Adair. Attracted by the

fame of Arab, hitherto conqueror of every race he has started

in this season, was quite a large representation from San

Francisco, and faces which had not been seen on a track for

years were noticeable on all parts of the ground. From Los

Angeles, Santa Barbara, Monterey, Santa Cruz and many

parts of the Santa Clara Valley, from the regions drained by

the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers, from beyond the

Sierra and northward as far up as Portland were visitors.

Though there were three races on the bills, by far the most

important in the way of a magnet was the free for all. There

was the unfinished race of Wednesday, in which three heats

had been trotted, Blaine, Carrie F. and Cairo Having each

won a heat. Blaine was the favorite with the bettors, and

even after Carrie F. won the fourth heat he was still the

choice. The result proved that the favoritism was well

Second heat—Still the bloods from Sonoma had faith in
Nellie K,, though not enough to reduce the odds, which
started at §150 to $65 on Arab, and iucreased to $200 to $60
when the bell rang to summon them for the second heat. It

proved very unsatifactory to the backers of Nellie R. Monroe
Chief was withdrawn, being palpably lame. The others were
sent away evenly, though soon after Nellie broke. Before
she got fairly settled she broke again, and Arab, taking it

leisurely, passed the quarter run so far in the lead in 38 sec-

onds. About midwry of the backstreteh Nellie was close to

Arab, when she broke agaip, the horse passing the half in

l:12i. A little beyond the turn Nellie broke for the fourth
time, Arab being a long way in advance at the three-quarters
in 1:47$. There was no further attempt on the part of Nellie,

and Arab logged across the score in 2:26£.
Third heat—Five to one was the ruling price

on Arab, and it might have been fifty to one as well.

The pace was fast from the start, and still it was
evident that Arab at no time was disclosing his full power.
First at the quarter in 35 seconds; first at the half in 1 :07^,

and though first at the three-quarters in 1:4U, Nellie was
considerably closer than when passing the first mark. Thus
he had trotted the "middle half" in 1:061, and Nellie must
have made it inside of 1:06. From three-quarters home the

pace was tiresomely slow to the onlookers, there being no
necessity for Arab to go faster to win, the mare either un-
willing or unable to mend her pace. The mile was made in

2:19, and there is scarcely a doubt that Arab had it in his

power to reduce it full four seconds.
Fourth heat—Pool-selling and betting was at an end.

There were none now verdant enough to be tempted with
"falling down" odds, and Arab jogged past the quarter in :36,

the half in l:0S.y, three-quarters in 1 :43£, and the mile in

2:22|.

Sept. 4.—Purse 31,000 free-for-all.

Arab, b g l>v Arthurton, dam Lady Hamilton—O. A. Hickok....O 1 1 1

Nellie K.icJim by Gen. McClellan, Jr.—S. Sperry 2 2 a

Monroe Chief, br h by Jim Monroe—J. A. Goldsmitn 3 dr

Time 2:19,^,2:26^,2:13, 2:22&.

Next on the card was a race between the three-year-old

Kismet and four-year-old Pansy. Notwithstanding that Kis-

met was giving away a year he was largely the favorite,

bringing before the start $150 to §30 on his competitor. He
was evidently out of sorts, incapable of trotting within many
seconds of what he had shown at home. As it was his first

race for the season, part of the trouble may have come from
that. Pansy, on the contrary, was steady as could be de-

sired, and evidently capable of reducing the time of each

heat considerably. All that is necessary to state outside of

the information in the synopsis, is that after the first heat

the betting was even, after the second $70 to $12 on Pansy.

Same day—Purse §100. Four-year-olds or under.

Pansy, blk f , 4, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard—E. H. Miller, Jr....l 1 1

Kismet, b c, 3, by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J. Rose 2 2 2

Time2:28K,2:30K, 2:27^.

Derby.

Thormanby
Kettle Drum
Caractacus
Macaroni
Blair Athol
Gladiatcur
Lord Lyon
Hermit
BlueGown
Pretender
Kingcraft
Favonius
Cremorne
Doncaster
Heorge Frederick. ..

Galopiu
Kisber
Silvio
Sefton
Sir Bevy a...

Dam of Winner.

Alice Hawthorne..
Hybla
Defenceless

cose
Blink Bonny
Mise Gladiator
Paradigm
Seclusion
Bas Bleu
Fc
Woodcraft
Zephyr
ftigolboche
Marigold
Princess of Wales...
Flying Duchess
Mineral
Silverhair
Liverpool's Dam. ..

Lady Langden

Oaks.

Dam of Winner.

Butterlly
Brown Duchess
Fun de Joie
Q-ieen Bertha
Filledel'Air
Regalia
Tormentor.
Hippia
Formosa
Brigantine
Hannah
Reine
Marie Stuart
Apology
Spinaway
J
Euguerraude

I i ..Hi. i ,

Placida
Jannette
Wheel of Fortune..

Catherine
FJspuir
Jeu d'Esprit
Flax
Pauline
The Gem
Torment
Daughter of the Star...
Elh-r
Lad; McDonald
Wentmore Lass
Fille ilc I'Air
Morgan la Faye
Maudragora
Queen Bertha
Delaine
Araucarla.
PietasOatc Faith.)
Ch<;visaunce
Uueen Bertha ...

3 ro
dis

A hack-driver of Macon, Ga., has adopted a novel manner
of hitching his horse when it is left standing near the depot,

where it is liable to be frightened ;at the passing trains. He
makes a crupper on the end of a stout rope, which he passes

over the animal's tail, and then passes tbe other end of the

rope through one of the turrets and the ring of the bridle-bit,

and ties it to the hitching-post in the ordinary manner.
When the horse attempts to break loose he finds, to his

amazement, that if he persists he will pull his tail out of

joint, and pretty soon desists and becomes quiet.

Turf Performers as Broodmares.

St. Leeer.

^un"dearBlainVw"inning the fifth and sixth heats which

with the third gave him the race. Came F. won the first

and fourth, Cairo the second.

Sept.ttd.*—Special Pnise. $200. 9 2 i 2 1 1
Blaine blk g-f. A. Goldsmith - - * ? £

Carrie F. br m—J. W. Donathan * 13 4 3 2
Cairobg-M. McManus Z J \ a 4 ro
Garfield brg-L. E. Clawson 6 *

Time2:29!i'..;2:3u^. 2:30, 2:29&, 2:31«, 2;32>*.

*First, second and third heats trotted Sept. 2d.

The principal race of the day was next in order There

had been heavy betting in the pools the night before.

There was no slacking in the speculation on the ground.

The folks from Petaluma invested their previous winnings

on Nellie R. with a will, and though it was generally known

that in all probability Monroe Chief would not trot the race

out, he found supporters, tempted by the long odds offered

against him. The average rate was S210 on Arab, ipllO on

Nellie K. and $30 on Monroe Chief.
. „ ^ )

First heat-The placing gave Arab the pole, Mon-

roe Chief second, Nellie K. outside. After a few

scores they were sent off tolerably even, though Arab

opened a gap before going fifty yards and keeping up his

rapid, regular stroke, led by several lengths at the quarter

in 351 seconds, the others abreast. In the journey down

the backstreteh Nellie R. left Monroe Chief, and when Arab

reached the half in 1:09* she was not far behind. Her head

was on his wheel at three-quarters in l:44i, and from the>re

home it was a close fight between them. Arab led by half a

length at the seven-furlong mark; he was a neck in the lead

whin within fifty vards from home. The mare, however

was coming rapidly', and as they shot under the wire the

iudees were unable to separate them, and the fiat was a dead

heat Time, 2:19}. A majority of outside timers
i

made it

faster, and some who were in a position to mark with exact-

ness called it 2:18£.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: You no doubt recall

the pleasant drive we had in company with that horse-loving

and genial colonel from Sacramento in June. You probably,

however, forgot a remark you made: "Were I going into

the business of raising thoroughbred racehorses I should for

my brood mares prefer young mares that had never been on

the racetrack." I made a slight protest, slight, because

I felt that unless I could bring forward facts, it would on

such subjects be an impertinence for me to argue with you.

I now approach the question again with more confidence,

entrenched behind facts running over a period of twenty

years. Kindly look at my entrenchments, the enclosed

tables, and tell me if you feel you can take them by assault,

or whether you will not yourself change your positiou. The
enclosed tables show that out of eighty-two named winners

there were but eleven whose dams had never run in public,

about thirteen per cent., and of the remaining seventy-

one mares, only nineteen did not run as two-year-olds. Yon
must remember also that of all the thoroughbred mares

those without public performances overwehlmingly exceed,

in numbers those mares that have run m public.

from these facts I cannot but think that were you desirous

of winning one of the classic races in England, you would prefer

breeding from a mare that had run in public, rather than from

a matron who has always taken life easily, never putting up
that racehorse muscle, or never having had the sinews and

tendons toned up to that pitch which usually attends a

preparation for any large public event on the racetrack.

Referring again to my tables, the Leger (the hardest and

last of the four classic races), shows that out of the twenty

dams of winners but one single mare had never been on the

turf, viz.: the dam of Apology. One more reference, and

I retire to sleep peacefully behind my bulwarks: there are

ten animals that have won two classic races each whose dams

ran in public, and but two whose dams never put in a public

appearance. Arthur J. Hutchinson.

Los Angeles, August 7th.

Two Thousand Guineas.

1 -!;;•:

St. Albans
Caller On
The Marquis....
LordCUfdun
Clair Athol
Qladiateur
Lord Lyon
Achievement...
Formosa
Pero Gomez
Hawthornden...
Hannah
Wenlock
Marie Stuart...
Apology
C'ruiz Miller....
Petrarch,
Silvio

1878 Jannette
1S79J Rayon d'Or,. ..

Dam of Winner,

Bnbery
Haricot
CimgrfUi
The Slave
Blink Bonny
Miss Gladiator
Paradigm.
Paradigm
Eller
- I I 1

1 i ! --.

Blink Bonny ,

Wentmore Lass
Mineral
Morgan la Faye
Mandragora
Miss Boland
Laura
Silverhair
Chevisaunce
Arancaria

The- Wizard
Dlophantna
The Marquis
Macaroni
General Peel
Oladi.tteur
Lord Lyon
Vauban
S Moslem.
( Formosa
Pretender
Macgregor
Hnthw.'ll
Prince Charlie-
Gang Forward ..

Atlantic
CambaUo
Petrarch

Dam of Winner.

The Cure Mare..
Equation
ClnigelU
Jocose
Orlando Mare .....

Miss Gladiator....
P:iradigin.
Palen
Besika
EUer
Ferina
Necklace
KatluTliii' l,m:ir
EaRteni Princt'Sf
Lady Mary
II urrlci
Little Ladj
Laura
Ajaucari <

Lady Audli-v...
" tru*Gertrude..

Transfers, American Devon Cattle Club.

Democrat 2,992, T. Baker to N. F. Sholes, Earlville, N. Y.

Ned Gage's Ned 3,178, A. M. Bancroft to Chester May, East Woodstock,

Mad Anthony 2,977, Good By 5.641, Stamen 4,642, Jno. Brooking to W.

H. Fitze. White's Valley, Pa.

Indian Chief 3,196, Chapman Bros, to H. A. Loomis, Pleasant Monnt,

Pa.
Hollyberrv, 2,872, McArthur's Helena 3d 3,654, Helena Dnke 4.858.

Bannr-ret 5,295, Casket 5,868, Ensign & Watson to E. D. McCartney,

Cambridge. O. . __ ,

Lovely 20th 1,877, Girl Helena 4,869, Tempo 5,867. Ensign & Watson to

w". P. Sherravd, Cambridge, O.

Ceres 5,534. J. p. Fisb to Edward HunRerford, Burlington, Yt.

•Ulbri-bt 2,794, J. M. Foot to W. H. Webster. Berlin, Conn.

Nancv Fuller 3,023, LymanFuller to W. S. Walker, Utica, Mich.

Ned Gage's Ned 3,178, J. P. Gage & Son to John Jackson, Woodstock,

Valley, Conn. „ ,

Lucilla Tracr 5,089, Stanley Griswold to G. Miesner. Canton, Conn.

News Boy 3 185 W. M. Healy to G. H. Sumner, West Woodstock. Conn.

Malvolio 2,648, Lofna 5,317, E. D. Hicks to Geo. A. Lake, Church Hill,

Miss. „ , .

Primus 2,814, E. D. Hicks to T. C. Billups, Columbus, Miss.

Lovely 2,963, Lena 2.9C4, Lucy 2,965, Hasten 5,984, L. &. T. Hosie to N.

F. Sholes, Earlville, N. Y.

Hugo 2d 2,463, Eros 2,466, A. J. Hutchinson to T. E. Snell. San Jose.

Ned Gage's Ned 3,178, John Jackson to A. M. Bancroft, Woodstock Val-

ley, Conn. , _
Jupiter 3,174, A. McCleary to E. D. McCartner, Cambridge, O.

Empress 3,940, W. N. McConnell to C. A. Ruddock. Hancock, Minn.

Lucilla Tracy 5,089, G. Miesuer to Henry Napy, Colllnsville, Conn.

Daniel Boone 2,336, Genevieve 4,040, Britta 4,849, J. M. Miller to Earl

Hesselgesser, Leasureville, Pa.

Bully 2,263, Jas. Morris to E. L. Newman, Hay Fork. Cal.

L. C. Sta-ver 3,169, J. W. Morse & Son to J. H. Fesenfeld, Blue

Mounds, Wis. _ _ _. _ ,,
Carlos Victor 3,166, J. W. Morse & Son to W. 8. Hyer, Springfield

Bed Doctor'3,034! Beauty Bly 6,330, C. H. Pendleton to S. Griffith,

Moosup Valley, R. I. _

Lady Theresa 3,091, Mrs. J. A. Pomeroy toG. M.Miller, Ringwood.

Dandy Devon 2,244, J. A. Pomeroy to Chapman Bros., Wells Bridge,

N Y
Surprise's Dnke 2,752, O. Pricbard to Jacob Stakes, Jr., Springvllle,

Pa
DanielBoone 2,336, Rankin & Work to J. M. Miller, Hickory, Pa.

Defeater 3,192, Marquis 3d 3,193, Red Rose 3,200, BlOBSOm 3,614, Lady

Eliza 1,725, Geo. Kudd to Rumsey Bros. , Westfield, N. Y.

Nemo 2.725, Shaw's Pet 4,225, H.Shaw to Anthony Vogel, Coffeyvllle,

Bonnie Doon 5,956, J. E. Sisson to S. Bonar, Coon Island. Pa.

Caroline 765, Gem 2d 3.170, Daiz 2d 0.962, E. T. Tiffany to \\ .
L.Bun-

nell, Springville, Pa. *„-,,*, .11 n
Allbright 2.794, W. H. Webster to Geo. L. Hamlin, Lanesville, Conn.

Levels 2ith. W. M. White to C. L. Gilbert, Nunda, NY.
Juno 3,235, Rosamond 3d 3,969, Isaac Woodbury to Henry 0. Nevine,

Methuen, Mass.

The victories of Preeland over Miss Woodford at the Mon-

mouth Park meeting were the occasion of great rejoicing

among the colored brethren, who form such a conspicuous

element at race tracks. Isaac Murphy, one of their race,

rode Freehand, and the style in which he outfinished Mc-

Laughlin, on Miss Woodford, set the darkeys wild v,

delight.
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For Sale.

Hamnierless, Claybrough and Bros.' 16 bore, weighing 6

lbs. 7 oz., used fine season, in good condition. Apply to A.

H. Higgins, Pier 10, Stuart street, San Francisco.

The Selby Smelting and Lead Company, owners for

the Pacific slope of the right to use the Cham-
berlin Automatic Cartridge Loading Machine, have

kindly sent us their illustrated price list. They offer

shells loaded in fifty styles, at about the same rates

which have ruled here for years, and guarantee their

goods fully. Several little minor points about their styles of

loading impress us as amenable to criticism: one is the small-

ness of the powder charges in their cheaper cartridges, the

largest load of powder in any cartridge at a price less than

three dollars per hundred being four drams. This load would

be sufficiently large for ten bores, if powder of the Hazzard

Electric quality, or any of the best powder was used, but

when F F G, or any common powder is shot, our experience

convinces us that the average sportsman uses from four and

one-halt to five drams in number 10 shells.

Then, too, the cheapest cartridge has no grease proof wad
over the powder. This is not a matter of great importance,

but yet it is well, wheu cartridges are loaded in large num-
bers and stored for long periods, to place a wad between the

powder and the greasy wad usually designated as the "pink

edge, "or the "black edge."

It is probable that the Company relies upon a preference

for its ammunition over hand loaded, and argues that since

it is loaded with so much greater uniformity, and is really so

much better, it will be used even if it does cost as much as

we have been accustomed' to paying. Then too, since the

cartridges must be handled by the gun trade, it is only right

that the interests of those gentlemen should be protected.

The price list contains testimonials from many well-known
local sportsmen. One of them is in rather bad taste. It is

from the Secretary of the California State Sportsman's Asso-

ciation, and purports to have been signed by that gentleman
officially.

The State Association, probably, cares little about the mat-

ter one way or the other, but it seems rather presumptuous,

on the part of the Secretary, to assume to give the official

sanction of the Association to what is merely an opinion

founded upon his individual experience. All this, assuming
that the Secretary did sign his name as Secretary. As a mat-

ter of fact he did not do so, the addition was thoughtlessly

made by another.

We never had the expediency of advertising boldly so im-
pressed upon us as it has been since last week's issue, which
contained Mr. Allen's advertisement of the "Standard Car-

tridges." In a good many places we have chanced co see the

paper where it had been carelessly thrown down, and invari-

ably we saw either the upper part showing part of a very

curious machine, or the lower part showing the other half of

the machine and Mr. Allen's name in letters that could be

read afar off. The advertisement was one that would induce
everyone to read it, and of the whole number some surely

need just what'thafc gentleman has to sell and will be influ-

enced to go to him. The two ideas left in the mind after

looking at the paper were: Cartridges and Allen, a very use-

ful association of ideas to one who deals in ammunition.

Such an advertisement probably costs twenty times as

much as one of the ordinary little ODes, but it has fixedly

impressed upon every reader of this paper the notion that if

he wishes cartridges he must visit the advertiser, whereas a

little advertisement would attract the attention of only a

portion of those who see the paper.

It is amusing to note in exchanges from all over the State

the varied lights in which hunting and killing dangerous
animals are viewed.

If the kennel editor of the Daily Examiner should acci-

dentally destroy a pole cat he would probably rhapsodize even
more freely than he did after the late coursing meeting, when
he wrote about "the eye of the hare glazing in death." Which
eye it was he did not state. Perhaps he could not bear to

introduce two "glazing" eyes in one article.

The editor of the San Leandro Reporter would probably be

worked up into excitement by killing nothing less than a

badger, and the farther from centres of population one goes,

the less the fear shown for what are ordinarily considered

perils.

Those papers published far back in the wilds of this State,

Oregon, and Washington Territory, merely make a four or

five line item of a bear hunt and death. The Oregon City

Courier and the Northwest Tribune in almost every issue note

that some one has killed a bear, or mountain lion. The
item copied below, taken from the Golden Dale Sentinel, pub-
lished in Klickitat county, Oregon, is a sample of the cool

disregard of what we should consider uncommon heroism.

"Geo. Gilmer, of Camas Prairie, was up last Saturday to

claim the bounty on five scaips which he had lifted from the

heads of so many bears in his neighborhood during the

Summer. George wears the belt as the champion bear ex-

terminator of the county."

The Lower Lake Bulletin published in Lake county, in a

recent issue offers inducements, which must be taken with
plenty of salt, to hunters, as follows:

"Lake county may without egotism be styled the Hunter's

Paradise, for in no other section of the State, and, indeed,

we might say the whole Union, is there such a variety of

gams to be found within the same compass of territory. The
lover of genuine sport, who makes any one department of

game included in the furred or feathered tribes his specialty,

cannot fail to be accommodated in this region at the shortest

notice and the slightest distance. If he fancies the black or

cinnamon bear, or inclines to tackle the gay and festive grizzly,

or wants to take a turn at a full sized California lion, he has

here a fair field for adventure. Deer are abundant, and

jackass rabbits run in droves. At this season, quail, grouse,

doves and snipe are equally abundant, and in the Winter the

surface of the lake literally swarms with ducks, geese, and

every variety of aquatic fowl. To California sports, who wish

for a genuine field for adventure, come up here and try your

hand in this inviting region."

The National Gun Association is again exhibiting the

pecularities which made it the object of such severe criticism

some months since. The former manager as it will be remem-
bered, was shown in this paper to be a person utterly unfitted

by instinct or education to make a success of any such enter-

prise as a National Gun Association should be. Some excep-

tions were made to the points in the Breeder and Sports-

man against the association and its manager but the

essential soundness of our views was shown by the

enforced resignation of Mr. Bloom. He, however,

with that craftiness which impresses us disagree-

ably, so arranged matters that while nominally not

manager, he yet retained actual control of the assets of

the institution, small though they were, and, what was more
important to him, retained the privilege of forcing the Asso-

ciation to buy and shoot at the targets made by a company
of which he was chief clerk or manager. With a flourish he
abdicated and announced before doing so, that at the Phila-

delphia meeting of the Association, all artificial target manu-
facturers were invited to show their wares, and offered them
equal terms with his own. When the meeting came off, this

scheming fellow insisted that the stock previously subscribed

for by his target company, should be bought by the other

target men in blocks of 20 shares. The target men demurred
to buying the stock, but were willing to buy a share each and
give to the Association the sums which twenty shares each

would cost. This proposition did not meet the wishes of Bloom,

and so the other target makers except one company which
took twenty shares, were debarred from exhibiting their tar-

gets, and the use of the targets not permitted. As a successor

to this Bloom, a gentleman was named and elected, a Mr.
Arthur W. Du Bray, of Kentucky. A popular man among
sportsmen, and a sportsman himself. Mr. Du Bray took

hold, but soon found hiinself annoyed and cramped by
Bloom's avarice and effrontery, and as soon as he fully

learned what the character of the Association was, and knew
that '

it was a miserable, selfish heads-I-win-tails-you-lose

thing he resigned, as a man and gentleman could only do.

A Varney-ished Tale-

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman: Although I have really

nothing of great interest to offer, yet for the benefit of any

"Sampsonian" sportsman who wants to exercise his surplus

strength to an unlimited degree, I will merely state that last

weekl left the train this side of the town of Sonoma, traveled th

foot hills for many miles, and succeeded in bagging ten jacks

and a dozen larks, together with two skunks, which were
left behind at the special request of my partner, who was
evidently unaccustomed to such luxuries.

The country throughout this region certainly affords excel-

lent ground for walking and shooting over, although the

game is rather scarce and the work enormous. In fact I
hardly think I could be induced to take another such trip,

provided, as in this instance, I were called upon to pack the

game. I came across no cotton-tails and do not believe there

are any, as the country just in this spot is not suitable for

them. The doves were also very few, owing, no doubt, to

the scarcity and quality of water, as well as to the fact that

they are about leaving for parts unknown. The quail, how-
ever, to my great astonishment, and considering that it was
no place for them, were quite numerous, and almost every
willow tree, of which I found quite a number in the dry
arroyos, had as near as I could estimate from ten to thirty

birds in. But if any one wants good lark shooting let him
get off at any of the stations on the Sonoma Valley Bailroad
and he can use up cartridges to his heart's content, and no
doubt, get a big bag of birds. Tours very truly

Aug. 2Sth, iSS5. Hexry B. Vabxey.

State Tournament Proposed.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Your favor came to

hand in due time and I noted contents with pleasure. I will

endeavor to assist you in all respects as my time will allow.

I am in the Setter business, but am not a fanatic on the sub-

ject nor allow my judgment to be prejudiced by anyone so

disposed. At present everything is quiet in trap and dog

line. Janet's puppies are doing nicely and they are the live-

liest and boldest I have ever seen. We bred Fleck, (better

known as Olive K.) to Harrold. She is due Sept. ISth,

Sweetheart is still East and we will keep her there until bred
to Sportsman. I tell you what I think would be a grand
benefit to all gun dealers, and that is to have a wholesale
tournament. Dog breeders and sportsmen generally, and
those interested in sportsmanship throughout the State, to

contribute money or a valuable prize, so that it would be an
inducement for professionals and amateurs to attend, the

lasi day valuable consolation prizes, etc. I am satisfied excur-

sion rates could be procured from all points. It would
require time and patience to work up a scheme of this

description, but it would be a benefit, as it would cause men
to , take hold, and attract their attentions to reading the
sportsman's paper, require new and first-class guns, also

first-class dogs, and awaken a desire of a great many who
at present do not know anything about sportsmanship or
its pleasures. In the above I give you a broken idea of mine;
if you think it a good scheme I will write up the details in

the future. You start the ball rolling and I will send it

home. Dove shooting is very poor. Ducks and geese are
beginning to put in an appearance. A good season is antici-

pated. Yours truly, G. W. Watson
Jacob's Hall, Sacramento, Aug. 27th.

Pot-hunters, take notice. The law does not allow you to

kill quail before the 1st of October. Some of you are doing
it now, and the Ventura Hod and Gun Club are just laying

for you, and will snap you up before you know. W. H.
Granger is chief engineer of the club, and hns a lot of efficient

aids who don't intend to allow the chicken quails to be mur-
dered before they are big enough to be lit to eat. We will

gladly chronicle the conviction of the first offender caught.

—

Ventura Signal.

TRAP.

Lincoln Club.

On Sunday last, at Colma, the Lincoln Gun Club gave its sec
oud clay pigeon tournament. The day was very unpleasant.
Up to eleven it was cold and foggy, and then the wind blew
sharply from the score to the traps, strengthening the flight

of the clay pigeons materially and making the shooting very
difficult. The club has the best arranged clay pigeon ground
in the State. The traps are set in a trench and a safe screen
of earth protects the trapper from harm.
The traps are set only four feet apart, but should be at

least five yards distant from one another. The trapping was
prompt and the shoot went off quickly. In the setting of the
traps a serious error was made. The centre trap was so set

as to throw a clay so as just to clear a netting three and a
half feet high, set about ten yards from the traps. And the
traps on either side of the centre threw low birds, so that, the
shooter who happened to get the centre trap had to do a
great deal better work than one who got an outer trap.
Many of the pigeons from the centre trap just cleared the
netting, and then dropped behind it and were obscured by it.

In shooting at inanimate targets where all conditions are
absolutely under control, perfect equality in difficulty of
shooting should be insured to all who face the traps. Where
a live bird will fly no man knoweth, and the man who gets a
succession of quick darting tailers, must perforce be content
to lose even though he be the best shot.

But when three men out of four at the traps shoot at clay
birds which rise fifteen feet and sail away for thirty yards,
the fourth man may well grumble at having to shoot at a clay

which rises but three and one-half feet and flies but thirty.

Shooting at the latter sort of birds must tend to make one a
snap shot, that most uncertain of all shots.

There were twenty-six entries and a few spectators were
on hand. Putzman and Edler tied on twelve breaks and
divided first and second monies. Bruns, Frank E. Coyken-
dall, of San Jose, and Lang tied on eleven for third and fourth
prizes, and shot the tie off at double birds, when Bruns won
third and Lang fourth. Injustice to Mr.Coykendall it should
be said that his experience with clay pigeons is very limited,

and he had never shot at double clays before.

Aug. 30th—At 15 clay birds, 15 yards rise. Prizes -10, 30,20 and 10 per
cent. Entrance $2. 50. Single bird match.

"W. Golcber l lloooiOIOllOll— 9
Fox 1 1001011110111 0—10
Karney 1 01100 1110010 10—$
H. Venker 1 11100100010111—9
Driukhouse 0100010000 withdrawn
Bruns 1 1011111100011 1—11
Pntzniaii. 1110111110111 1—13
Ford 11001110 110 010—8
Funke 1 0111001001111 1—10
T.Ityan. 00101100011110— 7
Campbell „ 00011111101000—7
F. CovkendalL 1 1001 111011110 1—11

Deluiar 1110001110111 ]—10
H. Uolcher 1000101111110 1—9
Leiker OlOOOlOilllOll— 8
Lanp U011111111111 0—11
DeValee 1011011011011 1—10
Schrewien 0100111111111 0-10
Cate .0 01011111010 010—8
Edler l 1111-110011111 0—12
Dunchce 1 1100 1101 l 1 1 1 c;— 9
Parlies - 1 1101111000111 0—10
"W.Rose 1111010101110 1—10
Doane 1 11111111000000—9
F.Yenker. 1 0110101011111 0—10
Brown..

„

1 10100001000111—7
Several sweepstakes and a match at double birds were shot,

the winners being Coykendall, Kyan, Lang, Putzman and
Bruns.

Funck^-Jenke Match-

To-morrow, at San Bruno, Sir. Ed. Funcke shoots a match
with Mr. Will Jenke, at 60 live birds, 30 singles, at 30 yards,

20 singles, at 21 yards, plunge traps, use of one barrel and
5 pairs, at 18 yards. The match is for the silver cup pre-

sented by Mr. Dick Cunningham, to be shot for by gentle*

men under twenty-one years of age, and $50 staked by
Euncke, who challenges Mr. Will Jenke, the present holder.

The young gentlemen are good shots, and a close and excit-

ing contest may be expected.

Gridley Gun Club.

This club has postponed its tournament at live birds
until October 10th next, so as not to conflict

with the meeting and shoot of the California State Sports-
man's Association, which are set for Oct. 1st, at Chico.
The Association meeting promises to be a great one in a
shooting way. Director Thiel lives in Chico, and is sparing
neither labor nor trouble to secure attractions in the way of

large parses and a general attendance. He expects to invite
all shooters, whether members of the Association or not, to

participate, and if it is found that the Constitution permits
such a course, the greatest trap shoot yet held in California
may be expected.

Occidental Club.

This club shoots regularly upon the first Sunday in each
month of the close season, at the Six Mile House, on the old
bay road to San Jose, and as we are now advised will shoot
to-morrow, although it would be better for the members to go
to San Bruno, to see the match between its Secretary and
Jenke.

To-day, at Bird's Point, beginning promptly at 12:30, the
Alameda County Sportsman's Club will shoot for the "Baird
gun." The club numbers many superior shots, and Bird's

Point is conveniently near, so that a large attendance may be
predicted.

Seattle Gun Club.

Saturday last F. Boarman won "first prize and Booth sec-

ond. Brown won the boots and cigars, Barker won the $30,
and the $20 and a set of Shakespeare were awarded to Chirk,

Moore and Minor. Harker won the rifle and cigars. Rob-
ertson won the hunting suit and inkstand. Moore won the
shirts, fishing-rod and hunting-boots. The meershaum pipe
was won by Edwards. Moore and Boarmau having tied on
lire birds, they shot the tie off; Moore won by one, and was
awarded the gold medal and photograph, while his compet-
itor was presented with a pair of French field glasses.

Mr*. Edwin Goodall left for the East on August 22d, and
Mr. Isaac I'phum on August 25th. They expect to spend
three njonths in travel and sightseeing, and will probably
attend the various Eastern Field Trials. Both are members
of the Neophyte Gun Club and of the Teal Shooting Club,
and are sportsmen well worth knowirjg.
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EOD.
A Trip to Big Meadows.

A very convenient, lazy, pleasant, and comfortable mode
of fishing at the Meadows is in boats. On some portions of

the river it is the only way fishing can be had. Boats can
be easily obtained either from Mr. Bunnell, or a gentleman
living near by, and at a comparatively small expense. The
boat, however, does not complete the outfit. An Indian to

row is necessary. The lazy, pleasant and comfortable part
of it as suggested would be sadly lacking without the pres-

ence of the Aborigines, of whom there are some 150 in the

Meadows, scattered about in different localities. I found
that the success snd pleasure of a day's sport depended
largely upon the Indian, and notwithstanding the fact that

there are so many, strange to say, comparatively few of them
are to be relied upon. As a rule they are absent when.most
needed, and have little or no regard for the duties of their

employment. Considering their station in life and mode of

living, the Indians of the Meadows are the most independent
race of people I ever saw. If they are not in the mood of

of going or doing, I assure you they will not go or do, no
matter how allniing from a financial standpoint the induce-

ments may be. As illustrative of this statement I remember
one day the Judge had come away without any bait. We met
one of these fellows and the Judge tried to hire him to get

some, which was only a matter of going a very short distance

to a spring, and occupying a short time to gather a handful
of cadis worms. He most indignantly refused the tempting
offer, although apparently having nothing in the world to

do. Perhaps this Indian had learned his lesson from his

white brother, especially known as the tramp, who appar-

ently and practically, too, lives upon the theory that the

world owes him a living, without his having to work for it.

While speaking of the Indians, I might say, that although
their presence as guide and man Friday adds much to the

pleasure of the fisherman, yet there would be more and better

fishing if there were none in the ileadows. They are by
nature fishermen themselves. By contact with sportsmen of

late years, they have acquired the art of fly tying, and of fly

fishing, and as they live on the banks of the streams and de-

pend almost entirely upon fish for their food, it can be read-

ily seen how they materially aid in depleting the waters.

They know no law and fish during the whole of the year. In

the Winter time while the fish are running, or spawning,

they spear and secure great numbers of the larger fish. It

may not be out of the way to suggest here, that these Indians

are away from their reservation, and that if the attention of

the Fish Commissioners was called to the facts above related,

the evils, for evil certainly it is, might be removed or at least

remedied.
There is no rule without an exception. In this case the

exception was that of "Charley Piute, " whom Mr. A. had
the good fortune to secure for his guide. "Charley" is quite

a sportsman. His enthusiasm turned into a religious duty

to be always on hand when wanted, and ready for a day's

sport on all occasions. He is muscular and can

row a boat all day; he handles the loading net with caution and
skill, and his judgment on the kind of fly to use was fre-

quently sought for.

My first introduction to the fishing was on the afternoon

of the next day aiter my arrival. Mr. A. kindly invited

me to accompany him in his boat on a little trip up the river.

The wind blew quite fresh from the West and gave promise

of a good afternoon's sport, indeed so promising was it that

all the guests of the hotel, with the exception of Mrs. A.,

who was indisposed, came out, and strangely too, all went in

the same direction. A very pretty picture the party made,

as they distributed themselves along the banks, part on one

side and part on the other, within a distance of half a mile,

each whipping the water with graceful cast, and indulging in

pleasant rivalry for the largest catch—largest in size and

not in numbers. My first catch was a half-pounder. When I

struct him so hard did he fight that I thought certainly the

palm would be allotted to me, but shortly afterwards, in

comparing the catch, I found everybody had fish in then-

baskets as large and larger, in fact there were none smaller.

I had proceeded but a little distance when I succeeded in

landing another of a little over a pound. Now I was happy

but on coming np with Judge F. and Mr. A. I found

they each had caught still larger fish. I was, nevertheless,

still happy in the recollection of the pleasure the catching

of that" one rish gave me. In the midst of our pleas-

ure we heard the shout of one of the ladies

of the party, Mrs. W., who was with her husband in a boat.

Those who were near ran to see what the matter was. What

a sight! There stood Mrs. W. on the bank with her bamboo
almost bent in a circle and ninety feet of line out, and some-

thing on the end of it floundering and tugging away for dear

life. Calm and composed stood the lady as any old fisher-

man could be, now giving the fish full play, and again quietly

drawing him in, and so the fight continued for three-quarters

of an hour or more, until finally the landing net put an end

to it. What a beauty! If that fish could have known what

a pretty picture he would make lying in the bottom of the

boat, and that he would have been the object of so much
admiration, I am sure he would not have given the lady half

the trouble and worry she had in landing him. The fish

weighed just six pounds, and measured twenty-five inches in

length and five inches in depth. Thus ended the day's sport,

and a very happy ending it was. Mrs. W. was justly awarded

the palm, and so far as I have heard she still retains it.

During my stay I visited the Big Spring, of which I have

written a number of times, where excellent sport can be had

on any day when the wind blows. The fishing is done from

a boat. There is no other means of approaching the fish,

unless one undertakes to walk out on the end of a pine tree

which has fallen into the water about 100 feet in length, but

I do not advise the attempt as it is very difficult to avoid a

ducking, to which I can truthfully testify from actual ex-

perience.
In the neighborhood of the Meadows there are a number of

large mountain streams which empty into the Feather, and

for anyone fond of brook-fishing it is only a matter of a few

hours to fill the basket with fish no smaller than six inches.

If one does not feel like going far from the hotel he can

find fair sport near by. It was almost a daily occurrence to

see half a dozen ladies and gentlemen after dinner on the

bridge fishing, and each meeting with fair success.

As a warning to others it is but proper that I should here

relate the experience of Judge B., of an afternoon's, fishing

he had as related by himself to the party at the dinner table.

Just below the bridge, perhaps three hundred yards from the

hotel, is a large, deep, still hole, easily approached from the

bank! It was the Judge's daily habit to spend a portion of

the afternoon fishing in this hole. The Judge always went

well supplied with bait and made himself comfortable by sit-

ting or reclining on the bank. We often asked why he went

and what he sought; he invariably answered, "Trout." His
basket rarely proved the assertion, and we mildly suggested
that he was feeding gudgeon. The suggestion was met with
indignation, but he continued to go all the same. On the day
in question he returned rather later than usual and without
a single fish in his basket. In explanation of his bad luck he
said that he had caught some eight or ten very nice trout,
which as he caught he placed in his basket. That when
ready to come home in picking it up he thought it felt very
light and ventured to look inside. Imagine his surprise in
finding that all his' fish had departed and in their place a
snake, whom he charged with having eaten his entire catch.
The shouts of laughter which followed can be readily imag-
ined. The impressive manner in which the Judge told his
story gave no room for doubting its truth. The Judge, how-
ever, never fished in that hole again.
A fisherman's outfit for this locality is not unlike that in

common use. Rubber boots are scarcely necessary, and upon
the whole I am satisfied that high leather boots are preferable.
No wading is to be done, and the Meadows are dry under
foot. For tackle a nine ounce fly rod is more serviceable
than any other. A larger rod would be tiresome to handle,
and nine ounces is sufficiently strong to withstand the strain
of the largest fish, while a lighter rod would hardly stand the
work. There is little or no use for a bait rod, for certainly
no one would fish with bait when they are to be caught with
the fly.

As to flies for the month of June, the Bed Ibis, Brown Hackle,
Willard Grey, Caddis or Salmon Fly, Williams and Ferguson
(yellow body and turkey wing) Grey Hackle, Hare's Lug and
Royal Coachman, are probably as large a variety as one would
need to have. The hook should be either six or seven
Sproat. I mention Sproat only to give an idea of the size by
number. Different makers give different numbers. Leaders
should be nine feet and rigged for three flies. As for fine
and reel, the kind and quality one is accustomed to use.
There is little or no fishing to be had in the early morning,

and in fact at no time unless the wind blows sufficiently to
disturb the surface of the water. This is to be accounted for
upon the theory that the water is clear and deep with no
ripple. An account of our trip would be in-

complete were I to stop here without saying
something about the ladies. It is probably the lot of few
fishermen in this part of the country to meet at ore place
and at the same time three ladies more graceful or skillful in
handling the rod or casting the fly, or more enthusiastic in
the art of fly-fishing generally than were those of our party.
I heartily concur with Mr. Wells, who says it is a matter for
regret that fishing with the fly is not in greater favor with
the ladies. There is no earthly reason why they should not
derive the same mental, moral and physical benefit from it

as do men. The Judge concurs with me, too.

Our vacation is ended, but the mind is filled with pleasant
recollections and we live the days over and over again, and
will continue to do so until another year comes, when we
hope to again make a trip to the Big Meadows.

Feaxk Fowler.
«.

The editor of the Calaveras Citizen must be a devout man
and an angler. In his last paper he homilizes thus:
"A very beautiful picture of democratic simplicity was that

of yesterday, when President Cleveland was jogging along
for forty-two miles on a rough, hilly road in York State,

mounted on an old-fashioned buckboard. While all Europe
is overwhelmed with pomp and pageantry because two or

three monarchs are traveling through the country, the United
States presents a characteristic illustration of the simplicity

of our institutions in the person of its chief magistrate,

whose only traveling companion and guard of honor is a

friend of early days armed with a fishing-rod. The President

of the United States lies down by the lakeside, with the stars

for his canopy, and sleeps in safety, encircled with the love

and respect of his people as his surest and safest shield from
danger."

American Presidents of late years have, almost without ex-

ception, been sportsmen. We remember being at Geneva
Lake, Wisconsin, the Summer residence of Charles L. Wil-

son, owner of the Chicago Evening Journal, since gone to

join his beloved Lincoln, one June, when President Grant,

General Sheridan and General Backer ran up theTe with Mr.
Wilson for the Cisco fishing. Geneva Lake has neither inlets

nor outlets that are known, yet the water is always fresh and
good, and in May or June, when the May Fly comes, the lake

is alive with what is called the cisco, a sort of fresh water

herring. Where the fish come from no man knows, and they

go as suddenly and mysteriously as they come. The distin-

guished gentlemen of the party were quite exacting in requiring

the attention of ourself and a young friend to bait and
tackle, but as a reward we enjoyed the unrestrained talk of

men whose every word was worth something.

One evening after dinner the chat turned upon the predi-

lection shown by notable public men for field sports, and
many rare little revelations of the inner life of men commonly
regarded as devoted solely to public interests were made. Pres-

ident Grant remarked that while fond of fishing, of which he

had enjoyed much that was as good as fishing could be, he pre-

ferred duck shooting, and Gen. Sheridan'coincided with him.

In the Winter of that year both of the gentlemen did go off

with Mr. Wilson, and shot for several days in a rice swamp.
They could not stand long hours on the marsh, but would

tog themselves out in good old thoroughbred duck shooter's

fashion, before light in the morning, take their blinds and
blaze away as merrily as possible for two hours or so, and
then return to the house to smoke and chat away the day.

streets and houses, with their accompanying tiresome occu-
pants, are good for an office worker. The exercise of walking
is good. The diversion of mind into unusual channels is an
excellent tonic. It is really restful to tire the muscles to
one whose fatigue is usually not bodily. On the other hand
it is not right for those who find profit and pleasure in Sun-
day outings to urge others to follow their example. Many
times, when off upon protracted fishing trips, we have longed
for Sunday, so that we could stay in camp, do nothing but
sleep, eat and read every bit of printed matter to be had,
even to the labels on cracker boxes and the government
stamps on cigarette wrappers.

The change is what is desirable, and it will require long
and strenuous efforts to convince us that there is actual
wrong in devoting to our simple pleasure by the trout brook
the hours which many of our respected and beloved friends
give to pious reflection and attendance upon public devo-
tional exercises.

Where is to be found a more placid, peaceable, well dis-
posed, generous, friendly soul than he who comes home in
the cool evening shadows with a dozen tine mountain trout,
to basket which he has tried all the little arts known to his
open and disposing mind through a fresh, clear, Spring day?
If there is any more desirable acquaintance it must be the
man who has had a little better luck on the neighboring
stream.

The Chinese fishermen who are sweeping the bay clean of
all fish, big and little, with their set nets and fine meshed
seines, contrary to the statute, are growing defiant. Con-
stable Jones attempted to arrest a lot of them in San Pablo
bay the other day, and the -wretches menaced him with
knives, hatchets and clubs, and he could only induce them
to obey him by leveling his Winchester on them. Even then
they were refractory and it almost became necessary to kill a
few of them. Jones is proving himself a very good man for
the place of Deputy Fish Commissioner, and it would be a
good thing if more such firm and fearless men could be en-
listed in the enforcement of the game and fish laws.

Some excellent advice to fishermen is given in an exchange,
which says: "All fish used for food should be killed, not
allowed to die or smother to death, out of their element.
Mercy and humanity should lead us to shorten their suffer-
ings. Hygienic considerations should cause us to draw their
blood, which cannot be done in death. The blade of a com-
mon pocket knife pressed in at the juncture of the head and
body, severing the spinal column, and pressed downward to
the upper edge of the gills, will both kill and draw the blood.
The thought of eating a drowned chicken, hog or beef critter
would be sufficient to turn the stomachs of most people. To
offer the same for sale would be an offense punishable by law.
And yet are not the cases of the drowned chicken and
smothered fish parallels? Custom and habit are all that
render the eating of the one less repulsive than the eating of
the other.

"At Big Meadows, Plnmas county, the Indians and ranch-
boys are rapidly lowering the size of fish by tfshing at all sea-
sons. The boys think because the Indians can fish out of
season, they ought to be privileged to do so too. At all

events they do it. A gentlemen who was there this season
thinks the fishing will never be as good again."
The law which permits Indians to fish at all seasons was,

perhaps, a good one, while the Indians lived in their original
way, by hunting and fishing, but now that they have adopted
civilized ways, and live by workingabout on ranches, by wood-
cutting and barkpeeling, there is no sufficient reason for the
continuance of the law, and it should be revised or repealed.

President Hayes knows every little bird that flies about his

home, and is perhaps the most thorougly read authority

upon ants in the country. He will sit down with his old

time friend, Doctor John Davis, in Cincinnati, and discourse

by the hour about the innumerable species of ant life in all

lands.

President Arthur is the President of the Kestigouche Fishing

Club, and is credited with being one of the most expert of

two-handed fly-casters. He is high hook for this year in his

club, and is said to be a very jolly fisherman, even going so

far as to snatch an hour now and then of a Sunday to try his

luck.

The arguments of those who oppose a quiet time with the

fish on the Sabbath have never been convincing to us. There
I seems to be a need in the constitution of man, and indeed in

all things that are, for a rest-day out of each seven, and

it is easy to admit that a day of each week should

be set apart for occupation different from that usually fol-

lowed. But there we cease to follow those who prescribe to

all alike, absolute inactivity upon the Sabbath. To the per-

son of sedentary habit there is nothing more irksome and
irritating than to spend his rest-day in the manner in which

he spends all his other days. A breath of uncontaminated
air, a little freedom from pavements and rigidly defined

Thinking it may be useful to owners of dams on trout and
salmon streams, we copy from the Oregon City Courier the
description of a fish way about to be erected at that place.
The cost of such a ladder seems great, but it is not so when
the food and pleasure which its erection will ensure to per-
sons living above the obstruction over which it is to be built

are consideied:
"The fish-ladder, on which work was commenced Monday,

will be built almost entirely of stone and iron, and consist
of two parts, the lower ladder 385 feet and the upper 110 feet

in length, having a slaekwater pond 400 feet long between
them. The structure will be situated parallel to the locks
or canal. Two rock dams will form a part of it, the upper
dam to prevent the water from flowing in through an upper
natural channel and the lower one to prevent its flowing out
through a lower channel. A triangular drift-breaker of wood
and stone, the wooden part bolted down, having an arch
four ftet high, a tctal height of eight feet, and a length of SO
feet, will be built at the upper end of the smaller ladder, and
between the drift-breaker and the upper end of this ladder
will be a head-gate of \*ood and iron with valves to control

the water. There are 31 steps in the first ladder and 10 m
the second, alternating from one side of the channel occupied
to the other, in order to give a salmon a swing around with
the current, and each step is to have a rise of one foot above
the one below it. The steps are to be blocks of stone 12 feet

13 inches in length, and are to be 10 latteral feet apart, firmly
bolted at the bottom. At the lower end of the larger ladder,

th6 rock-cutting, by blasting, will be nine feet, to bring this

end on a level with the basin at its entrance, and on the side

of this ladder will be a "resting pool," or half-way house,
for the salmon. The fish-ladder will not be covered up, and
to watch the salmon climbing up it and falling downstairs
will be the sport of futnre years, as Will T. Webber, the
superintending engineer, says that the structure will stand a
long time. He says there are ladders like it in Norway, and
that the fish are fond of them. The San Francisco bridge
company have the contract, and J. M. Hayden is the boss in
charge. The present force of '20 men is to be largely increased
in order to have the work done by October 1st. The contrac-

tors have given bonds of twice the sum of the contract price

to finish the structure on or about the specified time. The
sum appropriated by the State was 310,700."

It might seem absurd to many to say that the use of the

currycomb is an abomination, yet such is undoubtedly the

case. A bunch of hay, a piece of cloth, or even a corncob or

stick is much better to clean the surface dirt off a horse; and
for removing the dust and dirt that secretes itself among the

hair, nothing but a good brush should be used. It is a
lamentable fact that in too many stables in tho country noth-

ing but currycombs are used for grooming purposes. The
objection to using this instrument is that the sharp teeth

irritate the skin, causing a sort of dandruff to start, which
soon becomes a worse annoyance than dust or dirt

might happen to accumulate there. A good brush
is as good an outfit as can be used in grooming a I.

costs but little more than a currycomb.
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Dates of Meetings.

8tate Agricultural Society, Sacramento, Sept. 7th to 19th.

Stockton Fair, September 22d to 26th.

Ninth District Agricultural Association, Rohnerville, Sept. 22 to 25.

Santa Clara District, San Jose, September 28th to October 3d.

District No. 11, Greenville. September 28th to October 2d.

Monterey Agricultural Association, Salinas, Cal., Oct. 6 to Oct. 10.

Thirteenth District Agricultural Society, llarysville, Oct. 7 to 10.

District Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 20th to

Oct. 24th, inclusive

.

Nevada State Fair. Keno, Oct. 12tb to 17th.

Notice.

H. P. Metealf has not "been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. "We

again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

boobs which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

noontime, thousands were sitting with snowy spreads con-

trasting finely with tbe emerald-hued grass and the gray

trunks of the mammoth trees, and around them happy

groups who warmly urged the passers-by to partake of

I

their hospitable cheer. In the afternoon the inner en-

closure of the huge amphitheatre was thronged with the

i
finest stock of the country, and tens of thousands of peo-

I pie filled the seats, crowded the aisles and cheered the re-

cipients of ribbons which denoted the highest degrees of

excellence. Even at that time there were seats in the

amphitheatre for 17,000 people, and fully as much space

available in the aisles and broad promenade. A pagoda

in the centre afforded room for committes, and the upper

story for musicians, and, though when compared with

what the arrangements are at present there is a wide

difference in favor of the modern, it was the grandest in-

stitution ot the kind in the United States, and probably

in the world. The premium list was a wonderment, and

those who had been accustomed to amounts heretofore

bestowed were positive that it could only end in bank-

ruptcy. One thousand dollars for the best thoroughbred

stallion, one thousand dollars for the best roadster stal-

lion, and the same amount for the best Shorthorn bull,

were so much beyond amounts given by other associa-

tions, that it was not surprising the fame of so lib-

eral an institution was heralded all over the land. Award-

ing committees were selected from nearly every State in

the Union, and while that plan was a good one in secur-

ing the aid of men who were gratified with their names

being connected with so liberal an exhibition, the publi-

cation gave an opportunity for scheming previous to the

time when they came together. The committees were

composed of, many men, and though this appeared to be

a safeguard, it was in reality the reverse, by shifting re-

sponsibility to so many that blame could be transferred.

That "management" secured awards which the animals

were not entitled to was beyond question. The amounts

at stake were sufficient to provide for those who could

be influenced by money, and in one .case the recipient

did not deny that dollars were paid to secure his vote in

the roadster award. "With few exceptions, however, de-

cisions were satisfactory, and there was a general con-

currence in the justness of verdicts.

But the fairground of 1859 and that of 1885 are differ-

ent. Great improvements have been made. Half a

million dollars expended last year in the purchase of land,

65 acres being added, on which a mile racecourse has

been made, new stables, pens, poultry house, and no less

than five exhibition buildings. Premiums are large,

purses are liberal. Next week the race meeting will be

under way; on October 5th trotting commences, at which

time the fair proper is also held. St. Louis is a favorite

point for Californians to visit, and many of our horses

will participate in the meeting of next week.

St. Louis Fair-

Anno Domino 1859 is some time ago. Rather more

than one quarter of a century, and it is safe to aver that

into the years, which intervene between that date and

the present, are pressed more startling histories than any

previous fourth of a hundred, excepting that which in-

cluded the deluge. Even that was a short drama in com-

parison. "When the curtain fell on the last act there was

a small assemblage to witness the close. In the

year mentioned St. Louis took the lead in the

matter rof fairs. With the exception of the

grand palace of glass at Sydenham there was

not an exhibition which could show such grounds,

nothing like it for completeness. "While it would suffer

in comparison with the completeness which marks the

same institution of the present day, it was a source of

wonderment to visitors of that time, and among the

crowds which attended there were nothing but encom-

iums. A thoroughly cosmopolitan concern. Represen-

tatives from nearly every part of the earth; from our own
country masses of people. With due regard to truth

the assemblage of twenty-six years ago could be termed

gorgeous. Rich planters and their families from the far

South, New York millionaires, active, energetic New
Englanders, the great Northwest furnishing its full

quota, stockbreeders from Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee,

Ohio and other States, and the wealth and fashion of St

Louis giving tone to the meeting. Even at that early

day California was represented, and an animal that had

won distinction on the courses of San Francisco one of

the main attractions. It may be that memory runs

back through a gold-colored haze, and there is a roseate

tint to recollections. There are florid reminiscences, re-

membrances which are fondly cherished, scenes that

never lose their brightness. Sharply defined, not

eidolous or shadowy forms flitting dreamlike when the

retrospection is indulged. A grand fair ground with blue

grass carpet and still grander old oaks, under which, at

Dams of Racehorses.

"We are indebted to Captain Hutchinson for the tables

—and very interesting they are—*-of the winners of the

classic English events for twenty years. Few will real-

ize the amount of labor that was required to present in

tabular form so much interesting matter, though the

bearing it has on the breeding question is so important

that our readers will also he under obligations for the

work so cheerfully bestowed. At the present time we
are altogether too busy to make a proper reply, and

confess that to attempt a reduction of the works without

proper planning of the assault would surely end in dis-

comfiture. But we desire to have our positiou properly

understood, that being a preference for one of a family

proved good, that has not raced, to one that has been kept

in training for several years. For instance, we should

prefer Aerolite to Idlewild, and Fellowcraft, Rutherford,

and Spendthrift is some evidence towards establishing

the position A sister of equally as good form that has

not raced, and that has beun placed in the stud at three

years old in order to develop the milking properties, we

should prefer to one that has gone through a brilliant

career for several years. Id 1861 Caller Ou won the St.

Leger, in 1S64 Blair Athol repeated the victory. Their

granddam was Queen Mary, a mare that never took other

than a voluntary gallop. "Who would give Harricot or

Blink Bonnie the preference over the founder of so many
royal lines?

Golden Gate Fair.

"While the Golden Gate Fair is still under way it is

manifestly too early for review. Besides we have

been kept so busy, and worse yet decidedly bothered,

that there is little inclinatioa to write in relation to it.

So far the management is well worthy of praise, and in

the trying ordeal of conducting trotting races has given

general satisfaction. "When the people, especially resi-

dents of Oakland, heartily second the efforts of the Direc-

tors, the exhibition will take a prominent place in the

fairs of California.

September Days at Sacramento.

The next chapter in the volume of the year is the State

Fair at Sacramento. Although the Capitol city is

annually thronged with visitors from every quarter of

the Coast during the exhibition, we yet question if the
people of this Golden State appreciate the yearly review
of the resources, capabilities and progress of the country
of which it is their good fortune to be residents and citi-

zens. An experience running through more years than
we care to confess, and extending all over the East, "West

and South, has familiarized us with fairs and stock shows.
"We have visited hundreds, and have been a regular
attendant for many successive seasons in the great agri-

cultural States of the Mississippi Valley, hut none of

these can enter the lists in competition with the fairs of
California. The visitor from foreign parts is struck with
amazement at what he sees, but the average Californian
wanders among the countless exhibits with the air of one
with whom "the goods the gods give" is a special pre-

rogative. The great pavilion is itself a wonder, with its

seemingly endless vestas of hall and gallery. With the
space allotted to exhibits filled to the uttermost with
evidences of Nature's prodigality and man's skill and
ingenuity; the broad aisles thronged with fair women
and brave men, it must be a paltry soul that would not
feel a thrill of pride and pleasure. The feature of county
exhibits has been the especial care of the Directors of

the State Association, and that part of the ex-
hibition this year will alone be richly worth
a trip to Sacramento. It tells at a glance
more than could be written in volumes, and
forms an agricultural and industrial map of the State.

While the stock grounds, like the pavilion, are rarely

equalled in their capacity and convenience, the speed
ring is absolutely incomparable. The show of stock of

all classes will be larger this year than ever before.

The exhibitors of previous fairs are all at hand as

usual, and there have been great additions in new-
breeders and new stock that now enters the show rifig

for the first time. There have been large importations
of fine horses and cattle to this State within the year,

and in quality the animals are second to none in the

world. But after all the element that lends the charm-
ing variety to a fair, that wards off monotony and gives

the whole ensemble the rosy glow of vigorous life, is the
battles of the speed ring. A programme of thirty-two

events is offered. The fields are all well filled as to num-
ber, and when we say the entry list shows the name of

almost every horse of capacity, either runner,

trotter or pacer, in the State, lovers of turf

sports may get an inkling of what is in store

for them during the fair. Results at Santa Rosa, Peta-

luma, and Oakland are not conclusive as to Sacramento.
Horses train on. The warm, dry air puts spring into the

rheumatic joints of the old campaigners, and conditions

those that have been slow to come around. The velvety

track feels grateful under feet that are inclined to be ten-

der. Colts that are disturbed by the tramp of the contend-

ing horses may go steady and true over the almost noise-

less clay of the Sacramento course. AH these items must
be taken into account and calculations made anew.
Starters will be numerous, the weather fine for racing,

the purses large enough to ensure a fight for the possession

of them, and with the ability of the horses in the circuit

this year the coming fair will without doubt be the most
brilliant meeting ever given in the State. All the in-

dices point that way. The currents of travel will set

strongly towards Sacramento to-morrow, and by Thurs-

day, the first day of the races, the visitors themselves

will be a sight to see.

Electioneer—Columbine.

On Thursday last, between the heats of the Arab-
Nellie R. race, the three sons of Electioneer and Colum-
bine were exhibited. It is not claiming too much to say
that there is not a mare in the United States which can
show a trio of finer looking sons, and when it is taken

into consideration that these were her first colts, and
that she is still a young mare, foaled in 1S73, the merit

is heightened. It was very gratifying to us to hear such

favorable comments, and still more so to listen to argu-

ments in relation to their respective merits. Opinions

seemed to be about equally divided, and it could not be

said that either elicited a decided preference. We always
held that Anteeo was very nearly a model in form, and
years have added to the perfection of his proportions.

He is now six years old and has "filled out" during the

past year wonderfully. For immense power and quality

combined it will be necessary to go into thoroughbred

ranks to surpass him. Antevolo, four years, is a taking

colt to the eye, though he lost friends by his behavior in

the race on Wednesday. For the first time in a race he

was wild, the probable reason being that it was his first

race for the season, and having been kept quietly at home
the music and noises of the fair excited him. The slight
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collision of the sulkies in the fifth heat set

hiui crazy and lost him what chance he had to

win the race. Though not so bad there was
a similiarity between his action s and what St.

Julien displayed some years ago at Sacramento. He,

St. Julien, had been trained on Mr. Hayward's private

track at San Mateo, was working steadily and had shown
immense speed. A mile in 2:17, half in 1:04, quarter in

31 seconds, his party had unlimited confidence in his

ability to beat any horse. In the allotment of places

St. Julien drew the outside and he was directly under

the crowd of people in the overhanging front seats of the

grand stand, and in spite of Hickok's efforts it seemed as

though he would run away. His loss of the race entailed

serious losses to his owners, though he made amends
afterwards. For three years thereafter he never made a

break in races or work, and though he strode rapidly to

the first place in the calendar, had it not been for an in-

jury to his foreleg it is doubtful if he would have been

deposed.

But this is a digression from the sons of Colum
bine. Her youngest, Anteros, three years, is a worthy

member of the family. In the critical examination by
hundreds of observers he had a full share of supporters,

and could a vote have been reached would have obtained

his full proportion of the poll. Breeders realize the

importance of being a member of a good family and the

advantages it gives for procreative purposes.

Alfalfa.

The following letter, while crediting us with knowl-

edge that we do not possess, is very welcome, as it will

open the way for dicussion which will prove of great

usefulness. There is not another species of forage plant

that is of so much value to California, and as food for

stock of all kinds is, without question, superior to any,

perhaps, all ethers. More sustenance is derived from

the amount of area occupied than is credited by people

'who have a slight acquaintance with it, and when irri-

gation is practicable there is scarcely a limit to its pro-

duction. So far as we have conversed with those who
have used it, there is little diversity of opinion regarding

its geDeral value, and though on the points covered by

Mr. Reed's letter there is a general confirmation of the

views we hold, the subject is of importance enough to

warrant extended research. All of our prominent stock

farms which are located favorably for the growth of

alfalfa, use it, and on those which breed thoroughbreds

it is an important factor. J. B. Haggin is undoubtedly

the largest grower of alfalfa in the world. On his Kern

county lands it is measured by thousands of acres, and

on R-ancho del Rio, the heme of the thoroughbreds, by

hundreds. A synopsis of Mr. Haggin's views was pre-

pared for this number, but not being so complete as was

desired, after the close of this busy portion of the year

(to us) fuller statistics will be obtained, and the place it

occupies in the rearing of racehorses. Santa Anita has

probably tested it more thoroughly in this direction than

any of our breeding farms, and when Mr. Baldwin re-

turns measures will be taken to get the information.

Palo Alto, Rancho del Rio and others have also used it,

and there is little doubt that when all their experiences

are collated, it will be a valuable addition to a better

knowledge of the plant and its uses:

Jos. Catrx Simpso.n"—Dear Sir; I trust you will accept

my apology for intruding upon you. I am anxious to learn

whether you feed the alfalfa (medicago satira) to thorough-

bred horses in California, and what would be the result of

feeding it as hay to broodmares and yearlings? I am anxious

to plant some, and am assured that it is an excellent feed for

cows, mules, and workstock, but as it has been a recent in-

troduction east of the Rocky Mountains, I know of no horse-

breeders who are acquainted with it. Believing it to be a

native of California, aud being aware of your professional

acquaintanceship with thoroughbreds, I have presumed to

ask your experience or knowledge with it. Trusting I shall

not be deemed trespassing on your time, I anxiously await

your answer. I have the honor to be
Yours respectfully,

Gallatix, Tenn., Aug. 17, 18S5.

"Lexington" on Tips.

The following bit of lucid description and condensed fact

we take from a letter written by "Lexington" to the Western
Sportsman, Indianapolis, Ind.
"Now to a vastly more important matter, the untold suffer-

ings inflicted on the poor speechless horse bj these senseless

shoes, either with or without calks, and I am ashamed to

confess that I hadn't the courage to test the tips until

about two years ago, when I read Joseph Cairn Simpson's
invaluable book on the subject. It is worth its weight in

diamonds to every owner of a horse possessing a spark of

humanity. I in common with 999 in every thousand fully

believed that the heel and frog were very tender parts, and
must be protected. No greater delusion ever entered the

mind of man. About eighteen months ago I got a large, fine,

young horse six years old that had been set up on stilts, he
had a bad quarter crack, contraction of the heel, corns, etc.,

had stood on the near fore leg so long that the knee was
nearly double, feet hot as a furnace, and groggy on his pins,

but for a great wonder the frog hadn't been cut at all. I

simply had the shoes removed and a thin pair of stee) tips

put on, and he immediately went off like a bird, didn't show
the slightest tenderness, but the most astonishing thing

about it is that in less than six weeks his sprung knee was as

straight as the other, and no sounder horse can be found
than he is to-day. And while I live no full shoe ever goes
on a horse of mine again. I rejoice to learn that you, Mr.
Editor, have had the courage to test tips on your fine stallion.

Your report is very satisfactory.

To drag all of the wearers of No. 6 hats out of this sense-

less rut is too much to hope for, but thousands are now using

tips who couldn't be induced to return to the old fashioned

shoe. The style of shoeing that has been in vogue for prob-

ablybnndred of years is as follows:

Gouge out the sole until it bleeds, pare the frog from end

to end, (which in two days will be as hard as the hoof), open

the heels, bring a red hot calk shoe, burn the hoof to a crisp

to make it fit the shoe, drive four or five large nails on each

side, clinch them as tightly as possible, rasp the whole sur-

face of the hoof plumb up to the hair so as to remove every

particle of the enamel. Isn't that the exact size of it Mr.
Editor? But never mind about the sufferings of the poor

horse, it looks very pretty.

Now my advice to all who have the courage to use tips is

this, when you take your horse to one of these butchers,

carry a shot gun loaded to the muzzle, and if he makes a

move to take his knife from his box, put the whole charge

through his No. 6 hat, and if he tries it again, shoot a little

lower. All the tools required is a rasp ta level the toe for a

short, thin tip, drive two small nails in either side, clinch the

nails not too tight, and no rasping of the hoof at all,

and never allow a knife to be used at all, this re-

duces the wonderful science of shoeing to a minimum, and

my word for it no soaking tubs will ever be required, no

corns, no thrushes, no contraction, no brittle hoofs, no

sprung knees. But, Mr. Editor, there will be always a one

great difficulty in the way of their adoption; to remove the

shoes from feet that have been butchered, the sole is neces-

sarily very tender, the frog {or what is left of it), perfectly

dead and hard as the hoof, must of necessity go tender for a

time until the frog has a chance to regain its vitality.

"On the Road" is doing a noble work. His letters are

short, pithy and to the point; he has already been instru-

mental in relieving the sufferings of thousands of horses, and

had they the gift of speech, would rise "en masse" and called

him blessed.
»

Another Brighton Beacher.

Monmouth Park.

Chas. Reed.

Butter Cattle

-

Visitors to the fairs this season will be well repaid for

a little time given to an inspection of the Jersey and

Guernsey cattle shown by Mr. Henry Pierce. Mr.

Pierce is not an ordinary exhibitor in this, that none of

the stock shown by him is for sale. They are a source

of justifiable pride with the owner, and as representatives

of the highest types of the butter breeds, these cows are

worth the closest attention. They are of the Rioter Alphea,

Coomassie andjJersey Belle families,whose astonishing but

authentic butter records have created such a series of

sensations in the past two years. People who may think

that the picture of Jersey Belle in our advertising de-

partment is a fancy sketch, can see some of her descend-

ants in Mr. Pierce's herd that will convince them that

the portrait of the old twenty-five pound cow is not a

whit overdrawn. Nothing has ever been seen in Cali-

fornia before like this herd of cattle; it is a show in

itself.

AngtiBt 56th—First Race—Purse, 8250, of which 850 to second; for

horses that have run ami not won at Brighton Beach in 1S84. One mile.

J W. &. J. K. Christy's clig Bonanza, 3, by Joe Hooker— ilattie Glenn,

101 lbs ~ Church 1

G. W. Jennings' br g Torn' Foster, 5, 117 lbs Lewis 3

J. R. Graham's ch g Haledon, aged, 117 lbs e,r
,?
83 3

B. 21. Brannon's ch c Tecumseh II., 3, 107 lbs., carried 111 lbs.
Garrison

Oxford KtabVe's'iih" I'YioVme Boiiohe. 3, n.i- liis McCarty
Wild & ilcCaul's b f Theodora, 3 102 lbs W ainke

T. Hernon & Sons' b g Ruchiel, 4, 115 lbs ..(*. Lynch
J S Campbell's ch 1 Punka, 3, 102 lbs Covington

R. Bradley's b g Mollie B., 4, 113 lbs ...Palmer

C. F. Strain's brf Annie L., 4, 113 Hamilton *

*Fell Time, 1H93£. • _
Pools Bonanza ?35, Haledon 530, Punka $20, Annie L. and Bonne

Bouche 315 each, the fieldSlo. Mutuels paid,$17.70, for place, *12, Tony
Foster, S23. 80. . ... , , ,

The start was good. Buchlel jumped on with the lead,

closely attended by Punka, Tony Foster and Tecumseh II.

On the first turn Annie L. ran up through the bunch, but

she was so crowded that she was thrown off her stride and

she fell. Tecumseh II. then took the track and he made the

running, closely pressed by Ruchiel and Bonnie Bouche

until after passing the half, when Tony Foster went to the

front and Bonanza moved up and took second place. In the

stretch Tony Foster got the whip, but he could not hold his

lead and he was passed by Bonanza, who won by three

lengths, Tony Foster second, five lengths from Haledon.

To Secretaries of Pair Associations.

Of the hundreds of running races which occur at fairs and

small trotting meetings throughout the country, many are

not reported at all, and in other cases the local newspaper

accounts are so meagre and inaccurate as to be unsatisfactory

for publication. For statistical purposes, however, and as a

guide for racing associations, these contests ought all to be

reported correctly, and we cheerfully make room for the fol-

lowing communication from the Goodwin Bros., publishers of

the Official Turf Guide, and hope that the various secretaries

will respond promptly to their call.^ New York, Aug. 14th, 1885.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Will you kindly notify

the secretaries of* the different circuits and fair associations

throughout the country that if they desire their running

races to go np on record in our "Official" Annual Turf

Guide, to please furnish us at once with full returns of

same, and oblige, Yours respectfully,
Goodwin Beos.

Publishers Goodwin's Official Turf Guide, 241 Broadway.

August 22d—Saturday's racing at Monmouth was sensa-
tional in this respect. That the JDwyers had the extraordi-
nary good luck of winning five races and being beaten only a
short head from winning the sixth. This is a piece of good
fortune which has not yet befallen any owner either on this
or the other side of the Atlantic, but nobody begrudged it to

them, for in these days of in-aud-out running the Brooklyn
Stable is a shining example of the value of winning straight,

aud of the truth of the old maxim that honesty is the best
policy.

The best race of the day was that for the Post Sweepstakes,
which was won in grand style by Portland. The official time
made the race run in l:14f , Nearly every other watch, how-
ever, and several of them held by experts, made it 1:15|, the
first quarter in :23| and the half-mile in r48J. Ban Fox was,
no doubt, badly ridden by Duffy. There was no need of fol-

lowing his stable companion, Preciosa, at a break-neck pace
when the colt's marvelous turn of speed could have been
utilized at the end. Portland would never have won but for
this mistake on Duffy's part. At the same time, Portland
fully merits whatever credit he gained for winning this event.
It was a downright good race, as good a race as was ever run
by a two-year-old with weight up.

First Race—Free Handicap Sweepstakes, of $25 each, if net declared
out, with 3500 added: the second to receive $100 out ofthestakea. One
mile and a sixteenth.
Dwyer Bros.' ch c Panique, 4, by Alarm—Maggie B. B., 113 lbs

.. McLaughlin 1

H.J. Woodford's b g Barnum, 6, by Bonnie Scotland—Charlotte
Thompson, US lbs ^, Thompson '1

J. McDonald's b c Lenox, 3, by Lisbon—Spinola, 106 lbs Arnold 3
Mr. Kelso's b m Rica, G, 112 lbs „ Feakes
D. D. Witners' or h BuckBtone, 5, 103 lbs Green
E. V. Snedeker & Co. '8 b c Lord Beaconsfield, 3, 93 lbs Gerhardy
B. A. Haggin's b m Nellie Peyton, 0, 1Q2 lbs aleaton

Time, 1:50V.
Pools: Barnum and Panique $100 each. Rica $00, Lenox $32, the field

860. Betting: 2 to 1 against Panique, 3 to 1 Lord Beaconsfield, 5 to 1 Rica,
7to 1 Barnum, 8 to leach Lenox and Buckstone, 12 to 1 Nellie Peyton.
Place: 5 to4 on Panique, 7 to Sagainst Lord Beaconsfield, 2 to 1 Rica, 3
to 1 each Barnum, Lenox and Buckstone, o to 1 Nellie Peyton. Mutuels
paid, $16.15.

Panique took the lead in the stretch, and though Barnum
made a determined bid Panique won by a length, Barnum
second, three lengths in front of Lenox.

Fifth Race— Ftist sweepstakes, for two-year-olds, at SI ,OC0 each, $1000
added by the Association; the second to save stake; to name at post,
and be the sole property of the subscriber at time of entry; entries
to close August 15th, the race to be run on Saturday August 22d.
Three-quarters Of a mile

.

Dwyer Bros.' bit or br c Portland, by Virgil—Finework, 116 lbs.

McLaughlin 1

B. A. Haggin's b c Ban Fox, by Zing Ban—Maude Hampton, 115 lbs.

Duffy 2
B. A. Haggin's b f Preciosa, by G lenelg—Stamps, 112 lbs Meaton 3

Time. 1:142-

Pools: Ban Fax $80, Portland £50, Preciosa $G5. Betting; $ to 1 on
Ban Fox, 8 to 5 against Portland, 4 to A Precio&n* No nlace betting.
Mutuels $3id 811.83.

Precloga, with Ban Fox second, led to the head of the
stretch, where Preciosa had enough. In the stretch Port-

land drew up and, after a rattling finish, won by a half length,

Ban Fox second, a length in front of Preciosa.

August 24th—The rain descended in torrents most of the

day, yet the attendance was very good for the Bnish of the

meeting. The track was deep and slush, but not as heavy
as was expected. The racing was uninteresting; all the winners
came in first easily.

Second Race—Free Handicap Sweepstakes, of $50 each, if not declared
out, with 31,000 added, of which §250 to the second. One mile and a
quarter.
W. Stoop's cb c Tornado, 4, by Glenlyon—Estelle, 94 lbs Cbnrch 1

"W. Donohue's ch c Elgin, 3, by Springbok—Elenir, 106 lbs Owner 3

J. E. McDonald's b h Sam Brown, 5, by Gen. Bosseau—Bonanza, 113
lbs McLaughlin 3

B. A. Haggin's ch c Tyrant, 3, 112 lbs Duffy
d. M. Rye's b c Bob Cook, 4. 95 lbs Arnold
H.J. Woodford's b g Harry Mann, 5, 92 lbs Atkinson
G. L. Lorillard'B ch f Tolu, 4, 93 lbs Gerhardy *

Time, 2:15.

•Left at the post-
Pools : Tolu $80, Tyrant S70, Tornado S50, Elgin and Sam Brown $30

each, field $25. Betting: 11 to 5 against Tyrant, 3 to 1 Tolu, 1 to 2 Sam
Brown, 6 to 1 Tornado, 7 to 1 Bob Cook ani Elgin, 15 to 1 Harry Maun,
even against Tolu. Place: 6 to 6 against Tyrant, 7 to 5 Sam Brown, 2

to 1 Tornado, 3 to 1 Elgin and Bob Cook, 6 to 1 Harry .Mann. Mutuels
paid, $43.20.

Tornado took the track, and though Sam Bro^ n pressed
him close for the first three-quarters he drew clear live fur-

longs from home, and won in a canter by eight lengths,

Elgin second, five in front of Sam Brown, the balance badly
strung out Tolu was left at th9 post.

An Important Question.

Some Practical Figures in Milk.

Mr. Tisdale has been experimenting in England upon the

milk of the four leading breeds. Their milk tested as to

richness, thus:

Guernsey, 4.80 per cent, fat; 14.09 solids.

Jersey, 4.26 per cent, fat; 13.06 solids.

Shorthorn, 3.79 per cent, fat; 12.07 solids.

Dutch, 2.97 per cent, fat; 11.08 solids.

Thus, it will be seen, the Guernsey milk was almost twico

as rich as that of the Dutch cattle; the Jersey came next. In

solids the Guernsey was three per cent, greater than that of

the Dutoh, and one per cent greater than that of the Jersey.

The average annual yield of milk was, of 10 lbs. per gallon:

Shorthorns 700 gallons I Jersey 520 gallons

Dutch 650 gallons |
Guernsey 560 gallons

Editor Breeder ahd Sportsman: Can the judges in any

of the live stock departments at a district fair award pre-

miums to stock that does not appear in the showing? To
myself and many others who were at the Petaluma Fair last

weeK, this has become a question of great importance. I
entered and exhibited Whippleton and a family of colts, for

the sweepstakes in the Roadster Class at Petaluma. I had
them on exhibition and in the parade every time they had
stock parades on the gTound. On Friday, the day the stock

was to be adjudged, after grand parade the different classes

were assigned places inside of the track for the judges to

examine. The only competitor Whippleton had in the family

sweepstakes in the show ring was Fred Knhnles, Whipple-
ton Prince and family; they were a fine lot of youngsters,

but we had a decided advantage, as his colts were all year-

lings, and ours included all ages from one to five-year-olds.

We felt sanguine of success, and were complimented on all

sides that we had undoubtedly got the sweepstake premium.
You can imagine the surprise to all, when Saturday morning,
the time the premiums were distributed, it was announced
that Wm. Bihler's horse, General Dana and family, were
awarded the family sweepstake premium. Now this horse
Dana and family never appeared in parade, as such, at any
time during the fair, and never appeared in the showing on
Friday; no one knew that he was a competitor. Is tixatjua-

tice to competitors or the public? Is not the Petuluma Fair,

like all other district fairs, a State institution, supported

by State appropriations, which makes it amenable to State

laws and customs?
Sept. 2d, 1885. Fred W. Loeber.

Isaac Murphy, in a published letter, denies that he has
engaged with Mr. E. J. Baldwin for the season cf 1S86. We
are in a position to know that Mr. Haggin made him a hand-
some offer, which was lefused. Mr. P. Lorillard, who is an
ardent admirer of Murphy as a jockey, said he would give

him $10,000 to begin next season in the Rancocas "cherry"

at Sheepshead Bay, but did not put it in the shape of an offer.

With Mr. Baldwin Murphy would, no doubt, have a strong

stable, bnt, like McLaughlin, he is getting heavy, and unless

the weights are raised Murphy will not be the most avail;

j ockey.
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The Annual

State Fair
....AT....

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME

Remarks and Conditions.

FIRST DAY-Tbursday. Sept, lOtn.

TROTTING.
No.l. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 18S3

with eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, $«0. 2:35 class.

SECOND DAY-Frlday, SEPT. i lth.

RUNNING.
No. i. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—Fortwo-

year-olds; SiS entrance; Slu forfeit; ?250 added: $50 to
second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of 1882. Closed in 1S^4 with nine nomina-
tions; $50 entrance, p. p.; ?3i)0added; $100 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

No. 6. THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
950 entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE $250-Entrancefiee; $50 to
second; fixed valuation, ?1,0od; two pounds off for each
9100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed
value. One mile and an eighth.

THIRD DAY—Saturday, Sept. 1 Stli.

TROTTING.
No. 8. FOUR-TEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

91.000—Closed March 10, 18S5, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE. $1,20<J—3:00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:21 clas9
fManon barred].

FOURTH DAY—Monday, Sept. 14th.

RUNNING.
No. 11. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds

9100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $300 added. Three miles
ClosediultSJ.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages;
925 entrance; $i0 forfeit; 9250 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—
For foals of 1883; 5100 entrance : $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Closed in lfe84 with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for aH
ages; 950 entrance; $25 forfeit; $15 declaration; $3ijp

added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weighte
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by 8 o'clock p. si. Two and i quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and repeat.

FIFTH DAT-Tuesday, Sept. 1 5th.

TROTTING.
No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSEL

1,000. Closed March 10, I8S5, with twelve nominations.
No. 17. TROTTING PL'RSE, $1,200-2:36 class.
No. IS. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-

mile heats; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $200 added. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, six
tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one-
tenth.

SIXTH DAY—Wednesday, Sept. 16th.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added;
950 to second. Five furlongs.

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds; $50 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $100 to
second; third saves stake. One mile and three-
quarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, Sl.ooO; fcvo
pounds off for each $100 below and two pounds added
for each $100 above fixed value. One mile and five
furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Thursday, Sept, Uth.

TROTTING.
No.23. TROTTING PURSE-91,200. 2:27 class;

No. 21. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
91.000—Closed March 10th, 1S85, with seven nomina-
tions.
No. 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200-Free for all.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to euter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to ac-
company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third , and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
66j to the first, 33i to tlie second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
Otherwise.
Non-starters in running rac&s will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will he required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

Entries to all of the above racea (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday,
August 1st, 1885.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR, President.

Edwix F. Smith, Secretary.

$10,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR

Ho. 16. Btnnaxc—Purse S200; S100 to first,

S70 to second, and §30 to third; one and one-
eighth miles.

No. 17. Bro-NrNG—Consolation parse; en-
trance tree; §100; $70 to first; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; il beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three tines, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made withiD five minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

sixth day-
No

-Saturday, Oct. 1JU,.

IS, Tkoitixg—2:40 class; free for all;

1885. 1885.

NINTH
Annual Exhibition

-OF THE-

Monterey

EIGHTH DAT—Friday. Sept. 18tli.

RUNNING.
No. 26. THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-v ear-

olds; ?S0 entrance; 32-5 forfeit; Si1

*) added; 100 to sec-
ond; third saves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13
penalized 51ba.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No. 27-TIIE SH \FTER STAKE—For three-year-
olds; 950 entrance ; fis forfeit: 731*1 added; ?IJK) to sec-
ond; $50 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 20 penalized
5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No. 28. THE NIG IITRAWK STARE—For all ages;
85t)entrance: ?15 forfeit; 8300 added; $100 tosecond;
9S0to third; |900 additional If 1 HI,S is beaten, stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time
(1:42;;) 1b beaten. One mile.

No. 29-FBEE PURSE, $300—For all ages; $50 to
second. One mile and one-sixteenth and repeat.

SIXTH DAT-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING, PURSE *1,200; 2:23 ClaBS.
fSist".- barred.]

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE 81,200. 2 :30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING' PURSE $1,500. 2:20 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1886-87
were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme

:

No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For
foalBof LB83; W be run at the state Fair of 1&S6; $50
entrance, p. p.; $300 added, of which $100 to second and
850 to third. One mile and a quarter.

NO.2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For foals
of 1884, to be run at the State F.iir at ISmI; *1im.i eiUr.tn.-e ;

825 forfeit; $250 added. Second horse, $10<j; third, 850,
One mile.

No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals
of 1884, to he run at the State Fair of 1KS7; $50 entrance,
p. p.; gao-J added. Second horse. $100; third, $50. One
uiiti and a half. J

DISTRICT No. 7.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Oct. 6th to 10th inclusive.

(1SS5.)

speedTeogbamme.
FIRST DAY—Tuesday. October 6, 1885.
No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat-

Purse, 5150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District that have never beaten three minutes.
Purse, $150.

SECOND DAT— Wednesday, October J.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all

two-year-olds owned in the District. Purse $100.
First horse, $75; second horse, $25. Four or more
horses to enter and three to > tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. $500.

THIRD DAT-Thursday, October 8.
No. 5. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 6. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
in the District—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1, 1885. Two in three.
Purse, $200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. * For all wheelmen in
the District. Purse, S100; 1st, SCO; 2d, $30; 3d, $10.
Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse; five to enter and
three to start.

FOURTH DAY—Friday. October 9.

No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the
District. Purse, $200.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District. Two in three. Purse,
$150.

FIFTH DAY—Saturday. October 10.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, $400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District. Purse, $300.

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices ol the Directors oi the State

Agricultural Society.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting races are the best three in five and all
running races best two in three, {unless otherwise
specified), five to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
fiv& to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at
the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to
Becond, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock p, M., August 15, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

,race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885, and in any District race not
owned within the Dfstrict from May 1, 1885; and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall
be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted
without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m, of the

day preceding the r^ce shall be required to start.
Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by

consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a trotting race is entitled
to first money only, except when distancing the field;
then entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties Interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the tight to trot or run beats of

any two raceB alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween beats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necesBary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock r. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. CARR. President.
J. J. KELLY, Secretary.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en

titled "Ad Act to provide for the management

and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1SS5.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-Monday, Oct. 13th.

No. 1. Running—Purse S100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a

mile.

No. 2. Bunking—The Silver State State—
For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-

ciety to add $100: dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance S30; $10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse 8200; S100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$5 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 1 3th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; Durse
$200; first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. 8. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse S200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-
claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAY-Thursday. Oct. 1 5th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 clfiss; free for all

best three in five; purse$400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;
free for all in Nevada aud counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the

second in that day's race five pounds aud the
third three pounds over the rule weight.

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;
three in five; purse $400; first horse $250;
second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1SS5. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for
Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.
All horses entered for State purses must be

owned and kept in Nevada and California east
of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to
day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,
except as above.

,

Each day's races will commence promptly
at one o'clock p. m.

All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-
dard, Secretary of the Society.

0. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary,

Notice.
Hebbebt H. Bbow>-, M.P. I

Nugent W. Bbown,
Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bbcce Lowe,

TBADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Morse, Cattle, and Property I

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In I
Imerica to select and forward stock from the Ans- I
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receiTe I

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents I

for California firms.
References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Esq., I

and Major Ratbbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

John A. McKerron,

MAN'CPACTCBER of

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specially.

230 k 232 Ellis St., opp.Faahion Stable. San Frarrcloco

A. Ewikg. C. 8. Ewtno.

Pool Room Saloon,
«10 Dl'POXT STREET.

Killtp & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Heading room, containing the
Bbeedeb and Sportsman, N. Y. Spirit, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wines, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWLNQ BROS., Proprietors.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St.. San Francteco
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STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885.

(FIVE DAIS INCLUSIVE.)

Over $20,000 in Purges

Offered.

N. E.—In all races in which more than ten paid
up entries are received, $200 will be added by the As-
sociation, to he added as follows: Extra 550 to each
horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept. SSd.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse $$00.

No. 2. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:40 class.
*l,00u.

Maud W. W. W.,blk ni, by General Reno, dam by
Rattler—W. B. Todbnnter.

Sultan, br h, by The Moor, dam Sultana—L. J. Rose.
Menlo, b h, by Nutwood.dain by Hercules—P. Farrell.
Alpheus. b b, by Mambrino "Wilkes, dam by Major

Mono—A. L. Hinds.
DaisyS., s m, by Tilton Almont, dam by Rattler

John Spergeon.
Norm:; ! : g k, by Rustic—A, McDowell.
Artist. Ulk n, by McCracken's Golddust, dam by

Eavlu liiU—J R. Hodson.
No. . J HOTTING—PACIFIC COAST-4-year-old

class. '.L-osou with 8 numimitions.') §1,000.
Nona Y., b f, by Admiral, dam Flora—A. A. Yeager,
Kismbi., 2. by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J, Rose.
Dawn, cb c, by Nutwood, dam Countess—A. 9.

Whitney.
Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.

Cairn Simpson.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen

—

G. W. Trahern,
Lelaps, ch g, by Nutwood—H. C. Smith.
Pansy, blk m, bv Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard—W. F.

Smith.

Joe Walker, 3, s c, by Joe Daniels, dam by New York
—T. B. Lowry.

Ned Cook, 3, ch c, by Flood, dam Planetia—T. De-
laney.

No. 17. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-Free for
all. $1,600.

No. 19. TROTTING-PACI IC COAST—2:30 class.
31,000.

Maud W. W. W.,blk m, by General Reno, dam by
Rattler—W. B. Todhunter.

Vengeance, g g, by Venture, dam Belle—A. Patter-
son.

Ruby, bm, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—L J.
Rose.

Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.
Cairn Simpson.

Mayboy, b h, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Har-
vest Queen—J. McConnell.

Brown Jug, br h, by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen

—

G. W. Trahern.
Blacksmith, blk h, by Champion Knox, dam Rosa

—

J. J. Cozart.
Olivette, b m, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam

Belle—A. C. Dietz.

t, U. SH1PPEE. President.

J. 31. LaRno, Secretary.

P. O. Box 1S8, Stockton, Cal.

No. I. TROTTING—DISTRICT-
der. class. Best 2 in 3. $S0O.

-year-old, or un

THIRD
Annual Meeting

—OF THE—

Thirteenth District Agri-

cultural Society.

—AT-

MARYSVILLE,
OCTOBER 7, 8, 9 and 10.

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 1 1

.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev.,Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Cal.,

admitted to District for Rac-
ing: Purposes.)

AGMC11LTUR1L ASSOCIATION
AT

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 33d.
No. 5. R JNNING—DISTRICT—2-year-old. or nu

der, class. Wile dash. $800.

No. 6. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.
Mile andrepeat. $S0Q.

Constellation, 3, b f, by St. George, dam Pianette

—

"W. L. Ashe.
Beaconsfield, i, by Hockhocking—Garland & Gold-

smith.
Arthur H„ 3, b c, by Hockhocking, dam Maid of the

Mist—Hill k Gries.
Glendair, 4, ch m. by Norfolk, dam Glendew—Kelly

k Lynch.

No. S. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2-year-old
class. (Closed with S nominations.) $1,000.

Alcazar, b c, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha—L. J. Rose.
Alpha, br c, by Privateer, dam Fawn—Suell Harris.
Transit, b c, by Prompter, dam Venus—M. Toomey.
Senator, b c, by Echo, dam by Tonng Morrill—

Rancho del Paso.

Barney Horn, b c, by Nephew, dam by Messenger
Duroc—G. W. Trahern.

Tempest, b f, by Hawthorne, dam by Chieftain-
L. U. Shippee.

LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM—DISTRICT—(five
moneys) $100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 24ili.

No.9—TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:26 class.
$1,000.

Lucillia, b ni, by Nephew, dam by General McClellan
-Wm. Houser.

"Will Harris, g g, by Jim Lick, dam by Horn's Mor-
gan—Andrew Patterson.

La Grange, blk g, by Sultan, dam IGeorgiana—L. J,.

Rose.
Marin, b h, by Quiun's Patchen, dam by Emigrant—

P. Farrell.
Scandinavian, blk g, by Black Hawk, Jr.—P. John-

son. ,

Olivette, br m.by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. C.
Dietz.

Grover C, by Whipple's Hambletonian—P. C. Byrne.

No. 10. TROTTING—DISTRICT—!-year-old, or un-
der, class. $600.

-PACIFIC COAST—Free for aU.

Shaker, b g, pedigrep unknown—N. M. Fay.
Prince, br g, by Missouri Chief , dam by Belmont—

S. C. Tryon.
Killarney, br h, by Black Ralph—P. Fitzgerald.
Maude, b m, by Bertrand Black Hawk, dam by Ham-

ilton Chief—H. J Agnew.
Alma, ch m, by Elmo—O. A. Hickok.
Fairmount.br g, by Niagara, dam by Patchen Vernon

—I. O. Gilbeau. .

LA DIES' EQUESTRIANISM-PACIFIC COAST—
(Five moneys.) $100.

FRIDAY. Sept. fcotli.

No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST-Selling
race for all ages. Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation,
$1,000. Two pounds off for each $100 below and 2
pounds added for each $100 above fixed value. $800.

No. 13. PACING—PACIFIC COAST—2:26 class.
$600.

No. 11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2:20 class.
$1,000. Under published conditions of lsSo, except as
to time. Entries to Nos. 13 and 11 close Saturday,
Aun'. 22, 1885, with the secretary. Records made since
Aug. 1st, shall not be a bar for'these races.

No. 15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-3-year-old
class. (Closed April 1st, with 7 nominations.; The
following have made second payment:
Stamboul, b c, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—

L.J Rose.
Apex.b c, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail—S. K.

Trefry.
Lohengrin, be, by Echo, dam Lightfoot—Rancho del

SATURDAY, Sept, 26th.

-DISTRICT—Free for all. MileNo. IS. RUNNING
andrepeat. $800.

Lillian, 4, g f , by Joe Daniels, dam by Norfolk—J. A.
Shepherd.

George Bender, 5, b g, unknown—W, J, Jones.
Dave Douglass, bg, by Leinster, dam Lily Simpson

—G. W. Trahern

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
And Continuing Five Days.

Finest Track in the Mountains, with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races

SPEED PROGRAMME.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on th" closing day of the Fair.it may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.

In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-
ies required to fill and three or more horses to

start, but the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows: 6tSg to the first and b3i to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notiiy the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the nice.
Hordes entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for safd
purse; and a horse winning a race entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m . sharp.
J. R. Murbay. J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

Henbt Payot. Isaac Upham,

$3,000 in Premiums

For Speed and Walking 1'ontests.

Speed Programme
First ©ay—Wednesday, October 3th_

TROTTING—No. 1.—Two-year-old class. Best two
in three. Pure, -9150. Free for all.

RUNNING—No. 2.—Half mile andrepeat. Purse,
$200. Free to all.

TROTTING—No. 3. -2:40 class. Best three in five.

Purse, $300. Free to all.

Second Day—Thursday. October 8th.
TROTTING—No. 4.—Four minute class. Free for

all and go as they please. Purse, 850. The horse
nearest to four minutes to win the heat. First horse
§20, second $10, third $10, fourth $5, fifth $5.

RUNNING—No. 5. —One mile andrepeat. Purse,
$250. Free for all.

TROTTING—No. 6.—Three-year-old class. Best
three in five. Purse, $225. Free for all.

Third Day—Friday, October 9th.
RUNNING—No. 7.—One and one-half mile dash.

Purse, ^225. Free to all,

WALKING—No 8. Best walking stallion. One mile.
Purse, $100. Free to all.

TROTTING—No. 9.—2:30 class. Best three in five.

Purse, $350. Free to all.

Fonrth Day—Saturday, October loth.
TROTTING-Consolation Class—No. 10. Best three

in five. Purse, $250. Free for all horses defeated in
the trotting contests.
RUNNING—No. II.—Two mile dash. Purse, $300.

Free for all.

TROTTING—No. 12.-2:21 class. Purse, $600. Freo
to all except Manon.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting races. Five to enter and three to start. But
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, by the withdrawal of ;l proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting and racing
premiums divided at the raft- of fifty per cent, for the
first horse, twenty-five per cent, to the second, fifteen
per cent, to the tliird, and ten percent, to the fourth.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

classes alternately, or to trot a special race between
heats, or to postpone ar ce until another day. A
horse making a walk-over, shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in bv 8 o'clock v. m., or
they shall he required to start.
Al l purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered. Entries to all the above races (except fixed
events), close with the Secretary, September 15,1885.

Records made between August l&tfi and September
15, 1*35, shall be no bar to entries in these classes.

Tickets of Admission, 50 Cents.

The Distric comprises Sacramento.
Sutter, \ulo ami Yuba Counties.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS :

J. W. Wiison, Sacramento; James Littlejohn, Snt<
ter: Charles F. Reed, Yolo; D. E. Knight. A. D-
Cutts, M. Marcuse, N.D. Coombs and C. A. Glidden,
of Yuba.

D. E. KNIf .11 I .

T. 3. SHERWOOD. President.
Secretary.

Post Office address, Marysville, Cal.

FIRST DAT.
TROTTING—Class 3:00,3in5, mile hsats; purse,

$200. First horse, 9120; second, $«,- third, 520. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

2 RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; puree.
$100. First horse, $60; second $yo ; third, $10. Free for
all District horses.

3. RUNNING—Mile heats, 2 in 3; purse, 5200. First
horse, $120; second, $60; third, $20. Free for all.

4 RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse
$75, First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for all.

SECOND DAY.
5 TROTTING—Class 2:30, 3 in 5; pnise, $250. First

horse. $150; second, §75; tliird, $25. Free for all.

6. RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
dash; purse, $i5. First horse, $50; second,$25. Free
for District horses.

7. RUNNING—Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.

First horse, $'J0; second, $15; third, $15. Free for all.

ter mil
;
second, $42;

9. RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end of each mile, and use six or
more horses; purse, $200. Three to enter two to start.

First horse, $i50; second,$50. Owner to furnish s tables.

THIRD DAY.
10. TROTTING—2:40 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; pnrse

8250. First horse, $150; second, 875; third, $25. Free
for all.

11. RUNNING—Mile dash;purse, $125. First horse,
$75; second, $37.50; third, $12.50. Free for District
horses.

12. TROTTING—Four-year-olds orunder, 3 in 5, mile
heats; purse, $200. First horse, $120; second, $60;

thiEd, $20. Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
4:30—Purse, $50. First horse, $30 ; second, $15; third, $5.

Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOURTH DAY.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AJVD IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,

Blank Book Manufacturers,

904 Sansome Street, Near Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Agricultural Park.
dan. McCarthy

Having leased the Half Mile track on the Point Lobos
road and removed his stock to that place, calls the
attention of all in want of horses to bis list. Road
and track horses of every description; STALLIONS,
MARES, GELDINGS. BROODMARES, ROADSIERS
and FAST TROTTERS for sale for cash at lower pricea
than have heretofore ruled for the same class of
stock. An inspection of the animals by all interested
Is invited.

in 5; purse, $200.

third, $20. Free
14. TROTTING—2:50 cli

First horse, $120; second
for District norses.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile andrepeat; purse, $100.

First horse. $60;second,$30; third, $10. Free for all.

16. RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dash; purse,
$150. First horse, $00; second, $15; tliird, $15. Free for
aU.

17. TROTTING—Single buggy. 2in3, owner todrive;
purse, $75. First horse, $50; second,$25. Free for
District horses.

FIFTH BAY.
13. TROTfTNG—3in5; purse, $100. Fir3thorse,£M0;

second, $129 tliird, $10. Free for aU.

19. WALKING—Stallions, one mile; purse, $50. First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; parse, $300.

First horse, $180; second, $90; third, $30. Free for all.

21. TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat;
purse, $125. First team. $75; second, £17; third, $13. Free
for District horses. Untrained teams must pull buggy
owners todrive.

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $b0. First, $50; second, 920: third. $10.

Entries to be made at time of shouting. Not lesB than
five to enter. Entrance fee, $5.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all trotting and mnning races to close

with the Secretary at 9 o'clock i: m., on Toesflay,
September 1st, 18«5.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex,

color and marks of horses. Also name and residence

of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write '-Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse.

In all races, four or more to enter and three or
more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to nnisli any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.

Unless otherwise ordered by the Board , no horse Is

qualified to be entered fn any District race that has
not been owned and kepi "in the District six (61

months prior to the day of the race, and any entry
by any person of any disqualified horse ahull be held
liable for (be entrance lee contracted, without any
right to compete lor a purse, and shall be held liable

to penalties prescribed by the National Association
and Rules of the State Agricultural Society, and ex-

pulsion from the Association.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WAISH,

Sap't Running Hoiee Dep't,

Palo Alto Stock Farm.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.

,

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pic^ t'rmu u. to tv-»-lve

months old, bred from the best Btr&lns of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.

Apply to Win. Corbltt.
318 California St.,

San Francisco.

TF£ FINEST AJSSi IRTMENT OB FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the latest novelUee

nd Improvements In this lino recently imported.
The stock is well worth inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO
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Trotting-Bred Pacers.

[Breeder's Gazette.]

Even the most casual observers of affairs on the trotting

turf cannot have failed to notice of late how large a propor-

tion of our best and gam est pacers are descended, especially

in the male line, from clearly-defined trotting families. To

breeders the subject is one replete with interest and with-

material for thought, since, as the popularity of the pacer for

turf purposes has become firmly established, it is found that

he is also rapidly coming into favor for road use, which means
that in the near future there will be a ready market forpacers

that have not speed enough to pay their way on t.:e track,

just as there now is for trotters of a similar grade. It is

within the past ten years that the development of the pacer

has been most marked, and this development is wholly due
to the fact of the larger and more powerful trotting associa-

tions offering liberal purses for races in which they could par-

ticipate. The Cleveland track was the first to offer encour-

agement to the side-wheelers. This was in 1S76, and at that

time, although the pace was regarded as a faster gait, naturally,

than the trot, horses that assumed it were of little value,

since there was nothing of consequence in the way of public

money to be won with them, and for private driving they

were tabooed, even by men who were only in quest of some-

thing that could draw them at an ordinary road gait, and a

three-minute trotter would bring twice the sum for which a

2:40 pacer could be obtained.

And at that time the speed of the pacer was greatly under-

rated. A mile in 2:144 had on one occasion been made under
saddle, but it was not; thought it would again be equalled.

But when liberal purses led the best drivers in the country to

turn their attention to the training of pacers there was a won-
derful change. Sleepy George, Sweetser, and others of the

advance guard of free-to all pacers, soon showed that 2:14

was certain to be beaten before long, and in 1S79 the blind

gelding Sleepy Tom turned the Chicago track in 2:12}, setting a

mark which even the most enthusiastic advocates of the pacer

did not imagine would be rubbed out for many a day. In this

heat of Sleepy Tom's, in 2:12]-, the handsome little chestnut

mare Mattie Hunter was beaten only a neck, and she was fully

that far behind when the word was given, so that people

knew she was as fast as her competitor. Bowdy Boy and
Lucy were also pacing in 2:15 or better every week, and in

fact pacers that could do a mile in that time were no longer

a rarity. But the best of the pacers had not come. On the

great breeding fanns of the country, as well as elsewhere, the

prejudice against pacers was still strong, and when a colt

showed a disposition to adopt the lateral gait he was promptly
fitted out with tue-weights in order to make him strike a trot

and maintain it. In this way numberless pacers that would
have made reputations for themselves and money for their

owners were spoiled, as it is seldom indeed that a "con-
verted" trotter amounts to much. Minnie R., now the prop-

erty of Com. Kittson, is a good example of the effects of this

system, A pacer by nature, she was loaded with weight on
her fore feet until she would trot, and then kept at it. Hav-
ing a great turn of speed she could soon show a 2:20 gait, but
the weights made her sore, and the pain resulted in her be-

coming so unsteady as to be worthless for trackpurposes. In
the meantime she had acquired a trotting record of 2:19, but
the following season when the weights were removed and she

was allowed to pace, the flighty disposition was gone, and since

then there has been no more level-headed mare on the turf

than Minnie R., in proof of which it is only necessary to say
that she has gone a mile with running mate in 2:03}, and if

there is anything calculated to make a horse break it is the

presence of a runner in the same harness.
Having discovered that pacers were faster than trotters,

and that they were also game and reliable, the fashion of try-

ing to make trotters of them in a large measure ceased, and
this has resulted in the majority of the best pacers of the

present day being trotting- bred. Facts to prove this assertion

are not wanting. Johnston, record 2:06}, may be dismissed

with the statement that, to say the least, the breeding of his

sire is involved in great doubt. Richball, 2:12i, is by King
Pharaoh, a sou of Seely's American Star, and that horse cer-

tainly possessed the power of transmitting the trotting in-

stinct, hiB daughters having long ago become famous as the

dams of many celebrated trotters. Westmont, 2:13|, is trot-

ting-bred on both sides, being by Almont and out of a mare
by Cottrill Morgan, a member of the Vermont Black Hawk
family. Gossip, Jr., the horse that beat Westmont at the

Rochester meeting in 2:14. 2:16|, 2:14}, is by Gossip, a trot-

ting stallion in use at the farm of Henry N. Smith, Trenton,
N. J., and Gossip is by Tattler, son of Mambrino Chief. Then
we have Jewett, 2:15£, who, like Westmont, traces back to the

Almonts, his sire, Allie West, being a son of that horse, and
that Allie West was a trotter is proved by his record of 2:25,

made when five years old. Lorene, 2:15f, is still another
proof that there is a pacing strain in the blood of Alexander's
Abdallah. Her sire is Col. West, son of Almont, and the dam
of Lorene was by Joe Downing. Mike Wilkes, 2:16£, is by
George Wilkes, a trotter of merit and a great trotting sire, and
the dam of Mike Wilkes was a daughter of Curtley'sPatchen.
Minnie R., 2:16}, is by J. C. Breckenridge, a horse concern-
ing whose breeding nothing is known, but he was not
a pacer. Cohannet, 2:18|, is by Bay State, son
of that sterling little trotter, Jay Gould, 2:21£.

Golden Bow, a trotting-bred stallion sired the
pacer Golden Prince, 2:18|. Aberdeen, by Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian, and the sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:15£, Modoc, 2:19},

and a dozen other fast trotters, got the pacer Jim Jewell,

2:19}, and the dam of Jim Jewell was by Seely's American
Star. The Volunteer branch of the Hambletouian family has
also furnished several pacers, among them being Marlowe,
2:20, by Standard Bearer, a son of Volunteer. Happy
Medium, another Hambletonian, has sired a number of side-

wheelers, Eddie C, 2:21£, being prominent. Nutwood, 2:18;},

by Belmont, son of Alexander's Abdallah, sired the
fast California pacer Belmont Boy, whose record of 2:23}
is not by any means the measure of his Bpeed. Honesty, that

came out "green" this season and has already made a record
of 2 :23i, is by Honest Allen, a trotter, and
son of Ethan Allen, another trotter. Conway,
record 2:28|, and public trial in 2:20}, is a son of Wedgewood,
2:19, he by Belmont. The dam of Conway is Vanity Fair,

by Alexander's Abdallah, and she is also the dam of the trot-

ter Convoy, 2:22^, by Woodford Mambrino. Other instances
of trotting-bred, pacers might be adduced by the score, but
those already given are sufficient to establish the proposition
that trotting stallions not only get pacers, but get extraordi-
narily good ones.

It is not known what Jimmy Dustin will do with Maxy
Cobb, which horse is now in his stable. Mr. Cohnfeld, the

owner of Cobb, was greatly dissatisfied with the outcome of

the Cleveland race with Phallas, and the reBult of his talk

was that Murphy gaye up the horse.

Variety in Color, Form and Gait-

[Turf, Field and Farm.]

A tall, spare man, with bent shoulders and thin gray hair,

walked somewhat nervously up and down the piazza of the

club house at Buffallo Park, then sank into a chair and

talked rapidly while the rain came down steadily: "Yes, I

am one of the old-timers. You will find my name, Warren
Peabody, pretty thick in the annals of the turf for more than
forty years. I am sixty-nine, nearly seventy, and I cannot
get down on my knees and rub a horse as I once did. But I

can sit in a sulky and jog as well as the next fellow, Pilot,

Jr.? I knew him well. I worked him one Winter at Mobile.
When nil right, he could trot in 2:35, but he was high-strung
and inclined to be unruly. John Smith wanted me to go to

Lexington and drive him against Mambrino Chief, but I had
an engagement which prevented. Mr. Pope, who owned
Nancy Pope, dam of Pilot, Jr., was book-keeper for Mr. Heiu-
sohn at Louisville, and at the time he claimed that the
mare was got by a thoroughbred stallion. If there was not
lots of thoroughbred in Pilot, Jr., I know nothing about
horses. We had no quarter-boots in those days, and so Pilot,

Jr., frequently out hiB quarters, which probably made him
more unsteady in harness than he otherwise would have beeu.
I was at Woodburn when Alexander's Abdallah and Bay
Chief, or Bald Chief, as we called him, was captured by the
guerrillas and run off. Abdallah wag barefoot and the severe
ride so exhausted him that he never recovered. In the
skirmish Bay Chief was shot through the head and ga : bles.

It was pitiful to see him. He was a very fast horse. Edwin
Forrest was a showy and good-gaited horse and I always
liked him. He gave style to his colts which
so many people fancy. Did I know Ericsson? Yes.
When ho first came to me ho had quarter
cracks, caused by rats having gnawed his feet. He was a

That there should be so wide a difference in color, form
and gait among horses of the same family seems to be a mat-
ter of surprise to many individuals, some of whom argue that

as each member of the Devon, Hereford, Holstein, Alderney
and other breeds of cattle, bears a striking resemblance to all

others of the same family, so should the descendants of Mes-
senger, Diomed, imported Grand Bashaw, Justin Morgan,
and the various families which have originated from these

celebrated horses, be so uniform in color, shape and action

that any horseman could tell at a glance from which of the

above noted auimals a horse was descended.
If a breeder possessing the four above named varieties of

cattle, should mate his Devon bulls with Hereford heifers,

and vice versa, also his Holsteins with the Devons, Here-
fords and Alderneys and vice versa for several seasons, then
when of sufficient age, mate the result of the first crosses,

and continue the process for several generations, what would
be the result? Would any intelligent man expect uniform-
ity of color or form in such produce? Provided at the end
of that time two animals of opposite sex be selected, which
shall be nearest like the Alderneys in all respects and put
to breeding, would any man of ordinary intelligence, familiar

with the laws of heredity, expect that all the produce of

these animals would possess the characteristics of the Alder-

neys or be uniform in color?
The horse stock of this country has been bred as prornis-

cuuusly as the supposed cases above mentioned, and the re-

sult is precisely what might be expected. Occasionally an
animal is produced of a typo quite unlike either parent, and
so strong in its individual characteristics as to impress its

form, color and gait upon quite a proportion of its offspring,

especially when bred to animals possessing a kindred strain,

or to others not particularly strong in their blood lines.

Arabian horses are supposed to be the purest of any known
breed, yet even they are not of a uniform type. According
to the best authorities, these pure Arabians are "mostly
bay, chestnut aud gray, but occasionally black in color."

The English thoroughbred traces its descent from the pure
Arab, and there is also the same diversity of color among
those as among their progenitors. What horsemen of the

present age is gifted with an intelligence sufficiently acute

to designate with accuracy the Arabian family from which any
magnificent specimen of English or American thoroughbred
racer has descended? The average size of the progenitor of

the racehorse of to-day was only about 14} hands iu height,

while many of their descendants now upon the turf are six-

teen hands and upwards. In point of speed and endurance,
the thoroughbred racers of to-day is far superior to the pure
Arabian stock of the desert from which it originated. With
the lack of uniformity in color and form, which every one is

forced to admit exists among the purest thoroughbreds, is it

not the height of folly for any man to argue that because a

trotting-bred horse does not follow the prevailing color and
shape of the Hambletonian family, it cannot be a Hamble-
tonian, or of the Morgan family, that it cannot be a descend-
ant of that hardy little animal whose progeny has contributed
so largely to the wealth and prosperity of the Green Moun-
tain State in the past, and are still eagerly sought at high
figures by those who appreciate the qualities necessary to

constitute the highest type of a gentleman's roadster? It is

very well to argue that the produce of the union of a bay
horse and bay mare must be a bay colt, yet the breeder of

ten years' experience probably never lived who has not seen
for himself that the color of the foal is frequently unlike that

of either sire, dam, grandsire or granddam.
Imported Diomed, whose blood courses in the veins of

so many of the fastest and stoutest racers, trotters and pacers
that ever appeared upon the American turf, was a chestnut
in color, yet his full brother, Admiral, which wasalso brought
to this country, was a bay, and imported Florizel, by the
same sire as Diomed and Admiral, was brown. Imported
Camel was a bay, got by the English thoroughbred Camel,
but imported Cumberland, also by Camel, was black. Im-
ported Justice, by Regulus, was a chestnut stallion, yet

Brutus, by the same Regulus, was a roan. The color of the
Godolphin Arabian was a brown bay, yet his son, Buffcoat,

which was brougnt to America, was a dun or buckskin in

color, but Matchless, by Godolphin Arabian, imported into

South Carolina, was a bay. Magnum Bonum, got by
Matchem, and imported by Freeman & Kelhorn, of Hartford,
Conn., was a roan, but Matchem, also by Matchem, imported
into South Carolina by a Mr. Gibbs, was a bay horse. Every
horsemen in America knows that imported Messenger was a
gray. Imported Australian was a sixteen-hand horse, of a
rich chestnut color, with black legs. The above were all im-
ported horses, most of which were pure thoroughbreds, yet
even those by the same horse varied greatly in color, and the
lot were of a variety of shades, including blacks, browns,
bays, chestnuts, buckskins, roans and grays. If thorough-
bred horses cannot get uniformity in color, it cannot be ex-

pected from those bred promiscuously.—American Cultivator.

Recollections of an Old-Timer.

game horse, for when I drove him against Brignoli at Louis-

1

ville and beat him in straight heats down close to 2:30, the
i

blood spouted from those quarter cracks." The old man here i

took a long breath, and we asked bim when his turf career I

began. He ran his hand across his wrinkled forehead, and
the tongue began to wag again: "Bless me, how time flies. I

In 1829 I was riding races on Long Island. That was fifty- 1

six years ago. DimmickandMcMann maybe aflittle older than I

I am, but not much. We three are about the only ones alive
who were active in the sulky before Hiram Woodruff became
famous. Among the horses with histories I have driven are
Jac v Rossiter and Flora Temple. And the present queen.
Maud S., I don't forget her. She got her early education
from me. I took her the Spring she was four years old.
She was something of a puzzle then; would not go straight J
without heavy weights. I put a sixteen ounce shoe on her
and jogged her on the roads. She was so awkward that I ;

almost lost patience with her. But one day she treated me
to a surprise. I started hor up in a lane; it waB considerably
up grade, and she struck a gait that made me wild. I went
back and tried it over again and she fairly flew. The up-hill
work seemed to balance her. Shortly after this Captain Stone
turned the mare over to Bair. His explanation was that I
bent the elbow too much; but it was not whisky, it waB mor-
phine. I always carry it with me." With a sudden move-
ment Peabody took a small bottle from his pocket,
looked tenderly at it, and then went on: "Bair put heaVy :

shoes and weights on Maud and began to rattle her. Her
legs swelled up and he had to turn her out. The gate was
left open and I found her on the railroad one day just about
train time. I led her from the track, just as the engine hove
in sight, and thus the life of the reigning queen was saved.
Capt. Cottrell witnessed the act and he told Stone all about
it. Later in the season, when Bair had got the mare to going,
he attempted to show her to some gentlemen, but she acted
badly. I went up to him and told him how to handle her.
For some reason it became necessiary to start her from the
centre of the track, so that she could swerve toward the rail
in getting into motion. Bair took the hint, and ever after that
acted upon it." We explained to the old driver that since Mr.
Bonner had leveled the feet of Maud S. it was not necessary
to give her room to swerve in; that she could start just as
well next to the rail as twenty feet away from it, but he
could not understand the philosophy of the treatment, and
we did not enter into particulars then, nor do we propose to
do so now. Warren Peabody is an interesting relic. Tap
him right and you will open a fountain that will flow for
hours.

Truth Before All.

It is very difficult to decide at once as to the honesty of a

race, and therefore Bither and his controllers must not be too

severely condemned; but, oh! what a storm of indignation

raged in the talk of more than one of the turfites from this

city when they came back from Philadelphia after witnessing
the Harry Wilkes-Phallas race. It has found its way into
the daily press, both in Philadelphia and here. Fleetwood,
a writer in the Sun, has not hesitated to denounce it as a
crooked race. "Why, Phallas made Wilkes' head dizzy in
scoring," said one. "Yes," said another, "and the idea is

absurd to think that a good actor like Phallas could lie on to

Wilkes at the finish of first heat in 2:16, and get beaten the
second one in 2:20 when he was away in the lead the first

part of the heat." "It looks as if the boys wanted some sure
money," said a third. But it would be unfair to let these
remarks go without giving those who hold a contrary opinion
a chance, and here are their remarks: "Don't judge by
appearances," "Phallas has got beaten away off before this on
his merits," "Stallions are notably uncertain." Bither says:
"I am glad the time was slow, as it shows my horse was off.

We backed him for $2,000 and hedged out S900of it when we
found it was not our day." Another who is nearthe throne,
says: "Van Ness gave Phallas the third heat to give Craw-
ford and Bither a chance to hedge," and so the plain talk

goes on. Best confine your trots to bona fide matches, purses
or extra money to the winner in future, gentlemen, and keep
your credit good.
There is no question that the spectators were treated to the

money in the 2:19 class at Albany, Thursday and Friday last.

In the first place Murphy was there with Kenilworth and in
the second they counted without including Lena Swallow.
She got the first heat, but was out of the race for the next
five heats. Then it was postponed until the following day,
and she captured the seventh heat. A syndicate had pooled
in upwards of $3,000 on Kenilworth, and General Turner
was delegated to parley with Willhite. The Texan's reply to
all overtures, was: "No, no! you've left me out for six heats,
and if you win you carry your point; but if I win I get the
money, besides I've backed Lena at odds of six to a hun-
dred." He won the race.

Many Solons of the turf declare Phallas*was pulled atPhila-
delphia, saying, "There was a grand chance to reap a golden
harvest, as the stallion was such a favorite." Other reasons
have been assigned, and I'll make a guess, perhaps Phallas
was not used to the anti-friction axles fitted to his sulky as
speed accelerators. By the way, Harry Wilkes' sulky has
been provided with them ever since last Summer.

—

Macduff,
in Chicago Horseman.

Mr. P. Lorillard is a man of enterprise and originality of
conception. To him is due the now popular system of dec-
laration clauses for a nominal forfeit, which first came into
vogue in the Lorillard Stakes of 1S79, and which is now
so popular. Mr. Lorillard has long considered the means to
prevent foul riding of which there is so much complaint, and
he has at last evolved a plan which he thinks will meet the
occasion. "My plan," said Mr. Lorillard in a recent con-
versation, "is to have patrol judges at each furlong post,

where we could have a box to protect him* from storm or the
sun. These patrols should be men of experience in racing,
whose duty it would be to watch closely for foul riding,
crossing, running a horse into the fence, of purposely carry-
ing a horse wide at the turns to make him lose ground.
Afler the race each of the patrols should raise a sigual flag to

indicate 'All right,' a red one to indicate he had a complaint
to lodge. Upon one of them raising a red flag the judges in
the stand should send the coach directly to him, and bring
him to the stand, where he could make his report, upon hear-
ing which the judges could take appropriate action. I think
it would put a stop to foul riding, and render the result of
races more generally satisfactory."— Wilkes

1

Spirit.

In Holland cheese is made with the use of hydrochloric
acid instead of rennet, thus making the coagulation more
complete, retaining all the butter and giving a greater yield,

the principal objection being the taste, as it is sharp and
lacks mellowness, but its flavor is preferred by many, and it

has high keeping qualities.
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Equal at the Post.

[Chicago Horseman.]

As there is a great deal to be said and a

great deal to be written on the subject of trot-

ting races., before complete arrangements will

be made which will insure that success we all

so much desire to see, it is the intention of

this paper to keep the subject well before its

readers until plans are matured whereby
horses will "Come to the poet equal."

We claim that it is the duty of the managers
of the different associations to cater to the
people whom they expect will attend their

meetings, and endeavor in every possible
manner to give such an entertainment as they
themselves can consistently ask the people to

attend. As a rule we shall find that the differ-

ent trotting associations throughout the coun-
try are composed of first-class gentlemen, who
stand well in their respective localities. Gen-
tlemen who have a desire to command the

respect and esteem of their citizens, and when
undertaking to get up an entertainment for

their amusement, should so arrange the same
as not to be ashamed to ask the people to

attend it. We have often heard the remark
made, "I wonder why people do not attend
the races; we have tirst-class horses here and
they should draw the people, but they don't

seem to come."
We say it is not any wonder that the races

are not better attended, and the reasons why,
in our judgment, are very plain, and we not
only can see why they do not attend, but we
think it ridiculous that they should be asked
to go to see races, where horses with a record

of 2:19£ are to trot against horses with a record
of 2:35. We claim that managers of trotting

tracks should give their patrons the worth of

their money and they never can do it until

they bring the horses to the post equal. No
horse should ever be allowed to start in the
2:21 class that has previously made a record
of 2:20 or less.

In our last week's issue we gave the names
of horses trotting at Rochester and Albany in

slow classes that had made records of 2:20 or
better. Will anyone claim that such races

possess any interest? Is it to be expected
that the citizens will turn oat to see such
races? No, we don't blame them for staying

away. What the people want is a contest,

and every race should be a contest. The very
uncertainty of the race is what makes it inter-

esting. Horses with a record of 2:25 should
be classed together, and so with every other
record—they should always start with equal
records.

The question arises: "How can this be ac-

complished, and no one get the worst of it?

We answer, close your entries when you
please, but with the understanding that every
time a horse starts he shall go in the class to

which he has been placed. What" is the

result? Now, so far as the owner is con-
cerned, he will figure as follows: "Now I

have a good horse with a record of 2:25, and
I live in Lexington, my horse has showed me
2:22i, and I think he should be a winner, in

fact I say to myself I feel sure of getting a
'piece of the money,' so I enter my horse at

Louisville, Pittsburg, Cleveland, Buffalo and
Rochester. At Louisville I happen to come
across a 'world-beater,' who is in the 2:25 class

with my horse. He wins in straight heats

and makes a record of 2:19. I say all right,

but at the next place, Pittsburg, I shall be

rid of that tellow, as he cannot start in the

2:25 class—he must go in the 2:19 class. I

again feel happy, and believe now that this

horse is outof the way, that I will surely win,

but, on the contrary, another fast fellow ap-

pears, and he trots in 2:20, still I am not dis-

couraged, because at the next place I get rid

of another, and I still have a good show in

the 2:25 class."

Now, we say that any man having a good
2:25 horse, that has privately shown a trial in

2:22' (and most 2:25 horses have done so), will

keep" on trotting him as long as his money
lasts, provided he always started against

horses with the same records. He will go

from Lexington to Boston. In conversation

with a well-known turfman a short time

since at Rochester, he said to the writer, "I
have a good 2:25 horse, but I sent him home
from Cleveland, because several horses had
made records of 2:19 to 2:20, and they could
easily beat my horse, and would be in my
class at both Rochester and Albany," so said

• he, "what is the use of trotting him? but if

these horses had been obliged to go in the

class they belonged in I would have kept on
trotting my horse all Summer.
This proves that the associations would re-

ceive a great many more entries, and the

majority of the horsemen would be better

satisfied. With every race a contest, the

result quite uncertain, more people would
attend—the money hazarded upon the race

would be many tim*s greater, and there

would be gain all around. We say to the as-

sociations, "Cater to the people," give such
races as will draw them to see your entertain-

ment. You will see that the interest in trot-

ting races will be ten fold what it is now.
The day must come when the attendance at

trotting meetings will be great—the money re-

ceived at the gate will enable the associations

to give large added money to stakes, and not
ask horsemen to trot for their own money,
Give first-class races, get the money from the

people to pay the horsemen the same as is

done in running races. A change is demanded.
We want it to come quickly.

We have explained several times, how the

entries should be made, but perhaps this arti-

cle may be read by those who have not seen

the others, and we will again say: If it is

thought best to close the entries for Buffalo,

Rochester and Albany at the same time, well
and good, but with the understanding that if

a horse in the 2:25 class makes a record better
than 2:25 at Buffalo, when he starts in Roches-
ter, he is to go in the class into which he has
trotted himself, but shall not be required to
pay any mure money as entrance, even though
the class be a purse of S3, 000, as against the
class he made the original entry in was onlv
§2,000.
Our readers will readily see that there is no

injustice done anyone, as it makes no differ-

ence to the association whether the horse trots
in the 2:25 or 2:19 class—they know just how
much money their entries call for. It is no
injustice to the man who made his entry in
the 219 class, because it is really none of his
affair if all the entries made besides himself
are never paid. If he wins anything he will

get the amount he is entitled to, and therefore
the association has fulfilled their agreement
with him.
The most good to the most people is a golden

rule, and ninety-five men out of every hun-
dred will vote in favor of the chauge, when
they have given the subject the attention
which it deserves.

The pecularities of racing laws disqualified
all the Rancocas two-year-olds from the Home-
bred Produce Stakes at Monmouth Park on
Saturday last. One of the conditions of the
stake is that the produce of the mares nomin-
ated shall remain wholly the property of the
subscriber until after the race or pay forfeit.

The stake closed in 1SS2, and Mr. Pierre
Lorillard nominated no less than twenty-three.
But as in 1SS4 he made his son partner in his
racing stable, the entire twenty-three were
disqualified, although among them were such
colts as Cyclops, Housatonic and Dewdrop.

Betting on the Doncaster St. Leger is be-
coming lively as the great day approaches.
The latest quotations show Melton, the Derby
winner, at even money, with plenty of takers
while it is 100 to 9 against Child of the Mist,
a son of Blair Athol, and 100 to S against Iso-
bar, a son of Isonomy, 100 to 7
Lonely, 15 to 1 against Farewell, the O:

Thousand winner, and 100 to 6 against Xain
trailles.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL. CATALOGUE

-

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of Higb-Bied Trotting Stoo
now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Boadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTTF. OWE PTCTf!"*
71

, PT, A AT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and theXJJ.XJ \Jl\£U XXU-^J rUillM
prit.e f every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can bny on orders at exactly the same prices as if
present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
13i,

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at S150 the season.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Kelpit, tbe great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to tbe Ixgleslde, on tbe
Art, Society and Politics of tbe French Capital.
Tbese letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Bill Xye writes each week exclusively for the

Inglkside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured tbe services of Pliflip II. WeJcli,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines
Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Califomian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:

Tbe Critic's Corner, The Mad "World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into tbe Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Eeys, Art
Babble, The City, In tbe Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book, Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness ana dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, 53 00 : sis months,

81.75; three months, S1.00; by carrier, in the city, 35
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE IKGLESIDE, 3 1« Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on "Wheels.
The Inglesede was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 560,000. Directors and sole Stock-
holders : H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe , Williard Wells,
H. L\ Bigelow. W. R. Ashe.

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:15A, &c. Limited to 30

mares at $150 the season.

ALECTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

Limited to 30 mares at S5u the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to
10 mares at 550 tbe season.

GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M.

dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of
Limited to 10 mares at §50 the season.

Clay. Jr., g.

Lula, 2 a5.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2 :30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of
2:20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.
For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 399. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

For Sale.

The pure Laverack setter

biteh. PEARL LAVERACK,
(Prince Laveraek fx Lulu
Laverack) bred by Judge Gale

J^-^of Oroville, born Novembei
13th, 1&S2, black and white, thoroughly trained by E
Leaveslev, and ran in the Field Trials lust December
Price §150. . , „
AlsoafineRigby.fourteen-bore, breech-loading gun,

top snap, pistol grip, with leather case and imple-
ments.

J. W. ORE.VK,
Downieville. Cal.

SAFEST AND BESTVF0KGENERAL?USE,
To 4'outrol and Educate tlie Trotter. Roadster.

or Carriage Horse, and to Break the Colt.
SO HORSE CAN GET HIS TONGUE OVER IT. .

Will positively prevent and cure Polling. Side Pulling:
EnKKiiie-Tougne Lolling, and will ,-ot make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MB. TV. "W.BAIB, of Cincinnati, O., writes that it worKed to

his complete satisfaction.
MR. JOHN MURHPy, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use by everv horseman as an article of great merit.
The fi_-m of HIGBIE & POSTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton, 111., say; "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the dri ver. We advise all to give it a trial

."

J. W. PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says : -'The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. T., says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm

,

Conistocks. N Y., claim it is the best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forwir<I liy mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with pilvileg
of examination. No. 1, nickel. •; . • px. uUikel, $4; No. 3, half silver, or oroide, §5; No. 4, full silver

or oroide, §6. For sale by all dealer* i u harueos and saddlery, and by the Proprietor aud Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Mouth. Measuring From Outside ol t'lieek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIEE, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or FuJ*cly

Termed Improvements of this Bit. Look for Name and Date of Patent on each
one.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS. RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
M I I. A .11 • S K E S' T I « K y I! E E I. .

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDIC1XES
FACTORY-15bt. Mary's Square, Birmingham. Ent.'.

SALESROOMS—63U and 63H MONTGOMERY ST., s. F.

Thoroughbred_Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable

prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove, Han Uateo I o.,

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pi«« from two to twelve

months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direc^.

Apply to Win. lor bill,

31S California St.,

:.'- tfiauclaco.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both sexes for salo. Postoffice address.
Ban Francisco, Cal.

RACING PLATES.
RACING l'i,\ri-;s OR TRAINING SHOES -<P

any Blze oi «''i^'iit. row arded mi receipl >>f price,
92,50 per set. All plates and shoes gnaranti ed I

the beBt material and <i orkmanshjp, Sample
e,en at.thu oflhic of theBKRKDKR urn Spi ibtsman .

Address, N.J.O'f,CAKY,
San lluuua Ventura, Cui
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1885.
SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.

October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
In Purses and Premiums.
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural uutl IudustrialExposition are in

Active Preparation.

Non-starters in running races will be held

for entrance under Kule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers -will be required to

wear caps of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.

the 1st.

If two horses are permitted by consent of

the Directors to start, then third money reverts

to the Association.

A horse distancing the field or any part

thereof is entitled to first money only.

All moneys in purses will be divided; 65 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10

per cent, to third.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-

nished upon application to the Secretary.

All races will'be called at 1 o'clock sharp.

K. H. Hewitt. X.. BJchtciifoerger.
Secretary. President.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Pennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer thera at low prices, and front their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
pronounced by experts the cheapest hoots made.

.1. O'KAM-; 767 Market St.,

FIFTH ANNUAL
EXHIBITION

JF THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day. Tuesday, Oct. 30th.

1. Trotting Race—Purse S500; 3:00 class;

mile heats, 3 iu 5; open also to Cade arid Pren-
tice Boy.

2. Trotting Stake—$50; for yearlings;

half-mile heats; S10 forfeit, and $25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Running Race—Pnrse §150; half-mile

dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Running Race—Purse $200; free for

for two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday, Oct. 21st.

5. Trotting Race—Parse S500; 2:30 class;

mile heats, best 3 in 5.

6. Trotting Race—Purse S200; for two-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Race—Purse S250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

8. Running Race—Purse $250; for three-

year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day. Thursday. Oct, fllfid.

Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,
to be hereafter published.

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for first and $50 to sec-

ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;

with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, Valgean,

Margaret and Sultan barred, and a reserved

right to add others.

Fourth Day. Friday. October 33d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40

class; mile htats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

11. Trotting Race—Purse S250; for

three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; tor all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Race—Purse $300; free for

all; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fifth Day. Saturday, October 24th.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse
$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Race—Purse $250: four-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Rcnnin<; Race—Purse S300; for three-

year-olds; one mile and a half.

17. Running Race—Purse $200; lor beaten
horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing,

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Gal.

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st, 2d and

3d, 1885, Inclusive.

.WITH A.N APPENDIX,.
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

''Round-hoof'd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare.
. o

Tips and Toe Weights.—TVe have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Breeder a>*d Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled. "Tips and Toe
"Weights ; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-iYeights," Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. Tor several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a fuU shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of Bhoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
*'most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, §1 ; cloth, $1.50.—"Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

** Tips and Toe "Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breeder and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest ondorsabon from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from bis first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently Identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe "Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder and Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20i- He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. "We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send 51.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will bo as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Hunt i

"World.

KKHVRKS AM> CONDITIONS

.

Five to enter and three to start. But the

Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than live to lill by the withdrawal of a propor-

tionate amount of the purse; but in no event
will a race be considered filled without throe

bona tide entries. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of

purse, in both running and trotting races, to

accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot

heats of any two L-lasses alternately, if neces-

sary to tinish any da3*'s racing, or to trot a

special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-

trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6

p. M.of the day preceeding the race, shall be
required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or iu one interest, the particular horse

they are to start must be named at G r. M. of

the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.

Except as otherwise speciBed. running races

will be conducted under the rules of the Pacific

Coast Blood. Horse Association.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the Bystem,
trotting a public trial in 2:20.1, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that be never could trot fast.
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, §1,221, in which he got a record of 2:293, last half in 1:131; first money in purse at Sacramento,
8500; second money at Stockton, §2S3; the Stanford Stakes, §1.672; and the Embryo, $870, making a cash
return for the season of S-i.DM. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put In
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show*
lng with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Spokesman."
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is hot understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

Th"eiabove;treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. 28th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
for all; §25 entrance; §10 forfeit; §150 idded; $50 to
second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING -One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds; §25 entrance; §10 forfeit; SI 60 added; $50 to
second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap; §50
entrance; $25 forfeit; $15 declaration: $250 added;
§100 to second horse ; third to save entrance, heights
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday, September 23d.

Second Day—Tuesday. Sept. 29th.

No. i. TROTTING—3:00 Class. District Purse,
,

§500; §250 to first horse; §125 to second; §75 to third;
$50 to the fourth horse.

No. 5. TROTTING- 2:22 Class (open to Yariderlyn
and James HI. Purse 5750; §375 to first; $187,51) "to
second; §112.50 to third: §75 to fonrth.

No. 6. TROTTING—Three-ypar-old District Purse !

§300; §180 to first; §90 to second; §:<Q to third.

Third Day—Wednesday. Sept. 30th.

Ladies Equestrianism—Purse fliifl. For tht* most
graceful rider.§25; second, §15: third. §10. For the
most skillful rider, $25; second, §15; third, ?]u.

No. 7. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat, free
for all; §25 entrance; §10 forfeit; §200 added; §75 to
second horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash;
§25 entrance; §15 forfeit; §200 added ; §75 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING—Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages; pnrse §200; entrance free; 550 to

second horse. Fixed valuation Sl.OOu; two pounds
off for each §100 below; and* two pounds added
for each §100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday. October 1st,

No. 10. TROTTING—2 :40 Class; purse ?50f); §250
to first; $125 to second; §75 to third: §50 to fourth
horse.

No. 11. TROTTING—Two-year-olds; one mile and
repeat; purse §300; §180 to first horse; §.0 to second;
§30 to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all; purse §100; J24fl

to first; §120 to second; §40 to third horse.

Fifth Day-Friday. October 2d.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year-
olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse §200; >5U to

second horse.

No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse §250; entrance free; §50 to second;
§25 to third horse.

No. 15 -RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten
horses; purse §150; §50 to second horse. Entries to

close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday. October 3d.

No. 16. TROTTING—2 85 class; District Purse
§400; §240 to first; §120 to second; §40 to third horse.

No.17. TROTTING- 2 :2G Class; purs© S4.U0: §240

to first ; §120 to second ; §40 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2 :20 Class; purse §1.000:

fSOOtofirst; §250 to second; §150 to third; §100 to I

fourth horse.

REMARKS AND 0>NDITIONS

All trotting races are the best three in five;

five to enter ami three t.i start. Rut the Board
reBervpe the right to lmlil a less number tlian live to

fill, l»r the withdrawal ot a proportionate amount ot

the pnrse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent "ii puree, to ac-

company nomination.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Hoard n-si.-rv.-s the right to trot heats ol ;in\ two
classes alternately, If necessary l<> finish any days
racing, or to trot : speeiaY raee u-twr.-n heate. A
horae making a walk-over Bhall be entitled only to

tin- entrance money mud in. W lien less than the re-

quired number of starters appear tiny may e.mi.st

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
Oil'.; to the first, tnd :m>a to the swuikI.

IN ALL BACKS ENTRIES NOT DECLARED OUT BY
6 P.M. OF THE DAY PRECEDING THE OACE, SHALL BE
REQUIRED TO START.
Where tin- re is more than one entry by one person.

st, tin p&rtlCUlB
raed at 6 p. m. o

the
day pre

or in one inn n
start must he »
the rrtCH No mroea money pain n>r a wmik-uvw.
Rates of tb -state Agricultural Society to govern

running raceH.oxcepI where conultions named are

otherwise ,,, , , , , .
Non-starters in Tunning races will be held for en.

t ranee uiiKt Rule 8.

Racing Colors t.i be named in their entries.

In trotting races drivers will ho required to weai
cans of dlBnnct colors.whiolimnatbe named iuthela

District horses to be owned iu District Juno 1, 1888

Entries t.i ail ni the above races to close witl

„ p£cr; , ,rv ni. - itrurday, AtiguBt 1st. 1886.

write "Entries to Bocsb" ou outside of the en
e,°Pe "

J. R. WKLLER. President.

A. B. Ellis, Secretary.
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Sixth Annual

FAIR
}

Ninth District

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
Comprising the Counties of Del Norte and

Humboldt, to be held on

SEPT. 22, 23, 24 and 25, 1885.

-AT

Rohnerville,

HUMBOLDT GO., Cal.

GREAT ST. LOUIS FAIR, 1885
25th ANNUAL FAIR

.AND.

FALL TROTTING MEETING,
October 5th to 10th, 1885.

$60,000 Cash Premiums.
PURSES TO CLOSE SEPT. 15, 1885.

Ninth District Board of Agriculture ior

1885.

G. C. Barber and G. A. Dungan, Ferndale;C. S.
Bicks, Eureka; H. iS. Case, Hydesville; C. I. Thomp-
son, Camp Grant; W. B. Dobbyn and Alex Masson,
Bohnerville.

Officers of tlie Board.
G. C. Barber, Ferndale, President; S. H. Crabtree,

Bohnerville, Secretary; Maurice Levinger, Kohner-
ville, Treasurer.

Ninth District Agricultural Speed Pro-
gramme.

First Day—Tuesday. Sept. «3d. at 1:30 p. m.
No. 1 RCNNING—Purse of -950 , free for all saddle

horses that have no record under two minutes; catch
weights. One mile dash. First $35, second $15.

No. 2. TROTTING—At 3 p. m., purse of S50, for
one-year-olds. Half mile and repeat. First S35,
second $15.

Second Day. Wednesday, Sept. 93d, at 10
a. m > Parade of Stock.

No. 3. TROTTING—At 11 a. m., purse of ?25;
single buggy race. Mile and repeat. For buggy
horses used as such, and that have not trotted in a
race nor been trained for racing purposes, owners to
drive; first $17.50. second $7.50.

No. 4. TROTTING—At 1 :30 p. m., purse of $125,
three minute class. Mile heats, two in three; first

890, second $35.

No. 5. TROTTING—At 2:30 p. m., purse of $75, for
two-year-olds. Mile heats, two in three; first $55,
second $20.

No. 6. RUNNING—At 3 p. m., purse of $75; free
for all. 600 tsix hundred) yards; first $55, second $20

Third Day — Thursday, Sept. 24th, at
10:30 a. m.

No. 7. TROTTING—Purse of $100; for three-year-
olds and under. Mile heats, two in three; first $75,
Becond $25.

No. 8. TROTTING—At 1:30 p. in., purse of $150;
2 :45 class. Mile heats, three in five ; first $100, second
$50.

No. 9. RUNNING—At 2:3d p. m. t purse of $125;
free for all. Half mile and repeat; first $90, second
$35.

Fourth Day—Friday, Sept. 25th, at 9:30
a. in.. Parade of Stock and Awarding

of Premiums.
LADEGS : EQUESTRIANSHIP—At 11 a. m ; first $15,

second $10, third $5.

No. 10. TROTTING—At 1:30 p. m., purse of S200:
free for all; Poscora Hayward barred. Mile heats,
three in five: first $150, second .$50.

No. 11. RUNNING—At 2:30 p. in., purse of $150;
free for all. Mile and repeat; first $100, second $50.
No. 12. RUNNING—At 3 p.m.. purse of $40; for

saddle horses with no record under 58 seconds ; catch
weights. Half mile and repeat; first $30, second $10.

Thursday October 8th.
Free For All Stallions—Purse $2,500. 1st, 91,250; 2d,i

'

$G25;3d, £375; 4th, $250.

Friday, October 9th.

Saturday. October lOth.

Monday, October 5th.
3 Minute Class—Purse $1,000; 1st, $500; 2d, $250; 3d,

$150; 4th, $100.
2:3uClasB—Purse $1,500; 1st, $750; 2d, $375; 3d, $225; 1th,

$150.

Tuesday, October 6(h.
2:25 Class—Purse $1,500. 1st, $750; 2d, $'175; 3d ,$225; 4th,

$150.

Wednesday. October Jth-
Free For All Papers—Purse $2,000. 1st, $l,0O0; 2d, $500;

3d, $300; 4th, $200.
2:35 Class—Purse $1,000. 1st. $500; 2d, 9250; 3d, §150; 4th,

$100.

GENERAL 311'LI:—Ten per cent, of Purses must Accompany each Entry.

$500,000 EXPENDED IN PAST YEAR
In Improvements, new Horse and Cattle Stables, Swine and Sheep

Pens, Poultry House and Five Exhibition Buildiners.

65 ACEES ADDED TO THE GROUND,
INCLUDING

A Grand Mile Race Course.
HALF KATES FOB PASSENGERS, FEEIGHT AND LIVE STOCK

On all Kailroads and Steamboat lines entering St. Lonis.

Write for premium list. Address all communications to
FESTCS I. WADE Secretary

PALL

Race Meeting,
September 8 to 12, 1885.

Five Days Racing: and Five Races

Every Day.

PURSES TO BE ENTERED FOR;

Tuesday. September 8th.
For all ages—One mile g^oo
Forall ages, (selling race i—Heats v mile " '

400
For aliases—One mile and a quarter 500

Wednesday. September 9il«.

For all ages—One mile 4400
For four-year-olds—Three-quarters ,.{ n mile 4U0
For all ages (.Steeple chase)—Full course ioo

Thursday. September lOlh.
For three-year-olds—One mile and a quarter $400
Forallages (selling race)—Three-.marters of mile 400
Forall ages (hurdle race)—One mile and a quarter 400

Friday, September 1 1 th.

For two-year-olds—Three-qnarterE of a mile 8400
For all ages—Mile heats „ 500
Fortwo-year-olds (selling race _

"
400

For all ages—One mile and one-eighth
, ,..

.""
450

Saturday. September 12ih.
For three-year-olds (selling race)—IK mile fioo
For all ages—Heats of three-quar -.era of a mile 50"
For all ages (Steeple chase)—Full course 4uo

CHARLES GREEN,
President.

REMARKS AND < Ofl)ITIOXS.

These races are open to any horse owned in the 9th
District, composed of the counties of Del Xorte and
Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the District on
the first day of June, 1885.

In all races three or more to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing the field receives the
entire purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

Secretary by seven o'clock on the evening previous
to the first day of the fair, except in the saddle races,
entries to which must be made with the Secretary by
seven o'clock on the evening previous to the race.
The horses named and entered in the name of the
owner, who must be a member of the Association, and
the entrance fee paid in full.

The trotting races will be conducted under the rules
Of the National Trotting Association, but the Board
reserves the right to trot heats of any two classes al-
ternately, if necessary to finish any day's racing, or
to trot a special race between heats', and running races
under the rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associa-
tion.
All horses entered for the races will be under the

control of the Judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.
If from any cause there shall not be a sufficient

amount of money received from all sources, inclnd-
ingappropriation from the f^tate, to pay all purses and
premiums in full, after paying the expenses of the
fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro rata.
Neither the Association, the Diretors nor officers in

any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata, amount.

I Horse &MPROVED HORSE hLOTHINGL

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of :31j, third heat ; a two-mile record of 5 :10*

;

has trotted a mile in 2:29£, in a two-mile heat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, without a blemish, and

one of the best pole horses in the State.

For further particulars address

Nevada Stables, 1 336 Market Street, s, F.

Secured by Letters Patent ^SRREISSUED MARCH 29,1881.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1. An improved blanket or covering, conslstingof the
body-piece A, flan C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the
animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to tit the fore and hind legs of the
animal,front fastenings FG,andthe permanent straps

or bunds E, substantially as and for the purpose hereiu
described. , _

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E, and the front fastenings

FG in combination with the elastic neck-extension II.

substantia 11v as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I. substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The cluse-fit ting hood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath tjie jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

i). The improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanentstraps or bands fixed to It to secure it

around the body, whereliy the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

IMPROVED
Blind. Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE! horses.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.

;

4Z* and 434 Battery SU, SAM FRANt'INfO. «AU

Secnred by IiCtters Patent. .Inly 35. I sy~.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
dS new, and desire to s> cure mv letters patent, i»:

1. The part D.supnorted by tlie si<le str.M"- >[ the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, tlie front having an
opening into which the blind is Gtted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In i bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such exr, n-j..n h , and
as shaped, to give full freedom and v. mil . it i

eye wfule circumscribing the vision, substantially .is
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A. the screw, nut
and washer E, to secur-:- tii>- i'lind and allow It to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. Ina bndle, and in combination with the eheck.
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
Q and H, connectingthe branches or extensions above
and below the eyes, and having the adjusting bIJ t

buckles, substantially as and for the purpose tierelr-
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com 1 inatm 11 with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as t<> be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands (.1 and II. and tlie lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash eunneeted with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letter
appear on the cut. th" general principle win 1>.

stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against Minds, and *| tlie

same time giving complete control ol the line of
vision. By throwing thelower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action folio
Is induced by to. -weights. Tin 'be case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee withoutthe strain ..f weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply t(.

loiiv A. UcKERKOK,
No. 230 and 232 Elllfl Bfc. -an Francisco
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TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend street, between Third and Fourth Streets)

San Francisco.

L
^
A

i.'

K
I

Commencing May 11,1885. I **?£'*

(
10 :40 a •8:10 a
tl :30 F 1

•3:a0r
4:2o p

1

j

San Mateo, Redwood and J
Menio Pf"-k.

"3 :3B p
t4 :&!) P

1
6:00P

JllMSr 1 , 17150 r
1 II 1 +3-.15P

10:10 A ,

*3:30p >Santa Clara, San Jose and
4 :25 p Principal Way Stations.

>:03a
•10:02 a
•3 :36 P
6;0Op

tS;15 p

Salinas and Monterey.

I") WatauUvlUe,Cainii Goodall, (
io^a f Aptoa, -Ve«- Brighton, So-/
•3:31 p( /"quel fCsttp Capitola) and*)

| j Santa Cruz.. j

10:02 a
8jQpp

Monterey and Santa Cruz, ( f

(Sunday Excursion) "j '

iS'iJJpl £ Hollister and TreB Pinos- j |

10:10 a i Soledart and Way Station

a—Morning. p.—A±tenin>
•Sundays excepted. tSuudaysonly. JTheatn

Saturdays only.

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph A Co.

Stage
Train, e\
Bedwooit
Santa CI t

jkctions are made with the 10:4o *., si.

-Vscadero Stapes via San Mateo and
Vacific Congress Spring Stage via

hid. connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Special Kuun i -trip Tickets, at reduced rates to
Monterey, Antes. Sequel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to (iilroy, Paraiso and PaBO Robles Springs

EXCURSION TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

For Sundays only, ? for 1:30 p. m. train; good for re-

(turn same day.
For Saturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;

Bund; iv and J good for return until following Mon.
Monn;u, / day, inclusive, at the foHowingiateBj

Bound Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno ...

Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
May field

Siltto
Mon.
Tkt.

Bound Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n "View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San JOBe
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

n so
1 50
1 75
1 75
2 75

3 (id

3 00
3 00
300

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street Btation, and No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H.. B. JUDAE,

Superintendent. AsBt. PasB. & Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

RESPECTVDLLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its ltu<-' for teaching with speed and comfort the
beat •laces in the State for

Sea llatuing. Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can he obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may * had In season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in itB waters, notably Salmon. Bock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Band for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swiin-
DlinRhftthB, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

to thoBe well-known

CKCZ,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE
Watering PlaceB,

Al'KrS. s«i<tl Y.V AM) SANTA
18 VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runB through the counties
of Sao Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

ipusiil. Pigeon, Snipe, Buck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILABCITOS and SAN ANDBEAS are
readied bv this line. Stapes connect with trains dailv
at San Mateo far those well-known Retreats, PUBIS-
SIMA, SAN GBEGORIO and PESOADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about NAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special Inducements to tl e lovers
of thlB manly Bport.

SPECIAL NOTICE,
i and otherB presenting Passage Tickets
led to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGB
when carried In Baggage Cars and put In charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to Issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Gars,

flfij*ln order to guard against accidents Ui DogB
while in traiislt.it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will bo carried fren of charge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather caseB may be
taken In Passenger Curs.
TICKET OFFICES— Passenger Depot, Townsend Am HPT-TTP TD A T7TT TfYNT T A "P TT T "NT Qt

fir., i , Valencia Station, and No 613 Marketat., Grund J*-*-
ItLHj JTii V IajIUIN , J_l ii.J^iS.1 IN Ol.

Hotel. -a

A. 0. BARBKTT, H. B. JTJDAH,
suporiutende t. Asst, Paes. and Tkt. Agt. Near Market, San Francisco.

YERBABTJENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED L\ THE A3ItKlfA.\ JERSEY CATIXE CLUB OF MEW YORK.

RE4 0RJ»S OE rui'MrA/riOX STOCK:
MABY ANNE OF ST LAMBERT, sG It*. 12J ozs.. 1 4 Et'ROTAS. 778 lhs. in 11 months.
week, A. J. 0. C. test; 8(17 lbs. 14 :

J ozs. in 11 months } 5ION PLAISIR, 183 II*.. 1 week
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 Its. 2* ozs., 1 week, A. J. > PRINCESS 2d, JG tt.s. I'li. o/.s. in 7 days.

C. C. test. ] BLOOD relatives of the abov cows.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. ih ozs., 1 week. Young animals of both sexes for Bale.

Her likeness above.

Butter Recoid of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
RIOTER AEI*HEA FAMILY.

EUROTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz., in 11 months 6 days. I PYRKHA, 17 its 6* ozs., in 7 days.
| LADY ALICE of H1LLCREST.16 lbs. 14} ozb., in 7days.
LILY OF MAPLE GROVE, 16 iba. 3 ozs.. in 7 days.

]. CORN, 16 lbs. 3 ozb., in 7 days.

COOHASSIE FAMIEY,

BOMBA, 22ft.s. 7 ozs., in 7 days.
PHiEDRA, 21 lbs. 11* ozs., in 7 days.
TORFKIDA, 19 lbs. 13 ozs., in 7 days.

P RINCESS 2d, 46 lbs.. 12Jj ozs., in 7 days.
OXFORD KATE. 39 lbs., 12 ozs., in7 days.
C IOMASSIE. 16 lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.
OntA,22 Ib6.10J^ozs..iu 7 days.
ISLAND STAB, 21 lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 days.
KIND'S TRUST, 18 ft.s.,0 ozs., in 7 days.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.

ST.ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. 8^ ozb., in 7 days.
DAISY BROWN. 17 lbs. 6'4 ozb., in 7days
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. 2 ozs., in 7 dayB.
PRINCESS l'F ASIIANTEE, 16 lbs. li ozs.", in7dayB.
MAGGIE BRIGHT, 16 Iba. 6 ozs., in fi days.
TORMENTOR'SCINDRELLA.lGIbs.-I^ozs.lnTuays.
DAISY QUEEN, 16 lbs. -1 ozb., in 7 da\ s.

JERSEY BEIXE OF StTTUATE FAMILY.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITDATE, 705 lbs., ozs., in I LASS OF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozb., in 7 davB.

1 year; 25 lbs., 3 ozs.. in 7 days. MINNIE OF SCITUATE, 14 lbs. 4J< ozb. in~7 days.
BELLE OF SCITUATE, 18 lbs. 7 ozb. in 7 days. |

Blood descendants of above named Herds can. be seen on Exhibition at Golden Gate
Fair, Oakland, and State Fair, Sacramento.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco.

Jerseys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of JSew York sell as grades
at lialf.price in the East.

Stallion for Sale.
'Die Standard Bred Trotting Stallion

ALCONA, 730,
Belonging to A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NER, Jordan "Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

BRED BY GENERAL W.T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1877. Sired by

Almont, 3:1. bv Alexander's Abdallah, \h, by Rysdyk's
Hainbletonian, 10, by Abdallah 1. Dam by Mamorino
Chief, 11, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Ma'mbrino.son
of imp. Messenger.
Almont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full 16?-i hands; bright chestnut; has large,

clean limbs; large, flat bone; large, smooth hocksaud
joints, and weighs ovi-r 1,301) in stud condition. He
has never been trained or handled for speed, but is

finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harnioniovis combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hainbletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2:30 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Almont, his sire, and sire
of Piedmont. 26; Alexander's Abdallah, his grandsire,
andsire of Goldsmith Maid, G; Rysdyk's Hainbleton-
ian, his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39; Abdallah 1, his
g. g. g. sire, 4; Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady Thorn,
ti: Pilot, Jr., 9.

Take notice, he is not only descended from the two
greatest and most popular trotting families,
but through the best and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid 527,500. Also to Allie West, 5-

year-old record ot 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2:22>^;
Raohel B.,2:2S^;, and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Troul.de, 2 :27. Eostick's Almont, Tl., 2:2!), Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler Mr. Haggin's Aigona.and 15
other Bona of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:2(1.

The above pedigree, together with Alcona'B size,
style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting but
road and carriage or park horses on the Pacific coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, but they
are all remarkable for size, Btyle, large, clean bone,
5ood feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
IcLafeity.of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,
was offered, but refused, 52,000 for liim when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary, If not previously disposed of,
he will be taken to the California State Fair this sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further informationaddress

A. C. GOODRICH,
Jordan Valley, Oregon, or

SILAS SKINNER,
Napa, Cal.

Mechanics'

FAIR.
NOW OPEN.

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE
UGGIE

and

WAGONS.
s

ANT S'TTLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PEBSONAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishinB
Alterations and Repairs.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

13 17 AND 13 19 HABKET STKEEl

Between Mull and Tenth Streeta . San Fr hucIbco
,

M. J. McCUE, Proprietor.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

61'KCIAL ATTKNTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities and louutlcu of
the Slate.

HEFEHENOES.
J. S. Carry, Sacramento. J. D. Carh. SalimiB.
It. P. SarqkKT, Gilroy. John- Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Kimiun, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOMK OF THE MOST
successful salee, notahiy those of Me8ara.'Whin,

ole, Colgrove, DieiB. Coutta, UougiuTtv. Rowland A
Hammond, Daniel Cook ami others, we reel assured
our ability to Rive Batlsfacti

• State
.Mil .ill' all .'Kir
We ii

a BorlOB oi corahinatlou oi breeders' Bates, similar !<
tlionoHoaiiOfloHslully |n.'ld at (ho Bast. Wo will bo
pleased li» entOl liitoeorreapomlonco with parties de-
Blrlngto paiti.-ipato in Huch sales. Private purchasea
and naL.-s of Improved Live stock of all descriptions
will ho made on commission and Block shipped with
ot atcare. Several Que ranchos at private sale.

KILLI1' r_\ to.. lloUontgorneryBtrceU

iSouthem Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 14th, 18S5.

Train k leave, and are <lue to arrive at
OakiatnC Ferry, loot ol market St., Sail
Frn.iici.sco a.s !n,low>:

L K A V E
(.FOR)

DESTINATION. (KRIVJ
( FKiiM)

$8:00 A M 16:10 P Si

8 :00 a Si Calistoga and Napa •10:10 a M
•4 :00 P m 6:10 p M
7:30 A M
":30 am Delta, Bedding and Portland 6:40 P M

•3 ::iu r* m Gait via Martinez "10:40 a M
8:00 A M lone via Livermore 5:40 p u
4:00 p M Knight's Landing.

Divermore and I'leasanton...
10:10 a m

•5:00 p M •8:40 A M
8^)0 A M Martinez 6:10 r If
•8:00 A M Milton
3:30 P M .. ) Moiave, Deminp, j Express..

... ) El Paso and East. > Emigrant
10:40 A H

7:00 p m 6:10 a U
10 :(KJ A M Niles and Uavwards 3:40 p m
3 :00 p M ... J Ogden ahdj Express

... ( East 1 Emigrant
11:10 a M

7 :00 P M 6:10 a m
7;30 a si Bed Bluff via Marvsville v 5:10 p m
8:00 a M 5:40 p H
7:30 a si 6:10 P M
3:00 P SI 11:10 a sc

4:00 P si " via Benicia 10:10 a m
•4:00 p si •6:00 a M
8:00 A M San Jose •3:40 p M

tlO :00 A M ** „._ ._ 13:40 p m
3:00 p 11 H:1U a M
8:i»0 a M Stockton via Livermore 6:40 p m
•9:30 a m ...._ ** via Martinez N:10 p*
•3 :30 V m " via Martinez •10:40 a u
•SI :30 a M Tulare and Fresno •7:10 p h

From Sail FrancLseu Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND—"6:00—'6:30—7:00—7:3(1—h:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30-12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00—4:30 — 5:00
— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00—
•12:00.

TO FBDIT VALE—*6:00~«f>:30— *7:00— 1:30— *%:W—
•8:30—*3:30—*4:0Q—*4:30—*5:00—*5:30— *G;00— "6:30—
9:00.

TO FKUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—$11:00
—12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:O0—*6:3O—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:30—
9:00—9:30—10:00—$10 :30—11 :00—$11 :30—12:00—$12:30—
1:00—$1:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—«:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BEBKELEY—»6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7;30— 8:00—"8:80
—9:00—$9:30—10:00—$10:30—11:00—$11:30— 12:00— 1:00
—2:00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8 :00—9:00—10 :00—11 :00—*12 :00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:00— *6:30— 7:00—«7:30—
$8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—$1:00—2:00—3:00—4:00
—•4:30—5:00—*5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VAXE-•6:23—*6:53-*7:23—*7:53—*8:88
•8 :

53—*9 :23—no : 21—*4 :23—*4 :
53—*5 :23—*5 :53—*G : 23—

•6:53—7^25—9:50.
FROM FBOTT VALE (via Alameda)— '5:15— *5:45

-

$6:45—9:15—*3:15.
FBOM EASTOAXLAND-*5:30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00—

7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FBOM ALAMEDA—*5:22—•5:52— «6:22— 6:52— *7:22—

7:52—•Mi2—';52—9:22-9:52— $10:22— 10:52— $11:22—
11 :52—$12:22—12:52—$1 :22—1 -.52—2:52—3 :22—3 :52 —4 :22
—4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—"5:15—«5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7:1&—
7:45—»8:15—8M5—$9:15—9:45—$10:15—10-45— $11 :18—
11:45—12:45— 1:45—2:45— 3:45—1:1,5—1:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9^5—10:45.

FBOM WEST BERKELEY-*o:45-*6:15-6:45-*7:15
—7:45—8:45- $9:15—9:15—10:45— $12:45— 1:45 — 2:45—
3:45—4:45—*5:15—5:45—*6:15-fi:45—"7:15.

(REEK ROUTE.

FBOM SAN FBANCISCO—•7:15—9:16-11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FBOM OAKLAND—•6:15—8:15—10:15-12:15— 2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. $Snndays only.

Standard Time fnrnlshed by Randolph 4 Co.. S. P.

A. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. II. liiOOPMAN.
Gen. Pass, ATEk Aet,

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

50 Choice Merino Rams, very IiIl'Ii grade, 912.50 each
percarload. Also Pedigreed Rams, I2S@|50 uach.

30 Imported Holsteiii Cattk-. S2;Mi(»,fl.'n( each.
10 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, §100 to

$250 each.
10 Ayrshire Bulls. ?100(«.f250 each.
;, Hrrclord htllK «OiK" i l"»Ufarli.

in llcn-fordGrade Bulls and Heifers, 4 to 8 months
old.*30@?10.

10 Durham Hulls, S2CKHS. 5350 each.
2iil>urliain Ht.-if.TK, Mixr.i l*.'dij:ri'«-s.*ltMir. jloil o.i.-li.

5 Devon Hulls. Sim*"'.?! 25 each.
20 Beikshire Pigs, Perfect. 2S months old. J12.50 each.
5 Berkshire rips, Perfoct, .'. moiithB old. $18.60 each,
:i Berkshire l'igs. Perfect , 10 to IS months old, ISO each.
These are the prices on ears, CASH, and the largel

the ord^rthf lower the prices.
ROLL.IN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and OwnerB, Ituss

House, San Francisco, or 488 Edwards SI ..Oakland

Offi" I will import or export Live stock from any
country to the United States, and deal In every kind of
Live Stock except common horses and beef cattle.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast,

E. P. HEALD President. C. 8. HALEY, Sec'y

gg Bend for circular.'XEfi

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary tiruduuto ol'

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 371 TVatoma St
Residence, SCO Howard St,, SaoTrauolBCO,
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Fall Meeting- at Sheepshead Bay.

Aug. 29th—The opening day of the Coney Island Jockey
Club was largely attended, and the racing, though not par-

ticularly exciting, was good. The favorites won some of the

races, and for the other events outsiders came to the front.

First Race—Purse $500; for all ages. Five furlongs.
Blolim J; Co.'s b c Little Hinch,5, by (jlenelg—Goldstone, 118 lbs.

J. McLaughlin 1

J B. "Buchanan's ch g Jim Renwick, aged, bv Joe Hooker—Big Gun,
115 lbs -- P- Duffy 2

Lone Star Stable's b g Kill Sterritt, 3, by Jack Hardy—I/Argentine,
luSlbs W. .Donohue 3

J. "V.Elliott's bg Pericles, i. 115 lbs Cross
"W, M. Hurray's b g Harrv Rose, 4, 115 lbs - Garrison
II. T. Danaher'sbg Avalon, 6, 115 lbs Brenoan
Melbourne Stable's b f The Slasher, 3, 106 lbs Shauer
L. Martin's ch g Granite, 4, 115 lbs Tally rj

G. H. Keraagban'sbgBurcb, 5. 1151bs _...Kafferty

E. B. Wall's b f Faience, 2, S6 lbs Hall
Caskey'sbcBav Rebel, 4, IIS lbs Askey
J S Campbell's" b m MisB Goodrich, 5. 113 lbs Coviogton
Clipsiana Stable's chf Laura Garrison. 2, 106 lbs Williams
Revere Stable's ch g Herbert, (J, US lbs Elaylock
A. Taylor's b f Dahlia, 3, 106 lbs Green
E. J. McElmeel's ch c Navarro, aged, 118 lbs _ Haivey

Time, 1:02V-

Pools: Littla Minch $100, Enrch ?20, Jim BJnwick .=20, Avalon 520, The
Slasher §20, field £40. Betting: S too against Little Minch, "to 1 Jim Ren.
wick, 6 to 1 each Faience, Avaloii and Pericles, 12 to 1 each Bill Sterritt

andBurch, 15 to 1 Herbert, 20 to 1 each Miss Goodrich, Dahlia, Granite
and The Slasher ,25 to l Laura Garrison and 3d to leach Harry Rose, Bay
Rebel and Navarro. For Place: 10 to 7 on Little Minch, 5 to 2 against

Jim Renwick, 3 to leach Avalon and Pericles, 5 to 1 each Faience and
Burch, G to 1 Herbert, & to 1 each Miss Goodrich and Bill Sterritt, 10 to 1

each Harry Rose, Dahlia, Granite ,The Slasher and Laura Garrison and
15 to 1 each Bay Rebel and Navarro. Mntuels paid $10.15.

Second Race—For three-year-olds. A sweepstakes of $30 each, p.p.,
with $750 added. of which c-150 to the Becond, the third to receive $75 out

of thestakes. "Winners since June Meeting of 1^5, of the Coney Island
Jockev Club, of £2.000 to carry 121 lbs.; of two such races, or of one of

$3 000, 125 lbs, Non winners in 1*55, of $1,500, allowed 5 lbs. ; of $1,000. 10

lbs.; of $5C0,l8lbs. Fillies and geldings allowed 31bs. Seven furlongs.

3 4 J. Christie's ch g Bonanza, by Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenn, 97 lbs.
Covington 1

R w"'waldenvs eh"c Harefoot, bv Harold-Lettv, 100 lbs., car. 104 lbs.
W. Donahue 2

Dwrer" Bros'.'" b c Elnie-idorf, bv Virgil — La Polka, 108 lbs.,
J

J. McLaughlin 3

W. "lTscou - b'r i Fiorio, 97 lbs R. Williams
"W. Jennings' ch c Greenfield. 100 lbe _ Moran
Chinn & Morgan's b c Handy Andv, 97 lbs Arnold
Preakness Stable's b g Rupert, 105 lbs Caldwell

Time, 1 :30^.

Pools- Elmendorf $120, Rupert $60, Bonanza—, Fiorio $40, Hanay
Andy *40, field $30. Betting: 7 to 5 against Elmendorf, 5 to 1 each Bo-
nanza and Rupert, 6 to 1 Greenfield, S to I Fiorio. 10 to 1 Handy Andy,
and 12 to 1 Harefoot. For place : lOto 7 on Elmendorf. 8 to 5 each against

Bonanza and Rupert, 2 to 1 each Greenfield and Fiorio, 4 to 1 Handy
Andy , and 5 to 1 Harefoot. Mntuels paid $33.15.

Elmendorf was a strong favorite, but he was never danger-

ous in the hunt. At the head of the stretch Harefoot looked

as if he had the race safe, but Donohue sat perfectly still, but

Bonanza took the lead under the whip, and retained it to the

end, winning cleverly by a neck. Donohue no doubt ex-

pected that Bonanza would come back to him, but the Cali-

fornian was game as a bull dog.

Fourth Race—The Autumn Stakes. A sweepstakes for two years old>

foals of 1883, of -910U each, $25 f, with $1,500 added. The second to re
-

ceive $300 out of the stakes. The winner of any two-year-old stake'

the entries for which were made as yearlings, to carry llo lbs. ; of two*

5 lbs e^tra; of three or more such stakes, 7 lbs extra. Other win-

ners allowed 5 lbs. Maidens allowed 10 lbs. Three-quarters of a

B. a' Haggin's of Preciosa, byGIenelg—Stamp3, 102 lbs Stevens 1

W. L. Scott's b f Florence Fonso, by King Alfonso—Florence I., 102

rfcg Arnold 2

G. L. Loriliard'sb g Electra, by Sensation^-Idalia, 107 lbs Olney 3

Mr Kelso's be The Bard, 105 lbs Meaton

B A Haggin's br c Ben Ali, 110 lhs Duffy

Preakness Stable's b c Repartee, 100 lbs Caldwell

DwyerBros." b c Brambleton, lo5 lbs Shauer

Melbourne Stable's b f Pure Rye, 107 lbs Brennan

Dwyer Bros.' b c Buffalo, 105 lbs McLaughlin

"W L Scott'B he War Whoop, 100 lbs Higgs

Melbourne Stable's b c Blue Wing, 102 lbs W. Donohue
Time, l:17i-

Pools- Electric $230, Haggins' pair $105. Dwyers' pair $100, Mel-

bourne pair >'1U0, The Bard >7o, field $50. Betting: 9 to 5 against

Electric, 5 to 1 The Bard, i to 1 Dwyers' pair, 8 to 1 each Blue Wing,

Ben Ali, Pure Rye and Preciosa, 12 to 1 Florence Fonso. 20 to 1 Repar-

tee. and30 to 1 War Whoop. For Place: 5 to i on Electric, 5 to 2

against Preciosa, 3 to 1 each Brambleton, Buffalo. Florence Fonso,

Blue Wing, Pure Bye ' and Ben Ah, 8 to 1 Repartee, and 12 to 1

War Whoop. Mutuels paid, $24.85.

Sept. 1st—The attendance was very heavy, and the racing

very exciting, the leading attraction of course, being the

Twin City Handicap, which resulted in one of the closest

finishes of the year.
First Race—Purse £500, for all ages. The winner of the first race of

the first day to carry 5 lbs. extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

G. R Buchanan's ch g Jim Renwick, aged, by Joe Hooker -Big

Gun,115 lbs •:•--.;- -•V1?
U

.

f

Ly
l

M.T. Danaher's bg Avalon, aged, by Aramis-Spngbtly. 115 lbs
McLaughlin 2

B. c" Pate's be Conkling, V, by Hyder Ali-Lilac, 118 lbs.. .O'Hara 3

DwyerBros.' b c Brambleton. 2, 87 lbs .Potter

Melbourne Stable's ch f The Slasher. 3, 109 lbs ...Garrison

G L Lonllard's b f Lonisette, 4,115 lbs Fitzpatrick

Time, 1:16*.

Pools; Loulsette SlflO. Jim Renwick $80, Conbling $40, Avalon $30,

field $20 Bettin";'tu 1 each against Louisette and Jim Renwick,

7

to 1 Conkllng, 8 to 1 Avalon, 10 to 1 Brambleton, 20 to I The Slasher.

Place; 10 to 7 on Louisette, 5 to 4 Jim Renwick, 5 to 2 against Conk-
ling and Avalon, 4 to 1 Brambleton, 5 to 1 The Slasher. Mntuels
paid $15.20.

To a good start for all except Louisette, Jim Renwick and
Avalon got off in front, and made fcliu running till well into

the stretch, where Jim Renwick drew away and won rather

easily by a length, Avalon second, twenty in front of Conk-
ling, Louisette last.

Second Race—A sweepstakes of 325 each, with $500 added, the sec-

ond to receive $100 out of the stakes. For horses which have not

won a race in 1885 of the value of $1,000. Non-winners in 1885 of

$750, allowed 5 lb3. ; of $500, 12 lbs.; of any race, if three years old,

17 lbs.; if four or upwards, 30 lbs. One mile and a furlong.

F. T. "Walton's b h Sutler, aged, by Pace or Vancresson—Barbellone.
88 lbs Gerhardy 1

Haydeu & Barry'3 ch g Gleaner, aged, by Glenelg—Gong, 103 lbs.
Kelly 2

J. E. Kelly's ch m Bella, 5, by Fiddlesticks—Bemice, 85 lbs.
Rafferty 3

Geo. Jennings' b g Tony Foster, 5, 85 lbs Williams
D. J. McCaull's b g Harry Rose, 4, 85 lbs Covington
R. Bradley's b g King B., 6, 85 lbs. Anderson
Rancocas Slable's br g Parole, aged, 85 lbs Potter

J. R. Graham'sch g Haledon, aged, 85 lbs Church
Preakness Stable's ch f Sapphire, 3, 93 lbs Caldwell o

Mr, Kelso's b c Longview, 3, 91 lbs Leach
A. M. McCarty, Jr., & Go's b c Strabismus, 3, 96 lbs Post
J. J. Hyland'sch f Banana, 3, 105 lbs Fisher

Time, 1:59.
Pools: Parole $35, Gleaner 580, Sutler and Longview $10 each, field

$40. Betting: -3 to 1 each agunst Parole and Gle.ui^r, 10 to 1 Tony Foster,
l2tol Harrv Hose, Haledon and Longview, 15 to 1 Bella and Sutler, 20 to

1 Banana, Sapphire, Strabismus and King B. Place: Even against
Parole, 7 to 5 Gleaner, 4 to 1 Harrv Rose, Tony Foster, Haledon and
Longview" 6 to 1 Sutler and Banana, 7 to 1 Sapphire, 8 to 1 King B.,
Strabismus and Bella. Mutuals paid, 5-39.90.

Sutler with Bella at his head made the running to the head
of the stretch, where Gleaner and Tony Poster joined them.
After a most exciting finish Sutler won by a neck. Gleaner
second, a head in front of Bella, who was only a neck in

front of Tony Foster.

Third Race—Purse $500. For two years old, which have never won a
race of $r,000. Nonwinners of $500 allowed 7 lbs.; maidens allowed 15 lbs.

Three-quarters of a mile.
DwyerBros. bf Millie, bv Billet—Distraction. 97 lbs Potter 1

W. L. Scott's brf Scottish* Las.s, by Scottish Chief—Doncaster Lass,
105 lbs .Caldwell 2

B. A. Haggin's b f Fortuna.bv Wheatlev—Rebecca, 97 lbs -Atkinson 3

N. W. Kittson's ch f Calera, 97 lbs Bender
Melbourne Stable's be The Bourbon, 100 lbs Covington
L. C. Bruce's b f Bon Soir, :u lbs Rayford
\V L. Scott's br f Flavia. 97 lbs Williams
J. E. McDonald's b f Lovely, 97 lbs „ Arnold
Clipsiana Stable's ch f Laura Garrison. U7 lbs
Mr Kelso's b f Shamrock, 97 lbs Meaton

Tirue,l:lS><.
Pools: Scott's pair 540, Fortuna and Miliie $25 each.Shamrock $10,

field $35, Betting: 4 to 1 each against Flavia and Millie, 7 to 1 Fortuna,
8 to 1 Calera and Scottish Lass, 10 to 1 Bon Soir and Lovely, 12 to 1 The
Bourbon, 15 to 1 Laura Garrison, 20 to 1 Shamrock. Place: 8 to5against
Millie, 2 to 1 Flavia, 3 to 1 Bon Soir, Lovely, Scottish Lass, Calera and
Fortuna, 4 to L The Bourbon, 5 to 1 Laura Garrison, 6 to 1 Shamrock,
Mutuels paid, 531.10.

Fortuna was first away, Laura Garrison second, Millie third.

There was no change till at the end of the half, when Laura
Garrison fell back beaten and Millie drew clear. In the stretch

Millie increased her lead, and won wi th the utmost ease by eight

lengths, Scottish Lass Second, two in front of Fortuna.

Fourth Race—The Twin City Handicap, a handicap sweepstakes of
$100 each, hf, and only $25 if declared by August 28, with ?2.r>00 added; the
second to rect-ive $500 of the added money and 20 percent, of the stakes,
and the third 10 per cent of the stakes. Weights to be announced August
24th. Winners, after publication of weights, of two races of any value,
or of onu of $1,000 4 lbs extra;'of two of $1,000 or of one of $2,000, 7 lbs.

extra; of three of $1,000 or two of $2,000, 10 lbs. extra. One mile and a

Morris i Patton's be Bersan, 3, by Ten Broeck—Sallie M., 110 lbs.

„ „ Fitzpatrick 1

Raiicocas Stable's ch f Katrine, by Mortemer—Loulanier, 101 lbs.
Olney *

G M. Rye's b ,• i:,,i, Cook, I. bv Ten Broeck—Jennie C. 95 lbs.... Kelly *

P. H, Grill's chc Wickhain, 3, 95 lbs Covington
W L Scott'schf East Lynne. 3,95 \\>? _ Williams "

E. J. McDonald's b % Long Knight. 5, 112 lbs Blaylock
G L LoriUard'sbcThackerav.4. HOlbs J. Dononiie "

W Mulkev's b m Topsev. aged. 95 lbs Arnold
Morris ± Patton's b c Ten Stone. 3. 103 lltB Martin
B. A. Haggin's bike Hidalgo, 3, 107 lbs Duffy
F T Walton's ch h Imp. Richmond. 4, 113 lbs Havward
Dwyer Bros.' be Richmond, 3, 111 ibs McLaughlin
W Stoop's chc Tornado. 1,99 lbs Breunan
Havden 4 Co.'s b c Kosciusko, 1, 109 lbs Lewis
R C Pate's bg Monogram,';. 115 lbs O'Hara o
James Rowe'sb h War Eagle, 5. P'S IhB W. Donohue n

Mr. Kelso'sbc Saltpetre, 3.90 lbs Caldwell
Time, 2:12M.

Pools- Richmond $200, imp. Richmond $150, Morris A Patton's pair

$100. Katrine $00. War Eagle and Wickham 850 each, field 511". Betting:

5 to 2 against Richmond. 7 to limp. Richmond, l" to 1 Bersan am Hi-
dalgo 12 to 1 Katrine, Lung Knight, War Eagle ana Wickham, i" to l [*en

Stone' Tornado and Kosciusko, 20 to 1 Monogram, Topser and Thacke-
ray 25 to 1 Bob Cook and 80 to 1 Saltpetre and East Lynne. Pine-: o- >.*.

against Richmond, 3 to l imp. Richmond and Bersan, t to l Katrine and
Hidalgo, 5 to 1 Ten Stone, Long Knight, War Eagle and Wiokbam.fi • l

Kosciusko and Tornado. S to 1 Monopram, Topsey and Thackeray, 10 tol
Bob Cook. 12 to 1 Saltpetre and East Lynne. Mutuels paid (31.45.

After four breakaways the lot were sent off to a beautiful

start, with Monogram in front, Thackeray second and Rich-

mond third. Coming by the stand Monogram led a neck,

Katrine second, a length ahead of imported Richmond,

Bersan fourth, Topsey fifth, and Thackeray sixth. At the,

quarter Monogram led a half length, with Thackeray second,

half a length in front of Bersan, imported Richmond fourth,

Topsey fifth, Bob Cook sixth and Wickham seventh. Kat-
rine now moved up, and at the half led a half length, Bersan

,

second, half a length m front of Bob Cook, Thackeray fourth,
Wickham fifth and imported Richmond sixth. Turning into

the stretch Richmond fell back, and Long Knight and East
Lynne joined the leaders. Nearing the furlong pole Bob
Cook was in front, Bersan second. Katharine third. Then a
terrific finish ensued, Bersan winning in the last stride by a
neck, Kathrine and Bob Cook running a dead heat for second
place, Wickham fourth, a neck behind, while East Lynne
and Long Night were almost at his saddle skirts.

Chicago Trotters in Tips.

From the Chicago correspondence of an exchange we ex

tract the following:

I visited the Washington Park Club track yesterday morn-
ing. Sam Hill, the b. g., owned by Mr. Charles Schwartz
of our city, was driven a mile with a four ounce tip, and four
ounce toe-weight in 2:23§ . Previous to Friday, he has been
driven with about 24 ounce shoe, including toe-weight of six
ounces or thereabouts, possibly 25 ounces all told.

Mr, George Perriu drove a Wilkes colt with a four ounce
tip a half-mile in 1:16. He has been wearing about 16 or IS
ounce shoe, and a 4 or 6 ounce toe-weight. He never trotted
faster than with the tip, and it was his first trial with them.
Mr. Conley, superintendent of the track, told me yesterday

that his horse was so lame ten years ago with corns that he
could not travel; he also had a bad quarter crack. He tried

every way of shoeing, with no good results. Some good
friend and human chap, like, "On the Road," advised him to

use tips. He did so, and he soon had a horse that was sound
as a dollar with a perfect foot. He lias used lips Winter and
Summer for ten years. You can imagine what he thinks of
them.

It would be insane, Mr. Editor, for the writer to give your
readers any imaginary ideas regarding the use of tips. I have
always told them what I knew from seeing them used. I saw
Sam Hill trot his mile in2:23£ with them on his feet, took his
foot up and examined them so I could tell you what I saw
and knew. Mr. George Perrin told me yesterday that be was
satisfied that a horse would and could trot faster with tips

than with shoes. He had proved it by driving them first

with shoes, then with tips. Mr. Conley has had ten years
experience on all styles of roads, his horse will show the good
results from the use of tips during that time. The weather
here is fine. Last Wednesday Mr. Schwartz gave Charley
Hogan, Sam Hill and David C. fast miles on the track at
Washington Park Club. Hogan trotted in 2:173, Sam Hill

2:23, David C. 2:24^. Hogan trotted the track faster than it

was ever trotted or paced before.

During the Santa Rosa fair the bay filly Lalla Rookh, 2, by
Flood, dam Frou Frou, by Asteroid, owned by S. B. Wright,
was sold at auction and knocked down to H. J. Agnew, of
Honolulu, H. I., for S165. She promised well early in the
season but having been a trifle overdone in her work did not
win and Mr. Wright ordered her sold. Mr. Agnew brought
her to this city to be shipped to Honolulu, but at the Steam-
ship Company's wharf he met another resident of the Islands
who fancied the filly and she changed owners again before the
ship left the dock.

Lem Oilman sends us a poster of the Charter Oak Park
Meeting at Hartford, which indicates that the great pro-
grammer is still following the trotters. Lem has tried saloon
keeping and pool-selling as well as programming this year,
and we often wonder if he has clung to his big diamond
through all these vicissitudes.

Messrs Kelly and Lynch of this city have become the
owners of the bay colt Arthur H., 3, by Hock-Hocking, dam
Maid of the Mist, by Norfolk, from Eva Coombs, by Billy
Cheatham. They paid Billy Appleby $2,200 for the colt and
got him cheap.

The track at Los Angeles has been overlaid with a coating
of clay ;iml soil, which will make it one of the best in the
State. The work was done by private subscription and cost
$1,200.

During the fair at Santa Rosa W. L. Appleby purchased of
S. B. Wright a yearling tally by Jim Brown, dam Avail, by
Leinster, Bom Charis, by Lightning. Terms private.

Billy Ayers has been awarded the pool-selling privil-

the Oregon State Fair.
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Golden Gate Fair.

Sept. 4th.—There were clouds which hung low over the

Trotting Park—clouds so heavily laden with aqueous matter

that a little more pressure would have squeezed the moisture

out. As it was there was mist and chilliness, and these were

so uncomfortable that it was decided not to call the stock for

parade. It was a wise move. Those which had to await

the action of committees had staring coats and lustreless

eyes. Their heads drooped and there was dejection in place

of the usual liveliness of demeanor which characterizes

well-bred stock. A gentleman from Los Angeles made com-
parisons which were not complimentary to the vaunted cli-

mate of Oakland, and he shivered under the protection of a

thick overcoat and a heavy suit of clothes. Were there Oak-
landers in the City of Angels during the late heated

term they doubtless had been subjected to comparisons that

were odious, as the old copy-books had it, and were "getting

even" emphatically and gloriously. There was a deoided

improvement in the temperature of the afternoon, and it

could not be said to be unfavorable for trotting

sport. The attendance was small when compared with that

of Thursday, one reason being that many thought that from
the absence of the usual advertisement in the morning
papers the fair had come to an end. The bill was quite

attractive, for although Menlo was considered to be so supe-

rior in his class as to hold the other entries safe, as pools

were sold with him left out, the speculating division were
much interested. Then there was the contest between the

fast pacers Maude and Alma and the ladies 1 tournament,
which is always a drawing card.

The 2:34 class proved to be not an entirely one-sided affair,

as the favorite was beaten one heat, and if in what proved to

be the finishing one Sultan had obtained a more favorable

start there was a chance for him to make further inroads.

With the exception of that heat, however, the race was so

tame, as to the actual winners, that description is unneces-
sary, further than is afforded by the summary. In the few
pools sold including all of the horses, Menlo would bring

$100 to S15 on all the others. With him left out the rates

were $70 on Olivette, $45 on Sultan and $10 on the field,

Norman and Baby Mine.
First Heat—Menlo drew the pole and he had the others

strung out when he passed the quarter in 36 seconds, and at

the half in 1:12 there were none near. Norman was second
all the way, and though Olivette reduced the gap somewhat,
they were in Indian file when passing the winning score, with
a good deal of daylight marking the intervals, the order being
Menlo, Nornian, Olivette. Sultan; Baby Mine distanced.
Time, 2:24.

Second Heat—Still Olivette was the favorite with the pool-

buyers, bringing $50 to $40 on Norman and S20 on Sultan.
Menlo led all the way, Quarter, :36|, half in 1:12}. Olivette

made several breaks; Sultan one on the north turn, and the
finish was Menlo, Norman, Sultan, Olivette. Time, 2:2S.

Third Heat—Pool-selling was at an end. Should Menlo
win the next heat and Norman save bis distance, the affair

was Bettled. But he did not win that, as he broke soon after

the start was made, broke twice on the backstretch, once on
the further turn, and again when about half way down the
homestretch. This took away the forlorn hope which
cheered those who "stood to win" on Norman, and Sultan
swept under the wire a winner of the heat in 2:27, Menlo
second. Olivette third, Norman fourth.
Fourth Heat—Menlo was quite unsteady while scoring,

though when the gong sounded he was trotting fast and in
the lead, so that Sultan lost the advantage the pole gave at

the outset. Though Menlo broke before reaching the quarter
he quickly recovered and was far in the lead at the half in
1:13. Sultan gained somewhat, but was unable to reach
Menlo, who won in 2:26.

SUM1TABY.
Sept. 4th—Purse SfiGO; 2:3-1 class.

Menlo, b h,by Nutwood, dam by imp. Hercules—R. T. Carroll 112 1
tsultau, br h, by The Moor—L. J. Kost: 4 3 12
Norman, « g, by Whipple's Hainbletonian—A. McDowell 2 2 4 3
Olivette, or m, by Whipple's Hambletoniau—A. C, Dietz 3 4 3 4
Biibr Mine, blk m— Win. Moir dis

Time, 2:24, 2:28, 2:27, 2:26.

A great deal of money was posted on the pacers. Alma
was the favorite at $100 to $45~on Maude at first, but before
a start was made the odds had decreased to $60 to $40.
After the first beat it was $170 on Maude to $50 on Alma, the
latter dropping until $100 to $20 was not sufficient induce-
ment to entice further wagering on Alma. It was an easy
victory for the Hawaiian mare. In the first heat she went
to the quarter in 35 seconds, to the half in 1 :09, coming leis-

urely home in 2:2U. The second heat was won in 2:27a, the
third in 2.-32J, and the general conclusion was that the quon-
dam favorite was very much amiss, many thinking that some
miscreant had dosed her.

Same Day—Pacing; purse $300.
Mao'b- h -1, by Bertram! Black Hawk, dam by Hamilton

Chief—H. J. Agnew
, Ill

Alma ch m, by Eli no, da<n not traced—O. A. Hickok 2 2 2
Tirue,2:21>£, 2:27^, 2:32^.

Sept. 5th.—A little more pressure was put on the clouds
Saturday morning, aud when 9 o' the clock was the hour
marked there was a slight drizzle. The outlook was ominous.
The vapor thickened and a majority of weather experts prog-
nosticated a rainy day. Again the weather clerk proved to
be in a good mood. A check was put on the southern breeze
and ere long the flags which a short time before drooped from
the halyards fluttered eastward. At the hour set for the final

parade and award of premiums, apart from the clouded sky,
the weather was propitious. There was a fine exhibition
when all of the animals were assembled. When the baud-
wagon had made the circuit of the course aud was opposite
the judge's stand, the rear of the procession was only a short
distance away. While there were many fine specimens of
horses, the bovines carried away the palm, aud there was not
a dissenting voice when the statement was made that it was
by far the finest display which the Golden Gate had shown.
Every breed of celebrity had its representatives, and of such
high class that descriptions would appear as though limned
with a peucil altogether too brightly colored.

Attractive as other departments of the fair were, it is be-
yond question that that portion of the programme (index the
headlines of "speed" is the most potent in drawing the
people. As the hour approached for the races to br called
there was a constant arrival of carriages and pedestrians at
the landward gate, and from the entrance through which the
railway passengers came there was dense crowds on the
arrival of the midday trains.

The first race was for the 2:20 class; the startersGuy Wilkes,
Adair and Manon, At the opening of the pool-selling Guv
Wilkes was the favorite, bringing $00 to Sis bu Mulou aud
$32 on Adair. There was a crowd of those on speculation
bont surrounding the glib-tongued auctioneer, and clerks
wore kept to their best pace recording wagers and issuing
tickets.

First Heat—Little time was occupied in scoring aud at the
third attempt a capital start was given for the first heat.

Guy Wilkes had the pole with Adair second and Manon on
the outside. Manon made a break when scarcely a hundred
yards from the stand and about midway of the turn Adair
followed her bad example. At the quarter-post, in 36J
seconds, Guy lead Manon at least three lengths, Adair as far

behind her. Manon trotted the fastest down the backstretch,
and at the half, in 1:1H, her head was on his wheel. He
drew away slightly on the further semi-circle. She was clos-

ing on him coming home, with a fair chance to win the heat
when seven furlongs had been compassed; a few yards more
and the chance was lost. She made another break and Guy
won by three lengths in 2:23. Singularly enough, the result
of the heat established Manon a strong favorite. In one pool
she sold for $175, Adair being the second choice at $62,
while the winner of the heat only brought $52.
Second Heat—Again little time was taken up in scoring, and

when sent away a rapid pace was made by Guy. It was head
and head, though, with he and Manon at the quarter in 35£
seconds; it was impossible to tell from the press stand which
was in the lead at the half in 1:10J. From thence Guy had
the best of it, and won in 2:22 by three lengths, Adair still

further in the rear of Manon. After this Guy sold for $100,
the others $36.
Third Heat—The third heat set the backers of the bay stal-

lion shaking. Manoh was a trifle behind when the gong
gave the signal, the others moving fast. Adair was on the
right of Wilkes, and the driver of the latter carried him
towards the outside of the track. This gave Goldsmith an
opportunity, and he made the most of it by sending his mare
through the gap between Guy and the fence, and before
Hickok could check the movement he was well in the lead.
Quarter, 35} seconds, Manon full two lengths in front, and
when Guy made a bad break on the backstretch she improved
her position so as to have several lengths the best of it at the
half in 1:11. It looked as though the heat was hers to a cer-
tainty, but coming home it was apparent that the illness
after her race at Santa Kosa was still troubling her. Guy
made a resolute struggle and reached the winning score just
by a neck in 2:24.

SUMMARY.
Sept. 5th—Puree f*00; 2:20 class.

Guy Wilkes, b h, by Geo. Wilkes, dam Lady Bunker—O. A.
Hickok Ill

Manon, b in, by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2
Adair, b g.bv Electioneer—W. F. Smith 3 3 3

Time, 2:23, 2:22 2:24.

It took some time for the judges to come to a conclusion,
as there wece doubtful points to clear, and in the meantime
there was a rush to back the Sunny Slope fast one in the 2:24
class. Her competitors were Auteeo and Magdallah, and her
easy victory on the Bay District, when she trotted a third
heat in 2:20, gave her a right to be established as worthy of
first place in the estimation of the bettors. The rates were-
Ruby $110, Anteeo $40, Magdallah $13.

First heat—There were eight ineffectual scores. At
first Euby was inclined to break, then Anteeo behaved badly.
When the word was given he.was wobbling and made a break
before the sharp clang of the bell had ceased. Euby had the
inside, Magdallah second and in this order they passed the
quarter, when the watches marked 35 seconds. At the half,
in 1:10, Euby was far in the lead of Magdallah, Anteeo away
behind. From there the bay stallion trotted very fast, but
the gap was too great, and Euby came easily the latter por-
tion, winning the heat in 2:21 J, Anteeo a fair second, having
trotted the last half in 1:10. It was now $100 on Euby to
$18 on Anteeo and Magdallah, with few takers of the "short
end."
Second heat—The heat is easily pictured. Anteeo was un-

steady in coming for the word; he broi e before his sulky
wheels were a yard past the starting point; made two more
breaks on the first turn, another after passing the half, and
was a long way behind when at the three-quarters. Euby
trotted grandly the whole of the mile, making the quarter in
35 seconds, the half in 1:09$, and mile in 2:22, jogging in at
her leisure; Anteeo not far behind. Pool-selling was at an
end. The great young mare was thought to be only waiting
a few minutes for the crown of victory, but the sanguine ex-
pectations of her supporters were not to be realized so soon.
Third Heat—The third heat was a fine display of trotting

on the part of Euby and Anteeo. She was first at the quarter
in 35 seconds, her mark at the half was 1 :09i : that of Anteeo
1:10|. At the three-quarters, in 1:45, they were lapped; 150
yards from home Anteeo carried her to a break, and it was
his turn to jog in several lengths in the leadin 2:19i. Betting
$60 on Euby to $32.
Fourth heat easily described, Anteeo going all the time well

within himself, was never "headed," making the quarter in
:36}, half 1:11, three-quarters 1:47, mile in 2:24.
Fifth Heat—It was now $50 on Anteeo to $20 on Euby, and

it was thought that only an accident could lose him the race.
There were other elements, however, to be taken into con-
sideration. Magdallah had a part to play. She was rushed
at Anteeo from the start, and to prove that it was a precon-
certed plan, bets were offered before the start that Magdallah
would beat him to the quarter. This she did, as the first

rush caused him to break, and Euby and Magdallah went on.
At the half, in 1 :13£, the two mares were nearly abreast, and
when rounding the turn the driver of Magdallah carried
Anteeo to the outside fence. In order to bother him still

more she ran and cut him off again, and the purpose was
effected, as when the trouble was gotten rid of Euby was too
far ahead for him to overcome. She won the heat iu 2:27,
and though the judges punished the foul by an imposition of
a tine of S100, the penalty was held to be far too light for the
offense.

SUMMARY.
Same Day—Purse $750; 2:2-1 class.

' ii I >v, li in. b\ sultan, dam by Hambletonian—L. J. Hose 1 1 12 2 1
Anteeo, li h, t>\ K\<-rl i.mci-r— I . de Turk •> 2 ] 1 »
Magdallah, cli in, by Z'rimus—J. W.JDonathnn :t 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:!J19f, 2:22, 2(iax, 2:21,2:27.

A gentleman writes to ask us if we believe that the starter
en a racecourse should be a salaried officer, just as are paid
the pool-clerks or ticket-sellers at every race meeting. It
requires no deliberation to givo an affirmative answer. If

you have a starter who gels paid nothing for doing bis duty,
he will, sooner or later, have some friend to whom he will
give the best of the tap. Make him a salaried officer, and he
will have no pretext to interpose for auy favoritism. Mr.
Sheridan, who officiates at Long Branch and Chicago, gets
pajd $50 per day fer his services, out of which he pnys his
assistant whenever he needs one. He is a man who is never
seen lounging in the straw of anybody's racing stable, nor is

he ever seen hanging about betting offices or pool rooms.
On the day of the raoe he oomea on the track just about the
hour of starting, and goes to the post without stopping to
recognize any acquaintance; and when the races are ovi <. he
goes to his hotel. The consequence is, that every owner ot
racehorses in America wants Mr. Sheridan for starter; aud
he is a cheap man at the apparently large compensation
which enables him to live at ease with about four month;

Nellie R- and Anteeo.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman -

: Our Sonoma County
Annual Fairs—the Fair of the Sonoma Agricultural Park
Association here at Santa Eosaaud the District Fair at Peta-
lunia—are events of the past; but as the fragrance of the rose
lingers upon the senso, likewise do the records of the racing
hold place in remembrance. But the racing season is not
over, and until the yearly regular circuit shall close can the
grand round-up of victories and defeats be finally considered
in the light of performances. Santa Eosa holds in higher
estimation than ever, however, ber favorite, Anteeo, while
Petaluma boasts, not without reason, of her Nellie E. Each
successful at thejmeetings in the county alike, they went to
Oakland to meet reverses. Of the defeat of the Petaluma
favorite on the track across the bay there is no squealing.
The mare is known to be fractions at times and self-willed
beyond the power of her trainer or driver. When she wills
in her class she is difficult to ontfoot, but in the humor of
her sex when she won't, she won't—and so she appeared
at Oakland after her victory over Arab at Petaluma. But
there are other trials to come in which she may redeem her
name and put dollars in the purses of her backers, while she
gratifies the pride of her owner and fulfills the expectations
of all who have abiding faith in her. She certainly has the
speed—the lacking quality is the disposition, that tractabilitv
which is so often the uncertain quantity which guides the
pools and satisfies the buyers.
With Anteeo the case is different. He has blood apparent

and speed unquestioned, as demonstrated out of record,
although not in public shown. The one essential is to get
this out of him, and Goldsmith is the man to do this, as it

was evidenced here and at Petaluma. But speed is not
always the winner, for there are, unfortunately, tricks of the
turf as in every other line wherein human ingenuity and the
crookedness of man have play. The trot of last Saturday at

i

Oakland, in which Anteeo was worsted, must be placed in the
category of accidents which were not all accidental. He lost

the race but not his reputation, and it is believed, as it is

hoped, that before the finish of the season he will have proved
this in a fair field, on his merits, without favor, but also
without wrong or disfavor.

Happen as events may, hbwever, Anteeo, the same as his
noble sire, Electioneer, has to his record that which neither
trick nor wrong of any kind can take from him—his splendid
progeny. At the late fair here three of his colts were awarded
prizes first and second. The first prize was given to the
Anteeo colt of T. J. Ludwig, five months old, and the next in
favor were the two Anteeo colts of James Laughlin, an old
Tennessee and Kentucky breeder, of Mark West. Ludwig's
coltis of beauties a conspicuous beauty, in every point and
requirement valued among breeders, and giving promise for

the turf. The colt is admirably equipped. Mr. Ludwig has
queerly named him "Don't Know;" but if the promise of his
form and quality can be accepted as a criterion, the turf will

know and will appreciate the excellence of the colt and he
will serve as proof indisputable of the value of high breeding.
The blood of Electioneeris conspicuous in him, the symmetry
and action of Anteeo are apparent. Ludwig is proud of him,
and he is admired by all. O'M.
Santa Eosa, Sept. 7th.

The Two-Year-Old Trot at Oakland-

actual employment in the entire year.

sobriety, Intelligence and impartiality.

-

-BxchoA gt

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Permit me a few ob-
servations on the two-year-old trot at Oakland. Transit won
the first heat in 2:33. After losing the second heat in 2:33&
gentleman approached the owner of Transit, and tried to

hive him substitute Mr. Hickok for the driver who put the
first harness on him, and made him what heis

—

worth betting

on. He claimed to have backed him for a large amount, and
that the fact of his having done so justified him in demand-
ing that the driver who had the largest possible interest iu
him and his reputation, and who had given two years of
assiduous care to his education, should be set aside, and his

driver, who knew nothing of the peculiarities of the colt and
whose interest in his success was unknown, should be sub-
stituted. It the gentleman did buy so largely on a colt of
which he knew nothing personally, it was, presumably, on a
telegram of some smart tout, who had timed Transit in his
trials, and, who, knowinguothing whateverof thespeedof the
other colts, or forgetting that he had a competitor at all, tele-

graphed "Never quit buying Transit." Had thegeutleumu con-
descended to ask me "How do you like your colt"/" I should
not have advised him, but I would have said very frankly
that I had advised the owner not to buy a pool on him. Why?
Because the best trial Transit bad shown me was 2:30£, the
second best 2:33J, while Alcazar's best trial (of which I had
knowledge) was 2:29, and his second best 2:30. This shows
an average percentage in favor of Alcazar of two and one-half
seconds per mile. This, added to the fact that Transit was
still a little lame from his Sauta Eosa injury, was not pre-

pared to trot on the 1st, had no "opening out" the day be-

fore, and had no opportunity to rest or sleep from Monday
morning until after his race on Tuesday, was enough to

satisfy me he could not win. The race had been advertised
for Thursday, the 3d, and neither the owner or myself had
been notified of a "revised programme," aud it was by the
merest accident that we were informed of it on Sunday after-

noon. Considering these circumstances, and the additional
fact that Alcazar is out of a mare by the great Alniout, while
the dam of Transit is by California Dexter, a degenerate,
washed-out great grandson of Hambletonian, that could not,

on her owner's word, trot iu six minutes—considering these
facts could Transit be expected to win'; But the fact that, in

spite of all these drawbacks, Transit won the first heat in as
fast time as Alcazar, aud in the third heat, trotting outside,

was ouly beaten by a neck iu the same fast time, justifies his

friends in regarding the defeat of this sou of Prompter with
much complacency, and in indulging the hope that when he
meets his worthy rival in equal condition be may reverse the
Oakland judgment. Very Bespectfully,

Sacramkkto, Sept. 7th, 1885.-: M. W. HlCKS.

There must be something out of the common iu a man
who can take a foremost position as a jockey; iu his early
career, at all events, he has to depend upon himself and his
own skill, and bo must do something remarkable before the
hand of patronage will be extended to him; that once firmly

grasped, )1 greatly depends upon himself whether it will lift

him to a Derby winner, or drop him back on a dung heap]
Be must have a certain amount of control over bis appetites,

niul never allow tliem to interfere with bis work; and bo
must be honest, as the world goes, a man upon whom a
certain dependence may be placed, and must also take care

not too frequently to disgrace the society which tolerates

^iim. The very few jockeys who stand in the front rank of

This is thy reward of 'their profession fullill these conditions— or they would not
bu there.— Licensed Victuallers

1

Gazette.
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The Pair at Placerville.

The following are the summaries of the races at the Sth

District Fair, held at Placerville, Aug. 25th to 29th.

RUSSING.
Aug.25th—Purse ?"j0; for all District saddle horses without a record.

Half-mile heats.,
Watson A BartonTs b h Bonnie B.,iiged, pedigree unknown, UTlbs.

McLain 1 1

W. M. Nichols, b « Billy N., o, by Bavswater, dam Jennie Walker,
117 lbs Brown 1 2

A. Smith's b e; Norton, 5, pedigree unknown, 117 lbs Leonard 3 3

T B- Stephens' ch g Lookout, t5, by Leinster, dam unknown, 117 lbs.

, .„ Ayala ldls
Time, :50Ji, :5'JS-

Pools- First Heat—Bonnie B. jl, Billy N. $3. field 52. Second Heat-
Bonnie B. 57, Billy N. So, field 53.

Same Day—Purse 5100 ; for two-year-olds. Half a mile.
Wm Amide's rf Little Fawn.bv Atlantic, dam unknown, 110 lbs.

Bailey 1

H E Barton's b e Kent, jr., bv Kent . dam unknown, 110 lbs Roos 2

w" it Tontr's b f Eonita Bell, bv Kent, dam Mary Bell. 110 lbs.
atcLain 3

Time, :S3,

Pools: Keut, Jr., Si, Little Fawn $3,Bonita Bell 51.

Aug. 26th—Purse 550; for District saddle horses without records. Half-

Watson i Barton's b h Bonnie B., aged, pedigree unknown, 118 lbs.
McLain 1 1

Time, :50, -J&Y..

Pools; Bonnie B. 57.50. Norton .^.oO.

axae ftiy—Purse 5150 ; for all ages. Half-mile heats.

MTj Martins bm Emma, 0, bv Kirov .Smith, dam unknown, 113^ ibs Baiiy * 1

I T It Stephen's clig Felix F., ti, by McMahuii, dam Toddy, 118 lbs.
' " '

r Ayala 2dis

\ n""Sarris*on's g m Lillian, 4, bv Joe Daniels, dam Susie, by Nor-
'

folk. 118 lbs ...... Roos 3dis

W R Tone's eh g Victor E., 3, by Leinster, dam Lady Diamond,
*

112 lbs McLam dis"
Time, :52X, ;52.

Pools: Emma 55, field 52.50.

Aug. 27th—Purse 5125; for all ages; weight by agreement 111 pounds.
Quarter mile heats. _

Vl' M NTichol's b g Billy X., 5, bv Bayswater. dam Jennie
' wafker Brown * 1 1

W T M.irtiii^ ''li -' Finigau, aged, by Jack Hawkins, dam by
" Belmont .-.-...» ....._—.. ^B;,ilev

,

*
?, t

H. E. Barton's g in Dolly H , o, ped. unknown Howard 2 22
Witson A Barton's chm Lottie B..aged, ptd. unknown.ilcLain 4 4 dr

Time, :21>i, :2o, :24J£.

•Dead heat. ..,-„„
Poole : Billy N. 53, Finagan t2.o0, field ?3.o0.

Same Day—Purse 5200; Novelty race; first horse at each quarter to

receive Wo! One mile. ,. _ .,

W T Martin's bin Emma, 6, by Kirby Smith, 11. lbs v
E^y I

Watson A Barton's blk h Bonnie B., aged, 117 lbs .....McLain 2

A I) Harrison's g f Lillian, 4, bv Joe Darnels,dam Susie, by Norfolk,
"

115 lbs Roos 3

Emmawon at aU quarters.
Time, :2l!i, Ml W, 1:22,1:55.

Pools: Bmma?6, Lillian Si. Bonnie B. 52.

Aus: 2Sth—Purse 5100 : for two-year-olds. Half a mile.

W R Ton-'sbf Bonita Bell, bv Kent, 110 lbs Bernard 1

HE Barto n's b c Kent. Jr., by Kent. 110 lbs... Brown 2

Wm Amiek's rf Little Fawn, bv Atlantic, 110 lbs Bailey 3

Time, :5i%.

Pools: Little Fawn, ?G, field 54.

Same Day—Purse $150; for all ages. Mile heats.
_

A D Harrison's gf Lillian, 1, by Joe Darnels, dam Susie, by
" Norfolk H3 lbs - -• Brown 3 11

T R Stephen's ch e L'H.kuut. ii. bv Leinster, U7 lbs Ayala 12 2

W R Tone's chc Victor E., 3, by Leinster, dam Lady Diamond,
"iii7ih<* Bernard 2 dis
Il" 1CS

Tim: 1 w 1 f 03

Pools- First heat -Lookout f"i, field-57 Second haat-Field 510, Look-
outs?. Third heat—Field 515, Lookout 54.

Angnst 29th—Purse, 5100: forsllages. Three-quarters of a mile.

Dr. Smith'Bchh Billy P.. aged, by Norfolk, 118 lbs Ayala 1

A P Harrison's g in Lillian, 4, by Joe Daniels, dam Susie, by Nor-

folk 115 lbs Roos 2

W R Tone's b mJJonita Bell. 2, by Kent, dam Mary Bell, 84 lbs.

Bernard 3

Time, 1:30.

Pools : Billy P. even against the field.

Same Day—Special Race—5100 a side; 550 added. Quarter of a mile.

W M Nichol's b g Billy N., 5, by Bayswater, dam Jennie Walker,
'

ij'g U), Brown 1

"Watson & Barton's blk n Bonnie B.' aged, 115 lbs McLain 2

Time, :24.

Pools: Billy N. 512, Bonnie B. ?7.5Q.

Same Day—Consolation Purse, 5100; for horses not winning first

money at the meetii'g. Half-mile heats. _

A Smith's bg Norton, 5, by Bayswater, 118 lbs Leonard 1 1

H. E.Barton's gin Dolly H., 5. 118 lbs
Time, :55i, :59.

TKOTTIKG.

Angust 25th-Pnrse, 5100; 3 minnte class.

T j'v Hawkins, ch m, by Jack Hawkins,—W. J. McGee
Baby, ch c.by Diamond—J. J. Eckles

Diamond, Jr. , ch h, by Diamond—J C. Brewster
Time, 3:35, 3:04,3:05.

Pools : Lady Hawkins 57.50, field 53.50.

Ang. 27th—Purse 5200; 2:45class.

Wormwood, b h, by Nutwood—J. Williams

Lelaps, ch g. by Nutwood—H. Howard
Chico, b g, by Prompter—C. Schlntins

Time, 2:44.2:38, 2:36*.

Pools: Wormwood ^5. Lelaps 52.50, Chico 51.

Aug. 28th—Purse 5250; 2:35 class.

Wormwood, bh, by Nutwood— J. Williams

Dixev.cn h (pacer) -A. D.Harrison
Time, 2:38.$. 2:40, '2:37V, 2:36^,2:33.

Pools; Wormwood 512.50, Disey HflMMHI
Aug. 2ilth -Purse *50; trotting against time; free for all; ownersjto

r'rive the horse nearest 4 minutes to win the money-

Kate, b in, by Breckenridge—Jno. Pearson

Chancellor, ch g, by Bismarck—Samuel Hale

Diamond Jr., ch h. by Diamond—J. C. Brewster

Queen, blk m, by Arkansas—Seth Loveless

Gazelle, bin, bv Buccaneer—W. R. Tong
PACTEG.

Aug. 26th-Special Purse, 5250; 2:30 class.

Dixey, ch h—A. D. Harrison
Foss, gh—Chas. Schlntins a a J. u a

Time, 3:40, 2:47, 2:48A, 0:00, 2:30.

Racing in Persia seems to be pleasant kind of sport, and

very profitable for the getter of race meetings, the Shah, if

the of course always veracious Sporting Time* of London

rnav be believed. Says that worthy sheet: "That mighty

mail, the Suah of Persia, is an enthusiast at the sport, but

his subjects on the other hand, take but a languid interest

therein. This may be explained by describing the condi-

tions of a race in that country. Every possessor of a horse is

compelled, periodically, under pain of death, to enter him for

the Teheran Derby, and at the same time to plank down 5

per cent, of his income in hard cash. Tbe race is run; the

Shah sticks to the stakes, annexes the first three horses, and

decapitates the rider of the last. 'The scene after one of these

contests,' once wrote a local reporter a ter stating that the

accommodation for the press was all that could be desired,

can be more easily imagined than des cribed.'
"

John Splan has been having one of his virtuous spasms.

Hear him: "I am glad Secretary Fasig, of the Cleveland

track has struck the keynote, and issued his decree against

the most troublesome of all pests, the touts, heelers, and

hustlers, and I hope, for the good of all honest turfmen, that

he will do jast as he says he will, and root them out limb

and branch. Why, I see these turf toughs at every meeting,

ready to steal anything from a postage stamp to a diamond

pin, and I wisl nhey were shelved."

"Another thing," said John, "I want to see remedied, and

that is the drivers. I favor a law that will require all drivers

to have a certificate, and his holding of it be conditional on

his good behavior. This will stop all inexperienced drivers,

and avoid much dauser arising from mistakes made by these

. . .HcLain 2

2 2 dis
.3 dis

2 2

1 1

1—Time, 4:02
2-Time, 4:03
3—Time, 4:03

±—Time, 4:11
5—Time, 3-45

112 1

Saratoga.

August 25th—This was probably the poorest day of the

season in all respects. The weather was very disagreeable

and the heavy rain of 'the past two nights

has converted the track into a horrible condition. As a nat-

ural result the attendance was small. Departures and prep-
arations for departure are now the rule, and upward of eighty
horses have already started westward. Mr. Baldwin's spe-
cial cars are here in waiting and the stable will probably
leave in a day or two, presumably for Chicago.

First Race—The Equity Stakes; for two-year-olds; $25 each, p. p.«
with S7C0 added; of which $100 of the second, and the third to, save his
stake. Colts to carry 1UU lbs.; fillies and geldings, 37 lbs. Winners
of any race of the value of $1 ,000 to carry 5 ibs extra. Maidens allowed
6 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.
E. Corrigan's ch g Tartar, by Great Tom—Blondina, 97 lbs 1
W. L. Cassidy's brc Kirkroan, by Glengarry—Hop, 105 lbs 2

E. Corrigan's gr g Bluestone, by Glen Athol—Geneva, 97 lbs 3
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Primero, 105 lbs
W. P. Bnrch's b f Biggonet, 102 lbs
E. B. Wall's bf Faience, 102 lbs
C. W . Medinger's ch c Elkwood, 95 lbs
ilr. Charles' b c Peconic, 95 lbs *

Time, 1:193

.

Pools : Kirkinan $80, Corrigan's pair 341, Baldwin's pair ^20, Peconic
$18. Betting: lu to 9 on Kirkman, 4 to 1 Bluestone, 5 to 1 Tartar, 6 to
1 Prtoiero, 8 to 1 Peconic and lu to 1 Mollis McCarthy's Last. Mutuels
paid, $25.70.

Klrkman was first away, Bluestone second. The latter took
the lead at the five furlong pole and retained it to the three-

quarters, where Kirkman and Tartar passed him, the latter

winning a hot finish by a neck, Kirkman second, three lengths
in front of Bluestone.

Third Race—The Morrissey Stakes. A handicap sweepstakes for all
ages, $50 each, h f, or only $10 If declared out by July 1st; with §1,200
added; the second horse to receive $250 and the third $100 out of the
stakes. Weights to be announced by August 17th. Two miles.

E. Corrigan's b f Freeland, by Longfellow— Belle Knight, 123 lbs., i
Preakness Stables' ch g Euclid, 6, by Glenelg-Tbe Nun, 108 Ibs 2
Santa Anita Stables' b h Lucky B.,5, by Rutherford—Maggie Emer-

son, 110 lbs 3

Time, 3:42£.

Pools: Freeland $100, Lucky B. $31, Euclid $30. Betting; 5 to 2

on Freeland, 5 to 1 against Euclid and 3 to 1 Lucky B. Mutuels paid
$7.70.

Euclid and Lucky B. alternated in the lead for a mile and
a half when the latter retired. At the head of the stretch

Freeland moved up and won in a cutter by three lengths,

Euclid second, eight in front of Luckj B.

Aug. 27th—The weather was very cool, and though the at-

tendance was fair it was not large. The racing was of a

rather slow nature throughout.

Third Race—Tbe Relief Stakes, for three-year-olds SoOentrance. h. f.,

with $1,00-1 added; of which $2^0 to the second horse, and the third to re-
ceive slim out of the stakes. Colts to carry 110 lbs.: geldings, 107 lbs.;

and fillies. l'Ja lbs. Winner in 1885, when carrying weight for age or
more at place of running, or any race ol the value of $1,500, to carry 7 lbs

extra Horses not having won any race in 1885 allowed 7 lbs; maidens
allowed 12 lbs. One mile and five furlongs.

Santa Anita Stable's ch g Rapido, by Grinstead—Experiment, 1071hs.,
O'Brien l

E Corrigan's eh c Irish Pat, by Pat Malloy—Ethel, JOT lbs... .Murphy 2

Hopedab- stable's br s Hopedale, by Hurrah—Silence, do lbs..Church 3

R C Pate's b c Clav Pate, 110 lbs , O'Hara
Time 2:57 J-;.

Pools: Irish. Pat and Rapido >100 each, Hopedale $25, Clay Pate $12.

Betting: Even against Irish Pat, 7 to 5 Rapido, 6 to 1 Hopedale, 25 tol
Clay Pate. Mutels paid, $15.60.

Hopedale made the running for the first three-quarters,

with Kapido second and Irish Pat third. At the end of the

stretch Irish Pat was in front, with Kapido second. Irish

Pat swerved badly and Kapido won handily by two lengths,

Hopedale a poor third.

Fourth Race— A. Handicap SweepstakeH of $20 each, or only $5 if

declared out; with $60Oaddi_.i; of which $100 to the second horse, and
the declarations to be divided between the second aud third. One mile
and a half.

R P. Ashe's bf Binette, 1, by Billet—Mirah. llOlbs Kelly 1

Powers i Son's ch c Volo 3, by Volturno—Dora, !)5 lbs Caldwell 2

C. W. Medinger's b g Bettler, 4, by Gaberlunzie—Gretchen, 105 lbs.
Anderson 3

Time, 2:44#.

Bools: Binette 5100, field $t». Betting: 5 to 2 on Binette, 4 to against

Eettlerj and ti to 1 Volo. Mutuels paid f3 .30.

Bettler led to the half where Binette passed him and hold-

ing the lead won easily from Yolo, Bettler a poor third.

Aug. 29th—The season ended to-day with a fair day's

sport, which was largely attended. The fields were small,

but the competition was generally good.

First Race—Purse ?400, of which $100 to the second horse; and the
entrance moiu-v, $10 each, to be divided between the second and third;

for horses which. have not won a race since July 20th; weights 8 lbs.

below tbe scale; horses not having won a race this > ear allowed 7 lbs.;

niaidens it four years old and upward allowed 12 lbs. One mile.

Hune'lale Stable's br g Hopedale, 3, by Hurrah—Silence. R9 lbs.
^ Church 1

S Bvrant's ch f Ladv of the Lake, 3. by Hvder Ali.Addie Warren,
*

9*4 ibs B. Evans 2

R.P. Ashe'Bbc Alta, 3,by Norfolk—Ballmette, 99 lbs KeUy 3
Time, 1 :46J4.

Pools- Alta 560, Hopedale $:i5 and Lady of the Lake $21. Betting; 4

tol on Alta, 4 to 1 against Hopedale and 5 to 1 Lady of the Lake.
Mutuels paid $23.90.

.

Hopedale took the lead soon after the start and held it

throughout, winning by a length and a half.

Second Race—Free Handicap Sweepstakes, of 520 each, if not declared

out withSTOO added, of which $15"
i
to the second horse, and the third to

receive 850 out of the stakes. Entries to be made at the course by 4 p.

m on Thursday. Aug. -Ttb; weights to be announced by Hi a.m., and
declarations to be made by 4 p. m„ on Friday, Aug. 23th. One mne and

P^P Afihe's bf Binette, 4, by Billet—Mirah, 114 lbs Kelly 1

Powers i Sons' chc Volo, 3, bv Volturno—Dora, 91 lbs Church 2
Time. 2:55Ji.

Pools: Binette $100, Volo $40. Betting; o to 1 on Binette: 5 to 1 against

Volo. Mutuels paid 5ti. 90.

Binette took the lead half a mile from home and won m a

gallop.

No More Hippodrominer.

It is high time that hippodroming races were put an end

to. About every great match race which comes off, turns out

iu the end to have, been a grand hippodroming affair to «et

the dollars out of the pockets of the people, to add to the

wealth of the owners of "fust horses." At least, that is what

everybody says. We have no objection to match races

when the matches are made with the expectation that the

people will get something for their money, but when such

matches are made with the understanding that a given

amount of money is pending, and each party intends for his

horse to win, and to go with such winning or losing the

funds at stakes, and it afterwards turns out that no money
has changed hands, it is high time to say quit. If parties

owning fast horses want to trot them for real honor, let them

be entered at some regular meeting in the classes to which

they belong, ami take their chances with all comers. Then
the people will get what they are entitled to. But, on the

other hand, if such horses are only to give exhibition heats

for a given sum, whether they trot fast or slow, let the fact

be known in advance, and then people can attend or stay at

home, as they please. We say this in all sincerity, and it

can be applied where it best tits. If associations tbink an

exhibition race by a certain horse or horses will draw the

crowds, secure them by all means, but let it be understood

i

that it is an exhibition, and net that it is a hona Jide, match

race, whero no mouey is to go to the losing horte,—i5fporte-

man,

Fred Collier at Saratoga.

Friend Simpson: Enclosed you will find a list of entries
that closed here Aug. loth; you will see that California is

well represented in •future events. I alBO enclose a pio-
gramnie with the first and second horses and the time, as far

as I could get, of all races during the meeting. Part of our
horses left a few days ago for Chicago; Albert and myself
Btart iu the morning with the balance.
Freda is badly broken down in the coffin- joint of the right

forefoot. I will leave her with Mr. Murphy, who has some
other horses here, and who leaves to-morrow for Kentucky.
He will take Freda with him ,and Mr. Baldwin intends to

breed her to Ten Broeck ii she arrives all right.

Mr. Porter Ashe reached here yesterday audi was sorry he
had to see Alta beaten by Hopedale, a mile dash in l:4o'J.

Alta finished third. Mr. Ashe's mare, Binette, is a splendid
runner and a tine looker. She won the mile and tive-eighihs

in a gallop in 2:554. Matt. Allen leaves in the morning for
Sheepshead and will return to California in the Fall, sojas to

be ready for the Blood Horse Meeting.
The weather here has been terribly wet; raining almost

every day. Track muddy and slow. We would not run at

home in such mud and slush, but here they go rain or
shine, with good attendance all the time aud pltnjfcy

of betting in any shape yon like. The oldest inliabitacBfc

say they never saw so much rain and bad weather as X'-jER

have had this season. There has been more storms ana
changeable weather during my short stay here than we have
in California in a whole year.

All the sporting men und visitors admire our Califor&ia

horses very much. We invariably get rounds of applause
when we pass the grand stand, where the ladies always
salute tha Santa Anita colors. Our wins are very popular,
and when Kapido won the three-quarter mile heats over a
big field of 6tarters, including Pearl Jennings and Jim Ren-
wick, and also when he beat Pat .Dennis, Ed Corrigan's pet,

I never heard such applause on a racetrack. Men threw
their hats into the air and the whole audience went wild.
It was a great success for Mr. Baldwin. Albert deserves
great credit for bringing his horses to the post in such fine

shape for a race.

Matt Allen has had bad luck in some races getting bad
starts; almost left at the post sometimes. He thinks he has
not had a fair show, but you must take your medicine here
whether you like it or not.

I would have written you often but my time has been so
occupied with business that I had to give up the ide.; of

writing any letters. My regards to all my friends in Cali-

fornia. Feed Collies.
Saratoga, Aug. 30th.

Mr. Baldwin's Controversy.

Messrs. Stewart and Hughes, the former trainer and the
latter jockey, had an attachment issued against a couple of

Mr. Baldwin's horses, for an alleged breach of contract on the
part of the California millionaire. Security was given, and
tbe horses released until the matter is disposed of in the
court*'. The case is a bit complicated, Mr. Baldwin claiming
that, on technical grounds at least, if not in equity, he has
the best of it. I asked him as to the actual merits of the case

and he responded: "Through a New York representative I
opened negotiations with Stewart and Hughes, and, secured,

by informal agreement, their services for the present season.
I assumed, of course, that the contract to be signed, making
the transaction valid, would be satisfactory to both sides. A
contract sigued by Stewart and Hughes was sent to me to San
Francisco for my signature and approval. After close exam-
ination I demurred to certain conditions in the document, as
they were too one-sided to suit me, and so refused to sign.

Knowing, however, that the other parties would be disap-

pointed, I was willing to give each of them $500 and call

everything square. This they declined, aud resorted to legal

proceedings to secure a much larger amount. I will not
stand it, and am determined to fight it to the bitter end."
Mr. Baldwin has engaged Howe k, Hummel, of New York

city, to defend his interests in the case.

Meeting the jockey, Hughes, yesterday, I asked him how
the case stood from the standpoint of himself and Stewart.
His statement is substantially this: Mr. Baldwin, through a
New York agent, a bookmaker named Keyes, made overtures
to himself and Stewart for their services, and the salaries

being deemed satisfactory, an agreement was effected. The
contract, he says, came from Baldwin's agent, signed by said

agent, for Baldwin, and their own signatures made the agree-
ment valid and binding. They, of course, expected to enter
on their duties accordingly, and would have done so but for

Baldwin's alleged breach of contract. The latter prompted
the legal proceedings.

I judge the pith of the case will hinge on the point whether
the contract signed by Baldwin's New York representative,

who, by the way, was authorized by letter to act for the Cal-
ifornian, will be deemed valid and final. In a case of this

kind an equity adjustment looks advisable, but each side

just now appears to be on the war-path.

—

N. Y. Spirit.

Sporting circles in Paris have been deeply affected by the
Bomewhat sudden death of Baron d'Etreillis, well known on
the turf, and formerly starter at the Paris races under
Jockey Club rules. An excellent rider, and a recognized
judge of horseflesh, Baron "Etreillis used his pen in a mau<
ner which may be said to have developed and cultivated tbe
tastes of Frenchmen in all matters where racing was con-
cerned. He was an authority upon most matters, and the
turf dictionary he wrote some years ago is oue of our stand-
ard works. Last March he was looking over an equine pur-
chase of one of his friends, aud while passing alonq tbe
stable a horse lashed out and kicked him fall in the chest.
He was taken up as dead, aud only regained consciousness
after some time. He seemingly recovered, but it is supposed
that the injury he received led to the lung affection which
carried him off in a few days, at the age ol sixlj'-two.

London Sporting Life.
^

According to the returns of the English Stud Book, just
issued, the exports from England to America have fallen off

considerably during the last few years. This proves that w«
are almost able to stand, in the vernacular of the day, "on
our own bottoms." But with the vast amount of racing tbat
we do, and the consequently increased amount of bree ling,

we should be glad to tiud a market for our superfluous stock.

j
Mr. Lawrence, the Secretary of the Coney Island Jockey Club,
told me some weeks ago that the entries for the two-year-old
stakes of his club for next year showed an increase of nearly
thirty per cent, over last. Now t! lortion of these

ill nut show up first-class, and ti us owners will be
glad to sell at a fair price. New Mexico and South America
are the most convenient channels to dispose of an 1 1 v.i

1 of good stock, and it is to be hoped that capital, gnidi

gi nd sense will liud its way iuto tbat channel. I'

equally advantageous to buyer aud seller.

—

Sporting Jl
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THE GUTS.

The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.
Star (") indicates close t

Qaail
Partridge
Rail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer...,

Spotted Fawn.
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

This city of San Francisco is a wonderfully well situated

place of residence for one who is fond of field sports. Per-

haps nowhere else in the civilized world can game and game-
fish be had in such variety, so near and so easy of access.

If some adventurous son of old England drops in and fancies

teailing up a bear, as many of them do, he can put himself in

direct communication, and often in direct collision, with the

animal in rive hours' time from the cit}'.

If his weakness is stalking deer he can in a few hours be

set down at the head of the Eel river, where good, still hunt-
ing ground extends for miles in every direction. If heprefers
the music of the bell-mouthed foxhounds he can start a

blacktail or a chemise forked-horn for them within an hour
and a half from San Francisco in a wilderness of chapparal
and chemisal.

Quail by the dozen may be shot, leaving the city in the

morning and returning to dinner. English snipe, in greater

numbers than anywhere else of which we can find records,

may be flushed withiu four hours' ride, and cottontail rabbits

in numbers be killed right on our peninsula, almost near
enough to throw them to the cook, while for the lover of wild

fowling our bay and its tributary sloughs, rivers and tule

swamps offer peerless attractions.

Canvasbacks fresh from the Wapatoo beds of Oregon, fat

and hard, or fragrant with celery roots pulled from the Sae-

rameuto and San Joaquin overflowed lauds, are killed by the

hundred, one amateur bagging ninty-six last Winter by half

past twelve o'clock. Big, lazy, old paper-collared Mallards
come quacking into your ear almost before you realize that

you have left town for a shoot. A gentlemen sat comfortably
iu an easy chair by an artesian well one afternoon two years
ago and downed twenty-nine of them.
Long-necked, peering, inquisitive sprigtails come slanting

to one's decoys before he is out of sight of the smoke of tor-

ment that ascends forever from the city.

Myriad bunches of teal, clouds of widgenn, strings of gad-
wall, broken-ranked mobs of blackjack, all to be seen, shot
at and mostly missed, within four hours after leaving his fire-

side in this sportsman's city of cities.

Shore-birds, robin-snipe, curlew, common and bronze—any
quantity of them right at hand, on ground that is not and
cannot be preserved, except iu so far as proper respect for the
rightsof others preveuts iutrusionupon one who, by first tak-

ing it in the morning, acquires a right to shoot from a good
point for the day.

Little wonder is it that, as Palmer O'Neil remarked, no
city in America of thrice the*size of San Francisco can turn
out as many sportsmen as this city can and does send forth
weekly during the hunting season. It is no unusual thing
to see, on a four o'clock a. m. train bound for salt marsh
shooting, from two hundred to three hundred men with their

dogs—the latter of all conceivable sizes, shapes, colors and
breeds, from the slender, thin-coated pointer to the gross and
frowsy Irish water spaniel.

And in the evening, when the returning train brings both
those who went down in the morning and those who left

town on the day before, we have seen six cars packed to suffo-

cation with meu, guns, dogs and ducks. Ouce, we remember,
after a royalday by a salt slough at the lower end of the bay,
we came home in a car, the floor of which was packed
two feet deep with ducks. Six hundred and seventy-one
birds were there, three hundred odd of them having fallen to

the guns of four of those in the car.

Just how long this superabundance of game will last, is a
question that must soon and should now engage the atten-
tion of those who riot in large bags. Old timers tell us
that days were here when a pot shot could fill his boat with
redheads at one discharge. Now it is the exception to kill a
redhead about San Francisco bay or below it. And we think
we notice a decrease in number of ducks, even since our
short span began to be measured. One thing is certain, iu
]KG5 market shooters could do well about Alvarado and along
that bay shore. Now there are none who hunt there. They
say the b rds are fewer and wilder than in earlier days.

In a good year, however, it is difficult to believe there could
ever have been more birds than may be seen almost any-
where about the bay and within a radius of twenty miles
from it.

Quails are fast decreasing. The California bird is a verit-

able wild creature. He does not take kindly to having his
using places broken up by farms and orchards. He moves
back further and further, and grows wilder and wilder each
year. Then, too, he is the victim of much vicious work and
au astomshiug degree of stupidity. Only this week the North
San Juan Times, a very good paper in ordinary respects, re-

marks: "Both mountain and valley quail are here in large
numbers, but when the game law expires—on the 1st of
October—tbe birds will to a great extent have made their
way to the valley. The game law for this section should be
changed to conform with that of Sierra county, which expires
one month earlier than it does here."

The quail law iu Sierra county is precisely what it is iu
Nevada county, and is uuiform throughout the State, as the
paper should know. Yet it gravely prints the absurdity
copied, and will lead many of its readers to go iu for quuil-
tshooting a month before the legal time to begin the sport.

A Screed from the East.

Editor Breeder and Sfoktsmax: When one of those
gentle Pacific breezes (blizzards they call them, don't they?)
wafted the news to this camp that a spick-spun new inuu
tilling the editorial stool—of course its a stool, he's playing
in better luck than mituy Eastern scribts if he is even fur-

nished with u stool—our outfit consists simply of a pair of

scissors with one-half dozen extra rivets—of the gun columns
for the Breeder and Sports siax, that American Fiehl of

the Western Slope; and when a "revised edition" came,
freighted with the news that he was none other than our old

townsman, that prince of good fellows, H. H. Briggs, there

was great glee and much rejoicing. What a nomadic cuss he is

anyhow, and what has he not been at? It seems but yester-

day when he was one of us, not more than half so fat as he

now is, but just as jolly, just as keen a sportsmau, stealing

away from the dissecting room to visit a slogging match; lay-

ing aside his books to get a peep at a "boss;" forgetting his

scalpel or the frowns of his clinic for his gun and dog. Still

he went through with flying colors, proudly tacked M. D. to

his name, aud, like the empire, westward went. I presume
the amount of game he found there kept him so busy that he

forgot all his college lore, for we soon hear of him as a full

fledged limb of the law, rolling in the stuff with which
nature, in its seeming selfishness, so bounteously supplied

your every hill, and now even that high distinction, that

most favored of mistresses, that most dignified of all profes-

sions, is tossed asidefor the editorial garb—or is this only a side

issue? At all events all "slopers" in general, and those who
take kindly to the gun and dog in particular, will be the

gainers, for he slings a bad pen, and some of those who
"tumble a few brace out of season" will, myjword for it, find

it awfully pointed.
With your permission, Mr. Editor, I will at leisure send

you a gun and dog letter; there are many geod 'uns here, but

everything in that line is at a stand still. Give friend Kamon
Wilson my regards when you see him, and at the same time,

should you stumble across a little lemon and white bitch

showing quality from "end to end," that mingles iu her Veins

the blood of that prince of sires, old Champion Bow, with

that of Sleaford and King Phil, just call her Surf, and give

her an affectionate caress for her old master, who still keetjs

an eye on her, and is ready to wager that if all goes well she

will be heard from in your coming Trials. Its in her, "you
hear me." But 'tis late, call in the dogs, pull out those

shells! More anon. M. I. Grant.
Cixcixxati, Ohio, Aug. 31st, 1885.

Notes from a Tule Hunter.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I trust I may give

some news of interest to many readers of your valuable

paper, aud that such may find room in the same. I left Point

Tiburon the 5th and reached Sherman Island, and on pros-

pecting for feed can say the lower end had nothing, although

Mayberry Slough has a fair prospect, and the upper end of

theisland oDposite Jersey Landing will promise good feed and
shooting later on, Brannan and Andrews Islands also promise

more or less prospects for shooting. Those two islands are

loafing centers for the surrounding vicinity. Schoolcraft is

reported dry, owing to the extreme low water in the Sacra-

mento river, and also many other places as well; therefore

the same will produce better prospects for shooting in other

localities. Grand Island promises good shooting on different

parts, and it has a large field for the same, and likewise an

army of market hunters; in fact all those places will be

strongly represented by them. Staten Island makes a bril-

liant offer, providing there should at any time this Fall be

water in sufficient quantity. It is now fairly dry. This ends

the duck country until Roberts and Union Islands are reached,

and the latter is" by far the superior. Union Island, at which
place I have established my quarters, is improving in feed

every year, and I see no drawback to good, old-fashioned

duck shooting. There is a good appearance of native duck
here now, and the sand hill crane and Brant can be counted

now as well, though they are few at present. With both

early and late feed on hand I anticipate a brilliant season for

duck, and I think this season sportsmen ought to be able to

get their work in. I have just finished overhauling my duck
boats, and have my decoys to repaint, etc., not so pleasant a

task as shooting duck, though at the same time it is all in-

cluded in the bill of fare. The weather is very warm, and
frequent visitors—mosquitoes. Yours respectfully,

Wm.Kyan.
Bethany, Cal., August 30th, 1885.

Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest.

After the shoot at the racetrack at Seattle, on Aug. 22d
last, the committee assembled in the rooms of the California

Club, M. W. Stackpool iu the chair.

Judge Jacobs, on behalf of the Committee on Constitution

and By-laws, reported, which report was read, section by
section, and adopted.
The Committee on Organization reported the following

officers for the ensuing term, who were elected by acclama-

tion: President, Judge 0. Jacobs, Seattle; 1st Vice-President,

Mr. D. Monastes, Portland; 2d Vice-President, Gen. M.
Cruicken, Olympia; 3d Vice-President, Doc Eberly, Eugene
City; Secretary and Treasurer, H. G. McDonald, Portland.

Directors: W. L. Chapman, Portland; M. F. Spencer, Port-

land; Dr. Jay Tuttle, Astoria; Mr. Reams, Jacksonville; J. D.
Lowman, Seattle; Tex Au berry, Walla Walla; W. D. Close,

Kalama; H. C. Pettitt, Snohomish; F. W. Beers, Vancouver;
W. B. Blackwell, Tacoma.
On motion the President was authorized to appoint (at his

leisure) the following standing committees: On Game and
Fish; on Legislation, and a committee to investigate the

present game and fish laws of Oregon and Washington Terri-

tory, with the object of presenting a suitable bill to the next

Legislatures, which would be uniform in its working, and
which would cover the wants of the district of the Associa-

tion.

Judge Jacobs on assuming the Presidential chair delivered

a forcible and pointed address on the "situation," in which
he depicted in his usual eloquent manner the duties of the

sportsmen of the Northwest, and the necessities of such con-

ceited iictiou as that nruposed by the Association for Oregon
and Washington Territory.

After the transaction of some routine business, the con-

vention adjourned to meet at Portland on a date to be fixed

by the Board of Directors. Owiug tu the departure of the

visiting sportsmen by the night steamers, the clam-bake was
abandoned.

TRAP.

Alameda Club

At Bird's Point on Saturday last the Alameda County
Sportsman's Club shot a mixed match for the gun presented

to the Club sumo time ago by Mr. Baird, of Pittsburg, Penu.,

in recognition of kindness shown him by members uf the

Club, while bi wasout here on a visit. Tin- ^im is q 12 bote, of

the quality knjwnas W. W. Groener'ts "Gauie-ktiOper'tsGun."

The shoot was at 121ive birds, ground trap rules, and \1 clay
pigeons, 18 yards rise. As is usual at Bird's Point the live
birds were an easy lot. Most of them slow, and a majority
of them either incomers or right quartering birds. There
was a brisk wind, however, which made the match interest-
ing. Norton retrieved all his live birds, but one of them
failed to show shot marks. Pollak held up to the form in
which he has shot all the season. Bennett made the only
clean score at pigeons.
At the clay birds the shooting was not eo good, the rea-

son being that few of the shooters had had much practice at
the artificial targets. Then, too, one of the traps, the right
hand one of the four used, was s.o set as to throw a very un-
fair bird. It threw its pigeon so that only the edge of the
bird could be seen, and with much greater velocity than
either of the others. Luck willed it that one or two of the
members should get this trap repeatedly and such showed
poor scores. Cadman, a very good shot, got it five times and
scored but eight breaks, Norton with twenty-two to his credit,
out of twenty-four shots, took the gun.
At 12 live pigeons, 30 vards rise, ground traps, Bird's

Point, Sept. 5th, 1SS5. W. L. Eyre and C. B. Gould, judges;
H. H. Briggs, referee.

Norton. .11111111111 o -11
l—n
l— m

1-10
1-10
1—11
1—10
1— 7
1— 8
0- 8
1-
1—10
1-10
1—10
1-12
1—11

Cadman llllllllii
Eastman 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Bell 1 110 111111
Houghton 1 1110101111
Pollak l 1110111111
Adams ; 1101111111
Scholl 1010110101
Tales 0110101111
Leckie 1011111101
Risdon 1 110100J 111
Slade 1 1011111110
Havens I 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 l
Mayhew 1 1111011110
Bennett 1 llllllllii
Jacobus 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

At 12 clay pigeons, IS yards rise, fourth notch, unscreened
traps, same day, same judges and referee.

Norton 1 1101111111 1—11
Cadman I 01101111010—8
Eastman 1 1110111111 1—

U

Bell 1 1111110 111 1—11
Houtditon 1 0001111010 1—7
Pollak l 1111110 111 0-10
Adams 1 1 10 withdn
Scholl * 1100111111]—

»

Yates withdrawn
Leckie withdrawn
Risdon , 01 1111 i) 111 l— 9
Slade l 10111001111—9
Havens OlOOllllOOO— 5
Mayhew 1 1110111111 l—11
Bennett lliiOllliioi— 8
Jacobus 1 110 10001000—6

Norton
Cadman
Eastman
Bell
Houghton.
Pollak

A (><iREBATE SCORES.
Adams IS
Scholl 18

Yates S
Leckie 17
Kisrton
Slade

Have us..

.

Mayhew..
Bennett....
Jacobus...

Championship Shoot.

At San Bruno on Sunday last Messrs. Edward A. Fuucke
and Will A. Jenke shot for the Amateur championship of

California and the cup emblematic of that distinguished

honor.

The cup was put up by Mr. Dick Cunningham some weeks
since, to be shot for by amateurs under twenty-one, and was
won by Mr. Jenke. Mr. Funcke has been restless ever since

and challenged for it, staking fifty dollars against it. The
published statements that the contestants shot for $250 a
side in addition were alluntrue, and were added byinterested
persons in the hope of drawing a large attendance and re-

sulting profit. It is a question whether all this issuiug of

posters giving false conditions and information about strictly

amateur shooting matches is not calculated rather to keep
people away than to draw them. At all events, it is disagree-

able to the shooters to be placarded like circus attractions.

The men were on the grounds at 9:30, but did not begin
shooting until after eleven, because of a misunderstanding
between them. Mr. Jenke thought the birds were to be fur-

nished by Mr. Cunningham at his own expense, and when
he learned otherwise he refused to shoot, but after thinking
the matter over, consented to go on at fifty birds, iustead of
60 as previously agreed upon. About two hundred specta-

tors were present and some betting was done, but uot much.
Mr. Jenke appeared to have but few adherents aud one or
two of Mr. Funcke's friends were a little too loud-mouthed for

decency, and thereby helped to make Jenke more nervous
than he would otherwise have been.
Mr. Funke won the toss and went to the trap first and

killed. Mr. Jenke's first bird was challenged, but scored.
Mr. Funke outshot his competitor from the becinuing and

was not pushed at any time. His shooting was more deliberate,

more accurate and his judgment much better. The contest-

ants were good-natured and willing to concede anything to

one another, and the match was certainly a fair aud pleasant
one. In shooting at 21 yards, Funke killed 19 straight,

something which would have been thought worthy of note in

old plunge trap days.
When 42 birds had been shot at it was impossible for Mr.

Jenke to win, and he gave up aud withdrew, Mr. Funku
shooting out his string. At fifty birds each, 20 at 30 yards,

ground traps, 20 at 21 yards, plunge traps, one barrel, and 5
pairs, pluuge traps. For Amateur Championship Cup of Cali-

fornia, open to amateurs under 21; San Bruno, Sept. 6th,

1SS5. Judges, Alex. Young, Ed. Fay; referee, J. Kerrigan.

AT 30 YARDS.
Panoke liiin oiiio liiii loll 1—16
Jenke 11100 10011 10011 01110—12

AT 21 VARUS.

Funcke i iili Mill liiii 1111 n-ia
jenke u l i i a l o l 1 1 l l l l o o i l l l—15

AT 5 FAIRS.

Funcke ..l 1 1 1J ii o— 7 |tf«nke o i withdrawn

After the Fuuke-Jeuke match Messrs. Robinson, Hopper
and Fay shot a So eutrauce sweep for the entertainment of

Colonel Bell, a visitor from New Mexico. Hopper shot a

light 12-bore borrowed from Funcke.

8WHEF8TAKE.
Robinson.
Paj
Hopper

.1 l 1 l i i i 1 1 l I1111111
l 1 1 1 1 l o withilu

TIE AT SIX BIRDS.

Robinson I 1 1 O 1 | Fay, 1 I 1 1 1

BWKBP8XAKX—samk eM'KaScK.
ICobiusou 1111110 1111
Fay " 1

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots its last match of

the season at San Bruno to-morrow. It's shooting ib always
worth seeing.

,.,
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Inter-State Challensre.

On August 30th last Messrs. Crittenden, Robinson, and

Henry Bassford received fi*om Utah the appended chal-

lenge. The gentlemen named favor such a match and are now
arranging for an acceptance. It would be a pleasant event

in many ways; and not least because it would afford an op-
portunity to see some magnificent shooting. The Utah gen-
tlemen are well-known shots at the trap, and a team can be
formed here that will be hard to down. Information about
the match will be given as the matter proceeds, and we are

glad to be able to say to Mr. Howe and his friends, that if

they come here they may rely upon having a friendly recep-
tion, the best entertainment we can offer, and a fair chance,
always of course reserving to ourselves the right to be, at

them if our men can shoot well enough. The challenge
reads thus:

Ogden", Utah, August 24th, 1S85.
To Messrs. Robinson and Bassford, San Francisco.
Gentlemen: Noting an item in the Breeder and Sports-

man, published in your city, to the effect that California had
five shooters, who can hold their own against any five shoot-
ers in America, or words to that effect, I have been trying to

get together a team of five from Utah for the purpose of giv-

ing you a friendly contest for a purse of, say, one or two
thousand dollars a side, at fifty birds to the man, Bogardus
or National rules, allowing the visiting team a portion of ex-

penses.
Can y*» get a team to meet us, and on what terms, if we

:go to San Francisco to meet you ?

I have tallied with all (with one exception) of team I would
like to have meet you, and they are all in for it.

The team will probably be Ketchum, Duddleson, Brim,
Browning, and Howe. Please let me hear from you ou the
subject, at your earliest convenience.

Yours respectfully, W. D. Howe.

Diamond Badere Match, Portland-

State Sportsman's Association.

The coming meeting of the State Association bids fair to be
the most interesting yet held. Chico, the place of meeting,
is a pleasant place to visit, and shooters are always welcomed
warmly and kindly treated there.
The details of the meeting are under the direction of the

Butte County Sportmau's club. J. T. Mcintosh, President; C.
B. Swain, Secretary, and A. L. Thiel. Corresponding Secre-
tary. Formal invitations are being sent to all clubs and to
individuals, and it is expected that at least a hundred will
attend.

Pacific Sportsman's Club.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I herewith, in response
to your request, send the names of the officers of the Pacific
Sportsman's club, of Sacramento, for the current year:
Rudolph Pedlar, President; F. Knnz, Vice-President; Charles
Flohr, Treasurer; John J. Bronner, Secretary. Executive
Committee, James Parrot, Captain John J. Bronner, C. Flohr,
A. Graves, F. Keichert. We have one of the finestclubrooms
in the State of California. If you should visit our city call
on us. John J. Bronner. Secretary.

The Reeratta.

The following table, compiled by the Alia, shows the posi-
tion of the boats at every point in the race and the losses and
gains between the different stakeboats, thus pointing out the
strongest way of sailing of each:

01rrwAHD BOUND,

YACHTS. Start.
Hunt're
Point.

Oftkl'nrt

Bar.
Fort
Point.

Lurline 1:07:04
1 -.03 :35

1 :04 :57

1 :01 :52

1:00:50
1:00:2'.)

1:22:52
1:20:09
1 :21 :12

1:19:57

1:20:39
1:28:42

1:37:00
1 :35 :00

2:46:14
2:42:50
2:48:20Nellie

1:47 :5o| 3:07:00

THE BUN HOME.

YACHTS.
Oafel'nd
Bar.

tlimt'ii

polut. Finish.
Act Sail

I'gTlmi

1 'oreted
Time.

3:41:00

8:45:50
3:47;LiO

3:G9:0U
4:04:58
4:06:30

4:15:58
4:22:55
4:23:00
4:41:35
6:00:10
5:16:40

3:08:54
3:19:2(1

3:18:0^

3 :39 :ic

3:59:20
4:10:11

3:U8:54

Nellie 3:06:10
3 :19 :41

4:05;3c
4:15:1(

I 4:39:01

1
4:48:5£ 3:44:59

The contest between Wm. Robertson of Seattle, and W. L.

Curry of Portland, at the latter place Sunday, was very ex'

citing. The Oregonian says: "A large crowd -witnessed the

contest, the sympathies of the Portland sportsmen being with

Curry, and the visitors from the Sound hurrahing for Robert-

son, who brought $10 in the pools against S7 for Curry.
About §S00 changed hands on the result. Carry has won
$200 on the badge, and if he needs it in his business he can
put up that money and have two cracks at it. It is conceded
that Mr. Robertson is no better shooter than Mr. McNaught,
but he ha*s steadier nerves. It is to be expected that some
member of the Multnomah Rod and Gun Club -who go over to

the great shoot at Seattle will make an effort to bring back
that badge." The shooting was at fifteen singles and five

doubles of Peoria blackbirds. The following is the score:

ROBERTSON.
Single 1111110111110 1—12
Double 11 10 10 11 1—7

CURRY.
Single 1 01110011011010—9
Double.. 11 10 11 11 10-8
The badge may be described as an inch in diameter, con-

sisting of three circles. The outer consists of sis pentagoual

points of blue enamel, laid on a wreath of gold. The next
circle is of gold and bears the words "Northwest Champion-
ship." The inner circle is white enamel, upon which is a

raised setting.pf gold holding five diamonds. The setting is

diamond shaped, the four diamonds at the points of the set-

ting being of equal size, and that at the centre being the

largest of the quintette. Attached to the medal by a small

chain is a pin consisting of two guns crossed, topped with a

ribbon of gold for the wearer's name.

Occidental Wing-Shooting Club.

The final shoot of the Occidental "Wing-Shooting Club

came off on last Sunday at the Six-MileHouse. It was wel*

attended, and the shooting done was excellent, despite the

usual sharp wind. One of the members, Mr. Ed. Funcke,

was not present at the opening of the match, he being at San'

Bruno, shooting for the Champion Cnp, but after winning
the Championship for amateurs under twenty-one years of

age, he drove hurriedly to the Six-Mile House and reached

there in time to shoot up his score, which he did fiuely,

making a clean score. We are indebted to the Secretary of

the Club, Mr. Funcke, for the appended score.

At 15 clay Digeons, 18 yards rise, 5 screened traps, 4th

notch, Six-Mile House, Sept. 6th, 1885.

E. Funcke 1 1111111111111 1—15
K. Dunshee 1 1111111111101 1—11
P. J.Walsh 1 1111111101110 1—13
W. Dunahsee 1 0111110111101 1—12
P Funcke 1 J l l loom 01 10 1— ll

T Headly 01110111001110—9
J Headly 110 1111011010—9
H.BIanken. l HiOOOllOiOllO— 9

B.Rowan 1 10011010010110—8
Sweepstake, at 10 clays, same conditions.

E. Funcke I 11111111 1-10
E. Dunshee 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I-
P. Funcke 1111010111—8
The Club held three rich gold medals to be won by those

making the three highest scores during the season, and after

Sunday's shooting it appeared that E. Dunshee, had won
first prize, with 76 breaks, Ed. W. Funcke, second prize,

with 74 broken birds, and P. J. Walsh, third, with 71.

Tomales Shooting Club.

'

A new club has been formed for the purpose of shooting

over the ground along the line of the North Pacific Coast

Railroad. F. H. Putzman, Jr., is President, and John J.

O'Farrel, Secretary.

In response to a general request the North Pacific Coast

road has consented to run trains each Saturday and Sunday
for the accommodation of shooters.

The road runs through a beautiful country, which affords

very good sport on quail and ducks, and the people along the

line of the road see no reason why they should be barred from
the advantages which alwaj's accrue from the presence of alot

of free handed, good fellows, such as sportsmen always are.

The request for special trains, in the form of a petition to the

railroad management, was signed by about three hundred
well-known and reputable citizens of San Francisco and
Marin counties, and the prompt consideration and favorable

action given by the railroad people entitles them to recom-

pense at the hands of those whose tastes lead them to Bhoot

and fish. *

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: The closing regatta of
the Pacific Yacht Club for the season of 18S5, last Wednesday,
was a decidedly interesting affair for all those who take an
interest in the pastime. The many advantageous points
along the city front from which a good view of the passing
flyers could be had, were well dotted with sight seers, many of
them assembling almost an hour previous to the start so as to

be certain to witness the nautical contest, or, more properly
speaking, that portion of it which would be observable from
the position which they had chosen. When it became known
that the Halcyon would not go over the course a great deal
of comment was indulged in, and among the many reasons
given out why the owners did not enter the yacht for the
struggle was the one—whether true or not it would not be
well to venture an opinion—that the sale of the craft was
contemplated and that it would not be to their advantage to
have her beaten by her rival on this occasion, the said rival,

as everybody knows, being the Lurline. ' There have been
many quiet trials between thpse two "big ones" of the bay,
and the Lurline has behaved in such a satisfactory manner
as to almost convince her admirers that in a race such as was
sailed on Wednesday, she would prove the faster of the two.
There was a good breeze at one o'clock, the time fixed upon
for the start, and the water in Mission Bay was as smooth
as a millpond. Had the yachtsmen known how
the fog was pouring in at the Golden Gate and there
abouts, there would hardly have been so many congratula-
tions. They all wanted a good breeze, but fog—the very
thought of it would have sent a cold shiver down their spinal
columns. Everything was in readiness. The sloops, the
captains of which were anxious to get over the line as soon
after gun fire as possible, passed up and down between Mis-
sion Rock and Long Bridge, never going so far from the
imaginary line as to be unable to get to it within a few min-
utes. The schooners were in no hurry for the start, those at

their helms reasoning, perhaps, that the longer they delayed
the more wind they would have, and as each was timed from
the time of crossing the line, this delay would be of advan-
tage. Besides this it is considered a little piece of "smart
management" to have as many contestants ahead as possible

in such a race, as they indicate where the favorable breezes
prevail; or, more important still, where the calm streaks

—

much dreaded by the managers of these white-winged racers

—

are to be encountered. By having numerous indicators to

assist him, a good man at the helm may often make his craft

record much better time than it would were he to start out
and trust to luck for his course. The little schooner Ram-
bler was the nearest when the gun sounded, she being nearly

opposite the starter's boat and going northerly. Her captain

made haste to go about and head for the stakeboat off Hunt-
er's Point. The trim sloop Annie, Commodore Caduc's pride,

was the next over the line, and then the Fleur de Lis came
booming along, sporting an immense flying-jib that

seemed to do more in the way of sending her
along than all ber other sails combined. "Where is

the Nellie?" some one asked in a high key, but none
of those within ear-shot seemed to be supporters of the trim

little Nellie, which, as if to answer the question, quickly put
in an appearance, heeling over under her spread of canvas

—

her ordinary sails, an immense stay-sail and flying-jib. The
sloop Thetis, with a new jib, next made her appearance and
followed in the wake of the Nellie. The whistle of the

starter's boat was sounded to hurry up the Lurline, which
was very tardy m makirg an appearance. She loomed up at

length and, at the rate she appeared to be cleaving along, it

was surmised that she would soon make up the distance

between her and the leader, if the breeze held out. After

rounding the stakeboat at Hunter's Point, the fleet seemed to

have changed their positions considerably, and when the

Oakland turn bad been made, there was still a greater dis-

tance. The yachtsmen on nearing Goat Island could per-

ceive the thin veil ahead, which gave the knowing ones

among them some idea of what they were to expect after they

had passed the protecting shelter of Telegraph Hill. The
tide was in their favor, and the trip past the water front was
quickly made. Ofi Meigg's wharf the Lurline had the lead,

but the Nellie was not far astern. The Fleur de Lis kept
well out towards Alcatraz. The thick fog prevented the

stake boat of Fort Point from being seeu and had not the

whistle been sounded some difficulty would have been found
inlocating it. The Lurline and Nellie were first and second
respectively in turning it and the others followed well strung

out. The positions of the leaders were somewhat changed
in making the run back as far as Front street wharf. The
Fleur de Lis had been crowded to the front, the Lurline well

up, and the Nellie to all appearances too far in the rear to

have muoh of a chance. She was kept so close in to the

wharves to avoid the strong ebb tide that she failed at times

to get enough of the breeze to keep her sails full. In

the run across to the bar rihe did well, however,

and iu the run over to Hunter's Point over-

hauled the Fleur de Lis and passed her. The
Lurline was the first to cross the winning line, she hav-

ing made the fastest time yet made over this course, for

which a special prize was awarded her. The Nellie was given

the prize for yachts of her class for ISSo, and also the champ-
ion flag and the first prize in the first-class. No one was
surprised at the Annie taking the prize for sloops, which she

did after a well-sailed race. The schooner Rambler, the

smallest of this rig iu the race, took the second prize.

Taken all in all the wind-up regatta of the yachting season

of 18S5, by the Pacific Yacht Club was a most interesting

event for all who witnessed or took hand in it. J. M.

Collins recently received a model of Eastern design with a
request to build a wee shaver of 22 feet after it. He remarked
its extreme shallowness—16 inches—for a boat of that size
and improved upon it by deepening the craft eight inches.
The craft, which has been finished, is to be taken down to San
Diego.

The sloop Fleetwing, which has been cruising about
Monterey Bay duriDg the Summer is expected to make her
appearance in San Francisco bay in a few days.

The sloop Fawn was sailed up to Clark's slough recently
by her owner, Rudy Ohm, who intends to soon begin his
annual raid on the duck tribe near that locality.

The sloop Alice has been taken from the water, and the
mast and rigging have been removed. She will not be sailed
any more this season.

There is a new schooner in frame at Farmer's in Oakland.

The Representative American Sloop.

I would like, through your columns, to express an opinion
in regard to the contestants for the America's Cup. I think
it would have been more fitting for the committee having the
matter in hand to have seleoted as a contestant for honors in
the trial races a full-blooded American sloop, without making
a concession at the start, which I claim the Puritan to be.
Her rig, her stern, her low weight are all a concession to the
Englishman. It seems to me that such a sloop as the Mon-
tauk, Grayling or Halcyon would make, with a mainsail and
jib, a more fitting representative of American ideas. I do
not believe in meeting the Englishman with anything that
has any English in it; and do not believe in shining with a
borrowed light, which a defeat of Genesta by Puritan would
virtually be. If we have to coucede anything lo the English,
let us do it after a square battle. The race at Newport for the
Goelet Cup stands as a concession to the Englishmen through
the performances of the Fortuna and Bedouin. The former
English in beam, rig, stern and low weight; the latter un-
doubtedly English, this race being a practical test of the
American and English type of schooner.

ATHLETICS.
Myers' Return-

A steam launoh loaded with admirers of Mr. L. E. Myers

cruised in the lower bay yesterday afternoon to greet the

champion runner on his return from Europe iu the Servia.

Among those in the launch were George W. Carr, President
of the Manhattan Athletic Club; Mr. G. M. L. Sacks, a liberal

patron of athletic sports; Dr Englisb, Messrs. George A.
AveTy, C. C. Hughes, F. M. Price, S. C. Austin, H. Frede-
ricks, A. Waldron, F. J. Graham, H. E. Bracks, J. McMas-
ters, and a dozen more active athletes.

Mr. Myers sailed for England on May 9th in company with
Mr. Sacks, for the beuelit of his health. His arrival among
English athletes was unexpected. They invited him to com-
pete with England's best runners. The voyage had rilled him
with vigor and ambition, and a week after landing he won a

quarter-mile race easily after conceding thirty-five yards
start. He next appeared at the Civil Service games, Lillie-

bridge, giving Cowie, champion of England, eight yards in a
quarter of a mile, and beating him twenty yards on a slow
track, in the rain, in 48 4-5 seconds. He was then in better

condition for running than ever before. About this time he
made the grandest performances of his life. In one day he
won the quarter scratch, the quarter handicap, and the half-

mile handicap, beating Cowie again in the quarter, and Suook,
champion at long distances, in the half. At Manchester,

June 27th, in the presence of 25,000 spectators, he conceded 45

yards in a quarter race, and literally walked in with one shoe,

in 49s. The correct time for this race has not appeared here-

tofore. On June 27th he won the championship of Euglaud
at a quarter mile and half mile.

Mr. Sacks arrived here about two weeks ago. Up to the

time he left Eugland Myers had won niueueu races. Since
that time he has added seven more to his list of victories.

The cash value of his trophies is over S1,0X>. Cowie was
not satisfied with his defeats. Mr. Sacks offered to back
Myersagainst him at 100, 200, 300. and 440 yirds. but Cowie
failed to keep|an appointment to arrange for the races.

Olympic Club Election.

At the annual election of officers for the ensuing year,

held on Monday last, the following gentlemen were chosen.

Three hundred and four votes were cast, a good showing
which speaks well for the Club. The ticket is an excellent

one, representing both the athletic element and that more
given to social entertainments. Under the new officers, and
with such facilities as it has never before had, the club should
show record breakers iu every line of competition.

President, Henry B. Russ, capitalist. 219 votes; Vice-Pres-

ident, Robert I. Bowie, physiean, 171 votes; Treasurer, Van-
derliun Stow, of Thos. Day & Co., 217 votes; Secretary,

Richard P. Doolan, bookkeeper, 304 votes; Leader, John A.
Hammersmith, 174 votes. directors: W. H. Seymour,
agent, 274 votes; B. F. Brisac, Ins. agent, 201 voteB; ffil-

luughby Cole, Attorney, 194 votes; F. O. Wegener.

170 votes; H H.Scott, Commission Merchant, 176

T, M. Pennel, Adjuster, Spring Valley W. W., 284 votes.
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Joe Howell at the Beach-

Brighton Beach, August 27tb-First Race—Purse, S250, of 'which

$60 to the second ; for horses that have run and not won at Brighton

Beach in 1885; selling allowances. One mile.

T> X) Davis' ch g Hickory Jim, [aged, by Dasher, dam unknown, ?5O0,

92 ibs B -
Williams 1

'

Penn Tetta'schh Bonnie Australian, 6, ?700, 105 lbs Covington 2
;

D J McCaull'sbg Joe Howell, aged, $U0O, 97 lbs McCarty 3

8 W. Street's bm Marie, 6, 8500,90 lbs McManus
|

F.Erzenger'sb g Baltazar, 6, S500, 92 lbs Rayford

Q E Hitcben's b h Lord Lyon.G, £500, 95 lbs Smith
j

R. Bradley's bf MollieB., 4, 3500, 88 lbs Griffith

W. Mulkey's ch g Eros. 4, $500, 90 lbs Meehan
W C Daly's ch g Embargo, 4, $500, 'JO lbs Moran

|

J.H. MeCormick's ch f Theo, 3, $500, 77 lbs Sinnot
j

V? Hamilton's b f Young Duchess, 4, $500, 88 lbs Watson '

J.S. Campbell's b m Eolina, 5, $500, 90 lbs Martin
I

Time, 1 :44J.

Pools : Joe Howell $40, Bonnie Australian and Hickory Jim $20 each,

the field $50. Mutuels paid, $23.55, for place 510.65, Bonnie Austra-

lian paid $9.60.

Bonnie Australian was first away to an excellent start. Joe

Hjwelt, Embargo and Baltazar followed Embargo. On the turn

embargo took the track and be made the running along the

backstretch and past the half with Joe Howell and Baltazar

his closest attendants. At the stable Hickory Jim moved up,

and turning into the etretch he took the lead, and, after a

driving race, he won by a neck, with Bonnie Australian sec-

ond, two lengths from Joe Howell.

Robert Bonner says: "I own Dexter and Rarus, each of

whom reigned as king in the course of his trotting career.

Dexter is old and in the sere and yellow leaf. Rams is still

frisky and fast. Neither of these, however, is to be com-
pared with Maud S. I do not say that within a year or two
a horse may not be brought out that will eclipse anything she

may be able to do, for in the advanced state of breeding at the

present day we do not know what to expect. I for one, would
welcome a trotter that could do it, for I have devoted a great

deal of time and money .toward finding out the limit of speed."

In regard to further efforts to be made by Maud S. this sea-

son to beat the record, Mr. Bonnar said: "I shall undoubt-
edly give further exhibitions with her, but just where or when
I have not, as yet, made up my mind, nor have I decided as to

whether I will"harness her double with one of my other horses

and see how fast a team can trot, though it is more than pos-

sible that I may do so. This I am determined upon, how-
ever, that everybody shall have an opportunity of seeing her
before she is permanently retired."

AQUATICS.

An Interesting Chat with a Famous Old Coun-
try Skipper.

Capt. Thomas Draper of the cutter Tleen, commonly called

in England Capt. ' 'Tom Duck, " comes from a family of yachts-

men, his father, in his day, being the best skipper England

had produced up to the time of his death some 2? years ago.

The old gentleman Draper was an expert in sailing racing

crafts, and many of the crack skippers of England to-day

gained not a few good points from him. For 13 years he

was sailing master of the famous English vessel Phantom,

and while in her the old gentleman took 150 prizes. It was

in the latter part of his career in this vessel that he took his

son Thomas, the present skipper of the Heen, at that time a

bit of a lad, under his instruction. Young Draper served

with his father in the Phantom and Niobe, and took charge
of the latter on the death of his father, being
at that time twenty-two years of age. Captain
Draper afterwards commanded the Christa Bell for

four years, at the expiration of which he took charge
of the famous yacht Norman. Under his control for 13 years
this vessel gained a world-wide reputation. The Norman
crossed the line 150 times a winner of prizes. After leaving
the Norman, Capt. Draper took charge of the Sleuth
Hound, and in her he added new laurels to his reputation.
He had the pleasure of sailing the Sleuth Hound against the
best tracts in England, and won the cup offered by the King
o' the -<etherlaudF, valued at £350; also a special cup, given by
-^ueeu Victoria, and a third cup offered Dy the Royal Yacht
Squadron uf London during one season. The race for the
cup given by the King of the Netherlands "took place off Cowes,
England, and created qu ite an excitement in Euglish yacht-
ing circles. Last year Capt. Draper was sailing master of the
famous cutter Marguerite, and in her once beat the Genesta,
on time allowance, the Marguerite being a much
smaller vessel. Capt. Draper, who stands at • the
head of English racing skippers, is a stout, able-
bodied man, 45 years old. He was born at Ichen Ferry, Eng.
He has the reputatioo of knowing more tricks about sailing
than any other skipper in the old country. As Capt.
Draper's knowledge of English yachts and yachting men is

very extensive, the writer called on him a few days ago to
get his opinion of the English crafts, especially of the Gen-
esta. Said Capt. "Tom Duck": "I do not consider the Gen-
esta the best vessel in England, though she is quite a fast

one. The Irex, owned by Mr. James, of Dublin, Ireland,
and sailed by Capt. O'Neil, is to my mind a much faster

vessel. Last year, possibly, the Genesta would have out-
sailed her, but the result of last season was as much in favor
of the Irex as the Genesta. This season the Irex is going
much faster. Mr. J. Beaver Webb told me recently that the
Irex was going over the usual course 10 minutes faster than
last year. I would have more confidence if the Irex would
start against the American vessel, instead of the Genesta,
though I think the latter will win, especially in the race 20
miles to windward and return. This race will be a hard one,
and the boats, more than ouce, will cover each other. It will
bo a beam and beam race at times. The Genesta is a better
vessel working to windward than either the Puritan or the
Priscilla; that is, judging from what I have seen, Bhe is

quicker in stays. In the 20 miles windward work, the Gen-
esta will beat the American yachts about five or ten minutes.
This will be too great an advantage for them to make up
running home, and, by the way, the Genesta runs quite
well."

"In what points does the Irex excel the Genesta?"
"The Irex is best running and reaching. She is the best

cutter in England reaching, and, barring the yawl Wendur,
which is 31 tons larger, she can outrun any cutter over there.
The cutter Majorie is the best vessel for windward work.
She can beat both the Irex and the Genesta, close hauled,
but what she gains in windward work they make up in run-
ning. The Majorie is smaller than either the Irex (84 tons)
or the Genesta (80 tons), being only 67 tons."

"It is stated that the Genesta has sailed over 14 knots an

hour. From your experience in the races with her, do yo.u
think this a fact?

"No sir. I have sailed with the Genesta in races, and she
never made such time. There is not a cutter afloat that can
sail 14 knots, and I know it—at least, there is not one in
Eugland. Mr. J. Beaver Webb told me that the Genesta
could sail 11} knots, but believe me, she can do better than
that. Had the Genesta been in the Goelet cup race, it is my
opinion she would have won, as the weather just suited her.
I watched the Puritan in the Eastern Yacht Club race off

Marblehead, a few weeks since. She went splendidly in that
race, and is a great boat reaching. Had the Genesta been in
that race, the Puritan would have beaten her. From wbat I
have seen of the Puritan and the Genesta, the latter is the
better yacht for windward work. Running, it is a close fit;

reaching, I believe the Puritan to be the fastest."

"What vessel do you consider the best all round yacht in
England?"
"The yawl Wendur, 116 tons, is the best boat in all kinds of

weather. In light winds she is surprisingly fast. In fact,

she makes her own wind. I remember that the Irex, Wen-
dur and Marguerite, the latter sailed by myself, left Newport,
on the Clyde, Scotland, on the same day, with the Wendur
well astern. The yawl went through both of us as if we were
anchored, although there was scarcely any wind. Captain
O'Neil of the Irex called out, 'When you get through with
that breeze, I should like to buy a pen'orth's of it.' The
Captain of the Wendur does not take all out of her that could
be got by a good man. Of the cutters, such as the Majorie,
Galatea, Marguerite, Irex and Genesta, the Irex is the best
'dm nee race vessel. She can sail well in both light and heavy
weather, and is the best cutter on two points—reaching and
running. It is a close fit dead windward between the Gen-
ista and the Irex. Could the Majorie sail as well reaching
and running as she does going to windward, she would be
equal to the best."

"Have you ever seen the Galatea sail in a race?"
"The Galatea is a new vessel, launched this Spring. I

came over to this country before she was rigged, and have
never seen her sailing. Word from home makes it out that
she is not so fast a boat as the Irex. She is new and will do
better after another season. She is now hardly in trim."
"Who are the principal designers of yachts in the old

country?"
"Watson is considered the best. He has built the best

all-round yachts. They average the best. He built the
Wendur, the Vanduva, Majorie, May and many other very
last vessels. Richardson has turned out a good vessel in
the Ires, The Stranger of Boston is from his plans. Mr. J.

Beaver Webb designed the Genesta and Galatea. These
three designers stand well at the head of the list, but I

believe all the yachtsmen will say that Watson is excelled by
none."

"What rank does Capt. Carter, of the Genesta, hold in
England as a racing skipper?"
"We never saw much of him in the races at home. He is

an East man from Wivernhoe. He was in a 20-tonner before
he took charge of the Genesta last year. Believe me, he
hasn't had the experience of some of us Southampton men.
Mr. J. Beaver Webb liked him very much, though."
"How does the cutter Heen compare with your English

vessels of her size?"

"Very well, though she is not in trim. She carried a lee

helm, and that is bad. Beside, her mast was too much in
the eyes of her. After the alterations are made she will be a
faster vessel. On the sail from New London to Newport, R.
I., we had a race with the cutter Stranger, and beat her 10
minutes. Both vessels were sailing side by side for quite a
piece, when our governor said : 'Captain, race money to all

hands if you beat the Stranger into Newport.* 'We'll try,' I
replied, and at ouce all the kites were set, and it was not
long before the Heen began to draw away from the Stranger."

"Is there uot going to 'be a private race at New York be-

tween the Stranger and the Heen?"
"Yes, after the alterations are completed. The cutters are

going to race somewhere near New York for a prize

"You have had quite a talk with Mr. J. Beaver Webb re-

garding the race for the American cup?"
"Yes, we talked it over, and Mr. Webb was not s6 confident

as he was. He is surprised at the fast sailing shown by the
Priscilla and the Puritan. In England the race is causing
quite an excitement, and the American newspapers are much
sought after. I sent home the Boston Herald's account of the
Eastern Yacht Club race, where the Puritan sailed so well.

It was copied extensively in the English papers. I have also
sent home the Herald's account of the Goelet cup race. It
gave a good report of the race, and contained many interest-

ing details for yachtsmen at home."
1 'Do you feel confident yourself that the Genesta will win ?"

"Fairly so, though I would prefer to see the Irex start. Of
course, I would be best pleased to see the English boat win,
the same as the Americans would be to see the American
yacht win. That's only natural. At all events, with fair

play, let the best vessel win. Whichever way it goes it will

start yacht building. I'm sure the Americans won't stop if

they are beaten, and I know at home the geutlemen will keep
on building fast ones.

:1

Capt. Draper was very willing to give' his opinion on yacht-
ing matters in England, though he wished it stated that per-
sonally he would prefer to remain quiet. If the yachting
public could gain any better idea of yachting in England by
what he might say, he was very glad of it. In the long con-
versation that took place with Capt. Draper, he showed a
very general knowledge of yachting matters, both in Eugland
and in this country, and expressed himself very intelligently

on all matters. He is universally conceded to be the best
skipper in England, and his opinions are of great weight. It

will be seen that he agrees with the American yacht experts,

who ridicule the idea of a cutter sailing 14 knots an hour.
Capt. Draper is under engagement to Mr. Arthur Padel-

ford, owner of the cutter Heen, for bix months, from May 1st.

He brought over a crew of eight experts, including his Ron,
Thomas, Jr., 19 years old. The latter he intends to make a
racing skipper of, so that the fame of the Draper family may
not run out. Captain Draper is undecided whether he will

return to this country next season. The cutter Clara, 29 ton-
ner, which lately arrived in New York, Capt. Draper says
was the fastest 20 tonner in England last year. He had two
cousins on board of her while she sailed in Eugland, and
they all pronounce her a very fast vessel.

—

Ex.

Portland Rowing- Association-

[Special Correspondence.]

The usual quiet of this sedate city during the last few days
has been disturbed by a plethora of sport, in the shape of
boat racing. It has been said the people of Portland are a
cold people, who take little interest in the out-door amuse-
ments so much appreciated in other towns of the same size,
and to see them in their everyday life the accusation seems
in some measure just. The occasion I refer to was the an-
nual regatta, last Saturday. I am surprised the boatmen of
Portland do not oftener treat the people to amusement of
this kind. Judging from the large and joyous crowds out
last week, I think they would be well rewarded by their en-
terprise. The regatta, patronized by a much larger crowd
of both sexes than would be seen in San Francisco at a, sim-
ilar event, was held, of course, on the Willamette river, which
is admirably suited to such events— wide, deep, and calm as
a mill-pond. Unfortunately, the surrounding country for
hundreds of miles has been on fire for a long time, and the
thick smoke settling down on the lowlands aud rivers sadly
interfered with the range of vision, and added greatly to the
stifling heat. Without the aid of glasses the contestants
could not be distinguished more than a few hundred feet
from the winning post.
Besides the pleasure boating give to others it really does

good, since it requires intelligence, quickness, nerve, judg-
ment and endurance. All proper out-door amusements,
reasonably shared, are good both for the sons aud daughters
of man. It is estimated that 7,000 spectators were present,
and I do not think that number far wrong. The programme
embraced six events, and some of the trophies were very
handsome and well worth winning. There was, however
no particular time made, or work done in any of them, nor
any close contests. The Director's Challenge Cup, the chief
event, was won easily by the Portland Rowing Association.
J. N. Teal, stroke, L. Quackenbnsh, A. J. Coffee, T B.
White, bow, beating the 'Willamettes, John Gill,' stroke"
A. Grant, A. R. McAlpin, F. N. Dunbar, bow. No official
time was taken. The Canoe race, four starters, was won eas-
ily, by Brotherton in the Rob Roy, who did some fine pad-
dling all through the race. The Junior Single Scull
Race was the,best of theday. It was won by E. Quackenbueb
of the P. R: A., beating A. B. McAipine, of the Willamette*)
by six lengths. The Pleasure Boat race, double oared, was
won by A.J.Coffee and C. J. Brotherton, beating J. N
Crabbe, and D. D.Shindler. TheShipsBoat Race was won by
the crew from the U. S. steamer Shubrick, the crew from the
British ship Portia being second. Of course, the man-of-war
crew had it all their own, and they certainly deserved all the
the laudation they received for their beautiful rowing. The
Scratch Canoe Race, with an upset in the water, ' was
amusing and well carried out. The three contestants wed*
overboard in the middle of the race, and it was really aston-
ishing to see how quickly they regained their fragile craft,
and how little water they shipped in doing so. The race was
won by Mr. Russell, beating Messrs. Emmons and Palmer.
The day's festivities closed with a dinner in the evening to
the winners. This formed a fitting close to the Annual
Regatta of 1885, which is allowed by all to be the most suc-
cessful ever given by the Portland Rowing Association. Cer-
tainly the arrangements for the races did the officers of the
Association and the city of Portland credit.

It must have been a very hard thing for the New Yorkers
to do, to choose the Boston boat Puritan to defend the Amer-
ican cup, instead of their own favorite Priscilla, built spec-
ially for the purpose. Still, the affair is a national and not a
local one, and the trials have proven the Puritan to be the
best all-round boat in the United States. We thought we had
reached the limit of speed in the American type in the Gracie,
Mischief, Arrow, etc., but they were left far in the rear, some
hull down, by both the new boats. Under such an incentive
as this contest has given, the Americans have themselves
made the progress in their own models and construction
which they have heretofore claimed was impossible. The
Genesta is going to have a more formidable competitor thau
either side expected when she started across the ocean.

There is a report that James V. Coleman's yacht Carmelita
left Montevideo before the order for her to put back to New
York reached there. In that ease there is yet a chance that
she will be seen in these waters.

HEED AND SWINE.
Beflnement of Swine.

The Secretary of the Sau Frauciseo Yacht Clnb received an
official letter from the Secretary of the New York Yacht Club,
tendering to the officers and members of the Sau Francisco
club, the use of the New York clubhouse during the trial

races and the races for the American cup. There are a few
members of our local club now in the East who availed them-
selves of the privilege thus courteously offered.

Joseph Grant, of the Halcyon, is going for a six mouth's
tour to Europe. The yacht, therefore, is laid up, as she did
not enter for the Faoifio Regatta on Admission Day.

We are not apt to associate the word refinement with swine,
at least, in the sense in which the word is generally used, to
describe that disposition which makes an agreeable table
companion, and yet there is constantly a tendency amono
some breeders to over-refine their swine. Breeding to a re-
fined standard may very easily be carried a little tco far, re-
sulting in a fineness of bones, small, semi-transparent ear,
and a body almost denuded of hair, charming, doubtless, to
the mere fancier, but objects of suspicion to the utilitarian
hog raiser, in whoso mind the possession of these attributesm an exaggerated degree, is associated with delicacy of con-
stitution, iufecundity, and a degree of trouble aud vexation
in raisiug the young pigs, only to be realized by those who
have had it to do. Some breeders will remember how at ono
time the Suffolks, highly esteemed as they then were, were
by many breeders so Icnely bred that sows' would only drop
four to six pigs at a time, aud these were as much trouble to
raise as so many delicate children, subject to chills if the
weather was the least cool, with hardly strength enough to
take their natural nourishment, succumbing to the slightest
exposure or to disturbances of the hovels to which the young
pig of feeble constitution is so prone.
A well-known writer says on this subject: "No man who

wants a hog for profit will have his wautB fully met
until he gets such as are hardy enough to staud pretty
Bevere cold, some neglect, aud he quite ready to thrive with
plain, even what would be rough feed for the exquisitely
bred aud pampered hog. The pigs of the Btronger kinds,
those with plenty of hair and not too lino bone, will survive,
though they are farrowed in cold weather, and this, tool
without extra caro and nursing. More pigs will be dropped
at each farrowing time, and it is sale to say that half a dozen
strong, well-haiied, thrifty sows will raise as many pigs in
ii BeaBon as will bo saved aud raised by ten sows exquisitely
bred aud accustomed to close conliuemeut. "—Lin: Stock
Journal.

Frequent stirring of the cream will obviate the difficulty so
often experienced in having the butter full of white specks.
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Prolific Cows-

Through the courtesy of General C. S. Preble, I have re-

ceived a copy of his report as Surveyor General and Ex-

Officio State Land Registar for the years 1SS3 and 1SS4. It

shows Humboldt county to be the most prolific cattle breed-

ing section of country on the globe. On page 69 of the re-

port I find that in 1SS3 Humboldt county had four hundred
and fifty cows, which produced three thousand five hundred
and twenty-five calves. In 1SS4 the cows decreased to three

hundred. This decrease might have been accounted for

upon the theory of the deaths which would likely occur among
cows which averaged nearly eight calves per year, but when
I find from the report that while we only had three hundred
cows in 1SS4 they produced four thousand five hundred
head of calves—fifteen calves to the cow—I can't account for

the great falling off of cows in one year. I knew that the

raising of cattle was a most profitable business, but I never

knew the secret of so great success before. But the most re-

markable thing in relation to the cattle business is that this

report, on page 70, shows that in 1SS3 and 1SS4 there was
not a bull in this county. What the number of calves would
have been otherwise there is no telling—unless indeed from
some climatic influence or other cause Humboldt county

does not have to depend on the usual course of nature to

raise cattle. There is another remarkable thing, -which I

gather from the newspapers, that the number of candidates

for the Governorship among the cattlemen is in about the

same proportion to the number of calves raised as the calves

are to the cows.

—

Silver State.

Transfers of Devons. A Remedy for Blind Staergers.

Some Practical Figures in Milk.

Mr. Tisdale has been experimenting in England upon the

milk of the four leading breeds. Their milk tested as to

richness, thus:

Guernsey, 4.S0 per cent, fat; 14.09 solids.

Jersey, 4.26 per cent, fat; 13.06 solids.

Shorthorn, 3.79 per cent, fat; 12.07 solids.

Dutch, 2*.97 per cent, fat; 11.OS solids.

Thus, it will be seen, the Guernsey milk was almost twice

as rich as that of the Dutch cattle; the Jersey came next. In

solids the Guernsey was three per cent, greater than that of

the Dutch, and one per cent greater than that of the Jersey.

The average annual yield of milk was, of 10 lbs. per gallon:

Shorthorns 700 gallons 1 Jersey 520 gallons

Dutch 650 gallons |
Guernsey 560 gallons

Marquis 2tl 3,387, Xellie, 0,312 Ontario Esp. Farm to Ramsey Bros.
Westfield, N. Y.

Billy 1,300, Director 2,712, Deck Wright 2.9-jl. Neiuophilla 3d 2,141, Bine
Eyes 4th 2,772. Bright Promise 3d 3,263, Blue Eyes 10th 6.049, De-
laine 5,580, Extra Fine 5,971, Thistle 5.994, J. Buckingham to W.
Rankin, Zanesville, O.

Bremer .i,001, Rosebud 2d 3.578, Melody A. 4,205, Lucretia 4,209, Pink
Waterloo 4,400. Melody Dee 4,973. Daisy Dee 5,099, Laura Lee 5.700,

Short Ears 5, 70L Clara Rvan 0,292, Wattie Pink 0,293. Daisy Ryan
6,294, Princess Choate 0.295, Rosebud Ryan 6,290, Rosebud Water-
loo G.297, N.B. Choate to D.J. Whitmore.Casstown, O.

Gen. Windham 2d 3,419, Queen 2d 4,258, Plum 4,259, W, Courtice to

Rumsey Bros., Westfield, N. Y.
Madoc 2,834, E. D. Hicks to E. D. Richards, Nashville, Tenn.
Exeter 3.391, A. J. Hutchinson to Allison Bros., San Diego, Cal.
Beauty Boyd 4,804, J. M. Miller to S. C. Work, Buffalo, Penn.
Macbeth 3,394, Miss Butterfly 0.270. Dinah 6.313, Lady Eulalie 6,324,

Lady Eliza 2d 6,333, Maid of Walpole 0,334, Red Rose 2d 0,335,

Lenora 0,330, Geo. Rudd to Rumsev JJros. , Westfield, N. Y.
Golden Locfcd 6,323, W. J . Rudd to Rumsev Bros . , Westfield, N. Y.
Belle Brandon 0,223, Lorolie 0,224. W. S. Smoot to G. W. Shafer, Otica

Mills, Md.
Leonore 2d 4,C28, A. Storrs to W. D. Pomeroy, Somers, Conn.
Rosbury Lad 2d 3,330, A. Storrs to E. Post, Norwich, Conn.
Lena 6,303, Favorite 6,304, Hopeful 0,305, H. N. Weed to D. IT. Yan

Hoosear& Son, Wilton, Conn.
Amebican Devon Cattle Club.

Zanesville, O.

In selecting a good milker a writer says: The udder should
be large and capaciotis; it need not be fleshy. It should be

broad and reach well forward. A large development of the

fore part of the bag is a more certain indication of quality

than the back part. The teats should be set wide apart, and
be of good size for handling. Teats which are small

nest to the udder denote small tubes inside the bag, which of

course is unfavorable to quantity.

A good cow is one tha
#
t has the habit of giving a good yield

of milk almost upto calving time. A moderate milker that will

afford a fair yield eight or nine months is far preferable to

the large milker that goes dry in from live to six months after

coming into the dairy.

The cow is in a large measure the creature of habits. With

her first calf she should not be permitted to dry up early, but

every possible effort should be made to keep her in the dairy

at least eight months. She may give but an insignificant

amount of milk during the last few months—not enough to

pay for the food she consumes, yet the experiment will pay.

The next year the cow will naturally, of her own accord,

without pushing or stimulating, be apt to milk up to the

time of the year previous. Then by the time she drops the

third calf the habit becomes a fixed one.

Dry off a heifer with her first calf so soon as she has been

in the dairy but a short period, and the consequence will be

that every year thereafter she will be inclined to dry off early.

This shows the value of habit and special training.

It is impossible to succeed as a breeder or feeder of live

stock without a thorough liking for domestic animals. If

your boy does not like to feed and handle stock, does not

like to Det them, he is not fit for a fanner. Better let him
turn counter-hopper, doctor, preacher, or something else that

he does really like.

The best means of making a profit from the dairy, is to

keen good cows and keep them well. Then let all the methods
of handling the milk be the best known, and always turn out

a prime dairy product to be put on the market.

The cream will not separate from the milk if it is constantly

subjected to shaking and jarring, and for this reason the milk

should "set" as soon as possible and not again be disturbed

until it is to beused.

The widespread prevalence of epizootic, cerebromeningitis

or "blind staggers" through the Attakapas country, its alarm-

ing fatality and the utter absence of any well-form-

ulated or efficient mode of treatment, impel me to offer

through the columns of the New Orleans Times Democrat
journal a remedy which has proven signally successful in

this parish.
Remove the affected animal to a cool, dry, shady spot,

shave the poll and neck for a space about three by eight

inches, and apply to the exposed surface a coating of the
green oil of flies, or catharidal collodion. If neither of these
be procurable use blistering cerate—seratum cantharides of

the United States Pharmacopoeia—warm slightly and rub
into the skin, then spead thickly to the desired extent on a
stout cloth, large enough to cover the place, and fasten in

position by means of tapes and strings. When a good blister

has raised, which will be in from twelve to eighteen hours,
it should be opened at its lowest point, the serum evacuated
and then dressed with olive or castor oil.

Unless the bowels move freely, administer at once four
drachms of aloes dissolved in warm water. If not convenient,
one-half of a pound doses of Epsom or Glauber's salts may
be employed. Saltpetre in tablespoonful doses, freely

diluted in water, should be given as a drink.
By all means avoid the reprehensible practice of drenching

through the nostrils. Many animals are killed in this man-
ner, the fluid passing into the lungs, and causing a fatal

pneumonia. Give as little medicine as possible, for where
the great nerve centre is involved, as in this disease, their

efficiency is exceeding problematical.

In the sudden or fulminating attacks relief is often ob-

tained by bleeding from the neck or under the eyes to the

amount of a quart or two. Only in these cases, however, is

phlebotomy admissible.

All animals not affected should be removed to a dry loca-

tion, with plenty of shade, given light food, hay, fodder or
bran, with good, cool well or cistern water for drinking.
This will prove an efficient preventive if carried into effect

soon enough, as the disease is caused by excessive heat and
drinking impure water.

—

J. E. Edwards, M. D.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Treatment of Grease or Scratches.

The chief end of the cow is to give milk and to raise

calves, and for these duties she should be bred and reared,

and cared for in such a way as to be best suited for this mis-

sion in life. A poorly bred cow has no business on any well-

conducted farm, and no difference how well bred she may be,

She cannot raise tine calves and give plenty of rich milk

unless she is given the best of care and food. The import-

ance of keeping well-bred cows, and breeding for the char-

acteristics desired on the farm and in the dairy, is being

more and more recognized every year by our progressive

farmers and dairymen. The cow is themother of our beef and

the source of our milk, butter and cheese—that is of the

pure article—and these are among the most important com-

modities of agriculture; and perhaps the value of these com-

modities exceeds that of those from any other one source.

Then it is that this feature of the farmer's business assumes

so much greater importance, and he should seek all the more

assiduously to improve his cows and his management of them.

The Kew England Farmer gives the following good sugges-

tive hints on butter-making: Sweet cream just removed from

the milk does not churn as rapidly as older cream that has

been "ripened." Cream when too warm is liable to give

trouble, and if too cold is sure to. Thin cream is longer in

coming than thick cream. Filling the churn too full is a

very common cause of trouble. Too rapid motion of the

dasher is liable to whip the cream into froth. The trouble is

more apt to be with the operator or cream than with the

churn. If churned very slowly there is liable to be so little

friction the butter will never come. By long churning the

temperature may change so much as to prevent success. The

cardinal points are, fill your churn but half full and see that

the temperature is right.

Hog pens and runs should not give off offensive odors any

more than the stables and pastures of horses and cattle, and

if they do something is wrong in their management, and

cholera is likely to devastate herds so kept. Cleanliness is a

specific preventive as well as remedy for many ills incident

to both man and beast, and filthy quarters may uot only be

the means of spreading disease in the herd; but also of dis-

seminating fever germs, etc., in the family. Many cases of

fever and diptheria may trace their origin to the dirt and

filth of one kind and another. As a rule the hog pens are

the most filthy places on the farm.—Stockman.

Many breeders and feeders claim that white or roan Short-

horns feed better than the reds, and we are glad to note the

breeders ignoring color and breeding for beef. The roan is

the Shorthorn trade-mark, and will again be the popular color.

The Jerseys, since they have ignored the color craze, have

made great progress oil their more practical points of butter

records. The white Kirklevington prize steer was a better

handler and better feeder than anv red or black steer at the

fafstock show.— Western Agriculturist.

In weaning a calf, or other young animal, it should be

moved entirely out of the healing of its dam, and both will

the soonerbecome reconciled to the separation.

The treatment of grease, or scratches, as the disease is

more commonly called in the United States, will depend

somewhat on the stage and intensity of the malady, as well

as on the state of the patient's health. In the early stages of

the disease attention muBt be paid to diet, ventilation and

cleanliness. If the heels are hot and swollen apply the fol-

lowing poultice: One-half pound powdered slippery elm;

two ounces of fine salt. Mix to a proper consistence with

hot water, and, when cool, spread a portion on cotton cloth

and bind it on the parts. Should the horse be "humory,"

or even in "good condition',—fat—a mild cathartic will be

indicated, consisting of powdered aloes, four drachms; pow-

dered gentian, two drachms, and powdered ginger, one

drachm. Mix the above (if a ball is required), with honey,

or, if it be more convenient to administer a drench, dissolve

the mass in one pint of warm water and sweeten with

molasses.
On the other hand, if the horse shall be in a poor condi-

tion, the medicine can be dispensed with, and a generous

diet'allowed, together with a meal of grass occasionally, if

the season permits. If the patient does not improve in con-

dition, we may infer that the disease will not mend until the

health is restored, and, in view of accomplishing that object,

give powdered gentian, sassafras, sulphur, ginger and tine

salt, one and a half ounces each; and oatmeal one pound.

Mix, divide into twelve parts, and give one in the food night

and 'morning. In either case it will not be good policy to

continue the poultices for any length of time; for knowing

that warmth and moisture combined, in the form of a poul-

tice, are relaxing, and therefore enervating, and that grease,

in its early stage, is merely augmented issue, the poultice

might have the effect, if repeated, of inviting fluids to the

parts. Still the ingredients might be so combined as to pos-

sess astringent properties. The following is an example:

Slippery elm or flaxseed, ad libitum; equal parts of powdered

bayberry bark and charcoal. Mix. Perhaps, with the addi-

tion of a small quantity of salt and bloodroot, this poultice

would form the most proper one in the advanced stage of the

disease, as astringents have a tendency to suppress the secre-

tion and the discharge, sooner or later, becomes arrested.

After poulticing the parts, as the nature of the case seems to

demand, endeavor to aid Nature in her efforts at restoration

both by local and general means. If, for example, the heels

crack, become dry, hard and contracted, the surface should

be smeared over with equal parts of linseed oil, powdered

charcoal aud powdered sulphur. Mix the charcoal and sul-

phur with a sufficient quantity of oil to make it of the con-

sistence of cream, and apply it to the parts with a brush

night aud morning.
_

The general means imply a restoration of all the secretions

aud excretions by the use of alteratives. The following is a

good example: Equal parts of powdered sulphur, powdered

bloodroot powdered sassafras, cream of tartar aud skunk

cabbage. Dose, half an ouuee, night and morning, mixed

with the food.

There is one remedy which has been found well adapted

to almost every case of grease, or scratches, and it is highly

recommended. It consists of equal parts of pyroligneous

acid linseed oil and turpentine. Mix. Let the heels first be

washed with lukewarm water and castile soap, after wiping

them dry applv the mixture. Repeat night and morning.

In order to keen down morbid granulations, denominated

by some "proud" flesh," the carts may besprinkled daily

w"ith one of the following articles: Powdered bloodroot, pow-

dered burnt alum or powdered bayberry bark. Put on a good

coating of one of the above articles, cover the sore with dry

lint and apply a bandage over all. It should be borne in

mind that bandages should always be dispensed with if

possible, for .they invariably irritate and iutlame whatever

parts they are applied to. This is owing to the high state of

sensibility in the skin of the horse.— Western Sportsman.

The literature expended in stating how to cure balky
horses would fill volumes. Unfortunately no one of the

alleged remedies work except partially and with individual

horses, says an exchange, and none will cure the inveterate

balker. These only will go when the notion takes them, and
next to a kicking horse, a horse with blind staggers, or a
crazy horse—for horses as well as humankind are Bubject to

lunacy—no animal is more to be dreaded than a balky horse.

The most reasonable rule to follow with a balky horse is to

allow him to entirely forget what made him balk, and then
start him with a lightened load. The most feasible plan with

a balky horse, if he does not go off after examining every part

of the harness, to see that there is no disability there, is to

take him out of the harness, except the bridle, and ride him
smartly until he goes steadily. Then hitch him up again. It

is useless to beat him, though this sometimes does make him
start, because he forgets his trick, yet it is brutal. A horse

never balks from laziness. It is the high-strung horse that

gives this trouble, and hence the fault originally is with the

truiuer or driver. Some horses that have had rest for a con-

siderable time balk upon being first hitched up. With such
one must have patience. They will go off iu a short time if

no attention is paid to their freak. If they are still more ex-

cited by whipping, shouting, or fussing the habit becomes
confirmed. In fact, few horses become confirmed balkers

unless the trainer or driver is balky. The colt in training

should never have a load that cannot be easily pulled any-

where, and he should not be so overworked that he loses

courage. With older teams not entirely true, if they will not

pull the load after two or three fair trials, take off a part or

hitch another team ahead until the difficult place is passed.

A little judgment, the exercise of common sense, and an even
temper in the driver, will accomplish wonders with a team

not thoroughly fixed in the habit of balking.

POULTRY.
"Let the chickens take care of themselves," is the poultry

maxim of too many fanners. As a consequence they are

either fastened out of the barn, stable and granary, aud from
Spring to Spring pick a precarious living wherever they can

steal it easiest; or what is, if possible, a worse way, they may
be found robbing the cows and horses and sheep and pigs

when fed, and roosting, as suits their fancy, over the harness

in the stable, on the reaper, or on the top of the family car-

riage. By either plan (or want of plan) they become a

nuisance. The farm hands, disgusted with "the vile things,"

wage a perpetual war against them, and many a hen narrowly

escapes a broken wing from a blow by a fork-handle, while

many a half-grown chick is tramped to death by the horses

about whose feet it was compelled to scratch for its dinner.

Better, far better, than to keep fowls under such circum-

stances, would it be to buy eggs for family use. Two dozen

per week, at 20 cents per dozen, would be an actual outlay

of only about $20 per year, and a dozen hens will destroy

twice that amount of harness, machinery and fruit in a year,

if allowed to do so; and with that kind of care wi'l scarcely

be able to lay the 104 dozen of eggs. But give those dozen

hens a clean, comfortable house and see that they are there

every night, giving them their liberty at snch times of the day

and year as will not allow them to interfere with the vege-

table and fruit garden, and they will, if allowed $10 worth of

crain, lay uot merely the 104 dozeu of eggs for home use,

worth of course the $20 cash, but 70 dozen besides, worth

$14 more. Iu other words, the table is supplied with eggs,

and enough are sold to pay the entire cost of feeding the hena

ou home-grown grain at market price, while by the other plan

the table is supplied at a cash outlay of $20, and yon are not

always sure of fresh eggs either.

For selling next February and March and for laying next

Summer, chicks should be hutched this month. It is a fact

worth remembering that August aud September hatched pul-

lets make precocious and prolific layers. At the same time

the average farmer has no business with Fall hutched chick-

ens. He has no place to put them aud, "ten to one," he will

not take care of them.

The little folks should be encouraged to raise a brood or

two of Bantams. The eggs and fowls should be their exclu-

sive property, nnd they should have the entire care ol

They will thus learn to bear greater responsibility

early enough this month to hatch a few of these pretty I

pett.
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Dates of Meetings.

State Agricultural Society, Sacramento, Sept. 7th to 19th.
Stockton Fair, September 22d to 26th.
Ninth District Agricultural Association, Robnerville, Sept. 22 to 25.

Santa Clara District, San Jose, September 28th to October 3d.
District No. 11, Greenville, September 28th to October 2d.
Monterey Agricultural Association, Salinas, Cal., Oct. 6 to Oct. 10.

Thirteenth District Agricultural Society, Marysville, Oct. 7 to 10.

District Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 20th to
Oct. 24th, inclusive.

Nevada State Fair. Reno, Oct. 12th to 17th.

Notice.

H. P. Metcalf lias not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1S84. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. "We

again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

boots which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

The Match at Portland-

The match race made by L. B. Lindsay and Jay

Beach was trotted on the 31st, ult., and details will be

found elsewhere in this issue. Viewed on its merits as

a performance simply, it was an ordinary affair, but on

account of the size of the stake, $5,000, and the active

partizanship of the friends of the rival stallions, it was

probably the most sensational turf event Oregon has

ever witnessed. Mr. Lindsay ownsHambletonian Mam-
brino, by Menlaus, his dam Olean, by Border Chief, sou

of Mambrino Chief. Mr. Beach has Altamont, by

Almont, his dam by Brown Chief, son of Mambrino
Chief. In the maia lines these horses trace to the

same sources, but Altamont has a record and a reputa-

tion as a trotter that tells in his favor, and Mr. Lindsay

proposed, as a test of the comparative value of the

horses as sires, a match for the modest sum of $500 a

side. Mr. Beach declined to trot for so small a sum, but

suggested $2,500 a side, which Mr. Lindsay promptly

agreed to and the articles were signed. It was a post

stake, the parties being allowed to select any of the get

of their respective stallions that they thought most likely

to win the race. Three weeks before the day appointed

for the trot the forfeit was put up, and Mr. Lindsay pur-

chased from W. H. Ladd the bay mare Jane L. t from a

mare by Paul Jones, and put her in training. The time

was short and the mare was high in flesh when the trial

came, although she won it. But if Mr. Lindsay made
a mistake in this regard the other side made them by the

dozen. It was expected that Spring Hill would be rep-

resented in the race by some one of the well-known

sons or daughters of Altamont near home, but Mr.
Beach passed them by and went down to Yreka to look

at the five-year-old gelding Syphon, owned by Dr. H.D.
Robertson. This was undoubtedly wisdom on his part.

Syphon was bred at the old Cascade Farm near Link-

ville, and sold to Dr. Robertson at two years old, for

$200. His dam, Lucy Thomas, was by Mike, he by
"Vermont, out of a Whip mare, and Syphon, in addition

to being a trotter by inheritance, ought to bo game till

dark. On his arrival at Yreka, Mr. Beach found that

Syphon was out to grass and had been for some time,

but he bad him caught up and harnessed, and it is re-

ported that, soft as he was, the horse showed quarters on

the Yreka track in 35 seconds. This was good enough

for anybody, and Mr. Beach bought him at once for

$2,000, saddled him and rode him the same day to the

Virginia ranch, 16 miles, and the next day over the Sis-

kiyou mountains 35 miles to Ashland. The same even-

ing that he arrived in Ashland Syphon was put aboard

the cars, his first railroad experience, and given a twenty-

two hour's ride. Training began immediately after his

arrival, and the horse appears to have never recovered

from the exhaustion. He came to the race in sorry form

to battle for a big stake and the honor of a family, and

was beaten. The race really decided nothing except the

ownership of the stakes, and another match under more

favorable conditions might be of some value to the breed-

ers of Oregon. Mr. Lindsay was at a disadvantage, and

could undoubtedly make a better showing with a little

time to prepare, and Mr. Beach certainly can do better

than be distanced in 2:31£. Syphon may have been

rebellious, but at this distance it looks as though he had

a right to be. No doubt there was great anxiety to win

the match, but the treatment of its chosen representative

is something of which Spring Hill Farm ought to be

heartilv ashamed.

The Vacancies at Stockton.

The purae for 2:26 pacers, offered by the San Joaquin

Valley Association as a substitute race, has failed to fill,

which fate also befell the reopened 2:20 trotting class

In lieu of these the society has decided to give a purse for

district two-year-old trotters, and a purse of $300 for a

running race, free for all, a dash of a quarter of a mile.

This latter race will close on Thursday week, Sept. 24th. It

ought to attract all the sprinters and meet a kindly re-

ception in the southern part of the Valley, where the

"quarter horse" still maintains a cousiderable standing

as a racer. The 440 yard style is voted an unmitigated

provincialism by the high-toned turfmen of to-day, but

fashions move in cycles, and as distances are gradually

shortening, possibly we are all gravitating towards the

three-quarter post as a starting point. However, the

cross roads track is not yet in sight ahead of us, and the

San Joaquin Association is the first one in the grand

circuit to brush the dust of half a century from the

quarter horse and recognize him by giving a place in

their programme. Racing men who affect that style of

sport will no doubt be acute enough to see that it is not

often that they can get on a race where the amount of

money is to be won as will be accessible at Stockton dur-

ing the fair meetings. The society will also give a liberal

purse for the free-for-all class of trotters, if a race of that

kind can be made up.

Mr- Pierce's Prize Winners.

The Yerba Buena head of Jerseys and Guernseys won

all the prizes they competed for at the Oakland Fair, viz:

Jerseys, Alderneys and Guernseys. Best three-year-old

bull, Jack Lowe (7518).

Best two-year-old bull (Guernsey), Vim of Yerba Buena
(609).

Best one-year-old bull, Dexter of Y. B. (11964).

Best cow, three-year-old, Mon Plaisir of Yerba Buena
Ranch (12622).

Second best cow, three-year-old, Coomassie of Y. B.

(17223).

Best cow, two-year-old, Yesso of Y. B. (204S4).

Best cow, one-year-old, Plume of Y. B. (25535).

Best heifer calf, Queen of Y. B.
Herd prize for thoroughbred Jerseys—Ayrshires and

Devons competing in same class—one male and four females,

over two years old:

Bull—Jack Lowe (751S). Cows—Mon Plaisir, of Yerba
Buena Ranch (12622), Coomassie, of Y. B. (17223). Jou-
Jou, of Yerba Buena (11609), Princess, of Yerba Buena
Ranch (12626).

Herd prize in same class as above—one male and four

females under two years:

Bull—Dexter of Y. B. (11964). Heifers—Plume of Y. B.

Patti of Y. B. (25534). Queen of Y. B. Silvia, of Y. B.

(25536).

The improvement in this herd since shown two years

ago is marked, and proves what can be done when an

owner is determined to "breed forward." Judges who
are acquainted with the best herds at the East and on

the Island where these celebrated cattle are raised, pro-

nounce the Yerba Buena Herd equal to any. Mr.

Pierce, the owner, has issued a catalogue of the animals

he is exhibiting, from which we note that 70 cows

spoken of with butter records of from 14 lbs. to 46 lbs.

12^ ozs., are closely related in blood to this herd.

Pierre Lorillard has cabled to England for a jockey. Both

Fred Archer and Tom Cannon, having at different times

Bhared Mr. Lorillard's confidence, have been requested to

use their influence in inducing some good jockey to make
the autumn campaign in the States in Mr. L.'s cherry jacket.

Olney is a very capable lad, but he is growing so fast that in

reducing weight he so weakens himself that he is unable to

finish, and it is impossible for him to do justice at low
weights.

Trotting Records.

We have received with the compliments of E. King
Dodds, Editor of the Canadian Sportsman, Toronto, a copy 1

of his "Annual," containing a list of the 2:30 trotters to |

the close of 1885, and a mass of other matter, special and
statistical, of interest mainly to provincial sportsmen.

We have seen most of the annuals published East this

year, possibly all except Mr. Chester's supplement to

trotting records, and we can say for Mr. Dodd's handy
little volume that it is the first one that has come under

our eye in which the records of our California horses are

correctly given. There are some errors in the names, as

for instance, Nellie R. is given Nettie R., and Guy Wilkes

appears as George Wilkes, but on the main point, the

figures, the book is reliable. There are several of these

annuals floated in the East every year, but the compil-

ers, as a rule, regard California as a far-a-way depend-

ency where the tracks are short, the watches slow, and the

records not entitled to credence until they are at least

two years old. We enroll Mr. Dodds among the honor-

able exceptions.

A Brother in Blood to Nutwood.

In an advertising column this week appears a card

from Dr. J. R. Boyd, of Defiance, Iowa, offering for sale

the six -year-old stallion, Davenant. Davenant is by

Belmont (Alexander's), his dam Dahlia, by Pilot, Jr.j

and is brother in blood to Nutwood. Dr. Boyd goes

fully into details in his advertisement, and is so entirely

fair in his proposition that he should secure a buyer for

his horse without difficulty. In California, where the

get of Nutwood are so well thought of, there ought to be

a score of customers for Dr. Boyd's young stallion.

Closing- Day Postponed.

The day of closing for the trotting purses of the Nevada

State Fair, which was originally set for Sept. 1st, has

been postponed to the 21st inst. The fair opens at Reno,

Oct. 12th, and is the first exhibition and race meeting

under the new order of things, the Nevada State Board

of Agriculture. Entries should be addressed to C. H.

Stoddard, Secretary, Reno, Nevada. The programme

and conditions will be found in our advertising depart-

ment.

Entries at Greenville.

[

D. L. Haun's Maxwell.
|
P. Garrett's Wallace G.

The following is the list of entries to the races of the 11th
District Fair, to open at Greenville Sept. 2Sth. Three purses
failed to fill, but the Association will offer the money for

special races to be arranged after the horses arrive.

No. 1—Trotting, 3 in class.

Frank Spring's Bob. I Geo. Dougherty's Victor.

D. L. Haun's Maxwell.
|
L. W. Lee's Reno Bell.

No. 2—Running, three-year-olds.

Wni. Cole's Fred. I Jo Dyson's Gypsy.
H. J. Hathaway's Dixie.

|
Jo Dyson's Red Bird.

No. 4—Running, one-quarter of a mile and repeat.

C. D.VBoyden's Bingo. I
W. Thompson's Stoneman .

Jas. Welch's Fox.

No. 5—Trotting, 2:30 class.

C. Sherman's Chevalier.
C.H.Lawrence's W.- Tell.

No. 6.—Three-fourths mile dash, two-year-olds.

C.H.Lawrence's Mattie Pratt. |
Jo Dyson's Topsy.

Wm. Cole's Dexter.
j
Jo Dyson's Mingo.

No. 7—Running; Mile and a half dash.

Jo Dyson's Lige Clark. I
Wm. Cole's Nell Banta.

S.Garrett's Snuff Box. j
James Henry's May Boy.

No. 10.—Trotting, 2:40 class.

C. Sherman's George Wapple. I Geo. Doughtery's Victor.

Frank Spring's Bob.
|
L. W, Lee's Wm. Crabb.

No. 11—Running, mile dash.

Wm. Thompson's Stoueman. I Wm. Cole's Nell Banta.
Jas. Henry's May Boy.

|
Jo Dyson's Lige Clark.

No. 12.—Trotting, four-year-olds and under,

P. Garrett's Wallace G. I C. Sherman's Slatterly

W. Gardner's Pashaw. | D. L. Haun's Maxwell.

No. 14—Trotting, 2:50 class.

P. Garrett's Wallace G. I D. L. Haun's Maxwell.
W. Gardner's Pashaw.

j
Geo. Dougherty's Victor.

Chas. ShermanjB Chevalier.
|
L. W. Lee's Reno Bell.

Frank Spring's Bob.

No. 15—Running, one-half mile and repeat.

P. R. Welche's Piuto.
Jo. Dyson's Lige Clark.

C. D. Boyden's Bingo.
Wm. Thompson's Bertie R.
Wm. Cole's Nell Banta.

No. 16—Running, one and one-quarter mile dash.

Wm. Thompson's Stoneman, I Jo? Dyson's Lige Clark.

Jas. Henry's May Boy.

No. 17—Trotting, Single Buggy.

C. Sherman's Picnic.

C. H. Lawrence's Gorret.

No. 18—Trotting, 3 in 5, free for all

L. W. Lee's Jack.

F. Spring's Bob.
L. W. Lee's Wm. Crabb.
D. L. Haun's Maxwell.

A. H. Knight's Overland.
Gore «fc Smith's Graves.
C. Sherman's Geo. Wapple.

No. 19—Walking—Stallions

Wm. Thompson's Lost Boy.
C. Sherman's Slatterly.

No. 20—Ruuuiug, 2 miles and repeat, free for all.

Jo Dyson's Lige Clark. I R. Edward's Dave.
Sum Garrett's Snuff Box.

C. II. Lawrence's Wm.-Tell.
D. L. Haun's Maxwell.
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The State Fair Races.

Racing at the State Fair was inaugurated on Thursday.
There could not have been a finer afternoon and there could
scarcely be a faster track, certainly no better, and thus two
of the main requisites for an enjoyable race were found for
the opening.
The first on the card was the Occident Cup for

three-year-olds, and the starters were Luella, Kismet and
Lohengrin. In the opinion of pool buyers Kismet was greatly
superior, so much so as to warrant wagering $S0 on him to

Sl-t on the others, without a strong desire to speculate at

these odds.
First heat.—There were seven scores. Luella had the pole,

with Kismet second, Lohengrin on the outside. When one
furlong was trotted Kismet's superiority was plainly manifest;
he had lead enough to take the pole at the quarter, was sev-
eral lengths ahead at the half in 1 :15, far in advance at the
three-quarter, and jogged home in 2:34. There was a close
contest for second place, Lohengrin gaining it by a neck.
Second heat.—The second heat was only varied by the

favorite breaking on the first turn and again when coming
home; Lohengrin was a good deal closer than before at the
finish, Luella a loDg way behind. Time, 2:31J.

SUMJIARY.
California State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 10.— The Occident

Sta&ee for three-year-olds, foals of l--i; entries to close Jan. 1st, 1884:
$100 entrance, of which $25 is to accompany nomination; 825 to be paid
Jan. 1,1335. and $50 thirty davs before the race. The Occident Gold Cup..
of the valueof SMO.tobe added bv the soeietv. Mile heats. First colt.'
cap and six-tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third Colt, one-tenth of
stake.

Kismet, be by Sultan, dam Sauce Box—L. J. Rose 1 1
Lohengrin, b c by Echo, dam Vixen, by Geo. M. Patcben, Jr.—

Kane lio del Paso _ 2 2
Luella, blk f. by Sultan, dam Ella Lewis—Ira RamsdeU 3 3

Time.2:34, 2:31)*.

The second race was for the 2:25 class, and in that Sunny
Slope's superiority was again held to be so great that Ruby
was barred in the pools. The starters were Ruby, Thapsin,
Magdallah, Olivette, Scandinavian and Marin. The pools,

to be decided by second place or better, were, Thapsin $60,
Magdallah $21, all others, grouped in the field, SS.

First heat—There was a tedious time scoring. Ruby
behaved badly; she either broke before reaching the starting

point or hobbled about. Nine times was this repeated, and
when at length the signal was given the favorite broke soon
after. Magdallah was also unsteady, Olivette getting the lead
on the turn and passing the quarter first, Magdallah second,
Thapsin third, the others far in the rear. On the backstretch
Magdallah passed Olivette, and Thapsin mended his position,

so that when they straightened for home, though Magdallah
etill led, Olivette was in close proximity, and Thapsin not
far off. Both of the leaders broke twice in the last quarter,

Thapsin trotting fast and steadily, crossing the score one
length in fK>nt of Magdallah, she half a length in front of

Olivette. As Magdallah ran some in her breaks, Olivette was
given second place. Ruby fourth, Scandinavian fifth, and
Marin last. Time, 2:23.

Second heat—The result of the first heat gave some confid-

ence to pool buyers, and Ruby was no longer harred in the

betting. The rates, however, showed that confidence in Ruby
was still strong. She sold for §25, Thapsin $10, the field $5.

For the second heat not much time was wasted in scoring,

as at the second attempt a very fair start was given, though
soon after Ruby broke, as did Thapsin. Olivette, trotting

fast and steadily, was two lengths in the lead at the quarter,

in 36J seconds, with Magdallah second, Thapsin third. Ruby
had got settled and was trotting very fast, overhauling the

leaders rapidly, and at the half in 1:12, she was a trifle in the

lead of Olivette, and from that point interest centreed in the

strife for second place. It was a close contest between
Olivette and Magdallah. At the seven-furlong post both
broke, and Olivette catching the quickest was within four
lengths of Ruby when the winning score was reached, the

order being Ruby, Olivette, Magdallah, Thapsin, Marin,
Scandinavian. Time, 2:22.

Third Heat—Pool selling was at an end. The first and
second place was thought to be settled. Should Ruby win
in straight heats henceforth, Thapsin was victor for second
place. At the fifth score they were off to a capital start, ex-

cepting that Scandinavian was behind. No longer Ruby
bothered with bad behavior. Trotting smoothly she had a

commanding lead at the quarter in 35 seconds, Olivette and
Magdallah next. Going down the backstretch Thapsin took

second place, and when Rnby went past the half, in 1:10, he
was not far behind—far enough; however, to have small

chance to win the heat, and though Ruby jogged the last 100

yards comparatively slow, she was several lengths in advance
of Thapsin. Scandinavian came in third, though that place

was given to Magdallah, Olivette fifth and Marin last. Time,
2:22*.

Fourth Heat—Before the fourth heat was called that all

over but cheers was the impression of ninety-nine hundredths
of the assemblage, and no one was willing to hazard a small

sum against a large that Rnby would lose, or that Thapsin
would fail to obtain as good as second place. Ruby led from
start to finish with a lead that was never in the least in jeop-

ardy, the quarter was made in 36 seconds, the half in 1:10},

the mile in '2-.2U; Olivette second, Magdallah third, Thapsin

fourth, Scandinavian fifth, Marin last.

SU1QIART.

Same Dav—Purse 31,200; 2:25 class.
Rubv, b m, bv Sultan, dam bv Hambletonian—L. J. Rose 4 111
Thapsin, blk'g.by Berlin—E. H. Miller, Jr. —.1 4 2 1

Olivette, br m, bv Whipple's Bambletonian—A- C. Dietz 2 2 5 2

Magdallah, .;h in', bv Primus— T. W.Donatlian -3 3 3 3

Scandinavian blk g, by Black Hawk, Jr.—P. Johnson 5 6 4 5

Marin, b h, bv Quinns Patchen—P. Farrell 6 5 6 6
Tlme,2-^J,2:22, 2:22)4,2:24^.

Then came the pacing race for that class of horses which
had not beaten 2:35. For this the starters were Tony Lee,

Nevada and Pocahontas. Nevada was the favorite at $25 to

¥11.
First Heat—When they started the three were even, Pocahon-

tas breaking when crossing the carriage-way leadiug,to the field.

Tony Lee and Nevada went at a lock all the way around the

first turn neither having an advantage, to the quarter in 37

seconds. A few yards beyond, Tony Lee broke, falling away
back. Pocahontas pacing fast, after recovering from her

break, she was not far behind Nevada at the half, in 1:14.

The contest down the stretch was exciting. Nevada had the

best of it, and by most of the spectators was given first place,

but the official announcement was otherwise, and Pocahontas
was decided the winner of the heat in 2:26!, Tony Lee nearly

a distance behind.
Second Heat—Pools: field $40, Nevada $55. Again Poca-

hontas broke when crossing the mark made by the carriages,

and Nevada had a long lead at the quarter in 36 seconds.

Pocahontas had reduced his lead at the half, in 1:12, and the

struggle down the homestretch, as in the previous heat, was
such as to awake cheers from the spectators. To those on
the opposite side of the judges' stand it seemed certain that

Nevada won the heat, and when the announcement came that

Pocahontas had won there was a commotion. The differ-

ence unquestionably came from the difference in point of
view. These were by far the most exciting finishes of the day,
and evoked cheer after cheer. The time of the heat was
2:2V_.

Third Heat.—Pools: Pocahontas $60, Nevada $21. Hickok
took the place of Lindon as driver of Nevada, and thechange
inspired his backers with renewed hopes. They were des-
tined to be blasted, for though Nevada carried Pocahontas to
two breaks and had a commanding lead at the half, in 1:11,
he made a bad break on the homestretch, and Pocahontas
came in an easy winner in 2:29.

SUMMARY,
Same day. Pacing—Parse 9600. 2:35 class.

Pocahontasch m.bf Washington—y. C, Trvon ill
Nevada bs, by Uen.Reno— W. B. Todhnnu-r 'J 2 2
Tony Lee gg, by James i-ick—H. G. Cos... 3 3 a

Time, 2:26y, 2:24J$, 2:23.

The $5,000 Match at Portland-

[Rural Spirit.]

During the few weeks prior to the consummation of the
match the general belief here was that Mr. Beach would name
and trot Almonette, owned by Maj. J. L. Hallett, of Washing-
ton county, or Oneco, owned by McKnight Bros., of Aibanv.
But on the day that the $3,000 forfeit money was deposited
it was rumored that Mr. Beach was in Yreka, Cal.. and that
he had gone there to obtain Syphon, a bay five-year-old geld-
ing by Altamont, and owned by Dr. Robertson, to whom Mr.
Beach sold the colt when two years old. This rumor had the
effect to make the friends of Hambletonian Mambrino think
there was "a hen on." However, the forfeit went up, and in
a few days Mr. Beach arrived here with "the new horse.'
This had a paralyzing tendency for an afternoon. "Have you
seen him?" was inquired. "Yes; I have," answered one of
the "Ham" men; "and although there are aces and kings and
queens and right and left bowers in every trotting-horse
paek, I don't think with all the shuhiing and cutting that can
be done this fellow will prove a trump. He isn't in condi-
tion. He might stand a rub, but he never can go the three
in five, " and Ham stock was strong. In a few days more news
flew around that the bay gelding was going like a whirlwind,
and there was some weakness in spots. Again, the inquiry,
"Do you think the boys will put up';" A few more days and
the news came that Syphon had weakened; that his old
trainer and driver had been telegraphed for. "Yes; you bet
the Hamites will put up; but will the Altamonts?" Syphon
stock run down, and was going dead on the market until his
old trainer arrived. This gave hopes. He exercised him and
he did well. The day arrived for the balance of the money
($2,000) to be put up. It so happened that both parties came
to the front at the hour, and the money went up with a will.

"We are going to have the race, dead sure," was to be heard
on every corner. This was Saturday. The horses were named.
In the evening the pool selling indicated that Jane L., the
get of Hambletonian Mambrino, was favorite; she selling for
$55 against $40 for Syphon.
Monday came in clear and pleasant (the atmosphere was

quite smoky caused by forest fires, an almost annual occur-
rence here at this season of the year). The many strange
faces to be seen on the streets told that many visitors were
here, and the oft-repeated remark: "lam going to seethe
race," demonstrates that the citizens of the North Pacific
are only too willing to have an opportunity to visit the course
where honest trials of speed are to be seen.
The steamers Sellwood, Golddust, and Multnomah were

engaged in transporting passengers.
William Tennant had the course in very fine order. About

1,300 people were in attendance, among them many ladies
and gentlemen who never heretofore attended.
Pools sold about as they did on Saturday evening until the

starters appeared. Jane L. then advanced. The reason for

this was the buyers did not think the gelding in condition
for a hard race.

About 3 p. m. Capt. J. T. Apperson, of Oregon City, Thos.
H. Tongue, of Hillsboro, and E. J. Jeffrey, of this city, went
into the stand as judges. The judges appointed W. Scoggin,
L. P. W. Quimby, and R. E. Bybee, timers. The drivers,

L. B. Lindsey and Mr. Sutherland, of Yreka, were called up,
weighed and received about an ounce of instruction from the
starting judge, Capt, Apperson. The mare appeared a little

too high in flesh, while the gelding was, without any question,
too low.

First heat—Syphon drew the inside. They got off with the
mare a neck in the lead at the second trial. The first turn
was made in genuine trotting-horse style. The gelding led at

the one-eighth and at the one-quarter in :3S, going off* his

feet, and the mare was first at the three-eighths, leading four
lengths at the half in 1:15. At the five-eighths she had not
lost, and went to the three-quarter post first by five lengths
in 1 :56£. She was doing honest work, leading at the seven-
eighths about the same. At this point the young chap made
fight with his best friend and the gentleman who has always
handled him and came not far from tackling the fence. The
mare passed under the wire six lengths in the lead in 2:32£,
amid shouts that really made the pine leaves quiver that
overhang the grand stand.

Pools sold slow without any material change. Both horses
sweat out quite satisfactorily. The mare's friends looked and
acted like brethren of the same persuasion. The gelding's
friends were not so contented, as it were.
Second Heat—When the contestants came out Jane L.

pricked up her right ear at thebay as much as to say "Who
are you?" At the second attempt they got off—the mare
half a length ahead. The turn was made as though obeying
music. At the one-eighth, which was reached first by Syphon,
he made a slight bobble but caught handsomely. The mare
went into the air and was sis lengths away at the quarter,
which was made in :41 (showing that the gelding lost by his

break). At the three-eighths the Altamont led by ten lengths,

atone-half eight lengths in 1:18, at the five-eighths seven
lengths, at the three-quarters seven lengths in 1:56, at the seven-
eights the positions of the two were without change. "By
the holy mouse, "said some fellow, "the coltis going to win!"
and a shout went up, not from so many throats, but they
went higher. Coming down home neither one trotted fast;

the bay going under the wire only about two lengths day-
light ahead in 2:34.1.

Oh, no; there was no cheering! ! and some of the mare's
backers said they believed it was smokier than it was when
the race commenced.
No change in the pools. The horses both looked the

better for the heat.

Third Heat—They took the word about as before. The
first turn was made on even terms, but the gelding got to

one-eighth first by two lengths; was the same at the quarter
in :39, the same at the half in l:15;j, but at this point he made
a bad break and the mare got the lead by two or three lengths.

Just before the five-eighths mark was made the gelding
made a dash for the mare and went off his feet, ran up to and
passed her. In settling down he lost badly and at the three-

quarter in 1:54 she had several lengths the best of it. Before
the seven-eighths was reached the gelding made play and he
fairly flew. Never on earth did a horse in his condition and
class come as fast as he did! The crowd broke loose, and for
a time the shouts could have been heard for miles. On he
came. Women in the stand and in carriages not only waived
their handkerchiefs, but one one lady caught her friend and
really pounded her on the shoulder until the spectators
thought of calling a policeman. It was the daughter and
mother and both enjoyed the freak. Lindsey gave Jane the
whip lightly, but the bay came as though be was competing
with the wind. Nothing but wings could save Jane L., ami
she lost the heat for the want of them. The hurrah has not
died out yet, and the leaves upon those trees are, it is said,
still as restless asever. The time was 2:32a.
To the pool-box the poolers' went, and you may depend the

friends of the gelding made the mare's pay for their tickets.
Syphon sold at $50 to $32, $75 to $40.
The bay now had plenty of admirers. "Why," said they,

"he is a better horse than I thought he was." The friends
of the youthful bay now "patted him on the back" and
looked "I told you so."
Fourth heat.—When the starters came up for the word the

gelding showed that his terrific effort at the finish bad done
its work. His ears did not show the same animation as
before.

The start was in favor of the mare by a neck. She took
the lead and maintained it the mile out. The gelding broke
twice, lost each time, and, to the regret of every one who was
not directly interested, came in behind the flag.—quarter in
0:3Si, half inl:15f, three-quarters in 1;54: time, 2:31j.
City View Driving Park, August 31, 1885.—Match trotting, three

in five, one or the get of Hambletonian Mambrino and one of the get of
Altamont, to harness, for 32,300 a side.
S. U. Reed's br m Jane L.,f3, by llainbletonian Mambrino, dam

Mollie Welch, by Paul Jones—L. B. Lindsey 1 2 2 1
Jay Beach's b g Syphon, by Altamont, dam Lucv Thomas, by

Mike—J as. Sutherland 2 lid
Time. 2:3*S. 2:34 ,S, 2:32.^, 2:31*.

The Blood That is Not "Flashy."

Editor Breeder akb Sportsman: It is to be regretted that

any ill-feeling should exist between two of the very best jour-

nals in the land, that have done so much for the breeding
interests of the country, as the Breeder a>t» Sportsman and
the Turf, Fiehd and Farm, and I can see no reason for its

existence. Yon have labored hand in hand to checkmate the
designs of the subsidized philosophers and parrots, who have
resorted to all the arts of earth and hell to conceal from an
unsuspecting public, the full breeding of our best horses in

the interests of a class.

In pronouncing the blood being used in your State "flashy,"

the Turf, Field and Farm alluded to those that have been
brought East only, and not by any manner of means to Anteeo,
Antevolo, or the Dame Winnie colt (now called Palo Alto).

No one doubts their ability to go the route with the best in

the land. Now, sir. let sectional feeiing be set aside and the
facts laid bare. Your people have sent a large number of

"trotting-bred'
: ones East, but they have all vanished into thiu

air, simply because they have used blood for mothers that is

"flashy" and all "flashy," and I particularly notice that my
old and esteemed friend Jos. Cairn Simpson does not nse one
drop of it himself. Your people will never produce anything
but "flashy" trotters until they get a supply of Columbines
and Dame Winnies for mothers.
When Nourmahal (full sister to A. W. Richmond), driven

by yourself, downed the great Lady Hack (and a grand mare
she was) in a five-mile dash at Dexter Park, I was looking
right at you. She came home like a locomotive going down
grade, and to all appearances had hardly warmed to her work.
And when A. W. Richmond was in his prime, the horses

that had any business to tackle him for a dash of five or fifty

miles, were as scarce as hen's teeth. You coupled this horse
with Columbia, the strictly thoroughbred daughter of Bonnie
Scotland, and the produce was Columbine, dam of Anteeo
and Antevolo, and she is not only substantially thoroughbred,

but as a brood mare is not inferior to Miss Russell, Mid-
night, Alma Mater, or Green Mountain Maid.

Now, Mr. Simpson, that kind of breeding for a mother is a
very different thing from a mare sired by Sultan, dam by
General Benton, second dam by The Moor, third dam by
Bald Chief, fourth dam by somebody's dunghill Belliounder;

perhaps, and fifth dam lost in a trackless wilderness. The
picture may be a little overdrawn, perhaps, but it is about
the style of dams on which your people have relied to pro-

duce racehorses. And just so long as they are unable to

grasp the fact that to produce a trotter worthy of the name,
the dam must be substantially thoroughbred, just so long

they will produce "flashy" trotters.

You have issued a sweeping challenge to tiot your Ante-
volo a five-mile dash against any coit of his age in the

world, for $5,000 or more. Now sir, I am thoroughly satis-

fied that the blood on which you would place your main
reliance to take him to the front in such a race would be

that of A. W. Richmond and Bonnie Scotland.

For thirty to forty years past you have labored to impress

upon the public mind a truth which to you was just as

apparent as the noonday sun, viz.: That to obtain speed and
ability to carry it over a distance of ground recourse must be
had to the only blood on earth that possesses it, which is that

of the thoroughbred; and I know of no one who has received

so much filthy abuse for daring to be honest—and the old

*'ex-pnlpit pounder," who possesses about as much practical

knowledge of horses as a Galloway bull does of aTuffled shirt,

has given you the lion's share of it. 4nd while yon have the

proud satisfaction of seeing your doctrine fully demonstrated
in every trotter worthy of the name, he seems determined to

spend tbe balance of his useless life in demolishing the most
firmly established pedigrees; but bis attacks are alwnys upon
the best bred horses. He has completely lost the pedigree of

Seely's American Star. Now he is the latest, I believe, and
what his next attack will be God only knows. The time was
when he had quite a large number of contributors to his

monthly; but it is now made up almost entirely of clippings.

None now so poor as to do him reverence. Really and truly

the way of the transgressor is hard.
Ex-Governor Stanford has sent quite a stable of youngsters.

I don't know the breeding of any but Palo Alto. I shall

watch that fellow closely. The three-year-old that downs
him on his merits will not be what is termed "trotting-bred."

I think I am safe in predicting that the produce of the

daughter of Planet and Liz Mardis will not be the first to sit

down at the three-quarter pole.

That your State has produced colts and fillies that have
made the fastest single miles for their respective ages ol any
in the land is qnite true, and it is equally true that your
fastest two-year colt, by six and one-half seconds (Pal

had a strictly thoroughbred dam. I heartily congratulate

yon upoo owning two such valuable anina rolo and
Columbine, and that the former may make a barrel of money
for yon, and that the latter may be spared to givi

baker's dozen of Auteeos and Autevolos, is the

of your real friend and well wisher, L
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Sixth Annual

FAIR,
—OF THE—

Ninth District

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
Comprising the Counties of Del Norte and

Humboldt, to be held on

SEPT. 22, 23, 24 and 25, 1885.

-AT-

Rolmerville,

HUMBOLDT CO., Cal.

Ninth District Board of Agriculture ror

1885.

G. C. Barber and G. A. Dungan, Ferndale; C. S.

Kicks, Enreka; H. S. Case, Hydesville; C. I. Thomp-
son, Camp Grant; W. B. Dobbyn and Alex Masson,
Eohnerville,

Officers of the Board.

G-. C. Barber, Ferndale, President; S. H. Crabtree,

Rohnerville, Secretary; Maurice Levinger, Rohner-
ville, Treasurer. ,

Ninth District Agricultural Speed Pro-
gramme.

First Bay—Tuesday. Sept. 33d. at i :30 p. ni.

No. 1. RUNNING—Purse of £'50,free for all saddle

horses that have no record under two minutes; catch

weights. One mile dash. First ?35, second $15.

No. 2. TROTTING—At 3 p. m., purse of 550, for

one-year-olds. Half mile and repeat. First 835,

second $15.

Second Bay, Wednesday, Sept. 33d, at iO
a. ni. , Parade of Stock.

No. 3. TROTTING—At 11 a. m., purse of S25;

single buggy race. Mile and repeat. For buggy
horses used as such, and that have not trotted in a

race nor been trained forracing purposes, owners to

drive; first 817.50. second 87.50.

No. 4. TROTTING—At 1:30 p. m., purse of §125,
three minute class. Mile heats, two in three; first

S90, second S35.

No. 5. TROTTING—At 2:30 p. m., purse of S75, for

two-year-olds. Mile heats, two in three; first $55,

second $20.

No. 6. RUNNING—At 3 p. m.,* purse of S75; free

for all. 600 (six hundred) yards ; first $55, second $20

Third Bay — Thursday, Sept. 34th, at

» 10:30 a. in.

No. 7. TROTTING—Purse of $100; for three-year-
olds and under. Mile heats, two in three; first $75,

second $25.

No. 8. TROTTING—At 1 :30 p. in., purse of $150;

2 :45 class. Mile heats, three in five ; first.$100, second
$50.

No. 9. RUNNING—At 2:30 p.m., purse of $125;
free for all. Half mile and repeat; first $90, second
535.

Fourth Bay—Friday, Sept, 25th, at 9:3©
a. m.. Parade of Stock and Awarding

of Premiums.
LADIES'" EQUESTRIANSHIP—At 11 a. m ; first $15,

second slO, third $5.

No. 10. TROTTING—At 1 :30 p. m., purse of $200:
free for all; Poscora Hayward barred. Mile heats,
three in five; first sl50, second $50.

No. 11. RUNNING—At 2:30 p. in., purse of $150;
free for all. Mile and repeat; first $100, second $50.

No. 12. RUNNING—At 3p.m., purse ofs4ii; for
saddle horses with no record under 53 seconds ; catch
weights. Half mile and repeat; first $30, second $10.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
These races are open to any horse owned in the 9th

District, composed of the counties of Del Norte and
Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the District on
the first day of June, 1885.

In all races three or more to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing the field receives the
entire purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must he made with the

Secretary by (seven o'clock on the evening previous
to the first day of the fair, except in the saddle races,
entries to which must he made with the Secretary by
seven o'clock on the evening previous to the race.
The horses named and entered in the name of the
owner, who must be a member of the Association, and
the entrance fee paid in full.

The trotting races will he conducted under the rules
of the National Trotting Association, but the Board
reserves the right to trot heats of any two claBBes al-
ternately, if necessary to finish any 'day's racing, or
to trot a special race between heats, and running races
under the rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associa-
tion.
All horses entered for the races will be under the

control of the Judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.
If from any cause there Bhall not he a sufficient

amount of money received from all sources, includ-
ing appropriation from the State, to pay all purses and
premiums in full, after paying the expenses of the
fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro rata.
Neither th Association, the Uirctura nor officers in

any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such prorata amount.

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of 2:314, third heat; a two-mile record of 5:10$;
has trotted a mile in 2:29^, in a two-mile heat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, without a blemish, and

one of the best pole horses in the State,

For further particulars address

Nevada Stables, 1 336 Market Street. S. F.

GREAT ST. LOUIS FAIR, 1885.

25th ANNUAL FAIR
.AND.

FALL TROTTING MEETING,
October 5th to 10th, 1885.

$60,000 Cash Premiums.
PURSES TO CLOSE SEPT. 15, 1885

Monday, October 5th.

3 Minute Class—Purse §1,000; 1st, S5O0; 2d, $250; 3d,

S15'l; 4th, $100.
2-30 UlasB—Purse §1,500; 1st, $750; 2d, $375; 3d, $225; 4th,

$150.

Tuesday, October 6th.

2:25 Class-Purse $1,500. lBt,$750; 2d,$375;3d,$225; 4th,

$150.

Wednesday, October Jth,

Free For All Pacers—Purse $2,000. 1st, $1,000; 2d,$500;

3d,$300;4th, $200. ^_ „„„.„ ,„
2:35 Class—Purse 51,000. 1st, $500; 2d, $2o0; 3d, $150; 4th,

$100.

Thursday October 8tli.

Free For All stallions—Purse $2,500. 1st, $1,250; 2d,

$625; 3d, $375; 4th, $250.

Friday, October 9th.

2:20 Class-Purse $1,500. 1st, $750; 2d, $375; 3d, $225, 4th,

$150.

2-40 Class—Purse $1,000. 1st, $£00; 2d, $250; 3d, $150; 4th.

$100.

Saturday, October fOth.

Free For All-Purse $2,500. 1st, $1,250; 2d, $625; 3d,

$375; 4th, $250.

GENERAL RFEEs—Ten per cent, of Purses must Accompany each Entry.

$500,000 EXPENDED IN PAST YEAR
In Improvements, new Horse and Cattle Stables, Swine and Sheep

Pens, Poultry House and Five Exhibition Buildings.

65 ACRES ADDED TO THE GROUND,
-^INCLUDING

A Grand Mile Race Course.
HALF KATES FOE PASSENGERS, FREIGHT AND LIVE STOCK

On all Railroads and Steamboat lines entering St. Louis.

"Write for premium list. Address all communications to
FESTUS 3. WADE Secretary

FALL

Race Meeting,
September 8 to 12, 1885.

Five Days Racing and Five Races

Every Day.
PURSES TO BE ENTERED FOR;

Tnesday, September 8th.

For all ages—One mile $400
Forall apes, (selling ract)—Heats 2f mile 400
For all ages—One mile and a quarter 500

Wednesday. September 9th.

For all ages—One mile $400
For four-year-olds—Three-quarters of a mile.... 4u0
For all ages [.Steeple chase)—Full course 400

Thursday, September 10th.

For three-year-olds—One mile and a quarter $400
For all ages (.selling race)—Three-quarters of mile 400
For all ages (hurdle race)—One mile and a quarter 400

Friday, September 11th.

For two-year-olds—Three-quarters of a mile $400
For all ages—Mile heats 500
For two-year-olds (selling race 400
For all ages—One mile and one-eighth 450

Saturday, September 12th,

For three-year-olds (selling race)—IK mile $400
For all ages—Heats of three-quarters of a mile 500
For all ages (Steeple chase)—Full course 400

CHARLES GREEN,
President.

Improved Horse ClothinG.

Secured by Letters r&tent reissued march29,i88i!

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1 An improved blanket or covering, consisting ni the

body-piece A, flap C, and the extensions, formed or

unit '-'l together, so as to cover the body and legs 01 1 lie

animal, substantially as ]R-rein described.
>. The blanket ur covering A , bav ng the Dap C, and

the extensions B, to fit the fore and fflnd legs of the

iniiiiiul.fnHit fastenings Ft), ami the permanent straps

or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein

3 Theblanket or covering A, with its extensions B,

nefmanentsecuring-hands E, and the front fastenings

F U in <<> mUi nation with t lie elastic ueek-exlension 11,

Substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip 1, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood .1, having the elastic, band L,
beneath the laws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by menus of straps, substantially as herein
described.

(i. The- improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap 0,
and permanent straps or bands fixed to it lo secure it

around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles
Is avoided, Substantially as herein described.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers
FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by tetters Patent, July 25, t882.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
as new, and desire to secure mv letters patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
openinginto which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F. secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and In combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described,

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
gieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the brunches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herein
desc.ribed.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands U and II, and the lear hand I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
jfflee, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away

same time

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO,

422 and 4*4 Battery St.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAI*.

i-ith all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
"me giving complete control of the line of

vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
stum-thing of the same etlect on the action follows as

is induced bv toe-weights. This is especially the ease
whenvoung" colts are the pupils, teaching them to

bend the kiicu without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERRON,
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San FranciBCO
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The Annual

State Fair

Remarks and Conditions.

....AT....

Sacramento, Cal.,

Commences Sept. 7th, 1885,

And Continues Two Weeks.

SPEED PROGRAMME
FIBST DAT-Tbursdaj. Sept, lOtb.

TROTTING.
No. 1. THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1S53

witl» eleven nominations.

No. 2. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200. 2:25 class.

No. 3—PACING PURSE, SoOQ. 2:35 class.

SE<_ONl> DAY -Friday, SEPT. 11 til.

RUNNING.
No. i. THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—Fortwo-

year-olds; $25 entrance: ?lu forfeit; S250 added: Soo to
second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE
—For foals of 1SS2. Closed in 1884 with nine nomina-
tions; *50entrance, p. p.; ?300added; 31U0 to second;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

No. 6. THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance ; ?15 forfeit; .-;300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarter mile heats.

No. 7. SELLING PURSE $250—Entrance fiee; $50 to
second; fixed valuation, $l,0u0; hvo pounds off for each
$lCt> below; two pounds added for each $100 above fixed!
value. One mil© and an eighth.

THIRD DAT-Saturday. Sept. 12tli.

TROTTING.
TSo.X FOUR-TEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE

81.000—Closed Starch 10, 1*35, with eight nominations

No. 9. TROTTING PURSE, $I,20'i—3 :00 class.

No. 10. TROTTING PURSE, 31,200—2:21 class
[ MLauun barred].

1POCBTH DAT—Monday. Sept. 14tH.

RUNNING.
No. U. MATURITY STAKE—For four-year-olds

?lt» entrance; $i5 forfeit; £300 added. Three miles
Closed in 1884.

No. 12. THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages;
$25 entrance; $i0 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to second;
third saves stake. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 13. THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—
For foals of 18*3; $100 entrance: $25 forfeit; $250 added.
Closed In 1&S4 with eighteen nominations. One mile.

No. 14. THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages: $50 entrance; 825 forfeit; $15 declaration; $500
added; $150 to second; third to save stake. Weights
announced September 1st; declaration, September
5th, by 8 o'clock p. ir. Two and % quarter miles.

No 15. FREE PURSE, $300—For all ages; 850 to
second. One mile and repeat.

, FIFTH DATf-Tuesday. Sept. 15th.

TROTTING.

No. 16. THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE,
1,000. Closed March 10, IKS, with twelve nominations.

No. 17. TROTTING PURSE, $1,200— 2:3(3 class.

No. 18. YEARLING TROTTING STAKE—Half-
mile heats; $50 entrance; 825 forfeit; $200 added. Stakes
and added money divided as follows: First colt, six-

tenths; second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one^
tenth.

SIXTH DAT—Wednesday, Sept. 16tli.

RUNNING.
No. 19. THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies; 825 entrance; $10 forfeit; 8150 added;
3-50 to second. Five fnrlongs-

No. 20. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds; $50 entrance, p. p.; $350 added; $b)0 to
second; third saves stake. One mile and three-
qnarters.

No. 21. SELLING PURSE, $250—For all ages; en
trance free; $50 to second; fixed valuation, $1,000; two
pounds off for each $lw below and two pounds added
for each 8100 above fixed value. One mile and five

furlongs.

No. 22. FREE PURSE, ?*»—For aU ages; $50 to

second. Seven furlongs and repeat.

SEVENTH DAY—Tliursday, Sept, 1 Jtli.

TROTTING.

No. 23. TROTTING PURSE -81,200. 2:27 class;

No. 24. TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING PURSE.
81.Oiio—Closed March 10th, 1885, with seven nomma-

S 25. PACING PURSE, $1,200—Free for all.

EIGHTH DAY—Friday. Sept. I8th.

RUNNING.
No 26 THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-year-

olds; 850 entrance; 825 forfeit; 8250 added; 100 to sec-

ond; third Baves stake. Winner of Nos. 4 or 13-

penalized 5 lbs.; of both, 10 lbs. One mile.

No 27-THE SH\FTER STAKE—For three-year-

olds- So entniuftt-; $ii fnrfeit: f:!'.•' ;i-l<le<l: -l'iu tu sec-

ond; 850 to third. Winner of Ho. 5 or 20 penalized
51bs.; of. both, 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

No 28. THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all ages;
850entrance; $15 forfeit; 3300 added; 8100 to second;

$50 to third; $200 additional if 1:11'.; is beaten. Stake
to be named after winner if Nighthawk's time

(U42JO is beaten. One mile.

No. K-FREE PURSE, $300—For all age?; $50 to

second. One mile and one-sixteenth and repeat.

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Sept. 19th.

TROTTING.

No. 30—TROTTING. PURSE $1,200; 2:23 Class.

fSlsti'. barred.

j

No. 31—TROTTING, PURSE 81.200. 2 :30 Class.

No. 32—TROTTING' PURSE $1,500. 2:20 Class.

Entries for the following running events for 1886-87

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

races on the regular programme

:

No. 1-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' BTAKE-For
foals of 1883; to be run at the State Fair of 1886; SoO

entrance, p. p.; $300 added, of which $100 to secondand
850 to third. One mile and a quarter.

No-2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-Forfoals
of 1884, to be run at the State Fair of 1886; 8100entrance;
825 forfeit; $250 added. Second horse, $100; third, 8o0.

One mile.

Vo. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals

of 1834, to be run at the State Fair of 1887; 850 entrance,

p. p.;$200addea. Second horse, 8100; third, M. One
mile and a half.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee, lo per cent, on purse, to ac-
company nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent to first horse, L>5 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third .and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
National Association Rnle3 to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a wait-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance monev, to be divided as follows:
6C$ to the first, 33J to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race, shall be required to start
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by t> p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which mnst be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Saturday.
August 1st, 1585.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary.

JESSE D. CARR. President.

Edwin- F. Smith. Secretary.

$10,0 00.

Nevada
STATE PAIR.

NINTH
Annual Exhibition

-OF TI

Monterey
AGRKUHTRIL ASSOCIATION.

DISTRICT No. 7.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Oct. 6th to 10th inclusive.

(1S85.)

SPEED~PB,OGBAMME.
FIRST DAY—Tuesday. October 6, 1885.
No. 1. RTJ>TSL\TG—Three-quarter mile and repeat*

Purse, 3150. For all horsts owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District that have never beaten three minutes.
Purse, 5150.

SECOS'D MAY- Wednesday, October J.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all

two-year-olds owned in the District. Purse 3100.

First horse, $75; second horse, 525. Four or more
horses to enter and three to i tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. §500.

THIRD DAY—Thursday. October 8.

No. 5. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 6. TROTTING—For all doable teams owned
in the District—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1, 1885. Two in three.

Purse, §200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen In
the District. Purse, ^100: 1st, S60; 2d, 830; 3d, 310.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse ; five to enter and
three to start.

FOURTH DAY—Friday. October 9.

No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the

District. Purse, $2U0.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District. Two in three. Purse,

§150.

FIFTH DAY—Saturday, October lO.

No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, S400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District. Purse, £300.

1885. 1885,

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA.

Commences October 12th
AJBD CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices ot the Directors ol the State

Agricultural Society.

No. 16. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first,

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one-
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running—Consolation pnrse; en-
trance tree; $100; $70 to first; $30 to second;
one and one-qnarter miles; horses beaten one©
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed
5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made withiD tive minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAY-Saturday, Oct. 1 7th.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all;

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;
three in five; purse $400; first horse $250;
second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

All trotting race3 are the best three in five and all

running races best two in three, (unless otherwise
specified), nve to enter and three to start; but the

Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate

amount of thepurse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided ot

the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 3u per cent, to

second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock r. si., August 15, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."

No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885, and in any District race not
owned within the District from May 1, 1885; and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall

be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted

without the right to compete,
In all races entries not declared out by C p. h, of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to bis own entrance fee and one-quarter of

the entrance received from the other entries for said

purse; and a horse winning a trotting race is entitled

to first money only, except when distancing the field;

then entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse

wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified", all matters appertain-

ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are

otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run beats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-

tween heats ; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.

Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. M. sharp.

Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.
J. D. CARR. President.

J, J. KELLY, Secretary.

THE STATE AGEICTJLTUEAL SOOLETT
was established in accordance with an Act o:

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en

titled "An Act to provide for the management
and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1S85.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-Monday, Oct. 12th.

No. 1. Running—Purse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a
mile.

No. 2. Running—The Silver State Stake—
For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-

ciety to add $100: dash of one and one-hali

miles; entrance $30; $10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

.shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$5 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five fnrlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 13th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; nurse

$200: first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for alt* carrying

100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. S. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup-—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOL'RTH DAY—Thursday. Oct. 15th

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26clfiss; free for all;

best three in five; purse$400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. I 6th

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the

second in that day's race five pounds and the

third three pounds over the rule weight.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1SS5. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for
Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writiDg which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.
All horses entered for State purses must be

owned and kept in Nevada and California east
of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to
day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
ember 1st, with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

rat one o'clock p. si.

i All entries must be directed to & 3. Stod-
dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Notice.
Herbert H. Browtt, M.P. I

Nugext TV. Brown,

TEADDTG j

Geo. H. Houtes,
C. Bruce Lowe,

BROWN BEOS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and ProperlyHorse, Cattle,

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permitted to J. B. Haggin, Eaa.,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BKOS. A lO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt atreet, Svdney,

New South Wales.

John A. McKerron,

MANUFACTURER OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specinltj-.

230 ft 232 Ellis St., opp.Fasbion Stable, San Francisco

Pool Room Saloon,
VIO mpovr STREET.

Killlp & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are soTd on
all sporting events. Beading room, containing the
Breeder and Sportsman. N. Y. Spir**, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wines. .Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

SWING BROS.. Proprietors.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Rnnning, and

Bond horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
331 Third St- San It
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THE KENNEL. .

Doe owners are requested to send lor publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelpi, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in tbeir kennels , in all Instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Names olaimed.

Mr A. H. Higgins claims the name Fleet for liver and

white pointer dog, by Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen, whelped

Mav 28, 1SS5.

Mr. Eobert Liddle claims the name Fray for liver and

white pointer dog, by Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen, whelped

May 28, 1885.

Mr. J. M. Bassford, Jr., claims the name Frail for white

and lemon pointer dog, by Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen,

whelped May 28, 18S5.

Mr. Joseph MeKenna claims the name Flirt for liver and

white pointer bitch, by Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen, whelped

May 28, 1S85.

Mr. H. C. Chipman claims the name Field for liver and

white pointer dog, by Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen, whelped

May 28, 1SS5.

Mr. Samuel Allen claims the name Frost for liver and

white pointer dog, by Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen, whelped

May 28, 1885.

Mr. ii. A. Bassford claims the name Flush for liver and

white pointer dog, by Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen, whelped

May 28, 1SS5.

Mr. H. H. Brigss claims the name Flip for white and

lemon pointer dog, by Lemmie BA—Beautiful Queen, whelped

May 28, 1SS5.

For Sale.

A young setter dog, sound and promising. Apply to Mi.

Ed Edwards, 605 Commercial street, San Francisco.

Judge E. Leavesley. of Gilroy, will exhibit for sale at

Central Park, corner Eighth and Market streets, in this city,

on September 22d and following days a draft from hisjkennel.

—Thoroughbred English setters, thoroughly trained and

ready for the field; also some Cocker Spaniel puppies.

A note received from an Eastern doggy man, perhaps the

best nosted one in all the East, says:

"I'think the trials at Grand Junction this year will be the

hottest contests ever had in America. I know of ten or a

dozen brilliant stars that will start in the Free for all. First

money will fall to one of the following: Sportsman, Glad-

stone's Bov, Lillian, Eodirego, Juno A., Flaxy, Flounce, or

American Dan. I predict a Gath pup will win the Derby, but

puppies are so uncertain that others may come to the front

that do not show much promise now.
"Birds are very plentiful here this season. I mailed you a

lithograph of Sue, which is a fair likeness, except the legs and

feet, whichare too coarse. Sue isnot only the queen of setters,

but she is also the mother of kings and queens. All of her

pups, which have lived to be old enough to test, are extra

good, and I might say brilliant both in the field and on the

show bench. I consider Sportsman the best bench dog, also

the best field dog in America, and his litter sister Lillian the

best bitch. There are none of her pups but what will be

double winners i. e., both field and bench."

We shall look with interest for the trials which are to de-

monstrate the shrewdness or mistake of our correspondent.

He is probably not far wrong in his predictions. The dogs

he names are in the winning line. They come from winners,

are winners, some of them, and are in the hands of men who
know every point both in the dogs and in the game called

Field Trials.

Ownership makes a great deal of difference in a dog's

chances in trials, more than if the animal was to be shown
upon the bench alone. Many men theorize glibly, but lack

practical sense, and seem quite incapable of learning from
experience. It is not everyone who can see the strong and
weak points of his dog, and by proper application of well as-

certained principles in feeding, care, and work, so develop the

weaker characteristics as to make his dog lit in all respects for

competition in the field. Most dogs are spoiled by kindness.

They are overfed, over fondled, and too well provided with
shelter and beds.

They lie about on chain or in small yards all the time, ex-

cept when now and then the owners take them into the field

and exact from them so great exertion, such long-continued

and high-pressure action as to exhaust them, when they are

taken back: to whine and laze along for a lengthy period.

Spasmodic attempts, often very short, and accompanied by
exhibitions of anger and severity, do not train a dog. The
animal is probably more willing to learn from man thau any
other, and is susceptible of a high degree of education, but
there are very few well trained dogs about. The prime reason,

in all probability, why the Gladstone strain has taken pre-

cedence in American trials, is because it has been m the hands
of men who studied closely the demands incident to trials,

and have patiently, but unfalteringly, pushed on in the line*

determined upon as best, and have retained at great cost the

services of men whom great experience had fitted to carry out
the views of the owners, and in whom it had been proven
possible to place confidence without reserve.

A notable addition was made the other day to the ranks of

sportsmen on this Coast. A note from Mr. R. T. Vaudevort,
of Pittsburg, Penn., dated Los Angeles, Sept. 7th, says: "We
arrived all right, 'purps' and all, and for the present are

located in this place. Can't say just now where we shall

'squat,' but after we get settled will be pleased to let you
know." There are few names better known to American
sportsmen than that of Mr. Vandevort. He was an early

owner of good pointers, and now has with him at Los Ange-
les his old Champion Don, by Bang—Peg, a fine liver and
white pointer dog, imported by his present owner, and also

.the pointer bitches Luck, by Luck of Eden Hall—Ready
Money, and Drab, by Dan—Arrow. Old Don won first in the

Field Trials on prairie chickens, at Fairmont, Minn., in 1882,

beating a good field of dogs in the Free-for-all Stake. In
that stake Bryson's Sue and Sanborn's Dashing Novice divided

second, while Orth's Gertrude, Sanborn's Count Noble and
Luther Adam's Bessie divided third. A first in such com-
pany is as high an honor as can be von. We hope owners
of first rate pointer bitches will not fail to secure Don's ser-

vices while he is here and virile, and we hope, not without
faith, to be able sood to know Mr. Yacdevort and meet him
face to face.

Attention is called to the advertisement which appears
elsewhere of "Ashrnout's Dogs, their Management and
Treatment in Disease."

An Extraordinary Dogr Transaction-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I have thought that a

leaf from my experience with my setter might interest your
readers, and perhaps put them on their guard against a simi-

lar imposition, so if you can give me space I will recite in

detail what I regard as one of the most singular transactions

that I have known.
. It is my good fortune to own a fine young Irish red setter,

purchased of Mr. Neil of this city, by his Pat O'More—Lena.
The dog is some four- months old and very lively on his feet.

On August 20th last I had occasion to accompany a client to

the Ocean Beach and let the pup follow thebuggy for exercise.

Returning from the beach I called at an oyster

house on the corner of Sutter and Dupont
streets, and after refreshing the inner man drove
down Dupont street, the dog playing about the buggy.
Just before reaching Post street the dogj was picked up by
some one. The only person near was a hackman, who had
Jiis vehicle standingjat the curb. I enquired of him as to

whether he had seen a dog run by a moment before, and he
said, with unnecessary emphasis, "No, I have not seen any
dog here." I searched all entrances, stores and places where
he could hide, but could not find him. I then advertised a

reward of S20 for the pup, and on August 2S, a person giving

the name Charles Wilkins came with a person named Bar-

ney Ward to my office, having with them the collar which
was on my pup at the time of his disappearance. The man
Wilkins, a name which I have since learned to be an alias,

his true name being Wilger or Wilberth, said he had found
the dog, and after keeping him a few days expecting to see him
advertised for, had lost him and found him in the public

pound, from which place he said he had redeemed him, a

statement I have since learned to be a lie out of whole cloth.

It was agreed that Wilger and Ward should bring the dog to

my office next day and receive the reward, between 12 and
2 o'clock p. m. About half-past one of that day Attorney H.
H. Lowenthal's clerk came to my office and said Ward and
Wilger were at his employer's office. I immediately
went there in company with one James Nolan, but
found that Wilger had slipped out on seeing that

I was not alone, and a moment after the
man Ward also slipped away, saying it was an ureeut
call. On asking where Wilger was, Lowenthal's clerk said he
had sent him away. I then drove in my buggy with Nolan
to the New York Stable, No. 38 Sixth street, and found
Ward. In conversation with this Ward he asserted that

Wilger had the dog at his (Ward's) house that morning.
Ward then borrowed my buggy and together with Nolan drove
off, as he said, to get the dog. In a half hour they returned
without the animal. The man Nolan then eaid to me, "I
know where your dog is and just how to get it. Let me have
S2.50 and we will then go with Ward in his hack and get the

pup. He knows where Wilger will soon be."
We, i. e., James Nolan, George Miller, James McCann,

Ward and myself then got into the hack and were driven by
Ward to Fourteenth and Minna streets, and to many grocery
saloons on the pretense that at each he fully expected to find

the fellow Wilger. At each stopping place all would refresh
themselves and I soon found that my trip was growing expen-
sive, since the whole party insisted thatl should foot all bills.

Finally I became satisfied that the whole thing was a swindle
and urged an immediate return to the New York Stable,

where I had left my buggy and horse. As soon as my com-
panions saw I would no longer pay for their amusement,
Nolan and Ward insisted that the man Miller, whom I since

learn to be a respectable man, should get out and go home
by a street car. He did so, and the rest of us then drove to

the New York Stable. On reaching that place I told a hostler

to hitch up my buggy, but was interrupted by the hackman,
Ward, who demanded that I should pay him $7.50 hack bill,

which he said I had incurred in going with him on his

own request to get my pup. I had hrr6d no hack, did not
wish one, had been deceived and swindled throughout and
absolutely refused payment. Again demanding my horse
and buggy, Ward said I could have neither
until I had paid his charge for the hack. I
then said: "You may keep my horse and buggy
until we ascertain whether I am to be robbed in this way;"
when a Nathan Stanley stepped up and profanely said they
would not only keep my rig, but my body as well. The
altercation went on for some minutes, when one James
Hurst, the proprietor of the stable came up, and with pushes
and blows attempted to force payment of Ward's infamous
demand. I pulled away and shouted for help, because I was
fearful for my safety, alone as I wbs with a lot of ugly look-

ing fellows whose very faces showed their willingness to per-

petrate any injustice, and who had closed the stable doors
so that I could not escape. With my outcry a police officer

and a lot of citizens came bursting in, but were ordered out
by the travesty of an officer, who despite my appeals for pro-
tection suffered himself to be ordered off by the fellows in

whose hands I was.
When the officer left, the wretches themselves arrested me,

and started as they said for a police station, a move for which
you may believe I was thankful. We walked about for some
time, when my captors left me and I was free. My efforts to

secure the return of my setter continued but amounted to

nothing, until early in this month, when I was again ap-
proached by Lowenthal's clerk and informed that if I left

$20 with him my dog would be returned. I did so, and on
Sept. 3d the men, Wilger, Ward, Stanley and the clerk came
with my pup. I think you will agree with me, Mr, Editor,

in believing that the facts related in the foregoing condensed
account of the affair are such as to justify the opinion that a

deliberate attempt was made to coerce me by duress and fear,

and thus force me to pay large sums to recover property,
which it seems certain that some of these very persons had
stolen and were concealing. I have commenced legal pro-
ceedings against all those implicated, and shall exhaust every
remedy known to the law in the effort to defend my rights.

San Francisco, Sept. 9, 18S5. N. S.'Wirt.

Doerg-y Notes from Sacramento-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Since writing you, the

dam of Mollie Ash (Jessie Belle) has been sent here to be
bred to Bow, Jr., and has been bred. The owner, Dr. Bent-
ley, of Colusa, merely wants a pup or two, and the bitch is

being cared for by H. C. Browu, who will have most c,f the
litter to sell for his trouble. I think these pups will be A 1.

Waddell, of Topeka Kennels, Kansas, writes that she isa tine

field bitch and she looks like a campaigner, having an ugly
scar on one shonlder where a rattlesnake bit her. She is

marked just like her daughter Mollie—liver and white and
ticked, dark head and eyes.

In regard to trial grounds, I have heard nothing said here.

I think nobody expects to go to to Walltown timber. In fact,

there are few here that are particularly interested. Ecklon
and Burnham will have two entries, onu in Puppy Stake and
one in All Age, and the California Kennel will have one or

two. The pups entered by Brown and myself will probably
never be heard of again. Chipman has no entry, Ellery has
none, and it doesn't seem to me there are any dog m«n here-
abouts, except a few who like to think and talk dog. There
may be a few starters stirred up, however, in this section.
But I don't believe there are three club members here who
have been together at any time and talked about grounds. I
hear that birds are thick all along the foothills, and I know
there were plenty even at the trial grounds last year, but
nobody would go down the creek to the locality where
we had such nice sport on the last day of the preceding
year. But I, for one. don't want any more camping business,
and I don't believe anyone else does. Some months ago the
Auburn men recommended a railroad reserve (and preserve)
near Lincoln or Sheridan, and I believe some of our members
intend going up soon to investigate. They say it is fine
ground and has plenty of birds, besides being" near a village
and on the line of the railroad. If we can find such a place
we ought to take it, for it would be very unsatisfactory work
in a thicket. I believe someone in New Orleans has written
to Brown, intimating his intention of bringing several
pointers here for the coming trials. I think the trials should
be advertised, anyhow, as grounds cannot well be selected for
more than a month yet, and yon ought to be looking about
for judges. If Mr. Vandevort was here I should suggest him
for one and Col. Stuart Taylor for another. We ought to
have men, if possible, who know (or think they know) some-
thing about how dogs should perform—at least under the
rules that govern—and not be afraid to decide questions
promptly.
Won't you be up during the fair? I have a youthful

pointer that will make somebody sick in 1SS6, or else I'm con-
siderably off. It is one of the Bow, Jr.—Mollie Ash pups.
It is only five weeks old, and I'll wager it will point in
another month.
What is Allender doing? Will he have many dogs in the

list of starters? I have never been able to send him my
young dog. I'm rather sorry, as he gives promise of many
excellent qualities. He may come out all right in the field,

but I can't make him retrieve. He sulks, and seems to lose
all his senses when I try it, so I've quit. He will take from
hand any article, carry it, deliver, etc., and is tenderness it-

self, but no pick up for him. I can, by one low whistle note,
call him promptly from any company, and he will drop in-
stantly at any distance at the raising of my hand. He may
or may not have a nose—I can't tell yet. He may be a Derby
winner and he may be better for sausage. Can tell better a
little later on. Yours, N. E. Whtte.
Sacramento, Sept. 1, 1SS5.

"Ashmont's" New Book

We have received from Doctor J. F. Perry, of Boston, his

recently issued work "Dogs, their Management and Treat-

ment in Disease." The author, well known to sportsmen as

"Ashmont," is an enthusiastic admirer of Irish setters and
dogs of the large breeds, and has for several years made a

specialty of mastiffs. He brings to the task of writing his

bock a mind trained to close observation, a thorough ac-

quaintance with Materia, Medica and an extended experi-

ence "in canine pathology and therapeutics. The work is

intensely practical and abounds in valuable Ruggestions, cov-

ering the care of puppies after weaning, the feeding, exercis-
ing, cleaning, grooming, and arrangements for bedding and
kenneling of dogs. *

In speaking of insecticides he omits to mention the 'prepa-
ration, which, in our experience, is best, on the grounds of
cheapness, safety and efficiency, viz.: soluble Phenyle, a
tub of which in solution can be kept indefinitely without de-
terioration and into which the dogs can be plunged once a
week and be left to dry themselves, after a rinse. "Ash-
mont" writes exhaustively and well of poisons and their anti-

dotes. In treating of Diagnostics and Prognostics he is so
clear that the ordinary lay reader can have no difficulty in
following him, although the knowledge necessary to diagnose
skilfully by differentiation and exclusion is rarely acquired
by any but professional students. The author covers the or-

dinary diseases of the respiratory organs, of the mouth and
tongue, the alimentary tract, the urinary organs, the genera-
tive system, the eye and ear, cutaneous diseases, those of the
nervous system, intestinal parasites, and those diseases desig-
nated as constitutional, such as the fevers, and distemper so
called.

Cutaneous affections are especially well treated. It is
pleasant in reading the work to note how evidently the pre-
scriptions given, of. which there are many, are the work of a
competent person, simplicity and directness characterize
them, and there is an entire absence of purely speculative
dosing, such as is recommended in most works purporting
to prescribe medical treatment for canine ills. The book is

convenient in size, fairly well printed and bound, and is the
best and safest work we know of for the use of ordinary non-
professional owners of dogs.

An Account of the Runs Made at Milpitas
on Sunday.

The lovers of sport a-field gathered in goodly number at

East Milpitas on Sunday, and enjoyed a day's fine coursing

with the fleet and graceful hounds.

The first course was run by Dick Healey's Galty Boy, and

Tom Cooney's Keno. After a long and close contest, result-

ing in the disappearance of the dogs from view, the judges

decided the run a "dead course," which means, in plain
terms, an impossibility of determining the winner.
The second course was run by J. Norton's Lady Powers

and John Cavanaugh's Kit, and was won by Lady Powers.
Third course, John Cooney's -Jersey Lily against Tim

Cooney's Keno; this contest was long and exciting, finally

resulting in a viciory for Keno.
A fine dinner was then served, and keenly relished by

those whose appetites had been whetted by the exercise un-
dergone.
The fourth course of the event was what is kuown in

coursing parlance as a Battle Royal, in which all the dogs on
the ground are expected to take part without fear or favor,

and in this Free For All match, the Jersey Lily, owned by
John Cooney, conquered her competitors.

Fifth course, a straight and very pretty run, contested by
Norton's Lady Powers and Healey's Dan O'C'onnell, was won
by Dan, who is a very promising fourteen months-old dog.

The day's sport was concluded by a secoud Battle Royal,
won by Keno. The judges were Messrs, Dick Healey and
Tim Cooney, and John Cavanaugh officiated as slipper.

—

S. J,

Mercury.
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Nominations tor Davis Stake.

The nominations to the Davis Stake, to

be run at Newark Coursing Park, on
Saturday and Sunday nest, Sept. 10th

and 20th, closed on Thursday evening last.

The following gentlemen made nomina-
tions:

J. F. Carroll, 3 dogs, San Francisco.

John Perrigo, Fort Point.

J. B. McCarthy, San Francisco.

Wm. Halpin, San Francisco.

T. J. Cronin, San Francisco.

P. Lyman, San Francisco.

Mark Devlin, Colma.
E. E. Burke, Santa Clara.

"Win. McCormick, San Jose,

Samuel O. Gregory, Alma.
Frank Rounds, Yallejo.

Joseph Powers, Brighton.

Ben Chambers, Folsom.

John Nash, Santa Clara.

Pacific Coast Coursing1 Club-

On last Thursday evening the Pacific

Coast Coast Coursing Club met at its

rooms on California street. A full attend-

ance was had, and it was decided that the

next coursing meeting of the Club should

be held at Newark Coursing Park, on
November 3d next.

Mr. Wm. Halpin urged Merced for the

Fall Meeting and Newark for the Spring
Coursing, but Secretary McCarthy and

Mr. D. D. Poach advocated Newark for

both events.

Messrs. Brady, Dugan and Halpin were
appointed a committee to secure reduced

rates from the Eailroad Company.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

"

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO TIIE OWNERS «F

VALUABLE DOGS.

Pries $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Treraont St., Boston Mass.

Messrs. Kelly & Lynch have purchased

from Palo Alto the two-year-old colt Plato,

by Shannon, dam Planetia, , by Planet.

This colt is well engaged in home stakes.

A two day's running meeting was held

at Callao, Peru, on July 29th and 30th,

the first on record in South America.

FOE SALE

Stallion for Sale.
The Standard Bred Trottins stallion

ALCONA, 730,

The Greatest Speed.

The Best Blood.
Tlie Best Uviny: Representative ol" the

Pilot, Jr., Family, Except Bayard,
The Steel-Gray Stallion

Davenant 1095,
Foaled 1839.

Fonr-year-old record 2:iS£, with a few weeks'
handling.
Brother in blood toXntwood, 2:18i, Meander, 2:26i,

Cora Belmont, 2:24, Lady Kelso, 2 :29—by same sire-
dam by same sire.

Sired by Belmont (64.)

Dam Dahlia, (dam ol Dacia, 2^9^), by Pilot, Jr.,

(12), sire of the dams of Maud S., 2;08J, and Jay-Eye-

See, 2:10.

Second dam Madam Dndley, dam of Dadley,

four years old, 2:32V, and granddad of Mambrino
Dudley, 2:22, by Bashaw Horse.
Third dam by May Day, sire of May Queen, 2:26,

and the dam of Lucy, 2 :18i.

Davenant, 1U95, bred by A. J. Alexander, "Wood-

burn. Ky., weighs in stud form 1.060 pounds, long,

full tail, good, flat legs, and feet like iron. Started

in three races as a four-year-old against aged horses,

winning two of them; is very speedy; can rush away
a 2:20 gait, and with a preparation can trot in the

teens. Is scarred a little by getting into a barbed
wire feuce In 1884; is all right, sonnd, kind, has no
vice of any kind; is easy bandied and driven; is a

sure foal-getter. He is probably the only son of a

Pilot, Jr., mare, out of a mire that produces speed,

for sale. The sons of Eelmont, out of Pilot, Jr.,

mnres, are becoming noted as sires of speed. Wit-

ness Nutwood and Egmont.
Davenant is a trotter himself; bi3 sire gets trot-

ters; his dam produces trotters; his granddam pro-

duces trotters, and he should get speed himself, and
ought to more than pay for uimself in one season in

the stud or on the turf. To any one that purchases
him we propose to satisfy them that be has great

speed, and enough to satisfy them of his gameness
and staying qualities. Our price Is l"w on him.

Address DR. J. R. BOSD,
Defiance, Shelby Co., Iowa.

Belonging to A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKI1S-
XER, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon,

BRED BT GENERAL W.T. WITHER*, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1877. Sired bv

Almont, 33, by Alexander's Abrtallah, 15, by Bysdyk's
Hambletonian, lO.by Abdallahl, Dam by Mambrino
Chief, li, by M;irobrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger.
Almont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full 1<5}< hands ; bright chestnut; has large.

clean limbs; large, flat boue; large, smooth hocks and
i'oints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
ias never been trained or handled for speed, but is
finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hambletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 - :30 and better performers represented

in his pedigree, as follows: Almont, his sire, and sire
of Piedmont. 2'i; Alexander's Abdallah, his grandsice,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, 6; Rvsdvk's Hambleton-
ian, his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39: Abdallahl, his
g. g. g. sire, 4: Mambrino Chief, sire of Ladv Thorn.
6: Pilot, Jr., 9.
Take notice, he is not only descended from the two

greatest and most popular trotting families,
but through the best and most prepotent
channels or branches of these families. He
is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid 527,500. Also to Allie West, 5-
vear-old record of 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2:2-1-:;

Rachel B.,2:2SJ<,and other last ones. Half-b-other
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel West's
Trouble, 2:27. Bostick's Almont, Ji., 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona. and 1-5

uth r suns of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie W., 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding nut onlv trotting but
road and carriage or park horses on the Pacific Coast.
His colts have never been handled for speed, but they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
good feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr,
McLafeitv, of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr..
was ottered, but refused, 52,000 for him when three
.rears old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr. Skinner having moved to California and
taken bis trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the hnrse necessarv. If not previously disposed of,
he will be taken to the California State Fair this sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. -OODRICH,
Jordan Valley, Oregon, or

•SILAS SKINNER.
Napa, Cal.

DOG MEDICINES.
Dog Medicine!!, inch, Soap, 2.". rts.; Flea Wash, 'J-j cts.; Distemper Cure, *1; Mange

Wash, si; Worm Capsi.'. s, 00 cts: Tape Specific, 50 cts.; Canine Tonic, *1;

Canker Wash, $1; DOG iSISCUIT, 12.1 cts. per pound.

DOG WHIP, WITH SNAP HOOK. 50 CTS. EACH.
—DOG LEASH, DOUBLE, $7.00.—

Dog Collars, Leads, Calls, Etc., in Great Variety.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stoc
now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Koadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTSTI1
ni\TT7. PPTP.T?. PT,A"NT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

J.JJ.JJ \J±VjU i±t±UJJ J. U.OJ.1 price of every animal for sale is printed in theprice of every animal for sale is printed i

catalogue. Parchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13}, and double team with fastest record, 2:153

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

ABERDEEN 27.
&c. Limited to 30

ALECTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

Limited to Mfl mares at S50 the season.
Sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:15

mares at 5150 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. I GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. By Almont, ont of Badonxa, by C. M. Clay. Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to 1 dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, '215.

10 mares at 550 the season.
I
Limited to 10 mares at 550 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of
2:20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 393. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

Mechanics'

FAIR
}

For Sale.

The pure Laverack etter

bitch PEAKL LAVERACK,
„( Prince Laverack ex Lulu
Laverack) bred by Judge Gale

*«||M?!«£*•>*• of Oroville, boni November
lath 1882, Mack and white, thoroughly trained by E.
Leaveslev, and ran in the Field Trials last December.
Price 3150. . . . _ ..

Also a fine Riebv, fourteen-bore, breeehdoadinR nun,
top snap, pistol grip, with leather case and lmple-

mentS
J. W OBEAB.
Downievillc. Cal-

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale, Postoffice address,

San Francisco, Cal.

NOW OPEN.
AT THE PAVILION, LARKIN St.

Near Market, San Francisco.

/ft The Perfection

3L:
Driving" Bit.

TFE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties

nd improvements In this line recently imported.
The otock is well worth inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Murkut St.

BAN FKAacibCO,

SAFEST ANDiiBEST .FOfrGENERALrUSE,
To Control and Ednc&te the Trotter, Boadster,

or < ;»rrj;i^e Horse, and to llrenk tin- i oil.

MO HORSE * \> got his tomjue oyer it.
Will positively prevent and euro Pullm™. Side Polling
l.imisinrr-Tiiiiiiiif Lolling, .ml will . ot make the month
BOTe. Hand-forged, Tested od Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR.of Cincinnati, O., writes that It worsed to

his compiou- satisfaction.
MR. JOHN HTJRHPY, or Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

byevery horseman as an article of ereat merit.
., ..in of HKGB1E fe PORTER, trainers aud driven,
, ui. say: "Having triad your Perfection Bit,

i reely r.ccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers.

oiling, and tongne lolling. Easy.for the horse
as tL*; driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

j. W.PAGE, Esq., of Obeyem rfection

Drivin
Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. K.,says it Isthi

3. BARER AND HARR1 Farm.
locks, N v., claim it u the best they ever tried.

Dpon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, 0. <>. d., with pi

of examination. No. 1, nickel. 83; No. 2, ex. nickel, (Mi No. 8, half sllvi f, OJ

or oroide, ry all dealers in nan ooi crnrer.

Iu Ordering Give wjiitb ut Mouth. Heamrlne From ontMiile ol tlntk.

HARRY LOWE,
MOXTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are ,"antioiied to Beware of Infringement*! Imitations, i«r Falsely

Termed Improverueuls of tUl" Blu Look for Name aud Bale of Patent

one.
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STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885.

(FIVE BAYS INCLUSIVE.)

Owr $20,000 in Pursesl

Offered.

if. B.—In all races in which more than ten paii

up entries are received, $200 will be added by the As-
sociation, to he added as follows: Extra §50 to each

horse than wins a part of the purse.

TUESDAY, Sept. M<1.

No. I. RUNNING—DISTRICT—3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse $S00.

No. 2. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-2:40 class.
9I.WU.

Maud W. W. W.,blfc m, by General Reno, dam by
Rattler—W. B. Todhunter.

Saltan, br b, by The Moor, dam Sultana—L. J. Rose.
Menlo, b b, by Xutwood.dam by Hercules—P. Farrell,
Alpbeus, b h, by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by Major

Mono—A. L Hinds.
Daisy S..s m, by Tilton Almont, dam by Rattler

—

John Spergeon.
Norm.. : , -

. by Rustic—A. McDowell-
Artist, uliv n, by McCracken's Golddust, dam by

La.: juI-J R. Hodson.

No. . '1TING-PACIFIC COAST—4-year-old,
class. iosj.i with S nominations.) $1,000.

Nona Y., b f, by Admiral, dam Flora—A. A. Yeager.
Kisnie. J. by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J, Rose.
Dawn, cb c, by Nutwood, dam Countess—A. S.

"Whitney.
Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.

Cairn Simpson.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen

—

G W. Trahern,
Lelaps, ch g, by Nutwood—H. C. Smith.
Pansy, blk m, by Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard—W. F.

Smith.

No. 4. TROTTING—DISTRICT—2-year-old, or un
der. class. Best 2 in 3. :JS0O.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 33d.

No. B. HJNNING—DISTRICT—2-year-old. or un
der, class. Mile dash. $800.

No. fi. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.
Mile and repeat. SSOO.

Constellation. 3, b f, by St. George, dam Pianette

—

W. L. Ashe.
Beacnnstield, i, by Hockbocking—Garland k Gold-

smith.
Arthur H., 3, be, by Hockbocking, dam Maid of the

Mist -Hill & Gries.
Glendair, 1, ch m, by Norfolk, dam Glendew—Kelly

Hi Lynch.

No. h. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2-year-old
class . (.Closed with S nominations .) $1 ,000.

Alcazar, b c, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha—L. J. Rose.
Alpha, br c, by Privateer, dam Fawn—Su^ll Harris.
Transit, b c, by Prompter, dam Venus—M. Toomey.
Senator, b c, by Echo, dam by Young Morrill—

Rancbo del Paso.

Barney Horn, b c, by Nephew, dam by Messenger
Duroc— G. W. Trabern.

Tempest, b f , by Hawthorne, dam by Chieftain—
L. U. Sbippee.

LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM-DISTRICT—(five
money sj $100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 94tb.
No.9-TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2;26 class.

81,000.

Lucillia, b m, by Nephew, dam by General McClellan
— Win. Houser.

Will Harris, g g, by Jim Lick, dam by Horn's Mor-
gan—Andrew Patterson.

La Grange, blk g, by Sultan, dam' Georgiana—L. J.

Rose.
Marin, b h, by Quinn's Patcben, dam by Emigrant

—

P. Fasrell.
Scandinavian, blk g, by Black Hawk, Jr.—P. John-

son.
Olivette, br m, by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. C.

Dietz.
GroverC. by Whipple's Hambletonian—P. C. Byrne.

No. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT—1-year-old, or un-
der, class.- $800.

No. 11—PACING-PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.

$800.

Shaker, b g, pedigree unknown—N. M. Fay.
Prince, br g, by Missouri Chief, dam by Belmont

—

S. C. Tryon.
Killarney, br b, by Black Ralph—P. Fitzgerald.
Maude, b m, by Bi-rtrand Black Hawk, dam by Ham-

ilton Chief- H. J Aguew.
Alma, ch m, by Elmo—O. A. Hickok-
FairiQOiint, br g, by Niagara, dam by Patcben Vernon

—I. O. Gilbean.
LADIES* EQUESTRIANISM—PACIFIC COAST—

(Five moneys. J 1100.

I'KIDAY, Sept. «5tli.

No. 12. RUNlfltNG—PACIFIC COAST-Selling
race fur all ages. Mile and repeal. Fixed valuation,
91,000. TWO pounds off fur each $100 below and 2
pounds added foreaeh $100 above fixed value. $eoo.

No. 13. PACING-PACIFIC COAST—2:26 clasB.
SfiOO.

No, 11. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST-2:20 class.
81,000. Under published eondltione of 1885, except as
to time. Entries to Nofl. V.t and II close Saturday,
An/. 22, 1885, with tlie secretary. Records made since
Aug. 1st, shall nut be a bar for these races

,

No. 15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—3-year-old
class. (Closed April 1st, with 7 nominations.) The
following have made second payment

:

staiulioul, b c, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—
L. J Rose.

Apex, b c, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtall—S. K.
Trefry.

Loli'-ngrin, be, by Echo, dam Lightfoot—Rancbo del
Paso.

SATUKDAW Sept. «6th.

No. 16. RUNNING-DISTRICT—Eree for all. Mile
and repeat. $800.

Lillian, i, g f, by Joe Daniels, dam by Norfolk— J. A.
Shepherd.

Oeiirye Bender, 5, b g, unknown—W. J.Jones.
Dave Douglass, bg, by Lciastc-r, dam Lily Simpson

Joe Walker, 3, s c. by Joe Daniels, dam by New York
-T. B. Lowry.

Ned Cook, 3, ch c, by Flood, dam Planetia—T. De-
laney.

No. 17. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST-Free for
all. $1,600.

No. 18. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3-year-old, or un-
derclass. $»00.

No. 19. TROTTING—PACI 10 COAST—2;30 class.

$1,000.

Maud W. W. W., blk m.by General Reno, dam by
Rattler-W. B. Todhunter.

Vengeance, g g, by Venture, dam Belle—A. Patter-

son.
Ruby, b m, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—L J..

Rose.
Antevolo, brc, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.

Cairn Simpson.
Mayboy, b b, by Whipple's Hambletonian. dam Har-

vest Queen—J. McConuell.
Brown Jug, br b, by Nutwood -J. A. Goldsmith.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patcben

—

G. W. Trahern.
Blacksmith, blk b, by Champion Knox, dam Rosa

—

J. J. Cozart.
Olivette, b m. by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam

Belle—A. C. Dietz.

A,. V. SmPPEE, President.

J. M. EaKue, Secretary.

P. O. Box 188, Stockton, Cal.

THIRD
Annual Meeting

—OF THE—

Thirteenth District Agri-

cultural Society.

—AT-

MARYSVILLB,
OCTOBER 7, , 9 and 10.

$3,000 in Premiums

For Speed and Walking Contest*.

Speed Programme
First I>ay— Wednesday, October Jtli

TROTTING—No. 1.—Two-year-old class. Best two
in three. Pure, S150. Free for all

RUNNING— No. 2.—Half mile and repeat. Purse,
620H. Fieeto all.

TROTTING—No. 3. -2:40 class. Best three in five.

Purse, $300. Free to all.

Second Way— Thursday, October 8tU.
TROTTING—No. 4.—Four minute class. Free for

all and go as they please. Purse, 950. The horse
nearest to four minutes to win the beat. First horse
§20, second S10, third *10, fourth 35, fifth 95.

RUNNING—No. 5. -One mile and repeat. Purse,
$250. Free for all.

TROTTING—No. C—Three-year-old class. Best
three in five. Purse, $225. Free for all.

Third Day—Friday, October 9th.
RUNNING—No. 7.—One and one-half mile dash.

Purse, >'225. Free to all.

WALKING—No 8. Best walking stallion. One mile.
Purse, S100. Tree to all.

TROTTING -No. 9.—2:30 class. Best three in five.

Purse, $350. Free to all.

Fourth Oay—Saturday, October lOth.
TROTTING -Consolation Class—No. 10. Best three

in five. Purse, $250. Free for all horses defeated in
the trotting contests.
RUNNING—No. 11.—Two mile dash. Purse, $300.

Free for all.

TROTTING—No. 12.-2:21 class. Purse, $C00. Free
to all except Manon.

CONDITIONS AM* REMARKS.

National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting races. Five to enter aud three to start. But
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten percent, on
puree, to accompany nomination. Trotting and racing
premiums divided at the rate of fifty per cent, lor the
first borne, twenty- live per cent. V; Un- second, lit'tfen

percent, to the third, and ten percent to the fourth.
TheBoard reserves the right to trot heats of any two

classes alternately, or to trot a special race between
heats, or to postpone ar ce until another day. A
horse making a walk-over, shall lie entitled only to
the entrance money paid in.
Non-starters must lie declared out tlie day previous

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock v. m„ or
they shall be required to start.
All purses or premiums paid ;ib soon an a decision is

rendered. Entries to all the above races fexcept fixed
events), close with tlie Secretary, September 15, 1885.

Ri-eords made between August lfitn and September
IB, 1885, shall be no bar to entries in the»o classes.

Tickets of Admission, 50 Cents.

Hie I>i«itrlc comprint Sacramento,
Sutter, Yolo and Yuba Counties.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS :

J. \V. Wilson, Sacrainentn; Janiew Liltlefolm, stit-

ter: Charles P. ItecU, Yolo; D, E. Knight, A. D,
("mis, M. Marciise, N. D. Coombs and C. A. midden,
of Vuba.

I>. E. IvMf.llI.
T. .1. silERU'Oon, President.

Scoretary.

Post Office address, MaryBVille, Cal.

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 11.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Bierra and Modoc
jWashoe Co., Nev., Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Cal.,

admitted to District f jr Rac-
ing Purposes.)

AWLTllAL ASSOCIATION

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be*
completed on th* closing day of the Fair, it may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, four or moro paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to bold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to

be divided as follows: Ctii to the first and 33i to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start bis horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Hordes entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of tbu
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse, and a horse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at t tfclodt p. s . shMtg*

J J. R. Muhray. A. W. SBGMJSOH.
Secretary. . ?re&Ld«d)t

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
Atitl Continuing Five JOays.

finest Track in the Mountains, "with First-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races
o

SPEED PROGRAMME.

in 5; purse, S200.
third, S20. Free

FIRST D\¥.
TROTTING—Class 3:0O,3inn, mile heats; purse.

8200. First horse, SUM): second, 563; third, $20. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

2 RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse
Sioo. First-horse, $60; seeuud ?ao; third, ?iu. Free for
all District horses.

3. RUNNING—Mileheuts,2in3; purse, $200. First
horse, $120; second, $60; third, $20. Free for all.

4 RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse
573, First horse, $od; second, $25. Free for all.

s:y«i.\;>i>Ai'.

5 TROTTING—Class 2:30, 3 in 5; muse, $250. First
horse, $150; second, s75; third, $25. Free for all.

6. RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
flash; purse, 975. First horse, $50; second, $20. Free
for Distri' t horses.

7. RUNNING—Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.

First horse. $W; second, 315; third, $15. Free for all.

8. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
purse, $110, First horse, $84; second, $42; third, $14.

Free fur all.

i). RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end oi each mile, and use six or
more horses; purse, $200. Three to enter two to start.

First horse, $150; second,$50. Owner to furnish stables.

TB11K1> DAY.
10. TROTTING—2:40 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; purse

$2-511. First horse, $150; second, $75; third, $25. Free
for all.

11. RUNNINP—Mile dash; purse, $12o. First horse,
$75; second, $37.50; third, $12.50. Free for District
horses.

12. TROTTING—Four-vear-olds orunder, 3 in 5, mile
heats; purse, $200. First horse, $120; second, $60;

third, $20. Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
4 :30_p lljse,?.')il. First hoi s^,$3u; second, $15; third, $5.

Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOVRTH OAI.
14. TKOTTING—2:50 class,

First horse, $120; second, ;

for District nurses.

15. RUNNING—Half-mile anri repeat; purse, $100.

First horse, 8d0;secoud,$au; third, $10. Free for all.

16. RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dish; purse,
8150. First horse, $'ji); second, $15; third, $15. Free for
all.

17. TROTTING—Single buggy. 2 in 3, owner to drive;
purse, $75. First horse, $-50; second, $25, Free for
District horses.

FIFTH BAY.
18. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse.'StOO. Firjt horse, $240;

second, $120 tlurd, $10. Free for all.

19. WALKING—Stallionfl,onernile;puree,850. First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat ; purBe, 8300.
First horse, $180; second. $w; third, $80. Free for all.

21. TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat:
j

purse, $125. First team, $75; second, $37; third, SIS. Free
for District horses. Untrained teams must pull buggy

i

owners to drive.

GLASS-BAXL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $80. First, |5<); Becond, $30; third. $10.1
Entries to 1"- made at time <il shooting. Not less than

'

five to enter. Entrance fee ,$5.

CONDITIONS.

Entries to all trotting and running races to close
with the Secretary at 'J o'clock r. M,, on Tuesday,
September 1st, 18P5.

All entries to be made iu writing, to give sex,
color and marks of horses. Also name aud residence
of owner, aud in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.

Entrauce feu ten per cent of purse.
In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules io govern trotting, but
the Board reserves tlie right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, If necessary to finish any day's
racing, OI to troi a special race between the heats.

Unless otherwise ordered by the Hoard, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District raoc-lbal has
not been owned aud kept in the District six (6)

mouths prior to tbi» day of the race, and anv entry
by any person of any disqualified horse bqoI] be held
liable for the entrauce fee contracted, without any
fright to compete for a purse. :uul shall be held liable.
to penalties prescribed by the National Association]'
and Rules of the State Agricultural Society, aud ex-

pulsion from the As.: .elation-

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel aud Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles Tiy eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpit, the great French writer, will

contribute a jveekly letter to the Ingleside, ou the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Bill 3iye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of 2*ltili)> II. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.
Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Amoug the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble. The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness ana dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, $'S 00 ; six months,

SI. 75; three months, $1.00; by carrier.in the city, 36
cents per month. Subscriptions may be mode at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

Tin; i>G3.i:mi>i:. ?f« Montgomery St,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The Lngdeside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of $CH,tiOO. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe, Williard Wells.
H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Aehe.

Henry Payox. Isaac Upuam.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE ASD IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

204 Sausome street, Xeur l*inc,

SAN FRANCISCO.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OK
IIENKV WALSH,

•Mip't Running Horey Di1 )'*!,

l'ulo Alto Skicli I'urm.
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1885.
SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.

;

October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
In Purses aud Premiums.
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and Industrial Exposition are in
Active Preparation.

SI'EEI> PROGRAMME.

First Bay, Tuesday, Oct. 30th.
1. Trotting Eace—Purse §500; 3:00 class;

mile heats, 3 in 5; open also to Cade and Pren-
tice B iy.

2. Trotting Staee—§50; for yearlings;

half-mile heats; $10 forfeit, and §25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Running Eace—Purse S150; half-mile
dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Running Eace—Purse $200; free for

for two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day. Wednesday, Oct. 2tst.

5. Trotting Eace—Purse $500; 2:30 class;

mile heats, best 3 in 5.

6. Trotting Eace—Purse $200; for two-
year-olds aud under; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Eace—Purse $250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

S. Eunning Eace—Purse $250; for three-

year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day, Thursday, Oct. 23d.

Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,
to be hereafter published.

Parade Drill and Eace for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for first and $50 to sec-

ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Eace—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;

with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, "Valgean,

Margaret and Sultan barred, and a reserved
right to add others.

Fourth Hay, Friday, October 33d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40

class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

11. Trotting Eace—Purse $250; for

three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Eunning Eace—Purse $250; tor all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Eunning Eace—Purse $300; free for

ail; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Filth Day, Saturday, October 24th.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse,

$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Eace—Purse $250: four-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Eunning Eace—Purse ©300; for three-

year olds; oue mile and a half.

17. Eunning Eace—Purse $200; forbeaten
horse*; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

REMARKS AXB CONDITIONS.

Five to enter and three to start. But the

Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse; but in uo event
will a race be cousidered rilled without three

bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of

parse, in both running and trotting races, to

accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot

heats of any two classes alternately, if neces-
sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a
special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-
trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6
p . M.of the day preceeding the race, shall be
required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular horse
they are to start must be named at G P. M. of

the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
Except as otherwise specified, running races'

will be conducted under the rules of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association,

Non-starters in running races will be held
for entrance under Rule 3.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to

wear caps of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.
the 1st.

If two horses are permitted by consent of
the Directors to start, then third money reverts
to the Association.
A horse distancing the field or any part

thereof is entitled to first money only.
All moneys in purses will be divided; 65 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10
per cent, to third.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-
nished upon application to the Secretary.

All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
R. II. Hewitt, I,. Edehtenberger.

Secretary, President.

CYNTHIANA

Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- FennelTs Cythiana Boots.
Which ure now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and trainers throughout the United States, I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their Buperlor fit
ting qualities and the excellent materials used they mo
pronounced hy experts the cheapest 1 . ots made.

J. O'KAXK. 365 Market SU
Wholesale and retallfdealei in Harness aud Saddlery
Goods of all kinds.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing",

.WITH A.N APPENDIX,.
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

''Round-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare.
o

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Calm Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Beeedeb and Spoetsaian, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of bis book entitled •Tips and Toe
"Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown "by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training"\ye ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of Bhoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take $50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure c, copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, SI; cloth, 51.50.—Western Sportsman and lave Stock
Journal.

••Tips and Toe "Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
elever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Bbeedee and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated, The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
jaumber of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Tob Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Bbeedee and Spobtsilan, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Beeedeb and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
flevoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a boot
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe iu the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has fouu . ....

I .
i
re

unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoo on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20V. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send 51.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Sural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2 :20J, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and twtny ear-old, and this past season, when threes-ears old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he gotarecord of 2:292, last half in 1:13J; first money in purse at Sacramento,
$500; second money at Stockton, $250; the Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo, $870, makmgacash
return for the season of $4,514. 1 am satisfied that if he had been shod witb full shoes when first put In
training be would have been hopeli ssly crippled.

In the Breeder and SpOKTSMam will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. 1 have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and solo, and all the tissues which compose tlie foot

of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles Id the Bit! >E1 kd Bpobtmian,
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy ol th< hoi nol understood as

thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. 1 anticipate valuable acce lonsof] uuwledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jus. Cauls Siaipsom.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

Theiabove.treatise'wiH be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
"• orders direct to the office.

| FIFTH [ANNUAL*

EXHIBITIONS
OF| THE 1

San£Mateo[andFSanta|ClaragCo

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Cal.

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st, 2d and
3d 1S85, Inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. S8tb.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; 8150 idiled- SoOto
second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING -One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; $50 to
second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap- $50
entrance; S25 forfeit; Mf> uedaranNi, : oj.-.fi

; v \,\ t
.

(\ -

S100 to second horse; third to Bave entrance V*eights
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday, September 23d.

Second Day—Tuesday. Sept. 29th.
No. 4. TROTTING—3:00 Class. District Pnrse

*500; $2o0 to lirst horse; $125 to second; $75 to third-
$50 to the fourth hor-e.

No. 5. TROTTING-2:22 Class (open to Vanderlvn
and James H). Purse 8750; $375 lo first; $187.50 to
second; $112.50 to third; $75 to fourth.

No. 6. TROTTING-Three-year-old District Purse
$300; $180 to first; $00 to second; $30 to third.

Third Bay—Wednesday. Sept. 30th.

Ladies Equestriauism— Purse $100. For the most
graceful rider. $25; second. $15; third, $10. For the
most skillful rider. $25; second, $15; third, $10.

No. 7. RUNNLNG-Half-mile and repeat, free
for all; ?25en1rance; $10 forfeit; 5200 added; $75 to
second horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash-
>25 entrance: $15 forfeit; 5200 added; $75 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING-Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages: purse $200; entrance free: $50 to
second horse. Fixed valuation $1,00(1; two pounds

i; ]-, ir ,..;,,-!, -Im 1 ,],,-,.
;

.v.;
i
... i,

.;

for each $100 above.

Fourth Bay—Thursday, October 1st,

No. 10. TROTTING-2:-i0 Class: purse $500 ;* $250
to first; $125 to second; $75 to third: $50 to fourth
horse.

No. 11. TROTTING-TVo-year-olds; one mile and
repeat: purse $300; $180 to first horse; $i'0 to second-
$30 to third.

'

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all: purse $400; $240
j first; $120 to second: $40 to third horse.

Fifth Bay-Friday, October fid.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year-
olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Parse $200; $60 to
second horse.

No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse $250; entrance free; $50 to bi
325 to third horse.

No. 15 -RUNNING—Consolation Purse for I

horses; purse $150; 850 to second horse. Entries to
close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Bay—Saturday. October 3d.

No. 1C. TROTTING—2*5 class; District Purse
$400; $240 to first; $120 to second

; $40 to third horse.
No.17. TROTTTNG-2:2fi 0] 00; $240

to first: $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2:20 Class; pur,.-
$500 to first: $250 to second; $160 lo third;
fourth horse.

REMARKS AND <0\IUTIO\S

All trotting races are the bi si throe in fiw
Ave to enter an I tan to I

... Itul tl

reserves the rlghi o liol t 1 , than
tin, i>v the withdrawal of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on
company t itnal Ion.
National Assoc! tlmi R ill to overo trotting' but

the Board reserves the i
I

classes alternately, >i m
racing, or to trol n ip< cl i ace betwn n hoal
horse making a walk-oi er Bhull be i

i

the entr inco n tin re-
nulrtjn number ol ftl irter* it]

for the eni raucc i<

00 tothe Aral mhIMX to the second,
IN AM. BAChb RNTBI1 3 XOT DRC1

Bp. M. OFTHKDAY l-U) i EDI
RKQUIRKD Tom | |

i

Where there Is more tii in one entry by one person
r in Intereni , the partlcul
st-»n inn. | be dr in i

;
i Hi fi p. M. ol tbu

i :, .... N-. Hrtded money paid tot
i aft

itui-* of ti govern
running races,exeep1 where c tlon naiiu
1,1 hen ' te

Etoc lor tl . Ir entries.
In trotting races drivers will \» required In wear

(•a
i

of dtsl Incl colors, tun ni i in 1 hi Ir
entries.

District now* . i, isns.
Entries to allol the above races '• close with

the secret irj mi Saturday, August 1st

I

tii 'WilM "Li..

TOlOpl
.1. B. WELLES, Pn

A B. 1U.US, buurulary.
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TIME SCHEDULE.
PasBenger Trains leave and arrive PasBenger Depot

(Townsend street, between Third and Fourth Streets)

San Francisco.

•yB [ Commencing May 11,1885. I

A
g
B*VE

J :30 a
10:40 a I

tl:30p| |

*5 :4?£| L San Mateo, Redwood and
*-'7-Z\ I

HenloP?-k.
*o:lo P|
fi:30p I

$11:45 1? I

6H0A.
•8:10 a
y :08 a

*10:02a
*3 :3(i p
t4 :59 P

(i :00 p
17:50 p
H:I5p

*3:Sjul* >6anta Clara, San Jose and
i :25 p Principal Way Stations.

*3:3fiP
6:00 v

tR:l!>E

10:10 A: » Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville, i
(

*3:30p'f Salinas and Monterey. t-

|*i Watsonville, Camp tjuodall, (
io;40a i Aptoa, >ew Brighton, So-;
*3:80p| /"quel (.Cam p Capitola) and)

I J Santa Oil/.

YERBAB1TENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

KEttlSTEIEED \S THK AMERICAN JERSEV CATTEE CM'M OF NEW 1«>KK.

; * Monten yandSanta Cruz. t i

(Sunday Excursion) \ '

ia^iipl i Hollister and Trea Finos- ^ |

10 :40 a : Soledad and Way Stations

a—Morning. p.—Afternuon.
•Sundays excepted. tSimdays only . fTheatre train

Saturdays only
.

Trains are run un Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph & Co

MARY ANNE OF ST LAMBERT, »6 lbs. 12J ozs.. 1

week, A. J. C. C. test; 807 lbs. 14^ ozs, in II months
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2A ozs., 1 week, A. J.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. &h ozs., 1 week.
Her likeness above.

Stage CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 a _

Train, except '-"escadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, and Pacific Congress Spring Stage
Santa Clara, which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

Special Rupn i-trip Tickets, at reduced races to
Monterey, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to Gilrcy, Paxaiso and Paso Rohles Springs

EXCURSION TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

For Sundays only, - for 1:30p. m. train; good for re-
(turn same day.

For Saturday, ( Sold Saturua y and Sunday only.
Sunday and' good for return until following Mon
Monday, i day, inclusive, at the i'uUowing rates:

Round Trip
from San

Franc '.sen to

San Br:ino ..

Millbrae. ..

Oak Grove. ...

San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
May field

Satto

ikt.
Mun.
Tkt,

$ 50
65
90

75 1 10
1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
1 25 1 50
1 25 1 60
1 2-5 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy .....

Aptos...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterev

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

SI 50
i 50
1 75
1 75
2 75
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 on

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H.. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. AsBt. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY* THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best "daces in the State for

Sea Battling, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful GroveB and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can he obtained from the Beveral streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may he had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
la noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feef) for warm halt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, StMtUEIj ANI> SANTA CRUZ,
IB VIA THK NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sa'i Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each ot which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

o. ua.il. Pigeon, Snipe, i»nck, ticese, Deer
a ml Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at Sfin Mateo lor those well-known Retreats, PTJRIS-
S1MA, SAN GRFGORIO and PF.SCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to thej unlimited ex-
tent of range at. and about WAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tie lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Spi

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF Til BIB DOGS

when carried in Baggage Oars and put in charge of
Tr'iin nai/:;:mi'Ti]i-n. 'I rain Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
BS5*In order to guard agaliiHt accidents to DogB

while in transit, it is neeensarv that they he provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried tree ofcharge, Guns taken apart
and securely packed In wood or leather cases may be
taken in PasBenger Cars.
TTCKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., Grand
Hotel.
A, C. BASBETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Suueriattuule 6. Aejt. Pans, and Tkt, A^t,

JKKSKY UIJLLE OK SCI' 5 lbs., 4 ozs.

1LECOHJIS OF FOt'M>AVION STOCK:
EfJROTAS, 778 lbs. in U n onths.
MON PLAISIR, 182 lbs., 1 week
PRINCESS 2d, 4fi lbs. 12* ozs. in 7 days.
BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale.

Butter Recoi d of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
KIOTEK AIiPEIEA FAMILY.

EUROTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz., in 11 montbs G days. I PYRRHA, 17 lbs G.V ozs., in 7 days.
BOMBA, 22 lbs. 7 ozs., in 7 days.

| LADY ALICE of HILLCREST.1G ihs.14.',- ozs., in 7 days,
PHJEDRA, 21 lbs. lijj ozs., in 7 days. LILY OF MAPLE GROVE. If! lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 days.
TORFRIDA, 19 lbs. 13 ozs., in 7 days.

|
CORN, 16 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 days.

COOMAS8IE FAMILY,
ST.ZEANNATSE, 17 fbB. Sy. ozs.,in 7 days.
DAISY BROWN. 17 fbs. li';; OZB., in 7 days
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 ]"l.n. 2 ozs., in 7 days.
PRINCESS t'PASHAHTfiE, Hi lbs. VL ozs.", in 7 days.
MAGGIK P.RlGHT,lll]bs. IS ozs., in l> days.
TORMENTOR'S i 'I N DR ELLA, Hi lbs. \- :

, uzs. in 7 days.
DAISY' aUKEN, Hi Djs. 4 ozs., in 7 da-B.

JKRSEV ISEIXK OF SCITUATE FAMILY.
JERSEY BELLEOF SCITUATE, 705 lbs., ozs., in I LASS OF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs., in7 days
lyear; 25 lbs., 3 ozs., in 7 days. MINNIE OF SCITUATE, 11 lbs. 4 '-..ozs. iu"7days.

BELLE OF SCITUATE, IS lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days.
|

" 3

Blood descendants of above named Herds can "be seen on Exhibition at State Fair,
Sacramento.

HEMtY PIERCE. Sin Francisco.

Jerseys not registered in tlie American Jersey Cattle Club or New York sell as grades
at halt-price in tlie East.

PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs.. 12 W ozs., in 7 clays.
OXFORD KATE. HS lbs., 12 ozs., in 7 days.
COOMASSIE.lfi lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.
ONA,22 1b5.HWozs.. in 7 days.
ISLAND STAR, 21 lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 days.
KING'S TRUST, IS B>8.,0 ozs., in 7 days.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs.. in 7 days.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS. RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KENTUCKY KEEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTOEY-15 5t. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—63U and 63S MONTGOMERY ST.. S. P.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties ot
tlie State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Caret, Sacramento. J. D. Cabk, Salinas.
R. P. Sargent, Gilroy. John Bogos, Colusa.

P. A. Finiqan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MO&T
snccessful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietsi, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to fjive satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in tlie State. We have in contemplation
i series of combination or breeders' sales, siinil.ir to

those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to ente i into correspondence with parties de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stuck of all descriptions
will he made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-

KILLIP A CO.. 110 Montgomery street.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and oiler for Bale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co..

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pit;" from two to twelv
months old, bred from tlie best strains of Premium
-stock, winch I import yearly from England direc'.

Apply to Win. Corhltt,
318 California St.,

Sun Frauchnco.

BUY DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE
UGGIEs

WAGONS.
ANT STYLE MADE TO ORDEh.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTKNTION GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishinB
Alterations and Repairs.

OFE1CE AND FACTORY.

IJU AN» 13 19 1IAKK1T STREE1

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets, San FruuclBco.

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 11th. 1885.

TruiiiN leave, ami are <lue to arrive at
Oakland Ferry, loot oi Market St., San
Francisco us follows;

( mm

RACINGPLATES.
EACING PLATES OK TRAINING SHOES DP

any slzoor w eight, fowtir.k-d on receiptor price.
--...ii ihtm'I. All platen ami hIhich guaranteed to be of
the best material and workmanship, Samples can be
ueu at the office of theBbukdbb and Bpoetsman.

Address, m..i.»'i,eaiiy,
ban Uucnu Voutura, fai.

*$m i- m
1:00 >

4:00
•5:00 i' M
8rfM» * u
•8:00 \ U
3:30 v m
7:00 P M

lu:UU A M
1;UU i

7:011 P M
7 :30 A M
8:1)0 A ^'

7:30 A M
3:00 P m
4:011 P M

*4:00 P m
8:U0 a M

tl(t:00 a M
3 HO I' M
8:00 a M

*»:3l) .\ m
*3:30 y m
«S :30 a m

DESTINATION.

..Byron

..Calistoga and Nap»..

...Colfax
lalt... Rudrtiiin and 1'ortland

...Gait via Martiuiv.
,, .Zone via Livennore ,

...Knt glit's Landing

... Livtrmore and I leasariton,
,...Martinez
.....Milt. .n

I Mnjiive, Heiujim, 1 Kxpn-ss
. > 1 .1 I ':..-... u«! i:...-t. I Emigrant
. ..Nile." .i.i.l Haywards

) Ogdeu and t Express
. > Bast ( Emigrant
....Red I'.lnif via Marysville
. Sacramento, via Livennore..

via IJeni'i-i
'* via Benicia
" via Henicla

...Sji.ratneiito River Steamers..

..Stockton via Livormore...
" viu Martinez

,

" via Martinez
..Tulare and Freeno

>:10 P M
i : Hi p m
1:40 p M
):40 a m
j; 10 P M
1:10 a m
»:« a u

1:10 a m
1:40 i' M
1:10 a m

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*fi:00—•6:30—7:00—7:30—!> :00—
8:30—9:00—U;30— 10:00—10:30—11:00—11 ::m~12:00—12:30
—1 :00— 1 :30—2 HO—:>:30-3 :00 — 3 :30— 4 :00— 4 :30— 5:00— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—S:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00

—

•12:00.

TO PRUIT VAJLE—*6:00—'6:30— *7:00— *7:30— »8:00—
•8:30—•3:30—S:00—»4:30—•5:00—*5:30— *6;00— «G:30—
9:00,

TO FRUIT VA.LE (via Alameda)—*9:30—6:30—111:00—*12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8:30

—

9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—112:30—
1:00—tl:30—2:00—3:00-3:30—4:00— 4:80— 5:00— 5 :30

—

6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—•12:00.
TO BERKELEY—•B:00—'6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00—*8:30

—9:00—19:30—10:00—J10:30—11:00-111:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8 :00—9 :00—1 :00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:00— •6:30—7:00—*7:30—
J8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—11:00—2:00—3:00—1:00
—•4:30—5:00—•5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:23—*G:53—"7:23—»7:53—•8:2!
8:53—*9:23—*10;21—*4:23—*4:53—*5:23—*5:53—*6:23—
•6:53—7:25—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5:15— *5:45—
16:45—9:15-*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5;30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30-8:00—6:30-9:00-9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00 — 11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57—8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minntes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:22—*5: 52— •6:22— 6:52— *7:22—

7:52—*8:22—8:52—9:22— 9:52— 110:22— 10:52— 111:22—
11^2-112:22—12:52—11:22—1:52—2:52—3:22-3:52—4:22
-4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7 :52-S:52—9:52—in :S2.FROM BERKELEY—•5:15—*5:4o—•6:15—6:45—*7:15—
7:45-»8:15— 8:45—19:15-9:45-110:15—10-45— 111:16—
11:45— 12:45— 1:45— 2:45 — 3:45—i:15—1:45—5:15— 5-45
—6:15— f!:45—7:45—8:15—9:4.5—10:15.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:15—*6:15—8:45-»7:iG
—7:45—8:45-19:15—9:15—10:45—112:45— 1:45 — 2:45—
3:45—"4:45—*5:15-5:45—•6:15—6:15—*7:I5.

tllEEK KOHTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-«7:15-9:15-ll:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15,

FROM OAKLAND—•6:15—8:15—10:15— 12;15— 2:15—
4:15.

Sundays excepted. ISnndays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F.

A. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager,

T. H. GOODMAN.
Gen. Pass. ATtk Agt.

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

50 Choice Merino Rams, very high gTade, $12.50 each
per carload. Also Pedigreed Ranis, ?2-">(t;,?50 each.

30 Imported Holstcin Cattle, $j-i^r^l^i each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, 3100 to

$350 each.
in Ayrshire Bulls, *mo(3.$250 each.
adlerr-ford Bulls. S'M^iS 150 each.
10 Hereford Grade BuUb and llcifers.4 to 8 months

10 Durha
20Durhai

in Hulls, -I

20 Beikehire Pigs,
5 Berkshire Pigs, I

3 Berkshire PlgB,
These are the url

the ord^rta-.e lowi

.i-d Pedigrees, §1110(5^150 each.

et,2Ji months old, ?l2..f) each.
:t,5 months old, 818.50 each.
Ct, 10 tol2niunthsohl,?;i0each.
i ears, CASH, and the larger
11 rices.

ROLLIN P. SAXE,
dern and Owners, Ru. _

ancisoo, or l^s Edwards St., Oakland

or export lave Stock from any
ad slates, mid deal in every kind of
common horses and beet* cattle.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

Tho most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. heald President. C. e, HALEY, Sec'y

ita>"Bond for cii*otilar,T£S

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Uuuorary Urnduate ot

Oninrio Vrlerluary Col-

lege. Toronto, (nniiila.

Veterinary Inllrntary. :i-l Katoiuu Sit

Besldeuoe, M6 Howard St., SanFranolflco,



SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
Pall Meeting at Sheepshead Bay.

Sept. 3d—A splendid attendance witnessed the races. The
sport was good throughout, but again favorites were bowled
over. The event of the da}', the September Stakes, was won
cleverly by Hidalgo, but it was a tight squeeze, as Wanda all

but beat him out. The Californians won a very respectable

fortune over the race. The public, who seem to be dead in-

sane on Richmond, backed him at the rate of 2 to 1 and 5 to

2 as if all were over bar the shouting, while Hidalgo opened
at 5 to 1. Now ''the pot was put on" iu such a manner that

it soon boiled over to 3 to 1, and long before the betting

stopped fifteen or twenty bookmakers rubbed out the quota-

tions against him entirely and refused to lay against him.

First Race—Purse S5U0; for all ages; the winner of the first race of
the first or second day, to carry 5 lbs. extra. Seven furlungs.
M. T. Danaher's b g Avalon, t>, by Aramis—Sprightly, 115 lba

McLaughlin 1

W. Stoop's chc Tornado, 4, liv tjlenhon— Estella, II* I lis Hayward 2

Harden & Barry's eh. g Gleaner, 6, by"(»leu*hj—Gong, 115 lbs.Blaylock 3

B. A.Haggin"seh c Tyrant, 3, 112 lbs... Duffy
G. L. Lorillard's n e Thackeray, 1, 118 lbs Fitx.patricfc

R C. Pate's bg Monogram, 6, 115 lbs O'Hara
W. P. Burch's cli f Telie D«e, 3, 10H lbs Maynarrt
Mr. Kelso's ch f Wait-Awhile, 2, SI lbs Davis
J. Wilson's b f Lizzie W., 4, 115 lbs Green
E. V. Hnedeker'sb c Lord Beaconfield.:*, 112 lbs W. Donohue

Time, l :29*K.

Pools: Gleaner ?60, Thackeray 310, Monogram ?;i0. Avalon J20, the field

$30. Betting: 7 to 2 each against Tvrant and Thackeray, 4 to 1 Gleaner,
8 to 1 each Telie Doe and Avalon, i0 to 1 each Tornado and Monogram,
25 tol Lizzie W.,30 to 1 Lord Beaconsfield, 40 to 1 Wait-Awhile. Place:
8 to 5 each against Thackeray, Tyrant and Gleaner, 3 to l each Telie Doe,
Avalon and Monogram, 4 to 1 Tornado, S to l Lizzie W. , 10 tol Lord
Beaconsfield,12 to 1 Wait-Awhile. Mutuels paid, $45.20.

Lizzie W. was first away, Thackeray second, Gleaner third.

Lizzie W. led for the first quarter, when Gleaner took the

lead and retained it till well into the stretch, where Avalon and
Tornado closed. After a beautiful finish Avalon won by a

leogth and a half, Tornado second, a head in front of Gleaner.

Fourth Race.—The September Stakes. A sweepstakes for three
year-olds, foals of lS*2 t of$H ; each, $25 forfeit, with $1,500 added; the
second to receive ?3l-0 out of the stakes; the winner of any three-year-
old stake, for which the entries were made as yearlings, to carry US lbs.,

of two, 3 lbs. extra; of three or more such stakes, 7 lbs. extra; other
winners allowed 5 lbs.: maidens allowed 15 lbs. One mile and three
quarters.
B. A. Haggin's blk c Hidalgo, by Joe Daniels—Elcctra, 113 lbs.

Duffy 1

Bancocas Stable's eh f Wanda, bv Mortemer—Minnie Miner, 122 lbs.
Hayward 2

MT/KeisoVSD"c*LoHgV-VewV
,

bv Longfellow—Fanny Malone, 103 lbs.
Meaton 3

D\vyer"Bro7.'Virc'K'i'chmo'nd7ilS lbs McLaughlin
W. L. Scott's ch F East Lvnne, 110 lbs Lewis
G. L. Lorillard's b c St. Augustine, Hi lbs Fitzpatrick
Morris A Patton's b c Favor, 113 lbs Martin
Rancocaa Stable's ch f Katrine, 111) lbs Onley

Time, 3:09^.

Pools : Richmond 8140, Hidalgo $80, Favor 570, Rancoeas pair and East
Lynne $60 each, the field $60. Betting: Yi to 5 against Richmond, 3i£ to 1

Hidalgo, 5 to 1 East Lvnne. 6 to 5 Favor, 7 to 1 Wanda, Sto 1 Katrine, 9 to

1 St. Augustine and 1-5" to 1 Longview. Place: 6to5 against Richmond,
7to5Hidalgo,8to5EastLynne, 2 to 1 Wanda, 5 to 2 Favor, 3 to 1 Rat-
line, 7 to 2 St. Augustine, 6 to 1 Longview. Mutuels paid S2l.ro,

Favor was first away, but was instantly passed by East

Lynne, who at once opened a big ?ap, and coming by the

stand led two lengths, Favor second, a neck in front of St.

Augustine, he a head in front of Richmond, who was a head

in front of Katrine, Hidalgo on the outside at Katrine's head.

At the turn, after passing the stand, Katrine was cut down.

Hidalgo on the outside now moved up, and passing the half

was second to East Lynne, Richmond third, Longview

fourth. After this Kichmond gradually fell back, while Hi-

dalgo closed on East Lynne. Turning into the stretch

Hidalgo led a half length, Longview second, Katrine third,

Wanda fourth. In the stretch Wanda challenged Hidalgo

with the utmost determination, but Hidalgo outlasted her

and won by a head, Wanda second, two lengths in front of

Longview, Richmond a bad fourth.

Sept. 8th—A fatal accident marred the sport. In the

steeplechase Revenge was ridden by Ford, and was going at

top speed when sent at the in-and-unt on the fore side of the

field opposite the grand stand. Revenge struck the top bar

of the fence, and landing on his head, broke his neck and

died instantly. In his fall Ford went with him. and the

animal rolling over, crushed Ford beyond recognition. His

skull was smashed, both legs were broken and blood was

oozing ont of his mouth and ears. Before he could bepicked

np and carried away the poor fellow was dead.

The attendance was excellent, the track good, but the

weather remained damp. The racing was good upon the

whole, but again favorites had a hard time of it, Farewell

and Bourke Cochran being the only ones that gladdened their

backers.

First Race—Puree 850Q: for three-vear-olds and upwards. A winner

of any one race during the m etiiig to carry weight forage; of any two
races during the meeting 5 lbs. extra: Belling races not recko ned aa

Seel; otheFhorses allowed 7 lbs. Non-wlnnerfl of *500in 1885 allowed

IS lbs. Three quarters of a mile. M ,.

. M. T- Donahue's b g Avalon, 6, by Aram.s-Spnghtlv.^in.. lb*.

]

gX tfuchanan'fchgJim Renwick, aged, by Joe Hooker-BigQarh
g

j, eVcampbcn 6 d in Miu» CioodxiUi- H. WO 11b. « Covlngtg'n o

R. C. Pate's bcConkling, 4, 103 lbs W. Donohue
C. Askev's be Bay Rebel, 4, 103 lbs Askey
F. Zeibitz's ch c Col. Clark, 3,97 lbs HiggB
D. J. McCalFs b g Harry Rose. 6, 100 lbs... Stevens
R. P. McMalion'e b f Miss Baldwin, 4, 100 lbs Camp
E. Corrigan's ch f Modesty, 4, 108 lbs.. _ .. West
J. Wilson's b f Lizzie W.,4,108 lbs Brennan

Time. Iil5%.

Pools: Modesty 3180, Jim Renwick $90, Av ilon $70, Gleaner *60, Miss
Goodrich 530, field $90. Betting: 2 to 1 agiinst Modesty, 9 to 2 Avalon, 5

to 1 Jim Renwick, 6to 1 Gleaner, 7to 1 Conkling, 20 to 1 Miss Goodrich,
23 to 1 Lizzie W.,30 to 1 Col. Clark, 40 tol Miss Baldwin, 50 to 1 Harry
Rose, 60 to 1 Bav Rebel. Place: Even against Modesty, 8 to 5 Jim Ren-
wick, 2 to 1 Avalon and Gleaner, 7 to 2 Conkling, 6 to 1 Miss Goodrich, 8

to l Lizzie W., 10 to 1 Col. Clark, 15 to 1 Harry Rose and Miss Baldwin,
20 to 1 Bay Rebel. Mutuels paid $29.35.

Gleaner and Avalon got off in front and made the running
as named till well into the stretch, when Avalon drew away
and won rather handily by a length, Gleaner second, a length

and a half in front of Jim Renwick,
Fourth Race—The Omnium Handicap. A handicap Bweepstakea of

$50 each, h. f.. and only $10 if declared by August 28th, with 51,250

added. The second to receive S250 of the added money and 20 per
cent, of the stakes, and the third 10 per cent, of the stakes. Weights
to be announced August 24th . Winners , • after publication of

weights, of two races of any value, or of one of 51,000, 4 lbs. extra; of
two of $1,000, or of one of *"2,0U0, 7 lbs. extra; of three of $1,000, or two
of $2,000, 10 lbs. extra. One mile and a furlong.
W. Mulfeey's blk c Joquita, i, by Lucifer—Chiquita, 95 lbs.

.« Covington 1

R. C. Pate'B b g Monogram, 6, by Buckden—Monomania, 117 lbs.

Duffy 2

W. B. Jennings' ch g Cardinal McCloskey, 5, by Ten Broeck, 94 lbs.

Waterwitch 3

D. C. Fannin & Co.'s b f Decoy Duck, 4, 95 lbs West
G H. Rye's b c Bob Cook , 4, 98 lbs -Kelly

Morris & Patton's b c Favor, 3, 105 lbs W. Donohue
G. L. Lorillard's b c Thackeray, 4, 114 lbs Hughes J

Rancocas Mtables' org Parole, aged, 115 lbs Hayward
W. C. Daly's ch h King Fan, 5, 112 lbs Church
Hayden & Co.'s b h Ko&ciusko, 4, 110 lbs McLaughlin
Preakness Stable's bg Rupert, 3.94 lbs Caldwell n

E. J. Baldwin's brf Mira, 3, 85 lba Atkinson
G. H. Kernaghan'sbgBurcb, 5 107 lbs Olney *

•Left at the post.
Time, 1:58.

Poole: Favor S70, Bob Cook, Burcb and Kosciusko, $20 each, Parole

815, King FanSlO, field $35. Betting: 11 to E against Favor, 6 to 1 each
Burch and Kosciusko, 7 tol Parole, 10 tol each King Fan, Monogram,
Bob Cook, Rupert, and Decoy Duck, 12 tol Thackeray, 15 to 1 each
Joquita, Cardinal McCloskey and Mira. Place: 6 to 5 against Favor,

5 to 2 Burch and Kosciusko, 3 to 1 Parole, 4 to 1 each King Fan, Bob
Cook, Rupert and Decoy Duck, 5 to 1 Monogram, 6 to 1 Thackeray, and
7 to 1 each Joquita, Cardinal McCloskey and Mira. Mutuels paid.

$29.25.

The start was good for all except Burch, who was left

standing still at the post. Thackeray, Parole, McCloskey
and Kosciusko went off as named. On the first turn Parole

went to the front, with Thackeray second, McCloskey third.

There was no change at the quarter, and Parole continued in

the lead along the backstretch, with Thackeray still second,

King Fan third, all close together. Nearing the three-quar-

ter post Decoy Duck shot to the front and opened a gap of

nearly two lengths, Monogram taking second place, Cardinal

McCloskey third. In the stretch Decoy Duck tired and was
passed by Monogram. In the last few strides Covington

brought up Joquita under the whip and won by a neck.

Monogram second, half a length in front of Cardinal

McCloskey, Decoy Duck a good fourth.

Fifth Race—A Handicap Sweepstakes of $30 each, and only $10 if de-

clared, with $750 added, of which $150 to the second. Entries to be made
on Saturday, Sept. 5th; weights to be announced and declarations to be
made on Mondav, Sept. 7th. One mile and five furlongs.

W Lakeland's br c Dutch Roller, 4, by Dutch Skater—Constanti-
nople, 110 lbs Hamilton 1

J T. William's chc Bob Miles, 4, by Pat Malloy—Dolly Morgan, 115

lbs McLaughlin 1

R. P. Ashe's \< i
" Bim-tte. 4 bv Billet— Mirah, 111 lbs Kelly 3

G L Lorillard's h f Louisette, 4, 118 lbs Hughes
Davis & Hall's b f Enigma. 4, 93 lbs Williams

Time,2:5i3£.
Pools: Louisette §90. Bob Miles 165, Dutch Roller §55. Enigma $ 10.

Betting: 11 to 5 against Binette, 3 to leach Eoli Miles ami Dutch Holler,

4!^ to 1 Louisette. and Pto 1 Enigma . Place : 5 to 1 on Binette, Bob Miles
and Dutch RoUer, even money Enigma, and 7 to 5 Louisette. Mutuels
paid, 93035.

Dutch Roller jumped off with the lead at the fall of the

flag. Bob Miles and Louisette followed. The lust named
quickly took the lead, and as they passed the stand at the

end of the first five furlongs she had a lead of Dearly four

lengths. The others were running in a bunch. There was

no change until after they had covered the first mile, when
the rear division began to overhaul the leader. At the three-

quarter post Enigma and Bob Miles were on even terms, a

trifle in front of Dutch Boiler, but when Hamilton called on
the last named he went to the front and won very easily by
eight lengths, Bob Miles second, two lengths from Binette.

When Archer, the great English jockey, was in Chicago, he

fell in with an American driver, whose name has been con-

stantly in print these many years. In the course of the con-

versation the Englishman asked. "What are your more prom-
inent fixed events in the West?" To this the American re-

plied, confidentially ftud candidly, "Oh, between you and I,

they are d 4 flour ull lixed."

Horses at Auction in Sacramento.

Messrs. Killip & Co. sold at Sacramento last Wednesday a

few head of well bred horses for small prices. The horses

sold were as follows:

THOROUGHBREDS.

Property of H. M. Johnston, Los Angeles.
Siempre, ch c, 2, by Billy Lee, dam Lulu Jackson, by

Jack Malone, from Leda, by Epsilon—Capt. A. J.

Hutchinson $200
Galgo, ch c, 2, by Rutherford, dam Nina R., by Wood-

burn, from Lulu Jackson, bv Jack Malone—James
Garland 250

TROTTERS.

Property of H. M. Johnston.
Richmond, g c, 2, by A. W. Richmond, dam Preciosa,

bv Sultan; second dam Adele, by Crichton, son of

Imp. Glencoe; third dam by Vermont Morgan—J.

A. Goldsmith 150
Barbero, g c, 4-, byLen Rose, damPogonip, by Crichton

-J. W. Knox. 400
Carlotta, ch m, 5, by Nutwood, dam Kitty Clyde, by

Chieftain—Capt. A.J.Hutchinson 1,000

Property of E. Martin, San Francisco.

General Crook, ch h, S, by Champion Knox, he by
Howe's Bismarck, son of Gen. Knox; dam an im-
ported English hunter mare—Mr. Crittenden 400

Tump Winston, ch g, by Pirmus, dam Lady Don

—

Henry Benson 180

The Sacramento Colt Stakes.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman : A meeting of the sub-

scribers to the Sacramento Colt Stakes was held at Agricul-

tural Park, Sept. 9th. The following members were present:

Worth Ober, A. D. Miller, M. W. Hicks, George Knear, J. E.

Madigan, Floyd L. Smith, John Blue, W. F. Smith, and L,

H. Todhunter, represented by C. H. Schlutins. A motion
that all money subscribed to the stakes should be placed in

the National Bank of D. O. Mills & Co. on special deposit,

was unanimously carried.

The election of officers resulted in ths choice of Frank P.
Lowell, President, and Wilber F. Smith, Secretary and
Treasurer. Wilder Field Smith.
Sacramento, Sept. 11, 18S5.

Incorrect weights on racehorses as affecting bets on races

in which such animals take part are treated on as follows by

a correspondent of the Chicago Inter-Ocean:

"An incident connected with Wednesday's racing at Wash-
ington Park would seem to call for action on the part of the

American Racing Association in order to protect the betting

public and racegoers generally against what was in this in-

stance undoubtedly an oversight, but which might be done
intentionally by unscrupulous people for gain. Iu the fourth

race, three-quarters of a mile, J. T. Stewart's brown mare
Biddy Bowling was entered as a maiden to carry 100 lbs.,

and this light impost caused her to sell very high iu the pools;

in fact, a favorite at times, and a large amount was placed on
her to win. Late Tuesday evening, after the close of pool

selling, it transpired that Biddy Bowling was not a maiden,
having won a race under another name, and consequently
her impost was increased to 115 lbs., which materially less-

ened her chances of winning. According to the present rules,

however, those who had invested their money had to stand
it, and from almost even money in the evening before the

race Biddy became a 10 to 1 chance. This is clearly an in-

justice, and one that could easily be remedied by the associa-

tion making a law that wheu the impost is changed to the ex-

tent of ten or fifteen pounds after the starters are announced
all bets shall be declared off."

The Stockton papers have been* in the habit of speaking

derisively of Lodi as the "sporting centre of San Joaquin

county, "but it maybe that the joke was prophetic. The Sen-

tinel of last week says: "Under the supervision of J. W.

Dougherty, a one-mile racetrack is beiug laid out on the
Truman Stoddard place near town. Mr. H. T. Knight is

doing the surveying, which will be finished this week. On
its completion the track will be opened by a series of trotting

and running races."
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Mr. Rose Replies to Lexington. The 2:24 Race at Oakland.

Editob Beekder and Sportsman : In yours of the 12th in

an article, "The blood that is not "flashy, "by the contributor,

signing himself Lexington, who evidently feels bad about

something, and whose real name would be a satisfaction, for

it would point the motive for his naming Sultan, Gen. Ben-

ton, andjThe Moor as being "flashy." That he knows but littl6

about horses is evident, for he would not refer to The Moor

to point his hobby, whose dam was three-quarter thorough-

bred and the other quarter, perhaps, too, and the belief is

excusable that some grudge is at the bottom of it, and it is

evident that the get of Sultan and The Moor are in his way

in his narrow minded theories. I have had my successes

and my defeats. I have raised quiters and stayera, and, I

take it, it is thus with all other horse's get. Beautiful Bells,

by The Moor, was as game a mare as ever wore iron, and her

daughter Hinda Bose, who is the equal of any Electioneer in

that quality. Eva, by Sultan, has never won a race, except

in broken heats. Stamboul trotted a race of seven heats, at

Santa Eosa, the sixth being only three seconds slower than

the fastest, and another such race cannot be pointed out

in the annals of three-year-old trotting. With only

two competitors, Alcazar, a two-year-old, trotted

and won in three heats, the last being 2:33

and all the heats within three-quarters of a second of

that time. The Moor himself was a dead game horse, and

won races from horses with more speed by outlasting them.

Sultan, after serving sixty mares this season, has been worked

this his first season, since July and is gradually improving;

has got a record in a third heat of 2:24, again in another race

in a third heat m 2:27. and since his first race has been

second in every last heat. I know that as far as La Grange

is concerned he has shown that three heats are all he can

trot, but this may be from some early injury, or it may be his

nature, but these things, too, happen in all families. Take

Volunteer whose get have the reputation, and deservedly, of

great stayers; yet Sweetness, one of his daughters whom we

have seen trot' repeatedly, never could win when more than

three good heats required to be trotted. However, I have no

fault to find with the opinions and theories of anyone. I

raise horses for pleasure and profit, and they have been

pretty well shown in public contest, which is the only true

measure of capacity. They have talked for themselves, and

they are not last for any quality that makes a horse valuable.

As to Anteeo and Antevolo I have no fault to find with them.

They, too, have talked by their public performances, and are

colts that any owner would feel proud of. As to theories, we

all have them but we may have modesty enough to believe at

times that we don't know it all, and to cram down everybody's

throat our individual belief, may be considered very bad

taste, to say the least, especially when this is done m some

personal manner by specifying special named horses. The

field is broad enough by giving families like Hambletonians,

Stars, Pilot, Jr., Mambrinos, Clays, etc., and it looks very

much as if there were some spite or some overpowering in-

terest of a little mind. I am, too, a believer in thoroughbred

blood. I know that the thoroughbred has the valuable qual-

ities to a greater extent of speed and endurance of any horse

in the world, and if you can get the thoroughbred to trot,

then you may cry Eureka—but there is the rub. I have tried

this to some extent and all of my efforts have been failures,

and my financial conditions do not admit of running a hobby

at a long, protracted, losing venture. Gov. Stanford is for-

tunate to be able to carry onsuch experiments on an extended

scale, and again in having Electioneer, who is so strong in his

transmitting the trotting action, that he even controls the

action in perhaps rare instances of the thoroughbred. From
all reports he has one wonder in Palo Alto, and his career as

a trotter and again as a breeder will be watched by all horse-

men with a great deal of interest, for he will make facts on

which to base or to modify theories. L. J. Kose.

Sunny Slope.
.

Stopping the Ringers.

The State Fair.

California being a world by itself is not troubled with

ringers, but we give place to the following circular issued by

Secretary Vail, of the National Trotting Association, as it

contains a suggestion that may be properly adopted by fair

associations, even where there is no probable danger of

ringers:

"It is notorious that a great many horses are being cam-

paigned about the country by unscrupulous men, who enter

them in slower classes than they are entitled to compete in;

employing fieticioms names, aided sometimes by other dis-

guises, and moving rapidly from place to place in different

sections, they have become a serious damage to our trotting

meetings. These pirates are aptly described by the appella-

tion of 'ringers.' Whenever and wherever they perform

they rob the exhibition or race of its true interest, deprive

honest entrieB of their legitimate privileges and rights, and

disgust the great mass of spectators, who have no sympathy

with fraud or with any foul practices in either sport or busi-

ness.
"This pestilential curse of 'ringers' inflicts itself chiefly

upon our fairs and small organizations, with occasional raids

among the leading tracks, and so greatly are they dreaded

and feared by the owners of 'green' horses, or horses that

are eligible in the slow classes, as to intimidate and often

prevent many of such owners from entering their animals,

while some of them have occasionally adopted the misguided

expedient of conspiring with the judges and timers to sup-

press or misstate the time of their horses when attempting to'

beat a suspected 'ringer,' thus damaging the value of their

own horses, besides adding disgrace to themselves and the

trotting turf, because the suppression of time is in itself a

gross fraud by means of which the horse and implicated

parties become' immediately disqualified from privilege on all

tracks of the National Trotting Association.

"An unfailing remedy for this crying evil already exists and

should be vigorously applied : it is to enforce Bule 7 of the

National Association, and require every horse and every

nominator to be clearly and satisfactorily identified before

allowing the entry to compete, or to receive any share of tlie

awards. Unknown men cannot obtain credit from merchants,

nor can they even collect money from banks, unless they are

identified, neither should strange owners or strange horses

receive privileges or premiums without proper identification.

Owners who enter their horses are entitled to know who are

their competitors, breeders are entitled to know the breeding

and history of each successful animal, and managers are

bound to protect their exhibitors and patrons from every

species of fraud.

"Let the officers and judges of every trotting course, and

all honest exhibitors, unite in demanding the sufficient iden-

tification of every unknown compctitiug animal, and the

curBe of 'ringers' will be soon ended."

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Our citizens of this

county are disgusted, and many of us are mad at the manner

in which Buby beat Anteeo the decisive heat at the Golden

Gate Track, upon Saturday, the 5th inst. We were pre-

pared to believe that such things could happen in the back-

woods, but were hardly ready to believe that so palpable a

rob would be allowed upon one of the principal tracks of our

State. Let me quote from reliable authority. "It waB now

S50 on Anteeo to S20 on Buby (after the fourth heat had been

won by Anteeo), and it was thought that only an accident

could lose him the race. There were other elements, how-

ever, to be taken into consideration. Magdallah had a part

to play. She was rushed at Anteeo from the start, and to

prove that it was a preconcerted plan bets were offered before

the start that Magdallah would beat him to the quarter. This

she did, as the first rush caused him to break, and Buby and

Magdallah went on. At the half, in 1:18£, the two mares

were nearly abreast, and when rounding the upper turn the

driver of Magdallah carried Anteeo to the outside fence. In

order to bother him still more she ran and cut him off again,

and the purpose was effected, as when the trouble was gotten

rid of Buby"was too far ahead for him to overcome. She won

the heat in 2:27, and though the judges punished the foul by

an imposition of a fine of $100, the penalty was held to be far

too light for the offense."

Ye gods! $100 fine! and for what? For the perpetration

of as flagrant an outrage as ever took place upon a race.

What, may I ask, did $100 fine amount to? There were

hundreds of dollars in the pool-box, and the fact was that the

controllers of Buby were bound to win, if not by fair means,

then by foul. Does the imposition of $100 fine pay for the

defeat of a fine stallion by fraud of the rankest sort? There

should be an end put to happenings of this kind. Whenever

a rank steal is winked at and condoled by so-called judges,

the better class of people, both horsemen and otherwise, are

disgusted beyond measure, and it is really no wonder that

many persons think a racetiack but another name for rob-

bery. We, of this county, would like to know the names of

the very able gentlemen who officiated in the judges' stand

upon that day. We want their photographs, if possible. We
have a certain use for them, in which capacity they will fill a

long-felt void, to greater advantage than their originals fill

the judges' stand.

The judges, upon that occasion, may have been men in

ignorance of racing rules. If so, they should not have been

selected. I will bet $100 with any judge that occupied the

stand that day at the Golden Gate track, that he cannot show

me any ruling, under the laws of the National Trotting Asso-

ciation, by whence Buby could honestly be given the last

heat, and the pools paid accordingly. We have grown used

to horses being "eased" down the backstretch and deliber-

ately "pulled" on the upper turn, in order to avoid winning

the heat, but the fact of a horse running in front of another,

in order to assist the third horse in the race, and spoiling

every chance the forced horse might have to win the heat,

(and in this instance, the race as well, ) and then to have the

said third horse declared the winner, is something we don't

wish to get used to. Euling a driver off for life is the kind of

treatment that suits for drivers of this class. For the benefit of

the judges of that race I will give them the following rule.

They will notice that it is mandatory and not optional in its

workings. Under amendments to rules of the National Trot-

ting Association, enacted Feb. 13th, 1884, occurs the follow-

ing:
Bule 29th, Section X. Although a leading horse is enti-

tled to any part of the track, except after selecting his posi-

tion on the homestretch, he shall not change from the right

to the left, or from the inner to the outer Bide of the track,

during any part of the race, when another horse is so near

him, that in altering his position he compels the horse be-

hind him to shorten his stride, or causes the rider or driver

of such other horse to pull him out of his stride, neither shall

any horse, rider, or driver cross, jostle, or strike another

horse, rider, or driver, nor swerve, or "carry him out," ."sit

down infrontofhim,"or doang other act which constitutes what

is popularly Mown as "helping," or which shall impede the

progress of another horse."

Section XI. In any heat where there shall be a violation of

any of these restrictions, the offending horse shall not be en-

titled to win the beat, and he shall he placed behind all other

horses in that heat. And if the impropriety was intentional

on the part of the rider or driver, the offending horse may be

distanced, and the rider or driver shall be (not may be) sus-

pended or expelled. H. W.Peck.
Healdsedrg, Sept. 10th, 18S5.

A Demand for Fair Play.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Fair play is in turf

matters not only a jewel, but it is the foundation of all true

aucceas. No doubt the sports go to the racetrack from the

pure love of dollars and cents, but some of us go because we

love the horse. We love his form, his speed and courage.

We cherish every action of the past, on which to build hopes

of the future. From the last standpoint turf sports will

have eternal freshness and joy. In the language of some

old minstrel:

"Ohl for a steecl of matchless speed.

Ob 1 for a sword of metal keen,

All else to noble hearts is dross,

All else to noble hearts is mean. "

In accordance with these ideas I recur to the race on last

Saturday at Oakland which Buby got. Many an excited dis-

putant said: "Well, Buby did no wrong, she interfered with

uo one." Granted, I say, how could she interfere with

Anteeo in the fifth heat? If she got near enough to interfere

she was beaten. No ! Magdallah interfered; the judges said

that when they fined Donatban, that is, it cost $100 to en-

sure Buby this race. Certainly Bonathan did not expect to

win either first or second money. What did he expect to do?

I heard no complaints from Donathan on account of the fane

imposed on him—perhaps it was not unexpected.

Judges have not one or two horses to look after, but all.

Auteeo's rights to a fair Held and no favor as a factor in the

race were sacred. Were they regarded wheu the fifth heut

and race were given to Buby ? Magdnllah's interference had

deprived Anteeo of all his just chances. Eaces are not won

on sharp practices, but by skill iu drivers and speed m
horses. Suppose the judges had distanced Magdallah, pun-

ished her driver, and called the fifth heat no heat, and post-

poned the race until Monday, Euby certainly, in a first heat,

would have had the best chance. Anteeo would have had

some show. The judges would have had the satisfaction of

knowing that the only contestants had had ail equal chance
Veritas.

Sept. 11th—The morning was especially beautiful, and
when the seven young ladies who were to witch the people
with horsewomanship appeared there was a large assemblage
to greet them. They made a fine display, showed great skill

in managing the horses, and elicited encomiums well de-

served. Inasmuch as the awards are not to be made until
their second appearance, which will be next Friday, the
main interest is deferred.

The first race was the Introduction Stake, for two-year-olds,

a dash of three-quarters of a mile; the stake $25 each, with
$250 added. The starters were Moonlight, Mollie Capron,
Edelweiss, Fedora and an unnamed filly by Nathan Coombs.
Edelweiss was a strong favorite with the bettors, bringing
$40 to $20 for Moonlight and $10 on the field. It was a
lively betting race at these odds, with quite an amount of

money posted. The start was from the quarter pole, and
after two breakaways a very good start was given. Being on
the straight work there was not much advantage in position.

The favorite's running was fast from the falling of the flag,

so that when a furlong had been run she was half a length
in the lead. At the half this was increased to a length, the
others being bunched, though in rounding the turn there

was a dropping back of Moonlight and the Nathan Coombs
filly. At the head of the homestretch, Edelweiss had day-
light between her and Fedora, and from that point it was a
gallop for her. Fedora was coming, however, and next to

her Mollie Capron, and whatever contest there was for sec-

ond place. This Fedora secured, Edelweiss being two lengths
in front of her, Mollie one length further back, Moonlight on
her hip, and the unnamed filly bringing up the rear. Time,
1:16|.

Sept. Uth.—Tlie Introduction Stakes, for two-year-olds; $25 each; $10
forfeit; $250 addwd; SM to second; third to save stake. Three-quarters
of a mile. Nine nominations.
F. Depoyster'sbr f Edelweiss, by Joe Hooker, dam Yolone, 107 lbs.... I

H. C. Hudson's blk i' Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Claru, 107 lbs 2

B. P. Hill's gf Mollie Capron, by Reveille, dam unknown, 107 lbs. 3
Kelly ALynch'sb f Moonlight, by Thatl Stevens, dam Twilight, 107

lbs
Win. Boots' bf , by Nathan Coombs, dam Gvpsey, 107 lbs

Time,l:16,V.

The California Breeders' Stake, one and a quarter miles,

with nine nominations, resulted in a walk over for Billy

Ayres.
Same Day—California Breeders' Stakes; for three-year-olds; 550 each;

pp; ?300 aaded, S10J to second; third to save stake. One mile and a
quarter. Closed Aug. 1, 1881, with nine nominations,
W. M. Murry's b c Billy AyreB, by Shannon, dam Lady Clare, 118

lbs w o

Then came the Del Paso Stake, heats of three-quarters of a
mile, for all ages. The starters were Beaeonsfield, Johnnie
Gray and Neilson. The latter was believed to have fully as

much speed for that distance as Beaeonsfield, but the repeat

would be too much for her at the rate Beaeonsfield would
carry her. Johnnie Gray is a south-country horse about
which little was known, and his pedigree was such as not to

please the knowing ones.

First heat—Pools: Beaeonsfield §50, field §20. Johnnie
struck out valiantly with Neilson in close company, and at

the quarter, run in twenty-four seconds, he was a neck in

front of Neilson. About midway of the northern turn they
were so nearly on a line that from the press stand it could
not be authoritatively stated which wa6 first. It was not long
thereafter until it was easy to determine. Neilson left him,
and when at the three-quarters it looked as though she had
the heat won without an extra effort, but when Johnnie gave
up Beaeonsfield took up the running, and from being two
lengths in the rear at the half, when opposite the seven fur-

long there was not one length between them, and that he was
lessening. It was impossible for him to get much nearer the

flying filly, and she beat him across the winning score half a
length in the very fast time of 1:13£. This is the fastest

ever made in California, and taking weights and one turn to

run around into consideration, wilt rank with the best of any
country.
Second heat—There was now a change in the betting. At

first it was two to one on Neilson, then $50 to §35, and when
the saddling bell rang $50 to §40 was freely taken by the

supporters of Beaeonsfield, The heat was exciting in the ex-

treme from the time the starting flag was dropped. Beacons-

field had slightly the best of the send-off, and he made the

best use of it. He was running like a quarter-horse at onoe,

and when half way along the backstretch had his neck and
shoulders in front of the others. At the half-mile mark there

was about the same difference. When the three furlongs

were compassed Beaeonsfield and Neilson were in the lead.

From there the mare outran him. She had the best of it by a

length when passing the three-quarter pole, and at the seyen-

furlong mark fully as much. Beaeonsfield, though, was
keeping up his clean, rapid stroke and was surely closing on
the mare. The onlookers were frantic; cheers, screams and
unearthly shouts rent the air; while the jockeys were using

every effort to get a little more out of their mounts; an inch

was of value, a foot worth gold, a yard diamonds, to the one
which gained. Persistently Beaeonsfield hung to the mare,

no clambering or faltering, true as a line, and when they

dashed under the wire those on the outside of the track were

sure that Neilson had won. There was anxiety and suspense

that was painful and exasperating while the judges were con-

sulting. The fiat was, Beaconstield first, Neilson second.

Time, 1 :14£—the fastest two heats on record. The difference of

opinion regarding the positions is unquestionably due to the

faulty arrangement of the judges' stand; being three stories

in height and only one wire, there is no chance for accuracy

in determining when horses are so close together. It is a

cumbrous structure iu every respect, and in the otherwise

perfect park, iss sadly out of place.

Third heat—There was now another change in the pools,

Beaeonsfield bringing §50 to §11 on Neilson. After such a

truggle it could not be expected that anything but thews of

teel and unconquerable resolution could withstand the
&train. Beaeonsfield was none too eager to start, Neilson

behaving rather better than usual. For some reason Johnnie

Gray was allowed to participate, the probable one being that

the presiding judge was not up in Jhe rules. As it was, he
made a good effort, running Beaconstield very close for more
than a quarter of a mile, and when he gave it up Neilson

came. She ran gamely, aud until past the seven-furlong

pole was runniDg stoutly, but the tension was too much for

her to bear, aud Beacousfield came in a very easy winner in

1:15$.
Same Pav—The Del Paso Stakes, lor all ages; $S0 each; Sis forfeit;

S3noiuUU"d; 9100 to second; third tu save Btako, Three-quarter mil*
heats, Seven nominations.

Garland i GoldBmlth's b h Boacoustield, i, by Hock-Hocking.
dam Alleen Allamiah, 113 lbs 2 1 1

\V r, Applebv's bm Nellsoo.l.bv Wildidle, dam Susie Wllliam-
koji. Hi) IbB • 1 2 2

11 P. Hill's, gg Johnnie Gray, aged, by Shlloh, dam Margery, 110

Time, l:13tf, 1:11%. L06X-

In the selliug purse, one and oDe-eigbth miles, there were

seven starters, Nick of the Woods, Jim Long, Mamie T., Hondo,

Joe Chamberlain, Bessie and Delauey. The positions awarded

at the start were in the order their names are written. In the
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pool sales, Mamie T. brought $22.50 to $40 on all the others.
There was a loDg delay at the post with two false starts, in
which Hondo and Jim Long ran a good part of the way
around the first turn. Rondo was troublesome to get back,
and finally had to be thrown out as unmanageable. The
start was good, though when passing the stand for the first

time they were strung out, Nick of the Woods evidently in
trouble from his ailing leg, Joe Chamberlain was in lead at

the quarter pole, retaining it to the half, but on rounding the
turn there was a dropping back of some and altogether such
a rapid changing of places that it was difficult to accord the
various places. The run down the stretch was very spirited,

although not close enough to put the favorite or her mettle,

as she won handily by three lengths, with Delaney second,
Jim Long third, Joe Chamberlain fourth, Bessie fifth and
Nick of the Woods limping in the rear. This proved to be
decidedly a red-letter day for favorites, every race being to

their credit.

Mamie T. was entered at $S0O, and, in accordance with the
conditions, was put up at auction. She was bid in at $S50.
The extra $50 was divided between the second horse and the
Society.

Same Day—Selling purse $250; $50 to second; entrance free: fixed val-
nationSl.ooo; two pounds off for each $100 below; two pounds Lidded for
each $100 above fixed valuation. One mile and an eighth.
It. L.'Pacheco'scht Mamie T.,3. by Wheatley. dam Mercedes, SS00,

91) lbs - 1

Frank Depovster's u g Delaney, aged, pedigree unknown, $500, 105 lbs 2

8. C. Tryon's'b g Jim Long, U, by shannon, dam Florence Anderson,
$600, 97 lbs 3

T, Hazlett'scug Joe Chamberlain, 4, bv lUheman, dam by Norfolk,
$700, 109 lbs

"Wm. Boot's b m Bessie, a«ed, by imp. Hercules, dam unknown, SluQ,

103 lbs v
A. A. Piuuey'seL h Nick of the Woods, aged, bv Leinster, dam Little

Sophie, $.500, 1U8 lbs
E, F. Fallon's ch g Rondo, aged by Norfolk, dam unknown, $80u.

Ill lbs -
Time, 1:57.

Then came a special trotting race for a purse of $400, for

which started Ned, Empress, Grover C, Telegraph and
Lucy. In the pools Telegraph brought $40, Ned $21 and
the field $31.

First heat—There were seven false starts, but the eighth

resulted in a fair commencement. Grover C. had a little ad-

vantage, which he increased to several lengths at the quarter,

in 3S| seconds, the first and second favorites having made
bad breaks. At the half, in 1:17|, Grover C. was five lengths

in advance of Empress, Ned third. He led at the three-

quarter pcle; at the seven-furlongs Empress was lock-lapped

on him, and from thence beat him home, Lucy thira, Ned
fourth, Telegraph last. Time 2:34$. After this heat, Tele-

graph brought $24, Ned $13, the field $25.

Second heat—The second heat can be briefly described.

Donatban took the place of the former driver behind Grover

C, also taking the lead at the start, which he never relin-

quished, going to the quarter in 39« seconds, the half in

1:17$, the mile in 2:33. Empress second, Lucy third, Tele-

graph fourth and Ned last. The pools weie sold: Field $25,

Telegraph $10, Ned $3.

Third heat—This was nearly a repetition of the preceding

heat. Grover C. again took the lead at the start, at the

quarter in 39 seconds, half in 1:16, the mile in 2:32. There

was a sharp contest for second place between Empress and
Telegraph, the former obtaining the decision, Ned fourth

and Lucy fifth. Grover C. was an established favorite at

$75 to $25.
Fourth heat—The fourth heat was rather a damper to

those investing so liberally on Grover C. The fight down
the homestretch was .an exciting struggle between all but

Lncy. The quartet came abreast all the way to the home-

stretch until reaching the distance pole, when Grover C.

broke. Then Empress and then Ned. Ned crossed the score

a few inches in the lead of Telegraph, who was given the

heat, Grover C. third, Empress fourth and Lucy fifth. Time
2:32. It was growing dark when the last heat was trotted,

and when time came to be called it was nearly dark, and the

finish was postponed.
Sept. 12th—It was a grand day for the fair. The weather

in the morning was beautiful, but toward noon there came

the north wind with its desiccating blush, and, as is well

known, it has a malign influence on horses which are ex-

pected to go fast. The parade was, without exception, the

best ever seen on the Coast. There may have been a finer

display of horses, but it is doubtful if such a showing of fine

cattle has ever been exhibited in any country. Every family

of celebrity from the Channel Islands and from Scotland, the

blood, the bluest in the herd book, was represented, and

competent judges pronounced the individual specimens as

good as there is. While it was conceded that, taken as a

whole, the bovines had the supremacy, there was a fine dis-

play of horses. There were few thoroughbreds in comparison

with the number owned in this State, though among them

were animals of tried celebrity. The whole circuit of the

course was inadequate to contain them, and cattle and horses

were placed abreast in order to get room.

The first trotting event was the completion of the special

race in which Grover C. had won two heats, and Empress

and Telegraph each one.

Fifth heat—Grover C. was the favorite with pool buyers,

but in the fifth heat he was penalized for running and the

heat given to Empress, Telegraph second, Lucy third.

Time, 2:35. Grover C. was placed last, and Lucy and Ned

had to go to the stable for not winning one heat in five.

Sixth heat—Empress made the most of the advantage of

having the inside place, and led until she came into the

homestretch, when tbe race from there was as close as is

usually seen; neither had a perceptible advantage until

within a few yards of the score, when Grover C. was given

his head and he beat Empress by a few inches in 2:33.

Sept. llth and 12th—Special nurse $400.

Grover C, b h, by Whipple's Hambletonian—r. U.

Byrne.
Empress, m
Telegraph, b g—J. Spurgeon..
A'ed, b g—J06. Edge
Lacy, b m—Win. iTi-iffith

Time 2:31*"

,211351
..122412
..5*3123
3 3 5 5

2:83, 2:32, 2:32,2:33,2:33.

Then came the four-year-old race. It was expected to be a

close contest, though in some respects it outdid anticipations.

The starters were Antevolo, Voucher, Nona T., Dawn and

Pansy Pool-selling was brisk, Antevolo and Dawn alter-

nating as favorites, though Antevolo had slightly the call.

There was a heap of scoring, as none of the drivers were

willing to forego whatever advantage was to be gained, and

ten times they were called back. Under the hot sun and de-

bilitating wind this was something of a strain, and it told on

aU of them. , .

First heat—At the eleventh trial they were sent off to a

very even start. Antevolo was going easily; Dawn broke,

Pansy broke, Dawn broke again. This gave Antevolo a long

lead at the quarter, in 361 seconds. Along the homestretch

the pace was somewhat faster, and Dawn broke again At

the half in 1 :11*, Antevolo was nearly a distance in the lead,

and from that point he came verv fast—far faster than there

was any necessity for, but his drivei had a motive m letting

him step aloog—he was also his breeder. Antevolo was full

brother to AQteeo, which he sold for $10,000. He had never

worn a shoe, and his driver had advocated for years a system
of shoeing which was pronounced absurd by those claiming
extraordinary knowledge in all pertaining to the foot of the
horse. There were other reasons, and though the fast drive
in that burning sun and simoon-like wind was injudicious,
his objects were gained, and he succeeded in placing to the
credit of California the fastest time for a four-year-old stallion
on record, that fwas 2:19A, and now Antevolo, Albert W., in
2:22, and Koniero, in 2:22.}, all California bred, rank first,

second and third on the calendar. "Voucher and Nona were
declared distanced. Dawn and Pansy inside, though it was
thought a prompter observance of the signals would have
disqualified them.

Second heat—For the>seeondheat O. A. Hickok drove Ante-
volo upon the request of his owner. The colt was suffering
from the violent effort and excessive heat, so different from
the cooler temperature ot Oakland. He broke soon after tbe
word was given, Dawn winning the heat easily in 2:27*,
Pansy second.
Third heat— Still Antevolo was the favorite, but when

Pansy won the third heat in 2:28, it was evident that Ante-
volo had succumbed and that Dawu and Pausy had the day
to themselves.
Fourth heat—The hopes of the backers of Antevolo were

somewhat revived when, under the pilotage of his old driver,
in the fourth beat he was lapped on Dawn at the quarter in

36 J seconds, and at the half, in 1:13, was still close to him,
but when Pansy came up on the turn he broke, and Dawn,
trotting fast and steadily, won in 2:25f, Pausy second, and
Antevolo third.

Fifth heat—That it was Dawn's day was now apparent, and
the pool rates were $60 on her and Pansy to $10 on Ante-
volo. That this was good judgment was shown by the result

of the fifth heat, Dawn winning in 2:26i.

Sept. 12th—Purse $1,000; four-year-olds.
Dawn, ch c, bv .Nutwood—A. L. Whitney 2 12 11
Pansy, bVKf, by Berlin—W. F. Smith 32122
Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer—J. C. Simpson 13 3 3 3
Voucher, b c, bv Nephew—O. W. Trahern dis
Nona Y„ b f, by Admirai—A. A. Yeager dis

Time, 2:19>tf,2:27K, 2:28, 2:2o-X.2:2GX.

The second race was for the three-minute class. The start-

ers were Menlo, May Boy, Artist, Sultan, Norman and Maud
W. W. W. Menlo was largely the favorite in the pools, bring-

ing $100 to §50 on Maud, $15 on May Boy and S13 on the
field. Menlo won the first and second ueats so easily in 2:25A
and 2:25 that fuller description is unnecessary than to say
that he led at all points. In the first heat May Boy was sec-

ond, Artist third, Sultan fourth, Nnrman fifth, andMaud dis-

tanced. In the second May Boy was again second, Norman
third, Artist fourth, and Sultan tilth. The third heat was
varied by May Boy taking the lead and holding it to the

quarter. Going down the backstretch Menlo and May Boy
were head and head, when Menlo broke and it seemed ss

though May Boy would win the heat. Menlo came in again,

however, at the head of the stretch, and the contest was truly

exciting, though it ended by Menlo winning the heat handily
with something to spare in 2:26-t, with Sultan second, May
Boy third, Artist fourth and Norman fifth.

Same Day—Purse, $1,200; three-minute class.

Menlo, D b, by Nutwood—P. Farrell Ill
May Boy, b h. by Whipple's Hambletonian—J. McConnell 2 2 a

Sultan.br h. by The Moor—L J. Rose 4 5 2

Artist, blk g, by McNasser's Golddust—J. R. Hodson 3 4 4
Norman, g g, by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. McDowell 5 8 S

Maud W. W. W.,blt m, by Gen. Reno—W. B. To'dhunter dis

Time, 2:25£, 2:25, 2:26£.

Although only two horses started in the third race, the

meeting of Adair and Sister was enough to give the race an
interest it would not have had if Arab had started. By an
arrangement between the parties Arab was left out, Hickok,

driving Adair and Goldsmith Sister. Sister was the favorite,

bringing $50 to $30 on Adair, and at these rates a great deal

of money was posted. With merely two to get off the usual

annoyance of prolonged scoring was wanting, and a very

level start was given, Sister having the inside. With this to

aid her she had a slight advantage in rounding the turn,

though Adair was first at the.quarter, and atthehalf in 1:11.],

he had the best of it by an open length. This Sister dimin-

ished somewhat, but a break when within one hundred and

fifty yards of home destroyed all her chances for the heat,

which Adair won in 2:22.1. Still Sister was the favorite at

about the same rates. The track was scraped between the

heats, which was an indication that an effort to make fast

time was the intention, though Adair won the heat in 2:20,

with his competitor well up, subtracting one second from

his previous record. The north wind prevented a lower

mark. After the heat the pools were $50 on Adair to $30 on
Sister, and then from some queer cause there was a shift so

that Sister was the favorite at the same odds. Whatever the

expectations were they were doomed to result in disappoint-

ment, as Adair won the third beat in 2:20|. Even the losers

had to concede that it was a good race, in which both struggled

for supremacy.
Same Day—Purse $1,500. 2:21 class. (Manon barred.)

Adair b g, by Electioneer— \V. F. Smith 1 1 1

Sister b in, by Admiral—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2
Time, 2:22)6, 2:20. 2:20*.

Sept. 14th—The air was still hot when the bell rang to call

the horses for the Maturity Stake. It was not quite so bad

as on Saturday, when the north wind was laden with caloric,

but yet so heated that the shade was welcome, and musliu

dresses far more appropriate than those of denser material.

The Maturity is a dash of three miles for four-year-olds and

originally three were named in it, but owing to a bad leg

Prince of Norfolk was declared out. This left John A. and
Glendair, tbe former so largely the favorite that there was no

betting excepting a few pools in which John A. brought $50

to $6 or $7 on Glendair. The race was a burlesque, or rather

it would have been had it not been that it was entailiug

cruelty on a poor animal so totally unfit to gallop that it was
painful to witness, especially when, to nake something of an

appearance, Glendair essayed to make a run down the home-

stretch, and after a hundred yards, even that at a slow pace,

she had to be pulled up, broken down. John A. galloped at his

leisure, the first mile in 2:05, two miles in 4:09, three miles

in 6:164. Mr. Larue voiced the sentiments of the spectators

when he told the manager of Glendair that if he had the

power he would severely punish him for the act.

Sent llth—The Maturity Stakes; for four-vear-ohls; 5100 each; tlb

forfeit; 3300 added; second horse 5100, third 8-W. Three miles. Three

h'c Judson'sblkhJobn A., by Monday, dam Lady Clare, US lbs 1

Kelly & Lynch's ch m Glendair, by Norfolk, dam Gleudew, ll> lbs 2
Time.'.au ..

Next on the card was the Premium Stake, a dash of three-

quarters of a mile. Neilson, Estill, Emma and

Ichi Ban took positions at the starting in the

ahove order. In the pools Neilson brought $50,

Estill £20, Emma and Ichi Ban coupled $(i. Even at

these rates Neilson had the strongest support, her great run

with Beaconsfield warranting an assumption of victory. Estill

had not been called upon since his return from the East, and

his defeats on that side of the mountains had obliterated the

recollections of speed shown atj home, There was delay in

getting ready and another delay at the starting post. When
the flag fell Ichi Ban was thirty feet in front of the post and
pulling up, and under the rules uf the State Agricultural
Society it was not a start. It iB well to ignore a role which
would do such palpable iujastieu. As Ichi Ban was partially
stopped he did not gain much advantage and in a few strides
they were all bunched. They were all running fast and at the
quarter, in :24£, it could not be told by observers in the presa
stand which was in the lead. Coming around the turn Neil-
son got in front and had a position at the head of the home-
stretch, which was equivalent to winning the race. All in-
terest was in which would be second and to secure it Ichi
Ban and Estill were urged to their utmost capacity. Neilson
crossed the score two lengths in front of Ichi Ban, who was
half a length nearer than Estill, Emma some distance in the
rear. Time, 1:14*.

Same Day—The Premium Stakes for all ages; ?26 each; 310 forfeit;
S25u added; $5u to second; third to save stake. Three-quarters of a
mile. Twelve nominations.

W. L. Appleby's b m Xellsou, i, by Wildidle, dam Susie Williamson,
115 lbs., i

W. M. Ayres' g g Ichi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen. 109 lbs 2
W. M. Murray's b c Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 112 lbs 3
Martin K Myers' b m Emma, aged, by Kirby Hmith, dam unknown,

115 lbs o
Time. 1:141.

The California Annual Stake resulted in a walkover for H.
C. Judson's Patti, by Wildidle, her dam Nettie Brown.

Same Day—Tbe California Annual Stakes, for two-year-Olds; ?10Q
each;?'2.s forfeit; ?2-

t
j4 added; second hors. SlOO.third horse $50. One

mile. Eighteen nominations.
H. C. Judson's bf Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown, 107 lbs.... w o

The Larue Stake is a handicap, distance two and one-
quarter miles. The starters were: Garfield, 105 pounds;
Arthur H., 100 pounds; Ned Cook, 100 pounds. In the pools
Arthur H. was the favorite, bringing $70, Ned Cook $35,
Garfield $10; and these rates scarcely deviated from the
opening of the sales until the horses started. There was
another long delay, caused by the rider of Garfield being
more than five pounds over his allotted weight. The start,

however, was not long delayed, and a capital one it was.
Garfield cut out the work, and passed the stand a trifle in
the lead in 25} seconds. At the quarter pole he was two
lengths in advance of the others, who were going along at

their leisure. When the three-quarters were run he had
rather more to his credit, and the time was fast. Appleby on
Garfield was urging him with whip aud spur as the stand was
passed the second time in 2:14, but notwithstanding all his
efforts he had to surrender the lead to Cook. As they went
down the backstretch from tbe half-mile pole home the race
was very exciting. Arthur H. came up on the inside of Ned
Cook, was about head and head with him at the three-

quarters mark, and from thence there was a grand battle

between Arthur H. and Ned Cook. Shouts came from the
concourse which lined the course in front of the cattle stalls;

from the open seats on this side there were ecreechings and
then cheers rolled from one end of the grand stand to the
other, and thousands of voices testified to the intensity of
feeling. The rider on Ned Cook was using every effort to in-

crease the speed of the gallant colt. The sable rider of Arthur
H., sitting comparatively quiet, thought the spirit of ihe colt

was fully awakened and there was no necessity for steel or
whip cord to accelerate his movements, and he passed under
the wire half a length in front of Ned Cook, Garfield within
four lengths, in the capital time of 4:00£.

Same Day.-TheX-a Rue Stakes, handicap for all ages; $-50 each; $25
forfeit;ilodeclaration;$oOri added; 3150 to second; third to save stake a
Two miles and a quarter. Seven nominations.

Hill & Gries b c Arthur H. 3, by Hock-Hocking, dam Aileen Allannah,
100 lbs 1

T. Delaney's ch c Ned Cook, 3. by Flood, dam Planetia, LOO lbs 2

H. stover's br g Garfield, aged, Sy Langford, dam by .Lodl, 10- lbs 3
Time 1:00^.

The next race was a lively spin, indeed, a dash of five-

eighths of a mile. The starters were Dave Douglass, Ichi
Ban, Tom Atchison, Johnnie Grey, Kobin and Joe Chamber-
lain. Johnnie Grey was the favorite at $110, Tom Atchison

$67, Ichi Ban $27, the field $12. They were sent off in a

compact body. They were in a bunch at the half mile, they
were huddled on the turn, and coming down the stretch they
resembled a bevy of quail when first rushed from a hazel
thicket. This close order was retained until within oue
hundred yards of the score, when Ichi Ban shot out from
the ruck, closely followed by Tom Atchison and the favorite.

Ichi Ban won by a good length, Tom Atchison second. John-
nie Grey third, Joe Chamberlain fourth, Dave Douglass fifth,

Kobin last. Time 1:023-.

A trotting race was gotten up to fill out the afternoon's

sport. In it were Belle Spencer, Cairo, Carrie F., Blaine and
Maud W. W. W. Maud was the favorite with betters, bring-

ing $S0
(
the field $50, Carrie F. $30. Belle Spencer was

drawn, showing a lameness when warming up. The heat
was soon decided. Maud with the string of VY's trotted

around Carrie F. and Blaine, led them to the quarter in :3S2,

was a long way in the lead at the half in 1 :13:J, and jogged
home in 2:29, Blaine second, Carrie F. third, Cairo fourth.

Maud $100, Blaine $30, the field $10, was the status of

the betting after the first heat, and the second was won so

easily by Maud that at no time were her chances at all

jeopardized. It was a pretty fight for second place between
Blaine and Carrie F., Blaine winning in the last few strides,

Cairo fourth. Time 2:2S;,; There was no pool selling aud
no contest for the third heat, Maud winning it as easily as

the others, with Carrie F. second, Cairo third and Blaine
last. Time 257J.

Sept. 15th—The morning was extra fine. There were in-

dications of rain, however. The breeze was from the East,

aud at least a quarter of the sky was obscured by clouds. It

was still passably cool when the parade was called, aud this

was heartily appreciated by those who had to make the cir-

cuit of the course with the animals. So far there have been
unanimous opinions regarding the show of stock, and that,

taken as a whole, it is superior to that of any previous exhibi-

tion. Foreign visitors characterize it as the best they have
ever witnessed. The assemblage was large in the forenoon,
that being the attraction, and in the afternoon there was a

throng of people on every portion of the grounds.
The first race was fora purse of $1,000, for three-year-olds,

and of twelve entries, five of which made second payment,
there were three starters, Spry, Apex and Kismet. Kismet
was favored by pool-buyers, the rates before the start being
SS0 on him, $50 on Spry, and $35 on Apex. Although Apex
won the first heat by his superior Bteadiness, Kismet was
still the favorite by still longer odds, briuging $100 to

Apex, and $10 on Spry. After the second heat Apex brought
$90, Kismet $75, Spry $10. The stury of tlu first ai

oud heats is easily told. Spry had the intide on the start,

with Ape: ad and Kismet outside. Apex trotted all the

ugh Kismet would range alongside, break and fall

back, come up again, then lose a conple of lengths, while
Apex kev pay, winning the first heat in 2:3

second iu 2:33, Spry in each heat being contented I

inside of the distance.
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Before the start for"the third heat there was a slight change

in the pools/though few looked for such an exciting episode

as it proved.' Soon after the bell tapped Kismet broke and

Sprv, showing more speed than heretofore, lay on the wheel

of Apes, and until he broke appeared as though he would

continue to keep him company, but the faux pas consigued

him to a rear place at the qnarter, in 37 seconds. Before

reaching the half-mile, in 1 :14|, he had closed the gap, when
he broke again and Kismet, though far in the rear at one

time, closed rapidly on the leader. He was even with him

at the three-quarter post, was leading soon after when he

broke and it seemed as if the race had come to an end, bat

Apex also broke and Kismet, coming away rapidly after re-

gaining his feet, won the heat by several lengths in 2:33,

Apex second and Spry third. The pools sold §120 on Kismet,

to $45 on the others.

The fourth heat sustained this view, as Kismet won, not-

withstanding several breaks, in 2:35. The pools now sold

$120 on Kismet to $21 for the field. Kismet took the lead

from the time the word was given and won quite handily in

2:35, Spry second and Apex third.

Sept. 15. Purse$l,000. Three-year-olds.

Kismet, b c by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J. Rose 2 2 111
Apex, b c by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail—S. K. Trefry 1 12 2 3

Spry, b c by Gen. Benton, dam Sprite—Ariel Latlirop 3 3 3 3 2

Time, 2:31, 2:33,2:33.2:35,2:35.

The 2:36 class was regarded so one sided that after a few

pools were sold at the rate of $100 on Menlo to $20 on all

the others, there were none to venture to take the short side.

The starters were Blacksmith, Daisy S., Pansy, Norman and
Menlo, placed as their names are written.

First heat—Menlo broke soon after the word was given,

and Pacsy sailed off with a good lead. At the quarter in

:51J she was a good length in front of all the others. Menlo
closed on her going down the backstretch, but at the half

mile in 1:12| she was still well in the front, and Menlo broke
when within 100 feet of the Bcore, Pansy winning in 2:24J,
Menlo second, Daisy S. third, Blacksmith fourth, and Nor-

man fifth.

Second heat—The second heat was an easy victory for

Menlo, though Pansy made a gallant struggle. Time 2:23,

Menlo leading at all points after passing the quarter, with

Pansy second, Blacksmith third, Norman fourth and Daisy

S. last.

When the loss of a heat did not have an effect on the bet-

ting, the victory of Menlo was not calculated to inspire con-

fidence in hu opponents, and pool-selling was at an end.

Third heat—The third heat was another easy game for

Menlo, as he won at his ease, Blacksmith second, Daisy S.

third, Norman fourth, Pansy last. Time 2:24.

Fourth heat—The fourth heat was still more easily won by
Menlo. He trotted to the half in 1 :105, and taking plenty of

time to come home, jogged in in 2:24, Daisy S. second, Nor-
man third, Pansy fourth, Blacksmith last.

Same Day—Purse $1,200; 2:36 claB?.

Menlo, bhby Nutwood, dam by imp. Hercules— 1'. Parrell 2 111
Pansy, blk f by Berlin— W. F. Smith I 2 5 4

Daisy S., ch in by Tilton Alinont—J. Spurficon 3 5 3 2

Blacksmith, blk h by Champion Knox-J. J. Oozart 4 3 2 5

Norman, ggby Whipple's Hambletonian— A. MoDnwell 5 4 4 3

Time, 2:24)4, 2:23, 2:21. 2:2j.

There was a good deal of esoitement when the special

quartet appeared on the course. The judges decided to sand-

wich it between the heats of the 2:36 class, and if there was a

break in either this would give time to finish.

First heat—Pools: Nellie E. $100, Euby $40, Guy Wilkes

$27, Manon $15. At the fifth score the horses were level,

though Euby was wabbling, and the wabble gave way to a
break before fifty yards were covered. Nellie B. took the

lead, was at the quarter in 35} seconds, the half in 1 :0S£,

Manon second, Guy Wilkes third, Ruby, who lost much
ground by the break, last. Nellie kept her regular stroke,

and the only interest was in which would win second place.

Nellie won the heat in 2:20, Guy Wilkes second, Manon
third, Ruby last.

Second heat—The betting after the first heat was: Nellie

E. $60, the field $17. At the first attempt they were
off, Manon having somewhat the advantage. Ruby was
along side of her until nearing the quarter, when she broke.

One hundred yards beyond the quarter, in 34J seconds,

Nellie E. was on Manon's wheel, at the half, in 1:08, she had
her nose in front, and from thence Nellie had it all her own
way, coming to the score easily in 2:19i, Manon second, Guy
Wilkes third, Euby last.

Third heat—There was no betting, as the wisdom of not
betting against Nellie R. was apparent. In a short time after

the start was given Manon broke. Nellie E. went along
steadily and easily, at the quarter in 36 seconds, at the half in

1:09 and home in 2:20, Guy Wilkes second, Euby third,

Mannn fourth.

Same Day—Special Purse $800.

Nellie R., chra by Gen.McClellan, Jr.—S. Sperry 1 1 1

Gnv Wilkes, b b bv Geo. Wilkes—J. W. Dunathan 2 3 2
Mannn, b m by Nutwood— J. A. Goldsmith 3 2 4
Ruby, b m by Sultan— L. J. Rose 4 4 3

Time, 2:20, 2:19X 2:20.

Sept. 16—It was something like an old-time fair, for the
weather was fine with a restive force of caloric power that

toward the afternoon made many a visitor yearn for a sharp
zephyr or for the shady side of the enclosure, and then there

was some enthusiasm shown in two of the running races

that culminated to a fierce heat during the close contested

beats of the pacing race.

The Sunny Slope Stakes for two year old fillies inaugurated
the day's proceedings, the conditions being §25, each, $10
forfeit, with S150 added, a dash of five furlongs. The en-

tries were Mollie Capron, Moonlight, Eda, Fedora and Edel-
weiss, the latter being a prominent favorite at S100 to $25
for all the others. It was some time before the starter could
get his horses on even terms, but at lasthesucceededand the

five fillies sped for the open at a merry gait, the favorite being
the first to draw away from the others, with Mollie almost
on even terms, until nearing the grandstand, both Moonlight
and Fedora passed her in the order mentioned, but they
could never close on Edelweiss, who won a clever race in

1:03.

Sept. 10—The Sunny Slope Stakes, for two-year-old fillies; ?25 each,
110 forfeit, 8t50 added; $50 to second. Five furionge. Six nominations.

F. Depoyster'B br f Edelweiss, by Joe Hooker, dam Y/olone, 99 lbs l

Kelly & Lynch'B b f Moonlight, by Tliad Stevens, dam Twilight, 8!)

IbB , 2
H. C. Jttdson'fl blk I' Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Clare, 89 lbs 3

B. P. HMI'r gf Mollii- C.i].n.ii, bv Reveille, dam unknown. 80 lbs
Garland k (iuldsinilli'a cb i Eda, by Hock. Hocking,dam Eva Coombs,

SJ lbs
Time 1:03.

The Golden Gate Stake for three-year-olds, S50 each, play
or pay, with $350 added, a dash of a mile and three-quarters,

was looked upon as such a certainty for Arthur H., as against
his only competitor, Constellation, that there wits no betting,

and Arthur H won in a big gallop in 3:13$, Constellation a
poor second, but yet securing the ©100 second money.
Same Diy—Tbe Goldeu Gate Stakes for throe year-olds; SSil each, p

]i,; 3350 added; 9100 to second; third to nave stake. Que milo and
threft-qimrters, Three nomination .

Hill ^c Giles' b c Arthur 11,, by Houk llotklny, dam Maid of the Miet,
UtJlbH 1

Geo. Howson's b f Constellation, by St. George, dam Pianette, 116

lbs 2

Time, 3:133.

The third race was seven furlongs and repeat, for a free

purse of $300, for which at first Johnny Gray had the call in

the betting, but later on Eondo and Joe Chamberlain were

the favorites as the field at §50 to $30. Eondo was scarcely

in the race and was retired to the stable after the second heat,

under the rules; so the affair was left to the gray and to Joe.

Johnny Gray managed to secure the first heat in 1:31$, after

a rattling finish that seemingly was too fast for him, as

Chamberlain secured the two following heats and race in

l:33£andl:37i.
Same Day—Free Purse, $300; for all ages : 360 to second. Seven fur-

longs and repeat.
T. Hazlett's cb g Joe Chamberlain, 4, by Eifleman, dam by Nor-

folk, HOlbs 2 1 1

B. P. Hill's b g Johnnie Gray, aged, by 6hilob, dam Margery,
110 lbs 12 2

E.F.Fallon's ch g Rondo, aged, by Norfolk, dam unknown,
110 lbs 3 3 ro

Time, 1:B11, l:33i, 1:37J.

In the special pacing race for a puree of S300, Nevada was
eagerly taken at $60, while Pocahontas brought $45 and
Ackerman $35.

First heat—The first heat strengthened the faith of the

backers of the favorite, as Nevada led at the first turn and
continued to hold a small advantage to the wire, in 2:26£,

with Ackerman at his wheel, while Pocahontas had to show
a fleet gait from the third furlong to avoid being distanced.

Second heat—The second was a prettily contested heat, all

three horses being bunched on the backstretch, but when well

in the straight Nevada broke and Pocahontas fell off, so

Ackerman secured an easy victory in 2:25£, by three lengths

from Nevada.
Third heat—There was now a great change in the pooling,

Ackerman selling as a rare favorite, and he justified the good
opinion of his backers by securing the heat by an open length

from Nevada in 2 :27f, Pocahontas jogging in some twenty

yards behind.
Fourth heat—The fourth heat was paced in splendid style,

but as the mare again broke badly at the quarter-mile the

issue was left to Nevada and Ackerman, and, amid yells and
acclamations, they made of it a dead heat in 2:27f

.

Fifth heat—Ackerman was still first choice at $50 against

©25 for the two others, and this time Pocahontas did great

work for her backers, as she paced more steadily, and,

although Ackerman did his very best, he was carried twice

off his feet, and the mare won by a length from him in 2: 31f
amid shouts of applause. It was now almost dark und the

result was postponed.

Entries at Los Angeles.

The following is the list of entries made up to date, for the

Fall meeting of the Sixth District Agricultural Association,

October 20th to 24th, inclusive:

FIRST DAY, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20.

No. 1. Trotting—Purse $500; three-minute class, mile

heats, 3 in 5; open also to Cade, Valentine and Prentice Boy.

L. J. Eose, Jr., b ni Margaret, by Sultan, dam by The Moor.
C. A. Durfee, It g Big Frank, by Sultan.

Frank Monroe, b m Lady I., by Billy Norfolk.

Jno. J. Eeynolds, b m Bora, by Gibraltar, dam by Black
Warrior.

J. H. Kelly, br g Valentine, by Farrel's Clay, dam Queen.
Hancock M. Johnston, m Carlotta, by Norwood, dam by

Chieftain.

No. 2. Trotting—Stake $50; for yearlings, half-mile heats;

$10forfeit; §25 ten days before the race, divided, 75 per cent,

to first and 25 to second.
Hancock M. Johnston, b c Pommery Sec, by Dashwood, dam

Betsey Aunt Smith.

No. 3. Running—Purse $150; half-mile dash; free for all

and weight for age.

S. B. Stroud, g Amazon.
B. P. Hill, g g Johnnie Gray, by Shiloh, dam Margery.

No. 4. Eunning—Purse $200; free for two-year-olds.

Half-mile dash,
Charles Thomas, Jr., s c Oliver Twist, by Balboa, dam Little

Sallie.

Thomas Stratton, m Minnie.
Hill & Giles, b g, by Wildidler, dam Cornet, by Ben Wade.
H. M. Johnston, c c Siempre, by Billy Lee, dam Lulu Jack-

son.

B. F. Hill, g f Mollie Capron, by Reveille, dam unknown.
B. P. Hill, b f Meda Howard, by Sacramento, dam Armeda

Howard.

SECOND DAY, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21.

No. 5. Trotting—Purse $500; 2:30 class. Mile heats,

3 in 5.

C. A. Durfee, b g Dick J.

Frank Monroe, b m Lady E., by Billy Norfolk.

E. J. Blee, b g Hunter, by Jerry Ladd.
N. A. Covarrubias, bksku g Charlie D.
B. P. Hill, 1) g Zero, by Imported Hercules, dam Lady Mas,

by American Boy.
No. 6. Trotting—Purse $200; for two-year-olds and under.

Mile heats, 2 in 3.

L. J. rose, b c Alcazar, by Sultan.

H. M. Johnston, g c Eichmond, by A. W. Richmond, dam
Preciosa.

Dr. K. D. Wise, b s Rajah, by Sultan, dam Kitty Wells.

F. T. Underbill, b s Saxton, by Enchanter, dam Rising Star,

No. 7. Eunning—Purse $250. Mile dash, free-for-all and
weight for age.

B. P. HilL g g Johnnie Gray, by Shilo, dam Margery.

S. B.Stroud, sJiuiPolk.
H. M. Johnson, c c Galgo, by Billy Lee, dam Nina R.

A. F. Machado, s s St. David, by Hock-Hocking, dam Eva
Coombs.

No. S. Running— Purse $250; for three-year-olds. Three-
quarters of a mile dash.
H. M. Johnston, c c Galgo, by Billy Lee, dam Nina R.

G. W. Gardner, in Fannie G.
S. B. Stroud, g Amazon.
B. P. Hill, s f. Silverella, by Reveille, dam unknown.
Thomas Delaney, s c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Phiuetia.

THIRD DAY, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22.

No. 9. District—Trotting Ruce— Purse. $400; for throe

uiinutb class. Mile heats, 3 in 5, with Bi^ Flunk, Durfeo's

Iuca, Valgean, Margaret and Sultan barred, and a reserved

right t id others.

Frank Monroe, b m Lady I., by Billy Norfork, dam unknown.
Jno. J. Reynolds, b m Dora, by Gibraltar, dam by Bluok

Warrior.
H. H. Johnston, g u Barbaro, by Luu lioso, dam Pogonip.

FOURTH DAY, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23.

No. 10. Trotting—Purse, S500; for 2:40 class. Mile heats;

3 in 5, open to Lady Washington.
C. A. Durfee, It g Big Frank, by Sultan.

Frank Monroe, b m Lady E., formerly White Stocking, by
Billy Norfolk, dam unknown.

H. M. Johnston, g c Barbaro, by Len Lose, dam Pogonip.
L. J. Rose, Jr., b m Margaret, by Sultan, dam by The Moor.
Jno. J.Reynolds, b m Dora, by Gibraltar, dam by Black

Warrior.
J. H. Kelly, br g Valentine, by Parrel's Clay, dam Queen,

No. 11. Trotting—Purse, $250; for three-year-olda and
under. Mile heats, 3 in 5.

Geo. F. Smith, blk s Joe W., by Chief of the Echoes, dam un-
known.

M. A. Mulholland, g m Biddy Toole, by A. W. Eichmond,
dam Humboldt.

E. T. Underbill, brm Estella, by Satelite, dam Richelieu.

L. J. Eose, b s Stamboul.

No. 12. Eunning—Purse, $250; for all two-year-olds,
dash of one mile.

Charles Thomas, Jr., s c Oliver Twist, by Balboa, dam Little

Sallie.

Thos. Stratton, m Minnie.
B. P. Hill, b f Meda Howard, by Sacramento, dam Armeda

Howard.
Hill and Gries, b c , by Hardwood, dam Maid of the

Mist.
H. M. Johnston, c c Siempre, by Billy E., dam Lulu Jack-

son

.

B. P. Hill, g f Mollie Capron, by Eeveille, dam unknown.

No. 13. Eunning—Purse $300; free-for-all, weight for

age. Mile and repeat.

B. P. Hill, g g Johnnie Gray, by Shiloh, dam Margery.
S. B. Stroud, g Jim Polk.

Thomas Delaney,. s c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Planetia.

A. F. Machado, s s St. David.

FIFTH DAY, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24.

No. 14. Trotting—Free for all; purse $500.
L. J. Rose, b g La Grange, by Sultan.

B. P. Hill, b g Zero, by Imported Hercules, dam Lady Max,
by American Boy,

N. A. Covarrubias, buckskin g Charlie D.
C. A. Durfee, It g Dick J.

E. J. Blee, br g Hunter.
H. M. Johnston, c m Charlotta.

H. M. Johnston, g c Barbaro.

No. 15. Trotting—Purse $250; for four-year-olds and
under. Mile heats, three in five. No entries.

No. 16. Eunning—Purse $300; for three-year-olds. On*
mile and a half.

G. W. Gardner, m Fannie G.
''. M. Johnston, c c Galgo.

Thomas Delaney, s c Ned Cook.
A. F. Machado, s s St. David.

OUR NEW YORK LETTER.

The Problem of Three-Year-Old Superiority-
Hidalgo's Great Victory for the September
Stakes—Volante's Arrival at Sheeps-
head Bay—Eole Leaves England for

America—General Notes—Etc.

September's stakes are rapidly unwinding, as we intimated
last week would be the case, the tangled problems of age
superiority in the racing world. While, of course, not as yet
decisive, the form shown lately by Bersan, Wanda, Hidalgo,
and Voiante raises the quartette head and shoulders above
the rest of their age, the finish for the September Stakes last

week between Hidalgo and Wanda being an exhibition of
great merit, particularly on the part of the Eancocas filly.

True, the black Spaniard of the Sierras, beat her a head, but
she was carrying 122 lbs. to his 113, making a concession of
no less than 12 lbs. that Wanda was giving Hidalgo. And
yet if the two meet again more evenly weighted, there will

still be many to baok the Californian, notwithstanding this

great performance of Wanda's, which is certainly the best
race of the year yet run by any of the three-year-olds.

Hidalgo, however, did not have the same talent in the
saddle as Wanda, for good, capable jockey as Duffy is, it is

nothing against him to say that he does not yet take rank
with Hayward in his profession, and taking this into con-
sideration, and the fact that Hidalgo won the race, the Cali-

fornian must be rated, until events show the contrary, as
little, if any, inferior to the Eancocas filly. These and other
questions of the hour, the great race for the Bridge Handicap,
run this Thursday as we write, has gone far towards defin-

itely deciding, for with Bersan, Wanda, St. Augustine,
Voiante, Eichmond, Alta, Tyrant, and Hidalgo all at Sheeps-
head Bay to take part in this great race, there can be no
cause for complaint on the score of opportunity, etc. With
a good track a rattling fast race should have been scored, for
the mile and a half is certainly within the compass of each
and every one of those named above. Four Califoruians
against four Eastern horses. Which has proved to be the
victor?

Volante's arrival at Sheepshead Bay on Monday direct from
Chicago shows that the struggle for three-year-oM supremacy
is to assume a most interesting phase by the presence cf this

crack California colt. Though a very sick colt at Saratoga,
in July, his two efforts since have both been successful ones,
and while it may be said that he did not beat much on either

occasion, Saturday's race at Chicago, a mile and a half in 2:41,
carrying 121 lbs., showed that he is about as game and fast a
colt as ever. Even at 125 lbs., his top weight in the Bridge
Handicap, Volante's chuuee should be a good one, for his

performances this year have been exceedingly meritorious
under heavy weights. Verauo, however, who has not run
since July 4th, ut Chicago, is in at 110 lbs., and many think
him the stable's trump card in reserve. He ran the fastest

mile and a quarter of tbe year on July 3d, and on the very
next day was beaten less than a length by Modesty and
Binette in the Columbia Stakes, a mile and three-quarters.
As the race was ruu in 3:03^, it makes out Verauo as both
fast and stout.

Mona's fast mile at Chicago on Saturday last, when with
catch weights up she ran in 1 :41<V, was an eye-opener to those
who. had seen this mare run at Saratoga, whore, though good
in heavy ground, she was generally outepeeded wheu itcame
to fast racing. A full sister to Monogram and Mammonist,
this chestnut daughter of Buckden and Monomania, by Mel-
bourne, Jr., is smaller than either of her big brothers, and her
peculiarly shaped blaok streaks behind, as if she had sat
down in an ink-pot, evidence her famous ancestry as well as
the lonyebt pedigreo could. Sho must' have improved greatly
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since she went West to beat Rapido and Jennings in such
rattling time, though the latter mare has not been herself for

some time. September is truly the mare's month, as the

cases of Wanda, Mona and others show at this early day.
Eole's departure from Stockbridge, Eng., late last week,

en route to America, foreshadows an early arrival home again,

and as a matter of fact, the famous grandson of Leamington
is expected to reach his native land in the nest week or ten

days. While defeated, Eole's poor form is no disgrace under
the circumstances, and we trust that his will be the last of

the experim ents of sending over the water horses or mares
well on in years. While yearlings, or perhaps two-year-olds,

can in time become acclimatized, the instances of Preakness,

Duke of Magenta, Falsetto, Spendthrift, Girofle, etc., in fact

those of all the older horses except Parole, who have gone to

Albion in the last ten or twelve vears, show that Eole's case

is not an isolated one. The thick, humid, atmospheric con-

ditions of Britain, as compared with this climate, must be
largely responsible for these untoward results, which have in

the cases of Preakness, Girofle and Eole been also accom-
panied with savagery entirely foreign to their dispositions

here. We repeat, therefore, that such experiments are but
Tain ones.

Brambleton's win at a mile from three fast older horses on
Saturday last, and that of Walter H. at Brighton the week
previous, shows afresh the advantage^ two-year-old has in the

Pall by the present scale of weights. When almost a three-

year-old to all intents and purposes, the allowance of many
pounds to the youngsters cannot help but change the results

of some races tbat look to be, in other respects, "air-tights"

for some particular horse. Speculators, after this most recent

case in point, will not be apt to let two-year-olds in all-aged

races "run loose" in future, or owners either, for that matter.

When the owners of Brambleton did not back him for a

dollar, however, it was hardly likely that the public wonld
follow snit, althongh the colt was known to be a laster, and
speedy as well. Of the two races, Brambleton's 1:45J, with

83 lbs., hardly looks as good as the 1:45| of Walter H., with

115 lbs., though of course the different company and the

character of the two courses must be taken into consideration

in the estimate.

The handsome silver cup won by Mr. W. V. Booth on
Warrington, at Chicago last Saturday, was sent out by one of

New York's best-known manufacturers, and is valued at

$1,000. It is of solid silver, in the form of a gigantic punch-
bowl. The base is ornamented with silver horse-shoes and
whips, while on the edges of the bowl and projecting from it

are several very handsomely executed horse heads in bas re-

lief. Pacific.

THE GUN,
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.

Star (*) indicates close season.

Qnatl
Partridge
Bail
Gronse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer..
Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

Utah-California Match.

Messrs. Robinson and Bassford, a challenge to whom was

pnblished in last week's Beeedee jutd Spoetsmax, have sent

the following reply:
, ,. ,...

Sept. 16, ISSo.

W. D. Howe, Esq., Ogden, Utah: Referring to the propo-

sition contained in yonrs of Angnst 24th to Mr. Bassford and

myself, we beg leave to say we will be pleased to meet yon

and your party (either fonr or five, as yon prefer) at San

Brnno, within six weeks, for a purse of fifteen hundred dol-

lars a side, fifty birds to each man, National Ground Trap

rules (10 maximum gauge of gun). Referring to "portion of

expense" (conceded and asked), we will be pleased to defray

expense of fare from Ogden to San Francisco. Our team will

be John Burnett, Edward Fay, Crittenden Robinson, all of

San Francisco; Henry A. Bassford and Frank J. Bassford,

both of Vacaville, Cal., with the privilege of one alternate to

each side, said alternate to be a bona fide resident of Califor-

nia upon' our side, and of Utah upon yours. An early

response hereto is asked, and we very earnestly trust that no

obstacle will be allowed to be internosed to prevent the

match taking place. In the light of the many recent shooting

events of interest that have taken place in the columns of

the public press only, we feel that you will fully agree with

ns in recognizing the impropriety of permitting this to be

determined in that way. Truly yours,
H. A. Bassfoed,
CRITTENDEN* ROBI2s~S0>',

For California Team.

"What is said in the above reply is meant as it is written.

The California Team desires to shoot and is ready to shoot

en the conditions offered in the challenge. Upon receipt of

a favorable reply a forfeit will be put up, and arrangements

made for a supply of birds. We trust that neither team will

permit anv of the little nonsensical pretexts so often ad-

vanced to stand in the way of a meeting. The purse is small,

but since the shoot is merely a friendly trial of skill, the

chief reward will lie in the honor of winning.

Gridley Tournament.

The Gridley Club would do well to set its coming tourna-

ment for October 5th next, instead of the 16th, so that the

shooters who will be in Chico on Oct. 1st, 2d and 3d can

attend. It would result in the largest shoot yet seen in that

section, and would add much to the enjoyability of the affair.

We shall be glad to receive authority from the club to an-

nounce such a change.

The Marin County Journal in a recent issue says: "At

this season the one menace and danger of this county is the

grass and brush fire. Our fields are overrun with sports-

men many of them from the city, who utterly ignore pre-

cautions against fire, although by the use of arms and camp

fires they constantly imperil our fields. Our people gener-

ally prohibit hunting and building camp .
fires on their premj

ises and this is bitterly complained of by the classes who in-

fest the game ranges. But it is made absolutely necessary
by the criminal carelessness, not to use a worse term, of the
so-called sportsmen. We are annually reminded of our ex-
treme hazard by the recurrence of devastating fires. At this
writing a fierce fire is ranging on the banks of the Lagunitas,
the damage by which no one can estimate. We say to all
hunters that the notices prohibiting their depredations on our
ranches mean exactly what they say, and the law will be car-
ried out to its letter in all cases where they are disregarded.''

The editor who vented the foregoing has evidently been
primed for his effort by some one who has at heart an ulterior
purpose.
Every season in the Marin papers just this sort of thing is

printed, and in so far as we know the statements have never
been contradicted, probably because no one sees the paper in
which the slanders are published. The average good, steady,
hard-working, ink-besmeared, type-setting, press-working,
editorial-writing Marin county editor, makes a "lovely ass"
of himself, when he ceases writing obituaries and stock re-
ports, and ventures to ventilate his notions about high art,
such as the art of sportsmanship.

Because a hoodlum now and then ravages the fair fields of
Marin county, leaves gates open, fires unquenched and the
mark of the destroyer behind him generally, the editor raves
in the style illustrated. He includes with the hoodlum all
those quiet, well-disposed gentlemen who go with gun and
dog for a day in his neighborhood. He does not even except
the very many landowners and residents of the county, who
shoot week in and week out during the season. In his eyes
every man who carries a gun "infests" the game ranges.

Luckily for sportsmen this editor is impotent. Most of his
readers know that what he writes about hunters is not true,
and pity the weakness which can be so easily influenced by
the first selfish dog-in-the-manger comer. The number of city
sportsmen who are always sure of a hearty welcome and free
permission to shoot in Marin county, is great. It will fast

grow greater now that the North Pacific Coast B. R. Company
is to run trains at hours which will enable people to leave the
city after business hours on Saturday, and return in time for
business on Monday, and at rates which will permit the man
who can ill afford to spend money lavishly, to go on equal
terms with the more fortunate one.

The county, anywhere above San Rafael, is open to any
gentleman who will but take the pains to do what every
gentleman is glad to do, viz.: make himself known to the
owner of land on which he desires to shoot and ask per-
mission.
Some duck shooting is to be had about Tomales bay, not

of the best, however, for the reason that there is but little

cover and no flights in certain lines. For quails, however,
one can visit no better locality than Marin. The ground is

in parts too heavily covered with brush to make shooting
pleasant, but a little acquaintance with it will make known
scores of spots where a day's sport can be had in fern patches,

weeds and knee-high brush. Just the sort of ground that

our quails delight in.

It is probable that more than 200 deer have been killed

since July 1st in Marin county within a range of twenty miles

from San Francisco. One hunter of our acquaintance has
shot IS bucks, and divided them among his friends, and it is

likely others have done as well or better.

In conversation during a pleasant call from Mr. P.W.
Robinson, of Gilroy, the other day, he had much to say of

the Bob Whites recently put out near that place. In March
last several pairs were placed in the willows and brush along

the Carnadero creek, on the ranches belonging to Mr. Henry
Miller, Mr. Sam Rea, and Mr. J. P. Sargent. Those gentle-

men have prohibited shooting over their places, and the

foreign birds have done nicely. In May several bevies were
seen which have about all matured, and one can hear the

cheerful whistle of the birds any morning if he strolls along

where they were planted.

They have not at any time wandered a mile from where
they were set free, and as there is good coyer, water, dust, fine

gravel, and an abundance of seed-bearing weeds about them,

there is reason to believe that they will thrive. The land

along both sides of the creek is planted to potatoes and corn,

and the birds find much insect food. If they become per-

fectly acclimated, it will not be long until tbe whole
country through the lower end of SantaClara valley will be

stocked, and then look out for good shooting over dogs, and
good field trials.

We regret to learn from Mr. Robinson that the Gilroy Rod
and Gun Club is not in an active and prosperous condition.

It was a large club aud began its existence with every pros-

pect of long and useful life, but interest in trap shooting has

waned, and like most of the other clubs in the State, its only

show of animation is just at the beginning of the trap shoot-

ing season, when it turns oat a decent number of shooters.

Interest in trap shooting has fallen off very much during

the last three years. Then it was no uncommon thing to

see twenty-five members present at a club Bhoot, and several

hundred spectators. Now if a club has ten entries and fifty

friends present at its meetings, it is thought to be doing

quite well.

Perhaps a reason for the seeming loss of interest in trap

shooting may be found in the fact that shooting preserves are

increasing rapidly in number. This means more regular trips

on the part of members during the game season, and a result-

ing desire for rest when the season for field shooting closes.

If grounds are leased in the near future as fast as they have

been taken up in the two years last passed, the unaffiliated

Bportsman will have to travel some distance before reaching

free ground.
The preserves are good things. Directly they offer oppor-

tunities for much better sport than can be had when every

man is at liberty to go where he chooses, and indirectly they

accomplish much good by affording resting and feeding

places for game which would otherwise be constantly

harassed.

Preserving hunting ground is a new thing to Californians,

and many uf them rather resent being forbidden entrance to

tracts over which they have been accustomed for many years

to roam unrestrained. But such of them as are considerate

persons soon come to acquiesce in the right of owners or

lessees to regulateshootingupon land, the shooting privileges

on which aie bought and on which large sums of money are

expended in the way of club houses, boats and appurtenances,

to say nothing of affording profitable employment to keepers

and their families.

Abstractly, of course, no one can have a better right to

trespass for the purpose of hunting than for any other pur-

pose, and well disposed people will not do it. Those who

persist in violating decency and private rights should be so
sternly dealt with as to compel them to desist, even to the
extent of violence and peril of life. On such preserves as
those of the Tule Belle Club, the Teal and
Cordelia clubs, which can be entered on foot
without boats, it must require eternal vigilance to insure
freedom from poaching. Perhaps as good a way as any to
keep off intruders would be to station a keeper on some com-
manding elevation, aud instruct him to practice with a Win-
chester on anything resembling a man or a duck boat, on
days when members were nut using the ponds. Some snch
means alone will drive away the scamps who, while unwill-
ing to establish a reserve, are yet ever ready to injure it by
sneaking upon it and killing off all the game possible.

The new club, the Marin County Gun Club, will soon have
exclusive shooting rights on the best of the land along the
line of the N. P. R. R., and following that club others will be
formed for like purposes, so that in a few years the whole of
Marin county will be under the control of civil, respectable
sportsmen.

A days few since, on invitation of Major Kellogg, we spent
a day at Vallejo Junction looking over the new plant of the
Selby Smelting and Lead Company. The prime reason for
the visit was the fact that the Company has secured the right
to use the Chamberlin Automatic Cartridge Loading Machine
on the Pacific Slope, but there was much to see, aside
from the cartridge factory, that was instructive. The Selby
Smelting and Lead Company was founded by Thomas H.
Selby tn I860. Major Selby, when a boy of seventeen, entered
the store of A. T. Stewart, in New York city, at just about
the same time when Cyrus W. Field was in Stewart's em-
ploy, and remained there for four years. Then he entered
business for himself, but disaster overtook him and failure
resulted. His partner in business had an interest in another
firm, which dealt in lead and lead pipe, and on Selbv's failure,
Peter Naylor, of New York, a heavy dealer in "lead, took
him up and sent him to California in 1S49 with a stock of
goods, and gave him such financial backing as he needed.
Mr. Naylor was interested in a shot tower-in New York, and
Mr. Selby naturally had given some thought to shot manu-
facturing, so, when in 1S60 a large quantity of lead pipe,
which he had stored in a building on Davis street in this
city, was melted and run together by a fire which consumed
the building, he atonce setabouterecting a building in which
he could utilize the lead by making shot of it. About when
the tower was being constructed, he began to think of add-
ing to it a smelting plant, for the purpose of securing a sup-
ply of lead, which is one of the refuse products in smelting
bullion. In pursuance of the plan he placed his son, Mr.
Prentice Selby, under tutelage of Mr. Thomas Price, the as-
sayer, and after Mr. Selby, Jr., had finished learning the
art, Mayor Selby erected smelting and refining works at
North Beach, in which to heat gold and silver ores, which up
to that time had been sent to Europe. His son was put in
charge, and has ever since conducted the business. The busi-
ness grew rapidly and proved lucrative, but certain invest-
ments did not make as quick returns as were expected, and it

was deemed best to admit other wealthy partners to the con*
cern, and about 1874, Messrs. Flood and Mackey,
the bonanza favorites, assumed a leading interest,
and at once through their connections pushed the plant
to its utmost capacity in handling ores. The ground did not
permit enlargement, and in September, lSS4.theCompanv, in
casting about for a more available site, was pleased with a
spot near Vallejo Junction, on the line of the Central
Pacific Railroad, about thirty miles from San Francisco, and
purchased forty acres of land.
Work was at once begun. The spot chosen is a jutting

point just at the entrance to Carquinez Straits, between San
Pablo and Suisun bays, and is as favorable as could be wished.
The current from the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers

sweeps by the point with a force that entirely prevents shoal-
ing on the water front from deposits of mining silt, and at
the dock, which is several hundred feet long, there is from
twenty-six to forty-five feet of water, when it is lowest, suf-
ficient to enable ships of any tonnage to discharge and load
with safety. The point has been cut away and a level space
of five acres cleared, on which the buildings have been
erected.

1 be buildings are so planned as to afford the greatest con-
venience in conducting the business to be done at the least

cost of time and manual labor. A long pavilion stands by
the railroad track, and near enough to it to permit ore to be
discharged directly into the hand cars, which convey it over
ingeniously devised little tracks to its proper place. In the
pavilion are the offices of the company, the engines and
boilers and the ore receiving room, which is full of monstrous
bins. From the central pavilion branch out lesser structures,
in each of which some one or more of the processes necessary
in transforming base earth to rehned gold or virgin silver

are carried on. In the first of the auxiltiary build-
ings here there is a roasting furnace in which, ores
are calcined. They then pass to the next depart-
ment, the slagging room and from thence, if necessary
are passed on to the next subsidiary structure, the blast furn-
ace room. Otherwise they go to the lead room where the
precious metals are separated from the lead, which envelopes
them as they come from the slagging room or the blast

furnace, and finally they go to another room where the gold
and silver are separated. The solution of copper in sul-

phuric acid, of which a vast quantity is used in refineries, is

passed to still another building and evaporated, leaving blue-
stone, which is a merchantable product. Throughout the
place are many evidences of wise supervision and most in-

genious devices for saving labor or facilitating its expendi-
ture. For instance, in one room where a lot of furnaces
were seething and roaring we were invited to take hold of

the furnace door handle and look in; we did not do it immed-
iately; in fact a deed of gift of the whole institution would
have been no temptation to do that particular thing. The
door was almost red hot and it was uncomfortably warm at

ten feet from the affair, yet Mr. Selby grasped the handle
and swung back the door. The fact was that he had applied
the "water jacket" principle to the doorhandle, which was
simply an iron pipe through which a stream of cold water
was constantly flowing, and had made what he called, in his

technical talk, a "water back" door. All through the great

enterprise are indications that the practical wisdom only
derivable from the application of professional learning to

actual exigencies, is possessed by the gentleman in charge.
We do not wish it understood that we think Mr. Selby knows
everything, nor even that his head blacksmith, Mr. R. W.
Thompson, is a Solomon. Just how much the latter knows
about some thiols, pigeon shooting for instance, is shown by
his suggestion that the company offer a large prize to be shot
for at pigeons, with "Standard" she Is, the shooters to

stand at a score outside of the ouildiugs and the

birds to be thrown up out cf a nokestack by

of compressed air from the blower at aob .-d to the 1
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ace. About eightv men are now employee!, but some seventy

more will be added as soon as the plant is in petfect working

order. It was interesting to us, and might be interesting to

readers to describe minutely the various operations incident

to such an industry as that of the Selby company, but such

matters lie more properly within the province of technical

journals, and we must content ourselves with noting the

points of interest in connection with the cartridge loading de-

partment of the works.
The Chamberlin Loading Machines, seven of them, are

set up in a building, which is separate from the other build-

ings of the plant. The building fronts on San Pablo bay,

and is a pretty, airy structure, forty by sixty feet, yet solidly

built withal. On a raised platform at the rear of the lower

room the machines are bolted firmly to heavy timbers, and

are run by power derived from a compressed air engine, which

in turn derives its motive power from air passed through a

pipe from the main engine'room of the works, thus entirely

avoiding the presence of fire in the cartridge department.

Huge packing cases containing shells of all makes and sizes,

and wads by "the hundred thousand occupy much space on

the main floor, and there are packing tables and necessary

appliances of all sorts for expediting the business to be done.

The machines themselves are curious affairs. They consist

of a horizontal cylindrical table of heavy iron, at regular inter-

vals, around the circumference of which are recesses in which

a shell just fits and in which it is enclosed by a clasp which is

pressed upon by a spring. In operation, this table, in each re-

cess of which a shell is clasped, revolves, and in its revolution

brings the mouth of each shell first under a powder cut off,

against the opening lever of which the head of the shell is

pressed, and the proper charge thereby let down into its place

in the shell; the shell then passes under a rammer, of which
there are three, all jointed to an iron frame, which
is given a vertical motion as the machine £is

operated. Coming under the rammer the head of the shell

pushes a lever and throws a wad into position, which is then

forced home by the descending rammer. Another wad is

received in the same way from another rammer, and the

shell then cuts «ff and receives its shot charge as it did its

load of powder. Then the shot wad is forced home like the

others, and then it goes on as the table in which it is held

revolves under a crimping device, and is perfectly crimped.

Finally the size of shot in it is stamped on the shot wad by
an arm like the rammers, but which has a rubber stamp at

its lower end, and the shell then passes on and is discharged

through a tube on to the packing table on the main floor.

A short description of what impresses us as the most in-

genious invention we have ever seen. Provision is made by
the inventor for meeting all the little requirements which go
to make up the perfectly loaded shotgun cartridge. Thus,
by a slight jar at the instant the powder passes from the

reservoir into the cut off, it is settled and precisely the same
charge is delivered into each shell. The cut off is adjustable

to any desired load. In receiving a wad which may be of

any thickness and of any material, a wad starter is first

automatically forced down around the mouth of the shell,

and the rammer pushes the wad down through the wad-
starter, thus seating it squarely over the powder or shot with-

out possibility of error.

The rammers can be graduated so that any desired pressure
may be applied in loading from five pounds up to one hun-
dred. The crimping is done better and more neatly than by
any device we have yet seen. The ever ingenious superin-
tendent of the Selby Works, Mr. Selby, has devised a crimper
head that makes a better looking, firmer, and more lasting
crimp than we would have deemed possible. It not only
turns down the shell over the shot wad, but solidly com-
presses the portion turned down, and in waterproofed shells

the friction in crimping generates heat enough to melt the
waterproofing composition, which, on again solidifying

after the shell is removed from the machine, tightly

glues the turned down portion into position, so that no ex-

posure to wear in the shell box or pocket can cause the
crimps to soften and the wads to start. The revolving table,

of which we first spoke, carries a shell in each of its recesses,

and while one shell is receiving powder another is being
wadded, another receiving shot or having the shot-wad
rammed to place, or being crimped or marked. Each revolu-
tion of the driving wheel of the maohine means the passage
through the discharge tube of a loaded shell, and at ordinary
speed turns out fifteen hundred cartridges an hour, no one
of which differs in any wise from any other one of the whole
number.
A peculiarity of the machine is that when a shell is not

passing through it it can be operated without harm. The
shell, when grasped by the table which carries it, becomes
part of the machine, and its head when pressed against, the
various little levers and arms alone causes active operations
to begin. There is no violence in its operation, and no
reason to believe that wear will soon affect it. The bearings
of the working parts are all broad and smoothly finished. It
represents an amount of patient labor, spurred on by rate
genius, that is extraordinary. As is usually the case, its

inventor was a poor man, who struggled along for years
without means, at times forced to leave his pet idea in order
to live. But he was fortunate in chancing to meet a man of
wealth, whose far-seeing mind grasped the possibilities in
store for one who could turn out a perfect cartridge-loading
machine, and whose generosity furnished whatever money
was needed to enable the inventor to work without worry,
and with assurance that his family would not suffer because
of his devotion to what many would have considered a chi-
mera. After eleven years success was attained and
the cartridge-loader began to turn out such perfect
fixed ammunition for shotguns as had not before been
seen. As soon as it was ascertained that the machine was
sound in principle and effective in operation, the same keen
business man who had befriended the inventor in his dark
day, at once mapped out a plan by which the invention
should be made most beneficial, alike to its owners and to
consumers of ammunition, and in furtherance of his plan
visited this coast. When J. Palmer O'NeiPs name appeared
among the arrivals at a hotel in this city it was with an in-
adequate conception of the man and of the enterprise in
which he was engaged that a visitor hunted him up. A little

talk convinced the visitor that the man was a General, and
hours of subsequent contemplation of his loading machine
have convinced that the machine is the greatest invention
in the gun line since the introduction of the percussion
principle. The man stayed out his too brief days and went
away. The machine was appreciated by local capitalists and
remains to do for us what no other machine yet invented can
do, viz., to give ub shotgun cartridges properly, uniformly
and perfectly loaded at a fair price.

TRAP.

The emblem of the Team Championship in the Sportsman's

Association of the Northwest, recently organized at Seattle,

is an elegant banner, the handiwork of a lady of Seattle. The

Seattle Chronicle describes it as follows:

"The banner which was won Friday by Seattle Team No.
1, composed of Messrs. Robertson, McNaughtand McMicken,
was worked and donated by Mrs. M. D. Pease, of this city, and
ia valued at $100. Its beautiful design and delicate workman-
ship makeB it the handsomest thing of the kind ever seen on
the Pacific Coast. It is double sided, 24x36 inches in size, the

material being heavy upholsterer's satin. On one side, the

color of which is a lovely shade of claret, is worked in beau-
tiful contrast in silver gray Bilk, a large and perfect horse-

shoe, in the centre of which is an artistic monogram SxS£
inches, composed of the letters "S. A. N. W.," (Sportsman's
Association of the Northwest) worked in silk, each letter

having a distinctive and distinguishing shade. This is fol-

lowed by an appropriate laurel wreath. Underneath is the

word "Team," the letters being worked in French embroid-

ery in old gold, with an exquisite design of rosebuds and
leaves running through them. The word "Champion" in

bright gold silk is worked over and following the curve of

the horseshoe. On the reverse side, the shade of which is a

rich old gold, is worked a most life-like black breasted game-
cock, standing eighteen inches high. This is the crowning
feature of the banner, the design being perfect, and the differ-

ent colors and shading of the plumage are most admirably
copiod. Above this design is the word "Organized," and
below "18S5," both being handsomely embroidered. The
banner will be hung with rich cord and tassels to a fine

ebony bar, supported by a handsome pole of the same wood.
The winning team must hold it subject to competition at

each tournament of the Association.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

Companies C and G of the First Infantry, N. G. C, shot
their annual target match on Sunday last, at Shell Mound
Park. The shoot and the pleasantness of the day brought
out a great number of participants. File firing and shooting at
the various ranges filled in one of the most agreeable meetings
yet held by this organization of good and reliable old sharp-
shooters. So many tried their skill that a full record would
require more space than can be spared this week, and so we
give only the scores of those in the first class, i. e., those
who scored 19 and upward.

COMPANY c.
Capt. J. K. KUea 4 4 4 5 4—21
Sergt. Julins Kline 4 4 11 4 4-

fiertjt. Geo. Lefner 3 4 ) I 4—19
Wn,trfT 4 .j ^ 4 4_|.
H. Kennedy 4 5 4 5 4—2;

Aldrich 4 4 i l 3—1!
Curson 4 4 4 4 4—20
Ctimmings 5 4 15 4—22
Meyer 4 4 3 4 5-

Bay 3 5 4 5—22
Rediattn 4 3 4 5 3—lit

Sherman ;> 1 8 1 3-

Sloan 4 1 i 1 1-

Snook 3 4 5 5 3—20

COMPANY O.
JIarkley 4 444 c_2t
Lieut. Sumner 3 4 4 5 .'i-21
£auzert 3 5 4 3 4—}9
Tilden 3 I 1 4 J—19
Knorp 4 3 4 5 4—20
Johnson 4 1 ;; i |_ig
Worsdall 4 344 4—19
Diers 5 5 4 4 5—23
Spielman 6 4 3 5 4—21
SparreU 3 3 4 5 4—19

Fusileers-

California W. S. Club.

The California Wing Shooting Club shot its seventh and last

match for the season of ISSo at San Bruno on Sunday last. But

five members were on hand, for some unexplained reason.

The club shooting average is good, and it can turn out a team

of five men, equal in ability, to five from any club in the

State, but its shoots have not been very well attended this

year. On Sunday the shooting was good, and the day
pleasant. Mr. Ed Funcke, champion amateur wing shot oi

California under 21 years old, shot with the club. At 12

live birds, 30 yards rise, Hurlingham rules, San Bruno, Sept.

13, 1S85.

Robinson, I 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1

Pay 1 11110111101
Walsh 1 11111100111
Kerrigan I 11111110011
Slade I 11111010011
Funcke 1 1111111111
For the season Mr. Robinson has donetae best shooting

and wins the first medal, Mr. Walsh the second, and for the

third, according to our score, Mr. Kerrigan and Mr. Fay tie.

A resume of the various matches shot is given below.

Robinson...
Kerrigan....
l-'av

.leflett
Martin
Pearson
Golcher
Liddle
Made
Walsh
Putzman. ...

Graft*
Brand
Bradley
Rover
Rice
Kirk
Thomson.....

The San Francisco Fusiieeis, Co. C, 2d Art. Reg., 2d
Brig., N. G. C, Captain A. Huber, give their annual grand
prize shooting and picnic to-morrow at Shell Mound Park
leaving the city by the 9 o'clock boat.
The shooting is open to all, and the sum of S200 will be

distributed in prizes. The shooting is off-hand, for all fifleB
not ver 45 calibre.

Scheutzen Park.

The California Schuetzeu uiu o neld its medal shoot and
competition on the bull's-eve target on Sunday last at
Schuetzen Fark. In the class shooting Mr. Philo Jac'oby
won the prize in the champion class with 421 rings on the
ring target; Mr. John Utschig, the prize in the first class with

?,
n^8rS; .

Mr
'
J;E - downing, the prize in the second class,

with 405 rings; Mr. Charles Sagehorn, in the third class with
362 rings; Mr. C. Mangels, in the fourth class, with 376 riuos
On the bull's-eye target, the best bull's-eye to win twenty

prizes were offered, which were won by the gentlemen named
beluw, m the order m which their names are printed- Messrs
Kholffs, Zecher, Bruns, Erahmau, Freese, Stamer Miller'
Bachman, Adams, Jacoby, Utschig, Stanton, Kuhls Horst-
man, Gnembel, Decker, Bannet, Eahwyler, Browninc Jr
andBockman. B

' *

Sacramento.

The following scores were made at a recent target practice
of members of Company G., shooting over the °00-vard
range: " J

Lieut
Lieut. J
serst/Ed. sheehanV:::;;:.;;;."::;.": I iiliWi- M2
8M&&£ HuehC5

::-:
===! J \U fcj

S3 1-3

S3 1-3

fiT 6-7

66 4-

58 1-3
nS 1-3

41 2-3

12 66 2-3

12 SS 1-3

24 45 6-6

12 66 2-3

12m 2-3

Elsewhere in the paper will be fnun 1 an advertisement of
"Standard" cartridges, manufaetun d by the Selby Smelting
and Lead Company, which is well worth rending and pre-
serving, against the days, now near at hand, when game can
be legally taken.

Cordelia.

Cordelia was the scene, on last Sunday, of an old fashioned

shooting match. They do not take kindly to scatter guns

and pigeons, or artificial targets, up there. If an orthodox

resident of Solano county cannot get meat with his rifle his

neighbors are content to see him go hungry, which habit,

perhaps, accounts for the gaunt, hollow-eyed aspect of such
of her natives as occasionally pole out of the tules to a shoot-
ing match in this neighborhood.
The shoot was at turkeys and geese, two hundred yards

offhand, in which Frank J. Bassford took two turkeys and
one goose in ten shots, J. M. Bassford, Jr., one goose in
fifteen shots, and George W. Bassford one goose in three
shots. That is the record, but we believe it was
doctored. George Bassford never could hit a goose or any-
thing else at two hundred yards off hand with a rifle. Two
years ago he could not hit honkers at twenty feet with a shot
guu, and such miraculous improvement is unlikely. After
the rifle shooting Messrs. J. W. Kinloch, of Suisun, and Geo.
Mason, of Green Valley, shot at 50 glass balls, 21 yards rise.

Bogardus trap, for $50 a side. Mason won with 47 broken,
to his opponent's 45. Then a Hurlingham match, $5 en-
trance, at sis birds each, was shot by Messrs. Frank Bassford,
Henry Bassford, Jeff. Dobbins, John Kinloch, M. J. Beanies,
and G. H. Peabody. Frank and Henry Bassford and Kin-
loch tied, and in the shoot off Kinloch was frozen out, when
the Bassfords divided. As a finale Messrs. Jeff. Dobbins, of

Vacaville, and C. J. White, of Bridgeport, ran 100 yards, for

$10 a side, Dobbins winning in eleven seconds.

P. Adriance^Sta :.::::•::::=.::=!! |i '. i i i i 2 £3
j.-a. k.^::z:::z:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::.;::;;j ill HI',
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Petaluma.

The National Guardsmen, of the Petalurna Company C
held their annual target shooting meeting on Wednesday
last. The wind blew hard from nine o'clock and made it
hard to do first rate shooting, but yet the scores were fair
Ten members of the Company scored twenty or better out of
a possible twenty-five.

Messrs. Joseph Naylor and Wm. H. Zartman each scored 02
but did not shoot off the tie. The Battalion medal was won
by Mr. \. A. Smith with 44 out of a possible 30. Mr ChasWmana got oft the target twice, and won the leather medal!

Swiss Sharpshooters' Celebration.

The Swiss Sharpshooters and the Swiss Liberal Society
combine to-night in celebrating the 577th anniversary of the
Independence of Switzerland. Musical and literary exercises
followed by a grand ball, will be given at Piatt's Hall com-
mencing at 9 o'clock p. m. We acknowledge receipt of a
polite invitation from the Executive Committee.

To-day at San Bruno the Gun Club holds its last meeting
of the season. It goes down by a special train, leaving Fourth
and Townsend at 1:30 P. itf., and an invitation is extended to

those interested to go down with it.

To-morrow at McMahon's Station the Golden Gate Gun
Club Bhoots clay pigeons, leaving town at 8:30 A. M., via S.

P. E. K.

At Colma to-morrow the last shoot for the season of the

Lincoln Gun club will be had. They also go at 8:30 by the
Southern Pacific.

The Occidental Guu Club winds up its season by a shoot on
to-morrow at Henry Blanken's Six-Mile House, on the bay
road to San Bruno.

A Tyrolese Rifle Meeting.

The great festival of the second meeting of the Austrian
Bifle Association took place yesterdaT at Innsbruck The
Emperor, who arrived on Saturday, 'from Gastein held a
review of the garrison and a great reception of the Tyrolese
authorities and nobles. 'Innsbruck is embarrassed by
the large number of guests, who excel the total population
The number of the former is estimated at more than 2 OCX)'
of which Switzerland alone has sent more than 500 riflemen
by express train through the Arlberg. On Saturday in all
three directions, long trains of thirty carriages and more
brought a thousand fresh guests from all parts of Austria
Hungary and Germany. Never before have so many Tvrolese
riflemen been gathered together in one place. Very striking
they looked in their mediaival picturesque dress. Tali strong
men, with their rifles on their shoulders, they came on in
military order, with their bauds playing, and the nV's waving
which had often guided them to the battlefield for their emu.
try—a great people in arms. There is among the Tyrolese a
much greater variety of costumes than is generally known
and most are extremely picturesque. One mountaineer wore
white stockings, black leather breeches, and the girdle of
olden times. The jacket, waistcoat and hat vary in color
with the different valleys. Some men wore black jackets
with red waistcoats and silver Buttons, and black hats with
white cocks' feathers. Others were in scarlet and crimson
jackets, with green under-vests and immense yellow hats
with green bauds and feathers. The procession to the shoot-
ing ground was a great success. The procession lasted nearly
two hours. Showers of flowers overwhelmed the Swiss and
German guests. The Tyrolese, who exceeded all the others
in number, the whole body of riflemen being estimated at
more than 12,000, were, however, the heroes of the day The
variety of colors was very striking. A remarkable feature of
the procession was the triumphal car containing the silver
shield which the Tyrol received from the Austrian army at
the five hundredth anniversary of its union with Austria
undor the house of Hapsburg. Two tall warriors and a pro-
tecting nymph of beauty guarded the shield. In the pro-,
cession there were no fewer than eighty-four bonds of musio.—London Standard.
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HEED AND SWINE.
Diseases Peculiar to Swine.

[F. D. Curtis in Country Gentleman.]

There are several kinds of epidemics in the hog districts

which are fatal. The most disastrous is the genuine swine
plague, which is a contagious fever, affecting the whole
animal, as fevers always do, but more marked in the lungs,

the liver and the stomach. All of these organs are more or
less congested and inflamed whenever the swine plague seizes

upon a victim. The bowels do not escape, and their un-
natural action is generally one of the first symptoms. Some-
times there is an acute dysentery, and at other times a dry-

ness in the evacuations, and always more or less cough, and-
evidences of internal heat and congestion. Inside the rectum
there is excessive heat, while the hog may be cold in the

extremities. The so-called hog cholera would be better un-
derstood if it was called a contagious swine fever, and anala-

gous to the typhoid fevers which prevail among the human
race.

Dysentery becomes contagious when it proceeds from
causes which would affect a whole herd. It is also true that

a single case of dysentery may be so violent, or malignant,

that the animals exposed to the same atmosphere, and with
the fasces accessible to them, will take the disease. Those
with weak stomachs succumb first, those with other bodily

deficiencies following, and the stronger afterward. I have
known an epidemic dysentery among ;men, and been a vic-

tim, and also to camp fever, so called, and I am satisfied

that both epidemic dysentery and other analagous dis-

eases will break out among swine when kept in large

numbers, withou t proper sanitary conditions, where there is

no outside infection. Various conditions might, and doubt-

less do, cause dysentery in hogs. Feeding too long on
rich, concentrated food will have the effect to influence the

stomach and bowels, and break down digestion. While in

this condition, a sudden cold will be likely to settle in these

inflamed organs, and cause a severe and perhaps malignant
dysentery. Or it might proceed from the condition of these

organs, without any cold. It does not require, with some an-

imals, a very high degree of inflammation in the stomach to

produce serious results, while others might endure a great,

deal more. The fact that there is a great difference in strength

and physical capacity of animals of the same kind for endur-

ance, and resisting disease, must not be overlooked. When
once started with the weaklings, it seems natural, and almost

inevitable, for a malignant disease to seek other subjects, and
so the stronger will become a prey.

Drinking foul or poisonous water is a fruitful source of

dysentery, and also of diptheria. It is not necessary that

this water should be acute in its effects, or immediate, but it

is really more damaging, because slower and more insidious.

In this way the blood becomes poisoned, and it shows itself

in some organ, naturally the one overtasked, or it affects the

whole system, and causes a fatal fever. In other cases this

poisonous blood will more seriously affect the secretory or-

gans, and the kidneys or liver will be the seat of the dis-

order.

Malignant quinsy is also quite a common disease, and is

usually considered to be cholera. I found this form of

disease prevailing considerably last year, when engaged upon
the pork commission. In order to be sure that I was right

in regard to it, in the vicinity of La Porte, Ind., I obtained a

hog sick with the disease prevailing in that section, which
had been quite fatal, and killed it and sent it to Prof. Salmon
at the head of the Veterinary Bureau, at Washington, D. C,
who pronounced the disease to be quinsy. The presence of

this disease can be determined by the hard breathing of the

hog, and the inflamed and swollen appearance of the glands

inside of the throat. Blisters should be applied to the out-

side, and warm, nourishing drinks given to the animal.

Internal local treatment is almost impossible, but still a hog

could be put into a tight box, and made to inhale the fumes

of hot vinegar, or other softening inhalations, by putting a

close hood over its head. Such treatment would doubtless

be very healing, and might save the animal. After such

treatment, the pig should not be exposed to the cold, but be

kept in a warm place. Quinsy affects both young and old.

In all cases of contagious diseases, or, in fact, of any disease,

sick animals should be separated from the well ones, and be

cared for as thoroughly as possible.

Diptheria is a blood disease, and sometimes becomes

fearfully epidemic with people, especially among children.

Why? Because the germs find more tender ground in which

to begin their work, or, in other words, older people are

stronger to resist with more vigor the planting of the disease

and its effects. Diptheria is also a contagious disease among
swine confined in large numbers.

Constipation kills a great many hogs. It takes the form of

piles, staggers, megrims, fevers and colic. It is not epidemic,

but th6 same causes which will make sick one hog, or cause

it to die, may also affect more, so that the diseases have the

appearance of an epidemic, whereas each casG rested on the

same violation of nature's laws. I have no doubt that hogs

have pleurisy as a result of colds.
. ^

The spontaneous coagulation of milk before it becomes

sour may be due to the feverish condition of the animals,

their food or the water drunk. A few years ago a dairyman

in the vicinity of Rochester had considerable trouble with

the premature thickening of milk, and upon investigation it

was found that the cows were drinking water from a filthy

pond on his farm. When the cows were given Dure water,

the milk returned to its normal condition. Milk always con-

tains the germs of at least two distinct species of yeast, and

the influence of these germs on new milk is determined

according to the treatment of the milk and the health and

food of the cows from which it is taken.

—

N. Y. Sun.

The almost unanimous testimony of dairy authorities is

that the old process of "working over" butter is now far

better accomplished by the brine process of washing. If the

process of churning be carried to a point where the butter

will be gathered in a large lump, it will have all through the

lump more or less buttermilk, in which buttermilk there will

of course be membranous or caseous and other solid matter.

Not only will the grain of butter be injured by the kneading

required to remove this buttermilk, but the kueading will re-

move little else than the liquid of tbe buttermilk leaving

much of its solid matter incorporated with the butter.

Some interesting experiments have been made in France

on tbe advantages of giving water to milch cows warmed, in-

stead of in its natural cold state. At the Agricultural School

of St. Kemy, two cows were fed on the same food, but one

was supplied with cold water and the other with the water

heated to 113 degrees Fahrenheit. The latter yielded one-

third more milk.

Dairy Mysteries.

Everybody knows the value of practical experience in solv-

ing dairy mysteries. The writer of this at one tinifi had the
assistance of one man to help him do all the work in a butter
factory, or creamery, where all the milk from a half dozen
herds of cows was made into butter. The butter sold at top
figures in a city of a hundred thousand inhabitants. Great
care was taken in keeping accounts with milk, cream, butter,

and churning. There has already been such diversity of
opinion upon the quality of the butter and amount produced,
and the ease or difficulty of chnrning sweet or sour cream,
that we tested this matter thoroughly. As to the labor of
churning sweet and sonr cream, we could see no difference
whatever.

It was our custom to take turns at the churn, and as about
one-half of the cream, in warm weather when it was hot
work to churn, was sour and the other half sweet, it would
have been an easy matter for us to have raised a row about
who was doing the most work by having to churn the sweet
or sour cream, but while we noted the point closely that if we
had the cream correctly tempered, and we always used a ther-
mometer, the butter was sure to come between twenty-five
and thirty-five minutes after starting the churn, whether the
cream was sweet or sour. We also kept account of and fig-

ured out several hundred churnings of sweet and sour cream,
and while there were many remarkable variations in the yield
of butter to the pound of cream, yet in the end the further
we went the nearer the yields of the two came together, until

we came to the conclusion that practically there was no dif-

ference, provided, of course, the sweet cream had its proper
age before churning and the sour cream was not allowed to

stand until the acid ate up the batter in it. The simple fact

of "souring" has nothing to do with the butter yield, while
the correct age, temperature and motion of the churn has
everything to do with it. The quality of our butter never
materially varied, whether we made it from sweet cream or

sour. As for its keeping quality, we made it to be eaten at

once, which was always done, and we never had any left for

old age to monkey with.

—

American Dairyman.

In various countries in Europe where the district is famed
for sweet butter, everywhere the makers treat their subject as

an art and reap results accordingly. When everything is

ready and the cream well stirred, it should be poured into

the churn, its temperature being about 5S degrees, or from
this to 61 degrees, and to test it a thermometer should always
be used. If the dairy is a degree or two below these figures

the cream will be all right; if it is too low the cream may be

removed to a warmer apartment until it has reached the re-

quired temperature.

In salting butter one ounce to the pound is the quantity

generally used. Butter snould be exposed as little as possi-

ble to the air from the time it is churned until packed tightly

in tubs, fit for market.

Good butter is a prime necessity of every well set table,

and it should be the endeavor of every farmer's family to ex-

cel in the quality as well as in the quantity of their butter.

POULTRY.
Management of Chickens-

Gare should be taken that no soft food be given in these
roosts, as the sawdust, getting mixed with the food, causes
them to be crop bound, which in young birds is very difficult

to cure. A box with plenty of wheat may be placed within
reach.
Chickens are marked by cutting holes in the webs of their

feet. The punch cuts a small, circular hole, and the chick
waits off as unconcerned as though nothing had happened.
These holes never grow up, so the poultry raiser can always
tell the old hens from the pullets.
Mark the pullets of this year's hatch with one hole in the

web of the right foot, next year's chicks one hole in the left

foot, and the third year one hole in each foot. Farmers and
poultry raisers who desire to mark the chicks from different
sittings of eggs, so that they can be distinguished when
grown, will find this a convenient method.
The best method of curing fowls from brooding or sitting

is to drive the birds out of the henhouse and leave them at
liberty, to purge them by forcing them to swallow a spoonful
of castor oil, compelling them to sleep out of doors for several
nights, and giving them plenty of green stuff and laxative
food. After about three days of this treatment the tendency
to incubate will disappear.

—

The Farmer's Gazette, Ireland.

Make Your Own Brooder.

A cheap and, at the same time, excellent brooder for from
fifty to one hundred chicks can be made as follows: Make a
box two feet square, (outside) fourteen inches deep, with top
but no bottom, and one side made to wholly or partly be
opened; in centre of top cut a hole nine and one-fourth
inches square. Take a five gallon coal oil can to the tinner,
have one end taken out and corners cut three inches up, and
tnrn the sides in; in the other end have a half inch hole and
pipe of same size six inches long riveted over it; on each side
of can, sis inches from top or closed end, rivet a small catch
or stop. Now put your can through the hole in box, and on
top of it a board twenty-one inches square, with hole for the
pipe. To under side of board tack pieces of woolen stuff cut
in strips to hang down, except, of course, in the centre
where it rests on the can. Nail a board eight inches high on
three sides of the box. A lamp with half inch wick will
complete the brooder. The lamp should be of tin, with rim
half an inch high around the top to hold water.
This little contrivance will do everything for young chicks

that a hen would, except to scratch their feed and water
dishes full of dirt. It can be set in any kind of a shed or
building, but should be set with top of box on a level with
the floor. If that is not convenient an inclined board for
the chicks to run up on will do.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Examples of Early Training.

The water supplied should be from a pure source. No
surface or pond water should be allowed. Shallow and un-
galvanized iron dishes are to be preferred.

Gapes and many of the ills that fowls are heir to are often

contracted by drinking sewage or impure water, although
this is generally the effect of overcrowding or rearing too

many on the same ground, and especially year after year.

The use of a little common tar water occasionally is of great

service, being an excellent disinfectant. It may be easily

kept in readiness by getting an empty barrel that has con-

tained tar; nil this with water* and it becomes sufficiently

impregnated with tar to effect its purpose, a little being put
in the drinking vessel along with the pure water.

Chickens so treated rarely suffer from gapes, and should

the disease be contracted the chances are that the treatment

will effect a cure, if not too long standing and the chickens

too weak.
When two or three days old the brood may be put out in

the rearing coops, which should be made in two parts, one for

shelter and for night, and the other for a run during the day.

That for the night should be entirely of wood, finished

with a coat of hot coal tar inside and out, and should be

twenty-four inches square, twenty inches at the front, falling

to twelve inches at the back and eaves, the floor of wood,

and half the front covered, the rest being left open for en-

trance. A little sawdust may be spread on the bottom when
in use, and if pitch-pine sawdust can be secured no insects

will lodge in the place or on the birds.

The run in front should be from five to six feet long and
from eighteen inches to two feet wide and eighteen inches

high at the sides, the whole being covered with inch wire

netting or lathes.

These runs are placed close to the front of the night box,

and in suitable weather are removed a few inches off to allow

the chickens a free road through, while still retaining the

hen until she commences to lay or it be time to wean the

young birds.

The whole is best whitewashed from time to time, and es-

pecially when the broods are changed and fresh ones put in.

The roof ot the coop should also be whitewashed, as the latter

is, to some extent, a non-conductor of heat, and serves to

keep the place cooler inside. The whole should be moved on

fresh ground every day or two, as the weather may be dry or

sloppy.
When the hen begins to lay, or it is time to wean the

chicks, she may be removed and the chicks left for a short

time longer, care being taken to close the front of the coop

at night, if cold weather, with a piece of thin board inserted

between the coop and the run.
The great object in keeping the hen in semi-confinement in

this manner is to prevent the young birds from being trailed

about and lost in long, wet grass, as is often the case. A bad

nurse, in one of these runs, will rear quite as many chicks as

a good nurse with her liberty.

Two or three broods may be placed together in one large

nursery yard or pen for a few weeks, until it appears time to

sort them for different runs, or to let them have their liberty.

They should never be allowed, however, to run or perch with

the old fowls, in which case the chances are that they will

be mauled, scalped or killed outright.

When first removed the floor of the roosts should be cov-

ered with sawdust, or short straw, or chaff, as many chicks

prefer to sit in batches on the ground to going on to perches,

The long standing question, "Is colt racing injurious?"
is receiving strong corroborative proof in the negative,
through the performances of Clemmie G. and Phyllis. Both
these mares are rejoicing in uncommon speed and stamina
this season. In fact, they are furnishing the grandest pro-
longed contests this year. It may be worth while to touch
upon the careeT of each. Phyllis won a three year-old race
of half-mile heats in 1S77, but her active work on the turf

began as a four-year-old, and has continued ever 6ince with
signal success, from Canada to Texas, and now her record
stands at 2:lo4. Clemmie G., 2:15i, was foaled in 1S77, and
won her first race as a three-year-old, time, 2:45. Next year
we saw her perform at Chicago, when she was beaten by
Phil Thompson and Director, but later that season she beat
a field of aged horses in a long and fierce contest, and closed
her four-year-old experience with a record of 2:28^. Since
then she has been kept busy all over the country, and has
generally acquitted herself with great credit. These mares
are large and rangy in conformation, with strong muscles,
robust constitution, and evenly balanced mental organization.
The high degree of perfection which these trotting prodigies
possess may account for their long and successful turf

career-. Of the two Phyllis appears best able to withstand
the arduous duties of a long campaign. Notwithstanding
she began the present year's labor in Texas, before the other
trotters had seen a sulky, she is the present mistress of the
2:16 class, for she defeated Clemmie G. and others, both at

Hartford and Springfield, making the best time at each place,

2:17J.

—

Chicago Horseman.

Dr. Finlay, in the New York Sportsman, gives the following
formula for promoting the growth of a horse's mane and tail:

"Rubbing the mane and tail usually results from an un-
healthy condition of the skin which, in most cases is pro
duced by neglect of grooming, or by bad food, or any sudden
change of diet even from bad to good. Occasionally, how^
ever, it appears in stables where both grooming and food are
unquestionably good. Damaged oats or hay are very ready
causes of this annoying affection. In every case, therefore,

the food should be carefully examined. Young horses, on
coming into stables, sometimes suffer from irritations of the

skin, probably from change of diet. Horses recovering from
fever frequently lose a portion of the hair from the mane and
tail. In the latter case it seems to rise from an impoverished
state of the blood. In regard to treatment, if any positive

cause, such as damaged food, or neglest of grooming, can be
ascertained to have existed, measures, of course, must be
taken to rectify it. Without such amendment local treat-

ment will not be of much avail. The local treatment con-

sists in dressing the skin with equal parts of mercurial oint-

ment and soft soap, made into a lather with hot water, and
applied by means of a stiff hair brush. The new hair will

grow rapidly after this application. Besides the above local

remedies, it will be necessary to act on the system generally

by a change of diet, green food, which, by means of its laxa-

tive qualities lessens the irritability of the skin, should be
given. A bran mash, with five grains of arsenic daily, in

addition to the usual food, will exert beneficial influence on
the skin.

An eminent veterinary advises this treatment for pin worms
in horses: Let the horse get every night in his ordinary feed

one of the following powders: Take of emetic tartar, one
ounce; powdered sulphur and ginger, of each twoounces;mix
and divide into six powders. At the end of a week give a
dose of physic, such as a pint and a half of linseed oil or
better, a six-drachm dose of Barbadoes aloes, either dissolved
in a pint of boiling water or made into a ball with molasses.

Watch the feet of your young horses while upon pasture.

They are liable to grow out long and break off, probably in-

juring the foot permanently.

Don't allow the boys to make trials of speed with farm
horses.
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Preserve the Standing of the Sport.

In another column appear two communications

brought out by the race for the 2:24 purse at Oakland

on the 5th. One voices the indignant feeling of the

people of Souonia county, whose local pride in their

horses is great and creditable. The other goes to the

kernel of the matter, and treats of the rights of honest

horsemen and the patronizing public at race meetings.

An Eastern exchange reads a pointed lecture to mana-

gers of racing association. The theatre and the race-

track present both a parallel and a contrast, they are

our two leading amusements, and the lessons to be

learned from either can be made beneficial to both. Both

have seen their periods of degradation, the press and the

pulpit have thundered their anathemas, and legislation

have tried to cripple the one and destroy the other, but

in spite of the corruption and abuses of enemies

within and the attacks of zealots without,

they have both survived, and still hold a

paramount influence in the lives of the people.

It may safely be stated that the respective managers

make their own audiences. The theater which caters

to a low taste, which relies upon the semi-nude in figure

and the purient in speech, will have to rely upon the

debased portion of the community which can appreciate

so dubious a repast, the respectable classes of society

will signify their opinion by their absence. Even the

audience that appreciates such highly seasoned dishes

becomes soon satisfied, and disgust fast follows upon the

heels of desire. The manager finds too soon that he has

pandered to a depraved appetite, and has lost at once

his reputation and his audience. The wise manager who
caters to the best interests and sentiments of humanity,

may not have phenomenal success, but he draws around

him the sympathies of an enlightened public opinion and

an appreciative audience, composed of the culture and
wealth of society. To maintain his popularity is cer_

tainly difficult, he must constantly be on the alert for

the best performers and the latest novelties. Not only

must the performance be above reproach, but the comfort

and convenience of his audience must be scrupulously

attended to. "While the actors are all thoroughly com-
petent to fill their respective parts, the play must also

be good, and the auditorium adequate to the wants of

the audience. With these conditions fulfilled, success

is tolerably certain. The same rules which govern the

theatre are equally applicable to the track. Tinsel, music

and brilliant illumination cast the gleam of poetry about

the mistakes of the stage, but the broad light of honest day
fearlessly exposes the mistakes and shortcomings of the

track. To insure a good audience at our race meetings,

the management must not only be honest, it must be

also enterprising, the judges' stand must be thoroughly

competent, the starter must understand his business, the

timers must be absolutely truthful. The people are in-

vited to come and pay their money to see races, and it is

the duty of the management to so arrange the conditions

and the premiums, that it is to the obvious interest of

the contestants to perform their part of the contrac'.

"When a track gets an evil reputation, when the respect-
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able part of the community cease to attend, when the

purses are clearly inadequate to reimburse the honest

owner for the expenses he is subjected to, and there is a

suspicious alliance between the pool box and drivers, the

management might as well at once close their gates;

they will find that only performers who have lost their

reputation will enter at their meetings, and the

great body of the public will simply stay away.

They are prepared to pay for genuine races,

they will not pay for either processions or frauds.

The track must cater for the best, not the worst, ele-

mentsjof society. We must have the best performances,

but to do so we must hang out sufficient inducements

Having offered prizes liberal enough to pay a contestant

to win, the judges in the stand must be fearless and in-

telligent enough to protect those who try, and punish

those who do not. The comfort of the audience should

be a first care. The grand stand should be as comfort-

able as the auditorium of a theatre and as carefully

guarded. The great open air amusement of the people

should be so protected that the entire family will go as

naturally as they would to see a favorite play. The

love of the trotter is a national inheritance; his perfec-

tion of motion, magnificent rapidity and marvelous in-

telligence is the grandest triumph of human intelligence

in the great breeding problem. In trotting races we see

combined the skill of the experienced driver acting in

unison with the perfectly trained and developed horse.

Surround these contests with all the conditions which

bring honor and emolument to the contestants, novelty

and excitement to the audience, and there need be no

fear that the public will not support in their thousands

an amusement which appeals so directly to the better

impulses of humanity.

A Week at Stockton.

On Monday next the scene of the turf carnival will

have been shifted from Sacramento to Stockton. The

San Joaquin Valley Association has a fine and fast track,

with all the fixtures and appurtenances that experience

and ingenuity could suggest for the convenience and

comfort of visiting horsemen, and the public who attend

to be amused and instructed by the supreme tests of the

speed ring. The first district, which includes the city

and county of San Francisco, is numerically the largest,

but in the ratio of interested people to the total popula-

tion, the San Joaquin Valley district leads all others. It

is backed by a constituency whose pursuits and inclina-

tions lead directly up to the fair and its objects. The

Directors are clear-headed, energetic men, who have

never yet recorded a failure or anything ap-

proaching it. They offer purses quite up to the

standard of the State Fair itself, and as their meeting

follows immediately after the exhaustive two weeks at

Sacramento, their unvariable success is evidence suffi-

cient of managerial ability and an accord with the pop-

ular demand. The coming fair promises to be no excep-

tion to the previous rule. It is rare that a meeting is

held on the Stockton track without some instances of

record breaking, and fast work is the word from Mon-
day to Saturday. Stockton is accessible from all points,

and in that regard is as central as any city in the State.

It enjoys competing lines of travel that bring expenses

to a nominal figure, and the quality of the entertainment

offered is second to none. There will doubtless be an
inundation of visitors, and a week of thorough good

racing.

Jane L.

We have received from Mr. L. B. Lindsay a photo'

graph of Jane L., the game and honest daughter of

Hambletonian Mambrino, that won for Mr. Lindsay the

£5,000 stake, at Portland, on the 2d inst. Judged from

this photo, and it is a remarkably clear cut picture, Jane

L. is a brainy, hard-muscled mare, not annoyed with

nervous fears or disturbed by trifles. Mr. Lindsay is

justly proud of the achievement in which he had Jane
L.'s assistance, and we imagine that as he stood at the

mare's head, when the camera was brought to bear, he

said to himself: "Here's the two of us." We have placed

Jane L. in our picture gallery of notable performers.

Mr. Hinchman has assumed the sole direction of the

Bay District track, and claims the dates of Oct. Sth, 9th,

10th, 14th, 15th, 16th and 17th for a Fall trotting meet-

ing, at which times special purses will be offered, as out-

lined in the adyertisement in another column.

We are in receipt of invitations to attend the Monterey
District Fair, at Salinas, Oct. 6th to 10th; also the fair

of the Eleventh District, at Greenville, Plumas county,

Sept. 28th to Oct. 2d. The officers of these Associations

will please accept our acknowledmcnts.

The Blood Horse Association.

A meeting of the Trustees of the Blood Horse Asso-

ciation was held at the Golden Eagle Hotel, Sacramento,

on Wednesday evening last, at which time the resigna-

tion of President Jas. V. Coleman was accepted, and Mr.
P. A. Finigan elected to fill the vacancy.

The Baldwin Stakes, which closed on Aug. loth, and
failed to fill, was reopened, to close Oct. 10th. This will

ensure the race, as Mr. Judson will start John A., his

former subscription having been miscarried in the mails.

P. A. Finigan, Henry Schwartz and Theo. Winters were

appointed a committee to arrange a programme for the

Fall meeting. The Committe were to have held a meet-

ing for that purpose on Thursday evening.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
In their kennels, in all Instances writing plainly names of air* and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Visit-

Mr. James Lawlor's Juno, curly black retriever, to curly
black Tetriever Fritch's Dan, Sept. 1, 1SS5.

Sales.

Westminster Kennel Club has sold Bang Bang—Bellona,
pointer dog puppy, to Mr. E. W. Briggs, of San Francisco
Cal.

Notice to Field Trialers.

A majority of the Executive Committee of the Pacific
Coast Field Trial Club, being in lavor of postponing the day
of closing entries to the All-Aged Stake for this year, it is

ordered by the Executive Committee that entries to that
stake shall close on November 15, 1S85. Entrance fee, §7.50,
$2.50 to be paid when entry is made, $5 additional to start.
Entries and money to be sent to H. C. Brown, Secretary,
bacramento, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Chairman Ex. Com.

The Executive Committee of the Pacific Coast Field Trial
Club annouces a change in the date of closure of entries to
the Club's All Aged Stake for the present year. This change
was made in deference to a general demand, and will doubt-
less result in an increased entry list. We see no sufficient
reason why entries should close previous to the night before
the trials, unless it be that to postpone to that day would
throw an undue amount of labor upon the Secretary, and
perhaps induce incorrectness and incompleteness in making
up the record. The present President of the Club, Air. Post,
and others, advocated putting off the closing of entries as
late as possible, but the majority was against them at the
last annual meeting.

This year should see a much larger list of starters than
heretofore. New dogs have come on, new breakers have
their reputations to make, new owners desire to learn the
precise comparative worth of their animals, there are many
more dogs and much wider spread interest in them than
there was last year. All things point to a large and success-
ful meeting, and but little remains to be done to insure auch
an outcome. The President and Secretary of the Club
have been unceasing in their labors, and have
really accomplished a good deal. They have had much
to contend against. Apathy is harder to overcome than
active opposition, and there has been a lack of sympathy with
trial interests that must at times have been disheartening.
But out of it all has come a stronger, better club than the
most sanguine anticipated. Some have fallen off. A good
thing. They were useless. The remaining members are the
better for their absence and can well afford to do without
their pecuniary support in consideration of freedom from
their fault-finding and half-heartedness.

The question of judges is uuc iu.it should engage the best
thought of the Executive Cumujittee. It is by no means
necessary that the judges should be men of great reputation
or with well-known names. It is more essential that they
should be firm, watchful, acquainted with field work and
without controlling prejudice.

If men of large experience in trials can be had, well and
good, provided they will judge in accordance with their con-
victions and not be in the slightest degree influenced by any
outside pressure. The man in a field trial should go for

naught. The dog alone is under judgment. It is a mistake
when judges hesitate in expressing their frank beliefs, be-
cause the beliefs may differ from those held by interested
parties. Politeness does not dictate dishonesty, and trial in-

terests suffer when it is apparent that judgments are rendered
in deference to clamorous demands rather than because they
express the convictions of the judges based simply on prem-
ises drawn from the work of the dogs.

It is probable that the Executive Committee of the Pacific
Coast Club is well acquainted with all the men on the Coasfe

suitable for judges, and the Committee will likely canvass
carefully the fitness of all those suggested, and select only
those titled by nature and experience to exercise judicial func-
tions.

Next year there should be a long list of pointer entries in
the Derby. The pointer is comi«g to the front in California
rapidly, and it is only because he is the fittest dog for our up-
land shooting. Where three years ago there were but twelve
or fourteen pointer owners, there are now nearly a hundred,
and almost daily good dogs are added to the list. The man
iu this State, who fancies mixed shooting, and owns a good
pointer and a good water spauiel is about as well furnished
as he can be. Intense heat and lack of water tell severely on
the setter, while the other dog endures them with compara-
tive inconvenience.

The date of meeting to form a bennel club, heretofore an-
nounced for September 30th next, is changed to Wednesday
evening, October 7th,

#
at 539 California street. This change

is made because so many nog owners will leave for shooting i

grounds on the 30th, so as to have the first crack at the quails
on October 1st. Letters received from several parts of the
State incline us to believe that a fair representation may be
looked for on Oot. 7th.
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Newark Park Coursinff-

The draw for the stakes to be run at Newark Park to-day

and to-morrow, was make on Thursday night last. Visitors

will take the S. P. C. E. E. train, at foot of Market St., at

8:30 a. m.
Davis Stake, for 1G dogs, at 35 entrance. Winner $40. Two dogs

each $20.

"Wee Lassie, be w b—owner John Perigo,
Against

Mand, r w b—owner E. E. Burke.

Nellie, be wb—owner Benj. Chambers,
Against

Little Willie, f w d—owner Wm. Halpin.

Puritan, bd w d—owner J. F. Carroll,
Against

Berkeley, f w d—ownerC. H. Nash.

Forest, bd w d—owner Saml. O. Gregory,
Against

Rose of Tralee, bk w b—owner T. J. Cronin.

John Rooney, r w d—owner Joseph Powers,
Against

Lady Cleveland, r w b—owner Wm. McCormick,

Lillie Jackson, w b—owner P. Lyman,
Against

Daisy, bk w b—owner J. B. McCarty.

Apache, rwd—ownerj. F. Carroll,
Against

Parlor ilaid, w bd ti—owner T. J. Cronin.

Nellie B. B., bd w b—owner Mark Devlin,
Against

Fly, bd w b—owner Frank Rounds.

Puppy Stake, for 12 dogs, 18 months old or younger. Winner 830

Two dogs each £15.

Lizzie D., bd w b—owner J. Lowrie,
Against

Lily White, w bd b—owner John Dugan,

Fleur de Lis, fw I)—owner Thomas Brady,
Against

Pacific Queen, w be b—owner D. D. Roach.

Redwood Chief, w d—owner H. Wormington,
Against

Katie Pease, f w b—owner C. H. Nash.

Maid of Erin, w b d b—owner John Eagan,
Against

Lady F., be w b—owner W. D. Berry.

Black Eyed Susan, bk w b—owner John McComb, Jr.,

Against
White Cloud II, w fn d—owner T. J. Cronin,

Jeanette, bk w b—ownerF. W. Kamp,
Against

Camellia, w b—owner P. A. McDonald.

Mr. Bassford on Field Trial Rules.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I have read with great

interest the very able article in your issue of Aug. 22d, on
field trial rules, by the veteran sportsman, Judge E. Leavesley,

of Gilroy. While believing the rales should in a measure be

changed in order to apply to our California quaiL I cannot

agree wholly with Mr. Leavesley, though in a measure his

ideas meet mine. The Judge quotes King Eail in saying:

"If education is either directly or indirectly given a valuation,

it vitiates all the purposes of field trials, since qualities

that are due solely to the skill of the breaker, if valued, cause

a dog to win." Then goes on to say that a breaker can give

a dog no qualities that are not inherent, but can merely

restrain and direct them.
These remarks are very true I will concede, but I think

the Judge will agree with me when I say a poor dog will win

in the hands of a good handler who is up to all the "points"

against a fairly good dog in the hands of an amateur, or one

who has had but little experience in handling a dog either in

field trials or in the field; and I venture to say that King

Eail had reference to jockeying or tricking when he says: "It

vitiates all the purposes of field trials, since qualities that

are due solely to the skill of the breaker, if valued, cause a

dog to win."
All rules for field trials are based on the idea that a dog

shall be worked in a trial "as in an ordinary day's hunting."

In framing the rules I would suggest that this matter be made
a rule by itself, "and strictly enforced." for in the past have

we not seen wide ranging dogs put down and their handlers

after them on a run, seemingly with the idea that they should

follow the inclinations of the dog instead of viceversa?

The Judge goes on to say that he looks upon it as erroneous

to mis two ormore qualities together, sach as pointing, nose

and staunchness, or quartering and style. While agreeing

with him that quartering and style are unlike qualities, yet

pointing, nose and staunchness are one and the same thing,

from the fact that without a good nose a dog will not point,

without an extra good nose he will not be staunch; while on

the other hand a dog may be a very stylish fellow yet not

quarter his ground in a systematic matter; then again he may
score full points on quartering, and do so without any style.

In the score of points the Judge gives for style and quarter-

ing but five. Why, I would ask should not a dog which

quarters* his ground in a thorough and systematic manner
score as many points as one which ranges wide, very wide I

might say, arid leaves half of the ground uncovered? Or why
should not a gamey, high-headed, stylish dog score as much
as a fast or rangy one? For my part I want, or would prefer,

my dogs to quarter their ground within gun-shot and have

some style about it, than to have them range wide without

stvle; in other words, I believe style and quartering worth as

much as range and pace, and think the positive points of

merit should be as follows:

Pointing 40 Demerits.

Backing 15 Dog not hunted in a sports-

pflce 5 manlike manner 5

Style 5 EefusiDg to back 5

Banking 5 Chasing fur 10yds 5

Quartering 5 Breaking shot 10 ft. and

Eetrieving 10 chasing, each offense.
.
5

Obedience and Disposition. .15 False pointing 1 to 5— Eefusing to retrieve, all age
100 only 5

In instructions to judges Mr. Leavesley only quotes a por-

tion of the present code, when he says: "The judges will

allow only those dogs the maximum that point all the birds

possible for them under the circumstances," then goes on to

say: "What do 'they' know about scent?" Now, had Mr.

Leavesley quoted all of that paragraph relative to instructions

to judges, it would have been more plain to your readers, for

it distinctly says: "A dog to earn the maximum under this

head must display a first-class nose, exhibit great judgment

in finding and pointing his birds, and make no flushes that a

dog with the above qnailities would avoid in ordinary hunt-

ing." This seems very plain to me, but it is true a good dog

will point every bird he can, and it must be remembered that

they are not all good dogs in one sense of iLe word. And
the object of field trials is to determine which is the best, and

that one scoring the most positive points is so considered. In

backing, Mr. Leavesley quotes the rule incorrectly when he

says a dog "must slop promptly at the sight of another dog

pointing, or by command." When, in fact, the rules state:

"The maximum only allowed to such dogs as stand or drop
promptly at the sight of another pointing." It is contended
by some, and also by King Eail, whom your correspondent
quotes, that satisfactory sport may be had over a brace of

dogs if neither backs, if otherwise well broken. The same
might be said if neither retrieved or pointed. Others will

contend that they could not enjoy a day's sport without a
little cocker to tree their birds. For my part, there is no
grander sight than to see a brace of dogs on game, each
pointing and backing alternately. If all the purposes of a
buck are fulfilled by a handler speaking or signaling to his

dog, even perhaps when he (the dog) does not see the other
dog, why then, I would ask, cannot the same be said of a
point? Or, in other words, why not stop your dog when you
are certain birds are near, and claim a point? Would this

constitute a point? No. Commanding a dog to stop is not a

point, any more than stopping him by command is a back.
For ranging the Judge says: "What is meant by the most

killing range is not clear, and ranging close seems nonsense."
My idea of a killing range is the range within a killing or
reasonable distance. Tet the Judge would have it all wide
range. I do not know anything about the geography of the

country around Gilroy, but do know that in a greater portion

of the quail country in Solano county, that a wide rangy dog
would be out of sight two-thirds of the time, while in Colusa
county, my former home, you could let your dog range a

mile if yon so desired, so my idea of range is

that it should be within reasonable distance to

adapt it to different sections and different covers.

Again your correspondent wishes to have "disposition and
cheerful obedience" scratched out. Is it not far better to have
a dog with a cheerful disposition, who goes at his work as if

it was a pleasure for him to obey his master willingly, than
one who is sulky and will not obey without the aid of a per-

suader? So by all means let the brute be of cheerful dispo-

sition, at least let the judges decide whether he is so or not.

As to retrieving, pace and false pointing, I am fully in accord
with Mr. Leavesley's views, for surely a judge should allow

the dog time enough, in pointing, to determine whether birds

are present or not, and it should be left with his handler
whether to claim a point or not, for some dogs have peculiar

attitudes which they assume in pointing, that some judges
would not call points. The same may be said of a back.

There should be but one penalty for breaking shot and
chasing; yet the same penalty should apply should the dog
cbase a flushed bird when no shot is fired.

I disagree with Mr. Leavesly when he says: "The concluding

sentence should be expunged, namely, 'the scale of points

laid down are for the purpose of determining the difference

between two dogs under the same conditions, but the score

made shall in no way constitute a record, nor shall the dogs

in any trial be compared by the scores they have previously

made.' " The score, as I understand it, is for the heat in

which the two contending dogs are engaged, and each heat is

a race by itself, consequently a dog may run up a full score

in one heat, yet, in a subsequent heat, he should not and
could not be judged by that score. That is in the heat sys-

tem, but, under the system of judging by points, Judge
Leavesley's argument would hold good. As to dividing

prizes, the judges, I will agree, have no right to divide prizes,

unless circumstances over which they have no control pre-

vent their running trials out. There is one very serious

matter in connection with field trials or field work which
Mr. Leavesley has failed to make mention, that is the chasing

of fur. Why should not adogbepenalizedasmuchforchasing
fur as for chasing a bird, and surely it is not pleasant when
a brace is put down to have to wait from fifteen minutes to

half an hour for a dog to return, after a long chase after a jack-

rabbit. It is true jack-rabbits are not mentioned in the

rules, yet in the P. C. F. T. of 1SS3, Judge Dunn, and a

very able judge he was, interpreted the rule applying to

chasing to include rabbits, or fur of any kind, as well as

birds. While on the other hand our first set of judges last

year, Messrs. McKeuna, Piatt and Brown, contended that, as

there was nothing in the book m relation to the matter, they

would have to judge accordingly; but our second set,

Messrs. Bennet, Briggs and Baker, concluded that chasing

fur was a serious offense and marked them accordingly, and,

inasmuch as the different judges cannot or could not agree

on this very serious point, let us this year put something in

the book so that it cannot ba overlooked in the future.

Again I cannot agree with my distinguished friend in the

matter of closing entries. What, I would ask, is the object of

a Derby, and if it were not for the forfeits where would the

the club derive its revenue? And surely with the number of

youngsters at Mr. Leavesley's disposal he could, I should

have thought, have picked out, say three, from a dog and bitch

which previously had got stock that could be depended on,

and taken his chances with these at a cost of S7.50, and per-

haps two out of the three would have been fit, or say only

suitable place. Another very important matter is the selec-

tion of judges. The question has been asked me a number of
times, "Why don't the Exective Committee select the grounds,
and appoint their judges, and advertise them?" To those in-

terested I will say, the rules provide that the place of meet-
ing and judges shall be advertised a month before the meet-
ing, and the Committee are alive to their duty and every-
thing is being done that will terminate in a successful meet-
inn. I, too, would be pleased to hear from others through
the medium of your valuable journal on this most important
subject. G. W. BASStuRE>,

Mem. Executive Committee, P. C. F. T. C.
Seises Crrr, Sept. 14th.

Los Anffeles Simoon-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I am tempted to begin
this article with a number of old saws, such as, "A new
broom sweeps clean," "Honor to whom honor is due,' *

"Knowledge is power," "Eternal vigilance is three for a
quarter," (Havana filling and Connecticut wrapper), but on
second thought, (which is supposed to be sober), I shall do
nothing of the kind, but simply remark that "The pen is

mightier than the Bhot gun," and that you, Mr. Editor, while
you may not be able to bring down with your Scott *fe Sons
as clean a score as generally falls before the unerring aim of our
friend Kobinson, yon have ever since yon donned the editorial

toga, handsomely bagged with your Faber twelve out of every
dozen. The marked improvement in the field department of
your journal is a gratification to every sportsman and must
give new life to the sporting interests of our Coast. One fea-

ture strikes me as especially of importance, that is the
kennel department. It should be fostered and Irought into
prominence, and every encouragement and assistance given
to the breeders of good dogs, for if we upon this Coast can
raise larger vegetables and more luscious fruits, faster trot-

ters, and more speedy racers, why should we not produce
better and handsomer dogs in the "glorious climate of Cali-

fornia," than in any other land under the sun, provided we
start with good stock, and exercise the pruper care and judg-
ment in breeding. Speaking of dogs, I see it

is getting quite fashionable for your correspondents
to "Blow their own Bazoo" with herculean blast,

when speaking of their dogs. But just wait till they
hear from this end of the State—they will think that an Iowa
cyclone has struck 'em. Just let me inform you that we
have got some dogs that are dogs, down here. Have yon
not in your hyperborean isolation heard of Dan
and Gunner and Sybil belonging to Col. Maberry, of

San Gabriel? Then wait till Joe Taggart toots his horn pro-

claiming the merits of his royal Juno and her litter by Gun-
ner. Why, sir, these gentlemen think they, too, have the

best dogs on the Coast. Then, sir, there is your correi-pon-

dent with his brace imported from Delaware, one of which,
Tolly Planter, sired by Plantagenet, he knovrs to be the

best pup on the Coast. Why, sir, when we get him trained

we intend to clean out everything and win all Mr. Eassford's

oysters and champagne and clam chowders and big suppers,

and enough of other things to furnish our club house for a
whole season. That's what we'll do, and don't you forget it.

Eeally, Mr. Editor, your friends north cannot know much
about southern California or else they would know that a
Los Angelano never allows anybody to get the best of him
(with his mouth) either on climate, bear stones or dogs.

But while on the subject of dogs we wish to say in earnest

that we think the move made towards organizing a kennel
club on this Coast a good and necessary one, and that while
we, of Southern California, are so far away that we cannot
assist it with our presence, we will certainly lend it, if properly

started and. kept free from blackguardism such as that

editorially rebuked in your paper of Sept. 5, ourinfluence and
more or less financial assistance. We believe it would have
the effect of bringing dog owners into closer relation with

each other and give breeders an opportunity to more intelli-

gently select and obtain better crosses in breeding, as well a3

a hundred other advantages that might be enumerated.
The dove shooting here this Summer has been very fine

indeed, better we think than we ever saw it before. Quail
shooting also promises to be very fine, birds are reported to

be in abundance in every direction, and we are pluming
ourself on the grand sport that we shall soon have with that

wonderful dog above mentioned.
By-the-way, we want to inform you that among the won-

derful things we have in this country, is the champion Jus-

tice of the Peace—we say it advisedly. Not long since he had
before him a man charged with killing a doe, from which all

evidence of sex was removed. The testimony was very amus-
ing. The fellow had one of those guns that you occasionally

hear of that was a very hard shooter, so when he fired at the

buck as he claimed it was, he said that he blew his whole

one. This surely is not expensive and gives the club a chance head all to pieces so he couldn't find horns or anything else,

to accumulate a few dollars, that if not expended will in due and a secondshot destroyed all other evidence of sex.

time be put up in purses, and it would surely not be fair to

those who have entered their youngsters previous to the 1st

of May, without trial of any kind, to now allow the Stake to

be opened for the purpose of allowing those dogs to be en-

tered, whieh have been tried and found very promising. I

was sorry to see the Derby close with so few entries, and not

a single one from Mr. Leavesley's section. Yet even if there

was but a brace seen, I,' for one, would object to their again

being opened, but am in favor of extending the closing of en-

tries in All-Aged Stake till the night before the start. This will

give all a fair chance, and be the means of perhaps increasing

the number of entries, and as the prizes this year will be a

percentage of all entrance money, the more the merrier. As
for the location of the grounds, I am teetotally opposed to

the ground that we have used the past two years, not but that

the grounds are all right, for the geography of the country is

well suited for a trial, in fact, could not be better, but the

scarcity of birds prevented the irials from being the success

they otherwise would have been, and it is folly to try and
run* a trial without a sufficiency of birds. The proposition

of cooping or importing birds for the purpose is, I think, a

good one, but I think they would have to be liberated, say at

least, three days before they were wanted, or they would be

so tame that the dogs would be working on them bysigtt.

In the neighborhood of Sonoma, in some of the vineyards

thereabouts, I am told most suitable places are to be found,

if permission from the owners could be obtainpd. A move-
ment is now on foot to locate the trials near Sheridan, Plater

county, on C. P. R. R. pasture lauds, grounds that ha\c
been preserved for the past three years, and which are suit-

able, with birds reported plenty, and hotel accommodations
ample. This location will, I presume, be objected to by those

.iving south of San Francisco, as not being central, yetii

must be remembered that grounds, birds, and hotel accom-
modations, suitable for field trial purposes, are not so plenty

as those would suppose who have not had the selection of

such. However a committee will shortly visit the different

points in view, and will, I haye do doubt, select the most

derful gun! But the more wonderful justice found him guilty,

then concluded that the law was wrong, and that he was
superior to said law and fined the poor victim of the law's

cruelty the enormous sum of one dollar, who departed with a

benignant Bmile fairly wreathing his countenance, repeating

the words of Shylock: "Most learned judge," "Most righteous

judge." A translation with a slight change would read:

"Thus fades the glory of the Justice of the Peace. P.

Los Angeles, Sept. 6. 1SS5.

Ranger's Progeny.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: In yonr paper on Ean-
gers picture you give the grand progeny of the old dog as
sired by himself. By a careful observance of the compiled
pedigree of Ranger Croxteth enclosed, from which I presume
the mistake was made, you will see after St. Kilda's record a
period, it then says Eanger is grand sire {a?id h itctftca too,)

of , and Butte Bote, and litter brother Bote, Jr. Under
Eoyal Fan progeny that have won you will find Ranger Boy,
sire of Butte Bote, etc. The pedigree also states in italics: A
daughter, a grandson, and a great-grand son of Ranger's win-
ning at Haid Field Trials— 1883 and 1SS4. In this you also

observe that the old dog's powers of transmission do not step

with his son and daughter, Eanger Boy and Beautiful Queen.
S.B. Dilley.

Marshall, Minn, Sept. 10, 1SS5.

Jndge Leavesley advertises for sale in this issue a number
of fine dogs, setters and cocker spaniels. The sale is oppor-

tune because there are so many who are looking about for

broken dogs for the coming season. Several of the dogs
offered are from stock that has proved its excellence in our
field trials.

_

A. letter from Mr. N. E. White was unavoidably
out of this issue, but will appear next week.
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Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

AT

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY. NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices ot tlie Directors ot tue State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Xevada, en-

titled "An Act to provide for the management

and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State, " approved March 7, 1SS5.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIKST DAY-Mouday, Oct. 12tl».

Xo. 1. Running—Purse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a

mile.

No. 2. Rcnnixg—The Silver State Stake—
For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-

ciety to add $100: dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance 830; $10 declaration October

1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races S pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

§5 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAT—Tuesday, Oct. 1 3th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse
$200; first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAT—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. S. Rowing—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-

claration October 1st; S150 added; two and a

quarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAT-Thursday. Oct. 15th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 cluss; free for all;

best three in five; purse $400; first horse $300;
second horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;
free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100..

FIFTH DAT—Friday, Oct. *6th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to

third horse; one and three-quarter miles;

entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-

olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the

second in that day's race five pounds and the

third three pound's over the rule weight.

No. 16. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first,

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one-

eighth miles.

No. 17. Running—Consolation purse; en-

trance Tree; $100; $70 to first; $30 to second;

one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once

to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed

5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries

to be made within five minutes after the

close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten

before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAT—Saturday, Oct. Uth.

No. IS, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all;

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse

$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats

three in five; purse $400; first horse $250;

second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the

Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1SS5. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;

for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for

Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular

time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes

must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.

Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California east

of the Sierra Nevadas for sis months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.

Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must he directed to O. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

Sixth Annual
—OF THE—

Ninth District

AGRKMTlTiAL ASSOCIATION

Comprising; the Counties of Del Norte and
Humboldt, to be held on

SEPT. 22, 23, 24 and 25, 1885.

—AT

Roknerville,

HUMBOLDT CO., Cal.

Notice.
Heebest H, Browx, M.P. I Geo. H. Holmes,
Ntjgest W. Bbows, 1 C. Bruce Lowe,

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Properly
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
Imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin. Esq..,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
KK(JU.\ BKOS. A CO..

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

Ne-rt- South "Wales.

John A. McKerron,

MJ^trFACTlTREE OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230& 232 Ellis St., opp.Fashion Stable, San FTancfsco

A. Ewtsg. O. 8. Ewino.

Pool Room Saloon,
»io Dipoyr street.

Killip k Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
1 sporting events. Reading room, containing the

Breeder and Siortsman, N. Y. Spfri'., and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wines, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

L'WiNG BROS., Proprietors.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., San Frauclaco

Nimh District Beam of Agriculture tor

t885.

G. C. Barber and G. A. Dungan, Ferndale;C. S.

Ricks, Eureka; H. S. Case, Hydesville; C. I. Thomp-
son, Camp Grant; W. B. Dobbyn and Alex Masson,
RohnerviUe.

Officers of the Board.

G. C.Barber, Ferndale, President; S. H. Crabtree,

Rohnerville, Secretary; Maurice Levinger, Kohner-
ville, Treasurer.

Ninth District Agricultural Speed Pro-
gramme.

First Day—Tuesday, sept. 93d. at 1:30 p. m.

No. 1. RUNNING—Purse of $50, free for all saddle

horses that have no record under two minutes; catch

weights. One mile dash. First $35, second $15.

No. 2. TROTTTNG—At 3 p. m., purse of $50, for

one-year-olds. Half mile and repeat. First 835,

second $15.

Second Day. Wednesday, Sept. 23d, at lO
a. m. , Parade of Slock.

No. 3. TROTTING—At 11 a. m., purse of $25;

single buggy race. Mile and repeat. For buggy
horses used as such, and that have not trotted in a

race nor been trained for racing purposes, owners to

drive; first -917.50. second £7.50.

No. i. TROTTING—At 1:30 p. m., purse of $125,

three minute class. Mile heats, two in three; first

$9U, second $35.

No. 5. TROTTING—At 2 :30 p. m., purse of $75, for

two-year-olds. Mile heats, two in three; first $55,

second $20.

No. 6. RUNNING—At 3 p. m., purse Of $75; free

for all. 600 isix hundred) yards; first $55, second $20

Third Day — Thursday. Sept. 34th. at

10:30 a. in.

No. 7. TROTTTNG—Purse of $100; for three-year-
olds and under. Mile heats, two in three; first $75
second $25.

No. 8. TROTTING—At 1:30 p. in., purse of $150;

2:45 class. Mile heats, three in five; first $100, second
$50.

No. 9. RUNNING—At 2:30 p. m., purse of $125;

free for ail. Half mile and repeat; first $90, second
$35.

Fourth. Day—Friday. Sept. 35th. at 9:30
a. in.. Parade of Stock and Awarding

of Premiums.
LADIES'" EQUESTRIANSHLP—At 11 a. m ; first $15,

second $10, third $5.

No. 10. TROTTING—At 1 :30 p. m., purse of 5200:
free for all: Poscora Hayward barred. Mile heats,

three in five; first $150, second $50.

No. 11. RUNNING—At 2:30 p.m., purse of $150;
free for all. Mile and repeat; first $100, second $50.

No.!2. RUNNING—At 3 p. m., purse of $40: for
saddle horses with no record under 58 seconds ; catch
weights. Half mile and repeat; first $30, second $10.

NINTH
Annual Exhibition

OF THE

Monterey
MMLTlllL ASSOCIATION.

DISTRICT No. 7.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Oct. 6th to 10th inclusive.

(1SS5.)

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Tuesday. October 6, 1885.
No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat'

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District that have never beaten three minutes.
Purse, $150.

SKfoXD DAY-Wednesday, October J.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all
two-year-olds owned in the District. Purse $100.
First horse, $75 ; second horse, $25. Four or more
horses to enter and three to t tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. $500.

THIRD D A V -Thursday. October 8.
No. 5. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 6. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
in the District—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1, 1885. Two in three.
Purse, $200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen in
theDistrict. Purse, ?100: 1st, $60; 2d, $30; 3d, JlQ.
Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse; five to enter and
three to start.

FOFRTH DAT-Friday, October 9.
No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the

District. Purse, $200.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District. Two in three. Purse,
$150.

FIFTH DAY-Satnrday, October IO.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, $400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTTNG—For all horses owned in the
District. Purse, $300.

REMARKS AMU rOSDITTOJSS.

REMARKS AM) CONDITIONS.

These races are open to any horse owned in the 9th
District, composed of the counties of Del Norte and
Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the District on
the first day of June, 1885.

In all races three or more to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing the field receives the
entire purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

Secretary by seven o'clock on the evening previous
to the first day of the fair, except in the saddle races,
entries to which must be made with the Secretary by
seven o'clock on the evening previous to the race.
The horses named and entered in the name of the
owner, who must be a member of the Association, and
the entrance fee paid in full.

The trotting races will be conducted under the rules
of the National Trotting Association, hut the Board
reserves the right to trot heats of any two classes al-
ternately, if necessary to finish any day's racing, or
to trot a special race between he;its, and running races
under the rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associa-
tion.
All horses entered for the races will he under the

control of the Judges from the moment thev are
brought on the track.
If from any cause there shall not he a sufficient

amount of money received from all sources, Includ-
ingappropriation from the State, to pay all purses and
premiums in full, after paying the expenses of the
fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro rata.
Neither th" Association, the Diretors nor officers in

anv event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rati amount.

For Sale.

The pure Laverack etter

bitch. PEARL LAVERACK.
Laverack ex Lulu
bred by Judge Gale
i, born November

hii.-i, and uhite, thoroughly trained by E.
i ran In the Field Trials last December.

18th, i-"-

1. 1- IV. Sir '

| 7 .

Also a fin" Rii;bv.fourtt*en-bore, hreech-loailinggun,
top snap, pistol grip, with leather ease mid imple-
ments,

J. W. ORKAR.
Dowuievllle, Cal*

All trotting races are the best three in five and all
running races best two in three, (unless otherwise
specified), five to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to bold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at
the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to
second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.

Entries to all races and stakes to close with the
Secretary at 9 o'clock p. si., August 15, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885, and in any District race not
owned within the District from May 1, 1885; and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall
be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted
without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. ii. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by

consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a trotting race is entitled
to first money only, except when distancing the field

;

then entitled to first and third moneys only, A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock v. u. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J, D. CARR. President.
J. J. KELLY, Secretary.

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of 2:31J, third heat: a two-mile record of 5:1<H;

has trotted a mile in '2:29,V, in a two-mile heat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, without a blemish, and

one of the best pole horses in the State.
For further particulars address

Nevada Stable*. 1 336 Market Street. 8. F.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my Etook-fonn, Oak Grove, San Mateo C'o.,

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premiuui
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.
Apply to Mm. 4'orbltt.

218 California St.,

8*n Francisco.
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STOCKTON

FAIR.

September 22d to 26th, 1885.

Joe "Walker, 3, s c, by Joe Daniels, dam by New York
—T. B . Lowry.

Ned Cook, 3, ch c, by Flood, dam Planetia—T. De-
laney.

No. 17. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for
all. SI ,600.

No. 19. TROTTING—DISTRICT—3-year-old, or un-
derclass. §600.

No. 19. TROTTING—PACT IC COAST—2:30 class.

31,000.

Maud W. W. "W., blk m, by General Reno, dam by
Battler—TV. B. Todbnnter.

Vengeance, g g, by Venture, dam Belle—A. Patter-

son.
Buby, b m, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—L.J.

Rose.
Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—Jos.

Cairn Simpson,
llayboy, b h, by "Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Har-

vest Queen—J. McConnell.
Brown Jug, br b, by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen

—

G. TV. Trahern.
Blacksmith, blk h, by Champion Enox, dam Bosa

—

J. J. Cozart.
Olivette, b m, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam

Belle—A. C. Dietz.

I- U. SH1PPEE, President.
(FIVE DATS IXCIXSrVE.*

Purses

J. M,

Over $20,000 in

Offered.

N. B.—In all races in which more than ten paid

np entries are received, 5200 will be added by the As-
sociation, to be added as follows: Extra §50 to each

horse than wins a part of the purse.

THESDAT, Sept, 39d.

No. 1. RUNNING—DISTRlCT-3-year-olds, or un-
der. Mile and repeat. Purse $S00.

No. 2. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:i0 class.

JlJD B.

Maud TV. TV. TV., blk m, by General Reno, dam by
Battler—TV. B. Todhunter.

Sultan, br h, by The Moor, dam Sultana—L. J. Rose.
Menlo, b h, by Nutwood.dam by Hercules—P. Fanell.
Alpheus, b h, by Mambrino TVilkes, dam by ilajor

Mono—A. L Hinds.
Daisy S„ s m, by Tilton Almont, dam by Rattler

—

JohnSpergeon.
Norm., ;-<• ij. by Rustic—A, McDowell.
Artist, blk h, by McCracken's Golddust, dam by

David ilitl-J. B. Bodson.

No. . J KO'ITTNG—PACIFIC COAST—1-year-old
class, i ioseu with B nominations,) $1,000.

Nona T., b f , by Admiral, dam Flora—A. A. Teager.
Kisnie.. c. by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J, Bose.
Dawn, ch c, by Nutwood, dam Countess—A. S

Whitney.
Antevolo, br c, by Electioneer, dam Columbine*-Jos.

Cairn Simpson.
Voucher, b c, by Nephew, dam by Vernon Patchen

—

G W. Irahern,
Lelaps, ch g, by Nutwood—H. C. Smith.
Pansy, blk m, bv Berlin, dam Lady Hubbard—W. F.

Smith.

I.a nine. Secretary.

P. O. Box 138, Stockton, Cal.

THIRD

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 11.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev.,Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Cal.,

admitted to District for Rac-
ing Purposes.)

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

If, In the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completer] on th° closing day of the Fair, It may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When lees than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows: 66J to the first and 33j to the
second.
Bules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only b*»

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a burse winning a race entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trottiag As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-

ting races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
J. B. Muebat, J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

-AT-

Annual Meeting GREENVILLE,
—OF THE—

Thirteenth District Agri-

cultural Society.

—AT—

MARYSVILLE,
OCTOBER 7, 9 and 10

Plumas County, Cal
COMlIESCrXG ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
And Continoios Five Days.

Finest Track in the Mountains, with Fixst-

Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races

SPEED PROGRAMME.

WEDNESDAY. Sept. 33d.

No. 5. B.J2*NTNG—DISTRICT—2-year-old, or nn
der, class. Mile dash. $800.

So. 6. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for all.
Mile aud repeat. SS00.

Constellation, 3, b f, bv St. George, dam Pianette

—

W. L. Ashe.
Beaconsfield, 4, by Hockhocking—Garland & Gold-

smith.
Arthur H., 3. b c, by Hockhocking, dam Maid of the

Mist-Hill i Gries.
Glendair, 4, ch m, by Norfolk, dam Glendew—Kelly

& Lynch.

No. S. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2-year-old
class. (Closed with 8 nominations.) 91,000.

Alcazar, b c, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha—L. J. Rose.
Alpha, br c, by Privateer, dam Fawn—Suell Harris.
Transit, b c, by Prompter, dam "Venus—M. Toomey.
Senator, b c, by Echo, dam by Young Morrill

—

Rancho del Paso.

Barney Horn, b c, by Nephew, dam by Messenger
Duroc—G. TV. Trahern.

Tempest, b f, by Hawthorne, dam by Chieftain

—

L. U. Sbippee.

LADLES' EQUESTRLANISlt—DISTRICT—(five
moneys) 4100.

THURSDAY, Sept. 2 lili.

No. 9-TROTTLNG—PACIFIC COAST-2:26 class.
$1,000.

Lucillia, b m, by Nephew, dam by General McClellan
—Wm. Houser.

Will Harris, g g, by Jim Lick, r\&rr\ by Horn's Mor-
gan—Andrew Patterson.

La Grange, blk g, by Sultan, dam 'Georgiana—L. J.

Rose.
Marin, b h, by Quinn's Patchen, dam by Emigrant

—

P. Farrell.
Scandinavian, blk g, by Black Hawk, Jr.—P.John-

son.
Olivette, br m,by "Whipple's Hambletonian—A. C.

Dietz.
Grover C, by Whipple's Hambletonian—P. C. Byrne.

No. 10. TROTTING-DISTRICT—t-year-old, or un-
der, class. §?00.

No. 11—PACING—PACIFIC COAST—Free for aU.
«800.

Shaker, b g, pedigree unknown—N. M. Fay.
Prince, br g, bv Missouri Chief, dam by Belmont

—

S. C. Tryon.
Eillarney, br h, by Black Ralrm—P. Fitzgerald.

Maude, b m, by Bertrand Black Hawk, dam by Ham-
ilton Chier—H. J Agnew.

Alma, ch m, by Elmo—O. A. Hickok.
Fairmount, br g, by Niagara, dam by Patchen Ternom

—I. O. Gilbean.
LADIES' EQUESTRIANISM—PACIFIC COAST—

(Five moneys.
I 810ft

FRIDAY. Sept. ?5lb.

No. 12. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST-Selling
race for all ages . Mile and repeat. Fixed valuation,
31,000. Two pounds off for each ?100 below and 2

pounds added for each 5100 above fixed value. 3600.

No. 13. PACING—PACIFIC COAST—2:26 class.

$600.

No. 14. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST—2:20 class.

$1,000. Under published conditions of 1SS.5, except aB
to time. Entries to Nos. 13 and 11 close Saturday,
Au^. 22, 13."», with the Secretary. Records made siuce
Aug. 1st, shall not be a bar for these races.

No. 15. TROTTrNG—PACIFIC COAST—3-year-old
class. (Closed April 1st, with 7 nominations.) The
following have made second payment:
Stambonl, b c, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian—

L. J Rose. " _ _^ ,. „ _,
Apex, b c, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail—S. K.

Trefrv. ,_ _ ,

Lohengrin, be, by Echo, dam Lightfoot—Rancho del

Paso.

SATURDAY. Sent. *2fi tli.

No. 16. RUNNING-DISTRICT—Free for all. Mile
and repeat. $800.

Lillian, 4, g f, by Joe Daniels, dam by Norfolk—J. A,

Shepherd.
George Bender, 5, b g, unknown—W. J. Jones.

Dave Douglass, bg, by Leinster, dam LilT SiMpioa
—Q. W. Trahern

$3,000 in Premiums

For Speed and Walking Contests.

Speed Programme
First Day—Wednesday, October 7tli.

TROTTING—No. 1.—Two-year-old class. Best two
in three. Pure, -9150. Free for all.

RUNNING—No. 2.—Half mile and repeat. Purse,

$200. Free to all.

TROTTING—No. 3. -2:40 class. Best three in five.

Purse, §300. Free to all.

Second Day—Thursday. October 8th.
TROTTING—No. 4.—Four minute class. Free for

all and go as they please. Purse, ?50. The horse
nearest to four minutes to win the heat. First horse

$20, second 810, third $10, fourth $5, fifth $5.

RUNNING—No. 5. -One mile and repeat. Purse,
$250. Free for all.

TROTTING—No. 6.—Three-year-old class. Be3t
three in five. Purse, $225. Free for all.

Third Day—Friday, October 9th.
RUNNING—No. 7.—One and one-half mile dash.

Purse. $225. Free to aU.
WALKING—No 8. Best walking stallion. One mile.

Purse, $100. Free to all.

TROTTING—No. 9.—2:30 class. Best three in five.

Purse, $350. Free to all.

Fourth Day—Saturday. October lOth.
TROTTING—Consolation Class—No. 10. Best three

in five. Purse, $250. Free for aU horses defeated in

the trotting contests.
RUNNING—No. 11.—Two mile dash. Purse, S300.

Free for ail.

TROTTING—No. 12.—2:21 class. Purse, $600. Free
to all except Manon.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.

National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting races. Five to enter and three to start. But
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount ofthe purse. Entrancefee ten percent, on
purse, to accoinpinv nomination. Trotting and racing
premiums divided at the rate of fifty per cent, for the
first horse, twenty-fire percent, to the second, fifteen

per cent, to the third, and ten percent, to the fourth.

The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternatelv.or to trot a special race between
heats, or to postpone ar ce until another day. A
horse making a walk-over, shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race thev are engaged in bv 8 o'clock f. >'., or
thev shall be required to start.

All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered. Entries to all the above races (except fixed

events;, close with the Secretary. September 15,1835.

Records made between August lith and September
15, 1885, shall be no bar to entries in theee classes.

Tickets of Admission, 50 Cents.

The District comprises Sacramento,
Sutter. A'olo and Yuba Counties.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS :

J. W.Wiison, Sacramento; James Li ttlejohn , Snt"

ter: Charles F. Reed. Yolo; D. E. Kuight. A. D.

CottB, M. Marcuse, N.D. Coombs and C. A. Ghdden,
of Yuba.

D. E. KMGHT.
T. J. SHERWOOD. President.

Secretary.

Post Office address, Marysville, Cal.

FIRST DAY".
TROTTING—Class 3:00,3in5, mile heats; purse

>

$200. First horse, $l*Jj; second,?60; tbird,$20. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. barred.

2 RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse.
$100. First horse, $60; second $30 ; third, $10. Free for

all District horses.

3. RUNNING—Mile heats,^ in 3; purse, $200. First

horse, 3120 : second, $60 ; third, 320. Free for all.

4 RUNNING—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse
$75, First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for alb

SECOND DAY'.
5 TROTTING—Class 2:30, 3in 5; puise,$250. First

horse, $150; second, $75; third, $25. Free for all.

6 RUNNING—Two-vear-olds, three-quarter mile
dash; purse, $75. First 'horse, $50; second, $2-5. Free
for District horses.

7. RUNNING—Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.

First horse, $90; second, $45; third, $15. Free for all.

-. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
pui.-e. $140. First horse, $54; second, $42; third, $14.

FTee for all.

9 RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end of each mile , and use six or
more horses: purse, $2uo. Three to enter two to start.

First horse, $150; second,$50. Owner to furnish stables.

THIRD DAY".

10 TROTTING—2:40 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; purse
$250. First horse, $150; second,$io; third, $25. Free
for all.

11 RUNNING—Mile dash; purse, $125. First horse,

$75; second, $37.50; third. $12.50. Free for District

horses.
1" TROTTING—Fonr-vear-olds orunder, 3 in 5. mile

heats; purse, $200. First horse, $120; second, $60;

third, $20. Free for District horses.

13 GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4:30—Purse, $50. First horse, $3u; second, $lo; third, ?o.

Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOURTH DAT.
U TROTTING—2:50 class. 3 in 5; purse, $200.

First horse. $120; second, $60; third. $20. Free
for District norses.

15 RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat; purse, $100.

First horse, $60; second, $30; third, *10. Free for all.

16 RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dash; purse,

$150 Firsthorse, $90; second, $15; third, $15. Free for

all.

17 TROTTING—Single buggy, 2 in3. owner to drive,

purse, $75. First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for

District horses.

FIFTH DAY".

18 TROTITNG—SinS-.purse.'SIGO. First horse, $240;

second, $129 third, $40. Free for aU.

19. WALKING—Stallions, one mile; purse. $50. First

horse, $35: second, $15. Free for District horses.

20 RUNNING—Two miles and repeat: purse, $300.

Firsthorse, $1S0; second, $90; third, $30. Free for aU.

<>1 TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat;
urse,$125. First team, $75; second, $37; third, $13. Free

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
TBX FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOB THE

year 18S5 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, t'nwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpit, the great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Lv^lestde, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
BUI 3iye writes each week exclusively for the

Lvgleslde on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Lsgle-
stde has secured the services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelnhia Call.
Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Tda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, $3. 00 ; six months,

$1.75; three months, $1.00; by carrier, in the city, 35
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at
reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States ; also by addressing

THE INGLESIDE. 719 Mnmsomtry St..

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on "Wheels.
The Lvgleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 8SO.0OO. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe. Williard TVeUu.
H. D. Bigelow, W. B. Ashe.

Hejtby Patot. Isaac Upham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AXD IMPORT I>G

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,

Blank Book Manufacturers,

304 San some Street. >ear Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

jor District horses. Untrained teams must pull buggy
owners to drive.

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $•&. First, $50; second, $20: third. §10.

Entries to be made at time of shooting. Not less than
five to enter. Entrance fee, $5.

CONDITIONS.

Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with tbe Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Tuesday.
September 1st, 1885.

All entries to be made In writing, to give sex,

color and marks of horses. Also name and residence

of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the

audience to distinguish the horses in tbe race.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse.

In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but

tbe Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

]
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.

Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has

not been owned and kept in the District sir (6i

months prior to the day of tbe race, and any entry

by anv person of any disqualified horse shall be held

liable for the entrance fee contracted, without any
right to compete for a purse, 3nd shall be held liable

to penalties prescribed by the National Association

and Rules of the State Agricultural Society, and ex-

pulsion from the Association.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

EXQULRE OF
1U.NKY WALSH.

Snp't Rnnnln-
Palo Alto Bloc
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AQUATICS.

Mosquito Fleet Regatta.

There were men from nearly ever? part of the city in the

assemblage which turned out, last Saturday afternoon, to

witness the regatta of the Mosquito fleet. Business men,

accompanied by some of the younger members of their fami-

lies young ladies, perhaps sisters of some of the boys aboard

the 'flyers, dudish young meu. who were almost made seasick

at the sight of the water as it swashed up against the wharf,

and horny-handed sons of toil, who, in most cases had "lost

half a day" in order to be on hand to seethe little ones have it

out. All were there, and, saving a few loud-voiced young-

sters, who offered to back their views with their coin, all

seemed to be content to wait quietly and patiently for the

send off.

The wind, which ordinarily begins to blow at about ten

o'clock in the morning over Misssion Bay, was late, and at

the hour appointed for the start, one o'clock, had not yet

begun to ruffle the surface of the water. To those in the

smaller of the craft entered this was very satisfactory; the

pleasure of racing loses much of its charm when one gets out

in a blow in an open boat. In regard to many of the craft,

those very familiar with them on ordinary occasions, in some

instances, could not recognize them, so changed had they

become on account of cracking on the extra canvas. The

natty sloop Thetis sported an immense balloon-jib and gaff-

topsail, and her rival, the Restless, ordinarily a plunger, was

out with a jib and gaff-topsail, the light sails making her so

altered in appearance that much wonder was expressed as to

where the stranger could hail from. When it became known
that the lively sloop was the Restless, many expressed the

opinion that she would clean out the Thetis and the others

in her class so badly that their owners would not want any

more racing for a long time to come.

In reality the race for craft cf the second-class, in which

were the Restless, Thetis, Swanberg's new sloop and the

staunch but slow schooner, Neva, was the most important of

the reeatta, as neither the Dawn, Elia, Startled Fawn nor

Ripple was a match for the pretty little schooner Rambler.

There were a few who were willing to post money that the

Elia would "clean out" the Dawn, and she probably would

had she been under as much canvas as when she first made
her appearance on the bay, in the days when Fult. Berry

owned her.

The entries for the third class were widely different in

model and size, the twenty-seven and a half foot Lively

being the smallest one anticipating success, and the sloop

L'Esperance and cutter Rose, both to be sailed for first prize

and both their owners confident of knocking the desired per-

simmon. In the fourth class were the Sadie, more commonly
known as Galloway's skiff, and the plunger Mary, fitted out

with a very large jib which was tobe takenin in case of a blow.

The fifth class was represented by two of the smallest craft

that have yet entered for a Mosquito regatta, the Genesta

sailed by Brooks, boatkeeper of the schooner Chispa, and
Idlewild, both skiffc, sloop rigged. In addition to these

small ones were the Whitehalls and ship's boats, the repre-

sentation in both classes being very creditable. The arrange-

ments for the start were satisfactory, all the contestants being

furnished with printed instructions, so that no errors were

possible.

The small craft were at the line long before tho hour

named for the first whistle which was to send them away, but,

owing to the lack of a breeze, it was two o'clock before the

signal was given for the Whitehalls, the first at the line, to

start off. Five minutes later the ship's boats spread their

canvas to the cat's-paws that swept over Mission bay, and
started for the stakeboat at Hunter's Point. The lower bay

at this time was dotted with the sails of the tiny flyers, and
presented a pretty picture. One after another the groups of

pleasure craft comprising the different classes were sent away,

tbe man at the helm of each striving to gain whatever advan-

tage was possible at the start, but many making but x>oor

success. The larger classes were sent -away about half past

two, and while the breeze was not strong enough to heel them
over they set out at a good rate of speed, those having the largest

light sails being much the better off. The course was from
an imaginary line between Long Bridge and the south corner

of Mission Rock, thence to a stakeboat off Hunter's Point,

thence to a stakeboat off Goat Island, and thence to the line of

starting. The distance was long enough to test the speed of

large and small, and proved much more satisfactory to the

owners of the smaller ones than the ordinary course of the

San Francisco Yacht Club, under whose auspices this regatta

took place. The Rambler was the first to cover the distance,

making it in one hour and twenty -seven minutes and seven

seconds; the Restless was next in, but owing to time allow-

ance the Thetis was given the first prize in the second class,

over her and the Swanberg, which was also ahead of the

Thetis. The Dawn was the fifth to cross the winning line,

and was awarded the second prize in the first class. The
second prize in the second class was given to the Restless.

The cutter, Rose, beat the sloop L'Esperance, and they took
first and second prizes in the order in which they crossed the

line. The Lively was beaten by two minutes and a half for

the second prize. The Sadie beat the Mary by about a minute
and a half, time allowance counted, but boat for boat the

Mary got home twenty-two seconds ahead. The prizes for

Whitehalls fell to the Stewart Menzies and the Captain Sennett,

and the boats of the ships Wachusett, Pierre and Z. Ring won
prizes in the order in which their names are written. The
skiff Idlewild beat the Genesta and was awarded the prize.

There were no serious mishaps, and, taken all in all, the

regatta was voted a success by all who took part in it.

J. M..
^

"Small Yachts."

About eleven years ago, when Mr. Charles Hallock founded
Forest and Stream, a little advertisement appeared in the

paper offering the services of a competent writer on aquatics,

signed "C. P. K." The years that have passed since have
established the person who advertised then as perhaps the

best yachting writer in America, and now he is about to offer

us an elaborately illustrated volume on "Small Yachts." It

goes without saying that Mr. C. P. Kunhardt's book will at

once become authority. The book is announced for im-

mediate publication by the Forest and Stream Publishing
Company.

*

Prospective Scull Race.

Dave Dean wishes to throw down the gauntlet to some of

the aspiring shell rowers of San Francisco, and particularly

to Mr. Seeley, the trick oarsmau of Victoria, B. C. Seeley is

said to be willing to row Dean, and if the stakes and course

can be agreed upon nothing seems likely to be brought up to

prevent these scullers from having it out. Dean is at

Saucelito and would like to hear what Mr. Seeley has to pro-

pose.

Triton Rowing Club.

The long-drawn-out suit between the rival factions of the

Triton Rowing Club has at last been settled, the case being

decided in favor of the defendants. The larger faction of

the club, under the influence of the Kehrlein brothers, en-

deavored to gain possession of the books and papers of the

Secretary, who sympathized with the minority. Charges of

incompetency were made agrinst Secretary Tuckey, a young

blacksmith. Among other charges being one that he sent

postal cards, on which were notices of meetings, to members

of the club written in lead pencil. Now tbat the parties in-

terested have got back to the point at which they were before

lawyers were consulted, they may have learned the folly of

their course and conclude to patch up something like an

agreement to agree.

ATHLETICS.
The Merions at Grass Valley.

On Sunday morning, August 30th, a team consisting of

eleven members of the Marion Cricket Club, of this city,

made their third annual visit to Grass Valley, where the in-

teresting matches and pleasant associations of the preceding

years were repeated. The team this year was composed of

Geo. Theobald, Jr., Captain; Chas. Creighton, Pres. M. C.

C; Chas. B. Hill, Secretary; J. J. Theobald, B. S. Benjamin,

Chas. H. Goewey, Fred. C. Clift, Robert Gibson, Tom Millar,

T. Van Heekeren and J. W. Shand.
The first match was played on the next day and was be-

tween the Merions and the Capital Club of Nevada City. This

latter organization has lately been "getting away" with the

Union Club, of Grass Valley, and this first match the Merions

looked on as the important one on the card. The captain of

the Unions won the toss and sent his opponents to the bat.

They started in badly Shand and Goewey, who opened the

defense, being soon dismissed. The Theobald brothers made
a short stand, and Benjamin and Gibson, whose S, not out,

was "top score," also tarried a short time. Hill fell a victim

to the underhand bowler's first ball. Millar exhibited a

pretty defense, but succumbed to Jones before scoring. It

should be mentioned that the ground was utterly without

preparation, and very uneven, and, as a consequence, the

behavior of the ball was, to say the least, very erratic. The
essay concluded for 42. Jones and J. Hampton bowled

throughout the innings with great success.

Jackson and Osborn started in batting for the home team.

Vau Heekeren and Millar opening with the ball. The ground

was not suited to either bowler, Van Heekeren in particular

finding his slow breaks entirely ineffective on such a pitch,

and runs began to accumulate rapidly. Millar displaced

Osborn when! 10 had been scored, and Eddy filled the vacancy,

J. Theobald going on the lower wicket, vice Van Heekeren.

Eddy kept up his wicket while Jackson made the mns, until

at 24, Hill relieved Millar with the ball, and on his first de-

livery clean bowled Eddy. The third ball of the same over

was fatal to Muller, and R. Gilbert was run out on the last.

Lunch was called with 4 wickets down for 28 runs. On re-

suming the fatality of the Merion Secretary's first ball was
again exhibited, J. Hampton falling victim. All the remain-

ing wickets were down for an addition of only 4 runs to the

score and the Carjitals remained 10 points behind as the re-

sult of the fir3t inning. Theobald obtained two "scalps"

and would have captured many more had some of the

chances of his bowling T?sen accepted. It should be men-
tioned right here that^ne Merion fielding was far below the

mark.
In their second attempt the city boys were more successful,

and 98 runs were notched, principally by the remarkably

brilliant batting of B. S. Benjamin, who, after getting set,

played with the greatest confidence and skill for his 52. Geo.

Theobald made a fine stand, and his 21 was compiled in per-

fect style. The only otner double figures were the 11

runs credited to Hill. In this innings the underhand bowlers

of the Capitals were chiefly utilized to the exclusion of Jones,

their clever round-arm trundler, a rather unfavorable policy.

With 108 against them tbe Capitals went again

to the bat, but fell short of the mark by 50

runs. Jackson again distinguished himself, but gave a num-
ber of chances in compiling his 26. Muller was responsible

for 11. The wretched character of the Merion fielding was

relieved by three really brilliant catches, respectively by John
Theobald, Ben Benjamin, and Wilson. Hill again ob-

tained a plurality of the wickets. George Theobald kept

wicket carefully as usual, and Charlie Goewey did some hand-

some work long stopping on a different ground.

The next day the Merions met their hospitable entertainers,

the Union Club, in a one-innings match. The Unions were

first at the bat, and compiled 60 runs, chiefly owing to Luke's

prettily made 13, and the "extra" list of 20 points. The
Merion fielding was simply loretched. There is some excuse

for their play on this day, however, as the first day's work in

this enervating climate proved too much to be repeated im-

mediately. Millar carried off the bowling honors, clean bow-

ling Reynolds, Veal and Crase. Van Heekeren went on at

the close of the game, and from his first two deliveries

chances were offered, the second being accepted by Creigh-

ton, showing that "Van's" trundling, on a good ground, would
have materially strengthened this departmetn of the team.

Of the M. C. C. batting, the least said the better. Ben
Benjamin again distinguished himself by ruuniug up 23 in

good style. Hill also distinguished himself by playing all over

the first ball received. The other members of the team made
some endeavor, but on the whole the resistance was weak,

and the innings terminated with 41 runs, for the nine

wickets. Harvey and Wilson bowled unchanged and kept

well on the spot. It should have been mentioned that on

the previous day T. Wilson, of the Unions, kindly substituted

to fill a vacancy in the Merion Eleven. The fielding of the

Merion men was good, and by the way, the members of the

Union Club, as usual, showed themselves thorough cricketers

both on and off the field.

Following are the complete scores:

First match—Merions of San Francisco, vs. Capitals of Nevada City:

MEBIONS.

FIRST CNDifl .

j. W. Bhand, b J Jl;unpton
C. H, Goewey, b J. Hampton
fieurtff Tln-oi<:il{l, b Jnm--
J. J. Theobald, b J. Hampton
Tom Millar, b Jones
H. s. Benjamin, b Jonea
T Van Heekeren, b JoneB
Chas. H. Hill, b.T. Hainptuii
ClmrluH Creitfhtou.b Jones '

K. Gibson, nut out
T- Wilson (sub.), b J. Hampton... 1

Byes

SECOND INNING.
b Jones 3

b Jones
cW. Gilbert, bj. ll.mtptorj 21

b j . Hampton
i- ;iiiii I) J. KiLiiiptoti 1

b J. Hampton r>2

e Osiiori). b W. Ilamt'ton 1

1 b w b J. Hampton 11

< Muller, b W. Hampton 1

c J. Gilbert, b J. Hampton
(sub), not out l

Byes 1

Total 98

FIRST INNING.
S. Jackson, not out 19
"W. Osborn, b Millar 5
W. Eddy, b Hill 1

Muller, b Hill
R. Gilbert, run out "

J. Hampton, b Hill
W. Hampton, b Hill
W. Gilbert, u Wilson, b Hill 1

Jones/bJ. Theobald -
H. Buddie, 1 b w, b J. Theobald.... o
J. W. Greenweil, b Hili
Byes 3, ivides l 4

SECOND INNING.
c J. Theobald, b Millar 26
lbw.bJ. Theobald.
b Hill o
c Benjamin, b Hill io
runout i
b J. Theobald. 5
b HilL
c Wilson, b Millar 3
not out 4
c Shand, b J. Tlwobiilu
b Hill 5
Byes 3, widee 2 5

Total 58

Francisco vs. DnioDS of Grass Valley:
MERIONS.

Goewey. b Wilson 2
Shand, b Harvey
Creighton, b Haney 3
Millar, b Wilson 1
Benjamin, b Harvey 23
J. Theobald, b Harvey 1
G.Theobald, b Wilson 4
Van Heekeren, not out.. 3
Hill, b Wilson
Gibson, C. Crase, b Harvey 1
Extras 3

Total
Grand Total

Second match— Merions of San
TJNIOSS.

Luke, run out
Richards, b Hill
Reynolds, b Millar
Veale, b Millar
Crase, b Millar
Woollock, b Hill
Wilson, st. G. Theobald, b J.

Theobald
Curnow. st G. Theobald, b Hill
J. Harvey, run out
Oliver, c Creighton, b Van Heek-

eren
Glasson, not out
Extras

Total , 61 Total 41

On Wednesday, after the trotting races, two amateur events
came off, the prizes being medalB offered by the Fair Associa-
tion. The races were open to all amateurs, but only mem-
bers of the Merion Club competed. In the 100 yards dash
Creighton defeated Gibson, in 10J seconds, after an exciting
spin; and in the one mile walk Hill and Theobald had a sharp
tussle, the former winning by 5 yards in S minutes, 6
seconds.
The trip was greatly enjoyed by the cricketers, and every

evening found the crimson and white colors of the M. C. C.
present at some festivity. Tuesday evening the young ladies
of Grass Valley gave the visitors a ball, which was a great
success. Everyone, from Goewey, youngest member, up to

Creighton, sober and dignified President, felt the sorrow of
parting; but Saturday morning came at last and the Narrow-
Gauge left behind only the closing strains of "Merion

—

there'll be no Merions there." Arcturtjs.

Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic Association.

The first championship meeting of the Association was
held on Admission Day, Sept 9th, at the grounds, corner of

Fourteenth and Center streets, Oakland. The day was

pleasant and a large number were present. The prize was
the Championship Flag, for which the winner of each event
scored five points for his club, the second man three, and
the third one, the club having the largest number of points-

at the close of the meeting winning the flag. The flag was
won by the Merion Cricket Club with 48 points, Olympic
Athletic Club second with 23, Bay City Wheelmen third
with 22, Brooklyn Athletic Club fourth with 7, and tho
Acme Athletic Club fifth with 6 points.
In the following account the initials used signify: O. A. C. f

Olympic Athletic Club; M. C. C, Merion Cricket Club; A. A,
C, Acme Athletic Club; B. C. W., Bay Citv Wheelmen; B.
A. 0„ Brooklyn Athletic Club.
As a whole the competition was not keen, most of the

events being easily won by the winners.
The mile run of W. A. Scott, of the Olympic, was hand-

somely done in 4:46i, without his being pushed at any time.
Wm. Davis, of the Brooklyn, won the five mile bicycle race

in fast time without severe exertion.
But one record was broken, viz., the Pacific Coast record,

for a mile walk, which was reduced by C. B. Hill, of the
Merions, from 7:20, made by himself on Mav 19th last, to
7:10|.

One-Hundred-Yard Race—First heat: George Jones, first,

in 11 sec; Jas. O'Kane, M. C. C, second; J. Snook, B, A.
C, 0; F. B. Freese, M. C. C, 0. Second heat: S. M. Heller,
M. C. C. first, in 10£ sec; J. W. Flynn, M. C. C, second;
Ed. Lamping, A. A. C, 0; A. Lean, M.C. C, 0. Final heat:
S- M. Heller, M. C. C, first, in 10 3-5 sec; Jas. O'Kane, M.
C. C, second, by two yards; J. W. Flynn, M. C. C, third;
Geo. Jones, O. A.C., 0.

One Mile Bicycle Eace—D. F. Booth, B. C. W., first, in 3
min. 7 sec; F. E. Johnston, B. C. W., second, by 30 yards;
M. Berolzhime, third, by 15 yards.
One Mile Walk—C. B. Hill, M. C. C, brst in 7 min. 10J

sec, J. B. Benjamin, O. A. C, second by 25 }"ards; J. J.
Theobald, third by 6 yards; H. Coffin, M. C. C, 0; S. C.
Hunter. O. A. C, 0; I. G- Burnett, M. C. C, 0.

Throwing 16-lb Hammer—C. Stone, B. A. C, first, 68 ft. 3
in.; A. V. Hall, O. A. C, second, 65 ft. 11 in.

220-Yards Race—Jas. O'Kane, M. C. 0., first, in 24 sec; A.
B. Tennent, M. C. C, second by 5 yards; H. A. Audifred,
third by 5 yards; E. W. Freeman, M. C. C, 0.

Pole Vault—H. Germain, A. A. C, first, 8 ft. 6 in.; E. G.
Rudolph, O. A. C„ second, S ft. 4| in.; G. Stultz, B. A. C,
third, 8 ft 2| in.

Half-mile Race—W. A. Scott, O. A. C, first in 2 min. 25J-
sec; G. W. Jordan, M. C. C, second; J. W. Flynn, M. C. C,
quit.

Putting 16-lb Shot—C. Stone, B. A. C, first, 33 ft. 9 in.;

A. Lean, M. C. C, second, 32 ft.; A. V. Hall, O. A. C, third,

30 ft. 3 in.

Five-mile Bicycle Race—Wm. Davis, B. C. W., first in 17

min. 10 sec; Thos. Hill, B. C. W., second bv a lap, 5 to the

mile; Wm. Meeker, B. C. W., third; F. E. Johnston, B. G.
W., 0.

Running Long Jump—A. Lean, M. C. C, first, 19ft. 8 in.;

Wm. Stokes, O. A. C, second, IS ft 8£ in.; J. Snook, B. A.
C. third, IS ft. 8£ in.; R. Gibson, M. C. C, 0; R. B. Jones,

M. C. C, 0,

One-mile Race—W. A. Scott, O. A. C, first in 4 min. 46$
sec ; C. B. Hill, M. C. C, second; E. S. Heller, M. C. C,
third.

440-Yard Race—Jas. O'Kane, M. C. C, first in 55* sec,; C.

Creighton, M. C. C, second; A. Lean, M. O. C, third; A. B.
Tennent, M. C. C, 0.

Referee—W. Greer Harrison; Starter—Wm. C. Brown;
Judges—G. H. Strong, C. Creighton, C. L. Ebner; Timers

—

Col.'G. C. Edwards, R. S. Halev, Peter Mclntyre; Clerks of

the Course—T. F. Scaulau, G. F. Day.

It is a much easier matter to keep horses from learning to

jump over and break down fences than to break them of these

grievous habits after they have contracted them. Seldom, if

ever, are horses naturally breachy, but the habit is either

acquired by seeing others at it, or by allowing the fences to

get so poor that the horses are tempted to get over them. The
horse that is used to good strong fences all his life is never a
bad one to jump over them.
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BAY DISTRICT

ASSOCIATION

PALL SEASON.
Wednesday, Oct. 7, continuing Thursday
and Friday, Oct. S, 9. and 10, Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day, Oct. 14, 15, 16, and 17, 1885.

For Named Horses, mid (he 9:40, »;30
and 9;94 Class.

Special Purse for Guy Wilkes, Sister, Manon, Buby,
and Adair.

Special, Le Grange, Hagdallah, Antevolo, Menlo
and Albert W.

Special, for Norman, Pansy, Artist, Blacksmith'
Daisy S., May Boy, Sultan, Scandinavian, and
Lucille.

Special, for Thapsin, Marin, Dawn, Olivette, and
Brown Jug.

Special for Director, Arab and; Nellie K., and free
for all others.

A season of Running to follow immediately after
the Trotting season.

Notice for entries will be published in this paper

and the "Chronicle."

W. H. HINOHMAN, Secretary.

For Sale

Hunting Dogs
From tlic Kennel of E. Leavesley, Gilroy.

CENTRAL PARK,
BAN FRANCISCO.

Private Sale Sept. 33, 94, »5, 96.
A ii cliou Sale Monday. Sept. 93, at 9

o'clock P. 31.

R. R. Rollins, Auctioneer.
FIELD BROKEN DOGS.

LULU MONTEZ, orange and white, by Bob Roy-
Ola. Bob Roy by Miller's Joe—Farmer's Queen.
Ola by Count Warwick—Leah. Good disposition
and handsome as any in the State. Price, §160.

DAISY, blue belton, litter sister to Lola Montez,
Price $150.

JOE, black and white-ticked, Utter brother to Lola
Montez. Price $100.

PAT, Irish red setter, by {Nemo—Nida—Elcho strain.
Price $100.

YABD BROKEN BOGS.
Good Retrievers and not Gun-Shy.

OHISPA. black, white and tan, by Bock—Dora. Rock
by Don—Taggart's Juno. Dora by Begent—Leavesj
ley's Juno.

CABLO, black and white, litter brother to Chispa.

HAMLET, black, white and tan, litter brother to
Ohispa.

OPHELIA, black and white, same litter.

ANNABEL LEE, black and white, same litter.

PONTO, liver and white, by Count 'Warwick—Tag-
gart's Juno. Count Warwick by Warwick—Belle.
Taggart's Juno by Macgregor—Lulu Laveratfk.

ORLANDO, liver and white, same litter.

LOUISE, black, white and tan, same litter.

Puppies, 8 months old, by Bock—Daisy, $20.each.

COCKER SPANIELS.
One brace, pure black, perfectly matched, 14 months

old, price, 9100.

Cocker Puppies, two and one-half months old, §20
each.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a fall stock of the celebrated

J- Fezmell's Cythiana Boots.
Which, are now in use bv ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they aie
pronouneed by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KANE, J6J Market St.,

RACTNGPLATES.
RACING PLATES OR TRAINING HHOEs OF

any size or weight, fowarded on receipt of price,
82.50 per set. All plates and shoes guaranteed to be of
the best material and workmanship. Samples can be
wen at the office of the Bkkedkb and Sportsman,

Address, m. j. otearv,
San iiuvuu Ventura, Col*

SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.
October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
In Purses and Premiums.
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and Industrial Exposition are in
Active Preparation.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day, Tuesday, Oct. 20th.
1. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 3:00 class;

mile heats, 3 in 5; open also to Cade and Pren-
tice Boy.

2. Trotting Stake—©50; for yearlings;

half-mile heats; $10 forfeit, and $25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Running Race—Purse $150; half-mile

dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Running Race—Purse $200; free for

for two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday. Oct. 31st.

5. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 2:30 class;

mile heats, best 3 in 5.

6. Trotting Race—Parse $200; for two-
year-olds and under; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Race—Purse $250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

8. Running Race—Purse $250; for three-

year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day, Thursday. Oct. U2d.

Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,
to be hereafter published.

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for first and $50 to sec-

ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;

with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, Valgean,

Margaret and Sultan barred, and a reserved
right to add others.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 23d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40

class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

1 1 . Trotting Race—Purse $250; for

three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; tor all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Race—Purse $300; free for

ail; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fifth Day, Saturday, October 34th.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse

$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Race—Purse $250: four-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Running Race—Purse $300; for thrse-

year olds; one mile and a half.

17. Running Race—Purse $200; tor beaten

horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

REMARKS AMD CONDITIONS.

Five to enter and three to start. But the

Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-

tionate amount of the purse; but in no event
will a race be considered filled without three

bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 percent, of

purse, in both running and trotting races, to

accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting: but the Board reserves the right to trot

healB of any two classes alternately, if neces-

sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a
special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-
trance mouey paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6
P. M.of the day preceeding the race, shall be
required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular horse
they are to start must be named at 6 P. M. of
the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walkover.
Except as otherwise specified, running races

will be conducted under the rules ol thePacifi*
Const Blood Horse Association.

Non-starters in running races will be held
for entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting mces, drivers wni he required to
wear caps of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.
the 1st.

If two horses are permitted by consent of

the Directors to start, then third money reverts
to the Association.
A horse distancing the field or any part

thereof is entitled to first money only.
All moneys in purses will be divided; 65 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10
per cent, io third.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-

nished upon application to the Secretary.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.

R. 11. Hewitt,
Secretary.

E. Lichteiiberger,
President.

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE
sUGGIE

and

/WAGONS.
ANT S\TYLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENTION SIVEN TO

Paintim,

varnishinR
Alterations and Repairs.

OFFICE AND FACTORY.

13 13 XXO 13 19 MARKET STKEE'I

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets, San Francisco,

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEER

,

116 Montgomery Street, Sail Erancisco.

SPKC1AL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Carr, SalinaB.
K. P. Sargent, Gilroy. John Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Finigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. "Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Contts, Dougherty, Newland A
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in the state. We have incontemplation
a series of combination or breeders' Bales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to participate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped witb
utmostcare. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases aii'l sales made of land of every descrip-

KILMP A CO., 116 Montgomery street.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

manufacturers of guns, rifles,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOK—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
31 UAH'S K li SI T I! C K V ]< K E I. .

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOO MEDICINES
FACTORY-ir, fit. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALBSB00MS-03U Mill 039 HONTWHISBY ST., S, 1\

FIFTH ANNUAL
EXHIBITION

-OF THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara Co

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

1 "_: -'.^.j

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Gal.

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st, 2d and
3d, 1885, Inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. 98tli.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
for all; $25 entrance; §10 forfeit; $150 idded;$50to
second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING -One-mile dash, for two-year-
olds; S25 entrance; $10 forfeit; §150 added; $50 to
second horse.

No. 3. RUNNING—Two-mile dash, handicap: $50
entrance; S25 forfeit; $15 declaration: $250 added;
5100 tosecond horse; third to save entrance, heights
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday, September 23d.

Second Day—Tuesday, Sept. 39th.
No. 4. TROTTING—3 :00 Class. District Purse,

$500 ; $250 to first horse ; $125 to second
; $75 to third ;

$50 to the fourth horse.

No. 5 . TROTTING- 2 :22 Class (open to Vanderlyn
and James H). Purse $750; $375 to first; $187.50 to
second; $112.50 to third: $75 to fonrth.

No. 6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Purs©
$300; $180 to first; $90 to second; $30 to third.

Tliird Bay—Wednesday, Sept. 30th.

Ladies Equestrianism—Purse $100. Fcr the most
graceful rider, $25; second, $15; third, $10. For the
most skillful rider, $25; second, Slo; third, $10.

No. 7. RUNNING—Half-mile and repeat, free
for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to
second horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash
;

$25 entrance; $15 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING—Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages; purse $200; entrance free; $50 to
second horse. Fixed valuation $l,00u; two poundB
off for each $100C below; and T two pounds added
for each $100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October fst.

No. 10. TROTTING—2:40 Class; purse $500: $250
to first; $125 tosecond; $75 to third: $50 to fourth
horse.

No . 11. TROTTING—T*o-year-olds ; one mile and
repeat; purse $300; $180 to first horse; $S0 to second;
$30 to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all; purse $400; $240
to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

Fifth Day-Friilay, October fld.

No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year-
olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse $200; $50 to
second horse.

No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat: purse $250; entrance free; $50 to second;
$25 to third horse.

No. 15.-RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten
horses; purse $150; $50 to second horse. Entries to
close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.

No. 16. TROTTING—2 35 class: District Purse
$400; $240 to first;$120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No. 17. TROTTING-2:26 Class; purse $400; $240
to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.

No. 18. TROTTING—2:20 ClasB; purse $1,000;
S500 to first; $250 to second; $150 to third; $100 to
fourth horse.

REMARKS AMD CONDITIONS

All trotting races are the best three in five:
five to enter and three to Btart. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than tive to
fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount ot
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on purse, to ac-
company nomination.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; hut

the Board reserves the rfcjht to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necesBiiry t" finish any 'dav's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
borse making a walk-over sh:ill be entitled only to
the entrance money nald in. When less than tin- re-
quired number of starters appear they iuaj ut£Bt
ior the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
66% to the first, ;vnd 33^J to the second.
In ALT. RACKb ENTRIES NOT IllCCI-ABED OUT BY

6 P. iT. OF THE DAY PRECEDING; Till-: RACE, SI1.U.1. BB
REQUIRED Tn START.
Where there is more than one entrv by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are tn
start must be named at <1 v. M. of the day pn .

the race. No added money paid for • v.'all- i

Rules of tl* j State Agricultural Society <> govern
running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise
Non-starters In running races will lie held for en-

trance i.nderKule 3.

Racine cuiorw to be named in their entries.
tn trotting races drivers will be required ti. wear

caps Of distinct COlOTS, which musl In- named in their
entries.

District horses to be owned fn District June 1, 1885.
Entries to allot the above races t" close with

thB Secretary on Saturday. AURUBt lBt.lSSS.

03p Write "Entries to Races" on outside of ('

i 'velope.
T. R. WEfcfcEB, Pre

li. ELLIS, Secretary,
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TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)

San Francisco.

Commencing Mayll,lSS5. I

s p

8:aoAn
10:40 a
tl:30F I

fi:30 p
{llH-i !•

San Mateo, Redwood and J |

MenloP? Tk.
j

Lsanta Clara, San Jose and -J

Principal Way Stations. j

6:40 a
•8:10 a
9:03 a

*J0:02a
*3 :36 P
t-1 :59 P
6:00 P

17:50 P

9:03 a
* 10:02 A
*3 :36 P
6:00 P

+fi:lbp

10-40 a, ) Gilrov, Pajaro, C.'-stroville, i
,

•3:30 p 1

i Salinas and Monterey. (_

uuviltti, Uaiuu Uoudall, C
.,.„„s. Sew Brighton, So-/

p |
.'"quel K'aiu.p Capitola) and"*

| J .Santa Cm I

10:40a] 1 Aptus, New' Brigliton

iionterev and Santa Cruz, i I

(-Sunday .Exclusion) I
'

£ p| {- Hollister and Tres Pinos-
-J

|

Soledad and Way Stations

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. fSundaysonly. {Theatre train

Saturdays only

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph A Co

" Stage CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 a. si.

Train, except ,Jescadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwooo\ and Pacific Congress Spring. Stage via

Sanra Chmi, wid e)' connect with S :3i.) a. m. Train.

Si-KCML it.n'Ni -trip Tickets, at reduced rates to

"Monterey Aptos, Sotmel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-

dero; also to Uilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs

KXM'KSION TICKETS.
c Sold Sunday Mokntng, and

For Sundays only, -'forl:30p. m. train; good for re-

(turn same day.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SuNDAYonly;

Snnrtas and good for return until following Mon-
Mondav, ' day, inclusive, at the following rates:

Round Trip
from Sail

Franc Tseo to

San Bruno ...

.

Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks
MenloPark..
Mayfield

satto

Tkt.

$ 50
65
90

75 1 10

1 00 1 25

1 00 1 40

1 25 1 50
1 25 1 60
1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n "View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

31 50
1 50
175
1 75

2 75
3 nil

3 00
300
3 00

SaitO
Mon.
Tkt.

$2 00
225
2 50
250
4 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel. ™,wTr
A.C.BASSETT, H.R.JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers,
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its Hue for leaching with speed and comfort the
best "daces in the State for

Sea Batliing, Sliooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABMESG

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific *'oasl,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey^ and the best of shooting
may be had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of flsh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," nave made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
eandfor surf batbins. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt waiter plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
inaividual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-knowi
Watering Places,

APTOS. MHIUEL AKJ> SANTA OKI)/,

IS VIA THE NOBTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runB through the counties
Of Sa'i Mateo, .Santa Clara, Sau Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey .each oi which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily

at San Mater, for tlu.se well-known Retreats, PURIS-
SIMA, SAN UREUORIO and PESCADERO. "We
would particularly call attention to tlie unlimited ex-
ti'iil (if r;iii'/'- al jui'i al». nr SAN' BRUNO and McMA-
HON's tor RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e loverB

of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to Issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
CarB.
BS5*In order to guard against accidents to Dogs

while in transit, it ie necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger CarB.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

Btreet, Valencia Station, and No 613 Marketst., Grand
Hotel.
A' C

'BupB§it§Sie fc

H
AMt.i5R?SlTW.ABt,

YERBABUENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED IS THE AMERICAN JERSEY CAT'IXE Oil"'. OF SEW YORK.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUAIE 25 lbs., 4 OZ9.

ItECORDS OF F0l'!»J>ATI01li STOCK:
MARY ANKE OP ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 12} ozs.. 1

week, A. J. C. C. test: 867 lbs. 145 ozs. in 11 monthB
IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2i ozs., 1 week, A. J.

C. 0. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. 44 ozs., 1 week.
Her likeness aboye.

EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
MON PLAISIR, 18} lbs., 1 week.
PRINCESS 2d, 40 lbs. 124 ozs. in 7 days.
BLOOD relatives of the abov cows.
Young animals of both sexes for sale.

Butter Recoid of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
RIOTER AIPHEA FAMILY.

EUROTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz., in 11 months 6 days. |
PYRRHA, 17 its JjgjDZB* In 7 days.
LADY ALICE of HILLOREST.16 lbs. 14* ozs., in 7days.
LILY OF MAPLE GROVE. 16 lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 days.

|
CORN, 16 lbs. a ozs., in 7 days.

COOaiASSlE FAMILY,
ST.ZEANNATSE, 17Tbs. 8^ ozs., In 7 days.
DAISY BROWN. 17 lbs. <)'; ozs., in 7dava
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. 2ozs„ in 7 days.
PRINCESS (,'P ASHANTEE, Hi lbs. 12 ozs., in 7 days.
MAGGIE BRIGHT, Hi lbs. fi ozs., in fi days.
TORMENTOR'sclNDRELLA.lfilbs.^ ozs.in7dayH.
DAISY QUEEN, 16 lbs. 4 ozs., in 7 da\s.

JERSEY BEIXE OF SCITUATE FAMILY.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 lbs., ozs., in I LASS OP SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs., in 7 days.

1 year; 25 lbs., 3 ozs., in 7 days. MINNIE OF SCITUATE, 14 lbs. \% ozs. in 7 days.
BELLE OE SCITUATE, 18 lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days,

|

Blood descendants of above named Herds can be seen on Exhibition at State Fair,

Sacramento.
HENRY FIERCE, San Francisco.

Jerseys not registered ia tlie American Jersey Cattle Club of New York sell as grades
at Halt-price In tlie East.

EOMBA, 22fbs. 7 ozs., in 7 days.
PELEDRA, 21 lbs. 11£ ozs., in 7 days.
TORFRIDA, 19 lbs. 13 ozs., in 7 days.

PRINCESS '2d , 46 lbs., 12!;.' ozs., in 7 days.
OXFORD KATE, SU lbs., 12 ozs., in 7 days.
COOMASSIE. 16 lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.
ONA, 22 lbs. 10K ozs., in 7 days.
ISLAND STAR, 21 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 days.
KINO'S TRUST, is ibs.,0 ozs„in7days.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.

I IMPROVED HORSE bLOTHINI.

Secured by Letters Patent jggg^^-27, '

REISSUED MARCH 29, 1881.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1 An improved blanket or covering, uonslsti iitfu i tlie

body-piece A, flap C, and the extension B, formed or

united together, so as to cover tin* body analogs ox the

animal, substantially as heroin described.

2. The blanket or covering A. having the flap <\ sua
the extensions B, to tit the lore and hind legs o 1 the

Eini m;d, front taste ninga EG, and the permanent straps

or bunds E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

, , _, _ . _
a Tbeblanket or covering A, with its extensions H,

permanent securing-baiuls K, and (he front fastenings

FU ineonibination witli the elastic nech-extension 11,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close -fitting hood J, having the elastic hand L,
beneath the jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the tit, and adapted to lie secured
to the cover by means ofstraps, substantially us herein
describe tl.

6 The improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the tiap C,
and permanent straps or bands fixed to it ty secure it
around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4«« and 494 Battery St., SAN FKAKC1SCO. (Al.

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 14th, 1885.

Trains leave, and are Uue to arrive at
Oakland Ferry, loot ol" Market St,, Sail
Fraiiciseo as follows:

$8:00 a M
8:00 am

*4 rf)0 P M
' 7:30 A M
7:30 A H

*3 :30 P M
S:00 a M
4;U0fm
•5:00 l

8 :D0 a M
*8:00 A M
3:30 p m
7:00 P m
10:00 a si

3 :00 p M
7:00 p m
7 :30 a M
8 ;00 a v
7:30 a m
3 :00 P m
4;O0 p m

•4:00 P M
8:00 a si

J10 :00 AM
3^0 P M
8:00 A M

•9:30 A M
*3:30 p m

DESTINATION. IABI
I
(KB

..Byron

..Calistoga and Napa..

...Colfax

...Delta, Redding and Portland

...Gait via Martinez
.. .lone via Livermore
....Knight's Landing
... Livermore and 1'leasanton...
....Martinez
....Milton

i Moj.ive, Deming, t Kxpress..
. (El Paso and Bast. Immigrant
. ..Niles and Jlaywa.rds
. ) Ogden and \ Express
. i East } Emigrant
....Red Bluff via Marysvillo
.....Sacramento, via Livermore..

viaBenicia
" via lienicia
" via Benicia

....Sacramento River steamers..

....Sau Jose

..Stockton via Livermore.,
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

KlO P M
):10 A M
»:10 p M
i:40 p M
i;10 p M
):40 a M
>:10 p M
i;10 a M
1:40 A U
3:10 I' M
r:10. P M
j;10 A M
i:h) A M
J:40 P M
lilii AM

i:J i- M
1:10 a m
):10 a m
>:00 A M
):10 p tt

S:40 p m
):40 a m
>:40 p U
r : l0 p u
i : 10 A H
?:10 P M

From Sau Francisco l>aiiy.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*6:0O—*6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30-10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —
*12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
*8:30—*3:30—*4:00—*4:30—*5:00—*5:30— *6fl0— *6:30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—J11:00—*12:00.

TO AJLAMEDA—"6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8 :30

—

9:00—9:30—10:00—J10:30—11:00—$11:30—12:00—$12 :30—
1:00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00—5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00-9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:00—'6:30—7:00—•7:30— 8:00—"8:30
—9 :00—±9 :30—10 :00—J10 :30—11 :00—Jll :30— 12:00 —1 :00

—2:00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:00— '6:30— 7:00— *7:30—
}8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—$1:00—2:00—3:00—4:00—*4:30-5;00—'5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6 :
23—*6:53-*7:23—*7:53—"8:22

•8:53—*9:23—*10:21—*4:23—*4:53—*5:23—*5:53—*6:23—
•6:53—7:25-9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5 :15— *5:45—
$6:45—9:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND—*o:30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:22—*5:52— *6:22— 6:52—*7:22—

7:52—•S:22-S:.=-»2-lt:22— 9:52— $10:22— 10:52— $11:22—
U:52—$12:22—12:52—$1:22—1:52—2:52—3:22—3:52—1:22—1:52—5-22—.i:S2—6:22— H;S2—7:52— s; 52—!):52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—'5:15—*5:45—•6:15—6:45—«7 :15—
7:45—•8:15— 8:45—$9:15—9:45—$10:15—10" 45— $11:16—
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45 — 3:45—4:15—4:45—5;15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9:45—1(1:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:15—•6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45—$9:15—9:45—10:45— $12:45— 1:45— 2:45

—

3:45—4:45—*5:15—5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7:15.

(SEEK ROLTJE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1 :15—
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6 ;15—8:15—10 :15 —12 ;15— 2 :15—
4:15.

*Snndays excepted. $Sundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co.,S. F.

A. N- TOWNE,
Gen. Manager,

T. H. 1J«M»|».1I.VK,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Agt.

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

50 Choice Merino Rams, very high grade, $12.50 each
per carload. Also Pedigreed Rams, T2.i(_r,$50 each.

30 Imported Holstein Cattle. $2S0@ M50 each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, §1"0 to

S250 each.
in Avrshirc Bulls. ^]n(i|,i-? -F,:i (.-aeh.

5 H ereford Bulls, ?3l H 1^450 eacli.
10 Hereford Grade Bulls and Heifers, 4 to S months

olcl,$S0@S40.
10 Dnrhain Bulls, ?200(5^:150 each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixed Pedigrees, ?100@9150 each.
5 Devon Bulls. *HHKf<V?l25 each.
20 Berkshire Tigs, Perfect, 2 l

<; montlis old, $12,50 each.
o Rerkshire Pigs, Perfect. 5 montlis old, $18.50 each.
3 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, w to i2mont)iBold,830each.
These are the prices on cars. CASH, and the larger

the ord^r the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owmrs, Russ
House, San Francisco, or iss Edwards St., Oakland

n®= I will import or export Live stock from any
country to the United states, and deal in every kiud of
Live Stock except common horses and beef cattle.
Satisfaction guaranteed,

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco,

Tbe most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. 0. S. HALEY, Sec'y

jtSTSend for circular.THi

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
Honorary Graduate oi

Ontario Veterluars' Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary lJitiniiiin. 3?1 Katomu St
ReahltmcMOB lifwiird St.i BanFranoWtfD,
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Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the ;

STANDARD WORK .

On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE o n\i:us OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all tlie Principal Booksellers

or Seut Postpaid by

J. Losing Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Stallion for Sale,
The Standard Bred Trotting: Stallion

ALCONA, 730,
Belonging to A. C. GOODRICH and SILAS SKIN-

NEK, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon.

BRED B V GENERAL W, T. WITHERS, OF LEX
ington, Kentucky. Foaled April, 1877. Sired by

Almont, 33, by Alexander's Abdallab, 15, by Rysdyk's
Hambletonian, 10, by Abdallab. 1. Dam by Mambrino
Chief, 11, by Mambrino Paymaster, by Mambrino, son
of imp. Messenger,
Almont's first dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam

by Alexander Pilot, Jr.
Alcona is full 16k hands; bright chestnut; has large,

clean limbs; large, flat bone; large, smooth hocks and
ioints, and weighs over 1,300 in stud condition. He
las never been trained or handled for speed, but Is
finely gaited, very stylish, level-headed, and is a very
harmonious combination of the two greatest trotting
families, Hambletonian and Mambrino Chief.
There are 90 2:30 and better performers represented

inhis pedigree, as follows; Almont, his sire, and sire
of Piedmont. 26; Alexander's Abdallab, his gTandsire,
and sire of Goldsmith Maid, 6; Rysdyk's Hambleton-
ian, his g. g. sire, and sire of Dexter, 39; Abdallahl, his
g. g. g. sire, 4; Mambrino Chief, sire of Ladv Thorn,
6: Pilot, Jr., 9.

Take notice, he is not only descended from the two
freatest and most pomilar trotting families,
ut through the best and most prepotent

channels or branches of these families. He
Is nearly full brother to Governor Stan-
ford's celebrated horse Piedmont, winner of the ten
thousand dollar free-for-all stallion purse at Chicago,
and for which he paid $27,600. Also to Allie West, 5-

year-old record of 2:25, and sire of Jewett, 2:22y;
RachelB.,2:2S>$,and other fast ones. Half-brother
to Hamlin's Almont, Jr., 2:26, Colonel "West's
Trouble, 2:27, Bostick's Almont, Ji., 2:29, Almont
Chief, Almont Rattler, Mr. Haggin's Algona, and 15

other sons of Almont that have sired winners of public
races, many of them making records 2:30 and bet-
ter, including Annie \V\, 2:20.
The above pedigree, together with Alcona's size,

style, bone and finish combine to make him one of the
most desirable sires for breeding not only trotting but
road and carriage or park horses on the Pacific Coast,
His colts have never been handled for speed, but they
are all remarkable for size, style, large, clean bone,
good feet, clean limbs and marked trotting action. Mr.
McLafeity.of Jordan Valley, owner of Alcona, Jr.,
was offered, but refused, $2,000 for him when three
years old.
The only reason of Alcona being offered for sale is

that Mr, Skinner having moved to California and
taken his trotting stock with him renders a disposal
of the horse necessary. If not previouslv disposed of,
he will be taken to the California State Fair tbi3 sea
son and sold at auction to the highest bidder.
For further information address

A. C. GOODRICH,
Jordan Valley, Oregon, or

SILAS SKINNER,
Napa, Cal.

DOG MEDICINES.
Dog Medicines, each, Soap, 25 ets.; Flea Wash, 25 ets.; Distemper Cur , *1; Mange

"Wash, |1; Worm Capsules, 50 ets ; Tape Specific, 50 ets.; Caniiu: Tonic, $1;

Canker -Wash, $1; DOG BISCUIT, 12J ets. per poun.l.

DOG WHIP, WITH SNAP HOOK, 50 CTS. EACH.
—DOG LEASH, DOUBLE, $7.00.—

Dog Collars, Leads, Calls, Etc., in Great Variety.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready fordisrribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Sroc
now at Fairlawn. 'Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTTT?. ffiVTE PPTfTrc PTiAT\T Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
-L -LL -LJ vXHJ-J I ItlUU X i-JXXJ-H price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Parchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13J, and double team with fastest record, 2:15|j

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, *at S150 the season.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie "Woodward, 2:15*. &c. Limited to i

mares at €150 the season.

ALECTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10,

[
Limited to 30 mares at 350 the season.

GRANDMONT 2147.ALMONT WILKES 2131.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. ! By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay, Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2:15.

10 mares at 550 the season. | Limited to 10 mares at 350 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of

2:20 or bettor, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 399. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

Mechanics'

FAIR,

NOW OPEN.
AT THE PAVILION, LARKIN St.

Near Market, San Francisco.

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

TFE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on tbe Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties

nd improvements in this line recently imported.
The stock is well worth inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.

BAN FRANCISCO.

Secured by letters patent, July »5, 18815.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim,

as new, and desire to secure inv letters patent, is:

1. The part D,supported by the side straps oE the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
openinginto whichthe blind is fitted, substantially,

as herein described. .

2. Ina bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F. secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the

eye wfule circumscribing the vision, substantially as

herein described.
. . . ^

3 In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
G and H. connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or

buckles, substantiaUy as and tor the purpose herein
described. .,, _ jfm £ _

5. In a bridle, and in com 1 inatioii with the bunds J-

,

supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to he mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable froni
straps or bands G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood. . . .. , .

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line ol
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same efrect on the action follows as

iB induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
whenvoung colts are the pupils, teaching them to

bend the itnee without the strain of weights on the
feet. , L
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKEBROJi,
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco

FOR SALE

SAFEST AND BEST FOR GENERAL USE,
To Control and Educate tlie Trotter. Roadster.

or Carriage Horse, and to Break tlie Colt.
>0 HORSE CAN GET HIS TONGCE OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Pnllnia;, Side PiiIHuk
f^nmrjng-Ton'sue Lolling and will ^ot make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed..
MR. W. W.BAIR, of Cincinnati, O., writes tbatitworKed to

bis complete satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MURHPY, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use by every horseman as an article of great merit.

Tbe firm of HIGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111., say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,

side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W.PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne,Wy„ says: "The Perfection

Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y., says it is the boss.

MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm,
Comstocks, N. Y.. claim it is tbo best they ever tried.

Dpon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with pirvileg

xrf examination. No. 1, nickel. S3; No. 2, ex. nickel, ?4; No. 3, half silver, or oroide, ?5; No. 4, full silvei

^jt oroide, §6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by tbe Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Month, Measuring From Outside of Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware ol" Iiilrincements. Imitations, or Falsely

Termed Improvements of this Bit. Look lor Name and Date of Patent em
one*

The Greatest Speed.

Tlie Best Blood.
The Best Uviuir Representative ol" the

Pilot, Jr., Family, Except Bayard.
The Steel-Gray Stallion

Davenant 1095,
Foaled 1S?9.

Four-year-old record 2:49^, with a few weeks'
handling.
Brother in blood to Nutwood, 2:181;, Meander, 2:26$,

Cora Bebnont, 2:24, Lady Kelso, 2:211—by same sire

—

dam by same sire.

Sired by Belmont (64.)

Dam Dahlia, (dam ol Dacia, 2;23i), by Pilot, Jr.,

(12), sire of tbe dams of Maud S., 2:08i,and Jay-Eye-
See, 2:10.

Second dam Madam Dudley, dam of Dudley,
four years old, 2:82$, and grandduin of Mambrino
Dudley, 2:22, by Bashaw Horse.
Third dam by May Day, sire of May Queen, 2:2C,

and tbe dam of Lucy. 2:18J.

Davenant, li'95, bred by A.J.Alexander, Wood-
burn, Ky., weighs in stud form I,nOO pounds, long,

full tail, good, flat legs, and feet like iron. Started
in three races as a four-year-old against aged horses,
winning two of them'; is very speedy; can rush away
a 2:2tigait, and with a preparation can trot in the
teens. Is scarred a little by getting into a barbed
wire feuce in 1884; is all right, sound, kind, has no
vice of anykind; is easy handled and driven; is a
sure foal-getter. He is probably the only son of a
Pilot, Jr., mare, out of a mare that produces speed,
forsale. The sons of Belmont, out of Pilot, Jr.,

mares, are becoming noted as sires of speed. Wit-
ness Nutwood and Egmont.
Davenant is a trotter himself; his sire gets trot-

ters; his dam produces trotters; his granddam pro-
duces trotters, and he should get speed himself, and
ought to more than pay for ulmsell' in one season in

tbe stud or on the turf. To any one that purchases
i&ini we propose to satisfy them that he has great

"speed, and enough to satisfy them of his ganieiiess

and staying qualities. Our price in law on him.
Address DR. J. R. HOYD.

Defiance, Shelby Co., Iowa.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. R<

iterseyB of both sexes for sale, Postofflc*'

Baa Francisco, Cal.
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SELBY SMELTING and LEAD COMPANY,

416 MONTGOMERY SRTEET,
San Francisco, Cal.

ziMANUFACTUEERS OF

T^

Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges,

(UNDER THE CHAMBERLIN PATENTS.)

OFFICE OF CONSOLIDATED CALIFORNIA AND "VIRGINIA MINING COMPANY,
San Francisco, June 4, 1885.

Selby Smelting and Lead Company

—

GENTLEMEN: After many trials of the "Standard" cartridges which I got from you I

wish to say a word or two "to whom it may concern" regarding them. That they are as near
perfection as we can hope to get, goes without saying, as can readily be seen after once watchino-

the accuracy and absolute certainty of working of the "Chamberlin Loader." My own experi-

ence has been that I do better shooting with them than with any cartridges I ever tried, whether
loaded by myself or others, and no matter how carefully loaded, by hand. One test I made con-
vinces me beyond question that no hand-loaded cartridge can begin to equal them. I took
some of your shells and copied them exactty with hand-loading, my own, done as carefully as I

• could do it, using the same materials exactly, the same shell, same powder, same wads and
same shot. After making several targets under the same conditions, using first one kind of

cartridge, then the other, the result was very decidedly in favor of the "Standard," both as

to penetration and distribution. I have no hesitation in recommending them in the highest
terms, and you are at perfect liberty to use my name in anyway in reference to your cartridges

in their favor. Wishing you success in introducing the "Standard" cartridge on this Coast
I am Respectfully yours,

A. W. HAVENS.

For Sale by all Dealers in Ammunition.

-
"-' —*
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Freeland and Miss Woodford at Brighton

. Beach.

[Sporting World, Sept. 14.]

It is settled at last; Freeland is the horse of the year, and

Miss Woodford is irretrievably deprived of the title of Queen

of the Tnrf. There was no excuse for her yesterday. She

was good, very good, and the Dwyers felt so snre of winning

that last week they wished very much to increase the stakes

to $1,000, or for that matter to $5,000 a side, bnt Mr. Corri-

gan, who is a conservative in his way, said that $500 was

enongh. Thns the Dwyers were saved the loss of even a

greater amonnt than it did cost.

The movement to get np the race was the best stroke of en-

terprise the Brighton Beach Association did. The snm of

$3,500 of added money looked so immense in proportion to the

amonnts usually offered there that it attracted the most wide-

spread attention, and the attendance that packed the track

yesterday was immense, showing what interest the people

really do take in high class racing. The Coney Island

Jockey Club was rather caught napping on this event. Mr.

Corrigan and Mr. Morris brought on their horses from the

West with the expectation that a big race would be arrarged,

bnt they grew tired waiting while the matter was referred

from one sub-committee to the other. The public expects

great things and consequent enterprise from the Coney Island

Jockey Club. It will not do for it to go napping. This Fall

it has been rating along at a very indifferent pace. It will

have to show ns some fast work before the meeting ends,

otherwise its prestige will be materially tarnished.

Brighton Beach yesterday undoubtedly had the most bril-

liant day in its annals. The grand stand has a seating

capacitv of over four thousand, and not alone was every seat

occupied, but the aisles were filled to suffocation. The
quarter-stretch was one living mass of humanity, and the

betting ring was so densely packed that four out of five people

could not get a chance to bet. The scene from the little ex-

tension of the grand stand reserved for members of the press

was a remarkable one. The fence between the grand stand

and field stand enclosures had been taken down, and as far

as the eye could reach there was one surging mass of heads.

They talk about the wriggling living mass in a net when
fishermen make their hauls during the herring fishing season.

It failed in comparison to the vast human, bobbing and

wriggling mass of humanity which panted and struggled and

sweated in the inclosure. Finally people worked their way
into the infield, and thousands perched themselves on the

fence and the obstacles of the steeplechase course, but even

that did not seem to relieve the packed-np feeling in the reg-

ular place.

The free list had been entirely suspended and thus the

crowd present was entirely a paying one, but the bulk of the

people went away dissatisfied. People who visita racetrack,

and particularly to see a race like the Freeland and Miss

Woodford contest, want to bet. Now the ordinary means
were totally insufficient. An extra box was opened for $25

mutuels, but at the $5 and $2 boxes people stood in inter-

minable lines, and the bulk of them were disappointed.

Then, too, there should have been ampler accommodations

to enable people to obtain refreshments. In the barroom

people stood seven and eight deep, the bartenders worked

like beavers, and still they could not satisfy after all.

But after all, such discomforts are always to be endured at

great gatherings. A holiday feeling prevailed and enthu-

siasm unbounded. Fully one-half the people present were

not regular race-goers. They had heard about Freeland and

Miss Woodford, knew they were great racehorses, and they

came prepared to shout for the winner.

Around the auction booth people stood in hundreds, but

nobody but the bigbettors got achance. The pools averaged:

The Dwyer pair SI, 100, the Corrigan pair $1,000, Bersan

$500 and Monogram $250, and at this rate Frank Rummel
rattled them off with machine-like rapidity. The Dwyer
money and the money of the big Brooklyn bettors was

shoveled in as fast as Mr. Rummel could take it, but the

Western money was there for the green of the Corrigan stable,

and the faster "the backers of the mare set the pac6, the closer

they hung on
Meanwhile there was a great deal of private betting going

on, and at that species of wagering one leading bookmaker

alone is said to have lost $4,200,

The track was in excellent shape. In fact it was as fast as

lightning, and Mr. Claire, the superintendent of the track,

cannot be awarded too much credit for his cleverness and
industry in bringing it into such shape. AH day Saturday
and all yesterday he had men at work on it. The soft spots

were taken out, and fresh supplies of loam put in. Then
the whole was harrowed, scraped "and brush-harrowed until

it was as elastic as rubber and safe as a carpet

It was understood that Col. Simmons was to start the

horses. Mr. Corrigan, who has nn ineradicable enmity
against Mr. Caldwell, made as one of the stipulations to the

sweepstakes that Mr. Caldwell should not start. Mr. Cald-

well, sooner than break np the race, waived his right.

Shortly before the races began Mr. Sheridan appeared on the

track. He had just come from St. Louis, where he had been
engaged, and being at leisure until the Louisville meeting,

he had come on to see the big race. Mr. Phil Dwyer at once

approached Col. Simmons, and mentioning to him the fact

that Mr. Sheridan was present, said that all the parties pres-

ent would sooner have him occupy his usual position as pre-

siding judge than hold the flag, and that Mr. Sheridan would
be satisfactory to all parties. Mr. Sheridan consented to

serve, and under these circumstances Col. Simmons gave him
the flag.

After the second race Superintendent Claire got his rollers,

harrows, brushes and sprinklers to work on the track, and in

fifteen minutes it was a marvel of excellence. The first one
of the candidates to come out for his preliminary was Mono-
gram, with Fitzpatrick in the saddle. Mr. Pate had expected

that Duffy, who had piloted the horse in his two previous

races, would ride, but Mr. Haggin objected to the lad's riding

at Brighton Beach. In Fitzpatrick, however, Mr. Haggin
secured a substitute in every respect Duffy's equal. Next
came Bersan with the veteran Hayward in the saddle, and he

was cheered. Mr. Morris declared 5 lbs. overweight to have
him up. Now the Dwyer pair appeared on the backstretch,

Potter on Richmond and McLaughlin on Miss Woodford

.

The mare switched her tall in that peculiar manner so char-

acteristic of her, and the Brooklynites yelled themselves

hoarse over their champion.
Meanwhile Freeland had been undergoing his usual elab-

orate toilet in th6 paddock at Mr. Corrigan's own hands. It

was rumored that he had pulled up a trifle lame after a gallop

yesterday morning, but in his movements he certainly showed
no trace of it. Modesty also looked well, and the pair as they

went out for a warming-up gallop were vociferously

applauded.
At last the post bell rang and the six appeared at the post

without delay. There was one breakaway, during which
Bersan got off in front and ran nearly to the head of the

stretch. At the second attempt, however, Mr. Sheridan sent

them off to a capital start. Monogram was the first to show,

Kichmond second, Bersan third and the Corrigan pair last.

Kichmond at once started out on his mission to make the

pace for Miss Woodford, Bersan second, Monogram third, but

the Corrigan pair were not to be lured on, but lay behind.

Richmond did his work well, for the first quarter was run in

29J seconds, and the half in 49 seconds. In the next quarter

the pace slackened and Bersan got his neck in front, Mono-
gram third, Miss Woodford fourth. This quarter was run in

27 seconds. Seeing that Richmond had shot his bolt Mc-
Laughliin now sent Miss Woodford up. At the half-mile

pole Bersan led a half length, Miss Woodford second, Mono-
gram and Richmond dropping back. The instant McLaughlin
began to move Murphy and Blaylock did the same, and the

pace got hotter. At the far turn Miss Woodford led a half

length, Freeland second, a neck in front of Modesty. Miss

Woodford managed to add an additional quarter of a length

to her advantage before reaching the three-quarter pole,

that quarter being done in 26A seconds, but now Freeland,

steady and sure as fate, began to gain on her. At the head

of the stretch McLaughlin became alarmed and began to

apply his whip, but inch by inch the bald-faced son of Long-
fellow crept up to her. Noticing that Murphy still sat im-

movable as a statue, McLaughlin worked like a demon with

his whip; but Freeland was not to be denied, and swept by
her. Looking around he saw that he was even in danger of

being beaten by Modesty, but Blaylock, seeing that Freeland

was safe, did not ride out, and thus, under the whip, Miss

Woodford got second place and the $1,000 second money.

The time, 2:08, is very fast, only a quarter of a second

behind the best on record. In fact, a number of watches

made the time 2:07$. From the way Freeland finished, how-

ever, there is no doubt that he could have run in 2:07} had
it been necessary.

Volley upon volley of cheers greeted the winner when he

returned to the paddock. Rather an awkward scene occurred

then. A discharged rubber from the Dwyer stable stood near

where Frank McCabe, Miss Woodford's trainer, had taken

charge of the mare. The man cneered for Freelan<l and

Isaac Murphy, aud said something tauutingly, which

aroused McCabe'a ire. Reaching under the mare's head, he
truck at the man. The two clinched, and in an instant
they were rolling in the sand together, The dense crowd
about them did not give them elbow room enough to strike
each other, and in an instant they were separated. Poor
Frank McCabe, he was sadly chagrined at the defeat of the
mare.
Nor was McLaughlin much better off. He looked daggers

right and left as he returned to the weighing-room and gave
vacant stares when addressed. There are few jockeys that
can take a defeat with such ill grace as he. There was no
disgrace in being beaten. Both he and Miss Woodford did
their best and performed well but they met a superior horse
piloted by a first-class man.

Sept. \\—Agreed sweepstakes of 3500 each, play or pay, with $3,50
added. of which $1,000 to the second; weight for age, with Monogram
aUoweaolbs. and Bersan allowed 3 Idb. One mile and a quarter.
E. Corrigan's b g Freeland, 6, by Longfellow—Belle Knight, 115 lbs.

._.. _...._..._ _............ „ _.._ Mnrpby 1
Dwyer Bros. 's br m Miss Woodford, 5, by imp. Billel—Fancy Jane

115 lbs J. McLaughlin 2
E. Corrigan's chf Modesty, 4. by War Dance—Ballett, 115 lbs.Blaylock 3
B. C. Pate's be Monogram, 6,110 lbs _ Fitzpatrick
Dwyer Bros.'B be Richmond, 3,103 lbs _ P. Potter 3
Morris APatton's b c Bersan, 3, 105 (carried 110) Iba W. Hayward

Time, 208.
Pools; Dwver Bros.'s pair $1,100, Corrigan's pair $1,000, Bersan ?4c0.

Monogram $250. Mntnels paid Corrigan's stable $12.10, for a place
$8, Dwyers' stable for a place $7.95.

Trotters at St. Louis.

Entries to the trotting purses of the St. Louis Fair closed

on the 15th inBt. with the following candidates:

Monday, Oct. 5th—Purse $1,000; three-minute class.

Boxer. Euclid, Prince Edward, Royalmont, Dick Stauffer,

John W., Aileen.

Same Day—Purse $1,500; 2:30 class.

Pilot Bashaw, Harry C, Maggie L., Reference, Helen, First

Call, Gladys, Lizzie Wilkes, Endymon, Alpha, Little

Tommy, Kitty Kiibrine, Echo Chief, Cadmus, Hamil-
tonian, Woolly Jim.

Oct. 6th—Purse $1,500; 255 class.

Harry C, Fugue, Bertha, Endymon, Sister Wilkes, Victor,

Tom Alien, Sentry.

Oct. 7th—Purse $2,000; free for all pacers.

Fritz, Nettie Hoppin, Mike Wilkes, Billy S. (
Richball,

Jewett, New Hope.

Same Day—Purse $1,000;2:35 class.

Robb H., Chestnut Boy, Prince Edward, C. F. C.

Oct. 8th—Purse $2,500; free for all stallions.

Maxy Cobb, Epaulette, Phallas, Bonnie McGregor.

Oct. 9th—Purse $1,500; 250 class.

Albert France, Felix, Deck Wright, Belle F. (
Butterscotch,

Bonnie McGregor.

Same Day—Purse $1,000; 2:40 class.

Euclid, Prince Edward. Aquaries, Boyalmont, Dick Stauffer,

Brino, Jchn W., Hamdallah.

Oct. 10th—Purse $2,500; free for all.

Adelaide, Maxy Cobb, Phallas, Harry Wilkes, Mambrino,
Sparkle, Phyllis, Joe Davis.

» —

October 21, 1SS2, at Lexington, Ky., Monroe Chief was
driven by Budd Doble to beat 4:4SA, and he made a two-mile
record of 4:46. This stood as a best until Tuesday last. At
St. Paul, on the Fair Grounds track, Fanny Witherspoon
trotted two miles in 4:45, thus cutting down the record one
second for the distance. The four-mile racehorse blood in

the chestnut mare enabled her to carry the stride to victory.

Her sire, Almont, had so much action that he crossed well

with mares full of racing blood. We congratulate Commo-
dore Kittson and Dan Woodmansee on the triumph of Fanny
Witherspoon.— Turf, Field and Farm.

A queer race was trotted at the Driving Park in this city

on Thursday afternoon. It was to decide a bet of $100
against $25 that George Connor's Minnie B. could beat L.
W. Bay's Bichard L., mile heats, best three in rive, and stop
and turn around in each mile. She did it. In the first mile
she wheeled at the first turn, and in the other two at the

head of the stretch. The heats were trotted in 2.c0, 2:4$ and
2:48, and Bichard L. was close np at the finish.

—

Manchester
[N. H.) Mirrer.

_

Primero, Mr. Baldwin's crack two-year-old, by Grinstead,

dam Jennie B., died at Sheepshead Bay on the 15th, of lnng
fever, the result of a cold contracted on the journey fr

Chicago to Coney Island. This is the ti rat real miaforr

the Santa Anita stable has had this year.
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The Inaugural Meeting of the "Central "West-

ern New York Horse Breeders' Associa-

tion, with Blood and Breeding as their

Standard."

In January and February (1S85) an association was organ-

ized in tills western New York, embracing the five central

counties of Wayne, Ontario, Yates, Seneca and Cayuga, to be

known as the Central Western New York Horse Breeders'

Association, and for a standard in breeding adopted that of

blood, not to become antagonistic to the time standard

adopted by the Trotting Horse Breeders' Association; but

that the young breeders of these counties mi ^ht learn from

experience as well as comparative observation, whether the

intelligent breeders of the old countries of Europe were mis-

taken in their theory that blood and breeding was of pre-

importance in breeding the higher and better class of domes-

tic animals, Another reason for a blood standard vas that

with them the majority of time standard bred horses was a

great disappointment. Stallions standing through the coun-

try as standard bred and time standard bred had been doing

most of the stud business since the war; and all the time their

horses had been degenerating t^s coach horses, as road horses

and as work horses, once famous as such. At the last meet-

in" in March stake races were made for foals of 1SS4-S3-S2-S1-

80° to be trotted for the 2d. and 3d. of September upon
some track to be agreed upon. The Agricultural Fair

Grounds of Ontario county, at Canandaigua, contained the

National Association half-mile track, aud this was selected.

Many nominations were made, but as is the case, few, after a

little handling, encouraged the second and third payments.

The time standard bred colts when worked for speed failed to

show sufficient to warrant any outlay of money in develop-

ment, proving that although the time standard was on paper

the blood to trot and to stay was not in the colt. The days

of September 2d and 3d came, and it was expected that from

the hundreds of time standard bred horses, mares and colts

in these counties the presentations as competitors would be

very numerous. Only fifteen of the nomiuations put in an

appearance, and but fourteen made the last payment, pre-

pared to start. The stakes were divided into ten classes,

adding to those first named stallions, stallions fur 1SS2 and
under, 1SS0 and under, with free for all stallions, also a

pacing class. The first call was:
Stake No. 1, for foals of 1884 (yearlings).

C. E. Tuttle, of Canandaigua, names bay colt Alton, by
Saint Arnand.

Dr. J. W. Day, of Seneca county, names chestnut horse

colt Giddings' Patehen, by Seneca Patchen.

Alton was a bay, with strip in the face and two white hind

stockings. His sire was Mr. H. M. Little's Kentucky bred

brown stallion Saint Arnand, by Cuyler, by Eysdyk's Ham-
bletonian, dam by Mambrino Patchen. The dam of Alton

was by Wood's Hambletonian, by Alexander's Abdallah, by

Eysdyk's Hambletonian. Mr. Tuttle is a driver and handler

of nearly twenty years' experience, to whom Alton was a

credit, from condition and farnilinrity with track business.

Alton was inbred to Hambletonian.
Giddings' Patchen is a chestnut sorrel, with nigh hind

ankle white, also white on front of off hind ankle. The sire

was Seneca Patchen, by Geo. M. Patchen, by C. M. C, by
Henry Clay, dam by Mambrino Hambletonian, by Belt's

Mambrino Pilot.

At the call of the bell the two came to the wire, the stakes

were §32.50, distance half-mile, heats best two in three.

Giddings' Patchen drew the pole, leading strong in the two
heats and race, which he won. Time of first heat to quarter

was 1:03, the half and heat for Patchen, 2:02£. Second heat

to quarter 1:01, the half, heat and race to Patchen, 2:03. Now
in this first stake race we have a colt in Alton inbred to the

family upon which the time standard rule was founded, i. e.,

Eysdyk's Hambletonian or Abdallah. but he was easily beaten
by the Clay colt bred to a blood standard. Here let me im-
press it upon the reader that this writer and this association

have no prejudice againt time standard bred horses and colts,

but do feel that intelligence demands they, as breeders,

should know the blood influences in the horse which make a

time standard, as well as to know what blood makes the dif-

ference in the wool upon a sheep's back, or difference in the
milk of a cow, beef or a steer; and that while time standard
breeding may be well enough for some, that of blood with
breeding should take precedence as a rule in all breedings.
As in the above case, so every day gives instances wheTe blood
breeding upsets the time standard expectations. Quite re-

cently the Hon. Erastus Coming's stallion Sbawinut trotted

at Fleetwood, N. Y., for a record, getting one of 2:26. Now
Shawmut was by old Harry Clay, out of Heroine, by Eys-
dyk's Hambletonian, and time standard bearers will hoist the
flag with time standard to credit of Hambletonian, but is

such business right? Is it a credit to us as a nation of breed-
ers? Let me reason a bit. Heroine could not trot. Her
sire, Eysdyk's Hambletonian, could not trot, and gracious
knows, his sire old Abdallah, could not trot, where then does
the time standard begin to act in thisbranchof Shawmut, just
at the point where the non-standard name of Clay comes in.

Now for the hlood causein Shawmut. Harry Clay trotted, his
sire Neave's Clay trotted, the next sire Cassius M. Clay trot-

ted, and his sire Henry Clay trotted, the next Andrew Jack-
son trotted, whose sire Yonng Bashaw could trot, and his
sire was the imported Arabian, or blood cause. It seems to
me that the time standard wants to be hung up here, over
primitive blood; then if wc- need a time standard, let it be
the colors over pure blood that causes the time. This blood
of Grand Bashaw was simply reinforcing the kindred blood
from the Godolphiu Arabian in Messenger, as it struck the
dams of young Bashaw and his son Andrew Jackson to
Henry Clay. In Heroine we have a time standard bred
mare, very fashionable, yet none of her sires conld trot or
produced trot, but let me make the argument still more con-
clusive. Hetzel's Hambletonian was an own brother to Her-
oine, but he could not trot, although standard bred. Hewas
long in the stud in Orange county, where his get was a fail-

ure at trot. He went down into Virginia near Eichmond,
covering the best of mares there for years, until horsemen
were disgusted with him and his name, and yet, he was "time
standard bred." Then again, his t-m. Champion of Orange,
was bought by the wealthy breweis, McKechuie of Canan-
daigua, ab<mt 1S69 or 1870. and was put in the stud at $100,
getting the best mares of all that county. They were
Champions, Black Hawks, FoxhuutL-rs, with a few ''lays, but
his produce was such a failure, the stud fee dropped to 550,
then $35, then $25. and even at $15, no man wanted to use
him, for the blood merit was nat there to hold up the liuje

Btandard. Men don't like me to write this way, indeed,
some hate me for it, but I must write what I know to be
true, or not write a* all.

Slake No. 2, for foals of 1SS3; purse $90.
Tint heats were mile, best two in three. Two only m:idi_'

he third payment and came to the wire. Thut:

Mr. J. A. Hudson, of Cayuga county, named sorrel filly

Maud Hudson, by Champion Prince.

Dr. J. W.'Day, of Seneca county, named bay colt Sunrise

Patchen, by Seneca Patchen, by George M. Patchen.

The filly Maud Hudson was a good one, by Champion
Prince, by Scobey's Champion, dam also Champion. The
dam of Maud was by Lodi, by Andy Johnson, and his dam
was Champion.

Sunrise Patchen was two years old July 6th, 1885, (younger

than Maud), is a blood bay, by Seneca Patchen, by George M.
Patehen, by Cassius M. Clay, by Henry Clay, dam bred in

Maiue, and got by Young Winthrop Morrill. These two colts

were bred to blood, but are permitted some place under
time standard breeding, "verily the last shallbe first."

After three scorings, the word go was given to a good
start. Patchen got his stride quickly, but Maud was slow

in coming into hers, which resulted in a distance for the

filly, with difference in time to the wire of twenty-two sec-

onds, thus Sunrise Patchen won the heat and the race in the

first mile; time, 2:46. It was no disgrace for Maud to be dis-

tanced, for she never left her feet, and did show great Bpeed

was in her for another year.

Stake No. 3, for three-year-olds, foals of 1§82 and under;

purse, S70. Mile heats, best three in five.

Dr. J. W. Day entered Eex Patchen, by Seneca Patchen.
W. L. Smith named Whittaker Boy, by Tempest.
Now Dr. Day knew that Stakes No. 4, 5, 7 and S would be

wralk overs, and believing his three-year-old colt Eex Patchen

would distance Whittaker Boy, proposed to draw him from
this three-year-old stake (his class) and chance him in the

five-year-old class, which otherwise was to be a walk over for

the Hambletonian Ellery. The proposition met with ap-

proval of directors, and delighted the owner and driver of the

Hambletonian horse Ellery. Thus Whittaker Boy came to the

wire alone for a walk over. He is a big, dark bay, fine colt.

Was driven with excellent judgment, by W. B. Eeamer, the

horse breaker and handler, of Canandaigua. I have known
Eeamer since a little boy as truthful and careful, qf good
judgment aud excellent principle.

Whittaker was timed thequarterin 1:06, half in2:10, three-

quarters in 3:10, and mile in 4:11. This colt represented the

Eoyal George family, and I admire the courage of Mr. Smith,

that haviug made his nomination, he paid promptly his in-

stallments, bringing his nomination to the wire at bell call.

I presume Eoyal George is "time standard," but do not know,
as all my mind is directed at the blood merit. The amount
of purse was §70, which Mr. Smith deserved for his man-
hood.

Stake No. 4, for foals of 1881 or under; purse, $37.50.

Mr. G. W. Howland, of Cayuga county, named bay mare
M;>y Williams.

It was a walk over. Shfcis a fine bay mare, with sharp hip-,

indicating a nervous, resolute disposition. Her sire was
Champion Prince. She walked over for the purse, then
gave an exhibition mile of great speed.

Stake No. 5, for foals of 1SS0 and under; purse S85.
Dr. J. W. Day named chestnut mare Fleety Patchen, by

Seneca Patchen.
D. A. Johnson named Elda B., bay mare, by Wood's Ham-

bletonian.

Only Fleety came to the wire, which made a walk over for

Fleety; but the Dr. told his young man, Mr. Cook, to let her
go some, so she trotted the mile in 2:43, the last quarter a

2:25 clip. This mare was by Seneca Patchen, by Geo. M.
Patchen, by Col. Clay, by Henry Clay, dam by Andy John-
son, by Henry Clay, an inbred Clay.

Stake No. 6 was abandoned.
Stake No. 7, for stallion foals of 1SS2, purse S30.
Dr. J W. Day named Sunrise Patchen.
As it was to be a walkover, Dr. Day, desiring to make it

interesting, drove in his old Arabian bred mare Spot, hitched
to a road wagon by the side of the colt, his Mr. Cook being
behind the colt Sunrise to harness. They came down three
times in scoring, the Dr. on a run, as his mare could run as

well as trot, possessing the twin instinct of the Arab, run
or trot, also added the amble and pace. The third attenmt got
the word; Sunrise was timed to the quarter in -A2X, half 1:21,

three-quarters in 2:02, the mile and heat in 2:43, being the
fastest time recorded to any two-year-old colt in the State of

New York or New England to date, for stake or money; and
this colt (as were all the Clays) was bred to "blood standard."

Stake No S, stallion foals of 1SS0, five years old and
under; purse $60.

C. L. Van Auken names bay horse Ellery, by Artemas, by
Eysdyk's Hambletonian.

Dr. J. W. Day names bay colt Eex Patchen, by Seneca
Patchen, by Geo. M. Patchen.
The horse Ellery is a tine bay, well grown and well cared

for. His sire, Artemas, by Eysdyk's Hambletonian, out of

Dolly Mills, the famous Orange county brood mare, by Old
American Star, should make him a producer; but he has not
proved so, although "time standard bred" to the highest
pitch. Steve Southerland, the famous western New York
trainer and driver, had handled and fitted Ellery for all there

was in him. I examined Ellery in his box several times,

also at work, and believed Dr. Day's coufidence in Clay
blood was even greater than mine, to put his three-year-old

in this class; no horse was ever brought to the wire in better

shape than Steve Southerland brought Ellery. What was
more, Southerland had confidence in him, for he told Dr.
Day he should distance him the first heat, requesting that
the distance flag be in its place in a good man's hands. This
purse was for $60.
The horses being called up, Eex Patchen drew the pole to

his disadvantage, as he is a long stridor for the sharp turns
upon a half-mile track. However, at the third attempt they
got away in good shape, Eex Patchen taking the lead after

the turn, winning the heat easily in 2:52. The second heat
was won by the Clay colt in 2:50, and the third he won with
still more ease in 2:4S, very much to the chagrin of Mr.
Southerland, who had promised to distance Eex Patchen the
first heal or givo him a "horse race," neither of which could
he do with the time standard Ellery. Mr. Smith Feek,
brother of the veteran driver A. J. Feek, lives at Shelps, near
Geneva, and stood Artemas when he got Ellery, the best of

all his get. So the triumph of the Dr.'s plebinu Clay bred
colt hurt prejudice pretty bad, and time standard breeding
in particular.

Stake No. 9, was free for all stallions; purse $140; a regular
family jamboree of standard bred Hambletoniaus. Mile
heats, best three in five. Thus:

11. M. Little, ot Macedon, Wayne county, entered brown
horse St. Arnand.
W. L. Edwards, of Seneca county, entered the bay horse

Schuyler.
Mr. David Hudson entered the bay horse Eysdyk Prince.
St. Arnand is a Kentucky bred horso by Cuyler, by Eys-

dyk's Hambletonian, out of a mare by Mambrino Patchen;
and has been advertised about this country since four years
old as nble to beat 2:25, and a time standard horse nine past,

Eysdyk l'nncc is a bay horse, standard bred, by Win, M.

Eysdyk, by Eysdyk's Hambletonian, dam Champion, second
dam Gondola, by Eysdyk's Hambletonian.

Schuyler was by Seneca Chief, by Eysdyk's Hambletonian,
dam Star, second dam Champion. The Star and Champion
blood should make anything trot, so Schuyler did get a
record of 2:26], but where are his trotters, now thirteen years
old himself?

After ten attempts they got away, Schuyler at the pole.
The quarters were AQ\, 1:18}, 1:56}; mile 2:36], won by
Schuyler, Eysdyk Prince second, Arnand third.

Second heat, ten scorings. Schuyler to quarter in :37i,

1:16J, 1:56; heats and race to Schuyler in 2:36, St. Arnand
doing considerable running, managed to run ever the score
for second place, the Prince trotting the heat square in
about 2:45, outfooting St. Arnand.
The third heat Schuyler won in 2:34i, Arnand and

Eysdyk Prince being out of the race. As Arnand did
more running than trotting, he was timed independent
of the others, running in in 2:40, which for a 2:25
standard bred horse, gave a very bad impression; still

the judges were not there for difficulties, and awarded
Saint Arnand second, which broke the heart of the driver
of Eysdyk Prince, who came into the stand full of grief at

the unjust award; said that Saint Arnand run most of the
time, while his horse trotted. The judges pacified him, say-

ing it was a family quarrel among "standard bred horses,"
and as Clay had made no complaints, certainly the Hamble-
tonian family did not want to become conspicuous by a quar-
rel among themselves. The driver and owner shut and
retired. Before going, this driver was given the best time,

of Saint Arnand, including his runs, as 2:40, and they heard
threats that he should get into a race some time where run-
ning would not be allowed when somebody's horse would be
distanced the first heat!

Stake No. 10, for pacers; purse §30, foals of 18S0.
Mr. J. A.Hudson, of Cayuga, named Bismark, by Champion

Prince.
This was a fine bay gelding, 16} hands high, a good match

in color and build for Gossip Jr. As there was but one entry,
he was easily got away, pacing under a pull a very fast mile.
This horse, Bismark, should be heard from, he is but five years
old, and a superior horse.

In closing, let me leave a question for thinkers. The two-
year-old Clay colt, Sunrise Patchen, is very fast for his age;
a beautiful, game-going colt, impressing one as a five or six-

year-old. He wears no boots or mechanical outfit. In his
breeding we find no Abdallah or time standard advertisement,
and yet he is a remarkable natural trotter, loving it; with all,

his joints being perfection for soundness, and with cannon
bones, clean and firm as Hint, evidences of Clay blood without
Abdallah. Eex Patchen, by the same sire, Seneca Patchen,
is more than a year the oldest, but the two-year-old Sunrise
can distance Eex. Again, Eex Patchen has the Abdallah
hock, which is inclined to be soft; indeed, would be called badly
curbed by many. In trotting, he was booted from the feet

to the elbows in front, and from the feet to the hocks behind.
Sunrise has a beautiful square head, with fine muscle and
thin lips, as have all well-bred Clays; on the other hand, Eex
Patchen has the big head of the Hambletonian family, Eoman
nose, with thick lips, also long, coarse ears peculiar to Ham-
bletoniaus or Abdallah; and yet his sire was the same, Seneca
Patchen. I will explain that the dam of Eex Patchen was
by Seneca Chief, by Eysdyk's Hambletonian, hence the head,
the muzzle, the lips, the ear, the boots and the lack of speed.
In this horse the time standard of Hambletonian in the dam
disfigures the horse, boots him up, and diminishes the speed
which diluted Clay gives him. Dr. Day may not like my
opinions, for all of his colts are for sale at a price, and no
disparagements are desired. However, as prejudice cares
little for my hard facts, they willnothurtKexPatcheu, which
as a three-year-old could have distanced the Hambletonian
Ellery in a fifth heat. Speaking of fifth heats, my little Clay
horse Spink trotted this same track in a race a few years
since, winning the fifth heat in 2:26, also the race, every heat
of which was inside of 2:30, and yet neither one of these
time standard bred Hambletoniaus could begin to reach 2:30,

although Saint Arnand had been at our Eochester track for

over two months fitting for the event. The meeting had not
been advertised as it should have been, hence the numbers
on the first day were limited; but the second day brought a
good gathering, so that as an inaugural meeting it was a suc-
cess. The blood aud breeding standard of this association
is bound to show good future results. That Clay blood has
been most unjustly aud unreasonably denounced was dem-
onstrated even to the most prejudiced minds. That Dr. Day,
with his four Clay entries, should win each race in straight
heats was remarkable to such as did not know the merit of

well-bred aud well-handled Clay blood. That his two-year-
old should trot faster than matured time standard bred Ham-
bletonian stallions was provoking; that his three-year-old
should challenge a five-year-old time standard bred Hamble-
tonian and beat him, was vexing; but it proved the blood
merit of Clay as superior to time standard breeding. The
judges were Mr. A. S. Newman, Vice-President; U. E. Bos-
well, Director; Eoswell C. Lee; Starter, Mr. A. S. New-
man; Timers, Boswell, Huntington and Eich; Secretary of

the Association, D. L. Ease. A vote of thanks was passed to

the Ontario County Agricultural Society for gratuitous use
of their beautiful grounds, with hay, straw aud grain free.

The association also accorded to ex-Sheriff Boswell, pro-

prietor of Canandaigua's famous hotel, the Webster House,
for the comfort of his rooms, the abuudance of his table,

with all the courtesies a first-class landlord knows how to

deal out to his patrons and the tired stranger, a warm vote of

thanks. As Starter Mr. Newman, although a merchaut, is

au old hand at the bell cord, where his judgment is quick,
clear and decided; and with him honor is so thoroughly
engrafted his word becomes law, to which all yield satisfied.

Trulv yours, E. Huntingtox.
BociiiiSTER, N. Y. Sept. 5th, 1885.

Mr. Patrick Sheedy is a hero of the turf. An tinregeuer-

ate rabble calls him Pat. He was a bootblack aud stable boy
not so many years ago in Hartford. He is one of the prides
of Chicago now. He has a quarter of a million dollars, and
tells a friend in confidence that he expects to be in Congress
before 1S90 dawns. Mr. Patrick Sheedy is "doing" the
Eastern circuit of races this Summer, and is credited with
having made a good many thousand dollars since his arrival

at New York a couplo of months ago. It has been said that
Mr. Vanderbilt had o multitude of orl'eis for Maud S. before

be consented to send her over to Mr. Bonner's stables. One
of thnne offers came from Pat Sheedy, and it is hardh likely

that any other was so liberal, for, according to Mr. sheedy
himself, his pio^osition read like this: "Just nam*' your
price for the mare, and I'll send you a check, even it is a
hundred thousand dollars." "I guess Vanderbilt was out of
town when my letter arrived," says Mr. Sheedy, "and some
blanked private secretary tore it up: anyhow, the old man
never sent mo any reply."—N. Y. Times.
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The State Fair.

Sept. 17th—It was estimated that the largest number of

visitors ever seen on the fair ground were assembled there

Thursday, the main attractions being the stock parade in the

morning and a full programme for the afternoon's sport. The
various committees on awards were busy in every class, and

a number of prizes were distributed, chiefly among the stock

and the horses entered for eompetion. The opinion still

prevails that we have here the finest display of cattle ever

seen in this State, and from gentlemen who are visiting this

Coast are heard the remarks that the exhibition is first-class,

both in variety and excellence, and could scarcely be sur-

passed by any of the fairs beyond the Eocky Mountains.
The horses were first called upon for the postponed pacing

race, in which Ackerman and Nevada had both secured two

heats and a dead heat, while Pocahontas had one to her

credit. Ackerman was still the favorite, at $40 to §30 for

the two others, and he justified the good judgment of his

backers by winning a close heat by half a length from Nevada,

in 2:27, Pocahontas destroying her chances by a couple of

bad breaks. This was the biggest betting race of the season,

and among sporting men endless were the discussions about

its merits.

Sept. 16thand 17th—Special Pacing; purse S300.

Fred Ackerman, bg.bv Washington, dam by John Nel-
son—J. T. ilclutosh 2 110 2 1

Nevada, bs. bv Gen. Reno—W.B. Todhunter 12 2 3 2

Pocahontas, Ch m, bv Washington—S. C. Tryon 3 3 3 3 13
Time, 2:26^, 2:25K, 2:27K,2:27#, 2:27^,2:27.

Then came up for decision the great purse of $1,200, for

the 2 :27 class, for which Antevolo and La Grange were at

first prominent favorites, but toward the close they brought

$50 and $40 respectively, with $30 for Thapsin and $60 for

the field, in which were Dawn, Marin, Olivette and Scandi-

navian. The result showed how absurdly the guessing talent

was at fault, as neither of the three favorites obtained a heat,

and the whole battle was fought out by two field horses

whose spted and endurance had either been under estimated

or overlooked. The judges fined every driver for not being in

line on time, which had the salutary effect of bringing them
into order.

First heat—When the bell tapped Olivette was well under

way at the pole and she quickly assumed the lead, but La
Grange passed her at the half-mile post in 1:12}. The mare,

however, was steady and fast, and she bested La Grange at

the finish, in 2:26], Marin third, Antevolo fourth, Thapsin

fifth, Scandinavian sixth and Dawn distanced.

Second heat—There was now a rush on Olivette, carrying

her to $240, with Thapsin §106, La Grange $90, and the

field a like amount. Olivette made a still more brilliant show-

ing in the second heat, as she had opened out a gap of three

lengths from both Thapsin and La Grange at the half mile in

1:12}, and she held her own to the wire, by nearly two

lengths from Thapsin, in 2:24, while La Grange resigned

third position, on a break, to Marin, Scandinavian fifth and

Antevolo last.

Third heat—Antevolo did not show to advantage daring

the race save in the final heat, as he appeared still to suffer

from the severe climatic changes between the bay and

the Sacramento tracks. It really looked as if Mr. Dietz's

mare was bound to score a large winning, but the fielders

plucked up enough courage to bet $75 on Thapsin and $70

on the field against Olivette's chances. The mare again got

off nicely aud reached the half at an easy gait in 1:13, and as

ThaDsin and then La Grange had been indulging in a run

her success appeared assured, when all at once Marin, under

Orriu Hickok's guidance, was seen to move up and challenge

the mare to a test of her quality. There were few on those

grounds to-day who will not remember that close and excit-

ing finish in which Marin wrested victory from the mare in

the last strides by the shortest of heads in 2:27], La Grange,

Thapsin, Antevolo and Scandinavian coming in as mentioned.

Fourth heat—The talent remembered the tine showiugmade

by Marin at the Bay District in his race with Ruby, and they

knew that since then he had been ailing, but he had evi-

dently recovered his form, and there was a rush to get in,

carrying him to $200, against $100 for Olivette and $60 for

the held. The fourth heat was closely contested 'from start

to finish, Olivette trotting in a steady manner, and having in

the homestretch a slight lead, with Thapsin, Antevolo and

La Grange close up, and she seemed to hold them all safe,

when, on passing the distance-pole, Marin came in with a

rush in a do-or-die style, and keeping on his feet he again

wrested from the mare by a short head her well-earned spoils,

Thapsin third, Antevolo fourth La Grange fifth and Scandi-

navian sixth. The half-mile was made in 1:12}, and the mile

in2:27-V-

Fifth heat—It was evidently Marin's day, and he brought

$170 against $40 for Olivette, and S20 for the field. Marin

carried* Olivette to a skip in the first turn, hut the mare

quickly rallied to her gait and was left alone to battle for the

fielders, Antevolo being balked twice by Thapsin in his en-

deavors to get through, and as the mare was again off her

feet at the drawgate, Marin won his hard-fought battle in

2f24}- the half-mile having been made in 1:12}, Olivette tak-

ing second, Thapsin third and La Grange fourth money. The

heavy investments on this event prove that there is plenty of

cash around to wager on a square, well-contested race.

Sept. 17th—Pnrseei,20fl;2:27class.
Marin, b h, by Quinn's Patcben, dam by Emigrant—P. Parrel

Olivette"brm. by Whipple's H*iui.i-U>iuan—A. C.Dietz 1 12 2 2

Thapsin'.blkg.M-Berliu-WF.smith 5 2 4 3 4

LabranKe blK k. bv Snltan—L. J. Rose I 4 3 5 5

Antevolo brc, by Electioneer—J. C. ^impaoD i 6 5 4 3

Scandinavian, blk e, by Black Hawk, J r.-P. Johnson 6 5 6 6 6

Tlawn Che, by Nutwood— J. A. Goldsmith oia""
' • ' Time, 2:26X.2:21,2:27JS,2:27X,2:M>S.

For the two-year-old pnrse of 81,000 Alcazar was favorite,

and he won in straight heats in 2:31J and 2:29}, Transit being

second and Senator third in each heat. In the final mile

Alcazar lost a great dealof gronnd bya bad break, but still he

won in the fastest time ever made by a two-year-old in a race.

same Tiftv—Purse Sl.nf^j: two year-olds.

Alca^ar.b c, by lultan:dam
y
ilinnehaha, by Bald Chief-L. J

Tnf^t
6

,
t.^y'pircTricitr iani-vsrur v., Oil J;,xt,v->f T: omey r

: %

Senator be, by EehoTdam Vixen, by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr.-Rancho
llelllaso

T5SS;a3£gVSas£

Then came the free-for-all pacing race for a purse of $1,200,

in which Maud was sold at $100, against $35 for Killarney

and $15 for the field, in which were Prince, Shaker, Acker-

man and Fairmount.

In the first heat the fielders had a very poor showing, as

Maud and Prince had all the sDeeding to themselves, the

former winning by a length in 2:20, Shaker just saving his

distance, while Ackerman, Killarney and Fairmount were

shut out', owing to some wretched breaks.

Maud took the next heat by a length from Shaker, it being

the turn of Prince to be distanced, and now it seemed such a

foregone conclusion for the mare that many visitors left for

Maud, however, was tiring, and could not be kept to her

gait, so Shaker took the two succeeding heats, amid great

excitement, in 227J- and 2:27^, when darkness necessitated a
postponement.

Sept. ISth—The park was crowded both morning and after-

noon, the grand stand even furnishing inadequate accommo-
dation for those who were eager to witness the ladies' tourna-
ment and the races. For the display of skill and grace in

horsemanship, the awards were made by the judges in the
following order: Miss Nellie Ryan, first, Mrs. Gannon, sec-

ond; Mrs. Depue, third, Miss Belle Ellis, fourth; Miss Has-
kell, fifth; Miss Cooper, sixth; Mrs. Bates, the seventh prize.

In the afternoon the first event on the card was the unfin-
ished pacing race that lay between Maud and Shaker, each
having two heats. Maud was the favorite, and won easily

the heat and race in 2-:2i.

.

Sept. 17th and ISth— Purse $1,200; free for all pacers.
Maud, bm.by Bertram! Black Hawk, dam by Hamilton

Chief—H. J. Agnew _ l 12 2 1

Shaker.bg, unknown—N. M. Fay 3 2 112
Prince.br g, bv Missouri Chief—S. C. Tryon 2 dia
Killarney. br s, by BI;tck Ralph— P. Fitzgerald dia
Fairmount. brg, by Niagara—J. O. Gibeau dis
Fred Ackerman. b g.by Washington—J . T. Mcintosh dis

Time. 2:20, 2:22,4, 2:27)4,2:27 V, 2:2I>£.

The remainder of the programme was devoted to running,
and the investments ran high on each of the events.

First came the California Derby, a mile and a half, for

three-year-olds, $50, play or pay, with $300 added, of which
$100 went to the second horse. There were twelve sub-
scribers, but it was reduced to a one-sided match between
Ned Cook and Mamie T., the former selling for $100 against
$20 for the mare. Ned Cook made the running, and was
never headed, winning an easy race in 2:40f.

Sept. 18th—The California Derby Stakes, for three-year-olds; -?50

each, p. p.; -9300 added; second horse £100; third $50. One mile and a
half. Twelve nominations.
T. Delaney's ch c Ned Cook, by Flood, dam Plane tia, 118 lbs 1
G. Pacheco's ch f Mamie T., by Wheatler, dam by Lodi, 115 lbs 2

Time, 2:40?.

Next came the Palo Alto Stake for two-year-olds, $50 each,
half forfeit, with $250 added. Mr. Judson's entries, Fedora
and Patti, were made first choice at $50, the latter filly being
penalized five points. Then Moonlight brought $35 and Eda
$8. On the drop of the flag Eda took up the running, but
Moonlight, under an easy pull, passed her on the last turn
and won cleverly in 1:45', Patti being second and Fedora
third.

Same Day—The Palo Alto Stakes for two-year-olds; 550 each; 325
forfeit: $250 added; £100 to second; third u> save stake. Winner of
So. 4 or 13 penalized five pounds, of bolh ten pounds. One mile.
Six nominations.
Kelly i Lynch's b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight, 107

lbs 1

H. J. Judson's b f Patti, by Wildidle. dam Nettie Brown, 112 (includ-
ing 5 lbs. penalty) 2

H. C. Hudson's blk f Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Clare, 107 Its... 3

Garland & Goldsmith's ch f Eda, by Hock-Hocking, dam Eva Coombs
107 lbs

Time, 1:451.

Then came the Shaffer Stake, a mile and a quarter, for

three-year-olds, $50 each, with $300 added. Arthur H.
brought $ 150, Billy Ayres $30, they both carrying five

pounds penalty, while Ichi Ban brought $5. It was a pretty

race from start to finish, all being well up as they approached
the grand stand, when Arthur H. had Billy Ayres beaten,

but Ichi Ban came with a rush and secured a dead heat in

2:11. The owners decided to run it off after the final race of

the day, when Arthur H., as still the favorite, failed to

respond to his jockey's efforts when a hundred yards from
home, and Ichi Ban thus pulled off the long odds in 2:11.},

amid great cheering from the fielders.

Same Day—The Shatter Slakes; for three-year-olcts: $50 each; £25 for-
feit: ?3<w added; -?100 to secoiul, $50 to third. Winner of No. 5 or 2 i pen-
alized five pounds, of both ten pounds. One mile and a quarter. Six
nominations.
W. M. Ayre's gg Ichi Ban, by Joe Hooker,dam Queen, 115 lbs 1

Kelly A Lvnch's be Arthur H., by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of the
Mist, 1.13 lbs i including 5 lbs. pen.) 2

W. M. Jlurrv's b c Billy Ayres, by Shannon, dam Lady Clare, 1231bs,
(.including 5 lbs. pen.) -. 3

Time,2:ll,2:ll^.

Then came the great event of the day, the Nighthawk
Stakes, for all ages, $50 each, with $300 added, at which
John A. at first sold a great favorite, but towards the close

there were some heavy commissions sent in on Beaconsfield,

who sold at $150, against $160 for John A. and $40 for Estill.

All three horses appeared to be wild and unmanageable, and
for more than three-quarters of an hour they were cavorting

around each end of the quarterstretch, much to the disgust

of the starter. At last he succeeded in getting them together,

and at the drop of the flag Beaconsfield went to the fore, with
Estill in close company, and on the baekstretch John A.

moved up to the leaders, and a slashing race resulted in

Beaconsfield's favor by two lengths from Estill, he being the

same distance in front of John A. The issue was a sore dis-

appointment to the the backers of the latter horse, many of

whom tore up their pool tickets, when, to their amazement
and delight, the announcement was made fram the judges'

stand tnatBeaconsfielcl was two pounds and Estill one pound
and a half under weight, while the jockey of John A. could

scale within a pound of his proper impost, so that horse

must be awarded the race under the rules. Naturally, to

many who had pinned their faith on Beaconsfield, this was
indeed a bitter disappointment, and many disinterested

amateurs expressed the regret that John A. 's rider was not

also under the rule of weights, so that the race would be void

and the pools declared off.

Same
J300add~...
stake to be named after the winner, if Nighthawk's time U:4-.j is

beaten. One mile. Bight nominations.

H C Judson's blk h John A., 1, by Monday, dam Lady Clare, IIS lbs.. 1

Garland £ Goldsmith's l> h Beaconsfield, 4, by Hock-Hocking, dam
Aileen Allannah. II* lbs 2

W. M. Murry'sch c Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 10* lbs 3

[Note—BeaconBfield's time was 1:12, but as both first and second
horses were disqualified there is no official time of the race.;

The free purse of a mile and a sixteenth and repeat was
won easily by Constellation in straight heats in 1:53£ and

1:57^. Dave Douglas being second and Johnnie Grey third.

Same Day—Free puree S350, for all ages; $50 to second. Heats of

one mile and a sixteenth.

Geo. Howson's b f Constellation, 3, by St. George, dam Pianette,

101 lbs.. " 1

G. W. Trabera's b c Dave Douglas, 3, by Leinster, dam Lily Simp-

son, 1M lbs 2

B P. Hill's g g Johnnie Gray, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margery, 110

lbs '---

Time, 1:83$, 1:57*,

For the final race, a free purse of $250, forallages, Dehmey
was a great favorite, aud he carried off the spoils in 1 :36J,

Garfield being second, Joe Chamberlin third, Bessie fourth

and Jim Long Last. This brought a good day's racing to a

conclusion.
Same Day—Free handicap parse S250, for all ages; $50 to second.

One mile.
F. Depoyster's b g Delaney, aged, pedigree unknown, 105 lbs J

H. stovi'r's br g Garfield, aged, by Longford, dam by Lodi, IIS lbs.
. . 2

T. Hazlett's ch g Joe Chamberlain, 4, by Rifleman, dam by Norfolk,

105 lbs 3
Wjn Boot's b m Bessie, aged, by imp. Hercules, dam unknown, 90

lbs °

S C. Tryon's b g Jim Long, 3, by Shannon, dam Florence Ander-
son, 02 lbs •

Time, l.iJi,

ne Day—The Nighthawk Stakes, for all ages: 350 each; $15 forfeit*
ddeil: *I00 to second; $50 to third: $20o;adilitional if 1 ill '. is beaten:

4 4

12 1

2 12
3 i dis
4 3 r,i

Sept. 19th—Tne weather was hot; that is, it was hot for
those who are accustomed to the more genial climate of lands
contiguous to the bay. The morning was beautiful, aud
when the animals were called out for the parade even those
of ultra hypercritical tendencies could not find fault. It was
a grand parade in the way of bovines. No such display had
ever been seen in California, but in horses there was a falling
off, especially in thoroughbreds. Visitors from Eastern
States, with fervid recollections of the doings of California
horses this and previous seasons, were somewhat dumb-
founded to see only two sires in the show, and two mares
with any claims to distinction. Trotting and road horses
made a better showing, but these were not up to the stand-
ard of previous years. Draught horses made a better display,
and cattle made a show such as is seldom seen.
There was a good deal of excitement when the trotters

were called. The first race on the bill was the 2:23 class,
and in this Sister was barred. Her driver, however, had
another which was eligible in Anteeo, and Le was the fav-
orite with the speculators. The rates before the start were
$50 on him to $-40 on Marin, and S10 on Magdallah and La
Grange coupled. Not much time was wasted in scoring for
the fiist heat, and when the signal was given Marin, who
had the inside position, had a little the best of the start.
This advantage he retained all through the mile, never losing
the lead, and winning with somethiug to snare in 2:26V,
Magdallah second, Isa Grange third, Anteeo last.

The result of this heat did not change the betting, Anteeo
being still the favorite. Magdallah had a trifle the best of
the start, leading to the quarter pole in 36 seconds, Anteeo a
couple of lengths behind. At the half mile, in 1:12, Anteeo
was a little closer, aud coming down the homestretch it

seemed as though he had a chance for the heat. A break at
the seven furlongs lost him that chance, and Magdallah won
in 2:24, Marin third, La Grange fourth.

Marin was installed favorite at $40 to $30 on Anteeo and

S23 on the others. Anteeo won the heat, however, in 2:22$,
Magdallah second, Marin third and La Grange fourth.
The fourth heat was a very close contest between Magdal-

lah and Anteeo, the former winning in 2:29.1, Marin third
ani La Grange fourth.
The fifth heat was also a close contest between Magdallah

and Anteeo, the horse beating h&r in the home run, when it

seemed that Magdallah had it all her own way. Time, 2:27.1.

La Grange third, Marin fourth.

Anteeo was not an established favorite, but justified the
opinion of his backers by winning the sixth heat in 2:25|,
with Magdallah second, and Marin distanced.

Sept. 19tb—Purse $1,200; 2:23 class.
Anteeo. b s, by Electioneer, dam Columbine—J. A.

Goldsmith 4
M&gdallab. ch m, by Primus—J. "W. Donatban 2
Marin, b s.by Quinn's Patchen—P. Farrell 1

La Grange, blk g, by Sultan—L. J. Rose 3
Time, 2:26i, 2:24, 2:23h, 2:29$, 2:27*, 2:25j.

The 2:30 race was trotted between the heats of the 2:23
class. The starters were May Boy, Blacksmith, Ruby and
Menlo. The latter was the favorite in the pools, though the
big young mare from Sunuy Slope proved that the favoritism
was misplaced, as she won in straight heats without being
called upon. The time of the heats was 2:22, 22U, 2:21.

Same Day—Purse $1,200; 2:30 class.
Ruby, b m, by Sultan, dam bv Hambletonian—L. J. Rose 1 1 l
Slav Bov, b s, bv Whipple's Hambletonian—John McConnell 2 2 2
Mehlo.bs, by Nutwood— P. Farrell _ 3 3 3
Blacksmith, blk s, by Champion Knox—J. J. Cozart 4 dis.

Time, 2:22,2:21^, 2;21.

The third race on the programme was the 2:20 class. It

was thought to be virtually a walkover for Arab. He was so
much the favorite that he was barred in the pools, and then
for second place or better Guy Wilkes would bring $S0,
Manon $40 and Adair $20. It not only proved the most
exciting trotting race of the fair, but also the fastest. Up to

that time it seemed as though the time of the four-year-old
race was not to be beaten. This, however, was a mistake, as
Arab won the first heat in 2:20, the second in 2:19^, and then
Guy Wilkes won the third in 2:1SA and the fourth in 2:21}.
The shadows were falling dense as the horses flitted around
the track on the fourth heat and it was evident that after the
twenty minutes allowance, darkness would put a stop to a
further contest. Therefore the finish was postponed until
Monday at 10 a. m. ___
On Monday Guy Wilkes won the final heat by four lengths,

in 2:19.
Same Day"—Purse 31,500; 2:20class.

Guv Wilkes, b h, bv George Wilkes, dam Lady Bunker—J. W.
Donathan 3 2 111

Arab, b g, by Arthurton-O. A. Hickok 1 12 2 4
Manon, b m.by Nutwood—J. A.Goldsmith. 4 3 4 3 2
Adair, b g, by Electioneer—W. F. Smith 2 4 3 4 3

Time, 2:20.2:10} ;, 2:18J . 2:21^.2:19.
•Fifth heat trolted sept. 2]st.

Same Dav— Match $200 a side: owners to drive. Mile heats,
Kate Bender, blk m—J. R. Hodsou „ l l
C. H.C.b.kg-H. C. Corey 2 2

Tim- . J:l- ... J; II ..

National Horse Show premium lists are now being issued
for the third annual show of horses, ponies, mules and don-
keys, to be given by the Association at Madison Square Gar-
dens, Nov. 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th. The success of the
show last year, aud the new features of the present pro-
gramme, give promise of a remarkable exhibition. The
regular prize-list has been increased, and a number of special
prizes have been offered. A new departure is made by the
Association in offering prizes for the best and second best of

a long list of carriages and sleighs, harness, saddlery, horse-
clothing, robes, etc. The hall over the Madison avenue en-
trance is to be utilized for the purpose of this special exhibit.

Badges of admission are to be given to exhibitors. The old
rule which prohibited the same animal from being entered in
more than one class, and the rule making the charge of five

per cent, on all sales effected during the show have been
stricken out.

The Directors of the Association at a recent mee'dng de-
cided to reduce the price of admission. The prize list, which
amounts to nearly $19,000, comprises 119 regular classes for

horses, ponies, mules and donkeys. The Executive Com-
mittee in charge of the show will be the same as last year,

namely: Mr. John G. Heckscher, Vice-President of the Asso-
ciation; Mr. H. H. Hollister, Treasurer; W. F. Wharton,
Secretary; John D. Cheever and H. T. Nicholas, with Walt.
T. Dunnell as their Assistant Manager. Premium-lists can
be obtained at the offices of the Association, 48 Broad street,

New York.

Parole's reappearance at Sheepshead Bay, last week, after

an absence of two years, was the occasion of a Great popular
ovation. Parole looked quite high in flesh. His change of
color, too, was the snbjfict of general remark. From a brown
he has become quite a bay. But most horses become lighter

in their coat with age. Ten years ago Parole was almost
black; two years ago he was a "burnt brown."

Eva, the California-bred mare, ruptured a blood-vessel in
her head at Springfield, and was distanced in the 2:23

The total amount of mouey won at the two Barafc

ingswfts $124,265.
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Blank indicates open
Star (*) indicates close

Quail
Partridge
Rail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer..
Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

The refinement shown in the style and finish of recently

made shotguns is gratifying. Excellent taste is displayed in

modeling them, in proportioning frames to barrels and stocks,

and in general ornamentation. The rather loud work which
characterized the guns of a few years ago? and is still seen upon
some of those made in France and Belgium, has about gone
from English and American handiwork. Whether this is the

result of demands upon the part of buyers, or because gun-

making has ceased to be confined to those ignorant of every-

thing but how to make a shooting-iron, is an open question.

It is probable both forces have operated to make the modern
breech-loader the thing of beauty that it is.

It seems strange that no precise rules should have been yet

established by which the precise balance of guns of different

lengths and weights might be ascertained. One would think

that for, say a 10-bore of 30-inch barrels and 10 pounds
weight, having a 14-inch stock, it should be possible to de-

termine the best possible balance within very narrow limits.

There must be a certain form in which barrels* should be
ground to secure the best results in shooting, and it is hard
to understand why every pair of a given weight cannot be
ground precisely like every other pair of the same weight.

Yet it is hard to find two guns in which the taper of the

barrels is alike. It might have been said, years ago, that to

accomplish such a result, even if desirable, would have re-

quired an inexpedient devotion of high priced labor, and even
then hav6 been impracticable for lack of gauges, calipers and
instruments of precision. However true that may once have
been, it is certainly no longer true.

Give a thoroughly accomplished gunsmith a hammer of

any of the intricate forms common now-a-days and he will

duplicate it perfectly, even to the minutest scratch of the

graver. Give him a stock and, except iu grain and color, he
will reproduce it. And so of actions and metal work gen-
erally. This being true, why should it not be possible for

gun factors to build a model gunin each bore and weight, and
then duplicate it in so far as measurements and material are

concerned? As a matter of fact, when a gun is ordered from
almost any one of the notable English makers it proves to be
merely an approximation to the order given. We have care-

fully examined a good many weapons sent out on special

order, and in every one there is some deviation from the

directions sent with the order. Not always, it is true, to

the disadvantage of the buyer, but nevertheless in disregard

of positive instructions.

If it is urged that absoluteuniformityisimpossible in hand
made articles, that is a strong argument in favor of those
which are turned out by machinery. Given a machine that

will turn out a gun, closely modeled after some perfect pat-

tern, why is not the machine-made gun as good as the other?
The fact that the ordinary American gun, made by machines,
does not balance as well and is not so finely proportioned as

the best of those imported, does not necessitate the inference

that the machine is at fault.

When an unyielding pattern is placed in position in a
stocking lathe, for instance, the lathe must follow the pattern
without deviation, and if the pattern is the best possible,

the stock cut by the lathe must of necessity be as good in

form. If this statement is a correct one we must lay all the
blame for crudity of design and lack of finish in machine
formed guns upon the manufacturers, and not upon the
machine.

We are not at all in sympathy with those, who sneer at

American guns, but we are not disposed to pretend unre-
served admiration for them while they have faults which can
be and ought to be remedied.
An American maker remarked in reply to the question

whether in a sample gun shown the frame was not too light

for the weight of barrel, and general weight of the gun, that

each, style of frame or action made by machinery represented
an outlay of several thousand of dollars, and that it was next
to impossible for a gun maker of ordinary capital to erect

machines to make any large number of different weights in

actions.

He intimated that each action was suited to some particu-
lar weight of barrel, and said that his own liking was beat
suited when a customer demanded one of his weapons, in
which there was a proper proportion between the various
parts, but that he met all requirements as best he could, by
placing upon his heaviest frame, barrels of any required
weight and length.

The conversation impressed us with the belief that the
possibilities in making guns by machinery had by no means
been reached. Admitting that there are essential operations
in building a gun, which can never be performed except by
hand, does not weaken the argument. Let the rougher work,
such as forging actions, rongh shaping stockB, and similar
work be done by steam driven tools, and the lighter and
more delicate touches be given by hand. Then the cost of a
good gun must be m iterially reduced.

We do not wish to be understood as advocating cheapness
alone. That should be a secondary consideration in buying
a gun. There is danger at all times in using firearms and
explosives, and the first desire should be to exclude peril to

life, by having only good material and good workanship in
one's gun. After those elements are assured cheapness enters,
and should be the guide in purchasing.

A beautiful pair of guns recently built in Birmingham for

a Sun Francisco attorney has just been brought to the city, a
ten and a twelve, both hammerless. The ten weighs nine
and one-hall pounds, has thirty-inch Damascus barrels of

good figure, full choked. Drop at butt three and one-eighth

inches, and at comb one and eleven-sixteenths, well stocked

in good wood, neatly fitted and well finished. The breech of

barrels and the frame and straps beautifully engraved and
inlaid in gold and platinum. The twelve., weighing eight

pounds two ounces, same drop, same kind of barrels, full

choked and similarly ornamented. Both guns have fourteen

and one-fourth inch stocks and milled ribs, and in each

there is three-sixteenths inch cast off. They handle well,

look well, and are in every way creditable to the makers,

Messrs. Clabrough and Golcher.

A sad tale comes to ns from Alameda county, involving a

Machiavellian plot against the peace of mind and sounduess
of body of an ardent sportsman of that section. It seems
that there is living near Mowry's a man of FalstafSan bulk,

whose beaming phiz bespeakes him the soul of truth; m fact,

his name is Mitchell Wright. Be is as modest as the Bar-

tholdi statue or any other bronze casting. A few days ago

a lean, Iago-like individual, Johnny Cofhney by name, pro-

posed to Mr. Wright that they take a little trip in the Mission

San Jose hills, to see what quail prospects were. They went
without guns, and after getting a mile or two back into the

brush started an old wild cat and two kittens, which took

refuge in a hollow log. Then the dark, plotting nature of

Coffiney asserted itself, and he at once proposed that as the

log was only about three feet thick, Mr. Wright's nether gar-

ments would just about fit it, and they could tie legs and
make a bag of them, and so capture the cats. Mr. Wright at

once disrobed, tied the requisite knots in his strong canvas
overalls, put them over one end of the log, and left himself

entirely unprotected as to his lower extremities.

Scheming Coffiney hunted up along stick, and between
pounding on the log and stirring up the cats, soon had them
safe in the improvised bag. He then picked them up and
rushed off down the hills at top speed, not heeding the agon-

ized cries of poor Mr. Wright, and in a short time got out of

hearing of the plaints of his victim. Several honrs after Coffi-

ney had reached home, stowed the cats in a box and thrown
the ragged strips, which were all that remained of ? ftr.

Wright's once broad and beautiful overalls, out for the »g-
man, there came limping up the avenue which leads to the

mansion a torn and bleeding mass of wrath and perspiration.

At first sight it looked like an animated topographical map of

Alameda county, with a Mount Diablo base. The tender

cuticle left unprotected through Coffiney's malice had been
so scratched and abraded that the relentless Coffiney,

adding insult to injury, suggested that it was no longer worth
while to protect it, and urged the economyof going about
likean untutored savage who toils not, neither does he spin

overalls, yet is differently dressed from Solomon in all his

glory.

Pot hunters are killing quail near Soda Springs and in

Gordon Valley, Solano county, and when the law-abiding

sportsman goes out on October 1st the bevies will be few and
far between. A dose of Deputy Sheriff would do the poach-
ers good.

Speaking of the meeting of the State Association next weeki
the Butte Record says:

"We are in receipt of a cordial invitation to participate in

the fifth annual convention and tournament of the Cali-

fornia State Sportsman's Association, to be held in Chico,

October 1st, 2d and 3d. Many thanks to the Association

for their invitation. We are not much of a sportsman, al-

though we can occasionally draw a trigger or a cork. The
Butte County Sportsman's Club should have gone to a black-

smith shop and had their italic invitations printed on an
anvil with sledge hammer pressure. The club ought to feel

proud of them."

Mr. Neil Laughnahan, one of Arizona's representative

sportsmen, is in town and intends going to the Chico State

meeting on the 30th inst.

TRAP.

The Gun Club.

A special train left on Saturday at 1 p. m. for San Bruno,
carrying the Gun Club and a few of its friends for
the last club match of the season. The day was warm
and pleasant except for a sea breeee that blew from nine
o'clock. The shoot was for the club medals.
Twelve men faced the traps, some of them among our old-

est trap shots, and some just beginning. The shooting aver-
aged well. Mr. NcShane shot superbly, despite the fact that
many years have dimmed his eye-sight a little, and made
his arm a little more unsteady than it was when he could
score snipe with anybody. Mr. Orr made the only clean
score of the day. A singular fatality attends Mr. Wilson's
shooting. He kills nine in almost every match and in doing
it, makes shots such as indicate an ability to kill the birds
which he fails to score. Mr. Ewing shoots with great cer-

tainty and centres his birds well. Mr. Golcher shot a com-
paratively open bore, but was credited with ten kills, as also

was Mr. Babcock shooting a light twelve.
At 12 live birds, San Bruno, Sept. 19th, 1885. For club

medal. E. Fay, Beferee.

Butler 1 10 11111110
Ewing 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1

Babcock 1 1 1 1 1 l ] ] i 1

Havens lOOlllllOO 1

Golcher 1 lulllllliio
Howard 1 001Q0011011
Wilson... 1 110 10 1110 11
Black l 110 111110
Fox 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 1
McShane l lioiiiiiioi
Orr 1 1 1 1 1 I l l i i i i
Hanson 11101111011

After the regular match several §2.50 sweepstakes were
shot. In the first one Mr. E. W. Moore, late Vice-PreBident
of the Multnomah Gun Club of Portland, Or., tried his hand
but not to his satisfactian, three of his five birds getting away
uuhit. His experience is like that of almost every shot, how*
ever good, on a first visit to San Bruno.
Below the totals of the various shoots of the season are

given, together with the percentages made by the different
shooters.

Butler
Babcock....
Berry
Havens
Orr
Smith
Fuller
Black
Mr-!..!h,- .

Gordon
Wilson
Golcher
Hanson
Ewing
Griffith
Gillette
Crandall....
Kil£arift\...
Emmett ....

Fox
Howard ....

Grant
Hamilton..
Bacon.
Haggin

Alameda Club Recapitulation.

Blarney.

Sheridan as a sportsman was a notoriously bad shot. He
was out alone one day with an Irish under-keeper, who with

the instinct of his race considered it necessary to cover up
the great man's failures as politely as possible. It must cer-

tainly have taxed his ingenuity. The first covey of birds thej

came upon Sheridan was so slow in getting ready that, though
they rose within a few yards of them, all were out of reach
before he fired. "Faith, I see now what a gun is, sor," said

Pat; "it's well you wasn't near, or them chaps would be sorry
you ever came into the counthry." Sherry reloaded, but his

second shot was no better than his first. "Oh, J—," ex-

plained Pat, "what an escape! But I'll be bound you rump-
led some of their feathers." A third go rivalled the other
two. "Whist, now," said the polite one; "I'll lay a thirteener

you don't come near us again to-day. Masther was too near
to be pleasant." At last very crestfallen Sherry was return-

ing home with an empty bag when he saw a covey quietly
feeding on the other side of the hedge. Here was a chance

—

bang! right into the middle of them—and they all flew away
untouched. Pat scratched his head, and his wit answered
to the call. "Ah, now, sure and you made the devils lave

that anyway."

—

Licensed Victuallers' Gazette.

Multnomah Club.

At the regular meeting of the Bod and Gun Club, held Fri-

day evening. Judge J. W. Whalley was unanimously re-

elected President, and H. G. Macdouald and W. Mackintosh
respectively, Secretary and Treasurer. The club hunt, which
takes place once a year, was set for Oct. 11th, and a dinner
for the 13th. The annual club hunt is one of those occur-
rences in the existence of such organizations which is looked
forward to with keen interest and iu which every member
joins with an unlimited amount of enthusiasm. The new
active members of the club will now have a chance to experi-
ment a little on duck shooting, by laying in two or three
hundred rounds of ammunition, buying a patent killing gun
and togging a fifty pound sack of decoys with a gallon or so
of sour mash to the 2 o'clock boat for Sauvies Island—there
to find that ducks not only fly high but come high.

—

Port-
land Mercury.

»

A new species of bear has been discovered on Mount
Shasta which is found in no other part of the world. It is

about the size of a shepherd dog, and is white and very fero-
cious. Three have been killed lately.—City Paper. And a
new species of editors are to be found in San Francisco.
They are about the size of a man, and are bald-headed from
violent scratching (heir binds in search of material for just
suck lies us the above.

—

Yreka Union.

Below will be found a recapitulation of all the shooting
done during the season by the Alameda County Sportsman's
Club. The match of May 16th was with the Gun Club, only
ten men on each Bide shooting. That of Sept. 5th was for
the Baird Gun.
We shall at a future time print such suggestions as may be

drawn from a study of the shooting of the various clubs.

Crellin
Haskell
Hopkins
Norton
Havens
Bennett
Mayhew
Williams
Kuowlcs
Edson
Bell
Pollack
Tuttle
Ghiradelli....
Goodall
Mortimer....
Brown
KelloRR
Cadraan
Houghton.
Batchelrier...
Weet
Smith
Hicks
Brooks
Oliislniliu. ...

Cassraan
Scholl
Yates
Lechel
Bisdon

87 1-2
^2 2-9
2 4-7

70 1-4

58 1-3
"113
G!t 8-0

72 2-8

68 3-4
XI l-

81 1-4

15 5-fl

a;t i-§
72 2-a

Lincoln Club.

This club dosed its season's work by a clay pigeon shoot
on Sunday last, at Colma. Barring a little wind, it was a
good shooting day, and the scores show it. J. Brans won
the medal in the first class, and having twice won it before it

now becomea his own. Henry Veuker won that in the sec-
ond class, and also now owns the—medal, having before won
it four times. Mr. Maguire took the third class medal with
eight breaks out of fifteen shots, and holds it permanently,
beoause he had previously won it three times. A number of
visitors were present, and the outing was eLJoyed by all.

At 15 clay pigeons, Colma, Sept. 20th, 1S85.
FIESX CLASS.

Parks 1 loiiooniioiioo— 8
Campbell 0101101111011 1—10
E<Uer o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1-12
Cate 1 OllOOllliiioi —10
Potter 10I1101011111IO— It

Richter 1 1 (I 1 u 1 1 i l n — 7
Bruns 1 0111111111111 1—14

SECOND CLaSB.

DrinkhoUBO 0000001100 100 1— 4
M. Venker 1001011111111 1-11
H. Newton 0001010 000011-4
much 10 Oil 1000011—0
B. Venker UlQlllllUOlll 1-10
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Lieker 10 111
Karney 10 10 10
Schendel -1 1

THrrm CLASS.

Doane 1110 10
Holmes 1 1 1 1 1

Haguire 11110 1

Wilson 1 I

Smith 10
Warschauer 1 1 1

W. Northrop 1 110 1

1 i 1 n n n 1— 9
1 n 1 n i 0— 6
1 1 l 0— 5

o 0— 5

1) 1 n 0— 7

(1 i 1 n n 0- 9

n (i n n i) 0- 1

1 u 1— 300010110-0001000 1-

State Association Tournament.

Invitations to the meeting andgreat shootof the California

State Sportsman's Association, at Chico, on Oct. 1st, 2d and
3d nest, are being sent to all clubs, whether members of the

Association or not, and also such non-members of clubs

as are known to the Butte County Sportsman's Club, under
whose charge the details of the meeting are.

The invitations are cordial, and the Chico club has the

reputation of entertaining hospitably, so that none need
stay away for lack of welcome. The meeting proper of the

Association will begin at Henarie Hall, Chico, on Thursday,
Oct. 1st, at 10 a. m., with an address by Hon. M. M. Estee,

President. After business is finished shooting will begin.

The shooting programme is given below.

FIRST DAY, OCTOBER 1

.

State Convention meetsin Henarie Hall, Chico, at 10 A. M.

lp.ii,—On grounds. First match—10 single birds, Hur-
lingham rules, ground traps, 30 yards rise. Entrance

$10. Purses divided as follows: 1st— 25 per cent, of en-

trance; 2d—20 per cent, of entrance; 3d—15 per cent, of en-

trance; 4th— 12 per cent, entrance; 5th—10 per cent, of en-

trance; 6th—8 per cent, of entrance; 7th--5 per cent, of

entrance; Sth—5 per cent, of entrance.

SECO-VD DAY, 10 A. M.

Grand State Tournament—Free for all sportsmen in the

State; 12 single birds, 21 yards rise, 5 plunge traps. En-
trance S 10. Purses divided as follows: 1st—25 per cent, of

entrance; 2d—20 per cent, of entrance; 3d—15 per cent, of

entrance; 4th—12 per cent of entrance; 5th— 10 per cent, of

entrance; 6th—8 per cent, of entrance; 7th—5 per cent, of

entrance; Sth—5 per cent, of entrance.

THIRD DAY, OCTOBER 3.

Consolation Shoot—Free for all beaten sporters during

matches, not having killed over 10 birds out of 12; 10 single

birds, 21 yards rise, plunge traps. Entrance $5. Purses
divided same percentage as State Tournament Match.
Second Match—Three pair double birds, 18 yards rise.

Entrance ©5. Purses divided agreeably to participants. All

shooting to be governed by the California State Sportsman's

Association Rules.

Occidental Wing Club.

COMPAST C— 200 YARDS.
Fred A. Kuhls. -5 4 4 4 5—2:
Louis Haake o 5 4 4 -1—22
Lieut. H. J. Mangels... .4 4 4 5 4—J)

Sergt. O. Luncke 4 4 5 4 4—21
Sergt. C. Young 4 5 3 5 4—21
C. 1K Thierbach. 4 4 4 4 4-2u

Lieut. D. Wulbern 4 4 4 4 4—20
J. C. Placeman. 4 4 4 3 5—20
P. H.Will 5 4 4 4 8—20
F. Koch 3 3 5 5 4—20
J. H. Btrugin 4 3 4 4 4—19
C. F. WalKer 4 5 3 4 3—19

Battery A, Second Artillery, held its rtgular monthly
medal contest, with the following result: Lieut. Smith, 44
out of a possible 50; Campbell, 40; Sergeant-Major Monahan,
39; Sergeant Elliott, 39; Sergeant Nolte, 3S; Johnson, 38; Ser-
geant Cummings, 37; Corporal Davey, 35.

Independence of Switzerland.

This club, which includes in its membership several of the

best of the younger shots, held its last shoot for 1SS5 at the

Sis Mile House on last Sunday. The ground being quite

open to the bay, the wind blew sharply, and the fact accounts

in a measure for the comparatively ordinary scores made.

The prizes, coin, "were divided, because the main match
lasted until a late hour of the afternoon. Mr. Ed. Fuucke
and Mr. Eoman shared first and second prizes, while third

and fourth were equally divided between Messrs. Walsh,

"Williams, Dunschee and Bianken.

After the shooting was over the club held its annual feast,

well served by Henry Blanken. Apropos speeches and toasts

with music filled several jolly hours, and helped to create

and strengthen the esprit du corps which should animate

every club.
*

Gridley Tournament.

The 57Sth celebration of the Independence of Switzerland
from Austria, engaged the attention of the Swiss population
on Saturday evening last. The entertainment was given to

their compatriots by the Swiss Sharpshooters and the Swiss
Liberal Society, and these two bodies are to be congratulated
on the excellence of the arrangements and the success of the
entertainment. The procession, which formed at S o'clock
on the corner of Stockton and Pacific streets, was composed
of tne following: Carriages containing the President of the
Day, Dr. Kottanzi, Swiss Vice-Consul, and the oritors, L.
E. Pratt and Mr. Cavalli; the Sonoma and Marin county
Swiss Club, Swiss citizens, Swiss Liberale Tieinese, Lafayette
Guard, Juarez Guard, Italian Alpine Guard, and the Swiss
Sharpshooters.
The exercises in the halTbegan with the introduction of

the President of the Day by the Marshal, G. F. Kea, of

Alameda. Dr. Eottanzi briefly acknowledged the honor done
to him, and in a few well chosen and eloquent remarks ex-

pressed his sense of the exalted position which Switzerland
occupied in the roll of nations as the cradle of liberty in
modern times. His remarks were highfy appreciated and
loudly applauded. He then introduced to the audience Mile.

Victorine llappin, who was dressed to represent Helvetia,
and sang the national Swiss anthem, "Ci Chiami O Patria,"

with such taste and feeling that she quite carried the audience
away, and a shower of bouquets greeted her at the close. In
response to an encore she sang the same song in German.
L. E. Pratt followed with a eulogium on Switzerland, which
land he described as 'at once the birthplace, the refuge and
the eternal home of human liberty." Miss Ghista, the vivan-
diere of the Swiss Sharpshooters, rendered "'Make Way for

Liberty" very effectively, and was deservedly presented with
a number of bouquets. George P. Cavalli, editor of the Hel-
vetia, then spoke at some length on the subject which he
knew filled the hearts of all present—the freedom of their

native country—and was greeted with loud and prolonged
applause. Mile. Adelina Bottanzi then gave an excellent
rendering of "The Star-Spangled Banner," the anthem of the
land of their adoption, and received an ovation from the
audience. The Eureka Band discoursed various national

melodies at intervals. Dancing commenced at 11 o'clock

and was kept up till a late hour.

The twenty-eight foot Fleetwing recently made the trip up
from Santa Cruz in forty-eight hours. She was sailed by
Charles Harrington of San Jose, who in speaking of his deep
water experiences treated his exploit as one of every day
occurrence. He said: "I started Saturday at 4 o'clock p. m.,
having a light wind and a loDg swell. Was kept company
part of the way by the Nautilus, a yawl rigged craft which
came up to go into Winter quarters near Hunter's Point,
During the night quite a breeze sprung up and it got quite
rough. One wave broke against her, broadside on, and
striking the yawl boat, which was across the cockpit, and
lashed, tore it away and sent it overboard. The painter was
fast and the boat lauding rigbt side up behaved "itself as if

it had been launched over for use. I kept out further than
was necessary, or I would have got in sooner than I did. I
only had a compass on board, but I have been over* the
course before and knew the currents and how to lay mv
course before losing sight of land. The sloop behaved splend-
idly in rough water, and I felt perfectly safe. I do not see
why so much is thought of going outside by yachtsmen. It's
not half as bad as most of them seem to imagine,"

The Fleur-de-Lis is being made ready for a trip down the
coast. The craft has only of late shown what was in her in
the way of speed, and now she is to leave the bay and be put
to an ignoble use. The price at which she changed owner-
ship is said to be $1,300; cheap, very cheap.

The sloop, Laura, changed ownership last week for the
small sum of §400. The Laura is almost a new craft, about
28 feet over all, and has lots of room aboard. Her new
owners are overhauling her, and when everything is in
readiness will make a cruise up river.

The Rambler recently went on the beach at Saucelito for a
cleaning; the swell caused her to pound so heavily as to tear
off the skag. Saucelito is a nice place at which to paint, but
it's dangerous to beach there.

The Fleetwing is on the ways near Hunter's Point having
her centreboard repaired; she will receive a coat of paint and
have her spars brightened up.

The Startled Fawn recently carried away her topmast. A
new one was shipped last week. J. M.

The Halycon will soon be taken up to Clark's slough for

the Winter.

A Sensitive Correspondent.

Grermania Schuetzen Club.

The Germania Schuetzen Club held their regular monthly
prize shooting at Harbor- View, last Sunday. The first prize

was obtained by Mr. F. Krug. The second prize was won by
Mr. L. Klotz; third by Mr. Val. Schmidt.

, At ring target, possible 75,

Jat, F. King 70

2d, L. Eiotz 68
3d, V. Schmidt 65

4th, J. Yonns CO

5th, Phil. Klare. 59

6th, John Lehmus 57
7th, Ctaas. Kapp 53

Sth, F. Schieble 53

9th, J.WolfT 52
10th, ffm. Winkle. 51

The Gridley Gun Club has again changed the date of its

tournament. It is now set for October 5th, immediately fol-

lowing the State shoot. This is a wise move and will result

in a large and most pleasant gathering.

The Marin County Gun Club advertises special rates to

hunters in this issue.

THE EIFLE.

Shell Mound.

Last Sunday was a busy day at Shell Mound. The strength

and courtesy of the proprietor and attendants were taxed to

the utmost in responding to the demands of all sorts which

were made upon them. They proved equal to their tasks how-

ever, and the day was one of satisfaction and enjoyment to

every one who visited the place.
y

Company C, of the San Francisco Fusileers, gave their

annual target shoot and picnic, and had a large crowd of

friends on hand, including a representation from the various

Schuetzen Clubs of Sharpshooters. They shot at the ring

target, 200 yards, off hand, for $200, divided into twenty-five

prizes, four shots on a ticket, possible 100.

Rings
14th, Howard Carr 8glot, John TJtchig 93

2d. Lieut. H.J. Mangels. 92
3d, F. FreeBe 92

4th, Jaa. Stanton 91

5th, Col. 8. Beaver 90

eth. A. Strecker 89

7th, Met. C. F. WalthHin...89
Sth, Pidlo Jacoby 88

9th. Mr. Bannett 88

10th, Wm, Ehrenpfort "S3

lien, A. Ehrenpfort 87

12th, F. Broeckmann. 86

13th, fcjgt. Fred A. Kubla.85

21.1. U0

17.50

15.00
14.00
13.00
12,00
11.00

10.00
(8.50

»7.00
6.00

5.00

..88

.34
15th, Browning..
ltith, H. Plagemann...
17th, Rayweiler w
18th, P. D.Linville 84

19th, Mr. Bachniann 83

20th, Mr. Klare 82

'1st. Mr. Zecher 81

2d, Mr. A. Johnson 81

23d, A. T. Field 81

21th, Mr. Radovich 80
25th, A. Beth 79

Prize.
4.50

4.00

3.00
3.00
2.50
2.50
2.00
2.00

1.50
1.00

First bull's eye, morning, by Freese; last bull's-eye, morn-

ing, by Wm. Ehrenpfort; first bull's-eye, afternoon, by P.

Jacoby; last bull's-eye, afternoon, by A. Strecker.

On the same day at Shell Mound, Companies C, D, F, and

H, 2d Art., N. G. C , had their annual practice meeting, five

rounds to each man, 200 yards, off hand. The shooting aver-

aged well. Sergeant Waltham and Lieut. H. J. Mangels used

military rifles and we are indebted to the kindness of the lat-

ter for the list of prize winners and their scores.

COMPANY H—200 YARDS
A. J Patterson 4 5 4 4 5—22 'Lieut. J. W. Relnfeld...4 i 1 1 4—20
Beret. J. M. Parsons 4 -J i 1 5—21 Sergt. J. A. Vauni 1 i 4 4 4—20

S. S Balk 4 4 4 5 4-21 Edward W. White 4 1 4 4 4-2<J

Edward W. Rivers 5 4 4 4 4—21

COMPANY Y—200 YARDS.

Lieut. C. F. A. Last 3 4 3 4 4-18|Sergt. V. D. Dubrece 3 2 4 2 4—15

Lieut. J. A. White 4 3 4 4 3-18 Fred Brown 4 3 4 4—\a

Sergt. W. A. Griffin 4 3 3 4 S—171

COMPANY D—200 YABDS.

N Adamfl 3 4 4 3 5— ;19A. Liebenburg 4 4 4 3 3—18

Lieut J. Muzio 3 5 4 3 4— ll9Corp. Fred Smith A 3 3 5 4—18

D. H. Bampe 3 4 4 4 —318

AQUATICS.

The Summer breezes are fast losing their force and dwin-

dling away into gentle zephyrs, making the average yachtsman
on starting out blissfully ignorant at whattime or at which place

he will finally fetch up. The yachting season may virtually be

said to be over for the year 18S5. "Where shall we go to lay

up this Winter?" the owners ask one another on meeting.

Most of the larger ones will, no doubt, be run up to Clark's

Slough near Antioch. The boatkeepers are united to a man
on advocating the advantages of this place. It is clean,

quiet and away from the city, which has so many attractions

and pitfalls for the blue-shirted men who gain a livelihood

aboard the craft on which San Francisco's well-to-do business

men enjoy their recreation. Clark's Slough being fresh

water the barnacles and worms, which attach themselves to

the bottom of vessels lying in salt water, die and drop off.

All owners are fully aware of the danger of allowing a craft

to get foul and worm-eaten, and gladly allow their keepers to

go "up river" for the Winter, unless they anticipate going

out occasionally during the rainy period, and desire to have

their flyers near the city and haudy. Some of those may lay

off Saucelito while others may run into Oakland creek. As
in former years no doubt a number of crafts will be hauled

up to get a "good drying out," and these will be put on the

ways near Hunter's Point and covered over to protect them
from the weather

.

The pretty little sloop Alice has been hauled up at the

residence of her owner near the Potrero. Her owner, who
designed and built her, not being quite satisfied with her

model aft, has lengthened her out three feet over all and sis

inches on the keel, making her measure now overall twenty-

one feet three inches. When the work now being done on

her is completed, she will have a round stern and will be

eight inches wider aft than heretofore. The work of widen-

ing necessitated the taking out of the floor and woodwork of

the standing-room, and also the timbers and the planking

will require to be replaced by new to about amidships. The
alterations when completed will greatly improve the little

craft, by increasing the space in the standing room and her

appearance, although heretofore pretty, will be much more
like that of some of the larger craft.

The sloop L'Esperance, which took a prize re-

cently, beating the Livelv, is being provisioned

for a trip "up river." The owner, in answer to a

challenge published by the owners of the Lively,

proposing a race for $50 a side, said: "Why, 1 could not think

of having my sport interrupted for nuch an amount. I would

not race for money unless I made some needed alterations,

as I well know my sloop is in no trim for racing, and $50
would not pay me for the expense of gettiugready. Why did

they not, if they meant business, say a couple of hundred a

side or boat for boat? That wonld have been something

worth while and they would have heard from me. Race
them boat for boat? why, yes, I mean it, and my craft cost

me nearly double what they paid for the Lively. No bluff-

ing, mind you, I'll do it,"

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I have an indistinct

recollection of having dropped you a personal note a couple
of weeks ago in reply to one received from you, in which you
remarked that it had been reported that the Sacramento
members of the Field Trial Club were again going to urge
the running of this year's trials at Walltown Timber. In
order to impress upon you the fact that there was no ground
for such report, I laid some stress on the statement that but
two or three gentlemen here were specially interested in the
coming trials, the others being out of luck and having no
dogs to start. I was not very careful in what I wrote, not
thinking for a moment that you would publish such a hast-

ily and loosely written letter. I also mentioned several other
trifling matters that I would never have thought of inflicting

on the readers of the Breeder and Sportsman. They were
all intended for your eye alone, but now I'm afraid that any
number of your readers have set down as an "ijit

);

the per-

son that could write such stuff for publication. I see tbat

my letter contains a suggestion as to judges, naming MessrbJ
Vandevort and Stuart M. Taylor, as gentlemen who might
be very acceptable. Of course, a mere hint from me in this

connection need not be seriously considered, but I know that

the matter of jndges has been discussed somewhat, and both
of the gentlemen named have been favorably mentioned.

I don't wish to be understood as implying that there is

any lack of interest in club matters here, for such is not the

case. The Sacramento members are desirous of having this

year's trials prove a grand success. They have not selected

grounds, and are as much in the dark as anybody as to

where the most suitable ground can be had. Naturally
enough, they do not like the idea of going where the

dogs will be out of sight three-fourths of the time in the

jungle, and have some hope of findiug good open ground and
plenty of birds somewhere this side of the bay.
In conclusion I hereby give you fair warning that if you

ever publish another letter of mine without my knowledge,
I'll load up for you with buckshot, and there'll he a funeral

about the Breeder and Sportsman office soon thereafter.

So beware. N. E. White.
Sacramento, Sept. 13th, 1SS5.

[We do not remember receiving such a personal note as

Mr. White describes. A note from him, received some days ago,

which was printed in last week's Breeder and Sportsman,
bristled with news items, and was of general interest, as all

of the gentleman's writings are. However, if he desires an
apology, let him consider it made.

—

[Ed.

Johnston, the great pacer, showed lame forward when he
attempted to beat his record at Janesville, Wis., week before

last. His best time was 2:14. Minnie K.. paced a mile in

2:17, beating Prince Arthur. Fanny Witherspoon was given

a heat in 2:20, and Little Brown Jug was speeded on the

track. While foot-balancing has failed to restore the Jug's

weakened tendon, he can safely be speeded a 2:30 gait; in

fact, can safely be used for fast road purposes, but his days
of victory on the turf have passed. Johnston's lameness de-

prives the stable of its star performer, and Dan Woodmansee
has canceled all engagements he had made for exhibitions

and returned to Minnesota. Dan's brother Jack Woodmansee
drives the Kittson flyers.

A few weeks ago mention was made in these columns of

the efforts of some Eastern horsemen to secure the services

of Isaac Murphy, the colored Archer, and among the owners
named was Mr. B. A. Haggin. This was an error, as Mr.
Haggin has made no proposition to Murphy and does not
need his services.

Mr. J. L. Day, of Chicago, drives his fast pacer Kate Allen

in a harness that weighs less than seven pounds. It was
made by Bosler, of that city, and is one of the sights of the

exposition.
*>

The Best Horse Liniment.

The National Horse Liniment is prepared by John E. Wil-

liams, druggist of Stockton. It is claimed to be superior to

any in use. It is a positive cure for lock-jaw as many
ers have certified. For flesh wounds it acts quickly,

farmer, breeder or horseman should be without it; oni

will convince all of its superiority.
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Live Stock Premiums at the State Fair.

HORSES.

Thoroughbreds—Stallions—Four years old and over, H. S.

Sargeant, Stockton; Joe Daniels, by imp. Australian, dam

Dolly Carter. Second, P. M. Warn, Sacramento; Clifton

Bell, by Leinster, dam Tibbie Dunbar.
Two years old, W. M. Murray, Sacramento; Monte Cristo,

by King Alfonso, dam Galanthis. Second, H. M. Johnston,

Los Angeles; Si«rupr«, by Billy Lee, dam Lulu Jackson.

One year old, Geo. Howson, Sacramento; Wallace, by Joe

Hooker, dam Farallone. Second, Geo. Howson; St. Mathew,

by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Under one year, C. Halverson, Koutiers; bay colt, by Kyrle

Daly, dam Maggie S. .

Mares—Four years old and over, with colt, C. Halverson;

Maggie S., by Bayonet, dam Mrs. Stoner.

One-year-old, Geo. Howson; Vera, by Norfolk, dam Mar-

ion. Second, W. L. Appleby, Santa Clara; Laura Gardner,

by Jim Brown, dam Avail.

Filly under one year, J. C. Wolfskill, Suisun;, bay filly by

Joe Hooker, dam Yolone {dam of Jim Douglass.)

Families—Best thoroughbred dam,- with not less than two

of her colts, all thoroughbred, J. C. Wolfskill, Suisun;

Yolona, by Norfolk, dam Mary Longstreet, with Edelweis

and Hooker filly.

Stallion, other than thoroughbred, with not less than five

of his colts, open to all, Dr. M. W. Hicks, Sacramento;

Prompter, by Blue Bull.

Dam, other than thoroughbred, with not less than two of

her colts, Henry Klemp, Pleasant Grove; Fan, with two

Prompter colts.

Staudard Trotters—Stallions—Four years old and over,

M. Salisbury, San Francisco; Director (2:17), by Dictator,

dam Dolly, by Mambrino Chief, Second, H. S. Beals, Sac-

ramento; Berlin, by Blackbird.

Three years old, Seth Cook, Danville; Clovis, by Sultan.

Second, W. Ober, Sacramento; Jolly, by Admiral.

Two years old, E. P. Lowell, Sacramento; \lbenton, by

Gen. Benton. Second, H. M. Johnston, Los Angeles; Rich-

mond, by A. W.Richmond.
Suckling colt, Dr. M. W. Hicks, Sacramento; Waverly, by

Prompter, dam Flash.

Mares—Four-year-old and over, Seth Cook, Danyille;

Princess, by Administrator, dam Priceless. Second, W. F.

Smith, Sacramento; Cora, by Buccaneer, dam Pearl.

Two-year-old, H. S. Beals, Sacramento; Miller's Maid, by
Berlin, dam by Mohawk Chief.

One-year-old, G. W. Hancock, Sacramento; Daisy, by
Prompter, dam by John Nelson.

Suckling colt, W. F. Smith; Alaraba, by Sultan, dam
Cora. Second, R. McEnespy; Bridget Mack, by Director,

dam Pegs, by Blackbird.
Jacks—Four years old and over, Levi Carter; Washington

Eclipse. Second, H. M. LaRue; Arlington.

Three years old, Henry Klemp, Pleasant Grove; Jumbo.
Two years old, H. M. LaRue; Baby.
Jennies—Four years old and over, H. M. LaRue, Jennie.

Second, W. A. Munion; Susie

Mules—Span of any age, California bred, D. P. Diggs;

Hancock and Mollie. Second, Robert Curry; Susie and Fan.

Horses of all work—Stallions—Four-year-olds and over,

Geo. Gulling, Nicolaus, Forester; second, Geo. Hack, Free-

port, Young Peacock.
Three-year-old, C. L. Kincaid, Davisville, Charlie Patchen;

second, W. E. Comstock, Pleasant Grove, Maje.

Two-year-old, Wm. Bandeeu, Sacramento, Selim; second,

J. C. Duncan, San Jose, Hero.
One-year-old, A. D. Miller, Walsh, Charlie Russel.

Under one-year-old, R. A. Gourlie, Freeport, Charlie; sec-

W. E. Comstock, Cloud.
Mares—Four years old with colt, A. D. Miller, Lucy Gray;

second, R. A. Gourlie, Bird.

Four years old and over, D. P. Diggs, Sacramento, Belle

Boyd; second, J. H. Allen, Sacramento, Nellie A.

Three years old, W. Comstock, Queen; second, A. D. Mil-

ler, Hazel.
Two years old, R. A. Gourlie, Mollie; second, W. E. Com-

stock, Dolly Douglass.
Suckling colt, W. E. Comstock, Flora; second, A.D. Miller,

Luella.
Draft horses—Normans—Stallions four years old and over,

J. C. Duncan, San Jose, Rockton; second, Fairbanks & Wil-

sey, Petaluma, Prichas Pride.
Three years old, Fairbanks & Wilsey, Romeo; second, J. C.

Duncan, Cavalier.

Two years old.J. C. Duncan, Sarthe.

Mares—Four years old and over, with colt, J. T. "Whitney.

Rocklin, Vitesse.

Four years old and over, J. C. Duncan, Madame Fayette.

Perekerons—Stallions—Four years old and over, Fairbanks
& Wilsey, Petaluma, Lolide.

Three years old, Fairbanks & Wilsey, Petaluma, Medere.
Two years old, Fairbanks & Wilsey, Mederic.
Mares three years old, Fairbank & Wilsey, Rosalie.

Clydesdale—Stallions—Four years old and over, E. R.
Charles, Petaluma, Pointsman,
Three years old, E. Fitton, St. Mungo; second, E. Fitton,

St. Andrew.
Two years old, James Robert, Duke.
One-year-old, Thomas Snider.
Mares—Four years old and over, with colt, James Robert,

Jule.

Four years old and over, E. R. ChaTles, Maid of the Mist.

Three years old, E. R. Charles, Blossom Second.
Two years old, E. R. Charles, Pollock Lass.

One-year-old, Jas. Roberts.
Draft horses, other than Normans, Percherons, or Clydes-

dales—Stallions—Four years old and over, R. J. Merkeley,
Sacramento, Gray Eagle; second, G. Gulline, Napoleon.
Three years old, J. C. Duncan, Britton; second, G. Whalen,

Lafayette.

Two years old, J. P. March, Monarch of Yolo; second, R.
J. Merkeley, St. Lawrence, Jr.

One-year-old, W. W. Montgomery, Bald Fred; second, W.
M. Baudeen, Charlie.
Under one-year-old, A. J. Ogdeu, Napoleon; second, A. J.

Ogden, French.
Mares—Four years old and over, with colt, R. J. Merkeley,

Nellie; second, A. J. Ogden, Susie.
Four years old and over, W, E. Comstock, Maud; second,

R. J. Merkeley, Fanchon.
Two years old, W. E. Comstock, Belle.

One-year-old, R. J. Merkeley, Josephine.
Suckling colt, M. Judge.
Roadsters—Stallions—Four years old and over, P. J. Wil-

liams, Sacramento, Golduut; second, I. N.Killip, San Frau-
ci^o, Purity.
Three years old, D. McCrory, Elmira, Signal; second, R.

H. Newton, Woodland, Sur Del.

Two years old, G. W. Griffin, Woodland, Mack; second, L.

A. Upson, Sacramento, Prompter Hill.

One-year-old, Henry Klemp, Pleasant Grove, Prompter
Jr.; second, A. Menke, Routier's, Lupus.

Suckling colt, W. A. Hughson, Sacramento, Prince; sec-

ond, E. K. Alsip, Sacramenlo.
Roadster gelding, Cory & Roberts, San Jose, C. H. O.j sec-

ond, E. Younger, San Jose, Whisper.
Mares—Four years old and over, Dan McCarty, San Fran-

cisco, Jennie Mac; second, J. D. Carr, Salinas, Baby.
Three years old, W. R. Merrill, Willows, Belle A.; second,

L. H. Todhunter, Sacramento, Bistilla.

Two-year-old, Wm. Billups, Colusa, Cyclone; second, W.
W. Marshall, Willows, Bird.

One-year-old, M. W. Hicks, Sacramento, Valley Belle; sec-

ond, J. A. McCloud, Stockton, Mattie Vernon.
Suckling colt, J. A. McCloud, Annie Vernon; second, H.

Klemp, Pleasant Grove, Reindeer.
Carriage Horses—Matched span of cairiage horses, owned

and used as such by one person, J. G. Chase Cap and Baby;
second, Geo. C. McMullen, Sacramento, Dick and Dad.
Roadster Teams—Double team of roadsters, owned and used

as such by one person, N. M. Weaver, Style and Beauty; sec-

ond, Dan McCarty, San Francisco, Lady Mack and mate.
Sweepstakes—Best stalliou, M. Salisbury, Oakland, Direc-

tor; best mare, J. C. Wolfskill, Suisun, Yolona.

Saddle Horses—Saddle horse, mare or gelding, Carroll

Cook, San Francisco; second, W. S. Enos, Winters.

CATTLE.

Durham bulls—Three years old and over, Col. Younger,
San Jose; Forest King. Second, Sylvester Scott; Duke of

Auckland.
Two years old, T. G. Beatty; Red Dick. Second, Sylvester

Scott; Oxford Duke.
One year old, Col. Younger; Third Kirklevington of F. H.

Second, Col. C. Younger; Fifth Kirklevington of F. H.
Bull calf, R. J. Merkeley, Sacramento; Cleveland. Second,

Sylvester Scott; Duke of Sonoma.
Cows—Three years old and over, Col. C. Younger; Red

Dolly Fourteenth. Second, Col. C. Younger; Jessie May-
nard.
Two years old, Col. C. Younger; Oxford Rose Fourth.

Second, Sylvester Scott; Lady Oxford.
One-year-old, Hyde &Moor; Kaweh Maid Second. Second,

A. Smith; Mystery.
Heifer calf, Col. C. Younger; Red Dolly Second. Second,

P. Peterson; Rose.
Jersey bulls—Three years old and over, Robert Beck, Sac-

ramento; Jersey Duke. Second, T. Ward, Oakland; William.
Two years old, Thomas Waite, Brighton; John Rooney.

Second, R. Noell, Grass Valley; Jersey Duke.
One-year-old, Henry Pierce, S. F.; Dexter of Y. B.

Second, E. W. Maslin, Sacramento; Pino. -

Bull calf, T. Ward, Oakland; Law Giver. Second, R.
Noell, Grass Valley; Major.
Cows—Three years old and over, Henry Pierce; Mon

Plaiser. Second, Perrin Stanton, Sacramento.
Two years old, Henry Pierce; Yesso of Y. B. Second,

Thomas Waite; Topsy Third.
One-year-old, Henry Pierce; Plume of Y. B. Second,

Thomas Waite; Ida M.
Heifer calf—A. L. Nichols, Sacramento; Bellaire. Second,

Piatt Bros.; Maydew.
Guernsey bulls—Three years old and over, Henry Pierce,

S. F.jArebiof Y.B.
Two years old, Henry Pierce; Vine of Y. B.
Bull calf— Henry Pierce; Monk of Y. B.
Cows—Three years old and over, Henry Pierce's Monica.

Second, Henry Pierce; Polly of Guernsey.
Two years old, Henry Pierce; Adelphi.
One-year-old, Henry Pierce; Etilka of Y. B.
Heifer calf, Henry Pierce; Polyanthus of Y. B.
Devons—Bulls—three years old and over, Seth Cook;

Tom's Plow Boy.
One-year-old, R. McEnshey; Dennis Kearney.
Bull calf— Seth Cook; Salute. Second. R. McEnshey; Leo.
Cows—Three years old and over, Seth Cook; Molly.

Second, R. McEnshey; Mayflower.
One year-old, Seth Cook; Letart.
Ayrshires—Bulls—Three years old and over, Tyler Beach,

San Jose; Alex. Second, George Bement, Redwood City;

Archie.

Two years old, George Bement; Electioneer.

One-year-old, Tyler Beach; Burton. Second, George
Bement; Clipper.

Bull calf, George Bement; Campobell.
Cows—Three years old and over, George Bement; Elaine.

Second, Tyler Beach; Floy Douglass.
Two years old, George Bement; Mariam. Second, Tyler

Beach; Brunette.
One-year-old, Tyler Beach;'Diana. Second, Geurge Bement;

Sybilla.

Heifer calf, George Bement; Elaine Second. Second, Tyler
Beach; Delia.

Herefords—Bulls—Two years old, H. M. La Rue, Sacra-
mento; Horace Third.
Angus—Bulls—Three years old and over, Seth Cook, Dan-

ville; Marathon of Fintray.
One-year-old, Seth Cook; Admiral. Second, Seth Cook;

Ray's Pride.
Bull calf, Seth Cook; Danville.
Cows—Three-years old and over, Seth Cook; Violet of

Blairshinoch. Second, Seth Cook; Fairy of Skene Second.
One-year-old, Seth Cook; Jean of Angus.
The committee on Angus cattle recommended that the

Society award special premiums for Seth Cook r

s herd of
Galloway cattle.

Holsteins—Bulls—Three years old and over, F. T. Under-
bill; Strathmore.
Two years old, H. W. Meek, Lorenzo; Juror. Second,

J. H. White; Usurper.
One-year-old, Leland Stanford; Mohammet. Second, F. T.

Underbill; Duke of Medina.
Bull calf, Leland Stanford; Nadine Vernon. Second, J. H.

White; Waverly.
Cows—Three years old and over, Henry Pierce, S. F.;

Annie. Second, H. W. Meek; Lady Bertha.
Two year old. J. H. White; Oliuka. Second, Leland Stan-

ford; Partella,

One-year-old, Leland Stanford; May Fly. Second, Henry
Pierce; Jennette Second.

Heifer calf, Leland Stanford; Navolia. Second, H. W.
Meek; Aggie Lizzie Second.
Herds—Best herd of thoroughbred Durham cattle, over

two years old, consisting of one male and four females, owned
by one person, silver pitcher or $60, Col. Coleman Younger,
San Jose. Best herd of thoroughbred Durham cattle, under
two years old, consisting of one male and fourfemales, owned
by one person, silver pitcher or $30, Col. C. Younger.
Best herd of thoroughbred Jersey cattle, over two years old,

silver pitcher or $60, Henry Pierce, S. F. Best herd of

thoroughbred Jersey cattle, under two years old, silver
pitcher or $30, Henry Pierce, S. F. Best herd of
thoroughbred Guernsey cattle, of any age, silver pitcher or
$60, H. Pierce, S. F. Best herd of thoroughbred Devon
cattle, of any age, silver pitcher or $60, Seth Cook, Danville.
Best herd of thoroughbred Ayrshire cattle of any age, silver
Pitcher or §60, Tyler Beach, San Jose. Best herd of
thoroughbred Holstein cattle, of any age, silver pitcher or
$60, H. W. Meek, San Lorenzo. Best herd of thoroughbred
Angus cattle, of any age, silver pitcher or $60, Seth Cook,
Danville.
Graded Cattle—Cows—Best three years old and over, $30,

Tyler Beach, San Jose, Mollie D. Best two years old, $10*.

Piatt Bros., Rose. Best one-year-old, $5, H. S. Sargent,
May. Best heifer calf, $5, P. Peterson.
Sweepstakes—Best bull of any age or breed, silver pitcher

or $100, Sylvester Scott, Duke of Auckland, Durham. Best
cow of any age or breed, silver pitcher or $100, Col. C.
Younger, Bonnie Belle 2d, Durham.
Beat bull and three of his calves, of any age or breed, silver

pitcher or $100, Henry Pierce, S. F., Jack Lowe, Jersey.

swine.

Berkshire—Boar—Two years old and over, John Rider,
Sacramento; Royal Bismarck. Second, A. Smith.

Boar, under two years, A. Smith; Redwood Duke.
Boar, six months old and under one year, William Corbitt,

San Francisco; Ranger. Second, William Corbitt; Major.
Breeding sow, William Corbitt, Princess. Second, William

Corbett; Hopton Lass Second.
Sow, six months old and under one year, William Corbitt;

Ruby. Second, John Rider; Pino Fourth.
Pair of pigs, under six months, William Corbitt. Second,

John Rider.

Essex—boar, two years old and over, Tyler Beach, San
Jose; Tarbox.
Breeding bow, Tyler Beach; Blonde.
Sow, six months old and under one year, Tyler Beach;

Blonde Second.
Poland China—boar, two years old and over, E. Gallup;

King of Burney View. Second, Jos. Melvin; Anthem.
Boar, under two years old, E. Gallup. Second, Jos.

Melvin.
Boar, six months old and uudei one year, E. Gallup; Royal

Second.
Breeding Sow, E. Gallup. Second, E. Gallup.
Sow, six monthsold and under one year, E. Gallup; Cherry

Blossom.
Fair of pigs, under six months old, E. Gallup; Indicator

and Tulare Maid.
Durocs—boar, under two years old, Thomas Waite, Brigh-

ton; Shippee.
Sweepstakes—hoar, any age or breed, William Corbitt;

Ranger.
Sow, any age or breed, Wm. Corbitt; Hoptou Lass Second.
Pen of six pigs, under six months old, William Corbitt.
Family, all of the same breed, consisting of one boar, two

sows and six pigs. William Corbitt.

SHEEP.

French Merino—Ram, two years old and over, J. R. Rob-
erts, Washington Corners.
Ram, one-year-old and under two, J. Roberts.
Three ram lambs, J. Roberts.
Pen of not less than five ewes, two years old and over, J.

Roberts.
Pen of not less than Sve ewes, one-year-old and under two,

J. Roberts.
Pen of not less than five ewe lambs, J. Roberts.

• Ram and five of his lambs, J. Roberts.
Spanish Merinos—Ram, two years old and over, F. Bul-

lard.

Ram, one-year-old and under two, F. Bullard.
Three ram lambs, F. Bullard.
Pen of not less than five ewes, two years old and over F

Bullard.
Pen of not less than five ewes, one-year-old and under two*

F. Bullard.

Pen of not less than five ewe lambs, F. Bullard.
Ram and five of his lambs, F. Bullard.
Southdowns—Ram of any age, R. H. Crane. Second, George

Bement.
Pen of ewes, not less than five, of any age, R. H. Crane.

Second, George Bement.
Sweepstakes—Ram, of any age or breed, and five of his

lambs, first premium, F. Bullard.

POULTRY.
Pair of Light Brahmas, cock and hen, J. N. Lund, Oakland.

Second, R. G. Head, Napa.
Pair of Light Brahmas, cockerel and pullet, Thomas Waite,

Brighton. Second, J. B. Gilbert, Plymouth.
Pair of Langshans, cock and pullet, O. J. Allbe. Second,

Thomas Waite, Brighton.
Pair of Langshans, cockerel and pullet, J. N. Lund. Sec-

ond, J. N. Lund.
Pair of Buff Cochins, cock and hen, Thomas Waite.
Pair of Partridge Cochins, cock and hen, O. J. Allbee. Sec-

ond, Thos. Waite.
Pair of Partridge Cochins, cockerel and pullet, Thomas

Waite. Second, J. B. Gilbert.
Pair of Plymouth Rocks, fowls, R. G. Head. Second,

Thomas Waite.
Pair of Plymouth Rocks, chicks, Thomas Waite. Second

R. G. Head.
Pair of Black Leghorns, fowls, R. G. Head. Second, Thos

Waite.
Pair of Black Leghorns, chicks, Thos. Waite. Second,

R. G. Head.
Pair Brown Leghorns, fowls, Thos. Waite. Second, J. N.

Luud.
Pair Brown Leghorns, chicks, R. G. Head. Second, Thos.

Waite.
Pair of White Leghorns, fowls, Thos. Waite. Second, R. G.

Head.
Pair of White Leghorns, chicks,"" Thos. Waite. Second.

J. B. Gilbert.

Pair of White-faced Black Spanish, E. I. Robinson, Sacra-
mento. Second, E. I, Robinson.

Pair of Houdaus, fowls, J. B. Gilbert. Second. Thos.
Waite.
Pair of Houdans, chicks, J. B. Gilbert. Second, Thos.

Waite.
Pair of Silver-Spangled Hamburgs, fowls, J. B. Gilbert.

Second, Thus. Waite.
Pair of Silver-Spaugled Hamburgs, chicks, Thos. Waite.
Pair of Polish, fowls, O. J. Allbee.
Pair of Wyandottes, fowls, O. J. Allbee. Second, R. G.

Head.
Pair of Wvaudottes, chicks, R. G. Head. Second Thos

Waite.
Fair of Black Breasted Red Game Bantams, J. N. Lund.

Second, O. J. Allbee.
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Pair of Black Breasted Eed Game chickens, F. P.Lowell,
Sacramento.
Pair of Pit Game chickens, J. N. Lund. Second, P. J. Wil-

liams, Sacramento.
Pair of Bronze turkeys, R. G. Head. Second, ThoB. Waite.
Pair of wild turkeys, R. G. Head.
Pair of Toulouse geese, Thomas Waite. Second, R. G.

Head.
Pair of Rouen ducks, R. G. Head. Second, Thos. Waite.
Pair of Pekin dncks, Thos. Waite. Second, R. G. Head.
Pair of Guinea fowls, J. N. Lund. Second, J. N. Hurst.
The committee suggested that a premium be awarded for

the best collection of pigeons.

The Fall Meeting at Chicago.

Washington Park, Aug 31st—P'irse $100, for alleges; entrance 3
percent. 1,312 each), of which (JO percent, to the second and lu percent.
to the third; maidens allowed, if thrt-e vears old, 5 lbs; if four years old,
10 lbs ; if live years or upwards, 15 lbs. Six entries. One mile.
C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle—Yolone.bv Norfolk,

120 lbs .'....Barens 1

E. Corrigan's ch g Tartar, 2, by ureat Tom— Bloiidina, 8! lbs Fuller 2
J.N.Carlisle ifcC'o.'sbrf Irish Lass, 3, by Kyrle Daly—Daisy Miller,

120 lbs W. Jones 3

W. L. Cassidy's b f Dolly L.., 3, *J7 lbs B. Harris
S. S. Brown's ch in Mona, 4, 113 lbs Wethers
N. Armstrong's gr g Urey Cloud, 3. 101 lbs Quantrell

Time, 1:43>£,
Pools: Jim Douglas ?"j0, Tartar S23, .Mona ?H, the field$10. Betting: 6

to 6 against Jim Douglas. Mutuels paid §11,80.

The start was good, with Mona and Irish Lass off in the

lead, Jim Douglas next. For six furlongs Mona and Irish

Lass alternated in front, when Mona gave it up, and Jim
Douglas took second place. Irish Lass led into the stretch,

but Douglas beat her to the string by two lengths, Tartar,

who came fast at the end, se'cond, a neck ahead of Irish Lass.

Time, 1:43J.
Second Race—Palmer House Handicap, a handicap sweepstake3

for all ages, at £50 each, ?20 f., with S2.000 added; the second to re-

ceive -SAuO, and the third $200 out of the stakes; winners of any race
after the publication of the weights {Aug. 1) of the value of $1,01.0 to

carry 5 lbs, extra. Seventy-nine entries. Mile and a quarter.

M. Young's b c Troubadour, if, by Lisbon—Glenluine, by Glenelg,
106 lbs Stoval 1

H. Armstrong's ch m Glendelia, i, by Glenelg—Cordelia, 103 lbs.

Godfrey 2

M. Young's b c Bootblack, 3, by King Alfonso—Beatitude, 111 lhs.

W. Jones 3

P. Q. Speth's ch c Thistle, 3, 103 lbs R. Harris
E. Corrigan's br f Ida Hope. 3, 101 lbs Puller
E. Corrigan's b pi Pearl Jennings, C, 115 lbs I. Murphy
W. Cottrill's ch h Buchanan, 4, 110 lbs L. Jones
E.J. Baldwin's bf Mission Belle, 93 lbs O'Brien
E. J, Baldwin's br f Mira, 3, 93 lbs Miller
J.T.Stewart's brm Biddy Bowling. 5. 95 lbs R. Hollis

J. H. McConnell's ch g Idle Pat, 5. 90 lbs Howard
S. S. Brown's b m Matinee, 4, 112 lbs Wethers

Time, 2:10£.

Pools: Pearl Jennings S85, Buchanan $42, Tbistle $28, the field $100.

Betting: 7 to 1 against Troubadour. Mutuels paid, $85.50.

Biddy Bowling led for seven furlongs, with Buchanan and
Glendelia next, but nearing the end of the mile Troubadour
and Bootblack passed the leaders, and led into the homestretch.

Glendelia closed on the leaders on the run home, but she

could not beat Troubadour, who won by two lengths, Glen-

delia second, a neck ahead of Bootblack. Time, 2:10§.

Fourth Race—Purse $400, for two-year-olds; entrance, 3 per cent, of

the purse ($12 each), of which CO.per cent, to the second, and 40 per.

cent, to the third; winners of any stakes of the value of $1,000, to carry

6 lbs extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs. Five entries. Three-quarters of

a mile.
R, A.Johnson's b c Adrian, by Little Ruffin—Lurline.byCape Race,

105 lbs Godfrey 1

T. Raymond's ch f Cuban Queen, by Stralbmore—Hiawasse, 102 lbs.,

; Quantrell 2

E. J.Baldwin'B b f Linda, by Rutherford—Blossom, 102 lbs. ..Miller 3

e] Corrigan's gr c Eluestone, 107 lbs Fuller

M. Young's chf Bed Girl, 107 lbs. Stoval
Time, 108}.

Pools : Red Girl $50, Biuestone -*35. Linda $10 , the field $15. Betting

:

8 to 1 against Adrian. Mutuels paid, $112.40.

The lot got off well together, Cuban Queen last, but at the

end of the first quarter Cuban Queen was leading, with

Adrian second. These two stayed in front to the end, Adrian

winning by a length; three between second and third.

Time, 1:18}.

Sept. 2d—Second Race—The Dearborn Handicap, a sweepstakes for

three-year-olds (foals of l^2i; fiO each; $15 forfeit, with ?S00 added; the

second to receive $160 and the tbird $50 out of the stakes; weights to be

announced Aug. 1st; starters to be named through the entry box at the

UBualtime of closing the dav before the race ; a winner of any race alter

the publication of weights of the value of .*1,U00 to carry 5 lbs extra: to be

run on the third day of the meeting. Fifty-four Entries; value to winner
$1,570. One mile and a furlong.

.

E J Baldwin's chg Rapido, by Grmsteail— Lxpernneiu, by Monarch-
ist 110 lbs O'Brien 1

W. Cottrill's uflipsy, by Buckdeii-Tipperary Girl, a* lbs. FuI,\er 2

Linwood Stable'^ b c Vaulter, by Vagabond—Moonlight, !)& lbs.
Wethers 3

F I dJil Iwii: 'c'lV'f y.lr.sl :: i
- ; 1., 10i|lbs Miller

M. Young's h c Bootblack, 1US lbs ...btoval

M. Young's ch f Gold Ban, 105 lbs W. Jones
Time, 1:59.

Pools- Rapido $73, Tipsv $10, Young's pair $10, the field $lo. Betting:

7 to 5 againBt Kapido. Mutuels paid $11.80.

Tipsy made the running, with Rapido second, for a mile,

when the favorite closed up and after a hard drive won by a

head, twelve lengths between second and third. Time, 1:59.

Third Race—Purse $500; winners this year of any race of the value of

$400 to carry 5 lbs.; of $1,000. 8 lbs. extra; maidens allowed, if three years

old 5 lbs if four years and upwards, 15 lbs.; winner of the mile heats

the' second day ofthe meeting to carry 5 lbs additional. Mile and a six-

teenth heats. . „ _ „ _,. . _. . ,

Mack Ko.'Bbra Slipaiong, 5, by Longfellow—Slipper, by Planet,

110Ill g
Wethers 1 1

C.Johnson :s"b"n Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle- Yolone 118 lbs.
Barens and Murphy 2 2

J M "Cii'rVilc'X'V'o.'s b h The Ute, 4, by Trump-Southern Belle, 103

lhs - Godfrey dis

Time, I:50X, l:«>s.

Pools- Douglas $100, SUpalong $2.=>, Held $10. After first heat: Slip-

along -*7-i, Douglas $55. Betting: 3 to 1 against and 5 to 3 onSlipaleng.

Mutuels paid $17.80 and $7,110.

In the first heat Slipalong and The Ute alternated in the

lead for half the triD, when Slipalong took the lead and won
by a length from Douglas, The Ute distanced. Time, 1:50 J.

The second heat saw Murphy put up on Douglas, but he

could do no better, Slipalong making all the running, and

winning by three lengths, in 1 :48£, a best on record at this

distance.

Sept 3d-S6Cond Race—A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, at $50 each;

$15 forfeit, with ?750 added; the second to receive si 50, and the third

$50 out of the stakes; winners of any race after July 1st of the value of

$1 000, to carry 5 lbs; of s2, 00, 7 lbs extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs.

Sixty-seven entries; value to winner, $1,750. Seven furlongs.

E J Baldwin's b f Mollie McCarthy's Last, by Rutherford -Mollie

McCarthy, by Monday. 100 lbs Miller 1

E Corrigan's th c Tartar, by Great Tom—Blondina, 115 lbs... Fuller 2

Grav & Co "B b c Jim Gray, by Ten Broeck—Mamie Gray, 110 lbs.,
J Bucbanan 3

C. Bell's" b c The Dude," 103 lbs - Gibba

W. Cottrill's b c Lancaster, 106 lbs B Harris

E. J. Baldwin's ch c Solid Silver, 103 lbs O B-nen

M. Young's ch c Bankrupt, 110 lbs Stoval

Time, 1 :i9}.

Pools- Jim Gray s75, Tartar $50, Bankrupt $40, Baldwin's pair -25,

the field $15. Betting: 3 to 1 against Mollie McCarthy's Last.

TaTtar led off, with Jim Gray and Bankrupt next, and,

setting a fast pace, Tartar led the party to the head of the

stretch, where Mollie McCarthy's Last wa3 second. In the

run home Tartar kept in front to the last furlong, where

McCarthy's Last reached him under the whip, and finally

beat him under the wfre by a neck, Jim Gray a length behind
Tartar. Time, 1:29|, a fast race for a two-year-old.

Sept. 5th—Second Race—The Woodlawn Stakes, a sweepstakes for
three-year-olds, at $50 each, $15 forfeit, $800 added; the second to re-
ceive $150 and the third $75 out of the stakes; winners of the Ameri-
can Derby or Sheridan Stakes of 1885 to carry 3 lbs.; of both stakes 7
lbs extra; non-winners of any tbree-year-old stakes allowed 5 lbs.,
maidens allowed 10 lbs. Thirty-nine entries; value to winner, $1,260«
Mile and a half.

E. J Baldwin's b c Volante, by Grinstead—Sister to Clara D.,by
Glenelg, 121 lbs Holloway 1

E. Corrigans ch c Irish Pat, by Pat Maljoy-Ethel, 118 lbs. . .Murphy '2

C.R. Jaynes & Co.'s b c Littlefellow, by Longfellow—Sleepy Kate,
l'J8 lbs Godfrey 3

N. Armstrong's cb f Kalata, 105 lbs Dluglev
Time, 2:41.

Pools: Volante $40, Irish Pat $21, the field $6. Betting: 5 to 3 on
Volante. Mutuels paid, $9.60.

Irish Pat cut out the running, Volante two lengths back, and
at the end of the Hrst half-mile these two opened a big gap on the
others. Pat led round to the starting point again aud back
to the head of the stretch, where Volante made his run, aud
taking the lead won in a gallop by Bis lengths, ten lengths
between second and third. Time, 2:41.

Fourth Race.—Purse. $500, for all ages; catch weights; entrance
($25 each } to the second; with $500 additional if l;4Ui is beaten, and
an additional $500 if Ten Broeck's record of 1:991 for one miie is

beaten.
S. S. Brown's ch m Mona, i, by Buckden—Monomania, by Mel-

bourne, Jr., 73 lbs Hollis 1
E. J. Baldwin's ch g Rapido, 3, by Grinstead—Experiment, 05 lbs.

Overton 3
E. Corrigan's b m Pearl Jennings, 6, by Lelans—Mary Howard, 85

lbs .". Fuller 3

R. A. Johnson & Co.'s b h Loftin, 4, 85 lbs W. Jones
Time, l:4l*.

Pools: Pearl Jennings $150, Rapido 355, Mona S45, Loftin $30, Bet-
ting : 4 to 1 against Mona.

Kapido was first away, Jennings second, Loftin last.

Eapido led to the half, where Mona passed Jenniugs and took
second place, and on the lower turn she headed Kapido.
Mona led into the stretch, and coming home at a fast pace,
won by live lengths from Kapido, who was two in front of
Jennings. Trnie, I:41J—the fastest mile of the year.

The Trot in Two Minutes.

Majolica and Maxy Cobb.

For some time a frigid wave has rolled between the houses

of .Straus and Cohnfeld. The two gentlemen have not been

on speaking terms, although both occupy chairs on the club

house piazza of the driving park nearly every pleasant after-

noon. In the early Spring when Mr. Cohnfeld had Maxy
Cobb trotting in 2:0S, on paper, Mr. Straus made bold to sug-

gest that there was a slight difference between smashing

records through a rosy stretch of fancy and on a properly

surveyed track, and he said something about Majolica being

able to beat the stallion. Mr. Cohnfeld was shocked that any

man in his sober senses should think about trotting a 2:17

horse against one with a record of 2:13}, to say nothing of the

2 :0S just within his grasp, and there the matter ended for

the moment. Maxy Cobb was matched against Phallas and

beaten, and Mr. Straus watched the closing heat with a face

the reverse of sad. Majolica was then matched against Phal-

las, and the news that the stallion had vanquished the son

of Startle made Mr. Cohnfeld feel pretty comfortable. The
Summer went by and hope was less daring in the early

Autumn.
At Providence on Friday, September 4th, Maxy Cobb,

Majolica and Pelix started in the open-to-all, and Mr. Cohn-
feld and his friends were sure of victory. In fact, they
reasoned that it would be but exercise for the stallion to cap-

ture first money. Confidence was never more misplaced.

Murphy had Majolica in tip-top condition and the gelding

scored a victory. In the first heat Majolica made one of his

bad breaks and Dustin crossed the score an easy winner with

Cobb in 2:17i. In the second heat, Majolica was settled and
as fast as a bullet. He trotted a quarter in 32 seconds aud
wonin2:17i. The stallion now began to lose courage, and
Felix finished second to Majolica in the third heat, the time

of which was 2:lSi. Darkness compelled postponement. On
Saturday, the fourth heat decided the money. Majolica car-

ried Maxy Cobb to a break, and was at the half-mile pole iu

1:06. He was eased a little in coming home, and he won the

heat in 2:15. It was a famous victory, and the houses of

Straus aud Cohnfieli are still apart. Tbe haudof friendship

is not extended. One of the messages whicb Mr. Nathan
Straus received by wire on Monday was from the Phulhis

camp at Cleveland, and it read: "Accept our hearty congratu-

lations for cleaning that Cobb."

—

Turf, Field and Farm.

There is one thing judges should try and cultivate, and

this is consistency. For instance, if they allow a horse t°

do a little skiving in the first heat and do not set him back

for it, they cannot very well punish him for it in a subse-

quent heat. Or if a horse in one race is distanced because

tne flag falls on his nose, a horse in a subsequent race, with

the same men in the stand, should not be given a position

when he runs a quarter of a mile and then barely touches

with his nose the falling flag. If you establish a precedent,

stick to it. The drivers and betting public never know what
to depend upon when one decision is allowed to clash with

another decision. It requires thought and poise to properly

judge a race.— Turf, Field and Farm.

The owner of Maxy Cobb, smarting under the recent de-

feat of that horse by Majolica, proposes a three-cornered

match for SI, 000 each, between his horse, Majolica, and
Harry Wilkes, to be trotted for in New York during October.

Mr. France has accepted on behalf of Harry Wilkes, and it is

thought that the owner of Majolica will not object to the race.

The once famous racehorse Checkmate, has been presented

by the Dwyer Bros, to Jim Williams, who formally owned
him. He will be sent to Kentucky aud used as a saddler,

being assured of kind treatment in his old age.

The Hinsdale Horse, sire of Deck Wright and Wilbur F.,

recently trotted a quarter of a mile in 39i seconds, after mak-
ing a season of fifty-eight mares. For a horse twenty-tbree

years old this is certainly a wonderful performance.

Lord Falmouth made it one of the conditions of a mares
entering the Merewith Stud that she must not only be a

good performer at two, but that she had not been raced after

four, although he made an exception of Lillian.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: With uncommon inter-

est I have read Prof. Brewer's writings—and he is a fellow o f

Yale—in respect to the possible performance of the coming
trotting horse. The Professor predicts that the mile will yet
be made, square trotting, in two minutes. I am a believer in

his prediction or belief, and yet I am not a turfman, nor
the owner, or breeder, or trainer of horses. Still I have rea-

sons for my belief, and with your permission I will state

them in your best of papers devoted to the turf. However, I

believe the two-minute horse will be of California breeding,

from the choicest stock which has been brought here from
tbe East—from Kentucky aud New York, especially—by such
intelligent, scrutinizing, able and devoted, if not enthusias-
tic breeders, as Governor Stanford, J. B. Haggin, Theodore
Winters, Mr. Rose, "Lucky" Baldwin and others, who can
afford to buy, and have bought the best breeds and the best
strain from tbu best stock and best breeders of the East.

I can readily recall the grand old days of the Union Course,
on Long Island, noted chiefly for triumphs of racers—the
victory of Sir Henry, by Eclipse, which I was too young to
witness; and the beating of Boston, by Fashion, in 1842, and
then of Fashion, by Peytona, in 1844—each for $20,000—
which I witnessed; and also the days of the old Beacon
Course back of Hoboken and above tbe Weehawken hill, be-
neath which Aaron Burr shot Alexander Hamilton in tbe
fatal duel, which instantly killed the latter and politically

killed his slayer. The noted trotters at that time were the
little gray mare of Bryant, which he always insisted upon
driving himself, and it was honest trotting, without sell-out
on Bryant's part, or running on the part of his honest mare,
Americus, Confidence, and the natural pacer, Oneida Chief,
who was reputed to have gone his mile in 2:12 in private,
although he never got down to Lady Suffolk's time of 2:26|,
I think it was, under the saddle, Alf. Conkling riding, in a
public performance, the Chief to harness, to the old style

sulkey. Hiram Woodruff was then the acknowledged author-
ity of the turf iu trotting, and I well remember his declaring,

one day at John SnedeKer's, coming in from the Union
Course, to a body of turfmen and amateurs, that he believed
the day was coming when a trotter would go his mile "in
close to 2:20." He was doubted and jeered. I afterwards
saw Trustee, iu 1S4S, go his tv?enty miles over the Union
Course in 59:35*, with nearly three hundred pounds behind
him, and he had not been kept to training. The longest trot

I ever witnessed was at the old track outside of San Fran-
cisco, in 1S54, I think, between Green & Steven's General
Taylor and Rattler, owned by a turfman whose name I have
forgotten. It was a trot of thirty miles, and Taylor won; the
time I do not remember.
But this is reminisceueeaud has nothing directlyto do with

the two minutes' time predicted by Prof. Brewer. Indirectly,

however, it has. Sin.ce I can recall 2:40 as big time, and Lady
Suffolk's 2:26f is unparalleled, the performances of Flora
Temple, Princess, Dexter. Rarus, St. Julien, Goldsmith Maid
and the peerless Maud S., have so hammered down the
record that a fellow doesn't know what to think of the future.
And then, our own California flyers—I can't name all of

them—but only think of these youngsters, Auteeo and Ante-
volo, for instance, dashing off their mile in less than 2:19!

What is an old fellow to think of it? Of course naught from
naught you can't, but where are you when you contem-
plate from 2:40 forty years ago and 2:08f now? Hence, why
not even two minutes. Say that running is the natural gait

of the horse, but is it? Are uot many horses natural trotters,

natural pacers? But pacing is, to say the best of it, un-
common racing. Oneida Chief, James K. Polk, Pocahontas
and some we know of on this Coast were, or are, possessed
of extraordinary speed; but, after all, trotting is the more
satisfactory gait aside from running. And the world of the
turf, every year growing iu interest aud worth, will devote
atteution to the better order of gait and speed.
In early daysin California.from tbetimel witnessed the great

race between the Lindsneth horse and the Pico horse, in S.tu

Joseiu 1850, 1 remarked the peculiarities o£ the California horse,

particularly as to bottom or eudurauce, and that chief other
essential, tbe feet. Carelessly kept, roughly treated, in no
respect duly trained, often shamefully neglected, with little

nttention paid to feed, whether of quality or quantity, un-
shod, aud iu no respect properly handled, the native Cali-

fornia horse was a marvel of eudurauce and all-day speed.
They were not for a spurt, but for hours, or even days of

ceaseless riding. Col. Fremont had a California horse which
was ridden from Los Angeles to Sacrauieuto in less tban ten

days. Jack Powers rude aCtiliforuia gray mare, which I after-

wards owned, from Santa Barbara, with only a few hours of

rest, in less than two days. On three consecutive

days, in 1S50, I beat - the stage between San
Francisco and San Jose both ways of the road,

riding her at ease without applying spur, aud after one
day of rest she again carried me to San Jose ahead of the

stage, nearly sixty miles in less than seven hours. Mind you,

there were then no shoes on these California horses; norweie
there quarter cracks nor corns, or other diseases of the fooi.

And there was a toughness of fibre, an endurance, a degree

of elasticity in motion, incomparable in the best of our "im-
ported" American stock then in the country.
Now that we have the best blood of the East, the flower of

the Kentucky Blue Grass region, aud the finest of the New
York Orange county Hambletonians to breed from, with this

peculiarly favorable soil to impart the frame, to assure the

bone, to add to the fibre, and to make the hoof—not only to

harden but to condense it to the fittest form—why should
not California raise the coming trotter to go iu the predicted

two minutes? the coming runner to reduce even Ten Broeck's
time for one mile, two miles, three miles, four miles—aud no
loDger race ought ever to be run—to the lowest of record and
the wonder of the turf? The romance that Flying Childers

or any other horse ever ran one mile in a minute must
remain as a fiction. But who will engage to say that from
the stables of Stanford, Winters, Baldwin, Rose, Hearst,

Ashe, or others of California breeders there will not come
the sciou of thoroughbreds to reduce the record of runners,

below that which now stands to the credit of Old Kentucky,
to win again as Iroquois won the blue ribbon of the Derby,
to take also again the cup which Foxball gain* d, aud to im-
press upon the minds of Eastern, as well as English and
other continental breeders, that California is tbe matcbless
home of the racer and trotter. Victories in the East won by
California horses this year are in proof of these views. We
shall in the future do better aud go farther in lowering

records and winning, besides the substantial stakes, the

glory of the grandest reputation of the turf. We have the

soil, we have the climate, we have the stock, we have the mi n

and California breeders have the money, too. The figur>

two minutes for our trotters. Our "excelsior" is to get

to it, and it will be done, O 1
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Dates of Meetings.

Santa Clara District, San Jose, September 28th to October 3d.

District No. 11, Greenville, September 28th to October 2d.

Mouterey Agricultural Association, Salinas, Cal., Oct. 6 to Oct. 10.

Thirteenth District Agricultural Society, Marysville, Oct. 7 to 10.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, Oct. 8th to 17th.

District Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles. Cal., Oct. 20th to

Oct. 24th, inclusive

.

Nevada State Fair, Reno, Oct. 12th to 17th.

Notice.

H. P. Metcalf lias not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884, We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

"books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Blood Cattle in California.

The display of cattle at the State Fair was the largest

and best ever shown in this State, and suggests the

rapidly growing importance of that branch of fine stock

raising on the Coast. The judges were called upon to

pass on the merits of many herds, including Holsteins,

Shorthorns, Angus, Galloways, Devons, Herefords,

Ayreshires, Guernseys and Jerseys; the Holsteins taking

the lead in numbers. All of these cattle were of the

finest description, and in most cases it would be im-

possible to excel them in any State. Mr. Henry Pierce,

of this city, showed a herd of Holsteins direct from Hol-

land, and got the blue . ribbon for his cow, Annie, thus

confirming the judgment of the committee at the Golden

Gate Fair at Oakland, where she-so deservedly took first

prize. Mr. H. Meek's superb cow also received a decora-

lion. Gov. Stanford showed forty head of Friesians, and

received a gold medal for his meritorious exhibit, an
honor also conferred upon Mr. Henry Pierce and Mr.

Seth Cook. The veteran, Col. Younger, as usual, got off

with more ribbons than 'any other exhibitor with his

fine herd of Shorthorns, although in the sweepstakes he

was beaten by Sylvester Scott's bull Duke of Auckland.

The Jersey bull, Jack Lowe, took the sweepstakes for

bulls of any age or breed, with three of his calves, show-

ing that the butter cattle are at least dividing the honors

with the beef breeds. This bull is from the most re-

markable prize-winning family ever known in the Island

of Jersey, England or America, and his dam has a

test record of over twenty-two pounds of butter in

Beven days. Mr. Pierce's Terba Buena herd of Jerseys

and Guernseys, numbering thirty head in all, took, with

two exceptions, all it competed for in class prizes, all

three of the herd prizes given and the sweepstakes before

mentioned. The herd was much admired, and judges

from the East agreed that no finer showing could be

made in any State. The noticeable improvement over

the cattle exhibited by Mr. Pierce two years ago indi-

cates that he is breeding forward. The Galloways, black,

heavy and rough coated, looked as though they could

make their way on any range. Their relatives, the

Angus, larger and finer, owing to better handling, sug-

gested juicy steaks and roasts, and both these hornless

breeds will undoubtedly prove to be excellent cattle for

California. The Cook Farm also showed a herd of snug,

meaty-lookiiig Devons. These cattle have already es-

tablished themselves in the good opinion of some of our

largest stock raisers, and for the foot hills and lower

ranges they will in time be as highly prized aB they are

in England. Taken as a whole, the cattle exhibit was

the most pointed evidence of progress that the fair

brought out.

Palo Alto Trotters in the East.

The first meeting at which Mr. Marvin had engage-

ments, that of the National Association of Trotting

Horse Breeders, occurred at Island Park, Albany, New
York, on the 14th, loth and 16th inst. Notwithstand-

ing the reports that have come West, that Mr. Marvin's

charges were mostly all sick, off their feed and unfit to

trot, they seem to have been well enough to settle with

emphasis the few that were game enough to start against

them at that meeting without serious effort. On the first

day St. Bel was opposed in the National Trotting Stal-

lion Stakes, for three-year-olds, by the bay filly Nath-

alie, by Smuggler, and did her up in a jog. Time, 3:12£,

2:45. The value of the stake was $1,565. The next day

Manzanita, the three-year-old sister to Wildflower,

walked over for a stake of $1,250, no competitor appear-

ing. On the 16th the two-year-old colt Sphinx found a

candidate in the Kentucky phenomenon Nutbreaker,

and sized him up in 2:34, 2:32, but in the last mile

Sphinx had to be pulled down almost to a walk, to save

the Glenview champion the disgrace of the distance flag.

Later in the day Manzanita walked over for another

three-year-old stake of $1,775, which closed the meeting.

The stable was shipped from there to Chicago, where a

Breeder's Meeting began last Tuesday, over the Wash-

ington Park track. The press dispatches have not re-

ported the proceedings, and we do not know at this writ-

ing whether any of the Palo Alto representatives have

started or not. If they have recovered their health and

spirits they will christen the track with some sensational

performances. If they do not come to their feed and

speed they are not likely to contest for the purses.

Fixed Events at Chicago-

The announcement of the fixed events of the Washing-

ton Park Club of Chicago for the Summer meeting of

1886 appears in place in our columns this week. These

stakes are the American Derby, for three-year-olds,

$5,000 added, one mile and a half; the Lakeside Stakes,

for two-year-old fillies, $1,000 added, five furlongs; the

Kenwood Stakes, for two-year-olds, $1,000 added, five

furlongs; the Hyde Park Stakes, for two-year-olds,

§ 1,200 added, three-quarters of a mile; the Englewood

Stakes, for three-year-old fillies, $1,000 added, one mile;

the Drexel Stakes, for three-year-old colts, $1,000 added,

one mile; and the Sheridan Stakes, for three-year-olds,

$1,500 added, one mile and a quarter. In all there are

winning penalties and non-winning allowances, and

declarations are permitted for a nominal forfeit. The

meeting of 1886, when these stakes will be run, will ex-

tend over twenty-three days, and the Club hangs up the

munificent sum of $65,000 added money. The Club is one

of the great racing associations of the continent, and the

value of engagements in these stakes is too apparent to

need any argument. Breeders and owners could scarcely

do a more unwise thing than to neglect to enroll their

youngsters in the list of Washington Park entries.

Blanks may be bad at this office or of the Secretary.

No Racine: at Marysville-

We are in receipt of a note from Secretary Sherwood,

of the Thirteenth District Association, informing us that

the Association had decided to cancel all previous an-

nouncements, and hold no meeting this year. At a

meeting of the Board last Spring this was the sen-

timent of the Directors, as the Society had no suitable

pavilion for fair purposes, and the depressed state of

business discouraged the idea of success. Later, in def-

erence to the wishes of many business men of Marysville,

they decided to give the races and issued a programme,

but the classes have not filled satisfactorily, and seeing

no way to make up fields that would promise anything

of interest, the Society has declared the whole matter off.

The Directors have issued a card in which they indicate

their purpose to erect a pavilion next Spring, and hold a

first-class general fair in the Fall, commencing one week

preceding the State Fair. The Secretary's letter reached

us after the forms containing the Society's advertisement

had been printed, which will account for its appearance

this week.

Law and Equity.

The people of sporting inclinations who put their solid

wealth into the pool box on Beaconsfield in the Night-

hawk Stakes, at the State fair, are still grumbling at the

way the clerk of the course weighed it out and passed it

over to somebody else. They insist that there were equi-

ties in the case that the judges should have considered,

that it was patent that Beaconsfield was the best horse,

that the short weight was accidental and not intentional,

that there was no fraud attempted or charged, that all

the riders came in light with only a few ounces differ-

ence between them—proving their equal honesty, that

to have declared the pools off would have been equal and
exact justice, and so on for several blocks until an alarm

of fire or invitation to order something switches them off

the subject. Some of them "hint that the scales were

tampered with, but it is safe to venture that in their

inner minds they do not believe that. The trouble with

the most of the disgrunted is that they had never been

struok with that kind of a cyclone before, and do not

comprehend the nature of the disaster. It is awkward and
unpleasant to lose money by such a contretempts, but it

is not new to racing. It happens occasionally to all race-

goers, and experience will generate philosophy enough to

charge such things up to bad luck*and let them go. But the

claims of the losers in this case are not only illogical but

inconsistent. We quite agree with them that there was
no wrong attempted. No jockey would be insane enough

to slip his weight and then return to scale without it or

some substitute for it that would tip the beam at the

required notch. The fact that there had been a general

and almost uniform shrinkage of all the riders indicated

that the missing pounds had vanished into thin air under

the influence of a superheated atmosphere and a long

and trying delay at the post. Where no wrong was
done it was out of the power of the judges to declare the

pools off. They can only take ?that step when fraud is

apparent or there is substantial reason to believe that it

exists. They are bound by the rule whichdeclares their

powers in the premises, and it is so plain as to admit of

but one way of reading. The rule'J was made for the

protection of bettors, and they should ask its rigid en-

forcement. To declare pools off on account of an acci-

dental loss of weight would establish a precedent that

would extend to other accidents, and plague pool buyers

more a hundred fold than the loss on Beaconsfield. The
closer the law is adhered to the more security there is

for bettors, and the losers in the Nighthawk Stake may
get a consolation some day when they have the other

side of the proposition and win by an accident. In such

a case we have no doubt they will pocket the coin with-

out compunction or any half-hour lectures on equity.

To the Garden City.

Next week the last of the fair circuit meetings will be

held at San Jose. Without disparaging any other of

tho many beautiful and pleasant cities of California San

Jose assuredly takes the blue ribbon for beauty and

pleasantness. It is a rare combination of metropolitan

and rural life not found in any other town on the Coast.

Being one of the wealthiest and most enterprising of

communities it is, at the same time, on a high moral and

intellectual plane that gives the atmosphere a clearness

and freshness that braces up the moral and physical

man. We always enjoy the week at San Jose. The
streets are broad and clean, the buildings sightly even

to esthetic, the hotel accommodations ample and superb,

and the fair ground a veritable suburban park. The city

is accessible by rail on all sides and from San Francisco

the frequency of trains is such as to suit the conveniences

of all classes of people. The programme of races is a
full one, and it is unnecessary to particularize, although

it is hinted that the trot between Arab, Nellie B. and

Guy Wilkes will be a bruiser. San Franciscans can find

no pleasanter jaunt than a run down to San Jose to at-

tend the fair and races, a fact that many of them have

found by experience. All who go may depend that they

will be royally entertained whichever way their inclina-

tions may run.

Among the visitors and exhibitors at the State Fair

one, at least, ought to be satisfied, and we believe he is.

That one is Mr. Corbitt, of the Ban Mateo Stock Farm.

The only stock he exhibited was Berkshire swine, and

they made a clean sweep of the blue ribbons in every

class where they competed. As there were other herds

of imported and thoroughbred Berkshires in the ring the

award emphasizes the special merit of Mr. Corbitt's

stock. In addition he had the satisfaction of seeing Guy
Wilkes beat Arab, Manon and Adair in a five heat race,

reducing his record to 2:18£. After that race a goodly

company of turf speculators were as flat as if the whole

United States had rolled over them. Mr. Corbitt re-

turned a little hoarse from the night air of the Capital,

but well pleased with the show.
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The Blood Horse Association.

The programme of the Fall meeting of this Association

will be found in our advertising columns this week, and

the attention ofhorsemen is directed thereto. It will be ob-

served that it is the most ambitious document ever issued

by the Association, but it is believed that past experience

and the present outlook justifies the changes. . There is

an apparent difference between the added money of the

closed events and those that are open, but most horse-

men understand that in these closed races the amounts

cannot be raised from the original conditions without

voiding the stakes. All the California stables will be

home in time, and that some Eastern strings will also

"Winter here seems now almost certain. There is every

prospect that the November meeting will be the greatest

series of races California ever had.

Last Monday afternoon a gentle, generous soul clasped

the shadowy hand of Israfii and was led away beyond

the borders of time. Frank Ballinger was young in

years, but few men who have been face to face with the

great public as much as he was leave
k
so universal a

feeling of sorrow. His was a mind cast in the true

journalistic mold, one for which the world had much
need and use. His heart knew no impulse that was not

kindly, and he died as he had lived, hoping and cheerful.

There is little need for the blare of requiems or display

of priestly vestments, for surely a soul so guileless, a

spirit so gentle, must find rest.

Same Day—Parse 81,000; four-year-olds.
Antevolo, brc. bv Electioneer—"J. C. Simpson. 2 1 1 1
Pansy, blk f, by Berlin—W. F. Smith „ 13 2 3
Dawu.cu c, by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith 3 2 3 2
Kismet, b c. 3, by Sultan—L. J. Rose _, _ 4 4 4 4
Voucher, be, bv ISephew—G. W. Trahern 5 5 5 5

Time, 2:25, 2:25 <*,2:25:K, 2:29*.

Sept. 23d—The first event was a running race, one mile
and repeat, S2o entrance, $'2o0 added, between Arthnr H.,
Constellation, Mamie T. and Dave Douglus. The pools sold
Arthur H. $25, Constellation 311, the field $6.

First heat—Arthur H. won by a neck from Constellation,
second. Mamie third, Donglas a bad fourth. Time, 1:45J.

Second heat—Douglas hud the advantage on the start, lead-

ing the other* by three lengths till within 100 yards of the
wire, when Arthur caugbt him and won the heat and race by
a neck, Douglas second, Mamie third, Constellation fourth.
Time, 1:45}.

Sept. 23d—Sweepstakes of 325 each; 3250 added. Mile heats.
Kelly & Lynch's be Arthur H., 3, by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of

the Mist, 103 lbs _ l l

G. W. Trahern'sb c Dave Douglas, 3, by Leinster, dam Lily Simpson,
103 lbs _ I 2

B. Pacheco's b f Mamie '£., a. by Wheatlev, liani Mercedes, 1 00 lbs... .3 3
Geo. Howson's b f Constellation, 3, by St. George, dam Plannette, IU0

lbs...

The Fair at Stockton.

Sept. 22d—The twenty-fifth San Joaquin Valley Fan-

opened with an increased attendance over the first day of last

year. This afternoon the first race was trotting. Pacific

Coast, 2:40 class, purse of §1,000. The starters were Maud
TV. W. W., selling at ?30, Menlo at §25, and Sultan, Norman
and Artist in the field at $7.

First Heat—Normau had the pole, Maud, Artist, Sultan and

Menlo outside. Maud took the pole at the turn, opening a

gap of two lengths to the backstretch, where she was chal-
lenged by Menlo, who took the heat, Maud second, Artist
third, Sultan fourth, Norman distanced. Time, 2£3£. The
pools now sold Menlo $30, field $5.
Second Heat—Menlo broke at the turn, Maud leading, but

on the backstretch Menlo and Maud were like a double team.
At a hundred yards from the wire, Menlo broke, Maud tak-
ing the heat. Menlo second, Sultan third, Artist last. Time,
2:234/. The pools were unchanged.
Third Heat—Menlo broke at the turn, Maud being collared

in the lead by Sultan, who broke at the quarter. Menlo chal-
lenging Maud, they kept together to the homestretch, where
Maud was unable to respond to the whip, Menlo taking the
heat by three lengths, Maud second, Sultan third, Artist last.

Time, 2-25. The pools were unchanged.
Fourth Heat—Menlo broke again at the turn, Sultan and

Maud going together to the three-quarter pole, Artist pass-
ing Mealo, and all looking as if the favorite would be shut
out, as he was breaking constantly. On the homestretch
Maud weakened, Sultan coming in easilv first, Maud second,
Artist third, Menlo last. Time. 2:28. the pools sold Menlo
$25, Sultan $7, field S4.

Fifth Heat—Menlo broke at the usual turn, falling far to

the rear. Sultan and Maud made a pretty race to the home-
stretch, when Sultan had it all his own way, taking the heat
under a strong pull by four lengths, Maud second, Artist
third, Menlo last. Time, 2:29. A wild rush for the pool-
bos was made, Menlo selling at $15 to §25 for the field.

Sixth Heat—Artist was sent to the stable. Sultan led to the
turn and then broke, running to the three-quarter post, and
losing 150 yards. Maud was tired out, and Menlo assured of

the race, walked in from the flag, enabling Sultan barely to

save his distance by hard running, Maud second by three
lengths. Time, 2:29|. Menlo took first money, Sultan sec-

ond, Maud third.

Stockton, Sept. 22d—Parse, $1,000; 2:40 class.

Time,l:15K, 1:J5X.

The second race was trotting for two-year-olds, Pacific

Coast, purse $1,000. The starters were L. J.[Rose's Alcazar,
Haggin's Senator, Toomey's Transit and Shippee's Tempest.
In the pools Alcazar sold for S25, the field $15.

First heat—Transit had the pole, Senator, Alcazar and Tem-
pest in the order named. In this order they went to the half,

when Alcazar broke, Transit taking the lead by an open
length, Senator second, Alcazar third, Tempest a close

fourth, in which order they finished. Time 2:36^. Alcazar
still sold favorite, $25 to §15.
Second heat;—Alcazar broke at the turn, falling back to a

bad fourth, Transit leading Senator by a length. At the half

Alcazar took second place from Senator, but Alcazar and
Transit went off their feet entering the homestretch, and
Senator won the heat, Tempest second, Alcazar third and
Transit fourth. Time 2:33. Before the third heat Transit
sold for $15 to $20 for the field.

Third heat—The quarter was made in 38 seconds, Alcazar

and Transit trotting together, the Senator third by four
lengths, and Tempest eight lengths further back. At the half

Transit, Alcazar and Senator went up, Alcazar recovering
first and taking the lead, maintaining it to the wire, all going
furiously, Alcazar taking the heat by a length and a half from
Transit, second, Senator third, Tempest a bad fourth. Time
2:30£. Tempest was sent to the stable.

Fourth heat—Alcazar was favorite, $25 to $S. The favor^

ite led from the start to the three-quarter pole, Senator
second, Transit breaking badly. On the homestretch Sen-
ator challenged Alcazar, but broke, losing second place to

Transit, who made a terrific drive for the lead, but Alcazar
won by a leneth and a half, Transit second, Senator third.

Time 2:32*.
Same Day—Purse $1,000; two-year-olds. Mile heats.

Alcazar, b c by Sultan, dam Minnehaha—L. J. Rose 3 3 11
Transit, b c by Prompter—M. Toomey 14 2 2

Senator, b c by Echo— Raucbo del Paso 2 13 3

Tempest, b f by Hawthorne—L. U. Shippee 4 2 4 ro
Time, 2:36& 2:33, 2;30X, 2:32>i.

The third race was a special trot, $25 entrance and $250
added. The starters were Blaine, Carrie F. and Belle Spen-
cer. In the pools Spencer sold for $25 to $15 and $10 for

the field. The first heat Spencer won, Blaine second. Time,
2:26£. The second heat Carrie F. won, Spencer second.
Time, 2:27|. The third heat Carrie F. won, Spencer second.

Time, 2:2Sf. The fourth heat Spencer won, Canie F.
second. Time, 2:2S§. The race was then postponed.

Pools: Richmond (30, Kelso's trio 120, Bonanza, St. Augustine and
Volaute $15 each, field $35. Betting; 9 to 2 against Richmond, H to 1 each
\ olanteand Boninzt. < to 1 Dnrest, 10 ro 1 each East Lyone jnd St.
Aliens tine. 12 to 1 each Munnee, Longview and Ernest. 15 to I Florio,
Alt i and Myrtle. 25 to I Saltpetre, 10 to 1 Harefoot, 60 to 1 Ripplette.
Place; oto^ each against Richmond. Bonanza and Volante.3 to I I'nrest,
4 to 1 each East Lyune, St. Augustine. Ernest and Myrtle. 5 to 1 each
Manmee. Lougriew ind Florio. 6 to AlU, 8 to I .Saltpetre , 15 to 1 Hare-
foot and 23 to 1 Ripplette . Motuels paid $16.75.

After a delay of nearly an honr at the post the flag fell to
a very straggling start, Richmond, Saltpetre and Longview
being left at the post. Unrest got off with the lead, Harefoot
second, St. Augustine third and Maumee fourth. Coming
by the staDd Unrest led by half a length, Myrtle and Rip-
plette on almost even terms and Ernest fourth. There was
no change at the quarter. Along the backstretch Harefoot
moved up aDd took third place, Maumee and Bonanza com-
ing nest. Meanwhile Unrest kept increasing her lead. At
the three-quarters Unrest led a length and a half, Maumee
second nearly the same distance in front of Volante, who
was coming strong. The last named ran into second place,
but conld not reach Unrest, who won* by four lengths,
Volante second, three parts of a length in front of Maumee.
Harefoot was fourth.
Filth race—Purse ?5c0. For three-year- olds and upwards; entrance

310; weights at 20 Ibsabove the scale, the winnerto be sold at auction fur
•2,0.0. 1 lb. Lllowed for each 3100 down to $600; then3 lbs. for each $100
down to $300. Three-quarters of a mile.

M. Graynor's b g Young Duke, 4, by Duke of Magenta—Heaitease,
«l,ooo, 125 lbs _ Fitzpatrlck 1

D. C. McCauirs n g Joe Howell, aged, bv Bonnie Scotland—Eva Shep-
herd, $1,9)0, 112 Ib3 - _Duffy 2

J. N. Ackerman's bg Rushbrook, 5, by Imdlev—Hell Gwynne, 6300,
118 lbs _ _ Cross 3

H. Behmans'bc Binion. 4, $300, 115 lbs _ - McLaughlin
R. Harper's ch g Beechenbrook, 5, 330O, 112 lbs Kellv
J.B. Pryor, Jr.a b f Audacity,!, $300, 112 lbs Billings
J. Shield's b g Fellowplay. aged, $300. 112 lbs Walker
R W. Street's blkg Success, 5, 8300, 112 lbs
Blohn & Co.'s ch g Adorn.-, :.I, f30Oj 106 lbs
C. H. Pettengill's ch g Agincourt. 4. 5300. 112 lbs....

Time 1:18V.
Pools: Binion and Joe Howell $30 each, Fellowplay and Young Duke

$25 each, field $25. Betting: 5 to 2 against Binion, 3 to 1 Joe
Howell, 4 to 1 Young Duke, 7 to 1 Fellowplay, 10 to I each Audacity and
Adonis. 12 to l each Aenncourt, Success. Beechenbrook andRushbrootC
Place; Even against Binion, 7 to 5 each Young Duke and Joe Howell, 2
to 1 Fellowplay, 3 to 1 each Agincourt, Audacity and Adonis , 4 to 1 each
Success, Beechenbrook and Rushbrook. Mutuels paid $21.30.

Binon was the first away, Young Duke second, Joe Howell
third. Along the backstretch Binion dropped back -and
Young Duke shot to the front, opening a gap of several

lengths, Beechenbrook and Joe Howell being his closest at-

tendants, Binion fourth. In the stretch Young Duke had no
difficulty in remaining in front and won by two lengths, Joe
Howell second, half a length in front of Bushbrook,
Binion fourth. There was no bid for the winner.

Sept. 12—Second Race—For three years old: a sweepstakes of $25 each
p. p., with $500 added, the second to receive frlCO out of the stakes. Win-
ners of any race exclusively for three years old of the value of $2,000,
122 lbs.; ot two such races, 125 lbs.; of §1.000, 118 lbs.: other horses, 110
lbs.: non-winners inlSSl, 100 lbs.; maidens, a5 lbs.; fillies and geldings
allowed 3 lbs. One mile.

G. I*. Lorillard's b g Hopedale, by Glenelg—Misfortune. 107 lbs.

_ J. McLaughlin 1

Sir. Kelso's b f Maumee. bv Vauihall—.Maudica, 92 lbs Davis 2
W. P. Bnreh's ch i Telie Doe, by Great Tom-Mna Turner, 107 Its.

.„ Maynard 3

J. A- J. D. Christie's ch g Bonanza, 107 lbs Duffy
O. Bowie's chf Vesta, 92 lbs. _ Hvslop
Rancocas Stable's bg Krishna, 87 lbs „ Rafferty
J.S. Campbell's ch f Punka. 92 lbs .Covington
Preakness Stable's b f Heartsease. 107 lbs Kelly
J. H. Harbeck's ch g Amber, 95 lbs _ Church
P. Grill's chc Wins ton, 95 lbs West

W. Donohue

Bl nlocfc
. Caldwell

Brennan

Fall Meetine" at Sheepshead Bay.

,12 14 4 1
Sultan, br s, by Toe Moor—L. J. Rose _ 4
Maud W. W. W„ blk m, by Gen. Reno—W. B. Todhnnter 2 12 2 2 2
Artist, blk g.by Golddust—J. R. Hodson. 3 4 4 3 3 ro
Norman, g g, by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. MeDuwell dis.

Time, 2:23,^ 2:23K. 2:23, 2:23, 2:29, 2;295f.

The second race was for four-year-olds owned on the
Pacitic Coast, trotting, for $1,000. The starters were Dawn,
selling at $25, Pansy $20, Toucher $13, Kismet and Antevolo
in the field $23.

First heat—In the first heat there was much scoring.

Dawn held the pole, Kismet, Antevolo, Voucher, and Pansy
on the outside. Dawn led Antevolo a half length to the
middle of the backstretch, when Dawn broke badly, Antevolo
leading to the homestretch, where he. was overhauled by
Pansy. Within twenty yards of the wire Pansy and Antevolo
were nose and nose. Then Antevolo skipped and the horses
came in a dead heat, but the judges gave the heat to Pansy
on account of Antevolo's running, Antevolo second. Dawn
third, Kismet fourth, Voucher just saving his distance by
hard running. The pools were unchanged.
Second heat—Antevolo had a slight advantage of the start,

taking the pole first. On the backstretch Dawn collared him,
Pansy straggling twenty yards behind. Entering the home-
stretch, Antevolo shook off Dawn, taking the heat easily by
three lengths, Dawn, Pansy, Kismet and Voucher in the

order named. Time 2:25$. The pools sold, Dawn $25,

Pansy $16, Kismet $4, field $20.
Third heat—Dawn led Antevolo slightly to the quarter,

where all strung out to half. Then Dawn broke badly, and
Antevolo and Pansy had a brush to the wire, Antevolo win-
ning by half a length, Pausy, Dawn, Kismet and Voucher in

the order named. Time, 2:25}. The pools now changed,
Antevolo selling at $40, Dawn SS, the others bunched at $4.

Fourth heat—Antevolo was first to the quarter, then Dawn
led to the half, Pansy contesting closely for second to the

homestretch. Then Antevolo brushed away from Pansy,
having half a length the best of Dawn to the flag, when he
pulled out by a magnificent burst, taking the heat and race

by a neck, Dawn, Pansy, Kismet, Voucher in the order

named. Time, 229£.

Sept. 10th—The disagreeable weather materially interfered

with the attendance at the Sheepshead races, but despite the

rains there was a very fair number of spectators on hand to

witness the contests. The track was quite heavy, although
not sloppy. The large fields appeared to give Mr. Clark con-

siderable trouble, or it may be that the jockeys were unusu-
ally fractious. The long delays at 'the starting post and in

one or two instances the bad starts made were the subject of

much comment. Three horses were left at the post for tbe

most important event of the day, the Bridge Handicap . The
favorite, Richmond, was included in the unfortunates, and to

make matters worse, McLaughlin was compelled to suffer the

humiliation of being suspended for a day for his actions at

the post. Details:

First Race—For two-year-olds. A sweepstake of £25 each, p. p., with
8750 added, of which $150 to the second and .$50 to the third. Winners
of $3,000, T£Q lbs.; of $2,000,115 lbs.;of $1,000,110 lbs.; maidens 100

lbs. ; fillies and geldings allowed 3 lbs. Three-qtiarters of a mile.

D. O'Connor's be Walter H., by Voltigeur—Beware, llu lbs Olney 1

Davis k Hall's br f Bess, by Fadladeen—Betsy, 107 iba Arnold 2

Dwyer Bros.'s b c Brambleton, by Bramble—Valerian, 110 lbs.

McLaughlin 3

W. S. Scott's en f Florence Fonso, 107 lbs

P.H.Ryan's br c Blue Jay, 100 lbs Rivera

S. Bryant's br c Waddell Bryant, 110 lbs Blaylock
Forihaui Stables' b c Velvet, 1C0 lbs Fisher
R. P. Ashe's ch c Ingleside, 110 lbs Kelly
Preakness Stables* b g Repartee, 97 lbs Caldwell
P, Tobin's ch c Rednette, 110 lbs Hughes

Time. 1:183.

Pools: Brambleton, €50, Walter H. $40, Repaxtee $33, Waddell Err-
ant $20, Bess $15, field $20, Betting : 5 to 2 against Brambleton, 9 to 'J

WalterH., 5 to 1 Waddell Bryant, 11 to 2 Repartee. 7 to 1 Florence
Fonso, 10 to 1 Bess. 20 to 1 Ingleside, 40 to 1 Velvet, Pednette and Bine
Jay. Place: Even against Brambleton , 8 to 5 Walter H., 2 to 1 Wud-
dell Bryant, 5 to 2 Repartee, 3 to 1 Florence Fonso, 4 to 1 Bess, 10 to 1

Ingleside, 12 to 1 Velvet, Rednette and Blue Jay. Mutuels paid, $26.95.

There was a long delay at the post and several breakaways,

during one of which Repartee ran away and covered a quarter

of a mile before he could be stopped. When the flag fell Re-

partee got off in front, Walter H. second and Brambleton
third. Repartee led to the turn for home, when Brambleton
and Bess passed him. In the stretch Walter H. moved up
and coming away as he pleased won by four lengths in front,

Bess second, half a length in front oi Brambleton.
ThirdRace—The Bridge Handicap. For three-year-olds, foals of 1SS2;

a handicap sweepstakes of ?100 each for starters; 9±5 forfeit for horses
entered bv Januarv 1st. and only 9lD if struck out by September 1st.

Horses entered by AugiiBt 15th, when the stakes shall be closed, to pay
150 forfeit; $2,500 to be added by the Association; the second to receive
I'.OOof the added money and 20 per cent, of the stakes; the third 10 per
cent of the stakes. One mile and a half.

Rancocas Stable's ch f Cnrest, by Morteiner—Letola, 100 lbs
„ _ Olney 1

E, J. Baldwin's b c Volante. by Qlinstead- -.sister Anne, 125 lbs.

„ Duffy 2

Mr. Keiso'e b f Maumee, bv V;iuxhUt—Mandina, 100 lbs Fisher 3

J. Walden'schc Harefoot _ W. Donohue
3. M. Sexton's b t Mvrtle, sOlbs Williams
G. L. Lorillard's b c St. Augustine, 110 lbs Hughes
ftt. S. Scott's brf Florio. Di lbs Miner n

M. L. Scott's ch f East Lynne, in? los Dorsey
V. L. Kirknian's ch g Ernest, 102 lbs Arnold
R. P. Ashe's be Alta, lis ibs Keilv n

J. O. & J. K. Christy's ch g Bonanza, m lbs „ Caldwell
G. B. Brvson's ch f Ripplette, 90 lbs Gerhax ly u

Mr. Kelso's b c Longview, ii« Iba. Meaton "

Dwyer BroB.' be Richmond, Hi; lbs J. McLaughlin •

Mr. Kelso's br c Saltpetre Martin
*.i.eit at post.

Time, 2:41 }j.

lbs

Pools; Maumee $70, Telie Doe 850, Hopedale $30, Krishna $30, A'nber
$30, Bonanza $25, field ?40. Betting; 7 to 2 against Telie Doe, 9 to 2 Mau-
mee, 5 to 1 Hopedale, 7 to 1 Bonanza, 8 to 1 each Krishna and Amber, 12
to 1 each Haretoot,Heartsease and Winston, 15 to 1 Punk*, and 20 to 1

Vesta, For place: 5 to 4 on Telie Doe, 2 to 1 eacb against Hopedale and
Maumee, 5 to 2 Bonanza, 3 to 1 each Krishna and Amber, i to 1 each Hare-
foot an I Heartsease, 5 to 1 Winston, C to 1 Punka and 8 to 1 Vesta.
Mutnels paid $83.45.

Third Race—A handicap sweepstakes of $30 each, and only $10
declared, with $750 added, of which $150 to the second. One mile and fiv

furlongs.

R. P. Ashe's bfBinnette, 4. bv Billet—Mirah, 109 lbs_ Duffy 1

Davis & Hall's bf Enigma, 4. bv Enquirer—Queen of the West, 55 lbs.

_ Covington 2
G. L. Lorillard's chf Tolu,4, bv Ten Broeck—Tecalc.91 lbs..Gerhardy $
J. T. Williams' chc Bob Miles, i, 115 lbs J. McLaughlin

T£ine,2:51tf.

Pools; Bob Miles $50, Binnette $40,Tolu $15, Enigma $10. Betting; 6

to 5 against Sob Miles, 7 to 5 Binuette , 7 to 1 Tolu and 8 to 1 Enigma. .So
place betting. Mutuels paid ?12.Su.

Fourth Race—The Flatbash Stakes, a sweepstakes for twcyear-olds,
foals of 1883, of $150 each for starters ; $50 forfeit for horses t utered by
January 1st, $100 forfeit for horses entered by August 15th,

stakes shall be closed, with $1,500 added; the second to receive $5«J out
of the stakes, the third to s ive liisstake. To carry 110 lbs. Winners of
$2,000 after August 15th, 115 Ibs. Maidens, 1C0 lbs.: fillies and geldings
allowed 3 lbs. Seven furlongs.

W, L. Scott's chf Charity, by Sensation—Emma, 37 lbs... R. Williams 1

Rancocas Stable's b f Dew Drop, by Falsetto—Explosion, 107 lbs.

„ „ _ ulnry 2

Mr. Kelso's br e The Bard, by Longfellow—Bradamante, no lbs.

_ Feakea i

B. A. Haggin's b f Preciosa. 112 Duffy
B. A. Haggin's br cBen Ali. 110 lbs _ Haywaxd
Dwver Bros.' blkorbr c Portland, 115 lbs J. McLaughlin
R P Ashe'scbc King of Norfolk, 110 I"s K-rlly

Time, 1:31^-
Pools: Dew Drop $^\ Portland $.0; Haggins' pair $55. King of Nor-

folk $35, the field $30. Betting: 8tooagainst Portland, 5 to 2 Dew Drop.
etolPreeiosa. Sto 1 each Cuaritv and The Bard, 10 to 1 Ben Ali and 15

to 1 King of Norfolk. For Place; 10 to 7 on Portland .even against
Dew Drop, 2 to 1 against Preciosa,3 to 1 each Charitv and The Bard. 4 to
Ben Ali and 5 to 1 King of Norfolk. Mutuels paid, $15.25.

As an illustration of how the judicial functions are some-

times carried out on backwoods tracks, Al Miller, a veteran

horseman, tells a story: He was trotting at Kutztown on a

third of a mile track. Driving up to the stand, he asked

who had the pole. "Was ist dat?" inquired the Teutonic

starter. "Why, the horse nearest the fence." "Oh! das ist

alles recht! Figs it up by yourselefs!"

Harry Wilkes, like Majolica, both geldings, were sires be-

fore emasculation. The bay gelding Billy Wilkes, a coming

performer, was got by Harry Wilkes when a two-year-old.

Billv is only one of a number of promising youngsters who
owe" their paternity to the champion of the France string.

David -Johnson, of the firm of Appleby & Johnson, has

purchased from H. O. Bernard the entire Clipsiana uattit,

and the choleric "Master of Clipsiana" is devoting his time

to other business.

Deducting his own stake money, Freeland has this season

won upward of $19,000, which is about as much as all the

other get of Longfellow have won combined.

Having passed through an arduous campaign the crack

three-year-old Joe C'ottou has been let up m his work, and

will not appear on the turf again this year.

i » —
Mand S. has been retired t^ Mr. Bonner's stable for the

season, but it is provable she will be trained again nest year,

to attack the record anew.

Delaney, the hurdle rider, erstwhile of Californ:

I been ruled off for life by the Coney Island Jockey CI
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TIME SCHEDULE
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend street, between Third and Fourth Streets)

San Francisco.

|
Commencing May 11,1885. I

[ San Mateo, Kedwood and
r Menlo PJ^k,

6:40 A
•8 :10 a
9 :03 A

10 :02 a
•3 :36 P
t-1 :59 P
6:00 P
T:60P
I:I5P

17:5C
+8:IE

10:in a ,

*3:30p ^Santa Clara, San Jose and
4 -25 p Principal Way Stations.

10:10 a I I Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville,
^

*3:30p' S Salinas ai
"

and Monterey.

|"l
Watsoiiville, Camp Goudall, (

10:40 a { Aptos, -New Brighton, So-,:

*3:30p| .'"quel (Cam Ci pitola) audi
I J Santa Cm I

mill >;mta Cruz

£J i Hollisterand Tres Pinos- }
| V:00 p

XI Soledad and Way Stations
i

6:(

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSundays only . jTheatre train

Saturdays only

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph & Co
Stage CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except "escadero Stapes via San Mateo and
Redwood, and Pacific Congress Spring Stage via

Santa Clara, which connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates to
Monterey, Aptos, Ronnel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Rohles Springs

EXCURSION TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

For Sundays onlv, ; for 1:30p. m. train; good for re-

( turn same day.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;

Sunday and \ good for return until following Mon-
day, inclnsiveJ atthefolh2whigrates:

Round Trip Man.
i'kt.

satto Round Trip Satto
Mon. from San Tkt.

Mon.
Franc !sco to Tkt. Francisco to

$ 50 Mount'n View SI 50 $2 00

65 I 50 .2 25
90 1 75 250

75 1 10 San Jose
1 00 1 25 Gilrov
1 00 1 40 Aptos
1 25 1 50 Soquel
1 25 1 60 Santa Cruz

Mavfield 1 25 1 75 3 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. B. JUDAS,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

respectfully calls attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best ^laceB in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Gloves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the Beveral streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may l<e had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Ib noted fox the extent and variety of fiBh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sportB-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AKE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
Hand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering PlaceB,

APTOS, SOQUEL AND SANTA CRUZ,
IB VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thiB line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Ma'teo lor those well-known Retreats, I'UKIK-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are bnt a short distance from San

Francisco and offer Bpecial inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to i--- in- CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Oars.
ft55~In order to guard against accldentB to Dogs

while in transit, it is ueceflRarv that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will he carried freeof charge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed In wood or leather cases may be
t-ken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market st,, Grand
Hotel.
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintends t Aest, Paaa. and Tkt. Agt,

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stoc

now at Fairlawn. Will he sent free to all applicants who enclose i cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERT PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,

Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Eoadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

mTTT? flTVn? PT^TfT? PT A 1ST Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
X XXXj Ol, J-i XXbXUJ-l L XJXlXi price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Porohasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:133-, an^ double team with fastest record, 2:15|

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the Beason.

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:15i, &c. Limited to 2

mares at S160 the season.

I ALECTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

I
Limited to 30 mares at S50 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. | By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay. Jr., g.

dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief . Limited to 1 dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2:15.

10 mares at $5U the season.
I
Limited to 10 mareB at 350 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of

2:20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

I HMPROVED HORSE bLOTHING.

secured by Letters .Patent reissued march&.issi;

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1. An improved blanket or covering, conslstlngof the
body-piece A, flap. C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the hody and legs of the
animal , substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B. to lit the fore and hind legs of the
animal .front fastenings FG, and the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanketor covering A, with its extensions B,
firmanent securlng-bamta E, and the front fastenings
G,in combination with the elastic neck-extension H,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J, having the elastic hand L,
beneath tjie jaws, ho that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the tit, and adapted to he secured
to the cover by means of straps, substantially us herein
described.

6. The improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the. Hap C,
and permanent straps or bands Fixed to it to secure it
around the body, wbereby the use of loose surcingles
Is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

431! anil 434 Battery St.. SAN FRAUCWHI. «'AI..

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Eurming, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
:»f>l Third St., San Francisco

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.

Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey CatUo. Registered
Jerseys of both sexes for sale. Postolllce address,
San FranclBCO, Oal,

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE 14th. 1885.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at
Oakland Ferry, loot ol~ Market St,, San
Francisco as follows:

L K A v :

(FOR)

18:00
8 :00 a m
•IflOp M
7:30 a m
7:30 am

•3:30 pm
8:00 A M
4:00 r m
•5:00 P M
8:00 A M
•8:00 a M
3:30 p M
7:00 p M

10:00 a si

3:00 p M
7:00 P
7:30 A M
8:00
7:SC . M
:00 P M

4:00 P M
•4:00 P M
8:00 A M

$10:00 a M
3:00 P M
8:00 a M
•9:30 a m
*3 :30 P M
•9 :30 a m

DESTINATION.

..Byron

..Calistoga and Napa..

..Colfax

...Delta, Redding and Portland

...Gait via Martinez
.. .lone via Livermore
...Knight's Landing.
... Livermore and Pleasanton.
....Martinez
...Milton

I Mojave, Deming, * Express,
. t El Paso and East. ( Emigrant
. ..NileB and Haywards
. (Ogden and( Express
. 1 East ( Emigrant
....Red Bluff via Marysville.,
...Sacramento, via Livermore..

" viaBenicia..
** via Benicia.
" via Benicia,.

...Sacramento River Steamers..

...San Jose
,

..Stockton via Livermore
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

16:10 p m
•10:10 A M

6:10 p «
5:40 P M
6:40 p M

•10:40 a M
5:40 p M

10:10 a u
•8:40 A M
6:10 p m

•7:10 P M
10:40 A M
6:10 a M
3:40 p M
11:10 a M
6:10 A M
5:40 P M
5:40 p M
6:40 p m
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
•6:00 a M
•3:40 p M
+.3:40 p m
9:40 a M
5:40 p m
•7:10 p M

•10:40 A M
•7:10 P M

From San Francisco .Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—"6:00—•li:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00-11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00-3:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —
•12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—•6:30— *7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
•8:30—*3:30—*4:00—*4:30—*5:00—*5:30— *6.-00— *6:30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—111:00
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—"6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— •8:30—
9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—$11:30—12:00—142:30—
1:00—$1:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—n2:00.

TO BBBKELEf-»6:00-•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8;30
—9:00—19:30—10:00—$10:30—11:00—111:30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:M— 4:W— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— «6:00— •6:30—7:00—*7:30—
$8:00—*8 :30—9 :00—10 :00—11 :00—$1 :00—2 :00—3 :00—4 :00
—•4:30-5:00—*5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—•6:23—*6:53—•7:23—*7:53—•bga
•8:53—"9:23—*10:21—*4:23—*4:53—*5:23—"5:53—*6:23—
•6:53—7 35—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5:15— *5:45—
$6:45—9:15—•3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5:30— •6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30-8:00-8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57—8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:22—*5:52—*G:22— 6:52—•7:22—

7:52—*8:22—8:52—9:22— 9:52— $10:22— 10:52— $11 :22—
11:52—$12:22—12:52—$1:22—1:52—2:52—3:22—3:52—4:22
-4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY'—*5:15—*5:45—*6:15-6:45-*7:15—
7:45-*8:15— 8:45—$9:15—9:45—$10:15-10" 46— {11:10—
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5;45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45-9:45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:45—*6:15—6:45—»7:15
—7:45—8:45- $9:15—9:45—10:45— $12:45— 1:45— 2:45—
3:45—4:45—*5:15—5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15.

CREEK KOVTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—110&-105—
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6 :15—8:15—10 :15 —12 ;15—2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. $Sundays only.

Standard Time fnrnlshed by Randolph & Co., S. F.

A. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager,

T. H. GOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtfc Agt.

N.B. N.B. N.B.

Live Stock

!

50 Choice Merino Rams, very high grade, 312.50 each
percarload. Also Pedigreed Rams, vjr-y >50 each.

30 Imported Holstein Cattle, s-j^i(S ^150 each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, $100 to

$250 each.
10 Ayrshire Bulls. S100P,?250 each.
5 Hereford Bulls, 8300@8450 each.
10 Hereford Grade Bulls and Heifers, 4 to 8 months

old,$S0@?40.
10 Durham Bulls, S20ii(ff-?350 each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixed Pedigrees, $100@$150 each.
5 Devon Bulls, 9100®$ 1 25 each.
211 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect. 2W months old, $12.50 each.
5 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 5 months old, $18.50 each.
3 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 10 to 12 months old, $30 each.
These are the prices on cars, CASH, and the larger

the ordwr the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Russ
House, San Francisco, or 488 EdwardB St., Oakland

,S- I will import or export Live Stock from any
country to the united States, and deal in every kind of
Live Stock except common horses and beef cattle.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Seo'y

i^TSend for circular.ItJ

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary,. 391 Nntonia St
Residence, 066 Howard St., SanFranolBoo.
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THIRD
Annual Meeting

—OF THE—

Thirteenth District Agri-

cultural Society.

—AT-

MARYSVILLE,
OCTOBER 7, 8, 9 and 10

$3,000 in Premiums

For Speed and Walking Contests.

Speed Programme
First Day—Wednesday, October 7tli

TROTTING—No. I.—Two-year-old class. Best two
in three. Pure, $150. Free for all.

RUNNING—No. 2.-Half mile and repeat. Purse,
S200. Free to all.

TEOTTING—No. 3. -2:40 class. Best three in five.

Purse, $300. Free to all.

Second Day—Thnrsday. October 8tli.

TROTTING—No. 4.—Four minute class. Free or
all and go as they please. Purse, -950. The horse
nearest to four minutes to win the heat. First horse
$20, second $10, third $10, fourth $5, fifth $5.

RUNNING—No. 5. -One mile and. repeat. Purse,
S250. Free for all.

TROTTING—No. C—Three-year-old class. Best
three in five. Purse, $225. Free for all.

Third Day—Friday, October 9th.
RUNNING—No. 7,-One and one-half mile dash.

Purse, $225. Free to all.

WALKING—No 8. Best walking stallion. One mile.
Purse, $100. Free to all.

TROTTING -No. 9.-2 :30 class. Best three in five.

Purse, $350. Free to all.

Fourth Day—Saturday, October lOth.
TROTTING-Consolation Class-No. 10. Best three

In five. Purse, $250. Free for all horses defeated in
the trotting contests,
RDNNING—No. 11.—Two mile dash. Purse, $300.

Free for ail.

TROTTING—No. 12.-2:21 class. Purse, $600. Free
to all except Manon.

CONDITIONS AND RDIARKS,
National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting races. Five co enter and three to start. But
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting and racing
premiums divided at the rate of fifty per cent, for the
nrst horse, twenty-five percent, to the second, fifteen
per cent, to the third, and ten per cent, to the fourth.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

classes alternately, or to trot a special race between
heats, or to postpone ar ce until another day. A
horse making a walk-over, shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in bv 8 o'clock p. M., or
they shall be required to Btart.
All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered. Entries to all the above races (except fixed
events), close with the Secretary, September 15,1885.
Records made between August 15th and September

15, 1885, shall be no bar to entries in these classes.

Tickets of Admission, 50 Cents.

The Distric t com prises Sacramento,
Sntter, Yolo and Yuba Counties.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS :

J. W.Wiison, Sacramento; James Littlejohn, Sut-
ter; Charles F. Reed, Yolo; D. E. Knight, A. D.
Cutte, ar. Marcuse, N. D. Coombs and C. A. Glidden,
of Yuba.

D. E. KNIGHT,
T. .1. SHERWOOD, President.

Secretary.
Post Office address, Marysville, Cal.

DOG MEDICINES.
Dog Medicines, each, Soap, 25 ots.; Flea "Wash, 25 cts.; Distemper Cure, $1; Mange

Wash, $1; "Worm Capsules, 50 cts.; Tape Specific, 50 cts.; Canine Tonic, #1;

Canker "Wash, $1; DOG BISCUIT, 12J cts. per pound.

DOG "WHIP, "WITH SNAP HOOK, 50 CTS. EACH.
—DOG LEASH, DOUBLE, *7.00.—

Dog Collars, Leads, Calls, Etc., in Great Variety.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

The Perfection
Driving: Bit.

EWING. ' O. S. EWING.

Pool Room Saloon,
210 DUPOM STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Breeder and Sportsman, N. T. Spiri*, and other

sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wines, Liquors,

and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.
EWING BROS., Proprietors.

j£$&o

m0&w§mg^

TFE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties

and improvements in this line recently imported.

The stock is well worth inspecting.

E. T. AT.T/F.N, 416 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

NINTH
Annual Exhibition

tJUM'UDJ.

SAFEST AND BEST FOR GENERAL USE, |>

To Control and Educate the Trotter, Roadster,
or Carriage Horse, and to Break tne Colt.

SO HORSE CAS! GET HIS TOMSCE OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Pulling. Side Pulling
EussiiiK-TougueEollinK.and will . otmake the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR, of Cincinnati, O., writes that it worsed to

his complete satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MDRHPY, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-
vocates its use by everv horseman as an article of great merit.
The fiim of HIGBEE & PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111., say: "Having tried yonr Perfection Bit,
we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial." ;«™H

J. W. PAGE, Esq., of Cbeyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y., says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm,
Comstocks, N. Y., claim it is tho best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with prtvileg
ofexamination . No. 1, nickel, S3; No. 2, ex. nickel, £4; No. 3, half silver, ororoide, S5; No. 4, full silvea
or oroide, $6. For sale by aU dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Widili of JHoutn, Measuring From Outside ot Cheek.

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements of this Bit. Eook for Name and I>ate of Patent on each
one.

Monterey
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

DISTRICT No. 7.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Oct. 6th to 10th inclusive.

(1SS5.)

SPEED~PR
:

QGRAMME.
FIRST »A\—Tuesday, October 6. 1885.
No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat -

Purse, 3150 For all horses owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned In the
District that have never beaten three minutes.
Purse, SI 60.

SECOND 1>AX-Wednesday, October 7.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dash. For all
two-year-oldB owned in the District. Purse $100.
First horse, $75; second horse, §25. Four or more
horses to enter and three to ; tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. §500.

THIRI> DA V Thursday. October 8.

No. 5. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.
Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 6. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
in the District—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1, 1885. Two in three.
Purse, $200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen in
theDiatrict. Purse. SlOu: 1st, £60; 2d, $30; 3d, $10.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse; five to enter and
three to start.

FOURTH DAY-Friday, October 9.

No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the
District. Purse, $2U0.

No. 8. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the District, Two in three. Purse,
9160.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, October iO.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, $400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District. Purse, $300.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KENTUCKY REEL

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY-16 8t. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 63* MONTGOMERY ST., S. F.

All trotting races are the best three in five and all

running races best two in three, (unless otherwise
specified), five to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cant, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at

the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 3u per cent, to
second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock p. ir., August 15, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."

No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885. and in any District race not
owned within the District from May 1, lfc85; and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall
be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted
without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said

purse ; and a horse winning a trotting race is entitled
to first money only, except when distancing the field;

then entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween beats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at i o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. CARR. President.

J. J. KELLY, Secretary.

John A. McKerron,

MANUFACTURER OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specially.

230 & 232 Ellis St,, opp.FaBhion Stable, San Francisco

Mechanics'

FAIR.

NOW OPEN.
AT THE PAVILION, LARKIN St.

Near Market, San Francisco.

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of 2:31*. third heat; a two-mile record of 5:10i;
has trotted a mile in 2:29*. in a two-mile beat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, without a blemish, and

one of the best pole horses in the State.

For further particulars address

Nevada Stables. 1336 Market Street. S. F.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,

a cholc*.- iot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.

Apply to wm. t'orbltt,
318 California St.,

San Fran.
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THE KENNEL
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of wbe]ps, sales, names churned, presentations and deaths

in their kennals , in all instances writing plainly names of sir© and dam,

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Names Claimed.

Mr. E. W. Briggs. San Francisco, claims the name Climax

for white and lemon pointer dog, by Bang Bang—Bellona,
whelped April 14, 1SS5.

Mr. J. P. Taggart, Los Angeles, claims the names Keno, for

white and black English setter dog, by Gunner—Juno,
whelped February 11, 1SS5.

Flush, for white and black English setter bitch, by Gunner
—Ju no, whelped February 11, 1SS5.

Sales.

Mr. J. P. Taggart, Los Angeles, has sold to Mr. Percy AY.

Goodwin, San Diego, Keno, English setter, by Gunner—
Jnno.

Whelps.

Jnno—Mr. J. P. Taggart's English setter bitch Juno, by
Macgregor—Lulu Laverack, whelped eleven, Sept. 13, 1SS5

(live dogs), to Mayberry's Dan, by Prince—Dora. Bitches

all drowned.

Among the kennel records in this paper appears a notice of

the whelping of the English setter bitch Juno, bred to Dan.
The litter should have been preserved at all cost. Just what
the owners of Juno, Messrs. Taggart, Font, White and
Vignolo, were thinking of when they drowned six of the litter

we are at a loss to perceive. Dan was a Prince by birthright.

His dam Dora, a Duke— Ehcebe bitch, was imported from
England in whelp to Llewellin's Prince, and the litter with-

out exception became noted. Arnold Burges' Druid is per-

haps the most esteemed stud dog in the country to-day. He
is a litter brother to Dan. Luther Adams' Drake, probably
one of the three best field dogs yet seen in America, owned
Dan as a litter brother. John Davidson's Doll, Knox's Dim-
ple and Squire Smith's Dart were all sisters of the litter with
which old Dan first saw the light. In breeding Dan was of

precisely the blood which in Mr. Llewellin's hands won its

way to the front, both in the field and on the bench. Being
half Laverack and half Duke—Rhcehe.

Juno, the dam of the pups which were drowned, was three-

fourths Laverack and one-fourth Duke—Ehcebe. This would
make her Utter by Dan 62} per cent. Laverack and 37J per
cent Duke—Rhcel-e, a much larger proportion of the winning
blood, which is the Llewellin's Dan, or Duke—Rhcebe blood
than is common even among good English setters. The loss

sufferedl by dog owners, in the destruction of Juno's litter is

irreparable, and the owners of Jnno should exercise the

utmost care in raising the five remaining puppies.

Jerry Shay and is owned by Mr. T. J. Cronin, who is also

the owner of Killarney, by Lord Byron—Lily of Killarney.

She ran through her ties into first money without especial

distress and without cutting her feet badly.

In the Puppy Stakes the tirstplace and prize were well taken

by Camellia, by Chicopee—Wicklow Maid, a fine white bitch

pup, bred and owned by P. A. McDonald, stands about twenty-
five inches high and weighs fifty pounds. She has especially

fine action, running easily and well within herself, and
downed her opponents, most of them very fine youngsters,

with such ease as to justify the belief that with care and
plenty of work she will prove a dangerous competitor here-

after.

In the first extra stake first was awarded to John L., a

good sized upstanding brindle and white dog owned by Mr.
M. Tiernan.
A second extra stake was run and was won by Mr. John

Eagau's white and brindle bitch Maid of Erin. The Maid is

by Lord Byron—Lily of Killarney, was whelped April 1,

1SS4, bred by Mr. T. J. Cronin, and weighs forty-one pounds.
She ran well at the last meeting, and her superior speed and
cleverness showed itself to advantage in this.

Lack of space forbids giving more than the record. It is

sufficient to say that the hares were stronger and quicker
than at the meeting in August, and that the work of the dogs
was very fine throughout.

Davis Stake—For 16, all-age grey hounds. Entrance $10; winner
$100; runnerup ?40; two dogs SlO each. Judges, Hon. John C. Alur-

phy, and Mr. Mark Devlin, Newark, Sept. 19th and 20th, 1885.

Suppose a bitch pup of the litter had been raised and bred to

Carl the Leicester—Dart dog in Oakland. The pups would have
been 56J per cent. Laverack and 43|- per cent Duke—Rhcebe,
a close approximation to the original proportions which were
establi shed as proper.

To write at length about the matter may seem remotely like

crying over spiled milk, but the occasion is a good one to im-
press upon owners of good dogs the wisdom of learning
enough about blood strains and field records to enable them
to tell when they have a good thing. Empiricism is no
better in dog breeding than anywhere else, and the case in

point illustrates the fact.

Wee Lassie beat Maud.
Little Willie beat Nellie.
Puritan beat Berkeley.
Forest beat Rose of Tralee.

Lady Cleveland beat John Booney.
Daisy beat Li 11 1-- Jackson.
Parlor Maid beat Apache.
Fly beat Nellie B. B.

Little Willie beat Wee Lassie.
Forest beat Puritan.

Little Willie beat Forest.

IMaid of Erin beat Lady F.
White Cloud beat black-eyed Susan
Camellia beat Jeannette

.

FDJST TIES.

Lady Cleveland beat Daisy.
| Parlor Maid beat Fly.

SECOND TIES.

|Parlor Maid beat Lady Cleveland

FINAL

.

Parlor Maid beat Little Willie and won.
Neward Open Puppy Stake—For puppies under 18 months old at

time of draw. Entiance 95. Closed with twelve entries. Winner
930; two dogs, each £15.

Lizzie D. beat Lily White.
Pacific Queen beat Fleur de Lis.
Redwood Chief beat Katie Pease,

FIBST TIES.

Lizzie D. beat Pacific Queen. ICarnellia beat White Cloud n.
Redwood Chief beat Maid of Erin.

|

SECOND TIES.

Redwood Chief beat Lizzie D. |Camdllia a bye.

FINAL.

Camellia beat Redwood Chief and won.
Extra Stakes, "Unlimited—For all ages. Closed with 12 entries, at§5

each. Winner ->20, runner up $'20 each; two dogs, $5 each.
Rose of Tralee, bk w b, owner, T. J. Cronin,

beat
Flying Dutchman, f w d, owner, P. Garvey.

John L., bd wd, owner M. Tiernan,
beat

Nellie B. B., bd w b, owner, Mark Devlin.
Garryowen ran a bye.

Eeat Bascomb, f w d, owner, M. Farrell,
beat

Lady Hercules, be w b, owner, John Eagan.

Nellie Garryowen, be w b , owner, Ben Chambers,
beat

May Morning, be w d, owner, P. Garvey.

Pacific Queen, w be b, owner, D. D. Roache,
beat

Village Belle , bd w b, owner, P. Canty.

FTEST TiES.

John L. beat Rose of Tralee. -Pacific Queen beat Nellie
Garryowen beat Eeat Bascomb. ryowen.

SECOND TIES.

John L. beat Garryowen. IPacific Queen a bye.

FINAL.

John L. beat Pacific Queen and won.

Gar-

Newark Park Coursing Association.

The second meeting of this Association was held at Newark,
on Saturday and Sunday last, Sept. 19th and 20th.

It was an improvement upon the first. The proprietor,

Mr. Dngan, has erected an awning over the grand stand,
which makes a seat in it very comfortable. A telephone from
the kennels to the slipper's place has been built, avoiding
the shouting and running back and forth to order up dogs.

A more plentiful supply of refreshments was on hand, and
every care exercised to provide for the comfort and enjoy-
ment of spectators. The field stewards, Messrs. John F.
Carrol, P. A. McDonald, M. Devlin and J. McCormack. pre-

served quiet and order well, and there was no unpleasantness
of any sort, if the thoughtlessness of one or two hound
owners be excepted, who turned their dogs down in the en-
closure outside of the regular coursing ground. The dogs
were promptly impounded, and their owners permitted to

contribute $5 each to the funds of the Association.

The slip steward, Mr. M. Halpin, bravely withstood the
heat and discomfort of his position, even though suffering

from injuries received in a bad fall which he got a few days
ago in alighting from a street car. The flag steward, Mr. P.
Lyman, was prompt and assiduous and gave the utmost
satisfaction.

On Saturday, Senator John C. Murphy judged excellently

and satisfactorily, but other engagements prevented his

attendance on Sunday, so the veteran judge and devotee to

coursing, Mr. Mark Devlin, was selected. Before taking his
position in the field he intimated that if any one expected
favor at his hands because of personal intimacy with him,
such owner's dog should be at once withdrawn. He cared
nothing for owners in so far as rendering judgment was con-
cerned, and should be guided alone by the work done by the
dogs before him.

It was gratifying to the spectators present to note the
heartiness with which those who had dogs to run applauded
the straightforward remarks of the judges. It argues well for

sport when participants can lose sight of mere personal in-

terest in the desiie to see the best performer win. Messrs.
Boyd and Devlin slipped on Saturday, and Mr. Dugan on
Sunday, and no adverse criticism was heard.
The winner of first money in the Davis Stake was Parlor

Maid, formerly Trip the Daisy, a white and brindle bitch,

three years old, by Beaconsfield—Theresa, whelped in San
Francisco, stands twenty-fouT and a half inches at shoulder,
weighs forty-eight and a half pounds and has good form and
particularly good quarters. Sbe is half sister to Lily of Kil-

larney which won first prize in the Puppy Stake for thirty-two
at Merced three years ago, and third prize in a thirty-two dog
stake at the same meeting. Parlor Maid won first in a sixteen
dog Sappling Stake at Newark two years ago and has won
ievera^private matches against Thornhill. She was bred by

8TAEE.

Spring beat Maid of Honor. [Kentucky Lass beat Pedro.
Maid of Erin beat Daisy.

FIBBT TIES.

Maid of Erin beat Spring. jKentuckyLass a bye.

SECOND TTES.

Maid of Erin beat Kentucky Lass and won.

Field Trial Rules—Reply to Mr. Bassford.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I was glad to read Mr*

G. W. Bassford's remarks upon the rnles governing field

trials. Let us hear from a fevf other sportsmen—and there

are many fully competent to discuss the question—and we
may eliminate a set of rules that will simplify the work o*

deci ding on the best dogs at field trials. Not but that the

rules as they stand are good, when we consider how short a

time they have been in use, and the difficulty of estimating

the varied field work of a hunting dog by figures. It is bad

e nough to decide by arithmetical rules and measurement

the superiority of dogs in a bench show. Tis said "figures
cannot lie," but a good many exhibitors often think they do.
I do not agree with Mr. Bassford in some of his views,
although taking bis letter on the whole, it is like Polonious
"Mobled Queen," "good," and does him much credit for a
young sportsman, both for the knowledge of field work con-
tained in it, and the gentlemanly tone in which it is written.
He does not, like some writers in the East, call one who dif-

fers from him in opinion hard names, and figuratively con-
sign him to a certain place which has lost much of its terrors
by its new appellation. If sportsmen generally would adopt
the same practice, it would be better for the science of sport,

and many of our more sensitive sportsmen who object to
appearing in print and who possess much useful knowledge
would be induced to give us the benefit of their experience.

I differ with Mr. Bassford in the following: "I think the
judge will agree with me when I say that a poor dog will win
in the hands of a good handler who is up to all the points."
I think that a poor dog will not win in the hands of any
handler. What can a handler do? Can he give his dog
speed, style, natural energy, and pointing faculty? One
handler may show more judgment than another in working
his dog on the most likely ground to find quail, and obtain
points and by always giving his dog the wind, a thing much
disregarded at field trials on this Coast. Again he says:
"I venture to say that King Kail had reference to 'jockey-
ing' or 'breaking' when he says: 'It vitiates all the purposes
of field trials, since qualities that are due solely
to the skill of the breaker, if valued, cause a dog
to win.' " I think if a dog has qualities that will
cause him to win, it matters little whether he cot them from
the breaker or not. I do not see how a man can "jockey" a

dog, unleas he runs him in front of the other dog to steal his
point, or when he sees the other dog acting as if he scented
game make a noise of some kind, or whistle to his own dog
unnecessarily. But anything of the kind should be perceived
by the judges, who should act accordingly. Again, Mr. B.
says: "For my part I want, or would prefer, my dogs to
quarter their ground within gunshot and have some style
about it, than to have them range wide without style."" I
reply, if a dog has style he will show it, whether he range
wide or close. But if he wants him to range within gunshot
why not use the spaniel?

The great value of the pointing dog is that however far you
allow him to range he will not flush the birds, but point as
well at two or three hundred yards as at forty. How many
times have we read of dogs in the Eastern field trials being
lost and when found were on a point? What I mean is, that
a dog that will not range wide will not readily, in an open
country with a scarcity of game, find you any birds at all,

and you must, as Mrs. Glass says "Catch your hare before
you cook it." When the ranging dog has found your birds
then let him range as close as you please. He will not range
far if there is game near to yon.
Let Mr. Bassford imagine himself on the moors in Scot-

land, with rolling hills stretching out for miles all round him,
the ground all of one character, a beantifal purple heather,
about the height of our fern, with good cover for birds to
hide—how long would it take him to find a brood of grouse if

he compelled his leash of dogs—for they generally hunt three
—to range within gunshot? I presume it would be the same
on the prairies, although I never experienced the pleasure of
shooting the prairie chicken or. more properly speaking,
"pinnated grouse." or still better 1 irao cupido. I am well
aware that hunting your dogs witb.n gunshot is u prevail-
ing idea among many California sportsmen, but I
look upon it as radically wrong. I once heard a
gentleman, and a first-rate California sportsman, Bay
"That he would not have a dog that ranged more than 30
yards off." That was at his first field trial, but I noticed
that at a subsequent one, where he handled his own dog and
won first prize, he had modified his views considerably. I
also heard another, a most enthusiastic sportsman, and now
quite an authority on all sporting matters, say "That al-

though he hunted* with a dog, he preferred finding his own
quail." But 1 admit that was som« years ago, and "a change
has come o'er the spirit of his dream." Again, Mr. Bassford
thinks, in making out his award for points, "that style and
quartering are worth as much as range and pace." I think
not. Style is a mere quality of beauty, to a certain extent
imaginary, and of no actual value, whereas, pace combines
three grand positive qualities—speed, spirit and energy. Ab
to quartering, it is not rightly understood. I think with
King Bail, that it is an impossible and unnecessary quality,
but I do not agree with him that it is an acquired one. I ad-
mit that it may be cultivated and improved. But I maintain,
and as Iago says, "I have seen it done," that a young dog, of
good breeding, will, without any tuition, quarter his ground
instinctively at right angles, and with mathematical precis-
ion when necessary. Why? He has the wind dead ahead,
and his own sagacity or instinct tells him that by any other
mode of working the ground he may miss birds. I maintain
that a dog should only quarter his ground at right angles,
when the wind is dead ahead. A little consideration will
show the reason. If he works zig-zag, he will hunt part of
the time down wind. Whence do we get the idea of quarter-
ing? From the method of working dogs in an English stub-
ble field. The fields are mostly parallellograms of various
sizes. The sportsman always enters it so as to give the dog the
wind, and as the covey may be in any part of the field, the
dog or dogs commence by working at right angles, and
take in the whole field at one beat, no matter whether three
or four hundred yards wide. If they did not, and had to
make a turn, they would have to work down wind, and
sportsmen should not lose sight of the fact, that
scent cannot come . in any other direction
than that from which the wind blows. But to com-
pare quartering, in value with range or pace, is I
think wrong. A dog willgquarter, whether you want him
to or not, after he has made a flush or two by hunting in any
other way. Although we may not perceive it, a dog is

always feeling for the wind; we have often seen them make
quite a detour in order to turn and catch it. I still keep to
the same idea about backing, but space will not permit me
to argue that question any further. Mr. Bassford says: "Why
not stop your dog when you are certain birds are near and
claim apoint?" Ton may stop your dog, but he will not stop
in the cataleptic attitude of a point. But he can be taught
in backing that he must not interfere with another dog's
point. That is all that is required and I say that the end is

answered, whether it is done voluntarily or by order. Again
Mr. Bassford says: "Is it not far better to have a dog with a
cheerful disposition, who goes at his work as if it was a
pleasure to him to obey his master willingly, than one who
is sulky and will not obey without the use of a persuader?"
If the dog will not hunt without a "persuader,"
he had better be left at home. You may take a horso to
water, but you cannot make him drink. So the dog does
not bunt from fear of your persuader, but tQ gratify his own
instincts. It is a strong instinctive desire to hunt game,
added to mental energy, and a well-formed physical config-
uration that makes the difference between one dog and
another.

As to the place of holding the trials I am still in favor of
the vicinity of San Francisco, with birds put out before the
doge are cast off. I say it can be done and done successfully.
I see the Executive Committee have altered the time of entry
for all-aged dogs to Nov. loth, and I am sorry the same was
not done with the Puppy Stakes. As it now stands the
Puppy Stakes will be a very poor affair. The entries will be
so few that it will amount to nothing either in the way of
competition or value of prizes. It will be but a barren vic-

tory for the winners. The puppies |tbat should be entered
should far exceed the aged dogs iu number, and there is

always great interest felt in witnessing their performance, as
it is from them we have to draw out future dogs. It makes
no difference to me personally, but I think the club did Dot
see its own interests. There are more points in Mr. Bass-
ford's letter that I should like to have noticed, but I am
afraid as it is I am trespassing upon your valuable
space, more particulaily as the impulse now given to the
Breeder and Sportsman by the new and talented sporting
editor will make it necessary that communications be some-
what curtailed. E. Leavsley.
Gilroy, Sept. 22d.

*

A pleasant and profitable hour can be spent at Central
Park, to-day, to-morrow, or on Monday, inspecting and
studying the results of Judge Leavesley's theories in breed-
ing, as shown by the dogs which he now has at that place for
sale.

A letter from Mr. N. E. White will be found on page 197.
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Special NotiCB Twenty-three Days' Racing.
To

Sportsmen ! ^65,000 inADDED MONEY.
THE

Marin Coiinty

GUN CLUB,
Having made special arrange-

ments with the Xorth Pacific

Coast Railroad Company, by
which the Club members can

get reduced rates between San
i'rancisco, Tomales and way
stations, Sportsmen wishing to

join the Club can do so by ap-

plyingto F. H. Putzman, Jr., Pres-

ident, 340 Pine street, or John
J. O'Farrell, Secretary, 624

Sacramento street, S. F.

The special rates offered by
the Railroad to this Club, and
to all other clubs, are to be ob-

tained by presenting a club

ticket to the Ticket Agent of

the Xorth Pacific Coast R. R.

Comp my at the Ferry, foot of

Clay street, on Saturdays and

Sundays only.

Round Trip Tickets.
FAIKFAS § .50

SAN GKROXIMO 75
LAGUN1TAS 1.00

TATLOETILLE 1-10

POINT? EETES 1.25

MILLEKTON J .35

MAESHALLS 1.50

HAMLET 1.60

TOMALES 1.75

The Washington Park Club.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Announce tbefollo\ring staLes. .0 close October 15tb, 1885, and to be run at their Summer meeting of
j8S6, beginning Saturday. June 26th. a d ending Saturday, Au.ust 14th, including twenty-three days rac-
ing, on Tues ay, Thursday and Saturday of each week, and Monday, July 5th:

$5,000 THE AMERICAN DERBY. $5,000
A sweepstakes for tbree-year-olds (foals of ISJSi. at ?2rn each, 850 forfe't; or only 320 if declared outon

or before February 1st. 1S86; or £3i', April ist. ls-i All declarations void unless accompanied with tha
money; -with S6,00l» added, the second 10 receive £75(1, the third S25U out of the- slakes dinners of any
three-year-old st fce race of the value of SI.50U to carry 3 tbs.; of three or more three-year-old stake
races of any value, 5 lbs- extra. Maidens allowed 1 lbs." To be run on the first day of the meeting. One
mile and a half.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association.

Fall Meeting,
1885.

BAY DISTRICT COURSE,
—SAX FRANCISCO.—

HOT. Jib. 101I1. lt-.Ii and I4lh

PROGRAMME.

BAY DISTRICT

ASSOCIATION.

THE LAKESIDE STAKES.

A sweepstakes for fillies two years old (foals of
1S84) ; 550 entrance, h. f . ; or only SlOj if declared out
on or before February 1st; or -?15 by April 1st, 1886.
All declarations void unless accompanied with the
money ; with ?1 000 added, the second to receive S200,
and the third ?i00 out of the stakes. Winners of any
stake race of the value of SI,000 to carry a lbs .; of
three or more such races of any value 7 lbs. extra.
Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Fi-*e furlongs.

THE KEMVOOD STAKES.

A sweepstakes for colts 2 years old (foals of 1S84;

$50 entrance, h. f. ; or only S10 if declared out on or
before February 1st; or $15 by April 1st, 1880. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the money

;

with SI ,000 added, the second to receive $200 and
the third SlOfi out of the stake* . 'Winners of any stake
race of the value of SI.U'jO to carry 3 lbs. ; of three or
more stake races of any v alue, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 5 pounds. Five furIong3.

THE HYDE PARK STAKES.

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 18841. S50
entrance, h. f.; or only S10 if declared out on or be-
fore February 1st. or $15 by April 1st, 1S86. All de-
clarations void unless accompanied with the money;
with 31.200 added, the second to receive $200 and the
third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any stake
race of the value of $1,5U0 to carry 3 pounds; of three
or more stake races of any value. 7 lbs. extra.

Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

In addition to the above, sixteen stakes for two and three-year-olds and all ages, including the "Wash-
ington Park Cup, the Great Western, Oakwoad and Palmer House Handicaps, will be advertised in due
time, to close January 15th. 1886. A programme will be arranged for twenty-three days* racing, and five or
more races, including a stake event, will be given each day, and 565,000 ad led money will be given by the
Club.

Please observe that in the 'above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks can obtain them by applying to the Secretary.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Palmer House, Chicago, TU,

P. H. SHERIDAN, Lieut.-Gen. TJ. S. A., President.
J. K. BREWSTER, Secretary.

^"Entry blanks furnished on application at the office of the Bbeedeb asd SpoBisaiAx.

THE ESGUWOOD STAKES.

A sweepstakes for fillies three years old tfoals of
lrS3); SlOu entrance, h. f.; or only $10 if declared out
on or before February 1st: or $20 April 1st, 1886. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the
money;with 51,000 added, the second to receive $200
and the third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any
three-year-old stake race of the value of $1,000 to
carry 3 lbs. ; of $1 ,500, 5 lbs. ; of three or more three-
year-old stake races of any value, 7 Vs. extra.
Maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

THE DREXEX STAKES.

A sweepstakes for colts three years old {foals of
1883); $110 entrance, h. f. ; or only $10 if declared
out on or before February 1st: or $20 April 1st, 1886.
All declarations void unless accompanied with tha
money : with $1 ,( 00 added , the second to receive $200
and the third $IC0 out of the stakes . Winners of any
three-year-old stake race of the valne of 21,000 to
carry 3 lbs.: of $1,500. 5 lbs.; of three or more threa-
year-old stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maid-
ens allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

THE SHERII>A\ STAKES.

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1883);
$100 entrance, h. f.; or only $10 if declared out on or
before February 1st; £20 April 1st, 188G. All declar-
ations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1 ,500 added, tbe second to receive $300 and the
third $H'0 out of the stakes. Winners of any three-
year old stake race of tbe value of $1,000 to carry 3
lbs.: of $1,500. 5 lbs. ; of three or more such slakes
of any value, 7 lbs extra. Maidens allowed 10 lbs.
One mile and a quarter.

FALL MEETING.

Notice for Entries,

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7th.

Special Purse $600, for Norman, Pansy, Artist,

Blacksmith , Daisy 3., May Boy, Saltan, Scandi-
navian, and Lucille.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8th.

2:40 Class. Purse of $500, for all horses that have
never beaten 2 :*0.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9th.

Special purse $500, forThapsin, Marin, Dawn, Oli-

vette, Antevolo, Voucher, Brown Jug and Maud W,
W. W.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10th.

Special nurse $750, for Sister. Manon, Ruby, Adair,
Vanderlynn, Albert W. and Anteeo.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER liCH.

Special purse $500, for La Grange, Magdallah, An-
teo, Menlo, Albert W. and Maud W. W. W.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15th.

2:23 Class. Purse $600. Free for all horses that
have never beaten 2:23. Sister barred.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16TH.

Free for all horses that have never2:27 Class
beaten 2 :30.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17th.

Alcock will probably go to California and

assume the post of trainer of Mr. E. J. Bald-

win's Santa Anita Stable. Here a splendid

future awaits him. He will have Volante and

some of the most precocious of the

Grinsteads to handle, and with such

stock will be certain to add greatly to

his reputation as a trainer. We have known
Alcock intimately and long enough to perceive
in him many admirable qualities. He is to

the manor born, the son of a trainer, and from
an old Virginia racing family. He graduated
from the stable of Judge Gill, and was in the

stable which, at one time, was famous through
Jack Malone and Hiawatha, and handled Tel-

caco (Tulu's dam) for Captain Stewart, of

Kentucky. He is emphatically one of the
characters of the course. A man need only
be in his company a minute to mark him as a

character. Eis nature is jovial and inclined

to expounding. There is a wealth of expres-

sion and metaphor so original that would have
made his fortune as a journalist or a lecturer.

But, as a trainer, no man could be moTe
attentive or more devotedly attached to

his horses, and his habits are ex-

cellent. The difference between he and
Snedeker are marked. Snedeker is lacking in

confidence ; Alcock is over-confident. Snedeker
succeeds best with a delicate horse; Alcock
with a gross one. In California he will make
new friends and get rid of many who have
abused his confidence. Mr. Baldwin is not

i
the owner to change his trainer often, as is

I evidenced by the fact that he has retained
Special purse $1,000, for Director, Nellie R., Arab, . ... . _ >r v

Adair, Guy Wilkes and Manon, and free for all other [Albert Cooper the past seven years.—^. Y.

hoiiies. Spirit.

Purses divided 00, 3o and 10 per cent.
Entrance 10 per cent, of purses.
All races heat 3 in 5 in harness.
The Association re>erves the, right to trot heats of

any two races alternately or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary

.

In all the races noted above five or more paid up en-

tries required to fill and three or more horses to start,

but the Association reserves the riyht to hold entries

andstarta race with a less number and deduct a pro-

portionate amount of the purse.
Entries to close with the Secretary Friday, Oct. 2,

lS&a.

W. H. ELO'CHMAS, Secretary.
• 1435 California artel,

SAN FRANCISCO

Cremation Company.
[Incorporated September 5, lSSo.]

Capital Stock: $95,000
Divided into 500 shares of the par value of $30 each.

217 Shares Have Been Taken

THE EEMAIS1NG SHARE- AUK NOW OF-
fered for sale, and may be subsri-i Licit fur at the

office of GEN. H. A. COBB, 321 Montgomery street,
where further particulars may be outlined; also at
the office of the Secretary, iny Battery street. By or-

der of the Board of Directors.
MAX LEVY, Secretary.

K. P. Saegent, Gilroy.
P. A. Fixigax, San Francisco

FIRST I>AV->i;;tiir«Iay. Xov. ?lb.

So. 1. SALUTATION PURSE—$41 0, of which $100
to the second horse: for .ill ages. Horses that have
not won a race at the distance allowed Id pounds;
horses that have not won a r..ce Ibis year allowed 15

pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

So. 2 THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old
fillies - ?50 each ; $25 forfeit: SMO added; second to

save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August
1st, 1&14, with 13 nominations.

So. 3. THE WELCOME STAKES, for all ages—$250
each; half forfeit; S-iv 11 declared out Nov. 1st; §1»&
added; first horse 60 percent, of all moneys, second
horse 30 per cent.; third horse lu per cent. One mile.

So. 4. SELLING PDB3K—5300, of which 850 to

the second horse; for all ages; fixed valuation $1,000;

two pounds allowed for each fluO below, and two
pounds added for each -^luu above the fixed valua-
tion. One mile and a sixteenth.

So. 5. Bace and conditions to be announced So-
vemberlth.

SECOXD; DAY—Toesday. Sot. lOtfi.

So. 6. Purse $400, of which 8100 to second horse;
for all ages . Three-quarter mile heats.

iio. 7. THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds—
$10 each, p. p. ; 5400 added; first horse to receive the
added money; second horse "to receive the stakes;
winners of a stake race of the value of 51,000 before
the closing of these entries lo carry rule weights;
horses that have not won a stake of that value
allowed five pounds ; non-winners allowed ten
pounds. Five-eighths of a mile.

So. 8. THE PARK STAKES, for all ages—350 each ;

$25 forfeit; $500 added, of which $1U0 to second; third
to save stake. One mile and three-eighths.

So, 9. Purse $300. of which ?50 to second horse ;

for all ages: horses not having won a race this year
up to the closing of these entries allowed 10 pounds.
Seven-eighths of a mile.

So. 10, Bace and conditions to be announced on
tbe first day of the meeting.

FTHISD DAY-Thursday, >ov. l«lh.

So. 11. SELLLSG PURSF—$50 U; of which H 1

3

second horse ; fixed valuation $1 ,00v ; two pounds al -

lowed for each 5100 below and three pounds added
for each $100 above fixed valuation. Mile heats.

So. 12. THE FES'IGAS STAKES, for two-year-olds
—$50 each ; $25 forfeit ; $250 added ; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed August'lst, 1884. with 10

nominations.

So. 13. THE RAILROAD HANDICAP STAEES. for

all ages—$100 each; £50 forfeit; $25 declaration:

$1 ,000 added ; first horse to receive 60 per cent, of all

moneys; second horse 30 per cent.; third horse 10 per
c*»nt. "Weights announced on Tuesday, Sovember
10th, the second day of the meeting; declarations to

be made with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock p.

11. of that day. One mile and a quarter.

No. 14. THE FAME STAKES , for three-year-olds—
$100 each ; 525 forfeit ; 8300 added ; second to receive
$150: third to save stake. Two miles. Closed August
1, 1883, with 22 nominations.

So. 15. Race and conditions to be announced and
closed with the Secretary on the^second day of the
meeting.

FOURTH DAY—Saturday, 3iov. 14til.

So. 16. Purse $400, of which $100 to second; tor
two-year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old stake
race of the value of 51,000 to carry rule weights; all

others allowed five pounds. Cue mile.

No. 17. THE JUDSOS STAKES, for all ;.-_;

each ; $25 forfeit ; $500 added ; second to re.-eive $100

;

third to save stake. Winner of the Welcome, Park
or Fame Stakes, at this meeting, to carry five pounds ;

of any two, seven pounds; of the three, ten pounds
extra. One .mile and a half

So. 18. THE BALDWIN STAKES, post stake, for
all ages—$250 each, p.p.: $1,CW added; second to re

ceive 5400; third to save stake. Four miles.

So. 19. Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; $25
each; $10 declaration: $400 added; second 1

receive $100. Weights announced Thursday, No-
vember 12th, the third day of the meeting; deelara-
tions with the Secretary on or beiore 6 o'clock of that
day. One mile.

So. 20. Race and conditions to be announced and
closed on the third day of tbe meeting.

CONDITIONS,
Entries close with the Secretary on Thursday. Oct.

15, 1885.

Starters in all races must be named on or before 6
o'clock p. 11. of tbe day preceding tbe race.

Parties not having colors already registered •

required to record colors at the time of making en-
tries, and after record will not be allowed to ride in
other colors.
Entrance free for starters In purses. Son-starter*

can declare out at p. si. the day preceding the race,

cent. After that time can only be S3

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

BPECIAI. ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock,

w ill SeU In All Cities and Counties ol
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. 8. Carey. Sacramento. J. D. Cabr, Saunas. Li,y j^.

jvS,ciB.
C
A
G°S,ColUaa- "timid by presiding judge.and in sucb else "ten pit

cent, on amount ol* purse must be paid.
Non-members will be placed on tbe same fouling

SHORTHORN HERD
FOR SALE.

At the flume Firm Residence uf Henry P. Bowie,
San Mateo, ten minutes' walk from station. This herd
of registered cattle will be sold as a whole or singly.
Apply on the premises to JVH.>' iU.ii.LA>',

TJA\TSti CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
Pie
Hammond, Daniel Coofcana others, we 'eel assured ! there be a deficiency the winners will receive a pro

. successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip- as membersof the association in regard to *,Ll j ay-

, Colgrovc. Dieiz. Coutts, Dougherty, Newland ilmentof purses aud stakes advertised; aud should

our ability to give satisfaction In all business in
trusted to our care. S;i[e3«ill be made in all Clti.ee
and counties in the State. We have In contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the Ea«t. We will be
pleased to enfet into correspondence with parties de-
siring to pn tiripate in such sales. Private purchases
andsales of iuioroved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission ami stock shipped with

1 utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale,
"urcbases and sales made of land of every descrip.

1 tion.
K11X1F A CO., 116 Montgomery street.

division.
All nominations in stakes and entries in purse

must be made on or before Ocli ,« Ith U e
1 J

street, San Branctsoo. lo be >
.

.
: .

llvered to the Secretory, w r plal&l) postmarked on or
before thai daj - October 15th

The association reserves lbs rigbl I

races on account of unfavorable weatbei
euilicient cause.

Jos. Cairu suutwuu.
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810,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIE.
1885. 1885.

AT

RENO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials ol Speeil to be conducted under the

auspices ol tlte Directors ol the State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en-

titled "An Act to provide for the management

and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1S85.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Monday, Oct. 12th.

No. 1. Rusxiire—Purse ©100; §75 to

first; §25 to second. Three-quarters of a
mile.

No. 2. Bunsixg—The Silver State Stake—
For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So
ciety to add $100; dash of one and one-half

miles; entrance S30; $10 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race

shall carry n pounds extra, and any filly that

has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;

free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; S25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$5 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 1 3th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse
$200; first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in

California and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday. Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; S25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
one-eighth miles.

No. 8. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse $100; first

horse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to

second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—-Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-
claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter miles; second horse to receive ©50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAY-Thursday. Oct. 15th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free

for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the couuties above named in California aud
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 cluss; free for all;

best three in five; purse $400; first horse $300;
second horse $1U0.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;

free for all in Nevada aud counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horsb $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. I 6th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; purse
S150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and S20 to

third hurse; oue and three-quarter miles;
entries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-
olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the,

second in that day's race five pounds and the
thii'd, three pounds over the rule weight.

No. 16. Bussing—Parse $200; $100 to first,

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one-

eighth miles.

No. 17. Running—Consolation purse; en-

trance tree; $100; $70 to first; $30 to second;

one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once

to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed

5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries

to be made within five minutes after the

close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten

before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAY—Saturday, Oct. 13th.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all;

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse

$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;

three in five; purse $400; first horse $250;

second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes mast be made to the

Secretary on or before the first day of August,

1S85. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;

for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for

Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular

time for closing entries as designated by the

rules. Those who have nominated in stakes

must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.

Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California east

of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep
tember 1st, with the Secretary.

Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov^

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock P. M.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

IMPROVED
Blind. Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Letters Patent, July fc5, 1883.

Having thus described ray invention, what I claim
*as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, iB

:

1. The part D,supported by the Bide straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, Berured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eve while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

i. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sleces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckleB, substantially as an I for the purpose bereir-
described.

5. Ina bridle, and In com' (nation with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the l ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters uo not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, ana at the
Bume time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Ily throwing the lower portion oS I uo blind up
something of the same ettect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe.weights. TMb is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridleB of all descriptions apply to

I1)!l\ A. M«-Ii rilKUN.
No. 230 and 292 Elite St. San Francisco

FAIR! FAIR!
District No. 11.

$6,200.
Speed Programme, $3,500.

Amount of Premiums, $2,700.

Sixth Annual Meeting of

PLUMAS, LASSEN,

Sierra and Modoc
(Washoe Co., Nev.,Lake and Grant
Co., Or., and Butte Co., Oal.,

admitted to District f _>r Rac-
ing Purposes.)

AGRICULTURAL mimi '

-AT-

GREENVILLE,
Plumas County, Cal.

COMMENCING ON

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1885,
Aud Continuing; Five Days.

Finest Track in the Mountains, with First-

» Class Accommodations.

Twenty-one Races
... .0

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST BAY.

TROTTING—Class 3:00,3in5, mile heats; purse,
$200. First horse, $120; second, St>J; third, $20. Free
for all District horses, Butte Co. hatred.

2 BUNKING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purge
$100. First horse, $60; second $30 ; third, $10. Free for
all District horses.

3, RUNNING—Mile heats, 2in3; purse, $200, First
horse, $120; second, $60: third, 820. Free for all.

4 RUNN 1 NG—One-quarter mile and repeat; purse
$75, First horse, $50; second, $25. Free for all.

SE1X»~» I>A Y.

5 TROTTING—Class 2:30, 3 in 5; puise, $250. First
horse. ?150; second, S75; third, $25. Free for all.

6. RUNNING—Two-year-olds, three-quarter mile
.lash; purse, $75. First horse, $50; second, $25. Free
for District horses.

7. RUNNING—Mile and a half dash; purse, $150.
First horse, $90; second, $15; third, $15. Free for all.

8. RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
purse, $140. First horse, $S4; second, $42; third, $14.
Free for all.

9. RUNNING—Ten miles, riders to dismount and
change horses at the end of each mile, and use six or
more horses; purse, $200. Three to enter two to start.
First horse ,$150; second,$50. Owner to furnish stables.

THIRD DAY.
10. TROTTING—2:40 class, 3 in 5, mile heats; purse

$250. First horse, $150; second, $75; third, $25. Free
for all.

11. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse, $125. First horse,
$75; second. $37.50; third, $12.50. Free for District
horses.

12. TROTTING—Four-year-olds orunder, 3 in 5, mile
heats; purse, $200. First horse, $120; second, $60;
third, 820. Free for District horses.

13. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
4:30—Purse, Sou. First horse, $3u; second, $15; third, $5.
Free for all, entries to close at time of
starting.

FOURTH DAY.
14. TKOTTING—2:50 class, 3 in 5; purse, $200.

First horse, $120; second, $60; third, $20. Free
for District norses.

16. RUNNING—One and a quarter mile dash; purse,
$150. FirBt horse, $yij; second, $45; third,$15. Free for
all.

17. TROTTING—Single buggy, 2in3. owner to drive;
purse, $75. First horse, $50; second,$2o. Free for
District horses.

FIFTH DAY.
18. TROTTING—3 iu5; purse, $100. Fir^t horse, $240;

second, $129 third, $40. Free for all.

19. WALKING—Stallio ns, one mile; piirse,$5u. First
horse, $35; second, $15. Free for District horses.

20. RUNNING—Two miles and repeat; purse, $300.
First horse, $180; second, $90; third, $30. Free for all.

21. TROTTING—Double teams, mile and repeat:
purse, $125. First team, $75; second, $37; third, $13. Free
for District horses. Untrained teams must pull buggy
owners to drive.

GLASS-BALL SHOOTING—At 21 yards, revolving
trap; purse, $S0. First, $50; second, $2u; third, $lu.
Entries to be made at lime of shooting. Not less than
five to enter. Entrance tee, $5.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 9 o'clock r. m., on Tuesday,
September 1st, 1885.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex,
color and marks of horses. Also name and residence
of owner, and in running races colors to be worn by
rider, and any other particulars that will enable the
audience to distinguish the horses in the race.

Write ''Entries to Races" on outside of envelope
and seal.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse.
In all races, four or more to enter and three or

more to start.

National Association Rules to govern trotting, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to linish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats,
Unlesn otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualilied to ho entered m any District race tbat has
not been owned and kept in the District six (Gt

months prior to the day of the race, and any entry
by any person of any disqualified horse shall be held
liable lor ibe entrance fee contracted, without any
right to compete for a puree, and shall he held liable

to penalties prescribed by the National Association 1

and Rules or the State Agricultural Society, and ex-

pulsion from the Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot he
completed on th? closing day of the Fair, It may be
continued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, four or more paid up en-

tries required to nil and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold en-
tries and start a race with a less number and deduct
a proportionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
be divided as follows: 66J to the first and 33i to the
second.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse must

notify the Secretary in writing on or before 8 o'clock
the evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race ahorse shall only b"

entitled to his own entrance fee and one half of the
entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules of the National Trotting As-
sociation, under the provisions of which, except as
otherwise specified, all matters appertaining to trot-
ting races will he conducted.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock p. m . sharp.
J. R. Muebay, J. W. THOMPSON.

Secretary. President.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATUBES OF THE INGLESIDE FOB THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpit, the great French writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Pari6."
Bill Sye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of Philip II. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.
Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness ana dignity.
Terms of Subscription: One year, $3 00; six months,

$1.75; three months, $1.00; by carrier, in the city, 35
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at
reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
m the United States; also by addressing

THE IM.M>II>E. JE? Montgomery M.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running. The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The Ingleslue was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of SG0, 000. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe, Wiltiord Wells.
H. D. Bigelow, W. B. Ashe.

Henet Payot. Isaac Upham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOIJSSAUE AND I.Hl'OK I ING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers.

204 Sau»tonie Street. Near I'inc

SAN FRANCISCO.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
lli:>'KY MAIM).

Snp't KuuuiiiK Ili'isu Dcp't,

Palo Allu SUtck Farui.
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1885.
SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.

October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
In Purses and Premiums.
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and Industrial Exposition are in
Active Preparation.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

First Day. Tuesday, Oct. 20th.

1. Trotti>-g Race—PuTse S500; 3:00 class;

mile heats, 3 in 5; open aiso to Cade and Pren-
tice Boy.

2. Trotting Stake—§50; for yearlings;

half-mile heats; $10 forfeit, and $25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Running Race—Purse $150; half-mile

dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Bunking Race—Purse $200; free for

for two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday, Oct. 31st.

5. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 2:30 class;

mile heats, best 3 in 5.

6. Trotting Race—Purse $200; for two-
year-olds and under; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Race—Purse $250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

8. Running Race—Purse $250; for three-

year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day, Thursday, Oct. 22d.
Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,

to be hereafter published.

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for Hrst and $50 to sec-

ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;
with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, Yalgean,
Margaret and Sultan baired, and a reserved
right to add others.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 23d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40
class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

11. Trotting Race—Purse $250; for

three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; for all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Race—Purse $300; free for
all; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fifth Day, Saturday, October 34th.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse
$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Race—Purse $250 : four-
year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Running Race—Purse $300; for thrse-

year olds; one mile and a half.

17. Running Race—Purse $200; tor beaten
horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Wl
Co

Five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amonnt of the purse; but in no event
will a race be considered tilled without three
bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of

purse, in both running and trotting races, to

accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot

heats of any two classes alternately, if neces-
sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a
special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-
trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6
p. M.of the day preeeeding the race, shall be
required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular horse
they are to start must be named at 6 p. m. of
the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
Escept as otherwise specified, running races

will be conducted under the rules of the Pacifis

Coast Blood Horse Association.

Non-starters in running races will be held
for entrance under Rule 3.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to

wear caps of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.
the 1st.

If two horses are permitted by consent of
the Directors to start, then third money reverts
to the Association.
A horse distancing the field or any part

thereof is entitled to first money only.
All moneys in purses will be divided; 65 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10
per cent, to third.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-

nished upon application to the Secretary.
All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
R. H. Hewitt, I,, lichteubereer.

Secretary. President.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- FennelTs Cythiana Eoots.
Which are now in use bv ALL the prlncip il Breeders
and Trainers throughoutthe United States. I shall
Offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit
ting qualities and the excellent materials used they ate
pronouneed by experts the cheapest bouts made.

J. OKAM. 36? Market St,
Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlery
Goods of all kinds.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing,

.WITH A.N APPENDIX,.
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Eound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare,
- o

Tips and Toe 'Weights.—"We have receive'! from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedeb and Spohtsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training'* we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we oelieve every horseman
who reads the result of his experience wiU conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take §50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it
and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, §1.50.—"Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

** Tips and Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breeder and Spobtsjian. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before hi3
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. "We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
Hews.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe "Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and give3 the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Bbeedeb asd Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Bbeedeb and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium, and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe ia the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found t^at sl)i ( are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. Heis a beliver in the use of iron or steel lips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20j. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send §1.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:2ft!, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of tho genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10,000, with uLher
parties ready to take himat the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this pastseason, whenthreeyearsold.he won the Occident
Stakes, §1,221, in which he got a record of 2:293, last half in l:I3i; first money in purs* at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, §250; the Stanford Stakes, §1.672; and the Embryo, §870, making a cash
return for the season of $4,514. I ain satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Bbeedeb and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot
of the horse, which will he incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced bv practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the borst is not understood as
tboroughlyas the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessionsof knowledge from the
revelations of the microscone. Jos. Caibn Sxmpson,

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

FIFTH ANNUAL-
EXHIBITION

OF THE

San Mateo and Santa Clara|Co

TO BE HELD AT

San Jose, Cal.

September 28th, 29th and 30th,

and October 1st, 2d and
3d 1885, Inclusive.

3. RUXNTNG—Two-mile dash, handicap: 550
:ce; $25 forfeit; -315 declaration: $250 added-

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Monday, Sept. 98th.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarter-mile dash, free
for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 idded-$50to
second horse.

No. 2. RUNNING -One-mile dash, for two-vear-
olds

; S25 entrance ; 510 forfeit; SI 50 added; $50 to
second horse.

No. 3.

entrance; S25 forfeit; -315 declaration: $250 added;
SlOOtosecond horse; third to save entrance. Weights
announced Monday, September 21st; declaration
Wednesday, September 23d.

Second Day—Tuesday. Sept. 39th.
No. 4. TROTTING-3:00 Class. District Parse,

So00; $2o0 to first horse; $125 to second; $75 to third •

650 to the fourth horse.

No. 5. TROTTING- 2:22 Class (oDen to Vauderlyn
and James Ht. Parse $75n : $375 to first; >1S7 50 to
second; $112.50 to third: $75 to fonrth.
No. 6. TROTTING—Three-year-old District Purse

$300; $130 to first; $90 to second; $30 to third.

Tliird Day—Wednesday. Sept. 30th.

Ladies Equestrianism—Purse $100. For the most
graceful rider,S25; second, $15; third, $10. For the
most skillful rider. $25; second, $15; third, $10.

No- 7. RUXNING-Half-mile and repeat, free
for all; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to
second horse.

No. 8. RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash •

$25 entrance; ¥15 forfeit; $200 added; $75 to second
horse.

No. 9. RUNNING -Selling race; one mile and
repeat; all ages: pnrse$20n

; entrance free; 850 to
second horse. Fixed valuation £1,00(1; two pounds
off for each $100 below; and' two pounds added
for each $100 above.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October 1st,

No. 10. TROTTTNG-a^O Class: purse $500; $250
to first; $125 to second; $75 to third: $50 to fourth
horse.

No
.
11. TROTTLNG-Two-year-olds

; one mile and
repeat; purse $300; $180 to first horse; $uo to second-
$30 to third.

No. 12.—PACING—Free for all: purse $100- $*>40
to first; $1l<0 to second; $40 to third horse.

Fifth Day-Friday, October 3d.
No. 13. RUNNING—One mile dash, for two-year-

olds. Winner of No. 2 barred. Purse J2Q0: $50 to
second horse.

No. 14. RUNNING—Free for all; one mile and
repeat; purse $^50; entrance free; $50 to second-
$25 to third horse.

No. 15 —RUNNING—Consolation Purse for beaten
horses: purse $]50; $50 to second horse. Entries to
close immediately after No. 13 is run.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 3d.

No. 16. TROTTING-2 35 class; District Purse
*400; s240 to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.
No. 17. TROTTING-2:2G Class; puree $400- $240

to first; $120 to second; $40 to third horse.
No. 18. TROTTING-2:20 Class; purse $1,000-

SoOOtofirst: $250 to second; $150 to third; $100 to
fourth horse.

KEJ1ARKS AND i <>M)l I lo.VX

All trotting races are the Lest three in five-
five to enter and three to start. Bat the BvarA
reserves Upright to bold a less number than bve to
fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate mount of
the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent on purse to ac-company Domination.
National Association Boles to govern trotting- but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of auv two
classes alternately, if iiecesBarv to Bnisfa .mv day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats Ahorse making a walk-over shall bv entitled only to
the entrance munev paid in. When less than the re-
quired numberof Btarters appear they ma? contest
tor the entrance nmn.-v, h. It,., divided as follows-
-IS* to the firat, *nd 33K to the second. ° B '

IN ALL RACfce ENTRIES NOT IiFCLARED OCT BY
8 P. M. OF THE DAY PRECEDING TH K RACK.PHVLL BEREQUIRED TO START.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to*
start must be named at 6 p. m. of the riav prc-edine
the racr. No added money paid for a valk-ov r
Rates of v State Agricultura] Soclot] verarunning races, except where conditions named areotherwise
Non-starters In running races will he held for en-

trance i.nd.-r Rub- 8.

i: ii-iiK' '-'Mi.r-i to be oamed in their cntricn
In trotting races (hirers will it.- required tc

caps of distinct colors, which must be named In their
entries.
District horses to be owned iu District June 1 1886
Entries to all of the above races to close with

the secretary on s aturd*v. August lfit.lSSS
CSr-Wrlte "Entries to fries**' the en-

velope.
. „ „ -T- R. WELLER.'T
A. B, Ellib, Secretary.
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a TAND ARD v

: ^Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges,

(Under Chamberlin Patents.)

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.

416 Montgomery St.,

SAM PKASCISCO, Cal.

&

OFFICE OF CRITTENDEN ROBINSON,)
San Fbancisco, July 15, 1885. -

J

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD CO.—

Gentlemen: Having used your "Standard" Machine-Loaded

Shotgun Cartridges, hoth in the field and at the trap, and hav-

ing also experimented somewhat therewith, I take pleasure in

testifying to their efficiency, and recommending them for gen"

eral use. Very truly yours,

CRITTENDEN ROBINSON.

YERBABUENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED IS THE AMERICAS JERSEY CATTLE CHJK OF SEW VORK.

JEESEY BELLE OF SCITUATE 25 lbs., 4 OZS.

RECORDS OF FOCNDATTOS STOCK:
EUEOTAS, 778 ibs. in II months.
MON PLAISIR, 182 lbs., 1 week.
PEINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12J ozs. in 7 days.
BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
Yonng animals of hoth sexes for sale.

MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 3G ibs. 12J ozs.. 1

week, A. J. 0. C. test: 8fi7 lbs. U :

{ ozs. in 11 months.
1P\ OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2i ozs.. 1 week, A. J.

C. 0. test.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITDATE, 25 lbs. 41 ozs., 1 week.
Her likeness above.

Butter Recoicl of Families Represented in the Above Herd,

RIOTER ALPHEA FAMILY.
EUEOTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz., in 11 months 6 days. I PTREHA. 17 lbs 6* ozs.. in 7 days.
BOMBA, 22 lbs. 7 ozs., in 7 days. [ LADY ALICE of HILLCREST,16 lbs. 141 ozs., in 7 days.
PHJEDRA, 21 lbs. Ill ozs., in 7 days. LILY OF MAPLE GROVE, 16 lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 days.
TORFRIDA, 19 lbs. 13 ozs., in 7 days. | CORN, 16 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 days.

COOMASSIE FAMILY.
ST.ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. SX ozs., In 7 days.
DAISY' BROWN. 17 Ibs. 6,« ozs., in 7rtays
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. 2ozs.,in7 davs.
PRINCESS (.-F ASHANTEE, 16 Jbs.li ozs' in7dayB.
MAGGIE BRIGHT, 16 lbs. 6 ozs., infidars.
TORMENTOR'S CINDRELLA.ieibs.J^ozs.in 7 days.

I DAISY QUEEN, 16 Ibs. 4 ozb„ in 7 dav b.

PRINCESS 2d, -16 lbs., 12,^ ozs., iu7days.
OXFORD KATE. 39 lbs., 12 ozs., in 7 days.
COOM ASSIE, 16 lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.
ONA.22 lbs. 10 >X ozs., in 7 dayB.
ISLAND STAR. 21 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 days.
KING'S TRUST, IS lbs., ozs., in 7 days.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 ibs. 11 ozs.. in 7 days

JERSEY BEIXE OF SCTICATE FAMILY.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE
1 vear; 25 lbs.. 3 ozs., in 7 davs.

BELLE OF SCITUATE, 18 lbs. 7 ozs. In 7 dayB,

LASS OF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs., in 7 days.

05 lbs., ozs., in! MINNIE OF SCITUATE, 14 lbs. 4^ ozs. in 7 days.
PAULINE YIYIENNE, 16lbs., 1 oz.
LILY" SCITUATE, 24 lbs., 9 ozs.

BfESRY PIERCE, San Francisco.

ferseys not registered In tlie American Jersey Cattle Clabof Sew York sell as grades
at liall-priee in the East.

Ashniont's New Publication,

DOGS:
.Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. L0RING Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Notice.
Hebbkut H. Bbows, JI.P. 1 Geo. H. Holmes,
Nugent W. Beows, | O. Bbdce Lowe,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auelione-era, Horse, Cattle, and Property

FOR SALE

The Greatest Speed.

The Best Blood.
Tke Best Living Representative oi" tlie

Pilot, Jr., Family, Except Bayard.
The Steel-Gray Stallion

Davenant 1095,
Foaled 1879.

Four-year-old record 2:49^, with a few weeks'
handling.
Brother in blood to Nutwood, 2:181, Meander, 2:26*,

Cora Belmont, 2:24, Lady Kelso, 2:29—by same Bire

—

dam by same sire.

Sired by Belmont (64.)

Dam Dahlia, (dam or Dacia, 2:291), by Pilot, Jr.,

(12), sire of the dams of Maud S., 2:08J, and Jay-Eye-
See, 2:10.

Second dam Madam Dudley, dam of Dudley,
four years old, 2:32i, and granddam of Mambrino
Dudley, 2:22, by Bashaw Horse.
Third dam by May Day, sire of May Queen, 2:26,

and the dam of Lucy, 2:I8J.

Davenant, 1(195, bred by A.J.Alexander, 'Wood-
burn, Ky., weighs in stud form 1,060 pounds, long,
full tail, good, flat legs, and feet like iron. Started
in three races as a four-year-old against aged horses,
winning two of tbem; is very speedy; can rush away
a 2:20 gait, and with a preparation can trot in the
teens. Is scarred a little by getting into a barbed
wire feuce in 1884; is all right, sound, kind, has no
vice of any bind; is easy handled and driven; is a
sure foal-getter. He is probably the only Bon of a
Pilot, Jr., mare, out of a mare that produces speed,
forsale. The sons of Belmont, out of Pilot, Jr.,

mares, are becoming noted as sires of speed. Wit-
ness Nutwood and Egmont.
Davenant is a trotter himself ; his sire gets trot-

ters; his dam produces trotters; his granddam pro-
duces trotters, and he should get speed himself, and
ought to more than pay for nimself in one season in
the Bind or on the turf. To any one that purchases
him we propose to Batisfy tbem that he has great
Bpeed, and enough to satisfy them of his gameness
and staying qualities. Our price is low on him.

Address DR. J. R. BOYD,
Defiance, Shelby Co., Iowa.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

"imfrica to select and forward stock from the Aus-

tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.

References kindly permiUed to J. B. Haggin, Esq.,

and ilaifir Ralhbone of San Francisco.

BROWN BROS. A CO..
Wright, Hea ton's Buildings,

Pitt street, Sydney

,

Hew Souta Wales.

TFE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast. All the latest novelties

p I'.l improvements in this line recently imported.
The btock is well worth Inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416' Market St.

BAN FRANCISCO.

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

TTGGIE
UGGIE

and

WAGONS
ANT S\TTLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Painting,

varnishinE
Alterations and Repairs.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

13 13 AND 13 19 MARKET STREET.

Between Ninth and Tenth Btreetfl, San Francisco.

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

Mechanics'

FAIR
?

NOW OPEN.
AT THE PAVILION, LARKIN St.

Near Market, San Franoisco.

For Sale

Hunting Dogs
From tlie Kennel oi' E. Eeavesley, Gllroy.

-AT-

CENTRAL PARK,
- SAN FRANCISCO.

Private Sale Sept, 1 3. 94. 95, 96.

Auction Sale Monday. Sept. 93. at 9
o'clock P. 31.

R. R. Rollins, Auctioneer.

FIELD BROKEN 1MH.S.

LOLA MONTEZ, orange and white, by Rob Roy-
Ola. Rob Roy by Miller's Joe—Farmer's Queen.

Ola by Count Warwick—Leah. Good disposition

and handsome as any in the State. Price, $150.

DAISY, blue belton, litter sister to Lola Montez
Price $150.

JOE, black and white-ticked, litter brother to Lola

Montez. Price 5100.

PAT, Irish red setter, by Nemo—Nida—Elcho strain.

Price $100.

FITE TARD.BROKEN BOOS.

Good Retrievers and not Gun-Shy ,j

CRISPA. black, white and tan, by Rock—Dora. Roc
by Don—Taggarfs Juno. Dora by Regent—Leaves
ley's Juno.

CARLO, black and white, litter brother to Chispa.

HAMLET, black, white and tan. litter brother to

Chispa.

OPHELIA, black and white, same Utter.

ANNABEL LEE, black and white, same litter, price

$50 eaeh.

PONTO, liver and white, by Count Warwick—Tag-
part's Juno. Count Warwick by Warwick—Bollo.

Taggart's Juno by Macgregor—Lulu Lavcrack.

ORLANDO, liver and white, same Utter.

LOUISE, black, white and tan, same litter, price $50

each.

NELLIE, Gordon Setter, price $50.

Puppies, 3 months old, by Rock-Daisy, $20 each.

COCKER SPAMEI.S,

One brace, pure black, perfectly matched, by Sport-
Julia, 14 months old, price £100 the brace.

Cocker Puppies, two and one-half months old, by

Sport, ex. Julia and Sprite, $20 cacti.
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The Fair at Stockton-

Sept. 24th.—The first business of the day was the finish, of

the postponed special race, which was speedily disposed of

by Bell Spencer winning the deciding heat in 2:28^, Carrie
F. taking second money and Blaine third.

Sept. 23d and 24th—Special trot ; Durse $250.
Bell Spencer, b m, by Black Ralph—E. V. Spencer 1 2 2 11
Carrie F., bm—J. W. Donathan „S 112 2
Blaine, blkg—J. A. Goldsmith „ _ _ 2 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:26V. 2:27:V. -:28V, 2:2S£, 2;28K.

The first regular race, Pacific Coast trot, 2:26 class, for a
parse of §800, had as starters Olivette, La Grange, Grover
C. and Lucilla. Olivette was favorite at $50, La Grange $20.
Grover C. and Lucilla in the field at $11.

First heat—The first heat was won by Olivette in 2:27,

Grover C. distanced.

Second heat—Lucilla led off, but was passed at the quarter
by Olivette, La Grange trailing. The half-mile post was
reached by Olivette in 1:13, Lucilia close behind and La
Grange close to the second horse. La Grange went into the

air on the homestretch, and Olivette went under the wire in

2:26f, Lucilla second, La Grange following.

Third heat—In scoring Olivette seemed to be lame, but
when the bell tapped she followed La Grange to the quarter,

with Lucilla close behind. Olivette lapped La Grange at the

half-mile post in l:l(H t
and led to the three-quarter post,

where La Grange was two lengths behind. Olivette went
under the wire four lengths in the lead in 2:24, the winner of

the heat and race. La Grange following and Lucilla close

behind. The second money was given to Lucilla.
Sept. 21th—Purse S800; 2:26 class.

OUvette.brm, by Whipple's Hambletonlan—A. C. Dietz 1 1 1

Lucilla, bm, by Nephew- Sirs. L. Goff 3 2 2
La Grange, bit g, by Sultan—L. J. Rose 2 3 3
Grover C, b g, by Whipple's Hambletonian—P. C. Byrne dis

Time, 2:27, 2:26i, 2:24.

The secocd racing event was a Pacific Coast pacing race,

256 class, for a purse of $600. The starters were Maud,
Killarney, Shaker and Prince. Maud was the favorite, sell-

ing for $50, Killarney $30, Shaker $9 and Prince $5.

First heat—Shaker led off, but Hand came in ahead at the

quarter, and led to the half-mile post, Killarney close behind.

At the three-quarter post Maud and Killarney were close to-

gether, and it looked as if the last named would win the

heat. The two came down the homestretch at a rattling gait,

neck and neck, but Killaruey broke, and Maud went under
the wire in 22U, her competitor a length behind, Prince

third, and Shaker fourth.

Second heat—Maud now sold for $30 against the others

bunched in the field at $17. Maud led off, Killarney second.

The quarter was reached in :34|, with Prince, Shaker and
Killarney in the order named, the latter having gone into the

air. Maud reached the half-mile post in 1:08, Prince follow-

ing, Shaker nest, Killarney behind. Prince pulled up to the

favorite in nearing the turn in the homestretch, and some
thought he was a sure winner, but the mare went under the

wire in 2:2U, two lengths ahead of Prince, Killarney a bad

third, and S'haker another length behind. The judges, be-

lieving that Killarney had not been driven to win, called

down the driver and turned the horse over to Andy McDowell.

The driver of Shaker was called to the stand and questioned

by the judges, but was allowed to mount his sulky.

Third heat—Maud led to the quarter, with Killarney crowd-

ing her, Prince and Shaker following in the order named.

The half was passed in 1K)7£, and at the three-quarter post

Killarney reached the favorite mare, and a hard race followed

down the homestretch, McDowell using the whip freely on

Killarney, but his horse broke when nearing the finish and

Maud went under the wire in 2:20, the winner of the race and

first money, Killarney second and second money, Prince

third and third money, and Shaker fourth and fourth money.

Same day—Pacmg^ puraeSSOO^free for^all.

Sept, 25th—The attendance at the track was larger than at

any time during the present fair. The first event of the day

was the three-year-old trotting race, in which L. J. Rose's

Stamboul, S. K. Trefry's Apex, and Rancho del Paso's Lohen-

grin were the contestants. Before the start Apes sold as the

favorite in the pools at $25, Stamboul at $17, and Lohengrin

at $10.
First heat—Apes had the advantage at the start. -Lohen-

grin broke on rounding the turn, breaking badly up to the

half. At the half Apes also broke. Stamboul then took the

lead, winning the heat by two lengths in 2:33}.

Second heat—Stamboul broke in passing under the wire at

the start, and Apes took the lead. Stamboul bioke badly

again when reaching the half-mile pole and fell back to the

rear, and at the three-qu irter pole ho broke again. Then
they all broke. Apes was first, Lohengrin second, Stamboul
third. After passing the three-quarter pole Stamboul forged
ahead and came under the wire winner of the heat, Lohen-
grin second, Apes third. Time, 2:35.}.

Third heat—The third heat was wua by Apes, Lohengrin
second, Stamboul third. Time, 2:33i.

Fourth heat—The fourth heat was won by Vp«xin2:35,
Lohengrin second and Stamboul & bad third.

Fifth heat—The fifth heat and race was won by Apes in
2:39J.
Sept. 25th—Purse, il.OOO. Three-year-olds.

Aper.bc, by Prompter, dam by Flaxtail— S. K. Trefry- 2 3 111
Lohengrin, b c, by Echo—RaDCho del Paso 3 2 2 2 2

Stamboul, b c, by Sultan—L. J. Rose. 113 3 1

Time, 2;33>;,2:35M,2:33}£, 2:35, 2:39X.

In the running race of a quarter of a mile, for a purse of

$300, the pools stood as follows: P. G. Bozman's Confidence
$50, K. M. Hutchinson's Bunch Grass $20, A. Miller's Bon-
sette $15, Frisby & Cnrtin's Gold Dust $10. The race was
won by Confidence in 052f; Bunch Grass second, Gold Dust
third and Bonsette fourth.

The special trot for a purse of SI, 000, free-for-all, had as

starters Nellie B.., selling for $80, Guy Wilkes at S50, Manon
and Adair in the field at $10. The first heat Nellie K. won
by a length from Wilkes (second), Adair third, Manon fourth.

Time, 2:19^. The second heat Nellie K. won by half a length

from Wilkes (second), Adair third, Manon fourth. Time,

2:17£. The third heat was a dead heat between Adair and
Wilkes, but the heat was given to Adair on account of

Wilkes running on the homestretch, Wilkes second, Manon
third, Nellie R, just saving her distance. Time, 2:19. The
fourth heat was finished by Wilkes only a nose ahead of

Adair (second), Nellie E. third, Manon fourth. Time, 2:19.

The fifth heat Wilkes won by a short length, Adair second,

Nellie R. third, Manon fourth. Time 2:20.

In the pacing race for the 2:26 class Nevada, Ackerman and
Pocahontas were the entries. The first heat was won by
Ackerman in 2:23; Pocahontas second and Nevada third.

The second heat was won by Nevada in 2:24i; Ackerman
second and Pocahontas distanced. The third heat was won
by Nevada in 2:25. The finish of this race was also post*

poned.
Sept. 26. The postponed trot was called up early, Adair

and Manon having been drawn. The first attempt between
Guy Wilkes and Nellie K., resulted in a dead heat. Time,
2:21. Nellie R. won the second heat and the race in 2:21|.

Sept. 25th and 26th—Special pnrse §1,000; free for all.

Nellie R, ch m, by Gen. McClellan, Jr—S.Speny...l 14 3 3 1

Guy "Wilkes, b h, by Geo. Wilkes—J. w. Donathan. .2 2 2 110 3
Adair, b g, by Electioneer—W. F. Smith 3 3 1 2 2 ro

Manon, b m, by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith 4 4 3 4 4 ro
Time, 2:18*. 2:17$, 2 39. 219, 2:20,|2:21, 2 213.

The unfinished pacing race was won by Nevada in 2:33.

Sept. 25th and 26th—Pacing; purse 3600; 2:26 class.

Nevada, b h, by Gen. Reno— W. B. Todhunter 3 111
FredAckerman, bg, by Washington—J. T. Mcintosh. 12 2 2
Pocahontas, chm, by Washington—S. C. Tryon - — 2 die

Time, 2:23, 2:24^. 2:25, 2:33.

The nest event was the Pacific Coast trotting race for the

2:30 class. The entries were Ruby, May Boy, Maud W. W.
W., Antevolo and Voucher. The first heat was won by
Antevolo in 2:23i, May Boysecond, Maud third, Rubyfourth
and Voucher distanced. Ruby won the second heat in 2:22*,

Maud second, May Boy third, and Antevolo fourth. The
third heat was won by Ruby, May Boy second, Maud third,

Antevolo fourth. Time, 2:23$. The fourth heat and race

was won by Ruby in 2:19^, May Boy second, Maud third,

Antevolo distanced.

Sept. 26th—Purse, $1,000; 2:30 class.

PuDy, b m, by Sultan—L. J. Rose 4 1 1 1

May Bov, b b, by Whipple's Hambletonian—A. Hayward 2 3 2 2

Mand W. W. W„ blk m. by Geu. Reno—W. B. Todhunter 3 2 3 3

Antevolo, brc, by Electioneer— J. C.Simpson 1 4 4die

Voucher, b g, by Nephew— G. W. Trahern. dis
Time. 2:23$, 2:22$. 2:234,2:19i.

The district running race, mile and repeat, for $S00, free

for all, was contested by W, J. Jones' George Bender, G.
W. Trahern's Dave Douglas and T. B. Lowry's Joe Walker.

The first heat was won by Bender in 1:48, and the second

heat by Douglas in 1:45. The third heat and race was won
by Douglas in 1:47*.

Same Day—District purse, $800; for all ages. Mile heats.

G. W. Trahern's b g Dave Douglas, 3, by Leinster, dam Lily
Simpson, 100 lbs 2 1 1

W. J. Jones' bgGeo. Bender. 5, pedigree unknown, 110 lbs— 12 2

T B. Lowry's ch c Joe Walker, 3, by Joe Daniels, dam by
New York, 103 lbs 3 3 S

Time, 1:48. 1:45,1 :4~i.

Sultan heads the list of young stallions that have furnished
representatives to the 2:30 list. He was foaled in 1875, and
9bpt. 25, 1830, his daughter Sweetheart, foaled when be was
but three years old, made a record of 2;26£.

The Breeder's Meeting: at Chicago.

The Breeder's Trotting Meeting opened over the Washing-
ton Park Club track, on the 22d. The weather was dry but
with a cold, piercing wind blowing that marred the sport.
The following are the summaries down to the close of mail
dates:

Sept. 22d—Great Five-Year-Old Stakes, for five-year-old* (foals of
lSS0);opentoaU; 1100 entrance; HO forfeit; with $1,400 added by the club.
Early Dawn, bm bv George Wilkes—Lady Frank _ 3 111
Elvira, blk m. by Cuyler—Mary Mambrino 13 3 3
Lizzie Wilkes, blk m, by George Wilkes, bv Joe Hooker 2 2 2 2

Time, 2:26, 2:21&,2:24>£, 2:26.

Same Day—2:19 class; purse $1,500.
Bonnie McGregor, b s, by Robert McGregor 1 1 l
Maggie Middleton, b in, by Bay Middleton—Magna Chaita 4 2 2
Charley Hogan.bg, by Virgo Hambleton—SeyboltMare „. 2 3 4
Butterscotch, bg, by Panic—Maid of the Mist 3 4 3

Tune,2:23,2£2^,2;24J4.
Same Day—Northwestern Two-Year-Old Stake, for two-year-old colta

and fillies i foals of 1**3) bred and owned in one of the following North-
western Stakes, viz; Indiana, Illinois, Michigan. Wisconsin, Iowa, Mis-
souri, Kansas, Nebraska and Minnesota; $5u entrance; Sio forfeit: with
1500 added by the Club.
Diatonic, bike, by Fairy Gift—Nellie 1 1
Ara, ch f ,by Masterlode—Magna Charta 2 2
Sarah Cossack, b f, bv Don Cossack—Kate Carmen. „_ dis

Time 2:40 2:40.

Sept. 23d—Great Four- Tear-Old Stakes, for four-year-old colta and
fillies (foals of 1881,) open to all; $75 entrance; $25 forfeit, with
$850 added by the club.

Carrie C. , br f, by Electioneer, dam Maid of Clay -Palo Alto
Stock Farm 1 1 1

Princeton, br c, by Princeps, by Eysdyk's Hambletonian—B. T.
Buford a 2 3

Superior, ch c, by Egbert—W. A _ Sanborn 3 3 3
Gambetta, blk c, by George Wilkes—G. & C. P. Cecil dis
Issaquena, b f, by Pancoast—?. C. McFerran dis

Time, 2:24^. 2:25i. 2:24.

Same Day—2:25 class; purse $1,000.
Prince Arthur, b g, by Western Feamaught, dam by Gold-

smith's Abdallah—D. W.|Woodmansee 6 1
Robin, gr g. by Enfield, dam Mary W.—W. W.Boynton 3 2 2
Mary Spragne, br m, by Gov. Sprague—E. E. Rood 4 4 3
Ottawa Chief, b s, by Byron, dam Smntta—W« J. Neely 6 3 4
Harry C, b g—N.Charlton 1 dis
Moody, grs, by Swigert, dam by McKisson's Gray Eagle -Dan

Brown a
Maggie L., brm, by Black Jack, dam by Davy Crockett—L. E.

Booker ^
Time, 2:24, 2:22*. 2:21*. 2:22*.

Sept. 24th—Northwestern Tbree-y*ar -old Stakes; S50 entrance; 815
forfeit; $500 added.
Williaras.br c, by Combat, dam by Dictator—W. A.

Sanborn..
Jeannette, b f, by Don Cossack, dam by Bashaw Drury

—A. J. Caton '.2

Lord Nelson, b c. by Wellington, dam by Holbert colt
—H. G. Finkle 1

Time, 2:264, 2:30|, 2:29, 2:26i, 2:292, 2:27*.

Same Day—Two-Year-Old Stake; $60 entrance; $20 forfeit; $600 added.
Nutbreaker.b c.by Nutwood, dam by Aberdeen—J. W. Fisher. 2 11
Spliini, be, by Electioneer, dam by Alexander's Belmont—Palo

AltoStock Farm _ 12 2
Diatonic, bl c, by Banker, dam by Gage's Logan—Y. D. Scales... dis

Time, 2:29}*, 2:31, 2:29.

Same Day—2:30 class; purse $1,000.
Harry C.,bg, by a son of Redbuck—H. Charlton „... 113 1
Silver Leaf, gr m, by Menelaus—P. V. Johnson „ 2 4 12
Cadmus Hambletonian, b h, by Strader's Hambletoniau

—

Adam Schantz...

1 1

dis

dis

.3 3 1 1

2 3

2 2 3 dis

12 2
9 3

Dick Stau/fer, ch g. by Blue Bull—B. F. Stauffer....
Somerset Maid _.
First Call, b g, by Athlete—H. D. McKinuey 5
Iris, b in, by Mambrino Star—L. Newgass 4 * . o
Belle S., b m, by Andv Johnson—John L. Mitchell 6 9 " 7
Endymion, blh.by Dictator— J. I. Case 9 11 10 9
Helen, b m.by Ueh. Beutoo—Palo Alto Stock Farm. 11 3 6 'Is

Maggie Kevan.b m, by Star of the West— D. P. Smith. 7 10 dr
Robert H.,grg, by Me'ssenger Chief— Bright i Robinson 9 dr

Time. 2:23 l;. 2:21. 2:23, 2:24.

A renewal of the Mulberry Stakes is to be run over the old
Albion course, near Gallatin, Tenn., Oct. 15th. The event
in question was inaugurated last year, it being for yearlings,
dash of a quarter of a mile, the entrance consideration being
five bottles of champagne, open (not the wine) to the world.
The entries already made are: Captain James Franklin's Luke
Blackburn—Kathleen colt; J. G. Wynne's brown tillv, by
Brigadier, dam by Bonnie Scotland; B. Belote's brown colt, by
Charley Howard, dam by Glengarry; Dr. Ed. S.Carr's Charley
Howard—Sue Wynne lilly, and W. B. Hogau's bay Hlly, by
Brigadier, dam by Watson. Other entries are expected to
this friendly test of the merits of youngsters.

It may not be generally known that two of the fastest
horses on the turf, Freelaod and Avalon, were fired last year.
In the case of Freeland, the prevailing opinion last Fall was
that, if not actually broken down, he was next door to it, and
many predicted he would never face the dag again. He was
operated on at Latouia, in the early Winter, by one of the
most experienced of New Orleans veterinary surgeons, and
then given a long rest. He showed signs of leg weakness in
his Spring training, generally polling up a trifle lame after

atrong work. Later on the ailing limb became about
'as new, and his recent brilliant triumphs indicate that b'

now about as sound as when a thret-year-old.
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Fall Meeting" at Sheepshead Bay.

Sept 15th—First Race—For all ages. A sweepstakes of S25 each, p.p.'
withSUOO added, of which ?10D to the seeonr). winners daring the meef
ingof a race of the value of S-.000 to carry weight forage; of two or more
such races 5 lbs. extra; winners of H-000 during the meeting allowed 5

lbs. ; other horses allowed 10 lbs. ; maidens allowed, if three years old, 20

lbs,; if four or upwards 30 lbs. One mile.

M. T. Danaher's b g Avalon, aged, by Aramis—Sprightly. 105 lbs., car.

109 lbs _ McLaughlin 1

B. C. Pate's gr g Editor, 2, by Enquirer—Alice Murphy, 55 lbs.
Church 2

"W* P.'nurciV's b g Col. spragtu-, age.'l, by Calvin—Pauline Sprague,
105 lbs Maynard 3

B. A. Haggin's ch c Tyrant, 3.9S lbs Stevens
J. S. Campbell's bg John Sullivan, 6, 105 lbs Covington

Time, l:43&
Pools; Col. Sprague ISO, Avalon and Tyrant $60 each, the field «40.

Betting: 2 to 1 each against Col. Sprague and Avalon, 3 to 1 Tyrant, 6 to

1 Editor, 25 to 1 John Sullivan. Place: 6 to 1 each on Col. Sprague and
Avalon, even against Tyrant, 8 to 5 Editor, 6 to 1 John Sullivan. MutuelB
paid f 15.55.

John Sullivan was tirst away, Editor second, Avalon third.

Editor, however, at once took the track, and with Tyrant at

his neck made the running for the first three-quarters, when
Avalon joined them. The three wheeled into the stretch to-

gether, but when straightened out Avalon took the lead, and
after a drive won by a length, Editor second, three in front

of Col. Sprague, who beat Tyrant a. head.

Second Race—A handicap sweepstakes of $30 each, h. f.; for three-
year-olds, with $600 added, the Becond to receive *150 out of the stakeB.
One mile and a quarter.
R. P. Ashe's b c Alta, 3, by Norfolk—Ballinette, US lbs Duffy 1

"W. Jennings' chc Greenfield, 3, by Glen Athol—Lotta, *S lbs.... Martin 2

Preakuess Stable's b g Bupert, 3. by Falsetto—Marguerite. 05 lba.

„ Caldwell 8

O.Bowie's ch f Vesta. 3,90 lbs ft. Hyslop
Time, 2:13.

Pools : Rupert $80, Alta Jfio, Greenfield $50, Vesta $20. Betting: 2 to I

each Greeuheldand Rupert, 13 to5 Alta, S to 1 Vesta. Place: 5 to 3 on
Rupert, Greenfield and Alta, 2 to 1 against Vesta. Mutuels paid 317.

Vesta made all the running, with Alta second and Green-
field third to the head of the stretch, where Vesta fell back.

Greenfield and Alta ran lapped till the last few strides, when
Alta shoved in front and won rather easily by a head, Green-
field second, three lengths in front of Rupert.
Third Race—A handicap sweepstakes of 850 each, and only ?10 if de-

clared, with $l,0:"Mj added, of which *2-)''i to the Becond, the third to save
his stake. One mile and seven furlongs.

Davis & Hall's bf Enigma, 4, by Enquirer—Queen of the West, 90 lbs.
Covington 1

B. A. Haggin's blk c Hidalgo, 3, by Joe Daniels—Electra, 110 lbs.

Duffy 2

J. T. Williams' chc Bob Miles, 4, by Pat Mallov—Dolly Morgan, 112
lbs McLaughlin 3

C. H. Pettingiirseh g Val t, aged, 95 lbs Baffertv
W. Lakeland's br c Dutch Roller, 4, 115 lba Hamilton
G. L. Lorillard'8 b f Louisette, 4. US lbs Hughes

Time, 3:20.

PooIb; Dutch Roller $120, Louisette 880, Bob Miles 970, Valet $45, field
S«u. Betting; 6 to 5 against Dutch Roller, 4 to 1 Louisette, y to 2 Hidalgo,
5 to 1 Bob Miles, 7 to i Valet ami Enigma. Place; 10 to Ton Dutch Roller,
7 to 5 agaiudt Louisette, 2 to i Hidalgo, Bob Miles and Enigma, 5 to 2

against Valet. Mutuels paid 436.90.

Louisette was first away, Bob Miles second, Dutch Roller
third. Louisette at once opened a gap, ami coming by the
stand led a length and a half, Bob Miles second a neck in

front of Hidalgo. There wa3 no change for the nest half
mile, except that Hidalgo and Valet went closer up to Louis-
ette. At the three-quarter pole Louisette only led three-

quarters of a length, Bob Miles fourth. In the stretch
Enigma moved to the front very easily and drawing away
won by two lengths, Hidalgo second, four in front of Bob
Miles, Louisette last.

Fourth Kace—The Great Eastern Handicap, for two -year-olds, foals of
1883; a handicap Bweepstakes of £150 each for starters; 530 forfeit for
horses entered by January 1st, and only Slo if struck out by September
1st. Horses entered by August 15th, when the stakes shall be closed,
to pay ?75 forfeit ; 55,0 3D to be added by the Association; the second
to receive 51,000 of the added money, and twenty per cent, of the
stakes; ihe third -5500 of the added money, and ten per cent, of the
stakes. 'Weights to be announced two days before the race. Three-
quarters of a mile.
Rancocas Stable's b f Dew Drop, by Falsetto—Explosion, 110 lbs.

Olney 1
Dwyer Bros.' b c Inspector B., by Enquirer— Colossa, 108 lbs.

• McLaughlin 2
W. L. Scott's br c Pocomoke, by Reform—Presto, 100 lbs Rivers 3
Melbourne Stable's b f Pure Rye, 110 lbs Garrison
W. L. Scott's ch f Charity, 115 lbs Hayward J

W. L. Scott's br f Flavia. 95 lbs Williams
C. W. Medinger's ch cElkwood, 95 lbs Anderson
W. C. Daly's brf Bessie B. .95 lbs Meehan
G. H. Kernagban's br f Jennie B., 97 lbs Covington
Mr. Eelso's ch c Amalgam, 100 lbs Fisher
W. L. Scott's b f Scottish Lass, 100 lba Caldwell
W. L. Scott's b c W7ar Whoop, 35 lbs Stevens
Melbourne Stable's be Blue Win;. 107 lbs West
B. A. Haggin's b f Preciosa, 115 lbs Duffy
>T . W. Kittson's br c Brown Duke. 113 lbs Fitzpatrick
Chinn & Morgan's b f Flora L., 95 lbs Arnold
Mr. Kelso's b c Lansdowne, 107 lbs Meaton
S. Bryant's br c Waddell Bryant, 107 lbs Church
G. L. Lorillard's b f Fay, 95 lbs Gerbardy
R. P. Ashe's ch c Ed. Corrigan. 100 lbs Kelly
R. P.Asbe r

s chc King of Norfolk, 115 lbs Ellis u
Time. 1:162.

Pools: Dew Drop S180, Scott's live 5180, Inspector B. 5110, Brown
Duke $120, Melbourne pair 370, Flora L. *40, field S14I1. Betting: 4 to
1 against Dew Drop, 5 to 1 Inspector B., 10 to 1 each Charity, Blue
Wing, Brown Duke and Flo*a L., 12 to 1 each Ed. Corrigan and Jennie
B., 15 to leach Fiona, Pure Bye, Preciosa, Fay, Waddell Bryant and
Lansdowne, 2 to 1 each Elkwood, Scottish Lass, War Whoop, Bessie B.
ani King of Norfolk, 25 to 1 Pocomoke, 30 to 1 Amalgam. Place: 2 to
1 against Dew Drop. 5 to 2 Inspector B. , * to 1 each Charity, Blue
"Wing, Pure Rye, Brown Duke and Flora L., 5 to 1 each Ed. Corngan,
Bessie B. and Jennie B., to 1 each Amalgam, Floria, War Whoop, Pre-
ciosa, Fay, Waddell Bryant and Lansdowne, 8 to 1 each Elkwood,
Pocomoke, Scottish Lass, 10 to 1 King of Norfolk. Mutuels paid,
335.95.

Pure Rye got off about two lengths in front of the others,
moved off well bunched excepting the Ashe pair, who were
practically left. At the half Inspector led a length, Pure Rye
second, Jennie B. third, Preciosa fourth and Dew Drop
fifth. As they ran around the far turn Dew Drop moved
up and joined the leaders. Turning into the stretch Dew
Drop gradually drew away and soon gained a decided lead,
winning very easily by four lengths, Inspector B. second, a
neck in front of Pocomoke, Pure Rye fourth.

iids
._, jf which

_•!.** to the second, t lie third to receive 8l00out of the stakes. To name
and close Monday, August if1st, by midnight; weights to be announced
Wednesday September 16th. seven furlongs.
Mr. Kelso's b c The Bard, by Longfellow—Bradamante. HiS lbs.

Meaton 1

Dwyer BroeV 1> c Inspector 13., by Enquirer—Colossa, 112 lbs.
McLaugldlu 2

W. L. Scott's ch f Florence Fouao. bv King Alfonso— Florence 1., 105
. Willi

Sent. !7th—Third Race—The Bouquet Stakes, for two-year-old
handicap sweepstakes of *'*> e.ich, >l"> forfeit, with ^l.'J'iO added, of v
fi'KjhtiktliALllinninl 4-1..-. thUil , n -nn »l JMr.1_-l. . B ». « . ~ - . - , m

.

with Mute, Inspector B. and Pure Rye close np. At the half

Mute took the lead and opened a gap of two lengths during
the nest quarter. Pure Rye being second, a neck in front of

Inspector B., Saluda fourth, bearing the turn for home
Mute had enough and Inspector B. took the lead, Pocomoke
second, The Bard third. After a whipping finish The Bavd
drew away and won by a length and a half. Inspector B.
second, the same distance in front of Florence Fonso, Flora
L. fourth.

Fourth Race—A sweepstakes of 5250 each, with $2,000 added, the second
to receive 3500 out of the stakes. One mile and three-quarters.
It. P. Ashe's be Alta, by Norfolk—Ballinette, 118 lbs Fitzpatrick 1

Morris k Patron's u c Bersan, by Ten Broeck—Sallie M., 118 lbs.
McLaughlin 2

E.J. Baldwin's h c Volaute, by Grinstead— Sister Anne, 118 lbs.
Murphy 3

B. A. Haggin's bike Hidalgo, IIS lbs Duffy
Ti'ue, 3:09.

Pools: Volante $210, Bersan SJ2d, Hidalgo £100, Alta-?60. Betting: 5 to
4 on Volante, 13 to 5 against Bersan, IS to 6 Hidalgo, 15 to 1 Alta. Place:
5 to 1 on Volaute. 2 to 1 on Bersan, 5 to 4 on Hidalgo. 3 to 1 against Alta.
Muruels paid $57.70.

Alta took the lead with the fall of the flag, and, opening a

gap of four lengths, was never reached and won in a canter

by four lengths. Bersan, after a driving finish, beat Yolante
a head for second place, Hidalgo beaten off.

Sept. lflth—Third Race—The Great Long Island Stakes. A sweep-
stakes for all ages, of $250 each for starters, with $2,500 added; $2,000 to

the first, $~iD0 to the second, to which is added the Woodlawn Vase (pre-
sentedbvthe Messrs. Dwyer, of Brooklyn^, to become the property of
the subscriber winning the above race for two years in succession.
Horses entered by January 1st, $50 forfeit.; by September 1st, when
entrieB shall be closed, h. f. ; five years old and aged, to carry 1H lbs.;
four. lOSlbs.; three, 95 lbs. Two mile heats.

Dwyer Bros.' br m Miss Woodford, 5. by Billets—Fancv Jane, 111 lbs.
J. McLaughlin 1 1

R.P.Ashe's h fBinette.l, by Billet—Mirah, 10-T lbs Kelly 2 2

P. H. Ryan's ch m Caramel, 5, by Monarchist—Bon Bou, 111 lbs.
Duffy 3 dr

Time, 3:35, 3:37Jtf.

Pools: Miss Woodford ?ltH). Bin^tte ?35, Caramel $10. Betting: 3tol
on Miss Woodford, 12 to Sag tinst Binette and 31 to 1 Caramel. After
first heat—Miss Woodford *mii, Biuette $15. Betting: 5 to 2 on Miss
Woodford and 8 to 5 against Binette. Mutuels paid $7.20, on second heat
$6.85.

Fourth Race—The Adieu Stakes, for two-Tear- olds. A sweepstakes
of #50 each, S10 forfeit, with Sl,O0O added, of which $2ooto,the second and
Sion to the. third. Winners of $5,000. or of two races of $2,0'JO. 120 lbs; of
S3.U0O. or of two races of any value at this meeting, IIS lbs; other horses
105 lbs.; maidens OS lbs.; fillies and geldings allowed 3 lbB. Three-
quarters of a mile.
I>, O'Connor's b c Walter H., bv Voltigeur—Beware, 115 lbs Onlev 1

Davis ,fc Hall's br f Bess, bv Fadlad<-e!i— Betsv, 102 lbs Green 2

W. L. Scott's ch f Charity, by Sensation—Kniina, 112 lbs Duffy 3

Kancocas stable's '• f Dew Jirup. 117 lbs Kawlinson
Dwyer Bros ' !> f Millie. 112 lbs J. McLaughlin
Mr. Charles' h c Peconic, "J8 lbs K.ivford
W. L. Scott's ch f Florence Fonso, K»2lhs Rivers
It. P. Ashe's ch c Kd Corrigan , 105 lbs K*lly
G. Cook's ch r. Mute, 10'. lbs West
Dwyer Bros.' b f Lulu, 102 lbs Potter
Mr. Kelso's chc Aniaigara,98 lb* . Meaton
N. W. Kittson's br c Brown Duke 105 lbs Breuiian
La Mastiev Bros ' b f Petticoat, 1ii2 lbs Higgs
B. A. Haggin's b f Fortima. 95 lbs Atkinson I)

N.W. Kittson's ch f Refrain. lOJlhs Bender
Morris &. Patton's b f Gold Flea.- lbs F.Lkins

Time, 1:17.

Pools: Dew Drop S75, Dwyer's pair $50, Walter H. $35, Kittson's
pair $35. Scott's pair $30, Bess $20, field $40. Betting: 4 to 1 against
Walter H., 5 to 1 Dew Drop, 7 to 1 each Bess and Millie, 8 to 1 Brown
Duke, 10 to 1 Refrain, 12 to 1 each Florence Fonso, Charity, Peconic,
Mute an' 1 Fortuna, 15 to 1 each Petticoat and Peconic, 20 to 1 Amalgam
and 30 to 1 Gold Flea. For place: 2 to 1 each Walter H. and Dew
Drop. 3 to 1 each Brown Duke, Bess and Millie, 4 to 1 each Refrain and
Charity, 5 to 1 each Florence Fonso, Ed. Corrigan and Fortuna, C io 1

each Lulu and Mute, and 8 to 1 each Amalgam, Gold Flea.Petticoatand
Peconic. Mutuels paid, $31.25.

Fifth Race—A handicap sweepstakes of $50 each, and only $10 if de-
clared, with $1,000 added, of which $200 to the second and $100 to the
third horse. One mile.and a quarter.
W. Jennings' b m Farewell, 0, by Lisbon —Fairy, 100 lbs.

W. Donobue 1

Mr. Kelso's b m Rica, G, by Kingfisher—Lady Mentmore, luO lbs.

Meaton 2
Daris & Hall's b i Enigma, 4. by Enquirer— Queen of the West. 104

lbs Covington 3
J. & J. Christy's ch g Bonanza, 3, 92 lbs Potter o
H. J. Woodford's b g Barnum, 6, 115 lbs Garrison
Morris & Patton's b c Favor, 3, 110 lbs McLaughlin
Summit Stable's cb g Royal Arch, 4, inn lbs Church
B. A, Haggin's cb c Tyrant, 3, 104 lbs Duffy
G. M. Lorillard's ch f Tolu, 4, 93 lbs Gerhardy
J. F. McDonald's b g Long Knight. 5. 115 lbs Fitzpatrick *

Time, 2:10J.
*Left at Post.
Pools: LoDg Knight $100, Favor.$70, Tyrant $40, Royal Arch ?30, Bar-

num $30,field ;=60. Betting: 2 to 1 against Long Knight, 3 to 1 Favor, 7

to 1 Tyrant, 8 to 1 each Royal Arch, Farewell and Barnum, 1 to 1 each
Enigma, Rica and Tolu, ana 20 to 1 Bonanza. Forplace: Even against
Long Knight. 7 to 5 Favor, 5 to 2 Barnum, 3 to 1 each Koyal Arch,
Tyrant and Farewell, fl to 1 each Enigma, Rica and Tolu, and 7 to 1

Bonanza. Mutuels paid, $5' .PS.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

"

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, in aliinstances writing plainly names of sir* and dam,,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Sales.

By Mr. E. Leavesley, Gilroy.

To Mr. Frank R. Day, Los Angeles, white black and tan
English setter dog. by Leaveslev's Rock—Leavesley's Dora.
Whelped June, 1S84.

To Mr. George Mnller, San Francisco, white and black
English setter dog, by Leavesley's Rock—Leavesley's Dora.
Whelped June, 1884.

To Mr. Watson, San Francisco, white and black English
setter dog pup, by Leavesley's Rock—Leavesley's Daisy.
Whelped June, 1SS5.

To Mr. W. G. Davis, San Francisco, cocker pup, by Sport
—Julia. Whelped July, 1SS5.

Names Claimed.

By Mr. Frank R. Day.
Chispa, for white black and tan English setter dog, by

Leavesley's Rock—Leavesley's Dora.

By Mr. George MuUer.
Carlo, for white and black English setter dog, by Leaves-

ley's Rock—Leavesley's Dora.

Deaths.

Lulu Laverack, b. w. t. Laverack bitch, by Thunder
Peeress, at Downieville, Sept. 12, 1SS5, by poison.

Judge Leavesley's sale of dogs last week did not prove
fully satisfactory. The attendance both during the days ou
which the dogs were offered at private sale and on the auc-
tion day was small. Most of those who did go went out of
curiosity rather than to buy. The dogs were clear bred
English setters, with two exceptions, and cockers. The
setters wexe a good-looking lot, clean and in health. Several
of them were of very fine form, and all of them of good
quality.

The bitch Annabel Lee has exceedingly good chest, legs
and feet and moves very stylishly. Chispa, the dog sold to I
Mr. Day, is a good-sized, strongly-built animal, and very
handsome.
Mr. Geo. Muller's purchase, Carlo, would be handsome, if

he had more black and tan, but in essential points, such' as *.

head, body and legs, is very good.

Probably the most remarkable horse in the northwest is

W. H. Raymond's Commodore Belmont, of Belmont Park,
Montana. He is a bright bay, sixteeuhands high and weighs
1,250 pounds. Mr. Raymond purchased him in Kentucky
ten years ago when a three-year-old, and at the same time
purchased and shipped to Montana about twenty of the best

mares he could get. He now has on the ranch over two hun-
dred of his colts from pure bred mares, all of which are eli-

gible to register as standard bred trotters. Doncaster, the
five-year-old son of Commodore Belmont, made a record of

2:2SJ at the late Helena fair, and half a dozen of his other
colts have two and three-year-old records below 2:40. Don-
caster was raised on the hills like a range steer, and never
knew what grain was until the Spring after he was three

years old. He is as handsome as a picture and if properly
handled will go in 2:16 as a seven-year-old. He is certainly

a remarkable celt, and those who are familiar with Mr. Ray-
mond's baud of horses say that Doncaster is hardly a fair

sample. The northwest may look for wonderful results from
Mr. Raymond's stud.

—

Northwestern Live Stock Journal.

lbs..

Chinn A Morgan's I) f l-lora L.'.'.i lbs Arnold
Melbourne Stable's bf Pure Uye. in- lbs Uarrlson u
w. Xi. Scott's b c Pocomoke, 104 Lb* Rivers u
B. A, Ileum's !> c B iu F->x. 'is lbs I hi It v
Melbourne Mtalile's h c Blue Wing, lu.i lbs Covlnirtoii
B,. W. Waldeu'sbf Litretia.HTJbs Hii-gs
LoneBtttr stable'scti f siiluda.iiT lbs Rayiord o
W. E Jeimings' brf Ursuline Nun, !i". lbs Church <>

U. Cook's ch c -Mute, UK) lbs West
K. P. Ashe's ch c King of Norfolk, 112 lbs Kelly
„ rinu-, i::j] ,.

Pools: Ban Fox >.o. Inspector i; -;.'., Si-otfs pair and the Melbourne
pair e<ich ?2.». Milt.- s^ii. the ib-ld -il:i. Hitting: t to 1 each agniiiht I '.an
I- hi an.i inspector B., 6 to i The Bard, 7 to! Pocomoke, Stol each Mute
.in.! Lctretia, K- to leach Blue Wing, Pure Ryeand h'lnra L„20to] each
L-rsiiline Nun, Florence Fonso and King of Norfolk, 3D to 1 Saluda.
Place: 8 to .l.ig:iiriht Inspector B.,'2to leach The Bard andBanF0X,8
to l eaoll Mute, Letretla ami Pocomoke. 5 to 1 each Blue Wing snfl
I ure Rye, Bto l each Uraullne Sun, Florence Fonso ami King of >"or-
t..ik. 12 to i Saluda. Mutuels palil i2v.v..

To a straggling start, in which The Bard got two lengths
the best of it and Ban Fox and Kiugof Norfolk goi the worst;
the latter being almost left, The Bard led for the tirbt quarter,

The once famous American racer, Eole, returned to New
York on the 17th, after an unsuccessful campuigu upon the
English turf. He again goes into the hands of E. V- Snedeker,
but it is not thought probable that he can be got in condition
for the Fall meetiug at Jerome«Park, though it is probable
that he will be ready for Washington and the election day
racing at Jerome Park. Eole is in good flesh and his legs

are in excellent condition, but he acts a little sour when on
the track. English handling seemingly not having agreed
with him. and the temper he has developed, perhaps, under
the amiable and competent treatment uf Snedeker will be
removed.

Messrs. Morris and Fattou have dissolved their partnership
in Worses by mutual consent. Mr. G. B. Morris gets BersaUj
Favor, Whizgig aud Bonnie S. Mr. Pattou gets Freeman,
Teuetone, Gold Flea and the broodmare Gold Bug and her
yearling and suckling colts both by TenBroi ck. Mr. Patton.
it is said, will not race but confine bis atteution to breed-
ing. He owns the stallion Duke of Kent, by Bonnie Scot-
laud, aud some tine broodmares. Mr. Morris will race his
stable at Jerome Park, Baltimore and Washington.

E. Porter Ashe, the owner of Alta, the victor in the special
stakes for three-year-olds al Sheepshead Bay, is said to have
won $12,000 from the bookmakers. Atler the face ho dis-

covered that he had lost two winning tickets culling for

SI,600, and did not remember from whom they were pur*
ohuised. Thu tickets were afterward© found and paid.

The prices offered at the auction were absurdly small.
Many of the dogs were more than a year old, aud to offer
twenty or thirty dollars for a well bred, good looking dog of
that age. bespeaks either poverty, or inappreciation of the
care required to raise a pup; to say nothing of the actual
outlay for food, and the loss by death in every litter. There
is no good reason why any one of the setters offered by Mr.
Leavesley should not sell for one hundred dollars, even those
unbroken. One thinks little of paying a large sum for gnu,
boat, club assessment, or almost anything else, but when a
dog is to be purchased, a hundred dollars soem a large sum.
It is probable that a dog cannot be fed properly at a cost of
less than one dollar to one and one-half dollars per month;
and the rate presumes the care of so many dogs as to justify
purchasing raw material at wholesale rates, and reducing the
average expense for tire and attendance, by cookiup for a
large number of animals. The average cost for food, to those
who keep but one or two dogs, and who are so situated as to
compel the purchase of broken meats and table scraps from
restaurants, approximates closely to four dollars per month
for each dog.

Even at the lesser rate, a dog one year old must have cost not
less than thirty dollars, aud to be forced to sell the animal for
less than that sum must quite discourage professional breed-
ing.

Judge Leavesley and Mr. Bassford in their able letters upon
field trial rules, agree in great measure in thinking that nat-
ural qualities should be given great weight in making up a
standard by which to judge in trials. It seems to us that both
gentlemen are somewhat in error.

In a Puppy Stake, in a stake for dogs of all ages, under
twenty-three mouths, it may be well to give prominence to
manifestations of natural aptitude, such as are likely
to be shown by any well-bred pup, aud such as are
often shown by young dogs of no particular breeding.

It is no uncommon thing to see pups of ten mouths and
from that age up to fourteen or fifteen months, entered and
started, aud running creditable races. True, they are usually
unsteady, lack obedience, aud show no matured disposition,
nor do they retrieve; but if they are keen, stylish, fast fel-

lows, with good noses and some judgment, there is a dispo-
sition to overlook little faults in breaking, aud praise the
dogs without stint.

This is perhaps all right; a puppy cannot be expected to
show Bound judgment in selecting ground to work over.
That comes only after many days spent iu actual field work.
The pup is likely to break shot and chase any and even
moving thing before him. That is not, or should not be "a

mortal sin. The vim and energy which prompt him to run
in when birds rise or a rabbit is moved from its form, are
desirable attributes. So desirable, in fact, that a youngster
which does not possess them is looked at askance, and is

taken in hand with a view to cultivating such characteristics.

A young pup cannot well be trained to retrieve. The force
aud frequent loug-coutiuued lessons necessary to make him
ii quick, willing retriever, are too much for his strength]
Then, too, it is imprudent and useless to expect a young dotgt

to learn so many things and remember them. So iu a pup
stake, nose, speed and style may nearly inuku up the points
ou which he is to be judged.

The old argument repeatedly advanced, that if a dog is not
a good dog at twenty-three months he will never be, is not]
new to us. We do not admit its applicability to puppy
stakes as they exist. Where one starter is twenty-three
months old, twenty-three are less than nineteen months old,

and seventy-five percent, are between eleven and eighteen
nlonlhs of age.

If all pup entries were twenty-three months old, on the

day of Starting iu a trial, it might perhaps be well to be mon
exacting, but it is manifestly inexpedient to expect from
v TV young pup tht' show of breaking which it is reasouabli

to look for in one twice as old.

ie
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So we think it best, in order that the result of the trials

may indicate not the best broken pup in a stake for pups, but
the best pup, i. e., the one on which it will best be worth
while to expend the time and money in making him a per-
fectly trained dog, that the rules should be so framed as to
make the natural qualities, such as nose, pace and style,
entirely overshadow and outweigh, range, quartering, steadi-
ness to wing, fur and gun, and obedience.

There will be a difference of opinion as to whether backing
is a natural act or whether dogs must be trained to back.
We have adhered to the belief that most, if not all dogs, must
be taught to back. If this belief is a correct one we should
give backing but few points in making up our scale.

Range is largely a matter of training in our opinion, and
quartering entirely so.

There has not yet been seen at any California trial, what
we call "quartering." That is, no dog has regularly and
systematically passed to and fro before his handler in beats
of such extent and at such distance, each from each, as to
enable the handler to say with any certainty whether or not
there were birds left unfound on the ground worked over.
It may be argued that such quartering is not demanded by
and is entirely unsuited to California quail shooting. Sup-
pose it to be admitted, the inference is that those who argue
so include quartering among acquired qualities. It is safe
to give quartering very few points in a puppy stake.
So we suggest as a proper apportionment of points in a

scale for a pup stake:

Pointing 50[Ohedience 5
Pace 30 Ranging o
Style olBaeklng o

We would give no demerit marks in a pappy stake, but
judge the young dogs only upon their positive natural quali-
ties, quite to the exclusion of those which are derived from
the trainer.

Some will agree that such a scale would work injury, be-
cause it would make it unnecessary to train puppies at all

before starting them in a trial. We differ in opinion with any
who may advance such an argument.
Take "pointing," for instance. The absolutely untrained

puppy will point, bnt in many instances will not be staunch.
Here judicious handling will help in preparing him for a
trial. It is true that no amount of handling can give him a
nose, and it is also true that he may not need handling to

make him staunch. But in the average pup, well bred and
well raised, it is well to steady him on point. This can be
done without at all endangering his health and future use-
fulness by severity.

Pace can be increased and regulated, too, without the exer-

cise of harsh methods, merely by permitting the pup to put
into play the powers which nature has given him. Well
selected and properly given exercise will do much to enable
him to run through a trial gamely and safely. He needs but
little restraint, rather the contrary. His style, while in a
great measure the result of natural conformation and spirit,

is yet in a degree under control of the handler. Exercise
varied in character so as to give due development to all the
muscles will do much to give him proper carriage. But as
style is a non esfential to effective held work, we would not
give for it anything like so many points as for nose and pace.

Range is under the handler's control, but is a lesson that
is hard to teach. It is really the highest accomplishment
that a dog shows. To show good ranging capacity the dog
must exercise powers of reason and memory that are nearly
akin to those shown by the human animal.
In certain cover he is directed to range close, and expected

to continue that style of working without iucessant reminders
from the handler. In other ground he is given more liberty

and must not forget to do as told.

As cover is constantly changing in character, and as birds

differ step by step in plentifulness, the dog must be alert to

regulate his work so as to make it most effective in further-

ance of the object for which he is being worked, which is to

find and point quails so that his master may shoot them.

The remarks made upon puppy stakes convey in a measure
our ideas; the ideas are not purely theoretical. We have seen
as much field trial work as anybody in the State in fact more
than anybody now in the State except Mr. Vande-
vort, and give our notions as the result of such close

observation of trials. We do nut give them because they are

right, but because we believe they are, and if they are at

fault we shall not hesitate to acknowledge the fact if

convinced.

We cannot enter into a discussion of the proper standard
for an all-aged stake at this time, but as opportunity offers we
shall do so. Suffice it is to say, that in our opinion, an
all-aged stake should be a test of the breaking of the dogs, more
markedly than of their natural quality. One can put up
with any indiscretion on the part of a promising pup, but to

hunt comfortably and successfully he must have a well
broken dog. No extraordinary capacity in his dog will atone
for lack of breaking. The animal must be steady, must
retrieve, and must be obedient to all proper commands, or he
is a source of annoyance rather than a help and a pleasant

companion. Headers can elaborate the suggestion at will,

and we trust they will not hesitate to use the columns of

this paper in arguing the matter.

A letter from Mr. F. W. Dann, remembered and respected

by all California field trial men, as well as all others who
were so fortunate as to know him, dated "California Ranch,
Arkadelphia P. O., Blount Co., Alabama, Sept. 12, 1885,"

reached this office the other day. We extract from it por-

tions of general interest. He says: "On thinking of the good
old times passed and gone I had to sit down, and if I had
not been a strong-minded girl I should have wept over the

memories brought back to me. I never have but one thought
of you all, and that is, God bless the Pacific Coast: God bless

the good old boys I met there, and God bless California. All

are shut out from me now, but perhaps in future years I may
return to health sufficient, and tackle the mountains and the

happy, hospitable good homes again, at least, for a season of

sport. I have travelled this country from Maine to the

Paci6c, from Upper Canada to the Gulf of Mexico and seen

it all, and for good, solid comfort, climate, intelligence, stir,

vim and hospitality, California wins the cake.

For excuse for not writing before, I must plead being busy
with fencing and other work fixing up a stock ranch here in

Alabama. My old hunting partner, Kelly, and I are going to

try stock raising here on the Pacific Coast plan, and have
bought a tract of land for the purpose, so I shall in all prob-

ability be a resident of this State in future. By the way,
Kelly just finished a cage in which he expects to carry back
to California some time next month some real old bob whites,

and present them to the Bassfords. The only question is

the catching of the quails, but we have a tame bevy out by

the gate some sixty yards from the honse, which I think we
can capture, and I have every reason to believe they will
live in California, as the climate is somewhat similar to this

>.ow for game: I cannot sav much about it yet as all
migratory birds go North in Summer, and in this latitude we
only have them from October to March, so you must wait for
a description of Southern shooting for a month or so ForSummer and Fall game we have a few deer in our immediate
vicinity. I have seen one and many signs of others on the
ranch. Bob whites seem to be plentiful, as we run into
covies quite often while walking or riding over the ranee
Gray squirrels are numerous in the woods, and wild turkeys
seem to be more numerous than I have ever seen them any-
where else. Kelly killed three one evening, and he has killed
some since those were killed, while looking after the cattle
and not hunting. lam told they kiU many in the season.

I his is all the game we have now. Fishing is good in any
of the streams all around us. I am told that in Winter wild
pigeons come to this locality in great numbers, also robins
doves, larks and all other migratorv birds.
Duck shooting is one of the luxuries we cannot have at

home, haviag to go from thirty to one hu ndred miles for good
shooting, though there are stragglers nearer. Take it all in
all, when we once get settled I think we can find sport
enough to satisly us near by. There are no hunters here
except the seventeenth century fellows, with long, old-fash-
ioned five-cent Kentucky rifles which load at muzzle and
some have flint locks. There are no dogs except deer and
fox-hounds, and they are not of very good quality. Such
a thing as a setter or a pointer is unknown in this immediate
vicinity, and quail are never hunted. There are lots of men
who never saw a breech-loader until they saw ours, and none
of ours neighbors ever saw a hammerless except mine. So
you see birds, if they ever do come, will not find the easy
time they have had. We are short of dogs for this Winter
bnt Iam negotiating for some. Kelly's dog, Spitz,'
will make a good one. l'ou may remember that over a year
ago I wrote an article for the Breeder and Sportsman on
"Pointing Instinctively," and offered the opinion that several
dogs I named would point a bob white the first time they had
a fair chance, and mentioned this dog. Well, I was right
about him, as he straightened out as stiff and handsome as
could be on the first one he ever scented, and will insist on
doing so every time he meets one. So much for a guessNow this dog is four years old, and was never used for any-
thing but retrieving ducks. Say to General Cosby that I
have instructed Kelly when he goes to California to steal Bow,
Jr., and bring him back when he comes, so look out."

It is a pleasure to know that Mr. Dunn has even partially
regained his health. When he was taken East there was but
little hope, but the characteristic cheerful tone of his letter
leads us to believe that he is now doing well and in a fair
way to recover. He will be glad to know that the bob whites
planted at Gilroy have become acclimated and are breeding
and doing nicely.

*

"Ashmont" on Distemper.

Among all the disorders that canine flesh is heir to, dis-
temper is most to be dreaded, since it forms in an uncommon
degree a large portion of the total mortality. Considering its
great importance, the writer presumes that a discussion of
the subject, even in a rambling way, will prove of interest.
Distemper may be defined as a fever originating through

infection of the system with a certain peculiar poisonous
matter, the nature of which is unknown. ~ By some it is de-
nominated the specific catarrhal fever of the dog; the name
being suggested by the inflamation of the mucuous structure
which characterizes the affection. As to the nature of the
constitntiom of the disease, or its real cause, much is yet to
be learned. We recognize in it distinctive features qnite
different from those ordinarily observed. While much that
pertains to the subject or causation is unknown to us, ex-
perience has developed many facts, furnishing a standpoint
from which to view the phenomena. Various doctrines,
without actual foundation on which to exist, have obtained
recognition. Some have attributed distemper to poor food,
worms, and other remarkable extravagances, presenting not
a single unequivocal fact for such assumptions, and it is ex-
ceedingly doubtful if any will ever be discovered. How
many writers have pictured cold, climatic changes, etc., as
the cause of the disease, and appeared contented in their be-
lief ! It is difficult to understand why exposure should be
followed by the production of a particular disease, when it

is well known that many affections are induced by it, varving
with the individuality of the animal attacked, producing in
one bronchitis, in another intestinal irritation, and so on.
For a disease so highly contagious, so clearly defined and

so well characterized, the existence of a specific germ must
be admitted. H this theory is accepted and is believed, the
conclusion must be that the distemper never originates
spontaneously, but is dependent upon a transmission;^ con-
tinued propogation of the disease poisons. While the
triumph of this theory of contagious poison is in no way
complete, it certainly harmonizes with many facts, and it is
hoped that the interest in the discussion on this most impor-
tant subject will never lessen until the fixed conditions of the
truth have been reached.
Assuming that distemper is purely a contagious disease,

than the various physiological conditions—the weather, the
climate, the surroundings—can no longer be regarded as ex-
citing causes, and are influential only as they increase or
diminish the susceptibility to the malady. If the specific
poison is absent, all other evil influences are powerless to
produce distemper. Borrowing an illustration, "no matter
how well a field is manured, wheat will not grow unless
wheat has been sown." The germs must find favorable soil
for their reception and growth.

Accepting this theory to the exclusion of all others, the
question how to lessen the prevalence of distemper may be
answered in a general way—obviate all influences by which
the infectious germ may be transmitted. A more intimate
acquaintance with the nature of the poison and conditions
favorable to its development would be a means of protection
at present denied. From a tolerably accurate knowledge of
the peculiarities it possesses, conclusions can be drawn.
Distemper contagion may be conveyed from one dog to an-

other by direct or indirect contact, as by the nasal discharge,
sharing the same kennel, oroccupying quarters in which one
suffering from the malady has been confined. The contagion
may be imparted to certain objects used by or near the
patient, and adhere to them after they have been removed
from his influence. Foremost in this respect may be men-
tioned bedding, feeding dishes and drinking vessels. In fact,
it may cling for a variable length of time to any
object which may have been in his immediate neighborhood.
Perfectly healthy dogs, enjoying immunity from the disease
by reason ot attacks in early life, may be the medium of
transmission, they receiving the germs from the infected and
bearing them iu their coats to others, which in thru become

diseased. It is a fact, which dealers in dog medicines andworks on canine diseases will vouch for, that their sales are
greatly increased after the bench show season has begun
distemper being then more prevalent. Breeders who havefound their kennels invaded by the scourge, will the more
readily understand tne reason, if assured that when dogs arecrowded together, as in exhibitions, the more rapid and ex-
tensive will contagion take place. One or more dogs return-
ing home in good condition and perfect health, may be themedium for the transmission of the infecting poison
Exposed to the air, doubtless this contagious principle is

in time destroyed, it becoming more and more inefficaciousand finally disappearing. If excluded from the air, it proba-
bly follows the rule of other specific poisons and exhibits
very great permanence. There is every reason to believe
that the atmosphere about a sufferer from distemper becomes
loaded with contagion, and it acts as a carrier for the diffu-
sion of the poison. This theory will account for the so-called
spontaneous outbreaks of the disease, wheie commnnication
by contact was impossible and no medinm for its transmis-
sion nad been recognized.

While it may be said that distemper has its origin solely
in contagion, and that it cannot be induced by any individual
or external influence, the spreading of the disease is un-doubtedly conducted or prevented by many conditions favor-
able for its propagation. The weather, the climate the sur-
roundings, may all be active. That there are individual
oppositions which promote the development of the disease
is possible. A. greater predisposition seems to exist in early
life and diminish after maturity. This may be due to the
fact that a large proportion of dogs experience attacks when
puppies, and enjoy immunity ever after.
Of notable influence upon the course of the disease is tho

constitution of the dog attacked. Some breeds are more sen.
sitive and excitable; others in comparison might be called
sluggish. In the former the general disturbances of the svs-
tern are more pronounced, and the brain symptoms are more
easily induced It is presumed that in-and-in bred animals
for this reason have less resistant capability. The same may
be said of dogs improperly fed and generally neglected. At
this point while discussing the individual dispositions whichseemingly promote the development of distemper, the ques-
u,
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se «na° blue-
bloods? is recalled. Has the statement "that they are less
liable any foundation based upon actual facts? Can the
results of unconcerted, individual observations be accepted
as bxed truths? While on the one hand, the losses of blue-
bloods are sufficiently important for record; of the fatalityamong curs from the very fact of their trifling value and lit-
tle consequence, much less is known. Blue-bloods areowned by sportsmen, intelligent dog-lovers, who must bemore observing and capable of detecting the manifestations
of disease. The mongrel attacked often sinks away in retire-
ment, passes through the different stages, and finally when
convalescent, returns to his home, lean and hunerv- his
absence having excited but little comment and man? "times
attributed to straying. When this is not the case, his illness
is often elaborately diagnosed as "being off his feed," and he
is left in the open air to Nature's methods of cure, while the
blue-blood is carefully housed, nursed and dosed, until his
vitality is exhausted by unwise medication, or there are
invited complications which prejudico recovery and ulti-
mately cause death. By the suggestion of these doubts itmust not be implied that the writer believes the cur is not
less liable to disease; he merely suggests that such an as-sumption is scarcely sustained by facts. Following Nature's
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and specially the in-and-in bred dog

should have less resistant capability against disease than the
cross-bred. This is due to the nonrenewal of blood apotent influence, impairing vitality, and by the transmission
of vices of constitution, inviting a decay of the natural good
qualities of the species. B

Too Bashful to Get the Dog.

"Talking about Maine," continued my old friend, "thatremind me of something that happened down our way when
I lived there-when I was a boy. It was in a country town.A young fellow (very bashful) was out riding with his girlone afternoon, when he saw an old farmer coming down theroad in his hay-rigging. On the seat beside him was a little

'"I'm going to have some fun with him, Sal' said theyoung swain, hauling up one side of the old farmer Thefarmer drew up, and the young fellow bawled out, nudging
Sally: Say, stranger, I'm powerfully struck with that ther?dog of yourn, aud I'd like to buy him.'

" 'Well' responded the farmer, 'I think an all-fired heap of
that dorg myself, and I guess I ain't particular abaout a-sellm of him.

"
'Well, I allow I want him powerfully bad, and I don'tmind givm S3 for him.'

"The farmer saw he was being -guyed,' so he said: -You
pear to be a likely young cuss, and you've got a gol darnedhan some girl there with you. I tell yon what 111 do- vouthrow your arms around that 'ere gal and give her a 'goodsmack and I don't nund giving yer the dorg '

••That was enough for the bashful youngman; he whippedup his horse and went on. They rode along in silence foran hour or more, Sal in her corner BUI in his. Then Sal sort
of edged up to Bill's side, turned scarlet, and lookin" covlvup into his eyes, said: 'Say, Bill, it 'pears to me that youdidn t want that dog powerfully bad, did you ?' That settled
it; it broke the ice. and one of their grandchildren is going
to school down here now."—Boston Gazette.

Coursing' at Bridg-enort.

On Sunday last week, the Napa Valley Conreing Clnb held
a meeting at Bridgeport, in Solano county, quite a number ofdogs being entered. The weather was very hot, and it wouldhave been better had the meeting been postponed, as thecoursing was unsatisfactory, and one dog has since died frombeing overheated. In the first ties Pratt's Rattler beat Tab
bot s Lad Allen's Moll beat Pratt's Queen, Gardner's, Fannie
beat Devlin s Jo. Shannahan's Buckskin Nell beat O'Day's
Garheld; in the second ties Fauuie beat Rattler and Buck-skm^ell beat Moll; Bnckskin Nell then ran against Fannie
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After the first «><* was won

air J. c. Talbot withdrew his dogs, as the weather was too
hot, and he can be congratulated that he did so. O'Day's
Garfield, a fine bred and swift dog. had a verv long chase
after a hare and fell exhausted after running his game into acovert^ The dog was brought home and died that night
-lalbot s .Lad was beaten because he refused to fence Theweather was altogether too hot, and the Napa Club will
doubt profit by their experience and hold no more
on days when the mercury registers over 90 degr.- -

shade. At a business meeting held, the same day 1
was chosen President, Geo. Allen Treasurer and Ale
Slipper.—yapa Revorter.
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THE GOT.
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.

Star (») indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Hail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer-
Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

Have those who talk so learnedly about precision in load-

ing ever assured themselves that their premises were not all

wrong ?

A few days ago, we saw the champion wing shot of Cali-

fornia loading some shell for a match shoot. He was very

carefnl to set his powder measure at 4| drams, and his shot

measure was as accurately set. He used the ordinary

measures to be had at all dealers, and would doubtless have
felt annoyed had he been informed that both of his measures
were so from accuracy as to forbid calling hia load even
approximately correct. So incorrect was his loading, indeed,

that a challenge, to the gun, for improper loading must have
been sustained, unless a standard equally inaccurate with
the implements used by the champion was adopted.

Some time ago we had occasion to use two of the shot
measures, sold as Dixon's No. 2,109, and a combined shot and
powder measure made by the Parker Bros. Opportunity
offered to weigh the charges measured. The chargers and the

results were surprising. One of the Dixon measures, set at

the 10 ounce mark, tilled with No. Ss, and struck, held 469
grains. It should have held 427J. Another held 473 grains.

The Parker measure, with the same shot, and set at the

ounce mark, held 493 17-100 grains, an excess over what it

should have held of some 66 grains, or about one seventh.

Set at the 1J ounce mark, the Dixon measures held 57S

S3-100 grains. They should have held 564 70-100.

Suppose the Parker measure had been used in loading

shells for a heavy match where a loading judge had been
selected, he must have declared them improperly loaded, to

the inconvenience and chagrin of the user.

When it is remembered that the charges measured in the
experiments referred to were all struck, and yet weighed
from 15 to 60 grains too much, it will readily be believed that

charges from such measures, used as they commonly are,

would be very much in excess of proper weights, in the
Parker measure probably not less than 100 to 110 grains.

Perhaps it is the use of such excessive shot loads that

helps to make the difference in the shooting power of

gnus. Some of the best work on ducks that we have ever
seen was done with rive drams of powder and a scant ounce of

No. 7's. The.same gun would not shoot nearly so well with
a larger shot load.

Two weeks ago, in this paper, reference was made to the
rude and unjust way iu which the Marin County Journal
spoke of sportsmen. It classes them all with people who
"infest" game ranges. The Journal is evidently disturbed
by the strictures made upon it. The fact that the editor of

that paper loses his sense of propriety in replying is evidence
that what was written fits him even more closely than was
deemed possible.

He misquotes ns, and then says, rather pointlessly: "We
judge that the fellow who penned these vulgar sentences is a

'substitute' editor, his principal probably being absent at the
St.de Fair, and further that they wore not seen by Mr. Simp-
son, who, however he may condemn, never sinks the gentle-

man in the blackguard."
Evidently he feels that he must bluster because he is con-

scious of the weakness of his position. The portion quoted,
however, may not accurately gauge the "calibre" and "pene-
tration" of the Journal writer, so we make another excerpt
from his little editorial upon us:
"He makes no attempt to answer the serious matters set

forth in our paragraph; does notallude to them, as to whether
they are true, and if true worthy the consideration of all

genuine sportsmen; but like a veritable hoodlum, the class

our article was aimed at, throws dirt and calls names. If he
has no higher conception of sportsmanship than he evinces
as editor of the gun column in Bro. Simpson's good paper,
he has no lot with the better portion of either class."

Our readers must guess for themselves what is meant in

the paragraph quoted. In other parts of the article from
which portions have been clipped the writer quite begs the
question. Instead of classing all those who love a quiet day
in the hills with gnn and dog amoDg irresponsible, vicious,

"infesting" hoodlums, as he did a week or two ago, he whin-
ingly invokes the sympathy of sportsmen, properly so
called, in his last issue by claiming to desire
protection only from the "lawless and crimiually careless."

It is rather late to so qualify his remarks; but repentance
aud well doing even now entitle his offences to condonation,
and in view of the fact that his opportunities for knowing
much are limited, we forgive him. He has not asked for for-

giveness and may possibly reject the olivebrauch with which
we wish to decorate him, but "all's one, for that." Our pur-
pose is accomplished. He has acknowledged that there are
"enterprising, intelligent and liberal sportsmen of the Pacilic

Coast," like Mr. A. E. Kent, of Marin, and mauy others in

that favored region. If the Journal editor imagines that Mr.
Kent would refuse permissiou to any decent, well appearing
gentleman to hunt over his broad acres, let him ask permis-
sion to do so, and the interest shown and cordial warmth of

the permission given will teach him a lesson about how
sportsmen regard one another.

It is of course the right of every man to enjoy undisturbed
and iu safety the control of his own land. No one questions
that right, except those who would if they dared disregard
all rights. The spurtsmau, as was said last week, has no
more right to trespass than an other mac, and i* usually the
last man to trespass. But it is also true that there are many
drunken, noisy, vicious creatures, who are called sportsmen,
u erelv because they shoot. We Lave for years urged the ex-

clusion of the latter claBS, from all private uropei ties, and if

possible we would forbid their entrance upon public lands.
Iliey encumber the earth, aud bring into disrepuU j- •

men. No obloquy can attach to Mr. Kent, or any other

property owner, who prohibits hunting upon his premises,

but it is wrong to lump all those who shoot in a class with

hoodlum excursionists and hunters.

Elsewhere, "J. M. B., Jr." describes a recent little trip

with UDcle Jim Gates, in real hunter's style. We remember
that same "Uncle Jim" very well. He is fond of hunting,

provided he can do it in the way that suits him, which is to

send what he terms "the boys" out through the brush, while

he takes it easy near camp and takes his chances of getting

game without great exertion. Awhile ago we hunted deer

with him, on ground that he said he knew perfectly. On
starting at daybreak he told us to go up a canyon about a

mile, then turn to the right and go to the top of a high ridge.

We did as he desired, and about ten o'clock managed to

reach the ridge top. Selecting a commanding place we
waited many lung hours, but heard no soand of dogs, guns
or horn, and finally dragged our weary way back to camp,

to find that old Uncle Jim had killed a tine buck within

seventy-five yards of the camp fire. The thing was repeated

until we awoke to the fact that we were simply acting as

driver to the old Kentuckian, and the nest day we resolved

to pretend to go out, but really to stay as close as possible to

our venerable Nimrod. After everybody had left eamp, Uncle
Jim pottered about for awhile, mixed several of those curious

contradictions called cocktails, and stretched himself for a

nap. Pretty soon a hound could be heard and the old man
got up, took his rifle and strolled down Putah creek a few
yards to a shady spot on the bank, where he made himself

comfortable. In a half hour a good sized buck tried to cross

there, and Uncle Jim pumped a shot or two at him merely
to send him back. The dogs again brought him to water, but
before the old man could shoot somebody else killed him.
It grieved Uncle Jim pretty badly.

It is funny how good thoroughbred old gentlemen like

Uncle Jim Gates and Mr. Bassford, Sr., have good things

fairly thrown at them. Only last week Mr. Bassford heard a

racket in his cherry orchard near Vacaville, and on running
out with his Spencer "pump" shotgun, found a buck bayed.

The deer was very tired so permitted Mr. Bassford to shoot

a few shots at it, and then died. He may have hit it; a deer

at ten yards is a large mark, and his Spencer shoots quite

closely

.

The point we wish to make is, that the average hunter
will never have such an •pportunity, while Mr. Gates, Mr.
Bassford, and Mr. John Lawley, on St. Helena mountain,
have had so mauy such streaks of luck, that it is worth
remark.

Our correspondent "P,"of Los Angeles, is about to visit

Chihuahua, Mexico, and take his gun with him. We expect

full notes on the shooting and fishing in that country.

Will tbe papers in the Sierra mountains and foothills,

which are now urging the expediency of different game sea-

sons for different sections, give some reliable data as to the

time of migration of deer and quail and doves in their local-

ities? We are in sympathy with those who wish such a

change in the law, but we confess to seeing grave dangers in

the way.

A "Select" Deer Hunt-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: You wish me to inform
yon about my hunt with Uncle Jim Gates. Well, the first

trip we camped about at the Devil's Gate on Putah creek.

First morning Uncle Jim's foxhound, Scoop, ran a buck about

150 yards from me, I got two shots at him, and Scoot bayed
him a few minutes aftewards. M. J. Beams ran his horse

down the steep mountain to where the dog and buck were.

He rode up within 40 yards of them, jumped off his horse to

take a shot at him, when bang went a gun, and Beams looked

up, and there stood Uncle Jim about 30 feet from the buck,

with a grin on his face—well, about so wide. Beams was not

mad, of course, simply emphatic. It proved to be a large,

three point buck, fat, and in good condition for eating. We
took it to camp and dressed it, and found I had broken his

hind leg high up. In splitting open the throat we found
just in the top of the swallow as mauy as twenty white grubs,

in size from one quarter to nearly an inch in length. These
grubs were healthy, lively fellows. Now, I wish to know
what they were doing there, or what they

were there for. None of our party ever seen any-
thing like it before. M. J. Beams was the luckyone. In the

afternoon he killed a fine buck running at full speed some
200 yards away. We returned to camp satisfied. The next

day, after giving almost all the meat away, we went home
with a very small piece. A few days afterwards Uncle Jim
came to me and said, "I want to take a select crowd and go

up over the creek and get some meat to take home. My wife

is tired of waiting for a piece of venison. I want a

small crowd of good shots, and we will slip

off quietly and get meat to take home." I said "All right,"

and we started, Uncle Jim, Henry Clark, Mr. Beams, F.

Bassford and myself. The first evening we saw nothing of

any deer. Next morniug we were out bright and early, and
the dogs jumped a deer and brought it to bay in a few mo-
ments. Clark went up there and found a poor buck with his

hiud leg broken. He shot him to put him out of his misery.

The deer was poor, and no doubt was shot by a still hunter
who had no dog. We examined this deer's throat, and he

also had grubs in it, but not near as mauy as the first buck;
they were there, however, iu the same place. These two
deer were killed just as their necks were beginning to swell,

and we concluded the presence of the grubs was a freak of

nature. I wouid like to be enlightened on this subject.

Well, this select crowd hunted four days and rau them
selves entirely down. The dogs all gave out, Uncle Jim was
sick, and this poor old crippled buck was all we killed, and
we bad to go home for something to eat.

I have a faint suspicion that Uncle Jim's wife is satisfied

that the select crowd is no good to get meat, aud that Uncle
Jim is a poor hand to select a orowd. But I am going again

soon and will get a buck, and don't you forget it.

J.M. B, Jr.

Friends of the Gilroy Bod and Gun Club (and it has friends,

at home aud abroad) will be pleased to learn that there is a

good prospect of its reformation, not necessarily under a new
name aud form, but by a renewed interest in its aims and
purposes. The meeting lust Monday evening was wellatteudtd

and an outside member (supposed by courtesy to be blind

and deaf) was much gratifiedby the evident determination,

on the part of its suii-i members, to place the Club on a

sound basis. That its objects are commendable and its in-

fluences benelieial to the interests ui true sportsmanship, are

not doubted. Of its relations to landowners and property

inti reshs i'. may be protitable to speak hereafter. The Club
wiil nieet again next Monday evening, at the same plaee, and
it i-. earnestly hoped that the opening of the game season

will liud il re-established and in good form.— (Jilroy Valky
Uncord.

A Coos Bay Chronicle.

James Hamilton, Wm. Hood, Jr., and James Shaw, left

San Francisco a short time ago on the steamer Arago, Capt.

Holtz, bound for Coos Bay, on a hunting expedition. Jim

Shaw, who is more at home on the crest of a mountain than

any of the party, was less so at sea. He was "awfully sick,"

to use his own words, and fairly groaned in spirit as he rolled,

or as the sea rolled him, in his narrow bunk on the plucky
little Arago. The voyage lasted three days, when the Arago
struck her relrousee nose into Coos Bay, where Otto Schetter

and Dau Carriger, old Sonomiaus gave the Argonauts a
hearty welcome. Schetter aud Oarriger have a store, a
butcher shop, and a ranch in the country, and have also

charge of the telegraph. The party remained a day or two
here, and then started inland for an elk hunt, which is the

subject of this narrative. Hamilton went by steamer up the

Coquille river to Myrtle point, Shaw aud Hood with a ;team
by land, to the same place. From there they traveled fifteen

miles to the ranch of Schetter & Carriger. Here the hunting
party was organized.

"And Wat of Harden came thither, amain.
And thither caiue John of Thirlestane,
And thither came William of Deloraine,"

And all the rest in that opening of the woods, with men,
mules, horses and dogs, for a foray on the herds of elk yet

extant in that lonesome corner in the Coast Bange, next the

sea.

William aud Charley Philips and Ben. Critchfield, to whom
Schetter had sent letters, were to lead the hunt. The party
numbered seven, all good men and true, who had had their

hair-breadth escapes by flood and field, and when the distilled

essence of the Sonoma grape cheered up their drooping spirits,

around the camp-tire some big stories were told, ranging in

location from Frazier river down to the Guilucos, with some
of the party, and through the length and breadth of the

Oregon woods with the rest. The first hunt was over on
Flory's creek. It lasted a week. Plenty of deer were killed

but no elk were seen. Jim Shaw began to think there were
n#ne in the country. Hamilton, not overly fond of a gun,
whipped the streams for trout, but none rose to his most
persuasive fly.

It began to look like a failure. They went overto an open
glade called the "calf pasture," remained awhile with no
better success. So the party went back to the Schetter

ranch. Where next to go was the question.

"I'll tell you, boys," said Bill Philips, "there is a place

about thirty miles from here toward the coast, where we can
get elk. It's right through the woods, there is no trail, but
about seven years ago I blazed a way in there, and I think I

can find it. It is called the 'Garden of Eden.' " "The
Garden of Eden! that's a good name; let us go at once," cried

two or three of the party. The canny and cautions Scotch-

man of wanted a little more information about it, but was
completely over-slaughed by the impetuous huntsman, Shaw,
who wanted to start without taking time to swallow the

morsel of venison which he had just put iu his mouth. Jim's

impetuosity carried all before it, and Hamilton found him-
self cinching the girths of "Tenas," his little mule, before he
had made up his mind whether it was best to go or not.

Jim brushed his objections off as fast as they could b

made, and the party were soon winding their way through
the dense forest that separates Boiling Prairie from the

Garden of Eden. The route through the wilderness was
closely shut in by a forest of pine and myrtle, the same as

our pepperwood, and white and red cedar, but no redwood.
It was necessary to travel close together, for once out of

sight there was but little hope for a stranger in that jungle.

It grew wilder as they went. Fallen trees blocked the path,

over which they had to climb, or cut their way. At last they
pitched their camp in the Garden of Eden and organized the

hunt. Critchfield and Neal went in one direction, Wm.
Hood and Charley Philips in another, and Jim Shaw aud
Wm. Philips in another. Hamiltom remained in camp.
The first day Wm. Hood and Charley Philips got two elk.

The rest of the party saw nothing. They shifted camp a

short distance. While the boys were unpacking, Jim Shaw
came on a large, fresh track. He called Bill Philips aud
asked if was an elk's. "It is," said Philips, "and a big one;

let's get something to eat and we will go for him." They
tracked it two hours, and found where it had joined others.

They were now close upon the king of the forest. They
crossed a ridge into a little ravine. Shaw says: '"Just as I got

over the ridge I cast my eye over a laurel thicket and
thought 1 saw something. I heard a low, peculiar whistle,

the bushes were shaking. Just then I saw the ear of one and
said, keep still, I see one. At that momeut its head rost>

from behind a log, looking straight at us. Phelps says,

'Take that shot.' I said, 'No, you shoot. I'll miss that

head sure.' He says, "Shoot, shoot, no time to lose.' I
jumped on a log, fired and hit it square between the eyes.

It dropped dead. The shot started the herd, they came tear-

ing through the brush across the ravine toward us. Among
them was the big buck. Bhilips shot him in the rear aud he
came toward me. 'O, what beautiful horns,' I cried out, T
must have those horns." With that I lodged a ball just be-

hind his shoulder, he kept on, 1 put another in just below
the first, he slackened his pace, I seut another just under
that and saw him fall about fifty yards oli". Meantime Philips
had killed two aud wounded one, which came plunging
through the brush right at me, I shot it through the head, be-

low the ear, it kept on; when quite close I put another shot
in the shoulder, and it fell. That made the fifth oue killed

in a few moments—such sport I never had before. I went to

look for the big buck—he would have weighed 900 pounds
dressed and was well named the King of the Forest. One of

the party who had hunted elk for thirty-five years said he
never saw so fiue a pair of horns. He had been shot a num-
ber of times before and had the scars of several bullet wounds.
The spread of his horns was about four feet and their height
about five feet."

The hot firing had brought up -some others of the party
aud they dressed the meat aud left it until the uext day. The
head aud horns of the big elk weighed over 160 ponnds.
The whole party went back next day, cut up tbe meat and

brought it iu on six horses and mu!es to camp, wbe^J fhey
salted and dried it. This took three days. Thoy stalled on
the reluru to Solicitor's ranch. All their animals were loaded
with meat, and the huutsmeu footed it beside their hurses.

The horns, three pair, were packed on the little mule,
Tenas. All you could see of him was ears and horns.
lively two or three hundred yards the horns would catch

under a limb or between the U' es, aud the little mule would
hump uj' liis uirIc ;tm ' li'.v Lu

l'
ul1 off the paek. Shuw would

hit him over the head, with a club: "You break those horns
jiud I'll break your neck, you long-eared jack-rabbit," and
Other pet phrases, too uuuurons and forcible to mention.
fairly made the woods echo again. But Tenas brought
tin ui Becurely through and they are oow the chef d" ouvrc in
Jim's armory, at his home in the Guilucos.

4
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The party came back to Coos bay, having been most kindly
treated by Messrs. Schetter, Carriger, Critchtield, Neal and
the Philips'. In fact the people generally were very kind and
hospitable. Messrs. Hood, Hamilton and Shaw purchased a
grazing ranch on the Coquilla river, about 1,700 acres, a
beautiful place. Mr. Hood leaves Saturday to take possession.
All the party agree that it is a splendid stock country. Mr.
Hood will reside there permanently. They had to wait
twelve days before they could cross the bar and get out of

Coos bay, but Schetter was there, and between boating, fish-

ing and riding, it was a very agreeable episode in the trip.

So ends the Coos bay chronicle.

—

J, E. Ludwig, in Santa
Eosa Democrat.

Mr. Bassford's Crown in Danger.

Bouldin Island Notes.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman: In my last I called your
attention to the fact that Los Angeles cannot be outdone on
any proposition, aud yet in the same issne we find you
boasting of Mr. George Bassford's ability to miss honkers at

twenty yards, just as if you considered him invincible.

Why, sir, our club boasts of two men that can beat his record

all hollow. And our club is so proud of their achievements
in that line, that it has elected them to the distinguished
positions of President and Secretary, and it has been whis-
pered—but with hotf much truth your correspondent cannot
say— that the club has given the Santa Cruz tannery an order
for two most elaborately engraved medals, to be presented
with imposing ceremonies to these two dignitaries in com-
memoration of the event.

The circumstances of their wonderful performance are as

follows: The President and Secretary occupied the same
boat; that is, they both tried to occupy it at the same time,

and for once the most remarkable similarity of feeling and
judgment existed between them, for if one of them preferred

a seat on the keel of the boat, in an incredably short time
the other would be climbing up also. So the day passed with
nothing but an excess of water a little above the top of their

gum boots to mar the supreme harmony of the occasion.

At last the whole Southern horizon was darkened with an
immense flock of honkers, coming directly over their blind

and only about ten feet above the swamp. Both of these

distinguished hunters, now satisfied that an opportunity had
offered whereby they could retrieve the bad fortunes

of the day, crouched low in the boat until the fine

flock was directly over them, when springing to their feet

they blazed away with both barrels! The surrounding hills

echoed and re-echoed their volleys like the rumbling of dis-

tant thunder; and the splash and foam of the water, the rapid

fluttering of five hundred wings and the discordant yells of

half as many throats presented a spectacle which the descrip-

tive powers of my poor pen must fail to do justice to. For
an approximate description of the scene I would refer your
readers to Jules Verne's description of the battle of sea mon-
sters in his "Trip to the centre qf the Earth." When the

roar of the wind had died away and been replaced by the

calm zephyr of the sea; when the reverberating echoes had
grown fainter and fainter until they were at last lost in the

distance of the Sierras; when the troubled waters of the

Ballona once more assumed their placid form, then, and only

then, could the cause of the great commotion be determined.

It was then discovered that the great splash and tumult in

the water was caused by the two hundred pounds of the

President striking flat in the water some distance behind the

stern of the boat, and his herculean efforts to regain his

accustomed seat on the boat's keel. Just what became of the

Secretary has never yet been positively determined; he

found the clubhouse some time during the night, in a con-

dition considerably worse for wear; he insisted that both of

his shells snapped or else he would have had honkers enough

for the whole crowd. As it was, he thought the President

had wounded one slightly, and he had been following it up
in order to save the reputation of the club.

In view of these factsl am instructed by our club to match

the two above mentioned gentlemen against any one man in

the State to miss honkers at ten feet rise, both barrels, go-as-

you-please Marquis of Queensbnry rules. Now then, trot

out yournext great shot. P.

Los Angeles, Sept. 27, 1S85.

Breeder and Sportsman: Seeing an account of a trip made
by Mr. M. Ault, of San Francisco, in which he reports ducks
in numbers at Bonldm Island, let me say the gentlemen
were almost annihilated by musquitoes, a punishment they
justly deserved. After making a general survey of the island
they discovered the home of a mallard and nine flappers on
Andrus Island. It being necessary to have a boat to secure
the game Mr. Ault offered Doctor B. ten dollars for his boat.
The Doctor informed him he did not wish to sell tho boat.
Mr. Ault told him he only wished to hire it for one day. The
bargain was made, and the party went in search of the help-
less ducks, but fail to find them as reported. The hunters
were disgusted and returned to their homes reporting ducks
in numbers on Bouldin Island. I propose a cluck law to

protect ducks from sportsmen so-called, and sportsmen from
musquitoes during warm weather. Henry Craig.

Wild fowl are now coming to the lake in great numbers.
In about two weeks the geese and ducks will be there by the
million. W, McFadden, who lives close to the lake at the
mouth of Elk Bayou, or Tule river, one day last week, in a
short hunt, shot two dozen geese, and quit because he had all

he wanted. He tells a story of W. W, Andrews, a profess-
ional hunter, who kills for the San Francisco market, which
shows that there is "a right smart chance " of game on the
lake at the present time. A few days since, in a day and
evening's hunt, Mr. Andrews killed 60 dozen snipe, 60 geese
and 600 ducks, using two guns.— Tulare Free Press.

The TJkiah Dispatch-De?nocrat reports bear rather numer-
ous in Long Valley on Col. Hardin's ranch. Three large ones
have been killed in the last few days.

A hunter killed a carrier pigeon near Camp Goodall one day
last week. As none are owned in that locality the bird must
have gone astray and got lost.

Mike Kelly Scarified.

The Last for the Season.

The Recreation Gun Club, of Los Angeles, held it last trap

shoot for the season on Sunday last. While the Club has not

taken a great deal of interest in the shoots during the Sum-
mer, at the last shoot, which was to determine who
should carry the medals until the next season, the attendance

was good, all of the good shots facing the traps.

T. E, Walker, of Smith & Walker, will have the honor of

sporting the champion medal until some fortunate shot shall

captnre°it next season. It was shot for at 15 Peoria black-

birds, 18 yards rise, and won on a score of 11.

In the second match at 15 clay pigeons, IS yards rise, both

barrels, for the first and second medals. Holbrook, White,

Gould and Pavne tied on 13, and in shooting off, after tieing

again, Gould won first and Payne second. The following are

the scores: First match for champion medal, 15 blackbirds,

18 yards rise:

Brandis 1 101110110101 1—10

Holbrook : -0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-10
Tmr.lls 10 1110 10 10 10-7tK rt' 1 0101010101100 1-8
RotAr 1 0110010011100 0-7
v, ,, 1 01000100111000-6
Walker 1 1111110011100 1-11

pav.,e 1 0000110111111 0-0
Brf-nt 100000101 1000 0-1
Wbjte 10111101110011 0-10

Second match for first and second medals, 15 clay birds, 18

yards rise, both barrels

AQUATICS.
The great resemblance certain craft turned out by our

local builders bear to each other has been commented on time
and again, and the wonder often expressed why so and so

did not profit by the disappointment his latest piece of work
proved, and leave the beaten track he had been traversing

for something better or worse.- No matter how particular the

man aspiring to be the possessor of speedy and handsome
craft is to minutely detail what he wants for his money, no
matter how carefully the agreement to build is drawn up,

when the work is done and the craft is in the water, twenty
to one he is surprised to behold the builder's beau ideal be
foTe him, different, perhaps, from those which left the ways
previously, in a few minor details, but so nearly resembling
them in model as to leave no doubt in the minds of those
familiar with the work of San Francisco builders as to which
one of them turned her out.

Have those builders taken out a patent for their several

styles of craft, or are they incapable of improving? It has
been asserted, and it may be true, that but one, or two, at

most, can lay out a vessel from a model, and when men who
can not saw boards and drive nails as well

as they, offer a model and request that the

money they desire to put into a craft shall pay for one built

after their instructions, the builder either pooh-poohs what
he has to say, or apparently aquiesces, and, receiving a large

deposit on the work, gets the perspective owner in so deep,

that he, after a few feeble protests, gives way to the builder

and puts up with the work, good, bad, or indifferent, and
mentally argues that he might have fared worse.

This may not be very palatable to those who have long

since got beyond learningranything and set themselves up as
,;the only" builder on this Coast, those who know so much
about building as to take advantage of any opportunity offer-

ing to snub men who not only know how a craft should be

built but also how it should be sailed, for it is a fact that with

the exception of Captain Turner not one of the men who put

up pleasure craft, know how to sail them! What wonder
is it then that there are so many failures.

A builder of two or three of those failures, afterwards

altered over so as to prove more satisfactory to their owners,

was recently found busily at work altering his latest and
greatest blunder when some one ventured to remark that the

alteration would improve her sailing. "Not a bit," replied

the wielder of the hammer, "you don't know anything about

it." It was only a few years ago that this "tear-them-apart-

and-build-'em-over" young man aspired to the honor of be-

ing a builder, and his youth may excuse him, but for those

men who have built and built, year in and year out, without
improving on the mediocre wind-jammers they have turned

out, there is no such excuse.

There is a cry raised when some man, more than ordinarily

well posted in the matter, sends East for what he wants, in

preference to allowing his money to go for something he does

not desire, aud would not use if he had, that he is ignoring

home industry and not spending his money where he made
it. The real fact is that not being able to get what he wants
on the Pacific Coast he has no alternative but to go East for it.

The Sporting World, in its comments on the race for the

Great Long Island Stake, at Sheepshead Bay, on the 17 th

ult., criticized the riding of Binette, by Mike Kelly, unspar-

ingly. It says:

Of course, Miss Woodford was a tremendous favorite, and
the stable and the public cheerfully laid the oddB of 3 to 1 on
her. One of the Messrs. Dwyer had, it was understood, as
much as S10.000 on the mare, but that they pulled off this
stake was merely another instance of the proverbial Dwyer
luck. Binette was the better mare and should have won the
first heat very easily, and judging by the way she ran in the
second heat, won that contest handily. But the Californians
have no one to blame but themselves for this defeat by
neglecting to put up a jockey. The race was literally thrown
away.
What in the world prompted Mr. Ashe or his trainer to put

up a boy like Kelly on the mare for such an important stake
is past comprehension. At 105 lbs. they could have had their
pick from at least a dozen able jockeys. Binette in her work
and in her trial on the Brighton Beach track m the early part
proved herself a downright good thing for the two-mile heats,
in fact "real jam." It may have been that her people felt so
confident of winning that they thought that they could afford
to dispense with the services of a skilled horseman in order
to make the betting better against their filly. If this was the
case they reaped the benefit of their folly and no one had
any sympathy for tbem. It was nothing but an expression
of disgust at a splendid opportunity frittered away that man-
ifested itself among practical horsemen, and when Miss
Woodford returned to weigh after the second heat, there
was not a cheer to receive her.

At the same time Miss Woodford has to be given credit as
one of the gamest race mares now on the turf, aud although
she has forfeited her reputation of phenomenal speed, the
courage which she showed on Saturday will endear her all

the more to her admirers, who are not ready, like the fickle

public, to decry what was a few weeks ago their idol. Both
heats on Saturday were gruelling ones, for McLaughlin began
to work on her in the first heat at the five-furlong pole,
Binette running easy. The whip came down with such force
as McLaughlin can employ when it is necessary, but the
daughter of Fancy Jane took the punishment as gamely as a
fighting cock and huug on to Binette. Still Binette retained
the lead and remained in front all the way to the stretch.
To make matters worse for Kelly he had dropped his whip in
the backstretch, and as, although Binette had all the best of
it, Kelly was thoroughly rattled when McLaughlin got up to
him and could not help his filly an ounce, yet in spite of that
Miss Woodford won only by a short neck.

After the splendid performance of Binette and the wretched
antics of Kelly everybody anticipated that the stable would
put up a good jockey for the second heat, and this fact prob-
ably accounted for the shorter price against Binette. It was
12 to 5 before the first heat and 8 to 5 before the second. But
again Kelly's name went up, and the boy rode even worse
than in the first race. In the last furlong he was utterly
beaten, and rolled about in the saddle like a novice in a riding
school.

Bill Daly, who has certainly brought out more good jockeys
than any other owner, considering that McLaughlin, Fitz-

patrick, Garrison and Moran all received their training from
him, stood near the finishing post, and as the two mares
came by his face was a queer picture of amusement, amaze-
ment and disgust. Finally a bmad grin spread over his
visage, and turning to a friend he remarked: "If I had a
stable boy, and put him up to ride a race and he finished
like that boy, I'd take him back to the stable, and the in-

stant he got the colors off I'd fan him."

Trotters on the Farm.

Brandis 2 i
Gould... 1

Kulirts

110111111110 0-11111111110 11-011100101010 1-0011100111111
Walker ° i

Payne - 1 l

Jngalls
J

Bright •<>

}White \
*

Holbrook 1

10 10 1111 1-n111001111111 1—131101110000 wd011111001110 1—9
1110 1110 1111 1—13011110111111 1—13

The ties on 13, shot off at 5 birds, single barrel, as follows:

I White .' o 10 1 i—

a

I Holbrook 1 1 0—2Gould 1
J

Payne ' l

SECOND TIE.

Gould 1 1 1 11 Payne ..1 1 1 0—3

The Verein Eintracht will give a grand German festival on

to-morrow, at Harbor View Park. A varied and delightful

programme is announced, and we regret that absence will

prevent our attendance.

"K" of Fort Jones, is informed that the table at head of

the gun column in this paper gives game and fish seasons

correctly,

The Whitewing has been hauled up on the ways near
Hunter's Point and covered over with canvas. She will not be

used again this season. The yawl Nautilus, of Santa Cruz,

is also hauled up for the season at the same yard.

The sloop Thetis is out frequently of late. She is kept in

better condition now than in the past few seasons. Nothing
is said about the defi sent her owners by the owners of the

plunger Restless, and a race is not likely.

The Neva is on the ways near Hunter's Point receiving a

thorough overhauling. The owner, Captain Cox, intends to

soon start on a trip up river in his comfortable aud staunch

little craft.

The Fleetwing had a thorough overhauling, and left the

city last Monday for a short trip up river. Fred Blinn, of

Highland Park, and Lou Harris, of this city, had charge of

her.

A very pleasant sail was had by a party aboard the Nellie

last Sunday. The weather was fine aud the water was de-

lightful for a party largely made up of ladies, as this one was.

The Startled Fawn, while sailing along the city front,

recently ran into a schooner and carried away her jiggermast.

The damage has been repaired aud she is a-going again.

Fleur de Lis has been on Nichol's ways during the past

week having a keel put on. She will soon start for the

Southern coast.

In dicussing the question of trotters on the farm tbe New
York World has this to say:

"It is a remarkable fact that while farmers are encouraged

in all sorts of extravagances by agricultural journals and
societies in stocking their farms with thoroughbred cattle,

sheep, swine aud poultry, they aie warned against thorough-

bred horses, notably fast trotters, with the same earnestness
as against auy moral pestilence. A horse that can trot a
mile under a 2:40 gait is considered the rightful property of
professional gamblers and an adjunct to all sorts of
wickedness.
"Tbe arguments against fast trotters are many, but the one

most often urged is to the effect that a fast horse makes a
fast man in the corrupt seuse of the term 'fast.' In a word,
the opinion prevails that the farmer and his sons, so soon as
they possess a horse with proud pedigree, with promise of
great speed, are immediately transferred from upright, honest
tillers of the soil to jockeys and gamblers, with no interest

outside of the turf. Another plea against fine roadsters on
the farm is that there is more risk and less money to the
farmer in the rearing aud training of trotters than in the pro-
duction of general-purpose aud draft horses remarkable for

size and strength.

That there is a demand, at remunerative prices, for heavy
horsef, no one disputes, nor is it doubted that horses of

Percheron or Clydesdale origin are valuable animals on any
farm, but just why these facts should debar fine roadsters a
place along with other improvements in these progressive
times does not seem quite clear. From an economical stand-
point alone, well-bred trotters are entitled to a place on any
progressive man's farm, if onl}T for breeding purposes, inas-

much as fine carriage and road horses always find a ready
sale. A horse to possess beauty, style, speed and eudurance
must be well-bred, hence, the necessity of well-bred sires and
mares, to get and to bear the colt for roadsters. Aud then,
while many people do not appear to know it, farmers are en-
titled to just as many luxuries ns are men in other walks of

life, when they can afford to pay for the same. In a word, if

a well-to-do farmer or his sous appreciate uud take pleasure
in fine roadsters, there is no law against their having them.
Indeed, there is a striking incongruity iu the fact of a man's
investing thousands of dollars in cattle aud sheep, with pedi-

grees recorded in herd-books, and driving behind arawboned
horse taken from the plough or truck wagon,, which under
the hammer, would not briug $50.

"There appears no reason why, with other luxuries, farmers
should not drive horses possessing gaineuess aud speed, with-

out bringing themselves or their families within that circle of

dissipation supposed to be bounded by the raciug-track.

Indeed, the chances are ten to one that the introduction of

imported horse-flesh on farms aud in country villages would
keep many boys at home who, without some of the luxuries

of life, are tempted elsewhere to find their enj
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St. Louis Autumn Meeting.

Fred Collier, in a note from St. Louis dated the 14th: "The

Fall meeting here closed last Saturday and was a financial

failure for the club. The track -was heavy and muddy, and

the attendance slim on account of the rain. On Saturday

we started Lucky B. in the Brewers' Stakes, but he got beat.

The rain just poured down. All the horses here are more or

less sick; got bad colds on account of such changeable

weather. Corrigan's horses are all on the sick list. All the

stables leave here to-day for Louisville, and we expect to

meet Mr. Baldwin there. He took Volante, Mira, and Pn-

mero with him from Chicago to Sheepshead Bay.

"John Mackey, of Rancho del Paso, left here yesterday for

the East. He was at the races on Saturday. The record of

the meeting is herewith:

Sept. 8th, Second Eace-Ozark Stakes, a sweepstakes for two-year-

old8;atS25each, h. f.. 810 only if declared by August 15th, 1885 with

S600 added, of which 8100 to the second; the third to saye ita state;

winners of any stake of the value of S2.000 or upward to carry 3 lbs.

extra- of auy stake under §2,000, to carry weight for ace; other winners

to carry 107 lbs.; maidens to carry 103 lbs. ; sex allowances; 39 entries;

value to winner, $980. Three-quarters of a mile.

G.L. Cassidy'sbr c Kirkman, by Glengarry—Hop, by Harry of the

West 110 lbs
•" Wethers 1

D. A. Honig & Bros.' b f Mamie Hunt, by Frogtown—Bettie, 107 lbs.

Godfrey 9

M Young's' cb c Enright, by Enquirer—Matagorda, 103 lbs Stoval 3

Gray & Co.'s ch g Lucas, 107 lbs °Jr^
a

„
G. Bell'B b c The Dude, 103 lbs Gibba

E J. Baldwin's be Silver Cloud, lo:^ lbs O Brien
Time, 1:223-.

Pools: Sirkman S50, Mamie Hunt 825, Enright $11, field $16. Bet-

ting: 5 to 4 on Eirkman.

Kirkman was first away, Mamie Hunt second, Silver Gloud

and Enright next. To the lower turn they ran in close order,

but as they rounded the stretch Kirkman drew clear, and loft

the others in the run to the wire, winning by three lengths,

six between second and third.

Sept. 9th—Purse 8400, of which S100 to the second ; horses not having

won $500 in 1885 allowed 5 lba.; those not having won a race in 18.^6

allowed 10 lbs.; maidens allowed, if three yearB old, 14 lbs; if four

years, 17 lbs ; if five years old, 24 lbs. One mile.

Jf. Armstrong's ch g Monarch, 6, by Monarchist—Eith,,by Australian,

110 lbs Godfrey 1

Galveston Stable's b m Effie H., 6, by Pat Malloy—Penelope, 110 lbs.

Gibbs 2

E J ' Baldwin's bf' Mission Belle, 3, by Grinstead—Josie 0., 95 lbs.

O'Brien 3

P. D." Crume's bg Josh Billings, 5, 91 lbs Bunn
P. ti. Speth's chc Thistle, 3, 102 lbs R, Harris

Time, 1 :48J.

Pools, Monarch 875, Thistle $25, Effie H. $10, the field $5. Betting:

5 to 2 on Monarch.

Effie H. was first away, Thistle next, and the two ran

close together for three-quarters of a mile. In the stretch

Thistle was done, and Monarch closed up on Effie H., beating

her home by a short length, ten lengths between second and
third.

Sept. 10th—Second Race—Platte Stakes, a sweepstakes for two-year-

olds, at $25 each, h. f ; $10 only if declared by Aug. 15, 1885, with $600

added, of which 8100 to second, the third to save its stake; winners of

anv two-year-old stake to carry 5 lbs; of two or more stakes, 7 lbs.

extra; maidens allowed 3 lbs. Thirty-two entries; value to winner,
$880. One mile.
Gray & Co.'b b c Jim Gray, by Ten Broeck—Alice Gray, by Enquirer,

110 lbs O'Hara 1

C. Bell's b c The Dude, by Trump—Colisseum, 107 lbs GibbB 2

W. Cottrill's b c Lancaster, by Buckden—Mary Clay, 107 lbs.

Godfrey 3

M. Young's ch c Enright, 107 lbs Stoval

E. J. Baldwin's chc Solid Silver, 107 lbs "Wethers
Time, 1:47*.

Pools: Jim Gray $40, Enright 815, Lancaster! $10, Solid Silver $10.

The Dude S3. Betting: 5 to 2 on Jim Gray.

Jim Gray was first away, Lancaster second, and the leader

held hiB advantage throughout, winning easily by four

leDgths, The Dude passing Lancaster in the last furlong,

and getting second place by two lengths.

Fourth Race—Easkaskia Stakes, a sweepstakes for all ages, at $50

each, b. f; $10 only if declared by Aug, 15, 1885, with 8800 added, of

which 8200 to the second, the third to save its stake; winners in 1885

of a race of the value of $2,000, to carry 5 lbs; of two or more such
races, 8 lbs extra: maidens, if three years old. allowed 5 lbs; if four

years and upward, 10 lbs. Thirty entries; value to winner, 31,180.

Mile and a half

.

R. A. Johnson & Co.'s b hPowhatan'III., 4, by Glenelg—Florence I.,

by Australian. 1 18 lbs Godfrey 1

N. Armstrong's gr g Grey Cloud, 3, by Hyder All -Interpose, 103 lbs
Wethers 2

M. Young's b c Troubadour, 3, by Lisbon—Glenluine, 114 lbs

,
Stoval 3

J. Funk's b g Harry Cruz, 115 lbs O'Hara
E. J. Baldwin's br h Lucky B., 120 lbs Holloway

Time, 2:44.

Pools: Troubadour left out; Grey Cloud $75, Powhatan $50, Lucky B.

$15, Harry Cruz $10. Betting : 4 to 1 against Powhatan.

Troubadour led off, Harry Cruz second, and for seven fur-

loDgs the pair alternated in the lead. Bounding away frrm
home Troubadour left Harry Cruz, and at the head of the

stretch Grey Cloud and Powhatan joined him. The run
home was close between the three, and after a hard drive

Powhatan won by half a length, a neck between second and
third.

Sept, llth—Purse ?400, of which $50 to the second, for two-year-olds;
winners of any race of the value of $1,0U0 to carry 5 lbs; of $2,000, 71bs;
other winners, 31bs. extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs,; three-quarters of a
mile.

E. J. Baldwin's b c Silver Cloud, by Grinstead—Experiment, by Mon-
archist, 105 lbs Stoval l

D. A. Honig & Bros.' b f Mamie Hunt, by Frugrown- -Bettie, HOlbs.
Fuller 2

S. ft. Brown's b f Alabama, 102 lbs Wethers 3

C. Bell's b c Sour Mash, 105 lbs R. Harris
Time. 1:17.

Pools: Mamie Hunt $50, the field $18. Betting :M to 1 against Silver
Cloud.

Silver Cloud led off, but in running the first quarter Mamie
Hunt reached him, and the two ran on nearly even terms
until a furlong from the wire, where Mamie Hunt got the

whip, and Silver Cloud beat her a good length, ten between
Becoud and third.

Third Race—Hotel Stakes; a sweepstakes for three-year-olds, at $50

each, h. f., $10 only if declared by Aug. 15th, with $800 added, of which
$200 to the second, the third to save Its stake; winners in 1885 of any rac»
of the value of »l,00i», to carry 5 lbs.; of $2,000 or more, 7 lbs. extra;
horses that have run unplaced in 1885 allowed 8 lbs. ; maidens allowed 12

lbB.; SO entries; value to winner, jl ,200; mile and a half.

E. J. Baldwin's ch g Rapido, by Grinstead—Experiment, by Mon-
archist, 122 lbs C. Holloway 1

P. G. Speth's ch f Exile, by Enquirer—Bonnie Meade, 115 lbs.
R. Harris 3

M. Young's be Troubadour, by Lisbon—Glenluine, 125 lbs Stoval 3

Opequon Stable's br c Guydette, lOfi lbs.. Wethers
Time. 2:45#.

Pools: Exile $30, Rapido $15, Troubadour $10, Guydette $5. Betting: 5

to 2 against Rapido.

Exile and Guydette ran a neck apart for half the distance,

when Troubadour went to the front, and with Exile and
Bapido well up, they ran to the stretch. Here Troubadour
was beaten, and in the last furlong Kapido passed Exile, win-
ning by two lengths, three between second and third. Time,

2:45J.
Sept. 12th—Fourth Race—Brewers' Stakes, a sweepstakes for all ageB,

at $50 each, hf, 315 only if declared bv Aug. 15, 1885, with $1,20(1 added, of
which ?300 to the second and $150 to tlie third; winners* in 1««i of astake
of the value of Sl.ouO to carry 3 lbs.; of $1,501)5 lb8.; of $2,000 7 lbs. extra;
mai-Vans. if three years old, allowed 5 Ujb. ; if four years or upwards 10

1 &b. Thirty-five entries. Cne mile ana three-quarters.

t.A. Johnson'sbh Loftin, 4, by Monarchist—Lily Babbitt, by Vic-
tory, 121 as Godfrey 1

W. Cottrill'H chh Buchanan, 4. by Buckden—Mrs. Grigsby,118 lbs.
L. Jones 2

"M. 'youuc's Vi i' TrViubiiiiu'i'i'r,' :;, bv Lisbon—Glenluine, 113 lbs. ...Stoval 3

N. Armstrong's ch in uleiidelia, 4, 115 lbs ^Wethers
E, J. Baldwin's br h Lucky B..5, 125 lbs Holloway
J. S. Shaw's dim Nodaway, 4. 105 lbs Fuller

Time, 3:24.

Pools: Troubadour $25, Lucky B. $20. Buchanan $12, the field $7o. Bet-

ting: 6 to 1 against Loftin.

Loftin was first away, and increased his lead to the end,

winning in a gallop by thr«e lengths, ten between second and
third. Time, 3:24.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
The Horse at Rest.

Next to feed, or, rather, we will say, of equal importance
with the feed, is rest, for the working or driving horse. With-

out the one he very soon wastes away, and without the other

he quickly wears out. That the horse knows what comfort
is, we can very easily satisfy ourselves by observing the posi-

tions he takes when at rest. He well knows—not through
any process of reasoning, but from daily experiences from
colthood up—that the muscles must be in a measure re-

laxed, in order to get rest. He discovers, even though yet a

colt, that by standing upon ground gently sloping toward the

direction his head occupies, the tension is taken off the mus-
cles of the limbs and quarters, and this relaxation brings itB

natural following—comfort. The horse or colt is rarely seen
standing at rest with his fore foot on ground higher than
that occupied by the hind feet. Hence, when we consider

that most of the time spent by horses at rest is when stand-

ing in the stall, the inference naturally is that the front part

uf the floor should not be, at any rate, higher than the rear

portion. And if the horse has come in from a long drive, or

severe day's work, you can do him no greater kindness than
to turn him loose for an hour or two in the barn-yard or

other suitable place, where he may move about at will, or

stand at rest upon the ground in whatever position he sees

fit to assume.
Horses get some rest standing, provided the position be

reasonably easy, but no full rest except recumbent. It is

known of some horses that they never lie down in a stall,

though if kept in pasture they take their rest habitually in a
recumbent position. It is well to consider whether this

habit has not been forced upon the horse by some circum-

stance connected with the stall he was made to occupy, in

that it had a muddy dirt floor, or one made of dilapidated

plank, uncomfortable and offensive to the horse that has been
accustomed to seleot his own bed in the pasture lot. If the

horse can have the privilege of selecting his own position for

resting in the standing posture, he can sleep standing; but
while his muscles may be, to a degree, relaxed, and get rest

in this position, what can we say of the bearings at the

joints? Without relief through the recumbent position, the

joint surfaces are forced to bear aweight, varying from $1,000
to 1,800 pounds, continuously. This must act unfavorably,

especially upon the complicated structures within the hoofs,

which nature intended should have periods of rest each day.
It will be well before the horses and cattle are put ud for the

coming Winter to settle the question of comfort by repairing

the floors and providing abundant bedding.

—

Live Slock

Journal.
<*.

Hide-Bound.

Hide-bound is a term applied to horses whose coats are
"staring," the skin tight on the ribs, and otherwise out of

condition. The appearance generally denotes derangement
of the digestive organs, and therefore can onl}' be considered

as a sympton of disease. At times the skin appears very
scurfy, and the esnalants of the external surface seem to

pour out an unusual quantity of morbid matter, the more
volatile parts of which evaporate, precipitating on the surface

the more solid particles in the form of thin scales. It gives

the horse a very filthy appearance, and requires some care

in grooming in order to make the animal appear anything
like decent.

The condition of the skin and hair will afford a true indi-

cation of the state of the health in a general way. "The
horse is unhealthy in his coat" is a very common expression,

and this sign should not be neglected. The hair of a
healthy horse is smooth and sleek and the skin soft and ex-

pansive. This is indicated by the touch, as in cattle. When
the system is deranged the skin loses its pliancy, its surface
becomes hard and dry and the hair, to use another common ex-

pression, "staresonend,"andisroughandrusty. TheBe symp-
toms accompany almost every constitutional disease, espec-

ially disorder of the digestive organs. The sympathy exist-

ing between the skin and alimentary canal is very consider-

able, aDd it follows in almost every case that when either of

these become affected the other takes on sympathetic
derangement.
Some writers on farriery would have us believe that "hide-

bound results from worms," and they recommend strong

and dangerous medicine. That worms should be found in

such horses we are not surprised, but to set them down) as

the cause is absurd; for their presence in the digestive canal

is merely owing to perverted nutrition, and they may be
found in many horses whose coats are as smooth as glass.

The cure of hide-bound, then, consists in restoring to

healthy action whatever organs are diseased. The general

health must be improved ere the coat will assume its natural

Bleek appearance and soft, pliant feel. If no particular

disease can be detected about the animal, let some change be
made in the diet, his body be warmly clothed, and mix the

following alterative in his food nigut and moruing: Three
ounces each of powdered sassafras bark, powdered sulphur
and powdered salt; two ounceB each of powdered blood-root

and powdered balmony, and one pound oatmeal. Mix and
diviue into twelve parts.— Western Sportsman,

Dr. Jennings advises the following treatment for thrush:

"This is a disease of the foot, causing a discharge of matter

from the cleft of the frog, generally of a fetid character, and
unless properly treated is apt to extend to the surrounding
parts, becoming obstinate to handle, and often incurable.

Tare away all fragments of loose horn, then insert into the

buttom of the cleft of the frug, once a day, a small piece of

oakum saturated with the following solution: Sulphate zinc,

2 oz.; powdered alum, 1 oz.; glycerine, 4 oz.; water, 10 oz.

Be careful to water the horses regularly and never, under
any circumstances, allow a horse to go to his feed after Deing

worked, without lirst having water set before him. If the

horse is too warm to drink, he is too warm to eat, and should

be allowuu to stand awhile before either is given; but never

be so cruel to this faithful servant as to make it eat its food

while thirsty.

What Causes Slobbering.

The causes of slobbering of horses that are grazed on the
aftermath is the presence of.acid weeds in the herbage.

Lobelia, St. John's wort, and rag-weed often form the
larger part of the herbage, and this can scarcely be avoided
so long as the second crop of clover is cut for seed from fields

infested with these weeds. Lobelia may soon be discovered
by its pale blue, small, tubular or funnel shaped flowers and
its oval seed pods. It grows about nine to twelve inches
high, and is easily missed in a meadow unless one stoops low
to seek for it, when it will be too often found abundantly.
If one tastes it he will readily understand why it will produce
the effect complained of. It has a strong, acrid flavor like

that of tobacco, and may quite often be found in second-crop
hay.

St. John's wort is recognized by its five-petaled yellow
flowers, but most easily by its three celled pods, which have
three divergent, long, slender styles attached to the top of
the pod. These are quite apparent in the flower, being the
three styled pistil with the three stamens. The petals have
quite a number of purple dots upon them . Kagweed ib too
well known to need description; it has a strong, bitter,

aromatic taste, which is not so bad as that of the preceding
weeds, but it will cause some horses to Blobber. Horses will
refuse to touch these plants if they can avoid it, but when
they are abundant they cannot help eating some of them. To
stop the slobbering give a handful or two of dry corn meal or
wheat middlings. The loss of saliva is a serious matter, and
greatly weakens the animal.

One of our citizens, who usually keeps several dozen work
horses, informed ns a few days since that he occasionally fed
sour apples to his horses, with excellent results. They are a
certain cure for worms. He recommends from a half to a
whole pailful once a week. Another citizen who had been in
the practice of keeping a considerable number of work-
horses on his farm, says that he has been in the habit of

turning his horses into the orchard in the Fall, where they
could eat as many apples as they liked. He found that they
derived much benefit from the feed and gained flesh much
more rapidly than others which did not receive an apple
feed.

The farmer should always raise the horse that pays him
best, and, as a rule, this is either the very heavy horse or
the fancy one. No low-necked, little, ungainly horses are
wanted in these days. Men will pay much better prices even
for a stylish farm horse than for one of equal merit in other
respects but not of good style. The farmer, before breeding
his mares, should study the market on which he must depend,
and breed for the kind of a horse that will best meet the
demand. There is no propriety whatever in raising an
animal that will not meet with ready sale at good figures.

HERD AND SWINE.
Farm Butter and How to Improve Its Quality.

[B. P. McGlincy in Breeders' Gazette.]

Since the days of associated dairying in the West, that is

dairying on the factory or creamery system, volumes almost
have been written telling how the business was managed,
and what strides have been made in it; how the cow, the
only sovereign we Americans will acknowledge, has renovated
the impoverished farms; raised the mortgages thereon;
brought comforts and luxuries into the homes; established
and maintained banks; is doing more than all else to pay off
the national debt, and has made a proviso to the effect that,
after accomplishing this, she will make her owner a million-
aire. There is a large element of truth in this, and the peo-
ple of the Northwest, no matter what their vocation, are
ready and willing to acknowledge all this and more, for they
have witnessed what the cows have done, and realize that
there can hardly be a limit to their capabilities when properly
directed. Creamerymen, cheesemen, and dairy farmers have
grown rich in many portions of the West off of the earnings
of the gentle, patient cow, that is always ready to reward a
kind master. Still there are yet many farmers in the West who
have not learned the value or the ability of the cow; many of
them are ground down by mortgages because of the failure
of crops, and have been too poor to attend dairy conventions,
or take good, reliable agricultural papers, so that they might
learn how to better their condition. Then there are doubt-
less some who think they know all about butter-making,
and that it would be a waste of time to stop at the fountain
of knowledge with the expectation of learning more than
they already know. Occasionally they learn that their neigh-
bor, who was as hopelessly involved as they, has succeeded
in lifting the burden that held him down, but they do not
credit it to the cow or the sagacity of the neighbor, but sim-
ply say it was luck that enabled him to pull through. Oh,
what a stumbling block that word "luck" has been to the
human race! In its place let us substitute the word "pluck,"
for it means more, is stimulating and energizing. To those
farmers who have not carefully considered the capabilities of
the cow, we desire to address a few words, hoping we may
claim their attention at least long enough for them to read
what we may write.

On many of the farms in the West, and especially those
where grain-growing is the crop, dairying is distasteful, and
the occupants of the farm seem to be satisfied if they can
get cream, milk and butter enough to supply their house-
hold, and leave that energetic little milker, the calf, to do
the balance of the milking; and in this way thousands of
cows are spoilt annually, so far as their usefulness in the
dairy iB ooucerned, and the farmer who does this wilfully
wastes one of the main avenues to wealth simply because he
does not like to do the work, or does not know what the
result will be to him in dollars and cents.

Butter-making, as now practiced on many of the farms, is

an absolute waste of valuable raw material, for if we con-
sult the market reports of the leading cities we will find

"grease" quoted at from two to four cents per pound, and if

we should follow that "grease" up we would discover that
originally it was "farm butter," made in a shiftless, hap-haz-
ard way, Bpoiled by the makiug often before it left the churn.
You may think this is overdrawn, but I do not. I know
that few butter-makers are willing to admit that they cannot
make good butter, but I know, and bo do you, reader, that
there are very many of them. Instead of sending this

"grease" to the market, which sells at the highest quotation
of say four cents per pound, it should be so well aud care-

fully made that it would sell for twelve or fifteen cents per
pound. You think that impossible, do yon, to get such a
price? Well let me cite here what a Western farmer's wife
did last year. I will say that her husband's health failed,

and the management of the farm devolved upon her. She
could not raise grain, and began dairying with six cows
(that was three or four years ago). She iuoreaBed her herd
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until she had eleven cows and eleven two-year-old heifers,

and in 1SS4 these made her 5,210 pounds of butter, which
she sold at an average of twenty-six and one-third cents per
pound, making a total of §1,371.96, or an average of $62.36
for each cow and heifer. This farm, where this record was
made, is over four hundred miles from Chicago, and I insist

that what has been done by this lady -can be done by others
if they will exercise care, patience and intelligence.

In this article I will endeavor to give the essential points

for good butter-making. Of course you have the cows, and
if you have but one you should take the same care as if you
had a dozen or more. If you have a dozen or more you can
arrange for Winter dairying, or have part of the herd come
in in the Fall and part in the Spring, and by so doing you
will Teeeive a larger average price for your butter. After the

cows comes the feed. They should have pleutyof good grasp,

either clover, or clover and timothy, or prairie grass, during
the grazing season, and when the pastures begin to fail sweet
corn fodder will aid in keeping up the flow of milk; not hav-

ing this, common field corn fodder will do, but the sweet corn
is the best; cut it and let it wilt, say twelve or tweuty-fonr

hours, before feeding. Winter and Summer feed grain, corn
and oats; corn-meal and oats; wheat bran, for it aids diges-

tion; a little oil-meal, and always give them plenty of good,

pure water, Winter and Summer. In Winter stable them,
and if possible do not let them drink ice-water. It will pay
to take off the chill. Keep them warm, and bear in mind
that it will require less feed in the coldest of weather if the

cows are not permitted to get chilled. Give them plenty of

good hay; in fact, feed a cow all she will eat and digest, but
no more. Don't worry or abuse the cows—don't frighten

them. When you milk see that your vessels are clean; clean

the cow's udder and sides that no dirt may get into the milk;

milk quickly and thoroughly; do it quietly. Do not strain

the milk in the cow jtable, for it will absorb the odors. As
soon as strained set the milk for the cream to rise. If you
have cans use them; if not use whatever vessels yon may
happen to be supplied with. If you have a spring-house,

make a tank in which to place the milk, and see that it is

kept cool by having plenty of water around it. The water
should not be above 50 degrees. If you have no spring-house

—and in using that term it does not necessarily imply that

you have a spring, as you can get the water from a well by
wind-mill power—suspend the cans in the well until the

cream has risen. Usually twenty-four hours will be long

enough—sometimes thirty-six are required. In Winter do
not permit the cream to freeze. Skim carefully, and place

the cream in a cream-pot, but never let it get above 5S deg.

in Summer. Keep and use a thermometer. Don't guess at

the temperature. When the cream is ripe—that is when it

develops a slightly acid taste—put in the churn and ehurn
it with an even, steady motion. In Winter the cream in the

churn should not be above 62 deg.; in Summer, 58 deg.

Churn until the butter has come in the granular form, then

stop. This is an important point in butter-making. If

churned too long the butter will be soft and salvy, and will

lose its fine aromatic flavor, which is so highly prized by all

good judges. Draw off the buttermilk, add a pailful of cold

water, give the churn a revolution or two if of the revolving

kind, or a few stakes if the old dash style is used; draw off

the water, then add a pailful of weak brine, give the churn
a few turns, let it stand a few minutes, then draw off. The
brine will cut out the buttermilk, and the butter will require

less working, and the less working it receives the better.

After standing ten or fifteen minutes, remove to the butter

worker or bowl; then salt at the rate of one ounce to the

pound, but do not guess at it; weigh it carefully, and use

only the best salt that can be had, and remember that the

better the salt the better the price for the butter. Tons of

butter are spoiled by using inferior salt. After the salt has

been added, work lightly so as to incorporate the salt; let

it stand a few hours, then pack in wooden packages or stone

jars, when it is ready for the table or market. If wooden
packages are used, soak them in a good strong brine for

twenty-four hours before the butter is placed in them. Fill

them to within a quarter of an inch of the top, then fit a

piece of new white cloth over it; fill the remaining space with

salt, and dampen it sufficiently to form a paste. This will

make an almost air-tight package, and the butter can be eas-

ily transported to market. ,,

Do not let the cream get too old before churning; if it be-

comes leathery on top you will have white specks in the but-

ter, and a consequent loss when you come to sell it; the mar-

ket demands a golden-hued butter Winter and Summer,
therefore use coloring matter, which is harmless, to give it

the proper shade—more in Winter then in Summer; it does

not injure or color the buttermilk. Do not place your milk

or cream where it will be affected by vegetable or animal

odors, as the quality of the butter will be seriously affected.

In Winter the cream may be warmed to a proper tempera-

ture for churning. Do not fill the churn too full, and venti-

late it as frequently as may be required; by so doing the

butter will come sooner. Keep churn, cans, pans, and all

milk vessels scrupulously clean. Steam them or use warm
water, rub with woolen cloth, and air them frequently.

The main thing to be observed is that the cream and milk

be in good condition; that you do not churn too long, or

• work the butter too much, if you work the butter too much
the grain will be broken, and it will lose flavor. If you are

making butter to sell try and make it so that it will meet the

requirements of your customers in regard to color and salt;

do not consult your own tastes in these particulars, as you

are not the customer, and what may please you may not

please the one who buys it.

Cleanliness and neatness are important factors in butter-

making. You canuot be too clean or tidy in any of the oper-

ations. Eemember that what is worth doing at all is worth

doing well; therefore do not slight any of the work about the

dairy. As good butter can be made on the farm as is made
in the best creamery; butter that sells for seventy-five cents

and one dollar per pound (and there are at least two dairy-

men who receive that price) is made on the farm. But if by

following the directions here given you can sell your butter

at an average of twenty-five cents per pound you will have

made a success of your calling. To do this seek out special

customers and supply them the year round, and remember

that one batch of poor butter may forever ruin your reputa-

tion. I have known a number of farmers' wives, with poor

facilities at the start, to labor patiently and intelligently

until they had acquired the art of butter-making, and as they

became able they supplied themselves with such utensils as

they needed to aid them or help lighten the labor.

As you read what I have written digest it and yon may be

able supplv some omissions, for the article is not perfect,

and it is easier for the writer to do than to tell others how to

do. You may think of numerous minor points that have

been overlooked, but the essential general rules are here, aud

if carefully followed vour efforts will be crowned with suc-

cess; and remember that if you should come to any obstacle

that you cannot overcome seek information from your neigh-

bors. Do not hide your light under a bushel, for as you re-

ceive freely give to others.

Diseases Peculiar to Swine.

[F. D. Curtis in Country Gentleman.]

There are agreat many other diseases beside the contagious
ones with which hogs are affected which call now and then
for a victim. Among these are rheumatism, inflammation of
the luugs, apoplexy, worms in the kidneys, staggers, consti-
pation, piles, aud nearly all of the disorders incident to the
human family, including measles and mange. All of these
disorders, as well as those which become epidemic, may be
made less by good care and the most excellent remedy—pre-
vention.

The best of authorities are not agreed as to the cause of
the swine plague, or exactly how it spreads. They are equally
at fault for a remedy. The best that can be done is to disin-

fect the pens, troughs and everything connected with the
diseased hogs, and to bury or burn the dead, and to remove tha
sick ones, as fast as they become affected, from the well ones.
The best disinfectant is a solution of carbolic acid, twenty
parts of water to one of the acid, and, when diluted, one hun-
dred parts of water to one of acid, it may safely be mixed
with their drink, and it is said to have a good effect. Some
feed copperas aud others saltpeter, but the treatment with
carbolic acid is the best and most effectual. Some hogmen
are sure that nothing will prevent cholera, so they keep on
in the same old way, and take the chances. It stands to

reason that filthy water, such as the troughs contain, full of

bacteria and decomposed vegetable matter, and the excre-

ment of the swine, putrid aud dissolved in it, is not whole-
some drink, and will help to lay a foundation for disease, if

not bring it on. It would certainly cause disease among
people, and why not with hogs? It will, therejis no doubt of

it. A clean field with fresh and pure water must be a safer

condition; anyway, it will help clear a man's conscience.

In all cases of dysentery, medicine must be given to clear

out the stomach and to reduce the inflamation. To this end,

physics are given, and mucilaginous drinks, such as flaxseed

tea, slippery elm, starch, or a decoction of comfrey roots,

Laudanum is excellent internally. After the physic has
cleansed the stomach, and by injections with starch, light

succulent food should always be given to sick hogs, and one
of the best is oat meal gruel, thin enough, to be drank. The
gruel can be made from oats ground in the common grist

mills, and the hulls sifted out, or the oats may be boiled and
mashed and the liquid drawn off. The last way would do
in the abseuse of ground oats. Raw linseed oil is the best

animal physic.

A wet, cold bed will bring on rheumatism, or it may cause
chilling which would be likely to cause internal derange-

ments. When too many hogs sleep in the same nest, they

will pile upon each other, and those underneath will become
very hot, and when they go out into the cold, they are likely

to cool off suddenly and catch colds. These are the condi-

tions which produce quixizey and inflamation of the lungs,

which is a more common disease than many aTe aware of. A
favorite sow, last Winter, was left in the barnyard several

hours, on a cold day, and the result of this exposure was an
acute attack of inflammation of the lungs. It came on the

same night, and the next morning she refused to get up, and
her skin and extremities were cold. She did not eat a mouth-
ful for three days, and then only took a little drink for sev-

eral mere. The following treatment saved her: She was
bathed and rubbed with hot water for hours, with hot bricks

all along her body and on top of her. After warmth and
circulation were brought to the surface, she was covered with

wroolen blankets, and the hot bricks kept about her for fully

twenty-four hours. This sow breathed with difficulty, and

would have died in a short time but for this prompt and
thorough treatment.

It is always dangerous to cause a hog to run, especially if

it is in a fleshy condition,. I have known them to drop down
dead when hurried.

Swine are sometimes stricken with paralysis of the hinder

parts; but most generally when they refuse to rise on their

!
hind legs, or do so with evident pain, it may be caused by a

straining of the muscles across the back, or by worms in

their kidneys. The symptons in both cases would be the

same. Rubbing with hot water and steaming across the kid-

neys will help the strain, and do no hurt, but rather relieve

the soreness in the kidneys. Spirits of turpentine, rubbed

across the back, may relieve this trouble, but in most cases

it is necessary to give doses of a tablespoonfnl of turpentine

every other day until the pig is better. The turpentine is

rapidly absorbed in the stomach and carried to the kidneys,

and destroys the worms.
Measles is an infectious disease, and will run its course.

At the first symptoms—red blotches—the hog should be put

in a warm place and fed laxative slops. Carbolic acid, diluted

fifteen times its bulk with water, will kill the mange. It

should be rubbed on two or three times, with a week inter-

vening, and afterwards an ointment of lard and fine sulphur

smeared over the mangy places. In an old case of mange all

of the old dead skin should be removed, and the diseased

parts thoroughly laid bare, or the insects will not be reached

by the wash. No matter how raw the flesh is, the applica-

tion of the acid solution must be thorough. The ointment

will help to heal and lessen the pain by coating the surface.

While the list of diseases to which hogs avre subjectis some-

what formidable, the actual number with which they may be

afflicted is quite limited, where they receive anything like

good care. More precautions must always be taken when
large numbers of people live in close quarters, and the same

law holds good with animals; more diseases must be expected,

and greater fatality. The opportunity for obtaining antidotes

is not so great with numbers as where a few are kept. And
the numbers tend to pollute the atmosphere, and all of the

surroundings. It is best to keep hogs in as small lots as pos-

sible, and to furnish them with dry beds, aud not too warm,

especially if they are to be exposed to the cold when fed.

lights at their command, they built up, under great disad-
vantages, a foundation for those coming after to rest upon.
A man may, through the process of ingrafting upon a tree,

in itselfsomewhat scraggy, from another, attractive on account
of its great symmetry, establish a description of tree that
will quite uniformly grow in form after the model it first

starts out upon. All trees of that particular ingrafting will
not be exact duplications of the parent tree in form, yet the
resemblance will be reasonably close; and tree growers for all

time, if health in the stocks be maintained, and they are
planted in good soil, can rely upon quite true duplication of
the orignal parent sort. This is a fair illustration of what
we are to this day reaping from the efforts of the early breed-
ers, and it affords the added illustration, predicted upon the
idea that the improved form of the tree, through ingrafting,
is a fair illustration of the improved form of the cattle beast,
through the ingraftment of wisely-selected specimens, hav-
ing such forms as is desired to perpetuate, and therefrom
build up a breed having the important merit of uniformity.

So, rightly viewed, the breeding and maintaining of either
of the breeds of cattle were pretty w«ll fixed in form and
characteristics early in the present century, and has not so
much required a high order ot talent as the quiet adoption
of a suitable style and contour, and pertinaciously following
that contour up. There has not, during the lifetime of any
breeder now living, been more than a moderate talent exerted
in breeding, excepting in rare instances; and it has not been
the most brilliant men that have achieved the greatest suc-

cesses, but rather those who became enthusiastic admirers of

the breed of their adoption, and faithfully adhered to a well-

chosen model to breed from, carefully adhering to the prop-
osition that no profitable growth can come to a farm beast
without liberal nourishment being given. It is the peculiar-
ity of some men to assume a knowing look in the presence of

the novice, and by word and act make it appear that there is

a great deal of mytery surrounding the movements of the
breeder of the higher classes of cattle; whereas, after a man
has adapted a type according to his views, and supplied him-
self with material to correspond, there is no more mystery or
any higher degree of intricacy involved in breeding high-
class cattle than belongs in an equal degree to the breeding
of the dairy cow.

Marks of a Good Cow.

Cattle Breeding: Reduced to Simple Principles.

It is said of some men that the range of their talents is so

wide that they are sure of success, no matter what business

or profession they adopt- While this, with certain important

qualifications, is trne, yet it does not require that a man, in

order to have a high order of success follow his movements in

cattle breeding, be possessed of versatile, brilliaut, or in any

sense, great talents. It is not required of the breeder in our

day that he be an originator. In Bakewell's, and even in

Bate's time, things were "in the rough, 1
' and it required not

a little close study and investigation to enable those men to

discover where they were to look for good, and from what

sources to expect evil. Considering the* radical changes re-

quired to be made in the forms of the cattle stock of the

times, when their efforts were operative, it was really impor-

tant that they be thorou-gh physiologists, and understand

something of the anatomy of grazing beasts. They were

neither of these, yet they were men whose intellects took a

wide range, and with this aid, sustained by un-ap Suiawms

I
votion to their calling, and firmness in pursuing the best

The marks of a good cow are plain to all who are ac-

quainted with cattle, yet there is bo much variety of relative

points requiring consideration that we can only picture them
in the model. The best milk cow, as a rule, is of medium
size and small-boned. The head is small and rather long,

narrow between the horns, and wide between the eyes. The
lips are long and thick, giving the muzzle a flat appearance.
The ears are thin, covered with long, but soft, silky hair, the

inside of the ear being of a rich orange color. The eyes are
large and bright, with a placid expression, the horns set on a

high pate, bending outward at the base, and light, clear and
smooth; the neck long, clean and thin, slender and well-cut

under the throat, thickening handsomely as it approaches the
shoulder, but entirely free from anything like a "beefy" ap-

pearance. The shoulder-blades should meet narrow at the

tip, widening gradually toward the points, which should be
broad and well-rounded; the ribs rather straight and wide,

indicating a good digestion and constitution, for everything
depends on that in a good milk cow. The loins should be
broad, and the hips high and wide; the rump even with the

hips; the pelvis wide, giving plenty of loom for the udder;

the thighs thin; the hind legs a little crooked, and small below
the hock, with a long, large foot. The U'Mer should be long
and broad, with teats all the same size and well set apart; the

belly to sag a little in front of the udder, and rise slowly as

it approaches the brisket, and somewhat large as compared
with the size of the cow. The tail long and slim, tapering

gently to the end. The hair must besoft, indicating a mellow
skin, which, on taking in the hand, feels like soft kid glove,

and no coarse, rough hair will grow on such a skin. The
color of the skin should be of butter-yellow color.

This is the first point in handling. Then, pass your hand
on the belly in front of the udder and feel the "milk veins."

They are an infallible mark of a good rnilk cow. The larger

they are, the better the indications. In extra good cows they
branch out into four veins; but they all unite before reaching

the udder. The more irregular the course, the more sure

you may be the cow is a good milker. The udder should be

covered with a short, downy coat of hair. This hair should
begin to turn its bickward course from the front teats, run-

ning in this direction between the teats, then on the back
part of the udder, called the escutcheon, aud on as far as the

vulva, in the best cows. The wider the belt of this upturned
hair the better; it bhould be short and velvety, covering a

soft, orange-colored skin.

A cow is in her prime between five and seven years of age,

and if the calving period can be regulated they will show to

best advantage from two to ten weeks after calving.

Who Says the Bottom has Dropped out of the
Jerseys.

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman furnishes that

paper with a report of the sale of the famous Burnside Park
herd of Jerseys, owned by Mrs. Shoemaker, of Baltimore.

The sale occurred in New York on Sept. 15th.

"The sale of the famous Shoemaker herd of Jerseys is just

finished. The prices obtained for the animals were not gen-

erally as high as those it is reported that Mr. Shoemaker
paid'fortbem. In this respect no oue was disappointed, whet her
in attendance at the sale or not. It was understood by all that

the animals were bought in the very height of "the Jersey

boom" by a sick man through an agent, who, be he never so

honest or prudent, could not do exactly as the owner would
have done. So as said above, no one expected the her K sold

out at auction, and in the Fall, to realize cost prices, but

those who examined the stock before the sale could not real-

ize that any such prices as were obtained would rule. The
cattle were in wretched condition by reason of bunches, sores,

blemishes, poor bags, unhealthy hide and bristling hair.

The calves looked anything but thrifty, and it took all the

merit of acknowledgedly excellent blood to keep them up in

price. Fillpail 2d, all agreed, was one of the plums of the

sale, aud was not dear at £1,000. Oxford Kate, the gem of

the sale, because of her famops test of 39 lbs. 12 oz., went to

Gen. E. S. Andrews, of Baltimore, Md., whose farm is near

Kichmond, Ya. This test was only exceeded by that of

Princess 2d, since dead. The 23 animals sold brought

$13,990, or an average of SG0S.26. The G bulls, old aud
young, brought $5,240; average $873.

"The attendance at the sale was excellent, bringing almost

all those residing in and around New York together, with

many from New England and the West, while the South was
well represented. A general feeling of cheerfulness pervaded,

and not the slightest shade of untasiness concemiuc tl

future of the Jersey, 'cropped out' in the conversm
any single breeder with who.:. I conversed."
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Dates of Meetings.

Monterey Agricultural Association, Salinas. Cal., Oct. 6 to Oct. 10.

Biy District Association, San Francisco, Oct. 8th to 17th.
JJistrict Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 20th to

Oct. 24th, inclusive

.

Nevada State Fair. Beno, Oct. 12tb to 17th.

Notice.

H. P. Metealf lias not "been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. "We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Judges and Judeiner-

The aftermath of the circuit meetings just closed is a

bountiful crop of complaints of unsatisfactory work in the

judges' stands. They come in a great variety of forms,

from the simple assertion of carelessness or incompetence

up to the positive charge of moral obliquity. Making
due allowance for the bias of the witnesses, who testify

because they are interested and have been in one way or

another disappointed, there has been much that is amen-
able to criticism, although we opine that deliberate

wrongs have been few, if any. By deliberate wrongs we
mean acts done with a guilty knowledge and intent.

For wrongs as deliberate as were ever set down to the

credit or discredit of Jeffries] have been done in the

judges' stand, without such intent, but wrongs neverthe-

less. An association that sees a fraud being perpetrated

upon its track and fails to protect its patrons, because to

declare the pools off would deprive the society of a part

of its revenue, is guilty, though it has bad no hand in

the conspiracy and does not directly receive any part of

the dishonest gains. When horsemen 'are solicited to

participate in a race meeting, and the public is invited

to attend, there is a guarantee, by implication at least,

that justice will be done and the rights of all be respected,

for without such an understanding both classes would
assuredly remain away. When men are appointed to the

stand who are incompetent and unfit, merely as a com-
pliment to a "good fellow," who loves to look down on
the rest of the world and who pays more attention to the

ladies in the grand stand opposite than to the horses or

the track, the rights of both owners and the public

are trifled with and jeopardized. Asssociations

that are thus profuse with their compliments
and good will cannot claim to have exercised tha

diligence which their patrons have a right to demand
On the contrary they are guilty of a neglect of duty and
no declaration of "good intention" will relieve them of

the responsibility. When doubts are magnified into

facts, tricks of tricky drivers condoned, the distance flag

juggled with, or any other of the many things that are

tolerated because it will make the betting good, or

please the audience to see the heats broken or the race

prolonged, somebody's rights are violated. When a man
inclined to offend is dealt leniently with, because he is

out of luck, is a liberal patron of the track, has many
friends or any other specious reason, a wrong has been

done to the other parties in the race and to the public.

An Eastern contemporary recently remarked that "it

takes poise and thought to properly judge a race." It

takes more. It requires a clear head, a knowledge of

the rules, a thorough realization of the interests in-

volved, and above all the moral courage to go straight

ahead. The association that allows its cash box to over-

shadow every other consideration, may make a tempo-

rary dollar, but the reaction will surely be ruinious

both to the society and the sport. The failure to keep

faith with their patrons is the direct cause of the deca-

dence of trotting in the Eastern circuits. At the Breeders'

Trotting Meeting in Chicago, last week, three first-class

races a day would only draw 3,000 people, while at the

running meetings of the club a very ordinary card

brings out from 15,000 to 20,000. The trotter is Amer-

ica's own, but the people are surely turning away
from him, or rather from the mismanagement that disgusts

them. The public is not blind or afflicted with idiocy.

It sees and thinks clearly and loves honest sport and

fair play. The indices are not to be mistaken and can

be seen with half an eye. Already there is a movement

on foot that if persisted in will seriously affect the circuit

meetings next year to their further detriment. The

feeling may die away with time, but it is bitter and ag-

gressive now. We hope it will disappear for we do not

Relieve that the remedy in this case is in pulling down.

We are not prepared to admit that California fair associ-

ations, State institutions, are either corrupt or incapable.

Their sins are more of omission than otherwise, and are

easy of correction if a determination so to do exists. We
do not particularize as to associations or individuals. We
do not desire nor intend to treat the question except in ft

general way. We hope the different members of the

circuit will minutely review the work of the year, and

see wherein they have been fairly liable to criticism.

That they all have been more or less the world knows,

and it need not be denied. Furthermore, denial will not

remove the dissatisfaction. But remedies may be applied

next year, and we have the fullest confidence they will

be.

Mr. Marvin had a narrow escape from a serious acci-

dent at Chicago on the 24th ult. He was driving Helen

in the 2:30 race, in a large company and

collided with the sulky of Iris. Marvin was thrown

out and his mare started to run away, but he held on

and was dragged some distance, Iris coming up and run-

ning over him. Fortunately she did not strike him
with her feet and a few slight bruises was all the in-

jury that resulted. He stopped the runaway without

damage, and by a combination of courage and luck got

well out of what might have been a fatal accident.

One of the notable races of this or any other year was
the special free-for-all at Stockton, on Friday and Sat-

urday of last week. Five consecutive heats in 2:18^,

2:17^:, 2:19, 2:19. 2:20, is hot and fast work not often, if

ever beaten in the records. It was a torrid three-cornered

fight, with Manon as a rear guard and the partizans of

Adair, Guy Wilkes and Nellie E. all claim that they

fairly won the race. The decision of the judges was in

favor of the Petaluma mare, and the fiat stands as a

judgment from which there is no appeal.

The match between Harry Wilkes and Clingstone was

trotted at Detroit, Mich., on Saturday last, and resulted

in a victory for the demon in straight heats. Time, 2: 154,,

2:l7£, 2:16. Dunbar having been expelled, it was ex-

pected that John Splan would handle Mr. Gordon's

horse, although the telegraph report of the race doeB not

name the drivers. The race proves Clingstone's entire

recovery from his old lameness, and the possession of his

old-time speed. Harry Wilkes does not often take a

beating now-a-days, but Mr. France was a little astray

when he undertook to gather in the Cleveland flyer.

One of the incidents of the Stockton fair was a display

of nerve and agility by Jimmy Dewan, of Rancho del

Paso. He was driving Lohengrin in the three-year-old

race, and in the finish of the last heat one of the reins

broke. Lohengrin started to run off, but Dewan raised

up in the sulky and sprung on to the colt's back bring-

ing the outfit to a stop without the slightest damage.

We are always pleased to impart information when it is

within our power to do so, but insist that all correspond-

ents shall send us their name and address, that we may
know who they are. We have on hand a waste basket

half full of inquires in which this formality has not been

observed, and in accordance with rule and custom they

will not be answered.

Goldsmith Maid died on the 22d ult., full of years and
honors. She reached the age of 2S, not an uncommon
number among horses, but her career was so exception-

ably arduous that her tenacity of life was remarkable.

The Maid was campaigned for twelve successive years

on the turf. She was the first to lower Dexter' s record

of 2:17£, and made her record of 2:14 in her ISth year.

In her 19th year (1876) she made a great campaign, trot-

ting the greatest race of her life at Hartford, Conn., in

August of that year. Although Maud S. wrested from
her the crown of Queen of the turf the Maid had worn it

so many years and defended it in so many hard-fought

battles that the glory of the title never left her.

Questions Concering Pilot, Jr.

fTurf. Field and Farm.]

A subscriber residing in Dorchester, Mass., puts astring of
questions to us:

I. What horse sired Nancy Pope, the dam of Pilot, Jr. ?

In the Breeders' Trotting Stud Book it is recorded that
Nancy Pope was got by Havoc (son of Sir Charles), out of
Nancy Taylor, by Craig's Alfred, he by imp. Medley. The
committee which investigated and subscribed to this pedigree
was composed of the leading breeders of Kentucky, the
State in which Pilot, Jr., was bred—A, J. Alexander, K, West
J. C. McFerran, H. C. McDowell, E, S. Veach and L*.

Brodhead. No men in the country stand higher, or were
more interested at the time in getting at the truth.

II. Who first gave her (Nancy Pope's) breeding as by
Havoc ?

There is now on file at Woodburn a time-stained paper
which reads:

Louisville, Feb. 17, 1858.
Dear Snt: We received your favor this morning, and in-

close you the note:

(PEDIGREE OF PILOT, JR.)
Pilot, Jr., was sired by Heiusohn & Poe's celebrated

Btallion Pilot, dam Nancy Pope, by Havoc; he by Sir Archy;
grandam Nancy Taylor, by imp. Alphred. This is the
pedigree given him by Mr. W. H. Pope, who owned the dam
and grandam of Pilot, Jr. His sire was known through the
State and was a pure French Canadian.

Tours very respectfully, D. Heinsohn & Co.
At the time this document was written and sent to Mr. R.

a.. Alexander, Mr. W. H. Pope was alive, and in the employ
of Heinsohn & Co. It is conceded that Mr. Pope made a
slip as to the breeding of Havoc, but this does not impair the
statement which he made with regard to the blood lines of
his own mare. He says that she (Nancy Pope) was by
Havoc, out of Nancy Taylor, by Alfred. And so it is re-
corded.

IH. Were either the breeder of Nancy Pope or the owner
of the Btallion, Havoc, living at the time it was currently
reported that Havoc was her sire?
Mr. John Funk, son of Peter Fnnk, owner of Havoc, is

still alive, and he has repeatedly stated that Havoc was a
chestnut horse, reputed to be thoroughbred, and he believes
that he was thoroughbred, for the reason that his father, a
racing man, bred thoroughbred mares to him. The papers
of Mr. Peter Funk, among them the pedigree of Havoc, were
destroyed by tire. Mr. Pope was also alive when it was cur-
rently reported that Havoc sired Nancy Pope. Mr. Bates,
who bred to Havoc at the time Mr. Pope bred to him, has
left a memorandum to the effect that Havoc was by Sir
Charles, a son of Sir Archy.
The three censors of the National Association of Trotting

Horse Breeders decided that "Havoc, the reputed sire of
Nancy Pope, the dam of Pilot, Jr., died in 1S2S." And that
"Nancy Pope, the dam of Pilot, Jr., was not foaled until
1832." If these dates are correct, the verdict that the sire of
Nancy Pope is unknown is correct. But are the dates cor-
rect! Mr. John Funk says he never fixed the death of Pilot,
Jr., in 1828. He simply stated that the horse did not dis
"earlier than 1S28, and it might have been much later." The
foal date of Nancy Pope was fixed by Edmund Pearce, a gen-
tleman whose recollection is as faulty as that of other good
men. On this point Mr. Brodhead expressed himself with
clearness four years ago:
"The owner of Nancy Pope's dam and the owner of Havoc

were neighbors and intimate friends, and this fact is confirm-
atory of the pedigree. Against this is set up the statement
that Havoo died in 1S2S, and that Nancy Pope was foaled in
1832. These dates are fixed by the recollection of men now
living. Their recollection of an occurrence nearly fifty years
ago is put against the statement of men made when the
facts were new—men that made the facts and knew them.
My experience is that the recollection of outside parties us
to dates of births and death of animals is very unreliable,
especially so when any time has elapsed. Such recollection
is not reliable five years, much less fifty."

The argument of Mr. Brodhead carried conviction to
minds which had begun to doubt.

IT. Has there ever been any evidence from well-in-
formed partieB showing that Havoc was her sire, and if so,
who were the parties?

Messrs. Alexander, Veech, McFerran, West, McDowell
and Brodhead, we think you will concede, after reading the
foregoing, were well informed when they decided that Nancy
Pope was got by Havoc. We think that you will also con-
cede that Messrs. Doolittle, Miller and Norris were poorly
imformed when they decided to the contrary. As the Pilot,
Jr., mares are such wonderful producers of light-harness
speed, the questions asked by our correspondent are of much
importance to the breeding world, and we have tried to an-
swer them without prejudice.

The fact haB been announced that Dr. M. M. Hedges had
been arrested at Providence for a gambling debt dut> the
poolseller, Edwin Morse, of Boston. The amount due was
S600 and was contracted last year, at which time a check
was given, whioh was afterwards proven worthless. The debt
was turned over to "Joe" Silsby, of Boston, noted for his
"shrewd" way of making collections, and he caused Hedges'
arrest. Dr. Hedges is the party who became notorious
through his great game of poker at Newburg, N. Y., wherein
a person was fleeced out of $150,000 in a single haud. He
subsequently took his share of the winnings and invested in
horseflesh, and has owned J. B. Thomas, Modoc, Novelty,
Bessie M., and other noted horses. During the grand circuit
meetings he was book-making under the firm name of Mc-
Lean & Co., and is believed to have lost heavily. In fact,

the supposition is that the ill-gotten gains have all taken to
themselves wings and flown away.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns.
mail or telegiaph.

No replies by

The Stallion Cup.

Excelsior Stable, Sutter Street.

I have a horse that never trotted a race only once, that

was a two-mile race which he won in 5 minutes. Now does
that bar him, or rather, what class is he eligible to, in a
race, mile heats, 3 in 5?
Answer—Rule 5, Section II, says: * * * A horse hav-

ing made two miles in fiveminates shall take a record of 2:30

and be eligible to a 2:30 race, but not for a race limited to

horses of a slower class than that,

J. R. K., Fort Jones.
You are wrong about the close season for salmon. If you

will look at the chart at the hen I of our gun department,
you will find it says September instead of August.

H.-W. P., Healdsburg.
1. Will write you a personal letter. 2. Sultan's dam was

Sultana, by Delmonico, son of Guy Miller; second dam
Celeste, by Mambrino Chief; third dam Big Nora, by Down-
ing's Bay Messenger; fourth dam Mrs. Caudle, the dam
of EriccBon. The Moor »as by Clay Pilot, son of Neave's
Cassius M. Clay, Jr., dam Belle of Wabash. 3. See the

Breeder axd Sportsman of May 16 last, and make the

calculation for yourself. It is about 34 acres. 4. 2:25,

2:24J, 2:24^, 2:27f
, 22:9. 5. We do not know what horse you

refer to unless it is Overland, by Bald Chief. 6. Prince
Allen's record is 2:27, made at San Francisco, May 25, 1876.

7. There was a horse of that name owned at San JoBe,

but we cannot give his breeding. He never got a trotter of

note. 8. As a rule thej do not but there are rare excep-
tions. 9. There is no certain way See the Breeder and
Sportsman, of April IS last, page 245. 10. Countess has a

record of 2:36£, made at Sevastopol, Jan. 1, 1875, in a race

against Flora and Billy Russell. It is so reported in the

record, although we cannot find the race in any California

paper.

Reader, Los Angeles.

In one number of your valuable paper
t

last Spring, I

noticed that the four-year-old record of Elvira, by Cuyler,

2-.18J, was beaten by one of Senator Stanford's horses, and
can't now recollect the name of the performer. 1. Will you
please answer through your columns whether Sallie Benton
beat the best four-year-old record? What is her record and
when made? A. What is the name of performer; (please

give record) with best two-year-old stallion record?

Answer— 1. Sallie Benton made her four-year-old record

of 2:17£, at the Bay District track, San Francisco, Dec. 13th,

1884. 2. Palo Alto (2:23j*), by Electioneer, dam Dame
Winnie, by Planet.

H. W. S., Stockton.
Please publish in your next issue, (1) the pedigree; (2)

the record of the deceased stallion Great Western, owned by
J. B. Haggin some years ago. I have a promising four-year-

old mare said to be by this horse.

Answer—Mr. Haggin never had a stallion called Great
Western, but does own one now called Western. He is by
Whipple's Hambletonian, Jr., dam Lady Livingston, by Gen.
Taylor. The horse is living and is kept at Mr. Haggin's
ranch in Kern county. 2. He was never trained and has no
record.

Constant, Sacramento.
Please inform me through your valuable paper the date of

the final payment in the Stanford Stake, to be trotted in 1885.

Answer—Sept. 25, 1S85.

How a Driver Lost his Standing.

At the races at Cleveland last week, Thomas Dunbar, driver

for W. J, Gordon, owner of Clingstone, Guy, and other noted

horses, was expelled by order of the Driving Park Company,

and the Plaindealer, in the following sketch, tells how it

happened

:

"At the close of the 2:30 race yesterday, President

Edwards created something akin to a sensation by announc-
ing that the Board of Directors of the Cleveland Driving Park
Company, at its meeting in the morning, had voted to expel

•Tommy"' Dunbar, Mr. W. J. Gordon'6 trainer and driver,

from the Cleveland track, and all other tracks of the National

Trotting Association, by virtue of Rule 48, Section II., of the

rules of the N. T. A., which reads as follows: 'The penalty

imposed herein for 'fouls' shall apply to any act of a fraudu-

lent nature, and to any unprincipled conduct such as tends

to debase the character of the trotting turf in the estimation

of the public. The offence of Dunbar occurred on Tuesday
evening, after the races, on the road in front of the track.

President Edwards was on his way home, and had picked np
John Splan, who was in his buggy. Just outside the gates

they met Dunbar, and Splan said to him, 'Hello, Tommy !

Why did you disappear so quickly this afternoon ? There
was a job for yu'—referring to the change of drivers on
White Sox. Dunbar retorted that he wouldn't drive any
more races for such an association. President Edwards said

that if he felt that way the association did not want him to

drive for them, and at once Dunbar turned and made a very
indecent and profane reply. Mr. Edwards told him that he

was a loafer, that he was not sober, and that he would regret

the expression he had used when he was sober. Dunbar
again used an even viler expression, and for the insult was ex-

pelled. The cause of Dunbar's temper dates back to the circuit

meeting in July, when he was put up behind the Michigan
gelding William T. and won the 2:30 class race.

"The rules provide that a driver put up behind a horse by
the judges of a race shall be paid 'a sum not to exceed §50,'

out of the money won by the horse. Dunbar drove one heat

and was paid $20 for his work. There was no proof that

Barney Stanford or the horse's owner were guilty of crooked-

ness, thongh they dropped a heat they knew they could win
to get out even on the pools they had bought on another

horse. Dunbar thought he ought to have received §50, and
therefore decamped on Tuesday rather than be put up behind
White Sox. There is no doubt that his action was foolish

and uncalled for, though there is a doubt whether the exDul-

sionfrom all tTacks will stick, as his action was taken outside

the driving park and not during racing hours. But it will

stick for this season, subject to the action of the National

Board of Reviews. He not only insulted the president of the

association, but the association itself, and had no cause to do

so. Mr. Gordon, his employer, is on the board of directors,

but he took no part in the discussion and did not vote upon
it."

At Pittsburg, Sept. 17, Jewett paced a mile over the Ex-
position track (half-mile) in 2:17|.

The race for the Stalliot Cup given by the New York
Spirit of the I'ivifs, and valued at $1,000 was trotted at

Mystic Park, Boston, on Wednesday the 30th ult. The
proposition of the Spirit was as follows:

"To do its share in encourrging the elevation and improve-
ment of the American trottiug horse, The Spirit offers a cup,
valued at $1,000, to be kuown as the Spirit of the Times
Stallion Cup, for stallions of the 2:20 class. The trophy will

be designed and manufactured by the celebrated house of

Tiffany, and, aside from its intrinsic value, will be a souvenir
hignly prized by its possessor. We can conceive of no more
suitable award of merit. A money consideration is evanes-
cent, but a handsome and valuable cup is a fixed quantity,
and an enduring piece of property, to be pointed to with
pride by the fortunate owner of the winner of the event.

"It will be astake race, with added money, divided in three

premiums, 70, 20, and 10 per cent.; entrance $500 each, pay-
able in four moneys, to wit, $125 (forfeit) Jan. 31, 1SS5,

when horses are to be named and eligible; §125 (forfeit) May
1, 1885; S125 (forfeit) July 1, 1SS5, and the remainder ($125)
Sep. 1, 1885; the race to be trotted within thirty days after

Sep. 15th, on such association track as may be selected by a
majority of those making the final payment."
The entries were Young Fullerton, Pilot.Knox, King Almont,

Montgomery, Pancoast, King Wilkes, Don Carlos, Westmont
and Almont Gift. Of these Pilot Knox, King Wilkes, Mont-
gomery, King Almont and Westmont started.

First heat—The horses were sent away well together.

Pilot Knox quickly shot to the front, and at the quarler was
leading with King Wilkes a length behind and King Almont
two lenths iu the rear of Wilkes, Montgomery and Westmont
trailing. These positions were maintained until the half-mile

was passed, when Pilot Knox widened the gap to two lengths

between himself and King Wilkes, but the latter quickly
shortened this distance to a length. Pilot Knox kept his ad-
vantage to the finish.

Second heat—Westmont was drawn, on account of lame-
ness. The rest went off bunched. Pilot Knox showed the

way, with King Wilkes second, Montgomery third and King
Almont fourth. At the quarter King Wilkes was making a
warm fight for first place, being nearly abreast of the leader,

who, however, drew away from him and at the half-mile was
leading by over a length. He maintained his advantage to

the end and won by a length.
Third heat—Pilot Knox led slightly at the quarter. At

the half mile he led by a length with King Wilkes and Mont-
gomery neck and neck for the second place, and King Almont
several lengths behind. From the half-mile Montgomery
slowly but surely gained on Wilkes, and on the homestretch,

by a magnificent spurt, he passed him and was pressing Pilot

Knox hotly for first place. Pilot Knox, however, held his

lead, trotting squarely, and came under the wire ahead of

Montgomery, with King Wilkes four lengths behind Mont-
gomery, and King Almont far in the rear.

SUSTMABY.

Special Stallion Race for Spirit of the Times cap,valued at §1,000,
with an added purs« of $7,125.

J. H. May's (Augusta, Me.) l»r a Pilot Knox 1 1 1

R. B. Conklin's (Greenport, L. I I br a King "Wilkes 2 2 3

31. L. Smith's (lona, Mich.) b s Montgomery 3 3 2
A. J. Feek's (Syracuse N. Y.) b s King Almont 4 4 4
J. H. Page's (Wyoming Ter.) b a Westmont 5 dr.

Quarter. Half. Three-quarters. Mile.

35i 1:10 1:45* 2:19j
37 1:10 1:45 2:20*.

3CJ 1:10| 1:454 2:20

The winner is a brown stallion, foaled 1S75, by Black Pilot

(son of Eoscoe, by Pilot, Jr.), dam by Col. Elsworth, son of

Gen. Knox. Pilot Knox made his first venture at Spring-
field, Mass., Aug. 28, 1S83, and was beaten by Hetty Pearl

in a six-heat race; best time, 2:25, but it looked as if the stal-

lion was in for work only. From that time on he won all the

races (seven) he started in. The first was at Mystic Park,
Sept. 21st, defeating Glamis and three others in straight

heats. Next at Beacon Park in a $1,000 contest with Middle-
ton, Jr., winning an easy race. The third at the same place

two days after defeating Challenge and Middleton, Jr. He
was next at Albany, N. Y., Oct. 1st, where he beat OssianPet
and nine others in a four-heat race; best time, 2:21h. The
following week he was at Providence, where he defeated

George A. and eight others; best time, 2:24jf. October 15th

he was at Beacon Park, beating Lady Thornton and five

others in straight heats; best time, 2:25. His last essay in

1883 was at Mystic Park, October 23d, beating Allegheny Boy
and five others; best time, 2:24^.

In 18S4 he trotted five races, sustaining one defeat. His first

race was at Albany, Sept, 23d, where he was beaten by Fides
in straight heats, Pilot Knox second; best time, 2:22|. Oct.

1st he was at Narragansett Park, where he beat Breeze
Medium and three others; best time, 251.}. He next started

at Beacon Park, Oct. 8th, beating Centella and two others in

a six-heat race; best time, 2:23A. The next week he was at

Mystic Park, where he again beat Centella and three others

in straight heats; best time, 2:23£, and at the same place, two
days after defeated Louise N. and two others in a four-heat

contest; best time, 2:21, his record when entered for the cup.

destroy all errors or suppressions of time. The fact of a
leading association refusing to use the dial would at once be
taken as prima facie evidence of either want of enterprise or
want of honesty, neither of which accusations an association
can afford to labor under.
But whether an electric clock is possible or not, an efficient

timer is required, the judges in the stand have quite enough
to do, in watching the contests, seeing that the various
drivers are honestly driving to win, and are not indulging in
the many questionable methods which are sometimes
resorted to, to defeat the objects of^honest sport. The judges
cannot watoh their watches and the drivers as well. We
think it will be admitted on all hands that at and just pa: t

the three-quarter pole is, as a rule, the crucial point inn
trotting race; this is where the helper tries to carry the
speedy opponent wide, or else moves out to let the favored
one take the pole at the top turn in order tojhave the advan-
tage in the final brnsh in the homestretch, yet at that par-
ticular time the judges are looking at their watches to catch
the time at the three-quarter pole, and when they look up
the mischief is done. With an official timer the judges
would be able to intelligently watch every move in the heat,
and judge accordingly.
An official starting judge has many advantages which no

local official, however capable he may be, can possibly have.
His duties taking him to all the principal meetings of the year
he becomes intimately acquainted with the horses and their

peculiarities, he is able often to spot a ringer on sight, and
can almost tell to a certainty when a driver is trying to score
with the balance of the field or not. Drivers would find that
if they repeated the offences for which they had been repri*

manded or cautioned at a preceding meeting, they would be
severely fined, while the honest driver would be effectually

protected. The continuance of the rule would compel obedi-
ence, and we believe every intelligent driver would, after a
fair trial be in favor of the change. The great race-lovii g
public, who want to see the best horse win every time, •au
are willing to pay to see him do it, want to see in the st..nu

men who know the rules, and have the courage to enfon*
them, and we are quite sure that those associations whicii
employ a paid starting judge, are so satisfied of its perfect

success that no argument would induce tbem to go back to

the old system We hope at the next meeting of the Congress
of the National Trotting Association, this most important
subject will be discussed in all its bearings, and that decisive
measures may be taken to insure at all our trotting.meetings
those two absolute necessities—an official timing and start-

ing judge.

Alta's Astonisher-

1 said Mr. B.

Starter and Timer.

[Chicago Horseman. J

It is a subject of congratulation to the Horseman and its

hosts of readers that the various reforms which it has con-

stantly advocated, are not only discuseed with the utmost
interest by the horsemen of the Union, but are receiving

formal endorsation from other organs of public opinion.

The Horseman from its inception has been a strenuous
advocate of an official starter at our trotting meetings, to ad-
vocate the appointment of a similar official at the running
meeting was almost unnecessary, as the\leadmg jockey clubs

have long since recognized his absolute necessity, and have
acted accordingly.

But the trotting associations, iu spite of the obvious ad-

vantages of having such an official, have been slow to act,

and with the exception of a few enterprising associations in

the West, the starting, timing and judging is still in the
hands of amateurs, with results more or less unsatisfactory

to all concerned.
As we pointed out some time ago, we believe the "time"

difficulty will eventually be solved by electricity. In Aus-
tralia the system is said to work well, and if it can be ap-
plied there to running races, there is no reason why it should
not be applied with ease to our trotting tracks. With a large

dial opposite the grand stand, and a patrol judge at each
quarter-pole to press the button, so that at each quarter the
dial would instantaneously indicate the exact time made, the
excitement which is now confined to the privileged few who
own timers, or stop watches, would then be participated in

by the whole audience. Once established, it would effectually
J Ixavaganoe's

1

.—N^^'spirit'.

Now came the great event of the day in the Special Stakes,

for three- year- olds, at a mile and three-quarters. This stake

dates its origin back to the Saratoga and Monmouth meet-

ings, during which time the owners of the crack colts re-

ceived overtures from the Jockey Club looking to such s

race. Everyone was agreeable, and Mr. Baldwin, who had

gone to Chicago upon the conclusion of the Saratoga meeting,

brought Volante back to Sheepshead expressly for the race.

Here he met little encouragement. The Jockey Club hesi-

tated, but finally consented. Then everyone louked forward
to a final settlement of the vexed question of the three-year-

old championship. On Tuesday we met Mr. Baldwin and
sounded him on the prospect.

"I believe the race will take place,

"But which colts are entered?"
"All the Californians."
"And no others?"

"No; that's the funny part of it," said Mr. Baldwin; "they
tell me Wanda's gone amiss, and Dwyers don't think enough
of Richmond. Green Morris may start Bersan, but if he
don't Mr. Haggin and Mr. Ashe will start Hidalgo aud Alta,

and we Californians will have to race against each other.

I'm sorry, too, for that isn't what I wanted. I wanted to

meet Wanda."
In the betting on the race Volante was a staunch favorite.

The sturdy little bay had created quite a furore by his up-

hill fight for the Bridge Handicap in the mud, and his form
throughout the season had made him a very popular colt.

Bersan was made second choice by the Dwyers, to whom
McLaughlin "reported progress" alter he had given the big

Ten Broeck colt a warming up. Then it went forth "the

Dwyers are backing Bersan," which made a regular rush on
him. Hidalgo had friends who remembered that over a dis-

tance of ground he was a capital colt, but Alta went begging

for backers at 10 to 1. Alta had only two days previously

ran a capital race, giving a "ton of weight" and a beating to

his field, but somehow the public, and, for that matter, the

horsemen got it into their heads that he was outclassed, and
ignored him. Bersan was the first to show in the preliminary,

with McLaughlin on his back, and he moved so well

and free that when McLaughlin dismounted he had a long

chat with the Dwyers that seemed to satisfy them, and a

crowd followed them to tbe ring. Bersan had a little more
flesh than formerly, but is still rather "fine" in point of con-

dition. Alta was the next to show, looking rather light, but

in the best of spirits. Hidalgo moved along in his slow but

characteristic style. Volante was followed wherever he went.

Cooper kept his heavy clothes on, and sent Murphy out for a

canter of a mile, and when he returned the colt was breaking

out in places all over his coat and seemed well and in good

condition. When the flag fell Fitzpatrick brought Alta to

the front and took a good lead. The other jockeys seemed

to despise Alta, and would not go out after him, hence, at

the end of tbe three-quarters, when they passed the stand,

Alta had a lead of abont five lengths. Indeed, it was not

until well on tbe backstretch that they made any effort on
their colts. Volante seemed to quit, and the hearts of his

backers dropped as he went back last. McLaughlin made a

determined finish on Bersan, as did Murphy on Volante, but

neither of them could ever reach Alta, who came away in the

stretch, letting out a good link, and winning by five lengths.

Murphy rode Volante very hard, but Bersan beat him a neck,

Hidalgo being at Volante's flank, the three being very close.

"It was a stolen race," shouted a great many, the impres-

sion being that Alta won by getting so far ahead that the

other jockeys, by not thinking her worth following, could not

get their horses up to him when at last they tried to close.

The time, however, shows that Alta is a better colt than he

was thought, and that the race wss not quite such a "fluke."

As a two-year-old he- ran a mile in 1:42$, and he was con-

sidered the best colt in California. The scene that ensued,

when Fitzpatrick and Alta returned to scale and receive the

"all right" from the judges, was funny enough. Altars stable

boys surrounded their idol, and, throwing up their hats,

screamed like demons. The colt's groom created no little

amusement by throwing his hat among the crowd, who ;

it back to him each time, and encouraged him to fur:
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The American Clay Bird.

Every Bird is a Sure Flyer. Rain or Dampness Does Sot Affect Them.
Flies More I>ike tlie Natural Bird.

Is One-ball Cheaper than Any Other Target

FOR SALE BY ALL GUN DEALERS. Ask to see the American Clay Bird and Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,
Eighth Street A fciienway Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

J. E. MILLER. General Manager.

..ji|l...uj^':-

Special Notice

To
Sportsmen !

THE
. Marin County
GUN CLUB,
Having made special arrange-

ments with the North Pacific

Coast Railroad Company, by
which the Club members can

get reduced rates between San
Francisco, Tomales and way
stations, Sportsmen wishing to

join the Club can do so by ap-

plyingto F. H. Putzman, Jr., Pres-

ident, 340 Pine street, or John
J. O'Farrell, Secretary, 624
Sacramento street, S. F.

The special rates offered by
the Railroad to this Club, and
to all other clubs, are to be ob-

tained by presenting a club

ticket to the Ticket Agent of

the North Pacific Coast R. R.

Company at the Ferry, foot of

Clay street, on Saturdays and
Sundays only.

Round Trip Tickets.
FAIRFAX $ .50

SAN GEEONIMO 75
LAGUNlTAS 1.00

TAYLORYILLE 1-10

POINT EEYES 1.25

MILLEETON ) .35

MAESHALLS 1.50
HAMLET 1.60

TOMALES 1.75

Ashniont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St, Boston Mass.

TFE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF FISHING TACKLE
on the Pacific Coast, All the latest novelties

and improvements in this line recently imported.
The stock is well worth inspecting.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.

BAN FRANO1S0O.

aSTANDARD w

Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges,

(Under Cnamberlin Patents.)

BY THE

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.

416 Montgomery St,,

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.

OFFICE OF CEITTENrEN ROBINSON,}
San Feancisco, July 15, 1885. J

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD CO.—

Gentlemen': tiaving used your "Standard" Machine-Loaded

Shotgun Cartridges, both in the field and at the trap, and hav-

ing also experimented somewhat therewith, I take pleasure in

testifying to their efficiency, and recommending them fur gen-

eral use. Very truly yours,

CRITTENDEN ROBINSON.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

DOG MEDICINES.
Dog Medicines, each, Soap, 25 cts.; Flea Wash, 25 cts.; Distemper Cuiv, $1; Mange

Wash, fl; Worm Capsules, 50 cts.; Tape Specific, 50 cts.; Canine Tonic, $1;

Canker Wash, $1; DOG BISCUIT, 12^ cts. per pound.

DOG WHIP, WITH SNAP HOOK, 50 CTS. BACH.

—DOG LEASH, DOUBLE, $7.00.—

Dog Collars, Leads, Calls, Etc., in Great Variety.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KEI T U G K V K I". K • •

CLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY—16 St. Mary's Square, BlrmiuHbnm, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 63S MONTGOMERY ST., S. P.

NINTH
Annual Exhibition

-OF THE

Monterey
AtlRKMTRAl iSSMMM

DISTRICT No. 7.

TO BE HELD AT

Salinas City, Cal.
Oct. 6th to 10th inclusive.

(1SS5.)

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—Tuesday. October 6. 1885.
No. 1, RUNNING—Three-quarter mile and repeat*

Purse, $1 5u For all horses owned in the District.

No. 2. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District that have never heaten three minutes.
Purse, $150.

SECOND DA tf-Wednesday, October 7.

No. 3. RUNNING—One-half-mile dasb. For all
two-year-olds owned in the District. Purse $100.
First horse, $75; second horse, $25. Four or more
horses to enter and three to t-tart.

No. 4. TROTTING—Free for all. Purse. $500.

THIRD DAA"-Thursday, October 8.
No. 5. RUNNING — One-half mile and repeat.

Purse, $150. For all horses owned in the District.

No. 6. TROTTING—For all double teams owned
in the District—both horses of each team to be
owned by one man on July 1, 1885. Two in three.
Purse, $200.

BICYCLE RACE—One mile. For all wheelmen in
the District. Purse, 5=100: 1st, $60; 2d, $30: 3d, $10.
Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse; five to enter and
three to start.

FOURTH DAY-Friday. October W.
No. 7. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the

District. Purse, $200.

No. 8. TROTTING-For all three-year-olds and
under owned in the Disirict. Two in three. Purse,
S150.

FIFTH DAY-Salurday. October iO.
No. 9. RUNNING—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse, $400. Five to enter and three to start.

No. 10. TROTTING—For all horses owned in the
District. Puree, $300.

REMARKS AXD CONDITIONS.

All trotting races are the best three in five and all
running races best two in three, (Unless otherwi ®

specified), five to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill, by a withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten percent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Purses divided at
the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to
second, 10 per cent, to third, unless otherwise
specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the

Secretary at 9 o'clock p. M., August 15, 1885. Mark
the envelope "Entries to races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1885, and in any District race not
owned within the District from May 1, 1885; and any
entry by any person of any horse so disqualified shall
be held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted
without the right to compete.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter o£
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a trotting race is entitled
to first money only, except when distancing the field;

then entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse
wins but one money under any other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. M. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. CAHR. President.
J. J. KELLY, Secretary.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove, Ban Mateo Co.,

H choice lot of pure Berkshire Pi>*s from two to twelvr.

mouths old, bred from the best strains of Preniiuui
stock, which I import yearly from England direc
Apply to Wm. Corbllt,

318 California St.,

San Francisco.
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110,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR
1885. 1885.

: at

R E N ,

WASHOE COUNTY. NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTrNUES ONE WEEK.

rrlals of Speed to be conducted ander the
auspices ol tlie Directors ot tbe State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGKICULTUEAL SOCIETY
ras established in accordance with an Act of

he Legislature of the State of Nevada, en-

itled "An Act to provide for the management
nd control of the State Agricultural Society

•f the State," approved March 7, 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAT-Honda;, Oct. lStn.

No. 1. Bussing—Purse S100; $75 to
rst; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a
tile.

No. 2. Euxxtxg—The Silver State Stake—
'or thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-
iety to add $100; dash of one and one-half
liles; entrance $30; $10 declaration October
st. Any filly that has previously won a race
hall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that
as won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
lly that has won three races 10 pounds es-
ra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Busking—Purse $200; $100 to first;

50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;
:ee for all.

No. 4. Busking—The Keno State—For
ffo-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

5 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-
nd saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAV—Tuesday, Oct. i 3tb.

No. 5. Trotting—2:50 class; free for all

orses from Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
lodoc counties, California, and Grant and
ake counties, Oregon; three in five; purse
200; first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Bussing—Mile and repeat; free for
tl horses in Nevada, and counties named in
alifornia and Oregon; purse $150; $100 to
rst; $50 to second.

THIRD DAT—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Bunking—Stake free for all carrying
X) pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
ue-eighth miles.

No. 8. Bussing—Dash of a half-mile; free
>r all horses in Nevada and counties named
i California and Oregon; purse $100; first

orse $75; second horse $25.

No. 9. Bussing—Dash of a mile and a half;
•ee for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to
icond.

No. 10. Bussing—Nevada Cup—Handicap
veepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $10 de-
aration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
aarter miles; second horse to receive $50;
lird to save stake; weights announced Sep-
mber 15th; declaration to be made October
it.

FOURTH DATf-Tliursday. Oct. 1 Sib..

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free
r all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
e counties above named in California and
regon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 class; free for all;

st three in five; purse $400; first horse $300;
cond horse $100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;
ee for all in Nevada and counties above
uned in California and Oregon; purse $250;
st horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAT—Friday. Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Bussing—Free handicap; purse
(50; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to
lrd horse; one and three-quarter miles;
'tries to be made Sept. 1st; weights an-
ranced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Bunnisg—Stakes for three-year-
us; $50 each; $25 forfeit; $100 added; one
id five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
sday's race to carry seven pounds, the'
cond in that day's race five pounds and theW three pounds over the rule weight.

No. 16. Bussing—Purse $200; $100 to first,
!

$70 to second, and $30 to third; one and one-
j

eighth miles.

No. 17. Bunnisg— Consolation purse; en-
trance tree; $100; $70 to first; $30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed I

5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made within five minutes after the
close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAT-Saturday, Oct. I 7 lb.

No. 18, Tbotttsg—2:40 class; free for all
purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;
three in five; purse $400; first horse $250;
second horse $150.

1885.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1SS5. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Monday, and for
Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing wtiich
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.
All horses entered for State purses must be

owned and kept in Nevada and California east
of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to
day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.

Five or more to enter, and three or more to
start in all races for purses.

National Trotting Association rules to gov-
ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,
except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod-

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.
October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
In Purses and Premiums,
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and Industrial Exposition are in
Active Preparation.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secnred by tetters Patent, Jnly So, 188S.

Having thus described my invention, what I claia
as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as Bhown, the front having an
openinginto which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to Buch extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sieces D and blinds F, as shown, the strapB or bands
and H, connectingtbe branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

In a bridle, and in com' ination with the blinds F,
Bnpported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind np
something of the same efrect on the action foUowB as
Is induced by toe-weignta. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to:
bend the Jinee without the strain of weights on tbe
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

TOHN A. ncKERRON,
2s o. 230 and 232 Kills St, San TrancliC*

First Day, Tuesday, Oct. SOtli.
1. Thottlng Race—Purse $500; 3:00 class;

mile heats, 3 in 5; open also to Cade and Pren-
tice Boy.

2. Trotting Stake—$50; for yearlings;
half-mile heats; $10 forfeit, and $25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first
and 25 to second.

3. ErxNiXG Race—Parse $150; half-mile
dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Running Race—Parse $200; free for
for two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday, Oct. a 1st.

5. Trotting Race—Parse $500; 2:30 class;
mile heats, best 3 in 5.

6. Trotting Race—Parse $200; for two-
year-olds and ander; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Race—Parse $250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

8. Running Race—Parse $250; for three-
year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day, Thursday, Oct. Md.
Ladies' Tonrnament, with four premiums,

to be hereafter published. _,

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for first and $50 to sec-
ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;
with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, Talgean,
Margaret and Sultan barred, and a reserved
right to add others.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 33d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40
class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

1 1

.

Trotting Race—Purse $250; for
three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; for all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Race—Purse $300; free for
all; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fifth Day, Saturday, October 24th.
14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse

$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Race—Purse $250: four-
year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Running Race—Purse $300; for thrse-
year olds; one mile and a half.

17. Running Race—Purse $200; for beaten
horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

REMARKS ASD CONDITIONS.

Five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amonnt of the purse; but in do event
will a race be considered filled without three
bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 percent, of
purse, in both running and trotting races, to
accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot
heats of any two classes alternately, if neces-
sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a
special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-
trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6
p. M.of the day preceeding the race, shall be
required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular horse
they are to start must be named at 6 p. M. of
the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
Except as otherwise specified, running races

will be conducted under the rules of the Pacifit
Coast Blood Horse Association.

Non-starters in running races will be held
for entrance under Rule 3.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to

wear caps of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary Sent
the 1st.

"

If two horses are permitted by consent of
the Directors to start, then third money reverts
to the Association.
A horse distancing the field or any part

thereof is entitled to first money only.
All moneys in purses will be divided; 05 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10
per cent, to third.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-

nished upon application to the Secretary.
All races will be called at 1 o

:

clock sharp.
R. U. Hewitt. t. Lichtenber~er.

Secretary. President.

The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
rjlHE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOE THE

Jear
J,
885 ™U a01"3 '" Articles of Travel and Ad-

J
e
?.

UPe
,'5

e
"f
,nisc

,S
,":esof *"»«« Days, Unwritten

Political History. Essays on Social Topics, and Tech.meal Articles by eminent jnrisls and scientific menon topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATTRES.
*£!!*} Dcl l>U '

tbe great French writer, will
contribute a weekly letter to the Lnglesibe, on the
Art. Society and Politics of the French Capital.These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris "
Bill Nye writes each week delusively for theIxglesise on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Lvole-

srDE has secured the services of Philip H Welch
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call
Short stories by Dan O-Connell. Flora HainesApponyi. ida Addis. E. Duncan Milne, Addie

Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers are in
process of publication. Among tbe many depart-™ent

^JT,
m

,

ch ^11 appear from time to time are-The Critics Corner, The Mad World. The Judgment
of Pans, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,i"™ >° Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys. Art
Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-Boot Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, S3 00 : sli months,

H.7o; three months, S1.0U; by carrier, in the city. 35
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made atreduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE IMJLESIDE. SI 3 Montgomery St.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A
JSf

lr
,

fMt,,re now rtinning, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The LsGLEsmE was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 860,000. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowell, R.p. Ashe. Williard Wells.
H. D. Bigelow, W. E. Ashe.

Heset Payot. IsiiC rpKiM

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AAD DIPOKIHU

Booksellers.
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,
204 Sansome Street, Xear Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HBRI WALSH,

Sup't Running Horse Dep't,
Palo Altn M<*-k Farm.

A. Ewtxg. c s ETrn, .

Pool Room Saloon,
310 DIPOST STREET.

Klllip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing tbe
Bbeepeb .ind Sportsu.ix, X. Y. Spi-f, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wtiiw, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

KWINCI BROS., Proprietors.
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Louisville Fall Meeting1

First dav, Sept. 21gt—Third Race—The Turf Stakes, a sweepstakes for

allaees.atS-oOeach.h. f; with S-VJJ added, of which *100 to second; win-

ners of a stake in L&>5 ol the value of 3^K). to carry 5 lbs, of two or

more. 10 lbs extra; horses that had run and not won in lwo allowed , lbs:

maidens, if three years old, alio wed 5 lbs ; if four years, 7 lbs ; if five and
upward, 10 lbs. O'ne mile and a furlong
E CorriKan's ch g Hazaras.S.bv King Ban-Hazem. 10o lbs...Fuller 1

B.C. Pate's gr g Editor, a. by Enquirer-Alice Murphy, tu-> lbs

R j" Lucas:"£
"ii'"^nv'%'y,'Tt '\iy'LHi^xeit-Li\'S Simpson, 118 lbs

Tompkins 3

TV 4.Triatr :

".i", ir''j: ;.""M^uar ; .h c' 11, Its Cuantrell

S.S. Brown's chmAIona, J, 11a lbs Wethers
W. Cottrill's b f Tipsv, 3. 9S lbs Godfrey

P A. Brady's ch h Chance, A. Ill lbs L. Jones
Time, 1:36X.

Pools- Editor$50 Mona $40, Philip S., $38. nazaras ?3t>, field*34. Bel>

ting: a to ^against Hazaras. Mutuels paid.$!l.20.

Editor led off, Tipsy second, aud for five fnrlongs they ran

in that order, when Tipsy fell back as Hazaras closed up oa

Editor, but in the stretch Hazaras passed Editor and won by

two lengths, four between second and third. Philip S.'s

jockey broke a stirrup leather.

Fourth Race—Purse, $250, of which ^50 to the second; for maiden
two-year-olds ; horses having won second in any stakes to cany 3 lbs.

:

twice or oftener, 5 lbs. extra; those having started and ran unplaced

allowed 7 lbs. Five furlongs.
Linwood Stable's b f Moonshine, by Harry Lamar—Moonlight, 100

lbs Dingley 1

B. W. Preston's bfScbottka. by Virgil—Schott, 107 lbs. ..Tankersiey 2

S. Bryant's bfBelle of Louisville, by Glengarry—Dublin Belle, 107

lljg B. Bvans 3

J. Funk's' ch g John Morris, 107 lbs W.Jones
Fleetwood Stable's br c Feliciter, 103 lbs Baxter

8- Bryant's cb f Hetty S.. 107 lbs Godfrey

S S. Brown's br c Fetch'em, 110 lbs Wethers

E. J. Baldwin's ch c Solid Silver, 103 lbs O'Brien

Hnrstbourne Stable's ch c Hottentot, 107 lbs Stoval

T. J. Megibben's ch c Rockwell. 103 lbs W. Mack
Time, 1:04.

Pools : Hottentot ?50, Feliciter $H5, Belle of Louisville 820, the field

$00. Mutuels paid , $126.60.

Belle of Louisville led off. Moonshine and Hottentot fol-

lowing, and these three were the leaders for the first three

furlongs, when Moonshine ran to the front and won by half

a length, sis lengths between second and third.

Second Day, Sept. 22d—Second Race—Maiden Stakes, a sweepstakeB
for two-vear-olds, non-winners previous to Aug. Icth, when the Btakes
closed, at 5'2o each, i 10 forfeit, with $500 added, o I which §100 to the second;
winners of anv stakes, and those having run second in two or more
stak. b to carry 5 lbs. extra; those having run second in one stake, 3 lbs.

extra; 55 entries: value to winner, 91,105; five furlongs.

B. G. Thomas' h f Sis Himvar, by Alarm—Hira, 112 lbs. ...Tankersiey 1

E. J. Baldwin's o u Silver Cloud, by Grinstead—Experiment, 113 lbs.
Holloway 2

B. j. Lucas' chg Porter Ashe, by Joe Hooker—Abbie, 115 lbs..O*Hara 3

N. Becker's b f l-Tonie Louise, 107 lbs tiibba

S. Bvrant's ch f Hettie S. 107 lbs B. Evans
S. S.Brown's ch f Vamoose, t071bs _ W Jones
E. Corrigan's ch f Marv Pavne, 1U7 lb6 „ Fuller
W. B. Cheatham's ch f Eloise. 107 lbs...— Dingley
T. W. Moore's b I Kalonlah. 107 lbs Godirey
T.Bavmond's ch f Cuban Queen, 10< lbs Wethers
Talbot Bros.' ch f Liera, 107 lbs Fishburn
G. i>. Wilson's b f Nel. Swift, 197 lbs Stoval
J. k J. Swigert's b f Marcola, 107 lbs O'Brien I

J. A J. Swigert's chc Sir Joseph, 1L0 lbs R. Harris
J. A J. Swigert's b c Grimaldi, 110 lbs _... .— J. Crittenden
W. Cottrill's b c Lancaster, 110 lbs L.Jones

Time 1:01 K.

Pools: Sis Himyar $50. Silver Clourt ?32, Porter Ashe §32, Nell Swift
$27, field, $125. Betting: 7 to 2 against Sis Haniyar , Mutuels paid $23.70.

The start was made in the chute, and when they got away
Porter Ashe and Silver Cloud were in front, Eloise and Sis

Himyar nest. Making the homestretch the youngsters were
in close company, and a driving race home. Sis Himyar won
by a head, the same between second and third.

Third day, Sept. 23d—Second Race— Edgewater Stakes, a sweepstakes
for three-year olds, at S25 each, $10 forfeit, with $500 added, of which
£100 to the second; horses having won $2,500 to carry 5 lbs. ; of 55,000,

10 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs.; 21 entries; value to winner,
8645. Mile and a quarter.
E, Corrigan's ch g Hazaras, by King Ban—Hazem, 115 libs O'Hara 1

N. Armstrong's gr g Grey Cload, by Hyder All—Interpose, 115 lbs

,

Godfrey 2

P. G. Speth's ch c Thistle, by Great Tom—Ivy Leaf, 118 lbs. .L. Jones 3

E. J. Baldwin's ch g Rapido, 120 lbs Holloway
Time, 2:13*.

Pools: Rapido $45. Hazaras $23 , Grey Cloud $16, Thistle $10. Bet-
ting; Even money. Mutuels paid, $12.20.

Hazaras was first away, Grey Cloud second, Rapido last.

Hazaras led past the wire, with Grey Cloud close up, and
Hazaras held his advantage all through the balance of the

race, Rapido never improving his position from the start.

Hazaras won by a length with ease, the same between the

second aud third, Rapido a bad fourth.

Third Race—Purse, $350, of which $75 to the second, for all

ages; winners of $1,000 in 1885 to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,000 5 lbs.; of

$3,uP0 8 lbs. extra; other winners allowed 3 lbs.; non-winners in 1885

allowed 8 lbs.; maidens, if three years old, allowed 7 lbs.; if four
years. 14 lbs. ; if five and upward, 20 lbs. Mile and a furlong.
E. Corrigan's b m Pearl Jennings, 6, by Lelaps—Mary Howard, 112

lbs Stoval 1

R. C. Pate's b g Manogram, 6, by Buckden—Mononomia, 120 lbs.
O'Hara 2

Hopedale Stable's br g Hopedale, 3, by Hurrah—Silence, 102 lbs.

Godfrey 3

P. G. Speth's ch f Exile, 3, 102 lbs R. Harris 6

E. J. Baldwin's bh Lucky B., 5, 121 lbB Holloway
W. Cottrill's ch c Buchanan, 115 lbs L. Jones
Mack k Co.'s b m Slipalong. 5, 112 lbs Wethers
L. Christy's b c Tennessee, 3, 105 lbs Allen

Time, 1:57.

Pools: Slipalong $100, Monogram 818, Pearl Jennings $48, the field

$50. Betting: 4 to 1 against Pearl Jennings.

After some delay they were sent off with Tennessee and
Buchanan in front, Hopedale close np, and the three ran in

close order past the wire, and to the half-mile pole, where
Hopedale took the lead and he was two lengths in front on
the lower turn, Slipalong and Pearl Jennings his closest fol-

lowers. Eounding into the stretch Pearl Jennings closed up
on Hopedale, and passing him opened up a gap, winning in a

big gallop b} five lengths, Monogram coming fast in the last

furlong, and beating Hodepale out by a head for second
money.

Expulsions.

At Lexington, on Wednesday, September 16th, theanthority

of the judges was defied by James Murphy, a trainer and
superintendent of the course, Thomas Smith and William
McNamara, and at a special meeting of the Kentucky Asso-
ciation the three were placed under the ban of expulsion.

This is the severest penalty which a turf club can inflict,

because expulsion from one track means expulsion from all.

The Kentucky Association is one of the confederacy gov-

erned by the American Kules of Racing, and these rales

compel an indorsement of its act of expulsion atNew Orleans,

Memphis, St. Louis, Nashville, Lexington, Chicago and else-

where in the South and West. The rules under which the

American Jockey Club, the Coney Island Jockey Club aud
the Monmouth Park Association run, are severe on those who
use improper language to racing officials; audit is written:

"Every person ruled off the course of a recognized associa-

tion shall be ruled off the course wherever these rules have
force.'

1 The expelled man has no place to go. If a traiuer

he must change his vocation to earn a livelihood.

The machinery for the government of the trotting turf is

perfect and far-reaching. There is but one code, and the

organization for carrying it into effect is powerful. Emphasis
is laid on decorum:

"If any owner, trainer, rider, driver or attendant of ahorse,

or any other person, use improper language to the officers of

the course or the judges in a race, or be guilty of any im-

proper conduct, the person or persons so offending shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding §100, or by suspension or

expulsion."
The penalty of expulsion, it is explained, shall be con-

strued to mean "unconditional exclusion and disqualifica-

tion from anv participation in the privileges and uses of the

course and grounds of the association." Should an associate

member allow the use of its track bj an expelled man or

horse, after notice from the Secretary of the National Trot-

ting Association, it 6hall be fined not exceeding $100. The
only power for the modification or remeval of the penalty of

expulsion is vested in the Board of Appeals. The theory of

the whole system of turf government is that the decisions of

the men who sit in judgment on a race shall be respected.

To allow the judges to be insulted for doing their duty as

they understand it, is to lead to the speedy overthrow of

racing and trotting.

During the Cleveland Driving Park Company meeting last

week, T. J. Dunbar, in charge of Mr- Gordon's stable, used

insulting language to Mr. William Edwards, President of the

Club and a judge in the race, and for so doing he was placed

under the ban of expulsion. Mr. Edwards had left the stand,

but the meeting was in progress, and as an officer and a

judge he was eutitled to respect under the rules. The thing

which puzzled us is to determine how Dunbar, so experi-

enced in the ways of the turf, came to forget himself. His

punishment will do good by warning other impetuous men
of the danger of following in his footsteps. At Springfield we
saw the judge of an unfinished race approached and threat-

ened, the moment he left the stand, by a driver who felt that

one of his rulings had been unjust. It was a grave offense,

and we expressed surprise when told the next day that no

penalty had been imposed. Had President Powers witnessed

the scene, the offender, doubtless, would have been pun-

ished as Dunbar was punished at Cleveland lastweek

—

Turf,

Field and Farm.

A High-Priced Road Team-

Mr. J. M. Hill, the enterprising manager of the Union
Square and Third Avenue Theatres, is a lover of things

first class. He admires only the chefs d'ee-uvres of art,' the

most brilliant of plays, the hamdsomest of women, and the

brightest of diamonds. Of couse he is a lover of horseflesh.

His tastes in that direction are naturally recherche. He is

never quite so happy as when taking a spin behind swift

roadsters. Mr. Hill a few years ago became the owner of the

remarkable pacing gelding Westmont. He paid for him the

snug sum of $20,000. He gave him a public record in Chicago

of 2:01^, and saw him knock off a mile in single harness in

the unprecedented time of 1:59. Westmont is now nine

years old.

Not content with his fleet-footed Westmont, Mr. Hill

paid $5,000 for the pacer Lorene, in an undeveloped state.

Last year Lorene was entered in tweuty-five matches, and

came out rictor in twenty-one. Loreue is six years old, and

haB a record made at Providence of 2:15f . Last Winter Mr.

Hill drove his nimble pacers together, and took nobody's

dust in and around Chicago.
Among the admires of this splendid team was Mr. Prank

Siddalls, the great soap manufacturer of Philadelphia. Mr.

Siddalls, while on a visit to Chicago some time ago, made
an effort to purchase the team, but Mr. Hill would not listen

to him. Mr. Siddalls is a persistent man, and when he

makes up his mind to do a thing or have a thing he does not

allow himself to be thwarted.
Yesterday evening Mr. Hill and Mr. Siddalls, together

with J. Armory Knox, partook of a frugal lunch at Nash &
Crook's restaurant. Mr. Hill had just returned from a drive

behind his gallant team. His eyes were sparkling and his

cheeks were glowing.
"By the way," said Mr. Siddalls, "are you ready to make

me a price on those reindeers of yours?"
' 'Not to-day, " was the quiet response.
"I dare you to name a figure," said the munificent Mr-

Siddalls.

"Well," replied the introspective and receptive Mr. Hill,

"I'll name you a price, but I expect you to fall dead when I

nominate. It is $50,000."

Mr. Siddalls did not expire instantly. He was not even
paralyzed. He drew from the breast-pocket of his coat a

check-book, and stepping quietly to the desk filled it up for

$50,000, and passed it over to the great impressario. "The
steeds are mine," he said.

It was Mr. Hill's turn to be astonished. He really felt

sad. He loved his horses, but there was no backing out, and
so Mr. Siddalls is to-day the owner of the fastest pair of

roadsters in the world.

Speaking to areporter, Mr. Hill said: "I earned $11,000

with Westmont on the track, and S4.900 with Lorene. Be-

sides, I bad several thousand dollars' worth uf healthful

amusement in speeding them on the road. I ought to feel

happy, but I am not. I envy Mr. Siddalls. I consider him
one of the most fortunate men in the land, as well as the best

of soap manufacturers. Let lis soap, " continued Mr. Hill,

not able to resist the temptation to pun, "that Mr. Siddalls

will live long to enjoy his $50,000 flyers."—^". Y. World.

Trottiner in Austria.

Trot ling in Austria has, since my last report, again made

great progress . The Vienna meetings, in May and August,

were both very successful, and every day saw over 10,000

people on the track at Vienna. The American stallion Amber
is still our king of the trotting turf. This Spring he covered

eighteen Austrian mares—the beginning of our breeding

trotters from American blood, like our breeding thorough-
breds from the English horse—and in May he (Amber) was
again fit to win nearly all the great races. But in August he
was brought out in the grandest form ever seen on a European
racetrack. He won three grand races in two days, the first

day the 2,400 meter and the 3,600 meter races, aud the second
day the mile-heat race, 3 in 5, the first race of this kind in

Austria. In this meeting he lowered the records at all the

distances, and has beaten the mile record, which for three

years had beeu 2:24J, in the three consecutive heats in which
be won the heat race. Amber's best records, which are now
the best records of the Vienna track and also in Europe, are:

One mile, 2:23$; three consecutive heats, 2:23|, 2:23$, 2:24A;

U miles (2,400'meters), 3:36A; 2| miles (3,600 meters), 5:25$.

la this way, besides the regular prizes, all the extra premiums
for beating the different records were won by Amber. The
owner of Amber is sure, after this graud success, to get fifty

or sixty mares next year for Amber. This year two hundred
florins was paid for each mare.

—

Cor. N. Y. Spirit.

A Dickey Tale.

Col. G. W. Dickey is the same jolly, wide-awake horseman
as of yore. Wave after wave of good and ill luck have passed
over him, but he preserves his equanimity and is a prince of
good fellows, while for ways and means of making money
with a trotter he cannot be outdone.
"Did you ever tackle the Cannucks, Col.?" I asked him in

an inquisitive way, which drew forth the following story:

"Yes, your question brings to mind a trip I took to Can-
ada one Winter long ago, with Old Chicago Jack. I dressed
myself like a cheap pedler, bought a rickety pung and worn
out harness, put on an old crate and filled it with tio ware. I
went peddling as a blind aud had the same amount of tin-

ware when I came out at Prescott I had when I crossed the
border. Well, there was a meeting at Peterborough and I
entered Old Jack in the Lumbermen's purse against Frank
Hayes and other good ones. I got the only man I knew in
the town, William Giinell, a liveryman there, to drive him,
and told him what horse I had. After he dropped the first

two heats I stepped np and gave him $50 to let me drive him.
I then went on and won the race and we landed $2,300 by it.

I had traded him the horse for a time and had him enter him
in his own name. They died hard and said that was another
Yankee trick.

"When I left Canada at Ugdensburgh I gave away my tin-

ware, pung, etc., and got a new suit of clothing, new harness
and sleigh and went up in great style to Water/town, Jeffer-

son Co., N. Y., to visit my cousin, Mr. Aaron Osmer, and an
old friend, James McBride, President of the Rome & Water-
town Railroad. Now, the old horse without martingale and
a bar bit, would not trot better than a 2:50 gait. I found a
man there by the name of John Champlain who had a horse
that could trot in 2:35. John had plenty of money but would
not bet a dollar except on a sure thing. I let him get in and
drive Old Jack, telling him I bought the horse in Canada and
thought he could beat 2:40. After driving him, he said, 'I've

a horse that can trot in 2:35, sure, and I have had a talk with
your cousin and Mr. McBride. I know they will bet pretty
well on any race you make and drive. Of course all yon are
looking for is money and you, will be doing nothing wrong,
as I can beat your horse sure. So we will make a race and go
up to Carthage and trot it on the ice. I will let you win two
heats and then go on and win the race and we will win two
or three thousand dollars.'

"I said all right, but went and posted my cousin and friend

what horse I had and gave them $1,000 each to bet on him.
Then I got Henry Rich for stake holder, as he was a friend
of mine and could beat an execution if they sued for their

money back. We went up to Carthage and there found a
great crowd and good betting, as Champlain had told every-
body he could win sure, as he had driven my horse and
knew he could beat him . Well, as luck would
have it there was a justice of the peace at
Carthage who used to be a schoolmate of my
father's. He remarked to me, 'I know you are not
trotting this race for your health, and I would like to win
about S50 on it, as I have a large family and am poor,' I
said, 'If you will do as I tell yon I will give you $50.' He
spoke up promptly, 'I am your man, what is it?' I replied,

'I'll win the first two heats aud when Champlain wins the
next heat, you draw a pistol on me and tell me you know
me and my horse, and you will not be robbed, and if I do not
win the next heat you will kill me.' He laughed as he said,

'I'll do it.' He then showed me an old horse pistol that had
not been shot off for years, and he looked fierce as he drew
the pistol on me. When I went up for the next heat we got
the word first time, and at the half-mile bush I spoke to Old
Jack, and he moved np so fast he carried Champlain's horse
to a break. I said, 'You need not mind catching him; I can
beat you down there, for I will have to win as I know that

man will shoot and I can't afford to lose my life for all the
money on the race. His horse never did catch me, and I

beat him out and got away with $2,800. I told him that was
the way I beat my friends. He went broke, his brother Wil-

liam lost a fine grocery store, but Dickey had money to sell."—Chicago Horseman.

Speed with Beauty of Style and Action.

Instead of breeding exclusively for speed the aim should
be to produce a perfect horse, one which has beauty, style

and vitality as well as action. If we go about it right we can
coin these desirable qualities to a great trotting inheritance.

The animals which do not trot, but which have good look*
to commend them, will always sell at a profit for carriage
other fancy driving. They will not draw street cars. The
people have a natural love of beauty, and they would rather
have high form with a moderate amount of speed than un-
gainly form with a regular wind splitting gait. The qualities

of style, beauty and vitality will also commend the fillies or
young mares for the harem and the young stallions for the

stud. One reason why the sons and daughters of Mambrino
(

Patchen have been in so much demand is that they have
quality, which was transmitted to them by their sire. They
have contributed, to a wonderful degree, to help out the plain

stallions with which they were crossed. The gentlemen who
go out every pleasant afternoon for recreation, are rapid?

substituting handsome, symmetrical horses for the plaini

ones of the Dick Swiveller type. In a two hours' drive yoi

fast horse is speeded but five or ten minutes. The rest I

the time, if plain, he slouches along and forms anything bi

an attractive picture. What a contrast between him, wi)

his down head, and down, corkscrew tail, and the up-headed
quick-stepping horse, with beautiful, flowing tail! And ho*
much more pleasant to ride behind the latter, although he
may not pull you a 2:20 gait. The horse which fills my ideal

is as much trotting-bred as the coarser animal; he has the

instinct to trot, and the best ones of his family are as liable

to go to the front as a Maud, Macy or a Muxy Cobb. 1 like

speed as much as the next man, but I wish to avoid defective

formation.

Day Dream, daughter of Ctrylerand Lucia, sister of Denca*
lion, is dead. She was bred at Gleuview, and in 1SS3, aaa
four-year-old, trotted a remarkable race at Lexington. She
beat Maud Messenger and Turner, and made a record of

2:21jj in the fifth heat. It took seven heats to decide the

race. Mr. Wm. Rockefeller subsequently purchased the

chestnut mare, and drove her on the road. Recentl
while running in the pasture on the farm near Greenwic
Day Dream fatally snagged herself, and thus a life of t

greatest promise was abruptly brought to a close.

An Eastern contemporary reports that Mr. J. B. Haggin
has purchased of Mr. Lewis Stewart, the brown horse War*
wick, foaled 1872, by Leamington, dam Minnie Minor (Wan-
da's dam), by Lexington; 2d dam Julia, by Gleucoe. War-
wick is a line specimen of the blood horse; he wasagoodraceTi
and has, with limited opportunities, been a successful sire.
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The Same Old Story. Distances in the Olden Time.

"An Old Reader" contributes an article to the London

Field on the yearling sale of 1SS5. Like all others who have

looked upon the tendency of the times with disfavor, he does

not hesitate to point out the dangers of short distance racing.

Here is some of his language. It will be seen that he pays a

just tribute to the merits of the far-famed Newminster

blood:

"No greater proof of the immense vitality of the British

turf can be offered than is furnished by the results of the

yearling sales of 1SS5, showing, as it does, that there must be

in England alone upwards of one hundred thoroughbred sire3

thought good enough looking to breed from for racing pur-

poses, when, with the yearling sales not more than half com-

pleted, the 23S youngsters sold during the Summer com-

prise the progeny of no fewer than 76 stallions. Nevertheless,

a glance at the names and breeding of the above sires is not

very assuring in regard to the stamina they are likely to im-

part to their progeny, very few among them having been

gifted with staying powers. But neither the breeders nor the

yearling buyers of the present day care about that. They only

look for speed, and no effort will be made to breed horses able

to gallop two miles so long as contests over that distance are

all but tabooed by those in authority, and sprint races, with

their permission, endowed with thousands. In respect to

the several recognized strains of blood that have come down
to our time, this list, moreover, points out in a rather start-

ling manner how much the studmasters and breeders of the

present day are beholden to the Waxy blood, particularly as

transmitted through Touchstone and the two Irish celebrities.

Birdcatcher and Harkaway, no fewer than forty-seven of the

above sires being directly descended in the male line from

the famous "Grafton bay" through those three noted sires,

the two first named of whom, it is scarcely needful to remark,

represent the Whalebone line, and Harkaway that of Whisker.

"The sons of Touchstone, to whom the British stud stands

most indebted for the transmission of his blood to our time

in the male line, are Newminster, Orlando and Lord of the

Isles. Happily for the British stud, one of Newminster's
early progeny, Cambuscan (sire of the unbeaten Kincsem),

left us before his expatriation, Camballo and Onslow, the

former of whom has already made his mark at the stud

through his son Lambkin winning the St. Leger. Two of

Camballo's progeny made an average of 480gs., which is sure

to be considerably increased at the Doncaster sales. Then we
have five of Newminster's grandsons through Lord Clifdeu,

viz., Hampton, Holmby, Rotherhill, Wenlock and Winslow
in the list. The farst-uamed of these has done fairly well, as

three of his progeny, one colt and two fillies, average 4S0.}

guineas, but the others appear to have been very moderately

patronized. Newminster's fame, however, has been best per-

petuated by his son Hermit, whose ten youngsters—five colts

and five fillies—made the astounding average of l,646gs., by
far the largest ever realized for so great a number; while his

three sous, The Miser, Peter and Trappist, have also fairly

distinguished themselves. Six of The Miser's progeny aver-

age 2S6Jgs., and eight of Peter's average 265gs., while Trap-

pist's single representative, a colt, made loOgs. Touchstone's
representatives through Orlando, in the above list, comprise

George Frederick, Albert Victor and Albert Edward, all be-

gotten by his best son at the stud, Marsyas; and also Queen's

Messenger, by Trumpeter, who was one of Orlaudo's best

sons on the racecourse. George Frederick, although he won
the Derby, does not appear to be popular with either breeders

or buyers of thoroughbred stock, as his five sold at Marden
Deer Park made an average of only lolgs. Albert Victor's

four made a still worse average, only 72£gs., which is, how
ever, sure to be greatly increased when the Waresley stud

yearlings come to be sold at Doncaster. Then the son of

Lord of the Isles, Scottish Chief, would appear to have left

his country for his country's good, for the progeny of this

once famous grandson of Touchstone, four in number, only

averaged 51 guineas. Valor, the great-grandson of Touch-
stone, promises, like his sire Victor, to make his mark at the

stud, as a colt by him realized 200 guineas. Exminster's

single representative realized only 35 guineas, but the capa-

bilities as a sire of this very neat son of Newminster are not

to be estimated by this low figure, having up to this been a

sadly neglected sire. So much for the Whalebone line of

Waxy through Touchstone."

Recollections of Jim Eoff.

The Festive "Ringer."

Writes "Veritas" in the Chicago Horseman: "Iu discuss-

ing the question of how best to stop the gay career of the fes-

tive ringer, it seems absurd to trust to the present rules and

regulations. The man who plays a ringer goes out with the

express intention of violating the law; of the law itself he

has no fear, he only curses himself if he is found out. So far

as thev go, the rules are all right, the great difficulty is the

absence of well informed officials to apply the rules. In our

law courts we know what is termed practice is as impor-

tant as the letterof the law itself. Track officials should not

only be thoroughly versed in the rules of the National Trot-

ting Association but should study the most equitable way to

place them in practice. But, after all, personal knowledge of

the horses is the great preventive to ringing. We know a

shrewd friend out west, who for several seasons has acted as

starting judge. He has an awkward habit of looking through
the stalls before the meeting commences. When he strikes

an old rounder the following conversation usually ensues:

'Say, what do you call this?' 'Oh, that's Henry B., record

2:57.' 'Well, if you had not told me sol should think he

was the dead image of Billy B., 2:2SA." 'Is that so? Well,

it will make no matter as I shall not start him, anyhow.'
And thus the ringer is quietly headed off. The laws are all

right if we have well informed officers to carry them out."

[BeU's Life.]

It was a boast in the many-acred County of Yorkshire

more than two hundred years ago, that it could produce bet-

ter and stouter horses than all the rest of England put to-

gether, and it was this spirit that prompted the popular

meetings held on the Rawcliffe side of York in 1709. Iu the

eyes of racing men the greatest quality in a runner in those

days must have been stoutness, as the fixed idea was that no

horse should win a race unless he ran twelve miles for it.

Laws of racing then enacted that a race to be run in four-

mile heats could not be in less than three heats, and that in

case a horse wou the first two he was compelled to compete

in the third and save his distance or be disqualified alto.

gether. Then it seemed to be the opinion of the old racing

lawgivers that no horse was suitable for raciug until he was
six-year-old, as none under that age competed at York dur-

ing the earliest meetings.

The hard conditions of these long-distance races gradually
subsided, and those who now view the regulations of the
Ebor Handicap will say they have been subsiding ever since,

as after the first three years it became unnecessary to run
the third heat if a horse won the first, and a race was in-

stituted to be decided right away over four miles without
heats. This was probably thought too easy, as it was not in

the programme the following year, but the fislure was
restored in after years, and by degrees, judging from the
large fields,' it became more popular than the heat system.
The four-mile races for mares on Black Hambleton Moor
have never been equaled in the interest they excited through-
out Yorkshire. Only imaging thirty-one mares running in

one race, and twenty-one, eighteen, twenty, and twenty-two
were the ordinary number of starters for several years. They
were not to exceed five-years-old, so it said, because breeders
should not be encouraged io keep them in work after that

age; and the ages were kept high at York for a great many
years, the rule being that they should not be under five

years, though not older than six.

They first departed from these rules in 1743, when a stake

was instituted for four-year-old colts and fillies iu two mile
heats, and this stake became well subscribed for from its out-

set, while another of the same kind was established in 1760,

they were the most valuable subscription stakes of the meet-
ing, but altered from heat races into straight-away races over
four miles, thereby indicating that the old-fashioned racing
people were beginning to find out that four-year-olds could
run four miles. It appeared, however, to be quite out of the
calculation of at least one generation of racing men to run
three-year-olds, and the first race to be found iuthat category
was run at York in 1772, and it was called the Stand Plate of

50 sovereigns; colts, eight stone; fillies, seven stone twelve
pounds; distance two miles. From that time down to the

present there has not been a meeting at York without a three

year-old race in the programme, though the meetings have
altered much since our forefathers brought iu the innovation.

A little later on there were three races at a York meeting open
to three-year-olds, and the interest they occasioned doubtless
brought about the establishment of the St. Leger.
Up to this time, however, there had been no race under

two miles, and Southern racing-men altered that state of

thiugs by making the Derby a mile-aud-a-half race. At York
three-year-old races kept increasing, but there was no falling

off in the distances until 17S3, when a plate of fifty sover-

eigns was added to the programme for three-year-olds over

a mile and a half. For a long time after this, though, a York
August meeting was almost entirely confined to long-dis-

tance races, for, taking the year 1S00, it is found that there

was an all-aged stake to begin wi^th over four miles, the

King's Plate over four miles; a Produce Stake for four-year-

olds over four miles, a race for all horses iu four-mile heats,

a sweepstakes for three-year-olds over a mile and a half, the

York Cup over four miles, a three-year-old colt race over a

mile and three-quarters, and a two-year-old race over four

furlongs. As far as I can make out by the old calenders and
records, the first two-year-old race was run at York in 1799,

or nearly twenty years after it had become the fashion to run
two-year-olds over the Beacon Course at Newmarket under a

feather against old horses iu October. Such evil practices

crept into other parts of the country, but did not extend to

Yorkshire for many years, and it is not a little remarkable
that during the early days of the present century the great

Northern county had a reputation of its own for stout horses

for the racecourse, the hunting field and the road.

The Ebor Handicap was the first one of the long-distance

races at York. The other was the Three-Year-Old-Biennial,

aud the third was Her Majesty's Plate, gradually cut down
to two miles from the original four, then three, and two and
a half, and finally the half mile was cut off. There were
races of two miles and three-quarters, one of a mile and a

half, snd the .reBt mostly of the T. Y. C. order. York is still

lather better in tolerably long-distance races than any other
meetings, but still York should have old associations to main-
tain, and I have very much regretted to see the Ebor Handi-
cap cut down to a mile and a half. The fine sportsmen of

Yorskshire should see to this, as the shades of old Catton

might well fiown over a scene at Knavsmire to see whole
fields of non-stayers struggling home over five furlongs in-

stead of those races wherein the best qualities of a racehorae

were tested, and the coolness and the judgements of the

jockeys in making running or waiting over Jsuch a grand
scope of groond as four miles.

In the great contest of Fanny Witherspoon at St. Paul,

where she succeeded in beating the record of Monroe Chief

for two miles, made at Lexington, Ky., Oct. 21, 1S82, the

following interesting figures are given relative to the time

made in the several quarters during the trial: 36s., 37Ja.,

36£s., 34s., 35^s„ 34:£s., 35|s., 35£s., two miles, 4:45. She has
since done the two miles in 4:43.

At Medina, O., Sept. 17. Jeney Le Dukes, 2 yrs. gray filly,

by Nutwood, dam by Princeps, trotted a half without a skip

over a half-mile track in 1:19.

At tiresent there are 1,915 trotters recorded in the 2:30 list,

593 of which have records of 2:25 or better, 120 with 2:20 or

better, 12 with records of 2:15 or better, and 2 with records

of 2:10 or better. Of the horses in the 2:30 list, S74 are geld-

ings, 667 mares aud 271 stallions. Of these 989 are bays, 316

chestnuts, 187 browns, 184 blacks, 165 grays, 45 roans, 10
whites, 10 duns, 4 spotted, 1 blue, and 4 of unknown color.

There are 380 pacing horses with records of 2:30 or better,

176 in 2:25 or better, 55 in2:20 or better, 10 in 2:15 of better,

and one iu 2:06*. The sex is, 251 geldings, 102 mares aud 27

stallionB. Iu color there are 162 cays, 71 chestnuts, 50 grays,

32 blacks, 30 browns, 26 roans, 8 duns, 1 spotted aud 1 un-
known color. The true bays, dark browns aud chestnuts are

the most desirable, and are less liable to disease and most
perfect tempered as a rule.

James L. Eoff passed away in San Francisco on Aug.
7th., So far as we know to the contrary, he died

respected alike by his family and by his acquaintances.

He was in reality rather a great boaster as to horseflesh.

As such he was believed by the great multitude who
could hear him, but had not time to know him. He
would hope for success in one way, and talk in that way,
while sub rosa making "consolation bets" in another.

In 1S59 Eoff brought Topsy, better known as Princess,

East from California, and trotted her in the races, no-

torious rather than noted, with Flora Temple. He was
both fervid and constant in praise of his mare. With
Princess he did once beat Flora before they set out on
their "hippodroming" tour. It was at two-mile heats

to wagon, and Flora was not herself, although it is to be

said that Princess, who in California had beaten Glencoe
Chief for very big money in ten-mile laces to wagon,
was so speedy and enduring that she made Flora go so

fast on one occasion, that she made the then unparalleled
jump down the record of two and a half seconds (2:23£),
and on another occasion Princess spurred her on to mak-
ing the famous two-mile wagon time of lioOj. It is

quite within reason to believe that Eoff would have
beaten Fora oftener could he have done so; and yet, as

they did when they were belting £100 to almost nothing
at all that his horse Patchen, Jr., years later would beat
Dexter (it had got down to the fifth heat and Dexter
won), the public refused to believe that the California
driver was anything but "crooked." Teakle owned
Princess, and hence it was punningly charged that the
public was being "tickled." Once when Eoff failed to

beat Flora, the Union Jockey Club arraigned him for

dishonesty, but the charge failed utterly. At another
time, in Philadelphia, when the two horses were trotting

for actual purse money, and not for a "hippodrome" or

an all-in-my-eye-and-Betty-Martin stake, and when
Flora had won two straight heats, the public, who Eoff
bad so "filled" with the prowess of Princess, actually
howled, demanding a change of drivers. It was a savage
vindication of Eoff that, with Hiram Woodruff behind
her, Princess was distanced in third heat. The circusing

of the two mares extended to the West and in Chicago
"the jig was up." Besides being a breaker, Princess had
gradually had her heart drawn out of her by Flora, and
one day in Chicago the "little bay mare" had in one
heat to wait so long for the other bay mare (Princess)

that it was declared that all the clocks iu the city

stopped, having worn out. Soon afterwards Eoff went
home to 'Frisco. In 1866 he came here again, bringing
with him the California horse George M. Patchen, Jr.

Here let us deny the statements of late that "he drove
George M. Patchen in his famous races with Flora Tem-
ple." Darius Tallman drove and rode Patchen in those
races. Eoff never handled Patchen and he never drove
Patchen, Jr., against Flora, who was then off the turf.

He held the lines over Patchen, Jr. in his race with Dex-
ter, also drove Gen. Butler, and likewise rode
Butler in the great saddle-race, in which were also

Dexter and Toronto Chief, Butler and Patchen, Jr.

Further than that he was willing to engage in

"hippodroming," Eoff was by no means so black as

he was painted in those days. Had he continued
on the turf to the present time, as jockey, trainer, owner
or maker of books, and done no more than he did a quar-
ter of a century ago, he would, had he died this morn-
ing at 11 o'clock, been entitled at 3 o' clock, *this after-

noon to have his feet on the topmost round of the Golden
stairs. The times are different. It was then condemned
as "hippodroming" if, as Princess and Flora Temple did,

horses engaged in a trot for an imaginary stakes of

"£2,500 a side," inasmuch as it was a collaring of gate
money by fraud—a lie. It was "hippodroming" if there

was even the pretense of a match between two horses

both of which were in secret wholly owned by the same
man, or if in both he had at least a controlling. Nowa-
days, nothing seems to merit the stigma of "hippodrom-
ing" so long as the corpse of an outside better who has
been figuratively slungshotted and had his pockets rifled

is not left lying upon the racetrack or along the banks of

river. Only let the constructive highwayman subscribe
liberally to the burial of his victim, and he is not a
"hippodrome." Eoff was the subject of a large share of
newspaper condemnation. We believe then, as we be-
lieve now, that the editors who so savagely scored him
were actuated mainly by a desire to maintain the integ-

rity of sports. But while they were in his case straining

at the gnat of false pretense, the camel with its load of

downright frauds was advancing upon them.— j\~. Y.

Upper.

Mr. Corrigan started Freeland in a selling Tace the
other day and the Sportsman salutes him thus: The
major part of the crowd that went down to the Bay
yesterday went down rather to see the great Freeland
exhibit himself in the company of menial selling platers

than for any other reason. Corrigan might have kept
Freeland out of that race. It was not meant for such as

him. Unpaid feed bills and the snowball and pepper
diet of darker days are looming up very brightly before

the eyes of disconsolate owners just now, and the Western
Lorillard might well be engaged in dther business than
the ruination of the owners of our second-rate crabs.

Murphy made the finish an exciting-looking one by
holding his mount back so much that Billy Dnnohue
thought hi! had a chance to beat him, and went to work
on his mount like the desperate little finisher he is.

The horse needs active and vigorous exercise every day of

the 365 to keep in the best spirits and condition, to give him
a good appetite, to make him digest his food aright, keep his

muscles hardened and his wind properly regulated for attiye

use on the roads,

After the third heat of the 2:21 class race yesterday,

the blind gray pacing horse Conway, by Wedgewood,
owned by D. B. Harrington, of Rock Creek, O., paced a

mile against 2:20 for a bet of $25, accompanied by I 1

Bither with Phallas. He paced in #5 J, 1;1Q£, I:

2:VtS%.—Vlevdand FTairidealer,
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TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fonrtli Streets)

San Francisco-

Commencing May 11,1885.

8:30 a|1
10:40 a I

+1:30 p |

San Mateo. Redwood and
Meulo Pfk.

tll:45i>

+1 :59 P
6:00 p
r;50P
(:15p

tt:U
+8:li

10:40 a .

•3:30 p ^S.inta Clitra, San Jose and -

4 :25 p Principal Way Stations.

10-40 a i Gilrov, Pajaro, CastroviUe, 1 i *10:02a
•3:3" p t Salinas and Monterey. (

> 6:00 p

|"l Watsonville, Camp Goodall, f
10:40 a " Aptos, ^e^v ighton, So-/
•3:30 p| /quel (.Carai pitola) and)

I J Santa Cm. (.

+7:50 a
) Monterey and Santa Cruz.
f (.Sunday Excursion)

•a-'iop! I'

Holiisterand Tres Pinos-
-j

j

Suledad and Way Stations

a—Morning. p.— Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly . JTheatre train

Saturdays only.

Trains are run oil Pacific Standard Time, furnished
by Randolph & Co.

Stage connkctionb are made with the 10:40 a.

Train, ei./ep. 'Vscadero Stages via San Mateo a

Redwood and raeific Congress Spring Stage
Santa Clnrn, wliici connect with 8:3u a. m. Train.

Special itui'Ni -trip Tickets, at reduced rates to
Monterey A pi us. Puquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero: also' to Wtlrsy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs

EXtlRSlOX TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

For Sundays onlv, - forl:30p. m. train; good for re-
I turn same day.

ForSaturdav, ( Sold Saturday: and SDNDAVonly;
Sunday "and good for return until following Mon-
Mnnrtav, I day, inclusive, at the following rates:

Round Trip
.—mi.
Tkt.

-VLLIn

Mon.
Franc boo to Tkt.

Ban Bi-jno ..

.

$ 50

Mi librae. .. -. 65

Oak Grove 90

75 1 10

Belmont 1 00 1 25

1 00 1 40

Fair Oaks 1 25 1 50
Menlo Park... 1 25 1 60

Mayfield 1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa. Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz...
Monterey ....

Tkt.

$2 00
2 25
2 50
250
4 00
501/
5 00
5 00
S 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
rkspectfclly calls attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with Bpeed and comfort the
best -daces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE BAN FBANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
the most charmlnq

Su miner and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several Btreams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may >-e had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Ib noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompiuo, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MON TE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering PlaceB,

AIMOS. MKIlll, AM> SANTA <IUZ,
IB VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the comities
or Sa Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey.each ol which aboundB in game in great
variety Notably

Quail. I'lgeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
anil Dear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PUR IS'-

SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADKRO. We
wonid particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of Miice at and about SAN BRUNO and MrMA-
HON'S tor RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and ofiFer special inducements to tie lovers
ol this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage CarB and put in charge of
Train Baggageman, Train Baggagemen are instructed
to iBHue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
0"5j"Tn order to guard agaiimt accidents to Dogs

while in transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfreeof charge, Gunstaken apart
nndsecurely packed In wood ol leather caseB may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES— Passenger Depot, TownBend

Btreet, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BAS8KTT, H. R.JUDAB,

SuyerlnLenaeiib, AsstrPiHiJi and Tkt, Att.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. CoDtains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stoc

now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

157 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,

Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

TTTT^ OTSTri
1 PftTfT? PT A IV Isstrictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

J. X1JJJ \JVi J_J 1 JXIU-LJ XiJilll price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13}, and double team with fastest record, 2:15|

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at §150 the season.

Southern Pacific Co.
COMMENCING JUNE Itth, 1885.

Trains leave, and are due lo arrive at
Oakland Ferry, loot ol' Market St., Sau
Francisco as follows:

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie "WooJward, 2:15$, &c. Limited to i

mares at $150 the season.

j

ALBCTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, hy Hambletonian 10.

I
Limited to 30 mares at S50 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GRANDMONT 2147.
By Almont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. | By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay, Jr., g,

dam Jessie Pepper, by llambrino Chief . Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2;15.
lu mares at §5u the season. | Limited to 10 mares at $50 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of
2:20 or better, and 2C others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in 1885.

For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 39fc. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

I HMPROVED HORSE bLOTHING.

1.8:00 a :

8:00 a ;

•4 fiO p :

4:00 p :

•5:00 p :

8:00 a :

•8:00 a :

3:30 P :

7:00 p :

10:00 a :

3:00 p 1

7:00 p i

7:30 a !

8:(fl a i

7:30 a i

3:00 PI
4:00 P I

•4:00 pi
8:00 a l

J10:00 a i

3:0u p :

8:iW a i

•»:30 a •

•i:30 p 3

•SiTOa!

DESTINATION.

..Byron

..Calistoga aud Napa..

....Colfax

....Delta, Redding and Portland

....Gait via Martinez

.. .lone via Livermore

....Knight's Landing

.... Livermore and Pleasanton...

....Martinez

....Milton
* Mojave, Deming, t Express..

. J El Paso and East. ( Emigrant

. ..Niles and Haywards
. I Ogden and ( Express ...

. i East | Emigrant
...Red Bluff via Marysville
...Sacramento, via Livermore

viaBenicia
" via Uenicia
" via Benlcia t.

...Sacramento River Steamers..

...San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

A BR1V1
(FROM)

t6:10 pm
'10:10 au
6:10 p v
5:40 p m
6:40 p h

10:40 a h
5:40 PK

10:10 AH
•8:40 AH
6:10 p h

•7:10 p if
10:40 A M
6:10 a H
3:40 p h
11:10 a k
6:10a K
5:40 Pit
5:40 ph
6 HO P|

11:10 a U
10:10 a it

•6:00 a M
*3:4u p U
t3:40 pii
9:40 AH
5:40 p K
•7:10 p H

•10:40 a h
•7:10 PH

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—"6:00—•6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00-
8 :30—9 :00—9 :30—10 :00—10 :30—11 : 00—11 :30—12 :00—12 :S0
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5;00— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00—
•12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—'6:00—*6:30— •7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
•8:30—*3:30—*4fl0—*4:30—•5:00—*5:30—*6:00— »6 :30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—£11:00—*12:00.

TO ALAMEDA-•6:00—*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:30—
9:00—9:30—10:00—£10:30—11:00—tll:30—12:00—112:30-
1:00—£1:30—2:00^-3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—12:00.

TO BERKELEf-•6:00—"6:30—7:00—*7:3U--6:U0-'S:»
—9:00—£9:30—10:00—£10:30—11:00—£11:30— 12:00— 1:00—2;00—3:00— i :00— 4 :30—5:00—5 :30—6:00—6 :30—7 :00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO AVEST BERKELEY— •6:O0-«6:30— 7:00—1:30-
£8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—U:00—£1:00—2:00—3:00—1;00—*4:30-5:00—"5:30—6:00—•6:39—7:00.

To Kan Francisco Daily.

Secured by Letters Patent ggg^^LjII 1879.
29,1881.

FROM FRUIT VALE—•6:23—"6:53—-7:23—•7:53—*3»«
•8:53—*9:23—10:21—*4:23—*4:53—"5:23—•5:53—*6:23—
•6:53—755-9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5;15— •& :4G

-

£6:45—9:15—*3: 15.
FROM EASTOAKLAlfD—•5:30-*6:00— 6:30— 7:00-

7:30-«:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 JO
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4 :00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57—8:57—9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—'5:22—*5:52— •6:22—6:52— *7:22—

7:52—•8:22—8:52—9:22— 9:52— £10:22— 10:52— £11:22—
U:52—£12:22—12:52—£1:22—1:52—2:52—3:22—3:52—4:23
—4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—•5:15—*5:45—•6:15—6:45—n:!*—
7:45—*S:15— 8:45—£9:15—9:45—£J0:15—10" 45— £11 :16-
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:4.5—S:4-t—9:45—10:45.

FROM \VEST BERKELEY—*5:45—«6:15—6:45— -7: 15
—7:45—8:45- £9:15—9:45—10:45— £12:45— 1:45— 2:45—
3:45—4 :45—'5 :15—5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7:15.

tREEK KOI I i:.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-*7:16—9:15—11 d5—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6:15—8:15—10:15—12:15-2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. £SundayB only.

Standard Time furnlehed by Randolph & Co., S. F,

A. N. TOWSfE.
Gen. Manager,

T. if. tiitoniiv.v.
Gen. Pass. ATtk A«t.

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1. An improved hlankei or cove ring, consisting of the
body-piece A, flap C.and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and let's of the
animal, mthst'iiitiallv as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap O, and
the extensions i'<. to fit the lore ami tiimi legs of the
animal, front fastenings KG, and the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as aud for the purpose herein
described.

, , , „
3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,

permanent securlng-hauds E, and the front fastenings
FG, in combination with the elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip 1, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. Theclose-fitting hood .1, having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
Without disturbing the lit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means ofstraps, substantially as herein
described.

fl. The improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanent straps or bauds lixed to it to secure it
around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4fc« ami 4T4 Kaltery Sl„ SAN FRANCISCO. 4'AX.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Kunning, and

Ruad borses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFE^,
ant Third St., San FranclMio

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.

Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattfe. Rei^ister^d
Jfcrseys of both Rexes for sale. Poarofnce addreee,
Ban Frnne-isco, O&l.

50 Choice Merino Rams, very high grade, 512.50 each
percarload. Also Pedigreed Rams, $25@$50 each.

3P Imported Holstein Cattle. ?2.
!

oci*l5ii eacli.

W Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, 1100 to
$250 each.

I'i Ayrshire Hulls. -In m?^h eaeb.
5 Hereford Bulls, ^ik^-5-150 each.
10 Hereford Grade Bulls and Heifers, 4 to 8 months

old, $30@?40.
10 Durham Hulls, 5200(35350 each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixed Pedigrees, ?100@5150 each.
5 Devon Bulls. $Iih#i 5125 each.
20 Helkshire Pigs, Perfect. 2^ months old, 512.50 each.
5 Berkshire Pies, Perfect, 5 months old, 518.50 each.
3 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, into 12 months old, ?30eacBli
These are the prices on ears. CASH, and the larger

the ordor the lower the prices.
ROLLIN P. SAXE,

Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Russ
House, San Francisco, or isSKdwards St., Oakland

OW I will import- or export Live Stock from any
country to the United states, and ileal in every kind oX
Live Stock except common horses aud beef cattle.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. 0. 8. HALEY, Sec'y

^27'Send for circular.T£4

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.
f

^- lioiiorary Graduate ot

Ontario Veterinary Col-

leKt*. Toronto, t'anatla.

Veterluury Inllrniary, 391 .Xaiouuu 8(
Residence, 86b Howard Bt., SanFranclBoo.
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Twenty-three Days' Racing.

$65,000 inADDED MONEY.

The Washington Park Club.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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0Se °ctob« 15 ">. 1885. and to be run at their Summer meelina of

1886. beginning Sataaay, June 26th, a d ending Saturday. 4u ust nth, including twenty-three days rac-ing, on Tues ay, Thursday and Saturday ot each week, and Monday Julyoth- « "™"» ""<«= "»J<s "»>-

$5,000 THE AMERICAN DERBY. $5,000
A sweepstakes tor three -year-olds (foals of 1883), at S20I1 tach, o5l) forfe t; or only S20 it declated outonoi-Ulorelehruarylst. 1886: or ^0, April 1st. 1S86. All decimation* void unleuTaccom^niea wi°h themoney; iMth .--.., KM added he.second to receive S750, the third M6u out of the stakes. Winners of anvthree-year-old st, ke race of the value of ¥1,500 to carrv 3 ll,s ol three or more tliree vir old «talle

"fl"
°fA"l^!Ue

'

6 ltS
-
eX"a

-
Ma 'denS alI°Wed

' lbs -' Tu be™ on the hrsTday ot the 'melting. Onemile and a naif,

THE LAKESIDE STAKES.

A sweepstakes for 511ies two years old (foals of
1884) ;$5U entrance, h. f.; or only $10 if declared out
on or before February 1st; or sis by April 1st, 1886.
All declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; with SI (luu added, the second to receive -9200,
and tiie third -91110 out of the stakes. Winners of any
stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry :i lbs .; of
three or ruore such races of any value 7 lbs. extra.
Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Fi>e furlongs.

THE KESWOOD STAKES.

A Pwecpstakes for colts 2 years old (foals of 1884;
$50 entrance, li. f.; or only $10 if declared out on or
before February 1st; or $15 by April 1st, 1886. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1,000" added, the second to receive $200 and
the third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any stake
race of the value of SI .000 to carry 3 lbs. ; of three or
more stake races of any 1 alue, 7 lbs. extra, Maidens
allowed 5 pounds. Five furlongs.

THE H\'J>E rARK STAKES.

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1884); S50
entrance, h. f.; or only $10 if declared out on or be-
fore February 1st. or S15 by April 1st, 1880. All de-
clarations void unless accompanied with the money;
with 51-200 added, the second to receive $200 and the
third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any stake
race of the value of $1,500 to carry 3 pounds; of three
or more stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra.
Maidens allowed 5 lbs- Three-quarters of a mile.

In addition to the above, sixteen stakes for two and three year-olds and all ages.includinj the Wash-
ington Park Cup, the Great Western, Oakwoad and Palmer House Handicaps, will be advertised in due
time, to close January 15th. 1886, A programme will bt? arranged for twenty-three days' racing, and five or
more races, including a stake event, will be given each day. and $05,000 ad led money will be given by the
Club.

Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks can obtain them by applying to the Secretary.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

P. H. SHERIDAN, Lieut.-Gen. U. S. A., President.
J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary.

jtSTEntry blanks furnished on application at the office of the Breeder asd Spoktssiak.

the ;;\<a.iHoot> stakes.
A sweepstakes for fillies three years old (foals of

1883); $10o entrance, h. f.; or onlv tfJU if declared out
on or before F-brnary 1st; or $20 April 1st, 1SB6. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; with $1,000 added, the second to receive 8200
and the third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any
three-year-old stake race of the value of $1,000 to
carry X lbs.; of £1,500, 5 lbs ; of three or more three-
year-old stake races of any value, 7 l*:s. extra
Maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

THE DREXEL STAKES.

A sweepstakes for colts three years old (foals of
1883);$luo entrance, h. f . ; or only $10 if declared
outon or before February 1st; or §20 April 1st, 1886.
All declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; with $1,000 added, the second to receive $200
and the third $100 out of Ihe stakes. Winners of any
three-year-old stake race of the value of $1,000 to
carry 3 lbs.: of $1,500. 5 lbs. ; of three or more three-
year-old stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maid-
ens allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

THE SHEKII>A> STAKES.

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1863);
SI 00 entrance, h. f. ; or only $10 if declared out on or
before February 1st; $20 April 1st, I860. All declar-
ations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1,500 added, the second to receive $300 and the
third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any three-
year old stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3
lbs.; of $1,500, 5 lbs. ; of three or more such stakes
of aay value, 7 lbs extra. Maidens allowed 10 lbs.
One mile and a quarter.

The Perfection
Driving" Bit.

£Lam.'/j2$.

safestiandIbest^fobIgenerai/'use,
To Control and Educate the' Trotter. Roadster.

or Carriage Horse, ami to Break tlte t'olt.
\<» HORSE CAN GET HIS TONGUE OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure i'n I li nir- Side I'll 11 inii
IiUKgiiitfwToii^ue l.*»l li iiit. and will .ot make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR, of Cincinnati, O., writes that it wonted to

his complete satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MURHPY, or Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-
vocates Its use by ever;- horseman as an article of great merit.
The fhrm of HIGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111., say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial." —

-

J

J. W.PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne,Wy„ says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany. N. Y.. says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRTGAN, Great Meadow Farm ,

Comstocks, N Y., claim it is the best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, 0. O, D., with piivilege

of examination. No. 1, nickel. $3; No. 2, ex. nickel, ?4: No. 3, half silver, or oroide, $5: No. 4, full silver

or oroide, 60. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give "Width ol' Mouth, Measuring From Outside ol Cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of InTri-ngemeiits. Imitation?*, or Falsely

Termed Improvements ol' this Rit. T.ooh tor Name and IHife ol' Patent on each

one.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing,

.WITH AN APPENDIX,.
ace Horse and Trotter as

m Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by
Instantaneous Photography.

•Itound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks snag and long."

~Shale$peare,

Tips and Toe Welffllts.—"We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Breedee and Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal„ a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
"Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in. training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
•writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with ns that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, §1; cloth, SI.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

**TIps and Toe Weights." a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breeder and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, bis arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from bis famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a Btep on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in bis conclusions or
not.be will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe "Weights.— J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and thB best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder and Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—.N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no rlay °r expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20^. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send SI.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20j, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he got a record of 2:21)3, last half in 1:13$; first money in purse at Sacramento,
$500; second money at Stockton, $250; the Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo, $870, making a cash
return for the season of $4,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put m
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*

of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. I anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a frail stock of the celebrated

J- Fennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are bow in use by all the principal Breeders
an.

I
Trainers throughout the United States. I Shall

Offer thein lit low prices, and from their superior At.
ting qualities and the excellent materials ased they aie
pronounced by experts the cheapest hoots umde.

.1. 0'KA9TC*?6? Market St..

WhnieHnle ami rciuil dealer In Harness and Saddlery
Goods ot all muds.

John A. McKerron,

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A S|m eiall).

280 & 332 Ellin St., opp.Fftahlou Stable, San J
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The Ingleside.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESEDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-
venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History. Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientino men
on topics of popular interest.

SVIZt IAI, FEATURES.
Albert Delpi I, tbe great Frenc* writer, will

contribute a weekly letter to tbe Isgleside, on the
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.

These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."

BUI Nye writes each week exclusively for tbe
Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Inqle-
slde has secured the services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines
Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:

The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble. The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, 33 00 ; eli months,

81.75; three mouths, $1.00; by carrier.in the city, 35
cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at
reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE INGEESIDE, 719 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht

on Wheels.
The Ingleside w^is recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of £60,00(1. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe, Williard Wells.
H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

YBRBABUBNA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED IN THE AMERICAN JERSEY CATTLE CLITB OF NEW VORK.»

Henbt Patot. Isaac Upham.

Patot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AND I.1IPOKTIM;

Booksellers,
STATIONEES,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

204 Sausome Street, Near Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRY WALSH,

Snp't Running Hoise Dep't,
Palo Alto Stock Farm.

A. Ewing. 0. 8. Ewing.

Pool Room Saloon,
«IO OCPONT STREET.

Killip k Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Erfedeb and Sportsman. N. Y. Spirit, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wines, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWING BROS., Proprietor*.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San FranciBCo.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. 8. HALEY, Sec'y

rtarSend for circular.^

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 391 Natoma St

JEBBE1" BELLE or bcituate 25 lbs., i OZB.

RECORDS OF FOUNDATION STOCK:
MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT. 36 fbB. 121 ozs.. 1 I EUROTAS, 778 lbs. in 11 months.
week, A. J. O. C. test; 867 lbs. 143 ozs. in 11 months j MOS PLAISIR, 18} lbs., 1 week.

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 24 ozs., 1 week, A. J. \ PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 124 ozs. in 7 days.
C. C. test.

j

BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. 44 ozs., 1 week. Young animals of both sexes for sale.

Her likeness above.

Butter Recoid of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
RIOTER ALI'IIEA FAMILY.

EUROTAS, 788 lhs. 1 oz., in 11 months 6 days. I PYRRHA, 17 lbs 6k ozs., in 7 days.
BOMBA, 221bs. 7 ozs., in 7 days. | LADY ALICE of HILLCREST, 16 lbs.14* ozs., in 7 days.
PHJEDRA, 21 lbs. 114 ozs., in 7 days. I LILY OF MAPLE GROVE. 16 lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 days.
TORFRIDA, 19 lbs. 13 ozs., in 7 days. |

CORN, 16 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 days.

COOSIASSIE FAMILY,
ST. ZEANNAISE, 17 Tbs. 8K ozs.. In 7 days.
DAISY BROWN, 17 lbs. I3X ozb., in 7days
LADY' VELVETEEN. 17 lbs. 2 ozs., in 7 davs.
PB.INCESR L'F ASHANTEE, 16 lbs. li ozs.'. in 7 days.
T\r a nrn w t»ti in ttt ic n.o c #>«n ; n fi davsMAWIE BRIGHT, 16 lbs. 6 ozs..
TOR MENTOR'S CI NDRELLA, 10 Ibs.CV ozs.in 7 dayB.
DAISY QUEEN, 16 IbB. i ozB.,in7 daje.

PRINCESS2rt,46fbs..l2*ozs.,in7days.
OXFORD KATE. 39 lbs., 12 ozs., in 7 days.
COOMASSIE. 16 lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.
ONA, 22 Ibs.lU^ozs.. In 7 days.
ISLAND STAR. 21 lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 davs.
KING'S TRUST. IS lbs., ozs., in 7 days.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITl'ATE FAMILY.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 lbs., ozs., in

|
MINNIE OF SCITUATE, H lbs. 4* ozs. in 7 days.

1 vear; 2-=. lbs., 3 ozs., in 7 days. PAULINE VIVIENNE, 16 lbs., 1 o'z.

BELLE OF SCITUATE, 18 lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 days. LILY' SCITUATE, 2i lbs., 9 ozs.
LASS OF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs., in 7 days.

Sept. 5th, 1885. Golden Gate Fair, tbe above herd won 4 first prizes and all tbe herd prizes.
Sept. 17th. State Fair, won in first, 2 second, 3 herd prizes, and gold medal for meritorious exhibit.
Best Bull of any age or breed with 3 of his calveB, prize §100, given to the Jersey bull Jack Low.

HENRY PIERCE. San FranciBco.

lerseys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle Club of New York sell as jrra«
at liall-price in tlie East.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
tlie State.

REFERENCES.
J. S, Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Cabb, Salinas.
R. P. Sabgent. Gilroy. John Boqgs, Colusa.

P. A. FrNiGAN, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland £
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we" feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in the State . We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those bo successfully held at the East. We will be
pleasedtoentei into correspondence with parties de-
Biring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
wiU be made on coinmiBsion and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion. KILUP A CO.. 116 Montgomery Btreet.

BUT DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

FOR SALE

The Greatest Speed.

The Best Blood,
The Best Living Representative of the

Pilot, Jr., Family, Except Bayard.
The Steel-Gray Stallion

Davenant 1095,
Foaled 1879.

Four-year-old record 2:49}, with a few weeks'
handling.
Brother in blood to Nutwood, 2:182, Meander, 2:26J,

Cora Belmont, 2 :24, Lady Kelso, 2 :29—by same sire

—

dam by same sire.

Sired by Belmont (64.)

Dam Dahlia, (dam ot Dacia, 2:29*1, by Pilot, Jr.,

(12), sire of the dams of Maud S-, 2:08J,and Jay-Eye-
See, 2:10.

Second dam Madam Dudley, dam of Dudley,
four years old, 2:32*, and granddam of Marnbrino
Dudley, 2:22, by Bashaw Horse.
Third dam by May Day. sire of May Queen, 2:26,

and the dam of Lucy, 2 :18£.

Davenant, ll'95, bred by A. J. Alexander, 'Wood-
burn, Ky., weighs in stud form 1,060 Dounds, long,
full tail, good, flat legs, and feet like iron. Started
In three races aB a four-year-old againBt aged horses,
winning two of them; is very speedy; can rush away
a 2:20 gait, and with a preparation can trot In the
teens. Is scarred a little by getting into a barbed
wire fence In 1884; is all right, sound, kind, has no
vice of any kind; is easy handled and driven; is a
sure foal-getter. He is probably the only son of a
Pilot, Jr., mare, out of a mare that produces speed,
forsale. The sons of Belmont, out of Pilot, Jr.,
mares, are becoming noted as sires of speed. Wit-
ness Nutwood and Egmont.
Davenant is a trotter himself ; his Bire gets trot-

ters; his dam produces trotters; hiB granddam pro-
duces trotters, and he should get speed himself, and
ought to more than pay for nimself in one season in
the stud or on the turf. To any one that purchases
him we propose to satisfy them that he has great
speed, and enough to satisfy them of his gameness
and Btaying qualities. Our price is lnw on him

Address DR. J. K. BOYD,
Defiance, Shelby Co., Iowa.

SAN FRANCISCO

Cremation Company.
[Incorporated September 5, 1885.1

Capital Stock $25,000
Divided into 500 shares of the par value of 8o0 each.

217 Shares Have Been Taken.

THE REMAINING SHARES ARE NOW OF-
fered for sale, and may be subscribed fur at the

office of GEN. H. A. COBB, 321 Montgomery street,
where further particulars may be obtained; also at
the office of the Secretary, 109 Battery street. By or-
der of the Board of Directors.

MAX LEVY, Secretary.

UGGIE
UGGIE

and
s

Notice.
Hehbebt H. Brown, M.P. I Geo. H. Holmes,
Nugent W. Bbown, I

0. Bedoe Lowe,

TBAD1NQ A8

BROWN BROS. & CO,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accepl orders from breeders in

Vmerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.

References kindly penniiied to J. B. Haggtn. Esq*,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN ItKOS. A CO..

Wright, Htiaton's Buildings,
Pitt Strret, Sydney,

New Sooth Wales

For Sale.
Black gelding BLAINE, eight years old. Has a

record of 2:31i, third heat; a two-mile record of 5:10i;
has trotted a mile in 2:29J. in a two-mile heat. He
by Pathfinder, dam a Morgan mare. Pathfinder by
French Merrill, of Vermont.
The above horse is sound, without a blemish, and

one of the best pole horses in tbe Stale.

Tor further particulars address

Nt'vada Stable?, 1396 Market Street, s. F.

WAGONS
ANT S)TYLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishinQ

Alterations and Repairs.

OPPIOE AND FACTORY.

13 13 ASD 13 19 MARKET STREET.

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets. San Francisco,

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

Live Stock Agency.
MesBrs. Bruce & Brlen have established a general

Live Slock and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Park
Row, New York city. They are prepared to pur-
chase or sell live stuck of all kindB, Including cattle,
sheep, hogs, dogs, stable outfits, or anything either
useful or ornamental. YVe have on hand a number
of hrst-class horses, ready to race; steeplechasers,
broodmares, stallions, yearlings and weanlings, of
Hie best and mdst desirable strains forsale; also
trotters and pabers of standard blood. Send stamp
for catalogue

.

BRUCE k BRIEN.
41 Park Row, New York City.

P.O. Box3G2.

The "Weekly

Breeder

and

Sportsman.

THE TURF
-AND-

SPORTING

AUTHORITY
Of the Pacific Coast.

Jos. Cairn Simpson, - - - Editor.

Terms of Subscription:

One Year, $5.00
Six Months, 3.00

Three Months, - - 1.50

Advertising Rates made known

on application.

SHORTHORN HERD
FOR SALE.

At the Home Farm Residence uf Henry P. Bowie.
San Mateo* leu minutes' walk from station. ThiH tjprd
of refiibtered rattle \< Ul b»* sold us a whole or singly.
Apply on tlie premlfloe to JOHN M.0LEAK.

Breeder & Sportsman

Publishing Co.,

No. 508 Montgomery St.,

SAN FBANCIS00, 0AL.

P.O. HOY »60S.
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SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1885.

OUR NEW YORK LETTER.

Jerome's Opening Autumn Races—Dewdrop
the Best Two-Year-Old Filly in America—
Alta's Challenge to all Three-Tear-Olds

—General News—Etc., Etc.

Jerome's opening day threw little light on the questions

of age superiority, for while the three stake-winners, Dew-
drop, Longview, and JPontiac, achieved their victories in em-
phatic style, few award to either of the trio the foremost

rank among their fellows. And so, with mellow October at

hand, we have She unusual fact to record of a yet unsettled

condition of affairs as to which is the best two and three-

year-old of the year. Of course, in the former class Ban Fox's

record entitles him to precedence among the champions of

the T. X, C, if we count for naught his two defeats since he

changed owners and trainers, but it would better please the

legion of admirers of the son of King Ban and Maude Hamp-
ton if he retrieves his partly diminished reputation before

snow flies. Ban Fox is not a precocious colt. All his vic-

tories have shown a gradual steady rate of progress, until his

last win, the Monmouth Stallion Stakes, placed him on the

top round of the ladder, it being unquestionably the best ex-

hibition of the year by a two-year-old. Some will point as a

better race to Portland's defeat of the Stallion Stakes victor in

the Select Stakes the week after, when the Dwyer's black

colt ran the distance a quarter of a second faster than was re-

corded in the Stallion States, but no one who remembers the

distinst character of the two events will hesitate for an in-

stant to give Ban Fox the most credit. Considering his poor

beginning in the Stallion Stakes Ban Fox ran the sis furlongs

close to 1:14, after a supreme effort in the last quarter, the

equal of which by a two-year-old does not live in the mem-
ory of the present generation of racegoers. Therefore, even

if Ban Fox fails to get to the front again this season, the pop-

ular verdict will award him the pride of place among the two-

year-olds of 1S85. Kirknian, the Glengarry colt, has recorded

such an unbroken series of victories at Chicago, St. Louis,

and Louisville this Fall that though he has not beaten much,

his mile in 1:45. for the Walnut Hill Stakes last week, stamps

him as possessing stamina as well as speed. He has now won
nine out of eleven starts, his only defeats being by Duke of

Norfolk at Chicago, and by Tartar at Saratoga, an average of

merit that few youngsters of the year can point to. It is a

pity that Mr. Cassidy's colt could not have been brought

East this Fall, for it is likely he would have been a thorn in

the side of some of the cracks.

Dewdrop's victory was one of the easiest Nursery wins on

record, as it certainly was the smallest field that ever con-

tested the stake, notwithstanding that the entry-list was

almost the largest in its history, two incongruities not easily

reconciled. But the four starters on Saturday last repre-

sented the interests of nearly one-third of the entire lot, and

the fortunes of the season's campaign had settled the chances

of most of the others. As a race the twentieth Nursery

Stakes was a mere gallop for the winner, who is undoubtedly

a good filly, her style of galloping being very taking to the

eye, of the long and low order. The other three fillies were

no match for Dewdrop in this race. Charity not running her

as close as she did at Sheepshead Bay, where in three meet-

ings between the two Sensation's daughter twice proved vic-

torious. Biggonnette seemed a trifle stiff in her preliminary,

having hit herself on Friday in her work, and she ran a most

moderate race for a filly who ran second in the Great Stal-

lion race at Monmouth. That fall she got at Saratoga is evi-

dently yet making'iiself felt with the Carolina filly, and she

will need a Winter's rest to recover from its dire effects.

Alta's bold challenge to all three-year-olds, Volante and

Wanda preferred, drawn forth by the Sportsman's remarks

last week, is creditable to the Pacific colt and his party, as

showing the confidence they evidently feel in the son of

Norfolk. That it will be accepted is to be hoped will be the

case, for it is jast such races as these that are welcomed as

evidence of the healthful rivalry brought out by our national

pastime. Alta is a colt that has shown undoubted merit, and

yet, as was said last week, it will require something more

than his late win at Coney Island to place him at the top of

the tTee among three-year-olds. None who have taken the

trouble to peruse these columns can have failed to notice how
we have always given extra credit, as it were, to the Cali-

fornians who have come among us, as indeed befitted their

enterprise and pluck, but at the same time, while leaning as

far towards the side »f the Pacific Slouers as is consistent, it is

the part of the chronicler of turf events to be impartial in

wieghiug awards of merit. The writer had apersonal acquaint-

ance with both the sire and dam of this colt Alta. Norfolk,

when he defeated. Tipperary, Eagle, Kentucky, etc., at Patter-

eon, in 1S64, and he saw Ballinette run against MollieMeCarty,
four-mile heats, at San Francisco, in 1S76. It is very natural,

therefore, that he should take great interest in Alta, and be
pleased to see him set the seal on his performances of this
year by winning another race snch as is proposed. Should
it take place at Washington or Baltimore, it is possible that
all the cracks would take part, and the race would prove to

be the great event of the closing season.
Brookdale's spell of ill-lnck this year has been something

remarkable. At Jerome Park Spring meeting the all black se-

cured two purses and the Harlem Stakes by the aid of Pam-
pero, Masher, and Mikado, but since then fortune's favors
have been very charily distributed in their direction. Duplex's
and Longstop's purse wins at Sheepshead Bay, and the
Julietta colt's ditto at Monmouth Park, constituted the entire
results of the long Summer racing season, and the stable did
not start a horse at the Sheepshead Bay September meeting.
Jerome has, however, opened auspiciously for Brookdale
with Buckstone's clever win on Saturday last, and it is to be
hoped that Mr. Wither's colors will be frequently seen m the
front during the meeting. No more popular colors are seen
on the tnrf than the all black, the public always rallying to

their support en masse, confident that they will get a good
run for their money.
Longview, by Longfellow, has certainly been a lucky in-

vestment for the Lamasneys. His win for the Jerome Stakes
was worth nearly three thousand dollars, which coupled with
the purse he won at Sheepshead Bay on the last day of the
meeting has more than won him out, exclusive of bets.

Contraiwise, it would seem, as if those in the colt's own
stable knew very little of the real merits of its inmates to let

one of the best three-year-olds in it go for a comparative song.
Longview's running in public ever since he was first stripped
at Baltimore has been of a much more consistent character
than that of Saltpetre's, whatever the latter may have done in

private. Certainly Longview is bred for a distance performer,
his dam Fanny Malone, being by Jack Malone, out of Fanny
Barrow, by imp. Albion; grandam Ann Chase, by imp.
Leviathan, etc., one of the toaghest of our old-time racing
families. Of course too much stress must not be laid on the
colt's late win, for it was a poor race taken as a whole, the
only part of it where any speed was shown being the last six

furlongs, but enough was sbowh to emphasize the great
promise of the colt for nest year.

The result of the Champagne Stakes on Tuesday more
than emphasizes the above remarks concerning Dewdrop.
Her easy win with 122 lbs., including 10 lbs. penalty, was the
very best thing done this year by a filly of her age, and in

her present form it is not certain that she is not as as good as

Ban'Fox was at his best. On Sunday Dewdrop worked a

mile at Jerome, in company with Pontiac, in 1:48, carrying
US lbs., which explains the persistent backing she received

on Tuesday against Inspector B. The latter is a good, hon*
est colt, but not in the top notch by any means, and the

stories of his superiority to Portland, when the latter was
good, are now shown to have been moonshine. Kegina, a
fine-looking filly from the Preakness stable, made her turf

debut in this race, and she was the medium of quite a "tip,"

some big money going on her for a place. By Spendthrift,

out of the dam of Dutch Boiler, Regina ran fairlv well for a

first attempt, and she will bear watching in future. All the

honors of the race, however, belong to Dewdrop, whose sire,

Falsetto, owned at Woodburn, will now come in for increased

patronage. By Enquirer, out of an Australian mare, he is

rarely bred.
Scotland, foaled 1S61, by Bonnie Scotland, out of Young

Fashion, by imported Monarch; grandam Fashion, by iiu-

Dorted Trustee, etc., has now another winner in addition to

G. B. Morris5 colt Bonnie S. This is the three-year-old filly

Kalata, who won the Bruce Stakes in the mud at Louisville,

on Tuesday last, beating Hazares, Volante, and others.

Kalata is out of Calamity, by King Lear; grandam Crownlet,

by imported Australian, etc., and is thus seen to be very
stoutly bred. At last accounts old Scotland, now 24 years
old, was the property Mr. J. M. Simpson of Illinois.

Yours, Pacific.
New York, Sept. 30, 1885.

Considering the way two-year-olds are ridden, it is really re-

markable that there are any three-year-olds of good quality left.

Take a young thing that is sent to the post for the first time.

Nervous, eager, high-strung, it minds the slightest suspicion

of a touch with the spur. Breakaway upon breakaway grad-

ually induces it to disassociate the idea of running to the best

of its ability, and tlieu when the flag really does fall, and the

young 'uu is thoroughly exhausted with its fretting and
jfi exertions, and the whip descends upon its quivering

flanks, what wonder if it rebels, and Ending that its ability is

nut equal to the demands put upon it, refuses to go on, and
fighte:

A Recollection of Sam Chifney.

In 17SS the Prince, afterwards King George the Fourth,
obtained the Blue Riband by means of his horse Sir Thomas,
which beat ten competitors. His Royal Highness experienced
a rather troublesome time of it during his connection with
the turf, which began in 17S4, and was carried on with great

ardor for a period of two years, when, from his greatly

embarrassed circumstances, he was compelled to relinquish
racing till his debts had been settled. Upon his return to
Newmarket in 17SS he once more threw himself earnestly
into the pleasures of sporting life. In October, 1789, on the
Prince being accused of complicity in a supposed falsely ran
race, in which His Royal Highness' horse Escape was ridden
by the celebrated Samuel Chifney , one of the great horsemen
of his day, he again retired from the turf. Explanations were
demanded on the following day, when the same horse, ridden
by the same jockey, won a race with great ease. Chifney
niads an affidavit, and was also examined on the occasion by
several gentlemen at the request of the Prince, whilst the
ptewards of the Jockey Club also inquired into the case.
There was, of course, what may be termed a "profound sen-
sation" over the affair, about which much was written, and
much more was said. But, despite the inquiry and affiadavit,
His Royal Highness was told by Sir Charles Bunbury that if

he suffered Chifney to ride his horses they would go to the
post alone.as none of the noblemen and gentlemen then racing
would suffer their horses to run against him. Rather than
sacrifice his jockey, in whose honesty he believed, the Prince
retired from the tnrf, bestowing at the same time a pension
of two hundred guineas a year on, as he thought, his much-
maligned servant. Chifney published a pamphlet on tee
subject, which is now very rare, and it his been said of the
Escape scandal that it was "enveloped in a crowd of lies."
When, as George the Fourth, after much entreaty, the King
returned to the pursuit of his favorite pastime, he once more
took up with Chifney, and continued his services in connec-
tion with the royal stud. Till the day he died George the
Fourth continued, to take a very keen interest in racing
matters; while on his deathbed one of his horses ran in the
Ascot Cup, and so interested was the King that he had a
messenger engaged, who was charged to come express with
the result of the race, which, unhappily, was that His
Majesty's horse was last.

—

Bailey's Magazine.

Mr. W. H. Wilson of Abdallah Park, Cynthiana, Ky., on
Sept. 25, sold his stallion, Wilson's Mambrino Patchen (for-

merly Byerly Abdallah, No. 1S56), sire of Jerome Turner,

(2:17i), to Mr. Chas. B. Allaire, Richwoods Stock Farm,
Peoria, HI. Mr. Wilson bought the horse last January, and,
in consequence of the death of 'his sire, the great Mambrino
Patchen, changed Byerly Abdallah's name to Wilson's Mam-
brino Patchen after he had been selected to till the dead
monarch's place in Lexington. Mr. Allaire was the owner
of Voltaire, (2:20.1), who died two years ago. Immediately
thereafter, Mr. Allaire bought of Mr. Wilson one-half of the
similarly bred stallion, Indianapolis, (2:21), and the
partners kept him in Peoria. Recently Mr. Wilson, noting
the great promise of his score of Indianapolis colts, two and
one year olds, offered Mr. Allaire the Patchen stallion for
his half of Indianapolis. The offer was accepted, and
Indianapolis returns to his old place in the Abdallah Park
stud.

Drivers do grow old like other men, but the extract from a
conversation with Ed. Either gives his idea why some of

them are prematurely gray:

"Age tells upon a driver, doesn't it?"

"Oh, I don't know. Orrin A. Hickok has been walking
up through the century for many a year now, but when he
came East with St Julien the boys thought he was young
enough. I guess I am about the youngest of the drivers that
have had good ones and I have had two. I am two years
younger than Splan, I think, and he is about thirty-six years
of age. It isn't so much the work of the profession that
makes u« old. The sporting editor and the crank judge are
what takes the sap out of us."

J. L. McCord of Sacramento, has sold to Wm. Ash, Berlin,
Cal., a line bay team, Billy Noble and Fillmore, for $900.
Billy Noble is by Tom Benton, dam by John Nelson,
more is by Dave Hill, and the pair was one of the
teams shown in the capital city. Mr. McCurd also
the same party a brown colt, three years old, by Tom
forS&)<;.
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THE GOT.
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.

Star {*) indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Bail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer....

Spotted Fawn.
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

California State Sportsman's Association.

The fifth animal meeting of the State Association was held

at Chico, Butte county, beginning Oct. 1st, at 10 a. m., and

continuing through the evenings of Thursday and Friday.

The last meeting was held at Los Angeles, and at that meet-

ing the delegates from the Butte County Sportsman's Club

were strenuous in their demands that the next meeting

should be held at Chico.

It required no great argument to secure the consent of the

Association to meet in Butte county. Chico is reasonably

accessible, is in a flourishing part of the State, and has a

reputation for jollity and good sportsmanship among its gun

club men that is wide spread, and is, perhaps, in a degree

exaggerated.
For this vear the Directors, at the urgent request of a

member of "the Board, decided to permit all who desired to

enter forthe tournament matches. This was done in the hope

that many of the non-affiliated sportsmen of the State would

become interested enough to join the organization and push

its interests. To say that the experiment proved a failure,

would be a mild statement. Very few attended, and fewer

still participated either in the discussions of the meetings

proper, or in the shoots which were incidents of the

convention.
It is true that several of the most respected and most

'thorough sportsmen in the State, such as Judge Freer, Mr.

Lou Rose, Mr. N. A. Harris, Mr. Sol. Davissonand Mr. W. J.

Morgan, all of Butte county, and Messrs. Neil Loynachau,

Mr. John H. Burnett of San Francisco, joined the State As-

sociation, but even such a complement caunot atune for the

failure to attend of that great number uf good, keen, inter-

ested men all over the State who shoot aud fish and are in-

terested in the preservation of game aud the enforcement

of the game laws.

The delegates and visitors from San Francisco and vicin-

ity went to Chico on Sept. 30th. The ride was a hoi aud

dusty one, and would have been almost unendurable, except

for the cheerful pertinacity with which Mr. Robinson bom-

barded everybody with stale, old, poetical quotations, and

little stories. At Suisun Mr. Donaldson joined the party,

aud at Elmira Mr. Henry Bassford added his smiling phiz

and perfect good nature. A delay of three and a half hours

at Sacramento gave time to visit places of interest in that

city, and to meet several of the sportsmen there. Mr. N. E.

White politely showed us about aud made it as pleasant as it

could be with the thermometer at 100 degrees.

Leaving Sacramento at 2:30 p. M., the train rolled along up
the valley, occasionally spurting a little and passing a tree in

good stvle.

At Marysville Messrs. Fletcher, Byrne, Jr., Berg and

Roberts from Grass Valley, met and joined the delegates, and
were sad by turns, and wild by fits, as we sweltered along

toward Chico. That city was reached safely about

6:30, and the visitors were warmly and vocif-

erously received with every possible expression

of concern for their welfare by the hackmen of the city.

After being handled about by rival drivers, a gentleman of

commanding presence and stern voice appeared and an-

nounced himself a Committee on Reception from the Chico

Club. He directed the delegates to various good stopping

places, and kindly opened his pleasanthome to Mr. Robinson

and the Secretary of the Association. Necessary ablutions

performed, everybody strolled about the beautiful little city,

meeting acquaintances or making them, and enjoying the

dry. balmy air of evening in the Sierra foothills.

On Oct. 1st, at 10 o'clock a. m., Mr. Robinson, Chairman
of the Board of Directors, called the Convention to order in

HenarieHall, and made a few appropriate remarks. On motion

of Mr. Fletcher, of Grass Valley, the Chair appointed Mr.

Fletcher and Mr. Wm Thomas, of Chico, a Committee on
Credentials to report at 8 o'clock in the evening.

The Convention then adjourned to the shooting ground.

In the evening of Oct. 1st, at 8 p. M., the body was again

called to order by Chairman Robinson, and the Committee on
Credentials reported as entitled to seat as delegates, Messrs.

E. A. Roberts aud Wm. Thomas, representing the Gun Club

of San Francisco; Messrs. N. B. Scott and H. A. Bassford the

Tule Belle Club, of San Francisco; Messrs. A. L. Thiel and
Park Heushaw the Butte County Sportsmen's Club; Messrs.

liobinsou and Ed Fay the California Wing Shooting Club of

San Francisco; Messrs. Geo. Fletcher and Mr. Byrne, Jr., the

GraSB Valley Sportsman's Club, and Hon. A. B. Dibble the

Recreation Gun Team of Los Angeles. A quorum being

present the Chairman announced the Association ready for

business.
The minutes of the Los Angeles meeting were read and

anproved. A report of Director Ramon E. Wilson, relative

to expenditure of the sum of §100 placed in his hands by
the Fish Commission, was read and placed on file. It ap-

peared from the report tha' ill of the money except the sum
of $25, uow on hand, had been employed wisely, and after

consultation wi h the board of Directors.

The report of the Treasurer, Dr. S. E. Knowles, was road

and Hied, and showed the Association to be solvent, and with

a balance of about S200iu the Treasurer's hands. The Sec-

retary's report gave a detailed statement of the transactions

of his office for the year. It related the official acts of the

Association, and went into particulars about the prosecutions

directly instituted by the body, and also those indirectly for-

warded. Suggestions were made as to what should be done

to secure aud enforce proper laws, and a plea was advanced

for increased individual activity.

The report was ordered filed. An address by the Presi-

dent, Hon. M. M. Estee, was read, and listened to with

interest. Director Ramon E. Wilson had prepared aud seut

to the meeting a valuable resume of the year's labnrs of tin1

Board "f Directors, aud its reading was hoard with close

attention and great satisfaction. The Director in very happy

terms expressed his regrets that stringent business demands

prevented his participation in the meeting. He declared his

pride in the pastwork of the body, and his faith in its future,

and in spirited words 'urged the need of more active aud

more judiciously directed work in the line of game protec-

The paper was ordered filed, and on motion of Delegate

E A. Roberts, seconded by Mr. George Fletcher, a resolution

of regret at the absence of Director Wilson, and of thanks

for his communication was ordered, and the Secretary was

directed to transmit a copy to Mr. Wilson.

Judge Dibble, Mr. Geo. Fletcher and the Secretary were

appointed a Committee to prepare proper amendments to the

game and fish laws, for presentation and discussion on the

following evening.

In urging the appointment of the Committee, Judge Dibble

took occasion to rebuke the inertia and luke-warmness of

sportsmen who talk mnch about what should be done but do

nothing. He said Legislature after Legislature met, without

being attended by
1 sportsmen and without taking proper

action in relation to game interests. Legislatures yielded

to aud were moved by what they believed to be popular

demands, and if sportsmen would meet in numbers at the

Capitol during legislative sessions and push their demands,

he was satisfied that legislators would not disregard them.

Mr. Robinson said he thought Judge Dibble was rather too

sweeping in his statements; whatever game laws there were

now or had been, were due to the efforts of sportsmen. Fish

Commissioner R. H. Buckingham urged protection for ducks,

but was opposed by Judge Dibble and Mr. Henry Rogers,

who insisted that both ducks aud mud hens should be killed

whenever possible, because of the injury thoy work to

farmers. He knew of many violations of the game laws and

often wondered why the Association did not attempt to

punish some of the guilty ones. In reply Chairman Robin-

son said that only now and then was it possible to secure,

from a mass of hearsay evidence, such proof as was con-

clusive in courts. He said that out of twenty reported

violations of the laws, perhaps but oue could be pushed to

prosecutiou with any reasonable prospeetof success. After Mr.

Robinson's address, the convention adjourned to meet ou Fri-

day evening. On that evening it convened at 8 o'clock, Mr.

Robinson in the Chair. Election of members being in order,

the following gentlemen were unanimously elected to individ-

ual membership in the Association: Hon. L. D. Freer, of

Oroville Mr. Lon. Rose, of Chico, Mr. Geo. Stevens, of

OrDville, Mr. N. A. Harris, of Oroville, Mr. Sol.

Davisson, of Biggs, Mr. W. J. Morgau, of Oroville,

Mr. Neil Loynachau, of San Francisco; Mr. John H. Buruett,

of San Francisco. __„
Nominations of officers being in order Judge Dibble sug-

gested for President Mr. Crittenden Rohiuson, but Mr. Robin-

sou declined. A Nominating Committee of three was then

ordered appointed, upon motion of Thiel, of Chico, and

Messis. Roberts, of Grass Valley, Thomas, of Chico, and H. A.

Bassford, of Vacaville, were appointed. Mr. Bassford not

being present the Chairman appointed Mr. Fletcher, of Grass

Vallev, in his place, but Mr. Fletcher declined for the reason

that there was already one Grass Valley man on the Com-

mittee. The Chair then appointed Mr. Ed Fay, of San Fran-

cisco, to the vacant place on the Committee, and a recess of

twenty minutes was taken. After recess the Nominating

Committee reported the names of Hon. A. B. Dibble, of GrasB

Valley for President; Hon. L. D. Freer, of Oroville, Vice-

President; H. H. Briggs, Secretary; Doctor S. E. Knowles, of

San Francisco, Treasurer; Ramon E. Wilson, of San Fran-

cisco, Chairman of the Board of Directors; Wm. Thomas, of

Chico, H. T. Payne, of Los Angeles, H. A. Bassford, of Vaca-

ville, and George Fletcher, of Grass Valley, members of the

Board of Directors.

Mr. M. Byrne, Jr., urged the acceptance and adoption ol

the report of the Nominating Committee, aud particularly

argued the fitness of Judge Dibble for the presidency. On
motion of Mr. A. L. Thiel, the report of the Committee was

adopted, and the gentlemen named were declared elected for

the ensuing year.
.

The President elect was placed in the chan by Mr. Robin-

son and in answer to calls outlined the policy which he

should pursue. He said he would endeavor to make the

Association known, and would push its interests in all

quarters. The present Fish Commission had found no

machinery in operation on taking office. Now it had a

swift steam launch, aud could effectually patrol all the lower

river and bay waters of the State. Mr. Robinson made ex-

tended remarks upon the past history of the Association.

An exhaustive discussion of the wisdom of advocating pro-

tection for ducks was Sparticipated in by nearly all those

present and the' Association by vote decided that it was un-

wise to ask for a law protecting ducks. After remarks upon

ways and means for the future effectiveness of the Associa-

tion by Judge Freer, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Fletcher, and others,

the 'body adjourned, to meet in Grass Valley on the first

Thursday in October, A. D., 18S6.

The entertainment of the visitors to Chico during the late

meeting of the State Association was not very well managed.

Internecine strifes had almost broken up the Chico Club aud

there was no great cordiality shown to the visiting strangers.

Mr. Thiel had borne the greater part of the labor of prepar-

ing' for the meetiug, and deserves praise for his success.

Messrs Thomas, Proud, Venard, Walker, and others did all

they could to make the affair pleasant and succeeded pretty

well. They were hearty aud friendly which is all that can

in reason be expected '

The shooting was open to all. This course was an experi-

ment aud did not result so favorably as to justify repeating

it Heretofore the shoots at the annual conventions have

been coufinod to members, and it is probable that they will

henceforth be so limited.

The President elect, Judge Dibble, will provo an excellent

choice He is a man of very wide acquaintance and general

popularity, aud will without doubt, do all that auy one can

do to help along the wearisome work of educating the public

unto appreciation of the wisdom of conserving game and tisb.

The next meetiug of the Association will be hold in the 1 resi-

dent's home town, aud will be an interesting and profitable

one. The capacity of Judge Dibhle as an entertainer is with-

out limit, almost, 'but we venture the belief that he will tax

it in preparing for next year's meeting,

Of th" Vice-President little need be said. He iB well known

and respected throughout all the upper part of the State, aud

his name will add strength

The Board of Directors is an excellent oue. The Chair-

man Mr. Ramon Wilson, has for several terms been a direc-

tor 'ami has proved a faithful and very effective

officer. He wil 1 bring to the work of the coming

year high outhnsiasni and unusual ability.

The Treasurer is widely known as a thoroughly

grounded sportsman and a most estimable man, as well as a

faithful officer. His re-election w'as unauimous, and was an
honor to the Association.

We shall take an early opportunity to discuss the work of

the Convention, and of the body as a whole.

Future of the State Association.

[By Kamon E. Wilson, read at the Fifth Annual Convention.]

I cannot find words to properly express my regret at not
being present with you on this occasion. Circumstances have
recently arisen to prevent it, aud that is all I can say. The
occasion is an oportune one, as all of these annual meetings
are, or ought to be, for the interchange of opinions and ideas,

relative to the proper methods and means of securing protec-

tion to game and fish during the close seasons. I am aware
that there is a great diversity of opinion upon this subject

among those who seem to be the most interested, viz.: sports-

men, and, perhaps, greater than iu any other State in the

Union. The reason for this is apparent, when one takes into

consideration the great extent of Territory within the bound-
aries of our State, aud the difference iu temperature aud cli-

mate between its several parts.

When discussing the question of open and close seasons,

you gentlemen of Butte county and we of San Francisco
should not be unmindful of these differences suggested. In-

dividual preferences or local prejudices should be forgotteu
and laid aside, and the question discussed and a conclusion
reached from the standpoint that laws Bhould be so framed
as to do the greatest good among the greatest number. All

laws are framed upon this principle, and why should our
game laws not be. If by making the close season on quail,

for example, to the 1st of October, will protect

these birds better than by opening the season on the 15th of

Sept., than by all means do not open the season
until the 1st of October. If you are living in a portion of the

State where quail, by reason of the more forwardness of the

season, mature earlier, and are fit to shoot ou the 1st or the
15th cf September, remember that there are many sectionsof

the State where the birds are not or will not be fit to shoot
until the lstof October. In the interestof sportsmen, whom
you love better than any other class of men on earth, in the
interest of everybody who during the season provide, game
for his table, make a sacrifice, don't growl and grumble or

condemn the State Association. We are only a representa-

tive body of men. We have no axe to grind. We are doing
what we do, without compensation, aud no reward other thau
tho regard of our fellow sportsmen, but really most of the

time, condemnation. There is no position in life, that I am
aware of, that one can have, hold or hope to attaiu or retain

without the making of constant sacrifices. The position of a

sportsman is no different from that of any other person. A
sportsman has ever been regarded as synonymous with a gen-
tleman, but a man cannot be a gentleman unless he is self-

sacrificing; and he cannot be a sportsman if he is selfish. I

met a gentleman on the street to-day who li^id just returned
from Lake county, and he told me that the sportsmen up
there were saying hard things against the Association for

having the close season on quail extended to October 1st,

when quail have been large enough to shoot for a mouth.
This fairly illustrates what I have been saying, The man in
Lake county is a "hog" and not a sportsman. He was talk-

ing for himself, forgetting at the time that there were fifty-one

counties in the State besides his to hear from.

It ought to be the pride and pleasure of every man, not alone
sportsmen, but of sportsmen in particular, to make sacrifices

iu the interest of a good cause aud the bodv at large. I have
referred to the close season for quail, merely as illustrating

what I meant to say, aud without regard to the question of

whether the 1st day of October is the proper time or uot for

the opien season to commence.
I repeat, nowis the time, while you are meeting together as

oue body, to lay aside your local prejudices, and make only
such recommendations as will do the greatest good to the

greatest numbers. In my judgment, unless we are willing to

sacrifice our personal feelings and pleasures oue to the other,

we can never expect harmony in our ranks; without har-

mony we cannot accomplish the objects of our organization,

and when that conclusion is reached we might as well

disband.
Gentlemen, we are not going to disbaud. We are growing

more harmonious every year.

We ought to be encouraged into greater activity by the

success of our efforts. I do not hesitate to say as a fact that

our Association has attained a position and slaudiug, where
it is doing, and is capable of doing, and will do, a great deal

of good.
Gentlemeu, we cannot put a .stop altogether to the

slaughter of deer for hides, or to the killing of does or fawns,

or the trappiug of quail, or to illegal fishing, iu oue season or

in two, or even more, but we can and will stop it iu time.

One thing at least has been accomplished: not a pound of

venison or a feather has been seen or sold iu the markets of

our city duriug the past season, aud I presume the same can

be said of every city or town in the State. That men living in

remote places from cities and towns where fresh meat either

caunot be obtained without difficulty, or perhaps uot nt all,

will kill game out of season to supply their own table, is not

to be wondered at; bat such men will never deplete Ihe

country of its game. All we cau hope or expect to do, and
that we certainly will, is to stop all willful violations of the

game laws. The time will come when it will be as much of

a dishonor and a disgrace for a man who calls himself a

sportsman, or who is foud of the rod or gun, to violate the

game laws, as it is to commit petty larceny. Let us hail the

coming of that time soon, and welcome it with joy. The
time will soon come when the mau who says "d n the

game laws" will himself be very summarily aud quickly

damned.
While speaking of the prosperity of the Association, of the

good it has done and the good it can do, I disclaim intend-

ing to praise any individual, or set. Let the credit be given

to whom it is due. Sportsmen's clubs have been showing an

unusual amount of activity during the season just passed

New clubs have been organized aud more prosecutions havi

been commenced aud successfully concluded than in an?

previous season that I know anything about. Some e

these prosecutions have beeti iuaugurated iu remote portion i

of the State, where oue was neverknown of before.

The Association is iu sympathy with the Fish Commission-
ers, and we have every reason to believe that the Commission
is in sympathy with our objects. They have materially aided

ub in the past, ami for one I trust we will secure their co-oper-

ation for the future. Iu many respects our interests and
theirs are in common, and with harmony existing between us

a great deal of good can be done, which, perhaps, either aloue

could uot accomplish.
As there will be no meeting of the Legislature before

another meeting of the Association, at this meeting }'ou cau

hardly do more in the way of busin.ess than to lay out your
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work for the coining year. I trust among other things you
will appoint a committee with instructions to report at your
next meeting such amendments to the game laws as experi-

ence and the necessities of the occasion have taught us,

ought to be made.
Gentlemen, I beg to call your attention to a matter of the

most vital importance to the Association, and that is, the

necessity of enlarging our membership both by individuals

and clubs. We are not beggars or paupers. There is a little

money in our treasury, and we do not owe any money, but
our sphere of usefulness can be greatly increased by additions

to our numbers, for in numbers there is strength, and in-

crease of membership means more funds in our treasury.

While we expend no money for salaries, office rent or lux-

uries, yet we need money to aid the successful prosecution
of the work. The largest expense incurred is in the pecuniary
aid so frequently given in the prosecutions of cases outside

of San Francisco. If this could be supplemented by the

occasional offer of rewards the good work would be greatly

helped.
I make the suggestion hoping that each member will use

his best endeavor to secure additions to our ranks. A large

body of men working in harmony can do more good than
small bodies working independently, and therefore there is

every reason why there should not be a club in the State

which does not belong to the Association.

Gentlemen, while I am not with you in person I assure

you I am in spirit. I believe in the State Association. I

believe it is the only medium through which field sports can
be brought to that high standard they so justly deserve, and
game protection secured.
You have my most sincere good wishes for continued suc-

cess and prosperity, and the assurance of my aid andsupport
in all you seek or undertake to accomplish.

Address of President M.M-Estee-

[Read at the Fifth Annual Convention of the State Association.]

California State Sportsman's Association: Gentlemen:

In presenting my annual report as your President, it would
hardly seem necessary to add more than to refer to the elab-

orate report ofyour Secretary, and the financial report of 3 our
Treasurer, but in retiring from the position which your par-

tiality has permitted me to hold for the last two years, I may
be pardoned for submitting a few suggestions for your
consideration.

The fish and game laws of the State have generally been

observed during the past year. In some remote sections deer

are still killed for their hides and not for food. The people

who live in these distant and remote localities must them-

selves see to it that the laws are enforced, or very soon they

will find themselves deprived of one of the most important

articles of food. I may here remind yon that the game and

fish laws of the State are not intended to be in the interest

of sportsmen, nor indeed to give a field for the exercise of

gun practice, nor to learn the art of fishing, but rather to

secure cheap food for the people.

The public policy which dictates the passage of these laws

is to protect fish and game so that the food supply of the

community from these sources will be continuously and
largely increased and cheapened. No persons are so deeply

interested in enforcing the fish and game laws as are the con-

sumers themselves.
Pish has always formed a great part of the food of the

human family, and largely entered into the food consumption

of every civilized community.
The bays and estuaries of this State, as well as the large

rivers emptying into the sea formerly swarmed with salmon

and other valuable food fish.

Within the past few years, notwithstanding the most earn-

est effort which has been made by the Fish Commissioners,

and by the most enlightened law-makers of your State, the

salmon has very largely decreased in numbers and quantity.

I have been informed during the past year that myriads of

small fish are caught in the bay of San Francisco, and in the

rivers emptying into that bay, by Chinese fishermen, and

dried and sent out of the Slate, notwithstanding the constant

vigilance of officers, and the earnest attention of the Fish

Commissioners. It is therefore the part of wisdom for your

Association to band yourselves together for the protection of

fish and game. The deer law is generally successfully en-

forced. Very few instances have come to my knowledge

within the past year, where does andfawns have been killed.

If that law can be successfully carried out, there can be no

doubt but that the number of deer in the mountain districts

and in the boundless forests of this State will increase, in-

stead of decrease, for they live upon nothing that other food

animals would likely eat, and theretore do not by their pre-

sence in these wild regions displace any other animal.

Within the last few years black bass has ibeen introduced

into many of the ponds and reservoirs and still fresh waters

of this State, and have multiplied with amazing rapidity.

This fish is one of the finest found in American fresh waters.

It thrives in ponds, deep holes, in rivers, and generally in

still water. There are many places in the Sacramento river

above the confluence of the Feather river, where the water

is deep and comparatively still, and where these fish will

crow in unnumbered quantities. I beg to recommend that a

few be planted there to test the result, if for no other pur-

pose. They can be obtained for nothing in many parts of

the State, and especially in the large reservoirs and ponds

around San Francisco.

During the past year I have received many complaints

about the great destruction of grapes and grain caused by

quail, and notably so in Sonoma county. I would beg to

remind the sportsmen, that now the season has opened, if

they would hope to maintain the law relative to the protec-

tion of quail in its present condition, they had better seek

these localities where quail are said to be so abundant, and

depopulate them.
In conclusion, permit me to say, that while I now take

1 and shall always feel the greatest interest in the protection

* of game and fish as a matter of public concern, and in the

s interests of the people, yet the many calls upon my time

have, in the past and will in the future, render it impossible

for me to give the attention to the duties of the position I

t hold that should be given to it.

I therefore, after thanking you for the confidence you

have so kindly reposed in me, and assuring you again that I

will always feel an abiding interest in your Association, beg

to decline the honor, should itbe tendered me, of a re-election.

Elsewhere in this paper, the American Clay BirdCompany,

Mr. J. E. Miller, manager, advertises its artificial target. The
American Clay Bird is shot at, and endorsed as the best arti-

ficial target made, by such well-known experts as Mr. Andy
Headers, Mr. H. McMurchy, Mr. Dick McGraw, and others.

We learn that an opportunity will soon be offered to sports-

men here to try their hands at the new bird.

Sportsman's Association of the Northwest-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In the month of June,
ItiSJ, a two days' tournament was held at Portland, Oregm,
under the management of the Multnomah Rod and Gun
Club of that place. At the conclusion of the two days' shoot,
the visiting sportsmen, among whom were members of sports-
men's clubs from Eugene City, Oregon, and Vancouver,
Walla Walla, Seattle, Washington Territory, were banqueted
in a royal manner by the Multnomah Club, at which time,
among other topics of interest, that of the organization of a
general league of all of the sportsmen of the Northwest Coast
was touched upon. The advantages of such an organization
as a means of securing better and more uniform legislation,
cementing together more closely the scattered sportsmen, and
in every way advancing the cause of game protection and
sportsmanship, were at once apparent to every one. It was
then resolved that it was the sense of the sportsmen there
assembled that such an association should be formed during
the coming Summer, and it was tacitly agreed that a prelimi-
nary meeting should be called by the Seattle Club. Accord-
ingly, about the 1st of August circulars were issued by the
Rod and Gun Club of Seattle, calling a convention of sports-
men for the purpose of organizing an association of the
sportsmen of the Northwest. As the various clubs, however,
are so widely separated, the Seattle Club felt that a good
attendance could not be had without an additional incentive.
With this idea, preparations were made for a grand live bird
tournament, and seven hundred live birds were procured
from California. A two days' programme, with liberal prizes
was prepared and circulated through the country, and all

arrangements were made for a good shoot, to be followed by
an old-fashioned clam-bake on the third day. The tourna-
ment took place as arranged on the 21st and 22d. The
attendance from abroad was small, but nevertheless a very
successful and enjoyable shoot was had. The visiting sports-
men were unable to spend but two days with us, so that the
clam-bake had to be dispensed with.
On the evening of the 21st the following named gentlemen

met for the organization of the association: W. L. Chapman,
David Monastes, T. Davis and E. W. Moore, of Portland, W.
D. Close, of Kalama, E. A. Strout, of Vancouver, Stewart
McClure, of La Camas, Mr. Bell, uf Tiieoma, and Judge 0.
Jacobs, L. S. Booth, F. B. Boarman, Josiah Collins, J. W.
Edwards, W. A. Hardy, J. N. Jacksun, H. H. Lewis, J. D.
Lowmau, J. H. McGraw, H. MeMiekeu, J. F. McNaugkt, W.
H. Pumphrey, W. A. Perry and M. W. Stackpool, of the home
club.

On motion, M. W. Stackpool was elected Chairman, pro
tarn, and H. H. Lewis, Secretary, pro tern.

On motion, ordered that every sportsman present be recog-
nized as a delegate to the convention.
A committee of five on organization was then appointed,

consisting of Messrs. Chapman, Jacobs, Strout, Close, and
Bell.

On motion, ordered that said committee present Constitu-
tion on to-morrow evening.
The meeting then adjourned, to meet on the following

evening.
On the 22d the meeting was called to order at the same

time, and with the same attendance.
The Committee on Organization then presented the Consti-

tution to the meeting.
On motion, it was ordered that it be considered section by

section, which was done, and the Constitution, with some
slight changes, was adopted.
The Assoeiation then proceeded to the election of perma-

nent officers, and the following named gentlemen were duly
elected

:

President, Judge O. Jacobs, Seattle, W. T.; 1st Vice-

President, D. Monastes, Portland, Or.; 2d Vice-President,
William McMicken, Olympia, \V. T.; 3d Vice-President,

Doc. Eberly, Eugene City, Or.; Secretary and Treasurer,
H. G. McDonald, Portland, Or.; Directors, W. L. Chapman,
Portland, Or.; W. F. Spencer, Portland, Or.; Dr. Jay Tuttle,

Astoria, Or.; Mr. Reams, Jacksonville, Or.; Tex. Arberry,
Walla Walla, W. T.; J. D. Lowman, Seattle, W. T.; W. B.

Blackwell, tacoma, W. T.; W. ID. Close, Kalama, W. T.;

H. C. Pettitt, Snohomish, W. T.; F. W. Beers, Vancouver,
W. T.
On motion, ordered that the Secretary be instructed to

communicate with the various sportsmen's clubs in Idaho
and British Columbia, and with the California State Sports-

man's Association regarding the objects of the Association.

A Committee on By-Laws was then appointed, to report at

the next meeting of the Association, said ,committee consist-

ing of W. L. Chapman, H. G. McDonald, J. W. Whalley, 11,

McMicken, and E. A. Strout.

Ordered that the President at his leisure appoint a com-
mittee of five, on legislation, of whom he shall be one.

Kesolutions'were then passed, thauking the visiting sports-

men, the Seattle Club, the various donors of prizes competed
for in the tournament and the press.

The Association then adjourned to meet at Portland, Ore-
gon, on June 4th, 1S85.

The Association may be now considered fairly on its feet,

and it will doubtless be productive of much good.
A few words touching the Seattle Club may not be

amiss. Its organization was perfected in the Winter of

1833-84, with a charter membership of about fifteen,

and it has steadily grown, until it now has a list of

about forty active members, among whom are many tine

shots. The club holds monthly shoots during the close

season at the various flying targets. At the beginning of the

present season, grounds were leased near Seattle, and a per-

manent structure erected for the accommodation of shooters,

with a stand for spectators, bulk-head, etc., and the mem-
bers can now enjoy a day's shooting in a very comfortable
manner. The club has recently commenced raising pigeous,

aud has on hand at the club grounds about three hundred,
which are breeding so rapidly that by next season we will be
entirely self-reliant in that direction.

We have recently met with a great loss by the removal of

our worthy President, M. W. Stackpool, who was the
founder of the Club, and who has done more to keep it to-

gether than any other man. Mr. Stackpool's name is no
doubt familiar to many of your renders, who will recognize in

him a true sportsman in the broades-t sense of the term. The
club hope for the return of "Stack" at no distant day.

Alki.

constitution of the sportsmen's association of the

northwest.

The sportsmen of the State of Oregon aud of the Territory of

Washington, in convention assembled at the City of Seattle,

do ordain as follows:

Article I. This Association shall be called "The Sports-
men's Association of the Northwest," and shall include within
its jurisdiction the State of Oregon aud the Territory of
Washington,

Article II. The fundamental objects of this Association
shall be:

1. The preservation of the food fishes native to the
brooks, creeks, rivers, bays, sounds and other estuaries of
the ocean in the State of Oregon aud the Territory of Wash-
ington, by securing the enactment in said jurisdiction of
uniform, suitable and salutary laws, and by their reasonable
and intelligent enforcement, also by such laws to en-
courage the propagation of other species of food fishes not
native to said State or Territory.

2. To provide by the means aforesaid for the protection
of deer and elk, and for the protection and propagation of
game birds, also for the procuring and planting or sowing of
suitable food plants for said game birds.

3. To foster and encourage a spirit of true sportsmanship
by means of annual or other tournaments.
Article III. The officers of this Association shall consist of

a President, three Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, Treasurer,
and Board of ten Directors. The duties of the President,
Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer shall be such as usu-
ally pertain to snch officers, and such other and further
duties as may be devolved upon them by the orders and By-
Laws of the Association.
The Board of Directors shall have the general management

of the business of the Assoeiation and times of meeting of
the Association, but when specific directions are given by the
Association in convention assembled, they shall be binding on
the Board of Directors.
The duties of the Board of Directors shall be more specifi-

cally defined intheBy-Laws of the Association, and until such
By-Laws are adopted the said Board shall discharge the duties
usually pertaining to such Boards. The number of the
Board shall be ten, and they shall be elected in such manner,
aud at such times as the Association or the By-Laws mav
direct.

Article IV. There shall be a Standing Committee com-
posed of five members, to be appointed by this Association in
the manner it may direct, to take into consideration the
game laws of the Territory of Washington and the State of
Oregon, and to recommend to the Legislatures of each snch
legislation as or changes in legislation as may be deemed
desirable and necessary to secure uniformity and efficiency
in such laws. All vacancies in said committee shall be
promptly rilled by the President. Said committee shall re-
main in office one year.
Article V. Any sportsman's club in the State of Oregon

or the Territory of Washington may become a member of this
Association by reporting to the Secretary of this Association
a completed organization of said club and itj date. Such
clubs shall frum year to year report the number of its mem-
bers to the Secretary of this Association, and shall be entitled
to such representation in the same as shall be fixed by the
By-Laws, or until they are enacted shall have snch represen-
tation as the Board of Directors may provide—provided that
in the absence of any organized club, any sportsman residing
in such State or Territory may attend the meetings of the
Association by signing the Constitution and By-Laws of the
Association.

Article VI. The annual dues for clubs belonging to this
Association shall be and are fixed at one dollar for each
active member of said club, and these annual dues for indi-
viduals not members of organized clubs shall be two dollars;
all of said dues to be collected at the annual meetings of the
Association.
Article VII. This Constitution may be altered or amended

at any of the regular meetings of the Association; one day's
previous notice having been given of the intent to propose
said alteration or amendment, with a statement in writing of
the proposed change, amendment or addition.

A Sportsman of G-otham.

A young man with a far-away, kill deer-out-of-season look
in his eyes, and a laugh in his chest which plainly indicated
that one lung was completely gone and the other was well
along the plank road to paradise, was vainly struggling to

board a Broadway car when a stalwart reporter, who had
been rusticating all Summer in the city, came along, lifted

him gently between his thumb and finger, and softly sat him
down on one of Jake Sharp's Queen Ann cushions.

"Thanks, awfully," whispered the invalid, trembling in
every limb from exertion, and giving vent to a "Gates-Ajar,"
yellow-cab sort of a hacking cough, which went straight to
the alleged heart of the reporter. "You see," he added,
pathetically, "I have just returned from the Adirondacks,
and, really, (hack, hack), I find the New York salt air a
trifle strong at first."

"Ah! Adirondacks, eh?" said the reporter absent-mind-
edly pulling down one of the hang-hard straps for standees
and breaking it into small pieces. "Had a good time, I sup-
pose 'i"

"Splendid, sir! Magnificent! Superb!" gasped the one'
lunged man, his hollow eyes gleaming with enthusiasm.
"For genuine up-and-up sport, sir; for sport with red edges
and a blue ribbon about the middle (hack, hack), commend
me to (hack) nature's pleasure ground, the North woods, sir,

very time. A little rough, sir, (hack, hack), and a ltttle

tough, sir, but just the persimmon, sir, (hack, hack), for an
old sportsman like me."

After rattling the windows for ten minutes with Ja respira-
tory fandaugo which seemed to start the remaining fraction
of lung from its very foundations, the invalid resumed:
"Two weeks ago I went into the woods. I had never

known a day of sickness, and I weighed ISO pounds. I had
always yearned for the wild free life of the Adirondacks,
where no one is troubled by the festering comforts of an effete

civilization; where ho can escape such casual indulgences as
sleep and clean towels, and fresh, vegetables, and beds, and
cows' milk and beefsteaksand Bass' ale aud laundried clothing,

and dry legs, and a cool brain, and fruit, and cockhiils, and
can enjoy the hanpy, untrammeled, starved-half-to-death life

of the untamed savage. Ever since I was a babe 1 have
cried to sleep on the gTound with my toes in the fire, my nose
in the smoke, my back on a gnarled root, and my hands
clutching wildly at the armed horde of mosquitoes, black
flies, punkies, deer flies, hornets, pismires, hundred legged
worms, and other wild, free songsters of the woods. I im-
bibed the longing with my mother's milk (hack, hack), but a
stern papa, tied down by long usage to the effeminate customs
of civilization mentioned previously, cruelly repressed my
dashing ambition and allowed me to yearn and j-earn in vain.
But last Spring we laid papa away to rest, and then— (hack,
hack)—I had the opportunity of trying the woods for myself.
Ah, sir, I found cood indeed. There's nothing sir—(hack,
hack)—there's nothing— (hack, hack)—in the world—(hack,
hack)—for putting blood into a man—blood, sir—like a cou-
ple of weeks in nature's boudoir, sir—(hack, back)— tin- Vd-
irondack woods."
The wreck laughed the car off the track, and the pi

tied reporter wus obliged to get off' and lift it on again.
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"What kind of sport, you ask?" sighed the gay moun-

taineer, leaning his head heavily upon a window sash, while

a bright, but terrible hectic flush mantled his cheek, and

several layers of skin peeled off his rosy nose. "Ah; there

was sport in plenty! stalking for trout and fly-hunting for

deer, glorious ten-mile tramps through the woods, taking

boats and tiftv pound packs and demijohns of whisky,

hedgehog hunting, and steeplechasing of the sparrow and

mosquiloes '
°lack bear and chipmunks; dislocated shoulder

and sprained thumbs. Aye, sir, the whole gamut of sport,

the entire scale in bass and treble clefs of pleasure connected

with a sportsman's paradise."

'Did you say stalking for trout?"

"I did. A glorious amusement. You take your pole and

line and flies and things and get upon a trail in some roaring

mountain torrent choked with huge bowlders. You can

always tell the whereabouts of trout by the large number of

voracious black flies that hover about awaiting the coming of

the huntsman, but having daubed yourself all over (hack,

hack) with oil of tar, and got enough in your eyes to enable

you to see a trout in every tree, you set forth in pursuit of

your game. The bowlders are slippery and the current is as

strong as Adirondack butter. Sometimes you sit down eas-

ily up to your neck in a puddle of icy water; sometimes you

sit down hard and have the best of your spine driven out of

the roof of your head, sometimes you stand on your head in

the midst of the purling brook, and your line and rish-basket

and pole and brandy-flask tie a true lover's knot about your

legs; sometimes you are driven like a catapult down a ripple

and your foot is jammed between two bowlders with a force

that makes you howl with pain. You catch nineteen chubs

and four trouts, aggregating eleven inches in length; 7,692,472

bites from fish and insects, hook a two-pound trout, which

gets away, and go home at night to dry and feast like a king

on fried potatoes, fried shoe leather, fried bread, fried corn

meal, and your four fried trout. Sport? Well, I should say

so! I know it's sport because I've read all about it in Mur-

ray and other authorities."'

"But surely you are wrong about fly-fishing for deer?"

"Not fly-fishing, my dear sir, but fly-hunting (hack, hack),

I see the term is new to you. Ah, what a night was that!

A fly, sir (hack), is a beaver-mellow. The beaver made a

dam", sir, many years ago, aud killed the trees, leaving a

large marshy meadow in the midst of the woods, full of deer

wallows, and muck-holes, and mosquito dens, and bear-

tracks—a sportsman's paradise, sir; a place to thrill the blood

of the true hunter."
Here the narrator relapsed into a comatose condition.

The reporter revived him with a pin.

'T shall never forget that night." he murmured weakly.

"It was last Wednesday. The moon rode high in the

heavens. The forest was like an enchanted grove. Not a

sound but the whispering of the pine needles, the sad calljof the

loon, the dash of tiny waves upon the shore of our beautiful

little Lake Putnam. We bnilt high the fire of our camp, and

left a pail of beans cooking upon the coals against our re-

turn—beans go well with venison—and then we stole softly

through the everglade, knocked our shins against hidden

snags, and felt ourselves filled with poetry and pain. The
fly is reached at last. We smear ourselves with tar oil,

and prepare to await the coming of the red deer. Two
of the party seat themselves in the swamp-grass and

. take in damp enthusiasm posteriori, while the two

huntsmen advance to the middle of the fly, and prepare to

take deer on the fly, so to speak (tee! bee! hack, hack!) Oh,

the mosquitoes. New Jersey is knocked out in one round!

I kill a million as silently as possible and then bury my head

in the mud like an ostrich and fall asleep. The huntsmen
stand like Spartan sphinxes and are soon swollen out of all

recognizable shape. It is a splendid place for deer, though.

The thump, tkururj, of their feet is heard at frequent inter-

vals, aud the crashing of branches and their frightened 'Wh
—h! Wh—h!' as they scent or see some suspicious circum-

stance. Suddenly a grip upon my leg wakes me and I sit up.
" 'A deer,' whispers my companion in misery.

"I strain my ears and hear the sound of a body washing in

the water and mud of the neighboring wallow. All nerves are

now on the alert. Thump! thump! thump! thump! Some-
thing dim and gray and ghastly has flashed across the open.

Great heavens! Can any animal run so fast? It is a deer or

a dream—a will-o'-the wisp. It pauses.

"Wh—h! Wh—h! Wh—h! Wh—h! Wh—h! Wh— h!

"Seven frightened snorts that go through you like a knife.

It has scented the tar oil, and is asking what is the matter.

Biff! bang ! Two guns answer the question. An instant's

silence, a patter of feet for an instant, a great crash in the

woods, and then dead silence.
" 'The deer is ours,' says the gallant guide.

"We tried to find the carcass that night, but it was too

dark in the underbrush, so we went back to camp and ate

our beans. It was a magnificent buck, weigbing about 200

pounds—not the beans, but the deer. That night we slept

with our musquito bites, let the rain soak us as much as it

would, and that was a good deal."

"But did you get the deer?"
"Let me see?" said the invalid, laughing lugubriously.

"This is the street to St. Vincent's Hospital, is it not? Your
arm, please. Thanks, awfully! If you get a chance, try the

Northwoods. There's nothiDg like 'em. Take 'em when
you are young and vigorous, and you may live to get home
alive. Farewell!"

He waved his hand feebly but gayly, and went away with
his remnant of lung to die as peacefully as possible, while

the poor reporter, too poor to get away from the hot and
malarial city, dropped into his favorite chophouse and
lunched lightly upon two beefsteaks, a golden buck, one
marrow-on-toast, and four botties of white label.

—

Ex.

The State Tournament.

On Saturday afternoon the three days' shoot of the State

Sportsman's Association came to a close. In no respect can

the tournament be called a huge success; the local managers

have over fifty dozen live birds on hand. Some of the gun-

ners who came to Chico are not only crack shots but promi-

nent men throughout the State; still their reception in this

Lily was very frigid. They came here aud were scarcely

noticed; they went to the shootinggrounds with a very small

party in company, and only two or three Chicoites did any
bhootiug. The visitors felt the cut keenly, and several left

town before the tournament closed. A. L. Thiel, of this city,

who is one of the Directors of the State Association, did all

in his power to entertain the visitors, but he should have
been assisted. There is some sort of row in our local club,

which should be cooled down before arrangements are made
for another shoot.

On Saturday the time was taken up at shooting a few pri-

vate matches, being sort of "consolation" affairs for those

who had had bad luck—Chico Chronicle.

TBAP.

State Tournament-

The shoot given by the Butte County Sportsman's Club, on

Oct. 1st, 2d, and 3d,"was not a distinguished success. Every
preparation had beenmade for a large attendance. One hun-

dred and sixty dozen birds were on baud, and while in con-

finement were well fed, watered and driven about in the

sheds, so that they were clean and strong. Stands for specta-

tors and refreshments were erected and the shooting ground
handsomely laid out aud neatly flagged, but the shooters did

not turn out. Eight of those who shot straight through the

three days were from this city and vicinity, and in no match
were more than thirteen entries made. The small number
in attendance made it advisable to change somewhat the an-

nounced programme. The purses were divided into four or

five monies, instead of eight.

The shooting was very fine throughout, partly for the rea-

son that it was very hot, aud there was no breeze, and partly

because those who shot were, almost, without exception, ex-

perts with the shotgun. It is seldom that, in so small an

aggregate number of trap shots, so many are first-rate. Mr.

Crittenden Robinson suffered much from the extreme heat,

and did not shoot as well as he usually does. Jlr. J. H.
Burnett was entirely out of practice. Mr. Henry A. Bass-

ford suffered a little from ill luck. And the same bad luck

attended Mr. Ed. Fay. The junior champion wing shot, Mr.

Ed. Funcke, shot well in the earlier matches, but was just a

little overcome by his success and let down. The Suisuu
representative, Mr. Ab. Donaldson, showed great accuracy

in his work, centering his birds quite as well as any
of the more experienced shooters.

A son of Colonel Hawkins, long time conductor on the

C. P. E. B. developed unexpected capacity at the trap, and
if he does not break will prove a dangerous competitor here-

after.

Another of those who did well was Mr. Chas. Pearson of

Chico. He got into the money in two matches. A few
others entered, more to make a large list than because they

expected to win. The gentleman who did the best work in

the quail shooting at Los Angeles last year, Mr. Wm.
Thomas, did not shoot up to the mark in the tournament.

The Chico gentlemen did not turn out in force, and of those

who were on the ground but few shot. Several came from
adjacent towns, notably Hon. L. D. Freer, and County
Treasurer, W. J. Morgan, who drove over from Oroville with

Mr. -Harris and Mr. Stevens, for the last days' shootiug. Mr.
Sol. Davisson came up from Biggs with, his little gun, as did

Mr. Lon. Bose. There was no hitch or unpleasantness dur-

ing the tournament, and if more interest had been shown by
local sportsmen the affair might *have beenmade a notable.

After the main matches each day, numbers of sweepstakeB

were
t
shot off, the scores of which would occupy too much

space to permit their publication . We give only the scores of

the principal matches.
At 10 live birds, 30 yards rise, ground trap rules. $10

entrance. Prizes, 35, 25, 20, 15, and 5 per cent. Chico,

Oct. 1, 1885. Referee, H. H. Briggs.

Robinson 1 110111 111—9
Loynachan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—

S

Funcke 1 111011111—9
Donaldson 1 111011111—9
Fav 1 011111011—8
Fletcher 1 1 n w — 2
Burnett 1 110 111 1 1-

S

Thomas 1 11110 10 1—7
Bassforit 11100 w —3
Byrne, Jr —.0 000100000— 1

D"avi6son 1 0101*000 1— 5

Ties on 9 for 1st, 2d, and 3d, at 4 birds, same conditions:

Second tie for 2d and 3d, at 4 birds, same conditions.

Robinson 1 1 | Donaldson l 111
Ties on S for 4th and 5th.

i l i l

Mr. E. W. Funcke won 1st, S3S.50; Mr. Donaldson, 2d,
$27.50; Mr. Robinson, 3d, 322.00; Mr. J. H. Burnett, 4th,
$16.50; Mr. Ed. Fay, 5lh, $5.50.

Second Match, Oct 2d—At 12 live birds, 21 yards rise,

plunge trap roles. Entrance $500. Prizes, 40, 30 20 and 10
per cent. Referee, H. H. Briggs.

Robinson 1
Loynachan 1 1

Funcke "1

Harris 1

I), ualdson 1
Bassford .1

Thomas 1

Rose
Scott 1

Pearson 1

Hawkins 1
Terrill

1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

1 1 1 w
i 1 1 vr

1 1-12
- 5

Venard .

.

1 1 1 1 11111111111
111

fl 1 1 w — 8
1 1 1 w - 911110 1—1111110 1—11
1 1 w .

— 71111 1—1111111 1-12
1 1—11110

1.01111111111 1—11

Ties 'on 12 for 1st and 2d, at three pairs, IS yards rise.

Robinson 1 110 1—4
|
Pearson 11 1] li-G

Ties on 11 for 3d and 4th, at three pairs, IS yards rise.

Bassford 10 W — llHawkins 11 11 11—

6

Thomas w — Venard 11 11 l l—

y

Scott 11 10 w—3|

Mr. Pearson won 1st, $26; Mr. Robinson 2d, $19.50;
Messrs. Hawkins and Venard divided 3d and 4th, each iakiu"
$0.75.

Third match—At \l live birds, 21 yards 'rise, plunge trap
rules. Entrance $10. Prizes 35, 25, 20, 15 aud 5 percent
Oct. 2, 1885. Referee H. H. Briggs.

Robinson i 1 l l l 1 i l j i i i— r:
Loyoachaii luiiiiiuili— y
Funcke I 1 1 1 1 1 TV —6
Harrii 1 111 1110111 1—11
Bassford ,..o llllllliii 1-11
Thomas i l o o l o w — 3
Rose 1 11110110 w —7
Scott l ii l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1—1!
Hawkins l 1 1 1 1 1 i l l l i 1—12
Byrne.jr u liiiooiiooj— r
Burnett o 1111111111 \—\\
Doualdaon l 110 10 w —\
PeuTSOD l l 1 l l i i i i l i 1—12

Ties on 12, for 1st, 2d and 3d, at three uairs, IS yards rise.
Robinson l 1111 0—5

| Hawkins.,.." l l l l l 1—6
Pearson 1 i l i l i—6

|

Second tie for 1st and 21.

Hawkins 1 10 1—3 | Pearson 1 1 l 10—1

Mr. Pearson won 1st, £45.50; Mr. Hawkins 2d, $32.50; Mr.
Robinson 3d, $26. The ties on 11, Messrs. Han I fi I,

Scott and Bun.Mt divided 4lh and 5th, taking $6.50 each,
The Chico Club had forbidden ontsideshootiug, which was

a relief to those who have been accustomed to ducking and
dodging stray loads of shot at short intervals thruughout
matches.

At 8 birds, 30 yards rise, ground trap rules, $5 entrance.
Oct. 3. J. H. Burnett, Referee.

Funcke l 11110 11—7
TJ on l n 1 1 1 i l 1—7

on i i i i i i i i_8

11111
111 w-

Hawkins 1
Morgan 1

Bassford 1

Colgate

Donaldson and Morgan divided.

At 12 birds, 30 yards rise, ground trap rules, $10 entrance.
Prizes SiO and §20. J. H. Burnett, Referee.

1111111111 1-12110 10 w —

4

1110 111110 1-101111111111 1—12

Robinson 1
Funcke 1

Morgan 1

Bassford 1
Tbomas
Donaldson

.1)011101111 1—10.11011111111 0-10

Robinson and Bassford divided first and second.

At 6 birds, same referee and conditions. 55 entrance.
Prizes §15 and §10.

Rose 10 11— SJBassfora 1110 1—4
Freer 1 1 1— 3 Thomas w
Funcke 1 1 1 1 1—

5J

Funcke took 1st, and Bassford 2d.

Handicap freeze out, at 7 birds, ground trap roles, $2.50
entrance. Prizes $15 and $10. J. H. Burnett, Referee.

Robinson 30 yds—1 111111—7
Freer 2G yds—
Rose 20 yds—1 1
Morgan 30 yds— 1

Bassford ;J0 yds— 1 111111—7
Funcke 30 yds—1 110
Hawkins 28 yds— 1 110
Terril 28 yds—
Colgate 28 yds—
Stevens 26 yds— 1 111110
Robinson and Bassford divided.

At 6 birds, 30 yds rise, ground trap rules, $5 entrance, in
one prize. J. H. Burnett, Referee.

Robinson 1 1 1 w (Funcke 1 w
Bassford 1 1111 1— 6 | Hawkins 1 w
Mr. Bassford won.
Handicap at 6 birds, ground trap rules; §5 entrance.

Prizes $15 and $10, J. H. Burnett, referee.

Rose 26 yards—

1

110 w—3
Stevens 23 yards—(I l w —

1

Terril 26 yards—

1

10 w—'I

Morgan 2->yards—

u

1 1 i o w—3
Freer 26 yards—

1

1 w —2
SweariUKen 'if> yards—

1

114 1 1—0
Hawkins ,23 yards—

1

111 1—

5

Swearingen took 1st, and Hawkins 2d.

At 3 pairs, plunge traps, loser pays for birds.

Judge Freer lost.

At 3 pairs, plunge traps; loser pays for birds.

.00 01 w —

1

Walker lost.

At 3 pairs, plunge trap; loser pays for birds.

Rose 1 w ] Tbomas i l l i

Mr. Thomas won.

Fairfield-

At Fairfield, on Sunday, a number of the local good shots
met at the traps. It was very warm and the birds conse-
quently rather slow, but the shooting was good.

At 6 live birds, 21 yards rise, plunge traps; entrance $2.50.
J. W. Kimoch. i i l u 1 1—5
F. J. Bassford \ 1111 1—6
H. A. Bassford i l 1 1 i i~s
A. Donaldson 1 l w —2
J, Webster i o w —1

Money divided by Frank and Henry Bassford.

At 6 birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps; entrance $2.50.

M. G. Reams. l o w —1
li. A. Bassford i l i i i i—n
J. Dobbins l o w —

l

B. Bassford. o w
F. J. Bassford. l l 1 1—4
A.Donsldson l 1 l i i i— fl

Divided by Donaldson and H. A. Bassford.

At 6 birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps.

B. Bassford, l 1 1 o l i—

5

F. J. Bassford l 111 1—5
H. A. Bassford 1 l 1 1 1— :-,

J. Dobbins l 1 1 l l ]—

6

J. W. Kinlocb 11111-5
A. Doualdson l 1 1 l 1—

o

M. J. Reams.. 1 J 1 1 n w—

4

Dobbins took first, and Beecher, Frank and Henry Bass-
ford second.

At 6 birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps; entrance $2.50.
A. Donaldson 1 1 1 l l 1—

6

J. Dobbins 1 1 1 1 1—5
H. A. Bassford. 1 1 w —2
O. BT. Patten 1 1 w —2
Frank Bassford 1 1 1 1 1 1—6

Frank Bassford and A. Donaldson divided.

At 3 pairs, IS yards rise, plunge traps; entrance $2.50.
J.Dobbins 1 10 1—3
A.Donaldson 1 1 l 1 1—5
O. H. Patten. l l ] 11—5
F. Bassford. 1 1 1 1 1—5
H. A. Bassford. l 1 1 1 1—

S

The ties shot off, when Patten killed 5 aud took 1st, Frank
and Henry Bassford and Ab. Donaldson divided second.

Grass Valley Club.

[G. V.Tidings."l

September 25th a number of the memhers of the Grass
Valley Sportsman's club had their regular shoot on Alta Hill,

shooting at clay pigeons. The sport was exceedingly lively

aud the boys were all anxious to get the club medal from the
splendid shot and sportsman, M. Byrne, Jr. The boys all

did well, for there was a very high wind blowing, and at the
trigger in a wind the Indian says "white man mighty un-
sartin," Byrne still holds the medal; Roberts has a show to

shoot for it, but be does not think there is a possibility at

his winning it, as good a shot as he really is. In thi

Me contestants to shoot against Byrne were Hare and Stone,
but their score on the shoot off stood Hare eleven an I

seven. They did not make enough to come within bounds.
Geo. Fletcher, Oonrad Seaman aud M. Byrne will go to the
State Sportsman's shoot, next week, at Chico, The score
mude was as follows:

G-tBST HOUND.
M. Byrne 1 1101011011—8

i cher 1 l u ii o ii i ii ii
i n u— -i

- 'n in " l " ii (i o D ii ii l l— $
E. A. Roberta u 1 1 1 l 1 l l 1 1—

9

< u. Mitchell l» I) II ) il 1 1 0—

3

S.C.Hare lOOOllllllj— 8
J W. Have i 1111111110 i—

u

M. PtStone .IllOlllliii l—ll

bKio.Mi BOUND.
Hhvb 1 1001110110 1— S
Stone 1 "» n 1 i 10] l 1 l l— ;i

llul-rls 1 1 1 1 1 1 ii 1 n l i ]_i„
Fletcher I 11011111100—

S

Hfti 1 1011111010 1—0
Byrne 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1*0 1 1 0—10
Koiiiuaii liiilllliii j—rj
Miw1k.II Q DO '0 01100111-6
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents,- colors, dates, and breed.

For Sale-

Two English setter dog pups, nine weeks old, by San Roy
—Rosa. San Eoy, by Count Noble—Spark Rosa, by Dash-
ing Monarch—Leila. Apply to Wm. C. Kennedy {Old

Dominion), White Post, Clarke Co., Vo.

won three times before becoming the private property of any
member. Mr. J. F. Carroll has won it twice, and Mr. John
Hughes once, and the coming contest will be a keen one.
There will also be a Puppy Stake run open, to all puppies

owned by members, the dogs to be not older than IS months.
$5 entrance.

On Wednesday evening also, at 539 California Street, a
meeting of those who have recently been trying to organize
a kennel club was held.
The meeting was called to order by Mr. Robert Ferral, and

listened to the reading of minutes ot a meeting held on Sept. •

30th by the same people. Th*- minutes related that at the every effort should be made to interest the active co-opera-
previous meeting Sir. Ferral was elected Chairman by accla- tion of each member, and if an Executive Committee had

Mr. J. J. Jameson offered as a substitute that the assess-
ments to be levied should not exceed S2.50, and that they
should become delinquent in 30 days. It was so ordered.
Some of those present were incessantly taking the floor

and bilking loudly and long without saying anything, so it

was ordered that two minutes should be* the limit allowed to
each speaker.
A section placing all the business affairs, and the election

of club members in the hands of the Executive Committee
was read.

Mr. Boyd said he objected to any such section. He said

Irish Water Spaniel men, of whom there are several in this

State, will be pleased to know that a fine dog of that breed

has recently been imported from England. A note from Mr.
John D. Olcott, of Milwaukee, the leading Water Spaniel

breeder in the United States, says: "My dog, The O'Don-
oghue, came twenty-four hours too late to be judged in our
Milwaukee show. His class was judged the day before he
arrived. I think he is the best Irish Water Spaniel in

America. He was shipped from Liverpool on Sept. Sth,

and arrived here on the 24th. He is a grand dog. He won
second at the late Crystal Palace show in England, and all

the sporting papers over there said he ought to have won first,

hands down. He is as perfect a dog as I ever saw. He is by
Champion Mickey Free—Ely O'Connor. Micky Free, by
Champion Bonny Ely, by Young Patsey, by Young Doctor,

Bridget, etc."

Away down in old Virginia there is living a gentleman now
well along in years, whose published ideas about dog breed-

ing and other writings have always impressed us strongly.

He writes like a man of experience and sound sense,

and it was with pleasure that we received the

other day a note from "Old Dominion," from which
we venture to make an extract or two. He says: "I am en-

deavoring to make a speciality of hunting dogs, that is pre-

cisely what I am breeding for. I have live grand pointer

bitches, one a Meteor—Flirt, and another a Beaufort—Nellie
Bird—another a Joker, Jr—Lady He, another ajShot—Bird,

and another a pure native from Sonth Carolina. I shall ex-

ercise my own judgment in breeding these bitches and think

I shall produce a strain of old-time pointers such as have not
been seen for many years. I have an old pointer dog, now
seven years old, pure native, but of the very purest breeding,

that is* the fastest and widest hunting dog I ever saw. That
is the trouble with him. He is loo fast, and goes too far. I

am half my time looking for him, but when found nine times

in ten he is on a stiff point. He is very large and muscular,

and week in and week out he can go every day and never

tire. I intend to select two of my best blue blood bitches for

his embraces and intend to experiment until I get dogs that

will last a man an ordinary life time and which he may hunt
every day the year round if he wishes. I certainly ought to

know what first-class field dogs are. For nearly fifty years

they have been my daily companions. I am not much of a

bench show man—there is too much attention now paid to

breeding for the bench, to the almost total exclusion of quali-

ties for the field. There is another thing—I am uncompro-
misingly opposed to in-breeding. After a while the fruits of

it are bound to be a lot of snipe-nosed weaklings worth noth-

ing except what their hides will bring in market."

If any man in America is likely to produce good dogs, it

strikes us the writer of the foregoing extract is that man.
He seems to be free from that formalism in breeding that is

doing so much to depreciate the value of sporting dogs. An
opportunity will soon offer to see in this city a pointer dog
and bitch froni "Old Dominion's" kennel, as the dogs were

to start for San Francisco on Sept. 2Sth, consigned to one of

our best known and most thorough sportsmen, Mr. H. R.

Brown.

Reports from those who have tried quail shooting this

season do not indicate such an abundance of birds as was ex-

pected. About Sonoma pretty good bags have been made,

and several good shoots have been had in Marin, but the

average success has been slight. The great heat has prob-

ably had much to do with the seeming scarcity of birds.

They have gone into trees early in the day and remained
there. Through Nevada, Placer, Yuba, Sutter, and Butte

counties little or no sport has been had; but from the num-
bers of young birds seen earlier in the Summer it is safe to

expect good shooting after the first rain.

The North Pacific Coast Railroad announces the discontin-

uance of the special hunters' train, leaving this city at 4:15

A. M. on Sunday mornings for Tomales, and the withdrawal

of the special rates of fare to hunters. We are informed that

on last Sunday, when the train reached the stations above

Fairfax, those hunters who disembarked were met by some
of the owners of land adjacent to the railroad, and informed

that no shooting would be permitted in such lands. Of

course no sportsman would disregard such requests from

those owning the ground on which he expected to shoot, and
there cannot be two opinions about the right of theowners to

prohibit hunting. About the necessity for and expediency

of such a course there might be argument. One thing is cer-

tain, viz., that the railroad people who are now running

trains for the accommodation of people along the line, at a

loss, will suffer. The keepers of hotels and inns in the vari-

ous towns along the road will be thousands of dollars poorer

each season than they would be if shooting was permitted,

and the shooting interest cultivated.

On Wednesday evening last, at 539 California Street, the

California Coursing Club held its regular monthly meeting.

President John Hughes in the chair. A full attendance

showed the vitality of the club.

Action on the resignation of Mr. P. Powers was postponed

to the next meeting.

Mr. William, a prominent member of the Pacific Coast

Coursing Club, was elected to membership in the California

Club.
Messrs. D. D. Shannon, J. J. Murphy, W. Schultz, and

Win. Halpin, were elected a Committee on Arrangements for

the coming coursing meet of the Club.

It was ordered that the draw for places in the stakes, to be

run off on Oct. 21st next, be made on Saturday, Oct. 17th, at

8 p. 31., at 539 California street. The Club leaves for Mer-

ced on the afternoon of Oct. 20th, by special car, fare for the

round trip will be $5. It will be pleased to entertain any
friends who may be able to go down to the coursing with it.

An Old Dog Stake, $5 entrance, will be run for the magnifi-

cent gold cup which is the first prize in the California Cours-

ing Club, and money prizes in addition. The cup must be

mation. That the officers should be a president, two vice-
presidents, secretary, treasurer, sergeant-at-arms and an
executive committee of eleven. A committee, which had
been appointed to draft a CDnstitution and by-laws and send
out cards of invitation to dog owners, was discharged from
further service. The committee had changed the date of
meeting from Sept. 30th to Oct. 7th, an unauthorized action,

even though the only sensible one. The minutes went on to

say that Messrs. Masterson, Tolle, Fritch, Jamison, Truman
and others had been appointed a committee on permanent
organization, and had recommended Robt. Ferral for Presi-
dent, O. A. Tolle and E. Leavesley for Vice-Presidents, W.
G. Cue for Secretary, J. E. Watson for Treasurer, E. Reilly
for Sergeant-at-Arms.
Mr. Ferral asked to decline but E. Leavesley, and others

objected and urged him to sacrifice himself by retaining the
chairmanship. A committee of seven was appointed to sug-
gest an Executive Committee of eleven.
The Secretary and Treasurer were authorized to procure

necessary books.
A collection was taken up to buy refreshments for those

present and thereby defray the expense of the hall, and the
meeting of Sept. 30th then adjourned.
The minutes were approved as read.

The Committee to suggest an Execative Committee re-

ported the names of A. B. Truman, N. S. Wirt, J. W. Orn-
dorff, Jno. De Vaull, E. Alexander, H. Bovd, T. J. Pinder,
E. P. Fish, H. R. Brown, J. B. Lewis, C. G. Toland. On
motion of P. J. Walsh the report of the Committee was re-

ceived, adopted and the persons named declared the Execu-
tive Committee.
The Committee on Constitutions and By-Laws being called

upon, handed to the Secretary a roll of manuscript, to which
was signed the names of Messrs. Lewis, McGregor and Wat-
son, three members of the committee.
The report was read, and was about to be acted upon sec-

tion by section, when Mr. J. Homer Fritch said the Chair-
man of the committee had signed the report submitted with-
out either reading or hearing it read, and Mx. Fritch further

stated that the report as submitted was not the report which
had been talked over and agreed upon by the committee, but
an entirely foreign document which had been prepared by
persons unknown, and to which the signatures of the Chair-

man and two members of the committee had been affixed un-
advisedly and in error. He offered the report which was the

bona fide report of tlie committee, signed by himself and Mr.
O. A. Tolle, as a minority report, and asked that it be con-

sidered before final action was had. Mr. Tolle in a very sen-

sible speech said he had not come to the meeting to be mach-
inated against and to meet and overcome overt acts in

relation to matters which should be done openly.

He said the fact that the gentlemen who had
submitted a majority report admitted having signed

j

it at the dictation of an unnamed person, and without
'

knowing what it embodied argued to his mind an undue in-

fluence somewhere in the club. He said he was no 1
: pre-

pared to say just who were trying to manipulate affairs for

their own purposes, but he felt confident that a great deal of

underhanded work was being done, and such work was quite

unbecoming in a club, which was presumably a club of gen-

tleman and not a political Tabble. He urged the considera-

tion of the minority report, before adopting any fundamental
code for the club.

Mr. Wirt, said the minority had no business to submit
a minority report anyhow, and suggested that it be given

back to them.
Mr. Truman said the committee had met but once, and

had done but little at that meeting. He said he had com-
pared the Constitution submitted by the majority of the com-
mittee with the one which was really drafted by the com-
mittee, and the former suited him better than latter, and as

it was sisned by a majority of the committee it was the re-

port of the Committee and must be received as such.

Mr. J- B. Lewis said the committee met at his

office. Some had been compelled to go early,

and after drafting a constitution Mr. Watson pro-

posed to make a fair copy from the draft and did so.

When the copy was handed to the committee Mr. Truman
produced a document which he said was a constitution and
was better than the one formed by the committee and the

Truman document had been signed by a majority of the

committee.
Mr. Tolle said he had signed a report and was told

by Mr. Watson that the paper he had signed was the re-

port drafted by the committee, was the one to be submitted

by the committee, but when he heard the paper read which

was handed in as the report of the committee he saw at once

that some substitution had been made without consultation

with the members of the committee.

The report of the minority was not received, and consi der-

ation of the report of the majority was taken up, It was read

section by section, and the earlier sections providing for the

usual officers were passed without dissent.

The objects of the organization were stated to be to hold

bench shows and field trials, and to regulate both by seeing

that honest and capable men alone were selected as judges.

A later section provided that the Executive Committee
might assess members 50 cents each with which to pay rewards

for arrest and conviction of dog stealers and dog poisoners.

Mr. J. B. Lewis said he thought the assessment should be at

least $2 and become delinquent in 15 days.

Mr. Wirt thought 15 clays too long a time. He could not

rely upon getting support unless membership in it could be

made profitable in a money way. When a member had a

flog st ilen or poisoned he wanted the club to at once offer a

reward f >r the thief or poisoner, and if it could not be done

at once, Mr. Wirt said he could not see how it would be worth
anything to belong to the institution.

Mr. Gregory said the club could not be considered an in-

stitution for the purpose of making money for its members.
If it was to succeed it must be because its members unself-

fishly desired the good of the dog. The assessments would
be levied only for the purpose of securing the arrest of

thieves and poisoners, and members should be willing to

pay promptly, but he thought it would require some little

time to collect each assessment, and he could see no impro-

priety in allowing a few days for that purpose after each

assessment.

sole control the club would soon die.

He said that it was particularly unwise to delegate the
election of members to that committee. The committee
would be ruled by a majority of its members, and tjie

majority would be ruled by the loudest-mouthed and most
blustering person in it, so that eventually the election or
non-election of those proposed for membership would rest
with one or two men, and in all probability those would
be men entirely unfitted for the exercise of such power.
He saw no use for an Executive Committee. The club

had no definite aims, and such particular ends as it desired
to reach from time to time could be better reached by special
committees appointed when the contingencies arose. He
had much experience in similar clubs, and had learned that
it was unwise to put any large measure of power out of the
hands of the club into tlie hands of a standin t, committee. Mr.
Carr took the same position in a forcible little speech, in
which he argued the foolishness of centralizing power any
more than could be avoided.

Mr. McGregor coincided with Messrs Boyd and Carr, but
was opposed by Messrs. Truman, Lewis and others, and when
a vote was reached it was ordered that the Executive Com-
mittee have sole power to elect members of the club and to
conduct its business and disburse its funds. There was
much wrangling and confusion, despite the rigid rulings of
the chairman and his strenuous attempts to preserve order.
There seemed to be several factions striving for supremacy,
one of them in possession of the machinery of the club, and
disposed to override and suppress free and full discussion,

and the others not sufficiently well organized to make their

demands respected. Few of those present who did most of

the talking appeared to have any clear ideas about what was
proper, and with very few exceptions there was little value

• in what was said. A large number of those present were
quiet, civil owners of good dogs, who were present, seem-
ingly, to learn what was likely to be the complexion of the
new institution, and whether it was likely to become a club
with which they could affiliate, and for the doings of which
they would be willing to share the responsibility. These
gentlemen said nothing and took no part in the meeting. '

After adjournment Mr. Truman remarked to this reporter

that the members of the Executive Committee represented
various breeds of dogs, as follows: A. B. Truman, Irish Set-

ters; X. S. Wirt, Cockers, or as the gentleman himself said

"Cockles"; J. De Vaull, English Setters; E. Alexander, Fox
Terriers; H. Boyle, Greyhounds; J. W. Orndorff, Bull and
other terriers; T. J. Pinder, Irish Water Spaniels; E. P.
Fish, Retrievers; H. R. Brown, Pointers; J. B. Lewis. New
Foundland and St. Bernards; C. G. Toland, Gordon setters

Mr. Sanford Bennett is becoming interested in Beagles,

and is endeavoring to arouse interest among his friends. He
thinks great sport might be had in the foothills about the

bay, running cotton-tail rabbits with the little fellows
<

Several Beagles have been brought to the State already, but
they have not yet been firmly established. They are beauti-

ful little creatures, are matched in mouth like bells, and are

game as need be. Mr. Bennett suggests that a few of those

who think they would like the miniature hounds -"_

club together and import from England or from Australia a

stud dog and a few carefully selected bitches, which niiLiht

be brought over in whelp to some first-class dog, and give

the experiment a trial. We should like to see it done for

many reasons, and hope the
j

new departure.

gentleman will succeed in his

Mr. E. T. Allen, the gun dealer of 416 Market St., this

city, has just issued a new score book with game laws and
shuoting rules, that is the neatest and handiest thing of the

kind we have ever seen. He informs us that he will send it

by mail to those who desire it, on receipt of stamp, or hy ex-

press to clubs. It is worth writing for. The same gentleman
offers by advertisement in this issue a lot of different styles

of shooting garments, of* qualities and prices to suit all ordi-

nary demands.

A Palace Horse Car.

At the Louisville and Nashville depot, for several days

past, there has been a handsome car, the property of J.

B. Haggin, a California millionaire, designed to transport

some of his thoroughbreds on their long overland journey to

California. The car, built like a Union Pacific mail car, is

most complete in all its details. A movable drop underneath

the car enables the horse to walk up in the car without

trouble, and once he is in, a rough rubber mat prevents his

feet from slipping. Four rows of stalls are in the cor

—

eight stalls in each end—and theseare of the best oak timber,

well made and handsomely finished, and on the ends and
sides soft pads of fine leather are placed to prevent injnry to

the horses. Galvanized iron troughs for water are placed at

the head of each stall, aud a pump, placed in the centre of

the car and connected with a tank uuderneath, can at any

time supply water to any or all of the troughs. Iu one end

of the car is an apartment for the trainer or care-taker, and a

simple glance at the apartment shows that his cornfurt is

already an assured thing. In one corner of the room is a

complete cooking range with all nten-ils, and heating pipes

connected with it can be so arranged as to diffuse a regular

an! continual supply of heat throuj-hmt the car. In one

end is a cupboard, the upper \ or. ion beiu^ 06

the cupboard proper and the lower part arranged for a re-

frigerator. The seats, capable of holdiug eight persons, are

iu the other end of the apartment, and tables lay flat when
not in use, immediately over the seats. Sleeping berths are

arranged as in a Pullman car. Nothing remains undone.

The car is well ventilated and well lighted, aud contains

many details, contributing to the comfort of the men and the

horses, too numerous to mention here. The car is

should be for the comfort of the noble animate, and L

like Mr. Haggin's deserve all the comfort they can

Kentucky Stock Farm.
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Judging and Misjudging Races.

Editor Breeder a>-d Sportsman Your lending editorial

„„ ° Ireind Judging," in last week's number, is time y,

p^tinenflnd eonsid°erat. What is now needed »th. better

attention o£ associations and turfmen in California to the sub-

feTand a determination by these to impartially observe and

inflexibly adhere to the rules of the National Trotting Associ-

ationT Neiiher local interests, individual bias, fear nor favor

ou°ht to have weight, or cause action in the matter Every

o°her consideration, except the just judgment of the rac

agreeably to the established rules, should be ignored. Bnt

the firs step to this end is in the selection of the judges

These shonid be conpetent men in every qualification A

rTcinafuTe ought in the Hrst place, to be familiar with tor

requirements, experienced in the business, and conversant

"22 the rules. Second, he should have »™P»'«L«f!

;
right and clear, cool judgement so as to be enabled to see the

course and conduct and place of the competing horses, and

the behavior of the riders or drivers all the way around track

and as a matter of course he should not have any interest in

the race beyond that of seeing fair play and enforcing com-

pliance with the rules. He should not be "in with the

uools nor in the interest of "big" owners, or of any set.

P
Now ?h charge will not be made in this that any particu-

lar i n d»e in any of the events of the circuit of fair meetings

ust clofed for this vear, either unintentionally, or purposely

ordered improper starts, or declared faulty decisions, but 1
1
is

notorious Siat at some of the meetings men occupied the

position who were either incompetent or vM^y
nerverse and that injustice was thereby done

t

P
o some of the contestants for the stakes, and to

thos-who bought in the pools. One or two cases could be

cited also! in which the determination of the lodges in cases

of complaint for foul driving was not at all in conformity to

tte spFit and letter of the National Association rules, and

hereby wroog was done to the injured owners to the honest

drivers and fo the pool buyers who suffered losses where

they might have been winners nnder strictly just ruling;

and Sore important than even these considerations, he

nob e sport of honest racing was msomuch degraded; the

reputation of the turf was tainted, and instead of example by

the infliction of proper penalty upon the recreant drive, he

was let off upon a miserably inadequate fine; and m so far a

premium was awarded for others to go and do l.kewis .It

is the encouragement of an evil more deprecatory to the turf

than that of "hippodroming," and unless care shall be taken

to correct the evil in future, our turf sports will degenerate

nto mere gambling devices, and the better order of turfmen

and breeders will abstain from attendance and par icipation

a? the several fairs. A more harmful blow cannot be struck

at racing in California, and it must affect the breeding of

"cere aid trotters in great or less degree. The responsib-

ly and the remedy rest, primarily, with those who select

and appoint the judges; finally, with the judges themselves.

Their duty is clear, and observance of it will abate the evil

Let only competent judges be called to the stand, and let

them close their ears to appeals not founded on fairness, and

decide iustlv Thev should be conversant witn the rules,

carefully watch the horses around the track, note any irregu-

larity or foul play, and then, after patient hearing of both

sides, pronounce judgment without fear or favor without

reference to rank of ownership or extraneous considerations,

in strict conformity to the established rules and let no

guilty man escape." The errors and wrongs of this season

ought never to be repeated. Our turf will be all the better

for it.
Fair FlAY "

The Vines and Horses of Sonoma.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman: During a visit to the

fine famous, and noted vineyards in the Gailicos valley last

week I had opportunity to see more of the benefits which

result from better attention upon the part of intelligent farm-

ers in the breeding of horses from thoroughbreds, and the

fine strains which distinguish some of the trotters in the

State Guilicos vallev is the principal district of Sonoma in

viticulture, and the best native vines of California are there

made—especiallv the Zinfandel, red, and Gut Adel and Kies-

lin" white. The largest vine growers are Mrs. Hood, Mrs.

Kate Warfield, Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Stuart, Isaac De Turk,

James A. Shaw, Capt. J. H. Drumniond, J. H. Watson, C. J.

Bowman, Jas. A. Box. J. H. Zane, Jas. McEwen, J. Chanvet,

S. Lamotte, Wm. McPherson Hill and Col. George F.

Hooper. Capt. Drnmmond is an English gentlemau, and his

Dunfillan vineyard is planted with many varieties of choice

European grapes. He is an enthusiast in viticulture, and in-

tends to have on exhibition at the London Exposition, next

Mav, every variety of Sonoma wines, in order that his coun-

trymen shall have ooDortunity to judge them in pure state,

free from the shameful adulteration by which interested or

inconscionable dealers manage to injure the reputation of our

own native wines abroad. And a Viticultural Club has lately

been organized in Glen Ellen to aid in this good movement,

so that our wines shall find market in England.

But yours is not a wine paper, it is devoted to the turf and

stock breeding generally. And that which I started to say—

if I can ever get at it—was in reference to the improvement in

stock, particularly of horses, now apparent in Sonoma. Still,

by another diversion, I might properly refer to thetish-breed-

ing establishment of Mr. Alfred Lamotte, in the Guilicos

district. He has the most complete establishment in Califor-

nia, or, indeed, upon this Coast. Trout and carp are his spe-

cialties, but also does he breed salmon and other species, and

tons of the product of his ponds are yearly sent to the San

Francisco market, and they aie the choicest bred.

Well, I will reach the horse part of my story at last. Call

it scoring. I have already written to you of the fine Anteeo

colts by thoroughbred and high grade dams of T. J. Ludwig,

of this city, and James Langhlin of Mark West, and now

comes the turn of the three bred by Mr. De Turk, the Presi-

dent of the Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association,

at his Guilicos farm of 1,200 acres, They are beauties, and

show their excellence of pedigree and breeding, with the

etamp of the sire clearly upon them in form, proportion, sym-

metry, action, spirit and temper. The three are Spring

colts foaled last April. One is a chestnut, the dam, a Bel-

mont, and is named Tlupa, after Mr. De Turk's old Bennett

Valley vinevard; another is a dark bay, the dam a Button,

named Anteeo-Button, and the third is out of a Battler mare

and is not yet named. Besides these mentioned colts of

Anteeo's in "this county there are nearly twenty others, and

they are all promising colts, each one bearing the better

points of the sire. The Sonoma County Stock Breeding

Association, to whom Anteeo belongs, are now better satisfied

with him than ever, and his turf performances throughout

this year's circuit have amply proved the mettle, speed and

bottom which he possesses. O'M.

Saxta Eosa, Oct. 6th.

size nor breeding to recommend him—only exquisite quality.

His excellence lies in his action, which is absolutely perfect,

and as he moves over the ground he is a veritable thing of air.

General Owen Williams, who is an old cavalry officer, is of

the opinion that the most perfect piece of machinery in

action that was ever seen is the stride of The Bard, but to our
mind, we never saw a horse skim over the turf with the same
ease and elegance as Melton."

Lord Hastings.

The London Sporting 'l imcs prints the following interesting

sketch of Lord Hastings, the owner of the greatEnghsh three-

year-old, and removes the somewhat popular belief that the

nobleman is a connection of the family to which the long

dead but well remembered Marquis of Hastings belonged:

"Lord Hastings has now won the Derby and St. Leger, a

fact that makes a man famous, and yet the probability is that

in the years to come, in looking back on the double victory

of Melton, the popular mind will associate the horse with

the memory of the 'last of the Plantagenets, ' rather than that

of the unassuming noblemen who is his proud possessor.

Already 'our London correspondent' has been at work with a

masterpiece of geneaology, and has written of Lord Hastings

as being his successor of the famous owner of Lecturer, Lady

Elizabeth, and The Earl. As as a matter of fact, the present

Lord Hastings is as totally distinct from the 'great racing

lord' in family as he is in appearance, manner, and disposi-

tion. Henrv Weysford, Charles Plantagenet, Bawdon Hast-

ings, fourth"Marquis of' Hastings, dying without issue the

title became extinct. The 'style and title' of the noble owner

of Melton is George Manners Astley, and we may further

note that he is the twelfth baron of that ilk. The original

creation dates from 1264. Looking back on the great chief

of the plunging era, and remembering the space he occupies

in the popular mind, it seems almost incrediole that he was

only twenty-six years old when he was laid to his rest.

From his short, but marvellous career, not one element of

romance was lacking, and though he has now been in his

grave nearly twenty years, but mention his name to one of

his old companions and a look of sadness will come over his

face, and in a far off manner he will say, 'the very best of

fellows.' The good fortune that was denied the Lord of

Douiugton has been amply vouchsafed to his namesake of

Melton Constable. We wonder what the man who is dead

would have done with the Bing had he, say in the year 1S66,

owned a horse of the calibre of Melton? In the language of

the late Lord George Bentiuck, he would not have left a

bookmaker with a shirt to his back. The owner of Melton is,

as we have already said, a quiet, unassuming man, who does

not bet, and he presents quite a pretty picture in the park

driving with Lady Hastings, their little son, aged three, hold-

ing the reins. Like most quiet men, Lord Hastings is very

firm of purpose, and last year, when his quasi-confederate,

the Dnke of Portland, severed his relations with Archer,

Lord Hastings said, 'That may be all very well for you, but

look at Melton and the big races he is in next year! 1 shall

enforce my claim.' Had Lord Hastings acted as the Duke
of Portland did, we should not now have to write of him as

the owner of a winner of the Blue Biband, for if ever a race

was won by a jockey rather than the horse it was the last

Derby. Lord Hastings was very nearly accomplishing the

rare feat of winning the Derby at his first attempt, and there

can be no question that had not Beau Brummel broken down

the name of St. Blaise would never been enrolled in the

illustrious gallery of Derby winners. It has not been by

means of an unlimited purse that Lord Hastings has secured

his great triumphs. It is seldon that he is a bidder at year-

ling sales, and the broodmares he has at his own home are

the results of a very small outlay. For the dam of the win-

ner of the 'double crown' he gave, we believe, only 100 guin-

eas, and as a commentary on the biuh prices paid foryoung

stock, it is not too mnch to say that if Melton had been 6eut

to Newmarket as a yearliug. without auy reserve being

„ placed upon him, he would not have fetched 50 guineas; and

The
3i™™» performed the more likely still, Mr. Tattersall, failing to obtain a bid,

three times in succession The green mare perfo.med ^.^ .^ b;m H(j bad nd(ber
feat handily m 2:2SJ, 2:J.Sj, 2:^tsj.

The Year Declines.

The sere and yellow leaf is falling, but the vigorous foliage

remains even though tinged with the ruddy hue of Autumn,

the premonitor of speedy decline under the withering embrace

of Winter and his satellites, frost and storm. At Jerome

Park racing men who retain a touch of the poetic in their

souls, despite the whipping and flogging they receive between

the hope for and the reality of what wins, have an opportunity

of studying what lies before them, the undulatmgslope of the

hill kissed by the vigorous, but invigorating touch of

Autumn, the ruddv leafage of the trees that skirt the wind-

ing track and the sad, but at the same time, philosophical

"might have been" of the course of human events.

The American Jockey Club had an exceptionally brilliant

Sprim. meeting, and although the outlook is that there will

be a good Fall meeting, it will hardly be as brilliant as the

Spring meeting, when tne quantity and quality of the horses

engaged in the contest, and the quantity and quality of the

people that watched them was beyond all precedent for some

years back. The authorities of the American Jockey Club

do not expect that they will have a repetition of their Spriug

triumph, but, what they do anticipate, and what they have a

right to expect, is good racing. The fixed events are good

enough for class purposes, the handicaps are exceedingly

well arranged, and the conditions of the overnight affairs are

such that they are sure to attract liberal nominations for all

the horses in the vicinity.
. .

Matchmaking seems to be rather in favor of ate

years and, although the public has of late

years been rather offended at seeing them on

programmes, it shows a commendable spirit on the part

of owners. Secretaries of racing associations are uow-a-days

hard pressed to make up the necessary programmes to attract

really the best of the horses and give them all an even chance.

The abundance of racing now offered everywhete and any-

where throughout the country uses up the best and the hand-

iest horses very rapidly, and the question then ariseB to make

conditions of such a nature that second and third raters have

a chance to meet on even terms. Handicaps do not til the

bill so far as racegoers are concerned, and particularly those

who merely go occasionally and then only when giants of

the turf are matched against each other in a way that the un-

certainty of winning remains problematical.

Under these circumstances matches are the salvation of

racing. They stir up more feeling, more enthusiasm, and

thev attract bigger crowds than the ordinary events on a pro-

gramme. There is an idea that when one owner matches a

horse against another he has got a very substantial reason for

doing so. Many matches have occurred which looked as if

they were made on paper merely, and for the reason of fleec-

ing the public. Of late, however, matches have been made

on the dead level, and the best horse won. Now, if a good

match could be made between the pick of the Banc jcas Stable

and the best of the Dwyer Stable, it would be a sensationa

event and Jerome Park could attract thousands of additional

people outside the regular racegoers.—Sporting World.

A curious wager was decided at the Lexington, Ky., Fair

Grounds, Sept. 23d. Mr. Body Patterson, Jr., bet 550 to $ 10

with Mr B. J. Beatty. that the chestnut mare Trousseau, by

Nutwood, dam Molly Trussell, by Pilot, Jr., would beat 2;S»
I Tl,y, .,-,,.. ,1 marc ncTlnl TYipn the

Riding a Waiting Race.

The following interesting reminiscences of races run in

England are from the pages of Bailey's Magazine:
I think that when a jockey knows his horse and all his

peculiarities it is unwise to tie him down too slavishly to or-

ders, especially if he has ridden him a few times in his gallops,

in which case he should know the form he is in almost or

quite as well as the trainer himself and how to make the most
of it. With boys riding of course it is a different matter, but
even then I have seen races lost through their not daring to

act on their responsibility. I remember one race in particu-

lar where two horses of note were opposed to each other over

a distance of ground, and in order to ensure a pace another
horse was subsidized in one of their interests to start also.

From what happened I should say that the riders of the

cracks had orders to wait on each other and not notice the

third, from the idea that he could not get away from them.
At any rate that is what they did, and allowed their leader to

get such a start that they never could catch him again, and
lie ran in a winner by several lengths, in spite of all their

attempts to overhaul him when they awoke to the situation.

I have read also of the same thing happening at Newmar-
ket with Lord Grosvenor's horse Surprise, by Jim Crack, out

of Snapdragon, who won the largest stake ever run for at

Newmarket up to that time, 5,600 guineas. He was named
Sunrise from the event, as he was started for no
other purpose than to make play for the favorite,

another horse of Lord Grosvenor's, ridden by
Pratt, who, on discovering the distance the boy riding the

gray had been allowed to gain, exclaimed laughingly to those
waiting on him, "Now catch the gray horse who can!"

Other surprises in past big races, are Priam's win in the

Derby under Sam Day, senior, and Lord Clifden's race for

the St. Leger under John Osborne—although Bill Scott and
Sir Tatton Sykes were very nearly making up the trio in the

Derby, which Pyrrhus the First won also under Sam Day,
and would have done so in the opinion of many good judges,

despite the ground lost at starting, could Bill Scott have kept
steady in the saddle through the race instead of being all

over the shop coming round Tattenham corner.

It would, no doubt, surprise many to know that when all

the horses want to run for speed alone in a race, and there is

nothing to make a pace, the jockeys will trot, canter, or I

have seen them walk, a great part of the distance, chatting

along like people merely out for a ride, yet at the same time

watching each other's movements as a cat does a mouse,
until one either thinks he has caught his opponent napping,

or has reached the distance from which his horse can just

live homo at his best pace, when away he shoots like an arrow
from a bow, and the race commences in earnest. Once at

Ascot Charles Davis, the Queen's Huntsman, who acted as

starter, had to tell a lot of jockeys, "Mind, I have started

you," as they stood waiting for some one to go. Young John
Day, as he was then called (brother to Alfred), won the race

and beat Nat on the celebrated Orlando amongst others. He
told me he was once riding against Nat at Newmarket when
neither wanted a pace, so that they cantered along steadily

together, until Flatmau, to divert his attention, suddenly
called out: "Mind, John, you have dropped your rein," and
was gone like a flash of lightniDg. "However," said John,

"I was as quick as he was, and beat him after a rattling

finish." So far was the waiting principal curried at Win-
chester many years ago, that old William Vane, who was the

Dilly's head lad for years, and afterwards acted as starter there,

once told me he started a lot of horses to run the straight

mile, and then being on a quick pony got home in time to

see them finish.

Second Blue Bulls.

The claim that Blue Bulls were faint-hearted has been
entirely abandoned by all fair-minded horsemen who are

familiar with their performances, and there is another float-

ing charge that we frequently hear against the stock—that

sons and daughters of the old horse aie non-producers of

speed—which is certain to meet with similar fate. True, so

far the sons of Blue Bull have made very little showing in

the 2:30 list, and the answer to this is that they have had
very limited opportunities. \s long as the old horse lived it

was.considered nonsense to "dip from the branch, when the

fountain was so close at hand," and soon after his death some-
body staited the saying that second Blue Bulls were of no
account for the turf or road, which assertion, unsupported
by demonstrated facts, passed along the line until it ^as
generally accepted, and the majority of owners of such stock

considered it a waste of time and money to train a second
Blue Bull.

Owners of rival stallions had much to do with the origin of

this slander. The old pacer's sons were likely to become
popular and somethinjj must be done to head them off, and
they adopted a plan similar to that of the "conscientious"

Quaker who desired to get rid of a dog without killing him,

so he says to the "purp:" 'I'll not kill thee nor hurt thee,

but I'll give tbee a bad name:" and turning him into the

street he yelled at the top of his voice: "Mad dog! Mad dog!"

Of course the unfortunate cur was dispatched on short order

by some one who heard the warning cry. But second and
third Blue Bulls are giving evidence that they are not to be

so easily disposed of as was the Quaker's dog. With only

half a chance they are every now and then showing up some
of the "leaven with which Old Sam leavened the whole
lump." The latest instance of this kind comes from the

Pacific Coast. At Santa Rosa, California, on the 22J of last

month, a most remarkable race occurred between the three-

year-old colts Stamboul, by Sultan, and Apex, by Prompter,
son of Blue Bull. The first was a dead heat 2:31; the second

was won by Stamboul in 2:33; the third was taken by Apex
in 2:37$; another dead heat was then made in 2:32.*; Apex
took the Dext in 2:38.}, and Stamboul the next two in 2:34}

and 2:37. The time was not remarkably fast, but a seven-

heat contest between two horses is of unusual occurrence, and
2:37 in a seventh heat is a creditable performance for a three-

year-old.— Western Sportsman.

The Ralston Stables.

Mr. J. 3, Nichols, formerly of the Nevada Stables, has pur-

chased the popular uud well-known Ralston Stables, No, 1311

California street. He has the very best accommodations for

boarding horses, and pays particular attention to gentlemen's

roadsters and family turnouts. Orders by telephone, No.
2,207, will be promptly attended to.
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STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Breeding and Care of Horses.

I am a profound believer in the virtnres of in-and-in breed-
ing, whether among cattle or horses, when the object sought
is production of the very best animal. Blood is not every-

thing, but it is everything almost, and only when the trait

has had its foundation laid deeply in blood, can "great ex-

pectations" be relied upon for fulfillment. There are no
exceptions tu this rnle; its exemplifications in general and in

detail are to be met in the history of every famous animal
which has answered well in the dairy, or made a first-rate

return at the shambles, or proved fast and enduring on the

racecourse. It is the rule to which men must look; it is the

firmest premise from which success may be argued; it is,

also, the true experience of every distinguished stock-breeder.

And all these, with good reason, for it is manifest when a

trait desired has come to answer the desire, wisdom com-
mands that it be fostered, and it is impossible to say that

its fostering can be accomplished in changing the currents

which have led to its existence, or in weakening the founda-
tions upon which its excellence is based.

But in-and-in breeding will not answer always; in the

nature of things there will appear good reasons for infusing a

new strain; therefore out-crossing is to be understood, and
hence arises the necessity of the maxim which lays down
dogmatically the duty of the breeder to ascertain what his

real necessities are, and out-cross only for some purpose which
shall lead to some definite end whose attainment shall be

gcod. If weakness appear, or lack of fecundity—as it some-
times does—afflict the inbred females, a change of blood will

have become desirable; but even then there is no necessity

of total out-crossing; better, nine times in ten, to search for

aud introduce a renewed vigor by the use of males which are

of the family whence the good qualities have proceeded, than

to introduce an entirely antagonistic quality. Besides, not in-

frequently when the breeder has concluded to condemn in-and-

in breeding as destructive of the vital powers of his stock,

the fact that those powers have not been destroyed, or weak-
ened in reality, but only have become dormant, and the rea-

son why close relations will not produce offspring is that

both of them have been affected in the same manner, and
where there was a supposed inability, there is nothing other

than mere quiescence of the faculties, which the service of

or upon a differently conditioned animal will arouse to vigor-

ous action.

The near approach of the New York State Fair, where the

best results of the best usages of farmers and breeders shall

find abundant expression, has led my mind to the consider-

ation of this subject, and I am induced to illustrate it by a

bit of history.

What American horses need is endurance; they are fast

enough; the world has no equine children to be rated higher

than those whose nativity is in these United States, and
what blood anciently—that is sixty years ago—did, it still is

doing wherever a valuable horse has a roof over his head, or

a green turf beneath his feet.

I refer to American Eclipse, the grandson of Messenger,

whose blood is pouring its millions of dollars through the

rich channels of his descendants' blood, from Maine to San
Francisco, and from Superior to the Gulf, more than seventy

years after his own foaling, for he was dropped in 1S14. The
dam of Eclipse was Miller's Damsel, and he was a king in-

deed; he was the son of Sir Archy (who Diomed got), and,

upon his sister Lady Lightfoot, begot Black Maria; what this

in-bred racer could do, let her twenty-mile record say: First

four miles, in 8:06; 2d do., 7:55; 3d, S:13; 4th, S:39;oth, S:47.

a race of twenty miles in 40 minutes. How deeply the

horseman of 1S23, when American Eclipse was in his glory,

loved the grand horse, is manifested in a quotation from

Shakspeaie's Henry V., which appears on an old pamphlet

described as "containing an account of his pedigree and per-

formances," wherein the words of the Dolphin, in l^the

French camp, near Agincourt," are applied to him: " *

" He trots the air; the earth sings when he touches it; the

basest horn of his hoof is more musical than the pipe of

Hermes."
And, may be, it will not prove uninteresting to peruse a

little of an ancient correspondence, embalmed carefully in

this dim and homely pamphlet, which tells us how the

owners of sixty years ago did their business of "match-

making":
Brunswick (Ta.) 30th Sept., 1S22.

''TO THE OW.NEE OF THE AMERICAN ECLIPSE—Sir: I did

have a great desire to attend the Long Island races this Fall,

and in all probability should have done so, it the owner of the

golden Sir William had not given notice that he should run

at Laurenceville the four mile heats, and that he wished

every racehorse in the nation could meet him. I met him
with Sir Charles, and they run single-handed, and, sir, I

have to imform you that this golden horse, that commanded
the wind to stand still, and all creation to bend before him
last Winter in South Carolina, has now taken a western direc-

tion, to seek his level with the depreciated currency in that

part of the country—and as I have been told that Eclipse is a

tine racehorse, and would be benefited by Southern fame, I

have thought proper to offer you the only opportunity in my
power for him to realize the character of a tine stud. Now
you have it in your power to try his superiority; for if he

can beat Sir Charles, he may stop his running career, as he

stands victor in the Southern States. I will iuu Sir Charles

against the American Eclipse over the Washington course,

four mile heats, agreeably to the rules of the course, the 15th

or 20th of November next, for Jive or ten thousand dollars,

provided I have due notice of the same by the loth or 20th

of October next. Now, sir, yon have it amply in your power

to test Eclipse as a racehorse, and I think the world will not

say the proposition is illiberal, as Charles has already run two

races, and in all probability will run two more in the season.

Admit you accede to the proposition, as the Newmarket races

will commence the Sth of next month, and then I propose to

meet you in the half-way ground.
lam, respectfully, James J. Harrison."

Which formidable challenge and eloquent epistle, Mr.

Van Banst, owner of Eclipse, answered promptly:

New York, Oct. 15, 1S22.

"To James J. Harrison, Esq.—Sir: In the New York

Eveninq Post of Saturday last, I perceive a sporting challenge

given by you to me, or the owner of the horse American

Eclipse, to run Sir Charles against my horse, the four-mile

heats, over the Washington course, on the loth or 20th of

November next, for five or ten thousand dollars, to run agree-

ablv to the rules of the course. My engagements in attend-

ing" the Long Island races have prevented me from giving an

earlier answer to vour communication. Indeed, the confident

terms of the challenge seemed to require due deliberation on

my part, before I had determined that my horse should come

in contact with the "victor of the Southern States." I have

duly deliberated, and now agree to meet you on the terms

you have proposed; aud as, in naming two sums, you leave
choice with me for which to run, I choose the greatest, that
the object of the contest may correspond with the fame of the
horses. Enclosed I send you an agreement signed by me,
containing the terms of your challenge, which you will slso
sign and forward to the cashier of the Branch Bank at Wash-
ington, to be kept by him. Upon receiving notice of this
having been done, I will meet you at Washington on the 1st

day of November nest, for the purpose of depositing the
money. Respectfully yours, C. W. Van Ranst."

The race came on, but it did not come off, for the owner of
Sir Charles paid forfeit. The race which Eclipse made against
Henry, over the Union Course, L. I., for 320,000 a side, in May,
1S23, is the red-letter page in our turf annals. How the betting
ran, how hot was the blood between the North and the South
in consequence, are history now, and the "mind's eye" yet
can see bluff old Andrew Jackson, as he rises in his stirrups,

money all laid, to announce that he "will bet a crop of nig-
gers on Henry."
One point—to which a recent illustration of an English

roadster stallion, in the Country Gentleman, has led my
pencil—I would like to enforce: Blood gives the road horse,
that is, the valuable roadster that can go, and get back, and be a
pleasure to drive. A good roadster should have the fine

mouth, and the quick perception of the blooded horse, and
needs the true form which old Sir Archy and American
Eclipse showed so plainly; and while the roadster's eye and
nostril do not flame with the inspiration which character-

ises those points in the true son of the desert, the firm stifles

and legs, the strong back, the good pasterns, and the perfect

feet of Sir Archy and Eclipse are manifested in the English
road stallion referred to.

Perhaps breeders would like a true account of the appear-
ance and early care of the American Eclipse:
The horse was sorrel, with a star, and a near hind foot

white; fifteen hands three inches high, possessing a large

share of bone and muscle, and excelling all the racers of his

day in the three great essentials of speed, stoutness or last-

ingness, and ability to carry weight.
He was foaled May 25, 1814, and weaned November 10th of

that year; at the commencement of Winter, fed with four
quarts of shorts, which was increased during the Winter to

eight quarts per day; hay—clover dampened.
Second year, in the Spring, turned to grass, with no grain.

November 10th, put up, fed with eight quarts shorts per day;
during Winter shorts increased to ten quarts; hay, the same as

first Winter.
Third year, turned to grass with four quarts shorts per

day. September 1st, commenced breaking; feed, eight quarts
oats, through the Winter, hay as formerly; grain—ground
corn and oats, equal to eleven quarts oats. March 1st, com-
menced and trained for nine weeks, then gave a trial of two
miles, and found the colt very superior.

Fourth year, in Summer, turned to grass; fed with ground
oats and com, equal to nine quarts of oats. In Winter, hay as

formerly, with nine quarts oats per day, till the first of March,
ISIS, when commenced training; feed—oats and cracked
corn, equal to twelveqnartsof oats.

Fifth year, late in May, 18 IS, ran the three mile heats at

Newmarket, on Long Island, and won the first day's purse with
ease, beating Black-eyed Susan and Seagull, then called the

best three mile horse of the day; in Winter fed with hay as

before, with ground corn and oats.

While a colt he was not confined, but during the Winter
season turned out every fair day. He was shod first in the

Spring, when three years old.

This information is taken from a memorandum made by
Gen. Nath. Coles, the breeder of Eclipse.

The peculiarity of the feeding is noticeable; it was quite

similar to that system which Hiram Woodruff recommended

—

not too concentrated food, but of such as, while building up
the muscles, gave the stomach development, and left room for

good lung action in the after years. Thus this racehorse

continued available for years after the English-fed racer is of

no value outside the stud; and this power is what the pres-

ent-day horses of this Republic need.

—

Alban Wye, in Coun-

try Gentleman.

by Little Arthur, the very best racehorse that imp. Glencoe
ever produced.

Jewett, by Allie West, son of Almont, and his dam by John
Iunis, another son of imp. Glencoe.
Westmont, sired by Almont, his dam by Cottrill Morgan,

and second dam thoroughbred. So says Col. John W. Couley.
Marlowe, (who is being paced into the bone yard), sired by

Standard Bearer, son of Volunteer, his first dam by Kinney's
Eclipse, second dam by Canada Chief, third dam by imp.
Yorkshire, and fourth dam by Bertrand, son of Sir Archy.
Minnie R,, sired by J. C. Breckenridge, son of Gray Eagle,

and her dam by Exchequer, full brother to Planet.
Fuller, by Clear Grit, son of imp. Lapidist, and neither his

dam, granddum or great
.
granddam ever paced a step. But

why contiune the list further?
He fills Pilot Jr. (and slopping over) of his pacing blood,

and yet he refused to pace a step, and what is more he never
sired a colt or filly that ever was known to pace a single step.

Coupled with a thoroughbred daughter of Boston produced
Miss Russell, and she refused to pace. Harold coupled
with this mare produced Maud S., and she also very cruelly
refused to pace just a little bit for the poor fellow. Aud yet
according to this lunatic, Maud S, is wholly indebted to her
little black maternal great-grandsire for her wonderful
powers, because he could pace. Such rot is enough to sicken
a yellow cur.

His latest and most valuable discovery however, is that
Mambrino Chief is wholly indebted to his big coarse dam
both for his speed and potency, not only that, but all of his
get are wholly indebted to her for their speed and stamina,
that neither the blood of Diomed or Messenger had anything
at all to do with it. He tells us that this mare was of Dutch
blood that sometimes paced, but leaves us in blissful igno-
rance as to whether it was lager beer Dutch, saur kraut
Dutch, Mohawk Dutch or sturgeon Dutch blood.

Will he please enlighten us on this subject without delay,

as the information will be of inestimable value to the breeders
of the country.—Lexington in Western Sportsman.

The Lom and Hip.

Pacing Blood Defined-

For some inscrutable reason an all-wise Providence has

always supplied us with a large percentage of cranks. We
have our political cranks and religious cranks, trotting blood

cranks and pacing blood cranks, and cranks on every con-

ceivable subject, but to my mind the crank of all cranks, the

crank who is justly entitled to be cro wn ed King of Cranks is

thufr educated pacing crank who writes over the name o*

Hopeful. Read the writings of a ny real crank and you will

find running through them veins of good sound logic, bu 1

every sentence of his is the most silly balderdash that ever

entered the human mind, which makes me think he is not as

big a fool as he would have us believe. He writes cleverly,

is 'evidently well educated, and being well aware of it likes to

see himself in print, and makes "balderdash" a study for the

purpose of getting replies. In other words is spoiling for a

newspaper fight.

Not long since he sent an article to the Canadian Breeder,

a very excellent paper, published in Toronto, in which

he told the editor all about the pacers of Canada, and in all

probability has never set foot on Canadian soil.

Now I was born not many miles from the city of Montreal,

and there lived to manhood and for several years after attain-

ing my majority, and am perfectly familiar with every inch of

territory from the cities of London to Quebec and below it,

and had there been a breed of pacers in either of the prov-

inces I should certainly have known it. Pacers among the

French ponies were the rare exception, probably not one in

five hundred, but after the importation of thoroughbred

stallions they became more numerous. In saying that the

Dace is a compromise gait, as it were, between the trot and

the gallop, and that it is generally the result of a cross

between a thoroughbred and well defined trotter, the Cana-

dian Breeder hit the nail squarely. It was the breeding of

Blue Bull, and without any doubt that of the little black pac-

ing Pilot, that is causing so much nauseating babble by this

pacing blood crank, and that old unmitigated nuisance, the

Muscatine Philosopher.

We will now examine the breeding of a few of the most

prominent pacers, aud leave it to this pacing blood crank to

tell just where his pacing blood comes in. Johnson was

sired by Joe Bassett of Bashaw and Golddust blood, but a

square trotter. The dam of Johnson is a very beautiful aud

bloodlike mare named Zephyr, sired by Champion Golddust,

son of Dorsey's Golddnst (whose dam was strictly thorough-

bred), and the dam of Zephyr was sired by Iceberg, thorough-

bred son of Zero, by Boston.

Richball, that has been so criminally abused, was sired by

King Pharaoh, son of Seeley's American Star, and his dam

A spinal column straight from the withers to the point be-

tween the hips, is not indicative of free action. The spine

should curve slightly downward at the saddle place, rising

and swelling out at the loin, as this form enables the shoul-

ders to go well back at their upper part as the, arms reach for-

ward in making the stride. A loin slightly arched, with

accompanying lumbar muscles well developed, are important

aids in carrying the rider, as they are of the highest vain*

to the speedy horse, addiDg materially to his ability to con-

trol that powerful factor in progression, namely, the muscu-

lar system of the hind quarters. Equally may the full, wide
loin muscles be said to be a powerful aia to the draft horse,

as any one can see by observing the action of those parts
when a heavy load is being moved. A straight loin is always
accompanied by restricted action as compared to the loin

having suitable curves, and rarely gives evidence of power,
through such development of lumbar muscles as can alone
give this. The practiced eye will quickly see what an impor-
tant factor the spine with its accompanying muscular system
is, when a horse is led out by the halter, and made to sud-
denly change his gait and positions. Sudden, impetuous
starts, rapidly made turns, and returning to the stable up an
ascent, these and other, may we not say all other motions,

and all gaits, when carefully scrutinized, show that a horse
with an exceptionally tine back and loin is equal to almost
any undertaking, and on the other hand, with a defective

back he is useless.

This view is sust lined by the fact that a loin and back
formed as described is usually accompanied by a muscultr
system in other portions of the body, well calculated to act

in unison with the flexible column of bones that connect the

forward with the rear portion of the body, and with the

muscles that run lengthwise of the body in connection with
this flexible column. Let preference be given to either as

being the more important of the two, the lower system of

bones and muscles, situated perpendicularly, or the upper
system placed horizontally, it is clear that a horse with the

supports between the anterior and posterior portions of the

body defective, will be unreliable and easily broken down,
no matter how well the up and down portions are con-

s ructed. Such a horse is, in a measure, like a bridge, with

its columns of support strong and its girders weak, swaying
to and fro when taxed with considerable weight; yet, with

the upper framew<uk and muscular system exceptionally

well-shaped and strung, there may be somewhat graceful and
sprightly action, with the lower system not even up to a
medium standard, though never in such a case should
respectable speed be expected.

Within the hind quarters of the body power and speed
have their source. The important point of leverage from
whence these take their origiu is clearly at the hip point.

This point furnishes a large bearing surface, and is soformed
that a wide range of motion takes origin here. Now, the hip

is very likely to be misjudged— that is, but few, even among
very good horsemen, are able to aualyze the hip, estimating

at their value those points that contribute to make up a good
looking hip, separating these from the peculiarities of forma-
tion that give the highest rate of usefulness at this importan-

poiut, without especial reference to beauty, from the staudt

point of the average judge. As a rule, men are best pleased

with a smooth, well-rounded, fleshy hip, not considering

that such an one is, as a rule, narrow, and that the width,

made up in large part by fleshiness, is not in this way in-

creased by its leverage power. It is from these facts that

certain horsemen have learned that they get great le-ults

from horses having wide and what are not infrequently

called "ragged hips," in contradistiuctiou to the smooth hip

covered deep with flesh. The man accustomed to the chase

knows full well that the wide-hipped, rangy horse will, ns a

rule, clear the ditch and hedge with ease, when compa ed to

his narrow-hipped neighbor. This comes from the increase

in the leaping power dependent upon the large, long muscles

provided for by the increased width at this part. The mus-
cles of the loin, and all those located in the pelvic re^iuu,

from hip to hip, and in the quarters, have room to grow, and
are materially larger aud more powerful than it is possible

for them to be in the horse with narrow bips.

—

National
!: Journal.

The Farm Journal says: In flytime put a big crupper pad
under the tail of the horse, big enough to raise it up so the

animal cannot hug it when he switches over the reios. This

is a simple contrivance and a safe one. Put buckles on this

big pad, and buckle it into the back strap the samt

regular one. When under the tail the horse cannot b

rein.
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Dates of Meetings.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, Oct. 8th to 17th.

District Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 20th to

Oct. 24th, inclusive

.

Nevada State Fair, Reno, Oct. 12th to 17th.

Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1S84. We have made good

some o£ his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. "We

again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession recetpt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Thoughtless Proceedings.

During the present season a race was trotted in one of

the interior towns of this State, in which the report

says "by agreement no time was taken." It is almost

certain that the parties to that race did not consider

what the consequences might be, for they debarred

themselves from all rights and privileges on National

Association tracks by the agreement to suppress the

time. We feel sure that some of them at least do not

desire to see either themselves or their horses placed

among the expelled, but that is where they are now, and

by their own thoughtless act. The race has been de-

scribed in the public prints, and has gone on record. We
have not mentioned it in our news columns, because we
were satisfied that the gentlemen interested were not

deliberate violators of the rule. We would give them

an opportunity to correct the error, and set themselves

right. As to the course of procedure we are not positive,

but are of opinion that if they make a full retraction by

returning the money won, and canceling the whole

transaction, all will be well. Possibly if they do that in

good faith the question may never be raised, but if it is,

the best evidence of their honesty they can offer a Board

of Appeals is the fact that they did everything in their

power to correct the mistake when it was pointed out to

them. The Board is not as a rule exacting where there

has been only a technical violation of the law, and the

"intent," which is the kernel of the crime, is wholly

lacking. They would be likely to so regard this case.

Another thoughtless thing has come to our

notice, which we refer to for general reasons

only. In one of the Northern fairs a few weeks

since a worthy gentleman and quite ardent horseman

Btarted a colt with the name of "Grive-a-dani Jones."

The other horses in the race had euphonious titles, and

we surmise that at the suggestion of some one that this

colt also should be named, the owner, in a spirit of jest,

christened his horse Give-a-dam Jones. Such a name is

a perpetual suggestion of the ridiculous, and no owner

would seriously inflict such an absurdity on a colt that he

thought well enough of to train for the turf. But the

colt trotted the race, which fixed the title, and now it

will require an application to the National Association

and a $50 fee to get him a withdrawal card from the

Lime Kiln Club, and an admission to the selent circle of

equine aristocracy. We claim no right to criticise the

action of the owner. He exercieed his personal privi-

lege, and may joke as much as he pleases with his own.

We merely make the case a peg on which to hang the

hint to breeders and owners that such pleasantry is

fraught with vexatious and unavoidable consequences,

and it is well to think twice or thrice before selecting a

name for a colt that has turf engagements.

Activity and Indolence.

We have had a busy time, a "good time" at the fairs.

Busy in one sense, extremely indolent in another. It

would be difficult to describe all that was embodied in

the period of activity, and perhaps, the story of little

interest when told. The laziness was not induced by

scenes such as Thompson so graphically described over

a hundred years ago, and in place of

" A pleasing land of drowsy-head, it was
Of dreams that wane before the half-shut eye.

And of gay castles in the clouds that pass,

Forever flushing round a Summer sky."

there was life and excitement on every hand. For

instance, at Sacramento there was the early morn-

ing gallops, the inner course thronged with high-bred

colts, so many of them that it seemed as if there was

scant room for them all to "work." In the many

brushes, breezes and trial races it was out of the ques-

tion to keep an eye on them all, and if any knowledge

was gained of what was done it would be by selecting a

particular set and giving them undivided attention. By

the time the gallopers were disposed of, the outer track

would be in order for the harness divison and from that

time until noon there was plenty of rapid movements to

interest those who had the least fondness for that class

of performers. From one o'clock until the sun set things

were very lively. Scarcely a race that was not exciting

in a high degree and so many of them that the managers

were kept busy in bringing them off in the alloted

time. The evenings were fully as much occupied,

what with the sights at the pavilion, the crowds of

people at the hotels and in the streets, many of them

acquaintances which it was a great pleasure to meet, and

then the pool selling, filled the time until the hour for

retiring came. These and looking after "the colt" gave

little opportunity and less inclination for writing, and

now after that long break in our usual exercise it will

take some time to get back into condition. We hope,

however, to regain form with little work, and that a few

short gallops will be all that is necessary to keep up a

fair pace over a good distance of ground.

The fairs we have attended have been in the main

successful. In their management there has been a great

deal to commend, and not much to condemn. We will

have a good deal to say about them in the future, and

this will be a pleasant task, inasmuch as it is far more

gratifying to write encomiums than adverse criticisms.

Bay District Trotting.

The trotting meeting which is billed for the Bay Dis-

trict Course promises to be o£ unusual interest. The

races are so arranged as to bring horses together so

nearly of the same capacity that it will puzzle even ex-

perts to "guess the winners." For instance, the race

to-day between May Boy, Pansy and Wormwood is

troubling the talent, and when the fields are larger and

with horses which are all so closely matched the tribula-

tion will be greater.

It is needless to specify the entries for Thursday, Fri-

day and Saturday next, as there may be changes before

the trotting comes of. But there is no risk in asserting

that those who attend will be well repaid for the time

spent.

The track is in the best possible condition. New bulk-

heads have been built, and, wherever needed, the surface

has been recoated with soil. It is also superfluous to

state that every effort will be made to keep it in good

order, as that has been so uniformly the case in the past

as to be a guarantee fur the future. Still less necessity

there is for a promise that the management will be satis-

factory.

Antecedents are a good guide to base expectations

upon, and from these it is a "foregone conclusion" that

Mr. Hiuchman will sustain his record, if possible better it.

The Stanford Stake-

In the Stanford stake for three-year-olds, to bo trotted

at the Bay District Track next .Saturday, the 17th iust.,

final payments have been made on L. J. Hose's, b c Kis-

met and llancho del Paso's, blk c 131 Monte. No Palo

Alto colts will start.

Antevolo.

We have received numerous letters, a few telegrams,

and very many verbal inquiries in relation to Antevolo.

In addition there are some pertinent queries in the last

number of the the Turf, Field and Farm. The latter

will be answered in the paper of next week, and as the

intention is to give a full history of his training, in

order to show with exactness the progress he made, and

methods followed, the account will of necessity occupy a

good deal of space. It will run through a series of

papers, and afterwards be published as an appendix to

"Tips and Toe-Weights." We have ample material, as

every time he was shod the weights of old and new tips

were noted, and on the evening of every day when his

work varied from slow exercise minute particulars were

recorded. This will be more satisfactory than a brief

reply. There will be facts for consideration, whereas in

other respects there will be theories based 'upon experi-

ments. We feel the utmost confidence, however, in

being able to show that in his case the benefits of a nat-

ural system of the treatment of the feet will be so appar-

ent as to be beyond cavil. That is beyond all reasonable

objections. Mere denials and assertions without some

basis are unanswerable.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
mail ortelegiaph.

L. Rohnerville, Cal.

Two horses started in a trotting race to rule. Frank is

ahead on the turn, but leaves the pole sufficiently to allow
Bruno to take the inside. Bruno wius the heat. Did Bruno
have the right to take the inside in that way?
Answer—Bruno had an undoubted right to take the pole,

if he could do so -without interfering with Frank.

C. F. B., Yreka, Cal.

Will you kindly inform us through your valuable paper
whether the stallion Koscoe has a record, and, if he has,
what it is? He is by Brigadier, four years ffld, and a bay,
and was bred by a Mr. Nelson, near Sacramento. We are

told that he obtained a record of better than 2:40, when two
years old, and are interested to know whether it is a fact.

We learn that he took two premiums.
Answer—Koscoe had no record. At the State Fair of 1SS3

he took second premium as a two-year-old roadster stallion,

and at State Fair of 1SS4 took first premium as three-year-old

in same class.

J. J. G., Comptom, Cal.

Will you be kind enough through your columns to issue

1, the pedigree of Bachelor, and 2, the performance of Hock
Hocking's get?

Answer— 1. Bachelor, b h, foaled 1SS1, by Hock Hock-
inp, first dam Maid of the Mist, by Norfolk; second dam
Eva Coombs, by Billy Cheatham; tbird dam Ruby, by Winne-
boga; fourth dam Elleu Jordan, by imp. Jordan; fifth dam
Ellen Tree, by Heury; sixth dam Betsy Ransom, by Virginia;

seventh clam Favorite, by Bellair; eighth dam Fairy, by imp.
Bedford, etc. See Bruce 'a American Stud Book, Vol. IV,,

page S25. 2. The performances of Hock Hocking's get is a

lengthy story. It involves a review of some seventy races,

and would require more time and space than we can give.

Fashion Stables, Honolulu, H. I,

Will you please state the year that Ten Broeck took Prior
Prioress and Lecompte from New York to England, and how
long he was there before he won his first race, the Cesare-

witch, with Prioress? By giving these dates in your pax^er

you will oblige.

Answer—Mr. Ten Broeck embarked in August, 1S56. The
Cesarewitch was run Oct. 13, 1857.

Whence Is the Speed?

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Colt one year, one-

fourth of a mile in 351 seconds; sired by Buccaneer, by Iowa

Chief, by Green's Bashaw, by Vernol's Black Hawk, by Long

Island Black Hawk, by Andrew Jackson, by

Young Bashaw, by imp. Grand Bashaw. First

dam Fern Leaf {pacer), by Flax tail (pacer); second dam
Fanny Fern (pacer), by Irwin's Tuckahoe (pacer); Bucca-
neer's dam Linsley Maid (pacer), by Flaxtail (pacer); second
dam Fanny Fern (pacer); by Irwin's Tuckahoe (pacer.) Thus
it will be seen that the dam of Buccaneer and the dam of the

colt are full sisters, both beiag clean pacing for two crosses

to sire and dam each. Only by Young Bashaw does Bucca-
neer, the sire, get a trotting inheritance. Will the Breeder
and Sportsman, or some of its readers, tell whence the speed
of the colt, the one referred to, is the Buccaneer colt, raised

by G. Valensin? Mr. Valensin might say it was from Bucca-
neer, but he had a Flaxtail dam, a pacer; and did a horse

ever prove a good sire without a good dam, and further the

colt's dam was a Flaxtail aud a full sister of the dam of Buc-
caneer? If the dam of one is poorly bred, so is that of the

other. Then must it be claimed that the speed comes from
Buccaneer, through Green's Bashaw, or it is nu accident, but

against the accident theory is the fact that a full sister to the

colt, a year older, has a gift of speed like the whirlwind,

that would seem also to topple a theory that it all come from
Green's Bashaw. I am a breeder trying to oast aside preju-

dice and get started right, always- having believed that bad

dam, bad offspring. H.

The famous unbeaten English two-year-old colt, The
Bard, continued his victorious career at Doucaster, his win
in the Tattersall Sale Stakes, on the Kith, making his six-

teenth consecutive success this season, the value of the

stakes being $45,940. F. Archer, who had ridden the sou of

Petrarch and Magdalene on thirteen previous occasions, had
the mount. The odds were 100 to 12 on him. Archer had
the misfortune to break a stirrup-leather during the race.

The old stable which for many years was the home of

Boston, Whip, and other distinguished horses, is still stand-

ing on the farm of Capt. James Blackburn, in Woodford
county. It ought to be a Mecca for all of the oolts of Lex-

ington.

—

Kentucky Yeoman.
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Notes of the Clingstone—Harry
Match.

Wilkes A Little Tiff at Jerome Park

[N. Y. Spirit.]

The race was won simply because Clingstone is a higher

grade of trotter than Harry Wilkes. He outranks all horses,

except Maud S. and Jay-Eye-See, and is probably the peer of

the latter, just as much as Harry Wilkes outranks such trot-

ters as Clemmie G. and Phyllis. He has been on the retired

list for a couple of seasons, during which time Harry Wilkes

has been winning his laurels, and beating all that came before

him, so that the material Clingstone is made of was dim with

unuse. while Harry Wilkes' was burnish with success after

success. When a horse wins he is a great one. Beaten,

though but a head, and in faster time, he is overlooked.

There were those, though, who had not forgotten "Cling,"

and remembered when he was a demon sure enough, and

hoped that "Kichard was himself again 7
' that bright

Autumnal day, on the beautiful river that connects the great

chain of inland seas. To those his step was elastic, his eye

bright, his ears lively, and his way of "doing it" like the

Clingstone of old. They saw these things, and quietly nipped

the long odds of §50 to $25. Harry Wilfces covered with

quarter, shin, knee, arm and elbow boots, and a light toe-

weight, with his even, frictionless gait, that reminded one of a

"big jog," seemed fit to trot for a life. But he appeared to

be not exactly balanced, which I am informed is his way,
though. No one, however, that had never before seen the
horses, would have thought him the better trotter than Cling-

stone appeared.
The "talent" were behind Wilkes, although many a good

judge thought there was a. race to come off that dav, and
either did not invest at all or touch the pools lightly. The
Cleveland men, almost to a man, won, and one of their rep-

resentatives went home richer than he came by §1,000. He
lost that amount on the Boston race two years ago, backing
Clingstone, but gamely stuck to his favorite, and played
even.
The sage Counsellor Crawford, while quite a loser,

philosophically commented upon the race before the start in

this fashion: "Harry Wilkes will win, and I will bet §500 on
it at odds of $100 to §75, bnt I don't want to bet two or

three to one, for these reasons: Clingstone will be better

driven than he ever was before. They talk about his being
short of work and not having a race, but that's all nonsense.
He has been worked just right for him. He has all the

speed he ever had, and can go fast. Now, Van Ness is over-

confident; he has indulged his horse in idleness, and if either

is short of the necessary work to condition him it is Wilkes.
While I believe there are more races lost by over-confidence
than in any other way, still I believe Wilkes is a faster,

gamer horse than Clingstone, and that he will win." Craw-
ford played his money at 2 to 1, even in the face of this just

estimation.
Splan said: "I think it is asking a little bit too much of

Clingstone to beat such a horse as Wilkes. I know my horse
has his speed, and believe he can show a quarter faster than
he ever did, but he has not been fitted for a corking race.

If I had him twenty days I think I could win. As it is, I'll

do the trick if I can, but don't bet too much thatl can."
"My horse is all right, his condition is perfect, and I have

no excuse to make if he gets beaten," said Mr. France.
"I will win it, and you can bet on it," said Van Ness.
The Cleveland delegation stood to their colors, and said:

"Clingstone will win a heat or two, sure, and we think he
will the race."

To an even start they take the word, after three recalls,

and before reaching the turn Clingstone shows to the fore,

with Wilkes on the outside, at his saddle-girths. Around
the bend and up the back-stretch "Cling" draws gradually

away, until about an open length of daylight shows between
them. On the lower turn Wilkes gradually closes up—now
to the wheel of his antagonist, now his shoulder, and now he
pokes his head in front. So they pass the three-quarter

pole, going the third quarter in 32| seconds, and down the

stretch they come, Wilkes still a neck ahead, amid the wild-

est enthusiasm. "He's up, he's up," shouted the excited

audience, and sure enough Wilkes had made a break. He
caught in a pace, shifted into a trot, but had lost so much
that Clingstone won in a jog, in 2:15}.

Clingstone cooled out splendidly, while Wilkes was much
distressed, and an anxious cloud spread over Van Ness'

countenance; still, pools were §25 on Wilkes to §1S on
Clingstone.
Splan took his horse away up the stretch, when he turned

to score for the second heat, and came to the wire booming.
After repeating the operation three times, they got the word
to a good start, Clingstone having the best of it by a head,

possibly. The heat was nearly a repetition of the first one,

only that Harry Wilkes never got his nose in front. About
half-way from the distance-stand to the wire he gave it up
and quit dead, Splan joggiug in in 2:111.

It was now a trotting-horse to a carpet tack on Clingstone,

and the tack men were scarce at that. Wilkes was terribly

exhausted, and was filled with sherry and other stimulants.

Clingstone had a couple of apples for his stimulants, and
cooled out nice and fresh, albeit a little leg-weary.

Again Clingstone came with a rush, and was out-trotting

Wilkes at the wire when "Go"was called, and thereby gotthe

best of the start. Anyone who saw Wilkes quit in the last

heat would have wagered almost any amount that he would

not trot in 2:20 in this one. But, to show what a game horse

he is, the third heat was the heat of the race.

He caught Clingstone in the stretch, when it was a whip-

ping and driving race to the wire—anybody's heat; but the

'Demon" beat him there by a neck, in 2 :16}

.

So ended the race. Van Ness paid the box §313 for his

share of the afternoon's fun, and the talent, almost to a man,

gave up their shekels, for there was no chance to hedge. It

was taken for granted that only for the break Harry Wilkes

would have won the first heat, and his friends expected him
to win the second, sure. When he lost that it was impossi-

ble to hedge. A friend of mine, "being in wrong" for $200,

undertook to get out and played §S00 on Clingstone, which
netted him a gain of only about §30, after the pool com-

mission (5 per cent, charged on total pool) was taken out.

I do not believe that any unprejudiced spectator, who saw

the race, imagined for a moment that it was not on the

square, winners and losers alike. Tht*re was no suspicion of

a job, but it was a fight to the end.

I hear that Mr. France is not satisfied, but I cannot im-

agine that he has any suspicion of the race. If he has I cer-

tainly have lost my confidence in his judgment, for I doubt

if another spectator can be found who shares his suspicions.

I may be wrongly informed as to his opinions, however.

[Sporting World, Oct. 2d.]

A splendid card and lovely weather brought out a capital

attendance at Jerome Park; the racing was excellent, but un-

fortunately the enjoyment was marred by un unseemly
squabble, which resulted from loss of temper, came near de-

veloping into an outbreak, and all but resulted in the with-

drawal of one or both of the most powerful racing establish-

ments in the country, the Dwyer and Kancocas stables.

It all came of the two year-old selling race. Eleven young-
sters were entered, and Lulu was the favorite. Still her
owners did not think very well of her chances, for they had
but little money on. Mr. McDonald thought that he had an
outside chance of winning with Bordelaise, the Brighton
Beach division believed that they bad a good chance with
Saluda, and there was a quiet but very strong tip out on Bon
Soir. The Rancocas Stable started a new candidate for
honors in Pontico, a half brother to Pontiac. He is a big,

lumbering colt, decidedly deficient in quality, and neither his
appearance nor his action was fancied by the critics. It was
reported that Mr. Lorillard thought well enough of him to

put a couple of thousand dollars on his chance, but as the
starting price was S to 1 against him and 3 to 1 for a place,

this is hardly likely.

The race was rather a good one. Strategy and Bordelaise
made the running, all the others close np excepting Glen-
brook and Frank Ward, who were dead out of it. Lulu did
not go well. She did not run free and seemed all tangled
up. Bon Soir suffered from a rather bad send off, but made
up a lot of ground and was within hailing distance. At the
head of the stretch Strategy had enough and there was a
closing up between Bordelaise, Pontico, Lulu and Bon Soir,

but at the furlong Pontico had everything beaten, and draw-
ing away won rather handily by a length and a half. The
fight for place was a hot one, but Bordelaise got the verdict
by a neck, Lulu third, a neck in front of Bon Soir.

The colt whs entered to be sold for §1,500, and when
brought up to the judge's stand to be auctioned, the fur be-
gan to fly." James O'Neill, a well-known pool auctioneer, had
been selected to offer the colt, and Mr. Lorillard sent Skip-
with Gordon over to protect him. Andrew Thompson, the
trainer of Bordelaise, stood prepared ready to bid and in a
twinkling the price was raised to $5,000, which Mr. Gordon
beat by S5. Thompson now quit and Mr. Michael Dwyer
took up the running, raising the price $1,000 a time up to

$12,000, when he quit. Now Mr. Philip Dwyer came with
a rush and carried the bidding to §15,000, which was capped
by another bid of §5 and the colt was returned "sold to the
owner."
Mr. Lorillard had been standing at the timer's stand, and

when imformed of what had happened, he seemed to lose all

control over himself. After a hurried conversation "Skip"'

Gordon hastened up to the judges' stand and claimed that

he had stopped bidding when the price reached §S,000 and
that the colt should not be knocked down to them. The auc-

tioneer insisted that Mr. Gordon had kept on nodding to him
after every bid the Dwyers made. Now Mr. Lorillard unfor-

tunately lost his temper completely. Bushing np to the

judges' stand he approached O'Neill and openly charged him
being "in the swindle." Any other man would have been
ruled off for using such language to a man, who, for the

time being at least, was an officer of the club. The unseemly
squabble continued for a while longer, when Judge Munson
managed to get the gesticulating trio out of the stand, and, to

settle the difficulty, Mr. Withers proposed to put up the colt

again.

Mr. Philip Dwyer must have been informed of Mr. Loril-

lard's opprobious term of "swindle, "for in an instant he came
rushing througl the crowd and up to the judges' stand. His
face was flushed, and he fairly shook with indignation. He
insisted that the judges had no right to put np the colt at

auction again. That the colt bad been knocked down to Mr.
Lorillard for $16,005, and that under the rules Mr. McDon-
ald was entitled to two-thirds and he to one-third of the sur-

plus over the entered selling price of $1,500. He de-

nounced the language used as unfair and unjust, and said

that he wanted no favors, but insisted on his rights. Mr.
Withers said somethtng in reply as Mr. Dwyer was going

down the steps, to which Mr. Dwyer, turning back sharply,

replied: "Oh, no, Mr. Withers; don't you make the mistake

of thinking that you can run things your way by yourself

any more than anybody else can. If you attempt it you will

see a riot some day."
"Don't talk to me about riots," retorted Mr. Withers, and

pointing to Inspector Dilks, added, "Mr. Inspector Dilks

will take care of a riot, and if there is an outbreak you will

be the first one arrested."

The crowd that surrounded the judges' stand had mean-
while become immense. The track and the quarter stretch

was literally packed with people. It was easy to see that the

sympathy of the crowd was entirely with Mr. Dwyer, and
that Mr. Withers, never a popular man, lost all standing in

their eyes by his last remark. Cheer upon cheer went up
for Phil Dwyer as he came down the steps, and Mr. Withers

finally got the police to clear the track.

The feeling was now intense, and it would have taken

very little to preipitate a general row. Both Mr. Loriliard

and Mr. Dwyer were hot. and the crowd distinctively divided

into partisans of each. Jndge Munson throughout acted

with admirable good sense and judgement. Endeavoring
to keep up his good humor, he tried to get both gentlemen
to restore their tempers, and to him alone ft is due that for

the time being both subsidad. Finally, in order to give all

time to cool off, he announced that the judges would consider

the matter as to whether the colt was really brought in for

§15,005, and render a decision later in the day.

The incident spoiled the day, and throughout the after-

noon the time between the races was consumed with discus-

sions with either Mr. Lorillard or Mr. Dwyer, Judge
Munson acting throughout as peace-maker. It was difficult,

however, to bring about a modus vivendi since both gentler

men insisted on their rights, Mr. Lorillard that he had au-

thorized his agent not to go beyond §S,000, and Mr. Dwyer,
that the colt had been bought in for $15,005. He argned-

justly that if supposing the colt had been knocked to him for

§15,005. he would have been obliged to pay the money and
therefore, what was sauce for the Jgoose was sauce for the

gander.
Obviously, therefore, Mr. Lorillard's agent was at fault.

Mr. O'Neill stnteu ibat Mr. Gordon had asked him to protect

the colt, as Mr. Lorillard did not wish to part with him, and
therefore he recognized Mr. Gordon's nod after each opposite

bid. Mr. Gordon claims that he stopped alter his limit of

$8,000 was passed. Now, there were a number of turfmen
of standing who were near "Skip" Gordon throughout the

bidding, and they insist that he kept on nodding after each
bid from the Dwyers. Strictly speaking, therefore, Mr.
Gordon was responsible to Mr. Lorillard for the difference if

Mr. O'Neill's statement and those of the witnesses are to be
iTeiliU'd.

The Dwyers probably took this view, and perhaps out of
pity toSkipwilh Gordon, who was in an extremely awkward
position, Mr. Phil Dwyer later in the afternoon went to
Judge Munson and told him rather than have anv serious
difficulty, as Mr. Lorillard had threatened to take'away his
horses, he would leave the matter to be decided by the judges
and abide by their decision. After a consultation it whs offi-
cially announced by Judge Mnuson that "the owners had
come to an understanding and that Mr. Lorillard bought the
colt in for 57,500."
The Dwyers, of course, came out of the difficulty with fly-

ing colors, and stand in the position of having made Mr.
Lorillard a present of §7,505. At the same time excuse might
be made for Mr. Lorillard's loss of temper, for it is not a
pleasant thing for a man to stand by and either have to let a
good colt go or pay more than double his value to keep him.
On the other hand it is to be urged that when a man enters a
good horse in a selling race at a figure far below his value, he
takes his chances at either losing his horse or paying a fancy
price to keep him, and if he is beaten he ought to be sports-
manlike enough to take his whipping like a man. The whole
affair brings out the real defects of the selling race system
more glaringly in vogue. The ordinary selling race, for all
ages, which winds up a day's flat racing programme is noth-
ing but a gamble of the worst kind and very generally one
with loaded dice, just as most of the steeplechases of the year
have been before the Coney Island Jockey Club cut them off.

The Best Two-Year-Old Performer.

Mr. Lorillard's policy forbids his running at Jerome Park
so early in the season, hence Dewdrop is not engaged in any
of the classic events run at the next June meeting at Ford-
ham. But if she was engaged, there would be a great deal of

Plunging on her during the Winter months, and perhaps it

is better for her admirers that she is not a target to be shot

at. In her absence the tried and true performers in the

Brooklyn Stable will undoubtedly have a strong following
for the Withers and Belmont. The owner of Dewdrop is

extremely fortunate in having bred such a filly out of a mare
which he bought at public auction for §250, which was the
case with Explosion, who was one of the string of "F
Smy the" (H . O . Bernard) sold in February of 187S

.

Springbok, Din Sparling, etc., went also in that sale, but
were bought rs, the latter by the confederacy then known as
Puryear & Co. Explosion's first foal wa6 called Dangerous,
by Saxon, but though fast he was bad-tempered, and
would run te the outer fence. Then came Disdain, by
Mocas,in, and she was marked very like Dewdrop. Next
came a filly by Glenlyon, but she died early. Next
came Dione, by Mortemer; then Dewdrop, by Falsetto.
Explosion is but twelve years old, was very fast when
on the turf, and bids' fair to become a famous matron
of the stud. Whether Mr. Lorillard will send her to Ken- «

tucky for Falsetto's services, or whether he will continue to

breed her to Mortemer, we do not know; but it strikes ns
that in Iroquois he has a horse with very similar lines of
blood (on both sides) to Falsetto, and he will probably give
the Derby winner a chance at this decidedly "approved"
mare. The owner of Preakness recently told us that Mr.
Milton Young asked him in Kentucky why he was purchas-
ing Falsetto's yearlings. "Because they are cheap," said the
genial New Yorker. Shortly afterwards Mr. Young himself
was seen bidding on a Falsetto yearling. "Why are you buy-
ing them?" asked Mr. Galway. "Because you have one now,
and I know he mast be a good one." Rupert was the colt

alluded to. For two years past Mr. Charles Littlelield, young
David McDauiel, and others who have seen the conqueror of
Spendthrift were constantly singing his praises to us. Now
that their prophesies bid fair to be verified, a whole army of
clever fellows will ehime in with "I told you so."—JV. 1".

Sportsman.
.—«— •

Death of Thomas J. Nichols.

This prominent Kentucky breeder and turfman, who was
injured in a railway accident near Lexington on the loth,

inst., lingered until Friday, Sept. 25th, when he died at

the Phcenix Hotel. Lexington.

Capt. Nichols was well and favorably known in turf cir-

cles throughout the country, dating back from the time when
he looked after the Kentucky interests of the late Milton H.
Sanford, down to the late meeting of the Kentucky Associa-

tion, where he was acting as starter when he met his un-

timely end. After Mr. Sanford purchased Elmendorf farm,

Mr. Nichols turned his attention to breeding on his farm in
Bourbon county, and 1S75 he brought out the famous two-
year-old Vagrant, by Virgil, who won all his races that year
save one, and the next Spring captured the second Kentucky
Derby, beating Parole, Creedmoor, and eight others. In-
deed, Vagrant's only conqueror in his two and three-year-

old form was Creedmoor, by Asteroid, who beat him once
each season, the last time for the Clark Stakes, after Vagrant
had been purchased by Mr. Wm. Astor for $7,000.

Capt. Nichols also bred Day Star, by Star Davis, who in

1S7S won the Kentucky Derby from the great Himyar, being
the only owner who has twice won the Louisville race. Of
late years Capt. Nichols and his partner, the late J. G. Beth-
une, were quite successful with their Bourbon county stud
farm, where Wanderer ruled as premier stallion, and they
have turned out some good turf performers.

Capt. Nichols, during his connection with the turf, always
kept himself above suspioion. His horses were run for all

there was in them, and there were no more popular colors in

the West than the "light blue" of the Bourbon county turf-

man.

—

Sportsman.

Mr. Corrigan started Freeland in a selling race the other

day. and the Sportsman salutes him thus: The major part of

the crowd that went down to the Bay yesterday went down
rather to see the great Freeland exhibit himself in the company
of menial selling platers than for any other reason. Corrigan
might have kept Freeland out of that race. It was not meant
for such as him. Unpaid feed bills and the snowball and pepper
diet of darker davs are looming up very brightly before the

eyes of disconsolate owners just now, and the Western Loril-

lard might well be engaged in other bneiness than the ruina-

tion of the owners of our second-rate crabs. Murphy made
the finish an excitinu-looking one by holding his mount bi eh

so much that Billy Donohue thought he had a chain*

hinij and went to work on his mount like the desp

unisheher is.
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$10,000.

Nevada
STATE FAIR.
1885. 1885.

AT

BE NO,
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA,

Commences October 12th
AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK.

Trials of Speed to be conducted under the

auspices ot tlie Directors ol the State

Agricultural Society.

THE STATE AGKICULTUEAL SOCIETY
was established in accordance with an Act of

the Legislature of the State of Nevada, en.

titled "An Act to provide for the management
and control of the State Agricultural Society

of the State," approved March 7, 1885.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAV-Monday, Oct. l«tli.

No. 1. Running—Purse $100; $75 to

first; $25 to second. Three-quarters of a
mile.

No. 2. Running—The Silver State Stake—
* For thoroughbred three-year-old fillies; So-
ciety to add $100: dash of one and one-half
miles; entrance §30; 810 declaration October
1st. Any filly that has previously won a race
shall carry 5 pounds extra, and any filly that
has won two races 8 pounds extra, and any
filly that has won three races 10 pounds ex-

tra; second filly to save entrance.

No. 3. Running—Purse $200; $100 to first;

$50 to second; $30 to third; heats of a mile;
free for all.

No. 4. Running—The Reno Stake—For
two-year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit;

$5 declaration October 1st; $100 added; sec-

ond saves entrance; five furlongs.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Oct. 13th.

No. 5. Tkotting—2:50 class; free for all

horses from "Sierra, Lassen, Plumas and
Modoc counties, California, and Grant and
Lake counties, Oregon; three in five; Durse
$200: first $150; second $50.

No. 6. Running—Mile and repeat; free for

all horses in Nevada, and counties named in
California and Oregon; purse $150; §100 to

first; $50 to second.

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, Oct. 14th.

No. 7. Running—Stake free for all carrying
100 pounds; $25 p. p.; $100 added; one and
orie-eightb miles.

No. S. Running—Dash of a half-mile; free

for all horses in Nevada and counties named
in California and Oregon; purse §100; first

horse S75; second horse $25.

"No. 9. Running—Dash of a mile and a half;

free for all; purse $200; $150 to first; $50 to
second.

No. 10. Running—Nevada Cup—Handicap
sweepstakes; $50 each; $25 forfeit; §10 de-
claration October 1st; $150 added; two and a
quarter mileB; second horse to receive $50;
third to save stake; weights announced Sep-
tember 15th; declaration to be made October
1st.

FOURTH DAY-Thursday. Oct, 1 5th.

No. 11. Trotting—Mile and repeat; free
for all four-year-olds and under in Nevada and
the counties above named in California and
Oregon; purse $200; first horse $150; second
$50.

No. 12. Trotting—2:26 class; free for all;

best three in five; purse $400; first horse $300;
second horse S100.

No. 13. Trotting—Two miles and repeat;
free for all in Nevada and counties above
named in California and Oregon; purse $250;
first horse $150; second horse $100.

FIFTH DAY—Friday, Oct. 16th.

No. 14. Running—Free handicap; puree
$150; $100 to first, $30 to second, and $20 to
third horse; one and three-quarter miles;
entries to be Biade Sept. 1st; weights an-
nounced Sept. 15th.

No. 15. Running—Stakes for three-year-
olds; $50 each; $25 forfeit; §100 added; one
and five-eighths miles. The winner of Wed-
nesday's race to carry seven pounds, the'
second in that day's race five pounds and the
bird three pounds over the rule weight.

No. 16. Running—Purse $200; §100 to first,

$70 to second, and §30 to third; one and one-
eighth miles.

No. 17. Running— Consolation purse; en-

trance free; §100; $70 to first; §30 to second;
one and one-quarter miles; horses beaten once
to carry their weight; if beaten twice, allowed

5 pounds; three times, 10 pounds. Entries
to be made within five minutes after the

close of No. 16. Those who have been beaten
before Friday must be entered on Wednesday.

SIXTH DAY-Satnrday, Oct. 1 Jth.

No. 18, Trotting—2:40 class; free for all;

purse $300, first horse $200; second horse
$100.

No. 19. Trotting—Free for all; mile heats;

three in five; purse $400; #irst horse $250;
second horse $150.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Nominations to stakes must be made to the
Secretary on or before the first day of August,
1885. Entries for the purses must be made:
On Monday's races on the Saturday preceding;
for Wednesday's races, on Mondaj', and for

Friday's races on Wednesday, at the regular
time for closing entries as designated by the
rules. Those who have nominated in stakes
must name to the Secretary in writing which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p.m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn
by the consent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Associ-

ation will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be
owned and kept in Nevada and California eatt

of the Sierra Nevadas for six months prior to

day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close Sep-
tember 1st, with the Secretary.

Five or more to enter, and three or more to

start in all races for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to gov-

ern trotting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly

at one o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stod

dard, Secretary of the Society.

C. C. STEVENSON, President.

C. H. Stoddard, Secretary.

IMPROVED
Blind, Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Uetters Patent, July 95, 1883.

Having thuB described my invention, what I clains
as new, and desire to secure ray letters patent, is:

1. The part D.Bupported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
openinginto which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved bliiidn F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the viBion, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and Bide straps A, the screw,nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
SleceB D and blinds F. as Bliown, the straps or bands
and H, connection the branches or extensions above

ami In' low the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as ami for the purpose horelr
described,

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so nB to be mova-
ble about tin- point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands O.andH, and the iear band I and the
thn iiit-latch or lash connected with tin- blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appeal on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing aw

11 the objections urged against blinds, and at t

same time giving complete control of the line of
wttli all the t the

vision. By throwing thu lower portion of the blind ap
sin ne tiling of tin- same ellect on the action follows as
In Induced bv tne-weighta. This Is especially the rase
when voting colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the n.nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKEKRON,
No. 230 and 282 Ellis St. Ban Francisco

1885.
SIXTH ANNUAL PAIR,

—OP THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.

October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
jn Purses and Premiums.
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and Industrial Exposition are in

Active -Preparation.

S1>EE1> PROGRAMME.

First Day, Tuesday, Oct. 90tli.

1. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 3:00 class!

mile heats, 3 in 5j open also to Cade and Pren-
tice Boy.

2. Trotting Stake—S50; for yearlings;

half-mile heats; ©10 forfeit, and $25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Running Pace—Purse ©150; half-mile

dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Running Race—Purse $200; free for

or two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second nay, Wednesday. Oct. 21st.

5. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 2:30 class;

mile heats, best 3 in 5.

6. Trotting Race—Parse $200; for two-
year-olds and under; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Running Race—Purse $250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

8. Running Race—Purse $250; for three-

year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day, Thursday, Oct. 2*id.

Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,
to be hereafter published.

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for b'rst and $50 to sec-

ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;
with Big Frank, Durfree's Inca, Valgean,
Margaret and Sultan baired, and a reserved
right to add others.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 23d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40

class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

1 1

.

Trotting Race—Purse $250; for

three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; tor all two-
year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Race—Purse $300; free for

all; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fifth Day. Saturday, October 34th.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse

$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Race—Purse $250: four-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. Running Race—Purse $300; for thr?e-

year olds; one mile and a half.

17. Running Race—Purse$200; for beaten

horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

Non-starters in running races will be held
for entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to

wear caps of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.
the 1st.

If two horses are permitted by consent of
the Directors to start, then third money reverts
to the Association.
A horse distancing the field or any part

thereof is entitled to first money only.
All moneys in purses will be divided; 65 per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10
per cent, to third.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-
nished upon application to the Secretary.

All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.
K. II. licit iit. t. Mchteubcrger.

Secretary. President.

BUY DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE
UGGIE

and

WAGONS.

n

PEKSON-AL ATTENTION' GIVEN TO

ANT S\TTLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTEND

Painting
,

varnishin(J

Alterations and Repairs.

OFB1CE AND FACTORY.

I 3 1 7 AND 13 19 MARKET STREET,

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets, San Francisco,

M. J. McCUE, Proprietor.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

Five to enter and three to start. But the

Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than five to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-

tionate amount of the purse; but in no event

will a race be considered filled without three

bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 percent, of

purse, in both running and trotting races, to

accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot

heats of any two olasses alternately, if neces-

sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a
special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-

trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by G

p. M.of the day proceeding the race, shall be

required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular horse

they aro to start must be named at G v. M. of

the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.

Except as otherwise specified, running races

will be couducted under the rules of the Pacifi*

Coast Blood Horse Association.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
tlie State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Caret, Sacramento. J. D. Carr, Salinas.
R. P. Sargent, Uilroy. John Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Finigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of. Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts,' Dougherty, New-land A
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give, satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in tlie State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will he
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to participate In such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of laud of every descrip-
tion.

KILLIP *fc <-0.. 116 Montgomery street.

Notice.
HERBERT H. BnowN, M.P.
Nugent W. Brown,

"**
Geo,, H, Holmes,
0. Bruce Lowe,

TRADINtl

BROV/N BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
\mcrlca to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.
References kindly permuted to -T. B. Haggln, Esq.,

and Major Rath hone of San Francisco.
l!HO\\\ ItKON. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New Sonth Wales.
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POULTRY.
Geese.

Every woman that wants to get out of poultry all there is

in it, should by all means have a nice flock of geese. Now,
gentlemen, don't condemn the goose unheard. Ever since

we could remember, men, from'some cause or other, have been
down on geese. We wonder if they know why. It is true,

the horses may not like to drink after them, but when we
consider the profit that can be made on geese, it will pay to

fix a watering place for horses where the geese cannot reach.

Geese do not need as much water as is generally supposed.
One hour each day at the pond or brook is enough, and if

necessary, they can then be turned away, and the most
fastidious horse be none the wiser. They are easy and
cheaply kept, never unhealthy, need no elaborate house, and
little if any grain feed, except when the snow is on the

ground. Toulouse geese are the largest, and in our opinion,

the hamdsomest, but the other varieties have their good
points and admirers. Figures won't lie, and here are some
of them: A Toulouse goose, if given a good grass run will,

without any other feed except what she find in the creek or

pond, lay thirty or forty eggs. We must not count our
goslings before they are hatched, but half these eggs ought to

hatch anyway, and this will give us fifteen goslings. With
proper attention, or even half as much as it takes to raise

chickens, eight of them can be raised. This is a very low
estimate. Good feed and care will make those goslings

weigh twenty pounds apiece by Christmas, and at the same
price as pork—and it is always about twice as high—we have

a pretty good Summer's work for one goose. Figure it your-
self. Besides she and the gander, if picked at regular in-

tervals, have turned off four pounds of feathers and the eight

goslings four more, thus all paying for their keep, and we
have the old pair left. It seems to us if there is anyway of

"eating one's cake and keeping it too," it is in raising geese.

Naturally any bird produces eggs merely for the purpose of

reproducing the species, and only in sufficient quantity for

incubation aud rearing young brood. But by a long process
of domestication the hen has had her natural disposition in

this direction changed very much, aud will lay eggs during
the greater part of the year, instead of only a montn or so in

Spring. The egg product of a good hen will, on an average,
weigh three times the hen's own weight—that is when she is

fed liberally with such feed as will supply all the elements of

the egg. Necessarily everything that is in the egg must be
supplied in the food. No one food contains all the needed
elements, and a mixture of various kinds should be given.
The following foods contain all the elements that exist in

eggs: Oats, wheat, corn, bran, linseed, mustard seed, green
cabbage, clover, and crushed bones, and a reasonable mixture
of all these, varied more or less, with the aid of crushed lime-

stone, will afford every element called for to produce a con-
stant yield of eggs.

Tobacco in its raw state, or previous to sweating in bulk,

is very powerful in its effect and wili drive vermin from the
hens' nests. The whole leaves may be thoroughly dried so
as to crumble easily, and may be placed in the nest of the
sitting hen as lining under the eggs. With this protection
she will not be driven from her nest by vermin before the
time of hatching arrives

—

Poultry World.

The Weight of Milk.

HERD AND SWINE.
Galloways.

Provide gravel, it is the teeth.

Provide ventilation, it is health.

Provide sulphur, it prevents disease.

Provide lime and bone, they supply a want.
Provide some range if possible for half-grown chicks.

In the poultry business as in everything else we are look-

ing for that which yields us the greatest amount of profit.

Poultry should be killed as soon as it is fat, for the reason

that there is no object in keeping it longer, and every day it

is kept after that incurs a loss.

Never throw large quantities of food to fowls at one time.

Better they should eat slowly. Cooked meat goes further, is

more nourishing and less injurious if over-fed than in the

raw state.

There is without doubt a great difference in the different

breeds of fowls, and management tells more and with quicker

results on some than on others, yet the true ground-work of

success lies with the owner or keeper.

To be of the best practical use kerosene must be used in

its strongest form; the common is much better than the more
expensive refined, as a disinfectant, deodorizer and destroyer

of vermin in the poultry house.

A liberal supply of good, clean, sweet earth, to use in the

dust box and on the floor, is a part of reasonable preparation

for Winter. Clean dirt is a first-class disinfectant and puri-

fier. So long as it is dry and friable it can hardly be had in

excess.

If wood ashes be used in the dust box, the potash which

they contain will discolor the fowls' legs, or rather destroy

the natnral color and bleach them to a dull white. Coal

ashes are not objectionable unless a little wood has been used

in kindling the coal fires.

Ducks should be allowed as much liberty as possible, as

they are not partial to confinement like chickens. When
they are kept in the poultry yard with hens they become
quarrelsome, and do more damage than they are worth, and
for that reason should be kept separate.

The practice of placing the young fowls in with the older

ones is detrimental to the health of the flock. The older

fowls peck and worry the younger ones, and when feed is

given the young ones stand no chance of getting any. A
separate yard should be secured for the Spring fowls, that

they may not be worried by the older ones, but may enjoy

themselves and take comfort.

To have a regular supply of eggs for household use, it is

necessary that clutches of pullets be reserved at different sea-

sons of the year. Well-kept fowls begin to lay as soon as

thev arrive "at a proper age, say at nine to twelve months.

The moulting period, when birds cease laying, may also be

made to come at different seasons, provided proper warmth
is secured by comfortable quarters.

The best breed of fowls will never satisfy the man who
takes no interest in them. Fowls must have care and atten-

tion just the same as any other live stock. They caunot find

their own living and at the same time yield a satisfactory pro-

fit to the owner. Good, clean, pure water and a food of egg-

producing and nourishing constitutents, fed regularly and

wisely, will pay the owner of any flock.

Always give soft food in the morning and whole grain at

noon and night. Scatter dry feed among the litter on the

floor as this will give fowls proper exercise, and assists in

keeping them healthy by promoting digestion. Plenty of

freshwater is an absolute necessity to keep fowls healthy,

and is often neglected and they suffer with thirst. Avery
good substitute for green food is the shatterings of clover

hay found on the barn floor and feed room. This may be

steeped in hot water, drained dry, or nearly so, aud mixed

with bran and meal, makes a breakfast that fowls relish and

thrive upon.

The poultry house should be separate and apart from other

buildings where farm animals are kept. Fowls need treat-

ment which they cannot get when allowed to run and roost

with other stock; and besides, their uncleanly habits make
• them unfit companions for farm live stock, and it is disagree-

able to have them roosting about the barn. They take on

vermin more readily than any other creature, and when
allowed to roost in sheds or stables, are almost sure to give

lice to cattle and horses. Kept in a house of their own these

evils are avoided, and the fowls themselves can be kept in a

much better condition. Have large windows in south side of

building to give plenty of sunlight. A dust bath should

always be provided in the hennery by keeping a box filled

with dry earth, ashes and plenty of sulphur. Convenient

nests should also be made, aud earthen or iron vessels pro-

vided for soft food and water.

The old district of Galloway, iu the south-west of Scot-
land, has given its name to a valuable breed of black, horn-
less cattle, remarkable for many good qualities/and especially
for a superior quality of beef, described over three centuries
ago as being "tender, sweet and juicy." The breed is a very
old one—has long had great fixity of type—and is a pore
breed, not mixed or crossed with any other existing race.
Much of the Galloway district is rough, mountainous land.
The uplands, especially, wild and rocky—moorlands and
hills—covered with heath and coarse grasses, formed the
lowly home of the breed. Here they were bred and reared,

with no other covering than the sky and no shelter but the
recesses of the deep, rocky glen—seldom housed, and, if fed
at all, only a bite of coarse hay when the snow was deep and
the Winter severe. They are. therefore, an active, hardy
breed, fitted for outdoor life, for searching for their grazing
grounds, and, from long usage, adapted to feed on coarse
and rough grasses, if no better can be got. At two and three
years old the surplus of the herds were gathered together and
driven South, feeding as they went along the old well-known
trails to the Norfolk and Suffolk fairs, 400 miles from their

home. Here they were bought by the graziers of the South
and fattened for the London market. Fifty years ago 50,000
was an average drive. The Galloways are the old ranch cattle

of Britain, and while the trails have been fenced and tilled,

and the drive become a thing of the past, they have still the
qualities which specially fit them for a similar life on the
ranches of the American plains. They are lively,

active, spirited, with compact, chunky forms, strong
muscles and tendons, enabling them to endure
long journeys and travel with ease. Iu Winter they
paw and scrape among the snow to reach the grasses beneath
and can stand before the blizzard as no other breed will.

Their moderately-thick hides and splendid coat of long hair
enables them to endure cold, wet rains, so trying to man and
beast. The milk of the Galloways is rich and nourishing. The
cows are good, careful mothers aud raise excellent calves.
The young calves are active and able to get along and look
after themselves.
The Galloways are now almost all black—brindled and

belted ones are now rare. The black is not a deep black, but
often has a dark mahogany shade. The hair is long and
wavy—shaggy almost—but should have a soft, silky feel, and
always a thick, mossy undercoat. This is an important point;
in cold, windy weather it helps to retain the warmth, and in
wet days throws off the rain. Head should be short and wide,
with no traces of horns or scurs; long, slender noses are not
desirable, broad foreheads and wide nostrils are wauted; eyes
large and prominent; neck rather short, clean, and filling

well into the shoulders, which should be wide above; breast

full and deep, plenty of room for the lungs; flank deep and
full; ribs deep and well sprung, closely ribbed home; hook-
bones just seen but not prominent; the whole body round like

a barrel, set on short, muscular legs, with clean, fine bone;
the hind legs straighter than other breeds, and
squarely fleshed right down to the hock; tail well

set on and moderately thick ; skin mellow, soft

to the touch and handling well. The whole appearance com-
pact, active, with good, lively eye and strong muscular devel-

opment. Very large animals are not desirable. Good medium
weights preferred—they weigh better than they look—and
medium size is most profitable for the feeder and best for the
butcher. Short-legged animals, with fine, small bones kill

the best; the beef is very superior; the fat laid amongst the

lean—marbled. They do not put on outside tat as readily as

some other breeds, hence look not so well in the show yard,

but yield at the block juicy, rich, nourishing food. There is

no beef in the world that can beat that of a well fed Gallo-

way. They can be fed to 1,000 lbs. at three years old. The

As with other measures, the quart and gallon give a great
deal of trouble on account of their indefiuiteness, and also

because of the weights of liquids being usually given in
avoirdupois pounds and Troy grains. The consequence is

that a great deal of confusion exists in regard to the meas-
ures, which require a mathematician to understand and ex-

pound them. It is indispensable, in the dairy business, that

milk should be measured and sold by weight. This is neces-
sary for convenience, and yet the dairyman is used to quarts
and gallons. Therefore, an easy way of reducing quarts to

pounds and pounds to quarts, and a standard weight per
quart, are not only desirable, but indispensable.
There are three gallons in use—the standard American

liquid gallon of 231 cubic inches, the dry gallon of 26S.91J
inches, and the English imperial gallon of a little over 277
inches. The American gallon of pure water at 00 degrees
weighs 5S.972 grains Troy, which are equal to S.391 pounds
avoirdupois. A quart, therefore, weighs 2.0977 pounds. The
imperial gallon of water, at its maximum density, 39 degrees

;

weighs 70,000 Troy grains, or 10 pounds, and a qaart there-

fore weighs 2.5 pounds. Here is a very inconvenient mix-
ture of weights and densities or temperatures which produces
confusion and error. But we have nothing to do with
English measures, and it is only when writers in American
agricultural journals, who do not understand these differ-

ences, mix things, or vice versa, as regards English writers,

that their readers are misled. Our American gallon is all

that we have to do with, and although it is mixed up consid-

erably, yet we may easily manage it with a little care.

Now we come to the milk of the thing. Milk is heavier
than water, weighing, on an average, 103 to 100 of water.
Then, if a quart of water weighs 2.0977 pounds, a quart of

milk will weigh 2.16 pounds, or very nearly 2 1-0 pounds, or
2 pounds 2,V ounces. The weight is found by multiplying

2.0977 by f.03, which gives 2.1006 pounds.
It might be well to tabulate these weights for reference,

as follows:
Troy grains. Avoirdupois lb»

An imperial gallon of water weighs 7u,uU0 10
An American gallon of water weighs 58.972 8.391

A standard gallon of milk of 1.03 gravity weighs 8.64

A quart of milk weighs 2.16

Ten quarts of milk weigh 21.Il6

Forty;quarts of milk weigh 86.04

As good milk from wall-fed cows will have a gravity of less

than 1:03, and usually not over 1.029, it is quite near enough
to calculate the weight as 2.15 pounds per quart, equal to

21i pounds per ten quarts, or86 pounds net pei 40 quart can.

I have used this weight in my business, and have sold milk
»out by the quart on a route by it, and have found it quite

accurate. Your statement, then, that 2.15 pounds is the
actual weight of a quart of milk, is quite correct. I have
given this testimony in a court as an expert on milk, and it

has decided the question.

—

Z. Mais, in Country Gentleman.

Dairymen are beginning to awaken to the fact that, in the

long run, it is best to make first-class, full cream cheese, and
by so doing stimulate the consumption through the public

taste. The manufocture of poor cheese may pay for awhile,

but the public taste soon revolts against such an article, and
the consumption is curtailed and the evident fraud leacts

upou the heads of the manufacturers. It is always best to be
honest, and put an honest article of any kind on the market,

and especially of cheese and butter.

It is not a good plan to allow the cows to lie out od the

bare, cold ground after the frosty nights have come, although
tb cold may not be very severe. The cow is an animal that

d lghts in warmth, and when iu the least chilled will soon
ow it in the lessened flow of milk. Keep the cows warm

. nd dry, and give them pleuty of feed and exercise, and they

will give a generous quantity of milk in the cold weather,

when it is most valuable, as a reward.

Hogs dying should never be thrown into the adjacent

streams or left anywhere where other animals can feed on
them. There is no more prolific cause of disease than this.

One might as well sell old clothes from smallpox patients

just to get them out of the way, and the one is no less certain

to disseminate disease than the other. By all means burn or

bury the dead carcasses, and if the latter bury deep, and
if possible cover with lime.

As well drink the water from a filthy barnyard pool as to

allow a cow to drink it, and then use her milk. Whatever
impurities may be iu the water are taken up by the system of

the cow, and are given off in her milk, and pass off into the

system of the human consumer. Owners of cows then
should be very careful to allow them only pure water to

drink, aud it is just as important that their food be pure and
wholesome also.

Good, clear, running water will be found an excellent pro-

phylactic, and filthy, foul and stagnant pools the best dis-

ease disseminator known to the stock breeder. If your
neighbors' hogs have access to such, avoid all contact with

them. Nothing will carry the germs of disease better than
stagnant water, unless indeed it be streams that have been
fouled by being made the grave yard of diseased stock from
above.

Sulphur and copperas, each 5 pounds; wood ashes, 2 bush-

els, and slacked lime, 1 bushel, all mixed together and
placed under shelter within reach of the hogs will do the lat-

bull (410) at six years weighed 2,700 lbs. They can be made
j ter good by way oi iietp inK thtm free from woinis aud lice.

toH^o fnr tho linf-Miar nt two roora nld TVio licifoi- (7S31 6
. ,

J
, £ ... _ .. . _ ?- ;_i ._-: ;..*.-*: Jready for the butcher at two years old. The heifer (783),

grass-fed, at twenty-one months old weighed 935 lbs. The
following measurements of the cow (581), the smallest and
neatest of a good herd, may be interesting—measurements
taken in inches: Extreme length along back, crown to tail,

76; girth, behind shoulders, 76; around center of body, 94;

around flank, 82; height at shoulder, 45; brisket, to ground,
16; around shank bone, 7$; around thigh, close to shoulder,

20; udder to ground, IS; between hook bones, 22; extreme
length of head, 19; breadth between eyes, 10; nose to eye,

Hi; eye to top of crown T%\ weight, 1,234 lbs.

—

D. McRac, in

Breeders' Gazette.

A Wisconsin farmer who has given ensilage a five years'

test gives the conclusion he has reached: "To get the best re-

sult is to have your corn just ripe, cut and haul when dry
and no dew on it, run it through the cutter and cut it fine,

and give it time to heat a little as you cut, so it will pack bet-

ter as the pressure increases; and it will also keep a great deal

better when open for use. I have used one-inch boards for

covering, laid double, so that no cracks came opposite, and
about 600 pounds of stone for pressure to the square yard of

surface, and will say to any man that likes to have good feed

for bis stock, that corn put into a good silo, the way I have
described, will come out nice and sweet and good enough to

feed to the highest-priced Shorthorn, the noble Hereford, the
comely black, black and white or the fine-bred Jerseya."

ancfthus the better able to resist contagious or infectious

diseases, and the influence of malaria so prevalent during

the latter part of Summer and in the Fall.

Too many make mistakes in feeding poor and ungrowthy
animals. This is something to be carefully avoided, as it U
often simply a waste of feed. Always select smooth and
growthy animals to feed, even at greater cost, and the profits

will certainly be in proportion to the good judgment exer-

cised in making this selection.

It is a mistake to give salt to stock at irregular intervals.

Eating too much is injurious, and unless cows have a regular

supply the milk will be very difficult to make into good but-

ter. As good a plan as any in salting stock is to keep some
sheltered from rains where they can get to it whenever they

wish.

At Heinrichsthal, Saxony, is a dairy school, supported by
the government, where young women are trained in the

theory and practice of butter and cheese making.

It ,is generally considered now that feeding cattle after

they are three years old is a losing business.

Whenever any bad odors can be detected abjnt the dairy,

something is wrong and needs attention.

Often the profits made from the best cows go to defray

iosses on the others.
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Close of the Breeders' Meeting1 at Chicago.

[Chicago Horseman.]

Sept. 25th—The public seemed to realize that a great day's

sport was to be expected, and the attendance swelled np to

close upon -£,000. It was a purely and exclusively trotting

crowd, and noted breeders from all parts of the Union and
Canada were prominently present. The day was simply
perfection, not a cloud in the sky, with the faintest breeze
to relieve what would otherwise have been a very hot day for

September. The track was in splendid condition, and re-

flected the highest credit on the management. The pro-
gramme w;is a long and varied one, but starter Smith called

up his horses promptly, and got them away without any vexa-
tious delays. The first event on the card was the unfinished
Chicago Horseman Stake, of which two heats had been
trotted on Thursday, James G. and Omar having each a
heat to their credit. The great Three-Year-Old stake followed,
when California and Kentucky again locked horns, and a

Tery promising Kentucky bred Canuck put in an appearance.
Palo Alto with the bay filly Manzanita added this to the long
list of its previous triumphs, Silverone winning the third
heat, and Mr. Merrill's colt Patron-made a very creditable
showing in the first heat, being only one length behind the
winner in 2;S3J. The team race went in straight heats to

Maxy Cobb and Netta Medium in the fastest time ever made
by a team in an actual race. Fanny Witherspoon, the great
Kittson mare having achieved the fastest two mile reeord,
went again to beat her own record, and succeeded in doing
so, puttiDg in the two miles in 4:43, and the fast young
stallion Epaulette brought a capital day's sport to an end by
trotting an exhibition mile in 2:20}.

Promptly at two o'clock the horses in the unfinished
Chicago Horseman Stake were rung up, and Omar, James G.
and Gertrude C. appeared for the heat.

Third heat—Pools sold Omar S25, field §12, The speedy
son of Capoul as soon as the word was given, at once footed
to the front, and at the quarter he led James G. by three
lengths, up the stretch he went at a merry clip, and at the
half in 1 :12A he was six lengths to the good, from here round
the top turn, James G. reduced the daylight, but he could
never catch the leader, who won the heat very easily by three
lengths; time, 2:25£.

Fourth heat—No betting, it being guineas to gooseberries
on the result. At the word Omar and James G. trotted a
close race together to the quarter in 39 seconds, from here
Omar crept away from his opponent, and at the half there
was a length between them, Gertrude a bad third, the battle
round the turn was close, but James G. could never quite ge^
np, Omar winning by a length, Gertrude third; time, 2:2Q rV.

Washington Park. Sept. 24tli and 25th—The Chicago Horseman
Stake for four-year-old colts and allies, foals of 1881 or under, bred
and owned Jn one of the Northwestern States, viz. : Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan. Wisconsin, Iowa. Missouri. Kansas. Nebraska, and Minne-
sota, to be trotted during the Fall trotting meeting of the Washington
Park Club, Chicago, Sept. 22 to 20, 1885, S50 entrance. £15 forfeit, with
S500 added by Chicago Horseman Newspaper Co.; the forfeit to ac-
company tbf nomination, and the balance of the entrance fee to be
p:i I on or before 6 o'clock p. m., of the evening previous to the day
seljcted for the race. Mile heats best three in five in harness; total
value of stake 8775.
Omar, b c, by Capoul, dam Mary Mason—O. F. Woodruff 2 1 1 1
James G., cb c, by Royal Chief, dam Sunbeam—George Vf,

Ingrabam 1 2 2 2
Gertrude C„ b f, by Winnebago Chief—Joshua Corning 3 3 3 3
S. Montgomery, cb s, by Mammon t, dam Lady Montgomery

—R. R. Montgomery dis
Time, 2:28-1, 2:281, 2:25J, 2:29i.

The Great Three-year-old Stake brought out a field of ex-
ceptional quality.
First heat—Pools sold Eagle Bird $100, Manzanita SS0,

Greenlander $50, Silverone S35, and Patron $30. The three-
year-olds were not a handy lot to get off, but at the ninth
attempt they got the word to an average start, with Eagle
Bird in the lead, Manzanita close up, Patron third, the latter
at once forced the tight, and forged to the front, getting to the
quarter half a length in front of Eagle Bird, Manzanita a good
third. At the half the trio were altogether, Patron half a
length in front, Manzanita andEagle Bird about even, both now
moved np to the front, but coming into the stretch a blanket
would have covered them, in the stretch the Californiau
trotted very resolutely getting to the wire a length in front of
Patron, Eagle Bird third, Silverone fourth, Greenlander last-
time 2:23}.

Second heat—Pools now sold, Manzanita $50, Eagle Bird
S20, field $30. On the third attempt the lot got off with
Greenlander and Eagle Bird in the front, but at the club turn
the Californiau pushed her nose in front. At the quarter
she led by half a length, Eagle Bird second, Patron third.
At the half positions were unchanged. The clip broke up
Eagle Bird at the stable turn and Patron glided into second
place. In the homestretch Eagle Bird came again, but Man-
zanita won easily, Eagle Bird second, Patron third, rest as
per summary. Time 2:23i.
Third heat—Pools sold", Manzanita $25, field $10. The

lot got a capital start and the filly from the golden slope at
once rushed to the front, Patron second and Eagle Bird in
close attendance. The fight to the quarter was a keen one,
but the (illy got there by a half a length, Patron and Eagle
Bird going together like a team and Greenlander and Silver-
one close up. The race was a very pretty one to the half,
the field being well bunched, but with no alteration in their
respective positions; as they shot around the top turn, Man-
zanita, Eagle Bird and Patron were together, a head separat-
ng them in the order named, and at the three-quarter pole
the trio were all on even terms. The struggle in the stretch
was close, keen and exciting; here Silverone was seen com-
ing very rapidly, and to the dismay of her backers Manzanita
went up in the air, Silverone passed Eagle Bird and Patron
in splendid style and rushed under the wire the wire the win-
ner by two lengths, Eagle Bird second, Patron third. Time
2:25$.

Fourth heat—The friendly side of the hedge was now
sought, yet pools sold Manzanita $21, field $25. Eagle Bird
made a great effort for the lead, which she just managed to
keep to the quarter by a neck, Manzanita second, Patron
third, but in the stretch the California fillv went to the
front, was a length ahead at the half, had doubled her ad-
vantage at the three-quarters, and won by the same distance,
balance as per summary. Time, 2:24.V.

purchased for $10,000 in the gallant hope of keeping the

double team championship in the west, and pools sold at

$100 to $30 on the visitors, finally diminishing to $100 to

S20. The famous New York team, as they trotted past the

grand stand, looked and acted the pink of perfection, they
trotted like clock work, with a beautiful machine-like regu-

larity, which won the applause and admiration of the audi-

ence. Budd Djble came in for a round of applause as he
came down the stretch with the home team, and if in each
heat, especially in the last, the start had been more even,
the finish would have been closer, although the result would
have been the same.

First heat—Pools sold: Maxy Cobb and Neta Medium $100,
Adelaide and Charley Hogan §30. In coming to the wire for

the word the New York team acted very unsteady, and Doble
appeared to be unable to fetch up his team for an oven start.

After a dozen attempts Doble nodded for the word and they
went away with the champions a good length in front and
going very fast, the quarter was passed fully two lengths in

front, three lengths at the half, and the gap kept widening
to the wire, which they passed fully ten lengths in the lead.

Time, 2:21J.
Second heat—No pools sold. The start this time was par-

ticularly bad, Dustin was under a full head of steam, while
Doble was pulling up, when started up again they went to

pieces, and by this time the champions were sailing away a
dozen lengths in the front. Without a skip they trotted with
beautiful and faultless precision round to the wire in 2:18j.
Both teams were cheered as they came in.

Same Day—Double teams, free for all. The Board of Trade purse,
$2,0U0; divided, 70 jier ceDt to the first, 20 per cent, lo the second audio
per cent to the third. Mile heats, two in three to wagon.
Maxy Cobb and Neta Medium—Is .dor Cohnfeld 1 1

Charlie Hogan and Adelaide—Charles Schwartz a 2
Time, 2:21^, 2:18X.

Fanny Witherspoon against time, to beat the best two-
mile record, had been duly warmed up between heats, and
speculation, which opened at $110 on time to $S0on the mare
finally settled to $50 to $25 on time. The grand mare trotted
the two miles with but one little skip and came home fresh
and strong in 4:43, thus defeating old Father Time.
Same Dav—Special purse, ?50J; Fanny Witherspoon to beat her own

two-mile record, i :<o.

Fanny Witherspoon, b m Almont, dam Lizzie Witherspoon—Com.
N. W. Kittson 1

Time 2

Time, 4:43.

The last event of the day was a trial mile by the great-

young stallion Epaulette, which was accomplished in 2:20}.
Whatever may be the financial result of the meeting, judged
from all other points, it was a perfect success.

laide is an ideal pole mare, and she and Hogan were timed in
1:07 from the half-mile pole home. If Doble succeeds in get-
ting the gelding to act well with the mare, Mr. Swartz will
challenge Clingstone and Guy, and Maxy Cobb and Neta
Medium. He purchased Adelaide while the second heat was
being trotted. While Mr. Cohnfeld's laurels are green, we beg
to congratulate him. He who says to himself, when he sees
the roses fade, "they will bloom again," is a philosopher.
If the owner of Maxy Cobb has. failed to become something
of a stoic, it is not for the reason that he has lacked experi-
ence.
The bad weather and the Manitoba blizzard cut down the

attendance on the first and second days of the Breeders'
Trotting Meeting at Washington Park, but this was some-
thing beyond human control. No track can make money
when the gate-admission-buying crowd is absent. It is gen-
erally conceded, however, that the meeting last week was the
best of the kind ever held in Chicago. The horses were
called out promptly, and sent away promptly. There were
no tiresome waits between heats, and no attempts at jobs.
Experts pronounce the track one of the fastest in the coun-
try, and in the future it will be selected for record-breaking
efforts. A meeting managed as the Breeders' Meeting was
managed will inspire confidence on all sides, and do a world
of good. We send earnest congratulations to the Washington
Park Club.

The Breeders at "Washing-ton Park.

[Turf, Field and Farm.]

Washington Park, Sept. '. -For 3-year-old colts and Gllies (foals
of 18821; open to all; &80 entrance,?;') forfeit, with 8760 added by the
club; forfeit to accompany the nomination, and the balance of en-
trance fee to be paid on or before i; o'clock p. m„ Thursday Sent l

i beats, best three In Ave Ln harness; value uf stake "8i,25o
'

'

aianzanJtaj l> f, by Electioneer, dam Maytlowi-r- Palo Alto
Stock Farm 115 1

SiWeronc.b f, l>v Mcvone, .l.lin Silverloek—H. i' M.-Imwell t " 1 "
EagleBiid.rnc, by Jay Bird, dam TaiiBey—L. K. Simmone 3 3 2 3
Pal run, 1) c, by Pancost. dam Beatrice— A lviu I). .Mir nil 2 4 8 4
Greenlander, brc,bv Princens.dain June— A. Kharne 5 5 \ ?,

Time, 2:23 _. 2:23H. 2:25 f,2:Si ..

The free-for-all double team race created more than a [rip-
ple of excitement, although the champion team of the world,
with a reeord of 2:15$, were present, speculation was lively.
The fast Milwaukee mare Adelaide, with a record of 2:18,
had been highly tried with Charley Hogan, and had been

In the great fonr-year-old stakes at Washington Park on
Wednesday, Sept. 23d, two of the much-thought-of Ken-
tuckians, Issaquena and Gambetta, were distanced the first

heat. The cold weather probably knocked them off. The
race was won by the California-bred filly, Carrie C, by
Electioneer, out of Maid of Clay, by Henry Clay, 2d dam by
Dey's Messenger, son of .Liberty. The best time was 2:24.
Princeton, by Princeps, was second, and Superior, by Egbert,
third. The Northwestern Stakes, for three-year-olds, re-

sulted in a stubborn contest. It was not finished until
Thursday, The first heat was won by Lord Nelson in the
fast time of 2:26}. This night of speed seems to have
finished him. He did not show in front again, and got the
flag in the fourth heat. He is by Wellington, out of Miss
McCloud. The second and fourth heats were won by
Jeaunette, and her best time was 2:26}. The filly is a hand-
some bay, bred at Caton StockFarm, and got by Don Cossack,
out of Lottie, by Bashaw Drury, son of Green's Bashaw.
As a two-years-old she acquired a record of 2:40. Don
Cossack was bred at Gleuview, and he was by August
Belmont (bred at Stony Ford), out of Latham Lass,
by Alexander's Abdallah. He is a stylish horse in the show
ring, and is getting light harness speed. The third, fifth and
sixth heats of the race were won by Williams, and the time
of the last heat was 2:27]. Williams is a bay colt, owned
by the gentleman who bred him, Mr. W. A. Sanborn, pro-
prietor of Larchwood Breeding Stud, Sterling, 111., and he
was got by Combat, out of Gauntlette {sister of Code), by
Dictator, 2d damCrop, by Pilot, Jr. Combat is nine yearsold,
and he was got by Hero of Thorndale, out to Abutilon, by
Belmont, 2d dam Mirma (dam of Kentucky Wilkes), by Red
Jacket. Hero of Thorndale is by Thorndale, out of Heroine,
sister of the great Volunteer. Williams is well bred, and
he is a young trotter of the cut-and-come-again kind. The
great Two-Year-Old Stakes was trotted on Thursday, when
the air was softer. It was really Kentucky against California,
because Diatonic got the flag in the first heat. Palo Alto
started Sphinx, by Electioneer, out of Sprite, by Belmont,
and she out of Waterwitch, by Pilot, Jr. Glenview was
represented by Nut-breaker, by Nutwood, out of Bonnie Doon,
by Aberdeen. In the first heat Nutbreaker made a bad
break and Sphinx won in 2:291, pulling up a little tired.

The second heat was won easily by Nutbreaker in 2:31, and
in the third heat the chestnut son of Nutwood was never
headed. He won and acquired a record of 2:29. He was in
great form and could have gone faster. The meeting was
brought to a close on Friday. The weather was pleasant and
the attendance large. In the great Three-Year-Old Stakes
California redeemed herself. It was a splendid field which
faced the starting judge—Manzanita, Silverone, Eagle Bird,
Patron and Greenlander. As Eagle Bird had been trotting
quarters in 34 seconds he was the favorite, but he was
unable to win a heat. Manzanita is the sister of Wildflower,
two-year-old record 2:21, and Governor Stanford has a fast

representative in her. Silverone, the daughter of Alcyone,
had the speed of the party and was the gamest of the lot,

but she was slow in getting away, and was so unfortunate as
to be pocketed more than once. In the second heat she was
timed from the half-mile pole home in 1:06}. The first,

second and fourth heats were won by Manzanita in 2:23 l
,

2:23J, 2:24<$, and the third heat was taken by Silverone in
2:25$. It was a race to stir the blood, and we send congratu-
lations across the continent to Palo Alto. Fanny Wither-
spoon, the game daughter of Almont aud Lizzie Witherspoon,
lowered the two-mile record to 4:43, covering the first mile in
2:2.v

l

\ The Waguer blood stays her up. Across mountain
aud plain we send congratulations to her owner, Commodore
Kittson, proprietor oi Midway, on the Minnesota bank of the
great Mississippi. He has a grand mare in the cleau-cut
chestnut.
The Board of Trade Purse for double teams was won by

Mr. Cohufeld's pair, Maxy Cobb and Neta Medium, 2:21 .',

2:18. Mr. Swartz had secured Adelaide and hooked her
double with Charley Hogan, but the sequel proved that the
two had not got into perfect accord when asked to take the
word. Charley Hogan would not score down level, but when
he squared away at the quarter pole, lie trotted fast. Ade-

AQUATICS.
The English cotter, Genesta, was towed down New York

bay last Monday, and started for her home trip across the
Atlantic the day following. Evidentallv none cf the Eastern
yachtsmen cared to lay out money on an English cutter, how-
ever speedy she proved herself, so long as their own style
of model rig had proved as good, if not better. If the cutter
had beaten the sloop badly, the case would probably be dif-
ferent, and there might have been quite a cutter boom not
only in the East, but out here. But as it has turned'out
those who have heretofore advocatd the good qualities of the
cutter will still pursue their course, and claim that the trial
did not prove anything against it, and those who did not
have every reason to cling more closely than ever to the
sloop. One reason why the cutter could"not become favorite
with our yachtsmen is that it draws too much water for our
bays. This above all things would soon put an end to a cut-
ter boom out here, however bis its proportions might have
been at the ontset. Were one to draw a mean, and construct
after a model something between that of the sloop of average
draught and the deep English cutter, a good boat for outside
work could be had, but for a handy craft for use on the bays
nothing could be more comfortable, or prove more satisfac-
tory in regard to sailing qualities than a centreboard sloop or
schooner.

While aboard one of the Australian steamers recently, a
party of visitors received a greeting from one of the mates
and after a short talk on ordinary topics the conversation was
turned to yachting, and then to the race between the Lively
and the Pawn. This affair took place some six or seven
years ago, and owing to the fact that the two sloops were
considered remarkably speedy for their dimensions consider-
able interest was taken in it. The mate, it turned out, was
the owner of one of the contesting flyers at the time, and the
affair seemed impressed so well upon his memory as to seem
but of a few days instead of so long. "Well." he' finally said
in conclusion, "when that jib sheet parted off the water front
I thought it was all 'up with us. They were after us pretty
close, and there was no time to lose. One of the boys was
out on the bowsprit in an instant, and, receiving aduokingas
she took a plunge, grabbed the piece of line still remaining
on the sail, and knotted it to a piece he had grabbed at and
taken with him. But it was a close shave." On reaching
the wharf the party still had their minds on the "close
shave," and no one for a few moments spoke a word. A
thick-set, red-faced individual, to whom the daring yachts-
man had been more directly speaking than to the others
quietly remarked: "Yes, a close shave; but he didn't sav
anything about the closer shave we had down near
the Port Point buoy. I was aboard that day, and Mr.
Yv\ was at the helm. It was blowing a gale and the sprav
was flying as high as the masthead. A squall came whistling
along the water, I saw it; it struck us and sent us almost on
our beam. Instead of shooting up into the wind I was sur-
prised to see the staunch craft wallow down under it and lose
her headwaj'. and as I reached down aud let go the jib to
bring her up I glanced at Mr. W. He was keeping her off tor
all he was worth. Perhaps he never fully realized how near
he came to sendimg us all to the bottom. I have been in a
good many places of danger in my time, but I do not recollect
of one instance when I was more shaken up for a few seconds
than on that day when that squall struck us—it was a close
shave."

The following recently appeared in the Boston Qazeile:
The gallant little Yankee yacht,
For the Genesta made it haeht;
Whatever wind fell to Uor lacht,
i ir strong nr light, it [nattered oacht;
She passed herrival, always BhachtAnd so the cup we still have gacht

The schooner Halcyon has been run into Winter quarter
in Clark's slough, near Antioch.

There was some talk of allowing the Startled Fawn
to make a run down to Monterey, but not in charge
of the owner. He was willing, but there was a hitch in
the arrangement, when it came to putting up a bond to
secure the safe return of the craft. As it is the yawl will Mill
abotit the bay a month longer aud then go 'into Winter
quarters.

The Fleetwiug was at Bouldin Island on the 3d inst. One
of the sportsmen aboard, in a letter, savs ducks are neither
scarce nor plentiful up there.

Mauy of the small craft are up river '

aboard.
ith hunting parties

The schooner Ariel is kept going of late. She is now in
better trim than she has been for some years. Sevoral tons
of old material was recently taken out of her bow, and some
slight alterations were made in her sails, which have greatly
improved her sailing. j # jj_

The very interesting notes on yaohts and yachting, printed
last week, should have been credited to our valued oontribu-
tor "J. M."—[Ed. B. and S.
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association.

Fall Meeting,
1885.

BAY DISTRICT COURSE,
—SAN FRANCISCO.—

><>V Jill. 10th. iStb and I4Ui

PROGRAMME.

HUNTING CLOTHING,

FIRST DAT—Saturday. Sot. Jtli.

No. 1. SALUTATION PURSE—$400, of which $100
to the second horse; for all ages. Horses tbat have
not won a race at the distance allowed lit pounds;
horses that have not won a rice this year allowed 15
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 2. THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old
fillies—$50 each; $25- forfeit; S3C0 added; second to
save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August
1st, 1834, with 13 nominations.

No. 3. THE WELCOME STAKES, for all ages—S250
each; half forfeit; S30 if declared out Nov. 1st; $1,000
added; first horse 60 percent, of all moneys: second
horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per cent." One mile.

No. 4. SELLING PURSE—$300, of which >o0 to
the second horse ; for all ages ; fixed val nation $1,000

;

two pounds allowed for each $100 below, and two
pounds added for each -100 above the fixed valua-
tion. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 5. Race and conditions to "be announced No-
vember 4th.

SJSCOND DAY-Tuesday, Sot. lOtb.

No. C. Purse $400, of which $100 to second horse;
for all ages. Three-quarter mile heats.

JSo. 7. THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds—
S10 each, p. p. ; 5400 added; first horse to receive the
added money; second horse to receive the stakes;
winners of a stake race of the value of $1,000 before
the closing of these entries to carry rule weights;
horses that have not won a stake of that value
allowed five pounds; non-winners allowed ten
pounds. Five-eighths of a mile.

No. 8. THE PARK STAKES, for all ages—$50 each;
825 forfeit; $500 added, of which $100 to second; third
to save stake. One mile and three-eighths.

No. 9. Purse $300, of which $50 to second horse;
for all ages: horses not having won a race this year
up to the closing of these entries aUowed 10 pounds.
Seven-eighths of a mile.

No. 10. Race and conditions to be announced on
the first day of the meeting.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Sot. 19tlft.

No. 11. SELLING PCRSF—$500; of which $100 to
second horse; fixed valuation $1,000 ; two pounds al-

lowed for each $100 below and three pounds added
for each $100 above fixed valuation, Mile heats.

No. la. THE FENIGAN STAKES, for two-year-olds
—$50 each; $25 forfeit; $250 added; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed August.Ist, 1834, with 20

nominations.

No. 13. THE RAILROAD HANDICAP STAKES, for

all ages—$1C0 each; $50 forfeit; $25 declaration
$1,000 added; first horse to receive 60 per cent, of all

moneys ; second horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per
cent. \Yeight3 announced on Tuesday, November
10th, the second day of the meeting; declarations to

be made with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock p.

ii. of that day. One mile and a quarter.

No. 14. THE FAME STAKES, for thre e-year-olds—
$100 each; $25 forfeit; $300 added; second to receive
$150; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed August
], 1833, with 22 nominations.

No. 15. Race and conditions to be announced and
closed with the Secretary on the.Lsecond day,of the
meeting.

FOURTH DAY-Saturflay, Sot. 14th«

No. 16. Purse $400, of which $100 to second; for

two-year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old stake

race of the value of $1,000 to carry rule weights; aU
others allowed five pounds. One mile.

No. 17. THE JUDSON STAKES. for all ages—$50
each; $25 forfeit; $500 added; second to receive $100;
third to save stake. Winner of the Welcome, Park
or Fame Stakes, at this meeting.to carry five pounds

;

of any two, seven pounds: of the three, ten pounds
extra. One.mile and a half

No. IS. THE BALDWIN STAKES, post stake, for

all ages—$250 each, p.p.; $1,GOO added: second to re

ceive s4GQ; third to save stake. Four miles.

No. 19. Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; $25

each; $10 declaration; 5400 added; second horse to

receive $100. Weights announced Thursday, No-
vember Pith, the third day of the meeting; declara-

tions with the Secretary on or before G o'clock of that

dav. One mile.

No. 20. Race and conditions to be announced and
closed on the third day of the meeting.

CONDITIONS.

Entries close with the Secretary on Thursday, Oct.

15. 1885.

Starters m all races must be named on or before G

o'cl, ck p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Parties not having colors already registered will be
required to record colors at the time of making en-
tries, and after record will not be allowed to ride in
other colors.
Entrance free for starters in purses. Non-starters

can declare out at p. ai. the day preceding the race,

by paying 5 per cent. After that rime can only be ex-

cused" by presiding judge, and in such case ten per
cent . on amount of purse must be paid.

Non-members will be plic^d on the same footing

as members of the association in regard to the pay-

mentof purses and stakes advertised; and should
there be a deficiency the winners wid receive a pro

rata division.
All nominations in stakes and entries in purses

must be made on or before October 15, 1685, with the

secretary, Jos. Cairn Simpson, No. 508 Montgomery
Btreet, San Erancisco. To be valid, they must be de-

livered to the Secretary, or plainly postmarked on or
before that clay— October 15th.

The association reserves th5 right to postpone
races on account of unfavorable weather or other

sufficient cause.

P. A. I iiHL'im. President.

Jos. I'uirii Simpson, Secretary.

No. 00, Light Coat. 6 Pockets $ 1-50

No. 1, Heavy Coat, 6 Pockets 2.50

No. 2, Heavy Coat, 8 Pockets 3.00

No. 3, Heavy Coat, 8 Pockets, Shell Loops 3.50

No. 4, Heavy Coat, 8 Pockets, Leather Bound. . . 4.00
No. 6, Rubber Serge Coat, Fine 6.00
Hunting Vest, with Pockets 1.00
Hunting Test, with Shell Loops 1.25

Gun and Rifle foyers. Shell Bags aud Boxes in Great Variety.

Hunting Pants, Dust-preof Bottoms 1.25
Rubber Hip Boots $4.00, $4.50, $5.50, $7.00
Ventilated Rubber Boots, Best Make 5.50
Corduroy Hunting Hats 1.25
Leggins, Canvas, $1.50, Leather 3.50
Hunting Shoes. Hob-nailed, Screwed and

Sewed, Black, per Pair 5.00
English Shoes, Red Leather. 6.00

B. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

Cure Your Dogs With
MAC ALPIN'S

EXCELSIOR
DOG POWDERS
EXCELSIOR MARGE KILLER.

A SURE AND SPEEDY CURE FOR DISTEMPER.
Worms, Mange, Fits, Rheumatism, Coughs and

all Diseases that Dogs are sabject to.

For sale by all Druggists and Gunsmiths.

Powders, 50 cents per package; Mange Killer, 35

cents.
REDLNGTON & CO., Wholesale Agents.

531 Market Street, S. F.

TIME SCHEDULE-
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

I Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth .streets)
San Francisco.

Commencing M i

.> -*
i

10:*0A !

6:30 Pi 1

ill:45e

San Mateo, Redwood and
Memo P/ -k.

8:10a
y:03A

•10:02a

±7:50p
18:18*

(\ 9:03a
I I •10:02a

•3:30p }>Santa Clara, San Jose and \ *3d38*
4;25 pi Principal Wav Stations. !| 6:Q0P

^_^ U 18:1&t
ni

: iyA t Gilroy, Pajaro, Castrovllle, i

*3:3fp * Saliiuw and Mnntf»r«v. I

: ^ Watsonvlllfc, Ctinp UouUulI, l

10:40a = Aptoe, ><-w Brightoi -

•3:30 p
f quel (.Camp Ca

I J -Santa Cruz.
I

Hullisttr and Tres Pinos-
6:Q0P

Soledadand Way St itfons

a—Morning. p.—Aft -

'Sundays exceed. - inly. (Theatre trjin
Saturdays only.

Trains are run ou Pacific
by Randolph A Co.

Standard Time, furnished

Stage connections ,irc made with the iohua.m.
Train, except l-'escadero Stages via San M^reo and
Redwood, and Pacific Congress Spring Stage via
Santa Clam, which connect with 8:3U a. m. Train.

Special RorNn-TBipTicKKrs, at reduced rates to
Monterey, Aptos. Soquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs

EXCURSION TIIKEFS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

For Simdavs only, - for 1:30 p. m. train; good for re
I turn same day.

For Saturday, ( Sold Saturday" and SrNDAVonly;
Sundav and- good for return until following Moh-
Mondav. > dav, inclusive, at the following ratea:

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Bruno
Millbrae
Oak Grove.....
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
May field

>at to
Hon.
Tkt.

Ronnd Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel .

Santa Cruz..
Monterey ..

1150
1 50
1 75

"
:'.

.

3 00
:: 00

a oo

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

2 50
4 00
500
500
5 00
5 00

Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, ana are due to arrive at
Sau Francisco.

Henbt Patot. Isaac L'pham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE ASD 131PORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,

Blank Book Manufacturers,

^04 Sansome Street, Near Pine.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school ou the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Sec'y

aSTSend forcircular.TSJ

"

SHORTHORN HERD
FOR SALE.

At the Home Farm Residence of Flenry P. Bowie.
San Mateo, ten minutes' walk from station. This herd
of jMjiBteiMOfttOewiJVbestilrtafl a whole orsitrgTy.

Anjily on tin.' promises, to JOHN HcLEAN.

LEAVE
(FOE) From June 14. 1885. A E K I V E

(from:)

J8:0O a M
>:,u .\ M •10JOam
7:30 A M Colfax
7:*) A 31 Delta. Redding and Portland 6:40 p M

Gait via Martinez
,

8:00 A M Ioue via Livermore
4*0 p M Knight's Landing. 10 :10 A M
*5:00 p M Livermore and Measanton...
8*0 A ii

3:30 P M .. * Mojave.Demine, * Express,.
... ! EI Paso and East. "( Emigrant

10:40 a si

7:00 P M 6:10 a si

3:00 p si ... (.Ogden and ( Express 11:10 a m
7*0 V M ... 1 East "i Emigrant 6:10 a M
7:30 a m Red Bluff via Marvsville
8.-00 a V Sacramento, via L'ivermore.. 5:40 p si

7:30 a ii " via Benicia 6:40 P M
3:00 P it " via Benicia 11:10 a M
4*0 P si 10:10 a M
•4*0 P it Sacramento River Steamers.. *fi:0O a M
3:00 a si •3:40 p M

;;0:UU a si J3:40 p M
3*0 P SI

8:00 a si 5:40 F M

*3:30 p M " via Martinez •10:40 A w
•9 ;30 a si *7:10 P SI

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—'6:00—*6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00—4:30— 5:00— 5:30— 6:00— 6;30— 7;00—3:00— 9:0ii— 10:00— 11:00 —
•12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—•fi:00—*6:30— *7:Uu- «7:3U-«»:00—
•8:30—*3:30—•4*0—•4:30—,5:00—*5:30— ,6*O— »6:30

—

9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—111:00
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—"6:00—"6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:30 —
9:00—9:W—10:00—tl0i30—U:00—Ul :30—12:00—112:30—
1:00—^1:30—2:00-3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00—5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—"12:00.

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00—"8:30
—9:00—19:30—10:00—1!0:30—11:00—til :30— 12:00—1:00
—2:00—3:00— 4 :00— 4 :30—5:00—o:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—"12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY'— "6:00— "6:30— 7:00—•7:30—
t8:00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—tl:00—2:00—3:00—1:00—"4 :30-5 :00—«5 :30—6 :00—•6:30—7:00.

To San Franciwo Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—•6:23—»«:53—-7:23—*7:53—•biS
•8:53—«9^3—"10:21—"4:23—•4:53—"5:23—•5:53—"6:23

—

•6:53—7^5—9:50.
FROM ERUPT VALE (via Alameda)— "SaS— *5:45

-

t«:45—9:15—«3:15.FROM EAST OAKLAND— «5:30— •6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30-8:00—8:30-9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30
12:00—12:30— 1 :00— 1 :30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—7:57— 8:57—9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND— minutes later
than frmii Easl Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:22—•6:52—«6:22—6:6B—*7:a2—

7:52—V :22-^:''J— !i : 22-9 :S2— t 10:22— 10:52— |11 :22-
li £2—112:22—12:62—fl :22—1 :52—2:52—8:22-3 ffi—4:22
—1:52-^:-:-" ' 1—

: :J-v" :-T ;"2-^.72—y :52— ]n
:
.i2.

FROM BERKELEY—•5;15—

^

:45—^:15—6:45—•?:16-
7:45—•8:15—8H5—19:15-4).-45—fl0:15—10"45—tUJd-
ll:4-.-i2;ir.— 1:15— J:45— :i:t"—1:15—4:45—5:15—5 :4E—8:15—«:4S- i7:45—8H5—9:45—10:45,

FROM WEST BERKELEY—^5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:i6
—7:45—8:45- :- W2H5— 1:45—2:45—
3:45—1:45—•5:15—5:45—' 1:15— ': r>—"7:15.

(REEK KOITE.

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. G13 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H.R.JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt

FROM SAN FRAKCI8CO—*7

3:16-6:15.
FROM OAKLAND-«6J5—8:15

4:15.

15—9:15—11:15—1:15—

-10;15— 12J5— 2:15-

Sunilays excepted. ISundavBonly.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co.,S. F.

A. K. TOWNS,
Gen. Manager,

T. If. W»OI»>lA\.
G«n, Paes, ATtk. Agt,

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers,
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
EESPECTFTXLT calls attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for l eaching with speed and comfort the
best ->laces in the. St ate for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TEATSS LEAVE SAN" FBAXCISCO DATLT FOE

MONTEREY,
THE HOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beantilnl Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
mav Ke had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon Rock Cod, Bar-
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentionea attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," nave made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sandxorsurf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming b.itlie. with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower fa

TBTE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS. SOHtXI. AND SANTA (KIZ,
IS VIA THE NOP.THKF.N' DIVISION',

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs tliroQKh the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, :-.ui Benito, - -

and Monterey.each or. which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

quail. Pigeon, Snipe. Duck. Geese. Ocer
and Hoar.

Lakes PILARCITos and SAN ANDREAS
reached by this line. Staget
at San Mateo lot those
SIMA, SAN GREGOl h

. we
LiticnUul] call attention to the nnuinll

tent ol rangi at aud aboul SAN BR i i .

E RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short dlstanre Cm]

Pr mclsco md offer i
| o 1

1

of this manly simrt.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
sportBinen and others pieoenting Piinsace Tickets

will be entitled t<.

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR
when carried In Baggage Cars and put in cli

Train Baggagemen. Train Biiggagemt-n are im
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in i;

Oars.
d5-In order to gtiard against accidents to

while in transit, it is necessnrv thai the 1

with COLLAR AND I HA'IN. Gui
Fackle LU be carried fi

and securely packed in w.j->d .it leatbex cases i

taken iu Pai-tfiicr i irs.

TICKET OFFTCES—Passenger Depot, Toi
i

etn-.T, Valencia Station, and Nu 612 Market >l

Hotel.
A. C. BASSFTT, H. R. JIW).\ H

Snporujisniiu'. A*et. Fobs, am! 1
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The Ingleslde.
A Journal of General

Literature.
THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE

year 1885 will include Articles of Travel aud Ad-
venture. Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpit, the great Frencii writer, vn

contribute a weekly letter to the Int.lesiee, on tL

Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.
These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris,"

Bill 5iye writes each week exclusively for the
Ikgleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of Philip II. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines
Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in

process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Rook. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness anu dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, S3 00 ; six months,

Si. 75; lhree months, S1.0U; by carrier, in the city, 35

cents per month . Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE l.MdI.I>II)I-:. 7 lfc Montgomery St.,

SAX FRANCISCO, CAL.
A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht

on Wheels
The IsiiLnsiDK was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of S6O,H00. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. 11. McDowell. R. P. Ashe, YVilliard Wells.
H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

Henby Payot. Isaac Upham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AJiD Dll'ORli™

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

^04 Sansome Street, Kear Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Twenty-three . Days' Racing.

$65,000 inADDED MONEY.

The Washington Park Club.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Announce the following stakes. ,o close October 15th. 1885. and to be run at their Summer meeting of

1886, beginning Saturday. June 2(ith, a d ending Saturday, Au ust 14th, including twenty-three days rac-

ing, on Tues ay, Thursday and Saturday of each web, and Monday, July 5th:

$5,000 THE AMERICAN DERBY. $5,000
A sweepstakes for three-year-olds ifoals of 1883), at :?2f() each, c5l) forfe t; or only ?2fi if declared out on

or before February 1st. 188C; or S3u, April 1st, 1880. All declarations "void unless accompanied with the
money; with $5,00"i added, the second 1o receive $750, the third S25U out of the stakes, Winners of any
three-year-old st. ke race of the value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs.; of three or more three-year-old stake
races of any value, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. To be run on the first day of the meeting. One
mile and a half.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
liESKV WAI.SH,

Snp't Running Hoise Dep't,
PhIo Alto Nto<:k Farm.

C. S. BWXHG.

Pool Room Saloon,
21 O UliFONT STREET.

Rillip & Uo.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Beading room, containing the
Breeder and Spobtsman, N. Y. Spirit, aud other
eportiug papers Bar stocked with Willed, .Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWiNG BROS., Proprietors.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. O. B. HALEY, Sec'y

JESTSend for circular.TES

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Oniurio Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 371 IVutoma St
2s8ide2.ce, DOG Howard StuSanFranciBCo.

THE LAKESIDE STAKES.

A sweepstakes for allies two years old (foals of
1884) ;=?50 entrance, h. f.; or only $10 if declared out
on or before February 1st; or -'-'IS by April 1st, 1886.
Ail declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; with si .000 added, the second to receive 8200,
and the third S100 out of the stakes. Winners of any
stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs .; of
three or more such races of any value 7 lbs. extra.
Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Fi--e furlongs.

THE KEXWOOD STAKES.

A sweepstakes for colts 2 years old (foals of 1884;

§50 entrance, b. f.; or only 510 if declared out on or
before February 1st; or $15 by April 1st, 1886. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the money;
with S1.000 added, the second to receive §200 and
the third 5100 out of the stakes. Winners of any stake
race of the value of si.oOO to carry 3 lbs. ; of three or
more stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 5 pounds. Five furlongs.

THE HYDE I'AKK STAKES.

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds ifoals of 1884) ?50
entrance, h. f.; or only £10 if declared out on or be-
fore February 1st. or 515 by April 1st. 1886. All de-
clarations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1,200 added, the second to receive $200 and the
third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any stake
race of the value of -91.5U0 to carry 3 pounds; of three
or more stake races of any value. 7 lbs. extra.
Maidens allowed 5 lbs Three-quarters of a mile.

In addition to the above, sixteen stakes for two and three -year-olds and all ages, including the Wash-
ington Park Cup, the Great Western, Oakwoad and Palmer House Handicaps, will be advertised in due
time, to close January 15tb. 1880. A programme will be arranged for twenty-three days' racing, and five or
more races, including a stake event, will be given each day. and 565,000 ad ted money will be given by the
Club.

Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks can obtain them bj- applying to the Secretary.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Palmer House, Chicago, III.

P. H- SHERIDAN, Lieut.-Gen. V. S. A., President.
J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary.

tfS'Entry blanks furnished on application at the office of the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman.

THE EXGEEWOOD MAKES
A sweepstakes for fillies three years old {foalB of

It83); $100 entrance, h. f.; or only $10 if declared out
on or before February 1st; or $20 April 1st, 1386. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; with $1,000 added, the second to receive S200
and the third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any
three-year-old stake race of the value of $1,000 to
carry 3 lbs. ; of $1 ,500, 5 lbs ; of three or more three-
year-old stake races of any value, 7 l":s. extra.
Maidens allowed 7 lbs. One* mile.

THE DREXEL STAKES.

A sweepstakes for colts three years old (foals of
1883): $100 entrance, h. f. ; or only $10 if declared
out on or before February 1st; or $20 April 1st, 1886.
AU declarations void unless accompanied with th«
money; with $1,000 added, the second to receive $200
and the third $100 out of the stakes . Winners of any
three-year-old stake race of the value of 81,000 to
carry 3 lbs.: of $1,500, 5" lbs.; of three or more three-
year-old stake races of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maid-
ens allowed 7 lbs. One mile.

THE SHERIDAN STAKES.

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1883);
$100 entrance; h. f. ; or only $10 if declared out on or
before February 1st; $20 April 1st, 1886. All declar-
ations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1,500 added, the second to receive $300 and the
third $100 out of the stakes. Winners of any three-
year old stake race of the value of $!,0u0 to carry 3
lbs.; of $1,500, 5 lbs. ; of three or more such stakes
of any value, 7 lbs extra. Maidens allowed 10 lbs.
One mile and a quarter.

FOR SALE

The Greatest Speed.

The Best Blood.
The Best Living Representative of tlie

Pilot, Jr., Family. Except ltayard.
The Steel-Gray Stallion

Davenant 1095,
Foaled 1879.

Four-year-old record 2:49$, with a few weeks'
handling.
Brother in blood to Nutwood, 2:18J, Meander, 2:26$,

Cora Belmont, 2:24, Lady Kelso, 2:29—by same sire

—

dam bv same sire.

Sired by Belmont (64.)

Dam Dahlia, (dam or Dacia, 2;29ft), by Pilot, Jr.,
(12), sire of the dams of Maud S., 2:08$, and Jay-Eye-
See, 2:10.

Second dam Madam Dudley, dam of Dudley,
four years old, 2:32.1, and granddam of Mambrino
Dudley. 2 :22, by Basbaw Horse.
Third dam by May Day, sire of May Queen, 2 :2C,

and the dam of Lucy, 2 :18£.

Davenant, li'95, bred by A. J. Alexander, Wood-
burn, Ey., weighs in stud form 1,000 oounds, long,
full tail, good, flat legs, and feet like iron. Started
in three races as a four-year-old against aged horses,
winning two of them ; is very speedy ; can rush away
a 2:2u gait, and with a preparation can trot in the
teens. Is scarred a little by getting into a barbed
wire feuce in 1884; is all right, sound, kind, has no
vice of any kind; is easy handled and driven; is a
sure foal-getter. He is probably the only son of a
Pilot, Jr., mare, out of a mare that produces speed,
for sale. The sons of Belmont, out of Pilot. Jr.,
mares, are becoming noted as sires of speed. Wit-
ness Nutwood and Egmont.
Davenant is a trotter himself ; his sire gets trot-

ters; bis dam produces trotters; bis granddam pro-
duces trotters, and he sbould get speed himself, and
ought to more than pay for nimself in one season in
the stud or on the turf. To any one that purchases
him we propose to satisfy them that be has great
speed, and enough to satisfy them of his gameness
and staying qualities. Our price is low on him.

Address DR. J. R. BOYD,
Defiance, bhelby Co., Iowa.

The Perfection
Driving: Bit.

^M2M22M
Jl

Ashniont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO TIIE OW\EK8 OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all tlie Principal ltooksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

SAFEST£aND|BEST?FOR£GENERAL*USE,
To Control and Kdncatc tlie Trotter. Roadster.

or Carriage Horse. to Break tlie <'<

NO HORSE CAN GET HIS TOM:IK OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Pulling- Side Pulling
liUKjiinir-Toii^ue Lolling* and will - it make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaramced,

3IR. W, "W.BA1R, of Cincinnati, O.. writes that it worsed to
his complete satisfaction.
MR. JOHN MURHPY, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use bv every horseman as an article of great merit.
The film of HIGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111 . Bay: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,

we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial." P^**

J. Yt- PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy.. says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fall."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, X. Y., says it i*tbe boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN. Great Meadow Farm,
Comntoeks, N. Y., claim it is the best they ever tried.

Dpon receipt of price will forward by mall or expresH or will send by express, C. O. D., with pilvilege
of examination. No. 1, nickel. 83; No. 2, ex. nickel, 84: No. :t, half Bllver, or oroide, Sfi: No. 4, full silver

oroide, SG. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor aud Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Mouth, Measuring; From .Outside ol Cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All PemoiiN are Cautioned, to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely

Termed improvements ol" this Kit, Look tor Name and Date of Patent on ...«»»

one-

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Pennell's Cythiaua Boots.
Wlilcli are now in UBe by AT, I, the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United StateB. I sliall
offer tueiu ;it low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and tlie excellent materials used tliey ate
pronounced by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. OKAMX 767 .Market St..

BREEDERS 1 DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.

breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered
Jerseys of both Bexes for sale. Postofflee address,
San Fmnolnco, Gal.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, .Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOPER,
331 XUlnl Si., San iranclsuo
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J. E. MILLER, General Manager

The American Clay Bird.
Every Bird is a Sure Flyer. Rain or naiupuens Does Sot Affect Tliem

Flies More I-ike the Natural Birtl.

Is Oue-lialt Cheaper than Any Other Target.

FOR SALE BY ALL GUN DEALERS. Ask to see the American Clay Bird and Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,
Eighth street AWeuway Aveuue. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing-,

WITH A.N" APPENDIX
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown hy

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Bound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare.
o

Tips and Toe Weights.—"We have recelvea from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprfe-
tor of the Bbeedee axd Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his hook entitled "Tips and Toe
"Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. Ifor several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses* feet. These axperiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips 'will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
•'most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, SI; cloth, 51.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

'•Tips and Toe Weights." a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breeder and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of bis experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that be is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest endorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. Tho
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not.be will not quit the book till be has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to

the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe "Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as awiiter on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to he a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder akd Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpsou is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe'of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo be trotted when four
years old in 2:20$. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send 31.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Kural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20£, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-oid, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he gotarecord of 2:29J, last half inl:13J; first money in purse at Sacramento,
S500; second money at Stockton, S2E3;the Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo, $870, making a cash
return for the season of $4,.:i4. I am satisfied that if be had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this Tiart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the* other portions of the frame. - anticipate valuable accessionsof knowledge from the
revelations of the microscoi-e. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

Thejabove.treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MIIAM'S Ki:> II < K Y REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY—15 St. Mary's Square, ninniugham, Eng.

SALESR00MS-630.ande39 MONTGOMERY ST., S.JF.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of lligh-Bred Trotting Stoonow at Fairlawn. 'Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

1 57 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Eoadsters, are offered at Private Sale.

THE ONE PRICE PT,AN Is8trictly adhered to atFairi*™, and the
„,, „ , , ,.

-"-"-L ' price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can bay on orders at exactly the same prices as if
present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fullv uc tothe descriptions given. ' F

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13}, and double team with fastest record, 2:153

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

ABEBDEEN 27.
|

Sire of Hattie "Woodward, 2:15t, &c. Limited to 30
mares at $150 the season.

ALECTO 25 8.
By Alniont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

I
Limited to 30 mares at $5(1 the season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GRANDMONT 2147.
rf™y r

Alm
-
0n
D
, ' OUtolAl;?a>,l1 -

by George Wilkes, g. By Almont, out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay. Jr.. g.

1U mares at ?5S?h
r50ef ' Lto«ed to I dam by Alexander's Norman, sire of Lula, 2:15.

I
Limited to 10 mares at S50 the season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

„
Jbe fMrlawn Stallions have an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below

oSL.-kltt
11 SOM °f/l™™' haTe sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of

mares bred to 1885
eM nave sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for

For further information and catalogues, address.

Lock Box 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Improved Horse ClothinG.

Secured by Letters Patent gg^J^LIVilS?:

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing- the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

:

1. An Improved blanket or covering, conBistingof the
body-piece A, flap C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the both- and lees of the
animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the dap C, and
the extensions B, to lit the fore and hind legs of the
animal, front fastenings FG, and the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as and lor the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands K, and the front fastenings
FG.in combination with the elastic neck-extension 11,
substantially as and for the purpose hereindescribed,

1. The blanket A and hood J in combination wli ii the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantiallv nv d.-MTit.ed
and for the purpose set forth.

5. ThecIose-flttinR hood 3 . having the elastic band Lbeneath tiie jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means of straiia,sul.stanti.illv as herein
described. *

6. The improvement in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the Hap Cand permanent straps or bands Axed to It to secure it
around the body, whereby the use of loose surcinglea
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4M am* 4»4 liaturj St., SAM i AtAM iv <
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aSTANDARD
Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges,

V)

Selby Smelting and Lead C(

416 Montgomery St,,

SAN FKANCISCO, Cal.

m

Sax Fba^cisco, Aug. 3d, 1865.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD CO.—

Gentlemen: Our belief, based on experience, is that the
shells, loaded by the Chamberlin Cartridge-Loading Machine,
are good in every respect, and we will use no others in the 6eld
and at the trap as long as we can get them.
We shall lose no occasion to recommend the shells to friends,

and hope you will meet with the largest measure of success in
your new and valuable enterprise.

Sincerely yours.

HENRY A. BASSFORD.
ERANE J. BASSFORD.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

YERBABUENA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED IS THE AMERICAS JERSEY t'ATIXE CUB OF SEW YORK.

<o I^ :
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£ i

JEnSEV BELLE OF SCUTATE lb lbs., 4 OZS.

REt'OKDS OF FOUNDATION* STOCK:
MART ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 3G lbs. 12j'ozs.. 1 I EUROTAS, 776 fts. in 11 months.
week, A. J. O. C. test; 867 lbs. 14J ozs. in 11 months. MON PLAISIR, 181 lbs., 1 week.

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 30 lbs. 2\ ozs., 1 week, A. J. ' PRINCESS 2d, 46 lbs. 12.* ozs. in 7 days.

C. C. test.
|

ELOOD relatives of the above cows.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. 4h ozs., 1 week. Young animals of both sexes for sale.

Her likeness above.

Butter Recoid of Families Represented in the Above Herd.

RIOTER ALPHEA FAMILY.
EUROTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz., in 11 months C days.
BOMBA, 22fbs. 7 ozs., in 7 davs.
PH.EDRA, 21 lbs. Hi ozs., in 7 days.
TORFRLDA, 19 lbs. 13 ozs., in 7 days.

I PYRRHA. 17 flju 61 ozs.. in 7 days.
| LADY ALICE of HILL<?REST,1G tbs.14'. ozs.. in 7 days.
LILY OF MAPLE GROVE. 1C lbs. 'A ozs.. in 7 davs!

j
CORN, 36 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 days.

GOOMASSIE FAMILY.
PRINCESS 2d, 46 Us.. 12!

:
ozs.. in 7 days.

OXFORD KATE, 39 lbs.. 12 ozs., in7 days.
COOMASSIE. 1H Tt.s. 11 ozs., in 7 days.
ONA,22B>s.lOKozs..in . days.
ISLAND STAR, 21 ll.s. 3 ozs.. in 7 days.
KIND'S TRUST, IS H.e.,0 ozs., in 7 days.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 lbs. 11 ozs.. in 7 day?.

ST. ZEANNAISE, 17 lbs. 8« ozs., in 7 davs.
DAIsy BROWN". 17 lbs. a\-' ozs.. in 7 davs
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. -'ozb.. in? davs.
PRINCESS i»FASHANTEE, 16 lbs. IS ozs.', in 7 davs
MAGGIE BRIGHT. 16 lbs. <; ozs., in* davs.
TORMENTOR'S CIN*DRELLA,i6JbB.« ozs.inTdays
DAISY" QUEEN, 16 lbs. 4 0zs.,in7 da s.

j
MINNIE OF SCITUATE, 14 lbs. 4'-: ozs. in 7days.
PAULINE YIYIENNE.lClbs.. lu'z.
LILY" SCITUATE, 21 lbs., ozs.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE FAMILY.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 lbs.. ozs.,:

1 year; '-Is lbs.. 3 ozs., in 7 davs.
BELLE OF SCITUATE, IS lbs. 7 oae.inT days.
LA^SOF SCITUATE, 15 lbs. H ozs., in 7 days. i

Sept. 5tb. 1885. Golden Gate Fair, the above herd won 4 first prizes and all the herd prizes.

Sept. 17th. State Fair, won in first, 2 second, a herd prizes, and gold medal for meritorious exhibit.
Best Bull of any age or breed with 3 of hi3 calves, prize S100, given to the Jersey bull Jack Low.

HENRY PIERCE, San Francisco.

Jerseys not registered in tlie American Jersey Cattle Club of Sew York sell as grades
at Iiall-i'ruc in the East.

CALIFORNIA COURSING CLUB.
FALL MEETING, Merced, October 21st and 22d.

OPEN TO ALL GREYHOUNDS, THE BONA FIDE PROPERTY OF MEMBERS OF THE CLUB.

THE ALL-AGED STAKE. THE PUPPY STAKE.
Open to all greyhounds under 18 months old at date of

entry, the bona fide property of members of the Club. Two
money prizes.

Open to all greyhounds, the bona fide property of members
of the Club. Prizes: To 1st, the California Coursing Club
Champion Gold Cup and added money. To 2d, 3d and 4th,

money prizes.

The '.,'lnb and friends will leave San Francisco Tuesday, Oct. 20th, at 3:30 o'clock, P. M., from Oakland Perry, foot of Market
Street. Round trip tickets, price $5.00, may be obtained from Phil. McGovern, cor. Geary and Kearny, or from any member of

the Club.

J. J. MURPHY, Secretary. JOHN HUGHES, President.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Fennell's Cythiana Boots.
Whlch are now In use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the Cnited States, I shall
offer tl a1 low prices, and fri.nn their, superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials need they are
pronom ' - the cheapest boots made,

J. ORAM', 76? Market St.,

and Saddler;

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Bruce fc Rrien have established a general

Live Stock and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Pari:

Row, New York city. They art- prepared to pur-
i sell live Htuck of all kinds, Including cattle,

sheep, I I ible outfits, or anytliii..
i i mental. We nave on hand a

>i in-i- . read; to race; Bteepli
i italllons, yearlings and weanlings, of

-t aud most desirable strains for sale; U

trottero and pacers of standard blood. Send si

BWCE Jt BRIEN.
41 Park Row. New YorS City.

*,U. B0XUU2.

John A. McKerron,

MANTJFACTUllEH

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
a Specialty.

230ft 332 Bills St.. opp.Fashion Si ible, San Franclso*

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ui

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Tormito, Canada.

Veterinary In Urinary. -15 * Katomo St
Residence, HOI! Uoviard at., ^mtfiMK'tsco.

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

Choice Merino Rams, vcrv bi^li v.r.nk', ;l'J.50 each
30 per carload. AlsoPediKt im

,
&50 each.

:ji> Imported UnKfin c.itll-- '

40 Thoroughbred and Non.Pcdigrecd Jerseys 9100 to

?250eacli.
1 ireBul -i" P.S250 each.

.

:
. Hi'reiord Hulls. -:> (.. -i»n ,-.i,|,.

10 Hen lord Qradv Hulls and Heifers, 1 to 8 months
i,].l, S [i in

in lmrhiini I'.nlK •
. ,

i>

20 Durham Heifers. Mixed PcdigrecB, $1D0@$1M each.
,-, ik-v.m r.uiis, -in <-- -r:;. .-...),.

In Pigs, i' rfect.2 months old, 812.t

G Berkshire Ploe, Perfect, 6 monthB old. tl&GO each.
:; ;:.-rl-:-i ,r. Pigs, Perfect, 1 12 months old, 830e ich.

-
1

1 , and :

the nr.l.-r the lower the it
i;< 'i.i. in p. v\xr,

Agent for Importers, Breeders mid Own r

lo.oi 18 Edwards St ., Oakland

o»- 1 wUlluiporl «-r export Llvo Stock rrorn any
; .1 deal luuvurj I

Ijtas moOk except common . ad uiSof cattle.

SanslacUon guurunU'ed.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, ai my Etock-farm, Oak Grove! Ban Mateo t'o.,

achoici lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twi-iv.
mouths old, bred fruiu the best strains of Preiuiti'j,

stock, which I import yearly from England direc
Apply to vvm. t-nrbitt,

318 California St..

San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO

Cremation Company.
|Incorpurau-d September 5, 1885.]

Capital Stock $35,000
Dl\ dedlntoE - shareBOl the par value ol ISO each.

217 Shares Have Been Taken.

T REMAINING SHARKS ARK NOW OP-
i

, n -. [or e > BCri bed for .it the
. v. Cl IBB, B2I Montgomery Btreet,

,': uiHj he obt m, 1; -.. l1

cret irj . ioq Battery street, liv or.
dor oi" the Board of Director*.

max LEVY, Secretary,
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Races at the San Jose Fair.

ECSyiXG,
Sept. 2Sth—Sweepstakes for all ages: $25 each; $10 forfeit; $150added;

$50 to second. Three-quarters of a mile. Seven nominations.
\V. L. Appleby's b m >«ielson, !. bv Wildidle, dam Susie Williamson,

115 lbs - 1
Kellv ft Lynch's dig Tom Atchison, 3, "by Joe Hooker, dam Bay

Kate, 109 lbs _.. 2
B. L. Pacheco's eh f Mamie T.. 3, bv Wheatley. dam Me-r..edes,HJ3 lbs. 3

Time, 1:15)4.

Pools: Neilson §50, Atchison $5, field $2. Seilson barred, Atchison
$30, field$3. Wop by two lengths; thesame betweensecond and third"

Same Day—Sweepst.ikes for two-year-olds ; 325 each; §— forfeit; 5150
added; goOto second. One mile. Sis nominations.
H.C.Judson's bf Patti.bv Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown. 107 lbs 1

Kellv J: Lvnch's b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight, 107

lbs - 2

R. P. Hills' gf Mollis Capron, by Reveille , dam unknown, 107 lbs 3
Time, 1 :45.

Pools: Moonlight 525, field $13. Won by a length; thesame distance
between second and third.

Same Dav—Handicap sweepstakes for all ages;$— each; $25 forfeit:

815 declaration: 52-V> ;• Idfd; >l'Xt to second; third to save stake. Two
miles. Four nominations.
II. C. Judson's blk h John A., 1, bv Monday, dam Ladv Clare, 113 lbs. 1
\V L. Apolebv's b c Arthur H., 3, by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of the

Mist, 100 lbs 2
Time. 3:3154.

Pools: John A. 525, Arthur H. 912. Won by two lengths.

-Sept. :soth—Sweepstakes for all ages; -525 each; $10 forfeit; 5200

added ; $75 to second horse. Half mile heats. Six nominations.

Kellv &: Lynch's ch g Tom Atchison, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam. Bay
Kate, 107 lbs 1 1

B. P. Hill's b g Johnny Grav, aged, by Sbiloh, dam Margery, 110 lbs.

2 2

Time. :30"!, :49*.

Pools: First heat—Atchison $50, Johnny Gray -525. Second heat—
Atchison $25, Johnny Gray $5. First heat won by a head; second heat
by a neck

Same Day—Sweepstakes for all ages; £25 each; 375 forfeit; $200
added; $75 to second. One mile and a half. Five nominations.
H.C. Judson's blk h, John A., i, by Monday, dam Lady Clare, 118

lbs.

Hill & Gries' b c Arthur H. 3, by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of the
Mist, 106 lbs - 2

W. J. Ashe's f Constellation, 3, by St. George, dam Pianette, 103

lbs 3
Tims, 2:38.

Pools: John A. $50, Field $15. Won by head; three lengths between
second and third.

Same Day—Selling purse $200; $50 to second; selling allowances;
entrance free. Mile heats.
T. Delaney'schc Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Planetia, $1,000, 103

lbs .. ...0 1 1

E. F. Faiiun's ch g Rondo, aged, by Norfolk, dam by Belmont,
•14 1,110 lbs - 3 3

B. L. Pacheco's ch f Mamie T., 3, by Wheatley, dam Mercedes,
$<Wo, SO lbs 3 2 2

Time, 1:15-, , l:-Oi. 1:1-.

Pools: First heat—Cook §25, field 55. No betting afterward. First heat
dead between Cook and Rondo, Mamie T. third by half a length. Sec-
ond heat won by half a length ; third heat by a length.

Oct. 2.1—Purse $200; $50 to second; for two-year-olds; winner of two-
year-old stake on the first day barred. One mile.
"K .Mly J: Lynch's bE Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight, 107

lbs..

H. C. Judson's blk f Fedora, bv Monday, dani Lady Clare, 107 lbs 2
lime, 1:15.

Pools: Moonlight $100, Fedora $25. Won by a length.

Same Day—Purse 8200; -:
I to second; forallages; entiance free. Male

heais.
H. C. Jndson's b m Xeilson, 4, by Wildidle, dam Susie Williamson.

110 lbs ] '

B. P. Hill's I) k Johnny Gray, aged, by Shiioh, da in Margery, H01bs...S 2

Geo. Howson's chf Goldsheaf, by Bullion, dam by imp. Glengarry,

E I' F.-'.lTon's bin Lijrtie L.'.'aged, bv Wild'idic, dam Vixen, 110 lbs. .0

Time, 1:41, 1:M.
Pools : Neilson $60, field $9.

Same day—Purse 8200; $—to second: for beaten borses. One mile.

Hill St Grie's b c Arthur H.. 3, by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of the

Mist, 99 lbs 1

B. L. Pacheco's ch f Mamie T., 3 by Wheatley, dam Mercedes, 96

lbs..

E. F. 1 .lion's ch 4 Rondo, aged, by Norfolk, dam by Belmont, 110

lbs 3
W. L. Ashe's f Constellation, 3, by St. George, dam Pianette. 101

lbs
Time, 1:44.

Pools: Arthur H., $25; field S10.

TBOTTE.-G.

Sept. 29tb—Purse *400.

Bell Spencer, b in. bv Black Ralph—E. V. Spencer 3112331
Blaine, blk g-J. A. Goldsmith 1 2 3 1 2 2 3

Carrie F., br m—J. W. Donathan 2 3 2 3 112
Time, 2:314, 2:28$. 2:274,2:31,2:3 ,2:31, 2:291

Blaine and Carrie F., divided second and third money.

Oct. 1—Purse $500; 2:40 class.

MenlO, b h, by Nutwood—O. A. Hickok 1

Dawn, ch c—J. \ Goldsmith
Artist, blk '•—J. R. Hod son - -

Time 2:27^,2:28, 2:

Same Day—Purse $400; 2:26 class.

Thapsin, blk g, by Berlin—E. H Miller, Jr 1 1

Antevoio, brc—J. C. Simpson - -

Marin, b h—P. Farrell 3 3

Timi .
- - .:....-.- ,

2:24.

Oct. 3d—Purse SI,000; 2:20 class.

Guy Wilkes, b h. by Geo. Wilkes—J. "W. Donathan 4 2

Adair, b g, by Electioneer-E. H. Miller, Jr

Manon, bin, by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith .» •>

Nellie B., cb m. by Gen. McClellan, Jr—S. Sperry 2 dr
rime, 2-171, a

-

2 2 2

dia.

1

1 3

PACING.
Sept. 29th*—Purse S300.

Pocahontas, ch m. by Washington—S. C. Tryon 3 1 1

Fred Ackerman, b g^-J. T. Mcintosh 1 3 3

Nevada, b s—W. B. Todhunter 3 2 2
Time, 2^51,2:24^,2:27. 2:32.

•Fourth heat paced Sept. 30th.

Oct. 2d—Purse $400.
Shaker, b g—N. M. Fay 1 1

Fred Ackerman, b g—J.T. Mcintosh 3 2

Nevada, b a—W. B. Todhunter 4 3

Prince, b g—S. C. Tryon 2 dis
Time, 2:28^.2:24, 2:26.

Louisville Fall Meeting.

Sept. 25th, Second F.ace—Cash Handicap, a sweepstakes for all ages
at $10 each, with $15 additionalfor starters, with $500 added, of which
$100 to the second: winners after the publication of the weights
(Sept. 1) to carry 5 lbs. extra. Mile and a quarter.
R. C. Pate's b g Monogram, fi, ty Buckden—Monomania, by Mel-

bourne, Jr., 115 lb« I. Murphy 1

S. Brvant's ch in Emma Manley, 5, by St. Martin— Cicily Jopson, «0
lbs B. Evans 2

J.& J.Swigert'sbf Lady Wayward, 3. by Virgil—Lady Way, 110 lbs.

J. Lewis 3

J. Alexander's ch m Malaria. 4, 112 lbs Henderson
N. Armstrong's gr g Grey Cloud, 3, 95 lbs Dingley
W. L. Collins' b f Ultimatum, 3, 95 lbs R. Harris
Hayden & Co.'s b h Kosciusko. 4,110 lbs L. -Jones

C. B. Jaynes& Co.'s b m Iiuogene, 5, 100 lbs Godfrey
R.J.Lucas' b h Phillip 8. 4, 115 lbs Tonmkins
E.J. Baldwin's ch gRapido. 3, 113 lbs O'Brien
M. Young's b g Troubadour, 3, 113 lbs Stoval
Mack & Co.'s bm Slipalong, 5. 105 lbs _ Wethers

Time, 2:11*.

Pools: Monogram $240. Slipalong, $100, Rapido and Imogene, $80
each, the field, $180. Mntuels paid, $13.60.

Malaria and Emma Manley were the leaders for sis fur-

longs, Monogram third, the others well up, but on the

lower turn Monogram passed the leaders and held his ad-

vantage to the end, winning by a length, Emma Manley
second, a neck ahead of Lady Wayward, who had got pock-
eted on the turn.

Third Race—Purse $400, of which S75 to the second ; a handicap for

all ages; at a mile and a half.

B. J. Lucas' cb h Keene, 4, by Dutch Skater—Kapanga, by Vic-

torious, 90 lbs Fuller 1

R. A. Johnson & Co.'s b h Powhatan, 4, bv Glenelg—Florence I. 112

lbs Godfrey 2

E. J. Baldwin's b h Luckv B., 5, by Rutherford —Maggie Emerson,
108 lbs Stoval 3

N.Armstrong's ch m Glendelia. i, 105 lbs O'Hara
J. J. MerrilK Co.'s bf Maggie M., 3, 85 lbs Cooper
M. Young's be Spalding, 3, 95 lbs W. Jones

Time. 2:38*.

Pools: Powhatan $50, Keene $30, Lucky B. S22, the field $12. Betting:
3 to 1 against Keene. Mutuels paid $21 :70.

Glendelia led off, Keene second, but passing the three-

quarter pole Keene was in front, and he led past the wire by
two lengths, Maggie M. and Glendelia nest. Keene led four

lengths at the end of the mile, Powhatan second, but, though
the latter gained all the way home, he could not quite beat

Keene, who won by a lengtn, sis lengths between second and
third.

Sept. 2'Jth—Fourth Race—Belle Meade Stakes, a sweepstakes for
two-year-old colts, at 350 each, h f. with $500 added, of which ?l

'
l to the

second; winners of 91.503 to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,000 5 lbs.; of $2,500 and up-

ward 7 lbs: extra; maidens allowed -5 lbs.; Hi entries; value to winner
$875. Three-quarters of a mile.
W. L.Cassidv's brc Kirkman, bv Gleimarrv—Hop, by Harry of the

West,1131bs Wethers l

P. Corrigan's b c Free Knight, by Ten Broeck— Belle Knight. 10S lbs.
Fuller 2

S. Bryant's be Waddell Bryant, by HvderAli—Jennie Rowett.HOlbs.
...; Stoval 3

B. J. Lucas' chg Porter Ashe, 10a lbs O'Hara
J k J SwiEert'a be Broukful, 10S lbs ...K. Harris 'J

Time, 1:17.

Pools: Kirkman barred, Free Knight $50, Porter Ashe *37. Ilrookful
820 Waddell Bryant 815. Betting; 2 to i on Kirkman. Mutuels paid

J7.20.

Free Knight was the leader at the start, with Bryant sec-

ond and Ashe third. Free Knight led to the homestretch,

where Kirkman passed him and won by a length, the same
between second and third.

Sept. 28tb.—Bine Grasfl StakeB,for two-year-old fillips at 850 each, hf,
inn; winners >*t $1,500 to carry a

Ib9., i>f -:, , S lbs.: OJ 82 5<ii) and upward. 7 lbs. extra; maidens allowed
5 lbs; 27 entries, Tbree-quarten ol

nias'b f Sis Hinivar, bv Alarm— I lira, by Lexington, 107 lbs.
Tankersley t

an'a ch f Mary Payne, by Lelapa—Diary Howard, 102 lbs.

-v:ig.Vrt
;s"br f Katrina, \>\ Virgil— Katie i'

_ I. Critl

M D. Richardson's i> CAlta Bine, 102 lbs R,
Talbot Bros ' ch i Llera, I J is O'll jo

urne .Stable's b f Alfaretta, 107 lba Wetuera
. Kaloulah, 10C Ibe

.
"

-

.

Pools: Sis Hlmyar, $14, Katrina, IM.EatreUa.llO, AUa Blue, $10, the
Held, $14. Betting: a to 4 onSfs Hlmyar. Mutuala paid $7.70.

To a good start Sis Hiinyar made the running, with Alta

Bine secoud, ami Mary Payne third, bis Hiniyar and Mary

Payne ran away from the others on the lower turn, and after

the closest kind of a race Sis Himyar won by a nose, with
Katrina sis lengths back.

Sept. 29th, Second Race -Bruce Stakes, a sweepstakes for three-year-
olds, at $25 each; $10 forfeit: with $500 added, of which $100 to the
second; winners in 1885 of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,000. 5 lbs.; of
$3,000, 8 lbs. extra; other winners allowed 3 lbs.; horses that had run
and not won in 1885 allowed 8 lbs.; maidens allowed 15 lbs.; 25 sub-
scribers. Mile and a furlong.
N. Armstrong's ch f Kalata, bp Scotland—Calamity, 100 lbs. Godfrey 1

E. Corrigan's ch g Hazaras, by King Ban—Haz'em, 115 lb3...Murphy 2
Santa Anita Stable's b c Volant*, by Grinstead—Sister Anne. 126

lbs Holloway 3

S. Brvant's ch f Lady of the Lake, 112 lbs Stoval
W. Cottrill's b f Tipsy. 100 lbs Withers
Lit wood Stables b c Vaulter, 110 lbs Harris

Time, 2:02.
Pools: Hazaras $75, Yolante $30, Tipsy $12; field $15. Post odds: 15

to 1 against Kalata. Mutuels paid $38.

Same Day—Fifth Race—Pnrse, $400, of which $100 to the second, for
all ages; horses beaten during the meeting and not having won a
race since Aug. 15 allowed 7 lbs. : if non-winners in 1885, allowed 12
lbs ; maidens allowed, if three years old. 15 lbs.; if four years, 20 lbs.;

if five and upward, 26 lbs. Mile and a half.
N. Armstrong's ch f Glendelia, 4, bv imp. Glenelg—Cordelia, 103

ibs Godfrey 1

E, J, Baldwin's b h Lucky B., 5, >>y Rutherford—Magsie Emerson.
Ill lbs

." Stoval 2

W. F. Gray's ch c Madison, 1, by imp. Glengarry—Emma Smith,
111 lbs Withers 3

Time, 2:47..

Pools: Lucky B. $50, Madison $30, Glendelia $23. Post odds: 3 to 1
against Glendelia. No mutuels.

Sept. 30th—Fourth Bace—Purse $400, of which $100 to the second;
a handicap for all ages. A mile and five furlongs.
W. L. Collins' b f L'ltimatnm, 3, by King Alfonso—Ultima, by Lex-

ington, yOlbs R. Harris 1

H. T. Batchelor's h m Virgie Hearne, 5 by Fellowcraft—Bonnie
Kate, 95 lbs Fuller 2

P. G. Speth's ch g Expert, 3, by Enquirer—Lady Lindora, li'4 lbs.
Godfrey 3

E. J. Baldwin's b h Lucky B., 5, 110 lbs Miller
Time, 3:02.

Keep the Stretch Clear.

Editor Breeder asd Sportsman: In your paper of last

week "Fair Play," instanced some of the errors or evils of

the turf in respect to judges of raciDg. There is another

evil which ought to be abated. It is the issuance of the

quarter-stretch badges which permit the persons holding
them to the track at the finish. These are sometimes given
to the boys employed in the racing stables, and to more
irresponsible parties. Take what care one may of his horses,

the close contiguity of the track stables enables those who
are employed in near stables, or who are allowed presence
there, to learn much of the nature of the horses, and that
which only the owners, trainers, and riders or drivers have
a right to know. There are, as every turfman is aware,
horses which are more or less affected at the finish by the
conduct of the crowd, or the few, anywhere between the dis-

tance pole and the wire by which the judges determine the
race. Some horses are affected by the demonstrations of the
crowd, iD greater or less degree. Who has not seen a fairly

promising winner lose the heat or race by these demonstra-
tions? Suppose the stable boys, or some interested in the
pools or in wagers, know that, say Cleopatra, can be
helped or harmed in a close finish by noises or actions

at a critical moment, against which the jodges cannot
discern nor discriminate, how easy it is, under
the broad latitude usually given at our meetings, to

spoil a winner, or aid an apparent loser, by means
of these side track parties. The example of the State Fair
Association, in apportioning a distinctive place for the
holders of quarter-stretch tickets, cannot be too warmiy
recommended to the District Fair managers. Stop every
means to unfairness and the unfairness itself is stopped.
Shouting a winner into defeat is a trick which cannot be too
heartily condemned, nor can the otb-±r devices of the inter-

ested to make a winner of a horse, which can win only by
such improper means, be commended. Let us have not only
fail play in the judges' stand, but on the track, all around
and at the come-out. Honest racingdemands it, square turf-

men want it, all will approve it and the reputation of onr
fairs and meetings wil! be bettered. Thai which the Bloo!?.

Horse Association is doing to improve the turf and ennobling
the sport, while it incites breeders to thoroughbred species,
can be and ought to be copied by managers of fairs aud tracks
in assuring honest practices apon this Coast. "Hi-highing"
a winner into defeat near the tiuish is like putting sticks in
the way. Old '0k.

» •

The Clingstone-Wilkes race cost the enterprising Detrioit
clnb abntu $750. There were about 2,300 paying

|

the stands.
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California Nominations at Monmouth Park.

FIRST SUMMER MEETING, 18S6.

Hopeful Stakes, for two-year-olds; S100 each, k. f.; S10 if

declared by Jan. 1, 1SS6; §25 if declared by June 25, 1SS6;

SI, 500 added; $500 to second; winner of a stake (handicaps

excepted) value £2,000 to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 7 lbs.; thrice, 12

lbs. extra. Three-quarters of a mile; 106 subs.

H. Lowdeu, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.

J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Kossifer, dam Athenais.

J. B. Haggin, br c Boccacio, by Fechter, dam Dry Toast.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Khedive, by Longfield, dam Irene.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Milton, by Onondaga, dam Nana.
J. B. Haggin, b c Mono, by Muscovy, dam Imperatrice.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Ontario, by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.

J. B. Haggin, br c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.

J. B. Haggin, b c Terah, by Gleuelg, dam Anna Bush.
J. B. Haggin, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, dam Saxony.

J. B. Haggin, b c Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, gr c Orifiamme, by F*lood, dam Frolic.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Sallie G., by Flood, dam Sallie

Gardner.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fannie

Lewis.
Palo Alto Stock . Farm, ch f Plantress, by Flood, dam

Planetia.

July Stakes, for two-year-olds; S100 each, h. f.; $10 if de-

clared by Jon. "1, 1SSG; $25 if declared by June 25, 1SS6;

$1,500 added; 3500 to second; winner of a stake (handicaps
excepted) value $2,000, to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 7 lbs.; thrice,

12 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a
mile; 102 subs.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Kossifer, dam Athenais.
J. B. Haggin, br c Boccacio, by Fechter, dam Dry Toast.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Khedive, by Longbeld, dam Irene.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Milton, by Onondaga, dam Nana.
J. B. Haggin, b c Mono, by Muscovey, dam Imperatrice.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Ontario, by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.

J. B. Haggiu, br c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.

J. B. Haggiu, b c Terah, by Gleuelg, dam Anna Bush.
J. B, Haggin, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, dam Saxony.
J. B. Haggin, b e Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, gr c Orifiamme, by Flood, dam Frolic.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fan-
nie Lewis.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Plantress, by Flood, dam Pla-

netia.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f Regina, by Shannon, dam Riglin.

MIDSTJMMEB MEETING, 18S6.

Tyro Stakes, for two-year-olds; $100 each, h. f.; $10 if de-

clared by Jan. 1, 1SS6; $25 if declared by June 25, 1SS6;
$1,500 added; $500 to second; maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-
quarters of a mile; 115 subscribers.

H. Loden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Kossifer, dam Athenais.

J. B. Haggin, br c Boccacio, by Fechter, clam Dry Toast.
J. B. Haggiu, ch c Khedive, by Longfield, dam Irene.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Milton, by Onondaga, dam Nana.
J. B. Haggiu, b c Mono, by Muscovey, dam Imperatrice.

J. B. Haggiu, ch c Ontario, by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.

J. B. Haggiu, brc Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.
J. B. Haggiu, b c Terah, by Glenelg, dam Anna Bush.
J. B. Haggiu, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, dam Saxony.
J. B. Haggiu, b c Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Getaway, by Balfe, dam Goue-

away.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fuu, by Fiddler, dam Amalia.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Music, by Prince Charlie, dam

Mutiny.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fanny

Lewis.
Santa Anita Stable, b or br c Goliah, by Griustead, dam

Maggie Emerson.
Sauta Anita Stable, br c Peudennis, by Virgil, dam Persia.
Sauta Anita Stable, b f Grisette, by Glenelg, dam Malta.
R. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.

• R. P. Ashe, be Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zeika.

R. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matkew, by Norfolk, dam Balliuette.

MIDSUMMER MEETING, 1SS6.

Sapling Stakes, for two-year-olds; $100 each, h f; $10 if de-
clared by. Jan. 1, 1SS6; $25 if declared by June 25, 1SS6;
$1,500 added; $500 to second; winner of the Tyro Stakes to

carry 7 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters of
a mile; 125 subs.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Kossifer, dam Athenais.
J. B. Haggin, br c Boccacio, by Fechter, dam Dry Toast.
J. B. Haggiu's ch c Khedive, by Longfield, dam Irene.
J. B. Haggiu, ch c Milton, by Onondaga, dam Naua.
J. B. Haggiu, b c Mono, by Muscovy, dam Imperatrice.
J. B. Haggiu, ch c Ontario, by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.

J, B. Haggiu, br c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.
J. I;. Haggin, b c Terah, by Gleuelg, dam Anna Bush.
]. I' Haggiu, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, damSaxony.
J. \i. Haggin, l< <• Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.
Palo Alio Stock Farm, gr c Orifiamme, by Flood, dam Frolic.

Palo Alto Stock Furin, ch f Faunie L,, by Flood, dam Fannie
Li.' Wis.

Palo AltoStock Farm, ch f Plantress, by Flood, dam Planetia.
Palo Alto Slock Farm, b c Shasta, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Santa Anita Stable, ch or blk c Grimaldi, by Grinstead, dam

Hermosa.
Santa Anita Stable, ch or gr c El Monti, by Rutherford, dam

Ophii.
Santa Anita Stable, b f Gloritta, by Lever, dam Return.
K. I'. \<\m, bfVera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
R. P. Ash--, li c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Ooontess Zeika.
R. P. Ash.', ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam JIalhnette.

illDSI ' N B VIEETING, 1886, OR J i 31 UMER MEETING. 1S86.

Junior Champion Stakes, for two-year-olds; $250 each; $25
forfeit; *.">,<_K>U added; second to receive $500 and third $250
out of stakes. Three-quarters of a mile; 17'- subs.
j i. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Kossifer, dam Athenais.
J. B. Haggin, br c Boccacio, by Fechter, dam Dry Toast.
J. B. Haggin, eh c Khedive, by Longfield, dam Irene.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Milton, by Ouondaga, dam Nana.
\

. B. Haggin, be Mono, by Muscovy, dam Imperatrice.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Ontario by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.

J. B. Haggin, b c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.
-T. B, Haggin, b c Terah, by Gleuelg, dam Anna Bush.
T. B. Haggiu, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, dam Saxony.
'. B. Huflciu, b c Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Kebocca.
J. U. Haggin, bf Echola, by Emiuircr, dam Moselle.
J. B. Haggiu, b f Firenzi, by Glenelg, dam Florida.

J. B. Haggin, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn, dam
Gossip.

J. B. Haggin, b f Santa Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phoebe
Mayflower.

J. B. Haggin, br f Ventura, by Virgil, dam Ulrica.

J. B. Haggin, b f Yolande, by Wheatley, dam Electra.

J. B, Haggin, br f Santa Rita, by Virgil, dam Madam Dudley.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, gr c Orifiamme, by Flood, dam Frolic.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fannie
Lewis.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Plantress. by Flood, dam Planetia.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f Regina, by Shannon, dam Riglin.

Santa Anita, b or br c Goliah, by Griustead, dam Maggie
Emerson.

Santa Anita Stable, br c Pendennis, by Virgil, dam Persia.

Santa Anita Stable, ch or b c Grimaldi, by Griustead, dam
Hermosa.

Santa Anita Stable, ch or gr c El Monti, by Rutherford, dam
Ophir.

R. P. Ashe, b f Vera by Norfolk, dam Marion.
R. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zeika.

R. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk,, dam Balliuette.

SECOND SUMMER MEETING, 1SS6.

August Stakes, for two-year-olds; S100 each, h. f.; §10 if

declared by Jan. 1, 1886; $25 if declared by July 15, 1SS6;

81,500 added; $500 to second; a winner of a stake (handi-

caps excepted), value S2.000, to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 7 lbs.;

thrice 12 lbs. extra. Three-quarters of a mile; 132 subs.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Tear, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Kossifer, dam Athenais.

J. B. Haggin, b c Boccacio, by Fechter, dam Dry Toast.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Khedive, by Longfield, dam Irene.

J. B. Haggiu, b c Milton, by Onondaga, dam Nana.
J. B. Haggin, b c Mono, by Muscovy, clam Imperatrice.

J.B. Haggin, ch. c Ontario, by Euquirer,dam Vanilla.

J. B. Haggiu, br c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.

J. B. Haggin, b c Terah, by Glenelg, dam Anna Bush.
J. B. Haggin, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, dam Saxony.
J. B. Haggin, b c Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.
J. B. Haggin, b f Echola, by Enquirer, dam Moselle.

J. B. Haggin, b f Fireuzi, by Glenelg, dan^Florida.

J. B. Haggiu, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn, dam
Gossip.

J.B. Haggin, b f Sauta Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phoebe
Mayilo wer.

J. B. Haggin, br f Santa Rita, by Virgil, dam Madani Dudley.
J. B. Haggiu, br f Ventura, by Virgil, dam Ulrica.

J. B. Haggiu, b f Yolande, by Wheatley, dam Electra.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, gr c Orifiamme, by Flood, dam Frolic.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Plantress, by Flood, dam Plane-
tia.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fannie
Lewis.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.
R. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.

R. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zeika.

R. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam Balliuette.

Criterion Stakes, for two-year-olds; $100 each, h f; $10 if

declared by Jan. 1st, 1SSG; S25 if declared by July 25th, 1886;

$1,500 added; $500 to second; a winner of a stake (handi-

caps excepted) value $2,500, to carry 5 lbs.; twice, 7 lbs.;

thrice, 12 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. Three-quarters
of a mile; 133 subs.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Kossifer, dam Athenais.

J. B. Haggin, b c Boccacio, by Fechter, dam Dry Toast.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Khedive, by Longfield, dam Irene.

J. IS. Haggin, ch c Milton, by Onoudaga, dam Nana.
J. B. Haggin, b c Mono, by Muscovy, dam Imperatrice.

J. B. Haggiu, ch c Ontario, by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.

J. B. Haggin, br c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.

J. B. Haggin, b c Terah, by Glenelg, dam Anna Bush.
J. B. Haggiu, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, dam Saxony.
J. B. Haggiu, b c Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.

J. B. Haggiu, b f Echola, by Enquirer, dam Moselle.

J. B. Haggin, b f Firenzi, by Glenelg, dam Florida.

J. B. Haggin, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn, dam
Gossip.

J. B. Haggin, b f Santa Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phoebe I

Mayflower.
J. B. Haggin, br f Santa Rita, by Virgil, dam Madame

Dudley.
J. B. Haggin, br f Ventura, by Virgil, dam Ulrica.

J. B. Haggin, b f Yolande, by Wheatley, dam Electra.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f Regina, by Shannon, dam Riglin.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Shasta, by Flood, dam Demirep.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Plantress, by Flood, dam Planetia.

R. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.

R. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zeika.

R. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

FIRST SUMMER MEETING, 1SS7.

Lorillard Stakes, for three-year-olds; $250 each, h f; $10
if declared by Jan. 1st, 1SSG; $20 if declared by Jan. 1st,

1SS7; $50 if declared by June 25th, 1887; $6,000 added;
SI, 000 to second; third to save stake. One mile and a half.

169 subs.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.

J. B. Haggiu, b c Arbiter, by Kossifer, dam Athenais. «

f. B. Haggin, b c Boccacio, by Fechter, dam Dry Toast.

J. B. Haggin, ch c Khedive, by Longfield, dam Irene.

J. B. Haggiu, ch c Milton, by Ouondaga, dam Naua.
J. B. Haggin, b c Mono, by Muscovy, dam Imperatrice.

J. B. Haggiu, ch c Ontario, by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.

J. B. Haggiu, br c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.

J. B. Haggin, b c Terah, by Glenelg, dam Auua Bush.

J. B. Haggin, b c The Turk, by Gnat Tom, dam Saxony.
J. B. Haggin, b c Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.
.!. B. Haggin, b f Echola, by Enquirer, dam Moselle.

J. B. Haggin, b £ Firenzi, by Glenelg, dam Flori la

J.B. Haggin, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn, dam
Gossip.

J. B. Haggin, b f Santa Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phcebe
Mayflower.

J. B. Haggin, br f Santa Rita, by Virgil, dam Madam Dudley.
J. B. Haggin, br f Ventura, by Virgil, dam Ulri. a.

.i. B. Haggin, b f Xolande, by Wheatley, dam Electra.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, gr e Oriflarame, by Flood, dam Frolic.

Palo Alto Stork Farm, ch 1 Plaidivss, by Flood, dam Pla-
i ..

.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fannie
L wis.

Santa Anita Stable, b or br c Goliah, by Griustead, dam
Maggie Emerson.

Santa Anita Stable, br c Poudennis, bv Virgil, dam Persia-

Santa Auita Stable, ch cr b c Grimaldi, by Griustead, dam
Hermosa.

Santa Anil 31 We, < or gr o El Monti, by Rutherford, dam
'

Ophir.

Monmouth Oaks Stakes, for fillies three years old; $100
each, h. f ., S10 if delared by Jan. 1, 1SSG; $20 if declared by
Jan. 1, 1SS7; $30 if declared by Juue 25, 1SS7; 81,500 added;
$500 second. One mile and a quarter; 90 subs.
H. Lowden, br f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b f Echola, by Euquirer, dam Moselle.
J. B. Haggin, b f Firenzi, by Glenelg, dam Florida.
J.B. Haggiu, ch f Shena Yan, by Luke Blackburn, dam

Gossip.
J. B. Haggin, b f Santa Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phcebe

Mayflower.
J. B. Haggin, br f Santa Rita, by Virgil, dam Madame Dud-

ley.

J. B. Haggin, br f Ventura, by Virgil, dam Ulrica.
J. B. Haggiu, b f Yolaude, by Wheatley, dam Electra.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Sallie G., by Flood, dam Sallie

Gardner.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fan-

nie Lewis.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f Kegina, by Shannon, dam Riglin.
Paio Alto Stock Farm, ch f Plantress, by Flood, dam Pla-

netia.

Santa Anita Stable, b f Grisette, b Glenelg, dam Malta.
Santa Auita Stable, b or br f Aritta, by Virgil, dam by Lever.
Santa Anita Stable, bf Gloritta, by Lever, dam Return.

MIDSUMMER MEETING, 18S7.

Stockton Stakes, for three-year-olds: S 100 each, h. f., $10
if declared by Jan. 1, 1SS6; $20 if declared by Jan. 1, 1S87;
$30 if declared by Juue 25, 1SS7; $2,500 added; $500 to sec-
ond; a wiuuerof two or more three-year-old stakes value
$2,000 to carry 7 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 7 lbs. One
mile and a quarter; 145 subs.
H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Rossifer, dam Atheuais.
J. B. Haggin, br c Boccacio, by Fechter, dam Dry Toast.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Khedive, by Longfitld, dam Irene.
J. B. Haggiu, ch c Milton, by Onondago, dam Nana.
J. B. Haggin, b c Mono, by Muscovy, dam Imperatrice.
J. B- Haggin, ch c Ontario, by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.
J.B. Haggin, br c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.
J. B. Haggin, be Terah, by Glenelg, dam Auua Bush.
J. B. Haggin, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, dam Saxony.
J. B. Haggin, b c Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.
J. B. Haggiu, b f Echola, by Enquirer, dam Moselle.
J. B. Haggin, b f Firenzi, by Glenelg, dam Florida.
J. B. Haggiu, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn, dam

Gossip.
J. B. Haggin, b f Santa Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phcebe

Mayflower.
J. B. Haggin, br f Santa Rita, by Virgil, dam Madam Dud-

ley.

J. B. Haggin, br f Yeutura, by Virgil, dam Ulrica.
J. B. Haggin, b f Yolande, by Wheatley, dam Electra.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Sallie G., by Flood, dam Sallie

Gardner.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fannie

Lewis.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Plantress, by Flood, dam Plane-

tia.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, gr c Orifiamme, by Flood, dam Frolic.
R. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
K. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zeika.
R. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam Balliuette.

Stevens Stakes, for three-year-olds; $100 each, h f; $10 if

declared by Jau. 1, 1SS6; $20 if declared by Jan. 1, 1SS7;
$30 if declared by Juna 25, 1SS7; $2,500 added; $500 to sec-
ond; a winner of two or more three-year-old stakes value
$2,000 to carry 5 lbs. extra: maidens allowed 7 lbs. One
mile and five furlongs; 120 subs.
H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
J. B. Haggin, b c Arbiter, by Rossifer, dam Athenais.
J. B. Haggin, br c Boccacio, by Fechter, daniDrv Toast.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Khedive, by Longfellow, dam" Irene.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Milton, by Onondaga, dam Nana.
J. B. Haggin, b c Mono, by Muscovy, dam Imperatrice.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Ontario, by Euquirer, dam Vanilla.
J. B. Haggiu, br c Prodigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.
J. B. Haggin, b c Terah, by Gleuelg, dam Anna Bush.
J. B. Haggin, b c The Turk, by Great Tom, dam Saxony.
J. B. Haggin, b c Vishnu, by Wheatley, dam Rebecca.
J. B. Haggin, b f Echola, by Enquirer, dam Moselle.
J. B. Haggin, b f Firenzi, by Glenelg, dam Florida.
J.B. Haggin, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn, dam

Gossip.
J. B. Haggin, b f Santa Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phcebe

Mayflower.
J. B. Haggin, br f Santa Kita, by Virgil, dam Madam Dudley.
J. B. Haggin, br f Ventura, by Virgil, dam Ulrica.
J. B. Haggin, b f Yolande, by Wheatley, dam Electra.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, gi c Orifiamme, by Flood, dam Frolic.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fannie

Lewis.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch f Plantress, by Flood, dam Plauetia.
R. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion."
R. P. Pshe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, dam CouutessZeika.
R. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Omnibus Stakes, for three-year-olds, of $100 each for
starters, with $10,000 added, of which $7, 500 to the winner,
£1,000 to the second, $1,000 to the nominator of the winner*
and $500 to the nominator of the second; a winner when
carrying the standard weight (i. e. without allowance) under
the couditious of the race, or more, of any three-year-old
stake of the value of $2,500 (handicaps excepted) to carry 5
lbs.; of two or more such stakes, 7 lbs. extra; maidens Al-
lowed 5 lbs.; entrance $25 {the ouly liability) to go to Hid
race fund: if paid at the time of naming, the engagement to
follow ownership of the horse without written transfer, un-
paid forfeits or death of nominator not to disqualify

I

(if its owner at the time of starting bi qualified,) and horses
may be entered by persons not. fcheii owners. One mile and
a half; 103 nominations.

H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Palo Alto Stable, gr c Orifiamme, by Flood, dam Frolic
Palo Alto Stable, b c Del Norte, by Flood, dam Esther.
Palo Alto Stable, ch f Fauuie L., by Flood, dam Fannie

Lewis.
Palo Alto Stable, oh f Plantress, by Flood, dam Planetia.
J.B. Haggin, be Arbiter, by imp, Rossifer, dam Athenais.

i B, rXaggin, brc Boccacio, by imp. Fechter, dam imp Drv
Toast. * J

.i Br Haggin, oh o Khedive, by Longfield, dam Irene.
J. R. Hog in, ch c M ilton, by I inondago, dam Nana.
J. B. Haggin, b o Mono, by imp. Muscovy, dam Imperatrice.
J. II. Haggin, oh c Ontario, by Enquirer, dam Vanilla.
f. B. Hoggin, broProdigal, by Spendthrift, dam Alta Vela.
J. B. Hoggin, l> o Terah, by imp. Glenelg. dam Auua Bush.
J. B. Haggin, b o The Turk, by imp. Great Tom, dam Saxony.
.1. B. Haggi i Vishnu, l dom Rebecca.
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J. B. Haggin, b £ Echola, by Enquirer, dam Moselle.
J. B. Haggin. b f Fereuzi, by imp. Glenelg, clam Florida.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Shena Van, by Lake Blackburn, dam

Gossip.
J. B. Haggin, b £ Santa Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phiebe

Mayrlower.
0. B. Haggin, br f Santa Bita,by Tirgil.dam Madame Dudley.
J. B. Haggin, br f Ventura, by Virgil, dam Ulricca.
J. B. Haggin, b £ Yolande, by Wheatley, dam Eleotra.
J. C. Simpson, br c Eathbone, by imp. Young Prince, dam

Lady Amanda.
Santa Anita Stable, b or br c Goliah, by Grinstead, dam Mag-

gie Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable, br c Pendennis, by Virgil, dam Persia.
Santa Anita Stable, ch or b o Griinaldi, by Grinstead, dam

Herniosa,
Santa Anita Stable, ch or gr c El Monte, by Rutherford, dam

Ophir.
B. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.
B. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker, data Countess

Zeika.

E. P. Ashe, ch c St. Matthew, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

The West End Hotel Stakes, for fillies three-year-olds, of
$100 each, h. f., or only $10 if declared by Jan. 1, 1SS6, or
320 if declared by Jan. 1, ISSj, or S30 if declared by Jnly
25, 1S87, with 31,000 added by the West End Hotel, the sec-
ond to receive S300 out of the stakes; a winner of a three-
year-old stake (handicaps excepted) of the value of $2,000, to
carry 5 lbs.; twice 7 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs. One
mile and a half; 91 nominations.
H. Lowden, b f Leap Year, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
Palo Alto Stable, ch f Fannie L., by Flood, dam Fannie

Lewis.
Palo Alto Stable, chf Plautress, by Flood, dam Planetia.
Palo Alto Stable, ch f Sallie G., by Flood, dam Sallie Gard-

ner.

Palo Alto Stable, br f Kegina, by Shannon, dam Eiglin.
J. B. Haggin, b f Echota, by Enquirer, dam Moselle.
J. B. Haggin, b f Fereuzi, by imp. Glenelg, dam Florida.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn, dam

Gossip.
J. B. Haggin, b f Santa Clara, by Spendthrift, dam Phcebe

Mayrlower.
J. B. Haggin, b f Santa Eita, by Virgil, dam Madame Dudley.
J. B. Haggin, br f Ventura, by Virgil, dam Ulricca.
J. B. Haggin, b f Yolande, by Wheatley, dam Electra.

E. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk, dam Marion.

SECOND SUMMEE MEETING, 1S8S.

Home-bred Produce Stakes, for the produce of mares cov-

ered in 13S5; $ 100 each, $25 f.; $10 if declared by Jnly 5,

1SSS; $1,000 added; second to receive $250 out of stakes;

mares to be the exclusive property of the subscribers at the
time of subscribing and foaling, and the produce to remain
wholly their property until after the race, or to pay forfeit;

those by untried stallions or out of untried mares allowed 3
lbs.: if both, 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 5 lbs.; allowances cum-
ulative. Three-quarters of a mile; 10S subs.
J. B. Haggin, Annie Laurie, by Kyrle Daly.
J. B. Haggin, Bonnie Kate, by Prince Charlie.

J. B. Haggin, Electra (for. Belle), by Kyrle Daly.
J. B. Haggin, Faustina, by Kyrle Daly.
J. B. Haggin, Irene, by Kyrle Daly.
J. B. Haggin, Joy, by Kyrle Daly.
J. B. Haggin, La Favorita, by Kyrle Daly.
J. B. Haggin, My Love, by Kyrle Daly.

J. B. Haggin, Winnifred, by Kyrle Daly.

J. B. Haggin, Young Flush (for. Belle), by Kyrle Daly.
Santa Anita Stable, Clara D., by Grinstead.

Santa Anita Stable, Sister Anne, by Grinstead.

Santa Anita Stable. Athola, by Grinstead; 3 lbs.

Santa Anita Stable, Josie C, by Grinstead.

Santa Aniia Stable, Jennie B., by Grinstead.

Santa Anita Stable, Glenita, by Gano; 5 lbs.

Two Stories About the Maid.

Now that Goldsmith Maid is dead there are many stories

told among horsemen concerning her. She was before the

public as a star so long that the principal facts in her history

became public property years ago, but there are numerous
incidents that have never been given the publicity of print.

"I remember very well the first time the Maid beat 2:17,"

said Budd Doble, the mare's driver, to the writer. "You
know itwasin theFallof 1S71 that the performanceat Milwau-
kee, about which there was so much talk was made. At that

time Dexter's record of 2:17| was the fastest to the credit of

any trotter, and he had been sold to Mr. Eobert Bonner in

the belief that no horse would ever be able to beat the time.

In 1S7I the Maid and Lucy were giving exhibitions together

through the country, her record then heing 2:19. At Mil-

waukee, Sept. 6, the Maid -went three heats in 2:20}, 2:17,

2:20J, aud when the time of the second heat was telegraphed

all over the country people refused to believe it, and even

after the track had been measured and its proper length cer-

tified to there were still plenty of doubters.

"When the season of 1872 begau we had the mare at Phila-

delphia, and I had driven her a race early in June against

Lucy, the time being slow. She was advertised to give an

exhibition at Mystic Park, Boston, Juue 19th, and as I was

busy at Philadelphia superintending the construction of a

private car forjmy horses," I asked my father to go to Boston

and drive the mare for me. He objected, saying that she had

no speed at that time of the year, and that he was uufamiliar

with her. and was afraid she would make a bad showing in

his hands. I told him to go ahead—that he would find the

Maid able to go some when he asked her to, and it was under

tuese circumstances that he drove herfqr the first time. Lucy
was to trot with her, and you may imagine the old gentle-

man's astonishment when the mare stepped off the second

heat for bim in 2:lb'J, beating all the records previously

made. It happened on my father's birthday, and I don't

snppose he ever passed a hatipier one in his life."

As to peculiar traits in the Maid's disposition Duble has

never talked ranch, but it is a fact that she never had any

great admiration for him. In fact "Old Charlie," her groom

for so many seasons, was the only human being in whom
the great mare ever seemed to have perfect confidence. For one

period of five years there were but three nights that he did

not sleep with her in stall or car. Upon retiring for the

night he would place under bis head a bag containing the

morning feed of oats, aud at five o'clock sharp the Maid would

come over from her corner of the stall and nose around the

ba" until she had awakened him. Nothing could shake her

confidence in Charley, and after her first colt was born this

was well illustrated. The marb aud her former groom had

not met for nearly two years, and yet she allowed him to

handle her colt, something no ore else had been permitted to

do the loving mother being fierce in her attacks upon all

who came hear her or her offspring.—Breeder's Qa

Phallas' Last Race—His Defeat by Harry
Wilkes.

[Cleveland Plaindealer, Oct. 3d.]

Harry Wilkes beat Phallas in straight heats at Glenville
yesterday afternoon and did it very easily too. There were
several reasons why Wilkes won, chief of them being that he
went the route faster. But the chief reason why Phallas
didn't win was one of weather. In the past two weeks there
have been thirteeu afternoons on which the race could
have been trotted under perfect conditions as to air and
footing. The fourteenth afternoon, and as it happened
that chosen for the race, was a miserable one. A drizzling
rain, ushered in by a few heavy drops, began a half hour be°
fore the race. By the time the horses came out, the track had
received as much water as it could stand, but before a start
came it was slippery. Wilkes is a close, short gaited horse.
His foot is put ou the track in a line from his upper limbs,
and consequently strikes it squarely. Phallas' doesn't. His
stride is long and sprawling, aud if any chance is afforded to
slip he accepts it. That's how yesterday's race was lost, sup-
posing all other things were even. It seemed that they were.
With a good track and a bright day Phallas could perhaps
have won. In his condition yesterday it was doubtful. As
it was he slipped along through a heat, and strained himself
so that at the end of it the limp lately seen in his gait had
become lameness and no chance was left him to win.
The clouds threatened long before the rain came, and this,

w-ith a raw and ugly wind, kept people away from the race.
Not more than a thousand people saw it, andtkegate receipts
were about $1,000. Something like $700 of this will be left
after expenses and 90 per cent, goes to Frank Van Ness for
his work with Wilkes, Mr. France having promised him the
gate money if he won.
Among the well known people from abroad in the stands

were W. C. France, New Yo'rk, Wilkes' owner; Jerome I.
Case, Bacine, Wis., Phallas' owner; Stephen Bull, Eacine,
Wis.; C. W. Smith, San Francisco, owner of Abbotsford
(2:19.^); Dan Campau, Secretary of the Detroit Driving Club;
Louis Campau, Detroit; AI Carlile, Pittsburg; John Mnrphv,
New York; John Splan, W. Armstrong, C. B. Harvey, New
Philadelphia; W. H. Crawford, Chicago J. M. Davis associ-
ate editorof the Chicago Horseman; Gejrge Smithand James
Claffy, Sharon, Pa., and many others.
The betting was not very heavy, about SS.OOO going into

the box. After the second heat betting practically stopped.
It opened briskly, with Phallas as favorite. The first pool,
which looked like "a dummy," said "Phallas $25, Wilkes
$23." Immediately Wilkes receded aud for a time there was
steady sales at 325 to $16 on Phallas. Then the rain began
to fall, and quick as a flash the pools changed. Either
frankly told inquirers that his horse could not trot in the
mud, and the short-gaited Wilkes was made favorite on the
strength of the wet track, bringing S25 to $20 and S23. All
the sales ranged between these figures up to the start in the
first heat. The judges in the stand ,vere President William
Edwards, Thomas Axworthy and David McClasky. Timers.
Christ W. Smith, of San Francisco, and Frank Bower, of
Philadelphia. Harry Olmstead was clerk.

First heat—Phallas was heavy in scoring and didn't seem
able to get up. Four times the horses were sent back, but
on the fifth trip under the wire the word was given to a good
start' Wilkes got away from the stallion in a half dozen
strides, and at the torn he led Phallas by half a length.
Then Phallas left his feet, and before he settled he was a
length to the bad. At the quarter Harry had opened a streak
of daylight, but as they started on the trip along the back-
stretch Phallas began to close. At three furlongs his head
was at Van Ness' jacket, but it was only for a second. Van
Ness called on the gelding and he went away again. At the
half Wilkes was nearly three lengths in front, and though
Phallas trotted fast round the turns, the horses swung into
the stretch with a gap of two lengths between them aud
Wilkes going easily. Coming home Phallas couldn't close up
at all, and Wilkes won a rather easy heat by two good lengths.
Time, 2:17:}. Bithei, said, as he weighed in: "I don't know
what is the matter. It isn't muddy enough to affect the
horse, and yet he couldn't go the first half mile. But he will
do better." Van Ness said: "I can win sure, and will." But
those who watched the horses closely saw that Phallas went
very lame at the finish.

Second heat—Betting: Harry Wilkes, $25, Phallas $11.
The rain was coming down harder, and the track began to
stick under its influence. This made Wilkes, gaited as he is,

a sure winner, and the pool selling was rushing. The
Phallas people were playing their money back. After three
attempts Phallas came up on even terms with Wilkes, and
they were sent away to a good start. Harry Wilkes griDped
the track well again, and showed in front at once. Twenty
yards out the Case horse was off his feet again, and at the
turn Wilkes was clear of him. Going to the quarter Phallas
came up, but again fell back and was a length and a quarter
behind when the geldiug reached the post. Then the stal-

lion came again, only to break in the middle of the back
stretch. At the half he was a length and a half to the bad,
and round the turn another bad aud tangling break lost him
a couple of lengths more. Meanwhile Harry Wilkes had
been trotted haudsoruely and within himself, and when he
came into the stretch he was four lengths in front. Coming
home Phallas seemed to go better, but it was only for two
hundred yards, for as he ueared the seventh furlong pole he
broke again, and Wilkes finished one of the easiest of win-
ners on an easy jog, by eight lengths. Time, 2:20J. At the
close of the heat Ed. Bitner went to the stand and asked
leave to retire from Phallas' sulky in favor of Splan. Leave
was granted, though there was not one iota of suspicion that
Pliallas had not been driven to win. Splan, however, de-
clined the job. Phallas lately has always limped a little, but
he was unquestionably quite lame as he finished.

Third Heat—Betting: Harry Wilkes $50, Phallas $8. There
were but few sales at these figures. The race was conceded
to Wilkes and few cared to risk a dollar on a lame horse
trotting on a track that didn't suit him a bit. A 1 :

occurred, w-h»le Phallas' mud shoes were put ou, and when
he came out he didn't slip as much. The track was by this

time in bad shape and at least three or four seconds
the mile. Wilkes also had hie shoes changed and he showed
up a little lame. Three scores saw the pair off,

Wilkes with a nose the best of it. Both went
away fast and at the turn Wilkes was a
good half length in front. Here Phallas broke
handily, but lost nothing, and as they came to the
quarter-pole he was closing on Wilkes and trotting better
than at any time since the last half of the first heat. But the
big horse couldn't behave himself. He was evidently sore
and sulky and broke twice between the three fnrloo
half-mile poles. At the half Wilkes led by about a length
and a half, and l.e had gaiued a little more when they had
got round the lieu I. to the third quarter mark. Wilkes
turned for home two lengths in front and Phallas chased him

to the draw-gates, where Ed. Either pulled him op and both
huished on a jog, Wilkes three lengths to the good. Time

As he weighed in Bither looked disconsolate and said:
''The horse is very lame, "and Van Ness was of the opinion
that U ilkes could beat Phallas on any day and any track.
The full summary of the race follows:

•--Ok.,'1,01.1 Driving Park-Match race, trotting to harness.
11.000 a side and 90 per cent. ..i the gate receipts to uret.W '
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After Phallas' defeat Messrs. Case and Crawford held a con-

sultation, and after considering the stallion's unmistakable
break down, concluded to permanently retire him from the
track. He will go into a breeding establishment, which Mr.
Case intends to organize in Kentucky, and doubtless'prove a
great sire. He has earned about $50,000 in purses and stakes
for his owner.

Sinele-Foot Vs. Trottine.

TAlti.Oct. 9th.]

An article recently appeared in the Chicago Herald con-
demning the saddle gait, commonly called "single-footing"
The argument was about as follows:
"The trot is fast becoming the fashionable gait and it is pre-

ferred by all experienced riders. Single-footers are getting
out of style. It is an unnatural gait and in most cases de-
notes that the horse has a weak back. The animal has been
over burdened or it has been shod badlv, and consequently
it lifts one foot at a time instead of two. The walk, jog-trot
and gallop are the natural gaits of the horse—there' are but
few pacers born. The English trot, so much affected of late,
is harder on the horse than the German trot, because the
rider lifts his full weight in the stirrups and comes down for-
ward, throwing the weight on the fore-quarter of the horse.
In the German trot the weight of the rider is more easily
distributed. It is the regular balance seat, the rider receives
the jolts on the thighs by pressing them close to the saddle.
The easiest, but not the most graceful, is the jockey trot.
The rider springs np from the saddle as the horse steps and
does not feel the jolting at all."

A gentleman of this city who has long delighted in all
forms of exercise in the saddle, said, in conversation with an
Alia reporter, that the article was absurd, and the writer
wholly in ignorance of horses and horsemanship.
In explaining his views of the subject, he said: "When I

was a boy of ten years, my vocation was that of daily mail-
carrier between the towns of Newcastle and Port Eoyal, in
Henry county, Ky. The service was performed in the sad-
dle, over a hilly road of twenty miles, for a continuous
period of three years. During the first two years my three
mounts were of the exact description in gait as that approved
in the foregoing article. They were fnrnished by my father,
an experienced horseman and stock-raiser, for the service,'
and were pronounced by experts of that day as well selected
for the purpose. I had been much accustomed to the sad-
dle from the time I was five years oid, and it was mainly
owing to this fact that I was chosen for the work. At the
very beginning I was duly instructed as to the care and atten-
tion necessary for the preservation of my horses, and a vigi-
lant watch was kept over horse and rider to see that snch
instructions were obeyed; but, notwithstanding my strict
obedience to the imperative commands, and my diligent
attention to Tommy, Johnny, aud George, the latter, in less
than one year, succumbed to a weakness of back, and a peg-
ging gait, which disqualified him for further use; and. worse
still, before the close of the second year, my other two were
but the shadows of bygone days, and soon after became car-
rion for crows.
The heavy, dead thumping and bumping of mail bags, and

the wearing spring of the rider had done their work,' and
Tommy and Johnny lived only in memory. At this juncture
my eldest brother and myself were the owners of two four-
year-old Orphan Boy colts, which at leisure moments I had
taught to single-foot, and with one of which my brother had
just taken the first prize in the saddle ring at our county
fair. Making a virtue of necessity, they were at once trained
to the bugle blast of the carrier, placed under the mail bags,
and used in fulfillment of the contract. Although disliking
to subject them to such severe usage, it was done with a bet-
ter grace on my part than you can imagine, unless, perhaps,
you may be able to compare the ease and comfort of the
smoothly-gliding single-footer to the rough jolt, jostle, and
bobble of the trotter. Suffice it to say, both the colts stood
their work well, finished the contract in good order, and one
of them, in the Spring after, was sold to a Mr. Joe Downing
(Uncle Joe, as they called bim), in Frankfort, Kv., for $5007
and by him sold the next Fall in New Orleans to Mr. Anthony
Garnett for 31,000. So much for the proof and practice of
the wear and tear to he found in the single-footer.

"

'Now as to the method of riding assumed to be correct in
the // rald'e article, I beg leave to differ in toto. In the first
place, the assertion as to how or why a horse single-foots is

sadly at fault. An unsound horse must necessarily be a
cripple at any gait, aud of all others is the least capable of
doing the single-foot. On the contrary, a pure-gailed
footer cannot niaiutaiu the gait proper, unless it In- a per-
fectly sound animal. Forty years' experience has proven this
to my entire satisfaction. Horseback exercise with us is
usually taken for health or pleasure, or both, and in either
ease the single-footer is very popular and most highly esti-
mated. It does not follow that because he is hi<,'nlv cultivated
at this gait he can go no other; to the contrary, a Grat-elass
saddle horse must be one that can go all paces, and al the
master's bidding do them well— then the health of the rider
may be secured accordingly. If too heavy, and reduction in
weight is required, he may take the English spring; if for
moderate exercis

.
I .i, use the German squeeze and cluso

B at, and if for pleasure, health and a good appetite he may
call on his well-trained horse for any s tlmt he
may desire; but I am : nch mistaken if siugle-footing, once
tried, will not receive the preference."

Hermit, the famous English stallion, has had a miraculous
career. He was purchased for 1,000 guineas. lb von
$55,775 in stakes. His services have been worth $15,000 a
year for fourteen years in fees, and his yearlings have brought
$139,550 for the last three years. It would be putting the
lion re too low to say that he has hitherto been worth at least
£80,000 (exclusive of bets) to his owner.

Mr. Haggin's broodmares and yearlin
arrived at the the ranch from Kentucky last Sat'
came through t n without" stopping,
without accident.
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Trotting at t-,be Bay District.

The weather was certainly favorable last Saturday afternoon

for the opening day of the trotting meeting over the Bay Dis-

trict Course. In fact, it would take a person with sybaritic

tendencies to wish for a 6ner. Sunshine, and with the sun-

shine there was a quiescent atmosphere. There was just

enough breeze to show the stars and stripes that floated from

the flagstaff on the hotel to the best advautage, and without

bringing any of the chillness which a western zephyr usually

brings. There has been a great change for the better in the

appearance of the track aud its belongings since the new pro-

prietor took it in hand. Hotel and club house have been

repaired and dressed with a new coating of paint, so that these

buildings have now as bright a look as when they were built.

Eleven years in this climate are enough to give an air of

dilapidation to any structure that has not beeu rejuvenated

during the term, and though when first erected the buildings

were superior to any in the country, it required a new broom

to remove the cobwebs accumulated duriug a decade of exis-

tence. A great deal had to be done to the track. On the

south side a bulkhead was necessary to protect the cut from

the washings of higher ground. The original structure was

torn away in many places, and the whole of it was in such

condition as to compel a complete renewal. The posts to

w&ich are fastened the rails supporting the high fence were

nearly all rotted off close to the ground, aud strong bracing

was required to keep the fence in position. Portions of the

track bad to be reclayed, and there was a short time to make
these improvements before this meeting commenced. To
bring it in as good oondition as it was proved that the new
management was determined that nothing should be lacking

in this essential; aud still better, other objectionable features

of the past have beeu done away with.

Notwithstanding there was only three horses to start in the

opening race of the meeting there was a fair attendance—not

so many, perhaps, as the beautiful afternoon warranted,

though fully up to expectations. The race was for the

2:27 class; entries and starters—May Boy, Wormwood aud
Pansy The former was largely the favorite iu the pools,

bringing $25 to S10 on Wormwood aud $6 on Pansy. There
was little variation from these odds and a good deal of specu-

lation.

First heat—There was the usual amount of scoring, the

judges waiting to get the horses together before they were
sent off. In this they were successful, and when the signal

sounded there was little advantage to any of them. Pausy
had the pole, Wormwood second, the favorite on the outside.

Wormwood broke when about a hundred yards of the mile

had been made, made an awkward, tumbling break and fell

far in- the rear. May Boy had the lead at the quarter, in 33

seconds, Pansy on his wheel, and at the half mile in 1:14,

there was but little difference between the leaders, Worm-
wood a long way in the rear. There was little change wheu
rounding the further turn and part of the way down the

homestretch, until within a hundred yards of home, when
Pausy broke, May Bow winning handily in 2;27i, Wormwood
within a length of Pausy when the leader crossed the win-

ning score. After this heat May Boy was a stronger favorite,

briuging §50 to $21 on Wormwood and S7 on Pansy.
Second heat—For the second heat there was a very even

start. All were close together until about half way round the

turn, when May Boy broke, aud Pansy was first at the quarter

in 33 seconds, with Wormwood close up. At the half iu 1:14,

Pansy and Wormwood were nearly abreast, thouch soon
afterwards he took a commanding lead, and though May Boy
passed Pansy, he could not reach the leader, who won
"h^uds down" iu 2:26.

Third heat—There was a chaugeiu the poolselliug. Worm-
wood brought $50 to $35 on both the others, and the third

heat seemed to authoritatively justify this estimate, as

Wormwood won it from start to finish in 2:25, May Boy
within half a length of him, Pausy a long way iu the rear.

It was now the turn of Wormwood to be favorite with thrf

bettors. He brought $20 to $8 on the field, aud his backers
felt that the race was over, all but the shouting.

Fourth beat—The fourth heat was an exemplification of the

uncertainty of trotting contests. May Boy was in the lead

at the quarter a good two lengths. Midway of thebackstreteh
Wormwood was on his wheel. A little further on May Boy
broke. Wormwood had a long way the best of it at the

three-quarter pole, aud a furlong further it was a whale to a
sprat that the up-country horse would win. Goldsmith was
working his best to get iay Boy aloug—shouts which were
reverberated from Loue Mountain with now and then a

touch of the whip, He was only a length behind at tne
drawgate, half that at the forty-yard mark. From that he
drew on the leader inch by inch, and when within twenty
feet of the score made a last effort which gave him the heat
by a neck and shoulders in 2:26.

Fifth heat—Honors now were equal. Two and two was
the record, and the betting was as level as the standing of the
horses. Twenty-five to thirty, thirty to twenty-five, the
choice varying from one to the other. The heat was prac-
tically decided when Wormwood made a break soon after the
word was given. Pansy struggled for a time and then she
gave it up. Wormwood broke again on the northers semi-
circle, aud May Boy jogged in with easy stride iu 2:29.'..

Neither the wiuuer nor Pansy came rip to the form they had
shown during the circuit, aud had Wormwood been only a
trifle belter he would surely have gained the laurels.

Say District Course, Oct iota—Purse 3500; 2:27 class.
Mi* fioy.b ii, by Whipple's llaiubletonian—J. A. Gold-

smith .". ! 2 2 11
Worruwoofl, b h, by Nutwood—Jno Williams :i l l 'j :i

PttUBV, l.lk l', by I; rlin-K ir. Milli-r, Jr 2 8 8 3 2

Besides the main race there was a match trot between
Hayward Chief and Kitty L, At first the favoritism in the
pools was ueai'iy equally divided, though as the race pro-
gressed Kitty L. wns the most fancied. She won the first

and second heats iu 2:36, 2:33.1, Hayward Chief the third iu
2:25.], and Kitty L. the fourth in 2:37.
Same Day—Match for 8—

.

Kitty I,., l.r m, by Paddy Masee—H. McOoun 1 1 2 1
\

ii.'. ward Chief, g n, by Billy Hayw trd -C, Green, 2 2 l 2
Tiran 2:":. 2:834, 2:»5i, 2:87,

SECOND DAY.

Iu contradistinction to the ultra-line afternoon of Saturday
that of Thursday was very n mleasant. There was a chilly
air, fog banks banging on the summits of the hills adding to
Hi-' frigi lily. When glimpses of the sun were obtainable the
usually bright luminary had a watery looK which added I <

ii:^ dreariness. The track, too, was Bomewhat heavy, the late

rain having soaked it. to the full depth of the tup floating.

Owing loth* unfavorable weather there was n small atti nd-

ance, though eight horses were on, the bills, and ui these six

oH^he to the score. These were: Blaine, handicapped to a
roadcart, and a very light one it was, not nearly so heavy h -

-time sulky; Graver C, Stemwinder, Garfield, C. H.C.,
!
Kitty L. At the first opening of the pool sal. I '.rover C.

Favorite bringing ".'
t i $17 on Blaine, $G on 0. EL

C, and $11 on all theotherst

FirstHeat—There was a tedious time scoring for the first heat,

there being ten recalls before the word was given. Garfield was
in the rear, the others nearly on aline, Stemwinder leading off

at a good paoe for this class of horses. She was first at the

quarter in 39 seconds, with Blaiue second, and at the half in

1:16$-. She had at least three open lengths the advantage of

the half, and when fairly straightened into the homestretch
it looked as though the race was won. But she broke when
a furlong away, aud Blaine coming away won the heat, with
Grover C. second, Stemwinder third, C. H. C. fourth, Kitty
L. fifth, aud Garfield last. Time, 2:33i.

After the heat the betting was about equal between Blaine

and Grover C. at $25 each, all the others only bringing §9.

Second Heat—In the second heat Grover C. led all the

way, C. H. C. and Blaine being the contending parties,

though neither could reach the leader, who won in 2:33i,

with C. H. C. second, Blaine third, Stemwinder fourth, Gar-
field fifth, aud Kitty L., last.

Third Heat—Grover C. after this success was an established

favorite, bringing S35 to $24 on all the others. But the
horse of many initials came to the front in the same time as

that of the preceding heats

—

2:331—the favorite second, Gar-
field third, Stemwinder fourth, Kitty L, fifth, aud Blaiue
distanced, when there was a rally to support the field in bulk
against Grover C, the former bringing $30 to §21 on the
other.

Fourth Heat—The heat resulted in another victory for

Grover C, the time being 2:33.}, C. H. C. being second,

Stemwinder third, Kitty L. fourth, and Garfield fifth. The
rates after this heat were $25 on Grover C. to $S on all the
others, and the heat was the most exciting of the series.

Fifth Heat—Grover C, having the advantage of the inside

position, led from the start, putting in several of his custom-
ary skips. When half waj' around the turn he was. three
lengths in the lead of all the others. C. H. C. was second,
the other three in a ruck behind.
The driver of Kitty L. rushed her from a trot into a fast

gallop, and ran alongside of C. H. C, aud a little in advance
of him, when he broke. A little further along there was a
collision between the sulkies of Sttmwinder and Garfield.

Down went Stemwinder, and as both she and her driver did
not move, there was a cry that the mare was killed. Scores
of people were running across the field and around the
curves of the track to the place of the accident, and little at-

tention was paid to the contending horses. Grover C. had a

long lead of C.H.C.wheu passing the quarterpole, when the lat-

ter again broke, aud this time he ran fast and closed a great deal

of the gap. but before he regained the trot Grover had opened
quite a gap at the half-mile mark. He retained it at the
three-quarter pole though from thereto the finish C.H.C.
was gaining, and by a great effort was first at the score by a

length in 2:34}. While this was transpiring a crowd had
collected around Stemwinder and her driver. A carriage was
sent to the scene and the man brought to the stand, aud the

mare was led to her stable. The driver was not seriously

injured, and the delay in either getting up was due to the

driver holding her down until help should arrive. His
shoulder was bruised, the animal was uninjured, and one
wheel of the sulky was demolished. There were charges and
counter-charges, and after due consideration the judges gave
the heat to Grover C. on account of the running of Blaine on
the back-stretch, awarded third place to Stemwinder, dis-

tanced Garfield for foul driving and Kitty L. for running.
Oct. 15-Purie, r^nn.

Grover C. b g., by Whipple's Hambletonian—V. C.
Byrne 2 12 11

C. H. O., b«—H. G.Corey 4 2 12 2

Stemwinder, b R—C. David 3 ± 4 3 3

Garfield, br g-L. E. Clawson. G 5 3 5dis
Kiltie L.,br m—H. McConn 5 6 5 4dis
Blaine, blk g—W. "W. Fletcher 1 3 dis

Time, 2:33i, 2:33i, 2:33A.2:33i, 2:34$-.

It is reported that Elvira, 2: IS' as a four-year-old,

was stricken blind recently. The misfortune has soured
her temper, an imfirinity of which is probably tem-
porary. The fact of being blind does not always destroy
the speed of a horse. The blind stallion Scott's Thomas
was a game and enduring campaigner, and possessed of
high racing qualities.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, iu all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Presentation.

Mr. E. Leavesley has presented to Mr. J. W. F. Diss, a

Cocker Spaniel puppy by Sport— Julie.

Names Claimed.

By Mr. J. W F. Diss.

Kbox, for black Cocker-Spauiel by Sport—Julie.

Mr. J. W". F. Diss, of the Examiner staff, has recently re-

ceived from Judge Leavesley a beautiful little dog, black iu
color, with white brisket. The dog is about three months
old and is by an old dog of small size, aud Spaniel character
which has been known as the "Gilmore dog", aud out of a
bitch purchased from the McKoou Cooker Kennel. Mr. Diss
proposes to test the availability of Spaniels in quail shooting,
and will detail his experience for us.

It is with regret that we report the failure of the recent
effort to form a good kennel club. The reasons for tho fail-

ure are not far to seek. Dog interests in California suffered

Beverely from the mismanagement of the last bench show
given here, and doggy men of standing hesitate to involve
them-selves iu 'ike complications. When u was proposed a few
days ago to enlist general interest in an attempt to orgi >

;

n regular kennel club, the project received out hearty ap-
proval, and we asked for the opinions ami co-operation uf

dog owners generally. In answer tu the request many let-

ters have come, and in most of thorn is expressed a fear that
nicst of the talk about a kennel olnb was being done by per-

sons in whose hands such an organization must fail ti

the support of owners ui good '<•>
,
and at ultimate in a

ig institution such as no s> If-respecting tnau could
con hi 'ii.i.iei Thai the fears wore n ii without fnnn i u in

shown by the. >utconie of the vei ture under consideration.
In stead of inviting general sympathy and representation,

ii uppi iirs that a very few persons determined to go a head
hurriedly, euinplete an alleged organization, distribute of-

ficers and power irJBUCb a way as to insure their continuance
in die control -.f the affair, and tlicu pretend that th had
formed u kennel club.

Bv persistent urging, these persons secured the assent of
some very good men to their scheme, and by deliberate mis-
representations, and false statements, induced a few more to
consent to the use of their names, so that on its face the club-
roll presents the names of a few gentlemen -in whom all of

our acknowledged doggy men place confidence. But these
names cannot save the affair from dissolution. Little by
little the gentlemen will learn that they were hoodwinked
when tin y consented to further the designs of those most
active in the club, and will feel compelled to withdraw from
association with it. It is unnecessary to point out those
who will not long permit their names to be mentioned as
members of the curious mess. Several of them have already
stated their regret at being mixed up in the matter, and
others will do so, as soon as they perceive the real animus of
the institution. That there is any real understanding of the
proper objects of a local kennel club,' or auj' grasp of the
difficulties to be met and overcome, among those who have
by pothouse trickery and methods gained firm hold on the
reins of the club, will not be claimed by any one who knows
the men. That anyone of a number of those nominally con-
nected with the club would descend to such methods, and
assist in furthering such euds as those but illy-disguised by
the real movers iu the club, cannot be supposed. The only
outcome then that is likely is the breaking of the club into aB
many parts as there are prejudiced, selfish, unfair persons
in it.

In this issue of the Breeder axb Sportsman Ashmont
enunciates a belief with reference to follicular maDge that is

a radical departure .from the tenets of the schools. Ash-
mout's position seems well taken, and his discussion of the
cause of that disease is worth careful study by every dog
owner of intelligence. We hope to have from the Doctor a
continuation of the article, in which diagnosis and treatment
will be discussed.

Speaking of Ashmont, it may not be in apropos to say that
his invaluable treatise on the management aud treatment of
dogs iu disease is now procurable in this city, Messrs. Cla-
brough & Golcher having with commendable enterprise
secured a supply of the books. Dog owners cannot do better
than to buy and study the volume.

California Coursing Club.

To-night, at 539 California street, the California Coursing
Club will make the draw for places iu the stakes to be run off
at Merced, on Wednesday aud Thursday nest.

Mr. J. J. Murphy, the efficient Secretary of the club, in-

forms us that a large and interesting meeting may be ex-
pected, and requests us to extend an invitation to all lovers
of coursing to go down with the club by special car, leaving
this city at 3:30 p. m., on Tuesday next, Oct. 20th, from foot
of Market street. There are ample and comfortable accom-
modations at Merced, and the club entertains royally.
Tickets may be had of Phil McGovern, comer Kearny aud
Geary streets, or of any club member.

The Secretary of the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club be-
lieves that the coming trial of the club will be very good. He
says a large entry will be made, and a goodly number of
starters appear. This is as it should be. The Club is a first-

rate one, and its membership is growing. In a year or two
it will include the majority of the Setter and Pointer men,
and its meetings will draw many spectators.

A gentleman from Louisiana, Mr. Stakes, desires to bring
out and run in the Pacific Coast Clubs Trial a string of
Pointers. The trials, heretofore, have been announced as
"open to all Setters and Pointers owned on the Pacific
Slope,"' but'we presume no one would object to permitting en-
tries from other sections.

If we were running a dog, we, while of course, wishing- to
own the best dog, would yet rather see a large entry list,

every one of which was better than our own, provided our
own was a pretty good oue. Selfishness and sruallness

are peculiarly out of place in auy field competition, and in a
field trial they are specially hideous and obnoxious. Throw
the events open to the worid, and let the best dog win.

E. King Dodds in the Canadian Sportsman scores Ameri -

can bench shows and show managers pretty severly. He says
they are disposed to get all they can without rendering an
equivalent. Accuses them of a disposition to work thoir lit-

tle doggy schemes by methods which are questionable, and
intimate that he has no space to give to voluminous entry
lists and advance notes unless they are paid for as advertise-
ments. There is some justification for his strictures, but
they are rather too sweeping. Bench shows can never reach
their best development until the mercenary element is ex-
cluded in so far as is possible.

Milwaukee Bench Show.

The show given under the auspices of the Milwaukee In-
dustrial Exposition Association, on September 22d, 23d, 24th,
and 2oth, last, was a grand success. Old exhibitors who
were in attendance said it was the pleasantest show yet
given. There was little or no "kicking," and every one was
well pleased. Ten thousand tickets were sold; enough to
clear expenses, and insure a handsome profit. Considering
the time of year the entries were lino in every class, and
every thing passed off in line shape and gave entire satisfac-
tion. The bench show was under the management of Mr.
John D. Olcott, aud he proved the propriety <.<i the ehoico by
stirring about and securing nearly eighteen hundred dollars
in specials.

The judges wore, Mr. H. L. Goodmau for Scotch Terriers
and Daudie Dinmouts, Major J. M. Taylor for Setters,
Pointers, Foxhounds, and Chesapeake Bay Dogs, and Mr.
John H. NoylOT for all the other elapses. A few of the
classi s did not till, but enough dogs were entered to make a
good show, most of them belonging to owners iu and about
Milwaukee. The show was the first of the Full series of
bench shows, and its success augurs well for the coming
events.

OFFICIAL LIST OF AWARDS.
Mastiffs— 1st, Chas. F. Winkler's Sandy; 2d, Mrs. A. .T.

Eiehter's Dash Mel). Very high com., I loughoura Medicine
Co.'s Ilford Cromwell II. Bitches: 1st, Mis. A. J. Riehter's
Konoe; 2d, Coughoura Medicine Co.'s Dolly Varden II.

" rds ttough-t loated, 1st, i loughoura Medicine
1

> sOtJ*iII.; 2d, Lewis Bobine's Sfouug Kaiser. Very high
com., Mol h .

l i' iels Tell [itch : 1st, Mohawk Ren-
Noma; 2d, Mrs. Geo, M. Hill's Abbess 11. Puppies;

1st, Mohawk Kennels' Jumbo.
Newfoundlands—1st, S. S. McCueu's Miro; 2d, Carl

Thomas' Baron. Very high, com., C. Saloner's Jumbo.
Greyhounds— 1st, Geo, S. Parvin's Major.
Deerhounds Dogs: 1st, J. C. Hooker's Trump. Bitohes:

1st, J. 0. Hooker's Juno.
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Great Danes— 1st, August Triukle's Brock; 2d, Paxil Her
ker's Pluto. High com., O. J. Hansen's Pluto, F. E. Weeks'
Solo III., Albert Blatz's Caesar and Paul Merkers Flora.

English Setters— 1st, C. T. Bradley's Dash; 2d, Colenaun's

London. Very high, com., A. K. Delaney's Dan D. and
Frank Whitten's Hero. High, com., Geo. H. Hill's Don
Gladstone. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. W. A. Collins' Pickles; 2d

Geo. A. Hill's Clara F. Very high, com., D. Stone's Laciy

Pearl. Com. Geo. H. Hill's Minetta. Puppies, bitches: 1st,

Frank Whitten's Mabel.
Gordon Setters— 1st, W. A. Van Brunt's Moss; 2d, with-

held.

Irish Setters—Extra Champion, J. A. J. Sprague's Brush-
Open, Dogs: 1st, W. A. Collins' Kaiser; 2d, B. E. Sivyer's

Bob. Very high com., L. Weil's Sport. Com., 's Hec-

tor. Bitches: 1st, J. A. J. Sprague's Lorraine; 2d, P.

Thomas' Gypsey. Very high com., H. Schuber's Wells.

High com.., L. Weil's Cora. Com., W. A. Collins' Zulu.
Puppies: 1st, F. B. Bice's Larry Thorn. Very high com., F.

F. Merrill's Rowena.
Pointers—Champion, Bitch: B. F. Seitner's Lady Crox-

teth. Open, Dogs: 1st and 2d, B. F. Seitner's Kapp and
Tippecanoe. High com., F. B. Bice's Royal Croxteth.

Bitches: Badger State Kennels' Birdie; 2d, B. F. Seitner's

Lass. Puppies: 1st and 3d, Badger State Kennels' Lady
Snow and Cummodore.

Irish Water Spaniels—Champion: A. J. Cooper's Storm.

Open, Dogs: 1st, W. H. Koe's Mack. Bitches: 1st, Frank
Whittin's Gipsey; 2d. _D. Corcoran's Catch Fly.

.Chesapeake Bay Dogs— 1st, Geo. W. Kierstead's Nan.
Field Spaniels— 1st, J. A. Roche's Fan II.

Cocker Spaniels—Dogs: 1st, 2d, and very high com., Hor-
nell Spaniel Club's Hornell Silk. Hornell Jack and Little Van.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, Hornell Spaniel Club's Hornell Flora

and Hornell Bell. Very high com., Bose.

Beagles—1st and 2d, Chas. Sweln's Minnie and Marjory.

Very high com., Wni. Swaim's Blossom and Violet II.

Dachshunde—Dogs: 1st, Win. Loeffler's Waldmann II.;

2d, J. Van De Wefen's Bergmann. Very high com., Geo.

Poppert's Goethe. Bitches: 1st, Geo. Poppert's Juliette.

2d, Mohawk Kennels' Waldine III. Very high com., O'Hearn

& Sanglaub's Flory.

Fox Terriers—Dogs: 1st, J. W.Munson's Gorse. Bitches:

1st and 2d, J. W. Munson's Venom III., and Orange Girl.

Collies—Champion—J. A. Long's Bob Boy. Open, Dogs:

1st, J. A.Long's Clifton Hero; 2d, V. S. Kennedy's Prince

Charles. Bitches: 1st, withheld; 2d, J. Kidston's Prop.

Puppies: 1st, Brace.
Bulldogs—Prizes withheld.

Bull Terriers—1st, C. E. Fellers's Joker; 2d, H. Russell's

Lill. Very high com., J. Callahan's Jumbo.
Black and Tan Setters— 1st. Henry Muss' Lady; 2d,W.C.

Kneeslor's Venus. Very high com., S. J. Caro's Topsy.

Scotch Terriers—Dogs: 1st, John H. Naylors Whinstone;

2d, A. Blatz's Scoppie. Bitches: 1st and 2d, John H. Nay-

lor's Rosie and Scotland Yet.

Dandle Dinmonts—Dogs: 1st. Mrs. J. H, Naylors Bonnie

Briton. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. J. H. Naylor's Pansy.

Pugs—Champion, dogs: Mrs. Geo. H. Hill's Joe. Bitch:

Moha°wk Kennels. Judy III. Open— Dogs: 1st, Mrs.C. S.

Cumming's Colonel; 2d. Mrs. Edward Bradley's Bijou. Very

hi»h com., Miss. Lizzie Plankintou'sFred. Bitches: 1st, Miss

Lizzie Plankinton's Punch; 2d, Mrs. C. S. Cumming's Dur-

key. High com., H. Oelrick, Miss Georgie D.

Skye Terriers—Prizes withheld.

Toy Terriers— 1st, H. Oelrich's Prince; 2d, S. J. Caro's

Topsy. High com., G. A. Obermau's Nellie and Louis P.

Best's Puppy.
Italian Grevhounds— 1st, H. Giles' Lillie.

Toy Spaniels— 1st, R. W. Holmes' Milwaukee Charlie: 2d,

Julia" M. Stevens' Mary Anderson.

Foxhounds—Dogs: 1st, W. A. Van Brunt's Driver; 2d, J.

M Shaffer's Music. Bitches: 1st. J. H. Naylor's Lady Stew-

art; 2d, H. E. Cook's Spotty. Very nigh com., J. M. Shaf-

fer's Lead.
, ,-. , tt i - k

Miscellaneous— 1st, W. H. Thurston's Mack. Very high

com- J. E. McLaughlin's Dick and A. M. Gran's Gipsey.

by Kate, and although neither were steady, the bitch was de-
clared the winner. Gypsie and Lalla Bookh were the next
pair; the former chased a landrail all over the place, and
was inclined to do the same to a rabbit, which Lalla Rookh
stood very well. After some time, in which only rails were
fouud, Lalla Rookh found a brace of birds, which Gypsie
flushed, so being put out. Frisco had a bye, Mart not put-
ting in an appearance. When Wee Kate and Sarstield were
turned down the work done was so sharp and quick that we
could not account for the decision. Timo had a bye, and in
the next course the bitch Nellie being on heat, the flag went
up for Chief, who was then put down with Mountaineer.
Chief broke fences badly, and Mr. Waterhouse
was ordered back after crossing after his dog. The
Dext field was stubble, and Chief, giving
chase to a rabbit, got a crack from a hunting
crop, carried by his owner, which caused some comment.
Mountaineer then stood, Chief backed, but drew away,
and set to himself. Boih points proved false. Next, Chief
stood a rail, and behaved well. He was ordered down
to Mmntaineer and backed when the latter pointed a lark.

The judges then ordered the brace up, as it had grown too
dark to see further operations. Next morning Mr. Water-
house claimed a bye, and refused to continue the unfinished
trial of the day previous, so Mountaineer was declared the
winner. Colleen and Molleen were then put down for the
first ties of the Puppy Stakes. Several fields were drawn
blank; at last, Colleen flushed, and neither dropped, but Col-
leen was the steadier on a rabbit; the Molleen repeatedly
flushed, and after a very long trial the flag went up against
her. The trial between Timo and Rhywlas Kate was all one-
sided as regards pace, and as she found a bird aud was steady,
she won. Little Nell and Colleen had a very uncertain trial,

the flag going up for Nell. The last heat between Rhywlas
Kate and Little Nell was not very satisfactory, the birds run-
ning a good deal, but Nell, on the whole, won fairly.

We then took in hand the finish-up for the All-Aged Stakes,
when Mountaineer and Kate were turned down. The dog
found a bird, which was shot, and he ran in, whereas the
bitch was steady to gun, and thus won—a rather unsatisfac-

tory decision.

Frisco and Lalla Rookh had a fairish trial, the bitch first

of all taking a false point, then poiuting a rail, and won.
Rhywlas Kate and Wee Katealso found a lot of rails. Rhywlas
Kate repeatedly false pointing, and Wee Kate, getting a good
point on a rabbit, to which she was steady, won. She was
then run with Lalla Rookh for the decisive heat. Here the
main work done was a flush on Lalla Rookh 's part, and as

she was unsteady, whereas Wee Kate dropped, Wee Kate
won.
The usual votes of thanks to the judges, the Duke of Lein-

ster and the farmers were passed, and the meeting then
broke up.

strsrsTARrEs.

Puppy States—First prize, the Conyngham Cup, presentee! by the
Vice-President, and 50per cent, of entry fees. Second prize, Spratt's
Patent Cup. and 20 per cent, of entry fees.

1. air. D. Sullivan's The Marqiu*. ir,.\72, Mr. J. j. Giltrap's Champion
oarryowen,*,:!!?.!—Currer Bell II.. Breeder, Owner, 20 months.

against
2. Mr. R. J". Lloyd Price's Colleen, .-ob—Xellv. Breeder Mr. James

Y.ites. 16 months.
3. Mr. H. >£. Wilson's Molleen, 17,%9. Mr. J. J. Giltrap's Champion

c;.irryowen—Champion Nellie. 10,334. Breeder, owner, 19 months.
against

4. Dr. Goparty's Eily, Owner's Major-General—Nellie. Breeder, Mr.
A. Jameson, IS months.

5. Mr. L. F. Perin's Timo. Owner's Scamp, 12,G03—Wee Kit. Breeder,
Owner, 16 months.

against
C. Dr. Gogirty's Sandy, Owner's ALijur-General—Lillie III. Breeder,

Mr. J. Harris, lu months.
7. Mt.R. J. Lloyd Price's Grouse, Grouse—Countess. Breeder, Mr. J.

Wagner, 17 months.
against *

S. Mr. W. H, Lipscomb's Dick Brash, Owner's Shaun Bragh—Kate
Breeder. Mr. J, C. Wilson, 10 months.

. Mr. R. J. Lloyd Price's Rhywlas Kate. Mr. W. de C. Duff's Rover-
Wee Kitty. Breeder, Mr. L. F. Perrin, 17 months,

against
0. Mr. J. J. Giltrap's Sarsdeld, Owner's Champion Garryowen. 5,262—

Currer Bell II. Breeder, Mr. D. Sullivan, 20 months.

1. Mr. J. M'Goff'3 Little Nell, Cocksure, 11,161—Granuaile, 10,323.

Breeder, Owner, 20 months.
against

12. Mr. E. S. Snow's Jumbo, 16 months.

Southern Ohio Fair Association Bench Shew.

Irish Red Setter Club Field Trials.

These trials, which took place last week, would have been

more successful had there been more birds. The ground was

handy enough, being about three-quarters of an hour by rail

from Dublin; but the tramping we had to undergo, in order

to find crame, was pretty near heart-breaking. We published

last week the names of the judges and the entries, so we

have now but to narrate the running, merely stating that the

draw took place on Wednesday afternoon, under the manage-

ment of Mr. Giltrap, who quickly got through it. One

point failed to please many of the runners, and that was that

the do°s were not always shot over as they would have been

in a regular day's sport. The Duke of Leinsters head-

keeper, it is true, carried a gun, but he mostly fired blank

cartridges. The judges' decisions gave unusual satisfaction.

The judges were Colonel Richard Cooper, and Vv
.
Raleigb

Trevelvan Esq. The trials were run on bept. 17, at Carton,

on the estate of the Duke of Leinster. We began the Puppy

Stakes with slipping The Marquis and Colleen; the former

was by far the most stylish of the two; however, Colleen

managed to get a point, and as The Marquis proved wild the

bitch won. The nest brace were Molleen and Eily; both

bothered -about on cold scent, and Molleen took a false

point; several flushes occurred on both sides; finally Molleen

pointed a landrail, which the other bitch, of course chased,

and that put her out. The nest brace was Timo and bandy;

both were flyers, but went too fast at first, each flushing a

bird- finally Timo took a point, but blinked it, and then

both muddled about considerably, Timo so far getting too

eager as to break fence after a runner; then a landrail was

found, Timo backing to order. Then both flushed and

chased rails, which should have put the extinguisher on the

brace, but Timo was kept in the stakes. Ehyw as Kate and

Sarsfield ran nest, the dog going fast and well, whilst the

bitch kept potterins. The dog, unfortunately got on some

fallow from whence birds had risen, whilst Rate wa (false

pointing; however, she next pointed a rail, and the flag went

up for her, much to every one's surprise. L.ttle Nell and

Dick Bragh were next. The latter is a merry worker but

not steady to fur, and inclined to false point. Bmh dogs

missed birds which they should have found; finally, Dick

flushed and chased, aud so got turned out. Grouse and

Jumbo were absent, so we had thus far run through the first

round of the Puppy Stakes, when instead of going on with

that stake, the judges called the dogs for the Allied.

The first brace were Dick Bragh and Mountaineer. Not

much work was done by either, as they missed a bird or two,

false pointed, and flushed, and Mountaineer won

Khywlas Kate and Iveragh were both wild, neither being

steady to birds or to gun; after some time one point was made

Colleen beatThe Marquis,
Molleen beat Eily.

Timo beat Sandy.

Colleen beat Molleen

.

Khywlas beat Timo.

iRhywlas Kate beat Sarsfield.

Little Xell beat Diet Bragh.
|Grouse and Jnmto were absent.

I.
Little Nell la bye.)

Little >"ell beat Colleen.
in.

|
Rhywlas Kate fa bve.t

TV.
Little Nell beat Rhywlas Kate.

Awards.—First Prize, Mr. J.M'Goff's Little Nell; second prize, Mr.

R. Lloyd Price's Rhywla3 Kate.

All-apefl stakes—First prize; the Arrlilaun Cup, presented by the Pro3"
klent, ;ind- percent, of entry fees. Second prize; the Club's Cup, or
Five Guineas,) and 2) percent, of entry fees.

I. Mr. W. H. Lipscomb's Pick Bragh, owner's Shaun Bragh—Kate.
Breeder. Mr. J. C. Wilson, 10 montbs.

against
2. Mr. IT. M. Wilson's Champion Mountaineer, lC^or.. Mr. J. Giltrap's

Champion Garryowen. >,-''-—Cora. Breeder, Mr. J. J. Giltrap, 4

years, 3 montbB.

3. Mr. K.J. Llovd Price's Rhywlas Kate. Mr. W. de C. Duff's Rover—
Wee Kitty. Breeder, Mr. L, F. Perrin, 17 months.

against
A. Mr. J. M'Goff's Tveragh. Mr. R. Powell's Don— Lizzie. Breeder,

Mr.T. Merritt,3 years, o months.
',. Mr. W. W. Dt-sn;ird's Gypsy, Lir. M'Dermott's Carlo—Nellie III.

Breeder, Mr. W. Coglan, about 4 years.
against

6. Mr. J. M'Goff's Lalla Rookh. 16,460. Mr. J. J. Giltrap's Champion
Garryowen, S,i63—Granuaile, 10,328, Breeder, Owner, 3 yeirs, 5

months.

7. Mr. J. K. Milner's Frisco, 10,303, Rattle, 3,226—Aileen, 0,193. Breeder,
Owner, 7 years, 10 months.

against
B. Mr. .T. Hamilton's Mav. Mr UntTney's Shot—Loo VII.. 12,611.

Breeder, Mr. E. F. Nu.ial, 3 >>.'.ir*, 2 montLs.

0. Mr.L. F. Perrln'a Wee Kate, 12,626, Atlie—Champion Kate, 5,153

Breeder, Owner, 3 years, 1 nu-nth.
againBl

10 Mr. J. J. Giltrap's Sarsfield, Owner's Champion G.rryowen—Cur-
rer Bl-H IT. Breeder, Mr. D. Sullivan, 20 montbs.

II. Dr. Go-art\'s Sandy, Owner's Major-General—LUlie III. Broeder 1

Mr, J. Harris, JO months,
against

12. Mr. L. F. Perrin's Timo, Sciimp, 12,603—Wee Kit. Breeder, Owner,
Hi month?.

is. Mr. ii. M. Wilson's Champion, Nellie, [0,331, Scamp, 12.603—Allean *

6,H<J. Breeder. Mr, J. K. Mllner, 5 years, 3 months.
agaiiut

11 Mr. H. Waterhonse's Chief, -Mr. E. 8. Snow's Champion Count,
6,257—Count ss. Breeder, Mr. T. M. Ililli trd, l yean, > months.

Mountaineer beat Dick Bragh.
Rhywlas Kate Deal Iveragh.
Lalla Rool-.h beat Gi] ay.

Frisco beat Ma/ idrawn,.)

Frisco beat Timo.
Mountain. - r 1 tit Chief iwdn.l
Wee Kate beat Mountaineer,

Wee Kr»t. I

drawn.

1

Chief beat Nellie (disqualified.)

iLalla Rookh beat Frisco.

Wee Kate beat Rbywlns Kate.

III.

Wee Kul.' beat Eallfl Poobk.
Awards.—First prize, Mr. Peirin'a Wee Kate; second prize, Mr. J.

HcGoff'fl Lalla Rookh. —London Shooting Times,

fSpecial Report by "Saxon."]

The third annual bench show of dogs, held in connection

with the Southern Ohio Fair, opened with one hundred and
fifty-six entries. English and Irish Setters were quite up in

nnmbers and quality to most shows, while Pointers were an
extraordinarily tine collection, and as a class the best by odds
that have been shown this year outside ot New York. Grey-

hounds, too, were a strong class. The other classes, while

not so well tilled, were very creditable. Pointers and Set-

ters were judged by .Mr. J. W. Munson of St. Louis. The
awards were as a whole well received. In Greyhounds
Champion Major received first, bat was closely pressed by

Twilight. Snowflight, V. H. C, is a grand bitch all around,

but weak in feet. In New Foundlands Jumbo won easily.

English Setter Dogs—Tirittou, a splendid blue Belton, won
first. He is a grand dog, and looks every inch a workman.

Second went to Blue Dick. Dick, V. H. C, is thick iQ

head, aud too straight in the stifles. James Kitty's Rhyf,
not mentioned, is a much better dog, and should have been
placed third. Don Gladston, owned by the Miami Kennels,
Madeira, Ohio, is a worthy son of his famous sire. Bitches
were good, and Topsy, S., first, is a small, black, white and
tan, with good neck, shoulders and feet, but is weak in back,

and has not a very good head. V. H. C. was her place.

Belle, second, is out at the elbows. Rosa Lee, not n
should have been first; she is a large, fine bitch, full of

quality, with a beautiful head, long clean neck, good, flat,

deep chest, strong back and loin, and splendid quarters.
Glen, V. H. C., reserved, is equally good, except in the hind
legs, they being bent in, making her cow-hocked; she was
also pretty heavy in whelp, a condition that exagerated her
faulty hind legs.

English Setter pups were ordinary and correctly placed.

Irish Setter Dogs.—Mack, first, is a dog of good form,

but is light in coat, and lacks quality. Dash, second, is

better in coat and quality, and excels the first prize winntr
in all points but head, were he is a trifle short and light.

Irish Setter bitches and pups were no good.
Pointer dogs over bo pounds.—Bock, first, was by far the

best in his class. Tom, second, and King's Boy, T. H.
C, are both rather coarse, but they are very large dogs.

Pointer dogs under oo pounds, as a class, were muoh bet-

ter. Leon, by Meteor, out of Flash III., won first. He is a

fine, racy-looking dog, with a good long neck, good chest, legs

and quarters. But he is short in the back ribs and long in

loins, aod just weak enongh in a vital point to spoil him for

a first-class dog. Rapp, placed second, is by Champion
Croxteth, out of Lass, and is lull brother to Champion Drake,
winner of first at the Eastern field trials last year. Rapp waa
the favorite with the spectators and pointer men generally, as

he^excels the other dog every way but in length of neck, whtie
he is a bit shurt. He is a dark liver and white and tick l

dog, with perfect chest and back ribs, strong to.-k, and the

best coupled up dog I have yet seen. His legs, fuet an-, quar-
ters are perfect; his head is good, but might be a bit heavier

in muzzle. He is with all a dog full of quality, great sub-

stance, and looks every inch a workman. He ought to have
won first. King Hal is a nice, clean cut dog, but was shown
too thin to look his best. The Pointer bitch class, any weight,

was a hot one; the selectionfor first place was easy enough, us

the winner, Lilly Bang, although but 13 months old

is the most beautiful bitch I ever saw—in head
she is absolutely perfect. In color shj is white
with dark, rich lemon or orange markings, her
eyes are very soft in expression, and of a deep, rich

brown color. She is, as Mr. E. Stoddard remarked, "The
sweetest thing I ever saw. :! But the selection for second place

was not so easy; there were four bitches so nearly equal, but
of different types, that it became simply a matter of taste

which one a judge preferred. Lass and Sister are short

coupled, compactly built, while Little Faust, Diana, and Lnlu
Faust are long and rangy. Lillie Fanst, however, beat the

others on condition, and wou second, the other inree were
placed equal Y. H. C, and Fully H. C.

The class for Pointer pups under IS monthsoid had ten en-

tries, with not a poor one in the lot. If Bench Show Associa-

tions would only abolish the 12 months puppy class and sub-

stitute on IS months, exhibitors would keep the baby pups
at home, and the judge would have something tangible be-

fore him, and a dog that ran in a puppy class wonld have to

have some merit. I should like to see this class called Dei y
Class for Pointers and Setters. The winners have alreai.y

been noticed, first went to Leon, aud second to Lilly Bang.
Bull's Eye and X. ST. P. & O., V. H. C. are a splendid pair of

dogs; tho latter has the better head. Tippecanoe, H. C, can

beat either of them, but he was in bad condition.

Beagle hounds had two tirst-class eDtries. Bonnie is. per-

haps, °he best bitch of her size in America (under 12 inches.)

Dachshunde had two good ones aud were currectly placed.

The Basset hounds are a new breed to most sportsmen in this

country, although the most ancient in Europe, where they are

just now the favorite fancy dog, onaccount of theirqn;i;i

As a hunting dog they are, however, the best slow trailers in

the world; they have a majestic head like th« Bloodhounds.
Nimrod, first, is a magnificent dog, and although bin 8 months
old. he has a spread of ears of nearly 20 inchts, he is

f

11 inches high, very long, and has immense bone; hi

imported Champ Nemours, out of Countess. The non-

sporting class, while good in quality, notably black an 1 tan

terriers and pugs, were not so well filled. The following is a

full list of awards:
01 i ICIAIi LI^T OF AWARDS.

German Mastiffs—Open Class. Dugs or Bitches: 1st and
2d, Angnat Trinkle, Brock and Flora.

Newfoundlands—Open Class, Dogs or Bitches: 1st,

Charles Hanitch, Jumbo; 2d, Charles Sander, Jeff, by John—
Fannie.
Greyhounds aud Deerhounds—Open Class, Dops or bitches:

1st, G. S. Parvin, M luce—Gypsy; 2d, Wiley &
McGrew, Twilight, by Qnicksilver—Stratagem; V. H. C,
Wiley & McGrew, Suowflight; V. H. C., D. B. Conklin, Fan-

nie; H. 0., Wiley & McGrew, King William; CLarles Sander,

Lady S; C, A. G. Meakin, Victoria.

English Setters—Champion Class, Dogs or P>:(cbes: No
entries. Open Classes. Dogs: 1- and 2d, John Bolus, Brit-

ton, by Blue Dick—Belmore, and -Blue* Dk-k. by Blue Dash—
Jolly Mav; Y. H. C, W. A. Sinun*. Dick, by Don— Gertie;

:._-r, GleDn, by Young Beltoi:— Gertrude.

Bitches: let, Kyler & Keelv, Topsy S. .thair—

2d,G. H. Mill. Belle, byBi Iton II- -Cricket; V.H.C.
G. H. Hill, Minuetta, by Pen u—Vannetta; '

rie; Kyler & Keely, Slip, by Royal Lothair

pies, Dogs or Bitches: 1st, G. H. Vc
Watrous, Red Wine, by Kyle—Nellie; Y.
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Watrous, Early Dawn, by Byle-Nellie; H. 0., W. H.Brown, I

^ES ffiEuSSSm Otters-Open Class DogS or

Biiches: 1st J. F. Campbell, Prince, by Rupert III—Nell.

Puppies: No entries. „
Irish Setters-Champion Class, Dogs.or Bitches: No en-

tries. Open Classes, Dogs: 1st, W . N Kuhns Mack, by

Norwood-Shell; 2d, A. S. Bickham, Dash, by Bob-Katnna;

V H C Hitch & Chisholm, Jack Odono, by Book—Oelia;
|

H C* W F. Koontz, Swnep, by Duke—Shell. Bitches: 1st,

withheld; 2d, Adolph Sander, Lady Smizer, by Bob-Mag;
j

H C J K Shuster, Fannie, by Elcho—Princess II. Pap-
,

pies, Dogs or Bitches: 1st, E. M. Mclntire, Jim; 2d, A. M.
j

G
poi

t

ate^s-Ch^pmn Class, Dogs or Bitches: B. F. Seitner,
,

Idstoue Kennel, Lady Croxteth, by Croxteth-Lass. Open

Classes, over 55 pounds-Dogs: 1st William Sabrey, Kock,

by Mack-Lynn; 2d, W.A.Simms, Tom, by Bonide-Lady;

V H C Dr. L. E. Russell, King's Boy, by King Pbihp—

Dolly Under 55 pounds—Dogs: 1st, Kyler & Keely, Leon

by Meteor—Flash III; 2d, B. F. Seitner, Rapp, by Lroxteth

—Liss- V H C, Hitch & Chisholm, King Hal, by Beauford

—Fannie Turner. Bitches: 1st, B. F. Seitner, Lilhe Bang,

bv Bans Bang—Lass; 2d, Kyler & Keely, Lilhe Faust, by

Faust-CouuTess Vesta; V. H. C, B. F. Seitner Lass, by

Sleaford-Dawn, Gus Sander, Diana, by Mack—Lynn,
Robert Wood, Sister, by Meteor—Jewess, Charles Whealan,

Folly by Meteor—Rita; H. C, B. F. Seitner, Lulu Faust, by

Faust—Ruby Croxteth. Puppies, under IS months-Dogs

or Bitches: 1st, Kyler & Keely, Leon, by Meteor—Flash III;

"d B F Seitner, Lillie Bang, by Bang Bang—Lass; V.H.

C
' Gus Sander, Bull's Eye, by Meteor—Diana, Charles Han-

itch N Y. P. & O., by Meteor—Diana; H. C, James Ritty,

Tippecanoe, by Bang Bang—Lass, Hitch & Chisholm, Jack,

by Donald II—Cip.
Cocker Spaniels—Any color, open class, dogs and bitches:

1-t Charles Sander, Bob, by Dan—Nellie; 2d, B. P. Crit-

chell Fanchon; Y. H. C, Mrs. R. H. Cohan, Beauty.

King Charles Snaniels—Open class, dogs or bitcnes: 1st,

Mrs. M. L. McKee, Felise; 2d, Charles Sanders, Victoria.

Fox Hounds—Open Class, dogs or bitches: 1st, 2d, V. H.

C. and H. C, G. L. Makely, Loud, Sport, Ceoter and Dick.

Beagles— Open class, dogs or bitches: 1st, Mrs. C. E.

White, Bonnie", by Searcher—Mabel; 2d, Charles Schwein,

Marjory, by Duke—Midget.

Dachshunde—Open class, dogs or bitches: 1st, and 2d, B.

F. Seitner, Wallexie, by Waldmann K—Fraulein Waldeck,

and Prince, by Bergman— Gretchen.

Basset Hounds—ODen class, does or bitches: 1st and 2d,

B. F. Seitner, Idstoue Kennels, Nimrod, by Nemours—
Countess and Countess, by Nero—Lotta.
Fox Terriers—Open class, dogs or bitches: 1st, W. B.

Brueckner, Spot.

Collies—Open class, dogs or bitches: 1st, H. W. Frank,

Fritz.

Bull Dogs— Open class, dogs or Ditches: 1st, Heber Cohan,

Dick: V.H. C, W. H. Clark, Jim, by Dan—Maud; H. C,

H. Justice, Gem.
Bull Terriers—Onen class, dogs or bitches: 1st, withheld;

2d, John Cray, Jasper, by Jack—Jennie; V. H. C, PatBren-

nan, Jack.
Black and Tan Terriers—Open Class, Dogs or Bitches: 1st

Mrs. Carl White, Dandy, by Nobbie—Nellie; 2d, H. Justice,
|

Euchre; H. C, Mrs. Carl White, Dixie, by Whisper—Nellie,

J. Englehart, Beauty, Charles Sanders, Tippy S; C, Louisa

Mackrodt, Tippy, by Tippy—Pearly.
Yorkshire terriers—Open Class, Dogs or Bitches: 1st, Mrs.

J. Euglehart, Paddy, by Freddy—Topsy.
Pugs—Champion Cla^s, Dogs or Bitches: Mrs. E. F. Hill,

Joe. Open Class, Dogs or Bitches: 1st, 2d, and V. H. C,

John D. Smith, Pip, by Stanley—Topsy, John B., by Sooty

—Flo, and Flo; H. C, George Gillivan, Peggy, by Joe—Flo.

Miscellaneous—Dogs or Bitches: 1st, J. Englehart, Pedro,

by Puck—Pearl; 2d, Adolnh Sanders, Rumpty; V. H. C;
George Gillivan, Maud S, by Puck—Zelpha, H. Detmermg,

Dolly; J. Englehart, Pearl, by Spright—Pearl.

SPECIAL P111ZE LIST.

Best kennel of Pointers, B. F. Seitner, Idstoue Kennels.

Best Pointer dog or bitch owned and entered by a resident

of Montgomery county, O., Lillie Bang.

Best kennel of sporting dogs, not less tban five, B. F.

Seitner, Idstone Kennels.
Best Pointer brood bitch, to be shown with not less than

three of her progeny, Lass.

Best Irish Setter dog, owned andgeutered by;a resident of

Montgomery county, O., Mack.
Best brace of Irish Setters, owned and entered by a resi-

dent of Montgomery county, O., Bob and Dash.
Best Pointer dog puppy, over 12 and under IS months old,

Leon.
Best Pointer or Setter bitch, owned and entered by a resi-

dent of Montgomery county, O., Lillie Bang.

Best Pointer bitch, with litter of puppies under 5 months
old, Dare.
Best brace of foxhounds, Loud and Sport.

Best brace of Pointers or Setters, owned m Montgomery
county, O., Lady Croxeth and Rapp.
Best brace of English Setters, Britton and Blue Dick.

Best Pointer puppy, under 12 months old, owned in Mont-
gomery county, O., Lady Jane.
Best English Setter puppy, under 12 months old, Lady.
Best Beagle hound, Bonnie.
Best Pointer dog in open class, Leon.
Best Pointer puppy, entered and owned in Dayton, 0.,

Lillie Bang.
Best bench-legged Beagle or Bassett hound, Nimrod.
Best Pointer bitch puppy, under 18 months old, Lillie

Cause of Follicular Marine.

Best Irish Setter dog owned aud£ entered in Dayton. O.,

Mack,
Best Pug owned and entered by alady in Dayton, O., Judy.

Best Pug in open class, Pip.

Best toy Spaniel, Felise.

Smallest toy dog exhibited by a lady, Pettis.

Best St, Bernard dog or bitch, Abbess II.

Best greyhound. Major.
Best Newfoundland dog or bitch, Jumbo.
Best King Charles Spaniel owned and entered by a lady

resident of Dayton, O., Felise.

Best field Spaniel, Bob.
Best pair of Dachshunde or Beagle hounds, Prince and

Wallexie.
Best St. Bernard, Abbess II.

Best greyhound,* Major.
Best Black and Tan Terrier, Dandy.
Best trick dog, Nellie.

Best Pointer or Setter, Britton.

3est dog or bitch in the miscellaneour class, Pedro.

Best kennel of English Setters, not less than 5, over 12

mrnths old, Miami Kennek.
Best kennel of 5 non-sporting or toy dogs, J. Euglehart.

[By Asbmont.l

Follicular mange is a contagious, parasitic affection, char-

acterized by primary disease of the hair and hair follicles,

subsequent inflammation of the surrounding skin and subcu-

taneous connective tissues, and the formation of pustules.

In substance this definition has been accepted by all.

Earlier writers, it would seem, were harmonious in their be-

lief as to the cause of the affection, and in later times none

have been found to dissent from the popular theory, that the

active agent in the cause of follicular mange, is an animal

parasite the acarus folliculorum.

One author voices all when be states that these parasites

live in the hair tubes or follicles, and burrow deep under the

skin in the sebaceous glands. In a hasty glance at the ana-

tomical arrangement of these glands, it is observed that they

are situated in the skin and consist sometimes of a simple

follicle or flask-shaped cavity, opening by a single orifice;

but more frequently of a number of such follicles grouped

around a common excretory duct. Thisduct or canal nearly

always opens just at the root of one of the hairs. The secre-

tion, the sebaceous matter, when fresh forms a semi-liquid,

oleaginous mass, which hardens after a time and becomes of

much the same consistency as tallow. This matter secreted,

lubricates the skin and the hairs, keeps them Boftand pliable;

preventing their drying up by too rapid evaporation. When
the sebaceous glands are inactive, the hairs become dry and
brittle, easily split or break off and finally cease growing.

Henle has said that the physiological or pathological condi-

tion of the skin may be determined by the state of the hairs

—from their britt'leness on the one hand, or their soft, flexi-

ble, shiny appearance on the other. By authorities on canine

diseases it nas been universally accepted that the acarus, also

designated the demodex folliculorum, is identical with a para-

site found in the human skin. One has stated— ''that it

causes some disfigurement of the face but further than that

it does no harm until transferred to the dog, when it causes

a most repulsive disease, and one very difficult to eradicate."

None as yet been found to deny this theory of the cause of

' 'follicular mange." Considering this fact, the writer naturally

hesitates to so essentially differ from the many scientists and
intelligent observers, who have without doubt given the

subject much thought and careful study. He does not

propose to enter into any extended argunieut in favor of his

views, his purpose is rather to suggest that his dissenting

theory is a possible, if not, a more probable interpretation of

the cause of the disease in question. Certain inconsistencies

are evident in the assumption of an animal parasite as the

exciting agent of the affection. It is presumed that the the-

ory is based on the fact, that the parasite has been detected

in' the pustules of follicular mange by the aid of the micro-

scope. One author has said: "That he found as many as

30 in one pustule." Certainly there is nothing conclusive in

this statement; far from it, there is not even a shadow on
which to base an argument, as all know that those mites are

in many cases, if not in all, the constant companions of dogs,

the residents of healthy, normal skin. Iu man, from 2 to 4

are often found, and even 20 have been discovered in harm-

less activity in one follicle. The fact that 30 have been de-

tected in a pustule on a dog means nothing, neither would it

had more been found, for when a pustule forms, it involves

more than one follicle and sebaceous gland, the partitions be-

tween them are broken down by the suppurative process,

and in one common cavity the contents of several follicles

are accumulated. The same writer quoted iu the foregoing

also stated: "That sometimes we may detect them on the

root of a hair removed from an affected spot." Thus in his

searchings, he found on the same dog the acarus folliculo-

ram, a harmless tenant in the one instance, aud in the other

tne cause of a loathsome and most obstinate disease. It

would seem that to reconcile these controverting facts would

be difficult.

Of the acarus folliculorum, discovered by Henle in 1841,

Duhriug says: "This minute creature inhabits the sebaceous

folliclesof healthy, normal skin, and consequently give rise to

no symptoms whatsoever of disease. A single species only oc-

curs upon man, those found upon the dog, cat, sheep and other

animals being distinct, and not transferable to the skin of

man." Acknowledging, as all authors do, that theacarus fol-

liculorum is a harmless guest in the human subject, if it is

believed that Gruby succeeded in inducing mange by the

transmission of this parasite from man to the dog, as he states

he did, it then remains for his disciples to explain why this

same disease, induced by a creature universally conceded to

be entirely inoffensive to man, can be conveyed from him to

the dog, therein induce the disease under consideration, then

be returned to man from whence it came, and in him excite

one of the most obstinate cutaneous diseases, identical with

the so-called follicular mange, the transmission of which,

from animals to man, has been demonstrated beyond all pos-

sible doubt. Surely here is a glaring inconsist-

ency. The writer recalls an instance, the case

of a patient who consulted him for a most
distressing pustular eruption of the face. It had persisted

for a long time, had lessened none under treatment, but in-

stead grew more severe. The sufferer had become so hide-

ously disfigured he concealed his entire face whenever he

left the house. On inquiry the fact became known that

other members of the same family were similarly affected; a

common cause for all was suspected and easily traced to a

pet cat. Thisanimal had a pustular eruption which was so

intelligently and comprehensively described that no doubt
remained in the mind of the writer that it was identical with

the so-called follicular mange of the dog. It being deter-

mined that the affection was parasitical and treatment there-

for instituted, immediate improvement commenced, complete

and permaneutrecovery followed. With the other members
of the family similarly affected the same methods were em-
ployed with, equally as satisfactory results. It is perfectly

safe to assume that this cat had follicular mange, due, if the

fashionable theory is believed, to an animal parasite, the

acarus folliculorum, a minute creature acknowledged a barm-
less tenant of the skin of man. It is certain then that in the

production of the malady in the patients referred to Nature's

laws must have been strangely contorted, under a special dis-

pensation, for their disease, analogous to follicular mange of

the dog, was not caused by an animal parasite, but by a

vegetable parasite, aud the disease from which they suffered

was sycosis parasitica.

That the pathology of this disease in man be clear to all,

Duhriug, the acknowledged authority on diseasesof the skiu,

is quoted. He says: "The fuugus finds its way into the hair

follicles, as iu the case of tinea favosa, penetrates them deeply

aud produces its mischief chiefly about the root of the hair.

Both the follicle and the hair become invaded to such an ex-

tent aa to bring about inflammation, followed by more or less

follicular suppuration aud general infiltration of the tissues.

The irritation caused by the parasite is great, occasioning

inflammation of the subcutaneous connective tissue aud the

well known tubercular formations peculiar to the disease.

They are firm, comparatively painless, and manifest but little

disposition to undergo change, remaining so long as the
fungus luxuriates, finally disappearing gradually without
leaving scars."

These are the pathological appearances to be observed in
parasitic sycosis of man. Neumann reports a case of much
interest in this connection. He states: "A gentlemau pre-

sented himself to me with herpes tonsnrans on the chin. At
my request he searched for the cause of the disease, and dis-

covered that his dog had, the same malady in a high degree.
Shortly after his servant also came with herpes tonsurans on
the chin aud submaxillary region; in the latter, besides the
circular eruption of vesicles, there were also quite deep in-

filtrations of the skin, and flat pustuleB at the orifices of the
hair follicles (sycosis parasitica)." In explanation of the
terms used it is necessary to state that herpes tonsurans and
sycosis parasitica are caused by the same parasite, the former
disease in nearly all cases preceding the latter. The parasite
is the trichophyton fungus of which much was taught by
Gruby in 1S42.

Some weeks since, the writer received a letter from a
prominent physician, who has for several years confined his
practice largely to dermatology. By extracts from his com-
munication it will be seen that the same doubts possessed
him that have ever existed in the mind of the writer. He
said: "What experience I have had myself, leads me to be-
lieve that contagious mange is due rather to a vegetable
parasite, the trichophyton tonsurans or favoBa, than to an
animal one. Certainly on the human subject the acarus
folliculorum is a most harmless guest iu the sebaceous
follicle, and it seems hard to believe that in the dog it should
produce such a serious disturbance as is found in follicular

mange, which to me seems to be more like the so-called

barber's itch, or parasitic sycosis. I have found several

times under the microscope the spores of tinea tonsurans on
the dog, and the tinea favosa on the cat." In a brief sum-
mary it will be recalled, that all the prominent writers ou
canine diseases have claimed that the acarus folliculorum
found on the dog, was identical with a parasite observed in
the human skin. That this statement is erroneous is proven
by Duhring, who states, "thut a single species ouly occurs
on man, those found «pon the dog, cat, sheep, aud other
animals being distinct." Thus it will be seen that the germ
of the theory of these gentlemen is an error—might not its

fruit be a delusion? They have found the acarus follicu-

lorum in perfectly healthy, normal skin, a peaceable tenant;
a disease is manifested, so clearly defined, so contagious, a
specific cause is evident, and this parasite, this minute
creature so harmless in one instance, becomes transformed
into an agent of malignant activity. No attempt has been
made to fathom the secrets of this transitory stage, upon its

wonders none have speculated, seemingly all have accepted
it as phenomenal, evidently satisfied the cause was past
understanding. . The writer is constrained to believe that in

its antiquity is the greatest force of the theory; certainly

neither facts nor plausible arguments have sustained it. On
the other hand, the theory of a vegetable parasite as the
active agent in producing follicular mange is possibly cor-

rect, in fact more probable. In cases where it is developed
without contagion, is it deniable that the surroundings of
those dogs attacked, favored the propagation of mould-fungi?
Does not the disease manifest itself primarily among dogs
generally neglected, and housed in damp, unclean kennels?
The affection from its first appearance runs the same course,

with identically the same phenomena as observed in the
parasitic sycosis of the human race. It is known that that

disease has been transmitted from cats and dogs to man, and
that the animals communicating the contagion at the time
had cutaneous eruptions so clearl}' defined, so characteristic,

there can be less than a shadow of doubt that they were suf-

fering from follicular mange. Finally, on the hairs of these
animals under the microscope, has been discovered the fun-
gus, the vegetable parasite which invades the follicle, and in-

duces the disease known as tinea tonsurans and parasitio

sycosis.

One of the canons of science is, causes must not be multi-

plied before the inadequacy of existing ones is shown; the
writer advances a theory to displace one, to him so clearly

unreasonable and unsustained.

HEKD AND SWINE.
Tests of Dairy Cattle.

[V. E. Fuller iu American Dairyman.]

In the advauce reports issued by Professor William Brown,
of the Ontario Experimental Farm, some most valuable and
interesting comparative tests are set out between a cow of

each of the breeds claiming special attention as dairy ani-

mals, namely, Jerseys, Ayrshires aud Holsteius. The Jersey
was 3 years old, weighed S30 lbs., calved February; the Ayr-
shire was 4 years old, of 1,150 lbs. weight, calved January;
and the Holstein, 3 years old, weighed 900 lbs., calved Janu-
ary.

The first series of tests was for the months of February,
March and April, or S9 days, with the following result for

that period:
Lbs. milk. Lbs. cream. Lbs. butter. Lbs. curd.

Jersevs 1,60*2 29G.7 127.U 224.3

Ayrshire 1,780 228.0 85.5 240.3

Holstein 1.958 k37.7 73.1 206.C

The next was a Summer test with the same animals for

May and June, and applying the tests to aggregate quantities
for the 01 days. It is as follows:

Lbs. milk. Lbs. cieaui. Lbs. butter. Lbs. curd.
Jersey 1,342 190.5 11C.2 232.1

Ayrshire 915 184.6 66.3 1*3.6
Holstein 1.281 112.7 34.9 167.5

Taking the three cows for the whole 151 days, the length
of the tests, the following are the results:

Lbs. milk. Lbs. cream, Lbs. butter. LIjb. curd,
Jersey 2,944 487.3 24;i.K 156.4
Ayrshire 2,895 3C2.5 151.8 388.9

Holstein 3,239 35U.« 108.0 363.1

In other words, the Jersey, weighiug S30 lbs., and 3 years
old, gives 249 lbs. more milk than the_.Ayrshire, 4 years old,

weighing 1,150 lbs., and 2S5 lbs. less tbau the Holstein of

900 lbs., and 3 years old; but the Jersey gives 243 lbs. of but-

ter for the 150 days, to 15IA lbs. of the Ayrshire, and 108 lbs.

of the Holstein; nearly 100 lbs. more than the Ayrshire, and
more than double the quantity given by the Holstein. When
we turn to the ground especially claimed by tbe Ayrshire aud
Holstein, here too the Jersey leads "by a largo majority,"
namely 45b' lbs. of curd to 3S3 of the Ayrshire, and 363 lbs.

of the Holetein, or to add tbe products of the milk (other

than water, which can be added iu a less expensiye way than
through .good food taken into the stomach), namely, butler

and curd, tbe Jersey gave G99 lbs.; Ayrshire, 534 lbs.; Hol-
stein 471 lbs. Verily a wide and very material difference in

favor of the Jersey, especially when it is borne in mind that

one of tbe greatest fortes of the Jersey is to hold most per-

sistently to her milk. Indeed so much so is this the case

that it would appear to leave little to deoide as to which is
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the best all around cow, if these figures can be relied upon. I loan upon a given piece of land, he investigates the title
And why not? I thoroughly, feeling assured that if his abstract lias come
By a series of weekly tests conducted by Professor Brown, I through the proper hands, and has no material fiaw in it he

from December, 1SS4, to July, ISS5, we nnd that the follow-
ing results were arrived at, as to these 3 breeds out of 12.

Cream per Butterper Cheesecnrd per Total butter
cent. 100 tbs. milk. LOO lbs. milk. and curd.

Holstein 11.9 2Ibs.4oz. 10.9 12 13
AyrsLirr- ltf.9 4Jb .5oz. 12.9 in II
Jersey 19.9 5 lbs. 1 oz. 15.6 20.7

The Jerseys leading all breeds ir butter and in cheese.
The chemical analysis of milk from same source and in

same tests showed the following total solids:
Jerseys, 14.65 (1st of all breeds).
Ayrshires, 13.53 (2d of all breeds).
Holsteins, 11.8S (9th of all breeds).
Some might contend that the Jersey was an especially good

one. In my judgment she was not above, but rather below,
the average Jersey. Granting that this is not sufficient proof,
as a rule the best are brought out at our Provincial and To-
ronto exhibitions. At the Provincial Exhibition, just finished,
the Holsteins were represented in large numbers, abont three
Holsteins to every Jersey, many of the former with very
large reported tests of milk.

At this exhibition tests were made by Professor Brown and
Professor Barre, of the Ontario Experimental Farm, for milk,
butter and cheese combined, according to the plan and
count of points adopted in England and Scotland at the dairy
fairs, as follows: (1) Weight of milk: One point is allowed
for every pound given in 24 hours. (2) Quantity of butter:
In England the standard is 3 lbs. to every 100 lbs- of milk.
In Canada t e staudard is 3.5 lbs. to every 100 lbs. of milk.
Add or deduct 10 points for every 1 above or below. (3)
Cheese curd, per 100 lbs. of milk: Allow one point for every
pound. (4) Time since calving: Add one point for every
ten days. All the cows were judged by the same count of
points and under similar circumstances, but in different
classes: Eight Holsteins entered in their class, 3 Ayrshires in
theirs, 2 grade Shorthorns iu theirs and 2 Jerseys in their
class. The Jersey cow Rose 01 Eden led them all, making
the largest score ever made by any cow of any breed in the
world for a similar contest, namely, 109 points, and this for
butter, milk and cheese combined. Ayrshire 2d (83.85),
Shorthorn Grade 3d (31.52), the other Jersey4th (7S.10), Ayr-
shire 5th (68.27), Holstein 6th (64.29). do. 7th (59.07), Short-
horn Grade Sth (55.5, }. Holstein 9th, 10th, I lth, 12th, 13th,
14th, 15th and 16th (40.22) and Ayrshire 13th (49.42). The
Jersey excelled the highest combined score of the Ayrshire 21
points, and the highest of the Holsteins by 45 points. The
lowest Jersey excelled every Holstein by over 13 points.
The averages of each breed were as follows:

Milk in 2:

hours.
Jerseys 25.56
Ayrshires 24.51
Holstein 2.19
Shorthorn grade 35.52

4.24
2.'JS

3.3G

Wet cheese curd per
100 fts. milk

20.30
22.70

16.59
20.62

The highest milk record is that of a grade Shorthorn,
46.80 lbs. The best milk record of Holstein is 37.60 lbs.,

and the lowest 23.60 lbs. Highest and lowest Ayrshire,
29.50 lbs. and IS. 12 lbs. Highest and lowest Jersey, 27 lbs.

and 24.12 lbs. Quantity of milk required to one pound of
butter: Jersey, less than 14 lbs., Ayrshire, over 23 lbs.:

Holstein, over 33 lbs.; Shorthorn grade, over 29 lbs. Here
is the very strongest testimony in the most open and public
manner, and in the hands of disinterested experts, of the
very great superiority of the Jersey, not for butter alone, but
for that contained in milk, butter, and cheese.
Less it be contended that these two Jerseys were the pick

of the Oakland's herd, I may say that Rose of Eden, for but-
ter production, does not rank as the first by any means in

the Oakland's herd, but abont 7th, and that the other Jersey
has no butter record thus far.

The weather at the London exhibition was very cold and
wet, and doubtless all the cows gave less milk than at home.
At the Industrial Exhibition, held in Toronto the follow-

ing week, a competitive test was made of the various breeds,

by the same count of points, under the same rules, and by
the same experts. The Holstein men failed to enter any of

their stock, though in number they far excelled the Jersey;

is safe in making the investment. On precisely the s. me
principle the breeder should consider the pedigree and bib oi
sale of an animal as taking the place of the abstract and
mortgage in the other case; not that a flaw in the pedigree
vitiates the title to the property, yet it depreciates its value
comparatively. The record, which, to quite a degree, hxcs
the status, and consequently the value, may be likened to a
mine of one of the precious metals, experience haviug shown
that it is safe to rely upon drawing benefit from the deep-
seated layers, as these yield well, and are not, like a surface
deposit, soon exhausted. Like the rich, far back de-
posits in a pedigree, this gives a deep, rich mine
to draw from. The results, as shown favorably in the pro-
geny, may by some be considered as coming of good luck,
but there is no more luck about it than there is in getting a
rich return for the work done in a mine when it was only
necessar}' to reach the rich layers and take them out. If

there are rich layers, deep down in a given pedigree, these will
come to the light, and show up if fortunate crosses are.made
on top. Results obtained in this way are, in many "cases,

beyond the power of human penetration to foresee, or even
faintly anticipate. Yet, however greatly we may be gratified
by such unlooked for results, it is folly to call it luck, be-
cause like agencies will uniformly produce like results; not
that the same two animals coupled together will always pro-
duce progeny with uniform characteristics, any more than a
tub coming up the shaft of a mine on a given day will con-
tain ore of a value identical with that which came up the day
"before. The laws of descent, when two animals are coupled,
are always operative, but the reversion on the occasion of
making one cross may take up characteristics from a different
layer, or layers, in the pedigree, and at the next coupling of

the same animals the.y may breed after themselves—one or
both—or go back to otlier ancestry.

It follows, then, that the man whose discernment enables
Mm to see and analyze the contents of a given pedigree, will

anticipate results according to the foundation he stands
upon; and while, under such influences, another might
point to a superlatively fine calf as being, so far as could be
seen, the result of good luck, the man wno ordered the
coupling believes himself entitled to all he has realized,

placing nothing to the credit of mere luck. The uniformly
successful breeder works with material that careful analysis
has given him confidence in, as shown by its outside form
and lustre, and as history gives him reasons for believing,

has had abundant merit all through the ancestral line, and
results depend upon these influences.

—

Live. Stock Journal.

"Pegging Away.

Seemingly about as objectless an occupation as one could
imagine is setting a peg in a hole, pulling it out, and then
putting it in again, and so on for hours. And yet we believe

this is the first lesson sought to be taught to persons of very
feeble mind. Woen the peg is first set iu the hole the pupil
does not notice it, neither does he when the peg is pulled out;

it isputin and pullet! out hundreds of times perhaps without
the attention of the pupil being aroused, but by long repeti-

tion he at last wonders what is meant by this simple opera-

tion being repeated over and over again in his presence; then
lie seeks to perform it himself, after a time succeeds, and so"

from this feeble beginning progress is made to an apprecia-

tion of more complex things and some degree of intelligence

is secured. Tery much akin to this was the experience the

writer once had with, a neighbor. We often met on one farm
or the other, the stables were as often visited, and every time
when we got around among the cattle we observed to him
that we believed sawdust would make good feed. The first

time or two our neighbor smiled incredulously, then as the

remark was invariably repeated he responded for a little

while by a silent shake of the head. But after a little longer

time he commenced to deny the proposition that sawdust
would likely make good feed, on the ground that there was
not enough nutriment in it. And after one or two such de

and the Ayrshires at this exhibition. There were entered] nja is we ventured to ask, "Isany given quantity of nutriment

Batter per Wet cheese curd
i lbs. milk. per 1G0 lba milk.

5.57 1G.3G

4.15 15.54

3.31 13.33

six Jerseys, three Ayrshires and one Devon. They were
awarded the following positions, according to the results of

the tests: Jerseys 1st, 2d, 3d, 5th, 6th, and 7th places; Ayr-
shires 4th, 9th, and 10th; Devon Sth. The cow Jolie of St.

Lambert headed them all. Kose of Eden, who had contract-

ed a cold at Provincial, stood second, and Sweet Briar of St,

Lambert third. The average quantities given by the various
breeds was as follows:

Milk in 24 hours.
Jerseys 23.22
Ayrshire 29 37
Devon (1) 33.00

Taking the tests at both exhibitions, it will be seen that
the Jersey largely excels all breeds in butter production; that;

the Ayrshire leading, excels the Jerseys slightly in cheese
curd at Provincial, but that at the Industrial, Toronto, the
Jersey excels the Ayrshire in cheese curd. Taking it as a
whole, the palm must be awarded to the Jersey beyond any
question of doubt. One must admire the noble manner in

which the Ayrshire, whose progress to popular favor, though
not so much heralded as some of the other breeds, is sure
and steady.
Taking Professor Brown's advance report, his dairy tests

from Dec. 1S34, to July, 1SS5, his analysis of milk, the pub-
lic tests, it will be seen that the Jersey has corroborated iu

each the correctness of the results contained in the advance
report, and shows clearly her ability to excel all other breeds
save in the giving of water.

Luck in Breeding-

Good luck on the part of a breeder is secured in the same
way as that of the money-making man who doubles bis

capital while the funds of another slip away, viz., by guard-

ing carefully against loss and taking advantage of every
chance for gain. With close calculation of the chances of

failure and of success, there would be nothing remaining to

be credited up to to mere luck. A man is a lucky marks-
man, always planting the missile close to the centre; not
merely because of being, in the way the phrase is usnally

taken, lucky, but because of selecting the best of appliances,

and at the critical moment counting out all unfavorable in-

fluences, and concentrating every effort to attain success. In
the same line of reasoning, fortunate selections and equally

fortunate coupling are back of all successes. It may some-
times be said that a man has builded better than he knew,
by reason of certain nicking, through the coupling of two-

animals that had concurrent capabilities deeply implanted,

beyond human capacity to see. Such cases are, however,
rare, and'do not vitiate the rule.

When a judicious man seeks to buy, or is asked to gran* a-

necessary V" Onr neighbor at once saw the point and replied:

"I do believe you mean to say I am not feeding my cattle

enough." We had been putting pegs into a hole for his beu-

efit, and had brought our man. He had been told the same
thing many times, had read of it many times in the papers,

and yet until that minute had never realized fully that the

thrift of his cattle was in a large matter dependent upon gen-

erous keep.
We often see articles in newpapers which we recognize as

the patient putting of pegs into well-worn holes for the bene-

fit of some one who sees but does not perceive, who hears

but does not appreciate, but whose attention will after a time

be aroused by whatis being constantly gone over in his pres-

ence. The peg may be old, but it has to be set up and taken

down a good many times before some men can get it through
their heads that there is something going on about them and
become sufficiently interested to try and learn what it is.

Here for instance is a peg

—

"there is an advantage in securing

improved stock for the/arm." How often has this peg been
set up, and set up again before the eyes of farnjeij who do
not know that they see the peg, although they do see it.

And how often and with what consummate patience must it

be still set up in front of them before they know what they

see. Intelligent reader, to yon some things may sound old;

but bear with them in your superior fortune, for they are

pegs being set up in the presence of others who are practi-.

cally oblivions to the lessons they teach.

—

Breeder's Gazette

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Where it is convenient to allow your boy to own a colt or

two in his own right, and where the young fellow is suffici-

ently manly to appreciate the animal for what he is, and
shows sufficiently pride to want to make him all he can be-
come, it is botn sensible and profitable to "give the boy a
chance." Personal ownership of fine stock, with au under-
standing of its value, will do more to develop in the youth
(1) a liking for the farm and (2)abroad and progressive spirit
in connection with farming than perhaps anything else.
Even a liberal education will do less toward making an en-
thusiastic farmer, filled with the better side of his chosen
business, unless it is accompanied by association with the
higher types of domestic animals. Nothing is better calcu-
lated to develop enthusiasm in the boy for good stock than
the ownership of a fine horse. Its beauty, its spirit, its in-
telligence, its susceptibility to training, its capacity for affec-
tion for its master—all appeal most strongly to those with
whom such animals come in contact. Let your boy own a
colt. Let it be a blooded one if you can afford it—at least let

it have a good sire. Encourage the boy to keep it in good
condition and handsome in appearance, thus getting him ac-
customed to habits of care, which will stand him in good
stead when he comes to handle other kinds of stock. En-
courage him to develop his steed in every way except one

—

and that is in speed competitions. Whatever" you do, keep
him out of the fair ground trot or pace, and teach him that
he is not to learn how much value a good horse can be to a
jockey, but of how much use it can be to a man. "Sine out
of ten farmers' boys who get into the speed-ring are worsted
by its associations and tendencies, and we cannot close tbis
paragraph better than by urging every father to keep his boy
out of it.

—

Pittsburg Sportsman.

A recently published work on Russian Art, by a Mr.
Maskell, shows that the great horse-tamer, Rarey, and his
immediate successors, have merely revived a lost art. He de-
scribes a remarkable vase in a St. Petersburg museum, the
frieze on which, composed of detached figures, represents the
methods of breaking the wild horses of the Steppes, as prac-
ticed by the Scythians 2,000 years ago. **Most curious it is,"

he says, "to see here the lassoing and taming of wild horses
as it is practiced at the present day by the Guaehos of South
America; and not only so, but in the minuteness of the de-
tails we observe characteristic parts of the method of hoise-
breaking which but a few years ago was introduced into
England by Mr. Rarey, and excited bo much wonder and
curiosity. In the centre of one side two wild horses are
peaceably grazing on the plain, still in the enjoyment of their
liberty. Next they are lassoed by the Scythians, and finally

brought to the ground. In the centre of the front of the
vase is represented the method employed by Rarey. A
Scythian is engaged in strapping up one of the forelegs of a
horse, which he will presently bring on its knees by another
cord, and, by wearing out its patience, show that he is the
master (these cords were originally fine wires of silver, which
were found beside the vase when it was first discovered, bat
have since been lost.) To the right of the last-mentioned
group stands a horse already broken in, and saddled and
bridled. His master is engaged attaching hobbles to his fore-

legs, so thatr he may leave him partly at liberty while he joins
the others in their work."

A veterinary of reputation prescribes the following treat-

ment for sweeny : We would advise a blister to be applied,

covering over the whole space of the atrophied muscles.
Have the part well rubbed with a soft brush, after clippiog the

hair off. Then apply some of the ointment; have it well
rubbed in. Apply a little more; have it also rubbed in.

Then apply sufficient to cover over the surface, and allow it

to remain on twenty-four hours, when it should be well
washed, using warm water and common brown soap, after-

wards using castile. Repeat the washing with the latter

variety of soap twice in the day four days ; then omit the

washing and apply Cosmoline once a day, to prevent the stin
Ironi cracking, until the soreness ceases. The animal shonld
be tied up until soreness ceases, in order to prevent blemish
by rubbing or biting. Ten days subsequent to blister allow
gentle walking exercise daily, increasing the amount for one
week; then allow a run out for a couple of hours a day in

order to gradually bring the muscular tissues up to its work-
ing power. Hydrar-iodidi, 2 drachms; Cauthar-ung., 3
ounces; Cosmoline, 2 ouuees. Mix. Sig. For external use,

as directed.
-

Enthusiastic swine-breeders, of a statistical turn of mind,
occasionally try to show by figures the comparative import-

ance of the hog-growing interest of the country. But no
gTeat array of figures is needed to satisfy the farmer of mod-
erate means that hog-raising is one of his surest and quickest

ways of making money. It takes less capital than in the

rearing of horses or cattle, and it brings returns much
sooner. The greatest drawback in swiue-breediug is the lia-

bility to losses from the epidemic diseases which so fre-

quently sweep through the country. Yet the great prolifi-

cacy and rapid growth of hogs render it possible to soon
recover from these losses, and still come out ahead of even
the fast-horse men. A friend recently remarked that he had
followed the showing of horses at fairs for many years,

though from a lack of sufficient capital not as largely as he
would have liked. At the same time he kept a lot of good
hogs at home, and almost immediately, on returning from
the fairs in the Fall, he had to sell hogs to pay his horso-

showing expenses. Since then he handles fewer hor-vs and
more hogs. Now, instead of standing near the foot of the

roll as a breeder of good horses and hogs, he has advanced to

the foremost rank as a breeder of improved swine.

—

Phil
Thrifton.

A writer in the Pittsburg Sportsman says:* I know fifty

men in our city who drive and ride their horses with tijs,

and have done so for two years, that would not have a fud
shoe put on for anything. Every one of the horses were
cripples when shod the old way; now they have sound,
healthy feet, and are as nature made them—heels down
where they belong. They don't hunt around for a soft piece

of road; they can go where a horse cannot with a full shoe.
The owners do not allow the smiths to cup their feet out at

all. Never touch the frog, level the fnot off and put the tips

on ; they don't care how the bottom of the foot looks. Horses
never travel on their backs, so if the sole of their feet don't

look clean it matters not. They will go to the end of the
road, and yon cannot find a road too hard for them.

Blistering, as a rule, if applied in time, will remove a

curb. But it is not to be supposed that all curbs can be ab-

sorbed as the result of a single application. It is ofteu nec-
essary to repeat the blister at intervals of a month. The
animal should wear hind shoes, with good heel and no tee

calks, and nave blister well rubbed iu, on and around the

curb. Many people do not cover snrface enough when
blistering to allow of proper effect. Iu four or live weeks
repeat, if necessary. If three blisteriugs will not remove it,

firing may be resorted to. But if auimals are shod as above,

and blistered properly, it will rarely fail.

Rat's tail is the name given to a narrow streak of deuuded
hair which occasionally appears on the upper part of the

horse's tail. It geuerally arises from a sort uf exanthema or
cutaneous eruplinii, causing an intolerable itchiug; the horse
is constantly rubbing the part against the side of tie stall.

and thus the pilous covering is worn off. The remedy is

equal parts of spirits of lurpintine, pyroligoeons aci

liuseed oil. Wash the parts daily and dress with the

above.

Overloading teams is a bad idea. It will start horses \o

balking quicker than anything else. Besides this many
horses are ruined physically by being compelled to strain

every nerve in the system to draw a load that is entirely too

heavy for them. Moderate loads and more trips

better than taking the risk of spoiling the horses

theirconstitution.
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1SS4. "We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. "We

again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Tips, Tired or What?

How is this? Antevolo got but third money in the race in

which he made a four-year-old record of 2:19£. He took the

first heat, and was third in each of the others, the time of

which was 2:27*. 2:2S. 2:25f, 2:26£. The race was won by
Dawn, son of Nutwood. Antevolo is bred to .go the distance,

but the first heat seemed to have cooked his mutton. Hickok
tried his hand on him, but did no good. The colt broke and
was unsteady. Was he dead tired, or was he sore from the

Bharp pounding in tips? Mr. Simpson offers no explanation

in his paper, and we are compelled to ask a few questions.

We are not shaking a red flag before the bull. We are simply
in search of information.

The above are the questions propounded by the Turf,

Field and Farm alluded to last week, and as promised we
will answer them, though more briefly than is required

for a full explanation. That will be given in the his-

tory of Antevolo, which will appear in serial, the object

being to show the results of tips on a colt from the time

he was fifteen months old until fifty-three lunar revolu-

tions marked his age. It will be a faithful transcript

from the daily journal in which everything was noted in

his training, every trial, minute particulars regarding

the weight of the tips taken off and those which replaced

them, and other matters connected therewith. Our con-

temporary is mistaken in charging that there was no

explanation offered in the Breeder and Sportsman,, as the

following account of the race shows:

First heat—At the eleventh trial tbey were sent off to a
very even start. Antevolo was going easily; Dawn broke,

Pansy broke, Dawn broke again. This gave Antevolo a long
lead at the quarter, in 3Gij seconds. Along the homestretch
the pace was somewhat faster, and Dawn broke again. At
the half, in 1:1 1 1, Antevolo was nearly a distance in the lead,

and from that point lie came very fast—far faster than there

was any necessity for, but his driver had a motive in letting

him step along—he was also his breeder. Antevolo was full

brother to Auteeo, which he sold for $10,000. He had never
worn a shoe, and his driver had advocated for years a system
of shoeing which was pronounced absurd by those claimiug
extraordinary knowledge in all pertaining to the foot of the
horse. There were other reasons, and though the fast drive

in that burning sun and simoon-like wind was injudicious,

his objects were gained, and he succeeded in placing to the

credit of California the fastest time for a four-year-old stallion

on record, that was 2:19.], and now Antevolo, Albert \V., in

2:22, and Romero, in 2:22£, all California bred, rank first,

second and third on the calendar. Voucher and Nona were
declared distanced, Dawn and Pansy inside, though it was
thought a prompter observance of the signals would have
disqualified them.
Second heal—For the second heat O. A. Hickok drove Ante-

volo upon the request of his owner. The colt was suffering

from the violent effort and excessive heat, so different from
the cooler temperature of Oakland. He broke soon after the

word was given, Dawn winning the heat easily in 2:27o,

Pansv second.
Third heat—Still Antevolo was the favorite, but when

Pansy won the third heat in 2:2S, it was evident that Ante-

volo had succumbed and that Dawn and Pansy had the day

to themselves.
Fourth heat—The hopes of the backers of Antevolo were

somewhat revived when, under the pilotage of his old driver,

in the fourth heat he was lapped on Dawn at the quarter in

36| seconds, and at the half, in 1:13, was still close to him,

but when Pansy came up on the turn he broke, and Dawn,
trotting fast and steadily, won in 2:25|, Pansy second, and
Antevolo third.

Fifth heat—That it was Dawn's day was now apparent, and

the pool rates were $60 on her and'Pansy to $10 on Ante-

volo. That this was good judgment was shown by the result

of the fifth heat, Dawn winning in 2:2G£.

That the above was one of the causes of his defeat we

do not doubt. Eastern people can hardly understand

i how a north wind can be so potent for evil as those of

California are. Three days of it, at times, will turn a

green field of wheat in full blossom, and giving promise

of an abundant harvest, into a barren surface, "burnt up"

nearly as completely as if a fire had scorched it.

In the Evening Bulletin of the 14th inst., under the head

of "Scientific Theory of Electric Explosions," appears an

editorial with extracts from a paper read by L. J.

Leconte, a civil engineer, before the Technical Society of

San Francisco, to prove that the numerous exijlosions in

the dynamite manufactories in this section, invariably

occurred during one of these storms, and in noting the

points in numerical order the fourth is:

The next point observed was the prodigious amount of

electricity developed on my person by friction of clothing,

more particularly when walking against these dessicating

north winds. The same phenomenon showed itself in a pop-
ular form, well known to all Californians, namely, in the

effect which these winds have on the hair and tails of horses.

The bristling of the hairs all over the boay, even when the

animals are at work, is quite remarkable; not only so, but
very frequently the bristling of the tail is so great as to

increase its diameter four or five times above the natural

dimensions. These dry north winds have a velocity of 50
miles per hour, and a relative huniidityjof about 20 percent.,

but frequently as low as 15 per ceut., and seldom as low as 5

per cent.

Now it is evident that violent. exertion, so violent as to

call forth all the muscular and nerve force an animal has,

must weaken, and then comes the well-known fact that

after one prodigious effort it will take a long time for the

horse to recover sufficient to equal it. There is

an analagous case to the one under consideration

in the race between Occident and Bodine at Chico,

May 17, 1877. There was a similar hot north

wind. Occident won the first heat in 2:20|, Bodine

the second, third and fourth in 2:22, 2:2o£, 2:31-£. There

was a falling off of more than ten seconds, as Occident

was some distance in the rear, andja more distressed horse

we never saw. There was not a great deal of distress

shown by Antevolo, and when thejbell rang for the second

heat he was apparently in good order to start. Now
there is another reason which we think had still more

to do with 'his defeat. When a three-year-old

he was the most reliable colt we ever knew.

He was not inclined to break, and when
he did he would recover at once. His stud services com-

menced the Spring of this year, during which time he

was given sharp work for short distances. At the close

of the season, when put in regular training, he was also

steady, but as he acquired a greater flight of speed he

could not regain the trot after breaking anywhere

nearly so well. In one of these bad breaks we
"snatched" the bit with too much severity and hurt his

mouth. It was the first time he had been subjected to

that kind of treatment, and we must acknowledge that

it came from a loss of temper which was regretted as

soon as it was done. His first race was at the Golden

Gate Fair, and for the first time in his life he acted

badly in a race. When he had a fair chance to win the

fifth heat a slight collision in the second turn, in which

a few spokes were shattered, frightened him so much
that be was completely unmanageable. It may be

worthy of notice that the horse in the clashing sulky was

black, and in the race at Sacramento when the black

filly Pansy came alongside of him he was almost sure to

break. In the fast heat he trotted from wire to wire,

was never touched with the whip, and could have

trotted faster at the finish. He .made the last three-

quarters in 1:42$, a 2:17 gait. In his work at home he

would always trot the third or fourth heat faster than

the first, and not realizing the effects of the heat and tho

very fast work, we desired to see Hickok drive him.

"We consider Mr. Hickok the equal of any driver in the

whole country, and with a peculiar knack of "jumping

behind any horse," and driving them well. But no one

had ever driven Antevolo a rod at spued excepting our-

selves, and a strange pilot may have bad an effect in

awakening his contrariness. Be that as it may, he did

behave badly, and though somewhat better in the fourth

and fifth heats he lost them entirely through making
bad breaks. He may have been "dead fired, " bat as he

trotted better in the last heats than the second and third
j

it does not seem likely that it resulted from the "sharp

pounding in tips." There is not space, neither have we '

Saddle Gaits.

Elsewhere will be found an article, copied from the

A/f'i California, in relation to saddle horses. The gentle-

man who furnished the intelligence is certainly well

posted on the subject, and is, -beyond question, the most
successful educator of saddlo horses in this section of the

country. Tho quotation from the Chicago Weratd, which
is the basis of the communication, may not be an absurd

statement, though certainly at fault in claiming that

"single footing" is an evidence of weakness. It is in a
great majority of cases the result of assiduous endeavor
on the part of the teacher,and though some of the breeds of
saddle horses acquire the Step with very little handling,
it iTs safe to assert that a proficient in the art will rarnlv
find a pupil of any breed that cannot be taught the de"-

sired movements. To most people it is the easiest pace,
though we must acknowledge a preference for a square
trotter, and when a change is sought a springy, short
gallop.

the time at present to give as full information as we
would like to furnish the Turf, Field and Farm, though
we have the utmost confidence in being able to show
that the shortcomings of Antevolo cannot be ascribed to

tips.

He trotted five heats in Oakland, Sept. 2d, his placing

being 3, 4, 4, 2, 3, the last being the one in which the

collision occurred. Time, 2:24, 2:23i, 2:25£, 2:27, 2:29i.

At Sacramento, on Sept. 12th, his placing was 1, 3, 3, 3, 3.

Time, 2:19£, 2:27£, 2:28, 2:25$, 2:26£. Again at Sacra-

mento, Sept. 17th, his placing was 4, 6, 5, 4, 3, Time
2:26:1, 2:24> - : -<4. 2:27£, 2:24£. At Stockton. Sept. 22d[

his placing was 2, 1, 1, 1. Time, 2:25, 2:25£, 2:2oJ,

2:29^. Again at Stockton, Sept. 26th, his placing was

1, 4, 4, dist. Time, 2:23£, 2:22i, 2:23 1

, 2:19£. In the

fourth heat there was a driver behind him who never

pulled a rein over him before that, and again he showed I

temper. At San Jose, Oct. 1st, his placing was 2, 2, 1, I

2. Time, 2:26£, 2:23£, 2:23j}, 2:24. In the last race,

being laid up at home with sickness, Goldsmith very

kindly took charge of him. He had an opportunity

to "work him out" before the race, and this acquaint-

ance proved beneficial, as in the heats he lost he was a

close second to Thapsin, and in the heat he won, both

hind feet were bare, having thrown the tips in the pre-

ceding heat. Thus from Sept. 2d to Oct. 1st, inclusive,

a period of 29 days, he trotted six races and 27 heats,

winning six heats, the time of which was 2:19^, 2:25^,

2:25£, 2:294., 2:23£, 2:23£. Even those who were not

prejudiced against tips, claimed that the track at Stock-

ton would prove too hard for them, and there must be

dire results from the "sharp pounding." In place of

that he won the four-year-old race, and made
the fastest heat, excepting that at Sacramento,

with only three days between the two races.

His last race at Stockton was Saturday. On Sunday he

was "carred" to San Jose. He trotted on the following

Thursday, and under these circumstances to trot his sixth

race as he did was certainly proof that he could stand the

sharp pounding tolerably well. He came home the fol-

lowing Monday, October 3d, not a puff, without the least

heat in legs or feet, or the lea6t swelling in any of his

limbs. More than that, he had not worn a bandage,

excepting a light piece of cotton around one hind ankle

to retain diluted Pond's Extract, and since then that has

been dispensed with. There was in reality little neces-

sity for that. He had strained slightly playing when he

was led, and it was kept on as a guard. There was no
soaking, no washing of legs or feet, and the only boots he

wore, after his race at Oakland, was a pair of "tunnel"

quarter boots. The front tips which he wore in all his

races were put on August 29th. These were renailed at

Stockton, driving the nails in the old holes without any
cutting. On September 6th the hind ones set and noth-

ing was done to them, and they were cast in the race at

San Jose. On October 7th the present tips were reset

and new ones put on behind. His feet had grown too

long, and it would have been better to have cut them
down after his races at Sacramento. To prove that the

heels do not wear away as claimed by some, three-eighths

of an inch had to be taken from the heel, after the front

tips were set; to give the foot the right bearing.

We trust that our contemporary will have the candor
to present a synopsis of this information to the readers

of the Turfy Field, and Farm, and we will forgive the

bovine appellation. It can be as sarcastic as it chooses

if it will only be a trifle just, but after past experience

whenever tips are the subject the rage is on the other

side, and due care has been taken to exclude whatever it

did not fancy in our replies, so that we do not expect

even a "summary" of the statements.

In a former number there was a very nice notice of

Anteeo and Antevolo, though there was a mistake in

giving the record of Anteeo. He won a third heat at
Oakland in 2:194, so that Columbine has the distinction
of being the first mare to show two entire sons with
records below 2:20. Therefore she has not to wait for
the celebrity which the Turf, Field and Farm prophesies.
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Guy Wilkes, Adair, and Nellie R.

A great horse is this son of George "Wilkes in all

respects. Powerful in form, of handsome color, and
what is a still greater recommendation for a stallion, his

colts are uniformly finely shaped, of good size, and, so

far as can be told at present, possess the trotting instinct

in an eminent degree. Without touching on the much
argued question of the decision of the judges in the race

at San Jose, that and the Stockton contest stamped Guy
"Wilkes and Adair with the seal of merit. Extraordinary

merit is not too high an expression when everything is

fairly considered, and taking the mere summaries as a

guide, will bear favorable comparison with the best of

of the year. There are other considerations to heighten

the merits of the performances. Both are young horses

when measured by the trotting standard. Not many
years ago a six-year-old trotter was only recognized to be

of an age at which work should commence, and though
youngsters of late years have shown remarkable speed,

no one will dispute that it is fair to infer that there will

be a lowering of time by both of them in the future. In
one respect Adair has an advantage over Guy Wilkes.

The latter has been in the stud for two years, and in

addition to the enervating influence of service, the entire

horse is more difficult to get into condition, more obstin-

ate and intractable than one that has been nnsexed.

This last trait, however, is not prominent in Guy, as ho

is one of the most reliable horses on the turf, and when
he does make a "mistake" is quick to recover, and in

some instances benefit from what would be disastrous to

an animal not so well balanced. That Adair possesses

the advantage alluded to is an unfortunate circumstance,

as the breeding interest of California would have been

advanced by his services. His dam is also the dam of

Berlin, the sire of Thapsin, Pansy, and several other colts

which are of promise. He, too, is also a grand looking

horse, and of nearly perfect action. He has an "easy

way of going," and rates along truly and with the least

effort compatible with such a high rate of speed. Xellie

E. is well worthy of a place, a very high place, among
the trotters of the Pacific Coast. She,is one of the hand-

somest big mares ever seen on a trotting track. She has

a wonderful flight of speed, and, though at times inclined

to be somewhat crotchety, is usually sedate enough to

depend upon. She it was who brought out the powers

of the other two in the Stockton race, winning it, in fact,

though to do so she had to stand the ordeal of seven heats-

Five of them were trotted in the afternoon when the race

was started, and we are of the opinion that the time o1
"

them will compare favorably with that of any race

heretofore trotted by the same class of horses. Before

the closing of entries all were eligible for a 2:20 class-

the record for Guy Wilkes and Nellie E. between 2:19

and 2:20, and Adair 2:21. The time of the heats 2:18^

2:17£, 2:19, 2:19, 2:20. Nellie E. won the first and

second, Adair the third, Guy Wilkes the fourth and fifth-

Next day there was a dead heat between Nellie K. and

Guy Wilkes in 2:21, and she won the seventh and decid-

ing heat in 2:21^. This was the first time that the trio

at the head of this article came together. Guy "Wilkes

and Nellie E. met in Petaluma, the mare winning ; at

Oakland Guy Wilkes defeated Manon and Adair, and

at Sacramento Nellie made straight work of Guy
Wilkes, Manon and Euby. Adair was also a

victor oq his home track, conquering Sister, and re-

ducing his record to 2:20. The race at Stockton showed

that he was an improving horse, and those who had

watched him closely during the circuit had high expecta-

tions. These he more than realized at San Jose by

winning the first and second heats in 2:17^, 2: 1S^, and

then came the heat which has led to so much discussion,

and some acrirninious feeling, which Wilkes won

in 2:194. It is not our purpose to join in this discussion

at present. Hereafter we will have our say on that and

analogous cases which occurred during the circuit, and

shall treat them fully, a » they are too important to be

overlooked. The fourth heat was won by Wilkes in

2:24, and the slowness of the time, we are informed, was

due to laying up Adair in order to rest him for the

deciding heat, and ITanon could not go fast enough to

press the stallion to a greater effort. That the rest was

beneficial is shown by the time of the fifth heat, won by

Wilkes in 2:11^. It should have been stated before that

Nellie E. was second in the first heat, and was "drawn'

on account of lameness, which incapacitated her from

taking further part. Had the fourth heat been trotted

when either Wilkes or Adair could have marked, ?ay

2:19, the aggregate time would have shown half a sec-

ond faster than that made at Stockton. Without ihat

it is well worthy of being classed with it, and the two

are at the head of California performances.

"Comparisons are odious," the old-time copy books

said, and when three such animals are the subject, to

award a decided preference is troublesome. Still we

think that after a careful review a majority will place

Guy Wilkes at the head of the class. It is^true that Nellie

E. has beaten him twice, and that her defeat may be at-

tributed to lameness. The beating at Petaluma was a
decided showing of superiority at the time; at Stockton

the result might have been different had Ihe race been
finished on the day it was begun. Although Adair only
scored heats to his credit, he trotted all through in a

manner to place himself very high in the estimation of

the best judges, and is. assuredly, justly entitled to the

position. In selecting Guy Wilkes, Nellie li. and Adair,

and including them in one article, we were induced to

do so from their being so evenly balanced in the first

race in which they met, and in the second by the close-

ness of the contest between Guy and Adair. Again, all

three were prominent figures in the Stockton race, the

fast time being due to united efforts, so they have joint

claims to the grand performances.

' 'Book-Making" in Prance.

Herald Bureau, No. -49 Avenue de l'Opera, \
Paris, Oct. 3, 1SS5. J

A great sensation will be caused among the fraternity of

book-makers by the decision just rendered by a sub-commit-
tee, appointed by the committee which was con-
stituted by the Societe d'Encouragement to inquire
into the existing system of betting and book-
making. This decision is said to be that, beginning
with nest year, 1SS6, the present system shall be abolished
and shall be replaced by a plan known as the Paris
"Mutuels." The decision was nearly unanimous, the vote
being 6 against 1. It must now be brought before the com-
mittee to be voted upon, and it is expected that the decision

of the sub-committee will be confirmed. The Societe d'En-
couragement controls all the leading racing meetings, such
as those of Longchamp, Tincennes, Chantilly, Beauvais,
Deauville and Caen. The decision, if it be ratified by the

Societe, will create a great amount of discussion, both among
the public and in the sporting fraternity.

From what we have heard in relation to the action of

book-makers in the East, France is not the only country

in which that system of wagering is condemned. It has

a few advantages, many drawbacks. There is an advan-

tage in an owner having an opportunity to back his

horses quietly without drawing attention to what he is

doing; it also gives occupation to an army of touts, em-

ployed by book-makers, and who do not hesitate to cor-

rupt those who are connected with the stables. However

quietly the money is put on, whenever more is laid than

an expected sum the odds are shortened, and one com-

mission even may change the market. The system, too,

encourages unscrupulous men to all kinds of rascality.

Those controlling horses could keep them well up in the

betting by artful manipulation, give orders to lay against

them, and "scratch" them at the last moment. This

became so common in England that betting previous to

the race was almost abandoned, and "post-betting," or a

guaranteed start, grew into favor. "Milking" is a fraud

on the public, which can only be perpetrated by play-or-

pay betting: "nobbling 1 ' and other rascalities are frauds

by which the owner suffers. There is a great tempta-

tion to a book-maker who has laid a lot of money against

a horse to make him safe, and if he cannot corrupt

jockeys, or trainers, the most careful watch is necessary

to guard the animal from the poisoner. There is no ques-

tion that many jockeys regard their engagements with the

bookmakers as paramount to the duties they owe their

legitimate employers, and races are lost which can only

be explained on the hypothesis that a contract of that

kind was in force. Again, those who wager are victim-

ized. One of the arguments in favor of the system is,

that longer odds are obtained than in pools. There is a

sort of glamouric over a man who has caught the book-

ers for a large sum. It is heralded all through the land,

and telegrams go to every quarter that Lucky B.,

Eancho, R. P. A., or others, have made great coups.

Four times as much might be won in the pool-box with-

out exciting remark. It is a manifest advantage to the

bookmaker to have people believe these reports, just as

the immense fortunes made in stocks have induced

thousands to squander their means in an effort to emu-

late the favorites of the blind goddess. In order to see

how the winning in books and mutuels compared, we

took, at random, several days in which both were re-

ported, and the following is the result. The basis was

$5 invested on each of the winners of the day; it stood:

In boots. .$203.50 In Mutuels. .5221.95

.'.£134.00
" S3 S.50

..V129.50 " ..$159.80

..$135.00 " ..$172.45

..$109.50 " ..$151.76

..£120.50

..$143.66
" 5157.40

The uniformity with which the mutuels exceeded the

books was unexpected, and proves that book-makers

universally give shorter odds than the bettors fix. Five

per cent, is deducted from mutuels, so that it is likely

that auction pools with a three per cent, commission

would show still more disparity. When there is more

leisure we will pursue the investigation, confident that

this phase of the question will be clearly shown to be

decidedly in favor of pools. There are still weightier

reasons to sustain the allegation that book-making is an

injury to turf sports, and that the action of the sub-com-

mittee of the French Jockey Club is proper.

Horse Portraiture.

In the very kind notice of Columbine, Anteeo and
Antevoloin the T<tn\ Field and Farm there was also a
proposal for three cheers for the author of Horse Por-
traiture. The author is und >r obligations for the friendly
feeling that prompted the request, but he also desir. .-> to

say that there is much in that book which he cannot
now endorse. A portion of it was written nearly a

quarter of a century ago. All of it was published in

the Turf, Field and Farm nearly twenty years ago. At
that time we had full faith in sweating under hi-avy

clothing, in soaking-tubs, in bandages, mashes and medi-
cines. Then, too, we thought that tips could only be
used to protect the toes when horses were turned out to

grass; and to the best of our recollection they are not
mentioned in the book. There has only been a slight

change in our views as to breeding trotters, and the

rearing and handling of colts was much then as now,
with the exception that at that time we thought that

metal on the feet, and a good mass of it at that, was an
essential adjunct to fast trotting. Although fairly suc-

cessful by following the system recommended, we can
look back and see that a great many mistakes w^re

made. As the book is out of print, and it was after a
good deal of trouble that we obtained a copy to send to a
friend in England, there is no great necessity for calling

attention to the errors it contains. It may be of service

to those who want to compare the methods in vogue
twenty-five years ago, though there are quite a number
of trainers who adhere to still older practices. The ruts

have been worn too deeply for them to get out.

Louisville-

Hr. Baldwin arrived here Tuesday, direct from Coney
Island, his fine three-year-old, Volante, preceding him a day
or two. The upshot of his Eastern trip was anything but sat-

isfactory, Volante running under material disadvantages each
time he started, while his promising two-year-old, Primero,
died at Sheepshead Bay. He still thinks Volante, when in
perfect condition, is decidedly the best of the year, and is

still willing to back him against one or more for a large sum.
Speaking of his Eastern trip, he remarked: "In his first race,
the Bridge Handicap, Volante had to carry a ton of weight in
the mud, with some allowed almost feather weight. Then
when the flag fell the starter left him forty yards in the rear,

and in making up the big gap on such a track he received a
serious set-back from whieh he has not yet recovered. I did
not know he was as much off as he proved in the Special
Sweepstakes, run afterwards, or I would not have
backed him as I did. But that he was not
at all at himself is only too apparent now.
The idea of Alta being able to conquer him at equal
weights, with my colt good, is simply absard. After the race
I offered to match him against Alta for $5,000 or §10,000 a
side, and am still willing to do so, the race to come off at Bal-
timore or Washington, or when we return to California. I
have no idea, though, I will be accommodated. 1 am going
to Baltimore, where 1 expect to start Volante in the Brecken-
ridge, and if anybody East is hankering after a match with
my colt I hope to hear from him.'*

Mr. Baldwin says he has not yet secured a trainer for nest
season. He has been in negotiation with twu or three in the
East, and I shall not be surprised if he comes to terms with
one of them at the Baltimore meeting. Volante will be sent
on there to try and capture the Breckenridge, and if he is then
as good as I have seen him, the prize will go to the Califor-

nian.

—

Cor. A". T. Spirit.

State Fair Finances-

The State Board of Agriculture met at the new Pavilion

Monday night, Directors Carr, Boggs, Finigan, Chase. Green

Newton, and Hancock being present. The only busines

transacted was the reading of the financial statement, which

showed this state of affairs:

Gross expenses of Pavilion 914J 78.96
Gross receipts of Pavilion 13.0C5.50

Set loss at Pavilion 81.113.46
Gross receipts at Park -

Gross expenses at Part 36,349.46

Net gain at Park 278.65

Net loss on the Fair $834.81

The following race account will be interesting, and will

prove also how foolish those are who argue that the fair

should be only an exhibition of goods and machinery.

Amount paid in trotting purses 517,200.00
Entrance fees collected

Net amount paid trotters

Net amount paid runners

Total paid ont 810.830. CO
Privileges netted 9,44:2.86

Net cost of races -1. B7J6

The sale of tickets for the Park alone amounted to -

Were it not for the heavy expenses incurred this year for new
buildings, stalls, etc., the track would have returned a very
handsome profit. Certainly, without the races the Fair
might as well shut up, for the Society would soon be bank-
rupted,— Bee.

Goldsmith Maid was buried alongside of Lady Thome at

the Fashion Farm, the graves of both mares being near the

judges' staud of the trotting track.

Mr. E. -3. Baldwin, lost at St. Louis, Mo., from pneumonia,
the bay tilly Linda, 2 years old, by Rutherford, dam Blo~som
by Virgil.

Thomas O'Hara, jockey, has been raled off for life by the
Louisville Jockey Club.

It is nearly certain that Splau will handle the Goi
next season.
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J. E. MILLER. General Manager.

The American Clay Bird.
Every Bird Is a Sure Flyer. ICaiu or Dampness Does Not A fleet 'I'bem

B'lirs More like tlic Natural CJinl.

Is One-lialf Cheaper than Any oilier Target.

FOR SALE BY ALL GUN DEALEltS. Ask to see the American Clay Bird anil Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,
Eighth Street A <iien\vay Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

[

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing-,

.WITH A.N APPENDIX,.
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown by

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Round-hoof'd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."
—Shakespeare,

o

Tips and Toe Weights.—"We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Breedeb akd Sportsman, Sun Francisco, Cto] , a copy of his book trilled "Tips and Toe
"Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, vim an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and. we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual* trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to

do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, SI; cloth. Si.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

"Tips and Toe Weights,'" a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breeder and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volnme with apolo-
gies:" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before bis
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest ondorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News. ,

Tips and Toe Weights.— J. C.Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not onlyas awriteron the subject, hut as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled ,LTips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Erancisco News Company, or to the Breeder and Sportsman, San
Erancisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc. , and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
ny above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20jt, He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send 81.50 to him and be will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the boob was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2-;20£, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in l(j seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with other
parries ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, wbenthreeyearsold, he won the Occident
Stakes, 81,221, in which he got a record of 2:203, last half in 1:13J; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, S2C3;the Stanford Stakes, SI. 672; and the Embryo, S870, making a cash
return for the season of $4,511. I am satisfied that if he bad been shod with full shoes when first put m
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Beeeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in tbe forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this nart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. _ anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TEADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The:above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OF GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAN'S KENTUCKY REEL

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOO MEDICINES
FACTORY-16 St. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—63U and B3S MONTGOMERY ST., S.«F.

FAIRLAWN, 1885.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

Now ready for distribution. Contains descriptions and pedigrees of 272 head of High-Bred Trotting Stoc
now at Fairlawn. Will be sent free to all applicants who enclose 4 cents in stamps to prepay postage.

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES,
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

1 57 HEAD OF VERY PROMISING YOUNG STOCK,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Koadsters, are offered at Prioate Sale.

THE ONE PET0E PT,AN Isstrictly *"»ered to at Fairlawn, and the

, \T
X1XLKJ±J IlimV price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if
present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

The Stallions in use at Fairlawn are

HAPPY MEDIUM 400.
Sire of the stallion with fastest record, 2:13£, and double team with fastest record, 2:153

ever made. Limited to 15 mares, at $150 the season.

ABERDEEN 27.
Sire of Hattie Woodward, 2:15*, &c. Limited to i

mares at S150 tbe season.

ALECTO 25 8.
By Almont, out of Violet, by Hambletonian 10.

I
Limited to 30 mares at S50 tbe season.

ALMONT WILKES 2131. GRANDMONT 2147.
ByAlniont, out of Annabel, by George Wilkes, g. ] By Almont. out of Badoura, by C. M. Clay. Jr . e.dam Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief. Limited to I dam by Alexander's Norman, 'sive of Lula 2-15

10 mares at »5U tbe season.
| Limited to 10 mares at 550 tbe season.

Ethan Allen, Jr., 473, used as a Private Stallion.

The Fairlawn Stallions haye an aggregate of 62 performers in 2:30 and better, and 9 with records below
2:20. Seven sons of Almont have sired 15 horses with records of 2:30 or better, 4 of them have records of
2:20 or better, and 26 others have sired winners of public races. No return privileges will be allowed for
mares bred in lb«5.
For further information and catalogues, address,

Lock Box 393. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

Improved Horse ClothinG

Secured by Letters Patent reissued march 2
1879.

29,1881.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1 An improved blanket, or covenne.consisting of the
body-ptece A, thip C.ainl tin- extrusion B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and lens of the
uuiniul, substantially n* herein described.

> The hi -i nke t or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B,to flt the tore and hind Lege of the
animal Eronl tasteninge FG.andtfoepennanontstrapB
or bands E, substantially as anil for the purpose herein

;: The blanket or covering A, with Its extensions B,
permanent seeuriim-baiuls K, and the front fastenings

PG in combination with the elastic neck-extension 11,

substantially flBaud for the purpose herein described,

. The blanket A and hood J in Combinationwiththe
bUo connectlng-atrlp l. substantially an described
1 for the purpose Bel forth,

. The clone- fittine. hood .1 , having the elastic band L.
neath the jawB.ao that thevnnn h.<aiiov,.-,i iom..vo
in. . in ,ii

:
,
i,m-i. in.; iii, Br, and adapted to he eecured

the covet i>\ means ofstrapB, substantially asherein

.
The improvement In covering-blankets tor anl-

lIb, COnBlBttng Of the blanket A, having the [lap C,
,1 permanent Btraps or bands Bxed to it to secure it

mild the body, whereby i he one of loose surcingles
i voided, substantially us herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4M ami 4154 Battery St.. SAN FKAXlSdl. CAL.
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THE TURF
-AND-

ISPORTING

AUTHORITY
Of the Pacific Coast.

Jos. Cairn Simpson, - - - Editor.

Terms of Subscription:

One Year, $5.00
Six Months, 3.00

Three Months, - - 1.50

Advertising Rates made known

on application.

Breeder & Sportsman

Publishing Co.,

No. 508 Montgomery St.,

SAN FKAXCISCO, CAL.

P.O. BOX 1603.

N. B. N. B. N. B.

Live Stock

!

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Ashmont's Book,
FOK SAXE iT VCBLISFEB'S PRICE. BI

CI..VBKII1IMI .1 BOK'imi.
630 and «33 MONTGOMERY ST.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Choice Merino Rams, very high grade, $12.50 each
SO per carload. Also Pedigree'! Rams, $25<g£50 each.
3P Imported Holstem Cattle, 5'iio@*450 each.
40 Thoroughbred and Non-Pedigreed Jerseys, $100 to

££ i each.
10 Ayrshire Bulls. $100@S250 each.
G Hereford Bulls, 53no^-fl-50 each.
10 Hereford Orade Bulla and Heifers, 4 to 8 months
• old,$3Q<ft$40.
10 Durham BlIIs, 9200@$350 each.
20 Durham Heifers. Mixed Pedigrees, 5100@?I-tO each.
6 Devon Bulla, 910U@$l 25 each.
2» Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 2w months old, $12.50 each.
5 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 5 monthB old, $18.50 each.
3 Berkshire Pigs, Perfect, 10 to r: months old, Jan each.

These are the prices on cars. CASH, and the larger
the ord^r the lower the prices.

RODLIN P. SAXE,
Agent for Importers, Breeders and Owners, Russ
House, San Francisco, or 4Sa Edwards St., Oakland

C®* I will import or export Live Stock from any
countrv to the United states, and deal in every kind of

Live Stock except common horses and beef cattle.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Bruce k Brien have established a general

Live Stock and Purchasing Agency, at >"o. 41 Park
Row, New York city. They are prepared to pur-

chase or sell live stock of all kinds, including cattle,

Bheep, bogs, dogs, stable outfits, or anything either

useful or ornamental, We have on hand a number
of first-class horses, ready to race; steeplechasers,

broodmares, stallions, yearlings and weanlings, of

the best and most desirable strains for sale; also

trotters and pacers of standard blood. Send stamp
for catalogue.

RBl'CE & BRIEN".
41 Park Row. New York City.

P.O. Box 382.

1885.
SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR,

—OF THE—

DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL

Association,

No. 6,

Los Angeles, Cal.

October 20th to 24th In-

clusive,

$10,000
In Purses and Premiums.
Arrangements for the Horticultural, Agricul-

tural andlndustrialExposilion are in
Active Preparation.

Non-starters in running races will b? held
for entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors lo be named in entries.
In trotting raced, drivers will 1 e required to

wear caps uf distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries.

All entries close with the Secretary, Sept.
the 1st.

If two horses are permitted by consent of
the Directors to start, then third money reverts
to the Association.
A horse distancing the field or any part

thereof is entitled to first money only.
All moneys in purses will be divided; Go per

cent, to first, 25 per cent, to second and 10
per cent, to third.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be fur-
nished upon application to the Secretary.

All races will be called at 1 o'clock sharp.

R. H. Hewitt. L. Uchteuberser.
Secretary. 1* resident.

but DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

Secured by letters Patent, July »5, 1882.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,

as herein described. . _
2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,

the curved blinds F, secured to .such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the

eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as

herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4 In a bridle, and in combination with the check-

pieces D ami blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
& and II. connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described. , ... , _,

5 In a bridle, and in com: .nation with the bunds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to j mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H. and the i ear band I and the

throat-latch or bash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially aa herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-

" stood. . _
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the

same time giving complete control of the line of
"vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as

is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
whenvouog colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the anee without the strain of weights on th<~

feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

IOI1X A. McK IIKRON.
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. Ban Francisco

First Day. Tuesday. Oct. *SOth.

1. Tkottlng Race—Purse $500; 3KX) class;

mile heats, 3 in 5; open aiso to Cade and Pren-
tice Boy.

2. Trotting Stake—$50; for yearlings;

half-mile heats; $10 forfeit, and §25 ten days
before the race; divided, 75 per cent to first

and 25 to second.

3. Bunnikg Race—Purse $150; half-mile

dash; free for all and weight for age.

4. Ecxsisg Race—Purse $200; free for

or two-year-olds; half-mile dash.

Second Day, 'Wednesday. Oct. 31st.

5. Trotting Race—Purse $500; 2:30 class;

mile heats, best 3 in 5. ,

6. Tbottetg Race—Purse $200; for two-
year-olds and tinder; mile heats, 2 in 3.

7. Bushing Race—Purse $250; mile dash;
free for all and weight for age.

S. Bunking Race—Purse $250; for three-

year-olds; three-quarters mile dash.

Third Day, Thursday. Oct. 32d.

Ladies' Tournament, with four premiums,
to be hereafter published.

.

Parade Drill and Race for Fire Companies,
with a $150 premium for first and $50 to sec-

ond, to be hereafter published.

9. District Trotting Race—Purse $400;
for three-minute class; mile heats, 3 in 5;

with Big Prank, Durfree's Inca, Valgean,
Margaret and Sultan baired, and a reserved
right to add others.

Fourth Day. Friday. October 23d.

10. Trotting Race—Purse $500; for 2:40

class; mile heats, 3 in 5; open to Lady Wash-
ington.

11. Trotting Race—Purse $250; for

three-year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

12. Running Race—Purse $250; tor all two-

year-olds; dash of one mile.

13. Running Race—Purse $300; free for

all; weight for age; mile and repeat.

Fifth Day. Saturday, October 34th.

14. Trotting—Free for all race; purse

$500; mile heats, 3 in 5.

15. Trotting Race—Purse $250: four-

year-olds and under; mile heats, 3 in 5.

16. BoNMING Race—Parse $300; forthrse

year olds; one mile and a half.

17. Running Race—Purse $200; iorfceaten

horses; mile and a quarter dash and weight
for age.

> Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Veterinary iJiHrniarr. 2 91 Satoma St
R**ddence.3fi* Howard St., SanFranciseo.

Carriages

UGGIE(
UGGIEI

and

WAG O N G

.

BUGGIEQ
UGGIEp

PERSONAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

ANT S\TTLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENT

Painting
,

varnishin(t

Alterations and Repairs.

OFITCE AND FACTORY.

13 17 AM) 13 19 MARKir VMtEET.

Between Ninth and Tenth Streets. San Francisco,

M. J. McCUE, Proprietor.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, Sau Frauclsco.

SPECIAL ATTE^'TinX PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All Cities and
the State.

ItEHARKS AND CONDITIONS.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.

Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jersey* of both B»ies for sale. Postofflce address,

San Francisco, Cal.

Five to enter and three to start. But the

Board reserves the right to hold a less number
tfian five to fill by the withdrawal of a propor-

tionate amount of the purse; but in no event

will a race be considered tilled without three

bona fide entries. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of

purse, in both running and trotting races, to

accompany nomination.
National Association rules to govern trot-

ting; but the Board reserves the right to trot

heats of any two* classes alternately, if neces-

sary to finish any day's racing, or to trot a

special race between heats. A horse making
a walkover shall be entitled only to the en-

trance money paid in.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6

p. M.of the day preceeding the race, shall be

required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one
person or in one interest, the particular horse

they aro to start must be named at 6 P. M. of

the day preceding the race. Xo added money
paid for a walk-over.
Except as otherwise specified, rnnning races

will be conducted under the rules of the Paeitie

Coast Blood Horse Association.

Counties of

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Care, Salinas,
R. P. Sargent. Gilroy. John Boggs. Colusa.

P. A. Ftnigax, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs.Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts. Dougherrv, Newland k
Hammond, Daniel Cook ana others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sates will be made in all cities
and counties in the State. We have Incontemplation
.t series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to enter intocorrespondence with partie? de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several one ranches at private
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KII.L1I* A CO.. llfiMontgomerystreet.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brown, M.P.

|

NUOKSI W. Brown,
Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bbcce Lowe,

trading as

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horae, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders In
t and forward stock from the Aus-

tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifomJa firms.

References kindly penui.Ud to J. B. Haggin. Esq,,
and Major Rathhone of San Francisco.

KKOWN 1IKOS. A tO..
Wright, Beaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydnev,
New South TV»u
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Summer Meeting at the Monmouth
Association.

Park

The annual Summer meeting of this Association began on

July 4th, and continued until August 25th, twenty-three

days, during which time there were run one hundred and

fifty-one races, of which forty-one were stakes. There were

sixteen stakes for two-year-olds, as follows: The Hopeful,

6ve furlongs, won by B. A. Haggin's Ben Ali, by Yirgil, iu

1:03£; the July, sis furlongs, won by G. L. Lorillard's Elec-

tric, by Sensation, iu 1 :17a ; the Atlantic, sis furlongs, won
by N. W. Kittson's Refrain, by imp. Blythwood or Reform,
in 1:15.'; the Tyro, six furlongs, won by Dwyer Bros.' Port-

land, by Virgil, in 1 :1Gj ; the Sapling, six furlongs, won by
the Rancocas Stable's Savanac. by iinp. Mortemer, in 1:18,

after a dead heat with W. L. Scott's Quito, by Duke of Mag-
enta, in 1:17; the Seabright, six furlongs, won by G. L. Lor-
illard's Electric, in 1 :16 :]

; the Red Bank, six furlongs, won
by Mr. Kelso's The Bard, by Longfellow, in 1:16|; the Cam-
den, six fnrlongs, won by N W. Kittson's Brown Duke, by
Reform, iu 1:20; the Optional, six furlongs, won by the
Kaneocas Stable's Saluda, by imp. Mortemer, in 1:17£; the
Champion Stallion Stakes, six furlongs, won by Chinn &
Morgan's Ban Fox. ly imp. King B.m, in 1:15; the August,
six furlongs, won by the Rancocas Stable's Cyclops, by imp.
Mortemer, iu 1:16; the Criterion, six furlongs, won by the
Melbourne Stable's Pure Rye, by imp. Billet, in 1:19; the
Meet A" Chandon, six furlongs, won by W. L. Scott's Florence
Fonso, by King Alfonso, in 1:165; the Select, six furlongs,
won by N. W. Kittson's Luminous, by Alarm, in 1:16; the
Home Bred Produce, six furlongs, won by G. L. Lorrilard's
Electric in 1:15|; and the Special Post Stake, six furlongs,
won by Dwyer Bros.' Portland, in 14;;.

Thirteen for three-year-olds, namely: The Lorillard, mile
and a half, won by the Raueocas Stable's Wanda, by imp.
Mortemer, iu 2:39f; the Monmouth Oaks, mile and a quarter,
won by Wanda in 2:14.]; the Stockton, mile and quarter,
"won by B. A. Haggin's Tyrant, by imp. Great Tom, in 2:11;
the Barnegat, mile aud a quarter, won by the Clipsiana Sta-
ble's Goauo, by Springbok, in 2:40^; the Stevens, mile and
five furlongs, won by G. L. Lorrilard's St. Augustine, by
King Alfonso, in 3:00; the Raritan, mile and a quarter, won
by W. Lakeland's Exile, by imp. Mortemer, in 2:12]; the
Elizabeth, nine furlongs, won by the Rancocas Stable's Un-
rest, by imp. Mortemer, in 2:03; the Newark, one mile, won
by the Rancocas Stable's Katrine, b}7 imp. Mortemer, in
1 :4:!^ ; the Palisade, nine furlongs, and the Trenton, same
distance, both won by Dwyer Bros.' Richmond, by Virgil,

the former in 1:58, and the latter in the same time; the West
End Hotel, mile and a half, won by the Rancocas Stable's
Wanda, iu 2:4U, after a dead heat with the Clipsiana Sta-
ble's East Lynne, by Springbok, in 2:40; the Omnibus, mile
and a half, and the Choice, same distance, both -won by
Dwyer Bros.' Richmond, the former in 2:50.!, and the latter

iu 2:40,

Twelve for all ages, as follows: The Ocean, nine furlongs,
won by Dwyer Bros.' Miss Woodford, by imp. Billet, in 1:59;
the Long Branch Handicap, mile and a quarter, won by F.
T. Walton's imp. Richmond II., by Bold Dayrell, in 2:I2J;
the Shrewsbury Handicap, mile and a half, won by G. L.
Lorillard's Thackery, by imp. Great Torn, in 2:39£; the
Monmouth Cup, two miles, won by Dwyer Bros.' Woodford,
by imp. Billet, iu 2:34; the Midsummer Handicap, one mile,
won by G. Horn's Valley Forge, by Bullion, in 1:46; the
Harvest Handicap, mile and a quarter, won by Appleby &

• Johnsou's Jack uf Hearts, by imp. Ill Used, in 2:11; the
Navesink Handicap, mile and a half, won by P. H. Ryan's
Caramel, by Monarchist, in 2:39£; the Freehold mile and a
half, won by Dwyer Bros.' Miss Woodford in 2:45£; the Pas-
saic, six furlongs, aud the Eatontqwn, one mile, both won by
the Rancocas Stable's imp. Pontiac, by Pero Gomez, the
former in 1:17 and the latter iu 1:43$; the Champion, mile
aud a half, won by E. Corrigan's Freeland, by Longfellow, in
2:36, and the Monmouth Handicap, mile and a half, won by
Dwyer Bros.' Richmond in2:3Si. There was also ran a special
stake, mile and a quarter, between Freeland, Miss Woodford
and Pontiac, at 81,000 each, SI, 000 added, which was won by
Freeland in 2:09. aud a match, mile and a quarter, for 32,500
a side, with 82,500 added, between Miss Woodford and Free-
laud, which was won by the former iu 2:09.!. In the one hun-
dred and hfty-one races there started 1, 109 horses, an average
of seven and nearly a third. Of the one hundred and rifty-
one races there were four dead heats, three of which were
run off and one was divided. The races were won by the fol-

lowing owners; Dwyer Bros.' 2S, the Rancocas Stables 12,

G. L. Lorillard 9, Mr. Kelso 8, J. E. McDonald 7, B. A. Hag-
gin, W. P. Burch, Clipsiana Stables, Appleby & Johnson
and Revere Stables 4 each; N. W. Kittson aud Bloom & Co.
3 each; J. McMahon 2.!, F. T. Walton, Morris & Patton, J.
E. Kelly, J. Shields, E. Heffner, W. Lakeland, Wynne &
Son, C. H. Pettingill, Thos. Donohue, Hopson Bros., J. M.
Clay and E. Corrigan 2 each, and 1 each by R. C. Pate, L.
Hart, R. W. Waldeu, F. Carter, Excelsior Stables, Mr. How-
ard. J. Rowe, H. Drysdale, G. Horn, Wild & Caul], Preak-
ness Stable, J. P. Dawes, E. V. Snedeker &Co., W.Delaney,
P. H. Ryan, J. Grayer, W. Lovell, J. H. Corinick, Lone Star
Stables, G. B. Walters, Montgomery Stables, P. Tobin, Suf-
folk Stables, Chinn &. Morgan, W. R. Babcock, W Stoops,
W. C. Daly, H. J. Woodford, D. D. Withers, Melbourne sta-

Morris & Patton—Favor SS25 1,573.33
Blohm A- Co—Little Minch SI, 500 1,500.00
E. Heffner—Error Sl,316.66 1,451.66
C. H. Pettingill—Queen Esther 81,406.67 • 1,406.67
J. M. Clay—La Svlpliide 8750 1,400.00
P. H. Grill— Wickham S1.3S7.50 1,387.50
W. Stoops—Tornado 81,350 1,350.00
HopsonBros—Sun Star SI, 300 1,300.00
Preakness Stables—Euclid 81. 160 1, 160.00
J. Shields—Fellowplay 872S.34 1, 128.34
F. Carter—Felicia SI, 113.34 1,113.34
H. J. Woodford—Barnum S1.065 1,065.00
W. Donahue—Elgiu S1.025 1.025.00
Wild & McCaull—Choctaw 8850 1,025.00
Wynne & Sou—Rory O'More 81,000.
W. G. Harding—Bramble SI, 000
D. D. Withers—Julietta Colt 8700
W. R. Babcock—Lizzie Mack 8500
W. Lovell—Aurelius S70S.34
Lone Star Stable—Bill Sterritt SS25
W. C. Daly—Jim McGowan S700
M. T. Danaher—Avalon S750
E. V. Snedeker & Co—Lord Beaconsfield S500.
Excelsior Stable—Quebec S400
&. B. Walters—Sister S650
T. W. Dosweil— Wickham 8500
Suffolk Stable—Black Jack 8500
J. P. Dawes—Charlemagne 8600
H. Drvsdale—Echo 8600
W. Delany—Marshall S600
Montgomery Stable—Gonfalon 8500
L. Hart—Paterson S550
J. Rowe—Cricket 8516.66
R. W. Walden—Letretia 8500
D. Swigert—imp. Glenelg 8500
J. Grayer—Aurelian 8500
A. Weingardt—Wellington 8500
P. Tobin—Inconstant 8500
M. Smith—Bart Warren 8435
Mr. Howard— West Wind 8400
J. McCormick—Banero 8400
Thos. Donahue—Talleyrand 8400
J. Donahue—Rochester 8400
J. W. & R. H. Loud—Lida Stanhope 8290
R. J. Lncas—Keene 8375
J. Callahan—Toroedo S225
D. C. Fannin—Decoy Duck 8225
G. M. Rye—Bob Cook 8203.34
J. B. Brannon—Rico 8201.66
Long Island Stable—Pawnee 8200
D. McGowan—Americus S150
C. Littlefield—Tecumseh 8120
McClellan Bros—Homeward Bound S101.66
D. A. Honig & Bro—Nora M. 3100
F. Ahrens—Buckra S100
B. Pryor, Jr.—Audacity 860
F. Robinson—King Lion 851.66
H. C. Newton—Marsh Redon 86.66
Woodlawn Stable— Weasel S1.66

1.0O0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00
941.67

SSI.67
825.00
800.00
750.00

700.00
700.00
650.00
600.00
600.00
600.00
600.00
600.00

568.33
550.00
516.00
500.00

500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
435.00
400.00
400.00
400.00
400.00

390.00
375.00
375.00
225.00
203.34
201.66
200.00
150.00
120.00
101.66

100.00

100.00

60.00
51.66
6.66

1.66

Imp. King Ernest or Imp. Macaroon—DuplexS 100
Imp. King Ernest—Elsie filly 8100
Lever—Richard L., 8100
Helmboltl—Rose S100
Battle Axe—Audacity 860
Cape Race—King Lion 851.66
Wanderer—Weasel 81.66

Total

.

Winners at Chicago.

Total 3264,570.00

bles, M. T. Danaher, W. L. Scott and W. Donahue, p. H.
Grill half of a dead heat. It will be seen from the annexed
tables of winning owners and sires, that the large sum of
3264,570 was divided as follows:

WINNING OW-NERS.

Owner and largest winner.

Dwyer Bros.—Richmond SIS, 125.

.

Rancocas Stables—Wanda $25,070.
G. L. Lorillard—Electric 88,275
X. W. Kittson—Luminous $5,715..
B. A. Efttggin—Tyrant 84,030
Mr. Kelso—The Bard 82,345

riean—Freeland $9,775
Chinn & Morgan—Ban Fos 750.
J. E. McDonald—Lenox. $2
B. G. Thomas—King Ban $5,500

WINNING SIRES.

Sire and Largest Winner. Total.
Imp. Mortemer—Wanda 325,070 $42,945.00
Virgil—Richmond SIS, 125 34,965.00
Imp. Billet—Miss Woodford S14.375 22,995.00
Imp. Glenelg—Louisette S2.800 1S.0S0.00
Longfellow—Freeland S9.775 15,473.34
Imp. King Ban—Ban Fox 39,750 15,250.00
Imp. Great Tom—Tyrant 34,960 11,059.17
Alarm—Luminous 85,715 9.34S.34
King Alfonso—St. Augustine $5, 120 8,685.00
Sensation—Electric 3S,275 8,275.00
Bramble—Brambleton 83,665 6,290.00
Springbok— Goano 82,360 6,055.00
Pero Gomez—imp. Pontiac 36,050 6,050 00
Imp. Ill Used—Jack of Hearts S3.635 5,900.00
Monarchist—Caramel 82,260 3,145.00
Enquirer—Executor 31,600 2.S50.00
Imp. Blythewood or Reform—Refrain 82,545 2,545.00
Reform—Brown Duke S2.465 2,365.00
Bold Dayrell—imp. Richmond 82,460 2,460-00
Imp. Glenlvon—Tornado SI, 350 2,350.00
Lisbon—Leuox S2.330 2,330.00
TenBroeck—Tolu SI, 125 2,323.34
Imp. Bonnie Scotland—Barnum 81,065 2,315,00
Bullion—Valley Forge SI, 970 2,171.66
Kingfisher—Rica SI, 535 2,135.00
Pat Malloy—Favor 3835 .' 1,875.00
Wilful—Wickham S1.S37.50 1.S37.50
Stratford -Shamrock S1.09S.34 1,693.34
Bulletin—Queen Esther SI, 406.67 1,406.67
Fadladeen—Sun Star 81,300 1,300.00
Tom Ochiltree—Tattler 3600 1, 100.00

The following horses won the amounts set against tl

names at the late Breeders' meeting at Chicago:

Maxy Cobb and mate 8 1 , 40(
Early Dawn, by George Wilkes l'l8|
Bonnie McGregor, by Robert McGregor 1 . i i.",i

Carrie C, by Electioneer
Prince Arthur, by Western Fearnaught
Manzauita, by Electioneer
Nu [breaker, by Nutwood
Williams, by Combat
Maxy Cobb, by Happy Medium
Fanny Witherspoon, by Almont
Diatonic, by Fairy Gift
Elvira, by Cuyler
Omar, by Capoul
Charley Hogan and-

Adelaide 400
Princeton, by Princess 337
Silverine, by Alcyone 312
Maggie G. Middleton, by Bay Middleton 30C
Lizzie Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes 297
Sphinx, by Electioneer 2-

Superior, by Egbert
Robin, by Enfield 200
Silver Leaf, by Menelaus 200
James G., by Royal Chief 193
Eagle Bird, by Jay Bird ig|

Jeanette, by Don Cossack 173
Charley Hogan, by Viego's Hambletonian 150
Gertrude C. by Winnebago Chief 116
Mary Sprague, by Gov. Sprague 100
Cadmus' Hambletonian, by Shader's Hambletonian 100

Total
, $13,258

A Dangerous Ruling.

The action of the judges in disqualifying Bon Soir
Jerome Park on Saturday last, for the reason that Chure
her jockey, had omitted to ask leave to dismount, caused
great deal of feeling, as those who had backed the filly foi
place lost their money. It cannot be denied that the actii
of the judges was strictly in accordance with the rules of tl

American Jockey Club, Rule 49 of whiehexplieitly states th
"If a jockey dismounts before obtaining permission his hor
is disqualified." We are hardly disposed to lot
favorably upon the working of this rule,
punishes not the jockey who commits the
but the horse. It almost opens the door to frau
and affordsit protection, for nothing could be easier than f.

a sharper to lay against his horse in the betting, and instru
his jockey to dismount without permission; insuring his di
qualification of the horse. It would be imi<
safer than "pulling," or "loading," or "stuffing." Tl
rule would be better if it punished the jock*
instead of the horse. It may be said that the i

tent is to prevent a jockey from dismounting lest he tamp
with the weights, but the English rule is much better,
does not exact the permission of the judges to dismount,
simply reads, "Every jockey must immediately after pullir
up, ride his horse to the place of weighing, aud there imm<
diately dismount, and be weighed by the clerk of the scales
The disqualifying clause applying "if he "dismount befoi
reaching the scales."

—

N. Y . Spirit.

Total

..S54.S00.00

.. 47,755.00
.. 20,245.00
.. 11,925.00
.. 11,585.00
.. 10.963.34
.. 9,775.00
.. S, 750.00
.. 5,668.34
. . 5

Melbourne Stable—Pure live $5,020 5,020.00

4,786 07

4,530 no

3,600.00
2,860 nil

2,750.00

2,615.00
'J,:;(iimiii

2,290.00
2,260.00

2,037.50

1,850.00

Appleby & Johnson—Jack of Hearts—
iana Stable—Goano 82,:;i;o

W. f. Boron- -Bi fl,625
F. T. Walton—imp. Richmond 2d 82,160.
Revere Stable— Puritan $1,500

Exile $2,015
n—Valley Forge si. 0711

i. L. Kellj —Dry Monopole $ 1,375
P. II. l; van—Caramel $2,280
J. McMahon— Swift $1,485 .50

W. L. Scott—Florence 1'onso 81.450
R. C. Pate—Boatman 3750 1,758.34

Imp. Saxon—Choctaw 3S50.
Dickens—Rory O'More 31,000
Vauxhall—Maumee 3550
Calvin—Col Sprague SS50
Jack Hardy—Bill Steritt SS25
Voltiguer—Jim McGowan/3700
Duke of Magenta—Cricket 8516.66
Aramis—Avalon 8750
Fellow-craft—La Sylphide S750
Imp. Stonehenge—Julietta colt 3700..
Gen. Rosseau—Sam Brown 3625
Imp. Glen Athol—Marshall 8600
Judge Curtis—Echo 8600
Jonesboro—Black Jack S500
Waverly—Lida Stanhope 8290
Imp. Glengarry—Greenland 8441.67..
Barnev Williams—Bart Warren 3435. .

.

Norfolk— Hattie B., 3400
Puce or Vaucressou—Imp. Suiter 8400.
King Lear*—Quebec 8400
Germantown—Banero 8400
Imp. St rachino—Torpedo 3291.33.

.

1,000.00

1,000.00

940.00
S50.00
S25.00
SO0.O0
766.66
750.00
750.00
706. 66

625.00
600.00

600.00
500.00
490.00
441.67
435 00
400.00
400.00
400.00

! II

391.33
Dntch Skater— Imp. Keene 3375 :;7">.llll

Ventilator—Wiudsail S330,
Milesian—Abraham 8300
Rebel—Peter L. s25;;,::4

Imp. Buckden—Monogram 3150
Imp. Leamiugton—Pawuee 8200
Gilroy—Guitar SIT::.:::;

Hyder Ali—CouklingSlOO
Chillioothe—Charley Epps $150
Catesby—Compensation 8140
Atilla Tecumseh 3 120
Coltness—Imp. Homeward Bound 8101.66
Eolus—Thomasia 8100
Imp. Kyrle Daly—King Kyrle 8100

330.00
300.00
25:;.:; 1
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1

200.00
17::.::::

160.00
150.00

140.00

L20.00

101.66
100.00

100.00

Death has set his remorseless hand upon two of ou
noted trotting stallions. October 3d Matn'orino Pile
died at the Relf Farm, at Norristown, Pa. In his lettc

announcing the death of his stallion Mr. Samuel Rd
says: "About four months ago he seemed to go into a de
cline, and he failed rapidly ever since." Mauibrin
Pilot was foaled in 1859, got by Mambrino Chief,
Juliet, by Pilot Jr. As a six-year-old he was sold, wit
Lady Thorne, to the late Charles P. Relf. aud made •

sons on Long Island and in Pennsylvania. In 1866 h
was ridden over the old Union Course by John Murph;
to a saddle record of 2:271. A year ago he was
from the stud. He was the sire of Hannis. Morning
David 'Wallace, JEmulus and Mambrino Gilt, all witi

fast records, and of the dams of Del Stir, Grand S. uti

net, Inca, Prospect Maid and Romero.
On the same day as Mambrino Pilot's demise till

noted stallion Indianapolis also passed the way of all
flesh. He was shipped from Peoria, 111., destined 9
Cynthiana, Ky., but bj- mistake was taken to Lexinj
ton. He was led to Cynthiana, a distance of twenty-si
mjles, and the exposure brought on inflammation, frou
which he died. Indianapolis was foaled in 1868, got bt
Tattler, son of Pilot Jr,, dam Indiana, by Mambrint
Chief. He was bred at Woodburn Farm, and died tin

property of W. H. Wilson. He was a horse of gra
trotting capacity and superior parts. His turf care
covered some years, during which he gained a name ai

fame as a campaigner. In 1878 he got his record of 2::

at Buffalo, in a winning race with Charles W. Wooley
Scott's Thomas and Gray Salem. His last season vm
made at Peoria, the property of Mr. C. B. Allaire, whe
exchanged him for Ryerly Abdullah.—.V. Y. Spirit.

Mr. Baldwin still insists he has a legal claim on tht
jockey services of Isaac Murphy for the next two sea-

sons. Murphy insists in the other din otion, anil we shal
not be surprised if some Jockey Club or may bo son
Court will have to decide the matter. It is safe to say,
(bough, that Murphy will not ride for any particulai
stable next season. The reducing business does not suit

him at all; still, he thinks ho can have all the mount!
he wants at 115 pounds and upwards.

Pierre Lorillard says he is prepared to make a match
on tin- part of his stable against any other, to be run
nexl season, for two-year-olds, to name at the post,

$5,000 a side; or he will name a yearling now against
any other iu the country.
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THEGOT.
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.
Star i'i indicates close season.
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Qnail shooting is still reported poor. Advices from Kock-
Placer county, say that birds are few, and the weather

I

hot. From Marin the reports are not encourging. In
e Santa Clara foothills, fair bags have been made. Fairly

od shooting is being had in Sonoma. A party from Taca-
lle has been out for a week looking for qnail and good field

Lai grounds, but as yet have found neither. Perhaps it is a

tie early. The birds may be on the high ridges and iu

»vy brush, and will come down after a rain or two. It is

y, hot work tramping over the hills these days. The
untry is as dry as tinder, and dogs and sportsmeu suffer

ike from heat and thirst.

We know there is difference of opinion about the matter.
In conversation the other day with Professor Bunnell, of the
State University, he intimated his belief that quail did not
move a3 suggested, but that they were «o be found year after

year, and month after month, on abont the same ground.
His experience sustains his position, but we are inclined to

regard it as exceptional, and should be pleased to know the
opinions held on the subject ry other sportsmen.

Bails are more plenty than they have been for four years,
and mre sport is to be had along the bay marshes with a
dog, provided one can endure hard work.

Fair bags of duck are made at Alviso, and thay are coming
into the tule lakes in numbers.

We are informed that a good deal of the recent belligerent

Ik that has come from Marin county has been instigated

f
persons who are trapping quail. One informant says that

3 was ordered away from a likely piece of ground by a man
ho did not hesitate to say that he did not propose to have

,s trapping ground injured by shooting over it. On the

orning of the 1st of October, this year, we are told that one

an shipped from a station in Marin county nine gunny
icks of quails. It will require a good deal of proof to con-

ince us that so many birds were shot. In fact, we do not

»re to listen to statements in support of the opinion that

aey were shot. The birds were trapped and the man or

leu who trapped them are cowardly, thieving scoundrels.

m v nunjitted what they knew wasa violation of the law,

Kg crime that can have no justification. Their talk about

igtection from "lawless hoodlum hunters" is bosh. Them-
Bhres are lawless, and probably their lawlessness is not cou-

nt'.! tj trapping quails. Thej are thieves of the meanest

ort. The sort that would not hesitate to steal anything

owever trifling in value, if discovery could be avoided,

'he easy-going, responsible land-owners who have permitted

lot of detestable, poaching scoundrels to hoodwink them,

nd force them into a position in which they do injustice to

heir friends and fellowmen, should look into the matter

,hd retrace their steps.

Few landowners in Marin county are willing to be branded

s partners in crime with those who systematically set at de-

iance such beneficial statutes as thosa protecting game and

ish, yel the ultimate effect of their present stand against

hooting will be to make their ranches mere hiding places

or theiving rascals who will net and blast trout, aud trap

mails in season and out. And in addition to these misde-

neanors, the poachers willjnothesitate to commit other crimes,

intil finallyfc the county will become infamous, both in the

pinion of sportsmen and all other law-abiding persons.

We have yet to hear of a properly authenticated instance of

ire being left to do injury by sportsmen in the county. As a

rule, those who go for a day's shooting take with them a

Luncheon, and after a morning's stroll they sit down in the

jhade by some spring and eat their frugal meal, without need

jf fire in its preparation. They have nothing to cook and do

aot build fires. They rest quietly until themselves and dogs

lave «ained strengthlforadditional exertion, when they go on.

Such people as those described do no injury to property,

are safe from harm, and such sportsmen are the last

persons to inflict wanton suffering on any living thing. They
are gentlemen in every attribute. They have nothing

in common with roystering, reckless characters, and dis-

countenance all such. They are scrupulous iu observance of

the proprieties, and are every way desirable acquaintances and

reliable friends. We are satisfied that reflection will prompt

the better class of residents of Marin to withdraw their oppo-

sition to the presence of sportsmen. Of course the infernal

quail trappers will object, but their selfish clamor should be

disregarded. Such a course on the part of the decent owners

in Marin would enable the officers of the law to tell quite

accurately whom to place in durance and prosecute." As

the matter stands the whole body of residents rests under

the imputation of nefarious doings, and it must continue to

bear the obloquy until a frank and open attempt is made by

those who are honest to clear their skirts, by placing in the

arms of the law those whose utterly contemptible and illegal

deeds make them amenable to its rigors.

We do notwish to be understood as saying that the average

Marin county laud owner or lessee is a thief or poacher.

On the contrary, we know a great many of those gentlemen,

and can bear witness to their unvarying goodnature and gen-

erosity, as well as their sterling worth, and would go far be-

fore intimating that they were in anywise capable of trapping

quail or any other like act, nor do we need to justify ourself

to them. Trip after trip to their homes, and many days

spent in delightful recreation on their beautiful places, argue

Bufficientlv our feeline with regard to them. It is not upon

these men "that we write disparagingly, and they know it, but it

is about those who blatantly proclaim their enmity to all

lovers of spotf, whiieat the same time they are guilty of prac-

tices that should draw down upon them the active contempt

of every fair, law-abiding man.

- We should like to hear from old California qu nil shots

'Somethiug about their experience in past seasons. This year

and in other years we think we have noticed that the birds

are driven back into heavy cover and up on the ridges by the

< g doue at the beginning of the season. In tl

around San Francisco bay the birds could be Been in great

numbers up tu October 1st, while now they have

almost disappeared. It may be true that no accurate

data have been preserved and that memory is at

fault as to just when the birds were so plenty.

It may have been when they were young, and

when they used in the roadways more, but our idea 13 that

the early shooting absolutely drives them from their ordin-

ary using places, and that they do not come back until after

the rains begin.

The market has been glutted with Wilson's snipe for ten
days past, coming from along the San Joaquin, and from
the bogs in Sonoma and Santa Clara counties.

In the advertisement of the Selby Smelting and Lead Com-
pany, which is printed in this issue, there appears a letter

from Dr. S. E. Knowles of this city. The Doctor is a very
conservative man, and possesses in a marked degree the
scientific habit of mind, which is, to accept as fact only what
is demonstrably so. His letter is strong, but to those who
kuow him, it goes without saying, that his statements in

reference to the "Standard' 1

shells are in exact accord with
the truth.

The Marin ennnty Journal again perverts facts, makes
unjustifiable deductions, and seems to desire 'o prolong dis-

cussion of a matter that was settled long ago. We have
neither time nor space to devote to discussion with one who
wilfully misstates our position, appeals to prejudice rather
than reason, and "even though convinced can argue still."

This paper has always urged the right of owners of the soil

to control their own holdings, and has, more severely than
any other journal iu the State, scored the vagabonds who
maraud in the guise of sportsmen, but it cannot tolerate

without rebuke the arrogance and malice of those who
sneering'y persist in endeavors to bring sportsmen into dis-

repute.

Query about Cat-fish.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman : Will yon kindly tell me
the reason why, that iu spite of our lakes, canals, etc., being
full of chub, perch, aud other kinds of fish, that, fish as we
will, onr catch is invariably cat-fish, aud yet those that use a
net iu the same pond, catch quite a variety of tine fish of all

kinds and sizes? Is it because we do not know enough about
the bait, habits, aud style of fishing for these fish, or is it be-
cause the omnipresent cat-fish get in ahead and keep the
other fish from biting? By answering you will a

several of your subscribers. Fistatok.
Sa.-ramento, Cal., Oct. 11, 1SS5.

[Perhaps "Piscator"' fishes too near the bottom. Thff cat-fish

is a bottom feeder ordinarily, and we have often taken them
by fishing deep, while by raising the hooks we -would take
only split-tads, chubs, and the like. Will some one of the
many persistent fishermen answer "Piscator"?

—

Ed.]

Quails.

Californians never tire of dilating on the good qualities of

the California quail. He is so handsome, so smart, so impu-
dent when no gun is about, so quick to perceive danger and
take himself out of the way. All these go to make him a
royal game bird, for none but an expert can cover him
with a gun in his whirring flight. The fox, coyote and wild
cat, the great enemies of the quail, have been driven back to

the hills by the settlements, but the quail courts the society
of men and will lay eggs in the woodpile at the back door,
where children play, and the farmer grinds his tools, without
once betraying his family residence. The qnail has greatly
increased since the settlement of the country. In 1850 the
wandering prospector might not see any for days; now a man
can scarcely move over his farm without arousing a flock.

They claim a good share of his grain, and take it too, with
little danger. Since the extensive planting of vineyards, the
quail has found uew attractions in the farm. The long vines
trailing on the ground with the low head form the best cover
possible agaiDst foxes, cats or any other vermin. Here the
quail rests in security while Grain is ripening, wallowing to

his heart's content in the mellow earth, and when the grapes
begin to purple he feasts royally.

—

Exchange.

TRAP.

Shooting Tournament-

Monday, October 5th, the first annual tournament of the
Gndley Gun Club was held in Stone's field, south of town.
Through the indifference of our people the event was not
advertised in time, hence the attendance was rather small.

The tournament, however, was held and those who partici-

pated had a very pleasant time and were well repaid for their

presence. In the morniug a match occurred for "pool shoot-
ing 1 '—each shot putting up 35, the "pot" being divided into

two purses. W. S. Harkey, of tins city, tie:! Bassford, the re-

nowned shot of Yacaville, for first money. They took first

and second money and divide I. After dinner the main
match came off; SS5 offered iu purses; $40*. first money; §25,
second; $15 third and $5 fourth. Messrs. Fuucke, Bassford,
Bockmau, Harkey, Donaldson, Loynihan, Bobiusjn, David-
son and Rose entered.- Twelve birds each, 21 yards rise. The
score was:
Funcke I 111 11 nil 100—9
Bassford 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—12
Bookman 1 1110111111 3—11
Harkey 1111111U110—

y

Donaldson 1 ] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i_i,
Lovniban 1 JllOllllll 1— 10

Robinson 1 11110010 011— S

Davidson 1 Jb 11O011111 1—

a

Kose 1 0111111010 1-9
Bassford took first money; Bockman and Donaldson took

second and third and divided, Loynihan getting fourth.

The next match was at S birds each, 30 yards rise, Hur-
liugham rules. The score was:

Uissford 1 1 1 1 " 1 1 n—>>

Donaldson 1 1111111—8
Buckman 1 1 —

-

Lovniban 10 110
Fuiieke...
•Da* itison.

ll;irk..-y...

..1 11 1 1 11

..1 loll 11 0— l

..0 1 1 1 1 1 I 1—7

Donaldson got first money, $20; Harkey second, $15.
Sol Davidson and Harry Biggs then shot a private match

at birds each, 21 yards rise. Score:

Davidson 110 1 1—1
I
BiggB (1 1111 0—1

In shooting off at "freeze-out" Davidson killed his first

bird while Biggs missed.
Next was a match at three pairs of birds each. Scire:

.........10

ID 11 11 11—.
Funcke 11 11 1 1—

«

, , i, 1 i i-:t

...,11111 I—

H

..

Bocltman .- ..-. 1 1 0—

S

a

In shooting off the ties Donaldson and Fuucke each killed

4, Kose 2. The two former divided first and .second moneys,
Kose getting third.

'

: birds were left on hand. Next tim< the

l iridley dtlb has a shout it will >.turt the bull iu bett-

1

and have a larger crowd.— ' '

Utah—California Match.

The preliminaries for this n::Ltch arc abont1 arranged, and,

barring accident, the match will be shot in the latter part of

Nobember. The California team is much pleased with the
frauk disposition shown by the Utah gentlemen, and the

ill be one worth traveling a long

AQUATICS.

A party started out for sail, fish, and so forth, lust Tues-
day morning on the Fleetwing, and after considerable diffi-

culty finally succeeded in reaching Angel Island at a lime
when most people eat their noon-day meal. Just previous

to reaching the island all hands were piped below to par-

take of an excellent chowder, to which all did ample justice,

having had their appetites well sharpened by the salty air.

Notwithstanding the rain, on the aucuor being dropped, all

turned their attention to fishing. Mr. George F- Hill was
so fortunate as to bring up, as his first, a lar^e sea ti

fonr pounds in weight, and the surpn.-e had not ceased

to be expressed before Thomas Feckhani huuled
aboard a munster rockcod, which nearly proved the
means of causing him to take an involuntary
bath. Another surprise was in store after a few
small rockcod were drawn in: John Madson hooked and
managed to get the best of a vicious looking shark, nearly

four feet in length. James Neil, a veteran typo on one of

the leading dailies, was very successful, and the large string

he took showed him well up to all the tricks peculiar to suc-

cessful anglers. Of the party of nine but two or three failed

to get a good catch. Owing to the prevailing calm
anchor had to be taken aboard at an early hour in

the afternoon. The trip back to the city was a difficult one
against the tide, and the white ash was constantly in play to

keep the craft in motion. On arrival at the landing at Meigg :

s

Wharf an express wagon was chartered, and after considera-

ble exertion the fish were piled into it and sent off to the

addresses of the tired but self-satisfied followers of Izaak
Walton.

The schooner Whitewing was hauled upon the ways, it

appears, more for the purpose of finding a leak than because
her owner was through the season's sport. She would soon
be launched again, it is said, if a cold storm should
spring up, which would send the ducks dowtf, rom the
north. Mr. Lee is fond of good shooting, and in iiu other
craft could he find such ccinfort during a trip up tu t a

marshes as in the Whitewing. The leak is not serious, and
when found will be easily stopped. Finding it seems to be
the hardest part of it.

The weather is all that the oarsmen conld wish for, and i t

is strange that the members of the various boat clubs do
not take more interest in their favorite pastime than they do
The Tritons, of North Beach, having got over their senseless

wrangle, have invited their friends to partake of theu
tality to-morrow.. The programme has not been mad.
yet, but there will no doub.t be several interesting races in

barges aud wherries, and the accustomed amount of good
tiings in the way of edibles.

The Finer de Lis has not left the bay yet, and work is still

being done aboard to fit her for the trip to the southern
coast. The schoouer is not to be run dowu on a specnlation,

as has been supposed. The >wner has a small schooner,
which is not sufficient to perform all the work he has for her,

and, learning that he could buy the yacht cheap, he con-
cluded she would be just what he wanted, and purchased
her, knowing that he could soon make enough to cover the

cost by using her in his business, which is already
established.

Very few of the small ones are seen abuut the Bay of late

Hunting parties are numerous, and tb.eov.ne.- 01 a crafi is

besieged by the powder-burners, who, Dl ..other,

succeed in inducing him 10 let them take his flyer up-river.

Owing to the light winds which now prevail, but "little pleas-

ure cau be derived from sailing and, as a rule, owneis are
glad i" lave their craft up in fresh water and away from the
btorms, h 1 ich will soon be liable to sweep over the Bay.

A» the Fleetwing was being taken around to her n
from Meig-s' Wh;irf early Wednesday morning, she was run
against a Coating buoy in the darkness and s.tuve iu at the

bow. The water did not pour through the broken plank long
before tbe owner, who happened to be sailing her, found it

out. and, climbing in under the deck, pressed the broken
pieces back in place. The sloop will be breached in Oakh.nd
creek, and repaired before Sunday.

The sloop Lama will lay up for the Winter in tl.

near Tiburon Point. This lagoon is aiinust Ian

! Ie there is a depth of water iu some places sufueirtit

to Boat tht- .schoi>UL-r^. it is a very nice place for the smaller

craft, ;is there is no dust. A permit should be obtained from
the proper <piarters for permission by those who desire to

turn their craft in there.

The Lively was outside tl.- Beads Sunday, _ ing dowu
Ibout one mile south of Seal Bocks. Thebreez

3n she was pnt about f -r the return trip hut little

nd it was lal

is risky tin-

. t our, but difficult '- . j tin.

Captain
river. The length of ti ill

depend upon his luck in fiu

shoot. If it is poor he will , bat a' otherv
he will stay until he has a surfeit of Blaufj

rk of remo lei

tion. i 'lit of the obj

secure more space iu the standiiig-rnouj, and this b

accompli

The Aral was out last Tuesday, but there was very little

wind, and she had to be taken back to her mooring by means
of the white ash.

The Lolita has gone up river with a party of S"< r'smen

aboard.
".
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The Perfection
Driving Bit.

SAFEST AND BEST?F0R GENERAL USE,
To Control and Educate tlie Trotter. Roadster.

or (arriasie Horse, and to Hreak the «v»It.

X(» KORSE CAN GET HIS TOX«lE OVE« IT.
Will positively prevent and cure C*:i 1!'. nir. Side IMillinir
I.iiEijinK'-ToiiKuel.oIlins.anil will . M make the mouth
s'ore. Hand-forced. Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. "W. TT.BAIR. of Cincinnati, O., writes that it womed to

his complete satisfaction.
MR. JOHN MURHPY, of Fleetwood Part, New York, ad-

vocates its use byeven- horseman as an article of great merit.
The firm of HIGBiE & PORTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton, 111. say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we can freely rercommend it to all horsemen, for luggers.
side-pull:ng, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. V7e advise all lo give it a trial."

J. W.PAGE. Esq., of Cheyeune.Wy.. says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."
Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y-, savs it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm,
Comstocks, ?«. Y., claim it is the best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege
of examination. So. 1, nickel. S3; No. 2, ex. nickel, tf4; No. 3, half silver, or oroide, 55; No. 4, full silver

oroide, £6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

la Ordering Give Width oi" .Month. Measuring From Outside of Cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements of this Bit, Look for Name and l>ate of Patent on eacn
one-

YBRBABUBNA JERSEYS
ONE HUNDRED HEAD.

REGISTERED IS THE AMEBK'A-V JERSEV CATTLE CLUB OF >EYV VllltK.

b:

JEBSEr BELLE OF SCITUATE 25 lbs., i OZS.

RECORDS OF For>JlATIO> STOCK:
MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, SC lbs. l!g ozs.. 1 I EUROTA9. 778 lbs. in 31 months.
week, A. J. C. C. test; 8C7 lbs. 14j' ozs. in 11 months, i MOM PLAISIR, 183 lbs.. 1 week.

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 3U lbs. 2J ozs., 1 week, A. J. ' PRINCESS 2d, 40 lbs. 12$ ozs. in 7 days.
C. C. test.

j

BLOOD relatives of the above cows.
JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 25 lbs. £} ozs., 1 week. Young animals of both sexes for sale.
Her likeness above.

Butter Recoid of Families Represented in the Above Herd.
KIOTEK ALPHEA FAMILY.

EUROTAS, 788 lbs. 1 oz., in 11 months 6 days.
BOMBA,22lbs. 7 ozs., in 7 days.
PH.EDRA, 21 lbs. lU ozs., in 7 days.
TORFRIDA. 19 lbs. 13 ozs., in 7 davs.

j
PYRRHA. 17 lbs 6* ozs.. in 7 days.

|
LADY ALICE of H1LLCREST.16 lbs.J4>. ozs , in 7 day
LILY OF MAPLE GROVE. 16 lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 davs.

|
CORN, 16 lbs. 3 ozs., in 7 davs.

COOMASSIE FAMILY'.
PRINCESS 2d, IS fbs..l2W ozs.. in 7 davs.
OXFORD KATE. 3li U.S., 12 ozs., in 7 days.
COOMAKSIE. 16 lbs. 11 ozs., in 7 days.
OXA. 'll lbs. 10M ozs.. in 7 days.
ISLAND STAR. 21 lbs. 3 ozs.. in 7 davs.
KINO'S TRUST, 18 lbs., o ozs., in 7 davs.
PUNCHINELLO, 17 as. 11 ozs., in "days.

ST. ZF.ANNAI-K, 17 R.s. > ozs., in 7 davs.
DAISY BROWN. 17 lbs. fiK ozs., in 7 days
LADY VELVETEEN, 17 lbs. 2 02s.. in 7 davs.
PRINCESS 1 >f ASUANTEE, It! fts. 11 ozs', in 7 day
MAGGIE BRIGHT. 16 IbB. 6 ozs., in R davs.
TORMENTOR'S 1 INDRELLA,16 Ibs.4\ozs.in 7 day.
DAISY' QUEEN, 16 lbs. 4 ozs., in 7 da s.

JERSEY BEI.IJG OF SCITEATE FAMILY".
OZS., in f MINNIE OF SCITUATE, Hlbs. 4^ozs. inTdays.

PAULINE VIVIENNE, lBlbs.. loz.
" ozs.LILY" SCITUATE, 21 lbs.

JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 lbs.

1 year; &• lbs., 3 ozs., in 7 davs.
BELLI-: < <V s< -ITUATE, 1- lbs. 7 ozs. in 7 dnvs.
LASS OF SCITDATE, 15 lbs. 14 ozs., in 7 days. 1

Sept. 5th, 1885. Golden Gate Fair, the above herd won 4 first prizes and all the herd prizes.
Sept. 17th. State Fair, won li first, 2 second, 3 herd prizes, and gold medal for meritorious exhibit.
Best Bull of any age or breed with 3 of his calves, prize >'100, given to the Jersey bull Jack Low.

HENRY PIERCE. San Francisco.

lerseys not registered in the American Jersey Cattle club of Xcw York sell as <;ra
at hali-price in tlie East.

CALIFORNIA COURSING CLUB.
FALL MEETING, Merced, October 21st and 22d.

OPEN TO ALL GREYHOUNDS, THE BONA FIDE PROPERTY OF MEMBERS OF THE CLUB.

THE ALL-AGED STAKE.
j

THE PUPPY STAKE.
j

Open to all greyhounds, the bona fide property of members Open to all greyhounds under 18 months old at date of

of the Club. Prizes: To 1st, the California Coursing Club entry, the bona fide property of members of the Club. Two
Champion Gold Cup and added money. To 2d, 3d and 4th, money prizes,

money prizes.

The Olub and friends will leave San Francisco Tuesday, Oct. 20th, at 3:30 o'clock, P. M., from Oakland Ferry, foot of Market
Street. Round trip tickets, price $5.00, may be obtained from Phil. McGovern, cor. Geaiy and Kearny, or from any member ofj

the Club.

J. J. MURPHY, Secretary. JOHN HUGHES, President.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

KNQORE OF
HtXRJ WALSH.

Snp't [tanning Horse Dep'i,
|-..ln AH,. Htoi If Kiirm.

A. EWIKG. C. S. Ewing.

Pool Room Saloon,
310 1HJPONT STREET.

Eilllp A: Co.'8 QCW rooms, where pools are sold on
nil importing bvents. Beading room, containing the

• m \n. N . V. Spirit, and other
-!' irting papers. Bar stocked with Wines, I

and Cigars, of pi ! nee.

EWING BROS.. Proprietors.

The Ingleside.

A Journal of General

Literature.

THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE
year J 885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-

venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History. Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest,

SPECIAL FEATURES.
AllHTt lit- 1 |iit. the great French writer, wi

contribute u, weekly letter to tlie [HGLBSIDE, on th
Art, Society aud Politics of tl..' French Capital.
I 'in'.-.- letters \\ ill he entitled "Life in Paris."
Kill >"je writes each weeh exclusively for the

Inglksidk on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
bide has secured the services <>l IMiilip H. Welch.
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Counell. Flora Haines
Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:
The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into tlie Paht. P.ilace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble. The City. In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social

" Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness ana dignity.
Terms ol Subscription; One year, J3 DO; six month?,

11.75; three months, *I.0U; by carrier, in the city, 36
cents per month. Subscription! may be made at

reduced rates through any poBtmo ler or newsdealer
id the Bolted Stab e ; also by od

Mil; l.\*a l>BI>i:. ZfZ Montgomery St.,

SAN' FKANl'iSrn, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The btoutsiDE was n cently Incorporated, with a

. tpital stock ot WO.OOO, Directors and Bole Btook*
tshe, Wiihurd Wells,

H.D.Bigelow, W.B Ashe.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
last received a full stock of the celebrated

J. Fennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which -ire now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and Die excellent materials used they aie
pronounced by experts the Cheapest hoots made.

J. O'KAXE, 369 Market St..

* and Saddlery

John A. McKerron,

HAHUFAOTUBEK OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
a Specially.

130k 2:12 Kin* St..«i>p.] AahlOQ Stable. 8aD Frauclsco

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now pn band, and offer fur Bale al reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak QrovCuSau Mateo Co.,
ft Choice lot of pure Berkshire HgB from two to twelvf.
months old, bred From the best strains of Premium
stock, which 1 Import yearly from England diroo
Apply to wm. varbltt,

48 California Bt,
Ban Krmcieco.

SAN FRANCISCO

Cremation Company.
I
incorporated Septembers, lSSo.i

Capital Stock $35,000
Divided Into S00 shares of the par value of -'" each.

217 Shares Have Been Taken.

THK REMAINING SHARES ARE NOW of.
fered for sale. Mild in.iv he siihscrihed fur at th«

Offlci i I GEN. II. .\. COBB, 321 Muiit^oim n stn t

where further particulars inaj he obt.iin.il; also it

the office of the Sccn-tiry, 1CJ Buttery street. B\ or.
.;. r .{the Board "f Directors.

MAX LEVY, Secretary
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association.

Fall Meeting,

|

1885.
BAY DISTRICT COURSE,

—SAX FRANCISCO-

HOY . JIM. lUtli. 1 3 til and 14111.

PROGRAMME.

HUNTING CLOTHING,

FIRST I>AT-Saturday, \ov. ?th.

No. 1. SALUTATION PURSE—S400, of which .?100

to the second horse: for all ages. Horses that have
not won a race at the distance allowed lit pounds;
horses that have not won a race this year allowed 15

pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 2- THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old

fillies—850 each; S25 forfeit; S300 added; second to

save state. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August
1st, 18H4, with 13 nnminations.

No. 3. THE WELCOME STAKES, for all ages—$250
each ; half forfeit; 830 if declared out Nov. 1st ; $1,000

added ; first horse 60 per cent . of all moneys ; second
horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per cent. One mile.

No. 4. SELLING PURSE—§300, of which $50 to

the second horse : for all ages ; fixed valuation $1,000

;

two pounds allowed for each $100 below, and two
pounds added for each $100 above the fixed valua-

tion. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 5. Race and conditions to ^be announced No-
vember 4th.

SE< OAD DAT—Tuesday, Sot. IOiIi.

No. 6. Purse $400, of which 5100 to second horse;

for all ages . Three-quarter mile heats.

Ho. 7. THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds—
$10 each, p. p. ; $400 added; first horse to receive the

added money; second horse to receive the stakes;

winners of a stake race of the value of $1,000 before

the closing of these entries to carry rule weights;
horses that have not won a stake of that value
allowed five pounds; non-winners allowed ten

pounds. Five-eighths of a mile.

No. 8. THE PARK STAEES, for all ages—$50 each;

$25 forfeit; §500 added, of which $100 to second; third

to save stake. One mile and three-eighths.

No. 9. Purse $300, of which $50 to second horse;

for all ages: horses not having won a race this year

up to the closing of these entries allowed 10 pounds.
Seven-eighths of a mile.

No. 10. Race and conditions to be announced on
the first day of the meeting.

THIRD DAY-Thursday, >'or. I2tli.

No. 11. SELLING PUESK—$500; of which $100 to

secoud horse; fixed valuation $l,00l>; two pounds al-

lowed for each $100 below and three pounds added
for each §1H0 above fixed valuation. Mile heats.

No. 12. THE FINIGAN STAKES, for two-year-olds
—$50 each ; $25 forfeit ; S25U adied; second to save

stake. One mile. Closed Angus t^Ist, 1884, with 20

nominations.

No. 13. THE RAILROAD HANDICAP STAKES, for

all ages—$100 each; $50 forfeit; $25 declaration;

$1,000 added; first horse to receive 60 per cent, of all

monevs ; second horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per
cent.' Weights announced on Tuesday, November
10th. the second day of the meeting; declarations to

be made with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock p.

M. of that day. One mile and a quarter.

No. 14. THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds—

$100 each: $25 forfeit; S300 added; second to receive

$150: third to save stake. Two miles. Closed August
1, 1833, with 22 nominations.

No. 15. Race and conditions to be announced and
closed with the Secretary on the_

t
second day of the

meeting.

FOURTH DAY—Saturday, Nov. 14th.

No. 10. Purse $400, of which $100 to second; tor

two-year-olds. Winner of any tn-o-year-old stake

race of the value of SI ,000 to carry rule weights; all

others allowed five pounds. One mile..

No. 17. THE JUDSON STAKES, for all ages—$50
each; $25 fort'fit; 5500 added; second to receive $100;

third to save stake. Winner of the Welcome, Park

or Fame Stakes, at this meeting.to carry five pounds

;

of any two, seven pounds: of the three, ten pounds
extra. One .mile and a half

No. IS. THE BALDWIN STAKES, post stake, for

all a"es—8250 each, p. p.; -^ 1,000 added; second to re

ceivc 8400; third to save stake. Four miles.

Ho. 10. Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; 525

each; $10 declaration; 5400 added; second horse to

receive $100. Weights announced Thursday, No-
vember 12th, the third day of the meeting; declara-

tions with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock of that

day. One mile.

No. 20. Race and conditions to toe announced and
closed on the third day of the meeting.

CONDITIONS.
Entries close with the Secretary on Thursday, Oct.

15, 1«85.

Starters in all races must toe named on or before 6

o'cl. ck p. 1L of the day preceding the race.

Parties not having colors already registered will be

required to record colors at the time of making en-

tries, and after record will not be allowed to ride iu

other colors.
Entrance free for starters in purses.-- Non-starters

can declare out at p. m. the day preceding the race,

toy raying 5 per cent. After that time can only be ex-

cused" by presiding judge, and in such case ten per

cent, on amount of purse must be paid.
Non-members will toe placed on the same footing

as members of the association in regard to the pay-

mentof purses and stakes advertised: and should
there be a deficiency the dinners will receive a pro

rata division.
All nominations in stakes and entries in purses

must Ije made on or before October 15, 1885, with the

ry. Jos. Cairn Simpson, No. 5u8 Montgomery
street, San Erancisco. To be valid, they must toe de-

livered to the Secretary, or plainly postmarked on or

before that day—October 15th.

The association reserves th-3 right to postpone
races on account of unfavorable weather or other
sufficient cause.

I*. A Viniiraii, President

Jos. Cairn Simpson. Secretary,

OTORMCii]
S.T COMPANY. -Qj

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot
Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco.

LJ

|
A
p
B

1 Commeucin.' May :

ARBI v u
S. F.

- a • a -> MO a
10:40 a 1 1

+1:Wp'
1 940 a

''{"''l t\ L $an Mateo. Redwood and

4:1*5 MenioPx-k.
1 *10WiA

111:45 i' I \ t":50 P
1.1 +S:15p

(\ 9:03a
l

"10 :02 a
Santa Clara, San Jose and <\ *3:36p
Principal Way Stations. i 6:00 p

tl 18:I5p

"l W ats'ur. i1l<_-. i .imp I
.....

10:40 a I aptos, New Brighton
•3:30 p! f quel iCargp Capitols)

I J Santa Cruz.

»-,- •10:02O | 6*0 P

+-.^ . t Monterey and Santa Cruz, t i , 4 .« _"WA
i (Sunday Excursion. >

" r

Holtister and Tres PInos-

l»;4u A! Soledad and Way Stations

- * tt.rmjon.
{Theatre tr-iin

a—Morning. p,

•Sundays excepted. fSunnaysonlj

.

Saturdays only.

"

Trains are run on Pacific Standard Time, furnished
l>y Randolph A 'Jo. ^

No. (10, Light Coat. 6 Pocket> S 1.50

No. 1, Heavy Coat, 6 Pockets 2.50

No. 2, Heavy Coat, 8 Pockets , 3.0O

No. 3, Heavy Coat, 8 Pockets, Shell Loops 3.50

No. 4, Heavy Coat, fi Pockets, Leathtr Bound... 4.00

No. 6, Rubber Serge Coat, Fine 6.00

Hunting Vest, with Pockets 1.00

Hunting Vest, with Shell Loops 1.25

Hunting Pants, Duat-preof Bottoms
Rubber Hip Boots.. §4.00, §4.50, S5.5U, $7.00
Ventilated Rubber Boots, Best Hake
Corduroy Hunting Hats
Leggins, Canvas, SI. 50, Leather
Hontiug Shoes, Hob-nailed, Screwed

Sewed, Black, per Pair
English Shoes, Red Leather

5.50

1.25

5.00

6.00

(jun and Rifle Covers, Sliell Bags and Boxes in Great Variety.

B. T. ALLEN, 416 Market St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

Cure Your Dogs With
MAC ALPIN'S

EXCELSIOR
DOG POWDERS

Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.]

rains leave, and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

From Oct. 14. 1885.

Stage connections are made with the 1(1:40 a.m.
Train, exi-epi ''escadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, and Pacific Congress Spring Stage via
Santa Clara, which connect with *:3u a. m. Train.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates co
Monterey, Autos. Soquel, Santa Cruz and Pesca-
dero; also to (iilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles Spring q

EXCURSION TICKETS.
( Sold Sunday Morning, and

' or Sundays only, •' for L:30p. m. train; good for re
' turn same day.

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;
Sunday and- good for return until following Mon-
IMonday, i Say,inclusive, at the following rates:

Round Top
from San

Frane'sco to

>un.
Ikt.

75
1 00
1 CO
1 25
1 25
1 25

^attu
Mon.
Tkt.

rib"
65

so-
1 10
1 25
1 40
I 50
1 60
I 75

• Round 1 rip
from San

Francisco to

-Hi.
Tkt.

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

San Bruno
Millbrae
Oak Grove
•^au Mateo.

Monjifn View

Santa Clara.....
San Jose

?1 50
t 50
1 75.
1 75

" '

1

3 00
A 00
' '

$Z 00
2 25
2 50
2 50

Redwood
Fair Oaks
Menlo Park... Santa Cruz

SOU
5 no
500

TlCKtT Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and -No. <H3 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H. RJITAH,

Superintendent. Asst Pass. A- Tkt. Agt

EXCELSIOR
—and
M aH6E EI LLER.

A SURE AND SPEEDY CERE FOR DISTEMPER.
Worms, Mange, Fits, Rheumatism, Coughs and

all Diseases that Dogs are subject to.

For sale by all Druggists and Gunsmiths.

Powders, 50 cents per package; Mange Killer, 35

cents.
REDINGTON & CO., "Wholesale Agents.

531 Market Street. S. F.

Henry Payot. Isaac Upham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE A>"D IMPORT1XG

Booksellers,
STATIONEES,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

204 Sansome Street, Sear Pine.'

SAX FRANCISCO.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

Ban Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Secy

& nd for circular. i.

J8:00 a M
8:00 A M

•4.-00 p 11

7:30 a M
7 :30 a si

*3:30 P 3t

s-.m a M
4:00 PM
5:00 P M
8*0 .

*3:00 A ii

3:30 p M
3:30 p M
1UW»
3.:00 P M
3:00 P u
7:30 A M
8.-00
7:30 A M
3:00 P u
4:00 P i.

*1*)P1
3:00 A U

,
i';Hl A M
:l^)0 P M
8:00 A M

•3:30 P M
"9 :30 A M

...Byron

...Calistoga and >"ap,i..

"".Colfax. "

...Delia, Redding and Portland
—Galtvia Martinez.
. .lone via Liverraore „
...Knight's Landing

. Livermore and lleasanton.

16:10 P si

•10 JO a m
6:10 p m
5:40 p m
6:40 P M

•10:40 a M
5:40 P M
10:10 A M

...- «^:40 a JI

..Martinez 6:10 p u

..Milton,
J Mojave, Demintr. <, Express..
I El Paso and East. ( Emigrant

. Niles and Haywards

. ) Ogden and i Express

. V East < Emigrant
. Red Bluff via Marvsville
....Sacramento, via Livermore..

" via Benicia.
" via Benicia.
" viaBeLiicia.

....Sacramento River Steamers..

....San Jose,

Stockton via Livermore
** via Martinez
'* Yia Martinez

.Tulare and Fresno

10 P si

I0:« a si

10:40 a ii

3:40 f M
11:10 a M
11:10a 51

5:40 F 51

5:40 P 51

6M0 P M
11:10 a M
10:10 a M
•6:00 A M
•3:40 P 51

J3 :4W f 51

9:40 A 51

5:*) p si

•7:10 f ii

•10:40 a 5i

•7:10 p 51

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND-•6:00—•6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1 :00—1 :30—2 flO—2 :30—3 :Q0 — 3 :30— * :00— 4 :#) — 5 :00— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00- |«i : ijij— tl:00 —
*12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*fi:30— -7:1m •7:3»-^:00-
•8:30-*3:30—*4 flO—MiBO—•5:00--5:3K - "6 3Xi- •t»:30-
9:00.

TO FRUTT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—tll:00
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:30

—

9:00—9:30—10:00—JIO^O—11:00—tll:30—12:00—112:30-
1:00—ti:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6;i>0—t;:30—7:t>0—8:00—9:00—10:C1—11 :00—*12:00.

TO BERKELE l'—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8:30
—9:00—19:30—10:00—{10:30—11:00—til :30— 12:00— 1:00
—2:00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:00— •6:30— 7:00—"7:30—
t8:00—•S:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—il:00—2:00—3:00—1:00
—•4:30—5:00—•5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
EESPECTFrXLY CALIFS ATTEN'TIOX TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort tne
best niaces in ttie State for

Snootinir and Fishing.Sea Batiling,

TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
of the

To San FrancLNco Daily.

FROM FRCTT VALE—•6:23-'--:VI--7:23-T:53—«bi2
8:53—•938—*10:2l—*4:23—*4:53—4fi:2S-*S:G8—^;28—
•6:53—7^—9:50.

FROM FRl'IT VALE (via Alameda)— •SaS— "5:45-
|'3:45— :it:15-«3:15.

FROM East OAKLAND— '5:30— •6:00— 6:30— 7:00-
7:'»-8 :00—S :89—9:00-9 :80—10 :(Vi—10 :30 —It :00— 1 1 :30

12:00—12:30—1 :00—1 :30—2:00—2 :30—3:Cfl— 3 ;30— 4 :00 —
<:3Q—5:00-5:30—«:00—6:30—7:00—7:57—8i57—9;W—

' ntfniites later

SHORTHORN HERD
FOR SALE.

At the Home Farm Residence o* Henrj I'.iiuwi.-.

Ban Mateo, ten mlnutea' walk from station. Thie nt ra

of WKiflterCttm .iioie or singly.

Apply on Hie premises to JOHN Mi.EAN,

10;.-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•S:22-"5:62—•6:22— 6:62—*7:22—

7:52—•3:22—S:52—9:22— 9:52— tl":22— 10:52— {11:22-
11 *B-J12:22—12:52—tl :'22-l :52—2:52—3:22—3 :52—1 :22
—

1
:52-=; :::—*-:.-:— fi

:
-:-S:52-7:52—S:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKEJJBT—•6:15—^H5—•6:15—6:45-'«7:15-
7:45—•8:15-8^5—t9:15-9:45-tJ0:15—10:45 —tU:15-
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:15—1:15—4:45—6:16— 5:45
—6:15—*:4S—7:45—8:45—9:45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—•6:4jr-»8:15—GrtS—*7:15
7:1-'—

.

'-: 1

: 15—2:46—
r

I
l

:

I

i -6:46—•7:16.

THE MOST CHARMING
Summer and Winter Resort

Pacific t'onsi.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shuotiug
may ! e had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish whicn
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pomplno, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior.
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men,

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

havinR a MAGSLFTCEXT BEACH of pnre white
sand for snrf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(160x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and Bwim-
minK baths, with ELEGANT Ell >OMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

AJPTOS, SOQIXI. AND SANTA «KIZ,
IS VIA THE NUKTHEUN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
iBr-kidi

run I tiroti .! Uteco
mta < 'ruz

1KEKK KOI rt.

FROM BAN FHAXil>«.<>
3:16—6:16.

FROM OAKLAND-*0U5-S:l&-10J5

15—9:15—11:15—1:15—

12:15—2:15-

•Snndays excepted. tSnndays only.

Standard Time farnisheil by Randolph 4 Co., 8. F.

A, N. TOWNE.
Qei "

T. If. fl«l)I)MA5.
Pass; fcTtk. Agt,

The Northen I

ol Ban Mateo, Santa Cuw
and Mont -

variety NotabVj

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dack, f.t-cw. lHK>r
ami Bear.

Lakes PLLAKCIT08 and SAN ANDREAS sre
reached by this 11

-

at San Slateo 1<<t those well-known Retreats,
I

SOLA, -AN GREGOB
would particnhvrly call sttention to the in

tent of range at andabotit SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRA*
These resorts are but a sliert distance qi

Francisco and offer special In. liicetm-iits to tl •

of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
sportsmen and others presenUng I"

will i>e entitled Co
PBEE TRAJJSPORTATION OF in

.nd put in charge ol
Train i; i, lire instructed

I to issue Cm£C£S for
Car-.
r -* in order to guard agali

while i tl transit, It is necessan' thai they !" nr
M„\l

will be carried h
and aecureTj packed In wood "r leather cas« -

taken in Passenger fare.
Til K ET i (FFII i

-

i Station, and No '-:
: Mark

. Hotel.
\. i BAesETT, n. R.jrii.wi.

Sopertn'en-i- 0.*, Ap8«.l"»te9. nml Tkt
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SELBY SMELTING and LEAD COMPANY

f

'" ''

jlr5|[' ;

-

1

416 MONTGOMERY STREET,

San Francisco, Cal.

=zM ANUF ACTURERS OF=

Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges,
(UNDER THE CHAMBERLIN PATENTS.)

Absolutely

Ac curate

Ammunition,

Positively

Perfect

Pattern.

Peculiarly

Po wer f ul

Penetration.

Remarkably

Reliable

Results.

f~--~:~':Z OFFICE OF SAMUEL E. KNOWLES, M. D., D. D. S.

San Francisco, July 19, 1885.

Selby Smelting and Lead Company

—

GENTLEMEN: Having witnessed the operation of the Chamberlin machine, and carefully

tested its products, it affords me genuine pleasure to- state that in my opinion the cartridges loaded by
your machine are nearer the sportsman's ideal than it is possible to produce by any other known method.
In observing the machine at work one cannot Tail to note the special points of merit possessed by your
ammunition, and which may be formulated thus: Each shell MUST receive the exact amount of powder
and shot, and the exact number of wads. The wads MUST be squarely seated upon the powder with the

proper amount of pressure upon them, and retain their disc-like form. The ammunition MUST be-intro-

duced into the shell in proper rotation. Each shell must be the exact counterpart of all othars of the

same lot. Much of the fickleness of guns, :is exhibited in their performances, is due to imperfectly loaded
shells. No gun, no matter how carefully it 1

1

i ;
i \ have I n bored, can be made to give uniform results

| unless the cartridges are exactly alike in every particular. Until your cartridges were placed upon the

|
market 1 have personally supervised the 1 ling of all ammunition used by me, but in view of the su-

^periorityYif your goods over the best hand-loaded cartridges, that irksome duty will now be avoided.

Respectfully,

S. E. KNOWLES.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN AMMUNITION,
i
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR.

Trotting at the Bay District.

The morning of Friday was not auspicious. Though the

sun rose without intervening clouds, it was not long before

the rays were obscured by a mist of vapor. At 11 o'clock there

was rain, at noontime a heavy fog. There was little hope

of a good afternoon; it was certain that the track would be

heavy. It had been thoroughly harrowed after the race of

Wednesday, and the surface mellowed so as to absorb all of

the moisture in the atmosphere. Before 1 o'clock there were

glimpses of the sun. For a few minutes there would be

breaks in the clouds, andthen again the curtain wou'.d be

drawn. There was a general impression iu the city that the

race would not come off, and that idea diminished the at-

tendance. Still there were quite a number who realized that,

in all probability, the contest would be very close. In this

they were not disappointed, as beyond question it was one of

the finest struggles ever seen on a trotting course. It is not

necessary to give a description of each of the heats to make
this view of it apparent.

The starters were Thapsin, Autevolo, Magdallah and May
Boy. Iu the pools, before the start, Thapsin was largely the

favorite, bringing $25 to S16 ou Antevolo, SS on Magdallah,

and $S on May Boy. In the first and second

heats the fight was between Magdallah and Thapsin. The
latter would lead uutil opposite the gate which

leads to the stables in which he was kept, then he would

break and Magdallah come to the front iu time that no one

expected to see on a track that was so inimical to speed. The
2:24.', made on the first heat was equivalent to three seconds

faster on the track when in fair order, and to repeat in 2:25|

was certainly beyond the expectations of the most sanguine.

In the third heat the notable features were the bad break of

Thapsin on the first turn, which atone time seemed to in-

dicate that a distance was in store for him, and the fast trot-

ting of Antevolo from the half-mile pole home. At the half-mile

he was sixty yards in the rear of Magdallah and May Boy,

and this huge gap he closed so rapidly that at the finish May
Boy only beat hiin half a length. Thapsin recovered some of

the lost ground, but the hopes of his backers were slim, in-

deed; but as the sequel shows they lost courage too soon.

The fourth heat was one of the best exhibitions of trotting

ever seen. Mav Boy having the advantage of position, went

awav at a rapid pace, and Antevolo, who heretofore had a

propensity for breaking on the first turn, kept his. feet so

well that May Boy could never draw away from him. Going

down the backstretch May Boy and Antevolo were as closely

locked as if harnessed together, and Magdallah and Thapsin

in the same close position behind. The nose of Magdallah

was almost pressing on the driver of May Boy;

Thapsin had his in close proximity to that of

the pilot of Antevolo. Before reaching the stretch Thapsiu

pulled to the outside of Antevolo, and from thence home

there was not half a length's difference in the position of the

trio Magdallah ou the inside, and with her nose on the

wheel of May Boy. Thus they came to the winning score, and

though at least ninety in a hundred of the spectators thought

that Antevolo had won the heat, the judges deemed other-

wise aud gave it to Thapsin, the time 2:25A. A fourth heat

iu that time on a track where for two-thirds of the distance

the feet of the horses sank deeply into the soil was a great

performance, and thun with the quartet all so closely to-

gether an exciting feature, which was greatly enjoyed by tho

spectators. The fifth heat was also very close for three-

quarters of a mile. Thapsin and Antevolo were locked for

that much of the journey, with May Boy and Magdallah in

close attendance. Soon after passing the three-quarter pole

the colt broke, and from thence Thapsin had it all his own

way winning handily in 2:274- The sixth heat was left to

Thapsin Magdallah and May Boy, Antevolo being ruled out

for not winning a heat in five. The sixth heat for a time

wis a struggle between Thapsin and Magdallah, until near

the half-mile mark, when Thapsin left her and won the heat,

which gave him the race in 2:2U.

Oct-lCtb -Purse 5500.

ThapBin, blkg, by Berlln-E.H. Miller, Jr 2 2 4 1 1 1

Magdallah, oh m, by PrimuB-J.W.Donathan..... 1 1 3 4 2 .2

May Boy, b b, by Whipple's jHambJetoaian
^ ^ ^

Ant„.olo,brc.^H -,,„ ^ying^i 2 2

The afternoon of Saturday was gloomy, a canopy of

clouds chilly northwest wind, and a general com a'enation

of unpleasant climatic circumstances. Nevertheless, there

was the largest attendance at the Bay District course that

has assembled for many a day to witness a trotting race.

The balcony of the clubhouse was crowded, and that of the

hotel was equally well filled. There was a goodly r-rray of

earrings and equestrians, stands occupied, aud the^pa^e be-

ween hotel and clubhouso and track thronged witu specta-

3 3

1 ro

tors. There was a great improvement in the track from the
day before. Harrows and scrapers were kept busily at work
cutting out the footprints of the horses, made when the soil

was soft, and bringing it to a uniform, level surface. Still it

could not be called fast, and in c injunction with the un-
favorable weather, it was thought that fast time was out of

the question. For these causes the performances are better

than the record would indicate, and good as the time was in

both races it is a fair inference that under more favorable

circumstances at least a second in the mile would have been
subtracted. The first race on the bill was the Stanford
Stake for three-year-olds, of S175 each, in which were several

nominations, only two of which made the final payment.
These were bay colt Kismet, by Sultan, representing Sunny
Slope, and black colt El Monte, by Echo, one of the Ftancho
del Paso string of trotters. The general opinion was that

Kismet had so much the best of it that it was virtually a

walkover for him, but although he won, the black colt set

the backers of Kismet shaking a trifle after the first heat was
trotted. In the pool sales Kismet was the favorite at the

rate of $25 to §10, and speculation was dull at these odds.
El Moute won the first heat in 2:29, Kismet the second, third

and fourth in 2:25], 2:34, and 2:26]-. The second heat is

a quarter second faster than the fastest on record, and had
the afternoon been warmer Tthere is scarcely a question that

the record would have been still further lowered.

SUMSIABY.

Oct 17th—The Stanford Stakes—A sweepstakes for trotting colts and
fillies of 13s2; $175 each, §25 payable on the Is- of January, I km, at which
time the stake will close, $50 on the 1st day of January, 1885, and $100
thirtv days before the day fixed for trotting, whatever amount up to be
considered forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipulated time incur-
ring forfeiture of the previous payments, The race to be heats of a
mile, best three in five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of the
whole sum, the second two-ninths, the tlurd one-ninth. In addition to
the stakes and forfeits, the proportion of the gate money, profit on pool
sales and all other sources of emolument will constitute the gross
amount to be divided in the foregoing proportion. Five or more sub-
scribers to fill.

Kismet, b c, by Sultan, dam Saucebox—L. J. Hose 2 111
El Monte, blk c, by Echo, dam Lightfoot—Jno. Mackey 1 2 2 2

Time, 2 :29, 2 :25>i, 2 :34, 2:26^.

The main attraction, however, was the free-for-all race, in

which Arab, Guy Wilkes. Adair and Anteeo were engaged,

the betting being very heavy. Arab brought S300, Guy
Wilkes $110, Adair $60, and Anteeo $45. The lottery for

positions gave Guy Wilkes the inside, Adair second, Arab
third, Anteeo on the outside.

First heat—The scoring was tedious. After six false

starts it was discovered that there was a loose

shoe on Anteeo and this made a further delay. There were
ten ineffectual attempts; at the eleventh a very fair start was
given. Soon after the signal Arab ranged alongside of Guy
Wilkes, Adair falling back and Anteeo breaking. Arab had
the lead at the quarter pole, which was reached in 35£ sec-

onds, Guy Wilkes close up, Anteeo in third position. At
the half-mile, in 1:10, Arab was still in the lead, though Guy
was on his sulky wheel, Anteeo not far behind, Adair jogging

along quietly some distance in the rear. There was not

much change in rounding the northern turn, Arab coming
into the stretch several lengths in the lead. It did not seem
that either Guy or Anteeo had any chance for the heat; but

the latter was comiug fast, aud had he not made a break when
within 150 yards of home he would have given the favorite

some trouble. As it was, he finished within a length of Arab,

who won the heat in 2:19, Guy Wilkes a good third, Adair

sixty yards behind. The result of the heat established the

claims of Arab to the purse so emphatically that in the pool

sales he brought $100 tu S27 on Guy Wilkes, SIS on Adair

and S10 on Anteeo.

Second heat—There was not much scoring for the second

heat, a capital start being given after a few attempts. As
Arab had now the advantage of the pole, he had less difficulty

in taking the lead, though Guy Wilkes was not contented to

let hiin have it all his own way, and at the quarter-mark,

which was made in 35J seconds, there was only a slight dif-

ference between them" Anteeo third aud Adair fourth. The
pace was fast along the backstretch, and wheu the half-mile

was finished in 1:0!) by Arab, Guy Wilkes was scarcely a

yard behind the leader, Auteeo thirty yards further back,

Adair some twenty yards back. Half way around the nt?xt

semi-circle Wilkes broke without losing much ground, aud
wheu Arab was fairly straightened into the homestretch Guy
was keeping him company. No one thought that Anteeo had
any show for the heat, but his driver had a different idea,

and the horse bravely responded to his requirements foi

more speed. Ee was surely closing the long gap. At the

seven-furlong mark he had reduced it to ten yards; at the

distance he was not more than three yarda behind. Guy
broke and ran, Arab and Anteeo were trotting to their ut-

most capacity, and when they crossed the score Arab andGuy
Wilkes "were nearly level with Anteeo, not more than half a

length buck of the leader, For the short run which Guy in-

dulged in he was penalized to fourth position, which seemed
rather too strict ruling, inasmuch as Adair was^fully fifty

yards back.
Third heat—Poolselling was at an end. None were willing

to take the risk of wagering $20 ugainst $100 tb.at.Arab would
not win, and there were few pools sold. The start for the

third heat was inimical to Anteeo. He was at least two
lengths behind when the gong sounded, and this gave Adair
the oDportunity to take second place. When less than two
hundred yards had been traversed Adair broke, and sweep-
ing to the left came directly in front of Anteeo. In pulling

him back Anteeo also broke and then he had to go around
A -lair, and while making the detour Arab and Guy were go-

ing along at a lively pace, and at the quarter in 36 seconds
there was little difference between the two. At the half in

1:10 Arab aud Guy were not far apart, Auteeo having closed

a portion of the gap, and as he was nearer to Arab than in

either of the preceding heats his chances to win were not so

desperate. As heretofore he came very fast from the three-

quarter pole home, and when within thirty yards of home he
broke. Arab also left his feet, and both of them crossed the

winning line on a gallop, Arab slightly in the lead, with Guy
Wilkes "third and Adair last. Time, 2:19$-. This ended the

race, though it was the prevailing opinion that if Adair had
not got in the way of Anteeo he would have won the heat.

He exhibited a great turn of speed in each of the heats from
the half-mile pole home, and in the second a special timer,

delegated for the purpose, made it 1:07. The race was note-

worthy. Three heats in 2:19. 2:1S£, 1:19} have seldom been
equalled at this season of the year, and both parties were so

well pleased that a match was made between Arab aud Anteeo
for SI, 000 a side, to be trotted to-day.

Same Day—Purse 51.000.
Arab, b g, by Arthurton—O. A. Hickok 1 1 1

Anteeo.b h, bv Electioneer—J. A. UoMsniith 2 2 2
Guy Wilkes, bh, by Geo. Wilkes—J. W. Donathan 3 4 3

Adair, b g, by Electioneer—A. McDowell 13 4

Time, 2:19. 2:18X. 2:19><.

Dunbar's Case.

'"Veritas," in his Trotting Gossip Column in the Chicago
Horseman makes the following statement of the Dunbar
case:

A few weeks ago it was heralded all over the country that

Thos. J. Dunbar, of Milwaukee, was expelled from all privi-

leges on the grounds of members of the National Trotting

Association by the action of the directors of the Cleveland
Club. I was astonished at it, as I have known Mr. Dunbar
intimately for years, as a trainer of unimpeachable character

and standing in the West, and also as proprietor of a park at

one time a member of the National Association. I therefore

felt sure that he had done nothing that merited such severe

treatment, and I set to work to get the other side of the

story. The sporting press should be free spoken ou this

matter aud governed by a stern love of personal equality in

this free country of ours. It appears that Mr. Dunbar aud
Mr. Edwards met on the highway, aud through a remark of

John Splau's, which acted as a fire brand, they got into a war
of words as follows:

After a day's racing at the Fall meeting Col. Wm. Edwards
aud John Splau were driving along on the highway aud met
Thos. Dunbar in front of his house while on the way to sup-

per. Splau calls out, "Hello, Tommie, where have von been
hiding this afternoon?" "I have not been hiding any-
where; was at home with the colic," was the auswer made.
Then Splau followed up the chaff by saying, "We had a
chance for yon to make $50 or a $100." "1 tried niuking

$50 ov a $100 last July, and got half of Michigan mad aud a

$20 note," said Dunbar, "and I do not care to get Kentucky
mad too." Col. Edwards, who np to this time had not
spokou, here remarked with considerable acrimony, "That is

a drive at me, by G—d, aud if that is tho kind of a man you
are, you will never make auother twenty-dollar note on that

track, and d—n you, I do not waut to see you hauging
around there either." 13y this time Dunbar's ire was
aroused, aud he returned the fire by saying, "Do I owe you
anything? If so, will pay it aud you can etc., etc., etc."

The Colonel opened his battery by calling Dunbar a loafer

and a drunkard, aud then drove off. Dunbar afterwards

said, "I cared nothing about that, as it did not amount to

anything, for I sehlom ever take it drink, but the idea of

being warned off the grounds like u poacher, where I had a

right to go to make a living, made me pretty hot and excited

for a few minutes."

Phallas will probablly never start again in a race,

trouble is with the tendon of the near fore leg, below the

nnu bone. His destiny in the Btud, and Mr. Case has "

Kentucky to look up a farm.

The
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THE GUN.
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.
Star (•) indicates close season.
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National Sportsman's Association.

On Sept. 29th last, in answer to widely circulated requests,
eighty gentlemen, representing forty-one gun clubs,
several State Fish Commissioners and the Game Dealers Pro-
tective Association, met in St. Louis, to form a National
Sportsman's Association.

After temporary organization, and the usual welcoming ad-
dresses, a Committee on Permanent Organization reported in
favor of the following gentlemen, and the report was adopted.

For permanent President, John D. Johnson, of St. Louis;
First Vice-President, Enoch Moore, of Delaware; Second
Vice-President, Henry Talbott, of Illinois; Secretary, Capt.
H. C. West, of St. Louis; Assistant Secretary, Joseph Wherry,
of St. Louis; Sergeant-at-arms, Hunt Wilson, of St. Louis;
Committee on Resolutions, Hon. Jackson L. Smith, of Mis-
souri; Col. H. H. Rottaken, of Arkansas; Maj. J. M. Taylor,
of Kentucky; Phiio Downing, of Wisconsin; Dr. N. Ruwe,
of Chicago; J.F.Blackburn, of Ohio, and W. W. Judy, of

St. Louis.
The President addressed the Convention at length on the

desirability of uniform game laws. A long communicatiou
from the Game Dealers Protective Association was read, to-

gether with various resolutions. Major J. M. Taylor urged
the passage of uniform game laws in the various States.
Another resolution was read by the Secretary urging:
1. That uniform close and open seasons should be

adopted in tbe several States and Territories east of the
Rocky Mountains, for deer, turkeys, pinnated grouse, ruffed
grouse, quail, woodcock, wild ducks, wild geese, Wilson
snipe, squirrel and rabbits, aud that said close seasons should
cover the breeding periods of said animals and birds, and
such additional time as is necessary to prevent a further
reduction of the present numbers of the same, regardless of
latitude.

2. That said close seasons should be as follows: For deer,
from December 1 to August 15; for turkey, February 1 to
September 1; for pin grouse, December 1 to September 1; fur
quail, February 1 to November 1; for woodcock, January 1

to September 1; for wild ducks, February 1 to September 1;.

for wild geese, February 1 to September 1; for Wilson snipe,
}VI>iu:ry I to September 1; for squirrel, December 1 to
JuiiC 1.

These documents were referred to the Committee on Reso-
lutions, which was increased in membership, because of the
large amount of work it has to perform.
On motion of Mr. George Bain, Messrs. Steedman, Dun-

ning, Bain, Enoch Moore aud S. P. Bartlett were appointed a
committee to pay particular attention to the protection of fish.

It was decided, after some discussion, to take the sense of
the Convention on the close seasons. Tbe general view was
that the close season for deer should be from January 1 to
October 1; for pinnated and ruffed grouse, January I to Sep-
tember 1; for quail, October 15 to January 1; for woodcock,
January 1 to July 4. The other close seasons were left as
named in the resolution.
M. F. Taylor of St. Louis, Mr. Holmes of Michigan, Mr.

Zaulis of Arkansas, Gus Griffey of Iowa and Col. Dallmeyer
of Missouri, were appointed a committee to formulate a
scheme for the organization of a National Sportsman's Asso-
ciation, and the Convention then adjGnrned to meet at 8:30
a. si. on the following morning. They resumed work at 9:30
a. m. September 30th. The sportsmen, however, were nut
punctual in getting to Elks' Hall, and it was close upon 10:30
when President Johnson rapped for order. The first busi-
ness was the report of the Committee on the Protection of
Fish, which was as follows:

"Your committee, to whom was referred resolutions relating
to fish protection and propagation, beg leave to submit the
following recommendations for the action of the Convention:
That the catching of game and food fishes should be prohib-
ited in the public waters of the different States during the
spawning seasons, except for purposes of propagation or dis-
tribution by or under the direction of the Fish Commission-
ers. That the prohibited periods should, as far as practical,
be uniform and of sufficient duration to include the spawn-
ing periods in all these States of the same species of fish, say
for Spring spawuers from February 1st to August 1st, and for
Fall spawners from September 1st to Aprii 1st; excepting
migratory fish, and that the close season for such should be
regulated by the several States in which they are found.
That all instructions to the ingress or egress of fish to and
from their spawning grounds in streams and lakes should be
prohibited, and the construction of proper fish-ways over
dams required and regulated and that the Fish Commission-
ers should be the judges as to what shall constitute a proper
and sufficient fish-way. The expeuse of puttiug in aud main-
taining such fish-way shall be borue by tbe owner of such ob-
struction or dam. That no seine, net, trap, weir or other de-
vice fur catching fish should be permitted to be used, where
it is legal to u^-e them, whose mesh is less than two inches
square. Tbat illegal seines, nets, weirs or other devices
should be confiscated and destroyed wherever found. That
the propagation aud protection of fish aud game, ami the en-
forcement of nil laws applicable to thb same, should in each
State bo placed in the hands of a paid commission, to be
styled a fish and game commission, composed of one or more
competeut persons; that such commissions should beauthor-
ized to appoint deputies or wardens throughout their
respective States, with power toiustituteprosecutionsormake
arrests, us circumstances require, under the supervision of
the commission; that our respective legislatures oe re-
quested to recommend the passage of such national legisla-
tion as will regulate the menhaden and other fisheries along
the Atlantic Coast and great lakes."
Mr. Jones, Fish Commissioner of Wisconsin, deprecated

the use of dynamite in fishing, aud urged that it should be
made a penitentiary offense.

Mr. Mann, of Chester, 111., moved that the size of the

meshes of the seines be fixed at two and one-half inches, in-

stead of two inches.

Messrs. Barlett and Peters were of the opinion that a two
inch mesh is large enough for all practical purposes.
The Convention, however, decided to let the committee's

port on this matter stand.

Mr. McAdams, of Illinois, offered a resolution, which was
adopted, urging Congress to provide such legislation for the
preservation of fishes in the Mississippi and other public
waters of the United States not controlled by Statelegislation,

as will be in harmony with the objects of this Convention.
Mr. Jones renewed his protest against the use of dynamite,

and on his motion a resolution was adopted asking State

Legislatures to enact rigid laws against the use of dynamite,
other explosives and poisons in fishing.

by clauses. The committee's suggestions were mainly satis-
factory. A snag was struck when the section referring to
duck Shooting was reached. The general sentiment was in
opposition to Spring shooting.
Dr. Rowe made an eloquent plea for its abolition on the

ground that it was destructive of water fowl. He said the
curse of game laws heretofore had been local selfishness.
Mr. Taylor, of .Kentucky, and Mr. McAdams, of Illinois,

followed in the same vein.
Mr. James was not in favor of the total abolition of Spring

shooting, but believed in preventing the wholesale destruc-
tion of game, not only in the Spring but in the Fall. If that
was done there would be good shooting both in the Snrine
and Fall. * *

Gen. Smith was of opinion that the question at issue was
one for the naturalists to consider, and that the sole object of

Mr. E. S. Holmes, of Michigan, suggested that areasonable
;

the Convention was the protection of game birds during their
bounty should be paid for the destruction of predatory fish

and animals that are not useful as food, sach as gars, dog-
fish and hard-shell turtles.

It was intimated tbat there might be some difficulty about
getting money for this object, but tbe objection was not
seriously entertained, aud tbe resolution was passed.
A canvass of the delegates of the Convention showed that

they represented sixty-three sportsman's associations, in
various States, numbering over 5,500 members.
The reading of communications was next in order, and

Secretary Wherry kept the floor for half an hour in perform-
ing this duty. Chas. H. Cotton, of Fort Reno, I. T., wrote
that the officers at that post were in hearty sympathy with
the Convention, and uttered a vigorous protest against the
large amount of illegal pot-hunting done in the Territory.

Otto Gramm, Fish Commissioner at Laramie, Wy. T.,

wrote that game and fish wardens, appointed and paid by the
General Government, are needed in the Territories to prevent
the extirpation of elk, deer, buffalo and antelope, which are
being killed solely for their hides.

J. H. Taggart, business manager of the Arizona Fish Com-
mission, Edward L. Bartlett, of the Santa Fe (N. M.) Rod and
Gun Club; J. E. Hosford. President of the Capital City Gun
Ciub, of Washington, D. C; C. J. Huske, of the South Caro-
lina Department of Agriculture; Chas. B. Reynolds, editor of
Forest and Stream, and others also wrote, offering hearty
co-operation with the Convention, and tendering advice in
regard to the protection of fish and game.
Gen. I. S. Smith, Chairman of the Committee on Resolu-

tions relating to the protection of game, presented the follow-
ing report.

"That in the opinion of your committee the close and open
seasons should be adopted in the several States and Terri-
tories east of the Rocky Mountains: For deer, turkeys, pin-
nated grouse, quail woodcock, wild duck, wild goose, Wilson
snipe, pigeon dove, upland plover, rabbit and squirrel, and
thai said close seasons should cover the breeding period of
said animals and birds, and such additional time as is neces-
sary to prevent a further reduction of the present number of
the same, and that the close season shall be as follows: For
deer, from January 1 to October 1; turkey, January 1 to
October 1; pinnated and ruffled grouse, January 1 to Septem-
ber 1; duck, February 1 to September 1; geese, February 1 to
September 1; Wilson snipe, May 1 to September 1; woodcock,
January 1 to July 4; plover, May 1 to September 1; turtle
dove, July 1 to August 1; wild pigeon, April 1 to October 1;
squirrel, January 1 to June 1; rabbit (excepting jack rabbit),
from February 1 to October 1.

"That hunting of deer with hounds should be prohibitedat
all seasons in all States. That song and insectiverous birds
should be protected the year round. That the trapping, en-
snaring aud netting of game, insectiverous and song birds
(except for scientific purposes) should be entirely prohibited.
That the robhiug of the nests of auy birds mentioned in the
Diecediog paragraph or the interference with them while
resting or rearing the young should be prohibited under
severe penalties imposed by law. That the killing or catch-
ing of any animal or birds hereinbefore mentioned by night
should be forbidden by law. That no gun of a larger gauge
or caliber than No. 10 should be used in the pursuit aud cap-
ture of any kind of game.

"That it is the further deliberate opinion of your committee
that it would subserve a wise and useful purpose to unite
aud blend the twin interests of fish and game, and to devote
the duty and functions of protecting and preserving the same
on one class of public officers; that the Fish Commissioners
of the several States ought to have superadded to their duties
aud functions the protection and preservation of game as well
as fish; that the Governors of the several States aud Terri-
tories should be authorized by statutes to appoint one game
and fish warden for eech Congressional District, and that
such game wardens be authorized to appoint one or more
deputies in the several counties within his Congressional
District; that said game and fish wardens and their deputies
be under the supervision and direction of the said Game and
Fish Commissioners; that all of said officers be authorized
and empowered to institute and prosecute all proper crim-
inal actions for infraction of the laws for the protection of
game or fish; that the game and fish wardens receive an
annual salary to be paid them by the State; that the deputy
game and fish wardens receive as their compensation "one-
half of the net proceeds of all fines and penalties which shall
be recovered through their instrumentality.
"That it is the opiuiou of your committee that the greed for

large bags is destroying the game of the country; that while
large bags are an exhibition of skill in the use of the guu.
they are not sportsmanlike, and bring sportmanship to the
level of pot-hunting, and are in direct conflict with the char-
acteristics of a sportsman, the chief principle of which should
be the protection of game. Therefore we recommend that
each individual be limited to twenty-five birds, other than
ducks and snipe, a day, and that the limit fcr ducks aud
snipe should be fifty a day."
Gen. Smith explained that the report was not tbe unani-

mous expression of the committee. They had endeavored to
occupy high grounds upon those great economical and moral
questions, and if they had not met the expectations of the
Convention they regretted the fact.

Mr. Hanwortu said the Committee had been originally to
3 in favor of making this report. Dr. Rowe, of Chicago,
however, came on and changed the complexion of affairs.
Tiny had disagreed on the open season for ducks, geese, and
suioe. which the minority wished to be from September Is'
to April 15th.

At this point of the proceedings the Chairman reminded
the Convention that they had an appointment to visit the
Merchants' Exchange. Tbe sportsmen theu left tbe hall and
marched two by two to the Exchange, where they spent half
an hour in pleasant converse with the President and Direc-
tors, and watchiug the excited operations of the bulls aud
bears.

At 2 o'clock the Convention resumed its session in Elks'
Hull. The report -if the Committee on Resolutions relating
to the protection and preservation of game, was considered

time of reproduction. When birds took their flight "to the
north, the process of reproduction had begun, and it was
wrong to shoot them in the Spring, since in doing so they
violated the underlying principle of the Convention, which
was to protect and preserve game of all kinds.
Mr. Bailey declared that he was in favor of shooting ducks

in every latitude at any time, providing the shooting was
done in a sportsmanlike manner.
- Mr. Zantiss intimated that such a view was neither moral
nor sportsmanlike, but Mr. Bailey took issue at once with
the idea that the birds come north only to breed. "They
ceme north," he stated, "because of the temperature and not
solely for breeding purposes."
This bold assertion tempted Mr. Zantiss to smile audibly, in

which act he was joined by several other members of the Con-
vention, but Mr. Bailey stood his ground manfully aud main-
tained that he was right in stating that the ducks go north
for a Summer vacation.

Several amendments were rejected, aud the season for
duck-shooting left as reported by the committee.
Mr. Holmes, Michigan, was opposed to the date fixed for

the close season for woodcock. He thought the time should
be changed from July to September 1st, and offered an
amendment to that effect. "During July," he said, "the
woodcock is a poor, weak bantling. The old birds have not
recuperated from the arduous labors of breeding, and are
neither fit to eat nor a proper target for sportsmen."
Mr. Young emphatically said that Mr. Holmes was evi-

dently not familiar with woodcook, or he would know that
the birds were grubbing before the latter part of July or be-
ginning of August. "I would not give the snap of my finger
for a woodcock after August," said he, "because grubbing
spoils his meat."
Tne time was left as fixed by tbe committee. When the

clause affecting rabbits was reached, a season of excitement
ensued. The rabbit did not seem to have a friend in the
Convention. "Kill him all the time," shouted Mr. Geo.
Bain, "he is not a game bird."
Not a single delegate raised his voice for the rabbit, and

the Convention decided to strike out the paragraph inserted
for its protection.
Another warm discussion arose on the question of hunting

deer with hounds.
Mr. Terry contended that a man was a mere murderer who

sneaks on a deer without a dog. Deer should be started and
followed with a hound, and have a chance for his existence.
There was a general cry in favor of the hound as an aid to

killing deer. "It is the only way in which they should be
killed," said Judge Lanham.
Mr. Terry moved to exempt Louisiana, Arkansas, Missis-

sippi, and Missouri from the proposition prohibiting the hunt-
ing of deer with hounds. This was rejected, and after some
further debate the clause reported by the committee was
voted down by 23 yeas to 25 nays, which gives spurtsmen the
privilege of hunting deer with dogs in all States.
On motion of Mr. Yantis, a resolution was adopted de-

precating the indiscriminate slaughter of game constantly
going on in the Iudian Territory, regardless of seasons; that
clubs in the Territory having for their objects the protection
of game be requested to correspond with the Indian authori-
ties, and make such arrangements as may be most conduti e
to the protection of game in the Indian Territory.
The Committee on Permauent Organization for a National

Association reported that such an organization should be
formed under the title of the National Association for the
Protection of Game and Fish, the objects to be the bringing
about of the enactment by the United States and the several
States and Territories of uniform game laws aud their better
enforcement. Constitution and by-laws, in proper form,
accompanied the report. All clubs of not less than five mem-
bers for the protection of game and fish are eligible to mem-
bership, as well as the fish and game commissioners of the
different States. The report was unanimously adopted.
Messrs. Rowe, Smith, Moore, Yantis and Steedman were

appointed a committee to prepare an address setting forth
the objects of the Association.
John D. Johnson was elected President of the Association

by acclamation. Enoch Moore, of Wilmington, Del., was
chosen Vice-President.

It was decided that all clubs represented at the Convention
shall become members of the Association by paying the re-
quired initiation fees.

Mr. Hayden offered a resolution, which was adopted,
recommending tbat all States aud Territories offer bounties
or the destruction of hawks that prey upon game.
Mr. Jones, Fish Commissioner of Wisconsin, made a brief

speech of thanks to the local committee, remarking that the
proceedings of the Convention would result in raising the
standard of American sport.

After considerable discussion it was decided to hold the
next meeting of the Association on the first Tuesday in June
next. Milwaukee, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Chicago were
put in nomination for the place of meeting. Dr. Rowe made
a strong speech in favor of Chicago. Milwaukee, St. Louis
and Cincinnati were withdrawn aud Chicago chosen for the
next meeting place. At 6:45 r. m. the Convention adjourned
sine die.

CONSTITUTION.

The Committee on Permanent Organization reported the
following Constitution, which was adopted:

Article I The object of this Association shall ho the pro-
tection and increase of game aud fish; the bringing about of
the enactment by the United States, aud the several Stabs
aud Territories, of uniform laws for the protectkm aud in-
crease of game and fish; aud the better enforcement of such
laws.

ARTICLE II. The n ime of this Association shall be: The
National Association for the Protection of Game, Birds and
Fish.
ARTICLE HI. All such clubs, associations, societies and

organizations as are now or may hereafter be formed in tbe
United States, having not less than five members, and hav-
ing as one of the objects of Ihcir organization, (he protection
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of game or fish, shall be eligible to membership in this Asso-

ciation upon complying with the requirements of the Con-
stitution concerning membership. All fish and game com-
missioners of the different States and Territories shall be ex-

officio members of this Association.

Article IV. The officers of the Association shall be a

President, a first Vice-President, a Secretary, who shall be

ex-officio Treasurer, and from each State and Territory of the

United States, one Vice-President and one Assistant Secre-

tary.

In every State and Territory in the United States wherein

there is now or shall hereafter be a State or Territorial

Sportsman's Association, the President or Chief officer, and

the Secretary of such Association, shall be chosen anuually

respectively as a Vice-President, and Assistant Secretary of

this Association.. Vacancies in theofnces of President. Vice-

President, and Assistant Secretary shall be filled by the Exe-

cutive Committee.
The President, First Vice-President, Vice-Presidents, and

Assistant Secretaries shall be elected by this Association at

each annual meeting. They shall hoid their offices until

the next annual meeting, and until their successors are chosen,

and qualified.

Article V. Any such club, society, association or organi-

zation mentioned in Article III., as may desire to become a

member of this Association, shall present to the Secretary a

written application for membership, signed by its president

and secretary, in which application shall be set forth its

name and location, the date of its organization, a copy of its

constitution and by-laws, the names and places of residence

of its officers, and the number of its members.

The Secretary shall lay such application before the Execu-

tive Committee; the Executive Committee shall consider the

applicatiou as soon as may be, and shall grant it or refuse it,

and the Secretary shall nutify the applicant of the action of

the Committee. If the application shall have been granted,

the applicant, upon payment of one year's dues to the Treas-

urer, shall become a member of the Association.

Article VI. Each member of this Association having

twenty or more members in its own organization, shall, be-

fore its admission, and before each annual meeting there-

after, pay to the Treasurer, as its annual dues, the sum of

ten dollars; and each member having in its own organization

less than twenty members shall so pay the sum of five

dollars.
. .

Article VII. There shall be an annual meeting of this

Association, the time and place whereof shall be fixed by the

Association at its preceding annual meeting, or by the Exec-

utive Committee in case of failure of the Association so to

do; in which case, such time aud place shall be fixed by the

Executive Committee at least three months before the date

fixed, and at least one months' written notice thereof shall be

mailed by the Secretary to each member.
Article VIII. In all meetings of the Association each

member having in its own organization twenty members or

more, shall be entitled to two delegates; and each member
having in its own organization less than twenty members

shall be entitled to one delegate, and five delegates at large

from any State Association. Each delegate shall have one

vote, provided that no member whose dues are in arrears shall

be entitled to representation in any meeting.

Article IX. There shall be a standing Executive Com-

mittee, composed of the President, the first Vice-President,

all the Vice-Presidents, the Secretary and Treasurer, and of

two persous, to be appointed by the President from the State

of President's residence. The President shall be Chairman

of the Committee. It shall hold its meetings at such times

and places as the President shall fix. Pive members of the

Committee shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business, but a smaller number may adjourn a meeting from

time to time until a quorum be present.

The Executive Commtittee shall be charged with the man-

agement of the affairs of this Association, except as ia herein

otherwise provided. It shall pass upon all applications for

membership in the Association; manage the financial business

and affairs of the Association, and shall make to the Associa-

tion at each annual meeting a report of its acts and proceed-

ings for the preceding year, with such recommendations as it

may deem proper.

Article X. There shall be a standing Law Committee, to

consist of five persons, who shall be appointed by the Presi-

dent at each annual meeting, or as soon thereafter as conven-

iently may be. It shall be the duty of the Law Committee

to consider and report upon such questions of a legal nature

as may be submitted to ft by the President or the Executive

Committee. It shall make to the Association at each annual

meeting a report, setting forth such matters of a legal nature

as may in its opinion, be of interest to the Association.

Article XI. It shall be the duty of the President to pre-

side at all meetings of the Association, and of the Execcutive

Committee; he shall appoint the Secretary and Treasurer of

the Association, and take a bond from him for the faithful

performance of his duties; and he shall appoint all commit-

tees except as otherwise provided.

It shall be the duty of the first Vice-President to perform

all the duties of the President in his absence; aud in case of

the absence of the President and First Vice-President the

duties of the President shall be performed by the several

Vice-Presidents in the alphabetical order of their several

States or Teiritories.

Article XII. At each annual meeting, or as soon there-

after as possible, the President elected at such meeting shall

appoint the Secretary and Treasurer of the Association for

the ensuing year. The Secretary and Treasurer shall hold

his office till the end of the next annual meeting, and there-

after till his successor shall be chosen and qualified. He
shall reside at the place of residence of the President. Be-

fore entering upon his duties he shall give bond to the Presi-

dent as trustee of the Association, in such sum, and condi-

tioned in such terms as the Executive Committee shall re-

quire for the faithful discharge of his duties as Secretary

and Treasurer. He shall keep in proper books accurate

records of all proceedings and business of the Association

and of the Executive Committee; attend all meetings of the

association and of the Executive Committee; make all such

reports give all such notices, and conduct all such corre-

spondence as may be required of him by the Executive Com-

mittee or tbe President.

He shall have the charge and care of the records and cor-

respondence of the Association.

He shall receive and keep in such bank or place of safety

as the Executive Committee may from time to time desig-

nate all the funds of the Association; and shall disburse the

same only upon written orders signed by the I resident and

one other member of the Executive Committee. He shall

keep correct accounts uf all money receiver!, and all money

lisbursed by him, in a book or books to be provided by him

it the cost of the Association, which books shall belong to

she Association, and shall at all times be open to tbe inspec-

tion of the Executive Committee and any member thereof,

ind to any officer or committee appointed by the Association

to examine the same. He shall make to the Executive Com-
mittee, monthly, reports of his receipts aud disbuisements,
aud to tbe Association at each annual meeting a detailed re-

port of his receipts and disbursements, exbibiting
vouchers therefor, and setting forth the amount in his
hands. He shall make such other reports as may be re-

quired of him by the Association, the Executive Committee,
or the President.
He shall receive as compensation for his services such sum

as may be fixed by the Executive Committee, but no change
in the amount of his compensation shall be made during his

term.
Article XIII. Twenty-five delegates present at an annual

meeting of this Association shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business; but a smaller number may adjouru
to a specified day and from time to time till a quorum is

present.
Article XIV. The Executive Committee shall have power

to make by-laws and rules of order for the management of

the affairs, and the government of the deliberations of the
Association—provided no suoh by-law or rule of order be in-

consistent with this Constitution, subject to the approval,
alteration or rejection of the Association at its next regu'ar
meeting.
ARTicLE XV. Every proposed amendment to the Constitu-

tion shall be submitted in writing to the Executive Com-
mittee at least one month before the meeting at which it may
be voted on, and shall be by said Committee reported at said
meeting with their opinion thereon. No amendment shall

be adopted until it shall have been so proposed and reported,
nor unless two-thirds of all the delegates present at an
annual meeting shall vote in favor thereof.

An opportunity offered the other day to examine closely a
gun which was well worth study. It was a weapon made by
James Purdy & Sons, Analey House, London. The Purdy's
have a great name for the symmetry and excellence of their

gun work, aud have had for many years. The gun in ques-
tion justified several conclusions as to their ability. It was
al2bore, 61b., 11 oz. double gun, HJ inch stock, with 2J
inches drop at butt and 1£ at comb. B irrels 29] inches long,

of Whitworth "fluid compressed steel." Thestockis a model
in form and fretting, and the metal is Jill fitted superlatively

well. The gun is a hammerless barrel cocker; cocking when
the gun is closed and not when the b. irrels are dropped in

opening, as is usually the case. The i ight barrel is a cylin-

der and the left a modified choke. The Whitworth barrels

are very plain blue tubes, closely resembling the barrels used
by the Remingtons, except that there is a fineness about the
Whitworth that does not characterize the other sort. The
gun handles superbly and is all in all a thing of beauty as
well as a most effective looking arm. Connoisseurs in guns
will be pleased with it, and those of less knowledge will learn
what one of the best gun makers considers his best work.
The gun is at Messrs. Liddle & Kaeding's, on Washington St.

Sport with Gun and Rod.

From the Century Company. 33 East 17th St., New York,
comes this volume. The book was originally issued by sub-
scription only and at a high price, but its excellence and the
general demand for it influenced the publishers to present
the work in popular form. It is a collection of essays upon
shooting, fishing, dogs and game. The essays are by men
of acknowledged repute as sportsmen, and; some of them of

reputation as litterateura. Taxidermy is touched upon, and
other cognate subjects are treated. The book is beautifully
illustrated, and is oue in which sportsmen cannot help being
interested. At the price at which, it is sold, $5, it iB within
reach of all, and it will be generally prized.

ROD.
The Ancestry of Our Salmonidse.

The Salmonidfe consist of marine and fresh-water fishes

that are norminally restricted to the Arctic and temperate
portions of the northern hemisphere, with the exception of

the genius Retropinna, found in the fresh waters of New Zea-
land. Absent from the waters of India and Africa, they have
of late years been artificially distributed to many portions of

the globe where they did not previously exist. Among the

genera of which this family is composed, some (as Argentina)

do not enter fresh waters; others, more littoral in their

habits (as the smelt, Osmerus), will ascend with the tide so

far as it reaches, but rarely beyond. The anadromous sal-

mon enters rivers, going to their higher portions, where it

forms its nest, and where its young are hatched aud reared;

while trot and char may pass their entire lives in fresh-water

rivers and inland lakes. Dr. Gunther considers these fish as

"inhabitants of the fresh waters of the Arctic and temperate
parts of the northern hemisphere, many species descending
to the sea after having deposited their spawn."

It is true that we perceive char residing entirely in fresh

waters in this country; but elsewhere they have been cap-

tured in the ocean. The Coregoni. to which our vendace,

pollau, and gwyuiad belong, possess their marine as well as

fresh-water representatives. The smelt, although normally
marine, migrates into brackish water to deposit its ova, and
in some localities has naturally or artificially been acclima-

tised to a fresh-water existence. Thus some species of the

same genus may be resident in tbe sea, while others may be

exclusively living in fresh waters, demonstrating how ana-

dromous forms may change into resident fresh-water one>;

while most of the deep-sea genera of which specimens have
been secured by our exploring expeditions must be included
among such as belong to the deep-sea fauna. We can thus

see an unbroken line connecting sea forms of the salmonoid
family with such as pass their entire existence in fresh water,

but which latter have, in all their genera, furnished examples
that have been taken in the ocean.

First, we have to consider whether our waters possess any
bony or teleostean fishes whicb are capable of changing their

residence from the fresh waters to those of the sea and vice

versa, and by this I mean taking on anentirely new condition

of existence, as in the following example: A fish, from being
an inhabitant of the sea, to be transferred to the fresh water,

where it continues its race without migrating seawards.

The intolerance of strictly fresh-water forms to a salt-water

existence is very apparent. Thus we are told by Lubbock
that on floods from tbe ocean occurring in the Norfolk
Broads, the first fish to suffer were tbe tench, pike, bream,
and roach; perch bearing a strong saline admixture, while"

eels were unaffected. Aud this instance gives, as I believe,

an excellent example of the true solution; carps, as tench,

bream, and roach, are essentially fresh-water forms, aud as

such are unable to live in water which is salt; consequently

they at once succumb, i
J
ercb, however, are related to

the marine lorms of perch, and we cannot sup-
pose that they have a different ancestry. It

may be many generations, it may be almost
countless ages since tbesepercoids became detuched from their

sea relatives; but even now they are not so deleteriously
affected by suit water as are fishes sprung from a true fresh-

water ancestry. Eels must likewise be admitted to be very
closely related to oceanic forms, in fact, the fresh-water eel

seems to be nearly cosmopolitan, and retains so much of the
habits of its marine ancestry, that it still deposits its eggs in
salt or brackish water. It is this intolerance of true fresh-

water fishes to salt water that aets as a barrier against their
spreading; consequently, if the inland waters of oceanio
islands are searched, true fresh-water forms are absent, un-
less at some former period a land communication had existed
with a continent, or these fishes have obtained access by
accident, or been placed there by man.
But that marine fishes may become temporary or perma-

nent residents of fresh waters, and thus be converted into
what are popularly known as fresh-water fishes, passing their

lives there, and continuing their race, is well ascertained,
and that in almost every quarter of the globe. A few well-

known instances of this may be now referred to. Malmgreu
observed that certain sea forms, as the four-horned bullbead
(Cottus quadicornis), a sucker (Liparis barbatus), and a
variety of the common herring, are now found in the northern
portion of the Baltic, where that sea at the present day is

least saline, whereas they appear to be entirely absent from
its southern extremity, where their presence might be ex-

pected had they obtained access from the North Sea. These
forms are smaller and leaner in the Baltic than are those of

same species in the Arctic Ocean, and it is reasonably con-
cluded that they are the remnants of a fauna which at one
time was common to both localities; for, during the latter part
of the glaoial epoch, most of Finland and the middle of

Sweden were submerged. Consequently at that period the
Baltic was a gulf of the glacial ocean, for it was closed at the
South; the Cattegat was yet unopened. But as the Scandi-
navian continent became elevated, the Baltic was cut off by
land from the Arctic ocean, whereas it opened to the south
at the Cattegut, and so obtained connection with the North
Sea; and its fish fauna even now retains representatives of
its former marine northern glacial fauna, as well as such im-
migrants as have arrived through the Sound. Inherited in-

stinct appears to induce those Arctic forms to seek a passage
to the north. It is due to the alterations in the physical
character of the water in the Baltic, which is continuously
decreasing in salinity, that they are a smaller and more mis-
erable race than their relatives which still reside and thrive

in the Arctic Ocean.
The foregoing must be classed among instances in which

marine forms have inadvertently become imprisoned in water
which has steadily changed its character from true saline to

that which is only a little more than brackish; here some live

and breed, we can scarcely add thrive, and one species, the
four-horned bullhead, has accepted the inevitable, and at the
present time ascends rivers, living and continuing iU race in

pure fresh water, thus affording a clue to the ancestral origin

of the bullheads, among which is our common miller's thumb
(Cottus gobio.)

In tropical countries, as India, it is not uncummon to find

marine fish detained in pieces of fresh water, to which they
obtained access under varying circumstances. The marine
"cock-up" (Lates calcarifer), a perch, ascends rivers, some-
times above tidal influence, to prey upon its weaker neigh-
bors, but it does not breed in such localities. Some forms of
herrings and other fishes, which enter inundated grounds
during high Spring tides, or are carried over banks, often

find it impossible to return to tbe sea, as may be observed in

the Coun river at Madras, where they live until the succeed-
ing rains again cause floods and allow them to escape. The
probabilities are that species of gar-pikes (as Belone cancila),

some herrings (as Engraulis telara), the pretty globe fishes

(Tetrodon cucutia), and numerous other forms now entirely

confined to fresh water in India, must have originally de-

scended from a marine ancestry, for representatives of the
same genera are numerous in the contiguous seas.

Irrespective of forms ascending into fresh waters from the

sea for predaceous purposes, or which have become accident-

ally imprisoned there, and subsequently accommodated
themselves to a new condition of existence, we find fishes

passing into rivers from the ocean for breeding purposes—an
excellent example of which is found in Britain, as the shad
(Clupea alosa and C. finta) of the Severn and elsewhere.

These fishes ascend when in spawn, and evidently deposit

their ova in the rivers, although the young have not often

been recorded from them, hut usually nearer estuaiies, and
these young would seem to soon descend to the sea, and not
to continue in rivers for any length of time. Now the shad
must be classed as a- marine form; it is in short, one of the
herrings, but possessing anadromous instincts. The same
may be said of the flounder (Pleurouecies flesus). Thus, on
May 1, 1885, I obtained about thirty of the young of the

flounders and plaice at Mevagissey, and took them to Chelten-
ham in sea water. By the 16th my salt water was exhausted,
so they were turned direct into trays of fresh water, and that

without any appreciable injury.

Without adducing further instances, I will pass on to con-
sider how the habits of some fishes may be artificially altered.

Mr. Arnold, of Guernsey, naturalized marine forms, as bass,

grey mullet, turbot, soles, plaieellaud smelts, iu a hve-aore
lake of varying depths, having a muddy, gravelly, or clayey
bottom, aud which was priucally supplied witb fresh water.

Here the cattle came to drink for niue mouths of the year,

but in tbe Summer it was too salt, owing to sea water being
received through a tunnel. After having beeu naturalized

iu this lake, the fish were transferred to ponds of spring
water, where they not only lived, but did well. Mr. Meynell,
of Yarin, in Yorkshire, succeeded in retaiuiug smelts in a
fresh-water pond which did not communicate with the sea,

and here they not only throve, hutbredfor successive seasons.
We have positively no evidence that true fresh-waler fishes

can live, much less breed, in the ocean, and we may conse-
quently infer that such must be a very rare—or, more prob-
ably. uukuown--phenomenou. But we see mariue forms, as
the shad, ascending rivers to deposit their eggs in freshwater;
or other fishes, as those pertaining to a glacial ocean fan ua, be-

coming imprisoned iu the Baltic, which is now land-locked
at its northern extremity; or the various species to which I

have alluded as being now occupants of fresh water, having
so close a relationship to others that are still a portion of a

marine fauna that, unless a distinct and separate origin is

held to have been the basis of the iwo races, its becomes dif-

ficult to show how these sea and fresh-water fishes did not
originally spriug from a common ancestry. But, as I have
further shown that it is possiblo to artificially educate s.une

seu fishes to breed in fresh water, though not, I think, fresh-

water fishes to do so in the sea, I think that, until somethin
more is ascertained, we are justified in classing families i

taining both forms iw probably originally derived front

marine origin.—Dr. Francis Day.
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Dry Fly Fishing-.

The general complaint amongst anglers 'nowadays is that

trout are becoming mora difficult to catch each succeeding

Beason, and such is, unfortunately, the case; therefore all the

more honor to those who can, and do, get the bigtrout under

the disadvantages of adverse weather and growing scarcity of

flies. A few remarks perhaps, will be serviceable to those

who fail in their efforts to circumvent chalk-stream trout.

There are remedies for most complaints, but for the present

one it is somewhat difficult to prescribe, although an allevia-

tion of the evil may be achieved by careful attention to the

prescription. It mast be remembered that on those English

rivers producing trout of 3 lb. and 4 lb. weight, there is now
a tremendous run by anglers, and that almost every bit of

such waters is now scientifically fished, and good sport

obtained by proficients in the art of dry fly fishing. Unless,

however, that proficiency be attained, the hitherto successful

fisher in mountain rivers will be doomed to disappointment

when he aspires to the big fish in the clear waters running
through the chalk. More can be learned in half an hour by
watching a good fisherman neatly place his single fly lightly

on the river some twenty-five yards away from the reel, than

in reading a dozen pages of directions. Everything lies in

the angler's eqaipment. The rod must neither be floppy nor
stiff as a hop-pole. If yon feel your experience in choosing

a rod at fault, ask your friend—if you have one, and you
must have many, be you a true disciple—who is in the front

rank of dry flyfishers, to choose one for you. As to the rod,

the English made glued-up cane beats all others out of the

field both for power and durability. Opinions differ as to

the correct length; some recommend 11 feet, others 12 feet.

The former length is perhaps more handy, although the lat-

ter would be more suitable for a tall man; but beginners

must be guided by their strength of arm, as only one hand
can be used for the rod in the new style of casting, the other
being wanted to manipulate the line. The nest important
point is the running line; forty yards plaited waterproof will

be quite sufficient, tapered at both ends. The centre length

(20 yds.) should be of uniform thickness suited to the power
of the rod (again ask your angling friend to guide you). The
tapered ends to be each S yards, containing three or four
degrees of taper, in fact beginning with a very fine point of,

say, a yard, and increasing in strength, as the sections—so

to call them—approach the main body of the line. Lines
hitherto have been made in two thicknesses only, perhaps
ten or twelve yards of fine line joined to 30 yards or so of

much thicker. With such tackle it is quite impossible to get

out that long straight cast which is the true secret of success
with wary trout, day by day becoming more wary. The next
point is the gut collar, which many anglers persist in having
the orthodox 3 yards in length. No greater mistake could be
made. Two yards nit ample for either an lift, or 12ft. rod.

It is just that extra j .\r I tnat makes all the difference. When
cutting the fly np in the teeth of the wind, that superfluous
yard of gut is sure to c irl back; in fact, in a very rough wind
the gut collar may be diminished to a yard and a half.

Remember that the t-'.ut should not be allowed to have the
chance of seeing m .-, u ihan six inches of gu t above him, and

ut not fine diawn. Of what use then
w > feet six inches, except to make

. It ? As to flies, it goes withou t

I: toks are best. So much time
:,landing the drying without whip-

s. For casting the present system is to

draw a quantity of Hue off the winch with the left hand, and
let it lie on the ground, or trail in the water behind you if

3'ou be wading. The rod being in the right hand the line is

held in the left, and each wave of the rod is allowed to take
out as much line as it will, the left hand checking the line as
the rod is brought back for another wave. At the last stroke
of the rod. when perhaps a yard of line still remains to be
expended, the left hand should quit it as the rod point goes
forward, when the slack line will run of itself With a very
long line out, just as the fly is reaching the water, and the rod
point low, the right hand should be drawn sharply back,
which will have the effect of straightening the gut line to the
last inch without disturbing the fly in the least. It is a deli-

cate kuack, and only to be acquired by practice and obser-
vation. The reason for this new style of fishing is the very
great difficulty of recovering twenty or twenty-rive yards of
line off the water, in one backward sweep, without making
some kind of disturbance, especially when wading and cast-

ing directly up stream. Another reason why many are un-
successful with shy trout is that, unintentionally, they make
them more shy every way by persistently casting for them
from some point where the line and fly will not fish. The
trout that defied you all yesterday morning is not rising now,
bo go round to the other side of the river and examine his
haunt. Here you will see the reason at once. Your line was
carried downwards by the stream in the centre of the river;
but under the bank where the fish lay is a back eddy, so that
your running line was pulling in one direction and the fly in
another; moreover, the fish in the bank eddy' was lying with
his head really down stream, and all the time you were care-
fully putting the fly a foot above his tail! To keep a fly from
dragging as long as possible, it is well to allow some slack line
to float down the river in advance of the fly, for at the first

sign of movement on the part of the fly, that cast is finished
as far as trout are concerned, although some "euterprizeless"
grayling may make a passing snatch at the trailing dun, and
even pursue it and book himself. In conclusion, let it be
said that for the capture of wily trout (and they are getting
wily in every river), it is almost everything to put your fly

before the fish correctly the first cast. If you do, he is pretty
certain to have it at once. If you do not, you may as well
go and hook for another, or maybe you will spend half the
day over a fish you have spoilt from want of a little care.

—

Ex.

this should be hue,

are the remaining '

the cast more difli

saying that eyed
is saved from their

piug off like gut hoo!

An Hour With a Salmon-

It is not quite true that in angling it is the unexpected
which always happens. Sometimes, however, it does, an?. I
wish it was "always" instead of "sometimes" in such a case
as the following: Ou May 22d I went out to try my luck
amongst the trout in the river Eden at Holme Eden, near
Warwick bridge. After catching a dozen fair-sized trout
below the bridge, I moved above, and commenced fishing in
the stream just opposite the church. Whilst doing so, I rose
and hooked a salmon. Of course I never expected to have a
very long acquaintance with this unexpected capture, but
supposed I might at least have a bit of fun at the expense,
probably, of a casting line and four flies. The smash, how-
ever, did not seem to come off, and, b}' careful management,
I found that I was able to keep on leading the salmon down
stream. Fortunately for me, be was always wishing to get
up higher. By-and-by I persuaded the fish to movefrom the
very strong water into a smoother but fairly-rapid stream of
some four or five hundred yards iu length. Here good luck
again befriended me, for down this water I drew him almost
imperceptibly. Gull, and only once, he took alarm on see-

ing me, and then I thought all was up, as he made what ap-
peared to me a frightful rush across to the other side of the
river, which is very wide at this point. But all stood firm,

and, the crisis past, everything ran smoothly again. I felt

to my horror, however, that a splice which I had made in the
line some years ago passed through my hands and ran away
for the rings. Should that splice catch ever so little, all was
over. But there was no hitch. Right through the rings
went the line, and I was not long in getting the splice wound
back again safely upon the winch. I now gradually worked
my friend pretty well to my own side, and with a much
shortened line, always keeping myself well back on the
bank and out his sight, I still kept drawing
him down to his fate, the salmon, I fancy all

the while wondering what new and curious experi-
ence he was acquiring. Soon I was confronted with a line of

ugly rails slanting down to the water edge. It was necessary
to climb over them, fishing boots, clogs, creel, rod (with
salmon at the end), and landing-net. How I got over, I can-
not clearly remember; but I do know that I did not take the
fence in my stride. On the other side I still found myself
perpendicular, with the rod in hand, well up, and the salmon
still slowly, but strongly, moving at the end of all. This
stage of the business brought me within twenty yardsof the
bridge of three arches. If the fish made for the middle one,
I—at least, the fish—was lost. However, luck still befriended
me, and I got him close to the side, some short willows at

the point hiding me from sight. The salmon was here in

pretty deep and rapid water, and my object was to run him
down the stream of the near arch, to a friendly gravel bed I

knew of. Now, therefore, I put all the pressure on I dared,
and with the assistance of the stream obtained good way on
him. The prompt action ran him prettily ashore, with his
head just out on the gravel. To lay down the rod, all taut

—

to rush into the water, and throw myself full length on the
top of the salmon, was the work of a moment. After, em-
bracing him thus for some little time, nn til I could recover
my wind, I carried him in my arms to grass in triumph, a la
the immortal Briggs. This exciting episode occupied exactly
an hour. The salmon weighed 10 lbs., and was a beauty,
newly run. Some reader may smile at all this fuss about a
10 lb. salmon. He must be good enough, however, to re-

member that 1 was fishing with a 12 ft. trout rod, the very
finest gut, and small spider flies. The fly which hooked the
fish was a magenta body and black hackle.

—

Exchange.

The St. Leeer Stakes.

The Benicia New Era makes some serious charges against
Deputy Fish Commissioner Jones, and among others accuses
him of allowing fishermen convicted of illegal fishing in sev-
eral instances to pay a fine less than the sum required bylaw.
The New Era claims that Jones is running the business with
a special view to personal profit, and not for the puroose of
suppressing illegal fishing. The charge is a serious one, and
the public will expect Deputy Jones to have it investigated.
He cannot afford to rest under an imputation that places
him in the light of a criminal.

In regard to the Benicia New Era charges against Deputy
Fish Commissioner Jones, the Vallejo Chronicle says: "We
have not seen Mr. Jones or anyone authorized to speak for
him, but being at the county seat Monday, we took the
trouble to examine the District Attorney's docket, in relation

to some of these charges, and everything there was straight
as a string. The District Attorney said it was true that Mr.
Jones had fixed it so iu some cases that fishermen had really
paid less than they were fined, but that was something he had
a perfect right to do, for one-half of the fines went to the in-

former, and if he chose to give it back to the person fined
there was nothing to prevent him. It is hardly probable that
a man of such generous disposition would be guilty of such
trifling stealings as charged by the Benicia paper. As to the
charge of making favorites of some fishermen, Mr. Jones can
answer that if he thinks necessary, but if we judge the tem-
per of the people, they are satisfied that he is making an
honest, brave, and faithful officer."

Raciner at the Yreka Fair.

Oct. 7th—Running; purse 3300, ?25 to second; for all ages. Mile heats.

J. Fitten'shr g Garfield, aged, by Langford, damhy Lodi, 115 lbs.
Woodcuck 1 l

C. J. Tolnian's b g Jim Lick, aged, by imp. Haddington, dain
unknown, 115 lbs Cooper 3 2

J. W. Moore's gg RyeBtraw, aged, by Dr. Lindsay, dam Ellen, 115
lbs Haislett 2 S

Time, 1:47& IMS.
Pools: Garfield $20, Ryestraw §12, Jim Lick $6. First heat won by a

neck, Jim Lick a bad third. Second heat won by two lengthB, Ryestraw
a fair third.

Same Day—Trotting; special purse $203, of which $50 to second. Mile
heats.
Fleety P., blk m, by Altamout—D. J. Ferree i i
Queen, cb ni, by Sir Walter—Q. W. Moore 2 2
Tempest, b g. by Frank Mystery—C. F. Boye dis

Time, 3:09, 3:02.

Oct. Sth—Running; purseSSOO; $50 to second; for all agea. Half-mile
heats.

H. Stover's ch g Quebec, aged, by Norfolk, dam Jenny Hull, 115
lbs Woodcock l l

Nebeker A Toleinan's ch m Blue Mountain Belle, aged, pedigree
unknown, 115 lbs Cooper 2 2

Time, ;49K. :50>f.

Pools: Quebec $20, Blue Mountain Belle -$10. First heat won bv half
a length; second by a length.
Some- Day—Trotting—Purse, $200; for district horses.

Captain L . bs, by Siskiyou Boy—J. Fitten 1 i l

J . B. , b b , by Altamont—C . S. Moore 2 2 '2

Honest Mike, b s, by Mike — Jas. Sutherland die
Time, 3:U5, 3:06. 3:1)8.

Same Day—Running—Purse, $150; of which $30 to second; for all
ages. One mile and a quarter.
J. Fittcu's br g Garfield, aged, by Langford, dam by Lodi, 115 lbs.

Woodcock 1

Jos. Stephen's ch g Jubilee, aged, by Norfolk, dam by Lodi, 115
lbs Huislett 2

Time, 2:18.
Pools: Garfield 820, Jubilee S6. Won by five lengths.

Oct. 9th—Trotting; purse, $150; for district two-year-old's.
Callahan, pinto s, by Altamout—C. S. Moore 1

Henry, ch s, by Mike—Jas. Sutherland dlH
Rogue, br s—Jas. Evans dls

Time, 3:48.

Same Day—Purse, $200; 2:50 class; district horses,
Alia, b m, by Altamont—L. Swan.. ill
ZJlophone, b s, by Altamont Jas. Sutherland 2 U 2
Frank Pilot, blk g, by Black Pilot-U. F. Boye 3 U 3

Time, 2:43, 2:42, L'lli.

Oct. 10th— Crofting; consolation purse, -1111.1

Queen, cb in, by Sir Walter—G. W. Moore •> l l

Mike, b r— Jos. Evans 1 2 2

J,U.,1)R S. Clark ;t dis
Time 3;u7, 3:09i, 3:09.

Same Day—Running: purse 8200, oi which 550 to second; for ullages.
Three-quarter mile heats.
NVin-iirr a loll-in in's bg.liiu Lick, aged, by imp. Buddlugton,

dam unkuow ii, US lbs i 'oopei i I

U.Htuvur'sbr g Garfield, agori, by Langl'ortl, dam b Loill, 116 ll>.s.

Woodcock 2 2

Race and pooiB declared oft tor' fraud.

Nn Day—Eimulne: saddle race; puree $100, of which ^- :' to second.
Five-eighths of a mile.
Nuln-ki r A Toleman's cb in Blue Mountain Belle 1

ll. Htover's one Quebec, by Norfolk 2
E. li'liUnur'a bra Minnie it :i

O. W. Moore's bgLIttle Tim o

The glory of the great Yorkshire races did not culminate
until the establishment of the St. Leger Stakes in 177S.

They originated in this manner: A number of patrons of the

turf were dining together at the Red Lion Inn in Doncaster,

when the Marquis of Rockingham proposed that the compli-

ment of naming the race after him should be paid to their

frieud and fellow-sportsman, Col. St. Leger, in recognition
of his services in the cause of sport. The first St. Leger was
won by John Singleton on Lord Rockingham's Allabaculia.
The day for running the famous race has been frequently
altered. At first it was a Tuesday; then for a couple of years
a Wednesday; for a quarter of a century Tuesday again; then
Monday, changing after a couple of years back to Tuesday,
and, since 1845, Wednesday.
A nobleman's stand was erected at a cost of £1,300, in

1826, and among the subscribers were the Dukes of Devon-
shire, Portland, Leeds, the Marquis of Westminster, Lon-
donderry, Earls Wilton, Fitzwilliam, and indeed, most of the
sporting nobility and gentry of the day. Those were indeed
the palmy days of Doncaster, when the aristocracy attended
in all the pride, pomp and circumstances of their greatness.
The Fitzwilliams—father and son—would drive on to the
course, each in a coach drawn by six bays, decorated with
orange-colored favors and rosettes, servants iu splendid liv-

eries, twenty out-riders, a number of their tenantry on horse-
back; while the Dukes of Devonshire and Scarborough would
attend in equipages and suits equallymagnificeut. Of course,
(here was no approach to the vast numbers that now pour on
to the moor from huge trains running from every point of the
compass, the sight of which is a more imposing, if less garish,
than the comparatively solitary grandeur of half a century ago!
Pages might be filled with anecdotes appertaining to these

famous races. In 1809 Middlethorpe broke his bridle during
the run and was held by a handerchief. A curious and dar-
ing bet was that made by a sporting man against Theodora in
1822, of £1,000 to a walking stick. About' the same time the
result of the race was conveyed to Manchester, tied round
the necks of dogs trained to hunt by rail, while pigeons were
used for the same purpose to carry the news to London,
where they would arrive early on the following morning'.
As a proof how the most knowing ones may make an error in
judgment, it may be recorded that in 1S24 William Scott
betted £1,000 that Faugh-a-Ballagh would not see the post,
and he was the first to pass it.

Among the regular visitors to the moor in the early years
of the present century was Jimmy Hirst, the miser, dressed
in coat, trousers, and hat of sheepskin, and a waiscoat of
drake's feathers. In his curious carriage, made without
nails and drawn by dogs, asses, or a bull, he would shower
among the people notes on the Bank of Rawoliffe for two-
pence-half-penny each. These notes bore his own portrait,
showing him in his novel equipage, with his gun in his
hand, attended by pigs, dogs, and foxes, the inscription run-
ning as follows: "Bank of Rawcliffe, No. . I promise to
pay John Bull, or bearer, on demand, the sum of five half-
pence, 18—. For the Governor and Company of the Bank of
Rawcliffe, James Hirst."
This eccentric character lived to thegreatage of ninety-one,

and was present at the St. Leger, in his usual state, a few
days before he died. His will was in keeping with his life.

It was his desire that he should be carried to the grave by
eight old maids, each of whom was to be paid half a guinea.
As eight old maids, however, sufficiently strong for the office
could not be found, the corpse was borne by eight widowt
what a moral against celibacy!—to the solemn musicof a bag-
pipe and a fiddle, the former being played by a Scotch shep-
herd, the latter by an inhabitant of the village where the old
man died. Hirst, years before, had bought the coffin in
which he was buried, and kept his food in it. He used to
exhibit his ghastly larder to the curious for a small remuner-
ation.

Doncaster was too far in those days to be regularly fre-
quented by royalty. But George IV., then Prince Regent,
paid it a memorable visit in 1806, with the Duke of Clarence]
and Earl Fitzwilliam entertained the brothers every day at
a hosier's in French Gate, where he lodged. During their
stay the prince had a cold. While standing ou the balcony
of their lodgings one morning, a crowd of people collected
round. "Which is t' prince? oi must see t' prince," cried an
old woman. "That's him," said a bystander; "him with a
handkerchief in nis hand." "Him there," said the old lady
pointing, "that f prince; why he blows his own nose!" and
disgusted that royalty should be guilty of such a plebian
habit, or, at least, that it should perform the office for itself,

she went away quite disillusionized.

The St. Leger of 1819 was remarkable from more points of
view than one. The commencement of cross purposes was
the collapse of Mr. Crawford's Sultan, who was first favorite;
he broke down suddenly on the course while taking his gal-
lop, and could hardly be got into Mr. Maw's slables at Belle
Vue, adjoining the moor. In those days there were no tele

graph wire "to make a girdle round the earth in twenty mid
utes," so the touts got the pull and dispersed in all directions
with their golden intelligence. What a hedging of bets there
was all over the North that night, and didn't the touts make
a golden harvest! When the race was run Antonio, who
belonged to an innkeeper of Cotteriokbridge, named Fergu-
son, came iu first, but as Sir Walter, Agricola, Brouti, Will
Boy, and Harmonious did not get off, the stewards declare!
it a false race, and ruled that it should be run a second time.
Ferguson, however, refused, on the score of the starter being
ready to make an affidavit that the race was a fair one.
There was a tremendous row, and the race was referred to
the Jockey Club, who gave their award iu favor of Antonio!
and decided that the second race ought not to have been
sanctioned by the stewards.

The Cleveland Plaindcaler has the following interesting

bit of gossip about the receufr- race at Cleveland between
Harry Wilkes and Phallas: "We said yesterday that John
Murphy was called here as a reserve driver for Harry Willies
by Mr. France, his owner. Necessarily this information
carried with it the news of strained relations between Mr.
Fiance and Frank Van Ness, his driver. Mr. France is as
true a sportsman as ever lived, and a man who will own to
an error when he finds he has made one. He owns that he
suspected Van Ness wrongfully, and on Friday Offer the race
told Van Ness so. The trouble grew out of the Clingstone
Wilkes race at Detroit. There Wilkes was out of work, Van
Ness says, ami Mr. France, expecting to see him win, safl
him beaten in the second heat in *J:17. Van Ness was ohji
grined and never went near Mr. France to explain the
trouble. So Mr. France suspected that all was not right, and
he oalletl Murphy hero to drive Wilkes in case Van Nem
should have lost the first beat. But everything is now all

right, and both parties or satisfied."

.-«

l
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The Corner-Stone of the Turf.

Editor. Breeder and Sportsman: It is Dot a new thing

that abuses of the turf occur. In England, where turf sports

have their grandest demonstration, with the nobility, aye,

even members of the royal family, to support and participate

in them, scandals have from time to time arisen. And since

the days of Sir Henry and Eclipse in onr country there have

occurred instances which would not bear the light of strict,

impartial investigation. But these irregularities do not and

cannot disturb the paramount purposes of racing—the mani-

festation of blood, the means to improving racers and the ele-

vation of the sport itself to such degree as to gain for it not

only popular approbation, but the more important considera-

tions of that praiseworthy and beneficial emulation which

have their results in attractive fields, and the advancement of

the standard up to thoroughbred mark, which only high and

careful breeding can assure.

Complaints are frequently made of the practices which

attend racing—as to unfair performance and unjust judging.

These involve owners, jockeys and judges. It would be vain

to gainsay that these complaints are sometimes well founded.

It would be to expect too much of human nature that the

errors, or the deliberately committed wrongs which are inci-

dent to every other occupation or action of life, should rot

have part in the turf. Bankers go astray from rectitude,

judiciary agents become criminally remiss, merchants are

wayward in integrity, ever honored in public life, prove at

last recreant; and even the judiciary is challenged on the

score of corruption. There is that measure of honor recog-

nized in the world which makes flesh of one and fowl of the

other. The man who defaults in an ordinary financial or

commercial transaction is held either to be blameless or only

sharp, while one who violates his pledge of a gambling debt

is black-balled against redemption. It is "business" as

compared with "squareness." Lover has, in his "Knight of

Gwynne," who surrendered his estate lost at play by a

blunder not all his own, when he might have claimed foul and

saved it, made clear the distinction between the man of chaste

honor, and the man of common mold. The pledge of play

and pay was the gauge of honor, and misplay could have no

part in it.

Thus with the turf. Prom the very nature of the sport

—

and it is in itself the noblest in which honorable man can

engage—to play is to pay, in the event of loss, and only hon-

orable transactions shall have place. That which is known

as "jockeying" is irregular and reprehensible; but deliberate

scheming to defraud is vicious, if not criminal. To "throw

a race" is worse than false dicing, to cheat at cards.

There stand the rules of the turf. In this respect they are

as the constitution and the laws. They are the established

codes of racing, and any who violates them should incur the

penalty, equally as the offender who infracts the statutes.

In this the judges of racing are involved even more than the

judges npon the bench, for in them is reposed the full auth-

ority, while in the Courts of Appeal the juries may determine

the case against the sentiment of the magistrate. True, there

is the appeal to the National Association, as a tribunal of

last resort, but the process is as expensive as it is tardy.

Only in extreme and singularly outrageous cases will turf-

men make the appeal.

Say that a rider or driver, with or without the instructions

or intimations of the owner, in defiance of the plain rules of

the turf, so acts as to take the race from the rival, that would

surely have won but for the intentional interruption, is it not

the duty of the judges to impose the prescribed penalty. For

instance: Suppose four horses are started for the race.

Whirlwind is the favorite. Bessiejand Thunder and Breaker

are competitors. The driver of Whirlwind knows that to

win the race he must save his horse until the home stretch.

Breaker has no show to win, but he is rapid for the half mile

or three-quarters, and his driver, in collusion with those

who want the favorite beaten, fair or foul, draws

in out of place to take the track from Whirlwind, with the

deliberate purpose of defeating him as a winner, and does so;

the foul is apparent; everybody sees it, except perhaps, some

of the judges. What is their duty? The rules are plain—to

rule the offending driver from the track, which carries with

it the deserved oenalty of actual expulsion from every track

under the jurisdiction of the National Association—a penalty

in no wise too severe in due protection of the turf, in vindi-

cation of that spirit without which the turf becomes degraded

to the low level of a gambling deadfall. Instead of this just

penalty, however, the judges impose a fine, say of S100. It

is paid, not by the recreant driver, but by those who have by

his foul practice—agreed upon—thousands of dollars. And
besides, there mav be money in the purse for the recreant.

This is not racing; it is swindling. Ancient Pistol would

have the word "convey," yet it meant in honest English to

steal.

Against this it may be pleaded: "Is not the turf for all

these practices as trustworthy as the bench, or not less dis-

honest?" Of our seven Supreme Judges are there not errants?

Are there no unjust decisions handed down from that august

tribunal? Do all the twelve judges of the Superior Court

always render just decisions? If so, why does the Supreme

Court reverse some of them? How comes it that eve d the

Federal District and Circuit Courts are sometimes reversed

by the Supreme Court of the United States?

The ans'wer is easy, but the cases are different. The courts

are the body of the law; the turf is governed by the rule of

honor, under certain prescribed regulations. To be sure, in

each case, the judges are mortal and feeable. But to sust nu

the law there is behind the State and the Government, while

the turf rests entirely upon its honorable conditions. Impair

or destroy the integrity of the turf, and it descends to quar-

ter race tricking and low knavery. Gentlemen will forsake

it; all honorable men will withhold from it. To be perpetu-

ate it must be honorably managed; to be creditable it must

be honest. _ ._ _
The Blood Horse Association of the Pacific Coast is com-

posed of honorable men, encouraged to importing and breed-

ing the best horses the world produces, their exemplary

efforts in this direction have already, in a few years, given re-

sults unexampled in the history of the turf. The victories

East the present vear of the stables of Messrs. Haggin, Bald-

win and Ashe; the exploits of the stables of Stanford and

Winters and Rose; and the performances of the horses bred
by Simpson and others, racers and trotters, best attest the
blood and breeding incident, and give the assurance that here
in California will yet be bred the fleetest in the world. But
to assure this there must be honest racing, honest judging of
races, and the surety of immediate and exemplary penalty to
any who trangress the established rules, in riding or driving,
and in every other way, by those in authority. Fair play and
no favor—certainly no foul play—must be the rule. There
is no just complaints as to management of the pools. Killip
& Co. have demonstrated their honorable dealing—the correc-
tion is needed in the riders and drivers. Let them under-
stand that foul practices will entail adequate penalties. It
is due to the honorable members of that guild—and they
predominate—that the rules of the turf shall be inflexibly en-
forced; that they must ride or drive fair, or never more he
admitted to the turf. Turfman.

Fall Meeting at Jerome.

The Fall meeting at Jerome Park began Sept. 25th, but
no Pacific Coasters faced the flag until the third day, Oct.
1st. The races in which they have started are as follows:

Oct. 1st.— Free handicap sweepstakes of £25 each, if not declared
out, with $50U added, the second to receive $100 out of the stakes. One
mile and a sixteenth.
Preakness Stable's ch h Wallflower, 5, by War Dance—Sunflower, by

Magna, 10i lbs Caldwell 1
D. D. Withers' ch c Stonebuck, 3, by Stonehenge—Julietta, H)3 lbs.

Green 2
Mr. Kelso's b m Rica, 6, by Kingfisher—Lady Mentraore,108 lbs.

Meaton 3
R.P Ashe's b c Alta, 3, 114 lbs Fitzpatrick
H. D. Markstone's blk f Florence M., 3,94 lbs Covington U
J. E. Kelly's ch m Bella, 5, 93 lbs ....Ratferty
P. H. Ryan's ch m Caramel, 5, 97 lbs Powers
G. F. Johnson's b h Greenland, aged, 92 lbs Arnold U

Time, 1 :153£.
Betting: 2 to 1 against Wallflower, ll'to 5 against Alta, 5 to 1 against

Stonebuck, 10 to 1 against Bella, 15 to 1 against Rica, 2u to 1 against
Florence M., 30 tol against Caramel, and 4u to 1 against Greenland.

The start was good after a long delay, Alta and Stonebuck
leading off, Rica next, and at the mile Rica was in front, half

a length from Bella, the others close np. Kica and Bella led
round the turn, and on the north field Stonebuck showed
third, and at the bluff Stonebuck was nearly on even terms
with the leaders. Stonebuck led out of sight, Pica, Alta, and
Bella next, but on the lower turn Kica again led Stonebuck
half a length, Alta and Bella close up. Kica and Stonebuck
led into the stretch, with Wallflower a close third, and in the
run to the wire Wallflower took the lead at the betting quar-
ters, winning by a length and a half, Stonebuck as far in
front of Rica, with Alta a close fourth.

Third Race—The Grand National Handicap Sweepstakes, of $100 each
h f, or only $20 if declared by Sept. 21th, with ?i,500 added, the second to
receive §400 out of the stakes; weights to be published by Sept. 2lst;
winners of any handicap after publication of weights, 5 lbs, additional;
of two or more, lu lbs. One mile and three-quarters.
J. T. Williams' ch h Bob Miles, 4, by Pat Malloy—Dolly Morgan, by

Kevenue, 112 lbs J. McLaughlin 1
Summit Stable's ch g Royal Arch, 4, bv Fellowcraft—Bonnie May,

105 lbs Covington 2
Rancocas Stable's blk h Pontiac, 1, by Pero Gomez—Agenoria, 123

lbff Onley 3
Mr. Kelso's be Longview, 3, 101 lbs \v. Donohue
Preakness Stable's ch g Euclid, 5, 113 lba Caldwell
B. A. Haggin's blk c Hidalgo, 3, 113 lbs P. Duffy *

Time, 3:12,
•Fell
Betting: 10 to 7 on Pontiac, 4 to 1 against Bob Miles, 6 to 1 against

Hidalgo, 10 tol against Longview, 25 to 1 against Euclid, and 30 tol
against Royal Arch.

To a good start Longview led off, with Euclid and Royal
Arch next, but at the bluff the last-named was leading a neck,
Longview second. As they went out of sight a collision took
place bttween Hidalgo and Euclid, in which the California
colt went down, giving Duffy a severe fall. In the run to

the wire Koyal Arch led three lengths, Longview and Bob
Miles a length apart, Pontiac fourth, and on the turn Koyal
Arch kept the gap open, Longview and Pontiac a length
apart. At the bluff Royal Arch only led two lengths, Long-
view second, Pontiac third, Miles close up, Euclid losing

ground. On the south field Royal Arch led a length, Pontiac
second, half a length ahead of Bob Miles, and the three made
the homestretch half a length apart in that order. Pontiac
and Miles closed on Royal Arch a furlong from home, but at

the betting quarters Royal Arch led a neck, Pontiac a head
in front of Miles. To the wire the three ran on nearly even
terms, and Miles got the verdict by a head, same between
second and third.

Oct. 3d—Third Bace—Sweepstakes for three-year-olds, of $50each,*h.
f.,with 6750 added; the second to receive $150 out of the stakes; thosfi

nothaving won in 1885 more than 31,500, allowed 5 lbs., or if n,t more
than $l,00u, 10 lbs., or if not more than 6750, 15 lbs.; non-winners in 1S85
allowed 20 lbs., and if maidens, 25 lbs.; to close and name by 4 p.m. on
Friday, October 2d, and at the course. One mile and a furlong.

Mr. K>lso's h f Maumee, by Vauxhall—Mandina, 90 Ihs .Martin 1

M. M. Yerks" ch f Three Cheers by Hurrah—Chance, 100 lbs... Potter 2

Rancocas Stables' ch c Greenfield, by Glen Athul—Lotta, 108 lbs.
Onley 3

J. E. Kelly's bf Natilee, by Glenelg— Annie Bush, 05 lbs Rnfferty
J. & J. Christie's ch g Bonanza, by Joe Hooker— Mattie Glenn. 105

lbB W. Donohue
Time, 1:59#.

Betting: 2 to 1 each against Maumee and Bonanza, 3 to 1 Greenfield. 6

to 1 Three Cheers and 15 to 1 Natilee. For place: 5 to 3 on Maumee and
Bonanza, 6 to 1 against Greenfield, 9 to 5 Three Cheers and 5 to 1 Natilee.

Three Cheers led for the greater part of the journey with
Greenfield and Bonanza alternately in second place, Maumee
lying third. In the stretch Maumee came away and won
easily by a length and a half, Three Cheers second, Green-
field a poor third.

Oct. 6th—Third Race—Free handicap sweepstakes of $25 each, if not
declared out, with $500 added;! the Becond to receive $100 out of the
Btakes. One mile.

F. Ziebig'schc Col. Clark, 3, by Glengarry—Kate Fisher, by Bill
Cheatham, 92 lbs Covington 1

D. D. Withers' chc Stonebuck, 3, by Stonehenge—Julietta, 103 lbs.

(car. 101}$ lbs) Green 2

J. E. Kellv'B ch in Bella, 5, by Fiddlesticks—Bernice, 90 lba.

, Bafferty 3

J. A J. Christie's ch g Bonanza, 3, 106 lbs Kelly
Time, !:«&.

Betting: 8 to 5 against Stonebuck, 9 to 5 against Bella, 3 tol againBt
Col. Clark, and 7 to 1 against Bonanza.

Bonanza led off, Col. Clark nest, and on the turn the lat-

ter took the lead, with Stonebuck second. At the bluff the

order was the same, with Bella third, and on the lower turn
Col. Clark and Stonebuck were on nearly even terms, Bo-
nanza last, and out of it. Col. Clark and Stonebuck had a

close race to the stretch, and up to thebettingquarterB, when
Col. Clark came away and won by three-quarters of a length,

three between second and third.

Oct. 8th—Third Race—Free Handicap Sweepstakes, for three-year-

olds, of $35 each, if not declared out, with $751* added; the second to

receive S150 out of the stakes One mile and three furlongs.

R. P. A%be'sb c Alta, by Norfolk—Ballinette, 115 lhs Kelly 1

J. E. Kelly's b f Natilee, by Glenelg—Annie Bush, 05 lbs.. . Kafferty 2

Preakness Stable's b f Heartsease, by Ten Broeck—Molly Rogers,
100 lba Covington 3

Ran.:ocas Stable's chc Greenfield, 100 lba : Olney (1

F. Zeibig's ch c Col. Clark. 1()7 lhs W. Donohue
Time, 2:33.

Betting: 2 to 1 against Alta, 5 to 2 Col. Clark, 5 to 2 each Heartsease
and Natilee, to 1 Greenfield. Place: 5 to 4 on Alta, even against
Col. Clark, b to 5 each Natilee and Heartsease, 2 to 1 Greenfield,

Col. Clark was first away, Heartsease second, Natilee third.

At the head of the stretch Natilee was in front and coming by

the stand led three lengths, Col. Clark second, a length and
a half in front of Heartsease, who was a neck in front of
Alta. There was no change along the backstretch except
that the field took closer order, and whtn
they disappeared behind the hill Natilee was
only three parts of a length in front of Col. Clark,
who was two lengths in front of Alta. Col. Clark now
began to tire and Alta to move up. At the head of the stretch
he was a neck in front of Natilee, and keeping right on won
very easily by live lengths, Natilee second, half a length in
front of Heartsease, who came very strong at the end. Green-
field was fourth.

Oct. 10th—Third Race—Free ban Heap sweepstakes, of $30 each, if not
declared out, witli^wwuddeil; tin.- SL-condto receive $125 out of the stake.
One mile and a quarter.
D.A.. Withers* br h Buckstone, :>, by Stonehenge—Mary Bnckley, 110

lbs Green 1Summit Stable's ch g Koyal Arch, i, by Fellowcr;Ut— Bni'inie Mav,
„ 4

03 ' b8. -!; •;;;• W. Donohue 2H.T. Robert s ch m Girorla, aged, by Leamington— fijitin, !)3 lbs
_ ,»

-
- Church 4

E. Curran sb g Sovereign Pat,5, :>• lbs Gerhardv
M. KelBo's bm Heel-and-Toe, 5, nil lbs Meatou
J. E. McDonald's bh Sam Brown, n, H51bs Arnold
K. P. Ashe's bf Binette, 1,116 lbs Kelly

Time,2:18V-
Betting: 5 to 2 against BinUe, Ktol Sam Brown, 11 to 2 each Buck-

stone and Heel-and-Toe, 8 to 1 each Sovereign (Pat and Royal Arch, and
Unto 1 Girorla. For place; Even against Binetti-, S to 5 each" Sain Brown
Buckstone and Heel-and-Toe,5 to 2 uaeh Sovereign Pat and Royal Arch,
and S to 1 Girofla.

Fourth Race—Free handicap sweepstakes of §50 each, if not declared
out, with 81,000 added; the second to receive $250 out of the stakes. One
mile and three-quarters.
J. JE. McDonald*s bgFosteral. fi, by Foster—Minnie T. Morgan. 100

„ lbs Arnold 1
R. P. Ashe's b c Alta, 3, by Norfolk—Ballinette, i.ki lbs _Kelly 2
Preakness Stable's b f Heartsease, 3, by Ten Broeck—Mollie Rogers,

85 lbs Potter 3
J.T. Williams' ch c Bob Miles, I, 115 lhs Fitzpatrick
Mr. Kelso's hr c Saltpetre, 3,99 lb* Martin u
G. L. LoriUard'B ch f Tolu. 4, 100 lbs Gerhardv

Time, 3:12.
Betting :J0 to 7 on Alta, 5 to 1 against Bob Miles, 8 to 1 Tolu, 10 to t

each Fosteral and Heartsease, and 20 to i saltpetre. Forplace: 5to 2
on Alta, even ag .inst Bob Miles,.! to 1 Tolu, 3 tol Fosteral, 7 to 2 Hearts-
ease, and 5 to 1 Saltpetre.

Gov. Stanford's trotters were shipped for home after the
St. Louis Fair. Some of them were badly off. On this side
of the mountains they have scored splendid victories and met
with defeats that were not discreditable. Kentucky horse-
men regret deeply that circumstances have prevented them
from meeting their engagements at this place. There are
those here that believe the Californians invincible, while
others have absolute faith in the ability of Kentucky-bred
stock to successfully meet the best from every other section
of the world. The rivalry would have been friendly and
generous, and the victor would havebeen accorded just praise
by the vanquished, no matter where he hailed from. They
will enter the lists again next year, and when the gauntlet is

thrown down by them the champion that takes it np will
command universal attention

—

Kentucky Stock Farm.

AQUATICS.

It is now the season when gentle zephyrs prevail. The
atmosphere is as clear as crystal, and the mornings and
evenings are cool and bracing. Those who are fond of
aquatic sports find the water most inviting of late, both for

yachting and rowing, and for the last named it is a conceded
fact tbat, notwithstanding an oocasional shower, the oarsmen
enjoy much the better sport during the Winter months.
Those who indulge in sailing do not conBne themselves to an
occasional trip of a day's duration, as in Summer, but after

making the necessary preparations hoist sail and away from
the city and its cares, having little anxiety on their minds as

to the time of their return, and only confident of their

ability to get back some time in the near future if their luck
holds out. It would take one more familiar with the bays
than myself to attempt to name the many places which pos-
sess attractions for the boys w'uo sail in the yachts, or in

what the attraction consists. Each Las his favorite haunts
made familiar on former occasions by episodes of which there
is in his mind still lingering recollections. The city front

has an occasional sail pass it as some c;aft comes down or de-

parts, but henceforth until about the middle of next May
very little will be seen of the gre-.t< r ~-;niberof the schooners
and sloops which go to make np the Leet of San Francisco's

flyers.

Mr. James V. Coleman's new yacht Carmelita has returned
to New York from Montevideo, arriving there on the 5th
instant, in command of Captain Titus. Her former master,

N. G. Snow, was taken sick at Rio de Janeiro, and was
obliged to resigu the cnumand. Since the news of her
departure from New York, considerable has been said

in regard to what shn w .Id be apt to do in the way of clean-

ing out the large schooner yachts on the bay, the owners of

which believed them to be speedy. '1 he news of the return
of the Carmelita to New York, while causing disappointment
to some, has brought to others a feeli g of relief. Thesu are
cares which only the owner of a speedy flyer can know.

The sociable affair at the boat-hon: o of the Triton Rowing
Club last Sunday was well attended, aud all did their utmost
to make it a success, Deft hands had neatly

decorated the building, and tin re was an abun-
dance of good cheer vherev. ih to refresh the

inner man. All the rowing cluls were represented at the

revival, and many well wishes were expressed for the pros-

perity of the Tritons in the future. A barge race was made
up between crews of the Dolphin, South-End and Tritons
Clubs, the former winniug easily. T:.c South Ends and Tri-

tons were so evenly matched that they crossed the winning
line bow and bow.

Mr. Patrick Erennan and Mr. Janiss Brennan, both active

members ot the Pioneer Clubs, have purchased a large cattle

ranch in Tulare county and intend souti leaving the city. The
former has for the last sixteen years been an authority on
aquatic sports, and few men in the clubs of San Francisco
are so well known and so well liked as he. His brother

James, while not frequently seen in races or regattas, w is a

worker, and always had a bright eye open for tho boat nter-

ests of his club.

The purchasers of the Puritan seem to have a white ele-

phant on their hands. They do not know whether they will

turn her into an oyster-boat, a collier or a fishing smack.
Yachts are expensive and business boats bring in money.

The Virginia was on the ways at Hunter's Point during
the early part of last week, having a new skag put ou. She
was recently run ashore, but escape I with slight damage.

There was a model yacht race in Brooklyn basin last Sun-
day. The Nina, owned by Thomas P. Boyle, defeated four

other models in a well contested race.

The schooner Dawn recently started for San Diego. She
will remain down there daring the Winter.

The sloop Laura was at Tiburon last Sunday w'.th a anil

ing party aboard. J. M.
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THE KENNEL.
Doe owners are requester! to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels , in all Instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

and of grandparents. colors, dates, and breed.

Letters are lying at this office for John H. Bnrnett and E.

V. Kelly.

A portion of the Executive Committee of thePacifio Coast

Eield Trial Clnb visited Sheridan, Placer Co., recently for

the purpose of learning whether good trial grounds could be

found there. The report was not a flattering one. The

ground is pretty good, but the birds and water are very

scarce. Another portion of the Committee has been search-

ing for a week through Sonoma and Napa counties for snit-

blegrounds, but without success. Still another part of the

Committee visited Marin County last week and drove over a

good deal of ground. There are thousands of acres of very

good ground aud plenty of birds. Water is not over plenty,

but there is probably enough for the dogs.

Mr. J. K. Orr was the guest of the Committee, and his

knowledge of the county visited was of great service in avoid-

ing waste of time visiting unlikely places. There is a good

hotel at Point Eeyes, capable of accommodating fifty or sixty

people, and another al Olema, of like capacity. The land is as

good quail ground as the Committee had ever seen, and

being near the Coast the weather would be cool. Take it all

in all, the ground in the neighborhood of the Martella ranch,

is much better than any on which trials have been run in the

State, and if the Club can complete arrangements to hold its

meeting there, the result will be satisfactory. The popular

idea that a trial meeting works injury to quail ground is a

mistake. The work of the dogs is the thing that is looked

out for, not the killiug of birds. It is probable that in the

whole meeting less than five dozen birds will be killed. The
time is now near when the Club must, under the rule, an-

nounce its place and time of meeting, and the names of the

judges. We suggest that the members of the Executive Com-
mittee write this week to the Secretary of the Club, stating

their views, and that the Secretary transmit to each member
a synopsis of the general opinion. Something must soon be

done, and it is best not to defer the matter too long.

The meeting of the California Coursing Club at Merced,

last Wednesday and Thursday, was a very successful one. A
full report will be published next Saturday.

The Philadelphia Bench Show-

[Special report by "Ubique."]

The second Autumn bench show of the Philadelphia

Kennel Club, in conjunction with the Pennsylvania State

Agricultural Society, has just had a successful ending. On
the whole it was an excellent exhibition, notwithstanding the

entries were but 465, being SO less tban the Club's Spring

show.
Many of the bird dogs being in training for field trials, the

sporting classes were much smaller than usual.

The gentlemen who made the awards were as follows:

For Mastiffs, St. Bernaras, and Newfoundlands, Mr. Edward
Dudley; Collies, Mr. A. S. Apgar; Deerhounds, Greyhounds,
Italian Greyhounds, and Whippets, Mr. J. R. Pierson;

Pointers, Mr. B. F. Seituer; English, Irish, and Gorden Set-

ters, Mr. Charles S. Westcott; Spaniels, Mr. J. H. Winslow;
Bull-dogs, Bull-terriers, other Terriers, Pugs and Toys, Mr.
James Mortimer; Beagles, Dachshunds, and Bassetts, Mr.
James A. Stoweli; Foxhounds, Messrs. Howard Lewis, Sr.,

Mark PennelL and R. Hoffecker.

The judges did their work conscientiously, and there was
but little '•kicking" after the awards were made.
The show was rather remarkable for the unevenness of the

classes, Setters and Collies being the strongest.

The exhibition was held in the cattle sheds of the Fair,

which were prepared and sheltered for the dogs; the bench-
ing was capitally arranged, and the dogs seemed to be all

comfortable and well provided for.

Mastiffs, as usual, opened the "ball," and in the

championships Homer and Prussian Princess were
alone in their respective classes. The former is a small

dog, of good quality; the latter has a fine head, is heavy
in ears, and faulty in le^s; she was looking very well. Thece
were but twelve entries in the open dog class, of which Dread,

a much improved dog, was selected for premier position. A
trifle long in head, his expression is fair and color good, he
has plenty of bone, a uice coat, moves well, but is still a trifle

cow-hocked; he has greatly improved since the Kennel Club's

Spring show. Jog, second, pressed the winner hard, his head
was that of a tipical mastiff, stands on good legs and feet.

He has just been imported, as well as Terror, who took third.

Terror in thin condition and leggy. In the open bitch class

Rosalind was given first, she also was given the special for

the best mastiff, beating the champions. Her head is mag-
nificent, rather throaty.and weak hind-quarters. Dido, second,

was given second; although sucking hei* pups she was in ex-

cellent condition; she has not only a good head but is a fair

ail-round bitch, on the small side. Third prize was given
Hebe, a moderate specimen, while Liberty, V. H. C, was out-

classed. In the puppy classes the dogs were a fair lot.

David, first, has a very nice Mastiff head. Brother, second,

a poor head but good body. Count Waldo, V, H. C, light

eyes. Bitch puppies were a bad lot, excepting Penelope,
first. Dora, second, light eyes, was not as good, asMissHilde-
bert, V. H. C, but the latter was properly placed because of

a defective right foreleg.

The champion classes for rough-coated St. Bernard's had
no entries. First choice, in the open class took first, as well

as special, for best St. Bernard. A. fine, large dog with good
markings, his face is a little long and he carries his stern too

high. Nero came seond, color, form and expression fair.

Julian third. In the bitches we meet the familiar face of

Stella, who easily took first, with Bertha handicapped by her
litter, second, and Theila, also with pups, third. The puppies
were wretched and lacked character. Julian, who was also

in the open class, was given first; he has a poor head. Lys,
second, is plain and dull.

Verone had no opposition in the champion smooth-coated,
St. Bernard dog class, he has plenty of bone and a good deal

of character. No entries in the champion bitch class, and in

the open dog class there was but one to judge, characterless

Ernst, with his riug tail; he was given the first prize. In
smooth bitches, Bess, a very good one, both in color and ex-

pression. Scorch, first. Snowball, second, rather plain and not
bo good in markiDg. Plain faced Beeline, second, V. H. C.

In puppies Prince, first, was the only fuir one, Maud, sec-

ond prize.

There being but two champion Newfoundland dogs in the

United States, aud Miro being out the way, Sam had it to

himself, a handsome dog, but faulty in tail, too curly in coat,

has white spot on breast and dew claws. In the open class

we had a new face in the winner Bruno, a big dog with a

grand coat, expression and style, capital legs and feet, and
nice eyes. He should have had the special instead of Sam.
Second and third were given Carlo and Fido, respectively,

both plain, curly coated animals.
Collie classes were fairly well filled. In the champion class

Ben Nevis scored once more, and took the special for the

best animal in his division. His head is coarse, bone too

light, weak behind, and has no under coat. There being no
entries in champion bitch class, the dogs were brought into

the ring. The winner was found in Royboy with capital ears

and head, good under and outer coat, and plenty of bone.
Robin Adair 2d, was given second; he has light eyes, a mod-
erate head, and fair coat and frill. Joe Nettles, a very good
little fellow, third. The bitches were stronger than
the dogs. The Sans Sonci Kennels* Mavis and
Wanda took the first and second; a good brace they were,
Mavis is faulty in ears, while Wanda is too small. Puppies
a moderate lot, Dot first, was also exhibited in open class,

aud was there marked H. C, a capital black and tan, correct

in ears, coat and expression. Portland, another black and
tan second, and the pretty little Daisy only V. H. C.

Only three Deerhounds were shown, all owned by the
Clovernook Kennel. Mac, of grand muscular development,
Champion, and his offspring, Noble, was given second in the
open class.

Thirteen Greyhounds formed about the best collection of

"longtails" seen at a show for some time. The champion
Memnon is a grand dog of capital bone and form. Champion
Mother Demdike took the medal again over Champion Fan,
who was nowhere. The former completely smothered snip}'-

nosed Fan, who is light of bone and weak in limbs. Ben,
first, coarse, and weak in muzzle, Wertheim second, plain
and seedy. In the bitch class Stealing Away, of good form
aud quality had first, and brindle and white Lady Halifax
second; the latter was cheap at her catalogue price, $50.
In large-sized Pointer dogs Donald 2d was ihe winner.

He is a powerful dog with quality, and has capital shoulders,
legs and feet. He now stauds in the front rank of open class

dogs, and must in future be shown in the champion class,

where it will be found he can hold his own. Jimmie was
close after the winner, tine in head and stern, a muscular
bodied dog, with legs, feet and carriage to correspond.
Bangor came third, rather heavy and plain, but a ser-

viceable looking dog. In the large-sized bitch class

were a small and poor lot. First prize withheld,
second to Beulah, a fair liver and white with coarse ears;

third to Nellie, also bad ears and undershot, both coarse
throughout. In small dogs Daisy Bravo had no competitor
in the champion bitch class; head, legs, style, and shoulders
good. In the open dog class a tine big dog, Shot, was first,

while far behind followed Castor; a weak head and poor feet

had handicapped him. Adon is a bad third, with a coarse
skin, which has been mutilated by docking. In the small
bitches, an excellent lot, the winner was found Lucky Stone,
who also took the special for the best Pointer in open classes,

clogs or bitches. She was by far the most attractive Pointer
in the show. A beautiful liver and white, her condition ex-

cellent, style dashing and taking, her points good, form cap-
ital, altogether a particularly neat bitch. Lady Belle, second,
is a fair bitch, but rather snipy headed. We liked Belle-

garde, third, better, although she is coupled too long; still,

she has more character. Lady Maud, V. H. C, is another
fair specimen. In puppy dogs, Mascot, a big-boned animal,
took first, with a long-bodied sou of Beaufort, second, Gem
Beauford. The bitches were better than the dogs. Leda,
first, in tip-top condition, had a beautiful style of action in
the ring; she is light of bone, but muscnlar. Genesta better
in bone, but poorly shown, and coarse in skin, second. Dor-
cas, second, was given H. C; had the judge looked into her
mouth he would have withheld even that: she was pig-

jawed. She is another of Beaufort's get; it was a bad day
for the progeny of the grand old champion.

Rockingham was the only champion English Setter present.

He is a very handsome Blue Belton, of medium size, excellent
shoulders, back, loin aud quarters, perfect feet and good,
lengthy head. In corresponding bitch class Petrel 2d was
atone. A beautiful animal with nice head and ears, capital

feet and legs, but light of bone. In the open classes the
quality was far above average. First was given Glen Rock,
fine, large, big-boned dog, a taking Blue Belton with coat and
feather in show conditiou. Tug pressed the winner hard; he
is also a "catchy" Blue Belton, and compared in every Tespect
favorably with Glen Rock. He was properly placed, however,
as he is just a bit small and light. The Blue Beltons were in
luck. Don Juan, another beauty, took third, good body and
limbs, aud fine, deep chest. Storm Petrel, V. H. C, a racing,
lithe looking, young dog, shown in poor coar, will be a prize
winner soon. Old Dashing Monarch, H. C, was never a
bench show dog, and was heavily handicapped here. Entries
in the bitch class were numerous and strong. Modesta, first

a little heavy in head and poor in coat, her only faults.

Blitz, second, ajlittle snipy, but with grand body, limbs aud
feet. Fairy, 3d, was well named, and she took her appro-
priate place, third. She has a good, straight coat, but might
have mure feather; good legs and feet. The judge gave out
his V. H. C.'s in a reckless manner, the following all being
given the three letters, viz.: Dame Petrel, a promising young
bitch; Petrel, 3d, older and better all round; Countess War-
wick, rather plain but good figure; Queen Petrel, we liked
better than any of the foregoing, although she is uot as well
marked; Dashing Belle, with her puppies, should have had
but an H. C, while Casino Gladstone, who was given
those letters, was deserving of the third. Nor was
Coomassee deserving of the three letters; she is a weedy little

bitch with bad ears, and heavy in shoulder Lady May was
better although too heavy in head. Blue Belle, who only re-

ceived H. C, should also have been put a letter better. After
the five animals in the open classes, the half dozen entries
in each of the two puppy classes looked poor. In dogs, Tug,
Junior, took first easily, and Soudan, second. Tun shows
the impress of his grandsire. Thunder, whose get had all

distinguished themselves in this good company. Soudau is

oi fair type, but light, and weak in face. In the bitches a
granddaughter of Thunder had first, Bella, good in color,

neat in head and hang of ears, plenty of character. Glen
Ada, second, a promising youngster, of good style aud form.
Princess Katie, V. H. C, and Idylwoof, H. C, should have
been reversed champion.

In Irish Setters Chief had no opposition, a beautiful head
and good limbs, he is getting a little aged and his coat is fad-

ing. Blarney, who took first in the opeu class, beat Chief for

th« special, and will soon drive the good old dog to the wall.

Blarney is a little long in barrel, aud heavy at shoulders, but
has a nice, clean cut head, is well built, aud has good coatand
color. Lady Clare, alone in the champion bitch class, was
also beaten by the first prize winner in the opeu class, Jessie,

for the special, and rightly, too. Second in dogs went to

Bruce, a good looking little dog of excellent body, legs and
feet. Chief 2d had third prize; his color is not quite right.

Chief, Jr., V. H. C, we think equally good as Chief 2d, and
if we remember, this same judge placed Chief, Jr., before Chief
2d, at New Haven, last Spring. To return to the open bitch
class. Lorna Doone, second, and Leigh Doane, third, should
have been reversed, as Lorna is weak in face. She has a per-
fect stern, while Leigh Doane excelled in curl, color of eyes,
and expression, a bitch of capital type. In the puppies we
had the beautiful Nellie, far ahead in the bitch class, and
Garry took premier position in the dog class, a youugster
with a sweet though rather bitchified head.
In Gordon Setters, Turk, as usual, at the head of affairs in

the champion class, a first-rater all through. Rhona, who
was entered in the champion bitch class, was absent. In the
open dogs class first went to Royal Duke, with a perfect
Gordon head and rare bone. He looked fresh and well, and
in capital coat. Second to Bob, who was a little coarse in
head, but a nice dog with fair body. Third to Don, in bad
trim, ragged and neglected. In the bitches Nora won—her
head will bear inspection. A charming bitch in every way, as
was also the second prize winner, Belle, a fair, all-round
bitch, with nice bone and style. Puppies a bad lot.

Irish Water Spaniels, an inferior couple not worthy of the
H. C. one was given.
In champion Field Spaniels Black Prince was alone, a well

formed dog with a good, flat coat, rather long in head and a
bit leggy.

Pluto, a new dog at beuch shows, took first in opeu class.
His sweet, dark eyes aud nice long, low body made him irre-
sistible. Newton Abbott Lady took second to Pluto; she is
faulty iu eyes and muzzle, good legs and nice coat.
Champion Cocker Spaniels had two entries. Brahmin, the

winner, is more like a Field Spaniel than a Cocker. Othello,
first in open class for black and tan Cockers, is weak in muz-
zle. Hornell Jock, second, we liked better, for although he
might also be better in muzzle, he is superior in bone and
body. Obo, Jr., third, is moderate all through, especially iu
ears and head. Belle, first in the bitches, a nice all around
animal, but too fine in muzzle. Second, Miss Nance, was
rightly placed over Hornell Flora. In Cockers, auy other
color than black and liver; the bitches had it their own waj,
taking both prizes. Marion first, and Hornell Belle 2d, sec-
ond. Puppies disappointing.
In Clumber Spaniels, Mr. Marmaduke Richardson's three

were the only entries, and consequently took tire* prizes.
In Foxhounds the show was almost local, and the dogs but

a fair lot. Two prizes, however, went away from home.
Dan O'Shea's Ranger look first in bitch class, and his Roxey
II. and Ranger were given first for best couple.
Beagle classes were good. Rattler took championship

again; he is too wide in front and throaty. In open class,
for dogs, Rattler 3d, took first; good in bone, and strong lees.
Kino, second, and Duce, third, but fair dogs. In bitches, Mis-
chief, first, has a beautiful eye and long ears, good deep
chest. Millicent, a nice good head, a little broad in chest,
second. Flight, third, a fair beagle. In the next class,
Beagles under 12 inches, dogs or bituhes, a great blunder was
committed by giving first to Marchboy 2d, having no head to
speak, of; a light cliested, bad legged beast, he should have
been entirely ignored, and the first given to Fannade, who
only had third. Magnet, second, was also superior to the
winner in every respect. Puppies a poor lot, properly placed.

In Bassets the awards were the reverse of proper again.
Nemours, second, should have had first; he has a very'fine
head and limbs. Bertrand, who won hrst, had a very bad
head and deserved nothing.

Bull Dogs were few but their quality excellent. Bellissima
in champion class, has an enormouse skull, and is capital in
body. First in dog class, Remus, a good skulled dog, a
little long in back, and inclined to be "down-faced." Crib,
second, narrow and long in face. Britomartis, first in bitch
class, a little narrow behind, and should stand more between
her legs. Her face is short almost to a deformity—the proper
thing; she is a grand one. Ramona, a most promising puppy,
took first in her class.

Bull Terriers, a poor lot, Dutch Jr., first, not looking
well, his coat in bad condition. He is a good dog but the
dark spot on his tail spoils his looks, and his eyes appeared
sore.

Fox Terriers are coming into style, aud were here in strong
classes. Ruby Tyraut, champion again in dog class, aud
Richmond Olive iu the bitch class, both looking well. In
open class Regent Vox was given first over Scarsdale second.
It was a new dog that beat the old prize winner, but he did
it well, for he is better iu head, feet and ears. Richmond
Jockey, third, .is a fairish dog with nice shoulders and front.
Delta, first in bitches, carries her ears smartly, has great
bone, quality, and character. Di, second, a nice bitch, a lit-

tle weak in jaw. Nettle, third, has a fair head, good coat and
shoulders. The puppies were well placed.
The Rough-haired Fox Terriers just imported by Mr. Bar-

low, bad that class to themselves. They appeared particu-
larly even in quality, and the winners were generally well
selected.

The remaining classes were poorly filled, and were placed
so the light shone in one's eyes, when we attempted to look
at them, so we must forego a description of them.

Mastiffs—Champion, Dogs: 1st, Winlawn Kennels' Homer,
Cato—Queen II. Bitches: 1st, Winlawn Kennels' Prussian
Princess, Crown Prince—Nina. Open, Dogs: 1st. W, S.

Johnson's Dread, Prince Charlie—Dorothy; 2d, E. R. Cole-
man's Jag; 3d, A, Brock's Terror. Bitches: 1st, Winlawn
Kennels' Rosalind, Crown Prince—Lady Rowena; 2d, C. R.
Colwell's Dido II., Cato—Queen II.; 3d, Wiulawn Kennels'
Hebe, Cato—Queen II. Very high com., Winlawn Kennels'
Liberty, Crown Prince—Ilford Baroness. Puppies, dogs:
1st, C. R. Colwell's David, Danger—Dido II.; 2d, C. R. Col-
well's Brother, Danger—Dido; 3d, W. B. Rowland's Ajax,
Don— Clytic. Very high com., E. W. Jester's Couut Waldo,
B.ick—Gypsey. Com., A. Brock's Terror. Bitches: 1st,

Winlawn Kennels' Penelope, Homer—Queen II.; 2d, C. R.
Cul well's Dora, Danger—Dido II. Very high com., A.Grant's
Miss Hildebert, Hildebert— Regina.
Newfoundlands—Chumpiou. 1st, J. A. Nickerson's Sam,

Goliath—Dora. Open, 1st, Dan O'Shea's Bruno, Carlo-
Nell; 2d, G. Schoen's Carlo; 3d, P*ter S. Prick's Fido. Very
high com., C. Dittess' Hero, Rover—Daisy. High com.,
Frank Read'sKover. Com., Wm. Lendruni's Nell.
Collies—Champiou, Dogs: 1st, Sans Souci Keunels' Ben

Nevis, Eclipse—Meta. Open, dogs: 1st, Associated Fan-
ciers' Royboy, Roy—Nellie; 2d, G. H. Whitehead's Robin,
Adair II.. Robin Adair—Lark; 3d, Jas. Lindsay's Joe N, ttlea

Rex—Jennie Nettles. Bitches: 1st, Saus Sonci Keuuels'
Mavis, Eclipse—Nesta; 2d, Sans Souci Kennels' Wanda, A. K.
i;.. 1,924; 3d, Mill Brook Kennels' Meg and litter. Tweed II.

—Lass o' Lowrie. High com., Mitchell Harrison's Dot, Bel
—Jersey Lily. Com., J. Lindsay's Jennuie Nettles, Sweep

—

Lassie. Puppies: 1st, M. Harrison's Dot, Rex—Jersey Lily
2d, J. Lind^ny's Portland, Rex—Jersey Lily; 3d, Sans Souci;
Kennels' Daisy, Tom—Lassie.

Rough-coated St. Bernards—Dogs: 1st, W. Burgess' First
Choice, Boniface—Bessie II.; 2d, W. J. Ebrich's Nero; 3d,
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Buena Yista Kennels' Julien, Crosar—Daphne. Com., Hos-

pice Kennels' St. Maurice, Lebeau—Mina. Bitches: 1st,

Buena Vista Kennels' Stella, Thor—Augusta; 2d, Mill Brook
Kennels' Bertha. Bruno—Elsa; 3d, Hospice Kennels' Theila,

Monarque—Bonnet. Very high com., Mill Brook Kennels'

Norah, Bayard—Stella. Puppies: 1st, Buena Vista Kennel's

Julien, Crosar—Daphne II.: 2d, Mill Brook Kennels' Lys,

Hermit—Limbra. High com.. Hospice Kennels' St. Maurice,

Lebeau—Mina.
Smooth-coated St. Bernards—Champion, Dogs: 1st, Mill

Brook Kennels' Verone, Rex—Alma II. Open, dogs :1st, H.
H. Chittenden's Ernst, Bex—Alma I. Bitches: 1st, E. J. Bir-

mingham's Bess; 2d, Mill Brook Kennels' Snowball, Fido

—

Dina; 3d, S. J. Martinet's Abra, Mitre—Brunhild. Very high

com., Hospice Kennels' Belline II., Barry—Belline I. Pup-
pies: 1st, W. S. Kingsland's Prince, Lohengrin—Zug; 2d, J.

E. Wilkinson's Maud, Dirk—Abra. Very high com., Hos-

pice Kennels' Belline II., Barry—Belline I. High com.,

Mill Brook Kennels' Lionel, Alp II.—Alma. Com., Blank's

Nellie, Dirk—Alva.
Deerhounds—Champion, 1st, Clovernook Kennels' Mac,

Paddy—Lassie. Open 1st, withheld; 2d, Clovernook Ken-
nels' Noble, Mac—Mercia.

Greyhounds—Champion, Dogs: 1st, H. W. Smith's cham-
pion Memnon, Caliph—Polly. Bitches, 1st, H. W. Smith's

Mother Demdyke, Pensive Laddie—Playmate. Open, dogs:

1st, H. VV. Smith's Ben, Cremorne—Lioness; 2d, B. W.
Smith's Wertheim, Beardwood—LadyBiowne. Bitches: 1st,

H. W. Smith's Stealing Away, pedigree unknown; 2d, I. H.
Shepherd's Lady Halifax, Frank—Fly. High com.. E.Loeb's

Saturday Night. Puppies: 1st, Mrs. B. Labe's Prince.

Pointers—Over 55 lbs, Dogs: 1st, Clifton Kennels' Don-

ald II., champion Donald—Devonshire Lass; 2d, C. J. Pes-

hall's Jimmie, Start—Maud; 3d, E. I. Martin's Baugor, Bang
—Jean. Bitches, over 50 lbs.: 1st, Withheld; 2d, A. H.

Craige'a Benlah, Sam—Vivian; 3d, C. Jacob's Nelly, Captain

Tilley. Champion, under 50 lbs., Bitches: 1st, Clifton

Kennels' Daisv Bravo, champion Bravo—Lilly II. Open,

under 55 lbs.," Dogs: 1st, P. C, Olh'sShot, Sensation—Rose;

2d, Westminster Kennel Club's Castor, Bang Bang—Polly;
3d, A. W. Tobey's Adonis. Very high com., E. C. Cornell's

Prince of Orange, Sensation—Lass, High com., D. P. Avars'

Dash, King—Dixie. Bitches, under 50 lbs.: 1st, Westmin-

ster Kennel Club's Lucky Stone, Tony—Moonstone; 2d,

Clifton Kennels' Lady Belle, Bang Bang—Polly; 3d, Surrey

Kennels' Bellegarde, Marshall Ney—Tallulah. Very high

com., Clifton Kennels' Bosa, Boon—Bena. High com.,

Westminster Kennel Club's Nancy, Bang Bang—Polly, and

Lady Dufferin, Dash—Fan. Com., A. Brock's Virginia,

Tramp—Grace. Puppies—Dogs: 1st, T. H. Farquhar's

Mascot, King Phillip—Dash; 2d, J.B. Trissler's Gem Beaufort,

Beaufort—Nellie Bird. High com., A. Mears' Point, Frank-
Florence. Bitches: 1st, V. M. Haldeman's Leda, A. K. B.

2,636; 2d, H. J. Bennet's Genesta, Pete—Belle. Very high

com., J. S. Wibirt's Dorcas II., Beaufort—Faustina.

English Setters—Champion, Dogs: 1st, Frank Windholz's

Eockingham, Belthus—Bess. Bitches: 1st. P. 0.. Ohl's

Petrel II., Pride of Border—Petrel. Open, Dogs: 1st, E.

W. Jester's Glen Eock, Druid—Princess Drago; 2d, W.

Yewdall's Tug, Thunder—Peg; 3d, E. I. Martin's Don Juan,

Tarn O'Shanter—La Eeine. Very high com., P. C. Ohl's

Storm Petrel, Don Juan—Petrel III. High com., P. C. Ohl's

Dashing Monarch, Dash II.—Countess Moll. Bitches: 1st,

E. C. Cornell's Modesta, Jester—Modesta; 2d, John Yew-

dall's Blitz, Thunder—Peg; 3d, E. T. Martin's Fairy III.,

Prince—Fairy II. Very high com., P. C. Ohl's Dame Petrel,

Don Juan—Petrel III.; E. I. Martin's Queen Petrel, Thunder

—Petrel: E. I. Martin's Countess Warwick, Warwick—Ollie;

E W. Jester's Dashing Belle, Dashing Monarch—Blue Belle;

H. Pape'sLady May, Lofty—Maud Muller. High com.. E.

Comfort's Cassino Gladstone, Gladstone—Countess Druid;

T. B. Stulb and W. M. Wood's Belle, Dan—Eue; P. C. Ohl's

Blue Belle, Kattler—Daisy. Puppies, Dogs: 1st, H. W.

Johnson's Tug, Junior, Tug—Floss; 2d, P. C. Ohl's Soudan,

Druid—Eu by. Bitches: 1st, H. W. Johnson's Bella, Tug-
Floss; 2d, P. C. Ohl's Glen Ada, Glen Eock—Blue Belle.

Very high com., George Fox's Princess Katie, Prince Al

—

Maiden. High com., H. J. Bice's Idyl-woof, Antic—Princess

Mix.
Irish Setters—Champion, Dogs: 1st, Max Wenzel's Chief,

Berkley—Duck. Bitches: 1st, I. H. Robert's Lady Clare,

Elcho-i-Eose. Open, Dogs: 1st, E. W. Clark's Blarney,

Bruce-.Luray; 2d, I. H. Robert's Bruce, Elcho—Noreen;

3d, H.B. Goetchius' Chief II., Chief—Doe. Very high com.,

Max Wenzel's Chief, Jr., Chief—Doe. High com., C. H.

Kuhn's Leon, Chief—Leigh Doane, G. W. Bush, Jr.'s Guy,

Kino Bow—Norah, and Max Wenzel's Tim, Biz— Hazel.

Com C. W. Roedenbuig's Chip, Chief—Doe, and Patrick

Euss's Elcho III., Elcho—Eose. Bitches: 1st, I. H. Robert's.

Jessie, Elcho—Noreen; 2d, W. W. Kendall's Lorna Doone,

Berkley—Maud; 3d, I.'H. Robert's Leigh Doane, Elcho—Rose.

Very high com., E. Volmer's Nellie, Glencho—Bess, and I.

H. Robert's Little Nell, Elcho—Eose, High com., S. Barr's

Hazelnut, Berkley—Madge, and I. H. Robert's Hebe. Chief

—Hazelnut. Com., Max Wenzels' Jersey Beauty,

Chief—Doe. Puppies, Dogs: 1st, E. H. Spalding's Garry,

• Glencho—Red Lassie; 2d, S. Barr's Glen, Glencho—Hazel-

nut Com., J. S. Brown's Glenchovic, Glencho—Vic.

Bitches: 1st, T. J. Farley's Neebe, Glassy—Glencore; 2d,

W. J. Holly's Floss.

Gordon Setters.—Chamoion, Dogs: 1st, H. Clay's Glover

Turk Dash—Belle. Open, Dogs: 1st, E. Maher's Royal

Duke champion Bob— champion Nell; 2d, Linn Hartrauft's

Bob Sam—Nell; 3d, E. G. Webb's Don, Don—Jennie.

Bitches: 1st, H. C. Glover's Nora, Sport—Clara, 2d, D.O'Shea's

Belle Blossom—Moll. High com., G. Mac Miller's Grace.

Puppies: 1st, W. J. Keegan's Flora Temple, Dash—Eliza; 2d,

I. M. Jordan's Shot, Don—Edith.

Irish Water Spaniels—2d, James Gilson's Dash (Leo-

Duck).
Field Spaniels—Champion, any color, over 28 lbs; 1st, A.

C Wilmerding's Black Prince (A. K. R. 62). Open, 1st. G.

H Whitehead's Pluto (A. K. E. 1879); 2d, A.C. Wilmerdmg s

Newton Abbot Ladv (A. K. E. 2691); 3d, Associated Fanciers

Pascha (Obo II.—Critic). High com., P. H. Clark sCoaley

Cocker Spaniels—Champion, any color, under 28 lbs.; 1st,

A E Eendle's Brahmin (Bob—Clew). Open, Blac'-

liver Dogs- 1st, W. H. Tuck's Othello (A. K. E. 19

Black and
2d,

3d,
Hornell Spaniel Club's Hornell Jock (Dandy—Spider)

;
3d,

A. Laidlaw's Obo, Jr. (Obo-Nellie). Very high com., C. E
LewiB' Nigger. Bitches: 1st, A. Laidlaw's Belle (Silk—Flirt)Bitches: 1st,

2d S E. Hemingway's Miss Nance (A. K. E. 1313);

ne'll Spaniel Clob's Hornell FlorajBeau—Ehea I

d, Hor-
Very

R. Lewis'high com., H. Whitaker's Dell. High com., C
Virginia Com., Hornell Spaniel Club's Hornell Ida (Silk

Daisy II ) Any other color, 1st, A. C. Wilmerding's Marion

and mips (Brag-Princess); 2d, Hornell Spaniel ChiVA* Hor-

nell Belle II. (Dandy—Belle). Puppies: 1st, Wm. H. Tucks

Alice Obo (Obo, Jr.-Phonsie); 2d, Wm. West's King Coal

(A K E 2585). Very high com., Hornell Spaniel Club 6

Hornell Sport (Silk—Maid) and John Lynch's Wonder
Clumber Spaniels— 1st, M. Richardson's New Castle (Ben

—Juan); 2d, M. Eichardson's Batemau; 3d, M. Eichardson's
Tyne (Ben—Joan).
Foxhounds—Champion, no entries. Open, Dogs: 1st, J.J.

Hickman's Jerry (Eoyal Duke— Twilight); 2d, Dr. Prizer's
Ringer (Juggler—Lucy); 3d, Dr. Prizer's Whiskey (Eing—
Fannie). Bitches: 1st, Dan O'Shea's Ranger (Eiugwood—
Roxey I.); 2d, J. J. Hickman's Jessie (Boxer—Aun). Very
high com., Dan O'Shea's Eoxey II. (Eiugwood—Roxey I.)

Puppies: 1st, Dr. Prizer's Cricket (Whiskey—Lydia); 2di Dr.
Prizer's Sheridan (Whiskey—Lydia). Couples: 1st, Dan
O'Shea's Roxey II. and Ranger (Ringwood—Roxey I.).

Beagles—Champion, over 12 in., 1st, D. O'Shea's Eattler
(Rome—Music). Very high com., P. Dorsey's Lee (Warrior
—Rosey). Open, Dogs: 1st, L. Sloan's Eattler III. (Rattler-
Music); 2d, J. Sattarthwaite's Kino; 3d, H. C. Wolfe's Duce
(Eattler—Sprightlv). Bitches: 1st, D. O'Shea's Mischief
(Eattler—Hasty); 2d, L. H. Twaddell's Millicent; 2d, P. Dor-
sey's Flight (Eingwood—Juliet). Under 12 in., 1st, W. F.
Streeter's Marchboy II. and Magnet (Marchboy— Myrtle); 3d,

D. O'Shea's Farinade (Rattler—Music II.). Puppies: 1st, L.
Sloan's Cricket (Bounce—Myrtle); 2d, H. C. Wolfe's Topsey
(Duce—Juno).
Bassets— 1st, C.B.Gilbert'sBertrand (Bourbon—Cigarette);

2d, Maizeland Kennels' Nemours (Jupiter—Vivian).
Dachshunde— 1st, withheld; 2d, Valentine Friehl's

Waldine.
Whippets—No entries.

Bulldogs—Champion, 1st, John E. Thayer's Bellissima

(Sancho Panza—Romping Girl). Open, Dogs: 1st, John E.
Thayer's Remus (Byron II.—Ehodora); 2d, C. R. Snowden's
Crib (Boxer—Joanna). Bitches: 1st, J. E. Thayer's Brito-

martis (Monarch—Penzie); 2d, withheld. High com., A. E.
Norris's Duchess (Royal Duke—Hornet). Com., J. H. San-
derson's Bonnie Duchess (Sancho—Peppo). Puppies: 1st, J.

E. Thayer's Eamona (Robinson Crusoe—Bellissima).

Bull Terriers—Champion, no entries. Open, Dogs: 1st,

R. H. Dudgeon's Dutchi Jr.; 2d, withheld. Bitches: 1st,

Frank F. Dole's White Eose (Victor Chief—Bess); 2d, R. H.
Dudgeon's Gypsy. Very high com., S. Hanford's Violet

(Prince—Lilly). Puppies: 1st. Frank F. Dole's The Baron
(Dutch—White Rose).
Black and Tan Terriers—Champion, over 7 lbs., no entries.

Open, 1st, withheld; 2d, Lizzie E. Tomson's Beauty (Zip

—

Minnie).
Fox Terriers—Champion, Dogs: 1st, J. E. Thayer's Eaby

Tyrant, Bailiff—Peach. Bitches: 1st, J. E. Thayer's Rich-
mond Olive, Tart—Jess. Open, Dogs: 1st, A. Belmont,
Jr.'s, Eegent Vox, Tackier—Sandy Vie; 2d, Clovernook Ken-
nels' Scarsdale, Joker—Ella; 3d, E. Lyon's Bichmond
Jockey, Marlborough Jockey—Twinkle. Very high com. H.
A. North's Dan. High com., E. I. Crocker's Brockenhurst
Spice II., Brockenhurst Spice—Deacon Euth; T. B. Wana-
maker's Hapton Toby, Eoysterer—Tingle. Bitches: 1st,

Clovernook Kennels' Delta, Joe—Bank; 2d, J. E. Thayer's

Di, Eally Tyrant—Eichmond Olive; 3d, G. W. Bush's Nettle,

Vicar—Gypsy. High com., S. Andrew's Maggie. Puppies,

Dogs: 1st, Cloveruook Kennels' Clover Ted, Mixture

—

Spite; 2d, Clovernook Kennels' Clover Turk, Mixture—Spite.

Very high com., J. L. Banks' Spot, Primrose—Swansdown.
Bitches: 1st, W. B. James' Blossom, Crisp—Vic; 2d, Dan
O'Shea's Geraldine, Mixture—Venom III. High com., S.

Lumb's Lady, Crisp—Vic. Com., B. Cunningham's Foxey,

Jesse James—Flirt.

Fox Terriers, Eough-Haired, 1st: R. H. Barlow's Vero
Venture, Victor—Beryl Broad; 2d, R. H. Barlow's Bundle, E.

K. C. S. B. 12,471. Very high com., R. H. Barlow's New
Year's Day, Gip—Nettle; R. H. Barlow's Tiny Todger, Toger
—Nettle. High com.. R. H. Barlow's Flossie la Muguet,

New Boy—Peddie Broad.
Irish and Eough-Haired Terriers— 1st, Dan O'Shea's Jim,

Garry Owen—Ilian; 2d, C. T. Thompson's Mustard.
Bedlington Terriers—Dogs: 1st, F. P. Kirby's Beresford,

Sting—Wasp. Bitches: 1st, Dan O'Shea's Jule.

Skye Terriers— 1st, W. P. Sanderson's Jim, Berkie—High-

land Mary; 2d, J. Howard's Skye, Jim—Skye; 3d, W. P. San-

derson's Lass O'Gowrie, Jim—Queen Mab.
Yorkshire Terriers—Over 5 lbs., 1st and 2d, Mrs. Jane Par-

ker's Charlie D., Dreadnaught—Nellie, and Dude D., Duke
—Princess. Very high com., Mrs. J. Parker's Jennie B.,

Duke—Nellie. Under 5 lbs., 1st, J. Healey's Eber, Eoyal—
Flora.

Toy Terriers. Other than Yorkshire, under 7 lbs., 1st, Ella

E. Browne's Tiney, Frank—Tip; 2d, F. W. Sutterle's Pawsee.

Very high com., E. B. Hirst's Flora, Burnside—Buttercup.

Pugs—Dogs: 1st, Mrs. W. D. Peck's Bradford Euby, Lovat

—Jennie; 2d, Miss S. Meek's Max, Roderick—Dolly; 3d,

Mrs. J. W. Mercur's Puck, George—Judy. Very high com.,

John Parker's Punch D., Punch—Judy. Com., F. P. Ban-

non's Toby, and Mrs. J. B. Eeddie's Rajah. Bitches: 1st.

A. H. Moore's Miss Kitty, George—May; 3d, M. H. Cryer's

Kitty, Eoderick—Otie. Puppies: 1st, Chequasset Kennels'

Thunder. Young Toby—Lady Flossie; 2d, Dr. M. H. Cryer's

Bessie, Othello—Dolly. Very high com., Chequasset Ken-

nels' Tiney, Young Toby—Lady. Com., Mrs. J. W. Mercur's

Judge, Puck—Bijou.

King Charles Spaniels— 1st, J. B. Eeddie's Pitou, Sancho
—Ouida; 2d, J. B. Eeddie's Nellie. Very high com., Mary
E. Ward's Otto; J. Parker's Jumbo D., Ben—Littleton.

Com., J. Parker's Countess B., Duke—Queen.
Blenheim Spaniels— 1st, Wm. Phillip's King Victor; 2d,

Miss M. Phillip's King Pippin, Bowsie—Countess Blennie.

Very high com., Miss L. Hart's Chappy, Randolph—Lady;
Miss M. Parker's Charlie D., Prince—Violet. High com.,

Miss M. Parker's Violet B., Scamp—Countess. Com., Miss

M. Parker's Rubes B.. Prince—Violet.

Italian Greyhounds— 1st, Annie K. Kramer's Romeo, Dick
—Neppie; 2d, A. L. Belleville's Tiney, Romeo—Baby.

Ulmers— 1st, T. O'Brien's Markoe; 2d, C. Wagner's Spot,

Smith's dog—Eckhert's bitch. Very highcom., J. P. Mc-

Quaide's Rover. High com., P. Stamp's Tiger, Rover—Kate.
Miscellaneous— 1st, Alex Burden's Nellie; 2d, Gleneoe

Collie Kennels' bobtail sheepdog Bob; 2d, M. C. Harvey's

Chesapeake dog Rover.
Foxhound Packs— 1st, Jesse J. Hickman's Joe, Spot, Pete,

Storm, Hornet, Rowdy, Pilot, Jessie Jerry, Count, Scuddy

and Sport. 2d, George W. Hill's Boston, Bell Mai, Brandy,

Hornet, Homer, Dido, Corlies, Amy, Trooper, Tinker, Milo

and Reuben.
Kennels—Mastiff Kennels: 1st, Winlawn Kennels' Prus-

sian Princess, Homer, Rosalind, Liberty and Hebe. St. Ber-

nard Kennels— 1st. Mill Brook Kennels' Beryl, Norah, Bertha,

Lys, Veroue, Snow Ball, Lindau and Lionel. English Set-

ter Kennels'— 1st, Rancocas Kennels' Petrel II., Storm Petrel,

Dashing Monarch, Dame Petrel, Vanette, Blue Belle, Coo-

massie, Soudan and Glen Ada. Irish Setter Kennels— 1st, I.

H. Robert's Brnce, Leigh Doane, Hebe, Jessie and Little Nell.

Small Pointer Kennels— 1st, Westminster Kennel Club's Cas

tor, Nancy, Countess, Lady Dufferin, Luckystone and Jill.

Greyhound Kennels— 1st, H. W, Smith's Memnon, Fan,

Mother Demdike, Ben and Stealing Away. Collie Kennels—
1st, Sans Souci Kennels' Mavis, Wanda, Daisy, So So and
Ben Nevis.

The Late Red inah better Club Trials.

We have received several private letters about these trials,

from which we gather that the results might have been very
different had there been more game to try the dogs upon.
As it was, we have it, upon reliable authority, that several
of the decisions come to by the judges were based upon ihe
most insignificant and unreliable data. Thus, in one casi,
we are told that the heat was awarded to one dog simply be-
cause he carried his head better than his rival. In another
case, as the dogs were soberly ranging in quest of birds, the
judges ordered the keeper to lire a shot. One of the dogs
who happened to see what was going to be done, went down
well. The other kept on the even tenor of his way until
called to by his breaker, and for this little, and perhaps un-
avoidable mishap, this last dog was turned out. Our corres-
pondents do not point this out in a carping spirit. They
simply state that such things were done, so that the public
might know the truth in the matter, and appreciate the trials

at their true value. However, the unanimous conclusion
come to by all was that the judges did their best under the
existing circumstances, and it so, no man could do more, and
there the matteriremains.

—

Skooling Times.

POULTRY.
Geese.

There is very little technical knowledge involved in the
"goose question," says the Poultry Journal, and yet in this

as in everything proposed to be done, it is no disadvantage
to know something about the matter.
Three or four geese to one gander is about the right pro-

portion of the sexes, and they will continue to breed and
enjoy health for yearo. Geese, like mules, are said to be en-
tirely exempt from the malady known as "old age," or, if

they have it at all, it is only a slight attack, and they emerge
therefrom as vigorous and as young as before.
Geese lay very early in the season, and should be allowed

to sit as soon as they become broody—about February or the
early part of March. When a goose has a good nest, in a
place safe from robbery, it is always best to let the eggs re-

main there, and she will begin to sit at the proper time with-
out any outside interference. Geese sit from thirty to thirty-

five days, are very faitbful and persistent, never leaving the
nest except to satisfy the cravings of hunger, or for a bath,

and are loth to returu until their wants are satisfied. There-
for.1

, it is best to provide the necessities, so there need be no
excuse on the part of mother goose.
The ganders need not be restrained during incubation, as

in the manner of some, for they are harmless to the eggs and
young, and cheer and comfort to their mates during the long
and weary siege, acting as sentinels to warn oft approaching
danger, and often doing battle in defense of the garrison.

The hatching should be allowed to proceed without inter-

ference from any third party, and when fully accomplished,
goose and goslings should be penned under good shelter.

Feed on soft, digestible food, such as boiled rice or oatmeal,

cornmeal, etc., with lettuce or dandelion cut up tine or

mixed therewith. They should also have plenty of fresh

water, in a shallow dish. After the second week they may
be allowed their liberty. After this a little whole corn at

night, and the attention necessary to prevent decimation of

the flock is all the care required. But this is not essential,

as a shallow tub set in the ground answers every purpose ex-

cept that cf furnishing food.

By common consent the Tolouse goose is recommended as

the best, whether for flesh or feathers; they are also the

largest, and not so noisy as the common goose.
Considering the small amount of trouble involved in rais-

ing geese, the nomiual expense and heavy profits, it is a
matter of some surprise that this kind of stock is not more
generally diffiused.

Remedies for the Roup.

The majority of the inquires coming to us relate to roup.

Bnt few, however, are aware of the prevalence of the disease

when roup is present, as it comes in such "questionable

shapes" as to completely deceive many who are inexperienced.

They will, perhaps, treat fur every ailment except the cor-

rect one. Kbup usually • uuses a discharge at the nostrils,

which is easil}7 discernable. It is, as a rule, accompanied
with hoarse breathing, the comb changes color, and the fowl

droops. The beak will be open if breathing is very difficult,

and a foul odor will prevail in the cock, or will be given off

by the bird. In light attacks, a sneeze, or an occasional

"pip" may be heard, but the greater danger is from the cases

accompanied by the foul odor and hoarse breathing. The
first thing to do is to remove the phlegm, which should be

done gently with a soft mop, dipping the mop in a solution

of Larrabaraque's chlorinated soda, to be had at any drug
store. Repeat this once a day until the bird is well. Feed,

either in the soft food, or in the shape of a pill, a mixture or

equal parts of asafcetida, ground ginger, gentine, and boracio

acid, allowing a teawpoonfnl of the mixture to every ten fowls.

It may be given night and morning. A dry, warm pluce is

essential, as roup is caused by cold and dampness. A spoon-

ful of kerosene oil in the soft food for ten hens, will assist in

preventing the disease, while the drinking water should be

changed often to preveut contagion.

Some one has experimented with ducks and hens for egg-

production, and between the first day of Jauuary and the end
of August three hens laid 257 eggs, aud three ducks laid 402.

Moreover, in the Autumn mouths of the previous year the

ducks had yielded 215 eggs, while the hens had completely

ceased laying. Altogether, therefore, the ducks had prodnced
517 eggs within the twelve months, as against 257 obtained

from the hens.

Be sure and separate the young Leghorn cockerels from the

hens uud pullets. If put by themselves they will be less

likely to fight and thus injure their combs, wattles and ear-

lobes; and besides they and the pullets, too, will acquire

larger size and better form than when allowed to ruu together.

The same is true of all other Spanish breeds and of other

varieties in proportion to the rapidity of their developemeut.

The government of the Cape of Good Hope has imposed an

export duty of $500 per head upon ostriches. This means a

home monoply of the ostrich-feather business. The <'
1

fornians interested in this business will now have to r

their own ostriohea.
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

since the 1st of September, 18S4. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Wallace on Palo Alto.

In the September number of Wallaces Monthly there

was an article on "Palo Alto Stock Farm," which is

copied in this paper. It is given to our readers in order

to show what the editor's impression was, and also as a

text to illustrate what California has done in the way of

breeding trotters. This will require a series of articles

not only occupying a good deal of space, but also en-

tailing a good deal of research, and a "hunting up'' of

old records. It will also entail the writing of a history

of Palo Alto from the time that Governor Stanford com-

menced breeding trotters systematically, and incident-

ally the efforts of other breeders in the same line. The

history of Palo Alto is a story by itself. We are not

going beyond the facts when the statement is made,

that it has been the most successful breeding farm of

trotters in the annals of this department of breeders.

Facts and figures will sustain this position; more than

sustain, as the history will show that in the very first

year (in comparison with EasterD establishments), since

the organization of the Palo Alto stud there has been a

succession of what may be termed phenomenal trotters.

As these have surpassed the efforts of all the colts bred

on the other side of the mountains, the consideration of

the subject will be valuable to those engaged in the pur-

suit at home and abroad. Should one accredit this

acknowledged superiority to climatic advantages, the

question will arise, why was this superiority not shown

before Palo Alto and Sunny Slope marked figures never

written before? The answer will be that there was a

combination of circumstances. Isothermal advantages

did its part; judicious breeding, a coupling of parents, as

it may be termed, which were likely to produce the

desired type, and then a system of training or education

which brought out the characteristics anticipated.

Before the organization of the Palo Alto stud

Californians had little confidence in the stock

bred at home. In many respects this was

an advantage. It led to the importation of the best

animals. Men of large means engaged in the business

of breeding trotters, and when satisfied that an animal

came up to the high standard they sought, price was a

secondary consideration. When Governor Stanford de-

termined to engage in the enterprise, he also determined

to secure the best procreative animals that could be pur- i

chased. Now it requires more than an unlimited supply

of money to effect such a purpose. There has to be a

knowledge of what is wanted. There must be an intel-

ligent realization of what is necessary. There must be

an intimacy of what strains of blood are likely to be the

best adapted for the purpose; there must be a knowledge

of the proper form to make the pedigree effective. As

the proprietor of Palo Alto made nearly all of the selec-

tions of sires and dams on his place himself, the results

are the best proof of the soundness of the judgement

which dictated the choice. It would be a work of super-

erogation to take time and space to exemplify this fur-

ther than to show what the blood is, and to instance the

results that have followed
(
his selections. It will also come

within the scope of the contemplated articles, ""to show

what has been accomplished, what the variations from

oldtime practices have been in rearing and train-

ing, and the practical lessons which have been marked

on the working trestle-board at Palo Alto. There are

several points in the article copied which will need ex-

planation, not a few which are erroneous.

Inasmuch as it has been our intention to write a full

history of this great breeding farm, the comments of an

eastern editor will serve a purpose in directing attention

to features which might have been overlooked.

For instance in the comments on "miniature tracks,"

it is evident that the writer failed to get a proper under-

standing of the uses and advantages which have become

so apparent as to be beyond controversy. Again, he is

mistaken in underrating the natural grasses of California,

and in making the claim that their "luxuriant pastures

are far superior in both quantity and quality to anything

they can produce in California." He is in entire igno-

rance of the herbage of this State. Ever since we became

familiar with the native grasses we have been impressed

with their value. Alfillerilla, wild oats and burr clover

furnish food for horses which is assuredly more nutri-

tious than those of the East, and when to the eye of a

visitor there is little sustenance, animals will keep fat

and thrive. There is little question, however, that in any

country the breeder who depends on pasturage will fail

in rearing horses which can perform the hard tasks of

the track satisfactorily, and without a liberal supply of

grain the colts will not fill the bill.

In the consideration of the "running-bred" portion

of the Palo Alto stud it was not expected that the visi-

tor would take other grounds than he has. Though

rather more candid than we anticipated, it could not be

expected that he would give the Palo Alto mares of blue

blood the credit they deserve. When the history is pre-

sented it will be shown, beyond dispute, that their suc-

cess had been fully equal to those belonging to recog-

nized trotting families.

In another article, under the heading of "Primacy of

California in Trotting Stallions," the mares are not

given proper credit. In place of falling behind the stal-

lions in respect of "inheritance, or individual excellence"

they are fully their equal, and we have no hesitation in

making the assertion that in the Palo Alto stud, there

are a greater number of mares with fast records than

any other breeding farms of the East. This will be

shown in the contemplated series of articles.

Mr. Baldwin's negotiations with trainers and jockiesin the

East have furnished the sporting scribes with several news

items, which, like the average press telegrams, were given out

one day and contradicted the nest. The following from the

Western correspondent of the New York Spirit seem to be

conclusive as to one fact, that Isaac Murphy will don the

black and rnaHese cross next season:

A compromise has been effected between Mr. Baldwin and
Isaac Murphy, the latter signing a contract an hour ago to

ride for the California millionaire next season. Theoriginal
contract, as Baldwin understood it, engaged Murphy for two
yearB, at §5,000 per year. The present agreement calis for

one season's service at $6,000, Murphy not being required to

go to California, but to meet the stable at Louisville in the

Spring. Murphy would prefer not to sign with auybody; but
rather than be considered in the light of a contract breaker

—

although he did not deem the original document a contract

—

he agreed to the present compromise.

The California contingent that went Eastward last Spring

has returned in sections, and is nearly all at home again.

The stables of Mr. Haggiu and R. P. Ashe will arrive to-mor-

row or Monday. Mr. Baldwin was at last accounts still at

Baltimore with Volante and Silver Cloud, determined to see

the last race of the season run. The rest of the Santa Anita

Btring are at the ranch, the most of them bndly amiss from

colds contracted during the St. Louis meeting, where some

severe Fall weather was experienced. Mr. Marvin, with his

string of trotting colts, gave up the campaign at St. Louis,

not being able to get his Bick horses in shape to do anything,

and he is now in quarters at Palo Alto. The record of the

season is creditable to our State, and will be reviewed and

commented on in the near future.

At the fair held at Yreka early in the mouth, the well"

known platers, Garfield and Jim Lick, ran a race of three"

quarter mile heats, which was afterwards declared off by the

judges for fraud, as Garfield was not ridden to wiu. But it

does not appear that the judges obeyed the mandate of the

rule which says that in such eases "the parties committing

the fraud shall be punished by expulsion." No one appears

to have been ruled off. Rules are of little service if judges

do not enforce them.

Arab—Anteeo

.

In selecting the trio of horses which were the subject

of an article last week, it was not the intention to convey
the idea that they were superior to all others. In fact,

it is troublesome to award, authoritatively, the pride of

place to one animal. As it stands now, Adair and
Nellie R. have the fastest records, and yet this does not

determine the question. Excepting the race which Arab
lost in Sacramento, when he was suffering from an affec-

tion of the kidneys, he has been victorious, and gained

these victories without, perhaps, disclosing his full ca-

pacity. In the last race it was a close thing at the finish,

especially in the last heat, and the general impression

was that had it not been for a bad start, and the inter-

ference of Adair, Anteeo would have won the heat.

The bad start was due to the instructions of Goldsmith
to the judges before the race commenced. In the award
of positions Anteeo was placed fourth outside, and under
these conditions Goldsmith requested the judges to give
him "the word" if he was trotting steadily, although a
length or two in the rear.

This was judicious advice when fourth, as be could save

the long detour of the outside of the semi-circle. But
when that position was second, and also the contending
horse against Arab in the race, it was a serious drawback
to be sent off so much behind as to lose the place the

moment the bell sounded. It was one of those unt'ortu-

ate circumstances which it is not right to blame the

judges for, and in which there was a joint error. People

are prone to criticise, many are ready to adversely criti-

cise without just grounds. Though it looked as if the

start and the interference of Adair lost Anteo that heat,

it may be that Arab could have done better in the first

part of the mile, and he would still have won.

Be that as it may, it was a good race, a meritorious

performance all around. The track was certainly not fast.

It could not be when on the day before the horses were
sinking hoof-deep into the yielding soil for nearly three-

quarters of the distance. Greatly improved it is true,

but still very far from what the Bay District is when at

the best. Arab trotted steadily the whole of the way.
Anteeo would close gaps on the latter portion of the

mile, which gave evidence of capacity beyond what he
was rated, though still, in our opinion, not exceeding his

powers. It may be that our well-known partiality

causes us to overrate, and that looking through glasses

which are prone to magnify in his case the vision is not

entirely clear. Until the race of to-day is decided it

would be premature to give a decided preference, though
this much we will prophesy, that with a continuation of

good weather the fast time of last Saturday's race will

be lowered. This may be considered a rash prediction.

as to the best of our recollection 2:19, 2:18^, 2:19^ is the

fastest at this late season of the year.

In the Stanford Stake, trotted at the Bay District

track last Saturday, Kismet scored 2:2o£ in the second
heat, and added the three-year-old stallion record to the

California roll. The record was held by Steinway, who
trotted in 2:25^ at Lexington, Kentucky, Aug. 2S, 1879.

We are under obligations to Fred Lehners, of Yreka, Sec-

retary of the 10th District Fair Association, for favors received.

"How came your father to give Parole away?" was asked
Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., the other day, meeting him in the
paddock at Jerome Park.

"That's what a hundred people have asked me to-day," he
answered; "but they shouldn't blame father. He thought as
much of the old horse as any one, but last Summer at the
farm we noticed that the old horse seemed unhappj'. He
was turned out in a big paddock, and had plenty of range,
but the flies bothered him. They fairly ate him, and so
father concluded he would be doing better if he took him
back to the stable. When he did the old horse began to pick
up flesh and looU well again, but, as you see, he has lost his
old Bpeed. Father would have given him to me, but he
knew I'd race him, aud he didn't waut that, nor would he
give him to my brother, as he would be sure to ride him in
gentlemen's races. Mr. Green, to whom he gave him, is

very fond of the old horse, aud will give him a good home
and his constant attention and company."— Vigilant.

In the free-for-all stallion race at St. Louis the field was
small. Only Maxy Cobb, Bonnie McGregor and Epaulet
started, and although Cobb acted badly in scoring for the lirst

heat, breakiug repeatedly, he won the purse in ^:2o.J, 2:20],
2:20.1 . He got the whip in the second heat, aud Bonnie Mc-
Gregor was beateu by a head ouly. In the third heat Bonnie
McGregor was unsteady, and immediately after the race was
attacked with a chill. Epaulet was so sick that he had to be
withdrawn after the second heat. Maxy Cobb was fortunate
in catching his opponents badly off at St. Louis.

It may not be generally kuowu that Clingstone has hnd
two tumors removed from his sheath. The second was cut
away last year by Dr. Fair, nud Mr. Gordon says it was only
the effects of these tumors that prevented his training. Mr.
Gordon says his legs were always sound.

Dick Stanffer, the sorrel gelding that trotted in St. Louis
Oct. 9th, taking the race in three heats in 2:27^, 2:27, and
2:26jj, is a sou of Blue Bull. His dam was a Seeley's Ameri-
can Star mare.

i
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Fall Meeting of the Blood Horse Association
—List of Entries.

FIRST DAT—SATURDAY, NOV. ?TH.

Salutation Purse— $400, of which $100 to the second
horse; for all ages. Horses that have not won a race at the
distance allowed 10 pounds; horses that have not won a race
this year allowed 15 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

1. W. L. Appleby, b f Daisy D., 3, by Wheatley, dam Black
Maria.

2. E. P. Ashe, ch f Goldsheaf, 3, by Bullion, dam by imp.
Glengarry.

3. W. M. Ayer, g g Ichi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.
4. E. F. Fallon, b f Skipaway, 3, by Wildidle, dam Vixen.
5. J. GreeD, bh Joe G., aged, by Joe Daniels, dam by

Woodburn.
6. J. B. Haggin, ch h, Marc Daly, 4, by imp. Kyrle Daly;

dam Cordelia.

7. W. B. Todhnnter, ch c Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady
Jane.

The Welcome Stakes, for all ages—$250 each; half forfeit,

$30 if declared out Nov. 1st; €1,000 added; brst horse 60 per
cent, of all moneys; second horse 30 percent.; third horse
10 per cent. One mile.

1. K. P. Ashe, b f Binette, 4, by Billet, dam Milan.
2. E. P. Ashe, b c Alta, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

3. Garland & Goldsmith, b h Beaconsheld, 4, by Hock-BocK-
ing, dam Aileen Allaunah.

4. J.B. Haggin, chh Marc Daly, 4, by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam
Cordelia.

5. C. J. Matlock, b m Eepetta, 5, by Alarm or Eeform, dam
Long Nine.

6. W. M. Murry, ch c Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.

Selling Purse—$300, of which §50 to second horse; for

all ages; fixed valuation SI, 000; two pounds allowed for

each $100 below, and two pounds added for each $100 above
the fixed valuation. One mile and a sixteenth.

1. W. L. Appleby, b f Daisy D., 3, $1,000, by Wheatley, dam
Black Maria.

2. E. P. Ashe, bf Constellation, 3, $1000, by St. George,
dam Pianette.

3. Wm. Boots, b zn Bessie, aged, $300, by imp. Hercules,
dam unknown.

4. T. Delaney, ch c Ned Cook, 3, $1,000, by Flood, dam
Planetia.

5. E. F. Fallon, ch g Eondo, aged, $400, by Norfolk, dam
by Belmont.

6. J. Green, b h Joe G., aged, $600, by Joe Daniels, dam by
Woodbnru.

7. J. B. Haggin, b g Duke of Monday, aged, $600, by Mon-
day, dam Demirep.

S. Kelly & LyDch, b c Plato, 2, $1000, by Flood, dam Plan-
etia.

9. B. L. Pacheco, eh f Mamie T., 3, $1000, by Wheatley, dam
Mercedes.

SECOND DAT.—TUESDAY, NOV. 10TH.

Purse $400, of which $100 to second horse; for all ages.

Three-quarter mile heats.

1. E. F. Fallon, b m Lottie L., aged, by Wildidle, dam
Vixen.

2. J. Green, bh Joe G., aged, by Joe Daniels, dam by Wood-
burn.

3. J. B. Haggin, ch h Marc Daly, 4, by imp. Kyrle Daly,
dam Cordelia.

4. W. B. Todhnnter, ch c Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady
Jane.

The Equity Stakes—For two-year-olds, $10 each, p. p.;

$400 added; first horse to receive the added money; second
horse to receive the stakes; winners of a stake race of the

value of $1,000 before the closing of these entries to carry

rule weights; horses that have not won a stake of that value
allowed 5 lbs; non-winners allowed 10 lbs. Five-eighths of

a mile.

1. H. J. Agnew, ch f Queen Kapioiani, by Joe Hooker, dam
Big Gun.

2. E. P. Ashe, ch c King of Norfolk, by Norfolk, dam Mar-
ion.

3. E. P. Ashe, ch c Ingleside, by Norfolk, dam Illusion.

4. E. P. Ashe, ch c Ed. Corrigan, by Joe Hooker, darn

Countess Zieka.

5. Wm. Boots, b f Leda, by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsey.
6. F. Depoister, b f Edelweiss, by Joe Hooker, dam Yolone.

7. Garland <fe Goldsmith, ch f Eda, by Hock-Hocking, dam
Eva Coombs.

S. J. B. Haggin, ch f Billow, by Longfield, dam Medea.
9. -J.B. Haggin, ch g Tom Daly, by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam

Columbia.
10. Kelly & Lynch, b c Plato, by Flood, dam Planetia.

11. Kelly & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam
Twilight.

12. Theo. Winters, b f Miss Courtney, by Norfolk, dam
Ballinette.

The Park Stakes—For all ages, $50 each; S25 forfeit;

$500 added, of which $100 to second; third to save stake.

One mile and three-eighths.

1. K. P. Ashe, b f Binette, 4, by Billet, dam Mirah.

2. E. P. Ashe, b c Alta, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

3. W. M. Ayer, gg Ichi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.
4. Garland <& Goldsmith, b h Beaconsheld, 4. by Hock-

Hocking, dam Aileen Allamah.
5. J. B. Haggin, b g Duke of Monday, aged, by Monday,

dam Demirep.
6. H. C. Judson, blk h John A., 4, by Monday, dam Lady

Clare.

7. Kelly & Lynch, b c Arthur H., 3. by Hock-HockiDg, dam
Maid of the Mist.

S. W. M. Murry, b c Billy Ayres, 3, by Shannon, dam Lady
Clare.

Purse $300, of which $50 to second horse; for all ages;

horses not having won a race this year up to the closing of

these entries allowed 10 pouuds. Seven-eighths of a mile.

1. W. L.Appleby, b f Daisy D., 3, by Wheatley, dam Black

Maria.
2. K. P. Ashe, ch f Goldsheaf, 3, by Bullion, dam by Imp.

Glengarry.

3. W. M. Ayer, g g Ichi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.

4. E. F. Fallon, b f Skipaway, 3, by Wildidle, dam Vixen.

5. Garland & Goldsmith, ch f Eda, 2, by Hock-Hocking,
di^m Eva Coombs.

6. J.B. Haggin, ch h Marc Daly, 4, by Imp. Kyrle Daly,

dam Cordelia.

7. CO. Matlock, b m Eepetta, 5, by Alarm or Eeform, dam
Long Nine.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, NOV. 12TH.

and three pounds added for each $100 above fixed valuation.
Mile heats.

1. W. L. Appleby, b f Daisy D., 3, $1,000, by Wheatley,
dam Black Maria.

2. E. P. Ashe, b f Coustellation, 3, $1,000, bvSt. George, dam
Pianette.

3. Wm. Boots, b m Bessie, aged, $300, by Imp. Hercules.
4. T. Delaney, ch c Ned Cook, 3, $1,000, by Flood, dam

Planetia.

5. E. F. Fallon, ch g Eondo, aged, $400, by Norfolk, dam
by Belmont.

6. Jules Fitton, brgGarfield, aged, $S00, byLiugford, dam
by Lodi.

7. J. Green's b h Joe G., aged, S600, by Joe Daniels, dam
by Woodbum.

S. J. B. Haggin, b g Duke of Monday, aged, $600, by Mon-
day, dam Demirep.

9. Kelly & Lynch, be Plato, 2, SI, 000, by Flood, dam
Planetia.

10. B.L. Pacheco, ch f Mamie T., 3, $1,000, by Wheatley, dam
Mercedes.

The Railroad Handicap Stakes—For all ages; $100 each:
$50 forfeit; $25 declaration; $1,000 added; first norse to re-

ceive 60 per cent, of all moneys; second horse 30 per cent.;

third horse 10 per cent. Weights announced on Tuesday,
November 10th, the second day of the meeting; declarations
to be made with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock p. m. of

that day. One mile and a quarter.
1. E. P. Ashe, b f Binette, 4, by Billet, dam Mirah.
2. W. M. Ayer, g g Ichi Ban. 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.
3. Garland & Goldsmith, b h Beaconsfield, 4, by Hock-Hock-

ing, dam Aileen Allannah.
4. H. C. Judson, blk h John A., 4, by Monday, dam Lady
5. C. J. Matlock, b m Eepetta, 5, by Alarm or Eeform, dam

Loug Nine.
Clare.

6. W. M. Murry, b c Billy Ayres, 3, by Shannon, dam Lady
Clare.

7. W. G. Scroggins, b g Jim Merritt, aged, by Langford, dam
Sweetwater.

FOURTH DAY—SATURDAY, NOV. 14.

Purse $400, of which $100 to second; for two-year-olds;

winner of any two-year-old stake race of the value of $1,000
to carry rule weights; all others allowed five pounds. One
mile.

1. H. J. Agnew, ch f Queen Kapioiani. by Joe Hooker, dam
Big Gun.

2. E. P. Ashe, ch c King of Norfolk, by Norfolk, dam
arion.

3. E. P. Ashe, ch c Ed Corrigan, by Joe Hooker, dam Coun
tess Zieka.

4. Wm. Boots, b f Leda, by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsey.
5. Garland & Goldsmith, ch f Eda, by Hock-Hocking, dam

Eva Coombs.
6. J. B. Haggin, ch f Billow, by Longfield, dam Medea.
7. H. C. Judson, b f Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
8. Kelly & Lynch, b c Plato, by Flood, dam Planetia.

9. Kellv & Lynch, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam
Twilight.

10. Theo. Winters, bf Miss Courtney, by Norfolk, dam Bal-

linette.

The Judson Stakes—For ail ages; $50 each; $25 forfeit;

$500 added; second to receive $100; third to save stake.

Winner of the Welcome, Park or Fame Stakes, at this meet-

ing, to carry five pounds; of any two, seven pounds; of the

three, ten pounds extra: One mile and a half.

1. E. P. Ashe, b f Binette, 4, by Billet, dam Mirah.

2. E. P. Ashe, b c Alta, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

3. W. M. Ayer, g g Ichi Ban" 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.

4. Garland & Goldsmith, bhBeaconsfield, 4, by Hock-Hock-
ing, dam Aileen Allannah.

5. H. C. Judson, blk h John A., 4, by Monday, dam Lady
Clare.

6. Kelly & Lynch, b c Arthur H., 3, by Hock-Hocking,
dam Maid of the Mist.

7. C. J. Matlock, b m Eepetta, 5, by Alarm or Eeform, dam
Long Nine.

3. W. M. Murray, b c Billy Ayres, 3, by Shannon, dam
Lady Clare.

Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; $25 each; $10 declara-

tion; $400*added; second horse to receive $100. Weights
announced Thursday, November 12th, the third day of

the meeting; declarations with the Secretary on or before 6

o'clock, p. m., of that dav. One mile.

1. W. L. Appleby, b f D'aisy D., 3, by Wheatley, dam Black

Maria.

2. R. P. Ashe, b i Constellation, 3, bj St. George, dam
Pianette

3. E. P. Ashe, ch f Goldsheaf, 3, by Bullion, dam by imp.

Glengarry.
4. W. M. Ayer, g g Ichi Ban. 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen.

5. F. Depuister, b h Delaney, aged, pedigree unknown.
6. Garland & Goldsmith, b h Beaconsfield, 4, by Hock-

Hocking, dam Aileen Allannah.

7. J. B. Haggin, b g Duke of Monday, aged, by Monday,
dam Demirep.

8. J. B. Haggin, ch h Marc Daly, 4, by imp. Kyrle Daly,

dam Cordelia.

9. W. M. Murray, ch c Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady
Jane.

10. B. L. Pacheco, ch f Mamie T., 3, by Wneatley, dam
Mercedes.

11. W. G. Scroggins, bg Jim Merritt, aged, by Langford,

dam Sweetwater.

The Baldwin Stake, four miles, did not fill, and the Asso-

ciation will offer another race in its stead. The above list in-

cludes 12 races; the fixed events closed Aug. 1st, 1SS4,

number 4 and the purses not yet closed are four in number,

making a total of 20 races for the four'days.

St. Blaise.

Tuesday, 6th, at Jerome, Hughes, the jockey, informed ns
that Hon. August Belmont was in treaty for the purchase of
the Eu^lUh Derby winner, St. Blaise, and Saturday, Mr. Bel-
mont being present at the races, confirmed it by saying that
he had completed the purchase. The way Hughes got hold
of tbe matter must huvt; been through Wyndham Walden,
who had visited Mr. Belmont wheu the sale was all but made,
Mr. Belmont only awaiting the result of the examination of
the veterinarian. Mr. Belmont was moved to the purchase
by a desire for a new cross for his mares, aud as the family of
Hermit seems at present the most successful in Europe", he
found St. Blaise the most eligible. As the importation of St.
Blaise is an event of more than ordinary importance, his
breeding aud performances will be of interest.

As a two year-old, St. Blaise started six times, winning four,
viz., the Twenty-fourth Stockbridge Biennial, at Stockbridge;
walked over for Troy Stakes; tbe Molecomb Stakes, at Good-
wood (divided after a dead heat), and the Trov Stakes, at
Newmarket. He also ran second to Macheath, at even weights
for the Hurstbourne Stakes, at Stockbridge, and was un-
placed toLadislas and Goldfield, to whom he conceded 7 lbs.

aud 3 lbs. respectively, in the Dewhnrst Plate. He ran un-
placed for the Two Thousand Guineas, at Newmarket, in
April, but after a race of uncommon severity he won the
Derby, beating Highland Chief by a neck, Galliard,
the Two Thousand Guinea winner, being only a half
length behind Highland Chief. At Ascot St. Blaise was
third in the Ascot Derby, won by Ladislas. At Stockbridge
he walked over for the Biennial. At four years old St. Blaise
started only once, it beiug for the City and Suburban, when,
with 124 lbs., he was unplaced. During the past season, as
a five-year-old, he began a great favorite for the Lincolnshire,
for which he carried 122 lbs,, but was unplaced. At Leices-
ter he was unplaced in the Leicestershire Spring Handicap,
carrying 130 lbs., Whitelock, the winner, carrying 94 lbs.; in
fact, St. Blaise conceded weight to all save Prism. At Derby
he was unplaced for the Welbeak Cup, in which he carried
132 lbs. After that he ran no more.

St. Blaise is a chestnut horse, bred in 1SS0, by Lord Ar-
lington, and is a son of Hermit and Fusee, by Marsays;
grauddam by Vesuvienne, by Gladiator; 3d dam Venus, by
Sir Hercules; 4th dam Echo, by Emilius; 5th dam by Pioneer
or Scud; 6th dam by Benningbrongb; 7th dam Eliza, by
Highflyer: Sth dam Canary Bird, by Whiskey, etc. As will

be seen, he is an inbred horse, his sire, Hermit (winner o€
the Derby of 1867), being by NewmiDster, son of Touchstone,
while his dam is by Marsays, sou of Orlando, he by Touch-
stone. He is inbred five times to Whalebone, seven times to

Selim, and six times to Orville. His maternal line is a very
strong one. Fusee, his dam won many races, including sev-

eral Queens Plates, for Mr. T. Bell, who subsequently sold
her to Sir Frederick Johnstone, but broke down in the Bath
Cap the first time she ran in his colors. The family is, in-
deed, one through which the late Sir Joseph Hawley achieved
a marked degree of success, Yesuvienne (St. Blaise's grand-
dam) being out of the n»ted Venus, whom Sir Joseph pur-
chased of old Forth, and she bred the famous Aphrodite,
who won the One Thousand of 1851, and started a favorite

over Newminster for the St. Leger, and was only beaten a
length.

Sc. Blaise will arrive in New York about Nov. 1st, in the
care of Mr. Bishop, who is intrusted with his importation.
After a few days' rest he will, with Kingfisher, The Ill-used,

Fiddlestick and the entire lot of broodmares aDd weanlings
from the Nursery, be shipped to Mr. Belmont's new farm in
Kentucky. This is the old Sutton farm, three miles from
Lexington, on the Georgetown Turnpike, adjoining the Mc-
Grathiana Farm. It contains some four hundred acres of the
choicest blue grass land, and is admirably adapted for the
purpose. Mr. Belmont is putting up new bnildings. and in-

tends having one of the most complete establishments of the
kind in the State. Here he will breed in the future candi-
dates for the "maroon and red," which will be trained by
Wyndham Walden, and hei'e tbe Derby winner of 1SS3 will

found a new, and. in all probability, famous line of old New-
minster—iV. Y. Spirit.

Not Ferdinand Ward-

The Woodlawn Vase, which was \7on by the Dwyer Bros.,

recently, their mare Miss Woodford doing the trick for them,

has a history. It was originally made for the Woodlawn
Jockey Club, Louisville, Ky., and was called the Woodlawn
Vase, and after haviug been won by Mollie Jackson in the

four-mile heat race, aud fearing that Capt.T. G. Moore would

become the owner, the late E. A, Alexander purchased

Moore's interest. A. J. Alexander then presented it to the

present Louisville Jockey Club, and it was added to the

Great American Stallion 'Stakes in 1S78, and won by the

Dwyer Bros, with Bramble. It was by them presented to the

Coney Island Jockey Club, to be added to the Great Long Is-

land Stakes, to become the property of any one winning that

stake two consecutive years. The name of the vase is now to

be changed from Woodlawn to Woodford Vase, in honor of

the great race mare who has won it back.

Selling Pcrse $500, of which $100 to second horse; fixed A racetrack has been added to the public improvement of

valuation $1,000; two pounds allowed for each $100 below Moore's station, Butte Co.

A tale hangs by a race that was paced at Island Park,
Albany, Sept. 26. It came to me surreptitiously, and in

strict confidence, but it is true and far too good to keep.
Four side-wheelcrs, Joe Braden, Cohaunet, Toledo Girl, and
Bessie M. were presumably contending for a purse of $500.
It was nearing the shank of the season, and some mouey was
felt to be an object. Heuce a proposition made by tbe con-
troller of one of the horses to his three competitors was
readily accepted. It was that he should indicate after

the drivsrs had got into their seats which horse should win
each heat, and he should play the box for the entire party.

His integrity was unquestioned, and he was incontinently
installed as supreme director. It worked to a charm, his

orders were explicitly obeyed, the judges thought thay were
having a beautiful race of five heats, and the drivers looked
forward to a settlement at the Delavau House in the evening,
with pleasing anticipations of a "divvy'' of about $750 each.

Bnt in some mysterious way the manager lost his head, and
very crestfallen did he appear as he handed out to each of

the other three the massive amount of $5.75 as his share of

the profits.

"What does this mean?" exclaimed the disappointed trio

"I can't understand it," said the chief fugleman, "but that

is all there is of it."

"Why, every heat went just as yon said. You ought to

have made a lot of money in the French."
"I forgot all about the French," said the chagrined con-

spirator.

"Well, here," said Bessie M., "take this seventy-five cents

for your trouble. Five dollars is enough for me."
The queer thing about it is that none of those concerned

doubt the honesty of the man who made such a fiasco. They
think he simply lost his head.

Fred Archer maj justly claim the present as ihe great-

est of his career, haviug won tbe Two Thousand, Derby,
Oaks, Grand Prix de Paris, and St Le^er. He was recently

presented with a check for £500 by the the Duchess nf Mon-
trose, and with a baudsome piece of plate by the Duke of

Portland, Lord Hastings, and Lord Londonderry, his chief

patrons. Bnt he was recently reported to the Stewards aud
received a reprimand for reckless riding, which he no doubt
deserved. Success turns the average human head.

Some of the best producing stallions in the country are re-

quired to do as much hard work out of the regular season as
any other horse on the farm. If the work is not of too heavy
a nature they are undoubtedly better by haviog plouty '

rather than being kept in the condition of a hot-i
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Marnbrino Chief.

TAmerieau Cultivator.]

"With the exception of Rysdyk's Hambletonian none of

the founders of great trotting families has acquired greater

distinction than Mambrino Chief. Like Hambletonian,

Mambrino Chief was a product of New York, both being by

sons of bay Mambrino. by far the most successful speed-im-

parting son of imported Messenger, his descendants having

produced a greater number of noted winners, with fast

records upon the trotting tur., than all the other sons and

laughters of Messenger combined. A greater number of trot-

ters, credited with records of 2:20 or better, are found among
the descendants of Mambrino than has come from all the

other trotting families that have yet been produced.

Mambrino Chief was a sixteen-hand bay horse, bred by

Richard Eldridge, Mabbettsville, Dutchess Co., N.Y., foaled iu

1844. and got by Mambrino Paymaster from a mare brought

to Washington Hollow, N. Y., in a drove of horses, by a man
named Nicholson.
Mambrino Paymaster was a bay which stood 16:} hands

iigh. He is registered in Wallace's Trotting Eegister, Vol.

1, as bred by Azariah Arnold, Washingron, Dutchess Co.,

N. Y., and foaled about 1S26. The dam of Mambrino Pay-

master was said to have been by imported Paymaster, which,

although possibly correct, has probably never been verified.

The sire of Mambrino Paymaster was by Mambrino, he by
imported Messenger from a daughter of imported SourCrout.
Mambrino, it will be remembered, got Almack, which in

turn got Grinnell's Champion, son of Scobey's Champion,
founder of the Champion family of trotters. Almack also

got the dam of Jupiter, sire of several 2:30 performers. Sev-

eral of Jupiter's sons and daughters possessed the power to

transmit speed, a number of their descendants having worked
their way into the 2:30 list.

There were two sons ot Messenger known as Mambrino.
One was a large gray stallion, foaled in 1800, or some six

years earlier than the bay son which has acquired such dis-

tinction through the turf performances of his descendants.
The gray was from a daughter of the thoroughbred horse
Pulaski, and when both were alive was considered much the

better horse of the two. He was bred by Benjamin C. Ridge-
way, near Mt. Holly, N. J., and finally came into the posses-
sion of William Atkinson, a prominent member of the
Society of Friends, who paid some $1,200 for him, which at

that time was a very large price for a horse. The fact that

he was owned and largely patronized by a class that did not
countenance turf contests, may account for the failure of his

offspring to acquire distinction as tx-otters.

Mambrino Paymaster when young was rather too leggy and
narrow to be thought an equine model in form, but at ma-
turity was considered a well-proportioned animal. When
about seven or eight years of age he was taken to Bingham-
ton, N. Y., where he remained soma eight years, during
which he became blind. About 1840 he was brought back to

Dutchess county, where he remained until 1847, when he
was bought by a Mr. Holmes, of Vermont, after which he got
but one foal. It has been stated that none of his descen-
dants, excepting those from the dam of Mambrino Chief,
were trotters. This, however, is a mistake, as there were a
few others which acquired some distinction upon the turf.
His daughter lola was credited with a one-mile record to
harness of 2:34£, a two-mile record of 5:09]-, and a three-mile
one of 8:05}. His son Dover Boy got Boston Boy, which
stood at East Providence, R. I., somewhere about 1S56.
Boston Boy was quite a speedy trotter. He got Geo. Miller
(2:30) andBarger"(2:31).
The dam of Mambrino Chief produced three foals by Mam-

brino Paymaster, all of which were trotters. The first was
Goliah, which beat Zachary Taylor in a race at Philadelphia,
Pa., July 1, 1851, getting a record of 3:33. The second was
Mambrino Chief, which, before going to Kentucky, trotted a
trial mile to saddle over Washington Hollow track in 2:32.
The third was a bay with considerable white on both hind
and forward legs, also stripe in face. He was known as the
Livingston Horse, and by some called the Cox Horse. He
was never used for turf purposes, but those who knew him
well credit him with being very fine gaited and capable of
trotting in 2:40. As a sleigh horse he had no superior about
New York city in his day.
From the vast superiority of these three foals over all the

others got by Mambrino Paymaster, it is evident that their
dam must have inherited the qualities of a racehorse from
her ancestors, and possessed the power of imparting them to
her offspring.

It appears that no effort was made to trace her breeding
until those acquainted with the facts had either passed away
or were so scattered that all efforts to reach them tailed.
Through the exertions of Mr. H. T. Helm, author of "Amer-
ican Roadsters and Trotting Horses," aided by the well-
known horseman, Mr. Edwin Thorne, and several other
gentlemen, a description and history of the mare from the
time she was bought was obtained, and facts brought to light
which make it strongly probable that she was by a horse
called Messenger Duroc, he by Duroc, son of Diomed, from
a mare by imported Messenger. Stephen Haight, whose
brother once owned this mare described her to Mr. Thorne
as follows: "She was about 15} hands high, dark brown in
in color, heavily moulded, long, deep body on short legs.
She had as good a head, ear, neck, shoulders and limbs as I
ever saw on a horse. The only fault that could be fouud
with her was on account of her loin being rather narrow, but
she was of good width through the hips, and her quarters
were heavy. She was a fast walker and great roadster, with
speed enough to pull two men in a common box wagon at a
three-minuts gait." Other experienced horsemen pronounced
her an extra mare, but a Mr. Haight, who once owned her,
thought her head and ears rather coarse, while her back was
a trifle long, and coupling not quite so strong as desirable.
In 1851 Mambrino Chief was bought from his breeder by

Warren Williams, who, after keeping him three years, sold
him to George T. Williams, all of Dutchess county, N. Y.
In 1854 Mr. James Clay, of Ashland, Ky.. was in want of a
good trotting-bred stallion to cross upon the highly-bred
mares of that section of the country. Through the advice
and assistance of Mr. Edwin Thorn, he bought Mambrino
Chief, which was then believed to be the best road Btallion in
the world. The price paid was $4,000. The stallion
reached Kentucky the latter part of February, and the
breeders were so well pleased with his appearance that with-
in an hour from the time of his arrival twenty services had
been engaged. He was by no means a handsome horse, yet
his appearance indicated to thorough horsemen the posses-
sion of qualities never before seen in a roadster stallion in
that vicinity; neither was he what might be termed a coarse
animal, yet he was unquestionably plain-looking. His head,
plough not handsome, was indicative of great character.
His neck was fairly good, shoulders excellent, legs strong,
with large, clean joints and hocks, the hind leg forming
quite an angle with the latter. His feet, like those of his

dam, were inclined to be somewhat large and flat, and were

subject to quartercracks.

His stud services in New York did not result in any turf

performers of uote, and his sons which have acquired distinc-

tion as trotting sires were all bred in Keutucky. From his

first season's service in that State came the trotting stallion

Brignoli (2:29:|), afterwards known as Mambrino Prince, and
at one time owued by Wesley P.Balch, of thiscity. Daughters
of Brignoli have produced six 2:30 performers. Peck's Idol,

sire of three in the 2:30 list, and Ashland, two of whose pro-

duce have reached 2:30 honors, were also foaled in 1855.

During his second year's service in Kentucky Mambrino
Chief got the noted trotting mare Lady Thorne, the wonder
of her day, which scored a record of 2:lS,j-, winning 106 heats

in 2:30 or better, beating every trotter but .Dexter that she

ever started agaiust, and was retired from the turf on account

of a broken hip caused by a misstep while unloading her

from a car. In the final race that she trotted she was timed

the last half of the third heat 1 :06, and had she remained upon
the turf she would undoubtedly have lowered her record sev-

eral seconds. About two months before theaccidentoccurred,

Dan Mace bought her for $20,000. The same season she was
produced Mambrino Chief also got Ericson, sire of 2:30 trot-

ters, and Brigand, which has one to his credit. Ericson was
the first four-vear-ohl trotter to make a record so low as

2:30}.

From his third season's service South was produced Col-

cord's Mambrino Chief, sire of one 2:30 performer, and from
those of his fourth year came the trotter Bay Henry (2:28.1),

also the trotting sires Ashland Chief and Mambrunello, the

former being the sire of three and the latter of two with
records below 2:30. During the season of 1S58 he got Mam-
brino Pilot, Alcalde and Gerrard Chief. The first named got

Haunis (2:17f), Mambrino Gift (2:20) and three others found
in the charmed circle. Alcalde is the sire of three and Ger-

rard Chief of one that have beaten 2:30. His servicesin 1859
lesulted in the trotter North Star Mambrino (2:26}), and the

season following he got Clark Chief, six of whose get have
beaten 2:30, and five of whose daughters have produced win-
ners iu 2:30 or better, including Phallas (2:132), Majolica

(2:15) and Wilson (2:16}). During the same season he got

Fisk's Mambrino Chief, Joe Hooker, Stonewall Jackson and
Bourbon Chief, each of whose get have helped swell the 2:30

list. The result of his services for 1861 was the distinguished

stallion Mambrino Patchan, now represented by not less than
thirteen sons and daughters in the coveted circle, while at

least fifteen of his sons have shown their capacity to produce
winners with sufficient speed to attain 2:30 honors.

Daughters of Mambrino Patchen have produced eleven with
records of 2:30 or better previous to the close of last season,

four of which were below 2:20. Mambrino Star and Mam-
brino Brave, each of which had one in the 2:30 list, were got

the same season as Mambrino Patchen.
Before his death, in March, 1862, he got the celebrated stal-

lion Woodford Mambrino, whose record is 2:21}, and whose
get in the 2:30 list already numbers ten. Woodford Mam-
brino also got Princeps, sire of Trinket (2:14), and four others

with records of 2:30 or better. Woodford Abdallah, sire of

Kenilworth, that won two heats in the S10.000 race at Hart-

ford last month, and but for an accident in the last heat

might have won the race, is also a son of Woodford Mam-
brino.
The daughters of Mambrino Chief have proved wonder-

fully successful as trotting dams. At the close of last season
they had produced sixteen with records of 2:30 or better.

Stallions from his daughters are also acquiring an enviable

reputation as trotting sires. Prominent among these are Al-

mont, sire of twenty-eight that have already beaten 2:30, Bel-

mont, with eleven or more in the 2:30 list, Swigert with ten,

Blackwood with five, Administrator with three, Allie West,

King Rene, Gen. H. Thomas, Alta, Abdallah Pilot, Red
Wilkes, Onward, Hambrino, McCurdy's Hambletonian, with
from one to three each, and others that do not now occur to

mind. Joe Davis, winner of the $10,000 special purse at

Hartford last month, is an inbred Mambrino Chief, and
strongly backed up by Diomed blood at every point. As has
been already stated, the blood of Mambrino Chief seems par-

ticularly adapted to nick with that of Rysdyk's Hambletou-
ian, especially when reinforced by that of Diomed, noted ex-

amples of which are found in Phallas (2:13|), Trinket (2:14),

Majolica (2:15), Edwin Thorne (2:16}), Wilson (2:16}), Direc-

tor (2:17), Piedmont, (2:17}), Santa Claus (2:17}), Monroe
Chief (2:18i), Catchfly (2:18}), Rosa Wilkes (2:18}), Elvira

(fonr-year-old, 2:1S£), Cleora (2:18|), Guy Wilkes (2:19;}),

ParanaJ(2:19]) Alcantara(four-year-old2:23). and many others,

in which, like all the above, the separated Messenger strains

coming through Rysdyk's Hambletonian and Mambrino
Chief were reunited and quickened with an infusion of the

rich blood of old Diomed, a combination the possessors of

which have won renown in many of the hardest fought con-

tests upon the track, and will ever occupy* a prominent place

upon the brightest pages of turf history.

Saratoga Summer Meeting.

The 'annual race meeting of the Saratoga Association be-

gan July 21st and continued to August 29th, during which
time there were thirty-three days' racing and one hundred
and sixty-six races run, of which twenty-seven were stakes.

There were eight stakes for two-year-olds, as follows: The
Flash, half a mile, won by the Santa Anita Stable's Primero,

by Grinatead, in :49}; the Saratoga, six furlongs, won by
Chinn & Morgan's Ban Fox, by imp. King Ban, in 1:16}; the

Spinaway, five furlongs, won by W. P. Burch's Bigouette,

by Bramble, in 1:05; the Virginia, five turlongs, won by W.
L. Cassidy's Kirkman, by imp. Glengarry, in l:03f; the Ken-
tucky, six furlongs, won by W. L. Scott's Quito, bj Duke of

Magenta, in 1:19J; the Tennessee, six furlongs, won by W.
L. Cassidy's Kirkman, in 1:17; the Misses, fix furlongs, won
by the Preakuess Stable's Faieuce, by imp. Mortemer, in 1 :1S,

and the Equity, six furlongs, won by Tartar, by imp. Great
Tom, iu 1:19|.

Nine for three-year-olds: The Travers, mile and three-

quarters, won by Morris & Patton's Biersan, by Ten Broeck,

in 3:0S}; the Alabama, nine furlongs, wod by E. Corrigan's

Ida Hope, by King Alfouso, in 1:59; the Iroquois, mile and
five hundred yards, won by E. Corrigan's Irish Pat, by Pat
Malloy, iu 2:15] ; the Sequel, mile and live furlongs, won by
Santa Anita Stable's Volante, by Grinstead, in 3:00; the

United States Hotel, mile and a half, wou by Morris tfe Pat-

ton's Favor, by Pat Malloy, in 2:40; the Foxhall, mile and
five furlongs, won by Morris <fc Patton's Biersan, in 3:00.1;

the Pocahontas, mile and five hundred yards, won by E. Cor-

rigan's Tabitha, by imp, Greut Tom, in 2:16]; the Keuner,
two miles, won by E. Corrigan's Irish Pat, in 3:45, and the

Relief, mile and five furlongs, won by the Santa Anita Sta-

ble's Rapido, by Grinstead; in 2:57.].

Ten for all ages: The First Sweepstakes, one mile, wou
by Santa Anita Stable's Volante, in 1:43] ; the Excelsior, mile

and a quarter, won by E. Corrigan's Freeland, by Long Fel-

low, in 2:09; the Saratoga Cup, two and a quarter miles, won
by J. T. Williams' Bob Miles, by Pat Malloy, in 4:02; the
Cash Handicap, nine furlongs, won by C. W. Medinger's Bet-
tier, by Gaberlunzie, in 1:57}; the Summer Handicap, mile
and a half, won by the Preakuess Stable's Euclid, by Glen-
elg, in 2:41}; the Trouble Steeplechase Handicap, about two
and a quarter miles, wou by the Excelsior Stable's Quebec,
by Kiug Lear, in 4:29; the Grand Prize of Saratoga, mile and
three-quarters, won by J. T. Williams' Bob Miles, in 3:13|;
the Congress Hall Stakes, six furlong heats, won by E. J.
Baldwin's Rapido, in 1:16, 1:17}, E. Corrigan's Pearl Jen-
nings, by Lelaps, winning the first heat in 1:16; the Morris-
sey Handicap, two miles, won by E. Corrigan's Freeland, in
3:42}, and the North American Steeple Chase Handicap, about
two and three-quarter miles, won by R. McBride's Major
Pickett, by imp. Hurrah, in 6:08}.
In the one hundred and sixty-six races there started one

thousand and eighty-two horses, an average of over six and
a half to each race.

The races were won by the following owners: E. Corrigan
14, R. C. Pate 12, Preakness Stables and Morris & Patton 10
each, Santa Anita Stables 8, D. A. Honig A: Bros. 7, W. Jen-
nings aud M. Young 5 each, R. P. Ashe, S. Bryant, Davis <fc

Hall, C. W. Medinger and Hayden <fc Barry 4 each, R. Mc-
Bride, M. N. Nolan, R. A. Johnson & Co., A. Shields, C. F.
O'Reily, W. P. Burch, W. L. Cassidy, J. Spellman, Excelsior
Stables and G. H. Kernaghan 3 each, W. P. Hunt, Alexander
& Hoffman, V. L. Kirkman, J. T. Williams, Whitten Bros.,
H. Roberts, J. Carter, H. C. Kimble & Co , G. R. Buchanan,
O. Bowie, W. L. Scott, S. S. Brown, C.B.Long and C.John-
son 2 each, and 1 each by Hopedale Stables, J. G. Greener &
Co., M. Gaynor, Chinn & Morgan, Opequon Stables, W.
Onley. N. W. Kittson, J. Forbes, Marvin & Douglas, T.
Powers, R. Walden, E. B. Wall, E. J. McElmeel, R. J.
Coughlin, L. A.Ehlers, P. A. Brady and D. C. Fannin & Co.
Below will be found the tables of winning owners and sires.

WINNING OWXERS.

Owner and Largest Winner. Total.
E. Corrigan—Irish Pat $9, 150 $23,107*50
Morris & Patton—Biersan *$S,S75 *13, 140
Santa Anita Stable—Rapido ©3,395 9,205
Preakness Stable—Euclid $3,005 7,167 50
R. C. Pate—Monogram $1,250 5,180
J. T. Williams—Bob Miles $4, 145 4,395
W. P. Burch—Biggonette $2,725 4,332 50
Chinn &;Morgan—Ban Fox $3,750 3,750
W. L. Scott—Quito, $3,440 4,030
W. L. Cassidy—Kirkman $3,275 3,275
Excelsior Stable—Quebec $1,605 2,792 50
C. W. Medinger—Bettler $2,102 50 2,765 50
Honig & Bros.—Mamie Hunt $1,S27 50 2,667 50
R. McBride—Major Pickett $2,535 2,535
M. Young—Red Girl $675 2,487 50
S. Bryant—Charley Marks $1,215 2,467 50
Hayden & Barry—Kosciusko $1,027 50 2,277 50
R. P. Ashe—Binette $1,910 1,985
W. Jennings—Carrie Stewart $S00 1,895
M. N. Nolan—Capt. Curry $850 1,650
Davis & Hall—Rosiere $1,100.: 1,500
G . H. Kernaghan—Burch $585 1,470
J. Spellman—Strathspey $1,380.... 1,380
A. Shields—Repeater $850 1,350
H. Roberts—Girofla $1,1S7 50 1,187 50
R. A. Johnson & Co.—Powhattan III. $750 1,050
O. Bowie—Bessie $1,027 50 1,027 50
N. W. Kittson—Albia $362 50 1.012 50
C. O'Reily—Tarquin $1,000 1,000
S. S. Brown—Mona $5S5 885
C. B. Long—Leman $830 830
J. Uarter—Aretino $827 50 827 50 *

H. C. Kimble & Co—Una B. $500 800
C. Johnson—Jim Douglas $760 760
G. R. Buchanan—Jim Renwick $750 750
Alexander & Hoffman—Malaria $350 750
W. P. Hunt—John Davis $300 750
E. J. McElmeel—Navarro $695 695
Fannin & Co—Decoy Duck $667 50 675 50
Whitten Bros.—Pat Dennis $650 650
E. B. Wall—Wallflower $640 640
V. L. Kirkman—Ernest $630 630
T. Powers—Volo $612 50 612 50
Marvin & Douglass—Valet $600 600
R. W. Walden—Rock and Rve $550 550
Opequon Stable—Bonnie S. $250 432 50
P. A. Brady—Guy $400 400
Hopedale Stable—Hopedale $400 400
J. Forbes—George L. $350 350
J. G. Greener & Co—Erebus $350 350
R. J. Coughlin—Easter $350 350
W. Onley—Pasha $250 350
L. A. Ehlers—Florence E. $300 300
M. Gaynor—Nimrod $250 250
T. H. Love—Minnie Meteor $215 215
P. Rockwell—Velvet $165 165
F. Waters—Vanguard $100 150
R. Craik—Iolanthe $100 100
J. R.Branch—Huron $100 100
Richmond Stables—Disturbance $90 90
F. Martin—Blanton $50 50
W. L. Collins—Ultimatum $50 50
Heudrie Bros.—Aunt Alice $50 50
T. Kiley—Sam Powers $50 50
Mr. Charles—Pecomc $50 50
J. H. Harbeck—Amber $50 50
R. Bond—Carrie Stewart $50 50

J. N. Carlisle—Irish Lass $40 40

Total $12S,S04 50
*Not including $1,000 in plate.

WINNING SIRES.

Sire and Largest Winner,. Total.

Pat Malloy—Irish Pat $9, 150 $15,955
Ten Broeck—Biersan *$S,S75 -.: *9,965

Grinstead—Rapido $3,3S5 S.300

Imp. Great Tom—Tabitha $2,650 7,805

Imp. Gleuelg—Euclid $3,005 6,185

Imp. Kiug Ban—Ban Fox $3,750 5,432 50
Longfellow—Freeland $3,710 4,977 50

King Alfonso—Ida Hope $3,325 4,957 50

Duke of Magenta—Quito $3,440 4, 1S5

Enquirer—Editor $932 50 3.9S2 50

Imp. Glengarry—Kirkman $3,275 3,927 50

Imp. Hurrah—Major Pickett $2,535 3,015

Imp. Buckden—Monogram $1,250 2.S30

Bramble—Biggonette $2,725 2,725

Dickeus— Rosiere $1.100 2,677 50

Imp. Bonnie Scotland—Charley Mark $1,215 2,455

Imp. Billet—Binette $1,910 2,385

Gaberlunzie—Bettler $2,102 50 2,102 50

Lelaps—Pearl JenuingsSl, 267 50 2,097 50
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Frogtown—Mamie HuntSl,S27 50 2,077 50
Imp. Mortemer—Faience $1,825 1,825

War Dance— Wallflower S640 1,640

King Lear—Quebec SI, 605 1,605

Hyder Ali—Conkling SI, 102 50 1,477 50
Virgil—Carrie Stewart SS0O 1,400

Imp. Kyrle Daly—Kosciusko 31,027 50 1,217 50

Imp. Leamington—Girofla $1,137 50 1,187 50

Voltiguer—Capt. Curry SS50.
St. Martin—Emma Manley S775
Qalvin—Col Sprague SI, 01*7 50
Rutherford—Mollie McCarthy's Last S450
Revolver—Repeater SS50 ,

Aramis—Aretino S827 50

Scotland—Bonnie S. SSOO
Wildidle—Jim Douglas $760 ,

Joe Hooker—Jim Renwick S750
Alarm—Alhia S360 50

St. Denis—Pat Dennis $710
Volturno—Yolo $612 50
Algerine—Radha $427 50

Scottish Chief—Doncaster Lass $590
Virgillian—Rock aud Rye $550
Monarchist—Una B. S500
Tom Bowling—Thady $540
Lisbon—Farewell $495
Catesby—Compensation $450
Narragansett—Guy $400
Stockwood—Driftwood $400
Vigil—George L. $350
Imp. Saxon—Pasha S250
Bob Wooley—Malaria $350
Vicksburg—Easter 8350
Imp. Gleu Athol—Blue Stone $200
Little RufBn—Miss Bowler $300 .
Imp. Strachino—Elizabeth $300
Harry O'Fallan—John Davis $300
Falsetto—Rupert $300
Ballinkeel—Maggie J. $300
Reform—Florence E. $300
Imp. Gleulyon—Nirurod $250
Bullion—Golden Pb cabas $250
Meteor—Minnie Meteor $215.

1,150
1,075

1,017 50
995
850
S27 50
800
760
750
712 50
710
612 50
592 50
590
550
550
540
495
450
400
400
350
350
350
350
200
300
300
300
300
300
300
250
250
215

Rivoli—Guydettee $1S2 50 182 50

Orion—Mystic $150.
Terror—Disturbance $90
Eolus—Elkwood $115
John Payne—Jim Casey $100...

IniD. Intruder—April Fool $100.

Rhadamanthns—Pegasus $100..
Helmbold—Iolanthe S100
Milesian—Abraham $100
Foster—Vanguard $100
Allan Pinkerton—Leroy $S0
Norfolk—Alta $75

150
140
115

100
100
100
100
100
100
80
75

Total $ 12S, 804 50

*Not including $1,000 in plate.

The pacing stallion Tempest, Jr., by Tempest, dam Kit, by
Wildair, died in September at Dayton, O., of old age. He
was foaled 1S59, and owned by D. "W. Greene. Dayton, at the

time of his death. Tempest was the sire of Silvertail, Thomas
L., Minnie Palmer and other fast pacers.

The bear movement in Wall street carried Mr. Henry N.

Smith, proprietor of Fashion Stud Farm, under last week.

His failure followed quickly upon the heels of the announce-

ment of the death of Goldsmith Maid.

Mrs. J. B. Ferguson, Walnut Hill Stud, near LexingtoD,

Ky., has sold to Mr. J. B. Haggin, the bay weanling colt,

Ten Broeck, dam Oleander, by Tipperary, her dam Olio, by

Olive, for $1,000.

should be as easily lowered in their characteristics. All the
evidences show that they are.

No one pretends that in-and-in breeding promises increased
vitality and vigor over that possessed by the parents. Is it

not safe to say that added stamina is never secured by such
a process? This beiug true place opposite to it the well-

known fact that an outcross never fails to give added vigor.

The best contiived sophistry is imputent beside these facts.

Here we have two rules working in opposite directions, aud
both tending to establish the same fact; yet, in the face of

these oft-repeated evidences, men stand ready to declare that

it is safe, and even wise, to practice close breeding. It is

vastly easier fur men iu general to accept aud act upon an
error, than to make the necessary investigations to enable
them to refute the error. And this error is one that has been,
by reason of having, under certain well-guarded circum-
stances, been productive of good, singularly calculated to

lead men, blindfolded as it were, into unsafe practices.

In the experience of Mr. J. Wright, referred to above, it

happened that the very best sow pig produced in the seven
generations mentioned was dropped somewhat late in the

experience, and was the only pig produced by the dam at

that littering. She failed to get in pig by her own sire, but
bred at first trial to a boar not akin. Another well-known
breeder purchased a sow of the Yorkshire breed, breeding
the produce in-and-in for three generations, at the end of

which period the young were weak iu constitution, and of

greatly impaired fertility. One of the best of the sow pigs,

when old enough to breed from, failed, when bred to a boar
akin to her, to produce more than five to six pigs, and these

were all weakly and nearly valueless. So, as stated at the

outset, excessive obesity, such as is considered to belong of

right to the modern hog, conduces to the enfeeblementof the

vital powers; and when under this state, close breeding from
too easy fatteners that are close of kin, concentrates the fat

teniug tendency upon the offspring, at the same time shap-

ing all the tendencies toward lessened vitality, reduction of

numbers, and lessened strength of litters.

—

Live Stock

Journal.

When a man consents to act as a judge, say of cattle, at a

fair, does he not, in a sense, become a public officer, aud are

not his actions in that capacity proper subjects for criticism

by the press? This appeal's to be the view that Board's
Dairyman takes of a case at a Western fair. It seems that

one William Taft, of Milwaukee, was a judge of Holstein

cattle at the fair, and he has a business card with this re-

markable legend on it: "Specialty o(
. judging cattle at fairs."

In his awards on this particular breed of dairy cattle, Hoard
says there was a complete ignoring of all milking points, and
invariably the ribbons were placed on those animals that

showed the most flesh, and most nearly approached the beef

standard in form. Mr. Hoard further states that, "when
questioned by some of the breeders as to the basis of his

judgment, he declared he knew nothing about milkiDg
points." This thing of professional judging, with a business

card for advertising the fact, is a new industry in this

country, aud we do not think it one worth encouraging.

The managers of the fair should know enough about all the

breeds to procure the services of one or more disinterested

men familiar with such breeds, and with national reputations

to back their judgment and secure their honesty.

Crossing Shorthorns and
Dairy.

Holsteins for the

The Shorthorn cattle are more widely distributed through
the country than other breed. In most sections of the stock-

growing States a great mauv grade Shorthorn cows and
heifers can be found, half bluods up to nearly thoroughbreds.
Would not a cross between these cows and a thoroughbred
Holstein bull result in a good dairy animal? This would
undoubtedly result when such a cross was made on cows of a

milking strain as many of the Shorthorns are. There are
many who dispute the superiority of other breeds over the
Shorthorns as dairy cows when their qualities as such have
been cultivated. This breed was brought to this country
before the dairy interests had assumed the importance they
have of late years, and when beef was the principal object in
view in raising cattle, and it is not strange that their milking
qualities were lost sight of, and the breed as a whole came to

be looked on altogether as a beef breed. But if the breed
originally wasone of good dairy qualities, the laws of heredity
in the science of breeding tell us that these same quali-

ties may be made more prominent and predominant. Now
this could be brought about very readily by the infusion of

fresh blood from some of the distinctive dairy breeds. A
cross between the Jerseys and the Shorthorns is not to be
recommended, for there is too much dissimilarity between
the two breeds; such violent crosses do not usually result

well. Between the Shorthorns and the Holsteins, however,
there is much more iu common; they are both large breeds,

hearty eaters and vigorous growers, and have similar and
good dispositions.

The Holstein breed is an old and well established one, and
its prepotent power is strong, us is shown by the result

of a cross between it and the Shorthorn, the progeny always
resembling the former more than the latter. And if, as is

claimed by many breeders, the male has more influence in
stamping the milking qualities of the offspring that the fe-

male, coupling Holstein bulls with Shorthorn cows could but
result in good milking animals. Such a cross would be much
better than to attempt to grade up a herd of native cows of

inferior and mongrel breeding. In the latter case the ani-

mals musi be improved in all points, while if starting with
the high-grade Shorthorn, we havegood animals to start with,

and have but to make predominate characteristics that have
become latent. A dairyman whose business is to produce
milk, butter and cheese, would hardly expect to puy thor-

oughbred prices for a herd of Holstein cows for this purpose
only. High Holstein grades are not yet very plenty, while
Shorthorn grades are, and can be bought low; in fact the

dairy herds of the West at least will oftener be found of the

latter breed than of any other, so that all that is necessary to

rapidly improve the dairy qualities of the herds is to pur-
chase a thoroughbred Holstein bull.

Mutual Help.

HEKD AND SWINE.
The Effect of In-and-in Breeding on Piers-

The hoe, in his improved state, seems to possess less vital

stamina than other classes of improved farm animals. The
rule that holds good with the human family holds good with

pig, namelv, that in proportion as we cultivate and build up

a tendency* to obesity, in that proportion do we weaken the

powers of resistance against the inroads made npon the

health by any influence that saps vitality in the tissues. Ex-

cessive tendency to fatness leads in this direction, and as in-

and-in breeding cannot, in the nature of things, as a rule,

add to the stamina of any class of farm stock, then it is

worthy of consideration whether any characteristic in a made

up or modified breed can stand immovably in one position.

We had better accept it as very clear that it cannot, and as

many advocates of the practice have been forced to abandon

it. or otherwise cease breeding, it is idle to combat the fact

that its natural tendency is to enervate and pull down.

The most degraded savages are known to abhor incestu-

ous cohabitation. Whether this has come of a natural in-

stinct averse to propagating from close of kin, or from the

influences of observation or tradition, is not material. It is

enough to know that from the pig up to the savage, and

thence up to civilization in its highest estate, the offspring of

incestuous connections are, as a rule, below the parents in

everything that contributes to bodily vigor, growth, rotund-

ity, proliticness, and longevity. And in the case of fowls,

the highest authorities agree in this, that close breeding re-

duces 'the size and thickness of the body, the legs grow to

undue length, and the inbred fowls are bad breeders. Those

who have succeeded in their experiments in close breeding

have only been enabled to do so by rearing a large number,

thus having a very wide range to select from. An instance

of this occurred in the experience of a noted English breeder,

Mr. Ballance, who bred Malays for a period of thirty years or

over. HeBtatedthat.be bred from two to three hundred

chickens each year. These were bred and reared in five to

six distinct runs. The best chicks from the different runs

were selected, the greatest care being observed in the exam-

inations, and by pairing from the several lots he avoided de-

terioration. The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society,

England, 1S46, recites the case of Mr. J. Wright having

crossed the same boar upon the daughter, grand-daughter,

and great-grand-danghter, and so on for seven generations.

Many of the offspring failed to breed. Some of those that

produced young brought forth offspring with such feeble

natures that they failed to survive till weaning time. Some

of these were idiotic—did not know enough to find the teat,

or, after finding it, had not strength enough to Buck. Others

stagaered in walking. A distinct cross upon some of these

sows by boars from other herds resulted in producing

healthy pigs, scarcely showing a trace of the effects of close

breeding. This proves that swine are easily lifted up when

on the downward Toad; and, reasoning conversely, they

Breeding for sex has been attempted and theorized upon
by many of our most learned and intelligent breeders and
agricultural professors for years; but, as yet, none of them
have been able to prove satisfactorily to the general public

that they had discovered a correct solution of the mysterious

problem. Frof. Morrow, of the University of Illinois, says:

"For several years past different suggested modes of control-

ling sex in breeding domestic animals have been kept in mind
on the cattle breeding on the University farms. We have

not found that reliance can be placed in the theories that

sex can be controlled by service near commencement or near

close of heat; before or after milking; by having the animals
coupled of different ages, or by half castration. On the other

hand, we have not, in a series of years, been able to say pes-

itively that what is known as the Stuyvesant theory has been
proven incorrect—unless cases of production of twins of

opposite sex be counted violation of the theory. Whether
anyone may yet happen upon a practicable means of control-

ling sex in breeding domestic animals is a doubtful supposi-

tion; but if it should be chanced upon everyone would ac-

knowledge that it would much simplify the business of fine

stock breeding.

Iu estimating the returns from the dairy do not only count

what the milk, butter and cheese are sold for; but also the

value of the whey, skim and buttermilk fed to the hogs, the

value of the calves that are raised or disposed of for veal, and
last, but not least, the value of the milk and butter which
went into consumption for family use. It is not doing the

cow justice to calculate only on the price of what is sold for

cash; out what she brings iu indirectly should also be just as

rigidly estimated, and, if this is done faithfully, many will

find that they have often made big mistakes in estimating

the profits from their cows.

In some parts of the State the morning glory is becoming a

great pest to farmers, pa ticularly in the Sacramento Valley,

taking possession of the soil to the exclusion of everything

else. One consolation, however, they have. Hogs are very
fond of the roots, and thrive and fatten upon them. As the

plant is found to furnish such valuable food for these animals

there would not seem to be serious objection against discon-

tinuing the warfare against it. After becoming a plant of

acknowledged usefulness, like all of that genus, its tenacity

of life might in great measure depart.

As stock in running over a large field trample down quite

as much as they consume, there is considerable advantage
in dividing pastures, so that while one part is being eaten

down the other will be growing unmolested. Not much of a

fence is required to do this, as there is no great temptation

to break over before the farmer will voluntarily make the

change. But it is not a good plan to accustom stock to poor
fences anywhere, as when once taught to be breachy it is

difficult and often impossible to break the habit of jumping.

The country is full of people who "wouldn't have" certain

other breeds of stocK than those in which they happen to be
interested; and yet it happens that there are plenty of others

equally enamored of the rejected breeds, and who are prompt
to turn the force of the "wouldn't have"* the other way.
"There is no disputing about tastes." and the preferences,

be they well or ill grounded, will continue to regulate tne
distribution of the breeds, in spite of argument or demonstra-
tion. We do not want to find fault with this disposition of

stockmen to arrive at so many different conclusions by the
same course of argument, but only mention it to introduce a
point with which we are more strongly impressed as our
acquaintance among stockmen increases.

The point referred to is that breeders make a mistake when,
they fail to encourage their neigboring breeders in carrying
their individual preferences into the stocking of their farms.
Many seem to study to throw every obstacle in the way of

the introduction of new breeds, forgetting that every such
importation into tbe neighborhood increases its attraction lor

outside stockmen. The aim of each breeder is naturally aud
properly to first secure the introduction of his own variety

of stock wherever practicable; but if he cannot convince his

neighbor that this is the kind he needs, it is infinitely better

to encourage him to buy something else than to abandon
altogether the idea of breeding. A community of breeders

can attract the attention of strangers in no more certain way
than by beyig able to say that nearly every breed of stock on
the market can be found within its limits. The buyer who
is uncertain as to what he wants can there find side by side

everything from which to make his choice,

—

Pittsburg Stork-

man.

How to lake off a Hide.

Good management in hog raising, as the handling of all

other farm animals, begins with the selection of good breed-

ing stock. A good, thoroughbred Berkshire boar will greatly

improve any herd of common hogs. Almost any farmer can
afford to buy such a boar at the price now asked. In fact we
do not see how any farmer who raises hogs can afford not to

buy.

A large majority of men like to see their milking cows look
in good condition—even fat; but you may take it as a certain

fact, that if milking cows put the fat on to their backs they

are not putting it into the pail.

The hides of farm-slaughtered animals have a poor reputa-

tion, because of the careless way in which they are stripped.

Calf-skins and sheep-pelts are reduced one-half in value by
being cut and gashed, and improperly stretched. When a
hide has been stripped off, it should be stretched at once and
pegged out to dry, with the flesh side upward. If it is rolled

up, thrown into a heap and left to dry in that shape, it is

so mean looking that a buyer will offer only halt its real

value. A few hints iu regard to taking oft' a hide may be

useful. The throat should never be slit cross-

wise, either in killing or taking off a hide. The skin is slit

from the chin down the brisket, in a straight line to the tail;

it is then cut around each hoof; the hind legs are slit behind
over each gambrel, but the front legs are slit up in front over

the knee. This leaves th"e skin iu good shape for finishing

the leather. The head and legs are first carefully skinned,

and all cutting the skin is avoided. The skin is then easily

drawn off by takiug hold of it firmly and pulling it steadily.

It is then spread out evenly on a floor, and salted with fine

salt. If there is but one, it is best to stake it out as soon as the

salt has taken, and dry at once iu a cool shady place. If there

are more than one, they are laid upon each other and salted

quite freely, and afterwards they are thoroughly dried. If

tho skins are to be kept on baud, they should be closely

watched for moths or grubs.

A writer in an exchange says there are several easy ways to

prevent rusting ot plows and cultivators aud to keep the teeth

bright. One is to give them a coat of thick linie-wushas soon
as they are brought in from the field. Another is to dissolve

an ounce of resin in four ounces of linseed oil, and while hot
mix this with a quart of kerosene and stir well. This is laid

ou to the smooth iron with a paint brush. Another way is

to dissolve an ounce of camphor in some turpentine and add
to this four ounces of lard and one ounce of pulverized
black lead or stove polish, and mix well. This may be

rubbed on with a rag, To remove rust from plows or tools

nothing is better than a mixture of half a piutof oil of vitriol

poured slowly into a quart of water, and apply this to the

lusted metal. Wash oft with water.
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Palo Alto Stock Farm-

[The following, from Wallace s Mout'aly.is reprinted here as it is

made the text for editorial comment in another column.]

To visit California and not see the great breeding estab-

lishment of Gov. Stanford would be an unpardonable omis-

sion on the part of a horseman, and especially an editor.

Then to have seen it and not to say anything about it would

be a wrong put upon our readers, especially that portion of

them who have been so nervous about what is produced

there. When that two-year-old came out and trotted in "2:21

it knocked the pinning from under all the breeders in the

country, and especially those in Kentucky, who had so long

prided themselves on their precocious youngsters. Indeed,

it created a panic among them, from the effects of which they

have not yet wholly recovered. No wonder, then, that they

should have enjoined it upon us as a duty to them, to ob-

serve and report upon the causes of this phenomenal speed

that has so often been developed in the youngsters of this

great establishment. To attempt a description of the stock

would be an undertaking for which we are not prepared, and
when we say there are about 1,200 head, on the different

tiiuches, the reason for declining the attempt will be under-

stood. To get right down to business, then, without any
introduction of preliminaries, we will give our impressions

of what has produced these wonders in the trottmg-horse

world. It is evident to any one who will observe and think

that the Governor relies upon three elements, namely, blood,

climate, and method of development. Outside of these three

elements there can be no advantage of location in California

over any portion of the United States, unless it be in places

where flies, gnats, etc., render animal life insupportable.

There is nothing in California grains or grasses or water that

is any more nutritious than the grains, grasses, and water of

the Eastern and Northern States. There is nothing in Cali-

fornia blood that did not go from here, or that cannot be

duplicated here, and there is nothing in California methods
that cannot be adopted here, and this leaves the single con-

sideration of equability of climate in favor of the Pacific

Coast, which wewill consider further on.

The question of blood, or inheritance, as it is better ex-

pressed, is the great central and propelling cause, and it

makes no difference what may be the climate or the sur-

roundings, or the methods adopted, or the care taken, or the

skill employed, without the inheritance there can be no
measure of success. This is the one thing that is absolutely

indispensable. In the purchase of Electioneer, and placing

him at the head of his establishment, Gov. Stanford grasped

this central truth, for he was not only by the greatest trot-

ting sire that ever lived, but he was out of one of the greatest

producing mares that ever lived. In this selection he was
not only wise, but he was lucky, for his horse had even a

better pedigree than he then knew anything about. His
granddam was the famous old Shanghai Mary, a mare of re-

markable speed and will power, without a single fact being

known, of her breeding. As there have been some misrepre-

sentations made about the probable origin of this mare it

may be well to set the matter at rest by giving all that is

known in a very few words. ' In the Pall of 1S50 the Wilcox
Brothers, of Medina, N. Y., were in Obiowith a lot of Merino
sheep for sale. On the highway they met a boy riding this

mare, without shoes and foot-sore. Tliey traded a blind

horse to the boy for the mare and brought her home to

Medina. She passed through several hands, showed her
ability to pull a wagon in 2:32 repeatedly, and could go much
faster, but was unsteady and hard to manage. When her
daughter, Green Mountain Maid, was sold to Mr. Backman,
the old .: are was represented to be by Lexington, the race-

horse. This humbug claim was exploded when it was dis-

covered that the mare was older than Lexington, her reputed

sire. With Lexington knocked out on account of the dates,

the next best thing was to claim that she was by Boston, the

sire of Lexington, as she was a chestuut and Boston was a

chestnut. Unfortunately for this after-thought she was got

before Boston ever saw the West, and thus ends the humbug
theory that she must have had running blood in her veins.

It is just as reasonable to suppose that an animal without a

running inheritance could run a mile in 1:44 as to suppose
that an animal without a trotting inheritance could pull a

wagon in 2:32. We made a very strong and persistent effort

to discover where the trotting inheritance of Shanghai Mary
came from, but without success. The track seemed to get

too hot for the parties who brought her from Ohio, and the

nearer we got to the game the less they seemed to remember
aoout it. At last they seemed to forget whether they got her

in the State of Ohio or in the State of New York. As the

qualities of this mare have developed themselves very strongly
in the second and third remove from her, we have thought it

be«t to refer to her history in this connection, as her influ-

ence upon the phenomenal youngsters of the Palo Alto stud
is necessarily very marked and potent beyond estimate.

With Electioneer, by Hambletonian, and out of Green
Mountain Maid, by Harry Clay, and she out of Shanghai
Mary, the Governor had a concentration of trotting blood

that is hardly equalled in any horse of his generation, and
when to this we add the fact that he was very fast himself,

although without a technical record, we have the sum of the

qualities which have crowned the enterprise with success.

Like a few other horses that have demonstrated their power
to eet speed with uniformity—such as Almont and George
Wilkes—Electioneer has also demonstrated his power to get

trotters from running-bred mares, and mares with no trotting

inheritance. It is true that his greatest triumphs and really

the only ones known to the public, up to this date, have
be.-n upon mares of strong pacing or trotting lineage, but we
are prepared to testify that he has got trotters out of running
mares, in a few instances. We saw Palo Alto, a three-year-

old by him, and out of a running mare, trot a quarter in 33]

seconds. It is well known that Governor Stanford has been
experimenting quite extensively in commingling the blood of

the running horse with that of the trotter, andwe don't think

we violate any confidence in giving his conclusions on tbis

question as he gave them to us. As nearly as we can recol-

lect, his remark, on this particular point, was as follows: "I
know your position on this question of going to the trotter

for the trotter, very well, Mr. Wallace, and your philosophy
is sound and correct and your conclusions also, in the main.
There are some thoroughbred mares out of which Electioneer

can get trotters, but none of my other stallions can do it.

The number of thoroughbred mares out of which any stal-

lion can get trotters is limited." This is the experience of

Gov. Stanford, and it exactly coincides with our own obser-

vations. Experience has shown that certain thoroughbred
marts, if bred to certain trottiug-bred stallions, may produce
trotters, but the number of either is so small and the results

so uncertain that only a rich man can afford to make the ex-

periment. Experience has further shown that the power to

get trotters out of running mares iB exceptional and limited

to a few horses with a strong and undivided trotting inherit-

ance. This is the crucial test of any stallion, and wh^n he
comes through it successfully, if only in a few instances, we

may take it for granted that when bred on trotting and pac-

ing-bred mares he will get speed with great uniformity. This
is the real test of greatness and value in any stallion, and, as

in Electioneer, Almont and Wilkes, the power to get speed

with uniformity is not separated from the power to get an
occasional trotter trom an occasional running-bred mare. It

is the inherited concentration of power in the horse that

enables him to overcome all hostile elements, and this con-

centration never can be secured where there are hostile and
opposing elements in the inheritance.

Electioneer is now seventeen years old and he carries his

age well. He is a beautiful bay, full 15J hands high, and
seems to be lower on his legs than when he was taken to

California. He is very perfect in his form and symmetry,
with really less of the distinctive Hambletonian characeris-

tics than many of the other members of the family. His
limbs are strong, of excellent shape and practically sound,
witb some slight indications of the fact that he has done
son: e fast work in his time. Next to him in point of merit
and promise comes Piedmont, by Almont, and out of Mag
Perguson, by Mambrino Chief. He is fully 16 hands high,

a good chestnut, has a record of 2:17:}, and is dead game. It

is just possible that the Governor does not set as much store

by this horse as we think he should, for there seems to be no
reason why he should not be as great a success as Electioneer,

except the fact that he did not have a Shaugha i Mary for a

granddam. The claim that his granddam was by Grey Eagle
has never been fully established. His colts look well, and
where could a more suitable horse be found to breed on
Electioneer fillies? A little six-year-old stallion called Clay
attracked our attention as an unusually good bit of horseflesh.

He is about 15 hands high, very compact in his formation,

and while we must call him a brown he is a specimen of

black and tan in color. He is by Electioneer, and out of

Old Maid of Clay, that has produced four in the 2:30 list.

She was got by Old Henry Clay, and her dam was by Dey's
Messenger. This little fellow has a record of 2:25 himself,

and in this great establishment theie are many mares that

will suit him well. Besides these three there are Mohawk
Chief, Gen. Benton, Fallis, by Electioneer, out of Felicia, by
Messenger Duroc, Bentonian, by Gen. Benton, out of

Lucetta, by Hambletonian, Norway, by Gen. Benton, out of

Lucy Cuyler's Dan, and three or four half-and-half-bred fel-

lows that we did not examine. The chief reliance is placed
on the first three named, and we think it is justly and wisely

placed there.

To attempt anything like an enumeration and description

of the broodmares is out of the question, for the catalogue
contains 215, many of them choicely bred. Practically, all

the lines of the most fashionable families are represented.

After a hasty examination, we present the following list as

approximately correct, giving the most prominent sires, with
the number of their representatives:

Almont 4
Messenger Dnroc 10
Hambletonian1

Toronto Sontag
Kentucky Prince 6

A. W. Richmond 2

Pred Low 9

Geo. Wilkes 1

Robert E. Lee 2

Volunteer 2

Hambletonian Prince 2

St. Clair 4
Alexander's Norman 3

Mohawk Chief 26
Whipple's Hambletonian. . .10
Electioneer .26

Gen. Benton 12
John Nelson 2
The Moor 2
Dictator 2
Clark Chief 1

Harry Clay 2
Primus 2
Gooding's Champion 2

Gov. Sprague 1

Nutwood 2

Besides these, a number of sons and grandsons of Hamble-
tonian have one representative each. The blood of tue old
pacer, St. Clair, is preserved, not only in his own daughters
and those of his sun, Fred Low, but through other sons as
well. Experiments with running blood that has shown an
aptitude to trot are quite numerously represented, and as the
Governor is not running his stock farm for the purpose of

making money nobody can complain if he prefers to verify
for himself what has already been verified a huncjred times.
Leaving out these experiments we still have nearly two hun-
dred trotting-bred mares, and many of them possessing strong
combinations of the most fashionable crosses. Besides their

choice breeding a good number of them have demonstrated
their ability to trot fast and to produce fast trotters. Here,
then, in this little synopsis, we have an outline of the blood
elements upon which Governor Stanford relies to beat other
breeders. This is his first and greatest point, and now the
question arises. Is he entitled to beat all others on this

point? We think not? His blood is just as good and no
better than several other establishments we might name, and
there is no sense in any panic about it.

In the matter of climate it must be conceded that not only
Governor Stanford, but all California breeders have a very
marked advantage over Eastern breeders. It is not worth
while to elaborate this fact and attempt to explain why this is

so, for everybody understands that the climate of the Pacific

Coast is free from the extremes of heat and cold to which we
are here subjected. The greater equability of that climate
enables the breeder to keep his young things growing with a
less consumption of fuel to keep up the animal heat than is re-

quired here. We have no doubt that a colt may be safely carried
to maturity just as soon in this climate as in that, but it will

cost more in the care required and the grain consumed during
our long and severe Winters. To offset this it will cost less

in Summer, for ourluxuriant pastures are far superior in both
quantity and quality to anything they can produce in Cali-

fornia. This, in a good measure, equalizes the advantages
as between the two sections, but it does not wholly equalize
it, for our hot Summers have their drawbacks. But down
deeper than the mere consideration of economy in feeding and
maturing the colt, lies the question as to whether greater
equability of climate does not give greater vitality and strength,

irrespective of the growth aud bulk of bone and muscle.
This thought is suggestiveof something of the mysterious aud
unknown, and for that reason it is likely to commend itself to

those people who are always looking for the occult and hid-

den. Aside from this class of mystery hunters, it is in our
knowledge that a great many matter-of-fact breeders have a
lurking suspicion that there is something in the climate of

California that cannot be explained. If we look back over
the broad field of history, we will find that equability of cli-

mate never has produced a great race of either man or beast.

Races that have been truly great both physically and mentally
have come from rigorous climates, and statistics do not show
that there is greater vitality among the inhabitants of the
Pacific, than among the inhabitants of the Atlantic Slope.
There is nothing of the mysienous in the climatic advan-
tage which California possesses, for it is all in the qreater
facility and economy with which bone aud muscle can be de-

veloped. This is all the advantage sho has, and it now re-

mains for Eastern breeders to adopt such measures as will

secure an equally early development.
The only remaining point upon which the Governor de-

pends for the superiority of the youngsters of Palo Alto is in

the methods adopted in their education and development. In
these methods there is much that is sound in philosophy and
original in application, and whatever their merits or demerits
the Governor must be credited with them. Everybody has
heard of the miniature track and about everybody, the
Monthly included, has supposed that this was one of the leading
causes of success. The minature track is admirably suited
to one purpose, but that purpose is not, really, the education
of the colt. Its real use is in selecting the few that will, make
trotters out of the many that are not so promising. In mak-
ing these selections this little amphitheatre is indispensable
to an establisument of the magnitude of Palo Alto, for
there are so many of them that it would
require a little army of men to handle them.
As an educational appliance, in its true sense, we
don't esteem it very highly, for the colt gallops too
much and thus the instinct to gallop is kept alive when every
effort that man can devise should be put in requisition to
prevent galloping a single step. It may be said, the gallop
develops the muscles as well us the trot; but it is not the gal-
loping muscles we want to develop. In developing the gal-
loping muscles we develop the galloping instinct, and of all

things this is just what we want to eliminate from the action
and habits of the colt. When we get to that point in breed-
ing when the true-bred colt will instinctively take to the trot
as his fastest gait, and not know how to gallop, nor try to
gallop, we will be ready for the miniature track, but till then
we are not ready for it and don't need it except for the pur-
poses of selecting out of a large number. It is, perhaps, not
necessary that we should consider how these selections
should be made, for the points will suggest themselves to
every one. If a colt shows a good step and a disposition to
stick to his trot, through thick and thin, as though he would
rather do that than gallop, he is worthy of the first consider-
ation. This.kind of a colt may receive a good many lessons
in the miniature track without injury to himself or discour-
agement to his owner. Another colt shows a strong dis-
position to gallop, but occasionally, as if by accident, he will
show a tremendous trotting step for two or three, rods, and
this is enough. The character and speed of the step for only
that short distance discloses the possibilities, and all his
future lessons should be under strict control—either led by
a saddle horse or in harness—in order to eliminate, as far as
possible, the inclination to run. Colts are like children;
they don't generally behave well before strangers, and this
was our experience at the miniature track at Palo Alto.
Without knowing it positively, we take it for granted that of
the great yearly crop the selections for handling are made of
the most promising, as shown in this amphitheater, and the
others are relagated to the distant ranches and are never
touched afterward. As many of our greatest performers have
not showumuchof promise in their colthood, it is almost cer-
tain that some of the rejected may be as good as the accepted,
when they mature. Our conclusion about the miniature
track business may be stated in a very few words. To the
large breeders it is a great convenience, if not a necessity,
and, for colts that are inclined to trot and not to gallop, it will
answer well for their primary lessons. Still we would pre-
fer that all lessons to all colts should be given where they
could be restrained from galloping. To the average and
small breeder such a structure would be a 'mere superflity.
The education of the youngsters at Palo Alto commences

in harness and in earnest at an early age, and it is carried on
carefully and persistently from the day it commences; the
object being to strengthen and build up the bony and mus-
cular system, as niuch as to develop speed. In one respect,
at least, the methods differ from the general practice of other
breeders in the fact that there is less slow work and more
quick dashes. The Governor maintains, not only theoretic-
ally, but practically as well, that all improvement in speed
must come from a supreme effort. This is a sound maxim,
and then it follows that the supreme effort can be made as
well at forty or eighty rods as at a mile. When he speeds his
colts, therefore, they must do tiieir best; it is but a short
dash, and he turns around and tries it again and that is the
last of his day's work. There is no long, weary, mile after
mile of tiresome jogging to get "bottom" into him. As a re-
sult of this system we saw Palo Alto, a three-year-old, trot a
quarter in 33£ seconds; Hinda Rose a quarter in 32£ seconds;
and Bonita a quarter in 30f seconds, besides a great many
other very fast ones, but not so marked as those named.
The old maxim among running-horse men that "speed is bot-
tom" seems to be adopted at Palo Alto, and we would not like
to say it is not a sound maxim, as applied to trotters. If a
horse is in any kind of condition, and has a reserve of speed
over the supreme effort of his competitor, he certainly can
beat him, and it is in the application of this truth that the
Governor relies. When we consider that a few months of
training, on this plan, sent the two-year-old filly, Wild Flower
to a record of 2:21, aud that it required four years for the
most skillful trainer of his generation to make the great Dex-
ter reach the same mark, we can begin to realize something
of the distinction between the old and the new methods.

This suggests another consideration in animal economy
and development that we have frequently sought to impress
upon the minds of our readers, namely, that a colt two or
three years old will learn more rapidty than one four or five

years old. It is this fact in the nature and condition of the
animal that has resulted in so many cases of phenomenal
speed, with but little training. As a prerequisite, however,
to all this there must be an inheritance of speed
or we never will get speed, but with the in-

heritance, with the earlv education, and with the
method of short dashes and practically no slow work, all

judiciously combined, there can hardly be any such thing as
failure. The great danger is in overtaxing the immature
structural formation of the limbs, and producing abrasions
of the delicate membranes that surround and pro-
tect the joints. This whole question of training
aud trotting colts for stakes is a very ticklish one, and
what may suit Governor Stanford's fancy and the length of
his purse may not suit the necessities of many other men.
As a matter of course, any system that brings out phenome-
nal trotting colts, in this day, will of ..necessity bring out a
great many cripples. Still, it is certainly the part of wisdom
to take advantage of the greater ductility or teachableness of
the oolt when he is very young, than when he is older. But
the difficult point is to determine just how far we may take
advantage of this superior ductility without doing an injury
to the animal. If we can determine just how far we may
carry the education of a two or a three-year-old without in-

jury, then or in the future, we will have solved the problem.
This is the rule for the average breeder, aud there should be
no deviation from it unless he is prepared to sacrifice a few
youngsters to make a reputation for a sire. The method of
giviug the youngsters their early lessons by leading by the
side of a saddle-horse does not seem to have been tried at
Palo Alto, or, if tried, abandoned. This method is not suited
to very large establishments, and because it is not used there
is no argument against it. Having already, and on many oc-

casions expressed our preference for it, above all other
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methods, it is not necessary we should say anything farther
about it at this time. In reading over what we have written
it is jnst possible we may be misunderstood about the amount
of exercise, or slow work given to the young things at Palo
Alto. In speaking of the small amount of slow work we should
have been more explicit. We had reference to the small
amount of jogging and driving in connection with the fast
dashes which are made for a quarter. There is no driving
around the whole mile before another dash is made, but the
colt is turned and dashes back again. As a matter of course
such daily exercise is given as is necessary to secure the
highest health and the strongest development of muscle.
Without attempting to describe the individuals of this, the
largest private breeding establishment in the world, we have
sought to present such general facts about the blood, climate
and methods of the establishment as may be of advantage to
the breeders of the whole country.

Latonia Fall Meeting.

Oct. 5th—Weather good, but track slow from heavy rains

Third Ea'ie-Purse S3D0, of wliichSoO to the second, for two-year-olds;
winning penalties up to 5 lbs., with non-winning allowances from 3 to li
lbs. TLree-'iu;irtera of a mile.

J.L. Spear's br c O'Fallon, by Harry O' Fallon—Grace Darling, by
Hiawatha, nx>lbs „ Wethers I

J. £ J. Sswigert's chc Sir Joseph, by Glenelg—Susie Linwood, I

R, Harris 2
Dovlei Co.'s eh g Porter Ashe, by Joe Hooker—Abbie \\\, l

....- - — _ Puller 3

S. Bryant's ch f.Hettie S., 95 lbs B. Ri aits
T. J. Me^ibben's br c Endover, 9i lbs Barnes u
R, A. Johnson i Co.'s b c Adrian, 100 lbs Godfrey
W. H. Maddox'a chc John Colter, 100 lbs. Cooper u
Linwood stable'.-, b i Moonshine, 97 lbs \v. Jones o
Fleetwood .Stable's chf Tiance, 112 lbs L. Jones
G. F. Park's b i Xallapa. b7 lbs Bichardson
J. H. Thompson's br I Faith Thompson, 07 lbs Din !

Time, 1:20.

Pools: O'Fallon $-50, Porter Ashe SIS. Sir JosepliSS.the field 331. Bet-
ting: a to 2 against O'Fallon.

The start was good, with O'Fallon and Sir Joseph in front,

Porter Ashe a close third, the others well up. For hail" a

mile the three leaders ran in close order, but in the stretch
O'Fallon drew clear, and finally won by two lengths, a length
between second and third.

Fourth Race—Tobacco Stakes; a sweepstakes for three-year-olds;
non-winners prior to Aug. 15, 18S5, at §25 each ; $10 forfeit; with St50u

added by the tobacco manufacturers of Covington, Ky., of which S100
to the second, the third to save its stake; winners of one race at the
closing of the stake to carry 5 lbs; of two, 7 lbs; of three, 10 lbs extra;
20 entries; value to winner, §755. ilile and a sixteenth.
E. J. Baldwin's br f Mira, by Grinstead—Blossom, by Virgil, 115

lbs Miller 1

C. B Jaynes& Co.'s b c Littlefellow U., by Longfellow—Sleepy
Kate, 118 lbs West 2

Opequon Stable's br c Guydette, by Rivoli—Bsttie Harper, 118 lbs
I. Murphy 3

J. J. Merrill & Co/s b f Maggie M-, 115 lbs Richardson u
Lawrence & Co.'s b f Elsie B., 120 lbs Wethers
Fleetwood Stable 's ch g Clatter, 115 lbs L. Jones
Rock City Stable's gr c Viper, 118 lbs Henderson

Time ,1:57.

Pools: Elsie B. 835, Guydette S35, Littlefellow Sl3, the field $14.

Betting: 6 to 1 against Mira.

To a good start Mira was first, and she led past the wire,

with Littlefellow and Guydette next. Mira led all thiough
the last mile, winning by a length, three between second and
third.

Oct. 6th—Second Race—Purse $300, of which 550 to the second, for

horses that have never won a race of the value of *l,00u in 1885, with
allowances rangiug from 5 lbs. to 30 lbs. for maidens. Mile and half
a furlong.
N. Armstrong's b in Hermine, 6, by Alarm—Paris Belle, by Lexing-

ton, 100 1 bs Dingley 1

"W. F.Gray's ch h Madison, 1, by Glengarry—Emma Smith, 110 lbs,

Stoval 2

J. S. Shaw's ch m Sodaway, 4, by Harry OTallon—Bettie, !W lbs.
Fuller 3

Doyle 4: Lucas' b h Philip S., 4, by Leinster—Lilly Simpson, 108

lbs Wethers
Time, 1:56.

Pools: Philip S. 5100. Hermine £55, Nodaway $27, Madison $15.

Betting: 3 to 1 against Hermine.

Philip S. led off, Madison nest, the other two well up, and
Philip S. led past the wire, the others at his heels. On the

turn Pnilip S. suddenly made up his mind that he did not

care to race that day, and sulking he let the whole held pass

him. To the half-mile pole the other three ran in close order,

but on the lower turn Hermine took the lead and finally won
by a length, the same between second and third, Philip S.

beaten off.

Fourth Race—Kimball Stakes, a sweepstakes for two-year-olds; h f,

$10 only if declared before Sept. 1,1885, with ?75o added, of which $150 to
the second, the third to save its entrance; winners of a stake (handicaps
excepted)«to cany 3 lbs.; of two, 5 lbs. extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs;

closed with 58 entries, of which 23 declared; value to winner 81,765.

Three-quarters ot a mile,
8. Bryant's br c Waddell Bryant, bv Hyder Ah—Jennie Rowett, by

Uncle Vic. 113 lbs Turner 1

E. J. Baldwin's b c Silver Cloud, by Grinstead—Experiment, llu IIjs.

_ Stoval 2

J. A j.Swigert's b c Grimaldi, bv Lisbon—Nora, llu lbs Lewis 3

Ik. A. Johnson & Co.'s b f Miss Bowler, 10/ lbs Godfrey
J.iJ. Swigert'sche Phil Lee. 110 lbs Crittenden
B. c;. Thomas' b f sis Himyar, 112 lbs Tankersley
J.J. Carter's be Fabius.UrJ lbs - West o

Fleetwood stables be Feliciter, 105 lbs Fuller >

T.J. Megibben's lire Eodo/er, 105 lbs W. Joned
J. Funk's chg John Morris, 107 lbs Richardson

Time, 1 :U" .

Fools; Silver Cloud $40, Sia Himyar $31, Waddell Bryant 822, field $30.

Betting: 3 to 1 ayaiust Waddell Bryant.

Fabius was first away, Peliciter and Silver Cloud next, the

others well up. To the half-mile and luwer turn the leaders

were the same, but at the three-quarter pole Waddell Bryant
showed second, and taking the lead in the stretch, won by a

length, six lengths between second and third.

Oct. 7th—Purse $350, of which S50 to the second: for all ages; with
beaten, non-winning, and maiden allowances, from 5 lbs to 30 lbs.

Seven furlongs.
J. & J.Swi^erfs br f Katrina, 2. by Virgil—Kate Pearee, ,by ,Leani-

ington, H9 lbs K- Harris 1

J.Mason's b in Pink Cottage, 5, by Buckden—Beatrice, 110. lbs
Turner 2

C. Johnson's bh Jim Douglas, aged, by Vildidle— Yolone, 118 lbs
Barcus 3

R. C. Pate's b h ConUing. 4, 118 lbs L. Jones

T. T. Megibben's b g Sparland. 3, 102 lbs Scott

J. H. Thompson's bm La ly Reber.fi. 115 lbs Hunt
Fleetwood Stable's ch g Clatter, 3, 03 lbs W.Jones
S. Crawford's ch g Sam iValton, 3, 05 lbs Curtis

Alexander A: Co.'s ch h Golden Ptuebus, 4, 110 lbt i:i'i-

S.Bryant's ch f Lady of the Lake, 3, 102 lbs B. Evanfl

T. Powers' b f Vim, 3,93 lbs Bunn
Hayden & Co.'s ch g Gleaner, 0, 105 lbs

C. K. Uoty's bhLord Clifden, 4. 118 lbs Wethers i:

J. G. Greeners Co.'s b b Billy Gilmore, 118 lbs I

J. J. Merrill JtCo/sbf Maggie M„ 3, 93 lbs.

P. D. Crume'scb g Kensington, 3, »3 Ibe Miller

W L. Caeaidy'B bh Kersbaw, 3,901ba ..Fuller.

Lawrence & Co.'s bg Bangle, I, 93 lbe, '
C. K Jaynea ft CoA o c Littlefleld II., 3, Ulilba

J.S.Shaw'achm Nodaway, l.i" Um "
- Tim-.-.l : :;!;.

Fools: Conbling $50, Jim Douglaa 825, Pink Cottage >lo, Billy Gil-

to l against Katnna.

The large Held of twenty horses caused a long delay and a

poor start. Katrina was first away. Lord Clifden and Jim
Douglas next. The two-year-old led all through, though Pink

Cottage came with a rush at the end, only losing by half a

length, two between second and third,

Third Race—Purse S500, of which ?1Q0 to the second; a handicap for
mllagas. Mile and 600 yards.
R. A Johnson ft Co 'S b h Powhatan, 4, by Glenelg -Florence I., by

Lexingl ". " Godfrey
T. Power's ch c Volo. 3, by Voltumo—Dora. '.'4 lbs B. I

P.. J. Lucas" ch h Kieuc, 4, by Dutch Skater—Kapanga, i

Fnllez a
E. J. Baldwin's b h Lucky B , 5, mo lbs O'Brien
R. C. Pate's b Clay Pate, 3, lul lbs Richardson
J. T. Stewart's b m Biddy Bowling. 5, 102 lbs.. .Wethers

Time,236}.
y Pate ?1C, the field §30. Bet-

tlDg: 6 to 5 against Powhatan.

lfi iff, and at the wire he led by four lengths, Volo
second. Powhatan third. Keene led to the half-mile pole,
when Volo and Powhalau headed him, and these two had a
good race to the end, Powhatan winning by a length, three
between second and third.

He Slept.

Thamas McCaagh is a jockey of some repute, says the Eas
Oregonian. He is quite well known all over the State. For
the past week he has been in Pendleton, and as all the jockits
do, he has been busy taking in the town and painting the
surroundings a lurid hue. Last Saturday he applied for a
oath at a saloon uu Court street, which was given him. A
few moments after he was heard snoring, and was mistaken
for the Chinaman porter employed by the establishment.
One of the attaches was induced to examine into the matter
by a patron, and found, by peeping over the transom, that
McCangh was in the arms of Morpheus—that is, that part
which was not in the water. ''What are the wild waves sa -

ing?" asked a looker-on, and a reply came, "McCangh is

dead drunk, and will not win in this race if he is not taken
from the tub." Water was trickling in his ears and nose as
the spectators gazed at him over the doorway. The door was
burst opeu and the slumbering jockey was pulled from the
"watery grave" by the hair, having no clothes on to assist in
rescuing him in a more comfortable manner. For awhile h"
was very abusive, bat after he came to his senses he thanked
his saviors and left the building a cleaner,

t
if not a wiser man.

He should have been charged $1 in all; 50 cents each for
sleeping and bathing accommodation. For the honor of

McCangh it can be truly said he did not intend to commit
suicide in another man's bath tub. He will be known here-
after as the "Bath Tub Jock" to the tune of

The water was hot
And it made a sleepy Jock.

The largest livery stables in London use American horses
almost entirely, and the pioprietors say they are hardier,

tougher, and have better feet and legs than English horses.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Indiscriminate Breeding

-

If about five hundred heavy draft stallions could have been
gathered together in the show ring at the late Industrial

Fair, and Capt. Howard's gatling gun turned loose on them,
it would have been a great boon to the horse breeding inter-

ests of the country. Indiscriminate breeding to these heavy
stallions is producing a lot of mongrel brutes tit only for the
knacker's yard.

Light boned mares weighing not more than seven to nine
hundred pounds are bred to horses that tip the beam at

eighteen to twenty hundred-weight, and the result is in the

highest degree unsatisfactory. Again, such unreasonable
mating has been the cause of hundreds of deaths in foaling,

and scarcely a section of the Province can be quoted where
heavy draft stallions are numerous but what the death rate

is a heavy one.
It is about time the farmers got over their craze about

Clydesdale and Shire horses. For certain purposes, such as

heavy dray or team work, where strength irrespective of

speed is required, they are well qualified for the work, but
for the average farm labor they are too cumbrous and
slow, and as a team with which to market the produce of the

farm, they waste hours of time that might be saved by a

lighter breed of horses. The wretched display of big car-

riage horses made at the the late Industrial Fair here, and
the equally scarce list of suitable horses for dog cart or single

carriage service was commented upon by nearly every horse-

man present, a notable exception to the geueral wretched-
ness being the big handsome brown mare exhibited by Mr.
T. C. Patteson, of this city.

In her class she was literally alone, there was nothing

worthy of comparison, and if the judges had declined to

award any prize money in the carriage team class over llj.2.

they would have been amply justified in their actions. Tht-

pair exhibited by Mr. Tuniliu, of this city, and to which first

prize was awarded, were a graud pair of big 'uns, but

reollj their mission is au omnibus or express van instead of

a carriage. The pair of mares shown by Mr. John Leys, of

this city, in the class between 15.3 and 16.2, was really a good
article, and as an evidence of their quality they were quickly

snapped up by one of the shrewdest buyers in Eogland, Mr.
Withers, of London. What is wanted in Ontario are a few
dozen coaching stallions of the Cleveland Bay stamp, these

crossed on the ordinary mares of the country would give us
a class of horses eminently suited for driving purposes, and
a vast improvement over the present progeny from cold-

blooded trotting sires, out of equally cold-blooded mures, no
Bingle recommeudation from such union being looked for by

the breeder, excepting that the sire can "move a bit " We
have nothing to say against a well-bred trottiug stallion, or

his speed qualities, we have, in fact, a very strong reg

a speedy mover, but it is a notorious
#
fact that a majority of

the trotting sires now doing duty in Ontario, thong

may possess a little speed, are woefnlly destitute of any other
quality Likely to improve the horse stock of the country.

—

Canadian Sportsman,

In keeping a horse fat there is as much in the driver as in

the feed. A horse well curried and rubbed with a woolen
rug afterwards is sure to make a sleek-coated horse, and when
well groomed is, we may say, half fed. A cross and nervous
drivel will till the horse with fear and dread, and will rapidly

run his horse down. Use any animal kindly. Always W
hrrn and make it miud, but never get excited. A. cool-headed

driver makes a long headed horse.

The biggest horse is not always the best, nor is even the

mosl bail The best horse is one with a kind and
tractable disposition, well-broken and, aboveall, the one that

is most servicei

If horses are troubled with scours, a few raw eggs given to

them with their other feed will be found quite beneficial,

Skill in Hitching the Horse-

Xot by any means is the art of hitching a horse, even
though the idea is confined alone to the time spent in his
stall, a matter of slight significance. N I a : w very valuable
horses have been lost by getting east, or other
right by the neck, through want of tuet on the part of the
owner or groom in tying them. Some horses have a habit of
scratching the ear or the poll with the hind foot, this arising
quite often from the top of the head becoming chafed from
an undue bearing of the bridle or halter. Tuis mo\
can be made when the horse is at liberty, with entire -

bnt when tied, the chances are about even if the hitching
strap be slack that this will catch the le^. The result to
many horses has been more or less injury, and to others, as
stated, death in the stall. Colts require to be hitched in the
stall with great care, as they are prone, to become restive
under confinement, and there is no telling what shapes they
may worm themselves into during a night, and what the
owner or groom may find their condition to be in the morn-
ing. Too long a tie enables the colt to turn his stern where
his bead belongs, and by lowering his head, as he is sure to
do in his struggles, get one or both fore-leg e hitch-
ing strap, and then, with the average colt, the result is not
difficult to anticipate. Horses that become restive aud spend
their time, as many horses do when confined, in pawing their
litter, or, in the absence of litter, pawiug the siall floor, are
not unlikely to get a forward foot over the hitching strap.
Once in that dilemma there is no estimating what may fol-
low. In hitching, give rope enough only to allow the horse
or colt to get his nose down io the floor." or very near there.
Better still, a plan that is adopted by many, attach a weight
to the inner end of the bitching fttrap, giving the latter free
and easy play over a roller orsmooth subst mce. The weight
should be sufficiently heavy to insure that no slack occur in
the hitching strap, but should have no more weight than
needed. Colts or horses that have been entangled in the
stall in the manner referred to, are very likely later on to
struggle fiercely, if through any mishap they have trouble
while in harness. The hired men and bo3"s seldom have any
system in hitching, but the sliding strap has a reliable system
'vithin itself, and, like a rubber band, never sleeps.—Lice
Stock Journal.

Blood and true breeding are necessary requisites in raising
fine horses, and especially in breeding true to any certain
line or type. In these times there is an inclination to breed
only from such stallions as can show merit and a rich pedi-
gree. Haphazird breeding is no longer to be tolerated, and
besides is an expensive experiment which only a very few
can afford. The successful breeder must know previously
what the offspring will be, as nearly as possible, and only by
breeding from mare and stallion, both of which are bred' true
in the same blood lines, can this be approximately realized.
This cannot be even remdtely approximated when either sire
or dam is not true in breeding, or they are of different blood
lines, or when a cross is attempted. Under such circum-
stances none can foretell what nature will bring forth, and
the result may be anything but satisfactory. When any
horse owner wishes to breed a mare and raise a colt, he should
nave a purpose in view, and observe such principles as will
give a reasonable hope of this purpose being realized. If he
wishes to breed for a high rate of speed, in either of the
standard gaits, he should select a mare richly bred in her
peculiar line and a horse that gets a high rate of speed, and
each of such breeding that their blood lines will harmonize,
aud the result likely be a realization of his anticipation. In
like manner should the breeding of a horse of any cL
breed be conducted, and then the results may be approxi-
mately anticipated. Everyone nowrecoguizes the importance
of using none but well bred stallions, yet many do not attach
the importance they should to the breeding of the dam. It
was once a generally accepted theory that the stallion must be
bred true in blood lines, while the breeding of the mare
might be indifferent; but of late years there is a marked
change in these ideas, and much more importance is attached
to the breeding of the mare than formerly. "While it is much
better to breed a cold blooded mare to a thoroughbred stallion
than to a scrub, yet there can never be absolute uniformity in
breeding until both sire and dam are bred pure. Besides
this, the value added to the colt by a dam true in blood lines,

and of some claim to special excellence, will more than com-
pensate for the extra cost of such a stable of breeders.

The symptons of colic, one of the most fatal diseases to a
horse, are readily detected. The horse invariably scrapes
with his forefeet, kicks at the stomach and shifts about, turns
around, smells the floor, lies down, rolls, remaining for a
time "u his back, and breathes heavily throughout. At a

meeting of the London Farmers' Club, a relief and
- ivns presented by a gentleman who has been all his
. a -es. When the horse shows the symj

an attack of colic, apply at once a horsecloth or woolen rug,
wrung out of boiling water, to the stomach and to tfa

and cover with another couple of cloths lo retain the htat.
As they cool, renew the cloths as often as needful. A large
bran poultice, as hot as can be borne, is equally effective, and
retains the heat longer.

Persons in the daily use and handling of horses should
have tact, patience, facnlty of observation, knowledge of the
different dispositions of horses, and above all, a kindly feel-

ing for them. In taming by fear, it must be ren.

that all the interest which the animal has is the avoi
an evil; but in taming by gentleni id food,
it is the attainment of enjoyment. Thi ordinary
results have been obtained !

almost every species of animal when persistently tried. In-

stances innumerable nii^ht be given, even from personal ex-
perience, in which kindness has conquered when cruelty
only made obstinacy and Me.

The Spring colts are now ready to be weaned, and care
should be exercised in separating them from their mothers
that they are not stunted and their growth checked in the
operation, as is too often the case. The colts should be
learned to eat grain before they are weaned, and alt
they should be f-^d a little grain each day, and not in any
way b« allowed to become stunted, but should be fc>_ >

iug as rapidly as when they fed ou their mother's milk.

If the farriers or blacksmiths are i do something
useful at a small expense, let them publish an illustrated

Iside, Hi for hanging in blacksmith shops, telling Bin itlis

and their bosses what not . lon't

open the heels; don't rasp the outside of the hoof; don't cnt
the hoof to tit the shoe, but, afti

' aud so on. as c

dictates ,

—

Loi
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The American Clay Bird.
Every Bird is a Sure Flyer. Kaiu or Hampuess Does Xot Affect Them

Flies More Like tlie Natural Bird.

Is One-half Cheaper than Any other Target

FOR SALE BY ALL GUN DEALEUS. Ask to see tlie American Clay Bird and Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,
ihth street A dieuway Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

J. E. MILLER.General Manager.

The Ingleside.

A Journal of General

Literature.

THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE
year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-

venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert IK'lpir. the great Frencn writer, wi

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on th
Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.

These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."
Bill >ye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on thi.s Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Conneil. Flora Haines
Apponyi, Yila Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Cahfornian and Eastern writers, are in
process of publication. Among the many depart-
ments which will appear from time to time are:

The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art
Babble, The City. In the Lobby, Leaves from' a Note-
Book, Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness and dignity.
Terms of Subscription : One year, S3 00 j sis months,

31.75; three months, $1.01); by carrier, in the city, 35
cents per mouth. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE IAfcJEESIBE. J 1 3 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht

on Wheels.
The Ingleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 860,000. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowell, R.P. Ashe, YVilliard Wells,
H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

win Sell in All Cities and Counties oi
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Carr, Salinas.
R. P. Sargent, Gilroy. Johx Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Fin-igant, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

Pie, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care . Sales will be made in all cities
andeountiesin the -State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei iuto correspondence with parties de-
Biringto participate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of alt descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KILI.I1> A CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

John A. McKerron,

MANT/FACTOi:

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230fli 232 Ellis St., opp.Fashion Stable, San Francisco

A. Swing. C. 8. Ewing.

Pool Room Saloon,
21 BUPONT STREET.

illlip S: Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
ill sporting events. Reading room, containing the

1

1 IND SPOBTSMAN, N. Y. Spi-i». and other
i- porting papers. Bar stocked with \Vi ueu, Liquors,
.,ud Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWiXG BROS,, Proprietors.

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK F A R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85. and up to the last of January,

1886. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dates of service, has been

printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to nve-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SA1E AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

i tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG KOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIRST.CI.ASS, STANDARD-EKED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT? rtlMT? P'RIflr!1 PTiAlST Isstrictly adhered to atFairlawn, and the
J-JiXll VllXJ J. AXiXUAJ J. JJXli.1 price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 18S5, or further information, address

BUY DIRECT

From the Manufacturer.

Carriages

UGGIE
SUGGIE

iilMl

WAGONS.

Lock Box 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection

ANY S]TYLE MADE TO ORDER.

Sulkies a Specialty.

PERSONAL ATTENTION- GIVEN TO

Painting
,

varnishin(J

Alterations and Repairs.

OPBICB AND FACTORY.

I 3 1 J AND 13 19 MARKET STREET.

Between Ninth and Tenth StreetB. San Francisco,

M. J. McCUB, Proprietor.

CTNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J. Fennell's Cythiana Boots.
Winch are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout tlie United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit-
ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
pronoitneed by experts the cheapest hoots made.

J. O'KANE, 767 Market St*

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlerv
Goods of all kinds.

To Control aiulg Educate the Trotter. Roadster.
or rarriaire Horse, and to Break the Volt-

NO HOKNE CAN WET HIS TONGUE OVER
Will positively preventand cure l*(illm™. Side Polling
laiEKiiiir-Toiisiie 1.oiling. and will . ->t make the month
sore. Hand-forced. Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR, of Cincinnati, O.. writes that it worKed to

his complete satisfaction.
MR. JOHN MURHPY, or Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

-vocates its use by every horseman as an article of great merit.
The funi of HIGBIE k PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, 111. say: /'Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver We advise all to give it a trial."

J. w. page. Esq.. of Oheyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail

"

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany. N. Y., says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAX. Great 'Meadow Farm ,

Comstocks. N Y.. claim it is the best they ever tried.

Dpon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D with privilege
of examination. No. 1, nickel, S3: Na. 2, ex. nickel, S4: No. 3, half silver; ororoide, 86; No. -l full silver
or oroide, Sti. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

Ju Ordering «ivc Width of Mouth. Measuring From Outside oi t'lieek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements of this BM. Look lor Maine and Pate of Patent on each

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL, AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
III \H\ WALSH,

Sup't Running Horse Dep't,
PmIo Aim Ntd.k Farm.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Bruce & firlen have established a general

Live Stuck and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Park
Uow, New York city. They are prepared to pur-
chase or sell live stuoh <>r all kinds, including cattle,
sheep, hogs, dogs, stable outfits, or anything either
useful or ornamental, Wc have on hand a number
of first-close horses, ready to race; steeplechasers,
broodmares, stallions, yearlings and weanlings, of
the best and most desirable strains for sale; also
trotters and pacers of standard bluod Send stamp
for catalogue

BOC0E & BRIEN.
Jl Park Bow, New York Citv.

P. O. Box 362.
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association.

Fall Meeting,
1885.

BAT DISTRICT COURSE,
—SAN FRANCISCO.—

NOV. 7th. 10th. 1 2111 and 14th.

PROGRAMME.
FIRST TJAV-Saturtlay, Nov. 3th,

No.l. SALUTATION PURSE—9400. of which $100

to the second horse; for all ages. Horses that have
not won a race at the distance allowed 10 pounds;
horses that have not won a race this year allowed 35
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

So. '2 THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old
fillies—£50 each; -925 forfeit; S3l)0 added; second to

save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August
1st, 18M4, with 13 nominations.

So. 3. THE WELCOME STAKES, for all ages—S250
each; half forfeit; $30 if declared out Nov. 1st; 91.Cum

added; nrsl horse 60 percent, of all moneys; second
horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per cent. One mile.

No. i. SELLING PURSE—53U0, of which 950 to

the secondhorse: for allages; fixed valuation 31,000;

two pounds allowed for each 8100 below, and two
pounds added for each 9100 above the fixed valua-
tion. One mile and a sixteenth.

So. 5. Kace and conditions to "be announced JNo-
vemberlth.

SF<OM> DAY—Tuesday, Nov. lOtli.

So. 6. Purse £400, of which 5100 to secondhorse;
for all ages Three-quarter mile heats.

no 7. THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds—
SlOeach, p. p.; 5400 added; first horse to receive the
added money; second horse to receive the stakes;
winners of a stake race of the value of 51,000 before
the closing of these entries to carry rule weights;
horses that have not won a stake of that value
allowed five pounds; non-winners allowed ten
pounds. Five-eighths of a mile-

No. 8. THE PARK STAKES, for all ages—=50 each;
$25 forfeit; 8500 added, of which 8100 to second; third

to save stake. One mile and three-eighths.

No. 9. Parse 8300, of which 850 to second horse;

for all ages: horses not having won a race this year
up to the closing of these entries allowed 10 pounds.
Seven-eighths of a mile.

No. 10. Race and conditions to be announced on
the first day of the meeting.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Not. 12th.

So. 11. SELLING PURSF—850 U; of which 8100 to

second horse; fixed valuation Sl,00v; two pounds al-

lowed for each 8100 below and three pounds added
for each $iu0 above fixed valuation. Mile heats.

No. 12. THE FTNIGAN STAKES, for two-year-olds
—850 each; 825 forfeit; S25H added; second to save

Btake. One mile. Closed August~tst, 1884, with 20

nominations.

No. 13. THE RAILROAD HANDICAP STAKES, for

all ages—8100 each; 850 forfeit; 825 declaration;

§1,000 added; first horse to receive 60 per cent, of all

moneys ; second horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per

cnt. 'Weights announced on Tuesday, November
10th, the second day of the meeting; declarations to

be made with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock p.

ai. of that day. One mile and a quarter.

No. 14. THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds—
$100 each; 825 forfeit; 8300 added; second to receive

8150; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed August
1, 1833, with 22 nominations.

No. 15. Kace and conditions to be announced and
closed with the Secretary on the_i,second day of the

meeting.

roi'RTH DAY—Saturday, Nov. 14th.

No. 16. Purse 8400, of which $100 to second; tor

two-year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old stake

race of the value of 81,000 to carry rule weights; all

others allowed five pounds. One mile.

So. 17. THE JUDSON STAKES, for all ages—850
each; 825 forfeit; 8500 added; second to receive 8100;

third to save stake. Winner of the Welcome. Park

or Fame Stakes, at this meeting.to carry five pounds;
of any two, seven pounds; of the three, ten pounds
extra. One mile and a half

No. 18. THE BALDWIN STAKES, post stake, for

all ages—8250 each , p.p.: 81, LOO added; second to re

ceive 5400; third to save stake. Four miles.

No. 19. Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; 825

each; 810 declaration; 8400 added; second horse to

receive $100. Weights announced Thursday. No-
vember 12th, the third day of the meeting; declara-

tions with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock of that

dav- One mile.

No, 20. Race and conditions to be announced and
closed on the third day of the meeting.

CONDITIONS,

Entries close with the Secretary on Thursday, Oct.

15, 1*^85.

Starters in all races must be named on or before C

o'cl. ck p. M. of the day preceding the race.

Parties not having colors already registered will be

required to record colors at the time of making en-

tries, and after record will not be allowed to ride in

other colors.
Entrance free for starters in purses. Non-starters

can declare, out at Cp. m. the day preceding the race,

by r-jying 5 per cent. After that time can only he ex-

cnsedby presiding judge, and in such case ten per

cent, on amount of purse most be paid.

Non-members will be placed on the same footing

as members of the association in regard to the pay-

ment of purses and stakes advertised; and should

there be a deficiency the winners will receive a pro

rata division.
All nominations in stakes and entries in purses

must be made on or before October 15, 1885, with the

Secretary'. Jos. Cairn Simpson, No. 508 Montgomery
btreet.San Erancisco. To be valid, they must be de-

livered to the Secretary, or plainly postmarked on or

before that day—October 15th

The association reserves ths right to postpone

races on account of unfavorable weather or other

sufficient cause.

P. A Fluisau, President.

Jos. 4,'airn Slmi»son, Sec

Improved Horse ClothinG

becured. by Letters ratent reissued march 29,1881;

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1. An improved blanket or covenng.consisting of the
body-piece A, flan C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the
animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions E, to fit the fore and hind legs of the
animal, frutitiastenings FO, and the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket orcovering A, with its extensions B,
permanentseenring-bands E, ami the front fastenings
F G,in combination with the elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination withthe
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J , having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, so that thev may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means ofstraps, substantially as herein
described.

6 The improvement in cove ring-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanent straps or bands fixed to it to secure it
around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

<12S nml 424 FattPry S1„ SAN" FKAN« 1S«'<». €A¥_

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OF GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGESTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KESTICKI REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTOK¥-15at. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 633 MONTGOMERY ST.. S. F.

Notice.
Heebeet H. Brow>-, ALP. I

Nugest W. Bbow*-,
Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Brdce Lowe,

TBADEifl AS

BROWN BROS. & CO,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

\merica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or tbey will undertake to receive

^nd dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.

References kindly pernmied to J. B. Haggin. Esg ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
1SKOU N BROS. A CO.,

Wright. Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

He>-ey Payot. Isaac Upham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AND IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

"114 Sansouic Slrrel. >'ear Ptnc,

SAN IRAJiCISCO.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
ForSale by all Hie Prl telpal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

ukw* J. jLoring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Cure Your Dogs With
MAC ALPIN'S

EXCELSIOR
DOG POWDERS
EXCEI.SIOK BASSE KIM.EK.

A SURE AND SPEEDS CUBE FOB DISTEMPER,
Worms, .Mange, Fits, BbenmaUsm, Coughs and

all Diseases tbttt i <:t to.

For sale by all Druggists and Gunsmiths.

Powders, 50 ctnts per package; Mange Killer, 35

REDINGTON & CO.. Wholesale Agents.
531 Market Street, S. F.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

&xn Fraucisco.

Tin' most jxjpnlar school on tlie Coast.

E, P. IIEALD President. C. S. IIALKY, Sec'y

fc? Scud foriircalar.'Eft

Ashmont's Book,
FOE SALE AT PCBLISFER'S PRICE, BY

CLABKOIGH A GOICHEB,
630 and 633 MONTGOMERY ST.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers
FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by tetters Patent, July «5. 1883

Having thus described ray invention, what I claim
is new, »nd desire to secure my letters patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by 1 1 1 •_ Bide snaps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is titted, substantially,
:is herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F. secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A. the screw, nut
arul washer 15, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sleces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or bunds
and H, connectingthe branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the pnrpofl' hereto
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com' (nation with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point i .it support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and II, and the i '-:ir band I and the
throat-latch or IhsIi connected With the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the olainu allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appeal on the cut, the general principle «iii be under-
stood.

it meets with universal approbation) doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, ana al tin'

same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the Bame ettect on the action follows ta
is Induced by toe-weights. Thli i I he case
when 3 ik' colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the »iiw tvltliuul the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

ET<

IOIIN A. Hc&EBRON.
. 230 a ml 232 EH1b St. San Francisco

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Uradnate ol

Ontario Veterluary < « »I —

j^ Ir^e. Toronto, Canaan

Vfterhntry iMllrmanry, 3V"I Km
B*sideiice,Vt>v Howard at., SouFmn .
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM,)

Train* lea*t ; i. re due lo arrive al

From i.k-1. I -A. I8S5

18:00 a
8:00 a

*1 :00 f

*3:H0 P
S:00 a
4:<W) I'

'5:00 P
8,-fil) A
•8:00 .v

1U:00 a
3:00 1-

:

3.on p
7:30 a ;

8:i« a '

7:3<> a :

3:00 P
4:01) i* :

•4:00 P
8:o0 a :

J10:00 a !

3:00 P 1

8:1)0 a I

•9:30 a j

*8;30 p -

*!) ;UQ A 1

.... Bj run
. i .ih-ii g i and Napa. ..

... Colfax

....Delta. Redding and Portland

....(i;ilt via Martinez

.. .lone via Livermore
...Knight's Landing

.... Livermore ami l leasanton...
. .

Martinez
....Milton

t Mojavf, Delimit:. \ Kxprrss.
.

i El Pasoand East t Emigrant
Nilesand Kaywards ...

, lOgden ami i Express
j East > Emigrant
Red i:iuiT via ftlarysville. . .

... Sacramento, via Livermore
' via Bemei.i...
" via Benicia
" ii. Benicia

...Sacramento River steamers..

......in .lose

...Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez

via Martinez
...Tnl.ii.' and Fresno

(0:10 p u
'10 :10 a m
6:10 P m
6:40 p m
6:40 P M

*10:40 A M
5:40 P M
10:10 a m
*d:40 A M
6:10 p M

*7:10 v U
Iv:40 a u
10:40 A U
3:40 p u
11:10 a u
11:10 a m
5:40 p m
5:4il p u
6:40 P M
11:K) a M
10:10 a M
•6:00 a SI

•3:40 p m
13: Hi i> M
9:40 a m
5:10 p M
•7:10 p m

•10:40 a M
7:10 l' M

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—•ti:0O—*6:3O—7:00—7:30—S :0Q-
8:30—9:00—y:30-lu:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12;30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00—4:3)— 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— «:30— 7:00—8:00—3:00— 10:00— 11:00 7-
•12:00.

TO FRUIT VALK—*S:0U—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— •8:00—
*»:30—*3;30—*4.-00—*4:30—"5:00—*5:30— *6fl0— •6:30—
9:iH).

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30-6:30-Jll:0f.
—•12:011.

TO ALAAI Kf>A-*<>:00—*6:30—7:00—"7:30—8:00— *»:30-
9:U0—d:3»t 10; -110:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—iT'iau—
1:00—±1;*'—-: »>—3:00—3:30—4:0u — 4;30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—B:Wl—7 aW-ujOO—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BERKKl.Ki -*6:uu—*6:30—7:00—*7:3U -o:00—'8:30
-9:00— {!»:(.)- ln:ou-{10:30—11 :00-{11:30- 12:00—1:00
—2-00—3:i«i - 1:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00- li):i«)—11:00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *t>:00— •6:30—7:00—*7:30-
{8-00-*b:3O-9:0O—10:00—11:00—{1:00—2:00—3:00—4:00
_*i:3U_A : (Hj—*5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00.

To *an 1-ranctsco Dally.

t'REKK KOIIE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:1.5-11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10:15—12:15— 2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. {Sundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F.

. N. TOWNE.
Gen. Manager.

T. H. GOOD3I1N.
Gen. Pass. ATf.k Agt.

Important

Notice.
I will have on consignment from the Eastern States

in six weeks a selected lot of yearling Durham Bully,

Southdown and Oxford sheep. Parties desiring any

live stock of any breed or age can have them i omn at

same time by giving me two or three week's notice.

Prices moderate for first-class stock.

KOI. I.I\ P. SA\E.
Importer, Exporter and Commission

merchant.

53fJ Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Ituss House, S. F-

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co..
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelvr
months old, bred from the best strains <>f Fremiti'/,
stock, which I import yearly from England direct.
A Pl' 1y t0 Wm. Corbltt,

'us California St.,

san Francisco

SH0RTH0EN HERD
FOR SALE.

At the Home Farm
San Mateo, ten mum

I red cattle v,

Api'ly on Lhu prcmis'

nldence of Henry P. "Bowie
walk from station. This herd
>.: sold ae .'i whole • >* ainirlj

,

[OH MCLEAN,

USTANDARD v

j
Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges

(Under Chamberlin Patents.)

BY THE

(Selby Smelting and Lead Co. SSf
416 Montgomery St,,

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.

*6:Xt— ;-:i
!i—H:30.

FROS1 KKU1T VALE (via Alameda)— *5;15— *5:45-

t6:45—19:15-*3:15.FKOM EAM'UAKLAXD- *5;30— *f>:00— 6:30— 7:00

-

7:^0 —S :iirt—S:3i't—U :iX»— m :3ii— 10 :00— 10 :30 —II :00— 11 :3ti

I2 :
i>r>-12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00-2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4 :00

—

4:3n—3:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*o;22—*5:52— *li:22— 6:52—+7;22—

7:52—*,s:22-.-:.i2—9:22-9:52-— tl0:22— 10:52— Jll:22-

11:52—Jl2:22—12:52—11:22—1:52—2:52-3:22-3:52—4:22
-4:52—5:23—5:52—6:22—6:52—7 :52-S :52—9:52-10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—*5M5—*6:15—6:45—*7 :15—
7:45—*S:15- 8:45—$9:15-9:45—JJ0:15—10:45 —$11:1
11:45—12:15— 1:45— 2:45 — 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—fi-45—7:45—8:45—9:45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7=15
_7;45_s : .|5-tfl:15—9:45—10:45— $12:45— 1:45— 2:45—
3;45—1:45—*5:15—5:45—*6:15-6:45—*7:15.

"-^P±^

OFFICEOF ORR k ATKINS. 1

San Francisco, July 11, 1885. J

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD CO.—
Gentlemen: Replying to your inquiries in regard to the

cartridges loaded by the "Chamnerlin Cartridge Loader," that 1
have used in my shooting at clay pigeons and at game, I beg to
state that, as far as my observation goes, and the quantity I have
used, I do not hesitate to say that tbey are admirable in every
reapect. I remain, Yours verv truly,

J. K. ORE.

THE TRADE.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot
Townscnd Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco.

Commencing Oct. 18, 1885. I

ttlMOAp
8:30 A I

10:40 a I

"3:30 i' i.
'

1:30 P
|

•5:15 i> I

•10:02 A
3 :36 f

t5 :U2 p
-: :(is p

10:40 a [SSanta Clara, Pan Jose and J
Principal Way stations. 1

*J I

10:10 a ( Uilroy, Pajaro, Caatri , i
, *10:02a

Salinas and Monterey. > ! i',
:(i* p

Hollistttr and Tres I'tiios.

. \ Watsonville,
I l Uapitola

-li|i-i| 1. 1 and Way Stations 6 :08 p

a— Morning. p.—Afternoon.
*Siindavb excepted. fSundavs only (sportsmen's train.]
Standard Time i'urnished by Randolph & Co , S, F.
St \uv. copfNKCTioNe are made with the 10:10 a. m.

Train, eM-ent Pescadero Stages via San Mateo and
Kedwuoil. which connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Special Houxt -trip Tickets, at reduced rates— 10
Monterey, Aptos. Ruqnel and Santa Cruz; also, to
Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

KXO'KNION TICKETS.
i-n , R..J... „n(v ( Sold Sunday Morning; good
fror Sunrtajs only,^ for returT1 same rIaVi

ForSaturdav, ( Sold Saturday and sundavoiiIv;
Sunday and good for return until following Moh-
Monday, ' day,inclusive, at the following r:iti-s:

Round Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno...,
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood.
;nr aks,.

Park .

.

Mayfield

I'kt,
Mdu.
Tkt.

. $ 50
65
90

75 1 10

1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
1 25 1 50
1 25 1 60

1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

2 50
4 00
5 01'

5 on

5 00
... 5 I

TlCKKT Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. G13 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. ABst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
respectfully calls attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for i caching with Bpeed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing. Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEMDJG

Summer and Winter Resort oi" the
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best o£ shooting
may be had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of llsh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pomplno, Spanish"Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

HOTEL DEL :onte, "

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Begin tereri

Jer i ofbotli sexes for Bale. PoEJtofflos
'

San Francisco, Cal.

Tips of all Bizes for Trotting, Running, and
Road horses cau be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third SI.. Sun iram isto

ARK UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for*surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and Bwim-
mint; baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS i ecting far
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, S«MU'*:i. ANI> SANTA CRTJZ,

IS VIA THK NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
oi aa Mateo, Santa Clara, Shu Benito, Santa Criiz
and Monterey,each or which abounds in game in gri-iit

variety Notably

4|nail, I'igeon, Snipe. Uiu-k. UeeMe, l>ecr

and Bear.

Lakes PILABCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
rear lied bv this line. Stages connect with trains dally
.,i s;in :M.;ir r tliusc ivell-km.un Uetr.-ats. PUBIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. Wo
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of rang." at aiidahmiT SAN IOUNO and 1U-MA-
HON's far RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tie lovero
of this manly BDOrt.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Sportsmen and others presenting Pussage Tickets
will beontltletl to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF T11K1R DOGS
when carried in Baggage Gars and put in charge oi

•train Ihigeageinen. Train Baggagemen are Instriicted
tolBi lie QHEOKS tor al' '

rt'tvhi order to guard agatnst aeclilenta to Doge
While in transit, it is nee-ssarv that tbev be pm\ ulnl

With COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfreeofcharge. Gunataken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICK BT OFF H 'l>— Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 018 Clarke t at., Grand
l if.

\. <-. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
BunerlDtendent Anvi. **a»«. and I'kt. Agt.

' all dogs received in Baggage
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Montana's Champion.

-[Butte Inter-Mountain, Sept. 21st.;

The most notable racing event that ever occurred in the

history of Montana took place at the Butte course yesterday

afternoon. It was the attempt of Scott's stallion Bancher

to beat his record of 2:2Si. The effort was successful and

the trotting record of Montana marks the very low point of

2:24£. Ben Lomond, Doncaster, Carrie Bell, Black Diamond,

Clark Chief, Jr., Tempest, and all of Banchero 's old competi-

tors and antagonists, are now left very much in the shade,

and will have to let out several links before they can take

rank with the young west side giant. Even his two victori-

ous competitors Milton Medium, with his rapid, bullet-like

motion, and the Oregon horse Dexter, would find themselves

selling in the field as against Banchero. The day opened

warm and pleasant but as the hour for racing approached

qnite a strong wind sprang up from the west, blowing clouds

of dust up the track and very much decreasing the redoubt-

able young chieftain's chances for success. After a heat had
been trotted between the three-year-olds Lulu B.,

aud Fera, Jeffries brought on Banchero and gave
him his preliminary warming up. At length

Jeffries gave the nod and away he shot on his

eventful journey. There was much suspense as he passed

the first turn over the dangerous rises and sags of that por-

tion of the track, but each of them was passed without a

skip or break, and the first quarter was reached in 36 seconds.

He increased his speed after striking the straight up the back-

stretch, and reached the half mile post in 1:10. There was
no one stationed at the three-quarter mile post, so his time

at that point was not taken. He came on down the stretch

in magnificent style, and it looked as though he would com-
plete the heat without a mistake; when suddenly, within

thirty feet of the wire, he went off his feet. The break, how-
ever, occured at a point where it made but little difference,

he probably neither gaining nor losing a quarter of a second

by it, and he passed under the wire in 2:24i. The result of

the heat was received with an immense round of applause,

when three cheers was proposed and given with a will for

Banchero, the champion of Montana. Scott, the owner of

Banchero, was the recipient of many hearty congratulations

upon the wonderful achievement of his horse. Everything

considered, the performance was a wonderful one. The
track is not in first-class condition. The turns are not thrown
np at all. and thehrst turn in particular is in very bad shape,

there being two or three very bad sags, calculated to throw a

horse off his stride. In addition to this the horse has had no
special training this year—nor in fact at any time. Mr.

Scott is not a professional horse trainer, and no one but him-

self has handled the horse. It was not until late in July that

he determined to take Banchero to the Helena meeting,

which began Aug. 24th, and the horse had served mares up
to Aug. 10th. Yet in the face of this, with a driver who did

not get np behind him until a day or two before the races,

he won the 2:28 and free-for all races, defeating Doncaster,

record 2:30} ; Ben Lomond, record 2:27; Clark Chief, Jr..

record 2:32; and Tempest, record 2:30; in each case winning

the last two heats, and thus demonstrating his splendid

staving qualities. In disposition Banchero is docile, quiet

and very tractable; in color, a beautiful dark chestnut; in

shape Le very much resembles his tire, Clark Chief, Jr.,

being slightly sway-backed. He has a pure trotting gait aud

magnificent action in every respect. His performance yester-

day, in the opinion of competent judges, is equal to 2:18

on a good regulation track, and he in race horse

couditiou. Kanchero's first race was at Deer Lodge,

in 18S1, when he met aud defeated Mountain Tiger

in two straight heats. Time, 3:18 and 3:09.

Second race at Bitte, 1882, three minute class,

when he met St. Thomas, Smoky and Tempest, winning

first, third and fourth heats. Time 3:00, 2:54, 2:58. Third

race, Butte course, 1883, 2:40 class, Live Oak and Tempest
being in the race Banchero won in three straight heats. Time
2:4S, 2:43, 2:42. Some Butte people will probably remember
what a "tumble" there was in this race, Live Oak being a

hot favorite. Fourth race, Helena course, 1883, when he

won second place m free-for-all stallion trot, Black Diamond
being distanced, and Milton Medium, an Oregon horse,

taking first mouev. Fifth race, Butte course, 1SS3. free-for-

all trot- Ben Lomond, Pat Hunt, Black Diamond. Banchero

won third, fourth and fifth heats. Time, 2:34}. 2:35$, 2:36.

Sixth race, Bozeman course, 1883, 2:30 class; Bozeman Boy,

Happy Jack. Banchero won in three straight heats. Time

2:31,2:35,2:35^. Seventh race, Helena course, 1884, July

4th; Black Diamond, Ben Lomond, Tempest. Banchero won
the two first heats, and then was drawn by reason of having
cut his quarter and become very lame. It was in this race
that he made his record of *2:28|. Eighth race, Helena
course, September, 1SS4; free-for-all stallion trot, purse
SI, 000. Banchero won second money, being defeated by
Dexter, an Oregon horse with a very badly mixed gait.

There was some dissatisfaction over this race, many claiming
that by reason of his square trotting Banchero should have
been awarded the race. Ninth race, Helena course,
August, 1885, 2:2S class; Doncaster, Ben Lemond, Tempest.
Banchero won fifth, sixth and seventh heats. Time, 2:30,

2:33, 2:32i. Tenth race, Helena course, August, 1SS5, free-

for-all trot, purse SI, 000; Doncaster, Ben Lomond, Clark
Chief, Jr. (the latterEanchero's sire), and Tempest. Banchero
won fourth, fifth and sixth heats. Time, 2:2Si, 2:30i, 2:32,
In this race Ben Lomond won a heat in 2:27. " In this race
Doncaster, a five-year-old stallion, belonging to W. H.
Raymond, was Ranehero's strongest competitor, win-
ning more heats than Ranchero, but being set back for run-
ning. The dissatisfaction arising over this race resulted in a
special purse of $750 being offered for Doncaster and Raucbero.
This latter race came off on the Butte course, Sept. 9, 18S5,
and resulted in Banchero winning the first, third and fourth
heats in 2:30}, 2:33}, 2:32. His last race was the one
trotted on the Bntte course, to beat hie own record of

2:2S£. In this he has exceeded all expectations and left his
competitors far in the rear. Banchero is 15| hands, got by
Clark Chief, Jr., by Clark Chief, by Mambrino Chief, dam
Mary Eagle, by American Clay, by Cassius M. Clay. He was
foaled in Deer Lodge, May 1S77, was owned by S. E. Larabie,
and by him sold to Henry DeWitt at two years old. His
present owner, Sam Scott, bought him from DeWitt at four
years old, paying for him the sum of S2,000.

Sugg-estive Facts.

[Chicago Horseman.?

Scarcely a racing season passesa way without some promin-
eut owner of trotting horses giving up the track and going over
to the running turf. During the past four vears we have
seen B. C. Pate, E. Corrigan, John Croker, Dan Mace, B. J.
Johnson and J. Campbell, all owners of trotting stables of
considerable note, dispose of their stock and invest in the
thoroughbred. Dan Mace made a most creditable showing
at Brighton Beach, and had he been spared we believe his
early successes were but slight indications of the triumphs he
would have achieved. He was an excellent judge of a horse,
and in his trotting experience had become such a master of
the trainer's art that failure was almost an impossibility.
R. C. Pate was not long on the turf before be made his mark,
aud in the list of victorious western owners his name stands
high. His "recent purchases of young stock prove that he
proposes to increase the strength of his stable. John Croker,
B. J. Johnson and J. Campbell, all favorably known on the
track, are now interested in running stock, and last but not
least, E. Corrigan, the Lorillard of the west, commenced his
turf career as the owner of trotters. We needly hardly say
tUat be now owns oue of the most powerful running stables
on the continent, and that both this aud last season, in the
east as well as in the west, he has won mauy of the richest
prizes of the turf.

Now there can be no question that the trotting gait is more
useful, that it is the original great sport, that onr people
understand the rules which govern it, and that all things be-
ing equal they would sooner go to a trotting meetiug than a
running meeting.
The question naturally arisen, what is the cause of the de-

fection? Is it to be attributed to a sudden and ncw-boru
affection? Has the national spnrt lost caste? Has the pop-
ular sport of the preat masses of our people lost its hold upon
the luvers of the horse? We think all these questious can
safely be answered in the negative. We think the answer
can easily be found in the way the two sports are managed,
and in the relative costs and profits of managing two stables
at the different gaits.

With few exceptions the trotting associations still require
from »11 who «nter 10 per cent, of the purse. In many in-

stances the entrance money pays within a fraction the total

amount hung up for competition, the horsemen not only
paying for their horses and training, but actually providing
the entertainment and supplying the purses out of their own
pockels. In days gone by, when only a limited number of
trotters were available, and the percentage would only
amount to a small proportion of the purse, such a ratio was
perhaps equitable, both to the owner and the association,
though on the average it could nerer be fairly remunerative
to the former, unless bis purse winnings were largely sup-

plemented by fortune investments in the pool-box. With
the large entry lists of the present day the scale of percentage
should be reduced, the source fura which the principal

amount of the pnrse lists should be drawn, is the public which
go to see and be entertained, not the horsemen who provide
the entertainment. As long as horsemen find it impossible
to make both ends meet under the present system, so long
Bhall we hear of combinations and jobs, in which the public
are fleeced, because the legitimate prizes of the track are.

when the heavy percentages are deducted, clearly inadequate
to meet current expenses. In this vitally important matter
the trottiug track has not moved with the times.

The great jockey clubs at their various meetings have a
large portion of the programme set apart for purses to which
the entrance is free, in many of their sweepstakes the added
money goes to the first horse, and the entry fee is made into

a second money; while the full nomination fee in the large

stake races is a minimum when compared to the total

amount of the stake won. For instance, the value of the

last American Derby run at Washington Park was about
810,000, of which the first horse received 89,000, his full en-

trance fee being 8200 or exactly two per cent, of the full

amount. The Washington Park Club at their next running
meeting advertise 865,000 of added money, and the other
leading clubs east aud wect give in proportion; can we
wonder that from a racing and financial standpoint the run-
ner pays better than the trotter?

We think the trotting associations can afford to take a leaf

out of the books of their confreres. Let them vary the

monotonv of the old-lime classes and open stakes at a mod-
erate entrance, with a fair amount of added money; in

classes which usually command a full list, a five per ceut.

entrance fee should be sufficient; above all the horses must
be brought to the post equal, and real contests must take the

place of processions and certainties. Give the public good,

genuine trotting contests, they are just as fond of it as they
ever were, and they will come to see them en masse, there

will then be no difficulty in offering the greatest inducement
to owners, who will find the trotting track has as many
golden reasons for its support as its running neighbor.

Gentlemen, you must advance with the times.

Pulled Out Too Often.

The Baltimore meeting produced results that give us
pause, and cause ns to ask if we are not doing too much
with our horses. It was not pleasant to see East Lynne win
the Dixie, not but what East Lynne is a very good sort of

filly, but at her best we cannot place her in the class of

which Dixie winners are made. When one looks back and
such names meet his eye as Harry Bassett, Vandalite, Duke
of Magenta, and Crickmore, he will appreciate our senti-

ment. So, too, of the Breckenridge. We take it that Long-
view is a thoroughly good colt, but when we are asked to

consider him fit company for Vandalite, Aristides, Duke of

Magenta, and George Kinney, we must say nay. When two
such stakes as the Dixie and Breckenridge are left tu such
cattle, it makes oue reflect upon what was ami what might
have been. Goano and Brookwood, the h<-rues of last

Winter's anticipation, have long since faded; Tyrant, who
flashed so brilliantly upon the scene, at Jerome, iu June. St.

Augustine, who at onetime threatened great things, have

both trained off; Pardee is a cripple, Joe Cotton is turned

out, Bersau has lost his speed, Volante is worn out, and
Wanda is lame.
As to Wanda, it is likely that we have seen the last of her.

We were not surprised to hear of her lameness at Baltimore,

for she had pulled up lame before leaviug Jerome l'.uk, and
it was common gossip. Mr. Lorillard told us thai, should

she stand up, he had no doubt she would win both Dixie mid
Breckenridge. The heavv track caiisnl him to scratch her

for the Dixie, as he expected Volante would give ber some-
thing of a race for the Brreki-miit^e. but wht-n tie Brecken-

ridge came poor Volante was unable to face the p< st. Wanda
was on the verge of a breakdown, but Mr. Lorillard started

her, taking the chances, and her leg gave way so completely

that Longview was too much for her at the finish. It is im-

probable that she will ever race again; if she does, •'

if they will be able to give her enough work to bring her to

her old form. Wanda was, probably, the best of the year,

although it is doubtful if the three-year-olds were as good a
lot as that of 1883, 1881. or 1879. Still, she was a great mare
when she won the Lorillard Stakes, beating nil the cracks of

the year, and so badly that 10 lbs. would hardly have brought
them together. Her best race, however, waa the September
Stakes, in which she gave 12 lb-, to Hidalgo, and it

close at the finish that only the judges could
— Vigil
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Primacy of California in Trotting Stallions.

It is useless to coDceal tbe fact that that there is a great

deal of trepidation among Eastern breeders as to what the

future of California is to be in the trotting-horse world. The

only way to overcome an obstacle is to look it squarely in

the face and not to underrate its magnitude or its strength.

To attribute the past and what will probably be the future

triumphs of California on the trotting turf to some mysterious

trotting potency in the atmosphere, is not meeting, but

seeking to go round, the obstacle. In speaking, at another

place, of the three Doiuts—blood, climate and method—upon
which Gov. Stanford relies for his ability to beat Eastern

breeders, we have conceded the advantages of the climate of

she Pacilic in the early development of the young things,

but as his blood was the same that Eastern breeders have we
conceded no grounds of superiority in that respect. We
tlu ib used "blood," or inheritance in its general sense and

without drawing too strongly on its tested, individual su-

periority. It is now proposed to consider this question of

"blood, " as exemplified in its best individual representatives,

limited to such as have shown their quality in the stud or on

the turf. In the array of examples we shall present there

will be no special effort to be exhaustive, nor will we assume
that all the animals named are living; indeed, we know some
of them are dead, but we will only enumerate such tried

sfres, iu the first list, as have two or more to their credit.

Best Time.
Admiral, by Volunteer; two 2:30 list 2:21£

Alexander, by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr.; four in list 2:22|

Billy Hayward, by G. M. Patchen, Jr.; two in list 2:23|

Chiettuin, by Hiatoga; two iu list 2:24

Echo, by Hambletouiau; four iu list 2:22£

Electioneer, by Hambletouiau; ten in list 2:18£

Gen. Bentuu, by Jim Scott; three in list 2:17^

Gen. M'Clellan, by North Star; three in list 2:23£

Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. 27, by G. M. Patchen; seven in

list 2:204

Hambletouiau, 725, by Guy Miller; ten iu list 2:24

John Nelson, by son uf Abdullah; four in list 2:23£

The Moor, by Clay Pilot; four in ILbl 2:24

St. Ctair (Fred Low), by St. Clair; two in list 2:25

Speculation, by Hambletouiau; two in list 2:22

Sultan, by the Moor; two in list 2:23}-

Besides the>e tifteeu stallions with two or more representa-

tives in the 2:30 list and most of tliem of -very high rank,

there are Quite a good number with single representatives

that have been omitted, not because they are not worthy
to be considered as promiueut stallions or as fashionably
bred, but for want of time and room. Next, we will present

a most brilliant array of young stallions that have demon-
stiated their inheritance by their individual superiority on
the turf. MusE of them are already in the stud, and it is

fair to presume that all of tbem will be sooner or later, and
iu a year or two we may bijgin to look for results out of mares
by tile great hor.-.es of the preceding list.

Best Time.
Director, by Dictator—Dolly, by Mambriuo Chief 2:17

Piedmont, by Alinout—by Mambriuo Chief 2:17£
Monroe Cliief. by Jim Monroe—by Bay Chief 2:18£
Guy Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes—by Mambriuo Patchen.. .2:19$
Abbotsforil, by Woodford Mambriuo—by Columbus 2:19£
Albcrt W., by Electioneer, by John Nelson 2:2(U
Brigadier, by Happy Medium—by Frank Pierce, Jr 2:2l|

Starr King, by G. M. Patchen, Jr—not traced 2:22

Reliance, by Alexander—by Mambrino Rattler 2:22£
Gibraltar, by Echo— not traced 2:22£
Dan Voorhees, by Gen. McClellan—not traced 2:23£
Poscora Hayward, by Billy Hayward—by Poscora 2:23i
Crown Point, by Speculation— by G. M. Patchen, Jr. . .2:24

Del Sur, by The Moor—by Mambrino Pilot 2:24i
Auteeo, by Electioneer— by A. W. Richmond 2:24
Clay, by Electioneer—by Old Henry Clay 2:25

Steinway, by Strathmore— Abbess, by Albion 2:25:}

Tilton Almont, by Almout—by Clark Chief 2:26"

Alexander Button, by Alexander—by Napa Battler 2:26£
Iucu, by Woodford Mambriuo—by Mambrino Pilot 2:27

Jim Mulvenua, by Nutwood—by Budd Doble 2:27$
Ajax, by Hambletouiau 725—by Hambletouiau 10 2:20

Claremont, by St. Clair— not traced 2:20

Adrian, by Reliance—by Skenandoah 2:20|
Autevolo, by Electioneer—by A. W. Richmond 2:29£
Rustic, by Hani bletoman 725—by Belmont 2:30

This is a very imposing array of trotting stallions for one
State, and will do much to dispel the popular illusion that
Gov. Stanford and L. J. Rose are about the only trotting-

horse breeders in Cal forma. But the really stunning feat-

ure is the fact that at the head of the list there stands five

most fashionably bred young stallions, with records below
2:20, and this more than equals, iu this respect, the two
great breeding States of New York and Kentucky put to-

gether- New York owus but two such stallions and has oue
borrowed, which makes three within her borders. Kentucky
owns but oue such stallion in the stud and has auother bor-

rowed. Thus, together. New York and Kentucky equal Cal-

ifornia in the number of such stallions in use, surpass her in

the rale of speed by the record, and fall behind again iu the
average quality and breeding of the live representatives.
But if we extend the list so as to embrace horses with a

record of 2:25 and better, California tails a little below New
York aluue, but she bus twice aw many as Kentucky.
Tbis is something of the size and shape of the competition

that Eastern breeders h^ve got to meet. California has far

more thau a mere climalic advantage. She a'reary possesses
a grander collection uf stallions than any of the States, and
when we gi t down to the very cream of tin.' cream, sin- cer-

taiuly equals the two greatest breeding States—New York
and Keuiiicky. This competition must be met by Eastern
breeders, il met successfully, not ouly witli inheritance for

inheritance, but with individual quality for quality, and
caput' ty for Capacity, and this must be determined by the
ree, rd. An unbroken and undivided iuhei itui ce is the first

greu ^requisite of a stoclc-horse, but iu an iuheriiance unde-
veloped there is no improvement, but rather retrogression.
The horse that can show the full measure of his inheritance
by performance, and surpass it if possible, is the horse to
breed to. And, per contra, the horse that cannot show the
full measure of his inheritance by his performaucf-. is uot tbe
horse to breed to. This class of horses, no dimrence what
their blood, should be added to the list of geldings as soon as
possible. It is only by the practical application of the law
that Darwin so happily named "(he survival of the fittest,"

that any breeder can hope to be able to compete with the
best, The practice *o long in vogue of gathering up tenth-
rate and undeveloped sous of Hambletouiau, merely because
they are sous of Hambletouiau, and taking them down to
Keutucky fur the purpose of getting what they are not bhem-
selves, will have to be abandoned, or Kentucky will lose all

prestige as a breeding State. To compete with California,

Kentucky and all the other Eastern States must breed only

to such horses as have proved themselves great on the turf

or in the stud, and in both relations, if possible. It is possi-

ble for a horse of good iuheritauce and great performing

powers to fail as a sire, but if so, it is an exception to all the

laws of generation and heredity, and contrary to all experi-

ence and observation. Other things being equal, the best

will always get the best, and the fastest will always get the

fastest.

The mares of California, we think, are not so conspicuous

as tbe stallions either for their inheritance or their individual

excellence. Indeed, we doubt whether they are, on an aver-

age, as good as the mares of many Eastern breeders, and we
are glad to administer this little

(

crumb of comfort. The
early trotting-stock of the State were very generally in the

hands of "sporting men," more or less professional,

and they neither knew nor cared anything about
the blood elements, so long as the animal could go

and win. When the breeding interest began to develop, and
these old mares began to be sought after, they were, as a rule,

provided with excellent pedigrees, when really nobody knew
anything abont their origin. The rule was they were all

"thoroughbred," and even to this day where the man knows
nothing about the blood of his mare, she is sure to be by
Williamson's Belmont, or some other running horse of note.

In this respect California is very much as Kentucky was a

few years ago, with regard to Grey Eagle mares; or as Orange
county with regard to Star mares—everybody traced to them.

But. howevi r this may have been in the past, we are glad to

know that many of the California breeders are beginning to

see the advantages of hewing to the line of the truth, let the

chips fall where they may, and of having their pedigrees in

such shape that they will pass anywhere on the continent.

Much has been done in the way of taking choicely bred mares
from this side of the Mountains; much has been done by the

earlier great stallions, but still greater things will result from

the incomparable array of stallions that now gives her the

primacy.— Wallace's Monthly.

Fall Meeting' at Baltimore-

Oct. 15th—Fifth Race— Purse SfiCtt; of which S100 to second horse;
horses uot having won since May 1st a race of the value of 61,000, nor
three or more races (other than selling races) of any value allowed 5

lbs.; those not having won a race since that dat?, allowed 10 lbs.; those
not having won a race this year allowed, if 4 years or under, lo lbs. ; if

5years or upward, 21) lbs. Mile heats.
J . T. William's cli c Bob Miles, 4, by Pat Malloy—Dolly Morgan

113 lbs J .McLaughlin 4 11
Rancocus stable's cli c Greenfield, 3, by Ulen Athol—Lotta, 99

lbs Kafferty 2 2 2

J. HcM nhon's b g Frankie B., 6, by Monarchist— Alula, 105 lbs.,

Bueston 1 3 S
J. A J. (Jhri6'y'3 ch a Bonanza. 3, Oh lbs 6 4 to
O. Bowie's, cu g Baid Hornet. S, 9"l lbs Vickere 5 5 ro
J-'xcelsior Stable's clip Netlle.ii, llOlbs Green 3 0" ro
W. P. Burch'schg Mordaunt.-S, UOlhs 7 7 ro

Time, 1:173(, 1:47, 1:49^.
Pools— Bob Miles $30, Mordaunt $i2, Greenfield ?fi, Nettle S5, field $11.

After first heat. Be ting: 6 to 5 against Bob Miles 4 to 1 Mordaunt, 5 to
1 breentield,7to 1 Nettle, 8 to 1 FiankieB .and l&to 1 each Bald Hornet
and Bonanza. For place: 2 to 1 on Bolt Miles, 7 to 5 again&t Mordaunt.
2 to i i.r.f ifield, 5 to - Nettle. :f to l Frankie B.,and 5 to l each Bald
Hornet and Bonanza. After first heat: Even against Kraukie K , 2 to 1

Bob Miles, 4 to one Netrle.fi to 1 Monlaiint. 8 to 1 Greenfield, 12 to 1

Bonanza, and l-"> to l Bald Hornet. Forpla'-e: 5 to 1 on Bob Miles, II to
5 against Nettle, 3 to 1 each Greenfield and Mordaunt, 4 to 1 Bonanza,
and 7 tn 1 Balu Hornet. After second beat: (i to 1 on Bob Miles, 4 to 1

against Frankie B. Mutuels uaid$ll.fi5; After first heat §17.80. after
second beat $5.00.

Oct. 10th—First Race—Purse, ?50O, of which $100 to second: entrance
free; for twe -year-olds. Those not having won a sweepstakes race for
that age allowed 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 10 lbs. Seven furlongs.
Rancouas Stable's b c Pontico, by Mortemer—Agenoria, 1U5 lbs.

Olney 1

C. W. Medinger'B ch c Elkwood, by Eolus—Minnie Andrews, 10U
lbs Anderson 2

DwyerBros.' bf Millie, by Virgil -Distraction, 102 lbs Potter 3

E.J. Baldwin's b f Estrella, 102 lbs Miller
W. H. Murtishaw's ch c Starling, 97 lbs.. Shepperd u

J. E. McDonald's br f Bordelaise, 102 lbs Arnold
Time, 1:82.

Pools: Pontico $50, Millie §20, Bordalaise sl5. Startling $10, field

$10. Betting: 10 to on Pontico, 5 to 1 each Millie aud Bordelaise,
10 to 1 each Elkwood and Estrella and 25 to 1 Starling. For place:
6 to 1 on Pontico, -t to 1 against Elkwood. Mutuels paid $8.85.

Elkwood was first off, Bordelaise second, and Pontico
third. They ran thus to the turn, Elkwood setting a clip-

ping pace. Neariug the run home Bordelaise had enough,
and Millie went up to Pontico, the pair running head and
head into the straight. Iu the stretch Pontico went away un-
der the whip, and passing Elkwood, won cleverly by two
lengths. Millie made a good light with Elkwood for the
place, but was beaten out a head for it.

October 17th—Second Race—Electic Stakes, for two-year-olds; colts
to carry 1 10 lbs. ; fillies and geldings 107 lbs.; those not having won a
sweepstakes race allowed 5 lbs. ; maidens allowed 10 lbs.; $10u subscrip-
tion; half forfeit, with $700 added by the club, and $500 bv Messrs. A. H.
CridgeiCo.; the first horse to receive 9800 of the added money; tbe
second $100, and the third to save his stake; to close August Uth, and to
name through the entry box the day before the race; subscriber
allowed to name and start more than one horse upon paving a separate
subscription for tach starter. One mile.

Eancocas Stable's b f Dewdrop, by Falsetto—Explosion, 107 lbs.
Onley 1

Rancocas Stable's Ch c Winfred, by Mortemer—Minnie Minor, 1 00
lbs v- BaiTertv 2

Mr. Kelso's b c The Bard, by Longfellow—Bradamante, 110 lbs.

DaviB & iiall's br f B<-.s

,

sViH7Vbs/.\V.!!^.V."V.".!.V!'.'"!"^.7.^\\\\\"^V.\^'wetiiers

E. J. Baldwin's b c silver Cloud, 110 lbs llolloway
Time, 1:11',.

Pools: Eaucocae Stable 8100, the lii-lil $:tt;. Betting:! to l on Dewdrop.
(Ilol againstThe Bard, 8 to I \\ iiilred. In hi 1 Bess, and 12 to 1 Silver
Cloud. For place: 7 to 5 against Winfred. Mil tin- Is paid £;!i.oi>.

Same Day—Fifth Itaee—Tbe Bowie Stakes, for all ages; SluO entrance;
half forfeit, five or more subscribers to fill; if three or more horses
start, in different interests, the club to add $J,4oQfor the firsl horse,
§400 for the second horse, aud $2C0for the third burse; to close August
15th, and to name through tbe entry box the day before the race; sub-
scribers allowed to name and start more than one horse upon paying
a separate subscribtion for each starter. Dash of three miles.
J. T. Williams' ch f Bob Miles, 4, bv Pat Malloy— Dolly Morgan, llfl

lbs McLaughlin 1

W. I,. Si'. di's ch c Easl Lynne, :i. by Springbok Easter Planet, lno
lbs Williams 2

i E, McDonald's b n ifosteral, •', by Foster—Minnie T. Morgan, lis
lbs Arnold 3

E i
. Baldwin's ch g RapidO, 3, 100 lbs Miller

Time, r> ::illV

Pools; East Lynne $20, Fosteral $25, Bob Miles 325, Rapido 912.
Betting: 9 to fi against Bast Lynne, 2 t.> 1 Boh Miles, 5 to 2 Fosteral,
and in tu I Kapido. For place: 6 to H .-aeh i.u East Lynne and Hob
Mi.es, 5 lo 1 on Fosteral, and 5 to 2 against Bnpido. Mutuels paid,
515,76,

A dispatch from Philadelphia, Oct. 16th, says: At day-
break yesterday morning, the brood-mare stable on Commo-
dore Kittson's stock farm was burned. The burned stable
was about live hundred feet from the other buildings, and it

was only by hard labor that they were saved. Fortunately
the brood mares had beeu removed to the pasture a short
time bdfuit the lire broke out. Loss $12,000.

Fall Meeting at Latonia.

If King Wilkes attempts to bent the best record made by
a stallion of the Wilkes family, his I ask will be to trot in 'J:1S,

as Guy Wilkes trotted in 2:18.1, at Sacramento, Sept. 21st.

1'ierre Lorillard is willing to pay $10,000 a year for a good
jockey. Yet some people hanker tor a ¥l,o00 consulate.

Oct, 3th— Fourth Ttace—The Barrett Stakes, a sweepstakes for two-
year-oIdB: at 850 each; h. f, $10 only if declared by .Sept. 1, 1385; with $1,000
added, of which £300 to the second, the third to" save its stake; winners
of stakes to the value of jl,000, to carry 5 lbs. extra; maidens allowed.1

)

lbs. ; closed withoo entries, of which '20 declared; value to winner, -1...-0.

One mile,
E.J. Baldwin's be Silver Cloud, by Grinstead—Experiment, by Mon-

archist. 110 lbs P. Dutfy 1

W. L. Cassidy's br c Kirkinan. bv Ulengarrv— Hop, 115 lbs.. .Wethers Z
S. .Bryant's be Waditell Bryant," by Hyder Ali—Jennie Rowett.llo

lbs Turner 3
' Linwoodtatable'sch £ Cuban Queen, 107 lbs Tompkins 0>

Time, l:45}<f.

Pools: Kirkinan $600, Waddell Brvant >2H, Silver Cloud $50, the Qeld.
§32. Betting: 4 to 1 against Silver Cloud.

Silver Cloud was first away, and led a length at the quar-
ter-pole, Kirkman and Bryant next, a length apart. Silver
Cloud led two lengths at the half, but on the lower turn
Kirkinan reached him, and at the head of the stretch they
were nearly even, the others beaten. To the wire Silver
Cloud and Kirkmarf ran a close race, which Silver Cloud won
by a head, Kirkinan fifty yards ahead of Bryant, third. Time
1:45}.

Oct. 9th—Second Race—Purse $300, of which 350 to the second; for
two-year-olds that bad never won a race to the value of ? 1,000; in aide us
allowed 8 lbs.; or if beaten during the present meeting allowed 10 lbs.
Three-quarters of a mile.
Dovle k Co. 's ch g Porter Ashe, by Joe Hooker—Abbie W.. by Don

Victor, 100 lbs Fuller 1
Rock City Stable's b c Uncle Dan, by Rossifer—Shamrock, lu7 lhs"

—- UVthere B
J. £ J. Swigert's chc sir Joseph, by Oleoeig- -Susie Liuwuod. 110 lbs— J. Crittenden 3-
S Bryant's b t Belle of Louisville, «7 lbs B. Kvans ft
W, Preston's b f Marmoset, 107 lbs Baxter a
T.J. Megibben'sch f Winona, 107 lbs R. Harris tr
Hurstbourne Stable's b c Hottentot, 99 lbs O'Brien (>

W. A. Dun's ch f Maw-o-sae-na, 09 lbs Howard
Hayden £ Rarry'a b g Gallatin, 100 lbs West
S. W. Clay's oh f Titakltat, 107 lbs Flshbnrn
D. Gibson's chc. Woodcraft, lno lbs Richardson
B. G. Thomas' ch f May Ladv, '.'7 lbs Cooper 0-

R. A. Johnson & Co.'s b c Adrian, no lbs Godfrey "-

Rock City Stable's ch g Stony Batter, JOT lbs Turner Q
Linwood Stable's b f Carolina. 97 lbs,. Dinelev 0'

Tim- , l;i7fc.
Pools: TheKock City pair $lili), Porter Ashe 395, the field $150, Bet-

ting: 4 to 1 against Porter Ashe.

Uncle Dan led off, with Porter Ashe and Trinkitat next,
and Sir Joseph fourth. These four were in front throughout,
and after n close race in the stretch Porter Ashe won by a
length, as far between second and third.

Third Race—Cincinnati Hotel Handicap, a sweepstakes for all ages
at $^5 each, $15 forfeit, $* only if declared Oct. 3d, with $000 added, of*
which $M to thr, second and $100 to the third; winners after the publica-
tion of the weights. Sept. 26th, of any race of the value of SI ,000, to
carry 5 lbs. extra; 54 entries. Mile and a furlong.
Hayden & Co.'s bh Kosciusko, 4, by Kyrle Daly—Colossa, by Colos-

sus, 116 lbs Stoval 1
J. Mason £ Son's b in Pink Cottage, 5, by Buckden— Beatrice, ll"J lbs,

N. Armstrong's gr g Grey Cloud, 3, by Hyder All—!Interpose."l03 lbs.

N. Armstrong's eh g Monarch>. ilo l'bs .'.'!."..".!! !"!"^!"Qua litre tl

C. R. Jayne's b m Innigene,5, K'5 lbs Tompkins
R.C. Pate's bh Conkling. 4, in lbs L. Jones ii

R. A. Johnson £ Co.'s b h Loftin, 1, 115 lbs Godfrey
J. II. Thompson's b m Lady Reber.r.. 10:i lbs Spate

B

J. G. Greener £ Co.V b h Billy Gilmore, l 110 lbs 1. Lew s o
J. A J. Swigert's b f Lady "Wavward, 3, 1U6 lbs Wesi
E. J. Baldwin s br f Mira, 3,91 lbs '

Miller O
Time, l:5Gtf.

Pools: Conkling $15(1, Billy Gilmore $40. Ladv Wayward $10, Loftin 827.
the field $50. Betting: 10 to 1 against Kosciusko.

Loftin led off, Billy Gilmore next, with Grey Cloud and
Pink Cottage close up, and the leader at the wire was Loftin,
with the others close up, joined by Mira. On the lower turn
Loftin led, Kosciusko second, Pink Cottage and Mira next,
and the four reached the stretch in close company, when
Loftiri was beaten. Mira was now second to Kosciusko, but
she quit a furlong from home, and Kosciusko won by three
lengths, two between second and third.

Fourth Race—Purse $350, of which $50 to the second; for three-vear-
olds and upward; winning penalties, with non-winning and beaten
maiden allowances from 6 to 'do lbs. One mile and three sixteenths.
C. Johnson's b hliin Douglas, aged, by Wildidle—Yolone, by Nor-'

folk.U^ lbs p"_ Dutfy 1
Alexander & Co.'s ch m Mala.ia, 1, by Bob Wool ley—Margin, li(7 lbs.

st.ival 2
J.N. Carlisle £ Co.'s ch c Doubt. X, by St. Martin—Perhaps. 101 lbs.

J. Hannig.-in's ch g Atlilmie, aged, ]n7 li.s
. Wethers II

W. F.Gray's chh Madison. 3. mo lbs Mack
N. Armstrong's b in J I en uine.fi, ioh lbs Liu-lev

Time. 2:01J$.
6 J

Pools: Jim Douglas $150, Malaria 575, Doubt $:ifi, the field ?35. Betting-
5 to 3 on Jim Douglas.

Madison led for six furlongs, Doubt second, Athlone and
Hermine next. As they passed the three-quarter pole Duffy
cut loose with Jim Douglas, and heading the party, won in a
gallop by three length?, same between second and third.

Oct. 10th—Fourth Race—Zoo Zoo Stakes, for two-year-old fillies, at
S5 each, h f, $10 only if declared by Sept, 1, 1885, with $750 added;'of
which $150 to the second, the third to save its stake; winners of a
stake (handicaps excepted) to carry 3 lbs; of two, 5 lbs. extra; maidens
allowed 5 lbs.; closed with 71 entries, of which 23 declared; value to
winner, $2,205; three-quarters of a mile.
J. & J. Swigert's br f Katrina, by Virgil—Katie Pearce, by Leam-

ington, 112 lbs I. Lewis l
E. Corrigan's ch f Mary Payne, by Lelaps—Slary Howard, 102 lbs.

Fuller 2
Wooding & Co.'s b f Ada D., by Enquirer— Mariposa, 110 lbs. .Homer K
Hurstbourne Stable's b f Alfaretta. 1 Hi lbs West
Fleetwood Stable's ch f Trauce, 110 lbs .'.

]_, Jones
T. W. Moore's b f Bonnie Blue, lil7 lbs Wethers l)

T. W. Moore's b f Kaloolah, 107 lbs Tompkins
i 'In in: & Morgan's b f Flora L.. 102 lbs R. Hams
S. Bryant's eh f Hetty S.. 107 lbs ....B. Evans d
Santa Anita Stable's b f San la Anita Belle. 110 lbs O'Brien
R. A. Johnson .x Co.'s b 1 Miss Bowler, 1117 lbs Godfrey u
D. D. Bell's ulkf Vie. 102 lbs Richardson

Tiu.e, 1:17.

Pools: Mary Payne S1.Q0, Bonnie Blue $85, Santa Anita Belle 870 the
field -^1 no. Betting: 7 to 1 against Katrina.

Bonnie Blue, Mary Payne and Katrina iu that order ran
close together for a quarter of a mile. Then Katrina went to
the front aud won under a drive by half a length, Mary Payne
second, half a length iu front of Ada D., third.

Fifth Baee—Purse$350, of which $i>0 fn the second; for throe-year-
oldsand upward, with non-wimiiug ami beaten maiden alio* dices
from .". lo no lbs. Mile and a furlong.
15. Corrigau'a b ro Pearl Jennings, n, by Letups—Mary Howard, 115

1»H .*.... I. Murphy 1
M:nk & Co's b m Slipalong, 5, by Longfellow—Slipper, iiu [bs

N, Armstrong's &v g Grey Cloud, 3, by Hyder Ail—Interpose 101
lhs Dingley a

J. G. McFaddeu's br o Lepauto, 3. 02 lhs Rfohardsou
W, F. Gray's ch h Madlaon, 4, 102 lb.s Godfrey
R.J. Lucas" bb Phillip S., i. 102 lbs...-; Barnes (1

S Bryant's ch f Lady of the Lake, 3, 00 lbs B, Evans
J. Carter's b b Aretiuo. 5, 113 lbs Wethers

Time, 1:67.
Pools: Pearl Jennings S125, Grey Cloud $47, Lady of the Lake $41

PhillipS. $30, the field $41. Betting: 7 to 5 against Pearl Jennings.

Lady of the Lake went to the front at the start, closely fol-
lowed by Madison aud Grey Cloud. There was no change to
the lower turn, where Jennings passed the leaders, with
SUnalong second. Pearl Jennings won handily bv oue
length, tilipalong second, Grey Cloud third.

u.i. tuii Second Race—Parse $800. of which <>n to the second, for
horses beaten and uot having won during the meeting; winners of
any race of the value of $1,000, or five or more races of any value in
1885, to carry the regular weights; other horsee all.. wed bom i to 25
lbs. Mile aud half a furlong,
I. G. Greener's & Oo.'a b b Billy Gilmore, 4, by Brigadier—Betty

Prince, by Ulverston, 108 Iba *;

Stoval li 1

blopedale Stable's br g Hopedafc?. 8, by Hurrah—Silence, 86 lbs.
Fuller 2
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R.J.Lucas'b h Phillip S., 4. by Leinster—Lilly Simpson, 108
lbs Budti 3

P. Corrigan's br m Rosiere, 4, 107 lbs West
N. Armstrong's ch g Monarch, 0, 107 lbs Dingley
J. Mason's b in Pink Cottage, 6, 105 lbs Turner u
Alexander & Co.'s cb m Malaria, 4, 107 lbs Fishburn
C. K. Jaynes & Co.'s be Littlefellow 11.. 3, 94 lbs Godfrey

Time, 1:5U, 1:532.
'Pools: Billy Gilmore Slou, Pink Cottage S60, Hop?dale*45, the held

SfiO. Betting: 8 to 5 against Billy Gilrnore, and 5 to 1 against Hope-
dale. On run-off: 5 to 2 on Gillmore.

Hopedale made the running, Billy Gilmore next, Monarch
third, and they ran in this order to the home-stretch. In the
last furlong Gilmore and Hopedale drew away and made a
dead heat of it, Phillip S. six lengths back. In the run-off
Hopedale led for nearly a mile, when Gilmore passed him,
and won by four lengths.

Fifth Race—Purse S350, of which SCO to the second: for all ages;
with selling allowances: horses entered not to be sold to carry 4 lbs.
extra; three-year-olds and upward, beaten in any selling race" at the
meeting, and not having won a race since July 28th, allowed 5 lbs.
additional: one mile.
J. N. Carlisle & Co.'s br f Irish Lass, 3, by Kyrle Daly—Daisy Miller,

01 lbs Fuller 1

C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle—Yolone. 122 lbs.

Bareus 2
J. Hannigan's cb g Athlone, aged, by Dickens or Narragansctt

—

Elizabeth. 97 lbs Godfrey 3
"W. H. Maddox's ch c John Colter, 2. 86 lbs Tingley
P. D. Crunie's ch g Kensington, 3, 84 lbs Overton
J. A. Bruton's grg Archbishop. 3, 80 lbs Barnes

Pools: Jim Douglas $125, Irish Lass $90, Athlone §30, the field 550.
Betting: Even money against Irish Lass.

The leader at the start was Irish Lass, and she held her
advantage all through, winning in a gallop by three lengths,
a length between second and third.

Oct. 12th.—Third Race—Maiden Stakes, a sweepstakes for two-year-
olds, maidens when the stake, closed on Aug. 15, at $25 each; $10 forfeit,
with $500 added, of which $100 to the second, the third to save its stake;
winners of one race to carry 3 lbs.; of two, 5 lbs.; of three, 7 lbs. extra;
maidens at startiug allowed3 lbs.; 57 entries; value to winner. $1,110;
seven furlongs.
E.J. Baldwin's ch f Solid Silver, by Grinstead—Josie C, 107 lbs.

J. G. Greener & Co.'s 1> c Lalitte. by Longfellow-Sue VVviiue, 107 lbs.
Stoval 2

J. L. Spear's be o' Fallon, bv Harry u'Fallon—Grace Darliog. 115 los.

'....J. Wethers 3
W. A. Dunn's ch f Waw-o-sae na, 101 lbs Richardson
Cbinn A Co 's b f Flora L. , 104 lbs J . Riley
W. B. Cheatham's eh f Eloise. 104 lbs Fuller
T. \V. Moore's b t Bonnie Blue, 104 lbs.... Fishburn
J. &. J. Swigert's b c Grimaldi, 115 lbs I. Lewis
J. & J. Swigert's ch c Sir Joseph, 110 lbs J. Crittenden
Fleetwood stable's o c Feliciter, 1117 lbs Baxter
R. A. Johnson .t Co. s h f Miss Bowler, 107 lbs W. Jones
T. J. Megihben's brc Endover, 107 lbs Dingley
T.J. Megibben's b c Kirklin, 107 lbs Tompkins,

Time. li'AHX.
Pools: O'Fallon ?75, Eloise ??0, Swigert's pair Sou. the field S100. Bet-

ting: 8to 1 againstSolid Silver.

Lafitte was first away, Solid Silver and Sir Joseph next,
Eloise fourth. Lafitte led around to the homestretch, Solid
Silver second, and in the last furlong the Californian closed
up on the Tennessee colt and beat him home by a head,
O'-Fallou a length behind.

Coney Island Jockey Club Pall Meeting-.

Trotting at the Bay District.

The race at the Bay District Track last Friday had many
sensational features. A week before the same horses engaged

in a contest which was one of the closest ever seen on a

course. The contestants wore Thapsin, Magdallah, May
Boy and Autevolo. Thapsin was the favorite, as he had

won the race of a week ago, and in the pool sales he brought

as much as all the others combined.

The first heat strengthened the favoritism, as Thapsin won

it quite handily in 2:22|, Magdallah second, Antevolo third,

and May Boy fourth. After the heat Thapsin brought §30,

Antevolo $U, and the field $12.

The second heat further indicated that Thapsin would

win. It was a close contest between him aud Magdallah,

Thapsin winning by a short length in 2:233.

Third heat—The betting was greatly in favor of Thapsin.

It was thought he would easily win. But Magdallah inter-

fered with that arrangement. When the signal was given to

start she rushed off in the lead, with May Boy in closo

attendance, and Antevolo only a short distance behind. It

looked as though the favorite would win, but the result

showed a change. Magdallah beat him to the wire in 2:24f.
The fourth heat was very exciting, Magdallah, on the in-

side, made play from the start, Thapsin was second, Ante-

volo third, and"May Boy on the outside. The pace was fast

from the start, and the positions as above. There was a

close fight. The three leaders were alongside until the

three-quarter pole was reached. Antevolo made a break

when leading by a length. It had seemed as though the

heat was his, but this contretemps removed all his chances

for the heat aud race, Magdallah winning in 2:24 J.

The fifth heat was au easy victory for May Boy. Thapsin

was distanced in the previous heat, but the judges held that

there was collusion. The fiat was that the distanced horse

should have another driver placed behinJ him, aud he was
permitted to start in another heat

Sixth heat—This was won by Mnyboy in 2:21:], with

Thapsin second, Magdallah third; and the concluding of the

race was postponed.

Oct. 23d*—Purse ?5II0.
, „ . ,

Thapsin, blk g by Berlin—E. H.Miller. Ji I 1 2 2 4 2 1"
May Boy, b h—J. A. Goldsmith ;l 4 3 3 1 1 2

Antevolo, lire—J.C.Simpson 3 3 4 4 2 -

M vdallili,,. h ni-u \. in II
|
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-

;
!
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•Seventh be:il trotted'oct. /itli.

Oct. 2nd—Sweepstake g—. Two mile heats.

Vnlcan.bg •'
}

,

Prince Medium, b g ' * ~

BelleB„m 2 3 3

Time, 5:28, 6:271, 5 :24J.

A fiuer track or a finer afternoon than that of Saturday

could scarcely be imagined. There was only bretzi enough

to float the flag from the masthead on the roof of the hotel at

the Bay District track, not enough to retard the speed of

horses on any part of the course. The main attraction was

the race between Arab and Anteeo. It was a match for §2,000,

and in the pool sales Arab was the favorite at the rate of $5u

to $25. That this favoritism was justified was evidenced from

the first heat, the verdict of that being sustained by all of the

others, Arab winuing easily in 2:1SJ, 2:20}, 2:18|. Anteeo

did not show the same amount of speed ho exhibited in the

race a week ago. while Arab trotted as steadily as a horse of a

hundred campaigns.

Oct. 24th—Match for 52,000.

Arab, b g. by Aitburton—o. A. Hickok 1 1 I

Anteeo, bb, by Electioneer—J. A. GoUlsnutl 2 2 1

Tiuio, 2:185, 2:2o;,2:l»;.

Same Day—Match for 8600.

Blaine, blk c—W W. Fletcher -.
\ \

UroverC„bg-P.C. Byrne !:•••
Vi " '"' "

Time, 2:29,2:281, 2:281.

The Fall meeting of this club began August 29th, and con-
tinued eleven days, ending September 21st, during which
time there were run sixty-five races, of which eighteen were
stakes, as follows: Five for two-year-olds, the Autumn, six
furlongs, won by B. A. Haggin's Preciosa, by imp. Gleuelg,
102 lbs., in l:17fj the Flatbush, seven furlongs, won by VV.
L. Scott's Charity, by Sensation, 97 lbs., in 1:311: the Great
Eastern Handicap, six furlongs, won by the Eancocas Sta-
ble's Dewdrop, by Falsetto, 110 lbs., in 1:161) the Bouquet,
seven furlongs, won by Mr. Kelso's The Bard, by Longfellow,
lOSlbs,, in 1:313; the Adieu, won bv D. O'Connor's Walter
H., by Voltigeur, 115 lbs., in 1:17.
Three for three-year-olds, the September, mile and three-

quarters, won by B. A. Haggin's Hidalgo, by Joe Daniels,
113 lbs., in 3:09; the Bridge Handicap, mile a'nd a half, won
by the Kancocas Stable's Unrest, by imp. Mortemer, 100 lbs.,
in 2:4U; and a special stake, mile and three-quarters, won
by K. V. Ashe's Alta, by Norfolk, US lbs., in 3:09.
Ten for all ages, the Welter Handicap, mile and three-six-

teenths, won by N. W. Kittson's Albia, by Alarm, 121 lbs.,
in 2:0S;J; the Twin City Handicap, mile and a quarter, won
by Morris & Patton's Biersan, by Ten Broeck, 110 lbs., in
2:12J; the Bay Hurdle Handicap, full course, won by J. W.
Thayer's Wimbledon, 120 lbs-, in 6:37; the Sheepshead Bay
Steeplechase, full course, won by A. Shield's Bepeater, by
Revolver, 135 lbs., in 6:42}; the New "Sork Handioap, mile
and a half, won by the Preakness Stable's Euclid, by imp.
Glenelg, 105 lbs., in 2:404; the Omnium Handicap, nine fur-
longs, won by Wm. Mulkey's Joquita, by Luoiler, 95 lbs., in
1:5S; the Great Fall Selling Stakes, nine furlongs, won by
Blohm & Co.'s Little Minch.byimp. Gleuelg, 95 lbs. in 1:57; the
Speedwell, seven furlongs, won by J. E. McDonald's Sam
Brown, by Gen. Eousseau, 98 lbs., in 1:29}; and the Great
Long Island Stakes, two mile heats, won by Dwyer Bro.'s
Miss Woodford, by imp. Billet, 111 lbs., in 3:35, 3:374.
Th6 races were won by the following owners:" Dwyer

Bro's six; M. T. Danaher, D. O'Conner, Preakness Stables,
W. Jennings, and K. P. Ashe, three each; Blohm & Co., G,
L. Lorillard, B. A. Haggin, Morris & Patton, W. Lakeland]
E. Corrigan, A. Weingardt, Eancocas Stables, and P. C. Fox
& Co., two each, and one each by J. D. & J. K. Christy, N.
W. Kittson, J. Croker, G. E. Buchanan, F. T. Walton, J.
Spellman, J. W. Thayer, A. Shields, W. Donahue, J. Mc-
Mahon, W. Mulkey, M. N. Nolan, M. Gaynor. K. C. Pate,
Hopedale Stables, W. L. Scott, Hayden & Barry, S. Morte-
mer, Davis & Hall, L. Curran, D. T. Pulsifer, G. B. Bryson,
Mr. Kelso, J. E. McDonald, D. C. Fannin & Co., and Le
Masney Bros.

Below will be found the tables of the winning owners and
sires:

WINNING OWNERS.

Owner and Largest Winner. Total.
Eancocas Stable—Dew Drop $S.567 60 $15,291 25
Dwyer Bros.—Inspector B. S3, 395 S.S45 00
B. A. Haggin—Preciosa §4,500 8,175 00
W. L. Scott—Charity §4,950 7,052 50
Morris & Patton— Biersan §5,002 50 6,190 00
E. P. Ashe—Alta 33,175 4,515 00
Preakness Stable—Euclid §2,726 3,706 00
D. O'Conner— Walter H. §3,320 3,320 00
Mr. Kelso—The Bard §2, 135 3, 197 50
W. Jennings—Farewell $1,930 3,030 00
Blohm & Co.—Little Minch §2,650 2,650 00
W. Mulkey—Joquita §2,256 50 2,256 50
W. Lakeland—Dutch Eoller §2,250 2,250 00
N. W. Kittson— Albia §2,171 2,171 00
J. E. McDonald—Sam Brown §1,7S0 1,930 00
P. C. Fox & Co.—Tom Martin §1,870 1,870 00
G. L. Lorillard—Louisette S1.S20. . 1,820 00
Davis & Hall—Enigma $1,190 1,790 00
M. T. Danaher—Avalou §1,750 1,750 00
Hayden & Barry— Gleaner §1,550 1,550 00
E. Corrigan—Freeland §965 1,465 00
A. Shields—Eepeater §1,450 1,450 00
K. C. Pate—Monogram §1,209 1,309 00
A. Weiugard t— Wellington § 1, 105. 1, 1 05 00
E.J. Baldwin—Volante $1,1 18 1,118 00
J. W. Thaver—Wimbledon §1,095 1,095 00
M. N. Nolan—Bourke Cochran §920 1,020 00
J. McMahon—Frank Ward §500 1,002 00
J. S. Campbell—Punka §750 900 00
G. E. Buchanan—Jim Eenwick §900 900 00
W. Donahue—Elgin §S50 50 850 50
J. D. & J. K. Christy—Bonanza §795 795 00
G. M. Bve—Bob Cook §76S 25 76S 25
F. T. Walton— Imp. Sutler $775 775 00
HoDedale Stable—Hopedale §775 775 00
L. Curran—Sovereign Pat §750 750 00
D. C. Fanning & Co.—Decoy Duck §700 700 00
J. Croker—Judge Griffith §700 700 00

S. Mortemer—Trombone §615 615 00
Le Masney Bros.—Longview $610 610 00
D. L. Pulsifer—Hiflight §560 560 00

G. 15. Bryson—Corsair $550 550 no

J. Spellman—Strathspey $500 500 00
M. Gaynor—Young Duke §500 500 00
W. B. Jennings—Cardinal McCloskey §179.50 379 50
W. Stoops—Tornado $325 .';_'.•. no

G. B. Walters—Sister §325 325 00
J. E. Kelly—Clonmel §200 300 00
Eevere Stables—Puritau §250 250 00
J. T. Williams—Bob Miles $200 200 00

C. H. Pettingill—Queen Esther $100 190 00
R. W. Walden—Harefoot $150 150 (10

Hopson Bins— Will Davis $100 1 Til I 11(1

D. C. McCanll—loo Howell $150 150 no
V. L. Kirkman—Ernest $150 150 00
E. McBride—Major Pickett $100 loo no

W. P. iinrch— Biggonette §100 100 00
Wyuue * Sou Rory O'More §100 Hill 1)11

C. Askey—Santa Clans $50 50 00
Summit Stables—Royal Arch $50 50 00
Clipsiana Stables—King Troubler $50 50 00
W. C. Daly—Ecuador §50 50 00

Total $107,300 00

\\ IVN1NC SIRKS.

Sire and Largest Winner.
Imp. Glenelg— Preciosa $4,500 $14,

FallBetto—Dew Drop $8,597 50 S,

Imp Billet—Miss Woodford $3,335 G,

Longfellow—The Bard S2. 135 6
liiq.. Mortemer—Unrest $5, 1 12 50 6,

Ten Broeck—Biersan $5,002 50 6,

Enquirer—Inspector B. $3,395 4,

Sensation— Charity §4,950 4

Yoltigeur—Walter H. §3,320 3,
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Joe Daniels—Hidalgo $3,675 3,075 00
Norfolk— Alta §3, 175 :j' 173 00
Lncifer—Joquita $2,2511.50 2,256 50
Alarm— Albia §2,171 2,271 00
Dutch Skater—imp. Dutch Roller $2,250 2,250 00
Pat Malloy—Favor $ 1,068 2.01S 00
Lisbon—Farewell $1,930 1,930 00
War Dance— Wallflower §9S0 1,900 00
Gen. Eousseau—Sam Brown §1,7S0 1,780 00
Aramis—Avalon §1,750 1,750 00
Imp. Great Tom—Trombone §615 1,737 50
Joe Hooker—Jim Eenwick $900 1,675 00
Revolver—Repeater $1,450 1,450 00
Imp. Buckden—Monogiam §1,209 1.209 00
Wavorley— Wimbleton $1,195 1,195 00
Reform—Pocomoke §1, 152.50 1, 152 50
Grinstead—Volante $1,1 IS 1,118 00
Imp. Glen Athol— Greenfield §1,100 1,100 (JO

King Alfonso—Florence Fonso $400 025 00
Imp. Hurrah—Hopedale $775 875 00
Springbok—Elgin $850 850 00
Virgil—Elmendorf $575 .• 775 00
Pace or Vancresson—Imp. Sutler §775 775 00
Ventilator—Punka $750 ' 750 00
Imp. Stonebenge—Judge Griffith $700 700 00
Bramble—Brambleton $550 . 650 00
Imp. King Ban—Hiflight $560 6IQ 00
Fadladeen—Bess $450 000 00
Duke of Magenta—Young Duke S50O POO 00
Vauxhall—Maumee §409.50 409 58
Scottish Chief—Imp. Scottish Lass $350 350 00
Imo. Leamirgton—Parole $350 350 00
Imp. Glenlyon—Tornado $325 • 325 00
Kingfisher—Rica $250 250 00
Bulletin—Queen Esther $190 190 00
Harold—Harefoot $150 150 00
Imp. Bonuie Scotland—Joe Howell $150 150 00
Monarchist—John Sullivan $150 150 00
Pero Gomez—Imp. Pontiac $125 125 00
Gaberlunzie—Barney Aaron $100 100 00
Dickens—Rory O'More $ 100 100 00
Fiddlesticks—Bella $100 100 00
Fellowcraft—Eoyal Arch $50 50 00
Imp. Intruder—Santa Claus $50 50 00

Total $107,300 00

BOD.
Parable of Loaves and Fishes.

Editor Breedf.r and Sportsman: It ia now the ripe time
with that order of the true—not truthful, mind you— sports-
man, when fish, flesh aud fowl—spell it with u instead of w
if you choose—may fairly, through immemorial usage, come
in play. Of hsh stones the chronicles are stored, never to be
filled until the last of the disciples of Izak Wnltuu shall ap-
jjear at the blast of the trumpet of the resurrection to the
last judgment. It is the example of the Apostles and of'the
early compilers of the biblical narratives, who never had,
apparently, the fear of that which the latest revisers tell ns
is "Sheol," before their eyes. There is that oldest story of

Jonah, the lone fisherman who caught the whale by "gettiig
in on him on the inside," since rivalled only by the "poor
.lack Tar" in the West Indies, who turned the tables on the
anaconda which was about to swallow him, by swallowing
the anaconda. As to the Apostles, we have the words of the
good King James, of Bible-making renown, the James who
never made a foolish speech, and never did a wise thing.

when he was petitioned to graut a charter to early settlers in

America, "to praise the Lord aud catch Hsh," said His
Majesty: "It is au honest trade, the Apostles' own calling;"

and forthwith he issued the royal right divine to the owner-
ship of lauds he never saw and didn't own a foot of, save by
the right to claim everything that came in his way, kingly
fashion, which made the petitioners hunky-dory.
The argument is not that to practice fishiug is to embark

in romance; but no more can the fisher of tish resist the op-
portunity of enlarging than could Jonah resist exploiting
himself over that habitation in the whale story, or
the Apostles—no irreverence, bear in mind—forbear to

relate that other miraculous story of feeding the
multitude on the loaves and fishes, which would not
in these days make a square meal for the hungry brother
known as the free lunch fiend. Whether it be in the fish, as
an inspiration, or in the hsher as a heritage, there remains
the indisputable fact thatto goout to catch the finny species is

to come back with that manner of Chicago diphtheria which
allo'ws no truthfulness to emerge. It is evolution, heredity,
and involves that sequence of the Darwiniau theory—the
survival of the fittest of the fish stories as a matter of course.
After haviugswallowed Jonahand the whale who can sensibly
or reasonably gag at the marvellous from the mouth of any
other fisher, eveu to the extremity of questiuuiug the veracity
of him who asserts that he alone caught, the string of cock
euif off Point Tibnrou which he bought of the more fortunate
buys there, or briugs down from Lake Tahoe on ice, ;is he
swears, the big trout he purchased at Sacramento to astound
his credulous friends in San FrauciscoV ' It is simply the
modern variation of the ancient sacred stories of the only
original Jonah and of the Apostles who had shut out Judas
to tell the story in their own way.
But just now the game of the field is more sought thau

that ol the stream, aud there be Nimrods, mighty hunters
every one, and as many < 'n minings and I in ( 'bail I us us
ever the world has produced of Gullivers ami Munobausens,
or of Mayne Beids and Jules Vernes, to say nothing of our
own Truthful Jameses, or lying Jim Baker*. Let us wait for

the wagging of the tongues ami lake them all in. Mark you,
enulidiiig reader, to prepare lor the repasl I" be Bptt ."I

I efon
you before the season ends the veracious account of that
noted American Commodore, who never allowed a foreign foe
to overcouiehim in thorealm of romance when half seas over.
He sat at Port Mahon, the guest of a British Admirul, and ex-

ploits of huutiug and of dogs were the post-prandial themes.
He had listened, drawing the fire of his country's adversary,
at peace with honor, as it were, aud then it came his tnrn.
He, too, had owned a famous dog of choicest breed, n

thoroughbred Irish Pointer, a present from an Irish

nobleman, whose palace was not a mnd edifieo. On his Vir-|
giuia estate he had gone out shooting Bub White quail aud
me Pointer was with him. The intelligent dug had just
made a point on a bevy when tin' ' Commodore's negro ser-

vaut came in hot haste with an official letter from the Navy
Department, ordering him on a tvo years' cruise. To obey
orders was the paramount principle aud duty of his H/e.

He didn't shoot. He stood his hue Purdey agaiuat them
tree, hastened to Norfolk Navy Yard, took commai 1

frigate already in commission, and put to sea.
I
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sent for two years. On his return the quail season was a

its best. He asked for his favorite Purdey, for his noble

Pointer. Neither had been seen since his departure two

years before. But he borrowed a gun and a dog from a

friend near by and strode forth to conquer. About noon an

extraordinary object arrested his gaze. It was the bleached

skeleton of a dog, on full point, with the right foreleg raised,

and just ahead -were the whitened skeletons of a bevy of

quails. There, against the old oak tree, were the wasted

remains of his $200 Purdey, with barrels and locks all rusty.

The faithful animal had perished at his post. He had sub-

dued the quail into the inactivity which was death, prefer-

able to flight. The Commodore's host sat amazed and speech-

less; alt about the table were dumbfounded. None would

question; not one dared to gainsay. The Ouerrkra

had succumbed to the Constitution on the broad

ocean and Britannia, uncomfortably seated upoi. her time

out of mind trident, was taught that she ruled not the waves

At that peaceful bauquet the British Admiral was overcome

by the American Commodore. He was left without a shot in

his locker, without a lie to swap. Hail Columbia! It had

rained romance. Old Virginny never tire!

But never give it up so. Wait, Mr. Editor, for another

budget, there's plenty more of the same sort. And you'll be

. getting' them, too, when the returns come in from our boys

upw out shooting at the feathered tribe and the antlered

ifcecies, with now and then a "bar" to give liquid tone to the

narrative, and markets to stock the boasting Nimrods and

Frank Forresters, so that they come not home, as did the

sheep of Little Bo-Peep, with their tails behind 'em. What

a glorious quality is truth! And why is it that only to the

fishers and the hunters does it appertain? How few of them

have ever to remark, as they impatiently listen to the vera-

cious tales of that other fellow, "I'm a bit of a liar myself,

aud there's nothing true hut Heaven?" A Man of Tkoth.

Expert Ply Casting-

Oct. 21st, was not exactly a favorable day for the average

murtal, but to the lovers of the tinny tribe it was profoundly

agieeable. Eainy weather, as a rule, has always been the

harvest moment of anglers, for they believe that fishing is

full of life at such a time. Some months ago the National

Hod and Keel Association announced its intention of holding

its fourth annual tournament at the commencement of Au-

tumn. Owing to some unexolicable cause the gentlemen

connected with the association"found it utterly impossible to

carry out the proposed programme at the designated date,

and a postponement of the meeting was necessary.

• Yesterday and to-day were the altered dates, and thus it

was that at an early hour the Central Park Mere, in Harlem,

where the tournament was to take place, was crowded with

anglers from all parts of the country. The amusement was

divided into five classes, representing singe-handed fly cast-

ing for amateurs, salmon casting, open to all, heavj bass

casting, miunow casting for black bass, and single-handed fly

easting for professionals or experts. The first named style of

casting was supposed to illustrate the manner with which

trout was caught. The expert casting had to be struck from

the programme at the last moment owing to the surface of

die generally placid lake having assumed a turbulent nature.

The fly casting for amateurs resulted as follows. Samuel

Pulhemns was the first to try. He manipulated a 11J foot

rod which weighed 9 ounces. His cast reached a distance of

l)ii E 74J feet, and he was credited witn 20 feet for delicacy,

and the same distance for accuracy. This gavehim 1142 feet

in. all. W. H. Goodwin utilized an 11 foot 5 inch rod, which

also weighed nine ouuees. He attained a distance on the cast

of 70 feet, and gained 15 feet for delicacy and 22 feet for ac-

curacy; thus his total was 113. Wallace Blackford was the

third man to try. He used an 11J foot rod in the develop-

ment of his science. It weighed 91 ounces. He cast the fly

a distance or 6S feet, which gained for him 22 feet-for deli-

cacy and 18 feet for accuracy, making 108 feet in all. Ira

Wood, the fourth man, only realized 106 feet out of bis

efforts.

B. 0. Leonard, in the salmon casting contest, was superior

and captured first prize. He sported an eighteen foot rod

which tipped the scales at 37 ounces. His cast amounted to

125 feet and he gained IS feet for delicacy and 12 feet for ac-

curacy a total of 155 feet. Ira Wood secured second laurels.

His rod was an ISfoot one of 33 ouuees weight. The result

of his trial was past 100 leet and he also gained 18 feet for

delicacy and 12 feet for accuracy, which made 130 feet in all.

Edward Eggert with an IS foot, 27 ounce rod, cast 109 feet

aud gaiued 10 feet for delicacy and 8 feet for accuracy, a total

of 127 feet.

The competition for the heavy bass casting resulted in W.
H. Wood snatching the honors, with an average of 240 2-5

feet. His first cast was 2:31 feet, second 236 feet, third 235

feet, fourth 250 feet, and his final the same distance. Thus
Wood heat the best American record, which was made last

year by J. A. lioosevelt, he reaching a distance of 227 feet.

The latter's average yesterday was 193 4-5 feet. His first

cast was 204 feet, his second 202 feet, third 1S6 feet, fourth

187 feet, and fifth 109 feet. He gets second prize. Edward
Eggert received the third, with an average of 105 4-o feet.

His first cast was but 50 feet, second 13S feet, third 148 feet,

fourth 133 feet, and fifth 61 feet.

The first prize in the miunow casting for black bass was
secured by A. F. Drossel with 127 feet. He gaiued 20 feet

for delicacy, and 23 feet for accuracy, making 170 feet in all.

Dr. G. Trowbridge ranked next with 123 feet, to which was
added 20 feet for delicacy, aud 20 feet for accuracy, a total of

163 feet. G. Foley was third. His' cast was 112 feet, 20

feet for delicacy, and 25 feet for accuracy. This amounted

in all to 157 feet. G. G. Livensou attained 151 feet 8 inches,

and Edward Eggert 106 feet. The first day of the tourna-

ment was pronounced a great success.

After the tournament the anglers indulged in their annual
dinner and election of officers. 11. P. McGowu was elected

President, J. L. Vallotton, Treasurer, and Fred. Mather,

Secretary.

—

Sporting World,

If you want to get a candid aud clever opinion on any sub-

ject that a horseman does not wish to canvass through the

press, do not draw your note book on him, but adopt- the

tactics of the publisher of a little hand book containing hur-

ried hints on training and managing trotters and pacers.

This writer knew that James Dougrey is many degrees better

informed on the winding ways of the turf than the common
ron of owners and drivers, and got his friend Frank Dodge.

of l'ittslield, Mass., to piu the following question to him in a

casual way:
"Dong, what is the best way io make money wilh a trot-

_ ter?" Thereupon Dougrey laid down the following roles:

"First, get the trotter; second, keep it to yourself, or don't

rtdl any one but the man that is in with you; third, don't

start him until he is iu older; fourth, skin everybody but (he

owner."

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

"Whelps.

H. C. Brown's (formerly Ashe's) Jessie Belle, liver and

white ticked Pointer bitch, by imported Saucho— Waddell's

Queen, nine, three dogs and sis bitches, to Champion Bow,

Jr., by Banger Bow—Josie Bow. Sis have died since birth.

For Sale.

Irish Gordon Setter, 3 years old, tine retriever, we'll broken,

n good serviceable dog. Price, $50. Apply to F. E. Brown,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Visit.

Oct. 18th.— iir. William Halpin's f and w greyhound bitch

Culverine, by White Cloud—Bird's Sally to brother to King

John, by Victor—Speedy.

On Tuesday and Weduesday next the Pacific Coast Cours-

ing Club will hold its Fall meeting at Newark Park, Alameda
county. Tickets are in demand and the meeting will be a

large one.

Thomas Hall's Mukloon, Mr. Halpin's Gentle Annie, and

other noted dogs will appear on the card.

Boggy men should not forget that entries to the All-Age

Stake of the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club close on Nov.

15th nest with the Secretary, Mr.H. C. Brown, Sacramento.

Entrance, §2.50, $5.00 additional to start. The club

should have an entry list of not h-BS than sixty in the Aged
Stake, and it will have, if owners of good Setters and Point-

ers do not carelessly let the time pass during which they

can nominate their animals.

California Coursing Club.

The Fall Meeting of the California Coursing Club, for the

year 18S5, was brought off at Merced on Oct. 21st, and 22d

last.

When the Club met to select a place for the meeting, an

effort was made to choose an enclosed coursing ground, and
run off the meeting upon hares trapped and kept up for the

purpose, but after much discussion the Club determined to

do as it has done for years, and go out upon the open plains

near Merced, where there are no fences and where the only

enclosure to the coursing ground is the horizon. So on Tues-

day, Oct. 20th, the Club and friends took special cars for

Merced. Some seventy-five persons went down, many of

them having hounds, and the curs were not only comfortably

filled, but we fear some of the greyhounds were crowded.
Everything in the way of accommodations was made subser-

vient to the needs or whims of the tine drawn racers which
were to strive for the rich emblem of superiority, the Cali-

fornia Coursing Club's five hundred dollar gold cup. If there

was a soft seat in either car there was sure to be a keen-eyed,

clean-limbed, deep-chested, royally-bred hound in possession

of it. The owners roosted about ou the arms of the seats or

stood swaying with the undulatory motion of the nasty old

smoking cars which were allotted to the Club.

The President of the Club, Mr. John Hughes,
bustled about securing what comfort was pos-

sible for attending visitors, and preserving the best of humor
by his quaint, dry, little jokes. Hughes never suspects

himself of joking and that fact gives added richness to his

horrible puns, and ghastly homilies. The Secretary, Mr. J.

J. Murphy, had neatly printed cards showing the

order of running and, when not distributing them
or playing some mild little practical joke, he
amused himself by gathering delinquent dues from the

members. Murphy is not a tender hearted person. The
pertinacity with which he would follow up a member who
had but a few dollars left after buying his ticket, aud force

him to disgorge, was creditable to his business enterprise, but
it engendered a feeling of resentment in those whom he pur-

sued that was only assauged by seeing the gentleman go head
first into a hole while slipping a brace of dogs on the coursing

field. Merced is supposed to be only a hundred and fifty miles

from San Francisco, but it is more. It was hot and dusty, and
the road seemed at least eight hundred miles
long. Some allowance must be made for Mr.
Thomas Brady :

s predisposition toward radicalism,

but when that gentleman remarked that it was a thousand
miles to Merced, it must surely have been moro than a hun-
dred and fifty. Such stories of uld time coursing as John

Perrigo and Dominick Shannon told! Of days that could
never be equalled, and of dogs better than any yet to be. The
average Irishman is a Mark Tapley. Cram him into a corner
'with a sixty pound hound in his lap and another lying across
his feet; the thermometer at 102 degrees, and nothing at
hand to drink, and he will yet crack his little joke, and
twinkle his eyes as good naturedly as can be. The Club
reached Merced without accident, except, that Doctor
Sharkey mistook a piece of the pie on the table at the
Lathrop eating house, for something to eat, and suffered a
partial dislocation of the lower jaw in consequence.
At Merced the party was welcomed by that pleasant com-

pany of good fellows and keen coursing men, Messrs. Tom
Hall, John Baker. Wm. Fahey, M. F. Moran, Barney
Grogan, E. A. Packer, Archie Douglass, and all the rest.

The various good hotels in Merced quickly swallowed up
the dusty pilgrims and cared for them luxuriously. On Wed-
nesday morning early, bv order of President Hughes, the
coursers drove about ten miles westerly to one of the ranches
of Mr. John Mitchell. The crowd was in charge of the field

stewards, Messrs. J. F. Carroll Wm. Fahey and John C.
Murphy, and excellently did they fulfill their duties. It was
commonly remarked that such an orderly and successful
meeting had never before been held at Merced. William
Halpin made a model slip steward. The flag

steward was Dr. W. J. Bryant, a prompt and good officer.

Hon. A. J. Meany, well known to lovers of coursing, judged,
and his decisions met universal approval, except in two or
three courses, and in those the judge was able to justify his
awards.

Ex-Sheriff Meany is a very fine horseman, and went career-

ing over the plains iu pursuit of the dogs in a way that
brought to mind the old Castilian adage, that " a running
horse is an open sepulchre." The slippiug was done by Mr.
J. C. Murphy and very well done. He stuck to his work
well and did all that was possible to secure equitable slips to

all the dogs. Much assistance was kindly rendered by Mr. Jos.

Matthews, an English gentleman of experience, aud Mr. H.
Boyd willingly lent his great knowledge of coursing, and his
untiring willingness to oblige, toward making the meeting
the distinguished success it turned out to be.

On Weduesday one hundred and three wagons were on the
ground, beside many horsemen. On Thursday the crowd
was no smaller.

The weather was cool and the hares abundant and strong.

Many ladies, whose presence is always essential to the highest
pleasure, graced the occa&ion, and adorned the carriages of
their fortunate escorts, to the great gratification of the club.

Some five or six suave and delightful gentlemen of rather
clerical appearance were present and entered into the sport
thoroughly, though of course with the utmost propriety. The
winning dogs were grand specimens of the breed.
Mr. D. D. Shannon's brace, Master Pippin and Gliding

Maud, litter brother and sister, snow white, by Mr. J. V.
Carroll's magnificent old Champiou Monarch, out of Jemima,
looked fit to run a Waterloo.
Pippin is three years past, weighs 59 pounds, and ran up

to his sire at the Fall meet of the Club in 'S3. His sister

Maud, weighing 45 pounds, divided the PaciBc Coast Cours-
ing Club Stake, at the Spring meet of '84.

In tbe Puppy Stake, first was won by Mr. John Dugan's
White Lily, by Lord Byron—Lady Newark. Lily is a beau-
tiful creature, full of quality, and in opeu coursing is likely
to show well, although she does not show equal form at
Newark.
Many of the other dogs deserve special note, aud should,

receive it if space permitted.

Mr. E. A. Kogers' Romeo, by Thoruhill— Mollie McCarty,
after running a hard course started another hare and killed

it, and died soon after being brought in. He was a promising
dog.
A few notes of the running by heats are appended, with

the explanation that many of the heats were decided on
points made after the dogs had run out of sight of the re-

porter, and when they were visible to Judge Muany alone.

OLD DOG STAKES—RUNNING BY HEATS—FIRST SERIES.

Lady Emma—Bashi Bazouk: In the first course of tbe
meeting Lady Emma led from the slips, over a strip of rough
ploughed ground toward a fence topped with a barbed wire.
Bashi Bazouk took the fence neatly, while Emma ranged
down by it, starting aud killing another hare, and with game
in mouth running still another down. Bazouk, within the
fence, killed as he pleased. Course given to Lady Emma.

Thoruhill, Jr—John Bulger: Bulger, with Thoruhill a good
second, worked his hare by bare wrenches through a long
course, until lost to sight. He was given the heat.

Fox—True Blue: From a short slip, Blue led to his hare
and fairly smothered it. On a wrench Fox took place and
thence cut out the work, showing greatcleverness. Blue had
the course.
Queen—Gentle Annie: Annie got away first, but tripped

heavily and only regained her ground by amaguificent spurt.
She sustained her pace and did not allow Queen to score.

The hare holed aud Annie leceived the heat.

Gormley Pat—Dan Jones: Dan Jones took the hare,

Entries to First Annual Trials of the Western Field Trial Association.

AKX-AUE STAKE.

OWNER.
John B. Gill, Franklin, Pa
Wm. Tittoriugton, Wyanet, ill.

J. W. Jihti.r. Burlington, la
.1. \V. Muuson.St. Louts.. ...

E. K. fray, Denver, Col
V. W. IIoubo. Houston. Tex
B. V. Price. Memphis, Tfinn
W. W. Judy. St. Louis
W, B. Lee, Kansas City
\V. B. Gates, Memphis
1*.H. A I'. Bryson, Itfeni|jhiB,Te

H. 1

R lion
. C. Van Hun Ka

Breed.

Pointer....
Pointer...
Eng. Set...

Rug, Set...
En-. Set ..

Eng. Syr ..

Wng. Set...

Rut;. Set...

Eng. Set...
Irinh Set.
Irish Sat.
trlsli s,-i

Name

ml v

Irid^eporl
Mmrii-ui Dan.
Queen Bess
Prairie Storm...
Dash Dale
fount Rapier,.,
Lillian.....
.lot- ;.

Patsy

yire.

VandevortV Don .

i Iroxtctu
Meteor
Bang
Dashing .Monarch.
Lincoln
Gladstone
Whitman's Charm.
Dash I I I

IT. 111..

Oladstoue
irif-ii Ranger..
Lord Dnfforlu.

Daisy Dean....
Donna J
Prairie Belle..
Daisy Dale

Age.

Syrs...,

I yr. i

<;\rs,. .

«yrs

ii undler,

II. M Short. . .

N 1". \. ,-lntt .

\. .1. Gleason .

B Waters
W.Tallinuu.....
il. M. short
N. B. N.-si.itt ...

il. id. Short.. .

11. M.Khort.. ..

11.'! Ml. u
A. J. Gleiiflon .

\ l ulessnn .

ni'rv STAKE.

OWNER.
A. A. Whipple-, Kansas City, Mo....
A. A. Whipple, Kansas City, Mo....
A. A. Whipple, Kansas City, Mo....
A. A. Whipple, Kansas City, My,...
David Cattleman, st. Louis, Mo....
G. C. Castleman, St. Louis. Mo
It. M. Huydor, st. Joseph, Mo
J. W. Miiiih st. Louis, Mo
J. W. MniiKiin, st. Louis, Mo
W. M. BloilgcU, si. Lonia, Mo
D I'liikTwouil, Kansas City, Mo....

.1. \v. I'.iviii.-, Burlington, la

10. K. Pray Denver, Col
K. E. Pray, Denver. Col
,\ znCaniphi H, * laj Centre, ky,
noo. H. Laughton. Chicago
Geo, il. Laughton, Chicago
Jos, ]lavwaril,..!j„St. Joseph, Mo,
\V. B. Gates, Memphis, Tumi
\V R Oaten, Memphis. Ti-nn

Color. Breed. Sex

Llv w Pointer. ... D
Liv w Pointer. .. n
Livw tlck'd Pointer.... r.

Liu w ticlcri. Pointer.... D
W liv ticked Pointer.,,. 1)

WHvM'dtud
Liv w

Pointer..,
Pointer.... II

;

Liv vi

Liv v.

Pointer. ..

l- tor-
B„
I) ,

Pointer,..,
Pointer,.,.

D...

Il1,1V w
Liv w Pointer..., D
W or Eng. Set... ItW or Eng Set... KWh t

B W t

Eng, Set...
Eng. Set,..

11 ..

B W t Eng. Set.., D
Bwt Eng. Set... B
Bwt Eng.Set . Ii

B w.t Eng. Set D...

Name.

Drake M
Bang B
Belle B
Bow B
Koii
Krniip

Meteor
Beaufort..
Beaufort..
Beaufort..
Meteor
Meteor., ,.

Dam.

Maggie V
Gertrude
Gertrude
Gertrude
Dell

I-'luss

Queenie
White Cloud...

n Burglar l>

Ml it/. Burglar J

Natalie
Nortler
Bojj Bowles

Meteor
Meteor
Meteor
Pray's Prince

r's Grouse..
• • i. I

urghir
urgliir
Imlstono
.mi Gladstone ..

mi Gladstone

ident ..

Dale
Daisy Dale
Princess Draco II
Queen Dido
Queen Dido
Donna J
Bo Peep
i'." Peep

Handler.

J, Gleason...,
A. J. Gleiisou.,..
A. J. GlciiBon...
A . .! Gleason...
w. B. Stafford.
W. B.Stafford..
A. J.GIeiiHon....
II. M. Short
il. M. Short
W. B. Stafford.
A. J, Gleason..,.

j. Gleason...
Campbell....
Campbell...,

Owner
Chas. Harms....
Clias, Harms....
N. B. NeBUitt....
II. M. short

M. Short
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worked it through four points and then let the good Merced
dog Pat in for a kill, which quite ruined Pat's chances. Dan
taking the race.

• Lady Costello—Lota Blue: Lota had the best of the slip and
worked her hare to a wrench, and placed Lady Costello, the
latter maintaining her control for five points when Lota again
led. Lady C. killing and winning.
Merced Belle—Apache: Apache drew away from Belle, but

ran wild through a long and speedy course after a strong
hare which went to ground. Apache taking the race.

Spendthrift—Muldoon: The noted Merced champion, Mul-
doon, got away from slips first and led up to a flyer. Spend-
thrift getting in but once, when Muldoon killed and won.
Bute—Master Pippin: Bute showed great pace, but did

not push his hare, which wrenched to Pippin, and was killed

after a short course.

Tyrone—Claret: Claret led from slips and wrenched the
hare to Tyrone, which favor the latter did not return, because
he preferred to monopolize the game for rive points, after

making which in very tine style he let Claret in for a space,

but soon scored a go-by, and was working the hare when the

dogs passed from sight. Tyrone received the course.
Little Willie—Monarch: Little Willie drew away from the

slips a little favored over noble old Monarch, and ran up to his

hare in great style, killing in a short and brilliant course.
Belfast Maid—Speculation: Grey-haired old Speculation,

with youthful ardor, ran a great course witbhis worthy oppo-
nent, beating her, hands down, and winning with nearly as

much sangfroid as his owner usually shows.
l'at Malloy—Cleveland Maid: The Maid led to the hare,

turned, wrenched three times and then let in Pat, but the

dog was soou displaced. The Maid showing gameuess and
cleverness and winning with ease.

Martin Ryan—Lady Franklin: Lady Franklin, said to be
a perfect hound, but growing a little cunning, led through a
good course, seldom permitting Martin Ryan to score, and
killed, and was given the race.

Fireball—Wee Lassie: There was much money placed
about this race, Fireball being the favorite at 2 to 1, but
Lassie footed it away from the slips at a great rate, and
worked her hare to a kill in one of the most beautiful courses
of the meet.

Tullamore—Stranger: Tullamore was carefully condi-

tioned, and showed great pace-, but got a bad fall, and slowed
down, while Stranger ran his later points well. The heat
was given to Stranger, but it might well have been an unde-
cided course.

Duke of Thornhill—Gliding Maud: Both dogs ran aside

from the slips, but when inline Maud ran a good hound
almost single-handed, and scored eight points against three

to the credit of the Duke.
Master Nig—Borneo: Nig seemed unsighted from the

slips, but Judge Meany thought differently, and gave the

course to Borneo, who would probably have won it, as he
showed speed and form.

SECOND SERIES.

Lady Emma a bye: John Bulger was drawn lame, and
Lady Emma ran off a bye with Lota Blue, which good bitch

the Lady out-pointed easily.

True Blue—Gentle Annie: Blue led away from Annie, the

latter hardly appearing engaged, and through a long coarse

the dog maintained his advantage against one of the gamest
and speediest of bitches and won.
Dan Jones—Lady Costello: Dan in heavy footing led Lady

C. to a good hare, which sbe found little opportunity to use,

the dog winning handsomely, although well pumped.
Apache—Muldoon: Apache broke from slips, and had the

hare to himself until Muldoon, late in getting away, ran a

go-by, and took the flyer to a kill and win.

Ma3ter Pippin—Tyrone: Pippin made the running from

slips, Tyrone being over-matched, and led the course up to

a kill with noints to spare.

Little Willie—Speculation: Little Willie as usual got away
well, and outfooted his hoary old opponent, killing and win-

ning.
Cleveland Maid—Lacly Franklin: This brace had an even

slip and ran up head and head, but on closing with the hare

the Maid drew away, and thenceforth fought a single-handed

fight. Lady Franklin seemingly running a waiting race. The
Maid killed and won.
Wee Lassie—Stranger: The dog ran in from slips, but Wee

Lassie drew up magnificently, and for a time the race was

either's. Stranger let out a little reserve power, however,

and won.
Gliding Maud a bye: Romeo was drawn, sick, and Maud

ran a bye with Belfast Maid.

THTRD SERIES.

Lady Emma—True Blue: Lady Emma went first to the

hare. On the turn Blue ran in and flecked, but tripped and

fell heavilv, Lady Emma killing and winning.

Dan Jones—Muldoon: On bad ground Muldoon was un-

sighted, and Dan had the running to himself. When Mul-

doon took sight and ian into terms he did all the work, and

after a great course let Dan in for a kill, Muldoon winning.

Master Pippin—Little Willie: After an undecided course

these dogs were again slipped, Little Willie leading and turn-

ing, after which point Pippin took possession and held his

hare in grand style for five points. Little Willie then took

place for a moment, but Pippin soon again held the whip-

hand and worked his hare for a good score. On a turn Wil-

lie killed, Pippin getting the heat.

Cleveland Maid—Stranger: The dog ran a great race in the

early course, and rolled up eleven points before the Maid

began to make points. In the latter part of the race the

Maid showed to good advantage, but Stranger had too great

a leeway and won, after a severe race.

Gliding Mauda bye: Maud and her fine old sire Monarch

were slipped to a fast hare. The bitch showed well, and

seemed to have the best of the race.

FOURTH SERIES.

Lady Emma—Master Pippin: Lady Emma was unsighted

soon a'fter leaving slips, and Pippin opened a great lead, but

the bitch with a wonderful burst of speed ran up and scored

a go-by, but was a little pumped, and Pippin again took the

hare and worked it to a win in splendid style.

Muldoon—Gliding Maud: After an undecided race, this

brace again burst from the slips to a lightning hare, Muldoon

making a turn and letting in the bitch, which scored twice,

and killed, thus winning.

Stranger a bye: This dog ran a long and hard bye course

FIFTH SERIES.

Gliding Maud—Stranger: The bitch led Stranger clearly

up to a score of seven points before letting him iu, when he

ran a good race, but was shut out as soon as Maud secured

an opening. Maud killed and won.
Master Pippin a bye: Pippin ran a strong bye. Pippm

and Maud having won equal first and second, and Stranger

third, the fourth prize was run for by Lady Emma and Mul-

doon.

Lady Emma—Muldoon: As long as the dogs could be
seen Lady Emma had things her own way, and the judge
credited her with the kill, and with winning fourth money.

PCPEY STAKE—RUNNING BY HEATS—FIRST SERIES.

Dusky Bob—Silver Spray: Bob ran free and completely
outpointed Spray, in a long course.
Cleve—Sunbeam: Cleve, rather soft, outfooted Sunbeam

and worked his hare in a style that stamps him a promising
pup.

Sly Girl—Sister May: The Girl led from slips and com-
pletely shut out Sister May in a heavy race of two miles or
more.
White Lily—Honeymoon: Lily was fine as silk, and out-

paced and outpointed Honeyniuon in a way that indicated
that the latter's able handler had either neglected her or was
mistaken in her quality.
Sorew Driver—Little John: Screw Driver never knew John

was in the race. He led from slips and did all the work in a
long and hard course, ending in a kill.

SECOND SERIES.

Cleve—Dusky Bob: From slips Bob pitched on to his head
in a hole, while Cleve raced away, winning readily.

White Lily—Sly Girl: These beautiful bitches ran a hand-
some course, but Lily was too clever for her game opponent.
Screw Driver had a bye.

THIRD SERIES.

Cleve—Screw Driver: A grand course, Screw Driver show-
ing most speed and best self control.
White Lily a bye.

FOURTH SERIES.

White Lily—Screw Driver: This brace were slipped evenly
to what many thought the hardest and best race of the meet-
ing. The dogs scored evenly, until each had seven points,
when Lily let out a reef and killed neatly, thus wininng first

money, Screw Driver second and Cleve third.

SUMMARY.
Old Dog stake—Open to any greyhound owned bv a member of the

California Coursing Club. Prizes: Gold cup and S200 to first, S100 to
runnerup. Two dogs, $50 each. Judge, A. J. Mcauv, Merced, Oct.
21st and L»2d, 1885.

Lady Emma, w blk b, owner, John Hughes,
beat

Baahi Bazouk, r w d, owner, J. Franklin.

John Bulger, blk w d, owner, Thomas Thornhill,
beat

Thornhill, Jr.,br w d, owner, R. H. Sbute.

Truo Blue, r w d, owner, Thomas Hall,
beat

Fox, fwn w d, owner, John Hughes.
Gentle Annie, blk w b, owner, Tim. Halpin,

beat
Queen, bk wb, owner, M. O'Day.

Dan Jones, w br d , owner, J. F. Carroll,
beat

Gormley Pat, br d, owner, E. A. Packer.

Lady Costello, br b, owner, B. Healy,
beat

Lota Blue, br w b, owner, M. O'Day,

Apache, rd, owner, J. F. Carroll,
beat

Merced Belle, br w b, owner, E. A. Packer.

Muldoon, brwi. owner, Thomas Hall,
• beat

Spendthrift, br w d, owner, D. D. Shannon.
Master Pippin, w d, owner, D. D, Shannon,

beat
Bute, bk w d, owner, J. M. Sharkey,

v Tyrone.br w d, owner, E. A. Rogers,
\

beat
Claret, r d, owner, J. F. Carroll.

Little Willie, fwn w d, owner Wm, Halpin,
heat

Monarch, w d, owner, J. F. Carroll.

Speculation, be w d, owner, John Hughes,
beat

Belfast Maid, r w b, owner, E. Rogers.
Cleveland Maid, bk w h, owner, E. A. Packer,

beat
Pat Molloy.bk wd, owner, M. Mercedites.
Lady Franklin, bkw b, owner, John Hughes,

beat
Martin Ryan, br w d, owner, J. :J. Murphy.
Wee Lassie,;bejw b, owner, John Perrigo,

beat
Fireball, bkw d,Iowner, M. Mercedites.
Stranger, bkw d, owner, R. A. Shute,

beat
Tullamore, r w d. owner, J. J, Murphy.

Gliding Maud, w b, owner, D. D. Shannon,
beat

Duke of Thornhill, r w d, owner, E. Rogers,
Romeo, r w d, owner, E. Rogers,

beat
Master Nig, bk d, owner, J. Hughes.

SECOND TIES.

Litile Willie beat Speculation.
Cleveland Maid beat Lady Franklin
Stranger beat Wee Lassie.
Gliding Maud beat Romeo.

[Stranger beat Cleveland Maid.
Gliding Maud a bye.

fine one. The dogs are without exception np to the stand-
ard in breeding, and the handlers named are among the
best in America. Birds are reported plenty about Abilene,
and everything points to a pleasant and successful meeting.
The Club now numbers forty-five members, and the list will

be greatly increased at the meeting. The annual meeting of
the Association will he held on Monday evening, Nov. 9th,

after the first day of the trials. The judges are Col. W. E
Hughes, D. C. Berguudthul and E. C. Sterling.
The Secretary of the Association, Mr. A. A, Whipple, de-

serves congratulations for his success. He has left no stone
unturned, to engage attention and attract entries and mem-
bers. A report of the trials will be published iu this paper.

TRAP .

Forester Gun Club.

The Forester Gun Club's last pigeon shoot of the season
took place at Agricultural Park last Sunday, attracted a large
number of spectators and passed off, as usual, very pleas-
antly and satisfactorily. Seventeen members faced the trap
for the medal shoot, and, although noue of them succeeded
in making a clean score, the average shooting was good,
especially when it is considered that very little practice has
been indulged in recently. John Gerber made the best
score, securing all of his birds except the tenth. His res-

ponse, when presented with the medal, will long be remem-
bered as a masterpiece of oratory. During the medal shoot a
stray wild goose flew over the field, at a height of about 60
yards. A score of voices shouted, ,;See that goose!" aud W.
E. Gerber, slipping a shell into his gun, fired at the bird,

bringing it down in tine style, aud receiving applause for the
best shot of the day. Prior to the main shoot there was a
pool shoot iu which J. W. Todd won the honors, and later in
the day another pool, iu which W. E. Gerber and H. Hurd
were successful. Following is the score of the medal contest:

Vf. E. Gerber 31 yds.—

1

0011111110 0—8
J.W.Todd 26yds. -1 1110 101111 1—lu
H. Gerber. 26 yds.—

1

11111001011—9
Geo. Schroth 21 yds. -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 U 1 1 1—10
W. Verity 21 yds.—

U

10111111011-9
M.Coffey 21 yds. -1 011111 uulll— 9
J. Gerber 26 yds.—

1

1111111 10 1 1—11
H. Eckhardt 26 yds— 1001U111011— 7

W.B.Hamilton 21 yds.-1 101111110 1 I—It)

G.W.Watson 26yds. -1 01011101110—8
J.E.Kane 21 yds.—

I

1111101101 1—10
F. Kushstaller 21 yds.— 01110110011—7
F.F.Tebbets 21 yds.—

1

1010111111 1—Iu
E.M.Stevens 21 yds.—

1

0111101111 1—U
Otto Miller 21 yds. -0 lUlllOlOlUl— 7

J . Zuver 31 yds.—

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1—10
H. Hurd 21 yds.— 11101001111-8

How to Cook Quail.

"Place the birds in a camp kettle and cover the same with

cold water; place the kettle on a slow fire until the cunteuts

have boiled slowly ten minutes, then add to o,ne dozen birds

a lump of butter the size of a hen's egg; as soon as melted

stir thoroughly, then add two heaping haudfuls of California

olives and two onions chopped fine, stir again and allow all

to boil slowly ten minutes longer. Then add onepiutofSjnonia

white wine and one tablespoouful of Lee & Perrin's Worces-
tershire sauce: then stir again, and add the least quantity
of Hour thickening. As soou as cooked add salt aud pepper
to taste. Additional good flavor may be obtained by the use
of a sprinkling of fresh parsley, chopped tine, stirred into the

stew just before removing from the tire. The stew should
not be cooked longer thau thirty minutes.— Poultry Monthly.

We tried the above recipe a few days since, and fouud the
birds very good. In future we shall substitute Tabasco
Sauce for Worcestershire, and omit the white wine.

Director Geo. Fletcher, of the State Sportsman's Association,

called ou Saturday to say that the residents of Grass Valley
were pleased that the next meeting of the body was to be
held there. We anticipate a pleasant programme and a good
time.

Lady Emma beat John Bulger.
True Blue beat Gentle Annie.
Dan Jones beat Lady Costrllo.
Muldoon beat Apache.
Master Pippin beat Tyrone.

THIRD TTES,

Lady Emma beat True Blue.
Muldoon beat Dan Jones.
Master Pippin beat Little Willie

FOURTH TIES.

Master Pippin beat Lady Emma. [Stranger a bye.
Gliding Maud beat Muldoon.

FIFTH TIES.

Gliding Maud beat Stranger.
| MastenPippin a bye.

Both Master Pippin and Gliding^Maud, belonging to Mr. D. D. Shan-
non, under the rule, took tqual iirst and second, without running off.

Stranger won third, and Lady Emma beat Muldoon for fourth money.
Puppv Stakes—Open to all greyhounds under 18 months, on day of

draw, owned bv the ni« tubers of the California Coursing Club.
Prizes, ?5o, $3oand $J0. Judge, A. J. Meany, Merced, Oct. 22tl, 1885.

Dusky Bob, r d, owner, John Hughes,
be it

Silver Spray, fwn w d, owner, William Ryan.
Cleve, bk d, owner, J. M. Sharkey,

heat
aunbeam, brw b, owner, William Ryan.
Sly Girl, w br b, owner, William Ryan,

beat
Sister May, br w b, owner, J. J. Murphy.
White Lily , w brh. owner, John Dugan,

beat
Honeymoon, bk w f, owner, M. Mercedites.

Screw Driver, w d, owner. William Ryan,
heat

Little John, bk w d, owner, M. Mercedites.

The Track at Santa Cruz

Driver*

FIItST THC3.

| White Lily beat Sly Girl.

Screw Driver beat Cleve.

SECOND TIES.

I
White Lily a bye.

THIRD TIKS.

White Lilv beat Screw Driver.
White Lily won first. Screw Driver second, and Cleve third.

Western Field Trial Association.

The first trials of this recently organized but vigorous As-
sociation, will be run at Abilene, Kansas, beginning on Mon-
day, Nov. 9th. The entry list published this week ib a very

For som^ ilays p ist taefd has been coosider.ib'.e agitation

concerning the future of the Diiviug Park. StocUh-jUleis iu

the Association that at present hold the property are berom-
ing weary of the burden of the practically non-productive
property, aud the sportins spirit gave way to the commercial
spirit to the degree that it was proposed to rent the property
for the purpose of a cattle yard and slaughter house. So re-

pulsive was this proposition aud inimical to the real interests

of the town, that it has awakened in some a determination to

avert, if possible, such a desecratiun of the turf, and to pre-

serve the park for its original purpose. To rehearse the

history of the driving Park would be an unsavory and un-
profitable story. It is unquestionably one of the best tracks,

and probably the uest Winter training course

in the State. Its stable might have a hun-
dred horses in training all the season and the Santa
Cruz races might be the most popnlar sporting event iu the

State. Many times in years past has this matter been pre-

sented by us, but has failed to nwaken an)' response. It

would be ill to criticize the indifference aud mismanagement
which has combined to make our Driving Park thus far a

failure. Those who are now endeavoring to preserve its

attractiveness and rescue it from becoming a nuisauce,

ought to be successful, and we hope the day is not far dis-

tant whan it will achieve the fame and success which its

natural attractions entitle it to.

Speaking about the race track reminds us that if the Santa
Cruz Agricultural Fair Association had gone forward in good
taith aud fulfilled the purpose for which it was orgauized,

the race track to-day would be in no danger of being con-

verted into a stock ven.—Courier- Item.

The single animal which attracted attention at the New
York State fair, and aroused admiration, was Mr.GolflBmith'e

old mare, Huntress, which was full of years, having p;is*od

her tweuty-tirst birthday, and yet she was firm, and Bound,
and well, looking as if she could "trot for a man's life," if

need be. She was full of honors, too, for she was alone, of

all horses in this country, had been able to lower the great

Dutchman's three-mile record of 7:41, Huntress imvi-

that distance in 7 :2 1 A , trotting the last half of the I

in 1 ;09.
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THEGUN.
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.

Star [*) indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Bail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer..

Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout .-

We are indebted to Mr. Ealeigk Barcar, Secretary, for an

invitation to take part in two days' sport, at Vacaville, begin-

ning yesterday and continuing througb to-day. Several trot-

tin^races are' on tbe card, together with a baseball match

and a trap shoot, in which, Messrs. Robinson, Burnett, Buss-

fnxa Fay and Funcke are expected to participate. We trust

the Vacaville cracks will be kind to our San Francisco fledg-

lings.

Bsaders will be interested in the notes from "E. G.,
! '

printed in this issue. The severely practical light in which

he looks at things, and his intensely Califorman prejudice,

make them spicy.

"E-sau" leaves it an open question whether he really was

near to communion with a bear. The story is neatly told,

and we hope the writer will soon again favor our readers.

The Breeder and Sportsman goes weekly to a good many
subscribers in the uttermost parts of the earth, and we de-

sire to hint, to such readers, that they may do much to make

the paper interesting by sending to us suitable matter for

publication. We should like a description of woodcock and

quail shooting in Japan, and of wild fowling in the South

Seas.

The advisability of prohibiting shooting upon enclosed

lands in the counties adjacent to Sau Francisco Bay is being

a good deal discussed. We hope that neither tbe land

owners nor the sportsmen will lose patience and indulge in

b*tter talk. The matte* will adjust itself in time, after all

parties come to understand their rights.

Matnal concessions should and must be made. Time was,

not long ago, when hunters could travel in any direction

without" meeting fences or obstructions. Agriculture had

not reached the prominence it now holds. Inhabitants were

not so many, and tbey were less jealous of their prerogatives.

With the enclosure of ranches, their subdivision and conse-

quent multiplication of owners, it is only natural that observ-

ance of the proprieties should more rigidly be exacted. No
man so quickly resents what he conceives to be an attempt

to impose upon or override him as the rancher, but no man
is so amenable to fair treatment and polite deference as that

same free son of the soil. A little patience and common re-

gard for the humanities will open nearly all gates to the

shooting and fishing gentleman.

A Search for Field Trial Grounds.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: We started from Napa,
theSth in=t. Oorcrowd was B. L. Robinson, of Napa, George
and Frank Bassford and myself, Queen, Lemmy B., Gleu,

and Vic. We had a good two-horse spring-wagon, blankets,

csoking uteusils, etc. We rolled out of Napa in good shape
and arrived at my friend, Mr. Bailey's, about 10 a. M. I ex-

pected to get good shooting here in the large vineyards east

of Yountville, and expected to camp here a few days; but I

was informed by good authority that quail were very scarce

—

that they had been shot all Spring and killed while nesting.

Such discouraging reports as these, coming from the authority

that they did, we concluded to move on. Bidding good-bye to

the good old folks {and George bade the girls in particular

good-bye, but with a solemn promise he would return at no
distaot day), we rolled along on the east side of the valley

until we reached St. Helena. This is abeautifultown, clean,

neat, and showing improvements on all sides. Discouraging
reports came to us here, so we drove on and camped in Calis-

toga. Got our supper at a hotel. Tried to get a little feed

for our dogs, but the hotel-keeper was too stingy to give it to

us, or even sell it to us. Weil, he got just S3.50 out of us,

but he never gets any more from me. We went to a restau-

rant for breakfast—the dogs' appetites being good from hav-
ing no supper they ate heartily, and we then rolled out for

Knight's Valley. When we got there the cover did not suit

us for quail shooting, as sheep had eaten the grass off close.

So we went down McDonald creek, aboot six miles, I should
judge, where we saw plenty of quail, plenty of quail traps and
plenty of notices, "No shooting allowed on these premises,"
etc. We rode on over the hill towards Healdsburg. Leav-
ing Healdsburg to our right we went down the hill to the
foot of the grade and found a good-natured old granger. He
told us we could camp and shoot all we pleased, and he would
sell us all the horse feed we wanted. Well, we camped.
George, our cook, got up a fair lunch, and after resting went
out to try our luck. Found a good many quail, but too many
live oaks for qood shooting, but we contrived to get enough
quail for supper and breakfast. Our host informed us that
the quail were being trapped in this vicinity in large numbers,
and that men who trapped them allowed no shooting on their

premises. Next morning we travelled toward Santa Rosa,
and on our road met a man that told us if we would turn and
go down near the Laguna, near Forestville, where Burnett
used to shoot, we could get all the quail we wanted. Now
when he said Burnett, J. H. Burnett, that was enough. We
went right down there and fouud a good campiug place, got
lunch and started out. We found a qood many birdson very
nice ground. I worked up on top of a hill to see how it looked
on the other side. I found to my surprise a plateau consist-
ing of a huntre ''.-acre viueyard. Being in a strange land, I
thought I ha i better ask permission togoshootiug in tne
vineyard, and walked up near the house, when 1 met a nice,
good-natured looking gentlemen. I told him my business,
and he said, "Certainly, shoot all you wish, and if you don't
object, 1 will go with you." So we wandered along a little

way?, when Lemmy B. showed signs of game. A little fur-

ther un we flushed a large bevy. They covered just in the
edge of the vineyard. In some ferns and grasses Lem came
to a nice point, Glen and Queen backing finely. The old

gentleman exclaimed, "Beautiful, it puts me m mind of

days gone bje!" I gave him my gun and flushed the bird,

and our friend killed it. Well, all I have to say is we had

some grand sport on this bevy of birds; the dogs made some

tine points, and worked nicely. The birds laid like stones.

The gentleman enjoved himself hugely, and said the dogs

were the best lot he "ever saw. Our friend turned out to be

a Mr. Hill. President of the Petalurna Bank. He was up on

his ranch to enjoy himself a week, to get dirty, and to

leave all business cares to themselves. All I have to say

about him is that he is a gentleman whom 1 should like to

cultivate, and I honestly hope his shadow may never

grow less, and that some day I may have the pleasure

of shooting with him on the same ground. When we

got to camp we had plenty of birds, and George was prepar-

ing one of his great stews consisting of about twenty quail,

four onions, bacon, tomatoes, potatoes, and everything else

that could be fouud small enough to go in the pot. . I was

hungry, and it was, yes, it was a pretty good stew. We
stayed there until tbe rain drove us out, and had lots of

sport every day. When it set in to rain we left for Santa

Rosa. We stopped about a mile from Sonoma at my friend

Mr. Perkins'. Well, we had some very nice sport here. We
had another one of George's stews, as he found something

else in the Sonoma Valley to put in it that

he did not have in the first stew. Sonoma is quite a

wine district, you know. Up the creek about four miles can

be found plenty of quail traps set, and I am informed they

have been trapping quail there all season. I hope the State

Sportsman's Association will send an officer up there, and

make these fellows eat up all of their quail traps, and if the

splinters would stick olit clear through them, I would have

no sympathy for them. Such men are a disgrace to the

community they live in, and ought to be exiled. When they

cannot obey the laws of their country, or the country

they live in, they should be sent out of it entirely,

and have their figure four traps run down their throats.

Snch men as these chaps are fast diminishing the quail,

and I was astonished to find the number of quail traps there

were. Why, there are lots of them. And this is why quail

are no more plenty than they are. I was told that in Sonoma
valley very little regard was paid to the gamelaws. And as for

fish why they did not pretend to pay any attention to the laws.

My informant says that he honestly thinks that two trout are

taken before the 1st of April to one nibble after that time. I

do hope that the people of the State will go in, one and all,

and assist the State Sportsman's Association to stop this un
lawful slaughter of game and fish. If it still continues in the

manner as it has for the last three years, it is only a matter

of time, and that time is short, when there will be a law passed

prohibiting the killing of quail for a number of years entirely,

to give them a chance to breed. What is the use of having a

law unless it is enforced? You go to a constable, or a dep-

uty sheriff, and tell biin these things and his answer is

"Oh, that is out of my line of business." So I say, let us all

chip in and fill up the treasury of the State Sportsman's Asso-

ciation, so they can put a set of officers in the field, and see

that the game laws are enforced to the letter of the law, and

some of these damnable creatures put behind a pair of bars.

Gentlemen, it is "take your choice," put a stop to it, or go

without fish aud game.
Now, I am not particularly kicking about not finding

quail on this trip, as we got all we had any need of, but

taere was not one quail where there would have been twenty if

the laws were enforced. We arrived at Napa in good shape,

after a very pleasant visit at Mr. Perkins', as they took the

best of care of ns, and good Mrs. Perkins obliterated all rec-

ollection of George's stew, and when George cultivates his

voice with an Acme harrow, or a gang plow, he will again sing

for Miss Perkins "I Stood on the Bridge at Midnight." But

I am afraid before he gets control of his voice he will get

tired standing on that bridge. We arrived in Napa onFriday,

the 16th, after havingoneof themost pleasanttnps I ever un-

dertook. In Napa we saw the white fawn at Mr. Wm. West's.

He has done an excellent job in settingitup. It is a great curi-

osity and a beauty. It is white, snow white. Nowin all our

travels we found no Fist-class placeior field trials. I think they

can be found back of Martinez, in Contra Costa county.

From letters received from there, I think the birds and suit-

able grounds can be found. Well, I am just starting for

Putah creek with Uncle Jim Gates on a deer hunt and they

are waiting, Lemmy B.

Vacaville, Oct. 20, 1885.

After a Bear at Night-

Wirt; the Sport—A Heavy Shot—His Doer

Mark-

Wirt sends in the following: When he first went to shoot

elk in Oregon, while a boy, he saw two of the former. They
looked so big he put a double load in the musket to kill both

of them. Both bullets passed through both elk. One of the

bullets glanced from a spruce knot and burs ted a hornet's

nest in the distance. The other was picked up by a bull

frog, and it croaked him. The gunner was kicked over by

the heavy charge, and fell on a partridge and her eggs in the

thick weeds and destroyed the nest. The gun whirled back
eighteen feet, struck two rabbits looking on the scene, and
stunned them to such unconsciousness that they never rose

again. Wirt is one of the Executive Committee of the Cali-

fornia Kennel Club.. He was lately hunting at Strong &
Carr's place and killed a deer, and his dog, Mark, caught a

live wild pig and brought it home.

—

Sonoma Democrat.
Mr. Wirt claims to represent "Cockle Spaniels," whatever

they are, and his dog Mark is probably of that new breed.

The dog must be a knowing fellow, to catch a "live wild

pig." Most any dog could catch a wild dead pig.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I hunted (and found)

a bear recently and will endeavor to tell about it. It does
not matter just where I was, further than that I was in

the mountains far from home and from everybody except one
Jim. We were camping and hunting and bad killed some
deer. In our tramps we bad frequently seen bear tracks,

and we were in the habit of condoling with each other over
our camp tires and failures to find the animals. Together we
vowed eternal disaster and extermination to any and all of

those ponderous beasts that might be found. I was especi-

ally keen to kill afew so that I could blow about it. I men-
tally determined to be fearless—to hazard all real and imagi-

nary dangers if opportunity presented. I was cold-blooded,

cool headed and brave. I was a whale. We had a couple of

dogs, and one night when we sat by the camp fire until ten

o'clock, a dog came into camp in a sad condition. It was
Johnny. He was bloody, exhausted, lame, and his tail was
unkinked and sagged down. He was the lamest dog I eve*
saw. He came in on two legs and tried to come on one. It

didn't make any difference which leg he used, apparently, as

they were all lame, but be wanted to use as few of his legs as
possible. He couldn't lie down, it was impossible for him to

stand up and it hurt him to sit down. He wavered, and tot-

tered, and growled, and he whined. It was evident he had
been somewhere. He couldn't explain where he had been,

but we could see that he had got back. We thought he
had done well to get back. We called the other
dog but he came not, so we went out to a hill and listened.

We could hear a faint barking far down the canyon. "That's
him, and he's got a bear, I'll bet," said Jim. Now was our
time. I grabLed my rifle and a lantern, Jim got a shot
gun, and we started. I was in haste, being afraid the dog
would let him get away before we could reach him. We ran
scrambling down a ravine, through brush, and over logs and
rocks, and tried to go through some tree trunks. Then we
got up and went around them. We halted frequently aud
listened; the bark began to come distinct and clear. From
the way the dog barked we knew he was excited and in close

quarters—undoubtedly had the bear treed. We scrambled on
by the small light of the lantern. We were in the canyon, now,
as well as in the darkness. It was darker than Egypt or the
future of a man to be hanged to-morrow. The ground was
rocky, and steep, and brushy. Tall trees shot upward, and
seemed to be piled in masses above, and the stream thun-
dered iD the dark below somewhere. An owl hooted over-

head. He was a hooter from Hootville. We stopped, that

is, I did, and told Jim to "listen." The dog sang just below,
a hundred feet.

"Come on," said Jim.
"Go slow," said I, We went fifty feet further—that is\

Jim did; I went twenty-five and stopped. "Listen!" said I.

"Come on," said Jim excitedly, "he's got him!"
"But hold on," said I, "how

—

how has he got him?"
Treed, he thought. I told him not to hurry, to go slow. He
replied that I had the lantern—to come on.

"I'm coming,"! said. He waited, and I said "Listen."
The brush was cracking, and the dog wildly growling and
barking. Something walked about like a cow with mocca-
sins on.

"Come," said Jim, "let's get there. I can't see to shoot
without the light!"

"I'm coming," I said, but I wasn't. Somehow I couldn't.

I said, "Listen!"
"Listen! Halifax! Coniz," said Jim.
I went as fast aB I could, but I did not get away from

where I was.
"Ain't we there yet?" I enquired.
Jim came back and got tbe lantern, and I hung on and

followed it. We came to a big live-oak tree; its branches
hung to the ground, an impenetrable mass. We could see
nothing under there, but could hear much. The dog and
bear were counter-charging underneath, crashing and
crunching underbrush. The bear was on the ground—not
up the tree. I told Jim in a whisper that I didn't think we
could get him.
He looked at me, holding the lantern up, and said

"Where's your gun?"
"I've got it," I said, "back there."

Well, we went back, and fortunately found it.

"Now," said he, "you hold the light so I can see to shoot,
and we'll go under."
Then my interest revived. "All right," said I, "we will;

but not just now. I will come down herewith you some
Sunday, and if there is no bear there we will go under."
He yelled to the dog and said, "Take him, Chong!" The dog
obeyed, made a lunge and took him. That is, he took all he
wanted of him. There was a growl, a snarl, and then a
series of yelps, and all was still. I said, "Did he get him?"
"He got killed," was the reply.

Something with heavy tread crashed down over rocks and
brush, and went sniffling away in the darkness and the

canyon. When it got a good safe distance away I said,

"Shall we follow him?"
"We'll go home," said Jim, and I led the way with the

lantern. Esau*.

Expert Hunters-

Major Biggs and son Harry, Nick Koof and Alf Babcock
have been hunting iu the vicinity of Lumpkin for the last

two weeks. They killed twenty-seven deer, three bears, two
wild-cats, a mountain lion and seventy -three quail. This is the

best record ever made by a party in Butle, so far as we can rec-

ollect. Thanks for a haunch of venison aud two dozen quail.

By the way, the Major killed eight of the deer himself aud
one of the bears— pretty good for a man of sixty.

—

Gridley

Herald.
No affidavits accompany tbe foregoing little story, and so

we have salted it well and taken it as written.

The annual meeting of the Gridley Gun Club was held
Monday evening. Officers were elected for the ensuing term
as follows: President, G. R. Eckart; Vice-President, E. M.
Morgan, C. J. Walsh; Secretary. H. Uhger; Treasurer, S. B.
Morgan; Executive Committee, H. H. Neel, J. G. Lewis, H.
J. Robinson. Tbe Club now has an active membership of

eleven.

A Cincinnatti writer, in discussing the various new artifi-

cial targets, says of the American clay bird:

"The American clay birds are fast becoming popular be-

cause they are so difficult to hit and more like field shooting,

simply because the wind will control them more or less.

As no shooter can hold his gun for all birds like he does on

one successfully, he must use every precaution that he
would in the field or he will make a failure at the trap. Now
you can take most any flying target made and their flight is

so mechanical that, after you once get the hang of it, "as the
boys say," you can always break them, but with the Ameri-
can clay bird such is not the case, and at every bird you will

have to watch it closely to break it. Sometimes an under
current will jump it just when you'are ready to shoot. 'Tis

true their line of flight is as perfect as auy, but the wind, if

any at all. will have some control over the bird. I shall

not praise auy bird too highly. These birds can be safely

called the most perfect birds, because if there is any defect it is

bound to she w up, as they do not destroy themselves on the
ground. And thus far they show lessshot marks or defects

than any other flying target, and are more difficult to bit.

When you shoot at them do not delay too lone or you will be
fooled in shooting. One reason why the birds show scatter-

ing shot marks is because shooters wait too long on them.''

On October 16th a gnn club was organized at Woodland,,
with the following officer?, aud fifteen active members:
Jason Watkins. President; Wm. Hamer, Vice-President;

Carey Barney, Treasurer; C. L. Browning, Secretary; Dave
Wykoff, F. C. Wyckoff, Br. J. Clark, B.enj. Jackson, and E.
J. "pfeiffer, Executive Committe; Dave Wykoff, Captain.
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The East Through Californian Eyes. To Shoot, or Not to Shoot!

Editor. Breieder axd Sportsman: I have not been very
heedful of your request for letters and I will tell yon why.
First, as a rule, letters from "our travelling correspondent"

or an "occasional correspondent", or a "tourist" are Mat,

flabby and insipid, and of interest principally, if not esclu-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: As your paper repre-

sents the sportsmen of the Pacific Coast, I wish to call the

attention of the fraternity to the "dog in the maDger" policy

of a few of our landed proprietors iu this neighborhood, by
sively, to the writer. Secondly, my observations have not

j

which this little burg is liable to lose very materially during
been in a line that would ordinarily interest the readers of a
sportmg paper. I have attended no horse races, bench shows,

boat races nor shooting matches. I left all my shootiug,

fishing and other traps at home, believing that I could obtain

better sport in California than East. I think so still. My
object in travelling was to see noted places and things; I have
done so. Have visited so far, Salt Lake City, Denver, and
some of the magnificent scenery in Colorada, Kansas City,

St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, the coal mines in Indiana,

Niagara Falls, Buffalo, Portland and other points in Maine,
Boston, the Hoosac Tunnel, Saratoga, down the Hudson,
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, down the

Potomac River and Chesapeake Bay to Fortress Monroe, to

Bichmond, to Pittsburg, (from which point lam now writing.)

Itheugo to Columbus, Cineinuatti, Louisville, Mammoth Cave,

Nashville, Mobile, New Orleans, Los Angeles, SanjDiego and
then home, about a two months and a half trip.

My principal object in going down the Chesapeake was to

see the numerous and exceptionally fine canvasback ducks
that visit this region. I didn't see them. I guess they were
not there, if they were they were not visible to tho naked
eye. From Washington down the Potomac to its mouth is

about 100 miles, and another 100 thence down Chesapeake
Bay to Fortress Monroe. We left Washington a little after four

p. M., and were due at the Fort about eight the nest morn-
ing. But we didn't get there on time; not by considerable.

For the first time in eight years the storm was too much for

the ''good ship" and at early morning we were still iu the

river. After an hour's wort and the exhibition of some very

poor seamauship, the anchor was hove up and, as the day
opened bright and clear, we had a delightful run down the

bay. We reached our destination at two p. m. But the ducks
—ah, yes, the ducks—well, occasionally "they came along in

flocks of one, and then three or four single ones came along

together." They were not canvasbacks though. I saw
probably a dozen mallard, a few widgeon and possibly a

eouple of hundred black ducks all told. In passing, by
rail, from Fortress Monroe (old Point Comfort) to Phila-

delphia via Richmond and Washington, one crosses a large

number of shallow lakes, sloughs, marsh land, etc., splendid

places for ducks to loaf iu, but they were not there. I was
told it was too early for canvasbacks; I guess it was, and
Iiad I traveled from San Francisco to Sacramento by water

and seen no more ducks than I saw on the Potomac, Chesa-
peake and various branches, I should have concluded it was
too early for all kinds of ducks.

The Chesapeake is a magnificent body of water, and the

wild celery which grows there in great abundance is said to

"be especially palatable to the canvasback, au*d to attract

them in great numbers at certain seasons; but my impression

is that our boys will not miss much by leaving the Chesa-

peake to the mighty nimrods of the Eust. lam told that a

nag of a dozen or so is considered a splendid day's shoot on
this side of the continent. Think of that, ye boys of the

West! you who go to the Bridges, to Alviso, Alvarado, Sui-

sun Marsh, Union and Sherman Islands and slaughter your
fifty or seventy-five per day, and then growl because they

were not a hundred. No, I have seen nothing in the shoot-

ing line, or any other line, that has made me wish for a mo-
ment to transfer my residence from the West to the East.

I must tell you about my partridge-shoot in Pennsylvania.

I visited some relatives in Susquehanna county. My
nenhews, John and Ed, told me there was excellent shoot-

ing right close by, and they would gather together the neces-

sary firearms and in the morning we would go out and bag a

few. You should have seen our outfit. Being a visitor I was
given the best the house could produce. It was an old Wm.
Moore gun, about a 16-bore, a muzzle-loader, about 36 inch

barrels, and I should judge it had never been cleaned since

the day of its birth. Johnny had an ancient single barrel

affair, and Ed was armed with an old bored-out army
musket. We tramped some three hours, but secured

no game. I saw none—the boys banged away
several times to no purpose. But though we discovered no

partridges we found lots of chestnuts, brown beauties shaken

right off the trees, and they were delicious, as were the apples,

pears, and other fruit from the orchaid adjoining the resi-

dence. There is another feature which a Californian enjoys

East, and that is the gorgeous and beautiful Autumn wood
scenery. How varigated and lovely it is! What exquisite

tints and combinations, and artistic blending of colors!

Wonder why it is that the woods of California are clothed iu

such plain and uninteresting raiment in the Autumn, while

those in the East are so beautifully arrayed.

When in Chicago I visited Spanlding's store and bought a

lot of bass flies for a friend iu 'Frisco. One of the head men
there (I have forgotten his name) had visited California, and

shot with Mr. John Orr, and knew Mr. Crittenden Robinson
and other good shooters very well.

Squires, on Broadway, New York, is exhibiting what he

claims to be the smallest breech-loader, hammerless gun ever

built. It was made for and to the order of oue of the Loril-

liards, by Blair, of England, and weighs 4} pounds, and, if

my recollection serves me correctly, is 36 bore. It strikes me
that such a gun as this is a perfect absurdity, just as much
so as the 23-pound gun which an acquaintance in New York
informed me he used for pigeon shooting at the trap.

Traveling is hard work. I am getting tired of it and shall

be glad to get home again, and the sooner the better.

E. G.

Shot in the Leg-

Last Sunday a party of hunters, consisting of Will Bassett,

his brother Jack and others, visited Luce's Canyon in search

of quail. While traveling along the side of the canyon Jack

scared up a number of quail. One bird flew directly infront

of him, and he was about to fire when another hunter came

towards him, and, not realizing the danger of Jack, blazed

away. About half of the charge of No. 9 shot entered his leg,

above the knee, while a number settled in his other leg.

Young Bassett did not know at first that he was shot, and

started to continue his hunt, when his leg gave out and he

fell to the ground. He tried to walk a second time, and

again fell down. He was taken to camp and carried home in

a buggy, and doctors sent for, who examined his injuries

and found no serious wounds, excepting the lodging of a

large number of shot in his leg. They picked out about 109,

a number remaining, below the knee, had entered too deep

to be extracted. The young man who accidentally leaded

Jack, was terribly frightened, and begged to keep his name
out of print. He paid all the bills of Jack's sickness.—Hay-

icards Journal.

th,e hunting season. Several professional and mercantile

resident gentlemen of San Francisco have been iu the habit

of paying us a weekly visit during the hunting seasons, for

the past five or six years, sometimes camping in the neigh-
borhood for one or two weeks at a time, during which their
supplies were procured from here or in Washington Corners.
Their hunting was usually along the canyons and hills front-
ing the Mission Peak. These lands are of such a nature that
gentlemen could hunt and range over them during the terms
of their natural lives.without doing rive cents' worth of harm
to anyone, except the physical effort it cost themselves,
yet this season the owners have conspired together to pre-
vent all shooting thereon, and thus prevent the expenditure
of a considerable sum of money iu the district.

Messrs. Stanford, Mason and Curtner, own nearly all this

land, and have notified the gentlemen of the club that they
cannot shoot upon these grounds in future. Last season
Mr. Huxley secured one of the ranches on the foothills, and
for the first time prevented shooting thereon. This ranch
by foreclosure of mortgage, I believe, passed into the hands
of Mr. S. Mason, who, I am informed, refused permission to

shoot over the ground when asked to do so by Mr. Stackpool
before the season opened. For the first time Messrs. Stan-
ford and Curtner have also prevented these gentlemen from
hunting ou these hills. Capt. Walker, Mr. Stackpool, Mr.
Foster, etc., asked permission and were refused by Henry
Curtner in person, saying that he had agreed with the other
land owners to prevent all persons from quail shooting on
these grounds iu future, even when they (the owners) did
not shoot or hunt themselves. When assured that no harm
or injury could possibly accrue to the land or anything there-
on, he said it mattered not, the land was theirs and it was
their privilege to refuse, and they would exercise tbat privi-

lege. Tbe only person who is unselfish enough not to join
in the the compact is Mr. McEeon, of Alvarado, and Mr.
Smith, another gentleman who rents this farm, requested
Messis. Wright and Foster and their friends to shoot and
hunt, both in the vineyard and the hills, as quails and rab-
bits had been doing considerable damage to his grapes.
The gentleman who called upon S. Mason for permission

before the season cpened, saw a quail trap not 200 yards
from Mason's house. This may be a cause for one of these
farmers, at least, for refusing sportsmen permission to shoot,

whose only object was the pleasure and exercise it afforded.

One of these parties has filled a public office in Alameda
county, and as the sportsmen both resident and non-resident
may have some influence in this connection, I wish to call

their attention to the action of land owners, who deprive our
county of the patronage of as respectable and honorable a lot

of gentlemen as it has been my fortune to know, and who
visited this district for sport and recreation. I shall send
yon some items from this locality in future.

Missioner.
Mission San Jose, Oct. IS, 1S85.

THE RIFLE.
California Rifle Association.

The Fall competitions of this body of expert riflemen

began ou Sunuay last at Shell Mound Park, Alameda cunuty,

and will be concluded at the same popular range ou to-

morrow.

The attendance was flattering to the popularity of the

Association. The proprietor of the range, Captain Siebe, is

liked by all those who do target work, aud his success on

Sunday in affording pleasant diversion to those who favored

him by being present, will make him sttll more popular.

The day was a good one, barring a slight mistiness, which
lessened the averages somewhat.

The first shooting of the day was the Team Match, open to

teams of six, from the Police Department, or from any com-
pany of the N. G. C. None of the contestants to have made
better than 70 per cent, at any California Rifle Association

contest. Seven rounds, Springfield rifles, 200 yards off

hand. Prizes: To first, a fine oil painting, presented by
Captain Siebe. Individual prizes: $5, S3, and $2.

POLICE TEAM.
Stanley 4 4 5 A 3

Flanders 4 5 5 3 2

Kelly 4 4 5 4s
Bonestock 3 3 4 3 4

Biiigle 4 3 :s 2 4

AlEord 2 4 3 3 3

5 4—

i

3 4—2
4 4—-^

E COMl-AXV, SECOND ARTILLERY.
KateniAii 1 4 4 4 4 5 4—^9
3ergt,Kellj 4 4 4 5 5 4 :i-in
Lieut. FIvnu....4 3 4 :* 4 4 4—2S
'or. McCIosky.l 3 a

» 3 a 4- -2-1

tfam X 4 3 4 4--24
-iergt CUrb f 2 - 3 - 2 4- -lfl

Hunters Arrested.

The second match was for the champion medal of the
Association, held by Special Officer P. D. Liuville. The
medal was won by T. E. Carson, of C Company, First Iu-
fantry. Mr. Linville tried hard to retain the trophy, but the
fates were against him. Five times he made the same num-
ber of points scored by Mr. Carson, but the lattei's string was
the better one under the rules. Following are the couditions
of the match: Open to all members of the Association, the
National Guard of California, Army aud Navy or Police
Department. Entries unlimited. Rounds ten, with any
military rifle under the rules. Distance 200 yards. Five
cash prizes, namely: $10, SS, 36, $4, S2, iu addition to the
medal, which is the first prize. To become the property of
the marksman wiuuing it three times at regular meetiugs of

the C. R. A. The prize-winners, with their scores, are
annexed:

T. E. Carson.....5 5 44 54 5 55 5—47lCharles Nash...4 5 I 4 S 5 s 5 5 4— 18

P. D. Linville...-5 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4—ITS. E. Beavei 5 4 5 5 5 5 14 5 i— IU

A. Johnson 5 45445 5 54 5—46IJ.A. MacdoimUl4 4544 55 4 5 5—15

An extra prize of 810 for the most bull's-eyes made daring
the day in the match was won by Mr. Linville.

The next event was the Donobue Beginners' Match, open
to all competitors who have no record exceeding 70 per cent,

at the meetings of the C. R. A. Distauce, 200 yards. Five
shots, with any military rifle under the rules. First prize

presented by Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. Duuohne, Fifth In-

fantry, N. G. C. Other prizes. 25, 15, 10, and 10 per cent,

respectively of net receipts. Entries unlimited. Tbe prizes

were won by:

C.Meyer 4

Jas. A. Hauly 4

Kelly 4

s s—

~

Deputy Sheriff Ralph, of Alvarado, paid Haywards a visit

Wednesday for the purpose of arresting three of our young

men for hunting on Willis
1 land below Alvarado. Every

year Willis has a picnic with the boys, and he is said to be a

holy terror. We believe this is the same person that Dan
Proctor paid his respects to. The party of hunters he has

had arrested for hunting ducks on his land are our Town
Treasurer, C. S. Long, Will Hayward and Wm. Slack, stop-

ping at Hayward's Hotel. We understand they intend to

make this a test case, and see whether or not a person has the

privilege to hunt on any laud along the bay.

After the above was in type we met C. S. Long, Wednes-
day evening, just after he had returned from tbe trial at A -

varado. It seems our youug men were hunting ou property
adjoining Willis, and went on his ground to get some ducks
that had fallen on his land. They had been hunting iu that

vicinity all day, and Willis at last saw them and started for

them with a club. Charley desired to come to some under-

standing and arrangement, bat as soon as Willis learned tbat

they were from Haywards he proposed to tire them bodily,

and threatened to club them off his ground, but tbe boys did

not scare worth a cent. Finally the boys left, and Willis

started for town to get a warrant out for their arrest on a

charge of "misdemeanor." This was served by Ralph, Tues-
day. Wednesday the trial came off before Justice Richmond,
at Alvarado, the District Attorney appearing for the people.

The hunters had engaged A. A. Moore to defend them, and
had made up their minds to make this a test case, but Col.

Hayward happened to be in Alvarado at the time aud his sen
Will being in the party of hunters, he wanted it compro-
mised. When the case came up, C. S. Long riled an affidavit

for a change of venue, either to Oakland, Haywards or

Livermore. This Mr. Willis objected to, and Anally went so

far as to practically withdraw the charge made against the

huuters, and they paid the costs, which amounted to So
ipiece. Had it not been for the feeling for Mr. Hayward, the

hunters would have pushed the case to the end. Willis allows

other hunters access to his valuable domain, but if a man is

known to come from Haywards, the first thing he does is to

take a club, and run him off his ground. We understand

that theDistrict Attorney admitted that Willis had no case,

and we are sorry that the case was not pushed to a decision.
—Hayicards Journal.

If those who find quail traps iu their rambles will send us

the names of the owners on whose lands the traps are set, we

shall considerit a favor. Perhaps publication of their names
may prompt them to turn from the error of their ways, and
cease to take illegally oue of the gamest little birds that flies.

"Lemmy B.," whose pleasant account of a trip in search

of trial grounds appears elsewhere, might start the ball by
letting us know just where he found traps.

Residents of Woodland have been having good shooting at

upland plover near the tules in that vicinity. John Frank-

lin killed ninety one afternoon. A few small flocks of the

birds have been seeu near the site of the old Tule House and
the sheep ranch near by, but they have not arrived there in

large numbers yet.

Vehrlin 3 5 5 4 A—l\
H.Pendleton 5 4 3 5 i— _l

4 4—211

The following made 70 per cent: Thomas Flanders 20, F. ,

M. Zeising 20, Rateman 19, Lieut. J. H. Flynu 18, Clark IS,

J. McClosky 18.

The next match was the most important of the day, and
yesterday was the first time anything of the kiud ha i been

^

attempted by the Association. The interest in it was great,
*

and though but two platoons were engaged, yet it was
counted as one of the best features of the meeting. The two
platoons were from the Police Department and the Nationals.

Chief Crowley entered the team froia the police, while Cap-
tain Douglas commanded it on the ground. The following

were the conditions of the match: Open to teams of eighteen

men from any company of tbe N. G. C , Uuited States Army
or Police Department. Weapons, U. S. opriu^field rifle;

any number of teams may enter; competitors limited 10 oue
team; distauce 200 yards; one vulley to each team; firing by
command of officer in charge of team; each straggling shot t-»

forfeit a nit, aud iu case of a tie the highest point so red.

Score to be counted: First, greatest uninb*-r of hits; second,

value of shuts per C. R. A. rules. Absolute ties In he shut
over. Prize to wiuning team, §15: second team, 810. Tbe
police platoon won, every uiau hitting the target, tbe Nation-

als
1 platoon scoring but thirteen hits. The victorious pla-

toon made six 4 s, six 3's and six 2s. a total of 54 points, or

60 per ceut. It was the first time tbe platoon ever Hied to-

gether. The platoon of the Nationals made ten -4's, one 3, two
2's aDd five misses. This company, it is justice to say, did uot

have the platoon the Captain had selected, as some of the

men, good marksmeu, were absent, aud their places had to

be filled by inexperienced meu. The police platoon whs com-
posed of officers Hook, A. T. Fields, C.C. Wells, N.T. Fields,

Sergeant Fleming, Sergeant (iauo, Cornstock, McCarthy,
Geary, Wittmau, Bixby, Harris, Cayot, Biughton, Stanley,

Sergeant Flanders, Kelly, aud Sergeant Nash.
The Skirmishers Match was not shot, as it was crowded

out of the programme by the other events. Shooting did not
cease until dusk.
Next Sunday closes the meeting, on which day the

Dimond Team Match, Dunphy Team Match and Centenuial
Te:iiu Match will he shot, besides which there will be pool*

shooting.
The San Francisco Fusileers concluded their monthly aud

quarterly contests yester ay. The regiment mutual medal,
held by the company, which is fought for every year by
members, was also settled, Lieuteuaut H. J. Mauaels wiu-
ning it, and will wear it the coming year, by the following

score

:

Lieut. H. J. Mangels 200>ards—5 4 4 5 4-22

The company medals were won as the annexed sores
show:

FIRST-CLASS ill DAL.

CbarleB Thierbach 2 yard-—

4

500 yards—4 5 3 A •

SECOND-CL Ufi MEl>.iL.

Sergt. P. H. Wills .200 y ir .1-— i 4 :i 4

500 yards—5 4 3 2,
THIRP-I/I.AS9 1IEDU,

Sergt C. Young 200 yards— 4 I 4

The quarterly shooting resulted as follows:
Llent. H J. Mangels 200 yards -5 4 4

L. Haake 2COyards-3 4 5

Fred. A. Kubls 200 yards—

4

4 4

Lieut. Wnllem 200 yard 9— 4 4 i

Charles Thierbach 200 yards—

4

5 4

4 4

57

-27
-20-53

4 4-2<

:il
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

6ince the 1st of September, 1S84. "We have made good

soma of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in bis possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat tbe notice of his discharge.

Races at Gilroy.

The Giiroy Jockey Club, of which J. P. Sargent is

President, and James Dunne Secretary, are arranging a

programme of five days' racing over their track, com-

mencing Tuesday, Nov. 10th. The events will be

mainly trotting, with running stakes enough to lend

variety and freshness to the sport. Gilroy is a veritable

"sporting centre," and there is always lively times in

the town when the Club gives these Fall meetings.

Programmes may be had by applying to Mr. Dunne at

Gilroy. On Sunday, the loth, the sport will conclude

with a coursing meeeting, with an unlimited supply of

dogs, jackrabbits, and fun.

The Three-year-olds at St. Louis.

The South Pacific Coast Railroad will resume their usual

hunters' special train, to-morrow, (Sunday), leaving

the foot of Market street, at 4 A. M., stopping at all sta-

tions en route to San Jose. The return train will leave

San Jose, at 5:00 P. M., giving shooters a full day in

the marshes. Excursion tickets at low rates to all mem-

bers of shooting clubs. This train was run last "Winter

on the same time table, and furnished the best accommo-

dations hunters from the city ever had. They will doubt-

less see that it is properly supported this season.

The Latest Stallion Challenge.

Racing Yearlings.

The Mulberry stakes for yearlings, run at the old

Albion track, Gallatin, Tenn., last Fall, has been re-

newed, and will be run this year, on November 4th. It

is a dash of a quarter of a mile, for yearlings, 100 lbs.

on each, with sex allowances. Five bottles of wine,

entrance, half forfeit. The conditions prescribe: "The

winner to get nothing except what he can drink that

night, the loser to get as much as the winner. No man

allowed to shoulder more than he is able to pack."

The New York Sportsman doesn't fancy the business,

and attacks it thus: "It may be all very amusing for

those who are forwarding the yearling race, but do they

really know what they are doings Yearling races were

long ago declared an abomination in England, and

abolished. Now, when American horses are palpably

deteriorating in stamina, a most vicious practice is be-

ginning to lift its head, and those who are helping its

development do not seem to realize the danger. Much,

of course, depends upon ^how the race may be run. If

the young things are punished, what horseman can fail

to express his indignation? Outside of the sentimental

features of the thing, self-interest ought to teach the

respective owners that yearling races depreciate the

value of their young ones in this way. The winner is no

longer a maiden. We care not what the judges held in

the case of Marmoset, winner of a sweepstakes as a

yearling, who was allowed to start in a race for maiden

two-year-olds. According to the rules she was a win-

ner, irrespective of the fact whether she won money or

not. No one can safely predict how far this yearling

racing may go if not brought up with a round turn."

While there is some reason in the Sportsman's view

there is also a bit of inliation in it. Yearlings in Novem-

ber are so near two-year-olds that all, or mostly all that

are expected to take part in the Spring meetings of lSSG^

have had preliminary gallops. Oue hundred pounds is

not an excessive impost for a spin of a quarter. If the

American horse is deteriorating in stamina it seems a

queer way to attempt to restore that quality by taking off

the weigHta. If ever l he golden days of the race horse

are seen again it will be an era of high weights and no

watches.

At Sbeepsbead Bay the Coney Island Jockey Club has be-

gun its loug-spokeuof mile course to have grass grown on it.

Whether or not this will be an improvement on tbe present

system of running oil dirt tracks we cannot say. Bat at any

rate, the dust which is so discomforting will then be avoided.

As we predicted, the match between Maxy Cobb and King

Wilkes fell through, and Mr. John Murphy, who issued the

challenge on the part of the Wilkes party, explains it by

stating that Mr. Conklin, the owner of King Wilkes, failed to

post his portion of the stakes, after having authorized him

(Murphy) to issue the challenge. But in writing of the match

tj the Spirit, Mr. Murphy says:

"As Mr. Cobnfeld, however, deserves a match, and wants
to trot before Nov. 3d, I will conclude by saying that I will

now match a stallion against Maxy Cobb on the following

conditions: Tbe race to take place at Providence, K. I., Tues-

day, Oct. 27th, a good day and track, to rule, mile heats, 3 in

5, in harness, for $ 1,000 a side, which amounts shall be de-

posited with the Spirit of the, Times as stakeholder; all the

gate money to go to the winner; my horse to be named when
Mr. Cohnfeld covers my $1,000, a certified check for which
I hereby band tbe Spirit."

Mr. Cohhfeld, on the 22 inst., forwarded to the Spirit the

following letter in reply to tbe above, and also sent a copy to

this paper. The letter explains itself:

"Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your kind favor, inclosing

letter of explanation by Mr. Murphy, and giving bis reasons
wby he did not make good his challenge of two weeks since.

I regret to say that his statement is ex-parte, bringing in Mr.
Conklin. with whom I have nothing to do. The challenge

was an open, sweeping statement, and signed John Murphy.
"Mr. Murphy ought to know tbe importance of a challenge,

and if in future he challenges any of my horses he will please

see beforehand that he can make bis word good.
"Now, as to his challenge No. 2. Maxy Cobb has bad no

track work since the race be won at St. Louis, in the free for

all stallions. The horse has been in my stable, and driven

by me on the road. Mr. Murphy knows this as well as I do,

therefore, to challenge me to trot at once, without any prepar-

ation, seems to me that be does not want to trot at all. He
must know that a horse has to be conditioned.

"Now, if Mr. Murphy really wants to trot his great un-
named stallion, I will trot him over Fleetwood, Tuesday,
Nov. 3d, good day and good track, best 3 in 5, according to

the rules of the National Trotting Association, for §1,000 a

side, the entire gate receipts to goto the winner, less the
percentage to the track.

"I have no time to absent myself from tbe city, and desire

to be present when Maxy beats this great unnamed stallion.

To bind this I enclose my check for SI, 000. and stipulate

that by Saturday, the 24tb inst., I must be informed if tbe
foregoing is accepted. My reason for this is that in the
event of Mr. Murphy refusing to trot I want to use my horse
on tbe road.
"To prevent any misunderstanding, I name 4 o'clock

Saturday afternoon as the time for which this remains open.
(Signed). "Yours truly, Isador Cohnfeld."

As Mr. Murphy was in Boston early in the week, he was
probably there to secure Pilot Knox for the match.

—

Sports-
man.

The New York Sportsman speaking of the horses added to

Rancho del Paso by purchase this year says: Taking this

shipment from a standpoint of numbers and value, it sur-
passes any shipment ever made from Kentucky, or any other
State. The conditions of the animals—particularly the
yearlings—their size, high breeding, aud uniform soundness
is first-class. They were shipped in three cars on the private
palace horse car of Mr. Haggin and two belonging to the
Juion Pacific. In charge of the lot was John Mackey,
manager for Mr. Haggin, and fourteen grooms and jockeys.
Messrs. Tracy <fc Wilson, Mr. Haggiu's agents, arranged and
had charge of the sbipment. Tbe value of the stock is esti-

mated at $100,000, the express charges alone being S3. 500.
Most of theta thoroughbreds wiliappeor both in California and
the East, while the others will go into the stud. It is under-
stood that Mr. Haggiu intends purchasing another stallion,

to be crossed on his high and popularly-bred native mares,
and with bis facilities, including wealth, climate, and 45,000
acres of land at Rancho del Paso, he should be one of tbe
leading breeders and turfmen of tbe continent.

Ajax and Artemas, full brothers, by Hambletonian, dam
Dolly, by American Star, are getting many pacers in Indiana,
for which credit has been given to pucidg blood in tbe mares
of that State. Iuquiry develops the fact that in Eastern
States, where pacing dams ure far less frequent, pacers were
often foaled to the cover of each of these horses.

At Washington, D. C, on the second day of the meeting
ju6t closed Jim Douglas beat Strathspey, Rica, Lady Loud
and CoraliDe, a mile in 1:43, the fastest mile ever run over
tbe Ivy City Track.

A Chicago paper says that the Washington Park Club has
under consideration a series of dash trotting races for next
season.

The following description of the three-year-old trot at St.

Louis, is from the New York Spirit, and was written by H.
D. MaKinney—"Mambrino."

The first eveut of the day was the Gasconade Stakes, for

all three-year-olds. This brought before the enthusiastic

crowd the crack three-year-olds of America; in fact, tbe

finest field that has ever appeared upou the turf. Manzan-
ita was here to tattle for California; Eagle Bird, Iowa; Green-

lander, Granby, Patron and Silverone for Kentucky; Eagle

Bird, Silverone and Iona for the Wilkes family; Patron.

Granby and Greenlander for the Woodford-Mambrino tribe;

through his sons Princeps and Pancoast. Breeders from all

section*) of tbe country watched this event with the deepest
interest. The first heat Manzanita won quite handy in 2:23*.

Everybody exclaimed, "Wonderful! Marvelous!" Tbe second
beat was a bitter contest between Manzanita, Patron, Eagle
Bird aud Silverone. After a most exciting struggle, eliciting
thundering applause from the enthused aud excited masses,
Manzanita secured tbe heat in 2:24}. Manzanita was now
au immense favorite, but tbe shrewd pool-buyers stood aloof,

for they didn't quite know what Fuller might do with Patron. .

They bad faith be could win, but afraid he would hardly
"get there," unless some of tbe marvels seemed likely to
beat Manzanita, who was evidently quite tired after her bril-

liant finish of the last heat.

The third heat, Manzanita, in trying to keep the pole
around the turn, was forced off her feet, and fell bo badly
back that she did not move for the beat. The fight now was
between Patron, Eagle Bird, and the speedy Silverone.
Patron trotted tbe back quarter in a 2:20 gait, yet Eagle Bird
and Silverone were right there, too. The finish on the home-
stretch was most exciting, Silverone comingverv fast into 'be
stretch, pursuing Patron, who had two lengths theadvantage.
The driving was masterly, the speed wonderful. Silverone
was a winner at the distance, broke, and Patron rushed under
the wire a winner in 2:23^. Only think of it, 2:23i, third
heat, over a track two seconds slow! No wouder such a fin-

ish, with Eagle Bird close up, elicited cheers that were deaf-
ening.
The fourth was a heat to quicken the pulse and thrill tbe

blood of the most indifferent. Manzanita was selling even
now for nearly as much as the field, and as she was laid up
the last heat her backers were sure she would again come to
the front. Patron led to the quarter, with Eagle Bird on his
wheel. Through the backstreteh Manzanita trotted very
fast, and finally led at the half. She fairly flew around tbe
upper turu, making the third quarter in a 2:17 gait. Never-
theless, the speedy Silverone was not a leugth away, with Pa-
tron on her wheel. The finish was grand and exciting to the
highest degree. Once into the homestretch Silverone gained
perceptibly on Manzanita, while Patron was improving his
position under whip and bit, and he looked very dangerous,
but as he passed tbe furlong tbe crowd exclaimed, "Patron
breaks!" He did. but recovered like an old campaigner, and
in a few seconds is in the fight again. Now, 350 yards from
home, Manzanita and Silverone are getting the whip as well
as Patron. Silverone and Patron both lead Manzanita at the
distance. Patron, however, cannot stand the pressure, and
on a wild run passes under the wire a head in front of Silver-
one, who maintains her trot in spite of the tactics of the wily
Fuller to run her in a break. Manzanita followed two lengths
behind, with Eagle Bird well up. Time, 2:241, a glorious
record for Silverone. This heat was what theboys term a
"corker" for Manzanita and Silverone, for both were ,very
tired after such a prolonged effort for the lead.

Silverone became a great favorite after this heat, as it was
apparent Manzanita had "shot her bolt." When the word
was giren Patron rushed to the front, Silverone, who is very
slow to get away, breaking in her effort to hold the pole. Be-
fore rounding the turn Manzanita made a break, and fell

badly back. Eagle Bird forced Patron along to the.three-
quarter pole, when Silverone made her usuai brusn for the
finish, but it was no use, as patron won the heat in 2:24}.
Pools sold before tbe heat with Patron a rank favorite.
When the word was given in the sixth heat Patron went
away in the lead, and was never afterward headed in the race,
and won in the remarkable time, for the sixth heat, 2:26}.
The three-year-old race that was trotted over the track of

the St. Louis Fair Associarion, Oct. S, 1SS5, before 140,000
people, will pass into history as the greatest three-year-old
race ever tTotted, and witnessed by more people than ever as-
sembled at any trotting eveut. Among tbe many distin-
guished persons present were Vice-President Hendricks,
General Sherman, Governors of States, etc. Tbe honors of
tbe day fell to the grandson of the dead Woodford Mambrino—Patron.
The winner is a small horse, scarcely 15 hands; his dam

by Cuyler, his graudam by Ethau Allen, and as he was sired
by Pancoast, son of Woodford Mambrino, we find bis speed
lines as remarkable as his blood lines, which are in direct
male line the blood cf old Mambrino Chief blended with that
of Hambletouian, Morgan, and thoroughbred. Manzanita
is a wonderfully speedy mare, and we doubt if even Patron
can beat her single-handed. In this race she not only bad
him to fight, but the speedy Silverone and Eagle Bird as well.
Really it was like fighting the entire field; in fact, however,
it was every horse driviug for position. Manzanita, like her
stable companions, has been off most of tbe season, which
was the apparent cause of her not finishing stronger, aud
winning tbe third heat and the race.

The trotting horse often literally dies in harness. In June
1SS0, the bay gelding Lew Scott died on the track, at Bradford,
Pa., during a race. He had won the free-for-all in straight
heats, trotting tbe third in 2:2S^, the best of the race. In
turning to leave the track he fell, and in a few seconds was
dead. The following year Homewood track, at Pittsburg,
was the scene of a similar event.,. Among the great stallions
of the day was the valiant Bouesetter. He started in the
2:19 class, at Homewood, and was placed well down in the
first two heats. In the third heat be was at the distance
when tbe others had finished. He was seen to sway from
side to side, but gamely straggled toward tbe wire, and fell

dead in the shadow of the judges' staud. Tbe incident cast
a gloom over the assemblage, as oil knew him as a horse of
iudomitahle courage and great ability. Last week the young
staliou A. G. Dewey, by Larry W., paid the debt of nature,
at Mystic Park, during the progress of a race. The last
victim was Fritz, who died immediately after a trial, at the
Ne'w York Driving Park, Oct. 18.

J. McLaughlin is this season riding lighter than ever. At
Washington be rode Enigma at 10G lbs. actual weigh't, and on
the same day Frankie B. at 105A lbs. We do not n-member
this self-denying young man riding as light as this before for
years.
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Another Dickeyism. The Washington Park Club.

As is well known Col. G. W. Dickey is possessed of con-

siderable acquirements, and is really a clever man, especially

to his friends. Like most men who live by horse dealing and

handling, he believes that too much sincerity is needless in

selling a horse, but in buying one on commission he is very

strict and a rare judge. His gifts as a story teller are inimit-

able, and at our last meeting he broke away by saying: "I

must tell you about a trip I took to Philadelphia a number

of years ago with a few trotters for sale. I had a black mare

that could skip and skive, run behind and take almost any

step except a straight jig. She had one hip down and was

old enough to vote, but some one gave her a six-year-old

mouth. She could trot in 2:33, by putting in her extra steps.

Matt Miller went with me to Suffolk Park, and I showed him
a miie in 2:34. Thereupon Matt tackled Mr. Rush who
owned the grey horse Gen. Thomas that was good for about
2:36, and said to him: "Mr. Hush I've timed Dickey's mare
and know you can beat her. Now I'll race with you, let us
call it $250 a side, you back your horse and we will divide.'

"But Miller put his money in on my mare, I won first heat
in 2:33, Thomas beat nie the next two heats in 2:32, 2:31, and
then we put John Cudney in as he was lighter, and Miller
had in a lot of money on my mare. Cudney came very near
getting shut out in 2:35, and we were all burnt up as we sup-
posed, but that old reliable Judge Osten, who serves to this

day, was in the stand. Billy was a great friend of Miller's

and came to our rescue. He cooly remarked, 'We think
there is something wrong here and cannot consent to see the
people robbed, we decide that Gen. Thomas wins the race,

but all bets and pools are declared off.' You can bet we
were more than glad to get our money back. My luck with
the old mare did not end here. Jacob Peters owned the
famous old grey gelding Rockingham, with a harness record
of 2:25£, and a saddle record about two seconds better.

Well, we saw by the papers that my mare trotted in 2:33, but
knew nothing about her hip being down, having never seen
her, so I swopped her to him for old Rockingham and got a

big trade. I took him over to New York, got Gifford to reju-

venate his mouth—he was eighteen years old then. I told

Gif not to make him a colt again, as I did not want him to

have the distemper. When old Rock's molars wers in good
grinding order, along came a colored gentleman from Olean,
N. Y., looking for a trotter.

*' 'I've got one can draw you and me a 2:30 gait and beat it

a mile in harness.' I gave him a ride and he gave me S1,000
and a nice young mare for the old grey. He drove him up
the road, and while he was gone I sold the mare for §400 to

prevent accidents. When he drove Rock under the shed at

Harry Bertholf's several of the old sports stepped up, one
said:

" 'How good old Rockingham looks;' another said, 'I never
saw him look better. Dickey is a great nurse.'

"My African friend spoke out indignantly, 'You're all

wrong gemmen, dis ain't no old Rokinham but a young boss,

look at his mouf.' But they finally convinced him he had
the old horse sure enough, and he drove back to me all out
of breath, but managed to gasp out,

" 'They tell me I've got Rokinham.'
"I said gently, T know you have, I didn't tell you it was

not him.'
" 'But I don't want him.'
" 'Neither do I, and that is the reason I let you have him.'
" 'Cum, Mr. Dickey, I wants my mar and money or I'll sue

you.'
" 'How much do you think it will cost you to get a judge-

ment.'
" 'I s'pose twenty-five dollars.'
" 'Give me rive and I'll confess judgment and you can save

twenty dollars.'

"Like a sensible man he never sued, but took old Rock
home with him and I heard sold him well. An old trotter if

he is any good sees plenty of life and has many masters,"
soliloquized the Colonel as he finished his Btory.

—

Chicago
Horseman,

Getting: Even with Lorillard.

Recent publications descriptive of Pierre Lorillard 's 1,600

acre farm here recall a story of the millionaire's experience

with a landowner several years ago. When Lorillard was

buying the farms which he combined into his present one,

there remained in the midst of them a sixty-acre tract of

-white oak timber, owned by the proprietor of a country tav-

•ern in the neighborhood, which his agents could not secure.

Finally Lorillard himself came down to open negotiations.

He failed to find the tavern-keeper at home one Saturday,

but the next day the latter having concluded to sell his sixty

acres, went up to the farm to see Lorillard's agent and ar-

range the terms. He drove unconcernedly past a sign, "No
admittance on Sundays," on the big gates. Lorillard who
did not know him, saw him driving up to the house, and,
striding to meet him, called out angrily:

"What gate did you come in at?"

The driver pointed to the one behind him.
"Well, you go right back out of that same gate! Can't you

read a sign when you see it?"

The man turned without a word, and drove off, deaf to the

calls of the agent, who had come up just after Lorillard had
ordered the man off. Next morning Mr. Lorillard drove
over to the tavern to explain his mistake aDd buy the land.

As he came in the landlord met him.
"What door did you come in at?" he exclaimed, and

when the millionaire pointed to the one he added: "Well,

now, you can go right back out of that same door, just as

quick as you know how!" The millionaire went.
The Jerseyman, however, did not allow his little piece of

revenge to obscure his eye for the main chance, for a short

time afterward he consented to let Lorillard have the timber
lot for two or three times what it was worth.

Last week W. L. Jones took to Kentucky, for the Dwyer
Bros., George Kinney, Barnes, Miss Woodford, and the year-

ling colt by Luke Blackburn, out of Ivy Leaf, by imported

Australian. They all go to the Runnymede Stud of Messrs.

Clay & Woodford, in Bourbon county, where they will pass

the Winter. If Miss Woodford remains all right, she will be
trained the coming Spring; otherwise the brothers will most
likely breed her to Hindoo. The yearling colt by Luke
Blackburn is promising, but undersized, and he is sent to

Kentucky with the hope that the famous blue grass and a

more moderate climate will assist his growth.

The stakes of this Club, which closed on the loth, met with

the usual fateof the Association's ventures—a veritable boom.

The American Derby shows 68 subscribers; the Englewood

Stakes, 54; the Drexel Stakes, 4S; the Lakeside Stakes, SS;

the Sheridan Stakes, 59; the Hyde Park Stakes 123, and the

Kenwood Stakes 80. We append the nominations in which

we on this side of the Continent have a special interest:

The American Derby—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds

(foals of 1SS3), at $200 each; §50 forfeit; or only $20 if de-

clared out on or before February 1, 1SS6; or §30, Aprill, 1SS6.

All declarations void unlesB accompanied with the money;
with 85,000 added, the second to receive $750, the third §250
out of the stakes. Winners of any three-year-old stake race
of the value of 81,500 to carry 3 lbs.; of three or more three-

year-old stake races of any value. 5 lbs. extra; maidens
allowed 7 lbs. One mile and a half; 6S subscribers.

R. P. Ashe, ch c King of Norfolk, by Norfolk—Marion.
R. P. Ashe, ch c Ingleside, by Norfolk—Illusion.

R. P. Ashe, ch f Minuet, by Norfolk—Neapolitan.

R. P. Ashe.ch cEd. Corrigan, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika.
Garland & Goldsmith, ch f Eda, by Hock-Hocking—Eva

Coombs.
J. B. Haggin, br c Ben Ali, by Virgil— Ulrica.

J. B. Haggin, b f Preciosa, by Glenelg—Stamps.
J. B. Haggin, ch g Virginius, by Longfield—Virginia.

J. B. Haggin, ch g Tom Daley, by Kyrle Daly—Columbia.
J. B. Haggin, b c Ban Fox, by King Ban—Maud Hampton.
R. J. Lucas, ch c Porter Ashe, by Joe Hooker—Abbie W.
Palo Alto, b f Guenn, by Flood—Gleudew.
Palo Alto, ch c Gardey, by Flood—Sallie Gardner.
Santa Anita, b c Silver Cloud, by Grinstead—Experiment.
Santa Anita, b c Lijero, by Rutherford—Jennie D.
Santa Anita, br f Mollie McCarthy's Last, by Rutherford—

MollieMcCarty.
Santa Anita, b f Bonita, by Grinstead—Maggie Emerson.
Santa Anita, b f Estrella, by Rutherford—Sister Anne.
Santa Anita, bf Santa Anita Belle, by Grinstead—Santa Anita .

Santa Anita, ch c Solid Silver, by Grinstead—Josie C.

Santa Anita, b c Glen Alrnont, by Grinstead— Glenita.

The Englewood Stakes—A Sweepstakes for fillies three

years old (foals of 1SS3); $100 entrance , h f or only $10 if

declared out on or before February 1st; or $20 April 1st,

1886. All declarations void unless accompanied with the

money ;with $1,000 added, the second to receive $200 and the

third $100, out ol the stakes. Winners of any three-year-old

stake race of the value of $1,C£K) to carry 3 lbs.; of $1,500, 5

lbs.; of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value,

7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile; 54 sub-

scribers.

R. P. Ashe, ch f Minuet, by ^Norfolk—Neapolitan.

Garland & Goldsmith, ch f Eda, by Hock-Hocking—Eva
Coombs.

J. B. Haggin, ch f Billow, by Longfield—Medea.
J. B. Haggin, b f Fortuna, by Wheatley—Rebecca.
J. B. Haggin, b f Preciosa, by Glenelg—Stamps.
Palo Alto, b f Guenn, by Flood—Glendew.
Santa Anita, b f Bonita, by Grinstead—Maggie Emerson.
Santa Anita, b f Santa Anita Belle, by Grinstead—Santa 1

Anita.

Santa Anita, brf Mollie McCarthy's Last, by Rutherford

—

Mollie McCarthy.
Santa Anita, b i Estrella, by Rutherford—Sister Anne.
Santa Anita, b f Maricopa, by Lexingtor—Althola.

The Drexel Stakes—A sweepstakes for colts three years

old (foals of 18S3); 3100 entranoe, h. f.; or only $10 if de-

clared out on or before February 1st; or $20 April 1st, 1886.

All declarations void unless accompanied with the money;
with SI, 000 added, the second to receive $200, and the third

S100 out of the stakes. Winners of any three-year-old stake

race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of 81,500, 5 lbs.;

of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 7

lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. One mile; 4S subscribers.

R. P. Ashe, ch c King of Norfolk, by Norfolk—Marion.
R. P. Ashe, ch c Ingleside, by Norfolk—Illusion.

R.P.Ashe, ch c Ed. Corrigan, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika.

J. B. Haggin, b c Ban Fox, by King Ban—Maud Hampton.
J. B. Haggin, br c Ben Ali, by Virgil—Ulrica.

J. B. Haggin, ch g Virginius, by Longfield—Virginia.

J. B. Haggin, b g Epicure, by Enquirer—Benicia.

J. B. Haggin, ch g Tom Daly, by Kyrle Daly—Columbia.

R. J. Lucas, ch c Porter Ashe, by Joe Hooker—Abbie W.
Santa Anita, b c Silver Cloud, by Grinstead—Experiment.
Santa Anita, ch c Solid Silver, by Griustead—Josie C.

Santa Anita, b c Glen Almond, by Grinstead—GlenitaC

Santa Anita, b c Lijero, by Rutherford—Jennie D.

The Lakeside Stakes—A sweepstakes for fillies two years

old (foals of 1S84); $50 entrance: h f, or only $10 if declared

out on or before Febuary 1st; or $15 by April 1st, 1886. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with

$1,000 added, the second to receive $200 and the third $100
out of the stakes. Winners of any stake race of the value of

$1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of three or more such races of any
value 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs;

88 subscribers.

R. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk—Marion.
J. B. Haggin, b f Bankura, by King Ban—Booty.

5. B. Haggin, b f Delight, by Bramble—Daisy Hoey.
J. B. Haggin, br f Ezza, by Joe Hooker—Kitten.

J. B. Haggin, b f Griseldi, by Highlander—Kate McDonald.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Irema, by Himyar—Vitality.

J. B. Haggin, b f La Mascotte, by Spendthrift—Janet.

J. B. Haggin, ch f Marigold, by Luke Blackburn—Anna
Augusta. '

J. B. Haggin, br f Napa, by Enquirer—Bandana.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Nehushta, by Fechter—Henlopen.
J. B. Haggin, blk f Numidia, by Enquirer—Nubia.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Pandora, by Spendthrift—Maid of Sker.

J. B. Haggin, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn—Gossip.
J. B. Haggin, b f Tulare, by Monarchist—Bon Bon.
J. B. Haggin, b f Vanoni, by Kyrle Daly—Lady Middleton.

J. B. Haggin, b f TJkiah, by Joe Hooker—Bay Kate.
Palo Alto, br or blk f Regina, by Shannou—Riglin.

Palo Alto, ch f Sallie G., by Flood—Sallie Gardner.
Palo Alto, Plantress, by Flood—Planetia.

Palo Alto, b f Getaway, by Balfe—Goneaway.
Palo Alto, ch f Music, by Prince Charley—Mutiny.
Santa Anita, b f Grisette, by Glenelg—Malta.
Santa Anita, Gloritta, by Lever—Return.
Santa Anita, b f Aritta, by Virgil—Lava.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f May T., by Wildidle—Bonanza.

The Sheridan Stakes—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds

(foals of 18S3); $100 entrance, h. f.; or only $10 if declared

out on or before February 1st, or $20 April 1st, 1886. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with

$1,500 added, the second to receive $300, and the third $100
out of the stakes. Winners of any three-year-old stake race
of the value of $1,000, to carry 3 lbs.; of $1,500, 5 lbs.; of
three or more such stakes of the value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 10 lbs. One mile and a quarter; 59 subscribers.
R. P. Ashe, ch c King of Norfolk, by Norfolk,—Marion.
R. P. Ashe, ch c Ingleside, by Norfulk— Illusion.

R P. Ashe, ch f Minuet, by Norfolk—Neapolitan.
R. P. Ashe, ch c Ed. Corrigau, by Joe Hooker—Countess

Zeika.
Garland & Goldsmith, ch f Eda, by Hock Hocking— Eva

Coombs.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Billow, by Longfield—Medea.
J. B. Haggin, br c Ben Ali, by Virgil— Ulrica.

J. B. Haggin, b f, Preciosa, by Glenelg—Stamps.
J. B. Haggin, ch g Virginius, by Longfield— Virginia.
J. B. Haggin, b g Epicure, by Euquirer—Benicia.
J. B. Haggin, b c Ban Fox, by King Bau—Maud Hampton.
Palo Alto, b f Guenn, by Flood—Glendew.
Palo Alto, ch c Gardey, by Flood—Sallie Gardner.
Santa Anita, b c Glen Almond, by Grinstead—Glenita.

Santa Anita, b c Lijero, by Rutherford—Jennie D.
Santa Anita, b c Silver Cloud, by Grinstead—Experiment.
Santa Anita, ch c Solid Silver, by Grinstead—Josie C.

Santa Anita, br f Mollie McCarty's Last, by Rutherford

—

Mollie McCarty.
Santa Anita.b f Santa Anita Belle.by Grinstead—Santa Anita.
Santa Anita, b f Estrella, by Rutherford—Sister Anne.
Santa Anita, b f Bonita, by Grinstead—Maggie Emerson.

The Hyde Park Stakes—A sweepstakes for two-year-olds
(foals of 1884); $50 entrance, h.f.; or only S10 if declared
out on or before February 1st, or $15 by April 1st, 1886.

All declarations void unless accompanied with the money;
with $1,200 added, the second to receive $200, and the third

$100 out of the stakes. Winners of any stake race of the
value of SI, 500. to carry 3 lbs.; of three or more stake races

of any value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Thrt-e-

quarters of a mile; 123 subscribeis.

R. P. Ashe, ch c St. Martin, by Norfolk—Baliinette.
R. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika.

R. P. Ashe, b f Vera, by Norfolk—Marian.
J. B. Haggin, b c Expectation, by Longfellow—Lucy Garnet.
J. B. Haggin, b c Acton, by Kyrle Daly—Bonnie Kate.
J. B. Haggin, b c Alcalde, by Reform—Flora.

J. B. Haggin, b c Banbridge, by King Ban—Dixie's War Flag.
J. B. Haggin, b c King Fox, by King Ban—Maud Hampton.
J. B. Haggin, b c Klamath, by Glenelg—Alix.

J. B. Haggin, b c Silver Bow, by Feohter—Belle of the Meade.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Tahoe, by Fechter—Maritana.
J. B. Haggin, ch g Truant, by Longfield—Medea.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Zoroaster, by Fechter—Wissahickon.
J. B. Haggin, b f Bankura, by King Ban—Booty.
J- B. Haggin, b f Delight, by Bramble—Daisy Hoey.
-T. B. Haggin, br f Ezza, by See Hooker—Kitten.

J. B. Haggin, b f Griselda, by Highlander—Kate McDonald.
B. Haggin, ch f Irema, by Himyar—Vitality.

B. Haggin, b f La Mascotte, by Spendthrift—Janet.

B. Haggin, ch f Marigold, by Luke Blackburn—Anna
Augusta.

B. Haggin, br f Napa, by Enquirer—Bandana.
B. Haggin, ch f Nehushta, by Fechter—Henlopen.

J. B. Haggin, blk f Numidia, by Enquirer— Nubia.
J. B. Haggin, ch f Pandora, by Spendthrift—Maid of Sker.

J. B. Haggin, ch f Shena Van, by Luke Blackburn—Gossip.

J. B. Haggin, bf Tulare, by Monarchist—Bon Bon.
J. B. Haggin, b f Vanoni, by Kyrle Daly—Lady Middleton.
J. B. Haggin, b f Ukiah, by Joe Hooker—Bay Kate.
Palo Alto, gr c Oriflamme, by Flood—Frolic.

Palo Alto, b c Del Norte, by Flood—Esther.
Palo Alto, blk c Tuesday, by Monday—Rivulet.

Palo Alto, b c Shasta, by Shannon—Demirep.
Palo Alto, br or blk f Regina, by Shannon—Riglin.

.

Palo Alto, b c Diovalo, by Shannon—Dame Winnie.
Santa Anita, br c Pendennis, by Virgil—Persia.

Sanita Anita f b or br c Goliah, by Grinstead—Maggie Emerson.
Santa Anita, ch or gr c El Monte, by Rutherford—Ophir.

Santa Anita, b f Grisette, by Glenelg—Malta.

Santa Anita, b f Gloritta, by Lever—Return.
Santa Anita, b f Aritta, by Virgil—Lava.
Santa Anita, ch or b c Grimaldi, by Grinstead—Hermosa.

The Kenwood Stakes—A sweepstakes for colts two years

old (foals of 1SS4); $50 entrance, h f; or only $10 if declared

out on or before February 1st, or $15 by April 1, 1886. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with
$1,000 added, the second to receive $200, and the third $100
out of the stakes. Winners of any stake race of the value of

$1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of three or more stake races of any
value, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs;

SO subscribers.

R. A. Ashe, oh c St. Martin, by Norfolk—Baliinette.

R. P. Ashe, b c Wallace, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika.

J. B. Haggin, b c Expectation, by Longfellow—Lucy Garnet.
J. B. Haggin, b c Acton, by Kyrle Daly—Bonnie Kate.

J. B. Haggin, b c Banbridge, by King Ban—Dixie's War Flag,

J. B. Haggin, b c Alcalde, by Reform—Flora.

J. B. Haggin, b c King Fox, by King Ban—Maud Hampton.
J. B. Haggin, b c Klamath, by Glenelg—Alix.

J. B. Haggin, b c Silver Bow, by Fechter—Belle of the Meade.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Tahoe, by Fechter—Maritana.
J. B. Haggin, ch g Truant, by Longfield—Medea.
J. B. Haggin, ch c Zoroaster, by Fechter—Wissahickon.
Palo Alto, gr c Oriflamme, by Flood—Frolic
Palo Alto, blk c Tuesday, by Monday—Rivulet.

Palo Alto, b c Diovalo, by Shannon—Dame Winnie.
Palo Alto, b c Del Norte, by Flood—Esther.
Santa Anita, br c Pendennis, by Virgil—Persia.

Santa Anita, b or brc Goliah, by Griustead—Maggie Emerson.
Santa Anita, ch or b c Grimaldi, by Griustead—Hermosa.
Santa Anita, ch or gr c El Monte, by Rutherford—Ophir.

The millionaire roadites of New York have erected private

stables of late years on more a luxurious scale than many a

residence. Mr. Wm. Rockefeller's stable on Fifty-fifth street

between Fifth and Sixth avenues, cost $45,000. Mr. Flagler,

also of the Standard Oil Co., has a larger stable on Fifty-

fifth street, west of Sixth avenue, which cost bim $50,000.

Mr. Wm. H. Vanderbilt's stable, corner of Madison avenue

and Fifty-second street, covers three city lots, and the

property is worth SSO,000. Mr. Wm. K. Vanderbilt's stable,

on Fifty-eighth street within a stone's throw of Fifth avenue,

is valued at $60,000. The building that shelters Maxy Cobb
aurl Neta Medium, and the gronnd on which it stands, comer
of Fifty-eighth street and Fourth avenue, cost Mr. Isador

Cohnfeld $45,000. But the most expensive and rec'

palatial stable of them all is Mr. Frank Work's, wb.?i

ward and Dick Swiveller are domiciled on Fifty-si

a few doors east of Seventh avenue; the estimated i

property was $100,000.

he
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HEKD AND SWINE.
The Family Cow-

[M. C. Weld, in N. Y. Tribune.]

The family cow is one to be petted. She must be gentle,

good-looking, and have such qualities that the housewife aud

every member of the family shall be proud of her. Her How
of milk must be generous, the cream thick, abundant, high

colored, and quick in rising. The skim-milk may not be too

blue, for, notwithstanding all that our wise board of health

say to the contrary, skim-milk is, and will be, the milk of the

family. Such a cow must be a good feeder, always hungry,

not inclined to take on flesh while in milk, aud as a result

will turn all her feed into milk and cream. The butter should

be golden, should hold its color well into or through the

whole Winter, and this product should be so abundant that

there shall be no occasion to buy butter so long as the cow

is in milk.
Besides, she should be an easy milker. The teats should

be large enough to be grasped by the whole hand, for other-

wise more patience aud faithfulness" will be required in the

milker thaii common family servants, either men or women,
usually possess. There, J. have described a good Guernsey
cow 01 a half-bred one, aud I very much doubt if such cows

can be found in any other breed. Among the Jerseys there

are cows equally good in most respects, but it is very rare

that the butter, aud of course the cream, is so highly colored.

Their milk is quite as rich, the flow in many cases quite as

abundant, but as the cows are smaller, there will be more
small milkers among them. The choice will therefore prob-

ably be between these breeds. I do not desciibe an average

Guernsey cow, by any means; I wish the average went up to

that standard.

Grades which come of fine, large-uddered, deep-milking

common or grade cows of almost any blood, crossed with a

tirst-elass Guernsey bull, will in a majority of cases produce

such a cow as I have described. They are well worth rais-

ing. I have known in my immediate vicinity several such

cows; $100 apiece would not buy them from their farmer

owners. la full prime they gave 16 to 24 quarts of milk a

day in their flush, and some made andwill make two pounds
of butter a day, and all were excellent butter cows. They
were the daughters of an excellent Guernsey bull owned in

this vicinity several years ago. He could not be registered

in the herd-book, on account of a few drops of Jersey blood

in his pedigree, so he was disposed of before the remarkable
excellence of his stock was known. How often is this mis-

take made? Such a bull may be worth thousands of dollars

in a neighborhood.
A great many people are quite satisfied with good medioc-

rity in a family cow. Such are easily suited and can rind

plenty of cows that will till the bill. Others cannot afford to

pay more than S35 to §50 for a cow. That, in the Eastern

States, is simply the price of a good fresh cow. She will be

well worth the money, and the family will rejoice in good
milk, cream and butter. They may expect to get S to 12

quarts of milk, and if the cream is husbanded, 4 to 5 pounds
of butter a week; in fact rarely so much if the milk is

skimmed sweet so as to have the skim-milk for daily use. It

is a great pleasure to possess something to brag of. There
will not be much in such a cow. A great milker—one which
gives 20 to 24 quarts a day, though it be pale and thin—is

satisfactory in this respect.

When we can have, besides plenty of milk, great pitchers

full of thick, sweet cream, then we score a point that is

worth while and can brag to some purpose and with a good
backing. Here is where the Jersey cow, or rather the Jersey

grade cow, comes in. Besides, the butter is 6rm and solid,

high-colored so long as grass lasts, and fine-flavored, if it be

well ihade. Now, when we add to abundance of milk and
cream and butter, high color at all seasons, and on grass

intensely high color, we must go to the Guernseys and their

grades raised as I have described. The happy possessor of

such a cow may brag to his or her heart's content. I do not

mean to offer this ability to brag as a motive, though it is

wonderfully satisfactory to many people to have something
which everybody cannot have, but I mention it to enforce

the point X make in favor of this most excellent breed for

family cows, whose merits are so little pushed and brought
to the notice of the public by their owners. I don't know of

one for sale. There ought to be more bred.

To know a good cow when you have one is one thirig. to

buy one quite another. If you wish to buy a good cow and
will pay a good price let f he fact be known. Put up a notice,

at the post office, for instance, simply: "A first-class, fresh,

family cow wanted, with her calf, at a fair price." If the calf

goes with the cow slie will be soon contented; otherwise you
may expect the falling off of about one quarter of the milk,

and it will be hard to bring it back. Go at milking- time and
see her milked; take a sample of the strained milk in a

straight-sided glass tumbler or a fruit jar and let it stand un
disturbed iu a vessel at cold water—ice-water is best—two or

three hours. You will be able to judge of the amount of

color of the cream. In ice-water cream will rise in two hours,

not completely, but in great measure.
It is often worth while to see a cow milked twice in succes-

sion—twelve hours between the milkings. Thus the buyer
may see just how much milk the cow is giving. If the cow
has a sucking calf it complicates matters a little, but a first-

rate cow ought to give much more milk than the calf will

take, so if the buyer takes two teats on one side and leaves

the other two for the calf, accurate conclusions may be
arrived at. The seller almost always overstates the milk his

cow will give. His quarts are small. If one is buying a $35
cow all this trouble need not be taken. She may be worth
S20 for beef, and if she gave no milk at all might soon be

marie worth $2o or $30; so one is really paying little for

milk. But if the price of the cow is S75 or $100, as we have
supposed, it is quite worth while to know what one buys
before the money is paid.

To Break Suckiner Calves.

A writer iu the Country Gentleman says: Get a tin tube

made after the style of a bridle bit, with length to suit width
of mouthof cow or calf; tube to have three-eighth hollow, and
open ends; rings like bridle bit rings at each end; two holes

clear through, equal distance from end. They are to admit air

when the animal attompts to suck. Put this tin bit on wifh
good straps, and the creature is weaued, and no need of orna-

mental yokes or butchers. Make the bit straight in one
piece, no swivel, and well soldered.

For cleansing niilkcaus, pans, wooden utensils, etc., nothing
equals steam, and uothiug is more convenient. Heal live

steam has a splendid cleansing effect. The cheap steam
heaters now on the market are worth having by every dairy-

man.

Ensilage for Milking Cows.

In a letter to the New England Farmer, Mr. G. D. Foristall,

of the State Farm, at Tewksbury, Mass., gives his experience

on the above subject as follows:

As I have frequent inquiries by letter and otherwise as to

the success of ensilage feeding at the State Farm at Tewks-

bury, I thought perhaps your readers might be interested if

I should give an account of our experiments, and what suc-

cess we have met with in a practice of about four years iu

that direction. The first experiment was last seasor, when
milk from the different lots of cows was tested at two differ-

ent times, one lot being fed with good English hay, the other

on ensilage. The ensilage-fed cows' milk analyzed quite one

per cent, more solids than the hay-fed, the same quantity of

grain being fed in each case. The next experiment was to

determine whether sweet ensilage could be obtained by a

process of slow tilling and not tramping, simply keeping the

mass level. This experiment, so far as sweet ensilage was

concerned, proved a failure. The silo contained 350 or more

tons. The mass, after a few days, rose in temperature from

between 80 and 90 degrees, when we first commenced to fill,

to 140 degrees, ten feet, and 150 degrees, one foot below the

surface. It remained at this temperature for nearly a month,

when the mass gradually cooled down to about 90 degrees,

and there remained.
As we were nearly four weeks in filling, there being inter-

vals of four or five days between some of the filling to allow

the temperature to increase, we have concluded that bacteria

were not created to be destroyed in that way, The ensilage

obtained was as good as any I ever saw, but somewhat acid,

and the microscope disclosed bacteria, I do not ascribe its

goodness to going through this heating process, but to its

having been allowed to get well along toward maturity before

being cut in the field, the ears being well along iu the milk.

When corn is cut into inch pieces or less, so large an amount
of mutilated surface is exposed to the atmosphere, that it

makes the very best condition possible for the formation of

ferment, and as ferment is caused by bacteria, and as they

are not destroyed by any degree of temperature which would
be likely to arise by process of slow tilling, cat ensilage must
be more or less acid according to the degree of maturity when
taken from the field.

In an adjoining silo, 250 tons of corn fodder were put in

whole, in the same state of maturity that the cut was. This

came out perfectly sweet, and haB kept so well that we are

feeding it at the present time, August 10th. This, in my
opinion, is the only way that sweet ensilage can be obtained,

namely, by putting iu the product to be ensilaged without

injury to the cells of the plant, cutting the crop up as it is

fed from the silo. There was rather more waste at the ends

in the uncut ensilage than from the cut. This waste can be

prevented in the future by keeping the ends weighted at night

during the process of filling and keeping those ends the high-

est during tilling, as the ends do not till as solid as the centre.

Iu changing from acid to sweet ensilage there was no per-

ceptible change in amount or quality of milk, or in the avidity

with which it was taken by the stock. Cut in foot lengths,

there were about 4 bushels per day of waste butts at two feeds,

from a herd of 40 cows. When cut fine the waste is all eaten.

The capabilities of ensilage feeding over the old methods
seem almost incredible. From 15 acres of heavy corn and 10

acres of light, which, if it had been properly matured, might

have been grown upon 5 acres, there were kept at the State

Farm 75 head of cattle from early iu November to the middle

of May. Since then about 40 cows have been fed, and will

continue to be fed until past the middle of August, with the

addition of 13 cents worth of grain, consisting of 2 quarts of

cotton seed and 4 quarts shorts per day, and not a pound of

hay or any other feed. A more healthy-looking herd I never

had to do with. To make sure that their looks were not de-

ceiving, as has been claimed by some that this good appear-

ance might be upon the same basis as the flesh or bloat of the

beer drinker is" produced, the stomach of every animal

slaughtered has been examined, and in every case has been
found to be in a perfectly healthy state, aud this after four

seasons of feeding ensilage. The herd averaged full 3,100

quarts of milk last year per cow. Now, after this long trial

of ensilage feeding, the conclusions arrived at are these: That
it is capable of trebling the stock capacities of New England,

and can be used to great advantage either in dairying or beef

production. For the latter, the stock have all the advantages

of Snmmer feeding, with grain, the year round. If any
doubt this statement, I would like to have them visit the farm

and judge for themselves whether these things be so. I have

a field of corn now growing, which is wonderful to look at,

and which will undoubtedly produce 30 tons of fodder per

acre early in September; there are nearly 12 aores of it.

The corn can be put in silo at your convenience, only do not

let time enough elapse between the fillings to allow deoay to

take place on top, whioh will commence in four or five days,

before another layer is put on. This is a very important fact

to know, as it saves a great expense of extra help and team

work, which have been thought essential to insure success.

The corn can be put in whole or out, with good results iu

either case. If a farmer can afford the power and help neces-

sary to cut the corn at time of filling, perhaps it is as well to

cut it up at that time, if having it acid is no objection, and I

think it is not.

The advantages of putting corn in whole are these: It takes

less time and help; less cost of machinery, which is a great

item with those of small means; it enables the farmer to take

the more leisure time of Winter to cut the corn up as wauted.

If the corn is put'iu all one way and kept straight, there is

no trouble in taking it out by cutting iu four or five foot

lengths with an axe, and then running it through a oommon
hay-cutter; every part will then be eaten. This season, by
way of experiment, I have 13 acres of Southern white corn,

S acres of Marblehead Mammoth, and 15 aores of common
field corn, all to be used for ensilage, but the field corn will

be allowed to mature the grain before the stover is ensilaged,

but still will have too much moisture in the slock to keep
well in the mow. Good results have been reported of this

last plan.
^

The farmer who attempts to raise hogs and begins by keep-

ing them until a year or more old before attemrtiug to feed

them out for market makes a mistake, and will find the busi-

ness, as a rule, unprofitable. The cheapest pork is made
from pigs that come in the early Spring aud are fed out iu

the lnte Fall, at about eight or nine months of age; for mar-

ket, though, it may be better to have the pigs come in the

late Fall, aud then feed them out aud put them ou the mar-

ket in the Summer months; as it is generally true that bettor

average prices can be obtained iu these mouths than at any
other time.

There is one consolation to the farmers in keeping cows,

that it their milk cannot bo turued iuto butter and cheese
profitably, it can be fed to the pigs and calves with some
profit at all times.

Swill For Young- Pig's.

There is no better food for young pigs after weaniug than
good skimmed milk with a little sweet, moderately fine wheat
bran and corn meal stirred into it. There should not be a
large proportion of meal in the mixture at first, nor so long
as the pig is making growth, though com meal is excellent
to finish off futtening with. Many a young pig has been
spoiled by overfeeding with corn or corn meal. It is impos-
sible to get a good growth on such food alone. Clear milk
would be better, but milk will pay a larger profit when given
in connection with some grain. Milk alone is rather too
bulky for sole diet; it distends the stomach too much, aud
gives the animal too much to do to get rid of the surplus.
Many young pigs are spoiled by overfeeding. When first

weaned they should be given u little at a time and often.
They always will put a foot in the trough, and food left be-
fore them a long time gets so dirty that it may be entirely
unfit to be eaten. But one of the worst methods of feeding
milk to pigs is to have it stand iu a sour swill barrel, mixed
iu along with cucumber parings, sweet corn cobs, and other
kitchen wastes, till the whole mass is far advanced in the
fermentation stage. Sweet milk is good, and milk that is

slightly sour may be better, it may be even more easily
digested, but milk that has soured till it bubbles, till the
sugar in it has turned into alcohol or into vinegar, is not a
fit food for swine at any age, and certainly not for young pigs
that have just been taken from their mother. A hog will
endure considerable abuse, will live in wet and filthy pens,
will eat almost every sort of food, and often thrive fairly well,
but a pig that is kept in comfortable quarters and fed upon a
wholesome food will pay a much better profit to the owner,
and furnish much sweeter pork for the barrel. Nearly all

the diseases which hogs are subject to are caused by cold,
wet pens, or by sour, inferior swill. Better throw surplus
milk away than keep it till it rots, and then force it down
the throats of awine. Farmers should keep swine enough to
take all the wastes of the farm while in a fresh condition,
aud then supplement it with good wheat middlings and corn
meal. Our own practice has been to keep pigs enough to
take the skimmed milk each day direct from the dairy room,
without the use of a swill barrel to store and sour it in. A
swill barrel in Summer is a nuisance on any farm. We could
never find a good place to keep it, where it would not draw
flies, or breed flies. In Winter it would be less objectionable,
but it is a nuisance at all times, and in all places.

—

Ncm
Emjhuid Farmer.

Management of Bulls.

We often hear aud read of men being injured and killed by
bulls. There is always more or less danger incurred in hand-
ling bulls and stallions, more than is usually thought. Men,
when they have raised auimals from their birth, fondled and
petted them through the playful part of their lives, often
scout the idea that their bull is at all dangerous. They think
that because their animal has always been playful and never
shown any sigus of viciousness, and they have always been
on good terms with him, that it will always be so. It is
these very men who most often get iuto trouble with vicious
male breeding animals. Never suspeciiug any danger, they
are taken unawares whenever the bull gets angry. Of course
there is a great difference iu the dispositions of different
breeds, aud different animals of the same breed, and much
dependson the training the animal receives, whether he will be
cross and dangerous ornot; but knowing that all maleauimals
during the rutting season, are more or less combative, it is

best to always have in mind the element of danger and be
governed accordingly when handling the larger and more
powerful animals.
A bull should always have a ring put in his nose by the

time he is a year old. There should be a leading staff pro-
vided, one not made of any poor stiok that may be handy,
but of the toughest wood that can be obtained and which will
bear a heavy strain without danger of breaking. A bull staff
six feet long should, supported at the ends, sustain the full
weight of a man jumping upon it. Then with a strong snap
fastened securely to. the end, snapped into the ring, one has
good control of the most vicious animal. With the butt of
the staff placed against a building.it is impossible for the
strongest bull to crush his attendant as he often attempts to
do, aud can, if led with a rope or strap.

If bulls were handled more thau tbey are it would be much;
better, in many ways, than to let them run iu the pasture,,
living a life of elegant ease, or what is worse, kept imprisoned*
in a stall except when led out for service.

A law passed by the last New York Legislature declares
that "milk drawn from cows within fifteen days before and,
five days after parturition, or from auimals fed ou distillery-

waste, or any substance in the state of putrefaction or (er-

rnentatiou, or upon any unhealthy food whatever, shaJi be
declared uucleau, impure, uuhealthyaudunwholesome milk,'*

If a dairyman raises his own cows, he ought to be certain
that they are good ones. If they are not, he has no one to
blame but himself. Always keep a thoroughbred bull and
raise the heifer calves from the best cows, and the dairyman
may rest assured that he will have better cows thau can bo
purchased at reasonable figures.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
How Arabs Treat Foals.

[The Horses of the Sahara.]

No sooner has the foal seeu the light than one of the by-
standers takes it iu his arms, aud walks up aud dowu with it

for some time in the midst of almost inconceivable noise and
uproar. It is supposed that a useful lesson is thus taught
for the future--the animal, accustomed from its birth to hor-
rible sounds, will never afterwards be frightened at anything.
This lesson finished, the master of the tent places the
risht dug of the mare iu the foal's mouth, aud exclaims: "Iu
the name of Allah! Allah grant that tbe new-born (mezyoud)
may bring us good fortune, health, and abundance!" The
frieuds who are present, answer all together: "Amen! May
Allah bless thee! He has scut thee another child."

Amoug the Arabs of Upper Asia, but chiefly in the Nedjed,
when a filly is foaled, it is impossible to form an idea of the
rapture that seizes the family, "Allah has sent us a blessing;

on r. Lord, Mohammed, has entered iuto our tent." Neither
wives nor children would suffer themselves to subtract one
drop of milk drawn from the oamelH, the goats aud the ewes.
The whole of it is reserved for the fortunate foal, object of

the love and most tender solioitude of all inhabitants of the
tent.

To tench the foal to suck, a fig or date soaked in milk
slightly salted is put into its mouth; as soon as he has taken
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a liking to it and begins to suck it, he is placed under his

dam. Alter two or three attempts lie soon mistakes the dug
for the tig or date he has just left, and the thing is done.
After that he is carefully preserved from the night cold. But
it is also necessary to accustom him to drink camel's and
ewe's milk. It is done iu this manner. Th«y take a goat's

skin used several years for holding milk, and fill it with air.

Then squeezing it gently, they blow up his nostrils a few
times. By way of complement to this operation they crush
dates in milk, which impart to it a sweetish flavor and then
place the mixture close to the foal's mouth, forcing him every
now and then to dip his lips into it. He begins by tasting

and licking it and after a while drinks it, whether the dam
gives him suckor not. Great importance is attached to teach-

ing the foal to drink milk; first, because he can thus be left

iu the tent while the mare is again put to work; and secondly,
because in after years, in default of water, he will be satis-

tied with milk instead, and also as food if barley runs short.

Should the mare take an aversion to her young, she musfbe
separated from him, and the latter must be brought up on
camel's milk, as this is deemed preferable to the milk of the
cow or the she-goat, which produces laziness and heaviness.
A few days or a month after the birth of a foal, some Arab

slits one or both of its ears. According to one party this

operation is performed on animals born iu the nighttime, be-

cause they ought to have a better sight than those that come
into the world during the day. According to others, it is

done to foals born on Friday, the day of the gathering to-

gether of Mussulmans at the mosque, because it is a lucky
sign. The truth is simply this: The master of a tent has a

child of tender years, whom he loves very dearly. In slit-

ting the ear of his fual he declares that he reserves him for

his son so-and-so. Should the father afterwards die, no one
would dispute the possession of the animal with the child

thus named. Others, however, slit the ear of a foal that has
the colic; the bleeding saves him.
Soon after the birth of a foal they hang round his neck

amulets, and talismans (richly ornamented in the case of

wealthy people) and little shells called "oudaa." They are
suspended by neckbands of wool or of camels' skin (goulada)

which the women delight to make with their own hands,
especially applying themselves to harmonize the colors taste-

fully. To bay or black horses they attach a white "goalada,"
to those of a light color red "gouladas." These neckbands
are useful as well as ornamental, for they serve to hold the
animal by if need be, thus replacing our halters in a manner
more agreeable to the eye and less irksome to the horse. As
for the talismans (heurouze-aajabj they are simply little bags
made of Morocco leather, more or less ornamented, and con-
taining words extracted from the sacred writings, by means
of which they hope to preserve the animal from wounds,
from sickness and from the evil eye.

Occasionally in war time the foal is killed immediately
after its birth, in order that the dum may the sooner be fit

for service; but never do they slay a tilly. Such a one is

weaned and left in the tent to shelter it from the sun, and
the women frequently succeed in saving its life by giving it

ewe's or camel's milk. If a filly be born on the road during
a journey or march undertaken for a commercial or a warlike
object, in order to save it every possible fatigue it is placed
upon a camel, where a soft nest is constructed for it; but it

will only be allowed to approach its dam during a halt or in
the night time.

During the Taguedempt expedition in lS-il, I saw a cav-

alier of Makhzen, who had no means of transport, carry
before him on his saddle for the first four days after its birth,

a filly which his mare had given him at the bivouac. At the
end of that period it followed its dam, throughout the cam-
paign.
When the colts are not destroyed they are usually sold in

the Tell, at the season of buying grain, whereas the fillies are
preserved as a source of riches through their offspring.

The greater the value attached to the mare, the earlier is

the time for weaning, but it generally takes place in the sixth

or seventh month. In weaning the foal they remove it from
its dam, first of all for one day, then for two, and so on,

gradually increasing the period of separation. To render the
transition less abrupt, they give it camel's milk sweetened
with date honey, aud to keep it from wandering in search of

its mother, they tether it by its hind or fore legs with woolen
cords, but in either case above the knees or the hocks; whence
proceed the whitish marks that are often observable. If at

that age the animal were fastened by the pasterns considera-
ble iujury might be done. The foal never remaining still

and puzzled by its novel situation, the processes called by
the Arabs "louzze," or almonds would speedily be formed.
Redoubled attention is paid to the foal while being weaned,
for if it succeeded in getting loos© and approached its dam it

would be liable to fall ill through Bucking a corrupt and
sour milk.
In the day time while the mare is on the march or in the

pasture, a sort of halter (kuemama).is put on the foal, the
noseband of which is furnished with short porcupine quills.

The dam then refuses of herself to let the foal touch her.

As soon as it is fairly weaned, it is necessary in order to pre-

vent the accumulation of milk to draw it off from the mare
irom time lo time, and somewhat to lower her diet. After
being weaned, the foal is fed on ground barley in regularly

increasing quantities, taking care, however, not to cause
satiety. Theyusea wooden measure called "feutra." This
measure contains three double handfuls, and is common to

all the tribes in the desert, because its origin dates from a
religious tradition. At the "aid-es-seghrir," that is, at the
little festival which follows the Ramadan, the Prophet recom-
mends every Mussulman who is tolerably well off to give to

the poor a : 'feutra"of food, wheat, barley, dates, rice, etc.,

according to the productions of the country in which he may
be residing.

As soon as the foal is weaned, the women take possession
of it saying: "It belongs to us now; it is an orphan, but we
will make its life as pleasant as possible."

The Roadster.

Writing of road horses, a correspondent of the Live Slock
Journal sensibly says: If the roadsters are not the most val-

uable class of their species, they are at least the most cher-
ished and coveted breed in the equine family. They are
highly prized for pleasure driving on the road, esteemed for

their utility in ordinary work, and admired for their endur-
ance in active business pursuits. Those with great speed
and bottom will sell for high figures. Speed, in proportion
as it triumphs over time, multiplies those figures into tens of

thousands of dollars. There is an ambition to own the kings
and queens of the road aud no expense will be spared to

gratify that passion. Dexter sold for §38,000 for a gentle-

man's roadster; Rarus sold for §35,000 for the healthy rec-

reation of pleasure driving; Maud S. was purchased for $40,-

000 for the purpose of developing her wonderful speed. She
has been used for pleasure driving, except when being pre-

pared for public trials of speed, to gratify public curiosity.

It costs no more to raise a well-bred road horse than it does
to raise a lowbred mongrel. The well-bred animal will be
worth four times as much as the ill-bred scrub. It is this

fact that has encouraged breeders to persevere in improving
the trotting family. They have increased their speed from
one mile in 3:00 to one mile in 2:08f, in the last sixty-five

years. All we have to do is to breed endurance into these

trotting magnates to secure the first-class roadster. Those
who have had the skill to produce a first-class performer have
made a small fortune out of a single production. The gene-

alogy of first-class roadsters shows many of them to have a
thoroughbred cross in their veins. It refines bone and mus-
cle, quickens the locomotive forces, and is the source from
which they derive endurance. Progenitors with an inherit-

ance from trotting ancestors, crossed with the high-mettled
racer, will perpetuate to their issue that indomitable energy
which will keep up continued exertion without exhausting
their physical powers. Blood will tell. It is the reiteration

of the courage of a noble race of ancestors. Performance is

the crucial test of the heritage for hard bottomed endurance.
Speed is the effect of nervous energy—the motive power
which results from muscular contraction. The mechanical
construction of the organs of locomotion with lever power,
gives an advantage to the force over the weight of resistance.

The long reach in the hind legs from the point of the hips
to the hocks, and the short reach from the hocks to the fet-

lock joints, gives to the hind legs a sweeping purchase power
that throws the body forward into the collar, and culminates
in great speed. The road horse, when bred up to the public
standard of speed and endurance, will always be in demand.
There is not likely to be an overproduction of the first class,

and they will always find a ready sale at high prices. - They
may be called fancy prices or fictitious values; but the mar-
ket rules prices, and that measure is always considered a fair

price. Purchasers understand the quality and value of arti-

cles they deal in. They would not be likely to over-rate the

well-bred horse. Special merits form the general character

of steeds. Speed sells for a high price in the market. Style

has its market price. It is the special gifts or remarkable
endowment that make up the market price of horses. The
road horse is as well adapted for business as pleasure. They
will make their circuits with the utmost dispatch in business
pursuits. The rapid intercourse in commercial dealings save

time and money. The performance of the most service in

the least time is what constitutes the value of horse power.
The horse that will travel seventy-five miles a day is far more
valuable than one that will travel but half of that distance in

the same time. Saving time by rapid service is equivalent

to making money. One horse that will do the work of two
saves the expense of keeping an extra horse. Superior road-

sters are gifted with both speed and bottom. They are en-

dowed with sound constitutions, good wind and nervous
energy, to put in force their physical powers. They have
strong will power which gives them courage to endure
fatigue. They will stay to the end of the road. They thrive

on the cereals with a small feed of hay, without overloading

their stomachs with bulky food to interfere with the move-
ment of the muscular forces. Fast work is promoted by the

food that contains the most nutriment in the least bulk.

Condition is the potential factor of endurance. Without
condition no extraordinary task will be performed on the

road or the racecourse. Man is ardently devoted to his faith-

ful horse that has stood by him in adversity and prosperity,

through good and through evil reports, shared in his toils

through sunshine and shower, and showed unmistakable
affection for his master by his obedience and fidelity. These
faithful services in every emergency appear to have created a

mutual sympathy between the human mind and equine
instincts.

Now is the time to make the young colts grow into valu-

able horses or so stunt their growth that their value, in com-
parison with their coat, will be almost nominal. The colt, if

properly cared for now and through the Winter, will grow
right along and come out in the Spring in condition to make
rapid headway in development. On the other hand, if is not
properly fed and caredfor at this season of its existence it will

soon become "pot-bellied" and stunted, and if it does not die

before Spring will at least never grow into as valuable a horse
as it otherwise would. Nothing on the farm, in fact, pays
in casn returus better than so treating the young colts that

they will develop into the most valuable animals that their

peculiar conformation will allow of.

Five head of horses were killed in New York by standing

with their heads over a wire fence when a post of the fence

was struck by lightning four hundred yards away.

A son of the famous English trainrr and breaker, Seffart,

says: 1 remember seeing a horse lie down with my father iu
the road. He ouly said, "Oh, my poor fellow, what a pity
you gave yourself so much trouble. You'll have to get up
with me again." And so he did. He never hit him, but
just waited, and ihe horse got up with him at last. My
father was very patient iu breaking them, though that is a

wrong term; they don't want to be broken, but to be taught
what you want them to do. At the same time my father was
determined they should do what he required of them, and
when they had done it, always rewarded them with a piece
of sugar or carrot, or something that they liked, and he never
asked them to repeat anything so as to sicken them of it.

When he was certain that they knew what he wanted of
them, and would not do it, he would give them one smart,
sharp blow across the neck with a cane or whip. He said:
"If you do hit them make them feel it," aud thought a blow
round the neck had more effect than anything else, as it

startled them more. Whips and spurs are bad thiugs; they
do more harm than good. There are as many touches on a
horse's mouth as there are notes on a pianoforte; but it is no
use if you haven't the head to use them at the right time,
and doD't know how to apply them.

It is not good for the driver or the animal to trust a young
horse too far, no matter how quiet it may be ordinarily.
Many accidents, in fact the greater proportiou of them, come
from trusting a supposedly safe horse just a little farther
than its disposition justifies. This is presumably the case
with ladieB and inexperienced horsemen, as they will, in
many instances, trust to the inherent gentleness of their
equine friend, when an experienced horseman would hold a
tight rein.

The curry-comb should not be used at all at shedding sea-

son. It irritates the skin, and quite often causes eruptions
to appear, and other unpleasant symptoms. A good brush-
ing will help the horse's circulation, and not irritate, but
stimulate. Among other acts do not forget that of kindness.
Even to an indisposed horse it gives great comfort.

.Blaine's Encyclopedia of Rural Sports says: A horse's life,

with moderate care and good usage, is protracted to twenty-
five, thirtv-five and forty years. A gentleman at Dulwick,
near London, had three monuments of three horses who sev-

erally died in his possession at the ages of thirty-five, thirty-

seven and thirty-nine years. The oldest, it is to be remarked,
was in a carriage the very day he died, strong and vigorous,

but he was carried off in a few hours by spasmodic colic, to

which he was subiect. At Chesham, in Buckinghamshire,
there was a horse thirty-six years old, which exhibited no
symptoms of debility nor any external signs of age, except

being nearly covered with warts. It was remarked with re-

gard to this four-footed Nestor, that when an unusually hard
day's work was required, he was chosen as never failing in

what was expected of him. A horse named Wonder, formerly
belonging to the riding school at Woolwich, may be quoted as

living to forty years. Mr. Culley iu his Observations on
Live Stock, mentions one he knew which lived to forty-soven

years, having during all that time a ball in his neck received
in the battle of Preston Pans, in the rebellion of 1715, which
was extracted at his death in 175S.

A Frenchman, M. Guytou de Merveau, has devised a
method for disinfecting stables which is pronounced remark-
ably simple and efficacious. "Supposing a stable of 120

cubic meters has to be disinfected, we take an earthen vase,

in which we place a mixture of 300 grammes of kitcheu salt

aud 90 grammes of peroxide of manganese. We put the vase
on an elevation, such as an old chair standing on a table,

and we pour upon the mixture 200 grammes of sulphuric
acid heated to GO degrees Baume. Immediately chloral vaporB
ujffuse themselves in every direction, and within an hour
destroy all infectious miasma. Doors and windows must be
shut, and a speedy exist is advisable so as not to breathe the
vapor." This method has been called Guytonian fumigation.

AQUATICS.

A boat with one of her sides badly stove in was towed
over from Angel Island, Tuesday before last. This boat was
damaged under the following circumstances: The sloop
Annie, while cruising about the bay one day last Summer, ran
quite close to the ship Marion, at that time anchored out ill

the stream. The boat, a twenty-two footer, was made fast by
its painter, which was long and allowed it to swing well out
aft of the vessel. The man at the helm of the Annie, seeing
men on the after deck of the ship, lelied upon them to haul
in their boat, and allow them to pass, but the men aboard
were not so accommodating as they were thought to be, and
the stem of the gentle Annie clove through the thin planks
of the boat as if they had been made of cheese. A new boat
was built for the ship and paid for by the owner of the Annie.
To those who are inclined to take similar chances the forego-
ing may prove a valuable warning.

The white paint on the Startled Fawn has all been scraped
off, and she has been given a priming coat of black. When
this becomes hardened she will be sandpapered thoroughly
and another coat of black put on. This is the season, of all

seasons of the year, when the boatkeepers on the yachts,

which find anchorage on this side of the bay, have to scrub,
scrub, scrub to keep them free from the stains of bilgewater.
White looks pretty when kept clean, bat it is alniust impossi-
ble to keep ayachtfree from bilgewater when there is so much
of it. Black, when properly put on, keeps its color better

than white, and by washing occasionally and oiling over a
craft can be made to appear quite clean for a long time.

It is whispered around that Messrs. White and McGovern,
until recently owners of the Fleur de Lis, have had a talk

with the owners of the Aggie, and obtained from them the

figure at which they would reliuquish their ownership

.

White is said to be anxious to get this pretty schooner,
but the three thousand or so difference between what he is

willing to give and what is asked for her, may cause him to

decide upon having a new sloop built, or upon choosing some
smaller and cheaper craft. It is said Jerry Nichols has a good
idea ofwhatWnite wants, and that if White has anything
built Nichols will do the work.

The shell race between Heuceman and Tom Flynn, last

Sunday, did not turn out to be an easy victory for the Sun
Franciscan after all. There were lots of Flynn's friends,

who thought he would have an easy task aud were surprised
at his defeat. The whole thins summed up briefly is as fol-

lows: Flynn thinking he would have it pretty much all his

own way failed to train himself sufficiently for the race, and
exerted himself unnecessarily just before he was sent away
with his adversary.

The southeasters will soon begin to blow, and those who
have their moorings in Mission bay would do well to look to

it and see that their heaviest anchors are down and that their

auchorliues are capable of holdiug their crafts in u gale. The
yawl Ripple, sloop Magic and schooner Neva are still in

Mission bay, and would be exposed to the fuU force of a
gale from the southeast.

The English cutter Geuesta arrived at Portsmouth last

Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock, having crossed the Atlantic

in twenty days and ten hours. This is believed to be the

fastest time ever made by a yacht in goiug across. The wind
during the trip was north, northeast to west, aud occasionally

the yacht was retarded by heavy seas. She took home three

prize flags won in contests with American yachts.

Good blood will tell even in the breeding of mules. It is

said that mules out of well-bred mares are able to endure
more hardships and stand more work than those produced
by cold-blooded mares.

The Dolphin Rowiug Club will give their eighth annual
party at Saratoga Hall this evening. The affairs of this kind
heretofore given by this club have been well attended, and
correctly conducted, and of all the city boat clubs few of

them have a greater circle of friends than the Dolphin.

Heury Peteison was down to the clubhouses last Sunday.
He does not see auy prospect for a match, but says there is

one chauce fur him. If Lehberger is willing he would low
him. Henry is looking well, but would need (ousiihr.Lblo

training to lit him for a lace.

The South End Rowing Club will have an opening|party at

their new boathouse at the fo< t of Ihird street to-morrow.
The programme of exercises will include rowing,:
and disposing of edibles.

J.
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Racing at the Los Angeles Fair.

Oct. 20th—About 3.0C0 people were in attendance, and

great interest was manifested. Great improvements have

been recently made in the track, which make it better than

ever, and for which the directors deserve especial praise.

After some delay the following Board of Judges was empan-

elled- J. C. Newton, San Gabriel; E. C. Parrish, Monte Vista;

J F. Barretto, Downey. E. A. DeCamp, Clerk of Course and

Starting Judge. Dr. K. D. Wise, Los Angeles, and J. W.

Douathan, Oakland, Timers.

After the usual preliminaries the three-minute class, trot-

ters was called at 2 p. m. Entries bad been closed with Lee

Rose's Margaret, Durfee's Big Frank, Gardner's Lady I.,

Starr's Dora, Kelly's Valentine, and E. L.A. Hill's Stock

Farm s m Carlotta. The latter being on sick list was drawn,

but the other five appeared in tine form. The first was driven

by Walter Mabin, colors, orauge; Big Frank in charge of

Durfee, eolors gold, brown and purple; Lady I. driven by

Frank Monroe, colors black; Dora by Reynolds, colors sky

blue, and Valentine by Kelly, his owner, colors light blue

and black. Margaret drew the pole, Valentine second, Dora

third, Big Frank fourth, Lady I. outside.

First heat—At the second attempt the horses were tapped

off to only a fair start, Dora winning in 2:313, Margaret

second. Lady I. third, Frank fourth, Valentine fifth and barely

saving his distance. Pools showed Dora a favorite, Frank

second, Valentine third. Lady I. fourth and Margaret last.

The first beat had only the effect of strengthening the above,

all the horses seeming to have more or less backers.

The second heat was closely contested and resulted in Big

Frank coming in first, Dora second, Valentine third, Lady I.

fourth, Margaret fifth. Time, 2:32.

Third heat—The horses came up in fine form and Frank

was made a pronounced favorite after his splendid perform-

ance of the previous heat. After the usual amount of scor-

ing and the customary cautious and directions, they got off

well together. Lady I. did some running, but the heat was
well contested throughout, a blanket often being large enough
to cover Dora and Lady I. By a splendid bnrst tbe Gibralter

mare stuck her nose under the wire. Time, 2:32£. Lady I.

was second, Valentine third, Big Frank fourth, Margaret

fifth and just inside the flag. It was now evident that the

San Bernardino gelding was a stayer, and he gained some
strength in the pool-box.

Fourth heat—Tbey were sent off well at the first trial.

Valentine trotted a splendid mile and won in 2:30£, the fast-

est mile of the race; Dora second and close, Lady 1. a good

tnird, Frank fourth and Margaret last. The last gave the

San Bernardino contingent a boom and they made things

lively at the pool bos. With little delay the fifth heat was
started. It was beautifully contested throughout, Valentine

being a length in the lead the entire mile and moving easily.

Apparently his driver was ov^r-ansious and crowded him to

a break in the homestretch. He ran quite a distance but re-

gained his feet and stuck his nose first under the wire. The
judges seemingly placed him back, as the heat and race was
given to Dora. Time, 2:31f. Valentine winning second

money, Big Frank third, Lady I. fourth, and Margaret fifth.

Oct. 20th—Trotting—Purse 5500; S335to first, $12.5 to second, 850 to third;

free for three-mimite horses. Open to Cade, Valentine and Apprentice
Boy.
Dora, b m, by Gibralter. dam by Black Warrior—J. J. Key-

nolds 12 12 1

Valentine, b g, by FarrelTsClay—J. N. Kelly,...* 53312
Big Frank, b g, bv Sultan-C. A. Durfee 4 14 4 4

Lady I., b m, by Billv Norfolk— Frank Monroe 3 4 2 3 3

Margaret, b m.'bv Sultan—W. Maben 2 5 5 5 5

Time, 2:31 "*, 2:32.^2'., 2:;W£,2:aiX.
Pools : Dora §20, Valentine $18, field $12. Mutuels, $15.40.

Between heats, the half-mile dash, free for all, weight for

age, was called. It was race 3 on the programme, and
had closed with Amazon, Johnnie Gray, and Dotty Dimple.
All appeared at the post. Johnnie drew the pole, Amazon
second, Dotty third, Bonnie fourth. A good start was effected

at the third attempt. They all ran in a bunch and was won
by a scratch by Dotty Dimple in 0:49£. The Stroud colt was
favorite in the pools, bringing 20 to about tbe same money
for the balance. Dotty Dimple being last choice. Some de-

lay in decision was caused by claims of foul riding, which
was disallowed, which was a victory for the short enders.

Paris mutuels paid $9.60 on the race. A good deal of money
changed hands.

Oct. 20th—Purse. ?150; 65 pex cent, to 1st, 25 per cent, to second, and
10 per cent, to third; free for all; weight for age. Half-mile daBh,
Hill & Gries' bit m Dotty Dimple, aged, by Ben Wade, dam un-

known, 111 lbs J. Long 1

Ben Hills' e g Johnnie Gray, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margery, 111

lbs Wallace 2
Stroud's b g Amazon 3, by Bowbocb, dam unknown, 92 lbs..Alvitre 3

Ben Hills' gm Bonnie, aged, by Reveille, dam unknown. Ill lbs.

Weaver
Time :49k.

Poole : Johnnie Grav ?20, field 515. Mutuels paid, S9.60.

Oct. 21st—The crowd was simply immense, the large

number of ladies being particularly noticeable. The events

were exciting, and all excepting those who backed the favor-

ites were highly pleased. The San Bernardino contingent

were loud in their language, owing to ihe decision in the
three-minute trot of the day before, which had a tendency to

cloud the prospects. A good financial feeling tended to

clear away tbe storm. It was soon evident that we were
among genuine sports. Those who had won were deter-

mined to win again, and losers to retrieve their shattered

purses.
The first on the board was the half mile for two-year-olds,

Hills & Giles' colt, by Wild Idler, and Ben Hill's Mollie

Capron having been withdrawn, left Oliver Twist, Minnie,

Siempre, and Meda Howard as starters. Bettors were shy of

tbe race, nothing being done in the auction box at any time.

One o'clock and tbe colts went to the post in good form.

Almost before the crowd were aware of it they were sent off

in a bunch. It was closely fought to the wire and won by a

neck by Oliver Twist in :50 1-5 seconds. Nelius came in sec-

ond on Minnie, Wallace third on Meda Howard, and Long
last on Siempre. Mutuels paid, even S10.

Oct. 21 st—One-half mile dash for two-year-olds; purse ?200,

ChaB. Thomas, Jr's. ch c Oliver Twist, by Balboa—Little Sally, 110
lbs McCurdy 1

Thomas Kt ration's blk h Minnie, bv Reveille— 1U7 lbs Nelms 2

Ben Hill'sb i' Meda Howard, by Sacramento—Arme da Howard, 107

lbs Wallace 3

E. L. A. Hill's Stock Farm, chc Siempre, by Rutherford—Lulu Jack-
son, 110 lbs Long

Time:M 1-5,

Pools: Minnie $20; field$15. Mutuels paid $10.

Kace No. 7, was nest called, being a mile dash, free for

all, weight for age, for a purge of $250; $162.50 to first,

,$62.50 to second, $25 to third horse. Entries had been
made as follows: Johnnie Gray, Jim Polk, Galgo, Lee and
St. David. All were prompt at the post as Btarters. Poole

were lively at $20 forSt. David to $15 for balance fielded, and
backers were numerous at thest* figures. Ouly three attempts

were required to satisfy the whims of jocks and all, when tbey

all went off in a bunch, St. David at the pole, Johnnie Gray
second, Galgo third, Jim Polk outside. Wallace was up on
Johnnie Gray and carried Ben Hill's colors handily to the

'

front, winning by two lengths; St. David ridden, byMcCnrdy,

was second; Nelms third on Jim Polk; Long last, with Galgo.

Time, 1:45 1-5. Mutuels paid $14.

Same Day-rPurse, $250; mile dash; free for all, weight for age-

Ben Hills g g Johnnie Grav, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margery, m
lbs. Wallace 1

Machado, Bros, ch ii' St. David, 4, by Hock Hocking, dam Eva
Coombs, 108 lbs McCurdy 2

Strond's b s Jim Polk, 4, by Shiloh, dam by Hercules, lot*

lbs :
Nelms 3

E. L.A. Hill's Stock Farm ch g Galgo, 3. by Billy Lee, dam Nina
R.,92 lbs L°ne °

Time, 1:45 1-5.

Pools: St. David, S20, Field, $12. Mutuels paid, $14.00.

Kace No. 5 was next called, about 2:10, being free trot for

Z:30 horses; purse of $500; $325 to first; $125 to second, and

$50 to third horse. Entries closed with Durfee's b g Dick

J., by McLellan; Gardener's b m Lady E, by Billy Norfolk,

dam by Longfellow; Blee's bn g Hunter, by Jerry Ladd;
Covarrubias' bk g Charlie D., and Ben Hill's b g Zero, by
imp. Hercules, dam Lady Max, by American Boy.

All declared in and poo)6 opened Tuesday night with

Hunter first at $20, Charlie D. second choice at $11, Dick J,

third as $10, Zero and Lady E. fielded at $9, and much money
changed hands on these terms. Yesterday morning showed
the same feeling, Dick J. and Charlie D. alternating for

second choice. Two factions aligned themselves—Hunter to

win, and Hunter to lose. The horses with little effort were

sent off to a good start, Lady E., driven by Frank Monroe, at

the pole, Charlie D-, in the hands of McGregory, second,

Hunter, by Dock Williams, third, Dick J., by Durfee, his

owner, fourth, and Zero, driven by Pete Williams, outside.

First heat—Hunter moved quickly to the front, followed

at the wheel by Charlie D., Lady E. close, Zero and Dick J.

some twenty-five yards to the rear. The one-fourth was
passed in :3S, the one-half ia same order in 1:16, the three-

fourths in 1:55} and the mile was given to Hunter in 2:33},

Charlie D. second, Lady E. third, Zero fourth and Dick J.

last. Pools now livened up strong on Hunter, while the in-

terest never lacked for the balance.

Second heat—Horses were called on time and after much
scoring started evenly. The first quarter was passed in 40

seconds in the following order: Hunter, Dick J., Lady E.,

Charlie D. and Zero. Zero trotted fast to the half and
moved up to Dick J. beyond the half mile and near the lower

turn ran into second place, and held the same to the wire,

Dick J. next, Charlie D. fourth and Lady E, last. The
judges set back Zero to third place for running, giving second

place to Dick J. Time of heat, 2:34. Slow time for 2:30

horses, being in marked contrast to time of the three-minute

horses of the day before. Dick J.'s backers at times made
him a favorite.

Third heat—A great deal of time was consumed in scoring,

each driver doing his best to secure an advantage. Some
complaint was made for crowding between Diok J. and Zero.

After a dozen efforts all went awa}T together, Before making
the first turn Zero almost stopped Dick J. by pulling square
in front of bim, which action was severely censured by the

judges, and P. Williams duly cautioned. The first quarter

was passed in 38 seconds, Hunter in the lead, Zero second,

Charlie D. third, Lady E. and Dick J. last. Dick J. came
up rapidly on the back stretch. The half was passed in

1:18. He lapped the favorite at the lower turn, and the most
exciting contest of the season was had on the homestretch,
Dick J. winning the heat in 2:30, Hunter second, Charlie D.
third, Lady E. fourth, Zero last. It was freely spoken, "The
combination is broken," and Dick J. was in big demand in

the pool-box.
Fourth heat—The horses were tapped off to an even start

at the fourth trial, and a beautiful contest took place through
the entire mile. Wonjby Dick J. in 2:35 1-5, Hunter second,

Charlie D. third, Zero fourth, Lady E. fifth. The latter

pulled up lame, and was permitted to go to the stable.

Fifth heat—The sun was going down rapidly, but not the

spirits of the vast crowd. All was anxiety. None seemed to

be in a hurry. Hunter had two heats, Dick J. had the same,
and both were fresh. After five or six scores all went away
even. Hunter led to the half, when Dick J. moved up. Zero
lapped his wheel, and the four entered the homestretch to-

gether. Evervone was on tip-toe. Dick J. passed under the

string a winner, a neck in the lead, in 2:33, Hunter second,
Charlie D. third, Zero last. To say that the Dick J. people

were happy puts it mildly. Corks began to pop promptly.
Hunter won second money, Charlie D. third. Paris mutuels,
best pay on the race was $11.50.

Same Day—Trotting; 2:30 class; purse, $500, divided,
Dick J. , b g, by McLellan—C. A. Durfee.... 5 2 111
Hunter, brn g, by Jerry Ladd—Doc Williams 1 1 2 2 'I

Charlie D., bskn g—N. A. Covarrubias 2 i 3 3 3

Zero, b g, by imp. Hercules—B. P. Hill 4 3 6 4 4

Lady E.,bm,by Billy Norfolk— Frank Monroe 3 6 4 5 dr
Time, 2 :33l, 2:31,2 :30, 2:35 1-5, 2:33.

Race No. 8, three-quarter mile dash, for three-year-olds,

had been ordered to follow, and the following had been de-

clared in to start: Gaglo, Fannie G., Amazon, Ned Cook.
The latter seemed to have the call in the pools. As mean a

pair of three-year-olds as Amazon and Fannie G. were seldom
turned over to the tender mercy of a starter, and his good
temper was strained to the utmost. The broad acres of the

enclosure were insufficient to accommodate them in their

ante-starting rambles. A third effort got them away to a

fair start, Ned Cook inside, Fannie G. second, Amazon third,

Galgo fourth. The run to the three-quarter pole was in that

order, when Galgo moved up to the third place and kept it,

Ned Cook and Fannie G. running a splendid race, the colt

winning, Fannie G. second. Time from the staud, 1:17,];

by the official timer, 1:23.

Same Day—Purse, £250. Three-fourth mile dash: for three-year-

olds.
Tbos. Delansy's ch c Ned Cook, by Flood—Planetia, 118 lbs.

Nelms 1

Stratton's b m Fannie G.. by Billy Lee, 115 lbs McCurdy 2

E. L. A. Hill's Stock Farm ch g Galgo, by Billy Lee—Nina R., 116

lba Weaver 3

Stroud's bg Amazon, by Bowbocks, 115 lbs Way
Time official, 1:23; time from tbe stand, 1 :J?3.

Pools : Cook $20, field $10. Mutuels paid, £G :75.

Oct. 22d—The two-year-old trot, the fireman's race, the
ladies' tournament and the two-mile and repeat trot were the
attractions that drew a crowd of four thousand people.

Race No. 6.—Entries for Race No. 6, purse$200, had closed

with L. J. Rose's Alcazar, by Sultan, dam Minnehaha; E. L. A.
Hill's Stock Faring c Richmond, by Alf Richmond, dam Pre-
ciosa; Dr. Wise's b c Rajah, by Sultan, dam Kitty Wells, and
Underbill's bs Saxtou, by Enchanter, dam Rising Star. Tbetirst

two being drawn by conseut, Rajah and Saxtou were allowed to

start. Promptly at 1 p. m. Rajah, driven by Doc. Williams, and
Saxtou in charge of Erwiu, appeared at the post and were
sent off, Saxton inside. The quarter was reached in :4S, half

in 1:334, three-quarters in 2:21; Rajah always iu the lead,

winning the mile iu 3;01J, Saxton up, but the Sultan colt

was evidently held strongly. No interest was manifested in

the performance.
Second heat—After the usual lapse of time the second heat

was called and the horses promptly started, Rajah leading.

The quarter was made in :44, half in 1:35, three-quarters in
2:20, the mile in 3:04J. First money and race to Rajah,
second money and place to Saxton.

Oct. :2d—Two-year-olds: purse $200; $130 to hrst; ?00 to second, $20 to
third; closed with Four nominations. Mile heats.
Rajah, us. by Sultan—Kitty Wells Doc Williams l l

Saxton, b s, by Enchanter—Hieing M.ir a. Erv. in 2 2
Time, 3:01'.,, :<Mi%.

Pools: $20 on Rajah. $6 on Saxton.

At 4 o'clock the sporting event of the meeting was an-
nounced—the two mile and repeat trot between Valentine,
Zero, and Big Frank, for a purse of $300; $195 to first

horse, $75 to second, aud third to save entrance. Big Frank
came up for the first heat, handled by Durfee. and drew the
outside. Zero, in charge of Pete Williams, drew the pole,
and Valentine, in charge of his owner, Kelly, aud was
second. Valentine was a favorite iu the auction box at $20
to $11 and $10 for the others, respectively, and buyers were
plenty at these rates. Killip's folks did a land office busi-
ness, and the time alone curtailed their sales.

First heat—They went off to a good start, Valentine
quickly taking the pole. Big Frank soon broke and dropped
to the rear. The first quarter was passed in :42, the half in
1:22, three-quarters in 2:05, first mile iu 2:40, in same order;
one and one-quarter in 3:20, one and one-half in 4:00, one
and three-quarters in 4:40, and first heat 5:204, by Valentine,
Zero a sulky length behind, and Frank 40~ yards behind.
The Valentine men were enthusiastic, and were eager for the
fray.

Second heat—Twenty-five minutes being up the horses
were called. At the end of thirty minutes no horses ap-
peared; after six minutes delay all jogged on the track and
were cautioned that another tardy freak would bring down a
fine. Two scores and a start—it was a beautiful heat from
beginning to finish, without a skip, every driver doing his
beat to score an advantage. First quarter in 41 seconds, half
in 1:21, three-quarters in 2:03, first mile in 2:40; mile and a
quarter in 3:20, Big Frank leading; mile and a half in 4
minutes, mile and three-qnarters in 4:35, and two miles in
5:15o, Zero leading, Big Frank a good second, and Valentine
trotting finely but well to the rear.

Zero stock now jumped to the front, and no time was lost

by the eager purchasers. The sun was going down fast, the
crowd slowly dispersed, but the judges and attaches stuck
nobly to their posts to do or die as long as light lasted. The
seconds never passed so slowly, but twenty-five minutes
rolled around, and as the horses were called for the third
heat the beautiful aurora lighted up the circle. The horses
came up looking finely.

Third heat—At the first attempt, although Frank was
slightly behind, Durfee nodded for the word, and away they
went. He soon broke. Zero pulled quickly to the front,

passed the quarter two lengths ahead in 42 seconds. Frank
closed up and the half was passed in 1:24, neck and neck,
Valentine well behind. The three-quarters was passed in
the same order in 2:05, the first mile in 2:45, one and one-
quarter in 3:25, one and one-half in 4:04, one and three-

quarters in 4:45,. same order, two miles in 5:22. After a
rattling finish and the finest exhibition of fast trotting ever
seen below San Francisco, darkness caused a postponement.

Oct. 23d—Nearly five thousand people attended the races
Friday. The weather was tine and the track fast. There was
an entire absence of any of those unpleasant features so often
incident to gatherings of this sort, which fact may be attrib-

uted to the perfect, arrangements made by the Directors, aud
to the efforts of the indefatigable Secretary, Mr. R. H. Hewitt.
On the contrary, the utmost decorum prevailed, and
the interest iu the exciting events of the day manifested
itself in cheers for the winning flyers, and even the losers

took everything good-naturedly.
At 1 p. m. sharp the unfinished two-mile and repeat race,

postponed from the day before, was called. Some hedging
had taken place, yet all seemed confident. Big Frank appar-
ently had the call at $20 to $11 on the field. Some complaint
was made by pool-buyers, and Maben was substituted for

Williams behind Zero. All came to the post quite fresh ex-

cept Valentine, and he was much rested. The owners of

Zero were loud in declaiming the inability of Maben to drive
their horse, but he heeded them not.

Fifth heat—After the second score the horses started all

together. Zeio soon took the pole from Big Frauk and kept
it around the first. xnile to the quarter. In the second Frank
seemed to gain some advantage, but only for a short time,

when Zero pulled to the front four to six lengths at the three-

quarter pole, and came home an easy winner in 5:02. It was
a beautiful race from start to finish, Big Frank winning sec-

ond money, and Valentine third, but yet a game horse.
Before cooling Valentine was taken violently ill, so as to

cause his owner much anxiety. Mutuels paid, $29.50. Time,
first quarter, :37; half, 1:1S; three-quarters, 2:00; mile, 2:35;

mile and a quarter, 3:10; mile and a half, 3:57; mile and
three-quarters, 4:25; two miles and heat, 5:02.

•Oct. 2id—Special Trotting—Pnrse $300; for Zero, Valentine, and Big
Frank. Two-mile heats.
Zero, b g, bv imp. Hercules, dam Ladv Max—Pete WHUaros. 2 12 1

Big Frank, b g, by Sultan- -(_'. A. Durfee 3 'l 1 3
Valentine, b g, bv Farn.-1'B Clav—J. H. Kellv .". 13 3 2

Time,5:20^,6:15K 1 6:22
)

6:02,

•Fourth heat trotted Friday, Oct. 2:)d. w. Maben substituted as
driver of Zero in fourth heat.

Race No. 11, a S250 purse for three-year-olds, was called.

Geo. Smith's Joe W., by Chief of Echoes; Mulhollaud's
Biddy Toole, by Alf. Richmond; Underbill's Estelle, by
Satellite, and Rose's Stamboul, by Sultan, paid entrance, but
only the latter came to the pole, driven by Walter Maben,
aud had a walk-over in 2:39$, an easy performance.
Mr. Rose treated the crowd to an extra heat by the same

horse, accompanied by a runner to sulky. After two scores
he was sent off, went to the quarter in 35 seconds (almost
taking the breath away from Mr. R. himself) the half in 1 :14,

three-quarters in 1:51 and the mile iu 2:2SA, the fastest of

this meeting. Everyone was delighted with the wonderful
action of this spleudid colt

.

Oct. 23—Three-year-old class, purse $250.
Stamboul, b c, by Sultan, dam by Hambletouian—L. J. Roee wo

Time, 2:39$.

Race No. 12—A mile dash for_a purse of $250. Free for all

two-year olds; $162.50 to first, $02.50 to second, aud $25 to

th ird

.

C. Thomas, Jr.'s Oliver Twist, T. Stratton's blk f Minnie,
Beu Hill's pair Meda Howard and Mollie Capron, Hill & Gries'

Robert the Kid, and E. L. A. Hill's Stock Farm Siempre had
paid entrance. Meda Howard aud Siempre were drawn, the
former to rule, the litter by consent of judges, being on the
sick list. The others were called to post. Some muttering
caused a caution to reach the boys which was heeded.
Robert bad the call at $20; Twist second, $17 to $18; to $10
and $11 for the balance, fielded. Soon the field was a favor-

ite with the figures reversed, aud betting was lively as the

time was limited.

Two or three breaks were made before a good start could
be had. Tbe Kid went oil somewhat in the rear, but pulled

iu front at the first turn, and held the lead to the head of the

stretch, the other three in a bunch two or three lengths be-

hind. The bunch then moved up and the liveliest brush o.'
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tlie season took place. It was a perfect haze of arms and
whips, Mollie Capron winning by a neck. Oliver Twist and
Minnie ran a dead heat, winning second and third money
equally. Time, 1:50. Mutuels paid $9.20.

Oct. 23—Running—Miledash; purse 3250; for two-year-olds, six nomi-
nations .

B. P. Sill's, g ra ilollie Capron; by Reveille, dam unknown. 107

lbs Wallace l

C. Thomas Jr.'s cU g Oliver Twist, by Balboa, dam Little Sallie, 107

lbs McCurdy 2 •

Stratton'sblk in Minnie, by Ktville. 107 lbs Nelma ••*

Hill A Gries's b c Robert the Kid. bv Hardwood, dam Maid ot
Mist, 110 lbs .". Long

* Dead heat between Oliver Twist and Minnie, 2d and ad; niuney
divided.

Time, 1:50.

Pools—Oliver Twist $20, Field $30. Mutuels paid $9.20.

Race No. 13—Mile and repeat running race, free for all,

weight for age. Parse S300; S195 to first, £75 to second,
and $30 to third horse.

Entries closed with Ben Hill's Johnnie Gray, g g, by
Shiloh, aged; Strond's b s Jim Polk, by Shiloh, three years
old; Delaney's s s Ned Cook, by Flood, three years old; and
Machado's St. David, by Hock-Hocking, four years old. The
latter was scratched, leaving Johnnie Gray selling favorite,

the others fielded, $20 to $11 and $1*2, but with plenty of

buyers; one of the best speculating races.

First heat—Polk and Cook were very restless at the post,

behaving badly and scattering the quarter-stretch loungers
right and left. At the third break the flag fell to a fair start,

Jim Polk leading, to the lower turn, when Johnnie Gray and
Cook took up the running and fought the entire stretch to

the wire, the gray gelding winning by a neck, Ned Cook
second, and Jim Polk three lengths to the rear; time 1:47;.

Second heat—The judges aud assistants made things lively

trying to clear up the programme. Ned Cook pulled off his

blanket and showed up as a really ill-tempered horse orna-
mented with blinkers. He was ready to go any way but the
right way, and never towards the starting post. Jim Polk
tried to clear the quarter-stretch (to the satisfaction of the

judges) and almost succeeded. After much of such work the

flag fell for a good start, all running in a bunch to the half,

when Ned Cook pulled a length in front, and Polk the same
distance behind Johnnie Gray, which was kept up to the
three-quarter pole, when Johnnie challenged Ned Cook, but
never caught him, being two lengths to the rear, Jim Polk
distanced; time 1:44.1.

Third heat—The lust heat of the mile and repeat running
race was promptly called. There being but two to go, little

effort was required to send them off, which was done in good
shape. The heat was every inch a race, and only won by
the hardest of hard work, of course facilitated by a great

deal of speed; Ned Cook won; time 1:46.

Same day—Running: mile and repeat: purse $300; free for all;
weight forage.
Thus. Delaney's ch c Ned Cook, 3, by Flood—Planetia, 92 lbs.

Nelms 2 11
Ben Hill's g g Johnnie Gray, aged, by Shiloh—Margery, 111 lbs.

Wallace 12 2
Stroud's b s Jim Polk, 4, by Shiloh—by Hercules. 1US lbs

. McCurdy

Oct. 23d*—2H0 class -Purse 8500. Closed with six entries.
Dora, b m, by Gibraltar, dam by Black Warrior—J.J.

Reynolds.. 2 2 11
l l a 3

Time, lA?%,l:4i%,l-A6.
Ned Cook 520, field $15. Mutuels paid $9.50.

dia

Pools

The 2:40 class—This was race No 10; purse $500; divided
as usual. Closed with six entries, Durfee's Big Frank, Gard-
ner's Lady E., E.L. A. Hill's Stock Farm Barbaro, Young Rose's

Margaret, Starr's Dora and Kelley's Valentine. Lady E. and
Barbaro were drawn out to rule—Valentine not having re-

covered from sudden illness caused by his work in the two-
mile race, was excused by the judges, he not being able to

walk to stand. He was visited at his stable and. found in a
truly deplorable condition; grave doubts exist as to his final

recovery. This left three starters only. Big Frank sold at

§20 to $11 for the field, Dora and Margaret.

First heat—Notwithstanding the hard work of the morning
the big Sultan colt was in fine form and looked a pure
favorite.

Dora was smooth as silk. Reynolds never looked prettier.

Margaret, with Walter Maben up, was in much finer form
than on Tuesday, only one or two warm-ups and a couple of

scores were required to satisfy everybody, when they were
sent off, Big Frank to the pole, Margaret second, Dora out-

side. They kept this position around the entire track, all

trotting square and even, Frank and Margaret moving like a

pole team, Dora five lengths to the rear; first quarter, :3S;

half, 1:16$; three-quarters, 1:52; mile in 2:33.

Second heat—Time was called and horses went down for a

start, all moved neatly and got away together. Frank broke
at first turn. Dora and Margaret came to the front, trotting

close around the turns and down the backstreteh. Big Frank
seemed sure to be distanced—by a beautiful brush he saved
himself. Dora won the heat, Margaret second. Time of

mile 2:32, the points same as first heat.

Third heat—Frank behaved badly from the start. The
race was between the mares to the wire, Frank showing some
fine bursts of speed, but was tired while they were fresh.

Walter brought Margaret in, finishing the heat in 2:3U-.

Fourth heat—A heat each for the contestants and the sun
down, but anxiety, or coin, perhaps both, kept plenty of

company for the judges, who were quietly awaiting the time

for the fourth heat. It came. At the second start they got

off, the mares even, with Frank one-half sulky behind and
outside; he was a tired horse. Dora jogged along uncon-
cerned, but Margaret was firmly driven by Maben. and came
in apnarently a dead heat with Dora. The double wire gave
Margaret the heat. Time, 2:33.1.

The horses were called for the fifth heat, but Dark-
ness was too strong for even the glassesaidedby a good moon
to warrant its being attempted. They reluctantly announced
a postponement.

Oct. 24th—The attendance was not so large as it had been
during the week, which is usually the case on the hist day of

a meeting. However, there was a goodly crowd, and the

events were very interesting.

The unfinished trotting race for 2:40 horses, announced
for 12:30 sharp, was not rung up until 1 o'clock. The mares
appeared in good form, but Big Frank was evidently sore

and his backers were loth to back him. Dora was so fresh

that her appearance hardly showed her efforts of the day be-

fore. After three or four attempts they got away nicely.

Dora challenged Margaret and trotted evenly past the quar-

ter and passed her on the lower turn. At the head of the

stretch Frank moved up and gave Dora a fine brush, but was
two lengths behind her at the wire, Margaret a good third.

Time, 2:29. It was decided to sandwich heats of tho trotting

events to try and wind up the week's rucing.
* Sixth heat—This was an exciting event from all points.

Big Frank had one heat, Margaret two and Dora two, but

Frank showed speed and game to win. Dora stock was firm

—John Reynolds seemed more inclined to win. Away they

went even, Dora and Frank contesting places to the half,

when Dora pulled smartly to the front two or three lengths,

and kept the place, winning handily in 2:30, Frank second,

Margaret third. Dora won first money. Margaret second
moae-v, Big Frank third n.oney.

Maigaret, u m, by Sultan, u.lui t>v The Moor—W. ilaben 2 2
Big Frank.b g.bvsulun-C. A. Durt'ee 13 3 3 2 2

Time, 2:33, 2:32, 2:31 ^. 2:33.^,2:29,2:30.
•Fifth and sixth heats trutted Oct 2«h.
Pools: Big Frank BSD. field |If. Mutuels paid, 59.35, 88.90. $6.05,911.65,

37.90.

Race No. 14—Mile heats, three in five, open to the world,
purse, $500, $325 to first, $125 to second and third to save
entrance. The starters were: La Grange, driven by Maben,
CharlieD., dmenbyCovarrubia?, Zero, diivenby P. Williams,
Hunter, driven by Doc Williams; Dick J., driven by owner,
and were assigned in foregoing order. Much delay was occa-
sioned by Zero being tardy in coming to post; it was. 2:20 be-

fore they came up together. The owner aud driver were fined

for violation of rule as above. At the sixth score they got
the go, Hunter leading. La Grange close up, Charlie D. close

up, Zero and Dick two or three lengths behind. The quar-
ter was passed in this order in 36 seconds, the half in 1 :13,

three-quartets in 1:52 aud the mile made in 2:31, and Hunter
and Charlie contesting second place, La Grange first, Zero
fourth, Dick J. last. Hunter had the call in the pools, La
Grange and Held together selling even up.
Second heat—Some delay occurred at the post in arrang-

ing for a start, and the crowd and judges all had their tem-
pers tried severely by the versatile efforts to come together.

Ten attempts before a send off. Zero took
up the work and pushed La Grange and Hunter to the quarter
in 37, alternating for first place to the three-quarter in 1:54,

Hunter winning the heat in 2:31$, Zero second, Dick J. third,

Charlie D. fourth, La Grange last,.

All interest was now concentrated on this race, although
the mile and one-half running race was to go next after the

third heat. Hunter still brought $20; SISonLa Grange;
field $10 to 12. At 4:25 the horses were called up for the third

heat.

Third heat—All drivers had been cautioned to come up
closer, and were sent away to a fair start at the third attempt.
Dick J., Hunter and La Grange bunched up and alternated

places along the backstreteh. At the lower turn Zero moved
up and came into the straight, trotting free, Hunter next.

Dick J. next, Charlie D. and La Grange three lengths behind.

La Grange was placed fourth and Charlie h. last. Time. 2:32.

No change in the pools. At 5:05 the horses came up for the

fourth heat.

Fourth heat—All fresh; five scores and away they went,
same positions as in the third heat. Hunter moved to first

place at the half, Zero next to the head of stretch. Dick J.

moved up to Hunter's wheel and give him a strong pnch to

the wire, but was a neck behind; Zero a good third, La
Grange fourth, Charlie D. fifth. Time, 2:34.

Fifth heat—Complaint was made that Zero was not being
driven to win. The judges put him in charge of McGregory
for the balance of the race. At the second score they got a

good start. Dick J., Hunter and Charlie D. were all bunched
to the quarter in :37, and fought for places to the^half, Zero
and Dick J. several lengths behind. The half was passed in

1:16. Charlie D. dropped back at the turn and La Grange
passed him. At the three-quarters Zero moved up, and it

was a guess to name which was first to the wire, Dick J.

barely leading, Zero second. Hunter third, La Grange fourth,

Charlie D. last. The race was postponed to 1 p. m. Monday.
Charlie D. not having won a heat in five goes to the stable,

which leaves La Grange with one heat, Zero one beat, Hunter
two heats, Dick J. one heat, and the winner hard to guess.

A running race, the mile and a half dash, with Gardner's
Fannie G ., 3, Delanev's Ned Cook, 3, Machado's, St. David,

4, Hill's Mollie Caprou 2. E. L. A. Hill Farm, Galgo 3,

had been ordered. Ned Cook had the call in the pools at $20,

to $10 on the field, with only a few patrons at these figures.

It was for .i purse of 3300, and with the entries should have
done well, but St. David being sick, it seemed lacking of

interest. A.E the post Fannie G. aud Ned Cook had different

views oh the direction desirable to run the race. They were
finally got off tD a poor start. Cook took up the running and
was always to the front, winning, hands down, in 2:42J;
Fannie G. second, ten lengths behind; Galgo third, same
distance behind; Mollie Capron at the distance. Mutuels
paid $6 .60.

Oct. 24—Purse, >"3Q0; mile and one half; free for all; weight for

age: five nominations.
T. Delaney's cb c >'ed Cook, 3, by Flood—Planetia, 95 lbs Nelms 1

Stratton's b m Fannie G. 3, by Billy Lee, 92 lbs Myers 2

E.L. A.Hill's Stock Farm ch g, Galgo, 3, by Billy Lee—Nina R ;

92 lbs Long 3

Ben Hill's g m Mollie Capron, 2, by ReveiUe, 75 lbs "Wallace
Time: 2:42J.

Pools : Ned Cook $20, field Sll. Mutuels paid $6.60.

Oct 24tb and 2Ctb—TTOttlng—Purse ?50O. Free-for-all; seven nom-
inations.
Zero, b g. by imp. Hercules, dam Lady Mai—B. P. Hill 42132211
Hunter, brn g, by Jerry Ladd—R. J . Blee ..21213343
Dick J., bg. by McLellan—C. A. Durfee 5 3 3 2 14 3 2
La Grange, b g, by Sultan—L. J. Rose 1544412d
Cnarue D bkn g—N. A. Covarrubias 34555 ro

Time, 2:31, 2:31J, 2:32,2:34, 2:33*. 2:30. 2:32,2:31.

Pools: La Grange 820, fie:d >11. Mutuels paid 913,95.88.30.36 90,
58.56, j-15.45, *7.9u. Sixth, seventh and eighth heals trotted Oct. 2Cth_

The three-minute trot—Gardner's Lady I., Starr's Dora,
E. L. A. Hill's g c, by Len Rose, and W. S. Lierly's Santa
Barbara gelding, Seigel, had closed the entries. Barbaro
was drawn to rule and Seigel by consent, leaving Dora,
driven by Reynolds, and Lady I. in charge of Horsley, to
trot the race. It was plain to eee that Reynold's handsome
young face was to come to the front. The race was devoid
of all other interest, as Dora was first in three straight heats,
winning first money, $200; Lady E. second, $100. Time,
2:37, 2:30, 2:39.

Oct. 26th—Trotting—Purse H00; open to three-minute horses. Dur-
fee's Inca, Valgean, Big Frank and Margaret burred.
Dora, b m.by Gibraltar, rlam by Black Warrior— J. J. Revnolda I 1 1

Lady I.,b ni, by Billy Norfolk, dam by Longfellow—John'Hore-
ley _ _. 2 2^

Time, 2:3^ 2:30, 2:3».
No pools.

Race No. 17—This was a caosolation purse, one and one
quarter mile dash, for beaten horses, weight for age, $130 to

first horse, $50 to second, and $20 to third. Robert the
Kid, Jim Polk, and Galgo came to the post. A considerable
task was required to get them off, but they went aud ran the
finest race of the meeting. Polk came under the wire first,

but Galgo's rider claimed and was allowed a foa) at the draw
gate, and won the race and first money, Jim Polk second,
and Robert the Kid third. Time, mile and one-quarter,
2:21. Auction pools were, Galgo favorite at $20 to $10 on
the field. Mutuels paid on Galgo $9.70.

Oct. 26th—Consolation purse, 81-50; for beaten horses. One mile and a
quarter; weight for ace.
£,. L. A. HiU's Stock Farm ch g Galgo, by Billy Lee—Annie R„ 02 lbs.

_ Appleton 1
Stroud's bh Jim Polk, 4, bv Shiloh—bv Hercules. 108 lbs Myers 2
Hill i-Gries'bc Robert the Kid, 2, by Hardwood— Maid of the Mist,

75 lbs _ _ Pryor 3
Time, 221.

Pools: Galgo $10, field $10. Mutuels Daid 39.70.

The last was a running race, half-mile heats; for a purse of
$150; $97.50 to first. $37.50 to second and $15 to third horse;
weight for age; Oliver Twist, Galgo, Johnnie Gray, Minnie,
Fannie G. Pools were $20 on Johnnie Gray to $30 for th« field

Some misunderstanding about entries caused a delay at the
post. Fannie G. showed a horrible temper, persisted in
bolting over the pole into the field, and occasionally took a
run among the corn stalks and gums; but at last the
bunch was caught together and sent away to a lively tune.
Johnnie Gray reached the wire first, Minnie second, Twist
third, Fannie G. fourth, Galgo last. Time, 50 seconds.
Twenty minutes soon rolled around and the horses, except

Galgo (by consent drawn), trotted around to the starter
again. Before they had time to consider further improprie-
ties they were started on the second heat. It was the first

repeated, save Fannie G. moved to third place, Twist fourth.
Johnnie Gray won the raee, Minnie second, Fannie G. third.
Time, :50i.

Same Day—Running Special Race; free for all; weight for age; purse
$150. Half-mile heats.
Ben Hill's gg Johnnie Gray, aged, bv Shiloh, dam Margery, 111 lbs.

Wallace ' 1

?tratton's blk f Minnie, 2. bv Reveille, 75 IbB Meyers 2 2
Gardner's b f Fannie <;., 3. by Billy Lee. 92 lbs Alvitre 1 3
Thomas, Jr., ch g Oliver Twist, 2, bv Balboa, dam Little Sallie,75

lbs _ McCnrdv i 3
E. L. A. Hill's Stock Farm ch g Galno,3, by Billy Le-, dam Nina

R., 92 lbs : Appleton 5 dr
Time, :50, :50J4.

Pools: Johnnie Gray $20. field S30. Mutuels pai I $S. 75.

This closed the most successfal series of races ever given at
our Park. Even the losers attest this as a fact. E. A. D.

Mr. Ii. J. Hose announced an exhibition of his three-year-

old bay s Alcazar. He was warmed up and was sent off

smoothly, ilaben being weary from an excess of work dur-

ing the day, did not hold him as level as usual. Owing to

a series of breaks his time was not up to the average. Time:
Qoarter, 38; half, 1:10; three-quarters, 1:59; mile, 2:3S|.

Oct. 26th—Although the attendance was not equal to

Thursday or Friday, yet what was lacking in numbers was
made up in interest. "It was dollars to apples" that every

man present had money someway on the free-for-all trot.

It was a common expression early Sunday morning, "La
Grange has trotted in 2:30; with a day and a half rest he will

go out and wind things up in straight heats." Before the sun
rose on the Park many a pool ticket had changed hands in

the interest of Rose's stables. Before the horses started in

the first heat of the day (sixth heat of the race), the three-

minute horses were called out to follow at the bell call.

Sixth heat—Charlie D.was out to rule, leaving five horses,

all looking fresh. At the second score they went off nicely,

Zero and La Grange contesting for the lead, passing the quar-

ter in :41. Zero led to the half in 1:19, Hunter at his wheel,

Dick J. badly broke. The three-quarter pole was passed by

Zero first iu 1:59, La Grange close up, when a hue race took

place in the stretch, La Grange winning handily in 2:30, Zero

secund, Hauler third, Dick J. fourth.

The seventh heat of the free-for-all race was in readiness

on time. Four scores were made and a good send off. Pete

Williams was replaced behind Zero by consent, and he ad-

vanced to a big favorite in the pools. Williams seemed
determined to win. He pulled into the lead at once, Hunter
and Dick J. apparently struggling for second place all around
the course. Zero came home with ease in 2 ;32. La Grange
made a spurt at the distance :iud reached the wire second;

Dick J. third, Hunter last. ' Zero now brought $20 to as low

as S3 for the field.

Eighth he:it—After the twenty minutes they Came again to

the start ami with little annoyance started for the eighth

beat. Zero was done fooling and pulled away at once, aud
in some parts of the track led twenty sulky lengths. La
Grange being about through, made a feint to join company
with Hunter, who did so much running in the stretch and
gained so much ground that he was distanced. Zero won
the heat and race and hrst money. Dick second in

the heat and third money, Hunter third in the heat and
second money.

Races. Races.

The Embryo Trotting

Stakes

FOR FOALS OF 1882,
"Will take place over the

BAY DISTRICT COURSE,
On SATl'RDAY. Nov. 7th, at IU oviork A. M.

L. J. Rose names b c Kisiuet.
J. B. McDonald names gr filly by

Brigadier.
Rain'l (iiimble names gr f Ores.
Sam'l Gamble nancs ch c ulive

.

Sam'l Gamble names cli c Cler-
mont.

Bam'] Gamble names cli f Collma.

Rami Gamble names bcConslai
tine.

Sam'l < famble names i> i < 'apella,
Sam'l Gamble names t> f Clito.
Sam'l Oamnle names kt f Casa.
gam*I G imble nami s b t Corrolla.
Sam'l Gamble names br c Capri.
SamT Gambit' nanus b C Crecy.

BE9) F_ ii v Kit is. Secretary,
jos. CAIRN SIMPSON, Chairman

KILLIP & CO.,
Live Stock and General Auctioneers,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SALE OF THOROUGHBREDS.
SATURDAY, Xuv. Jtb. 1H85. al II A. .11 . al

BAY DISTRICT Tl! A.CK,
By Order of G. Pacheco, Esq.,

we trill sell eljrlit head of thoroughbred homes—
lir.MKimarrs and lillfes, among tliem the racing lilly
MamleT.. and the yeWliis nflly A

Catalogues Mill l>e ready on Monday. Nov. 2d.

KILLIP & CO, Auctioneer*
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The American Clay Bird.
Every Blid is aSure Flyer. Bain or Dampness Does Not Affect Tliem

Flies More liike tlie Natural IJir«l.

Is One-liall' Cheaper than Any Otlier Target.

FOR SALE BY ALL GUN DEALERS. Ask to see the American Clay Bird and Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,
Eighth Street A Glemvay Avenue, Cincinnati, Oliio

J. B. MILLER.General Manager.

The Ingleside.

A Journal of General

Literature.

fHE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE ?0B TH^
year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-

venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, On-written

political History. Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-

nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATl'RES.
Albert OelpU, the great Frencn writer, wi

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside. on th

Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.

These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."

Bill Nye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-

side has secured the services of Pltilip II. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell. Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in

process of publication. Among the many depart-

ments which will appear from time to time are:

The Critic's Corner, The Had World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,

Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Eeys, Art

Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-

Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness ana dignity.

Terms of Subscription : One year, S3 00 ; six months,
SI. 75; three months, S1.00; by carrier.in the city, 35

cents per month . Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer

in the United States ; also by addressing

THE INGEESIDE. J13 Montgomery St,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels.
The Inhleside was recently incorporated, -with a

capital stock of 560,000. Directors and sole Stock-

holders: H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe. Williard Wells,

H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA E M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCT10NEEES,

116 Montgomery Street, Sail Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAIB TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Comities ot
tlie State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Care, SalinaB.
R. P. Sargent, Gilroy. John Bosgb, Colusa.

P. A. Finiqan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dieiz, Courts, Dougherty, Newland 4
Hammond, Daniel Cook and otherB, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities
and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those go successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to enter into correspondence with parties de-
siring in paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
ut must care. .Several line ranches at private sale.
Purchases and Bales made of laud of every descrip.
tion.

K If. I.I I* A CO.. 1 10 Montgomery street.

John A. McKerron,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85, and np to the last of January,

1S86. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOR SAEE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who -want

FIRST-tXASS, STAKDARD-BKED TROTTIMS STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTTC (TINTF. PTlTfiF, PTiA"ISr i68trictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
XXJ.JJ UXVJ-I J. XliXVXJ lUUll prieeof every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given c

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.
For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1SS5, or further information, address

Important

Notice.
I will have on consignment from the Eastern States

in six weeke a selected lot of yearling Durham Bulls,

Southdown and Oxford sheep. Parties desiring any
live stock of any breed or age can have them town at
same time by giving me two or three week's notice.

Prices moderate for first-class stock.

ROEMX P. SAXE.
Importer, Exporter and Commission

Merchant.

536 Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Russ House, 9. F

Lock Box 39S. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection
Driving- Bit.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- FennelTs Cythiana Boots.
Which sire now in use bv ALL the principal Breeder

g

and Trainers throughout the Cnited states. I shall
offer thein at low prices, and from their superior llt-
tmg qualities and tlie excellent materials nsed they are
pronounced by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KAKE, 56? Market St.,

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlery
(ioods of all kinds.

-i riTKF.i:

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230& 2M2 Ellis St.. opp. Fashion Stable, San Fr.inclsco

C. H. EwiNG.

Pool Room Saloon
5

SIO OUPOKT STREET.
Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on

:>u >porting events. Beading room, containing the
HHKEDEn AND KvtinTSN \\, N . V. Spi-**, nnd other

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
m:\KY WALSH,

Snp't Running Horse Dop't,
Palo Ali.» Mm k b'arni.

To Control and Educate tlie Trotter, itnaiki.r
or (arriase Horsp. anil to Break (lie Colt.

NO HOUSE CAK GET HIS iOMUi: OVEK IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Pnllina;, Side Pulling
I.iiiiiiiiiir-Touiiiie Lolling. and will . atmaketba mouth
Bore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR, of Cincinnati, 0„ writes thai itworeedto

his complete satisfaction.
MR. JOHN Mi'inii'V. or Fleetwood Paris, New York, ad-

vocates its use hyevery horseman as an ariicleof ereai merit.
The fi.'n of III..1.IK fc PORTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, HI. Bay: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we can freely reccommend It to all horsemen, for luggers,
alde-pulltoB, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the dri per. We advise nil to give It a trial."

J. W. PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne.Wy., says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents find cures habits where all others fail."
Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany, N. Y.. says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm,
Coniatocks. N. Y., claim It is tho best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D with nriv»«™
of examination. No. 1. nickel. $:f; No. 2, ox. nickel, «; No. :i, ],„ir silver, or oroide., Sir No 4 full IW
or oroide, $0. For sale by nil dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In ordering Give Width olfflloutli, Measuring From Outalde oi cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, V KKMONT.

All Persona are CanMoned to Beware ol InfrlnecmeiitR. Imitations, or FnlMly
p.itiog papers. Car Btockea.wltn «lne., Liquors.

f
Tcrnl„, improvement* ol tills lilt. Look lor Name nnd Halo of l„i,„, .... „. i.

imT Cigars. o( peciiltiu r;xrftWicr. I

"^ «« imh 01 atom on earli
BWiSQ BKOS.. Proprietors. one

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs
i have now on hand, and offor for sale at reasonable

prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove, San Mateo Co
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelv'r
months old, bred from the best strains of Premiu'/,
stock, winch I import yearly from England direct
Applyt0 Win. 1'orblu.

218 California St.,
San Francisco.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Bruce & Brien have established agoneral

Livestock and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Park
Row, New York oily. They aro prepared to nur-
•• 1| "- «ell live stuck ot all kinds, Including cattle
sheep, bogs, dogs, stable outfits, or any Mil illhor
useful or oruumentul. Wo have on baud a number
ol urst-clapH horses, ready lo race; steeplechasers
broodmares, stallions, yearlings and weanlings, of
the best and most desirable Btrains for sate- also
trntlcrs and pacer* of standard blood. Send stamp
lor catalogue,

TiVtVCE & BRIEN.

p a n.„,,-.
11Pftr,t WW. NWr ?«*«*.
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association.

Fall Meeting,
1885.

BAY DISTRICT COURSE,
—SAN FEANCISCO.—

NOV. Uli. lOlli. i atil ami 14tl>.

PROGRAMME.

Improved Horse ClothinG

FIRST I>A1T—Saturday, JUov. ?lh.

No. 1. SALUTATION PCTRSE-S400, of which 8100
to the second horse; for all ages. Horses tbat have
not won a race at the distance allowed 10 pounds;
horses tbat have uot won a race this year allowed 15

pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. a THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old
fillies -850 each; 825 forfeit; 83n0 added; second to

save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August
1st, 1834, with 13 nominations.

No. 3. THE WELCOME STAKES, for all ages—S250
each; half forfeit; 830 if declared out Nov. 1st; 81.000
added ; firs t horse 60 per cent , of all moneys ; second
horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per cent. One mile.

No. 4. SELLING PURSE—$300, of which 850 to

the second horse: for all ages; fixed valuation 81,000;

two pounds allowed for each 8100 below, and two
pounds added for each 8100 above the fixed valua-
tion. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 5. Race and conditions to ]be announced JNo-
vemberith.

SECOXD HAY—Tuesday, Nov. lOth.

No. C. Purse 8400, of which 8100 io second horse;
for all ages . Three-quarter mile heats.

xio 7. THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds—
S10 each, p. p. ; 8400 added; first horse to receive the
added money; second horss to receive the stakes;
winners' of a stake race of the value of 81,000 before
the closing of these entries to carry rule weights;
horses tbat have not won a stake of that value
allowed five pounds; non-winners allowed ten
pouuds. Five-eighths of a mile.

No. 8. THE PARK STAKES, for all ages—«50 each;
S'25 forfeit; 8500 added, of which 8100 to second ; third

to save stake. One mile and three-eighths.

No. 9. Purse 5300, of which 850 to second horse
for all ages: horses not having won a race this year
up to the closing of these entries allowed 10 pounds.
Seven-eighths of a. mile.

No. 10. Race and conditions to he announced on
the first day of the meeting.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Nov. 1*2 ill.

No. 11. SELLING PURS^—8500; of which 8100 to

second horse; fixed valuation Sl,00u; two pounds al-

lowed for each 8100 below and three pounds addedv
for each $100 above fixed valuation. Mile heats.

No. 11!. THE FTNIGAN STAKES, for two-year-olds
—550 each; $25 forfeit; S250 added; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed AugusOst, 1884, with 20

nominations.

No. 13. THE RAILROAD HANDICAP STAKES, for

all ages—$100 each; 850 forfeit; *i>5 declaration;

81 ,000 added ; first horse to receive 60 per cent, of all

moneys ; second horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per
cent. Weights announced on Tuesday, November
10th, the second day of the meeting; declarations to

be made with the Secretary ou or before 6 o'clock p.

M. of that day. One mile and a quarter.

No. 14. THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds—
slOU each; $25 forfeit; -8300 added; second to receive
$150; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed August
1, 1833, with 22 nominations.

No. 15. Race and conditions to he announced and
closed with the Secretary on the^second day of the
meeting.

FOIRTH DAY—Saturday, Nov. 14th.

No. 1C. Purse 8400, of which $100 to second; for

two-year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old stake
race of the value of 81,000 to carry rule weights; all

others allowed five pounds. One mile.

No. 17. THE JUDSON STAKES, for all ages—$50
each; $25 forfeit; 8500 added; second to receive $100;

third to save stake. Winner of the Welcome, Park
or Fame Stakes, at this meeting.to carry five pounds;
of any two, seven pounds: of the three, ten pounds
extra. One mile and a half

No. 18. THE BALDWIN STAKES, post stake, for

all ages—8250 each, p, \>. ; $1,000 added; second to re

ceive $400; third to save stake. Four miles.

No. 19. Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; $25

each ; $10' declaration; 8400 added; second horse to

receive $100. Weights announced Thursday, No-
vember 12th, the third day of the meeting; declara-

tions with the Secretary on or before o'clock of that

day. One mile.

No. 20. Race and conditions to be announced and
Closed ou the third day of the meeting.

CONDITIONS,
Entries close with the Secretary on Thursday, Oct.

15, 1885.

Starters in all races must he named on or before C

o'clock r. m. of the day preceding the race.

Parties not having colors already registered will be
required to record colors at the time of making en-
tries, and after record will not be allowed to ride in
other colors.
Entrance free for starters in purses. Non-starters,

can declare out at 6p.m. the day preceding the race,

by paying 5 per cent. After that time can only be ex-

cused by presiding judge, and in such case ten per
cent, on amount of purse must be paid.
Non-members will be placed on the same footing

aB members of the association in regard to the pay-

ment of purses and stakes advertised; and should
there be a deficiency the winners will receive a pro

rata division.
All nominations in stakes and entries in purser

must be made on or before October 15, 1885, with the
Secretary. Jos. Cairn Simpson, No, 508 Montgomery
street, San Erancisco. To be valid, they must be de-

livered to the Secretary, or plainly postmarked on or
before that day— October 15th.

The association reserves tb-3 right to postpone
races on account of unfavorable weather or other
sufficient cause.

IV A. Ffnigan. President.
Jos. Cairn Simpson, Secretaiy.

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Hooksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. ;-Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

oGCurGcl by Letters ratent reissued march 29,1881;

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of the
body-piece A, nan C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and lutfsof the
animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to fit the tore and hind legs of the
animal,front; tasty minis KG, and the permanent straps
or bands K, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E, and the front fastenings
PG.in combination with the elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combinationwith the
elastic connecting-strip I. substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. Tlie close-fitting hood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath t lie jaws, So that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit. and adapted to lie secured
to the cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

B. The improvement in v^ring-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the l.L... having the Hap C,
and permanent straps or baous .u to it to secure it
around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, .substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

42^ ami 4^4 Fattery St.. SAN FRANflSCO. CAI,

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOB—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
M I 1 A M ' S KIITICKI REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY—15 St. Mary's' Square. Birmingham. Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 638 MONTGOMERY 8T.. S. F.

Ashmont's Book,
FOR SALE AT VUBLISFER'S PRICE, BY

CX.ABROIIUH i GOJLfHER,
630 and 633 MONTGOMERY ST.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brown, M.P.
Nugent W. Brown,

Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bruce Lowe,

ad IMG AS

BROWN BROS. & CO,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Home, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

Imeiica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive

end dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Hagpin, Esq ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
I titOWN 1CKOS. .1 CO.,

Wright. Beaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South "Wales.

Henby Payot. Isaac Dpham,

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AND IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

SO-i San«*ome Stre«(. Near line.

.BAN FRANCISCO

Oure Your Dogs With
MAG ALPIN'S

EXCELSIOR
DOG POWDERS

\NP

EXCELSIOR MANGE K I. L E It .

ASl'BE AND SPEEDS CUBE FOl! DISTEMPER,
Worms, Mange, Fits, Btienmalism, Congus aud

all DiBeases that Doys are subject to.

For sale by all Druggi9ts aud Guusuiitbs.

Powders, 50 ctnts per package; Mange Killer, 35

cents.
BEDINGTON & CO.. Wholesale Agents.

531 Market Street, S. F.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. 0. 8. HALEY, Sec'y

£3T6end for circular.^

IMPROVED

Blind. Bridle & Winkers
FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Tetters i>aiein. July 95, I

Having thus described my invention, wbut I claim
.is new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:

l. The part D,supiiorted by the Bide Btrapsof the bri-
dle, extending bach as shown, the front having an

' '

i utfttd, substantially,

,\ iili the extensions i>,

such i xtensions, ami
nl ventilation to the

opening into which the blind i

sb herein described.
'2. In a bridle, in Combin t1 Ion

the curved blinds P, scured to

as shaped, to give full freedom
eve while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. in a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions I), blinds 1*', and Bide straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to i

•
se.t, .substantially as In/ rein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the chec*
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bauds
Li and II. connecting 1 lie I.ranches or extensions abuVti
and below theeyeB, and bavins the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as an i tor the purpose hereii'
described.

5. in a bridle, and In Colli' [nation m itti tiie blinds F,
Bupportcdard pivoted to the brl ; '. ..

i I
,..

,

ble about the nuiul ol support, th« adjustable rroiil
atraps or i is Q am] FT, and the i ear hand I and Die
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds and ad-
justablo, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patenl
..nice, and though tii*- correal ling lettera do nut
appear on the cut, i he general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against Minds, ana at the
same time giving complete control oJ tufi line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the Mind up
Something Of the same cited on the action follows as
Is induced' by toe-weights. Tins is especially, the case
whenyoung colts are the pupils, teaching there to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

J4IIIK A. ncKEKRON,
No. 880 and 282 Ellis St. San Francisco

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary tiraduutc of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege* Toronto. Canatin

Veterinary ndinnaiy. 37" ftni
Residence. tfOfl klon'ard Bt*. SnnFiaiul,
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Southern Pacific Co.
l
PACIHC SYSTEM.]

leave* and are due
Kan Franelwn.

I'rom **vt. 1 &, 1 S*5.

18:00 A M
8:00 a m

N.-00 P M
7:30 A M
7:30 A M

•3 :30 P M
8:00 A M
4:00 P M
•5:00 P it

8:00 a M
•8:00 a M
3:3u P M
3:30 P m

10:00 a M
3:00 P M
3.00 t- M
~.*50 A SC

S^!jp AM
"7:30 A M
3:00 P M
4:00 P si

*»:00 P it

8:00 a M
}1H?«.I A M
8*0 P M
8:00 A M

*»:30 a M
•3:30 P M;
"9:30 a si

|

....Byron

....Calistuga aud Nap*..

....Colfax

....Delta, Bedding and Portland
...Gait via Martinet

.. .lone via Livermore
...Knight's Landing
... Liverniore and Heasanton...
...-Martinez
...Milton

i Mojave, Demine, i Express.
, J El Paso and East '< Emigrant
. Niles and Hay wards ,

, ) Ogden and ( Express
, J East "( Emigrant
Bed Bluff via Marvsville.

....Sacramento, via Livermore ..

via Benicia.
* via Benicia.
" via Benicia..

...Sacramento River Steamers..

...San Joee ™.«

..Stockton via Livermore..
•• via Martinez
" via Martinez

"Tulare and Fresno..

tS:10 p m
•10:10 a u
6:10 P M
5:10 p M
6:40 P m

10:10 a M
5:40 p M
10:10 a M
•a:40 a m
6:10 P M
•7:10 P si

10:40 A M
10:40 a Si

3:40 p m
ll:lii a M
11:10 a m
5:40 P if

5:40 p m
6 HO v si

11:10 a M
10;10 A M
*6:00 a M
*$:40 P si

13:40 p M
0:40 a m
5:40 P M
*7:I0 p u
•10:40 a M
•7:10 P w

;u

-:.-ZR

STANDARD v

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00-
8 :30—

y

:oo—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11 :3U—1^:00— 12:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30—6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00 —
•12:00.

TO FRCIT VALE—*6:0O—*6:30— *7:00— «7:30— •8:00—
•8:30—-3 :30-*4 flO—*4 :30—*5 :Q0—*5 :30— *6 .00— *6 :30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—6:30—111:00
—•12: 00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6;00—*6 :30—7 :00—*7 :30—8 :00 — *8 :30—
3-.00—9:30—10:00—110:30-11:00—111:30—12:00—J12 :30—
1:00—tl:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— a :30

—

5:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—•12:00.
TO BERKELEY—ti:U0—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— s:00—"8:30

—9-00—19:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—tH :30— 12:00— 1:00

—2:00—3:00— 4:00— 4 :30~5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00-
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— '6;O0— •6:30— 7:00—*7:30-

t8:00—•S:^—9 :00—10 ;U0 —11 :00—11 :00—2 :00—3 ;00—1 ;0l"

—•4:30—5:00—•5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To Sau Francisco Daily.

Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges.

(Dnder Chamberlio PatentB.)

EJ THE

Selby Smelting and Lead Co

416 Montgomery St.,

SAN FEASCISCO, Cal.

-~._-.-r ri

A X

1

FROM FRUIT VALE-*6:23—*fi:53—-7:23—*7:53—*b:2E
•8:53—•9:23—•10:21—*4:23—*4:53—•5:23—*5:53—*6:23—
•6:53—7 25—9:50.

PROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *o :15— *b :45—
t6:45—J9:15—*3:15.

FBOM EAST OAKLAND— *5:30— *6:00— 6:50— 7:00—
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*o:22—*5:52— •6:22— 6:52—*7:22—

7:52—*s:22—8:52—9:22—9:52—±10:22— 10S3—$11:22-
11 :52—112 :22—12:52—11 :22—1 :52—2 :52—3 :22-3 :52—4 :2'i

—J:52—5:22—t:52—«:22—fi:52-7:S2—S:52—»:S2-10:52.
FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—*5:45—"6:15—6:15—*7 :15—

7:45—"8:15-8:45—19:15-9:45—±10:15— 10:45 —±11:15-
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—!:15—4:45—5:15— 5;45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9 _45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45—±9:15—9:45—10:45— tl2rf5—1:45—2:45—
3:45—1:45—*5:15-5:45—»6:15—6:15—"7:15.

('KEEK KOl'TE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—•7:15—9:15—11:15—1.15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6a5—8:15-10:15-12:15— 2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

Standard Time famished by Randolph & Co., S. F.

4, ». TOWSE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. WMUJMAX,
Gen. Paaa. ATtt Art-

South Pacific Coast Railroad.

(NARROW-GAUGE.)

SPECIAL NOTICE

TO HUNTERS.

Commencing SUNDAY, Nov. 1, 18?5,and continuing
eveiv Sunday until further notice, the South Pacific

Coast R. R will run a SPECIAL HUNTERS' TRAIN,
leaving San Francisco at 4 a. m.,stopping at Alameda,
San Leandro, San Lorenzo, Russell's, Mt. Eden,
Alvarado, Halls. Newark, Draw Bridges, Alviso, Ag-
news, Santa Clara, and San Jose. Returning, will
leave San Jose at 5 p. m., arriving in San Francisco at
7:05 p. m. This train will stop at all intermediate
stations.
The regular train going out from San Francisco at

8:30 a. si., will stop at all stations. Special hunter's
excursion tickets on sale to all stations at greatly re-
duced rat«-s. licket offices, 222 Montgomery St. and
foot of Market St , S. F. , Alameda Mole. 7th and Web-
ster Sts., and 12th and Webster Sta., Oakland; Park
St., Alameda.

I.. FILLMORE,
General Superintendent.

W.T. Fitzgerald,
General Freight and Pussender Agent.

SHORTHORN HERD
FOR SALE.

At the Home Farm Residence of Henry P. Bowie
San Mateo, t>-n minutes' walk from station. This herd
of registered cattle will be sold as a whole or singly.
Apply on the premises to JOHN m clean.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col -

& lege, Toronto, Canada,

* fibrillary Infirmary. :"?? ! >amina Ri
Eeaidence,9G6 Howard St., Saiil'i'ituclsco.

OFFICE OF ORR & ATKINS. 1

S*n Fbascisco, July 27, 18P5.J

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD CO.—
Gentlemen: Replying to your inquiries in regard to the

cartridges loaded by the "Chamuerlin Cartridge Loader," that I

have used in my shooting at clay pigeons and at game, I beg to
state that, as far as my observation goes, and the quantity I have
used, I do not hesitate to say that they are admirable in every
respect. I remain, Yours verv trulv,

J. K. ORR.

FOB SALE BY THE TBADE.
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BJieBDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Rrf'?der of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered"

Jerseys o£ both sexes for sale. Postoflice address,
San Francisco, Cal.

TIPS.

OUTHERHPACIFli

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco.

Commencing Oct. 18,1855.

-»;;in A '1

»?.1Stl I San Mateo, Redwood and ]

T-SJlf Menlo Park.

•5:15 r I

fi:'J8 a.

•8:10 a
9S>3 a

•10A2A
3:3flp

+5 Ml F
6.-08P

8:30An
lii:40 a : Santa Clara, San Jose and J !

•:!:<(! ol ;" Principal Way Stations. j j

OrJ
1U:4U A ( "iilrov
VI

:
:jrt t*

'
ilroy, Pajaro, Castroville, j i

s^l'inas "and Monterey. >

y;fO A
•IO^Ga
3:36p
ri:(* p

no{02 a

Hollister and Tres Pinos.

10:40a, t Watsonville, Aptos.Soqnel'Camp »
,

•3 -an p '( Capitol a) and Santa Cruz. ( \ i

Id :40 a Sole<lail and Way stations 1rf)8 P

a—Morning. p.—Afternuon.
*sn n ilavs* excepted. tSundavB onlvf Sportsmen's train,)
Standard Time furnished by Randolph A Co . *. F.
Stai;e cnvNKCTioNs are made with the lUrfli a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood wider cunnect with s;30 a. m. Train.

Spkc] \l Ruiin i.-TKip Tickets, at reduced rates— to
Monterey. AntOB, Roquel and Santa Cruz; also, to
Paraisoand Paso Robles Springs.

EXCURSION TKKETS.
<- c,„j „,, „„i,. ( Sold SrsDiy Mohxes-g; good
tor Sundays oiu> .

j fijr returu saiue ^
ForSaturdav, i Sold SaturdaV and ScKDAYonly;

Suudav and good for return until following Mon-
M ond av * dav.inelnsivt-, at the following rates;

Round Trip
from San

Franc'sco to_

San ll.-jno ...

.

Millbrae
Oak Grove. ...

San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
Mayfield

ikt.
Moil
Tkt.

i S 50
65
90

75 1 10
1 00 1 25

1 00 1 40
1 25 1 50
1 25 1 60
1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soqnel
Santa Cruz
Monterev

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

52 00
2 25
250
2 50
400
5 0U
5 00
5 00
5 00

Tickkt Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and >T

o. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, . H. R. JTTDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and
Road horses can life obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 llii.-il St.. Mm Frani'hii'O

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION"
of its line for leacliing with speed and comfort the
best 'daces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE BAN FEASCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Paeific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may he had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pomplno, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractionSj in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodatione furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sandfor surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, S041VEL AM* SANTA (BIZ,

IB VIA THE NORTHKKS DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
ot .-*a Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Sauta Cruz
and Moinerey,each ot which abounds hi game in great
variety Notably

4|uail. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck. Geese, Oeor
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains -laliv

at san M.itin ;.»r tin. s«/ welt-known Retreats, l'l'Kis-
SIMA, SAN QREGORIO and PKsUADKRO. We
would iiarticularlv call attention to the unliuiiteil rx-
tentofrangi- at aiiii about SAN KRUNO and McMA-
HUN'S forRIFI.E URACTICE.
These resorts are but a sburt distance from -San

Francisco and oiler special inducements to tie loverB
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Bportsnien and others presenting Passage Tickets
will be entitled to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
I when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of

J

Train Baggagemen. Train Hiiggagt-men are iuntrnctt d
'

tn issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
|
Cars. ,

l£j)-In order to guard against accidents to Dogs
I while hi transit, it Is necessary that thev be provided
i with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed In wood or leather cases may he
taVeu in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia station, and No 613 Market St., Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

9uperln'«iulPnt. A Bat. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.
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Gossip of the Track and Stable-

Editor Breeder and Spoetsjiax: The turf performances

of last week will remain among the most noted for Califor-

nia in the chronicles of trotting. The victory of Anteeo, the

son of Electioneer and Columbine, over Adair, and of Arab

over Guy Wilkes, are events for turfmen to ponder, as mat-

ters of blood and training, and not less of driving. It is the

crowning praise of Anteeo that he has, under the skilled

management of Goldsmith, reduced the stallion record of the

Pacific Coast, and demonstrated the speed which is in him,

and no doubt of his bottom is entertained. He will do better

in the time to come. All that he requires is to keep his feet^

and it will not surprise any who have watched his perform-

ances should he yet make the mile as low down as 2:12. It

is a fair proposition that a horse of unfailing bottom, which

can make his quarter or half mile in the ratio of 2:12, can, if

he does not break, and that is as free to go and ambitious as

Anteeo has proved, will come out at the mile finish when
urg6d, in the due maintenance of that time; and no one who
has carefully observed Anteeo's action and endurance, when
at his speed, and his condition at the outcome, will doubt

his ability to make the last quarter in equal time, if not bet-

ter, than he trots any other quarter on the way
around. And to do this will bring him down to 2:12, with

the chance, not at all improbable, that he will yet beat the

Pacific Coast record—of Julien—as he has already beaten

that of the stallions which will put him in the lead for the

whole United States. He has it in him, and Goldsmith will

some day develop it if no accident shall occur. Of the per-

formances of Arab and Wilkes the opinion of some shrewd

turfmen is that the finality is still to come. It is enough
now to remark, without prejudice or prediction, that the two

are well matched, and there is no "dead thing" on either

side in the fair work consequent upon the driving of Hickok
and Goldsmith, favorite as Arab stands.

The penalty of expulsion imposed upon two drivers with-

in the last few weeks recalled the remissness of the judges in

another case, not long antecedent, when instead of a similar

penalty for a much more apparent and more flagrant trick of

the turf, a mere fine of S100 was inflicted. It was like

mulcting an offender in the sum of ten per cent, of his win-

nings or pay upon the accomplishment of his trickery to put

money in the purses of thoso whose pool baying or wagers

were dependent upon the conduct of the offending driver.

There is no meritorious or excusable difference between the

driver who "pulls" to lose, who " throws" a race, and an-

other whose sole object is to "cut out" a winner from his

place and spoils his chance to win. If judges will only have

the courage of their conscience and impose penalties under

the rules, without regard to the individual, his standing or

his backing, there will occur no more of the evils which dis-

gusthonorable men and sink turf sports to the level of bunco

practices, or to the depth of deadfalls. The only sure method

to reform these abuses is to make it clear to the corruption-

ists that the penality will be swift and certain, and that

neither influential standing, norany other consideration shall

divert or lessen the application of the rules as declared by the

National Trotting Association.

During last week opportunity was afforded me to witness

the trial performances at Palo Alto of the tine strains there,

owned by Senator Stanford—the sons and daughters of Elec-

tioneer and Benton, of Henry Clay and Nutwood, and other

sires, from dams of best degree. It would be an abuse of the

privilege accorded to particularly state the time made by

some of these in the speeding, under the masterly training

of Mr. Marvin and his able assistants, but there is no breach

of propriety in stating that, unless all signs fail, the results

of next year at the East will redound to the credit of Cali-

fornia in greater degree than ever, and this

may be predicted of the runners also, not

alone of the Palo Alto stables, but of those of others

who are taking rank among California breeders for the turf,

and whose victories at the East during the year now closing

have made their names conspicuous, among whom may be

mentioned Haggin, Ashe and Baldwin. That the stables of

these gentlemen will yet demonstrate tbat California is the

land which will produce the world winners and champions

of the turf, is a prophesy from which I will not depart.

And the colts and fillies of Foxhnlland other famous winners

of England, to be seen at Palo Alto, under the skilled training

of the veteran, Henry Welch, and of the best of imported

blood of earlier date, and of Kentucky, likewise in his bauds,

confirm me in the opinion.

One beneficial result tu come from this great improvement

in turf breeding cannot but follow, and it ought not to be

lost sight of by any breeders, turfmen or
others. It is that with this improvement in
the stock, there will as surely follow corresponding
improvement in everything which appertains to the turf, so
that this noblest of sports shall be purified from the base
uses to which some wo»uld degrade it, and be maintained in
the honored grade to which it rightly belongy, exempt from
questionable practices, and preserved in the integrity which
alone can assure its permanence. The man who has com-
mitted to his care and keeping a noble animal cannot but be
in time impressed with the spirit of his charge, and he
thereby becomes improved in nature himself. He becomes
inspired with the pride to have his favorite excel on the turf
beyond the power of money to pervert or corrupt him; and a
similar spirit will imbue jockeys and owners. The man who
undertakes the tiaining of a blood horse of high mettle must
first learn to train himself in temper and conduct, else he is

not qualified for the trust, and this study of self-control
grows, as wholesome vegetation will out-grow and eradicate
pernicious weeds. It is an elevating and refining principle
which is implanted, and it works upon the man as the
effects of it are wrought upon the animal. The practical out-
come of it to the turf is the avoidance of "hippodromiug" as
an abomination, and the reformation of racing as a noble
pastime, instead of a means to equivocal practices or down-
right dishonesty. The turf must be governed by gentlemen
to enlist respectable attendance and decent recognition;
otherwise it mast descend to the direction of those who
would debase it to the low level of a popnlar gambling
device, to the deterioration of the turf, in which fraud and
not blood would have place or part. The Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association is doing good service toward this most
commendable reformation. Turfman.

A Volume Closed.

The death of Mr. John Bowes, which occurred Oct. 9, at

his late residence, Streatlam Castle, Durham, England, is

an event which forms a subject of comment and regret in

every part of the world where the turf has a home. As an
eminent British writer has well said, it is an event which no
one read in the history of the turf has read without a thrill.

The nestor of the present generation of British turfmen has
passed away, leaving behind him a record which, for the
duration of his career, exceeds not only that of any of whom
England can boast, but which is only exceeded by its spot-

lessness. It is a record which the trumpet of fame has
sounded throughout the world in the exploits of four Derby
winners, in Mundig, Cotherstone, Daniel O'Bourke and
West Australian, of Hetman Platoff, Springy Jack, Old
Orange Girl, Klarinska, The Spy, Field Marshal, etc. No
other man has ever attained so wide a fame as a turfman.
His reputation was national, his fame was linked with that

of West Australian, and there is not a memoir or a volume
devoted to the turf but recounts the glories of his " black
jacket with gold braid," which for more than fifty years has
played a prominent part upon the English turf and been
familiar and popular colors among three generations of its

followers.

Mr. Bowes was the only son of the tenth Earl of Strath-
more, and was born in 1S11. The founder of his house was
a bow-bearer to William the Conqueror at the the time of the
Conquest. Mr. Bowes matriculated at Cambridge, and,
upon attaining his majority, was elected to Parliament for

the southern division of his native county of Durham, foi

which he sat from 1833 to 1S47. and was a staunch Liberal
At an early age he showed unmistakable indications of an
inheritance of the family love for the turf, and was very
proficient in the saddle. In the Streatlam Stud at the time
was the since celebrated Emma, by Whisker, who in 1S32
foaled to the cover of Catton the colt Mundig. Mr. Bowes
started his first racer in the filly Maid of Lune, April, 1S33,

at the age of twenty-two, but it was for Mundig to first

bring his black jacket into notice. Mundig, in German, is

the equivalent for the English phrase "of age," and hap-
pily named, as he was foaled the year Mr. Bowes attained
his majority, and it was in 1835 that he won his first Derby
with Mm n dig, his third year on the turf, a feat equaled by
Mr. Chaplin with Hermit in 1807, and only exceeded by Mr.
Gratwicke, who won it with Frederick in his first year
(1829), and by Lord Clifden, who won with Surplice in
1848, his second season. The victory of Mundig was the
first ever obtained in the Derby by a northern-bred colt, and
the first trained by the since noted Juhu Scott. It was
Mnndig'fi first appearance, and Mr. Bowes, who at that tiiue

bet heavily, won S1S.000 over it. Emma, the daw ui Man-
dig, also foaled Trustee, who was brought to America by
tin late- Commodore Stockton, and died in ftforrisania. He
made a slr-.ny impre^i.»u here, getting Revenue, the sire of

Planet and Revolver, and also the famous Levity, from whom
Monarchist, Luke Blackburn, Volturno, Leonatus, Janet, and
Louisette are descended. Mr. Bowes' next celebrated one
was Hetmon Platoff, whom he purchased as a yearling for
260 guineas, and was the favorite for the St. Leger of 1839,
but threw out a curb, but he finished second to Lanercost in
the first Cambridgeshire ever run, and the next season won
the Northumberland Plate. Hetman was small and, while
not up to weights, was a horse of great speed. He sired Cos-
sack, the Derby winner of 1S47, and his blood is represented
in America through Strachino, his grandson. Mundig was
never of much account after the Derby, but#in 1842 Mr.
Bowes won the Two Thousand with Meteor. But in 1S43 came
another foal of old Emma's in Cotherstone, by Touchstone.
Cotherstone's two-year-old labors promised little enough, and
Mr. Bowes would have sold him for little but for the advice of
John Scott. The colt improved through the Winter, and in
his trial he answered the question so well that
he was well backed for the Derby. He won
the Two Thousand in a canter—the second for

Mr. Bowes—but was opposed in the hettiDg for the Derby by
Lord Geo. Bentinck's Gaper, upon whom that noble "plunger"
heaped his money. There was an attempt made to "nobble"
Cotherstone, but it was frustrated, and although Gaper ran a
fast colt Cotherstone won Mr. Bowes his second Derby. After
this the St Leger was considered only a question of health
for him, but he could only get second to Nutwith, and Mr.
Bowes sold him for 3,000 guineas to Lord Spencer after he
had broken down. In America we get a good strain of Coth-
erstone through Cairngorme, the dam of Coral, who foaled
Wanderer and Uncas.

Nine years elapsed before Mr. Bowes again came to the
front with a candidate for "the classics," although he always
had a select lot with John Scott at Whitehall. This was in
1853, when little Daniel O'Kourke, who, like Cotherstone,
had been a very disappointing two-year-old, reached the
front in the Derby (thanks to Stockwell's being ill from
strangles), and won Mr. Bowes his third Derby. But Daniel
was only a forerunner of greater things, for now came West
Australian, a colt whose splendid achievements are house-
hold words among turfmen throughout the world. West
Australian was bred by Mr. Bowes and was from the pure
Streatlam blood, his dam Mowerina being a daughter of old

Emma, dam of Trustee, Mundig and Cotherstone. His finish

as a two-year-old made him the Winter favorite for the
Derby, and he not only won that event for Mr. Bowes (the

fourth), but was the first colt to win the triple crown of the
Two Thousand, Derby, and St. Leger, an achievement only
equaled by Gladiateur and Lord Lyon; but West Australian
also won the Ascot Cup of 1854, and was probably one of the
best race-horses England has ever known. The French got
him through the offorts of the Compte de Morny, and his

blood is represented in this country through his son, imp.
Australian, who made a powerful impression upon our
blood stock through Waverley, Sprinkbok, Spendthrift, Joe
Daniels, Wildidle, Fellowcraft, Kutherford, Wilful, Falsetto,

Bramble, Maggie B. B., etc.

Since the brave daysof "The West." Mr.Boweshasnot been
successful in the classic events, although he bus always had
a good class of winners. The Spy, Springy Jack, Early Purl,
Old Orange Girl, Klarinska, Tarabau, Field Marshal, Chival-

rous, Toison d' Or, Madge, Wildfire, Twine the Plaideu,

Reconciliation, etc. For the past twenty-five years, Mr.
Bowes has not taken so active an interest in racing. Indeed,
it was said, many years ago, that, although George Fordham
often wore his jacket, the two had not met until the New-
market First Spring Meeting of 1870, when Fordham, on Mr.
Bowes' Nobleman, beat Demidoff a head for the Newmarke
Stakes. This is said to have been the last time Mr. Bowes
was seen on a racecourse. He married a foreign lady of dis-

tinction, and lived a great deal in Paris, making occasioual

visits to Streatlam. His natural disposition was retiring.

Despite his popularity he shunned notoriety, and this shy-
ness increased with years. Still, he never abandoned the
turf. He always had a string of horses in training, for he
had the old-fashioned, aristocratic notion that it was the
proper thing for a man of his position to maintain an insti-

tution which was the pride and boast of his country. Only
the past season his two-year-olds, Devil to Pay, Jacobite and
Cardinal Wolsey showed such form, winning the Molecomb
Stakes, at Goodwood; Jacobite run second to Minting, for

the Priuee of Wales, and won the Bedc^r Stakes.; Cardinal
Wolsey won the Niuth Kirkleatham and Cleveland Stakes,

at Stockton, that it looked as if he had another Derby candi-

dal- for the black jacket, which would revive the old glories

of Cotherstone and "The West." But it was not to bo. His
estate will revert tu his cousin, the Earl of Strath J nu

nek jacket, the career ol which i.^ a volume i

I history, has become a memory.—X. Y. Spirit.
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The Alta and Volante Match-A Statement

from Mr- Allen-

Editor Breeder and Sfoktsman—Dear Sir: In tbe N. Y.

Sportsman, of Oct. 24th, I find the following, under head of

"Echoes of the day:"

"Alta's departure for San Francisco with the rest of the

horses in the Ashe stable, explodes the idea of a match with

Volante and Wanda at Ivy City track, Washington, though

he and Volante may meet at the Pacific Coast Blood Horse

meeting at San Francisco, the second week in November. At

the time the 2hallenges were issued on behalf of Alta, two

weeks a^o, few thougbt that tho dcji was a genuine one, as it

was rumored that the Ashe people had to be coaxed into en-

tering the race at Sheepshead Bay which they won, or, m
other words, that at that time, they had little confidence in

the ability of the son of Norfolk to beat the cracks. Since

that time the colt has shown nothing warranting the suppo-

sition that he can beat either Wanda or Volante, though the

latter has performed so poorly at Louisville and since, as to

lead to the general opiuion that he is "off." Notwithstand-

ing this Mr. Baldwin offered to run Alta at Washington for

$10 000, aud Volante is now there. Not so his prospective

opponent, who is probably by this time at the end of his long

journey toward the land of the setting sun, the closing day

at Jerome, where they experienced two defeats, having evid-

ently cast a wet blauket on the ambition of the Alta party,

who "folded their tents like the Arabs and stole quietly away,

"

the wasted pen aud ink and telegraphic messages to the con-

trary nolwithstauding. Thus, with Wanda "off," vanishes

the prospect of a decisive three-year-old struggle that the

turf world hud looked upon as sure to come off, aud the con-

test for supremacy will dow have to be left to others. The

issue will be decided by the survival of the fittest, and can

hardly be regarded as a test of what the cracks could accom-

plish at their best."

Now as to the facts: During the latter part of September

I caused the following challenge to be published:

"To match Alta against any three-year old in America,

Volante preferred, in a mile anil three-quarter or two mile

race, for live or teu thousand dollars, half forfeit, race to be

run 'at Baltimore duriug their Fall meetiug, good day and

track. The race to be governed by rules of the Maryland

Jockey Club."

At this time I was quartered at Jerome Park, Mr. Baldwin

was with his stabL' at Latonia. Two weeks having elapsed

since my challenge first appeared in the newspapers, and not

having received any reply from Mr. Baldwin, 1 wii\d my

friend Mr. John J. Carter, of Cincinnati, to reiterate my

challenge in so many words directly to Mr. Baldwin. In

reply L received the following dispatch, dated at Cincinnati,

Oct. 5(h:

"Matt Allen, Jerome Park—Baldwin will not make match.
Jno. J. Carter."

Having received this refusal from Mr. Baldwin I did not

deem it necessary to waste further time, and rs my engage-

ments were at an end I had naught else to do but prepare to

return home. I did "not find it necessary, as the classical

scribe describes, to "fold my tents like Arabs and steal

quietly away," nor did I waste any pen and ink, merely

threw out my challenge and made my defi in good faith.

I named Baltimore as the place, knowing that Mr. Bald-

win had engagements there, aud as I was anxious for the

match, did what I would consider a favor, by agreeing to go

where he was to run. Had it not been in good faith I could

have easilv named some other place where I might have

bought he would not go. But being especially desirous of

meeting Mr. Baldwin's crack colt, I was eager to make most
any sacrifice. I had no conversation with anyone about

the race being run at Washington, nor was I cognizant that

Mr. Baldwin desired to make the match as published in the

N. Y . Sportsman, until I read it after arriving home. I

hastened to make this reply, that the gentleman may know
that I did not intend to treat him with discourtesy. Had I

known, before leaving the East, or before Mr. Ashe {wired

me to come home, I would have been glad to further accom-
modate Mr. Baldwin by going to Washington. My defi as

referred to above was held open two weeks, and having
heard from Mr. Baldwin thought our business was
at an eud. Eight here I wish to state, that at tbe time I

issued this challenge 'I was aware that Mr. Lorillard's filly,

Wanda, was complaining, consequently they did not desire

to make any matches or engage in any special races, as they

were merely working her along to fill her engagements at

Baltimore.
As an evidence of good faith, and to show the worthy

writer in theN. Y . Sportsman that my "defi wasagenuine one,"

I now challenge Mr.Baldwin directly, to run his three-year-old

colt, Volante, against Alta, a dash of one mile and three-

quarters. or two miles, over the Bay District Course, at San
Francisco, any day during the coming Fall Meeting of the

Pacific Blood Horse Association that does not conflict with

our engugemeuts, good day and track, for So, 000, half forfeit,

rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern,

Mr. Ashe having generously allowed me the use of his horse.

If Mr. Baldwin means business, I will cover any deposit

he may make with Edwin F. Smith, Secretary State Agricul-

tural Society at Sacramento, or with the Breeder and
Sportsman at San Francisco.

M. M. Allen.

Trotting1 Nomenclature.

Iu the reign of the Emperor Nicholas, the autocrat of all

the lJiissias used to import English racing men of all kinds-,

traiDers, jockeys, stableineu, for the mauageuent of his stud.

Among these was Luke Nott, in whom the Emperor had surli

u profound belief that he placed implicit credence in any-

thing he might tell him touching the four-legged part of the

creation. Two cows were imported from England, one for a

certain prince, and one for the Empress; uuforluuately the

royal cow died on the passage, and a solemn investigation of

the animal to ascertain the cause of death was conducted in

the presence of the Empress. " How is it," she inquired,
" that three teats are so large and one so small ?" " Three,
your Majesty, are for tbe milk, aud one for the cream !" re-

plied Luke gravely aud promptly. " It made me blood rin

cold to hear him tell Bic a lee," remarked a Scotchman who
was present; " mony a mon has beeu sent to Siberia for less."

Wheu Dan Mace bought a trotter that he thought* pretty

well of aud the horse happened In have «u incongruous
name Dan would give him unother, often that of a famous
tr ill i r formerly iu his stable. Last Summer he Bold Buffalo

Bill, '-'--I
1

,, by MaBterlode, ton gentleman iu Hartford, and
called him Twang.

[Turf. Field and Farm.]

The stock family question, ''What shall we name the

baby?" is one that will probably never cease to give trouble

in this world, and there are so many more babies than names
that the difficulty is aggravated when a distinctive cognomen
is the object, as is usually the case. But the question,

"What shall we name the trotter?" appears to be equally

troublesome, aud evidently does not begin to receive the same
amount of attention as babydabeling. Because while the

infant crop outnumbers the trotting crop each year in the

proportion of several hundreds to one, far more confusion

results among the quadrupeds than the bipeds because of

synonymous appellations. There is, in fact, no matter con-

nected with the trotting-turf so urgently demanding reform

as the duplication, triplication, quadruplication, multipli-

cation to an indefinite extent of names of performers. It is

a very old eyesore, and has been backed at from time im-

memorial by turf writers, but in place of being eradicated, it

continues to spread. Take the most common name of a

trotter, for instance—though why the most common it is be-

yond the power of mortal man to guess— the name of Frank.

The beaten-horse index to Chesters's Complete Trotting aud
Pacing Record individualizes ninety-two Franks, and the

outcry against this particular name has been so vigorous

that we should think any owner would be ashamed to ever

attach it to another trotter, and yet our files for 1SS5 show
that no less than twenty-six plain, simple, unadorned
Franks have performed on trotting tracks during the year,

and two mouths yet to hear from. There are other names
that are abominable for their frequency. Among 1SS5 trotters

or pacers we find four Almonts, four Babies, four Baby
Mines, four Bay Georges, four Bay Dans, four J3ay Franks,

five Bay Toms, nine Belles, four Bens, four Berthas, nine

Bessies, seventeen Billies, five Billy Ds, four Billy Ms, four

Black Bessies, four Black Diamonds, six Black Princes, five

Blue Belles, nine Butcher Boys, six Charleys, four Cleve-

lands, four Clippers, four Colonels, eight Cyclones, sixteen

Daisys, twelve Dans, twelve Dandies, six Dexters, nine

Dicks, four Dollys, fourEvas.eightFannys, four Fearnaughts,

four Fleetwoods, six Floras, four Frank Ds, four Frank Ws,
seven Freds, six Garfieids, nine Georges, four George As, six

George Bs, four George Os, four George Ws, nine Golddusts,

four Governors, four Gray Toms, eight Gypsys, six Gypsy
Girls, rive Gypsy Queens, fourteen Harrys, four Harry Bs, five

Headlights, six Honest Johns, four Hopefuls, fourlonas, four

Iolanthes, seven Jacks, six Jennys, eight Jims, eight Joes,

five Johns, four John Ls, five Johnnys, six John Us, five

John Ws, four Josephines, four Jumbos^ five Kates, four

Kits, six Kittys, four Lady Ms, seven Lady Maes, five Little

Joes, five Little Macs, five Little Nells, four Lizzies, four

Lookouts, nine Lucys, eight Macks, four Maggies, four

Majors, seven Mauds, four- Maud Ms, siz Mollys, four Neds,
fifteen Nellys, eleven Nelly Bs, four Nelly Grays, four Nelly

Me, six Nelly Rs, four Nelly Ts, four Netties, four Olivers,

five Pedros, four Pets, four Pilots, four Pollys, fourteen

Princes, five Queens, four Richards, four Rockets, four Ros-
coes, six Sams, four Silvertails, five Sorrel Dans, four Stars,

six Starlights, four St. Elmos, four Sunshines, four Tele-

phones, seven Tempests, seven Toms, fourteen Topsys, five

Troubles, six Victors.

The foregoing rather dreary catalogue we publish with
malice aforethought, and with the avowed design of bringing

the owners of these synonymous nags to a proper sense of

their lamentable lack of invention. Iu some cases the offense

is positively atrocious. The Franks, Billies, Mollies, Nellies,

Georges, Princes, H id omne genus, are not so bad, because
these are handy stable names, among which we expect repe-

tition to some extent, but the damnable iteration where there

is an attempt at being fairly descriptive, as with the six

George Bs and the eleven Nelly Bs cannot be too severely

reprobated. We parade these stupidities in the remote hope
of effecting a reform. It goes without saying that nothing
but dire confusion can result from this kind of business. The
individual owner, fortified by special knowledge, can pick
out his own animal from a crowd of names, when scanning
the summaries, of course, but nothing more is needed than
a reference to the index of Brother Wallace's monthly for

performances of 18S4 to show that even with a specialist they
become as badly mixed as the spirits with Macbeth's witches:

"Black spirits and white,
Red spirits and pray.
Miugle, mingle, mingle,
You that mingle may."

We are aware that it is useless to indicate an evil without
prescribing a remedy, and yet must confess our inability to

take the post of a physician for tbe malady under considera-
tion. The difficulty is in the impossibility of centralizing

power to regulate such matters. If it could be doue, it would
be a very good thing for the next Trotting Congress to issue

an edict tabooing a certain number of names, aud the list we
give would furnish an excellent guide. In tbe course of

time the bearers of the objectionable names would die out,

and we might, by striking at the root of the evil, tear it up
and finally do away with it. But it is doubtful whether such
an interference with tbe inalienable rights of American citi-

zens would be tolerated, aud for a reform we must, probably,
depend upon that rather fluctuating commodity, de-

scribed by Mr. Tennyson as "the common sense of most."

Ringers and Other Objectionables.

Why are some writers taking exceptions to Mr. Vail's cir-

cular to associations regarding ringers? Is it because they
are unfamiliar with the working of the rules? Verily, it seems
so to me. I claim, and I know, that the circular gives the
right sort of advice if it is followed, and it will surely stop auy
ringer in the laud. The trouble is. judges are not usually
well euough posted to apply the rules. If they are, they dis-

like to hurt a man's feelings. What feelings has a controller

or driver of a robbing ringer that any decent man is bound to

respect? Answer me that qnestiou! Now, to prove that Mr.
Vail is exactly right, I will give a little iucideut that trans-

pired right where I could see it all. The track was a member.
A horse was suspected by the contestants in the race, by the
association, ami hy the judges. He came out to start, the
owner was called into the stand and told he must establish

his identity aud that of his horse, or he could not win auy
part of the purse, nor any part of the pools. He was also

informed that bis evidence must be from men known
as reliable in the community in which they live. At once
tho owner inquired, "Who has protested my horse?" Oneof
the judges said, "No one. Rule 7, section 3, says you must
show up your horse 'if required.' To-day you are required
lo do it. There is the rule; read it." Ho studied a moment,
asked permission to draw his horse, and took him to the
barn, where he belonged, because In- knew lie was wrong.
A short time afterward, at least ouo of the judges had found
out his whole history. He was a ringer, sure enough. Hie

record was and is below 2:30 quite a distance, but just the

same, he did not start. The rule is all right if

it is applied. However, I quite agree with one
writer, who believes that the National Association

should protect its members by having a man, who knows
most of the horses, ready to go anywhere at a moment's no-

tice. He could take in three or four meetings in a week.
One day would be enough at any place. The suspicious

horses could be looked at in an hour, aud the next place

visited. Two men—one East, the other West—would be
sufficient. For my own part I would not fancy the job, but
somebody ought to be found willing aud capable. The same
man could watch the time, too, and see that it was not tam-
pered with. At one meeting this year, where I started the

horses, a good friend of mine, a driver, came to me and in a
very confidential manner said: "Say. I have it on the very
best authority that Vail has a man here to see that the time
is not monkeyed with, so look out." Instead of being fearful

of the result I was heartily glad of it. It was a help instead

of a hindrance. I did not see anything of the party, and I

know there was no fooling with the time. The suppression
of time is the curse of the western country, aud men still

seem willing to take all chances. They can do so for all of

me; I'll have none of it in miue. I can name over some of the

boys who never ask it, boys who are too smart aud too busi-

ness-like to allow auy man to hold a club over them, and 1

want to say to everyone of you, thus publicly, that whenever
I can do anyone of you a favor you may command me and
my services, tooth and nail, day or night. "I've got you on
my list," all of you, and I hold you high in my estimation.

There is one more thought while onthesubject of the rules

that I want to mention, and that is regarding a horse that

hitches the whole mile. I want to see a rule in the code that

will read out plump and plain, hard and cold, that any horse
who trots unfairly, that is to say, hitches, or runs behind,
shall be set behind every other horse in the heat who trots

squarely, and that if the judges are satisfied the said horse
can go no other gait, he shall be sent to the barn at once.

Mr. Vail will answer me, "That is already provided for in

the rules." All right. I want it made more binding. A
man starts such a horse. The judges set him to last, where
he belongs. He rushes to the stand with, "I have trotted

this horse two years. I always got the place I finished. Now,
he is no worse to-day than he has been," and, presto! the

judges leave him where he—does not belong. If we are go-

ing to have trotters, not hitchers and cow-hoppers, for

heaven's sake don't let us be afraid of making a rule too bind-
ing and forcible. Think of it, you men that are interested,

and push it, push it, until 3'ou drive these half horse and
half alligators from the turf. If a man does not have an
honest-going trotter tell him kindly, but firmly, that he
should set him plowing corn until he tones down. Some
men of my acquaintance in the business will not drive one of

these kangaroos. If they canuot go out with an honest,
good-gaited trotter they stay at home. This is no new thing
to me, nor am I too quick on the trigger. Many men have
I talked to about it, aud one and all are in favor of the most
stringent rule that can be made to stop these hoppers from,

winning any money over a good, honest horse. When the

proper time comes I shall have more to say about it.

—

Pil-

grim m N. Y. Spirit.
o- —

A Vital Question.

The history of the trotting track teems with instances of

horses which have been entered in one particular class

throughout an entire circuit, and have swept the deck; occa-

sionally they may have avoided taking first niouey, but iu no
case could these contests be called races, they were usually
farces and oftentimes frauds. One or two horses with phe-
nomenal speed had the balance of the entries at their mercy,
and they could either accept the crumbs which fell from the
table, or pay -their ten per ceut. and go home.
Among the many notable instances of how the present sys-

tem paralyzes genuine sport, may be mentioned the earlier

engagements of Majolica and Phallas in 1SS3. On June 23d,

in that jear, Majolica at Morrisiana won in the 3:00 class

purse in straight heats, iu 2:22*, 2:20|, and 2:17. At Albany
the week following he placed another 3:00 purse to his credi',

and at Washington the week after he repeated the dose. But
this was a mild dose, indeed, when compared with the career
of tho Racine flyer. At the Spring meeting of 1SS3, at Cleve-
land, he won in the 2:34 class and obtained a record of 2:181.

Iu the meantime the entry lists had closed at Chicago, and
so we find Phallas starting in the 2:40 class. His undoubted
ability to win had scared all the other nominations from
starting except Adelaide and Secret; the latter was distanced
in the first heat; Adelaide avoided the same fate, but at no
part of the three heats was there the slightest possibility of

her winning. Before the first heat Phallas sold at $130 to

the field $40, and after the first heat speculation was dead.
There were plenty of good horses entered iu the class, but
the overwhelming superiority of Phallas kept them away,
and spoilt therace. The 3:1)0 class at the same meeting
would have been slaughtered in the same way, but for tho
fact that Majolica, 2:17, was also entered. Felix and Iudex
stayed in to make up the appearance of a race, but the only
struggle was between the sous of Startle and Dictator, the
latter winning, putting iu the fastest heat iu 2:UU. Iu jus-

tice to other horses and for the beuefit of tho public, it would
appear that horses with records of 2:16^ aud 2:17 should now
go to the classes to which they naturally belonged, but at

Cleveland we liud PhulhiB again in the 2:40 class, with ouly
Dnquesne aud Index to oppose him. The original eutry Hat
had iu it many good horses, but they declined to encounter
certain defeat. At Buffalo with difficulty two horses were
induced to stay in and start. Phallas won as ho liked in

slow time.

There was no question as to who would be the victor; how
could there be when Phallas was trotting in a three-minute
claws, aud only the week previous had achieved a record of

2:15A. What might have been 11 great race was spoiled, for

no owner in his senses would trot against tho iuviucible son
of Dictator, aud the only way to-t*btaiu tho sembluuce of a
conflict was to make a bargaiu, which was directly antago-
nistic to the spirit of genuine sport.

The critical audience which usually attends the Buffalo
meeting may have beeu satisfied to see Phallas win three
heats iu 2:23:;, 2:24-!, aud 2:27, and lose one heat iu 2:33, but
we do not think they were. We thiuk they would have
been heartily glad to see him where he had a right to be, in
the free-for-all, which would have given them, in all proba-
bility, good races in both classes. The present system is

unsatisfactory to ihe two principal parlies interested— the
owaers of horses and the public. It is unsatisfactory to

owners because, unless they have a pheuomeual animal, they
have no chance of getting to the front till the circuit is over.
Their only choice is to draw their horse and go home, or
back the favorite and join in the procession. But while this

statu of affairs ih unsatisfactory and unremuneiative to the
honest owuer, it is more so to the public. They want to Bee
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races, not processions, and while they may have a languid

interest in seeing a fast horse trot in 2:154 in a three-minute

class, they would infinitely prefer to see a real race, in which
the contestants were evenly matched, and the final result

absolutely uncertain, even if the fastest heat was on the

shady side of three minutes.
Fast time is not a necessary ingredient to a successful

meeting. A county trot, where all the contestants are

anxious to win, and are evenly matched, has more fascina-

tion in it for the public, and is more intelligibly appreciated

than a trial against. time, no matter how fast it may be made.

Under the present system, the managers of our trotting

meetings invite the public to see races, in which they have,

by the very nature of tho conditions, destroyed the chief

interest, i. e., a bonajide contest. Can they wonder that the

public, knowing the probable winner, do not feel sufficient

interest to attend?
The solution of the whole difficulty is a very simple and

effectual one; let the associations close tlieir entries when
they please, but let it be distinctly understood that the

horses which are entered, no matter in what class, can only

trot in the classes to which their latest records will entitle

them. Only in this way cau the trotter be effectually handi-

capped, and the true intention of class trotting be success-

fully carried out.

—

Chicago Horseman.

A great scandal has been created in English turf circles

over the "scratching" of Parados in the Cambridgeshire Hand-
icap, for which race he was a decided favorite with the public

by reason of the form displayed by him last year as well as

during the present season. The owner of Parados is Mr.
Broderick Cloete, and although it has always been claimed

that he does not bet on his own horsts or those belonging to

other stables, there is a general suspicion of crookedness in

the Paradox matter, and so universal is this feeling that Eng-
lish sporting papers, usually the most conservative of jour-

nals, refer to the matter freely. There is no pretense that

the scratching of Parados was rendered necessary by any of

the numerous accidents likely to occur during training, or

that he was not in every respect fit to compete for the race

in which he had been so heavily backed by the public at the

time his name was taken from the list of contestants. It was
simply a sudden freak on the part of the owner that he would
arbitrarily esercise the right which such ownership gives aud
yirtually make the public lose a lot of money without ever hav-

ing had'a chance to win. To say the l6ast, the course taken by
Mr. Broderick Cloete is not one likely to find favor in his own
country or elsewheie. In America it is called "jay-hawk-

iug."

Mr. J. C. McFerran, the well-known trotting-horse breeder

of Louisville, Ky ., died Oct. 25th, in the seventy-fourth year of

his age. Mr. McFerran's stable, at the head of which stands

the great trotting sire Nutwood, has within, the past year or

two assumed the front rank among the breeding establish-

ments of America.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners ate requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in aliinatances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Notes on the Philadelphia Bench Show.

Editor Beeeder and Sportsman: Although the Philadel.

phia Bench Show has been over for some time, it is still the

topic of conversation and the subject of newpaper comment.

The show was held in long cattle sheds, in the centre of

the half-mile racetrack. With the exception of the last haif

day it rained contiuously day and night. To get to these

sheds, one had to wade through mud and water, at least a

foot deep; the mud was of a most tenacious clayey character.

While most of the reporters were anticipating sickness and

death for the dogs, I was thinking of the coming rheumatism

to their masters, several of whom took to their beds the nest

day.
In spite of all the talk, I have yet to hear of the death of a

single dog, and I believe all went home in as good condition

as is usual, from a Philadelphia show; for this city has the

reputation of sending dogs home better looking than they

came. This is because the dogs are not fed upon those

abominable biscuits, which either "cork up or scour out,"

disarranging the system in either case so badly, that it takes

a couple of weeks to get the animals in shape after their re-

turn from the shows that feed this truck. At Philadelphia,

Ben Lewis generally attends to the feeding, aud he makes a

mixture of horse meat, meal, potatoes, onions etc., that the

dogs relish and grow fat upon during their forced confine-

ment. They are always well fed, and often watered, no mat-

ter what else is neglected. It is well to bear such a reputa-

tion, for I know of at least one city that will find it difficult

to repeat their show of this year, owing to the manner in

which the poor brutes were neglected. Eshibitors remember

these little things, but forget to send their entries the nest

time they are asked.

In the morning of the show, before the public were admitted,

it was plainly seen the great mistake tne club had made

in not having a superintendent. To save money, his services

were dispensed with, and an unwieldly committee of twenty

were appointed to do his work. Out of this large number

but few did anything, and there being no head, orders were

continually clashing, the attendants hardly knowing whom
to obey. . _

The dogs were finally benched by eleven o clock, and jndg-

iu" was begun, accompanied by another trouble, caused by

the parsimonious economy of the management. The attend-

ants were so few that it was almost impossible to get euough

men to take a large class into the judge's ring. Willing

hands among the spectators helped the ring stewards out of

this difficulty, and the judging went smoothly on; part of it

in the aisles of the sheds, where the light was very bad, and

the spectators crowded the judge so much at tunes, as to

separate the dogs entirely from him. The larger classes

were judged in two open sheds, the floors of which were

submerged, their roofs demonstrating they had never been

intended to keep out rain.

Everything at sixes and sevens; men nil in a bad humor,

which seemed infectious, for the dogs soon "caught on" to

the spirit of their surroundings. The judging dragged

alou" the remainder of the day, aud all were glad when

night came. Those who remained to view the dogs by

electric light were disappointed; the lights were too few, aud

the majority of the stalls were in the dark. To cap the

climax, the apparatus broke down the next night, aud

would-be sightseers were obliged to grope their way about

with lanterns.

The small dogs were benched in the most exposed north-
west shed, aud the cold wind and driving rain came in upon
them badly. Escited exhibitors protested, those from a
distance hearing of it, deluged the secretary with telegrams,
requesting the return of their pets, or that better accomoda-
tions be provided for them.
As usual, there were protests, but only two received con-

sideration. Winlawn Kennel had entered their mastiff dog
Homer iu the open dog class, instead of the championship;
their object was to get the $20 prize rather than a champion-
ship medal, about the size of a saucer. Their defense was,
that the dog had never won the three first prizes necessary
to put him out of the open class, although he had already
tnken two championships. Mr. Haldeman, steward for

Mastiffs, then showed them the A. K. C. rules, the tenth of

which reads, "Dogs that have won in a champion clasB shall

be continued in said class." They were now taken aback,
aud claimed the rule was a new one; so it was, and just

made to fit cases like the one in question.
The other protest was of a more serious nature. There

were two entries for the $25 kennel prize for the best kennel
,of five collies, Mr. Jas Lindsay's kennel competing with the
Sans Souci kennels, the proprietor of which, Dr. H. M.
Perry, is a member of the Philadelphia Keunel Club. After
the prizes of the collie classes had been awarded, the judge
gave the kennel prize to Dr. Perry without having the dogs
brought into the ring. It happened, however, that So So,

one of the Sans Souci dogs had been removed before the
judging on account of sickness. Mr. Lindsay, rinding the
bitch marked absent in the steward's book, immediately pro-

tested the award, and Dr. Perry, instead of giving up im-
mediately, insisted upon claiming the prize and later in the

day put another collie in So Su's place to make his claim
good. His conduct has brought not only the entire press
down upon him, but also his fellow club members, who had
now the second time to pass judgment upon a shady trans-

action of his.

Dr. Perry was manager of the collie sheep driving trials,

and had the bad taste to enter six of his own dogs against

one outsider. The trials ended in a farce. Poor fellow!

This was not his only trouble. He had, through a friend,

offered a special for the best collie exhibited, but later, hear-

ing that a new one, Eoyboy would be shown and would prob-
ably beat his dog, Ben Nevis, who was to win the prize, he
changed the offer of the special to read: "For the best collie

dog shown by a member of the Philadelphia Kennel Club."
This gave the cup to Ben Nevis without competition. The
local press were not slow in showing up this little game, so

the angry but doughty Doctor is out in the. Sporting Life

with a triangular challenge, he naming all the conditions.

He proposes that Eoyboy, Bex, whom Ben Nevis beat, and
Ben Nevis be sent to New York to be judged by Mr. A. S.

Apgar, for a special of S50 each, the winner to take the full

S150. Be it known that Mr. Apgar was the judge at Philadel-

phia, and was chosen by Dr. Perry. The Associated Fanciers,

the owners of Koyboy, have accepted this one-sided challenge,

but I doubt if Mr. Apgar will consent to judge; if he does his
decision will be unbiased and just.

Euough of the show—it's over and has taught a lesson that

in future will be heeded. The interests of the dog will not
be sacrificed again by the greed to make money.
In my report of the show I did not mention some of the

classes as the specimens present were unworthy of notice.

On the 17th of November, the members of the Philadelphia

Kennel Club will hold their second annual field trials, of

Pointers and Setters on qaail, at Bio Grande, New Jersey,

They are there protected and plenty. These trials are pri-

vate, about thirty dogs belonging to members will take part.

Contrary to what many sportsmen expect, who have never
witnessed a contest of this description, very few birds are

ever killed, the death of three or four being all that is neces-

sary to test the retrieving qualities of the animals. The pop-
ular bench show judge, Mr. C. S. Westcott, will judge the

field trials.

Many of our Eastern field trial trainers are starting for North
Carolina. Mr. Luke White, editor of The Kennel, has left

with the following string; Bang Bang, Lalla Rookh, Mad-
stone, Bang Grace and Pocahontas. They will run in the

Pointer Stakes. Rose of Killaruey (Irish) and Robin (Eng-
lish) will run in the Setter Stakes. Comet and Bang Grace
are Derby entries.

Mr. W. Tailman takes South with him this week Beaufort,

and his brother Bradford, Pointers; Foreman, Plantagenet,

Bridgeport and other English Setters, and Flash and Khoda,
Gordons.
Mr. W. T. Mitchell will of course be on hand at High Point

with Graphic. Will it not be a grand sight to see this dog
aud Beaufort run a heat ? That alone is worth the trip

there and back again. Thisis certainly a big year for Pointers,

and I hope their work will prove satisfactory.

The Irish Setter men will finally put their hands in their

pockets and give a prize of at least S100 for the best Irish-

man in the trials.

From all parts of the country comes the report that quail

are everywhere more plentiful than last year, and as the

nesting season this Summer was a propitious one, we may
certainly expect that the parent birds have reared two broods,

which is more than could be safely said on the average. The
law is out in this State October 15th, but it should be put
back to where it was, November 1st. The birds are too

young yet, and have no chance. As if by tacit agreement,

sportsmen have refrained from shooting thus far, but next

Tuesday will be a veritable Fourth of July throughout the

State. Ukique.
Philadelphia, Oct. 23, 18S5.

New H ampshire Dogs and Their Homes.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: It would be unpardon-
able in me, if, in the course of these hasty notes on New
Hampshire's representative dogs, Dr.Jarvis aud his kennel of

Irish Reds, were not given premier place among them.
Claremont, a distance of some fifty-four miles from our State

capital, in the northwest portion of the State, may justly

claim the honor of being the home of probablv the strongest

team of Irish Setters in the world. It is really a charming
town in its situation, and although not the county seat, it is

by far the largest, most picturesque and thriving town of

old Sullivan county. One is very happily disposed as he
leaves this busy village for a look at Dr. Jurvis' famous set-

ters.

A spin of two miles along Windsor road through a valley

dotted here and there with smiling farms, brings the visitor

to what is known as the old old Jarvis mansion. This is a

large Mid substantial residence, situated on aslight emineuctj
overlooking Sugar river, in the midst of broad fields aud
meadows gently sloping to the south, and in the very shadow
of Ml. Aseutuey. Here is tbe home of old Champion Elcho,

and while it may be well to menriou iu this connection lh.it

though no better place could be desired for the perfect keu-

\ neling and management of dogs, no special provision for

them has yet been made. They are quartered promiscuously
about the spacious outbuildings, aud are ullowed tuinost un-
limited range of the grounds. During my pleasant acquain-
tnuce with the Dr. he has frequently contemplated the erec-.

tion of a suitable kenuel structure, but the present healthy
condition of his dogs, coupled with the fear ol infection from
permanent kennel quarters, has induced him for the time
being to abandon the project, and there is a deal of wisdom
in this after all.

The fact that no dogs go to the show bench in better

condition, together with the very low rate of mortality
among them, certainly speaks well for this method of man-
agement, yet with the prestige of such blood if I owned the
dogs I could hardly content my pride, in these days, unless
they rested in more sumptuous quarters. They have all, for

that matter, earned for themselves golden stalls. It is prob-
able that no dog of his own age has netted so much at the
public stud as Champion Elcho—and indeed so well bred
iuto is this blood, we are likely never to lose it. Though now
in bis eleventh year he has never failed to blossom. His
last crop of youngsters are possessed of the same fine finish

and substance, and while it may be remembered that he
begot that famous litter by Noreen, of which Elcho Jr., was
one, in his ninth year, we may still continue to look to him as
King of Sires among Irish setters. This kennel is by no means
alarge one in point of numbers, but the quality is of the best.

It contains at the present time, such grand dogs as Cham-
pion Elcho, Jr., (Elcho-Noreen) to whom must eventually
fall the place of his sire, for it is generally conceded
among those who have seen him up to his highest form that

he is unmistakably the best son of Elcho living. Naturally

enough this statement eoulitl be born of my own prida iu the

dog, for when the property of myself I believed him to be
possessed of more character than any Irish Setter I had seen
in America, and surely the numerous honors that have since

been showered on him might well have confirmed me in

this opinion. He is an upstanding dog, more typical than
his sire, of exquisite color, with perfect chest, loin, feet and
leg formation, while in head and stern he is of a most classi-

cal cut. I used to fear he would develop a little thin.

Although perfect in outline, he seemed lacking in substunce,

but while I am only a fortnight from a look at him, at one
of our small shows, I must say a couple of seasons have
given him all possible assistance in this respect. He is now on
his way South, in the hands of Mr. Wm. Tailman, and it is

fair to say he will figure as prominent as auy among that

gentleman's magnifi ent string, and surely if he starts in onr
Fall field trials we may reasonably expect a brilliant report

of him. •

There are in brood-bitches, Champion Rose, (Palmer-

ston-Flora), Champion Noreen, (Champion Garryowen

—

Cora), and Lorna, (Elcho—Rose) all of which have dis-

tinguished themselves frequently on the show-bench, in thiB

country or Europe. These dogs, with a few youngsters now
coming on, completes the list, and in conclusion I may add
they are in disposition a most tractable lot. and the constant
companions of their owner.

Dr. Jarvis is a dentist by profession, a man of small

stature rather below the medium height, not yet out
of the thirties, active and energetic in his move-
ments; an enthusiast in all matters pertaining to the field, a

clever shot, and though to many somewhat reticent, he is to

those most familiar with him a genial gentleman, and of the

right sort.

Before leaving this doggy town I must not omit to men-
tion the kennel of Mr. F. F. Pitcher, known as the River-

side Kennel, since it is largely due to his efforts that

Americans are breeding to that typical Obo blood, that has
seemed of late to monopolize all the prizes in the Cocker-
spaniel classes at our principal shows. Mr. Pitcher's impor-
tations have been numerous, but, in my opinion, none have
been equal to his Chloe LI. Certainly the result of her union
with Mr. Farrow's Obo, such dogs as Obo II, Black Silk and
Black Gem, rank her as a remarkable brood-bitch, and this

by far the best litter ever whelped in this country. A
glimpse of the stock dogs of this kennel, during the past ten

years, from tbe old liver and white to. the present type, may
show something of the caprices of fashion, and what we may
look forward to iu the future: Champion Snip, Champion
Feather, Champion Charlie, Champion Brag, Champion
Beau, Champion Blackie, Chloe II, Beg and Lady Bird, all

of which with the exception of Brag, were imported, and
represent the tvpe in vogue at that time. As a result we have
many types, and with two conflicting standards so badly
adrift, we are yet on springy ground with the little

cocker. They are admirably suited for grouse work in our
close cover, and are more extensively bred in our State than
any other breed we have. Mr. Geo. R. Cummiugs, of

South Acworth, and Mr. J. P. Willey, of Salmon
Falls, are among the principal breeders. The latter has un-
questionably the most beautiful team of blacks in this

country; it comprises such dogs as Obo II., Obo, Jr., Miss
Obo II., Shina, Blackie III., and other less notable onec.
Though quite out of the fancy myself, I hope the time is not
far distant when breeders may unite on one standard for the
development of this useful little dog. Llewellin and Laver-
ack Setters, as well as Pointers and the non-sporting classes,

seem to be sadly in the minority; however, New Hampshire
juay claim a worthy specimen of the former in the famous
setter Carrie J., by Count Noble—Peep o' Day. She is

the property of tho Rev. Edmuud Buckle, of Wilton,

N. H., and is indeed a must charming bitch. Since
the death of Peep o' Day she is quito unique in her
breeding. She is a remarkable strong bitch structurally, and
built very much on the same lines as those of her sire, only
all through she is possessed of a quality aud fine finish

seldom seen in bitches of this strain and size. A bit too

sharply outlined in muscle, and an uneven marking of black
over the face, are the only unpleasant features that meet tho

critical eye. She is wonderfully well coupled, and Las much the

best chest aud neck I have seen on a Setter for many a day.

She was broken by H. M. Short, undoubtedly one ol the

best handlers that has appeared in our field trials of 1 ti

I am sure he was ever proud of her wonderful style and pure.

Her winnings, and the account of her running iu

tho Eastern field trials, certainly credit her with
most brilliant work, while as a brood-bitch her
blood must be treasured amoug breeders. She has at

the present time a litter of five by her side, by the venerable

Gladstone, which are at this age perfect marvels of beauty,
and I wish some of them might tind their wa}' among sports-

men on the Pacific Coast to perpetuate their fame. Pointers,

it is quite probable, aA't less used for local work than any
dogs we have, and it can be attributed to no reasons other
than circumstantial. It is reasonable to say that the
Tuckerfield Kennel, in point of number, is altogether the
most i-xteusive we have, and while it is the property of my-
self, io merely note that it contains the blood of "Bung,

Garni t, Sefton, Croxteth, and Banger, excu
further meuiion of them and thi ii quality.

Peterboro, N. H., Oct. 26, 18S5.
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Pacific Coast Coursing: Club.

This club held its Fall meeting at Newark on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday. The weather was cool

and pleasant and the ground a little softer

than at previous meetings, because of a little rain

and the 'heavy fogs. The hares were quite lively

and strong and some very handsome work was done, al-

though in many of the courses it was impossible to decide

which hound had the best of the work, and as a consequence

several heats were repeated. Merced sent down a good dele-

gation both of men and dogs, and the local entries were

numerous. Messrs. Mark Devlin. J. Wainright and H. Bur-

scou^h were selected as Judges and their awards were proper

and satisfactorvthroogbout. The slipping was done by Messrs.

J. B. McCarthy, Tim Croniu and NeilMurphy alternately, No
fault could be"found with their slips. A large number of spec-

tators attended, despite the fact that the coursing was done

at a time in the week when it is hard for business men to

absent themselves from the city. A coursing match in the

suburbs of San Francisco will draw better on a Friday,

Saturday or Sunday than on any other days. The manage-

ment of the grounds was good and a very pleasant time was

had by all who went down.
Pappy Stake—Open to all puppies under 18 months old, owned by

members of tbe Pacific Coast Conrsiug Cmb. Closed with 12 entries.

Wioner *5J; runner up ?30; third dog SW. Newark, Not. 3d, 4th, and

5th, 1S8j.

"White Lily, w bd b, owner, John Dugan,
beat

Emma, vr bk b, owner, :John Grace.

Mazeppa, bd w a, owner, Wm. Halpln,
beat

Maid of Erin, bd d, owner, Mark Devlin.

Elvira, w b, owner, Mark Devlin,
beat

Spring, be w d, owner, J. Kelly.

Camellia, w b, owner. P. A. McDonald,
beat

Redwood Chief,w d, owner, H. Wormington,

Tillie C, -w bd d, owner, John Dugan,
beat

Belle of Martinez, bd w b, owner, H. Moore.

Lone Mountain Belle, w fn b, owner, T. Cosgrove,
beat

Dombey, be w d , owner, J. Kelly.

ftkst ties.

Mazeppa beat White Lily. I
Lone Mountain Belle beat Tillie C.

Elvira beat Camellia. I
SECOND TIES.

Lone Mountain Belle beat Elvira. I
Mazeppa a bye.

final «
Mazeppa beat Lone Mountain Belle and won first. Lone Mountain

Belle second, Elvira third.

Old Dog Stake—Open to all greyhounds owned bj members of the

Pacific Coast Coursing Club. Closed with ii entries at i5 each; wiu-
ner^.'O': runner up S1O0; third dog Ho. Newark, Nov. 3d, 4th, and
5th, 1885.

Berkeley, f d, owuf-r, J. E. McCarthy,
beit

Napa Lass, w bkb, owner, J. C. Talbot.

Muldoon, w br d, owner, Thomas Hall,

beat
Yinkee Girl, wbk b, owner, John Baker.

Jennie Lind, r w b, owner, B. Grogan,
beat

Maid of Dundee, r b, owner, T. Ford.

Lady Pl-ice, fw b, owner, J. C. Pennie,
beat

Nellie R„ f w b, owner, T. Ford.

Fireball, bk w d, owner, M. Mercedites, a bye.

Killaruey, w d, owner, T. J. Croniu,
beat

Pacific Queen, be w b.owner, D.Roche.

Nellie B. B., bd wb, owner, T. Brady,
beat

Byron, w bd d, owner, H. Moore.

Thornhill, bd d, owner, J. Shea,
beat

Forrest, b d wd, owner, S. O. Gregory.

Milo, bd d, owner, T. Ford,
beat

J. C.J?.'bkd, owner, J. McCormick.

Lady Hercules.be b.owner. J. Shea,
beat

Lady Bird.bd wb, owner, J. C, Pennie.

Wee Lassie, be w b, owner John Dugan,
beat

Napa Lad, bk w d, owner, J. C. Talbot.

Little Willie, fw w d, owner, Win. TIalpin,
beat

Jim Blaine, w bd d, owner. Join Eagan.

Pr.de of the Canyon, bd w b, owner, J. Kelly,
beat.

BasbiBazouk, r w d.owner, T. Brady.

C.iief of t.ie Canyon,w bd d, owner, Mark Devlin.
beat

Maid of Erin, w bd d, owner, J. Eagan.
FIviug Dutchman, fn wd, owner, J. bhea.

beat
Fox, r wd, owner, T. Brady.

Parlor Maid, w bd b , owner, J. Shea,
beat

Lord Lurgan. bd d, owner. J. Eagan.
Davy Crockett, bd w d, owner, S. 0. Gregory,

beat
Minnie, bk w b, owner, John Grace.

Pat Molloy, bk w d, owner, M. Mercedites,
beat

Fanny, bk w b.owner, Thomas Hall,
Foxhall.bd w d. owner, T. Ford,

beat
Mart it Ryan, bd w d.owner.J. C. Pennie.

Lizzie !>., bd w '•. owner,John Dugan,
beat

L.idy s tr.-ii. : ld, r b, owner, T. Cus^mve.
Tullamore, r d, owner, J. C. I'viiniu,

beat
Fly of Napa, )>k w d. owner, J. C. Tall<ot.

Spurt, bk W d, owm-r, J . C, 1'eimie,
beat

En.-k.-kin Nell, fn w b, owner, J. C. Talbot.

Muldoon beat Berki ley.
Jennie Lind beat Lady Place.
KtHarney beat Fireball.

;.. B, beat TuomhiU.
J.C. P. beat Lady Here i

WttO Lassie beat Little Willie.

FIRST Tl I -.

Mai. I of Erin beat Pride of the Ca.
yon

Davy Crockett beat Pat Molloy.
Parlor Maid s bye
Poxball beat Lizzie D.
Tullamore beat Sport,

BJ tildoon beat Joiuiie Lind.
Nellie B. B. brat KillaniL-v
iVw i. ic beat J . C. P.

MiiMouri beat Tultainore.

SECOND TIES.

IParloi A ild beat Maid ol Erin.
i H i lamore beat t oxhall,

i '..
. )

- rocket I b; <

" U r 1 1 1 : 1 1 TIBS,

J Ullamorc beat DaVJ Crockett.

i ul'i: ni i 1 1>.

I
Parlor BCald a bye,

PINAL.
i first, Muldoon second, and Tulla-

An opportunity is offered in the advertising columns, to
purchase a young, purely bred and broken Gordon Setter.
'J be owner will be glad to show the animal, and it is our
opinion that it is a good boy.

Gunshyness and Its Cure.

Several gentlemen have recently inquired about the best

way in which to remove gunshj'ness, and in the hope that

some may be benefited by it, we clip from an exchange a

portion of an article on that most annoying weakness.

"Woodpowder," in the Cincinnati Sporting Journal says:

"I hope to convince 'Anti-Gunshy' that killing a gunshy
puppy is not always the best course to pursue, and also, that

the progeny of a gunshy bitch turns not always out gunshy.

Some years ago I came into the possession of a very hand-

some English setter bitch, which had been raised at the ken-

nels of a professional dog farmer, who was one of the most
brutal and vicious fellows I ever met. When I received the

bitch, which was in Summer time, she was so cowed that the

least harsh word almost frightened her to death. Kind treat-

ment and good food, however, made a different animal out

of her in the course of a few months, and when the season

for quail opened I concluded to take her with me on a few

days' hunting trip. I took with me an experienced, well-

trained dog, for I knew the young bitch had seen very little

of field work. Quails were fairly plenty in the part of the

country where I was hunting, and the first rag-weed field I

entered the dogs scented birds, and in a short while the bitch

came to one of the most stylish points which I ever saw any
dog make, the old dog backing her. Thinking that every-

thing was all right I walked up, flushed the covey, and
dropped one bird with the second barrel, missing with the

first one. On looking after my dogs I saw the old one had
dropped to shot, while the young bitch was running at full

speed towards a farm house. My fear that the bitch might
be gunshy was theu confirmed . Without taking time to look

after the scattered birds I walked up to the farm house,

where I found the bitch hidden under the barn. The owner
of the farm kindly offered to keep her for me till I was ready
to return home. I stayed in that neighborhood for three

days and had splendid shooting, bagging over sixty-one

brace of quail. Shortly after I returned home the bitch came
in season, and, though late in the Fall. I concluded to breed
her to a prominent dog, and was rewarded by one of the fin-

est litters I ever saw, none of which turned out gunshy, for

I have hunted quail over four of them, and know from the
owners of the rest that their puppies never showed a trace of

gunshyness.
"From the disposition of this bitch I concluded that the

best way to break her of gunshyness was with a spike-collar;

and, therefore, I commenced, after she had weaned her litter,

to y rd-break ber, and make her run in the couples with a
broken dog. Her kind disposition and intelligence soon
made her one of the best yard-broken dogs I ever saw, and
especially developed a great fondness for retrieving. When
the snipe season opened I took her with an old dog to the
snipe grounds, and she being used to run in the couples, I

put a spike-collar on her and coupled her to the old dog,
making them both walk at my heels. Sly experience had
taught me that wood-powder had the least terrors for gun-
shy dogs, so I had my sheils loaded with it. Soon I had
occasion to fire at and drop several jacksnipes, and as soon
as the first gun cracked the bitch tried her best to get away
from my heels, but was prevented by the old dog, and, be-
sides, spiked herself severely. I paid very little attention to

her, and soon she commenced to quiet down and walk
along in a reasonable manner with the other dog at my heels.

The next snipe I dropped I uncoupled the old dog and made
him retrieve it, doing the same with a few more which I

killed afterwards. By this time noon hour had arrived,

and, sitting down on a stump, I commenced to eat my lunch,
dividing it with mj' dogs and making a good deal of the
bitch. After luncheon I walked over to another marsh, again
coupling the dogs and making them walk to heel. Hardly had
I entered tbis marsh, when a brace of snipe jnniped, both of
which I killed. Slaking both dogs drop I reloaded, petted
the bitch and uncoupled her, telling her to fetch the dead
birds. To my astonishment she started off nicely, and soon
pointed dead on one of the jacks, and fetched it in in good
style when told to do so. The other one she showed more
anxiety to rind, and, after that, I made her retrieve every
jacksnipe I killed that afternoon, taking precaution, however,
to always couple her to the old dog after she retrieved the
bird, and pet her and make a great deal of her. I pursued
the same course the next day, and on the third day I re-

moved the spike-collar and gave her full freedom, always
making her retrieve the birds. Taking her over the same
grounds a few days after, I used black powder, to which she
did not pay any more attention than to the wood-powder.
Siuce then I have hunted woodcock, prairie chickens and
quail over her, and I consider her one of the most stylish

and best bitches I have ever seen; a bitch rather keen and
bold, without the least trace of fear of the gun, which makes
one think that 'Anti-Gunshy* is not writing from personal
experience, when he says that gunshy dogs, after _they are
broken, always remain timid."

The State Associations.

Patron's Breeding-

.

The letter from "G.S.T.," printed in this issue, about
i r Jarvis' Setters, will interes I many. It is fall of the

kind of information whio i every doggy man d< iri

Patron, the winner of the Produce Stallion Stakes for

three-year-olds, is a bay, a shade over loi bauds high, bred
by Mr. J. C. McFarrau, Glenview Stud. Louisville, Ky., by
Pancoast, record 2:21 j (son of (Woodford Mambrino and
Bicora, by Harold), dam Beatrice [sister to Elvira, four-year-

old record 2:18A), by Cuyler; 2d dam Mar} Mambrino, by
Mambrino Patchen; 3d dam Utile Wagner, by Emory's Wag-
ner; 4th dam Lady Belle, by Bellfountler Jr.; 5th dam Mul-
tiflora, by Monmouth Eclipse; 0th dam Multiflora. by. Kos-
ciusko i son uf Sir Arcliy); 7th dam by Rosicruciau; 6th dam
by Young Bedford; 9th dam by Arion; 10th dam by Brilliant.

Patron, it will be observed, is strongly imbred to Mambrino
Chief and Kysdyk's Hambletoniau, backed by thoroughbred
blood. He has two crosses of Mambrino Chief blood through
his sire, Pancoast, and one through bis grauddam, Mary
Mambrino. Two crosses of Kysdyk's Hambletonian, one
through Harold on his sire's side, und one through Cuyler
on the dam's side. Be has three thoroughbred crosses, one
through Woodford, the sire of the dam uf Woodford Mam-
brino, and one through his g. g. dam, Belle Wagner, by Em-
ory's Wagner, and, with the exception of the Bellfounder
cross, the remainder of his pedigree is thoroughbred. The
performance of Patron is all the more remarkable when you
take the day into consideration; the wind was blowing a

gale from the southeast, and made, in our opinion, fully two
seconds' difference in the first half-mile. It will be
thai he trotted the first half-mile in the first heat in 1 108, the
last quarter in .">'-' seconds, the last half in the third hi-, it in

1:09J, and tho last quarter in •>-; seconds, and was eased an
in the last hundred yards. His race is much better than
Binda Rose's, whi u she made thebestrecord for three-year-

;tou, Ky., 2:2Sf, 2:32, 2:19£, whili Patro

2:20*, 2:25:2:194. Ilia action is perfect, and he keeps bis

feet well under him; is as game as a bnll-dog, and tut ted the
Lhroo hoal Ihoi it skip or break. He wears no w

aii eight-oil ; shoe forward.

—

Liw Stock Journal*

The various State trotting horse breeders' associations have
held their meetings, and a glance at the results obtained will

l>e both instructive,and interesting. When the formation of

State associations was first agitated in the columns of the

an, the only breeders' associations in existence were
the Kentucky and the National TrottiugHorse Breeders' asso-

ciations. California and Kentuckj' appeared to hold a tirst-

class mortgage on the principal stake races of both associa-

tions. The Horseman recognized that there was a vast wealth
of young trotting speed outside of these two justly celebrated

States, and we proceeded at once to point out to breeders the

manifest advantages which must result from public associa-

tion and competition.

The Illinois Association was formed in the Spring of 1SS4
and opened two series of stakes, which were trotted at Peoria

and Chicago. The speed results were of the most satisfac-

tory character, and for the first time a northern-bred two-
year-old trotted and obtained a record of 2:40. The great

State of Michigan was the next to fall in line. The breeders

•of the Wolverine State met at Jackson on October 22d and
organized. At an adjourned meeting later they completed
the necessary details and published their programme for a
meeting in 1S85.

The boom had now fairly set in and New York, Ohio, Wis-
consin, Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas and Tennessee wheeled
into line, formed their own State associations and announced
excellent programmes. Later on, in full harmony with the

movement, the Washington Park Club, hitherto devoted
exclusively to running, decided to give a breeders 7 meeting,

and issued a list of stakes, which resnlted in one of the most
successful meetings of the year. To each of thes** associa-

tions, in order to encourage their initial efforts, the Chicago
Horseman Newspaper Company donated $200 to be added to

a stake, and to the Northwestern four-year-old stakes trotted

at Washington Park the sum of $500 was given as added
money.
The New York meetiDg at Kochester in spite of unfavor-

able weather was a grand success. Ten stake races were on
the card and disposed of, the aggregate of stakes and added
money amounting to $2,S30. The sport throughout the

meeting was far above the average, Slambrino Dudley cre-

ating the sensation of the meeting by trotting the third heat
in the Horseman Stake in 2:20i after a short preparation and
a full season in the stud.

The Illinois Association trotted six stakes, with a total of

$2,840. The time results were of the most gratifying char-

acter, Wildmont trotted in 2:28£, Jeanette and Williams,

three years old, trotted in 2:30 and 2:29| respectively; Ophe-
lia, four years old, by Durango. trotted a third heat in 2:30;

Diatonic, two years old. trotted in 2:4S, and Alta Cossack
won the half mile heats for yearliugs'in \-.33X and 1:32.

The meeting of the Wisconsin Breeders was sadly marred
by rain, but a fair beginning was made, and though the time

was not fast, the inaugural meeting was fully up to expecta-

tions. The Ohio Association pooled its issues with the

Cleveland Driving Park s Fall meeting; rive stakes were given

with a total of clcse to 62.000. The Association made a most
excellent snowing, and with its .large membership, it has the

most brilliant prospects.

Minnesota, although late in the field, showed some fine

stock, and in Lord Nelson produced a colt with a world of

speed. The breeding farms of Slinnesota can boast of many
sires of the most aristocratic lineage, and mares of faultless

pedigree; in spite of a cold climate, we shall expect in the

future Minnesota to give a good account of herself.

The meeting of ihe Slichigau Association was as confidently

anticipated, a genuine success. Aia, by Masterlode, won the

two-year-old stake in the exceedingly creditable time of 2:43.

The five-year-old stakes was won by Sentry, by Grand Sen-
tinel, in straight heats, the third heat in 2:2S|, a record he

has since reduced to 2:25. Strategist, by the same sire, won
the two-year-old stallion stake in 2:521, and Sierra Lassal

won the "Chicago Horseman Stake" in 2:40 and 2:41. The
Association gave eight stakes, and divided $2,175.

Nebraska gave four stakes which ran over $1,000, Kansas,

four stakes which footed up to SI, 125. and Tennessee three,

with a total of SI, 300. The breeders' meeting at Washing-
ton Park was not given by any breeders' association, but was
certainly the result of the boom on behalf of breeders meet-
ings, and the stakes alone amounted to £7,625. At the meet-
ing three northern bred three-year-olds made themselves

famous. Jeanette trotted iu 2:26.]. Williams in 2:27$, and
Lord Nelson in 2:26]. These associations have donated in

stakes and added money over $22,000, besides purses, but the

financial result, substantial and satisfactory as it is, is small

compared to the vast benefits which must accrue friftn the

speed exhibits which have been made, the lessons which
have been learned, and the commercial results which will

inevitably follow.

—

Chicago Horseman.

EOD.
We understand that the fish ladder being put in the La

Grange dam, on the Tuolumue river, is only a worthless

make shift, and will be utterly useless when completed. The
owner of the dam has been remonstrated with, but defiantly

says it is the best he will do. When he wakes up some fine

morning to lind his dam blown up by giant powder, he will

wish he had done better.— .S'<>/j<</k I'ti'mh-D' uiocrat.

The Fish Commission might well look after the I.i

Grange fish ladder. The obstruction iu the Tuolumne at

that place has long been maintained and should be abated.

The fish-ladder at Oregon City will be a fit subject for dis-

cussion by the legislature at the t rtra session. The structure

is falling in and will be a total wreck by next Spring. Thus
nearly $ 10,000 of the State's money has been almost entirely

thrown away. If Gov. M lv bad average common sense,

he would have seen, when he examined 11. that the San lran-

oisco Bridge Company made aeveral thousand dollars more
out of the contract than it should.

—

Oregon City CourL r.

Local anglers will be interested in knowing that Franois
Francis. Esq., longtime a fishing correspondent of the Lon-
don F% Id, is now in this vicinity. Mr. Francis' letters to the

Fit Id have been among the best published in that journal,

and his volumes, "A Book on Angling," and "Angling
been authorities on fly fishingfor years. Not long .

did some fishing with the "Fiai.. is fly," little thinking an.
opportunity would ooou be afforded to meet its originator.

The fly is a killing one, and its inventor is an adept in its

use. The practical seuse and exhaustive knowledge of the

art of fly Ushin I

i-y Mr. Francis, entitle liim to

i

in • • dence as pern ip the gentle art.

but w ill soon return, and
we hope will enable our fly fishermen to know him.
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The Man of Truth-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: More of that old Com-
modore referred to in your paper of last week was prom-
"ised. Were I to follow tlie habit of the doughty man of the
sea, the promise would end the performance, after the style

of the brilliant Sheridan, when he gave his note for a debt
long standing, and then, with a long breath of relief,

thanked God that that debt was paid. But 1 am not writing
in disrespect of the gallant Commodore, no more than was
the witty Rev. Sidney Smith when he endeavored to sootho
the ruffled temper of his scientific friend of the Royal
Geographical Society, a bit of a bore withal, on his hobby of
the North Pole, who complained to him that a certain great
duke whom he essayed to enlist in an Arctic exploration
expedition, had broken forth with "Damn the North Pole!"

.Said the mild and polished chnrchman: "Oh, don't mind
that. Do yon know that I have heard him speak disrespect-

fully of the Equator?" Now the Commodore was not at all a
bore; his recitals of romance—lying, unsympathetic people
called it—were characteristic. He simply demonstrated how
much stranger was tmth than fiction—to himself, at least.

It made him an object of interest in every society where
there was a feast of solids and a flow of liquids, to till tne
body and refresh the spirits, to comfort the flesh and loosen
the tougne, so as to disprove the time out of mind proverb,
"m vino Veritas" which, freely translated, means that only
when a man is full of everything else can the truth be ex-

toried from him, in moments of unconsciousness.
To be a Commodore argues that the possessor of the title

must at one time have been a midshipman. Our hero had
been, and irhthat position he had undergone the hardships
and phenomenal change which he narrated. He was in ser-

vice on the Coast of Africa to catch slaves. He was on board
of a brig, and a sloop of war was daily expected to relieve the
officers and crew. Bat she came not; anxious weeks passed;
the jprostratiog and fatal coast fever raged amoDg all on
board; most of the officers were stricken with it, and several

of the crew had died, yet duty was dominant. The com-
mander and all the officers were compelled to do the work of
the sailors. For more than two months none of them had
had opportunity to rest, beyond an hour or so, and in all

that time had not changed their underclothes or taken off

their socks. And the heavy seas had kept the deck wet and
flooded the cabin and forecastle. At last the relieving sloop-

of-war came, and the score of survivors on the brig were
given a rest. The first impulse was to bathe and change
clothes; there had been a pecnliar feeling in the toes among
all. On stripping off their socks the cause of this was made
sensibly apparent; they were every one web-footed! The
prolonged, arduous and incessant dnty, with water every-

where, as with the "Ancient Mariner," and only rum and
gum to'drink, had caused the film to grow between their toes,

as with the typical web-footers of Oregon, of the "big Wil-

lamette." It was evolution backwards; from bipeds of Plato's

unfeathered tribe, they had become as naval "ducks." The
veracious Commodore avouched it; who dare question or

deny it? And so it passed into another naval victory, like

nnto the Battle of the Nile, in which the narrator was "there
all the while." Probably somebody can "layover" this story.

The challenge is out. Truth is mighty and it will prevail.

Bryant—not the noted Dan, of minstrel fame, but one les3

popularly known—has so said, and now let it prevail, just

once, as a matter of curiosity. A Ma>" of Truth.

Two Trips to Loch Skene.

Moved by allusions, in "Black's Guide to Moffat," to a

breed of trout "peculiar to this loch, red-fleshed, and as deli-

cate as salmon," and undeterred by the prospect of "a two-

mile walk across a morass" at the end of eleven miles of road,

M. and 1 started one bright Tuesday morning in July, at the

rather late hour of 9 a. m., for a first trial of Loch Skene. A
lovely drive it was up Moffat Dale, passing Dumcrieff Castle,

with" its rich rabbit-teeming woods, Craigieburn House,
Burn's Cottage, and numerous farms and villas near the road
which goes smoothly along the deep valley, never far from
the brawling course of the now clear and amber-tinted Mof-
fat Water. Higher up the valley the scenery becomes
grander. On either side rise steeply skyward, huge rounded
hills, whose smooth green covering of short grass is broken
frequently by gray out-croppings of granite, while here and
there a deep cavern between two craggy mountain-sides de-

notes a lovely glen with a sweet "wee burnis" plashing

along it from fall to fall, capable of becoming a raging torrent

in Winter, and sweeping bridges and walls before it in a

fierce chaotic avalanche of mingled mud, stones and water.

Glancing at the mountain height of Saddle-yoke, named frcm
a shape of its summit which is frequently seen in High,

land Bens, and the beautiful glen of Correifron, we pass the

farm of Polmoodie, about eight miles from Moffat, near

which a footpath on the left promises to lead the adventur-

ous pedestrian to JLoch Skene. But it is a tough three-mile

tramp, and by driviDg on to Birkhill, some two miles and a

half further on, we not only got a capital view of the grand

sweeping white fall of the Gray Mare's Tail, formed by the

water of the Tail Burn, which runs out of our loch, dashing

over a precipice of some 300 feet, but we also get w'th'ln au
easy two-miie walk of our destination. Some good trout may
occasionally be caught in the pools" below the fall, also in the

burns of Blackshope valley, and Correifron Glen, while the

greater part of the Moffat water affords trou ting with either

fly, minnow or worm, though the fish run small.

Leaving our trap at Birkhill, we were directed by the shep-

herd to a fuirfootpatb, which led us. in three-quarters of an
hour, over some pretty stiff hills, and through some rather

spongy places," to the rocky shores of wild Loch Skene. On
the way we had noticed many a shrieking curlew, seen some
young grouse strong on the wing, and gathered pretty unripe

cranberries, which, with the cloudberry, familiar to Norwe-
gian travellers, varying the monotonous profusion of the

homely blackberry. Frowned down upon by rugged moun-
tain heights, with rocky shores and tiny islets, with numer-
ous trout-promising bays, with only a couple of mountain
ash trees on the whole of its shore to interfere with casting,

with deep water within easy easting distance from the bank,

this is a delightful water for the fly-fishers. I tried first with

midge-flies, M. with larger lures, to wnich I soon changed,

finding the best killer a small sea trout fly, wing teal,

with a thin strip of dark, green peewit, body red and
yellow pig's wool, and a redrlish-brown hackle—a fly which,

if pr.-perly dressed, will kill both yellow and sea trout well

in highland rivers, as well as brown trout in some lowland

lochs. M. and I diverged, each taking a side of the luch,

which is about a mile long by a quarter broad. We soon be-

gan picking up a fish or two, and found them very game little

fellows, averaging about three to the pound, hardly any of

ours going an honest half-pound.

WT
e had not commenced fishing till midday, and by half-

past one, when I paused to lunch, I already had taken fifteen
trout, much to the admiratiou of two hardy visitors from the
Moffat "Hydro," who, having left the tri-weekly public wa-
gonette at Polmoodie, had found their way across 'he hula,
and scrambled down a terribly steep slope to the heaa ot the
loch just as I had fished my way thereto.
In the afternoon it grew colder, rain seemed impending,

and most of the fish went down. Fishing on perseveringiy
till nearly seven, I only got nine more, much pleased once by
hooking two plump fellows at a east, and landing them botu
—an operation, by the way, for which I found the low
shingly shores in most places so convenient that I had no
reason to regret that I had brought no landing-net. Making
the best of our way back to Birkhill, and partaking of a modest
meal of "scones" and cheese, washed down with milk, we
got into our trapagain and drove down the wild valley in tlie

teeth of a cold windy shower, which accounted for the post-
meridian sulkiness of the trout.

Next day was a wet and windy one, and I took things
quietly. M., more energetic and sanguine, visited the Clyde
at Elvanfoot, en route for Glasgow, and was rewarded by a
nice basket of forty-one trout, averaging three to the pound,
a very good day on that river for July, 1SS5. I was anxious
to visit Loch Skene again, and to get there earlier in the
morning. The public coaches, starting every Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday from Moffat for St. Mary's Iioch,

where they only give the tourists an hour and a half or so,

which would be practically useless to the fisherman, would
not do much good to the angler for Loch Skene, for they
would only deposit him at Birkhill about twelve, and he
would have to be back on the road again between three and
four. So 1 thought I would start very early in the morniDg,
walk all the way to the loch, and take the coach back in the
afternoon. I passed the Old Ram iu Moffat marketplace as
the clock was striking five, had a glorious morning wait up
the valley to Polmoodie, started np the footpath, over a big
hill, down across a burn, up another great slope, and in the
valley beyond I recognised the Tail Burn, for which I made
straight tracks, and followed its winding, plashing course up
to the loch, which I reached at eight.

On this occasion, though there was a good breeze, I saw
hardly any signs of fish moving near the shore, and too
many signs of human beings, who had apparently been
making a night of it, for, in addition to the tourist and
picnic-suggesting horrors of sandwich papers, egg shells, and
other debris, 1 came upon a sheltered hollow wherein I

found an empty whisky bottle and the remains of a fire

which bad been lighted with a piece of a Glasgow paper of

the previous day; and presently, working my way round to

the head of the looh, with only a shy rise here and there, I
saw in my pet bay two suspicious-looking individuals wading
about in a mysterious manner, who presently packed up
their rods, etc., and decamped. Speaking of this afterwards
to the good dame at Birkhill, and also to Sandy Johnstone,
the well-know Moffat flytyer and fisherman, both th.-se

ro'jnosrtnti opined that I had seen a couple of pot-hunters,
who had been doing "deeds of darkness" with night-line or

otter. At any rate I worked very hard from 8:20 until nearly
th'.ee for fftaen trout, which took the same fly as on the
previous occasion. Waiting afterwards at Birkhill for the
coach bringing the tourists from St. Mary's Loch, I was
amused at numerous entries, both in prose and verse, and
two or three sketches of neighboring scenery in the visitor's

book, where I put myself down as hailing from Mogador,
found that I had not long been preceded by a visitor from
Afghanistan, and wherein I found recorded the varied ex-

periences of certain anglers who, on their first visit, seem to

have been exultant at the number of trout they caught and
on the second had the doleful experience of being kept in

doors by heavy rain, with no amusement save "Nap." I
meant to pay Loch Skene a third visit, but did not find an
opportunity before I left Moffat for the Highlands. It is a
pleasant loch to fish with surroundings of the wildest, and a
glorious drive or walk to it, though after very wet weather
the footpaths, either from Polmoodie or Birkhill, will take

the wayfarer through places rather loo juicy to be pleasant.

Though the fish, like those of most lochs, are somewhat ca-

pricious, I think they may be said to be fairly free risers,

while the lofty and greatly exposed locality of the loch
causes its dark surface to be almost always ruffled by a

breeze. Though open to the public, it is, from its out-of-the-

way situation, not over-fished. The north side of the loch
gives the best sport.

—

Sarcelle%

POULTRY.
Eoup or "What?

A correspondent of the Los Angeles Mirror discusses a
disease just at this time very prevalent and fatal among the
poultry yards of all parts of the State, and commonly diag-

nosed as Pangs. His investigations indicate that there has
been a wrong idea of what the trouble is, and his suggestion?,

or the inference to be drawn from his statement, may lead to

better sncoess in the treatment of the ailing fowls. He says:
In the Summer and Fall of the first year after I came to

Los Angeles, I noticed that my hens were troubled with
sore heads and blindness, and supposed they had the roup
or sneezing catarrh. I went about doctoring them for ronp.
Some of them got so blind they couldift see to eat. I caught
some of them to feed them by stuffing the feed into their

mouths with my finger. In doing this work I noticed on
their head, and especially about their eyes, sores and scabs,

which I had never before seen on a hen's head afflicted with
the roup. I didn't know what to make of it, or what to do
for it. My doctoring for the roup didn't do much good. The
hens were continually scratching their heads, and I suppose
that suggested the idea to me that they had something else

than the roup. Many years ago there wa3 a loathsome dis-

ease among the children and young folks in Imliaua and
Kentucky, called by some the itch, by others the Wabash
scratches, and by others still scabin (ska-bug). The disease
began to show itself in sores and scabs under and about the
finger-nails, or between the fingers and toes, and if nothing
was done to stop it, it spread all over the baud and other
parts of the body. It seemed as if no greater pleasure could
be conferred upon those afflicted than that of scratching. I

don't suppose we knew then what caused that itching any
more than so many mules; at least I never heard of it beiug
bugs for many years afterwards. My mother beat up brim-
stone and mixed it with fresh butter and rubbed the affected

parts, and soon we were well of it and kept well of it.

Here is where I got my clue: If brimstone and butter will

cure my hands of their itching, why will not the same thing
cure these hen's head of their itching. Of course I have
learned since I had the itch, that about all the doctors agree
that it is produced by bugs. So I examined very carefully
for bugs on the heads of the hens, but I couldn't see one.
They may be there, all the same, although I may not be able

to see them, so I'll try what virtue there is in the fumes of
sulphur. To make the sulphur cling fast I took one pint of
linseed oil and mixed it in sulphur aud lard till it was about
the consistency of thick cream. I rubbed a little of this mix-
ture on the heads of the hens with my finger and they got
sound and well, even some of them that were as blind as bats.
We had no more trouble with that kind of bugs, for reasons
which I may give some other time, till this Summer.
When I left the ranch 1 sold all my chickens. After I had

got settled down here, I bought six hens and roosters, and
pretty soon I saw that they had the scratches. Now i*» my
time. I am armed and equipped as the law directs. I am
going to know if bugs cause this itching, and what kind of
looking fellows they are. I caught one of those hens and
tied her legs so she couldn't kick, and tied her wings to-
gether so she couldn't flop, and brought my microscope to
bear upon her head, and there, sure enough, was the bug I
was expecting aud looking for. He is entirely too small to
be seen to any advantage by the naked eye. He is too shy
and active to get a good look at him on a hen's head. He
does his work and spends most of his time underneath the
cuticle—that part of the skin which has no blood and feeling
in it. He comes out from there occasionally. But it is a
difficult matter to get a good look at him. Being obliged to
hold the microscope in the hand, it is a very difficult matter
to keep a bug in the field of view long enough to get a look at
him. The breathing of the hen and your own breathiDgare
in your way, but I am hoping one of these days to get a bug
into a drop of water on a glass beneath the field of view of a
big magnifier where he can be made to look many hundred
times as large as he is, but this is a much more difficult
thing to do than one would suppose who never tried. One
can see the work of these hugs on a hen's head very plainly.
It is a rascally work, for sure, and soon ends in deatu if not
attended to. The itch is so great that a hen will do herself
as much injury by scratching as the bugs do. I don't think
the bugs do the eye as much hurt as the scratching does.

AQUATICS.
The Pacific Coast Kowing Association held a meeting in

Police Court-room No. 2, last Monday evening, for the pur-
pose of making arrangements for a regatta *to be held on
Thanksgiving Day. Up to the present week very few oars-
men expected that a regatta would be decided upon. Not
that boating men generally were opposed to a regatta,
but that the source from whence the necessary funds for
prizes—without which the regatta wonld be like the plav of
Hamlet with Hamlet omitted—could Dot be fixed upon with
any degree of certainty. The oarsmen are now content, the
association as a body unravelling the taDgle, so to speak,
which members individually were unable to cope with. The
sums of §1*25 and $50 will be the prizes for the barge race for
professionals, $75 will be offered for the lapstreak race for
professionals. There are three prizes for the contett in
single shells, namely S75, $50 and $25. This race will no
doubt be the most interesting one of the regatta, as the par-
ticipants will take more time to train for it than for a barge
race and on account of the number of scullers who are anx
ions to set at rest, for once and all, the question of their
strength and skill. The Pioneer and Ariel men, who have
long been rivals in a frieudly way, will in all likelihood show
up to winonThanksgivingDay, aud perhaps the North Beach
boys, the Dolphins and Tritons, will have one or two entered to
gobble up the second aud third prizes, if possible. One
hundred dollars, divided into two prizes of §70 and $30 (in
medals) will be the inducements offered amateur barge row-
ers, and the amateur shell rowers will be allowed to compete
for prizes valued at S30 for the first, and 315 for the second
in the race. Henry Peterson of this city, Nick Lehburger of
Pittsburg, Pa., who has been here on a visit for some time,
and Henry Henceman of Stockton, will be entered for the
race in single shells. —

.

—
.

The ceremonies of opening the new club-house of the
South-EndBoat Club, last Sundayv{*assed off very pleasantly.
The Tritons were on hand in two barges, as \* ere also the
Dolphins in the same number, while the turnout of the
South beach boys, and the Amitys of Stockton exceeded ex-
pectations by a large majority. Representatives from a num-
ber of musical societies of the city greatly aided in making
the affair a success. The new club-house, which is situated
at the foot of Third street, is much more conveniently ar-
ranged than the one heretofore occupied by the clnb. The
main floor will be occupied by the boats and their parapher-
nalia. Conveniently arranged from this floor are davits for
launching and hoisting boats and barges. A second story to
the pretty structure will be used for dressing rooms "and
bath-rooms.

On the Mariposa, which sailed for the Islands last Mondav,
was a handsome rowing barge built for one of the Island
clubs, by Al Rodgers of this city. Rodgers also shipped a
barge for the same club on the steamer which left port pre-
vious to the Mariposa. These barges, while considerably dif-
ferent from those in use by our local oarsmen, were lightly
but strongly built, and of a model that would indicate speed.
Ex-Supervisor Griffin also sent down on the Mariposa two
racing barges. These barges will be rowed in the regatta
which takes place on the IGth instant, in honor of his
Majesty King Kalakaua's birthday,

Heretofore the club has been greatly in need of a meeting
room, and one of the principal reasous for having a'two-story
structure built was that it would enable them to hav*> a Iar£«,
light and airy room for their meetings. This object h i-

accomplished in giving them such a room which measures
thirty by tweuty-^ight feet.

The hop given at the clubhouse of the San Francisco yacht
club last Saturday, was a very pleasant affair, and wound up
the season, if not as enjoyably as a sail, at least more satis-

factorily than a drift. The wind is very unreliable of late,

and those who venture out in the yachts take a good many
chances in getting back.

The Fleetwing left this city last Tuesday morning for
Seven-mile slough. Mr. Fred Blinn, of Highland Fark, had
her iu charge. H« will wage war ou mallard and teal for a
few weeks, and then retnrn to the bay.

The Stockton Boat Club of Stockton has a fine barge crew,
which is likely to take a hand in the regatta on Thanksgiving
Day.

The Neva returned from Vallejo last Sunday. Captain
Cox and those aboard had a very pleasant trip.

The sloop Clara has been bauled up for the Winter at Goat
Island.

Sax Fiuycrsco, Nov. oth, 1SS5.
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Teemer-Hanlan Sculling Race.

The champion sculler of the Uaited States now belongs to

JIcKeesport, as John Teemer easily defeated Edward Hanlan

at Troy N. Y., October 24th, in their three-mile, with a turn,

scull race. The day opened up clear, but in the morning it

was cool, and the course presented a gloomy appearance.

However, as the dav advanced the sun warmed things up a

little and bv 10 o'clock the weather was quite Peasant

iong before that, both Hanlan and Teemer, together with

the?r trainers, were at their respective boat-houses, and

busily engaged in getting their rowing shells and other para-

phernalia in the best possible condition. Not a stone was

feft unturned bv either
1

. It was apparent to everybody that

bo h sides would do all in their power to win. Dnrmg the

moruin" both men went out in their boats for a short esei-

eto pr.ll. and also to try just what portion of the river it

would be best to pass the dykes. About one c
i

clock the

crowds began to gather on the island^ and by 2:30 o clock

ihere were about 2,000 people there. This crowd was swelled

considerably later on, and a close estimate would place
,

the

total crowd on the island where the race was rowed

at between six thousands and seven thousands, while on

the bank on the other side of the river there were fully

three times that number of people. Great interest was

manifested by every person to get a look at the two princi-

pals During the afternoon Hurray and Murphy, who are

Lying at the Opera-house here, sent their band down to

the island to serenade the oarsmen In front of_Teemei s

headquarters they played "The Ked, White and Blue and

"America " Thev then visited Hanlan's boat-house, but, at

his request, the band only played American airs. After this

the baud took positions between the boat-houses and played

"What Shall the Harvest Be?" rather a hard question to de-

cide and one that was bothering the pool speculators.

About 3 o'clock Teemer went over to Hanlan s quarters to

toss for the choice of position. As he entered he said: Well,

Ned let us toss." Hanlan replied: "Well, Yorke, my backer,

will toss with you, and he'll bet you S100 that he wins the

choice, and another hundred that I will win the race.

Teemer replied that he was not anxious to bet as to who

would win the toss, but he would bet blOO even with Hanlan

that he (Teemer) would win. Xorke was not present at he

time, and Teemer did not stop to wait lor him but bolted

down to where his backer was, and, getting a »100 bill re-

turned but Hanlan was not so anxious to bet. iney

tossed, Hanlan flipping the coin, and Teemer guessing head.

Fortunately the coin fell head up and Teemer chose the in-

side position. This gave Teemer's friends a little more con-

fidence and they once more plunged into the pool box and to

such an extent that pools sold about even. Still Hanlan s

friends seemed to have the most money and occasionally they

would push odds up a little on Hanlan, but the Boston and

Pittsbur» parties bet well and stood up, backing their man

until their money run out. About half-past 4 o'clock the ref-

eree ordered the men to get ready and in a very short time

both appeared on the water. Teemer was the first to get into

his boat and he at once started up the river a short distance.

He was followed a moment or so later by Hanlan, the latter

going directly to the starting point. Hanlan was dressed in

light blue trunks and armless Jersey shirt, while Teemer wore

dark bine trunks and a white and blue shirt. As each man

rowed down to the starting line they were vigorously ap-

plauded. Both men at once backed up into line, and at pre-

cisely nine and one-half minutes to five o'clock Beferee

Orman save them the work "Go."

Both men seemed to strike the water the same instant and

they were off. Teemer started at 40 strokes to the minute

while Hanlan rowed 42. Notwithstanding this Teemer's long,

powerful strokes sent his boat a little to the front and when

the men reached the dyke, Teemer was any where from a

quarter to a half length in the lead. In passing the dyke,

both were carried a little out of their course, but Hanlan had

a little the best of the water, and when they had passed the

rough swift-running ripple, Hanlan was on exactly even

terms 'with the HcKeesporter. Then the struggle began in

earnest for should Hanlan get a length in the lead he could

cross over and get out of the current. Both put in a tremen-

dous spurt, and it was nip and tuck for about a quarter of

a mile, when the terrible pull began to tell on Hanlan, and

foot by foot did Teemer go to the front. Notwithstanding the

terrific pull Teemer never relaxed a particle, butkepton, and,

seemingly, at every stroke putting a greater distance between

himself and the Canuck. The latter spurted frequently, but at

every spurt Teemer seemed to redouble his work, and in this

way they went to the turning buoys, Teemer arriving there

in "10 minutes and 45 seconds, while Hanlan was fully 12

seconds behind him. Teemer made a beautiful turn. He had

gone around and straightened for home before Hanlan reached

his buoy. The latter was then a beaten man and it

only remained a question by how far Teemer would beat him

home. Teemer had reached the buoy in comparatively good

condition, while Hanlan was, to use an aquatic expression,

completely rowed out. In turning he got too close to his

buoy and went afoul of it, and then dropping his oars he

wabbled around in his boat until he upset, but he grabbed

hold of the skiff and succeeded in getting back into his boat

after which be slowly paddled down to his boat-house. On
the other hand, Teemer never let up an instant in his work

until after he felt certain that he was a winner, and then he

eased up. Going by the boat-house he quickened his stroke

a little and went over the line not only a winner of the race,

but the acknowledged champion oarsman of America. No
official time was taken, but I caught it in 21 minutes 1 1

A

seconds, and I did not vary more than a quarter of a second

with three watches held at the finish. The excitement as

Teemer finished was beyond description, every one of eighteen

large steamboats blowing their whistles and ringing their

bells, while the immense crowd of people near the finish line

'

yelled themselves hoarse. If the scene while Teemer was

rowing down the river was exciting that enacted around his

boat-house, was doubly so now. It was completely sur-

rounded bv an excited crowd all anxious to shake hands

with him, and the pushing and jostlingwas terrible, so much
so in fact that it was almost marvelous some person was not

trampled to death, and even more so that his boat was not

broken. A squad of fifteen policemen was there and by a

vigorous use of their clubs they forced the crowd back suffi-

ciently for Teemer and his boat to get into the boat-house.

The crowd then began veiling for a speech and they would

not leave until John, partially dressed, appeared at the door

of his boat-house. Even then they were not satisfied and

insisted on his getting on the roof. As soon as they saw

him, one excited individual, with a voice like a steam calliope,

called for three cheers for the new aquatic champion. They

were given with a will, as also a " tiger," and then John, in

a bashful, schoolboy style, thanked the crowd and said he

tried hard to win the race and that he would try equally

hard to win all four races that he would take part in. This

seemed to satisfy the crowd and, after they paid their respects

to the new champion, they were then ready to go home. About

this time Hanlan arrived at the wharf in front of his boat

house, and as he landed his friends flocked around him and

plied him with questions as to how he came to lose. To one

and all he answered that he had been beaten fairly and

squarely, and by a better man than he was. While the

large crowd was around he bore up very well, and took his

defeat like a man, but when he got into his boat-house, and

with none but his own friends around him, his eyes filled

with tears and showed plainly what a disappointment his

defeat really was. There stood the man who for years was

the acknowledged champion of the world; a man who had

been feted and feasted, and whose society had been courted

by all; a man who had successfully beaten every man
he had ever met, crying like a child. After dressing, Han-

lan went at once to his hotel in Albany, while Teemer took

the boat for Troy. Arriving at the landing in Troy, Teemer

was met by a tremendous crowd of people, and they insisted

on him heading an impromptu procession, and while Murray

& Murphv's band plaved "Hail to the Chief," Champion

Teemer was escorted to his hotel. This evening Teemer at-

tended Murray & Murphy's show, and as soon as he and

Wallace Eoss were noticed in the box the audience began

cheering him, and they would not allow the performance

to proceed nntil both he and Eoss came down to the foot-

lights and made a little speeeh, the subject of which was

that: "He felt very thankful to the people of Troy and

Albany for the kind treatment he had received at their

hands." The amount of money that changed hands on the

race at the course is variously estimated; some placing it as

high as $40,000, but I think $20,000 to $25,000 closer.

THE RIFLE.
California Eifle Association.

The second day of the Fall meeting of the California Rifle

Association at Shell Mound, Sunday last, was not nearly so

well attended as was the first day of the shooting.

There were four regular matches on the programme, besides

which there was a medal shoot between members of the

Board of Directors of the Association.

The first contest was for the Diniond Team Trophy, pre-

seuted by Goneral W. H. Dimond, and valued at $75.

Besides there were individual cash prizes of 35, S3 and 32.

The conditions of the match were: Open to teams of Bix rep-

resentatives from any military company, field and staff,

Board of officers, Police Department or rifle club; with

Springfield rifles at 200 and 500 yards; seven rounds at each

distance; entrance fee, $10; the trophy to become the prop-

erty of the team winning it three times at regular meetings

of the Association. On November 16, 1SS4, the Police Team
won the trophy by the score of 365. The National's Shooting

Club won it from the police on the 14th of last June by a

score of 360. Sunday there were but two competitors for

the trophy—the Police Team and the Nationals. The former,

as will be seen by the accompanying score, proved victorious

by a score of 364. Following is the score:

POLICE TEAM.
Sergeant Charles Nash. 2u0 yards—

5

500 yards—

5

D. Geary 200 yards—

5

500 yards—

*

5 5 5 4

A. T. Fields 200 yards—

5

4 4 "

500 yards—

3

4 5

N. T. Fields 2ti0yards—

4

4 5
5U0 vards—

.

5 5

H. Hook 200yards—

4

4 5 3 4 5 4—29
500 yards—

5

2 5 5 4 4 5—30—59
Bixby 2o0 yards—

4

5 4 4 5 4 4—30
500 yards—

1

5 3 5 4 4 4—29—59

5 4 4 4 5—31
5 5 5 4 5—S3—8]
4 4 4 5 4— SO

5 4—32-62
4 4—28
5 5—32—60
4 4—30
4 5-30—60

3 4

may be shot for are: Open to all teams of ten
representatives from any regiment or battalion,

N. G. C; distance, 200 and 500 yards; seven
rounds at each distance, with Springfield rifles. On October
2Sth, 1S82, the First Infantry won the trophy by a score' of

S60 (10 shots). The same regiment won the trophy on Octo-
ber 2Sth, 1SS3, by a score of 577. On November 16th, 1SS4,

the same regiment won it, with 597 points. Once more the
regiment won the trophy, by a score of 5S7. There really

was no competitor, but the Second Artillery managed to get
together a team of members and es-members which shot for

the sake of shooting. Following is the score of the winning
team:

A. Johnson 200 yards—5 5 4 5 5 4 4—32
500 yards-5 5 5 5 5 4 5—34—66

F. CumminfiS 200 yards—5 4 5 5 5 4 5—33
500 yards—5 4 5 5 4 4 5—32—C5

Julius Klein 200 yards-4 4 4 5 4 4 4—20
500 yards— 5 4 5 5 5 5 4—32—62

Captain J. E. Klein 200 yards— 4 4 5 5 5 4 5—32
500 yards—5 4 4 5 4 5' 3—30—62

A. P. Rave 200 yards—4 4 5 4 5 4 4—30
500 yards—4 5 2 5 5 4 5—30—60

T. E. Carson '.00 yards—4 4 4 4 4 4 4—28
500 yards—2 5 5 5 4 5 5—91—59

G. S. Simpson 2«jO y-irds— 4 4 4 4 4 5—25
500 yards—5 5 4 5 4 5 5—33- 58

P.M. Diers 20iiyards-3 4 4 4 5 4 5—29
500 yards—3 4 3 4 4 5 2—25—54

P. E. Robertson 200 yards—3 3 3 4 4 5 4—126
500 yards—4 4'5 5 3 3 2—26—52

A.J. Ruddock 200 yards'—4 4 4 4 4 4 3—27
500 yards—2 3 4 4 5 4—22-49

Grand Total 587

THE POWDER WORKS MEDAL.,

The third match, and the one in which all interest was
centered, was the contest for the California Powder Works
medal, open to all members of the Association, National
Guard of California, army and navy; distance, 200 and 500
yards; seven shots at each distance with any military rifle

under the rules; all competitors for this trophy to use pow-
der manufactured by the California Powder Works. The
medal is destined to become the property of the marksman
winning it three times at regular meetings of the Association.
It was first won on October 25th, 1SS3, by Private George C.
Thaxter, of the Carson City Guard of Nevada, by a score of
64. On May 11th, 1SS4, Officer P. D. Linville won it with a
score of 65. On November 23d of the same year, Sergeant
Charles Nash carried it off with the splendid score of 6S. On
June L4th last Lieutenant S. I. Kellogg, Jr., won it by a
score of 64. Sunday last there were a large number of com-
petitors.

F. Cummings of Company C, First Infantry, N. G. C, won
the medal, as will be seen by the appended four highest
scores:
F. CummiDgs 200 yards-5 4 4 4 5 5 4—31

500 yards— 5 5 5 5 5 4 5—34—65
A.C. Bisby 200 yards—5 4 E 5 5 5 4—33

500 yards—1 5 5 5 5 4 4—32—65
G. L. Gano 200 yards—4 4 5 5 4 5 3—30

6ii0 yards—5 5 5 5 4 5 5—34—64
Chas. Nash 200 yards—4 4 5 5 5 4 4r—31

500 yards—5 4 5 5 4 5 5—33—64

THE DIRECTORS' MEDAL
In the match for the Directors' medal the following scores

were made, at 20U yards:

Sergeant Charles Nash 4 4 6 4 4 4 5—30
Captain B. T. Siine 4 4 4 4 4 4 5—29
Lieutenant G. H. Strong 3 4 4 4 5 5 4—29
Major E. G. Sprowl 4 3 3 5 5 4 5—29
Major A. e . Kiose 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—28
Lieutenant R. P. Hammond 3 3 4 52 3 4—24

It was therefore awarded to Sergeant Nash.

California Scbuetzen Club.

Grand total..

NATIONALS TEAM.

F. Cummings 200 yards—

4

5 5 4 4 4 4—30
500 yards—

5

4 6 5 4 5 5—33—63
Capt. J. E. Klein 200 yards—

5

5 4 5 4 5 4—32
. 500 yards—

3

4 4 5 5 4 3—30—62
C.L.Lods 200vards—

4

4 4 5 4 4 4-29
500 yards—

3

5 5 5 4 5 4—31—60
A. Johnson 200 yards—

4

4 4 4 4 4 4—28
500 yards—

5

3 5 5 3 4 4—29-57
Geo. S. Simpson 200 yards—

4

4 4 5 4 4 5—30
500 yards -3 5 4 3 4 4 4-27—57

T. E Carson 200 vards—

5

4 4 4 4 4 4—29
500 yards—

2

4 4 3 3 5 5—26-55

Grand total 354

THE DO'PHT TROPHY.

The second match was the Duuphy Trophy match, for a

trophy valued at $75, presented by William Dunphy. In
addition to this there were individual prizesof $5, $3 and £2.
The match was open to teams of six representatives from any
military company, field or staff, Board of officers, Police De-
partment or rifle club, with any military rifle under the rules,

at 200 and 500 yards; seven rounds at each distance; the

trophy to become the property of the team winning it three

times at regular meetings of the Association. On November
16, 1SS4, the trophy was won for the first time by the Police
Team, by a score of 370 points. The next time it was won
on June 14th last, when the Police Team, No. 1, won it by a
score of 372. Sunday there were only two competitors, the

Police Team and the Nationals. The former again won by
a score of 361. Appended is the indivdual score:

POLICE TEAM.
C. C. Wells • 203 vards—

5

4 4 4 4 5 4—30
500 yards—

5

5 5 5 4 4 5—33—03

D.Geary 200 vards—

5

5 4 5 4 5 1—32
500 yards—

5

2 4 5 5 5 5—31—63
J. P. McCarty ,

2ij0 yards—

5

4 5 4 5 5 5—33
500 vards"—

5

5 4 5 5 3 3—30—(3
H. Hook 2o0vanls-4 5 4 4 5 5 4—31

5:» vards—

5

4 4 3 5 5 5—31—62
Lieut. S.C. Fleming. 200 vards—

4

4 5 4 3 4 4—28
500 yards—

4

4 4 5 5 5 5—32—60
William Boughton 200vards-4 4 4 4 5 5 5—31

500 yards—

2

5 3 S 4 2—19—50

Grand Total..

NATIONALS' TEAM.
T.E.Carson 200 vards—

5

4 5 4 4 4 4—30
500 vards—

5

5 5 5 4 5 5—34—64
Captain J. E. Klein 200 yards—

4

4 4 4 4 4 4-28
500 yards—

5

4 4 5 5 5 5—33—61
F. Cummings 2 yards—

5

4 l 4 4 5 4—30
500 yards-4 5 3 3 5 5 4—31—61

George S. Simpson , 200 "vards—

4

4 4 3 4 4 4—27
5H0 yards—

5

3 3 5 5 4 4—29—56
A.Johnson 2*0 vards—

1

4 4 4 4 5 5—30
SOU vards—

2

4 4 4 4 2 3-23—53
Charles L. Lods 200 vards—

3

4 3 2 13 4—23
500yardB-2 2 3 4 5 5 4—25—18

Grand Total 843

CENTENNIAL TROPHY MATCH.

The match for the Centennial Trophy closed the regular
programme. The trophy, which is a beautiful silver one,

was presented by this cit}' to the Association in 1S76, to be-

come the property of the regiment or battalion winning it

five times at regular meetings of the Association, commenc-
ing in 1SS2. Fur the six years, commeucing in 1S76, it was
won by the First Infantry. They returned it to be shot for

as stated above. The conditions under which the trophy

On Sunday last at Schuetzen Park, Alameda, the Califor-

nia Schuetzt-n Club held its monthly medal shooting on the
ring target. Good scores were made, as will be seen from
the annexed score: Champion Medal, A. Strecker, 429 ring«;
1st class, J. Dorntier, 3S9 rings; 2d class, F. Greiher, 386
rings; 3d class, L. Bennett, 369 rings; 4th class, K. Finking,
33S rings.

On the same day at the same range the shooting section of
the Eintracht Verein shot its regular monthly competition re-

sulting as follows:. Champion Medal, F. Kuhls, 396 rings; 1st

class, Mr. Guembel, 34S rings; 2d class, Mr. Klare, 341
rings; 3d class, J. Jung, 391 rings, and also the prize fur the
best centre in the last round at the target.

French Stallion Law.
[Western Agriculturist.]

From our French exchanges we translate the law governing
stallions in France. The French Government has fur hun-
dreds of years had thiB oversight and control over the breeding
of their horses. It is therefore no wonder that they have
bred their draught horses in their purity, with a sound,
hardy constitution, under this rigid veterinary inspection
and Government control. This is why the French breeders
do not feel the need of stud books as we do, but we trust

they will establish the same rigid law compelling honest
registration of all their draught horses in the future.
The new law adopted by the Fronch Government in re-

lation to the oversight of stallions is as follows:
Article 1. A stallion that isneither approved nor author-

ized by the administration of the haras (officials conducting
the Government breeding at ibles) cannot be used to serve
mares belonging to others than his owner, without being
furnished with a certificate showing that he neither has the
heaves nor a periodic discharge.
Article 2. This certificate, good for one year, will be

furnished free, after examination of the stallion by a com-
mission appointed by the Minister of Agriculture.
Article 3. Every stallion used for seryice, that may be

approved, authorized or furnished with a certificate as afore-

said, shall be branded under the mane. In case the approval,
authorization or certificate is revoked, the letter K shall be
branded in the same way above the former mark.
Article 4. In case of violation of this law the owner and

the manager of the stallion shall be punished by a fine of

from 50 to 500 francs; a second violation shall be punished
by a double fine.

Article 5. Owners who have their mares served by a
stallion that is neither approved nor authorized nor furnished
with a certificate, shall be liable to a fine of from 16 to 50
francs.

Article 6. The mayors, commissaries of police, rural
guards, gendarmes, and all the agents and officers of the
police, -the inspectors-general of the haras, the directors, sub-
directors and overseers of the stallion stations, and|the chiefs

of the Government stations, duly sworn, shall be qualified to

take cognizance of violations of this law.

Article 7. An order from the Ministry shall regulate the
composition of the commission, the time of its meetings, the
manner and condition of the examination, and all the meas-
ures necessary for conducting the same.
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HEED AND SWINE.
Cows for the Dairy and Their Treatment.

The problem as to what disposition to mate of the product

of a herd of dairy cows, in order to insure the highest re

turns, most economically, with labor reduced to a nimiwnuj,

is one of vast importance to the dairyman, and worthy or the

most careful consideration, and upon the selection of the

method depends, in a great degree, his success and propor-

tionate profits of the business, and the man who conducts

such an enterprise must be guided by the facilities and op-

portunities at hand.
Bntter-making and the manufacture of cheese, the sale of

milk and cream, are the modes generally adopted for the dis-

position of the dairy product. The relative pruflts accruing

from the business, all things considered, will be governed, in

a great measure, by surrounding circumstances, t-he most im-
portant of which is the adaptability of his locution for the

particular branch of dairying he decides to engage in. If he
is situated withiu the immediate neighborhood

1

of any con-

siderable town where a constant market can be secured, a

dairy farm can be put to very profitable use, by the sale of

milk. A fairly good cow will give, with high feeding (that

should always belong to a milk dairy) at least 2,500 quarts in

a season; at an average price of six cents per quart, she will

return $150 per year, this amount varying according to the

price obtainable for the milk. In many Eastern cities the

.average price per quart during the year is about eight cents;

but it°does not follow that the profits are larger, because the

, cost of feed is higher there than in the West. These prices have
.reference to the retail trade, and are higher than many pro-

ducers of milk realize, even in favorable localities, as they

•prefer to sell at a reduced price by wholesale to milk dealers,

believing the labor and wear and tear of delivery to families

to be greater than the sum thus paid in commissions to mid-

dlemen; this course is questionable, and can only be decided

by the peculiar circumstances surrounding the case.

For butter-making, more labor is required than for the

business of selling milk. The cream must be saved and

judiciously cared for; more cans are to be scoured and cleaned;

•churns and other dairy implements, incident to the manu-
facture of butter, are to be looked after carefully, and always

kept in a sweet and clean condition. A suitable dairy-room

must be provided, in which the temperature can be properly

re°ulated at all seasons of the year, to insure the most satis-

factory convenient, and profitable handling of the butter.

The" services of a competent butter-maker must be secured,

with good judgment, cleanly habits, and rugged constitution,

able to stand the sudden change of temperature from the

cool room required for making the butter in Summer to the

hot outside air; all these, together with a complete outfit of

improved dairy implements for working, printing, and re-

frigerated shipping boxes, must be at hand to insure highest

returns from butter-making.

During the Spring and early Summer months, when the

pastures are abundant, and every owner of half a dozen cows

or more makes a few pounds of butter for sale, the market is

generally overstocked with all grades of butter, and it is

difficult to find ready sale for even a good article at a fair

paying price.

This state of things, however, never continues for more

than a month or two, and when the hot sun and dry weather,

that usually comes with Midsummer, scorches vegetation

and shortens the pastures, the batter supply falls off, prices

are better, and the demand is good.

If making butter as a means of utilizing the product of the

dairy is decided upon, cows especially adapted for the busi-

ness should be selected, and all others rigidly excluded, for

upon this selection depends, in a great measure, the success

of the enterprise, and a cow incapable of producing 350 to

400 pounds of butter per year should not be tolerated, no

matter how large a quantity of milk she may yield; if it is

deficient in the oil and fat, of which butter is composed, she

will prove unprofitable to the butter dairyman; cows of this

description are only suitable for the dairy from which milk

is sold or cheese is made.
Grade Jerseys, half and three-quarter bred, are best, and

infinitely more profitable for butter-making than the grades

of any other breed. They are peculiarly constituted for the

manufacture of butter of the finest quality, for which the

highest price per pound can always be readily obtained.

Lar<*e yield of finely flavored, handsomely colored butter is

the specialtv of the Jersey cow, and no butter dairy, employ-

ing other breeds of their grades, is working to the best

advantage or securing the best results from the business.

A dairy of good grade Jersey cows well cared tor will yield

on an average, within the year, 400 pounds of butter, or

more, which can be sold for 40 cents per pound, making SlfiO

for each cow. This may be considered net profit, as the

value of the skim-milk and buttermilk, together with the

calf (her increase), is estimated a fair offset for the expenses

of her keep. Where the surroundings are favorable, with a

good dema'nd for gilt-edge butter the year round, more net

yield can be produced from a dairy of grade Jerseys m their

yield of fine butter, than from an equal amount of capital

invested in any other kind of dairy stock.

A fine trade may be established and maintained in almost

any city in the land for a first-class article of butter at a first-

class price; it is rare, indeed, that the supply equals the de-

mand- 40 to 50 cents per pound throungh the whole year is

quite 'usual for "Jerse'y butter" delivered to families in an

attractive form.
Many of the Jersey grades will far exceed the amount of

butter named asthe average yield, and the better they are the

more profit will be returned for the feed and care bestowed.

It costs no more to keep a good cow than it does an unprofitable

one, and this principle applies alike to al! animals kept for

dairy purposes as well as those raised for beef.

OE course the cost of keeping may be varied at the option

of the owner, according to his notions about what consti-

tutes liberality in feeding his stock; if this is of the right sort

of blood, and possessing individual qualities of form and

constitution, and are adapted to the purposes intended, the

more liberality displayed in feeding, the greater will be the

results at the pail. No course will repay the dairyman more

promptly or give him larger returns than to feed a herd of

good dairy cows with a geuerous hand, at all seasons of the

year- in fact, he can afford to pursue no other plan, the in-

crease in milk and butter product depending almost entirely

upon the kind of food and the quantity consumed by his

When a highly fed cow that is giving a good supply of milk

soon afur calving, is observed to gain tiesh, with any dimin-

ution of the milk yield, the conclusion is certain that her

mission is not one for profitable dairy use, and she should I e

fatted for beef. It is not in the nature of things that oest re-

sults can be secured from such an animal.

In neighborhoods where facilities and surroundings are

favorable, perhaps the most satisfactory plan, and one of the
most profitable and involving the least labor in handling the
product of the dairy, is to feed young calve- for veal, allow-
ing them to suck the cows until they have attained sufficient
age and weight to go to the butcher, to be replaced by others,
and keeping this plan in operation as long as the milk supply
holds out. A good cow, well sustained by liberal feeding,
will easily fatten six or eight calves during her milking period
(in some cases a greater number), that will weigh 250 to 300
pound each, for which S to 10 cents per pound, live weight,
is obtainable. Often a cow Hush in milk, in a favorable sea-

son of the year, will furnish milk enough for two calves of
medium size, and will push them forward rapidly until they
attain a size and age sufficient to require a larger supply,
more, perhaps, than one can well give, unless she be an ex-

traordinary heavy milker. No trouble is experienced from a
leluctance or refusal on the part of the cow to act as foster

mother to the calves; she soon becomes accustomed to the
changes incidental to the business, and accepts the situation

as naturally as when the milk is drawn in the ordinary way.
The fattening quality of a cow's milk is very quickly and

surely determined by tnis process, a wide difference of time
often being required by different cows to prepare a calf in

weight and condition for the shambles. Good butter cows
usually make equally good calf feeders, and prove more
profitable for this purpose than large milkers, whose milk is

not so rich in cream. Cows giving a large How of milk, of

this character, lacking oily qualities, make growthy calves,

but as a rule do not fatten them as rapidly as those giving a

richer article, though less of it.

In order to make a successful business of this plan of feed-

ing calves for veal, it is of vital importance that the location

be in a neighborhood where young calves ("deacons," they

are called in some sections) can be readily procured as re-

quired, near large cities or in sections within a distance that

milk can be shipped, and where there are large dairies kept

for the sale of milk, and a constant demand always exists for

it, is a good locality for "vealing" calves. As soon as a cow
in such a dairy becomes fresh, her milk is in demand at a

paying price, and the calf at a day or two old is gladly dis

posed of at a low price, or given away, in order to at once
get the full amouut of milk given by the dam, for the milk
dairyman, who has his regular custom for his milk yield, can-

not afford to fatten the calves or to raise his young stock un-
less, indeed, he can do so by adopting some of the so called

substitutes for fresh milk for the purpose.

The advantages for profit in favor of the system of feeding

calves for veal over that of selling the milk, all other things

being equal, the quality of the dairy stock on the same foot-

ing, the same liberality of feeding displayed, consists in the

economy of labor required in milking, and of handling, and
wear and tear of delivering to customers.

This foots up a considerable amount, and shows a clear

gain in favor of the calf-feeding process, and if the gross re-

ceipts per cow show only about the same income, the net

profits for the calf-feeding plan will be considerably in excess

of the other.

Whether the manufacture of butter is determined upon, or

the sale of milk to consumers, or feeding calves for the

butcher, the dairyman will consult his best interests by
selecting cows only that are best adapted for the special work
for which they are intended, feeding them liberally at all

seasons, to insure full capacity and highest returns. This is

the only plan by which perfect success in any branch of

dairying can be obtained.

—

National Lice Stock Journal.

An Irish Pair.

Castrating Pigs.

All practical swide-breeders well understand the necessity

of castrating or altering boar pigs that are to be reared and

fattened for pork. Being more docile and quiet than others,

they feed and thrive better, fatten more readily, mature earlier

and produce better pork.

The age at which the operation should be performed is

variously given at from two weeks to four months old. In the

rearing of improved swine it is usual to reserve the best pigs

of each litter for breeding purposes. In such cases none are

altered until they are old enough to show that they will not

be likely to make useful or salable breeding stock. The ex-

perienced breeder can generally determine his selections by

the time the pigs are from two to three months old. As soon

after this as practicable, the season, weatherand other condi-

tions being right, the pigs intended fo
t
r the feeding lot should

be altered.

The seasons to be avoided are the cold Winter and the hot

Summer mouths. The mild, equable weather of the latter

part of Spring, or that common to the months of Autumn, is

always the most favorable. Under the head of "other con

ditious" would be included good heal:h and a thriffy grow-

ing habit in the pigs. It may be remarked also that uo pigs

should be altered at a time when swine plague or other dis-

ease among hogs is prevalent. Neither, as a rule, should any

pigs at such times be marked by notching the ears, or insert-

ing labels; nor should rings be put in their noses. Neither

should they be cut, trimmed or branded in anyway whatever

at such times. . .

The altering of small pigs is no difficult task, nor is it

hazardous to°their life or well-doing, if rightly managed.

Thev should be run into a small pen, from which there is no

possibility of escape, and where the sow or other hogs cannot

come on hearing the young pigs squeal.

The pig to be operated on should be caught by an assist-

ant and laid on the ground on its left side, with its back

toward the party holdiug it, who should then place his left

knee on the ground against its back, while he holds the left

fore foot off the ground with his left hand, and holds the

right hind leg with his right baud, drawing the leg forward

on to the belly, or rather toward the right fore fiaok, and at

the same time pressing down, so as to hold the body of the

pig against the right knee resting on the ground. When
held in this way the right fore leg and the left hind leg are at

liberty, but neither of them is in the way, or of any use to

the pig in its efforts to get free. The operator now stoops,

with knife in hand, to the right side of the holder, and with

the thumb and fore finger of his left hand presses the left

testicle against the lower part of the scrotum or bag, and

then cuts a gash through the lat'er long enough to allow the

seed to be forced out. The purt where the seed is attached

to the scrotal sack i3 cut through with the kuife, and the

rest of the attachment, with the seed itself, is then shred

away with the thumb and fore-finger of the right hand. The
other testicle is removed in the same way, and the pis then

turned into another pen. Care should be taken that the cut

is made low, bo that no pocket can form for the collection uf

matter.
It sometimes happens that one or brdh of the bear's testi-

cles are not in their usual place, but are drawn up within his

body, and just behind the kidneys. In such cases they are

to be removed by cutting through the side as in spaying

sows. This is easily done, though a larger opening is usually

required than in spaying.

—

Breeder!? Gazette,

The Holyhead boat is just starting, with every prospect of
a heavy sea outside; not a very inviting sort oi a morning,
either, with a sharp, cutting wind and heavy squ&lls of rain
everjf ten minutes; while men, wrapped up tu their eyes in
thick ulsters, woolen mufflers, and other warm garments, as
they face the weather, look as if they would far sooner be in
bed. The boat, too, is crowded with a very mixed company,
amongst which can be distinguished a few well-known faces
connected with horse-flesn. "Let go aft—full speed aheadl"
and the trouble begins; for the next few hours the well-
known sounds so familiar to the stewards being heard on all
sides. However, everything must have an end, and as the
good ship brings up at Kingstown Harbor, a striug of dilapi-
dated sportsmen emerge from below, more dead than alive;
but finding themselves once more on terra firrna, after num-
erous applications to '-pocket pistols," they manage to pull
themselves together, and by the time the train reaches Dub-
lin are able to play a fair knife and fork. Not too much
time is devoted to that purpose, for nearly all who came over
in the boat are bound for the fair, and they naturally want
to get an early look at the cattle before the real business begins.
To a novice an Irish lair appears to be Pandemonium let

loose. The main street is the showground and ride, and a
convenient field, with a stone wall or two, serves the pur-
poses of the "manage." Such a whooping and yelling!
Droves of wild yonng colts, rough, nnkempt-lookiug ani-
mals rushing madly about, with Pat riding bare-backed as
easy as a glove, with nothing but a "bit of a twie,"and a
halter for a bridle. "Whist! but that's a lepper, yer honor;
be aisy now on her, Tim," shouts the proprietor of some raw
filly, as Tim negotiates the wall with a cock of his eye. Per-
haps you turn around to look at the "lepper," and by the
mercy of Providence just escape being trampled to death by
a whole troop. Pulled this way, shoved that, hot and
thirsty you at last gain a place of safety, and are able to look
on for a few moments in peace. Meanwhile, the dealers are
not idle, and bargains mingled with glasses of potheen are
flying about in every direction. If you happen to be in the
know you will see a horse bought for £30 ready cash, which
for market purposes was to have been a £70 transaction.
Every conceivable class of animal is here, both biped and
quadruped. The hunter which, when properly got up, will
fetch in England a couple of hundred, is side by side with a
screw not worth as many pence, and the autocrat of the
dealer's yard may be seen in close confabulation with what
looks very like a prime dynamiter; while above all the din
and jangle floats an aroma of whisky and tobacco, to say
nothing of blarney and bad .language.

As the day wears -on prices lower a little. Indeed, few of

the knowing ones complete their bargains till late, excepting
in the cases of some really high-class gees. But what is go-
ing on in the corner by the wall? A small crowd is gathered
chere. and from your position you can just make out one of
the men who crossed in the boat standiug opposite a true son
of Erin in the middle of a small ring, and seemingly either
fighting or endeavoring to shake him by the hand—which?
You cannot quite make out. Presently the crowd breaks up
with a cheer, and you can see plainly now the two men shake
hands, and, to your surprise, money passes between them.
Can it have been a prize-right after all? No, it is only a deal,

and if we come a Utile netrer to this new lot that are fornling

a ring we shall see. As we approach a lane is formed, and a
vision of a flyiuR colt appears, ridden bare-backe 1 by a
bright looking lad. Over ihe wall is the order, and Pat
steadying his mount takes it in first-class form. Then the
crowd close in, and two figures staud opposite each other

—

England aud Ireland. "Well, what's thL- price?'' savs Eng-
land. "It's just the foinest little horse in the fair this day,

and I'll not be selling him under£120, and tnat'sdirtchapi-,

"

replies Ireland, holding out his hand. "Forty," says Eng-
land, making a dive at the paw. Ireland is too quick, how-
ever, and snatches it away before England can gra?p it; say-

ing at the same time with an air of disdain, "Forty; and for

a baste like that the Lord Liftenent would be piuud to be
seen on. Is it trying to blarney me that yon are? I'll just

let.ycur honor have it for £100 and not a penny less," and
out goes the hand again. This time England springs a ten-

ner, and the same pantomiue is goue through with the ex-

ception that England nearly catches the outstretched member
this time, which raises a laugh and "Mind yer eye, Pat,"
from the crowd. After every bid this goes on, and at sixty-

live Euglaud catches Ireland by the hand and shakes it

heartily, thereby signifying that it is a deal. The crowd cheer
and the two go off together to cement the bargain with a

"dhrop of the cratur." This is the way most of the deals are
carried on, aud it is an unwritten law that if you happen to

be quick enough to catch hold of the hand after your offer

the horse becomes your property for the amount of your bid.

Now we will take a look at another party, where evidently

things are not going quite so smoothly. An innocent young
gentleman has been taken iu by a coper, and, having paid
£20 for a hurse, which is worth at the outside a fiver, is

vainly hunting about to find the man who had his money,
and is being freely chaffed by the spectators. 'Sure the

poor man has gone round to confess. Maybe your honor
will find him there now," says one. "Is it Mike that yer
honor wants?" asks another; " bedad he's just slipped round
to put the baby to slape " and so on until Young Innocent
fairly loses his head aud his temper, which is fatal at once,

aud he is lucky if he be got away by his friends without a

broken head. Sometimes, however, the coper stands his

ground and braves it out, appealing to his pals, and sweariug
that the horse is all right and he sold it without a warranty.
Then a friend of the coper will come up and say to Young
Innocent: "Arrah, be aisy, be aisy; sure I know a man who
will take the little horse," and being only too glad to get rid of

the beast, the victim parts with it for a tenner, and the con-

spirators divide the spoil and proceed to sell the beast over
again. A good-looking flat catcher in the bauds of a clever

gang will be sold six or seven times a day, and bought back
at a discount, the same man, of course, never selling twice.

On the whole, however, things are very fairly carried out,

and there is an immense anion Dt of amusemeut to be had
even if one do not buy. If on the purchase, it wants a clear

head and a determination not to give more than a certain

sum. Probably you will have to wait till the end of the fair

to get what you want at your own pric*\ but unless some one
else is on the same nag yon will get it. Then what fun
tbere is to be had over the whisky-puiich iu the eveniug!

Such stories of past fairs, remiuiscences of Tim Murphy aud
Flannigan, etc., etc. What Pat O'Connor got for his colt,

aud how McCarthy, the "dhirty blackguard" sold an Eng-
lish gentleman a horse, and got the money and horse to

boot. Then the boys who have taken the nags home have to

be tipoed, accounts are squared, and arrangements made for

dispatching the purchases to Englaud, aud then the baud of

sportsmen once more prepare (those that are not goii

some other fair) to face the terrors of sea-sickm —
prayers for a smooth passage, turn their faces I
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected, with this paper

since the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Revision.

A committee was appointed last Tuesday, at the an-

nual meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion, to revise the rules. This was very well, but we

hope that one thing will be incorporated in the amend-

ments, and that is when a resolution is offered it must

be in writing and signed by the mover. This will save

the trouble of differences of opinion regarding what the

resolution was.

When the Board of Trustees met in Sacramento a

motion was carried that the annual dues should be paid.

That was certainly a simple statement over which there

was not much chance for disagreement. Nevertheless,

it led to an acrimonius debate as to the meaning of what

was the intention. The Trustees claimed that it meant

an assessment of $25 on the members. This was con-

strued differently by the Secretary, who recorded the

proceedings. And here it may be necessary to make an

explanation. In the by-laws there is the following

clause: "Each member of the Association shall

pay the sum of $50 membership and $25

annual dues." Since the organization of the

Society in 1S79 there has not been a dollar

of dues collected; there has never been a demand

made for them, and, consequently, no response. It would

be manifestly unjust to require a member of one year,

8tanding to pay as much as those who had enjoyed the

privileges for six years, and the resolution to enforce

the payment of dues must cover the period of indebted-

ness. Any other course would be outside the jurisdic-

tion of the Board. Notwithstanding this was so palpably

evident there was a turmoil. More than that, an effort

to show that the clerk who kept the record had falsified

the intentions and made it appear on the minutes

entirely different from what was the meaning of the

resolution. It would be a waste of space to argue that

the only thing the' Board of Trustees could do was to

pass a resolution that dues should be collected. This

meant that those owing six years dues were behind

$150 each; those of one year $25 each. There is no

power given the Board to make assessments by the by-

laws, and therefore there could not be an ordinance, of

any value, which would discriminate in favor of early

members.

The hubbub raised against the Recording Clerk was

simply a wild-goose clamor, a hawking and caterwaul-

ing, a great noise without sense or meaning.

The Board of Trustees of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association have, at their late meetings, arrogantly

usurped powers, which the by-laws of the Association

do not warrant. At Sacramento it was verbally stated

that the President, J. V. Coleman, had resigned. This

statement was afterwards verified by a letter to that

effect. There were present at the meeting the Vice-

President and Second Vice-President, and three other

Trustees. The Vice-President declined to act, the Second

Vice-President was passive. As will be seen from a

perusal of the portions of the by-laws copied, that there

was an obvious and imperative duty for them to perform.

In the first there is a mandatory announcement "that the

President, Vice-Presidents and Board of Trustees sliaU be

elected by a majority of votes of members of the Associ-

ation at the annual meeting." It is also stated in the

by-laws that, "The annual meeting shall be held com-

mencing the first Tuesday in November of each year."

The only point raised to sustain the action of the Board

in electing a President was that in the article defining

the duties of the Board general powers were awarded.

That this view is without a shadow of foundation is plain

to anyone who will give the matter the slightest consid-

eration.

Article III. Elections.—The President, Vice-Presidents
and Board of Trustees shall be elected by a majority of the
votes of members of the Association, at the annual meeting,
and they shall hold the positions one year from the date of

their inauguration, or until their successors are elected.

The jurisdiction of the Board of Trustees in this Associa-

tion will einbracn every thing where the rules do not give
speci6c instructions. The Board of Trustees shall exercise

every duty which has devolved on Directors, Stewards, Ex-
ecutive Committees, or other officials, in Associations having
kindred objects, the analogy being more marked between the
Stewards of the English Jockey Club and the Board of Trus-
tees of the Pacific Blood Horse Association. Contemplating
not only the ownership of a course and all the necessary
adjuncts to make racing a prominent feature of the metrop-
olis of the Pacific Coast, but also by a concentration of effort

on the rfart of those the most deeply interested in the perma-
nent welfare of the turf—to inaugurate a uniform manage-
ment which will insure the desired result. Therefore the
Board of Trustees must be endowed with absolute power so
far as is consistent with laws of the State, rules and usages
of racing, and this Association awards them whatever is

necessary for the effectual promotion of the interests de-

pending.

Article V. President and Chairmen.—The President
shall be the executive officer of the Association and of the
Board of Trustees. He shall preside at all the meetings,
and in his absence the first Vice-President shall preside.
When both are away the second Vice-President shall occupy
tk* chair. If neither the President nor Vice-Presidents be
present, the other Trustees shall elect a chairman pro tem-
pore for the occasion.
In the continued absence of the President the Vice-Presi-

dent shall perform the duties of the office; in the absence of

the two the second Vice-President, and wheu all three are

absent the duly elected Chairman of the Board shall be the
acting President.

Credit to A. W- Richmond.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—Dear Sir: In your list

of California stallions, having two of their offspring in the
2:30 list, you omitted A. W. Richmond: Len Eose, 2:27,

record made in Australia, and Bomero, 2:19); and is not
Lady Kiehmond, also by him? When a list of "good ones"
is made, I think the old horse is entitled to a place in it.

Yours respectfully, H. M. Johnston.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 1st.

The list was made from the performances in the

United States. That of Len Rose in Australia was over-

looked; but as he has been recognized as the champion
stallion of the Antipodes he is fairly entitled to the rank

assigned.

Lady Richmond was a daughter of A. W. Richmond,

but her best performances were private trials. The
papers credited her with 2:15, though this .was probably

colored. At all events she was a very
Jtfast mare, and

but for her untimely death would have made a good
showing in herself or produce. She was a/'full sister"

to the dam of Anteeo and Antevolo, ajyear younger than

Columbine. She is registered in the Stud Book as Coila.

That the "old horse" will occupy a prominent place in

trotting annals is beyond question. Apart from what his

grandsons have done there is a good chance for those

nearer in kin. There is a goodly number of Richmouds
in the lower country of promise and a still larger num-
ber "coming on." Even as it stands now he is the first

stallion that has got a mare with two sons with as fast

a record as Anteeo and Antevolo. Wc will have more
to say about him in the future, being fully cognizant

that his merits will justify the eulogies.

We print, this week, Mr. Sam Gamblo's indignant

protest to Mr. Huntington's assault on some accepted

traditions of trotting-horse breeders. Ho requests us to

reproduce an article by Mr. H. M. Littell, published

recently in the Turf, FUd, and Farm, as embodying his

views. Mr. Littell'6 letter is very long; in fact, he

seems to bo gifted with the same fluency that character-

izes Mr. Huntington's literary work, but wo will give it

space in the near future, possibly next week.

Mr- Gamble Somewhat Indignant.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I noticed some time
ago a letter from " Randolph Huntington," and his writings

show no truth or respect for the dead hero of Chester,

Rysdyk's Hambletoniau, which takes precedence over all

other sires, having forty performers better than 2:30. He sired

George Wilkes, which has 39 in the 2:30 list, and Hamble-
tonian's sous have sired trotters from a yearling record of

2:36Adownto 2r08|. Volunteer has 23 below 2:30, fastest

2:11}; Happy Medium 21 below 2:30; Stiathmore 16 below
2:30; Edward Everett 11 below 2:30; Electioneer 12 below
2:30; Dictator 10 below 2:30, fastest 2:10; Aberdeen 12 below
2:30; Harold 9 below 2:30; fastest 2:0Sij; Sentinel 8 below 2:30;

Hani bit Ionian Prince, Jay Gould, Milwaukee, Kysdyk
Sweepstakes, WalkUl Chief, Alexander's Abdallah, the sire

of Goldsmith Maid, record 2:14, and a dozen more that are

sires of 4 or more 2:30, performers. His great grandsons,
Almout with 26 below 2:30; Wood's Hambletoniau with 13

below 2:30; Belmont with 11 below 2:30; Jim Monroe 6 below
2:30; Thorndale with 4 and one 2:1G|. I have been laughed
at by so many and asked, " Did you read that letter in the
Breeder* and Sportsman, written by Randolph Hunting-
ton? It was a grand tbiog, you ought to read it. Have'nt
you seen it yet?" I said " No." " Well you must, for it is

the best thing on breeding that we have seen." So I looked
it up to see the great thing, and I will say that I was sur-

prised to know that I had such kind friends to come and tell

me that they had seen the best thing published on breeding yet,

and the smartest writer. I was surprised, indeed, to see these
would-be breeders come*and advocate that the dead hero of

Chester was a dunghill, and that the "Clays" were the founders
of the fast trotters of this day. Let me say one thing to you that

believe iu Huntington's slanders on the dead hero of Chester;
note the old horse as a sire himself, his soas as sires, his

grand sons as siies; look at his daughters as broodmares and
producers. See such speed as has been shown in the in-

breeding to the old dead hero. Patron, the fastest three-year-

old stallion, the third-heat record, 2:19.1, and Greenlander
are in-bred to him. Nutbreaker, two-year-old, Sphinx, two-
year-old, both of them with records better than 2:30, are in-

bred to Hambletonian. Now, let me say one word to you all

that I am not a writer nor educated man, but I can see that

if this man Huntington is a great writer on breeding, that he
is not writing the truth about the dead. I have been waiting
for some one on this Cuast that were writers on breeding, to

explain to you that were not posted on breeding and the best

families, that this man was not teaching you such a good
thing after all. Now, let me say one thing to my friends that

think they have the laugh on me, that I am a great believer

in the Clay family and all that; I like them for their uniform
gait and pure action. They do better in a hard fight with
soft gloves than with hard gloves, but with good backing up
with Hambletoniau and Mambrino Chief blood, then they
come out of a fight without being knocked out. But all I

ask you to do is to look at the 2:30 list and their breeding,

and you will see at once which is the best blood; and in a long
race now-a-days the horses that stay the longest and win the
money you will find always carry the Hambletonian blood
with them, mixed with most everything. What little experi-

ence I have had in the study of breeding, and had my way
and the monev to go on and breed as I have been taught, I

will take the get of the dead Hambletonian and Mambrino
Chief blood. Pilot, Jr. and Clay, with the thoroughbred blood,

and you all can have all the other good blood that is left, and
when any one of you see a trotter go a mile in 2:05, you will

see iu his pedigree that blood doubled and twisted in him.
But I would not object to a little good Blue Bull blood
sprinkled in the right place. Now, let us all join hands and
say that we will in all cases draw our swords in defense of

the gTeat dead heroes, Hambletonian and Lexington.
I wish to ask you, Mr. Editor, if yon have spare space in

your valuable paper, to copy Mr. H. M. Littel's letter in

Turf, Fltld and Farm, in issue Oct. 23, 1SS5, which will ex-

plain to your readers many good things.

Very truly yours,

Cook Farm, Nov. 1st. Samuel Gamble.

The Trotters at Lexington,

The morning broke cloudy and windy, and a few drops of

rain fell. There was much disappointment over the change,

because predictions had been made that the three-year-old

record would be broken. The wind was balmy rather than

raw, and the sequel proved that it did not affect the speed of

the horses as much as some had thought it would do. The
footing was firm. The Red Wilkes stakes for two-year-olds
was won in straight heats by J. H. Bryant's brown tilly, and
the time was 2:42, 2:49.

The three-year-old race was looked forward to with in-

terest. The question was whether Silverone could beat
Patron. Granby also started, but he was really not in the
thick of the fight. The first heat was a grand one. Silver-

one and Patron hung to each other like seasoned campaign-
ers, and it was simply a matter of which would first let go.
Down the homestretch Silverone went wide aud wavered,
and Patron led her under the wire. The time was :37|,

1:121, 1 ;47;J, 2:20£.

The pace was slower in the second heat. At the head of

the stretch Maxwell behind Silverone tried to take the inside
position, and as there was not room for him to get by, it

looked as if Patron had cut her off. Shouts of foul were
heard, but after investigation the judges placed Patron first,

Silverone second, and Granby third; time, 2:25. There was
considerable scoring for the third heat aud the send-off was
even. The fight was a desperate one between the filly and
the colt, and the crowd looked on in wonder. At the dis-

tance stand Silverone gave it up, and Patron jogged in iu

2:19], thus equnliug the three-year-old record of Hinda Rose.
The shouting was immense. Outside watches made the
time 2:19}. The fractions were -M], 1:10.T , 1:47}. A greater

race between youngsters was never trotted, Patron was
bred at Glenview, but Wintered in Canada. He should trot,

if sent for all that is in him, in better than 2:19.

The five year-old race also was a great one. Epaulet was
iu fine form and he was the favorite. He won in straight

heats over Lizzie Wilkes, Lelah H. and Early Dawn. The
latter was off, laud she had to put up with fourth money.
The time was2:20|, 2:201, 2:19. Mr. Dorsey was happy, and
the colored man who drove Epaulet could not have felt

better had he owned the United States.— Turf, F'xbl and
Farjn

.

The protracted rain has made a postponement of the

Blood Horse races necessary. The opening has been set

for Tuesday next, provided tho storm subsides in time to

get tho track in safe condition.
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Trotting: at Vacaville. The Western Fall Circuit—Retrospective-

Editor Breeder axd Sportsmax: We had two day's

sport after oar rural and hearty fashion at the Yacaville

track, and if there was anyone who didn't have a thoroughly

good time, I haven't met him. The pigeon shooting was fine,

and of that I suppose you have a full report from some more

"literary feller" than myself. The ball playing by the home

club was excellent, and the amateur minstrel performance in

the evening good enough. To show how a little meeting
like ours helps the grangers who talk so much against racing,

one horse that could not find a buyer at S450 before he
started in this race, had an offer of 81,200 made for him after

the fun was over. I send you notes of the racing. Our
track is a mile, but very soft and heavy; the best we could

do this year. On the first day, Friday, the races were for

road horses. The judges were. L. B. Abernathy, X. Coombs,
and J. Blake. Timers, D. Pena. and J. M. Bassford, Sr.

Vacaville , Oct. 30th—Purse, 5100.

Adrtie, en m—W. Hammer 1 1

Modoc, cb g—Kiethly 2 '-

Time 3:2uM, 3^0.

Same day—Purse $100.

Pet—Mr. Willelts l l

Bill—Mr. McMasters "- 2
Mary—J. Lyons 3 3

Time,3:32X,3:35.

Saturday, the 30th, the race that attracted the moat genera

attention came off, a trot for three-year-old stallions. The
starters were Strathearn, owned by Coombs & Scott,of Napa;
Coligna, owned by Cal Beams, of Suisnn, and Gus Walsh,
entered, by Pat Walsh, of Vallejo. Strathearn won the first

and stcond heats handily, with Coligna second, and Gus
Walsh third. Time, 2:57 in each heat. In the third heat the

starting judge gave them the word pretty strong, and all the

colts broke. Coligna got down first and opened a gap' of forty

yards, but Strathearn settled and gradually closed with the

leader till at the half-mile pole he was lapped on. Here the

driver of Coligna got rattled and struck his colt sharply with
the whip, sending him to a bad break. When he recovered the

gray was well ahead and won the heat and race, although the

bay was on his wheel at the finish. Time, 3:03. The owner
of Coligna was not satisfied and offered to trot his colt against

Strathearn another heat for S100, butjthe Napa party declined.

Oct. 31st—Puree, 5250; three-year-old stallions.
Strathearn.gc. by JEcho, clam bv Lodi—N. Coombs Ill
Colipna, h c, by Echo, dam by Steinway—C. Reams 2 2 2

Gus Walsh, chc, by Gus.dam unknown—P. Walsh 3 3 3

Time. -2:57. 2:57. 3:03.

If these notes are a little on the Virginia fence plan, jagged

and crooked, the fault lies with a 250 pound estray from your
office. I jotted down these items in the stand, and he nearly

toppled the frail thing over trying to climb into it after break-

ing all the rounds out of the ladder.

Nov. 2d, 1885.

B.

Trotting: at the Bay District.

Oct. 30tb—Match for 31,000 a side.

Anteeo, b h, by Electioneer, dam Columbine, by A. W. Bich-
mond—J. A. Goldsmith 1 1

Adair, b g, by Electioneer—E. H. Miller Jr 2 2
Time, 2:1CJ, 2:20, 2:19.

Oct. 31st—Match for S800.

Arab, b g, by Arthurton—O. A. Hlckok 1 1

Guy Wilkes, b h, by Geo. Wiltees—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2

Time, 2:18$, 2-11$, 2:17$.

Same Day*—Match for -?

Maud W. W. W.,blbm, (wagon)—J. A. Goldsmith 1 12 2

Eliine.blkg—O. A. Hickok 2 2 11
Time, 2:32, 2:32$, 2:30, 2:3G, 2:284.

•Fifth beat trotted November 2d.

How Have the Mighty Fallen.

Among the horses which have electrified the trotting world

are Hopeful, with his record of 2:14^, and whose record of

2:16.V, to wagon, has never been equaled; and Great Eastern,

with his record of 2:1S, in harness, and 2:15|, under saddle.

In the days of " long ago" these wereamong the most noted

trotters of their day, but how sadly age tells upon trotters,

as well as upon human beings, was illustrated by a race

which took place between the two at the track of the North

Hndson Driving Park on Wednesday. They had been

matched, Hopeful to drag a wagon, while Great Eastern was
to trot in harness. Both showed that their days of useful-

ness as trotters have passed, and it was really painful to see

them traveling the ring—Hopeful with his nineteen years,

and Great Eastern at sixteen, are horses of the past. Both
are stiff as one with rheumatism, but Hopeful with his added
years.is the more youthful of the two and although his driver

did his best to allow Great Eastern to win the third heat, yet

the horse refused to be pulled, and won the heat, puffing and
blowing like a porpoise from the start to the finish. But the

time! Ye gods what a change from ye days of old! The
first heat was trotted in 2:37f, the second in 2:3S, and the

third anywhere from 2:3S£ to 2:43, but the former figure was
hung out, doubtless through shame on the part of the judges.

It is high time the old skates had the rest and retirement

which they have honestly won by their great feats upon the

track.

—

Sportsman.

The American Stud Book.

The fifth volume of the American Stud Book is in manu-

script form and is being filled up and kept complete to this

date with all animals which have been reported to the

author, who has announced repeatedly, that in order to in-

sure proper entry and classification, all foals, with date of

foaling, sex and color, with name of sire and dam, and when
the latter has no name sufficient crosses to some well-known

animal in any of the volumes of the work heretofore issued

to identify the same, with barren mares and all deaths, with

date they occnr, must be reported to the author, as he

cannot and will not lake them from other publications. This

is imperative, and those who wish their stock in the work
must act accordingly. This decision is arrived at in order

that the responsibility for errors may be traced to the proper

source. All the errors in the published volnmes have
occurred by taking the information from sources other than

the owners. This course is also necessary that we may pro-

tect our right in the book and secure accuracy. Several of

the prominent breeding establishments have not yet made
reports for the present year, which should be done without

farther delay.— Turf, Field and Farm.

The Western Fall campaign went out in a "blaze of glory,"

as the "Tattler" has it, with the closing day at Latonia. In-

augurated at Chicago. Aug. 3!, and followed by the meetings
at St. Louis, Lexington, Lot isville and Latonia, there has
been all told 3S days' racing, during which 17S events were
contested.
The total amount of added money hung up by the various

associations in stakes and purses runs up to the goodly sum
ot S79.900, which was divided as follows: Chicago (sixdays),

five stakes, twenty-seven purses, 816,950; St. Louis (five

days), seven stakes, fifteen purses, 812,950; Lexington (six

days), seven stakes, twenty-one purses, S7,05O; Louisville

(ten days), eleven stakes, twenty-seven parses, SIS, 450; La-
tonia (eleven days), nine stakes, forty-six purses, $24,500.

It will be seen that Chicago gave the largest sum in pro-
portion to the number of e\euts. This is as it should be,

however, for the Washington Park Club has a much larger

population to draw from, and. though not until of late years
admirers of the noble thoroughbred, the city has always been
a sport-loving one, and its people have never failed to sustain

any honorably-conducted outdoor sports. The club, too,

was founded and is conducted by representative business
men, whose aim is not pecuniary gain, but the recreation

and diversion of mind from business cares, afforded by the

emjoyment of well-contested events during the season of

racing.

It is most gratifying to all true lovers of this time-honored
sport to glance over the array of names which compose the

directors of the present Western racing associations—men
whose standings are above reproach in their own community,
while not a few are of national renown. Evidences of fraud,

which were not nnfrequent in the West but a few years since,

were this season extremely rare.

The first race in which anything of a crooked nature was
apparent occurred on the course of the Louisville Jockey Club,

and this above all places should be the last at which any-
thine of a fraudulent nature should be attempted. Conducted
as it is by men of lifetime experience in racing matters, they
are quick to see and prompt in action when anything of a

fraudulent nature is apparent. The executive of this club

has set a precedent in the rigid enforcement of the rules of

raciug which would be to the advantage of all younger asso-

ciations to follow.

At Latonia there were two events that possibly were not

run on the merits of the contending horses, but the judges

did not take any action in regard to the same, and I presume
they saw nothing suspicions in them.
The Board of Governors of the Latonia Jockey Club con-

tains a list of names which places the reputation of the or-

ganization for honesty and fair dealing above reproach. In
fact, so extremely liberal are they in the management that

they have the entire confidence of owners generally, bat a

prodigal liberality is not always the best in conducting an or-

ganization of this nature. While all honest horsemen will

appreciate and abide by rules of a non stringent order, yet

unfortunately there are those who will take advantage of the

same to further their dishonest purposes, and in this way
discredit may be brought upon the most worthy association

in the land.

The American racing rules are formulated for the purpose
of purifying and elevating the affairs of the turf, and they
cannot be too rigidly enforced for the best interests of the

turf, and a strict enforcement will soon bring out any weak
points in the rules which may require remedying from time

to time.

From the commencement of the Fall circuit at Chicago,

where they had to postpone the opening day, the weather has

been, in the main, forbidding.

Notwithstanding the adverse condition of the elements,

and, consequently, small gate receipts on unfavorable days,

I think all of the associations will show a balance on the

right side of the ledger, except, perhaps, St. Louis, where
they had by long odds the worst of the weather.
At Latonia the meeting was a decided success, as they had

a good attendance throughout, and the speculation was very

heavy. The bookmakers rer.ped a golden harvest daring this

meeting, although they gave the best odds that have been
offered on any course this Ftll, and this may go to show these

worthies that it is to their best interests to take some of the

risks themselves.
In my last letter I commented upon the decline of the

Paris mutuel system of betting in the West, but I will add
that I have no doubt the gooi odds offered by the bookmakers
at Latonia was the principal cause of the mutuel systems

closing up daring that meeting.

A very large number of all-aged horses were in training

this Fall, and the fields of starters in all races in which they

were eligible were good. Slipalong and Keene were the sen-

sational performers in this class, both making their maiden
wins in fast time, while the former scored the fastest mile

and a sixteenth on record in her second victory. Keene also

scored a very fast mile and a half in his first win at Louis-

ville, and he was therefore a hot favorite in his next start,

bnt he signally failed to land the winner. In these days of

plethoric racing a horse that fails to earn a winning bracket

before entering his fourth or fifth year is rarely endowed with

the qualifications necessary to become a great or even a cer-

tain performer. The wins of such horses are few and far

between, and where they do earn a bracket it is due to the

skill of the trainer in bringing them to the post right at an
edge, which is usually knocked off with one braising con-

test.

Although there were some very excellent racing among the

all-aged contests, yet the best and sharpest contests were
among the two-year-olds.

The three-year-old stake events were farces all through the

circnit, and Milton Young and R. C. Pate should forward a

letter of thanks to Green Morris for staying East with Ber-

san, for had he been brought West he would practically have
had a walk-over for some very rich stakes. I am of the

opinion that the principal three-year-old colt and filly events

next season will be captured bv the two-yeur-olds that have
made their best showing daring the Fall campaign, and as I

have very carefully noted the performances of each, I will in

dae time give my opinion as to their respective merits.

—

Sportsman.

through all the circuit meetings an easy winner. An injus-
tice is thus done other good horses. The rule should be so
modified that tLe entries to the several meetings should close
separately, and that just before each meeting is held. Yon
would thus make horses equal at the wire, as they are in
running meetings at the post. Classification, of course, il^

will be understood, is the basis of trotting, while weight is

that of the runners. The second great obstacle to the growth
of trotting is the amount of entrance money demanded by
the associations. It is, and has been, ten per cent, of the
purse. This is entirely too much to ask, and in the majority
of instances the entrance money of the owners pays the entire
amount hang up. Let some such plan as the running asso-
ciations have of added money be adopted, and moderate
entrance fees, and there would be more trotters, the sport
would nut be a losing one for owners, and where it now takes
a rich man to carry nis horse through a circnit, there would
be entries from those who are only moderately well-to-do in
this world's goods.
"The pool bill, too, hart the grand circuit in a measure.

It drove Buffalo out of the circuit entirely, and everybody
interested in trotting knows that Buffalo is famous for its

extraordinary large meetings. While there have not been so
many phenomenal fast miles made this year by the trotters

as was the case in 1SS4, such as J. I. C. in 2:10, Maud S. in

2:09}, and|Maxy Cobb in 2:13}, still tho average speed—that
is, from 2:15 to 2:20—has been shown by more horses than
in any preceding year just now recalled. Again, the colts of

1SS5 have shown wonderfully well, particularly the young-
sters in Kentucky, which is convincing proof that the sport
in the future will not suffer from a lack of good horses.
There has been considerable discussion at the smaller meet-
ings about the punishment which should be meted out to

those who introduce 'ringers' and are guilty of suppressing
time. These matters must receive the attention which is due
their importance by the next Congress of the National Trot-
ting Association, which meets in Chicago early in 1SS6.

"The owners and trainers about New York have had to

depend on other meetings, such as Charter Oak Park, at

Hartford; Hampden Park, Springfield ; Narragansett Park,
Providence, and Island Park, Albany, for an opportunity to

trot their horses. This is because Fleetwood has not been
allowed to sell pools, which has prevented the New York
Driving Club from giving large meetings there, and book-
making does not take with trotting men. This drawback
removed and Fleetwood would be enabled to give satisfactory

meetings with the parks that have been named, which would
infuse new life into the trotting men in this city and
vicinity."

Hermit Blood in America.

It would not amaze us if, by importing St. Blaise, Mr.
Belmont set the fashion of a general importation of Hermit
•stallions. As" yet there are only two sons of Hermit in
America. The first is Stylite3, who was imported by the late

Lord Aylesford, and who is standing in New Jersey, the
other being Mr. Pickwick, son of Tomato, the One Thousand
Guineas winner, imported by Mr. F. T. Walton, and now at
Mr. Reed's, in Tennessee. Mr. Cassatt is likely to import a
son of Hermit. He has long indulged a desire for one.
While he was in Europe, last season, he priced Tristan, but
his owner put him at rather a high figure for an untried
horse. Mr. Cassatt dwells upon the soundness of Tristan's

legs, which, considering the amount of work the horse has
done, are marvels. Mr. Cassatt has a strong fancy for Her-
mitage, son of Hermit and Doll Tearsheet, by Bormielaw
(son of old Queen Mary); 2d dam Mrs. Quickly, dam of
Greensleeves. He is a bay colt, 4 years, in the stable of Mr.
C. J. Lefevre. As a two-year-old ne started six times, with-
out winning. At three he won the Midsummer Stakes, at
Newmarket; the Sussex Stakes, at Goodwood, beating Sandi-
way, Royal Fern, and two others; the Scarborough Stakes,
at Doncaster, beating Donlington, to whom he conceded 7
lbs., and 12 lbs. to North Riding, and the Newmarket Derby,
beating Royal Fern and Coranto. He was also second to

Royal Fern for the Grand Duke Michael, unplaced in the St.

Leger, third for the Rous Memorial to Lucerne, second to

Sir Reuben for the Prince of Wales, etc. This season he
won the Prince of Wales Plate, at Newmarket; Beaufort
Plate; he beat Thebais for the Queen's Plate, Bunbury Plate
and Chesterfield Cup.
Speaking of the Hermits reminds us of the observations of

a recent English writer. He remarks: " What a horse, by the
way, Hermit has been to Mr. Chaplin. From that bitter day
in May when, starting ragged, forlorn and friendless, he un-
expectedly won his owner the largest sani ever landed on tl e
Downs to last July, whenhis stock fetched thousands, he has
proved a veritable gold mine." As a matter of fact. Hermit
has been a lucky horse, as it is by no means certain he would
have won the Derby had not The Rake broken a blood vessel
previous to the race. Strictly speaking, Hermit was not a
first-class horse, bat he could not have been far from it. Cer-
tainly, as a two-year-old, he was good, as he won four out of
six races, Cellina and Achievement alone beating him in a
year that Yanban, Yiridis and Julias were out. At three.
Hermit beat Julius and The Palmer at Ascot, but he could
never beat Achievement or Frippoiner. At four, Julius
could always beat Hermit. But as a sire Hermit has certainly
outshone any English horse of modern times, excepting
Stockwell. He has two Derby winners {Shotover and St.

Blaise) to Stockwell's three; one of the Oaks (Thebais) to

Stockwell's one; one of the Guineas (Shotover) to Stockwell's
four. Hermit has not yet got a Leger winner, of which
Stockwell got six. In addition to these he got such raspers

as Peter, Queen Adelaide, St. Marguerite, Clairvaux, Tristan
and Retreat. For the past four years he has stood at (he
head of the " Winning Sires " of England, his winnings
aioounting to the enormous sum of $G59,205. His greatest
triumph as a sire was in July last, at Newmarket, when ten
of his yearlings, from Mr. Chaplin's Blankney Stud, realized

§82,300, or an average of $8,230 each.—N.Y. Spirit.

Troubles of the Trotters.

Mr. Cohnfield says he will drive Maxey Cobb and Neta

Medium for a fast record before cold weather sets in.

The New York Herald, in a review of sporting matters
generally, gives the following inlerview with E. C. Walker,
well known as " Veritas," formerly of the New York Spirit,

now the Eastern representative of the Chicago Horseman ;

" Trotting is growing in the United States, but there are

many drawbacks to that progress which is due to the sport.

The first of these is the time of closing entries. The rule

has been that all entries for thegrand circuit should be closed

at a certain dafe. This has given many yonng horses, with
no better record than three minutes, of going like a ghost

Abe Rhorbach, the owner of the pacer, Mike Wilkes, now
at Stillwater, Mich., talks thus of hio pacer: "I feel confident
that Wilkes will lower the pacing record to 2:05. if not do
even better than that. I believe he will prove himself the
speediest horse in America. I base my opinion upon private
trials, his work at Cincinnati and St. Louis, and his age—he
being only nine years old the coming Spring. He has as
good staying qualities as any horse I ever saw; and I think a
little better. At St. Lonis he paced six heats inside of 2:19,
ch? sixth and winning heat being made by him iu that time.
This, too. was on a new, slow track. He made his three
winning heats in the race iu 2:17, 2:18, and 2:19. At Cincin-
nati he accomplished a feat never equaled by but one horse

—

Little Brown Jug. The track there is a half-mile. In the
heat which he won in 2:17, he paced the last quarter on the
outside of the track in thirty seconds. I am going to mate
the tour of the Duited States with him next year.

peot him to do some wonderful work."
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Fall Meeting of the American Jockey Club.

The Fall meetiug of the American Jockey Club began at

Jerome Park on September 26, and ended October 10, giving

seven days racing. The meeting was a good one. Ihere

were run forty-two races, of which six were stakes as follows:

Two for two-year olds; the Nursery, sis furlongs, won by the

Kancocas Stables Dew Drop, by Falsetto, 112 lbs up. in 1:18,

and the Uumiague Stake, six furlongs, won by Dew

Drop 122 lbs up, iucluding a ten couud penalty, in 1:18J.

Two for three year olds: The Jerome, mile and three-quarters,

won by Le Masney Bros., Longview, by Longfellow, IIS lbs.

up in 3:20, and the Hunter Stakes for Hllies, mile and three-

quarters, won by W. L. Scott's East Lynne, by Springbok,

115 lbs. in 3:14. Two tor all ages: The Manhattan Handi-

cap mile i nl a quarter, won by the Kancocas Stable's imp.

Pon'tiac, 4, 121 lbs, in 2:14, and the Grand National Handi-

cap, mile and three-quarters, won by J. T. William's Bob

Miles, 4, by Pat Malloy, 112 lbs, in 3:12: The races were won

by the following owners: Eaucocas Stables 5, D. D. Withers,

J. Spellman and Le Masney Bros. 4 each, Excelsior Stables,

and W. C. Daly 2 each, and 1 each by J. E Kelly, C. Little-

tield L. 0. Bruce, J. E McDonald, W. Stoops, J. E. Dawes,

Preakuess Stablec, J. T. Williams, E. W. Walden, A.

Shields, W.L.Scott, M. N. Nolan, Wm. Jennings, Dwyer

Bros., Sir. Kelso, J. E. Graham. F. Li. Ziebig, G. L. Lonllard,

It. P. Ashe, b. W. Street and C. F. O'Keily. Below will be

seen the tables of winning owners and sires:

WINNING OWNERS.

Owner and Largest Winner. Total.

Eancocas Stable, Dew Drop §5, 145 $8,030

J. D. McDonald, Bordelaise §3,835 6,470

Le Masney Bros.. Longview §2.730 4,725

Dwyer Bros., Lulu $1,835 2,935

D. D. Withers, Buckstone §2,235 2,685

3. Spellman, Strathspey §1,960 2,610

W, L. Scott, EastLyuue §2.360 2,560

J. T. Williams, Bob Miles §2,450 2,450

Mr. Kelso, Maumee §1,200 1,500

C. Littlefield, Bandala §S15 1,390

E. P. Ashe, Alta $1,025 1,025

Excelsior Stable, Abraham §600 1,000

W. C. Daly, Valley Forge §500 1,000

J. E. Graham, Haledon §S45 845

G. L. Lorillard, Tolu SS10 S10

Preakuess Stable, Wallflower §650 790

J. E. Kelly, Bella §600 750

L. C. Bruce, Bon Soir S600 600

A. Shields, Kepeater §600 600

F. Zeihig, Col. Clark §575 , 575

L. A. Ehlers, Florence E. §525 525

Summit Stables, Koyal Arch §525 525

W. Jennings, Farewell §500 500

C. F. O'Eiely, Tarquin, §500 500

E. W. Walden, Chanticleer §500 500

S. W. Street, Hotachimie §500 500

W. Stoops, Knight Templar §500 500

J. P. Dawes, Bose §500 500

M. N. Nolan, Bourke Cochran §500 500

G. B. Morris, Bonnie S. §2S5 2S5

G. W. Jennings, Tony Foster §235 235

M. J. Daly, Jack §200 200

G.Horn, Windsail §165 165

C. H. Pettiogill, Queen Esther §165 165

M. M. Yerks, Three Cheers §150 150

Mr. Charles, Peeonic §100. 100

J. V. Elliott, Pericles §100 100

Clipsiana Stable, Sandoval §100 100

P. H. Eyau. Caramel §90 90

Lone^Star Stables, Eestless §75 75

Total $49,465

WINNING SIRES.

Sire and Largest Winner. Total.

Falsetto, Dewdrop-§5, 145 $5, 148

Bramble, Bordelaise §3, 835 3,835

Longfellow, Longview §2,720 2.S20

Stouehenge, Buckstone §2,235 2,635

Springbok, East Lynne §2,360 2,460

Pat Malloy, Bob Miles$2,450 2,450

Imp. Glenelg, Strathspey $1,960 2,410

Pero Gomez, imp. Pontiac §2,010 2,010

Imp. Great Tom, Tabitha §1,505 2,005

Virgil, Lulu §1,835 1,835

Hyder AM, Mary Hamilton §1,335 1,335

Foster, Fosterai §1,050 1,285

King Lear, Haledon $845 1,245

Vauxhall, Maumee §1,200 1,200

War Dance, Wallflower $650 1,150

Enquirer, Inspector B. $1,100 1,100

Norfolk, Alta §1,025 1,025

Fellowcraft, Eoyal Arch §525 1,025

Imp. King Ban, Bandala $815 815
Ten Broeck, Tolu $810 S10
Imp. Glengarry, Col. Clark §575 675
Wanderer. Wandering $650 650
Fiddlestick, Bella §600 600
Bertram, Bon Soir §600 600
Milesian, Abraham §600 000
Eevolver, Kepeater §600 600
Imp. Mortemer, Pontico §500 575
Eeform, Florence E. §525 525
Helmbold, Kose $500 500
Bullion, Valley Forge §500 500
Voltigeur, Jim McGowan 500
Baffle, Hotachimie §500 500
Alarm, Petticoat §500 500
Lisbon, Farewell $500 500
Viator, Chanticleer §500 500
Imp. Leamington, Parole §375 375
Atilla, Tecumseh §300 300
Scotland, Bonnie S, §285.. 285

Narragansett, Marrnartuke $275 275
Sensation, Charity §200 200
Ventilator, Windsail §165 165

Bullentin, Queen Esther §165 165
Imp. King Ernest, Eevolt filly §150 150
Imp. Hurrah, Three Cheers §150 150

Geu. Eousseau, Sam Brown §150 150

Kiug Alfonso, Sapphire $140 140

Imp. Strachiuo, Pericles §100 100
Monarchist—Caramel §90 00

Total $49,465

The prospects for a match between any of the fast trotting

stallions grows "beautifully lese"as the season advances. The
owners of Pilot Knox wanted the match to take place at onc«,

and over the Providence track, while the Maxy Cobb party

wanted more time, and to trot over the Fleetwood track,

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Cold Blood in the Trotter.

The subject of trotting horse breeding presents an ex-

ceptionally fine field lor investigation, and on the

result of this investigation depend some very important

issues. The breeding of the trotter is an industry in which
no small amount of capital is now locked up in both Canada
and the United States, and there is, to all appearances, verj7

much still to be learned concerning it, even by the cleverest

aud most experienced breeders. In view of all this, there is

every reason why horsemen, in discussing this question,

should deal with it in a judicial rather than a captious and
stricily argumentative spirit. Unfortunately, however, the

advocates of cold blood as against running blood, and of rim-

ing blood as against cold blood, appear to have allowed the

discussion to degenerate into something like a quarrel, in

which actual misrepresentation sometimes takes the place of

candid and impartial statement, and which too often asser-

tions, notoriously incorrect, and which can only spring from
a profound ignorance of the subject under discussion, are

given off with an oracular air well calculated to impose on the

credulity of the uninitiated.

A sample discussion of the character just alluded to ap-

peared in a recent number of the Chicago Breeders' Gazette,

aud it is all the more surprising coming editorially from a

journal usually so ably conducted. The article in question
is quite too long to be republished in this connection, but it

wilt not be difficult to give the reader a fairly accurate idea

of its general drift. It seems that the Turf, field and Farm,
in commenting on Fanny Witherspoon's two-mile -heat in

4:45, said:— "The four-mile race-horse blood in the chestnut
mare enabled her to carry the stride to victory. Her sire,

Almont, had so much action that he crossed well with mares
of full racing blood.

"

In alluding to this statement—which appears to be plain

enough to be quite within the comprehension of any horse-

man of moderate intelligence—the Chicago editor says: "To
people who are not swayed by prejudice, and whose contem-
plation of facts has not been disturbed by long worship at

the shrine of fallacy, it would seem that when a horse trots

one, two, five or ten miles in time which is faster than the

common for any of those distances, the credit of such per-

formance should be given to the predominating strain or

strains of blood in the pedigree of that animal."
Now, all this may seem very plausible to a reader who does

not know anything about horses or horse-breeding, but it is

such peculiarly shallow sophistry that' it is surprising any
journal that circulates among horsemen and breeders should
tell of it to its readers through its editorial columns.
No horseman of average intelligence would understand the

Turf, Field au4 Farm's article to mean that Fanny Wither-
spoon's phenomenal speed was attributed to the staying in-

heritance she takes from Waguer. Even the sentence quoted
does not contain anything that can be tortured into such an
expression of opinion. It says that it was the four-mile race-

horse blood that enabled her to carry her stride to victory.

From her sire, Almont (himself, by the way, no cold-blooded
mongrel), Fanny Witherspoou inherited splendid action aud
a wonderful turn of speed, others have inherited these gifts

from him, but the Turf, Field and Farm would intimate that

the courage, the endurance, the "stay," that enabled Fanny
Witherspoou to cut down the two-mile record, came from the
four-mile racehorse blood of Wagner.
The advocates of the mongrel, the Canuck pacer, the Nar-

ragansett myth, and, in short, of anything other than the
original fountain of all speed (whose streams fill the veins of

ninety-nine out of every hundred racehorses, and which
mingle liberally with other elements in those of nine-te'uths

of our successful trotters), ajjpear to think it quite unneces-
sary that a successful trotter should inherit anything except
speed, pure and simple. This Chicago editor, for example,
tells us that Fanny Witherspoon was able to trot a fast two
miles because she could trot a fast mile, and that she ipher-
ited her ability to trot a fast mile from a trotting ancestry.

He says:

"The secret of her ability to perform that feat lies in the

fact that she is a natural trotter, gifted with extraordinary

speed, and it is no more wonderful that she should go two
miles in 4:45 than it would be for Maud S. to do the same
distance in 4:35, which is no doubt within her capacity.

Fanny Witherspoon has a record of 2:16J, and when it was
made Dan Woodmansee ran out on the quarter-stretch and
motioned the mare's driver to take her back, ao apparent
was it that she would beat 2:16 if not pulled up, and when
she went under the wire in 2:16j she was not traveling at

anything like her best rate of speed. Previous to this—and
in the mouth of June, when trotters are usually far from be-

iug at their best—she had been driven a public trial in 2:15},

so that we know her to be capable of a mile in about 2:15.

For a horse with that amount of speed to go two miles at the

rate of 2:22rV should not be a difficult feat, since the old ad-

age, 'It's the pace that kills,' is never more apropos than in

the case of horses asked to go a distance beyond the one for

which they have been trained. A 2:15 horse of high quality

ought to be able to go two miles in 4:42 or better. Indeed
the performance of Fannie Witherspoon was uot as credita-

ble as the 4:46 of Monroe Chief, as that horse had never gone
a mile better than 2:1S}, which is three seconds slower than
the trial shown by Fanny Witherspoon, and yet at two milts

she beats him only one second."
If such reasoning be sound, then it would matter little how

cold-blooded a trotter might be so long as he had a fair turn
of speed. While it is quite true, however, that a horse that

caunot trot a tast mile cannot trot a fast two miles, it does
not follow that a horse that can trot a fast siugle mile can
show proportionately well in a two-mile heat. Maud S.

might be able to trot two miles iu 4:35, or she might not.

She is fast, however, and is liberally supplied with race-

horse blood, and therefore the feat might not overtask her,

but the dunghill mongrel never was foaled that could do it.

The theorists who make such a fuss about trotting inher-

itance and trotting action should remember, that in order to

trot one or two miles, a horse must have courage aud endur-
ance as well as speed. Apropos of this view of the case, Wm.
McLaughlin, of Detroit, could tell the Chicago editor a little

story illustrative of the delusiveness of a dependence on
speed alone. In 1S67 or ISO'S, McLaughlin was training the

big black gelding, Victor Hugo, by Big Legged Warrior, out
of a little Canuck mare. The big geldiug showed a quarter
in 31 seconds (fast enough for an "awful" two miles, if the
Chicago editor's theory be sou ml), aud he was matched
against Dan Hibbard's Gray Gazelle, mile heats, three iu

five. The track was good, the day tine, aud the big black in

Up-top form, but be was beaten off in 2:37 or 2:3S; not be-

cause be was rank or unsteady, for he never made a break;
not because he had lost any of his wonderful speed, but
simply because he was a cold-blooded mongrel, and had
neither the courage nor the endurance to trot his heats out.

The trotters of the Hambletonian, Mambrino, aud Abdal-
lah families inherit warm blood from old Messenger and
certain lateral branches of these families, but if this warm
blood is to be perpetually diluted* to please the whims of
"cold-blood" theorists for all time to come, our trotting

families will so degenerate that the production of such a two-
miler as Fanny Witherspoon will be quite out of the ques-
tion.

This Chicago editor is averse to race-horse blood in the
trotter, and no wonder, as he does not appear to know much
about thoroughbreds. Here is a sample illustrative of the
learned manner in which he will discuss race-horse pedigree.
He says:
"And now comes the 'four-mile race-horse blood' part of

the story. The dam of Fanny Witherspoou was by Gough's
Wagner, a son of the thoroughbred race-horse Wagner, that
could and did run four miles in remarkably fast time, and
that sired Lexington, a great race-horse and a greater sire.

It is the diluted Boston blood iu the veins of her dam that
makes Fanny Witherspoon trot, say the race-horse enthusi-
asts.

"

It will surprise race-horse men to learn that Waguer sired
Lexington, or to find out where the "diluted Boston blood"
drops into Fanny Witherspoon's pedigree, if he has stated it

correctly in the above paragraph. Wagner traces back to
imported Druid, and so does Boston, but that Wagner does
not trace through either Lexington or Boston, the merest
novice in turf matters ought to know, to say nothing of a
writer who assumes the role of mentor.

—

Canadian Breeder.

First Principles of Horse-Breeding.

By many men horse-breeding is deemed a lottery, and so
iu great measure it is, but not so much for any inherent dif-

ficulties which itself presents for solution, as for the haphaz-
ard fashion with which it is pursued too frequently. Some
farmer has n particularly good mare, which has endeared her-
self to her owner because of the traits which she possessed,
aud he, seeing some stallion which attracts his eye, or which
has some repute, sets immediately about breeding the two-

together, and his mind formulates a distinct animal which
shall resuHfrorn the union. Perhaps the mare has shown
some speed, and perhaps the horse has doue so, and there-
fore the breeder concludes he is to derive a fast colt. The
attempt is made, and the offspring is dropped, but the
breeder finds an entirely different result arrived at from
that which he desired and anticipated. So he denounces
horse-breeding as a thing of chance.
Now he himself is to blame for his own disappointment.

He did not breed with due knowledge and consideration of

the means which he employed. It has been stated by the
most expert and careful breeders of horses that the prepo-
tency of parentage—meaning by that word the chief ability

to affect the character of the offspring—depends upon the
greater or less vigor of the nervous system in each of the
parents, and that the influence of the stallion upon the get,

which is deemed greater, on the average, than that of the
mare, is dependent upon the effect which he exerts upon the
nervous system of the mare at the time of service; and this

effect will be found— has been found—to be more clearly

within control of the animal most cleanly bred than within
that of the one whose breeding is the less pure.

Besides, the fixed traits, not those which appear, but those
which are determined, are transmitted both from sire and
dam, whether such traits be acquired or be inherent in the
strain of blood. This transmission of trait—by writers
termed heredity—is not confined iu its operation to any
class, but includes the bodily as well as the mental traits, the
bad as well as the good. More than this, too, as long expe-
rience has taught, the good points and the bad points of the
ancestry, even as regards color, of the sire and of the dam
are likely—almost certain— to disclose themselves in the
character of the offspring, and hence the maxim in breeding
has been expressed, and found its way into the ordinary
speech of the people: "Like produces like, or the likeness of
some ancestor." As has been remarked, the more purely
bred of the parents will be prepotent in marking the get, and
the real reason why it is so generally accepted that the male's
prepotency is the greater, is that ordinarily he is the better
bred; when that is not the fact, the dam will cast the features
and the character of the yield, and when both are thoroughly
well bred—perfect specimens of their class, whatever that
may be, racer, trotter, roadster, carriage or draft—the breeder
may reasonably expect to realize just what his desire has led
him to seek.

In view of these suggestions, the farmer whom I have
imagined as being chagrined by his failure to bring into his
breeding paddock a fac-simile of his favorite mare, or of his
admired stallion, cannot blame the logic of breeding. Every
breed has its distinguishing characteristics, and, therefore,

when a mare of a line is served by a horse of a different line,

the result is, not a modification of both, but an exaggeration
of the strong points of both, which (differing as they do from
each other) leaves the offspring of the unequal union unre-
liable, and by no meaus a desirable possession, especially if

it be desired for use upon the turf.

Breeding is not a lottery, however irregular it may be in
carrying out the designs of men. What it can do has been
proved, when undergone with purpose aud cautiou, by the
Bakewell breed of sheep, which was actually created simply
by persistent effort.

Much will depend upon the broodmare, nnd the breeder
should consider rive things in connection with her—blood,
frame, health at stinting lime, temper and soundness. As to

the first of these considerations, the breeder should select

such a mare—and a good specimen of her class—as is of the
class or family which he desires to ruproduce, intending
to have them in view when he selects the breeding stallion.

The mare should be " roomy" of body, so that she cau carry,

and while carrying, nourish wellher foal, and, therefore, she
should be of a build which would be a defect in the make-up
of a stallion. "There is a formation of the hips, " says Her-
bert, "whioh is particularly unfit for breeding purposes, and
yet which is sometimes carefully selected, because it is con-
sidered elegant; this is the level and straight hip, in which \

the tail is set on very high, and the end of the haunch bone
is nearly on a level with the projection of the hipbone. The-
opposite form is desirable, and the haunch bone should form
a considerable angle with the sacrum; the pelvis should be
wide and deep—that is to say, large aud roomy ; and there
should also be a little more than the average length from the
hip to the shoulder, sn as to give plenty of bed for the foal;

as well as a good depth of back ribs, which is necessary to

support this increased length. Beyond this roomy frame
necessary as the egg-shell of the foal, the mare ouly requires-

such a shape and make as is adapted for the particular pur-
pose she is intended for, or if not possessing it herfelf, she
should belong to a family haviug it."

As to health, her blood should be in good order, and her
heart and ambition in iirst-rate condition, aud her temper
should be such as to have made her quick to respond to the
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demands made upon her, plucky and obedient to the voice

and command of her driver.

Finally she should be free from inherited or transmittable
unsoundness. Accidental unsoundness, broken knees,
kuocked-down hips, and the like, may be disregarded, but
ringbones, spavius, all enlargements of bone, curbs, curby
hocks and defective feet (unless the effect of careless shoeing)

should rule a mare out of the breeding stable, without hesi-

tation or delay, and blindness—unless it be the known result

of accident—will disqualify too. SDavins, curbs and ring-

bones may not be congenital, but the off-spring surely will

disclose these unsoundnesses just as soon as it be put at

strenuous labor; and cataract, like glanders, is a constitu-

tional disability, whose appearance cannot be prevented,

Booner or later. Miles, in his fine work on breeding, instances

a series of colts, otherwise perfect animals, which displayed

curbs at four and five years, and investigation showed their

dam had curbs, also; and cataract appeared on the eyes of a

lot of colis which had been sired by an Irish stallion afflicted

by that disease.

What has been said about the mare will apply—allowing

for the necessary divergencies of shape of body—to the stal-

lion, and on this point "Stonehenge" may be cited :

" The task is more difficult than the rising upon a brood

mare, because (leaving out of consideration all other points

but blood), in the one case, a mare has only to be chosen
which is of good blood for the particular purpose, while in

the other there must be the same attention paid to this par-

ticular, and also to the stallion's suitability to the mare, or to

'hit' with the blood. Hence, all the various theories con-

nected with generation must be investigated in order to do

justice to the subject; and the breeder must make up his

mind whether in-and-in 'breeding, as a rule, is desirable or

otherwise; and, if so, whether it is adapted to the particular

case he is considering. Most men make up their minds one
way or the other on this subject, and act accordingly, in

which decision much depends upon the prevailing fashion.

The rock upon which most men split is a bigoted favoritism

for some particular horse. However good a horse may be he

cannot be suited to all mares. Some again say,

that any horse will do, and all is a lottery; but I think

I shall be able to show that there is some science required to

enable the breeder to draw many prizes. That the system
generally followed is a bad one, 1 am satisfied, and with the

usual and constant crossing and re-crossing, it is almost a

lottery; but upon proper principles, and with careful man-
agement, I am tempted to believe that there would be fewer

blanks than at present. In choosing the particular blood

which will Buit any given mare, my impression always
would be, that it is desirable to fix upon the best strain in

her pedigree, if not already twice bred in-and-in, and then to

put her to the best stallion of that blood. If the mare has

been bred in-and-in twic* already, a cross is advisable; but
even then a cross into blood already existing in the mare,

but not recently in-bred, nor used more than once, will some-

times answer."
These have received frequent illustration in this country.

Kysdyk's Hambletonian was inbred; Goldsmith Maid was the

result of that emphasis of a good strain, and herself was un-

usually closely bred; in the Mambrino family, Diomed and
Messenger came to receive repealed iteration, so that Lady
Thorne had in her veins each strain three times repeated.

The beautiful Knox horses of Maine, which not only are fast,

but are the best of drivers and roadsters, are the product of

the Morgan blood drawn from Vermont, and carefully hus-

banded; and the horses of Michigan—conglomerate as their

blood may be—are the fruit of careful selection of dams and
sires, to get a particular kind of carriage and driving horses.

With what good result these intelligent efforts have been at-

tended, a comparison of values of the horse property of the

different States will declare.

—

Alban Wye. in Country Gentle-

man.
»

Hill Pastures for Colts-

The Reason of Bits.

D. S. Marvin, of Watertown, N. T., in the American Cul-

tivator says: For several years past I have been collecting

and collating facts upon this question, and the result is I am
convinced that if the subject was studied and understood by
horsemen, and the theories put in practice the trotting record

would come down to two minutes. Let us examine the topic

a moment. The formative period of the life of the horse is

the colt's first year. Speed depends upon full development of

the nerves, muscles and bones primarily, for without full de-

velopment of these there can be no endurance; but these are

not the highest inpulse. Horses have mental and seemingly

moral faculties, mind and spirit; if there be not full develop-

ment of both classes, there will be no racehorse. Then the

object is a two-fold one, and the grand development of the

physical energy, pushed to the highest limit of endurance by
mental energy.
The study of history proves that all animal life, man him-

self included, brought up in mountainous countries, are more
fleet-footed than those of the plains. Why? Because the

ascent and descent of surface brings into action more than

one set of muscles and nerves; there is fuller development
of different sets of motor nerves, which are some of them un-

used and flabby in colts reared upon fiat lands. A colt in

climbing or descending a declivity, or travesing the slope of

a hill lengthwise, where its up hill legs must be compara-
tively shortened, its downhill ones lengthened, brings in play,

develops and strengthens all of its motor nerves. And what
are called temporary cartilages (substitutes for bones in the

earlier periods of life, and after a time become ossified) en-

ables a colt at this time of life to gain a development of bone
not obtainable upon flat pastures.

Fully as important, the articular cartilages, that enter into

the formation of the joints in adult life, are better developed,

so better able to withstand shocks that would be injurious

to a horse brought up on level plains and not thus devel-

oped.
B*t, perhaps, higher and more important than muscular,

cartilage, or osseus structures, is the development of the brain,

giving to the horse his spirit, love of approbation and emula-
tion. There is no denying the fact that, after all, brain power
is the highest force pertaining to organic beings. The racehorse

is eminently characterized by this force. Their intelligence

and keen appreciation of the elements of the strife, their su-

preme endurance and endeavors to come out ahead, can come
only from such brain development. Mountain countries, the

world over, have been noted for the ability to stimulate this

brain development. Breeders of horses should, therefore,

study this important topic. Farmers who have hill pastures

to enable them to profit by the suggestions, will find and real-

ize a money value in studying it and putting their ideas in

practice. High development of sj-eed must commence and
be founded in this formative period of the life of the horse,

its first year. Horses from hill countries always bring the

highest prices in the markets, simply because of the recogn-

tion, imperfect though it may now be, of the facts herein al-

nded to.

[The Asian.]

My first article concluded with a reference to that class of

horses which become hard to the hand in consequence of

rough handling or ill-fitting, unsuitable bits. I will here

take the question of bits, and perhaps the simplest method

of explanation will be to consider what the different measure
ments are, which have to be determined in bitting a horse, to

give the rules for fixing them, and then to demonstrate the
evil consequences of a departure therefrom. Now, ammuni-
tion boots for the soldier are made up and issued in sizes.

No one ever dreams for a moment that there can be a one-
sized boot that will fit every foot, nor of such a folly as that

of issuing one-sized boots, and expecting the men to get

their feet accustomed to them. In matters equine, no one
expects the same sized shoes, or the same collar to fit every
horse, or the same saddle, but in the matter of bitting, the
public, the trade, and the services too for the most part,

seem to think the same pattern and sized bit will fit every
horse. At all events they either act on this principle, or else

deliberately put ill-fitting bits into their horses' mouths, and
expect the mouths to get accustomed to them. Now, while

oi the measurements of tho horse's mouth some are very
variable, others remain tolerably constant, sufficiently so

that a regiment, for instance, could be accurately bitted by
the manufacture and issue of a less number of sizes than
are required for boots for the men. There might be a very
small percentage of horses remaining which would require

special fitting, just as there are some men who can get noth-

ing on their feet smaller than a young canoe. If we examiue
a horse's mouth we find as affecting the bit, the bars, the

tongue, the channel in which the tongue lies, the chin-

groove, and what Dwyer defines as the height of the bars,

that is, the distance between two parallel lines drawn, the

one as a tangent to the chin-groove, the other across the bars

at a point exactly opposite the chin-groove. This last, which
is perhaps the most important of ail, is fortunately a pretty

constant quantity, 1£ inches for horses, and 1* inches lor

galloways and ponies. This dimension determines the

length of the upper cheek of the bit, and following the

ordinary bit-makers' rule, if we make the lower cheek double

the length of the upper, there will be sufficient leverage

power. Most of the bits made and sold have the lower
cheek double that of the upper, but the latter is too long.

If we place the mouthpiece of the bit on the bars exactly

opposite the chin-groove, and make the upper cheek of pre-

cisely the same length as the height of the bars, it is evident

we have two sides, the perpendicular and base of a right-

angled triangle equal to one another. Take 1£ inches as the

length of the curb hooks and adjust the curb chain. The
curb chain will remain in the chin-groove, and act in an
obliquely forward direction. But if the length of the upper
cheek exceeds the height of the bars, the curb chain cannot
remain in the chin-groove (which bountiful nature would
really seem to have made for the purpose), but must arise

out of it. and come in contact with the sharp, sensitive jaw-

bones, with the result that can be seen daily in the service

civil life that the horse will poke his head out and resist the

hand. There is another point gained by the above consider-

ation, viz., a simple, intelligible, and universally applicable

rule for the position of the bit in the horse's mouth. The
mouthpiece should be placed exactly opposite the chin-groove,

nothing more. No number of inches from this tooth or

that tush, no difference for mares or geldings; exactly oppos-

ite the chin-groove. No rule can be simpler.

Let any one place his chin between his forefinger (above),

and thumb (below). Then merely using the thumb as a

support, press with the forefinger, and it will be found that

the chin gives way at once and the head drops. Eeverse this

action, use the forefinger as a support, and press with the

thumb, and out goes the chin, and up goes the head. This

action is applied to the mouthpiece and curb-chain, the

whole rationale of bitting. If the action of the mouth-piece
is on the tongue and bars, the curb-chain merely acting as a

proper fulcrum, the horse will yield to the hand. If on the

other hand the pressure is external either through faulty

dimensions of the bit or the tightness of the curb-chain, he
will as surely resist the hand and poke out his nose.

The next measurement is the transversal width of the

mouth including the lips, at the same point opposite the

chin-groove. This is a variable quantity. Very extensive

experiments, however, have determined that, except for very

small animals which may be as little as 3£ inches, this di-

mension will vary between 4 and 4.V inches. Supposing bits

were made with a difference of one-eighth of an inch within

these limits, there would be only five sizes required, less by
quite a half than the number required for the boots of men
for a regiment. A very small percentage of animals only will

be found requiring a greater width than4t inches, a few very

coarse, fiddle-headed walers perhaps. The width of the

mouthpiece must be exactly the same as the width of the

mouth. The next measurement is the width of the tongue

channel, which determines the width of the port. This is a

tolerably constant quantity, being
1
J inches as a rule, though

it may only be one inch in small, light horses and in ponies.

If either the whole mouthpiece, or the port only, be too wide,

two canons of the bit will not act evenly and equally on the

bars, but one of the corners of the port will come in contact

therewith and cause pain. The horse soon learns to avoid

this by setting his lower jaw askew, and when he has further

learnt to thrust his tongue as a cushion between the bar of

the mouth and the canon of the bit, the one-sided mouth is

complete. He will then turn perfectly to one hand, and be

more or less insensible to the rein on the other, and the con-

traction of the muscles of the neck and jaw on the dead side

will increase till he has made that rein into a perfect fifth

leg. If, with such a horse, the reins be dropped on his neck,

he will start off sideways like a crab,*and I have seen some
that would positively go round and round in a circle with

the jaw stuck out one side, and wondering where the mis-

chief its usual support had gone. This is neither imagina-

tion nor exaggeration. I have tested it repeatedly, and anj7

one sceptical on the point has only to go to the nearest cav-

alry regiment, where he will be able to multiply examples

usque ad nauseam. Another result of a too wide mouthpiece
is, that the curb-chain, instead of wrapping close round the

chin, works away right and left, thereby creating sores on
one side or the other.

The last point is the thickness and texture of the tongue,

on which depends the height of the port. This is the most
variable dimension of all, but if we rejects all niceties, and in

every case make the height of the port of the maximum,
which is reached when it equals the width of the port, we
shall have a great improvement on the ports now in common
vogue, and find it sufficiently practical for 90 per cent of

horses. The reason why the height should not exceed the

width of the port is, that if it did so, it would come in con-
tact with the roof of the month.
The dimensions of the bit should then be as follows:

Length of upper cheek from point of working of curb hook to

axis of mouthpiece, If inches for horses, and 1£ inches for gallo-

ways, and ponies; lower cheek, 3] and 3 inches; length of curb
hooks, 1$ and 1 inch; width of mouthpiece, 4 to 4.1 inches;
width of port, 1^ and 1 inch; maximum height of port equals
width of port; curb chain, excluding curb hooks, will be
about one and a quarter the width of the mouth. These
dimensions and rules for their determination are applicable
to all bits, jointed and unjointed, Military and Civilian Pel-

hams, Hanoverian Pelhams, Mamelukes, or any other kind
of bit.

The Philosophy of Sweating.

"My horse sweats easily," is a common complaint among
horse-owners; and as such view it in the light of a peculiar
disease the practitioner must be prepared to prescribe for

such cases. The sweating seems to be the feature most re-

garded, and if that can only be made to disappear, horsemen
are generally satisfied, although they are not always solici-

tous to learn the real cause of it. Let us, therefore, in as

brief a manner as possible, inquire into the causes of increased
transpiration of the fluids of the body.
A large quantity of watery vapor is continually passing off

from the body of horses, and it may be very considerable, al-

though not sensible. If the atmosphere be warm aud dry
it readily absorbs the cutaneous exhalation, so as to pass off

unobserved, but on a damp day, when the atmosptiere i3

highly charged with vapor, almost to saturation, or completely

so, then the exhalation from the surface is there condensed,

so as occasionally to give the horse an appearance of being in

a profuse sweat. Under these circumstances the amount of

condensed perspiration depends on the warmth, dryness and
motion of the surrounding air. The motion of the atmos-
phere has considerable to do with carrying off the insensible

fluid. Many of our readers must have observed that a horse
will dry off quicker, and, of course, sweat less, in a draught
of air than in a damp stable, where there is no current.

As no evaporation from the skin can, therefore, take place

while the atmosphere is loaded with vapor, and as the per-

spiration glands still continue to poar it out on the surface,

it must inevitably produce an appearance of profuse sweating.

In such cases the reader will perceive the absurdity of dosing
a horse, for the conditions under which the fluid is poured
forth are peculiar to all animals whose skins are not covered

with scales or plates. Physiologists teach us that the pur-

pose of this watery exhalation, aud of its increase under a
high temperature— for it does increase under the scorching

rays of a noonday sun, whether the horse be drawing a load

or not—is evidently to keep the heat of the body as near as

possible to a uniform standard. By the evaporation of fluid

from the surface of the skin a considerable quantity of heat

is withdrawn from it, becoming* latent in the change from
fluid to vapor, and this evaporating process lessens the tem-

perature of the whole body. Were it not for this all-wise

provision neither man nor horse could ever endure the rayB

of a tropical sun; neither could they sustain any high degree

of heat for any great length of time without injury to the

vital tissue. Carpenter informs us that the perspiration con-

tains a small quantity of solid animal matter, most of which
accumulates on the surface. This is, at least should be, re-

moved by the brush and currycomb. Besides there are other

secretions of the skin which are mingled with it, and there is

good reason to think that this excretion is of much impor-

tance in carrying off certain substances which would be in-

jurious if allowed to remain in the blood. This receives con-

firmation from the fact, known to all grooms, that humory
horses, as they are termed, have an abundance of scurf on
their hides, and require constant grooming to keep them
anything like decent. We here see the circumstances under
which evaporation and condensation takes place, and have
1 earned somwthing as regards the object of cutaneous exhala-

tion in its normal or healthy aspect.

We are now prepared to investigate the causes of abnormal
exhalation. And this takes place at various times, subject to

the preceding provisions, under several forms of disease; yet

of itself it cannot be considered as such. It is sometimes in-

dicative of pain, irritation, etc. A horse, for example, has
an acute attack of gastritis—inflammation of the stomachjand
bowels; he seems to sweat so profusely that the water runs
from his body in large drops; the pain, together with the

muscular efforts of the animal, augments this secretion, and
thus augmented it helps to cool the patient and lessen in-

flammatory symptoms. In such cases, and in many others of

an acute character occurring in a plethoric subject, sweating

is decidedly beneficial; it is prostrating, no doubt; but as the

object of every practitioner in the treatment of some acute

diseases is to prostrate by some means or other, sweating is

a valuable process in view of cure. Here again we need not

prescribe, for sweating is a valuable process in view of cure.

Here again we need not prescribe for sweating. We, how-
ever, often find horses of a weak, washy constitution labor-

ing under some chronic form of disease, that cannot perform

mere ordinary work without getting into a perfect lather.

Such are proper subjects for veterinary skill, not in view of

prescribing anti-sweating medicine—although it prove so by
restoring the animal to health—but tor the purpose of treat-

ing the real malady. If successful, the sweating will disap-

pear.

A horse must be expected to sweat od a sultry day, especi-

ally if he shall have imbibed large quantities of water. The
sweating, however, is beneficial, and often wards off an attack

of founder or rheumatism. Profuse perspiration in the last

stages of dissolution is a feature only regarded as a symptom,
and therefore it is useless to prescribe with a view to putting

a stop to it. For these and other reasons which might be pre-

sented sweating cannot be considered as a disease. Sweating

often relieves the system from disease by liberating through
the surface morbid matter; so that if we were to suppress

the cutaneous exhalation by providing for its exit through

some other depuratory surface, disease of some
sort is very apt to effect a lodgment. The skin,

lungs, digestive surface and kidneys, each is

continually eliminating materials, many of which if re-

tained would pTove injurious to both man and animals. But
exposed as domestic animals are to such varieties of atmos-
pheric changes, it seems natural that some provision should

be made for change or diminution of function. And thus we
find that, if a horse in a profuse sweat is suddenly exposed to a

current of cool air, the mouths of the exhalents close, putting

a sudden stop to transpiration. The result would be disease,

and probably death (which now and then does happen), were
it not that the fluids recede to some other surface. When the

kidneys are its receptacle it passes off by the urinary organs;

when it recedes to the digestive surface a diarrhea is the re-

sult. Should the lungs be called upon to perform the extra

labor copious expectoration is the rosult. In each of these

cases disease is very apt to follow, and, therefore under no

circumstances whetever should the cutaueous exhalation be

checked. If the animal is laboring under any form

ease prescribe for that and let him sweat.
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Fall Meeting of the Latonia Jockey Club.

The Fall Meeting of the Latonia Jockey Club began

October 5th, and ended, October 17th, during which time

there were eleven days racing and tjfty-five races run of

which nine were stakes, as follows: The Kimball, sa for-

lon»s for colts, won bv S. Bryant's Waddell Bryant, by

Hyder Ali, 113 lbs. up. in 1:19*; the Barrett, one mile, won

by E. J. Baldwin's Silver Cloud, by Gnustead, 110 lbs. up,

in 1:451; the Zoo Zoo, six furlongs, for fillies, won by J. & J.

Swigen's Katrina, by Virgil, 112 lbs. up, in 1:17, and the

Maiden, seven furlongs, won by E. J. Baldwin s Solid Silver,

bv Grinstead. 107 lbs. up, in 1 :38J.

'Three for three-vear olds: The Tobacco Stakes for maidens,

mile and a sixteenth, won by E. J. Baldwin's Jlira by Grin-

-tead, 115 lbs. up, in 1:57; the Springbok, mile and five fur-

longs, won by K. C. Pate's Editor, by Enquirer, 1 lo lbs up,

in 258}, and the Falsetto, two miles, won by Editor, UO lbs.

Two for all ages, the Merchant's Stakes, mile and a

quarter won by E. Uorrigan's Freelaud, by Longfellow, 123

lbs ud' in 2:13'.. the Cincinnati Hotel Handicap, nine fur-

longs, 'won by Hayden & Barry's Kosciusko, by Kyrle Daly,

116 lbs. up, m 1:56J

.

The fifty-five races were won by the various owners as

follows: K. C. Pate five; Hayden & Co., S. Bryant, J. N.

Carble, and E. J. Baldwin, three each; J. G. Greener * Co.,

E Corrigan, N. Armstrong, J. & J. Swigert, J. Funk, M. E.

Clark K. J. Lucas, and D. A. Honig & Bros., two each, and

one each by Lawrance & Co., A. Perry, Mack & Penn, J. J.

Carter P. Corrigan, D. D. Bell, Hayden & Barry, G. D. Wil-

son B'. Woodford, Hopedale Stables, J. L. Spears, J. D. Pul-

ford J A. Bruton, E. A. Johnson, N. Becker, P. A. Brady,

Johnson & Co., C.Johnson, J.S.Shaw, J. W, Kogers, T.

Raymond, and P. D. Crnm. Below will be seen the tables of

winning owners and sires:

WINNING OWNERS.

Owner and Largest Winner. Total.

1L C. Pate. Editor S7.S30 §S;
8?°

E. J. Baldwin, Silver Cloud S2.085 4,000

J A-. J. Swigert, Katrina S2.5S0 2.6S0

S. Bryant, Waddell Bryant S1.S25 2,5o0

Hayden & Barry, Kosciusko $2,010 2,38o

E. Corrigan, Freeland 81,110 l.oSo

J. N. Carlisle, Irish Lass §600 8o0

M. E. Clark, Forest SS00 S00

N. Armstrong, Grey Cloud $400 '25

X. Becker, McBowling $700 700

J. G. Greener & Co., B. Gilmore$350 700

D. A. Honig & Bro., Thadv S600 600

K . J. Lucas, Dudley Oaks $300 600

J. A.Brnton, Uncle Dan «300 oo0

K. A. Johnson, Powhattau III $100 5o0

M. Young, Troubadour $100 512

J. J. Carter, Fabius S250 ISO

Hopedale Stable, Hopedale $100 10°

P. D. Crnm, Josh Billings $100 100

J. W. Kogers, McBowling $350 3o0

Mack & Penn, Slipalong $350 350

J. Fnnk, Hillsboro $250 3o0

J. S. Shaw, Nodaway $350 350

C. Johnson, Jim Douglas $350 3o0

T.J. Megibben, Vallisia $300 , 3o0

P. A. Brady, Guy S300 300

J. Mason, Pink Cottage S250 2o0

T. Kavmond, Cuban Queen $300 300

Johnson & Co., Spalding S300 300

J. L. Spears, O'Fallon $275 27o

Lawrence & Co., Bangle $250 2o0

P. Corrigan, Kosiere $250 250

B. Woodford, Trollope $250 2o0

E Wiley, Madison $250 2o0

J. D. Pulford, Judge Jackson $250 2o0

D. D. Bell, Tie $250 250

A. ferry, Eloise $250 250

G. D. Wilson, Blue Hood $200 200

T. A. Powers, Volo $200 200

W. L. Cassidy, Kirkmau $200 200

C. K. Jaynes, Littlefellow $150 150

K. W.Preston, Schottka$50 50

Fleetwood Stable, Feliciter $50 50

Wooding & Puryear, Ada D. S50 50

Alexander & Hoffman, Malaria $50 50

G. F. Parks, Xallapa $50 50

Total 4
536,292

WINNING SIRES.

Sire and Largest Winner. Total.

Enquirer, Editor S7.S30 $9,030

Grinstead, Solid Silver $2,0S5 1,000

Virgil, Katrina $2,5S0 3,230

Imp. Kyrle Daly, Kosciusko $2,010 2,610

Hyder Ali, Waddell Bryant $1,825 2,475

Longfellow, Freeland SI, 110 1,710

Tom Bowling, McBowling $1,050 1,650

Imp. Glenelg, Powhattan III. S100 900

Imp. Buckden, Monogram $100 900

Bay Dick, Forest $800 800

Harry O'Fallon, Nodaway $350 625

Imp. Billet, Spalding $300 600

Imp. Brigadier, Billy Gilmore $350 550

Lelaps, Pearl Jennings $325 475

St. Martin, Doubt $250 175

Imp. Glengarry, Madison S250 150

Lisbon, TroulaJour $100 150

Iuid. King Ban, Bangle $250 412

Imp. Hurrah, Hopedale $100 400

Kebel Morgan, Josh Billings $100 100

Wildidle, Jim Douglas S350 350

Harry Hill, Hillboro S250 300

Nathan Oaks, Dudley Oaks $300 300

Strathmore, Cubau Queen $300 300

Narragansett, Guv $300 300

Imp. Rossifer, Uncle Dan $300 300

Imp. Great Tom, Hetty S. $250 250

Voltumo, Volo $250 2C0

Dickens, Eosiei e $230 250

Alarm, Hermiue $250 250

Imp. Highlander, Archbishop $200 2o0

Norfolk, Porter Ashe $250 250

Imp. Blue Mantle, Blue Hood $200 200

Aramis, Aretiuo $200 200

Monarchist, Loftin $150 150

Pat Malloy, Irish Pat $ 100 100

Imp. Fechter, John Morris $50 50

Bob Woolley, Malaria $50 50

John Morgan, Eva K. $50 50

Total $36,292

Pall Meeting of the Louisville Jockey Club.

The annual Fall meeting of the Louisville Jockey Clnb be-

gan September 1st, and continued ten days, during which

time there were forty-eight races run, of which eleven were

stakes, namely:

Five for two-year-olds: The Maiden, five furlongs, won
by Maj. B. G. Thomas' Sis Himyar, by Alarm, 112 lbs, in

1:0U; the Walnut Hill, one mile, won by W. L. Cassidy's

Kirk'man, by Glengarry, 113 lbs, in 1:15; the Belle Meade,

six furlongs won by Kirkman, 113 lbs, in 1:17; the Blue
Grass, six furlongs, won by Sis Himyar, 107 lbs, in 1:151,

and the Sanford, one mile, won by Kirkman, I131bs, in 1:52).

Four for three-year-olds, namely: The St. Leger, two miles,

won by M. Young's Ten Booker, by Ten Broeck, 107 lbs, in

3:10; the Edgewater, mile and a quarter, won by E. Corrigau's

Hazaras, by imp. King Ban, 115 lbs, in 2:131; the Bruce,

nine furlongs, won by N. Armstrong's Kalata, by Scotland, in

2:02, and the Great American Stallion Stake, mile and three

quarters, won by E. C. Pate's Clay Pate, 110 lbs, in 3:18.

Two for all ages: The Turf, mile and a furlong, won by

E. Corrigan's Hazaras, 105 lbs, in 1:56}, and the Cash Handi-

cap, mile and a quarter, won by E. C. Pate's Monogram, by
imp Buckden, 115 lbs, in 2:1U. The races were won by
the various owners, as follows: E. C. Pate, six: E. Corrigan,

Linwood Stables, M. E. Clark, E. J. Lucas, T. W. Moore,
W. L. Cassidy, and N. Armstrong, three each; J. N. Carlile

& Co., S. Farrell, P. G. Speth, N. Becker, B. G. Thomas
and H. T. Batchelor, two each; and one each by E. A. John-

son & Co. M. Young, J. Hannigan, J. it J. Swigert, T. A.

Powers, W. L. Collins, E. Caldwell and J. Funk. Below
will be found the tables of winning owners and sires:

WINNING OWNERS.

Owner and Largest Winner. Total.

E. O. Pate—Clav Pate $3,125 $5,130

M. Young—Ten Booker S2.910 3,090

W. L. Cassidy—Kirkman $2,700 2,700

B. G. Thomas—Sis Himvar $2,460 2,160

E. Corrigan—Hazaras $1,795 2,120

N. Armstrong—Kalata S710 1,590

H. T. Batchelor—Virgie Hearne S700 900
E. J. Lucas—Keene $125 S50
M. E. Clark—Forest $750 750

Linwood Stable—Moonshine $650 650

J. N. Carlile & Co.—Doubt S3S0 630

T. W. Moore—Bonnie Blue $400 600

S. Farrell—Eevoke $550 550

J. & J. Swigert—Grimaldi $200 525
P. G. Speth—Expert S500 500
N. Becker—McBowling S500 500
J McFadden—Lepanto $500 500
E. Caldwell—Biddy Bowling S400 400
W. L. Collins—Ultimatum S350 350

Hayden & Barry—Kosciusko $225 325

T. A. Powers—Volo $325 325

P. A. Brady—Warrington $300 300
W. G. Harding—Enquirer $300 300
J. Funk—John Morris $250 300
J. Hannisan—Athlone $300 300

E. A. Johnson & Co—Powhattan III. $275 275

S. Brvant—Emma llanley $200 250

E. J. Baldwin—Lucky B. $100 203

F. B. Harper—Longfellow $200 200

P. Corrigan—Free Knight $200 200
J . L. Spears—O'Fallon S100 100

E. Wiley—Madison $100 100

T. Eaymond—Cuban Queen $100 100

S. S. Brown—Mona $75 75

A. J. Evans—Hopedale S75 75
W. Preston—Schottka $50 50
Lexington Stable—Bettina S50 50

B. B. Million—Anna Woodcock $50 50

G. D. Wilson—Mary Ann $50 50

Alexander & Hoffman—Malaria $25 25

L. Chri3ty—Tennessee $25 25

Total $29,070

WINNING SIRES.

Sire and Largest Winner. Total.

Eaquirer—Clay Pate $3,125 $4,325

Ten Broeck—Ten Booker S2,910 3, 165

Glengarry—Kirkman S2.700 2,850

Alarm—Sis Himyar $2,460 2,535

KingBan—Hazaras SI, 795 1,795

Buckden—Monogram $1,405 I.4S0

Longfellow—Lepanto $500 950

Hyder Ali—Conkliug S500 900

Tom Bowling—McBowling S500 900

Glenelg—Glendelia $375 S00
Bay Dick—Forest $750 750
Scotland—Kalata S740 740
Fellowcraft—Virgie Hearne $700 700
Harrv Lamar—Moonshine S650 650

Harry O'Fallon—Eevoke $550 650

St. Martin—Doubt S3S0 5S0
Kyrle Daly—Irish Lass S250 475

Nathan Oaks—Dudley Oaks S125 425

Lelaps—Pearl Jennings $125 125

Dutch Skater—Keene S125 425

Great Tom—Bonnie Blue S400 100

King Alfonso—Ultimatum $350 350

Voltumo—Volo $325 325

Dickens or Narragansett—Athlone $300 300

War Dance—Warrington $200 300

Fechter—John Morris $250 250

Jack Hardy—Moonlight 200

Pat Malloy—Irish -Pat $200 200

Lisbon—Grimaldi S200 200

Glen Athol—Phil Lee $200 200

Billet—Spalding $100 1 50

Virgil—Lady Wayward $75 175

Grinstead—Silver Cloud $100 100

Entherford—Lucky B. $100 100

Strathmore—Cuban Qeen $100 100

Hurrah—Hopedale $75 75

Brigadier—Mocking Bird $50 50

Billet, Jr—Bettina $50 50

Duke of Magenta—Bed Girl $50 50

Bob Woolley—Malaria S25 25

Total $29,070

Moore Floyd, of New York, has bought Lenna Swallow,

2:19, from Forbes & Wilhite, for $5,00o.

Elvira has not lost her speed although she has gone blind.

Fuller, her driver, says she can trot a mile in 2:17, bliud as

she is.

Theory and Practice.

Dr. B. G. Bruce, in the current issue of the Live S't

Journal, states that Miss Woodford has arrived at the Una'
mede Stud, Paris, Ky., where she will be bred to th

Hindoo. The selection of a mate for the whilom '

the Turf" could not have been more happy, for, besides i

crosses of Glencoe and Lexington he brings, Hindoo is

long odds the best all around racer which stripped before I

public during the decade. The foal which results froui ;nc
union will be truly "born in the purple," and we hope he \

wear it. Certainly one would expect him to, but the vagal
of breeding are beyond human keu. Though one wo:

|

expect it as a sequence, the result of the unions of a raq

king and queen do not so often produce the equal of eitl

parent. Idlewild's colt, by Planet, was a wretched bro
Zoo Zoo has not yet produced a colt to Mortemer worth $1
The English experience is much the same. Alice Hawtho
never threw a good one to Touchstone, though they w
champions; Aphrodite failed to West Australian; Bro
Duchess failed to Stockwell. Achievement's Oaks conquer
Hippia, has had several foals by Hermit, the union of a Dei
and Oaks winner, which has been prolific of colts of no vah
Still, Catherine Hays, an Oaks winner, foaled a great one
Belladrum to Stockwell, and Blink Bonny foaled Blur Atl

to the same sire, and Queen Bertha breeds well i

thing. Henoe the honors are easy.— Vigilant.

THEJTUK
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.
Star (*) indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Rail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer. ..

Female Deer
Spotted Faw
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

Mr. Thomas Bennet, General Manager of the Pact
Mutual Life aDd Accident Insurance Company, one of o
keenest sportsmen, returned on Monday last from a ti

through Southern California, Arizona, Texas, New Mexn
Colorado, Missouri, and Kansas. He reports game scai
throughout the line of his travel, and says he saw but litt

Like "E. G.," in last week's paper, he thinks California
pretty good country for the sportsman.

On Thuisday last a telegram directed to the Gun Edit
of the Breeder and Sportsman invited him to attend
shoot at Vaeaville. The telegram was signed by Mr. Hen
A. Bassford, and with some misgivings about the prospt
for sport the weary editor assumed his much worn grip-sac

and early Friday morning rolled down Market street to t

7:30 boat. In a couple of hours the objective point w
reached, and a conveyance immediately taken for the shoe

ing ground, which was in the centre of the new mile. tra

recently laid out by the Vaccaville Driving Association. T
track is a level one, of full length, being three feet ovei
mile at a yard from the pole. The site chosen by the Dri
ing Park Association is a good and convenient one, and m-
be made a beautiful one by improvement. It is the inte

tion of the Association to have wells dug, fences and stau

erected, trees planted, and all needed conveniences
horses and handlers ready for nest year's meeting. Vac
ville is in the centre of a vigorous growing country. TI

people are prosperous and contented, and there beiuir a v3
large proportion of Missourians living near, anything in tl

line of sport is sure of active assistance. Naturally, tl

Missourian is a betting man. Any proposition in whii

there is a possibility of losing or winning is sure to enga
his favorable attention. Horse racing is only one of his p
recreations. A shooting match, a baseball game, footrac

or any other competition will certainly attract him, and wht
he gets there, no man can fail to be aware of his presenc
There is a certain strong individuality about him that niak

him a marked man, and his heartiness and cordial interest

his friends and acquaintances make him a very likable so

of person.

Messrs. Crittenden Robinson, Edward Fay, Neil Loyn
ehau, and Major Sheldon I. Kellogg, Jr., with this reporj
formed^he San Francisco contingent, and immediately apt

reaching the grounds the shooting commenced. Pool-sellii

of course was done, Messrs. Bobinson and DonaldsoD,
Henry and Frank Bassford being favorites throughoo
Several hundred dollars were dumped into the box on tl

Hrst match, which was won by Mr. Kobiuson.

A very large number of people watched the shooting,

whom many were ladies. If we were not a well-confirmc

old bachelor we might be suspected of a desire to thitt

when we intimate that rarely or never have we seen so mii<

grace, elegance of form, and comeliness of feature as chara

terized the feminine attendants upou the meeting at Vac; mil
An eye of course is merely a plain organ of sight, aud mi

be a good one, if of any color or lustre, but we shall nev

again refuse sympathy to one who enlarges upon the bril

aucy, beauty and depth of the eye of the average Vacava
lady as seen when her interest is aroused by a meeting of tl

Driving Association. The shooting continued through ti

day, but shortly after one o'clock the races were called, ai

we left the monotonous "Bang! Dead bird! Mr. B. to t)

score, Mr.C. gee ready!" for„a look at the racers. The ju.<9

were Messrs. J. M. Bassford, Sr., L. B. Abernathie, and
B. Cooper, and on their invitation we climbed to a place:

the judge's stand, from which we could see well. A gre

many people were on the ground, probably not less than fi"

hundred; the greater number in carriages, while here all

there a bright-eyed combination of riding habit, red chee'ii

and feathers would go dartiug through the crowd on horal

back, as much at ense as though thewomaulyseat in a saddl

wns an accident insurance, ratlrer than an invitation

disaster.

A few of those present were known to the reportel

and while waiting for the races to be-^ia \y

noted with pleasure the presence of Mr. Duff <

Hawkins and ladies, Mr. Dobbins aud fa mil,

. Oscar Williams, Isadore Blum, W. B. Parker, Dei

etro Peua, Editor Baligh Barcar, of the Vaeaville JudieUf

Wm. Cox, Hugh Buckingham, Kich Long, Buck Long, Zat

Gates, Eenry and Will Scott, Fred Hutton, Dan Coris ai
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,mily, J. M. Bassford, Jr., aud family, H. A. Bassford
id family, J. M. Bassford, Joseph Blake and family, M.
turn and ladies, \V. H. Hill aud family, Senator
irkLT and family, Jim Brown aud family J.

Vaua aud family. J. Daggett and family, Mrs.
F. Bassford, James Mcllurry, Miss Annie McMurry, Jim

ates aud family, Dr. Stitt aud family, J. H. Chittenden
id family. Miss iCate Saxton, H. K. Wallace, aud District

ttoruey Oscar Dobbins and family, all from Vacaville;

!essj^. Jas. Brown aud family, Manuel Beams aud family,

H. Goodwin, Dr. W. G. Downing and family, and Editor

A. Newcum, of the Solano Republican, from Suisun;
athau Coombs, Mrs. Frank Coumbs, aud Miss Lena Wester,

om Napa; Pat McCue, Wm. McGill, and Frank Denio,

om Vallejo ; M D . Cooper, N . Scheeline and
,mily, 0. H. Allison and family, Cass North-
»tt, Joe Collier, and Al Marsteu and family from
Imira; John Lyons, Editor Ed. Leake, of the Dison Tri-

; A. M. Hawlev, Prof. J. C. Simmons, aud Jas. Hardy
om Dixon; B. F." Bush, from Potrero Hills; H. P. Stice,

om Winters; Miss Alice Humphrey, from Cordelia; Senator
. C. De Long, from Navato; Messrs. Buckingham, Hamilton,
id Rogers, from San Francisco; a representative and very
editable company of people. At intervals through both
ivs the C. N. and C. Brass Band, of Vacaville, Wm. Neil,

;ader, played finely for a new organization. Its members
e E. W. "Williams, M. Blum, J. Donaldson, G. "W. Long,
. L. Davis, M. Lang, Charles Neil, Geo. Lambert, I. S.

oberts, Ed Tilson, and Jas. H. Lawrence. The leader is

)ld member of the Elmira Band, and will soon have the
aeaville musicians under good training.

Ou Saturday, in addition to other sport, there was a base-

ill match between the Vacaville nine, Messrs. Boyce, Buck-
igham, Seth Peua, Holt, Barrett, John Peua, Tilson, Back,

Tl id Borers, and the Saisun niue, Messrs. Gallagher, Griffin,

ieyes, Murphy, Callan, Bradley, Vanderlip, M. J. Beams and
loctor Morris.

The play was good but the Vacaville boys were a little too

;rong iu the field and at the bat for their opponents. The
jore was 23 runs to 6 in favor of Vacaville. The crowd
oated about from the shooting ground to the ball match,
ud then to the raciug stand, all good natured and bent on
tiliziug to the utmost the opportunities for enjoyment.
Iven in the late afternoon, when certain ones had succumbed
lightly to excitement and a little too much "red liquor,"

lieir good nature was marked, aud no oue was annoyed by
Qiprudences, except oue or two who emphasized their views

y gently tapping their nearest acquaintances with their fists,

nd were promptly rewarded with like tokens of sincerity.

he races were good, when the soft state of the track and the

miparative slight training of the horses are considered,

.nother year will bring to the post a goodly number of good
orses, and by that time the track will be at least fifteen spe-

nds faster.

A special report of the races was promised us by J. M.
lassford, Sr., a perfectly competent reporter, aud it will per-

ms suffice to say here that the time made was good and the

aces conducted weU.

The North Pacific Coast Bailroad Company, in making up
£ Winter schedule, has arranged for a train to leave the city

n Saturdays at 3:50 r. M., and returning on Sunday evening,

hooting clubs can procure a very greatly reduced rate of

ire on application to the Company, or if gentlemen prefer

bey cau join the Marin County Gun Club, by applying to

H. P utzm.au, Jr., President, 340 Pine street, or to J. J.

t'Farrell. Secretary, 624 Sacramento street.

An Old Theory Exploded.

Monday and Tuesday evening a party of hunters, among
hem being H. Bliven, Frank Manson, Frank Case and
'oseph Brophy, were in the neighborhood of Teal Station

nek shooting, and met with very good successs. At this

ilace ou both nights they had an experience that did not
larmonize with their liking. The first night they went to a

iond, they had not been shooting long when from a cabin a

lile distant they saw a flash aud a slug whizzed over their

toads, and six more shots were fired iu rapid succession, the

tails falling all around them aud one passed within a few
eec of Manson. They emigrated from this place, and the

«ext night two of the party went back, and with the dis-

harge of the first guu at the pond, and the fall of a beautiful

luck, a flash was again s.eeu, and fourteen balls from a Whi-
hester rifle passed over them as they crouched close to the

ground. The hunters had to retreat, and one of them had a

larrow escape.— Vallejo Chronicle.

It is probable that Messrs. Bliven, Manson and the rest

vere poaching upon the inclosed preserve of the Teal Shooi-

ng Club, and if so, they had no rights which were entitled

0 respect. Threats have been made by various people that

;hey would shoot on the duck preserves on the Suisun
narshes, right or no right, and would go all lengths in doing
10. If these persons who object so strongly to being shot at

vith a rifle, would simply do what is right, they would not

respass upon shooting ground belonging to others.

A great deal has been said about the jackrabbit post, bu
» nothing substantial has been done to bring about the de

itruction of this agile pirate of the plains, the Register has de
lided to move in the matter."
We clip the above from our Tulare street contemporary.

Bally, it would be funny for the jackrabbits to see the brace

)i editors of the Register move in the matter. We fancy now
ye behold the sleek-limbed, light-bodied, long-eared brace,

M>unding over the limitless plains of Tulare, moving on tbe

lestive jackrabbit. Fancy their measured strides and agility

.n leaping over the sagebrush and tule, ou destruction bent,

;heir fair amber locks streaming in the western wind, while
'.he festive jack would cross his shin-bones, blink his nether

jye aud say: "How are you, my brother?"

—

Tulare Writ
Wrest.

We take the Register men, first choice, in a free-for all for

Tulare editors.

Objects to Barking!

In the good old days of. the muzzle-loader my worthy in-

structor, John H., used to tell me, when I tried to make the
ramrod jump out of the muzzle of the guu while putting the
wad down on the shoot, "Don't ram the shot down so hard;
push the wad down lightly, for ramming it down so hard
will make the shot scatter." Ever since then I have foliowed
his instructions. I have put the shot iu the shells of my
breech-loader very loosely, set the card-board wad ou it very
lightly, and never crimped the shell tight enough to pack the
shot. However, a few days ago this old theory was exploded,
and some experiments I made have convinced me that the
old method is all wrong, and works just the other way.
About two weeks ago I saw the noted trap-shot, Fred. Erb,
of Lafayette, Ind., load some shells, and was astonished to

see him hammer tbe wad down on the shot with a mallet.

Thinking that a man of his experience ought to know some-
thing about loading shells, I concluded to try his method,
and loaded sixteen shells in the following manner, viz: In
four shells I put the shot loosely, set the wad lightly, and
crimped the shells not very tight; tbe next four I put the
wad down on the shot with one blow of the mallet, and
crimped very tight; the next four two blows were dealt upon
the shot-wad, and the next four three, and the shells crimped
as tight as possible. All these shells were loaded with three

drams of Hazard Electric No. 3, one pink-edge, one Ely
white felt-wad, and one card-board wad on the powder, and
a thin Ely card-board wad on the shot, of wrhich one and one-
eighth ounces of No. S chilled was used. I had marked the
different shells and marked the targets they were shot at the
same as the shells. The gun I used was a new 12-gauge
Parker, 30-iuch barrels, and the tag on it showed 175 pellets

in a 2-4-inch circle at 45 yards, using 1J ounces No. 8 chilled

shot and 3A drams of No. 5 Dupont's chokebore powder.
The targets made with the loads not rammed were fair; the
ones made with the loads rammed with one blow of the
mallet were a little closer; the ones made w?th the loads
rammed with two blows were still closer, and the last ones,

rammed with three blows, showed such a close pattern as

few shooters would care to use. By this method a modified
choke-bore gun could be made to throw the shot very close,

aud could be successfully used both in the field and at the
trap b}T ramming the shot down in the shells when used for

trap purposes, and putting it in the shells loosely, aud not
ramming it when used in the field.

—

Ex.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I read iu the Breeder
ind Sportsman, some weeks ago, a goose story in which I

??as made the victim. Again in the last issue a commuuication
ippears, signed "Lemmy B.,"in which he says our party,

Resisting of George aud Frank Bassford, B. F. Bobinson,
Keen and Lemmy B., left Napa in grand style, etc., and
Kb on to tell about "stews, " "Standing on the Bridge at

Midnight," etc. Now, I can stand the goose story, but when
ihe dogs get to barking at me, I most emphatically object.

Suisun, Nov. 2d. G. W. BASSFORD,

TEAP.
Vacaville.

fourth match.

At 6 birds, same conditions, same day'as the foregoing,
1[. Bussfortl 1 1 1 I I n i
Ro son l u l i l i

i l 'i l l 1

.010.1111111111
Frank Bassford won first, Itobiusou, Dobbins ami Henry

Bassford divided second and third, aud also divided the
entrance money to previous match.

After the maiu matches a number of six-bird [sweepstakes
were shot, of which the scores are appended:
F.J". Bassford l l l i i i|Chas. Reams Q w
C. Robinson 1 1 1 1 l l H. BassforrI l 11111
Jell Dobbins w Q. Rainey i n u
A. Donaldson 1 llll l'S.I. Kellogg o u w
H, Bassfonl i 1 1 1 1 1IQ. Rainey u w
C. Kobinsim 1 1 1 1 1 l F. Basafi.nl L 1 1 l 1 I

J. Bobbins l o w S.I. Kellogg. 1 l 1 1 1 1

A. Donaldson 1 1 1 w '

H. Bassford 1 llll IiChas. Reams..
<J. Robinson 1 111] 1 Kd. Fav
A. Donaldson 1 X 1 1 1 o J. Dubbins l w
F. Bassford 1 l 1 1 l Q 1

n. Bassford 1 llll 01 Dobbins 1 11100
F. Bassford 1 n 1 l l 1 J. M. Bassford, Jr I 1 ! 1 1
Robinson D llll l'Doiialdsoi) 1 10111

TIES AT THKEH BIKDS.
H. Bassford .?. 1 1IJ. M. Bassford, Jr 1 1

F. Bassford 1 1 1 Donaldson 1 1
Robinson l 1

H. Bassford 1 llll liG. Raiuev w
Robinson 1 llll 1 Kd. FaT 1 l 1 l l l
A.Donaldson 1 llll J. Dobbins 1 w
F. Bassford 1 1 1 1 1 al

11111111111 1—12
11U101 llluw — 701011011110 1—8010111111110—9
1 1 1 I) 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1-11
Ill II 0110 w — 511111110 10 1 1-100111100W — i1010100 w —

a

Table Mountain Gun Club.

Mr. L. Harnett, at one time connected with this paper,
Mites from Idatio, requesting us to say that he in well and
[prospering. Ho is writing about the Ooeur cV Alene mines
I for a Portland paper.

The Vacaville Driving Park Association gave a trap shoot
on Friday and Saturday last which was a most enjoyable
affair.

It was arranged by Mr. Henry A.. Bassford on short notice,

but it drew a very select company of superlatively good shots

together. There were plenty of birds and excellent ones they

were, quick from the traps and strong flyers. Mr. Bassford
had a good ground laid out aud nagged, new traps, loading

stands and everything necessary to the comfort and conven-
ience of the shooters. The shooting was good. Mr. Fay
suffered a little from bad luck, hitting some seven or eight of

his birds hard, only to have them die just out of bounds.
One of Mr. Robinson's birds was apparently uuhit, and was
challenged after alighting. When the shooter approached to

retrieve it, the bird rose on strong wings and flew sharply for

a few yards, when it suddeuly pitched to the ground, and on
examination it was tound that the large bone of one of its

wings had been nearly cut through by a shot, and had
broken under the strong effort in flying.

Iu the earlier matches, Messrs. Frank and Henry Bassford
did not do first-rate, but later on their shooting was up to

the mark. Two fine strings were made, Mr. Bobinson kill-

ing twenty-six straight and Mr. Henry Bassford forty-eight

out of fifty.

A. majority of those who shot used the "Standard" car-

tridges, made by the Selby Company, and the general opin-

ion was that the cartridges were about right. The represen-

tative of the Cartridge Company, Major Sheldon I. Kellogg-

attended the meeting, and his presence and geniality were
appreciated. As a proof of his confidence in his cartridges,

he, though not a trap shot, entered one match and killed all

of his birds neatly.

All of the birds ou hand were used, and the shoot was so

successful that it is probable the Driving Park Association

will give one at each of its meetings. Vacaville would be a

good place for a wing shooting tournament. The town has

good hotel accommodations and is accessible, while the good
shots in aud near it are numerous.

FIRST MATCH.

At 12 live birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps. Entrance,

£10. Prizes, 50, 30, and 20 per cent. Referee, H. H. Briggs.

Vacaville, Oct. 30, 1S85.

Bobinson
Donaldson —
F. Bassford
Geo. Rainey
J. Dobbin
O. Fatten
Ed. Fay
H, Bassford
Loynacban

Mr. Crittenden Bobinson won first, Mr. Jeff Dobbins sec-

ond, and Mr. Ed. Fay third.

SECOND MATCH.

At 12 live birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps. Entrance.

§10. Prizes, 50, 30, and 20 per cent. Referee, Neil Loyn*

achan. Vacaville, Oct. 30, 1S85.

Robinson 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-H
F. Bassford 1 1111111111 1-12
Ed. Fay
A. Donaldson
G. Rainey
O. Fatten
H. Bassford
A. Ballard

TIES OS 10 mil THIRD MONEX AT i BIRDS.

Kainey J 1 1 1 Ballard w

THIRD MATCH.

At 10 live birds, 30 yards rise.groiiud traps. Entrance §10.

Prizes 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Referee, Neil Loynachau.

Vacaville' October 31st, 1885.

liiiiiiii,liiiiiiii,
, i i l i l l l l i

Jliiiiiiii,lOlllllOlI
i n l l l l i i i

iL01111101J

On Saturday last, Table Mountain Guu Club held its

second annual shooting tournament on the Oroville grounds.
The day was lovely, about six hundred birds were procured,
and the shooting commenced at ten o'clock. The following
are the scores:

FIBST MATCH.
Tbiel l 110 10 1111—8
FearBon 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l i 1—12
Harris lllliliiiio 1—11
Rose 011100011011—7
Hawkins 10011011110—7
Leonard l 10 11110 111 l— 10
Onyet 111111 10110 1—10
Eofeman 11111110111 1—11
Hutcbhis 1 0010111111 l—o
Quimby I 1 1 1 l l J l l— 9
Morgau i 1110111011 1—10

SECOND MATCH.
Stevens llllioillll 1—11
Haueh 11101111111 1—11
Davidson 100111 dill 1— S
dcott 1 1111011110 l-io
Robinson , 1 1 1 1 1 0—

5

\Vederin llllllliooo— x
Clements 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 i-]2 *

Freer 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0—10
Barnard loilllliiio 1— 10
Smith Oll'OOii 01 I11—8
Beatson 11111001111 1—10

The prizes were awarded as follows: J. D. Clements, of
Sutter Co., first prize, $33; W. E. Pearson, second prize,

$27.50: J. A. Haugh, third prize, $22; B. F. Bockrnan and
N. A. Harris divided the fourth and fifth prizes, S16 and $11.
Shooters not members of the Club did not contest for the

cup, and N. A. Harris is now the happy possessor of that
emblem of superiority with the shot gun.. The shooting as
shown by the scores was excellent, and the affair was a de-
cided success and very pleasant throughout .

—

Oroville
Mercury.

Races. Races.

.. I) 1 1 1 1 1 w
. . 1 1 1 1 I) W — i..01111111011 1—10
... 1 1 1 1 1 1 w — C

..01 111 W —4
... 01111 111101 1-10

The Embryo Trotting

Stakes

FOR FOALS OF 1882,
Will take place over the

BAY DISTRICT COURSE,
Ou SATURDAY. Nov. 3th, at in

jj. J. Ruse names b c Kismet.
J.E. McDonald namoa gt filly by

Brigadier.
Sam'] Uarable names nr f Ceres.
Sam'l Gamblenames l-Ii c Ulive,
Sam'l Gamble names cli c Cler-

mont.
Sam'l Garable names Ch f Colima.

O'clock A. M.

Constan-Sam'I Gamble nam
Hue.

Sam'l Gi le names i> ( Canollu
Sam'l Gamble names li

1'
1 in.,.

Sam'l l lamule names cr t i 'asa
Sam'l G unble names i> t Corrolla
Sam'l Gamble names or c t lapri.
sam'l Gamble names be Crecj

I B ord
C. Robinson
A. limi.iMson
.1. Dobbins
Ed. Pay
F, b issforn....

Bassford, Jr..,

The prizes were left to bo deoided by the next match.

BEN E. HARRIS, Secretary.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Cliairiiiau.

KILLIP & CO.,
Live Stock and General Auctioneers,

I IB Montgomery Mrci-i, San Frauclsco.

SALE OF THOROUGHBREDS.
SATURDAY, Nov. J til, IHN5. at I I A.M. ac

BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
By Order of G. Pacheco, Esq.,

We will sell elicit lieuil ol thoroughbred horses—
broodmares anil fillies, among them the rat-in •- lilly
Mamie T.. ami the gelding Hilly A

Catalogues will he ready on Monday, Nov. ttd.

KILLIP & CO, Auctioneers.
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FIRST ANNUAL SALE
OF

Trotting Stock
OF

Prospect Hill

STOCK FARM.
To be sold at auction

THURSDAY. Nov. 13th. 1885. at * P.M..
at AURMXXTURAX P IRK. Sacramento.

The following Finely-Bred Trotting Colts:

FLEET, b. f.. foaled March 26th, 1883, by Prompter,

(s.m of Blue Bull), dam Spec, bv Speculation, he

by Kyadyk's Hambletonian, g. d. Alicia Mande-
ville.

FI.IGJ*, b. c, foaled April 8th, 1884, by "Prompter,

dam Spec, by Speculation, he by Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian.

MICKS, b. c, foaled April 7tb, 1885, by Prompter,

dam Spec, by Speculation. Entered in Yearling

Colt Stake, to be trotted at State Fair of 1886.

TKUI'IPH. b c, foaled May 7th, 1885, by
Prompter, dam Lady Brighton, by son of St, Clair.

Also entered in Yearling Colt Stake of 188G. Is

three-quarter brother to Transit, yearling record

of 2:45, and two-year-old record of 2:33.

All are half-brothers to Apex and Transit, Apex
having a three-year-old record of 2:31. The above
colts are all well-broken single , and show remarkably
fine action for the handling they have had.

EPIO.b c, foaled March 12th, 1884, sired by the

imported French Coach Horse Romeo, dam the
Ashby mare, of Bashaw stock.

31. TOOMEY, Auctioneer.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

IMPROVED IIORSE bLOTHIN

becured DyLettGrs ratGnt reissued march 29, i88i;

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1. An improvedblanket or covering, consisting of the
body-piece A, nan C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the
animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to fit the fore and hind legs of the
animal, fro ut tastenings FG, anil the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as and fur the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E, and the front fastenings
F G.in combination with the elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J" in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. Theclose-fit-tinK hood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, so that they mav be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means of straps, substantially us herein
described.

G. The improvement m "Ting-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the ol„;- haviug the flap C,
and permanent straps or bamts d to it to secure it
around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

433 anil 434 Battery St.. SAN FBAN«'IS«*«. <;A¥„

ecu red by tetters Patent, July 35, 1883

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:

1. The part D,supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, sc'iired to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the serew.nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or hands
G and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eyes, "and having the adjusting slides or
buckU-s, substantially as anil for the purpose herein
described.

5. Ina bridle, and in com' ination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and II, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash emmect^d with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters clo not
appeal on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eirect on the action follows as
is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the B.nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. MeKEKRON,
No. 2b0 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

— San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. B. HALEY, 8ec'y

darSend forcirctilar.^J

CLABROUG-H & GOLCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOH—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
MILAM'S KENTUCKY REEL.

GLOVES S CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTOKY-lSSt. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 633 MONTGOMERY ST., S. F.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brown, M.P.

|
Geo. H. Holmes,

Nugent W. Brown, | C. Bruce Lowe,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
\merica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permiiied to J. B. Haggin, Es<j ,

and Major Itathboue of San Francisco.
ItKOWBI II1EOS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South "Wales.

Henry Payot. Isaac Upham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AJiD IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers.

Blank Book Manufacturers,

»04 Nansomc Street, Near «*.«».-,

BANIFRANOTSOOj

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all tlie Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Luring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Ashmont's Book,
FOR SALE AT PUBLISHER'S PRICE, BY

I I.ARROI «ll dl G O I. «' HUH,
03O and «»» MONTGOMERY ST.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HOESEl
Association.

Fall Meeting,
1885.

BAY DISTRICT COURSE,:

—SAN FKANCISCO.—

NOV. Jtli. fOtli. 13th and 14th

PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-Saturday, Nov. ffth.

No. 1. SALUTATION PURSE-8400, of which 810G

to the second horse; for all ages. Horses that have
not won a race at the distance allowed 111 pounds
horses that have not won a race this year allowed 16

pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. a THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old

Allies -850 each; S25 forfeit; 83i>0 added; second tc

save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August
lBt, 1834, with 13 nominations.

No. 3. THE WELCOME STAKES, for all ages—8250
each; half forfeit; 830 if declared out Nov. 1st; 81,000

added; first horse 60 percent, of all moneys; second
horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per cent. One mile.

No. 4. SELLING PURSE—§300, of which 850 to

the second horse; for all ages; fixed valuation 81,000

two pounds allowed for each 8100 below, and two
pounds added for each S100 above the fixed valua-

tion. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 5. Race and conditions to ^be announced $No-

vember4th.

SECOND DAY—Tuesday, Nov. lOth.

No. 6. Purse 8400, of which $100 to second horse;

for all ages . Three-quarter mile heats.

Ho. 7. THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds—
810 each, p. p. ; 8400 added; first horse to receive the

added money; second horse to receive the stakes;

winners of a stake race of the value of 81,000 before

the closing of these entries to carry rule weights;

horses that have not won a stake of that value
allowed five pounds; non-winners allowed ten

pounds. Five-eighths of a mile,

No. 8. THE PARK STAKES, for all ages—850 each:

825 forfeit; 8500 added, of which 8100 to second; third

to save stake. One mile and three-eighths.

No, 9. Purse 8300, of which 850 to second horse;

for all ages: horses not having won a race this year

up to the closing of these entries allowed 10 pounda,
Seven-eighths of a mile.

No. 10. Race and conditions to be announced on
the first day of the meeting.

THIRD DAY—Thursday, Nov. 13th.

No. 11. SELLING PURSE—8500; of which 8100 to

second horse; fixed valuation 81,00i>; two pounds al-

lowed for each $100 below and three pounds added
for each §100 above fixed valuation. Mile heats,

No. 12. THE EINIGAN STAKES, for two-year-olds
—850 each; 825 forfeit: 8250 added; second to save

stake. One mile. Closed August'lst, 1884, with 20

nominations.

No. 13. THE RAILROAD HANDICAP STAKES, for

all ages—8100 each; 850 forfeit; 8?5 declaration;

si ,000 added ; first horse to receive 60 per cent, of all

moneys; second horse 30 per cent.; third horse luper
cent.' Weights announced on Tuesday, November
10th, the second day of the meeting: declarations to

he made with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock p,

M. of that day. One mile and a quarter.

No. 14. THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds—
SI 00 each; ?25 forfeit; 8300 added; second to receive

8150; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed August
1, 1833, with 22 nominations.

No. 15. Race and conditions to be announced and
closed with the Secretary on the second day of the

meeting.

FOURTH DAY—Saturday, Nov. 14th

No. 16. Purse 8400, of which 8100 to second; tor

two-year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old stake

race of the value of 81,000 to carry rule weights; all

others allowed five pounds, One mile.

No. 17. THE JUDSON STAKES, for all ages—850
each; 825 forfeit; 8500 added; second to receive S100;

third to save stake. Winner of the Welcome, Park

or Fame Stakes, at this meeting.to carry five pounds;
of any two, seven pounds: of the three, ten pounds
extra. One mile and a half

No. 18. THE BALDWIN STAKES, post stake, for

all ages—8250 each, p. p. ; 81,00(1 added; second to re

ceive 8400; third to saVB stake. Four miles.

No. ID. Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; $25

each; 810 declaration; 8400 added; second horse to

receive 8100. Weights announced Thursday, No-

vember 12th, the third day of tho meeting; declara-,

tions with the Secretary on or beiore 6 o'clock of that

day. One mile.

No, 20. Eaceand conditions to be announced ami
closed on the third day of the meeting.

CONDITIONS.
Entries close with the Secretary on Thursday, Oct.

15, 1*85.

Starters in all races must be named on or before 6

o'cKck r. M. of the day preceding the race.

Parties not having colors already registered will he

required torecordcolorsatthe time of making en-

tries, and after record will not be allowed to ride in

other colors.

Entrance free for starters In purses. Non-starters

can declare out at 6 p. M. the day preceding the race,

by paying G percent. After that time can only be ex-

cused' by presiding judge, and in such cose ten per

cent, on amount of purse must be paid.

Non-members will be placed on the same footing

as members of the association in regard to the pay-

ment of purses and stakes advertised; and should

there ho a deficiency the winners will receive a pro

ratadivi.sirm.
All nominations in stakes and entries in purses

ust be made on or before October 15, 1885, with the

Secretary, Job. Cairn Simpson, No. 508 Montgomery
street, San Erancisco. To be valid, they must be de-

livered to tho Secretary, or plainly postmarked on or

before that day—October ICth.

The association reserves tba right to postpoifll

races on account of unfavorable weather or other

sufficient cauae.

I*. A Fiiiigaii. Preiident.

,Tos. Cnlrn Slmnaon, Secretary,

*
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The American Clay Bird.
Every Bird is aSure Flyer. Ruin or iiaiti|)iiMv i>ues Sot Aft Then

Flies .More Like flic Natural liird.

Is One-ball' tlieayer than Any oilier Target.

FOR SALE BY ALL GUN DEALERS. Ask to see the American Clay Bird Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,

J. E. MILLER,General Manager.
Ugh tit street «V tileuivny Avenue, Cincinnati, Oliiu.

The Ingleside.

A Journal of General

Literature.

THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE
year 1S85 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-

venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten

Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-

nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert liclpit, the great Frencn writer, wi

contribute a weekly letter to the Lxgleslde, on th

Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.

These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."

Bill Nye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-

bide has secured the services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia CaU.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell. Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie

Holmes, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in

process of publication. Among the many depart-

ments which will appear from time to time are:

The Critic's Corner, The Mad "World, The Judgment

of Paris, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,

Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art

Babble. The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-

Book. Social Events will be chronicled with

thoroughness ana dignity.

Terms of Subscription : One year, S3 00 ;
six months,

81.75; three months, SI .00; by carrier, in the city, 35

cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer

in the United States; also by addressing

THE IMJEESIDE, 7 1,*& Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht

on Wheels. , ,

The Inglesede was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 560,000. Directors and sole Stock-

holders: H. B. McDowell. R. P. Ashe, Williard Wells,

H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares

Important

Notice.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

BPECIAL ATTENTION PAIC TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J S. Caeky, Sacramento. J. D. Cakh, Salinas.

It P Sargent, Gilroy. John Boggs, Colusa.
P.. A. Finigas, San Francisco.

AVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

and. 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore .

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85, and up to the last of January,
1SS6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven, brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to tive-year-olds, all of niy own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOR SALE AT FAIREAW>.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CEASS, STANDARD BRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTTi1 01\TE P"RTf!T?, PTiAl\T Isstrictly adored to at Fairlawn, and the
A-i-l-J-J VJ.lJ-1 1 ItlUU A JJZXJ.1 price of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1SS5, or further information, address

I will have on consignment from the Eastern States

in six weeks a selected lot of yearling Durham Bulls,

Southdown and Oxford sheep. Parties desiring any
jive stock of any breed or age can have them cotuo at

f-ame time by giving me two or three week's notice.

Prices moderate for first-class stock.

ROI.I.IN P. SAXE.
Importer. Exporter anil Commission

Merchant.

536 Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Russ House, S. F

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Fennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders ,

and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer thein at low prices, unci from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
pronounced by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KANE, 767 Market St,

"Wholesale and retail dealer in ifaraess and Saddlery
Goo'ls of all kinds.

Lock Rox 393. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

H
Die, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland A
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in ;ill business in-

trusted to "our care. Sales will be made in all cities

and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination ox breeders' sales, similar to

those so suoeessfullv held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-

siring to paitieipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all dt-ccriptinns

will be- made on commission and stock shipped with
utmostcare. Several fine ranches at private sale.

Purchases and sales made of land of every desenp-

KILXJP A CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

John A. McKerron,

MANUFACTURER OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOE CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specially.

230 & 232E1UB St., opp.Fasbion Stable, San Franclaco

A. EWIKG. O. S. Emm.

Pool Room Saloon,
BIO IMJPOST STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where poolB are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing tiie

Breeder and Sportsman, N. Y. Spir>*. and other

sportiny papers. Bar stocked with Wiuett, Liquors,

p. ml Clears, of peculiar excellence.
EWLNG BROS., Proprietors.

Thoroughbred Berkslme Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale nt reasonable
prices, nt tny Etock-fa nn, l Mateo Co..
a choice lot of pme Berkshire Mrs from two lo twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premlnui
stock, which I Import yearly from Engli nil direct
Apply to win. Cm-bid,

218 California St.,

Snn FrancisfO.

Dpon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with piivileee
of examination. No. 1, nickel, S3; No. 2, ex. nickel, H; No. 3, half silver, ororoide, $5: No. J, full silver
or oroide, SG. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor nnd Manufacturer.

In Orderiu<r Give Wldtlt of Mou 111, tteasuriuj: 1'nnn Outside of Cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are « antioned to Beware of Infringements. Imitations, or Falsely
Teruietl ImproTOments of "lis mi. look lor name a >m< of Paten! on earn
one.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Br lire .':

;
tn-.l ;i general

Livestock and Purchasing Igency, at No. 41 Park
Row, New York city. They are prepared to pur-
chase or sell live stock of ;* 1 1 kinds, Including cattle,
sheep, hogs, dogs, stabb oi I

useful or ornamental. We taayi on baud .number
of first-el':-- DorseB, ready to race;
broodmares, stallions, yearling i

the best and most deslral U sti

trotters and pacers of standard blood, Send I
ii'p

for catalogue.
BBCUE ft Bl

n pFirk Row, New J

P. O. Box***.,
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.

)

rains leave, and are «lue to arrive at
San Francisco. -

LEAVE
(FOR)

From Oct. 14. ISW5. A R R I V H
(FRONf)

18:00 A SI

8 :00 A M
•4 $0 P M

16:10 P u
Calistqga and Napa 10:10 a M

f>:40 r M
Del tii, Redding and Portland 6:40 P M
Gait vi:i Martinez
lone via Livermore 5:40 P M
Knight's Landing

.... Livermore andl'leasanton... *rt: 10 a si

... , Martinez

.. ) Moia\e, DemiiiL'. i Kxprcss.. 10:10 a m

... ) El Paso and East. ( Emigrant 10:40 a M
1U:U0 A M
3WPM .. ) Og<len am! 1 Express ....

.. i East ) Emigrant
11:10 a M

. . Red Bluff via Marvsville
Sacramento, via Livermore.. 5:40 P M

" via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

•6:00 a M
8:00 a M

13:40 p M
9:«) A st

Stockton via Livermore
•7:10 p M

*i:W p m
•y :30 a si Tulare and Fresno *7:10 P W

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*ti:UO—*6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00-
8-30—9 :00-9:SO-10:00-10:30—11:00-11:30—12;OO-12;30
—1-00— i -nil— -j -tii)—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5-30— 6:00— 6:30— 7;00—S:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00

—

*12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— «7:30— *8:00-
8:30—*3:30-*4:00—*4:30—*5:00—*5:30— *6:00— *6:30-

9 r00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—6:30—J11:00—*12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8:30

-

9:00—9:30—10:00—J10 30-ll:00—111:30—12:00—J12 SO-
1-00—11-30—2:00—3:00—3:30—i:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5 :30 -
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO BEBKELEl'-*ti:uy-'6:30—7:00—•7:30— b:00—*8:30
—9'00—±9:80—10:00—J10:30—11:00—tn :80— 12:00—1:00
—2-00—3:00—4:00—4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *b:00 — *6:30— 7:00—*7:30-
±6-00—*8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—±1:00—2:00—3:00—1 -M
—*4-30—5:00—*5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To Saw Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*6:23—*R:53—«7:23—*7:S8—•S.-ffi

*S :53—*9 :23—*10 : 21—*4 :23-*4 :53—*5 :23—*5 :53—*6 :23 -
*6:53—7:25—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5;15— *5:45-
16:45-19:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND- *5:30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00-
7-30-8 :('K')-h:3O-9

:
f)0-9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30

12:00—12 :30-l :"(l— 1 ::-a-2 :
0fl—2 :30-3 :C)0- 3 XQ— i :00 —

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57—9:57-
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY. OAKLAND—7 minutes later

than from East Oakland. „_
FKuiU ALAMEDA—*6:22—*5:52— *6:22— 6:52— *7;22—

7:52—^-22—s:52—9:22- 9:52— ±10:22- 10 :52-±ll:22-
11-52—1 12:22-12:52-11:22—1:52—2:52—3:22-3:52—4:22
—4-52—5-22—5 :52-fi:22-6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—*5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7 :15—
7:45—*8:15- 8:45-19:15-9:45—±10:15— 10:45 — ±11:15-
11:45—12-45— 1:45— 2;45 — 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15— fi:45—7:45—8:45—9 :45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:!5—*6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45- ±11:15-9: 15—10:45— ±12:45 — 1:45 — 2:45—
3 :

45—i ;45—*5: 15—5 :45—*6 :15—6:45—*7:15.

VKEEK KOITE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6-J.5—8:15—10:15— 12:15— 2;15-

*Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F.

A. N. TOWKE,
Gen. Manager,

T. H. WOODMAN,
Gen. PasB. ATtk. Agt.

South Pacific Coast Railroad.

(NARROW-GAUGE.)

SPECIAL NOTICE

TO HUNTERS.

Commencing SUNDAY, Nov. 1, 1895, and continuing
eveiv Sunday until further notice, the South Pacific

Coast R. R. will run a SPECIAL HUNTERS' TRAIN,
leaving Sun Francisco at i A. si.,stopping at Alameda,
San Leandro, San Lorenzo, Russell's, Mt. Eden,
Alvarado, Halls, Newark, Draw Bridges, Alyiso, Ag-
news, Santa Clara, ana San Jose. Returning, will

leave San Jose at 5 p. m., arriving in San Francisco at

7:05 p.m. This train will stop at all intermediate
stations.
The regular train going out from San Francisco at

8:30 *. m., will stop at all stations. Speci il hunter's

excursion tickets on sale to all stations at greatly re-

duced ratts. Ticket oilices, 2'22 Montgomery St. and
foot of Market st , S. F. . Alameda Mole, 7th and Web-
ster Sis., and 12th and Webster Sts., Oakland; Park
St., Alameda.

L. FIIXMOKE,
General Superintendent.

W. T. Fitzgerald,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

FOR SALE

A II I.I.-I5KE1I GORDON SETTER DUO,

Fourteen .Months old, [trained.) Apply to

M. STEIN, care Swan & Hteiu,

727 Market Street.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Houorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary, 33 1 Kmonm St
Residence, flOO Howard f?t, SaiiFnuioiBco.

"STANDARD J9

'^Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges-'®
(Under Chamherlin Patents.)

BY BHE 8
Selby Smelting and Lead Co.

416 Montgomery St,,

SAN PEAICISCO, Cal.

, 1835.

OFFICE OS? ORR & ATKINS.
San Fkancisco, July 2'

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD CO.—
Gentlemen: Replying to your inquiries in regard to the

cartridges loaded hy the "Cham icrlin Cartridge Loader," that I

have used in my shooting at clay pigeons and at game, I beg to
state that, as far as my ol serva :ion goes, and the quantity I have
used, I do not hesitate to say that they are admirable in every
respect. I remain, Yours verv truly,

J. K. ORR.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

FKA3IE CLOSED FOE
CARHYINQ.

DUCK ID THAME,

FRAME OPEN.

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME.
NO. I . FUR TEAL and 1VIDUEON
NO. 3, FOR MAEL.ARO and CA5VAS11AIK.. .

[Per Doz. $3.50.

WOODEN DECOYS,
Teal, Widgeon, Mallard, Canvasback and Sprig.

These Decoys are of superior quality and ballasted so as to

float right side up when thrown in the water.

Per Dozen, - - - - $9.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
l;],,,lir of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

JerKtjys of both ai'xrs for sale. 1'osloIUco nililroBS,

Ban FrauclBCO, Cal.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Uuuuiug, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third M., Kan FranclHoo

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot
Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
Ian Francisco.

LEAVE 1

8. F. '

Commencing Oct. 13,1885: 1

ARKIVK
8. F.

f6 :40 a
3:30 a
ID :40 a
•3:30 i?

4:30p
*5:1gp
6:30 p

1 San Mateo, Redwood and
f Menlo Park.

J

\

\

6 :28 a
•8:10 A
9 ;03 A

*J0 :02 a
3:3fi P

to :02 P
6:1)8 p

8:30aH
10:40 a I

•3:80 11 1

>
Si-intti Clara, San Jose and
Principal Way Stations. | I

Hollister and Tres Pinos.

:40 a, ( Watsonville, Aptos, Soqnel iCarap )
,

:30 p| ( Capitol.it and Santa Cruz, ig l i

10:40 a Soledad and Way Stations BrfiSp

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
*Sundavs excepted. -(-Sundays onlv (Sportsmen's train.)

Standard Time furnished by Kandolph A Co , S, P.
Stage conxkctioss are made with the 10:4U a. m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

Special. Ruiix [•trip Tickets, at reduced rates— co
Monterey, Aptos. Soqnel and Santa Cruz; also, to
Paraiso and Paso Robles Springs.

JEX1WRSHNN TICKETS.
W*t* c-.i-idavs nnlv \

Sol(i SUNDAT MOENDJG; good
i-ot Sundays oniy,^ for retuxn aame (iay#
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sun da v only;

Sunday and good for return until following Mon-
Monday, ' day, inclusive, at the full" wing ratps:

Sound Trip
jfroi , Sun

i 13: ino...

Millbrae .,

Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.
Mayfield

S^ittn

Mo n.

Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n "View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soqnel
Santa Cruz...*.
Monterey

Satto
Mon,
Tkt.

2 50
4 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 no

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H.R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Aast. Pass. A Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

BKSPKCTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
heat maces in the State for

Sea Batliiiig, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FBANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may he had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Ib noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-

men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL
AT THE

DEL MONTE,
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf uathins. The BATH-HOUSiS contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swtm-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for

individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQVEL AND SANTA CRUZ,

IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sh'i Mateo, Sunta Clara, San Benito, Santa, Cruz
and Monterey.each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

<tmiil. Pigeon, Snipe, J»m*k, Geese, Deer
aud Bear.

Lnkeo PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS aro
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
ill. Sku M;i'teo o<t those well-known Retreats, l'URIS-
SIMA, SAN GRKGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would piirticulurlv imII attention to the unlimited ex-
rcut of range sitiuidalHMtt. MAN IUtUNO and McMA-
HON'M for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly Bport.

SPECIAL NOTICE,

Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tlcketa
will be entitled to

FKEE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
when carried In Baggage Cars and put In charge of

Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen art- instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage

CS5"In order to guard against accidents to DogB
wliileintransit.it in necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. GlinB and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfxeeofcharge. Gunstaken apart
audseouxely packed In wood or leather cases may he
taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Towmmnd

Btreet, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market st., Grand
Hotel.
4.O. BAS8BTT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent, Apnt. I'hsp. andTia. A«t,
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"Jim's System"—A New Method of Making
Entries in Trotting Races.

Editor Breeder asd Sportsman: I desire to submit for

consideration by all who contemplate giving trotting meet-
ings, members of agricultural associations, and horsemen in

general, a new method of making entries in trotting races,

sincerely believing that, if adopted, it will be beneficial to

both parties making and receiving said entries.

The first meeting of the circuit being at Santa Rosa, that

Association advertises a 3:00, 2:40, 2:35, 2-30, 2:27, 2:24. 2:21

and free-for-all class respectively. With the "Jim system"
in vogae, all that would be necessary to make an entry in

any or all of those races, would be to nominate or name a

horse, which costs 820, and which amount is forfeited to the

association in case the horse named does not contest in any
race. If he starts that amount applies on original sum re-

quired, which in no case should be more than ten per cent,

of money added by association. For example:

J. A. Goldsmith names Manon, record 2:21

J. A. Goldsmith names Maid of Oaks, record 2:30

J. A. Goldsmith names Brown Jug, no record

J. A. Goldsmith names Homer, no record

Now, Homer having no record would be eligible to start in

any race, from the 3:00 class down to the free-for-all, which-

ever Mr. Goldsmith decided upon, providing he declared at

or before 6 p. m. on the day preceeding the race which he

proposed starting him in.

The same with Brown Jug. No record standing to his

credit, he could be started in the free-for-all if thought ad-

visable; while Maid of Oaks could go in any class from 2:30

(that being her record) down to free-for-all. Supposing Mr.
Goldsmith should decide to start Homer in the 3:00 class on
the first day of the meeting, which race he wins, getting a

record of 2:25. As the entries virtually close the night before

each race, or at the time the party declares which race he

will start in, that record of 2:25 would act as a bar against

Homer, and though he is nominated and entitled to start in

other races, it must be in the 2:25 class or under, the role

working the same with all horses nominated. That would
be perfectly fair. Make a horse go where he belong, and
if Goldsmith has been able to "down the gang" in the 3:00

minute class, forced him into the 2:25 class, where the

"gang" will have a chance to "down him." Then again,

with this system in operation, we would not be compelled to

witness a series of virtual walkovers, as has been seen in

California for the past two seasous. I refer to Guy Wilkes,

for the season of 18S4. winning every race he started in, and

getting a record of 2:19], and Menlo doing the same thing,

with perhaps one exception, the present season. The very

first races in which these horses started, they showed them-

selves superior to all competitors. Consequently each suc-

ceeding race was devoid of all interest, save as to what horse

would win second money, there being no contest, what-

ever, as between the winner and any horse in the entire field.

Baees to be attractive and interesting, must be closely con-

tested, and though the time be slow, if each heat be sharply

fought for, people who witness it, are, as a rule, perfectly

satisfied, with at least having seen a horserace, and not a

mere walkover.

It is more than likely that some asssociations will object

to this manner of making entries, for the reason that it

would cut off their chance of having the horsemen give them

five hundred dollars, or more, for the privilege of trotting a

race over their track, for a purse of one thousand dollars,

which they {the horsemen), had hung up. I can call to

mind a race of two years ago, in which the purse was one

thousand dollars, where seventeen paid up entries were re-

ceived, and the asssociatiou was so ambitious to excel in the

amount of money hung up and entries received, they had

under consideration the advisability, of reopening that race,

to see if they could not get just three more entries, making

it an even number, twenty.

It is no uncommon thing for associations to receive ten

entries, or in other words, the entire amount of purse ad-

vertised is received in entrance money, leaving the society

gate receipts and percentage on pools as a "free margin."

Of course that is veiy gratifying to the association, but like

the boy that was stoning the"frog, it was fun for the hoy. but

death to the toad—fun for the associations, but death to the

horsemen—for they cannot stand such a constant drain, the

percentage eating them up.

I think the introduction of this system would have a tend-

ency to bring together larger fields of horses, because S20

isn't niu^h to nominate, bnt S100 at times is a good i

I candidly believe there would be three named, at the former

figure, to one at the latter. As it now is, we see the same

band of horses in the same class all the way down the line,

with an occasional new-comer; but under this system we
would be very likely to have them changed around, and per-
haps see an entire new field of starters in the same (class)

race. For instance, Billy Donathau starts a green horse,
ro .record, in the 3:00 class, on the 2d day of any
meeting. This horse is a good one for, say two heats, and if

permitted to go the first two heats well within himself, can
also go the third one pretty well; bnt there is another horse,
in that 3:00 class, with the same peculiarities, which
Billy's horse possesses—very speedy, but inclined to give it

up a little. Donathan being an astute horseman, and a
close observer, says to himself, "Imust get away from that

fellow, I don't see anything in the 2:27 class that I think has
got as much speed as I have, and I will start in that class on
Friday." Another party who trots in the 2:27 class at Santa
Bosa, but gets no record, concludes that his horse is dead
game, and as there are a couple of more horses which were
in the 2:40 class that showed signs of "giving it up," after

two or three heats, thinks he will tackle them in the 2:40

class down at Petaluma. So it would be in many classes,

changing about from one to the other, as long as no record
was got which prevented. I hope it will be adopted by all

racing and agricultural associations in California, and I

should like also to hear its merits discussed by parties inter-

ested. Bevo.
San Fraxcisco, Nov. 11th, 1SS5.

Our New York Letter.

Jerome's closing days of the season have been clouded by
the sad accident of last Thursday, that crushed out the fresh

young life of poor jockey Potter, one of the most promising
light weights that we had. Few of the onlookers at the
gradual unfolding of that terrible tragedy, in the mist and
rain that overhung the fated track, on which horses and
jockeys began their fateful ride to death, will ever forget its

thrilling incidents. The sudden diminishing of the large

field as they came in sight after disappearing from view, with

one-third of their number missing, horses and riders an al-

most indistinguishable mass of mud and mire. Then Sam
Brown and Stonebuck galloping riderless in the rear of the

rushing field, followed some distance away by a chestnut

mare, whose feeble progress betokened serious injury, soon
turning out to be the Glengar mare Maggie J., covered with
blood, pouring from her mouth, nose, shoulder and knees.

Bnt soon tame worse news of dead and dying, and a solemn
procession came in view, as tenderly borne along by sad but
willing hands came the improvised stretcher, laid upon it the

senseless form of Potter, but a few moments since full of life

and ambition, as he bestrode Maggie J. in the blue jacket and
white cap of farmer Jennings, Kind hands with umbrellas

sheltered the poor lad from the pelting rain, and soon the

bearers of the unfortuuate yonug jockey had reached the

track in front of the stand, the awe-stricken spectators look-

ing on in speechless but none the less heartfelt sympathy at

the terribly injured lad, who was seen to be bleeding from
mouth, and ears and nose, both jaws broken, his head being
also fearfully cut, as if by an iron-shod hoof. Slowly with

three "doctors in attendance, the stretcher with its inanimate
burden moved on up the track to the stables, where all that

human skill and care could do was done to save the dying
boy if possible, or, if not, to soothe his last hours from
pain. It was a sad picture, big strong men bending over

the suffering lad, shedding scalding tears of sympathy, some
of them perhaps for the first time in their lives. Iu the rear

of the grand stand rings the rapidly approaching bell of an
ambulance summoned to transport the wounded boy to the

place that might be selected, but it returns a^ain, the doctors

counselling no removal. For forty-five hours after receiving

his terrible injuries poor Potter lingered on, his friends hop-

ing against hope, but it was not to be, and late in the fore-

noon of Saturday he breathed his last, leaving his single sor-

rowing parent, a widow, and childless as well. Monday last

the boy was buried iu Calvary Cemetery, apd the benefit

which the American Jockey Club has kindly tendered tu bis

mother will doubtless keep her from material want. The
lil was one that could ill be Bp ired. Though comparatively
a new hand at the business, his ability was marked, his

honesty a by-word, and bis attention to the interests of his

employers such as would have insured him the most rapid

advancement iu his profession. Few will forget the great

glee manifested by the poor boy at the Jerome Fall meeting,

when on Haledou he beat McLaughlin on Sim Brown. Pot-

ter's merit may well serve as a guide for his fellows, some of

whom need just such an example.
Brookwood, also killed in this Fi was au unlucky

colt, the same being never more plain); evidenced than in

the few closing minutes of bis equine existence, in that, at

the time, 1:20 P. m., a telegrahpic message from the owner

was rushing over the wires "to scratch Brookwood,'* reach-
ing the course at 1:25 p. m., just a few minutes too late to
save the colt, end, perhaps, the life of young Potter also, for

it is generally believed that Brookwood fell or stepped on the
poor boy. On how small a contingency, such as this fatal

delay in the telegraphic transfer noted, hung the destinies of
the actors in this terrible tragedy of the bluff turn, the worst
that has ever taken place there in the history of Jerome
Park. Basil, Calvin, Leonard, and other good horses were
cut down at this spot in the first ten years' history of the
course, but in the last twelve months there has been a per-

fect succession of accidents there, foreshadowing even a
worse casualty than that of Thursday last.

The Horse Show opened on Toes lay with a large attend-
ance in the evening. The arrangements and conveniences
this year are better than ever before. The association has
spared neither time nor money in making every effort for the
comfort of both exhibitors and visitors, and iu the vast pre-
cincts of the Garden can be seen all varieties of horseflesh
from the colossal brewery horse, 191 hands high, down to the
forty-inch pony, stallions and mares of great fame in the
paddock, and turf performers who have made records at the
post. Among Gotham's exhibitors are Mrs. R. F. Cutting,
Mrs. P. B. Wyckoff, Miss M. W. Meade, Miss L. T. Gaylord,
Miss Lulu Scott, Mr. H. McK. Twombly, Mr. W. D. Sioane,
Mr. H. B. Bishop, Mr. Hugo Fritsch, Mr. Cornelius Vander-
bilt, Mr. Stanley Mortemer, Mr. Gilbert Travis, Mr. Pierre
Lorillard, Jr., Mr. August Belmont, Jr., Mr. F. P. Osborne,
Mr. W. H. Havemeyer, and others.

The Pennsylvania thoroughbred stallion Bend 'Or, by
Buckden, and the Canadian owned Woodstock, by Sir Bevys,
were awarded in their class first and second prizes respect-
ively. The latter amused the spectators greatly by lashing
out furiously at anything and everything within his reach.
He was given plenty of room and all the occupants of the
show ring breathed a sigh of relief when Woodstock was led

away alniust literally' "standing on his head. ,:

English cable news tells of the death at Sheffield (Eug.), on
the 29th nit., of Mr. T. B. Whitefoot, well known as the edi-

tor of the London Sportsman. His health had long been
broken. Mr. Whitefoot was for sometime special correspond-
ent in England of the Toronto Mail, and had made several
visits to America. His first visit to Toronto was made in the
Summer of 1S7S, when he went to witness the Hanlan-Plaisted
boat race. His last visit to that city was made in January,
1SS3, on which occasion he attended several events of a sport-
ing character held in the neighborhood. Chief among these
was an ice-boat race, exactly a dozeu boats competing. Mr.
Whitefoot acted as referee, and Edward Haulau's Aileen won
the race. His last appearauce there was at a dinner of the
Press Club, held at the Bossin House on Jan. 25, 1S83. Mr.
Whitefoot was not only popular in England, where he had
built up his reputation as a journalist, but he was also well
known in newspaper circles iu America as a clever writer and
an authority on all sporting matters.

Decatur (111.) thoroughbred runners and trotters, belonging
to the estate of the late bainuel Powers, ownei of Vulturno,
Vulo, and other noted horses, were sold last Friday at public
auction. The attendance of buyers was, good, ;:l.iI ihirty-niue
bead sold for $11,000, averaging abuiit $285 per head. Kate
Claxton, by Billet, was purchased by W. H. Harding of St.

Louis for $1,000. Therou A. Powers, of Decatur, pai-i $850
for Kegalia, a trotter. Other large purchasers were B. King,
of Newport, E. I.; Gen. Kowett,, H. L. Owen, of Champaign,
J. W. Simpson, of Taylorville. T. B. Watts, of Farmin^lale,
Mo.; J. A. McCullongh, of Urbana, R. J. Lucas and J. li.

P rather, of St. Louis, John Ullrich. D. W. Brenueman, and
R. R Montgomery, of Decatur. Pacific.

How Doble Lost $25,000.

Among the gentlemen met by the writer at Suffolk Pink,
on Friday last week, was Henry N. Smith, of the Fashion
Stud Farm, and owner of the late Goldsmith Maid. After
discussing the breeding question at Mr. Smith's farm, where,
as he says, he has thirty foala this year and expects I if ty tne
coming year, the conversation drifted to racing in general,
and to fairs in particular. Mr. Smith stated that he i

attendance at the great fair at Mount Hollv, "And," bi

•'that reminds me of a fair held at Dayton, O , in the palmy
days 6f Goldsmith Maid. Doble hud nn invitation to drive
au exhibition race, and was offered SO i>er cent, of the net
receipts. Doble didn't care to take any chanc
formed the managers, bnt agreed to drive tbe mare for a
guaranteed purse of $1,500. The propositi >n was
and when the day came for the race, thei

65,000 people at G ty cents per head, the net rec

about $32, 000, of which Doble. had he accept
offer, would have received over $25,000. Sick, well, T

he was. He never quite got over that loss."
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Mr. Litters Review-

The following is Mr. H. M. Litters review of Randolph

Huntington's article on the Central New York Breeders' Meet-

ing this Fall. It is tlie letter mentioned by Mr. Samuel

Gamble last week.

The Tar/, Field and Farm of Oct. 2d brought to light for the

first time in many weeks one of its old contributors, Ran-

dolph Huntington. His writings show no more respect ior

truth than in former times, when the Turf* Field and Farm
gave him full sway to their columns, taking advantage of

their generosity in publishing his writings to pollute their

paper with, instead of what every paper seeks, truthful in-

formation, "fiction that would put to blush a novel." His

last letter, purporting to be an account of the Central West-

ern New York Horse Breeders' Meeting at Canandaigua, and

the State Breeders' Meeting at Rochester, is nothing more
than an advertisement for Dr. Day's horses, with lies against

other horses that participated in these races, and insults

aguinst the judges of the New York State Breeders' Meeting,

which were Mr. George W. Archer, of Rochester; Mr. F. B.

Redrield, of Batavia, and myself. We did all in our power to

give satisfaction to those participatiug in the races, and in

every case as good time appeared on the board as the winner
made, notwithstanding Mr. Huntington's statements to the

contrary. It was a breeders' meeting, and horse breeders

who start horses at such meetings generally do so with a de-

sire if they have a winner to get as good time placed to its

credit as possible. Such was the feeling at Rochester, and
all were used on an equality. No selfish feeling against one

for another were felt or shown in the judges 1 stand during

the meeting. A meeting could hardly pass more pleasantly

between all interested parties; but it would be an impossibil-

ity for Mr. Huntington to give an account of a trotting meet-
ing where there was Clay blood represented without trying

to be-little all other starters at the meeting, if Hambletonian.
Does he realize why it is, according to his own statements,

that fortune and aequaintauces have forsaken him? I could

but gaze with pity ou the man as I saw him at the meetings

he writes of, to see what nature had doue for him in one
way, but with a brain so unbalanced that, instead uf making
him friends and a cordial greeting wherever he went, he was
shunned and only notice! when forcing himself on snme
one's attention. A man cannot advance and build up what
he fancies by false representations and by misrepresenting

other men's property, to depreciate public opinion of it, in

comparison to advance what he advocates, and make friends

or a success. It will be as Huntington says of himself:

"Every mau's hand will be raised against him," and he only
retards what he tries to advance. If he sees superior quali-

ties in certain families of horses, let him tell of these good
qualities and not meddle with other families. If they are

worthy of what is claimed, the public is not slow in seeing
and giving full credit to their performances, and their value
will not be enhanced by trying to depreciate the merits of

another that has been less fortunate. The day St. Arnaud
trotted in the free-for-all stallion race at the Central New
York Breeder's Meeting over the half-mile track at Canandai-
gua, I had the misfortune in having him lame himself in one
foreleg by starting a tendon. He has been under treatment
for it ever since. 1 did not know at the tiinft it was so bad.
He pulied up lame in his morning work, but I thought it was
not bad enough to hinder him from making the winner's
time butter than 2:30, as he had shown so much speed pre-

vious tj coming there. Notwithsfrindinghe had covered over
seventy mares before going in training, the Saturday before
he started in this race he went a second mile in his work
with. Harvester, beating him out in 2:25J, I started him in
the race won by Schuyler, who has a five-year-old record of

2:26. St. Amind won second money, as one might say, on
three legs. There were eleven scores for the first heat over
one of the hardest tracks I ever saw. After the heat he was
standing on three legs in the barn. I should have drawn
him, but he was there to trot the race, and he stayed in aud
was second horse in the race, not in the scandalous way
which Huntington's false reports of the race, sent to the

Tuff, Field and Farm for publication, would have him ap-
pear, in which he says:

"Schuyler, Rysdyk Prince aDd St. Arnaud started in the
free-for-all stallion race. The fastest time of the winner was
2:341, the slowest 2:36; timed separate give St. Arnaud 2:4S,

2:47, and the last heat with much running he came in in
2:40." When he sent this he knew it was as false as false
could be, and he dare not denj' it, if he does, I will get an
affidavit from the judges of the race that it is false, which
will not help bis case. He makes 131 seconds difference
between St. Aruaud's time aud the winner. A horse trotting
in 2:3.3 covers over 34 feet of ground to the second, and a dif-

ference ot 13.1 (seconds between the first aud second horse
would place the second horse back of the first over 409 feet,

which would make over a distance and a half, providing the
horse did not pull up and jog in after gettiug inside the dis-

tance flag, which St. Arnaud could not do, as there was a
third horse in the race, and where must he have been? Is
this not proof against him? for it was a stake race, aud the
horse distancing the field received all the stakes, and there
was a flag, at the distance. The last heat, in which he said
he did so much rnuuiug, amounted to one break as he turned
into the homestretch, the last round of the track, aud bv it

helo^t three or four lengths; and that mile, so lame he
wanted to stop every step, he trotted in 2:374, instead of 2:40.
If I had not known of St. Aruaud's ability to trot low in the
twenties, I should not have withdrawn liim fiom the stud
and made h ;

s final entrance money good, against such horses
as Mambrino Dudley, 2:204; King Almout, 2:21.1; Almon-
arck, 2:244., St. Gothard and Harvester, for he needed no
advortisement for the stud; the colts he is siring are suffi-
cient evidence of his merits there. This is not the first let-

ter in which Huntington has misrepresented the time of my
horses. I wold Tremont when a five-year-old with a four-
year-old record of 2:40|. He went to Jackson, Mich. He
wrote parties lh»te his record was a fraud, that be got it on a
third of a mile track, and only trotted twice around. To an-
other party he wrote he was in the judges' stand when he
was not on the grounds, being miles iiway at the time, and
that he made TremniU's time 3:17. Tremont redeemed him-
self from his tram by gaining a record of 2:2^, the sixth beat
after a season of 73 mares. I have a little sample of this
same Huntington's truthfulness, which occurred two years
ago, while the New York State fair was in progress at Roch-
ester. Mr. C. J. Harublin, of Buffalo, came to me with the
inquiry if I knew who owned Spink, tlie sire of Capt. Lewis.
I informed him that I thought I did, but not know his address, i

but would ascertain. He then said Huntington came to his
room last night and told him that he bad bought and owned
Spink, and that he would give him the first chance to buy
Spiuk at $5,000. I said I did not think he owned tho horse.
He then asked if I would do hiin a favor, if such waH not the
case, by getting the address of the owner and writing his

lowest price for the horse if for sale. I did so; found the

horse was owned by a widow lady, her husband lately de-

ceased, and she wished to sell, as she had no use for such a

horse; that her husband had always held the horse at $2,500,

but she wouldsellhim for SI, 500. Huntington bad never

even had the horse in his possession. I sent the letter I re-

ceived from the lady to Mr. Hambliu. He said he would not

look at the horse ior more than $1,000. Mr. Huntington can
be hisjown judge of the high opinion M-r. Hamblin had for

his truthfulness. Now from Huntington's account of the

breeder's meetings he would have the reader draw conclusions

that it was all the despised Clays, and that blood alone , that

walked off with the purses. We all must acknowledge
that Dr. Day made a very fine showing with his

horses, and I have no wish to depreciate the merits tbey won
at these meetings, but a look at the breeding of his colts

shows the Doctor has not, as Huntington states, discarded

all the Hambletonian blood in his stock. Seneca Patehen is

quite a remove from old Henry Clay, being a great graudson,

with no fresh infusion of Clay blood, giving him but 124 per

cent, of Clay blood against 874 per cent, from other families,

his dam being by Hollenbeck's Sir Henry, by Sir Henry, with

the Trustee blood in his sire's dam giving him more of the

thoroughbred blood than that of Henry Clay. At the Cen-

tral Western New York meeting, he says, for Clay blood Dr.

Day had had four entries, a yearlings, a two-year-old and a

five-year-old, all inbred to Clay blood. "Many of the

Hambletonian nominations failed to come to the wire, but

every one of Dr. Day's entries came trotting and winning in

straight heats from the yearling up. !
' Now how can he class

this yearling as an inbred Clay, its dam being by Mambrino
Hambletonian,- by Relf's Mambrino Pilot, out of Gondola, by

Rysdyk's Hambletonian, 2d dam of the yearling filly, by New
York Rattler, by Old Abdallah? Is this inbred Clay? I was
informed the dam of Sunrise Patehen was nearly thorough-

bred. As for the three-year-old colt Rex Patehen, that H.

claimed so much for, is out of a mare by Seneca Chief, by
Rysdyk's Hambletonian, giving him twice the blood of Rys-

dyk's Hambletonian to that of Henry Clay. It looks as

though a little Hambletonian blood will not mar the success

of Dr. Day's trotters any more than it did in the winners at

the late breeders' meeting held at Washington Park, Chicago,

when the two-year-old colt Nutbreaker, inbred to Hamble-
tonian, won the two-year-old stakes, gaining a record the

third heat of 2:29, with Sphinx second, also inbred to

Hambletonian, and winner of the first heat in 2:294. At the

meeting there were three different stakes for three- year-olds,

all of which were won by the descendants of Hambletonian.

Two of these stakes were won by the great tbree-year-old

colt Williams, his competitor being Jeanuette, by a grandson

of Hambletonian. In these two races there were ten heats

trotted in 2:30, 2:304, 2:31, 2:29|, 2:26}, 2:31^,2:29, 2:26],

2:29}, 2:27}. The winner, Williams, won the sixth heat in his

last race in 2:27.} . A look at the breeding of this colt shows
he has four crosses to Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one through
his dam by Dictator, by Hambletonian, and three through
his sire. Combat, whose sire was by a graudson of Hamble-
touian, out of a daughter of Hambletonian, and the dam of

Combat is by Belmont, a grandson of Hamhletouian. The other

blood in the colt Williams is that of Mambrino Chief, of

which he has two crosses, and one each of Pilot, Jr., and
Black Hawk.
In the other three-year-old race there were five starters;

none was distanced, aud the time was 2:234, 2:234, 2:25§,

2:244;. The winner, Manzanita, is by Electioneer, by Ham-
bletoniau. Two others, Patron and Greeulander, are inbred

to Hambletonian, while the other two, Silverone and Eagle

Bird, are by grandsons of Hambletonian. In the five-year-

old race, Lizzie Wilkes, by a son of Hambletonian, won; her

competitor, Silverleaf, by Menelaus, by Hambletonian, won
two heats in as good time as 2:23} and 2:26. Of the two
four-year-old races the time in one was 2:24iJ. 2:2o4, 2:24}.

The winner, Carry C, is by a son of Hambletonian. The
time of the other was 2:284, 2:2S}. 2:254, 2:29}. The winner,

Omar, is by a grandson of Hambletonian. I have not re-

viewed the breederV meeting at Chicago, thinking to give in-

formation to the reading horsemen that they are not cog-

nizant of, but merely as a comparison of the colts which
competed there for the rich stakes with those which Hunting-
ton has given'an account of at the breeder's meeting in this

State, with a view to injure horse breeders' stock in this

section, whose owners fail to give him a place of recognition.

Fleety Patehen, the inbred Clay mare, who won the live-

year-old race, beating, as H. says, the seven fashionably bred

Ham bletonians aud .Mambrino Chief, is a good mare; won
her race in fine shape without a skip; was driven the first

aud last beats for whaL she could do, with Jack Hican, by a

son of Hambletonian, uncomfortably close to her

at the .finish in the last heat. If he had beeu as well-

behaved in the race as Fleety, the result might have been dif-

ferent. I have no doubt but that this mare can trot a mile

in 2:27?, or belter, bnt she did not in her race, as H. says,

mauy watches made il; for her time, as made by the judges,

as well as by other disinterested parties in the stand at the

time, was 2:294, 2:35}, 2:294, which did not equal the time

made in the two-year-old race at Chicago, where the two in-

bred Hambletoniaus got records, one of 2:2El4, the other 2:29,

iu a third heat. In the three-year-old race for three-year-old

stallions, there were two starters. Rex Tatchen and Golden
Wilkes. Huutington, iu his account of this race, says Rex
Patehen really distanced Golden Wilkes in the first heat, which
is a false statement, as the colt was well inside the distance

flag in each heat, aud, as he states, he timed them the second
heat separately, with two timers to look over his watch, fear-

ing the distances flag would forget to fall, and there was a dif-

ference betweeeu the two to the wire of 15 seconds and no dis-

tance flag fell. If Huntington had not written this I would have
given him enough credit for knowing that where but two
horses start in a race the second horse might be a number
more seconds added to the 15 hehind the winner iu going
under the wire, and then be well inside the distance. After

getting innide the distance, hnd he pulled his colt up, walked
in aud been a minute or more with the 15 seconds, would he
have been distanced ? lie would hnve it appear that the 16

spcouds distanced the colt, which it would if he hnd been
driven from t«he distance to the wire, but just iuside the dis-

tance Goldeu Wilkes broke. His driver and owner. Ward,
pulled him to nearly a standstill and jogged hiiu to the wire,

which accounts for the 15 seconds, but 1 can hardly believe

H. intentionally nieaul to pla-e Golden Willies at such a dis-

advantage as to be distance 1 iu his race, for he has more Clay
blood than the winner, Rex Patehen.

The stake for two-year-old colts, won by Sunrise Patehen,
who is one of the best behaved colts for his age in a race I

have ever seen, being an old campaigner in uction, is a colt

any breeder can feel prond to have bred aud developed but
his competitor, Crescendo, is also a great colt in form, gait

and breeding, sired by Mambriuo Dudley, 2:204, dam May-
enne, bv Wedgewood, 2:19: 2d dam Bioari (dam of Paucoast,
2:21 ,1, by Harold (eireof Maud S., 2:03;); 3d dam Belle (dnm
of Belmont, McCurdy'p Harablotonian, 2:264. etc.), by

;

Mambrino Chief; 4th dam by Brown's Bellfounder. This is

not only rich breeding from a family of remarkable racehorses
as well as sires, but it has produced iu Crescendo a colt that
will not fade away with what bis two-year ol \ i ttva I

do for him, and I predict h. will yel hear of him with
lower than his sir.-, for he is one of the eo
good a colt as Sumise Patehen is, Crescendo carried him
away so fast the secoud heat the PutcLen cult left his feet,

notwithstanding H.'s statement to the contrary, aud led him
nearly to the half-mile pole, where he broke, and the Patehen
colt took the lead, and was not agaiu headed. Crescendo
acted very unsteadily all tlirough his heats. His desire seemed
to be bent on doing more than was required of him. Age and
education will overcome this. In the yearling race, Happy
Gothard, the handsome sou of St. Gothard and Mignou
Medium, by Happy Medium, by Hambletonian, making him
an inbred Hambletonian, won handily; he is a colt of great
promise, and a 2:40 record for him as a two-year-old will be
no surprise. The stakes for two-year-old mares or geldings
was won handily by Raleigh, by Oxrnoor, dam Vera, by Vol-
unteer, by Hambletonian Osmoor, dam Lindora, by Hamble-
tonian, making Raleigh also inbred to Hambletonian. Stake
for three-year-old mares was won by Edith Almont, by King
Almout, by Almont, a grandson of Hambletonian.
Stakes for four- year-old mares or geldings was a walk-over

for Oracle in 2:47, trotting the last quarter in 36 seconds, a
2:24 gait. She is by Osmoor, dam by Messenger Duroc, giv-
ing her three crosses to Hambletonian.

The stake for four-year-old stallions was a walk-over
for Black Wilkes in 2:3S;;. He is by Wilkie Collins, a grand-
son of Hambletonian. The 2:30 class was won handily by
J. B. Burlew's entry, Addie E. C, by Burger, whose breed-
ing I know nothing of. Her best time was 2:2S4, third heat.
The 2:20 stallion race was won by Mambrino Dudley, who

seemed to be the only horse in shape to go of the sis that
were entered. He trotted a great third heat for a horse that
had made a season in the stud, and the day being cold aud
windy added still more to the performance. Harvester, his
only competitor, got off well the first heat, and led until
well past the half-mile pole, where, makiug a break, some-
thing very uncommon tor him, placed Dudley well in the
lead by the time he settled. The second heat Dudley trotted
in 2:21. Harvester must have trotted as good as 2:24. The
last heat, distance being waived in couditiou that Dudley
should get the word when going steadily, Harvester inerel}'

jogged around for second money. Harvester is a very speedy
horse, but has not been right for a hard race this season.
The 2:20 stallion race closed a meeting thit winner and
defeated left with congratulations to these successful oppo-
nents, and only ruffled through the unnecessary comparisons
Huntington has seen fit to draw for Dr. Day's breeding
enterprise. No breeder can reap benefit from such advertise-
ment, for it only shows an envious feeling toward those who
have interest and capital invested in the same business. Mr.
Huutington can make his plea for the Clays far more effect-

ive by reciting the great success their blood has proved as a
cross for other families; that the descendants in the male
line of individual merits should be prized us sires of
daughters who woulc

1 make famous mothers to the family
that have drawn them from the ruts they fell in years ago.
Without its help they never would have risen to the place
they hold on the trotting horse breeding interests of this

country, for aside from the Geo. M. Patehen branch of the
Clays, the male descendants have failed as successful sires of
trotters. I am not so prejudiced against the Clay blood that
I can see no good in it, for I have it in four of my brood-
mares, and do not wish to dispose of them for possessing it.

One is so close to Old Henry Clay as to be out of a daughter
ot his that was the dam of Edwin A., record 2:24 on a half-

mile track. Her sire is Mambrino Hambletonian, sire of
Parana, 2:19]. But I take performance and records for my
guide, aud they show that every thoughtful horseman must
give to the dead hero of Chester, Rysdyk's Hambletouiau,
precedence over all other sires as the founder of a family that
has made all other families shine out from obscurity with a
brilliancy never to be obliterated. It matters not how he
looked or how much speed he possessed; he sired 40 per-
formers with records from 2:17] to 2:30, aud left a family of
sous and daughters that have furnished the turf with per-
formers that have eseelled all other families so far as to leave
no chance for comparison. The daughters of Harry Clay
were made famous by the sons of Hambletonian, for the 12
trotters they produced with records from 2:11) to 2:30 were
all by his sous. The Henry Clay mare that 3:20 was all that
tvas claimed for in the way of speed, if I remember right,

bred to Hambletonian, poduced George Wilkes, record 2:22,

aud claimed by many with his 39 performers iu the 2:30 list

as the greatest of all trotting sires. The daughters of Mam-
brino Chief have produced lti trotters with records iu 2:30

or better. Twelve of these, Director 2:17, Piedmont,
2:17], Hainbrmo 2:21}, Mattie Graham 2:214, Thorndale
2:221, Allie West 2:25, Onward 2:25], Hauibrino" Belle 2:25$,

Rose Medium, 2:20.1, Hambletonian 2:264, Almont Eagle
2:27. Administrator 2:294, are by sons or grandsons of

Hambletonian. Maros belonging to the Murubriin' Obi j

family have produced to sous of H.imbletuniau: Phallus
2:13$, Majolica 2:15, Wilson 2:111',, Rosa SVilkes 2:18*;, Elvira,

four-year-old, 2:164. Cleora 2:lSj, Hux Wilkes 2:1SJ, S.uiia

Claus 2:174. The sous of Hambletonmu have made the
Pilot, Jr., maies great as producers of the highest rate

of speed yet attained at the trotting gait. To their

cover bus come Maud S., 2:08$, Jay-Eve See 2:10, Noon-
tide 2:20}, May Bird 2:23, Code 2:26£; and, to his grand-
son the famous Nutwood, 2:18$, Cora Belmont 2:241, Me-
ander 2:264, Nugget 2:26$. At oue time it" was
the American Star mares that produced all the trot-

ters for Hambletonian, but take from their produce 30 or
more sired by him, his sous and graudsous, aud what support
would be left to sustain their fame? The records show that
in the differeut families of trotters no oue family can be
picked from among them aud cluimed that to it belongs the
fame of the Hamblelonians, for the greatest results Imva beeu
produced from the Mambrino Chiefs, Pilot, Jr., Clays and
Stars, when their blood has miugle'l with that of Hamble-
tonian. If uot superior to other families, why, then, would
not equally as good results be produced wll with it!

Nostrouger proof is needed ot it-; greatness over all other

trotting families. If there was, you have only to see by the
records; the fastest yearling record, 2:3(i; tho fastest two-
year-old, 2:21; the fastest three year-old, 2:11)4; the fastest

rive-year-old, 2:10:{, and the fastest record for any age, 2:08,',

were all made by the get of Hambletoniau's sous, and such a

list of sous! Geo. Wilkes, 2:22, with 30 of bis get in the 2:3Qj

list, with records as low as 2:15; Volunteer has 23 with
records from 2:1 1 j

to 2:.'{U; Happy Medium follows with 21 of

his yet in the 2:30 list, with records as low as 2:13J . Strath-

more comes "with 16, and a mark as lo.v as 2:174 has been
made. Edward Everett has It with records from 2:18 to

2:2.1.!. Electioneer baa 12, with a daughter that has u three-

year-old record of 2:IU4 Dictator is the Mre of 10 with
records from 2:10 to 2:2Uj- Aberdeen has 12 with records
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from 2:273; clown as low as 2:157. Messenger Duroc baa 10
that have records from 2:20 to 2:30. Harold has 9, and their

mark bus reached' from 2:30 dow i to 2:08$, Sentinel

from 2:192 to 2:28, There are many more of bis sons fiahting

foi a trunt rank, such as Ham*bletonian Prince, Cuyler,
Arthurtou, Administrator, Echo, Jay Gould, Kuicke
Masterlude. Meuelaus, Middletowu, Milwaukee, K, yk
Seneca Chief, Sleveu A. Douglas, Sweepstakes, Wallki
ami the great sou, Alexander's Abdallaa, whose life was made
shnrt by the civil war, but not until Le nan sired, with other fast
trotters, the peerless Goldsmith Maid, 2:14, and left such sous
as specimens of what be might have doue as Almont, sire uf

26 with records from 2:133 to 2:30. Wood's Hunibletouiau,
with 13 in the 2:30 list; Belmont, with 11 from 2:18| to 2:30;

Jim Monroe, sire of G from 2:28^ to 2:18.J ; Thorudale, 2:22{,

and sire of among others, Edwin Thome, 2:16}. With the

proof of this before Mr. Huntington, as unvarnished facts

before every breeder aud posted turfman, what success can
be ever expect to meet by trying to blind, with his pen, the

public iuto believing that all this is trash, that no speed ever

came from this great family, that all their puffery aud little

success has been stolen from other blood, that there never
was but one great and born family of trotters, "the Clays,"

and bow he had pleaded with breeders to save the blood of

old Henry Clay, who lived to an age seldom reached by
horses, and left as a proof of bis success as a sire of trotters

two performers who gained a place in the 2:30 list, Black
Douglas, 2:30, aud Jericho, 2:30. By the records I cannot
Hud that Henry Clay aud all bis sous combined have sired to

exceed 10 trotters who have entered the 2:30 list. It does
not seem possible that this is a fact with their numerous
progeuy, but I give it as I tiud them placed on the records.

If I am wrong in my statements I hope I may be corrected,

for it not my wish to turn aside from facts. If such is the

case, is it wondered at that tbe sous of Henry Clay meet
with so iiille favor with breeders who breed for speed? for in

tbe section of country where mauy of them stood for service

was the Champion family that have produced trotters of a

high order. Champion, Jr., has seven or more that have
entered the 2:30 list, while one of bis sons, Gooding's Cham-
pion, who is said to have sired but two colts up to bis nine-

year-old form, has now to his credit fourteen that have
gained records from 2:201 to 2:30, and many more to be

heard from. His ball- brother, Charley B., mauy years

younger, with a 2:25 record, but known ability, as shown in

his races, to trot in 2:20, is also proving a sire that will equal,

if not exceed, bis half-brother. Among bis get that have
dropped iu the 2:30 list, is the speedy and reliable

Colonel Wood, record 2:24, on tbe half-mile track.

Mr. Huntington goes on to state, being determined Clay

Hood in the sire should be saved, that be picked up every

i-on of Henry Clay which he knew to be even tolerably well

Ired on the dam's side. These sons were Jack Sbeppard,

Ashland, Black Henry, Kusbmore, Clay Eagle. Hepburn,
Clay Pilot and Spink. Here were eight Clay stallions grown
old with stud service, and only two bad proven sires of trot-

ters that entered tbe 2:30 list, with but three of their get,

Clay Pilot two with records each of 2:29], and Spink, who is

a grandson of Henry Clay, has one, Capt. Lewis, 2:20].

Spink is a good little horse that could once go a mile over a

half-mile track in better than 2:30, in Capt. Lewis he had a

good represent /.tive until he went wrong. But in the sons

of Henry Cley Huutingtbu had gathered up proven fail-

ures as trotti /g sires. Even some of these sons, I have been
informe c good authority, had become impotent from old

age, and for tbe simple reason be could not induce patronage,

it being ha:d to impress men with an idea a greatness so far

in excess of a horse's pa^t awaits him in the future that had
become old. His envious disposition could not keep silent

with his failures, but had to be let loose with pen and tongue,

to injure all in his power the success of horses whose
breeding from families of proven greatness and their own in-

dividual merits bad brought them support that made for

their owners profitable investments. I bad hoped my horses,

as well as my name, might never appear as not worthy of a

place in Mr. Huntington's writing, well kuowing if such
should, it would call from me a defense which I do not court

with a man who talks and writes to suit bis own fancies,

regardless of truth or facts. If, as well known abroad, as

sections in which he has lived, his misrepresentations of my
horses would never have drawn from me a defense, for those

who know him in tbe city where be lives call bim a crank,

and his lunacy in all business enterprises, from tbe breeding

of game fowls to horses, has led bim to where his own state-

ments claim.

Death of Mr. James O. McFerran.

Though not unexpected, the death of Mr. James C. Mc-
Ferran will cast a gloom over tbe faces of bis host of friends

throughout the country. He was born near Glasgow, Ky.,

September 14, 1812, and died October 25, 1885, at bis home,
Glenview Stock Farm, six miles east of Lonisville, Ky.,

after an illness of more than three months.

Mr. McFerran was a man of decided character. Brave,

truthful, honest, and always reliable; warm-hearted, charit-

able, a true friend, and a man of the strictest integrity.

In 1S67 he and his son, John B. McFerran, purchased

Gleuview, aud iu that space of eighteen years but few breed-

ers have done so much to advance the trotting interests of

Kentucky. He spared no expense to get the best trotting

strains, and few breeding establishments in America have

such a collection of stallions and rare bred mares. The
three stallions, Cuyler, Nutwood, and Paucoast bead the

sires at Glenview. Cuyler has five already in the 2:30 list

—

Algath, four year old record 2:23; Day Dream, 2:21|; Elvira,

four-year old record 2:18$; Orient, four-year old record 2:30,

and St. Arnaud, 2:29.}," all bred at Glenview. Nutwood

(2:183) has four in the 2":30 list—Felix, 2:19}; Jim Mulvenua,

2:27:;; Manon, 2:21; Belmont Boy, pacer, 2:23], and Nut-

breaker, two-year old record 2:29A, the oldest of Nutwood's

get at Glenview. Pancoast, record 2:213, who is only eight

years old, has put two this year in the 2:30 list, is the sire of

the colt Patron, the great three-year old who trotted a third

heat in 2:19!, equalling Hinda Rose's, tbe best ou record.

During the recent great St. Louis Fair, the four stakes for

two, three, four, aud five-year-olds were each won by ani-

mals bred at Glenview—Nutbreaker, Patron, Princeton, aud

Elvira being tbe four winners. No breeding establishment

in America can boast of such a feat. No man labored harder

to build up a great stud thau Mr. McFerran, and it is a great

pity he could not have lived to enjoy its benefits and

triumphs. He died just when the future looked brightest

with promise, just when hope was losing itself in fruition;

just when tbe various disciplines of breeding have I sur-

mounted, and just when its trophies aud victories ha

won. It would be a national loss to break up and scatter a

stud like Glenview, one that has cost so muoh time, labor,

and money, and we trust it will be carried ou by the heirs

to even greater renown than it acquired under its lute pro-

priety?, Mr. James C. McFerran.—Live Stock Record.

Fall Meeting at Washington.

Washington-

, D. O., Oct. 19th—The Vrlington Stakes, for two-year-
olds; f.'.s each, [i pj Che club to inl<L $ft30, oi which }2o0 to thoaeeotid;
winner of Bweepstakes luanctieiipi .•' • tu thi iralueol 6i>u,to

is. axtra; to tlie /ulue "i l,6l -.. tm; horses a
tYonuracuof the value of $1,000 Allowed 6 lbs.; uialdeus allowed 10 Ius
Six 1

1 rimiys.
Davis & Hall's br t Bess, by Fadladei n-Betay, nl lbs

I. McLHOghllu l

C. \v. Bledingor's cb o i Slkwood, u; Gtiiut —Mi ante Andrew ^ , i -i lbs.

Mr. Keiso'a b c The Bard, by Lougfeilow—Braltu'ioante, 118 lbs,

W. C. if.iij '6 b t iit-ssie ii.. 11- i.'.si! .'".,

!

'^.'.'.'.7
.".

'."."'.''.'.','.'.'.".'\vV"bo noli lie ii

J. K, ^lc Donald's b f Bordelaise. H- lbs Arnold 11

E. J. Baldwin's b f Estrella, 11. I1>r \Vftliurs
Time 1:17.

Pools: Btss $34, Elkwood ?iii,tlie field 850. Betting: 7 to S against
Bess, 3 to l against Elkwood, 6 to i against The Baro, B to l each againBt
Bessie B. and Estrella,and 10 to 1 against Bunlelaise. Mutuels paid
510.15.

After a loug delay they got a good start, The Bard leading,
Bess and Bordelaise nest, th« others close up. Estrella took
the lead as they ran out the first furlong, but Bess passed
her at the half-mile pole, and led to the head of the stretch,
where Elkwood was a close second. The ruu to the rinisti

showed Elkwood gaining fafit, but he could not quite reach
Bess, who beat him a head, The Bard two lengths back.
Oct 20tb—Purse, S50P, of which S100 to the second; for all ages; win-

ners in 1880 of any race of the value of $1,500 to carry 5 lbs. extra; of
£2,500, 7 lbs. extra; horses not having won in 1885 a race of the value
of 51,000 allowed 5 lbs; if not $500, allowed 10 lbs,; non-winners in
1885 allowed 15 lbs.; maiden allowances. One mile.
C. Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle— Yolone, 108 lbs.

W. Donohue 1
J. Spellman's b h Strathspey, aged, by Glenelg—La Polka, 11.1 lbs.

J. McLaughlin 2
yir. Kelso's b m Rica, 0, by Kingfisher—Lady .Mentruore, lib lbs.

Meaton 8
J. W. &. R. H. Loud's cb iu Lady Loud, i, 100 lbs Rivers
1'. M. Whitaker's b ro Coraline, 4, MO lbs Connor

Time, 1:43,

Pools: Slrathspey §25, Jim Douglas si 2, the field S7. Betting; 2 to
1 on Strathspey, 2 to 1 against Jim Douglas, 8 to 1 against Rica, 3D to 1
against Lady Loud, and 40 to 1 against Coraline. Mutuels paid £10.45.

Douglas delayed the start some time, and he finally got
away a length in front, Strathspey and Lady Loud next, Bica
getting away badly. Douglas led all through, and, stalling off

Strathspey's challenge at the finish, won by a length, ten be-
tween second and third. Time, 1:43, the fastest mile ever run
over the track.

Second Race—Tbe Anacosta Stakes, lor tbree-year-olds, at $25 each,

p p; tbe club to add -580n. of which $2110 to tbe second; winner of
sweepstakes (handicaps excepted) to tbe value of SI,500, to carry d lbs.
extra; to tbe value of $3,000, 7 lbs extra; horses not having won in
13S5 a race of the value of $1,000 allowed 5 lbs. ; if not of $500, 7 lbs.;
maidens allowed 10 lbs. One mile aud a furlong.
W. P. Burch's ch f Telie Doe, by Great Tom—Nina Turner, 110 lbs.

Maynard 1

Dwyer Bros.'s br c Elmendorf, by Virgil—La Polka, lib lbs.
J. McLaughlin 2

J. k. J. Christy's ch g Bonanza, by Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenn, 110

lbs Martin 3

D. C. Fannin & Co.'s b h John 0., 108 lbs Higgs
Lamasney Bros.* b c Longview, 125 lbs Filzpatriek
It. W. Walden's ch c Hareloot, IU lbs W. Donohue
Davis & Hall's b f Rosette, 105 lbs Wethers
Mr Kelso's b f Maumee, 110 lbs Meaton
E J. Baldwin's br f Mira, 110 Ibe ;... Miller

Time, 1:59.

Pools: Telie Doe $30. Maumee $15 Elmendorf $14, Rosette $8, Long-
view $7, the field $13, Betting: 2 to 1 against Telie Dee, 4 to 1 each
against Elmendorf and Maumee, 8 to 1 each against Longview and
Rosette, 15 to 1 each against John C. and Barefoot, and 20 to 1 each
against Bonanza and Mira. Mutucls paid, $10.55.

Oct. 22.—Purse 5500, of which $100 to the second; for all ages; to carry
10 lbs above the scale; horses not having won in lsS5 a race of the value
of $1 ' r allowed? lbs; or if not more than $750, allowed 10 lbs; or if not
mort nan $500, allowed 15 lbs; nou-winuers in 1&S5 allowed I'd lbs. One
mile.
Dwver Bros.'b f Lulu, 2. by Virgil—La Polka, 75 lbs Eilke
C. Johnson's b n Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle— i'uione. no ll>»

W. Donohue 2
W. C. Daly's brf Bessie B,i, by Tom Ochiltree—Black Slave, 75 lbs

Anderson 3

J. E.McDonald'B br f Bordelaise, 2, 80 lbs- Williams u

L. Curran's b g sovereign Pat. ;i, no lbs Fitznatrick
G M. Rye's bh Bob Cook, 1,113 lbs J. McLaughlin

Time. 1:47$$-
Pools—Jim Douglas barred: Jjovereipn J'at $25, Lulu 815. Bessie B.315,

Bob Cook $5, Bordelaise $4. Betting: 5 to 3 on Jim Douglas, 4 to 1

against Lulu, to 1 against Sovereign Pat, 15 to leach against Borde-
laise and Bob Cook, and 20 to 1 against Bessie. Mutuels paid $29.75.

Bessie led off, Lulu next, Douglas and Pat several lengths
behind the bunch. Bordelaise led on the turn, where the

other two youngsters, Lulu and Bessie B. were nest, 'and Bor-
delaise led to the half, where Lulu passed her, as did Bessie

B-, and at the head of the stretch Lulu led three lengths,

Bessie B. second, as far ahead of Douglas. In the stretch

Lulu widened the gap, and won, pulling up, by eight lengths,

Douglas a neck ahead of Bessie B.

Second Race, —The Capital -Stakes, for two-year-olds, at §50 each, h f

,

club to add $1,000, of which $250 to the second, third to Bave stake; horses
that have started in a sweepstake race (handicaps excepted) and have
not won, allowed / lbs. if unplaced, 10 lbs; winner of the Arlington
Stakes to carry 5 lbs extra; 'iS entries; value to winner, $1,450. One
mile.
Mr. Kelso's b c Tbe Bard, by Longfellow— Bradamante, 115 lbs

Feakes 1

Davis & Hall's br f BesB.by Padladeen—Betsy, ) 17 lbs...J. McLaughlin 2

W, P. Biireh'n b f Bigonette, by Bramble—Bobinet, 112 lbs...Mavnard 3

E.J. Baldwin's b c silver Cloud, 115 lbs Holloway
Time, 1:48,

Pools—The Bard 835, Bigonette $25, the field $17. Betting: 10 to lion
The Bard, 7 to 5 againBt Bigonette, and 10 to 1 each against Bess and
Silver Cloud. Mutuels paid $12.35.

Silver Cloud led off, Bess next, Bigonette last, and the

Califoruia colt led round the turn and down the backstretch,

The Bard second, bess third. Silver Cloud led to the half-mile

pole, but in the nest furlong The Bard and Bess went to the

front, The Bard leading a neck iuto the stretch. In the ruu
home The Bard left Bess und won iu hand by two lengths,

ten between second aud third.

Oct. 23—Second Race—Tbe Potoroic Stake**, fur tbree-yfar-olds, $50
each, h f. the club to add si, 000. of which $250 to the second; third to

Bave stake; horses not having won iu 1S85 n. race of the value of Sl,f>00,

allowed 5 ibs; maidens allowed 10 lbs ; winner of the Anacosla Stakes
(Telie Doe) to carry 7 lbs. extra; 16 entries; value to winner, $1,150.

One mile aud five furlongs,

(i. B. Morris' b c Bersan, by Ten Broeck—Sallte M., 118 lbs.

J. McLaughlin 1

E. J. Baldwin's b c Volante, by Grinsteal—Sister Anne, lis lbs.

Holloway 2

J. & J. Christy's cb g Bonanza, by Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenn, 110 3

lbs W. Donohue
Lamasney Bros.' b c Longview, 118 lbs Filzpatriek

Time, -:<;.,

Pools: Bersan $50. Longview $40, Volante $15, Bonanza $10. Betting:
ID to 10 against Longview. 8 to 5 against Bersan, 4 to 1 against Volante
mill 10 tnl against Bonanza Mutuels paid $12.65.

Bonanza went first away, Longview second, Volante last,

and at the wire they ran in this order, two lengths apart.

Bonanza led to the end of the mile, when Bersan passed him,

as did Volante. Bersan led into the stretch and won by three

lengths, same between second aud third.

Third Race—Purse $500. of which $100 to Hip second ; fcr all a^es;

the winner of a single race dnrijg this meeting to carry weight tor

age; of two or more race?, 5 lbs. extra; other horses allowed 7 lbs;

non-winners in 1865 allowed 10 lbs. additional. Seven furloi g
Tannin is Co.'s a g JBurcb, 5, by Enquirer—Brocade, 108 lbs.

J. McLaughlin 1

O, Bowie's ch m Bessie, 6, by Dickens—Belle Meade, 108 lbs.

W. Donohue 2

Dwyer Bros.'b f Lulu, 2, byVirg!l-La Polka, 87 lbs Pott< c a

.1
.

.-. Mclinuald".-, hli Sam I.juuu, .
I 11 Iba \ru«dd u

"Ir. Kel.-o's Uk v Brnnl;\\..od ,
:, n 1, lbs Meaton

E. J. Baldwin's br f Mira, a, luH lhs Miller
J. W, Loud's ch mLady Loud, 4. OH Ibs Rivers

Time, 1:31.

Pools: Burch $30, Brookwood $13, Lulu $12. Sara Brown 87, field $11.
Betting: Even against Bnrch, 3 to 1 against Lulu, d to 1 against Brook-
w I, to 1 each ft) 1 ind Sam Brown, 12 to 1 agalnet Mira,
and IS to 1 against Lady Loud. Mutuels paid -.<av.

Lulu led off, Brookwood next, Burch fourth. As they ran
down tbe backstretoh Burch luuved up, and Lulu led a
length at the half, Bnrch second, Lulu led roun I into the
stretch, where Bnrch reached her. uiid coining on won bv
two lengths, same between second and third.

Fifth Race—Puree 9600, of which $iuu to the second; for all ageB- a
fret.- handicap, Mile heats.
Mr. KuIbo'b h iq Ueel-and-Toe,5, by Glenelg—La Polka 1 lbs

• FJshor 811
H.J. Woodford's bg Barnum.C, by Bonnie Scotland—unarlofte

Thompson, lis) lhs Garrison 13 2
P Zlebig'e chc Col. Clark, 3. by Glengarry—Kate Fisher,] 1 Ibs.

Powers it Sou's On c VolO. -I, 83 lbs .'.Will 1 una if 1 ru
K, J. Baldwin's chg Rapido,3,i)8 lbs O'Brien 5 5 ro
G.B. Morris' chf Whizyi^,:(,!ii)l(»s '' Eilke i 6 ro

Time, 1:411. i : 17 S, 1:19.

Pools: Barnum 325, Heel-aud-Toe ill, Rapldo 818, Whizgig $10, the
field $15. After firat heat: Barninn $5>. the field §27. After second
heat: Heel-and-Toe *26, Barnum $25, Betting: 2 to 1 against Barmim,
11 to 5 against Heel-and-Toe, 3 to 1 against Hanido, n to 1 ai/ainst Whiz-
gig, and 8 to 1 each against CoLCIark and Volo. After first heat: 5 to
2 on Barnum, i to 1 aKiiust lleul-and-Toe, S to l against Bapldo, and 10
to 1 each against Col Clark. Volo, and Whlzgig. After second heat:
10 to 7 on Barnum, 5 to 1 ou Heel-and-Toe. Jl utile Is paid 3l3.hu $17 'j.i

and $9.25.

In the first heat Whizgig led for six furlongs, when the
others closed on her, and Barnuui beat them all home, win-
ning by two lengths, a head between second t-nd third.
Time, 1:46. In tbe second heat Barnum, Heel-und-Toe,
Clark, and Kapido ran bunched for six furlongs, when
Kapido swerved, and interfered with Barnum, Heel-and-Toe
winning by a length and a halt, a head between second and
third. Time, 1-A7L Iu the third heat Heel-and-Toe led
from the start, aud won by sis lengths.

Oct. 24th—Third Race—Handicap sweepstakes for all ageB, at $20
each, b f, with SCOO added, of which $150 to second. One mile and
three furlongs.
C Johnson's b h Jim Douglas, aged, by Wildidle— Yolone, 115 lbs.

Holloway 1
J . Mediation's br m Swift, 5, by Great Tom—Mariposa, 103 lbs.

Hueston 2
Davis & Hall's bm Enigma. 4, by Enquirer-Queen of the West,

95 lbs Potter 3

C. H. Petlingill's ch g Valet, 6. 109 lbs Maynard
Mr. Kelso's b m Heel-and-Toe, 5, i 04 lbs M aton
L. Curran's ch g King George, a, 90 Ibs Williams
W. Onley's b b Leroy, 4, 8^ lbs Vincent

Time, 2:24.

Pools: Swift $50, Jim Douglas $42, Valet $26, Heel-and-Toe $22. the
Geld $22. Betting: 2 to 1 each against Swift and Jim DouRlas.7to2
against Valet, to 1 against Heel-and-Toe, 10 to 1 against Enigma, and
20 to 1 each agaimst Leroy and King George. Mutuals paid $14.1)5.

Heel-and-Toe was first away, and led into the stretch,

Swift and King George next, but at the wire the latter was in
front, Leroy second. On the turn the 6eld took close order,
Enigma taking the lead, and she was first at the half, Doug-
las and Heel-aud-Toe close up, Euigma led into the stretch,

Douglas second, Swift third, bu; in the run to the wire Doug-
las passed Euigma, as did Swift, Douglas winning by four
lengths in a big gallop, half a length between second and
third. Time, 2:24, fast.

Road Driv.iig-

On the subject of road driving and the condition of roads
about New York, ilr. Robert Bonner, m the Sunday Herald,
says:

"Driving on the road is constantly increasing, aud there is

no more healthful exercise. why, look at me for an answer,"
and surely the glow of health un Mr. Bonner's face denoted al-

most perfect physical Tor'" tio'l. "lam in my sixty-second year
aud my friends flatter me r y (laying I do not look more than
fifty-live. I have been driving on the road for more than
twenty-nine years. My physician, r July 31, 1856, bought
me the first horse I ever owned, and advised me to use it. 1

had then been working night and day for a longtime, driving

and Dushing, with a view of building up a business. 'Well,'

what will it all amount to if you breakdown in health?' asked
my physician, and I was compelled to submit to his orders.

In three months or less I increased my weight by this exer-

cise from 148 lbs. to 170 lbs., where I have stayed most of

the time siuce then. Men of sedentary habits could not take
better medicine than a daily spin on the road behind a nice

horse. The effect is magical. Let the sceptical try it. Some
of the leading men of the city are almost daily to be seen on
the road. I met Mr. William. H. Yauderbilt yeslerday, and
he seems to enjoy the recreation as much as he ever did.

When some drop out by reason of death their places are in-

stantly filled by new drivers, whose numbers are increasing

in the most satisfactory manner. Why, it is hardly necessary
to say the wealthy citizens are enthusiastically fond of this

exercise, as the prices that good road horses briug are very
large, and none but those with considerable money cau afford

f;o buy them. I am on the road now a great deal iu the morn-
iugs, aud have just come back from a drive with Maud S. as
far as Macomb's Dam Bridge and back.

"The condition of the roads leadiug out of the city? Well,

Seventh Avenue is in fair shape, and they have tried to keep
it so by putting dirt on it, but its condition and that of the
Boulevard could be improved. I would not let Maud S.

strike a gait better thau 2:30 anywhere this side of Jerome
avenue, because there would be danger of injuring her. In
the Winter months there are no better roads in tho world to

jog a valuable animal over than the macadamized oues lead-

iug out of the city. With two or three inches of snow they
become excellent roads for sleighiug. But now they art- too

hard, and though some gentlemen occasionally speed their

horses over them they do so reluctantly.

"How do I like Maud S. as a road nmre? I like her better

than I ever did Dexter, Pocahontas, Edwin Forrest or Rarus,
and they stand almost unequalled as road animals. Mr.
Vanderbilt always told me that Maud S. must he humored,
aud this done she is as docile as a kitten. I do not fight her
and have never been required to touch her with a whip hard
enough to knock a rly off her body. She has her owu way,
and we set nloug without the least trouble and are the very
best of friends."

There is no passion save avarice that clings jo tenaciously

to a man as the love of sport: it is as strung iu death as iu

life, and a man's last thuughts have often been concentrated
upon the odds. A collier whs sitting by the bedside Of a

dying butty, whom the parson had just left, as he thought,

in a very proper frame of mind. "Jack," whispered the sick

man, 'JParson says Oi'm going to Heaven j If ' Ii an tin e

there. I'll fly my pidgeon against Uioiue for a quart." And
with this very unorthodox view of a future state he breathed

his last. A blacksmith, a great lover of the turf, heu a t

his last gasp, seemed to have something on his mind, and
went for an old pal post-haste. "Joe, my lad," he said when
the other came, "I've real foryou to sav good-bye, aud ask

you to do one thing foi my sake. What veryoudo, my lad,

back Blue Gown for the Derby." Joe solemnly ] ii '

and, with his mind set at ease, the man of iron turned n

his side and went off quite comfortably.
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More Exceptions for Mr. Huntington.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman: In your last issue I

noticed an article from Samuel Gamble, commenting on the

Clay articles written bv that antique but versatile Mr. Ban-

dolph Huntington. I"read the articles by Mr. Huntington

as published hv the Breeder axd Sportsman. It is plain to

me that Mr. Huntington is a mono maniac, or else hi writes

to kill time. Some of his statements would be put down as

the ebulitions of a crank, did they not eminate from a man
who is popularly supposed to have some knowledge of the

subject he handles. I am anxiously awaiting the time when

those colts of Mr. Huntington's, sired by Gen. Grant's Arab-

ian stallions, shall break the record.

I see no necessity of entering into lengthy arguments on

the Hambletoniau side of the question. All will acknowledge

that breeding and performance are the only just attributes

upon which to judge of either a trotter or a sire. Now, then,

the Hambletonian familv in this country started with imp.

Messenger. He sired Mauibriuo; Mambrino sired Abdallah,

and he in turn sired Hambletonian, from a mare by imp. Bell-

founder.
, ^ ,

The Clay family started with the Barb horse, Grand

Bashaw, imported from Tripoli, in the year 1S20. Grand

Bashaw sired Young Bashaw, and Young Bashaw, from a pac-

ing mare of unknown blood, got Andrew Jackson, ami he

siierl Henry Clay, from the mare Surry, a Canadian. Thus,

we have the heads of both the Clay and Hambletonian

lamilies.

As Mr. Gamble has said, the immediate sons of Hamble-

tonian that are well known as sires and trotters are Geo.

Wilkes, Volunteer, Haopy Medium, Strathmore. Edward

Everett, Electioneer, Dictator, Aberdeen, Harold, Adminis-

trator, Sentinel, Guy Miller, Cuyler, and a dozen others.

Henry Clay has one immediate descendant in the horse

Cassius M. Clay, and that's all. In the shape of grandsons

are Neaves' C. M. Clay, Jr., Geo. M. Patchen, Strader's C.

M. Clay, Jr., Iron Duke, and Amos' C. M. Clay, Jr. None
of these grandsons except Geo. M. Patchen have sired any

number of 2:30 peiformers. The stallion Neaves' C. M. Clay,

Jr., sired Sayer's Harry Clay, from a mare by imp. Bell-

fouuder. It would seem then that upon this great-grandson

of Henry Clay has fallen the responsibility of upholding the

tenents of this truly good family. Mares by Sayer's Harry

Clay coupled with Hambletonian stallions have produced

souie of our fastest and stoutest trotters. So, indeed, could

be said of Ser ley's American Star.

Where, then, is the great superiority of the Clay family

over the Hambletonian family? Is it because the Hamble-

tonian family started with a horse of greater trotting instinct

than Grand Bashaw ever had? Is is because when the records

are searched for sires and trotters the Hambletonian's out-

rank the Clays ten or twelve to one?
Hambletonian got 1,340 foals.. He did a greater stud ser-

vice than any other stallion, hence it may be claimed by

some, that I would have a greater scope to pick a sire from

thau was afforded by the Clay family. But I will take one

son of Hambletonian against any one son of the Clay stock,

from Grand Bashaw to the present time, and we will ascer-

tain who is the greatest sire of trotters. I will let Mr. H. or

anybody else pick out every trotter descended from Henry
Clay (and he was foaled in 1837), and I can show two sons of

Bysdyk's Hambletonian that have more trotters in the :30

list, thau all the Clay family combined. I mean, understand,

the Clay family proper, not the Bashaws.
Thus do the beautiful theories and elegant sophistries,

spread lavishly in column after column, vanish into thin air

before the penetrating glimmer of facts. I well know, how-

ever, that nothing that could be written would prevent Mr.
Huntington from "comiug again" about every week or so

after, and as I rather euj >y it I hope he will.

Healdsp.org, Nov. 9, 18S5. H. W. Peck.

The Live Stock Record reports that Mr. E. J. Baldwin has

Bold to his uncle, E. J. Baldwin, Wistley, Ind., the brown
colt Brandywiue, 3 years old, hy Lexingtor, dam Mollie Mc-
Carthy, and the chestnnt gelding Grismer, 5 years old, by

Grinstead, dam Jennie D.

The citizens of Dixon, Solano county, have organized and
incorporated a Driving Park Asssociation.

The Santa Cruz Courier Item says thateuough shares in the

racetrack have been taken to secure it against destruction.

THE KENNEL
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps-

Mr. A. M. R. Gordon's curly liver water spaniel, Norah,

whelped nine—six sluts, three dogs, on October 10, 1SS5, to

Flitch's Dan ex Muynard's Priuce— Trevor's Katy.

Mr. James Lawler's curly black retriever Juno (imp.),

winner of '2d at S. F. Bench Show, L883, whelped ten, seven

bitches, three dogs, ou November 3. 1SS5, to Fritch's Dan,

winner of 1st at S F. Bench Show, L881

.

Mr. J. Homer Fritch's b and t Foxhound Julie whelped

six, four bitches, two dogs, ou December 23d, 1S84.

Visits-

Mr. J. H. Fritch's Foxhound Julie, to Mr. John Andrews'

Bulger, at Eetaluma, Oct. 29tb, 1S85.
»

Presentations.

Mr. J. H. Fritch has presented to Mr. John Mnccabee,

Mendocino, a Foxhound brace, bitches, out of his Julie,

whelped Dec. '23d, 1SS4; to Mr. Franklin Stone, S. F., a

brace, dog and bitch, ex Julie, whelped Dec. 23d, 1SS5.

For Sale.

Several well-looking spaniel puppies. Apply to A. M. R.

G >rdon, Chronkk office, S. F.

Coursing meu and California doggy men, generally, will be

glad to learn that Clement Dixou, Eaq,, loug time a resideu 1-

of this city, but now living at Whitehaven, near Liverpool-

has recently undergone a successful operation for the re

moval of an auuoyiug chronic ailment, aud is now in a fair

wuy to renew his youth and return to this State. Mr.

Dixon's name has boon associated -with counting interests

and all our bench show ventures, and his energy in behalf

of field sports has never nagged. We wish him a speedy

and complete recovery.

In the chatty and interesting communication from "Wal-
tonian," printed this week, exceptions are taken to our criti-

cism of a peculiarity in coursing usage, as shown at one of

the Newark meetings. In that event a stake had been run
out to what coursing men call a "fiual" or last course, the

winner of which is the winner of first prize. Little Willie

and Gentle Annie were the dogs, and when they were called

to the slips to start for the final course, Gentle Annie was
unable to respond, because of having gone lame, upon which
declaration Little Willie was adjudged to be the winner of

the course and of first money. Our criticism was that

Willie had made a record, as winner of first place, without
beating many of the dogs in the stake, either actually or con-

structively.

In order to make our argument more clear, letusgive to the

dogs in the stake in question, which was the Railway Stake,

described in this paper under date Aug. 29th, certain num-
bers. Beginning with the first dog drawn to run under the

red as 1; let the first dog drawn under white be No. 2; the

second dog on the red side of the card No. 3; the next dog
under white No. 4, and so on. Perhaps, if put in tabular

form the matter will be more clear:

SECOND SERIES.
1 3
6 7

10 12
13 ]6

THIRD SERIES.
3 6

12 13

FOURTH SERTES.
3 13

No. 3 represents Gentle Annie, and No. 13 Little Willie.

Annie was drawn and Willie won by default.

Now, as the stake was run out, in the first series No. 1 beat
No. 2, 3 beat 4, 6 beat 5, 7 beat 8, 10 beat 9, 12 beat 11, 13
beat 14, and 16 beat 15.

In the second series 3 beat 1, 6 beat 7, 12 beat 10, and 13

beat 16.

In the next 3 beat 6, and 13 beat 12. Thus leaying for the
final numbers 3 and 13.

A little reflection will show that No. 3 had actually beaten
numbers 4, 1 and 6; No. 1 had beaten No. 2; No. 6 had beaten
Nos. 7 and 5, and No. 7 had beaten No. S. So that construc-
tively, No. 3 or Gentle Annie had beaten numbers 2, 5, 7 and
S, in addition to actually beating numbers 1, 4 and 6.

Thus, No. 3 represented all interest originally possessed
by Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 in the first money. That
is to say, before any courses had been run all the dogs
had an equal interest in first money, which interest could
only be defeated or taken away by beating the dog in a fair

course.

Now, No. 13 or Little Willie, actuallv coursed against aud
beat Nos. 12, 14 and 16; No. 12 had beaten No. 11 and No.
10; No. 10 had beaten No. 9, and No. 16 had beaten No. 15,

so that No. 13 may be said to have beaten Nos. 9, 10, 11 and
15, and to possess all the interest in first money, which was
originally held by Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 and 16.

In other words, each of the dogs which had run up to the
final course, represented half of the dogs in the stake, and all

of the interest in the first prize, which each of those dogs
secured by the payment of the entry fee.

Now, it will readily be seen that if No. 3 is killed or with-
drawn before running off the final course, it leaves the half

of the stake which that number represents, entirely without
representation.

No. 3 represents Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7and8, allofwhich dogs
may be very good ones, and anyone of which may be better
than the best dog in the half of the stake represented by No.
13. Suppose No. 3 to be withdrawn. It then amounts
to this, that sixteen dogs have paid an entry fee for the pur-
pose of contesting either actually or by representation for
first money, and the whole of the money is paid to a dog
which has merely beaten one-half of the entries, and which
at best can only be said to be a better dog than seven out of

the original sixteen entries.

The purpose of rules and limitations is io exclude chance
in so far as is possible, and to make a winning record worth
something as an indication of the excellence of the successful
animal. "Waltoniau" will not argue that a record made in a
stake in which all of the entries should be drawn except one
would be worth auything. Nor will he dissent from the
opinion that the value of a win is proportionate to the
quality of the held of dogs in which it is attained, and the
essential fairness of the contest.

It is not to the point to urge that such a change in cours-
ing usage as would require a winner of first place to run an
actual course for the honor, would necessitate ruuuing an
indefinite number of courses. Such abelief is not warranted.
The principle of coursing rules and of field trial rules is that
a beaten dog is out of the stake until first mouey is disposed
of, and cannot run a second trial. That principle is a
good one, and is the only oue adapted to such a competition
as a greyhound or field trial event. It is based on the com-
monly accepted doctrine that every beaten dog is represented
id later courses or heats by a better oue, aud, as a rule, such
is the fact. This belief does not justify any opinion as to

the absolute excellence of any dog, until the stake is run out
to a finish. Before the final heat is run oue can merely say
that the dogs which have beaten him are better. Now, it

must be unsatisfactory, and calculated to lessen the esteem
in which coursiug is held, if a stakeis finished and first place
awarded without such a test as will enable oue to say of any
dog in the stake, other than the winuer of first, that he lost

to a better dog.

The rule on the point adopted by the California Coursing
Club, which is precisely like the rule governing the Pacific

Coast Coursing Club, is as follows: " When two greyhounds
remain in for the deciding course, the stakes shall be con-
sidered divided if Ihey belong to the same owner, or to con-
federates, aud also if the owner of oue of the two dogs in-

duced the owners of the other to draw bun for any payment
or consideration; but if one of the two be drawn without pay-
ment or consideration, from lameness, or from auy cause
clearly affecting his chanon of winning, the other may be de-
clared the winner, the facts of the case being clearly proved
to the satisfaction of the Stewards. The same rule shall ap-
ply when more than two dogs remaiu in at the end of a stake
which is not run out; and in case of a division, between
three or more dogs, of which two or more belong to the same
owner, these latter shall be held to take equal shares of the
tutal amount received by their owner in the division. The
terms of any "n-nngomont to divide winnings, und the amount

of any money given to induce the owner of a dog to draw
him, must be declared to the Secretary.

"

It appears from the rule that safeguards are provided
against connivance to make records to suit owners.
Why is this so ? Not because an owner is not at liberty

to draw his dog at any stage in a competition. The public
has no right to control the management of an animal belong-
ing to an individual. The owuer may draw when he pleases,

but the rule provides certain penalties if a withdrawal is

made for improper motives, such as a desire to make a fic-

ticious record for another dog, or a desire to job the pecuni-
ary gain incident to coursing stakes, nor does the rule de-

clare in terms that in a deciding course.the withdrawal of a dog,
entitles the other, ipso facto, to record as a winner of first.

The rule says " the other may be declared the winner," and
the inference is that if a good reason exists for not so de-
clariug, the dog does not win.
We think the fact that a win, by the withdrawl of an oppo-

nent in a final, defeats the very end of coursing meetings, is

reason enough for refusing to declare, a dog so placed, a
winner.
Now, what change in coursing rules would meet and remedy

this patent weakness?
Take the stake discussed by "Waltonian," for example:

Little Willie, up to the fourth series, had beaten one-half
if the dogs in the stake, and in theory should run a decid-
oog course with the dog which had beaten the other half.

But that dog was drawn lame. The drawn dog, Gentle
Anuie, No. 3, had beaten 1, 4, 6, 2, 5, 7, and 8.

The last dog beaten by Annie was No. 6, in the third
series. So it may be admitted that Annie and 6 were the
best dogs in the half of the stake opposed to Little Willie.

Annie was drawn lame, and in our opinion Willie should have
run off with No. 6.

We are not blind to the fact that some will say that No. 6
had not proved himself a better dog than either Gentle Aunie,
or Nos. 1 or 4, and that the change in the rules which we
suggest would -necessitate a course between Nos. 1 and 4 to
determine which should run with No. 6, for the purpose of
selecting a dog to run with Willie for first money, in default
of Annie. We appreciate the point, and willingly admit the
supposability of a case in which such a series of heats would
be necessary. But the necessary supposition would be that
Nos. 1 and 4 were better dogs than No. 6. The fact is that, as
dogs are drawnin practice, the superior ones are about equally
divided between the red and white on the card, and it is a
safe thing to say that any dog which earns a place in the
second series is better than any dog beaten
in the first series, and any dog which runs
into a place in the third series is better
than any beaten dog in the second series. If we are correct
in the case in poiut, No. 6, which earned a place in the third
series, was a better dog than either 16, 10, 7 or 1; the beaten
dogs in the second series, aud of course better than 2, 4, 5,

S, 9, 11, 14 or 15, the beaten dogs in the first series of
courses. Admitting this to be the fact, on the withdrawal of
Gentle Aunie, No. 6, as the next best dog unbeaten by Lit-
tle Willie, should have run off with the latter.

Conversation with the coursing men convinces us that they
will not admit the advisability of such a change in the rules,

but that fact has no bearing upon our Tight to believe as we
choose, so long as we are candid. "Waltonian's" admission
that "Little Willie did not beat Gentle Annie, properly speak-
ing" is ground enougli to justify an effort to so change the
rule as to make such an admission unnecessary in future.

Space this week does not permit a discussion about the
other changes in the ordei of running which would neces-
sarily follow the proposed innovation, but we shall gladly
receive the opinions of our many intelligent and thorough
coursing experts upon the point. We have merely the inter-

est in it which every real lover of the dog must have, and
desire to understand wherein our views are wrong, if they
are so.

"Saxon" who reported the late Dayton, Ohio, Bench Show
for us, writes: " If you should ever be so unfortunate as to

get entangled in the bench show business you will suddenly
discover that a man needs about four good heads aud twenty-
five pairs of hands and feet. What with looking after the
judges' ring, the exhibitors, the dogs, feed, attendants to

care for and exercise the dogs, expressmen, the various local

aud sporting paper representatives, and the thousand and one
things that demand your attention, you will find that to mark
up six or eight catalogues aud write several reports for dif-

ferent papers, and do it all in part of two evenings, one must
be brief. Philadelphia had a good show, but in Pointers we
are away ahead of those that were shown there. I could have
taken half a dozen dogs and bitches from a kennel in this

city, (Dayton,) and taken every first prize offered for Pointer
classes. All signs point toward the Pointer as the coming dog
for field use. The best field trial handlers, who have been
running Setters for years admit it. The Idstoue kennel,
owned by Mr. B. F. Seituer, at Dayton, ranks among the
best in the laud. There has not been a single bench show
held during the past three years, where dogs bred in that

kennel competed, that some of the prizes were not won by
them."

"Saxon's" remark as to the growing popularity of the
Pointer as a field dog, is probably tiue as to the Eastern
States. It is certainly true as to this Coast. Not a few rarely

bred and good looking youug dogs of that breed have
recently been brought to the State, and when they become
acclimated and are broken so that people can see their en-
durance and exquisite noses, they will be yet more in de-
mand.

We happened to see Mr. W. J. Fox's young Matchless, by
Match—Belle the other day, and ou the same day saw
Mr. E. W. Briggs' Bang Bang—Bellona pup. and it would be
hard to imagine more quality thau they show. Then there
are Mr. J. M, Barney's Tom Pinch, by Tom— Beulah, Mr.
Win. Schreiber's Lassie, by Whitehouse's Prime—Forrest
Lily, same owner's Mountain Boy, by Grouse—Nell, Mr.
R. T. Vandevort's Don, by Baug— Peg, same owner's Luok,
and Drab, Mr.H.R. Brown's young Pointers, brother aud sister,

by Guy—Lady Fern. All of them well bred and good looking
to say nothing of the line and promising youngsters of blood
which have been distributed thiongh the Bassfnrds. The
list is already a loug oue, and more are coming. If all goes
well, there will be in the All-Aged Stake of this year's Paci-
fic Coast Field Trials, five Pointers.

There is a possibility that a Keuuel Club will soon be or-

ganized in Suu Francisco. A good deal is beiup said about
such a project, and the talk comes from men who have the

knowledge necessary in the premises, and in addition are

men who can command respect and confidence. It is use*

less to attempt to Rive a bench buow -here, unless the man-
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agement is in the hands of reputable persons. Good dogs
will not be sent unless the managers are above suspicion, and
a show without a fair number of entries of good quality is

worth nothing except as a speculation. On the whole, the

show interest is losing its commaud of the popular curiosity

and purse. The East has seen several comparative failures

this year, and more will come in all probability.

It might be well for doggy readers of the Breeder and
Sportsman to decide whether they are ready to support a

keunei club with generous contrioutions of coin and sym-
pathy, so that when they are notified to be present at the

formation they may come with settled convictions and not
waste time in nonsensical jabber about immaterial matters.

Mr. J. G. Edwards, of the Coast Review, Vice-President of

the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, has recently returned from
his annual jaunt to San Diego and vicinity. He goes down
early in October aud spends six weeks in quail shooting and
camping out. In that country but little shooting is done and
the birds are very numerous, so much so, that it is no un-
usual thing to knock over rive or six dozen in a day's shooting.

There is some cactus, but it grows in clumps heie aud there

and can easily be avoided. The bulk of the cover is low sage-

brush and* wild buckwheat, in which latter food the birds

delight, and on which they erow to rare size and toothsome-
ness. Mr. Edward's little excursions took him at various

times some miles into Baja California, and on several occa-

sions into Mexico. In both places the birds were found in

great numbers. Water is scarce, and unless a supply is car-

ried, dogs and meu soon give out, tbe heat is so intense. Mr.
Edwards took down with him his Euglish setter Duke, by
Regent—Dollie, and says that the dog worked very well in-

deed, one day, when all conditions were favorable, making
thirty-four staunch points, iu handsome style. It is to be

hoped that Duke will do as well in the Pacific Coast Trials

next month.

"Waltonian" Redivivus.

California Coursing" Club.

This Club met on Nov. 11th, last, at 530 California street,
to settle the outstanding bills of the late successful meeting
at Merced, and to pay the prizes. President, John Hughes
in the chair.

Present; Jas. J. Murphy, Secretary; John Perrigo, Treas-
urer; Win. Ryan, D. D. Shanuon, J. F. Carroll, Dr. J. M.
Sharkey, Wm. Halpin, Mr. Fulda, Dr. Wm. J. Bryant and
R. A. Saute.
Mr. D. D. Shaunon's Master Pippin aud Gliding Maud,

haviDg won equal first and second, that gentleman received
the gold cup and $300.
Mr. It. A. Shute, ownor of Stranger, winner of third

last month took $50. President Hughes, owner of the
game little bitch Emma, received fourth money.
Mr. John Dngan.for White Lily, first in the Puppy Stakes,

received §50. Mr. Wm. Ryan, for Screw Driver, second in
tae same stake, took §30, and Dr. J. M. Sharkey, for Cleve,
the third prize winner among the puppies had §20.
The reports of the Treasurer and Secretary showed the

Club to be solvent, although many of the members bad care-
lessly permitted their dues to remain unpaid. The Secretary
was instructed to wait upon such members during the com-
ing mouth and collect what he could, with the understand-
ing that all those in arrears at the next monthly meeting
would be dropped from the roll. After the busiuess of the
meeting was finished, a pleasant social hour was spent in
talking over the recent Fall meeting and laying plans for
future events. The California Coursing Club takes prece-
dence in age, dogs aud membership, and bids fair to go on
indefinitely on the high plane hitherto reached.

First American Waterloo.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman : It is some time since I

gave you a scratch of my pen, as necessity compelled me to

lay up for a considerable time to undergo a thorough over-

hauling, but I am pleased to be able to say that I am once
more afloat. Ou this side the "herring pond" we have fairly

gotten started iu the coursing business. Three good meet
ings have taken place. The first in Ireland, the next at Gos-

forth Park, Newcastle, and the last at Lytham, Lancashire.

None of these meetings have produced any youngsters likely

to turn out flyers, aud we have yet to see a "Melton," a "Pur-

itan," or a "Lurline."
Haydock Park meeting begins on Tuesday, with a four

days' programme ou the card, so I intead putting on my
coursing Knickerbockers and wending my way thither.

The following week will see me at the Border Union, God
willing, and the iron horse not opposing. That is one of the

best coursing meets in the Kingdom, and it generally gives a

tip for the Waterloo.

On my return to my humble cottage, should I not turn

lazy, I may give you a long letter for the benefit of my
numerous coursing friends in beloved San Francisco. I get

my Breeder and Sportsman regularly, and I am more
pleased with it than ever because there is more "dog talk" in

it, and that is right into my hand. The only fault I now have

to find with it, is that it does not come twice a week instead

of once.
I see in it that the long tails have begun to show up at

Newark Park, the Plumpton of America. I wish the enclosed

Coursing Association success. I am glad to see that the

paper at last has a man who can write and report a coursing

meetiog so ably. It is cheery to me to read it, and I am sure it

will go further to instruct non-coursing men, than all the

wind one can cram down their throats. I am sure the

Breeder and Sportsman will now put in all the phases of a

meeting in a way that will excite the curiosity of non-cours-

ers to such a degree that Newark Park will see them in hun-

dreds.
There is no sport that excites one more than to see the

greyhounds run at a well conducted meeting. The dogs do

their best. They carry neither jockey nor weight. Yoa may
shout to Wee Nell or Buckskin Bob not to run so fast,

but it would be like trying to stop the winds off Cape Horn.

At the same time, dogs can be slipped so as to favor one

more than the ochir. I have tried myself and have suc-

ceeded in throwing one dog a length or two behind from

slips, therefore I consider a dog well slipped as half judged.

A good coursing judge always looks or should look at the

slips

.

One more word and I am done for this time. In the

Breeder and Sportsman of August 29th last, you comment
on the running at Newark Park on August 22d aud 23d, and

make the final heat between Gentle Annie and Little. Willie,

in which Annie was drawn lame, the subject of adverse criti-

cism. Little Willie took first prize because of the with-

drawal of Gentle Annie—quite right. For the last heat, Lit-

tle Willie was ready to go to the slips. He could not help

the misfortune of Gentle Annie. It is true Little Willie did

not beat Gentle Annie properly speaking, but he was still

properly declared the winner. Your idea of the usage and

rules of coursing is wrong, and should be changed. Now, if

I understand yon rightly, it would come as near to running

in heats as possible, if the winning dog should be liable to be

challenged by one or more of the losing dogs. In that case

it would, as you justly say, cause a great many more courses.

For instance, take a sixteen dog stake. There would be

eight falls in the first round, and if one dog had to face all of

them, I think he would be pretty well handicapped. Even

supposing he had it in his power to run each dog every day,

he might with the secoud dog get a regular pumper and not

be fit to go to the slips at the next time of asking. What

theu? Who is to be the winner now? I do not mean to say

that the best dog always wins.

"If" my dog bad not fallen, or "if" my dog had not stuck

in that hedge he would have won. But those infernal "ifs"

will pop up before your eyes when your own dog is running.

I remember at a coursing meeting in my boyhood days, two

dogs were running, and one tumbled head over heels just at

a point in the course when he seemed a sure winner. After

the fall, aud before he could get settled again, the other dog

had wiped out his score, and had a balance in hand at the

finish. The owner of the dog that tumbled was rot satisfied

at the decision, and by permission asked the judge if he

allowed the dog anything for falling. "Yes," said the judge,

'T allowed him to get up."

Last week at Lytham one dog fell into a ditch when he

had the course in hand, but the consequence was he lost.

It was considered by all conrsiug meu that, "if" (there we

are again) he had not fallen he would have won right out,

but fbelieve there is good and bad luck in coursiug, and I

have experienced the latter. Nevertheless, I would keep the

coursing rules as thev are. I should like to hear the opin-

ion of coursing men. Waltonian.

Liverpool, Oct. 19th, 1885.

The Newark Park Managing Uuinmittee met on Wednes-
day night last to arranage the terms and set the date for the
first American Waterloo Cup Coursiug Meeting.

It was decided to make the stake an open one, for 64 grey-
hounds, at $10, entrance. Entries to close on Dec. 23d,
1SS5, the night of the draw, at 539 California St.

The meeting to be held under the rules and patronage of
the combined coursing clubs of California.

Prizes to be $300 to first, $150 to runner-up, third aid
fourth dogs $50 each, four dogs $25 each.

If the stake does n jt till, the prizes will be pro-rated. The
officers chosen were, J. F. Carroll, Samuel O. Gregory and
T. J. Crouin, Field Stewards; Wm. Halpin, Slip Steward;
Henry Hart and JohnMcCormick, Flag Stewards; Senator
John C. Murphy and Mr. Joseph Matthews, to alternate as
Judges; C. J. Murphy, Slipper. The event will be a note-
worthy one and we hope owners of good hounds will enter
them and condition them carefully, in order to insure the
success of this initiatory venture.

The challenge which has been issued by the British cutter,
Arrow, is reported to have made quite a sensation iu the
New York Yacht Club. It is hard to conceive how auvone
acquainted with the handling of a yacht, should le misled
iDto a belief that a craft of the age of the Arrow, could be
successfully sailed against the style of yachts which have
been sailed ou the Eastern Coast or in British waters the past
few years. Aside from improvements in model aud rig, it is
well known that age causes a craft to become heavy, and to
lose that elasticity peculiar ,to them wheu they are compara-
tively new. If the Puritan had been six or seven yeurs of
age instead of a new craft, I am inclined to think we should
not have retained the America Cup as we did in the recent
race.

During a practice spin last Sunday, the South-End's bow
while rowing in the barge, accidentally struck tbe blade of
his scull against a floating piece of timber and broke it. This
the crew seem to regard as quite a loss. The set were made
of very light wood, such as it is almost impossible to match
out here, and they were so neatly made as to all have the
same weight and elasticity.

Quite a strong southeaster swept over the bay last Saturday-
night and Sunday morning. There were but a few small
yachts exposed to it, however, and the owners of these had
good heavy anchors down, with lines on them which could
be relied upon.

The Neva returned last Sunday afternoon from a trip to
the San Mateo county shore. Game is not very plentiful
down that way yet says Captain Cox.

Brown, of the Ariels, is training for the amateur shell race.
Thanksgiving Day will see him in pretty good trim.

The Chispa, Nellie and Virginia still ride at their moorings
at Saucelito.

J. M.

AQUATICS.
The regatta of the Pacific Coast Rowing Association on

Thanksgiving day, now so close at hand, promises to be an

aquatic event of no little importance, barring bad weather_

During the past few days the bay has been so rough that but

few members of the clubs intending to compete have ven.

tured out to take their accustomed practice spins, and there

is a general desire now for pleasant weather and smooth

wuter. In a conversation with one of the prominent men of

one of the clubs I was the other day given all the possibili-

ties and probabilities, and I will, giving the most important
first, relate what I think will prove of the most interesting

to those who take au interest in this branch of spurt. Tho
announcement made that Henry Peterson would row was
premature. Tbe Association's effort to get up a successful

regatta needs no false bolsteriug, and a statement of the fact

will not be as uupleasant to the many friends of Peterson
now as a statement niude just previous to the affair that he
had allowed his name to be used and then backed out.

Peterson says candidly that he has no inclination to row,
and that the stake is not large enough even were he in trim

for the race. Lehberger is at work fitting himself for his

trial against Hinceman of Stockton, and it is possible that

he will have the race in single shells pretty much his own
way. Growney, of the Ariels, is going to try his strength

and skill for second place, and Hall or Loug of the Pioneers
may also start in this race. The probabilities for an old-

time revivor in the way of a barge race is the theme of con-
versation in the clubs. The Stockton club has a four, which
is expected to take a hand, the like of which it would be
hard to equal on this Coast. In additiou to the fine crew the

Stockton club has a beautiful aud swift-racing barge fitted

with patent swivel oarlocks. Gloomy appears the outlook
for the San Franciscans. The Golden Gates, it is said, will

not attempt to compete in their heavy barge, and the Ariels

are in no trim just now, and the Pioneers are

quiet, but may take part. The South-Euds have a

sturdy four in Duplessis, O'Brien, McDowell and Dougherty,
and it is propable they, in their barge Garfield, now almost
too heavy to row in, will make tbe Stocktooiaus cover the

course at a lively rate if they would bear off the prize. This
will be the most important contest of tbe day, doubtless, and
there is at present a general wish that the South-Euds will

find a more suitable barge so that to the men, not the barges,

will depend the results. The Ariels aud Golden Gates are

likely to make the lapstreak race worth while witnessiug.

Nut much is being said in either club in regard to what is

transpiring, but it is customary for these oarsmen to keep
their actions shady—and it's good policy, generally.

"What did Peterson do while back East?" I asked of one of

his friends a few days siDce.
" He won two four-o.ued races and in a shell race got in

second to Hanlan. He got iu ahead of Lee at the New Or-
leans regatta. Yon may state it as a fact that Henry is better

now than when he left thi3 city, although there seem to be
an impression that ho is not. The reason why he did uot
row back there ueed uot now bo concealed. Henry was asked
ou numerous occasions to consent to row, under conditions
which he did not think proper. He could have had all the

chances to row he desired if he had given way to a number
of men who make a business of managing auy thing at which
money can be made houestly or dishonestly. He went on the

principle that the wiuner should take all, and he would not
cousent to a match under different conditions. I think if

Teenier, Beach or Hanlau should crime here and desire to

make a match with Henry that he will accommodate auy of

them. I do not say this without some kuowledge in regard
to Henry's intentions. He is young and with proper traiu-

Iing
would made a creditable contest with the best oarsman

the East can send here. He brought with him his own shell

which is now at the clubhouse of the Ariels."

THE RIFLE.
Carson Guard—A Best on Record.

Fully one hundred and fifty people, including about twen-
ty-five ladies, assembled at the Carsou Guard shooting range
on Sunday last, to witness the team shooting and the exhibi-
tion of Miss Lilian Smith. The trial was for the Carson
Guard team of twenty to beat 815 at the 200-yard range,
Henry Rosenbrock wagering $50 with Captain Wright that
the score could not be beaten. Captain Wright also had a
bet of $20 that tweuty-hve men would score over 1,000 points.
Despite the heavy wind, which was switching to all points of
the compass, the team did remarkable shoofiug, and beat
their own as well as all other records iu the United States.
The ten first-class men who participated in the picnic matches
this year scored 4 31, while the twenty who participated in
the State Fair tournament made 829. The entire twenty-five
piled up 1,009 points. When the announcement was made
by Mr. Wells Drury, the referee, the crowd gave three hearty
cheers for the champions of the world. The detailed score is
attached.

Slocomb 5 55444455 4—45
Harkfir I 44454545 5—44
Thaxter i 54464544 5—44
Laing 4 54534555 4—14
fortius, .lr 5 * 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 4—14
Wright 5 44545455 3—44
Saffell 1 45445445 4—13
Hark 4 54545444 4—43
Dormer 5 44444445 4—12
Little 4 45444454 4—42
Richard 4 44455444 4—42
Cowing, Sr 4 44446444 4—41
Maleh 4 44544444 4—41
Alley. Sr 4 44544453 4—41
Blckutll 4 44434444 5—40
Cagwin 3 44544444 4—4l)

Meder 4 44354384 4—38
I'augherty 3 43544534 3—38
Alley, Ji 4 43434443 4—87
Colver 4 35444332 4—36

Total fortweuty men 829

FIeritage 4 33444544 5—IU
Doyle 4 13 4 4 4 3 4 4 b—iH
J-tarllng 3 4 4 5 5 4 5 4 3-37
Thaxter, Jr 4 4 3 4 4 4 2 13 3—35
Gordon 33343353 2—29

Total l.tKS

A match was made up between two teams of five meu, aud
there was some lively and good-natured betting on the result
among the spectators. It resulted as follows:

TEAM NO. 2.TKAM NO. I.

Alley 17

Siill'ell 41
Cowing 43
Slocomb 41

Wright 41-

Little...

1'haxter H
Laing 48
Parker 42
Maish 39—

During the afternoon Miss Lilian Smith gave an exhibition
with shot-gun and rifle, aud greatly pleased the audience
with her skill. The hat was passed around and $20 realized
for the young miss.

—

Nevada Tribune.

Fresno vs. Kings River.

There has long been a desire on the part of both the For-
sythe Guards, of Fresno, and the Kings Kiver Rifles to
determine at the butts which commaud could turn out the
best team of riflemen, aud the first of a series of matcheB,
best 2 iu 3, for that purpose, was shot on Saturday last, Nov.
7th, at Fresno.
The day was warm and still, and the air clear. Many of

the geutlemeu iu both teams Imve made very fine scores at
practice, but few or none had before shot iu a team shoot.
So the scores made are all the more creditable.

The whole Akers family seems to have turned loose, and
the way iu which they shot argues their command of the
chosen weapon of the National Giuml. The teams will soon
shoot another match at Ceutreville, Fresuo county, and we
hope to receive from some oue of the competeut persoua
connected with them, a full report of tbe event.

At 200 yards, off-hand, military rifles, 5 shots to each mau.
For teams of ten from the Forsytue Guards and tbe Kings
River Rifles, Prize, a silver cup aud the championship of
Fresuo county.

# KIN08 IlIVER HIFLKh'tEAM.
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S-19
l—ln
5-21
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4—17

T. Alters

B, Akera
riske
Lewla

4

. . 4 ...4

...'2

4 2 5—19
3 3 4—17
4 4 3-16

I

Orlffltb 5

|
Luke :t

I

Lucas 2
Bedford 3

I
Woodwortta 3

POHCTTHE OUA11DS TEAM
3 4 4 2-lSMicbell 3

4 3 2 4—15
3 4 3-

4 4 5 3-

ClliBllOlUl.,

Hayes
Collier 4

Lawrence 2

5 4-10
4 5-20
3 3—15
8 3—17
:i l— i

'"

Total..
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Macbeth at the California Theatre.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: If you want to see how

times change and the manners change with them, go and see

the new arrangement, of "Macbeth" at the California. The

great bard of whom it was so happily said: "He was not for

a day, but for all time," would hardly know his own most

sublime creation in tragedy in its new dress and representa-

tion, and in some respects he might aptly quote from his

noble Hamlet: "To what base uses we may return." The

play is in stage language, grandly mounted, although in
'
ome Darticulars faulty. To paraphrase, the promise is given

in the' bills and broken to the sight; the costumes and accou-

trements are not, in most important respects, the similitude

of those of the period described. The Scotch plaid has never

been of the San Quentin zebraic stripe, and it would be in-

teresting to ascertain whence came the fancy that royal Dun-

can chose the g arb of a tishwouian for his kingly person. It

is an amusing innovation to put the droll Bishop in the part

of the first witch, and in look and action he recalls the spec-

tacle of Henry Ward Beecher presiding at a chowder feast,

duly giving his main attention to the kettle. Friar Tuck
never rnore°excelled in the decoction of a savory stew, or

displayed his delight in the cookery. The principal parts are

fairlv personated up to tbecapability of the actors, bntwe must

not iook for the great Macbeth of the Macready, or Kean or

Forrest order in the players now upon the stage, and surely

the lady who personates the grand and difficult part of Lady
Macbeth has neither the conception of the heroic character,

nor the dignitv of action which characterized the perform-

ance of Charlotte Cushman, of Ellen Tree, or Helen Fawcett.

The lines of Ketnbles and of Keaos are extinct, and no more

does a Siddons gTace the boards in stately and majestic afflu-

ence of dramatic genius. The emotional drama and the mere-

tricious spectacular representations have usurped the

place of solemn Melpomene aud graceful Thalia,

and Shakespeare and Ben .Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher.

Massinger and Sheridan, Goldsmith and Byron, Bulwer aud

Knowles, have been deposed to make way for the fresh

modern playwrights who essay the methods and arts of the

late day evangelists of the Hammond and Moody and San-

key class, alternating from laughter to tears, aud w'orking

upon the emotions to produce momentary effect, in which

true pathos and wholesome humor are unknown quantities.

There is a terrible majesty in the Macbeth of Shakespeare,

which only actors of masterly understanding can compre-

hend, and also must tliey be endowed with noble presence,

aud that gift of eloquence which charms while it awes.

These conspicuous qualities for the great character are not

possessed by the players at the California; but they will do,

they will do, for lack of better. The more rounded form of

Elbe Wilton, an acquisition which seems to have unpleas-

antly lessenedfher powers of voice, detracts from the persona-

tion of Lady Macbeth, and that measure of stateliuess and
queenly dignity impressed in the text is wanting in the

action. The fatally ambitions heroine surely never minced
her majestic steps to the gait of a chambermaid hurrying to

answer the summons of her mistress, nor to the quick move-
ment of the eager maiden joyfully hastening to greet her

betrothed; nor were her actions aud gesturiugs in utmost
passion or wildest agony of mental suffering those cf the

nervous lady sawing the air with her arms in spasmodic

grief or fury. Miss Wilton is an engaging aud competent
actress ia appropriate parts, and she dresses with charming
taste, but the part of Lady Macbeth is altogether beyond her

capacity, intellectually and otherwise.

The management merits praise for the manner
in which the tragedy has been put upon the

stage, in general aspects, notwithstanding some of

the anaenromisnis and faults cf costume, armor and equip-

ments. But the exhibition of the catapult and battering ram
—not used at all except for show—is more of clap-trap than

of commendatory puipose. As well substitute for them a

miniature quartz crusher and a platform scales or health lift.

Either use them or remove them; they are in the way. The
scenery is well devised and praisworthy; the music excellent

and inspiring. The fencing scene between Macbeth aud
Macduff is too much of the melodramatic clish clash up and
down the stage order, after the old Bowery style between
heroes and pirates; and the reading is in several particulars

not in conformity to the spirit or letter of the text, not at all

in accordance with the long accepted authorities of the stage,

who have won enduring fame iu Shakesperian representa-

tions. Still, it is a younger generation, who have never en-

joyed the grandeur of the play as interpreted by the great

tragedians of the days that are past, before whom the tragedy

is presented, and so long as they are pleased with it and
patronize the management, who need interpose objection?

Shakespeare is not in the flesh; it is hoped that future "elab-

orate productions" of his tragedies will withhold from the

tendency to dress or undress his great characters in the cos-

tumes of the Lydia Thompson school. "Take any shape but
that," be the players ever so shapaly.

Old Fogey.

National Jockey Club Fall Meeting.

The annual Fall meeting of the National Jockey Club,

Washington, D. C, began on October 19th, and continued

five days, during which time there were run twenty-six races,

of which nine were stakes, as follows:

Three for two-year-olds: the Arlington, six furlongs, won
by Davis & Hall's Bess, by Fadladeeu, 112 lbs. up, in 1:17;

the Capital, one mile, won by Mr. Kelso's The Bard, by
Longfellow, 115 lbs. up, in i:4S. and the Ivy City Stakes,

one mile, won by W. C. Daly's Bessie B., by Tom Ochiltree,

87 lbs. up, in 1:45.

Two for three-vear-olds: the Anacosta, nine furlongs, won
by W. P. Bnrch's Telie Doe, by imp, Great Tom, 110 lbs. up,
in 1:59, aud the Potomac, mile aud rive furlongs, won by G.
B. Morris' Biersan, by Ten Broeck, 1 18 lbs. up, in 2:56J.
Four for all ages: the Autumnal Handicap, mile and a

half, won by H. J. Woodford's Barunm, by imp. Bonnie Set-
land, 113 lbs. up, in 2:39; the Washington Stakes, mile and
a quarter, won by J. Spellmau's Strathspey, by imp. Gle*uelg,

109 lbs. up, in 2:1<U; the Congress, two miles, won by J. E
McDonald's Fosteral, by Foster, 105 lbs. up, in 3:39, and tlie

McKibbin Steeplechase, won by M. N. Nolan's Bourke Coch-
rau, 170 lbs. up, iu 5:27£.

The twenty-six races were won by the following owners:
C. Johnson, J. W. Rogers, J. Spellman, Mr. Kelso, D. C.
Fannin & Co. aud W. P. Burch, two each; and one each by
J. McMahon, G. W. Jennings, H. J. Woodford, \V. Jennings,
*Uvis & Hall. L. Cnrrnu, Dwyer Bros., R. J. Lucas, M. N.
Nolan, G. B. Morris, J. E. McDonald, W. C. Daly, Excelsior
Stables and F. Zeibig.

Below will be seen the tables of winning owners and siren

WINNING OWNERS.

Owner and largest winner. Total.

Mr. Kelso, The Bard SI,550 $2,502 50

H. J.Woodford, Barnum 51,905 1,905 00

J. Spellman, Strathspey S1.S00 1,800 00

W. P. Burch, Telie Doe SI, 225 1,675 00

J. E. McDonald, Fosteral SI, 450 1,050 00

Davis & Hall, Bess 81,250 1,450 III)

J. McMahon, Swift $700 1,4112 50

W. C. Daly, Bessie B. S1.050 1,250 00

G. B. Morris, Biersan $1,200 1,200 00

C.Johnson, Jim Douglas 81,090 1,090 00

G. W. Jennings, Tony Foster $1,050 1,050 00

J. W. Rodgers. McBowling$900 900 00

R. W. Walden, Barefoot $750 850 00

M. N. Nolan, Bourke Cochran SS50 S50 00

D. C. Fannin k Co., John C. $400 S00 00

DwyerBros., Lulu $500 800 00

Excelsior Stables, Quebec $500 500 00

W. Jennings, Farewell $400 400 CO

R. J. Lucas, Volo $400 400 00

L. Curran, Sovereign Pat $400 400 00

F. Ziebig, Col. Clark S300 300 00

E. J. Baldwin, Volante $250 : 250 00

C. W. Medinger, Elkwood $200 200 00

G.Horn, Windsail $100 100 00

O. Bowie, Bessie 8100 100 00

J. D. & J. K. Christy, Bonanza §50 50 00

Total $23,875 00

WINNING SIRES.

Sire and Largest Winner. Total.

Foster, Fosteral SI, 450 S2.500 00

Glenelg, Strathspey SI, 800 2,430 00

Great Tom, Telie Doe 81,225 2,325 00

Bonnie Scotlaud, Barnnru SI, 905 1,905 00
Longfellow, The Bard 81,550 1,550 00
Fadladeen, Bess SI, 250 1,250 00

Ten Broeck, Biersan 81,200 1.200 00
Wildidle, Jim Douglas 81.090 ... 1,090 00

Tom Ochiltree, Bessie B. $1,050 1,050 00
Virgil, Lulu 8500 900 00
Tom Bowling, McBowling 8900 900 00
War Dance, B. Cochran SS50 850 00
Harold, Harefoot S750 750 00
Voltigeur, Frank Ward 8402.50 602 50

Enquirer, Burch 8400 600 00

King Lear, Quebec 8500 500 00
Pat Malloy, Sovereign Pat 8400 400 00

Volturno, Volo $400 400 00

Lisbon, Farewell 8400 400 00

Calvin. Col. Sprague $400 400 00
Glengarry, Col. Clark $300 300 00
Stratford, Waitawhile 8252.50 252 50
Grinstead, Volante S250 250 00
Eolus, Elkwood $200 200 00

Gen. Rousseau, S. Brown 8200 200 00
Ventilator, Windsail S100 100 00
Viator, Chanticleer S100 100 00

Dickens, Bessie S100 100 00

Monarchist, Franlrie B. S100 100 00
Billet, Millie 8100 100 00
Kingfisher, Kica $50 50 00
John Payne, Mordaunt S50 50 00

Joe Hooker, Bonanza 850 50 00

Total 823.S75 00

Maryland Jockey Club Fall Meeting.

The annual Fall meeting of the Maryland Jockey Club be-

gan on October 14th, and continued four days, during which
time there were twenty-one races run. of which eight were
stakes, namely: Two for two-year-olds; the Central, one-mile,

won by the Rancocas Stable's Dew Drop, by Falsetto, 107

lbs. up, in 1 :534-, and the Electric, one-mile, won by Dew Drop,

107 lbs. up, in 1:44}.

Three for three-year-olds: the Dixie, two miles, won by W.
L. Scott's East Lynn, by Springbok, 1.15 lbs. up, in 3:49J;
the Vestal, mile aud a half, for fillies, won by EasLLynne, 115

lbs. up, iu 2:41|, and the Breckinridge, two miles, won by Le
Masuey Bros.' Longview, by Longfellow, 118 lbs. up, in3:38i.

Three for all ages: the Oriole Handicap, nine furlongs, won
by O. Bowie's Bessie, by Dickens, 100 lbs. up, iu 2:01^ ; the

Great Pimlico Handicap Steeplechase, about two and a half

miles, won by M. N. Nolan's Bourke Cochran, by WarDauce,
169 lbs. up, in 6:37 J, and the Bowie, three miles, won by J. T.
Williams' Bob Miles, by Pat Malloy, US lbs. up, in 5:301.

The races were won by the various owners as follows: Ran-
cocas Stables four, W. L. Scott, J. E. McDonald, L. Curran,

J. T. Williams and C. H. Pettingill two each, aud one each
by W. P. Burch, M. N. Nolan, O. Bowie, T. H. Bush, G. H.
Kernaghan, Excelsior Stables and Le Masney Bros. Below
will be seen the tables of winning owners and sires:

"WINNING OWNERS.

Owner and Largest Winner. Total.

W. L. Scott, East Lynne $5,240 85,240
Rancocas Stables, Dew Drop S3, 160 5,160

Le Masney Bros., Longview $4,275 4,275
J. T. Williams, Bob Miles $2,550 2,550

O. Bowie, Bessie $1,350 1,350

J. E. McDonald, Fosteral 8700 1,100

M. N. Nolan, B.Cochran SI, 025 1,025

DwyerBros., Richmond SS0O 1,000

L. Curran, Sovereign Put S900 900

0. H. Pettingill, Valet S490 890
W. P. Burch, Col. Sprague S500 500
T. H. Bush, Tony Foster 8500 500
G. H. Kernaghan, Burch $400 400
J. McMahon, Swift 8300 300
Excelsior Stables, Abraham $200 300
A. Shields, Repeater S200 200
D. C. Faunau & Co., John C. S100 100

Mr. Kelso. The Bard $100 100

W. Jennings, Farewell 8100 100

0. w. Medinger, Elkwood S100 100

Davis & Hall, Ib.sette $100 100

F. Ziebig, Col. Clark S 100 100

G.L. Lorillard, Tolu $100 100

Total $20,390

WINNING SIRES.

Sire and Largest Winner. Total.

Springbok, East Lynne $5.240 85,2 10

Lougfellmv, Long view 84,2, 5 4,375

Put Malloy, Bob Miles $2,550 3,450
Falsetto, Dewdrop 83. 1G0 3,160
Imp. Mortemer, Pontico 8800 1,800

WarDauce, B. Cochran SI, 025 1,515
Dickens, Bessie 81.350 l|350.
Foster, Fosteral 8700 l'2O0
Virgil, Richmond $800 900
Calvin, Col. Sprague $500 500
Bnlleliu, Queen Esther $400 400
Enquirer, Burch $400 400
Gen. Rousseau, Sam Brown 8400 400
Imp. Great Tom, Swift 8200 300
Pero Gomez, imp. Poutiac 8200 200
Revolver, Repeater 8200 ^00
Milesian, Abraham $200 200
Imp. Billet, Millie S100. 1(J0

King Lear, Quebec $100 100
Imp. Glengarry, Col. Clark 8100 100
Catesbv, Rosette SI 00 100
Eolus, Elkwood 8100 100
Ten Broeck, Tolu 8100 100
Lisbon, Farewell $100 ](J0

Monarchist, Frankie B. 8100 100

Total 826,390

Messenger and His Influence.

The blood of Messenger has proved the glory and strength
of the horseiu America; it has originated numerous families;

its crossing has renewed aud given vigor of constitu lion to

every strain with which it has been mingled; and it has been
the foundaliou upon which the American trotting horse has
grown to be the admiration of the world.

I have chanced upon an old advertisement, which, mavbe
the reader would be interested in perusing:

THE CELEBRATED HORSE MESSENGER.
Old Messenger (commonly so-called) is allowed by the best

judges to be in as good order, feel as well, and to retain his
faculties iu as much vigor as at any time since he was im-
ported. Messenger is a full-blooded racer, Hfteen hands
thiee iuches high, and ivell-proportioued. He was bred by
John Pratt, Esq.. of New-Market, and was got by Mambriuo,
who covered at twenty-six guineas a mare in the year 1784'.

Mambriuo was got by Engineer, who was got by Sampson,
who was the sire of Bay Moullon, aud several other capita!
racers; his dam by Turf, his grandam by Regulus. The
mare was sister to Figurante, and was dam of Leviathan, an
excellent racer. He is a sure foal-getter, and his stock
equal, if not superior, to that of any horse in the States,
some of whom are selling from five huudrecT to two thousand
dollars each.
The horse will stand at Bishop Underbill's in the county

of West Chester, fifteen miles from Hjurlem, on the White
Plains road, to cover the ensuing season, at fifteen dollars
the season, and ten dollars the single leap, the season to
commence on the 1st day of April, inst., and to continue not
longer than the 1st day of August following. The money to
be paid at the time of taking away the mare. Warranted
foals by agreement.
Performances.—Messenger won the following sums in the

years 1783, 1784 and 17S5, as may be seen by the Racing Cal-
endars: In Sept, 17S3, be beat, at New-Market, Mr. Potter's
Colchester, by Shark, for 100 guineas; and Mr. Standly's
horse, brother to Straightlegs, for 30 guineas. October 30,
17S3, he beat Mr. Napier's horse Spectra, across the Flat, for
300 guineas; and Mr. Fox's horse Pyrrhus, across the new
flat, for 150 guineas. May, 17S4, he beat Lord Borringdon's
Trigger, for 25 guineas; in July, I7S4, he beat Mr. Wind-
ham's horse Apothecary, for 200 guineas; Lord Foley's Rod-
ney, Mr. Westell's Snowdrop, and Mr. Clark's Flower, for 80
guineas; and Lord Foiey's Ulysses, for 100 guineas. March,
1785 he beat his Royal Highness the Priuce of Wales' Ulysses,
for 200 guineas; aud Mr. Windham's horse Fortitude, for
300 guineas. April, 17S5, he beat Lord Sherburne's horse
Taylor, for 50 guineas. In addition to the above, he has won
the King's Plate, and is the only horse on the*Continent said
to have done the same.

B3P * All accidents and escapes to be at the risk of
the owners. Good pasture and other accommodations pro-
vided by

April, 1S07. Bishop Underbill.

This greatest of horses was brought to the United States in
1792, and died iu 180S, at the age of 2S. In a letter included
in Frank Forester's "Horse of America," Mr. David W. Jones
thus describes him:

"In the latter part of the last century, and the very begin-
ning of this, a number of superior stallions were imported,
which standing at moderate prices, greatly improved the gen-
eral stock of the country. Among those may be mentioued
Slender, in 17S5; Messenger, in 1792: Bajazet and Highlander,
in 1794; Light Infantry and Sauerkraut, about the same time;
Baronet, iu 1795; Alexander, iul797, and Expedition, in 1S02.
All of these made a favorable change in the racing aud road
stock of the North. But immeaBiirably superior to all others
was Messenger, aud, take him for all in ail, unquestionably
the best horse ever brought to America. Henot only produced
racehorses of the first order, both at long and short distances,
but as roadsters his get was unequaled. Well do I remember
him when standing at the stable of Townsend Cock, iu this
county. His bony head, rather short, straight neck, with
windpipe aud nostrils nearly twice as large as ordinary, with
his low withers, and shoulders somewhat upright, but deep
aud close and strong. But behind these lay tbe perfection and
power of the machine. His barrel, loin, hips aud quarters
were incomparatively superior to all others. His hocks aud
his knees'were unusually large; below them his limbs were
of medium size, but flat, strong and remarkably clean, aud
either in standing or in action, their position was perfect."

I underscoie the words "as roadsters his get was un-
equaled," because they point a moral, and emphasize the
wisdom of usiug first-rate blood for the production of every-
day horses. It is impossible to dwell too strenously upon
this point; it is in the raising of-- road horses—pleasaut
horses for the private gentleman's driving— that the money
lies for the farmer; aud here is an illustration of the method
which should be pursued iu getliug such stock. The blood
of Messenger cannot be driven out of the veins when it once
has found its course, aud it makes itself felt generations after
its introduction. It is almost eighty years since the
monarch died, aud yet Dexter, which desceuded from him
iu the male line, and from him and a Star cruss in the female
line, aud was dropped fifty years after Messenger's death,
possesses a frame and a constitution almost the facsimile of
bis aucestor's. Hear Hiram Woodruff describe him, iu 1867:

"It is a long time now (nearly twenty years) since I took
Mi. Foster to Dexter's box, and pointing out his verv re-

markable shape— the wicked head, the gamecock throttle, tbe
immense depth over the heart, the flat, oblique shonHer,
laid back clean under the saddle, the strong back, the mighty
haunches, square, aud as big as those of a cart-horse, good,
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-wiry legs—predicted to liini that here stood the future king
of the trotting world."
Do yon not observe the echo of Jones' description of Mes-

senger, given in 1S56 to Frank Forester? So the lesson is

inculcated anew. Let mares be served by stallions which
have preserved the blood of the great sires—if possible, that

of the greatest sire of theni all, so far as the production of

trotting and driving horses is concerned.

—

Alban Wye, in

Country Gentleman.

An Ancient Sport-

Here is a curious picture from au old boob, published in

1709 and bearing the title "On the" Eoyal Pastime of Cock-
righting:"

Xou now spend most of your time among your friends and
all acquaintances, and reap the comtorts of rural life, amidst

two or three loyal toping souls, many good cocks, and rich

October liquor, with which you oftimes gild the good old

doctor's nose, and raise the pious preacher's voice sis times

higher in the afternoon than in the morning; and though
you daily take your bottle and cock as long as the season

lasts, yet you ne'er fail to attend the man of God; when Sun-

day comes early yon to the temple ride, and there before the

altar offer up your orisons with all fervor imaginable, and in

the afternoon, when by the sexton called, you bring back tbe

priests in your coach, well refreshed by a good dinner and a

cheerful grace cup after it, which enables him to perform
evening service briskly, and with u. laudable voice pronounce
a blessing on you when vesper's over. I never knew that

man yet that was a perfidious man or a real coward and yet

loved" cock-figktiug entirely.

' Heaven-born boys that in cocking delight,

Are ever true-hearted and constant in right."

Cocking seems to have been well patronized by the country

clergy. Iu 1609 Robert Wilde, a Nonconforming minister,

wrote a poem in which he described with gr* at unction all

the phases of a well-fought main. But the passion amung
the black coats and white chokers came down to a much later

period, as is proved by a story told by Grantley Berkley.

He is describing a visit he has made to a cockpit, iu compauy
with a friend. -'Never shall I forget the amusement of my
friend when I pointed out to him a rather tall, dingy figure,

in black coat and waistcoat, keiseymere breeches, and brown
top-boots, looking as if they had seeu much wear and tear or

had never been brushed or blacked. The elderly gentleman

was very busy takiug his gamecocks out of their bags which
he sent to fight on our side. My lriend was iutently watch-

ing him, and asked, as the first bird was takeu out: " What
the devil is that parcel tied to one of the bird's legs?" "His
battle money;" I answered; "my reverend fneud always

stands his own battle money in preference to standing ;iuy

share in our main, and by so doiDg generally loses, as his

birds ;ire not as good as ours." "But why do yon call him
your reverend friend?'' inquired the other. "Because he is

a regularly beneficed clergyman of the Church of England,"

was my reply. It was remarkable that the two great cockers

of the "present century, Dr. Bellyse and the Earl of Derby,

died within a few years of the passing of the Act which inter-

dicted their favorite pastime.

and should by all means have sufficient grain to keep it con-
tinually growing.
The third Winter the same course should be pursued, and

in idle times the colt should have the harness put upon him
and be driven about the lot until he is taught to stop, back
and go forward, and auswer the lines promptly when either
is pulled, and shall have lost all fear of his accoutrements.
Next he may be put beside a steady horse in an emoty wag-
on, or to such loads as are within the power of the broken
horse to pull along, gradually accustoming the youngster to
take iiold.

If this is kindly done it is astonishing how simple a thing
it is to break a colt. While a three-year-old colt may be put
to work, and may earn his keep, he must not be over-fatgiued
for another year, or he may become strained to throw a curb.
A fairly well-bred colt, treated as above described, will cost
less to rear than a three-year-old steer, and should be worth
twice the money. And few farmers are so situated that they
cannot advautageonsly use mares, in part at least, for their
work stock, and raise one or more colts each year at a good
profit.

Some Hints on Horse Barns.

STABLE AXD PADDOCK.
Points by a Kentucky Breeder.

[Pittsburg stockman.

J

It is presumed by the writer that these essays are written

for the use of the general farmer wlio raises one or two colts

a year, and the subject will be so treated. Most farmers will

utilize such mares as they employ in their farm work, and it

will be unnecessary to go into details as'to tbe points desir-

able in a broodmare, only warning them against attempting

to rear colts from mares afflicted with hereditary unsound-

ness. Such breeders will also have probably only small

chances of selection iu choosing a sire, but should certainly

use the best horse within their means, bearing in mind that

while ten or twenty dollars difference in the price of the ser-

vice of a fair stallion and a real good one may seem great, a

foal by the latter may easily be worth fifty dollars more at

four years old.

If the mare is in foal she should be bred on the 7th or the

9th day after foaling, and tried on the ISth and every 9th day

thereafter until you are satisfied she is in foal. If a mare

fails to hold, a practice frequently successful is to have her

covered, and after an interval of two days have her served

again. This method was successfully pursued with three

mares of the writer the past season. The mares should be

well kept, and if properly treated may engage in all the work
of the farm, to within a few days of foaling, though they

should be entrusted only in very careful hands if used in a

cart, as they are liable to be thrown, and at best the knock-

in** thev would get from the shafts of a loaded cart is to be

avoided. When idle, grass in Summer, with an abundance

of clover hay supplemented by a little grain, if not in good

order, in Winter, is sufficient. If timothy hay is fed a small

feed of bran should be given to keep the bowels in good

order. While at work, grain should be fed liberally ac al

times.
Atter the mare foals she should not be put to work for two

weeks, and a still longer rest is desirable. When she goes to

the field to work, instead of allowing the foal to follow her

back and forth as she plows or does other work, it should be

haltered and tied near by; allowing it to suck about the

middle of the forenoon and again the middle of the afternoon,

being with the mare of course at noontime. After the colt is

a few months old, however, it should be left in the stable

while the mare is at her work, sucking only at noon, through

the days. A few shelled or sheaf oats should be placed within

reach/of which it will soon eat to the extent of several quarts

a day. The mare and colt each easily become accustomed to

this separation, and alike profit by it, and when weaning time

comes, say when the foal is five months old, it has learned to

eat well and can lose its dam's milk without shrinkage. The

mare should be occasionally milked until dry.

Now follows the time—the first Winter—when so many
colts are so hopelesslv stunted by neglect and sufficient food.

Avoid this. Shelled "oats is the best grain for weanlings, or

shelled oats and shelled corn mixed equal parts make a good

ration. Three quarts of the first or two quarts of the latter

twice a day, with chopoed sheaf oats or clover, or timothy

hay for roughness, will keep the foal iu nice order. If

stibled it should have a daily run for several hours in a lot

or pasture, and if not stabled shelter should be provided in

the lot, in the shape of a shed opening to the south, which if

nothing better is at band can easily be constructed out of a

few forks, a few poles and a load or two of straw. The best

time to castrate a colt is when a yearling, and after being a

few weeks upon grass to cool the system. Good pasture is

sufficient Summer keep. The second Winter the colt is bet-

ter able to rough it, but will repay any special care given it,

Iu building or fitting up a horse barn, it is singular how
frequently every interest involved, however remotely,
receives due consideration with the exception of the
chief one of all, that of the occupants. From this time on
until, we may say, early Snmmer, in the northern States at
least, the greater portion of the horse's time, when not
engaged in actual labor, will be spent in the barn. It should
be hardly necessary, then, to emphasize the necessity of
making the accommodations for the horse the chief con-
sideration in fitting tjp the barn. So it is, nevertheless, with
many farmers, who seem to consider the question of the
flooring and the size of tte stalls, the position of the manger
and hay rack, and other details intimately assoc.ated with
the horse's health and comfort, solely from the point of view
of their own convenience, and for the sake of economizing
five or ten dollars, or saving a little trouble, vill neglect
some detail or make some arrangement of the stall calculated

to seriousiy aud permanently interfere with the comfort of

the uncomplaining, because dumb, animal. To speak here
of one point only, we may mention the flooring of the stall.

We have heard, many times, criticisms of a dirt floor for

the stalls. It has been alleged that rheumatic affections and ,

colic are largely traceable to the effects of dampness arising

from dirt floor*. On the other hand, there is no question
that the moisture of the ground is nature's method of pre-
venting the evils arising from too dry hoofs, injurious re-

sults, which those who remember au article in a number of

the Weekly Journal descriptive of the care of horses in the
city car stables, necessitated the use of frequent foot-baths.

It is true that the farm horse litis the advantage over the
city horse of doing most of his work on dirt roads; but when
comfort is considered as well, there can be no question but
the dirt floor is prefeiable, aud where good bedding is pro-

vided at night, replaced during the day by a layer of sawdust
to serve as an absorbent, it will not be found to induce rheu-
matic or other difficulties. The incline of the stall is another
matter of importance often not considered, or rather con-

sidered only with regard to the owner's convenience, which
prompts him to make the grade very steep to facilitate drain-

age. This results in compelling the hurse to stand uphill, as

it were, while in the stall, which is both unnatnral and
fatiguing.

—

Live Stock Journal.

The hair shows the breeding of an animal very plainly,
and more attention should be paid to its quality. A well-
bred animal will always show its blood in its fine, glossy
hair, and if any animal shows a departure from this rule it

is either out of health, or something is wrong with its breed-
ing. A coarse, rough-haired animal is generally coarse-
grained, sluggish and inactive, and many times also ill-

natured and vicious, and especially is this true of the horse.
A fine, bright, sleek, clean-haired horse always has nerve,
action, and endurance, generally coupled with a nervous but
gentle disposition.

It is not the use so much as the abuse that injures a horse,
and when yon see a young horse broken down you may con-
clude that the horse has been abused. A horse pr per y
cared for should live and be capable of doing fair service for
twenty-five or thirty years. Yet we find many horses that
are practically useless at half that age.

Quarrelsome, ill-tempered horses should never be allowed
to run in the pasture with other horses. They are liable to
damage the others, and frequently they instil a like disposi-
tion into those about them by continually teasing and tor-
menting them.

POULTRY.
Food-Value of Eggs.

This, according to the Canadian Breeder, is what an Eog-
lish groom said to a Yankee hostler: ''When a horse comes in

all wet with perspiration yon let him stand iu the stable and
dry with all the dirt on. In England we take the horse as he
comes in from a drive aud sprinkle blood-warm water all

over him, from his head to his feet. Then we scrape him
down and blanket him, rnbbiug his legs and face dry. Thus
in an hour he is clean and dry, and ready to take a good
feed, while with your way he will stand and swelterfor hours
and finally dry sticky and dirty. Oar horses never founder
and never take cold. We never use a curry comb. You
scratch your horses too hard. The only care necessary is to

have the water not very cold, then bathe him instantly,

while you are rubbing their legs.

A high spirited, mettlesome horse is generally an animal
capable of enduring much hard usage, if it is properly man-
aged and controlled; but very often these animals are made
more excitable than they really are by nature, by the bad
judgment and fussiness of the driver. Take a team full of

life, vigor and fire, aud one or two jerks aud harsh words
from the driver will so excite the animals that they will al-

most be unmanageable the whole day, and will worry them-
selvesont in a short time through mere fretting; but if tbe

same team be taken in hand by a driver who will handle it

in such a wav as to get the excitable animals to work without

in any way fretting them, they will in a short time be mov-
ing along smoothly aud at the same time quickly, and with-

in an hour would be showing the results of extra, stamina.

A team that has been worked together and has not been
injured or abused by overloading, will draw a third more
with less strain than a team not accustomed to the work or

each other. And here too many farmers make a mistake.

A number of horses are kept, aud are worked together, as

occasion seems to demand, without any particular regard as

to size and strength. A good horseman will, as far as possible,

work the same horses together, aud in the same position,

whether two, three, four or six horses constitute the team,

and this practice soon euables them to draw more with the

same team than if they wer*- constantly shifted about Then
the teams are trained, and in an emergency can be de-

perded upon much farther than when they are not accus-

tomed to pull together.

It is always a good thing for every farmer's household to

have at hand a supply of liniment; to be used iu cases of

bruises or injuries, says the Germanloicn Telegraph. Tbe
following recipe is for u liniment that under ordinary cir

cnmstances is warranted to be valuable for beast and man t

It is beneficial iu cas-1 of rheumatism, sprains, swelling.",

and stiff joints in the human family, and for fistula, poll-evil,

sweeny, etc., in animals: Oil of cedar, 2 ounces; aqua am-
monia, 3 ounces; oil of hemlock, 2 ounces; spirits turpen-

tiue, 1 ounce; oil of cloves. 1 ounce; oil of tar, 1 ounce;
spirits camphor, 2 ounces; oil sassafras, 2 ounces. Apply to

affected parts. »
Dr. Home says: Handsome women, and hauda>me, good

horses always did go together. I would choose a wife on
her appreciation of a good, stylish, intelligent horse. The
best women I have ever known were great admirers of a good
horse.

Average eggs weigh about eight to the pound. Thus a
dozen eggs weigh one and a halt pounds. A pound of eggs
coutaius more nourishment than a pound of meat and bone.
Hence eggs at 24 cents a dozen are as economical a food as
beefsteak at 16 cents a pound. There is no flesh food that

may be served in so many palatable ways as eggs, nur so
easily obtained by farmers. They can be boiled, poached,
scrambled, fried, made into omelets plain, or mixed with
herbs or salted meats, and. used in a variety of ways iu

cases, Indian bread, and other cookery. Thus there are
few seasons when it will be good economy in the farmer's
family to stint themselves iu this easily assimilable and
nutritious food. Every family having au ice house, or other
cold storage, should preserve a good supply to be used wheu
they are scarce. They may be kept fairly well in a cool

cellar, if put down in Autumn.
One reason why persons suppose eggs lack nutritiou is

that they are in a semifluid state. Yet heat readily couverts
them into a solid by coagulation. Like milk, eggs are a per-

fect food, containing all the constituents of uonrishweur,
and, like rare roast beef, soft boiled eggs are digested in

three hours.
Milk, like eggs, is capable of great variety in cooking, and

milk and cream should constitute a considerable portion of

the diet in farm life, especially in the preparation of pud-
dings, sauces, and the many dishes which form palatable

accessories to table enjoyment. It is, therefore, bad econ-

omy for the farmer's family to stint themselves iu milk,

cream aud eggs on the ground that they are not solid food.

Salt pork, bacou and ham are indeed solid food in the seuse

of indigestibility. It takes five hours to digest either, aud
only strong stomachs can bear them. They should be used
more as relishes thau as true food on the farm iu Summer, as

they are everywhere else. It should be remembered that it

is simply the juices of any food that serves the purposes of

digestion.

It is only that portion of any food that is soluble in the

fluids of digestion that is assimilated aud taken up by the

system. Fresh meat is largely water—about 71 per cent
,

and that of eggs is about the same, or about that of blood,

which contains three per cent. more. The marketable meat
of the ox contains 10 per cent, bone, sn that this again would
bring eggstnllyup to the standard uf ieau meat. The tact

that the farmer is compelled to depend so largely upon salted

me tits in Summer, and the added fact that milk, cream aud
eggs are especially valuable in the preparation of salte i meat
dishes, rendered careful thought on the subject all the more
necessary.— Planter.

Guineas-

I have a weakness for the guinea fowl, and if their eggs

were as large as those of "a heu I should breed them exclus-

ively, as they are so much superior to everything else in the

poultry Hue in su uiauy importaut particulars. Two years

ago, while iu the south pan of the State, I bought a pair of

white guineas, not because I was hankering for guiue.is, for

I always looked upon them with the suspicion with which I

look upon a Kentucky mule. I bought for their color, be-

cause there were no white guineas iu my county. Last year
the hen laid about ninety egfs that we found, and I hatched
seventeen of them under a heu. About the first of Only the

guinea hen began to sit out in the edge of the cornfield on
fourteen eggs, and in due course of time. I suppose, she
brought off thirteen chicks; at least one time I went down to

see her aud she was gone, leaving one egg in the nest. The
next time I caught a glimpse of her, she came to the house
one evening with thirteen chicks about as large as quails,

having kept every one that was hatched, aud the heu which
brought off a brood lost only two. Wheu cold weather came
I had thirty guineas that bad cost me less to raise thau any
five chickens in my flock. I kept them through the Winter
aud this Spring I sold tbem all but half a dozen at a dollar a

piece, aud could have sold as many more if I had had them.

Two of them we ate and fotiud them excellent; the flesh, un-
like that of the pearl guinea, is white, tender, and of a gamey
flavor that is delicious. The ones I kept laid with the hens
for a long time this Spring, beginning itbui t the 5(h of April

aud layiug every day until they began sittiug, about two
weeks ago. Before I got any guineas the hawks bothered

me considerably, but siuce that time they have got but one
chicken from me. The advantages uf keeping guineas are

these: It don't cost a cent to keep them; they are better for

the table thau anv breed of chickens; the hawks don t get

them, and when I find a guinea hen sitting on fourteen to

twenty eggs I feel tolerably safe in "counting my chickens

before they are hatched."

Encourage the growing chicks to become friendly by giv-

ing them feed near yon, and then from yom hand. It makes
their care much easier, all through life. When yon wanl a

roast, when yon wish to show a particular bird to a friend,

or when yon* wish to lift your setting hen from the nest, the

thing can be done without serious IronUe. Especially fa it

well to have birds intended fur exhibition quiet aud gentle.

They will pass through an ordeal of that kind in better con-

dition—suffering little from flights or changes of scenery—
and when brought before the judge will appear to much bet-

ter advantage than if frightened at a touch, or if ti i

gle and flutter when being handled.
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

6ince the 1st of September, 1S84, We have made good

Borne of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice .of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

A Short Visit to Palo Alto.

Wednesday of this week was one of those typical early

Winter or Fall days for which California is so justly cele-

brated. There is a great difference between them and
the Indian Slimmer of the E Lst. There is none of that

dreamy haziness. In place of the sun looking like a

huge red globe apparently floating- in an amber-col-

ored fluid, there is an intense brilliancy, even more so

than when in Midsummer, and from the moment it comes

in sight over the crests of the Contra Costa range until it

Binks in the Pacific, there is such a dazzling sheen that

the eye can only rest on it for an instant. In the early

morning, when standing at th^ station on the Berkeley

railway, which is immediately opposite Golden Gate, the

air was so clear that even the distant mountains ap-

peared to be near at hand, and the western horizon

where the sea and sky join was a well defined line. The
white sails of the vessels on the bay glistened in the sun-

light, and excepting the smoke-cloud from the city

drifting lazily to the southeast, there was nothing to ob-

struct the vision in every direction. There was not even

a throb of a wavelet breaking on the beach, and the ever

restless ocean had not force enough to carry the motion
across the bay. On that side it was more like a fair

lake which the breeze is not on, and when the steamer

left the slip at the end of the mole, until it reached the

slip there was a shower of bright spray falling from the

wheels and a streak of snowy foam from behind it nearly

the whole distance across. Beautiful as was the morning
the whole day was in keeping. The air, a trifle eager and
nipping, perhaps, to those of tender frame, when the sun
arose, becoming mellower as the day advanced, and
never for a single moment till night came was the at-

mosphere uncomfortable. The party we accompanied
contained Colonel H. I. Thornton, Col. Hutchinson, of

Wellsbourn, Bideford, North Devon, England, his

brother, Captain Arthur J. Hutchinson, of the Cienega
Raucho, Los Angeles, Mr. Gird, owner of the Chiuo
Ranch, San Bernardino county, Mr. Carpenter, manager
of the ranch, Mr. Drew, of San Bernardino, and Mr.
Campbell. It was fortunate that the vehicle sent to

meet us at the depot was commodious, as it was not

anticipated there would be so many to convey, and
hough the springs came down with the weight of nine

men, some of them of a good deal of ponderosity, the road

from Menlo is not very rough, and the drives on the Palo

Alto estate are graded to an exactness, and the gravel

with which they arc coated packs into a smooth, hard

surface. The curving drives along the banks of the

San Francisquita, with the huge live oaks, flowering

shrubs and foliage plants on either side, was greatly ad-

mired, and, in fact, from the entrance gate to the trot-

ting stables there is not a furlong which does not bring

some new and pleasant feature in view. Much, how-

ever, the day and the scenery was enjoyable,

it was of secondary consideration to a look

at the horses and colts. To those who
have never visited Palo Alto tbe impressions are that a

few hours will be sufficient to "go over the lot," and in

that time acquire a knowledge of the horse stock of the

place. In one respect that is correct. The old stallions,

Electioneer, General Benton, Piedmont, and Mohawk
Chief, can be examined, and the scrutiny result in carry-

ing away a definite idea of their forms and differences.

Even that will take some time, as there are points to con-

sider and comparisons instituted which only close and

careful observation will determine. But it is needless to

say, to those who have made one, or ever so many visits,

that when it comes to the broodmares, younger horses

and colts, there is such a continual succession of animals

such a commingling of bays, browns, and chest-

nuts, that it is difficult to recall an individual unless

there are some extraordinary characteristics to fix them

upon the memory. There is a surprising uniformity, a

closeness of resemblance, that if the spectator was not in

position to know, he might imagine that he was deceived,

aud the procession consisted of leading a few in a circle

like the representation of an army on the

stage of a theatre. He admires one of beautiful

form, color and style, and before the impression grows

cold, here comes another, awd another, and so many

others so nearly alike that he fancies the similitude

is unreal, and he rubs his eyes in the endeavor to clear

away the cobwebs which have clouded the vision and

confused the brain.

It is also bootless to say that yearlings were taken for

those of one and two years older, two-year-olds for

mature horses. Now and then "late colts" which looked

like the ages given, but ninety per cent., at least, of

size and substance which appeared marvellous when
their ages were taken into consideration.

We anticipated that our Eaglish friends would prefer

Piedmont to Electioneer. The former, one of the

grandest appearing trotting-bred stallions ever led out

for inspection, and with an air that would imply he was

aware of his good looks and was determined to pose to

the best advantage.

Electioneer stands quietly, modestly maybe, as if he

were also aware of his good points, and that those who
could not see them had little knowledge of the power

that laid in his huge muscles, or the intelligence that

beamed from the lustrous eyes. We admire Piedmont,

we have almost reverence for Electioneer. He has done so

much to make true the prophecies that we uttered years

before his advent on this Coast, that we regard him as a

coadjutor, a potent auxiliary iu changing predictions into

history, turning ridicule into a due appreciation, aiding

"climatic advantages" with a "prepotency" never ex-

celled. Down the long row of stalls from the stallion

stables to the eastward, and from each stall is led an

animal that is well worthy of an extended notice, but

the time was too brief for more than a mere look, and

a description of this one row would occupy more space

than can be given to the whole of this article. We may
say, however, that there was more than one look when
the yearling sister to Anteeo, Antevolo and Anteros was

led out, though all that will be* said now is that the

brothers will have to keep moving if the handsome filly

does not overtake them before she ranks as a mare.

Across the row of stalls which are parallel with the

track, and there is the same bewildering array. Every

colt is a study. Most of them showing such high form

that Colonel Hutchinson was somewhat surprised at the

evidence of breeding displa}'ed. There was one three-

year-old by Electioneer, from the dam of Freda, nearly

seventeen hands in height, and yet with the finish of hie

famous half-sister. With very little work he exhibits a

gait which is au augury of future speed. It may be that

Frolic will emulate the example of Lady Wallenstein,

who produced Lady Prewitt, with a trotting record of

2:30, Terror, a noted hurdle racer, and Brakespeare and

Wallenstein, winners iu England, the latter winning the

Liverpool Spring Cup in 1882. At least she has Precious

and Freda to her credit and from the appearance of her

colts in both divisions of Palo Alto, trottiag and racing

there must be an accession to the fame of her family.

If there was bewilderment when viewing the colts out

of doors, the entanglement was intensified at the indoor

exhibition. In one of the large barns the halls form a

cross, on three sides of which are ranges of box stalls.

The spectators occupied the vacant space, and half a

dozen grooms were busily engaged in leading the colts

to where they could be seen. McPherson, as master of

ceremonies, gave their ages and pedigrees to the third

generation. When one was ordered away another took

its place, and all this so rapidly that it was impossible

to obtain more than a general impression. That

impression was that there was not an inferior

colt domiciled in this barn. More than that there was
scarcely an exception below a high standard of excellence

Colonel Hutchinson had never seen a fast trotter in mo-
tion, and when the stock in the barn had been looked

over, there was an adjournment to the wet weather

speeding ground. This is a wide lane coated with coarse

sand, and about three-eighths of a mile in length. It is

used when the track is not iu order, and a capital adjunct

it is to the training of trotters. Mr. Marvin had har-

nessed Bonita to a sulky, and a better exponent of the

gait could not be found, were the whole country ran-

sacked. It is doubtful, too, if a faster can be raked up,

and were she and Maud S. to come together in a brush

through the stretch, it is extremely doubtful if the Em-
press could get her nose in front. As she ha=; shown a

quarter in 30^ seconds, this is no vain boast. Her action

is perfect, the only drawback being a shortness of stride,

16^ feet, which entails such rapidity of movement as to

be a great strain on the motive force. It is superfluous

to write that Colonel H. was pleased with the exhibition,

and he warml3r thanked Marvin for affording him the

opportunity of witnessing the rate of the "American

trotter." The "breaking stable" is contiguous to the

speeding ground mentioned. There are a large number
of open stalls, and the yearlings which are kept in them
do not seem out of place. Anyone who was not conver-

sant with the ages of the colts, or who had not been pre-

pared by previous knowledge, would be apt to think that

it was a row of horses in place of colts which still ranked

as yearlings.

Fifty-odd weanling fillies in an enclosure near the

stables; fifty-odd weanling colts iu a field some distance

away. Bear in mind that these are only the trotting-

bred juveniles, and not a single one that has not a lin-

eage which would not warrant the assertion, rarely bred.

In the field which we so greatly admire; the field which

lies between the paddocks and the creek, and on which

are so many grand old oaks as to give it the appearance

of an English park, there are mares in herds.

Eighty acres in the field, and yet thronged in every

position. They give life to the picture, and

fall of life they are, as is shown by the merry gam-
bols among the trees, cavorting iike youngsters in place

of staid matrons of the stud. Only a short distance from

the training stables, the gradual slope that extends from

the bay is broken by hills which rise abruptly in places,

at other points easy to surmount. It would take pages

to present a "pen picture" of the scene which is viewed

from the summit, chapters would be required for a

faithful description. Basking in the sunshine and

apparently enjoying ihe grand scenery there are a col-

lection of' mares which cannot be equalled on any farm

in the whole country. Celebrities on every side. There

stands one with a record of 2:15, there is another, heavy

in foal, that made 2:21 when two years old, two which

have marked 2:20, and a whole lot with records which

entitle them to a place in the list, "Dams of Celebrity."

Columbine looking big and strong, the only mare which

has two entire sons that have beaten 2:20, and these her

first and second born. Only twelve years old there is a

fair chance that there will be many more jewels in her

crown. We must ask the indulgence of our readers for

exhibiting some egotism in connection with this mare,

aud the pride taken in her and her progeny. Pardon-

able it certainly is, as it is practical exemplification of a

theory that we advanced over a quarter of a century

ago, and which we have adhered to through all these

years, notwithstanding that the views have been ridiculed,

and in many instances elicted torrents of personal abuse.

"None but thoroughbreds do it quite well," remarked

Fanny Kemble, when the topic was the turf. The more

thoroughbred blood iu the trotter the better, we add, so

long as thej' have the proper action, and every year is

adding testimony to strengthen the position.

A momentary glance at the building in which the

cameras were placed in order to explain to Col. Hutchin-

son the modus >> randi of instantaneous photography in

recording the action of animals, and we are off for the

thoroughbred department. Fields are passed in which

are more trotters. A trio apart from the others, are

Hinda Rose, Carrie C, and Mauzanita. Their long

journeying together has so endeared them to each

other that no other company is desired, and

they, doubtless, are "thanking their star-"

have returned them to a more genial climate than that

in winch they have been so sorely tried.

Although a large number of thoroughbreds have been

sent to the Vina Ranch, so many are left on the home
farm that there is the same difficulty as was met in the

trotting department. With this . difference, however,
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there is a greater individuality, if it may be so termed,

or something that impresses the mind more strongly,

which fixes upon the memory individual characteristics,

and even when the time is short for inspection a clearer

idea remains. Not so clear though as to warrant pre-

cise descriptions, as after looking at half a hundred ani-

mals in about as many minutes, and that without taking

notes, the most tenacious memory would fail to present

a clear reflection of one-tenth of them. The English

mares were running in a circular paddock, around

which is the wet weather galloping course. The very

best blood in all England is represented. That these

animals show the inheritance is evident. A big brown

with her ears lopped so that they stick out at right

angles to her head must surely have Melbourne blood,

and sure enough her dam was by that most famous

sire. A dark chestnut with a head as clearly cut as that

Anteeo, Arab, Adair, uy Wilkes. Hopeful's Idea.

mmaries of the race

were printed. They

- if a parallel can be

Through an oversight only the

trotted on the Bay District Course

were great races, and it is doubtft,

found, when the time of the year is taken into consider-

ation. Every horse gained honors, and though, of course,

the winners are entitled to the most credit, the losers

made a showing which enhanced their reputations.

However, when we have time to "hunt up the records,"

we will prove the assertion that these races htad the

list.

on an ancient gem. must haye inherited it from Swaet-

meat, and the title is clear when it is known that she is by

Parmesan. Now our English friends are at home, there

is a keener look in the Colonel's eyes when we reached

the training stable, and the bang tails are led out, and

the Captain dilates on hocks and gaskins, on middle-

pieces, quarters, shoulders and legs. Both are thoroughly

versed in turf matters; both have made a study of the

breeding of thoroughbreds. Both have witnessed and

taken part in racing in England, in France, in Germany,

and the "far-off Ind." The Colonel comes with fresh

recollections of the sport in the mother country, the

Captain has lived for fourteen years in California, and

blends the knowledge gained in this country with that

of former years. That this is a practical acquaintance

has been thoroughly proved. From a very few mares

he has bred St. David, Beaconsfield, Eda, and others that

have gained celebrity on California courses, and if our

old favorite Hock-Hocking lives to the alloted span of

horse-life, there will be a succession of winners from the

Cienega Rancho. That they were well pleased with the

stock was beyond question, and that we were well pleased

when our judgment tallied, "goes without saying."

Were we compelled to give an opinion after so short an

examination, the preference would be awarded to the

produce of Sally Gardner beyond that of any one mare.

Her colts, the three-year-old, by Shannon, and the two-

year-old, by Flood, are magnificent animals, and the

yearling "falls in with them" harmoniously. Further

than to state that all of the stock looked remarkably well

we will dismiss the horses for the present. In the near

future we shall present our readers with a full and com-

plete history o£ horse-breeding at Palo Alto, in order to

show what has been done in California in the short space

of nine years, and what may be expected in the future.

The history will not only be interesting but of great

value as tending to show the best "crosses," by the best

possible test, that of results.

A drive along the wide avenue which leads from the

county road in a straight line to where the ground was

broken for the erection of a mansion, and from which

other avenues diverge to the house stables, we find

Occident, hale, hearty and fat, taking his ease in a straw-

littered paddock, and but for the grey eyebrows he would

show little indication of the twenty-two years of life, in

which there have been many "thrilling episodes." The

home stable and carriage house are so well arranged as

to furnish a model to those who can afford a structure of

such magnificent proportions, and in the stalls are horses

which have made their mark.

"While admiring the generosity that has prompted the

bestowal of this princely domain, with that admiration

there is a tinge of regret. The money value may cut a

small figure in a donation of twenty million of dollars,

though that is so large that few men, however wealthy,

would like to bestow. The land alone, S,000 acres, cost

$813,000, and it is within bounds to say that more

than $500,000 have been laid out in improvements.

This would aggregate one million aDd a half of dollars;

but the gift can hardly be measured by dollars and cents,

Gov. Stanford, has, in a measure, created it. Every tree

planted, every building erected, every detail planned by

himself. These millions of government bonds, blocks of

city buildings of twice the value, even piles of double

eagles, bright and glittering from the mint, would be

surrendered with less reluctance. And yet Palo Alto is

included in the gift without a sigh of regret, and the

man who can thus sink self so completely in the desire

to benefit mankind, is worthy of more than respectful

admiration. There was universal acquiescence, that the

day had been one of great pleasure. For ourselves it

was more. Ever siuce the opening of the fairs we have

been out of condition. A great part of the time a slow

canter was out of the question, a portion of it even

walking exercise was tabooed. Since that visit we are

rounding to so rapidly that we feel like going into strong

work right away, and hope that after a few sharp

brushes and a stiff breeze or two to be able to go the

route at a good pace.

The Santa Anita horses are all at the ranch, and r.

Baldwin was in town the early part of the week. He
left for home on Wednesday, without having, as far as

we know, made any sign regarding the proposition to

match Volante and Alta.

The auction sale of thoroughbreds, the property of

Mr. G. Pacheco, will take place at the Bay District

Track this afternoon. Catalogues may be had of the*

auctioneers, Messrs. Killip & Co., 116 Montgomery

street, or at the track at the time of sale.

Homeward Bound.

[St. Louis lilobe-Demccrat.]

Mr. E. J. Baldwin, better known to the sporting world as

"Lucky Baldwin," arrived with his stable of nineteen race-

horses in this city yesterday from Washington, on his way

home to California. The first load containing the noted

racers, arrived at the Union Depot about 10 o'clock in Mr.

Baldwin's palace horse-car, "Santa Anita." The car is the

most costly and gorgeous of the kind in the United States,

being valued at $10,000. It was built by the Pullman Com-

pany, and is patterned very much after their sleepers. It

has accommodations for twelve horses, while Mr. Baldwin's

private apartments are of the drawing room style, an u fitted

up with every modern convenience. A kitchen and- cook

are also located on the car, where the meals for the proprie-

tor and his men are usually served. The horses' quarters

are likewise supplied with many costly appliances, affording

the moat comfortable stalls, while it is an impossibility,

owing to the thick and heavy padding, for any of them to be
bruised or injured. The second load arrived about 6:30 in

the evening, and was composed of the less important horses.

This lot occupied a Central Pacific baggage car, which Mr.
Baldwin had fitted np for his own purpose, and which he
had used during the season. The stable left the ranch in

Los Angeles County, Cal., April 25th last, and was in Louis-

ville at the opening of the Spring meeting in May. From
Louisville the stable went to Latonia, thence to St. Louis, to

Saratoga, and back to Chicago again, where they were divided,

part coming to St. Louis, and Volante, Primero, Mira and
others going to Sheepshead Bay, where Volante started in

two races and was beaten, and Primero, the best colt by all

odds in the stable, took cold and died with lung fever.

From St. Louis the stable went to Louisville, where they

were joined by the Sheepshead Bay party. From there they

went to Latonia, where the stables were again divided, going

to Baltimore and Washington, where they ended the season.

Both met here, and will proceed via the Iron Mountain
route to Los Angeles.

Perhaps the most noted horse in the stable is Volante, a

three-year-old, who started in eighteen races during the sea-

son and won fourteen, among which was the Chicago Derby.

It is there that he beat Pearl Jennings, and also took the

$10,000 prize. His best race of the season, however, was run
in St. Louis, in the one and a fourth mile race, in which he
carried 125 lbs. Among the other prominent three-year-olds

in the stable are Verano and Mission Belle, Lucky B., a five-

year-old, won the Louisville Cup; Freda, who ran many
races during the season, finally broke down at Saratoga, and
has been sent to Kentucky to be bred. Gano and Fallen Leaf

went wrong at Latonia and were sent back. The best of the

two-year-olds was Primero, who started several times and
was a winner in the St. Louis meeting. Primero also won
the Quickstep Stakes at Saratoga, in 49|s., which was the

best race that was ever run there. Silver Cloud, the nest

best two-year-old in the stable, did not do well in the fore

part of the season, but picked np towards the the close. At
the Fall meeting in St. Louis he beat Minnie Hunt and others;

at Louisvilleherana good second at five furlongs to Sis Him-
yar, and bis time (1:015) was the fastest ever run with the

weight, 113 lbs, At Latonia be ran a very doubtful race,

three-quarters of a mile, with Stoval up. Two days later he
started against Kirkman and beat him a mile in l:45i. The
race was one of the best ever run on the track. Bonita, also

a two-year-old, won stakes at Louisville and Covington.

Santa Anita Belle won a stake in St. Louis, beating Bank-
rupt and others. Mollie McCarty's Laet won in Chicago,

beating one of Corrigan's best horses. Estrella did not win
any stakes, butis a very useful filly, and will probably make
a good three-year-old. Linda is dead. Among the last, but
by no means least, is Bapido, who has run many races,

started at all distances, and beaten many of the best horses,

among which are Tom Martin, Pearl Jennings, and Koscius-

ko. He also won a stake in St. Louis, beating Troubadour,
and carrying 122 lbs.

Mr. Baldwin also takes home with him four yearlings,

which he purchased at D. Swigert's sale in Kentucky last

Spring, one of them, Elsie, by Lever, being a full sister to

Loulanier. They will be taken to California, and be brought
back with the other racers next year.

As colt-killing a lot as the race horsemen are, they do not
begin to equal the trotting horse cranks of the present day.
There is not a repeat race for two or three-year-olds ever

made. Very few ever run three year-olds repeat races even
with light weights np. But one of the "knights of the
sulky" requested the St. Louis Association to make their
two-year-old stakes nest season, mile heats, 3 in 5. This I
heard myself. The big, big D.'s that I applied to that gent
can not be named here.

1 hope the St. Louis Association, instead of askiDg two,
three, and four-year-olds to trot races, mile heats, 3 in 5,

give pnrses for a dash for two-year-olds, a dash for three-
year-olds, and two in three for four-year-olds, and an extra
2:50 or three minute class for rive-year-olds; give some other
races than mile heats, 3 in 5, to harness for all ages, try at
least one race a day other than mile heats, 3 in 5; give us a
dash race of one and a quarter, one and a half miles, etc., to
harness, to wagon, and go-as-you-please. It has become so
monotonous to go day after day and. see only mile heats, 3 in
5 to harness, and generally only two races each dav. This
we suggest to other associations as well as to St. Louis.
Give it a trial, for as it is, trotting is surely becoming less

popular than running even in America, and to St. Louis we
would particularly suggest that in the future you give the
trotters an equally liberal showing with the rnnners. Ask
no more of those making entries in trotting stakes than you
do of those making entries in running stakes, and give
pnrses, charging the same percentage for entry; make the
purses smaller and more of them, with dash trots, too, and
handicap the winners as in running, bringing them to the
post equal each day. so far as possible; have two or three
races each day, to close the night before the race, with such
and such penalties and allowances on horses, according to
their performances, and not do as was done this Summer,
demand 10 per cent, entrance away in advance, as that
looked to a impartial person, who noticed your running pro-
grammes, liberality to those making entries, as though you
were trying to so handicap trotting horsemen that they would
be driven down and out. While I am obliged to confess
that the public, to a great extent, have lost confidence in
trotting as compared with running, still I am confident that
if associations would act nearly as liberally and judiciously
in arranging a programme for trotters as they do for runners,
so as to please the public and suit owners, then the tide
would turn in favor of trotters, as there is much more
science and usefulness connected with trotters than with
runners.

—

Hopeful in Chicago Horseman.
•+

Excessive Scoring.

During the latter part of ia=i >» inter we published a list

of trotters that had trotted fifty or more races. It wa» a
formidable array of turf champions, including some of the
greatest campaigners the trotting turf has developed. The
reader was doubtless interested and probably amazed at the
remarkable number of races trotted by each horse. How
many, think you, reflected upon the amount of scoring each
of these horses had to do in the course of their remarkable
careers? In this matter of scoring there is vast room for
improvement. It would be difficult to confine it within
narrow limits, or lay down a law restricting the number of
scorings, but the remedy lies in prompt and firm rulings
from the judges' stand. If there is a palpable intention on
the part of a combination to score out a dangerous horse, ho
is entitled to protection. If a driver scores behind, with the
intention of delaying or trailing, the rule provides for his
punishment. What is needed is an abatement of the system
of excessive scoring. Scarcely a race is trotted in which the
distance traversed in scoring does not exceed by far the dis-

tance trotted in the aggregate namber of heats.
Taking one of the trotters enumerated in the list referrred

to as an example, we can get an idea of the amount of prelim-
inary work a horse has to undergo in regard to scoring for
each heat. The general average of each race is five heats, and
the average number of scorings to each heat is six. Then,
say the distanced scored is half a mile, including the dis-

tance down and back. This would give thirty scorings at
half a mile each in a race of rive heats; total, fifteen miles of
scorings, and, including the five miles of the actual race,
twenty miles. In fifty races, at this average, there would be
one thousand miles of scoring and two hundred and fifty

miles of heats, making a grand total of twelve hundred
and fifty miles. What, then, must w« think of the
horse able to trot fifty or more races and undergo such a test

of endurance ? We were prompted to these remarks by the
report of a race meeting in the interior of this State, in
which the horses scored tuirty-four times, or, say, seventeen
miles for one heat. This is murderous in the extreme, and
should have subjected all parties concerned to the penalties
of the law. It is such practices that weary the spectators,
tax the horses, and create a demand for better administration
from the judges' stand.

—

N. T. Spirit.

L. E. Martin, in charge of the Baldwin stables, said to a

St. Louis reporter last week: " Oar stables have won $40,000
this year, but next season we expect to do much better. We
think that Fallen Leaf will win the Brewers' Cup in St. Louis
next year, but if she will not be able to secure it, we hope to

wiu it with Volante. If the stallion race in this city should
have been properly run it would have gone to the credit of

Grinstead. He would have been the first stallion on the list

this year, but when Mr. Baldwin learns to put a jockey np
instead of a stable boyforan important stake, he will wind up
the season with more money to the credit of the stable than
he has this year."

Anchored by Shoes.

Many horses are pronounced "quitters," who as a matter
of fact are anchored at the finish by heavy shoes or toe
weights. John Barry delights to tell of a case in point.
Nearly ten years ago he and his faithful friend, the daring
Johu Murphy, entered into partnership as owners of the
grey gelding Steve Maxwell. They trotted him with vary'Dg
success until 1S80. By this tine Murphy had so success-
fully experimented in shoeing the horse, that it was ascer-
tained Steve could go farther and faster with a 7A ounce
shoe forward than any other. The grand circuit of that year
revived two-mile-heat races, and TJnolala had won these
events at Cleveland and Bnffalo. Murphy met her with
Steve at Rochester. A few days before the race the question
was put to the grey gelding, and Mr. Hugh Ferrigan, well
known among our city politicians as "Big Hugh," held the
watch; it indicated the first mile in 2:29, second in 2:23, the
horse going well within himself. The trial was kept very
quiet, and enticing odds were given the Maxwell party. A
few field buyers who had seen TJnolala perform advised
Murphy how to drive the race. Some told him to make the
pace hot from the start; others strenuously urged a waiting
race, but he turned a deaf ear to their conusel as every
driver should, by saying: "I can't tell how I'll drive it until
we are on the trip; then it will depend on circumstances
what course I'll take." Mr. Barry in finishing the story said:
"All the talent plunged on Uuolala and the Keiitnckiana
who thought they knew all about Maxwell went against him,
as they said when he was in Kentucky he could not stay up
even at mile heats. No wonder with the heavy shoot* lie

then wore, but he just stood TJnMal i on her head early in
the first heat, and beat the best two mile record by going in
4:4SA. He repeated in 4:51, and this race is the best at the
distance to this day. Old Steve they tell me is in

and I'll bet can yet go with them the length of the ron'
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association.

Fall Meeting,
1885.

DISTRICT COURSE,BAY
—SAN FRANCISCO.-

SUV Illi. lUlli. IStii au<l 14th.

PROGRAMME.
FIKST B>AY—Saturday, Sot. 7tli.

No. 1. SALUTATION PURSE—S*00, of which S

to the second horse; for all ages. Horses tbat have

not von a race at (be distance allowed lo pounds
horses that have not won a race this year allowed 15

pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. a THE LADTES' STAKES, for two-year-old

fillies -?-"iii each; £25 forfeit; aS-'tt .0 added; second to

save stake. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed August
1st, I8:i4, with ID nominations.

No. 3. THE WELCOME STAKES, for all ages—S250
each; half forfeit; s:n if declared out Nov. 1st; Sl-000

added: first horse 60 percent of all moneys; second
horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 111 per cent. One mile.

No. 4. SELLING PURSE—S3U0, of which *50 to

the second horse; for all ages; fixed valuation SLO00;

two pounds allowed for each S1U0 below, and two
pounds added for each S100 ahove the fixed valua-

tion. One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 5. Race and conditions to ?be announced (No-

vember 4th.

S1XOM) DAY—Tuesday, Sov. iOtli.

No. 6. Purse Sinn, of which S100 to second horse;

for all ages Three-quarter mile beats.

-,o 7. THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds—
§10 each, p. p. ; S40U added; first horse to receive the

added money; second horse to receive the stakes;

winners of a stake race of the value of SI ,000 before
the closing of these entries to carry rule weights;
horses that have not won a stake of that value
allowed five pounds; non-winners allowed ten
pounds. Five-eighths of a mile.

No. 8. THE PARK STAKES, for all ages—?50 each

;

S25 forfeit; S50fl added, of which $100 to second ; third

to save stake. One mile and three-eighths.

No, 9. Purse •5300, of which ?50 to second horse;

for all ages: horses not having won a race this year
up to the closing of these entries allowed 10 pounds.
Seven-eighths of a mile.

No. 10. Race and conditions to be announced on
the first day of the meeting.

TII1R1> DAY—Thursday, Sov. 19th.

No. 11. SELLING PURSF—£500; of which ^100 to

second horse; fixed valuation SI,OOu; two pounds al-

lowed for each $100 below and three pounds added
for each 5100 above fixed valuation. Mile beats.

No. 12. THE FINIGAN STAKES, for two-year-olds
—£50 each; $25 forfeit; S250 added; second to save
Rtake. One mile. Closed August^st, 1884, with 20

nominations.

No. 13. THE RAILROAD HANDICAP STAKES, for

all ages—S1H0 each; §50 forfeit; *25 declaration;

gl jinn added; first horse to receive GO per cent, of all

moneys; second horse 30 per cent.; third horse 10 per
c^nt. Weights announced on Tuesday, November
10th, the second day of the meeting; declarations to

be made with the Secretary on or hefore 6 o'clock p.

M. of that day. One mile and a quarter.

No. 14. THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds-
©100 each; $25 forfeit; *300 added; second to receive
8150; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed August
1, 1833, with 22 nominations.

No. 15. Race and conditions to he announced and
closed with the Secretary on the .second day of the
meeting. *

FOURTH DAY—Saturday, Nov. 14th.

No. 16. Purse S4C0, of which S100 to second; tor
two-year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old stake
Tace of the value of §1,000 to carry rule weights; all

others allowed five pounds. One mile.

No. 17. THE JUOSON STAKES, for all ageB—S50
each; $25 forfeit; $500 added; second to receive $100;
third to save stake. Winner of the Welcome, Park
or Fame Stakes, at this meeting.to carry five pounds;
of any two, seven pounds; of the three, ten pounds
extra. One mile and a half

No. 18. THE BALDWIN STAKES, post stake, for
all ages—$250 each, p.p.; S1.U00 added; second to re

ceive $400; third to save stake. Four miles.

No. 19. Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; 825
each; $10 declaration; $400 added; second horse to

receive $100. Weights announced Thursday, No-
vember 12tb, the third day of the meeting; declara-
tions with the Secretary on or before o'clock of that
day. One mile.

No, 20. Race and conditions to be announced [and
closed on the third day of the meeting.

CONDITIONS.
Entries close with the Secretary on Thursday, Oct.

15, If85.

Starters in all races muBt be named on or before 6

o'cK ck p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Parties not having colors already registered will be
required to record colors at the time of making en-
tries, and after record will not be allowed to ride in
other colors.

Entrance free for starters in purses. Non-starters
can declare out at p. M. the day preceding the race,

by paying 5 per cent. After that time can only be ex-
cused by presiding judge, and in such case ten per
cent, on amount of purse must be paid.
Non-members will be placed on the same footing

as members of the association in regard to the pay-
ment of purses and stakes advertised; and should
there be a deficiency the winners will receive a pro
rata division.

All nominations in stakes and entries in purses
must be made on or before October 15, 1885, with the
Secretary, Jos. Cairn Simpson, No. 5u8 Montgomery
street, San Erancisco. To he valid, they must be de-

livered to the Secretary, or plainly postmarked on or
before that day—October 15th

.

The association reserves tbs right to postpone
races on account of unfavorable weather or other
sufficient cause,

P. A. Flnlgan, President,
Jos. Cairn Simpson, Secretary.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing,

.WITH AN APPENDIX,.
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown I*"

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

*'Round-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."
—Shakespeare.

o

Tips and Toe "Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Breedeb and Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
tbat they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of bis experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common Bystem of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take $50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, $1-50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

•* Tips and Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is th* title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breeder and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volnme with apolo-
gies;" be had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse, His great argument on tips receives its strongest endorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the- book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News. |

•

Tips and Toe Weights.— J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of bis researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder a>:d Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2 ;20£. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1,50 to him ana he will
send you the book and It will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money,—Coleman's Eural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20:1, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 1G seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a Bhoo. and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he got a record of 2:203, last half in 1:131; first money in purse at Sacramento,
$500; second money at Stockton, $253; the Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo, $870, making," cash
return for the season of $1,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first vi t In
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman- will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevcln, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, tbat this Dart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. ^ anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jot>. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TEEMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order* to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

TJie-above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFL ^,

PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.
Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,

-AGENTS FOR—
Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.

>l I I, A )I • S KEHriltKV REEL.
GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOQ MEDICINES

FACTORY-lfiht. Mary's Square. Birmingham, Eng.
SALESROOMS—631) anil 63S MONTGOMERY ST.. S. F.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., San I rant isc.

BREEDERS* DIRECTORY.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secnretl by letters Patent, July 25, 1882.
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:

L.'The part I~) .supported by the shie straps of the bri-
"" extending back as shown, the front having i

as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye virile circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described,
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds P, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure tlie blind and allow it to he
set, substantially as herein described.

•1. In a bndle, and in combination with the check-
pieces It and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
G and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eves, and hiving the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as an 1 for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a In-idle, and in com i nation with the b'.inds F,
supported ai d pivoted to the bridle, so as to i a mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the 1 ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tlie blinds, and ad*
j ustable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same elieet on the action follows as
is induced by toe. weights. Tliis is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
liendthe a.iiee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

IOIBX A. MCKERKOK,
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

•Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
lor sale by all tlie Principal Hooksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Ashmont's Book,
FOB SALE AT PUBLISHER'S PRICE, BY

• 1. A I! It O I <: II A SOIOHEB,
630 and 63S MONTGOMERY ST.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. IteglBtered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale. Fostoffloo address,
San Francisco, Cal. '

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. O. S. HALEY, Sec'y

43T8end for circular.T£Ji
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The Man of Truth.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: There are few situations
in life which more iDvolve one who has acquired reputation
than that of "a man of truth." He may have that quality of

nutu re which appreciates good company—as the world inter-

prets the term—and be fond of it. But who can sit at the
social board feasting upon the feathered game, the tinny
treat, or dine upon the juicy venison, the contribution of the
prkleful hunter who sits specially honored, therefore, the en-
vied and cynosure of all, in contemplative silence, lest his
story of sporting adventures and marvelous incidents should
cloud his title, while all others about the table relate their
wonderful exploits of field and flood and forest? To be below
the average in the make-up of the truthful narrations, damp-
ens the ardor of the festive board, while to "keep np the
lick," as one may say, will as certainly destroy the jealously
prized reputation—and no one can ever hope to cap the sheaf
at such occasion, and not invite the fate of Annauias, then
and there. It is not "strike but hear," "nor speak or die."
It is practically to maintain silence and disgust all, or to ope
the mouth and let the tongue wag with the fate of the swim-
ming porker, which tears its own throat while desperately
laboring against the easier death of drowning. When your
man of truth engages in the exhilarating sports, shooting or
angling, he must thereafter be judged by the company he
keeps, and whither their stories carry them also must he
accompany his booming companions iu the wild domain of
recounting, or else he will be counted out with less ceremony
than the victim of Louisiana Returning Boards, and with
equal expedition. "All men are liars," said the Psalmist, in
haste. Perhaps he intended the remark only for hunters and
anglers, they who more surprised than shamed the devil by
uttering a truth, ouce upon a time—and the Lord only knows
when.

With these views and feelings, as I took my accustomed
seat at our mess the other night, prepared to surfeit upon
the trophies of rod and gun which had been supplied by
some of our most expert fellows of the guild—although they
had also to fee -the steward against "blabbing— 1 sank into
deep sorrow for the invited guest who had been placed at

my right, iu order that I should catch whatever fell from bis
lips when the line of narration passed around. He ate and
drank like one accustomed to the ordeal, but he quite im-
paired his standing among us when, in responding to the
call from the master of ceremonies, he confessed that he
always bought his fish and game in the market, and de-
clared therefore that he could not lie with that felicity which
he had recognized as the call had passed around. But this

was exordium. He was not expert with rod and fly; he could
never do much at the trigger. He was a man of truth (very
naturally my envy was aroused), and expressed belief in the
proverb that "when the wine was in the wit was out."
Taking another deep draught to brace himself for the re-

mainder of his speech, aud asking permission to relate his

story in his chair, on account of a sudden attack of rheuma-
tism in his left knee, he drifted loose upon the shoals of

narrative. It is herewith transmitted to the Breeder and
Sportsman, nearly verbatim:
"Over forty years ago, while stopping a few days in the

town of Goshen, Orange county, New York—the land of

butter and milk and fast trotters, of golden ctods and Gold-
smiths, I happened to see a number of men go into a narrow
alley near the hotel at which I put up. Stepping out upon
the side porch to learn what was going on, I saw one of the
men pull oft* his coat, take a small weight in each hand and
score a line across the alley with one foot . This done he stood
squarely toeing tne line, swinging his arms two or three
times, backwards and forwards, and then sprang. His jump
or leap was measured by one of the party with a tape line.

The distance was aunounced—twenty- three feet three
incnes!" He said this with his head on. "Gentlemen,"
spoke out the master of ceremonies, "pass your hats and all

the cake that is left to our guest, 'the man of truth.' Let us
hide our diminished heads." The hats were
promptly piled before the accomplished guest, and
what next he might give us was not to be guessed.
But he didn't give it up so. He continued: "Friends, aud
Washingtonians, possessors of the little hatchet and lovers
of the cherry bounce from the parent tree, which was not
felled until the corn and rye were duly mashed, hear me for

my cause, and follow my example. [Here he quaffed
deeply.] Keep to scriptural information. 'Look not thou
upon the wine when it is red'—you will find this green seal

the better tipple. Believe what you shall hear. On my
return to New York I related tbe incident to a party of

social friends. They did not surrender to me their hats and
the cake, as you have done. They took my hat and fined

me the wine. I paid, got back my hat, and took an appeal.
As my reputation as a man of truth was involved, I pre-

vailed upon a friend, one of the party, to write to the gentle-

man who had made the wonderful leap, with the request to

state what distance he had ever leaped—standing jump. In
due time the response came. He stated that on one occa-

sion, when in fine form, he had jumped twentv-six feet one
inch, on level ground, both ways of the ground! He was a
lawyer, named Asa Jansen, then District-Attorney of his

county, and a man of considerable wealtb, the son-in-law of

a Major Bailey, who was then connected with the Erie Kail-

road under Superintendent Seymour." He went on to say,

"I state these particulars, gentlemen, in order that auy of

you may now write to Goshen, aud make inquiry into the

facts as I have truthfully related them. And now permit me
to return you your hats, and help me to get through with the
cake over a half-dozen of wine, I beg you will allow me to

order."
Well—and truth, paradoxically, lies at the bottom, you

know—we took it all in, at least the cake and wine, and voted
our guest a worthy member- of our mess. But at no sitting

since have any of us been able to persuade our former cham-
pion raconters to give account of their exploits in field,

forest, or flood. They respect and fear

The Man of Truth.

The fecundity of Doll Wicks, dam of Deck Wright, almost
Btaggers belief. A record of her offspring shows that she
has produced fifteen colts in fifteen consecutive years. She
is a bay mare, foaled 1859, got by Young North Britton
(Kelsey's) son of North Britton, dam Fan Wicks, by Young
Duroc; 2d dam Old Fan, called a Messenger mare. Doll
Wicks was bred and owned by Benjamin Wicks, Ox Bow, N.
Y. She produced a foal each year from 1S62 to 1876, inclus-

ive. She missed in 1877 aud produced foals in 1378, '79 and
'SO. Deck Wright was foaled in 1869, and was her first colt

by Tho Hinsdale Horse. She was bred to this horse in 1870,

and the offspring was the black horse Ira, 2:30. Since then
she has dropped six foals by The Hinsdale Horse, among
them the brown stallion N. J. Fuller, foaled 1874, who has
made a record of 2:2SJ this season. He and Ira are brothers

to Deck Wright.

HEED AXDSWINE.
Late Butter-Making Methods.

The season is approaching when more or less trouble is

experienced iu churning er.:am. The usual plan, a few
years since, in Autumn butteL-makiug, was to scald the milk

to secure what was supposed to be necessary in perfect rais-

ing of the cream. The introduction of the deep, cold-setting

apparatus, has shown that it :s a low and suddenly produced
temperature which best attaii.s these results, and the opera-
tion of milk-scalding is net b<st, as the method, unless Der-
fectly understood, is calculated to raise first a film of cbeesey
matter upon the surface of he milk, and then, when the
cream rises, is compelled to absorb this feathery, caseinous
substance; this is against tin.; butter, although no one dis-

putes that such butter is firm, becanse of the abundance of
cheese iu it, which had better been avoided, and far more
satisfactory results obtained ly ripening the cream.
Milk parts almost wholly with its cream; its temperature

is falling; so if, in open settirg, which so many yet practice,

the milk is kept in a suitable room, the cream will all rise,

and this may be facilitated by covering the pans within a
short time after setting away, with a narrow strip of he ivy
muslin, to cause the action of the cooler air to affect the sides
and bottoms of the pans more tban the surface. If pans are
set upon board shelves, it wdlbeof much benefit to plaee
two strips of lath upon the shelves on which to set the pans,
so that the milk will cool from below, rather than all from
the sides and top, thus cooling faster.

There is a much better flavor to the butter from unscalded
milk, and if the cream is ripened by bastening the operation
of oxidizing, or employing the agent of heat, to prepare it for

the churn, a great lmprovemt ct will be made over the old
methods of scalding milk, etc.

A great mauy assert tbat r pened cream and sour are the
same, except that they differ in degree. This is not so, as
can be proved if milk is set in jars charged, the one with
oxygen gas and the other witb carbonic acid gas, the cream
from each churned, and the flavors and keeping qualities

noticed: the result will be th.it perfect flavor and excellence
go each time with cream rapidly ripeued aud made ready for

the churn with dispatch. The perfectly riueued cream is

that which has been removed from the milk before aDy
change has taken place in the latter, and is at once brought
under the powerful influence of the oxygen of the air, and so
completely that the elements which in souring go to form
acids, are held in check, and the cream is enabled to obtain
" age," and churning takes place before the lactic acid stage
of thickened milk sets in.

The usual plan of souring cream is to keep it cool, so as to

accumulate a large quantity, and the cream remains unmo-
lested, and the air can only get at the surface. Oxygen of

the air acts only feebly at a low temperature, and so lactic

acid ferment is actually first generated, aud when we empty
the cream jar, we find the milk so sour and thick that it re-

sembles curd, and at the bottom of the jar " bitter water,"
or whey, is found. It is to prevent such "findings" that

ripened cream is recommended in its stead.

The ripening of cream is a most easy matter, and an
operation in which there can be little chance to fail. The
word "dispatch" seems to be its full definition. Obtain the

best milk that food and care uf the cows will insure; set milk
so that cream-rising is promoted, and not retarded; skim off

the cream before the milk sours; keep it warm, and with
frequent stirring, until to the taste it seems slightly acid,

not sour; churn this cream at about 58 degrees, and if a
revolving churn is used the operation of brine-washing the

butter, working over and salting, can all be done at the one
time, and, so far as my experience goes, this butter may be
packed iuto the crocks then aud there, and the complete job
done at once.

The rapid ripening of cream by the influence of the oxy-
gen of the air may be illustrated by a very common practice

—that of running up hill. The extra exertion raises the
temperature of the body by Ci-.using the lungs to inhale more
than the usual quantity of air, or oxygen. The meeting of

the oxygen and the carbon within the lungs produces extra

combustion, and we are apt to say, after severe exertion:
'* My lungs are on fire." So with the cream. If we take the
cream crock and place it so that it shall receive an extra

warmth of from 70 to 75 degrees, and stir this cream
occasionally, we bring the oxygen and fats together, and
avoid, by its rapid action, the formation, for the time, of

lactic acid, though it will form later on; but late enough to

allow the cream to be ripened, churned, and on the way to

market, and thus escape it altogether.

When only a small quantity of cream is obtained daily,

then the only course is to keep it as cold as possible until

enough is obtained for a churning; then bring this cream
under the influence of this extra heat, and ripen it as quickly

as possible. It is better to ripen cream above the churning
temperature, and then cool it down to churn, than to just

bring it up to the required temperature. This course greatly

facilitates churning, for the extra heat and the influence of

the air, give the cream uniform quality, and have given it a

consistency that is almost a sure guarantee against swelling,

foaming, etc., provided that the cream is not allowed to get

"cold" during the after-operation of churning.
Of course this employment of extra heat to promote ripen-

ing, applies almost wholly to Winter butter making. The
heat of Summer needs little reinforcement. The trouble then
is, that unless each skimming affords a churning, the ripen-

ing stage will pass into sourness before churning can take
place.

Souring is now recognized as a ferment in cream, and fer-

ment is the first downward step in dissolution, and need
have no part in butter making. If all the fats and oils in

cream were acted upon alike, and in exact time, the souring
of cream would probably do little harm, and would give, as

now, a peculiar flavor; but this is not true, for the develop-

ment of acids breaks up the relations, and destroys some,
creates new ones, and, carried to a certain point, butyric

acid is formed, and, alas! the butter is rancid. By the ripen-

ing process there is no ferment—for a ferment implies one
element feeding on another—aud therefore no breaking up
of the fine butter oils by the action of acid, and no creating

of new flavors for the natural , That it is the air which ripens

cream, is proven by the testimony of the centrifuge, where
the fresh, whirled cream, immediately churned, makes the
finest flavored butter yet produced. All butter should be
brine-washed, to dissolve out the buttermilk, set the color,

and give it that granular appearance which no working or
system of ladle influence can approach in perfect separation.—Country Gentleman.

The Pasture Land.

" It ain't gond for nothin' else, ye see, so I thought I'd

pasture it," said an old farmer tu me not long ago, speaking
of a rough, half cleared corner of his farm. "It's plenty
good enough for a pasture, and it would take a rile of work
to git it ready fur the plow."
So far as it's beiug the best use that he could put it to, he

was no ooubt right, for there is much land that can be
pastured to better advantage than it could be cropped in the
ordinary way, but I think him in the wrong when he says
that it is plenty good enough for a pasture. Farmers are too
apt to think that anything will do for the pasture, and so
long as this notion prevails generally but little will be done
to improve the pasture.
Bough lauds can best be utilized by pasturing. The natural

toughness of the land is subdued in this way, and the growth
of bushes and other undesirable plants kept down by con-
stant treadiug and feeding. And stock can pick about
among stumps and stones where the plow could not be run.
While the stock is a good thing for the rough pasture, the
rough pasture is not always the best thing for the stock.
The simple fact that land is devoted to pastures should

not prevent improvements going on upon it. A good, smooth,
clean pasture is much better than a rough half-cleaned one.
It will pay to clean up a pasture just as it pays to clean up
any other field of the farm. I have seen many pastures that
had at least half the surface covered with bushes, sticks,

stones and logs. Their value would of course be doubled by
cleaning up this uncleared portion. Such work can be done
at nearly all seasons of the year. Cleaniug it up does not
interfere with its use as a pasture. Other fields musL be
cleaned up at one job in order to make way for the coming
crop, while the pasture may be cleaned up aud improved at
odd jobs.

As soou as the farmer thinks of turning his rough pasture
to some other use he begins to clean it up aud prepare for

the change. It might be left in auy condition so long as
used for pasture, but must be fixed np for aay other use.
This is a mistake—not the cleaning up—but the notion that
the pasture does not need cleaning up.

It will pay, too, to devote the very best laud on the farm to

pasture. While it may be good policy to give the stock the
rough land first, good land shouldluot be with held because it

is good laud. First-class tillage laud makes first-class pasture
as well, aud nothing is more important to the f.irmer than
the welfare of his stock. It should be considered before any-
thing else. Don't take every acre that is fit to plow away
from the pasture.

Mr. Woods, an English authority, says of ensilage: " The
silo renders you independent of the weather. You can pack
in a pouring rain, but in these cases I drain off the moisture
through a small hole below the door of the silo, which is

afterwards stopped up with cement. Of course it is better to

fill your silo in dry weather, but if the fine weather does not
come, you can do without it, though the chances are tbat
grass cut in dry weather will keep better than grass siloed in
the midst of a dashing rain. I am entirely against mixing
forage in silos. Keep your maize and your grass separate.

Of comfrey, you get a heavy crop, but for ensilage it is de-

testable. Iu wet season the silos will frequently save the
farmer his hay crop, but we never claim for ensilage that it

will supersede the use of hay or roots. Ensilage is an assist-

ant aud an adjunct, nothing more, but that in itseif is an
enormous addition to the resources of the farmer. The silo

enables him to command a stock of the best descriptions of

green food in the months when green food ia

otherwise unattainable. It is a mistake to sup-
pose you can throw anything into a silo, and that it

will come out good food; but it is perfectly true that food
which would be simply poison if given to the stock in its

green state can be eaten with perfect impnnity after three

months in a silo. Take corn, for instance; to feed the stock
with chaffed corn in its raw state would either kill or iDJure
every beast that tried to digest the woody stalks of the corn;

but in the silo the first process of digestion is gone through.
The woody fibre softens, but the leaves and stalks retain

much of their natural appearance. Every ton of bay we value

as equal in feeding properties to three tons of ensilage; but
as the same acreage of grass yields five times as much silage

as hay, the advantage in favor of ensilage is very consider-

able."

The American Agriculturist thinks every dairy should be
furnished with an injection syringe, a milking tube, and a
troehar and cannla. Either of these may save an animal in

case of an emergency, which may happen at any time. A
syringe with which an injection can be given, may save a
valuable calf from an early death by diarrhoea or dysentery.

A milking tube, to be used in case of a sore teat, cow pox, or

garget, may save the udder of a cow, and, of course, save the
cow; for the udder is all there is of the cow for dairy pur-
poses. And a troehar and canula will relieve a case of bloat

or hoven, which is always likely to happen when cows are
feeding upon green clover or corn-fodder.

Heavy milk, says the Western Rural, is a term applied to

milk the cream of which rises slowly, leaving no distinct line

of demarcation between the milk and the cream. Such cream
is very thin. Heavy milk is produced by one or more of the
following three causes: 1. In some breeds, such as the Ayr-
shire, the fat globules are small and specifically heavy, so

that they either rise more slowly or not at all, and many rise

only partially. 2. In all breeds the milk becomes heavier as
the milking period is prolonged, especially when the cow is

in calf. 3. All milk tends to become heavy when allowed to

cool before setting.

If a French cheese maker don't get 150 to 200 pounds of

cheese per cow, he considers such cow too poor to keep.

The cost of producing milk js not very thoroughly under-
stood. Iu fact, not one dairyman out of twenty has any
idea what the milk which he sells costs him per quart, and
does not know whether he is losing money or not. This is a

loose way of conducting a business, but it is the way the
dairy business is generally managed. Now it may be a diffi-

cult matter to estimate the cost accurately; bnt everyone can
and should make an approximate estimate which will not
deviate much from the real cost.

All who have anything to do with the good cows should
remember that a kick from a heavy boot, or a belaboring
with a heavy club, will produce bloody milk. Treat the cow
gently, and give her pleuty of pure feed if you wish to get
pure aud healthy milk.

Teach the little pigs to eat as soou as possible, and then
feed them all the skim milk that can be spared. They will

grow rapidly on this, especially if it is thickened with bran,

and pay in growth quite as well for the milk as da

often receive for the milk which they ship to market.
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EOD.
Color and Form in Artificial Flies-

In reading the interesting account by "Detached Badger"

of his experience in casting over a rising fish, and in par-

ticular "the first throw" or cast, I was surprised to perceive

that he treats with seeming indifference, or as of secondary

importance, the color and form of the different ninds of in-

seed sought for by the finny tribe as a change of diet, if not

their permanent food and sustenance, during three-fourths

of the year. That there are plenty of finical sticklers

amongst the fraternity of anglers who will change and change

their Hies and never hit the right one, who lose time and do

not improve their success, there is no doubt; but I have still

to learn that "the fault is often not in the particular pattern

of fly, but in the particular action of the fisherman wielding

the rod." This may be true of certain still and clear waters

iu England, where "stalking" has to be had recourse to; but

in the°more rapid streams of the north, and in Scotland and

Ireland, where most of my long experience has been, the fault,

if anv is, in nine cases out of ten, the pattern or color and

form" of the fly. In these remarks I presume that all anglers

know how to aud can wield a trout rod; that they can east

lightly, straight, and with certainty to any reasonable dis-

tance within twenty yards, and to any particular spot of the

distance, like my neighbor, Gapt. Chisholm, who is reported

in theFkld, of July 25th, to haveintentionally struck awater

rat crossing the Beauly, and an oyster catcher flying at great

speed, with his salmon rod and a butcher fly at the end of

the line. If those of the fraternity of anglers can cast a fly

with precision, I am not afraid of them not making sure of

their first throw over a rising fish., if they have once seen

him rise. This is not a common fault by any means among

practised anglers. I have no experience of angling in

southern streams, though residing there for eight months of

the year, and what I do know seems to me very tame work,

compared with rishing in mountainous regions. But I am
not astonished that it requires a particular style of casting,

the finest of tackle, and the skill of a first-class detective in

plain clothes to keep one's self and intentions out of sight.

As to tbe importance of color and form in artificial fly

fishing, I could give a lengthy collection of facts falling

within my own experience during forty-eight years as an en-

thusiastic and not unsuccessful fly fisher; but I cull from my
experience the following, the conclusions from which "he

who runs may read: In 1865 I paid a visit to a pisca-

torial friend in Londonderry, and he proposed that

we should visit Donegal, partly to view the

magnificent scenery, and partly to enjoy some

salmon, sea trout, and river trout fishing. We jour-

neyed and voyaged via Loch Swilly to the pretty little village

and estuary of Kamelton. The water was low from want of

rain, but we determined to try our chancy. The evening be-

fore we essayed to fish, we took a walk along the banks of

the estuary, and saw salmon leaping by dozens, showing

their silvery sides in crescent form, sometimes two or four

feet out of the water, in pure sport waiting for a spate to take

the river by storm and the anglers by surprise, or to be taken

by the anglers to their equal surprise. My friend w-s after

salmon; I went in for sea trout, and, when passing through

the village before retiring for the night, my friend forced me
to go into a fishing tackle shop and buy some of their local

flies. I told him that it was quite unnecessary, as I had a

large stock of flies, which were good on the Annan, Tweed,
and other rivers in Scotland, and I could perfectly rely on

them. He so badgered and pressed me to purchase a few,

that I yielded, and my friend chose sis of the best that were

shown? I all the time never intending to use them. A little

above Kamelton, if I remember rightly, there are some rapids,

and, when the tide flows in the estuary, the sea trout ascend,

whether the salmon can or not. I selected these rapids for

my day's sport, whilst my friend ascended higher in quest of

a lordly twenty-pounder which he had seen rise the last

thing the night before. I fished these rapids all day with my
Dumfriesshire, Forfarshire, and Peebleshire flies, but all to

no purpose. Not a fish would stir. I changed and better

changed, but there were no fish in the water—at least, so I

thought. So I meant to give it up as a bad job, as it was now
6 p. m m and my stomach was getting the better of me. At

last two Irishmen approached me from a neighboring mill.

They touched their bonnets to me, and one of them said:

"You seem to handle the rod and line well, but you come
little speed; may we look at your flies?" I showed them my
cast, and they said, "You will do nothing with these!"

They were all of them famous flies on the Annan, made by

local fishermen there—aye, poachers. They asked if I had

any others, and I opened my book of flies, and they selected

three of the six I had bought the night before in the village.

One of them said: "Put that one on your cast as the end fly,

aud if you get a fish, depend upon it being a good or a big

one." (Scarlet or arterial blood-red body, with gold thread

ribbing, wing of brown mallard, and tail two strands of the

same; legs, small red cock's hackle at the shoulder only;

hook, Limerick bend, and the length of hook five-eights plus

one-sixteenth of an inoh. The scales of hooks vary so much
that it would be a kindness if anglers, in giving dimensions,

would give the length of the hook from the extremity of the

bend to the end of shank, then everyone can understand

what is meant.) I did as the Irish millers advised me. I

was then at the bottom of the rapids for about the seventh or

eighth time that day, without a single fish to call my own,
and destitute of all hope of getting one. I walked up the

bank with somewhat of a lighter heart, however, brought

about by the kind encouragement of two decent Irishmen.

I commenced at the top of the rapids, and went over the

same ground as I had been doing all day without almost a

rise. At the third cast I had a sea trout of 1$ lbs. on the end

flv, and before I got to the foot of the rapids, which I had all

but sworn at all day, because a more likely place for sea

tront I never did see, I had no less than six beauties all by
the same hook. I was so rejoiced that my eyes were now
open to the fact that the color and form, especially of the

body of the artificial lure, is everything, and I was so ab-

sorbed iu having such good luck after a day of disappoint

meut, I did not observe that my friend, who had been all day
casting fly after fly at his twenty-pounder, but unsuccess-

fully, was walking quietly down the bank, envying me my
sport. He at last accosted me, and said, "I say. Doctor,

have you been going it at that rate all day?" to which I re-

plied, in the best Irish I could command, "No, by javers;

aud shure if it hadn't been for two Irish cousins who kindly

advised me to place the red fly yon chose for me last night in

Kamelton as my trail fly, d— 1 a fish would Ihave had to bless

me!" The bank gave out a roar of laughter, at which I was not

at all surprised. I knew my friend well, aud fully expected

it. and I had for once in my life, at least, to look uncommonly
small. Was it the color and form of the fly, or waB it the

man behind the rod, which was at fault here? It was the

same man, the same day, the same water and rapids, the

same fish that the man was after, the same skill in the

wielding of the rod aud line, and the same cast-line, but a

different color, size, aud form of fly. In medical parlance

we should call this an extremely good sample of an expert-

nwntum cruris.

Since 1805 I have never been without this fly, and since

1S79 I have always had them dressed by "Jiniinie" Wright,

of Sprouslon, Kelso, Koxburgshire. I have two kinds—one

dressed with a red hackle aud tails of brown mallard, the

other has a black hackle and black tails; otherwise they are

the same. For large trout in loch or river and for sea trout,

the water being in angling condition, there are few flies that

will match this one, especially in mountainous districts.

The following equally instructive iustance of the great

value attachable to the color, especially of the body of flies,

I experienced only a month or two since. I had received

from a neighboring proprietor permission to fish for trout in

oue of his lochs, the best iu Invernesshire. The keeper aud

I sallied forth, and, on reaching the loch, I found the propri-

etor and a friend fishing from a boat which could accommo-

date no more, so I fished from the shore with a rod of fifteen

feet, which casts a very long line. I saw the anglers in the

boat getting very frequent rises, and every now aud then hav-

ing to use the landing-net, whilst J. was getting my rises aud

hauls something like "angels visits—few and far between;"

but when I did get a haul, it was a "big one," on my blood-

red hook! One of the gentlemen in the boat said to the other

"The Doctor ceerus to be less fortunate thau we are." To
which the other replied, "But he gets all the big oues." At

that moment I had just grassed a beauty of about 1 lb. with-

out a lauding-net. The day being far spent, I sung out to

my friend and neighbor "What sport?" The reply was,

"Four dozen;" and I had only six fish, and the keeper was

"clean," as the whalers say when their ships are empty. My
lrieud, when he heard that I had only six, sung out, 'Tf you

have anything with a claret-colored body, put it on."

Although I had heard a great deal about claret-colored

bodies, and read much about them in The Field, 1 thought

it "twaddle," and any stock I had of them was in my maga-

zine at home. Haviug none, and being ashamed to beg, we
made for home, determined to give Loch na chance an-

other day. In 1S80 I wrote to Mr. Wright, of Sprouston, for

some flies made to pattern; at the same time I asked him to

be good enough to send me a good general killer.

Among the other flies sent, I found one with

a magenta floss silk body, a light brown wing,

a red hackle at shoulder only, and two or three hairs

or strands of a red hackle for the tail. The fly was in two

sizes—one five-eighths of an inch round bend, and half an

inch round bend. Wright's round bend hooks before all

others for hooking, for holding, and for never breaking.

Some say they rust, but never if kept dry or vaselined. I

have kept them five years without deterioration of any kind.

Well, then, in 1SS0, when these flies arrived, I felt disap-

pointed, the magenta body was not to my liking— there was

no such fly in nature; it was more likely to frighten than to

attract fish, and such prejudiced ideas influenced me that I

never once pat one of them on my line, and I repeat that I

have had them laid by since 1880. Off I went to Loch C.

with my magenta-bodied flies, and, fishing from the shore,

I brought home eighteen beautiful trout, twelve, if not four-

teen, of which were taken with the larger-sized fly,

the remainder being taken with the fern fly—

a

capital fly in ferny districts, and made for me by
Hutchinson & Son, of Kendal. The mageuta floss

silk body becomes claret-colored when iu the water,

and all silk bodies, as Mr. Francis has long observed,

become darker by immersion. Magenta-colored wool or mo-
hair makes an excellent claret-bodied fly. I have never been

without this fly ever since, and on three lochs and in one

river I have found it to surpass all other flies as a general

killer. On Loch G., H. and N. I killed fourteen out of

eighteen trout with this fly. My coachman, who fishes of an

evening in the river, says that since I gave him the magenta
fly, the trout will not look at any other. What the trout

take these two flies for I am uncertain; the first may pass for

a red spinner, which it very much resembles, but the

magenta beats me. Ihave seen a lot of different flies on

waters, but never a magenta-colored one; and if there are

such flies in nature they are certainly not plentiful, and yet

trout take the artificial lure days and days together as if it

were their natural and daily food, and in preference to any
other.

In conclusion, though I should stand alone, I am
of the opinion that color of the bodies of flies is to

fish more important than anything else; and, what-

ever brother anglers and fly-fishing entomologists may
think or say, pike, grayling, trout, sea trout and
salmon, are not so much guided by their appetite and
taste as they are by their fancy in regard to flies. Hence
the multitude of salmon flies, enough to bother the brains of

any entomologist to classify and arrange entomologically—in

fact, impossible. Nevertheless, salmon take them because

they take their fancy as something good for food. The pike

takes a fly, and such a fly! Has the entomologist anything

like it or is there anything like it under the

sun? Certainly not in this country. Mr. Pike is

no entomologist, but he takes the artificial lure when
he gets the chance, and it suits his fancy. So with the trout:

they are not tied to natural flies, as they will take almost

anything in the shape of a fly; but there are certain colors

which take their fancy more than others, quite irrespective

of the colors of their natural food. These colors it is well to

study, as they serve to fill a basket, when he who can wield

his rod—let him wield it ever so cunningly— if he has not

the fly on his cast which is the right color, and likely to take

a feeding or a uon-feediug trout's fancy, though not on the

water, nor corresponding to the month or season, he goes

home "clean" with a heavy heart.

—

Ex.

The Thames Above Oxford.

Salmon trout, large, luscious and of immense size, some
weighing 20 pounds, are being taken from the Stanislaus river

daily. They find a ready sale iu this market at 10 cents per

pound. They are caught on the riffles in traps as they return

to salt water from the spawning grounds.

—

Calaveras Citizen.

The Calaveras Citizen and all its readers should kuow that

Section 630, of the Peual Code of California, makes it a mis-

demeanor to take fish in traps.

A new fly hook has been invented which is stated to have
answered well where tried. There are, in point of fact, two

hooks, so placed in the body of the fly that both are said to

be invisible to the fish. This is the advantage claimed for

the iuvention, and, indeed, its excuse. The wings and legs

float horizontally in the water, thus obscuring the two hooks,

which are made of umisually fine wire, so that the double

hook (brazed) weighs scarcely more than an ordinary single

hook.

Tbe Thames above Oxford, long known as the Isis, is

practically as foreign to the majority of London anglers as
the Jumna or Ked Kiver. Many Thames anglers have little

knowledge of other lhau tbe tidal waters, which of late years
have certainly yielded surprising takes of barbel and roach.
Others have their favorite stations, but never explore higher
than the city waters. I know two or three most worthy
bottom fishers who make it a boast that they have never
gone above Suubury. The visitors from London to the
statious between Staines and Reading are not so numerous
as between Pangbourne and Wallingford, which is a favorite

reach of the river. Abingdon, a really good fishing centre,

is apparently too far for the Londoners, and not held of

much account by the Oxford anglers. Around the city of
learning—that is to say, from Saudford below to Bablock
Hythe above—there is a considerable amount of general
tishiug, not, however, of the best kind. The few men who
fish the higher Thames, meaning the twenty-one miles be-
tween Lechlade and Bablock Hythe, have the river pretty
much to themselves, partly because there is little assistance
to be derived from the railway in getting to the waterside,
and partly, I suspect, because the game is scarcely worth the
caudle. The only railway stations are Eynsham, a short
distance from Eynsham Weir (and this is three miles below
Bablock Hythe), Faringdon station the nearest to Kadcot
Bridge, and Lechlade station, about a mile and a quarter
from the Trout Inn, which is close to the river. I
have mentioned Bablock Hythe as a kind of river mark, be-

cause below that ancient ferry the Thames is fairlv established

as the stream of our later acquaintance—say as at Moulsford.
Above New Bridge is a very small affair. Tbe spinner for

pike or the flyfisher can, except where the stream is abnor-
mally broad, send his bait from one bank to the other. There
is plenty of gravelly shallow, but all the way up there are
lengths of sluggish water good for pike. Recently I dropped
down from Lechlade to Oxford in a boat, taking the voyage
of thirty miles in two leisurely days. The river in many
parts was so choked with weeds that navigation was almost
stopped, but we were never absolutely checked in our pro-
gress. Below Lechlade there are several broad, deep, still

pools, marking the sites of weirs that exist now only in name,
and these all contain large perch. 1 should say that the best
perch-fishing on the Thames is to be had in these pools,

which are in truth the ideal haunts of the fish. There are a
few trout, but none to speak of. I started, as I have indi-

cated, from Lechlade, having ordered a boat and man from
Oxford to meet me there. As my object was not angling, I
merely took my fly-rod for occasional diversion, and used it

sparingly.

There ought to be excellent coarse fishing between St-

John's Bridge at Lechlade and Buscott Lock. There are sev.

eral bends with tall thickets of reeds that look like harbor-
age for jack; and as for chub, I can answer for there being
quantities in the water. The Trout Inn is a comfortable,
homely place, where one has the pleasure of paying one's bill

without getting into a temper over riverside extortions. Ar-
riving there at ten o'clock one night, the landlord fetched us
in a dog cart from the station, and next morning m\ com-
panion, who, for an uneasy conscience, could not sleep,

routed me out at an unearthly hour, and in revenge I went
out to try for a chub with a big Palmer. Without much
trouble, close to the houso, in point of fact within a few
yards of the arch of St. John's Bridge, I whipped out a 3 lb.

10 oz. chub, and when I brought it back to the little orchard
of the inn in triumph, I found that a gentleman stopping
there, who had been out with his daughter fishing before
breakfast, had amongst other fish caught a 1£ lb. roach. The
"locals" told me tales of a 20 lb. trout in the£pool by the
bridge, but we have heard tales of 20 lb. trout before, aud I
merely mention what was stated. No doubt there are some
large trout there, although the weir is a feeble kiud of busi-
ness that has not been of much practical use since it was al-

lowed to fall out of use by the conservators.

Buscott Weir, lower down, is all that a trout fisher, and
probaoly a barbel fisher, could require. There is plenty of
water, and when the paddles are drawn, plenty of stream.

There are dace and chub on the shallows, and altogether it is

an extremelyprettypiece of tumbliug bay. About four miles
further is Newlock, now no longer a lock. The fine pool,

however, remains, and in it good Winter fishing for perch
and pike is had, with an occasional trout. Alvescot is the

nearest station, and although the trip would involve a walk
of three and a half miles, convenient fishing may be com-
manded from the piers, or a boat may be had at Radcot
Bridge, which is about a mile and a quarter below. The
river afterwards becomes exceedingly weedy iu Summer, but
at its worse state a boat may push its way up. Below New-
lock pool comes half a mile of water, four or five feet deep,

that may be easily spun from either bank, and it must be re-

membered that although iu these upper regions the towing
path is grass grown, it is still there, now on this and now on
that side.

For a long distance below Radcot Bridge, beginning in-

deed with the bridge, where there is a sharp, trouty-looking

stream, the river is of a peculiar character—still, dark deepB,
eligible quarters for jack, alternating with gravely shallows,

the very paradise of chub. Indeed, these waters may
be said to swarm with that fish. I heard of an Ox-
ford gentleman recently in a day killing nearly 100 cwt.

with his fly rod, and I have no doubt that, if one could be
upon them on a day when the fish were in the humor, there

would be no difficulty in getting such a basket. The river,

however, as I saw it, is so fearfully weedy, that the angler

must make up his mind to lose a percentage of fish. If you
hook a chub some yards above a parterre of ranunculus, you
ought to be able, by getting down stream, to bring out your
fish; but, should Mr. Cheviu take a header into a forest of

lilies when j-ou are a dozen yards up stream, the chances are

much more in favor of the fish than the fisher. Rushey
Weir is near Tadpole Bridge, and below Tadpole Bridge,

where there is a comfortable inn close to the river, is another
spacious old weir pool, out of which, in the course of an
hour, in the evening after the day's work was over, with a
showy chub fly, whioh had been just made by Farlow—the

body of %hich consisted of tinselled chenille, and the tail of

a strip of white leather—I managed to kill five large chub,

from two pounds upwards, and saw several leaps of un-
doubted tront. I kept no accouut during the day, but with

the one fly, casting a long line down stream under the

willows, and over the likely shallows, I must have hooked
quite half a hundredweight of chub, three-fourths being over

a pound. It ought to be mentioned that the angler on the

tbwpath on this part of the Thames will most probably find

himself questioned, and perhaps ordered away, by the ten-

ants who claim the tishiug. At several of the places from
Lechlade downwards, if not at all of them, the water is said

to be private, and I suspect, from the hoop nets I saw lying

about here and there, that it is occasionally netted. If this

be so, I would aor give much for the angling, for the nets
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would naturally be plaeedj in the holes where the perch and

jack would lie, and without sneh holes and the chance of

fish that would take lodgings there, the angling would be of

very little use to the bottom fisher. The Tnanies at Shifford

produces a lovely shallow, which uu^ht to be prime for

dace, though when I passed it not a fish could be seen.

Taunt's map and guide, than which there is no better, says

that the tishiug aouud Shifford is poor, and little better at

Dnxford, the river being netted considerably by the farmers

renting under Squire Pussey. It seems, however, that below

New Bridge the water is college property, aud there the fish-

ing is better. From New Bridge it is again preserved down
to past Skinner's Weir. After Babcock Hythe, where there

is a stretch of water naturally formed for jack, the river

becomes wider and generally deeper, and auglers are numer-

ous. It is only five miles walk by road from Oxford,

although it is twelve miles by river. The Thames, however,

was in a dreadfully neglected state, and nowhere more filthy

than in the broad, shallow portion round Port Meadow at

Oxford. The cut leading from Kings Weir was almost im-

passable from rushes. What seems to be everybody's busi-

ness is nobody's business, and although the Conservancy

weedcntters were at work above Leehlade, as we were in-

formed, from Leehlade downwards the Thames was mostly a

mass of weeds.

J. W. Wimer, of Murphy, who has been experimenting

with carp, has not succeeded as well as expected. He allowed

a large number of trout to be in the same poud with those

fish and they devoured their spawn; hence there are no young

carp, Mr. W. has divided his large pond and will keep tbe

two varieties of fish separate hereafter.

—

Jacksonville Times

(Or.)

Will not some of our readers who have planted carp write

us about them? We should like to know what kind of bot-

toms their ponds have, what vegetation there is iu them,

what they feed their carp, and how they have succeeded.

THE GOT.
The Game Law.

therefore I would suggest in the event of their paying me an-

other visit, tnat they increase their number to four, by the
addition of a small boy duly armed with a pop-gun to protect

them from personal violence."— (I'm. Wilts in Haywards
Journal.

It is with a great deal of interest that we have watched the
developement of the business of the Standard Cartridge
Company. Some mistakes were made at first by the com-
pany, and a good deal of prejudice against their cartridges

existed, to say nothing of the unrestrained misrepresentations,
made to their disadvantage by unscrupulous ammunition
dealers. Against all these odds the company has gone
quietly along, improving in knowledge of the capacity of

their wonderful machines. Learning every day something
which was necessary tc the uninterrupted and successful
manipulation of the materials which go to make the loaded
shotgun cartridge.

Arranging lor supplies of all the various powders, shells

and wads, and establishing trade channels through which an
unceasing stream of all these things should flow. Even im-
proving upon the almost perfection of the Chamberlin
Machine, by adding to it little devices which had their ori-

gin in the extraordinarily inventive brain of the manager of

the whole Selby plant, Mr. Prentiss Selby himself. Chang-
ing loads and styles of luading, to suit actual demands.

In short arranging all details of their business so that when
the time comes as come it must and will, that the demand for

the Standard shells is universal among those who use breech-
loaders, the company will be in a position to meet the
detnaudVithout annoying delays and embarassing indecision,

born of lack of experience and knowledge.

Blank indicates open season.
Star (*} indicates close season.

Quail
Partridge
Rail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer..
Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

It has recently fallen withiu the lines prescribed by'our
duties, to meet sportsmen in several of the smaller towns at

a distance from San Francisco, and in almost every instance

one of the first inquiries made has been as to what the gen-
eral opinion seemed to be about the "Standard" cartridge.

In Chico, Gridley, Marysville, Grass Valley, Vacaviile. Sui-

sun, Sacramento, in fact in almost every town we visited, the

shooters were experimenting with the new ammunition, and.

almost without exception indorsing it as good, uniform, and
reliable.

The fact that most of the best trap shots of the State use
the cartridges has not been given the weight it should have.

Trap shooters weigh all chances carefully, and are very
particular in choosing their ammunition. They do not
hesitate to express their preferences, when they feel they are

right, and so the fact that many of the most expert among
them give their unreserved indorsement to the "Standard"
ammunition argues that the cartridges have been proven
equal to the most exacting requirements.

Shasta Notes-

In the Breeder and Sportsmax of Oct. 31st, was printed a

clipping from the Haywards Journal, in which it was made
to appear tnat a resident of Alameda county named Wills,

had gone to undue lengths in removing a party of hunters

from his premises. We publish below Wills' side of the story,

also taken from the Haywards paper. We know the premises

very well, and have been accustomed to look upon them as in-

closed. On one side a levee built across a stretch of bay salt

marsh, indicates the boundary line of the place, and on the

levee are placed notices that shooting within is forbidden.

On another side the place can only be directly approached

from the bay, while on the remaining sides are substantial

post and board fences. Any one of less than extraordinary

stupidity, cannot fail to understand when he is on the forbid-

den ground. Any such plea by one detected in poaching there

would at once establish the presumption in our mind, that

the person offering it was a liar, and not a safe person to have

about. The land is used for pasturing stock, and the lessee,

Wills, has suffered loss of cattle at various times, which have

been wantonly shot by so-called hunters. For a year or two

he has rented the shooting privilege on the place, and is

therefore bound to prevent all shooting by outsiders. It is a

poor excuse for a man who will persist iu going upon the

nroperty of another, after being informed that his presence

is obnoxious. It makes no difference what hi* intention may
be, whether to hunt, or please himself in some other way, he
cannot successfully maintain his right to trespass. It is to

be regretted that Wills permitted his friendliness for Colonel

Hayward to stay the prosecution of the curs who treated

him so shamefully.

wills' side of the story:

"An article entitled 'Hunters Arrested' appeared

in your issue of October 24th, in which occurred

a number of erroneous statements, and which I desire

to have corrected. The facts of the case are as follows:

On September ISth, Messrs. Hayward and Long were found

upon my place hunting without my permission. They were
directed to leave and told not to come again, in spite of

which order they remained the better part of the day.

Matters of a domestic nature prevented me at the time from
enforcing my wishes. On October 20th, Messrs. Hayward
and Long, accompanied by a third party, were again found
trespassing upon my grounds; they were directed to leave

forthwith, aud their attention called to my expressed wishes

upon the occasion of their previous visit. At this time they

were very abusive, one member of the party declaring that

he would not leave for any d n man until he got ready.

"As it was my desire to avoid personal collision with the

party I withdrew at once and proceeded to Alvarado, to pro-

cure warrants for their arrest. At no time did I threaten

either of the party with personal violence, the 'clnb' referred

to in yoor article being a small walking-stick which I am ac-

customed to carry about my place. The warrants were served

next day at Haywards. The cases were dismissed by my con-

sent upon payment of all costs by the defendants. This was
done at the earnest personal solicitation of Colonel Hayward,

who recognized and admitted that the trespassing party had
trenched upon my vested legal rights. In view of the spirit

manifested by these j
Touug men since the dismissal of the

cases, I can assure 3*ou that their expressed regrets at our

failure to subject my rights to thetest of court, are shared by

me. I am in legal possession of the ground in question, by

virtue of a lease, and am determined to maintain control of

the same so long as the laws of the county will protect me.

Your article leaves one to infer that the cases had no legal

merit and which was the reason assigned for the abandonment
of the suits; such, you may rest assured is not the case. Ac-

cording to the account of Mr. Long these three brave hunt-

ers were frightened by one man with a small stick, which

their timid imaginations distorted into a brain-scattering club;

Editor Breeder akd Sportsman: Deer have been fairly

plentiful in this and Trinity county duriLg the open season,

and to date I have not heard of the usual depredations of

skin butchers.
Trinity county has been a favorite ground for parties mak-

ing a business of killing deer for their hides. Probably the

low price of hides has made this thieving business unprofita-

ble of late.

Bears have been reported as being frequently seen low
down in the foothills and valleys and places unusual to them.
Gray squirrels are very numerous in the foothills. Boys

go out from Shasta and in a few hours get from ten to thirty,

which they sell readily at twenty-five cents each.

Quail are very plentiful but unusually wild, and the

brushy nature of their haunts hereabouts renders quail

shooting rather poor sport.

Grouse are rarely found save in the Spring when they
come down from the higher mountains, and then are only
successfully hunted when they are drumming or nesting

—

in close season.

There is little good duck shootiug in the county save along
the Sacramento river and one or two tributary creeks.

Geese and brants are beginning to come in and shooting is

good along the river around Cottonwood and Anderson,
though it is not to be compared to that of the lower counties.

The Indians are spearing salmon along the river and the

run seems unsually large.

Trout fishing is good in the numerDus mountain streams
in both Eastern and Western Shasta. Various species of

brook trout are to be found, varied in size, seemingly, accord-

ing to the size of streams in which they obtain. Esau.

Utah-California Match.

On Monday last, Nov. 9th, a deposit of $500 was made in

this office by the California team, as a forfeit in the match
soon to be shot by teams from Utah and from this State. It

is a pleasure to state that the match has gone through ail the

usual preliminaries without a hitch or purticle of bickering.

The Utah gentlemen are superb shots and have all had a

great deal of experience in trap shootiug, more, probably,

than the California team. But our representatives are good

shots, and if we are beaten it will only be by an extraordinary

score on the part of the visiting gentlemen. The probability

now is that the match will be shot on Thanksgiving Day,
Ncv. 26th. As it will be the greatest event, as yet, in our
shooting history, it will draw together the largest and most
truly representative gathering of sportsmen yet convened on
the Coast. We learn that the Utah team will be accompanied

by a party of friends. Glad of it. Too many cannot come.

San J'rnno-

On to-morrow, at San Bruno, there will be a series of

sweepstakes shot, open to all. Plenty of good birds are

ready, and the weather is so line, after the recent rains, that

a great many will probably go down for the outing.

Edible Bird's Nests.

The nature nud composition of the edible birds' nests of

which everyone has heard, is a problem the solution of which
has puzzled naturalists as much as did at one time the ques-

fciou concerning whitebait.

The nests iu question, so much prized by the Chinese, are

made, as most people are aware, by a species of cave-haunt-

ing swift of the genus Collocalia, which breeds in colonies, in

caverns sometimes by the sea, sometimes inland, according as

they are found suitable for the purpose. They are to be
found in India, Ceylon, Borueo, and Java, and we have seen

some very perfect ne^ts of the kind which were brought from
the Andaman Islands. Mr. E. L. Layard has described the

appearance of a cave tenanted by these birds in the breeding

season in Ceylon; and Mr. W. B. Pryer has published an
equallyinteresting account of a visit which he paid to the bo-

called "Biide'-neBt Cpves" at Gometnton in North Borneo,

where hundreds of the nests were to b= seen glued, as it

were, to the sides of the cave, many of tirern at o consider-
able height, from which they were detacjed by the natives
with the aid of light bamboo ladders. Tue formation of the
nests differs. Some appear to be formed of flakes or threads
cemented together, making an almost solid nest; others are
composed entirely of viscous muttei. The exterior exhibits
many nearly straight threads, which incline or are attached
to each other; the interior, which is rather shallow, shows
mauy layers of irregular network, formed of a multitude of
threads that cross and recross each other in every direction.
The best—that is to say, the whitest and cleanest—are of a

semi-trausparect fibrous texture, having the appearance of
being formed of isinglass. Those less sought after aro much
discolored, sometimes almost black, and are intermixed with
dry grass, hair, or feathers. The question which naturalists
have sought to determine is, "bow the nest is made, aud of
what it is composed V' Several theories have been advanced
on the subject, and different observers have professed to de-
tect in its structure either a vegetable origin from seaweed or
fungus, or an animal origin from agglutinated and dried fish

spawn, or the hardened saliva of the bird itself, produced in
large quantities from special glands secreting it. Mr. Pn er,

who has collected a great number of these nests in Bort.eu,

says (Zoologist, 1SS5, p. 46): "The nests are made fromasort
of fungoid growth that incrusts the limestone in all damp situ-

ations. It grows about an inch thick, outside dark brown,
but inside white. Th e birds make the black ne-N from tb

outside layer aLd the best quality of white nests are of
cuurse from the inside. It is taken by the bird in tbe n onth
aud drawn out iu a filament backwards and forwards like a

caterpillar wea\ing its cocoon."
Upon this statement Mr. G.'Shnra.y renibiks (Zoologist, 1885,

p. 147): " The alga of microscopic dimeusionsfouud by Mr.
Pryer in the cave inhabited by the swifts which build the
edible nests, is an undescribed species of Urococcus. The
members of the group to which it belongs are very commonly
found growing on tbe walls of caverns. In this case the in-

crustation produced by the accumulation of the algaa is uf
unusual thickness and of horny consistency when dry, but
turns pulpy when soaked in cold water. On the outer sur-
face there is a dark layer (black to the naked eye, but very
dark greenish yellow when viewed with the microscope), con-
sisting of the living alga. Beneath this outer dark layer the
mass of the incrustation is white, and consists of a dense ac-

cumulation of innumerable dead bodies of the algte, the
structure of which is barely distinguishable. In none of the
edible nests which I have examined, however, is there any
trace of an alga, and it appears to be definitely settled that
these are constructed from materials which are the intrinsic

product of the bird. Mr. Pryer states his opinion that cer-

tain nests are made from the black outer layer of the incrusta-
tion. If such a nest were examined, it wouldgive conclusive
evidence either way, since the black layer, as jnst mentioned,
consists of living algce, the structure of which would be far

in re readily discernable than the traces of the white part of

the incrustation."

We do not know whether Mr. Pryer has seen this note,

being, we believe, still in Borneo, but in a further communi-
cation of his own which has since been published {Zoologist,

1S85, p. 293), to have altered his former opinion on the
subject, for he says: " With regard to the material from
which the nests are made, I regard the algs theory with
great doubt. The natives say the birds skim up
froth or scum from the water, and use it af

the material. I myself think it is simply a natural
secretion of the birds themselves." That is to say,

he adopts the view expressed by Mr. Murray, and before him
oy Dr. Jerdon ("Birds of India*'), Blyth, and Sir Everard
Home.

Dr. Jerdon writes: "The nest, when pure and of the
first make, is composed entirely of inspissated mueus from
the large salivary glands of the bird." In a posthumous
article on the Cypselidee, published in the Zoologist, 1SS4 (pp.
300-327), the late Mr. Blyth observes: "The animal origin
of the edible nests is at once detected by simply burning a
bit of one; and Mr. Laidlay informed us that, upon analysis,

he found the constituent elements to be those of inspissated
saliva." Sir Everard Home, so long ago as 1S17,

published the results of a dissection made by
nim of a specimen of the bird (Collocalia nidifica) from Java
(Phil. Trans. 1817, p. 337), wherein he described a peculiar-

ity in the gastric glands, pointing out that a membranous
tube surrounds the duct of each gland, which, after project-

ing a litttle way iuto the gullet, splits into separate portions
like the petals of a flower, aud suggesting that the material
of which the nest is composed is secreted by the surfaces of

these tubes just as the gastric juice is secreted by the glands
themselves.

One of the latest writers on the subject is Mr. J. E. Green,
of Trin. Coll., Canib., who in an article iu the Journal of
Physiology for April last, after quoting Sir Everard Home's
views, points ont that they have since been confirmed by Dr.
Bernstein (Journalfur Ornithologie, 1859, p. Ill), who found
in Collocalia nidifica two large salivary glands, which secrete

mucus in large quantities. He then proceeds to detail the

results of a microscopical and chemical examination made by
himself of a specimen uf the nests used for soup at the Iu-
ternatioual Health Exhibition.

The most careful examination, he says, with both low and
high powers, failed to show the presence of vegetable cells,

or of any debris arising from such; while the chemical tests

applied appeared to him to indicate that the material of which
the nest is formed is the product of the activity of some gland
iu the body, which bears out the view advocated by Sir E.

Home aud by Bernstein. It does not appear, however, from
them whether the gland is a peptic or a salivary one. Evi-
dence on this point, says Mr. Green, is not forthcoming so

far; for "the most careful examination has failed to show auy
ferment property attaching to the nest." The result of Mr.
Green's experiments, nevertheless, sufficiently refute the

theory of vegetable origin, and support his view that the sub-
stance in question is an animal product closely allied to

mucin, and is derived from glands which are remarkably de-

veloped in the nesting season, as remarked by Bernstein, aud
afterwards become atrophied.

Capt. Lewis, who saw much of these birds in the Nicobar
Islands, states that the edible nests, as we see them, are only
the liuing, which comes out entire, though independently
affixed to the rock, being underlaid by a network of seine

vegetable fibrous substance placed ou the ledges (the Urococ-
cus above mentioned), which the gatherers are careful not to

remove. It is generally supposed that these edible nests are

madi by only one species of swift, Collocalia nidifica; but
Blyth determiued the birds which Capt. Lewis found making
similar nests in the Nicobar Islands to beCollocalia fuciphaga,

remarking that the natives who gather the nests are much
given to mislead inquirers who interrogate them on the sub-

ject, which may account for the erroneously published state-

ments that Colfocalift fuoiphaga does not produce an edible

nest.
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•3:30 P M
•9 :«0 a if

..Byron

..Caiistoga and Napa..

....Colfax
...Delta, Redding and Portland
...Gait via .Martinez

,. .lone via Livermore
...Knight's Landing
... Livtrmore and Heasanton.
...Martinez
...Milton

) Moiave, Deming, \ Express.
(El Piisoand East. ( Emigrant

, Kilt-sand Haywards
)Ug<len and l Express
J East 1 Emigrant

. Red Bluff via Marysville

.. Sacramento, via Livermore..
' via Benicia
'* via Benicia

...
" via Benicia

...Sacramento River Steamers..

...San Jose

I KK'IM )

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez
" via Martinez

"Tulare and Fresno

t«:l0 v m
•10:10 a w
0:10 p M
5;4U p m
6:40 p m

*10:40 a m
5:10 p M

10 :10 a sj

•8:40 a u
6:10 P M

•7:10 P M
10:40 a m
10:40 a si

3:40 f M
11:10 a u
11:10 a si

5:40 p si

5:40 p si

6:40 p si

11:10 a si

10:10 a si

*6:O0 A SI

•3:40 p si

|3:40 P si

9:40 a M
5:10 P M
•7:10 P SI

*10;40 A M
•7:10 P SI

From San Francisco Waily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—*t>:UU—*6:3t)—7:00—7:30—Jv.00-
8-3U—y:lKi—y:::n — lij : iXi—10:30—11:00—11:30—l'.i:fM- 12:30

-1 -oo—l -30-2 rf)0—2:30—3:00 —3:30— 4:00—4:30— 6 :00

— 5-30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—t>:00—y:00— 10:00— 11:00

-

•12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—"6:00—*6:30— *7:0O-*7:30— »8:00-
•8:30—•3:30-*!:00—*4:30—•5:00—*5:30— •OKW— "6:30-

9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—"y:30—6:30— $11:00
—•12:00. „

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—*6:30-7:00-*7 :3O-S:lM-*3:30

-

9:00—9:30—I0:00-tl0 30-ll:00-tll:30—12:00—tl'i :W>-

1-00—11-30—-2:00—3:00—3:30-^:00— 4:30 — 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:W—11:00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEl'-'tuu--6:30—7:00—*7:3U — 0:00—'6.30
_a -00-19:30—10 :Q0—$10:30—11:00—tn:30— 12:00—1:00
—2-00—3:00— 4:00 — 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7 :00—

8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.
TO WEST BERKELEY— «B:00 — *6:30— 7:00—•7:30-

J8-00—*S :30-9 :00—10 :00 —11 :00—$1 :00—2:00—3 :00—4 :00
—•4-30—5:00—'5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To Kan Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT V ALE-*tt:23—•fi:53—-7:23—•7:53—«8 S£
«8 ;o3-«9 33—*10 : 21—*4 ;23-*4 :53-*5 :23—*5 :53—*6 :23 -
•6:53—7:25—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5:15— *o:4a —
$6:45—$9:15—"3:15.

FROM EASTOAKLAND-*5:30— •6:00— 6:30— 7:00-
7-30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57—9:57—
10:57- , LFROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minntes later

than from East Oakland. „
FROM ALAMEDA-*5:ri-*5:52-*6:22-6:52-«7:22-

7:52—V- ,2-:--:."»2-3:22— 9:52— $10:22— 10:52— $11 :22-

11-52—$12:22—12:52-$1:22-1:52—2:52-3:22-3:52—4:22
—I -52-5 22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52-10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—*5:45—-6:15-6:45—*7:15—
7:45-*8:15- 8 :45-$9:15-9:45—$10:15-10:45 —$11:15-
11-45—12-45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—1:15-4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9:45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY"—"5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45—±9:15—9:45—10:45— $12:45— 1:45—2:45—
3:45—4:45—*5:15—5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15.

CREEK KOUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—•7:15-9:15—11:15—1 :15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND-*6:15—8:15—10:15—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

•Snndays excepted. $SundayB only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co.,S. F.

A. Pi. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager,

T. H. 600DMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk, Agt.

South Pacific Coast Railroad.

(NAEKOW-SATJGE.)

SPECIAL NOTICE

TO HUNTERS.

Commencing BtJNDAY.Nov.l, I8?5,and continuing
eveiv Sunday until further notice, the South Pacific

Coast It. U. will run a SPECIAL HUNTERS" TRAIN,
leaving San Francis<-n :it 4 a. m. .stopping at Alameda,
San Leaudro, San Lorenzo. Russell's, Mt. Eden,
Alvarado, Halls. Newark, Draw Bridges. Alviso, Ag-
news, Santa Clara, and San Jose.. Returning, will

leave San Jose at 5 p m., arriving in San Francisco at

7:05 p m. This train will stop at all intermediate
stations.

The regular train going out from San Francisco at

8:80 a m , will stop at all stations. Special hunter's

excursion tickets on sale to all stations at greatly re-

duced rati s. ricket offices, 222 Montgomery St. and
foot of JLirket St . S V , Alameda Mole, 7tli and Web-
Bter Sts., and 12th and Webster Ste., Oakland; Park
St., Alameda.

L. lil.UTOllE,
General Superintendent.

W. T. Fitzgerald,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

FOR SALE

A I I XI.-BKKU UIKIM>\ MI I IK DUO,
Fourteen Months old, (trained.) Apply to

M. STEI>\care Swan & Stein,

727 Market Street.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

-'-rlnrfry InfltmffiTs 871 Xftttonm Nt
Bffitaence,Q6e Howard St,, SnnFnnotBOo,

ALLEN'S DUCK CALLER, $1 Each.

DUCK IN FEASIE.

FRAME CLOSED FOR
CARRYING.

FRAME OPEN.

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME.
JVI>. I. FOK TEAL ami WII>H1
SO. 1, 1"«>K MALLABTJ anil . Per Doz. $3.50.

WOODEN DECOYS,
Teal, Widgeon, Mallard, Canvasback and Sprig.

These Decoys are of superior quality and ballasted so as to

float right side up when thrown in the water.

Per Dozen, - - - - $9.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.

IMPROVED MORSE hLOTHIN0: G

Secured by Letters Patent Sl^REISSUED MARCH 29, 188 1

.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

i. An improvedblanket or covering, consistsngoi the

body-piece A, nan C, and the extension B. formed or
united togrther, so us to cover the body and legsof the
uni in:il, mihsta nt iiillv as herein di-seribi-d.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to fit the lore and bin I legs of the
;uiiiu;il, front fastenings FG, anil the iienunnentstianB
or bands E, substantially as and for the nurpuse hereui
described. , _

3. The blanket or cov< ring A, with its extensions B,
piTiiiiiTR-nt HeLMiriiiK-hanils K, and the front fastenings
FU.in .-oinlii nation with theelastie nech-extension II.

substantiaUy as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J In combination with the
elsbtic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
ami for the purpose Bet forth.

5. The close-fltting hood J, having tlieelaBtlc band L.
beneath Hie Javi s, so that they may he allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, und adapted to ba Beoured
to the cover by means OfBtrapB (BUbBtantlally as lie re I u
described.
6 Tlie Improvement > i

" ( ring-blnnketB for ani-
mals, consisting of tin- .... having the flap O,
and permanent strape or banus n to it to secure it

around the body, whereby the use ol loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4H9« n*i«l 4** B«tter> 6I„ SAW FRAJNISW, TAI«

.OpHEiKCtfti-

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

iTownsend street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco.

ARKIVU

tti:i»A 'i

8:30 a l

10 :40 a
•3:30 p
1:30 P
•5:15 P I

6:30 p |.J

San Mateo, Redwood and
Menlo Park.

•8:10a
9:03 a

•J 0:02 a

8:30aH
(\

10:40 a I Santa Clara, San Jose and J 1

•:t::tn p| f Principal Way Stations.
4:30 pi J

HolliBter and Tres Piuos.

i

l "Watsonv ill e, Aptos, -Soquel (Camp ) i R n,

I'i Capitol a i and Santa Cruz. „* im b:Ut

U) :40 a Soledad and Way Stations li :0S p
a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.

*SunrtavP excepted. fSuudavs only (Sportsmen's train.)
Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co . S, P.
StaGB coxnkctioxs are made with the 10:40 a. m.

Train, e\i'e|it l'eseadern Stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, wbicb connect with H;30 a.m. Train.

Spkci \l Bounh-tbip Tickets, at reduced rates—co
Monterey, Aptos. Soquel and Santa Cruz; also, to
Paraiso and Paso Robles Springe.

£XCITKSI03S TICKETS.

For Saturday, ( Sold SATnKDAr and Sunday; only;
Sunday and good for return until following Mon-
Momlav, ' dar '

"

.inelusive, at the following rafa

:

Round Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno
Millbrae
Oak Grove. ....

Ran Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ....

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
Mavfield

,

s;it to
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip sfrom San SS2*
Francisco to l

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos...
Soquel ...

Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

« DO
2 25
2 50
2 50
4 00
5 00
5 no
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. PasB. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leachinp with speed and comfort the
best *tlaces in the State for

Sea BatUing, Shooting and Fishing.
TBAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and M inter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can he obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may he had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notab'.y Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned ittractious, in connection with
the low rateB of fare, rnuid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for Bports.
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

havinK a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming hatha, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQFEIi AND SANTA t«lZ,

IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of tian Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey.each of wliich abounds in game lu great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dnck. Ueese, I>eer

and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
readied by tlihtline. Stages connect with trains daily
nt San Mateo ior those well-known Hetreats, PURIS-
s'VA. SAN i;i:K<;oUTO and PESCADKRO. \ve
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of runcc at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
TiriM's for RIFLE th.htice.
Tin"? resorte are but ft short distance from San

Pronclf and offer special inducements to tie lovers
of thin nr'.nly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets
will be entitled to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of

men. Trr'-
'

Cars.

in Baggagemen, Train Baggagemen are instructed
jsue CHECKS for all dogB received in Baggage

—8.
lft*r-In order to guard against accidents to Dogs

while in transit, it is necessary that thev he provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Onus and Fishing
Tackle "ill be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apart
andeecurelj packed In wood OX leather eases may he
taken lu Passenger Cars.

I'n K KT OFFICES—PaBBenger Depot) Townsend
Btreetj Valencia station, and No 013 Market St., Grand
Hotel.

O. BASbETT, H. B. JOTJAH,
A«lit».Pflflfc. ohdRnperlntendrnr, W. PflBEToSd Tkt, Agt.
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J. E. MILLER. General Manager.

The American Clay Bird.
Every Bird is asnre Flyer. Bain or nampucsn DocsJfot ifi fli >:n

Fliv« More Like the Katura) : :rd.

Is One-naif cheaper (bau Any Oilier Target.

FOR SALE BY ALL ii L"N 1 EaLEBS Ask 10 eee the American Clay Birl

The American Olay Bird Company,
i iirlith street A uieuway Avenue. Cincinnati, Oiii<

The Ingleside.

A Journal of General

Literature.

THE FEATURES OF THE ESGLZSTDE FOR THE
year 18^5 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-

venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days. Unwritten

Political History. Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-

nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FJEATCBJES.

Albert Del pit, the great Freucn writer, wi

contribute a weekly letter to the Ingleside, on th

Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.

These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."

Bill >'ye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ikgle-

btde has secured the services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell. Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie

Holmes, and Califoruian and Eastern writers, are in

process of publication. Among the many depart-

ments which will appear from time to rime are:

The Critic's Corner, The Mad World. The Judgment

of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,

Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art

Babble, The City. In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-

Book. Social Events will be chronicled with

thoroughness and dignity.

Terms of Subscription : One year, $3 00 ; six months,

81.75; three months, £1. 00; by carrier, in the city, 35

cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer

in the United States ; also by addressing

THE DGLESIDE. 513 Montgomery St..

Sa2v FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht

on Wheels. ...

The Isgleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 360,000. Directors and sole Stock-

holders: H. B. McDowell, R. P. Ashe, Williard Wells,

H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties ol
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Cabet, Sacramento. J. D. Case, Salinas.

R.P. Sargent, Gilrov. Joh>' Boggs, Colusa.
P. A. FenisaKj San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

pie, Colgrove. Dietz. Courts. Dougherty-, Newland k
Hammond. Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our abilitv to give satisfaction in all business in-

trusted to our care. Sales wilt be made in allcities

and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleasedtoentei into correspondence with parties de-

siring to jiaitlcipate in such sales. Private purchases
andsalesof improved live stock of all descriptions

will be made on commission and stock skipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private salt;.

Purchases and sales made of la nil of every desc-np.

tion.
KIIXIP A CO- in; Montgomery street.

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention. I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and up to the last of January,
1SS6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOR SALE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

.
( tocfe has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTEES, as well as those who want

FIRST.CEASS, STANDARD EKED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT? filVTT?. PPTP.r?. PT.ATVT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
XJ-LU VJ.K-U 1 1UUU X JJX1.X1I priceof every animalfor sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and (patalogues for 1SS5, or further information, address

Important

Notice.

John McKerron,

ifc^a
5IANCFACTtTBEr. OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230& 232 Ellis St., opp.Fasbion Stable, San Francisco

A. Ewixg. O. S. Ewtsg.

Pool Room Saloon,
910 OLPOVr STREET.

Killip & Co.'b new rooms, where pools are sola on

all sporting events. Reading rooin, containing the

Bbeedet>. and SbobtsmaN, N. V. Bpiri* Mid other

sporting parsers. Ear stocked -with Wines, Liquors,

and CiErrt?. ~n{ peculiar ejcsllenc*.
ETtTtfQ BROS., Proprietors.

I will have on consignment from the Eastern States

in sis weeks a seleo'.ed lot of yearling Durham Bulls,

Southdown and Oxford sbet-p. Parties desiriug any
live stock of any breed or age can have them coon- at

*-ame time by giving me two or itree week's notice.

Prices moderate for furst-class stock.

ROIXIX P. SAXE.
Importer. Exporter and Commission

Kerehanf.

536 Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Rubs House, S. f .

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- FennelTs Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use bv ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer thein at low prices, and froiu tlieir superior fit-
ting qualities and the excellent materials useu they are
pronouneed by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. OKAVf, S67 Market St.,

Lock Box 393. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

The Perfection
Driving* Bit.

To Control ami3 Emicate tbe Trotter. Roadster,
or <arriaee Horne. and to Itreak thp Coif,

vo iioit.sk cajs fitrr ins t«\gie over it.
Will positively prevent and enre Pullins. Side 3*iillin;r
r.iiEiriiiir-Tonictiel.olIiinr.and vril] . -n make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR.of Cincinnati, O., writes that itworsed to

hie complete satisfaction.

MR. JOHN MURHPY. of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-
vocates its use bv every borsernni as ;m article of great merit.
The fi_m of HIGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton, 111 . say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we can freely recrommend it to all horsemen, for luggers.
side-pulUug, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the dri rer. We advise all to give 1* a trial."

3. W.P/.GE. T" -
, of Byenne.Wj - -The Ferfecti^n

Driving Bit prevF-ntrf and cure* hablf? Where all others fall."
Mr. MATT TAKPTEB, of All my, N v . gave It Is 11

MESSRS. BAKER AJTDHARRIGAN, Great. Meadow F«rm .

Oomatockfl, '
r v., claim It la thi I

<*.-.-., triad.

\
Upon receipt of pilvil*>ge

of exarnit 2, ex. ..-;: Ko. 3, half silver, r • . i. lull silver

or oroide, SG. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Mouth, Measuring From Out>ide ol Cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MOXTPELIEB, VERMONT.

All PerNoim are Cautioned to ivware of Infringements, Imitations, «»r Falsely

Termed lmp» °* "" "'- "' "' , '
"Ml *•••"' for >mtic *»"<» •>»•" «< Patent <>«• tuth

erte.

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

lircYRY WA1SB,
Siip't Running UprF D p"

Palo Alto Htw k Item

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs
I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable

prices, at my stock-fam. fen Mnteo Co ,

a choice lot of pure Berkshire PIrb from two to twelvr.
months old, bred from the oct Btralna of I-
stock. w'llch I Import •

| .Urert
APP 1?* Win. Corbltt,

:.) rc
nclFro.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Bruce & Brfeu have established a general

Live Stock and Ptiruba&ing Agency, at No. U Park
Row, Sew York city. They are prepared to pur-
chase or sell live stuck of all kinds, including cattle,
sheep, hogs, dogs, stable oi:tti1.-. ..ir anything either
useful or ornamental. We have on band a number
of first-class hoi
broodmare-, si lllons,
the best and u lo;

"

a ]s0
trotters and pacers of slandar .;

for catalogue.

P. 0. Box Hi.

BBpOE k I
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SELBY SMELTING and LEAD COMPANY,
- - J

~^

-

££

416 MONTGOMERY STREET,

San Francisco, Cal.

^MANUFACTURERS OP=

FDJ^KDvv

Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges,

(UNDER THE CHAMBERLIN PATENTS.)

OFFICE OF CAL. ROSE COMPANY.

Vernon Heights, Oakland, July 7, 1885.

Selby Smultiug and Lead Co.

Gentlemen—Tour favor together with

cartridges came safely, and I thank you

for your courtesy and attention. As yet

it has been impossible for me to target

with all of them, but enough have been

used to prove cod clusively that for even-

ness of distribution and penetration they

are perfect, and the beautiful regularity of

the reaming of each shell, the absence of

any "bulging" from poorly-driven wads,

shows that carelessness is an unknown

quantity with your "Standard Machine-

Loaded Cartridges," and they are bound

to bj generally used in preference to car-

tridges loaded in the ordinary way. Their

even, careful loading will go far towards

"banishing that "terror" of all sportsmen

—

a tight shell. Again thanking you for

your attention, I remain,

Yours very truly,

H. B. HAVEN'S, Secretary.

OFFICE OF ESTEE & WILSON.
San Francisco, July 30, 1885.

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.

Gentlemen—I congratulate you upon

the arrival of your -Chamberlin Shell

Loading Machines, and the sportsmen of

this Coast congratulate themselves that

these machines will soon be in operation.

I have many times carefully inspected the

Chamberlin Machine, have seen it in

operation, and have used and tested the

shells made by it. On account of the uni-

formity in loading, especially as to charges

of powder and shot and equality of press-

ure on the wad, I believe the shells loaded

by this machine are superior to those

loaded by hand. I take pleasure in recom-

mending these shells for all kinds of shoot-

ing. I do not intend to load any shells

hereafter, myself, or to use any loaded by

hand when I can get shells loaded by the

Chamberlin machine.

Yours truly,

EAMON E. WILSON.

THE CHAMBERLIN MACHINE-LOADED CARTRIDGE has met with greater success than its

most enthusiastic friends anticipated. From every quarter comes unsolicited the most gratifying evi-

dences of its superiority over hand-loaded cartridges. The scores made in the contest for the Chamber-

lin Prizes are the most remarkable that have ever been made, demonstrating that uniformity of charges

and uniformity of pressure upon the wads are elements of greater importance than hitherto supposed.

As evidence of this superiority we may mention the following wonderful scores made at eighteen

yards rise, fifty single and twenty-five double "Clay Pigeons," made with cartridges loaded with the

Chamberlin machine.

C. T. AVheal, Cleveland, 96 possible 100

F. M. Ames, Bay Ridee, L. I 95 " ~ "

"McDufif," Cincinnati 94

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville. Ill 99 possible 100

W. S. Bell, Pittsburg, Pa. 8

R. R. Sheldon, Cleveland, 6 98
Andy Meaders, Nashville, Tenn 96 " "

J. A'. Prechtel, Cleveland, 96

W. R, Huntington. Cleveland, O 94

11. 11. Fleischer, Rochester, N. Y.....94

Making 960 broken out of possible 1,000, fiVe hundred of which were doubles and at three yards

greater distance than usual in "Clay Pigeon'' shooting.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN AMMUNITION.
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As we took a good look at Occident on
Wednesday of last week, there were evidences

that he was likely to live several years. In

the straw-littered paddock, enjoying the sun-

shine and warm air, his eyes bright, and
almost in such condition as to be termed "roll-

ing fat," it appeared as though the old veteran

had still a lease for life, which would cover

quite a period of the future. There was little

to show that twenty odd years marked his age,

the early portion of which was fraught with

so many hardships.

Of all the horses bred in California, Occi-

dent was the one which raised the most ex-

citement. The whole country, or, at least,

that portion of the people who had the slight-

est fondness for trotting sports, were aston-

ished at what he was capable of showing.

Papers of all kinds rehearsed his feats. From
Maine to his home on the banks of the Sacra-

mento, he was known as the "California won-

der," and aslong ago as 1871, there was serious

thoughts of barring him in the Eastern parses

from the classes he was eligible to enter. He
put an end to this by making the fastest time

on record up to the date of the performance

It is a noteworthy fact that from the day that

he made 2:16^ until a few weeks ago, that was

the fastest time ever made by a California-bred

horse, and was only beaten in this State by such

OCCIDENT.
TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.

MEASCEilEST OF OCCIDENT. DEXTER. LECOMTE. LEVTAIHAN
inches inches inches inches

I eight of withers 61 62 62 64
Length of head 244 25 24 23$
Lejgth of neck 27 25 31 30
Round the muzzle ijji 19 _ 18J
Round swell of jaws 32" 33 — 26
Length of back 22 23 214 17
From hip to hip over the loin 24 19 24 19
Round the body at girth 65± 68$ 69 72
Round the flank over the loin 64" 65 68 72
Elbow to ground 36i 38$ 36 37$
Round the arm at swell 18$ 19J 20$ 22
Round the knee 12* 13 12* 12*
Round the cannon midway 7j 8 84 9
Round the hock 141 14$ 16 16§
Round the cannon, bind leg g" 84 8* 9$
From point of hip to point of hock 38$ 404 * l

~
• *2i

From point of hock to ground 24 23 25 25
From point of shoulder to pointof buttock.. CI 02 62 69
Round stifle 36 36$ 20 40
Round tibia 16± 17 — 18
Round neck , at the head 27$ 31$ 28 30
Round neck at oody 67 424 — 47
Round the barrel 37 71 74 —
From point to point of shoulder 14 13 15 —
From back of kcee to the ground 18* 19 — —
Prom back: of knee to middleof pastern 11} 11 — —
Length of hip.. 21 22 — —

ECLIPSE. DOUBLOON.
inches incbes

61 60
33] 23j
25 254
20} 18

32
19 29
— 23
71 71

71 71

36J 35i
214 20
12* 124
73 7!

161 154
84 «i
37i 381

243 22

65J Si— 32
18} 17
31 301

brilliant stars in the equine firmament as

St. Julien, Rarus and Goldsmith Maid. As
will be learned from the appended history, he

had little chance, when compared with the

trotters of the present time, to benefit by

early education. In place of being well

cared for when a colt he ran at large, and

as soon as he was old enough to endure the

stiain he was subjected to harsh usage and

Bevere labot. It ha? always been our impres-

sion that with all the drawbacks incidental

to the work he was called, upon to do, that

different treatment when put in training

would have resulted in developing far greater

powers.

He was a horse of immense speed, mainly

owing to a length of stride which was marvel-

lous in a horse of his size. Little attention

was given to shoeing at that time, and the

prevailing opinion wiis that a mass of iron on

the feet was a necessary adjunct to fast trot-

ting. More than two hundred years ago the

fact was known that racehorses could run

much faster with plates than shoes, but the

reverse was thought to be the case with fast

trotters, and ponderous loads of iron and

steel the proper thing on their feet. There is

no question that the "Dunbaring" was also a

serious injury; and though Doble thought

differently at the time he will probably ac-

quiesce in the opinion now.

Occident was only sick for two or three

hours before his death, the cause of which we

have not ascertained. The appended sketch

we wrote ten years ago, and reproduce it in

full, in order to give a complete history of the

horse which was the first California-bred trot-

ter to raise u stir in tho world, which even
the later celebrities have not equalled.

Sturdily tuggiDg at a huge load of sand,

endeavoring to make nerve and teodon ac-

complish the work of beef, muscle and boue,

and bound to that load by a stay chain

which threw the greater portion of the load

on him, the visitor to Sacramento in the

Spring of 1S69, might have seen a small

brown horse, a near one in a team, which
were eutitiged in filling the streets.

Anyone with half an eye for a horse could

not fail to see that this animal was strangely

out of place, especially when he was compared
with the much larger, sluggish and coarse

animal bv his side.
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him
Mr.
dirt-

This was the now celebrated Occident,

then only known under the more modest

onbriquet of Charley, and this was the ig-

noble though useful purpose he was put to

in the year above written. We will hardly

go back as far in his history as Sterne does

wheu giving the biography of Tristram

Shandy, but were we inclined to be thus

particular, we could, and with more fidelity,

date it from the same epoch. In the language

of the stud book, Occident, formeily Charley,

brown coit, foaled 1863, bred by Matthew

Shaw, of Sacramento county, Cal., by Doc,

pedigree of his dam unknown. Doc was

foaled in 1S5S, bred by Charles Lowell, of the

same county, and the sire of Doc was the

pacing stallion St. Clair, and his dam a sor-

rel mare, a trotter, claimed to be a very

good one. Her pedigree was also un-

known.

After the most diligent inquiry, the blood

or history of St. Clair could notbe traced, and

hence on the sire's side Occident is without

pedipree further than the two removes.
,

Of the dam we will have more to say hereafter, And with-

out being able to tell even what her parents were, she shows
indisputable evideni-e of blood which was highly thought of

bytae best judge in Christendom over two centuries ago,

VI..od criming in a straight hue with little cbance of admix-

ture. This mare with her colt was sold to the breeder of

Doc, Mr. Lowell, aud according to Mr. Smith, the former

trainer, Occident was so small, and consequently so little

thought of, he remained unbroken until he was rive years

old.

"Unbroken, he was sola t<> a butcher in Sacramento. This

man had endeavored literally to break him, and not niakiug

ailowauce for the high temper aud matured power—to quote

fioni a letter of Mr. Smith— "who tiudiug him so Vicious,

aud believing him to be of no account, got rid of him to a

duck huuter, who used to drive him iu a cart and rn-ik*

fast with a chain, as nothing else would hold him." A-

Smith classically relates it> he was theu traded to a

hauler.
So far his career has been something after the paltern of

the one so graphically depicted by E'igeue Sue, and though
doubtless he bad fully eujoyed himself in his semi wild state,

roaming on the banks of the turbid river ant selecting the

choicest tit-bits from the heilu.ge which grew on the rich

alluvial soil, from the day the butcher, the duck hunter aud
the dirt-nauler had a haml iu his education, the cloud had

only a dark side.

Were there only a greaser, who had ridden his mother to

faudaugo and frolic, who had watched over his childhoodi

and built bright, airy castles of his future career ,to take the

place of the tongueless Moor, the coincidence would have
been still more perfect. Had it been hauded down by oral

tradition for a century, or longer, there is little question that

all these accessories would have accompanied the recital, and
iu place of dry, hard facts the horse-ographer would have
had a pleasing romance to chronicle.

While hauling the material which has been of such a vast

benefit to Sacramento, raising it above the fear of devastating

Hoods, he acquired the reputation of "a true and powerful
puller, working and being a good match in strength to the

horse with which he worked, nearly twice his size." This is

also quoted from Mr. Smith's letter, who had seen him when
a yearling, and often watched him performing the menial
service he records. He ran away at every opportunity,

dragging his companion, dirt-wagon and all.

Again he changed hands, aud this time his good genius
was iu the ascendant. Smith gives this part of history so
briefly and in such quaint terms, that we prefer gWiug his

account to re-clothing it iu other words. He says: "He was
sold to a German grom r, with all his bad habits of kicking,

biting, pulling at the halter, and running away, for which he
bad received many a lash and naught but the harshest treat-

ment. But the German commenced to pat and pet aud feed
his new horse plenty, and iu two mouths the horse became
iat, sleek aud geutle, docile as a lamb. From this time out
he has ever been trusty."

This is a valuable commentary on the benefit of kind treat-

ment, and we think we will be enabled to show that much
of the " in aud ont" trotting of Occident has been due to the
barbarous iisag he was subjected to wheu first broken and
the subsequent abuse. In the Summer of 1869 he was sold
to the grocer, and in the Summer of that year he was purchased
by Sydney Eld red for $300 of a Mr. McMahon. Before pur-
chasing, Mr. Eldred was couviueed there was something in
him, aud to prove his judgement correct, when put iu train-
ing, he acquired the fast trottiug action very rapidly. He
showed 3:^0 to a buggy the day of purchase, aud in about
three months' time he could trot iu '2:40. Satisfied With this,

bis owner tinned him ont for the Winter, placed him in
training again iu the Spring of 1870. and the 1st of July he
trotted a half-mile in 1:12^, July ltd of thi3 year Governor
Stanford purchased him, giving $4,000 in gold coin aud an-
other horse valued at §300.

Mr. Stanford placed him in the hands of A. F. Smith, aud
it may uow be considered his collegiate course commenced.
The primary course was severe enough. The birch, ferule
and taws were all brought into requisition, and the rod was
not spared, though the colt wasspoiled.

His academic tutorage was more ratioual, an 1 although gen-
erally Mr. Smith was very careful, at times the horse would so
.sorely try his temper lie could not resist the temptation to

try coercion, aud had several battles with bis pupil. Not
withstanding this he improved rapidly in speed, and October
7th Gov. Stanford drove him to a road wagon in 2:30|. The
united weight of driver aud wagon was over 400 lbs., and as
two scrapers were smooting the inside of the track at the
time, a wide circuit had to be made to avoid them.

Weighing only S35 pounds, nearly half of the hoises'
avoirdupois was a heavy drag, but his dirt hauling here came
into play, and doubtless he enjoyed it more, if even forced to
the rate of 22* miles per hour.
The Spring of 1S70 several members of the f 'mous Ameri-

cus Club of New York visited California, and among other
notable sights they witnessed was the exercising and trial of
speed by Charley. The Sacramento Reporter thus tells it:

•'Tiie Staniouk Horse.—To gratify the cariosity of
several members of the Americus Club, the heir apparent of
the equine throue of America was driven around the Park
. Bterday morn g. He was untisunlly sulky on thisoccasion
uLd his time was scarcely worth mentioning. It

I
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THE DAM OF OCCIDENT.

1:071 to make a half mile on the first trial, aud ou a subse-

quent dash of a mile he was 2:22j. This is pretty fast time

for ordinary horses, but the fellow will lose his reputation if

he continues to drag like that."

It may be that those who Were there in the full flush of

their career, blinding the spectators with the flash of their

diamond badges, and cutting quite a dash generally, think in

their exile of the trial they saw in the Far West, and would
probably be willing to refund a good portion of their steal-

ings for the privilege of seeing the American trotter do these

feats of high emprise on their native soil.

They were liberal patrons of trotting and road pports, and

there was a serious break iu the market for high-priced horses

when the Tweed and AmericusClub regime met with a down-
fall.

'1 he horse was now recognized all over the country as a

borse of great promise, and the papers, from the Golden Gate
to the Kennebec, were tilled with remarks about the "Califor-

nia wonder."
Even Mr. Egbert Bonner had to notice the exploits which

were accredited, aud in a note to the New York Times, pro-

tested against the permiership being awarded against his

stable.

Still there was a great difference at that time between Occi-

dent. Dexter aud Pocahontas. The former had only been in

trainii g a few mouths when he trotted this half mile in 1:07;

the other had enjoyed years of the most skillful tutorage iu

the country.
As yet there has been scarcely a parallel in the history of

the trotter, and although subsequent events have not shown
this early promise to result in accordance with the anticipa-

tions of those who built their prognostics on those unexam-
pled feats, we have foil faith that he will yet come up to the

expectations of his most sanguine friends.

The 19th of May, 1871, he trotted his half mile in the pres

ence of the Americus Club in 1:07]-. On November 23d of

that year he was given his first regular trial of three heats,

and the followingis the account from the Sacramento Daily

Union:

"Remarkable Trotting.—Yesterday, by invitation from
ex-Governor Stanford, several gentlemen from San Francisco

visited Union Park Course for the purpose of seeiug Stan-

ford's horse at ordinary work. Prompted by a desire to let

his personal friends see what the horse could do, Stauford

gave orders that the trainer, A. F. Smith, should let the horse

out around the course. The first mile was trotted, the track

not being in the best condition, in 2:18]; a second mile was
done in 2:19 and a third in 2:19}. Taken together, these heats

have not often been eclipsed by the fastest trotters in Amer-
ica. There was but three-quarters of a second difference be-

tween the first and last heat. In neither heat was there a

break or slip made, nor was the whip used,"

This was certainly a performance of wonderful merit, and
we do tot think it lias eter been equalled by a horse which
had been lit training as short a time.

The rains of Winter uow necessitated a brief period of rest,

and we have no further account of his doings in 1871.

His fame was bruited on every tongue and his appear-

ance in the East in 1872 would have excited more enthusiasm
than any other eveut iu the hippie world.

Anno Domino 1872 was a luckless year for Occident. The
adverse star was exerting its malign influence, and the san-

guine hopes of his frieude were dashed by his performances,

so much below what was expected- These expectations were
altogether too high, for it was nearly au improbability that a

"green horse'' could successfully compete with such fast ani-

mals and old campaigners as Goldsmith Maid and Lucy, no

matter how fast trials he had shown. The very foremost

actors and actresses have been so overcome with "stage

fright" when they first essayed the business that their vocal

organs were completely paralyzed, aud ouly after years of

stern determination could they succeed in overcoming this

fear.

There is a good deal of analogy between the trotter and
the actor, perhaps more likeness to the opera dancer. Long
time is required to traiu the muscles to the required tone,

and to perfect the step, aud yet longer wheu the performance
has to be to the fullest capacity and iu the preseucc of a

large assemblage.
Then let there be the annoyance of all the tricks which a

practiced driver cau do with his own horse up to all the

dodges of the track. Stolid must be the disposition, iron the

nerves to snow these characteristics and eudure these draw-
backs, in the first race.

The trotting world was all aeog. when it was resolved to

send the two fast mares to California, aud the most engross-
ing topic of conversation was their meeting with Occident
and the probable result thereof. A. F. Smith had been very
successful with Occident, but owing to a bad state of his
h.alth, it was thought best that the horse should be placed
in other hands. Jas. L. Eoff, long a resident of California,

was generally accredited to be without a superior in the art

of traiuing an 1 driving. A man of large experience, acute
mind, with as Bound judgment as even 'Old Block" himself.
Recognizing the advantages of having such a man to take
charge of his horse when the business was actual warfare in
place of sham battles. Gov. Stanford selected him to train
an 1 drive him. There Is a great difference in training for
trials and races. The first only requires: a development of

speed and endurance enough to trot three heats under the
most favorable auspices, the latter, these same qualities
united with steadiness under difficulties, and extra amount
of endurance which repeated scorings and broken heats may
render necessary.
In connection with this, we copy the following from the

issue of the Spirit of July 20th, 1872. It also gives the rea-

sous for the change of trainers ou the part of Gov. Stanford-.

Occident—Occident, Governor Stanford's famous trotter..

has changed traiuers. This announcement will doubtless-
cause astonishment throughout the State among turfmen, for

the trottiug wonder and A. F. Smith have been inseparable.
The immediate and only cause of the change, is the serious
aud continued indisposition of Mr. Smith. During the
Spriug races here, he contracted a severe cold, which has
merged into a chrouic cough aud threatens serious results.

The near approach of the engagements made with the East-
ern mares, made it imperative to place the horse in thorough
training aud hence the change was necessitated. Alt must
admit that whatever fame and reputation received by this
celebrated animal, is largely due to the exertions aud ability

of Mr. Smith. Though his former owner, Mr. Eldred, is en-
titled to great credit for his quick preception and patience iu
his early development, still to Mr. Smith must be awarded
the palm of bringing him up to that condition of ^uper-excel-
lence that has electrified the trottiug world. No one enter-
tains a higher opinion of his ability than Governor Stauford,
and none regrets the necessity of the chauge more than him
self. Mr Smith will stillretain supervision of his remaining
large stable of horses.

"The new trainer will be James L. Eoff, certainly the most
widely known professional driver iu the United State-. An
experience of over twenty years in trainiug, makes him per-
fectly au/ait iu that particular, whilej his transceudaut ahii-

ity as a driver has long been acknowleoged; in fact since the
death of Hiram Woodruff, it has been conceded by those best
informed in such matters, that he is at the head of bis pro-
fession. Eoff has a most surprisingly accurate judgmeut in
regard to the rate of speed made by a horse, aud long since,

while doubters and skeptics were upon every side, he boldly
proclaimed that the "stauford hurse," with proper training,

could beat any horse in the world. He uov has the oppor-
tunity to veri'y his prediction. We have faith in him, faith

in the horse. -Eoff is an intelligent man, a man of ability,

and we ki.ow it would have been galling to his pride, to have
the two most celebrated horses in the country come such a
distance to contend with the California wonder, and he, the
foremost man in his profession, not in the sulky to contend
with the giants from the East—cas' aside as uot being worthy
of confidence by the pe iple of his own adopted home.
We repeat this be would galling to his pride, aud uow
that through a series of fortuitous circumstances, what we
are sure was the darling wish of his heart, has been gratified,

we hope to see him devote all his energies to the accomplish-
ment of the purpose for which he has been chuseu. He
knows the pride of Californiaus. Let him but gratify that

pride by an honorable victory over his Eastern competitors,

and he will have no cause to complain of their generosity.

He is now iu the meridian of life, let him make success m
this contest the crowuiug act of his career."

There is uot much to record for the season of 1872. When
Goldsmith Maid aud Lucy trotred their first race at Sacra-

mento, he was driven between the heats by Mr. Eoff, aud
from the accounts published iu the Sacramento papers at the

time he showed himself possessed of the same great tpeed.
He trotted in 36] seconds to the quarter, 1:13} to the half,

and "passed the'staud at a ionr-minnte gait in 2:21^."

The second heat we will copy entire: "Again Occident was
put in harness, and came out among the crowd. The hab-
itues of the quarterstretch surrounded Eoff and begged him
to send the horse for time. Jim only looked owlish aud
shook his head. Occident went up the stretch a little dis-

tance and came down to the stand. Away he went to the

quarter in 3-4^ seconds, and held his gait to the half. From
this point to the turn he increased his gait, and as he came
down the stretch it became apparent that if he held his gait

to the stand he must make his mile in 2:16 at least, but the

man with the stop watch gave the signal, and Jim pulled in

the horse, joggiug past the stand iu 2:21^.

"He was then harnessed to a wagon, went to the quarter-

pole in 35 seconds, to the half iu 1:10, "came jogging down
the stretch aud passed the stand, with a slack rein, in 253J.

:1

These were certainly fine performances, but now we come
to actual warfare, and the first race which Occident ever

trotted has given rise to more controversy and more bitter

feelings than any race which ever took place iu Califoruia.

Ou Wednesday, the 16th of October, 1872, he trotted

against Goldsmith Maid at Sacramento. The victress of "a
hundred battles" met the Neophyte. The old campaigner
captured the greenhorn, although that greenhorn made a bet-

ter race than ever was made by a "green" horse either before

or since.

Iu 1871, at Buffalo, during the Fall trottiug meeting there,

and which Eoff atteuded, there was many enquiries made to

him about the California horse which had made such a noise

in the world. He answered that he considered him the best

and fastest trotter wbieb had yet appeared, aud felt confident

that he could beat "anybody's horse." The probability of

Goldsmith Maid making the trip was discussed, ami Dan
Mace advised Eoff that if she did, and Occident met her, that

a good deal of scoring should be done, which would lessen

her chances to win. This may have had something to do

with the scoiiug indulged iu, or Eoff have thought that the

warmiug up might be advantageous to his charge. At all

events, the scoring was very severe, and only at the tenth

effort was the word given.

Occident led to the quarter pole by at least a length in 33|

seconds; he had a length the best of it at the half mile in

1:06}, but soon after the mate closed ou him. She made
some'of her characteristic breaks on the lower In in, pa^seu

him before entering the homestretch, and won the heat iu

2.20.1; Occident, separately timed,. making the mile in 2:21}.

This was a great feat, so great that if he bad wou iu that time

the whole country would have rung with plaudits.

After all this scoring, to make the half and quarter s i fast

aud lijishnp the mile in that time, was beyond all prece-

dent for this .-lass of horses.

There is nothing that receives such congratulations as suc-

cess. The winner of a poor race is more highly honored

thau one that has been defeated. Fellowcraft has had

his praises shouted in laudatory prose aud rhyme, while

Wanderer, who forced him to 7:101, is hardly thought of.

The gUtmorU of victory obscures everything else. Had
Occident visited the East he could have won every limited

purse which was bung up, and save in the free for all classes

he could have played with all the others eugaged. Lb

have been the demi-god of the tracks, and iu not one

races would it have been necessary for him to show 2:214.

As evidence of Ibis, the fastest heat nt Buffalo in 1 >7i?

—

with

option— the limited purees were trotted ontside of
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2:24. In the :21 purse Jay Gould trotted iu 2:214-, but he was
accorded advantages which if rendered to Occident would
have enabled him to score several seconds below that figure.

Lula, now so famous, and the same age as Occident, aud
with the advantages of having trotted several races previously,
was beaten in 2:25, 2:24j, 2:23

It is needless to dwell further on this or recapitulate his-

tory of 1872.

Iu 1S73 Occident outdid himself, and equaled the fastest

record. We cannot do better than to reproduce the account
which was Lheu published in this paper:

"One year ago when Occident was scored to death at Union
Park, Sacramento, we were confident, that even if he could

not have beaten the mares brought to California to contend
with him, he could have forced them to such a speed, that

the fastest time on record would have beeu inscribed on the

page of turf history in California. We have heard and
listened to so much of imputed wrong in connection with
Occident's attempt at that time, we only feel like referring to

it, as we do now, and pass on to a recital of that which took
place on Wednesday, Sept. 17, 1S73, when the gallant little

steed trotted against time for the State Agricultural Society's

plate valued at two thousand dollars. The busy scenes with
which we were contected during the progress of the Fair,

prevented our doing more than witnessing his rapid flight,

from out-go to the score, relying upon memory to suppl}' us
with such items as in detail would be agreeable to onr
readers. Two sixteen and three-quarters is now the public

record of Occident, and also the property of the people of

California; for if there ever was a people flushed with State

pride, in prowess, such as that which such time indicates,

those who were present and tuok part in the victory, gave
every evidence of it. The crowd which greeted Occident in

this mighty struggle was much greater than that which
thronged the course one year ago; and the result more satis-

factory, because it was au open, fair and square contest and
trotted as honestly. There was doubt in the minds of many
as to his ability to reach a point so low down, but the hope
was in the breast of all that the ambitious auimul would re-

trieve all that he lost before; and when he came upon the

track on Wednesday, Sept. 17th, his reception was of a

character that told plainly what the desire of the

people was. His groom, George Tennant, au unpro-

fessional driver, held the reins over him, and the little horse

seemed to know and feel that he was in safe and kind hands,

and that he would not be tormented or abused. Occident was

in splendid condition and George Tennant was imbued with

full courage, as to the capabilities of the horse; both great

and valuable considerations in such an undertaking. The
announcement is now made of the conditions of the race,

and the value of the prize contended for. The stretch is

cleared as well as it can be under such a press of humanity

as has congregated to witness the effort of Stanford's Occi-

dent. He was to beat the fastest time ever made in the State.

A short timo before he had exercised and was then taken back

to the stable to cool off; now he had returned to wrest back

the laurels, which were rightfully his. Here he comes; and

the cry resounds from one end of the stretch to the other,

and is taken up, until it resolves itself into one mighty shout

of welcome. Like true modest worth he is indifferent to

the loud hnzzahs on the track, or the waving of handker-

chiefs by the fair hands of the thousands of beautiful women,
who thus cheered him on. It is a gay, bright an! eulivening

scene. The countless multitude, the brigut colors of apparel,

the cheery voices, the bright sunlight; and the little horse

the grand centre of attraction. The timers Judge C. E.

Filkins of Marysville. Dr. S. T. Brewster, of La Porte, G.

Hammond and Captain E. J. Weeks take their places in the

reporter's stand, where Gov. Stanford, the owner of Occi-

dent, Major-General Schotield and Hon. A. A. Sargent,

United States Senator, have places assigned them. Occident

is now moving up and down the stretch, he passes the score

once, all eyes intent upou him and waitiug with breathless

suspense for the start. He comes up to the score in gallant

style, his running mate near by: and now he takes the word,

and he is gone like a flash. Away he speeds past the first

gate around the turn, bowling off the space between it and the

quarter, as if the quarter and the gate were together. He
passed the quarter nimbly, in 364- seconds; but not fast

enough for his kind-hearted owner, who audibly doubts his

ability to win the goal in view. Along the backstretch his

leg action is like the driving-wheels of an engine, ceaseless

and active. No such power was ever seen before. Look at

his arms, how he wields and works them; pliant, quick and

determined. He is alive to the situation, and he and his

driver are one. The half-mile is passed in 1:10}. Stanford

still doubts. But look at him now, Governor, watch that

burst of speed. It is in him and it will come out. He rounds

the turn. Why. he is leaving his running mate far behind;

he dashes into the homestretch, enlivened with the fire of

victorious ambition. He flies as he approaches the distance

stand. No, George holds him hard; he knows what he is

about. No, it cannot be possible. It is the fact, he has passed

the score. ' By the gods, he has won it! Time, 2:16$.

"Watches are compared. Onetimersays2:164, the others f;

and the Hat goes forth, from the judges stand, that Occident

has beaten the fastest time ever made in the State, recording

2:16|. Then such a shout of gratified pride as went up in

unison, was never before heard on a racecourse in this State.

It flashed across the electric wires from the plains to the sea;

to the Summit, and across to the auriferous hills and depths

of Nevada; away to the confines of the Union; and the glory

of the little horse, and the rejoicings of Californians at the

result, became the joint property and good-feeling of the peo-

ple of the entire country. When the exuberance of good feel-

ing had subsided, Governor Stanford announced that he

would donate the plate back to the State Agricultural Society,

to be won by the horse beating Occident's time, in apure tret,

without abreak. This announcement was received withevery

manifestation of delight by those present.

"Occident's qualities for speed, not only in a single mile,

but in repeating, has been thoroughly established. His sec-

ond mile made on this day, and after the expiration

of suitable time for cooling off, was 2:18J. In

this heat he had beaten the time of his first heat;

but as he was nearing the gate at the distance stand, the anx-

iety of the immense crowd was so great to see him, that they

closed in on him, and to a certain extent shut daylight from

his pathway, and not seeing his way clear, he shied and went

off his feet, and before Tennant got him down to his work, he

lost considerably. Occident is a wonderful horse, and

capable of contending with the best horses now on the turf.

While we have thought as much since his mishap last year,

we have not said so, preferring that he should make his own

history; and his action ou Wednesday, September 17th, 1873,

did all the speaking necessary to establish and maintain hii

place in the front rank of the pure trotters of the world; for

it must be remembered that in his fastest time, from score to

score, the mile was the purest trot ever witnessed_in the

State; not a skip or break. It was a succession of beautiful

movements of feet, limb and body : riveting the eye, entranc-

ing the senses, enlisting admiration, and causing one to feel
proud at the result.

"The future of Occident, (being now iu the right handsjwill
be of the brightest description; he is a magnificent animal in
every way; of great peonuiary value, ami what is more, to his
kind-hearted and generous owner, a pride to the people of
California—their State beiug his birth-place."
This was the crown ing performance, and at once estab-

lished his fame as a No. 1 trotter.

1S74 was another eventful year for our hero. In this he
trotted his first winning race. Not literally, for when in Mr.
McMahou's hands, (1S69) Mr. Frank Malone, now uf the Fash-
ion Stables on Sutter street, was solicited to purchase him.
He was represented to be a trotter, and Mr. Malone wagered
$100 that he could not trot in 3:30. There is little question
that he won the match, but the judges penalized him for a
break, so that the match was declared a draw, notwithstand-
ing he trotted in the neighborhood of 3:10.

The 15th of June, Occident arrived in Sacramento, and a
few days after he was given a trial. The mile was made in
2:2S4. and the wonderment at the slowness was changed
when it was found that one of the sulky wheels had blocked.
He repeated in 2:2U, the last half of the mile being trotted

in 1:0S. The following is the account of his race with Judge
Fullerton, October 31st, which appeared in the Spirit:

"Saturday last was a magnificent day; one of those pure,
pleasant and genial days for which San Francisco at this sea.
son of the year is so justly celebrated. We have never visited
Florida or Italy, never have enjoyed those delightful cli-

mates, or gazed upon the beauties of the sunlight, at early
morn or dewy eve, nor have we seen Naples, that spot, one
look of which is sufficient to imbue one with a desire to seek
the grave; and yet we doubt if with all the beauty and
grandeur of scenery and climate for which they are renowned,
that they could equal the loveliness of our San Francisco
climate as illustrated on the day we mention. It was one of
God's own days, and therefore we may be permitted to call it

heavenly. The air was soft and balmy, and kissed the fore-

head and colored the cheek with the soft touch of nature's
hand. The sky was without a fleck or spot, and the sun in-

fused just warmth enough to ripen the enjoyment, which
the ocean breeze, like the day itself—Pacific—occasionally
wafted city-ward. Everyone seemed to feel happy, there was
an agreeable and pleasant reflex upon the faces of all, that
there was thorough satisfaction and serenity within; and
the vast multitude that found itself on the course of the
Bay District Fair Grouud Association seemed determined to
find thorough sportand enjoyment. Since the days of racing
commenced in San Francisco, there never was an audience,
like in character, as a general proposition, to that which as-

sembled on Saturday last to witness the contest between
Occident and the gallant stranger from the East, Fullerton.
When we say that the very best people of the State were in
attendance, we state an absolute fact; and throughout a more
orderly mass never graced such a place before. We have
heard and listened to a ^reat deal of senseless twaddle, ad-
vanced by thehead-cemr-sof the order of Uriah Heep, that such
an occasion as that which drew this great crowd together was de-
veloping the horse to the detrimeut of the man;" but we have
yet tu see the man who did not draw inspiration from a con-
test between two such splendid animals as that between
Fullerton and Occident. While Fullerton made friends of
everyone, by his splendid build, fine movement and elastic

step, and for the reason that he was among strangers iu a
strange land, and therefore entitled to every show in the
world (and which he received), yet the warmest sympathies
of the vast assemblage, as an eutirety, were with the 'little

brown horse' and his kind, generous and sympathetic owner,
Leland Stanford. It was feit that Occident's triumph and
Stanford's pride and gratification in seeing his 'little Calif-

ornia wonder' win, belonged to the people as well, and Cali-

fornia's pride was aroused to the fullest extent.

"The scene on the course prior to the horses being called up
was one long to be remembered. The field was filled with
every description of vehicle and fully occupied. The stands
were thoroughly patronized; the balcony of the hotel was
crowded with elegantly dressed ladies, as was also the bal-

cony of the Club House, which had a larger representation
of la lies than any day since the grounds were opened. The
slope on a line with the quarter-stretch in front of the hotel

and Club House was crowded. The arrangements made by
the Bay District Fair Ground Association were perfect as to

the maintenance of order, but in that gathering there were
the elements of self-government that maintained its own
order. Harris R. Covey, the superintendent of the grounds,
had been very efficient, as usual, in having everything in

readiness for the race, and we must take this occasion to

i-'impliment him for the excellent management displayed by
him throughout.

"Before the horses were called up there were innumerable
interchanges of opinions as to the result. While all desired

to see Occident win, there was doubt expressed as to his
power to compete with Fullerton. With the exception of his
remarkable trot against time, all his endeavors had resulted
disastrously, and there was some fear on that account. The
character of the man now handling him—Bndd Doble—was
well known as a driver and trainer, but then he had not had
him long enough to thoroughly understand him; but tho^e
who knew Doble were confident, that even if Occident did

not come under the string first, the race would be no dis-

credit to him. It was agreed that Fullerton's recoided time
was 2:19, and that in the race at Sacramento with Purdy and
Blackbird, Occident, in the first and second heats had gone
at the rate of 2:15, 2:16, and therefore not among the impos-
sibilities for him to win the present contest. In the pool
selling Fullerton was the favorite, not very greatly so, I >nt

still enough to furnish evidence that tbe doubt existed. But
the horses are now called up, and speculation must cease

nutil the result of the race is known. The race was one mile
and repeat, to harness, for a purse of $3,500; 52,500 to the

first and SI, 000 to the second horse. N. T. Smith names br

g Occident, driven by Budd Doble; O. A. Hickok named ch g
Fullerton, handled by Hickok. Tbe judges were James
Haworth, E. J. Weeks, and William Watt, of Nevada county.
Timers, John Howes. D. M. Reavis, of Colnsa, and W. H.
Seale, of Maytield; distance judge, Henry George. In draw-
ing for positions Fullerton won the pole.

"Occident was the first to come upon the track, looking in

fine order. He was sired by a sou of St. Clair, and is about
11 years old. His time record in Sacramento was 2:10]; up
to this time he had been in three races and beaten in all.

"Fullerton soon followed Occident. He is a splendid look-

ing animal, a chestnut gelding, nine years old, by Edward
Everett, he by Rysdyk's Hambletonian. H*> seemek lo be in

excellent order and was handled by Hickok. There was
seme delay in responding to the call of the judges, and per

consequence each driver was fined $30. Judge James Ha-
worth, the permanent judge of the Association, admonished
the drivers mildly as to what was expected of them, and then
thev came up for the first heat.

"It was a little after three o'clock when they commenced

scoring for this heat, but it was evident from the manner in
which the drivers handled their nags, that the false starts
would be few and far between; although there were five at-
tempts before the bell sounded for the start. Fullerton got
a short length the best of the send-off. On tbe first turn
Doble piloted Occident very steadily. Fullerton, however
kept gaining a little, and at the quarter-pole led Occident by
about six lengths. Along the buckstretch the brown horse
made but little headway in overhauling the fleet son of Ed-
ward Everett; he was still behind five lecgths at the half-
mile pole, Fullerton making the half in 1:10. On the third
quarter there was no material change, both horses trotting
very steadily and rounding into the stretch, with Fullerton
still holding his advantage. Down the stretch the struggle
was a pretty one, and the friends of Occident, kuowiug his
wonderful speed on the homestretch, felt great confidence in
his ability to beat his opponent home. Hickok, however,
shook up Fullerton right merrily, and kept in the lead. At
the draw-gate, when it looked as tbough the brown horse
would go to the front, he made a slight wobble, and Doble
had to take him up a little. As it was, when Fullerton
crossed the score, under the whip, Occideut was onl3 beaten
by a short length. The result was received with loud cheers
by the backers of Fullerton. Time, 2:19. Neither horse
made a skip in the heat.

"At the termination of this heat, there was no disappoint-
ment in the minds of the friends of Occident. He had
trotted well, came home in 2:19, and was very close to his op-
ponent. Fullerton was now, as a matter of course, a greater
favorite in the pools, he selling for §1,000 to S400 for Occi-
dent, but the supporters of the latter were not backward in
accepting the odds. In coming up for the second heat both
looked tolerably fresh. After three attempts the word was
given, with Fullerton a leugth in the le id, but Occident was
well under way while Fullerton was hardly at the top of his
speed. On roundiug the first turn Fullerton gradually drew
away from his opponent and showed two open leugthsin. the
front at the quarter-pole in 34] seconds. On the backstretch
Fullerton still kept in the lead, and trotted past the half-
mile pole iu 1:09, with a length of daylight to spare. Thus
they went to the entrance of the homestretch with the little

horse at Fullerton's wheel. Now came the grand struggle
for victory. When half way down the long work the crowd
saw plainly that Occident was gaining on Fullertou, and
when he had collared and passed him a hundred yards from
the outcome, the cheers and shouts of the crowd were almost
deafening, in fact they continued till he crossed the score
winner of the heat by two lengths, in a jog, so to speak,
Doble looking round just before reachihg the wire, his face
beaming with pleasure. The cheers and shouts were again
renewed for several seconds, and when the time, 2: IS, was
hung out. it was the sigual for another outburst. Neither
horse made a break in the heat. This heat was a second
faster than Fullerton has ever trotted.

"The excitement at the close of this heat was indescribable.
Gov. Stanford sat on the lower balcony of the club house in
front, and it was a struggle as to which side he should turn
to receive the congratulations of the sympathetic crowd. It
would fill a volume to give in detail the various expressions
of pleasure indulged in by the crowd. The ladies—God bless
them—were delighted at the result, for they were unanimous
on this question at least, they wanted to see Occideut win.
Some of the remarks of the sterner sex were cheerful in the
extreme but all culminated in pleasure that the 'little brown
horse' was in the lead. It would have done the heart of Darwin
good to have witnessed the satisfaction of the crowd over this
victory of Occident; he would have seen an affinity, at least,

between man and hoise. Two eighteen is good enough trot-

ting for anybody's horse, and this a rereat mile, on the part
of an inexperienced animal was most excellent.

"Third and last heat—There was some lively 'hedging out'
now undertaken on the part of those who had backed Fuller-
ton at long odds. Some very large pools were sold. In one
of them Occideut sold for Sl',000 to S445 for Fullerton, and
some were sold at even greater odds. There was no useless
scoring this time. The start was a fair one. After getting
about 150 yards away Fullerton made a bad break, and before
he could be 'squared' again the horse with no high-sound-
ing pedigree was way ahead, passing the quarter twenty-five
or thirty yards in advance, the crowd in the meantime being
perfectly wild with delight. Along the backstretch the son of
Edward Everett closed up gradually to within five lengths of
Doble at the half, which was trotted in 1:12. On the third quar-
ter Occident was let out, and rounded the last turn with Fuller-
ton no nearer. The brush home on the partof Fullerton was
a gallant one, but his efforts fell short, notwithstanding
Hickok gave him the whip liberally. Occident came down
the stretch with his old-time speed, and won the heat race
and first money, in a comparative jog. by eight or ten lengths,
and Occident had won his first race, and that, too, against an
Eastern flyer of no mean celebrity. Time, 2:22$.
"When this result was announced it was a scene that baffled

description. When the horse came in Budd Doble received
an ovation and so thick did the crowd gather around him
that it was almosl impossible for the gallant little horse to
move along. The cheering was of the most enthusiastic
character, and the good feeling of the assemblage had fr< e
vent. While the excitement was paramouut ou the tiack it

was intensified at the Club House, where the members of tho
club, who were out in full force, and their invited guests
crowded around Governor Stanford and tend.-red their heart-
iest congratulations. We doubt if the people were ever be-
fore so personally from feelings of friendship for Stanford,
and State pride, so interested in a horserace."

It is hardly necessary to say much in regard to this race.
A second heat in 2:18, and that the first heat which the horse
ever won, is commentary sufficient.

It is useless to notice the peurile claims that Fullerton was
not meant. There are people who would claim a horse was
pulled if he were beaten iu 2:10. and to take the space to

prove that these Occideut-Fnllerton races were square would
be a wanton waste, which we cannot afford.
The great reiusmau aud successful driver, Budd Doble,

had now taken charge of Occident, and he gave a
i
re I

exemplification of his skill in the way he handled him in
these races. It was little discredit to lose the wagon race,
when the blackboard showed 2:201, 2:22$, 2:21 j, each horse
in it having excelled the best record of former years.
The silver lining had again appeared, and the oloud was

glowing with the reflected refulgence «f the Occidental sun.
There was soou to be a shadow, however, an umbra of olden
times, when the evil influences should-Again predominate.
Skillful astrologers could, in all likelihood, tell why these
should prevail, but we are neither a soothsayer ur i-ypnun ' r

of the stars, but we must admit that our prophecies for 1875,
as far as relates to Occident, were at variance with tbe facts.

April, 1875, we saw him loaded on the car which was to cai rv
him East, aud in the next number of the Spirit we "

"We bade them good-bye, wishing the whole party the
luck in the world. This, we feel confident, they are bu i

have. The sign is in tho right place, and the moon is in
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new. And that new moon bliuked into the library windows - refuse it; for it was to go to the Fuego de Toros, where he

as we sat down to pen this sketch, the first glance at it over might have been killed; many of the finest horses in the

our right shoulder." The signs and omens failed, the Eastern ', world being killed at that sport, which is the greatest pity

rpih'riiuage turned out, as far as Occident was concerned, a that can be.

complete failure. "You see that a Spanish horse is dear ware; and then re'eon

Budd Doble gave us the history of the trip, and few words
|

his journey from Andalozia to Biblo, or St. Sebastian, which

are required to illuatrate it. We sa» Occident placed on the is the next port for England, and is four hundred miles at

car and noted at the time the reluctance he exhibited to get leastj and a horse cannot travel more thau ten miles a day

aboard. He probably felt the infirmity which was coming
|
with your groom, and your farrier at least, beside the casualty

on him, and with a sort of premonitory horse knowledge
,

of lameness, sicknoss and a death; so that if he come safe to

knew that he could not come up to the high expectations you, yet he will be a very dear horse, I assure you: And
formed. Budd gives the following statement: "Occident was

i
these are great truths of the Spanish horse."

very Dervous from the time he started, and did not eat a pint
J

There is little requireineutjo commeDt on this admirable

of feed in thirty-six hours. After the first lay off, which was

at Ogdeu, he improved, and from that time out he eat well,

and became more reconciled to the situation. He has fed

well ever since, and the trip has certainly benefitted him in

reducing the extreme nervousness he has always shown.

The only drawback was the lameness in the near forefoot,

and with that reconciled I have full faith in him trotting as

fast, or faster, than has yet been niad«. I do not consider

the Dunbar treatment as injurious, ae has been claimed, but

on the contrary, it had beneficial effects. He was much
better than I ever saw him for six weeks after the operation,

a©d I have the utmost confidence in his Complete recovery.

1 could have trotted him East, as there were periods when
his lameness would be nearly gone; but I did not intend to

trot him while I had misgivings of him making a race which
would be unworthy of his former performances, and the an-

ticipations of the public."

We think Mr. Doble exhibited his usual good sense in

declining engagements while the horse was wrung, and post-

poning the time, if oven it disappointed the many who were
anxious to see the horse which had caused so much talk and
comment.
Aud now we will consider his shape and proportions, aud

in order that it may be properly understood, we give on the

first page a tabulated statement of the various measurements
with those of other noted hordes. Tboseuf the whilom "King
of the turf" will be the most interesting, giving a chance of com-
parison between horses which were used for the same purpose,
aud Dexter, in the opiuion of th« best judges, is as truly

formed as any of the great trotters. He iu a smaller
horse thau Dexter, and this must be considered when
comparing the relative ineaMirein>-uts. The most stiiking

divergence is in the length of the neck, aud the distance from
"hip to hip over the loin.'' The neck is not only longer, but
is more tapering, larger near the body, aud finer when it joins

the neck. We think this is unduly iiue to the blood of his

dam, and a further evidence that he followed her more
strongly than (he other side <>f (he house It is needless to

expatiate on these measurements, as they tell their own
story. Occident is rather a plain looking horse, but the closer

his form is studied the more favorably the beholder is im-
pressed. He is a wiry, augnlur horse, with as good a set of

legs as ever was put under an animal. Having stood all the
hard work of his earlier years aud 'he training of the sub-
sequent period without showing a spot or blemish, is the
best evidence of their quality. The sloping hips aud ragged
projections, tvhidi gives him the long measurement over the
loins, is rather inimical to beauty, but is certainly a proper
formation for trotting speed. But we cauuot dwell longer on
the shape of Occident. A great majority of our readers have
seen him, aud are familiar with his appearance, yet few have
seen his dam, and therefore we accord the remaining space
to the consideration of her aud her breeding.

It is unquestionable that this mare is a pure Californian
and, consequently, a descendant of t^e Spanish horses which
were imported here at the time of the early settlement of this
country. We have always been under the impression that
there was great merit in those horses, and since the acquisi-
tion of the Duke of Newcastle's work, we are still more de-
cided that the opinon was correct. We ?opy the following to
show the estimate this great muster placed upon the Spanish
horse:

THE SPANISH. HORSE.

[From the New Method to Dress Horses, dated London, 1667.]

You must know, that of all horses in the world, of what
nation soever they be, Spanish horses are the wisest; far the
wisest, and strangely wise, beyond any man's imagination;
but I must tell you, they are not the easlier d rest for that.
Because they observe too much with their eyes, and their
memories are too good, and so conclude with their judgments
too soon, without the man, recking without their host;
whereas they should follow and obey, his hand and heel; and
that not by rote neither but by art, which is a habit got by
many lessons, methodically taught.

"If he be well chosen. I assure yon, he is the noblest horse
in the world. First, there is no horse so curiously shaped,
all over from head to croup. He is the most beautiful that
can be; fur he is not so thin, and lady -like, as the barb; nor /

so gross as the Neapolitan; but between both. He is of great
spirit, and of great courage, aud docil: Hath the
proudest walk the proudest trot, and best action
in his trot; the loftiest gallop, the swiftest
careers; and is the loviugest aud gentlest horse, and fittest

for a kiug in a day of triumph to shew himself to his people,
or in the head of an army, of any horse in the world.

"Therefore no horse so fit to breed on, as Spanish horse;
either for the manuage, the war, ambling for the pad; hunt-
ing, or for running horses: Conqueronr was of a Spanish
horse, Shotten-Herriug was of a Spanish horse, Butler was of
a Spanish horse, and Peacock was of a Spauish mare: And
these beat all the horses iu their time, so much, as no horse
ever ran near them.

"I Bay, he is absolutely the best stallion in the world, for all
those several things I have formerly named, if you do wisely
appropriate such mares to him, as shall be tit for such uses
as you would have your breed; and so he is fit for all breeds,
but to limed cart homes.
'The king of Spain hath many races, but his best is at Car-

dona, in Andalozia, where he hath above three hundred
mates aud colts, as my lord Cottingtuu told me; and besides
tl.ope of his majesty, there are other most excellent races, not
only of noblemen, but also of prive gentlemen.

"For the Princes, the Earl of Clunngdon, now Lord Chan-
cellor of England, told me that when he was Embassador in
Spain, Sir Benjamin Wright, a merchant there that loves
horses, sold a couple of little Spanish horses for a great price.
Aud he says {and mauy others confirm it for a great truth)
that three hundred uud four hundred pistols for a horse is a
common price and rate, at Madrid, and the Marquess of
Suralvo told me that a Spanish horBe culied II Bravo, sent to
the Arch Duke Leopold, his master, was held worth as

description of the Duke's. He waB, without doubt, the fore

most horseman of the time, and had carefully studied every-
thing pertaining to his favorite pursuit. At sohie future time
we will show how valuable this cross has been to the trotter

of California, and will then give a history of the California
descendants of the "Spanish horse."
The main object of the sketch of the mare was to show the

bralidB, but our artist hassucceeded in obtaining a very fair

likeness, and the resemblance to Fashion will be noticed by
those who nave seen that great mare in her old years, and as
Fashion's pedigree endB in a SpaniBh mare, this is not so
much to be wondered at. People have questioned this
mare's title, when claimed that she was the mother of Occi-

dent, and have said that Governor Stanford was imposed
upon when he purchased her.

Of all the carping mortals in this sublunary sphere those
folks who call themselves "borsemen' :

are the worst. Hav-
ing little faith in themselves, they consider every one else is

of the same piece, and rate others by their own standard.
The man who found one counterfeit note in his roll of green-
backs and threw the whole away is a fair example of this

class. Aware that lies have been told regarding the pedigrees
of horses, they make assumptions which they know to be
false, relying on "cheek" to support them in their allegations.

It would be an utter impossibility that any mistake could be
made in the identity of this mare, and it is a thousand to one
that there is not another animal in the universe with the
same marks and brands. One astute reasoner claimed to us
that this mare was a "bite" brought from the East to run,
and these brands were made to deceive people into the be-
lief that she was Spanish. It would hardly have been neces-
sary to sear her up so much to have effected this rurpose,
and one brand in the place of four would have been suffi-

cient. The brand on the shoulder is on the off side, and the
artist placed it on the near to advoid making two sketches.
There are two distinct impressions on the shoulder, and at
least four on the quarter, the letter A crossing a mark which
seems to have been intended for a C. The Spauish marks
are very plain, aud those who are conversant with the various
designs, can probably tell whose brands they are.

Fall Meeting of the Blood Horse Association.

The Sporting World.

The Sporting World has been a welcome daily visitor

during the Summer. Now that the Winter has set in,

and the East frostbouiid and covered with snow, there

will be an interval in which a weekly will supply the

wants. The following is the prospectus:

It is customary to introduce a new comer for public favor,
but we hardly think that the first number of the weekly
edition of the Sporting World needs a formal presentation.
The daily was a welcome visitor to every man and woman,
and, we feel satisfied, has firmly established itself wherever
there is a genuine love of sport in this country. Ever careful
to speak plainly and fearlessly of current events, thoroughly
independent in tone, and able, by dint of constant labor, to
furnish every item of important news stirring, the public
have learned to place implicit confidence in the Sporting
World. For this we thank them, aud at the same time
beg to assure them that no pains shall be spared to make the
paper a better one each succeeding issue.

The Sporting World appears to-day in a new dress of type,
i s size is enlarged, its columns are brimful of news and inter-
esting matter, and we fancy that altogether the paper is a
taking one, but of that, we shall leave our readers to judge,
aud we feel satisfied that its circulatiion will be as large, and
its influence as great, as that enjoyed by the Daily, which
will be resumed in May.

Fall Race Meeting.

_ _j much
as a manner of a Chuiniaud crowns u year, and that he bath 1 A young man oi intelligence and nerv'
known* horses at seven ImndreTl, eight hundred and a thou*
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siind tistbls.
• >\ gentle iilftn fcoid me that he knew a cavalier in Spain

who offered auotliei three hundred pistols, but to let Into
ride his horse oiii afternoon; and the owner had reason to

The heavy raius have been a serious drawback to the Fall

race meeting. Postponed from the 7th to the 14th, and

though bolh day and track were good, and the racing was re-

markably good, Sunday afterwards there was a continual

downpour. Until Thursday evouing there was little cessa-

tion, though at the time of writing, Friday morning, there is

every indication that the weather will be tine. The track

will be unquestionably "slow," and this will add to the
trouble of selecting winners. It will also add to the interest

of the spectators, as they will be more chary iu offeriug odds.

In the East there is scarcely a meeting when races are not
run on a muddy track, aud it does not take long to find out
the horses that can get through the slush and heavy going to

the best advantage. The fields are very strong in all the
races which are billed for to-daj, aud, notwithstanding the

track is likely to be somewhat trying, the sport will surely
be well worth seeing.

Nov. 14th.—The Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association had
a magnificent afternoon for the opening of the Fall race

meeting. It would be a captious individual, indeed, who
could desire anything better. There was a clear sky, scarcely

a breeze to flutter the leaves on the trees in the park, an at-

mosphere to suit the most fastidious in the way of breathing

material. The grass plats never wore such a bright green;

the flowers were never so radiaut, and the shrubbery and
ti-ees never so fresh. Those who drove to the track were
tempted to let the horses saunter lazily along, for the time

being, oblivious to the exciting expectations of the course, in-
tent on enjoying the beautiful Spring day in the middle of
"gloomy November." There were many Eastern visiters, and
they could scarcely believe that this was a season of the year
which is so full of discomforts "back home." From the "bal-

conies the ocean and the straits of the Golden Gate were in
plain view, and the water glistened in the bright sunshine
like a huge mirror.
The course was in better order than was exoected from the

rainstorm of several days, and though it was, doubtless, a
second or more slow, it was safe as a racecourse can be made.
On the southern turn where the high fence audthe bulkhead
shuts off the rays of the sun it was a trifle damp, all the rest
of the mile dry, though a trifle soft and lumpy; but, as the
running proved, it might be termed "a good track," and the
day certainly could not be improved. The attendance was
good—not so many as shou Id have graced such an occasion-=
but as the gate receipts show, there must have been fully
2.0RO people present. Everything went along shioothly, the
racing in every race good, and speculation brisk;

First itace.—Salutation purse, =M0O, of which #100 to the Reconrt horse;
Jor all ages. Hors'S that have not won a race at the distance Allowed
IU pounds; horses that have not won a race tlus year allowed 15 pounds.
Thre e-quarters of a mile

.

W. M. Ayres'g g Ichi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen bv Nor-
folk, 100 lbs ;.. ."K.iiv j

J.B. J-laggin'e, ch h Marc Daly,. 4, by Imp Kvrle iialy, dam Cor-
delia,V»3 lbs (carried l(H lbs) Duffy 2

W.L. Appleby's b f DaisvD.,3, bv Wheatley. dam Black Maria,
1 10 lbs (carried 111 1

*;) Apple hv 3

J, Green's bh Joe G.,aged, by Joe Daniels, nam by Wooiiburn, 103 los
(carried iu4 ) Koss

E. F. Fallon's b f, Skipawav, 3. by Wildidle, dam Vixen, 105 lba
(carried 107) Hasty

Time 1:15k.
Pools.—Ichi Ban 60; Man' Daly l-i; Field 8. Mutuels paid $11.30.

Betting: 3 to 5 on Tchi Ban, Bto 5 on Marc Daly, 15 to 1 against Daisy
D. and Skipaway, 20 to 1 Joe G.

The Race—There was not mucn delay at the post, though
when the flag fell Ichi Ban had a trifle the best of it, Marc
Daly in the rear. The pace was fast, considering the con-
dition of the track, Ichi Ban making the most of his advan-
tage, so that he led at least an open length before running one
hundred yards. At the quarter, in 24jj- seconds, Ichi Ban
had still as much the best of it, though Marc Daly had closed
a good deal of the ground he lost at the start. Bounding
the turn he was still closer to the leader, and when some
way beyond the three quarter pole he was within striking
distance. But the favorite was runuiug easily, and, despite
the efforts of Patsy Duffy on Marc Daly, Ichi Ban won by a
good length over Marc, Skipaway third, some distance be-
hind the others, unplaced.

Second Race—The Ladles' Stakes; for two-year-old fillies; £50 each;
$25 forfeit: S3C0 added; second to save Btake, Three-quarters of o
mile. Thirteen nominations*
Theo. Winter's b f Miss Courtney, hy Norfolk, dam Ballinette, by

Monday, 107 lbs : Eelly 1
H. C. Judson's b f Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown, 107 lbs.

Appleby i
Wru. Boot's b f[Leda, 'by Nathan Coornbs, dam Gypsey, l(j7 lbs.

., ...., Bally 3
Geo. Hinsdale's b f Maggie D., by Jim Douglas, dam Laura Barnes.

107 lbs. Ross
Time, 1:16.

Pools; Miss CourtheyS80; Patti -928; Field §17. Mutuels paid $6.75
Betting : 1 to 2 on Miss < -ourtney, 3 to 1 against Patti, 5 to 1 Leda, 8 to

1

1 Maggie D. Value of stake to winner $675.

The Race—The start was very good, all being in a ruck
when the flag fell. Patti went off very rapidly and "opened
daylight" in short order. She was a length in the lead of
Miss Courtney when the first furlong was run. At I he half-
mile there was not so much difference. In making the semi-
circle, the advantage of the inside position enabled Patti to
increase her lead so that at the head of the homestretch she
appeared to have the race nearly assured. But Miss Court-
ney was not to be balked. Iuch by inch she was closiug on
the leader, and at the seven-furlong mark her head was on
Patti's hip. Kelly on Miss Courtney, Appleby on Patti, were
using every effort to urge their horses along; "whip and spur
were freely used, the shouting of the crowd helped to in-

crease the excitement and accelerate the speed of the fillies,

though there was a lull as they passed the wire, Miss Court-
ney a neck in front of Patti, Leda third.

Third Race—The Welcome Stakes: For all ages; $250 each; half for-
feit; $30 if declared out Nov. 1st; $1,000 added; first horse 60 pet cent, <>f

all moneys; second horse 80 per cent ; third horse 10 par cent. One mile,
Six nominations, of which two declared.
Garland & Goldsmith, b h Beaconsfleld, I, bv 4Hoek- Hocking, dum

Aileen Allannah, by Norfolk IIS lbs Carillo 1

It. P. Ashe's b f Binette,!. by Imp. Billet, dam Mirah, 116 His.

Kelly 2
W. M. Murry'schc Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 109 lbs.

.'. Duffy 3

Time, l:42K.
Pools: BeaconBfleld$160,Binette ?lis, Estill $3n. Mutuels paid $7. no.

Kettilig: 1 to 2 on IJeaeoiisfiehi, 2 to 1 against Blliette, 4 to 1 againBt
' ittas.Value of stake to winner $1,161; to Becund$5t0.50; to third flOS.SO,

Race—There was a long delay after the horses were

Mr .D. Stewart, of 134 Seventh street, being about to retj re

horn business, Messrs. Killip & Co. will sell at auction next

Saturday, the '2Sth iust., on the premises all the property of

that extensive establishment. It consists of road, hack and
work horses, double teams, buggies, carriages, hacks, harness,

and all the paraphernalia incidental to the business. Cata-

logues may be had of the auctioneers, 116 Montgomery street.

23 years of age, and
Weighing 120 pounds, would like a situation to make himseK
useful with the intention 01 becoming a jockey. Owners or

trainorb in n^ed of such a person please address Edward,
l'osl Oflice, Snn Francisco.

Estill

Thi
saddled and riders mounted. Estill was very fractioui

deavoring to rub his rider off against the fence, and when he
could not unseat him in that way would rear back and
plunge like an unbroken broncho. In the interval between
the freaks of Estill, Beaconsiield would try how obstinate he
could be. After each false start he would refuse to return to
where he was wanted aud at the least touch of the spur he
would lash out with his hindfeet so violently as to endanger
his back being strained. Binette set the others a good ex-
ample.
Nothing seemed to disturb Tier equanimity, aud she

watched the cavorting of her companions so complacently as
to lead to the belief lhat she was aware that it all inured to
her benefit. Half an hour must have beeu wasted in this
circus performance, and there wasa feeling of relief when the
starting flag fell. Estill had something the best of it. nearly
a leugth in front of Beaconsiield, Binttte half a length further
behind. Beaconsiield at once took his place alongside ol
Estill. The pace was not fast for this class of horses, as 2ti

seconds were occupied in making the first quarter, Estill hav
ing a decided lead. At the half-mile in ;5U there was little-

difference from the former position; but soon after Beacons-
Geld came closer and Binette, who had been patiently biding
her time, came with a rush. They were all locked at one
time, and then Estill drew away again. His supremacy was
short-lived: Bea-consfield, when given his head, closed tire

gap ih a few strides; Binette, too, passed Estill, but she was
unable to reach the favorite, who won in a "big gallop," his
jockey looking bnck at the mnrc struggling behind.
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Fourth Race—Selling purse, §300, of which $60 to Becond horse ; for
all ages; fixed valuation 81,000; two lbs. allowed for each SluO below,
and two lbs. added for each 8100 above the fized valuation. One mile
and a sixteenth.
J. B Haggin's b g Duke of Monday, aged, by Monday, dam Demirep,

by Melbourne, Jr. SG00, 107 lbs. (car. 109) ...Duffy 1

T. Delaney's cli c Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Planetia, $1,000, KiU
lbs Kelly 2

W. L. Appleby's b f Daisy D., 3, by Wheatley , dam Black Maria,
S1.00U, 106 lbs. (car. 109) Appleby 3

B. L. Pacheco's ch f Mamie T., 3, by Wheatley, dam Mercedes,
$1,000, 106 lbs Flowers

E. F. Fallon's ch g Rondo, aged, by Norfolk, dam by Belmont, $100.
103 lbs. (car. 105A) H*nry

J. Green's b n Joe G., aged, by Joe Daniels, dam byWoodburn, $60a,
110 lbs Ross

Time, 1:52.

Pools: Duke of Monday $120, Ned Cook 355, field $22. Mutuels paid,
89.35. Bettiog: 1 to 2 on Duke of Monday, 8 to 5 against Ned Cook, 10

to 1 Daisy D., 15 to 1 Rondo and Mamie T., 20 to 1 Joe G.

The Race—The distance was one mile and a sixteenth, and
it was not long until a very good start was giveu. As they
passed the stand Cook and Rondo were close together in

seven seconds, and at the quarter pole in 34 seconds Cook
had a clear lead, with Rondo second, the favorite third. At
the half-mile, one minute having elapsed since the start,

Cook and Rondo were nearly parallel, Duke two lengths
behind. Half way round the turn the Duke moved up, and
from that point home the contest was very exciting. It was
in doubt to the last moment, when the Duke shot in front

and won by a few feet, Cook's nose being on his shoulder,
with Daisy D. third.

Fifth ttace—Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; ?20 each; jlO declara-
tion; $30' added; first horse to receive the added inonev; second to re-
ceive the stakes. One mile and a sixteenth. Five nominations.
Kelly & Lynch's b c Plato, 2, bv Shannon, dam Planetia, by Planet,

S3 lbs. (carriertS8) Young 1

R. P.Atjhe'sb f Constellation,:), by St. George, dam Pianette, 103 lbs.
Kelly 2

"W*. U. Scoggin's b g Jim juerritt, aged.bv Landlord, dam Sweetwater,
1rMbs Appleby 3

F. Depoister's b h Delaney, aged, pedigree unknown, I031bs floss
M. W. Howell's ch e Billy Johnson, aged, by Imp. Glenelg, dam

Planetarium, 105 lbs , Edwards
Time, 1:50.

Pools: Jim Merrilt 5120, Delaney $6'2, field $90. Muti-els paid $16.10.

Bettins: 4 to 5 on Jim Merritt, 3 to 1 against Plato and Delaney, 4 to 1

Constellation, lOto 1 Billy Johnson. Value of stake to winner, S30O; to
second $100.

The Race—Again there was a good start and when passing
the stand in seven seconds Merritt was in the lead, closely

pressed by Constellation. Midway of the first turn Merritt
was a clear length in advance of the others, and at the quarter
pole in 34 seconds he wa3 still leading. At the half mile
mark, :59i,he still led, though Plato was pressing him closely,

and on the northern semicircle the two-year-old had him by
the head. Commencing the run home Plato had it all his

own way and increasing the gap at every stride, won the race

by at least ten lengths. There was a close and stubborn
fight for the second place, a driving finish, in which Con-
stellation beat Merritt by a neok—Delaney half a length be-
hind, Johnson last. Time, 1:50. As the last mile was made
in 1:43, with Plato behind at the first transit, he must have
been somewhat faster than that—a great mark for a colt of

hi 3 age.

Trotting- at Vallejo.

The Whippleton Colt Stakes.

The Fall meeting of the Vallejo Jockey Club occurred on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of last week, and was a fan-
success, a good augury for the future. The following are
the summaries:
Vallejo, Nov. 12.—Purse SO0; S50 to first; $25 to second; S15 to third.

Fannie Clark, b in—E. McLees 12 11
Pat McGill. cb g—W. McGill 2 12 2
Jennie, b m—P. McCue dls

Time; 3:07. 3:06,3:06,3:09.

Nov. 13.—Purse S120; three-year-old3.
Strathearn, g s, by Echo, dam by LodI—Chas. Scott 13 2 11
Gus Welsh, ch s, by Gus, dam unknown—J. Edge 2 2 13 2
Coligny, b s, by Echo, dam the Tiffany Mare— O. Reams 3 13 2 3

Time; 2:48, 2:55, 2:40i, 2:55, 2:50.

Same Day —Purse $50, for Benicia horses.
Billy.bg—J. Fitzpatrtck 1 i 1
Nellie F., b m— D. M. Hart 2 2 2
Silver B>els,br g—N. Eitzpatrick 3 3 3
Topsy,bm-B. M. Moore dls

Time; 3;19, 3:15, 3:15.

Nov. 14.—Whippleton colt stakes for two-year-olds , the get of Whip
pleton

; first horse. $100; second >5U , third S25. Mile heats.
Czar, blk g, dam hy Speculation—J. Williams 1 2 I
Clara Whippleton, bri, dam by Volunteer—E. Nelson 2 12
Mamie T., brm—Jno. Tychson 3 3 9

Time;3:14, 3:08^,^:08.

Same Day.—Purse S200.
Fannie McGill, bm-W. M. McGill Ill
Gentle Annie, oik m— F. Schneider 2 2 2
Nellie, bm—Thos. Smith 3 3 3
Gua D., ch g—F. Denio 4 4 4

Time; 2:44,2:40, 2:41.

Mr. Pacheco's Sale.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—Dear Sir: Have you
received an account of the Vallejo racbs? Whether you have
or not I will give you one of the Whippleton colt stakeB

which naturally interests us St. Helenians more than any
other.

Fred W. Loeber, who has the stock horse Whippleton, con-
ceived the idea this Summer of offering a colt stake for two-
year-old colts sired by Whippleton to be trotted this Fall.

The race was advertised for Nov , 7th, but on account of the

rain was postponed until last Saturday. There were three

colts started, Clara Whippleton, Czar and Mamie T. Czar
won first heat in 3:14; Clara W. won second heat in 3:14,

and Czar third heat and race in 3:08. In third heat they
were all bunched before reaching the wire and contested the

heat like old horses.

To most horsemen this looks like very slow time for two-
year-old colts, compared to two year-old races usually, but
with us it is lo jked upjn as a brilliant performance, consider-

ing the amount uf training the colts have had.

Clara W., broken to harness last Spring aud kept up about
two months, turned out in May and taken up about Oct. 1st,

consequently was trained about sis weeks. Mamie *T. was
broken to harness in July aud August aud put in training

Sept. 12th, giving her two months' work. She could show
3:00 easily by the middle of October, but was attacked with
distemper, from which she had not recovered at time of the

race.

Czar, the winner, was broken to harness in July, and used
on the road until eleven days before the race, when he was
taken to Vallejo; he never was hitched to a track sulky

until two days before the race. He made but one break
in the three heats. Either of these three colts on a good
track, under favorable conditions, could trot a mile in 3:00.

This is probably the beginning of Whippletou's career as a

trotting sire as he has a number of promising colts from
good mares that will be trained next season.

There was a good attendance at the track; the weather, as

you know, was such as only can be found in California.

Every one seemed to be happy, and the St. Helenians all

had a rousing good time at Fred's expense. It seemed to be

his desire to make us believe there was no place like at the

races. Vineland.
St. Helena, Nov. 16.

The auction sale of horses belonging to Mr. G. Pacheco
was held at the Bay District track last Saturday before the
races began. A large crowd watched the proceedings, but
bidding was not spirited, nor prices encouraging. The sales
were as follows:

Myrtle, b m, (1870), by Lodi, her dam by Billy Cheat-
ham, from Kate Simpson, by imp. Leviathan—Matt
Storns $170

Dairy Maid, b m, (18S0), by Shannon, dam Myrtle as
above—F. C. De Souzy $325

Rosy, br m, (1878), by Shannon, dam Myrtle as above

—

S. J. Jones S100
Mistletoe, ch m, (18S2), by Thad Stevens, dam Mistake,

by Wildidle, from Katie Pease, by Planet—Capt. A.
J. Hutchinson §250

Mercedes, b m, (1876), by Lodi, dam Trampolette, by
Billy Cheatham, from Emma Taylor, by imp. Glen-
coe—Capt. A. J. Hutchinson $190

mieT., ch m, (18S2), by Wheatley, dam Mercedes, as
above—Capt. A. J. Hutchinson $400

Ch f, (1884), by Wheatley, dam Mercedes, as above—E.
K. Vail §130

Billy A., ch g, (1882), by Wildilde, dam Bonanza, by
Lodi, from Trampolette, by Billy Cheatham—F. C.
De Souzy $170

The Breeding- of Coligny.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I noticed in your last

issue an account of a race trotted by three-year-olds in Solano
county, where, in the summary, Coligny is given as being by
Echo, dam by Steiuway. Please allow me to correct this.

Coligny's dam is not by Steinway; he has no colt old enough
to be the dam of a three-year-old, and he has but three four-

year-olds in this State. We want him to earn his laurels as

a producer, aud I know in a year or so, barring accident,

your readers will see. I will say that during my time on the
Cook Farm it has been ouly the last two weeks that I have
laughed after coming the last part of the mile. Culiguy, by
Echo, first dam the Tiffany mare. He is full brother to

Gibralter, record 2:22£. Yours, Samuel Gamble.
Danville, November 13, 1885.

Names Claimed.

By Richard Gird, Chino Ranch, San Bernardino Co.
Albion, for bay colt foaled 1S83. bred by Gov. Stanford,

Palo Alto. By Gen. Benton. First dam Amy, by Messenger
Duroc.

Second dam Amanda, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian.

Clubs of Oakland. The Bay City Wheelmen and theNemean
Athletic Club have withdrawn from the associotion. the
former owing, I believe, to internal dissensions, the latter
owing to its collapse as au athletic club, while the Verein Ein-
tracht Athlete Club is a new addition tu its ranks, and appli-
cations for membership have been received from the Los An-
geles and Albion Athletic Clubs, aud are still pending. To
practically carry out the purposes for which (he association
was fornjfld, it was very desirous that all active amateur ath-
letes should be members of one or the other of the associate
clubs, in order that the association might be able to exercise
some control over the actions of competitors in the various
games held under its auspices. To this end, therefore, a by-
law was adopted, prohibiting the competition of any athlete,
other thau a member of one of the associate clubs, in nny
games held under its auspices, uuless the consent of the Exe-
cutive Committer had been first obtained. The object and
utility of this bylaw should be sufficiently appareut to all

lovers of amateur sports, but, for the sake of the obtuse "out-
siders" who object to their being debarred from participating
in the games of the various nssociate clubs, I will endeavor to
enumerate the benefits accruing from such a rule:

First—As all associate clubs are composed entirely of ama-
teur athletes, it precludes aoy possibility uf an unknown pro-
fessional takiug part in games held under its auspices, and so
endangering the status of the other competitor*.
Second—It tends to considerably lessen the work of the

handicappers, by presenting for their consideration names
which are known to, at all events, some of the Executive
Committee.
Third— It tends to build up the smaller clubs, and inci-

dentally to foster the interests of amateur athletics on this
Coast by inducing budding Hthletes aud iuteuding competi-
tors to join one or other of the associate clubs.
Fourth—It very properly confines the competition to ath-

letes who have by their membership in an nssociate club,
done something toward the support of amateur athletics, and
prohibits the competition of the niggardly "outsiders," who
are over-anxious to profit by the exertions of club members
so long as they are not called upon lo loosen their purse-
strings for the small sum necessary to secure their admission
into an associate club.

In the event of an Enstern or country visitor wishing to
participate in the games of associate clubs, the Executive
Committee, upon being satisfied as to his credentials, wonld
invariably concede him the right. I might state that the Ex-
ecutive Committee have given permissiou to all members of
all associate clubs to enter the forlhcoming games of the
University Club, although it is not a member of the associa-
tion, and that they have consented to the reception, by the
Olympic Athletic Club, of entries for bicycle events at their
Thanksgiving games for all amateurs, whether members of
associate clubs or not. I am sir, Yours faithfully,

W. C. Driffield, Treasurer P. O. A. A. A.

The field day of the Olympic Club, Nov. 26th, promises to
be an interesting one. The games are all such as may be
indulged in without fear of any brutalizing resi-

dency, and should draw a general attendance.
The glory of a State is its young men, and the crown
of young men is their strength. There is nn
sufficient reason why a lively interest should not
be taken in the sports of the various clubs of athletes. AH
Greece knew the Olympian victors, and honored them. The
safest outlet for wild young spirits is iu developing thfir
muscles. Incident to such development there must come
temperance in all those indulgences, which usually weaken,
debase aud destroy. The athlete, if he expects to reach tie
first rank, cannot drink, smoke, or eat trashy stuff. He
must keep regular hours aud must take all precautions to

preserve his health.

There are few liner spectacles than that presented, when a
number of wwtl nourisue I, symmetrically-developed, cleur-

skmned men of muscle meet in generous strife for manly
preeminence. Artistically speaking, no object iu creation
possesses such wealth of beauty as the well developed hunmu
form. There is no grace like that of the mau who, by inaa-
teriug hid appetite, and cultivating his mnscles, bus acquired
absolute control of himself. There is no freedom like that
enjoyed by him who has learned the limitations placed npou
all created beings by natural laws, aud who feels himself fit

to press his endeavors in any direction, up to the utmost line

of possibility.

Taking into account the age of herself and progeny, and

the 2:30 list as a basis, Minnehaha is, perhaps, without a

peer in producing young trotters. She was foaled in 1868,

got by Steven's Bald Chief, grandson of Mambrino Chief, out

of Nettie Clay, by Cassius M. Clay, Jr. She was bred in

Wisconsin and is now owned by L. J. Kose, Sunny Slope,

Los Angeles, California. In 1872 she produced Beautiful

Bells, record 2:29£ as a six-year-old, who in turn produced

Hind'a Rose, three-year-old record 2:19£. In 1S78 she pro-

duced Sweetheart, three-year-old record 2:23}; next came

Eva (sister to Sweetheart), two-year-old record 2:26, five-

year-old record 2:25, which she lowered the present season

to 2:23J. Alcazar, foaled 1883, brother to Sweetheart and

Eva, obtained a record of 2:29£, at Sacramento, Sept. 17th,

last. Sultan, the sire of these three distinguished perform-

ers, is only ten years old, and of six representatives in the 2:30

list, four of them have entered it this year. This is au un-

equaled showing for a ten-y«ar-old stallion, which also affords

a powerful argument for the development of the sire's Bpeed,

a* he has a record of 2:24.—Chicago Horseman.

Miss BusBell, the dam of Maud S-, is still in good health at

the Alexander farm, and has by her side a colt by Harold

called Pilot Russell. Miss Russell has been bred to Belmont,

in the hope that a full brother to Nutwood, 2:18^, may be

secured.

Phyllis, which placed her record at 2:17| in her first race

of the present season, was lately sent on an exhibition mile

at Cleveland in 2:17i, and repeated in 2:16|, trotting the

third quarter iu thirty-three seconds, a 2:12 gait. She is

one of the most remarkable trotters upon the turf, she stands

16} hands, is strong enough to haul a dray, sound as a

dollar, was foaled in 1874. began her trotting career at Pots-

dam, N. J., Sept. 18, 1877, where she won a three -year-old

race of half-mile heats, taking the fourth in 1 :27, and the

following year got a record of 2:35. In 1S79 shp was not

trotted, but has been one of the busiest animals upon the

turf since that time, trotting at all seasons from Canada to

Texas.
<f

The Coney Island Jockey Club has arranged the dates for

their Spring aud Fall meeting of 1886. The former will be-

gin June 10th and continue 12. 15, 17. 19, 22, 24, 26, 2S and
30, ten days; the latter will begin August 28 and continue 31,

September 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, IS and 21, eleven days.

The imported bay stallion Westcombe, foaled 1S76, by
Cathedral (son of Newminster), dam St. Angela (dam of the

English "crack" St. Simon), by King Tom, out of Adeline,

by Ion, died at Columbia, Mo., Oct. 19, from broncho pneu-
monia. He was imported by and the property of Dr. A. W.
McAlister, of that place.

ATHLETICS.
Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic Association.

The following letter will interest lovers of athletic sports:

San Francisco, Oct. 12, 18S5.

Mr. Editor: It is evident to mo that some misapprehen-
sion exists as to the scope and aims of the Pacific Coast Ama-
teur Athletic Association, which misapprehension I shall, by
your courtesy, endeavor to remove. The association was
formed for the purpose of fostering and stimulating the

progress of amateur athletics on this Coast, and consisted of

the following charter members: The Olympic Athletic Club,

Merion Cricket Club, Bay City Wheelmen, Nemean Athletio

Club of San Francisco, and the Acme and Brooklyn Athletio

TRAP.
Inter-Club Match.

Eleven members of the Woodland Gun Club visited Sacn*
mento last Suuday, and eugaged in asuootiug match, at Agri-
cultural Park, with eleveu meniherso the Amity Gnu Club of
Sacramento. The weather was a little wet, but not bad
enough to iulerfere with the shooting. The contest resulted
in avictory for the Amity Club, by a score of 162 to l."9. The
following is the full score:

Aiirrr clob.

Eckbart 1 001 000 1 1 1 ) n I 1 1 111 1)1 flfl 0— 13
George Watson... OlUl 1111UU111110 011 1 11111- 1J
Kinibler » (l 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 i> 1 1—11
Hughes 1 0111011111 lilul 1 I 1 000000-11
Oaborn 1 U I 1 I 1 1 ll 1 1 li 1 III! 1 1 1 1 ! 1—15
Chapman " 1 1 o I 1 1 o u il 1 1 n n l I i 1 o 1 ll-ia
Seymour OllIOllftDllOPiiniilOllUlOOl— r2

J li. Watson ilfiOUl 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 (i 1 I 1— 1:1

Mack .111 1 111 u a u 101111 lllliuui 1-1"
Cotton o OiH 1 111001 lOuullluioi liil-ll
Sims 1 Olllllulluuonillllinill 1— 18

Total 16

:

WOODLAND CLUB.

F. Wykoff n o l l l l l l ii i l i n o i n l i i l i i i i l— o
Harrier Ill a 1 1 a a 1 1 1 U 1 1 000 1—1

1

.fackson 1 1 a 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I l ft . l : I n I) 1 a I 1— 17
Dlnsdale t 1 1 1 1 u 1 1 i 1 1 l t l u i l l i i i i a n a—10
Sprague 0UO 1 1 I 1 n 1 1 i- n n (l o u 1 1 1 1 1— 11

Clark a no 1 ] 1 I 1 I 1 o l i 1 1 a a l ; o o n -i i

Thomas 1 a 1 1 a 1 1 1 n ft a a 1 1 0- 8

D. Wyckoff 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 i. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 la 1 a 1 1 1—20
Barr 1 1 11101 li 1 10001 null 1011 1 1—US
Garontte n I in 1 l l 1 o u 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 n n o u l o 1-17
Watkiua 000 000 00101 nui 11 1 1 1 0- 8

To'al I'll

There was no prize or other valuable consideration shot for
by the two clubs. The match, however, included the regular
monthly shooting by the Amity for their club prize. The
tie betweeu Watson and Mack was shot off at live tingle birds,

resulting iu the following score:

Watson I 1 1 1 0—4
|
C. Mack 1 1 1 1 ]— 8

Mr. Mack is therefore the holder of the prize, which must
be won three timesiu succession to become the personal prop,
erty of any member. After the shooting the Woodland lays
were entertained at dinner by their Sacramento adversaries,
and went home delighted with theii trip.

—

8ae
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Sultan and His Get.

M; L. J. Rose in a conversation with a reporter reviews

the career of the great son of The Moor as follows:

Sultan is one of the finest types of the American trotter,

with a form, although powerfully nrnscled, yet notblocky, but

on the thoroughbred type of conformation; his coat is a rich

brown and shines like satin; he has a crested, rather long,

s im neck, and large, bony bead, inclined to Roman profile,

wuich is always carried high; powerful, sloping shoulders,

heavy Quarters and a rouud middle piece, short back and

very loug underneath; and although a tall horse, yet his

great length causes him to look less high than he is until

measured. He measures large around the arm ou account of

the inside muscles, and his fork shows great development.

So, too, the inside muscles of his quarters run down bold

like a quarter horse into his hocks. He is a horse of great

style and beauty, and his trot is prompt, springy and bold.

Sultan has had but little training. Asa three-year-old he was
worked perhaps two months, all told, when he was started

against Overmau and Medora, at Oakland, and he trotted sec-

ond tn Overman, Medora distanced; best time of Overman
2:34.1, Sultan beiug perhaps two seconds behind. Owiug to

an aeeideut in that year he ran away,- wrecking a sulky, which

scared him so much that he became very nervous and his

traimng was abandoned in consequence. Last year and this

year we jogged him more or less to keep him vigorous for the

studs; wo found that he could trot some, and being desirous

that he should be standard under that rule we beganiu July,

after niakiug a season and covering sixty mares, of working
bim stronger, expecting to learn him in his races to trot.

The third race, which took place at Oaklaud, he made his

fastest record, 2:24-, in a third heat. He is now standard un-

der every rule that has been formulated, as a performer, as a

sire, and as to his breeding.. He is a son of The Moor, who
got a 2:30 performer for every ten colts he sired, and his dam
was oue of the best colts ever brought from Kentucky to this

State, and the fastest three-year-old of that year in the State.

So that Sultan comes honestly by his good qualities, and he
is an improvement in every quality tbat makes a good horse

to either. I will not be charged with great egotism, when I

claim that he is the best trotting sire in America, for of the

same age he has no equal, nor had he one from the begin-

ning; for as a five-year-old he had a daughter only two years

old, who made a record of 2:26.1, and now as a ten-year-old

he has eight in the 2:30 class. One, a tive*year-old, trotted

in 2:19;!, and there aie four that have trotted better than 2:25.

This is far ahead of any other stallion of his age; in fact, it is

more than double the number of thirty performers of any
other stallion of hie age. Were such a horse in the State of

New York or Kentucky, every horse paper would be full of

praise and description, but being here, out of the way of in-

fluence, common interest does not dictate such nattering en-

comiums. To show the wonderful transmitting power to trot

in his colts. I will give some statistics of all his colts foaled,

that are now three years old and over, and I will now say
right here that there is not one of all this number that is

sound but can trot better than three minutes.
In 1S7S he had two colts. Sweetheart being one of them,

the other trotting in 2:35 as a three-ytar-old and sold. In 1879
he had four colts; in 18S0 he had eight colts; in 188 1 he had
seven. That year I was unfortunate in having a severe type
of epizootic and some mares lost their colts. In 1882 he had
twenty-one. This makes forty-two in all that are three
years old and over. Five of these are dead; live more are young
stallions in the stnd and but little trained, although they can
trot; six are beiug bred and used as brood mares; eleven of

these I sold at auction at Chicago last year, when two years
old, but all could trot when sold, with three month's work,
breaking included, in three minutes or better, and almost
all will be heard from in time, and from letters received from
the buyers, every one believes he has a trotter, and I believe

so too.

This leaves fifteen unaccounted for, and out of this fifteen

head there are eight that have beaten 2:30 and running up
to 2:19| for a five-year-old.

There is no question that Sweetheart was the most promis-
ing of all these, but change of climate and a bad cold caused
throat trouble and she was relegated to the harem.
Saltan seems to nick every time with a mare of Hamble-

tonian blood, whether in the first or second generation, and
a fast trotter is almost a certain result, yet trotters, too, come
from almost every kind of breeding and, too, from those with
no breeding at all, or even trotting speed. It must be re-

membered,itoo, that up to this time there has been no out-
side help in developing these colts. What has been done
has been accomplished by oue man and one place, Sunny
Slope. The reason for this is that there are but few well
bred mares in Los Angeles county, and what there are, are
owned by breeders tbat have stallions of their own 'and are
trying to make individual reputation of their own.

Sultan is royally bred, being by The Moor, a son of Neaves'
Cassius M. Clay, out of Sultana, by Delmouico, the sire of
Darby, record, 2:16] : second dam Celeste, by Mambrino
Chief; third dam Big Nora (a sister to the dam of Clark
Chief), by Bay Messenger; fourth dam Mrs. Caudle (a trotter

herself), the dam of Ericsson. According to the tabulated
form, vol. 3, page 60S, of Wallace's American Register, Sul-
tan has two Hambletonian crosses, two Mambrino Chief
crosses, 'one Clay crosp, one Pilot, Jr , cross, three Bellfounder
crosses and two thoroughbred crosses through the dam of
The Moor. That this breeding could be scarcely improved,
will be admitted by all persons conversant with pedigrees.
That a performauee of 2:24 in a third heat, with a few
month's training, after making a heavy season in the stud,
without giving any of the many extenuating circumstances,
is too very good, but the most remarkable quality, the oue
he excels all other living stallions, is the certainty with
which all his colts trot. It seems as natuial to them as it is

for a duck to swim; besides all his colts are large, averaging
very near 16 hands high, very stylish, gentle, but prompt
drivers. Three fourths are bays, and there is not more than
one sorrel in thirty of his get.

But tbis article is getting too long to give time for a full

description of his prominent colts, and I will have to content
myself by giving their names and short description of color,

age and performance:

Sweetheart, brm, 16 hands, three-year-old record 2:22£
Eva, b m, 15:3 hands, six-year-old record 2:23^
Ruby, bm, 16:1 bauds, (ive-year-old record, fourth heat..2:10il

Centre, g g, 16 hands, three-year-old record 2:20^
Stamboul, br s, 15:2 hands, three-year-old record 2:26|
Kismet, b s, 16 hands, three-year-old record 2:25A
Alcazar, b s, 15:3 hands, two-year-old record 2:29J
Neluska, br m, 16 bauds, record 2:30$
Le Grange, blk g, 15:2 bauds, six year-old record 2:24
And there are others to hear from.
Mr. Rose made the circuit of the Fairs this year, aud

trotted at Santa Rosa, Bay District, Oakland, Sacramento
and Stockton, and in all his races in the colt stakes, and

Ruby in the 2:30 class, while in his proper classes, won them
all but one, and in that Stamboul was so lame that he could
scarcelj* walk oat of the stable, and only aftermnch warming
up that he could trot at all. And this was in California where
they have fast colts, aud where it was a horse race every
time, aud in one case it took seven heats over a slow track

to decide it. Quite a race for three-year-olds.

California's Supremacy.

A correspondent of the Rural Californian, who has been
on a visit to Sunny Slope, gives Mr. Rose's views on the
superiority of California, especially the southern portion of

the State, as a stock raising country:
In asking Mr. Rose how he accounted for the high quality

and greatsnecess of our horses in California as measured, and
racing, compared with all the Eust, aud especially this part
of California, his answer was "climate."
He said, of course, climate alone cannot do everything, yet

it does do it all, after all, for it is the climate which grows
our remarkably nutritious grasses. It is the clim ite which
gives us almost perpetual sunshine and an even temperature
with cool nights, which makes our lands and roads never
muddy aud nasty, and keeps our pure mountain water (as

soft as rain water aud sparkling and clear as a diamond) from
becoming stagnant or decayed. Take away our climate and
you would have none of these conditions. As regards to the
southern counties having more thau their shiire of success,
when numbers are taken into consideration, I would again
say climate, for although nearly every part of California has
a superior climate, yet that of the southern counties is ad-
mitted as the best, and if better climate makes a higher phys-
ical organization, then the best must make the best. That
this is true, is amply proven by the past horse history of the
State. The early Califoruians always recognized the fact
that horses of the southarn counties were the superior of all

others raised in the State, and all their racers were those
raised here. There were great rivalries in old times past
between the Picos. Sepulvedas, Lugos and other prominent
raucheros, in claiming superiority for their racehorses, but
there was no other part of California that eutered the list

against them. There was no rivalry except among them-
selves, and even here there were select localities, and horses
raised on the dry uplands with short but sweet gra3s, and
even a dryer climate, had the preference, and the Mission
San Gabriel stood out ever as one of the best localities for
horses of fine form, fleet and euduring qualities, with good
round, hard feet and clean limbs. It may be claimed with-
out fear of successful contradiction that the wild horses of
Southern California, which grew up without care or attention,
were the superior of any wild horse iu the world, and I be-
lieve the equal of any Arabian for size, beauty of form, speed
or endurance. They were pure Arabians which had from
generation to generation reproduced themselves, and on
account of favorable conditions, nutritious grasses, pure
water, uniformity of climate and temperature, had maiutaned
themselves, and perhaps improved ou the original.
Take authentic facts of rides of a hundred miles and over

in one day, of horses taken off of pasture, with no grain,
feeding or training. Take some of the long-distanced racers
of the old times. Take the horse that ran against Black
Swan, a thoroughbred, and many other instances, all point-
ing to the same facts as proof. That they are inferior to
thoroughbreds is true, but so is the Arabian, but they are
not second to any other breed. The mother of Occident had
a Southern ranch brand, and although thev tried to find
some other cross, but I believe, never succeeded; and Occi-
dent, by the records, is yet the fastest horse ever raised in
California. Mattie Howard, who trotted twenty miles inside
an hour, was another mare for which a pedigree was trying
to be found, but it is now conceded that she was raised in
the Southern counties, and largely, if not entirely, Califor-
nia mustang.
These are facts that justify the belief that Southern Cali-

fornia will hold her own, and more, when all conditions of
numbers are taken into consideration, with any part of the
world, in the production of the best horses; for nature does
not deviate in her rule, and there are enough instances to
claim a rule established.

There are, too, for the horses we have raised individual
excellence, which prove what we claim. Take Santa Barbara,
Los Angeles, San Bernardino and San Diego, audit is doubt-
ful whether there are fifty thoroughbreds foaled each year;
yet with this limited number we have produced some won-
derful horses. Take the Baldwin string: Fallen Leaf early
broke down, but from the way she handled her field in Chi-
cago justifies the belief that she was the best of the year.
Gano, too, was a wonderful two-year-old, and before he be-
came affected by epizootic perhaps the equal of any. Lucky
B. is among the best, and Volante, Rapido, Sauta Anita
Belle and others, jewels that shine with a bright light among
the best. Harry Rose, although out of a part bred mare only,
has shown speed with the fleetest, and Beaconsrield has shown
speed and staying powers that make him the peer of any
horse on the turf. As far as colt trotting goes I have kept all

the State busy for years, aud may claim equal honors with
all. This year 1 don't know of one breeder in America who
has shown so much with the get of one stallion as I have. I
have won every race when trotting in my class except one
{and then I had a very lame horse) that I have started for,

and I have started for thirteen races, aud made good time in
all and shown as much endurance in all as any family can
point to. As instances: Four heats in a two-year-old, seven
heats iu a three year-old, and five heats with a five-year-old
mare, with records of 2:29} for two-year-old, 2:26i for three-
year-old, and 2:19:} for a five-year-old. Thereis nothing
equals this excopt Palo Alto, and they have many to select
from, where 1 have few. But there is no stop when I begin
on this subject, but no doubt you think enough, and I will
show vou the horses.

HEED AND SWINE.
Hornless Cattle.

How Puller Does It.

Speaking of Fuller, he bus trained for Mr. J. C. McFerran,
Glenview Stock Farm, for the past three years. During that
time he has given the following horses their records: Pan-
coast, 2:2IJ; Algath, four-year-old, 2:23; Day Dream, four-
year-old, 2:215; Issaqueeua, four-year-old, 2:2S:j; Elvira,
four-year-old, 2:1S1; Elvira, three-year-old, 2:27; Aquarius,
three-year-old, 2:29]; Patron, three-year-old, 2:lfM; Nut-
breaker, two-year-old, 2:20; Nutbreaker, one-year-old^ 2:42J
Surely George has an aptness for handling youngsters; I
asked him how be got the hang of them bo well. Said be:
"After they are well broken I jog them about five miles a day
until they are hard, and then I work them out twice a week
within themselves. Brushing them out occasionally at speed
down the stretch, their races when in condition will give
them fast work enough." "How do yon feed?" "Pat'-ou I give
ten quarts of oats daily, Nutbreaker about twelve and all the
hay they can eat. Grass is a good thing as it keeps them
cool aud regular. I graze them about twenty-five minutes
daily."

Only a few years ago a rnulley cow was looked upon by
farmers aud cattlemen, in much the same light as that in
which a pacing horse was regarded by horsemen. Neither
was considered quite up to the mark, though some of the
mulleys were famous butter producers, good foragers and
extremely hardy, while individual pacers (iu some localities
improperly termed "rackers") were to be found capable of
throwing dust in the eyes of rather pretentious trotters
Subsequent events have brought to the notice of the farmers'
and cattlemen in general the fact that polled cattle were dis-
tinct aud highly veined breeds, though except in the imagin-
ation of most insaue theorists, they have failed to demon-
strate that anything resembling a distinct breed, or even a
well-defined family of pacers ever existed.
To those who have been instrumental in brin<nn" iuto

notice the merits of the Galloway, Polled Angus, or Aberdeen
aud Eed Polls, all interested in the progress aud prosperity
of the cattle interest on this continent are deeply indebted.
It is not our wish nor purpose to say oue word detrimental
to the Shorthorn or Hereford interests. The great value of
these animals in refining, improving and making first-class
beef producers of our rough natives and Texans bos long
beeu acknowledged on all hands, but that either the Short-
horn or the Hereford make a perfect ra ge bullock by cross-
ing aud re-crossing on the Texan, is s.df-evident. The per-
fect bullock for our western ranges must be a composite ani-
mal, and the Shorthorn, the Hereford and the Poll, caualldo
something in the way of improving the raw material without
adding a single deteriorating element. Take, for example
the long-horned, long-legged, ragged-hipped Texas cow to
begin with; cross a Shorthorn bull upon her, and the
product will be a vastly improved animal, samples
of which can be seen in many thousands, on the
ranges of Montana. The half-bred is much larger
and smoother, vastly thicker, aud quicker to ma-
ture, mellower and finer in the bone. It is far from beiug
a faultless animal, however, though it makes a capital
rustler and good strong feeder, but very little, if anything

behind the average store grades which our feeders pick up
throughout Ontario. The Montana half-bred however has
rather too much daylight under him for either profit or
beauty. Ho needs a cross of the long-boc'ied, shoit-legged
Hereford and then comes a vast improvement Not one of
the good qualities inherited by the Shorthorns is sacrificedm the new cross; on the other hand they are materially in-
tensified, but iu addition to all this the body is thickened
lengthened and set much nearer the grass. Here is a splen-
did range animal, but the quantity of horn he carries is a
tremendous load to ship to the Atlantic seaboard or to the
old country. It takes up room iu the car on shipboard and
is a useless and dangerous appendage, and in the case of the
perfect rauge bullock it must be greatly modified or got rid
of altogether. Now it is very certain tbat good as the steer
just described may be; still another thoroughbred cross of
any of the first-class beef producing breed would further im-
prove him. A clear out-cross with a prenotent race would do
more in this direction than would be accomplished by going
back to the Hereford or Shorthorn. A crois is wanted that
will maintain and intensify the size, the early maturity the
general fineness of texture and the solidity and compactness
already obtained. The Galloway or the Polled An»us will
do all this and he will shorten or do away with the horns as
well.

Of course, the improvements to be accomplished by these
crosses might be taken up in auy other order thau the one
just described, but it is not impossible that this order of pro
cedure would be fouud the most convenient and effective —
The Canadian Breeders' Oazette.

The following on washing and working butter is from thepen of T. D. Curtis in the Rural New Yorker: Keep the
butter in a loose, granular state, pouring on and drawing offwater—of course agitating or stirring the butter while in thewater—until the water is clear. Oue washing ought to be in
weak brine, and it is a good plan to let the butter stand half
an hour or more in the brine. This will enable a further
washing in water to more completely take out the albumi-
nous and caseous matter, the Dresence of which makes butter
"go off flavor." The freer it is of these matters, the fiuer
will be the flavor, and the longer it will keep. When the
butter is thoroughly washed and is still in a granular state
carefully sprinkle on the salt, which should be of the purest
quality, even grain and freely dissolvable. One ounce of salt
to the pound is usually about right. Some want an ounce
and a quarter, and some less than an ounce, down to none at
all. bo one must be governed in this by the tastes of his
customers or the demands of the market. Stir in the salt
carefully and evenly, but do not work the butter any more
thau is necessary to make it into a compact mass Working
the butter after the salt is properly incorporated is injurious
and causes a waste of salt. If a second working is given let
it be slight, of the most gentle kind, and at the end of 'notmore than two or three hours, and before the butter gets setand solid. More working thau this does more harm than
good. If the salt is what it should be, unless the butter hasbeen worked very free from water before salting, it will all be
dissolved in less than an hour, and the aim should be to re-
tain the brine throughout the mass of butter, to flavor aud
preserve it. Mauy first-class dairymen, who follow the gran-
ular process, give their butter no second working, but at once
pack it and excludeit from the air as soon aud as effectually
as possible; for, however, advantageous airing mav be to
cream, the oxydizing certain oils and developing flavor it is
very injurious to butter.

In every litter of pigs there will be one or two decidedly
inferior specimens, and perhaps as many more better than
ihe average, though uot in so marked a degree. These "tit-men," as farmers call them, should be got rid of as earlv as
possible. The feed they eat does-uot make frame or fa't asm .their more thrifty fellows, and at killing time there will
often be a difference of fifty to seventy-live pounds in hogs
haying the same advantages. It is usual with some farmers
to kill or sell these largest hogs first, aud then keep the less
thrifty a few weeks longer until they come up to the standard
weight But the better way is to reverse this and feed those
longest which show greatest gain.

It is a good plan to milk cows regularly in the same ordertakmg the same one first, and winding up with the same one
every time. Regularity of hour iu commencing the milkiug
ol ihe herd is an advantage in securing the best results, since
animals, as well us men, are greatly the creatures of habit
and, when the time comes arouud, the cow will desire to be
milked, and all the fuuetious of her system will concur in
this desire.—Curtis' Hints on Dairying.
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The Male Influence Among Swine-

James Long, in his "Book of the Pig" says: A first-class

boar, properly used, would improve a herd more than 30

equally good sows. For instance, if each of this number of

sows had a litter of sis pigs, they would produce' ISO voung

ones. If sired by a badly bred boar, more than half the

progeny would be inferior to their dams in consequence of

the prepotency of the sire. The old truism, that the boar is

half the herd, is to-day more palpable than ever. A person
intending to breed pigs should make it his chief business to

select a good sire. He should nut only visit reputed herds

for the purpose, but take notice if the quality of the animals
composing them is sufficiently bigh and uniform. As a gen-

eral rule it is customary to obtain the sows before the boar is

considered, and many people take very little trouble with re-

gard to their selection. Buyers are too willing to listen to ad-

vice which will save them any extra expense.

A moderately well bred or even half-bred sow is oftentimes

a desirable animal; she can always be put to a pure-bred

boar, and the quality of her progeny will be greatly im-

proved. On the other hand, the slightest blemish or cross in

the blood of the boar not only prevents bis regular use by

other people, but materially diminishes the value of his prog-

eny. It is admitted by many shrewd breeders that in breed-

ing the boar furnishes the form, quality and fancy points of

a herd, while the sow supplies the frame and internal struc-

ture. Others have remarked that sow pigs take after the sire,

and the boars after the dam in their general characteristics.

These ideas cannot both be correct; still, it may be taken for

granted that in all pure breeds the hoar has the greatest influ-

ence upon the quality and general appearance of the off-

spring.
_

Breeding for Sex.

I will give the opinion of one of the cleverest breeder

I ever knew, a celebrated breeder of the Old Bakewell Lei-

cesters, whose flock, several years before his death, had not

had a cross for seventy-five years, but were bred in-and-in

without degeneracy by simply an interchange between two

other flocks of the same breed. These were, I believe, the

only three flocks of the Old Bakewell breed in the kingdom.

I used to hire rams from one of these flocks, where I used to

meet the above-named gentleman. He would say, "Young
man, do you want to breed ewes or wethers, if the latter, that

is the fellow," pointiug to one of the rams, "if the former,

that's him," pointing to another. A friend of mine once

asked him at a Shorthorn sale what he thought of a young

bull. He replied, "I think him one of the nicest heifer get-

ters I ever saw." The hrst twelve calves by this bull were

all heifers. '

The theory is, a male animal with a female formation,

wide between the hips, with a feminine head and appearance,

for ewes . or heifers. A masculine head, thick, crest and a

close made back for the other sex.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Handling Colts.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I have received several

letters of late from different parts of the State, asking me all

sorts of questions about training and breaking, and the age

best to commence a colt's first lesson. I would say that I did

not know before that I keep an intelligence office, or was

authority on training and colt breaking, but if I can give them

any informationon the subject I will do so with pleasure. It

used to be the custom to commence with a colt at three years

old, but with me the proper time to commence the

colt's first lesson is at as early an age as possible, for they

are easier t^ handle, and will "learn much faster. A few years

ago it used to he the custom to send a three or four-year-old,

half halter broken, to acolt breaker, and give him one mouth

to complete his education, and return.it fit and safe for any

use. This was a great mistake. The man had either to half

kill' the colt, or return him half broken, or, perhaps, both,

for you know it takes a bright, intelligent boy ten or fifteen

years, to complete a good education, and it can hardly be

called fair to expect a dumb beast to be lit to graduate at the

end of a month. A colt when thoroughly broken should have

a nraceful, easy carriage, a pleasant mouth, be obedient, and

yield promptly to every requirement. He should also go at
|

his work cheerfully, and with as much apparent pleasure as

his driver takes in riding behind him. By such behavior he

would indicate at once that he was an educated horse aud

not an abused and half-killed brute. To take a green colt and

return him in this condition requires considerable time, at

least four months. There are two features in a colt's educa-

tion that are too often sadly neglected, one is teaching

them to back, and the other not teaching them to have a

quick, lively walk. What a pleasant seusation it gives a per-

son after going to some public road house aud driving under

the 'shed, and you meet your friends, and when you go to get

your horse to drive down the road with them, that he

will nut back an inch! 1 have seen gentlemen have just such

experience. I advocate in the most positive terms the break-

ini of them to a certain extent while quite young. First takea

colt, as soon as thoroughly halter urokeu and you can lead

them where yon wish, and tie a Dexter snaffle bit in the rings

of the baiter, and place it in his mouth; this way he will get

used to the bit before he gets the bitting harness. Turn

out loose to play; after they have a good frolic and get through

with it take them in and put on a bitting harness with

breeching attached, so they will get accustomed to the whole

harness Do not draw the girth tight enough

to pinch or bind them, for if that is done

they will swell themselves, buck, jump, and

try to get it off, and it is better to carefully guard against re-

sistance in any way or shape, for if you can get a colt well

broken without it he will never know he can do it. Some

say it is best to let them buck, thinking they will convince

themselves that they cannot do anything and give it up, but

that is not the ease, for under similar circumstances when

they feel good or something happens they will try it

again- they have found out they can. Then give

him a long, loose check-rein, only to keep them from

putting their heads down, and not to check them up, for you

do not want a valuable colt to fight the bit. After they are all

harnessed let them stand a while to get used to having the

harness on, then lead about gently, and after you find they

take no notice of the harness, or do not mind it, they can be

turned into the yard loose with the harness on, aud by no

means place those stiff side straps on the harness; in all cases

use the rubber elastic in the side reins or straps, and gently,

day after day, tighten the side elastic reins; they can be
taught to rein much quicker, and have much nicer mouth, I

with the rubber elastic side reins, than the neck breaking
side stiaps. Do not leave them out loug enough to get tired

j

out; half au hour would be long enough for the first few
times. Take him to the stable, take off his bridle and put
on his halter, leaving the saddle and breeching on; give him
two quarts of water and a little hay, aud rest for a few hours.
Put on his bridle again, take him into a box stall and teach
him to guide iu just the same way as the sucking colt was
taught to lead, by gently controlling bis movements about the
stall, and just here I have found out a little patience will go

|

a great ways. He aan have his first lessons in backing here
J

by stopping him across the corner of the stall, and saying
"back" to him, and the same time geutly pressing his head,
back toward the corner and saying "back;" he will have to
step back to give room for him to stand straight. Otherwise
his neck would be doubled around, aud he would not stand
that way loug. Do nothing in a hurry in these first lessons,
for the colt does not know anything and only comprehends
what you want of him oy re'pe aiug lessons. Always use the
same word for the same purpose, and in that way he will
find out what that word means; do not continue or persevere
in one thing too long, for fear of tiring him and having him
resist. After repeating these lessons for two or three days
he can be taken into a small yard, after having his other
lessons gone through with, aud the driving reins put on, and
be driven about and taught to guide, stop,
back, etc. After they get familiar with all this
they are in a condition to be harnessed and
driven with a well-broken, good driviug, familiar
horse, to a light vehicle, and not until then, for what is the
use, before they know how to guide or stop? I have seen
people in ludicrous positions with colts that were broken
to guide but not to stop, and when they " got under way"
they could not stop them without turning them into some-
thing or getting some one to catch them as they passed.
Thoroughly break them to the word aud to stop, guide and
back before venturing to harness them to anything; then you
have control of them, aud there is no better pluce to do this

than in a box-stall aud paddock; the whole thing can be safely
done there. By this system of dogging and keeping them con-
stantly busy at something you sober and gentle them, with-
out any risk of hurting them, aud by varying
their exercises from one thing to another you keep them
cheerful and avoid tiring and getting them snlky. After you
commence with a colt keep him going; if possible don't let

anything prevent his regular work every day, fur you had
better let him go altogether than to work him one day and let

him stand there; aud even after pretty well broken it is

safest to turn him out or lead him out before harnessing. As
their breaking progresses the girth may be gradually tightened
from time to time until you get it as tight as is usually worn
on horses. In the same way the check rein can he sburtened
very gradually uutil the head is brought to an easy elevation,

but not gauged up toau uncomfoi table and awkward position.

Be kind and gentle, but be firm nnd always accomplish
what you undertake to do with them, but be sure not to ask
too much or what they cannot do, or do not understand. If

there is a difference of opinion between you and the colt,

and you both want your own way, stick him out, do not
yield to him—come out victorious every time, but do it iu a
quiet, coaxing way if possible, aud after he gives up reward
him with caresses and kind words. When 1 first began to

have colts broken I was very particular that there was noth-
ing loose or jiDgling about the wagon to make a noise aud
frighten the colt, and no ends of straps about the harness to

flop aud annoy him, but I have found that was a mistake.
They will get used to a whole harness and all its parts just

as soon as to a single part, and then there is notuiug new to

be added to annoy them, and it is the same way with the
wagon. If yon put them to an old rattle-trap that makes a
regular din as it runs along, they think that is a part of the
whole business and care uutbiug for it, while if they are
broken and used to a perfectly noiseless vehicle, the first time
they are put to a wagon that rattles, or any accident
occurs, they will be frightened half to death and will try to get

away from it, and in all this time they are receiving this ed-
ucation. From the first always shake and snap the whip about;
iu time he will not mind the snap of a whip. In going on
the road the first few times with a colt, I think it is best to

drive him double with a good steady horse, until he gets used
to the road aud the sights h<* will meet, iu the shape of wag-
ons, loads of hay, women with umbrellas, aud what not. As
soon as he has encountered all these things and does not fear

them, he can be driven singly; but in no time would I lead a
colt beside a saddle horse, unless you lead him on one side

and the next time on the other; for in all cases ahigh-struug,
ambitions colt will in time drive crooked anil head turned
around to the saddle girth. In driviug colts iu double harness
it is much the best to reverse them every time, that is, not to

drive them twice in succession on the same side; that keeps
them driving straight. It makes no difference how gentle a

colt is, it is safest to put on a kicking-strap. This is one
thing thatladvocateas part of the harness, anda single horse
to sulky never ought to be driven without a kicking-strap;
especially in races in case of a collision and the axle breaks,
the strap will keep the sulky off the horse's heels. Now,
when you send your colt to receive regularly track work, you
must select a trainer "invariably" that does not care to ride

too fast, and show the looker-on that he can drive, and that
every time he works him he will try to beat the watch; for in
this case you may have a colt left to drag home—that will be
all you will have. On the other haud give him to the
trainer that will not pull or lug him, and see that he is prop-
erly shod and balanced; and care must be taken not to drive
fast, or too far, so as to tire aud discourage him, for that is the
beginning of many and bad troubles. If a colt gets too much of
it, and gets tired and sulks once, it is "Katie-bar-the-door,"
and it will take a long lime for him to get over it, if he ever does.
If it does happen the best thing to do is to to let him up al-

together for a month or six weeks, aud then start in with a
few of the first lessons, bitting harness with breeching at-

tached, and from that in double harness. Drive on nigh side
to-day aud offside to-morrow. I always drive a colt the first

few times in all cases in open bridle. There is another feat-

ure in breaking a colt that is in all colts neglected, and every
colt should be broken to it; that is, not to hug his tail

down on the rein, and not to show bis heels or turn his head,
and every colt should be especially broken to feel the rein
under his tail while in his first and all lessons. There is

still another feature iu training a colt for 6peed or to prepare
him for a race in the Fall that yon must not neglect, that is,

seasoning your colt well before you call on him to show you
fast quarters, halves, or miles; one-eighth is far enough at

his tup speed. That is one feature iu Dr. Hicks'
success with fast colts. be geis them all well
seasoned, before asking f.r too much speed; and the result
is with him he has fast and sound colts in the Fall, and the
heart is not torn out of them. This gentleman I have
watched closely one season. I think him a grand teacher for

young trotters. There is another case that I kDow where
time aud patience were taken with two coltB. Anteeo and
Antevolo. I dou't thiuk there was a man living I hat saw them
at yearlings tbatthought they would some day trot better than
2:20. I dou't think there was a trainer and driver that was
looking at them that could have taken either one of them
and to this day give them a record better than 2:30. They
all can talk now as much as they will, but I have seen their
first driver get the laugh many a time. I have done a little

laughing myself. These cults did not show speed enough
for some of these trainers, and they all would have to give
them up. I am an advncater in giving young colts or green
horses the first season their work well within themselves,
aud keep them on their gait and not get them rjulling and
discouraged; but when they are going square and their pipes
are all cleaned out, hit them on the back and send tbemalq,ng
as fast as they can go nicely, if it is only one hundred yards
In all cases send them ou their fast gait some part off their
work, and if they are bred fur trotters it ouly requires time
and patience, and all the talent that is looking at them will
not stop them from trotting fast some day. I will say that
this is all the information that I can give my inquiring
friends, and if they follow this aud use a little good judgment
they will be rewarded for their trouble and have well behaved
and good gentlemen's road aud trick horses.

Samuel Gajiele.
Danville, Nov. 7th.

POULTRY.
Selecting the Stock.

Now is the time to decideTne varieties you will breed next
year, and to begin mating up your different yards. With too
mauy this is a mere "hit or miss" matter, and with them it

is nearly always a miss. Sume suppose that the fancier has
little more to do, as the breeding season approaches, than to
place eight or ten females of any given variety in a separate
yard and place a male with them, and then the profits of
fancy prices for eggs begin to accumulate. But this is far
from true. The breeder from whose yards the finest chicks
of 1SS6 will be reared is now carefully watching the develop-
ment of this year's cockerels and pullets. He is observing
each closely to kLow whether his matiugs of last Spring were
successful. He wishes to avoid mistakes and profit by the
successes uf the past season. He watches his one-year-old
fowls as they moult, to see if they feather up properly, for
many a promising yearling has "shown the white feather,"
or as serious a blemish at its first full chunge of dress. The
writer remembers to his sorrow a yearling cock that he saved
all Summer to have iu good condition for a Fall fair, only
to be disappointed at finding white in one of his flight

feathers, when it was too late to get another in good condi-
tion to show, and yet, as a cockerel, that cock bad made a
remarkably fine appeal auce. Of course it is most important
that the male bird be right in every particular, for though he
may have a dozen mates, he is half the yard. Observe that
in him style, form and carriage should outbalance size.

Never select a cock with » drooping, or "ewe" neck; and
with the same care avoid one that fails to have a good, strong,
wide-spreading tail. Oue that carries a high head usually
possesses a good breast, and oue .that crows long, loud aud
often will usually be free from roup and other throat dis-

eases. Next notice his head. If the variety be single-

combed, see that your selection is free from "side-sprigs" or
other excrescences that disqualify in all varieties. Much de-
pends upon the "set" of a comb. Iu no variety should it

stand high above the bead at the back, but when viewed
sidewise it should ruu back level from the base. The rear

end of the comb in almost all varieties should be
nee from splits as possible, i. e , smooth on the edge, with-
out having ihe appearance of being "chopped off." As to

the tup consult the best figures of your variety, and see how
many sprigs they show. As a rule in the American and-
Spanish varieties, there are too many points or serrations in

the combs, so in chou-ing between two otherwise equal
combs, take the one with four poiuts rather thau six. Choose
a comb in which each point has a base sufficiently wide and
strong to support it. A ouiub in which the points show the

proportion uf the letter M duubled, is to be preferred even in

the Leghorns to one in which the serrations are so deep that

the points are likely to fall over, as the bird advances in age.

Other things being equal, avoid a bird that shows too great

an abundance of "'red leather." As to the coloring, all must
depend upou the varieties, but do not ruu the risk that some
writers advocate, "strong mai kings in the females and weak
or indistinct coloring in the males." Such matiugs may give

fair pullets once, but if followed the breed will surely de-
teriorate. But it was with reference to the selectiou of good
breeding pullets that we meant to speak in this article. Note
the pullets that look like your best hens did at their age. If

the shape is correct, do not fear to select your largest and
heaviest pullets. Notice that the largest are often not the
heaviest pudets, the difference occurring in the "fluffiness"

of their feathers While fluff is a good thing iu a sitting hen,

we prefer one that surprises yon in her weight by reason of

the closeness of her feathering. Nntire particularly the shape
of the back. In so mauy cases is it noticed to he concave or
hollow, rather than convex or rounding, iu breeds where the

"convex sweep to the tail" is demanded by the Standard. In
both sexes notice the legs aud toes carefully. If yellow is

demanded do not be satisfied with cream while. Avoid a

lack of uniformity in this particular, as it is an importaut
point in the show pen, and greater attention should be given
it iu the breeding pen. Lastly, see that all the females iu a

yard have a uniformity of color, shape and style. Iu several

varieties the male hird varies greatly from the females if

properly matched, but iu no case should the females vary
greatly from each other if uniformity of chicks is expected.
—Pittsburg Stockman.

Dirt is the boon of the ponltryman, filth his bane. A lib-

eral supply uf good, clean, sweet earth to use iu the dust
boxes and on the floor, is as much a part of reasonable prep-
aration for Wiuter as repairing the houses, stopping up
chinks iu the walls and broken uaues iu the glass-work;
but a supply of filth—no! thank you. Clean dirt is a first-

class disinfectant aud purifier; and so long us it is dry aud
friable can hardly be bad iu excess; but tilth proper is not
only dead and effete, but has power of destroying all that

comes within range of its action. Dirt and filth cannot co-

exist; and if wo see to it that the first is always on hand, the

avoidance of the latter needs little extra care.

—

Poultry World.

Next io white-wash for a poultry house a "black-wash" is

best. Boiling gas tar applied with an old broom is very pen-
etrating, and will effectually destroy insect life, and close up
the small cracks agaiust them. It must be applied hot, or the

coat will be so thick as to run in warm weather.
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NOTICE.
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San Francisco, - - Saturday, Nov. 21, 1885.

Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

Bince the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to &

failure in giving public notice of bin dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

boots which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Pool-Selling and Book-Making.

New York, Nov. 16th {Special}.—Breeders of horses in the

East and West, as well as large owners of finely-bred

thoroughbred horses, manifest much interest in the proposed
movement to break up pool-selling, except on the track where
racing really occurs. It is proposed to do this by making the

offense a felony, punishable with both fine and imprisonment
in the penitentiary, for any person or persons to sell pools on
out-of-town races. The first move will be made in Kentucky,
where the Louisville, Latonia, and Lexington Clubs are in

united action, and with the support of the breeders propose
to present to the Legislature, on January next, a bill compre-
hending in its provisions the points indicated. The past

Beason has been noteworthy for numerous charges of dis-

honesty and jockeying, aud Western owners claim that their

trainers and riders have been approached by bookmakers
and offered large sums to throw the races.

The above special dispatch Was published in the Call

of Tuesday, and we are of the opinion that the contem-

plated move will meet the approval of a large majority

of the breeders and owners of racehorses all over the

country. It may appear to those who are not acquainted

with pool-selling in the East, to be an attack on that

system of making wagers, while it is, in fact, an en-

deavor to put it on a foundation that will ensure its

continuation. As we have always argued there is dan-

ger in a multitude of pool-sellers. So long as the busi-

ness is remunerative, those who are satisfied to place it in

the same position as other pursuits will have an interest

at stake, which they will take pains to protect. This

can only be done by fair-dealing. It is more essential

that this shall be the case than iu what is termed "legit-

imate business." It must be conducted so as to place it

above suspicion, at least, above suspicions which have

some ostensible reason to ground them upon.

Now, in the East there are pool -sellers in all the cities

where pool-selling is not prohibited by legal enactments.

They sell on races which are run in all parts of the coun-

try. One result of the practice is the chance it gives to

fleece the pool-sellers, as was shown by a transaction

which occurred not long ago, when a false telegram was

sent regardiug a race at Monmouth Park, and the parties

to the fraud succeeded in getting their tickets cashed.

Were this the only bad feature it would not be necessary

to pass such a law as the telegram outlines. Pool-sellers

could protect themselves by delaying payment until

reliable intelligence could be obtained. But it affords

an opportunity to make frauds profitable, and that with-

out running so much risk of detection. For instance, the

betting is usually a guide to intentions. When a horse

which from past performances should be thought well

of, in a race in which he is engaged is "laid against" as

though he had no chance to win, it is nearly certain that

Mb defeat haf been pre-arranged. If this is shown on

the course where the race is run it attracts attention, and

a closer watch is set upon the transaction. With orders

sent all over the country to "pepper him" and support

others, parties can afford to support him where the race

comes off, and thus avoid the consequences which would

surely follow, the plot being revealed at the place of

action.

It is manifest that book-making gives a far better

opportunity to carry out these nefarious schemes than

pool-selling. The book-maker wagers against the

horses winning. Should he have a "sure thing," he

can offer tempting odds; he can keep on wagering as

long as victims are ready to put their money up. He
can work warily with horses which have a fair chance

to win, and declare his "book full" in their case with-

out ever penciling a bet against them. The pool-seller

—

when the business is conducted as it is here—is merely

the custodian of the funds. He has no interest in suc-

cess or defeat. He holds the money for a specified com-

mission, and is responsible for its safety. Still when

permitted to sell pools on transactions far away from his

place of business, he can be made subservient to carrying

out frauds, without being aware of what is "going on."

There are other good reasons for passing a law which

will restrict pool-selling to the courses and tracks, on

which the races are held. The percentage derived is an

important factor in the receipts of the Association.

Thus, on Saturday last, the gate receipts were

51,142.50, the proportion of the pool money which went

to the Association was 1,189.88. The money added to

stakes and given in purses was $2,300.00, so that if the

whole source of revenue was derived from the attendance,

it would only pay fifty per cent, of the added money,

without provision for necessary expenses.

In this case the Association received just as much per-

centage from pools sold in the city the night previous to

the races, as on those which were sold on the track. In

the East it is different. Pool-selling is not restricted to

one responsible firm. There are others at work and all

of the percentage is retained. There would be the same

state of affairs here were the pool-selling in various

hands, and apart from the more serious evils, the loss Of

revenue would be no small item in making up the bal-

ance sheet.

Restricting the place of selling to the track would

only be a slight diminution of the receipts. By com-

mencing sooner, say at least an hour before the races be-

gan, a "rapid" auctioneer, with a trained force of assist-

ants, could do all the business that is likely to be offered,

and should it be necessary there could be two sets of men

at work. Although under the present state of affairs

there is no necessity in California for legal interference,

should there be a change, in conformity to the wishes of

a few, the whole matter would degenerate into the same

rotten system as prevails in the East.

It would be manifestly unfair to take the book-betting

of last Saturday as an exemplification of that system of

wagering on races. It may be termed the initiatory on

this Coast, though a couple of years ago it was tried on

the Sacramento races. Here it met with little favor.

We attempted to follow the changes in the odds, but the

task was too great for the facilities at hand, and we had

to give up the job in less than five minutes from the

opening of the sales. The rates were 6 to 5 against Ichi

Ban. one or two wagers reduced it to 1 to 1, and in less

than ten minutes he was marked off the slate. Prob-

ably these changes were necessary for the "bookmaker"

to "protect himself against certain loss, though it gave

a ludicrous cast to the proceedings, and was a source of

mystification to most of the bystanders. We are fully

convinced that book-betting is inimical to racing inter-

ests, and that the action of the committee of the French

Jockey Club in recommending that it be abolished was

justified by the results in France. As will be seen from

the telegram quoted, there have been attempts to corrupt

trainers and jockeys on the part of book-makers, and it is

nearly certain that there have been many instances when

corruption was effected. That the parties engaged in

such nefarious plans are the "black sheep of the flock,"

is just as certain, and that there are men engaged in the

business who would scorn to do anything of the kind is

beyond dispute. Still the system offers temptations to

wrong doing which are good grounds for its abrogation.

Spanish Blood.

Speeding Ground, Golden Gate Park.

It will be seen by referring to an article in this num-

ber that Mr. L. J. Rose joins in the appreciation of the

blood of the best specimens of the native horses of Cali-

fornia. We think that he errs in classing them as de-

scendants of the Arabian horse, the weight of testimony

pointing to the Barb. It will also be seen from the quo-

tation, appended to the sketch of Occident, that the Duke

of Newcastle was enthusiastic in his admiration of the

Spanish horse. He had a very poor opinion of Arabs,

giving a decided preference to the Barb.

A meeting of the Commmissionera of Golden Gate Park
was held yesterday, at which Commissioner Pixley was
authorized to secure subscriptions to a fund to be used for
the construction of a "speed mile" course in the Park, which
it is estimated will cost $20,000. The course will be straight,
from fifty to sixty feet wide, and reach from the "Round
Point" beyond the "cut" to the large tank and windmill.
The fjrade will be slight, only two feet to one hundred, and
the roadway will be covered with twelve inches of clay, to be
kept soft. The course is to be used exclusively for fast
driving, and it is intended to locate it near the family drive
or boulevard, and to leave it about six feet lower, so that
people driving can have an excellent view of the fast driving.
Nothing will be done on the course until all the money is

subscribed.

We were "more than pleased" to read the above in the

Bulletin of Tuesday last, as there seems to be a likelihood

that the project, which we have advocated for so many
years, will be carried out. It is of immense importance

to the trotting-horse breeders of the Pacific Coast, and
there is not a man engaged in the pursuit who is not in-

terested. Interested is hardly a strong enough term.

On its completion depends the finding of a market for

horses which are now unsaleable at :uiything like remun-
erative prices. This is the great army of horses which
have not speed enough for track horses, but are well

qualified for the "road." At this day in California,

horses, colts even of more than three years, which cannot

trot in 2:25 stand little chance of winning in "the cir-

cuit." But from that mark to three minutes there will

be a demand when there is a place on which they can be

driven, and as a majority of trotters bred in this State

can be termed "good-lookers" there will be something to

induce purchasers to buy them outside of speed. With
the drive completed a good looking horse which can trot

in the thirties will command a ready sale at a fair price,

whereas under the present conditions it is difficult to

find a purchaser. Already there is a movement in that

direction. The belief is so strong that the action of the

Park Commissioners will result in the work being done

at an early day, that enquiries are made for horses of the

proper stamp, and we have heard of orders to look for

them while the market was low.

It will be a great addition to the attractions of the

Park. All through the season, especially the glorious

days of Fall, Winter and Spring, the scene will draw
thousands to witness the animated contests. There may
be a hundred fast horses on the drive at one time.

These will naturally be classified so as to bring together

those of about the same speed. There will be continued

excitement. From the time when those whose business

will permit to come out early in the afternoon, until it

is so dark that they appear like fleeting shadows, there

will be no cessation in the sport. The curtain will not

be rung down so long as there is light enough to distin-

guish the horses, and actors and spectators alike

interested.

The benefits to those who drive can scarcely be over-

estimated. There is nothing like fast driving to remove
the fatigues and wear of business, especially when there

is mental lsbor, and it can almost be called a specific for

shattered nerves and weary brain. There are so many
arguments in favor of the proposed drive that several

articles will be required to present them, and these we
will take pleasure in placing before our readers from

time to time.

Not that we expect that it will be necessary in order

to obtain the subscription, for in all probability that will

be secured before the issue of two more numbers.

In the meantime we can heartily say that if Mr. Pix-

ley secures the amount and forwards the work with his

usual energy, we will forgive all of his strictures on the

fairs of California. In that case we hope to see him
driving a California-bred trotter, which will be one of

the kings of the road, and our word for it there will

then be more pungency, more flavor in the Argonaut,

with less irascibility. Work which may now be a task

will be recreation; he will feel twenty years younger.

There will be a lighter step, a brighter eye. The much
vaunted saddle exercise is not nearly so potent as fast

driving in a hygenic sense; it lacks the excitement. It

does well enough for youngsters to canter alongside of

their sweethearts, and the picture is a pleasing one. But
fast driving in company is akin to the hunting field.

We deem it an impossibility Sdt any man to think of

troubles when he is doing his best to beat a competitor.

The brain is cleared of the rubbish, the cobwebs accum-

ulated in the office, library, or counting room. He eata

his dinner with the relish of a hunter; he sleeps soundly,

peacefully, and awakes in the morning as full of life as

a two-year-old racehorse.

By the steamer of Dec. 10th, Messrs. Killip & Co. will re-

ceive from the colonies, a consignment of Clydesdale horses,

young stallions and mares, shipped by Thos. Brookless.

These horses are selected stock and will be sold at reasonable

prices. Early application to the consignees, 116 Montgomery
btreet, will secure a choice.
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"H. B."

The great Hamilton Busbey, of the Turf, Field and
Farm, is so completely under the domination of Robert

Bonner that he cannot afford to show the least fairness.

Bonner owns him body and soul. "We are led to think

that he also owns the Tntf, Field and Farm. We will

make a wager of any reasonable sum, that in four hun-

dred back numbers there are not twenty copies, unless

when "H. B.''"was away—that Mr. Bonner or his horses

are not given a prominent place. This is all very well.

But when it comes to indiscrimate falsifying, in order to

gratify the preferences of his patron, we have a right to

find fault. He has taken especial pains to misrepresent.

He has suppressed facts; in plain terms, he has pub-

lished what he knew to be falsehoods. Even his owner

must feel contempt for the pliant tool who is ready to so

far exceed his instructions. We have a better opinion of

Mr. Bonner than to think he sanctions all that his peon

has written, or rather sustains him in what he has held

back. He orders him to bark. There is not lung power

enough to give a sonorous sound, so he yelps, snarls and

snaps. Whiffet-like he can annoy. Spaniel-like he fawns

and crouches when the crust is held before him, and so

long as that crust is in sight, he will cringe and wag his

tail, and stand on his hind-legs, and go through all the

antics of a trained poodle. We are tired of a contro-

versy when the settled purpose is to misrepresent.

Heretofore we have published all that appeared in the

Turf, Field and Farm bearing on the question of tips.

Heretofore we have endeavored to have that journal

publish a synopsis of statements which would

have thrown some light on the subject. It

propounded questions, we answered tbem, but it led its

readers to believe that the queries had not been answered,

by never referring in a single paragraph to the reply

that was made. We had a right to expect different treat-

ment. Apart from the time we owned an interest in

the paper—and then it was only time spent in vain—we
wrote volumes for which we never received a cent.

Without egotism we can say that our work aided when
aid wa3 needed. At least there were hearty acknowl-

edgements from the proprietor and the managing editor,

"H. B.," to that effect. All we asked in return was a

fair showing, but this request, small as it may appear,

was denied. In all other respects, excepting this one

question of tips, we have no fault to find, and for this

reason Mr. Bonner is given the credit of instigating

H. B. to the part he has taken. The views of Mr. Bon-

ner are in complete antagonism to ours. He believes in

artificial, we in natural methods of keeping the feet of

horses in order. There was room enough to continue

the arguments without following the course taken by

H. B.

All the reply we shall made to last article, is to

correct some of gthe false statements. One is: "In the

hands of his breeder, Mr. Simpson, Anteeo trotted a trial

in 2:20^, and was sold on the strength of it for a good

round sum. The horse has since made a season in the

stud, and acquired a record of 2: 16;}-, in a race of heats. * *

Anteeo has greatly improved since he passed from the

hands of his breeder."

!N"ow, there are perversions in this which H. B. was

well aware of. He neglects to state that when Anteeo

trotted in
3
2:20^ he was a four-year-old, and trotted on

the outside of ground harrowed for a running race that

same afternoon. In place of "since made a season in

the stud," the Summer before he was sold there were 54

mares in his book, and the season ran until the 25 th of

July. Last year there were less 'than 40 mares, this

year 36, and his season was out the loth of June.

"No one knows better than H. B., that we were

willing to show 2:17£ "or better" with him that same

season, while he still ranked as a four-year-old, and had

full faith in accomplishing it. Even thi3 eminently fair

critic will have to acknowledge that 2:20^ in a four-year-

old, is better than 2: 16£ in an animal two years older,

and judging by all precedents this position cannot be

overturned. Maud S. showed a trial at four years of

ft(re of 2:17£, at six she trotted in 2:10§. Director trotted

in 2:2~5 when four; at six he gained a record of 2:17.

Six and three-quarter seconds in one case, ten and a

half seconds in another, and the illustrations could be

multiplied to show that four seconds is not an improve-

ment from a colt which has not cut all of his teeth, to

the mature form of six years. We expected Anteeo to

trot in 2:15 last year; this year we looked for him to

rival the feats of Maxy Cobb and Phallas. That he will

do so yet we have full faith, that faith being mainly

based on what he did as a four-year-old, and adhere to

the belief that had he been 'permitted to wear tips in

place of full shoes, the improvement would have been

more rapid.

In the last reply to the Turf, Field and Farm the rea-

sons were given, which, in oar opinion, was the cause of

Antevolo being "unreliable" this season, whereas, t le

season before he was steady as an old campaigner. That

he did not "quit" was evident, as at Sacramento he

trotted the fourth and fifth heats faster than the second

and third; at Stockton he won the second, third and

fourth heats after losing the first; at San Jose he won a

third heat in 2:23£, which was two and one-quarter

seconds faster than the first, and in all of

his races, with the exception of the hot day in

Sacramento, he did not sh jw distress in either limb or

wind. The synopsis of this reply we requested the Turf,

Field and Farm to publish, though the request was ig-

nored. Since his races, and before bringing hiiu away
from the Bay District Course, we drove him two miles in

4:52, and that so easily as to induce the belief that he

can beat 4:50 handily, perhaps equal the time of Monroe
Chief. To show that we do not believe he will quit we
offered to go into a stake of 8500 each with Arab and

Guy Wilkes, a dash of five miles, and as both these noted

horses have a good deal more speed, the proffer was made
with the belief that he had superior endurance. The

ffer was declined, as the owners did not want to put

them to so severe a test. There is no logic in offering to

wager on a proposition, but I will match Antevolo
against any stallion in California, with the exception of

Anteeo, heats of two miles, for such a sum as I can com-
mand; and he shall wear tips, too, not to exceed twelve
ounces on all of his feet. Since giving the reasons for

his bad behavior, which appeared three weeks ago, we
have found a still more potent cause, and which is given
in another article.

H. B. says: "Columbine promises to take rank among
the greatest of speed-producing matrons." As she is

the only mare that has two entire sons which have
beaten 2:20, these her first and second born, and only
twelve years old herself, it is quite magnanimous to make
so ruddy a prophecy.

Hambletonian—Clay.

Those who attack Randolph Huntington, personally,

on account of his adherence to the blood he fancies,

neither show good manners nor good logic. Some articles

of that description have appeared, in the paper lately,

which would not have been published if we had seen

them before the papers were struck off. In all the com-

munications which Mr. Huntington has sent to this

paper he has expressed his views emphatically, but not

offensively. He is an enthusiast on the question of Clay

blood, and this enthusiasm prompts him to underrate

other families. We were all prone to follow that bent, and

very many men of uur acquaintance think that encomiums

of other horses is derogatory to those they are interested

in. While it cannot be truthfully gainsayed that the

blood of Kysdyk's Hambletonian flows in the veins of

more fast trotters than that of all other families, it is just

as true that the blending of various strains has produced

these grand results. One ascribes the most potency to

the union with the deseendauts of the Barb horse, Grand

Bashaw, and there are so many notable instances of it

being a "good nick" that those are strong arguments in

favor of that position. Another fancies a commingling of

still more of Messenger blood, and these point to the

success which has followed the coupling of MambriDO
Chief with the offspring of the "hero of Chester." There
are some who will not hear of anything else but the

Pilot, Jr., and Maud S., Jay-Eye-See and several others

give a solid foundation for the assertion. We say that

all the prominent families are well worthy of considera-

tion, especially when fortified with the aristocracy of the

equine world.

Mr. Huntington tells a good story when in the humor
for writing, and his untiring research in relation to the

Clays' and their progenitors has been of service to the

breeders of trotters. That he argues with all the zeal of

a fervent nature is too apparent for denial; that few will

agree with him in many respects is beyond dispute, and
that his articles have been read with interest is unques-
tionable.

Horse Dentistry.

Occident.

A prominent feature of this paper s the sketch of

Occident who died on the 13th inst. As stated in that

he was the first horse of California oreeding which

gained great renown, and he well deserved it if even he

was unfortunate. It was due to his memory that the

history be written, and as he was retired from the track

after his return from the East in 1875, there was little

necessity for continuing the history farther. Still it

may be well to state that the last years of his life were

passed as pleasantly as could fall to the lot of the most

favored animal.

In the cosey , straw-littered paddock, in all of the enjoy s

ment of one of those glorious, California November after-

noons, when the sunshine was warm, the air still, and

there was the music of birds, repose and contentment on
every hand was the last time we saw him. He came up
cheerfully, affectionately laid his head on our shoulder,
as much as to fifty, " Is not this a grand change from the
day when yon pictured me hauling the heavy load-
under abase and all manner of ill-treatments"

Good-bye Occident! After life's fitful fever you will

sleep well under the oaks which guard the banks of the
San Francisquita. Good-bye old fellow! under different

circumstances your name would have still more signifi-

cance.

That the proper care of the teeth of horses is one of
the most important things in stable management is well
known to a few. Scientific handling has been of com-
paratively late date, and it is scarcely more than fifteen

years ago, when the present system was inaugurated.

In the olden time the instruments used were of the
roughest description. A "float" with cutters as coarse
as those on a similar tool used for rasping off protruding
shoe pegs which had penetrated the insole, or with the
face cut after the pattern of a blacksmith's rasp. Were
a tooth to be extracted, rade, mammoth turnkeys or a
punch and hammer were the only instruments. The
implements of the present will compare favorably with
those of a fashionable dentist, and men are duly edu-
cated for the business by working as assistants for years
with a competent professor. It is not the intention,

however, to write an essay on equine odontology, but
rather to describe a practical illustration which we wit-

nessed a short time ago. While it proves a lack of acu-

men on our part, it likewise shows the necessity for care-

ful examinations of horses' mouths, especially the teeth

of fast trotters, by a competent man. Our readers are
aware that Antevolo became unsteady in his races this

year, whereas the previous season he rarely made a mis-
take. We ascribed it partly to having made a season in
the stud, partly to injuring his mouth with the bit.

After the first injury, caused by two quick snatches with
the rein when he made his first bad break,he would throw
his head into the air and lose much ground
before regaining the trot. We knew that he had a
"wolf-tooth," though not considering that these abnor-
mal growths did any injury, concluded that it came from
the sharp edges of th«. molars irritating the inside of the

cheek. After his races on the Bay District Course we
got Dr. Woodruff to operate on him. As was anticipated

the molars were sharp, and it was also discovered that
the innocent wolf-tooth was a snore serious affair than we
had imagined. "Usually these excrescences have & small,

pointed root and they are easily extracted. In this case

the root was wedge shape, measuring three-eighths of an
inch across the edge and was sunk below the gum nearly
half an inch. The lower portion was wider than above,
and it must have been fastened in a socket something
like an ordinary tooth. It was very difficult to extract,

and when exposed to view it was apparent that a part of

the trouble came from it. Antevolo ha3 always been
driven with a plain bar bit nearly half an inch in diame-
ter,and that portion of the tooth which rose above the gum
was worn half away. With the rough, ill-shapen fang
penetrating the jawbone when the pressure of the bit

came upon the tooth it is not surprising that he should

break, and when "snatched" suffer so much as to put
trotting out of his head. He trots with his head low,

and though driven with a moderately loose side-check,

the bit would be pulled against the tooth* We are not

ready to state that this was the whole cause. Two days
after operation was the last opportunity to drive him
fast. His mouth was sore from the recent tooth-

pul ling, and it could not be expected that

the annoyance was altogether gotten rid of.

He was driven one mile in 2:26 and repeated two. The
first mile and a half was comparatively slow; from the

half-mile home he was purposely driven to two breaks.

These were such as he was in the habit of making in his

three-year-old form, and the two miles were completed

in 4:52. A Fairbanks bit was substituted for the steel

bar, though in other respects he was rigged as usual.

Owing to the "unprecedented" rainfall he has not been
driven fast since, and until there is an opportunity for

further tests, cannot say authoritatively whether the ex-
traction of the wolf-tooth and taking off the sharp edges
of the molars has induced better behavior. We feel a
good deal of confidence that there will be an improve-
ment dud to the operation on the teeth.

The Old, Old Humbug.

O'Leary and Weston; alcohol and Appolinarius

Another of these travesties on sport arranged. It is a

more extensive hippodrome than was perpetrated here

between the same parties, and under the same manage-
ment, nearly six years ago. Those who frequented the

Baldwin at that time, will be amused at this portion

of the announcement which appeared as an editorial in

the Turf, Field and Warm of the lyth inst. "The church

element has always been behind Weston, and we pre-

sume that it will follow him with as much earnestness

in the coming struggle as it did in the renowned battles

of the past. He has been from the first on the side of

temperance, and is under promise to Judge Noah Davis,

not to walk in places where intoxicating liquors are

sold. There are no bars in skating rinks so he will not

break faith."

O Leary has the merit, at least, of sincerity, and judges

do not ask him to give pledges.
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THE GTJK
The Game Law.

Bknk indicates open season.
Stai I*) indicates close season.

t^uail
Partridge
Hail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer..
Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Tront

Readers will be delighted with the breezy chat, printed

elsewhere, about " The Man of Truth." In these latter days

truth, tbat "wavering, cloudy pillar," as Raskin has it, is

becoming more and more an unknown quantity, and we are

glad that one so well tittedforthe task as "Ninirod Redivivus"

Lias undertaken to revive respect for that essential attribute

of the sportsman and fisherman.

We submit that "Laeon" is unduly severe in scoring "Old

Fogey." " Old Fogey" may see "Macbeth" through a

diminishing glass of long years of familiarity with great

names and their greater owners, and may be a little radical

in refusing to accept the fustian and mouthing of our modern
" walking people" as a legitimate carnifying of Shakespeare's

supernal creations, but he is a pleasant, chatty old gentleman
and sportsman, and we must have respect for his geniality

And the deeds he has done.

The engrossing topic of conversation iu shooting circles

just now, is the recent attempt to encroach upon the pre-

serves established by the various shooting clubs throughout
the State. As usual, a good deal of intemperate language is

being used, and mauy empty threats made.
The question at issue, when stripped of all non-essentials,

is simply this, have ciubs a right to the exclusive control of

the shooting upon tracts leased by them?
The Penal Code of California makes it a misdemeanor to

enter upon the inclosed laud of another for the purpose of

bunting or discharging tire-arms thereupon, without first

having ootained permission of the owner or occupant of such
land.

It is then beyond dispute that clubs or indivituals may
prevent or permit shooting upon any lands owned or leased

by them, if such lands are inclosed. The whole question
hangs upon the definition of the word "inclosure."

If the word be defined to mean only such a paling or fence
as shall under all circumstances prevent all access to lands,

there is no inclosed land in the State or anywhere else.

If the word be taken to mean such a construction or
natural barrier as shall ordinarily prevent the ingress and
egress of neat cattle or other animals likely to do injury to

crops, trees, gardens or residence properties, then it is by no
means necessary that one shall be compelled to break down
or climb over a post aud board fence in order to commit a
misdemeanor in the eye of our law.
Many tracts of land really suitable only for shooting, have

boundaries defined only by water courses, impassable ravines,

rocky bluffs, or a combination of such natural lines of de-

markatiou, with artificial erections in the way of fences.
Such boundary lines are considered sufficient to entitle deeds
giving them, to record, and are commonly nsed in describing
real property.

Now, if along such natural boundaries at short intervals,

notices were posted forbidding entrance upon lauds outlined
by them, it would seem that the lands were sufficiently in-

closed to meet the demand made by the spirit of the section
of the Penal Code quoted. It cannot be presumed that the
Jaw would characterize the entrance of an ox through an open
gate upon fenced lands as a misdemeanor, while yet a man
would be liable, who should pass through the same open
gate for the purpose of shooting upon lands within. The
•Code has in view the human animal alone, and must presume
.the possession of ordinary intelligence.

It must presume that a slight paling, such as would offer

no resistance even to swine, will yet indicate to all men the
fact that lands within the paling have been reduced to pos-
session and occupancy, and are such inclosed lands as are
protected by the act to prevent hunting on inclosed land.

So, also, it seems to us, the law must regard as a poacher
and trespasser one who to hunt or discharge firearms, en-
ters upon premises which anyone of ordinary intelligence

can see are private property, and upon which such acts are
prohibited. It is not too great a refinement to argue tbat it

would be absurd to require notices forbidding shooting to be
placed so close together as to actually form a fence. The
purpose of the fence, in so far as men are concerned, is to

indicate property lines. If the same end is effected by other
means equally patent, the lack of fencing should not operate
as a bar to successful .prosecution for trespass.

Suppose, instead of placing our prohibitory notices a foot
apart along the lines of preserves we place them a yard apart.
They would still indicate clearly what was forbidden ground,
placing them ten feet apart would do as well, and none but a
qajbbler will argue that such notices, placed at such distances

apart that ordinarily observant persons would see them,
.sho-nkl not operate as an enclosure within the meaning of the
law.

It is aot a sufficient plea for the settler in the backwoods,
-who is tried for cutting timber upon public laud, tbat the
government property was nut inclosed, and therefore be could
not tell when he was trespassing. The law requires him to

ascertain the lines and to be restrained by. them.

Analogy would suggest the propriety of requiring tbe
hunter to iuform himself as to tbe precise boundaries of tracts

upon which be has reapon to believe shooting is prohibited
by persons legally in possession.

All this, of course, is applicable only to the shooter who
^desire* to go to the utmost limit which the law permits, in
his efforts to profit by tbe foresight and labors of others,
while yet he contributes nothing to the expense of preparing
and preserving shooting ground. Such a man is controlled
only by his fear of the penalties prescribed by the written
law, and hesitates at no indecency or injustice, if only he
can gain by it without incurring a loss that shall more than
balance his gain.

Men of this stamp are not sportsmen, not gentlemen, not

good citizens, not honorable, not manly, not anything that is

good exeept, perhaps, good shots.

There is a law higher than the statute which controls the

sportsman in his treatment of bis fellow lover of the dog aud
gun.

It is euongh for the sportsman to know that others have

acquired coutrol of desirable shooting ground. He may wish

he was so fortunate as to be able to do likewise, but he will

not impose his presence upon those who do not desire it.

He will not intrude upon ground which he cau see is in pos-

session of others, even though there be no brutal barbed wire

to bar his access. When he has reason to believe himself

overstepping proper lines he is first to be assured of his moral

rights, and is most scrupulous in making amends if he has
unwittingly enibarassed others. He is a gentleman, aud in-

variably preserves his self-respect. The trespass law does

not arouse resentment in him uor prompt him to threaten

reprisals against those more eligibly placed than himself.

He never does, as some are now doing, viz.: while doiug

nothing to advance sportsmanship, while contributing noth-

ing to the general good, nor yet attempting to improve his

own opportunities, yet insists upon sharing equally iu the

benefits derived by others from large personal outlays and
enterprising liberality. The hoggish fellow, the fellow who
wail's supinely while another leases, improves aud makes
accessible, good duck ponds, and plants them with rice and
celery, will yet urge his right to shoot over them, because,

forsooth, he has for many years before they were leased and
preserved, done so.

We regret to note the low tone adopted by some of our

country exchanges in discussing this question. The Valhjo

Chronicle, ordinarily a good, reputable paper, permits itself to I

sneer at the preserve owners, as "dude hunters," and places

the onus of proving possessory rights upon the clubs, which
have for several years controlled land on the Suisun marsh.
The burden lies upon those who claim that the clubs do con-

trol more than they lease, to prove their assertion legally, not

vi et armis.
Tbe Hayicards Journal, usually a bright aud newsy paper,

talks of the "grievances" of hunters, who are refused permis-

sion to hunt upon premises, the boundaries of which are so

well defined that the way-faring man, even though a greater

fool than some sportsmen, falsely so called, need not err iu

knowing when he is trespassing.

The Gilroy Advocate talks sound sense, and we commend
the clipping from that paper, published elsewhere, to our
readeis. The Solano Republican, published in a county which
boasts of such sportsmen as the Reams, the Bassfords,

the Donaldsons, the Dobbins, and a multitude like them, de-

means itself to call ihe club members a "city mob," and
tacitly encourages a few vandals to override common decency
by going in bands upon the preserves.

cSilalicum" Goes Hunting.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—Dear Sir: By this

mail the enclosed paper has reached me. It is the essay of

as thorough a sportsman as one desires to know. His varied

experience as a hunter makes his writings valuable as well

as interesting, and bis personal acquaintance a recollection

which I should hate to forget.

During a protracted stay in Seattle the great attraction

which bound me to the place was the privilege of membership
in the Seattle Rod and Gun Club, of which Silalicum was a

prominent member. Owing to circumstances, oveT which I

had no control, I have been compelled to forego the pleasure
of duly acknowledging the many happy moments spent in

their society, but their too generous natures will certainly

pardon this apparent carelessness. The club is composed of

the most desirable elementof the " Queen city's" professional
and merchantile inhabitants—an element which reminds one
of the history of California's pioneer days, those days so unlike
this genteel but shabby age, when a sportsman has almost to

beg for the privilege of shooting over the grounds of some
wealthy but exclusive being, whose sudden and unexpected
ownership betrays the snitdlness of his nature. How forcible

the contrast between those Shylocks and that frontier soul

—

nature's gentleman—whose latch-string was always on the
outside, and at whose threshold Silalicum has so eloquently
said that "locks are the forerunners of civilization and
felons and jails." Freedom and good-fellowship fly before
them; the pioneer despises them, aud dreads the advent of a
population that will need or use locks. I have digressed
from my subject and apologize, as I do to my friends of the
Northwest Sportsman's Association. | Clare.
November 17th, 1885.

Dear Clare.—Having a spare evening and remembering
that yon once requested me to write an article for the
Breeder axd Sportsman, I thought I would do so. The
articles that Ihave written with the greatest care for other
papers always having been butchered by the proof readers, I

thought that the first draft of an article would be sufficient

and let the proof reader fill in more suitable words in places

he may deem obscure.
Game is very scarce all over the Sound. The extreme

dry Summer having evaporated all the water from the shal-

low lakes and streams, and the wild celery dying for lack of

moisture, left no feed for the duck, so when the southward
flight of teal, mallard and brant came and found their favored
feeding grounds to be barren of all aquatic refreshments, they
bade us a hasty adieu and all their pinions southward set,

and left the market hunter on the Swinomish to mouru.
There has been no bags made this Fall worthy of note, ex-

cept by Will McDonald, who killed 14 widgeon at two shots
at the mouth of the Dnwamish.

I was up home in British Columbia for a week. Had a
splendid time and killed many pheasants, snipe and a few
ducksand some geese. If I could have stayed a week longer
I would have gone to tbe summit of Mount Cheam and
killed some mountain goats, and tried to learn enough of
their habits to have had my say in the spirited display of

billingsgate that blossoms in the pages of Forest and Stream.
From his prisou in the far north the Spirit of Frowt had

escaped. Rejoicing in his freedom be came sweeping on the
wiugs of the wind tbat came rushing and roaring down the
canyon-;, of the Frazer river. All thebrigbtuess and tints of
the Autumn, a glory of colored leaves that still remained on
the maples, were driven before its icy breath aud went whirl-
ing and rustling away. The mallard left the shallow streams
and ou swift wing sought the sheltered coves of the storm-
vexed Sound. The grouse left the valleys and flew to the
deep sheltered glens in the foothills. Swiftly flying with
the wind went great flocks of blackbirds, chattering as they
flew, evidently scolding each other for remaining so long in
the far north when a welcome awaited them in the warm
California valleys. A gray pallor overcast the sky, through

which the sun dimly shone, but he had no power over the
frost that seized the stream aud lake, and bonnd them with
his icy fetters. At last he sank beneath the 'mountains aud
the gloom became deeper. When the starless night had
fallen the wind held high carnival in the forest; shrieking
aud howling it went raging through the branches, wrenching,
twisting and hurling them to the frozen earth beneath. Many
a patriarch among the firs met his death at the bauds of the
angry wind that night, aud branches that had proudly waved
tiloft through the sunshine of a century were crushed and
splintered beneath the mussive truuk that had upborne them
while nations had fallen as the world grew old.
There is a mistress that rules the earth, and a wise old

d.tme she is; she has made one inexorable law—a law from
which there is no appeal, and the spirit of that law is that
there shall be a beginning, a time of beauty or power, aud
an end. So the storm wind came, and all day and e\ening
he ruled, then he lost his strength and at mi.inight he died
—died sobbing and wailing. Then the pitying cloud, when
it saw the broken branches and prostrate trunks of the
victims of the wind's wrath, sent down a mantle of snow to
cover the desolation caused by the wind. Whirling and
eddying, the shining fl kes came down aud wreathed the
trees in fairy garments. When the morning came creeping
through the storm, Winter had spread his robe over the
land.
There is one creature of the earth to whom there can be no

change of elements but what will bring him eujoyment; that
creature is the spurtsmau. Does it rain? Ah, well, then the
ducks will come. Does it snow? All right, to-morrow he
can track the deer or turkey, or perhaps the lordly elk or
great moose. Does the sun shine? Then he goes fishing.
There is no weather but he is satisfied with, raiu or shine, if

it is in the hunting or fishing season he finds means to enjoy
himself.

The engineer was astir at dawn and with his Winchester
on his shoulder down the path he went, across the bridge,
through the bum to the edge of the great green forest, aud
soon reached the house where the prospector lived. He
rapped loudly on the door but there was no response. In
frontier countries doors are rarely locked. What if some one
should get lost in the woods and then find the trail and reach
the cabin and find it locked? How inhospitable "it would
seem, and what a pang of remorse would gnaw at the pio-
neer's heart to know that. a fellow mortal, tired and hungry,
in need of rest aud food, and where it was almost within his
reach, as yet excluded from the relief required by a lock.
Locks are the forerunners of civilization, and felons, and
jails. Freedom and good fellowship flee before them. The
pioneer despises them and dreads the advent of a population
that will need or use locks.
The engineer pulls the latch string and enters; a look aronud

the cabin proves it to be untenanted. A paper lies on the
table, he reads it and learns that the prospector has gone to
a party held the night before at a village ten miles away. A
smile of scorn wreathes the face of the engineer. To go to a
party on the edge of a storm that may prove the only good
tracking snow of the season? To lose a good hunt for the
privilege of capering to the sound of a badly played violin;
what was coming over the hitherto sensible mind of the pros-
pector? Ah, the engineer remembers, he has seen tbe pros-
pector ride past his father's house very frequently of late, and
that he was alwaj's arrayed in fine liuen and store clothes,
riding in the direction of where a settler lived who had two
handsome daughters. With a sigh of regret for the weakness
displayed by the prospector, the engineer crossed over the
clearing and entered the woods.
What a change comes over the hunter when the place is

reached where the game he seeks may be found. No sooner
does the engineer enter the forest than this change comes
over him. The careless step becomes a stealthy stride. How
carefully he avoids stepping on or brushing against the dead
branches. If there is a fallen log in his path he skirts around
instead of climbing over it. With what a firm grip he holds
his Winchester so it may be ready for instant use. The
slightest noise, the movement of a bird, or the leap of a
squirrel brings him to a halt, and causes his rifle to leap to
his face in an instant. Well he knows the habits of the game
he seeks, for is not the black tailed deer the wariest of all his
tribe, the slyest of all the cunning dwellers in the wildwood?
Every few yards the engineer stops and listens,
but save the chirping of the chickadee, and
the barking of a squirrel, there is no son nd

.

Deep was the silence in the forest that morning. Over-
head the branches thick and interlacing caught the burden of
the snow. In the clearing the snow was eight inches deep,
here it was but three, and in some places where the great fir

gave way to the giant cedar the ground was almost bare, as
the thicker foliage of the cedar held all the snow that fell

upon it. To look down the swales the trunks of the trees
seemed to be a vast colonnade, and the bushes marble images
of grotesque shapes. A gloomy twilight, light such as one
sees when looking into a tunuel, was all that lit the hunter's
path as he strode silently along, almost as ghostly as a spectre
in a dream.
He had not proceeded more thau half a mile when there

arose a great sound of crashing branches and of thumping
footfalls not more than fifty yards away. The lever of the
Winchester flies rapidly forward and back and the hunter
stands immovable as a statue, gazing in the direction of
where the sound arose. The crashing grows faint and indis-
tinct, so he proceeded to where the noise originated and
there were the footprints in the snow of three deer, one very
large, evidently a buck; the others smaller, possibly those of
a doe and fawn.

Swiftly on their track he follows. The long leaps continue
for halt a mile, then the tracks separate, the large track
going iu one direction the two smaller in another. His
choice is soon made; he follows the large track; the bounds
give place to a trot and soon the steps grow shorter. Here
he has walked leisurely along. Stealthy are his steps, for
wandering and irregular are the footprints uow. See where
the snow has beeu pawed off that fallen logaud a tuft of moss
torn from it and scattered over the snow. The game is near.
He now reaches an open place iu the forest,

caused by a burn the previous Autumn; iu the
centre of this opening there is a large log.
Placing his finger to his lips so that his breath will moisten
it, he raises his arm aloft; the chilling sensation tells him
that the wind blows directly from the log; he approaches it

carefully, when within twenty yards there comes a whistle of
alarm and a thump, thump of hoofs. There is a vision of
kingly grace as the beautiful animal, with his horns thrown
back over his shoulders, aud his muzzle pointing forward iu
a direct Hue, goes bounding away. There is a flash and a
report, aud the embodiment of grace, strength and beauty
falls•Quivering on the snow, with tbe blood oozing from his
brain.
As loug as there are animals or birds in tbe world, man

'will kill them. If he does not need them for food be will kill

them to show his skill with the weapon of his fancy. Yet
there was never a true sportsman, who, when he stood over
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the dying victim of his skill, but felt a thrill of pity stir his

heart. The engineer, standing over his victim, almost wished
that the grand fellow had escaped, and would have given
some of his small worldly possessions if he was alive and
well in his mossy, ferny home.
Love of nature and beauty is all very well; if the engineer

admires these things, there were those at the ranch he left

that morning, who loved venison as well as he loves senti-

mentality, So his knife was in his hand and the disagreeable

part of the sportsman's work soon over, aud the carcass was
dragged to aud thrown over the log. Washing his hands in

the snow he starts back to rind the trail of the doe and fawn.
It is soon found and he follows it and finds a place where
they had lain down in the branches of a fallen cedar, but the

report of the rifle had alarmed them and they had left to find

a more secure place of concealment.
Very wary were these two; for an hour they led the en-

gineer a fruitless chase, and were sometimes near at hand but
always kept out of his sight. Every few rods he could see

where they had stopped and turned around to watch him,
and when he came in sight would run away a short distance

and watch for him again. During this time they had run in

a circle, and at no time were more than two. hundred yards
from the place where he had shot the buck. Their tracks

often crossed and re-crossed; sometimes they would almost
run around the circle, following in the engineer's footsteps,

and at last, when the engineer was tired and was almost on
the point of giving up the chase, chancing to look down at

his feet he saw somethiug that caused his heart to give a

leap. There in the snow was another footprint; the hunter
was also hunted. There was another hunter abroad that

morning, for the footprint in the snow was that of the tiger

of the Occident, sly, cruel, cowardly Felis concolor.

Tue appearance of this track caused a sudden change in

the programme. It's nice to be the hunter, but when one
becomes the hunted, well, that is another tbing. The en-

gineer holds a consultation with himself; this part of the pro-

ceeding is not to his taste, but he determines to gratify the

cougar if he seeks a nearer acquaintance. He is very willing,

and after reflecting he turns around and walks back in the

direction from which he came.

He had not proceeded very far when he saw some animal
moving in front. Gazing intently, he saw it was the doe that

had observed him, and was now creeping softly away.
Again the rifle rings and the doe falls back. When the

hunter reached her he saw that the bullet had broken her

back. A shot ends her life, and no sooner does the report

echo than the fawn springs from a clump of bushes and goes

bounding away. The rifle rings five times before it falls.

Cutting the throats of his game the engineer starts once more
on the trail of the cougar.

Then began a long chase over logs, through thickets of

young firs, so dense and tangled that he could not see ten

feet ahead. As he forced his way among them, he dislodged

the snow that rested on them and it came showering down
upon him. The snow had now changed to a drizzling rain-

storm, and he was soon as wet as if he had been swimming
in a river of ice water. The cold, wet snow that he was con-

tinually dislodging fell on his face, neck and hands, and
chilled him to the heart, and benumbed his fingers so that he

could scarcely hold his rifle in their stiffened grasp. The
wily brute led him in a circle, their tracks often crossing and
recrossing. At last the engineer, wet, cold and exhausted,

'started to return home. The point where he abandoned the

pursuit, was not more than a quarter of a mile from where
he had killed the buck. Reaching the place where the buck
was killed, he was surprised to see that it was not on the log

but was lying in the clearing fifty feet away. Who had done
this? Looking down he saw the tracks of the great cat he

had been following all morning. As he stood, ni.id and shiv-

ering, there came echoing through the air the sound of some
one chopping; the noise came from the prospeotor's house a

mile away. Then the engineer knew he had returned, and
that a warm fire would be blazing in the tire place when he

reached the cabin.

The engineer remembered having heard an old hunter say

that wolves or panthers would never touch a deer when the

gun of the hunter rested upon it, giving as a reason, there-

for, that the smell of the burnt powder and the scent of the

hunter's hands would keep all such prowlers away, because

they seem to recognize a deadly combination between the

two, and would dread and flee from the gun as fast as if the

hunter held it in his hands.

Placing his rifle across the buck, the engineer starts for the

prospector's house as fast as he can run. Eacing through

the woods with wet clothes clogging one's limbs, when the

runner is chilled to the marrow, is not a pleasant pastime,

but like all things it came to an end at last. When the en-

gineer reached the edge of the clearing, he was observed by

the prospector, who came running to meet him, thinking that

some accident had befallen him.
On being informed that there was nothing the matter, and

that the hunter was only running to keep warm, for he was
terribly chilled, the prospector ran back to the house and
threw a great armful of dry cedar shakes on the fire. When
the engineer reached the house it was as warm as an oven.

He had scarcely settled himself by the blaze when the door

was opened and the Australian andTenderfooteotered. They
were seeking stray cattle and had two dogs with them. The
Tenderfoot had a Sharp's carbine on his shoulder, and the

Australian was armed with a breech-loading shotgun. In a

hurried manner the engineer told them of the cougar that he

had been chasing, and, which, like the famous chap that

caught the Tartar, had been chasing him. The prospector,

taking his old musket from the hooks, told the engineer that

in the pot that was hanging on the crane he would find a

stew, and that there was bread in the cupboard, and when he

had thawed out sufficiently to use his jawi, he could refresh

himself. Then the three went in search of the cougar. They
had scarcely entered the forest when the dogs set off on the

trail of something. An investigation showed that the cougar

had followed the engineer to the edge of the clearing. Soon

a loud clamor arose from the dogs a short distance ahead.

Reaching a great leaning cedar the hunters saw a sight that

made them start. Standing on a limb, fifty feet above them,

was the great brute, his hair standing on his back, his bale-

ful eyes glaring down upon them, as he gnashed his foam-

covered fangs. It was an appaling apparition. Tenderfoot

raised his rifle and fired in nervous trepidation—and missed.

The Australian and prospector now both fired, but the shot

that their guns were loaded with had no effect on the animal,

other than to frighten him. He made a tremendous leap and

. alighted in an adjoining tree. The Tendefoot shot at him
a^ain, but only wounded him, the bullet passing too far back

to kill him. He made another leap and reached a.tree that

was in an opening. Climbing up into the very top of it he

crept into a crotch and glared down on his merciless perse-

cutors. Thau began a fusilade fast and loud. The engineer

was by this time partially thawed out. When the sound of

the firing reached his ears he left the savory stew untouched,

and ran as fast as he could to the point from which the can-

nonading came. When he arrived at the place the Tender-
foot (a splendid specimen of physical manhood), was swear-
ing loudly—he had fired all his cartridges away. The pros-

pector had plenty of powder left but no s:. c, and the Aus-
tralian was just firing his last load of shot ;it the fierce mon-
ster above them from whose side the blood was trickling from
many a wound, crimsoning the pure snow beneath.
The Australian's last shot was an unsuccessful one. Then

the quartette held a consultation aud the conclusion arrived
at was to stay and watch the tree while the engineer went
for his rifle. The latter started off on the back trail until he
reached his former path and soou was at the place where the
buck lay, and seizing his rifle sped rack and soon joined his

comrades. He fouud the suow trampled and stained with
blood, and his friends lying on the snow in a stale of ex-

haustion, one of the dogs was whining pitifully, evidently
badly hurt. In the centre of the group lay the cougar with
his head beaten to a jelly. Ou the engineer asking how they
happened to muss up the snow and abuse the cougar so, the
prospector spun this simple yarn:
"You had not been gone five minutes before that cussed

brute left his position in the crotch and came creeping down
the tree. When he reached the lower limbs he walked out
on one and then tried to spring on that big fir, but missed
his hold and fell. As soon as he was ou the ground both
dogs tackled him. The way the fur did fly for a few minutes
was a caution. But he was game, was this cougar. The
dogs were soon licked, and then he began to climb a tree but
he couldn't, the Tenderfoot's bullets had spoiled his climbing
powers; he then crept under that root and lay down. Then
I cut two vine maple clubs and gave one of them to the

Australian. We sent the dogs at him again, and when they
came near him he jumped out from beneath the roots and
hit the little dog with his paw and laid him out, and then
grabbed the big dog by the head and tried to swallow him.
He had all the dog's head in his mouth. Then the Australian

began to swear, 'Blest if he was going to stand and see his

dog gulped down by a brute like that;' so at him we went,

and thumped him like thunder with our clubs. He dropped
the dog and went after me. I tried to get out of his way as

quick as possible, for the loving manner in which he reached

for me with those long claws didn't suit me, but my foot

slipped and I fell. Then I saw the Tenderfoot coming, and
before the fangs reached my throat the butt of the gun fell

on his head and he left me and went for the Tenderfoot. Aud
wasn't it graud, a real gladiatorial contest between a magnifi-

cent man and a powerful brute. The stock of the gun was
soon in splinters, and with unflinching eyes the Tenderfoot
faced his foe. There would be a crouch and a spring and
then a sound as if one had hit a drum as the barrel fell with
all the force that strength aud muscle could give. At last

the cougar gave it up as a bad job and tried to sneak away,

but the Tenderfoot followed him up and as he turned to run

hit him over the back apd broke it, and then pounded his

head to a jelly, and there he lies, and he's as big as the tiger

that I saw in the show at New Westminster.

At the request of the engineer the prospector skinned the

cougar. When this was done they returned to the cabin.

When the door was opened a smell of burning flesh pervaded

the room. The careless engineer had forgotten to lift the

stew from the crane; the meat was scorched and the dinner

spoiled. Silalicum.
Seattle, W. T., Nov. 5, 1S35.

He Cannot Lie !

"'No Shooting.'

The correspondent is a shooter, from Shootville (this is

apparent, for the manuscript has been used as a target and is

perforated by shot.

—

Ed), and has great interest in the sub-

ject. A few days ago he put up his "damask cheek" to a stable

man fora horse and buggy and treated him to a long and dusty

Sunday ride. He saw a sign: "No Shooting Allowed on

this Ranch"—saw several of them—in fact did not see much
else. In some instances the reason was apparent why shoot-

ing could not be tolerated, in some others it could be readily

understood, from the character and appearance of the place,

that it would be an annoyance, but in some cases it was per-

fectly evident that the prohibition was prompted by selfish-

ness or spite.,

The owners of large stock ranches do not like to have their

half-wild cattle stampeded by hunters. On small and well-

Kept ranches a man with dog and gun is out of place. But
there are some alleged ranches, adorned with the usual legend

and enclosed by a trumpery arrangement of sticks and barbed

wire, that are so worthless that they recall the story of the

Hibernian who was fencing in a barren field, and was asked

by a passer-by why he spent his time and money on a place

on which cattle could only starve, and said: "Begorra, that's

what the fence is for, to kape the poor bastes out."

This eruptive epidemic of prohibitory signs, like other ills

of life, will run its course and die out. But the improvement

will not be all on one side. Shooters will learn not to make
a nuisance of their sport, and land-holders will not withhold

privileges that do not injure them. The correspondent spends

his leisure with a gun—without it would be like Hercules

without his club, and it is very seldom that any reasonable

privilege of shooting is not granted cheerfully by the worthy

"ranger. Some generous souls have even offered to let him
shoot the chickens around their doors if he could find noth-

ing else.

—

"Old Shooter" in Qilroy Advocate.

Gilroy G-un Club.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I have been reading
your "Man of Truth," and I think I have his gauge, as

Paddy had the dimensions of the pig which leaped through
his window—"bad cess" to the juvenile porker, as the dam-
aged son ot the "onId sod" remarked. I hate to say a man is

an accomplished liar, but what else can I say and tell the

truth? His stories may be borrowed or "appropriated," still

they bear his endorsement and he must take the responsibil-

ity. Truth? Were I to accept his incredulous stories as

truthful, I should put aside the Bible and take up the Arab-
ian Nights' entertainment, cast away Tertullian aud adopt
Tartuffe, deny the "Father of his country" and believe in Eli

Perkins. The strain is too great; human nature cannot stand
it. A pointer on the point until he perishes in that position;

a bevy of quail become skeletons sooner than flush; seamen
getting web-footed from continuous wet decks; and, as if all

this were not enough, a man making a standing jump of

twenty-six feet one inch, when the best jump recorded is
.

thirteen feet five and three-fourths inches, although it is said

that Washington made a standing jump of nineteen feet,

which nobody does believe. Please ask your "Man of Truth"
to give us a rest—not the rest of his exercises in lying as a

fine art. I happen to be one of the crder of sportsmen he
talks about, and every season I go for all that the game laws
allow in wood and field. I don't buy any trout; I catch them
fair and square, with rod aud line aud fly. I don't get my quail

in market; I shoot them as they rise. And I denounce with
contempt and indignation the unjust strictures of the Man of

Truth on all the jolly good fellows who go and do likewise.

The chances are that your veracious correspondent can '

neither play a trout nor hit a goose, unless his gun accident-

ally discharges and wounds himself. His quail is no doubt
in his nature, and his duck and deer in the dives. Out upon
such pretenders and such critics. In vindication of the

truthfulness of the devotees of tl e rod and gun, let me say
that their exploits are as genuine and their word is as good
as that of any other class in community. Some laugh at and
deride the story of that old hunter, who so aimed his shot at

the undistinguishable game in the brush, as to hit it if it was
a deer, and miss it in case it were a calf. Now I possess that

sort of skill myself; this season up in Sonoma 1 shot at

what I believed to be a hare. It turned out to be my own
dog, and not a shot had harmed it. Last year, when I went
trout-fishing on Curtis creek, I hooked a splendid trout and
got away with it. Some fellow like the "Mau of Truth"
declared that night, in John Orr's, at Duncan's
Mills, that that trout had been stolen from
his basket while he had taken a nap. I had just

taken a nip. With supreme disgust I left the saloon and let

the inveracious braggart take the fish. I naturally hate men
who will claim everything in sight. It was pretty much the

same way I lost one of the fattest bucks that ever wore ant-

lers, in my hunting two years ago in Marin. I came on him
uuawares. I fired instantly. I knew he was wounded, the

way I saw him run. I heard the crack of a rifle in a few
minutes afterward, and soon came up to the man that made
the shot. The deer happened to fall just about the time that

man fired, and do you know that he claimed that it was his

ball which brought down the buck—just his one ball, when
I had blazed away minutes before with my two barrels loaded
with shot! He was not a sportsman—only a resident up that

way, named Abbott, I believe, and sooner than have a fuss

about it I let him bear away the deer. No regular amateur
sportsman, as I am, would have claimed the deer as" he did.

But men who are not sportsmen will be so. It makes me sick.

As well abolish game laws, if the hunters of game are to be
treated in such manner. And what chance will there be for a

lot of good fellows around the table, relishing the

game they have brought down that day—from up the coun-
try, catch-as-catch-can—while the wine flows and talk-as-you

please goes, if some conceited and critical old chub shall b&
permitted a seat to question every fellow in his narrative,

and after dissecting his quail cry out: " Why, here, this

bird was not shot; there isn't a mark on it; it must have
been netted!" or, upon a whisper from the fool or knave of a
waiter as the coin slides into his prurient palm, remarks:
"Trout? troutt Ha. these are suckers!" it is discouraging;

it is disgusting; and it betrays indecency, as much as it does

the ignorance of the dole who spelled out the name P-s-y-c-h-e,

in his awkward, slow way, and blurted forth, "That's
a of a way to spell fish!" Save us, good Mr. Editor, from
the "Man of Truth," or give us a change on Munchausen or
Joaquin Miller; and if you wish to print the honest truth

about sporting, by flood or field, print that which I herewith
send you, for I never lie, or hardly ever.

Nl.MROD REDIVIVTJS.

N. B.—Please add " copyright secured," as that appears to

be the style. " He who steals my capital in trade, Bteale

trash."—Man of Truth. N. R.

The Rod and Gun Club held their regular monthly meet-

ing last Wednesday evening, and appeared much pleased

with their new quarters. The Club is in good condition

financially, are receiving new and active members, and are

apparently on the high road to prosperity. A while ago they

were in the "valley of humiliation," and some muscle was
expended in kicking at them, but now we are profuse in

praises, and are very much like the "auld lady" of war times

who w.anted to go "wid the army and be a "daughter of the

regiment' and sell whisky to the b'yes."

The upper portion of the Curtiss building has been neatly

and even elegantly fitted up for the use of the club, which is

now financially on an even keel. The room is carpeted, and
some good pictures adorn the walls. Fine tables, comfort-

able chairs, newspapers, etc., etc., not forgetting a certain

closet (contents unknown), will make this a pleasant resort

for the members of the club and their friends. The club

now numbers some forty members, about thirty of whom are

active sportsmen, and it is intended to make it a live and
active organization. The rules adopted by it are to be en-

forced to the letter. Owners of property will find the club

beneficial to them in protecting their property from hoodlum
sports, and we shall be glad to hear of the growth of it com
mensurate with its deserts.

—

Gilroy Valley Record.

The Preserve Controversy.

The San Francisco papers all seem to take up the side of

the city sportsmen owning the preserves in the Bridgeport

tules, and go on to say that the clubmen have leased some
three or four thousand acres of swamp land and expended
$20,000 in building club houses, digging ditches, boats, etc.,

and therefore they will protect their interests at all hazards.
The gentlemen have a right under the laws as they exist un-
doubtedly, to gobble up all the good shooting grounds, if

they have the coin to do so, as the parties in question have,

no matter how repugnant to popular opinion such proceed-

ings maybe. "It is duced English, you know," and we'll

have to stand it. But the city papers in their expressed sym-
pathy for the "dude hunters" begs the issue of complaint
against them, and that is the Teal Club exercises jurisdiction

and authority over ponds and sloughs which are without their

leased lands, and again the people who do not hunt protest
against the murderous method the Teal Club have in warn-
ing people away from their grounds. In justification of using
Winchester rifles they say they couldn't convict any tres-

passers owing to the prejudice against the club. They have
never tried, and public feeling against the clubs was not
aroused until they commenced shooting at people with rifles

without first giving any waruiug. We know of some people
who have been shot at who didn't know anything about the
preserves. If the club people would attempt to enforce their

rights according to law. we believe they would have the moral
support of law abiding people, but they must remember that

force begets force, aud lawlessness the same; and for the
peace and good name of the district it is to be hoped the
clubs will have the good seuse to properly instruct their

watchmen and keepers. There is not an officer in Solano
county that would not faithfully perform his duty towards
the clubs if called upon by them to enforce their vested rights.

That is all they are entitled to, and that is all they have a
right to expect.— Yalkjo Chronicle.
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The Alviso Navy-

The neighboring town of Alviso was at one time a regularly

constituted port of entry, bnt that was in the distant past,

and since then the village has been a quiet place of resort for

those who courted the bay breezes, devoid of the scenes of

business and excitement peculiar to other and less favored

localities along shore. In the open season for small game

numerous hunting parties have visited the town, and boating

upon the slough that connects with the bay reaped a rich

harvest of wildfowl. Among the best known and most suc-

cessful of the visitors are the members of a club which boasts

the significant title of "On the Wing," and comprises some

thirty of the young men of this city. Id consequence of the

inroads of hunters from San Francisco and elsewhere, who
are looked upon as outsiders having no rights in thepremises

that are worthy of respect, the club aforesaid has recently

concluded to inaugurate an offensive and defensive warfare

upon the interlopers, and in furtherance of this idea have for

some time been working quietly but industriously in refitting

and equipping the larger boats to which it has acquired a

right and title. The fleet is to consist of the flag ship, a

double-decker, three-masted and with a screw propeller. Its

total length over all is 104| feet, breadth of beam, 19£ feet.

The mail-sail, top-sail and sky-sails are of silk, beautifully

embroidered by the lady friends of the club, who are also

busily engaged in preparing the flags and pennants.

Un Home day in the near future, not yet

definitely determined upon, ihe members of the club and
their friends will visit Alviso and, as decided by a unani-

mous vote at a recent meeting, will then and there christen

the good ship "Tom C. Barry." A gun boat and torpedo

boat will complete the formidable fleet until such
time as the strength of the opposing force shall

necessitate additions. Notwithstanding the efforts that

have been made to maintain secrecy until the

fleet should be ready for action, a Mercury reporter has suc-

ceeded in obtaining a partial list ol officers selected as fol-

lows: Admiral, Tom C. Barry; Yice-AdmiraL Jas. T. Mur-
phy; Rear-Admiral, Frank G. Braley; Commodore, Sam N.
Rucker; Captain, William Taafe; Lieutenant, Arthur Fields;

Second Lieutenant, William R. Snook; Master, Thaddeus W.
Hobson; Ensign, F. J. Lacoste; Chaplain, C. P. Murphy;
Paymaster, De Witt Tisdall; Surgeon, Dr. W. B. George;
Engineer, Frank Taylor; Assistant Engineer, H. J. Lipsett;

Second Assistant Engineer, Hector Lagrue; Boatswain,

Harry Edwards; Quartermaster, Walter Snook; Captain of

the main top, C. M. Weber; Purveyor, Emil Lamolle. The
Admiral declares that while he will sail under the stars and
Btwpes and serve the government to the best of hie ability,

itfiaustbe distinctly understood that those under his com-
mand ate in no event to do active sesvice outside the mouth
of th* siougn, and woe be to the luckless wight, who in the

future, with powder and ball, assails the teal- flaok of the

Alviso marshes without A special permit from the Admiral,
connfeersigned by the Secretary of the "On the Wing" Club.

—

San Jose Mercury.
• —-*

A Well Trained Bear.

The people living in the neighborhood of New Chinatown
witnessed a novel sight jeBterday when a Chinaman went
galloping along the street on the back of a monster bear,

which was going at a pretty lively rate. Old bruin was
bridled and saddled in regular fashion, and his slant-eyed

rider wore a heavy pair of spurs. The rider and his steed

halted in the main street of the Chinese quarters and the

bear was Isd through one of the stores back into a shed.

Learning of the curious riding animal, a reporter went to

New Chinatown to see it and the rider. The bear was found
to be of the black species and was a regular Jumbo in size,

standing nearly as high as a cow. In conversation with the

owner it wfts'Iearned that he had caught the bear when it was
a vary small cub; that he carried it to his cabin, cared for it

tenderly, and when it grew large enough he trained

it to draw a small wagon and to perform
numerous tricks. The bear has always been well

treated and runs about as it pleases, but always returning to

its master when called, j«st like an intelligent dog would.
When the bear became strong, the Chinaman began riding

him and never had any trouble. He now rides whenever he
goes hunting and fishing, and finds the brute a better com-
panion than a dog, for he will go into water and briDg out
game, or will carry to his owner ducks orquail he has killed.

The Chinaman lives near the Ten Mile house, on the Hum-
boldt road, and yesterday was his first visit to this place

with his trick bear.

—

Ckico Chronicle.

There's trouble bruin for the Chronicle man when he can-

not tell a mustang from a cartwheel.

Killed a California Lion.

The presence of the animal was known by its tracks and
depredations; one man lost twenty goats; and not long since

a lady walking alone in the woods, in the moonlight, came
suddenly in sight of a large beast, resembling a dog. It

growled, and she fled precipitately, while the animal slunk
off in the darkness. A few days ago Mr. Charlie Lawley, of

"Black Oaks," near the Phcenix Mine, went out on a deer

hunt, accompanied by his dog "Jack," a full blooded deer

hound. While standing for a moment under a low, bushy
tree, he heard a peculiar growl, he instantly looked up, and
what was his surprise to see a monstrous beast crouched
among the branches. Stepping back quickly he raised his

gun and fired just as the animal was in the act of springing

-to the ground into the brush. His faithful dog immediately
sprang after him, when Charlie gave him another shot,

wounding him severely. One more shot finished him; and
drawing him out at full length, Charlie had the pleasure of

seeing before him the terror of the neighborhood, a full-

grown California lion. He measured sis feet eight inches
from the tip of his nose to the end of his tail; his tail was
thirty inches long; his foreleg was twelve inches around; his

paw seven inches long and four inches wide; he was thirty-

eight inches around the body, and weighed one hundred and
twenty ponnds.

—

St. Helena Star.

It^is not many years since we hunted deer with blithe

Charlie Lawley, and learned his lack of fear aDd capacity as

a rifle sfciot. Perhaps no man of his age except Will Chiles

has killed so much game as Charlie.

Several sportsmen in Santa Rosa, who have depended for

a number of years for a livelihood by hunting quail for the

market, have been compelled to relinquish that business this

season. It is said that quail exist in large numbers this

year, bnt for some unexplained reason have taken up their

abode in the brushy hills whioh are difficult of access.

—

Sonoma Democrat.

Shootine Clubs.

There are four shooting clubs upon the tule lands between

Suisun and Beuicia, which hold leased lands in preserve just

for the benefit of their members, who are wealthy business

and professional men of San Francisco. They are named the

Cordelia Club, the Teal Club, the Ibis Clnb, and the Tule
Belle Club. The Teal Club is presided over by G.Frank
Smith, the San Francisco attorney who had charge of the

Colton case against the Railroad. The Ibis Club consists of

but a few gentlemen with Dr. Toland at the head. Dr.
Toland is a stepson of the deceased Dr. Toland, an extensive

property owner of Eastern Solano. C. Kellogg is president

of the Cordelia Club, which rents the Chamberlain tract.

This club has the yacht Lolita upon its preserves every sea-

son, and the grounds and yacht are in charge of C. Chitten-

den. The Tule Belle Club is the wealthiest in the State.

They rent the Goodyear and Thickbroon tracts of tule.

Most extensive preparations for sport were made by them
this year, over S3, 000 having been spent in buildings, etc.

Their house consists of dining-room, kitchen, closets, game
rooms, etc., besides private rooms for each of the ten mem-
bers, some of which have been most elegantly and comforta-

bly furnished. This house is located at the west of the tract

near the drawbridge. Mr. Bogart is president of the club,

and the following gentleman are members: Porter Ashe, Mr.
Hopkins, M. Donohue, C. Josselyn, R. Wilson, Mr. Holmes,
and Jos. Grant. The best bag of the season so far was 79

birds, made by a member of the Cordelia Club, week before

last.

—

Solano Republican.

Duck shooting on the lake in Lake county is said to be ex-

ceptionally good this season. Several Cloverdale sportsmen
are contemplating paying a visit to the lakes in quest of the

quackers.

—

Reveille.

The reputation of the Sonoma county sportsmen for mis-

taking men for deer and popping them over, has reached Lake
county. If they follow the same tactics in hunting ducks,

they may think that they will have the lake all to themselves,

but they won't. Our boys will return the fire. The Reveille

had better tell them to look a little out and not come here

and commence shooting at the heads of our sportsmen every

time they pop up above the tules.

—

Lakevort Democrat.

ROD.

A Pretty Kettle of Fish.

We print to-day a letter which was sent to the Governor Of

this State Borne weeks since, by Mr. J. D. Bedding, until re-

cently a member of the State Fish Comnussion. The con-

tents of the letter were not unknown to us fit the time it was

sent, bnt at request of Mr. Redding we aire refrained from

mentioning the matter until the Governor, or the othermem-

bers of the Commission, should consent to publicity. €he

letter of Mr. Redding, and the answer filed in reply to it by

Messrs. Dibble and Buckingham, having been given to the

press, we see no reason for not publishing ttiem.

Merely premising that we regret that so childish a squabble
should have been indulged in by gentlemen of prominence
sufficient to entitle them to appointment as Fish Commis-
sioners of the State of California. It is not perhaps meet for

us to lecture such honorable men, but we cannet avoid the

belief that mutual consideration and proper concessions

would have made unnecessary the late public display of the

contents of the Commission buck basket.

Mr. Redding's letter is as follows:

Sa>" Frascisco, August 12, 1885.

Governor. George Stokehan—Dear Sir: No meeting of

the California Fish Commissioneis has been called of which
I have received notice for over six months. There has been
no meeting called since the Secretary and Treasurer, A. B.
Dibble, submitted his report to you last January. This
report is included in and made part of the Biennial Fish
Commissioners' report for the years 1S83-84.

Under Section 332 of the Political Code, the Fish Com-
missioners' report, with the fiuaucial statement of its Secre-

tary and Treasurer, should have been sent to you before the

first day of October, 1SS4.

Since the formation of the present Board of Fish Commis-
sioners, of which R. H. Buckingham is President and A. B.

Dibble Secretary and Treasurer, I have never been able to

see the financial books of the Commission.

In October, 1884, President Buckingham wrote me that the

Treasurer's report was not ready. InNoveniber he again wrote

that it was not ready. 1 thereupon wrote him that I could

not sign the biennial report unless I had seen the financial

statement, and you will please observe that the biennial report

of the Fish Commissioners for the years 1SS3-4 is not signed

by me. The financial statement of the Treasurer in this

report never was submitted to the Board at any meeting of

which I had notice.

I am compelled to call your attention to certain matters in

relation to this financial statement, from the fact that I have
received severai inquiries in regard to certain money given

to the Commission, which are not accounted for in this finan-

cial statement, and from the fact that for over six months
there has been no meeting of the Board at which I could

present these matters.

On September 5, 1SS3, William T. Coleman & Co. drew
their check for S 100 to the order of W. B. Bradford. This
check was indorsed as follows: "Pay to order of Cal. Fish
Commissioner. W. B. Bradford;" below this the following

indorsement: "R. H. Buckingham, President Cal. Fish Com-
mission." The check is also stamped "Paid Sept. 18, 1SS3,

British Bank of North America."

This check has been handed me by W. T. Coleman & Co.,

having been returned to them by the bank as a voucher for

the money paid.

This $100 is not credited to the Fish Commission Fund or

accounted for in any way in the biennial report of the Com-
mission or the financial statement thereof. William T. Cole-

man never received auy acknowledgment from the Commis-
sion ol this money, which was a donation on his part to the

Board of Fish Commissioners fur the purpose of enforcing

the close season for salmon on the Sacramento river. The
financial statement does not show that S100 have been

expended by the Board, which was received from unknown
source. In other words, it would appear from this check

and from these indorsements that the sum of $100 has been
received by the California Fish Commission and has disap-

peared without being accounted for in auy way.

I have been conscious for some time that the affairs of the

present Board of Fish Commissioners, both financial and
otherwise, are being conducted in a loose and slovenly nian-

: ner. I respectfully call your attention to this particular
I instance on behalf of the firm which contributed this sum of
money to the Commission, that yon may consider the matter
and take what action you deem neesssary for the welfare and
economy of the Commission's work and the fish interests of
the State.

I have repeatedly requested the two othei Commissioners
that a meeting of the Board be called

}
and have invariably

received the reply that there is no business of importance to
demand a meeting. Since our last meeting the Legislature
has met and donated to the Commission Fund $15,000,
besides the annual appropriation of $5,000. These sums are
being expended by the two other Commissioners without
even the formality of any Board meeting or without the
method of the expenditures being considered officially by the
Board.

This, also, I respectfully submit, demands the Executive
attention, I remain your obedient servant,

Joseph D. Reddixg.
The Governor made no reply to the letter, and the matter

rested until a few days since when Messrs. Dibble and Buck-
ingham filed an answer to the charges, which is printed
below. As soon as the answer was filed, reporters in some way
learned the fact, and a buzz of inquiries was heard. A
Record-Union reporter chanced to meet the Governor and re-

ported him as saying that he had paid no attentiou to Mr.
Redding's letter further than to read it, and that he thought
the charges generally were misstatements of facts. He bad
confidence in the majority of the Commission and knew they
had made no improper or unwise expenditures.
Upon receipt of these crushing expressions of lack of con-

fidence Mr. Redding resigned his place as Fish Commissioner.
The Redding letter was sent to Governor Stoneman on

August 32th, and on August 28th he notified Judge Dibble
and Mr. Buckingham that charges had been preferred against
them.
On November 6th the gentlemen named filed their answer

with the Governor. It is as follows:

Answer—"Charge No. 1—The financial statement of Treas-
urer never was submitted to the Board at any meeting of
which I had notice.

Respondents answering, reply: "That the financial state-

ment of the Treasurer was submitted to the Board, and was
approved and ordered to print, and was printed in the Report
of the Commission of Fisheries of the State of California, on
pages 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.

Charge No. 2.—"That the sum of S100 (check of Win. T.
Coleman, drawn in favor of W. B. Bradford) has been re-

ceived by the California Fish Commission, and has disap-
peared without being accounted for in any way.

"Respondents, answering this charge, aver that the same
is false, and assert that the said check was received, and the
amount credited on a claim of Commissioner Buckingham;
which claim, with credit given, ia on file in the Controller's
Office.

Charge No 3.—"I have repeatedly requested of the two
other Commissioners that the meeting of the Board be called,

and have invariably received the reply that there is no busi-
ness of importance to demand a meeting. * * Since
our last meeting the Legislature has met, and donated to the
Commission Fund §15,000, besides the annual appropriation
of $5,000. These sums are being expended without even tho
formality of any Board meeting, or without the method of tha
expenditure being considered officially by the Board.
Respondents replying, stale as follows:

"Mr. Redding, in a letter to the Hon. R. H.
Buckingham, dated December 22, 1SS4, made the fol-

lowing pointed and personal request: 'Please, in printing
the report you sent me, do not attach my name as signing
the same, or as one of the Commissioners approving the
same, or any way until you hear from me further, as I may
deem it best for me to submit to the Governor a minority
report, ' etc. In the printed report respondents recommended
the appropriation of the $15,000 above mentioned, to be
used by the Commission in the building of a steam launch
and in the erection of a State salmon hatchery. Aided by
your Excellency's approval, the recommendation received
favorable legislative consideration, and the appropriation for

the purposes mentioned, was made. Respondents had rea
son to believe that the said Redding was not favorable to the
appropriations made, for the purposes mentioned. The
threatened minority report, the finding of which has been
anxiously awaited by respondents, has not b6en presented.
Availing themselves of the right and duty to do so, respond-
ents have often as urgency required and opportunity per-

mitted, held special meetings, at which a majority of the
Board have been present. At these meetings ali matters
relating to the fish industry of the State, the building of the
steam launch, the erection of the State salmon hatchery,

were carefully considered. In the speedy and proper doing
of the work, entrusted to the care and direction of the re-

spondents, by the Board of Fish Commissioners, respondents
have not permitted any vain, quarrelsome or disturbing ele-

ment to interfere. Respondents take great pleasure in stat-

ing that the steam launch is now afloat doing royal service;

that the State salmon hatchery is nearly completed, and that

in its construction, dimensions, capacity and furnishings,

the State salmon hatchery is entirely satisfactory to the Board
of Fish Commissioners of California, and will be to your
Excellency and the people of the State.

,

The answer seems to be conclusive and in the absence of a

rejoinder from Mr. Redding we incline to the belief that tho
charges would never have been made if the gentlemen could
have inspected the accounts and vouchers of the Commission.
As the matter stands the trouble appears to be that Mr. Red-
ding was personal'y offensive to the majority of the CommiH-
sion, and was slighted and treated with contumely, to such a

degree as to make it unpleasant to meet with the Commission,
and inconvenient for him to know just what was being done,
and as a consequence the gentleman magnified what on its

face appeared to be either an error, or willfully wrong act.

We have taken pains to learn the facts about the Coleman
check, and state that the check was sent to Mr. Buckingham,
received by him as the— Deputy Treasurer, an
office he has filled ever since Judge Dibble
was made Terasurer, cashed and the amount credited by Mr.
Buckingham upon an account due him from the Commission
Fund, and in the account filed in the Controllers' office by
Mr. Buckingham, the cheek appears all right, except that it

appears as though having been received in August instead of
September, a clerical error of no moment. It seems to us
folly to presume that the Governor, the State Board of Ex-
aminers, the Controller nnd State Treasurer, all of whom
must be more or less acquinted with the transactions of the
Fish Cornmissioned, would combine to defeat honesty in the
expenditure of the few hundred dollars appropriated to the
use of the Fish Commission.
We learn from Deputy Fish Commissioner, W. C. Jones,

that the 6team launch recently built for the Commission id

proving an excellent investment. She is speedy, cheap to

run, and is a terror to the illicit fishermen.
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AQUATICS.
There has been much growling of Inte at the

olerk of the weather, by both the rowing men
aed those who sail, albeit only a, few of the
owners of small yachts and their friends seek
pleasure in ploughing about the bay, rain or
shine, blow high or blow low. I accidentally
encountered a rough weather amateur salt

last Tuesday evening, and there was an ex-

pression on his countenance which betokened
tlfiit something of more than ordinary import
tance, had happened to cast a gloom over his
usually sonny nature. "Why, Cap," I asked,
"why don't you relieve yonr zoiDd? You look
as though you had lost your best friend."
"When I last saw you," he replied, "yon

said it would be well to get in somewhere out
of the weather. Well, I did. I had to make
a trip over to Oakland, and on coming back to

the city I ran into Mission creek, and here I

thought nothing could touch me. During a
btief absence Sunday night, a lively breeze
qirang up, and although I had out rubber
fenders, the sides of the sloop were badly
obafed. I wonldn't have had it happenfor—

"

"Never mind, it can't be helped now. Paint
it over and look out nest time. Did the

southeaster of Monday night do any damage?'"
"Not to any of the yachts. Several small

boats were broken into splinters, and the large

float belonging to the Pioneer Rowing Club
went adrift and got completely wrecked

.

There are no yachts on Mission bay now, all

of them haviDg been taken to more protected

anchorage. Howl! I should say it did."

"Don't you think your craft would have
rode it out if you had given her plenty of

scope f"

"No doubt she would. The anchor holds
well there, but there is always the danger pi

something being driven down upon you. In
such a case you part your ancbor line, and
then you have a lively time of it, I assure
you."

There was a meeting of the Paeific Coast
Rowing Association last Monday higfrt.- The
principal business under consideration was in

relation to the Regatta to be held on Thanks-
giving Day. The entries so far for the single

scull contest are as follows: John Sullivan,

of the Pioneer, William Growney, of the

Ariels, Dennis Griffin and Henry Henceman.
For the other contests the entries were

:

Ariel Club, San Francisco—Lapstreak pro-

fessional: L. Stevenson, W. H. Growney,
Robert Christy and John Blake. Amateur sin-

gle: T. Brown and Walter Blake.

Golden Gates, San Francisco—William
I)unn, J* B, Kelly, Dennis Griffin and J. H.
Flynn; Amateur barge: J. M. Murphy, P.

i. "Murphy, Henry Tank and Henry Rudolph.
Dolphin Club, San Francisco-=Frofessional

barge: George Van Gulphin, E. Leutgens, F.'

Conway and J. E. Peterson. Amateur barge:

Adam Schuppert, J. E. Smith, E. Gerlach
and A. P. Rothkopp.
• Stockton Oiub, Stockton—Amateur shell:

J. H. Condell. Professional barge: Hence-
man, C. J. Wolf, R. Camaona and L. Oser.

Amateurs: H. Condell, L. Haas, T. Tenn-
reson andC. Aaron.

Pioneers, San Francisco—Amateur shell:

Charles C. Long and G. W.Hall. Amateur
barge: G. W; Hall. L. A. Moore, J. Ellis and
C. H.Long.
Amity Club, Stoektorj—Professional barge:

Graham, Dean, Creamer and Bishoff. Ama-
teur barge: Moore, Hutchison^ Butler and
Snyder. Amateur single: Ladd and Hick-

man. Professional single: Dave Dean.
Owing to the number of entries in each of

the races the participants will have to row in

the creek, the space between the Narrow
Gauge railroad wharf and the ledge of rocks

being too narrow to permit of more than two
to start in a race. There is one great objec-

tion to the creek proper, and this is the inter-

ruption caused by the passing ferry-boats,

whieh kick up a lively swell in passing. The
aeullers are told that they will not find this

as annoying as they fear it will be, and that

the start can be so timed for each event, as

to preclude the possibility of auy race being

delayed, or interfeied with by any of the

boats. This, it would appear, could be easily

arranged, if the man having the starting in

band attends properly io his duties.

I

when so rigged need not be attended to when
going about. It can be flattened down when

I eailing, close hauled or let out when running,
' by the man at the tiller with his right hand,
and without takiug his attention from the
'course he is sailing. Of th* two rigs the

sloop always look> the more yachtish, and

j

this alone should be enough in its favor to

t
outweigh all the advantages claimed for the

plunger.

Another meeting was held by the Rowing
Association on Wednesday evening, to per-

fect their arrangements for the regatta. The
dilatory South-ends had a clause in the con-
stitution of the association regarding the
time where entries should be made, sus-

pended and announced their entries which
included contestants for the single scull race,

the professional barge race, and the amateur
barge rae«. There was considerable interest

taken in the drawing fas) positions

which resulted as follows Amateur
single shell— J. H. Condell, first choice; Geo.
W, Hall, second; C. C. Long, tUrf; T.Bro-wni,

fourth; J. Ladd, fifth; W. Blake, sixth; S.

Heckman, seventh. Professional single shell

—D. Deanp, H. E. Henceman, N. Lahyberger,
Growney, in the order given. Amateur barge

—Amity crew. Dolphin, Stockton crew.

Pioneer, Golden Gate, South-end. Lapstreak

—Golden Gate, Ariel. Professional barge

—

South-eud, Amity, Dolphin, Stockton. The
oarsmen will leave this city next Thursday at

nine o'clock. A barge will be provided tLem
for transporting their barges and shells across

the hay.
A report is being circulated that HeDTy

White, until recently part owner of the

sehooDer yacht, Fleur-de-Lis, has purchased
the sloop Annie, This sloop is the famous
little eraft which conveyed Boss Tweed from
the scene of his rascalities when New York had
become tox> rxBdesirable for him as a place

of residence and landed him on the coast of

Spain. The sloop was brought out here by
George Howes on the deck of one of his hand-
some vessels and during his ownership of her

she was one of the haudsomest and neatest

kept flyers on the bay. As to her speed all

who take an interest in yachting are so well

posted as to it that nothing need here be said.

I recently heard a good story about Howes
which may here be appropos. There had
been a race and the Annie had reaped fresh

honors in most gallant style. After crossing

the winning point anchor was dropped and
sails lowered and preparations made to re-

fresh the inner man. All was soon ready
and the tables were stacked up with a most
tempting repast. Someone in the cabin was
just about to dive in, so to speak, when
Howes said, "One moment sir, no one need
be in a hurry here, the crew are on deck,"

and then turning to the steward he said.

"Load up that tray aud ta! e it up to them."
And there was as much champagne drank on
deck as in the cabin that day. J. M.

Constant Reader.
Would you be so kind as to give a brief de

scription of Jay Gould's yacht in your aqua-

tic column? By so doing you would oblige.

Gould's steam yacht is 225 feet in length with

a beam of 26 feet. She draws about 15 feet of

water. In model she greatly resembles Ben-
nett's yacht. She is handsomely finished in

rare woods. The cost of building and fitting

her is reported to have been $150,000.

I do not know why it is, so many men who
sail in craft belonging to their friends, so

persistently advocate the plunger rig for small

yachts. "It's so handy" they say. "You
can make a landing without carrying away
your bowsprit or breaking your bobstay, and
when yon wish to go along you have no jib-

sheets to bother with/' Now this seem plaus-

ible and a man even after he has graduated

from the Grade of novices in the exciting pas-

time of sailing, might be excused for pnttiug

faith in it. My advice to all those who intend

to build and come out with a plunger rig is

—don't, don't spoil the appearance of a

good looking little craft or make a poo:ly

modeled one look even meaner by so doing.

If you are not stupid or careless you will not

lose more than one or two bowsprits before

you get so accustomed to your craft that you
can make a landing without smashing into

things. As for bothering with the jibsheets

when you are out and have no one to assist

you, it is not necessary that you should.

Have a small block on the foot of your jib,

make one end of the sheetline fast to an dye

1h the deck—have it just inside of the chfdn-

p^laits cm tire pert Side—tlre"n inTi the sheet-

line through the block on the jib and then aft

to a cleat on the starboard side. The jib

KILLIP & CO.,

laye Stoffc and «cueral Auctioneers, 116

Mihi mumcy St, San Francisco.

PEREMPTORY SAI^E OF

ROAD HORSES,
HACK TEAMS,

Express & Truck Horses.

Hacks, Buggies, Rock-
aways, Harness,

Robes, Etc.

STANFORD
STAKES
1888.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1885,
S17.T each, $25 payable on the 1st of January, 188C, at
wbicb time the stakes will close. 350 on the Ip* of
January. 1887, and firm thirty days be.'ore the day
fixed for trotting, whatever amount up to be o^n-
sid red forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-
lated time incurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The ra e to be heats of a mile, best three in
five, to harness. First to receive ais-ninths of the
whole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-
ninth. In addition to the slakes and forfeits, the
proportion of the gate money, profit on pool eales
and all other sources of emolument ^m constitute
ihe gross amount, to be divided in the foregoing pro-
portions. Five or more subscribers to fill. TbD wee
io be trotted in Ifc88. not sooner tl an the latt«» port
of August. The exact date tu be fixed and announced
on the 1st of January, le(*8, or sooner.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the Natfontt

Trotting Association. Nominations to be m:iie to N.
T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. Railroad office. Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary, Breeieh ahd Sportsman office, on or be-
fore the las day of January, 18W. The colts must be
named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 1st will be eligible.
N. T. SMITH. Treasurer.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary.

Notice.
Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bbuce Lowe,

Hebbeht H. Beown, M.P. I

Nuge>t W. Bbown, I

BROWN "BROS. & CO...

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen,

Axe prepared to accept orders from breeders in
imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Fig ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. «V M> .

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South, "Wales.

Horses for Bali.

Thoroughbreds.
I*AD\r VITA, bm, 6 years, by Thrw CL.^r-.

lerdam Lady Amanda, by Imp. Hurrah. Stinted to
Joe Hooker.

SIK THAD, h s, i years, by Norfolk or Tbad
Stevens, bis dam Lady Amanda.

TOO SOON, cb m, fo»led December 31, 18«7. by
>"oif_lls, ber dam Lady Davis, by Red Bill, the dam of
Dasbaway. Stinted to X X and Antevoio.

EX TEMPLO, cb f, foaled IMS. by TLad
Elevens, her dam Too Soon. Unbroken

TROTTERS.
STRISSIXA BAMSEI^ com. foaled 1101, by

TFhtjjjJe'd BambJetonion, fcej dam, by Complaaier
agisted to Antevoio.

ANTCXXDO. ore, foaled 18»4, bv AnteCT, hi*
dam Puriesima Damsel. Entered in Stanford and
Occident Stakes, ItcT.

My main reason for selling these horse* is lack of
room. Lady Viva is a very handsome mare, and
.showed a great flight of speed when in training.
Having a double cross of Newminster blood, now so
••fashionable" in England, that, and the perform-
ances of her near r latives. insures her be*ng a good
"broodmare Every one of the family bad an inheritance
of speed. Malcolm, Ontario, Regent. Lady Amanda.
Lady Middleton and others of the progenv of Ladv
J^ancaster, had this first qualification of aracehoree
in an eminent degree. The sire of Lady Viva. Tbr. e
Cheers, I always considered a racehorse of tbe highest
class. He could run a quarter inside of 24 secondp,
and so far as coiuu be told from bis work, no race was
too long for him. He is a balf-brotber of Hock-Hock-
ing, sire of St. David, Beaconsfield, Arthur H. and
others.

Sir Tbad showed a wonderful trial when a yearling

;

he hurt his leg in that trial, but so far as can be aeen
now he is perfectly sound.
Too Soon is the dam of Cito. and a balf-alster to

Dashaway, an old-time celebrity.
The Norfolk mares have proved such good breeders

that the blood is valuable.
Ex Tempto is a fine-looking filly of good size amd

fora,. She has not been broken.
In the trotting stud the daughters of Whipple's

Hambletonian have gained distinction.
There are ten by Whipple's Hambletonian In tbn

2:30 list, and the mares by him are superior brood-
mares.

Ant' cedo Is very promising. He is of fine aiza. of
good form, and his action is such to ensure him
trotting fast-

He is broken to harness and engaged in the Stan
ford and Occident Stakes of 1887.
My only reason for selling is a [ask of accommoda-

tion. Were I situated ao as to keep them I would
not sell for double tbe price now put upon them.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
Apply to BKREDEB AXD SPORTSMAN Office.

I Horse C-MPROVBD HORSE LLOTHING

-PROPERTY OF-

D. STEWART,
;
Secured by Letters Patent gffirV^LI'li

, '
:

i

3
8«!-

SATtRDAY. Nov. SStii, at IO O'clock A.M

At Stable, 1 34 Seventh St. The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

Between Mission anl 'Howard, San Francisco.

KILLfP <L- CO., Auctioneers.

TERMS OF SALE.
The sale will be absolute, Mr. Stewart's ill-health

compelling him to retire from business. Parties

purchasing will be required to remove stock at once,
as parties leasing premises take possession Dec. 1st.

TERMS—All sums of 9200 or under cash, Above
that amount ninety days, approved paper. Interest
six per cent, per annum.

FOR SALE
A FILL-BHIU) GORDON S171*TLR DOti, <

Fourteen Months old, [trained.) A"p>ly to

M. STEIV'-rvre S^sm & Stelo,

727 Market Street. I

1 An improved blanket or covering, ixnisistiutfnf the
budv-mece A, flap C, and the extension B, formed oc
united together, so as tocoverthe body and l^Ksuf the
:iitiiii:il, iiiWst.uitialtv as herein described.
2 The blanket or covering A.haTingtheflap C, end

til** extensions B. to fit the fore and hi if l legs or the
animal, front fastenings FG, and the permanentstraps
or bands E, substantially as and forthe purpose uereiu
described. _

3 The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,

permanent Becnrlng-hands E, and the front fastenings

IT G, in combination with tbe elastic neck.eiten.TJMn II,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

t. The blanketA and hoodj Ln combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I. subsUntialh ;is described
aud for the purpose set forth.

5, Theclose-fitUng hood J, having the elastic band L
beneath the Jaws, su that thoj maj be allowed to move
without disturbing the Bt, and adapted to be secured
to tbe cover by means ofstrips, substantial!* as herein
described.

«. The "improvement ui "»«' ring-blank, ts B
-

mala, consisting of the oL.:
and permanent straps or bantu .. secure it
around the body, w.iereby the use ol kos> suidnolea
is ivoidcd, SubstanUaUy as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.

•13? nml 4*1 Patten St., *AK FBAStl*' tl
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The American Clay Bird.
pvery Bird is aNure Flyer. Rain or Dampness Does'Not Aft Them

I-'lirs More Like the Natural rsird.

Is One-ball' <'lieai>er than Any other Target.

FOB SALE BY ALL GUN DEALEKS. Ask to see the American Clay Birl Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,
1 i^litli Street A Gieuway Avenue. Cincinnati, Oliio

J. E. MILLERGeneral Manager.

The Ingleside.

A Journal of General

Literature.

THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE
year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-

venture, Reminiscences of Pioneer Days, Unwritten
Political History. Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-
nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest,

SPECIAL FEATl'RES.
Albert Delpif, the great Freucn writer, wi .

contribute a weekly letter to the Inuleside, on th

Art, Society and Politics of the French Capital.

These letters will be entitled -'Life in Paris."

Bill Nye writes each week exclusively for the
Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-
side has secured the services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of the Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell. Flora Haines
Apponyi, Vda Addis, B. Duncan Milne, Addie
Holnies, and Californian and Eastern writers, are in

process of publication. Among the many depart-

ments which will appear from time to time are:

The Critic's Corner, The Mad World, The Judgment
of Paris, Glimpses into the Past. Palace of Truth,
Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Eeys, Art
Babble, The City, In the Lobby, Leaves from a Note-
Book. Social Events will be chronicled with
thoroughness ana dignity.
Terms of Subscription: 0neyear,S3 00; six months,

81.75; three months, Sl.OU; by carrier.in the city, 36

cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer
in the United States; also by addressing

THE IM»LENII>E. 7 12 Moutgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running, The Cruise of a Yacht
on Wheels,
The Ingleside was recently incorporated, with a

capital stock of 860,0011. Directors and sole Stock-
holders: H. B. McDowell. R. P. Ashe. Milliard Wells.
H. D. Bigelow. W. R. Ashe.

KILLIP & CO.,

LI'VE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Veil in All Cities and Counties oi
tue State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Care, Salinas.
B.P. SARuENT.Gilroy. Johx Boggs, Colusa.

P. A. Fixigax, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dieiz, Courts, Dougherty, Newland A
Hammond, Daniel Cookand others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to onrcare. Sales will he made in all cities
andcounties in the -State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to jiaiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utroostcare. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion,

KIM.IP A CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

John A. McKerron,

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA R M

.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
HaviDg other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and up to the last of January,
1886. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of slallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-brea mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to live year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SALE AT FA1RLAWS.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentleraen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG KOADSTEES, as well as those who want

FIRST-CLASS. STASDARD-BRED TROTTING Slot K

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTrT1 (YNTfi
1 PPTiTfi1 PLAN Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

XJ-IU VSIIU 1 1UUU 1 JJAll price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Important

Notice.
I will have on consignment from the Eastern States

In six weeks a selected lot of yearling Durham Bulls,
Southdown and Oxford sheep. Parlies desiring any
live stock of any breed or age can have them como at
Eame rime by giving me iwo or three week's notice.
Prices moderate for first-class stock.

ROI.LIN P. SAXJB.
Importer, Exporter unit Commission

Merchant.
536 Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Ruse House, 8. I

.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Fennell's Cythiana Boots.

7Z2tn&
are n(

"T
in " s

,

e by ALL the Principal BreedersandTrainers throughout the Onited States. I shalloner taem at low prices, and from their superior fit-ting qnalmes ami the excellent materials us-d thev arepronoimeed by experts the cheapest boots made.

"

J. O'KAXR, J67 Market SL,

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and SaddlerrGoods of all kinds. *

MAMTACTUIiEn i)F

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOE CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
a Specially.

230& 232 Ellis St., opp.Fashiun BtftV.lP.8an Francisco

A. Ewtng. O. 8. Ewikg.

Pool Room Saloon,
*f « DEPOSIT STREET.

Killip ft Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Beading room, containing the
Ebeeder and Spobtsmsn. N. V. Spi-it, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wines, UlqnarB,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence,

EWING BROS., Proprietors.

To Control :iii<lT EdiicaK the Trotter. RoatLster.
or rarriase Homp. and lo Kreak the Colt.

XO HORSE < A> GET HIS TONGUE OYER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure I'm Mtmi. Side Pulllne
EtlEKiiiyr-Ton-itiel.ollliiji.and will . ->t make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MR. W. W.BAIR. of Cincinnati, O., writes that it worned to

his complete BatJafacfaon.
MR. JOHN MCRHPY, or Fleetwood Parli. New York, ad-

vocates i's use by every horseman asauarlicle of great merit.
The fiim of HIGBIE & PORTER, trainers and drivers.

Canton. III. say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we. can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers.
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the drirer. We advise all to give it :l trial."

J. W. PAGE. Esq., of Cheyenne, Wy.. says : 'The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures bablts where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, Of Albany. N. Y., savs it is the boss.
'

MFSSRS. BAKER AND HARRIGAN. Great Meadow Farm ,

Comntockfi, N. Y„ claim 11 is the best they ever tried

.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege
of examination. No. 1. nickel. S3; No. 2, ex. nickel, il; No. H. half silver, ororoide, SS; No. 4. full silver
or oroide, SC. For Bale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

in Ordering Give Width of Mouth, Measuring From Outside oi Cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are cautioned to Itewure of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements of this itii. Look for Name and Onte of Patent on eaeh
one.

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove, Sail Mateo Co.,
b Oholce lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelv.
months old, bred from the best strains of Premium
ptock, which I import -yearly from England direct
APPlyto Wm. Corbltt,

218 California St.,

Knn Francisco.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs, Bruce & Brien have established a general

Live Stock and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Park
Row. New York city. They are prepared to pur-
chase or Bell live slock of all kinds. Including cattle,
Bheep, hogs, dogs, stable outfits, or anything either
useful or ornamental. We have on hand a number
of flrst-clasB horses, ready to racv; steeplechasers,
broodmares, stallionB, yearlings and weanliugs. of
the best and most desirable strains for sale; also
trotters and pacers of standard blood. Send stamp
for catalogue.

BRUCE ft BRIEN.
Jl Park Row, New York City.

P, 0. Box 902.
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Pacific Coast Tips and Toe Weights.

BLOOD HORSE A Natural and Plain Method of

Association. Horse Shoeing,

Fall Meeting,

1885.
BAY DISTRICT COURSE,

—SAX FRANCISCO.—

XOV Jtli. lOlb. IStll a u. I I4l!i

PROGRAMME.
SE<OM> DAY—Saturday, Nov. 21sT.

Xo. 6. Purse ?4 n, of wbich ?lflO io second horse

;

for all ages Three-quarter mile heats.

.,o 7. THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds—
£10 each, p. V- ; £400 added; first horse to receive the
added ruouey; second horse to receive the slakes:
winners of a stafee race of the value of SI.'HjO before
the closing of these entries to carry rule weights;
horses that have not won a stake of that value
allowed five pounds; non-winners allowed ten
pounds. Five-eighths of a mile.

No. 8. THE PARK STAKES, for all ages—$50 each;
S25 forfeit: S500 added, of which SlOf) to second ; third
to save slake. One mile and three-eighths.

No. 9. Purse S3ftfl, of which £50 to second horse;
for all ages: horses not having won a race this year
np to the clo=ins of these entries allowed 111 pounds.
Seven-eighths of a mile.

No. 10. Race and conditions to Le announced on
the first day of the meeting.

THIRD DAY.

No. 11. SELLING POKSF—$5GU; of which $100 to
second horse; fixed valuation SI.uOk; two pounds al-
lowed for each jinn below and three pounds added
for each SH'O above fixed valuation. 5Ltle heats.

No. 12. THE FINIGAN STAKES, for two-year-olds
— £50 each; 325 forfeit: S25n ad'led; second to save
stake. One mile. Closed Aiigust~)st, 1881, with 20
nominations.

No. 13. THE RAILROAD HANDICAP STAKES, for
all ages—$1«0 each; §50 forfeit; $i5 declaration;
SI ,000 added ; first horse to receive 60 per cent, of all

moneys: second horse 30 per cent.; third horse in per
cnt. Weights announced on Tuesday, November
10th, the second day of the meeting: declarations to
be made with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock p.

ii. of that day. One mile and a quarter.

No. 14. THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds-
8100 each; $25 forfeit* $300 added; second to receive
$150; third to save stake. Two miles. Closed August
], 1833, with 22 nominations.

No. 15. Race and conditions to be announced and
closed with the Secretary on the second day of the
meeting.

FOl'KTH DAY.
No. 10. Purse -S400. of which S1O0 to second; tor

two-year-olda. "Winner of any tivo-year-old stake
race of the value of SI ,000 to carry rule weights; all

others allowed five pounds. One mile.

No. IT. THE JTJDSON STAKES, for all ages—$50
each; §25 forfeit; $500 added; second to receive $100;
third to save stake. "Winner of the Welcome. Park
or Fame Stakes, at this meeting.to carry five pounds :

of any two. seven pounds: of the three, ten pounds
extra. One mile and a half

No. 18. THE EALDWIN STAKES, post stake, for
all ages—-?25ueacb, p.p.: §1,000 added: second to re
ceive $400; third to save stake. Four miles.

No. 19. Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; $25
each; $10 declaration; -=-H;n added; second horse to
receive £11)0. Weights announced Thursday. No-
vember 12th. the third day of the meeting; declara-
tions with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock of that
dav. One mile.

No. 2lj. Race and conditions to be announced [and
closed on the third day of the meeting.

CONDITIONS.

Entries close with the Secretary on Thursday, Oct.
15, l»85.

Starters in all races must be named on or before 6

o'cl. ck p. m. of the day preceding the race.
Parties not having colors already registered will he

required to record colors at the time of making en-
tries, and after record will not he allowed to ride in
other colors*.

Entrance free for starters in purses. Non-starters
can declare out at <i p. si. the day preceding the race,
by paying 5 per cent. After that time can only be ex-
cused by presiding judge, and in snch case ttu ptr
cent, on amount of purse ran 1*! be paid.
Non-members will be placed on the same footing

as members of the association in regard to the pay-
ment of purses and stakes advertised; and should
there be a deficiency the winners wiil receive a pro
rata division.

All nominations in stakes and entries in purses
must be made on or before October )">. 1*8-% with the
Secretary. Jos. Cairn Simpson, No. 5t)8 Montgomery
street, San Erancisco. To he valid, they must be de
livered to the Secretary, or plainly postmarked on or
before that day— October 15th
The assoctation reserves th° right to postpone

races on account of unfavorable weather or other
sufficient cause.

P. A I iniiiaii. President.
Jos. Cairn Simpson, Secretary.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Oraduate of

Ontario Veterinary to!

lege. Toronto, (anuda,

9**inary infirmary. 371 ZVaioma st
Residence, 006 Howard St . SnnFranciflco

.....WITH A. 1ST APPENDIX
Treating of the Action of the Bace Horse and Trotter as shown h\

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Ronnd-hoof'd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."
—Skakesp&tre.

o

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Beeedee and Sportsman, San Erancisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights," Mr. Simpson
has bad many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training"* we ever read. 3?or several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoof
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Air. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to

do with our conversion. We would not take §50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, 51; cloth, $1.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

**Tips and Toe Weights." a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Beeedee and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better, system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. "We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News. ,

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as awriteron the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting tor a
sumber of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Brezder a>:d Sfoetsmjin, San
Francisco, Cal. Sir. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, wbich is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. X.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe'of the foot. By" their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20$. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment a*, you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Eural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:201, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 1G seconds while s

four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for »10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoo, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot'fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he gotarecord of 2:20?, last half in 1:13$; first money in purse at Sacramento,
5500; second money at Stockton, $250;the Stanford Stakes, ?1. 672; and the Embryo, $870, making r cash
return for the season of $4,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will he given a complete history of the treatment of Antevc'o, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopfst to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Spohisman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as

thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. _ anticipate valuable accessions of knowled^p from *he
revelations of the microsco'.e. Jus. CaUcn Siau -•...

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.-50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order ..

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

S. cared by Letters I atent, Jnly 25, 1882.
Having thus described my invention, what 1 china

is new, and desire t<. Becure ray letters patent, is:
1. Tht- pun D,supported bj the sld* straps ul the bri-

ll*;, extenciiiig buck »b shown, tlie front having an
opening into which the blind is lltted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions U,
die curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the liliml and allow it to he
set,substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
deceB D and blinds F, as shown, the Btraps or bands
i and H, connecting the branches or extensions
md below the eyes, and haviiie thf adjusting slides «>r

'•tickles, substantially as ao tor the purpose nereir
Iescribed.

-i. In a bridle, and in com [nation with the Bdinde F,
supported aid pivoted to the bridle so as to ue mova-
de about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the i e;ir hard I and t lie

throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with nniversal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and *t the
same time giving complete control of the line • •£

vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
30ini thing of the same eltect on the action follows as
is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
wi, en young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
iw»n«l the n-nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKIltKON,
. No. 2« and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco

•

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIFL S,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOB—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
.11 I I. AM" s KENTUCKY REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED Duo MEDICINES
FACTORY-]5St. Mary's Square, Liraiinghoin, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 63« MONTGOMERY ST.. 8. F.

Ashniont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
ofAmerica and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE OWSEKS «F

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
I

For Sale by all the Principal Booluellem
or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Ashmont's Book,
FOR SALE AT l'VBHSFER'S PRICE, BI

< i. A K k <> I <; II a <; <> i. < ii i:n .

3U and B33 MONTGOMERY ST.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application tc

PAUL PRIEDHOFER,
3nt Ttilrd St., San Francliwo

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder .jf thoroughbred Jersey Onttl regrprered !

Jerseye ofbotb uexen for pal*. Po8iofHc« nddresB,
Ban Francisco, Cal. '

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Pest St.

San Francisco.

Tbe moat popular school on the Coast.

E. P. BF.ALD Frcfliaont. 0.8. HAL!
jtaTSend forclrcular.TSJ
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Southern Pacific Co.
.PACIFIC SYSTEM.

Trains leave, am! are Un« to arrive ai
Suu Fraiieiwco.

FroHiOct. 14. I8S3. hi-;

48:00 A
8:00 a

"H*0 p
^30 a :

4:00 v :

•5:00 P :

S^O a ;

«S.-00 a ;

3:30 P :

3:30 P :

ao.-oo a j

3:00 P 1

3;00 P !

7 .-30 A :

*:00 ai
7:30 A 1

"3:00 PI
*;00 C ]

"••U-OO T ]

ea» a j

tW :00 a !

'3«0 P !

8:00 A 1

•9:30 A )

•3;30 P I

•9 :30 a !

..Byron

..Calistoga and Napa..

r.

..Colfax

..Delta, Redding and Portland
...Gait via Martinez
..lone via Livermore ,>..

..Knight's Landing
„ Livermore and Pleasanton..
..Martinez
.Milton.
j MoJrive.Penjiner, t Express.
J El Paso and East. ( Emigrant
Niles and Haywards.

..iOgden audi Express..
East ( Emigrant

. Red Bluff via Marysville

...Sacramento, via Llvermore.
" via Benicia
*' via Benicia.
" via Benicia

...Sacramento Elver Steamers.

...San Jess. ...

..Stockton via Llvermore
" via Martinet
*' via Martinez

..Tulare and Fresno

o ao a m
6:10 P M
5:40 P M
6:40 p st

0:40 a u
5:40 P M
) :10 a M
3:40 A M
5:10 P M
r:10 P M
j:40 a Si

):40 a M
1-A0 p M
1:10 a M
1:10 a si

i:40 p si

i:40 P M
5H0 p m
1:10 a W
):10 a m
3:00 a V
S;40 P H
J:40 p 3d

1:40 A *
i:40 p «
' :10 p U
i:40 a m
f:10 P a

Froiii Han Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—«6:00—*6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
S;BU—9:00—S: 30— 10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12 :3C

—1:00—1:50—2 .-00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00— 11:00 —
•12:00.

TTO FRCIT VALE—"6:00—*6:30— "7:00— *7:30— »S:00-
*8;50—»3 :S0—*» :00—*i :30—*5 :00—*5:30— «6 :00— *6 :30 -
S:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—6:30—{11:00
—•12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:30-
9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—$11:30—12:00—112:30-
1-00—11:80—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8:30
—9-00—19:30—10:00—^0:30—11:00-111:30 — 12:00—1:<X)

—2-00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:00— *6:3Q— 7:00—«7:30—
i8:00—•3:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—Jl:00—2:00—3:00—1:00
—•4:30-5:00—•5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00.

To San Francisco Daily.

JFROM FRUIT VALE—-6:23—-6:53—*7:23—*7:3S—*HiS
•8:53—*9:23—•l(i:2I—•4:23—^:53—•5:23—•5:53—*6:23

-

•6:53—7 25—9:50.
FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5:15— *5:45

-

16:45—19:15—*3:16.
FROM EAST OAKLAND— •5:30— »6:00— 6:30— 7:00-

7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30
12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:0ft—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than fr.'in East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:22—"5:52— •6:22— 6:52—*7:22—

7:52—*»:22—6:52—9:22— 9:52— 110:22— 10:52— 1.11;22-
11:52—112:22—12:52—tl:22— 1:52—2:52—3:22—3:52—4:22
-4:52—5:22—5:52-6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—*o:45—"6:15—6:45—*7:I5—
7:45—•8:15— 8^5—t9:15-9:45—J;10:15— 10:45 — til:15-
11:45—12:45—1:45—2:45 — 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—«:45—7:45—8:45—9:45—10:45.

FROM \VEST BERKELEY—•5:45—'6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45— J9 :15—9:45—10:45— J12H5— 1:45— 2:45—
3:45—4:45—•5:15—5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7:15.

(KEEK HOI IK.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—1:15—9:15—11:15—1;15—
3:15-5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6d5—8:15—10:15—1?;15—2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. {Sundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F.

, N. TOWSE,
Gen. Manager.

T. EL GOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk. Agt.

South Pacific Coast Railroad.

(NARROW-GAUGE.)

SPECIAL NOTICE

TO HUNTERS.

Commencing SUNDAY, Nov. 1, 18S5, and continuing
eveiv Ruudav until further notice, the South Pacific
Coast R. It will run a SPECIAL HUNTERS' TRAIN,
leaving San Francisco at 4 a. M.,stopping at Alameda,
San Leandro, San Lorenzo, Russell's, Mt. Eden,
Alvarado. Halls. Newark, Draw Bridges, Alyiso, Ag-
news, Sauta Clara, and San Jose. Returning, will
leave San Jose at 5 i\ m., arriving in San Francisco at
7:05 r u, This train will stop at all intermediate
stations.
The regular train going out from San Francisco at

8:30 a. m., will Btop at all stations. Speciil hunter's
excursion tickets on sale to all stations at greatly re-
duced ratr«. ficket offices, 222 Montgomery St. and
foot of Market St , S. F. , Alameda Mole, 7th and Web-
ster Sts.. and 12th and Webster SLs., Oakland; Park
St., Alameda.

I,. FILL»ORE,
General Superintendent.

W. T. Fitzgerald,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

iiSTANDARD
Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges'

(Under Chamberlin Patents.)

BY THE

Selby Smelting and Lead Co

416 Montgomery St.,

BAN FBANCISCO, Cal.

w

J_

CINCINNATI, O..Oct. 2l6t. 1SS5.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO., CLEVELAND, O.

Gentlemen: I have the priviledge of apprising vouthatl
have just received the 500 shells ordered by me Monday, the 19th
inst. You received this letter yesterday and I have the Bhells
this morning, in advance of the mail. I am ven much pleased
with your ammunition. It is certainly much better than can he
loaded by hand. As soon us 1 get rid of the stock of powder and
shells I have on hand, I shall shoot no other kind except yours.
Will yon kindly quote me price i:i lots of 500, on load No. 42, wood
powdereartridges.exctpt that t want the powdei mixed.half dead
shot FFG and half wood powder D, say 4Vi drachmB mixture; in
other respects just as stated in your catalogue. Since beginning
this letter, your letter of the 2uth came to hand. I enclose you
herewith my check for $15. Please send me receipted bill.

Yours truly W. E. Shattuc.
President N. A. K. C

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

Henry Payot. Isaac Ui*ham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE A>D IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONEBS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,
104 Snnsome Street, Near Pine,

BANtFBAKOISOO

SLINN'S DUCK CALL,
The Latest and Very Best Duck

Call Yet Made.

PRICE BY MAIL 75 CENTS.

Corduroy Hats,
WITH LINED BRIM,

Double Stitched,

PRICE .... 81.

Canvas Hats,

LINED WITH GREEN,
Double Stitched,

PRICE ... . si.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Dej.ot

fTownseud street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco.

Lf*™B I
Commencing Oct. 13, 1SS5. I

A
£
K

j.
VK

ifiHOAp f
8:30 a

i?-^n£l I San Mateo, Redwood and J

T-1SJ
f

ilenloPark.

•5:15 p 1

6:30 PU

8;28 A
•8:10a
9 :WS a

•10A2A
3:S6p

t5 :02 p
6:0B P

8:30a|~) C| 9:08A
10:40 a 'Santa Clara, 9an Jose and J

1 M0:02a
•:1:30p| f Principal Way stations, 1

|
3:36 P

4;3Qpy L H :U8 P

Castroviile,

Hollister and Tres Plnos.

, i Watsonville, Autos, Suquel I Camp ) . CJ.a „
> Capltolai and Santa Cruz.. 'J \ I

8 *• p

H»:40a Soledad and Way stations RflS P

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.
•.Sundays excepted. t-Sundayp onlv (.Sriartriinen's ir.tin.)

Standard Time furnished by Kandolph >t Co , S. F.
Stawe covnrctions are made with the HMO a. m.

Train, except Pescadero stages via San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with «:30 a. m. Train.

Spkcml Ru u Nr. -trip Tickkts, -it reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos, ftoqnel and Santa Cruz; also, to
Paraiso and Paso Rohles Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
(•nr fi..nnMB*nnlv ' SoW SUNDAY MORNING

; good
i- or Sundaj s onij

,

J f ()r return game (lav
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturoav and Sunday- only;

Sundav and- good for return until Following Mon-
Monday, I tlay, inclusive, at the following rntt's:

Bound Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San li"*.mo
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks
MenloPark...
Mavfield

Satta
Moil
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount 'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos....
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

SiittO
Mon.

225
2 60
2 50
4 00
5 00
5 00

5 00
5 no

Ticket Officks.— Passenger Depot, TownBend
street, Valencia-street station, and No. 613 Market
street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H. R.JTDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TEB

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line foneaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Snooting and Fishing.
TKAINS LEAVE BAN FRANCISCO DALLT FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful_Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and tba best of shooting

niav be had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DET.
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AKE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for Burf battling. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathe, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to thoie well-known
Watering Place3,

ajptos. soqnx akd sajtta ckcz,
13 VIA THE NOKTHKKN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of. Sit Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, «j»nt.i Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

:fuall. Pigeon. Snipe, Dock, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOR and SAN ANDREAS are
reached bv this line. Stages connect with trains daily

at San Ma'teo for those well-knnwn Jtetrt-ats. IT Ills.

SIMA, SAN UKEOORIO and FESCAJ'KRti. We
would particularly call attention to tin- unlimited ex-

tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and MrMA-
HON'S forKlFJ.K 1'lTAi.TICK.
Tlu-se rosurts are but a abort distant-.* fn.in San

Frauclsco and offer Bpecial indncemeute to tie lovers

of this manly eport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
when curried In Baggage cars and put in charge of

Trim Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Inst ru*-
.

>A

to Issue CHECKS for all dots received in Baggage

fiSTln order to guard against accidents to Dogs
while in transit, it Is necessary that they be twovlued

wtli COLLAR AND CHAIN. Onus and Fishing

ru-kie "in be carriedfreeofcharge, otmstakfii apart

and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be

taken in Passenger Care. _ .

TIC RET i iFFICE—Passenger Depot, low nsr-nd

street, Valencia station, and No 618 Market Bfe, Grand
H
a!o BASSETT, H. R.JTJDAH,

. q,,r orlntpn'lrnt. Aunt
.
Fnw. find Tkt. Agt.



SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1885.
SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLAHS A YEAB

Fall Meeting of the Blood Horse Association.

Second day, Nov. 21st.—About noontime the weather was
pleasant. The sun was shining, and though there were omi-
nous banks of clouds to the northward, the greater portion of

the southern sky was clear.

The heavy rains had put freshness and life over the whole
country. The hills to the summits show green, and Golden
Gate Park could not appear brighter. A bright emerald was
in the grass plats, a brighter hue on the foliage of the trees

and an intense brilliancy in the parterres. The flowers were
in the most gorgeous bloom, and the plumage of the quails

as they flitted about from the grass to the coppices seemed to

have acquired a fresher lustre. At this period of the

day the air was comfortable, later there was chilliness,

and when the time came for the horses to be marshalled on
the course it was decidedly uncomfortable. It could not be
otherwise than that the track would be muddy. Partially

dried on Friday, the heavy rains which followed soaked it

thoroughly. Still, it was faster than if the mud had been
stiffer, and the horses splashed through it resolutely, and
without such a falling off in speed as many anticipated.

First Kace—Purse $400 ; of which $100 to the second horse; for all

ages; weight for age. Three-quarter-mile heats.

"W. B.Todhunter, ch c Estill, a, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 113
lbs Appleby 1 1

3. B. Haggin, ch h Marc Daly, 4, by imp Eyrie Daly, dam Cor-
delia, 118 lbs Duffy 2 2

E. F. Fallon, b m Lottie L„ aged, by 'Wildidle, dam Vixen, 115

lbs Henry 3 3
J. Green, b h Joe G., aged, by Joe Daniels, dam by "Woodburo,

118 lbs Boss
Time, 1:203, 1:21.

Pools: Hirst heat—Marc Daly 550, Estill £45, field $15. Second heat—
Estill $110. field 550. Mutuels paid, first heat, 513.10; second heat, 55.95.

Betting: 6 to 5 against Marc Daly, 4 to 5 Estill, 15 to 1 Lottie L.,20 to 1

Joe G.

The Race—First heat.—As usual Estill had to show some
wilfulness, not so much as on the Saturday before, though
enough to try the patience of the spectators. When the flag

fell Marc Daly rushed off with the lead. Estill in close pur-

suit, and when the nalf-niile post was passed in 26 seconds,

the head of Marc Daly was on the hip of the leader. In
rounding the turn Estill steadily closed the distance between
them, and when the straight work on the homestretch was
reached Estill had gained the lead. From thence he had it

all his own way, winning in a gallop in l:20f, Marc three

lengths behind, the others some distance in the rear. After

this heat Estill was the favorite at §110 to S30 on all the

others, and it did not take long after the signal to start was
given to prove that this high estimate was correct.

Second Heat.—There was scarcely as much trouble in get-

ting them off as before. Estill did some bucking and cavor-

ting, one of his favorite freaks being to run the reverse way
of the track nearly a quarter of a mile before he conld be

stopped. The heat was similar to the first, Daly leading to

nearly the same point, when Estill passed him and won stil

easier some six lengths in the lead of Marc Daly, Lottie L
t

half a length further back, Joe G. far in the rear. Time, 1 :21.

Second Race—The Equity Stakes, for two-year-olds; $10 each.p.p.;
$K)0 added; first horse to receive the added money; secoud horse to re-
ceive the stakes; winners of astakerace oE the value of S1,000 before
the cloaingof these entriesto carry rule weights; horses that have not
won a stake of that value allowed five pounds; nun.winners allowelten
pounds. Five-eighths of a mile. 12 nominations.

R. P. Ashe's ch c, Ed. Corrigan, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Ziecka. 105 lbs .- Kelly 1

Kelly ALynch's be, Plato, by Shannon, dam Planetia, 105 lbs... loung 2
R. P. Ashe's ch c, Ingleside, by Norfolk, dam Illusion, 105 lbs

Peppers 3

Wm' Boots' iJ"f.~£eda. by Nathan Coombs, dam Gypsey, 97 lbs
Winehell

A. JV Aenew'i, b f, Queen Kapiolani, by Joe Hooker, dam Big Gun, S7

log
"

__ _ Chariston
F. DemJistVr's

"{>' Y/ KdeiVveiss, bv Joe Hooker, dam Yolone, 1W lbs
r

_., Ross
Time, 1:07.

Pools: Mr. Ashe's pair, $150; Edelweiss, §150; Plato, $100; field. 530.

BetfcinE^a fco 5 against Edelweiss, 5 to 2 Plato and Ashe's pair, 15 to 1

Queen Kapiolani, 30 to 1 Leda. Value of stake to winner $100; to second

9120.

The Race—It was a troublesome job to get the youngsters

off. Edelweiss would break away again and again, and then

the namesake of the Sandwich Island Queen would try her

heels through the mud. After a long delay the flag fell to

rather a bad start for a race of so short a distance. Corrigan

had rather the advantage, Plato and Queen Kapiolani two or

three lengths behind. Edelweiss made the running, and

when a furlong had been made she led by a trifle. The white

face of Corrigan, however, was on her shoulder at the half-

mile pole, and when about midway of the turn he was

slightly in the lead. With the exception of Kapiolani the

others were bunched, and so close to the leader that it was

impossible to tell the positions occupied. Half way down the

stretch there was the same close order, though from thence

Corrigan and Plato drew away, and the contest for the rest of

the distance was very exciting. Until within forty yards of

home, the issue was in doubt, when the run to make up the
distance lost at the start told on Plato, and the bay colt beat
him by a scant half length. Ingleside was third, Edelweiss
fourth, Leda fifth and the Queen last. Time, 1.07.

Third Race—The Park Stakes, for all ages; 55") each; £25 forfeit;

3500added,of which S100 to second; third to save stake. Onemile
and three-eighths . Eight nominations.
Garland & Goldsmith, b h Beaconsfield, 1, by Hock-Hocking, dam

Aileen Allannah , 118 lbs Carrillo w o
No time.

Yalne to winner §225 .

Fourth Race—Purse, 3300; of which 550 to second horse; forall ages

;

horses not having won a race this year up to the closing of these en-
tries allowed 10 pounds. Saven-eightbs of a mile.
W. M Ayers, gglchi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen, bv Nor-

folk^ 110 lbs Kelly 1

W. L. Appleby, b f Daisy D., 3, by "Wheatley, dam Black Maria, 110
lbs Appleby 2

E.F. Fallon, bf Skipaway,3, by Wildidle, dam Vixen, 100 lbs.
Winehell 2

R.P. Ashe, b f Goldsheaf, 3, by Bullion, dam by Imp. Glengarrv,
100 lbs Peppers

Time, 1:37£.
Pools: IchiBan $100, field 528. Betting: 1 to 5 against Ichi Ban, 5

to 1 Daisy D. , 15 to 1 Skipaway and Goldsheaf.

The Eace—Ichi Ban galloped along at his ease, too gallant

to part company with Daisy D., and still on a big gallop, as

the stable boys say, he won as he liked, Daisy second, Skip
away third, Goldsheaf 150 yards behind. Time, 1:37£.

Fifth Race—The Vestal Stakes—For three-year-old fillies; 525 each,
p. p.; S300add*d; second to receive 5100; third to save stake. One
mile and a quarter. Eleven nominations.
Thee. Winters, bf Question, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Z ecka,

115 lbs Casey wo
No time.

Value to winner §275.

The Western Turf Congress.

This Convention assembled at St. Louis on the 11th inst.,

and the results are thus given by the Secretary, B. G. Bruce,

in the Live Stock Record:

In the by-laws the name of the Association shall be known
as "The American Turf Congress."
The by-law "New Rules" was stricken.

A new by-law was adopted providing for a President and
Secretary, who shall hold their offices for the term of one
year. The Secretary shall act as Treasurer.

Rule 3. Maidens.—A maiden is one that has never won a

race in any country.

Kule 4.
" Kace—Any contest for a purse, premium, stake or

wager for money, or involving admission fees, on any course,

and in the presence of a judge or judges, shall constitute a

race.

Kule 13. Walk-Over—The following was adopted in lieu

of the second part of this rule: Walk-over by any horse en-

titles him to only one-half of the added money in stakes and
purses.
Rule 16. Entry—The following was added to this rule: In

selling races not more than one horse in the same interest can
start. If two or more should be entered, the first one re-

corded from the entry-bos shall be deemed valid.

No person shall, without permission from the President or

presiding officer, in writing, be admitted to the weighing
room except the owner, trainer and jockey, or other person
having the care of a horse engaged in a race.

No entry for stakes shall be received by any Association

from parties owing forfeits. If any entry has been received

by any Association, on proper notice and proof being made to

said Association by any person holding said forfeits, the Sec-

retary of said Association shall notify the parties making the

entry that his forfeits must be paid in thirty days. If not

paid in that time, the entry shall be rejected and published

in the turf papers.

Kule 23. Description of Horse in Entry—In entering a

horse he must be clearly identified, etc., for the first time,

was stricken out.

Kule 24 was stricken out.

Kule 34—The death of a horse or a mistake in the entry of

a horse {when eligible) does not release the subscriber or

transferee liability for a stake or forfeit.

Kule 51. A Starter—Every horse that is weighed out is a

starter, and shall be liable for his whole stake, but a horse

is not a starter (for the decision of bets) until he is at the

starting post and in the hands of the starter.

Kule 62. Weighing In—The second paragraph of this

rule that disqualified a jockey for dismounting without per-

mission, was changed from "is disqualified" to "may be dis-

qualified," and he may be fined or suspended unless he can

satisfy the judges that he was justified by extraordinary cir-

cumstances.
Rule 67. The fifth paragraph of this rule reads as follows:

The deciding heat of a race is one that determines the re-

sult by the starters for that particular heat, in which there

shall be no distance.

Rule 90. The following was added to the third paragraph:
When a horse is sold without engagement, the seller may
grantor refuse the right to start for it; but in selling races

the horse's engagements are included.
Rule 101. In the second paragraph where the rule says,

failing to do so he "shall" be fined or suspended, "may"
was substituted for shall in the same paragraph: Any owner
or trainer who shall employ more than one rider, for the pur-
pose of preventing them from riding for other parties in the

same race, "may" be suspended or ruled off.

Rule 102. The followingwas added to this rule: Trainers
and jockeys, before acting as such, shall procure a license

from the Secretary of the Turf Congress by application to him
or on recommendation of any Association. Such license shall

be for not more than one year, and shall expire on the first

day of January next of its issue, and the fee for same shall

be five dollars, and the same may be revoked for good cause
by any Association. Any Association permitting a trainer or

jockey to act as such on its grounds without having a license

shall pay a fine of fifty dollars.

Rule 104. The second paragraph of this rule was amended
as follows: The proceeds of all fines shall be paid to the

Secretary of the American Turf Congress, and be applied by
the Turf Congress as it may direct.

Rule 105. The last two lines'of this rule read: Upon proof
of the fact, the offending party and his horse shall be ruled
off, was changed to may be suspended or ruled off.

Rule 127.—The second paragraph was changed and now
reads: -STo one interested in the result of a race either because

of oionerskip of any horse, bete or otherurise, shall act as judge,

starter or official therein. For any violation of this rule the

parties may be suspended or ruled off.

Rule 135. The following was added to this rule: Free
badges shall not be issued by any Association except in the

following cases: Not exceeding two badges to any one news-
paper, not exceeding one owner's badge to each stable on the

grounds; not exceeding one attache's badge for each horse in

a stable and on the grounds.
Purchasers of privileges shall not have the right of free en-

trance by reason of their purchases.
Rule 137. Touts—Touts, when known, shall be debarred

the privileges of the racecourse or grounds, and every Asso-
ciation running under these rules shall see that this rule is

enforced.
Rule 156 was amended as follows: When riders of any

horse have weighed out, and are at the starting post in the

hands of the starter, all bets respecting such horses shall be
play or pay, except in cases of fraud.

The above is in substance the changes made. The new
rules have been placed in the hands of the printer for publi-

cation and will be published about the 1st of January, 1SS6,

when they go into effect.

Gen. James F. Robinson was elected President, and B. G.
Bruce Secretary for the coming year, and Cincinnati, O.,

was selected for the meeting of the Convention, on tho

second Wednesday of November, 1S86.

Joseph Cairn Simpson, of California, is to be congratulated
on having bred the wonderful mare Columbine, who has
produced the two great trotters ct the Pacific Coast, Anteeo
and Antevolo. Columbine, who is now at Palo Alto, and
whose mating with Electioneer gave us the above-named
trotters, is 15.3, sired by A. W. Richmond, out of Columbia,
the thoroughbred daughter of Bonnie Scotland. Anteeo made
a record, while owned by Mr. Simpson, of 2:20J, and sold

him on the strength of tbat record. Since the sale Anteeo
reduced his record to 2:16|. the best stallion record made on
the Pacific coast, at the Bay District track, October 30th, in a
match race with Adair, also a son cf Electioneer. The time
in this race was 2:164, 2:20, 2:19. Six days before Arab, the

son of Arthurton and Lady Hamilton, defeated Anteeo in

straight-heats, in 2:1S.}, 2:20}, 2:20J, and on October 31st

defeated Guy Wilkes, the son of George Wilkes and Lady
Bunker, by Mambrino Patchen, in straight heats, in 2:1SJ,

2:17^,2:17]. The question of actual superiority between
Anteeo and Arab is by no means settled, and a match between
them may reverse the order of their last bout. Of Antevolo,

the full brother to Anteeo. it may be said that he is still

trotting in tips, which fact the editor of the Turf, Field and
Farm thinks is the cause of his not being reliable in hisi

races; that the trouble was due to the sharp pounding in

tips; but to this Mr. Simpson dissents. Aside from this

question, it is a matter of congratulation to Mr. Simpson on
having bred Columbine, who promises to take a fr

among the famous matrons, while her two sons hav^

made for themselves a name.

—

Kentucky Stock
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ROD.
Fish Commission Affain.

From a letter written by Mr. J. D. Redding, late Fish Com-

missioner, since the answer to his charges against his fellow

members of the Commission was filed, we make such extracts

as are pertinent. Mr. Bedding's letter requires sober and re-

peotful treatment, and the majority of the Commission wil*

fi od their profit in publishing such facts, if any there are, as

tend to refute the imputations made. Mr. Redding quite loses

the good temper usually characteristic of one who feelB that

he tets right on his side, and writes Mr. Buckingham down
an "ignoramus," beside describing Judge Dibble as a "pot

hoHse politician," The gentleman h&B nothing to gain by the

use of such language, and if he has further communications
to owke should be more tasteful. Nor Bhould Messrs. Dibble

and Buckingham descend to suoh littleness as to bandy vul-

garisms with anyone. It is quite possible that Messrs. Dibble

and Buckingham hare not an adequate conception of the

da ties incumbent upon a Commissioner of Fisheries. If it is

their belief Uiat the Governor intended to secure to the State

the services of gentlemen able to fill the places on the Commis-
sion at a five or sis dollar per diem, as a business stroke, they

are, in our opinion in error.

The office of Fish Commissioner is a purely honorary one, and
is similar in character to that of a Commissioner to manage
the Yosernite Valley, or a plaee on the various boards which
condnct State charities. They should be chary in incurring
persoonl expenses and should expect from the State only a

sum sufficient to reimburse them for actual outlays in travel-

ing atsd livinp, while engaged in the work of the Commission
prop»r. Of Mr. Bedding's fitness for suoh an appointment
we oauuot judge. If he is a fisherman we do not know it. If

his studies have been in natural science, we are not so in-

formed. If bis tastes are suoh as to render it probable that

he would make an effective Commissioner, his friends have
had no reason to suspect it.

We priut the rejoinder of Mr. Redding and also some re-

marks by JndgeDibble and Mr. Buckingham. Speaking of his
letter of charges sent to the Governor, Mr. Redding says, in
the Sacramento Bee:

"This letter was sent on August 12th. I never received any
Teply to it from the Governor, nor any acknowledgment from
him that it had been received. I waited three mouths
before proceeding lurther in the matter. The Fish Commis-
sioners are appointed at the pleasure of the Governor, and
during his pleasure. Any complaint of any nature exterior
to the duties of the Board must be preferred to him. The
Sacramento Record- Union pu blished an interview with
Governor Stouajnan, wherein he stated that he did not pay
any attention to my complaint, 'more than to read the
charges preferred, and which he thought generally was a
misstatement of facts'—this, if you please, without ever hav-
ing acknowledged my letter, or called upon me for proof of
my allegations therein, and I thereupon resigned.
*'The first complaint in my letter is: 'No meeting of the

California Fish Commission has been called, of which I have
received notiue, for six months.' Dibble, in his interview
in your paper, makes no reply to this statement, except to

state that meetings were held. Therefore, I propound the
"First Question—Was any meeting held, of which written

notice to me, or any notice was given, for the period of six
months, prior to August 12. 18S5?
"The next portion of my letter is: 'There haB been no

meeting oalled since Secretary and Treasurer A. B. Dibble
submitted a financial report to you last January.' To this
Dibble makes no reply.

"Second Question—When and where have the meetings of
the California Board of Fish Commissioners been held since
January, 18S5? Waa any notice, written or otherwise, sent
to me of those meetings? If so, by whom?
"The next portion of my letter is: 'Under Section 332 of

the Political Code, the Fish Commissioners' report, with the
financial statement of the Secretary and Treasurer, should
have been sent to you before the 1st day of October, 18S4.

J

To this portion of my letter Dibble makes no reply
"Section 332 of the Political Code reads as follows: 'AH

officers, board of officers, commissioDers, trustees, regentB
and directors, required by law to make reports to the Gov-
ernor or Legislature, except the Controller of the State, must
send such reports to the Governor before the 1st day of Oc-
tober in the year 1880, and in every second year thereafter.'

"Third Question—When was the Secretary and Treasurer's
report of the present Fish Commission submitted ;to the
Board?"

Mr. Redding goes on to say that he received a letter from
President Buckingham on November 11, 1884, nearly amonlh
and a half later than the statutory time. In the letter, Buck-
ingham says he has received a letter from Judge Dibble, in
which he said he could not attend the meeting, that he
(Buckingham) would postpone the meeting until November
22d, hoping that Dibble would have his report ready. Red-
ding said he had already waited a month before starting East
on business, in order to see Dibble's financial report. He
left for the East on the 16th, saw Buckingham in Sacramento
on the evening of that date, and he promised to send to him
at New York forthwith, a copy of the Fish Commissioner's
report, with the financial account of A. B. Dibble. He re-
ceived in New York a copy of the Fish Commissioner's re-
port, but no financial statement. On his return from New
York, he wrote Buckingham a letter from San Francisco,
dated December 23, 1884, asking whether Dibble had yet
made out his report, and whether he could get a copy of the
same; also asking Buckingham, in printing the report sent,
not to attach his (Redding's) name thereto, as he might want
to make out a minority report. The answer sent by Buck-
ingham in answer on December 28th, was to the effect that
he had no copy of the Treasurer's report, bntthat he thong tit

it would be out nextMonday. He stated also that he had
signed the report for Redding, as he had no idea that the
latter would think of a minority report, But that he (Red-
ding) could Bay in his report thatBuckinghamhad signed his
name without his consent. Bedding's letter to the Bee con-
cludes as folows:

"It is apparent from these three letters that the financial
report waa not forthcoming November 11th; that the entire
report ui the Com mia&ioners, financial and otherwise, was
pTrnte-a during my absence, and without any notification
being sent me, two months later than the time required by
sTafiute, and that the President of the Board could not furnish
nte wit* any cup'S- at the Treasurer's report.
"The next charge in nryeo'urplaint is: 'The financial state-

m'em of the Treasurer > fctfifl report never was submitted to
t^ Board at any meeting of which I had notice.' Dibble
r 'plies, in his interview rt'ith you, 'that the financial ptate-
inent 61 the Treasurer was submitted to the Board, and was
pproved and ordered to print, and was printed in the Report

of the Commissioners of Fisheries of the State of California,

pages 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.*

" Question propounded—At what meeting of the Board and
at what date was the financial statement submitted? Was
written notice or any notice sent to me of that meeting? Was
the financial statement submitted within the statutory time?'

"The next charge in my complaint is: 'In other words, it

would appear from this check, and from these endorsements,
that the sum of §100 has been received by the California Fish
Commissioners and has disappeared without being accounted
for inany way.' Dibble, in his interview with you, makes
me say 'that the BUm of $100, check of William' T. Coleman,
drawn in favor of W, B. Bradford, has been received by the

California Fish Commissioners, and has disappeared withont
being accounted for in any way.' I do not make this state-

ment in my complaint to the Government. I state to the

Governor that this money is not accounted for in the finan-

cial statement of the Treasurer as printed, and as sent to the

Legislature and to the Governor. What vouchers there was
on file in the Controller's office nobody can ascertain without
making a personal inspection, and it is the object of a finan-

cial report to set forth all moneys received and expended.
"Question—Does the receipt of the S100, Coleman's check,

appear in the financial statement of the California Fish Com-
mission sent to the Governor, and printed in the biennial
report of 1883-4?

"Question—Do the items of expenditures of this sum ap-

pear in said report ?

"Question—Does the financial statemet, as printed in said

report, and sent to the Governor, contain an itemized state-

ment of all the moneys received and expended by the Cali-

fornia Fish Commission?
"Question—Is not the failure to enter on the books^of the

Commission a sum of money received by the Commission a
slovenly manner of keeping the books?

"Dibble states further: 'The charge made by Redding that

the Commissioners failed to hold meetings is untrue. They
have held meetings monthly, and even two or three times a

month.'
"Question—Have notices been sent to all three members of

the Board, during the year 1885, of the time and place of

these meetings?
"Question—Have not moneys been expended[[by the Com-

mission without all three members of the Board being pres-

ent, and without all three members of the Board being noti-

fied of the expenditures of these sums or their intended ex-

penditure, or without all three members having an oppor-
tunity to vote thereon?

"Dibble states that I put in a hill for $277.65 for expenses,

as explained in the account. This is so. Some of these ex-

penses were incurred by the old Commission. At the time
this bill was put in I was in doubt, and still am. of the
statutory right to charge personal expenses against the Fish
Commission Fund. I never put iu any subsequent bill, and
I returned certain moneys to the Commission that had been
Bent to me. This expense bill put in by me was paid out of

the fundB of the former Commission.
"Question—Do not the personal expense accounts of the

two Commissioners from the date of their appointment in

March, 1883, to November 17, 1SS5, equal $7,000?
"It mast not be understood, because I have resigned from

the Board, that I intend to proceed no furtherin showing the

true condition of things in connection with these two Com-
missioners. It was compulsory on me to resign before I

could proceed in any other way thun by communicating with
the Governor.

"Personally I have no interest in these men whatever. One
of them is an ignoramus and the other is a pothouse politi-

cian, and neither of them has to my mind, any of the quali-

ties necessary for this great industry. It is my duty to show
up their official acts, or rather their unofficial acts, and I

shall proceed to do so."

The Record-Union prints the following:

On Monday a reporter of the Record-Union called at thb
room of the Fish Commissioners, No. 49, Union Hotel, and
found Commissioners Dibble and Buckingham busily en-

gaged in arranging matters piscatorial. The reporter was
met with a pleasant good morning and invited to take a seat.

Mr. Buckingham—I suppose you have read the charges
preferred by Mr. Redding. If you have not, here is a certi-

fied copy, which you can read. He charges that I appropri-
ated $100 that belonged to the Commission. If my memory
serves me, you were present at a full meeting of this Board,
when that matter was brought up, and fully explained to

Mr. Bedding's entire satisfaction. The check was received
and cashed by me—paid upon my own account—and de-

ducted from the bill I afterwards presented to the Board of
Examiners, was approved by them and is now on file in the
Controller's office. Mr. Redding knew all about it, and his

statements regarding it are maliciously false. At the meeting
referred to it was all talked over, and was as straight a busi-
ness transaction as there could possibly be, as the report of

the Treasurer shows. My bill shows a credit of $100, and
the Controller drew a warrant for the balance. Those bills

were incurred by me in my endeavor to further the interests

of the Commission. I will say right here that Redding knows
but little about our efforts in that direction. Kid-gloved
gentlemen don't pull boats eight and ten miles of dark nights
to capture Greek and Chiuese illicit fishermen. There is

nothing about our actions that we desire to conceal, but, on
the contrary, we court an investigation.
Mr. Dibble—In my opinion, Mr. Redding designedly and

intentionally falsifies.

Mr. Buckingham—He has laid obstacles in the way of the
Commission from the first day of his appointment, simply
because he could not step into the shoes of his father.

Mr. Dibble—As late *s the 31st of March, 1885, he wrote
us a letter regarding seals and sea lions, stating that he had
appointed three gentlemen—Dr. Harkness, Dr. Sutro and
Professor iieigle-— to investigate the matter and report to

him, and he would then lay their reports before this Commis-
sion. So far as my personal conduct toward him is concerned,
I have every reason in the world to have no association with
him. Here is a letter to me, dated January 2, 1SS3, which is

very insulting. Since its reception I have not recognized him
as a Commissioner nor personally.. I was instrumental in

securing his appointment as a Commissioner. I asked it out
of respect and on account of the valuable services rendered
the State by his father. He charges that I did not make my
report nor file it until January. My report was made out on
time and in the hands of the State Printer in the month of

November. The same cannot be said of our predecessors.
There is one word in the English language that expresses a
great deal, and in speaking of the old Board, vale. They
were all splendid gentlemen, and I would not distnrb the
coffins in which they rest for anything iu the world. Their
report ehonld have been made out iu October, but was not
until the next year. On the 12th day of August last Redding
scut his charges to the Governor. The latter notified ns of
their filing, and furnished copies of the charges. Subse-
quently in due season we filed our answers, so the Governor

is not at fault at all. At the request of Commissioners Buck
ingham and myself, when we filed our answer to the charges,
whilst doubting his authority to have an investigation, we
begged him- that au examination of matters and facts be made.
We have been read}' at all times since to have such investiga-
tion, as there is nothing we desire to conceal; but, on the
contrary, wish the public to thoroughly understand this whole
matter. The charge against my associate, Mr. Buckingham,
of illiteracy, has no foundation in fact. His report has been
universally commended by the press and people. So far as
the expenditure of the money of the State is concerned, all

accounts have by virtue of law been passed to theState Board
of Examiners and by them approved, otherwise not
a dollar could have been drawn. All the accounts referred to
are now in the office of the State Controller, where they are
open to the inspection of the public. No warrant couldhave
been drawn until passed and approved by the Board of
Examiners. The charge against Mr. Buckingham, as made
by Mr. Redding, of receiving $100, which had not been
heard from since, is false in intention and fact. The check
was received, cashed and duly credited, all of which can be
ascertained by examining the accounts on file with the State
Controller. The averment that Redding made, that the
steam launch Governor Stoneman cost $7,000, is evidence of
the fact that he did not know what he was talking about, bb
the Legislature only appropriated $4,000 for that purpose.
We could not go beyond that, and he ought to have known
that statement was false when he made it. The charges with
reference to the State Salmon Hatchery are of the same char-
acter, untrue. The Commission, in the construction of that
magnificent hatchery, has expended about $8,000, and the
hatchery cannot be excelled by any in the United States that
we know of.

Referring to the hatchery and the expenditure just spoken
of, Commissioner Dibble stated that in four years past the
United States Government had expended on the hatchery ou
the McCloud river $53,776, and that the capacity of the
State hatchery was much greater, and ttiat its furnishings
and equipments on the expenditure of 5>S,000 isone hundred
fold better than the hatchery on the McCloud.

Continuing, Mr. Dibble said: The State hatchery is situated
on Hat Creek, two and a half miles above its junction with
Pitt river. The delay in its completion has been owing to

causes not within the control of the Commission. It will be
completed and ready for the Spring and Fail runs of salmon.
He said the country iu the neighborhood of the hatchery

were picturesque in the extreme. Biruey creek falls, near
by, are 120 feet high, over which pours a large volume of

beautiful water, and from the bottom to the top water oozes
out of the rock, which gives it a picturesque and grand ap-
pearance that must be seen to be appreciated. Half a mile
above the falls the bottom of the creek is perfectly dry, and
such another formation he did not believe existed anywhere.
Hat creek, at the hatchery, is 250 feet wide, 5J feet deep;

the water is pure, cold and so clear that you can see every
pebble at its bottom. It iB a stream that contains the same
volume of water Winter and Summer. The highest rise ever
known is said to have been less than ten inches. The hatch-
ery receives pure, cold water through a pipe 400 feet in
length and under a 25-foot pressure.
To reach the hatchery, you leave the railroad at Redding,

take the stage at 4 a m. and reach the hatchery at 7 p. m.
The coad is mountainous, there being about 40 miles of
grade. Fall River Mills, a village about niue miles north of

the hatchery, haB a population of about 300. Birney valley,

niue miles south, is an enterprising village of about 150 in-

habitants. Since the hatchery was located a postoffice has been
established there, called Carbin, and Dick Merchen has been
installed as Postmaster. Dick is a dyed-in-the-wool Repub-
lican, but Judge Dibble assured the reporter that he was not
an offensive partisan and the civil service reform will suit his
case exactly.

The Commissioners said that before establishing they took
the statements of all the old residents, and of the Indians of
that section, regarding the run of salmon, and were convinced
that all the spawn could be secured that was required. The
water in the McCloud frequently under the influence ot
heavy rains, rises twenty-five and even thirty feet. The
United States hatchery on that river was carried away during
a freshet in 1SS1, and they could not afford to trust it. They
say that they could not take the same amount of money
spent upon the new hatchery and fix up the old United
States hatchery on the McCloud, so that it would be one-
half so good. After the Commissioners received a deed to the
site of the hatchery, seven acres, which, by the way. was a
gift to the State, they were offered $1,500 for it by Dr. Pierce,

who wished to build a hotel there. The public road which
passes the hatchery door is much traveled, and during the
Fall of the year from forty to sixty four-mule and six-mule
teams are constantly passing, conveying wheat and other
grain to Anderson. The buildings have au insurance upon
them of $3,500.
The reporter asked: "How about the statement of Mr.

Redding that the Commissioners had held no meetings of

late?'

Mr. Dibble—We have held at least twenty special meetings
since last November, as emergencies required. We did not
notify Mr. Redding of those meetings. The records of the

meetings have been regularly kept. During the session of

the Legislature we had frequent meetings. We had the bills

for our appropriations drafted, presented and assisted iu

securing their passage. We succeeded, and the result of our
efforts is the hatchery and steam launch. Mr. Buckingham
and myself concluded to build both; appointed ourselves a
committee for that purpose, and we were not bothered. I

know of no gentlemen who could not get along with Mr.
Buckingham and myself, but I do know of reasons why
men who are not gentlemen cannot get along with us. Mr.
Reddiug threatened to make a minority report. If he did,

it was never published. Subsequontly he wanted to be ap-

pointed a committee of one to investigate seals and sea lions.

He appointed a committee to look after and shoot the seals

and lions, but we have not heard what success attended his

gunners. He evidently did uot know what he was writing
about, for the seal rocks and islands where the seals and sea

lions sun themselves are within the corporate limits of the

city of Sau Francisco, aud there is an ordinance which pro-

hibits the discharge of firearms within the city limits. The
seals and sea lions have been there for the past 1,000 years,

and will likely remain there for ages to come. They are not
doing the damage that is stated. In fact, somebody has been
lying about them.

Mr. Buckingham said he commenced fishing in the Sacra-

mento river March 12, 1S52, at the mouth of Cache creek, a
iew miles above the town of 'Rio Vista. The river at that

time contained many seals, aud sometimes he would uotioe

as many as a dozen at a time around his nets. To-day there
are none of them in the river. The nets have crowded them
out, and they are only found now at and near the Golden
Gate.
Mr, Dibble says that during tho close season there should
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be about three days in the week when all nets should be
taken out of the river, so as to give the salmon a chance to

reach the spawning grounds. If half of each week daring
the close season were open days it would be better for the

State, for the canneries, and would result in restockiug the

rivers in a very few years with an abundance of salmon.
Mr. Buckingham said that last year there were 1,500

seines, operated by 3, 000 fishermen, on the Sacramento
river. The past year they decreased to 1,200 seines and about
2,500 operators. If the 1,500 seines had been kept on the

river, salmon would have soon became a fish of the past.

One net does more mischief now than ten did thirty years

ago. Then the river was thirty-five feet deep where now it

has an average of five or sis feet. In early days the seines

were twenty-five meshes deep and seventy-five fathoms long,

and they fished to a depth of sixteen to eighteen feet. To-
day they are from thirty-five to forty meshes deep and run
from 100 to 650 fathoms in length, with eight and one-fourth-

inch meshes, and it is almost impossible for a fish to get

through them. While standing upon the bridge just above
the hatchery some time since, in a short space of time he saw
upwards of fifty salmon pass up stream. They were all

scarred; some hud lost their fins, others their tails, and the

skin was nearly entirely oft" of some of them, which showed
how they had struggled in getting through the meshes of

river nets. They seemed to be lively, but their wounds
would in most of the cases cause their death. A sore on a

fish increases in fresh water, while it rapidly heals in salt

water.

Air. Dibble said Pitt river was a noble stream, and is

really the Sacramento. The little Sacramento is a small

stream, not so large as Kat creek. Pitt river is so called

from the fact that the Indians in that section in early days
dug pits in which to trap deer. Nine miles above Hat creek,

for twelve miles Pitt river is a still body of water, resembling

h slough. In that entire distance there is only 1.1- inches of

fall.
_

Mr. W. C. Jones, of Collinsville, who was made a Deputy

Fish Commissioner about two years ago, and given charge of

the work of patrolling the bay and rivers emptying into it, in

chatting with a reporter of the Sacramento Bee a few days

ago, said tliat "he had had charge of the patrol on the rivers

and bays since August 1st, 1SS3. His operations have been
confined principally to the Sacramento and San Joaquin
rivers, and upper straits and bays, and daring his incum-
bency he has made about 450 arrests, and caused fines

amounting to over $6,000 to be inflicted on illicit fishermen.

Of these fines one-half go to the informer, one-fourth to the

District Attorney of the county in which the prisoners are

tried, and one-fourth to the Fish Commission fund. He had
secured the conviction of 95 per cent, of those arrested."

In reference to the Governor Stoneman, he said the craft

had been an invaluable assistant to him in his work. "It is

my opinion,*' said he, "that if we had had the boat when I

first took charge of the patrol, there would now be no work
for a patrol to do. She is the fastest craft on the rivers or

bay, and has made the fastest run on record from Govern-
ment Point to Black Diamond—21 miles—in one hour and
five minutes."
The many arrests made, he said, has have the effect of

greatly decreasing the number of fish-law violators, nearly all

the trouble now being caused by Chinese. He has been vig-

orously raiding the celestials in the river and straits of late,

and will pay attention soon to those operating in South San
Francisco. He would have been there before, but he had
thought it proper to first protect the salmon industry of the

State. Mr. Jones said that certain charges had been made
agaiust him, at which he felt somewhat aggrieved, as he had
performed his duties faithfully, and in the face of great per-

sonal risk and discomforts. In the first place the Benecia

New Era had charged him with having released a Greek fish-

erman on payment of less than lawful fine. This was untrue,

and the paper had been just enough to retract alter investi-

gating the matter. Then a bay paper had charged that

be had sold fish found in possession of illicit

fishermen whom he had captured. He did not deny that he

had permitted fish to be disposed of, ratter than be allowed

to spoil, but in every instance the proceeds had gone to the

benefit of the prisoners.

Mr. Jones said that he differs from Commissioner Dibble

as to the damage done by sea lions to the salmon industry.

There is no doubt but that those animals destroy many fish.

He had witnessed their operations many times. They will

seize a large fish about midway, dash it against the water

with a sound that could be heard at a distance of. several

hundred yards, and would then in a few minutes devour the

dead fish, only to instantly renew the search for more. He
said that the 1,500 nets in the Sacrameto, combined with the

depredations of the Chinese, do more damage than the sea

lions, but that altogether the finny tribe have "a hard row to

hoe." He also called atteption to the fact that the Fish Com-
mission, in its annual report, called attention of the Legisla-

ture to the destruction of fish by seals and sea lions.

Jones says that the Chinese have hit upon a new plan,

which they doubtless thought would evade detection or the

law. They rig up a sort of "trot line," to which, they attach

unbailed hooks.'not more than a foot apart, and the main
line is then stretched across the river. It was almost im-

possible for a fish of any size to pass through without being

caught. Within the last month he had arrested twenty

Chinamen engaged in that style of fishing.

"Lacon" to ''Old Fogey."

The Fish Commission a Burlesque.

This State has a fish law and Fish Commission. Their

names are Dibble, Buckingham and Bedding. They are to

get no pay except their necessary expenses. The State ap-

propriates annually $20,000, more or less for the business,

which is to look after the fish interests, to have hatched and

stocked non-productive streams, etc. The Commission have

quarrelled among themselves and now some ugly tales are

told regarding the expenditures. And now this furnishes us

the opportunity of saying what we long since have had on

onr mind—that this Commission is a huge burlesque. The
idea of transplanting spawn from the pure mountain waters

to the mud-laden Sacramento, and maintaining a Commission

to wallow about in the lower Sacramento, is a farce so ridicu-

lous as to call for commiseration. It is safe to say the like

of it does not exist on the civilized globe.—Sutter County

Farmer.

Fish Commissioner Redding has resigned, if the other two

commissioners will only do the same so an entire new com-

mission can be appointed the fish interests of the State may
not suffer, and dam owners be made to comply with law.

—

Sonora Union-Democrat.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman: Let me drop you a
hint. At our mess we have noticed the article you printed
in relation to the "Macbeth" at the California. All of us knew
at once from whom it came. "OldFogey." indeed. Yes, and
our own "Old Fogey," who will persist in spelling "fogey"
with an "e." In fact, he also persists in spelling "honor"
and that class of words with the u, English fashion, and has
no patience with the innovation oi omitting the double 1 in

such words as "traveler." But we like him, nevertheless, and
humor him. At times he is quaint—some of our young mem-
bers think him queer; and nearly always he is interesting,

even if he does seem garrulous. Our stock-broker member
says he is a walking warehouio of decayed learning and liter-

ary lumber no longer saleable; and our sole judge and the

member who writes for some of the magazines, make use of

him as they would of a circulating library from which the

profouuder books are never taken. For a long time our most
genial member, fond of all the good things of life, could uo6
abide the dear "Old Fogey," who would allude to him as

"Silenus," but ever since the O. F. told us the probable ori-

gin of milk punch aud ascribed to it something of sacred
quality, he has no warmer admirer than "Silenus," who is a

safe two-bottle man, and has been known to cry doable be-

fore he quit. I am not versed in Hindoo literature, bat O. F.
says that in Vedic religion, or superstition, whichever it may
be, the worship of Soma was uppermost; that Soma is a root

which produces a sort of milky plant, and the juice also pro-

duces that order of exhilaration which the world generally
calls intoxication, bnt which some geniuses take in as inspira-

tion. All the same, it appears, it made drunk come; and
tl Lit quality recommended it to the ancient Aryans, just as

tlit- Zsorth American Indian goes for "fire-water," and the

professional prohibitionist indulges in the decoctions of "bit-

ters," which have for their base the basest of spirits, and are
advertised as tonics and restoratives "for sale at all the drug
stores," etc. O. F. went on to remark that when the Aryan
priests learned that this milky weed possessed this peculiar

quality to inspire their devotees, and caused
them to think that while under its influence

they were in the line of procession aloDg
the "milky way" and painting the heavens creamy, there

was little else needed by them to preach and spread their

gospel. Men went for it, women craved it; even the
chddren cried for it. But success in any line and a great
run of custom will excite competition and evoke rivalry in

every walk of life. The Brahmins pondered the matter, and
sooner than have their religion run to weed they bethought
them of the happy idea of compounding the juice of other
plants possessed of inspiring qualities, with the milk of the
kiue. It was a go. It took like mint juleps in the heated
term. And milk punch then and there became a nectar for the
righteous, a beverage to soothe and satisfy a thirst divine.

The Brahmin cow has ever since been held as sacred, and
as corn and tobacco are regarded iD Kentucky, so was soma,
the daisy plant, and the pious weed of India. It inspires

the young and comforts the aged. And the priests do not
have to smuggle it into their sanctuaries, as so many
preachers and deacons are impelled to do in playing off

soaked roots for medicaments, and soaking themselves with
the order of tonics which smell to heaven loudest of the odor
of the poor quality gin. The Vedic theology elevates soma
to the first place, and the Rig-Veda, so the O. F. says, is the
rigmarole of the chants to which the devotees perforin their

rigadoon dances, whilst the inspiring weed has mastery of

their heads and has not descended to the feet, to complicate
the harmony of the extremities in confused entanglement.
For my own part I don't know mnch about all this Vedic

lore, although I have for many years been tolerably conver-
sant with milk punph. The bell punch is the only thing of

the name that beats me; but I don't worry over this, for

every now and then the abstruse chaps who beat it receive

court favors, are admitted to "His Honor," have it remarked
to them in tone all too bland, "six months, "and are there-

with committed to abodes of cellular 'tis you, where the
over-attentive guardians oppress the inmates with the sense
which Richelieu impressed upon any of his charges, when
he admonished them against the danger of the night air in

Paris, and its probable effect upon their delicate constitutions.

But "Silenus" is so captivated now with the O. F. that

he has propossed to the mess to make him a suitable Christ-

mas gift.

Strang6 to say, the member who is familiarly called "Old
Cavendish" is strong against this. Until lately he was the
most pronounced of O. F.'s admirers. He is also something
of a Fogy in his way, and regularly sends to a tobacco dealer

in Richmond, Virginia, for his favorite brand of tobacco

—

the equal to which be says the world does not produce. And
he has a favorite style of corncob pipes, which are
also expressed to him every month. He wouldn't smoke
Latakia in the finest of meerschaums, for he contends that

"the native weed cured in Old Virginny style, and the real

corncob pipe, are the perfection of a good, solid smoke, taken
at your ease when the mind is calm and the world lovely to

the body." Well, one night it happened that our young
member whom O. F. calls "Sybarite, " asked the old fellow to

tell him something about tobacco, and bow it came to be used.
It took O. F. a long time to express himself, but this is about
the juice of it: He went on to say that once upon a time two
young Indians were out hunting and killed a fat buck. Just
as they had cooked some of the nicest bits, a beautiful appar-
ition—feminine, of course—appeared in camp, and they
offered her the choicest morsels. It was a gay impromptu
picnic, I can assure you, according to the way O. F. told it.

The three enjoyed themselves wonderfully, but all of blissful

nature is always too brief. The lovely spirit—and oh! she
was a beauty!—had to return to the skies, for earth was too
impure for her. She felt like recompensing the young braves
and gallants for their bounteous hospitality. There she sat

upon the ground, Indian fashion, to make the young men feel

more at home. And she said: "Now, with grateful feelings,

I must leave you, and go to my great Father, Manitou. ' But
do yon come here to this very campiDg ground next season
of harvests, and receive the proofs of my appreciation of your
goodness." She soared to the skies, and they packed the re-

mainder of the venison into the camp of their tribe. At
harvest time next year, the two, infatuated and cbnfiding,

visited the identical spot, and there tbey found the fulfill-

ment of the beauteous spirit's promise. Where her right hand
had rested grew Indian corn, of the regular Kentucky
Bnurbon variety; beans were growing from the spot on
which her left palm was spread, and from (he place she had
sat upon there was tobacco in the leaf. These were her
boons to her savage entertainers. And when" Sir Waiter
Raleigh got word of the event by telegraph he hurried to be
hrst to the fore from distant Euglaad to the Xew World
shore. The maize amazed him—corn in the cob, ready for

the tribe of Dundreary to feed it in the ear; for Kentucky to

brew it to the taste. There was no uncertain sound to notify
the presence of the beans. Aud to this day not even the

discovery of gaano or the manufacture of cigarettes from
poudrette with puffery has diminished the «. raving for tobacco.
Yet there are always interlopers, aud prominent among this
obtrusive class Johu Smith must invariably be classed. He,
too, hastily packed his carpet-bag—the earliest of the order to
the South—and started for Virginia. He beat Raleigh there,
but Sir Walter was first to the tobacco patch. He knew a
fiDe Havana when he smoked it, and on his return to
England he provoked those counter-blasts to the fragrant
weed, which have never since ceased, by the class who prefer
to use the nose solely for pulpit purposes; of the tribe of
.Eolists who gave such utterance as to bring down upon them
Swift's satire and Bolingbroke's denunciation, as O. F.
says.

This story of the Old Fogey as to how tobacco came up, as
I say, made "Old Cavendish" so pepper mad that he has
never been sociable to the O. F. since. But as neither
John Smith—we always blackball everyone of him—nor
Raleigh ever come to oar mess; and, by the way, as I do not
remember to have seen Swift or Bolingbroke; much as Old
Fogey speaks of them—I may as well stop right here. You
will, of course, understand, from my lucid and concise narra-
tion of how things stand in oar mess, that all I wish is to

guard you against printing anything more from our Old
Fogey, for, between ourselves and not to go any farther. I
sometimes conjecture that the old man is becoming a "little

off' and sort of rambling like—a fault I cannot bear, in even
so dear a friend. Laco>\

The Governor Stoneman.

On Friday of last week we were invited to make a trial trip

on the steam launch recently built for the State Fish Com-
mission. The boat is modeled like a steam tag, is forty-eight

feet long over all, and her beam is twelve feet. She draws a
little more than four feet and a half. Her measurements
would raise a doubt in the average mind as to her ability to

go into sloughs and on to flats where fishermen are wont to

live or hide. But we are informed by Deputy Fish Commis-
sioner Jones, who is in command of the vessel, that wnere-
ever fishing can be done with nets, the boat can ran safely.

In appearance she is a trim enough craft, although her lines

are not suggestive of speed. Her boiler and engine are excel-

lent in quality and workmanship, the latter being of thirty-

five horse power, which is said to be sufficient to drive the
boat about eighteen miles per hour. In our trial trip noth-
ing like so great speed was attained, the average rate being
about eight miles an hour, but Mr. -Jones explained away the
fact by stating that salt water was being U3ed for the boiler,

and that it readily foamed and prevented getting up sufficient

pressure to show the boat at her best. The boat is fitted to

accommodate four men comfortably, with room for galley,

closet, and stowage. The coal bunkers carry seven tons
when full and, as the boat when in active service consumes
but one thousacd pounds of coal per day, she can carry two
weeks' coal. An assortment of weapons is carried, rifles,

shotguns, and revolvers, enough to exterminate all the poach-
ing fishermen in creation if skilfully used, as they are likely

to be in the hands of Mr. Jones and his carefu lly

selected assistants. Jones, himself is an interesting

man. A plain, straightforward. determined officer,

thoroughly in earnest and known to be inflexible in the per-

formance of duty, as has been proven on several occasions
when refractory subjects have come under his care.

On the whole, we were favorable impressed by the launch.
She has already proved her efficiency. Th* only thing likely

to diminish her usefulness is the lack of funds to run her.

Such a boat must cost several hundred dollars a month to

ran, and the Commission has bat $5,000 yearly to meet all

its expenditures.

We are at a loss to understand the bitterness of the feeling

against Messrs. Dibble and Buckingham which is expressed

by many in this city. No reasons for such animus have been
given us by any of those who have kindly volunteered their

opinions about the majority of the Commission. Tney deem
it sufficient to avow loudly, and on all occasions, their inerad-

icable hatred of the Commissioners and their methods. We
care nothing for personal likes or dislikes, and have no rela-

tions with the Commission or anybody else which can operate

to prevent publication of all pertinent facts, but we cannot
give space to matter which is mere assertion without collat-

eral proof. If Judge Dibble and Mr. Buckingham have been
guilty of malfeasance in office and anybody knoics it to be so,

we shall not hesitate to give publicity to such knowledge if it

comes to us. If they can only be justly charged with petty

little personal weaknesses or clerical errors there is no reason

for the outcry now being made. It seems that there must be

some personal motive behind the articles reflecting on the

gentlemen which are consentaneously appearing in the press

of the Stale. It is possible the newspapers are being hum-
bugged a little to give notoriety to Mr. Redding or somebody
else. At any rate there is a great body of assertions, and only

a fragmentary fact here and there. We can hardly believe

that Mr. Redding's taste is so vulgar as to permit him to long

for mere notoriety, and so we conclude that some other is

grinding an axe at the expense of the printers.

The Fish Commission.

Joseph D. Redding, one of the Fish Commissioners of this

State, makes some grave charges against his brother Com-
missioners, through the columns of the San Francisco

Chronicle, which, if true, covers the remaining members of

the Commission with shame, disgraces the party they profess

to belong to, and reflects severely on the wisdom of Governor
Stoneman, or any other man who appointed them. The
Free, Press is Democratic, has been since its establishment,

and will so continue, but it is not partisan enough to at-

tempt to cover up frauds or misappropriation of the public

lands, by men claiming to be Democrats, and serving the

people as Democratic officials. If the charges made by Mr.

Redding are true, it is high time that Commissioners Dibble

and Buckingham stepped down and out, and made room for

men who will uphold the Democratic doctrine of faithful

public service within the meaning and intent of the term. If

these charges are not true, the Commissioners should at once

put themselves right before the people, by proving Mr. Red-
ding a slanderer and a liar. Can they do this? If not they

must rest under the imputation of having proved unfaithful

public servants; of having betrayed their trust and sacrificed

the public good for private gain.

It is now in order for the Commissioners to explain the

situation and convince the public that they have not will-

fully and designedly appropriated the money of the State

which should have been expended in the interest of the

people. The Democratic party won under pi

trenchment and reform, and the people will lot

pledges being kept so the strict letter and intent

pledge conveyed.— Ti'lare Free Press.
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Make the Sport National.

The turf iB growing. Even its bitterest opponents cannot

close their eyes to that fact.and the growth is a healthy one.

Sunned by popular favor, watered by liberality and enter-

prise and rooted in a sturdy Anglo-Saxon soil, the prospect

for next year is that the sport will be even more widespread

in its influence than its most sanguine admirers can hope for.

All that is required now is to keep the sturdy young tree

straight and for this reason the jockey clubs cannot take too

much pains to enforce existing racing laws, to add others mak-

ing the penalties for wrong doing severer than what they are

now and by making prizes more liberal and conditions of

ra"es more varied, stimulate men who, though perfectly will-

ing have not the means to go in for racing or breeding under

the' conditions now prevailing, but fast disappearing.

The turf is a democracy, not an aristocracy. Ihere is a

very pleasant axiom that on the turf and under the turf

all men are equal, and there is more truth than sentiment m
it Of course racing is an expensive sport which no one can

indulge in who is not supplied with more or less loose cash.

On the other hand, racing to live cannot be confined to a

limited class to whom the gain or loss of turf battles is a mat-

ter of pecuniary indifference. It is all very well to have

pioneers of this kind at the beginning of turf enterprise in a

country, or a section of the country, but racing, like every

other enterprise, has to grow to live. The instant it ceases

to grow it begins to die. This is inevitable— it is a law of

Nature. Hence, the object of racing associations should be

to develop a sporting instinct in that vastand powerful body,

conventionally called the middle class as distinguished from

the purely "society" element, and that division of the body

social which lives by its wits, and of which the world in gen-

eral cares to know very little. This so-called middle class is

the bone and sinew of the social body. It is healthy, ambi-

tious, warm-hearted and quick to be inspired. It has made

racing in England the National pastime, it has made the

English racehorse the thoroughbred of the world. It is only

a question of a few years when the descendant of the Eng-

lish thoroughbred, the American racehorse, will make its

position as firmly felt as the original descendants of the By-

erly Turk, the Godolphin Barb and the Dailey Arabian, with

whom the pedigree of the Euglish raoehorse begins.

We have in this country not only as good, but better op-

portunities to raise thoronghbred stock than in England.

The blue grass and lime water of Kentucky and Tennessee,

the plains of New Jersey, and above all the superior climate

of California, with its early Spring and ample facilities for the

precocious development.afford every scope imaginable for the

development of breeding theories, and if the clubs keep on

adding to the value of the stakes, the value of young stock

will increase proportionately.

—

Sporting World.

The Melbourne Cup.

London mails of the 7th bring the result by cable from

Australia of the great race for the Melbourne Cup, ran on

Tuesday, the 3d inst., at the Flemington course, near Mel-

bourne. The race is a handicap, run over a two-mile course,

and twenty-five to thirty horses are generally found at the

post, the acceptances for this year's renewal numbering no

less than 126, the veteran Commotion, 6yrs., by Panic, be-

ing top weight, with 136 lbs., and Wilka, a three-year-old,

by Tregeagle at the bottom of the list, with 52 lbs. less.

The winner turned up in Mr. Martin Loughlin's brown

horse, Sheet Anchor, 6 yrs., by St. Albans, out of Queen
Mary, his weight in the handicap being 109 lbs. Sheet

Anchor has been a fair performer in the Colonies, is excep-

tionally well bred, and in the last betting recorded in the

Sydney Mail of October 10th, he was at 25 to 1 a previous

wager of S25.000 to S750 being instrumental in bringing

him to that price. The presumption is therefore that his

owner, who paid a visit to England a year since as a success-

ful Victorian gold miner, has won a goodly amount by his

horse's victory, the favorites Liverpool, by King of Clubs;

and Nordenfeldt, by Musket, being served up warm at laBt

advices. St. Albans, the sire of sheet Anchor, is by Stock-

well, out of Bribery, by The Libel; and in 1877, at the age of

20 years he was sent from England to Australia, dying there

a year or two since. Sheet Anchor's dam Queen Mary, is by
Maribyrnong, out of Sylvia, the dam of some of the best race-

horses in the Colonies, among others Goldsborough and Mar-
tini-Henry. Mr. Loughlin is a very popular turfman in

Australia, and is a vearly contributor to the racing fund to

the extent of £5,000.
The race of last year was won by Malua, 5 years also a

son of St Albans, the sire of Sheet Anchor, and Malua ran

the distance with 135 lbs. up in 3:31}; Commotion, 6 years,

138 lbs.; only beaten half a length, with twenty-two others

behind the pair. From both a time and weight standpoint

such a performance was a great one.

—

Sportsman.

The shipment of live stock to Japan and China has been

going on steadily for years from this city, and with such suc-

cess that the route, long as it is, has come to be considered

as safe as a sail across the Bay. One shipment, however, haB

proved an exception. Last Fall agents of the Japanese gov-

ernment purchased five mares in Sonoma county, for the

imperial breeding farm, and shipped them by the City of

Peking, which sailed Sept. 16th. On the way the ship got

into a typhoon and was considerably shaken up, one of tho

mares being killed and thTee others injured so badly that

death was likely to result. One went through safely.

Although covering 6,000 miles of steady steaming this is the

first loss of live Btocli ever reported on the route.

The well-known raoehorse, Ned Cook, by Flood, dam
Planetia, by Planet, from La Henderson, by Lexington, and
the yearling filly Chatelaine, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan, by
War Dance, from Eliza Davis, by Imp. Knight of St. George,

were sold at auction at the Bay District Track last Saturday,

by order of the owner, Tom Delaney. Ned Cook was knocked
down for $9S0 to Edwin F. Smith, of Saoramento, who bid'for

Mike Kelly, the jockey. Chatelaine was returned to del Rio,

Mr. WinterB paying §1,050 for her. She was sold at Mr.
Winters' pale, last July, for $580, which he considered no
price at all; but the moral obligation to make the sale abso-

lute prevented him from bidding her in at that time.

Jacob the Silent.

Louis Riggs, a trainer of ability, has written us a note ask-

ing if there is any opening here for him to follow his vocation

on this Coast. We knew him before we migrated to this

Crist, and regard him as a very competent man among
thoroughbreds. He may be addressed at 924 West Walnut
street, Louisville, Ky.

The National Board of Review will meet at the Fiflh

Avenue Hotel, New York, at 7 r. m., Tuesday. December 1st.

A. meeting is also to be held in Chicago, May 11th.

Jacob Pincus is about to resume his old position as trainer

for Mr. August Belmont, and "Vigilant" in the Spirit gossips

about him:
Pincus may not have been a great starter, but he was as

good as the average, and has been shamefully abused for his

pains. As a trainer, however, he is the "right man in the

right place." He began life like Rowe, Brown Dick and

McCabe, as a jockey in Mr. Clay's stable, and iB as thorough

a man as can be found. He is the most tolerant man we
ever met, respecting others for their opinions although he

differs with them. With Pincus a man will never be villined

for thinking differently from himself. This is emphasized

by his career at Mr. Belmont'B. Whether justly or not, Mr.

Belmont never enjoyed the reputation of being the easiest

man to get along with, but he could rail at Jacob by the

hour only to receive some cheerful answer about the weather,

and hear* that characteristic half suppressed whistle which

Jake keeps up whenever he is meditating. #

A volume could be written of the encounters of the pair.

"When I go down in the Winter," said Mi. Belmont, "I ask

how the horses are doing. 'Splendid—first rate!' JakePin-

cus will say, but when I go down before the races there is one

with a 'bad leg, ' another 'ain't ready,' a third 'won't eat.'
"

"I'll put a trainer over you!" often roared the master of the

Nursery. "All right, " was Jake's invariable and respectful

answer, but he knew the trainer would never appear. But

although they seldom met without a "scene," the confidence

and regard Mr. Belmont had for his trainer was wonderful.

Probably this was never better illustrated than when Pincus

was training Iroquois for Mr. Lorillard in England. Mr.

Belmont happened to be abroad, and while visiting Mr.

Rothschild the latter asked him "What sort of a man waB

this Pincus—was he honest?" "Mr. Rothschild," said Mr.

Belmont, earnestly, "you have a great deal of money, haven't

you? "Xes, you have, but neither you nor any other man in

this world has money enough to buy Jacob Pincus."

Bine Bull has now 57 of his get in the 2:30 list. The 1885

additions are as follows: Otto K., 2:234, Jim Blaine, 2:25;

Groyes' Blue Bull, 2:26i; Myrtella G., 2:27J; Effie, 2:27£;

Dick Stauffer, 2:27J; Stewart Mc, 2:28; Lucy Fry, 2:28};

Daisy Blackwood, 2729J.

THE GUN.
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.

6tar (*) indicates close i

Qnail
Partridge
Rail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deor
Female Deer..
Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

The Only Modest Man.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: It is not for me to sug-

gest or direct the manner in which you ought to run your
own paper, and I am bound to say that until lately you
have run it very cleverly. But within a few weeks I have
noticed articles—communications, I suppose you call them

—

which I think add no credit to it. Some of these strive to

display an acquaintance with dramatic matters, and of the

others I scarcely know what to remark. Your "Old Fogey 1 '

had more appropriately signed himself an "Old Fool;" and
as for your "Lacon," as he certainly does not know the sig-

nification of the signature, let me say—to him and for his

kind—that the ereat Lacedemonians never contemplated

such vile travesty of their concise expressions as his are, and
that the most ignorant youth of Sparta would have borne the

gnawing of the stolen fox concealed beneath his garment
sooner than the discovery that he had so outrageously per-

verted the manner of Spartan brevity and directness in lan-

guage. "Lacon?" Ye gods, if the name is yet to apply,

dub him as the senseless scatterer; and oh, spirits of ages of

obsolete words and weapons, hail him as the blunderbuss of

scribblers! It was Balaam who had the ass which spoke; it

is an "Old Fogey" of some "mess" who inspires this "Lacon"
to clatter in your columns. The ass is shamed in the com-'

parison. I humbly beg its pardon. Dogberry is defunct

and "Lacon" is his fair executor, who does not need to be

written down; no eulogist can write him up. He would
make immortal Bacon a hog indeed.

Inasmuch aB I have thus freely and properly expressed my-
self.it is simply pertinent to inform you that, should you,Mr.
Editor, have inclinations to secure the services of an erudite

and most accomplished writer, one who has profound learning,

forsooth; one who knows bookB, I pledge you; and one

who has leisure, galore, secure me. I impart to you the

wise and chaste advice which Bulwer put into the mouth of

Eichelieu in his speech to the amorous Louis, in reference to

Ju'ie—"As you must love somebody, sire, love me." Do
you take? While you give room to a scholarly writer, make
room for yours truly. Seven or eight pages of your weekly

paper will suffice, except when I am overloaded and must
go off, or (on a) "bust," and on such occasions you can de-

vote a page or so to your patrons who pay—and "base is

tb« slave who pays," you know I never do—or enlarge your

edition.

By this time, no doubt, you discern the remarkable resem-

blance I bear to the character very generally known in some
portions of the country as George Washington, who was once

paid this happy compliment, by the speaker of the Virginia

House of Burgesses: "Sit down, Mr. Washington; your
modesty equals your valor [I prefer "profundity" in my own
case]; and that surpasses the power of any language I

possess." I have no question that this will be something of

the form in which you, Mr. Editor, will hasten to address

me on the next occasion that I shall illuminate your office

with my nwfnl presence. But the less must make room for

the great. I am not bothering myself about George

Washington now, to you; my subject is myself

—

civet Amerzeanus some—as we learned Latiuists delight to

render the vulgar phruse that we are "some pumpkins" to

astound and make yawp the common people, who have never

quaffed with any other than the minstrel Backus, or with

auy other than Horace Greely sat at the festive board of

doughnuts and graham biscuits, with our libations in spruce

beer and tea too much. Do you still take? If so, for heaven

sake, take all there is in sight and catch on to follow me.

My purpose is to impart to your readers a good doal that no-
body else knows except myself; and I want to do it in style.

I wish, as it were, to set them up in classical literature—up
to the measure of all the benefit any of them will receive from
the high-toned and very costly institutions of learning of the

day, not by any means forgetting some that we have in the
State. And it will not harm any more than it will benefit

them also to derive from me that abstruse knowledge for

which I am so renowned—as others are who pursue the very
efficient mode I adopt—that of proclaiming my own distin-

guishment in studies and paths which only a few have fol-

lowed, as the blind implicitly follow the blind. This will lead

them from protoplasm into every other chasm and from prim-
ordial mysteries into others, of which no man can tell, unless
he be as wise as I am. But I dislike contradiction, which is

the pabulum of scientists and the confession of philoso-
phers, and therefore like Iago, 1 shall no more open my mouth:
I will use the pen. Varuna counselled hisson, in order that

the spirits he should know, to study and comprehend the

"Great One." As the boy never met me, of course he
missed the leading trick; he did not take it in, that, as con-
cerns the clay, I was as the potter. This is not irreverence;

it is a gust of candor beyond the customary bounds of mod-
esty—only this and nothing more. I have no doubt that the
commonest school boy of the period perfectly understands
that Thales was the first to promulgate the idea that water
was the mightier element, and he had the grand success of

the deluge to sustain him—it just swept things low down and
high up. But as the kettle was boiling to make tea for the
unusual company, Heraclitus, whose head was very level,

and from whom Parson Newman obtained his invaluable
recipe for "hot Scotch," discovered that fire could cook water,

and that it was, accordingly, the element to profit by. Then,
too, there was the insurance to calculate—for in those days
men did not go down to the sea in ships, and Britannia did
not rule the waves. The impious wretch had tired the

Ephesian temple, and the pious fool who reared it had failed

to provide hydrants and steam fire engines. Accordingly,
against Thales' water theory the more powerful idea of Her-
aclitus' prevailed. Perhaps I ought to mention the absurd
notion of Diogenes, that Air was boss. He died him-
self for the want of enough of his favorite to breathe. And
hence the nobl6 motto of the Old Dominion: "Sic Semper
Tyrannis," freely translated, "Thus ever with tyrants,"

or in later approved form, "I'm sick; send for Mc-
Ginniss." Only don't forget that it was Diogenes
who first thought out that Air notion, and
to his credit it should be remembered that he was not
the person of the name who had a wash-tub for his local

habitation in Corinth. Then there were more cooks to spoil tb«

broth. Pythagoras—nearly as young as "the oldest inhabit
taut," but with less regard to fable—put forth other ideas, as

Darwin and Huxley, Herbert Spencer and Henry George have
Bince been doing. But happily there came on deck in good
time a bright genius from Ionia, named Xenophanes, who
had lived in Elia long enough to learn what kind of duffers

the Eliatio philosophers were, and he knocked the stuffing

out of Pythagoras and the rest of the boys by applying the

true and only method—Irish and satisfactory—that of mix-
ing the discordant elements into a condition of harmony
wfth a felicity of result which pleased and captivated all.

There was Earth.. Air, Water, Fire. How convenient and
easy! Just like Galway punch—sugar to make it sweet,

lemon to impart the flavor, the whisky to give it body, and
the hot water to cheer it as the swallows homeward course.

Mankind can never be too grateful to Xenophanes and to Gal-

way. Always punch with care. But maybe I am trespass-

ing on your space this week. I began to let you know, in

my own brief way, sententious as I am, why you ought not
to admit to your columns fellows like "Old Fogey" and an-

other I might mention who is even more to be avoided. I

dislike to be personal, yet permit me to remark that I contemn
the pair of them. From my exalted position I look down
upon them; and unless you intend to give space to Dean
Swift's "Houyhnhnms," I advise you to allow no more of

their correspondence. As to myself, I refer you to Hebrew
XIII., 2—"Be not forgetful to entertain strangers," etc. You
see, I know it all. The Modest Man.

The "Boss" out Gunning.

The editor-in-chief of the Journal went out gunning last

Tuesday. He usually comes back with a well-tilled bag—of

curiosities, such as pretty pebbles, rare plants and wild flow-

ers. He also comes back minus his lunch and ammunition.
That's where he gets in his work. But he was never known
to bring any game into camp before, unless he was fortunate

enough to run across a small boy with a gun and plenty of

birds, and scare him into an equal division of game. This
time he came home, and startled Mrs. K. with the announce-
ment that he had killed a large "honker," too large to carry,

in fact, and that he had given a small boy with a mule fifty

cents to go and carry it in. Soon the boy came along with
the monster bird—50 pounds weight (a rough estimate)

planked him down, received his half-dollar, and went on his

way rejoicing. Before he left, however, it was noticed that

the nimrod whispered something in the ear of the urchin,

who nodded his head in quiet assent. It was too good for

the small boy to keep and he went down town and told all

about it. The kid said: "It was a sick goose, that didn't

have strength enough to fly, and Mr. Kelley came along, and
put four loads of BB shot into it, and then gave me fifty

cents to carry it home, and 'keep the business shady.'

"

There is a small boy wanted at this office to receive his re-

ward, but we can't vouch for the character of it, if the boss

happens to be in.— Willows' Journal.

Didn't Shoot that Time-

A few days ago some Cordelia sportsmen who were hunting
in the tules below that town were treated in the same manner
that the sports from Vallejo were a short time previous.

They claim they were not on the preserves of the Cordelia

Club, but they were shot at with rifles from some covered
place, apparently the houses on the preserves below them.
About twenty balls were fired right into the crowd, but for-

tunately none took effect. The Suisun Republican says that

last Sunday, just to test the matter, a party of 16 Cordelia men
went down to the ponds this time upon the preserves, and as

they were armed with rifleB the attendants upon the pre-

serves knew better than to hre into the crowd, although they
did come out and order the crowd off the grounds in ten

minutes. The crowd refused to go and kept up their hunt-
ing till dark, the city "mob" giving up and leaving the pre-

serves in" the possession of the Cordelia men. Since the club
claims what they lease and what theydon't lease, the Cor-

delia and Green Valley people are going to go into the tules

for game until they are arrested and a test case made of the

club's right to lease the privileges of shooting game upon
uniuclosed tule lands. At the place where the first party
were fired upon there have not been auy placards or notices

posted warning hunters not to trespass.— ValUjo Chronicle,
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STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Is Roaring Hereditary?

The practice of breeding from animals having an unsound-

ness which is constitutional, or which may by any possibility

become hereditary, cannot be too strongly condemned, but

on the other hand breeders should not be too fast in con-

demning any strain of blood on the gionnd of transmissible

defects until all the facts in the case are established beyond

question. In England, at the present time, a very animated

and interesting discussion is being carried on as to whether

or not a stallion or mare should be rejected as a breeder be-

cause of the habit of roaiing. It has for generations been an

accepted theory that roaring was transmitted by horses hav-

ing the weakness to their descendants, and in this country

the same belief prevails. The English critics, or at least

some of them, now take an entirely different view of the

matter, the question having been raised by the victory of the

French filly Plaisanterie in the Cesarewitch and Cambridge-

shire handicaps. The wonderful form displayed by Plaisan-

terie, and the fact that she won twelve of the thirteen races

in which she had started this season, naturally caused her

history to be looked into, when it was speedily discovered

that she had been sold as a yearling for the ridiculously

small sum of S20O, one explanation of this being that as her

ancestors were mostly roarers nobody wanted her. On this

point St. Stephen's Magazine has the following to say:

"Now I want to point this matter to the people who are

forever raving about our folly in breeding from roaring stock.

In point of fact there is no such thing as hereditary roaring,

though the conformation of the thorax which tends to roar-

in" may be inherited, just as may be the case with hocks,

which are classed as "curby." A horse with the cleanest

hocks niav spring a curb, but that will not affect his offspring,

while another, say of the Buccaneer tribe, with a naturally

"curby" conformation, may individually remain sound, yet

none the less transmit the prospects of curbs to his descend-

ants What I am pointing to in this matter is the case of

WeUingtonia, the sire of Plainsanterie. He was by Chatta-

nooga who, to my own knowledge, was a bad roarer, out of

Arauearia, who, to the best of my belief, was also a roarer.

She was a daughter of Pocahontas, likewise a roarer, and the

same Pocahontas was maternal granddam of Chattanooga.

WeUingtonia himself I remember well, a fine, bloodlike chest-

nut horse, and perfectly sound. He could gallop, too, and

started at nine to two in Prince Charlie's Leger—I say Prince

Charlie's, for Wenlock was really nothing in comparison.

The people who rage against roaring blood of course raged

especially against WeUingtonia. I, myself, should have said,

and did say, that he had the elements of the best stud horse

of our times in him, combining, as he does, the absolutely

unique in-breeding of a double cross of Pocahontas, in each

case on the dam's side. The French people agreed with me,

and Plainsanterie, who has won thirteen races out of the

fourteen she has run for, is the result. In England, during

some six years, WeUingtonia only got eleven foals, and these

out of wretched mares, yet some six of them were winners.'i

Over feeding and irregular feeding will do horses no good.
Some farmers feed their horses a full feed a part of the time,
and about a half feed the balance. If it is a little extra
trouble to give them a good feed they are stinted, and if in
feeding you have a small quantity over, it is given rather
than take it back to the bin. Then too many teams are fed
on the same plan, more at a time when it suits the farmer's
convenience, more than any particular regard for the horse.
Regular feeding is very essential for the health and comfort
of the teams. They should be fed regularly, and be groomed
regularly. Then the stables should be kept clean. You can-
not reasonably expect horses to keep in good health, and feel

as they should, if you force them to stand in among a mass
of foul manure. Keep the stables clean, and furnish them
with plenty of good bedding. Give them plenty of light and
a free circulation of air. Take care of them properly. Feed
regularly, giving them as much of a variety as possible. See
that the harness is properly adjusted, so as to work easily
and without galling. Do not over-load or over-drive. Give
them good, clean water to drink and plenty of it, and fre-

quently enough that there is no danger of their over-loading
themselves. A good team is always valuable, and it pays,
and pays well, to care for them properly, and especially as

they grow older; as when they become old they are harder to

get back if once they are allowed to run down. It i» more
economical to keep the team in good condition all the tin e.

than to be building up a good portion of the time.

The importance of supplying an abundance of fresh air

for the horse barn is generally admitted, though frequently

neglected. Avery striking example of its importance was
furnished by experiments conducted in the French cavalry

service, and the results of an increased allotment of space

for each horse. Previous to the change, the space allowed
to each animal was 700 to 900 feet of air. Under this regula-
tion the deaths from glanders—and this is especially deserv-
ing of attention at this time—averaged fifty-one in each one
thousand head during ten years; in the same period the
deaths from all diseases reached ninety-four in one thousand.
The change in space referred to increased that allotted to

each animal to 1,S00 feet, with the result that during the
next period of ten years, the deaths from glanders, were re-

duced to ten in each one thousand head; and from all dis-

eases, from ninety-four, as above stated, down to twenty-
seven in each thousand. Observation has shown similar re-

sults in the caBe of all live stock.

A man may be an admirer of the best classes of horses,

may invest his money in good animals, may patronize the

best stallions within his reach, and yet b6 a detriment to the

cause of elevating the standard of excellence in horse breed-

ing. This fact will be apparent to all thinking men when
the idea that the very finest type of breeding and the surest

plans of success may be entirely defeated by improper care

and feeding is conceded. If the change from bad to good
treatment improves the condition and value of an animal,

then it naturally follows, and to a greater degree, that the

opposite is true also: that bad or indifferent treatment will

deteriorate the value of stock more rapidly than the right

kind of treatment can build it up. Horses very readily adapt
themselves to their surroundings, and upon no other kind of

live stock will different treatment tell so quickly. The man
who wants to receive the largest profits from his investments
in horseflesh, and who wants to exert his influence in the

right direction, must not only admire the best stock, invest

in the best stock and patronize the best stock, but must
handle it in the best manner possible when once it comes into

his charge.
—

A horse is not fully matured until six years of age, and
until then is not in the full possession of his powers. This
is the time nature points to as the one at which the best re-

sults are to be looked for. His use before this period should
be sparing, and theutmost care should be used not to weaken
his powers. The sterility of horses overtasked while of im-
mature age is common, and can never be cured; and the in-

feriority of the offspring of such a horse is everywhere to be

seen, if you take the trouble to observe and investigate.

—

H.
H. Cunningham.

any good farmers keep horses in stables during the entire

ar, except when out of work. Those who do not should at

least get the horses under shelter at night and during stormy

days. A sick horse is as unfit to work as is a sick man, and

animals that are kept housed most of the time are easily in-

jured by exposure to storms. It is not advisable to blanket

horses in stables except for a little while when brought in

after working and when wet either from sweat or rains. The
change to a horse blanketed in the stable when taken out in

cold or stormy weather makes the animal especially liable to

take cold. In a barn the natural covering of hair over a

horse is sufficient. Animals exposed to the storms and
changes of weather incident to farm work should not be

clipped. ^

If it can be made profitable to keep mares for breeding pur-

poses alone, as some claim it can, there should be no ques-

tion about there being a profit in breeding mares when they

can be worked for nine or ten months out of the year. If

horse breeding on the farm is not made remunerative it is for

lack of judicious management.

A horse's own taste for salt is considered the best guide aj

to the quantity he needs, hence the benefit of having it with-

in his reach at all times. The most convenient way, and
perhaps the cheapest, is to have a piece of rock salt in the

manger or box.

When a stallion fails to prove himself a good breeder, the

best thing to be done is to castrate him at once. There are

too many good horses to breed from to be wasting time on
uncertain ones.

Don't expect the colts that are just weaned to pick for a

living and do well. They must have attention or they will

suffer for it.
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P. A. FrxiGAX-, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notablv those of Messrs. Wliip-

ple.Colgrove. Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland k
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
oar ability to give satisfaction in all business In-

trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities

andcountieBin the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders* sales, similar to

those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-

siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live Btock of all descriptions
wiU be made on commission and stock shipped with
ntmostcare. Several fine ranches at private sale.

Purchases and sales made of land of every desc rip-

KHXIP A CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

Secured by Letters Patent &S&fi£k\£k \%lt-

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims

granted

:

1 An improved blanket or covering, consisting of the

body-piece A, flat) C, and the extension B, formed or

united together, so as to cover the body and legs of the

animal, substantially as herein described.

2 The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B. to fit the fore and hind legs of the

animal front fastening's FG, and the permanent straps

or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein

3 The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,

permanent Becuring-bands E, and the front fastenings

FG in combination with the elastic neck-extension II,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

i. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J , having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be secured
to the cover by means ofstraps, substantially as herein
described.
6 The improvement in verlng-blankets for ani-

mals, consisting of the ular having the flap C\

and permanent straps or banas .x^d to it to secure It

around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles

Is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Henbt Patot. Isaac Cpbam.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE ASD IMPORTIJJC1

Booksellers,
STATIONEBS,

Commercial Printers,
AXD

Blank Book Manufacturers,

*04 Sansome Street, Near Pine.

BAN FRANCISCO

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4»» and 4*4 Batfarr St.. 8AS 1 BASCISCO. CAJL

A. ETCSO. 0. S. EW1SO.

Pool Room Saloon,
*IO DVPOKT STREET.

Killlp & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are soH on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the

Bbeedee am Spobtsman, N. Y. SpM», and iiher

sporting papers. Bar Stocked with WJr

and Cigars, of pecnUar excellence.B EWIKO BRO?.
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Recollections of Mr. Bowes.

It is stated in the Euglish papers that the late Mr Bowes

was inpoiatof acreage, the largest landholder in England.

His 'death has revived a host of memories, one of the most

agreeable in the minds of the public being that his horses

always ran their best to win, irrespective of '-forestalling

and financial considerations, which enter so largely into the

management of a racing stable in England. Of course, stories

tonchiDg the events of his turf career, and of his most noted

horses are now revived. Some are quite new, many have

been told before, but lose nothing by being retold, particu-

larly here in America, where they have not the musty navor

they have at home. . .

Many will remembei the surprise occasioned by Daniel

O'Rourke's victory in the Derby, a victory by no means so

startling to the stable as it was to the public. A broad hint

given by John Scott as to what might be effected by the Irish

Birdcatcher colt was not accepted by one person to whom
such mental deafness made material difference. After his

Two Thousand Guineas defeat, and about a week before the

Derby of 1S52, Daniel O'Rourke was tried at S st. 7 Iba.

against Backbiter, 9 st.; Champion, 6 st., and others. Cham-

pion won by a neck. Backbiter just beating Darnel. This

was thought pretty good, and a commission was "wired" by

code to put £200 on him. By a mistake as to the letters of

the code, the two hundred was read as being fifty only, and

accordingly the commissioner took £5,000 to £50 of Davis.

When the time came for "Scott's lot
3
' to leave for Epsom, the

three-year-old Phantom, the property of "Dr. Nicuol," threw

himself down in the box before the train had left Malton Sta-

tion moie than one hundred yards, and was hurt. It became

necessary to put back, and consequently the Great Northern

train at York was missed, and the hordes had to go south by

the Midland. A well-known London sporting character

awaited the arrival of the train, and was hoaxed by one of

the passengers from Malton that it was Daniel O'Eourke and

not Phantom that had been injured. He rushed off in a cab,

gave "the office," and the same night Daniel O'Rourke stood

at 100 to I. „
It was a very bad horse belongiug to Mr. Bowes that en-

abled a well-known Malton horse-watcher to pay off old

scores with one of his London patrons, from whom he con-

sidered that anything but liberal treatment had been received.

In those days, long before the S. P. era, there was betting in

London on some of the minor races at Newmarket several

davs before they were run, and in one of such stakes the

horse was engaged. Well aware that he could not leave the

stable, the tout wrote a letter to his niggardly employer, com-

menting in glowing terms on the great chance possessed by

the poor brute, and recommending that he should be backed.

The advice was followed, and the countryman once told me,

with much chuckling and delight, of the sweet revenge he

experienced from the complaints of his victim when the colt

failed to figure among the arrivals at headquarters.

Mr. Bowes was hardly as eccentric as the late Lord Glas-

gow in the nomenclature of his horses, but at times he be-

stowed some wonderful cognomens. He was governed by no

rule of nomenclature, but by that of whim, and seemed to

disregard its facility of pronunciation by English tongues, as

evidenced by his Yergiss Mein Nicht. which well-nigh drove

the bookmakers to the verge of insanity in their frantic en-

deavors to shout it. But his Gneculns Esurieus caused a

genuine revolt. The Ring fought over it with evident dan-

ger to the maxillary organs in their endeavors to announce
their willingness to "lay agin Gracious Vesuvius." Even the

late Lord Palmerston remonstiated with Mr. Bowes over the

extraordinary appellation, declaring that it was impossible for

a horse to win the Derby with such a name, and entreated

Mr. Bowes to change it. Butsome of Mr. Bowes' names were

not inapt. Daniel O'Ronke was good for a son of Irish Bird-

catcher, and the Streatlam squire took it from the "Fairy

Legends." His Keyhole, by The Spy, was clever and intelli

gible to everyone, and West Australiunfor ason of Melbourne

was eminently proper, as wns Mnndig, the German equiva-

lent for "of age," the colt being foaled the year Mr. Bowes
attained his majority.

»»

What Patience has DoDe.

ularly every Thursday Capt. Stone would go into the stand,

ring the bell, and, in compuuy with one or two others, we
' would go to the stand. Capt. Stone would talk to me, and
Maud would be an attentive listener. He would tell us to

go up and score, and so we would go off as though we were
in a race. Before we had done this half a dozen times, she

i knew the bell call as well as Rarus, and was as eager to go

j

back." If I should write a week upon patience and kindness,

;

you would not be better instructed upon that point than now.
. -*

Opinions on the Limit.

The limit of speed always offers debatable ground, and we
commend to the attention of our readers the following

remarks and opinions by the following coterie, who are noted

for practical experience: Dr. Geo. H. Bailey and C. H. Nel-

son, of Maine, W. H. Crawford, Ed. Bitbers, Rody Patterson
and others. They compared notes just after witnessing
Patron trot in 2:191. Mr. Nelson exclaimed, "That beats me.
I guess I'll go home and feed my three-year-old (Nelson,

2:26:]) his mash out of the silvercup I won with him at the

Maine State Fair, and get him ready for the best four year-

olds next season." Dr. Bailey remarked, "It was twenty-
four years ago that Hiram Wuodruff drove Shepard Kuapp,
as a three-year-old, in 2:11, and he then considered it a great

performance, but colt trotting has not found much favor until

the last decade. It looks as if most of the trotting will be done
after this by colts, for they are raising them by the dozens
around here. The keenest rivalry will be to beat the colt

records at all ages. In aiming to do this their owners will

place them in the speed nursery, like runners, and try to get

their best efforts in two or three seasons, and then they will

be crowded aside by the younger growth. Stake races will

become more popular and a greater number of starters will

be ready to compete. My opinion is that horses have
trotted about as fast as they ever will. The difference will

be that the young horse w;l! move down on the limit of speed
already marked, say by Maud S. Their training for two or

three seasons will be forced, so that they will accomplish as

much in two or three seasons as the aged horses did in twice

the period." The doctor paused and Edwin P. Either took
up the argument by saying: "I think your ideas are sound.
It appears to me the trotter has reached his limit. His breed-
ing, training and management have been reduced to a fine

point, and to talk of a mile in 2:00 sounds nonsensical to me,
and I cannot make myself believe that I will

ever see a trotter perform in 2:05, In comparing our busi-

ness with the running horsemen, I never hear them enter-

tain the idea that it is possible for the thoroughbred of the
future to do a mile in 1:30 or even 1:35. They are satisfied

the runner has reached his limit." W. H. Crawford listened

intently and delivered the opinion that trotting horsemen
should be satisfied with the results achieved, and not attempt
to beat the impossible—a mile in 2:00. There were other
prominent horsemen present, but none of them had the tem-
erity to combat the ideas advanced. We are of the enthusi-
astic party of turfmen who set the trotting mark at 2:05,

within the next ten years, provided the present rules a3 to

records remain. If the trotter is trained like Maud S., with
a view to making an extremely fast mile, the feat of trotting

in 2:05 or better will be near at hand. Just consider that
Johnston, a pacer, has drawn a sulky and driver, with weight
up, a mile in 2:06^. and what a pacer has done a trotter may
do.— Veritas in Chicago Horseman.

''What would you think about sending Maud S. a half in

1:04 for a fast mile?" asked a turfman of Dan Mace. "That
depends upon your horse," said Dan; "some of them you
have to let go right along as fast as they will, for if you take

them back they will choke or sulk; you can't tell what they

will do. If they get tired at the last you have to stand it;

they go better that way than any other." It takes a wonderful

sight of patience, to say nothing whatever about sense, to be-

come a successful driver. You may have wintered your horse

in good shape; you may have the best bred one in the world;

but that is not all. Patience is absolutely necessary. Bair

says Maud S. showed him nothing in her 3-year-old form but

a broken single-foot or rack, until one day a dog ran out at

and frightened her into a great, square, open trot. From that

time on, Bair had a trotter. Before the season was over,

Maud showed him a half in 1:13}. Ton kuow the rest of her

history. So you see in this case what patience has done for

Maud S. and Bair. "I handled her but little," said Bair,

"when she was a 3-year-old,—never forcing her,—and so every

time I asked her for a little speed, she would show it; first

3:20, then 3: 10, then 3:00, then 2:50 and so on. When work-
ing her I let her run out nights in a grass paddock. In this

way she developed into a four-year-old wonder, and was sold

to Mr. Yanderliltfor £21,000. When she left me, "said Bair,

"she was as kind and tractable as any living horse." To tell

the whole story about this mare takes considerable space and
a good bit of time, but I belief tho story will pay, and so here

goes. I take Bair's own words: "After Mr. Vanderbilt got

Maud he drove her once or twice, and then sent her to the

great trainer, Carl Burr. I heard nothing of her all the sea-

son, and knew she could not be doing well, and several times

told my partoer, 'Maud will yet come back to me.' At last

came the dispatch to Capt. Stone from Mr. Yauderbilt, with

passes to go for the mare. The Captain and I went to New
York and, with Mr. Yauderbilt went down to Carl Burr's and
stayed all uigbt. I saw there was trouble with Maud. She
pulled outrageously, and could not trot much. Soon after

getting her to Chester Park, Mr. Vanderbilt came on to Cin-

cinnati with a party of friends, and desired to have her shown
on the quarter-stretch during our trotting meeting. I brought
her out in a sulky, but could do nothing with her; she would
neither walk or trot. That night I pulled her shoes off,

turned her out, and let her run "till the 1st of January. The
Captain had a break-wagon made, with long shafts, made
pretty heavy, in which we commenced driving her over the

hills "into town, and about generally. I never whipped her,

and she soon found that I was her old and tried friend. She
q^it pulling, and became quite like herself. In April I be-

gan to drive her on the track in the same
break-wagon." Mind you, the same break-wagon.
1 May 15th I gave her her first mile in 2:30. After that, reg-

Starting" Systems in Australia.

At the Australian Jockey Club's racemeeting in September
there were some new features introduced in the system of

starting, on which the Sydney Mail discourses as follows:

"One of the features of the day was the introduction of the
chronophone signal, a new mechanical method of starting,

designed by Mr. Harry Payten of Goulburn. This contriv-

ance is intended to effect the satisfactory dispatch of fields

on equal terms by a simultaneous sound and sight signal.

It was used in two races, the Trial Stakes .and the Welter
Handicap, which started opposite the stand. It consists of a
gong and time- ball in front of the starting line, worked by a
wire rope, with a handle, from the starter's box. Mr. Payten
himself worked the apparatus, which behaved well, except
the time-ball, which came down rather slowly the first time it

was used. Probably a semaphore arm would be more certain
in its action. Although the trial was not quite so satisfactory

as would have been desirnble, owing to its being a new thing
to the jockeys, the experiment was a success in so far as it

showed at once how much can be done by a firm determina-
tion to make the boys obey orders. At some moments a
capital line was formed, and it is not too much to expect that
before long, if this system is persevered in, there will be
fields coming up to the start as straight as a line of cavalry
on the march, which, after all, is only what ought to be.

The rule is that the horses must be walked off the start, and
the loose handling that wastes so much time should be firmly
corrected. The jockeys were reminded by Mr. Payten as to
what they were to do, and there was no excuse for their

breaking away as they did occasionally. Mr. Payten pun-
ished some of them by putting them on the outside, but the
appointed punishment of fines should have been inflicted.

There is much diversity of opinion as to the value of the ar-

rangement, and the jockeys appear to be rather against it.

It will require a fair trial before it can be pronounced per-

fect or otherwise, and under the control of a patient and
resolute starter, such as Mr. Payten, paying no heed to the
interference of the public, the system will have every chance.
A good point in this system is the raising of the starter iu au
elevated box overlooking his field, and the same plan has
been adopted for the flag-starter, and was used by Mr.
Gannon."

Thejdeath of Brookwood, at Jerome Park, on the 20th ult.,

when he broke his neck in the collision outhe half-mile turn,

was, no doubt, a great blow to Mr. Cassatt, who was very
fond of the gentlemanly little black. He paid SI,000 for

Brookwood, at the Runnymede Sale of 1SS3, and the colt

made his debut the following Spring, at Baltimore. He had
been very highly tried, but before the start there was a
breakaway, and several of the horses, including Brookwood,
ran the entire distance, their jockeys believing it was a start.

Thnu they were recalled to the post and made to run it over.

The severe work of the day give the colt a great set-back, and
it was not until the July Stakes, at Monmouth, that he
showed he had recovered bis form by winning in J :16, beat-

ing Exile, Richmond, Wanda, Goauo, St. Augustine, etc.,

and following it up with the Sapling, iu 1 :15.j, beating Goauo,
Cholula, Exile, St. Augustine, etc. Great things were ex-

pected of him during the Winter, when hia name wns on
every oue's lip in connection with the Withers, and he was
tried at home good enough to win it bauds down, but cut no
figure. At this time Major Hubbard, on behalf of a friend,

offered Mr. Cassatt $15,000 for the little black, despite the
fact that he had not grown much dnriug the Winter. It was
refused, and when he won the Swift Stakes, at Sbeepshead,

and beat Wanda, the stable felt it had made a wise move, but
he won only once after, being completely amiss. Right and
well, there were few speedier colts in training, a fact which
his owner ever maintained, and which he hoped next season
to prove in such events as the Harlem, Coney Island, and
Ocean Stakes.

Another change has tuK^u piuce in Rancocas affairs. As is

well known, Mr. Pierre Lorillard, over a year since, made
his son, N. Griswold Lorillard, a special partner in his racing
enterprises, and, in the event of his death, to become sole
proprietor of Rancocas. But, while young Mr. Lorillard at-
tended the races, he never seemed to enter into the spirit of
breeding and racing. As Mr. Lorillard once said to us, "My
son Griswold is interested with me in the stable, but, some-
how, he doesn't take to racing as I thought he would. He
inclines rather toward pony racing, polo playing, etc. My
son Pierre, on the other hand, is too enthusiastic a turfman.
I often think it would be better if he was associated with me.
Griswold is willing that such an arrangement be made." We
believe the change has been made. Mr. Griswold Lorillard
has gone on an extended tour of the world, in company
with some friends. He has, or will if he has not already,
withdrawn from the racing enterprise, An arrangement will
be made whereby, if the elder son, Pierre Lorillard, Jr., does
not actually become heir to Rancocas, he will be made trustee
for his little son, the third Pierre Lorillard, now four years
of age, who is the future Master of Rancocas. Mr. Pierre
Lorillard, Sr., is very proud of Sancocaj. He desires that it

shall remain linked with his posterity »ud maintained in all
its glory. His little grandson is the sixth of the name; he
already shows the sporting instinct in his fondness for grey-
hounds, and the true friends of the turf may rest assured
that the cherry of the Lorillards is destined for a career as
long and glorious as the yellow and black of the English
Grosvenors, which has survived through three generations.

The Latonia Jockey Club will follow the example set by
the Washington Park Club. It will open its gates to the
trotters as well as the runners. Plans have been drafted for
stock sheds, and it is the intention to hold a fair and trotting
meeting next Autumn. There is no reason why two tracks
for the different branchas of equine sport should be built and
maintained in the same community. One track rightly man-
aged will answer every purpose and greatly reduce the ex-
pense. The trotting meeting held on the Lexington race-
track in October clearly demonstrated that a running track
can be made fast and safe for harness horses. Records were
broken there. A breeders' fair and trotting meeting at Latonia
will do well. President Megibbeu knows as much about the
trotter as the runner, and he will see to it that no mistakes
are made. There are thousands in Cincinnati, Covingtou
and Newport who are deeply interested in the development
of the light-harness horse.

HERD AND SWINE.
That "General-Purpose Cow."

Without any idoa of calling the Shorthorns to account or
of criticizing any particular breeder of cattle or stock writer,
as an interested farmer allow me to "speak in meeting'' of
the many-sided cow. In The Gazelle of Oct. 22, au article
headed "A Losing Business" calls attention to the cost of
produoing lean beef at three or four years old. At the start,
without any further introduction, let me say that the "gen-
eral-purpose cow" and the "general-purpose idea" is one
prime cause of the production of so much lean beef. Eight
here is where the art of "maintaining farm stoc.v without
feed" is founded and where unsystematic handling of stock
gets its most persisteut followers. The "common farmer,"
so-called, buys his cow with an eye to milk and butter merit's,
and as much quality for beef connected therewith as ho
can find. He takes her to au economical bull, possibly a
fifty-cent one, and when the calf comes starts out with the
idea of a large butter account, plus a skim-milk calf, plus
some pigs, plus an account of all corn and oats sold at mar-
ket, plus a cow kept on pasture alone; this cow considered
his general-purpose cow. This idea of a general-purpose cow
originated when the country was new and when the cow, as
a factor of the family, was of more importance than it is now.
It has clung to us and has made us jack-of-all-trade farmers.
We have tried to be dairymen, breeders, grain farmers, and
everything else pertaining to many divisions of agriculture,
all at the same time. There are thousands of farmers to-day
who, because they do not make this kind of farming pay, are
crying out against the times and refuse to accept anv" 'new
ventures or ideas because they cut them off from one or the
other of these many branches, and they cannot see how the
pruning can be turned to a better and stronger growth. This
is the class of farmers you would have accept the "general-
purpose cow." Do you think she would fare well at their
hands? But suppose this farmer learns wisdom in his ways,
patronizes a thoroughbred bull, grains his calves from the
start, raises prime-fed steers and thick-meated cows, makes
butter to sell at a fair price, and uses what milk is necessary
in the family. To raise this cow's calf so that it can go to
market alongside a prime butcher's beast it must have extra
caTe and nearly the same amount of nutriment, if not more,
in some other form, that it loses in not suckling the cow, as
a dairy or butter cow needs more caw, more feed and better
quarters than one suckling a calf. The butter, to be good
butter, must have more care than all the others combined,
and the skim milk costs more from repeated handling than it
is really worth as a factor for feed, when furnished' in the
small way that the ordinary cow furnishes it.

It can be said of Mr. Bust's exposition of the Shorthorn
general-purpose cow that he presumes certain wants to be in
existence and then stops short and supplies the want without
first proving said wants radical and in accord with the move-
ments of the times. I sincerely question whether the
small farmer wants a general-purpose cow. We, in the first
place, will question whether there is any profit in the produc-
tion of nine-tenths of the grocery or general-purpose butter.
A farmer's wife has to cook, wash, iron, make beds, sweep
floors, mend clothes, wash dishes, etc., besides skimming
milk, churning, washing pans and churns, working butter
and marketing it. Now is it not a question of economy to
the coming generation of young farmers as to whether a
great many doctor's bills, sleepless nights, worn-out consti-
tutions, and crazy farmers' wives, caunot be credited to the
general-purpose cow ? Recollect this same cow is supposed to
be the poor man's Godseud— he who has few acres and small
means with which to hire help. If this same housewife can-
not make bntter of the best quality, if stale at times and sh6
must take it homeagniu, or if 'he grocer takes it and consigns
it to grease, who has the heart to blame the woman? Not
Mr. Rust nor any other general-purpose cow advocate. But
suppose this same woman has the necessary appliances for
the manufacture of butter neatly and nicely; suppose she
seeks out a private customer or customers, and stamps hei
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pound rolls with her own brand? IE she does all this her
butter will command the very highest maiket price, above
creamery butter even, and she will rind that no cow can make
such butter as the little butter cow. For one who makes but-

ter that it pays to make, and which can compete with butter-

ine and all other "cow grease," no general-purpose cow is

wanted.
For the farmer who has an eye to his acres and their main-

tained fertility it is no loss, if he is not a butter man, to make
beef a prime object, and yearling beef at that. If he is an
exceptionally good hand at raising a good steer, bull, or heifer

from a thoroughbred animal he has no use for a general-pur-

pose cow. Who, if he be posted, cannot cipher the carcass of

a prime dairy cow out of existence as to her superior merit if

a milker only is considered? The best milkers and dairy

cows cannot be beef animals. In the farming community
where I live the farmers who make butter an object are mov-
ing toward the butter breeds, while those who raise a good
steer want a beef animal and pay little attention to butter.

In our dairies the call is for the very best milkers without re-

gard to beef, while many farmers are using good milkers cov-

ered by a beef bull and letting the cows suckle two calves.

The farmer's wife is beginning to be heard. Wherever
you rind thoroughbreds you find concentration to oue idea

—

either beef, butter or milk. Another thing is to be consid-

ered. To get the attention of the unsystematic farmer fixed

you must concentrate his mind to one thing. Very few of

them will buy a thoroughbred. If they do it will be generally

with one purpose. He does not want something that is good
for everything, but will not beat his neighbor's stock at any
one thing; he wants something as good as the best. Most
farmers have to do first with grades, and so far as our people

here in this section are concerned grades of other beef breeds

give just as much milk as the Shorthorn cross. I do not

speak simply to bluff. We have Hereford grades, and Hoi-

steins and Aberdeens, first-rate milkers. But wherever yon
put us as farmers we are beginning to catch the note, step

with the times, and believe that earnest attention to one
thing will keep our hands cleaner than to attempt to be first-

rate at everything in the farming line. As soon as a farmer

excels in any one line of action, with that cow he can make
more money, find more interest in his work, and do better by
his farm than to try to carry all three.

What our farmers want is more stock. They want more
gTain and food fed on the farm to the stock. The cheapest

food for the calf, everything considered, is the cow'b milk.

Do not be stingy with it. The cheapest cow you ever raised

was one raised on milk—the strongest, best, and hardiest.

Use good thoroughbred bulls and turn off your calves as

short yearlings or grass-fed cattle. Your farms will be better

for it. Make them weigh 1,000 lbs. at a year old. You can

get from $30 to $40 for the use of your cot, and full market

price for the grain fed in putting them there. Let us have

fewer "deacon" skins and more hides that weigh sixty

pounds.

—

Farmer in, Breeders' Gazette.

Home-Bred Stock-

Foul in the Foot-

There is a peculiar value possessed by home-bred stock

—

if properly bred—that cannot be found in animals bought
elsewhere and taken home to the farm. An aDimal will not
thrive so well in a strange place as it will upon its nativesoil.
Like plants, animals are productions of certain localities. To
some extent a country may be judged by its animals, as well
as by its plants. Animals reared on the farm know their
places, and keep them much better than strange animals do.
They grow accustomed to the pasturage, water and feed
peculiar to the farm, which, if not of the best, will be appre-
ciated and made the most of. A strange animal, accustomed
to something different—better perhaps—would almost starve
on a range in which native stock will flourish fairly well.
Animals are subject to much annoyance and possible in-

jury when placed iu a strange herd and upon strange ground.
Each one of the home herd must have its set-to with the
stranger, that they may establish their relative places accord-
ing to their prowess and courage. A stranger is thus often
k6pt back and intimidated through an entire season, and for
all we know labors at a disadvantage ever afterward. It cer-

tainly has so seemed to me in many instances that have come
under my observation.
In buying strange animals the farmer does not often know

the character of the animals purchased. They may be of an
unruly, vicious disposition, and perhaps demoralize his whole
herd. Ordinarily well-behaved animals are easily led astray,

for the natural inclination of the lower animal, as well as
man, is toward evil, to say nothing of the temptation pre-
sented by a thrown down fence with feed just beyond.

So far as practicable the farmer should raise his stock
rather than buy strange animals and bring home into his

herd. An immense amount of buying, selling aud trading of

farm animals is done every year by farmers. One buys
calves to turn in with his herd, and another buys colts, or

lambs perhaps. Such wholesale, indiscriminate buying and
selling usually works a loss all around for the reasons above
mentioned. Furthermore, stock accumulated in this way is

usually regarded in the same light that property of any other
nature would be. They are not looked after with that care

and solicitude by the family in general that is almost always
accorded home bred animals. This may sound like a trifling

matter, but it is really one of much importance. Family
pets always thrive wonderfully. A pet heifer is pretty sure
to make a good cow.
Animals will respond in a most practical way to kind

treatment. An animal organism is entitled to much more
consideration than it has yet received from the humanfamily,
and it is to our interest to appreciate this fact, and act upon
it more fully than we do at present.

Pierre Lorillard has a stock farm in New Jersey, within an
easy drive of Mount Holly. On its 1,060 acres of ground are
twenty-six houses, ten of them old-fashioned homesteads.
There are many miles of clay pipe drain. The trunks of ihe
trees are protected by wire guards. The fields are provided
with iron basins supplied with water from artesian wells, the
waste water being carried off by sunken iron pipe. The barns
contain stalls for fifty-six horses. Forty hands and fifteen

teams are employed in the farm work. Under one cover are
twenty-three silos, twenty-three feet deep, capable of holding
1,500 tons of ensilage. In an adjoining building are 200
stalls for cattle. The pigpen is 400 feet long and contains
6,300 hogs. The corn crib will hold 10,000 bushels of shelled
corn. There are two racing tracks in the centre of the farm,
one a three-quarter mile track, the other a quarter-mile track.
The stable where the yearlings are housed is 360 feet long
and 130 feet wide. Within it are sixty-eight box stalls. The
centre of the three sections of the building is covered with
glass and affords a dry place where the colts can exercise in
wet weather. A pasturage of 300 acres is attached to the
stable.

POULTRY.
Ground Bone.

A Motto for Farmers.

By way of treatment keep the animals on dry ground or

floor, amply supplied with clean and dry straw bedding;

change of keep from exclusively dry, volumiuons, coarse, un-

sound, and unuutritions food to feeding with chaff or cut hay

of the best quality, together with liberal admixture of grain,

preferably so-called mill feed, with bran and ground oil-cake

(the latter of old process manufacture) and pure water in

quantity required by the fevered animals—the water to be

brought in pails to them, as compulsory exercise, or any

exercise, only tends to aggravate the evil by causing additional

irritation and suffering. The diseased parts should be kept

scrupulously clean by means of applications of water and

sponging; and all decayed or detached horn, which only

facilitates the harboring of diseased secretions ur tilth, should

be carefally removed preferably by clipping with strong,

sharp scissors, because attempts at cutting with a knife re-

quire some resistance, which cannot be well afforded by the

diseased and intensely inflamed neignboring parts of the

foot; thereafter a sufficiency of the following mixture should

be thoroughlv applied twice or thrice daily, as the existing

conditiens of'the several cases may require; take one pint of

Goulard's extract [liquorplumbi subacetatis), half a pint of crude

carbolic acid, and six quarts of common fish oil; mix well

together. With a view of better retaining the effect of this

application to the parts between the clays of the diseased

limb, and at the same time, as much as possible, prevent in-

gress of extraneous or effete matters "from the ground, a

pledget of lint, loose tow or oakum, soaked with the above

mixture, should be inserted between the clays and renewed

after each cleansing and dressing. Besides its healing proper-

ties the admixture of the carbolic acid will also act as a dis-

infectant, which the animal thus carries with it wherever it

moves. It is best not to use any bandaging. In the be-

ginning of the disease, or so soon as the animal is noticed to

walk with upright or knocking pasterns, and swelling appears

above the clays, an ample poultice of ground flax-seed and

bran, equal parts, should be applied so that it extends up to

the fetlock joint; and this should be renewed, morning and

evening, during one or two days. Thereafter the parts

should be thoroughly cleansed; the soles and the interdigital

space should be examined with a view of removing all de-

cayed or detached horn or shreds of decayed tissues, special

care being taken not to cut into or wound the sensitive parts

or start bleeding. It is also best, in the beginning of the

disease, to give each animal a saline laxative, such as one

pound of Epsom salts, dissolved in a pint of hot water, adding

to this solution one pint of molasses and an ounce of ground

ginger. This constitutes one dose for an animal over eigh-

teen months old; two-thirds to yearlings and over, and half

the quantitv mentioned to half-year-old ones. One or two

drachms, OT*one to two teaspoonsful of powdered saltpetre,

may be dissolved in each bucket of cold drinking water.

Milking in the island of Jersey is thus described: "Tal

buckets narrowed near the top with widened mouths are

used. A linen cloth is tied over the top; then a smooth sea-

shell is pushed in the depression to receive the milk. The

shell prevents the wearing of the cloth by streams of

milk. When the milking is done the straining is also com-

pleted." But this method has another advantage which, per-

haps, is the most important— that is, it prevents any impuri-

ties whatever from going into the pail with the milk, to

remain there until the milk is strained, and perhaps the

larger portion of it to be dissolved, and is so incorporated in

the milk as to render it utterly impossible to separate from it

by any ordinary process. It is evident, eveu to the casual

observer, that a linen cloth tied over the milking pail would

be of great advantage in keeping the milk free from impuri-

ties. *-

In the neighborhood of 1,400 silos are said to be now in

operation in Great Britain.

"Dollars for comforts, but not a cent for luxuries!" la a

good motto for every farmer, says Ben Perley Poore. The
largest, sunniest apartment in every farm-honso should be in

daily use by the family, and the most cheerless room should
be used for the parlor, which is rarely opened except at

funerals and for the meetings of the sowing society. The
freshest eggs, the sweetest butter and the earliest frnit should
not all be sent to market, and a good share of the proceeds

invested in bananas, almonds, raisins, coffee and tea. It is

bad policy to cut down the shade trees along the wayside to

raise money for the purchase of fashionable parasols for the

womenfolks. It is time misspent for those, who "having
eyes see not," to stroll through the grounds of an agricultural

fair, with their hands in their pockets, and a perverse ex-

pression of discontent on their faces, as they witness on
every hand the evidence of a progressive success which they

affect to disdain. Soldiers are given the brightest, sharpest

and most effective weapons—so every farmer should have the

very best machines and implements for the war which he has

to wage against vegetable aggressors and insect depredators

in the field, the orchard and the garden, and every farmer's

wife should have all the appliances for economizing muscle
in her laborious duties.

Dairy farmers notice a depression in dairy products more
than any decline in the price of other farm produce. The
dairy farmer makes his living, pays his debts and his rent, if

he lives on a rented farm, all from the produce of his cows

in either butter or cheese; and everything else upon the farm
—all the crops fur instance—are subservient to the principal

industry of the farm. In general or mixed husbandry itdoes

not happen that all the branches are greatly depressed at the

same time. When everything depends upon dairying it

sometimes happens that low prices mle and the farmer is

very seriously inconvenienced. A change of business is

always ruinous; no farmer can changefrom dairyingto grain

growing except at a serious loss. And again snch a change

is unwarranted by the grain markets. No dairy farmer has

any encouragement to dispose of his dairy and convert his

farm into a gTain farm. The only thine for dairymen to do

is to stick to the cows, m*ke the best of poor markets, econo-

mize wherever possible, and make all possible improvements
in stock and methods in hope of a better season next year.

Poultry raisers should not neglect to use sufficient raw
bone, either crushed or in the form of meal. It contains lime,
as do also oyster shells, but it also contains animal matter
which is of grei*t value. Bone when burnt is of comparatively
little value over oyster shells, but when crushed or ground
raw, supplies value peculiar to itself. All classes of poultry
are extremely fond of it. Care should be taken to have it

pure and sweet. It is good for all classes and ageHof poultry.
For young chicks it should be used in the form of meal, mix-
ing a small quantity two or three times a week with their
soft feed, say one quart to a bushel of corn meal.
For young turkeys it is almost indispensable to prevent leg

weakness. At about the time of their "shooting the red,"
when their health becomes established and they grow apace,
the developement of their frames and legs requires a more
liberal assimilation of material than can be afforded by the
usual articles of food. It is well to begin to mis a little bone
meal with the feed of small turkeys, and from the time they
are four weeks old it can be used freely.

No injurious effects will follow, for it ig nutritious, and es-

pecially it supplies material to rapidly develop and strengthen
the bones of the legs. All raisers of young turkeys know
that leg weakness is one of the evils to whioh they are ex-

posed, and this is a natural and excellent preventive; and
here is one of the many cases where prevention is far better

than cure. Brahma and other Asiatic chicks, for the same
reason, are greatly benefited by its use.

Raw bone has been proved by analysis to contain every
part of an egg—white, yolk, and of course, shell. It should
be constantly kept in a sp&cial place in thf pen or apartment
of laying hens, as they will consume large quantities of it,

and it goes chiefly to eggproduction. Granulated is the best

form in which to place it before adult fowls, and in this shape
it keeps fresh longer than when ground into meal. Bone is

one of the principal ingredients in the composition of most
of the "egg foods" in the market.

—

American Poultry Turd.

Partridge-Oochin Fowls.

It usually requires greater strategy and more patience lo

get medicine down the throat of a hog or pig than any other

farm animal. So long as they will eat it may be diluted and
administered in their food, but when the appetite fails it is

usually a difficult task to persuade the patient to take medi-

cine in any form. By making a slip noose on the end of a

siroug rope, and slipping it around" the upper jaw back of

the tusks, then passing it over a post in a strong board fence

and drawing the animal np so he cannot spring forward, the

medicine can be poured down his throat by means of a horn.

If no fence is handy throw the rope over a post, place an-

other rope around one hind leg above the npper joint, and
let one man, or two, if necessary, hold the animal so it can-

not spring forward. There is but little dauger of this, how-
ever, as the natural disposition of the hog is to hang back

for dear iife when pulled forward.

The Cochin breed of fowls was introduced into England
about the year 1847, and soon after into this country. To
this exent is to be attributed what will long be known as the
"poultry mania," when as high as Sn00 was repeatedly paid
for a single cock. If no other good had come out of intro-

ducing this breed than the st nanus it gave to all breeds of
fowls, then their introduction would have been one of great
importance.
The Cochin breed proper embraces four principal sub-

varieties—the white, black, buff and partridge. All of these

are favorites, but the white and buff are perhaps the best
known. The Partridge-Cochins are much admired, both for

their beauty and their productions. In the hen the neck
hackles are bright gold, striped with black, the rest of the
body being light brown, penciled with a very dark shade of

the same color. The hackels and saddle of the Partridge-
Cochin cock are a bright red, striped with black; wings and
back are a dark red crossed with a bar of metallic green-
black, breast and under parts black.

The principal merits claimed by breeders of these fowls is

hardiness, tameness, rapid growth when young, excellence

as Winter layers, aud ability to do well in limited quarters.

It is true that with all these good qualities there are also

defects. The flesh is inferior, though very fair when eaten

young, and the meat of the leg is more tender than is usually

the case with other breeds. The hen, while an excellent

layer, is sometimes troublesome from her desire to sit unduly;
but on this account she is valuable where the raising of

many chickens is an object. On the whole, the breed is

family rather than a market fowl.

Warts on stock may be strangled off by tight ligation, using

for this object shoemaker's or saddler's waxed thread. On
the teats they may be clipped off with sharp scissors close

to their base, a few at a time, with three or four days between,

to avoid too much irritation of the teat, and consequent diffi-

culty of milking. After the removal, whether by ligation or

clipping, apply a small portion, once or twice daily, of tinc-

ture of iron.

No animal can fight and eat at the same time. All crowd-
ing at feed time should be avoided. The 3esire to sttal food

is about the only thing that will make ordinary cows fight.

Keep them out of temptation by feeding them separately.

We would advise all shippers of turkeys, and other fowl in

fact, to adopt dry pickiug instead of scalding. The scalding

process is the simpler and easier way of removing feathers,

but the skin is thereby to some degree cooked by the hot
water, and the -poultry becomes too teuder to withstand the

chances of exposure as well as the dry-picked kind. In
damp weather the bird sours much more quiokly than the

dry-picked fowl. The latter always command a readier mar-
ket and a higher price. Dry picking is a skillful business,

and must be performed by experts or those who understand
the matter, as the feathers roust be pulled out quickly while

the bird hns life warmth. Some pursue the plan of stabbing

the bird through the brain, then hanging up by the head,

the practiced picker drawing the feathers with both hands,
frequently, it is said, before the bird becomes inanimate.
Though this sounds cruel, the thpory of the operator is that

there is a complete insensibility to pain on account of the

fatal brain wound.

Fowls will eat almost anything if it is served up right.

Boiled potatoes, turnips, carrots, anything iu the vegetable

line, mixed with com meal, oatmeal, bran or shorts, seasoned

with pepper and salt aud fed warm, will make any well regu-

lated ben cackle with satisfaction. Feed a few haudfnls of

of wheat screenings at noon, and at night give them a liberal

feed of whole grain of some kind.

If you persistently keep salt out of all the food given to

yourfowls, they will acquire the disgusting habit of feather-

eating.

The difficulty of keeping up the constitutional vigor and
fertility of the fowls can be obviated by frequent changes of

blood.
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

Bince the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Trotting Broodmares of California.

Not long ago a claim was made in an Eastern jour-

nal that granting to California a superior collection of

trotting stallions, the broodmares of that country were

not equal to those of the East. We are strongly of the

opinion that this is an error,and in place of there being a

deficiency in quality or breeding, that there is not a sec-

tion of the Union which ranks higher in this respect.

Commencing with the earliest strain, viz., what are

called native horses, and there are good reasons to class

that blood very high in a trotting pedigree. There is

scarcely a doubt that for long journeys, day after day,

no other breed could equal them. One hundred miles

between "sun and sun," continued for several days on a

stretch, and that, perhaps, without other food thaD a

handful or two of barley, and what grass could be

reached within the circuit of a lariat. Then, too, their

legs and feet were nearly perfect, the best specimens of

as high form as Derby winners, great lung power and
resolution which never flagged. Next in succession

were "emigrant" mares, and there are also substantial

grounds for giving them a place in the ancestry of trot-

ters. A very large proportion of the horses which

crossed the plains came from Missouri, Illinois, Wiscon-

sin and Iowa. In Missouri, Northern and Central Illi-

nois and Southern Wisconsin there was a great deal of

thoroughbred blood. At one time there were several

racecourses adjacent to Galena, and horses which were
taken there from the Southern States to run found pur-

chasers among the wealthy farmers and lead miners of

that section. As there were many of the residents of

Missouri who had immigrated from Kentucky, Tennessee

and Virginia, it was natural that they would bring their

favorite horses with them. Unquestionably many
horses were called thoroughbred which were not pure

enough to be successful as the progenitors of high-class

racehorses, and from this a Missouri pedigree became a

dubious appellation among California breeders. Put
without royal blood enough to give them a name
on racecourses, there was sufficient to make
a valuable mixture in harness horses. Then, too, there

was a search for the very best animals of the regions

which these across-the-continent argonauts left. Months
would be occupied in securing teams that were best fitted

for the arduous trip, and as mares were preferred on ao-

count of alkaline dust being less injurious to them than

geldings, the selections would be of the best mares

btainable. From even this meagre sketch it is not an
unwarranted conclusion that the oldtime mares were of

good quality. As to the stallions of a quarter of a cen-

tury ago, they were a fair representation of different

strains. In 1861, the following were "advertised" in the

California Spirit of the Times: Rattler, by Biggart's Rat-

tler, his dam by Bishop's Hambletonian; Trustee, by im-

ported Trustee, his dam by Haight's Paymaster; Comet,

by a sun of Vermont Black Hawk, his dam by Morgan

Tally-ho, granddam by Andrew Jackson; Benicia Boy,

by Vermont Black Hawk; Sherman Morgan, a grand-

son of Sherman Morgan; Mystery, by Cassius M. Clay:

Wine Creek Black Hawk, by Vermont Black Hawk; Ab-

dallah, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian; imported Lawyer,

by Flatcatcher; Rifleman, by imp. Glencoe; Black

Hawk, by Vermont; Vermont, by Independence; Water-

loo, by Biggart's Rattler; Keokuk, by Vermont Black

Hawk, and a son of Keokuk, his dam by imp. Trustee;

Stockbridge Chief, a son of the Eastern horse of the same

name; Belshazzer, by imp. Belshazzar; BillyjCheatham,

by Cracker; Ashland, by imp. Glencoe, and Hamlet, by

Long Island Black Hawk. There were several others in

the country at that time of equally good breeding, and

the following year, 1S62, in addition to those named,

there were Jack Hawkins, by Boston; Quickstep, by

Vermont Black Hawk; Captain Fisher, a descendant of

Diomed; General Taylor, by the Morse Horse; Owen
Dale, by Belmont; Joseph, by Hermes: George M.
Patchen, Jr., by George M. Patcheu; Chieftain, by
Hiatoga; Cosmo, by imp. Skylark; imported Nena Sahib,

by Horn of Chase. Among other trotting-bred stallions

which came here at an early day, were Marmion, by

Mambrino Chief, his dam Rosalind, by imp. Leviathan,

and ttamilton Chief, by Royal George. It is safe to as-

sert that all the noted strains of trotting families in the

East have been represented in California, and that, too,

before the extensive importations of late years. Bred to

the native and emigrant mares, the progeny could not

be termed otherwise than good. At least it must be ad-

mitted that outside of Kentucky and New York there was

few States which had so good a foundation for the breed-

ing of trotters.

Fifteen years ago L. J. Rose went East and bought

the animals which were the basis of the Sunny Slope

Stud. The result of that is too well known to require

more than reference. Since then the importations of

Governor Stanford, of William Corbitt of San Mateo, of

the late Daniel Cook, and many others, have been on a

scale of greater magnitude. Without noticing the stal-

lions, the imported mares have been of such breeding

and quality as to satisfy the most exacting in this

respect. The Palo Alto catalogue of trotting, issued in

18S4, contained 215 broodmares. Several have been

added since, so that there must be in the neighborhood

of 250 mares in this department. In future articles we
will show what a wealth of breeding there is in these

animals; not only breeding but records which show

that there were great performances as well as blood.

For instance, Lulu, 2:15; Elaine, 2:20; May Queen, 2:20;

Wildflower, 2:21 at 2 years; Gazelle, 2:21; Mattie, 2:22^,

Lou Whipple, 2:26£; Susie, 2:2% Aurora, 2:27; Alameda
Maid, 2:27£; Lady Ellen, 2:28; Mayfly, 2:30£; "May-
flower, 2:30^; Lady Dooly, 2:3 1£, and a whole

lot of them with marks between 2:30 and 2:40. Beside

those which have gained distinction on the tracks indi-

vidually there are quite a nnmber which make the bet-

ter showing for a broodmare of producing speed. At
the head of these we must place Columbine with her two
sons in the teens, though after her it is troublesome to

award places. The dam of Santa Claus, Beautiful Bells,

with a record of 2:29£ herself and Hinda Rose, St. Bel

and the great yearling brother. The dams of all the

fast colts which have given the Palo Alto stud a world-

wide reputation excepting a few which have died.

The dam of Jay-Eye-See has left one of the finest look-

ing colts, and one of the most promising too, to aid in

perpetuating her memory, and in contra-distinction to

his illustrious three-quarter brother is a strapping big

colt, measuring in his yearling form an inch or two

taller than the hero of 2:10. For the like number of

mares, we doubt if there is a stock farm in the country

which can sur pass the collection of Mr. Corbitt. On
the ranch of Seth Cook, at the base of Mount
Diablo, there many mares of the highest breeding.

At Rancho del Paso, on Rancho Resaca, and besides

Sunny Slope, where the matrons have done so much to

place California in the front rank, there are several

farms which are rarely stocked with mares. No wonder

for at Ela Hills A. W. Richmond left a numerous

progeny, and at Dew Drop Echo proved that he was a

worthy scion of the Hambletonian—Star family. It is

difficult to find a stopping place when the subject is the

trotting broodmares of California, as justice cannot be

done them were the whole of the paper taken up to

present their claims. But if California has done so well

with an inferior collection of dams, what will be the

result when a few more generations has combined the

excellences.

Racecourse at San Rafael.

We visited the office of Mr. Wm. T. Coleman a few

days ago and examined a map of the proposed racecourse

at San Rafael. So far as can be known from a well-

executed drawing, and accompanying description, the

project is not only feasible, but is also very likely to

come to a favorable conclusion. Mr. Coleman is ex-

tremely liberal in his offers, and all that is necessary to

carry it through is a proper response from those who
should be interested. The design is to harmonize with

the Pacific Coast Blood Horse and other associations, and
in this way lend additional attractions to the sports of

the turf and track on this Coast. It is evident that with

only two regular race meetings in a year, even if these

are supplemented by what is given by the fairs, that the

opportunities offered for reimbursement are inadequate

to meet the demands of the horse-breeding interests of

this State. Making due allowance for those which will

participate in Eastern racing there will be left at home
a large number of horses, many of which will be as good
as those sent to courses on the far .side of the Missouri.

It is somewhat a hazardous experiment to send horses so

far, and the attending risks can only be taken by men
who have wealth enough to make the venture and accept

failure without feeling great inconvenience. Thus such

horses as Beaconsfield, John A., Neilson, and many other

good ones which have raced here this season, will remain
at home, especially when there are extra inducements to

what are now offered. There can scarcely be a reason-

able doubt that hereafter the Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association, by securing from the lessee of the Bay Dis-

trict Course the privilege of holding its Spring and Fall

meetings on these grounds, can offer purses which will

compare favorably with what is given in

the East. Notwithstanding the unpropitious weather,

weather that we have never seen the like

of in the twelve seasons we have spent in Cali-

fornia, the attendance gave proof that, under ordinary

circumstances, this view is correct. With such a club

as is contemplated in connection with the proposed

course at San Rafael, meetings would be given to

precede or follow those on the Bay District, and at

which very liberal amounts would be added to stakes

and given in purses.

It may also be one of the surprises of the future that

the Oakland Park will be kept as a racecourse, suitable

improvements made, and then there will be a trio of
places, each assisting in increasing the attractions, add-

ing to the inducements to keep horses in training, and,

what may appear anomalous, ensuring a larger attend-

ance at all of them.

There is one advantage which the new track will have
over those of the Bay District and Oakland. It can
only be a few years at the most when the latter will

have to give way to the onward march of the cities to

which they are contiguous. The high value of the land

at the present time, a value which is sure to be doubled,

trebled, perhaps, in the course of a few years, precludes

the idea of keeping it intact.

It does not rest entirely with the owners. Streets

may be forced through, as was the case with the Driv-

ing Park at Chicago, and even Dexter Park, though
quite a distance from the city, was pushed aside to give

more room to the stock yards.

Mr. Coleman's offers are so liberal that the realty can
be secured at any time within ten years, for a sum that

would be a moderate valuation at the present time. The
rental, while the option runs, will only be a nominal
sum, and the cost of the land so small that practically

the club will acquire a valuable property, for not a
great deal more than the cost of improvements, and in a

situation so admirably adapted for the purpose as to war-
rant the assertion that no better can be found within so

short a distance of San Francisco.

It is unquestionably true that the climate of San
Rafael is better adapted for training and racing, than
that of San Francisco or Oakland. It is completely

sheltered from thg trade winds and isothermally it ranks

with places far south of here.

The objection urged that it is necessary to "cross the

bay" in order to reach the grounds, in reality has no
weight. The trip has attractions, the scenery so beauti-

ful that it never fails to delight those who have the least

appreciation of the beauties of nature, no matter how
frequently the journey is made. The same objection

has been made to the courses on Long Island, and yet
the attendance at Sheepshead Bay is far greater than at

Jerome Park, and the steamers and trains which run
between New York and Long Branch are crowded with
passengers during the race meeting at Monmouth Park.

As it is our intention to visit the locality, where the

course is to be built, the coming week, description will

be deferred until then in order to be able to write from
actual bnowledge. The map gives a very good idea of
what it will be when completed, and from the following
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estimate it will be seen that the improvements will be

on a scale that will make it worthy of comparison with

the grand racing grounds of the East. That there will

have to be some changes and modifications is evident,

and the object in presenting the estimates at present is

merely to convey an idea of what the intentions are.

Messrs. Wm.T. Cole aiax and J. Meuvyn Donahue— Gentle-

men: I herewith present a general plan of the proposed
Jockey Club Eace Track and Club House Park, to be
constructed on the reclaimed marsh, and on Simms Island,

being a tract near the crossing of the Broad and Narrow
Gauge Railroads, a mile south of San Rafael. The works
would entail the moving of the present toll road, to make
room for the track and the necessary buildings, the further
reclamation of part of the marsh, the hauling on of suitable
material over about 50 acres of laud, and the construction
of buildings, stables, club house, etc., and some grading and
ornamentation of the club site on Simms Island.

1 have shown approximately a general arrangement, and
find the probable cost to be as follows:

Earthworks.—
i)eviation and reconstruction of present toll road S1.&14
Branches from toll road to grand stand 2,156
Preparation of land necessary for station, grand stand, build-

lngs, yards and approaches 1.0S2
Construction of the mile track S,86G
Cultivation and preparing pasture and paddocks 500

SI 1,218
Buildings.—
Track. Grand stand lUOxiO §3,750
Barroom. 75x30 1,350
Open shed, 180x20 1,800
Office cottage 500
Judges' stand 300

Club Stables.—
Box stalls for racers. 210x20 $ 2 400
Two main stables, 38,0i>0 each 16,000
Two carriage houses, 51 ,250 each 2,500
Boarding house and outbuildings G.000
Cottage for .Superintendent 1.200—335,800
Private club and outbuildings 30.000
Grading avenues and gardening, etc 5,000—$35,000
Engineering, superintendence and contingencies 8,204

8U0.252

These plans and estimates have been compiled according
to the herewith general plan, and as I received but little in-

structions as to details, I presume they may be modified or
changed to suit. I remain, gentlemen, yours respectfully,

Alfred Poett, Civil Engineer.
San Fraxcisco, Oct. 24, 18S5.

Speed Drive, Golden Gate Park.

The Overland Monthly.

To write that we have been well pleased with the

Ove?'la)ul Monthly, since it came under its present man-
agement, does not half express the gratification it has

afforded. In the turmoil, the excitement, the never-end-

ing cares of the "circuit," when horses are to be looked

after, as well as other duties connected with our affairs,

little time is left for reading, unless it be daily papers

and subjects which have an intimate bearing_on matters

pertaining to our business. Now that there is more leis-

ure, although there is never the do-nothing interval

which prevails in the East during "Winter-time, there is

an opportunity for other reading, and a few evenings

ago this monthly was opened to take a glance at the

November number. The September had been laid aside,

as there was an article in that in relation to early horti-

culture in California, which we intended to make use of

when there is more room. But the contemplated "skim-

ming" in the hour after dinner, when indulgence in the

seductive Indian weed does its part in quieting, and so

potently aids in the enjoyment of mental pabulum.

That hour, however, and another, and still others were

added, the pipe was not refilled, and we became so ab-

sorbed that after the November was gotten through

with, the October was taken in hand, and it was some

time beyond the usual hour for retiring when the maga-

zines were abandoned. The alloted task for that

evening was entirely neglected, and this entailed

work in the morning to make up for the

time so agreeably occupied the night before. Too

late for anything like a review, the whole matter is so

interesting that it is sufficient to say that to anyone who
has an inclination for reading he or she cannot fail to be

pleased. And edified, too, for there are many articles

which can be read over and over again, and laid aside

for future reference, and when at the close of the volume

the pages are bound together it will be a valuable addi-

tion to a library,however well-stocked. To us the articles in

relation to California are of ingrossing interest. In late

days there has been nothing in history so fail of romance

as the records of California present. From the date of

the founding of the missions to the present time there has

been a constant succession of startling events. Nature

has made it a wonderland. Men have peopled the stage

with figures which command attention, and while there

have been many tragedies enacted, there is such a variety

of scenes that at no time is there a flagging of interest.

That matters pertaining to California are given a promi-

nent place in the Overland was to be expected. That
such have been handled with skill and placed before its

readers in an attractive garb, must be acknowledged, and
richly deserves the highest encomiums.

Fred Collier, the veteran, has returned to town, improved
in health and spirits, and generally braced up by his trip East
with the Santa Anita Stable. Fred found some things on the

ether side of the mountains that suited him, but he is so

thoroughly Californian that he feels happy to be home again.

Mr. John \V. McClelland was married at Louisville, Ky.,
on Wednesday, November 18th, to Miss Bertha M. Stone.

The couple left immediately after the ceremony for Los An-
geles, where Mr. McClelland takes charge of the Santa Anita

Stable.

In reprinting the following article copied from the Daily

Morning Call oflast Thursday, it is unnecessary to state that

the views expressed are in accordance with ours. In fact it

would appear more egotistical than to admit the authorship,

as it is well known here that for eight years past we have

"done" the turf work of that paper.

The proposed speed-drive in Golden Gate Park, or, rather,

the likelihood of the project being carried ont, has elicited a
great deal of talk among the trotting fraternity. The subject
is one of great interest to both those who drive fast horses
and those who would like to drive fast horses were the oppor-
tunity offered in a proper place to drive. That it will be a
great boon to them is beyond cavil; that it will be an immense
benefit to breeders is too palpable to require argument, and
that it will be one of the greatest attractions of the Park is

capable of being demonstrated with almost matbematical
exactness. Road horses of the proper stamp will be doubled
in value, and whereas at the present time it is difficult to

hud purchasers, there will then be a steady and increasing
demand. As an adjunct to the Park in the way of increasing
its attractions, it will be worth many times the money it will

cost.

Some years ago, when the Chicago river froze so solidly as

to permit of driving on the ice, every fine afternoon during
the Winter there would be crowds of spectators to witness the
exciting scenes. The bridges which connected the North
and South sides of the city would be blocked for hours at a
time. The ice-locked vessels were also utilized as good points
for observation, and when a building was situated so as to

afford a chance to watch the horses, that also would be made
serviceable.

The bridges were altogether the best places to "see the
races," and the footways on either side were so densely
crowded that those who desired to cross were compelled to

resort to the middle space, allotted to vehicles.

It is not necessary to inform those who are familiar

with the rigors of Winter in Chicago that even on sunshiny
afternoons the air was anything but bland, and long before
sundown ears and cheeks would tingle, the heavy clothing

would be drawn closer, feet enclosed in boots and Arctic
overshoes stamped, and fur-gloved hands slapped on the
chest to excite the dormant circulation. How different is

this from a Winter in San Francisco! What a difference

exists between the ice-bound river and a speed-drive in

Golden Gate Park! Ice two feet in thickness, over which the

sleigh-runners scrunch, and the sharp calkins on the shoes
of the horses throw a shower of glittering particles in the
face of the driver; the drivers mutfied from feet to eyes, and
with thick robes of buffalo, wolf or raccoon, so bundled tbat

there is little resemblance to Summer form; the rays of the

sun hidden in part by high buildings on the south side of the

river, so that one-half is in shadow, and the cheerless vessels,

with bare masts and cordage encased in ice, make a dreary
picture, only relieved by the swiftly moving steeds and the
merry jingle of the sleigh-bells.

On the other hand we have, in this extra-glorious climate,

a smooth, well-kept course, where there is the cadence of

hoofs on the elastic soil, and the wheels of the vehicles glide

over the surface so easily that the only sound is the whirr of

the spokes in rapid motion. There are verdant glades and
flowers of every hue, and trees with foliage which reminds
Eastern visitors of the merry month of May in their old home.
Few days there are when the garments which are worn in

Summer time in San Francisco are inappropriate, aud the
coats of the horses are smooth and glossy. There will be no
discomforts to those who look on. Whether on foot or in

carriages, there will be no necessity for thick wrappings, and
even after sunset, and until darkness settles over all, there

will be a genial atmosphere. There is one particular feature

in road-driving that, when presented, may appear to be a

claim which can hardly be sustained, and that is the benefit

to the health of those whose business compels severe mental
strain. Nevertheless, it can be proved by testimony of the

strongest kind. In all of the large cities of the East there
are abundant proofs of the hygienic value of road-driving.

It may be as well to give a definition of the term. It does
not mean a stately ride in a family carriage, or the sedate

pace of a horse which is incapable of going faster than at the

rate of twelve or fifteen miles an hour. Far from it.

Nowadays the gentleman's road-horse must have at least a

fair share of speed—a speed which will enable the driver to

compete successfully with some of those he meets, and should
his circumstances be such as to warrant the outlay which ex-

traordinary capacity is rated at so much the better; but with
a horse which can haul a man in an ordinary road wagon at a

rate between 2:30 and 2:40, there will be much excitement.
And it is the excitement which is so potent a factor in sus-

taining health. It is beyond question that mental labor,

which entails close application for only a few hours each day,

is one of the most trying ordeals that man can be subjected
to. The activity, the restlessness, the towering ambition
which propel the average American to exertions beyond the
power of brain and nerve are as inexorable as the fate that
compelled the Wandering Jew to go on, on, on, and from
which the boon of a quiet grave was denied. Then no matter
how severe has been the labor of the hours allotted to busi-

ness, a fast drive in company with others is almost a specific,

It is a panacea beyond all the medicaments of the materia
medica when the object is to restore the "nerve force." How-
ever cankering the cares, however harassing the outlook may
be, it is an utter impossibility to think of the incubus when
engaged in the endeavor to beat a competitor. In fact from
the time when the stable is left there is a change.
The "jog" until the speeding ground is reached is enjoy-

able. There is an expectation of what is to come, and there
is an anxiety to know whether the favorite horse is in condi-
tion to perform as usual. It may be that some of his com-
panions accompany him, and in that case there are animated
discussions regarding what has been the result of past com-
petition, and the respective merits of various horses. With
such a drive as is plannedfor Golden Gate Park there will be
better opportunities than any road can offer. In all proba-
bility the jog from the city will be followed by an "opening
out," a series of short brushes adown the drive, and then a
slow return to regain the wind and relieve the muscles.
With this preliminary work accomplished, he is ready to

"tackle anythiug that comes along." "Should he fall in with
a horse tbat hangs to him like his shadow for the greater part
of the distance, the pleasure is intensified. Every faculty is

called into requisition; there is an absorbing interest; energy
and determination flash from his eyes aud compress his lips.

He jogs back a new man; stocks, bonds, mercantile ventures,
law, physics are given to the dogs, and, like the rector whom
Washington Irving so graphically describes, his talk is not of

the law or the prophets, the points of his discourse being on
the merits of a favorite bay horse.
And it assuredly would be better, in lieu of sending pastors

to Europe or fashionable watering places, for congregations
to present their spiritual advisors with a real fast trotter am.
suitable vehicles, with hearty advice to drive in company at
least twice a week. Iu that case there will surely be more snap,
more fervor in their sermons; parochial duties will be more
easily performed, and in place of stupid disquisitions, the
fruits of poring over musty tomes, there will be life and
poetry is their sermons, religion in place of gloomy asceticism,
a proper appreciation af what the Good Father has vouch-
safed his earth-born chiklren,and cheerfulness of spirit which,
will pervade the multitudes, who will throng to share in the
inspiration which follows an innocent and health.giving
recreation.

It is not necessary to call attention to many examples of
the good results which have followed fast road-driving. It
was undoubtedly what enabled Commodore Vanderbilt to
endure the strain which his vast interests compelled, and
carried him through, hale and hearty, far beyond the allotted
time of human life.

His brother, "Captain Jake," is another instance, though
the most pronounced of all is the case of Kobert Bonner.
After purchasing the New York Ledger he labored for years
so earnestly that even his strong constitution was under-
mined. His work was on the high-pressure principle, aud
oftentimes sixteen hours of the twenty-four were given to
the labors of the office and editorial rooms—constant, never-
flagging labor, and that of the most exciting kind. The ad-
vertising, on a scale heretofore unparalleled, was a task
which few could have taken care of, and those who remember
the magnitude of this brauch, and which proved so effectual
in increasing the subscription list, can realize the strain con-
nected with it. He broke down, after years of labor, and had
given up hopes of ever regaining his old-time energy and en-
durance. His physician recommended outdoor exercise, and
following the ideas that prevailed at the time, recom-
mended riding. Though this proved beneficial, the saddle
was ah irksome seat, and driving was substituted. It was
not long until he went as fast as anyone, and he became
historical as one of the kings, and then the king of the road.
Lantern and Flatbush Maid, Peerless and Lady Palmer, Dex-
ter, Pocahontas, the Auburn Horse, Startle, Joe Ellion, Barns,
Edwin Forrest, and last and greatest ot all, Maud S. A
score or more of celebrities could be added to the above list,

and every one of them was driven by himself on the road.
They were driven fast, too, for it did not take him long to ac-
quire great skill as a reinsman, a skill which few of the pro-
fessionals could excel.

Out in the morning early for a drive through the Park and
on beyond, where there was a chance to set the spokes a
humming and feel the fresh air roshing through his lungs.
More work would be accomplished from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m.,
with an hour taken out for a hearty lunch, than could be
crowded into the long days previous to this mode of life; and
not contented with the morning exercise, the afternoon was
utilized in the same way. At times he would drive one horse
and his groom another, and on these occasions it washis cua*c
torn to visit Fleetwood Park and make lively miles with both
of them before his return. This might be done morning and
evening without encroaching on the hours set apart for busi-
ness, and all of the time he was increasing in health and
strength, as vigorous at fifty years of age as in the days of
early manhood—heartier and hardier than ever. It is his set-

tled belief that if it had not been for the radical change in his
habits he would have succumbed years ago, and this belief is

shared by all of his acquaintances who have been intimate
with him for the period embraced. When these results fol-

low fast road-driving in the climate of New York, it must be
that still more potent effects must spring from the conditions
which are peculiar to California—free from frosts, which in
the East comgeal the roads until they are as hard as if steel-

plated, and then slush from melting snows, and all sorts of
discomforts unknown here.
That money enough will be subscribed to build the drive is

a foregone conclusion, and that in time so that it will be
ready by the vernal equinox.

Ban Fox.

A few days ago we visited the stable where Ban Fox
is domiciled for the present, and after a'close inspection

must say that we were highly impressed with his appear-

ance. After making due allowance for the favorable

impression which grand performances awaken, the

"points" ot Ban Fox are so good that the most critical

of observers could not fail to acknowledge the excellence

of his "make up." He is a larger colt than we expected,

being nearly 15-£ hands without shoes, though owing to

his configuration he appears scant 15 hands when
viewed from a distance. For a 2-year-old he has immense
girth, measuring around the heart 72 inches, and with
very little flesh on his ribs. His barrel is large, even when
compared to the girth, the back ribs being long and
leaving little space between the last rib and the haunch.

He has tremendous quarters, thighs and gaskins, masses
of muscles, his legs are capital, and the "set" both

before and behind about perfect. He has somewhat a

plain head, the nose slightly on the Roman cut, but this

relieved by brilliant eyes which beam with good nature,

and at the same time show resolution. He is rather wide
in the "fork," according to our old notions of form,

though after seeing so many racehorses of the highest

class which were thus shaped, we are compelled to sur-

render tho oldtimo belief and admit that it was not infal-

libly correct. His color is beautiful, a dark bay, the

only white a small star in his forehead, and to sum up
he is a hardy-looking fellow, with all the "speed-marks"
plainly developed, and so far as can be told by looks,

capable of going any distance at a great pace.

Mr. H. J. Agnew, of Honolulu, continues to add to his lis

of racing stock in both the harness aud pigskin divisions

He has purchased from Mr. Valeusin a brown colt, two yeais

old, by Buccaneer, dam Venus, by Venture, for $750;

and from H. C. Judsou, a yearling filly, {sister to Neilson),

by Wildidle, dam Susie Williamson, by imp. Hercules, from

Vixen, by Belmont, for $750. Both these youngsters b;

been shipped to the Islands.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication toe earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in allinstances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

»md of grandparents , colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps.

G. -W. Bassford's white aud liver pointer bitch Gracie Bow,

by King Bow—Gracie, whelped on Nov. 10, 1SS5, nine, four

doos and five bitches, all white and liver but one, lemon and

white, to Bntte Bow, by Ranger Boy—Josie Bow. Gracie

Bow won first in Pappy class at San Francisco Bench Show

of
'

ss -
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,' c * •

Butte Bow won second in same class, and also won nrst in

P. C. F. T. Clubs' Derby same year.

Sales.

Mr. G. W. Bassford has Bold white and lemon pointer dog,

by , whelped June 23, 1SS5, to Mr. Clarence Haight, S.F.

Dr S E. K lowles, of San Francisco, has purchased the

Laverack Setter, Pet Laverack (No. 2162, N. A. K. C. S. B.),

by Thunder—Peeres.
Mr. John Knight, Placerville, has sold to Mr. J. J. Wood-

lock, San Francisco, black, white and tan, straight-legged,

Beagle bit<-h, Bess, by Lee II.—Fancy; six months old.

To Mr. H. W. M. Sandback, San Francisco, black, white

and tan Beagle bitch, Flora, by Lee II.—Daisy; three and

one-half months old.

To Mr. Sanford Bennett, San Francisco, lemon and white

Beagle dog. Foot, by Lee II.—Daisy; three and one-half

months old.

Deaths-

* Czarina, bw d English Setter bitch, by Regent—Sibyl II.,

whelped June IS, 1S84, died on Nov. 10, 1885, at Allender's

Kennel, Saucelito. Owner, H. H. Briggs.

The death of Czarina, or Julie, as she was named when
a puppy by a little lady whose affection for her knew no
bounds, is a loss that is not measured by the pain which it

caused her owner.
The bitch was a runt puppy, but when only seven weeks

old showed extraordinary nose, and as she grew up her
gradual approach to mature form was watched day by day,

and the development of her instinctive hunting ^tendencies

noted with ever increasing wonder. In blood she was too

much Laverack to justify gTeat expectations based on breeding
alone, but when tenmonths old she lost the rounded outlines

and bitchy appearance of the Laverack and became more and
more markedly a dog of the Gladstone type in form. There
was great difficulty in bringing her through the usual ilia of

puppyhood. Good beef broth and plenty of Mr. George
Muller's graham crackers, with guarded exhibition of Btrych-

nia and iron, and a course of Hypophosphites, at last saw her

about a year old sound and fairly hearty. She was sent

to a countryman, who, contrary to instructions and
agreement, bred her in the hope of stealing a
litter. As soon as the fact was ascertained she
Again came under her owner's hands, and was assiduously

cared for, passed her travail and regained her strength par-

tially. Her form seemed unimpaired and in several days of

field work she justified the belief that a great future was be-

fore her. But it was not to be. Malnutrition troubled her.

Asthenia became more marked day by day, despite remedies
and care, and at last she went over to join the innumerable
caravan of illustrious ancestors of whioh she was a worthy
descendant.

Her head was especially tine, in profile it was clear cut and
of the longish type. The muzzle well squared, stop strongly

marked, and just jowl enough to soften a little what would
-otherwise have been almost a rectangular muzzle. Her nose
was exquisite; she was a fast bitch but she had a faster nose.

:Every attitude was grace itself. Only a few days since, we
submitted her to the judgment of Mr. Philip McShane, who
had seen many of the best English Setters in the Eastern
States, both on the bench and in field trials. She ran through
a long day's work without shirking a bit, and in the

last mile was as keen, speedy, and tasty as in the moring.
Mr. McShane is always conservative, and for that reason we
valued donbly his expressed opinion that poor Julie was the
best formed, most stylish, and most promising young Eng-
lish Setter he had 6een, with but one exception.

English Setters are not outbred enough; they have fined

dowD too much. They are hard to rear, susceptible to ex-

posure, and, ordinarily, have not stamina sufficient to make
them reliable dogs for use in roagh shooting, such as most
quail shooting is.

We see no reason why the introduction of the best of our
coarse native Setter blood would not be a good move. Cer-
tain it is, that if breeders continue to cross in as they have
been doing since the Duke—Rhcebe—Laverack strain origin-

ated, the dogs will soon become as worthless for actual use
as the average pure Laverack now is.

Few are bred as Llewellin preferred to breed, viz: Half
Duke—Rhcebe and half Laverack. The Laverack usually
predominates, to the lessening of courage and vital strength.

The Ea stern Field Trials Olub—The Members
Stake.

Through the kindness of Dootor Rowe, editor of the Amer-
ican Fi'dd, we are enabled to give this week a report of the
running in the Members' Stake of the Eastern Field Trials
CJub trials at High Point.

Out space inclined us to condense the report, but "Mo-
hawk's" field trial reports cannot be condensed without
omitting essential features of the trials, and so we reproduce
fhe report entire:

The Members' Stake of the Eastern Field Trials Club was
started on Thursday, November 12th, and was concluded the
next day, Friday. There were ten starters, of which five

were English Setters, two were Irish Setters, and three were
Pointers.

The stake was won bv Mr. C. Fred Crawford's English Set-

ter dog, Foreman (1597, Vol. II., N. A. K. C. S. B.) Fore-
man was born February 26, 18S0, and is by Dashing Monarch
—Fairy II. Dashing Monarch is by Dash II. (Blue Prince

—

Old Kate) out of Countess Moll (Dan—Countess). Fairy II.

(354, Vol. I., N. A. K. C. 8. B.) is by Baiiey's Victor
(Dash II.—Moll III.), out of Blue Daisy (Blue
Prince—Blair's Cora.) Foreman is the winner of many prizes
on the bench. His Field Trial record is as follows: Divided
second with Harrison's London, in Free-for-all, New Orleans i

Gun Club's trials, Opelousus, La., 1SS2; third in Free-for-al

N. A. K. C. trials, GraDd Junction, Tenn., 1883; divided

third with Harrison's London and Grouse Dale in Free-for-

all, Southern Sportsmen's Association's trials, Canton, Miss.,

1SS3; first in All-Age, Eastern Field Trials Club's trials, High
Point, N. C, 1884.

The judges for the public stakes not being present, Mr. J.

Otto Donner, the president of the Club, and Mr. Charles
Heath, the president of the New Jersey Kennel Club, judged.
The Fall having been warm and wet the foliage is dense

yet, and, as a consequence, the birds were difficult to find.

Thursday—The wind was north by west, half west, and
high. The snn was bright and hot. Altogether the atmosphere
was trying for both dogs and handlers, and decidedly bad for

scent. Except 'the work done by Belle of Piedmont, which
was decidedly brilliant, and stamped her as an A 1. field dog,

the balance for the day was decidedly ordinary.

Belle of Piedmont—Dashing Noble.—At 9 o'clock Mr.
Edward Dexter'a black, white and tan English Setter bitch

Belle of Piedmont, by Dashing Rover—Ranee, and Mr. J. R.
Henricks' black, white and tan English Setter dog Dashing
Noble, by Count Noble—Dashing Novice, were cast off in some
pine woods on Mayor Snow's farm. Belle of Piedmont was
fast, stylish, ranged wide, and quartered her ground well.

Dashing Noble in all these respects was fair. Excepting that

Dashing Noble stopped a second and then went on, nothing
was done until reaching a ragweed field, where Belle of Pied-

mont, running with the wind on her quarter, wheeled very
prettily into a point on a bevy. Dashing Noble, following in

in the same direction, caught scent of the birds before reach-

ing Belle of Piedmont, instead of backing, dew to a point.

Mr. Dexter flushed and shot, bat did not kill. Both dogs
dropped to wing. The birds were marked down in a grass

field on the opposite side of the road, where Belle of Pied-
mont pointed immediately afterjumping the fence. Dashing
Noble failed to back. The birds were flushed, but not shot
at. They dropped a little ahead, near the fence, and were
soon after found and pointed very handsomely by Belle of

Piedmont; Dashing Noble again refused to back. The birds

were flushed, but not shot at. Both dogs behaved well to

wing and shot. Following the birds down along the fence
where they had dropped, Dashing Noble pointed a brace in

good style, and Belle of Piedmont backed handsomely. Mr.
Henricks flushed, shot and missed. Belle of Piedmont
dropped to wing; Dashing Noble, when Mr. Henricks stepped
up to flush, broke in, but dropped promptly to order. The
dogs being ordered on, Belle of Piedmont very soon pointed a

brace, and Dashing Noble again refused to back. Mr. Dex-
ter flushed, shot and killed one. Both dogs dropped to shot.

Dashing Noble, getting jealous, broke in and retrieved the
bird. Belle going on, pointed a single bird, which was flushed,

but not shot at; she dropped to wing. Dashing Noble was
not near to back. The doge were then taken up, at 9:25, and
the heat was awarded to Belle of Piedmont. Down 25

minutes.
Buckellew—Corinne.—At 9:35 Mr.Washington A.Coster's

lemon and white English Setter dog Buckellew, by Druid-
Ruby, and Mr. Geo. T. Leach's Irish Setter bitch, Corinne,
by Peter—Countess, were oast off in a corn field adjoining
the field in which the last brace had finished their heat.

Both dogs started off at a rattling gait, whioh they main-
tained wall throughout their long heat. Buckellew was the
faster, ranged wider, quartered better and flhowed more style

in motion of the two. In ityle on point they were equal.

The field, as also the adjoining woods, proved blank. In
the green field drawn next, Buckellew pointedly staunchly a

single bird, which flushed before Corinne could be brought
up to back. After a run of ten minutes through a large grass
field, near the bank of a rivulet, Corinne flushed a large

bevy, which dropped in a thicket on the other side of the
fence, from where they were flushed accidentally by Mr. Cos-
ter, and flew to a grass field on the opposite side. The dogs
having been ordered on, Buckellew, on reaching the spot
where the birds had been seen to drop, pointed, and Corinne,
close by, backed handsomely. When Buckellew dis-

covered the birds had moved he went on. A little further
beyond and to the left, Corinne pointed handsomely, and
Buckellew quite a distance off, backed to order. Leach
flushed and killed, and Corinne retrieved well; but was a lit-

tle unsteady to shot. Buckellew was steady. Nothing
further was found or done in this field, the adjoining woods
and gTass field, excepting that a hare sprang before Buckel-
lew, to which he was steady, and in the grass field he
pointed, discovered his error and moved on. Several fields

were then drawn blank, and it was 10:58 when Corinne in a

grass field pointed a bevy handsomely. Coming in another
direction, the grass beiug long, Corinne very nearly the color

of it and being in a crouched position, Buckellew did not see
her and pointed the bevy from quite a distance and hand-
somely also. Leach flushed the birds but did not shoot.

Both dogs behaved well to wing. The birds flew to a small
piece of scrub oaks with thick underbrush, where Buckellew
soon found and pointed handsomely and staunchly. Corinne
was whistled up to back, bnt on the way found and pointed
another portion of the bevy. The birds were flushed from
both points, but not shot at. Buckellew then pointed hand-
somely a single bird, and Corinne on a direct line with him
and not far from him, pointed another bird. It was sup-
posed at first that she was backing, and it was not discovered
that she was pointing until the bird before Buckellew had
been flushed, whenon being ordered on she refused to move.
Mr. Leach repeated the order two or three times, and finding
she failed to move, he concluded she had a point, and
going up to her flushed from the dried leaves, close to her
nose, a bird. Both dogs behaved well to wing. The birds
could not be marked down in consequence of the density of

the cover, and therefore were not found until a long time
afterwards. The open was then drawn blank, and it was
not until 11:37 that anything was found, when Buckellew,
on returning to the woods, at the Iowbt edge, pointed a sin-

gle bird whioh Mr. Coster flushed. Corinne did not have a
chance to back. Both dogs then ran out of the woods into a

ragweed field on the opposite side, which had not bi-eu

drawn previously, and both pointed in different places. Mr.
Coster flushed and killed; Buckellew dropped to wing and
retrieved well. At the report of Mr. Coster's gun, the bird
before Corinne flushed, and she dropped to wiug. On being
ordered on Buckellew ran up the hill and pointed. The
bird ran; Buckellew roaded a few steps and stopped, and as

he did so the bird flushed, to which he dropped to wiug.
This ended the heat in favor of Buckellew, and at 11:44.

Down two hours and nine minutes.
Foreman—Vision.—At 11:49, Mr. C.Fred Crawford'swhite

black and tan English setter dog Foreman, by Dashing Mon-
arch—Fairy II., and Mr. F. R. Hitchcock's liver and white
Pointer bitch Vision, by Croxteth—Vinnie, were cast off in

the same grass field in which the previous brace had con-
cluded their heat. Both dogs Btarted off slowly and slug-

gishly. After a while Foreman got himself together, in-

creased his speed, and ranged fairly; but at no time did he
show the good form, vim and dash we have seen him exhibit

in his previous races. During the entire heat Vision did not
go fast or range wide, but worked slow and close. She is a
bitch of fair style; Foreman was her superior in style, as he
was in speed, ranging and quartering. In five minutes after
being cast off, Vision wheeled to a pretty point on a lark,
which Foreman backed handsomely. After a tramp, long
and barren of results, at 12:30 Vision pointed a large bevy in
a thioket, and Foreman, brought up backed. Mr. Hitchcock
flushed, shot and missed. Both dogs behaved well to wing
audBhot. A portion of the bevy having been marked down
in a hedge a little further ahead, the dogs were cast off in that
directiun. Reaching it a bird was seen to fly out of the
hedge, and Vision on the opposite side was standing in a
very tell-tale manner; but as the judges did not see the act,
tbey did not penalize her for a flush. Foreman, a little to
the rear, was pointing, and Vision coming up wheeled to a
point also. The birds had evidently run back of Foreman,
and were flushed a little to the left and close to the rear of
him, bnt were not shot at. Both dogs then ran up into the
grass field on the hill, where Vision flushed, and some dis-
tance further on, Foreman at the same moment pointed.
Crawford flushed, shot and missed. The birds flew to the
woods on the opposite side, where Foreman pointed a bird
which flushed on Crawford's approach. Vision did not have
a chance to back. The dogs were then ordered up, at 12:40,
and Foreman was given the heat. Down 51 minutes.
Brimstone—LrciA.—On the conclusion of the last heat an

adjournment was taken for lunch, after which, at 2:05, Wash-
ington A. Coster's lemon and white Setter bitch, Brimstone,
by Gladstone—Swaze, and D. S. Gregory, Jr.'s liver and
white Pointer bitch Lucia, by Croxteth—Gregory's Belle, were
cast off in a ragweed field on the Model Farm. Both dogs
showed good speed, and style in motion and on point, and
ranged and quartered their ground weil, but in all tbese re-
spects Brimstone was the better of the two. Both dogs struck
the scent of a bevy, which had been moving around in the
field, but before they could locate the bevy the birds flushed
wild near the fence and flew into a rag weed field on the oppo-
site side of the road, where Brimstone found and pointed
them handsomely. Lucia, coming up to the left and not see-
ing Brimstone, pointed also in good style. The birds had
evidently run from in front of Brimstone to where Lucia
pointed them, and Brimstone, discovering they had moved
cast off to the right, and returning, backed, facing Lucia'.
Gregory flushed and killed one which Lucia retrieved well.
Lucia was a little unsteady to wing. Brimstone dropped to
shot. The bevy separated, one portion going to the rear and
the other a little distance ahead, from where they flushed
wild before the dogs could get near them. The dogs were
then ordered on in the direction the other portion of
the bevy was supposed to have settled. Brimstone pointed
a single bird handsomely, and Lucia backed handsomely,
Coster flushed and killed the bird. Brimstone was ordered
to retrieve, bnt Lucia broke away and retrieved well. Some
distance on Lucia struck the scent of a bird, and in trying
to locate it flushed it and did not drop to wing. It was not
until 3:20 that more birds were found, when after crossing
back to the ragweed field in which the brace had been put
down first. Brimstone pointed handsomely, and Lucia
backed handsomely, also. Coster flushed and killed, and
Brimstone retrieved well. Lucia again broke away to re-
trieve, but was prevented from doing so by Mr. Gregory, so
as to give Brimstone a chance. Both dogs were steady to
wing and shot. The birds flew to the grass field on the op-
posite side of the road, where both struck the scent and
roaded. Brimstone cast off to the right; Lucia cast off to the
left, flushed four birds and did not drop to wing. She then
ran down the hill and flushed another bird and did not drop
to wing again. The dogs were then taken up at 3:28, and
Brimstone was awarded the heat. Down 1 hour and 23
minutes.

Brock—Flash R.—At 3:40 Geo. T. Leach's Irish Setter
dog Brock, by Count Bosco—My Duchess, and D. S.Gre-
gory, Jr.'s liver and white Pointer bitch Flash R., by Dilley's
Ranger—Dilley's White Lily, were cast off in a corn field
which, as also other fields drawn, proved blank. Brock was
the faster and the wider ranger of the two. In quartering
and in style in motion and on point they were equal. In a
ragweed field, Flash R. pointed handsomely and stanchiy a
small bevy. While held for Brock to come up and back, the
birds flushed wild. Flash R. dropped to wing. The dogs
were then sent to a thicket at the end of the field into which
the birds had dropped, where Brot-k pointed and Flash R.
backed. The birds ran, the dogs roaded and the birds flushed
wild. Leach shot and killed. Flash R. dropped to wing;
Brock remained standing staunchly. The bird was not
found, therefore was not retrieved. Brock pointed again;
Leach shot and missed; Brock steady to wing and shot.
Flash R. did not have a chance to back. Brock a little further
on, pointed a hare and was steady to fur. Running into an
adjoining corn field Flash R. flushed a bird, and then pointed
four others. Brock did not have a chance to back. Gregory
flushed, shot and'missed; Flash R. dropped to shot. After
drawing several fields, blank, the handlers of the dogs were
ordered to cross the road and pass by the edge of a field of
new wheat to a corn field at the other end. In doing so,
Leach with Brock to heel, flushed a bevy which flew to the
woods, where they were followed, and where Flash R. flushed
a bird and drew on another which flushed wild ahead of her.
Block further in and to the left, pointed at the same time a
bird which flushed wild before him. Both dogs then went
on and the remaining portion of the bevy flushed wild ahead
of them. Some distance further on Brock pointed, and
Flash R. failed to back and draw to a point. Leach and
Gregory both failed to flush; and each dog was given a false

point. A short distance on, a bird flushed ahead of Flush
R.; soon after she pointed a hare which ran across the road,
and Brock backed. The dogs then ran out of the woods
into a corn field, in which Brock pointed where a hare had
been seen to spring from a few moments previously. Flash
R. refused to back and drew to a point, and on Leach and
Gregory going to flush, both dogs moved on. A ragweed
field was next drawn where Leach flushed a brace and killed
one, which Brock retrieved nicriy. A little further on Brock
made game on the balance of the bevy but before he could
locate them Leach walked into them and flushed them. Two
of the birds were marked down at the edge of the field and
the balance in the thicket. The two in the field flushed one
after the other wild, before the dogs could reach them. At
the edge of the thicket each dog pointed, and the birds
flushed wild. Both dogs were steady to wing. In the thicket
Brock got the sight of a bird, and stopped it the same moment
it flushed. In the corn field adjoining Flash R. flushed
four birds. Brock ran up on the hill and pointed a bird in
some grass near the fence. Flash R. brought up, backed to
order, Leach flushed, shot and missed. Both dogs were
steady to wing and shot. The brace was then taken up at
5:27; the heat was given to Brock, and the work for the day
ended. Down l hour and 47 minutes.

Friday—The wiud was south and fresh, and the sky was
overcast and cloudy. There was every indication of rain,

i
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and just when an ajonrnnient was taken for lunch, it did
rain. The atmosphere was very mach cooler, and the work
done by the dogs was very much better than on Thursday.

SECOND SERIES.

Buckellew—Belle of Piedmont—At 9:27, Buckellew and
Belle of Piedmont were cast off in a grass field on the Holden
farm, two and one-half miles from town. Both dogs started

off at a good gait and in good style, In speed, style and
ranging Belle of Piedmont was the better of the two; in quar-
tering, Buckellew was the better. In a few seconds after

being cast off, Buckellew found and pointed a bevy hand-
somely and staunchly. While waiting for Be'le of Piedmont
to come up and back, the birds ran, Buckellew roaded care-

fully and the birds flushed wild. Mr. Coster killed a brace,

which Buckellew retrieved well. The flushed bevy flew to the
adjoining woods, where each dog in rapid succession got two
points, and behaved well to wing and shot. Only one of the
birds was shot at, and not having been killed, a retrieve was
not obtained, nor was a back, as the dogs pointed in different

places each time. Buckellew afterwards flushed a bird and
dropped a wing. He then cast to the left and Belle of Pied-
mont to the right; and, becoming separated, the judges
divided, one following one dog and the other the other dog.
Belle of Piedmont was soon lost, and when found was
dropped on a point to a single bird, which Mr. Dexter flushed.
With the object of bringing the dogs together again, Belle of

Piedmont was ordered up to be taken to join Buckellew.
Just then she cast off, pointed and roaded very handsomely
to point a bird which was flushed, and to which she dropped
to wing; but as she was not under judgment she was not
allowed the point. Buckellew in the interim had not done
anything. The dogs coming together again, crossed back
into the grass field in which they were put down first, in the
extreme edge of which Buckellew pointed a large bevy, which
Belle of Piedmont backed promptly and handsomely. The
bevy ran, Buckellew roaded in good form and pointed again;

Mr. Coster flushed, shot and missed, and both dogs dropped
to shot. The birds flew to a thicket, where some good
work was done, and very rapidly. Immediately on
reaching the thicket, Buckellew pointed in good
style, and Belle of Piedmont backed equally well.

The birds ran, Buckellew roaded and the birds flushed.

Belle of Piedmont, a little further on, pointed, moved on and
further ahead in the open, pointed again. Buckellew at tlie

same moment pointed in the thicket some others of the bevy.
Mr. Dexter flushed the birds before Belle of Piedmont, shot
and missed; and Belle of Piedmoutdropped promptly tosbot.

The birds before Buckellew were flushed, but not shot at,

and he dropped to wing. Buckellew came out of the thicket

into the open, pointed where a brace had flown from, discov-

ered his error, and moved on toward the grass field on the
other side of the edge, where he pointed almost simultane-
ously with Belle of Piedmont the same birds she pointed as

she crossed through the hedge, lower dowr n, and reached the

open. Mr. Coster flushed the birds, but did not shoot; but
both dogs dropped to wing. Moving on, Buckellew cast to the
right and Belle of Piedmont to the left, and each pointed
simultaneously in different places. The birds were flushed

by each, handler, shot at and killed; both dogs dropped to

shot, and retrieved well. The judges held a consultation,

and just then Belle of Piedmont pointed false; but as she was
not under judgment she was not penalized for it. At the con-
clusion of their consultation, the judges ordered the dogs od;
and after emerging from the woods into the adjoining graas
field, Mr. Dexter walked into and flushed a bevy. At the
further end of the field, near the fence, Buckellew pointed
and roaded alternately tor some distance, and Belle of Pied-
mont coming up did the same; but as neither dog could locate

the birds it was presumed that they had run through the

fence and flushed. The woods on the opposite side were
then drawn for the birds flushed by Mr. Dexter, which were
supposed to have dropped in there, but they were not found.
After two other fields had been drawn blank, Belle of Pied-
mont, in the grass near the edge of some pine woods, where
some larks had flushed from a few moments before, pointed
handsomelj' and Buckellew backed in equally good style and
promptly. The dogs were then ordered up, at 10:4S, and
Buckellew was awarded the heat. Down 1 hour 21 minutes.

Foreman—Brimstone.—At 11:07 Foreman and Brimstone
were cast off in a gras3 field at the edge of some scrub oaks,

which as well as the scrub oaks proved blank, with the ex-

ception that Foreman pointed a woodcock. Both dogs went
off at a good gait, and were equal in speed. Foreman ranged
the wider of the two, but did not quarter his ground as well,

nor work as systematically as Brimstone, nor did he exhibit

as much style. While he showed an improvement on the

previous day, yet he was not any way up to his usual form.
Brimstone, on the contrary, worked with even more vim and
dash than she did on Thursday. Altogether she is a very
merry, stylish and taking little worker. Crossing into an ad-

joining grass and corn field, Foreman drew very nicely to a

point, on a bevy which flushed wild, while Brimstone, who
had got the trail of them, was working toward them. They
dropped in the grass a short distance ahead, where Brimstone
got two points in rapid succession aud in good style. Both
birds flushed wild; the first was not shot at, the second was
winged by Mr. Coster. Ordered to retrieve, Brimstone
pointed it, and Mr. Coster perceiving it was winged, asked
permission of the judges to retrieve it himself, which was
granted. Foreman had not a chance to back either point.

Both dogs ran into the adjoining woods where Foreman
pointed a bevy, some of which flushed before the judges

could get up to him, and on their way to him, the judges
flushed another bevy. Those birds which did not flush be-

fore Foreman's point ran, and were found and pointed
again by him. Almost immediately Brimstone, crossing in

front of Foreman and not seeing him, ran into the oirds down
wind and flushed them. Mr. Coster at this time lost Brim-
stone, and it was some time before he found her. Foreman
in the meantime ran into the open, pointed, moved on,

pointed again and then cast back toward the woods, and Mr.
Coster coming up flushed a brace a short distance ahead of

where Foreman had pointed. Foreman was now lost for

quite a while, and when found was pointing a bevy in the

woods; but the judges not being present to see it, he did not

get the benefit of the point. Brimstone in the meantime
working in the open, winded a bevy in some ragweeds quite a

distance, worked up to them very nicely and pointed them
handsomely and staunchly. Mr. Coster "flushed, bat did not

shoot, and Brimstone dropped to wiDg. A halt was made for

Foreman to be brought up, after which both dogs were cast

off to find the birds which bad been flushed before Brim-
stone's point, and which had settled in some dried leaves and
on some bare ground near the hedge. With the wind ontheir

quarter, Foreman flushed a brace aud Brimstone one; aud the

remainder flushed wild. The dogs were now cast off to find

auother bevy; and after the open had been drawn blank,

Foreman in the adjoining pine woods with undercover of grass

pointed a bevy in good style and stanchly. Brimstone com-
ing up, failed to back, ran ahead of Foreman and dropped

to a point, then moved on and flushed the birds, dropped to

the flush, cast off to the right, dropped to a point and then
cast off again, having evidently become rattled and lost her
head. The judges then ordered the brace up, at 12:23, and
gave Foreman the heat. Down 1 hour 1G minutes.

THIRD SERIES.

Buckellew—Brock.—On the conclusion of the last heat
an adjournment was taken for lunch, and in a few minutes
it commenced to rain. After lunch it was decided fro con-
tinue the running notwithstanding it was raining: and at

1:36 Buckellew and Brock were cast off in a grass field.

After a run of twenty-four minutes, during which time
birds had not been found, it was decided in consequence of

the hard rain to abandon the trials for the day. However,
in three-quarters of an hour it stopped raining, and the

judges concluded to continue the trials. Accordingly, at

2:45 the dogs were cast off in a grass field, which, with two
other fields, was drawn blank. In speed there was very lit-

tle difference; if any, it was in favor of Brock. Their rang-

ing was about the same; but in quartering and in style in

motion and on poiDt, Buckellew had the advantage. At
3:09 in the pine woods, Buckellew wheeled to a point,

moved on and some three hundred yards ahead, at the edge
of the woods, pointed again, and Brock backed. Coster
failed to flush. In the adjoining woods Brock flushed a

bevy, which dropped further into the woods, where Brock
pointed one and Buckellew flushed another. Mr. Leach
flushed the bird before Brock's point, shot and missed, and
Brock dropped to shot. Soon after both dogs pointed a bird

and Brock moved on and flushed it. The woods and grass
field next drawn, proved barren. 'In the adjoining

ragweed field at the edge of some woods, Brock pointed
and Buckellew backed. Mr. Leach flushed the bevy and
killed; both dogs dropped to shot, and Brock retrieved the

birds well. The flushed bevy was followed, Buckellew pointed
a single bird nicely and Brock backed. Coster flushed, shot
and missed; Buckellew dropped to shot; Brock was unsteady
to shot. After drawing the grass field blank, the dogs ran
into the woods, where Brock flushed a bird and stopped; then
further on he pointed another bird, which flushed wild, and
still further on flushed a brace and stopped. The judges now
decided to award the heat to Buckellew, and just then he
pointed, discovered his error and moved on. The dogs were
taken up at 3:56, aud Buckellew was awarded the heat.

Down 1 hour 11 minutes; altogether 1 hour 35 minutes.

FOURTH SERIES.

Foreman—Buckellew.—This was the concluding heat to

decide the winner. At 4:05 Foreman and Buckellew were
cast off in the woods where the last brace had concluded their

heat. Foreman was faster and ranged wider than Buckellew;
and showed more vim, dash, interest in his work and style

than in any previous heat he had run. In fact he seemed to

have just got his old form again; and did some very brilliant

work. Soon after being cast off he pointed, and Buckellew,

close up, backed. The judges going up flushed the brace of

birds he was pointing. Further on, he made three points in

rapid succession, two on single birds and one on a brace.

The single birds flushed wild; the brace Crawford flushed,

but did not shoot at. Buckellew had an opportunity to back
the third point only, which he did well . Foreman dropped
each time to wing, as also did Buckellew when the brace was
flushed. Foreman then ran into the corn field at the edge of

the woods, where he pointed a brace in fine style which Craw-
ford flushed, shot at and missed. Foreman dropped to shot;

Buckellew did not have a chance to back. The clogs were then
taken up, at 4:17, and Foreman was awarded the heat and
rece. Dpwn 12 minutes.

High Potnt, N. C, November 12, 1S85.—Members' Stake. Open only
to members of the Eastern Field Trials Club; each entry to be owned
tliree months previous to closing of the stake , and to be handled by the
member making the nomination. Prizes: Piece of Plate, value SluO. to

be known as the Eastern Field Trials Cup of 1835. Also the Goodsell
Cup, value S250; forfeit ib; £;} additional to fill .payable at time of mak-
ing nomination. Stake closed November 11, 1835.
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—LiUII (Setter.)
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I (Setter.)
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Belle of Piedmont beat Sportsman.

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club—Entries to Third
Annual Trial-

li.

beat
Edward Dexter's bl w t

Belle of Piedmont, by Hash-
ing Plover— Ranee (Setter).

W. A. Coster's 1 w d. Buck-

1

ellew, by Druid—Ruby (Set- / bei
ter). ' )

C. Fred Crawford's w bl td)
Foreman, by Dashing Mon- / bes
arch—Fairy II. (Setter).; )

W. A. Coster's 1 w b Brim-
f

stone, by Gladstone—Swaze ,- be;
(Setter). J

Geo. T. Leach's rd Brock, by~)
Count Bosco—My Duchess i

(Setter). f bea

I]

Buckellew beat Bel la of Piedmont.
Foreman beat Brimstone.

(J. R. Henrick's bl w t dog,
j Dashing Noble, by Count
j

Nuble — Dashing Novice
(. (Setter).

* Geo. T. Leach's r b Corinne,
-j by Peter—Countess(Setter).

(F. R. Hitchcock's 1 wb Vis-
•* ion. bv Croxteth—Vinnie
I (Pointer).

(D. S. Gregory's, Jr.'a 1 -w b
- Lucia, by Croxteth—Greg-
t ory's Belle (Pointer).

fD. S. Gregory, Jr.'s Iw b
Flash. R.,by Dilley's Ranger

Entries for the third annual Derby of the Pacific Coast

Field Trial Club, open to all Pointers and Setters whelped oil

or after January 1st, 18S4, olosed on the tirst inst. The list

is as follows:

1. California Kennel, Sacramento, Cal., enters Harold
orange belton Llewellin better dog, by .champion Guth,
(Count Noble—Peep O'Day)—Gem (champion Gladstone

—

Gazelle); whelped May 24, 1S54.

2. Sam6: Count Rouge, red Irish and Gordon Setter dog
puppy, by Rouge (Tyne—Beauty)—Dido (champion Ben

—

Jessie); whelped November 30, 1884.

3. Same: Aileeu Rouge, litter sister to Count Rouge.
4. A. G. Piatt, Lakeport, California, enters Czar, lemon

belton English Setter dog puppy, by Regent (Royal Duke

—

Gift)—Madge (Rock III—Gipsie); whelped July 19, 1SS4.

5. Samuel Allen, Napa City, Cal., enters Cleo. Hack and
white English. Setter bitch pup, by Grouse—Nell; whelped
October 24, 1884.

6. Same: Sue, black and white Setter bitch pup,bv Grouse

—

; whelped August24, 1S84.

7. Fred A. Taft, Truckee, Cal., enters Taft, orange and
white Setterdog pup by Dorr (Don—Lady)—Daisy; whelped
May 26, 1884.

8. H. Wachhorst, Sacramento, Cal., enters Leo Rouge,
red Irish and Gordon Setter dog puppy, by Rouge (Tyne

—

Beauty) ', Dido (Champion Ben— Jessie}; whelped April 9, 1SS4

9. John T. Baker, Chico, Cal., enters Baron Rouge, red
Irish and Gordon Setter dog puppy, litter brother to Leo
Rouge.

10. J. H. Burnbam, Folsom, Cal., enters Carl II., orange
aud white Llewellin Setter dog puppy, by Carl (Leicester—*

Dart)--Topsey (Dan—Sybil); whelped August 2, 1884,

11. George W. Ellery, Sacramento Cal., enters Topsey'tt

Lass, litter sister to Carl II.

12. H. C. Brown, Sacramento, Cal., enters Frost, black

and white Setter bitch puppy, by Rowdy (MacGregor—Pet)

—Nellie (Belton II—Belle); whelped 18S4.

13. N. E. White, Sacramento, Cal., enters Spot, litter

brother to Frost.

14. George W. Bassford, Vacaville, Cal., enters Victor II.

lemon and white Pointer dog puppy, by Glen (Ranger Boy-^-

Beantiful Queen)—Josie Bow (King Bow—Josie); whelped
June 14, 1884.

15. Henry A. Bassford, Vacaville, Cal., enters Solano B.,

liver and white Pointer dog puppy, litter brother to Victor

II.

16. 3. Martin Barney, Lowell Hill, Cal., enters Tom
Pinch, lemon and white ticked Pointer dog puppy, by Tom
(Sensation—Colbum's Belle)—Beulah (Flake—Lily); whelped
April 25, 1SS4.

17. E. L. Craig, Auburn, Cal., enters Dan, liver and
white Pointer dog puppy, by Stub (Ranger Boy—Jessie)

—

Flight (Chiswick ); whelped March 18, 1884.

Entries to All-Aged Stake, 1885.

-Dilley's
(Pointer),

White Lily

Buckellew beat Brock.

III.

I
Foreman (a bye).

IV.
Foreman beat Buckellew and won.

PREVIOUS WrSNEES.
Robins Island, 1*61 : Brock, by Count Bosco—Bly Duchess.
High Point, 18S2: Don.
High Point 18*3: Rue.bv Snapshot—Ruby.
Tiivii Pnint i w* f Buckellew, by Druid-Ruby, 1.
High Point, WB§.

j proci^ by Count Bosco—My Duchess, 2.

All-age Setter Stake—Mr. Elliott Smith and Mr. John
Hunter, of New York, two of the judges announced for the

public stakes, having informed Mr. Donner, the president,

that tbey could not be present, Mr. Donner telegraphed Mr.
B. F. Wilson, of Pittsburg, and urged him to come and
judge, with which request Mr. Wilson complied. The judges

are: B. F. Wilson, Washington A. Coster and F. R. Hitch-

cock. D. C. Bergundthal telegraDhed he could not attend.

The All-Age Setter Stake commenced Nov. 16th with 20

starters. Weather clear, but warm; birds hard to rind. The
following are the winners of heats up to this writing.

Hir.H Point, N. C, November lfi. 1885-A11 Age Setter Stake. Open
to all Setters, except any first prize winner of any all age stake, or

prize winner of any special Setter Cup in all age stakes. Purse jiliG

cash,
to fill

First prize, $250; second,
Closed November 1, 188"),

Major J. "W. Murnan's black.
"(

white and tan dog Sports- ,

man, by Gladstone—Sue C

(Setter.) J

J. O'H. Denny's lemon and 'i

white dog Brandon, by (

Royal Rock—Nellie (Setter.) C

E. W. Clark's red dog Blarney
|

by Bruce—Luray (Setter.) !

I

Edward Dexter's black, whfte)
ana Ian bitch Belle of f

Piedmont, by Dashing
|

Rover—Ranee (Setter.) )

E.F.Crawford's black, white')

and tan bitch Nellie [I, by
J

Count Noble—Rosalind {

(Setter.) J

16(1. Forfeit $10, and $15 additional
with twenty-three nominations.
I.

| Dr. S. Fleet Speir's black
beat j white and tan dog St. Elmo

|
IV, by St. Elmo—Yates'

( Clio (Sptter.)

f Dr. G.G. Ware's black, whit*
beat ; and tan dog Gladstone's

| Roy, by Gladstone—Sue
{ (Setter )

|
J. R. Henrick's black and

beat j white bitch Countess, by
; Leiceste r—Pocahontas
(_

(Setter.)

j
J. Otto Donner's black and

beat J white ticked dog Clifford,

j by Emperor Fred—Fairy
I

lielle (Setter.)

| Adam and Tucker's olack and
beat ) white dog Gus Bondbu, by

j Dashing Bondhu—Novel
I (Setter.)

1. Geo. W. Bunnell. Oakland, enters Bion. liver aud
white English Setter dog, three years old, by Regent (Royal
Duke—Gift) out of Leavesly's Juno (Belton II—Belle.)

2. Wm. Schreiber, San Francisco, enters Mountain Boy,
lemon and white Pointer dog, two years old, by Grouse
(Champion Kennie—Juno) out of Nell.

3. Wm. Schreiber, San Francisco, enters Lassie, lemoni

and white Pointer bitch, two years old, by Prime (Trent

—

Lady Pearl) out of Forrest Lily (Duke II—Old Nell.)

4. J. G. Edwards, Oakland, enters Royal Duke II, black,

white and tan English Setter dog, three years old, by Regent
(Royal Duke—Gift) out of Dolly (Carlowitz—Sir Richard
Gath's BesB).

5. W. S. Kittle, San Francisco, enters Serf, lemon and
white Pointer bitch, by Champion Bow (Bang—Davey's
Luna) out of King's Maid (King Phillip's—Sleaford Maid).

6. C. L. Ecklou, Folsom, enters Tris, red Irish and Gor-
don Setter dog, two years old, by Count Rouge, out of Queen.

7. California Kennels, Sacramento, enters Janet, black,

white and tan Llewellin Setter bitch, two years old, by Count
Noble (Count Wind'em—Nora) out of Dashing Novice (Dash
II—Novel)

.

S. J. M. Bassford, Jr., Vacaville, enters Beautiful Que en,

liver and white Pointer bitch, by Ranger, out of Queen.
9. J. M. Bassford, Jr., Vacaville, enters Lemmie B.,

lemon and white Pointer dog, two years old, by Prince
Ranger (Ranger Boy—Jessie) out of Grade Bow (King Bow

—

Gracie).
10. H. A. Bassford, Vacaville, enters Solano B., liver and

white Pointer dog, one year old, by Glen (Ranger Boy-
Beautiful Queen) out of Josie Bow (King Bow—JoBie).

*-

New Clubs.

At a meeting held last Thursday evening, the following
officers of the Hiberuia Kennel Club were elected to serve
for one year: William A. Bidleman, President: Charles
Oscar Smith, Jacob AckermaD, James Langhlin, Vice-

Presidents; Lewis Curran, Financial Secretary; Thomas J-
Juhnston, Recording Secretary; B. C. McCloskey, Corres-
ponding Secretary; Samuel Brooks, W. W. McCloskey, Jere-
miah Driscoll, J. B. Walters, Thomas Mulvaucy, Trustees;
Victor Audler, C. M. Le Clair, Thomas Sheehun, Stewards;
Stephen Bradley, E. Hirsinger, Thomas Lawless, L . T. De
Lano, Charles Towers, Slippers.

The Alameda Coursing Club recently organized and elected
the following officers: President, David Berry; Judge, C.
Homan; Slippers, P. K. Jacoby and J. Nolan; Field Stewards,
L. Young, P. Mullen aud P. Walters; Flag Steward, G.
Sharp; Referee, J. McGivney.
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Newfoundland Wanted-

Wanted a Newfoundland puppy immediately. Address,

stating age, markings and price, W. E. Lawrence, Vaeaville,

Cal.
^

Pointer Dog- Found.

On Wednesday last a liver colored Pointer dog, apparently

about ten months old, with new lock collar, came to 211

1

Adeline street, Oakland. Owner will please call and getit.

First Annual Trial of the Western Field Trial

Association.

[From a Special Correspondent^

The inaugural trial of this Association commenced on

Monday, November 9th, at Abilene, Kansas, and lasted live

days. The weather throughout the week was the very best

possible for field sports, being warm, bright perfect Autumn
weather.

While the entry list was not as large as in other like asso-

ciations, it must be taken into consideration that the Western

Field Trinl Association was only organized live months ago and

at the commencement of the present trial, numbered scarcely

fifty nieujuers. But such was the good impression made on

those in attendance that the membership ran up to sixty-five

before the close of the trial.

Two of the judges announced, Messrs. D. C.Berguudthalof
Indiauanolis, aud Col. W. E Hughes of Texas, being absent

the Association selected Mr. John W. Munson and Mr. W.
B. Stafford to act in conjunction with Mr. E. 0. Sterling as

judges in the All-Age Stake, which was the principal event of

the meeting. On Monday morning, in the bottoms of

Smoky Hill river, a country abounding in grain and fruit,

the ru noing began. The farmers and citizens made every

effort possible to insure the success of the occasion, and suc-

ceeded beyond their expectations.

There was no " kicking," nor any protest during the trials,

and every one who attended was satisfied with the excellent

accommodations, hospitable treatment, and the unbiased

awards of the judges. [The entries were published in the

Breeder, and Sportsman of Oct. 31.—Ed.l

All Age Stake—First Series.

Trinket's Bang—Joe.—Promptly at 9 o'clock this brace

was cast off iu very heavy cover of brush and sumac along

the river. Trinket's Bang, an upstanding, white and liver

dog, by Trinket—Bans, on the left, handled by Mr. N. B.

Nesbitt, and Joe, an Irish Red, by Irish Ranger—Lady
Trumbull, on the right, under Mr. H. G. Allen's guidance.

Bang broke away like the wind, but Joe was evidently not

right aud showed up in bad form. The birds were not

plenty, and when found were difficult to locate on account
of the thickness of the cover.

Bang soon found and pointed staunchly, Joe backing mo-
mentarily and unsteadily. The dogs were worked for two
hours and a half, when the flag went up for Bang.
Count Rapier—Patsey.—Mr. W. B. Gates' clean cut, b w

t English Setter, Count Rapier, by Druid—Magnolia,

handled by that diminutive, but expert and well known
trainer, Mr. H. M. Short, met a worthy opponent in Patsey,

Mr. R. C. Van Horn's Irishman, by Lord Dufferin—Queen
Bess, handled by Mr. A. J. Gleason, and was badly defeated;

Patsy virtually had a walkover with the Count. Gleason
handled his dog admirably for a first effort. Short, the old

expert, could not carry the Count over some bad flushes and
so the heat was given to Patsey, which showed great pace,

good nose, splendid range and first-rate backing. Time, one
hour and forty-nine minutes.
Cato—American Dan.—Irish Red Cato,by Keno—Maude,

directed by Gleason, ran a lively, game heat of three hours
against the son of Lincoln—Daisy Dean. Dan was handled
by Short, who almost constantly yelled, whistled and
whipx^ed the dog which was as rank as a big sunflower.

Cato showed most judgment and steadiness, and was given
the heat, through which he ran with a very badly cut foot.

SECOND liAT.

Richmond—Queen Bess.—The fourth heat of the first

series opened the second day of the trials. Mr. J. E. Gill's

Richmond, by Vandevort's Don—Beulah, handled by Short,

failed to justfy the expectations based upon the great field

qualities of his sire, partly because of lack of breaking, and
partly because the sand burrs cut his feet up badly and made
him afraid to work freely. His opponent, Queen Bess,

a small, fine drawn daughter of old Gladstone, out of Donna J.

was held well in hand by N.B. Nesbitt. The clogs were
turned down in a grass field, the marshal of the day having
concluded to give the river bottom a go-bye, and to try the
open country, which was a happy thought, as birds were
more abundant and the fields and draws afforded good views,

so that the judges could sooner reach decisions. To the "get
away" of Short, Richmond at once sprang to the front, and
maintained the lead in every particular, fairly outpacing the
Setter and showing better nose, range, obedience and style.

After being down two hours and forty-five minutes, the heat
was awarded to Richmond.
Lillian—Bridgeport.—Mr. H. M. Short's charge, Lillian,

of the most fashionable breeding, being by Gladstone—Sue,
aud owned by those veritable kings of the English Setter
world, Messrs. P. H. aud D. Bryson, of Memphis, was handi-
capped, by being due to whelp within three weeks, but never-
theless ran a beautiful heat. Her competitor, also of notable
breeding, being a son of Vannette, by Dashing Monarch, was
handled by his owner, Mr. E. E. Pray, of Denver. Short's

handliug was superb; Lillian ran like a ghost, but was never
for a moment beyond control. Mr. Pray's dog did him credit,

but he could not stand against the queen. After two hours
aud thirty-five minutes, of as handsome work as was seen in
the trials, Lillian was given the heat.

second series.

Trinket's Bang—Patsy.—This brace, under the same
handlers as before, were cast off in grass where scattered

birds had been marked. Both showed great speed. Patsy
was obedient to hand and whistle, but was slower than Bang.
Patsy soon found a bevy and pointed well. The birds were
flushed byGleason, both dogs dropping to wing. After crossing
a ditch Patsy false pointed, and soon after Bang scored a good,
staunch point, Patsy backing well. The bird was put up and
killed, and the dogs roaded well, when Gleason became a
little reckless and certainly lost the opportunity of winning.
The heat was given to Trinket's Bang. Time, two hours.
Richmond—Cato.—Richmond beat Cato in one hour, mak-

ing five points iu quick succession and line style; while Cato
did not make a point, although he ran well for a lame dog,
his foot being badly cut on a broken bottle. Lillian had a

bye.

WEDNESDAY—THIRD SERIES.

Lillian—Trinket's Bang.—On the same ground used the

day before, at 9:40 a.m., the first brace in the third series

was started.

This was ihc great heat of the trials, being Pointer versus

Setter, Croxteth versus Gladstone. Everybody was anxious

to see this brace cast off, the Pointer men hoping to see Bang
win and the Setter men pinning their hopes to Lillian.

Wheu ordered down Short gave Lillian his usual command,
"Getaway," while Nesbitt told Bang to "Hie on, boy!"

Lillian had been the bye dog iu the previous series, and stood

well to win first. Both dogs went off at a killing pace. Bang
the faster. Bang soon found and pointed a bevy, and when
the birds flushed they were marked down in a little draw to

which the dogs were sent. Working up to them Lillian made
a bad flush on a bevy and then another on a single bird, then

established a point. Short shot and killed, but the bird fall-

ing in heavy cover the judges ordered the bird not retrieved.

The dogs now ran into thick sumac bushes, making
it necessary to use the whistle a good deal.

Lillian was under best control, Bang being rank and
worrying Nesbitt to keep up. Bang, in grass, rounded in

grand style, giving an exhibition of nose rarely seen, draw-

ing with' head high in air for fifty yards or more, aud finally

locating his bird and pointing staunchly, the finest point of

the trial. Lillian was logy aud in bad form, her dugs being

enlarged and feverish. After being down one hour and
thirty-five minutes the heat was given to Bang. Richmond
had a bye.

FLN.AL HEAT FOR FIRST PLACE.

Trinket's Bang—Richmond.—Pointer against Point-

er.—Bang, a little wearied and slowed by his

last heat, went gamely on. Short claimed that the

previous day's work iu the sand burrs had ruined the dog's

feet, and the cute old handler sighed for Dixie's Laud, where
no saud burrs are. Bang, as usual, did as he pleased, and
won because he was the best dog, being unsteady towing and
shot, but making all good by his daring and rapid reading

and pointing. After an hour of excellent work the heat and
first money were awarded to Trinket's Bang.

All Age Stake.—First Annual Trials of the Western Field Trial As-

sociation; open to all Setters and Pointers; purse, >'50U; §250 to first;

S15U to second; $100 to third: 810 to enter; 515 additional to start. Run
at Abilene, Kansas, Nov. 9, 10, and 11, 1885. Closed October 15th, 1885,

with fourteen entries; ten starters. Judges, J. W. Munson, W. B.
Stafford, E. C. Sterling.

Wm. Titterington's white and 1 (H.P. Dillon's Irish Red Set-

liver Pointer dog Trinket's [ beat I ter dog Joe, by Irish Ran-
Bang, by Crosteth—Trinket

)

( ger—Lady Trumbull.

R.C. Van Horn's Irish Red Set i I W. B. Gates' black, white and
ter dog Patsy, by Lord Duf- '_ b .

J
tan English Setter dog

ferin—Queen Bess. l" ) Count Rapier, by Druiu
) { —Magnolia.

R.C. Van Horn's Irish Red) / F. "W. House's black, white
Setter dog Cato, by Keno—

(. b t ) and tan English Setter dog
Maude. f "l American Dan, by Lincoln

) { —Daisy Dean.

John E. Gill's liver and white \ / B. F. Price's black, white
Pointer dog Richmond, by f

-heat )
an<i *an EnShsh Setter

Vandevort's Don—Beulah.
f

1 bitch Queen Bess, by
) \ Gladstone—Donna J.

P. H. and D. Bryson's black, \ /E. E. Pray's black, white
white and tan English Set-

(_ h t J
and tan English. Setter dog

ter bitch Lillian, by Glad-/* \ Bridgeport, by Dashing
stone—Sue. / ( Monarch—Vannette.

Trinket's Bang beat Pansy.
Lillian a bye.

| Richmond beat Cato.

1

nr.

Trinket's Bang beatLillian. |
Richmond a bye.

Trinket's Bang beat Richmond and won.

Trinket's Bang, first, S250.
Second, S15Q, by agreement divided between Lillian and Patsy.
Third, 8100, divided by agreement between Richmond, Bridgeport,

Count Rapier, Queen Bess and Cato.

WEDNESDAY—DERBY

.

At the conclusion of the All Age Stake at noon the Puppy
Stake was ordered on. Messrs. Munson and Stafford were
disqualified as judges because of pecuniary interest in the

Puppy Stake, and Messrs. R. C. Van Horn and E. E. Pray
were appointed to act with Mr. E..C. Sterling.

first series,

Nortier—Tom.—Nortier, by the greatest son of Gladstone,
Paul Gladstune, out of Bo Peep, handled by H. M. Short,

drawn against Tom, a white and liver son of Meteor out of

Accident, handled by A. J. Gleason. The heat did not develop
any brilliant work, or else the spectators were not willing to

admit any, after seeing the grand work of the final heat in

the previous stake. Neither of the puppies was fast. Tom
was the best of the two, but owing to some fault in training

he sulked at a critical time when ordered on by Gleason, and
Nortier won the heat more by the good handling of Short
than the merit of the dog.

Rod—Meteorite.—Both light-built, racy-looking, white
and liver Pointers, sons of Meteor. Rod out of Dell and
Meteorite out of "Vanity; Rod handled by W. B. Stafford, and
Meteorite by Short. Rod ranged well, at high speed and in

good style, showing obedience and good judgment in hunt-
ing. All of Stafford's dogs showed careful training, never
wasting time in nosing about, but running with high heads,

locating at good distances, and being staunch. Rod was
awarded the heat, being the quickest and best dog of the two.
Dick—Don Burglar D.—Dick, handled by Short and

Don by Chas. Harms of Chicago. The brace went off at a

rattling pace, especially Dick, which soon beat Don, doing
handsome work, and proving stylish.

THURSDAY.

The day opened with light snow falliug but later on it

turned clear and proved all that could be desired.

Belle B

—

Ma lite.—Short's charge, Malite, won easily

against Gleason's pupil, Belle B. Malite showed best nose,

making sis points against five scored to Belle. Belle B.
showed greatest pace and but for a lucky find of Malite would
have won.
Krupp—Bang B.—The dogs were cast off in standing corn.

Stafford handled Krupp superbly, and won handily in 45
minutes.
White Cloud—Natalie.—Alonzo Campbell handled his

own dashing, beautiful dog Cloud, by Druid—Princess
Draco II., and beat without difficulty, Natalie also a prince

in his own right, being by Gladstone—Donna J., handled by
Nesbitt. Natalie ran wild, never having been used on quail,

aud having been worked all the Fall on prairie chickens.

Blitz Burglar D—BowB.—This heat was the worst of

the trials, neither pup making a point except that Bow B.
mauaged to false point once, after which he was withdrawn
by his owner, Mr. A.A. Whipple, as the dog was evidently off.

second series.

Nortier—Rod.—Rod beat Nortier in fifty minutes, after a

close and well run heat.

Dick—Malite.—Dick loBt form in his first heat and did

but poorly against Malite, which ran better than before.

Malite won.

Krupp—White Cloud.—White Cloud ran a good
with Krupp, the Setter showing best pace, nose an
staunchness. As the evening was drawing on the dogs wei
ordered up for the day.

FRIDAY,

Krupp—White Cloud.—The unfinished heat of the pre'
ions evening was first run off. White Cloud created a sens;
tion by his style, vim and excellent nose and judgment, an
was given the heat.

In the evening Mr. E. E. Pray, of Denver, Colorad.
bought White Cloud from Mr. Alonzo Campbell, of Cla
Centre, Ky., rechristened him "King Druid," and offered
run him a private race against any pup entered in the trial
for SI, 000 a side.

Blitz Burglar D. took a bye.

THIRD SERIES.

Blitz Burglar D.

—

Rod.—This was a poor exhibitioi
Blitz showing little merit, and Rod having completely I foli

down. It was awarded to Blitz Burglar D.
White Cloud—Malite.—In this heat White Cloud ra

wild, and by careful work Short put Malite ahead and wo
the heat.

FOURTH SERIES.

Malite—Blitz Burglar D.—Malite easily defeated Bli
aud won first place.

The judges decided that the dogs previously beaten t

Malice, should ran to determine which should contest wit
Blitz Burglar D. for second. Belle B. beat Dick; Belle ]

beat White Cloud; Belle B. beat Blitz Burglar D. and wo
second. Third money was divided by Blitz Burglar D. an u,"

White Cloud.
Puppy Stake.

Association. Run at Abilene, Kansas, Nov. 11, 12, and 13, 1885. Opt
to all Pointers and Setters whelped on or after April 1st of year pr
ceding trials. Purse, S3U0; S150 to first; $100 to second; S50 to thin
Closed October 15, 1885, with 20 nominations; 13 starters. Judge
R. C. Van Horn. E. E. Pray and E. C. Sterling.

N. B. Gates's black, white

)

and tan English Setter dog
[_

Nortier, by Paul Gladstone C

—Bo Peep, 10 months. )

avid Castleman's white and
liver ticked Pointer dog

—First Annual Puppy Stake of the Western Field Tri L
un at Abilene, Kansas, Nov. 11, 12, and 13, 1885. Opt £'*

Pm
Itht

Hi

:'

beat

-Dell,Rod, by Meteor
months.

P. Underwood's liver and ]

white Pointer dog Dick, by
|

Meteor ,18 months. j-

J

beat

(J. W. Blythe's liver ai

) white Pointer dog Tom, 1

"j Meteor—Accident

/ J. W. Mui'son's liver ai

J white Pointer dog Metec
]

ite, by Meteor—vanity,
\ months.

fGeo. H. Laughton, blac

c-

;,'

l'!i

:'-

I

J. W. Munson's liver and
white Pointer bitch Malite,

by Meteor—Dell, 18 mos.
)- beat J

I)

liver ticked Pointer dog
(_

Krupp, by Meteor—Dell, 18 (

months. )

Alonzo Campbell's white. ~\

black and tan Engllstt Set- I

ter White Cloud, by Druid j-

—Princess Draco IT, 15 I

months.

Geo, B. Laughton's black. ~|

white and tan English Set
|

ter Blitz Burglar D., by
J-

Burglar—Queen Dido, 10 I

months.

white and tan English Si
beat -j ter Don Burglar D.

I Burglar—Queen Dido,

L months.

A. A. Whipple's liver
white ticked Pointer bib
Belle B., by Beaufort
Gertrude, 14 months

A. A. Whipple's liver ai
white Pointer dog Bang 1
by Beaufort— Gertrude,
months.

f Jos. Hayward, Jr.'s, blac
|

white and tan English Sett
-I Natalie by Gladstone
|

Donna J„ 15 months.

(
A. A. Whipple's liver and whi

I
ticked Pointer dog Bow I

-{ by Beaufort—Gertrude,
|

months.
I
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Rod heat Nortier.
White Cloud beat Krupp,

Blitz Burglar D. beat Rod.

IMalite beat Dick.
JBlitz Burglar D. a bye.

LTI.

| Malite beat White Cloud.

IV.

Malite beat Blitz Burglar D. and won 1st

V.

Belle B. beat Blitz Burglar D . and won 2d.

Malite first money, S150.
Belle B,, second money, S100.
Blitz Burglar D. and White Cloud divided third money, £50.

Fisher's Island Club.—Second Annual TriaL

try.

I.

I!

til

CvlEl

ITT.

n'.-

• -

[From a Special Correspondent.]

The Second Annual Trials of the Fisher's Island Club b<

gan on the preserve controlled by the club, on Nov. 9th.

The attendance was very small, the club men not attem
ing as had been anticipated, aud could have been expectc
from a club having a membership of sixty dog men.
The day was windy and cold, almost freezing, and the coi

ditions were not favorable to good work. In fact a won pi

day could not well have been hit upon for such a contest i

a Held trial.

The trials resulted in a signal victory for the Irish Re i-

Setters, all of which did very handsome work, the hardinei ^
of the breed being in their favor under such trying condition:

Jf

As a whole the members of the club felt encouraged by tl

success of the trials and will hold another nest year. Tt
club has a fine preserve aud plenty of game, including quai
duck, geese, imported hares aud bush rabbits. The Islan

is well protected and the cover ample and very effeetivi

Snow seldom stays longer than three or four days, the sa

air melting it rapidly. The birds are fed in the Winter rej

ularly. Thirty-five bevies of quail were marked by tt

members, and the thick cover extending for several milt

..'

: :.:-:

'S:l

J Ml

was not entered during the trial. Several bevies of Eur< Fpose

pean partridges were seen, and one specimen secured,

beauty, in gray plumage with light brown markings on tt

head. Eares and bush rabbits were- also seen in large nnn
bers, the latter especially, and next Fall the club will orgai

ize a grand club hunt with Beagles. These bush rabbil

never leave the bushes and woods, and will weigh six 1

eight pounds, and it is thought will afford great sport whe Myi
hunted with a Beagle pack

MONDAY.

Doc B.

—

Frank.—At 10 o'clock a. m. the first brae

drawn were put down on a jpeky hill side. Doc B., a goo
lemon and white English Setter, by Jersey Duke—Topse;
handled by J. T. Miller, and Frank, a liver colo:

Pointer, by Duke—Swan, handled by J. M. Lawrenct
Doc B. did first class work, the Poiuter being at times ut

steady on game. A rule of the club prescribes one hour s

the time limit for each heat, and at the expiration of thf

time the dogs were ordered up.
Jersey Beauty—Ned.—Beauty, a racy built bitch, b

[J
Chief—Doe handled by her owner Max Wenzel, Ned, b
Jove—Kodman'B Fanny, handled by his owner, Philip Phceni:

Beauty cut out the work, showing elegant style aud grei

pace, and securing rive niunnch points Ned is known to b

a good dog but was evidently out of sorts, his nose not sen
him. Toward the end of the hour Jersey Beauty brok

fiers,

R -Li

-'--•:,

M-

Rem

:
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shot bndly, pluDged into the lake and retrieved abird prouc '.

ly but was heavily penalized for the break. She was the

ordered up to be giveu an opportunity to back, which she di
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nsteadily. She is, though unplaced, a very Rood bitch and
,er owner refused a round price for her.

Chief—Meg.—Chief and his beautiful daughter Meg, both
iandled by owners, did good work, pointing, backing, drop-
iing to shot and wing and retrieving well, and were given
he full hour's work, for the enjoyment of the spectators.

Lady Essex—Yottbe.—Lady Essex proved much the faster

f the brace, though both did line work. Yoube scored
$ lighest because the Lady did not retrieve.

Count Ranger—Doha.—The Count, a black and white
icked dog, handled by Mr. H. Pape, and Dora, a sister to

e4 ersey Beauty, were run for the nest hour, and scored about
qually at the expiration of the hour when they were ordered

P and decision reserved.

Rock—Sailor—Both dogs were handled by Mr. Stewart.
Che luck in finding birds had left the party and the dogs

^ Fere taken up till next day. It was nearly dark and the
9 tirds had undoubtedly gone to roost in the thicket cover, as

s their custom on the Island.

TUESDAY.

Count Ranger—Dora—This brace first finished the nnde-
:ided heat of the day before, Dora winning, becanse of the

J vithdrawal of Count Ranger on account of his bleeding freely

rom scratches and flinching at briars.

Rock—Sailor.—Were put down to finish their heat, but
leither got a point thougo birds were plenty. The dogs ran

tell through briars and thickets, and at last were ordered

p for lack of merits, finishing the first series of heats.

Chief—Doc B.—The judges, exercising their discretionun-

ler the rules, ordered Chief and Doc B. to run for first place.

3oth did the finest kind of field work, pointing and backing
* ilternately. Each dropped to wing and shot and retrieved

perfectly. After an hour of handsome work. Chief was
a jiven fir&t prize, and Doc B. ordered to run with the winner
^>f the next heat for second.

Meg—Yocee.—These bitches were thought to be the sec-
" md best brace and. ran to decide which should run off second
:>rize with Doc B. Meg soon beat Yonbe.
Doc B.—Meg.—For second place, these dogs ran a fast

i md good heat, Doc B. winning, as he had an almost perfect

1 record from his two previous heats, showing clearly that he
,s a first-class dog, although his best quality, endurance,

J an never be shown in a trial. He has some Irish Red blood

^ in him and as the other three winners ate pure Irish, the

Red Setter men of the Club are congratulating one another
BDon the success of the blood.

Second Annual Trials of the Fisher's Island Club, Fisher's Island,
' S. Y., Nov. 9 and 10, 1885. Open to all Setters and pointers, owned by
* members of the club. Prizes : the President's Cup, to first; Turf, Field

,nd Farm Cup, to secoLd; Silver flask, to third; the club money prize
\o fourth. Judges, W. E. Leavitt, C. F. Lewis, of Flushing, L. I.

' Mr. Robert Betty, orange and ) ( Mr. Philip Phcenis, liver
white Setter dog Doc B., by

J

against ] Pointer dog Frank, by Duke
Jersey Duke—Topsey. )

Mr. Philip Phoenix, orange
againsbelton Setter dog Ned, by

Jove—Hodman's Fanny,

"fair. Mai Wenzel, Irish Bed
Setter dog Chief, by Berk-

\

ley—Duck.
* Hr. Max "Wenzel, Irish Red

1 Setter bitch Yoube, by
Elcho—Rose'.

Mr. H. Pape, blue belton Set- 1

ter dog Count Banger, by
[
against

Count Noble—Gertrude. )

H. Scbieffelin, black 1

( —Swan,
ilr. Mas Wenzel, Irish Red

Mr. TV.

and white Setter dog Bock,
J
against

by Nostrand's Duke—Biddy )

Chief won first. Doc B. won second
was given fourth.

SCORES OF THE DOGS.

Setter bitch Jersey Beauty
by Chief—Doe.

Mr. Chas. J. Stewart, Irish
Red Setter bitch Meg. by
Chief—Beesy.

Mr. W. H. Schieffelin, black,
white and tan Setter bitch
Lady Esses, by Ted Llewel-
lin—Juno.

r Air. Mas Wenzel, Irish Red
I Setter bitch Dora, by Chief
[ —Doe.
( Mr. Chas. J, Stewart, black,

white and tan Setter dog
Sailor, by Jock II—Gypsey.

Meg was given third. Yoube

KAilE OF DOG.

Chief
Doc B
Meg
Yoube
Jersey Beauty
Dora
<Jounty Ranger
Lady Essex
Bailor
Frank
Bock
Wed
Not broken to retrieve

Merit Points.

M. W.

Sacramento Coursing Club.

A numbeT of gentlemen who take interest in field sports

met Wednesday at the Crystal Palace Club rooms, for the

purpose of organizing a coursing club. The notice of the

meeting was so short that a large number of dog fanciers and

owners, who evidently had not read the call, were not pres-

ent, and it was deemed best to postpone the organization for

a few days, so as to secure the attendance of all who take au
interest in such matters. The number of hounds in this

county is perhaps larger than that of any other county in

the State, and embraces the best class of dogs in the country.
The following is a list of the principal ones: Patrick Kelly,

5—Democrat, Wichie Midnight, Whity, Mary and Molly;
taiPatrick Fagan, 1—Tailey; Robert Malan, 2—Lily of the West
;:> and Montreal; W. J. O'Brien, 1; H.O.Bnckman, 3—A. S. W.,

£ Crystal Palace and Kitty Woods; M. Sheehan, Sr., 3—Black
i 'Fly, Lady and Tom Hyers; C. Dillman, 1—Amazon; M.
Howard, 2—Jim Blaine and Amy Howard; M. Hanrahan, 3

—

;JBradley, Tyrant and Beaconsfield; Charles N. Post, 1—Zip;
Charles Zeitler, Jr., 3; Thomas O'Brien, 2—Dynamite and

tifMaud S.; William Coulter, 2—Tyrant and Eve; M. H. Shee-
han, 1—John L. Sullivan; Patrick Spain, 5—Minute Chief,

Lady Cleveland, and two, names unknown; Alexander Hall, 1

—Maud 0.; T. C. Perkins, 1—Cayote; Thomas Waite. 1—
diLucy; Dennis Moroney, 1—Nellie; J. Carroll, 1—John

J Kooney; W. L. Castle, 1—Rob Boy; C. H. Krebs, 1—Beauty;
;jl James Gorman, 2—R. B. Hayes and Lady Grant; Thomas

Dnnworth, 1—Grover C; Patrick Nash, 1—The Irish Swan;
Thomas T. Anderson, 1—Wild Boy; A. Kennedy, 4—Mary
Kelly, Nellie, Emma Lyman and Cinderella; Thomas Mc-
Elha'ney, 2—Blacksmith Boy and The Maid; J. Hymes. 1;

J. McMaunus, 1—Bell Mahone; S. W. Leake, o—Dakota,
Bins Jacket and three others, names unknown; John Welsh,

1—Nellie Welsh; George Meister, 1—Buttercup; John Hen-
nesey, 2; William Shaw, 1—Whity; Adolph Wolf, 2; A.N.
Johnson, 2—Sparrow Grass and Lady of the Lak^; Frank
Hers, 1 ; John McComb. Jr., 5. They are all the get of Black
Jack, Dakota and Garry Owen, three of the best bred dogs in
America.—Record- (In ion

.

The entries for the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's third
annual trials are printed elsewhere- The list is not a long
one, but the dogs entered are better than have appeared at

any previous trial in the State. It is believed that the Pup-
py Stake will not be a prominent feature of the trials. Sev-
eral of the youngsters have died, two or three are now sick,

and two have been sold since entry, to persons who have not
perfected their training sufficiently to make it worth while to

start them.
The All-Age, however, will be worth going a good many

miles to see. Every dog but one or two has been carefully
prepared ana is well broken. Take the list as a whole and it

includes the best dogs, by odds, in California. It would be
hard for anyone, even though he knows all the dogs, to

select the probable winner.

The trials will be run iu Marin county, near Olema and
Point Reyes station, upon the preserves of Messrs. P. J.

Shatter and Charles Webb Howard. Use of the grounds has
been obtained through the kind intervention and generosity
of Mr. John K. Orr, who controls the shooting over the
Howard tract, and who has explained to owners that use of

the premises for trial purposes will not in anywise result in
injury to them. Mr. Orr has given several days of hard
work for the good of the Club, and it will acknowledge the
debt formally in due time, as it now does informally.

Part of the Executive Committee visited the ground last

week, armed and fitted out in fine style by Mr. Will J.

Golcher, with quail guns, shooting toggery, "Standard" car-

tridges, and everything else that artistic sportsmen like Mr.
Geo. W. Bassford and Mr. Orr could need. Arrangements
were made with Mr. John Nelson, proprietor of the hotel at

Olema, to care for such as chose to stop there, at reasonable

rates, including use of teams each day. Those who prefer to

do so can stay at the Point Reyes Hotel, kept in very good
styleby Mr. James Hewitt, at equally good rates.

At Olema the Committee met Mr. Payne Shafter, and were
delighted by his heartiness and the intelligent interest which
he manifested in the coming trials. It is little wonder that

residents of Marin are keen sportsmen, game is so plenty
that it must require unusual self control to enable one to

refrain from shooting all the time.

Messrs. Bassford -and Orr shot a large bag of snipe, ducks
and quail, the latter the largest, strongest and best birds we
have ever seen.

The ground on which the trial will be ran is well covered
with low brush, and birds are very x^lenty. It has been so

rainy that it may be necessary to work well up to the tops

of the ridges to find birds, but when one ridge has been
climbed the walking will be easy.

The pedigree given for Mr. J. G. Edwards' Eoyal Duke II,

entered in the All-Age Stake, will make Setter men smile.

It is due Mr. Edwards to say that he is not responsible for

the absurd breeding assigned to Dolly. Mr. Edwards sent

an entry blank to Mr. John De Vuall, from whom he pur-

chased Eoyal Duke II, with a request that the pedigree be
given. The blank, when returned by Mr. De Vuall, was
sent to Secretary Brown, and by him to the printer. If our
memory serves us, Dolly is out of Captain Traver's bitch, a

Belton II—Belle, but we did not feel at liberty to change the

pedigree as written.

Six of the ten All Age entries are Pointers.

The trial will begin on Tuesday, December loth.

Judges will probably be chosen at the time of the draw
for positions on Monday evening before the trial begins.

The club will enforce strict discipline this year. People

will not be permitted to crowd the handlers, nor to press

ahead over unused ground. It is hoped that all who attend

will exercise the utmost care not to do injury to the property

so generously loaned to the club, and for the proper use of

which the club is responsible.

Among the kennel notes appear several sales of Beagles.

The dogs are beautiful little creatures, quick, bright and at-

tractive. Are said to be well bred and fair specimens of the

straight-legged Beagle.

An effort is to be made to organize a Beagle club, and form

a pack. The initiative has been taken by Mr. H. W. M.
Sandbach, connected with the firm of Spreckel Bros., and
the gentleman desires those who care to join such a club to

leave their names with Mr. Street, No. 1 Pine street, city,

where ^information can be had as to what is proposed. We
second the proposition gladly. Among the most interesting

articles in our English exchanges are those describing the

running of the Beagle packs, and we should like nothing

better than to see a successful run here, down around Lake
Merced for instance.

A letter comes this week from an Englishman residing in

Sonoma county. The letter is interesting—not only because

it tells a notable event in the local doggy world, but also be-

cause it illustrates well the practice of the English families

which have for generations preserved strains of dogs in

purity. We are so given now-a-days to insisting upon stud-

book pedigrees that it is refreshing to know that one man at

least believes his dogs first rate even though they are un-

known to paper records. We can readily see how in a

country of settled holdings, where families live generation

after generation upon about the same ground, it is possible

to preserve good strains of hunting blood without any

rjcord other than memory of the dogs bred. We are told

that no men are so scrupulous iu selecting crosses in dogs as

English sportsmen, and, judging from those unpedigreed

dogs which have come here from good, well authenticated

Bonrces, we sometimes doubt whether the best dogs are not

to be found oatside of books, and unknown to fame.

We shall gladly receive further information about Mr,

Boyes' dogs, whenever he may be able to impart it.

Mr. Boyes says: "I will give yon all the information I

can about my Setters. They were bred by my wife's father,

Colonel J. R. Edwards, of Ness Strange, Shropshire, Eng-

land. He has bred these Setters for four generations; all

the bitches have belonged to him, and he got the services of

dogs belonging to friends; of good stock.

"They are all white, with tan colored ears and markings

on the head, and have a spot or two of the tan, sometimes on
the back.
"They are well feathered in the tots and fcre-legs. The

names of my dogs are, Banger, thy dog, and Sput and Dunna,

the two bitches. They are about ten months old, and
arrived two weeks ago from Eugland by the ship B itt

Their dam's name is, "Nellie," granddam, 'Spot," great-
granddam, "Juno."

"I will write and find out further abint them from I

Edwards, who is proud of his old English Setter breed. I

should also like to record my wife's pet collie dog. which
was bred by the Earl of Kinon, Perthshire, St-otlaml, an i is

a thoroughbred dog of aucieut breed, known as the "Du-
phiu collies." He is three and one-half years old, black,
with tan points, and his naw is "Land." His sire and dam
are now debarred from entering at shows iu Great Britain,
having taken such numbers of prizes.

"H. E. Boviis."
Acta Rica, Sonoma Co., Nov. 25, 1S85.

We should like to receive photographs of Pacific Coast do£s,
from snch as have had their pets pictured. As opportnuity
presents we desire to have made a series of pictures, of the size
and finish of the Pointer picture sent to subscribers in August.
That picture has drawn very favorable comments from con-
noisseurs in many parts of the world, and requests for copies
of it have been so many as to about exhaust the lart;e nniu-
ber of extra imprints made. We still have the stone and
shall be able to supply the demand for the picture, until so
many are taken off as to destroy the clearness of the etching.

New Jersey Kennel and Field Trial Club-
First Annual Trials.

fFrom a Special Correspondc-nV

The first trials of the latest formed of the doggy clubs wer«
not successful. Through a mistake only two handlers showed
up with their dogs. After waiting a reasonable time the
Judge ordered the dogs put down, and after seeing the work
of the three dogs present, by consent of the owners, he
awarded the prizes, giving first to Mr. Max Wenzel's Irish
Red Setter Chief, and dividing second and third between Mr.
Chas. J, Peshall's Pointer Jimmy and Mr. Max Wenzel's
Irish Red Jersey Beauty.
Mr. Wenzel gave second place to Jimmy and took third

for Jersey Beauty. M. W.

AQUATICS.

The variableness of the weather has of late been quite re-

freshing to those few who yet keep their craft afloat and
agoing. One day there will be a gusty squall, occasionally

from the south or southwest, which at evening would almost
die out, and then spring up again from the southeast with a
plentiful, aye, most plentiful downpour. While one of the
sloops was being taken from Oakland creek to Hospital cove
early in the week, the wind became »o strong as to necessi-

tate heaving her to and double reefing; but even this did not
prevent her being driven along through the raging billows,

as if propelled by some demon power which threatened her
destruction. The two men, or rather a man and a boy, who
had her in hand, were loth to further reduce sail, and
although drenched with the spray which Hew masthead high,

they stuck to their places until Point Blunt, Angel Island,

was reached. At this place a more than usually heavy sea
was running, and a squall here strnck the little craft, which
knocked her on her beam ends and caused her to dip enough
water to cover the cockpit floor a foot in depth. The peak
was lowered and thus eased, the destination of the craft was
soon reached.

- »
The rumor regarding the sale of the yacht Annie to Henry

White, seems to have been without foundation. White has
for some time been casting longing eyes on the schooner
Aggie, of which mention was some weeks ago made in this

column. The report now given out that she has changed
ownership, and that he has become the owner, is now true,

or rather partially true. Himself and other parties were the
ones who put up the coin for her. I have been told that the

two clubs, the San Francisco and the Pacific, have not been
favorable to the admission of Mr. White's other schooner,
the Fleur de Lis, on their rolls. How will the knotty prob-
lem of the Aggie, which is in the clubs with an owner who is

not in the clubs, be solved? Will the clubs drive tL

from their fleet, or will they reconsider the question of

Mr. White's undesirability as a member, or whatever else

they may call it, and allow him to walk in out of the cold?
They can say what they may of Mr. White, bar him out of

the clubs if they want to, but still they must give him his

due, and allow he has a great deal of grit and a genuine love

of the spoit.
»

The floating buoys just off' Meiggs Wharf have become so
soaked and heavy that when the tide runs swiftly it carries

them below the surface of the water, and anyone passing
would be greatly damaged should they happen to keep in
close and encounter them. It is jnst here the yachtsmen hug
in when the tide is ebbing, and that there has not been an ac-

cident ere now seems remarkable. If it is necessary to have
buoys at this point for the convenience of the small business
schooners whicn load at Meigys Wharf, the owners of yachts
should see to it that the Harbor Commissioners have placed
in the places of these two dangerous logs something more
suitable—at least something which will float.

There is nothing of importance going on among the oars-

men. I hear it said that Lehyberger defeated while Eas
scnllers who proved too much for Peterson, and that he,

Lehyberger, would row Peterson, if he had enough coin to

put up for stakes.

The sloop Laura collided with a schooner in Mission bay
last Monday, and started her bowsprit. She bad a nartow
escape from being badly broken up in the gale which was
blowing.

The sloop Annie is laid up at the patent brick yarls, two
or three rnilfls up past San Rafael.

The schooner Neva has started away for another cruise up
river.

|J. M.

Tenia expansa or pin-like worm inhabiting the intestines

of horses, causing impaired appetite, rough coat and im-

p <veri.->hed condition. Take the grain away and fee 1 a few
m ishes, and give the following in a drench: Lin- !,

one pint; turpentine oil, one ounce; repeat the oil if the

bowels do not operate in twelve hours. If the worms infest

the rectum to any extent, give an injection of warn
to which add half an onuce of turpentine to onc-tl

pail full of the water.
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Horses for Bale.

Thoroughbreds.
j,\B>!l TIVA. b m, 5 years, by Three Cheers,

her dam Lady Amanda, by imp. Hurrah. Stinted to

Joe Hooker.

SIK THAD, b g, i years, by Norfolk or Thaa

Sievens, his dam Lady Amanda.

TOO SOO\, ch m, foaled December 31, 1867, by

Norfolk, her dam 'Lady Davis, by Red Bill, the dam of

Dashaway. Stinted to X X and Antevolo.

EX TEMPIO, ch f, foaled 1883, by Thad

Stevens, her dam Too Soon, Unbroken.

TROTTERS.
PITKIS6IHA »AMSET.. ohm, foaled 1867, by

Whipple's Hambletonion, her dam by Oornpbanter.

atinted to Antevolo.

ANTECEDO, br c, foaled 1884, by Act#eo, bis

aam Purissima DamBel. Entered in Stanford and

Occident Stakes, 1887.

My main reason for selling these horsea is lack of

room Lady Viva is a very handsome mare, and

showed a great flight of speed when in training.

Having a double cross of Newminster blood, now so

"fashionable" in Eugland, that, and the perform-

ances of her near relatives, insures her being a good

broodmare. Every one of the family bad an inheritance

of speed. Malcolm, Ontario, Kegent, Lady Amanda.

Ladv Middleton and others of the progeny of Lady

Lancaster, bad this first qualification of a racehors-

in an eminent degree. The sire of Lady Viva, Three

Cheers, I alwavs considered a racehorse of the highest

class He could run a quarter inside of '21 seconds,

and so far as could be told from his work, no race was

too long for him. He is a half-brotber of Hock-Hock-

ing, sire of St. David, Beaconsfield, Arthur H. and

others.
, ,.

Sir Thad showed a wonderful trial when a yearling ;

he hurt his leg in that trial, but so far as can be seen

now he is perfectly sound.
Too Soon is the dam of Cito, and a half-sister to

Dashaway, an old-time celebrity.

The Norfolk mares have proved such good breeders

that the blood is valuable.
.

ExTemplois a fine-looking filly of good size amd

form. She has not been broken.

In the trotting stud the daughters of Whipple s

Hambletonian have gained distinction.

There are ten by Whipple's Hambletonian in the

2:30 list, and the mares by him are superior brood-

mares. ,, . , . „

Antecedo is very promising. He is of fine size, of

good form, and his action ie such to ensure hita.

trotting fast.

He is broken to harness and engaged In the Stan

ford and Occident Stakes of 1887.

My only reason for selling is a lack of accommoda-

tion. Were I situated so as to beep tbem I would

not sell for double the price now put upon them.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
Apply to BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Office.

STANFORD
STAKES
1888.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1885,

S175 each. *25 payable on the 1st of January, 1886, at

which time the stakes will close, $50 on the 1st of

January. 1887, and $100 thirty days before the day
fixed for trotting, whatever amount up to be «on-
sidf red forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-

lated time incurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The ra^e to be beats of a mile, best three in

five, to harness. First to receive sis-ninths of the

whole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-
ninth. In addition to the stakes and forfeits, the
proportion of the gate money, profit on pool sales

and all other sources of emolument will constitute
the gross amouut, to be divided in the foregoing pro-
portions. Five or more subscribers to fill. The race

to be trotted in 1888, not sooner than the latter part

of August. The exact date to be fixed and announced
on the 1st of January, 1888, or sooner.
Race to be governed by the Ilules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to N.
T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. Kailroad office. Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary,, Breeder akd Si'outsaian office, on or be-

fore the 1st day of January, 188C. The colts must be
named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 1st will be eligible.

N. T. SMITH, Treasurer.
JOS. CAIItN SIMPSON, Secretary.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brown, M.P. I

Nugent W. Brown, !

Geo. H. Holmes,
0. Bruce Lowe.

trading AS

BROWN BROS. & C0.
s

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
America to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or tbey will undertake to receive
Mid dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Esq.,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
JJKOWN IEKOS. A CO,,

"Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales,
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Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing",

WITH AN APPENDIX
Treating of the Action of the Race Hors* and Trotter as shown b\

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Kound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare,
o

Tips and Toe Weights.—"We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedeb and Spoetsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his hook entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hone
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoot
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to

do with our conversion. We would not take 850 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, §1; cloth, Si.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

"Tips and Toe Weights*" a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breeder and Spohtsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, bis arguments are well
worked out, the results of bis experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest endorsation from bib famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step od
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether tho horseman believes in bis conclusions or
not, he will not quit the hook till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to

the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News. $

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently Identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of bis researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder and Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Erancisco, California, has just published a book
by above title which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyielding iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20*. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all thai are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. "We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send SI.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2 :20i, and showing half-miles in 1 :08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at tho price. Antevolo, two yearB younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he got a record of 2:293, last half in 1:13 J; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, S253; the Stanford Stakes, ?1. 672; and the Embryo, §870, makings cash
return for the season of 34,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put In
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will he given a compjete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this Dart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. _ anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TEEMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send oidevt u

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who TBencI

orders direct to the office.

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIPL S,

PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.
Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,

—AOENTS FOR—
Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
IlIf.AlI'S KENTUCKY KEEL.

QLOVBES CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY-lGSt. Mary'u Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—03O and 63S MONTGOMERY ST., S. F.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Tiilril St., Son Francisco

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

KOBEBT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred .Ter3ey Cattle. Registers

Jerseys of holh fiexes for sale. PoBtoffloe address,
Ban Francisco, Oal.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
ecircums "'"

herein described.

3hiip
MVllj

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
(t and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as an -i tor the purpose liereii'
described

.

5. In a bridle, and in com ination with the "blinds F,
supported aid pivoted to the bridle so as to oe mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the 1 ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

Tho above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will he under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action follows as
is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the ease
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the n.nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHS A. JHcKEKKON,
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO Tin; lin'SiEHS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all tlie Principal llooksellers

or Sent Postpaid l>y

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

S cured bv Letters I'atent. July B5, 1889.
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:
1. The part D,supported by tlie side straps of thebri-

die, extending back ;is shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
tlie curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana

die circumscribing the vision, substantially as

Ashmont's Book,
FOB SALE AT PUBLISHER'S PRICE, BY

«' I. A II K O I G II A « O I. (' II i: It ,

'. 30 and 033 MONTGOMERY ST.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco.

The mont popular school on the Coast.

E, P. HEA&D President. 0. 8. HALJSY. Seo'y

4&-8egd fotolroulftr.'tSft
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J. E. MIKLER.General Manager.

The American Clay Bird.
Every Bird is aSure Flyer. Rain or nanipness Does I*

Flies More Like the Natural lilru

Is One-liall' Cheaper than Any Oilier Target.

FOB SALE BY ALL GUN DEALERS. Ask to see ths American Clay Bird Crap.

The American Clay Bird Company,
Eighth Street «i Glenway Avenue, (im-Iunatl, Ohio

The Ingleside.

A Journal of General

Literature.

THE FEATURES OF THE INGLESIDE FOR THE
year 1885 will include Articles of Travel and Ad-

venture, Reminiscences of PioDeer Days, Unwritten

Political History, Essays on Social Topics, and Tech-

nical Articles by eminent jurists and scientific men
on topics of popular interest.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Albert Delpit, the great French writer, wi .'

contribute a weekly letter to tbe Ingleside, on tb

Art, Society and Politics of tbe French Capital.

These letters will be entitled "Life in Paris."

BUI Nye writes each week exclusively for the

Ingleside on this Coast. Beside Mr. Nye the Ingle-

bide has secured tbe services of Philip H. Welch,
lately Humorist of tbe Philadelphia Call.

Short stories by Dan O'Connell, Flora Haines

Apponyi, Yda Addis, R. Duncan Milne, Addie

Holmes, and CaUforuian and Eastern writers, are in

process of publication. Among tbe many depart-

ments which will appear from time to time are:

The Critic's Corner, Tbe Mad World, The Judgment

of Paris, Glimpses into the Past, Palace of Truth,

Letters to Prominent Persons, In Divers Keys, Art

Babble. The City, In tbe Lobby, Leaves from a Note-

Book. Social Events will be chronicled with

thoroughness and dignity.

Terms of Subscription : One year, «3 00 ; sis months,

61.75; three months, £1.00; by carrier, in the city, 35

cents per month. Subscriptions may be made at

reduced rates through any postmaster or newsdealer

in the United States; also by addressing

THE INGLESIDE. 719 Montgomery St.,

SAN FKANCISCO, CAL.

A new feature now running. The Cruise of a Yacht

on Wheels. ...

The Ingleside was recently incorporated, witb a

capital stock of £60,000. Directors and sole Stock-

holders: H. B. McDowell, R.P. Ashe, Milliard Wells.

H. D. Bigelow, W. R. Ashe.

FAIELAWN
STOCK FARM.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UOTIONEESS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Cabby, Sacramento. J. D. Cabb, Salinas.

B P Sargent, Gilroy. Johx Bog gs, Colusa.
P. A. FraiGAjsr, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful gales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dieiz, Courts, Dougherty, Newland k
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-

trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities

and counties in the -State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to

those bo Buocessfully held at tbe East. We wiU be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-

Biringto participate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions

wiU be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private Bale.

Purchases and sales made of land of every descnp-

K 11X11* «S CO., 116 Montgomery street.

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1S85. and up to the last of January,
18S6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1885, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurB.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SALE AT IAIBLAWX.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

r tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

First-class, standard-bred tbotttjeg stock

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT? ONI?, PPTiTE PT.A"I\T Isstrictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
J-J-J-J-J VJ-HXJ 1 1UVU X JJXIJ.* price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 1SS5, or further information, address

Important

Notice.
I will have on consignment from the Eastern States

In cix weeks a selected lot of yearling Durham Bulls,

Southdown and Oxford sheep. Parties desiring any

live stock of any breed or age can have them como at

'anie time by giving me two or three week's notice.

Prices moderate for first-class stock.

ROLL IN P. SAXE,
Importer, Exporter and Commission

Merchant.

536 Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Buss House, 8. B.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stocky of the celebrated

J. FennelTs Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use hv ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United SUtes. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
prououueed by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KAJVE, 967 Market M„

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlery
Goods of all kinds.

John A. McKerron,

Lock Box 39?. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

MANUFACTURER OP

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOR CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Special!*-

.

230 & 232Elli8St., opp.Fashion Stable, San Francisco

Pool Room Saloon,
SIO DUPOJST STREET.

Elllip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are gold on

all sporting events. Reading room, containing the

Breeder and Sportsman, N. Y. Spirit, and other

porting papers. Bar sfockedwllh Wines, Liquors,

and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.
EWiNG BEOS., Proprietors.

SAFEST AND BEST FOR GENERALISE,
To Control and Educate tlie Trotter. Roadster.

or Carriage Horse, and to Break tlie Colt.
NO HORSE CAS GET HIS TONGUE OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Pulling, Side Pill line;
L.ua;siii2>Ton;jiie I,oHln«:.and will »-ot make the mouth
sore. Hand-forged, Tested and Guaranteed.
MB. W. W.BAIB, of Cincinnati, O.. writes that it wonted to

his complete satisfaction.
MR. JOHN MTJRHPY, or Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use by every horseman as an article of great merit.
Tbe torn of HIGBEE & POUTER, trainers and drivers,

Canton, III., say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
slde-pulliug, and lougue lolling. Easy for the borse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W.PAGE, Eaq., of Cheyenne.Wy.. says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail."

Mr. MATT TANNER, of Albany. N. Y., says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKER AND HAKRIGAN, Great Meadow Farm,
ComstockR, N. Y., claim It is the best thoy ever turd.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mall or express or will send by express, C. 0. D., with privilege
of examination. No. 1, nickel. $3; No. 2, ex. nickel, SJ; No. 3, half silver, or oroide, 90; JNo. J. full silver
or oroide, S6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Width of Mouth, Measuring From Outride ol Cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIEB, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware ol' Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements of this Hit. Look for Name ami Bate of Patent on each
one*

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
Koni' m Ai.sn.

Sap't Runoing Horse Dej.'l,

Pulo Alto btock Farm.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

1 have now on band, and offer for sale at reasonable
price's, at my siock-farm, Oak Grove. San Mateo Co.,

a choioe lot of pure Berkshire PIhb from two to twelVA
months old, bred fr«m the best strains of Praminui
Btodt, which I import yearly from England direct.

Apply to Win. Cnrbltt,
318 OillfornlaSt..

Boil FrnnflflfO.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Brnce & Brlen have established a general

Live Stock and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Pork
Row, New York city. Tbt-y are prepared to pur*
chase or sell live stuck of all kinds, Including cattle,

she* p. hogs, dogs, stable outfits, or anything either
useful or ornamental. We have on hand a number
of first-class borses, ready to race; steeplechasers,
bruQdmora, sibllfons, yearlings and weanlings, of
the best and most desirable strains for sale; also

trovers and pasers of standard blood. Send stamp
for ••afrilogueii

BRUCE 4: BREEN,
41 Park RoW, New York Cii\ .

Pi o; Box 303
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, aud are due to arrive al
saw Francisco.

(FOB)

18:00 a !

8:00 a 1

•4 ,-UO p :

7:30 a ]

7:30 a 2

•3 :30 P 2

8:00 a 2

4:00 P !

^6:00 P 2

S:00 A 2

•8:00 a i

3:30 P 2

3:30 P 2

1U:00 A 3

3:00 P 2

3.(10 P I

7:30 A 2

8 :00 A '

7:30 A 2

3:00 P 3

4:00 P :

•4:00 p :

8:00 A !

1 10:00 A I

3:00 P J

8:00 A J

*9 ;30 A S

•3:30 P J

•9 ::M a S

From Oct. 14. 1885.

"ix'alistuga and Napa..

...Oolfax ,

..Delta, Redding and Portland
...Gait Via Martinez
.
.lone via Livermore
Knight's Landing

... Livermore and Pleasanton...
..Martinez
...Milton
) Mp3'ave,Demirifr, s Express.

I Kl Pasoand East. ( Emigrant
Nilesand TTa\ wards.

J Ogden and i
Express

y East t Emigrant
Red Bluff via Marysville.

. Sacramento, via Livermore..
' via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia.,

"Sacramento River steamers.".
..San Jose

Stockton via Livermore.. ..

*' via Martinez
" " via Martinez
."Tulare and Fresno

KKIVi
I. FROM)
i6:lU P M
•10:10 a m
G:10 p M
5:40 P M
6:40 P M

•10:40 a M
5:40 P M

10:10 A u
*8:40 a M
6:10 p M

•7:10 P M
10:40 A M
10:40 a M
3:40 p M
11:10 a m
11:10 a m
5:40 p M
5:40 P ii

6:40 p M
11:10 a m
10:10 a M
•6:00 a m
•3:40 P si

13:40 P M
9:40 A M
5:40 P H
*7 :10 P M
*10:40 A w
•7:10 F M

From San Francisco Daily.

TU EiST OAKLAND—•6:00—*6:30—7:0(»—7:30—&:00—
S-3n-9:OO-9:3a-lU:0l1-10:ao-ll:00-ll:3O-12:00-12:30
—1 -00—1 -30—-1m-2 :30-3 :00— 3 :30— 4 :00— 4 :30— 5 :00

— 5:30— 6:00— 6:80— 7:0O-fi:0O-9:0O— 10:00— 11:00

—

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30— «8:00—
4:30-*3:30-*4:00—*4:3O-*5:0O-*5:30-«6:O0-»ti;30-

T0
9
PUUIT VALE (via Alameda)-*9:30—6:30—ill:00

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— «S:30—
1L,

^_9.30-10 :
0O-n0:30-ll:O0-tn:30-12:O0-tl2:30-

roo-tl 30—2:00-3:00-3:30-4:00 -4:30- 5:00—5:30-
6-00—6-30-7:00—8:00-9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO KERKELEV—-6:00—-6:30—7:00—*7:30— b:00—*8:30
_9-00-19:30-10:l)0-tlO:30-ll:00-tll:30- 12:00-1:00
_J>."qq_3-00- 4:00- 4:30-^ :0O-5:30-6:0O-6:30-7:00-
8:00-9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY — -6:U0 -«G:30-7:00-*7:30-
18.00-'«-30-9:OO-10:00 -11:00-11:00-2:00-3:00—1:00
l.*4:30-5:00—•5:30—6:00—*6:39—7:00.

To Sau Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—*t>:23—•fi:53—-7:23—*7:53—*8:2c
^53-^-23-*10:21-*l:23-*4 :

53-'5:23-*5:53-»6:23-

•6:53—7:25—9:50.
FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "0:10— *o:45—

tfi -45—19 :
15—*3 :15.

FROM E4ST OAKLAND- «5:30-«6:00— 6:80-7:00-
7.^^0-8730-9:00-9:30-10:00-10:30 -11:00-11:30
12-00-12:30-1:00-1:30-2:00-2:30-3:00-3:30-4:00-
4:30—5:00-0:30—6:00-6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57—9:57—

FROM* BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later

than from East Oakland.
FROMALAMEDA-*o:-2-*5:52-*6:22-6:52-*7:22-

7-5'i_*,"_- =,11—9:22— 9:52— J10:22— 10:52— til :22-

ii*5-»-ti""-l-, -52-tl:--:-l:52-2:52-3:22-3S2-4:22
ZffrJz'ZU .vi-fi:22-6:52-7:52-vo2-n :52-10:K.

FROM "BERKELEY—*5:l5—*5 :45-'6:15-6:45-«7:15-
7.45-^-15-S :45-ty:15-y :4.5-tlO:15-10:45-tU:l5-
li^-12-45- 1:45- 2:45 -3:45^4:15-4:45-5:15-5:45
_fi.lo_fi-45—7:45—8;i.i—9:45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY-*5:45-*6:15-6:45-^:15
_7-.fo_s-l.^i'i:l---'JM5-10:4o—tl2:45— 1:45— 2:45—
3 ;45_4:45—•5:15-5:45-*6:15-0:45—*7:15.

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-*7:15-9:15-ll:15—105-

FROM^OAKLAND-«6d5-8:15-10:15-12:15-2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. ISundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. P.

A. H. TOW3SE,
Gen. Manager,

T. EL GOOmiAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk. Agt.

KILLIP & CO.,

Live Stock and General Auctioneers, 116

Montgoniey St, San Francisco.

PEREMPTORY SAI.E OF

ROAD HORSES,
HACK TEAMS,

Express & Truck Horses.

Hacks, Buggies, Rock-
aways, Harness,

Robes, Etc.

PROPERTY OF

D. STEWART,
To be Sold

<SATtR»AY. Nov. "iSili. at IO O'clock A.M

At Stable, 1 34 Seventh St.

Between Mission and Howard, San Francisco.

KILLIP «£.• CO., Auctioneers.

TERMS OF SALE.
The sale will be absolute, Mr. Stewart's ill-health

compelling bim to retire from business. Parties
purchasing will be required to remove stock at once,

as parties leasing premises take possession Dec. 1st.

TERMS—All sums of ?'200 or under caBb. Above
tbat amount ninety days, approved paper. Interest

Bix per cent, per annum.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Torouto, Canada.

Veterinary Infirmary, 371 JVatoma St
Residence, 9GG Howard St., SanPrnucisco.

\xtztiisx nml gp&nsxtmu. Nov 28

aSTANDARD w

Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges.

(Under Chamberlin Patents.)

BY THE

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.

416 Montgomery St,,

SAN FKANCISCO, Cal.

CINCINNATI, O., Oct. 21st, 1885.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO., CLEVELAND, O.

Gentlemen: I have the privilege of apprising you that I

have just received the 50ft shells ordered by me Monday, the 19th
inst. You received this letter yesterday and I have the shells
this morning, in advance of the mail. I am very much pleased
with your ammunition. It is certainly much better than can he
loaded by hand. As soon as I set rid of the stock of powder and
shells I have on hand, I shall shoot no other kind except yours.
Will you kindly quote me price in lots of 500, on load No. 42, wood
powdercartriilgep.exctpt that I want the powdei mixed.half dead
shot FFG and half wood powder D, say 4% drachms mixture; iu
other respects just as stated iuyour catalogue. Since beginning
this letter, your letter of the 20th came to hand. I enclose yon
herewith my check for §15. Please send me receipted bill.

Yours truly W. B. Shattuc,
Presideut N. A. K. C.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

SLINN'S DUCK CALL,
The Latest and Very Best Duck

Call Yet Made.

PRICE BY MAIL 75 CENTS.

Corduroy Hats,

WITH LINED BRIM,

Double Stitched,

PRICE . ... SI.

Canvas Hats,
LINED WITH GREEN,

Double Stitched,

PRICE .... SI.

B. T. ALLEN, 416 Market Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townseud Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco.

|
Commencing Oct. 18,1885.

8:30 a
JWrfQA,

| San Mateo. Redwood and
l\ C MenloPark.•3:3" p ;-

4 ;30 p
•5:15 p I

6:30 p\J

6:28 A,

•8:10 a
»;03a

•10:02 a

8:30 a p (\
10:40 a 1 Santa Clara, San Jose and J I

3:3111 p] f Principal Way Stations. "1
|

4:30pV U
. ) Gilroy, Pajaru, Castroville, t i *1(
1

t Salinas and Monterey. \ I t

Hollister ahd Trea Pinos. \ I

S Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel (Camp \ ,

( Capitolai and Santa Cruz.
, . (

I

10 :40a I Soledad and Way Htatiuns esp
a— Morning. * p.—Afternoon.

•Sundays excepted. tSundays onlv ('Sportsmen's train,)
Standard Time furnished by Randolph A Co .

s, F.
Rtauk CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 a. m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo and
Redwooti which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

Special RoOni.-trii' Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos. Roquel and Santa Cruz; also, to
Paraiso'and Paso Robles Springs.

i:V(lKMO\ TICKETS.
Fnr SniirKvB onlv .'

Sold SrorD*T MOBNCOJ good
bor SunclajB ouiy,^ for retUrn same dav.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday- and SuNDAYonly;

Sunday and good for return until following Mon-
Monday, ' day, inclusive, at the following rates:

Hound Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno
Millbrae
Oak C4rove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood.. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park ..

MaySeld

I'kt.
Mon.
Tkt.

; J 50

65

90
75 1 10

1 00 1 25

1 00 1 40
1 25 I 50
1 25 1 GO

1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

*atto
Mon.
Tkt.

2 50
4 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, TownBend
street, Valencia-street station, and !No. 613 Market
street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. PaeB. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION*
oE its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Snooting and Flshjng.
TBAXNS LEAVE SAN FBANCISCO DAILY FOE

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort oi the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can he obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may )« had in season.

TEE BA T OF MONTEREY
Ib noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ABE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQITEL AMD SANTA (IU7„
IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of tsan Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each oi which abounds iu game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, iKvr
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by u .inline. Stages connect with trains daily
jit Ban Mateo ."or those well-known Retreats, PUBIS.
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly cajl attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and ;i1x.ut SAN BKVNO and MeMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Sportsmen and othera presenting Passage Tickets
will be entitled to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
wneu carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.

ffi55~In order to guard against accidents to Dogs
wliile in transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed In wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger Care.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townaend

Btreet, Valencia station, and No 613 Market St., Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass, and Tkt. Aft,
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The Coming- Two Year-Olds.

(N. Y. Spirit.]

"Everyone's busy trying his yearlings at this time of the
year, and that is one reason why they are indifferent to rac-

ing," said Mr. Withers, recently, at Jerome Park, in reply to

our question why so many of the leading owners were ab-
sent. Anyone with the least familiarity with the customs
of racing men should have thought of it. Certainly we
should, for during the Autanin months we have more than
once been stuffed with tales of what some promising yearling
had done at home. There has, from all accounts, been the
greatest activity at Kancocas, at Chesterbrook, at The Locusts,
Algeria, Brookdale, Preakness and Brooklyn, w.hile at Mon-
irouth and Jerome Parks, could the trees speak, they could
tell of more than one promise of future greatness given in a
breather among young 'uns during the pleasant October
mornings. To the racing enthusiast nothing can be more
attractive than yearling trials. Pessimists may shake their

heads, and predict dire results to the blood horse, bat to the

racing man there is a fascination about them difficult to re-

sist. An owner can never rest content with theirgood looks;

he must see them extended, and the result is that he has
slipped down to the farm over night, and the next morning,
"moved the previous .question" by a three-furlong scurry,

which let a flood of light into a matter which had hitherto

been one of pure conjecture or prejudice. It is safe to say
that many a colt has been "asked a fair question" within the

past month, which has set hisowner to dreamingof Juvenile

and Criterion conquests. It is the first question put to the

budding racer, but how many—oh! how many—have an-

swered it in a fashion which brought the bitterest disappoint-

ment to the heart of a fond owner.
The merits of different yearlings have indeed formed the

subject no end of talk lately, for, no matter how good au
owner's intentions may be of shrouding them in secrecy, a

good bit of a trial puts him in an amiable, not to say enthu-
siastic, mood, and, in a confidential moment, he unguardedly
hints something to a friend of "a rousing trial at home," only

to find his confidence abused, and the matter the talk of every
turf rendezvous. We think it was Lord George Bentinck
who spoke cut of the fullness of his heart when he said that

if you wanted to give a trial the widest publication, you had
only to impart it to a triend, with the strictest injunctions of

secrecy. That was a cynical speech, but none the less true.

Already we hear that Mr. Pierre Lorillard thinks he has the

best lot of yearlings he ever tried. In fact, the master of

Kancocas left us to infer as much when he recently told us
he had a yearling he would match against any in America
for §5,000, in a race to be run next season. He did not name
the colt, but enough is known to believe he referred to a

gray, by Mortemer, oat of Lizzie Lucas, who is said to be au
exceptionally great yearling, as is shown by his trial late

in September. Another is a chestnut, by Mortemer, out of

Loulauier, a fall brother to Katrine. The colt by Duke of

Magenta—Second Hand, and the filly by Mortemer—Squeeze-

'em; the colt by Mortemer—Sly Boots; the colt by Mortemer
—Fannie Ludlow, and the colt by Mortemer—Bonnie Doon,
are all said to be good. Mr. Withers tried his Brookdale lot

early; among the best are said to be the chestnnt colt by King
Ernest—Nina, by Kentucky, and a bay colt by Stonehenge

—

Minority.
Of course there is a great deal said about the Dwyers' year-

lings. The past season has been a good one to the Dwyers,
with respect to two-year-olds, as few would need better ones

than Portland, Buffalo, Lydia, Inspector B., Millie, Bramble-

ton and Lulu, and as the prices they paid for yearlings last

Spring at the sales were very high, it is natural to expect a

great deal of them. The twenty were at Jerome Park all

August and September, and were the admiration of many
visitors, but as yet we have heard nothing definite as to their

relative merits. Among the best looking, however, is the bay
colt Bedford, by Billet, ont of Vega, and a colt by Virgil

—

Ann Fief, who did his quarter early in the week at Brighton

in 23.1 seconds. The Hindoo—Bourbon Belle colt is also a

nice one, and the Luke Blackburn colt, out of Bootjack's dam,
is one of the very best. Of the fillies the Luke Blackburn

—

Arizona is thought the best, although many like the Billet

—

Lady Motley, and recent report says that the Onondaga filly

did aqnarter in 23i] seconds. Mr. W. L. Scott'slot are some-

what of au unknown qnality. They are nearly all by Kayon
d'Or. One of the best looking, it is said, is a chestnut out of

the imported mare Bluecap. Jimmy Kowe has "a glittering

lot" at the old Clipsiana Stuble, near Jerome Park, the finest

being the colt Stockton, by Spendthrift—Doubt, the sensa-

tional colt of the year, who brought $0,100 at the Jure sale,

but many stories are afloat of the merits of a colt by King
Alfonso—Hester, a good-sized but rathey legsy fellow. One
of the neatest, however, is a chestnut, by King Alfonso—

Queencraft. Of the Preakness lot the best thuB far is a Fal
setto filly. The MacDnff colt, out of Bonnie Lizzie, is light

and wants substance. Mr. George Lorillard has a gem of a
yearling in a dark bay filly by Sensation—Ferida. This is

one of the finest fillies of her age ever seen. The Glenmore
—Spinaway colt is not large, but a sturdy, right good-looking
fellow, and we know of a couple of journalists who have a
bet between them of 100 to 1 aboat him for the Juvenile,
made last Spring. The sister to Electric is also small, but
the stable has a right good-looking one in the colt by Alger-
ine—Cathedra; the colt by Muscovy—Type of Beauty, and a
big. gigantic fellow by Uneas—Chamois, purchased of Mr.
Withers.
£ph Snedeker has a grand pair of colts in the brown, by

Spendthrift—Kapanga, and a brown by Bramble—Valerian.
Mr. Kelso has avery strong team, mostly fillies. We hear that

the Falsetto—Crucifix filly and a chestnut, by Stratford—Pet-
ty, are the best, and the Rayou d'Or, out of Bye and Bye, is

another fine one. Mr. Belmont has a nice lot,the best of

which is a filly called Affinity, by King Alfonso. The Kittson
lot, at Erdenheim, are, we are tuld upon good authority, the
best lot seen at that historic farm since the days of Leaming-
ton. The best, if we are reliably informed, is a colt by Re-
form—Yorkshire Lass, and a colt by Reform—Megara, and a
filly by Alarm—Lady Lumley. There is also a fine colt by
Reform—Maggie B. B., but they have not hurried him.
Appleby & Johnson have quite a team, of which we have
heard little beyond that they consider the UncaF—Faverdale
colt, they purchased of Mr. Withers, quite a bargain. Of Mr.
Haggin's yearlings we know nothing beyond that they are as

good-looking a lot as any man has. Mr. Astor has a strong
team, the Baden-Baden—Diana filly and the Rayon d'Or

—

Pride of the Village colt being well spoken of. This is abou t the

sum of all we have seen and heard of the yearlings of the
season. There is nothing so difficult to forecast as the two-
year-old from a yearling standpoint. Mr George Lorillard's

yearling trials have been the most true, but Mr. Withers and
Mr.Galway do not believe in theai, as in their experience
they have been completely reversed in less than six months.

ATHLETICS.

Clarence Whistler.

From the latest numbers of the Melbourne Sportsman we

clip the following:

Oct. 14th.—On Sunday, Oct. 11th, Clarence Whistler, the

Groseo-Roman champion, was attacked with a severe form of

pleurisy. He is staying at Her Majesty's Hotel, where every

attention is being paid to him. While the attack is a sharp

one, his medical adviser hopes to have Whistler about again

shortly.

Oct. 28th.—The champion Gra?co-Roman wrestler still lies

very ill at Her Majesty's Hotel. The unremitting care and
attention of his physicians, and the assiduity of the nurses,

have brought him round the corner at last, and now his

medical attendants have hopes of his ultimate recovery.

During the last few days, however, Whistler has been

troubled with a severe swelling in his legs, but, for all that,

is gradually mending.

Nov. 2d.—The champion Gneco-Roman wrestler is still

confined to his bed at Her Majesty's Hotel. He, however,

continues to improve slowly. His medical attendants are

anxious that their patient's numerous friends will content

themselves with inquiry after his condition, and not seek to

see him personally.

On Wednesday last, Mr. Sam. Matthews, instructor in

wrestling at the Olympic Club, received word from his

brother, who is in Australia, that Whistler had died, and if

it be true, a great athlete is gone. Physically, Whistler was

a great man. He was young and in his prime, being just

under thirty years old. A country boy by birth, having

been born in Carroll county, Indiana; he grew up sturdy and

healthy, working hard and living properly. When a youth

he apprenticed himself to a blacksmith, and soon became

noted for his immense strength and endurance in that trade.

Naturally a spirited fellow, and overflowing with virility, he

interested himself in athletics, and at once took position as

a local leader in heavy gymnastics. When about eighteen

years old, he began to wrestle with success, and four years

after he began his career as a professional wrestler, for which

nature seemed to have formed him. His success in the

many b.uw vhich he wrestled, and the consequent abun-

dance of money unsettled him a little, and he indulged his
taste for conviviality to such an extent that he lost his
form, and three years ago seemed about done up.
About that time he came to this State, and although by no
means sound, poverty forced him into a Grreco-Roman match
with Mr Maldoon. He showed great gameness and skill.

but was plainly weak. In following months he wrestled
again with Muldoon, each time making a better showing,
until, having regained his strength, he wrestled Muldoon to

a standstill. He was uniformly successful with others, when
he wrestled in his chosen styles, the Gneco-Roman or catch-
as-catch-can, and was beaten here but once, in a mixed
match. He was a broad-sbouldered, deep-chested, strong-
loined man, of about five feet seven; had good legs and arms,
sturdy neck, and great agility. By nature he was a great

boy. susceptible to all appeals for help, and recklesslv gen-
erous with money; an unfaltering friend, and an ugly enemy;
ferocious as a tiger when imposed upon, and capable of great

harm, but easily controlled and guided by friends. We knew
the man very well, and saw something of him under adverse
as well as prosperous conditions; and often while watching
his magnificent displays of skilled power, we have pondered
with a shade of melancholy upon the fact, that extraordinary
physical aptness is rarely conjoined with sobriety of judg-
ment and perfect mental equipoise. Take Whistler all in all,

and we shall not soon look upon his like again.

Twenty-fourth Annual Exhibition of the
Olympic Club.

The Olympic Club was unfortunate in its twenty-fonrth.

annual exhibition, held last evening, it being the first similar

occasion during the Club's career that its entertainments

failed to draw large attendance. Probably Jndic's first night

had something to do with the falling off, and then, too,

whispers were rife that the dancing members of the Club

were mildly expressing their disapprobation of the athletic

members' action in doing away with the monthly hops of

the Club. The programme was very good, and was deserv-

ing of better patronage, according to the approbation ex-

pressed by those present. Probably the prettiest bit was

introduced by Capt. E. N. Jennings and J. F. Larkin, one o,

the Captain's pupils. In their bout with the foils the stag6
was set for a woodland glade and a realistic representation

of a dueling scene was given. The gentlemen, attended by

seconds and a surgeon, all in full dress as if just from a ball

or other entertainment where jealously would be likely to

cause a quarrel, entered from opposite directions, and ob-

served all the preliminaries of selecting weapons, etc., before

commencing the bout. At the conclusion of a pretty exhibi-

tion of sword play Larkin fell as if mortally wounded, aud

the curtain fell on a splendidly acted deatU scene. The
sparring and wrestling exhibitions, directed and participated

in by Professor Walter Watson and Sam. Mathews, were

also clever, the latter's pupils making a splendid showing

considering that they have only had the benefit of his in-

struction for little over a month. The full programme waa

as follows:

Overture Olympic CJub March
Groupings Uomnerso! the Club
Pyramid J-addi-rs-ci. Dahi, L. P. Ward. K. N. Short, it. T. atonib-t,
O. J. Thomas. John A. Hammersmith, E.G. Rudolph, O. \V.
Harrold.G. C . House.

Waltz ^one, "Stella" Ml.«« Louise Elliott
Gladiatorial Groupings—Prof. W. Smyth, K. T. StoniDB, K. N.

Short, John A, Hammersmith.
Pedestal Indian Club Swinging. O. Godfrey
Feiifintf. J>ut-Mn^ Scene ...Capt. K. N. Jennings and J P. Larklu,
Song ' A- Mow land
Parallel Rare—O. J . Schuster, John \. Httiumerainlth, t;. W.
Harrold. EX N. Short, G.C. Hoiiw, Prof. W. Smyth.

Wrestling* < latch-as-Catcn-i fan E, >. Van Court ami J. M. Martin.

Wrestling, Gneco Roman Prof. S. Mathews and J. It. Tlbbatta
Ballad, "Because of Thee' 1 Ulsa Louise Elliott

Horizontal Bar—Prof. W. Smyth. E. N. Shun, Q. I
,
House, O.J.

SchuBtcr.Jonn A . Hammersmith.
Soarrlne—Prof. Waiter Watnon. J.Corbett.J. Hair an. I E. I*. Slos»on
Song ' C. M stone
Gambol » of th«' Happv Hottentots—C. Godfrey. K.T. Ston b

W. Harrow, C. J. Schnster.G. J. Thomas.

—J
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Eastern Field Trials Club, All-Ace Setter

Stake.

Doctor N. Rowe and his grand sportsman's journal, the

American Field have laid another obligation upon our

readers, by enabling us to publish this week the wonderfully

accurate, full and vivid report of the trials of the EaBtern

field Trial€lub, written by "Mohawk" for the Field. The

trials in many respects was the most interestingyet held, and

the report even surpasses "Mohawk's" previous efforts in

that line. The report is long and our space limited, but we

prefer to print it entire, and are compelled to print the Setter

Stake this week, and in the nest issue will print the Pointer

Stake. It is as follows:

On Monday morning, November 16, the All-Age Setter

Stake of the Eastern Field TrialB Club commenced and

ended on Wednesday evening November IS. Neither one

of the regularly appointed judges, Mr. Elliott Smith, Mr.

John Hunter and Mr. D. C. Bergnnthal, being able to be

present, Mr. B. F. Wilson, who had come in response to a

telegram from Mr. Donner, Mr. F. R. Hichcock and Mr.

Washington Coster judged.

The All-Age Setter Stake was won by Gath s Mark, owned

by Dr. J. N. Mackliu, of Keeling, Tenn. Gath's Mark is a

white, black and tan dog of between forty-five and fifty

pounds weight, and is a very easy mover, somewhat like his

tire, Gath. He has a good nose and is a game dog. He was

scouring very badlv on Wednesday, and exceedingly during

his last heat; but his courage carried him through. He is

vet a puppy and was entered in the Derby, but his handler

and breaker, Mr. Charles Tucker, of Stanton, Tenn., had to

draw hiin on account of his condition. He is entered also in

the National Field Trial Club's Derby, to be run at Grand

Junction, December 7- He was bred by Major J. W. Blur-

nan, of Keeling, was born May 23, 1884, and is by Gath

(Count Noble—Peep o' Day) out uf Gazelle (Druid—Jolly

Ma;.) Second was divided between Edward Dexter'B Belle

of Piedrnout and J. Otto Donuer's Princess Helen. The
former is black, white and tan, aud is by Dashing Rover

(Dash II—Noma) out uf R'Uiee (Gladstone—Frost.) She was

bred by Captain C. E. McMurdo, aud is twenty seven

months old. She is a very easy runner, is stylish on her

point and back aud has a good nose. She weighs about

forty pounds. Princess Heleu is a lemon aud while, is

three years old and was bred by her owner. She is by

Thunder (Pride of the Border—Fairy II) out of Donuer's

Bessie (Ranger II—Mallard's Bell.) She is very stylish and a

good mover, with a good nose. She weighs about forty-five

pounds.
MONDAY—THE ALL AGE SETTER STAKE.

In the morning the wind was North, and very light. The
sun was bright, aud the atmosphere was comfortably cool.

At about half-past nine a breeze sprang up, but died out

about eleven o'clock, and for the remainder of the day there

was hardly, if any, wind, and the atmosphere became very

much warmer, so much so that at timeB it was extremely

hot. Whether the dogB were off. or the scent was bad, one

thing is certain, the work was inferior, with exceptions.

Sportsman—St. Elmo IV.—In the order in which the dogs

were drawn to run, Brandon and Gladstone's Boy should

have gone down first, but the handler of Brandon having

mistaken the place, aDd the handler of Countess having done

the same, the third brace in order, Major J. W.Muman's
black, white and tan Setter dog Sportsman, by Gladstone

—

Sue, handled by Charles Tucker, and Dr. S. Fleet Speir's

blue belton Setter dog St. Elmo IV., by St. Elmo—Gate's

Clio, handled by E. H. Height, were caBt off at 8:40, in a

grass and weed field. Sportsman set the pace from the start;

and in pace, ranging, in style in motion aud on point, and
in quartering, he had the advantage. Running down to the

end of the field near the woods, he flushed a bevy and
stopped, and then in the woods which were drawn next for

the flushed birds, a bird flushed wild while he was drawing

on it. A little further on he pointed and moved on, and to

the rear, a second or two after, St. Elmo flushed a bird and
dropped to wing. Sportsman, soon after, pointed again;

Tucker flushed, but did not shoot. Sportsman was steady

to wing. St. Elmo was not near to back. Sportsman then

cast back, pointed, roaded, pointed, roaded, and pointed

agaiu, and then cast off. The balance of the woods and the

adjoining grass field proved blank. In the next grass field

drawn, Sportsman pointed the back track, roaded it and the

bevy flushed behind him; a brace dropped in the thicket

near by, and the balance in the woods, a little beyond. St.

Elmo flushed the brace in the thicket, one after the other.

The dogs then Tan to the woods, where Sportsman pointed,

aud St. Elmo refused to back, excepting to order. The bird

ran, and Sportsman roaded and pointed it alternately, two or

three times, and finally established his point. Tucker
flushed, shot and killed; Sportsman retrieved fairly well,

aud was steady to shot. A little further on, St. Elmo made
an uncertain point, kept wagging his tail, aud finally

dropped to the point. Sportsman, some distance to the rear,

was dropped by Tucker. Height flushed and killed; St.

Elmo was steady to shot, and retrieved well. The remainder
of the bevy having been flushed by the spectators, the dogs

were cast into the adjoining grass field, and ran over a small

bevy which was flushed by the spectators. The birds settled

in the woods, and the dogs were cast back to find them,

where St. Elmo flushed a bird and did not stop. Immedi-
ately after, in different placeB, simultaneously, each dog
pointed. The birds flushed and were not shot at. Both
dogs dropped to wing. Casting back into the grass field and
it pro; ing blank, the adjoining woods were drawn, at the

edge of which Sportsman pointed the back track, roaded it

aud then cast off. After a little while, he found and pointed

five birds in some yonug pines with undercover of grasB, in

the near rear of where he had a little while before pointed,

which were undoubtedly the birds he had takeu the back
track of. St. Elmo backed indifferently to order. Tucker
flushed but did not shoot. Both dogs were steady to wing.

They were then takeu up, at 10 o'clock, and Sportsman was
awarded the heat. Down I bour aud 20 minutes.

Brandon—Gladstone's Boy.—At 10:12 J. O'Hara Denny's
lemon belton Setter dog Brandon, hy Royal Rock— Nellie, aud
Dr. Geo. G. Ware's white, black and tan Setter dog
Gladstone's Boy, by Gladstone—Sue, were cast off in the

i-iuuo Held where the last brace had liuished their heat. In
ctuBequence of the handler not being in a condition to handle

Brandon, Mr. 0. L Dick, who is a personal friend of Mr.
Deuuy, notwithstanding the dog wus totully unacquainted
-vitli him, took him in charge and worked him; and the way
he did handle him brought a smile on tho face of some of the

professionals, who thought the "amateur handler1
' wus

played well; but it was Mr. Dick's first experience in a field

trial, and he reflected much credit on his practical sports-

manship by the skillful manner he handled the dog. Mr.
Charles Tucker handled Gladstone's Boy. In pace, ranging

and style in motion, Gladstone's Boy was superior. In
quartering, they were equal. In style on point, both were
good; hardly any difference, but if any it was trifling and in

favor of Gladstone's Boy. The field proving blank, the dogs
were cast off to some large timber, free from undergrowth ex-

cepting some small scrub oaks at the edge, where both dogs
struck the scent of a bevy, a single bird of which Brandon
roaded lo a flush, and Glandstone's Boy did the same with
the balance. The birds were marked down further in the

woods, but excepting cne flushed by one of the judges, they
were not found. In the adjoining grass field, Brandon pointed

false, and Gladstone's Boy backed. Running out of the

woods to the same locality where they were cast off first,

Gladstone's Boy stopped suddenly on a point, and almost
immediately the bird flushed wild, and he dropped to wing.
A little further on, Brandon dropped to a point on the bevy;
Dick flushed, shot and missed; and Brandon was steady to

shot. Gladstone's Boy did not have a chance to back. Run-
ning the entire length of the grass field to the woodB on the

opposite side, near the fence Brandon pointed a bevy in good
style, and Gladstone's Boy backed in equally good style.

Dick flushed, shot, killed one and crippled another; both
dogs dropped to shot. Brandon retrieved the dead bird well;

Gladstone's Boy pointed the crippled bird, and Brandon
caught it. The dogs followed the birds into the woods,
where Brandon pointed as a bird flushed, and remained
steady to wing, and immediately after another flushed wild

before him. A short distance beyond, he pointed auother
bird, and Gladstone's Boy, coming up facing him, flushed it aud
stopped. The dogs having drawn the remainder of the woods
blank, crossed into the adjoining field of corn, long matted
grass and rag weeds in a hollow. It was 11:40, the sun was
very hot and there was hardly a particle of breeze. In the

long grass, Gladstone's Boy ran past a single bird, which
Brandon pointed, and which subsequently flushed. Glad-
stone's Boy running to the rag weeds on the hill, flushed a

part of a large bevy and pointed the balance, which flushed
wild. Then a little beyond, after passing a bevy fifty feet he
pointed it, and Brandon, having followed close behind him,
at the some moment, drew directly to a point on the bevy.
The birds ran a short distance and Brandon roaded directly

to a point again, tn the meantime, Gladstone's Boy had cast
off in a direction directly opposite to where the birds were.
Dick flushed the bevy but did not shoot; Brandon dropped
towing. The dogs were then taken up, at 11:55, and Bran-
don was awarded the heat. Down 1 hour aud 43 minutes.
Blarney—Countess.-*-At 12:02, E. W. Clark's Irish Setter

dog Blarney, by Bruce—Luray, handled by T. M. Aldrich,
and J. R. Heuriek's black and white Setter bitch Countess,
by Leicester—Pocahontas, handled by Wm. Seager, were cast

off in the same field that the last brace concluded their heat.

Blarney had the advantage in speed and ranging. Countess
quartered better, and was better in style, in motion, and on
point. Excepting that Boon after being cast off, Countess
pointed false and Blarney backed, there was nothing done up
to 12:29, when they were taken up to be put down again
after lunch. After luuch at 1:28, they were cast off in a rag
weed field on the Model Farm, where Blarney soon found a
bevy; Couutess refused to back, ran up close to him, got the
scent of the birds, wheeled around, drew to them, flushed
and dropped to wing. In the large grass held across the road,

to which the birds had flown, Countess pointed, and at the
same time Blarney, some distance from her, pointed also.

Seager flushed the birds before CounteBs, shot and killed

one; Countess dropped to shot and to order, retrieved well.

At Seager's shot the bird before Blarney flushed, and he re-

mained standing steady to wing. Countess soon struck the
trail of a running bird and was roading it, when Blarney,
coming down facing her, flushed it. He then cast off up hill

and flushed a bird and stopped, and further on pointed;
Countess refused to back aud stole the point. Aldrich
flushed, shot and missed; both dogs were steady to shot. A
little further on Blarney pointed another bird, and Countess
backed to order. Aldrich flushed, shot and missed; both
dogs were steady to shot. They were then taken up, at 2:10,

and Blarney was awarded the heat. Down the last time 42
minuteB; altogether, 1 hour and 9 minutes.
Belle or Piedmont—Clifford.—At 2:13, Edward Dexter's

black, white and tan Setter bitch Belle of Piedmont, by
Dashing Rover—Ranee, handled by Capt. C. E. McMurdo,
and J. Otto Donner's black, white and tan Setter dog Clif-

ford, by Emperor Fred—Fairy Belle, handled by John Lewis,
were cast off where the last brace had taken up. Belle of
Piedmont was superior iu pace, ranging, style in motion aud
on point. In quartering, they were equal. Belle of Pied-
mont exhibited much vim and dash; Clifford was too cau-
tious. Immediately after being cast off, both dogs pointed
false, iu different localities, at the same time. Just then one
of the judges and a gentleman from Pittsburg, a spectator,

rode into a hornet's nest, and as can be readily conceived,
there was a lively time, rearing, snorting, plunging and kick-
ing of the horses, aud a geueral scattering of the crowd. The
judge managed to get off his horse, and the horse of the gen-
tleman from Pittsburg succeeded in getting him off. The
president of the club took a shortcut from the hornet's nest
and got into a bog, from which his horse succeeded with
great difficulty in extricating itself. The horses having become
paeihed, the trials continued. Several fields and woods were
drawnblank, withoutanythingbeingdoneorfound, until Clif-

ford pointed false at the edge of the woods. Soon after Belle
of Piedmont crossed a deep ditch, ran up into the opposite
woods, was lost for a short time and when discovered was
pointing. It was some time before her handler and the
judges could get over the deep ditch and to her. Clifford

brought over, backed. Capt. McMurdo failed to flush, and
the justifiable presumption is that during the long time she
was pointing, the birds flushed. A little further on, she
pointed a long distance and Clifford backed. Capt. Mc-
Murdo flushed the bevy but did not shoot; both dogs were
steady to wing. The flushed birds were followed further
into the woods where Clifford pointed; the bird flushed and
he wos unsteady to wing. Belle of Piedmont immediately
after pointed and Clifford backed. Capt. McMurdo flushed
but did not shoot; both dogs were steady to wing. Imme-
diately after the dogs moved on, a bird flushed wild before
them which Capt. AloMurdo shot at and missed; both dogs
were steady to shot. Bi-lle of Piedmont ran down into the
ditch and up the steep bank on the opposite side. Just as
her head reached the top, she canght the scent of a bird and
instantly stopped with her head just peeping over the top of
tbo bank and her body bolow it; it was a very nice piece of

work. Clifford was not near to back, Capt. McMurdo flushed,
slmt mid killed; Bolleof Piedmont dropped to shot and, to

order, retrieved very nicely. The dogs then ran down a
laue between the woods and the corn field, and at the edge
of the latter Clifford pointed false aud Belle of Piedmont
barked. They then cust back into the woods, aud finding
nothing ran into the lane again higher up, where at the

edge of a corn field both pointed, and a large bevy was
flushed from before Belle of Piedmont. Capt. McMurdo
flushed, shot aud killed; both dogs dropped to shot, and
Belle of Piedmont, to order, retrieved well. The dogs were
then taken up, at 3:14, and Belle of Piedmont was awarded
the heat. Down 1 hour and 15 minutes.
Nellie II.—Gus Bondhd—At 3:20, C. Fred Crawford's

black, white and tan Setter bitch Nellie II., by Count Noble
—Rosalind, handled b}' Wm. Tallman, and AdaniB' and
Tucker's white, black and tan Setter dog Gus Bondha, by
Dashing Bondhu—Novel, handled by Charles Tucker, were
cast off in a corn field where the last bevy pointed had
flnsbed from. In ranging and quartering they were equal.
In pace Nellie II had the same advantage that Gus Bondhu
had in style, which was trifling. In a srtip of grass in the
centre of the field Gus Bondhu pointed; Nellie refused to
back, nosed around, went on and Gus Bondhu followed her.
They then cast to the woods where the flushed bevy re-
ferred to had flown. Gus Bondhu pointed handsomely, and
Nellie backed equally handsomely; Tucker failed to flush.
A little further on, Nellie pointed handsomely and Gus
Bondhu backed equally so; when Tallman went up to flush,
the bird ran to the right of Nellie, and as she wheeled
around and pointed it agaiu, Gus Bondhu cast off. Tallman
flushed the bird, but did not shoot; Nellie was steady to
wing. Further in the woods, Gus Bondhu pointed false and
Nellie dropped to order; a little further on, he pointed,
Nellie refused to back and stole the point; the birds ran and
flushed wild while both dogs were drawing to them. Gus
Bondhu pointed again, and was Bteady to wing, when the
birds flushed. Nellie, beyond, pointed handsomely a bird
which Tallman flushed, shot aud crippled; Nellie dropped to
shot. Gus Bondhu had no chance to back. The bird ran
away and could not be retrieved. Nellie tben cast to the
right, dropped to a point and Gus Bondhu backed; Tallman
flushed, shot and killed; both dogs were steady to shot.
After a while, Nellie found and retrieved the bird well. The
balance of the woods proving blank, the dogs ran out into
the adjoining corn field, from which Gus Bondhu ran into
the dense thicket bordering it, and pointed a large bevy,
which Tucker flushed, shot at and missed; Gus Bondhu
dropped to shot. Nellie had no chance to back. The most
of the bevy dropped into the opposite edge of the thiuket,
where each dog got a separate poiut at the same time; the
birds were flushed but not shot at; both dogs dropped to
wing. Nellie, moving a little ahead, pointed auother bird in
fine style, and Gus Bondhu backed in equally good style; the
bird was flushed, but not shot at, both dogs steady to wing.
To the end of the thicket, Gus Bondhu pointed and Nellie
backed. He roaded some distance, crossed the brook,
pointed, roaded and pointed again; Tucker failed to flush.
Nellie, in the meantime, had cast off to the left and pointed
in a small thicket a bevy, which Tallman flushed, shot at
and missed. The brace was then taken up, at 4:09, aud
Nellie was awarded the heat. Down 49 minutes.
Dashing Noble—Windemere.—At 4:13, J. R. Henrick's

black, white and tan Setter dog DaRhiug Noble, by Count
Noble—Dashing Novice, handled by Wm, Seager, and Dr. S.
Fleet Speir'B lemon belton Setter dog Windemere, by Druid
—Countess Louise, handled by E. H. Height, were cast off in
the grass field at the edge of the thicket where the last brace
had finished their heat. Dashing Noble was the better of the
two in pace, ranging, quartering and style iu motion and on
point. After a run of thirteen minutes, Windemere flushed
a bevy and stopped. Several fields were drawn blank until
at 5:03, as Dashing Noble crossed the fence from a ragweed
field into some woods, he dropped to a point on a bevy which
flushed wild. Windemere, not over the fence, had not a
chance to back. A little further in the woods, a spectator
flushed another bevy, which was followed up. Windemere
pointed a bird and roaded it to a flush; Height shot and
killed it; Windemere broke shot, stopped to order and after-
wards retrieved the bird well. Dashing Noble, immediately
after, pointed where three birds had flushed from, discovered
they were gone and went on. A little further on fie pointed
and Seager flushed, shot and winged the bird, which. Dashing
Noble after dropping to shot, to order, retrieved well. Winde-
mere, to the rear, pointed a bird which Height flushed, but
did not shoot at; Windemere was steady to wing. Going on,
he flushed a bird and stopped. Coming to the opposite edge
of the woods, the dogs ran into the open, where as Winde-
mere stopped, a bird flushed which he started to chase and
was stopped by Height. The dogs were then ordered up, at
5:16, and Dashing Noble was awarded the heat. Down 1

hour and 3 minutes.
Princess Helen—Slocum .—At 5:18, Bayard Thayer's

black and tan Setter dog Slocum, by Thayer's Turk—Thayer's
Beauty, handled by T. M. Aldrich, and J. Otto Donner's
lemon belton Setter bitch Princess Helen, by Thunder

—

Bessie, handled by John Lewis, were cast off in the woods
from which the previous brace had emerged just before con-
cluding their heat. It was not possible to form any idea of
their pace, style, ranging or quartering, as they were down
suoh a short time, and the work being in cover there was
not an opportunity for display of these qualities by either
one. Almost immediately after being cast off, Slocum
pointed; Princess Helen refused to back, cast off and pointed
to the rear, Slocum roaded, Princess Helen moved ou and
nothing was found. Princess Helen pointed again, a little

beyond, and moved on agaiu; and just as the dogs were
ordered up at.5:25, in consequence of its getting dark, both
dogs pointed in separate places and the birdB flushed wild
before them; but as they were not under judgment they did
not get any credit. Down 5 minutes.

The wind was northwest, and very light all day. The sun
was bright, and in the morning the atmosphere was comfort-
ably cool; but from ten o'clock through the afternoon it was
very warm. Like the previous day, the work was of an ordi-
nary character with one or two exceptions, especially that
done by Belle of Piedmont and Sportsman in their heat,
which was very brilliant. Whether from the warmth of the
temperature, or the inability of the dogs, the birds were very
difficult to find, and the majority of the heats were long.
Princess Helen—Slocum.—At S:15, Princess Helen and

Slocum were cast off in a grass field on the Denny farm, to
complete their heat postponed from the night before. Prin-
cess Helen, in pace, style and ranging, was the superior. In
quartering, they were equal. Princess Helen soou pointed a
bevy haudsomely. and Slocum ran up and backed. The
birdB were flushed but not killed; the dogs were steady to
shot. The birds settled in some scrub oaks where
the dogs were cast, and where each pointed separately, and
at the same time, a bird. Aldrich flushed and killed the
bird before Slocnm's point, which Slocum retrieved well.
Lewis flashed tbe bird before Princess Helen's point, but
did not shoot. Both dogs were steady to shot. They then
cast iulo the grass field where Princess Helen was lost and
when found was pointing haudsomely; Slocum coming up,
backed; the birds were flushed, but not shot at; both dogs'
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were steady to wing. They then cast towards the birds,

which had settled iu a grass Held. Slocum pointed part of

the bevy while Princess Helen was making a wide cast, and
passing Slocum, she stopped to order, uud then moved on as

if she had taken the scent. Aldrjch iu the meantime, tlushed

and killed, and Princess Helen, a little unsteady to shot, re-

trieved to order well. The dogs than returned to the woods,
where Princess Helen pointed and Slocum backed; Lewis
flushid the birds and missed; both dogs were steady to shot.

The judges consulted a few moments and ordered the dogs
ou ugiiiu. Princess Helen, returning from a cast, was joined

by Slocum and they drew together. Princess Helen then
cadt off wide and fast, ond whirled beautifully on a brace of

birds. Slocum continued drawing and failed to locate. Lewis
flushed the birds, but did not shoot. Both dogs were steady

to wing. They were then ordered up, at 9 o'clock, and Prin-

cess Helen was awarded the heat. Down 45 minutes.
Pendennis—Elcho, Jr.—At 9:09, Charles Heath's black

and white dog Pendennis, by Blue Drake—Diana II., han-
dled by W. T. Mitchell, and Dr. Win. Jarvis' Irish Setter dog
Elcho, Jr., by Elcho—Noreen, handled by Wm. Tallman,
were cast off in a grass field. In pace, ranging and quarter-

ing they were equal. In style in motion and on point, Pen-
dennis was the better of the two. Iu a rag weed field drawn
next, Pendennis ran into a bevy, flushed and stopped. The
birds flew to the oak woods adjoining, where Pendennis
pointed one in good style, which Mitchell flushed and killed;

Pendennis dropped to shot and retrieved well. On entering

the woods, Elcho, Jr., cast to the right and pointed, almost at

the same time that Peudennis pointed; Tallman flushed and
killed the bird; Elcho, Jr., a little unsteady to wing, was
dropped by Tallman, and afterwards, to order, retrieved the

bird well. He then cast back to where Pendennis had
pointed and flushed a bird and stopped; and Pendennis, a

little further on, pointed at the same time; Mitchell flushed

the bird, but did not shoot. Pendenuis remained staunch to

the remainder of the birds, and Elcho, Jr., coming up, backed.

The birds were flushed but not shot at; both dogs steady to

wing. Pendtuuis, a little ahead, flushed a bird and stopped,

after which a bird was flushed, but by which of the dogs it

was impossible to tell, as they were too far in to form a cor-

rect opinion. A woodcock was flushed soon after by the

handlers, aud Mitchell made one of his rattling shots and
killed it. After awhile, Pendeunis dropped to a point, but
nothing was found; a very short distance beyond, however,

a bird was flushed by one of the judges, and the probability

is it was the bird Pendennis was pointing, which had run
off. The dogs then ran into the rag weed field, where Pen-

dennis, while making game, was taken by the collar by
Mitchell aud cast off up wind, but before he got a point on

the bevy, Elcho, Jr., got ahead and flushed a bird, immedi-
ately after which the balance flushed wild. The birds were
marked down in the woods, into which the dogs were cast,

where Elcho, Jr., pointed false and Pendennis backed.

Elcho, Jr. then cast to the right and pointed. Tallman
flushed the birds and missed; Elcho, Jr. dropped to wing.

Pendennis had cast to the left where he pointed on the back

track, roaded, cast back and drew handsomely to a point,

and Elcho, Jr., went in between Pendennis and the birds and
dropued to a point; Mitchell flushed and killed and Penden-
nis retrieved well. Both dogs were steady to shot. They
were then taken up, at 10:31, and the heat was awarded to

Pendennis. Down 1 hour and 22 minutes.

Plantagenet— Kose of Killarney.—At 10:45, C. Fred

Crawford's lemon belton dog Plantagenet, by DasbingMonarch
Petrel, handled by Wm. TallmaD, and Luke White's Irish

Setter bitch Rose of Killarney, by Killarney—Lill II., handled

by owner, were east off in a rag weed field. The atmosphere

was uncomfortably warm. Both dogs started at a rattling

gait and in good style and ranged wide. The field was drawn
blank. In pace, ranging and style in motion and on point,

Plantagenet was the better. In quartering, they were equal.

In the next field nothing was found until reaching the edge

of the woods adjoining where Rose of Killarney pointed a

bevy which flushed wild and flew to the pine woods on the

hill, where Plantagenet pointed handsomely twice in succes-

sion, and Rose of Killarney backed well. Each bird was

flushed but not shot at; both dogs were steady to wing.

Plantagenet then flushed a bird and stopped. Some distance

on, he pointed again, and Rose of Killarney backed promptly

on'coming up; when Tallman went up to flush, he moved on,

failed to locate again, and was penalized with a false point.

After a while he cast back, and pointed close to the fence,

and near where he had pointed a few moments before. Tall-

man failed to flush. It is probable the bird ran into the

corn field adjoining. The dogs then went into the

adjoining oak woods, where Plantagenet pointed a bird which

flushed wild. Rose of Killarney pointed false; and further

on, Plantagenet did the same, twice. In the adjoining tim-

ber, with undercover of grass, Rose of Killarney pointed a

bevy and roaded it in good style quite a distance and

pointed again, when the bevy flushed wild and she dropped

to wing. It was a very creditable piece of work. White shot

and miBsed; Rose of Killarney was steady to shot. The
birds were followed into the adjoining grass field to which

they had flown; but with the exception of three, flashed by

the judges, thev were not found. Plantagenet got wild,

ranged far into the woods, and seemed to be from under the

control of Tallman. The judges then ordered the dogs up
at 12:15 to be put down again. Down 1 hour and 30 minutes.

Gate's Mark—Queen Alice.—At 12:18 Dr. J.N. Macklin's

black, white and tan Setter dog Gath's Mark, by Gath—Gem,
handled by Charles Tucker, and Howard Hartley's white,

black and tan Setter bitch Queen Alice, by Druid—Cubas,
handled by Wm. Seager, were cast off in a ragweed and grass

field. Gath's Mark set the pace and was followed closely by

Queen Alice. He ranged wider, was a trifle faster and

quartered better than Queen Alice. In style, in motion and

on point, they were equal. Queen was soft, having but re-

cently weaned a litter of puppies. Gath's Mark flushed a

bird and stopped, and Queen Alice backed handsomely; the

balance of the bevy was behind him and he cast off when

Queen Alice moved- on, swung around, flushed a bird and

stopped, and the balance of the bevy flushed. The birds

flew to the creek, with tall weeds, thick grass and tangled

briars, on its banks, and were followed by the dogs, but

were not found. The judges then, at 12:40, ordered the dogs

up to be put down again after lunch. Down 22 minutes.

After lunch, at 1:35, they were cast off in a ragweed field.

Excepting that Gath's Mark chased a hare which sprang be-

fore him, nothing was doue in the several fields drawn until

2-16 when Gath's Mark, in a ragweed field, dropped to a point

on a bevy in good stvle, aud Queen Alice backed handsomely.

Tucker flushed and killed, and Gath's Mark retrieved well.

Both dropped to shot. The birds wore followed into nn ad-

joining field of long grass, where Gath's Mark tlushed twice

in succession, and dropned each time. Queen Alice then

flushed three times in succession, and stopped each time.

Ordered on a few miuutes afterwards. Seager whistled to

Queen Alice and she stopped, threw up her head and looked

to him and a bird flushed inimediatelyin front of her. Gath's

Mark then poiuted a bird, which Tucker flushed, but did
not shoot at. Gath's Mark dropped to wiug. Queen Alice
did not have a chance to back. The dogs weretLeu taken up,
at 2:37, and Gath's Mark was awarded the heat. Down 52
minutes; altogether 1 hour and 14 minutes.
Plantagenet—Rose of Killarney.—At 2:30 Plautageuet

aud Rose of Killarney were cast off to finish their heat, in
the grass field where the last brace had concluded their heat.
Plantagenet, almost immediately, pointed false, and Rose of
Kiliaruey failed to back. In thirteen minutes after, iu a rag
weed field, Plantagenet pointed a bevy, and Rose of Killarney
refused to back, drew up and pointed. Tallman flushed and
killed; Plantagenet dropped to shot; Rose of Killarney re-

mained standing staunchly. Plantagenet after some time
looking for the bird, found and retrieved it well. The birds
flew to the woods and were followed by the dogs, where Plan-
tagenet pointed and Rose of Killarney backed indifferently;
the birds ran, Plantagenet roaded and poiuted again; Tail-
man flushed; Plantagenet was steady to wing. Rose of Kill-
arney, a little further on, flushed a bird, and the dogs were
ordered up, at 2:52, and the heat was awarded to Plantagenet.
Down 22 minutes; altogether 1 hour and 52 minutes.

SECOND SERIES.

Brandon-—Blarney.—In this series the order of running,
which will be remembered was interfered with in the first

series by the absence of the handler of Brandon having mis
taken the locality where the trials would begin, was resumed.
At 2:55, Brandon and Blarney were cast off in a grass field,

aud worked by the same haudlers as in their previous heat.
Brandon had the advantage in pace, ranging, style in motion,
aud on point and in quartering. BlarLey was not sufficiently

positive and bold, but too cautious. Iu five minutes Brandon
pointed handsomely a bevy in long matted grass, and Blarney
backed, a long way off; the birds ran and Brandon did some
really grand roading for a long distance; finally establishing

a point, Dick flushed and killed three at a shot; Brandon
dropped to wing and retrieved to order nicely. The birds

flew to the pine woods near by, where some very rapid work
was done. Both dogs, immediately after euteriugthe woods,
pointed the same bird from different positions; Dick flushed,
shot and missed; Brandon dropped to shot, and Blarney re-

mained staunch. Advancing, both pointed; the birds were
flushed but not shot at; Brandon dropped to wing; Blarney
remained staunch . Then Blarney flushed a bird and dropped,
and, a little further on, pointed and Braudon backed; Blarney
moved on and located the bird under the limb of a tree.

Brandon backed, broke his back, moved up and pointed and
broke in aud flushed. A little further on, Brandon pointed;

Dick flushed, shot and missed; Braudon dropped to wing;
and going on, pointed another bird which ran and which he
roaded very nicely, and the bird flushed wild. Blanuy did
not have an opportunity to back either point. Then at the
same moment Blarney stopped on a point. Brandon cast in

ahead of him and pointed the same bird; Dick flushed, but
did not shoot. Both dogs were steady to wing. Further on,

Blarney pointed and Brandon coming up, backed, but was
not steady behind; Aldrich flnshed, shot and missed; both
dogs dropped to shot. The balance of the bevy was flushed
by the judges. Casting into the open, the dogs ran into the

thick hedge of the grass field, where Brandon had pointed
the bevy first. A bird flushed, but whether wild, by one of

the dogs, or both of them, could not be ascertained. A little

further on, Brandon flushed another, and beyond that Blar-

ney flushed two, one after the other, The dogs cast back to

the woods, and just as Blarney stopped to a point, the bird

flushed; Brandon, coming up, backed. After three fields

had been drawn blank, four birds were flushed in a grass

field, and dropped a little ahead where Blarney flushed two,

one after the other, and then made a false point, which Bran
don backed; and which ended the heat in favor of Brandon,
at 4:1S. Down 1 hour and 23 minutes.

Belle of Piedmont—Sportsman.—At 4:20, Belle of Pied-

mont and Sportsman were cast off in the same grass field in

which the last brace had finished their heat. In pace, rang-

ing, and style in motion, Sportsman had a slight advantage,

and in quartering was decidedly belter. In style on point,

they were equal. In a second or two, both dogs pointed
false at the same time and in different localities. After a run
of twenty minutes, Belle of Piedmont pointed false again;

and a little further on both made game, and a hare sprang;

both steady to fur. In a rag weed field drawn next, in which
there was a small piece of corn. Sportsman, running through
the corn, caught the scent of a bevy in the rag weeds and
stopped instantly on a very handsome point; thebirdsflushed

wild, and he dropped to wing. Belle of Piedmont was not

near to back. The birds flew to the oak woods, where some
grand work was done by both dogs in dried leaves which lay

on the ground three or four inches thick. Immediately on
entering the woods, Sportsman pointed handsomely, and
Belle of Piedmont backed equally handsome. Then Belle of

Piedmont pointed twice in succession, and Sportsman
backed each time. Coming to the fence dividing the woods,
Sportsman pointed through the fence. Belle coming up,

both dogs jumped the fence and each pointed the same birds,

which were flushed; only one was shot at and not killed.

Belle of Piedmont, advancing a little, pointed again and
Sportsman backed. Then both dogs made a cast, and Belle

of Piedmont pointed; and as McMurdo moved up to flush,

she moved on and a short distance ahead pointed again. The
bird ran, she roaded nicely aud finding she could not get a

point on it, circled around, headed it and pointed staunchly.

It was a very pretty piece of work. McMurdo flushed but
did not shoot. Belle of Piedmont dropped to wing. While
the bird was running and Belle of Piedmont was roading,

Sportsman came up, pointed the back track and cast off.

After this the dogs ran out oi the woods, and about a hun-
dred yards beyond where they came out, Belle of Piedmont
oast back aud to a point, which Sportsman backed. Mc-
Murdo flushed but did not shoot; both dogs dropped to wing.

Sportsman then cast to the left, and Belle of Piedmont to the

right and to another point, which Sportsman did not have a

chance to back. McMurdo flushed, shot and missed, and
Belle of Piedmont dropped to wing. The dogs were then
taken up, at 5:12, and the heat awarded to Belle of Piedmont.
Down 52 minutes.

WENDESDAY.

In the morning the wind was southeast aud higher thau on
Monday or Tuesday. The sun was bright at first, notwith-

standing there were several clouds that indicated rain. Soon
the sky became overcast and remained so until two o'clock,

when the clouds disappearad, the sun shone brightly and
continued to do so for the remainder of the afternoon. The
wind changed in the afternoon to the southwest, aud was
higher thau in the morning. The day was very much cooler

thau the two previous days, aud the work doue by the dogs
wns very much better.

Nellie II.—Dashing Noble.—At8:10, Nellie II. and Dash-
ing Noble were east off in the grass field on the Ward farm.

Nellie had the pace and advantage iu quartering. Dashing
Noble ranged the wider. Iu style they were equal, Dash-

ing Noble soon flushed an outlying bird of a bevy, which he
chased and stopped to order; and the balance of the bevy im-
mediately after flushed wild. The birds flew to the woods,
and while following them, Nellie pointed am. titer bevy which
Tallman flushed, shot at aud missed. That bevy also flew
to tbe woods, where the dogs were cast and whore Nellie
roaded and pointed, aud weut on, flushed tbe bird and
dropped to wiug. Dashing Noble mude three points, and
when the bird before tbe third point flushed, he chased it,

which euded the heat in favor of Nellie II., at 8:25. Down
15 minutes.
Princess Helen—Pendennis.—At S:30, Princess Helen

and Pendennis were cast ofi'iu the grass field where the last
brace was put down, and worked toward the woods where
the last brace had concluded their heat. Iu pace, ranging,
style in motion aud on point and quartering, Princess Helen
was the superior. Soon after entering the woods, Pendennis
pointed a bird which Mitchell flushed aud missed; Pendennis
was unsteady to shot. Princess Helen, immediately after,
flushed a bird and dropped to wing; then she east and
wheeled to a point, roaded, pointed again and failed to find.
Pendennis, at the same time, to the left of her, pointed,
roaded to a flush and dropped to order. Both dogs then com-
ing together, stopped aud backed, facing each other. Some
distance beyond, Pendennis pointed false; after which the
dogs ran out into a grass and old stubble field, where Prin-
cess Helen pointed aud Pendennis backed. The birds ran
aud both dogs roaded to the nine woods, where Princess
Helen shot like an arrow quite a distance into the woods to
a point. Pendennis roaded cautiously and slowly to a point
just inside of the woods. The birds ran again, Priucess Helen
roaded very rapidly and finding she could not get them to a
point, cast off, swung around, headed them and established a
very handsome point on them; Lewis flushed and killed;
Princess Helen dropped to shot and retrieved well. It was
a grand piece of work for Princess Helen. The birds were
followed into the Meld of grass and young pines, where Prin-
cess Helen pointed handsomely aud Peudennis backed nicely;
Lewis flushed, but did not shoot; both dogs dropped to wing.
A little beyoud. Princess Helen whirled aud jumped into a .

beautiful point on a bird, which Lewis flushed and to which
she dropped to wing. Pendennis did not have a chance to
back. The dogs were then taken up, at 9:14, aud Princess
Helen was awarded the heat. Down 44 miuutes.
Gath's Mark—Plantagenet.—At 9:19, Gath's Mark and

Plantagenet were cast off in the old stubble field where the
last brace had found the bevy. Gath's Mark had the advan-
tage in pace aud quartering. Plantagenet ranged the wider
of the two. In style m motion and ou point, they were
equal. Soon after going down, both poiuted at the same time;
Plantagenet in the stubble field aud Gath's Mark in the ad-
joining grass field. Tallman going up to Plantagenet
ordered him on, when he cast off and left the birds, which
Tallman, moving on, flushed. Tucker flushed the birds
before Gath's Mark, shot and missed; Gath's Mark dropped
to shot. Plantagenet, going into the grass field flushed a
bird and stopped Then both dogs ran into the woods,
where Gath's Mark pointed false; aud a short distance ahead,
both dogs coming up facing each other, backed. Gath's
Mark cast off and pointed a short distance beyond, and
Plantagenet, comiug up, backed and wheeliug around,
roaded the bird to a flush, and dropped. The dogs then cast
into the open, where Plantagenet flushed and dropped to
order. Further on, Gath's Mark pointed aud Plantagenet
backed; the bird flushed and was not shot at. Soon after,
Plantagenet pointed, and when Tallman went up, the birds
flushed from behind Plantagenet and before Gath's Mark.
Tallman shot and missed; Plantagenet was unsteady to shot.
Going into the oak woods, Gath's Mark wheeled in fine style
to a point, which proved false. Going on some distance
while Plantagenet was roading, Gath's Mark came down,
cast to the right of Plantagenet, and pointed handsomely,
when Plantagenet stopped and backed. Tucker flushed and
killed a bird, which Gath's Markretrieved promptly aud well.

The dogs were then taken up, at 9:50, and Gath's Mark was
awarded the heat. Down 31 minutes.

THIRD SERIES.

Belle of Piedmont—Brandon.—At 10:02, Belle of Pied-
mont and Brandon were cast off in some pine woods. They
were down so short a time, and the greater portion of it on
birds, it was not possible to form any idea of their compara-
tive merits in pace, ranging and quartering. Iu style in

motion, Brandon had the advantage Belle of Piedmont had
on point. Drawing the woods blank, they ran into the open,
where Brandon dropped aud afterwards roaded, and two
birds were flushed by the crowd. He then cast off aud
dropped on a point to a bevy, which Dick flushed, shot at

and missed. Both dogs coming together and going on, each
pointed a bird which flushed. Then separating, each
pointed again, Belle of Piedmont to the right and Brandon
to the left. The bird before Belle of Piedmont ran and she
roaded it nicely to a haudsome point; McMurdo flushed, but
did not shoot. The bird before Brandon moved on and he
roaded to a flush; Dick shot and killed it, aud Brandon broke
shot and dropped to order; when sent to retrieve the bird, he
pointed, and Dick supposing it to bo the dead bird, ordered
liim to fetch and he flushed; afterwards he retrieved the bird

well. Both dogs, comiug together, pointed aud roaded quite

a distance, alternately pointing and roading. One of B lie of

Piedmont's points Brandon refused to back and roaded past

her to a point. Finally the bird flushed wild before Belle of

Piedmont's point; Brandon had roaded past the bird. Mc-
Murdo shot and killed. Belle of Piedmont dropped to shot

and retrieved well. The brace was then taken up, at 10:17.

and Belle of Piedmont was awarded the heat. Down 15

minutes.
Princess Helen—Nellie II.—At 10:20, Priucess Helen

and Nellie II. were cast off in a grass field where the last

brace was taken up. In pace, ranging, and style iu motion
and ou poiut Priucess Helen was the superior. Iu quarter-

ing they were equal. Kuuuiug to some small pine trees.

Princess Helen pointed a bird handsomely and Nellie backed

to order. Lewis flushed the bird which flew toward the

judgeB and prevented him from shooting; Priucess Helen
dropped to wing; Nellie was steady to wing. Princess Helen,

going on, poiuted, roaded quite a distance, and ca.it ofl', and
the judges flushed the bird a short distance ahead of where
she cast off. A little I eyoud she poiuted and moved on, and
then, in the grass field, she wheeled and pointed where a bird

flushed from. Iu the next grass field drawn, she pointed and
roaded a long distance; Nellie, coming up, quartered in front

of her and was cost by Tallman to the right and upwind,
where she poiuted a bevy. Priucess Hnlen made a cast to

the left, r<mded down wind, poiuted again and moved on.

Tallman flushed the bevy in froni of Nellie, killed one and
crippled another; Nellie was steody to shot aud retrieved the

dead bird well; the crippled bird was retrieved bj the spec-

tators. The birds flew to the oak woods, where Princess

Helen pointed, moved on, and pointed again furllur mi;

Nellie, comiug up, backed. The bird flushed and \vu-
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Bhot at; both dogs steady to wing. Further on, Nellie flushed

two birds, one after the other, the first in the woods and the

second just outside in the open. Drawing a grass held blank,

the do4 cast into the oak woods adjoining, where Princess

Helen pointed a bevy and Nellie backed. When the judges

name up in iront of her, the birds ran and she cast away

from them to windward, but before she returned to her point

the birds flushed wild. Some distance further on she pointed

a bird handsomely, which Lewis flushed but did not shoot

at and she dropped to wing. Then Nellie flushed and

pointed where the bird flushed from. The dogs now cast

back and through the grass field into the oak woods opposite,

where Nellie pointed and Princess Helen backed; Talkuan

flushed but did not shoot; both dogs steady to wing. Nellie,

further on, pointed again, and when the judges went up,

Tallman said the bird had flushed. Going into the open,

Tallman asked the judges if they could not decide the heat

as he was tired, which they did in favor of Princess Helen,

after a short consultation. Taken up at 11:51. Down 1 hour

and 31 minutes.
FOUETH SERIES.

Gath'sMark—Bfxle of Piedmont.—At 12:00, Gath's Mark

and Belle of Piedmont were cast off in- a grass field, which

they drew blank, as also a rag weed field and another grass

field and were taken up at 12:27 for lunch. Down 27 min-

utes. After lunch, at 1 :15, they were cast off in a grass field.

Soon Gath's Mark pointed a hare which sprang, and which

he did not see. A woodcock was flushed immediately after

from near the same spot. In pace, style in motion and on

point and quartering.'Gath's Mark was the better of the two.

Belle of Piedmont ranged wider in the early part of the heat,

but to the latter part shortened her cast and ranged shorter

than Gath's Mark. Further ahead of where they pointed

last, Gath's Mark pointed and Belle of Piedmont, having cast

in front of him, dropped to a point on another part of the

bevy; the birds weie flushed but not shot at. Going on,

Gath's Mark pointed and moved on. Then Belle of Pied-

mont pointed and Gath's Mark backed, and the handlers

failed to flush. In the nest field drawn, Gath's Mark pointed

and moved on, and quite a distance beyond. Belle of Pied-

mont dropped on a point to a bevy, part of which flushed

before tbe judges got up, and the balance were flushed by

McMurdo afterwards, but not shot at. Gath's Mark coming

up bucked. Both dogs were steady to shot. Going on, Belle

of Piedmont pointed and moved on; Gath's Mark backed.

In the oak woods next drawn, Gath's Mark pointed; Tucker

flushed and missed; Gath's Mark was steady to shot. Beile

uT Piedmout, further on, pointed, and the birds flushed wild

one at a time; she was steady to wing, and to shot when Mc-

Murdo sbot and missed. Gath's Mark, comiugup just before

the last birds flushed, backed. The dogs then ran into the

open which thev drew blank, as also some oak woods, and

from there ran into the corn field where Belle of Piedmont

1 .united a secoud, moved on and pointed staunch a bevy,

which Gath's Mark backed. The birds flushed wild; Mc-

Murdo shot and missed; both dogs were Bteady to wing
and shot. Some of the bevy dropped in the opposite corn

field, where Gath's Mark pointed a bird; Belle of Piedmont
was not near to back. Tucker flushed and crippled thebird,

which Gath's Mark pointed, and, to order, retrieved well.

McMurdo afterwards walked into the balance of the bevy and
flushed them. The birds flew to a field of short grass, a

short distance ahead, where Tucker walked into and flushed

all excepting one, just as Gath's Mark had winded them; the

remiioiug one, Gath's Mark pointed beautifully, down wind,

and Belle of Piedmont backed. Tucker flushed and missed.

Both dogs dropped to wing. They were taken up then, at

2:46, and Gath's Mark was awarded the heat. Down 1 hour
and 31 minutes; altogether 1 hour and 58 minuteB.

FIFTH SERIES.

Gath's Mark—Princess Helen.—At 3:09, after Gath's

Mark had been given a rest of 23 minutes, he and Princess

Helen were east off in the field in which the last brace had
been taken up, to decide the winner of the race. The pre-

vious heat had the effect of shortening the pace and ranging

i>t ^ .ill's Mark; therefore, in speed and ranging, Princess

]T* it i. was the better of the two. In quartering and in style

iu motion and on point, they were equal. Near the edge

of -lie oak woods where Sportsman and Belle of Piedmont
li.iJ liuished their heat the previous evening, both pointed,

moved on and jumped over the fence into the woods, wbero
Gfth's Mark pointed and Princess Helen backed; the birds

flushed wild. Further on, Gath's Mark pointed in grand
Htyle. uud moving up, pointed again; Tucker ordered him on;

ht luuved a few steps and stopped, and immediately the bird

flushed. Going a little to the left, he pointed where a bird

had flushed from a minute before, and moved on. Princess

Helen refused to back the first point, and cast off and was
not near to back the last point. The dogs then ran into the

open, and soon after Gath's Mark, in a small clump of oak
trees, stopped on a point, and immediately after a bird flushed
wild; he was steady to wing. Further on, in the grass field,

he pointed and moved on. Casting back into the woods, he
pointed again, moved on, and further in, made game and
flushed a bird. Some distance to the right, Princess Helen
poiuted a bird, which flushed wild and Bhe dropped to wing.

They then ran into the open, where Gath's Mark pointed false.

They then cast into the pine woods, where Gath's Mark, as he
caught the scent of a bevy, stopped, and turning his head to

the riqhtand rear, pointed very handsomely. Princess Helen
was not near to back. Tucker flushed the bevy and killed,

which ended the heat and race, at 4:25, in favor of Gath's
Mark. Down 1 hour and 16 minutes.

sixth series.

When the judges called for Belle of Piedmont and Prin-

cess Helen to run for second place, the owners announced
that they had agreed to divide, and this ended the All-Age
Setter Slake.

High Point, N. C, November 16, 1885 —All-Age Setter Stake. Open
to all Setters, except any first prize winner of any All-Age Stake, or
prizft winner of any Special Setter Oup in All-Age Staltea. Purse, ?400
cash. First prize, 8260; second, 8150. Forfeit, $10, and ? IB additional
to fill. Closed November 1, 1885, with twenty -three uorniuitionB.

Major J. W. Murnan's black, \

white and tan dog Sporia-
'

man, by Gladstone—Sue. f

J. O'U. Denny's lemon and)
white dog Brandon, by f

Royal Hock—Nellie. f

E. W < 'lark's red dog BUr- I

ney, by limce-Luray.

Edward Dext*»r's black, white i

and tan bilcli Bello of Pied- (

oont, oy Dashing Hover— i"

Rone . )

E. F. (Nawford's Hick, white

)

and i;iq bitch >ellie II., by '

Count Noble— Kodalincl, )

/ Dr. S. Fleet Rpelr's black,

J
white and tan dog St. Elmo

beat "] IV, by St. Elnio—Gates'
( Clio.

/ Dr G. G. Ware's black,
, , ) white and tan dog Glad
ueiu

"i Stone's Uuv, by Gladstone
I -Sue.

i .1, It. lieuriok'a black and

J
white hitch Countess, by

( Leicester—Pucahontas,

(3. Utto Donnei's black and
1 white ticked dog Clifford,
*i by Emperor Fred—fairy
( Bello.

)
Adams and Tucker's black

' and white dug Gua Bondbu,
) by Dashing Bondhu—Novel

beat

(
Dr. S. Fleet Speir's lemon

) and white dog Windemere,
j by Druid—Countess Louise

J. R. Henrick's black, white
and tan dog Dashing Noble,
by Count Noble—Dashing
Novice.

J. Otto Donner'B orange and
while bitch PrincesB Helen,
by thunder—Bessie.

Charles Heather's black and
white dog Pendennls, by
Blue Drake—Diana H.

E. F. Crawford's orange and
white dog Plantagenet. by
Dashing Monarch—Petrel.

Dr. J. N. Macklin's black,

white and tan dog Gath's
Mark, by Gath—Gem.

n.

Brandon beat Blarney. I Princess Helen beat Pendennis.
Belle of Piedmont beat Sportsman. Gath's Mark beat Plantagenet.

Nellie H beat Dashing Noble.

Bayard Thayer's black and
taa dog Slocum, by Thay-
er's Turk -Thayer's Beauty.

Dr. William Jar vis' red dog
' Elcho, Jr., by Elcho—
( Noreen.

flnike White's red bitch Rjse
beat < of Killarney, by Eillarney

\ —Lill II.

f
Howard Hartley's black,

-{ white and tan uitch Queen
|_ Alice, by Druid—Cubas.

beat

beat

IGath's Mark (a bye).Belle of Piedmont beat Brandon,
Princess Helen beat Nellie II.

TV.

Gath's Mark beat Belle of Pied- 1 Princess Helen (a bye),

mont.
I

V.

Gath's Mark beat Princess Helen and won first

.

VI.

Belle of Piedmont and Princess Helen divided Becond.

1st. Gath's Mark: |2d. Belle of Piedmont.
Princess Helen.

FEEVIOUS WIKNEBS.

!

Foreman 1
DianaH 2*

Paul Gladstone 2*

•Divided second. -*

Whelps.

Mr. Geo. Craig's black and tan Gordon Setter bitch Nell,

by Emperor— Echo, whelped Bix on Oct. 28. 1885, two dogs,

to J. H. Kjan's Gordon Setter Spoit, by Grouse—Laura.

Visits-

Mr. W. S. Kittle's Irish Water Spaniel Broona, (Whit-
man's Bob—Irish Nell) on Nov. 14, 1885, to same owner's
Brian Boru, (Champion Mike—Mollie.)

Setter men may find profit in noting the Gordon litter

recorded in this issue.

The dam Nell is by Emperor—Echo, Emperor by Edward
1st, 1702 E. K. C. S. B, ex Ella, Echo by Dandy—Dash. Nell

was bred by Lord Durham, Lambton Castle, Durham Eng.
The sire of the litter, Sport, is by Grouse,S235 E.K. C. S. B.,

—Laura.
Grouse,by Grouse, 5097 E.K. C. S. B., (Rock 5103—Floss

4319) ex Lucy (Reuben 1615—Nell.)
Laura, by Young Lome, 4310 (Jock—Sally) ex Kate (Shot

—

Berry.)
The sire and dam are of a type which would not please the

taste of Mr. Harry Malcolm, being rather round, heavy-set
dogs, and not in the least racy. But they look good animals
for staying, and are intelligent, knowing beasts. All the

numbers noted are from the English Stud Book.

Pacific Coast Field Trials of 1885.

Arrangements for thecomingfield trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trials Club are so nearly completed, that it may be an-
nounced that the trials will begin on Tuesday, Dec. 15th,

next. Visitors can go from San Francisco, at 11:20 a.m.
daily, via the North Pacific Coast Railroad, purchasing tick-

ets for Tocoloma or Point Reyes station, as they prefer. If

they prefer to stay at Olema, they should leave the train at

Tocoloma station, where they will be met by stages and
carried two miles to the town of Olema. If the preference is

to stop at Point Reyes station, passengers will disembark
there. The hotels at both places are good enough, and it iB

believed that all who may attend can have comfortable rooms
and beds. If an unexpectedly large company is present,

some may have to use cot beds. The fare is good and the
hotel charges will be very reasonable. Up county partici-

pants are expected to reach this city in time to go up at 11:20

a. m., on Monday, Dec. 14th. A Bpecialcar for the dogs will

be furnished by J. W. Coleman, Esq., general manager of

the North Pacific Coast Railroad, who has kindly
made a special rate of fare to those attending
the trials, The round trip fare to Olema or Point Reyes
will be $1.75. The trial ground is on the Coast about three

miles and a half from the hotels, and teams or saddle horses
must be secured. One dollar each will be the chargefor trans-

portation and use of the conveyance. At both Olema and
Point Reyes good, warm, dry places for the dogs will be pro-

vided, and plenty of proper food for them can be had. We
learn from the Secretary of the club, Mr. H. C. Brown, that

there will probably be nine starters in the Derby, enough to

insure a good stake if the pups show good quality.

It is hoped that many of the really interested doggy men
of standing, who have "been unable to attend the previous
trials of the club, will be on hand this year, and join the

club. Those who wish to insure having good accommoda-
tions will do well to write either to Mr. John Nelson, at Olema,
or to Mr. Jas. Hewitt, at Point Reyes Station, engaging rooms.

Judging from inquires and the amountof talk a good many
people will be there.

Mr. J. G. Edwards sends two photographs of his English
Setter Royal Duke II. Neither of the pictures does the hand-
some dog justice.

The Kennel Review (Eng.) Is not succeeding well with its

recent dog pictures. The number for November contains
photo gravures of the Irish Setter bitch Loo VII., and the
Bloodhound King Luar, both very good dogs, although as

shown in the pictures it would never be suspected.

We clip from the Kennel Review what is to us a very inter-

esting account of the way in which dead dogs in Paris are

utilized.

We are pleased to add the Kennel Gazette, the official organ
of the Euglish kennel club, to our exchange list. It fur-

nishes a complete epitome of bench and trial events in doggy
old Euglaud.

"Old Dominion" writes too late for insertion about Point-

ers in old Virginia. He seems to be full of radical depart-

ures from accepted breeding formulas, but justifies himself

with so much logio,and is so fortified by the results of his ex-

periments as to make him quite invincible. We shall pub-
lish his mutter next week.

The Irish Water Spaniel.

Five or six breeders of this variety of Spaniel have asked
me to open these columns to have a discussion of the breed.

I was about to ask my good friend Holley to set the ball a-

rolling, but as he wrote that I had the best water Spaniel
young bitch in the world, I thought he might be a little too

nattering. Meanwhile Mr. Lori, with his habitual kindness,
found means to send me a few lines in the midst of his fully

occupied time. Now that so good an authority has given
an introduction, I hope others will follow. Mr. Lort writes:

"It has fallen to the lot of the Irish water Spaniel to have
more and better biographers than perhaps any other breed of

dog, and his biographers have been praiseful of his many
meritB. But, with all this, the breed has been taken up
shyly. The lovers of dogs seem to have been blind to the
claims of the breed. It has not been sufficiently in favor to

have had a place even in large kennels. It has taken the
place of no other breed. No, not where it would have done
well the work of another breed. And yet whether seen upon
the show bench or at large, its quaint, wise aspect always
claim attention and admiration. Why it is not more gener-
ally kept is a puzzle most difficult to solve. Is it that its

solitary failing—that of being impetuous—has smothered all

its finer qualities of heart and head, its unwearying energy,

its gameness, its hardiness and power to stand heat and cold,

its wonderful intelligence, its poodle-like aptitude to learn,

its amiability and strong attachment to its master, and last,

but by no means least, its dear love of sport, whether it be
on land or in water, or in a mixture of both? The draining
of our marshes, and the increasing scarcity of wild fowl may
have had something to do with the disuse of the Irish water
Spaniels in this country; but why it is not taken up by
sportsmen on the bays and rivers of America, where there

must be abundant work for it, I cannot tell. No writer now
need go into the previously well described characteristics of

the Irish water Spaniel. The type is well fixed and known.
At any of our large shows a few good specimens may be seen
exhibited by Mr. Hockey, of Bristol, Mr. Skidmore, of Nant-
wich, Mr. Miller, of Denbigh, or Borne exhibitor, probably a

purchaser from tbe above-named breeders.

"A great deal has been made of the hardness of the mouth
of the Irish water Spaniel, and with some cause; but I attri-

bute this failing to bad and late teaching. This dog is nat-

urally obliging, and he will run after sticks and stones by
whomsoever thrown. In this way any dog would become
bard in tbe mouth. I have always thought the Irish water
Spaniel blessed with an excellent nose. I have seen them
succeed in picking up a cold scent where several Tetrievers

had failed and ceased to try, which is a most provoking term-
ination to a failure."

Mr. C. J. Doyle writes: "The above breed, till dog shows
became fashionable in this country, had greatly degenerated,

and with the exception of a few kennels the breed was any-
thing but pure. But owing to the interest taken by a few
breeders in Ireland and England, the breed has been greatly

improved, and at the leading shows some first-class speci-

mens are to be seen, The doge should be larger than the

bitches, with good skull top-knot, not as large as those with
the Russian blood, lips cut square, good curly coat, and
whip tail devoid of any curling or hanginghair. The bitches

need not be so squarely cut in the lips, but still not snipey.

They should be lighter in the build than the dog, and both of

them Bhould have long ears covered with curly hair. They
Bhould have a bright, intelligent expression, excitable and
tractable; eyes, dark hazel, and nose dark."

—

The Kennel Re-

Dead Dogs in Paris, and What Becomes of
Them.

On the banks of the Seine, on the side-walks along Canal
Saint Martin, you will come upon men attired in blouse and
bonnet contentedly puffing away at their pipes and, in the

most lackadaisical of attitudes, gazing at the water as it runs
past.

Good-for-nothing fellows—Paris loafers, you may think,

who would be better employed in attending to their work.
Their woik! why, the very thing they are engaged in. Finders
of dogs' carcasess, that is what they are! Considering the count-

less number of dogs wandering about the streets of Paris,

the mortality amongst them is naturally very great. No
account is kept, nor do the papers publish a weekly record of

the deaths, as is done in the case of the Registrar's Return.
But an idea may be formed when I say that within the space
of six months the Conservaucy men pick up no less than
four thousand dead dogs in the Seine alone. A similar num-
ber are buried. We may, therefore, take it that some fifteen

to sixteen thousand die each year.

Now a dead dog, which the owner is anxious to be rid of at

the earliest possible moment, represents value iu some de-

gree. The skin, if not altogether out of condition from the

effects of exposure or immersion, will fetch from twopence to

threepence. The fat, when melted and purified, sells at the

rate of three halfpence to twopence per pound. The bones
and flesh are manufactured into manure. In short, a dead
dog of average size will bring sevenpence to eightpence.

But who would care to buy this offal? Well, some rag and
bone shops will take it at a price to prepare it for the market
by a process of trituration; or else Mr. Souffrice, rnelter and
chandler in a large way of business, who has set himself the

task of utilizing and converting any refuse or fat that can be
picked up in Paris. His establishment obtained some degree

of notoriety during the Billoir trial. Marie Le Manach's re-

mains, it may be remembered, were discovered alongside one
of Souftrice's rafts. The preoise uses of these rafts were not
explained at the time. They serve the purpose of intercept-

ing quite an immense amount of unconsidered wealth, which
the nver would otherwise carry down to the sea.

It is now fifty years ago since the Souffrice family, from
father to son, have been engaged in tbe utilization of such
waste materials. They made a beginning with the extrac-

tion of all the fatty substances coLtaiiied in the black mud
that settles down at the bottom of outfall pits. Then they
took to the manipulation oi the sweepings of butchers'shops;
odds-and-ends, such as pieces of gut, sinews, Bhreds of fat,

knuckles—in fact, anything unsaleable; likewise pieces of

horse-flesh, from knackers' yards, and dead animals of all

kinds
The whole mat b r

s thrown into ft huge wooden tub, into whicb
steam and sulphi ric acid are injected. Armed with a tiidenf,

a man keeps stiirngthe brew incessan'ly, and throat back
any carcuss brought to the surface by tbe process of ebulli-

tion. •
-

It brings to mind one's conception of the vast caldron
which the mythology of the ancients set up in Tartarus and
in whicb the damned underwent tbe torture of being stewed.
With his bare arms, hail' on end, and tanned visage covered
with sweat drops, the man with the trident looks a very
demon, re-enacting the scene of Dunte'a Malebolge.
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The fat thus extracted is run into a metallic receptacle and
retailed to the trade. A large number of the candles that

light up our apartments are manufactured out of this stearin-

zed fat.

As to the bones and the flesh, they are converted into

manure by placing the whole of the sediment out of the cal-

dron in a heap in the open air, and adding and saturating it

with acid solutions. Decomposition proceeds rapidly, and
very shortly leaves nothing but a species of greasy cake.
This cake is kept for a time and dried, so as to free it from all

smell. It is then broken in pieces, packed in sacks and sold

for use in agricultural operations. As a manure it far excels

all known descriptions of guano.
This will explain the uses of these curious rafts moored at

intervals along the course of the Seine. They intercept the

dead bodies of animals borne along the stream.
The importance of this industrial undertaking may be in-

ferred from the faot that in one season alone the men en-

gaged in Souffrice's establishment have picked out of the
putrescent mass of flesh—itself sold to special dealers in its

turn—at least £1,000 worth of worms and maggots, the spe-

cial delight of anglers.

The rafts do not stop or intercept dead dogs only, but col-

lect quite a harvest of all sorts of waifs and strays, as well as

that black and greasy slime which, in the environs of Asni-
eres, offends the senses of the wayfarer. This foul scum, too,

is treated with sulphurio acid, and made to give up all the

fat it contains.

As to the waifs and strays intermingled with it—bits of

wood, whisps of straw, corks, rags, etc.—these are dried

when they come out from under the press, and used as fuel

for the tubs or caldrons.
It is generally thought that all the corks picked up in the

Seine are atilized for ordinary trade purposes; and that is

the truth up to a certain point. Garret-workers and area-

dwellers collect them with care, and wash and retail them
again. There are cleaners and cutters of second-hand corks
who work on a large scale. These buy them at one franc per
thousand, and sell at the rate of from four to five francs.

From M. Louis Paulian'a very interesting book entitled

"La Hotte du Chiffonnier" (or "The Ragpicker's Basket"),

we learn that even the shavings of twice-cut corks are reduced
to impalpable dust, and used in the manufacture of linoleum
floorcloth.

However, the Souffrice establishment long ago gave up the

idea of utilizing old corks except as fuel. Its work consists

in returning to the trade, in a fit state for industrial purpose,
all that offensive refuse which formerly used to float down
the river and pollute it from Paris up to the estuary.

It is this refuse to which we owe, when transformed, the

candle that lights up the rooms, the oil that lubricates the

wheels of our engines, the fertilizing manure of our fields,

and, as a consequence, the succulent cutlet, the toothsome
joint, the delicious fruit that covers our dining-tables, even
to the sweet-scented flower that delights the sense of smell.

A veritable metempsychosis!
All things considered, the dead dog industry is more im-

portant than people generally think.

—

The Kennel Review.

Dastardly Work.

A. 0. Dietz seems to have the enmity of some contemptible

cur in human form, who has not the manhood to come out

and let himself be known. Last Saturday Mr. Dietz had a

valuable Hound poisoned which he would not have lost for

$250 cash, and the circumstances point directly to a near

neighbor as the perpetrator of the deed. This is the fourth

valuable dog Mr. Dietz has lost during the past few months.

The first was a Setter, shot; the next a Coach dog, shot; the

next a Hound, poisoned, and the one last Saturday, a Hound,
also poisoned, and all animals of very fine breed. One was

a present from a sporting friend, and would not have been

voluntarily parted with for any money. Any man who would

do this kind" of work not only sacrifices hiB manhood, but is

a brute and coward.

A detective should be placed on the track of such a danger-

gerons individual, and if cornered, should be made to pay

very dearly for his contemptible work. A few months behind

the barB would be none too good for him. —Oakland Express.

Ola Versus Queen.

Mr. E. Leavesley writes that Mr. P. E. G. Anzar's Setter

bitch Ola, bv Count Warwick—Leah, is matched against Mr.

E. H. Farmer's Queen, by Belton II—Belle, for ? 100 a

Bide, in a day's quail hunt, the race to be run within thirty

days, on the Tanch of Mr. B. Machado, under the rules of

the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club. The dogs to be worked

from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. with one hour's intermission for

luncheon. The bitches have run together twice in field

trials, and each has won a heat against the other, which

would indicate that they are quite evenly matched.

Since writing of Mr. J. G. Edward's entry in the All-Age

Stake of the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, last week, we

have looked up the pedigree of Royal Duke II. and learn

that it should hava read: Royal Dukell., b w t English Setter

dog, three years old, by Regent (Royal Duke—Gift) ex-

Traver's Dolly (Belton II—Belle).

The Secretary of the club may note the correction.

ROD.
Unlucky Days in Norway.

"Come, hurry upl the carrioles are ready," greeted my
ear just as I had finished breakfast. I had fished very late

the previous evening, and had taken an extra half hour in

bed that Saturday morning. The day was heavy and cloudy,

and was only relieved from oppressiveness by a cheery north

wind which every now and then freshened the atmosphere.

A drive of four miles brought us, G., the boatman Onla,

and myself, to the heid of the upper beat. G. and I fish

alternate pools. He started, and fished the first pool with-

out moving a fish, but he tried a Bmall piece of still water,

made by an island in the rapid, as we were on our way to the

next pool, and there found a fish which rose gamely once,

but refused all future offers. Then came my turn on one of

the best pools in the river, and in the most favorable condi-

tion. Some thirty yards down the pool I rose a fish, but it

was not the sort of dashing, greedy rush one likes to see a

salmon indulge in, but a slow, dull swirl as the fly passed

by him. I Tested him a few minutes, and trying him again

with the same result, exchanged my silver doctor for a small

red ranger, but this seemed less to his liking than the former,

and the fish absolutely refused to move. After fishing down

another thirty yards, up dashed a good salmon from mid-

stream, and missed the fly. The silver doctor was agaiD re-

instated. At the next cast the fish made a better shot. Tbe
reel gave a few yards, and the rod bent for a minute, ouly
again to Btifl'en as I saw my fly return over the waters. No
other fish showiDg himself for theremainderof the right bank,
I crossed to the other side, where there is a stretch of about
eighty yards of splendid water, and there I hope to retrieve
my ill-luck. The bank is steep and stony, and the fish mostly
lie near to it, between a fence that comes down to the edge
and a heap of fallen stones at the lower end where the water
tails off to the rapid. Opposite the fence up came a
grilse, rather far out in the stream, and missed the fly. The
next second I was glad,for when the silver doctor had dodged
his shining way round to the end of the boat, up came a
"stor lax," quietly, sedately, with an easy, luxurious air,

and I saw his mouth open and the fly disappear.
As he turned, the line tightened, and then
came the inevitable rush, fifty yards out in a twinkling, and
a comfortable sensation of "Well, I've got him pretty firm."
Why was it? Heaven alone can tell, but no sooner had this
pleasant reflection entered my mind than an abrupt loosen-
ing of the line expelled it. There was the fly coming gaily
back, but where was the fish? I turned round to look at
Olna, on whose stolid countenance was an expression of
blank sympathy. Very soon a jerk and a whirr made me
swing round, and there I saw that another salmon had made
his bid, been pricked hard, and was floundering away aston-
ished. This was too much—a grilse and two salmon all at
one cast, and no fish in the boat.

We now put the boat ashore, and remained quiet for ten
minutes. Then, throwing a longer line well into the stream,
I rose another fish, which made a large swirl, but did not
touch the fly, and, though I tried him again, rested him, and
changed the attraction, he declined to stir. The aggravation
of rising a fish and not touching him is nothing compared to

the hard hit, the splash and (now and then) the breakaway;
not very much annoyed, therefore, I fished down, and just

off the heap of stones within a yard of the bank, up came
another fish. It was a head and tail rise—quite slowly and
methodically—just the sort of attempt to insure a good hold,

but the fates were still against me. The fish did not touch
the fly at all, and though he rolled out four times, four times
did he fail in securing his prey. It was a piece of the most
pure-minded "cussedness" I ever saw a fish, indulge in. As
he lay at the end of the pool I had the satisfaction of reeling

up for the rapid without a single fish in the boat. It was the

best pool on the beat. Oar total score so far was ninety-

nine fish; this was Saturday, and we wanted to make up the

hundred before the end of the week. Sunday, as most peo-
ple know, begins at 6 p. m. on Saturday in these parts, after

which it is illegal to fish. It was then 2:30, and though we
had lots of good water before us, and time to kill a dozen
fish, our hearts were heavy with the sad conclusion that we
should not do it. It was most extraordinary that G. did not
even see a fish in the next pool, though it is a good one, and
has "played up'

;

well this year. But then the river was be-

ginning slowly to rise; the heat of that and the previous day
was bringing down the snow water.

The fourth pool is a stretch of about ninety yards, withfa
strong current on the right, and good water near the let

bank. I saw a salmon turn over near the bottom of the pool,

but could not get him to look at the fly. A few yards lower
down my line suddenly became taut and though there was
absolutely no sign on the surface, I felt I was into a fairly

large fish. He traveled slowly some thirty yards up stream,

and then, without rhyme or reason, as before, tbe fly came
away ! We fished the water out, and I moved two more
fish and picked two more, but never a one felt the gaff. B.
on the lower beat had not seen so many fish, but he had not

landed one, though he began the day by losing a large fish at

the gaff. We sat down to dinner that Saturday evening in

patient disgust, and barely mentioned the subject of salmon
fishing. I made some rather unhappy remark about salmon
being like women, "Fickle, coy, etc.," but the ladies disliked

the fact, and the men resented the reminiscence.

The slight fresh on Saturday evening had run out, and on
Monday the river looked uncompromiseingly low and fine.

This time G, and I fished the lower beat, which, all in all,

has given about twice the number of fish this year. G. has

fished many years on this river, and predicted that we should
not see many fish that day, and would be in luck if we got

two to land. Inwardly I was simply dying to revenge my-
self. All Sunday had I brooded over Saturday's ill luck, and
my fiDgers itched once more to weigh the noble salmon. The
first pool was blank, and, indeed, it seemed like a blank day;

all the clearness of the water was made painfully palpable by
a bright sun. In a narrow stretch, where the water rushes

by some huge rocks, and tails off to a smooth, gravelly bed.

broken occasionally by a large boulder, I rose a good fish.

He came with that splendid hurtling dash which denotes ex-

treme keenness to get the ftycoute que coule. His first attempt

failed, but the second time he seized it, and dashed out down
the curreDt. My legs were fairly trembling, aud my heart

bounding as I heard the sweet music of the reel. Then
came an ominouR Bilence. The rod straightened, and well

—

my morning resolution not to get riled was severely tested.

The soothing pipe was soon lit, and we started again in the

same place. Up came another salmon about five yards lower

down. He took the fly, rushed out some few yards, and
away came the fly. When would this end? Sullenly re-

sentful I fished on. Splash! dash into a third.

Hope had vanished, joys are banished.

Far away sailed number three, and back came thnt little

silver doctor, lookingjust as bright and new as when I

bought him down in Islington. I began to grow supersti-

tious. No; the fly was beyond suspicion. Tt was all right,

but, fancy or no fancy, I took it off, and put up another.

Perhaps a foolish act, bat it did not much matter, for in

auother ten casts I rose a fish, which did not touch the fly.

Perforce I again donned the silver doctor, but he would not

look at that. Sadly thinking it was to be a repetition of

Saturday, I joined G. at the next pool, and he pleasantly

remarked we should not see many more fish that day. With
such fine water, the scene of my hopes was the pick place on
the beat. The two next pools yielded nothing, not astir.

Then, considering the day, came a most unlikely-looking

piece of water. It was not more than two feet deep, and its

only redeeming feature was a fairly strong stream. Half-

way down my line mysteriously checked iu mid-stream. I

gave rather a savage jerk, and then came a good dash. I was
into another salmon. To lose him seemed certain. But
after some six or seven minutes of the most feeble resistance

I ever saw, he was duly gaffed, aud weighed at 16 lbs. By
his frame and length one would have judged him nt least

20 lbs., but he had met foul piny from seal, otter or net, and
was a sickly-looking poor fish. Still, his death a little

appeased me, and modified my despondency. G. snw two
more fish on the way to a place where we had to leave the
river and walk down to a pool below a small foss. He here
left me, as he was feeling seedy, and I went on alone, as it

was getting late. It is a good pool, but though I canght two
grilse very quickly, I only managed to move one salmon,
which came sulkily once. In the next pool I rose a fish
twice, and a tremendous dash he made. I rested him, and
hooked him at the third offer. How he dashed, and nagged,
and jumped no words can describe—no one can imagine, ex-
cept the man who has played a fresh-run fish in very heavy
water. After some ten or twelve minutes I saw his belly,
and could turn his head. Slowly he was coming to the gaff,

when the hold gave, and equally slowly he wobbled out
again, disappearing with a sluggish roll into the stream!

In the next pool, up came another in the same way, and
dashed over the rapid. Down he went, and the boat after in
hot pursuit. Onla actually had the gaff over him in the
still water below, when again the fly came away. I laughed
and laughed again; but the laughter was not pleasant to
my own ear, and, to judge from Oula's expression, he
thought I was a little off my head. Now came the
last hope—the forlorn chance—a large basin-like pool, with
a whirlpool in the centre, from which the water smoothly
glides to a very bad rapid, anil across the rapid, some two-
hundred yards below, an old dam stretches, built of large
stakes. It was eleven o'clook—dusky and drizzling. I put
up a small "black dose" as a good evening fly, and began
casting at the edge of the eddies, where tbe water tailed off.

It looked glassy save fur the film of fine rain, and as I worked
the fly, in careful jerks, across the stream, I saw a wave fol-

low it, then a huge circle as the fly left the water. In a min-
ute we had the boat iu, aud the small silver doctor on again,
to see if it could succeed where the "dose" had failed. Care-
fully casting a long line to the same spot, I worked it again.
Not far, however, for with the flounder of a porpoise, he
had it. Luckily, he made up, and for about twenty minutes
he dashed about that whirlpool—lying sometimes two min-
utes at the top simply lashing the water into foam, Vce vic-t

tis. He fought well, but still I felt inclined, after so many
disappointments, to shout as the gaff wound purpled his
glittering side. This fish scaled 22 lbs., and a trifle over.
Out again quickly, for it was getting dark. Splash and a
thud showed us a monster right on the tip of the rapid, but
there were lots of good water between us and him. In about
four casts up came a fish, head and tail over the fly. I
pricked him hard,, and he followed the majority— not in the
usual sense, by dying. The very next cast I pricked another
fish. If you have never had the luck to be among a lot of

salmon—simply, in vulgar parlance, "on the job"—you can-

not imagine the sort of nervous excitement it produces.
Five more casts and another fisn took the fly, without much
splash, and without showing himself. He made a fine dash
towards the rapid, but changed his mind, and then ran about
fifty or sixty yards clean through the pool up to the rapid at

the head: and there for about ten minutes I had a rare game
—dash into the strong stream, reel up through the back
wat«r, and so over and over again. Then he became much
quieter and more pliable, and, as I got him near the bank,

we saw his tail. Five minutes more, and he, too, was sus-

pended on the weigher, which I was delighted to see regis-

tered 27 lbs. full. This was my biggest fish. It had grown
very dark, but still I fished the water over again without
moving anything, till we came to where "we had
seen the fish leap. The moment the fly got within his

kgn up he dashed, and, though the boat was near the

rapid at the time, it was all Onla could do to get it into the

stream before my 120 yards of line had disappeared. As we
started down the rushing stream, Onla kept shouting some-

thing that I did not understand till too late, and, had I

known, nothiDg could have saved the salmon. Fast as the

boat went, the fish seemed almost as quick, when of a Budden
he seemed to have stopped right upon, what appeared to me
in the dusk, to be a line of foam right across the stream. I

could only just manage to reel in quick enough to keep the

line light. The stream was too strong to hold a boat, but,

by strenous exei tions, Oula managed to let it down very
slowly, while I tried ray best, and to no purpose, to move
the fish. We dropped down close to where he lay, and went
to shore thirty yards below. There being nothing else for it,

I took the line and pnlled with all my might. Something
moved hlowly, and then quickly down the stream: but, alas!

another pull showed us it was a good-sized bough, and not

a noble salmon. The fish had twisted my line about a dozen
times round it, and then departed with my little doctor, which,

after pricking and losing about twenty-five fish, had at las'",

landed a fair basket of 10 lbs., 22 lbs. and last, but not least,

27 lbs. Onla swore that the last fish was 30 lb. Poor fellow,

if such were the case he lost a dollar (the tribute on a thirty-

pounder) at the same time that I lost my little silver doctor.
—Exchange.

The Fish Production of the "World.

If Mulball's statistics are reliable, says an angling journal,

t ere are not far short of 160,000 vessels engaged in Europe

aud North America, in fishing. Between 600,000 and 700,000

men are employed in this industry, and the total annnal pro-

duct of fish is not short of 1,500,000 tons. Few people real-

ize the meaning of these latter figures. A ton of fish is equal

in weight, to about 28 sheep; and, hence, if Mulball's esti-

mate is approximately correct, a year's fish supply for ten

European countries, included in this estimate, and the

United States and Canada might be represented by 42,000,000

sheep. Of this amount tbe United Kingdom, Canada, Russia

and the United States alone aggregate 1,000,000 tons, equiva-

lent to 28,000,000 Bheep. It has been truly said that we talk

in a metaphor of the harvest of the sea. But we have only

lately been able to realize what the metaphor means. The
Fisheries Exposition in London, in 1SS3, did A great deal to

encourage the study of marine biology, and it was with no

small degree of satisfaction that we are able to say that in

this much needed work, the United States rank seoond to no

other country.

Fish Commission-

Mr. Joseph D. Redding. ex-Fish Commissioner, is at outs

with bis ex-con/Veres, aud has made a number of serious

charges agaiust* their administration of the State money,

which as vet Mes?rs. Dibble and Buckingham have declined

to answer" But they have termed Mr. Redding a silver-

spoon dude, which is not a refnt.ntiou of that gentleman's

earnest assertions of their extravagance and incompetency.

The Fish Commission in this State is a failure. The State

Sportsmen's Association has done more towards fish propaga-

tion in California in a year, than the Commission would do

in teD, if, unfortunately, its existence were prolonged to that

extent.— Wasp, of San Francisco.

But yon are all wrong Messrs. Dibble and Buckingham
have filed answers to all the cbiirges ni;uU\ Aud moreover,

Mr. Dibble is president of tbe State Sportsmen's Association,

and at its last meeting, held at Chico, tbe State Sportsmen'*

Association stroDglv endorsed, by a resolution pi-

Fish Commission. The two institutions are pulling
'

—Grass Valley Tidings.
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Long Distance Eaoes.

The best of us can err. It was only the other day that a

New Tork sporting paper of considerable ability confounded

Parole with Iroquois and spoke of the honest old gelding as

a Derby winner. In like manner, looking through a late

issue of Bell's Life, we found a statement that up to 1780,

the vear that Epsom Derby originated, there had been no

'asunder two miles, and southern racing men altered that

state of thm°s by making the Derby ft mile and a half. W e

£ve not th? records by us to verify or falsify the statement

Regarding the first race under two miles, but we do know

fhfl)erbv was first of all a mile race and that it was not

nntil four years afterwards that the additional half was

^Buf the article in Bell to which we have referred is a very

interesting one, successively tracing the decline of long-dis-

tance races In the last centary the modern dash was un-

known and the two-vear-old contest was largely a thing of

the future. Then nearly all traveling was done by posting

and consequently speed, while desirable, was thought of

comparatively slight virtue without stoutness. To-day it is

Mother side on. Stoutness is regarded o secondary un-

portanee, and speed is the great desideratum That the

change is for the better can hardly be allowed, but as long

as hu»e sums are offered for mere fly races we can scarcely

expect" even a partial return to the old state of things. In

bv »one davs, too, there used to be a deal of beat racing, but

tj-day we live so fast that we cannot wait for a long and

stubboro straggle that shall test to the utmost all the quali-

ties of man and beast, but must have the fate of the purse

c r orize decided by a single turn of the wheel.

And yet it is not because heat-racing lacks appreciation by

the public On the contrary, it is notorious that at bnghton

Beach Chicago, St. Louis, Latouia, and other places where

breeders and owners' interests are not all in all, where some

regard is paid to popular taste, the heat races are among the

mist attractive features on the card. It must not be under-

stood that we have any desire to see a return to the old ten

and twelve mile contests formerly held on the Kawclirle side

of York or even to the four-mile heats of more recent days,

but still we cannot help thinking that an increased number

of races over cup distances would tend to the development

of a more useful class of horses, in a country where the horse

is kept rather for use than ornament or pastime, than the

sprinters of the existing generation. In this connection it

must never be forgotten, however, that the long-distance

horses of bygone days combined with the Arab, whose forte

recent experiments have proved is staying and not entirely

speed, as was for so long erroneously supposed, were the

foundation in England of the flyers of to-day.

Again it is just possible on the other side that too much

attention is being paid to two-year-old racing, by which many

a good horse is used up before attaining anything like his

mature and natnral form. Our fathers never dreamt of such

an event, for instance, as the great Futurity Stakes for two-

year-olds, just announced by the Coney Island Jockey Club,

the value of which is anticipated will reach the huge sum of

§30,000. In the early part of last century they thought that

six-year-olds were fit for racing, and it was not until 1743

that the first stake for fonr-year-olds in two-mile heats was

instituted. Thirty years later a three-year-old event was es-

tablished at York, and another period of three decades went

by before at the same place a two-year-old race was run.

But ten or twenty years earlier the evil practice of running

two-vear-olds under feather weights in October was intro-

duced at Newmarket and over the old and long Beacon

course, too. But the result was such a palpable deteriora-

tion of the class of horses at head-quarters, while the York-

shire bred ones retained their reputation for stoutness, that

the practice generally fell out of vogue. While there is no

danger of our neighbors falling into the errors of the ancients

in this respect, there is yet a chance of huge stakes such as the

Futurity becoming so attractive as to induce owners to train

and work their youngsters before they are able to stand it,

and thus to deprive them of a possible future both profitable

and useful.

—

Canadian Sportsman.

Sporting Crooks.

for further consideration of the subject will soon be held.

It is proposed, not only to urge the passage of the law, but

also to organize a society to aid in its enforcement, backed by

a strona treasury, from which will be offered liberal rewards

for the "detection and conviction of gamblers and their accom-

plices, who conspire to cheat and defraud the public.

—

Bos-

ton Herald.

Kancoeas nominations to the English Two Thousand

Guineas of 1S87, are the bay yearling colt Esquimaux, by the

Duke of Magenta out of Second Hand; the gray colt Cam-

byses, by Mortemer, out of Lizzie Lucas; the bay colt Shaw-

nee, by Jlortemer, out of Sly Boots; and the bay colt Cata-

line, by Mortemer, out of Fanny Ludlow. This does not

look as if Mr. Pierre Lorillard has entirely abandoned his

English turf ventnreB. In the Earing Calendar of the 5th

are the English nominations for the Guineas. The total

entry to the stake of 71, of whom the Prince of Wales, Lord

Falmouth, and the Duohess of Montrose «e responsible for

a large number.

The owner of Pleasanterie, winner of the Cesarewitch and

Cambridgeshire, will go on record as about the luckiest of

race-horse purchasers. The mare has won sixteen events

out of eighteen for which she has started, and would sell for

a large sum. The amount won in stakes and bets is a small

fortune. Mr. I'Anson bought Queen May, the dam of Blink

Bonnie, Blair Athol and Breadalbane, for S60; Sweetmeat

colt as a foal, S100. Cleremont was bought by the Governor

of Ceylon for S75, and Teddington, winner of the Derby in

'51, sold with bis dam for S750. Pleasanterie at S150 is an

instance of rare good luck that is scarcely equalled by any of

the events noted above.

An effort will be made in the Legislature this Winter to

secure enactment of a law, the effect of which will be to

make criminal the bare-faced robberies of gamblers who "fol-

low" horse racing, boat racing, pedestrian contests, wrestling

matches and other sports for the purpose of fraud. At pres-

ent there does not appear to be in the statute book a law suffi-

ciently strong to reach the fellows who work upon the cupid-

ity of contestants in races and feats of science and strength.

Horse jockeys are bribed to ride or drive just fast enough to

allow another competitor to win the race, thus insuring a

sure thing to gamblers who do not possess the brains and

courage to depend on their own judgment as to which is the

best horse; base ball players are enriched to muff a ball,

strike out, or run just fast enough to fail to reach a oase at a

critical point in the game; pedestrians and wrestlers have

been guilty of the most outrageous impositions on spectators

of their contests, and boat races, once so popular, are de-

generating into cruel deceptions in which the gamblers them-

selves are often victimized by men of their own ilk. Within

a few weeks the rowing season has drawn to a close with a

series of races in common boats which were a disgrace to

everybody actively concerned in them. Gamblers betting on

one side went to the oarsman agaiust whom they were wag-

ing and offered him money to quite a large amount to lose

the race. He agTeed to the proposition, and informed his

backer, who said: "Accept the money and I will

give you more than is offered to win." This,

in gambling parlance, is n "donble cross." The race in ques-

tion, and it was only one of ft nnmber of the same kind, was
rowed, and the fellow who offered the money to the oarsman
to swindle his backer, found that he had been swindled in-

stead, by the race being "rowed ont on him." The verdict

of honest sporting men wo.ild be, that the fellow who first

tiled to bribe was Berved exactly right. But there are others

beside gamblers to consider. The man who likes honest

sport, and is induced to abandon work for au entire day, or

half a day, paying car fare and admission money to tracks

and athletic grounds, deserves protection, and it now begins

to dawn on these people, that wbe i it costs one or rnore dol-

lars to witness what they a-e led to suppose is a legitimate

exhibition, but which proves to be one controlled by br.bery

on the part of gamblers; they are made the victims of a swin-

dle for which the guilty parties Bhoald he punished. For the

protection of such people, and for the purpose of purifying,

as far as possible, the popalaT sports, the law refern d to will

be placed on the statute books. A number of gerueman of

this oity have already talked the matter over, and a meeting

HERD AND SWINE.
Highland Cattle.

Yearling trials at Brighton Beach have been by the Dwyer
lot, of whom Oualite, an Onondaga filly out of Skylight, by

Jack Maloue. is reported to have run her quarter in :23a,

an>l Louis, bv Luke Blackburn, out of Ariz-.ua, by Lexing-

ton, in :24j. "Their black colt Harlem, by Virgil, out of Ann
Fief, by Alarm, is also said to have run his quarter in 2-Us.

The stable has nineteen yearlings in all, and they are doing

well.

AQUATICS.
Tbe attendance at the regatta Thanksgiving Day wnfl beg-

garly in comparison to the throng which went over to witness

the Lee-Peterson struggle, or Hanlan's exhibition Tace with

Lee a couple of years ago. Is it possible the oarsmen have

lost their friends, or were they so occupied with their indoor

match upon their turkeys that they had no time for tbe

several events in which the boat club men were to try their

mettle? The weather and water could not have been better

had they been furnished to order, and everything was so

nicely taken care of that the regatta passed off without a hitch.

The first race Btarted was won by Ladd, of Stockton, David
Dean a good second. The prizes were §75 and $50. William

Gruwney, of the Ariel Club, got in third, beating Lahyberger.

The second event, the amateur barge race, created a great

deal of discussion before the winners could be named. On
reaching the buoys the crews in the Dolphin, Amity, South
Ends, Pioneer and Stockton barges found only three buoys
in place for five barges to turn, the fourth having been
dragged some forty feet westward by a steamer going out of

the creek. The crew of the Stockton boat club should have
fuuud their buoy in line with the others, but not seeing it

there they turned where it ought to have been, and the last

in tbe string of barges at that, and beat their competitors

back to the starting point. It was claimed that they did not
turn a baoy, and that they should have turned one that the

others had turned. Referee Al Eogers did not give his de-

cision until he had consulted with the judges and
found out whether or not tbe Stocktons had gone
fnirly and squarely as far as the others before turning, ard
upon the judges saying thallhey had, he decided that the Stock-

tons had won the first prize, and that their fellow townsmen,
the Amitys, had carried off the second. Had the Stocktons
been barred out for not turning a buoy, the Amitys would
have carried off the first set of medals, and the Dolphins
the second. The Pioneers got in fourth and the South-Ends
Inst. The fourth race on the programme was a close one be-

tweens the crews of the Ariel and Golden Gate Clubs in lap-

streak, four-oared boats. The Ariela won by about half a
length.

The wind up, the professional barge race, was a most in-

teresting contest between the "heavy" crew of the South-End
Club in their old-style barge Gar6eld, and the sturdy looking

crew of the Stocktons in their new barge. It was thought by
many that the South-Ends could not make even a creditable

Bhowing when so handicapped in regard to their boat, but on
the two crews making their appearance on Bearing the win-
ning line, it was discovered that the South-E nds had out-

rowed their adversaries, and were doing so well that nothing
but an accident could lose them the race. Their friends on
the wharf sent up a lusty cheer, and the Stocktons made a
feeble attempt to spurt, but were met with renewed exer-

tions on the part of the city crew, which won the race by only
a length; the Amitys crossed the line third, and the Dolphins
fourth. The prizes were SI 35 and $30 respectively.

Those who had the manugement of the regatta were prompt
and courteous in the discharge of their duties, and aided
much in making the regatta the success it proved to be. Fol-

lowing are the names of the Managing Cummittee: Referee,

A. Rogers; Timer, Hamilton H. Dolibiu; Judges, James
Cochrane, E. Lutgens, D. Bassett, P. McDonald.
Regatta Committee, J. B. Kelly, R. Cunningham, P.
McCarty, C. C. Long, John McCann, Chas. E. Lipp.
The names of the officers of the Pacific Coast Rowing Asso-

ciation, under whose auspices the regatta was held, are as fol-

lows: President, R. Cunningham; 1st Vice-President, H.
H. Dobbin; 2d Vice-President, Geo. Prosek; Recordiug Sec-

retary, W. H. Growney; Financial Secretary, J. B. Kelly;
Treasurer, A. P. Rothkopp.

In the boat clubs all is serene with tbe exception of the
younger members of the Golden Gate Club, who chafe consider-
ably over the defeat of their lapstreak crew by the Ariels. They
may berate the referee all they choose, but all who know him
know that his decision was not influenced by any prospect of
gain. The GateB were fairly defeated, aud the best thing for

them to do if they are not satisfied is to row it over for n couple
of hundreds .

There have been but few yachts seen out upou tbe bay of
late. Most of them are in snug quarters out nf the reach of
storms—southeast or north—and they will no doubt be
allowed to remain so until the weather has become settled.

The sloop Fleetwing left the city last Tuesday for a cruise
about San Pablo and Suisun bays.

J. M.

[Stephen Beale, in Country Grntleman
.]

The last of our British breeds has now attained to the dig.

nity of a herd book. I speak of the Highland cattle. In the

first volume (which has just been issued) are some interest-

ing facts with respect to the breed that are worthy of notice
in America, for it is quite probable that it may beeome more
or less popular on your side of the Atlantic. The following
particulars are extracted therefrom:
Whether there ever was an aboriginal breed of cattle in

this country (Scotland) is a question which has been much
discusf-ed, and upon which a variety of opinions are held,
but it is one which is still in a state of great uncertainty.
Some have maintained that there never was an aboriginal
breed, while others have maintained that there was such a
breed, and that it is now represented by the wild cattle of
Chillingham Park. If this latter view be correct, it seems as
likely as not that the Highland cattle were aboriginal in that
part of the country where they are now bred in their greatest
purity, and that the descendants of the Chillingham cattle

are limited to the southern part of the country. Certain it

is that no cattle in this country have retained in greater uni-
formity the same characteristics as a distinct breed than the
Highlanders have done, and this seems to point to the con-
clusion that there has been little eha-ge in the character of
this class of cattle, except that prodired by a more careful
system of breeding, so far back as .-my information on the
subject can be obtained. It is thuught that there are really
only two distinct classes, namely, the West Highlander and
the Highlander or Mainland Highlander. The former of
these classes, sometimes designated by the term Kyloe, is

found in its greatest purity in the Western Highlands of
Scotland, to which it at first was confined. Tbe normal
color of the Kyloe was black, and in the recollection of some
who are still alive no other color was known in the leading
folds of the West. The pnre Kyloe seems also to have
been smaller than the Highlander, bnt whether this was a
distinctive feature of this class of the breed, or whether it

arose from the cattle being kept in a purer state, and more
exposed to the elements than the mainland cattle, it is not
easy to say. The Highlanders are common to the mainland
of the north of Scotland, and also to the county Argyle, and
they seem generally to have been of a larger size than the
West Highlanders, and not uniformly of a black color. It
is not improbable that their greater size may be attributed to
the superior pasture of many of the cattle raising districts of
the mainland, and to greater care in rearing.

The breeding of cattle has been so general over the whole
highlands and islands, that no single breeder can be credited
with the distinction of having started the breed. In the long
island, the Macneils of Barra, and the Macdonalds, of Bal-
ranald, have had large folds of pure West Highlanders from
time immemorial, and, though the former herd was dispersed
when the last Macneil sold his property, the produce of
many of his cattle are to be found in the long island, aud
notably in the folds of Lord Dunmore and Dr. Macgillivray.
Early in the century, Mr. Donald Stewart, who came from
Garth, in Perthshire, took the farm of Luskentyre, in Harris,
from the Earl of Dunmore, of Harris, the grandfather of the
present Earl, and started a fold, which, from the care
bestowed upon it, and the careful selection of bulls, soon
became known as one of the leading herds in Scotland.
This fold is now represented by that belonging to Mr. John
Stewart, of Ensay, a most successful exhibitor, and by that
of the Earl of Dunmore, who has now one of the largest folds
in the West Highlands. In the Island of Skye all the prin-
cipal farmers had good folds, and the excellence of the pres-
ent cattle from that district is no doubt attributable to some
extent to the care bestowed upon their cattle by generations
of farmers who have passed away.
Among the breeders on the mainland who are here men-

tioned, are the Duke of Sutherland in the extreme North,
the Earl of Seafield in Inverness, and the Duke of Athol in
Perth. One of the oldest aud best known breeds in Perth-
shire was that of Glenyon, and from it all the folds in the
country got their best blood. The late Marquis of Bredal*
bane, who had the finest fold of his day, had much of this
blood. In Argyleshire, the Poltallack fold has long main-
tained its character as the leading fold, but of the other older
folds, that at Kilchamaig seems to be the only one that is
still undispersed.
The points of the Highland cattle are described as follows:
Head.—Of all the representatives of our British bovine

breeds, the Highlander has the grandest and mostpictuitsque
head; it is indeed to his head that he owes his great favor
among artists. As a rule, it is most proportionate to the
body of the animal, and is broad between the eyes, while
short from the eyes to the point of the muzzle. The forelock
between the eyes should be wide, long and bushy, aud any
nakedness or barrenness there is certain to detract from the
appearance of the animal. Some would almost have the hair
so wide there as to obstruct tbe eyes, bnt this wonld in many
cases be allowing one good point to overshadow another. Tbe
eyes should be bright and full, and denoting, when excited,
high courage. When viewed sidewise, there should be a
proportionable breadth of the jawbones readily observable,
when compared with the width of tbe head in front, while
the muzzle should, when looked at from a similar point, be
short, though very broad in front, and with the nostrils fully
distended, and indicating breeding in every way. One of the
most noteworthy features in a Highlander is, of course, the
horns. In the bulls the horns should be strong, and come
level out of the head, slightly inclining forward, and also
slightly rising toward the points. Some, however, do not
care for this rise, though any droppiug is considered to be a
very bad fault when between the crown and the commence-
ment of the curve, as thiB is generally accompanied by a low,
weak'back. Some, too, are of opjnion that the masculine
appearance is slightly detracted from when the horns rise
directly from the crown. This, however, can only be detected
and commented upen when particular nuiinnls are brought
before experienced judges, as within a show ring. As regards
the horns of the cow, there prevail two opinions. As a rule
they come squarer out of the head than in the male, rise
sooner, aud are somewhat longer, though they preserve their
substance, aud a rich reddish appearance to the very tips.
The lack of the appearance of substance, or "sappiness,"
about the horns of the male, would be very much against the
animal in the show yard. The other taste is that for a female
the Horns of which come more level from the head, with a
peculiar back set curve, and very wide sweep. A large
number of enthusiastic breeders seem to prefer, by com-
parison, the latter, which gives possibly the more graceful
appearance. In all cases the hornB of a Highlander, when
well set, give the animal a stamp of nobility which causes it

to attract the attention of any stranger Tvho might pass heed-
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lessly by animals of other breeds as merely cows, balls or

oxen.
Neck and Shoulder.—The neck should be altogether clear

and without dewlap below. It should form a straight line

from head to shoulder in the cow, but in the bull should

have that distinct crest common to all animals of the bovine

species. This orest should come gracefully down to the roots

of the horns, and, being well coated with wavy hair, the mas-

culine appearance of the animal is fully completed. The
shoulder should be thick, and should fill out greatly as it

descends from the point to the lower extremity of the forearm.

Back, Body and Hind-quarters.—From behind the shoulder

the back should be fully developed and fully rounded.

Any slight sinking or hollow is most decidedly objectionable.

It should also, as in the Ayrshire, be as straight as possible,

and the ribs should spring bodily out and be both well-

rounded and deep. When measured aoross the hips the

breadth should be very great, and the quarters should be ex-

ceedingly well developed from the hips backward. The
thighs should also be well developed, and should show great

fullness. Viewed generally, the quarters should be square be-

tween the hips and the tail; from between the tail right down
to between the hind feet the legs both before and behind

should be short and strong, the hones strong, broad, and

straight, the hoofs well set in and large, and the legs well

feathered with hair. The animal should be set wide between

the fore legs, and it should move with great dignity and style,

as this is considered to be one of the most reliable evidences

of careful and true breeding.

Hair.—The hair, of which there should be a great profu-

sion, more particularly on the parts indicated, should be long

and gracefully waved, very much as in what dog-breeders de-

note wavy-coated retrievers. To have a curl is to possess a

decided fault, and one which has of late years become unfor-

tunately too common in some folds. This has beeu attributed

to a growing desire in some quarters to make Highlanders

grow big from feeding higher and housing them more. At

any rate, experience goes far to prove that the more exposed

they are the greater the profusion of the hair, and the less its

tendency to curl. Thus, the reason of the Highland cattle

being always so much better haired than the Mainland cattle

is owing to their never being housed in Winter. The usual

colors are black, brindled, red, yellow and dun, and there is

a considerable difference of opinion among breeders as to

which is preferable. In general as to color, it may be said

that a good herd should possess a mixture—avoiding always

those which indicate unhealthy thrivers. The thickness of

the skin, as in all fattening breeds, comes in for a consider-

able amount of attention, but it has to be borne in mind
always that the Highlander has been adapted by nature to

withstand great exposure.
—•• —

Breeding Up.

Often the farmer or stockman imagines that all he has to

do to get and keep the best stock is to purchase a good male

and a start of females, and from these make a start, and the

natural increase will give him all the improved stock he

wants. Will it? Let a man make a start of this kind, supply

him with capital and let him invest as best suits him, and

then let him follow this idea, that because he has the best

there was to be had that is all he has to do, for they will

take care of themselves and bring him just what he haB

secured—the best there is. Take another who, with a small

amount of capital, entirely too small to purchase a complete

stock of blooded animals for the farm, but who understands

how to breed up. He has not sufflcient capital to purchase

both males and females, as he would like; and he adopts the

cheaper and more economical plan of purchasiug as good

common females as he can 6nd, and then he purchases full-

blooded males that fill his idea of what his stock should be.

Give each a good farm and an equal start otherwise, except

that the one has sufficient capital to stock his farm as com-

pletely as he deBires with blooded stock, while the other can

only purchase blooded males and use his best judgment in

selecting common females. One breeds with the idea that

beoauso he has the best, that is all that is necessary; they all

need to produce the best stock because "like produces like.

The other fully understands the laws of breeding, and knows

that to breed up he niuBt in every ease select only the best.

He knows it will not do to follow this plan once in a while.

If he expects to build up, caTe must be exercised in every

case in order to secure the quickest and surest results, dive

them ten years to work in, and at the end of that time which

do you suppose, other things being equal, will hffve the best

stock ' One may of course have the best pedigrees, but the

practical breeder will say, "Pedigrees are very good as far as

they go but that is not all. The stock itself is what must be

the answer " It is the knowledge of how and the proper use

of that knowledge of breeding from the best, so as to secure

the best results, that tells to the best adventage. And it will

tell if followed up. . . ,

There are thousands of farmers who are just in the second

man's position. They own a good line of stock, selected by

careful breeding of the best. They are not able to sell off all

of these and purchase only blooded stock throughout. But

they can purchase blooded males, and with their knowledge

of breeding build up their stock fully equal to the best. It

is to a great extent simply their own fault that they do not

own better stock. This is the cheapest plan of securing

good stock, and unless you aTe willing to take pains to breed

only from the best, both males and females, and y:rar using

full blooded stock to start, it will be of small account to you.

There is very little if any standing still in breeding stock, it

will either imorove or retrograde, and more or fully as much

at least depends upon the judgment used in the selection and

mating of breeding animals as upon the stock itself. A little

carelessness will often take years of work to overcome lhe

only sure plan is to be careful at all times breed only the

best, breed to your ideal, and never lose sight of it, always

remembering that it is much easier to tear down than to

build up, and use your judgment acooTimglJ.-Pittsburg

Stockman.
,

ness to the live stock and agricultural papers that are con-
stantly keeping before the public the merits of improved
stock.

The breeders of Berkshires are as a whole depending en-

tirely too much on the established reputation of the breed
Individually they do not advertise as freely as they should,

neither do they till lhe pens at the fairs and fat stock shows
as they might. They seem blinded to their own interest in

thiB regard, and but for what the grand old Berkshire is able

to say for himself, the bleed would soon be run out of the
country by younger and more clamorouB claimants for pub-
lio favor.

Come, ye breeders of pure bred Berkshire swine, advertise

your herds, and let the people know more particularly what
you have. You may be doing well without advertising, but
would do much better with it, as inquiries for well-bred
stock would then be addressed to you instead of to the pub-
lishers and editors of newspapers.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Peedinsr Growing Colts.

upon his property at this early period. Gradually, until
time for breaking comes, the grain allowance can be in-

creased, and a yearling will dispose of four quarts of oats
every day, with all the hay he wants, to good advantage.
The most successful horsemen of the Republic—I mean men
who have had the greatest success in producing the finest

trotting and road stock, as distinguished from racing animals
— bave been careful in their allowances of grain until the
horse arrives at the time when he should work. In the mean
time, bulky food will have been the principal source of de-
velopment, and the horse, coming along naturally, without
forcing, and by regular processes, will be of more vigorous
constitution, stronger, more enduring than if he had been
built up by stimulating, concentrated foods, and he will last

many years longer.

—

Atban Wye, in Country Gentleman,

Comparative Strain upon the Pore and Hind
Legs and Feet of the Horse.

What Phil. Thrifton Thinks.

Much has been said and written of the Berkshire hog; the

snperior beauty of his form and markings, the excellence o

bis flesh, his strong constitution, great feeding capac.ty and

unrivaled power of making improvement in most other breeds

W
^tth°ere

e
?sre

D
poinrhis admirers fail to .mention when

asked by those about to engage in hog-raising, why Berk-

shires should be preferred to any other swine. It is this:

The Berkshire as a breed requires at his day less ''dvertis-

ing than any other hog. He is so well known and his good

qualities so fully appreciated, that about all a beginner feels

called on to do in the way of advertising, is to announce

himself as a breeder of Kecorded Berkshire Swine Many in

doing this strike the flood tide of fortune; bu sad to say in

their prosperity they never seem to think of the.r indebted-

Not a little of the ulterior value of a horse depends upon
the earliest care which is given it. A colt whose feed, dur-

ing the first months of existence, is insufficient in quantity,

or inferior in quality, will not bring in to its breeder that re-

turn which would be realized had proper regard been had of

lhe animal's young life. How the feeding should be regu-

lated is a matter of importance— treat, because wisdom im-

poses such a rule as shall not result in consumption of the

animal's entire value by the time it is offered in market; and
secondly, because the staying quality—without which no

horse, whatever its destiny, is worth having—will depend
largely upon the manner in which the constitution has had

its foundation laid.

It is not necessary, in our country, where nutritious and
succulent grasses are abundant, and where almost every man
has the run of his own fresh acres, that colts be grained—

I

mean the colts of average breeding and purpose; but it is

necessary that the dam's milk supply be watched with atten-

tion, and maintained at its maximum so long as the colt or

filly' suckles; and, therefore, she should have her food sup-

plemented whenever auy evidence of diminution, either in

quantity or in nutriment, shall be given. In this way the

young animal derives the fullest benefit. Besides, thedam is

kept in health, and her strength remains unimpaired; in truth,

it will be enhanced, because the drain of the suckling upon
her will be made up, and more than made up, by the sup-

plemental food, and then the breeder reaps the fruits of a

double economy—he is improving both mare and colt. On
this point, Woodruff has expressed himself with great force

and delightful clearness:

"As to early feeding, their (race-horse breeders') method is

one which 1 advise the breeders of trotters not to follow. It

is, that as soon as the colt will eat bruised oats, which will

be at less than two months old, he is to have all that he can

consume. Nay, I find that one gentleman, and one of a great

deal of ability, too, in that line, advises to begin with giving

him oatmeal iD gruel before he can eat bruised oats. This is

to be followed up with four quarts or more of oats a day,

when he is weaned, beside the pasturage. I say to the reader

of this, do no such thing with the colt that is to be a trotter,

or rather, do it with great moderation. Never mind oatmeal

gruel, never mind bruised oats, while he is with the dam.

The milk of the mare, she being kept in good heart, and the

grass, will afford her colt all the nourishment he needs and

ought to have. This is Nature's plan. Besides all this, I

have other reasons against giving young colts much grain.

The physiologists all agree that in order to thrive, the horse,

young or old, must not only have his stomach supplied with

a sufficient quantity of nutritious food, but also with enough

matter, not so highly nutritious, to distend it. A horse or a

eolt fed only on the substances which go to make up his sub-

Btauce, would starve, though you gave them to him in the

greatest abundance. Why this is they do not know, and I am
sure I don't, but it seems to me that it is a reason for not

cloying the young animal with all the highly nutritious food

he will eat. If his appetite is satisfied with oats, he will not

be likely to eat the grass and hay that nature requires.

Tbere fs another thing on this point which has oecurred to

me, but 1 will throw it out only as a suggestion. While the

animal is youug, a good distension of the stomach is calcu-

lated to produce that roundness of rib which we see in so

many of our best horses. Now, this capacity of carcass, if it

proceeds in part from proper distension of the stomach—and

by that I do not mean the paunch—is not going to be ob-

tained by the feeding of food in the concentrated shape. Bulk

is required; and the pulp
_
and essence ueed not be given in

large quantity until the organization is formed, and extraor-

dinary exertion is required of the horse."

On the physiologicalsuggestion, Woodruff might have gone

farther, and laid down theidea—and indeed, if I mistake not,

he has done so somewhere— that the early distension of the

stomach of the horse is of consequence, because that organ

habituates itBelf to its necessities, and its location with refer-

ence to the lungs is such that when its power of disteution is

great, and it becomes contracted by reason of the withdrawal

of bulky feed, and the substitution of that which is concen-

trated, the lung room is enlarged, aud therefore the horse is

better' qualified to respond to an extraordinary demand upon

him when subjected to the trials of his real life.

Many a horse-raisei comes to the sale-stables with an ani-

mal which will bring from §75 to $125, aud thus deprives its

owner of not less than $100 to §150, which might have been

realized if only the correct principles of early feeding bad

been observed. Blood is a desirable quality; without it no

horse will prove up as advantageously aB if it had the birth-

right, but blood, wnen its possessor has not received proper

care, never will be able to do all that is required in the make-

up of the horse.

At weaning time, the colt can be allowed not more than

two quarts of grain each day. No general ruie can be pre-

scribed for all horses; a colt of loose build cau receive and

will require more grain than one which is built compactly.

The grasses of the pasture should be the chief element of

diet; but no careful breeder will think of allowing his animal

to depend upon any "happy go-lncky" fodder, or be content

that it shall "chance it" for luck with old horses and horned

stock. When taken up for Wintering, there should be no

parsimony in hay allowance, and the oats to go with this

should be A No. 1. Duriug the first Winter of its existence,

the colt should have a good yard or paddock for its daily oc-

cupation, aud at night should be comfortably hiused; there

should be no exception made in the regularity of feeding and

giving water, for much of the animal's future usefulness will

depend upon the proper—that is, the regular, timely devel-

opment of the digestive organs, more, indeed, than the un-

observant person would imagine. Colts are like child? en in

these regards, and the sense of their owner will appreciate

every item of time, care and attention which he bestows

All horsemen of extended experience have doubtless noticed
that there is quite a difference among horses in the com-
parative strain they place upon the fore and hind legs, and
consequently upon the fore and hind feet. The greatest

weight of the body is upon the fore legs, hence these occupy
a perpendicular position while the hind legs, flexed at the

hock, are placed at a decided disadvantage. "Knee sprnng"
comes of this perpendicular support of body, whatever of elas-

ticity there is being in the shoulder and pastern, while be-

hind tbere are the angles in the bones and joints above the

stifle, corresponding and similar to the osseous tissue iu the
fore-shoulder, with pastern the same; aud to this is added that

very elastic and springing joint, the hock. So considering

the great width, leverage power, and sharper angles possessed

by the hinder extremities, it is not difficult to explain why
the hind legs so often go uninjured through a long and labo-

rious life.

Nature has, because their harder service tended to this end,
given the horse wide and strong fore feet, as compared to

those behind. Tet, with this provision for safety, the fore

feet are continually examined for the purpose of detecting

ability for work, or evidences of unsoundness, while the hind
feet are passed over with indifference. A leg, or fuot, which
possesses no reserve power—that is, ability to do more
work than ordinary prudence dictates should be put
upon the animal—is constantly in danger of receiving injury,

as, while we may think we are taxing the horse within rea-

son, we may go beyond what his limbs and feet will staud,

easily exhausting the reserve power, if there is but little of

this. The over-refined leg and imperfectly-formed hoof are

devoid of reserved power, heuce fail under even a medium
amount of service. The increased weight put upon the fore

legs, and the severe pounding which comes to the foie feet

from this cause, added to the upright position of the leg, is

the reason why corns are found in the fore feet, and almost
never in the hind feet. Fever in the feet is quite uniformly
confined to the fore feet, as well as its natural following, con-

traction.

A horse is now and then met with, whose peculiar forma-

tion leads him to do much of his work with his hind legs.

An animal so formed, wears heavily upon his hind shoes,

while the forward shoes are worn but little. When this

peculiarity in the wear of the shoes is observed—and this

wear is the 'est—it will be found to be a constant attendant

UDon the horse's action, though hardly perceiveable in liis

manner of going. This peculiarity is quite regnlarly

accompanied by wide hocks, and the entire forma-

tion of the hind legs and hind-quarters and loin

will be found to be strong, in a marie 1 degree. Not all horses

so formed behind save their fore feet and legs in the manner
referred to, though nothing is surer than that there will be

no especially strong work, to the extent of saving the fore

legs aud feel, if the hocke be narrow and the loin be both

low and wean. This rare farulty of doing the burdeu of the

work with the hind legs will quite certainly insure long-con-

tinued safety to the fore legs and feet, and a horse with this

peouliar mode of action will be well calculated to preserve the

integrity of his forward extremities and feet on hard pave<

ments.

—

Cor. National Live Stock Journal.

The Climatic Influence on Thorougbreds.

The phenomenal success of certain California racing stables,

and of individual campaigners from the far West, is enough

to set one to ask questions regarding the influence climate

may have on the endurance aud speed of racehorses. Joe

Howell, though bred far enough east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, never appeared to knuw how good a racehorse he was till

he had done running enough in the far West to have used up
two or three ordinary horses. Hickory Jim, bred some-

where iu the far West, has a ranchman's brand upon him,

and until his lungs had been expanded by the rare atmos-

phere of the celebrated Belt Range, "he was unknown to

fame." As Sorrel Mike, he made a humble commencement
on the turf, but some occnltinfluences, climatic or otherwise,

ultimately developed him into Hickory Jim, the crack

springer from Montana. The doings of such a good cam-

paigner as Jim Renwick muBt uot be recounted here, but the

success that has attended the careers of Rutherford, Grin-

stead aud Norfolk in the stud certainly speaks volumes for

the "glorious climate of Californy." The durability of Amer-

ican racehorses is a source of astonishment to English turf-

men, aud in view of the manner in which they knock their

owd youngsters to pieces this is uotsurprising. London Truth

says: "The Americans contrive to keep their racehorses

running iu a fashion which must appear almost miraculous

to such Etiglish turtiteB as have leisure from mauccuvriug

and speculating to consider such matters. Since the days

of Historian and Reindeer, there has not beeu any ten-year-

old horses running in this country that I can remember.

JParole won the City and Suburban in 1S79, beiug then six

years old, and here he is running the other day iu a mile

sweepstakes at Sheepshead Bay, and so fresh aud well did he

look that he was made a great favorite iu a field of thirteen,

but, unluckily, his chauce was extinguished by a very bad

start; still, nevertheless, he ran so prominently that it was evi-

dent that he still re'ains his speed."

Od the score of breeding there appears to belittle to choose

between the English and American thoroughbred as they are

very closely related. If, however, it has been found lhe

American can last longer upun the turf there must be some
reasou for it. The fact that the Western country appears

(other things being equal) beitt-r calculated to produce good

race-horses thau the Atlantic States, it would look as tbuugh

the rare alrnusphere of 1 igh altit u'es 1 ad something tu do

with it. though the strong nutritious grassf a of thf Wtaterti

uplands may be deserving ol a share of the credit.

What Canadian will be first to solve these problem = by

undertaking to breed race-horses in Alberta ? Wlm
so intelligently and in a practical manner will h

succeed.—Canadian Breeders.
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper
since the 1st of September, 1884, We have made good
some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession rece'pt

boots which he should have returned last Fall, it has
become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Trotting: on Ice.

J. C. Simpson, Esq—Dear Sir: You last year promised
to send me some patterns of tips and also of a shoe (fore and
hind) for trotting on ice. I intend to trot some in Russia
very soon, and I would thank you very much if yon could
send, at earliest opportunity, a pattern of shoe which you
oonsider best adapted for racing on ice or hard snow. If this
troubles you too much, please give in Breeder and Sports-
man a full description of making or setting Bhoes for above
use. and oblige, Yours very truly, A. Mills.
Zalt Bommel, Nov. 18, 1885.

While residing in Iowa and near Chicago, we had a
good d( al of experience in trotting on the ice. To those
who are inured to the rigors of a climate that fives the
opportunity, it is quite fascinating, and though there-
collections send a shiver throughthe body, there are like-

wise pleasant remembrances connected with the sport.

With youth or early manhood—in fact, until years have
thinned the blood, and whitened the hair—there is a
charm in rapid motion over the smooth surface which
almost amounts to a passion. Some of the most excit-
ing races we ever participated in were decided on the ice.

At Dubuque, Iowa, there was a grand opportunity for
enjoying the sport. The Mississippi River when it

freezes presents a rough surface. There has to be a
blockade of the running ice before the river is closed and
the cakes are forced over each other by the action of the
swift current. What is called "Lake Peosta" is more
properly a bay formed by back water from the river.
There is so little current that a few cold nights effects

congelation, and, as a necessary consequence, the ice is

as smooth as that of an inland lake. There is room
enough to give straight tracks of one mile in length, and
from these the snow is scraped and piled between the
paths for the horses Thus each driver ha3 a course
which no one can interfere with, and the banked-up
snow is a more potent guard againt foul driving than
all the rules and penalties of the National Trotting As-
sociation. But a description of ice-trotting in the East
is not what Mr. Mills desires, and therefore we will re-
spond to his inquiries by giving the method of shoeing
we found to be the most satisfactory in our practice. It
is now twenty-six years since we were put on the right
track by Gordon Abrams, who had much experience in
trotting on the ice. Soon after obtaining that informa-
tion, a Mr. Duncan sent us a set of racing plate* that he
used for running on the ico. He owned several "short
horses" and he preferred making matches in the Winter.

He guarded the secret of the fashion of the plates he used

so effectually that it was not discovered until he con-

fided it to us, and it proved that Mr. Abrams' plan was

about the same. The trotting shoo was of the ordinary

pattern nsedat the time, excepting the shape and setting

of the calkins. The common plan was to make the heel

calkins pointed, some blacksmiths giving them a round

form, others square. The calkins for horses used in ordi-

nary work were shaped by bending the iron at the heel

to a right angle with the ground surface of the shoe and

to that welding a piece of steel. This gave a wedge-

shape, the point being a half an inch, or a trifle more, in

width. Mr. Abram's idea was to give more cutting sur-

face, and to effect this the toe calk was at least twice

the length of those in vogue. It extended so far on each

side of the centre of the toe as to be fully three inches,

and, of course, curved to the shape of the shoe. The

heel calks were one and one-half inches, and also fol-

lowed the outside line of the shoe, though carried under

by bending the outside of the calk to guard against in-

jury when the hind legs pass the fore-feet. The outside

line of a medium-sized horseshoe will measure thirteen

inches, so that the cutting edges of the calkins

present nearly one-half of the distance. These

calkins had scarcely one-half the depth of what
was customary to make them, and the best steel was
used and tempered so as to hold a sharp edge as long as

possible. They would remain sharp for a long time

when there was plenty of snow on the ground, and that

is usually the case in countries where there is ice-trot-

ting. In the Western States there may be light snow-
falls, but if care is taken in removing, the calkings can

be sharpened by grinding, and *in that case it is impor-

tant that the nails be driven in the old holes.

When Mr. Duncan informed us of running quarter

races on the ice, we thought it the height of reckless-

ness. A fall would be almost certain death to the

jockey, and our informant admitted that when he com-
menced the practice it was with a great deal of trepi-

dation. He studied the most important matter in rela-

tion to it, viz.: the best plate to use, and
was fortunate in selecting the kind which proved

efficacious. This was a plate of a little more weight

than usual," formed by a tool which swedged a rim
around the outer edge. The plate was lighter than

would be imagined, the shape giving it strength, the

whole depth not over a quarter of an inch. This rim
was sharpened to a cutting edge, and as the snow was
carefully swept off from the track, the glare ice gave
sufficient foothold. The advantages of both the Abrams
and Duncan forms were a better catch than the pointed

calkins, and the latter, sinking more deeply, the fracture

of the ice when the foot was raised was greater, necessi-

tating more of an effort. Thinking at that time that

heavy shoes were an absolute essential to trotting speed,

the Duncan was not tried; but were we situated so as to

make the experiment a tip after that pattern would be

used. We much preferred a sulky to a sleigh for trot-

ting races on the ice. There was less swing, and when
the tracks were curved the wheeled vehicle would follow

the horse without a particle of "slewing," which runners

were almost sure to do if the curve was at all short. We
had a lively experience, however, at one time when
driving in a sulky. Between Sabula, Iowa, and the

bluffs there is a low bottom, which in high water was
overflowed to a depth of many feet, and one season the

river closed at an extraordinarily high stage. As the

water fell the ice on the edges was stranded so that there

was an embankment all around the bottom, excepting

the narrow portion where it joined the banks of the

slough. We were driving old Blackbird, and a rare ice-

horse he was—A. W. Richmond being the only one we
thought his superior on that field of progress. It was
approaching Springtime, and the sun had melted the

light coating of snow, so that the surface was covered
with water. He jogged quietly, but when ready to let

him move there was a change. The rim of the wheels
caught the water and sent it flying in a stream on his

back. A "wild break" does not express what happened.
There was a frantic run. It was more than a "flying

gallop," and even Duncan's favorite quarter-mare, Big
Lize, could not have beaten him. We were nearino- the
piled-up ice and there was no gap, so that the prospects

were good for going over the obstacles in the manner of

a steeplechase, sulky and all. But owing to the slope,

there were a couple of hundred yards free from water
and when that ceased to trouble him, he came to a stop
within a short distance of the icy fence.

We hope that our correspondent will send the Breeder

and Sportsman accounts of the trotting in that far-away
land, and hope that he will find our plan of shoeing for

tho ice rewarded with many vic'ories. We expected to

have the patterns for malleable iron tips perfected, and
be enabled to send them as promised. While awaiting
the patterns the furnace was closed and hence they are
still in abeyance.

Sir Modred.

We had the gratification of being one of a party

assembled at Mr. Haggin's home stables, on Wednesday
last, to have a look at the thoroughbred horse, recently

purchased in Sydney, Australia, for Rancho. del Paso.

The arrival of the distinguished Antipodean was delayed

longer than was expected, and so we had an opportunity

of another look at Ban Fox, who has improved greatly

since our former visit. His coat, especially, is a token

of improving health, having a lustre which it lacked

and there is a perceptible increase in the flesh on his

ribs, while the ankle which had been "dotted," to remove
a slight callosity, had nearly reached its normal condi-

tion, and were it not for the denudation of hair, where
the heated points had removed the capillary covering,

the difference from the other would not be noted. There
was another scion of noble parentage well worthy of being
inspected. This was a weanling, named Sobrante, by
Eyrie Daly, from Carrie C, by Monday, and her dam
Annette, by Lexington. A sturdy youngster as can be

found in a day's journey, and "high [y finished," as well.

He has the white marking in the t'tce which is so char-

acteristic of the Mondays, and hi-; i.-olor very like that of

his dam. She was a very speedy filly, and if her son is not
also liberally endowed with the same valuable qualities,

we will be chary about venturing predictions in the future

He was bred and is owned by Col. H. I. Thornton, but
UDtil his racing career come3 to an end will be one of the

Rancho del Paso string.

Had the delay been lengthened until sundown there

would have been little inconvenience. Beside the horses

there is an attraction in the view from the elevated situ-

ation, which would recompense anyone for hours lost

in expectancy. The afternoon could not be finer. The
warmth of Summer, and with the air so clear that the

shores of the strait, on the Marin side, seemed to be

close at hand. The glittering water, with sailing vessels

under a cloud of white canvas, steamers from which
floated a pennant of smoke to the eastward, and the grand
background of mountains. Altogether the scenery is

beautiful, and on that bright December afternoon, with
the thermometer registering SO degrees Fahrenheit, the

green hills, the shining water, nearer by lawns and par-

terres clad in the habiliments of an Eastern June, is so

enchanting as to put even high-mettled racehorses out
of mind, while absorbed in admiration. Still we must
admit that when Sir Modred was led into the plank-

covered yard there was an end to the entrancement. On
any of these glad days of Winter-time a short journey

will bring the view before us again, but as the horse

would be forwarded to his home the next day, this was
the only opportunity until Rancho del Paso is visited.

We were prepared from reports of those who had seen

him in Australia to see a fine looking horse,- but did not

anticipate thai he would more than fill the flattering

portraiture. He is bay of very handsome shade, rather

lighter than what is termed a "blood bay," there being

a nearer resemblance to the color of Beaconsfield than

that of any other horse we can recall to mind at present

running. The only natural white markings are on ri<*ht
hind foot and slight touch of white on the inside of the

left. A small star in the forehead is so mixed with the

predominant color as to be a light roan, and there are

the inevitable "saddle marks," and where the girths

have made white spots on each side. A standard was
produced, and a shade over sixteen hands was the ver-

dict it told. He is a horse of good length, rather more so

than usual, and though displaying a great deal of "qual-

ity" is of powerful build. Not the short-legged, heavily

muscled type, there being more harmony of proportion

than is found in "big little horses,'' something which is

more pleasing to the eye and which an artist would take

more delight in picturing. As he posed at some dis-

tance from the observers, it would be difficult to imagine
a more perfect equine picture. He has a long, taperin°*

neck, deep where it meets the body, finely cut at the

tbroatlatch, with throttle so fully developed as to show
three-quarters of the circle. The head is admirably "set

on," and is as perfect as can be. Wide between the eyes

small at the muzzle, plenty of space between the jaws,

nostrils which in repose are just the right shape to per-

mit of full distension when the breathing is hurried, the

lips thin and the "wicks"—as the old writers called the

angle where upper and under lips join, low. The ears

are nearly of perfect shape. Of good length, slim, with
an inward turn at the point, and "carried" erect. His

shoulders are capital, the scapula nearly as high as the
withers and the slope from the point at an angle which
cannot fail to please the most critical observer. He is

very good around the heart, with swelling barrel and
quarters as "blood-like" as one could wish to see. Not
a particle of cloddiness. Muscles well defined the line

of tho buttocks in long curves which keep up the full

sweep to where it merges into the gaskin. The croup is

after the Arab pattern, the ileum being nearly horizon-
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tal, the thigh bone of great length, which brings the only beaten by three-fourths of a length for the one and a

stifle down so as to give freedom of motion, The canon

bones are somewhat long to suit those who have a fancy

for short metatarsals, but we must say that as there are

fully as many first-class horses with this characteristic as

the opposite, that it is do longer an essential in our opinion

to have the "hocks close to the ground." There is

half miles in 2:43A
At four years, won the Publican's Purse at Ashburton N. Z.,

of 60 sovs. in a canter, two miles.

At Dunedin, won Birthday Handicap, S stone 12 lbs., and
was placed In several big handicaps, giving away lumps
of weight.
At 5 years, at Canterbury, N. Z,, won Free Handicap of

100 sovs., 9 sloue 2 lbs., 1 mile in 1:45£, won in a canter by

!..,,. oportion, and were the hocks nearer the ankles ^is^won Canterbury Cup of 500 sovs
in this case there would not be the same harmony. The

hocks have the right set, and the pasterns are exactly of

pattern we fancy the most. It is more proper to say

fetlock than ankle, as the joint which corresponds to the

human ankle is at the hock. The fetlock then is round

and the pastern long and 'Springy," without showing a

particle of weakness. In our opinion the only faulty place

in Sir Modred is in the forelegs. From scapula to knee

no fault can be found. The humerus has the right angle

from the scapula, and is of good length, the radius and

ulna are joined to the humerus in a manner so as to

give a proper set to the elbow; there is plenty of muscu-

lar covering; the b.ick muscle long, with clearly defined

tendons. The knee is of proper width, but there is a

trifle of a backset; not enough to be termed "calf-kneed,"

though we should prefer, if out of a straight line, to have

the inclination forward. It may be that the growth of

the horn at the toe, incident to the shoes having staid on

so long, is the cause, and were they shortened

to the proper proportion the slight defect would

be removed. There is bone enough below the

knee, though larger tendons w ould be an improve-

ment. Still, as will be learned from the appended list

of performances, Sir Modred ran many races under

heavy weights; and now at eight years old, there is not

a puff, blemish, or the least indication that races and

periods of training, extending over many years, have

wrought injury. We have oftentimes noted that a ma-

jority of horses which give way are those of heavy limbs;

and years ago "placed on record" our belief that rarely,

indeed, are the metacarpals too light if supported by

good-sized tendons. The feet of Sir Modred are capital.

In them there is no trace of the hard work being injuri-

ous, as the heels are wide, frogs fully developed, and the

coronary band as perfect as can be. Taken as a whole

he is a magnificent specimen of the thoroughbred horse,

and justifies the claim of the Australians, that their cli-

mate is peculiarly well adapted for the breeding and

rearing of horses. The twenty-eight days on the steamer

had left no sign, and .though his walk showed that he

had not quite got his land-legs under him, there was a

springiness and grace in his movements, which indicate

true action. There is little necessity for comments on

his pedigree and performances, as the annexed tables

speak for themselves.

2J miles, 9 stone 5

lbs.; won easily by two lengths in 4:14|.
Same meeting won easily by two lengths, Railway Plate, 4

furlongs, in :52, carrying 9 stone 11 lbs. .

Same meeting won Christ Ohuroh Plate, 150 sovs., in a

canter.

At Dunedin won Tramway Plate, three-quarters of a mile,

9 stone (weight for age); won in a canter. And at same meet-
ing ran second for Forbury Handicap, with 9 stone; and
second in Flying Handicap, of 100 sovs., 9 stone 2 lbs., aged.

At Sydney meeting, A. J. 0., won great Metropolitan
Stakes, two miles, S stone 10 lbs, beating a strong field of 16

in a canter, by three lengths, in 3:34.}.

At same meeting won the Craven Plate, (weight for age),

beating the Derby winner and best horses in Australia, one
and a quarter miles. He romped home in 2:10$, a magnifi-

cent performance.

Stanford and Occident Stakes.

"H. B." on the Breeders' Gazette-

g*C»Btrel..

-I
air

Latigar . ..

Lydia...

o MartTia Lynn

("Buzzard, by Woodpecker, by Herod.

" (Dau. of Alexander, by Eclipse.

f Peruvian, by Sir Peter, by Highflyer.

" (Dau. of Boudrow.by Eclipse.

rWbalebone.by Waxy, by Pot-S-oa, by Eclipse.

" (.Dau. of Selim. by Buzzard, by Woodpecker.

("Blaster Henry, by Orville, by Beningbrough.
' (.Boadicea, by Alexander, by Eclipse.

( Selim, by Buzzard, by Woodpecker.

" (.Dan. of Walton, by Sir Peter.

rSir Oliver, by Sir Peter, by Highflyer.

" (Scotilla.by Anvil, by Herod.

("Ponlanltz, by Sir Paul, by Sir Peter.

(Dau. of Paynator, by Trumpator.

(Poneton.by Sir Peter, by Highflyer.

(.Variety. by Hyacintims, by Coriander.

I Camel, by Whalebone, by Waxy, by Pot-9-oe.

'

( Banter, by Master Henry, by Orville.

(Dr. Syntax, by Paynator, by Trumpator.

(.Dan. of Androssan.by John Bull.

( Royal Oak, by Cattoo, byGolumpua.

( Dan. of Orville, by Beningbrough.

c Defence, by Whalebone, by Waxy, by PotS-oe.

""
( Dau. oCX. T. Z., by Haphazzard.

fBlacklock, by Whitelock, by Hambletonian.

"(Dan. of Phantom, by Walton, by Sir Peter.

( Mulatto, by Catton, by Golntnpus.

( Desrlemona, by Orville, by Benlngbrongh

.

H. B.,in the last number of the Turf, Field and Farm,

takes the Breeders' Gazette to task for giving due credit

to tips. With his usual want of fairness he makes state-

ments which he must know to be false. For instance,

he writes: "Up to this time Antevolo has been an uncer-

tain performer in tips. He had speed enough to break

the heats, but lacked steadiness. He seems to be sore;

at least, he does not win first money for his owner."

We have stated many times that previous to this year,

Antevolo was the steadiest colt we ever drove; and the

records of his races from a yearling to the close of his

three-year-old form, sustained that allegation. We have

advanced reasons for his lack of that quality, in many
instances this year, with a request that the Turf, Field

and Farm present a synopsis as a reply to questions asked.

In place of that there appeared a determination to ex-

clude, in order to create an impression that its position

was sustained and its arguments unanswerable. Then

again it must be regarded as somewhat remarkable that

H. B. should have forgotten that last year the winnings

of Antevolo were more than S4.500, all of it "first

money," excepting §250.

Still again it is rather singular that H. B. should have

overlooked the race at Stockton this year, and in which,

after losing the first heat, he defeated Dawn, Pansy and

Youcher, when he, H. B., has taken such special pains to

present his shortcomings. There is not a particle of fair-

ness in the ponderous philosopher of the Turf, Field and

Farm. He is better fitted for the engineering of high-

morality-homodromes, and print columns o f twaddle

over teetotal toddlings, than to debate with candor or

rise above the level of a police court shyster. He talks

about "shaping arguments so as to harmonize with

facts;" whereas, in the controversy regarding tips, his

course from the first has been to suppress facts, and pub-

lish statements which were without a shadow of truth to

sustain them.

As will be learned from the advertisements, these

popular stakes will close on the 1st of January next.

As the < onditions are fully expressed in the advertise-

ment, tho only requirement is to call attention to

them. It may be well, however, to show that one of the

objections made to engaging in these stakes is not sup-

ported by facts. That is that the large breeding farms

have such an advantage that smaller breeders cannot

cope with them. Now the Stanford Stake has been de-

cided four times. The first year E. H. Miller, Jr., won
it with Adair, the second it went to Palo Alto, the third

wc got with Antevolo, and the fourth Kismet placed it

to tho credit of Sunny Slope. Thus so far it has been

equally divided between the large stud farms, and one

breeder who has engaged in the business on a moderate

scale, and ourselves with only one trotting mare that had

colts old enough to take part.

Twice the Occident Cup and Stakes have come to a con-

clusion, one of these we won with Antevolo, the other

Sunny Slope got with Stamboul. The Embryo is another

illustration. We won the yearling and two-year-old

with Anteeo and trotted third for the three-year-old with

him. This was won by Bonnie for Palo Alto. In 188*2

Dawn won the yearling, Antevolo second, and in 1883

Carrie C. won the two-year-old, Antevolo again second.

In 1884 Antevolo wod the three-year-old, and in 1885

Kismet won. Now as to the money return. In the

Stanfords which have been decided, we put in $600 and

''drew down" $2,057. In the Occident we have sub-

scribed £150 and had a return of £1,225. Without re-

ferring to the books we estimate $300 in stakes for Anteeo

and received something over $1,500 on him. The same

amount, $300, was put on Antevolo and without counting

unpaid forfeits there is over $1,200 to his credit. Thus

for an outlay in stakes of $1,300, there has been credits

amounting to over 6,000 which must be acknowledged a

good return for two colts bred.

The advantages of stakes over purses is clearly shown

by the difference between the Occident Cup of 18S5 and

the Purse of $1,000, given by the Stake Society for three-

year-olds the same year. One hundred dollars in tho

first returned $1,225, and in the second the same in-

vestment gave 500.

Hon- J. V. Colem a as a Fish Commissioner.

The Weather.

f Dr. Syntax, by Paynator, by Trnnipator

(Dau. of Lottery, by Tramp, by Dick Andrews.

("Bran, by Humphrey Clinker, by Comns.

I Irialia (»am of Pantaloon) by Pernvlan.

PERFORMANCES,

At two years old, won the Champion Stakes for two-year-

olds at Dunedin Jockey Club meeting, N. Z., 1880. Colt?, 7

stone, 10 lbs. Fillies, 8 stone, 7 lbs.

At three years, won Canterbury Derby, N. Z., of 250 sovs.,

with a sweep of 20 sovs. each, beating rive other in 2:43.

Also won Dunedin Cup, K. Z., uf 500 sovs., carrying 7

stones, 10 lbs., beating a good Held two miles and a distance

in 4:25.

At same meetiDg won Railway Plate of 60 sovs.

At Canterbury meeting ran second to the well performed

Lady Emma, a three-year-old, carrying 5 stone 13 lbB., while

Sir Modred, a tbree-year-old, carried 8 stone 10 lbs. and was

The "unprecedented" November rainfall came and was

welcomed, if it did interfere with the Fall race meeting.

It was a token of future prosperity, an augury of good

times hereafter, and no matter how great the inconven-

ience, that could cheerfully be born for the good that

would follow. It set the frogs to singing, a full chorus of

happy amphibeans making music from sunset to the

time when the East showed the approach of morning.

"With the exception of one day, or rather one afternooD,

this week has been one exceedingly lovely. Monday,

Tuesday, "Wednesday, the morning of Thursday was per-

fect, Friday though a trifle chilly in the early morning,

became glorious as the sun's rays came from the south-

ward, and there are indications that the rest of this

month wT ill be a continuation of weather which even our

good friend cannot find fault with.

There is a feature in the rains of this part of California

that is worthy of note. In very few instances, so rare,

indeed, that in the twelve Novembers we have lived in

Oakland, we can only recall two or three "cold rains."

This is vastly beneficial to stock which are not housed

and were it not for the mud under foot there would be

little injury from the exposure. That is rapidly drying

on the places where it was the deepest, and on the rolling

lands in this section there was no trouble of that kind.

"We have heard sev ral gentlemen spoken of as compe-

tent to fill thepos cion of Fish Commissioner, made

vacant by the resignation of Mr. J. D. Redding, and

amongst the number is mentioned the name of Mr.

James V. Coleman. Mr. Coleman is in the prime of

life, and is a man of ability, education and abundant

means; he is an enthusiastic fisherman, and not being

engaged in business pursuits his time is at his own dis-

posal, so that he could devote a large portion of the same

to protecting and developing
t
the fish interests of this

State.

We cordially endorse Mr. Coleman as a good man for

the place, and believe he would fulfill the duties of Fish

Commissioner with honor to himself and the entire satis-

faction of the sportsmen of the State.

Horse and Man.'

Imported Clydesdales.

The Messrs. Killip & Co., 116 Montgomery street, the

Auctioneers, have for sale a number of these invalu-

able draught auimals, which they advertise elsewhere.

The horses were imported by Thomas Brookless recently,

from Australia, and can be seen at the Bay Distract

Track.

A copy of a work under the above t itle has just been

received from Joseph A. Hoffman, 20S Montgomery

street, Sin Francisco, who is the special agent of J. B.

Lippincott & Co. It did not reach us in time for proper

notice in the paper of this week, and, in fact, so recently

that we have only been able to "skim" over its contents.

But even this cursory examination is convincing proof

that it is one of the most valuable works on the horse

ever published, and we have no hesitation in saying that

the investment of theprice, £2.50, will be worth so many

times the cost to every owner of horses that the expendi-

ture will rank as a small per cent, of the advantages

gained. It it a handsome volume, octavo of 339 pages
,

containing many valuable illustrations. r "We shall quote

liberally from it in the future, especially on the portion

which relates to the foet of horses and methods of shoeing.

Names Claimed.

By Nathan Coomhs, Napa, Cal.

Lti/lie Stanley, for bay mare, foaled May 30, 1881, by

Wbippleton, dam Dolly McMnnn.

Zinfandel, for bay filly, foaled March 31, 1885, by Stein-

way, dam Dolly McMann.

Dennis Spencer, for gray colt, foaled May 15, 1S83, by

Echo; 1st dam Ruth Ryau, by Lodi; 2d dam Eva Bnlwer, by

Bulwer; 3d dam Emma Taylor, by imp. Glencoe.

Zeke Wilson, for gray colt, foaled April 25, 18S4, 1

pltton, dam Ruth Ryan, by Lodi, as above.
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Huntiner Mule Deer in Southern Oregon.

Editor Bheedfr and Sportsman: One frosty morning,

in the early part of September, 1883, a party of four,

including the writer, left Fort Bidwell, California, for

a hunting trip on the famous Warner Mountain

ground. The particular point toward which we directed

ourselves was about seventy -five miles from Bidwell and

.almost due north. Oar outfit consisted of a stout spring

wagon drawn by a pair of reliable mules, a saddle horse

•which we led, and we had the necessary arms, ammunition,

rations, solid and liquid, for the campaign. Merrily our

;team elimbed over the mountainous road, and cheerily we

chinned of adventure by brook and hill, taking a shot now

;and then at the prowling coyot es wandering through the

brush fringing the valley sides. Thus the day wore on and off

and night found us in the valley of Warner Lake, and at a

cattle ranch on the southern border of the lake we were that

night royally entertained in the frontier manner by one of

the cattle kings of the region. After an early breakfast the

rising sun found us again traversing the rocky roads on the

west side of the lake. Air and water were alive with water
fowl in endless variety. After a monotonous day's drive we
halted at a temporarily deserted cabin on another cattle

range and still again in another manner of the frontier made
ourselves at home. Forcing the door one of the party soon
had a roaring tire blazing on the hearth and after housing
our live stock in the stable we prepared from our stores an
appetizing supper, aud spreading our blankets on the floor

we passed another night. Geiting an early start in the

morning we sped away upon our journey, the road still hug-
ging the border of the lake. At a narrow stretch where the

lake changes direction we crossed upon a sunken stone
bridge to the north side. Our destination, Mount Warner,
loomed grandly up before us, its precipitous southern face

almost overhanging the road which runs along its base. Two
hour's travel and we reached a point where the road began
to ascend, running around the end of the mountain, up to

rolling country on the north and east sides. One of the
party and myself took our guns, the saddle horse and a

young blood hound whose nose we wanted, to try, and
followed a trail Bomewhat shorter than the road; the rest

followed the road toward our destined camp.
We toiled up the trail and at last reached the rollin g land at

the foot of the northern slope of the mountain. Straggling
juniper crowned the rocky hills, deer signs were at once evi-

dent and ample, in truth so plenty and fresh that every in-

stant I expected to see one or more jumping from behind the
rocks or out of the hollows; as it was, it was some time be-

fore our blood was quickened by the gladdening sight. We
.climbed up the mountain side through rock and thicket till

iialf way to the summit; here we separated, my companion
keeping the lower ground, and I with horse and hound mak-
ing for the topmost ridge. It was high noon when I began
the ascent, my Winchester on my shoulder; the trail was
rough and rocky, but led gradually up the mountain side
though a dense growth of juniper, mahogany, poplar and
chapparal. The trail was full of tracks, and at every spring
the soft soil revealed the presence of the noble game I sought;
a half-mile of tedious climbing, when at last my ear caught
the welcome crackling of dead brush. I turned my bead in
the direction of the sound, and there leaping with giant
strides toward the craggy summit I saw the first buck, hand-
some and lithesome, flying like the wind, and fast putting him-
self out of harm's way. Bang! the bullet sped beyond him,
again behind him, and with a last whisk of his tail, as if to

bid me an everlasting farewell, he disappeared in the ravine.
I leaned on my gun, reflecting on my accustomed luck, and
then that if I did not push on I might not find camp that
night, so riding and walking by turns two hours later I waB
on the flat mountain top; here, bare of timber except where
springs gave rise to gushing streams, there thickly set with
underbrush aud aspen, grassy and rocky at intervals, swept
by the cool winds from distant snowcapped Sierras; silence
unbroken save by the whirring wing of startled grouse, which
now and then flew from her secret covert. The scene was
grand, and I drank it in with full enjoyment. In front and
to my left the curved range of purple hills, below the stretch-
ing lake, behind, the gray craga; to my right the rolling

prairie. I seemed alone in the world, and for the moment
forgot my quest. Recalling my thoughts I once more
mounted my horse, and rode slowly along the ridge; think-
ing I was too far from the timber, I rode towards an
aspen grove hoping also there to find a trail leading down to-

ward camp. I had reached a point some seventy yards from
this grove, when with a crash an immense buck sprang up
from its midst, apparently from sleep. Away he went, jump,
jump, jump, the whole world before him, a bad shot aud an
unlucky Winchester behind him. I was not long in getting
off my horse, nor in'shaking off my gloves, then pumpiug a
cartridge into the barrel I brought my Winchester to my
shoulder. At his next leap I fired—to my utter and everlast-
ing astonishment he fell. "My bloodhound in his excitement
broke away, and dashed into the thicket; his appearace so
frightened the prostrate buck that with a last, supreme, dying
effort he sprang up and ran some forty feet farther before
falling to rise no more. He looked large to me and he was
large, a five point buck (ten point I believe he would be
called here), with the largest hoof I ever saw on a deer. His
color was almost red the only one of the description killed
on the trip. I took out his entrails and tried to lift him on
to the saddle,but found he was too heavy for me, and, in fact,

I did not succeed in getting him packed until his head and
legs were off, and I had split him. Leading down towards
camp, some three miles,! saw seven deer, managing, however,

to get but one, a fair yearling buck, out of the lot. This I

had to leave on the spot, not being able to pack it, and not

knowing then the trick of putting up a stick with a rag or

handkerchief for a flag, or of palling the animal up into a

tree crotch, I found naught but his bones next day. Beach-

ing camp, I found my friend had two yearlings hung up, so

honors were easy. Our camp was the deserted government

post, old Camp Warner, tirst occupied, I believe, by General

Cook's command during the troublesome Indian days of long

ago. Several comfortable log houses are still standing upon
the bank of a pretty murmuring stream close to the base of

the great mountain. In one of these cabins we managed to

live comfortably for five days; in another we stowed our

mules and pack'horse. The grazing in the vicinity was fine,

and, ail in all, I have never seen a better rendezvous for a

sportsman. The next day I sought the mountain top again,

and not seeing anything during the first hour, had seated

myself for a rest at the edge of a long thicket. Hearing a

shot from my friend's rifle far below me, I started

in his direction, when up jumped a big buck in

the thicket some two hundred yards away, running in a direc-

tion parallel to my own. I dropped on my knee and covered

him as well as I could with my gun, hoping to getafavorable

shot. Almost opposite to me he stopped for a second, and I

pulled the trigger; it seemed to me thac his pause was hardly

of an instant's duration, on he went with his great plungeB

through the brush. In my mind I was counting him as an-

other of my many failures, though I intended giving him a

few parting shotsbefore he got outof range. Suddenly he fell

headlong—my phot had done its work well; going into him

behind the shoulder it had struck the heart, yet he had carried

it fifty or sixty yards. He was another five-pointer and quite

as large as my tirst. Taking out his entrails and putting up
a flag I left him, and as a light, misty snow had begun fall-

ing I started towards camp. Half-way there I saw a band of

twenty or thirty deer on a hill top not more than a hundred

yards away, peering at me through the falling snow, appar-

ently full of curiosity and not at all alarmed. I had set the

trigger of my gun, but had forgotten it, and dropping on my
knee again I ran my eye along the sights to ascertain if there

was a buck among the band, and in doing so put my finger

on the trigger without the intention of pulling it, my gun
meanwhile being on the last one of the band, bang went the

gun, much to my surprise, and still more to my surprise, I

saw a deer tumble down the hill. Beaching the spot I found

I had killed a yearling buck, breaking the small of his back.

This was an accident without argument, but not more so

than many others have been that have been fatal to the un-

lucky thing iu the way. This deer I hung up in a mahog-
any tree, and hurrying back to camp I found that my com-

panion of the day before had killed three bucks. Of the bal-

ance of the party, one had killed two, the other one deer. I

have given you enough incidents to show the character of

the hunting, suffice it to say that in our hunting during fore-

noons, for five days, we killed eighteen bucks. The snow fell

so heavily that we could not bring our game out, and we
sent a partv back with ample transportation for

it. This party of four brought out what we had
left, and also tuirteen deer in addition. A week
later another hunting party on the same ground killed

thirty-eight deer in a week's hunt. I am not informed, how-
ever, that their shooting was confined to bucks. In addition

to the deer hunting on this mountain there are quite a num-
ber of mountain sheep, and also a species of ibex which is

said to be quite numerous. I saw one band of mountain
sheep but no ibex. A gentleman residing in the vicinity in-

formed that he had seen eighteen ibex in one band, on the

edge of the lake near the mountain. The range is limited to

a few miles in extent, the timber running out so that it is

almost like hunting in a park; however, if the hunter wants

more ground there are plenty of antelope on the rolling

ground at the base of the mountain running east. The deer

on this mountain were all of the mule variety, and very large.

We weighed one only, and this not the largest buck killed.

With his entrails out he turned the scales at two hundred
and ninety-five pounds. It required hard work for two of us

to lift one of the large ones into the saddle. Alexis.

Berkeley.

Historical Pyrotechnics.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I did not expect it of

your paper, devoted as it is to the turf and other ennobling

sports, to deal in history; but now that I have seen wherein

yoa give rein to the branch of literature to which I am a dev-

otee, I trust that you will permit me to occupy modest space

in your interesting columns. I shall not go back so far as to

call in that so-called "Father of History," Mr. Herodotus, be-

cause, as a matter of prescription, you know the father is the

hou, and please consider me the son. Argument—the world

js younger as it grows old. We say ancient of events thou-

sands of years ago; modem, of that which is of to-day. The

dead sp eaketh not. Then, why believe that which is not

spoken? I live; believe rather in me. It is ratinociation;

my word is to be taken in preference to that of the defunct.

As men grow in age they become old; it is the simplest of

propositions, and why not with the-world? Tell me that the

record of the Old World, which Scriptural believers put at

six thousand years, which the Chinese have chronicled many

more, and astute scientists in whom we believe, from Sir

William Hamilton down to Agassiz, have represented it from

a hundred thousand up to a million of years, makes this

world old, when George Bancroft and other of us historians

call this the New World? It is preposterous; it is equivalent

to asserting the paradox that the young are old. Nonsense.

tt is I who am young; it is the world which is old. Aud as

the boy in father to the man, it is the boy who knows the

most. Now that this occult question is settled beyoud dispu-

tation, let me tell you something of history. That old fellow

whom I have mentioned, Herodotus—by the way, don't con-

found him wiih Herod, whose lovely daughter made the be-

nign request for "John the Baptist's head upon a charger"

—

aud I don't propose to mention Livy—is not to be believed.
" When Greek meets Greek then comes the tug of war."

Thus, between Grecian Herodotus and Roman Livy, it is

simply a rivalry iu that order of exaggeration which the im-

polite call lying. I shall waste no words upon the subject.

What I am after is pure truth, rectified and unadulterated,

as sour mash from a -Kentucky whisky still—which causes

more deviltry to the cube root than a dozen Helens—the
latest Biblical revision would make them Sheolens—aud all

of modern Paris could put up with. No matter, I amgetting
to my subject. It is history, grand and simple. I suppose
that the majority of your readers do not remember Geoffroy,

Arch-deacon of Monmouth, in ancient England. I recollect

him as a boy. We were chums, and used to go out together

upon the highway, with our pockets stuffed with cold boiled
beef and gingerbread, and Fourth of July crackers to help the
Wandering Jew on his regular round as a scatterer of plague,
promoter of cholera, newspaper carrier, and other such pas-
times and business employments as that venerable father of
tramps used to engage in. I laugh still when I think how
Polo put up that little job about having seen men with tails

like monkeys, which Darwin and Huxley took as trne, when
all the time they were Chinese with their queues. It was
heads against tails—the survival of the fittest; and I distinctly
remember that the heads come out first, or the tails, I forget
which. Anyhow, it was a toss-up, and the buyer in the
next drawing in the Louisiana lottery can take his choice, as
men buy pools—puddles will better describe the track since
the late rains—in racing, and determine the question to his
own satisfaction.

But I must get down to facts; this diverging from the true
line will never do. What would Charley Reed think of me?
How could I ever look Billy Birch in the face ?—albeit I pain-
fully recall that my earliest acquaintance with Birch was not
facial, as I also recall Fielding'n, "But me no buts." So here
goeB for history straight. I shall recite from personal mem-
ory—none of your book-making history for me; and I love
old authors as I revere the sculpture of my old friends,
Phidias and Praxiteles, the paintings of my never-to-be-for-
gotten companions, Apelles, Raphael, Guido, Correggio, and
the other boys. I distinctly remember the morning when
"Pel" and I walked down Post street in Ephesus and there
stopped before the "Beaux Arts" window, in which one of
his beauteous creations of femininity was exhibited, and
overheard the journeyman shoemaker, who had found fault
with the tie of the No. 1 gaiter of the belle of the season, the
day before, criticize the symmetry of her faultless leg. In
his imperfect French, Apelles whispered to me, ''He supra
crepklam judicaset;" in English, "No danged cobbler should
get above his business." Oh, but he was mad; and I had to
take him to the Bank Exchange to quiet him. I had a much
tougher time with Phidias, or "Phid," as I used to call him
for short, a corruption of which J. Fennimore Cooper has
pnt in his *'Red Rover" as "Fid"—and the fellow was black.
We all know that Phid was given the contract by the
Common Council of Athens, to put up a first-class

statue of Athena in the best place in the town,
and to spare no expen&e, so as it should surpass
the wonderful statues of that numerous doctor
which have disfigured San Francisco and have been refused
the rites of even common burial in the East. But as there
was a good deal of gold work about the statue—for Athens
was high-toned and stylish in matters of gold and glory—the
people thought that Phid had copied after the manner of
contractors generally, and put in bills for more than was
justly due. It is enough to know that he died in prison, for
the want of a Michael Joseph to go his bail, or a judge of
convenient conscience to aoquit him . But I shall always think
well of Phid. He was like many others whom this Adminis-
tration has neglected—he carved for others the best pieces
and forgot himself.

It was different with Angelo. I used to call him "Mike",
but there were so many who called him "Mik" that it

annoyed him. He protested that he was not a Corkonian,
neither waB he from Donegal. There was little of the Gal-
way man in him, and his ulster was more of the Limerick
pattern, proof against rain and not trailing as a Donnebrook
Fair garment of challenge—to "tread on the tail of my coat."
They talk of the advancement of tbe arts! I have never seen
a house painter of this period who was Mike's equal, and, as
for his statuary, look at the Garfield monument in the Golden
Gate Park, as a thing he never even dreamed of. Did yon
ever see his "Pieta" group? No? Nor have I, and there-
fore I will follow the manner of other critics, and will tell

you all about it. Well, it is a group, and now let readers
grope their own way to learn of its beauties, I must be
truthful.

But I forget, it is history I am writing, and not of "Men
that I have known, " not forgetting Sarah Althea and Alice
Oates. As I started out to tell you, I do not go anything on
Herodotus. Dionysius of Halicarnassus was more to the
point—he didn't mind a fact, if it was in his way, any more
than a pettifogger minds a legal authority. Say, we get down
by a long jump, to my old freiud, Geoffroy, of Monmouth,
the Arch-deacon. He was an historian and eminently pious.
The median line is my chart of direction, and Geoffroy wrote
in the Middle Ages. He knew too much to write in any
other. There were no newspapers then; no reporters; most
dreaded of all, no interviewers. He just wrote as he pleased,

and the few who knew to the contrary had either the sabe to

refrain from criticising or contradicting him, or the prudence
to abstain from printing a book to refute him; therefore he
was on top in the literature of the period. In my conversa-
tions with him, I can recollect how he stirred me with his
recitals of how it rained blood for three consecutive days in
England, and how the big sea-serpentswallowed many on the
sea coast, and ended the drama by gulping down the King

—

a most revolting swallow, to indicate that it constituted not
the Summer. The good Arch-deacon needed help, and he got
it. The Arch-deacon of Oxford came to his aid, aud between
the two there was enough of history made to put to blush the
compilers of all mythology, and supply every modern ro-

mancer with the wildest fiction. It was their mistake that

they did not publish in yellow covers, or make arrangement
with the Harpers. Munro had not then begun hiB VSeaside
Library" cheap editions. The genera! complaint against
history is that it is not truthful. No one will accuse these
reverend Arch-bishops of that sortof nonsense. They had too

much character. They had drauk in Bryant's immortal line

that "Truth is mighty and must prevail," and they wrote
accordingly, in spite of Bob Iugersoll and Henry
Ward Beecber. There were giants in those days.

1 have forgotten the name of one of them, but he was
an epicurean and always ate his victims, as Lncnllus
preferred his oysters, on half shell, alive aud fresh. For this

reason he was never a favorite in Baltimore, where the

oyster is mostly canned and immediately sent away—perhaps,
because the scent might pervade "homeward. I don't mean
Lucullus, ouly the oysters. The giant used to face twenty
foes at a time and with a sweep mow them all down. Ben
Jonson, one of the ShakeBpeare gang, watched him doing
this once, aud in the next play I helped him to write, "Every
Man in His Humor," he made his Captain Bobadil represent

the character—not mine, but that of the giant. Never shall

I forget the name of the other giant—Mr. Ritho. Engh, he
was a terror! nearly as bad as Dr. O'Donnell on the sand lot.

He had a way of killing men merely to ornament his person
with their beards woven into mantles, and he never slaugh-

tered any except kings aud such. This is why I live to re-

late the truthful Btory. The Arch-deacons who first got it off

are dead, rest their souls in peace; and dead men tell no tales.

I, like Webster, still live, you bet you, and I tell only tbe

truth. But this killing and eating of men is an awful enter-

tainment, and I feel like taking a rest after so much of it.

You shall have more of my only credible history.

The Only Historian.

.
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In conversation with a prominent member of one of the

leading shooting clubs on Suisun marsh, -we inquired if

these raids of the Bridgeport hunters on the club's preserves

afforded the members any annoyance; and he said: "No,

not the slightest, We have men employed to protect the

ponds, etc., and it is their business to keep trespassers off,

or at least to prevent their killing game on our preserves; if

they fail in this duty we will replace them with others who
can and will do it, or if the force is insufficient we will put on
more men, the supply being unlimited; but whatever other

results may ensue, it is very certain that these "raiders," as

they call themselves, will never drive us from our hunting
grounds, or themselves be permitted to hunt there. They
may just as well claim the use of our tables, beds or clothes.

According to their creed, if a farmer in Solano county leases

1,000 acres of land, and any year cultivates less than the

whole, they are entitled to the uncultivated remainder, or if

a hotel at Bridgeport has more rooms than guests, they may,
free of charge, occupy the spare ones. But you called them
•hunters.' You are mistaken in supposing that hunting is

the real object of these fellows; if it was, they would hunt on
the thousands of acres of ponds, sloughs, and tule lauds that

lie unclaimed between the Chamberlain tract and both Bridge-
port and Suisun. They would go where they are sure of be-

ing unmolested in their day's sport, but not where they ex-

pect to be driven off, or at least interfered with. No, sir,

their true object is not hunting, unless it be hunting trouble,

for they come in noisy crowds; a few have shotguns, some carry

rifles, but the majority have neither, and our broken boats,

and the large number of cattle, that immediately after each
raid aTe found dead on this marsh, with bullet holes in their

carcasses, prove that terrorism and wanton destructiveness

are the true objects of their visit. But what is strange is

that all this was instigated, as we are advised, by a man in

Bridgeport, whom we never offended, and who had no cause

to annoy or molest the clubs and certainly no reason to de-

stroy our property, or Mrs. Chamberlain's either."

To our inquiry whether the club intended to take any
steps, legal or otherwise, in the matter, he declined to answer
the question, but remarked with a grim smile that they
"wanted no favors from that class of people, and would show
them none."
We called the gentleman's attention to an article on this

subject in the Morning Call of two weeks ago. "That " he
said "was written by a notorious trap shot in the city, who is

not a member of any club, but relies on invitations to shoot.

He is a good shot, with eccentric notions of economy, makes
large bags aud sells his game. For these reasons and others,

he is objectionable to gentlemen sportsmen, and he retaliates

by annoying them through the newspapera."
We asked if it is true, as charged, that the clubs are in

possession of more tule land than they are entitled to?

"No," he said, "we control the shooting over less ground
than we lease aud pay for. The entire Chamberlain tract is

leased by the clubs, and the limits of that tract are as well

known to all residents in Bridgeport and Suisun as Mont-
gomery street is to San Franciscans. It is bounded on the

East by the Suisun slough, on the north by the Cordelia

slough, on the south by a line running east and west, just

south of the Railroad Drawbridge; and though its north

boundary in some places lies considerably north of Wells'

slough, we have never interfered with hunters who do not

come south of that slough."

"Is it with the sanction of the clubs," we asked, "that your
men in charge fire rifle bullets at hunters who come uninten-

tionally on the ground?" The gentleman replied: "No
one but an idiot can come on the clubs' grounds unintention-

ally, for the whole marsh bristles with notices warning them
off. It is, as I said before, the duty of the men in charge to

keep trespassers off, and firing bullets at them is a lazy but

dangerous way they have of doing it. Of course they do that

on their own responsibility, and must themselves take the

consequences of any fatal result."

"Do not the club men feel and act with a smack of arro-

gance in their treatment of non-members?" we inquired.

"I believe not," was answered. "It is our purpose to do

as we would be done by, and we have neveT refused permis-

sion to any gentleman who desired to enjoy a day's sport on
our preserve, when it was possible to grant it, without over-

crowding the ponds. But, on the other hand, we look upon
our preserve as indisputably our own, and resent anyattempt

to defeat what we conceive to be our rights on land that we
lease and have improved."
"What are the facts," we asked, "about the leasing of the

tract, used by the Teal and Cordelia Clubs, from Mrs. Cham-
berlain?"
Our visitor answered, "The facts are simply these: The

grounds now occupied by the clubs, and other similar ground

near it, have been used for many years past by duck shooters.

The particular tract, known as the Chamberlain tract, was
virtually controlled for twelve years or more by two market
hunters, who prevented outside shooting, but yet paid no

rent to the owner. About 1881 or '82 the clubs bought out

the market shots, formally leased the land from its owner and
began improving it. The owner was glad to lease, because

she thus derived quite a revenue from what was otherwise

comparatively unproductive, revenue enough, in fact, to

pay all taxes on her whole body of land. The land leased

was probably not better for shooting purposes than contigu-

ous tracts, but the ditching, dykeing and improving done by

the clubs made their preserves afford rather better sport than

can be had under purely natural conditions, and the irre-

sponsible soon began to trespass, and have ever since dons a

little trespassing and a great deal of blustering."

"What recourse have the clubs?" waB asked.

"All necessary remedies," was the answer. "We shall ex-

ercise the right which the law gives every man, to peaceable

enjoyment of what is his own, and shall protect ourselves in

such enjoyment, first by making it impossible for trespassers

to profit by their acts, and second, by requiring at the hands

of those who trespass such substantial recompense as is

equitable and proper."

There is trouble over the hunting grounds on the Suisun

marshes. A number of rich San Franciscans have rented the

premises, and desire to prevent those who live by hunting

from shooting thereon. The case will probably go to court.

We hope the San Franciscans may be worsted. A hog is a

most despicable animal, and men who can't kill one-tenth the

game there is there themselves, and yet want to deprive

others of the means of a livelihood, are nothing but hogs. If

this thing keeps on, we will have nothing but rented game
preserves thronghont the State, and the poor man will be

considered a poacher. This monopoly has gone about far

enough, and ought to be stopped.

—

Sacramento Bee.

We print the foregoing from the Sacramento Bee, simply to

illustrate the depth of demagoguery to which it is possible

for a newspaper to descend. The Bee invents premises, mis-

states conditions, and then abjectly offers a whole server of

sop to people whom it, mistakenly imagines, may regard it,

therefore, as a defender of common rights against improper

encroachments. Those who are so lost to self-respect and
coniniou decency as to willfully trespass upon shooting
ground or elsewhere are not persons likely to prove useful
friends of the Bee, which paper is capable of better things
than would be imagined from the excerpt printed.

We are asked to say that Mr. Ryan, proprietor of the duck-
ing ark, Alameda, which has until recently been lying on
Middle river of the San Joaquin, has removed, and oanDot
receive visitors until he finds good shooting ground.
The ponds over which Messrs. Walters, Dick Brooks, and

Eyan have been shooting are no longer good, because of high
water in the tule.

Duck shooting has been very poor this season. It usually
is not good unless there are early frosts and cold weather,
which drive the birds from the north in a body. Last year
October was cold, and by November 1st the shooting was
very fine. This year the rains and warm weather started

grass and made puddles everywhere, and the ducks have
come stringing down in small numbers, and have not been
confined to the ponds for feed.

Still, some good bags have been made, Mr. Edwin Good-
all's at the Teal Club being the largest, viz: 147 in a morn-
ing's shoot. Other members ol that club have had some fair

shooting, but the other clubs at Suisun have done little.

The Byron Club has had poor sport, but may get birds later.

At Alviso several good scores were made very early in the
season, but the shooting ha3 grown poorer, until at present
four or five birds make an average bag.

Sport in Chihuahua.

Quail shooters have done better, but not as well as usual.

A good many birds have been killed on the Throckmorton
Ranch, on the ground where Mr. Palmer O'Neil rolled up his

wonderful score of eleven straight misses, in spite of his per-

fect Westley Richards and "Standard" cartridges.

At present the markets are glutted with quail.

Snipe are plenty and in good condition. The vegetable

gardens out above Seventh street, in this city, are full of the

birds. Several have risked the interference of the police and
had good shooting there, going between seven and nine
o'clock in the morning. It is hardly a safe thing to do to

shoot so near houses and people.

Mr. Crittenden Robinson believes that the Utah-California

match will be shot about Christmas. The Utah team tele-

graphed on Wednesday last that one of their number was
still in New York, but would soon return, and the team
would then come out immediately.

Readers will be pleased with the notes from our valued
old contributor, "P," and with the graphic hunting tale from
the well stored mind and facile pen ot "Alexia."

Mr. Geo. T. Allender reports that in field working the
string of dogs which he is preparing for the trials on Deo.
15th, he finds quail much • ore plenty than they were in

October. His theory is that the rain and dampness in the

heavy brush about Mount Tamalpais, have forced the birds

down into the lower cover and more open ground for warmth
and dryness.

A Truthful Story.

Last May a year ago the jurio: editor of the Laheview Ex-

aminer, with some little assistance from ourselves, placed

two dozen Klamath lake frogs, a quantity of mucilage and a

handful of tacks into a bed occnpied by the editor of the

Linkville Star. When the veteran of the quill shoved his

legs between the sheets and the tacks penetrated his tender

pink skin, he sat up in bed and inquired of yours truiy

whether our bed had any insect inhabitants. He said he was
experiencing sharp pains like wasp stings. We remarked
carelessly that while such pains were almost invariably fol-

lowed by paralysis, we hoped that he would live until morn-
ing. Another dive under the covers. A oold, clammy frog

was disturbed and began drawing its Blimy length up the

old journalist's off leg. Two more awoke, stretched and
yawned, and with exultant croaks, performed a double clog

on the alarmed man's stomach, which was more than he
could stand. He gave a yell, and sprang into the middle of

the room, and cried, "Loos, Loos, I'm growing cold—the

paralysis is settin* in. Go bring two doctors, a preacher and
a gallon of whisky, for I'm nearly a goner." Just theu a frog

jumped out of the bed and struck him in the small of the

back. As we had struck a light, the time-honored journa-

list comprehended the situation at a glance and as he piled

the bed sheets in a corner he remarked good naturedly: "Gol
darn you scamps, I wouldn't had such a fright for a hun-
dred dollars." We laid it all to Beach and tried to induce
the Star editor to shoot him on sight.

—

Treka Union.

Wa a Lie?

One of the worst deer storie ever heard was narrated by

an attenuated old file, in San Diego, some time since. Tbe
old man said he and a party of Missourians were out on a

prospecting tour in Southern Arizona, under the guidance of

a half-breed Indian. Late one afternoon they arrived at a
point on the rocky mesa near a water hole. Tnis water hole
being a general resort, not only for travelers, but for game
and Indians, consequently the trail leading to it had been
worn down to a sort of narrow open tunnel and the spring it-

self had become the centre of the base of a small, rocky cylinder

with precipitous walls. FollowiDg down the trail the leading

"Pike countyian" suddenly, with an ejaculation of surprise,

brought his gun to his shoulder and fired, following his

action by a few cuss words, more forcible than polite. He
had sighted a deer at the spring, fired with his old muzzle
loader, and missed. The deer, frightened half out of exist-

ence, and having no means of escape, went bounding round
and round the spring in a circle. Before the situation was
fully grasped by most of the party, an old, eccentric grey beard
of the outfit yelled out "Hold on thar, Jim, don't shoot, and
I'll show you how we kill deer in my county." With this he
flung himself off his mule, aud went plunging down the trail

on foot. In a moment he was in the circle with the deer, yell-

ing like a mad man, his white hat iu his hand. Suddenly he
turned facing the animal, the startled beast utopped, whirled
about and fell dead in its tracks from sheer fright. "Thar,"
said the exhausted MisBOurian, as he cut the throat of the buck,
"that beats a gun all hollow." Alexis.
Berkeley.

Editor Breeder a~sd Sportsman:—Thinkmg that some
of your readers might like to hear from this distant land,
and how a Bportsman fares while pascando con loa Mexkanoa,
we have raised our pillow a few notches higher by putting all

of our wardrobe and a box of shells under it, drawn up our
knees for a table, taken good aim and pulled—our Faber; if

we hit the mark well and good, but if we miss our game it

will be all right and we shall not worry, for you know we are
used to it.

We left Los Angeles on the 26th ult., via the Southern
Pacific. Now we don't want to complain of railroads, be-

cause the owners have done us many favors and wc believe
they have a kind of friendly leaning toward sportsmen in
general, as many of their acts bear witnes-, but some of the
employees are mere heartless wretches. In proof of the
above assertion we want to cite the following case. We will

commence by stating that we had on the train with us our
dog, a double shot gun, a Marlin 45-70, and one of tbosu
other things usuall} carried in the hip pocket, with an
abundance of amunition for all purposes and emergencies.
Things had run along very smoothly, having a jolly good time
with good company. At last some four or hve hours alter

leaving Tucson the character of the country changed; so did
that of the conductor and train hands, for heretofore they
had been very obliging. The bare ground with scattering
brush gave place to a heavy growth of curly brush grass and
from the window we beheld quail in abundance; bevy after

after bevy would spring up from near the track and alight

only a few yards from the truin, in Buch cover as a Cclifornia

sportsman would go into ecstasies over. We have an abun-
dance of patience aud are not very excitable, butforbearance at

last ceased to be a virtue and we could stand it no longer. We
commenced on the rear brakeman, we called his attention to

the abundance of quail, to the excellent cover for working a
dog. We talked gun to him, discussed the merits of the
hammerless, the weak and strong points of the various
actions, he Baid "Yes, he thought so." We tackled him on
the dog subject, we expatiated to great length on the merits
of the Llewellin, the Laverack, the Gordon, the Irish Red
and Bassford's Pointers. We noticed that by this time his

face was assuming a pallid hue, and that the color was fast

leaving his lips. Encouraged by these favorable signs we
suggeited that he Btop the train for a few
minutes and we would show him some scientific

work; he declined with thanks, saying that "His father had
an old-fashioned muzzle-loader that cost him $11.25 before
the war, that he used to kill single ducks with at 150 yar—

"

We left, and hunted up the conductor; we called his atten-

tion to the beautiful country through which we were passing;
to the numerous bevies of the game little birds; we talked
gun to him; fortunately his grandfather didn't have any; we
asked if he had noticed our fine dog in the baggage car: said

"He thought he had noticed some kind of a cur in there;" we
remarked that this one of ours was finely bred, a fine worker
and retriever. That reminded him that "He had a bull-dog
that was a fine retriever on cats." We then suggested that

he would be conferring a great favor on some sporting gentle-

men aboard, if he would stop the train for half an hour, and
let us have a little shoot; he remarked that "He was not in
the favor conferring business just then, we could see him
later, however." Emboldened by our paBsion and the knowl-
edge that we were in a cowboy country, we drew our hip-

pooket gun on him and demanded that he stop the train.

He took it and only smiled, looked at it, took an observation
of the sun and smiled again, and bid us good day. In our
desperation we pulled the bell rope and rang up the engineer,

but he, too, was as heartless as the rest. The only consola-

tion we could get was, that the train would stop at Bowie
about fourteen mile3 distant, and we could walk back,

although being so close to the fort there was a little Indian
danger. We recollected that some twenty-four years ago we
had lost some Indians, but owing to the fact that time would
have changed them so much that we would not be able to

recognize the ones lost, we continued on to El Paso, swear-
ing vengeance against the conductor. We found El Paso to

be a thrifty young town, substantially built,and from its rail-

road and geographical situation, must make a city of consid-
erable importance. At El Paso we took the Ferro-carril
Central Mexkano for the city of Chihuahua, where we
arrived in due time. The city of Chihuahua is ancient;

ancient in everything, and everything you see has an ancient

appearance. The houses look so ancient that one might
suppose that they were built before the deluge; the horses
and mules look ancient; the wagons and carriages look
ancient, being wrapped with rawhide wherever a break
occurs; the dogs look ancient and bark with a consumptive
howl that suggests a wail from the catacombs of Rome. We
have enly seen one shotgun and it looks so ancient that it

might be taken for the first effort of the first apprentice to the
business. Even the quail in this country look ancient,

being faded out to an ashen blue, and, to still add an appear-
ance of greater age, they have white topknots. Quail and
rabbits are quite plentiful here and very tame, but tbe coun-
try lacking cover they do not lie well, otherwise the shooting
would be fine.

On leaving Chihuahua we chartered a four-mule team, said

to be one of the best in the city; but it took us three days to

reach Guadalupe, a mining oamp* sixty-five miles distant,

over one of the best natural roads on the American continent.

But in travelling slow we had lots of sport shooting quail and
rabbits along the road, of which there was an abundance.
Deer are said to be plentiful within reasonable reach of the

camp; in places also there are considerable antelope; in the

Coucdob' river, about eighteen miles from here, there are
plenty of catfish, but no other varieties. As a whole the State

of Chihuahua cannot be considered a sportsman :

s paradise

as far as we have seen. P.
Guadalupe, Chihuahua, Mexico, Nov. 14, 1885.

Shooting Rabbits.

A Tulare county rancher, who is much troubled by the
depredations of rabbits, has discovered an easy way to shoot
them. He goes out at night with a lantern and a shotgun,
and they stand and watch the light while he blazes away.
He says:

You need not use much ammunition, for you will have to

shoot at short range. If the hare starts to run, just st<*p and
hold the light on him and he will soon stop, aud as a gen-
eral thing he will run in a circle within range of the light.

After some experimenting I found it best to have some one
carry the light as high as possible about three feet buck of
you aud the same distance to the left. This seems to be
about the right angle to enable you to take aim. If you
carry the light yourself it will be apt to go out when yon tire.

If the muzzle of the gun is within three or four fei
'

lantern the explosion will extinguish the light.— T>

Press.
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Rail and "Reedies."

Both reed birds and rail begin to arrive in the Delaware

marshes abont the middle of August. Lured by the vast area

of feeding ground, and the apparent quietude which haugs

over their favorite haunts, they settle in flocks upon the

tempting flats and commence to line their ribs with the deli-

cately flavored plumpness, which makes the epicure's dia-

phragm tingle.
"
Thousands of gu nners, restrained by the exacting game

laws of Pennsylvania and the West Jersey Protective Associ-

ation, wait impatiently for the day upon which they will be

let loose upon the feathered visitors. Guns are cleaned,

shells loaded, skiffs repaired, and every preparation made for

the coming sport. On Aug. 25th, New Jersey releases the

grip of her protecting hand, and the battery opens. From

Bordentown to the bay, the cannonading i- '>, and the

birds take their meals upon the ' 'catch-as-c .
c ; a" system.

The first day of September opens the season . ng the Penn-

sylvania shore, and few of the rail and res ; s live through

the siege. Lata in October a few flocks of a !e-bodied speci-

mens and a line of straggling cripples make their escaps from

lhe fiery circle of death, and wing southward. Ev con"

ceivable weapon is brought into service during the campaign.

The old single-barrel muzzle-loader kills as surely as the

latest Scott or Kemington, and the secret of succobs lies

more in the shooting thau the gun. Not being gifted with

wings to follow the birds, the gunner either tramps through

the mud, or pushes his way with a skiff. The recesses of

the marsh are inaccessible to the skiff at low water, and, save

an occasional bang from the shotgun of a tramping sports-

man, there is peace among the reeds while the tide is out.

The gunning skiff is double- bowed, almost as light as a rac-

ing shell, and is propelled through the tall reedB by a pusher,

who stands upon the rear stern, with his forward foot braced

against a cleat. The pole is smooth and. round, from fifteen

to twenty feet long, very light and strong, with three blunt
prongs upon one end and a half-round knob upon the other.

The pusher pokes the pronged end iuto the muddy bottom,
Jeans his weight upon the pole, taking hand-over-hand grips

as it grows shorter, and the light skiff shoots ahead through
the rustling reeds. The gunner sits or crouches in the bow,
with his gun on full cock. The pusher faces straight ahead,

and, if an expert in his business, never looks at his pole.

When he sights game, he cries, "Mark right!" or "Mark left!'
1

according to the side of the skiff it is on, or simply "Mark!"
when it is in front. High water is the harvest time. The
wary birds, driven from the river front, congregate upon the
ridges and knolls back toward the main land, and are difficult

to reach, unless the "flood" is on.
The rail never clings or perches, and only gets up out of

the mud to fly. The "reedy," however, spends his time
clinging to the reeds, or sitting upon low bushes and trees

along the bank, and runs upon the ground. His plaintive

"pink! pink!" iB heard constantly during flight, but when
feeding the note changes to a sweet, conversational "chick,"
not unlike that of the blackbird. The rail's vocal abilities

are limited, and a low chuck is the only noise he makes as

he trails through the mud. Experienced gunners, by imitat-

ing the reedbird's note, can bring flocks within gunshot.
The art of calling them is difficult to acquire, but the sound,
made with two fingers laid across the mouth, is so natural
that it will often bring the birds back two or three times
after being shot at.

The gunning skiff accommodates but two men, and is

very cranky. The pusher's position is a very ticklish one at

all times, and the least variation of posture or sudden move-
ment of an inexperienced gunner will set the frail craft to

rocking uneasily. To save an upset the pusher occasionally
suffers watery martyrdom, and "spills" himself to restore
equilibrium. Anticipating frequent duckings, he has arrayed
his weather-beatnn figure in garments that can not be ruined
by such a trivial occurrence as a mud bath, and he clambers
on board again dripping like a spaniel.

Having visited the marsh to feed, the birds seem unwilling
to leave it until they grow fat. The "reedy," in his plumpeBt
condition, is covered everywhere with soft, yellow fat, ex-

cept a small bit of red meat upon the breast point. He* picks
perfectly clean, like a robin, and owes his popularity some-
what to the fact of his appetizing appearance before being
cooked. It requires a professional picker, however, to do
justice to the "rail," which is covered from neck to claws
with a close fuzz or down that is exasperating to the inexper-
ienced feather plucker. The "rail" is the game bird of the two,
and a gunner's count is always made upon the number of rail

he bags.

Sometimes, when surprised by the sudden appearance of a
skiff, the cunning bird will disappear under water, and cling
to the reeds with his feet, until the danger has passed. Four
or five boats may pass over him while in this position with-
out discovering the trick. The point of his bill sticking out
of the water supplies him with sufficient air to breathe. The
sixth gunner may bag him if bis courage and confidence give
way and he comes to the surface to fly. A gunner on the river
side of a marsh that is being heavily gunned, is often sur-
prised to see "rail" starting up in clear water. They have
been driven under by the boats in the reeds and paddle out
unobserved to come to the surface and take wing suddenly.
Though skillful in strategy, however, the rail, uufortunatelv
for himself, posesses a great stock of curiosity. A gunner
quietly drifting up a narrow run, sometimes whistles or
knocks with a shell upon his boat. Curious to learn what
the noise is, a rail will push out from the reeds to have a
look. After the shot, another inquisitive specimen will often
appear and suffer the fate of his predecessor before his curi-
osity has been satisfied.

Fine shot and light charges of powder do the work most
satisfactorily. The usual load is three and a half drachms of
powder and from a half ounce to an ounce of shot to each
shell. The size of shot varies from 8 to 10, and the finer it

is the better. A hard hit "reedy" is a mass of blood and
feathers if coarse shot is fired. Fine shot goes through the
bird without mangling.

—

Philadelphia Press.

County Treasurer W. J.Morganand Bob Smith went down
Feather River on Thursday quail hunting. They killed
about thirty, but stayed till after dark, lost their buggy, and
but for the kindly services of a John Chinaman would have
probably not reached home till the next day. The China-
men found them lost in the brush, took them to his cabin,
gave them a regulation Chinese Thanksgiving dinner, found
their buggy, and sent them on their way rejoicing.—Oroville
Mercury.

Letting Sporting Goods.

Above the entrance to a big store on upper Broadway
there hangs a huge golden rifle. A sign swinging from the

rifle informs the world, that the man who runs the store lets

out all kinds of sporting goods; and the big show windows
contain a startling array of real rifles, murderous-looking

knives and pistols, boxing-gloves, sword-canes, targets, fish-

ing-tackle, etc. Inside is the presiding genius, a young man
dressed in a fashion suggestive of grizzlies slaughtered and
countless stags brought down. The Buffalo Bill-like fear-

lessness with which he handles his stock in trade, and the

knowing way in which he turns a revolver inside out, fills

with awe the hearts of the boys who strain their necks to

peep at him reverently. But the young man's real nature is

not a savage one. He never was near any powder, and would
gladly yield all his claim to the wild west to the first grizzly

that might come along. All this he frankly admitted him-

self, and when asked to tell something about letting out

sporting goods, he smiled and said it would be a pleasure,

fur he was so tired of keeping up his fierce appearance, just

to be in keepiug with his surroundings.

In the first place, the young man said, it was necessary to

know that the persons who hire Bporting goods are not the

very best customers. These are the men who, with plenty

of money, buy everything they fancy, whether they need it

or not. But at the same time there are customers, good
enough ones, too, who, having their garrets full of trash,

prefer to go slowly and make sure they want a thing before

buying it outright.

"Even a rich man," said the presiding genius, "who has

bought seven rowing- machines, and who has no-

ticed as his practice went on that his back grew rounder, and
his arms and legs smaller every day, is apt to pause when
the eighth machine comes out, and reflect that it* would per-

haps be a good idea to hire one first, for a few days, and see

if it is any better than the others. To oblige these gentle-

men we let out goods, and we find it pays. We let out more
rowing-machines than anything else, and we notice, too,

that when a man hires a rowing-machine once he never buys
one. For that reason we have to charge about half the price

of the machine. But the man does not complain. He feels

that he has had his experience free, and that he has just

saved one-half the usual cost of the luxury. Of course,

when I say that rowing machines are most frequently let out,

I except the shooting season, when men come to us to hire

guns. The letting out of guns is a beautiful thing. Almost
every man who knows anything about shooting has his own
gun, which he thinks the best in the world, so that we
nearly always rent guns to men who don't know anything
about them. We got down a good, plain, cheap, second-hand
breech-loader, with a beautiful twist painted on the outside

of the barrel; point it at any Italian who happens to be pass-

ing along the street; snap the hammers, sigh, as though one
hated to part with it, and hand it over. As we do so we
remark that the gun is our ownfavorite piece; the one we car-

ried all through the West last season,and with which we killed

nearly all the prairie chickens in Kansas. When the ama-
teur, who has been invited to shoot rabbits in New Jersey,

gets his gun, he always tosses it around for five minutes or

so in a knowing way, which gives great promise of his killing

some friend before night, and then goes off happy.
"What do we charge for a day's use of the gun? Oh, a

couple of dollarB; we couldn't ask any more, because there

are so many who make a specialty of letting out guns. But
then that is only a small part of our profit. What we count
on is the inevitable. The inevitable shows up next morning,
when the amateur comes in with the gun barrel twisted and
one or two eyebrows shot off. Then, of course, we tell him
he must have had a hard tussle, or something like that, to

give him a chance to lie and say it was a bear. Sometimes
he prefers to say that he used the gun to club a bull after it

gored off his eyebrows; but in all cases he is willing to pay
for the gun, and admit that it was a shame to have been
forced, to ruin such a fine piece. Of course, there are draw-
backs in every business, and once in a while a man will come
in who really knows all about guns. It is hard to have a
man with a cold eye smile at your prairie chicken story; and
it is cheerless to have him look along the barrel of the gun,

hint that it would make a good corkscrew, and ask whether
you think he wants to shoot cows or ducks.

"Of course we have lots of other things besides rowing-
machines and guns to let. Young men of romantic tempera-
ment who have a rival, and have read of Italian love stories,

come in and hire sword canes. Carrying them around makes
them liable to arrest and a heavy fine, but it is romantic, and
they are happy, thinking how that rival would crouch and
tremble if he only knew what was inside the stick that had
been so frequently pointed at his ribs. Bicycles, too, are

wanted a good deal, although we are very careful about rent-

ing them, and require a good security. The ignorant man
who rents a good tall bicycle may die, and if he conquers it

he may grow to love it and forget to bring it back. Families

going out into the country for a week hire lawn tennis sets

and other outdoor games, and we let hundreds of pairs of

skates to men who take and re-rent them on the lakes. If the

season is good we make money, and tbey do, too, without
running the risk of a big loss should the season be bad, as

they would if they bought the skateB outright. Occasionally

a man wants a hunting dog, and we get it. But guns and
rowing-machines are the standbys."

—

Sun.

Done Brown.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Not seeing any com-
munications from Los Angeles for some time, many of your
readers may believe that this part of the State is dormant,
so to speak, but the many members of our sportiug club are

aware that one of its members is a correspondent to your
paper, but fails to respond as frequently aB he ought to;

hence this poor attempt from your humble scribe. If the
Almighty had bestowed upon me the gift to wield the pen,

and to express myself as well as the above correspondent
referred to, I would be writing all the time. Our duck
shooting season has now actually begun, and duck on our
preserves can be seen by the thousand. We have a cele-

brated caterer employed at our club house, for the hunting
season, and everything in apple-pie order, and those who do
not bag a large number of ducks, manage to bag about as

much good grub as those who do. Mr. H. T. Payne, one of

our most active members and celebrated shots, has just re-

turned from New Mexico, where he is interested in a very
rich mine, and, by the way, he has of late become a mining
sharp. He claims that his reason for returning is that he
was troubled with rheumatism, but the boyB think that duck
shooting is better here than in New Mexico. Hence his pres-

ence in out midst, and we are glad to welcome him. Rumor
has it H. T. Payne's return so unexpectedly, was because he
thought the club could not exist without his presence, but
no one believes it. While I think of it I would like to say a

good word for the Breeder axd Sportsman. Th6 paper
seems to be getting better every week, and I look anxiously
for it. Even my wife is interested in it. It is just horsey,

doggy and gunny enough to suit me, and I think it pleases

all of our gun club members, as we are mostly all horse
owners, and can turn out about the best lot of roadsters in

this city. Several of our members have horses that can trot

in the thirties, if not better. Our ever jolly F. R. Day can
turn out three that can trot in the thirties, if not better, and
we talk horse a great deal. It has been proposed by some ofour
members that we make a race track on our club ground. I

think myself it is needed, and would suggest that a piano be
set up also. With both of the above we would, to use a
slang phrase, be fixed, In regard to who has the best dog
and gun, as a matter of fact we all have them. In conclu-
sion I wish to say, in behalf of our club, should at any time
aDy brother sportsman happen this way, let him be sure and
hunt some of us up, and he may rest assured that he will be
welcomed, and the Los Angeles Recreation Gun Team will
try and give him a good reception ai well as a good shoot.
Los Angeles, |Dec. 2, 1885. A Member of the Club.

Geese and ducks afford plenty of sport for our Nimrods,
but they are a little too lively yet for easy capture, having
only just arrived from the North, in a lean condition to be
good flyers. In about a month, they will be fat enough to be
lazier on either the water or land.

—

Yreka Journal.

THE RIFLE.
At San Jose.

Corporal W. T. Sprake kindly furnishes the scores made at
the team shoot given by Company B, Fifth Infantry, 2d
Brigade, N. G. C, on Nov. 26th last, at San Jose. Under
the rules printed below Sergeant Follmer won the "Agricul-
tural" medal, Corporal Sprake the "Barker" medal, Sergeant
Loryea the "Cock-o'-the-walk" medal, and Number 6 of Team
3 the leather medal. Team No. 1 made the best score in the
first five shots, viz., 110 out of a possible 150, against the 109
of Team 3 and 108 of Team 2.

TEAM NO. 1

Corp. Sfcafee, Capt 4 3444354444435 4—50
Sergt. Folmer 45453454584453 3—til

Corp. Kyland 4 344444453w —39
Priv. Lipaett 5 434333334W —35
Priv. Pwinton (average maue by corresponding Nos.in other teams)—35
Priv. Bolton 24 23405230W —39

TEAM NO. 2.

Sergt.ETorgea, Capt 54464454454444 4—81
Priv.Fanll 4 4434443453444 3—57
Corp. Sprake 44444544444543 6— fti

Priv. Smith 4 444444434 w —39
Priv. Dunne 4 440434444 w —35
Priv. Parker 242 3 0032244024 4—3»

TEASr NO. 3.

Priv. Rivers Capt „ 5 4434454454544 4—63
Priv. Jamison 4 3344454434434 5—58
Lieut. Ingalsbe 4 445413553W —38
Sergt. Snell 3 344434444W —89
Priv. Gunn 5 2453333445343 4—55
Priv.Koenig..|,averagemade bycurresponiLiogNus.in other teame)—38

Following are the rules:

Rule I.—The 200 yard match must be finished in one day.
The 500 yard match may be shot either on Thursday or on
the following Sunday.

Rule II.—The 200 yard match will be called promptly at

9:30 a. m., at which time all practice must cease until after

the match is closed. The match will be closed for entries at
3p. m.
Rule III.—Three sighting shots will be allowed to each

member at both ranges, to be taken "as you like it."

Rule IV.—Fifteen shots, exclusive of sighting shots, will be
allowed to eachman at the 200 yard range. To the man making
the best score in the winning team out of the first five shots,
exclusive of sighting shots, will be awarded the "Agricul-
tural" medal. To the member who has never won a com-
pany medal making the best score out of the first ten shots,
exclusive of sighting shots, will be awarded the "Barker"
medal. To the member making the best score out of the
fifteen shots, exclusive of sighting shots, will be awarded the
"Cock-o'-the-Walk" medal.
Rule V.—If there are two captains of teams they will be

allowed first choice for members of their teams alternately.

If there are three captains the first and third will be allowed
first choice alternately.

Rule VI.—Each man of each team will oe numbered in the
order in which he is chosen. For example, the first man
chosen by captain No. L is No. 2 of team No. 1. and the first

man chosen by captain No.2 is No.2 of team No. 2,and so on.
Rule VII.—If any member fails to be on the ground in

time to shoot his score, the same number of points as the cor-

responding number on the other team has, if there are two,
and the average number of points, if there are three, shall be
added to the total number, of points made by those present in
the team in which the vacancy occurs. But if, by so doing,
the team in which the vacancy occured should be the win-
ning team, to the member present who made the highest
score in that team will be awarded the medal. If it should
make a tie the winning team shall be the one in which there
was no vacancy, and the medal awarded as provided. For
example: No. 2 of team No. 1 is absent; total number of
points made by those present is 89. No. 2 of team No. 2
made 22; total number of points made by team 103. No. 2
of teamNo. 3 made 16; total made by team, 99. Average made
by No. 2 of teams Nos, 2 and 3 is 19, added to total number
made by those present of team No. 1 makes 10S, making team
No. 1 the winning team, and to the one present in that team
would be awarded the medal. But if by adding 19 to the
total number of points made by team No. 1 should make a
tie between teams Nos. 1 and 2, No. 2 would be the winning
team, because all members were present and shooting.
Rule VIII.—Ten shotB, exclusive of sighting shots, will be

allowed to each man at the 500-yard range. To the member
making the best score, exclusive of sighting shots, will be
awarded the 500-yard medal.
Rule IX.—No person will be allowed in front of the scoring

stand, except captains of teams and those in the act of shoot-
ing.

Rule X.—Loud talking or boisterous, conduct or anything
that will disturb the person shooting will be prohibited.
Rule XI.—All scores will be decided by Creedmoor rules.

Rule XII.—The rifle to be used is any military rifle with
a six pound pull.

Any member who wiBhes to shoot for the team medal,
must leave his name with the committee. The captains of

teams are: Corp. McAfee, team No. 1; Sergt. Loryea, team
No 2; Private Rivers, team No. 3.

Corp. McAfee, )

Corp. Sprake, V Committee,
Private Tabor,

j
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Fall Meeting of the Blood Horse Association.

Third day, Nov. 2Stli—The Fall meeting of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association has presented features which

are something of a novelty in California. There has been

racing in soft mud and racing on a track which was slower,

the mud having partly dried and left it in a condition which

made progression, altogether more laborious. Then there

were postponements. The opening day was fixed for Nov.

7th; and then came rain, which necessitated a postponement

until the nest Saturday. At first it was thought that the

Becond day would come off during the middle of that week,

but there was a continued downpour, and even then, though

there was a clear day, the horses had to splash through mud,

which flew in big jets from their flying feet. Still the rains

came, gently at times, fiercely at others. The quietly falling

drops saturated the earth, the torrents found the way pre-

pared and sank deeply into the ground. It came gleefully

to the farmers. OwnerB of racehorses were jubilant over the

prospects of a big year in prospective. Those who did not

own farms were cheerful over the prospect of lighter feed

bills, and trainers and jockeys were contented to wait until

the clouds rolled by. There were no other meetings to in-

terfere, and though in all probability there will be racing on

the Bay District course after this meeting closes, there were

no engagements in the way. In one respect the postpone-

ments from Saturday to Saturday were advantageous. It

brought out more people than would have come on other

days of the week, and the attendance was better

than it would have been on fairer days other

than Saturdays. Had it been possible to run on Thanks-

giving Day there would have been an assemblage such

as ia rarely seen, on a track in California, and Saturday,

though there was an ominous outlook, clouds and at times a

drizzle, with the wind in a wrong direction, yet when the

saddling bell rang there was a fair concourse of people assem-

bled. There was a capital bill for the afternoon's sport—five

races in all, with good fields, with one exception, and that

was to be the first appearance of Alta since his return from
the East. This gave an interest to the Fame Stake, which
a large field of contestants would not have awakened, and
then there was the unaccepted challenge to run Alta against

Volante for a large stake to heighten the excitement. Ab the

sequel will show Alta is not a "mud horse." His long stride

tells against him when the going is heavy, and he lacks the

strength which more fleBh would give. It was a great day
for favorites. The first, second and third races were won by
horses the most favored by the bettors, and in the fifth there

was little difference between the winner and Moonlight.
Pool-selling and book-betting were lively, and more money
Tpas ventured than could have been expected from the mem-
bers in attendance. The course was very heavy. Had there

been bright sunshine during the day it would have been in

fair condition, but the thick veil which intercepted the rays,

and the heavy mist at times, dampened surface and substra-

tum so that it was something like going through a bed of

mortar.

First Race—Selling purse, $500; of which $100 ;to the second horse;

fixed valuation 81.0U0; two pounds allowed for each §100 below, and
three pounds added for each $100 above fixed valuation. Mile heats.

J. B. Haggin'B b g Duke of Monday, aged, by Monday, dam Demi-
rep, SGOO, 107 lbs Duffy 1 1

T. Delaney's ch c Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Planetia, $1,000, luy

lbs Kelly 2 2

B. L. Pacheco's ch f Mamie T., 3, by Wheatley, dam Mercedes,
SI, 000, 106 lbs Flowers 3 3

B. P. Ashe's b f Constellation, 3, by St. George, dam Pianette,
$1,000, 106 lbs Peppers 5 4

W. L. Appleby's b f Daisv D., 3, by Wheatley, dam Black Maria,
$1,000, 106 lbs. (car. 109) Appleby 4 6

E. F. Fallou'H ch g Hondo, aged, by Norfolk, dam by Belmont,
$400,103 lbs Henry dis

Time, 1:503, 1:50J.

Pools: Duke of Monday $40, Ned Cook $23, field $7. Mutuels paid,

first heat, $8.70; second heat, S7.40. Betting: 8 to 10 against Duke of
Monday. 3 to 2 Ned Cook, 10 to 1 Constellation, 20 to 1 Daisy D. , 51? to 1

Mamie T. and Rondo,

The Race—First Heat.—Not much time was wasted in

sending them off. and when the flags fell they were nearly in

a line. Ned Cook made the running from the start, and
when the quarter pole was reached in 28 Beconds he was four

lengths in the rear, the others closely grouped. Constella-

tion took seoond place at the half in :54|, though Cook had
still a decided lead. Bounding the turn Duke of Monday
moved up and at the three-quarter pole he was within a

length of the leader. All the way along the homestretch it

was a grand race between Duke and Ned Cook. At the long

trotting distance pole they were head and head; at one hun-
dred yards from home Ned had a neck the best of it; from
thence the Duke gained inch by inch and, under the vigorous

riding of Duffy, won by a short neck. Time, 1:50£. Mamie
T. was third, Daisy D. fourth, Constellation fifth and Bondo
distanced,
Second Heat—The same tactics were followed with Cook as

in the preceding heat* He made the running again, and this

through the very heavy ground was bound to tell. The Duke
came, as before, on the further turn, locked Cook on the

stretch, and won by three lengthsin thesame time, 1:50£. It

was a oloBe race for second and third places, Cook winning it

by a short head over Mamie T., with Constellation third and
Daisy D. last.

Second Race—The Finigan Stakes, for two-year-olds; $50 each; $25
forfeit; $250 added; second to save stakes. One mile. Nineteen en-
tries.

R. P. Aahe's ch c Bd Corrigan, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Ziecka, 110 lbs Kelly 1

Lvnch & Kelly's b c Plato, by Shannon, dam Planetia, 110 lbs.
Duffy 2

R. P. Ashe's ch c Ingleside, by Norfolk, dam Illusion, 110 lbs.
Peppers 3

H. C. Judson's blk f Fedora, by Monday, dam Lady Clare, 107 lbs.
• Moody

Time, 1:503.

Pools :' Mr. Ashe's pair $150, field 3130. Mutuels paid $8,70. Betting

:

8 to 5 against Ed Corrigan; to 6 Plato, 12 to 1 Ingleside, 25 to 1

Fedora. Value to winner $675.

The Race—The start was very good and, as was expected,

Ingleside made the running ia the interest of his stable com-
panion, Corrigan. He was far in the lead at the quarter in 27

seconds, still farther at the half in 53 seconds, and at the

three-quarters he had gap enough fo make it appear as

though he would win. Corrigan and Plato, however, were
coming; the big, white-faced colt running strong and Plato

persistently hanging on his quarter. Notwithstanding the

efforts of the jockey of Corrigan he could not get away so as

to open daylight between them, and when tbe finish came,
Plato's nose was on the haunches of the leader in 1:50£,

Ingleside third, Fedora last.

Third Race—Kailroad Handicap, for all ages; $100 each; $50 forfeit;
$25 declaration; $1,000 added; first horse to receive 60 per cent of all
moneys ; Becond horse 30 per cent. ; third horse 10 per cent. Weights
announcedon Tuesday, November 10th, tbe second day of the meet-
ing; declarations to be madp with the Secretary on or before 6 o'clock
p. m, of that dac. One mile and a quarter. Seven entries.
Garland & Goldsmith's b h Beaconslkld, 4, by Hock- Hocking, •' \m

Aileen Allannab. 121 lbs Caril o 1

R.P Ache's h f Binette, 4, by imp. Billet, dam Mirah. 11.! Hid.

Epliy 2

H. 0. Judson's blk h John A., 4, by Monday, dam Lady Clare, 118
lbs Appleby 3

W. G. Scoggin's bg Jim Merritt, aged, by Langford, dam Sweet-
water, 9G lbs Chaileston

W. M. Ayer's g g Ichi Ban, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen, 107 lbs.

Duffy
Time. 2:18.

Pools: BeaconsSeld $200, Ichi Ban $57.50, Einette $4 H, field $16.

Mutuels paid, $6.80. Betting: 1 to 2 against Beaconsfield : 4 to 1

Binette, 5 to 1 Ichi Ban, 8 to 1 John A., 10 to 1 Jim Merritt. V.due to

winner, $995, to second, $472.50; to third, $—

.

The Race—When the singal was given to start Jim Merrilt
jumped off with the lead, and when a quarter of a mile was
run he led by two leugths, the others in a cluster. At the
half in 56 seconds he still led, with Johu A. second, Binette
third. When three-quarters were completed in 1:23J Bin-
ette was parallel with Merritt, John A. third, the favorite still

behind. But it was apparent to those who were watching
closely that Beaconsfield was running easily, biding his time
with patience, and just before reaching the starting point he
rushed past the others and came into the stretch in the lead.

From there it was only a gallop for Jiim, and though Binette
and John A. made a good run, the son of Hock-Hocking was
not to lie denied coming under the wire with his ears prickod
in 2:1S; Binette secoud, John A. third, Jim Merritt fourth.

Ichi Ban nittde no showing in the race, was beaten in the

first quarter, and lumbered in far in the rear.

Fourth Race—The Fame Stakes; for three-year-olds; $100 each; S25
forfeit; $300 added; second to receive $159; third to Bave stake. Two
miles. Twenty-one entries.
ft", M. Murray's ch c Estill, by Norfork, dam Lady Jane, 118 lbs.

Appleby 1

R. P. Ashe's be Alta, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette, 118 lbs Kelly 2

Time, 3:51i.
Pools: Alta $200, Estill $65. Mutuels paid, $16.25. Betting: 1 to 3

against Alta, 8 to 5 against Estill. Value to winner $825.

The Race—The race does not require a long description.

Alta had the inside and Estill forced tbe pace on the outside.

They were locked at the quarter, in :27£. From there Estill

enlivened the play, and led at the half in 53 seconds. They
were close together at the finish of the mile, in 1:50, though
Estill led, and from that time on he had it all his own way,
winning by twelve lengths, which could have been twice as

much. Time, 3:51£.

Fifth Race—Handicap Stakes; for all ages; $10 entrance; $5 declara-
tion; $aoo added; tirst horse to receive the added money; second horse
the stakes. Heats of seven-eighths of a mile. Six entries.
J. B. Haggin'schh Marc Daly, 4, by Imp. Eyrie Daly, dam Cor-

delia, 1 OS lbs Duffy I 1

Lynch A Kelly's b f Moonlight, 2, byThad Stevens, dam Twilight,
97 lbs Young .fc Denuison 2 2

E. F. Fallon's b m Lottie L.,aged, by Wildidle, dam Vixen, llOlbs.
Henry 4 3

W. G. Scoggin's b g Jim Merritt. aged, by Langford, dam Sweet-
water, 115 lbs Robs 5 4

Theo. Winters' b f Question, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zeicka. 100 lbs Winehell 3 5

F. Depoister's b h Delaney, aged. 102 lbs Casey dis
Time, 1:35^, 1:38.

Pools: Moonlight ?S0, Marc Daly *5D, Fie- Id ?13. Mutuels paid?—.
Betting: 8 to 5 against Marc Daly, 7 to 5 Moonlight (! to 1 Questi on, 8 to
1 Delaney, 10 to 1 Jim Merritt, 40 to 1 LotdeL. Value to winner $300, to
Becond 660.

Extra Day, December 2d—Thursday was what is termed an
extra day in the racing category. That means a day outside

of the regular programme. For it four races were billed, be-

ing special purses offered for the occasion. The beautiful

weather of the past two days, and up to the time the sun had
passed the meridian, augured well for a continuation. The
north wind came—not the desiccating breezes which often-

times prevail in California, and which are laden with caloric

—but an eager and nipping air, and that, too, carried along

by a breeze which brought remembrances of Arctic travels.

The course was heavy—sloppy, in fact—and the time made
was very good, considering that and the untoward weather.

Thfc attendance was fair, under the •ircumstances, and the

racing, in the main, well contested.

First Race—Purse, $300, of which $50 to second, for two-year-olds
that have started and not won at this meeting; entrance free. Five-

eighths of a mile.
Lynch & Kelly's b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight,

107 lbs Appleby 1

R. P. Ashe's ch c Ingleside, by Norfolk, dam Illusion, 110 lbs.

Kelly 2

H. J. Agnew's b f Queen Kapiolani, by Joe Hooker, dam Big Gun,
107 lbs Howson 3

Time, 1:06.

Poole: Ingleside $50, Moonlight $25, Queen Kapiolani $6. Mutuels
paid, $15.50. Betting: 4 to 6 against Ingleside, even against Moon-
light, 5 to 1 against Queen Kapiolani.

The Race—At the first attempt a capital start was given

them. Queen Kapiolani was quickest away and when oppo-

site the half mile pole she was half a length in front of Moon-
light, Ingleside two lengths in the rear. Just before reach-

ing the three-quarter pole Moonlight moved up and after a

sharp brush with the Queen succeeded in taking the lead.

Ingleside also came and though he managed to pass Queen
Kapiolani, he could not reach Moonlight, who won by three

lengths, the Bame distance between second and third. Time,

1:06.

Second Race—Handicap Purse; S500, or which ?10f> to scond; $10 en-
trance; $'

r
- declaration; entrance and declaration money to go to third

horse; one mile; weights annouueen ?t pool-rooms, Wertnepday,
December 2d, at 6 o'clock p. M.; declarations received till 8 o'clock
p si. Nine entries, of which six declared.

W M Murry's ch c Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane, 115 lbs.
Duffy 1

M. Kelly's ch c Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Planetia, 103 IIib Kelly *

H C. Judson's blk h John A., 4, by Monday, dam Lady Clare, 110 lbs.
Appleby *

Time, l:51K.
•Dead heat and divided second and third money.
PooIb: Estill $2(W, John A. $100, Ned Cook $2«. Mutuels paid $8.85.

Betting : 7 to 10 against John A. , 4 to 3 Estill, 6 to 1 Ned Cook.

The Eace—The start was effected at the first trial, the

send-off being nearly level. Cook had the inside, with Estill

second, John A. on the outside, and iu these positions they

ran to the quarter pole in 26£ seconds. After passing that

point Estill bettered the pace^ and at the half in 54 seconds

he led by half a length, John A. and Ned Cook nearly par-

allel. It was evident that Estill was winning easily as they

rounded the turn, and when straightened into the home-
stretch he had the best of it by a couple of lengths. The
riders of John A. and Ned Cook were busily at work, but

whip and steel did not avail, and Estill came in an easy

winner by three lengths in 1 :5U . There was a close struggle

for second place, and from the reporters' stand it appeared as

though Cook won by a good head, but tbe fiat of the judges

was a dead heat between them.

Third Race--Boukniakern' Purse, given by Schwartz & Co; $300; of

which $50 to second; for all ages; entrance free. Half-ml le- heats.

J. B. Haggin's cb h Marc Daly, 1, by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Cor-

delia, 11H lbs Duffy 1 1

Lynch k Kelly's ch g Tom Atchiuaou, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay
Kate. 10611)8 Appleby 2 2

W. G. Scoggin's b g Jim Merritt, aged, by Langford, dam Sweet-
water, 115 lbs Nelms 3 3

E, P. Fallon's b m Lottie L.. aged, by 'Wimidle, dam Vixen. 115

IbB ...Rosa i i

J. Peter's b g Friday, aged, by Monday, dam unknown, 115 lbs.
Kenealy dis

Time, :52S, :52.

Pools: Marc Daly $130, Tom Atchinson $50, Field $27. Betting: 3 to
5 against Marc Daly, 5 lo 1 Tom Atchinson, 25 to 1 Lottie L., b5 to 1

Jim Merritt.

The Race—First heat—Lottie led a trifle when half-way
round the turn; at the three-quarters the white face of Tom
Atchinson wa*> in the lead. For a time it looked ae if he had
a good chance to win; but he weakened before the journey
was completed. Marc winning with comparative ease, with
Tom second, Jim Merritt third, Lottie L. fourth, Friday dis-
tanced. Time, :52J.
Second heat—The second heat was an easy thing for the

favorite, and though Atchinson moved up at three-quarters,
he never could reach Daly, who won in 52 seconds, without
being extended, Tom Atchinson Becond, Jim Merritt [third
and Lottie L. fourth.

Fourth Race—Selling purse 9303, of which 350 to BCcond; horses en-
tered to he sold for $1,"00, to carry rule weights: two pounds allowed tor
each 3100 below, and two pounds added fur each 9100 above fixed valua-
tion; entrance free. One mile.
J. B. Haggin's b g Duke of Monday, aged, by Monday, dam Demirep.

?soo 111 lbs Dully 1
M. Kelly's ch c Ned Cook, a, by Flood, dam Planetia, $700, 108 lbs.

Lynch & Kelly's b c Plato, i, by .Shannon, dam pian'iitiJi'.'$Y,0UO, \m lbs
Young 3

B. L. Pacheco'fl Ch f Mamie T.,3,f5 0, Of! lbs Charleston (I

K. P. Ashe's b f C'onDtellation. 3. S-iOO, Ufi lbs Schmalz
T. Delaney's b h Delaney, aged, $W)f), 101 lbs M. Laughlin u

Time. 1:50.
Pools: Duke of Monday 8100, Plato WH, Ned Cook $27. field $5. Bet-

ting: 1 to 2 aca nst Duke of Monday, 5 to 2 Plato, i to 1 Constellation, (i

toi Ned f'ook, in to l Mamie T.,w to l Delawy.
The Race—There was another tedious time before the start

was ordered, and then Cook and Mumie T. had rather the
advantage, Duke of Monday getting away third, the others iu
the rear. Cook led at the quarter in 2S seconds, Mamie T.
second and Duke third. At the half-mile in 55 seconds,
Cook still led, with Duke lying on his quarters, and when
they came into the stretch it was head and a head between
the two leaders. Plato had made up a good deal of ground
lost at the start, but the loss was too great for him to over-
come. Duke apparently had Cook beaten 150 yards from
home, but the colt made a gallantfspurt, which caused Duffy
to ride his horse out, and the head of Cook was on the
haunch of the Duke as they went under the wire, in 1:50,

Plato third, Mamie T. fourth, Constellation fifth, Delaney a
long w in the rear.

Bookmaker J. E. Kelly has decided to part with his racing
stable. He claims to have got tired of the newspaper reflec-

tions about the way bookmakers run horses, and will in fu-

ture confine himself to bookmaking, and believes he will

thereby save money. George Barbee, his trainer, is reported
as having engaged as jockey to Mr. R. P. Ashe.

Joe Davis is the biggest winner of the season among the
trotters, the total amount in purses captured by him, after

the entrance money is deducted, being $23,000. Of this,

$6,500 is due to the special purse for 2:20 horses, trotted at

Hartford, in September, and he was also very fortunate
through the Central Circuit.

California's Fish Commissioners are having a very pretty
fight among themselves, abont who shall squander the meet
of the money appropriated for building hatcheries. Wonder
if they didn't have a finger iu the Shelby trout swindle that
was played upon several Chicoites last Spring. It would not
be surprising if they did.

—

Chko Chronicle.

Occident Stake for 1888.
The trotting stake for foals of 1885,

r
to be trotted at the California

State Fair of 1888. Entries to close Jan 1, 1880, with Edwin F. Smith.
Secretary, at office in Sacramento. One hundred dollars entrance; of
which 510 must accompany nomination; 315 to be paid Jan.l,lt?b7;
£25 to be paid Jan. 1, 1888; and 550 thirty days before the race.
The Occident Gold Cup of the value of $400, to be added by the

Society: mile heats, 3 in 5, to harness; first colt, cup and six-tenths;
second colt, three-tenths; third colt, one tenth of stake.

J. i>. 1'AKK, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH, Secretary.

Clydesdale Horses!

ARRIVED

Ex Australian 7
' Steamer.

FOURTEEN HEAD THOROUGHBRED CLYDESDALE HORSES AND
Mares, imported by Thomas Brookless. Can be seen at Bay

District Track. FOR SALE BY

KILLIP & CO.,
UVE STOCK Al'CTHOEERS, 116 JIOKTGOMEBY St.

The Weekly
BREEDER

AND
SPORTSMAN.

$5.00 a Year.

JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Editor.

Montgomery Street.
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The American Clay Bird.
Every Uircl IxaSure Flyer. Rain or nampm-s* itoc, \<k AHcd Tliem.

Flics Wore I.Ike t lit* Nam rnl llircl.

Is '»ue hull « lienper than Any other Targci.

FOR 8 iLE BY ALL UUN DEALERS. Ask to see the American Clay Bird and Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,

J. E. MILLER,General Manager.
glitli Street A Uientvay Avenue, t iiiciii nali. Ob

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco,

BPEC1AL ATTENTION PAID TO
.

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock,

Will Sell in All <?ilew and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. D. Cahb, Salinas.
R. P. Sabgent, Gilroy. John Boqgb, Colusa.

P. A. Fikigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. Whip-

lile.Colprnve, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland A
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our abjlitv to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to bur care. Hales will be made in all cities
and counties in the State. We have incontemplation
« series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to **utei into correspondence with parties de-
Hiring to paiticipate in such galea. Private purchaBeB
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will in* made on commission and stock shipped witb
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purcliases and saleB made of land of every descrip-
tion.

till. I.II' A CO- 116 Montgomery street

John A. McKerron

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170
Trotters.

Head of Young

MANUFACTOEER OP

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOE CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230& 232 Ellis St., opp.Fashion Stable. San Franclsoo

The "Weekly

Breeder

and
Sportsman.

THE TURF
—AND-

SPORTING
AUTHORITY

Of the Pacific Coast.

Jos. Cairn Simpson, - - - Editor

Terms of Subscription:

One Year, $5.00
Six Months, 3.00

Three Months, - - 1.50

Advertising Rates made known

on application.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Full of 18S5, aud up to the last of January,
I8S6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions tbey were bred to in 1S85, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low priceB highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SAID AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CLASS. STANDABD-BRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTT"R OTVTE PPTfTE PLAN Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
A-LLJ-J IU.1.U J. XtJ-UAJ X JJ.O.-LM price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.
For special list of Brood-mareB and Catalogues for 1SS5, or further information, address

Important

Notice.
I will have ou consignment from the Eastern States

in six weeks a selected lot of yearliog Durham Bulls,
Southdown and Oxford sheep. Parties desiring any
live stock of any breed or age can have them touin at
same time by giving me two oi three week's notice.
Prices moderate for first-claBS stock.

ROLLFN p. saxe.
Importer, Exporter and Coinmission

Merchant.

536 Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Russ House, S. B.

Lock Box 39.9. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

The Perfection
Driving Bit.

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Fennell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and TrainerB throughout the United states. I shall
offer thein at low prices, and from their superior fit-
tins qualities and the excellent materials used they ate
pronouneed by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. O'KASF, S67 Market SU
Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlery
Goons of all kinds.

Breeder & Sportsman

Publishing Co.,

No. 508 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

P. o. Box 9603.

'jsaisaa

SAFEST AND BEST FOR GENERAL USE,
To Control and Educate the Trotter, Roadster.

or « arriotre Horse, and to Break the t'olt.NO IHMtSE «-AK GET HIS 'I'ilMa I: OVER IT.
Will positively prevent and cure Piillms:. Side PullillK
Eu«r<rin:r. Tongue Lolling, and will ..otmake the mouth
Bore. Hand-forged. Tested and Guaranteed.
ME. W. W.BAIE, of Cincinnati, O., writes that it worKed to

hiB complete satisfaction.
ME. JOHN MUEHPY, of Fleetwood Park, New York, ad-

vocates its use by every horseman as an article of ereat merit
The «;m of HIGKIE & POBTEB, trainers and drivers,

Canton. 111., say: "Having tried your Perfection Bit,
we can freely reccommend it to all horsemen, for luggers,
side-pulling, and tongue lolling. Easy for the horse as well
as the driver. We advise all to give it a trial."

J. W.PAGE, Esq., of Cheyenne,Wy., says: "The Perfection
Driving Bit prevents and cures habits where all others fail

"

Mr. MATT TANNEE. of Albany, N. Y.. says it is the boss.
MESSRS. BAKEE AND HABRIGAN. Great Meadow Farm,
ComstockH, N. Y., claim it is tho best they ever tried.

Upon receipt of price will forward by mall or express or will send by express, COD with mivMo™
of examination. No. 1, nickel. S3; No. 2, ex. nickel. 84; No. 3.!half silver, or oroide, 86' INo" 4 full llllli
or oroide, 86. For Bale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Orderlne ulve Width of Mouth, Measuring: From Outside oi cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

All Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements. Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements of fills Bit. took for Name and Date oi Patent on each

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
HENRI WALSH,

Sup't Ru ruling Horse Dep't,
Palo Alto wtock Kami.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Preuiiuu*
stock, which I import yearly from England direct
APP*y*° Win. r.. rl.ii i.

318 California St.,

San Francisco.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Bruce & Brien have established a general

Live Stock and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Park
Row, New York city. Tbey are prepared to pur-
chase or sell live stuck of all kinds, including cattle,
sheep, lmgs, dogs, stable outfits, or anything either
useful or ornamental. We have on hand a number
of first-class horses, ready to race; steeplechasers,
broodmares, BtallloiiS, yearlings and weanlings, of
the best and moHt desirable strains for sale; also
trotters and pae ;fh of standard blood. Send stamp
for catalogue.

BRUCE k BRIEN.
41 Park Row, New Yorb City,

P.O. Box 362.
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Horses for Sale.

Thoroughbreds.
LADY VIVA, b ra, 5 years, by Three Cbeeri

her dam Lady Amanda, by imp . Hurrah. Stinted to

Joe Hooker.

SIR I HAD, b g, i years, by Norfolk or Thad
Stevens, his dam Lady Amanda.

TOO SOON, ch m, foaled December 31, 1867, by
Norfolk, her dam'Lady Davis, by Red Bill, the dam of
Dashaway. Stinted to X X and Antevolo.

EX TEMPI.O, cb f, foaled 1883, by Thad
Stevens, her dam Too Soon. Unbroken.

TROTTERS.
PITRISSIMA »AMSEI* cnm, foaled 1867, by

Whipple's Hambletonion, her dam by Cornplanter.
ti tin ted to Antevolo.

ANTECEDO. br c. foaled 1884, by Anteeo, bin

dam Purissima Damsel. Entered in Stanford and
Occident Stakes, 1887.

My main reason for selling these borsew is lack o*

room. Lady Viva is a very handsome ninrs, and
showed a great flight of speed when in training.
Having a double cross of Newininster blood, now so
"fashionable" in Eugland, that, and the perform-
ances of her near relatives, insures her being a good
broodmare Every one of t lie family had an inheritance
of speed. Malcolm, Ontario, Uegent, Lady Amanda.
Lady Middleton and others of the progeny of Lady
Lancaster, bad this first qualification of a racehors*
in an eminent degree. The sire of Lady Viva. Ton e

Cheers, I always considered a racehorse of the high* st

class. He could run a quarter inside of 24 seconds,
and so far as could be told from his work, no race was
too long for him. He is a halt-brother of Hock-Hock-
ing, sire of St. David. Beaconsfield, Arthur H. and
others.

Sir Thad showed a wonderful trial when a yearling

;

he hurt his leg in that trial, but so far as can be seen
now he is perfectly sound.
Too Soon is the dam of Cito, and a half-sister to

Dashaway. au old-time celebrity.

The Norfolk mares have proved such good breeders
that the blood is valuable.
ExTemplois a fine-looking filly of good size amd

form. She has not been broken.
In the trotting Btud the daughters of Whipple's

Hainbletonian have gained distinction.
There are ten by Whipple's Hainbletonian in the

2 :30 list, and the mares by him are superior brood-
mares.
Antecedo is very promising. He is of fine Bize, of

good form, and his action iB such to ensure him
trotting fast.

He is broken to harness and engaged in the Stan
ford and Occident Stikes of 1887.

My only reason for selling is a lack of accommoda-
tion. Were I situated so as to keep them I would
not sell for double the price now put upon them.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
Apply to BREEDER AND SPORTSIIAN Office.

STANFORD
STAKES
1888.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1885,
$175 each, $25 payable on the 1st of January, 1886, at

which time the stakes will close, S50 on the 1st of
January, 1887, and $100 thirty days before the day
fixed for trotting, whatever amount up to be con-
sidTed forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-
lated time incurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The ra<"e to be heats of a mile, best three in
five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of the
whole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-
ninth. In addition to the stakes and forfeits, the
proportion of the gate money, profit on pool sales
and all other sources of emolument will constitute
the gross amount, to be divided in the foregoing pro-
portions. Five or more subscribers to fill. The race
to be trotted in 1&88, not sooner than the latter part
of August. The exact date to be fixed and announced
on the iBt of January, 1888, or sooner.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to N.
T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. Railroad office, Fourth
and Townsend Btreets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary, Breeder akd Sportsman offlco, on or be-
fore the 1st day of January, 1886. The colts must be
named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 1st will be eligible.

N. T. SMITH, Treasurer.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary.

Notice.
Hebbebt H. Bbown, M.P.

J

Nugent W. Bbown, |

Oeo. H. Holmes,
0. Bruce Lowe,

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
\merica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
forCalifornia firms.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Esg ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN BROS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing,

.WITH A.U APPENDIX,.
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter as shown »*

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Round-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlooks shag and loog."
—Shakespeare*

o

Tips and Toe Welffhts.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Calm Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, -with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Sir. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. Jfor several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hone
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoot
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in Bhoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to seoure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, §1; cloth, §1,50*—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

a

«• Tips and Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, Is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Bkeedeb and Spobtsman/. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked ont, the results of his experiments are placed In the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest ondorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each sticceeding chapter is a step on
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News. $

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. 0. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses* feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
summer of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Tob Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman, San
FranciBco, Cal. Mr. Simpsou Is the Editor of the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc. , and the advancement of all legitimate sport,
•It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacifio Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

V'-r* and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by a

^

= which Is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, xmsl- mn shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, a- < \ • rybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toeof the lout. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20*. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Bural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the ayatera,
trotting a public trial in 2:20i, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoo, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, 51,221, in which he gotarecord of 2:29j, last half in 1:13±; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; Becond money at Stockton, 5250; the Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo, $870, makings cash
return for the season of 84,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman will he given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show*
ingwith exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman,
Fully convinced by practical results, that this Dart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. _ anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from Uie
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order, w

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

Th.e_above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS. RIFLES,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
1111. ins KENTUCKY REEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY—16 St. Mary's Square, BinuiUb'ham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—63l» and 639 MONTGOMERY ST..S. F.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes fur Trotting, Kuuuing, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third S«„ Sail Kraiiei-.ee.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Registered

Jei'mtytt of both Hexes for »ftle. Postomoe address,
Sao Francisco, Cal.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

S en rod by Letters Patent, July 35, 188*8.
Having thus described mv invention, what 1 claim

as new, and desire to secure ray letters patent, is:
1. The part I),supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as Bbown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as hereiudescribed.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. Ina bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the Bcrew.nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sieces D and blinds F, as shown, the strapB or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjustine slides or
buckles, substantially a3 an i £or the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com ination with the blinds F,
supported at d pivoted to the bridle so aB to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or banns G and H, and the iear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. TliiB is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the anee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKKRRO.V
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
ofAmerica and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO TILE <> \V\i:itN <>1

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all tlie Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Ashmont's Book,
FUR SALE AT l'UBUSSER'S PRICE, BY

< I A I! It <> I <; II .1 GOK.CMEK,
f. 30 nnd 63S MONTGOMERY ST.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Fraucisco.

The moBt popular school on the Coast.

E. P. llEALL Preild«nt. 0.8. HALEY, Sec'y

fcSTBend forolrcular.'fSa
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Southern Pacific Go.
(PACIFIC SI'STEM.)

rains leave, and are due to arrive al
>iiin Francis**!'

(.FOB

JS:0O <

8:00 j

•1:00 ]

7:30 j

7:30 j

•3:30
8:00
4:00
•5:00

«| from Oct. I 4. I Hbh.
| \^R \y

3:30
1U-00

3:00 i

4:U0 1

•4:00 I

8:00 i

J1U :ti0 J

3-00 I

8:00 *

•9:30 i

•3:30 i

•S:30 ^

...Colfax
..Delta. Redding aud Portland
...Gait via Martinez
, .lone via Livermore
..Knight's Lauding
,„ Livermore andlleasanton..
..Mart Inez
..Milton.
) Mojave, Denting, i ExpreBS.
(El Paso and East.] Emigrant
I^iles and Hay wards

>Ogden audi Express
( East 1 Emigrant
Red Bluff via Marysville
Sacramento, via Livermore.

* viaBenicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

iiSacramento River Steamers.
..Sau Jose

Stockton via Livermore.,
** via Martinez

" " via Martinez
".Tulare and Fresno

16:10 p M
10 ;10 A M
6:10 P M
5:40 P M
6:40 p M

•10:40 A M
5:40 P M

10:10 A M
•8:40 A M
6:10 V u

•7:10 p M
10:40 A M
10:40 A M
3:40 P M
11:10 a u
11:10 a M
5:40 P m
5:40 p W
6-40 p si

11:10 a u
10:10 a M
•6:00 A M
•3:40 P M
13:40 P M
9:40 a M
5:40 P M
•7:10 P M

•10:40 A M
•7:10 P M

From San Francisco Dailr-

T.J EAST OAKLAND—*6:UO-«6:30-7:0O—7:3O-tt:O0-
g.Su—scoo—9:30-10:00—10:30—11:00-11:30-12:00-12:30
—1-00—1:30—'2-00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—S:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00

—

•12:00.

TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—•6:30— •7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
*S:30—*3:30—*4;00—«4:30—•5:00—*5:30— *6-00— *6:30-

9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—6:30—J11:00
—•12:00. „

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:30

—

9-UO—9:30—10:00—±10:30—11:00—tU:30—12:00—J12 :30—
1-00—11:30—2:00—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5 :30

—

6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEY'—"6:00—"6:30—7:00—"7:30— b:00—*8:30
—9-00—19:30—10:00—110:30—11 :00—ill :30— 12:00 —1 :00

—2-00—3-00— 4 :00— 4 :30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7 :00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:0Q.

TO WEST BERKELEY— -6:00 — •6:30— 7:00—*7:30-
18:00—-8:30-9:00—10:00—11:00—$1:00—2:00—3 :00—l:r

*i • 30 5 _An *= "*ft- c-nn *»;.3a 7-nn10—6 :00—*6 :30—7 :00.

To Kan Francisco ]>ally.

FROM FRUIT VALE—•6:23—•6:53-*7:23—"7:53—*b.-2£

•8:53—*y :
23—*10:21—•4:23—*4:53—•5:23—•5:53—*6:23-

FROM FRIJIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5:15— •5:45-
$6:45—$9:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAJSD— "5:30— "6:00— 6:30— 7:00

7:3fj_S;00—8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30

12-00—12:30—1:00—1 :30—2:00—2 :30—3:00— 3 :30— 4 :00

4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57

10:57-
FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later

tlian from East Oakland. __ mFROM ALAMEDA—"5:'^—»5:52— •6:22— 6:52—*7:22—
7:52—^--u—.-; 02-9:22— 9:52— $10:22— 10:52—$U :22—

U-52—112:22—12:52—$1:22—1:52—2:52—3:22-3:52—4:22
—4-52—5-22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—3:52—9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—•5:15-"5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15—

7:45-*8:15-S:45-t9:15-9:45—$10:15-10:45 —$ll :15-
11:45—12:45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15—5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9 rf5—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:45—*6:15—6:45—«7: 15
—7:45—3:45-19:15—9:45—10:45— $12:45— 1:45— 2:45—
3 :45__l;4o—*5;15—5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15.

(KEEK KOUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—"7:15—9:15—11:15—105-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6 :15—8:15—10 05 —12 05—2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. $Sundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co., S. F.

-4. N. TOW5E,
Gen. Manager,

T. H. flOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk. Agt.

Hekey Patot. Isaac TJpham,

Patot, Upham & Co.,

wnOUSALE AUD IMPUKT1.\U

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

%04 Sansome Street, Near Pine,

SAN FRANCISOO

A. Ewin
'

O. B, Ewing.

Pol Room Saloon,
2tO DVPONT STREET.

Klllip k. Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Bueedeii and Spobtsman, N. Y. Spir>*, and other
Bportiug papers. Bar stocked with Wines, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

ICWfKQ BROS.. Troprioloiv

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

lloaurary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary <ol-

lr-v . Toronto, Canada.

Vetprluary Inlirmai >. 371 JS'atoiuii
Residence, or.i! Howard St., Knn Fnvni-mco

M

%e Mvxeacx mxtl gpoxismzm. Dec 5

aSTANDARD
Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges

77

(Under Chamberlin Patents.)

BY THE

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.

416 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.

toftlfe 1

Cincinnati, 0„ Oct. 21st. 1885.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO., CLEVELAND, O.

Gentlemen-

: I have the priviledge of apprising you that I
have just received the 500 shells ordered by me Monday, the Hlt.h

inst. You received this letter yesterday and I have the shells
this morning, in advance of the mail. I am verv much pleased
with vour ammunition. It is certainly much hette thancan i>e

loaded by hand. As soon as I get rid of the stook of powder an I

shells I have on hand, I shall shoot no other kind except yours.
Will you kindly quote me price in lots of 500, on load No. 42, wood
powder cartridges,except that I want the powdei mixed.half dead
shot FFG and half wood powder D, say JV,' drachms mixture; in
other respects just as stated in your catalogue. Since beginning
this letrer, your letter of the 20th. came to hand. I enclose you
herewith my check for $1-5. Please send me receipted bill.

Yours truly W. B. Shattuc,
President N. A. K. C.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

SLINN'S DUCK CALL,
The Latest and Very Best Duck

Call Yet Made.

PRICE BY MAIL ------- 75 CENTS.

Corduroy Hats,
WITH LINED BRIM,

Double Stitched,

PRICE .... SI.

Canvas Hats,
LINED WITH GREEN,

Double Stitched,

PRICE ... . SI.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth streets)
San Francisco.

Commencing Oct. 18, 1885. I
A " K ' VK
8. p.

+6:40 a I i

8:30 a I

10:40 a 1

I

•3:30 pi
J*

4 ;30 P
*5:15p I

6:30 pU

San Mateo, Redwood and
Memo Park.

6;2S A
•8:10 a
9:03 a

10:02a
3 -86 p

t5 -Xil p
6:08 p

8:30ai> (

,

9:03 A
10:40 a I .santa Clara, Sail Jose and J I *10:02a
•3;3(1 p| ' Principal Way stations. 1

i
3:36 p

4 :30 P J I il:Wr

10:10 a, ) Gilrov, Pajaro, Castroville. \ i

*3:3»p't Salinas and Monterey. V 6:08 t-

•Hi A3 a

HolUster and Tres Pinos.

10:4ija. i Watsonville, Aptos, SouiteKCarap i i ,-^a „
*3;3i) v>\ ) Capitola) and Santa Cruz, -j f\

bm p

1":1iia Soleiladand Way Stations RrfW p

a—Morniint. p.—A iUrn.,on.
indavs excepted, t-sundaya only (Sportsmen's train.)
itanuard Time EiirulBhed by Handolpli tt Co , s, F.
!taue connkctions are made with Hit lii:ln a. m.
Kin, e\ce|it Pescadero Stages via San Mateo and
idwood, which connect with 8:30 A.si.Traiu.

SpkCIal Kiium.-tbipTickkt.s, .it reduced rates— 10
Monterey, Aptos, Ruquel and Santa Cruz; also, to
Paraiso and Paso Roblcs Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only.\ tof™ «™»« JJ™™! «<">"

ForSaturdayt

Sunday "and
Monday,

f Sold Saturday and Sr.vnA Y only
guud for return until following Mon

' day.inclusivi*, at the following rates

itound Trip
from San

Franc 1sco to

San livuno
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
MenloPark..
Mayfield

Ikt.
Mon.
Tkt.

< ? 50

65
90

75 1 10
1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
1 25 I 50
1 25 1 R0

1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

$2 00
225
2 50
250
4 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and 3S

T
o. 613 Market

street. Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for leaching with Bpeed and comfort the
best 'daces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TfiATNS LEAVE SAN FKAJTCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABMXN©

Summer and winter Resort ot the
Pacific Coast,

with its heautlfnl Groves and delightful Drives. Trout'
in abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may l-e had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men,

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AEE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for Barf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-ki own
Watering Places,

APTOS, SiMfclXI. AND SANTA CKI Z,

IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sa,. Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Quail. Pigeon, Snipe. Duck. Geese, Deer
ami Dear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dailv
at san Ma'teo Tor those weu-known Retreats. PtJRIS-
SI.MA, SAN (JUEUORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularl) call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of ratine at :iud alx.ut SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON's for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to tl e lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticketa
will he entitled to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
when carried in Baggage Cars and put In charge of
Train Bagga^-tiH'ii. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
CSPln order to guard ngainst accidents to DogB

While In transit, it in necessarv that thev be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfreeofcharge. GnnBtaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather caseB may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia station, and No 613 Market at., Grand
Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. ' Aeet. Paoe, and Tkt, Agt.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials—The All-Age
Pointer Stake-

The All -Age Pointer Stake was commenced on Thursday

morning, November 19, and ended Saturday afternoon, Novem-

ber 21. Mr. F, R. Hitclicock having an entry in the stake,

retired from judging, and Mr. J. Otto Donner took his place

and judged with Messrs. Wilson and Coster.

The stake was won by the liver and white dog Mainspring,
owned by J. T. Perkins. Mainspring is four years old, and
divided second with Scout in the same stake last year. He
was imported by Captain McMnrdo in July, 1SS3. and was
broken by him. He is by Mike—Romp, and is a sister of

Malt, the dam of Osborne Ale, tne winner of the English Derby
this year. He is a light built dog, and weighsabout forty-five

pounds. As will be seen by reference to his heats, he is very
fast and has a fine nose. Second was won by the Westmin-
ster Kennel Club's lemon and white dog, Bang Bang, imported
by them in July, 1SS3. He was placed seven times in field

trials in England; this is the first time he has been placed

here. He is by Champion Bang—Princess Kate, is five years
old and weighs about fifty pounds. He is a very handsoma
dog, with a fine nose, graud style, is fast, and runs remark-
ably easily.

THURSDAY.

The wind was northwest and moderately high. The sun
was bright and the sky was clear up to about two o'clock,

when it became cloudy and remained so to the conclusion of

the day. The atmosbhere was comfortably cool. In the

early and latter parts of the day, the birds were found in

reasonably good numbers, and considerable progress was
made in the running of the heats. Some of the work done
was very good indeed.
Graphic—Donald II.—AtS:15, Charles Heath's liver and

white dog Graphic, by Sancho—Juno, handled by W. T.
Mitchell, and J. H. Phelan's liver and white ticked dog Don-
ald II., by Donald—Devonshire Lass, handled by E. H.
Height, were cast off in a grass field. In pace, in style in

motion and on point, Graphic was the superior. In ranging
and quartering they were equal. After drawing the grass

field blank, they ran into a corn held, where Graphic stopped

twice and moved on after Mitchell had called a point.

Reaching an old stubble field, both dogs quartered nicely, in

brace form. In the grass at the edge of the field, Graphic
wheeled into a point, down wind, and as he wheeled into the

wind, Donald, having swung in ahead and pointed, Graphic
backed; the point was on a mouse. Both dogs moved on
and Graphic pointed very handsomely and Donald backed in

good style. They then crossed a narrow field of young wheat,

into a strip of grass, where Graphic pointed again, and then

moved on; Donald backed the point. The dogs then cast

back to a grass field adjoining a corn field, where as Graphic
pointed and Donald backed, a bevy flushed wild, and both
dogs dropped to wing; the birds were not shot at. Going on,

Graphic flushed an out-lying bird of the bevy, The birds

were followed to another part of the grass field

to which they had Aowd, where Graphic pointed

a very fine brace and Donald backed. Mitchell

flushed, did not shoot, and immediately after several more of

the bevy flushed. Casting to the right, in the tall weeds
near the woods, a bird flushed before Graphic steadied on a

point. The dog3 then cast into the oak woods and small

pines. In the former, a bird -was flushed by one of the

judges, just as Graphic winded it. Graphic then pointed

and moved on ont of the woods into the pines, where Donald
pointed on the back trail, and Graphic backed ; Donald roaded

the back trail, when Graphic turning his head to the right

and rear of Donald, pointed, and then roaded the bird to a

flush and dropped. Height shot and billed the bird, which
Donald retrieved well. Both dogs steady to shot. In the

oak woods, both flushed a bevy, and a short distance to the

right of where the bevy flashed, Graphic flushed a bird.

After a long tramp, at 10:10, Graphic pointed handsomely in

a rag weed and grass field, and Donald backed in good style.

Mitchell flushed, shot and missed; Donald dropped to shot.

The dogs were then taken up, at 10:12, and the heat awarded

to Graphic. Down 1 hour and 57 minutes.

Tammamy—Ned.—At 10:10. F. R. Hitchcock's liver and

white dog Tammany, by Tory—Moonstone, handled by John

White, and Charles Heath's lemon and white dog Ned, by St.

Valentine—Beulah, handled by W. T. Mitchell, were cast off

in the same grass field where the last brace was taken up, to

draw the balance of the field, and afterwards to work on the
birds flushed before the point of Graphic, in the previous
heat, which had flown to the pine woods adjoining to the
grass field. Instyle in motion and on point, and in quartering
Tammany was the superior. Inranging and speed they were
about equal. Tammany was under complete control, and very
positive and stylish on his points; in fact, his work was per-
fection. Ned was wild and hard to control. Drawing the
grass field blank, the dogs cast into the pine woods, where
both pointed not far from each other. Tammany's point was
grand; his head was way up, his tail slightly elevated, and
he was perfectly rigid; he looked the personification of a
grand and game field dog. White flushed the birds which
were before Tammany, shot and killed one, which Tammany,
after dropping to shot promptly, to order retrieved well. A
little ahead Tammany pointed again in the same grand style,

and roaded beautifully to a point; White flushed the bird and
Tammany dropped to wing. Ned had moved on a distance
ahead from where he had pointed and pointed again, and the
birds flushed wild. Going into the open at the edge, Tam-
many flushed a brace and stopped; he then cast back into
the woods, pointed and roaded a bird which flushed wild,

and he dropped to wing; immediately after, the balance of

the bevy flushed. Ned remained in the open, and soon after

pointed; Mitchell flushed and billed three; Ned remained
standing staunchly, and to order, retrieved promptly, but
squeezed the bird. Tammany then ran into the thicket and
pointed, and the bird flushed; and immediately after. Ned
flushed a bird in the open. Running to the pines on the
hill, Tammany pointed, but the bird flushed before the
judges got up. The brace was then taken up, at 10:40, and
Tammany awarded the heat. Down 24 minutes.

Madstone—Rce.—At 10:50, the Westminster Kennel Club's
liver and white bitch Madstone, by Tory—Moonstone, hand-
led by Lube White, and Bayard Thayer's lemon and white
bitch Rue, by Snapshot—Ruby, handled by T. M. Aldrich,

were cast off in a grass field. In pace they were equal. In
style in motion and on point Madstone was superior. Neither
quartered nor ranged well during the short time they were in
the open; their work was in cover, and they were init almost
the entire time. Drawing the grass field blank, they ran
into the pine woods, where Madstone pointed and Rue
backed; Madstone moved on, and Rue did soalsoand flushed.
Then both pointed handsomely in separate places some birds
which flushed wild, and both dropped to wing; Aldrich shot
and missed. Further on Madstone flushed and dropped to

wing. Then going on some distance further yet, both
together pointed false. Casting bacb, Madstone pointed, the
bird ran, she roaded, it flushed wild and she dropped to wins;
White shot and missed; Madstone was steady to shot. In
the open, she struck the scent of a running bird, which she
roaded beautifully into the woods, to a point. The bird ran
again and she roaded it again in fine style, to a point. Rue,
called up to back, failed to do so. White flushed andmissed;
Madstone dropped to shot. The dogs were then taken up,
at 11:13, and Madstone was awarded the heat. Down 23
minutes.
Bloomo—Snipe.—At 11:17, Jas. L. Anthony's liver and

white bitch Bloumo, by Leach's Bang II.— Whippell's Ladv,
handled by W. T. Mitchell, and S. S. Pettit's liver and white
dog Snipe, by Croxteth—Gyp, handled by J. C. Vail, were
cast off in an old stubble and rag weed field. Snipe was the
faster and ranged the wider. In quartering Bloomo was the
better. In motion and on point Snipe had the advantage.
Bloomo was imported October 17th, and this was the elev-

enth time she was on American game; her work was credit-

aMe anyway, but particularly so under the circumstances.
The opportunity of judging of pace and ranging was limited
as they were in cover most of the time. Drawing the rag
weed field blank, they ran into the pine woods, where Snipe
pointed in good style, and Bloomo backed handsomely. Vail
flushed, shot and missed; both dropped to shot. Going on,
Snipe pointed again and Bloomo backed; Snipe moved on
and roaded the bird to a flush; both dogs dropped to wing;
the birds were not shot at. Going on again, Bloomo pointed
twice in succession, and each time dropped to wing; the
birds were not shot at. Snipe coming up, cast ahead, pointed,
and moving on loaded, a short distance, the bird to a flush,

and dropped to wing; then casting back, he pointed, and
Bloomo coming up, backed. Vail flushed, shot and missed;
both were steady to Bhot. Further on, Bloomo dropped to «
point; one bird flushed, and she remained dropped to the
other; Snipe backed; Mitchell flushed the remaining bird,

she! and missed; Bloomo was steady to shot; Snipf was un-
steady to shot. The dogs were theu taken op, at 11:31, and
Bloomo was awarded the heat. Down 14 minutes.

Jilt—Bradford.—At 11:41, the Neversink Lodge Kennels'
liver and white bitch Jilt, by Croxteth—Lady Gwendoline,
handled by Philip Thurtle, and Charles H. Mason's liver and
white ticked dog Bradford, by Bow—Beulah, handled by W.
Tallman, were cast off in an old stubble field. Bradford was
the faster and ringed wider. Neither had style in motion;
Jilt had the advantage of style on point. The quartering of
both was inferior. Drawing the stubble field blank, they
ran into a small piece of pine woods, where each flushed a
bird, Bradford first, and JUt afterwards. Runuing into the
open, Jilt pointed nicely a bevy which Bradford refused to

back, went up and pointed; Thurtle flushed, shot and missed;
both dogs were steady to shot. Crossing into the adjoining
rag weed field, Bradford pointed some birds in a brush hi ap,
and Jilt backed a long distance beautifuDy; Tallman
flushed but did not shoot; Bradford broke in and stopped to

order. Going into the oak woods, Jilt stopped a moment
and moved on. The dogs ran out into the open which they
drew blank, as also some pine woods; and going into some
other pine woods, Jilt pointed, the bird ran, and she roaded
it in good style, to a point, a hare sprang before her and she
was steady to fur; the bird ran behind her and as sheturced,
it flushed wild. Jilt dropped to vring. Thurtle shot and
killed; Jilt was steady to shot. Bradford, some distance off,

broke shot and refused to stop to order. Jilt, to order, re-

trieved the bird well. Bradford then pointed a bird which
flushed, he was unsteady to wing; the bud was not shot at.

The dogs then came together and soon after, Jilt pointed;
Bradford backed, broke his back, bacbed again to order, and
broke his back again. Thurtle flushed but did not shoot;
Jilt dropped to wing; both dogs were steady to wing. Brad-
ford then pointed in good sty'e; Tallman flushed, Bradford
broke in and attempted to chase, and stopped to order; a lit-

tle further on, he roaded a bird to a flush and stopped. The
dogs were then taken up, at 12:32. and Jilt was awarded the
heat. Down 51 minutes.

Beaceort—Lucia—At 1:38, after lunch, C. H. Moon's
liver and white dog Beaufort, by Bow—Beulah, handled by
W. Tallman, and D. S. Gregory, Jr.'s, liver and white bitch
Lucia, by Croxteth—Belle, handled by E. H. Height, were
cast off in a grass and corn field. Beaufort had the advan-
tage in pace, ranging and style in motion. Lucia quartered
better and had the advantage in style on point. After being
down a short while the dogs separated and Beaufort near the
hedge, wheeled to a point, moved up and stopped again; but
failed to find. At some distance to the left, at the same
time, Lucia pointed a bevy which flushed wild and was
not shot at. Both dogs then came together, and Lucia
pointed some birds at the edge of the woods which flushed
wild, and she dropped to wing. Going into the woods
she pointed again; Height flushed, shot and missed,
and she dropped to shot. Beaufort had not a chance to
back. Then Lucia stopped and moved on. Beaufort uext
made a good point and Lucia backed, a long way off. Tail-
man flushed, but did not shoot; both were steady to wing.
The dogs ran into some small pines, where Beaufort pointed
and Lucia bacbed in good style. Beaufort turned and
located the bird, which flushed; both dogs steady to wing.
They were taken to new ground and were cast ofl in a grass
field. After a long tramp, in a rag weed field, near a brook,
Beaufort flushed a bird which he started to chase and was
stopped to order. After drawing the field blank, the brook
was crossed, and Beaufort running into a small piece of
woods, flushed the same bird which he had flushed before,

and which had dropped in there, and did not stop. The
bird flew to a narrow strip of trees with undercover of weeds
and briars close by, where Beaufort followed it and pointed,
moved up and located it; Lucia backed promptly and nicely.
Tallman flushed, shot and killed; Beaufort dropped to
order, and to order retrieved well. Quite a di-t -nee

on, in a grass field near a hedge, Lucia poin e.l

and Beaufort backed. The birds ran, Lucia moved
up, Beaufort followed, and both roaded; Lucia
through the hedge, and directly to a point; Beanfoit lo the
right of her, and on the foot scent. Height flushed and
kilted, and Lucia, to order, retrieved well. The birds flew
to a thicket near by where Beaufort pointed and Lucia
bacbed; Beaufort moved up, and the bird flushed and was
not shot at; both dogs dropped to wing. Beaufort then
pointed near where he had pointed before. Locih in the
meantime had gone into the thicket and- pointed; Beaufort
went into the thicket to locate the bird, and as he went in,

it flushed. The dogs were then taken up, at 3:10, aud Beau-
fort was awarded the heat. Down 1 hour and 37 minutes.
Flash R.—Dukk or Bergen.—At 3:21 D. S. Gregory, Jr.'s,

liver and white bitch Flash R., by Dilley's Ranper—DUley's
While Lilly, handled by L. H. Height, and P. R
coeb's liver and while dog Puke of Bergen, by Bs
Fan Fan, handled by John Lewis, were cast off in t
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field where the last brace had finished their. heat. As they

were iu cover most of the time, there was not an opportunity

to iudge of their pace, range and quartering Duke of Ber-

gen had the advantage in style in motion and on point. He

had been bitten unfortunately that morning, in a fight by a

Better in his throat and flank. The latter was gashed, and

the neck, although not lacerated, was swollen so mocii tnat

a large lump hung down. The dog therefore ran under a

great disadvantage. After drawing the field blank, they went

into the pine woods where both pointed; a hare Bprang be-

fore Duke of Bergen, and he was steady to fur. Both ran

into the adjoining grass field, where each pointed; the birds

ran both roaded, Duke of Bergen located and pointed;

Flash R backed, facing Duke of Bergen; Lewis flushed,

both he 'and Height shot, and each killed a bird; both dogs

dropped to shot; Duke of Bergen retrieved the cripple, and

Flash K. the dead bird. The birds new into the pine woods

where both dogs roaded and pointed alternately, and Flash

B established a ooint in the dense thicket at the edge of the

woods, to which they had run. The birds were flushed but

not shot at, and flew to the pine woods opposite, where Duke

of Bergen pointed, and Flash K. backed; Duke of Bergen

moved ou and both pointed again. The birds flushed but

were not shot at; both dogs were steady to wing. Casting to

the right, Flash K. pointed, and Duke of Bergen coming up,

was supposed to back, but a bird flushed before him and he

remained standing staunch. The bird before Flash K. was

flushed by Height, with the point of his gun, who saw it in

a few dry twigs; Flash K. dropped to wiup; and going on,

pointed agaiu, and Duke of Bergen backed. Height flushed

the bird, and both dogs dropped to wing. They were then

taken up, at 3:45, and Flash R. was awarded the heat. Down
24 minutes.
Mainspring—Bang Bang.—At 3:50, J. T. Perkin's liver

and white dog Mainspring, by Mike—Romp, handled by

Capt. C. E. McMurdo, and the Westminster Kennel Club's

lemon and white dog Bang Bang, by Champion Bang—Prin-
cess Eate, handled by Luke White, were cast off in a corn

field. Mainspring was the faster, and the better quarterer of

the two. Bang Bang ranged wider, and was the better of

the two in style iu motion and on point. It was a race from
beginning to finish, and was by far the most brilliant heatpp
to the present time of the meeting, After drawing the corn

field blank, they ran back into the pine woods where the

last brace had concluded their heat, and Bang Bang pointed

and Mainspring hacked. Both roaded; Mainspring to the

right and located the birds; Bang Bang to the left, and losing

the trail, cast back and backed Mainspring. The work was
rapid, and it required the utmost agility of the handlers and
judges to keep up with the dogs and to see what they did.

McMurdo flushed and missed, and both dogs dropped to

shot. Going ou, Mainspring pointed twice in succession,

each time on single birds, and Bang Bang backed each point.

McMurdo flushed, shot each time, and" missed; both dogs
were steady to shot. Then in different places, at the same
time, Bang Bang pointed and Mainspring pointed false.

White flushed the bird before Bang Bang's point, shot and
missed; Bang Bang dropped to order. Both dogs then, com-
ing together, started at a racing gait. Mainspring, soon
after, in the open, pointed, and Bang Bang backed. Run-
ning back into the pine woods at the same gait, they stopped
simultaneously and backed, facing each other. They then cast

off at the same pace, ran out of the woods and into a small piece

of pines, where Mainspring pointed false, and Bang Bang
backed; and immediately after Bang Bang pointed false, and
Mainspring backed. Further on, Mainspring pointed false

again, and Bang Bang backed again. The dogs were then taken
up and moved to a grass field some distance away, where they
were cast off. Both pointed, a long way apart; Mainspring on
larks, and Bang Bang false. Bang Bang then made a grand
and wide cast, and pointed in grand style a bevy. White
flushed and killed one, which Bang Bang, after dropping to

shot, retrieved well. Mainspring was not near to back.
Both dogs came together again, and ran to where the birds
had been seen to drop. Both pointed in separate places, A
bird was flushed before Maiuspring; Bang Bang moved on
soon after pointing, and pointed again, and roaded, and Main-
spring coming up, pointed some other birds near by. Mc-
Murdo flushed aud Mainspring remained Btaunch, then
moved up a litte, and McMnrdo flushed another bird, and
he still remained staunch. Ordered on, he moved up and a
third bird flushed, when he broke in and stopped to order.
The bird before Bang Bang ran, and he roaded it to a point;
White flushed and killed, and Bang Bang dropped to shot.
White retrieved the bird himself. Going to the fence, Bang
Bang pointed, aud Mainspring coming up, pointed also.

Biing Bang left the point, and was stopped by White. The
dogs then crossed into the next field, where Baug Bang cast
off and poiuted, then made another cast and pointed again,
and before the judges got up, a brace of birds flushed before
him. A few feet ahead he pointed again, and cast off, and
Mainspring coming up, pointed the birds which Bang Bang
had cast off from, and they flushed wild. Then Bang Bang
pointed some birds near the fence which flushed, and White
calling to him, he stopped and a bird flushed before him.
The brace was then taken up, at 4:52, and Maiuspring was
awarded the heat. Down 1 hour and 2 minutes.
Spot— Half and Half.—At 4:58, Charles Heath's liver

and white dog Spot, by Top—Fannie, handled by W. T.
Mitchell, and Edward Dexler's liver and white dog Half
and Half, by Priam—Malt, handled by Capt. C. E. McMur-
do, were cast off in a corn field, where Spot Doiuted false
and moved on. Soon after the brace was taken up, at 5 :03,

as it was getting dark. Down 5 minutes.

The wind was northwest and decidedly cool ; in fact,

chilly. The sun was bright part of the day. The work
done by some of the dogs was brilliant, and by the others
decidedly inferior.

Spot—Half and Half.—At 8 :20, Spot aud Half and
Half were east uff in an old stubble and grass field on Mayor
Snow's farm, to complete their unfinished heat, postponed
from the evening before. Spot had the advantage in pace
and ranging. Neither had good style iu motion or on point,
nor did either quarter well. Drawing the field blank and
running into the adjoining corn field, Spot pointed and
Half and Half backed. Mitchell flushed but did not shoot

;

Spot was unsteady, broke in, and dropped to order. The
birds were followed to the pine woods, where Spot poiuted
a bird which run, which he roaded to a point, aud which
Mitchell flushed, but did not shoot at. Spot was agaiu un-
steady. Half and Half, a short distance off, flushed a bird
and stopped. Then going on, Spot pointed and Half and
Half backed. Mitchell flushed, shot and made a double.
Both dogs dropped to shot, and each retrieved a bird well.
They then left the woods and went into a large grass field,

when Spot, aftpi making a false ooint. which Half and Half
barked, crossed the fence, and running to tile thicket,
poiuted a bevy which ran, aud which be roaded some fif-

'een feet lo a staunch point. Mitchell flushed but did not

shoot ; Spot was unsteady to wing. The dogs were then

taken up, at 9 :05 and Spot was awarded the heat. Down
45 minutes.

SECOND SERIES.

Graphic—Tammany.—At 9:12, Tammany and Graphic

were cast off in a grass field with little cover. During the

first part of the race, Tammany had the advantage in speed,

but to the latter part, Graphic had the advantage. In style

in motion and on point, Tammany had the advantage.

Graphic was the better quarterer of the two. After drawing

the field blank, the dogs ran to the woods where the race be-

gan in earnest. The dogs worked rapidly from beginning to

finish, aud the heat was brilliant in the extreme, and sharply

contested. Graphio was an entirely different dog from the

day before. The birds were wild, and did not lie well, in

many instances flushing immediately after the dogs had

pointed at a distance sufficiently far to insure a good point

under ordinary conditions. Drawing the grass field blank,

the dogs ran into some open woods where Graphic scented

the birds and stopped; Tammany not seeing him, immedi-

ately cast in front, and went directly to the point. The birds

could be seen running on the ground. They flushed

wild, and were not shot at; both dogs dropped to wing.

Graphic then pointed false, and Tammany backed. Then
Tammany got two points on single birds, and at the same

time Tammany got his second point, Graphic pointed in an-

other locality. The birds flushed wild, were not shot at,

and both dogs dropped to wing. Then Graphic, further on,

got another point which Tammany was not near to back.

Eunningoutof the woods into some small pines, Tammany
pointed, and Graphic coming up, refused to buck, cast in

ahead and pointed; the bird flushed wild and both dropped

to wing. They then cast back into the woods, where each

flushed a bird in a ditch. Further on, near the ditch, Graphic

pointed a bird and Tammany, getting scent as he cast,

wheeled to a point on another bird close by. The birds were

flushed but not shot at, aud both dogs were steady to wing.

Going ou Tammany flushed twice in succession, a bird each

time, and afterwards pointed a bird which John White

flushed, shot and killed. Tammany dropped to shot, and

retrieved to order well. The dogs then came together

and each flushed a bird. Going on, Graphic

pointed false, aud a little further on flushed

and stopped; Mitchell Bhot and missed; Graphic was steady

to shot. Tammauy then pointed near the fence, a bird

which flushed simultaneously to his stop, and Graphic com-

ing up, pointed where the bird flushed from. Crossiug the

fence, Graphic, in the long grass, flushed a bird and Tam-
many pointed where the bird flushed from, moved on,

pointed a dead bird and picked it up; Graphic backed. Then
each flushed a bird not far from each other, after which
Tammany pointed a bird which flushed wild, and he dropped

to wing. Then Graphic flushed, and going on pointed false,

and further on, pointed again, and the bird flushed wild and
he dropped to wing; a little further on he stopped a moment
and moved on, and Tainmeny, coming up just as he stopped,

backed. Bunning into the small pines, Tammany pointed

and Graphic backed; the bird was flushed by John White,

and both dogs dropped to wing. Going on, Graphic pointed,

and Tammany coming up the moment Graphic had pointed,

pointed also; "the judges gave Graphic the point. The dogs

then crossed into the oak woods where Graphic pointed false

immediately after crossing the fence, and running to the

ditch, pointed false again. Tammany backed and broke his

back. The dogs went into the adjoining oak woods where
Mitchell flushed a bevy. The birds were followed, and Tam-
many pointed false, and Graphic backed, after which Tam-
many flushed a bird, and immediately after, Graphic did the

same. The dogs then ran into a grass field with some pine

trees, where Graphic pointed and Tammany backed; Mitchell

flushed, shot and missed and Graphic was unsteady to shot;

Tammany dropped to shot. The judges consulted and or-

dered the dogs on, whereupon Mitchell declared that he had
stood it long enough, and intended to withdraw from the

heat and raoe, and enter a protest, for which purpose he re-

quested to be furnished with some paper, that he might enter

the protest on the moment. Mr. Heath took Mitchell aside,

and after a talk with him, Mitchell expressed his readiness to

continue on. It appeared afterward that the judges required

only a retrieve from Graphic to decide the neat in his favor.

Accordingly the dogs were ordered, on, and Graphic pointed

false. A~dead bird was throwu, Mitchell shot his gun, and
Graphic, ordered to retrieve, did so very indifferently.

Right here, we wish to protest against testing retrieving in

any such mauner, as it is not a practical test, and does not

prove whether the dog will retrieve well or badly. It is an
injustice to a good retriever to test him in any such way, and
affords a bad retriever a capital opportunity to cover up his

defective work. The dogs were then taken up, at 10:19, and
Graphic was awarded the heat. Down lhour and 7 minutes.

Madstone—Bloomo.—At 10:26, Madstone and Bloomo
were cast off in a grass field. In pace and ranging they were
equal. In style in motion and on point, Madstone had the

advantage. In quartering, Bloomo was the better of the two.

Drawing the grass field blank, they ran into the oak woods
where Bloomo standing in the road at the edge, pointed

handsomely a bevy, a long distance; Madstone coming up
below her, caBt in ahead and pointed haudsomly also. The
bevy was on bare ground, and ran, aud Madstone roaded
beautifully to a point. Luke White flushed and killed a bird

which Madstone retrieved well; Madstone dropped to shot;

Mitchell had dropped Bloomo before White flushed. The
birds were followed to the woods, where immediately Mad-
stone pointed and Bloomo backed; the birds flushed aud both
were steady to wing. The dogs then left the woodB, and
after several fields had been drawn blank, Bloomo in a grass

field, down wind, flushed a bevy and stopped, after which
she ran to a ditch with thick briars on the bank, pointed,

jumped in and flushed, and dropped to order. Casting up
on the hill, Madstone pointed, aud the bird flushed before

the judges got up. After quite a tramp, Bloomo in a grass

field, pointed a bevy and Madstone backed; Mitchell flushed,

shot and missed; Madstone dropped towing, and Bloomo,
showing an unsteadiness, was dropped by Mitchell before he
shot. At Mitchell's shot another bevy flushed, whioh flew

to a deuse thicket below the hill, aud the other bevy flew to

the grass field, on the other side of the thicket, where Mad-
stone, near to the edge of the thicket, pointed, and Bloomo
backed, broke her back, and was dropped by Mitchell; Luke
White flushed, shot, aud missed, aud Madstone dropped to

shot. Both dogs went on, when BHomo flushed two birds

and stopped, and soon after, another bird flushed wild, after

which she went to the edge of the thicket, flushed two more,
and stopped. It was discovered that she had run a stick

into her nose which was bleediug profusely, so much so that

the dogs were taken up to give an opportunity to stop the

bleeding, and to put down again. It was 11:55, and they had
been down 1 hour aud 29 minutes.
Bkal'fokt— Jilt.—At 12:02, Beaufort aud Jilt were cast off

in a grass field to work back, and on the remainder of the

birds which the lust brace had been working on. Both dogs

were slow. Beaufort did gallop at a short stride, but Jilt did

not go beyond a trot the most of the time. Neither exhibited

any style in motion, or quartered. Indeed, neither of them
seemed to have any special interest in the raoe. Beaufort
pointed a bird, very close to his nose and very unsteadily,

and the bird flushed wild. Further on, he pointed another
bird, close again but steadily; as Tallman flushed, he swung
around and was very unsteady to wing and shot, and dropped
to order; Tallman missed. The dogs then ran into another
field where, near the ditch, Jilt made a good and staunch point,

which Beaufort backed to order, broke his back three times
and was finally dropped by Tallman. Thurtle flushed, and
both he and Tallman shot and killed; both dogs were
steady to shot; Jilt, to order, retrieved promptly and well;

Beaufort was quite a while finding the dead bird, bnt when
he did find it, he retrieved it well. Going into the oak woods
after the flushed birds, Beaufort pointed steadily, and at a
longer distance than his previous points. Tallman flushed,

and it was supposed he had killed; Beaufort dropped to

order. Jilt not being near, the judges told Tallman to drop
Beaufort until Jilt came up. Coming up, she pointed a bird,

but as Beaufort had been dropped, it was not allowed her.

Going on, Jilt drew steadily to a bird, and just as she
stopped.it flushed. The dogs then ran out of the woods into

the corn field, where Jilt pointed part of a bevy which
flushed wild; Thuitle ordered her on, and she cast off, Beau-
fort coming on, as he got up to the balance of the bevy,
wheeled and pointed staunchly, but he was so close to the

birds they flushed immediately. The dogs followed the birds
into the oak woods, where Jilt pointed a bird which Thurtle
flushed; she was steady to wing. After quite a tramp, the
dogs were taken up, at 1:06, for lunch. Down 1 hour and 4
minutes. After lunch, at 2:12, they were cast-off in some
ragweeds on the "Model Farm," which they drew blank,
and then went into the adjoining grass field where Jilt

pointed a bevy staunchly, and in better style than she had
done previously; Beaufort was not near to back. Thurtle
flushed but did not shoot; Jilt dropped to wing. Some of the
birds dropped in some small pines a little way ahead, and
the others in the oak woods adjoining. Jilt, at the fence,

stopped, the bird flushed wild, and she jumped the feuce and
followed it, Beaufort going to the fence, pointed staunchly,
and was steady to wing when Tallmah flushed the bird. The
dogs were then taken up, at 2:32, and Beaufort was awarded
the heat. Down 20 minutes; altogether, 1 hour and 24 min-
utes.

Madstone—Bloomo.—Madstone and Bloomo were then
cast off in a grass field adjoining some pine woods, to finish

their heat. Madstone soon pointed in the pines, and Bloomo
backed ; she roaded and pointed again, and Bloomo backed
again ; White flushed but did not kill. Madstone then
pointed again and Bloomo backed again ; White flushed aud
killed, and after some time finding the bird, Madstone re-

trieved it well. Madstone was steady to wing. aud shot each
time, and Bloomo was unsteady. The dogs were then taken
up, at 2:43, aud Madstone was awarded the heat. Down 8
minutes; altogether 1 hour and 37 minutes.

Mainspring—Flash B.—At 2:58, Mainspring and Flash
K. were cast off in some oak woods. They started off at a
rattling gait, and the heat was brilliant in the extreme. It

was the most brilliant heat so far in the stake ; and was a

race from the beignning to finish ; not a minute elapsed but
what the dogs were doing something. At the start, they
were equal in pace, but after a short time, Mainspring in-

creased in pace, which he maintained to the finish. In
style in motion and on point, and in ranging they were
equal. In quartering, Mainspring was the better of the
two. Soon after being cast off, as Flash K. dropped to a
bevy, it flushed. Following the bevy each dog got a point,

and the birds flushed wild. Goiug on, Mainspring pointed
twice where some birds had flushed from, and Flash B.
backed each point. After moving on from the second point,

he pointed again, and Flash K. backed, broke her back and
stopped to order ; McMurdo flushed, shot and missed;
Mainspring dropped to shot. Then Flash K. came up, and
both went on and pointed a bird which was flushed and not
shot at. A little further on, both backed, facing each other,

and a little beyond, Mainspring pointed and moved on again.

Then both dogs were lost to sight for a moment or two, and
when found were pointing, but nothing being found, the
presumption was that the birds had flushed before the
judges got up. Flash K. poiuted next, and a bird flushed
wild. Maiuspring, at the same time, some distance to the
right, poiuted a bird which McMurdo flushed, shot and
missed ; Mainspring dropped to shot. Then a little beyond,
both flushed; and Mainspring soon after; pointed a bird
which flushed wild ; and he dropped to wing. The brace
was then taken up at 3:13, and Mainspring was awarded the
heat. Down 15 minutes.

third series.

Spot—Madstone.—At 3:26, Spot and Madstone were cast
off in a rag weed and grass field. In the order of running,
Spot should have gone down with Graphic, but as he and
Graphic were owned by the same party, and worked by the
same handler, he was run with the next in the order of run-
ning to Graphic, Madstone. Spot had the advantage in pace
and ranging. Neither quartered well. Iu style iu motion
and on poiut, Madstone was the better of the two. Soon
after being cast off, Spot pointed and moved on, and Mad-
stone, coming up, both drew together to a point on chickens.
Further on, Spot pointed false and Madstone coming down
in front of him, backed. In the adjoining grass field, Spot
pointed and roaded quite a distance, the back trail of some
birds, which, flushed afterward by a spectator, flew to the
pine woods, where Madstone pointed a bird which flushed
wild; and just as it did, Spot came up and backed. Mad-
stone dropped to wing. Going on, each pointed in separate
places. Mitchell flushed, shot and killed; Spot was unstead
to shot and to order, retrieved well. At Mitchell's shot, tfe

bird before Madstone flushed, and she dropped to wing. In
the thick briars, near the fence, Spot pointed and Mitchell
flushed the birds; after which he went into the open aud
flushed five birds, and stopped. "Further on, immediately as
he pointed, the bird flushed wild, and he followed it

and stopped to order. Going into the pines, Madstone
pointed a woodcock which flushed. Spot then jumped the
feuce into an old stubble field and pointed a bevy; Madstone
failed to back, cast off, and coming around him, backed,
facing him, or pointed the birds. Mitchell flushed and did
not shoot; Spot was unsteady to wing, but steady to shot;
Madstone was steady to both wing and shot. The
birds were followed into some pines where Madstone pointed
a bird and Spot refused to back, and was dropped by Mitchell.
White flushed, shot aud missed; Madstone was steady to wing
aud shot. The balance of the bevy was flushed soon after
by Mitchell. Going afterwards into a rag weed field, both
dogs struck the trail of a bevy on which Spot got the point;
the birds were flushed by Mitchell, and shot at by both him
and White. Mitchell killed, but the bird was not retrieved.
The dogs having crossed the feuce and gone into the pine

I
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woods after the bevy which hacl dropped in there, Madstone
pointed and Spot backedj While flushed and killed a bird,

and both dogs were steady to shot. Afterwards Spot pointed
false and Madstone backed. Bunning out of the woods into

the adjoining rieldj near the fence, Madstone pointed and
flushed: The dogs were then taken up, at 4:50, and Spot
was awarded the heat. Down 1 hotir and 24 minutes.
Beauport—Graphic—At 4:54, Beaufort and Graphic were

cast off' in the large rag weed and grass field where Spot had
found the last bevy. In pace, ranging, style and quartering
Graphic was the superior. After a run of thirteen minutes,
at 5:07, they were taken tip for the day to be put down the
nest morning. Friday morning Mr. Heath handed Mr.
Coster, the secretary of the club, the following communica-
tion, notifying him that he had withdrawn Graphic from the
race. The facts in regard to the alleged flush are stated by
Mr. Coster, the judge who saw it, a6 follows: Graphic ran
down to the fence at the end of the field, roaded a short dis-

tance, flushed an outlying bird of a bevy of quails, and then
went on and flushed the remainder of the bevy.

High Point, N. C, November 21, 18S5.
Mr. Washington A. Coster, Sec'y E. F. T. Club—Dear

Sir :^-l beg herewith to notify you that I hereby withdraw
Graphic and 8p«t from the All-Aged Pointer Stake, and
Peudennis and Diana 111. froni the tJerbj. My reasons for
So doing are that the judges scored a flush against Graphic
la'st evening when the birds put up were larks, and lam
unwilling to ftirther Continue the contest of ru!n any of my
dogs under such conditions. Respectfully Jours,

ChIs. Heath.
Graphic having been withdrawn, Beaufort was awarded

the heat.

The wind was northwest, light and comfortably cool. The
sun shone bright and it was altogether a very charming day.
During the previous night there was a sharp frost.

Saturday—fourth series,

Mainspring—B&iuTdRT'.^-At 8:40, Mainspring and Beau-
fort were bast off in a grass field on the Wttr'd farm* In pace,

tinging, style in motion and on point,- and in qtidrteriug,

Muiuspriiig Sva& the superior. Beaufort fan a very creditable

heut coinpRrecl with hie piev' ion's heats'. Mainspring was de-

cidedly "off" and did not show anything like the good form he
had exhibited in his previous heats, excepting the last point

he made. Beaufort soon flushed a bevy, and instead of drop-

ping to wing, wheeled around to find out if there were more
birds, and was stopped by Tallman. The flushed birds flew

to the field adjoining, where Mainspring, soon after entering,

pointed; Beaufort not being able to see bin], did not back.

McMurdo flushed, Bhot and missed; Mainspring dropped to

shot. He then roaded a long distance, and pointed where
Beaufort had just before flushed a bird; and a little further

On pointed a bird which McMurdo flushed but did not shoot

att Mainspring dtopped to wing. Beaufort at the same
rhomtintj a short dist^nc'p off, pointed; roaded the bird to a

flushj and stopped; Mainspring going on, flushed, down
Wind, attempted to chase, and stopped to order of McMurdo.
Both dogs going into the grass field, Mainspring pointed the

back trail of a bevy, and Beaufort coming up, cast to the

tight, and pointed the bevy in good form; the best point he
jlad rflade arid the best wdrk he had done in the trial. The
birds rah and he roaded darefullyj they flushed, were not

shot at and Beaufort was steady to wing. Then going on a

little, Beaufort pointed and Mainspring flushed. On the

other side of a narrow strip of pine woods, Beaufort pointed

in the grass, and when Tallman flushed the bird, he started

to chase it and stopped to order. Mainspring to the right

and a short distance from Beaufort, pointed a bird, which
McMurdo flushed and killed; Mainspring dropped to wing,

flhd Was steady to shot. The dogs then ran. into the pine

woods where Beaufort pointed, and Mainspring soon after

flushed; after which both pointed false at the same place.

Going into the grass field again, Beaufort pointed false,

and in the rag weed field adjoining, pointed and moved on,

&rid a few feet ahead pointed again and moved on. Main-
spring, some distance ahead, commencing to road, and con-

tinued to do so very carefully, a long distance* but failed to

find. Beaufort, in the meantime coming up, cast to the left

and pointed false. The dogs then fan into an old stubble

and grass field on the hill, where in the grass Beaufort

flushed a bird which the judges, being oelow the hill, did not

see. After some woods and a couple of fields had been

drawn blank, the dogs were taken up until reaching a rag

weed field, where they wt?re cast off. Soon Mainspring
winded a bevy at a long distance, and after making one or

two beautiful casts, went directly to a beautiful

and long point. It was really most beautiful

work, and a splendid exhibition of nose. McMurdo
flushed, shot, and winged a bird, which Mainspring, after

dropping to Wing, and being steady to shot, retrieved in fine

form. The brace was then ta&en Up, at 10:14, and Main-
spring was awarded the heat and race. 0own 1 hour and 54

minutes,

POTH SERIES,

Tammany—Donald II.—The judges then selected Tam-

many, Donald It., .Bang Bang and Flash K. as the four best

dogs to run to decide w'hioh should run against Beaufort for

second place. At 10:16, Tamfflflfly and Donald II. were

bast off in a grass field where the last brace wag taken up. In

pae'e tjhd tanging', they were about equal. In quartering and

in style in motioh arid ofl #ointj Tammany was the superior.

Soon after being cast off, TammSbj" ran down the fence and

Winning a bevy, drew very prettily to a handutfflje point; the

birds lan, he roaded nicely, and pointed again; Donald com*

ins up as he had established his point, backed. John White

flushed shot, and made a double; both dogs dropped towing,

were steady to shot; Tammany retrieved the winged bird

nicely The birds flew to the adjoining pine woods where

Tammany, down wind, flushed and stopped and afterwards

the other birds flushed wild in different localities, before the

dogs got near enough to find them They then cast off to-

ward the oak woods, to which the bevy flushed before

Mainspring's point had flown. Dona d, immedi-

ately after going in, pointed in good style, and Tarn-

many backed handsomely; Height flushed and winged a bird

which ran off and was not retrieved; both dogs were steady

To wing and shot. Going to the side bill at the edge of the

woods Tammany pointed the back trail of a bird, which was

flushed afterwards twenty feet behind him. Going on, the

fudtes flushed a bevy of birds which flew to the pine woods,

£w the dogs followed and Donald pointed prettily a bird,

which Height flushed, and dropped to order Then,a little

to the right Tammany made two grand points; each time

immedStely after he winded the bird, he cast and jumped

Into his" PoinT. John White flushed the bird before each

point shot killed the first and missed the second Each

time Tammany dropped to wing and was steady to shot.

Cnald backed the first point well; backed the second point,

Soke hi back and stole the point. The dogs were hen

taken up, at 11:29, and Tammany was awarded the heat.

Bwn 1 hour and 13 minutes.

Basg Bajtg—Flash R.—At 11:39, Bang Bang and Flash K.
were cast off in a grass field at the edge of some pines. In
pace, ranging, style in motion and on point, and in quarter-
ing Bang Bang was the Buperior. Immediately after being
cast off, both dogs pointed in separate places a scattered
bevy. Luke White flushed the birds before Bang Bang, shot
and killed) Bang Bang dropped to wing, and was steady to

shot, and to order, retrieved well. The birds before Flash
R. flushed at the report of White's gun; Height shot and
killed J Flash R. dropped to wing, was steady to shot, and
retrieved well. Following the birds into the pines, Bang
Bang pointed very handsomely, twice iu succession and each
time was backed by Flash E. White flushed but did not
shoot; both dogs dropped to wing. Soon after, Flash R.
flushed and stopped. The dogs were then taken up, at

11:50, and Bang Bang was awarded the heat, Down 11

minutes.
SIXTH SERIES.

Bang Bang—Tammany.—AH, 11 r5S,- Bang Bang and Tam-
many, the former handled by Luke' White and the latter by
John White, having been cast off iu tin Old stubble field,

started off at a rattling gait. In pace, ranging, quartering",

and Btyle in motion, Bang Bang had the advantage.- In
style on point they were about equal. They are a beatltifui

brace and excited admiration by the nice manner in which
they worked.- We are not of a covetous disposition, but
really vfre' sbotild like to own them. Running to the pine
woods Tanirh'ah'y pointed a bevy near the fence, in his usual
style. Bang Bang came tftward him, down wind and as he
got to leeward of some of the betyf amid caught the scent, he
whirled around aud got into his point,- Vut was so near to

them! that they flushed, and he dropped to Wing. John White
flushed the remainder of the bevy, did not shooi, and
Taminauy dropped to wing. Following the birds further
into the pines Tammany stopped, and just then Bang Bang,
coming up facing him, stopped also and they backed facing
each other. A little beyond. Bang Bang pointed, and Tam-
many backed to order ; Bang Bang roaded, the bird flushed

wild, and he dropped to wing. Going on, Bang" Bang
pointed again, and Tammany, not being able to see him on
account of the brush, went around him, oaught the scent

and roaded, and as be- stopped, the bird flushed ; both dogs
dropped to wing. They were then taken up, at 12:20, aud
Bang Bang Was awarded the heat. The style of both dogs
on point and back was exquisite. Down 22 minutes.

seVenth series.

BangBang—Beaufort.—When thelast brace was taken up,

the judges adjourned the trials for lunch. During lunch,

Mr. Tallman proposed to Mr. Luke White to divide, which
personally, he refused to do, as he considered the only chance
that Beaufort had to beat Bang Bang, was for Bang Bang to

break his leg or his neck; he, however, referred the proposi-

tion to the representatives of the Westminster Kennel Club,

who, taking the same view of the case, decided to run the

heat to a finish. At 1;36, after lunch, Bang Bang and Beau-
fort were cast off in a rag weed field. There was no compar-
ison between the dogs in pace, Tanging, style in motion and
on point, and in quaftering, as Bang Bang was very much
the superior in all these points. After drawing the field

blank, they ran into another rag weed field where, near the

fence, both dogs stopped, and before they steadied on a point

the birds flushed from the other side of the fence. Tallman
shot and killed a bird, which after a while Beaufort fonnd
and retrieved tenderly. The dogs then cast off, and soon

after Bang Bang, Coming down wind at a rattling gait, immed-
iately as he got to leeward of a bird and got a scent of it,

jumped into the air, whirled around and landed on a mag-
nificent point. Beaufort passed close to leeward of the bird

a few moments before and did not Dotice it. White flushed

the bird, shot and missed; Bang Bang wa» steady to wing and
shot. Beaufort, further on, pointed false. Drawing
the remainder of the grass field, oak woods and corn field

blank, the handlers wete* directed to cast the dogs into the

adjoining open thicket, where some of the ' birds which
had flushed when the dogs first pointed, had dropped.

Beaufort, immediately on going in, pointed a bird, but so

close that it flushed immediately, and he was unsteady to

wing. Almost at the same moment Bang Bang pointed three

birds near by, one of wnich Beaufort flushed ; Bang Bang
remained pointing staunchly aud While flushed a brace from

his point, and he dropped to wing. Some distance beyond,

Bang Bang pointed again and White flushed ; and soon after

Beaufort pointed false and Bang Bang, going up, backed.

The dogs then cast into the grass field and ran down to the

thicket, where Beaufort flushed. Then afterwards, in a

thicket beyond, each dog pointed in a different locality, and

after a while moved on ; aud Bang Bang pointed again a

little further on when White flashed a bird out of a tree,

The dogs then lan up into the open and Bang Bang gave a

magnificent exhibition of nose, fie had cast to the right,

and Beaufort to the left. Casting back and just before he

overtook Beaufort, he wheeled and started at a rattling gait

on a direct line toward the fence, which was at least two

hundred feet off. White whistled to him, when he looked

arourd at White and continued on. White exclaimed,

"I know that sign so well ; he has got birds," aud he started

after him. Bang Bang, going like a quarter horse, kept

his course as straight as an arrow, jumped the fence and ran

directly, at least one hundred feet, onto the hill in the ad-

joining 'grass field to a grand and magnificant point, from

which White flushed a bevy, and he dropped to wing. This

piece of work was the gem of the meeting. The dogs were

then taken up at 2:23, and Bang Bang was awarded the heat

and second money. Down 47 minutes.

Hioh POINT, N. C, November 19, 1885—All-Age Pointer Stake

Ooen'to all Pointers except any firat winner of any All-Aeo Stake, or

urize winner of any Special Pointer Cup in All-Age Stake. Purse,

«400casb First prize, 3250; aecond,S160. Forfeit S10, and S15 addi-

tional to fill. Stake closed November 1st, with twenty-one nomina-

tions.
I.

Charles Heath's Uver and) (J. H- Phelan's Uver and

white dog Graphic, by San- ( beat J
white ticked dog Donald

cbo-Jimo. f
beat

1 n., by Donald-Devonshire
) I Lass.

F.B. Hitchcock's liver and) (Charles Heath's lemon and

white dog Tammany, by
J

beat white dog Ned, by St. Val-

) ( entine—Deulab.Tory—Moonstone.

Westminster Kennel Club's \

liver and white bitch Mad- [

storm, by Tory—Moon- f

stone. J

James L. Anthony's liver and i

white bilcb Bloomo, by I

Leach's Bang—Whipple's I

Lad .
I

Neversink Lodge Kennel's
)

liver and white bitch Jilt, I

by Croxteth—Lady Gwen- l

doline.
'

CharleslH. Mason's liver aud
}

(
Bayard Thayer's lemon and

J white bitch Rue, by Snap-
shot—Buby.

S. Pettit's liver and
white dog Snipe, by Crox-
teth—Gyp.

white dog Beaufort,

Bow— Btjulab.

by

Charles II. Mason's liver and
white ticked dog Bradford,
by Bow—Beulah.

i D. S. Gregory, Tr.'s liver and
) white bitch Lucia, by (Jrox-

beat
F. R. Hitchcock's liver and.
white dog Duke of B*i'f*eu,

by Bang Bang—Fan Fan.

D. S. Gregory Jr.'s liver and
white bitch Flash R , by
Dilley's Ranger— Dillev's
White Lilly.

J. T. White'e liver and white
dog Mainspring, by Mike—
Romp. f UCi" I Bang, hy Champion Bang—

I Princess Kate.
Charles Heath's liver and

|
Westminster Kennel Club's

beat -'
l€J1U0D an <l white dog_ Bang

Fannie.

Graphic beatTammany.
Beaufort beat Jilt.

Spot beat Madstone.

i Edward Dexter's liver and

/ Priam—Malt.
H.

I Madstone beat Bloomo.
| Mainspring beat Flash K.

II.

|
Beaufort beat Graphic (withdrawn).

IV.

\ teth—Belle.

Mainspring beat Beaufort and won first.

V.
Tammany beat Donald II.

| Bang Bang beat Flaah, R,

VI.

Bang Bang beat Tammany.
VH.

Bang Bang beat Beaufort and won second.

PREVIOUS WlNHEnS.

( Drake, by Croxteth—Lass ,i
Higft Point, 1884:

j
Mainspring, by Mike—Romp a*

( Scout, by Croxteth—Belle 2*
•Divided second.

The Eastern Field Trials Club—The Derby.

Once again we desire to acknowledge Doctor Rowe's kind-
ness in making it possible for n» to present to our readers
one of the inimitable field trial reports of that best of trial

reporters, "Mohawk," in the American Field:
"The seventh annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials*

Club were concluded on Monday afternoon, November 23d,
with the Derby,' and, it can be added, the trials were a decided
success.

The weather was delightful, not a rainy day or inclement
weather of any kind to interfere with the running, excepting
fof an hour or so on the last day of the Members' Stake. If
anything, the weather was too pleasant, as the temperatnre
bordered ou Summer heat two or ihree days.
The Champion Stake was not run in consequence of there

not being the requisite number, three, the property of dif-

ferent owners, to start. The club has decided to reduce the
number to start to two, and to compel the race to be run to a
finish, a division, therefore, being impossible. The A merictm
Field has donated a silver cup, of the value of one hundred
dollars, to go with the added money of the Club as the prize
for the winner of the stake.

The Irish Setter prize for the best Irish Setter in the All-
Age Setter Stake waa divided between Eleho. Jr., Blarney and
Rose of Killarney. The Club refused to decide the question,
and Mr. Luke White, the trustee of the fund, decided the
best plan was to divide it; and he being the owner of Rose of
Killarney, donated his portion back to be the nucleus of the
fund for the same purpose next year.
The work of the best Pointers was more brilliant than that

of the best Setters, and proves conclusively the increased
1

interest in Pointers and the great effort which has beeu made
in the lust few years to improve them, and how very bucuess-
ful the effort has been. We believe the superior form the
best Pointers exhibited will give an additional stimulant to
the improvement of the Pointer further still; but breeders
must be particular to breed to field form. In that way only
can the field qualities of the Pointer be developed.
The running rules of the club are now as nearly perfect as;

they can be, and under them it is impossible for an inferior

dog to be placed over a superior. An inferior dog by being
drawn to run with one equally inferior may win in the first

series of heats, and may by chance get up in some of the
other series by having an opponent of the same character,
but when it meets the cracks, it is sure to be knocked out
and to go down step by step. And when a first-class dog
meets a first-class dog in the first series of heats and is beaten,
it is not thrown out of the race, but has a chance to get into
second or third place, as the case may be. Rules which can
enable th*> bnst dogs in the race to come to the front are the
rules desired.

Iu our report of the All-Age Setter and All-Age Pointer
Stakes, we omitted to mention that Capt. C. E. McMurdo
broke Belle of Piedmont, and that to Mr. Luke White the
credit is due for the fine field form Bang Bang exhibited.
In the All-Age Setter Stake Mr. Crawford's initials were

given in the summary E. F. instead of C. F., and Mr Chas.
Heath's name was spelled Heather. In the report of the
heats both were given correctly.

At a meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club, it was moved
and carried to recommend to the Club at its annual meeting,
when there will be a full attendance, that the public trials of

18S6 commence on or after December 1st, the Members' Stake
to commence the Thursday before; that members elected

hereafter pay twenty-five dollars a year instead of, as now,
fifty dollars; also that the Derby be the first stake run,
instead of the All-Age Setter and All-Age Pointer Stakes.
The following gentlemen were proposed for membership:
James L. Breese, New York; Charles Heath, Newark, N. J.;

James T. Walker, Troy, N. Y.; Chalmers L. Dick, Johnston,
Pa.; J. O'Hara Denny, Pittsburg, Pa.
Mr. James T. Walker, of Troy, N. Y., who is a very skill-

ful amateur photographer, took a large number of instantan-
eous photographs of various incidents of the trials, including
some of the most noted dogs on a point in the race. We hope
Mr, Walker will publish them.

THE DERBY.

Immediately on the conclusion of the All-age Pointer Stake,

on Saturday afternoon, the running in the Derby commenced,
and ended on Monday afternoon at 3:51. Mr. J. Otto Don-
ner having an entry in the stake, retired from judging, and
his place was taken by Mr. F. B. Hitchcock, who, with
Messrs. Wilson and Coster, judged the race.

E. H. Height's Setter bitch. Belle, won first. She is black
and tan, but is across of the Irish on the Gordon. All of her
pedigree that we could obtain from her owner, Mr. Height, is

that she is by J. Briar's Dan, out of an Irish Setter bitch.

Dau is by Forman Taylor's Turk. Belle is light built, fast,

fair style in nmtion and on point, and has a good nop«; she
was born in January, 1SS4, and was broken by her former
owner, E. H. Height. Before the race she was sold to Mr. O.
Bird, of New York, to be delivered after the race, for $150,
Height to retain what she may win, aud $25 additional if she
was placed in the race. Second was won by Dr. G. G.
Ware's white and black Setter bitch Nannie S., by Dashing
Berwyn (Dash II.—Couutess Bear), out of Juno A. (Druid

—

Ruby). Nannie S. is pretty, fast, stylish aud has a good uose.

She was bred by Dr. Leiter, of Muuroe, Ind., and was born
June 20. 1S84. She was broken by her handler in the race,

Charles Tucker. Third was divided between Mr. Luke
White's lemon uud white Pointer Bang Grace, by Bai
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(Champion Bang—Process Kate), out of Graceful (Sensation

—Luke White's Grace), and the Eamapo Kennels lemon

belton English Setter Prince Imperial, bj Emperor Fred

(Blue Prince—Blue Daisv), out of Conner's Bessie (Ranger

II—Mallard's Belle). Bang Grace resembles his mre, Baug

Banc very much in appearance, in motion and on point. He

is fast stylish, and has a good nose. Prince Imperial is

good looking, has fair speed, fair style and a fair nose; but is

as ytt an undeveloped puppy, which is due to the fact that lie

had only three weeks' work on birds before being run m the

stake For the experience he had on game, he did well. He

was bred by Mr. J. Otto Douner. Bang Grace was bred

bv Luke White, who broke bim and handled him m his race.

He was bought after running in the first series of beats, by

Mr. J. L. Breese, of New York, for $250. Prince Imperial

was broken and handled in his race by John Lewis.

As retrieving was not required in the stake, the handlers

were directed not to kili when tbey shot, which will account

fur the iact that nearly every time they shot, a bird was not

killed. . _.

There were thirteen starters, but after the drawing Mr.

Charles Heath withdrew Peudeunis and Diana III., and Mr.

W.T. Mitchell withdrew Grouse III., and Sharpness, leav-

ing uiue starters.

Nelly Bly—Neversisk.—At 2:27, Edward Dexter s blue

belton English Seller bitch Nelly Bly, by Count Noble-

Nellie, handled by Capt. C. E. McMurdo, and the Neversink

Lodge Kenuels' liver and white Pointer dog Neversink, by

Crosteth—Gwendoline, handled by Philip Thurtle, were cast

off in the same grass field in which Bang Bang bad found and

pointed the hew, to be worked on the birds which, when

flushed, had dropped a short distance ahead. In speed,

ranging, in style in motion and on point, Nelly Bly bad the

advantage. Neither quartered well. Almost immediately

after being cast off, Neversink pointed the bevy and Nelly

Bly backed. The birds ran and Neversink cast and roaded

down wind, when Nelly Bly drew directly up
wind, and to the bevy which slie pointed

staunchly. McMurdo flushed but did not shoot;

Nelly Bly dropped to wing. Nellie Bly moved on, pointed

where tbe birdu had Hushed from, discovered her error and

.moved on again. Some distance further on, both

roiuted; Neversink a lark, and Nelly Bly where a

lark had Hushed from. Going on, Neversink

pointed the back trail of a bird which flusbed

behind him, and Nelly Bly, a short distance from him,

pointed and roaded alternately very nicely, finally establish-

ing ber point. McMurdo flushed but did not shoot, and she

dropped to wing; and a little further on still, she pointed on

tbe back trail and roaded it, and Neversink came up and
hacked. The bird flushed and Nelly Bly started to ohase it,

but stopped to order. Soon after Neversink pointed, moved
on, and some distance ahead pointed again, which point was
backed ' y Nelly Bly. Thurtle flushed and Neversink broke

in; Thurtle shot and he dropped to shot. Going to the woods
Neversink pointed a cripple, to which be was steady, and
further in he pointed twice and moved on each time. Going
to the grass field Nelly Bly pointed aud moved on, and
lurtheron, near the hedge, she pointed. McMurdo flushed

the bird and shot, and she dropped to shot. Ordered ou,

she advanced a couple of steps and pointed again a bird,

which McMnrdo flushed, and she dropped to wing. Never-
sink did not have a chance to back either point, as he had
cast off some distance to the right. The dogs were then
taken up, at 3:15, andNelly Bly was awarded the heat. Down
48 minutes.

Nannie S—Bang Grace.—At3:20, Dr. G. G. Ware's white

aud black Setter bitch Nannie S., by Dashing Berwyn—Juno
A., handled by Charles Tucker, and Luke White's lemon aud
white Pointer dog Bang Grace, by Bang Bang—Graceful,

handled by owner, were cast off in a grass field where both
started at a clipping gait, which they maintained throughout
their heat. Both are fast, Bang Grace having a slight advan-
tage in pace. In style in motion and on point, and in quar-
tering, in which latter they were the best brace in the stake,

they were equal. Drawing the field blank, they jumped the
fence into another grass field, where Bang Grace pointed in

flue style but false, and was backed by Nannie S., who came
up facing him. Going into a corn field, Bang Grace flushed

a bird, down wind, on tbe bare ground, and stopped. .Run-
ning to the grass field at tbe edge of the corn field, Nannie S.

pointed in good style and was backed promptly and hand-
somely by Bang Grace. Failing to flush, as the birds had
run, both dogs drew together and rapidly to another point,

and Tucker failing again to flush, they wheeled around and
together shot like an arrow down wind to a point again, be-

fore which Tucker flushed a bevy and shot, to which both
were steady. The birds were followed into a grass field with
a small piece of oaks at the edge. In the oaks both pointed,
and were steady to wing when the bird flusbed. They were
then cast off down wind through the adjoining woods so as
io give tkeinthe wind ou the birds in the grass field, in which
Bang Grace pointed and was* backed indifferently by Nannie
S., who bad got the scent of some birds to her right. The
bird rau. Bang Grace roaded, it flushed, and he dropped to

wing; after which Nannie S., turning around, pointed a bird
to the right of her, which Tucker flunhed, and to which phe
dropped to wing, aud immediately after, moved a few steps
and pointed the bevy, which Tucker flusbed, and she dropped
to wing. Bang Grace in the meantime had moved on, flushed
a bird, and dropped to wing. The dogs then rau into the
woods where Bang Grace pointed, and Nannie S. not seeing
him, did not back and roaded the bird up. Then going on,
she pointed and Bang Grace crossing in front of her down
wind, stopped, wheeled around, jumped down the bank and
backed facing her. The dogs were then taken up, at 4:00,
and Nannie S. was awarded the beat. Down 40 minutes.
Belle—Glrnclairk.—At 4:06, E. H. Height's black and

tan Setter bitch Belle, by Briar's Dan , bandied by
owner, and Jas. T. Walker's Irish Setter dog Glenclaire, by
Gleucho—Claiie. handled by Wm. Tallman, were cast off in
a coru field. In pace, ranging, style in motion and on
point, and in quartering Belle was the superior. In the
hedge in the corn field, Belle pointed a bevy and Glenclaire
backed ; in a second or two, the birds ran, wh6u Genclaire
cast ahead of ber and pointed at the same time that she
pointed agaiu. Height flusbed and killed two. one of which
was winged ; both dogs were steady to shot. Belle retrieved
the dead bird well, and soon after pointed the cripple and
retrieved it ennnlly well. In the corn field, Glenclaire
minted handsomely, a bird which Belle backed ; Tallman
flushed and Glenclaire was unsteady to wing. A short
distance on, Belle dropped to a point between two rows, and
UlHurrlaire coming down between tbe n*xt rows ahead of her,

rlid not see her, crossed in front and to windward of her,

.Uflbed the birds and dropped to wing. The dogs now fol-

lowed the flushed birds to the woods, skirted by a thicket,
where Glenclaire pointed in good style, a bird in the dry
leaves, *> which he was steady to wing when Tallman tin shed.
Bell running out, pointed in tbe open nenr the judge-;, a

bird which flushed. Going into a coru field, Belle pointed

a brace and dropped to wing, which Height flushed, and

going into the ragweeds, she pointed a bevy and Glenclaire

backed. The birds ran, Belle drew a step or two and

pointed again when Glenclaire ran up and pointed also.

Height flushed, and both dogs were steady to wing. They
were then taken up, at 4:37, and Belle was awarded the heat.

Down 31 minutes.
Pkince Imperial—Dame Petrel.—At 4:40, the Eamapo

Kennel's lemon belton English Setter dog Prince Imperial,

by Emueror Fred—Douner's Bessie, handled by John Lewis,

aud the Raucocas Kennels' black, white and tan English

Setter titch Dame Petrel, by Don Juan—Petrel, handled by

Percy C. Ohl, were cast off in the same field where the last

brace had concluded their beat. In pace, ranging, aud

style in motion, Prince Imperial was the better of the two.

In style on point, Dame Petrel was the superior. Neither

quartered well. Immediately after being cast off, Dame
Petrel pointed very handsomely where the birds had been

flushed before Belle's point, and was backed by Prince

Imperial. Going into the pine woods, Prince Imperial

pointed a bird which Lewis flushed, after which he flushed

a bird a short distance ahead, and then pointed twice in

succession, and eacb time a bird was flushed by Lewis.

Dame Petrel then flushed, cbased, and dropped to order

;

and Prince Imperial pointed false ; after which both dogs

left the woods, drew a corn field blank, and going into tbe

adjoining pine woods, pointed a bird which flushed. In the

grass field drawn nest, Dame Petrel pointed, and moved on
;

and Prince Imperial, a short time afterwards, while coming
to Lewis, who had called bim, flushed a bird. Then Dame
Petrel pointed false and Friuce Imperial backed unsteadily,

after which the dogs were taken up, at 5:12, to be put down
on Monday morning. On Sunday night, Mr. Ohl notified

Mr. Coster, the secretary, of his withdrawal of Dame Petrel,

as she was lame. Down 32 minutes.
Carlotta.— W. H. Parson's black, white and tan English

Setter bitch Carlotta, by Lightning—Dora Royal, won the

bye in the drawing in the first series of heats. She was
handled by Mr. Charles Tucker in the race.

MONDAY, SECOND SERIES.

It commenced to rain on Sunday afternoon, and continued

to do so until early Monday morning. The morning,
although not raiuy, was cloudy and threatening, and con-

tinued so until about two o'clock, when the clouds dispersed,

and the sun shone brightly. The wind was northwest, and
the atmosphere was decidedly more like Winter than any day
of the meeting.
Nelly Bly—Carlotta.—At S:27, Nelly Bly and Carlotta

were cast off ir> a grass field adjoining some oak woods, on
Major Snow's farm. Nelly Bly was the superior in pace,

ranging and quartering. In style in motion and on point,

Carlotta was the superior. Iu the grass field, Nelly Bly
pointed some larks and Carlotta backed. In the nest grass

(ield, Nelly Bly flushed an outlying bird of a b6vy, and
pointed tbe balance, which flushed wild; and Carlotta, to

the right, pointed on the back trail. Some distance further

on, both dogs pointed in different places; Nelly Bly the bevy,

and Carlotta the foot scent. Both roaded a long distance,

and after a nice piece of work, Nelly Bly established her

point again. The birds flushed wild, and she dropped to

wing. Going into the oak woods where the flushed birds

had flown, Nelly Bly pointed a bird which Carlotta backed.
McMurdo flushed and shot; both dogs were steady towing
and shot. A short distance ou, Nellie Bly pointed a bevy
and Carlotta backed. McMurdo flushed and both dogs

dropped to wing. They were then taken up, at 8:57, and
Nelly Bly awarded the heat. Down 30 minutes.
Belle—Nannie S.—At 9:01, Belle and Nannie S. were cast

off in a grass field close to some oak woods. Nannie S. had
the advantage in style in motion and on point, and in quar-

tering. Belle was the faster, and ranged the wider of the

two. Both started at a fast gait, and maintained their pace
well throughout the heat. Drawing the grass field blank,

they ran into the woods where Belle pointed; Nannie S.

refused to back and flushed the bird. Further on, Belle

made a short point and moved on; Nannie S. backed to order.

In the next woods drawn, Nannie S. pointed a bird; Belle

was not near to back. Tucker flushed but did not

shoot; Nannie S. dropped to wing. Ccming together again,

both dogs pointed false. Running into a grass field, with

small pines, Belle flushed a bird, and a little distance further

on, dropped on a false point. The dogs then ran into the

oak woods where Belle flushed, and some distance further ou
drew to a point which Nannie S. refused to back, and
flushed. Going into the open, the judges flushed a bevy
which flew to the oak woods, where -the dogs followed but
did not succeed in finding the birds. Running into the

grass field, Nauuie S. pointed false and Belle backed, and
further ou they backed facing each other. Ruuniug to the

fence separating the grass field from the old stubble field,

Nannie S. pointed through the fence, and when Tucker went
to flush, he discovered she was backiug a black stump which
she mistook for Belle. Belle in the meantime had come up
behind her and backed her. After two or three fields had
been drawn blank, Belle, in a grass field near some pines,

pointed a bevy, which Height flushed and which flew to the

pines, where they were followed by the clogs, and where Belle

pointed and Nannie S. backed. Height flushed the bird and
both were steady to wing. Going on, Nannie S. flushed;

and a little beyond both pointed birds in different placeB

which flushed wild. The dogs were then taken up, at 10:44,

and Belle awarded the heat. Down 1 hour and 43 minutes.

THIRD SERIES.

Prince Imperial—Nelly Bly.—At 10:54, Prince Imperial

and Nelly Bly were cast off in tbe grass field where the last

bevy had been flushed from. Nelly Bly had the advantage
iu style in motion and on point, and in quartering. Prince
Imperial had the advantage in pace and ranging over Nelly

Bly. Iu style in motion and ou point, Nelly Bly was the

superior. Neither quartered well. Soon after being cast off,

Prince Imperial stopped, drew, roaded and went on. They
then went to the pine woods where Nelly Bly pointed, and
Prince Imperial backed. She roaded on, Prince Imperial

cast ahead of her and pointed, then made another cast and
pointed again, and each time she backed but nothing was
found. After some other fields had been drawn blank, in a

rng weed field Nelly Bly pointed false; and in the next field,

pointed false again. Prince Imperial backed the last point,

facing her. The oaks woods were then drawn, where Prince

Imperial flushed a bevy and stopped. Nelly Bly, a short

distance to the right of bim* pointed and roaded, and while
doing so Priu co Imperial came up. aud both pointed and
roaded again and pointed. Nelly Bly then roaded off from
tbe bird, and Prince Imperial cast to the point on a brace,

and Nelly Bly coming up, pointed also aud the birds flushed.

Prince Imperial then Hashed twice in succession, and Nelly
Illy pointed u bird which Mushed. A little further on, Priuce

Imperial pointed, Lewis flushed and shut, aud Prince Im-
perial drupped to'shot. Nelly Bly, not near, did nut have a

chance to back the point. Further on, she pointed and

Prince Imperial backed. She roaded and failed to locate, and
when she moved on and cast off from the bird, he cast toward
the bird aud pointed it. Lewis flushed but did not shoot,

and Prince Imperial dropped to wing. Further in the woods,
Nelly Bly pointed, wheeled around and flushed. Prince Im-
perial coming up, pointed where the birds had flushed from,
and Nelly Bly backed, and going on, pointed a bird which
flushed aud to which he was steady to wing. The dogs were
taken up, at 12:13, and the heat was awarded to Priuce Im-
perial. Down 1 hour and 19 minutes.

FOURTH SERIES.

Belle—Prince Imperial.—At the conclusion of the last

heat, an adjournment was taken for lunch, and after lunch,
at 1 :0S, Belle and Prince Imperial were east off in a rag weed
field on the Model Farm. Prince Imperial increased his
pace to what he had shown in his previous heats, and in

that respect as well as in ranging, he and Belle were equal.
In style in motion and on point and in quartering she had
tbe advantage. Immediately after being cast off, Prince
Imperial pointed the scent of the bevy afterward found, and
Belle backed. Then a little further on, Belle passed the
bevy so near that it seemed she must have stepped on them
almost, and as soon as she got below them she pointed hand-
somely. It was the most miraculous escape of a flush we
ever saw. Prince Imperial coming up, backed handsomely.
Height flushed and shot; both dogs were steady to wing and
snot. The birds flew to the grass field where Belle pointed
false and Prince Imperial backed, and a little further on,
she wheeled to a point on the back trail and the birds flushed
behind her immediately afterward. Prince Imperial backed
the point. Going some two hundred yards, Belle pointed a
hare, and as Prince Imperial came up, it sprang and both
chased it lively; regarding which, a young darkey remarked:
"I allowed dat ar white dog wud cotch de har'; my inouf was
wide open." After the dogs had been stopped, and cast off

again, Prince Imperial pointed nicely and Belle backed in

good style. Lewis flushed the bevy and shot; both dogs
dropped to wing. Tbe birds flew to some oak woods where
Belle soon found and pointed a brace, and Prince Imperial
backed. Height flushed, Belle dropped to order, and Prince
Imperial to wing. Then Prince Imperial flushed a bird and
stopped, and a little beyond, Belle pointed prettily but close,

and Prince Imperial backed and broke his back. Height
tried to catch the bird, which caused Belle to start and chase;
Prince Imperial followed her, and both were stopped by
their handlers. Belle, afterward sent on, pointed, and
Prince Imperial backed. Height flushed, and both dogs
dropped to wing. They were then taken up, at 1:45, and
Belle waB awarded the heat. Down 37 minutes.

urn I SERIES.

Nannie S.

—

Glenclaire.—At 1:50, Nannie S. and Glen-
claire were cast off in a grass field where the last bevy before
Prince Imperial had flushed from. In pace, ranging, style

and quartering, Nannie S. was the superior. Drawing the
grass field blank, both dogs ran into the pines where Glen-
claire flushed a bevy and stopped. Following the flushed
birds which had dropped further in, Nannie S. pointed a
brace of birds and Glenclaire backed. The birds ran and
Nannie S. did some very excellent work. Both dogs moved
when the birds ran, Glenclaire cast off from them, and Nan-
nie S. followed the trail and roaded them very nicely to a
point; they ran again and she roaded again in the same style

to another point. Tucker flushed, she dropped to wing; and
afterward moved on and pointed again. Tucker flushed,
and she dropped to wing. Further on, she flushed a bird
and stopped. The dogs then jumped the fence into a
piece of small pines where Glenclaire pointed and Nannie S.
backed; when the judges got up, Tallman said the bird

had flushed. In the oak woods drawn next, Glenclaire
jumped into and nearly caught a bird when it flushed;
Tallman stopped him, and immediately after the balance of

the bevy flushed. Following the birds into the adjoining
grass field, Nannie S. made a long point which Glenclaire
was not near to back. Tucker flushed and she dropped to

wing. The dogs were then taken up, at 2:39, and Nannie S
awarded the heat. Down 49 minutes.

sixth series.

Nannie S.

—

Prince Imperial.—At 2:55, Nannie S. and
Prince Imperial were cast off in the grass field where the last

brace had finished their heat. Nannie S. having let down
in her pace aud ranging, attributed by her handler to a col-

lision she had with Belle, when both were running very fast

and which knocked both over, Prince Imperial had tbe
advantage in pace and ranging. In style, she bad the advan-
tage. Neither quartered. Drawing the field blank, they
ran into the woods where Nannie S. pointed. Tucker
flushed and shot; Nannie S. dropped to shot; Prince Imperial
broke shot and stopped to order after following the birds

some distance. After a long tramp, Prince Imperial pointed
in tbe oak woods, the birds rau, he moved a step or two, and
the birds flushed. Nannie S. backed the point. Then a
little further ou, Nannie S, pointed a bird which Tucker
flushed; Prince Imperial was not near to back the point.

The dogs were then taken np, at 3:51, and Nannie S. was
awarded the heat, and second money. Down 56 minutes.

seventh series.

Bang Grace—Prince Imperial.—At 3:55, Bang Grace
and Prince Imperial were called up to run for third money.
As Prince Imperial had run sevaral heats that day, Mr.
Donner proposed to divide. Mr. Luke White, who retained

the winnings of Bang Grace when he sold him to Mr. J. L.
Breese, feeling that Bang Grace would have to break his leg

or neck for Prince Imperial to win any way, declined to

divide. Mr. Donner said that he was well aware that Bang
Grace had a sure thing, and he did not blame White for

declining to divide, his only object was to save the doge
from running, and the judges the trouble of following them;
the money he had intended to give to Prince Imperial's

handler, Lewis; after which White said he would consent to

divide the honors, and give Lewis S25 of the money and
take $75 for himself; and this'having been agreed to, the

Derby and t he trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club for

I8S5 ended.
8UMMABX.

High Point. N. O., November 21, 1885.—The fifth Derby. Open to all

puppies whelped on or after January 1, 1884. Purse ?500 caBh. First

prize. $250; second, S150: tbird. £100. Forfeit. $5; §10 additional for
Btartera The president offers a Cup, value ?10". to be known as tbe
•President's Cup." to tbe breeder of the best dog, or bitch puppy com-
peting iu the Derby, f ho breeder to be the owner of the dam of such
winning puppy at the time the bitch was bred to tbe dog. Closed May
1, 1885, with eighty-three nominations.

I.

Edward Dexter's blue belton \

bitch Nelly Bly. by Count f

Noble—Neliie (Better).
j

Dr. G. G. 'Ware's white and \

black bitL-h Nannie S . by !

On log Berwyn-Juno A.
'"

(Better).
)" °°"

\

( Never6ink Lodge Kennels'
1 liver aad white dog Never-
j

sink, by Croxtetb—Gwen-
1 doleno (Pointer),

j
Luke White's lemon and

1 white dog Baug Grace,
by Bang Bang—Graceful
(Pointer).



1885 %ixt *gxM&Kx nmi gpoxtsmmx.

E. H. Height's black and tan
bltbh Belle, by Briar's Dan

(Setter*.

Ramapo Kennels' lemod bel- \

ton dog, Prince imperial, f_

by Emperor Fred—Donner's
Bessie (Setter).

W. H. Parson's black, white
)

and tan bitch Carlotta. by
(_

Lightning — Dora Royal

;

(Setter), (a bye). )

Nelly Bly beat Carlotta,

Belle beat Nannie 9.

> beat J.

i Jam M? T. Walker's red dog
j

Glenclaire, by Glencho

—

( Claire (Setter).

,
Rancocas Kennels* black,
white and tan bitch Dame
Petrel, by Don Juan—Petrel
(Setter), (withdrawn).

I Prince Imperial (a bye).

HI.

Prince Imperial beat Nelly Bly. [Belle (a bye).
IV.

Belle beat Prince Imperial and won first.

Nannie S. beat Glenclaire
|
Prince Imperial (a bye).

VI.
Nannie S. beat Prince Imperial and won second.

vn.
Bang Grace and Prince Imperial divided third.

1st. Belle.

2d. Nannie S.

{Bang Grace.
Prince Imperial.

PBEVIOUS WJNNEES,

3d.

( Pollux, by Dash m.—Diana 1

Robins Island, 1881. ! Fenda, by Ranger II.—White's Daisy 2
( Sensation, Jr., by Sensation—White's Grace 3

(
Darkness, by Chipps—Nettie 1

a, x, -r, • * isflo J Tick, by Bob—Dido 2
High i-oint, "-oo-.-j LaUa Rookh, by Sensation's Son—Grace, and

( Byron, by De Jonce—Jane, divided 3

i San Roy,by Connt Noble —Spark 1

High Point, 1883. ! Poarter. by Gladstone—Ress 2

( Drake, by Crosteth—Lass 3

* Gladstone's Boy, by Gladstone—Sue 1

Point, 1884. 1 Blue Lily, by Blue Drake—Glpsey Queen 2

"i Clifford, by Emperor Fred —Fanny Belle, and
Drab, by Dan—Arrow, divided. 3

Daisy was a white and black bitch, of Laverack type in
form, and of good quality. Rather luw aud heavy, and in
style at work, a slow, over cautious bitch. Her nose was
unusually good. We shot over her several times, aud were
astonished to see her point snipe at from thirty to eighty
yards. She was gocd on scattered quails, but worked too
close in to be of use in finding birds.

—

[Ed.

Fall Meeting of the Blood Hora9 Association-
Last Day.

The Fall race meeting came to a close last Saturday. The
track was heavy, especially where shaded by the buildings,
and the air was chilly. There was a fair attendance under
the adverse circumstances, and the racing in the main was
very good. There was more than the usual amount of spec-
ulation, and very lively wagering on nil the events.
Dec. 51h—First Race—Purse $300, of which ?50 to second; for all ages.

Three-quarters of a mile.

W- ST. Ayer's g g Ichi Ban, J, by Joe Hooker, dam Queen, HOlba.
Appleby 1

R. P. Ashe's chc King of Norfolk, 2, by Norfolk, dam Maiion.SO lbs.
~ Schraalz S

Lynch & Kelly's b c Plato, 2, by shannon, oatu Planetia, 90 lbs.
Charleston 3

J. B. Haggin's chh Marc Daly, 4, liSlbs „ Duffy
Time. 1:19.

Mutuels paid 310.75
J to 1 King of Nor-

High

r
Pacific Coast Field Trials.

Pools: Ned Cook 580, John A. J7S, Qeld $A 1. JLittUng: 3 to o agaibut
Ned Cook. 7 to 5 against John a., 8 to 1 Tom Atchison, 15 to 1 Jim Mer-
rit. 30 lo 1 Mamie 'P.

The hace.—When the signal was given to start, all were
so nearly together as to make it difficult to say which had
the best of it. But it was easily determined soon after. Jim
Merritt followed his usual tactics of going off like a quartar
horse. He led by an open length at the end of the first fur-
long. When three furlongs were accomplished, John A. was
within a neck of being Brat. On the turn he went by Mer-
ritt, and so did Ned Cook, and, soon atter, Mamie T. Atchi-
son had never shown in the race, theretofore cruelly
disappointing his backers, who had great expectation. John
A. came on gallantly, at tho finish easily gained the front,
though there was a close fight between Ned Cook and Mamie
T. for second place. John A. won by a length, Cook only a
head in front of Mamie T., and the others straggling in be-
hind. Time, 1:34.

Honest Races.

OnThursday nest begins what is to us the pleasantest event

of the vear. Social pleasures are enjoyable, labor is profitable,

study and reflection are necessary to growth and mental

health, but with each there is a smack of bitterness. The
flesh is wearied and the spirit shadowed in the daily round
of duties and pleasures. It is the field that gives the most
desirable change of scene, and the highest enjoyment with-

out palling upon the taste. The glorious mornings after

long nights of dreamless slumber! The gentle exercise of

body, and consequent exhilaration of spirits! The wonderful

display of intelligence and instinctive promptings given by
the noble animals in whose every movement there is matter

for curious speculation or artistic gratification! The associa-

tion with sound, genial friends, alike free from harrassing

care for the time ! The uncounterfeitable bits of glen, sward,

woody hillside, ferny spring, chatty streamlet, and tireless,

lapping ocean ! All things conjoin to make the field trialer

the most justly enviable of men. Purity of surroundings,

cleanliness of speech, freedom from temptations to over

indulgence, high liberty in consonance with all things about

him, lift him to a pinnacle of delight from which even stern

duty calls him only with lagging footsteps, and longing

backward looks.

No more musty office for a week. No horse-leech's sister

crying "More, More" copy. No prolonged vigils over bird

—

track communications, and perplexing editorial dilemmas.

Nothing but freedom, air, bine empyrean, flitting birds and

that sort of thing, for one whole week.

Let the rain fall to-day as it is falling, it will be clear for

the trials.

Let birds be reported scarce by hunters, the trials will find

them plenty. Let all untoward forces combine, the trials

will overcome them.

Every moment of time, from leaving for Marin until the

last heat of the last series shall have been run will b ar its

inspiration and its healing.

No dogs will be allowed uuun the preserve used by the

club, except those to run in the trials. No shooting will be

permitted except that done by the handlers. Every effort

must be made by those in attendance to work no injury to

the premises so kindly offered by Messrs. Howard, Shafter

and Orr.

Trains leave the city at ll:2U, a. m., daily, over the North

Pacific Coast Railroad. Olema and Point Reyes stations are

the stopping places. Point Reyes station is only across a

road from the hotel. Olema is about two miles from the rail

road; both places are good, and they are about equally dis-

tant from the trial ground.

The Puppy Stake will Ug.u uu iuesday morning, and the

All-Aged on Wednesday or Thursday, dependent upon how
long it takes to run off the puppieB. Judges will be chosen

on Monday evening, at Point Reyes station, by those who are

to start dogs.

We hope the judging will be close, accurate, impartial, and

strictly within the rules, and we trust all owners and hand-

lers will receive the awards without displays of feeling,

If the Club contemplates any changes in the running rules,

those members who expect to propose them should write them

out, consider them thoroughly, and be prepared to advocate

them effectively. We have talked a gTeat deal about change,

but nothing has yet been done in that direction. We shall

have a fair field and no favor, and may the best dog win.

Death of Waddin£ton's Daisy.

The following note explains itself:

Deab Sib: My old hunting companion, Daisy ex Carlowitz

—True, died on Saturday evening last, Dec. 5th, while I was

at Alvarado shooting. The immediate cause of death was the

breaking of a cancerous growth in her left posterior mam-

mary gland. I expected her death daily for two months past

or more; the bitch having been more or less weak ever since

I had a cancer amputated in last August, at which time a

five-oound growth was removed. I am not able to recall pos-

itively,any whelps out of Daisy now living, except the follow-

ing- two that I have, lemon and white dog and bitch, by

Regent a Royal Duke—Gift dog; one owned by E. Leavesley,

named Ponto, and a lemon and white bitch sold by E. Leaves-

lev to a gentleman living on Pine street in this city, whose

name I do not recall.
_

D- E. Goodman.

San Francisco, Dec. 11, 1885.

(The bitch referred to in the foregoing 'note, for which we

are indebted to Mr. Goodman, is the English Setter bitch

known as Waddington :

s Daisy, 332, N. A. K. C. S. B., by

Carlowitz—True. She was bred by C F. Demuth. was

whelped in May 1, 1876, and was raised by George Waa-

dington, at Geneva, Iowa. She won first at the Gilroy field

trials of' 1882.

Pools: Marc Daly $40, Ichi Ban $10. Fit?M $0.
Betting: 9 to 10 against Ichi Ban, 6 to 5 Marc Daly,
folk, It) to 1 Plato.

The Race—Marc Daly and Ichi Ban went off together, the
two-year-olds in the rear. When passing the quarter-pole,
which was reached in 26 seconds, there was little space be-
tween them, though soon after Ichi Ban got a strong lead.
Half way around the torn Marc and King were together,
some four lengths behind Ichi Ban. Then King came away,
and closed a good deal of the gap when entering the stretch,

but could not reach Ichi Ban, who won by four lengths.
King being still farther in front of Plato. Duffy pulled Marc
Daly up when he saw he had no chance to win, and cantered
in behind. Time 1;19

Second Race—Purse $<00, of which ?100 to second; for two-year-olda.
Winner of any two-year-olu stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry rule
weights: all others allowed five pounds. One mile.
R. ±*. Ashe's ch c ±id Corrigan, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess Zeieka

103 lbs „ Kelly 1

Lynch £ Kelly's b f Moonlight. by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight, 102
lbs Flowers 2

Tlieo. Winters' b f Hiss Courtney, bv .Norfolk, dam Baliinette, 102
lbs Charleston 3

Wm. Boots' bf Leda, 102 lbs WInchell
H.J. Agnew's ch f Queen Kapiulani, 102 lbs Uowson

Time. 1 :51H.
Pools: Ed Corrigan 3130, Moonlight $7:;. V>, Miss Conrtnev $2-5, field $5.

Mutuels paid £6.53. Betting: 1 to 2 against Ed Corrigan. 5 to 2 against
Moonlight, 5 to 1 Miss Courtney, Uu to 1 Leda and Queen Kapiolani

.

The Race.—After some delay a very good start was given.
Leda jumped off in the front, being a length in the lead at

the quarter after 27| seconds. She also lead at the half in

54£ seconds, though the others were closer, and a furlong
further the favorite moved up and in a few strides took the

lead. From that point the only interest was in which wonld
be second. Corrigan won with ease, Moonlight beating Miss
Courtney for second place. Leda was fourth and her
Hawaiian majesty fax in the rear.

Third Race—The Jndson Stakes, for all ages; S50 each; S25 forfeit;

$5H0 added; second to receive SIOO; third to save stake: winner of the
Welcome, Park or Fame Stakes at this meeting, to carry five pounds;
of any two, seven pounds; of the three, ten pounds extra. One mile
and a half. Eight entries

R. P. Ashe's b c Alta, 3. by Norfolk, dam Baliinette, 107 lbs. . .Kelly 1

R.P.Ashe's b ni binette, 4, by imp. Billet, dam Mirah, 115 lbs.

Duffy 2

H. C. Judson'sblk h John A., 4, by Monday, dam Lady Clare, 118 lb3
Appleby 3

Garland & Goldsmith's b h Beaconsfield, 4. 125 lbs (including 7 lbs.
penalty) Carillo

Time, 2:46.

Pools: Beaconsfield 5300, Mr. Ashe's pair S115, John A. £26. MutneJs
paid, $16.50. Retting: 1 to 4 against Leaconsfield. 4 to 1 against Bin-
ette, 8 to 1 Aita, 20 to 1 John A. Value to winner §650.

The Race—Alta made the running as soon as the flag fell,

and from that time until he crossed the winning score none
of the others could get their nose even with his tail. The
first half was run in 53 seconds, the order being Alta, Bea-
consfield, John A, and Binette. At the quarter pole the time
was 1 :2l4. When the mile post was reached in 1 :49 Beacons-
and Binette were side by side and John A. a length behind.

A general acceleration of the pace of the rear division caused
slight closing of the gap between it and Alta, Beaconsfield

being second. Alta came on without any of the faltering he
bad shown in the Fame Stake, and his stable companion
passed Beaconsfield, at the seven-furlong mark. As soon as

Binette went by Beaconsfield, and it was evident that he
could not win, his rider pulled him back, and the order at

the finish was Alta, Binette, John A., Beaconsfield.

Fourth Race—Handicap sweepstakes for all ages; S25 each; $10
declaration; ?400 added; second horse to receive $100. One mile
Eleven entries.

J.B. Haggin's b g Duke of Monday, aged, by Monday, dam Demi-
rep, 110 lbs Dnffy 1

W. M. Ayer's g g Ichi Ban, 3, bv Joe Hooker, dam Queen, 103 lbs.
Kelly 2

B. L. Pachcco's ch f Mamie T., 3, by Wheatlev, dam Mercedes, 87 lbs.
Wincbell 3

R.P. Ashe's b f Constellation, 3, 87 lbs Schamlz
J. B. Haggin's ch h Marc Daly, 4, 116 lbs Charleston

Time, 1:40.

Pools: Ichi Ran S220, Mr. Haggin's pair -i-210, field $12. Mntnels paid,

$9.35. Betting: Evenagainst Ichi Ban. 7 to 10 against Duke of Mon-
day. 15 to 1 against Marc Daly, 30 to 1 Constellation and Mamie T.

Value to winner, $485.

The Race.—When the start was given the horses were well

together. In a few strides Constellation went to the front,

closely pressed by Marc Daly. At the quarter, in 27 sec-

onds, Constellation and Marc were parallel; at the half, in

54 seconds, Marc had his head in front of the filly. About
the center of the further turn is a favorite place for Duffy to

strike for a position, and with him came Kelly on Ichi Ban.
The two were locked at the bend of the stretch. No difference

could be discovered at the seven-furlong mark. At the draw-

gate they were still together, both jockeys using every
endeavor to urge the animals along. It was the mo^-t excit-

ing finish of the meeting. The people cheered, ladies waved
their handkerchiefs, and clapped their hands and also hur-

rahed, with as much vigor if not so loudly as the men. In
the last few strides Duke of Monday shot to the front, win-

ning a very good race by ha?f a length, and in the best time

since the trackhasbeen heavy. Mamie T. was third, Cou-
stelation fourth, Marc Daly cantering in a long way back,

having served the intended purpose by "making running"
for the Duke. Time, 1:49.

Fifth Kaco—Consolation Pnrse,$250. of which 850 to second; for non-
winners at tnis meeting; burses beaten once allowed five pounds
twice, ten pounds; three times, fifteen pounds. Seve»>-eighths of a
mile.
H. C. Judsous blk h John A., I, by Monday, darn Lvly Clare, 108

lbs Appleby 1

M, Kelly's cb c Ned Cook, 3, by Flood, dam Planelia, U8 lbs. ..Kelly 2

B. L. Pochecc's ch f Mamie T., ;<, by Wheatley, dam Mercedes, 05

lbs Wincbell 3

Lvnch & Kelly's cb g Tom Atchison, 3, 105 lbs Flower^
W. G. Scoggin's b g Jim Merritt, aged, 100 lbs Charleston

jTime, 1 :34,

As we glanced over the list of entries at one of our exhi-
bitions the past season, we were surprised to notice the large
per cent, of conditional entries. While requiring complete
entries in all other classes, aud closing the books several
days in advance of the show, and at the same time attracting
the crowd by publisaing the long list of trotters, the horse-
men—and by these we mean those owning trotting stock
—have been allowed to enter conditionally, and the entry fees
are not collected until almost the moment of starting the race.
For one reason and another conditional entries are received,
but they seem to defeat the real object of trotting at our fairs.

We have shut out pool-selling from our tracks, but the prac-
tice is continued in the corners aud alleys of the cities, and
winked at by officers of the law. As we have stated, the
crowd attend the fair to see the horses trot, and it is claimed,
that to them a trot is a tret, and a race that is fixed has as
many attractions to the average looker-on as one honestlv
contested. This we do not accept. We fancy that a large
per cent, of the visitors in and about the track will select a
favorite before the tedious scoring cornsiences, even though
every horse be a stranger, and to wake up after it is all over
and rind that the race was fixed before the horses were called,

does not add to the sweetness of one's temper or promote
confidence in managers of agricultural fairs. What though
the time be slow, if the ground be honestly fought over aud
the race decided upon its merits, all are satisfied, or at least

all the visitors will be.

Why should owners of trotting stock be allowed to with-
hold their entries until the race be called, when the object
can only be to euabble them to trade and dicker, and so fix

their chances before they invest their ten per cent. ? If purses
cannot be offered that will call out bona fide entries, theu let

us open the books for the cattle men and sheep men. The
principle is wrong in that it paves the way for trading and
trafficiug and suggests fraud to trottiug horsemen. We
know of many who thoroughly despise the practice and will
draw their horses rather than become a party even to the
appearance of the slightest fraud.

The time has come for uur park managers to assert their

authority, and make our trotting races trials of speed. There
must be liberal premium*, aud then unconditional entries.
What right have owners uf trotting stock to so much consid-
eration when the purse is offered in good faith? It weuld
be well if the managers of our fairs would not only assume,
but take full control of their tracks, and either oblige the trot-

ters to come to time or let the public know the reason. An-
other evil to be remedied is that of what is termed sup-
pressed time. Distance and weights are waived, and horses
allowed to trot for the purses under the agreement that slower
time shall be hung out than is actually made. Is it any
wonder that these horsemen are exacting, when managers
open the gates and become parties to these fraudulent trans-
actions? Wiihiu the past year some of our leading breeders
and owners have had cause to feel keenly the practical work-
ing of this unfair agreement, and, as in many other cases, in-

nocent parties are the sufferers. It is claimed that without
this dickering a field of horses could not be seenred during
the earlier Summer months. This we do not accept, for we
know that all pecuniary considerations will tempt the own-
ers to bring their trotters to the test, and that they have only
to know that National rules are to govern and they will come
forward as freely as now. It needs only concert of action on
the part of manager of parks to bring about a better condi-
tion, Dut so long as they cater to the whims and fancies of
owners and drivers, so long will a large portion ol the public
withhold their support from the tracks.

If the season of 'S6 found all our tracks under National
rules, and their managers ready to offer literal purses, but
determined to maintain those rules at all hazards, we should
find the horsemen submitting cheerfully, training their colts

and horses with as much zeal, and coming to the tests with
more confidence that can be possible nnder any other system.
We may criticise the rules, but they represent the will of the
National Association, and only by and through their adop-
tion and enforcement can uniform ty be secured, and the
evils of to-day remedied. One track, waiving these rules and
dickering on time, will destroy tbe possible good that might
be accomplished, and nothing will be gained. The field of
trotting horses in Maine will be larger next year thau ever
before, and all indications point to a much greater interest

in trotting. Now is the time to prepare for the campaign and
start right. The position held by Maine horses should not
be weakened by a repetition of the troubles encountered the
present year, but strengthened by a more rigid enforcement
of the rules, and an evident determination to make the races
clean. In this work the managers play the leading part.
Honesty of purpose and straightforwardness iu execution will

do much, but they must be backed by judges, ready and wil-
ling to aid in all endeavors. This is a difficult position to

occupy, and one requiring peculiar qualifications, but we
have men with backbone enough to maintain themselves and
hold drivers to their work. The tedious scoring should be
checked, for surely nothing detracts from tbe interest of a
trot as this does. It requires a sharp eye to detect the causes
of this practice, and the man who is able tocjntrol a number
of drivers, bring them promptly to their work aud send them
off without tiring the audience, should hold his position for

life.

We believe in the possibility of honest racts. and knowing
something of the trotting horses of Maine, we urge the im-
portance of an advance step being taken before another trot
is held upon our tracks. We do not believe in the dishon-
esty of horsemen over other classes. We rather believe they
will rank well iu comparison, but when the bars are thrown
down aud they are invited to dicker and trnde, to trot uoder
suspended rules, when managers are ready and willing to

offer to suppress the time, when conditional entries are
sought for, the man who refuses to improve the main chance
by using these advantages is deaf to all the pleading* of B) If-

ishness, and fit for something higher than this worl
'

—Maine Farmer,
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THE GOT.
The Game Law.

Blank indicates open season.

Star (*) indicates close season.

Quatl
Partridge
Rail
Grouse
Doves
Male Deer
Female Deer..

Spotted Fawn
Antelope
Elk
Salmon
Trout

A Few Weeks' Sport in N- W. India-

iRobilla in London Field J

There were three of us, that bright March day, in one of

the loveliest parts of the upper northwest of India. Two
were old sporting chums, tried together in many a beat; the

third, an older man and an older sportsman than either of us

two, shot in our company for the Hist time. For some

reason best known to himself, he, who was the best of com-

pany by the camp-lire, elected to be grumpy in the field,

would not obey orders, and, in at least one instance, in all

probability lost us a tiger. A portion of our line of elephants

was his, and the men, ruahaut-like, would crowd close to

him, follow him in all his vagaries, break line to rear, to

Hank, and to front, and generally disregard orders— a course

of conduct exasperating to a line-leader, and, I grieve to say,

encouraged, or at any rate not put a stop to, by their master.

Fatal tactics! I learned soon after that we had left a tiger,

which we knew to be in the vicinity, in the very plain of

grass wherein our grumpy friend had thus transgressed all

laws of venery. Moral—If a friend joins your line, bringing

his own contingent of elephants, insist on his wholly placing

tbem at the disposal of the leader of the party, and let the

latter keep them next himself in the line.

We were going home, after some hours of ill-success, and
were shooting at everything. I was on the right flank, my
old chum in the centre, and our headstrong companion and
his host on the left. I was put ou t, and had not even my rifle

in hand, when up got a tigress, immediately by my elephant's

left shoulder, and bounded forwards, heading a little to my
right front. As quickly as I could, I had my Henry cocked

and to my shoulder for a snap— the merest snap, as the

tigress was disappearing in some heavy grass ahead. A
muffled roar and a tell-tale flourish of the tail in the air—an
unmistakable flag of distress—quickened the pulse as I

hastily reloaded and pressed ou, waving to my chum to bring

round his left. (Our friend had taken it upon himself to

straggle away with all his line far to the left front.) My
friend came upon the tigress lying down to die, and, as she

raised herself up, gave her her quietus. Unnecessary day-

light in the skin, as it turned out. She was a very handsome
tigress, but a small one, only eight feet, four and a half inches.

But, alas the cruel fates! the Cesarean operation produced
four lovely little cubs, two male and two female, perfectly

formed, and evidently just about to have been born, en regie,

Why didn't she say so? and I never—no, never—should have
fired. Myall too eager bullet had caught her about eight

inches behind the right shoulder from the right rear, and had
destroyed both lungs and the base of the throat; an awful
wound, and one which must have been fatal within b've

minutes.
Nest day my chum aud I marched in one direction, while

our companion and his elephants— the worst scratch lot I

ever saw in a line—departed iu a different one. His place

was taken with us by our medico, a sportsman as green as

he was keen, Nothing happened that day, as we marched
along among lovely hills, crossing and recrossing a pebbly
stream a bcore of times. Black partridge, hares and such
small game alone came to bag. Nest day we were token by
old Ghasi to a certain sol (hillside watercourse) wherein he
had tied up over night, and where hia matutinal visit had
shown him that a tigress had come and walked rouudour un-
happy young buffalo within a few yards. Suspecting a trap, she
hail not ventured to bill. We beat up both sides of the sot,

through magnificent grass jungle, over and around little

spurs of the hill, and in and out of enticing bays of yellow

grass; and at 3 p. m. had got to the head of it without seeing
our game. Deer we had put up, and pigs; but nothing like

the numbers which should have been in that perfect covert,

far from the beaten track of sportsmen. Had we required
further evidence, this fact would have proved a resident

tiger. On our way back, this time in single tile, down the
sandy bed of the sot, old Ghasi leading on a pad and I next,

I spotted fresh tiger tracks over our elephants' marks of the
forenoon. A very short search showed us that our tigress

(alas! anything but ours) had no doubt watched us disap-

pear, and had then quietly come down from some coign of

vantage on the hillside, and followed us for a mile or more
up the sot. She had heard us returning, and had nipped up
a side ravine, and over the watershed. We tracked her to

the face of the last steep, and there lost her. A blank day.
The following day we marched again. We were in coun-

try quite unknown to any of us, and had been told that there
would be no shooting en route. My wife was making the
march iu my howdah. About half of the way was passed,
when we suddenly opened out a superb stretch of grass lying
to the left between high banks. I motioned the liue into it,

intending to sweep it along in our way, and to

fire at anything that might break. The howdahs took
np positions just as we happened to be on
the road; I to the right, "The General" (my
old chum) in the center, and the Doctor on the extreme
left. Had I but dreamt of what lay in front, I should have
Bent the older hand on the left flank, nnder the high bank.
As it was, I motioned the Doctor to get on in front, and was
still iu the act of motioning him, when I caught sight of a

wave iu the grass in front, and near the left edge, which was
no deer. Frantic became my seraaphoric signals to the Doe-
tor to get on, but partly he did not take it in, aud partly his

mahaut was asleep, I suppose; but, at any ralp, he did not
get on nearly fast or far enough. I meanwhile did my best
to get inside and cut off what 1 felt certain was a tiger (the
General was badly mounted, and got thrown out, aud took
up my place on the right). Too late! I saw a line male tiger

Klip up the bank to the left, 200 yards ahead. How he must
have gone through the grass to get there! 1 noticed that the
lit uf bank up which the tiger had slowly gone was nearly
-solated from the uiain bank, and I sent the Doctor, who was

nearest it, straight for the uniting neck, while I went round

outside. When we joined on the far side, the Doctor pointed

to where he had seen the tiger go over another low neck of

hill just in front. Why he did not get a shot he did not

know himself, and never will. We followed up, but it was
of no use. By this time the General had brought the right

of the line up abreast of ns outside, and we fell into place

again and moved on. We had not gone a hundred yards

before there was a hullabaloo on the right, and all the ma-
hauts were yelling to the General with one consent. Result

—a tigress had apparently slowly walked out of the grass,

and up a hillside in front of the luckless General, who had
failed to see her. Save myself and a few mahauts near me,

every one in the line had seen her but the one man whose
seeing her was of any use. Tiger blindness is a most pro-

voking thing. I have had it on more than one occasion. I

have had my mahaut and the man behind me almost go out

of their senses because I could not, for all my staring, be got

to see the tiger which was so plain to them in front of me.
On one sad occasion, when thus afflicted, a brother

sportsman had come up from the far end of the line

to see what the row was, and instantly on arriving had
shot dead the tiger which, within fifteen yards, I had
been for many minutes gazing at with all my might, but,

with, so to speak, sightless eyeballs. On this occasion the

General was the sufferer. We searched a long while, and at

last I heard the Doctor's welcome rifle away to the left.

Welcome ! He had tired at a sambhar stag standing under
a tree, and—most unKindest cut of all—had missed him !

Tableau.
After throwing away our luck like that, it was not to he

wondered at that many blank days followed. Panthers we
got—several whose death story it boots not to tell, though
one of them was 7ft. 9iu., and occupied us for the best part

of the day. By the by, he was eventually bagged by me in

the evening, after we had shut up and called for drink,

because he would go into a hyena's den to hide, and got

turned out by the injured occupant, with much vociferation

and bad language on the part of both Box and Cos. This
happened not 100 yards from where we had given him up,

and were about to refresh. He was a panther of a festive

turn, for we had originally put him up from a bush where he
had, with his mate (whom we also slew), been watching us
having tiffen under a tree not ten yards off. The moment
we called for pegs in the evening he appeared again! His
love of the neighborhood of good cheer had lured him to his

death. Our nest tiger was a tigress. She never gave the

General or me a view (the Doctor had left us), but, after

walkiug past the front of a young man who was rather hard
to put in motion, sauntered straight across our Peeler (who
had not been two hours in camp, and was armed with a
stolen volunteer carbine), and instantly met her quietus from
one of Her Majesty's cartridges. Panthers many (as I have
said), deer galore, and innumerable winged fowls of all sorts

fell to that party, but never another tiger. '

About five weeks later, in the coolest May I have ever felt in

India, I was out again : this time with a sporting Major, as tall

as his name, and a right good and pleasant companion he was,
for the nest three jolly weeks. The first ten days yielded

nothing but panthers and deer.- One wounded panther we
ran to ground in a porcupiue's den, and roasted him there.

He apparently preferred that to coming out. We committed
the grand mistake of putting fire at both entrances of the

den, not with intent, but we found that where we first lit it

was the wrong end for the wind, and we then made a furnace
at the other entrance, and thus, unfortunately, shut both
esits. The brute would charge with a growl nearly to the

mouth of the den as each bit of wood was thrown down, but
never showed. When we shoved long poles in, he would
savagely worry them; but as the fire got fierce, the men kept
poking it in further and further. Then a smell of singing

cat, and soon all was still. The fire at the other entrance

had long died out, but he would not try it, though we
watched it long. We had no means of digging for him, and
we were fain to leave him. The Major and 1 fell in with an-

other festive panther, who came to tiffin with us under a tree.

He came late, for we had just lit up, when a mahau t sang out
for us, and waved to us to come to the elephants. They were
not twenty-five yards off, and nothing like five minutes had
elapsed from the first shout to us when the Major shot a fine

male panther through the head. Soon after that the Major
with two fine shots knocked over a small leopard, which had
come to the edge of a high bank over a sot we were in, to

have a look at us. The bank was probably 150 feet high, and
there was only the head of a small leopard to fire at, and
both barrels told. We had to clamber up the hill a long way
round to get above him, and, although alive, he hardly re-

quired the coup de grace which the Major gave him when we
came on him. Nothing for some days but deer.

We marched east, and encamped at a lovely spot just be-

low the outer spurs of Himalaya, where one of the best

mahsher streams in India leaves the hills. The hea'vy rain

of May had tilled it bank full, and it was of the color and
thickness of pea soup, and thus it unfortunately remained all

the time we were on its banks. Here we met another Major,
a kindly and effusive sportsman, who had
come alone to those wilds, without elephant, or shikari,

or tent, or experience, or Hindustani—determined to

shoot a tiger, and ready to spend his six months' leave there

to that end, if necessary. He had a rifle, he had six months'
stores from Crosse and Black well, he had twenty-four dozen
of soda water and a tat; he had, besides these, boundless
pluck, unlimited energy, and ever-springing hope, but noth-
ing else. The news of the sudden sickness of a brother offi-

cer, far away out in the hot plains of India, had just

reached him, and he was giving it all up, and was just off to

nurse his friend. He gave me news of a tiger which he had
pugged into a ravine Rome five miles away, a well-known
tiger, however. The sportsman had apparently, in his eager
inuocence, a day or two previously sat up for the brute over
a kill most of the clay and until sundown, and had then
retired.

Of that same tiger I have now to tell. We marched to a
couple of miles or so beyond his haunt, and learned that he
had been doing a great deal of damage for about a month and
a half. The very nest day the news was brought us by
breakfast time that he had killed a cow. We hurried to the
spot, nnd found that the officious people about, in order to

make sure that some of the cow should remain for us to see,

had dragged it fifty yards or so, and covered it with branches.
Of course it was all up. Even the tiger's tracks had been
obliterated by the well-meaning donkeys, so that we could
not make out his route after he had eaten. A hillman who
had some ideas told us that he thought the tiger lay up all

day in a certain deep, grassy hole with water in it, where the
heads of two sots met up the mountain-side. The Majcr
look charge of one sot, and I of the other, while Ghasi and
the hillman took five or six elephants by a roundabout way
up to the top. They put up the tiger just where tbe hillman
said, and beheaded down my sot; but the sot was long and
winding, and the tiger elected not to face the open, where

"lie people had hustled him in the early morning, and accord-
1ngly broke up the side and disappeared. However, he had
not been shot at or very much bullied, and the lair was such
a perfect one, that Ghasi felt sure that we had only to wait
for him to kill again, and, now that we knew
the ground, he was ours. He killed nest night but
one, and we were early on the ground. We
laid our plans thoroughly this time, and it was pretty sure
that, if he was in his old haunt, he was a dead tiger. We did
not think that he would break down the same sot as he did
two days before, but that he would try the other, or breakup
hill at once. I told Ghasi to post the Major where he could
command both, while I stopped at my old sot, but far inside
its mouth, and above where he had left it two days before.
The tiger was at home, and at the first stone thrown down by
old Ghasi into the hollow, broke with a roar that made the
hills echo again, and sent one's blood coursing at double
pace. He broke, as I had expected, straight for the Major,
and I heard Ghasi shouting to him and his mahaut to look
out. The Majors elephant must have been imperfectly con-
cealed, or for some reason the tiger changed his mind, for he
turned short, leaped down into my sot, and came on to me.
I could not see up the sot beyond a corner of rock about
twenty yards to my right front, where the sot turned atright
angles; but not hearing the Major shoot, I had an idea what
had happened, and a jungle cock came over the spur towards
me, calling vigorously. I kept my eye on the corner, and
very soon a line tiger came trotting round. I caught him on
the left side of the neck, four inches in front of the shoulder,
and with a roar he tumbled head ov«r heels, first out of
sight under the overhanging bank I eneath my elt-phaut's

feet, and then into sight again, tearing and gnashing at every
rock in his path. He was soon done, and required not the
linishing touch with which I put him out of pain. He was a
full-grown young tiger, nine feet, seven and a half inches, aud
very heavy for his length. His skin is wonderfully speckled
and spotted all over between the stripes. This was ou May
20th.
For a week we got nothing but deer. Meanwhile my son-

in-law, whom I shall call the Adjutant, joined us, and we
moved into a valley within the hills, which is. to the eye of

a sportsman, at any rate, a very paradise among valleys. On
the 27th we beat up a very favorite old resort of miue, and
found it in splendid order. It had been burnt early in the
season, and the young green grass had grown up into the best
of cover, nearly sis feet high. I sent the Major on ahead,
the Adjutant half forward, and I brought up the line. Half
way in we put a tiger on foot; two of the elephants in the
line said so, and his fresh pugs in front of me, as I crossed a
stream, showed that he was leisurely going ahead. I ex-

pected every moment to see either the Major or the Adjutant
raise his rifle and fire. Just then I got a glimpse of the
tiger moving ahead, about eighty yards off, and straight

from me, and fired. He stopped, turned to his

left for an instant, and showed me the centre
of his body through a lucky opening in the grass, and I had
a steady shot at him. The Major had quickly moved across
our front, and was on the bank of a brook which ran close

past where the tiger had been, and into which it struck me
that he had sprung. With the Major on guard iu front, and
the Adjutant closing in from the right, and myself coming
up from the left rear, there was little fear of the tiger getting

away. The Adjutant and I moved in very gingerly, as any
second might bring a charge : but—whoo-whoop ! I see him
lying motionless, just where he received my last shot. A
very heavy young tiger, full grown, nine feet eight and a half

inches. I had grazed the inside of his right thigh with my
first shot, and made him halt in anger, and menace a charge.
My second caught him nearly exactly in tbe center of his
body, a little low, and very slightly from the left rear, i. e.,

he was not exactly broadside en. I am thus particular, as I
wish to show the deadly effect of the little .450 bullet.

This tiger was killed in his tracks by a wound in a part
where I think no other sporting weapon but the Espress
could have delivered an instantly fatal stroke. This was the
second tiger I had thus dropped dead to a shot in the very
same spot with the .450, and I was soon to bag a third.

The 28th was blank, save for deer. On the 29th, we got
khabbar of a tigress and cubs in a wooded island, two miles
up stream. As going with the line seemed to pay, and, as a
tigress with cubs was likely to hang back, the Adjutant took
that post thisjtime, while the Major got his choice of positions
on ahead, and I took the other. I had not been long in my
stand, behind a breastwork of young shisham trees, before I
saw a tiger coming towards me through the grass, a good way
off. I let him come on, but as, when about sixty yards away
be seemed about to turn off to his right, out of my view, I
tired and had the satisfaction to see him go over. As we had
come there to shoot a tigress, and this was a tiger, and as he
evidently could not get away, and was tumbling about
silently, I kept quite quiet. Nothing more came out, and, as
the line was by this time coming into sight, I fired again. A
niiss plainly. It wakened my lord of the jungles up, however,
and he groggily came toward me, to be speedily laid low by a
bullet between the eyes. A tiger of the same length as his

immediate predecessor, but of a much lighter build. My first

shot had gone from side to side through both his eyes, and
the second had blown his head to pieces from front to rear.

We had a couple more beats for the tigress, and at last

found her tracks, where she and her cubs had left the island

and gone up the river. She and our dead hero, who had
probably coveted the cubs for breakfast, had had a battle-

royal that morning, and he was a good deal scratched and.
torn, and one of his lushes was broken. Next day we tried,

again for her, more on the chance than anything else. We
drew the island blank, and had moved into some bordering,
cover, intending to shoot at everything. We were all three
on ahead, and a bit of unpromising-looking bush was about
to be beaten down to us, when Ghasi set up a yelling which
was rather confusing in being utterly unintelligible to ns.

The Major took up a good position between two separated
bits of jungle, while the adjutant and I blindly raced round
to the left outside. When we came in sight of Ghasi on his

pad elephant, out in the open grass, his whole body and his
one arm constituted an active but to us quite unmeaning
semaphore. However, we raced on side by side towards him.
At last the adjutant called out, "There she is in front," or
words to that effect, and immediately a handsome tigress

sprang out across my left front, and went away over the low
green grass at her best pace. Unfortunately for the adjutant,

I had now got between him and the tigress, and he lost the
shot which was a second before at his mercy. I saw her give
plainly to my first barrel, and my second was as clearly a
miss. As she disappeared in some higher grass about 150
yards off, I saw the, to me welcome, but to her, fatal, wave
of the tail in the air, and we found her there lying dead. I
have seldom seen a handsomer sight than the splendid
animal galloping defiant, though flying, across the fresh
greensward in the brilliant sunlight. She, too, was shot
almost exactly in the centre of the body, a little low, aud
broadside on. She was a large tigress, exactly nine feet, and
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most beautifully marked. She was a good deal torn by the

tiger in the yesterday's fight, and, like her antagonist, had
broken one of her tushes. We left the cubs unsought for.

The Major's luck was of the hardest. He had worked hon-

estly and well for three weeks, and during the last ten days

had been out when four tigers were killed, and had not seen

one of them alive. I, on the contrary, had had the gT63t luck

to get them all.

It will be observed that the whole sis tigers which have

figured in the above tale of sport were killed, to all intents

and purposes, with a single bullet each. Four were literally

so killed, and the remaining two practically so. They were
all killed with small bores. One was shot through the heart

with a Martini bullet. Five were shot by me with my pet

old Henry .450, which I have so often championed in the

Field. After such results as these, with a bandy little weapon
weighing about eight and one-half pounds, what answer lies

in the mouths of chose who still argue that such a toy may
do very well for deer or antelope, or perhaps for a leopard, if

you are lucky, but that it is not the weapon for any sane

man to take after tigers; and that nothing will do for that

sort of game but a great hulking, kicking twelve-pound can-

non, or a .577 Magnum (spurious) Express?

The Pleasures of Hope-

Business conscience is a curiously elastic and changeable
quality. Men who are scrupulously upright in all transac-
tions outside of ordinarj' business lines, do not hesitate to

do things which the most charitable cannot condone, when
their business interests are advanced thereby.
We happened, in a country town, a few days ago, to ask

for some loaded shells made by the Selby Company, and a

bos was handed us that so closely resembled those sent out
by the Selby's as to deceive us for the moment. The size of

bos, color of label, etc., was about the same, and the pur-
pose of the man who put up the shell was evidently to make
people believe they were getting the superior ammunition
advertised as "Standard," and loaded by the Chamberlin
Machine.
We felt aggrieved at the successful deceit put upon the

dealer who thought he was offering the best ammuuition to

his customers, when in fact his goods could not compare
with the "Standard" cartridges in any respect.

Anticipation is frequently better than realization. This

is particularly true as regards hnnting; that is, at least, as

far as my experience is concerned. It is the custom of the

amateur hunter to talk and talk about the one good shot

which he made, when in all probability he missed ten beiore

he made the lucky scratch which he tells you about.

There is nothing in the world which corrupts the truth-

fulness of young men so much as hunting. If Washington

had been seized with this hunting craze wheu he was young,

I fear he would not have the reputation for veiacity which

he now has.

It is impossible for a man to start out before daylight in

the morning, hunt all day, shoot enough to annihilate a

whole arrny, and then come home and say he only killed one

duck. It is against human nature. The unpretending man
will add one cipher and make it ten, while others will add

two and sometimes three ciphers. It all depends on the

swallowing capacity of the listener.

A few days ago, after listening to the ctory of big hunts

with which one of my friends was torturing me, I decided to

try a dnck hunt myself. The scene of slaughter was to be a

swamp about three miles from San Jose. I also determined

to go by moonlight, as the moon was full. Having made all

the necessary preparations I started out just at dusk, afoot

and alone. I reached my destination after about an hour's

walk. I scrambled around in the water and mud, looking

for a good place to take a stand, and finally stationed myself

beside a fence near a large pond. Very soon I heard a buzz,

buzz, buzz, which alrnostfrightenedmeout of my wits. When
I was again composed I discovered a duck swimming around

in the pond. I took aim, fired, and strange to say killed the

duck. With a cry of delight, I dropped my gun and jumped
into the water after my prize. The water was deep, the

mud on the bottom was soft, and I sank down above my
waist. I grabbed tbe duck, and tried to wade out, but in

vain, for I was stuck in the mud. After several vain attempts

I managed, with the aid of a picket which came floating by,

to draw myself out, but my boots remained stuok in the mire.

In vain I poked and poked; the mud would not deliver up
its prey. So I stuck the picket up in the mud to mark the

place where the boots were, and started out for home bare-

footed. If there is a sharp rock or a bunch of nettles that I

did not step on, or a brick that I did not stumble nver, I

would like very much to know it, for, in my opinion, I got a

full benefit of everything that could torture a man which lay

in the line of my mournful march. Having reached home, I

crawled into bed, but not to sleep. The nest morning I sent

a bov up town to buy a dozen plasters, a case of assorted lin-

iments and a case of cough medicine; total cost, $30, and

S100 loss, for not being able to attend to business for two

weeks. I had one duck, valued at ten cents, to counterbal-

ance all this.

—

San Jose Mercury.

The Selby Company may feel fluttered at seeing their goods
imitated, because the implication is that their wares must be
superlatively good to force business competitors to imitate

them in order to insure sales, but the feeling of the Company
is not to the point ; which is, to determine just how far

business deceit may be pushed, without becoming actual

dishonesty and rascality.

Purchasers of cartridges who desire such as aTe loaded by
the Chamberlin Machine, and guaranteed by the Selby
Smelting and Lead Company should examine those given
them, and refuse to receive imitations.

The Italian SportsmaD.

There stands, or Tather stalks, a huntsman who seems just

to have stepped across the footlights, and to have passed

from the chorus of the "Freischutz" into real life. It is

greatly to the credit of his tailor that his costume bears the

broad daylight so well. He has a gun upon his shoulder,

and a hanger as well as a game-bag by his side. Are there

wild boars, you ask yourself in amazement, in this neighbor-

hood, or perhaps even wolves? It does not seem likely; but

then unlikely things are sometimes true. He has high boots,

which, but for their beautitul polish would seem to be in-

tended for stemming the wildest mountain torrents; the little

brook beneath the bridge could at this season easily be

passed dry-f^ot with a light spring from stone to stone.

You observe the newcomer curiously , As soon as he has

passed the bridge he Tetiresintoa small thicket and examines

the priming of his gun with a half-eye used upon you. Theu

he begins a series of strategical movements, which might do

credit to any military man; he glances through the willows;

he retires from the brook; again he approaches it in an atti-

tude as graceful as the need of walking half double, and the

respect due to his new costume will permit. At last jon

hear a report and see a light wreath of smoke among the

willow bouohs; in a moment more the huntsman springs out

upon the shingle, which in Winter is the bed of the brook,

and glances up and down. Then he rubs his brow in des-

pair and returns to the bridge. As he passes you his eyes

have a scorn in them you did not notice before.

The dusty pedestrian was good enough to admire and ap-

plaud his success, but he is too pitiful to wi-ness his failure.

Still you keep your place, and be sinks down the other bank

in the same way as he treated the first. What is he stalking.'

you wonder. Again a gun is hred, and this time evidently

with success, for the sportsman summons up courage enough

to step gingerlv across the brook, and in a few minutes he

repasses you with a triumphant smile on his face, and a

water wagtail suspended daintily outside the hunting pouch.

Whether he does anymore that day you will never know;

he is far too shrewd to sully such a success by any subse-

quent failure while you are near.

Fish and Game Laws-

For a year or more several of the mauufactnrers of paper

shells have advertised waterproof shells, but it has never

until recently come in our way to test the practical efficiency

of their waterproofing composition.

Last week we used some "Standard" cartridges of tbe

water-proofed sort which had been wet for eight days. We
tried them only after using up all that we had except those

which had been wet, because we expected to have trouble

with the latter. It was a surprise to find that they entered

the chambers readily and were in nowise injured by ex-

posure to moisture. In many of them the card board wad
over the shot was soft, almost puipy when first taken from
the box, but they seemed to shoot well.

Of course such a test is not enough to base unreserved

commendations upon, but in so far as it goes we think well

of the water-proofed shells.

The squabble over the Suisun preserves has squabbled

itself out and serenity reigns in that moist fragment of the

universe. The few thoughtless trespassers have seen the

error of their ways, and are uow talking of leasing and im-

proving shooting ground near that owned by the present

clubs. Such as were malicious are deterred by feur from
annoving the club members.

Duck hunters and heroes are fashioned from the same clay.

A truthful recital of theagouies, perilsaud exposures endured

by the persistent ducker wuuld make the sturies told in old

Fox's Book of Martyrs seem like tales uf pleasant entertain-

ments. The salt marsh shooters flatter themselves that the

frostiness of their chosen mud holes is a little sharper than

that in the tule ponds, and point with miugled pride and

sadness to their shamefully smeary shuotiug togs. Oue short

hour at Alviso suffices to transform the dapper hunting

swell into a dirty old hippopotamus.

Frightful transformations are worked by preparations fora

shooting trip. One sees on the streets at noon on Saturdays

numbers of trim, well-appearing business meu, whose faces

do not suggest a penchant for burglary or manslaughter, but

if these same men are seen at four of the clock as they gather

at the various depots, prepared for their hunting trips, the

soberest mind cannot imagine them to be other than bad

pirates.

The school teacher, prim and precise, whose vocation is to

inculcate a respect for grammatical correctness of speech, and

whose vocabulary and syntas are usually irreproachable, will

yet, when he dons his shooting rig, talk of "pesky varmint"

and "them thar coon." The hatter, whose Romanesque head

is usually adorned with the latest thing in hats, comes pok-

ing to the train in a head covering that would make an angel

sniffle, if he had to wear it.

The natty tailor whose nether garments generally excite

envy by their fit and eleeauce, rolls down Market street in

pantaloons that would fit a twelve inch water main.

Out-going trains and boats carry their precious freight of

Zulu guns and barbaric hunters to all desolate spots near

the city. Some of the hunters go regularly year after year

to the same ground. Morris Laehmau has shot forfive years

from a bos blind on one of the Alviso sloughs, and in that

time has killed many hundred ducks. H. Spencer and John

Stack have used a section of the salt marsh for four years,

and done well. Will Golcher has shot for four years from

the same blind, and returns to it this year with satis-

faction. Some of the quail shots have gone week after week.

season after season, to the same ground.

There is profit as well as pleasure in using about the same

ground continuously, especially when one does upland

shooting. Birds use the same spots, flush and cover alike

every time they are found and can be hunted to greater

advantage than when new ground is used.

Doctor S. E. Knowles enjoyed a queer esperience last

week. He was quail shooting and noticed au unusually

heavy recoil on firing at a bird.

On examining the gun he found that but one hammer had

been pulled down, the other remaining at full cock, while

both shells had been discharged. The primer of the one

in the right chamber was indented deeply from the tbe blow

of the firing pin, aud the primer of the other shell was also

indented but to a lesser degree.

The gun is a Parker with large headed, springless strikers,

and the shells used were the "Climax" made by Ihe United

States Cartridge Company.

About four o'clock in the afternoon, having had poor luck,

Simpson decided to go down the creek as far as the crossing,

or further, and see if he couldn't kill more game. Before
leaving camp he told his comrades that if he got too far away
he would gu Lo Fugarty's or Green's and spend the night, and
join them at one of those ranches as they went home the next
afternoon. Hence, when night came they felt no uneasiness
because of his absence. But when they visited both of those
places, Saturday afternoon, and ascertained that he had not
been at either, they became worried and at once instituted a
search for him, They didn't find him until after dark, and
then only by mere accident, as it were. He was fast in the
slickens up to his arm-pits, in a swale or slough about a half-

mile north of Freuch Crossing, and a quarter of a mile east
of Butte creek. He was so weak that his yells could not be
heard over fifty yards away. His comrades carried fence-
boards nearly a mile with which to make a platform upon
which to work as they hauled him out. They were engaged
nearly an hour extricating him, so firmly was he imbedded.
Simpson fainted from exhanstiou while he was beiugrescned,
and did not revive until he bad been taken to tho Pugn
camp and liberally dosed with liquor. When he came to aud
was able to talk he said he got stuck, where he was found, at

5 o'clock Friday evening; that his struggles to get out seemed
to only make him sink in deeper; that he either slept or was
unconscious from midnight until five o'clock Saturday morn-
ing; that his hope of rescue forsook him about three o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from which time he expected to die
where he was. His gun was not recovered. When the party
passed through this city, Sunday, Simpson was still very
weak but gradually gaining strength. He said he had seen
enough of California life and was going home as soon as able

to travel. His escape, under the circumstances, is a miracle.— Gridley Herald.

Gentlemen Sportsmen, and Loafer "Sports."

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: • In a recent issue yon
gave au account of a controversy between Mr. Wills, of Ala-
meda county, and several fellows whom he was compelled to

arrest for trespass. Being acquainted with all the facts of

that case, I must thank you for your just and emphatic cen-
sure of the trespassers. That case doc not stand alone.
The same sort of bipeds appear to infest the country in differ

ent directions, and to perpetrate damage in different ways.
The salt-men near Alvarado, Alameda county, complain that
hunters run their dogs through the salt ponds with injurious
effects. The farmers are rising to a resolute purpose of self-

protection; and they are a class which it is safer not to
trifle with too long. Game laws will go by the board, un-
less something like fair dealing is observed by hunters.
Gentlemen who wish to shoot within inclosures will always

announce themselves to the owner or occupant, and ask
permission. They would do this without a law. But the
loafer "sport" is of another spirit. An embodiment of igno-
rance, conceit and ill-breeding, he assumes rightsbeyoud any-
thing which a sovereign Slate would attempt lo claim. His
balf-drunken recklessness endangers stock, and his insolence
is liable lo endanger himself. It is the interest of all gentle-

men, who wish to recreate with dog and gun, to put such
creatures under ban, aud make it ele- r to owners of ranch'
that a gentleman is a gentleujau everywhere. Putting a gn ,i

into his hand does not make him areffian ora sneak thief.

Hayseed.

THE RIFLE.

Shell Mound.

Lieut. McAlptn 200 yards—

S

Puls.n ?0T yards—

I

McGiunis 200yanid—

I

There was only a small attendance of marksmen at SheT
Mound range uu Sunday last— the disagreeable weather
keepiug away many of the staudbys. Those who were there,

however, did some respectable shooting, and a few of the
records were first class. It was the regular monthly meeting
of Compauy C, Third Iufautry, Captain Levy, and there were
a number of members present. Following are some of the
scores made:

5 5 4 % 4 h 4 4 4—14
•15 4 5 4 4 4 4 4—14
5 4 4 3 4 4 2 4 4—37

Company E, Second Artillery, also held its' regular medal
shoot, with the following result:

FntST CLASS MEDAL.
Sgt. John S. Kelly 2O0yarda— I 3 15 3 5 4 5 4 5—42

SECOND CLASS MEDAL.
JameM TTowaril 210 yards—1 43 134414 3—37

THIKH CLASS MEDAL,
Thos. Davidson 2 yards—3 352 2 3343 4—32

A team from Com any A, Fifth Infantry, were at practice
preparing for the competition for a regimental trophy, which
begins nest mouth.
The monthly meeting of Company C (Nationals), First

Infantry, comes off on Sunday nest, and several members
were over yesterday gettiug their hands in against the eveut.
They formed two teams of four men each, ringing in R. C.
Moore, of Company A, Fifth Infantry. Annexed are the
soores, Johnson's team winuiug handsomely.

JOHN-SON'S TKAM\
Moore 201 yards—

5

44456454 $— IS

E01 v;ir<1s— I 5 3 5 5 5 4 5

Johnson 2m yards—

5

5 5 4 5 5 5 5
600 yards—

5

5 5 3 4 5 3 4

Dislierry 200 yards—

3

3
501) yards—

5

3 n a a i
Ruddock 200 "yards—

I

4 4 3 4 3

500 yards—

1

4 6 5 5 5

The State Fish Commission has had compiled and issued

from the State Printing Office a pamphlet containing all the

Sections of tbe Codes aud all the Statutes of California now

in force relating to fish and game. The work has been done

by an atlache of the State Treasury, Mr. Mashn, and is a

convenient book for reference. .

In a Bad Plight.

Alexander Simpson, of Topeka, Kansas, had an exciting

and very unpleasant experience on the 'dobe lands between

the Cherokee caual and Butte creek, last week. He has been

visiting friends in Marysville for a mouth past, aud last Fri-

day decided to participate in a grand goose hunt in the Butte

creek tules. There were three in the party besides himself.

Finding the tules too much overflowed the hunters went

north of French Crossing between three and four miles.

3 4 4 5 4 4 4 4-

5 4-
4 5—48

5-42—91

4 4 4—39
5 4 3—13-82

Aggregate - 3li

C'AITAIN KLEIN'S TEAM.
Diers 200yards—

1

3 1114 5 r. i j—

n

GnOynrdB—

3

4464 h 4 36 4— 1 1—82
Capt. Klein. 2U0 yards—

5

14445345 [—42
6IHI V;irdB-4 3 3 5 6 4 ft 5 4—!IH— fiO

Pembroke 200 yards—

4

B 4 3 4 1 G I I 1- : Q

5n0ynTds~8 6 H 24 a I ft 2—87—78
Sloan. 20ii vunls— I 14 13 5 4 5 4 6—42

500 yards-0 43842446 8—32—70

Aggregate 3i4

A. Johnson aud R. C. Moore tried their aim in two matches,
ten shots each, at the double distance, Mr. JbhPsou winning
both. The scores by totals:

FIltST MATCH. SECOND MATCH.
Johnson 200 ranis— 16 1200 yards—45

GOO yards—4J—90
I
500 yards-

Moore ...200 yards— 15 I 20J yards-
600 yards—48-U8 1 6 Oyards—14—

8

vi

The following have beeu elected as officers of tho Caledon-
ian Club for the coming year: D. A. McDouald, ( hief; Augus
McLeod, First Chieftain; Johu B. Munison, Second Chief-

tiiu; David Kerr, Third Chieftain; A. Lauriston, Fourth
Chieftain; Dr. J. M. Stnart, Physician. Trusteis—W. G.
Buchanan, James Aitkeu aud Daniel McLeod. Directors of

Scottish Hall— John F. Kennedy, D. A. McDonald, Coliu M,
Boyd, Angus McLeod, and W, C. Burnett,
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• NOTICE.
D G. Waldron. so well known on this Coast, is the traveling agent

solicitor and correspondent of the Breeder and Sportsman.

San Francisco, Saturday, Dec. 12, 1885.

Notice.

H. P. Metoalf has not been connected with this paper
since the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good
some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a
failure in giving public notice of his dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will
his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt
books which he should have returned last Fall, it has
become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

P. C. B. H. A.-The "New Board."

That the gentlemen elected at the late annual meet-
ing of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to
fill the offices of President, Vice-Presidents and Board of
Trustees, are the right men for the places, will be read-
ily acknowledged by those who know them. Every un-
prejudiced man who has that acquaintance will agree
that it would be difficult to select a body of men who
were better fitted to subserve the interests at stake, or
who would possess the confidence of the public in a
higher degree. To begin with the President,

J. L. RATHBONE,
he is a man so preculiarly well fitted for the position,
that it may appear somewhat too eulogistic to write
what our long acquaintance prompts. And in addition
to an acquaintance of nearly twelve years, we have the
testimony of those who have been more intimatly ac-
quainted with him for twice that length of time.
Brother officers during the war; fellow students at West
Point; soldiers who were under his command, and the
evidence of all is an accumulation of certificates of merit,
such as rarely falls to any man to receive. While his
character as a gentleman—and the higher title of a true
and honest man—is a recommendation for the office he
now holds, he has also an intimate knowledge of racing in
all of its branches. In all probability there is not
a man in California who has seen so much of racing and
racehorses. In England, France and other European
countries he has made extensive tours, and his fondness
for the sport led him to attend every race meeting of
importance. He is thoroughly familiar with Eastern
racing, and is also well posted in everything pertaining
to blood horses. We have not the least hesitation in
claiming that Major Eathbone has given fully as much
attention to thoroughbreds, their breeding, rearing and
training as a majority of men who are engaged in breed-
ing on an extensive scale. The knowledge he possesses
of racehorses and racing is not the only recommendation.
He enjoys high social rank. He is a welcome guest in
the most exclusive circles, and a recognized leader in the
fashionable world. This is important in the chief officer
of a jockey club. The most aristocratic club in France
is the French Jockey Club; in England the turf finds
support among the highest, and in the East its supporters
embrace some of the most noted names.

There is harmony between rank, style and fashion, and
highly bred racehorses. As an adjunct to racing it adds
to the attractions, and when the assemblage is "brilliant"
in rich dresses of the ladies, in stylish equipages, in the
isplay of fashionable life, there is a charm which cannot

be denied. It adds many dollars to the exchequer, and

doubles, it may be quadruples the receipts, aye, it is

within bounds to say, that were it not for this support

not one-tenth part of the added money would be given,

and racehorses would be of comparatively little value.

On thus presenting the advantages in brief, which

the Association will derive from the incumbent

of the presidential chair, it must be borne in mind, that,

with one exception, the members of the new Board oc-

cupy a prominent position in the social world, and this

will strengthen the president in his efforts to make rac-

ing as fashionable in San Francisco as it is in Chicago,

St. Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, New York, and other

cities. The exception is ourself, and, therefore, it cannot

be said that we have a desire to give undue prominence

to what we consider one of the most desirable features of

the late election. Had we the means and other qualifi-

cations our taste runs in another direction, but, neverthe-

less, we appreciate fully the bearing it has on the breed-

ing and racing interests of this Coast.

H. I. THORNTON.

The Vice-Presidency is filled by genial, talented, com-

panionable Col. Harry Thornton. He is so well known
that it is supererogatory to do more than mention his

name to the residents of this side of the Continent, and

to the people of the Southern States. He has every

qualifiation that could be desired for either first or sec-

ond place in the Association. No one is more enthusias-

tic in all pertaining to thoroughbred horses, he is becom-

ing a prominent breeder in this branch of equine pro-

duction, and, notwithstanding the pressure of other bus-

iness, he will give an attention to the affairs of the Associ-

ation, which cannot fail to be of great benefit. So quick

of conception that it almost amounts to intuition, it will

be a short time, indeed, before he masters the details,

and will do his part of the work in the best manner.

DAVID m'cldre.

The second Vice-President, the Hon. David McClure,

we have known for a comparatively short lime. That we
have been more than favorably impressed with his

capacity and fitness for the position, it is unnecessary to

state to those who have enjoyed a more intimate acquain-

tance. He stands very high in the legal profession, and
as a legislator has made his mark. His knowledge of

law, his logical turn of mind, and the faculty he has of

making clear obtruse points in racing laws and rules, is

of vast importance to the Association, With two law-

yers in the Board, of the calibre of 1 Messrs. Thornton

and McClure, little trouble can arise from any question,

however intricate, and then there is energy and deter-

mination to add to the value of these services. The trio

which fill the executive places cannot be excelled in any
country, and it is fortunate, indeed, that their aid has

been secured.

J. B. HAGGIN.

It may appear that we are prone to eulogize, and that

in presenting the incumbents of the Board to our readers

are guided by strong personal bias. That is not the

case, but when one sits down dispassionately to consider

their claims there is so much to be said that we have to

curtail and cramp the description. Beside being one of

the owners—if not the largest owner—of thoroughbreds

in the United States, he is a man of such a clear head in

every department of business that his counsel will be of

the greatest value. He has familiarized himself with

racing affairs so as to know exactly what should be done

to advance the interests depending on the manner with

which these affairs are conducted. We have never known
him to make a suggestion that, when carried out, was
not worthy of being followed, aDd whatever advice he

gives in the future can be depended upon as sound.

R. p. ASHE.

This gentleman, in the short time he has been engaged
in racing, has a prominent position on the turf of the

United States. Naturally enthusiastic, he has entered

into the sport with a zeal, and has made liberal outlays

to forward his plans. That he has carried them out with

a great degree of success is shown by the racing calendars,

and when his yearlings are added to the string his stable

will be formidable in every respect.

CARLTON C COLEMAN.

The other young member of the Board is Carlton C. Cole-

man, and we deem it was wise to bring in the vigor and
snap of early manhood to enliven things. Mr. Coleman
is a man "under the tongue of good report" from every-

one we have heard express an opinion, and since the

election a great many people have unqualifiedly endorsed

the selection. He and Mr. Ashe represent "Young
America" in the deliberations, and they will have a

following which will swell the membership of the Asso-

ciation with goodly numbers.

JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON.
It is manifestly improper for us to do more than ex-

press the pleasure of being an associate of those hereto-

fore mentioned. Still it may be proper to say that as

we have lived more years than any other member of the

Board, and for the past quarter of a century been inti-

mately connected with racing, we have had a good deal

of experience. The years do not weigh heavily, and
whatever is within our power to do, to aid in advancing

the interests of the Association, will be cheerfully done.

Feeling that there is a grand future for the Association,

that we have battled for ever since its institution, will

add to the fervor and make the work, however hard, a

labor of love.

Moral and Sober "H. B.

After all the vaporings and letters from divines, gen-

erals, and no telling how many other high officials,

about the great doing of the apostles of temperance, "H.
B." and Weston, it is not surprising that both should

mount the rostrum and tripod to blow their bugles in

praise of cold tea. It would be unfair to deny that

oftentimes those who have been converted from the slums
become redolent with musk-flavored sanctity, but when
it is claimed that they should be canonized for work done
while wallowing in the deepest of slums, it is asking
rather too much for even a credulous countryman to

credit. H. B. treats us to one of his favorite lectures,

but when we know that he drinks, and has drank each
twelve months, for the past twen'y years, more whisky
than we ever "got away with" in sixty months, we can-
not credit him with being sincere, unless it be in the way
of an "awful example."

Oar first meeting with Busbey was in the Fall of 1S67.

There had been a great deal of correspondence, as previ-

ous to that time the first volume of Horse Portraiture

had appeared in serial in the Turf, Field and 'Farm. We
are apt to fancy how a person looks that we feel an inti-

macy with from epistolary acquaintance, and we must
say that we were never so surprised in our life. There
he was in a little room up three or four flights of narrow
and steep stairs, and when he arose to greet us, he pre-
sented a spectacle that actually sent a shiver through
the blood. Say near about fifteen hands high, maybe an
inch or two more in high-heeled boots. Short in stature,

he was also a miniature Slim Jim, and could scarcely
weigh over one hundred pounds. His skin had a singu-
lar appearance as it clung to the bones of his face, his

long and heavy hair was brushed back from a low fore-

head, and projecting teeth pressed upwards a somewhat
heavy brown moustache. There was a glare iu his hazel
eye, a sort of uncanny look, which might be construed as
showing intelligence, or, perhaps, the ravages of disease.

The latter hypothesis seemed the most logical, as therr!

was a backing cough and asthmatic breathings. It
might be partially caused by a self-inflicted

trouble, which the trainers of the present day
take such queer methods of preventing, though when it

was learned that there was a chronic ailment, the results
of his life in the army when a clerk on the staff of Col.
Bruce, there was enough cause for such a light frame to
become emaciated and debilitated. Our stay was short
on that visit. The following Summer we spent in New
York, the greater part of the time being a guest of Col.
Bruce, at whose house Busbey was domiciled. The sur-
prise of the early Winter was transformed into wonder
before Springtime had merged into Summer. The
fragile looking little body could punish more whisky
than any man we ever saw, and we have no hesitation
in saying that next to the ministrations of Mrs. Bruce,
the old Kentucky whiskys saved his life. Two of his
favorite drinking places were kept by Kentuekians, and
their brands were the best that could be obtained in all
that region of beautiful women, grand racehorses, and
Bourbon too good for any but those who could fully ap-
preciate the flavor. We had to take the encomiums on
trust, as for eleven years previous we had not indulged
in anything stronger than cider, and, by the way, the
first glass of lager we ever drank, was on the East river
in company with Busbey, and execrable stuff was our first

verdict Whenever we visited New York Busbey was on
the same tack, and growing in health and strength.
Mrs. Bruce had nursed him like one of her own little

girls, eradicated the poisonous germs absorbed during the
campaign, brought him from death's door, and with the
potent aid of thirty-odd years old corn-juice, given him
a lease of life which promises to reach the alloted span.
Well, the time sped. We were permanently located in
California; Busbey was bringing out Weston to meet
O'Leary in what he assured us"was a Ivna flic match.
We had implicit confidence in his word, and have still

the letters he wrote. We engaged the hall, wrote
articles for the papers, used every effort to advance his
interests. But the whole history of that transaction will
be given at another time, the intention being only to
present one of the many episodes. We met H. B. at
Sacramento, and on the train he produced a
bottle- which he also assured us was genuine
"Old Crow," a part of the celebrated purchase of
E. A. Alexander, nearly half a century ago. On that
occasion we sampled it and it was smooth enough to have
been in the cellars of a Eoman Emperor, if Old Crow were
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a portion of the glories of that famous empire, and so

potent that a thimble full sent a glow all over the body.

The portion thatH. B. threw down with so much non-

chalance would have taken a thimble from the middle

finger of Grlumdalclitch to hold it, and there was a little

more of the strange flash in the eyes, a little more quiver

of the brown moustache, and that was the only sign.

But on many occasions defeats have resulted from over

confidence, begotten by former victories, and so San

Francisco proved a Waterloo for the conqueror. Not

that this was his first, as on one New Year's night in

New York we found him trying to climb the stairs on

his head, and very frequently his slender legs would

weave about in apparently inextricable confusion. To

proceed with the story, Busbey, a couple of friends and

ourself were invited to Judge to dine and have a

quiet rubber of whist. Busbey, of course, took his share

of the claret and champagne, and when the after-dinner

smoke was ended the whist-table was brought out, aDd

on another stand were hot water, a big bottle of the best

Scotch whisky, sugar, limes, etc. "How does your punch

suit you?" was the query of Judge . "Capital,"

was the answer of H. B., "only a little stronger, if you

please." All went merry as a dozen marriage bells, aDd

then the queer light in the hazel eyes faded, the mous-

tache curled upwards in place of quivering, and there

was the usual result. What was to be done? Stupidly

drunk as he was he insisted on being taken to his hotel.

It was too late for carriages and street-cars, so Mr.

and ourself took him by the arms, and before we got him

to the Baldwin would have given boot to had him of the

slim conformation of some ten years before. Up stairs we
carried him to his room, and by the jolly god, there was

the other apostle of temperance pretty nearly as badly

off. Had he not set the example these stories might have

been given orally, as it is we return in kind. It must be

borne in mind that this was after the completion of the

walk, and the advocate, so powerful in showing by leg

syllogisms the benefits of temperance and morality, lost

his share of the "T>ona fide match" money in playing

poker, and H. B., who drew the lion's share, had to lend

his confederate money enough to take a cheap passage

home, while he luxuriated in the cabin of an Aspinwall

steamer, made still more luxurious by a free pass. Now
it would be also in kind for us to warn H. B. of the evils

that lurk in Scotch whisky and such poker-playing as

Weston was master of, but we will not transgress the

rules of good breeding by so doing, also confident that

he will stick to the tipple which the many barrels he has

drank shows to be innoxious in his case at least.

And now we will follow another example he has set

by copying from letters lately received. Notwithstand-

ing his boast that he, "H. B., owns and controls abso-

lutely that part of the Turf, Fidd and Farm which has

long stood in his name," these will prove that the same

impression prevails in the East as rules here. But in

that boast we are sorry to see a confirmation of what we

feared from the tenor of the letter received from Colonel

Bruce. All of these were written far on the other side

of the Mississippi, and were voluntary contributions, ex-

cepting that from Colonel Bruce, which was in response

to a business letter, and in which we signified our disgust

at the course pursued by Busbey. The others are from

gentlemen of high standing in the world, and who rank

among the foremost of the turf writers of the country.

* * * I am as much disgusted withBusbey's course as you

are, and have not spoken to him for more than a year. He
took the liberty of writing me a note at the behest of his mas-

ter, which I resented in kind. I made him all he is, and but

for me and my wife he would have been in his grave. In-

gratitude is the basest of all human weaknesses.

* * * I have not enjoyed anything for a long time as much
as your pleasant tribute to the tuTf editor of the Turf, Field

and Farm. Your forbearance has been remarkable. I have

long expected you to give him the warming he so richly

merits. I have'see'n much of him, and I must say I have

never chaDged the impression made at first meeting. He is

a fawning sycophant, a poodle at theheelsof all theBonners;

a graceful writer, but an impractical horseman, and a good

deal of an ass. His treatment of you has been most con-

temptible, yonr spirit of forbearance most remarkable. You
have hit him so hard, I don't know whether he will stand up
for another round. If he does I want to see him go "clean

over" the ropes next time.

* * " I am pleased to read yonr editoral upon "H. B."

You have hit it exactly. I told Robert Bonner two years ago,

that he run, if he did not own the Turf Field and Farm. If

there isa good illustration of "Uriah Heep"to befound upon

any journal in America, it is that miserable little whelp Bus-

bey. He is a cringing cur. Throw him out amoDg men, to

show his colors among men, with no financial support, and

his tail would be always between his legs, Throw a stone in

among a lot of dogs, and you will know the cur you have

hit from his yelp. He wouldbe the "pup." * * If you will

send me ten or fifteen copies of your last issue (21st), I

wiil mail them where they will be appreciated.

Good cause as we have for being exasperated at the

course "H. B." has pursued, it is with a feeling of great

pain that the extract from the letter of Colonel Bruce is

published. In all probability if it had not been for the

parental care of Colonel and Mrs. Bruce the viper would

not have lived to sting the bosoms that warmed it into

life. -Had it not been for Colonel Bruce the Turf, Field

and Farm would never have existed; had it not been for

the exertions of Colonel Bruce its existence would have

been short, and in place of H. B. boasting of what the

price of his slavery has enabled him to accomplish, he

would have sunk out of sight without an opportunity of

throwing venom from his fangs. We had a little feeling of

respect for him until made acquainted with this evidence

of his baseness. Although the paper showed that its

founder and original proprietor was paying no attention

to its columns, we ascribed the oversight to a pressure of

other business more congenial to his tastes. Wl1 could

not have believed from other testimony tban the well-

known manuscript of Col. Bruce, that even H. B. could

be guilty of so great a wrong. We have such an utter

abhorrence of this unpardonable sin, made more hein-

ous by wiles which have estranged those of nearest

ties, that we cannot find terms strong enough to express

our indignation without descending to epithets unfitted

for this paper. Though never, as yet, have we endured

having the pangs of what H. B. classically calls "jim-

jams," from the most graphic description we have read

and heard of the tortures the demon of the

bottle imposes, we would rather suffer them

every month in the year, than be haunted with recollec-

tions of such deeds as this paragon of sobriety and moral-

ity has done in cold blood.

It may be that this venomous little reptile will make

the publication of the extract an excuse for further in_

dignities on the man to whom he owes everything. In

that case we would advise Col. Bruce to take him across

his knee, and have his wife's slipper handy by to em-

phasize the correction. For ourselves, he can copy all

the letters incited by personal malice he chooses, and so

long as our conduct is such that the only charges are of

the kind promulgated with so much gusto lately, we

will rest contented.

Good-bye, boasting, blustering, bombastic , billious

Busbey. Pay attention to your moral, long-distance,

walkiug matches; draw the salary your infamous con-

duct has earned; exhibit the fetters and claim they are

jewelled bracelets, and point to the collar around your

neck as the insignia of an order which is to be worn

with pride.

Theodore Winters.

We intended to place before our readers a sketch of

the members of the "old Board" of Trustees of the Pa-

cific Coast Blood Horse- Association, but owing to cir-

cumstances which have taken place lately, will curtail

the description. It would require a long communication,

however, to give a full account of the good which Theo-

dore Winters has done for the turf of tbe Pacific Coast.

We are within bounds to say that his efforts have been

the predominating influence, which has rescued racing

from the hands which had brought it into disrepute; and

ever since his connection with racing affairs, there has

been an earnest endeavor to bring about desirable results.

We have differed in opinion with him, and that difference

has been mainly regarding one point of the general sub-

ject. There have been heated discussions in which "hot

words" on both sides have been spoken, and we are ex-

tremely gratified to state that, so far as we are aware,

there has been no cessation of friendly feeling. At least

we can state with all sincerity, that our feelings have

never changed. We respect the man, we admire his

many good qualities; there is nothing within the bounds

of self-respect that would not be cheerfully done to meet

his wishes. Beyond that we cannot go even to serve a

friend as tried and true as Theodore Winters has been to

us, and we feel alike positive that should we have sur-

rendered honest convictions, his innate love of a straight-

forward, manly course would have lowered us in his

esteem. In one respect there may be similarity. There

may be an over-proneness to adhere to preconceived

opinions, to "stick," when, perhaps, pertinacity degen-

erates into obstinacy, and which we do not charge Mr.

Winters with; but oftentimes retrospection brings self-

accusation, and then comes the thought that even

obstinacy is better than vacillating imbecility. It

is foreign to 'our purpose to enter into such

a disquisition at present, and in lieu thereof give an

exceedingly brief sketch of Mr. Winters' connection with

the turf in California, and equally as briefly rehearse

what he has done in late years for the advancement of

the "royal sport." Mr. Winters inherited a love for the

blood horse. Emigrating from Northwestern Illinois

—

a section where thoroughbreds were fostered, at one time

there being three racecourses in the vicinity of Galena,

and quarter-paths in every neighborhood—he came to

California with the liking for that kind of recreation

firmly fixed in his nature. Although prominent in rac-

ing circles before, his most noted purchase was that of

Norfolk in 1864. It was the first instance in America

that a three-year-old colt had brought $15,000, and the

news was heralded all over the country, saving that por-

tion which was in tumultuous strife. As Norfolk ran in

the East without losing a heat, ran in California with

uniform victory, his fame shone with more brilliancy.

When relegated to the stud there were very few mares

at all suitable to breed racehorses from. It was not long

until Mr. Winters secured Margretta, by Lexington*

Hennie Farrow, by Imp. Shamrock, Ballerina, by Imp.
Balrownie; and from that time on there has been a suc-

cession of famous horses from Rancho del Arroyo, and
with a grand collection of youngsters on the more favor-

ably situated Rancho del Bio. Mollie McCarty, Ralston,

Flood, Connor, Duke, Duchess, King and Prince of Nor-
folk, Alta, Estill, Ed Corrigau, Bonanza and many
others. The best evidence, however, of the success Mr.
Winters has had in breeding thoroughbreds is that of his

annual sales of yearlings. The practice was instituted

last year, and the aggregate of that sale was $19,000

there being soma older colts offered. This year there

were not so many animals, and $11,000 was the figure,

the top-notch being the sister to Duchess of Norfolk,

which brought $2,525, and several others close to $2,000.

Having retained a few fillies to put in the stud when of

proper age these were trained and ran this season.

Few will deny that the organization of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Asssociation gave an impetus to

breeding and racing on this Coast, which has been indi-

rectly the means of multiplying thoroughbreds to a

wonderful degree. The organization was effected over

seven years ago, and Mr. Winters declining the presi-

dency, E. J. Baldwin was elected. Mr. Baldwin

served two years and thdn Mr. Winters occupied the

chair three years, when J. Y. Coleman was elected. He
served one full term and to September of this year; his

resignation made an interregnum, which should have

been filled by the Vice-President Up to this time Mr.
Winters gave to the business of the Association every at-

tention. On receipt of a telegram he would leave his

home in Washoe, Nevada, to attend the meetings, and

time to a wealthy man means more than money, But

money was also freely given. To one purse, $1,000, to

another, $500, am5 so on. His purse was always ready

to respond to drafts, and the more onerous drafts on his

time honored as well. His example in other respects is

well worthy of being followed, and the query is perti-

nent that seeks for information as to the cause of his

defeat at the annual election. As an analogue we will

offer a political reply. A man that is in every way well

fitted to fill a place is defeated from the "platform,"

being contrary to the wishes of a majority of the voters,

and there is scarcely a doubt that had other things been

satisfactory Mr. Winters would have received a welcome

support, and without the antagonism which others

raised.

Coney Island Jockey Club.

The advertisement and an article, published alsewhere,

and copied from a New York City daily, will afford all

the intelligence necessary regarding the stakes of the

above Jockey Club, which close on the 1st of next Janu-

ary. We have presented the advantages of making
nominations in these important stakes so often that a

mere reference would seem to be sufficient, though at

the same time it will not be out of place to urge it again

on the attention of California breeders and owners.

This State has taken such a prominent place in the

Eastern turf, that to retain it will require constant en-

deavor, and the best course is to make numerous nom-
inations in order to have the opportunity for selection.

The New Fish Commissioner.

Governor Stoneman has filled the vacancy left in the

Fish Commission by the resignation of Mr. J. D. Red-

ding, by appointing Mr. Tom J. Sherwood, of Marys
ville. to the place. Mr. Sherwood may possess latent

qualifications for the place, and we hope he does, but

we confess to a belief that Mr. J. V. Coleman would

have made a better Commissioner. The transactions of

the Commission will be closely watched by interested

persons, and the Board -will do well to make some show-

ing of practical usefulness.

A Fair Proposal.

We have a curiosity in literature, in the work of the

San Francisco correspondent Busbey eulogizes, which, if

H. B. will pay anywhere nearly as liberal for as his

master bestows for work for the Ledger, wo will send it to

him, the proceeds to be devoted to some worthy charity.

No haggling "brother B.," come down with your dust,

and on second reflection you can make a donation of iho

amount to the N. J. home for the victims of hot and

strong Scotch whisky.

Additional editorial matter on page 380.
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Horses for Sale.

Thoroughbreds.
LADY VIYA. bm, 5 years, by Three Cheers,

her dam L.i.ly Amanda, by imp. Hurrah. Stinted to

Joe Hooker

SIB TilAD. bg.4 years, by Norfolk or Thad
Stevens, bis dam Laiy Amanda.

TOO SOO>\ cb m, foaled December 31, 18G7, by

Norfolk, her dam Lady Davis, by Red Bill, the dam of

Dasbaway. Stinted to X X and Antevolo.

EX TEMFLO. ch f, foaled 1S83, by Thad
Stevens, her dam Too Soon. Unbroken.

TROTTERS.
PrRISM'IA DAMSEL, chm, foaled 1867, by

"Whipple's Hniubletonion, her dam by Cornplanter.

Stinted to Antevolo.

ATSTE EDO. br c, foaled 1884, by Anteeo, his

dam Puris i:ua Damsel. Entered in Stanford and

Occident S-. .lies, 18M7.

My inula reason for selling these horses is lack o

room. Lady Viva is a very handsome raira, and
showed a great flight of speed wben in training.

Having a double cross of Newminster blood, now so

'•fashionable" in Eugland, that, and the perform-

ances of her near relatives, insures her being a good

broodmare Every one of the family bad an inheritance

of speed. Malcolm, Ontario, Kegent. Lady Amanda.
Laclv Middle ton and others of the progeny of Lady

Lancaster, had this first qualification of a racehorse

in an eminent degree. The sire of Lady Viva. Three

Cheers, 1 always considered a racehorse of ihe highest

class. He coiild run a quarter inside of 24 seconds,

and so far as could be told from his work, no race was

too long for bim. He is a half-brother of Hock-Hock-

ing, sire of St. David, Beaconsheld. Arthur H. and
others.
Sir Thad showed a wonderful trial when a yearling:

he hurt his leg in that trial, but so far as can be seen

now he is perfectly sound.
Too Soon is the dam of Cito. and a half-sister to

Dasbaway. an old-time celebrity.

The Norfolk mares have proved such good, breeders

that the blood is valuable.

Ex Templo is a fine-looking filly of good size and

fori*. She has not been broken.
In the trotting stud the daughters of Whipple's

Hambletonian have gained distinction.

There are ten by Whipple's Hambletonian in the

2:31) list, and the roares by him are superior brood-

mares.
Antecedo is very promising. He is of fine size, of

good form, and "his action is such to ensure him
trotting fast.

He is broken to harness ani engaged in the Stan
ford and Occident Stakes of 1887.

My only reason for selling is a lack of accommoda-
tion. Were I situated so as to keep them I would
not sell for double the price now put upon them.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
Apply to BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Office.

STANFORD
STAKES
1888.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1885,

8175 each. >'25 payable on the 1st of January, 1886, at

wbicb time the stakes will close, SU5 on the 1st of

January, 1887, Su5 on the 1st of January, 1888.

and ?100 thirty days before the day fixed

for trotting, whatever amount up to be con-
sid. red forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-
lated time incurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The rare to be beats of a mile, best three in
five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of the.

whole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-
ninth. In addition to the stakes and forfeits, the
proportion of the gate money, profit on pool sales
and all other sources of emolument will constitute
the gross amount, to be divided in the foregoing pro-
portions. Five or more subscribers to fill. The race
to be trotted in 1888, not sooner than the latter part
of August. The exact date to be fixed and announced
on the let of January, 1888, or sooner.
On the 1st of January, ]88ti. there will be due the

following payments in the Stanford Stakes, to wit:
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1886, $50.
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1887, 525.
The Stakes for 18H8 will close (January 1,1886; 525

entrance.
Race to be governed by the Eules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to N
T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. Railroad office. Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary, Bbeedeb a>:d Spoetsslan offlco, on or be-
fore the 1st day of January, 1886. The colts must be
named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 1st will be eligible.
N. T. SMITH, Treasurer.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary.

Occident Stake

for 1888.
The trotting stake for foals of 188.r,, to be trotted

at the California State Fair of 1888. Entries to close
Jan 1, 1886. with Edwin F. Smith, Secretary, at office

in Sacramento. One hundred dollars entrance; of
which £10 must accompany nomination; S15 to be
paid Jan. 1, lhb7; $26 to be paid Jan. I, 1888; and £50
thirty days before the race.
The Occident Gold Cup of the value of 5400, to

be added by the Society: mile beats, 3 in 6, to har-
ness; first colt, cup and six-tenths; second colt,
three-tenths; third colt, one tenth of Btake.

J. D. CARR, President.
EDWix F. SMITH, Secretary,

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing

.WITH AN APPENDIa
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter u

Instantaneous Photography.
TITO bt

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Bound-hoofd. short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare.

Tips and Toe Weights,—VTo have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-

tor of the Bbeedeb and Sportsman1

, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of

the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has bad many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides 3, most able, pleasant
writer on ma'tters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best

works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he bad hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. *We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to

do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, SI; cloth, §1.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal. *

te

**Tips and Toe Weights.** a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Ekeeder and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" be had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his

readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest ondorsation from his famous colt

Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step od
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He briDgs history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to

the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News, j

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C.Simpson has been prominently Identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
Niumber of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder and Spoetsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

T»t>s and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
byaDOv* "^e which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyie*.- i^, ~:ron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, aiid everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20*. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are aU that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send §1.50 to him ani he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Sural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20£, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that be never could trot fast-

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, §1,221, in which he got a record of 2:20?, last half in 1:135; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, £253; the Stanford Stakes, S1.G72; and the Embryo, S870, makingacash
return for the season of §4,51-1. I am satisfied that if he had been Bhod with full shoes when first put In
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, Rhow<
Ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. ^ anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: "In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, Si.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order* n

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, wbo send
orders direct to the office.

CLABR0UGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS, RIPLIS,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard'e Split BAMBOO ROD.
HIIAD'S KEXTIKKY HEEL.

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOG MEDICINES
FACTORY-].1

! St. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 633 MONTGOMERY ST.,;S. F.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, and

Road horses can be obtained by application to

PAUL FRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St., Sin Francisco

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle. Eeglstered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale. Post office addreee,
San Francisco, Cal.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by letters ratent, .Inly 9/i. 1 88«.
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

if new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:
1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening Into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ann
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, sulstantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to he
set, substantially as herein described.

-]. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bauds
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slideB or
buckles, substantially as an-i lor the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle , and in com ination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so us to i-e mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and H, and the iear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with thrc blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.
It meets with universal approb?.rion, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as
is induced bv toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the &nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. >3cKEBRO>.
No. 230 and 232 Ellis St. San Francisco

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press

of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

TO THE IIV.VCKS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale by all the Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Losing Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Ashmont's Book,
FOR SALE AT PUBLISHER'S PRICE, BY

< I A 1! It o 1 <; 1 1 & GOK'HEK,
• 30 and 63S MONTGOMERY ST.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Francisco,

Tbe most popular school on the Coast.

E, P. HEAJLD President. O. S, HALEY, Sec'y
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ROD.
That devoted fisherman and dry stick, Mr. A. M. K. Gor-

don, of the Chronicle staff, imagines that he has poured con-

tumely upon otir head by sending to ns a little volume of

character sketches by John Leech, in which a pursy English

man of our name is delineated in some of the embarassing
sitaations so common to enthusiastic but unskilled fiy-fish-

ermen.

We have had a good deal of trouble with Mr. Gordon in

months past. He has not seemed troubled, but we have felt

so. He persists in believing that fly-fishing should be done
down stream rather than up , He has fished more in

Scotch rivers than anywhere else. In fact, has fished but
little in California; and so argues from insufficient data. Our
knowledge of Scotch and English "rivers" is practically nil,

and so we are likely to argue indefinitely with our friend.

Scotch trout streams may be the little, winding, wooded rivu-

lets, such as are common on this Coast, but wecannot admit
it, unless our disputatious friend will in return give up his

notion and go fishing with us up stream.

He argues that in up stream fishing the fly is drowned, and
likely to pass beyond control of the rod by floating down to

the fisherman. Against this belief we put an experience

running through some years of fishing on most of the creeks

adjacent to San Francisco, and a good deal upon more remote
waters.

It is readily seen that upon a stream of width sufficient to

permit a cast of thirty feet or more, down stream work would
be much easier and pleasanter than throwing up stream,

because after each cast one could trail his fly over a good
bit of water, and cover the promising places with compara-
tively little effort. But on the average brook short casts are

the rule, and when making such it is nest to impossible to

avoid startling the fish, if one casts down stream.

A Tyro's First Attempt.

No ink and paper sketch, no thoughts transmitted to the

mind through the pen, can possibly compare to a self-

acquired knowledge of the wonderful and mysterious, of the

beautiful and rare. No idea, no conception either, can pos-

sibly be formed in the minds of thosewho have not undergone

an apprenticeship, of the utter satisfaction with which the

tyro wets his "first fly," or of the pride with, which the

young gentleman lands his first scaly victim.

Our first introduction to the rod was the moat amusing

and ludicrous incident that can enter the experience of the

young angler. It was in Lucerne that our first passion for

the "gentle craft" manifested itself, and it could not have

been developed under more favorable conditions or in more
auspicious waters.

Only those who are familiar with Lake Lucerne at "early

morn," can comprehend its attractiveness and beauty, with

Pilatus raising his succession of rugged and weather-beaten
peaks to the clouds, and the sablimityand grandeur of the

Rigi, as she stands radiant with verdure, her proud, pointed

crest reflected in the calm waters of the Swiss lake; nor do

we know of another lake in Switzerland which combines more
beautiful and varied scenery, more curious and lovely views,

clearer waters or more picturesque embankments than does

the lac des quatre Cantons. And well are the Swiss proud to

own it; for to it they very likely owe a part of their dearly-

won liberty.

We had procured rods, reels, floats, hooks, flies, in fact, a

whole paraphernalia of useless acquisitions, all of which
became an angler, as we asserted. The creel, of course,

formed an important feature of the outfit. Thus equipped

we sallied forth to select waters, fit enough in which to test

our depredatory faculties. We were not going to content

ourselves with casting from the old bridge, with its host of

spectators to deride our efforts; we had no desire to furnish

the passers-by with matter for ridicule: besides, angling from

a bridge was out of the question, and so we hastened to a

spot where we had frequently before fed large carp, perch,

etc., and we decided that this was a befitting place to make
our first cast.

The tyro is advised to make a short cast to begin with,

gradually lengthening the cast as he becomes more skillful

with the rod, for it is no easy matter for the beginner to

handle a rod with "nicety," nor is it possible for him to

make a long cast at first. Oh, youthful folly! Had we known
that to cast a fly, with what may be termed "an old hand,"

\we must be self-taught, and learn from experience more than

'irom theory; that which would take us years to acquire from

Jbooks, and which then would only render us sound in theory

but wanting in execution, we must learn for ourselves. Had
we known that the motion of the rod's point should be circu-

lar and acquire its motive power from the butt; that a light

hand is essential in holding the rod; that great care is neces-

sary in bringing the cast forward, especially when in proxim-

ity to an old lady's bonnet; that it is the backward force

which is difficult to check without a jerk or

the sudden arrest of the general impetus; that the novice

should cast from both shoulders, thus accommodat-
ing himself to the wind or passers-by; that

he should not make a noise similar to a hurricane

in propelling his flies through the air; that fishing against

stream is sometimes impossible, while fishing down stream is

both easy and always possible; that to angle with success he

must not pass carelessly over the water, but draw to right

and left, allow the fly to descend with the current, turn in

the eddies, rise from the water, fly a few feet and fall again,

jass alternately from right to left of the stream, as is natural

with the true insect, while the line should be retained and

not allowed to run slack; and that the young angler must be

mindful and not run chances of suicide when he encircles

himself with six feet of line about the neck or drives the hooks

into his equivalent flesh; that it is highly dangerous to at-

tempt angling from a public highway, and that, above all, the

angler should remember that a knowledge of strange waters

can alone be obtained from those who live in their neighbor-

hood. Had we known this and a good deal more, we should

have escaped punishment, disgrace, banishment.

Our line ran out, the fly danced about in mid-air, the rod

underwent an extraordinary and fanciful movement, and the

fly touched the water. A small fish risiug took our hook,

our creel-cover was thrown open, and in flopped the two-

ounce prize. Oh! it was a glorious prize! So thought

young impudence. Encouragement aids success.

Again cur fly went buzzing through the air. But it may
never have entered the exuerience of some anglers to have

suddenly encountered an obstacle which fate or decree has

placed directly back of him when casting, and that when
this object checks the farther progress of the
rod, he turns to ascertain the cause. It was our luck to

experience that obstacle, that cheek; and turning to discover
the reason, our gaze met—it was B large face, a red face, and
the proportions of the body corresponded. The eyes seemed
starting from their sockets; the mouth was aghast; the
corners were turned into all possible contortions. The nose,

if such a respectable name could have been in any way con-
nected with it, was screwed up to the full tension of its

muscles. The cheeks were inflated to bursting, while the
chin performed various convulsive movements. The eye-
brows were elevated to the uttermost limits of the low ai. d
wrinkled forehead which surmounted them. It was a strik-

ing spectacle. In that physiognomy was depicted "a vast
multitude of sins." There was a small amonut of ire visible,

an equivalent portion of disgust, surprise, indignatiuu, con-

tempt and offended dignity and pride. It was not surprising

that our gaze was directed first to the cause and latterly to

the effect, and the inclination of our vision naturally followed
the line to the hook. Yes, a lady's bonnet; there was no
mistake; the bonnet was there, the lady also, and the "fatal

hook" stuck to it like a lover to Lis mistress. That was the

only hook we ever swore at for b-ing barbed; but unfortun-
ately it was barbed, and well barbed. When our eyes met
those of our victim, as this lady was happy in calliug herself,

our knees fairly gave out and our hat gradually lifted itself

from our head.
This preliminary act was for us favorably enacted alone.

But if ever a man desires to test the power of a woman's
lungs; if a niau is ever doubtful as to the amiable disposition

of an old lady, let him harm her bonnet! Iz hurts her feel-

ings, deranges the equilibrium of her reason, cuts her to the

heart. You have offended her dignity. You have crest-fallen

her; you have done worse—you have disfigured her head-
gear.

Our fair Undine had lungs, and she vented them to our
cost, and perhaps to her shame. What was to be done?
Apologies were useless; explanations equally so; flight out of

the question; and so we braved "it," "her," anything you
like, only it was of the feminine gender, and its bonnet had
been tampered with, soiled, torn, destroyed! Were we to an-

swer these accusations? Were we, "lovers of the rod,"

to experience this disgrace, the wrathful accusations of an old

pedantic, prosaic female?
Fortune had been ill-gotten for us, and we were soon the

centre of attraction. Expostulations, high words, reprimands,

all were in vain. She would not be comforted. Money won Id

never answer. Excuses would not be acknowledged. Ex-
planations could not be resorted to. So with brow abashed and
our youthful enthusiasm sorely tried, we gave ground, prom-
ising that terrible three-cornered hat officially that we would
never cast angle again in those waters, etc.

True to our adopted vocation, this abrupt and brutal check
to the self-complacency of a tyro did not long affect us, for

by the rising of the next sun we were plying away at the

rod, although we selected this time waters miles from any
woman's bonnet or three-cornered hat official.

—

Ex.

there is not money enough to complete the works. I would
have been glad to have taken a contract to have made a good
wagon road from the U. S. Fishery on the stage road, to my
place, eight miles given the land and put up works sufficient
to hatch six million eggs, all for the sum of 69,000. They
reported in the papers some weeks ago, that there were large
numbers of salmon, and they were going to take a large
amount of eggs this Fall. Now I see in the Courier that they
have giveu it up ns they have no baskets made, and, having
used up the whole of the appropriation, and not being ready
to take eggs, they will have to wait until the next Legisla-
ture meets before they will have money to finish the elephant
they hive commenced."
The tax-payers of the State will look with great interest for

the report of Commissioners Buckingham and Dibble, to see
how they will account for the money that was appropriated,
and what they have to show for it. We are not surprised
that Commissioner Redding has made his complaint to the
Governor, and ouly wonder he has so loog submitted to the
slights of his associates.— Yreka Journal.

Entitled to Thanks.

The Fish Commissioners.

Joseph D. Redding, Fish Commissioner, has resigned, and
it is the first public act he has done that entitles him to the
thanks of the people. There doesn't appear to be sufficient
room on a Board of that size for a man of his particular quali-
fications.

—

Dixon Tribune.

Correct. If Joseph D. could only manage to handle salmon
eggs with kid gloves and a pair of silver tongs, and had some
onj show him which were the eggs and which was thesalmon
h^ would be in high clover. Up to the administration of
Gov. Stoueman the Fish Commissioners were mere stueenres
of the Governor's office, which were graciously attached to
the coat tails ot wealthy men as distinctive handles with
which to flap them into the public face. Such a thing as
their doing anything was scarcely thought of. Their secre-
tary, of course, prepared elaborate reports containing many
pages, and they graciously sigued on the designated line.

This was all. In the meantime the laws continued to be
violated, and the fish became scarcer and scarcer. It was a
soft thing to be a State officer, and have nothing tu do but
squander the appropriations. Bat when Buckingham and
Dibble proposed taking the bull by the horns—when they
told their kid-gloved associate there was something to do and
proposed to do it. he commenced to "buck" and then to air
himself through the papers. Since it has become fashionable
for one of the three Commissioners to do nothing but
"belly-ache" and rush before the people, through the public
journals, while the other two do the work, perhaps Joseph
D. has his weather eye on something else. Good-by, Joseph,
good-by. You were always more ornamental than useful.

—

Willows Journal.

The Dude Goes Fishing.

Mr. J. B. Redding having resigned from the Board of Fish

Commissioners, on account of the bad management of the

majority of the Board, it is in order now for our State

authorities to give Messrs. Buckingham and Dibble a thor-

ough investigation. On this matter, we find the following

letter in the Shasta Courier from Mr. J. B. Campbell, of Mc-

Cloud river, which shows how badly the business was man-

aged, to favor some pet, wholly incompetent to perform the

d nties required in the conduct of fish hatchery, besides

selecting a place not adapted for the purpose:

"Having seen a statement in several newspapers that Fish

Commissioner Redding has made complaint to Gov. Stone-

man against his associates, Buckingham and Dibble, in their

manner of conducting the affairs of their office, I desire to

show up some of their acts. The last Legislature made an
appropriation of 310,000 for the purpose of constructing a

State Salmon Hatchery. The Commissioners wrote to me
asking where the best place was to locate it, and I then
recommended the U. S. Salmon Fishery on the McCloud
river, which was offered the State free. They replied that they

did not like that place as there was not living water there. I

then wrote and told them that I had the best facilities in

the State, and that I would make them a deed to land enough
for all their works, only eight miles from the U. S. Fishery.

They then wrote to me asking how I thought Hat Cree*.

would do; I told them I had never been there, but from the

Indians and what white men I had seen from there, I was
satisfied that but few salmon run up ther«, and I thought it

was too near the head of salmon navigation. They then

wrote and asked me what would be the best time to come up,

and if I would go with them and lookout a place. I advised

them to come up about the 1st of April, and that I would go

with them. Some time in March, I think about the 20th,

Messrs. Buckingham and Dibble came up to the U. S. Fishery

and remained there about three hours, but did not let 'me

know they were coming. Mr. Bad cliff, who has charge of the

U. S. Fishery, offered them horses to come to my place, but

Mr. Dibble said he had got up the McCloud just as far as he

wanted to go; they then returned to Kedding, then took the

cars to Delta, then back to Redding, and from there went to

Hat Creek. I wrote them one more letter and told them that

if they had not located I would like to have them come and
look at my place; it was not for my interest that I was look-

ing, but for the good of the puldic, as I have taken a great

interest in fish culture, and the welfare of our State.

"They informed me that they had located, and would prob-

ably want me to superintend the works for them, and inquired

my price. I told them I would go for S 100 per month, which I

think is cheap enough for a man who has worked ten years to

learn the business. Then they went and got a man who did

not know anything about the business. They sent to me for

a sample of wire cloth to make th^ir baskets of—which I sent

them. They had to send their foreman to the U. S. Fishery,

over seventy miles, to get the plan of their boxes and
baskets, all of which 1 could have made on the spot, had
they employed me. as there ia no fixture belongiug to a

salmon hatchery that I have not made, aud I have worked
at the U. S. Fishery eight years and had charge of the

spawning ground for six years.

"I have trout hatching works four miles above the U. S.

Trout Fishery, which I have run successfully for the past

eight years, and if auy one questions my experience in

salmon and trout culture, I will refer them to Livingston
Stone, Deputy U. S. Fish Comn :ssiouer. I have been told

that these two Commissioners, • ho seem to have taken the

whole responsibility of the bush )ss so far, now claim that

We all know the young man who is suffering from over-

dress, youth and inexperience, whom it is the fashion to call

a dude. Personally, I have a heart full of charity for him

—

if he aspires to fishing, partly because he is so fresh and his

green harmonizes with the surrounding verdure. If I ^m
rightly informed, the word dude is spoken in England, where
it was evolved, with two syllables. In this form it strikts

the ear with a melody unknown to the word as we speak it.

Iq the following epic I have spelled it to accord with the

European pronunciation, partly because "it's English, you
know," but mainly for rhythmic -reasons.
This mania-a-potu was caused by a visit to a theatre

where the "Mikado," Gilbert and Snllivan's latest atrocity,
was being sung, and after going to bed and getting the Public
Executioner mixed up with the fish laws of New York, and
dreaming that Ynm-Yum was a grayling that had too much
sense to rise to a bunch of feathers and tinsel, the rhythm of
Ko-Ko wove itself into the following nightmare, for which I
disclaim any responsibility. I do not know who wrote it,

but merely send it to yon as found at my bedside in the
morning.

THE DUDEY FISHES.
A Diidey who sat near a brook, on a stone,
Sang "Willow, tit-willow, tit-willow I"

Saul a barefoot bov, "Whv do you sit there alone
ringing 'Willow, tit-willow, tit-willow."

Too. mnst have caught plenty, or else thev won't bite

,

1-. . >.,li came here this morning, and now it's near night."
A glance from the Dudey said, "Bv Jove, you're right.

Oh, willow, tit-willow, tit-willow."

There's no use of talking, I gather them in.
By willow, tit-willow, tit-willow.

No angler like me ever fished in this spot;
I've ri-ad all the authors, from Walton to Scott,
Aud, like me, you wilt sing when you see what I've got.

Ah. willow, tit-willow, tit-willow."

"Now let's see your catch that has caused yon to sing,
Oh, willow, tit-willow, tit-willow."

Bnt the Dudey kept on, as he held up his string,
Singing 'Willow, tit-willuw, tit-willow,

I thought these sm:nl fish th:.t I've taken with grnhn
Were tront, and I'll tell you that here's where It rubs:
Via break mv heart, now that vou tell rae they're chubs.

Oh willow, tit-willow, tit -willow."—Fred Mather, in Forest and Stream.

An Angling Grizzly Bear.

One of the curious sights that I saw in Alaska was a grizzly

bear 6shing for salmon. Long before we came to the spot we
saw his tracks in the margin of the lake. The marks of his

feet measured 1G inches across and nearly twice as long.

Suddenly my guide made a sign and then dropped down be-

hind a rock. I did the same, and lookiug ahead not more
than three rods, I saw the largest wild animal I had ever seeu

outside of a menagerie. I knew it was a grizzly. The brute

was lying on the top of a bank, in which he had scooped out

a chute down to the river's edge, at a sharp angle. The bear's

eyes were fixed intently on the water, and he had not heard our
approach. Presently he slid down that chute with astonish-
ing velocity and plunged head first in the water. When he
arose and backed out he had in one of his great paws an
enormous salmon, which he took to the top of the bank and
proceeded to make a meal of it. He never finished it, for

both my guidt nu 1 myself sent two balls into his gigantic
carcass, tie arose t-> his feet with a roar like a lion, turned
about two or three times as if to see whence the deadly fire

had come, and th-m fell to the ground and was soon dead.
Thie fishing for salmon is a common method of securing
choice morsels o?' food by both the common bear aDd the
grizzly .

—

American Angler.
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Official Appointees.

We heartily advise every man, especially young men,

no^to accept an appointment which depends on political

favor to receive and retain it. It is almost sure to lead

to aspersions and persecutions when there is a change of

administration, to endless annoyances and unjust accu-

sations. Better take pick and shovel and labor in the

construction of railways, far better to learn a trade, or

still better take up a piece of land under the homestead

laws and work no matter how hard. There are hun

•dreds of occupations which are superior, and though

.these may entail severe strains on the muscles and al-

most over-powering fatigue, the sleep will be sound, and

there will be a consciousness of good work done, self-

respect which will compensate for the hardships endured,

and independence in place of slavery.

"We have baen led to this reflection through the accu-

sations which have been so persistently made against J.

H. EvaDs. late Special Agent of the Treasury, and which

some of ihe papers have given publicity to in what may

be termed wilfully malicious. Mr. Evans has lived

within a few doors of us for many years. "We are inti-

mately acquainted with him and his family, and hum

that so far as his pecuniary matters are concerned there

is not a shadow of truth in the charge that he has made

money out of his office. In fact the salary pertaining to

the office was never exceeded in his expenditures, and in

order to give his children such an education as would fit

them for life, there has been a rigid economy practiced

in household expenses. His wife and daughter, for a great

portion of the time, have done their own work

and Mr. Evans himself has also wrought with a will in

his leisure hours in cultivating a large garden, which

has always been the best in the neighborhood. We are

firm believers in one of Thomas Jefferson's maxims, viz.:

that a man who was good in his family, a good

neighbor, a good citizen all through, could not have a

bad religion, and that the "creed" which prompted to

such a course had all the eesential points. Knowing

that these qualifications were possessed by Mr. Evans,

we have been pained by the public accusations which,

we believe to be false, and with this belief feel it a duty

to make public our testimony. We differ politically. He

has been an "offensive partisan," if laboring from the

time of opening to the closing of the polls, and laboring

at all times for the success of his ticket confers the name.

Had that been the ground of dismissal, we should not

have questioned the propriety of turning him out, but,

when in place of a straightforward course, the work is

accomplished^by false charges,it is so reprehensible as to

merjt the denunciation of every honest man.

sequence, as the frog has already been cut away, so that there

is uo pressure to be transmitted."

Our happy thoughts are not yet exhausted. The hoof has
been made porous, so as to permit transpiration to take

place. "Happy thought! Let us choke up all the pores

with oil to stop the transpiration."

It has been covered with a natural varnish so constructed

that while it does not hinder transpiration, it defends the

hoof from wet. "Happy thought! L6t us rasp or scrape off

the varnish. It is natural, and therefore must be wrong."
The coronary ring, from which the fibres of the wall are

secreted, is guarded by a penthouse of hair which causes wet
to shoot off as it does from the eaves of a house, "Happy
thought! Let us snip away the hair, and let the water make
its way into the coronary ring."

So, after working his sweet will upon the hoof, man won-
ders at its weakness, and lays down the stupid axiom that

"one horse can wear out four sets of legs," which is equiva-

lent to saying that the Creator did not know how to make a

horse.

Death of Dr. A. W. Taliaferro.

Horee and Man.

The following quotation from "Horse and Man" is so

perspicuously stated, as to require little comment. The

dullest of comprehension should be able to understand

the arguments, and understanding assuredly lead to con-

currence in the views expressed:

For example, the Creator has taken the greatest care to

make the whole hoof as light as possible. "Happy thought!"

says man. "Let us hang a pound or so on each hoof and
make the horse waste his strength in lifting it."

He has made the wall exceedingly strong. "Happy
thought! Let us weaken it by cutting it away, by scooping

grooves in it, aud driving nails into it so as to tear the fibres

asunder."
He has made this wall nearly as hard as iron. "Happy

thought! Let us soften it by 'stopping' and similar deviceR."

The Creator has made the edge of tne wall quite sharp, so

as to enable it to hitch upon the slightest unevenuess, and to

aid it in ascending a hill. Another happy thought! "Let

us cut away the sharp edge, and substitute a flat, smooth
surface of iron, which can take no hold of slippery ground."

There is now before me a shoe taken from the foot of a

dray-horse. The fiat iron surface is exactly two inches in

width, so that if man had deliberately set himself to work to

invent a plan of making the horse's footing as insecure as

possible, he could not have been more sucessful.

He has furnished the hoof with au elastic pad called the

"Fiog," so as to prevent any jar when the horse steps.

"Happy thought! Let us cut away the pad and make the

horse's weight come upon a ring of iron."

This happy thought has another effect. The Creator has
constructed the hoof so that the elaborate aud delicate mech-
anism of its interior can only be kept in working order by
the pressure of the pad, or "frog." So by cutting away the

frog in one of his happy thoughts, man has contrived to stop

all this machinery (with the inevitable result to machinery
which is not allowed to work), and has also managed to

create exactly the jar which the frog would have prevented.

A third object has been attained by cutting away the frog.

As has already been shown, the frog prevents the horse from
falling on smooth and slippery surfaces, and even enables it

to gallop over ice. So, by removing the frog, the chances of

a horse's falling are greatly multiplied.

Again, the sole of the hoof has been formed archwise, of

successive layers of exceedingly hard horn, so as to perform
a double office. In the first place it bids defiance to hard
and sharp-edged objects, such as rocks or broken flints; and
in the next place, it transmits the pressure from the frog to

the wall, so as to produce the expanBionat each stepon which
the health of the hoof depends.
So the sole inspires man with another happy thought.

"Let us pare it so thin that it not only cannot resist the pres-

sure of the horse's weight upon a stone, but that it yieldB to

the pressure of the human thumb. As for its duty of trans-

mitting pressure from the frog to the wall, that is of no con-

We are much pained to hear of the death of Dr. Taliaferro,

a gentleman whom we esteemed very highly. Courteous,

affable, polite under all circumstances, a man of liberal

education, of acute perception and brilliancy, he was as

pleasant a companion as could be found. He was enthusiast

in everything pertaining to horses aud dogs and a thorough-

going sportsman in all respects. The following eloquent

tribute to his memory is copied from the Marin Coimly

Journal:

Here follows the saddest news for the readers of the Jour-
nal that we have ever been obliged to write. At 10:35
Wednesday morning, 9th instant, the life of Dr. A. W. Talia-
ferro went out. The Doctor had been confined to his room
since Sunday, 29th ult., with one of his attacks of indigestion
and insomnia, but a fatal termination was not thought of, at

least not generally, and the announcement that he was gone
was a terrible shock to all.

In the haste of going to press, and under the shadow of

deep personal bereavement which oppresses us, as it does
every one who knew him—aud who did not know him?

—

it is impossible to make more than a passing notice at this

time. Dr. Taliaferro has lived and practiced his profession
in San Rafael ever since 1851, 34 years. He had the rare

gift of qualities which made him the welcome friend of the
privileged and favored classes, and at the same time an idol

among the lowly. And this, in short, is the reason why his

death has caused such au universal pallor over our homes,
which is almost as if crape were on every door. We have
never seen such a general sorrow caused in any community
before by the death of a private citizen. The Doctor was
peculiar. Independent even to rashness; strong, self-willed

and outspoker; he yet had a chrivalric tenderness, which
provoked admiration even from a foe. We hazard nothing
in saying that the skill of his hand and the kindness of his

heart have left their benefits by every hearthstone in Marin
county, and linked the name of Taliaferro to the tender and
enduring memory of every family. Countless acts of gener-
osity will stand against his foibles; untold hours of self

sacrificing labor for the relief of suffering have embalmed
him in the gratitude of thousands of the poor and unfortun-
ate. It is probably true that Dr. Taliaferro has been the
means of blessing to greater numbers of our people than has
ever or will ever fall to the lot of any other single man to

confer. No man was more positive; never was there a
sharper antagonist, yet, withal, everybody loved him. He
has fallen. His hands are folded, his heart is still. Good-
bye, good friend. Good-bye, great heart.
Dr. Taliaferro served one term in the Legislature of Cali-

fornia, and was in early days in several prominent nomi-
nating conventions; but he was too square and manly to have
a smooth time in that business, and latterly cared little

about politics.

Dr. Hammond, his warm friend, came over Wednesday,
saying on the way, "I will stay with him until he gets well."
Death proceeded him. When he arrived his friend was gone.
The flag on the Courthouse hangs at half-mast, in token of

the public sorrow, and several other buildings give similar
expression to the universal grief.

The Doctor leaves one sister, residing in Virginia, to whom
he was devotedly attached, but we believe no other near
relatives.

Coney Island Jockey Club—Stakes to Close
Jan. 1, 1886.

Secretary Lawrence, of the Coney Island Jockey Club, has
issued the conditions of the stakes to close on Jan. 1, 1886,
to be run at Sheepshead Bay in June with a few to be run in
September. The list is the largest yet issued by the club,

and with the five stakes that closed last August presents a
total of 24 fixtures for a meeting to continue ten days from
June 10th to July 1st. The two-year-old stakes areasfollows;

Added Money.
Foam Stakes, five furlongs Sl.OuO
Surf Stakes, five furlongs 1,000
Great Selling Stakes, sis furlongs 1,000
Zephyr Stakes, six furlongs 1,000
Spring Stakes, six furlongs 1,000
June Stakes, six furlongs 1,000
Paddock Stakes, six furlongs 1,260
Great Post Stakes, six furlongs 3,600

The Foam and Surf Stakes have already closed, the former
with eighty-two, and the latter with eighty-four subscribers.
Of the others, for the Great Selling Stakes and Great Post
Stakes the conditions are the same as last June, with $5,000
as tbe basis from which to claim allowances. For the Great
Post Stakes the conditions are changed to read, *'A sub-
scription of $200 entitles the subscriber to name three and
start one, of $500 to name five and start two." The sealed
entry clause remains the same, they must be sent by regis-

tered letter, indorsed "Sealed entry for the Great Post
Stakes," with the name of the subscriber. Such entries will

be opened and published two days before the race. For the
New Stakes the entrance is S50 each, with a declaration of

$10 due April 15th. The couditious as to weights vary for

the Zephyr, the produce of mares and stallions not having
produced a winner prior to Jan. 1, 1SS6, allowed three
pounds; of both, five pounds. For the Spring Stakes, colts
will carry 110 lbs, fillies and geldings 107 pounds, with pro-
duce allowance, as for Zephyr. For the June Stakes, win-
ners of $2, 000 or more are penalized three and live pounds
extra, with produce allowances as above. Similar allowances
are also the feature of the Paddock Stakes, whicb is made ex*
clusively for colts and fillies. Geldings are not eligible.
The three-year-old Btakes are as follows:

Added Money.
Tidal Stakes, one mile Si,? 00
Mermaid (fillies), mile and a furlong ] .j^O
Coney Islau.t Derby, mile and a half V00
Swift Stakes, seven furlongs ],250
Green Grass Stakes, mile and a furlong ],260
Spindrift StakeB, mile ami a quarter 1,100
Stud StakeB, mile and three furlongs i^oo
Emporium Stakes, mile and a half 5,000

The Tidal, Mermaid and Coney Island Derby closed in
1884, the first with 102, the second with 61 and the last

named with 101 subscriptions. Of the others, the Swift is

at S100 each, half forfeit, with a declaration of ©10, due
April 15, and one of $25, due May 15. The Green Grass is

at S50 each, half forfeit, with declarations as for the Swift,
colts to_carry 122 pounds, fillies and geldings 119 pounds,
with non-winning allowances of from 4 to 14 pounds. For
the Spindrift, the entrance is S100 each, half forfeit, and $25
only if declared by April 15, with winning penalties of 3 to

7 pounds, with non-winning allowances of 4 and 7 pounds,
and maiden allowances of 14 pounds. The Stud Stakes is

exclusively for colts and fillies at S100 dollars each, half for-
feit, and @25 only if declared by April 15. Colts to carry
118 pounds, fillies 115 pounds, with produce allowances of 3
and 5 pounds for dams and sires not credited with winners
prior to Jan. 1, 1SS6. The conditions of the Emporium are
the same as heretofore, both for entrance and weights. It is
without exception the most popular three-year-old race of
the meeting, and it will no doubt result in as good a race as
when Rataplan won in 1884, or that won by Hidalgo last
June.
The fixtures for three-year-olds and upward are as follows:

Added Money.
Coney Island Stakes, mile and a furlong $l,oOO
Coney Island Cup, mile aud three-qurrters l r)00
Selling Stakes, mile and a furlong j,00u
Sporting Stakes, one mile l.srv)

Welter Stakes, mile and three-Bixteentlis 760
Sheephead Bay Handicap, mile andafurlong 1,250
wuburban Handicap, mile and a quarter 'J,5u0

Bay Ridge Handicap, mi.e and ahalf 1,200

Of the above the Coney Island Stakes, Coney Island Cup,
the Selling Stakes and Sucurban Handicap have been run
before. The conditions have been, however, somewhat
changed, the amount of entrance money for the Coney Is-

land Stakes and Cup depending on the amount won in 1885,
with declarations due April 15. Both races are at weight for

age without penalties or allowances. Many will regret, how-
ever, that the distance for the Cup has been reduced from
two miles and a quarter to a mile and three-quarters. But
as many owners objected to work their horses for so long a
race so early in the year, the club could scarcely do other-
wise than reduce the distance. Of the new fixtures the
Sporting Stakes ought to make a good race. The entrance is

S100 each, half forfeit, ©10 only if declared by April 15, or
©25 if by May 15; three-year-olds to carry 100 pounds, four-
year-olds and upward 112 pounds, with an allowance of 3
pounds for mares and geldings. The winner is liable to be
sold for $5,000, or carry 14 pounds extra. For the Welter
Stakes 28 pounds are added to weight for age, with non-win-
ning allowances ranging from 7 to 20 pounds. For the hand-
icaps the weights will be announced on Feb. 1, and declara-

tions are due on the 20th, with penalties for winners after the
publication of the weights ranging from 4 upward to 10
pounds.

»

Proceedings Board of Appeals, Pacific District.

Jos. Cairn Simpson—Dear Sir: Following are proceedings

of the meeting ot the Pacific Board of Appeals, National
Trotting Association, held in San Francisco, Dec. 8, 1885:

Present, N. T. Smith, Chairman, and J. Mc M. Shafter.

Absent, L. J. Rose.
The first matter considered was the appeal ot Messrs. Ed.

Younger and C. H. Corey from the decision of the Judges in

the "Special Sweepstakes Race" No. 11. This was a special

race for named horses, $50 entrance, $250 added, four to

eater and three to start. When the race was called 'Bis-

mark alone appeared and walked over the course. He was
awarded entrance money, but the society refused to pay
added money. Corey's horse and Cox's horse were sus-

pended for nonpayment of entrance.

Testimony showed conclusively that neither entries nor
starting were regular, and on motion of Shafter the ruling of

the judges was ordered reversed, entrance money paid was
ordered refunded, and that not paid was ordered discharged.

A. McDowell, expelled by judges at Bay District Track,

October 23, 1SS5, appealed, and asked for early hearing.

The customary notices were ordered sent to all parties in

interest.

N. T. Smith, on behalf of the National Association, and in

theinterest of honest sport, asked for afull investigation into

the matter of the race at San Jose, October 3, 1885, between
Guy Wilkes, Adair, Manon and Nellie R., wherein Adair was
fouled by Wilkes and for which Donathan, driver of the

latter, was fined $100. Notices were ordered sent to the

judges, drivers and others interested in the race.

Adjourned to meet at call of the chair. The next meeting
will be held durng the holidays. Yours truly,

Frank Shay, Secretary.

San Francisco, December 10, 1S85.

Thoroughbred

STALLIONS for HIRE.

Three Cheers and XX.
The above stallions are offered for hire the coming season, viz.:

from February 6th to July 1st, 1886.

Both are desirable in many respects. ..Three Cheers I have always
considered one of the very best racehorses I ever saw. His breeding
is une'xceptionally fine, and his form| admirable. He is a powerfully
built horse on short legs, and of the finest color, a dark bay.

His short legB are immensely strong, bones and tendons such as

are rarely seen on the largest of thoroughbreds, and altogether, his

makeup cannot fail to please a competent judge of form. Being a
half-brother of Hock-Hocking is another point in his favor. Not only
to him as their dam, Young Fashion, was the dam of Scotland, the sire

of Mentzer one of tbe great colts of the year, and her family for genera-

tions back have enjoyed just celebrity. His oldest produce, Lady
Viva, can be seen at my place, and I do not hesitate to pronounce her

one of the finest mares in the State.

XX is a "double Bonnie Scotland", his Bire Malcolm, by Bonnie
Scotland, from Lady Lancaster, hi6 dam Columbia, by Bonnie Scotland,

from Young Fashion. He has, therefore, as much of tbe blood of that

noted aire as if he were a son, anil cannot fail to be a good producer.

Those who own bis colts—there are only a few of them—esteem them
very highly. These horses will be rented to proper parties at a low
figure, especially to serve some thoroughbred mares. Apply at this

office, or 2111 Adeline street, Oakland, where the horses are kept.

JOS. CAIEN SIMPSON.
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One of the heaviest matches ever rim upon

a racecourse was that at Newmarket in 1764,

between the Duke of Cumberland's (of Cullo-

den memory) Xing Herod and the Duke of

Grafton's Antinous. by Blank, over the Be.icon

course, for one thousand, pounds a side, which

was won by Herod by half a neck. Upwards

of one hundred thousand was dependent upon

the event. The Duke may be regarded as the

reviver of the glories of the turf, which had

sadly languished since the death of Charles

II. He founded the Ascot races, and bred

Marsk, the sire of Eclipse and Herod—who
not only beat every horse that could be

brought against him at four, five and six years

old, but transmitted to posterity a more
numerous and better stock than any other

horse before or since. So that, whether he
was a butcher or a hero, sporting men, at least,

should have some reverence for his memory.

The leading sire of winners among the

thoroughbreds in 18S5 was Virgil, thirty of

his sons and daughters capturing fifty-two

races, of the value of ?71, 518. Richmondwon

$16,915 of this amount, Portland §16,695, and
Lady Wayward $6,405. Virgil, although a

good racehorse, was not a great one, and
toward the close of his turf career was put to

hurdle racing.

Ed- Corrigan thinks the scale of weights

should be raised. He believes that more
horses are broken down and ruined by the

yanking about and misusing they are sub-

jected to at the hands of inexperienced and
incapable lads than by the carrying of weights

at the top scale.

Mr. John Young, Walla Walla, W. T., has

sold to Thos. Malarchi, of Pendleton, Oregon,

his brown colt Villard, by Lodi, dam Rosa
Mansfield.

Orion, the brother to Planet, Exchequer
and Ninette, by Revenue, dam Nina, by Bos-

ton, died in Baltimore last week, aged 25

years.

At Brighton Beach, on the closing day,

Vaulter paid, $159 in the $5 mutuels. The
average return for the five races was $69.5S.

•
Maxy Cobb will do stud duty near Louis-

ville, Ky., this Winter.

AQUATICS.
On Tuesday, the 1st instant, the staunch

little sloop Fleetwing left this city for a four

day's cruise—not about San Pablo and Suisun

Bays, as was published in this column last

week. That trip was, upon due consideration,

deemed too long to be enjoyable in the limited

time at the disposal of the majority of the

amateur sailors aboard. In overhauling the

subject in order to plan some route novel and

with sufficient danger attached to it, to make
it interesting, Petaluma was mentioned

among others, and was chosen after due de-

liberation, mainly on account of the numer-

ous chances it afforded for getting wrecked

on the mudflats above Sonoma Landing, or

carrying away something, in passing through

the several bridges which span that beautiful

and much navigated stream known as Peta-

luma creek.

On Tuesday—eleven o'clock sharp—all were

aboard, and upon counting noses I was agree-

ably surprised to find that the all was made
up of little Jack, Phil, Capt. Ceorge and my-
self. The party one after another had showed

up, bending beneath a load of traps which, it

is unnecessary to say, was made up of gum
boots, ammunition, breech-loaders, bread,

meat, canned stuff, blankets, hunting coats,

etc., which can be better imagined than de-

scribed. All were in the beat of spirits, as

we unloosed from the wharf at the foot of

Washington street, put out a sweep, and

Headed for Angel Island. After passing from

the shelter of the wharves, a gentle breeze

filled the sails and sent us over the smooth

surface of the bay, at a rate that promised to

see us a good distance towards our journey's

end before we should have to drop the hook

for the night.

We reached and passed Angel Island, and
• shortly after noontime were well up to Red
rock, the wind being just sufficient to permit

of our making slight headway against the

strong ebb tide. Just before arriving off the

patent brick yard in the bend before San

Pablo point is reached the catspaws died out

entirely, and the anchor was let go to prevent

us from being carried back by the tide. Dinner

had been prepared, and upon all hands being

piped below the rapidity with which the viands

disappeared betokened appetites sharpened

by the ozone of the bay and the healthful ex-

ercise the party had had in their trick at the

white ash blades.

After laying at anchor for two hours or so a

slight off-shore breeze sprang up, and getting

under way we ran in shoreward to reap

the full benefit of it. The breeze increased,

and we heeled over to it and sped on to San

Pablo point, on reaching which the breeze

again left us and George and Jack took to ex-

ercising on the sweeps. The sun was now low

down in the West. The evening was quite

warm and pleasant. It was our intention to

get into the mouth of Petaluma creek before

dropping sail for the night. On seeing aflock
of ducks in toward shore Phil got his breeeh-

\

loader, and while George and JacK slowly
made headway we jumped into the small bout
and tried to get within range. The chase wus
very interesting for Phil, but I, having the
oars, found it quite the contrary. I wanted to

satisfy Phil by getting him within rauge, so
that he could bag at least one, and this he at

last accomplished . The twilight had deepened
so that we could only see a deep shadow
where the sloop ought to have been as we set

out lo announce our good fortunej but before
much of the distance had been covered, the
captain set out a light aud hailed us to come
aboard. We were all disappointed when we
saw before the lantern the game which had
fallen to Phil's trusty breech-loader. Instead
of a plump bluebill or spoonbill, which I ex-
pected to see there was only a miserable coot.

The captain's face wore a smile, akin to

that of derision, us he dropped the worthless
mud trotter over the side. We had changed
our course at Point San Pablo, and were now
steering due northward, a point jutting out
darkly ahead loomed up against the starlight

sky, and aTter passing it the captain seemed
to head up until his course seemed to be
slightly northwesterly. There was a dark line

to the northward, which seemed to be an end-
less shore line, and the lights sparkled aud
flickered like stars in the distance. Jack,
Phil, and myself went below, and when I

again went on deck the Brother's light was
astern, and the Vallejo light directly off the
starboard beam.
The Captain appeared uneasy, and after

peering ahead at the shore line asked me to

make a sounding. Upon doing this only seven
feet of water was found. The breeze had been
taking us along nicely, but it grew lighter and
lighter, and tmally died out altogether. White
ash was again brought into play.

"Do you see any of the beacons?" askad the
Captain.

"No, not a beacon," I replied.

"Strange," he said; "we should find them
somewheres along here."

I urged him to drop sail for the night, as we
were all tired and, getting up early, we could
make up for lost time and besides see where
we were going. The captain only renewed
his search for the beacons, still heading north
by west. I feared -we had, in the darkness,
passed the beacons and sounded several

times, the depth of the water ranging be-

tween five aud seven feet for a mile or more.
At last I went below and left the captain to

his doubts and fears at the tiller

It was close upon ten o'clock when another
sounding was taken. Deep water had been
reached The good news was shouted to me
and I roused myself from the doze into which
I had fallen, and went out. Ahead in the dis-

tance was a long wharf or trestle upon which
was a small square building. The breeze had
sprung up again and we soon passed it on our
starboard. After a short run, sails were low-

ered, the anchor dropped and things made
snug for the night. We appeased the crav-

ings of hunger which had again made them-
selves felt and making up our bunks, turued
in for the nightand slept soundly until morn-
ing.

Shortly after daylight all were roused out
and without delay sail was made, and, with
tide and wind in our favor, we went skim-
ming along over water made choppy by the

breeze. I prepared the morniug meal, and
after it had been disposed of, Phil and Jack
amused themselves iu whanging away at the

dncks as they flew by or permitted us to get

close to them before taking wing. The range-

was generally a long one, and but one bluebill

was secured. We made good time up to the

first bridge, after passing which the wind died

out aud we drifted up with the tide, reaching
Petaluma at eleven o'clock. We prepared
and ate dinner, and then made a tour of the

town. It was my first visit to the place, and
I was struck at finding so much life and so

many evidences of business prosperity. We
visited the large rooms of the Argus, and Mr.
Smith, one of the proprietors, informed us of

what was going on in the town. He told us
of Petaluma's proud possession of the largest

horse in the world, and on leaving him we
set out to see this huge piece of horseflesh.

Pointsman, a stallion, was soon found, and
his keeper readily opened his separate stable

on being told of our mission. He is a Clydes-

dale, weighing twenty-seven hundred, and is

worth over $10,000. Under the same roof is

another beautiful stallion, Star by name, the

liveliest horse of his size in the town. He
weighs seventeen hundred. In addition to

this valuable stock there are over a dozen
beautiful Normandy stallions, all imported.

There was no reason why we should hasten

away from the town; we could not see it to

our satisfaction, all in a day or night either,

and it was well on toward noon of Thursday
before we turned the prow of the sloop

around toward the mouth of the creek

and hoisted sail. The breeze was light and
almost dead ahead. The creek is very narrow
above the bridges, in some places but forty

feet or so, and short tacks had to be made.
McDonnell's Inland was reached about three

o'clock, and after furling sail we got out the

guns aud looked about for game. On a mud
bank some half a mile above us was something
which resembled a white sheet on a stick.

Jack and myself put off in the small boat to

see what it was, and soon caused it to tuke

wing. It turned out to be a "tule canary."

This is what the hunters up river call the

white cranes found about the tules.

Our success with the guns duriug the even-

ing shoot was anything but satisfactory, only

a dozen ducks of various kinds being bagged.

We were all in our bunks at 9 o'clock. Nex
morning we were up early. The weather was
hazy, aud no flocks could be seen on the
wing. Now aud again a straggler would come
sweeping past just out of range, aud Phil got
so discouraged that he gave up the thought of
increasing his string, and began practicing
upon coots. Jack and myself took the small
boat, and after a short row I landed him,
thinking he might get a whang at a couple
of stray ones as they flew past.
Phil droppe I a number of coots
iu a fine, business-like mauuer and
wound np by g uing a spoonbill which
I went and secured for him. We were again
going by noon, and wilii a good breeze malt-
ing short tacks for the ui-nth of the creek

—

Donahue's Lauding. The water was choppy,
and the wind increased at this point, and
passing it we went a-daucing along— first on
one tack and then ou the other, past beacon
after beacon, short tacks being made to keep
the channel. The breeze freshened as we
proceeded. The run to Red rock was soon
made, and then the breeze lessened, and our
mainsheet was let out until we was sailing

free wind. On passiug Angel Island we got

the breeze f/ora the nnzth, ran across the
channel, thence up past the wharves to Mis-
sion bay, whpre anchor was dropped, and
sails furled. This ended our four days' trip

in the Fleetwing, a trip ou which nothing
was carried away, aud on which we did not
even once get fast on a mudbank. If yuu
ever go, reader, may you have as good a time
as did our jolly party of four.

J. M.

Clydesdale Horses!

Arrived Ex Australian Steamer
FOURTEEN HEAD THOROUGHBRED CLYDES-

DALE HORSES and Mares, imported by Thomas
Brookless. Can be seen at Bay. District Track.

FOR SALE BY

KILLIP & CO.,

JLivc Stock, aud Ueueral Auctioneers, 116

Moiitgoiney St, Sail Francisco.

A. Valuable Book
FOR EVERY

HORSE OWNER
Horse and Man.

THEIR MUTUAL DEPENDENCE AND DUTIES.
By the Rev J. G Wood, M A., author of "Homes
Without Hands," Etc. With Illustrations, S\o.
Extra cloth. $2 50

Thf1 above work contains miUTh v.il aide informa-
tion in regard to the general management aud treat-
ment of horses, and will prove an excellent hand-
book forall lovers of this noble animal. It aims to
show how the horae can be made genilt: find
obedient, how his life can be prolonged as oiucji a»
possible, and how he can he enabled to do the maxi-
mum amount of work during his lifetime.
***For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent, Iree

of expense , on receipt of the price by

J. B. Lippincott Co., Publishers,
51S aud 713 Market SI., Philadelphia-

FOR SALE.
rpHOROUGHBRED GORDON SETTER DOG. FIF-
-*- teen months old. Apply to C. Uerz, Humboldt
Hotel, F fleenth street, Ci»y.

W -„ _ t iheir
Work sent t.v mail. No canvamlng. Address

witb. itamp, Crown Slftr. Co,, 2H Vine St., Cin'ti, O.

Notice.
Herbert H. Brown, M.P. I

Nugent "W. Bbown,
Geo. H. Holmes,
C. Bruce Lowe.

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in
imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Esq ,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWX UKOS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New Sonth "Wales

III BUND JOCKBT CLUB.

Stakes to Close Jan. 1, 1886.

With Added Money of $38,500.

The Futurity Stakes, with $10,000 Added.

For the Autumn MeetiDg of 1888. To close Jan. 1st, 1886.

A sweepstakes for two years old, foals of 1886. by subscriptions of S25 each for mares covered iu 1885,

and of ?50 each for the produce of such mares unless struck out by July 15, 1887, in which case the only lia-

bility shall be $25 for the subscription of the mare. Starters to pay $250 additional. The Cou**y Island
Jockey Club to add $10,000. The second to receive $2,000 of the added money and 30 per cent, of the
starting money. The third $1,000 of the added money and 20 per cent, of the starting money. Colts to

carry 115 lbs.; fillies and geldings 112 lbs. Winners when carrying standard weight for age, at the course
where the race was run, of $3,000, 3 lbs.; of two such races of $3,000, or of one such race of $5,000, 5 lbs.

extra. Mares may be entered by persons not tb^ir owner, the owner having the prior right. If a mare
entered in this stake drops her foal before the 1st of January, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or
is barren, the entry of such mare is void, and if the entrance money has been paid it will be returned.
By filing prior to July 15, 1887, with the Coney Island Jockey Club, an accepted transfer of the produce
with its engagement for the Futurity Stakes, the original subscriber will be released from any liability as
to the engagement of the produce of $50 each, leaving the purchaser liable for the same unless duly struck
out. The produce of mares or stallions which have never produced a winner prior to January 1, 188(5,

allowed 3 lbs. ; of both. 5 lbs.; the produce to be entitled lo such allowance at time of starting, whether
claimed or not in the entry of the mare. Maidens allowed 7 lbs

, which allowance shall not be cumulative.
Thbee-qcahters of a Mile. Entries received up to December 1st of 170 mares.

FOR THE JUNE MEETING.
FOR TWO.YEAH-OLDS.

Added Money.

Great Selling Stakes, six furlongs $1,000

Zephyr Stakes, six furlongs 1,000

Spring Stakes, six furlongs 1,000

June Stakes, six furlongs 1 ,000

Paddock Stakes, six furlongs 1,250

Great Post StakeB, six furlongs 1,500

FOR THREE-YEAR-OLDS
Added Money.

Swift Stakes, seven furlongs $1,250

Green Grass Stakes, mile and a furlong.. 1,250

Spindrift Stakes, mile aud a quarter 1,500

Stud Stakes, mile and three furlongs 1,500

Emporium Stakes, mile and a half 5,000

THREE YEARS OLD AM) I IMVAKI).
Added Money.

Coney Island Stakes, mile and a furlong. $J,5uO

Coney Island Cup, mile and three-quarters 1 ,500

Selling Stakes, mile and a furlong 1,000

Sporting Stakes, one mile l,bi)Q

Welter StakeB, mile and three-sixteenths. 750
Sheepshead Bay Handicap, mile and a fur-

long ] >;.5o

Baj Ridge Handicap, mile and a half 1,260

Suburban Handicap, mile and a quaiter. . 2,5uo

For conditions and entry blanks apply personally or by mail to office C. I. J. C, or to

office Breeder and Sportsman. Entries close at Filth Avenue cor. Twenty-second street,

New York city, witli J. G. K. Lawrence, Secretary.

LEONARD W. JEROME, President.

J. G. K. LAWRENCE, Secretary.
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, aud are due to arrive at
.San Francisco.

? * X
E

l
From Oct. fl 4. t 885. {*,%££

J8:00 .

8.-00 A M
•4 .-00 P M
7:30 a M
7:30 A M

•3 30 P M
S;00 .

4 :U0 P M
•5:00 P M
SHX) A H

*8:O0 A M
3:39 P M
a^o p m

ao?w a m
JlOQ P M
3 :00 p M
7 :30 a M
8:00 a v
7:30 A M
3:00 P M
4:00 P M

•4:00 P M
8;00 a M

tW^O A M
SflO p M
*S:U0 a M
*9:30 A «
*3;30 p M
«9 $0 a Si

...Bvr-,ii..._

...Calistoga and Napa..

....Colfax

....Delw, Redding and Portland

....Gait via Martinez ....

„„Ione via Livermore
....Knight's Landing
.... Livermore and Pleasanto
....Martinez
....Milton.

) M.ij.ive.Demiup, I Express
f El i'asoand East < Emigrant
NUes and Ha> wards

>Ogden andjExpresB
i East j Emigrant

, Red Bluff via Maryaville..
. Sacramento, via Livermory..

" via Benicia
,_

" via Benicia
'." " via Benicia
"Sacramento Eivet Steamers,
..San Jose

Stockton via Liveriuore
'* via Martinez
" via Martinez

"Tulare and Fresno

pi:10

•jOOO
6:10
5:40
fi:40

*10:40

5:40
10:10
•8:40
fi:10

•7:10
lu:40 j

10:40 i

3:40 l

11:10 J

11:10 j

5;40 I

5:40 i

6:40 1

11:10 /

10:10 J

•fi*»^
•3:40 I

13:40 I

9:40 a
5:40 i
*7:10 I

•Id :«/
•7:10 I

From San Francisco Bally.

TO EAST OAKi.AJ>TD—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—7:80—8:00-
S-30-9:00—9:50-10:00—10:30—11:00-11:30—12:00—12:80
—1-00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

— 5:30— «:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00

-

•12-00.

TO FRCIT VALE—*6:00—*6:30— *7:00— *7:30—•8:00-
•&«-«3:3O-*4fl0—'4:30—•5:00—*5:30—*6:00— *6 :3iJ-
>.'--

'

i.

'TO FROIT VALE (via Alameda)—"9:30—6:30—JlllOO
—•I2:uu.

TTO AL.vMEDA—*ii:0o—•6:30—7:00—'7:30—8:00— *8;3o—
9:00-9:30—10:U0-tl0:30—11:00—tll:30—12:U0—J12:. i-

1-00—11:30—2:00—3:iW—3:30—4:0u— 1:30— 5:00— 5:3<>—
S'OO—6:30—7:00—8:00—U:W—10:130—11:00-^"12:00.

TO BKKK.ELE »"—*b:uo—-6::<u—7:ou—•7:30--6:00—*s.3Q

_3.00—t9:30—10:00—tlU:3U-ll:0li-tIl:30—12:00—1:00
—

2

:00-3 :00— 4 :00— 4 :30—5 :0u—5 :30—6:00-6:30—7:i>U—
8-00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:00— '6:30-7:00—*7:30-

tB-00—•8:30—9:00—10:00—11:00—11:00—2:00—3:00—3:00
—•4:30-5:00—•5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To Sau Francisco Daily.

FKOM FRUIT VALE—*6:23—*K:53—*7:23—*7:53—*8:2S
*j

:53_«a :33_«i0:21—*i:23—*i:53—*5:23—"5:53—'6:23—
•6:53—7-^5—9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *S:15— *5:45—
16:45—19:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5
:30— •6:00— 6:30— 7:00—

7:30-8:00—S:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4:00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later

than from East Oakland. __FROM ALAMELA—*5:22—*5:52— *6:22— 6:o2—*7:22—
7:52—' - -22—.v

-

=.2—a :22- 9 :52— ±10 :22— 10 :52— J 11 :22-

U -52- r 12 :22—12 :52—Jl :22-l :52-2 :52—3 :22—3 :52—4 :22

—4-52—5-22—r.-52— fi:22—6:52—7:52—S:52—9:52—10:52.
FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—*5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:15—

7:45_*S :15— 8:45—19:15—9:45—tl0:15—10:45 — 101:15—
11-45— 12-45— 1:45— 2:45— 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15— 5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9 :45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY"—*5:45—*6:15—6:45—*7:i5
^_7:45—8:45-19:15—9:45—10:45— 112:45— 1:45—2:45—
3 :45—4 :45—«5 :15—5 :45—*6 :15—6 :45—*7:15.

CREEK KOUXE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—"6:15—8:15—10:15— 12:15— 2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. ISundays only.

Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co.,S. F.

A- N. TOWNE.
Gen. Manager,

T. H. GOODUAN,
Gen. PaBS. ATtk. Agfc.

Henbx Payot. Isaac TJpham.

Patot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE ASD IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONEBS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers,

£04 Sansonie Street, Near Pine.

BAN FRANCISCO

Iffte Wxsz&sx mill ^pmismau. Dec 12

A. EwiyJ 0. S. Ewing.

Pol Room Saloon,
tiO DUPONT STREET.

Killip & Co. 'a new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Breeder and Sportsman, N. Y. Spirit, and other
Bporting papers. Bar stocked with Wimss, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peeuliar excellence.

KWiNG BROS., Proprietors.

Harry E. Carpenter, V.S.,
Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege. Toronto, Canada.

Vetoriuary Jn
Residence, Hi

firinary, 371 >'atouin Si
Howard St., San Fr&noinco.

SLINN'S DUCK CALL,
The Latest and Very Best Duck

Call Yet Made.

PKICE BY MAIL 75 CENTS.

Corduroy Hats,

WITH LINED BRIM,

Double Stitched,

PEICE .... SI.

Canvas Hats,

LINED WITH GREEN,
Double Stitched,

PRICE .... SI.

E. T. ALLEN, 416 Market Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.

Improved Horse ClothinG

Secured by Letters Patent ^S
E
P
D
ED
M
M
A/RC172- ™g

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-
ing the improvements in the head. The following are the claims
granted

:

1 An improved blanket or covenno, consisHneof the

KVVr? rV
""" C

-
",'"' th0 ""••"^«" B? formed ofamted together, so as to cover tlie body and lemol ilioannual, substantially as berein described

ull-bBUIlue
2. Tbebbmket orcovurin^ A !ia\ ine tlie dm p onH

tbe . pensions H. ,„ tit tl.elon; an, bin. l"^ °t theannual .front taat.Miiniis !•( i. and, be |,enn a, not" ,
, ,„

d^seViied '

SUb8t;''' tli''ly aS a"a fur tL« »hW0B6hlS?n
3. ThebUnket or covering A, with ltB extensions B

n,Ti,,ai,ei,ti.eeiiniiK.b:ii„ls K. and llielrunt fasteninm
I? O.iii combination y the idastie iieck-exti-nsi", ,, n8UbstanUally as and tortile puipoOB berein descril ed

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastiec.mn. eli„it-stri[) I, substantially as deseribed
and for the purpose set forth.

a. The close, littiim hood J, having the elastic hand L,beneath the jaws, so that lliey may be allowed to movewithout dtBtiirbiiie. the 111, and adapted to he secured
to the cover by means of straps, suhstantiaily aa herein
described,

The iniproveoient . i ''CrbjB-blankets for ani-
mals, oonsiBtine of the oi having the Bap 0.ana permanent strape or hanns d to it to secure itaround the body, whereby the ,,Be uf loose snreineh'B
is avoided, sobstnutiaUy as herein, described.

Manufactured and for sale by

L. D. STONE & CO.,
43-j anil tn Battery St., saw rilAHi'istu. t'J

m « 9^3\^ 'pmsTOvj^iyS^j/

(QWHEiHGMl^

TIME SCHEDULE:
Paeeeuger Tr;iinfi leave and arrive Passenger Depdfc

(Towneend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
San Francisco,

Commencing Oct. 18, 1885; I

A
|
K

i,
VE

8:30 «.,

10:40 a
•3:30 i'

OOP
*o:15p
6:30 p

8:30a }

10:40 A [

!

•3:30 P f

San Mateo, Redwood and
Alenlo Park.

6:'2S a
•3:10 a
9*3 a

*J0*2a

Santa CUtra, San Jose and
" Principal Way Stations.

•10:02 a
3;36P

):40 a i i Gllroy, Pajaro, Castroville, (
|

3:30 p'1 Salinaa and Montereyv_jjJ

J pi i Holllster and Tren PlnoB. i
|

10:02 A

I wntsonvitle, Aptos, Soqael (Cahip j , J3iFti

\. .
CapitolLii and .Sant.iCniz.LiajJ _^^_F

10:40... ,

10_:40_A_L Solediuiand W_ay_ Stations 6S8P
a—Morning; p.—Afternoon.

•Sntniavs excepted. tSundavs onlv (Sportsmen's train.)
Standard Time furnished by Randolph & Co , S, F.
Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a. m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via Pan Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

Special Rounc-tkip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos, Soqnel and Santa Crnz; also, to
Paraiso'and Paso Rohles Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
..„, c,.,irlo Va onlv .( Sold Sunday Morning; good
b or sunila> s oni>

, , fnr retnrn sarae rtaT

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and stndav only [

Suudav and good for return until following Mom
Monday, ' (lay.incliiPivf, nt tiit-ft.llowinjr rateBj

Round Trip
from San

Franc :sco to

San Bruno
MiHbrae
Oak Grove. ...

San M"ateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
Mavfield

-Nit TO

ikt.
Moil.
Tkt.

i 5 50

65
90

75 1 10
1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40

1 25 1 50
1 26 1 60
1 25 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose....
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz,
Monterey ..

:1 50
I 50
1 75
i re
2 75

sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

4 00
5 OH
5 00
500
5 00

Ticket Officer.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-Btreet station, and Wo. 613 Market
Btreet, Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSKTT, H. R. JTJBAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Paes. £ Tkt. Agt,

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC GO.

BESPECTFTJLIiY CALLS ATTENTION TO TttE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line for teaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TBAINS LEAVE SAN FBANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MUST CfiASstrAB

summer and Winter Resort ot ike
Pacific Coast.

with IIS beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can he obtained from the several strfeamB

in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of. shooting
may he had lii season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish widen
abound in its waters, notab'.v Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned atfaracHons, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the Buperiox
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-

men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE."
ABB UNSTOPABSSB,

ha-rtne a HAQIftFICE&l1 SEA DM ot pure white
Band ftr Bilrf balhine. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swiiil-

mine baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting fdr
individual baths, with douche and shbfrbr taciuHtlfli

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-knowb
Watering Places,

APTOS. SOQUEL AM) S.UfTA CKI *,

IS VIA THE NOKTHEBN DIVISIONt

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the aountles
ot Sa.. Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa L'rua
and Monterey.each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Qnail, Pigeon, Sr£^ juick. Geese, 0eer

and Bear.

LakeB PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached bv thiB line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Ma"teo lor those weil-known Retreats, PUBIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORI* and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex.
tent of ranee at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA»
RON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to U e lover^
of this nianlv sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticketa
win be entitled to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
when carried In Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen, Train Baggagemen are instructed
to iBsue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Oars.
ftg-In order to guard against accidents to Dogs

while in transit, it Is necessary tiiat they be provided
with COLLAR ANli CHAIN. Giuib and Fishlm*
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Gunstaken apart
and securidy packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken In l'.Wi'nu'-r Care.
TICKET OFFICES— Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market st.Grami
Hotel?

•\. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Suferihuandeut. Aest. Pass, and Tkt, A^t.
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J. B. MILLER,General Manager.

The American Clay Bird.
Every Bird isaSure Flyer. Rain or Damim«-ss Does Xoi Affect Tlietn.

Flies More Like Hie Natural Bird.
Is One-lull Cheaper tiiau Any Other Target.

FOE BALE BY ALL GUN DEALERS. Ask to see the American Clay Bir-1 and Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,
<£lilli Street A «Jenway Avenue, llucfunatl. Oh-

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell In All titles and counties ol
tbe State.

REFERENCES.
J. 8. Cabey. Sacramento. J. D. Cabb. Salinas.

B P.SABGEKT.Gilroy. JohsBoggs, Colusa.

P. A. FrsiGAN, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales. aotaMy those of Messrs. Whip,

pie, Colerove, Dieiz, Courts, Dougherty, 2*ewland*
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured

our abihty to give satisfaction in all business in-

trusted to our care. Sales will be made in all cities

and counties in the state. We have inconteniplation

a series of combination or breeders sales, similar to

those so successfully held at the East. \\ ewill be
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-

siring to participate in such sales. Private purchases

and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions

will be made on commission and stock snipped with

utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.

Purchases and sales made of land of every descnp.

tl°n
' KIIXIP A CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

John A. McKerron,

3IANUFACTUBEB OF

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOB CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230 & 232 Ellis St., opp.Fasbion Stable, San Francisco

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares and 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawu to 7o.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of ISS5. and up to the last of January,
1SS6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOR SALE AT FAIRLAWX.

It is confidently believed that no fluer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, nighly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CLASS. STANDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT? mxTE PPTiTfi1
. PT.ATtf Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the

X-LLJ-l VllJJ J. ibXVJJ J. AJXLJ.^ price of everyanimalfor sale is printed in the

I
catalogue. Pcrehasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

|

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Important;

Notice
I will haveoL consignment from the Eastern States

in six weeks a selected lot of yearling Durham Bulls,

Southdown and Oxford sLf p Parties desiring any
live stock of any breed or age can have them comn at
same time by giving me two oi three week's notice.

Prices moderate for first-class stock.

ROLLFA P. SAXE.
Importer, Exporter and Commission

Merchant.

536 Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Buss House, S. I .

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Jast received a full stock of the celebrated

J- Fenn ell's Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use by ALL the principal Breeders
and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer tlietn at low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials nsea they are
pronoaueed by experts the cheapest hoots made.

J. O'KAXE, 767 Market St,

The Weekly

Breeder

and
Sportsman.

THE TURF
-AND-

SPORTING
AUTHORITY

Of the Pacific Coast.

Jos. Cairn Simpson, - - - Editor

Terms oe Subscription:

One Year, $5.00

Six Months, 3.00

Three Months, - - 1.50

Advertising Rates made known

on application.

Breeder & Sportsman

Publishing Co.,

No. 508 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

r.O.Bol 18603.

forward by mall or express or will send by express, C. O. D., witn nilrilem,
of examination. No. 1. nickel. S3; So. '2, ex. nickel, $4; No. 3,'half silver, or oroide, 85; IXo. i. full silver—-—--.-. „ .l,..,!,.,: ii, ,1,,,, :. • „ 1 . • 1 .

'•

1 ,.,-. t.r,A I... «1.„ H. —_•..„_ ...... -
Oliver

Upon receipt of price will f

v. examination. No. 1, nickel,

or oroide, S6. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by tbe Proprietor and Manufacturer

In Ordering <*Ive Width of Mouth. Measuring Front Outside ol cheek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIEE, VERMONT.

All Persons arc Cautioned to Beware ol Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
Termed Improvements or this Bit. Uok for Name and Date of Pawn I on each
one.

Berkshire Pigs

I have now on hand, and offer (or S3le at reasonable
prices, at my stock-farm, Oab Grove. San Mateo Co..
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve
months old, bred from the best strains of Premiuu.
stock, which I import yearly from England direct
APPly to Wm . corbltt,

2JB California St.,

San Fmm'jHco.

Live Stock Agency.
Hessra. Bruce & Brien nave established a general

Live Stock and Pun Lading Agency, at No. 41 Park
BOW. Sew York cily. They are prepared t.. pur-
chase or sell live stock of all kinds, Including cattle
sheep, bogs, dogs, stabl. outfits, • itber
useful or ornamental. We have on hand Dumber
of nrst-claes horses, n fly lecbasere,
broodmares, stallions, y«arliugs and weanlings, of
tht best and i ... for sate; also
trotters and pacers ol standard blood. Send stamp
for catalogue.

BRl'Cl
ii I'.rk Row, '

p.o. boiO^f.
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SEUT SMIITINi AND LEU CO
rr

416 MON fiOiEEI STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.

MANUFACTURERS OF
:£<£ TANDARD''
Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges, {

(UNDER THE CHAMBERLIN PATENTS.)

THE ONLY CARTRIDGE LOADED BY MACHINE.

Carson City, July 31, 1885.

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.,

GENTLEMEN: The machine-loaded shot-

gun cartridges you sent me, I have tested

very thoroughly, and I find them fully equal,

if not superior as to penetration and distri-

bution, to my own carefully prepared Land-

loaded ones. I shall load no more sKells for

myself, and hereby give notice to all migra-

tory wild fowl that they must hereafter fly

above the atmoshhere to get out of danger,

for I am of the opinion that 1 can, with your

Standard ammunition in my "Old Annihila-

tor," made by Nichols & Lefevre, knock a

cock widgeon higher than the kite of Gilde-

roy & Co.

Yours verv truly,

HUB. G. PARKER.

Office of Cal. State Sportsman's Association.

San Francisco, July 8, 1885.

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.,

GENTLEMEN: I have given the shells,

loaded by the Chamberlin Cartridge Loading
Machine, a trial, and am pleased with them.

I find the ammunition used to ^e first-class,

and the "Standard Machine-Loaded Shells,''

mechanically speaking, perfect. I like them
so well that 1 shall never load another shell

for my own use, when these can be had.

Sincerely yours,

H. H. BKIGGS.

We call the attention of Sportsmen to the following scores recently made with

"STANDARD" Cartridges, at live birds:

Crittenden Robinson, Vacaville, Oct. 30th and 31st 67 possible 70
F. J. Bassford, " " " " 54 ic gg
H. A. Bassford, " " •' < 49 u 42
H. A. Bassford, " " " <

5 g
«

6q
A.Donaldson, " " " " 0-1 « -o.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IN AMMUNITION.
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The Racing Season of 1885—A Statistical

Review.

The following summary of facts and figures anent the rac-

ing season of the current year was compiled by a painstak-

ing contributor to the Chicago Horseman:

The season of statistics is now at hand, and the results

they show are a most convincing proof that the amount of

money now involved in the breeding and racing of thorough-

breds exceeds that of any branch of live stock interest in

America. Perhaps the most interesting of statistics are those

of "The Winning Stables." We find, upon a careful compil-

ation of the racing reports of the season, that the Kancocas
Stable of Mr. Pierre Lorillard, of New York, leads for the

season of 1SS5, with a grand total of $93,329.25. Mr.
Edward Corrigan, of Kansas City, Mo., is second, and a close

second it is, for his combined stable won in all S92,257. Mr.
Lorillard started twenty-five horses while Mr. Corrigan

started twenty-two. Mr. Lorillard clearly ran for the richest

stakes, as his horses won only thirty-two races while Mr.
Corrigan won no less than seventy-five. Mr. Lorillard ran
only at Sheepshead Bay, Monmouth Park, Jerome Park and
Baltimore; Mr. Corrigan ran at Memphis, Lexington, Louis-

ville, Latonia, St. Louis. Chicago, Kansas City, Saratoga,

Monmouth, Sheepshead Bay and BrightonBeach. As will be

perceived, Mr. Corrigan traveled his horses extensively, and
considering the risk and the effects of travel upon the horses,

his showing is more creditable than Mr. Lorillard's. Below
is the table showing the winnings of:

THE BANCOCAS STABLE (PIEKRE LORILLaBD's) .

Wanda
Dewdrop
Pontiac
Unrest
Cylops
Sf.sn.-i.i--

Katriua
Drake Carter.
Pootico
Heva
Parole
Emperor
Ariel.
Greenfield
"VVinfred
Saluda
Pasha
Dione
Etidymion
Garner
II -'I- .1 !.! .

Cholula.
Restless
] I i i-l .'

>';ii;id

Krishna..

FEDIGBEE.

Mortemer—Minnie Minor
Falsetto—Explosion
Pe^o Gomez—Agenoria
Mortemer—Leotola
Mortemer-Lizzie Lucas
Mortemer—Sly "oots
Mortemer—Lulanier
Ten Broeck—Platina-
Mortemer—Agenoria
Mortemer—Ontario
Leamington—Harden
Enquirer—Vesper Light
Mortimer— Alice Ward
Glen Athol—Lotta
Mortemer—Minnie Minor
Mortemer—Perfection
Saxon—Pappoose
Mortemer—Explosion
Ten Broeck—Molly Rogers...
Falsetto—Pondola
Mortemer—Vandalite
Mortemer—Fannie Ludlow....
Mortemer—Glenr ose
Mortemer—Vandalite
Mortemer—Highland Lassie
Algerine—Nannie H

J7,;>30.0n

15,105.00
10,-IOS.fX)

4,870.00
4,120.00
a,556/25

2.800.00
1,300.00
875.110

825.00
825.00
500.00
450.00
400.00
250.00
150.00
75-00

32 39 13 TUa.mi.'Ja

Of the above §15,195 was won at the Spring meeting of

the Coney Island Jockey Club at Sheepshead Bay, where
Pontiac won the Suburban ($5,855), and the Consolation

(SD50); Wanda won the Mermaid Stakes ($3,470); Drake
Carter won the Stirrup Cup ($1,300), and sweepstakes and
purses were won by Emperor, Heva and Dewdrop, and the

balance in second money. At Monmonth Park the stable

started in 61 races, winning twelve, and $46,625. Of these

Wanda won the great Lorillard Stakes (S18,530), the Mon-
mouth Oaks ($2,690), the West End ($2,900), and was second
for the Choice Stakes, contributing in all $24,370. Pontiac

won the Passaic and Eatontown Stakes, and in all $5,925;

Katrine won the Newark Stakes, and $2,S70 in all, Sivanac
won the Sapling Stakes after a dead heat with Quito, and
$4,120; Unrest won the Elizabeth Stakes, and $2,495; Cyclops

won the August Stakes, and $4,870. At the Autumn meet-

ing of the Coney Island Jockey Club the stable started in

seventeen races, but won only two. These were the Bridge

Handicap by Unrest ($4,063), and the Great Eastern Handi-

cap by Dewdrop ($7,865), the entire winnings of the stable in

these stakes added to second money being $14,289.25. At

the Jerome Park Fall meeting the stable started in fourteen

races, winning five. Dewdrop won the Nursery and the

Champagne Stakes ($5,335); Pontiac won the Manhattan
Handicap and a minor handicap ($1,950); Pontico won a

purse, while old Parole ran three seconds, the earnings of

the stable amounting to $8,160. At Baltimore the stable

started in ten races, winning four. Dewdrop won the Cen-

tral and Electric Stakes (S3, 060), and Pontiac won two purses

of $400 each, the entire winnings of the stable being $5,060.

At the Jerome Park extra meeting the stable started eieht

times, winning three, Dnrest taking $3,550, and Greenfield

three times second, -with $450; a total of $4,000. The follow-
ing is a comparative table, showing the results of the racing of
the Rancocas Stable of 18S4 andlSSS:

Starters

.

Races.

161
144

First. Second. Third. Amount won.

23
25

39
32

3d

39
25
13

S*i .202.50
93,329.25

Of the horses named iu the list above Ariel Saluda, Pasha,
Dione, Endymion, Garnet and Restless were sold during the
season, and nearly all of them have won races in the colors
of their owners.

MR. EDWARD CORRIGAif'S STABLE.

Freeland
Modesty
Irish Pat
Lizzie Dwyer.
Ida Hope
Pearl Jennings....
Hazaras
Swiney
Tabitha
Tartar
Banana
\V. R. Woodard,
Isaac Murphy
Hattie Carlisle....
Bhiestone
Pixy
Mary Payne
B. O. Bruce
Sister Moni a ....

Vigilanre
Sayre
Mary J&llis

Longfellow—Belle Knight.

.

War Dance—B.ii let.
Pat Malloy—Ethel
King Alfonso—Lilly Duke.
King Alfonso—Austria.
Lelaps—Mary Howard..
King Ban—Hazem
Ten Broeck—Nora Oreina...
Great Tom—Valerian
Great Tom—Blondine
King Ban—Hearsay
Ten Broeck—Ida Kinney
Virgil—Mary 'toward
Longfellow—Venturia
Glen Athol—Geneva
Bramble—Liza Davis
Lelaps—Mary Howard
Billet—Lucille Western
Springbok—Alma
Virgil—Bonnie Kate
Alarm—Ladv Lumley
Lelaps— Sallie Howard

£0,590.00
14 ,505.00

1VJ15.C0
8,600.00
7,63<>.00

5,060.00
4,970.00
4,025.00
3.100.00
2,847.
l,687.-c

1,125.00
i,i iao.ro

350.00
492.50
W10.00

251.00
130.00

215 75 4S 25 ?92, 257.00

Of the above $2,100 was won at Memphis in April, where
the stable began the campaign, Ida Hope winning the Mem-
phis Oaks, and Swiney the Peabody Hotel Handicap and the
Cotton Exchange Stakes. At Lexington, the stable started
in sixteen races, of which it won six, three of which were
purses by Pearl Jennings, Modesty won the Distillers' Sitak^a,

Ida Hope the Ashland Oaks and W. E. Woodard the Citi-

zens' Stakes, the earnings of the stable being $5,175. At the
Louisville Spring meeting, the stable started in twenty-one
races, winning seven. Lizzie Dwyer won the Moet and
Chandon and Kentucky Oaks; Banana won the Swigert
Stakes and a purse; Modesty the Turf Stakes; Pixy aod
W, E. Woodard winning purse races; the total winnings of
the stable reaching $9,990. At the Latonia Spring meeting
the stable started in fifteen races, winning four» Lizzie
Dwyer taking the Glidelia Stakes, while Modesty^ Hazaras
and Swiney won purses, winnings of the stable reaching
$5,549. St. Louis came next, and the stable colors were out
in twenty-five races of which it won six. Modesty won the
Brewers' Cup and a purse; Hazaras won a couple of purses;
Swiney won the Real Estate Agents' Stakes, and Pearl Jen-
nings a purse. Freeland also made his first appearance of
the season, running unplaced, then second and third, the win-
nings of the stable amounting to $7,770. At Chicago the
stable was in great form, starting in thirty-two races, of which
it won ten. Freeland won the Boulevard Stakes; Modesty
won the Columbia Stakes, Washington Park Cup and a
purse; Irish Pat won the Drexel Stakes and two purses;
Pearl Jennings a handicap; Hazaras two purses, and one by
Tartar, the stable's winnings reaching a total of $12,945.
Previous to going to Chicago, however, Mr. Corrigan had
taken his stable to his home meeting at Kansas City, where
it started in thirteen races, of which it won twelve.
Modesty won the Kansas City Street Railway Stakes
and a purse, Ida Hope the Scott Rifles and a purse,
Pearl Jennings the Turf Exchange Stakes and a purse,
Hazaras two purses, Hattie Carlisle the Lindell Hotel Stakes,
Isaac Murphy the Landis and Moulton Stakes, Irish Pat and
Blusestone also won purses, the winnings of the stable at the
meeting being $6,675. Saratoga, however, saw the stable in
its best form, it starting in forty-nine races, winniugfourteen.
Irish Pat won the Iroquois and Kenuer Stakes, Freeland the
Excelsior and Morrisey Stakes, Tartar the Equity Stakes, Ida
Hope the Alabama Stakes, Tabitha the Pocahontas Stakes
and three purses, Hazaras won one and Pearl Jennings two
parses, the amount won by the stable beiug 520,935. At
Monmouth Park Hazaras started once, runniug third. Free-
land started three times, winning the Champion Stakes, beat-
ing Miss Woodford and Louisette, and the Special Stakes,
beating Miss Woodford and Pontiac, but was beaten by Miss
Woodford in a match, his winnings reaching SS.425. At
Sheepshead Bay the stable started in four races, Tabitha and
Freeland each winning, the amount won being SI. 515. At

Brighton Beach Freeland won the Special Stake ($5,000),
Medesty being third. At the Louisville Fall meeting the
stible started in twelve races, winning three, Hazaras win-
ning the Turf Stakes and Edgewater Stakes, while Pearl Jen-
nings won a purse, the winnings^beingin all $2,345. The
stable started iu nine races at the Chicago Fall meeting,
Irish Pat winning a S500 parse. At St. Louis Ida Hope was
tb.e only starter, she winning a purse. The Latnnia Fall
meeting closed the campaign for the stable. Freeland won
the Merchants' Stakes and P«arl Jennings a purse, the stable
starting in seven races, its winnings amounting to SI, 560.

THE DWYER BROTHERS' STABLE.

Mies Woodford_,
.Richmond „,

Portland _,.,
Inspector B
Erambleton
Elmendorf
Lulu
Panique
George Kinnev,.
Executor.
Buffalo _ „
Millie
Detective .......

Petersburg.,,
Barnes _„
Lvdia
PeekskiU m|,

Rutland.
.

.

Richfie'id.

PEDIGREE.

Billet—Fancy -&Tane.. .

Vir^iJ—Alrtfl,

Virgil—F3uew«.rk
"

Enquirer—Collussa...
Bramtfle—Valerian
Vtrj^l—La Polka
Vtt-fril—La Po ka
Alarm—Mag^if li B .

Bonnie Seotlaiid-Katl'k-t-u. .. .

Enquirer—Bruneite
Billet—Belle Palmer
Billet—Distraction
Virtfl—Tincture
Monarchist— Bon Bon
Bil'et—Mercedes
Billet— Mercedes
Billet—Eppie L
Virgil—Finance
Virgil—Echoless

- 7. -;

-. Ain't

r i r
Won.

7 i
My.37o.uu

|7,
-JKo.UU

: i i5,82u-,«
-I 4

a 1 Lllo.UJ

a ;i i 2^75.<»<

4 :t 4 2,1 4-5M)
a

'>
\\ i.OSo.'f'

1.7'JU
"'

1 .700.00

i a j.us.uo

1 1,325.00

2

1

1

•I

1

1

1

1

1,215.00
59' i.OJ

525.00
250.W

J- 36 $7fl,SS2.00

The Dwyer Stable opened tbe season at Jerome Pal kin
May. It met with a great set-back at the start iu the defeat
of Eichmond in the Withers' Stakes, bat it did quite well,
starting in ten" races, of which it won fonr, the Juvenile
Stakes with Portland, and purses with Miss Woodford, Buf-
falo and Inspector B., the stable winning S3.S65. At the
June meeting at Sheepshead Bay the Dwyeis slarled in
twenty races, winning seven. Portland wou the Surf and
Great Post Stakes, Miss Woodford the Coney Island Stakes,
George Kinney won two sweepstakes, Inspector B. and
Panique one each— a total of $11,210. At Monmouth Park
the stable started in eighty-eight races, of which it wou twen-
ty-eight. Miss Woodford won the Ocean Stakes, Monmouth
Cup, Freehold Stokes, and the match with Freeland; her
winnings alone being 811,625. Portland -won the Tyro and
Post Sweepstakes; Eichmond wou the Palisade, Trenton,
Omnibus, Choice Stakes and the Monmouth Handicap; his
individual winnings reaching §16,190. Brambleton wou the
Optional Stakes and a sweepstakes, while in sweepstakes and
purses George Kinney won one, Panique two, Executor three.
Detective two, Lulu two, Petersburg one, Elmendorf two!
and Barnes one. The stables' winnings at Monmouth were
S48.615. During the Brighton season the stable started several
in the name of Frank McCabe, their trainer. Lulu, Miss
Woodford and Eichmond were all that started iu the slable
colors, none of them winning, but took SI,000 in second
money.

_
At tbe Sheepshead Bay Fall meeting the stable

started in twenty-eight races, winuing sis, the Great Long
Island Stakes with Miss Woodford, while in purses and
sweepstakes Elmendorf won once, as did Brambleton and
Inspector B., and Millie twice, the winuings of the stable
reaching $8,542. At Jerome Park Fall meeting the stable
started in seven races, winning once with Iuspeclor B., who
likewise run second in the Champagne Stakes, lie being the
only winner of money, §1,050. At Baltimore it started in
six races without winuing, but took $650 iu second money.
At Washington it started in four races, winning once M-ith
Lulu ($400) and $300 iu second money. At the Jerome
Park November meeting it started in teu 'races, winuiug once
with Lulu ($525) and $1,050 in all.

A Kentucky paper is authority for the statement that Mr.
Veech, who sold Epaulette to L. L. Dorsey, intends hereafter

developing colts before disposing of them, as he thinks he
might just as well have found out what there was in the

stallion as Mr. Dorsey, and the paper further says that prep-
arations have been made both at the Indian Hill, and at the

Greyholt Farm, the latter controlled by Mr. Bethel Veech,
for more extensive training. Some time before next Febru-
ary Mr. Veech will employ one of the best trainers in the
couutry, and at the proper time put some of his most pri 'rais-

ing colts on the training Hack. These will be devi :

their utmost aud henceforth some fancy prices may
pected for trotters direct from Mr. Veech's farm.
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THE KENNEL.
Doe owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

and of grandparents, colors. date9. and breed.

"Whelps.

Mr. T. N. Andrews, Railroad avenue, between Third and

Fourth avenues, South San Francisco, St. Bernard bitch

whelped Dec. 3d, 1SS5, five, all white, four dogs, to Sailor.

Sales.

Mr. A. M. R. Gordon has sold to Mr. S. H. Seymour, San

Francisco, solid liver Spaniel bitch pup, whelped October

16th, 1SS5, by Fritch's Dan—Gordon's Nora.

Names Claimed.

By Mr. S. H. Seymour.
Gypsy, for liver Spaniel bitch, by Fritch's Dan—Gordon's

Nora, whelped October 16th, 1SS5,

Memnon and Mother Demdike.

We second with pleasure the effort which is being made to

secure to this Statu the hounds offered for sale by Mr. H. W.

Smith, of Worcester, Mass., who desires to dispose of thein

only because he has no opportunity to use them in the

r'e'd. We publish below a letter Jrorn Colonel Stuart M.

Taylor about them, and hope local coursing men will confer

with Colonel Taylor, tfnd arrange to buy the dogs.

In speaking of these Greyhounds which are mentioned in

Colonel Taylor's letter, a correspondent uf the Kennel Review

(Engljnd) of January, 1SS5, says:

"Mother Demdike, a black and white bitch, has gone to

America. Sue is a wonderful made one, having the greatest

thighs and loins I ever saw, and yet not coarse, her only

fault being a little straight from tip uf sbo-ilder to root of

tail, otheiwise perfection. Had she been mine, I should

have thought twice before selling her. There have been no
bitches out this year to approach her."

"In Greyhound Dogs, the Champion Memuon (Messrs.

Charles) was here pre-eminent. It pleases me that he should

be the first I have to speak of. He is the nearest beau-ideal

of a Greyhound that has b-^en exhibited in 1SS4; and,

although age is beginning to tell its inevitable tale, yet he
has gone through the year winning wherever exhibited,

scoring bis final win at Birmingham this week This dog
has not ulono made his murk on the show bench, but, what
is seldom seen, has made his name on the coursing field,

having in 1S81 run up to Sapper for the Waterloo Purse, the

second great stake in Euglaud. His pedigree, although not

fashionable, is of the gamest; the only thing that I might
suggest to make him more perfect in form is that he should
be tbe merest trifle longer in body."

We have a very good photo-gravure of the Greyhound
Memnon which we shall be pleased to show to any interested

person.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Some days ago I re-

ceived from Mr. Smith, the ower of the famous English grey-

hounds Memnon and Mother Demdike, a long and interest-

ing letter, giving me fall particulars about those splendid
dogs, which he now offers for sale. He has sent me their

pedigrees, their records as winners, both in the field and at

bench shows, and is willing to dispose of them at the same
price they cost him. It is a very low figure for such animals.
They have never been beaten, and their pedigrees are un-
surpassed. I want to see new and good blood infused into

our c 'ursing dogs here, and believe this is the chance to do
it. P.iine grand puppies by Friday Night, out of Mother
Demdike, are also for sale by Mr. Smith. He does me the
houor to quote in his printed notice of Friday Night what I
s:iid in Forest and Stream of that handsome and well bred
Greyhound, I beg that you will invite the attention of
cuursiug men to this opportunity to purchase such grand
strains of blood, aud I will oe very glad tJ show the letters

in e;n:h and every one who desires to consider the proposi-

liuu. Truly yours,

Stuart M. Taylor.
San Francisco, Dec. 11, 18S5.

Coursing Chat.

If anything were wanting to add interest to the forthcoming
Waterloo Cup meeting, and make it still more attractive, tbe
announcement that a §50 trophy or cup will be added to tbe
stake, would alone be required. A well-known, though in
this instance a somewhat speculative, courser offers to donate
the above, on condition that sixty-four dogs compete. The
cup may, therefore, be considered a sure thing in connection
wiih the Waterloo of 1S85.

Future generations of California coursers will mark the
seasons of 1SS5-'S6 as a red letter one in the coursing records
of the State, it being the one in which was inaugurated the
American Waterloo Cup. And it is not too much to say that
these will attach a historical interest to this such as will

belong to no other meeting of the past among coursers.
Events of after years will be recorded as having happened
the yenr of the first Wateiloo, with which will be coupled
probably the name of the winner, just as coursing matters are
often mentioned in England, both in conversation aud in
print, as having happened in Donald's year or Masterdon's
year, as the case may be. So we may have here a Mnldoou's
year, a Tnllnui< ire's year, a Dakota'a year, or, perhaps, even
a Bashi Bazouk's year. It is to be hoped that in thus naming
the above Greyhounds in this connection we will be acquitted
of any mteution of offering an opiuiou on the result of the
meeting, nor do we desire that anyone should take the tip

thus given bv way of example and stake his all on any of the
above as tbe ultimate winner. Some months ngo it was con-
sidered a ve' ' n nsninu siep ou the part of the Newark Cours-
ing Park M. n {'.ing Committee tu call fur in their programmes
u sixteen ch g stake at $10 each. Predictions were rife that
I lie stake would not fill, and thai sixteen nominators would
not be found among the coursers of California to plank the

necessary, but the reverse proved tbe case, as fur weeks
before the event came off Humiliations to mure than the
number n quired were handed in to the Secretary, and a must
sine ssfnl me* tine re-ulted. Since then several calls have
teen made on courses. The an u mil clubni e tings have been
held, and on each occasion they have responded heartily aud

given evidence that the true spirit and love of the sport in

California is growing apace. Now they are asked to come
forward for the great event of the year and make up an entry

of the best sixty-four Greyhounds the State can produce to

contest for the Waterloo Cup. And there is not the slightest

doubt but that the full number will be brought together and

the stake till, from tbe fact that more than half the nomina-

tions are already taken up. The entry is therefore so far

considered highly satisfactory, and includes the names of

many of the best known flyers. Country representatives are

particularly numerous and hail from all parts of the State.

There are over three hundred active members of the cours-

ing fraternity in California, besides the thousands who de-

light in the sport and patronize its gatherings both at Newark,

Merced, Sacramento, and elsewhere throughout the State,

where coursers most do congregate. It is therefore a matter

of small surprise that a stake such as that offered by the

terms of the Waterloo Cup, should draw a full entry. At
Newark the hares which were sorely tried by the late severe

weather, are now in tip-top order, and the new appliances

which are being introduced for their better working, will add
greatly to their running powers, and consequently to the ex-

cellence of the trials and~ the success of the meeting.

Fify years ago Melanie and Unicas, Greyhounds whose
names have long since passed out and disappeared from mod-
ern pedigrees, contested the final course for the Waterloo Cup
of 1836. Ever since, as each coursing season neared its close,

the coursers of Great Britain have held their annual levee on
the far famed meadows of Altcar, where each year have been
gathered together the pick and flower of English kennels, to

meet in friendly strife for the honor and glory of distingush-

mg themselves in that great event, "The Cup," to own the

winner of which is tbe courser's highest ambition. At Altcar

have been run most of those now historical trials, which
have gone to make the fame of bygone champions whose
names still live as leading lines in the pedigrees of to-day,

and are looked upon by the proud possessor of a worthj
scion with all the reverence due to illustrious ancestry.

Away back in the Waterloo Cup records we see the names
of Varwig and Emperor, winner and runner up in 1S40; then
comes Speculation and Dressmaker, who were likewise so
placed iu 1S44; Senate, who won in 1S47; the triple winner
Cerito; Larriston, who ran up to her in 1S52, and again to

Sackcloth in 1S54; Hughie Graham, and Staymaker, by whom
the final was run off in 1S51; Judge and Scotland yet (the

dam of Canaradzo) of 1855 fame; Canaradzo himself, who
won in 1S61, and whose blood is considered the stoutest

among Greyhounds; Chloe, King Death, Brigadier, the great

McGrath, all winners; Cock Robin and the redoubtable Babat
the Bowster, the dam of Contango; Sea Cove and Bendi-
mere, Bed of Stone and tbe unlucky but sterling Peasant
Boy, were winners and runners up respectively; Honeymoon,
the darling of the "black north, "and the mighty Donald each
won a Waterloo for the honor and glory of old Ireland; these,

with the dual winner Coomassie, Misterron, Contango's
greatest son, the almost invincible Mineral Water, concludes
a list -f the most famous Greyhounds of the past, and brings
us down to present dates. Some, at least, of the foregoing
names will be found in the blood lines of all fashionably bred
Greyhounds, and the characteristics of the various strains
may often be recognized in their descendants.
For this reason if for no other, it is a matter of regret that

authenticated pedigrees of the various Greyhounds, which
have been imported into this State from time to time, and
which are the immediate progenitors of the beautiful speci-
mens of the breed now in the possession of Californian
coursers, should not have been obtained and preserved; as,

with few exceptions, all are veiled in mystery or have been
long since forgotten. The exceptions are first and foremost
Master Cartwright and Lady Bessie, whose blood happily has
been largely used, and a strain of one or the other, or perhaps
both is found in almost every Californian Greyhound, Tim-
pete and Theresa, later importations; Baron Walkden and
two or three others, while nothing definite is known of
Gentleman Jones, Spot, Dublin Dash, Factor, Speculation,
Bugle, Happy Girl, Ben Black, Bess, Bessie Adams, Snipe,
Queen's Messenger, (or Belfast Maid), Bluegown, Mollie and
Underwriter, or of Wee Lassie (late Eureka) and Captain, both
of whom came from Australia, and many more less well
known. It would be doubly interesting now that coursing
here is coming so fast to the front among field sports, and
we are on the verge of our first Waterloo, that the breeding
and blood of our crack performers should be placed as far

as possible beyond a doubt, and the sooner that this is done
the better, as it will be found an indispensable qualification
in years to come when blood lines become the study of the
breeder. To this end we propose to publish in full the
pedigrees of all Greyhounds now living on this Coast, in so
far as they can be ascertained and authenticated, and we
invite the co-operation of coursing men in what we think to
be a proper endeavor. It matters not that pedigrees may
stop at two or three removes, let us have them, and settle all

mooted questions relative to them, now while Californian
coursing is young and blood strains are fresh in memory.

Champion Memnon, Mother Demdike, Friday Night and
several of their progeny are going a begging for a purchaser
in the Eastern States. A letter from Mr. H. W. Smith, their
owner, to a gentleman iu this city, was shown us the other
day in which he makes offer of the above Greyhounds at
prices far below their value. Leaving aside his bench
show triumphs, which are numerous, Memnon holds a record
as a Greyhound of the first-class, winning during his coursing
career, four thirty-two dog stakes, and he was runner
up for the Waterloo purse; his breeding cannot be excelled,
he being by Caliph, out of Polly. Caliph, by Highlander,
out cf the best sons of Contango. Polly, his dam is got by
the Phi nipton demon, King Theodore, one of the fastest
Greyhouuds of his day in England, out of Poll}', a Patent
bitch. No better blood can be found, nor more suitable for
crossing with our somewhat used-up strains on this Coast.
For fashionable lines Mother Denidike's pedigree even ex-
cells tbat of Memnon, she being by Pensive Laddie, out of
Playmate, a son aud daughter of the two great sires, Cava-
lier and Countryman respectively. But for the pick of the
bunch as far as blood goes, commend us to the black dog
Friday Night, whose shape and quality are highly spoken
of. He is by Muster Sam, Contango's greatest son, out of
Polly, the granddam of Memnon. Master Sam was one of
the best performers, and perhaps the most consistent running
Greyhound tint ever appeared iu public in England; he won
the great Scarisbrick Cup, 12S dogs, in IS77, aud divide I it

the following year. A suggestion has been offered in regard
to the purchase of the whole or part of the above valuable
kennel of dugs; viz., that of forming a syndicate for that
purpose, and as the matter is being taken up with consider-
able interest by some ot tbe leading coursers, it may possibly
eventuate iu securing to California this rarest of Greyhound
blood.

A California Courser Abroad.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: The coursing men are

now iu full cry. October month been a busy one. East,

west, north and south for five days in the week bad meet-

ings, which called forth an additional number of judges

and slippers. A few years back four meetings were sufficient

to supply the wants; now there are over a dozen in the field,

which shows that tbe grand sport is on the increase. It dis-

tributes the lover of leash, so that you do not see such vast

numbers attending, unless it be an old and fashionable meet-

ing. Well, I made my salaam, at Haydock Park, the para-

dise of coursing grounds, but I am sorry to say that the at-

tendance was not up to my expectations. No doubt the de-

pression in trade had something to do with it. At Lime
Street Station I took a bird's-eye view of the intended voy-
agers to Haydock Park, and fell upon Wilson Davidson, an
old California courser and anardent follower of the long tails.

I know his many friends in San Francisco will be glad to

hear that he is A 1, and does not forget to ask after his old
pals in the coursing business. The meeting brought together
the best kennels of Britain, over 400 subscribers and 132
dogs put in an appearance. The balance paid forfeit, §5,
which placed a nice sum in the funds of the Association.
We had a big day's work before us, 66 courses. The first

pair of dogs was handed to the slipper at 11:15, and the first

series was got through at 4:30. Theie were some grand
trials, as good as I ever looked at; only two no goes. The
hares were strong and knew their business, which speaks well

for keepers. A very remarkable thing v as that only S hares
were killed. If friend Dugan, at Newark, trained his hares
to gallop from inlet to escape it would reduce his expenses in
the way of dead hares, but I shuuld mention that this was
the Puppy Stake, for on the second day we were on different

ground, aud the Old Dug Stake of 32 was run once over where
hares did not fare so well, as 60 percent, were killed. On the
third day we came back to our old ground, and gave the trav-

elers a turn that did honor to their speed on the first day, bu',

alas! most of them came to grief on the sec-

ond day, owing to a wet, stormy night that
took the gallop out of them. The wind-up was far

from enjoyable, the rain falling pretty heavily, still, take it all

in all, the meeting was first-class, and quite a success in money
matters. I cannot say we were treated with any extraordi-

nary flyers, yet I spotted an Irish dog, Donald Mucartney, by
Clyto, out of Dewy Shamrock, that promises well. Unfortun-
ately he lamed himself and was withdrawn after winning four
courses and going in grand form. I must not take up too

much space of your valuable paper by giving details of this

meeting; so, suffice it to say, the stake run for by the puppies
was, winner, $2,500; second, §750; third, §300, and divided
back in proportion, giving $5 to each dog winning two
courses. Entrance money §17.50. The week following came
the Border Union meeting (open), and it looked blue, so far

as fair weather was concerned. On Saturday, October 24th, I
took up my morning newspaper, and the first thing that took
my eye was a message from the New York Herald, "Gale
raging on the Newfoundland coast, will reach the British
Isles about the 27th," the very day coursing commenced at

the Border Union; however, I had made up my mind to be
there, if it rained dogs and cats, so to try and help matters
for the better I attended on Sunday morning at "our Kirk"
to hear tbe anniversary sermon preached by the Rev. Dr. Mc-
Leod. Things went on merrily through the first part of the
programme, until the text was given, which read something
like "enjoyment and joy in heaven." He began by saying:
"My dear brethren, if any of you would take a walk outside
the city you would see, almost at any time, a crowd of vulgar
looking men in tbe fields, and a man with a red coat on, with
two Greyhounds tied together, traveling up and down looking
for a poor little rabbit or a hare; when jumps up a hare the
brutes of dogs are let loose and finally they overtake the poor
thing and tear it in pieces—that, my friends, those vulgar
men call enjoyment." If he had asked was there any present
that would ciil that enjoyment, I would have been tempted to

have shouted out, "One here.'' Moreover, I would have told
the reverend Doctor that I knew lots of very respectable
gentlemen in San Francisco, and good-looking at that,

who would compare very favorably in appearance to the Rev-
erend gentleman, who did the like even on the Sabbath day,
and thought it enjoyment. I was in two minds whether to

drop any coin in the collection box or not, as he settled me
in the first round. If I thought there would be any gate
money worth while, I would tackle him on the points of
Greyhound coursing, but I guess I'll let him slide; ten to

one we never meet again. Monday morning was a regular
soaker; we reached Escbange Station (Liverpool) none the
worse, and embarked for the Border county, Carlisle. The
large vessel, at anchor in the Mersey, jumping up and down
like fleas in a blanket, began to feel the effects of the
Yankee gale. I had for a traveling companion a straight-
laced fellow; conversation was out of the question. Talked
of dog, weather, or politics, but there was no inducement to
proceed. I left him to himself to overhaul his samples of
dry goods. When about half way on my journey, a canny
sort of a chap untered the car. Oh, he was a nailer at talk-

ing and made amends for the other fellow. Rattling aloDg
the beautiful river Eden, my canry man struck up, "fly-fish-

ing was grand sport, and killing salmon." I quite ac-
quiesced, as I had been at that killing business off Lime
Point, in San Francisco bay, and under the lee of -Angel
Island among the tomcods and crabs, but he took tbe cake.
He was "fra auld Reekie". I went the length of my
tether on fish talk, and shoved in a Greyhound, but it was
no go. He stuck to fish hooks and fly. Seeing he was fond
of the river side, I talked otter hunting, but no, fish, fish.

As a last resort I mentioned dog and gun. That fetched him.
Why, he could talk for a week on pointing, backing and
quartering. At last the train drew up at Carlisle, aud I said,

"Good-by Sandy." Tuesday morning we began to course close
to Gretna; fur did not turn up qtriekly.aud the rain was fall-

ing, then a hail storm of stone as big as Yankee nutmeg.
It was no joke to get a bang on the neck with those cold
monsters. They made many blue noses, a part of the body
of mau the ladies don't like to view in that condition. The
running was heavy and many trials fluky. The biggest ini-

poster I ever looked at was an Irish dog, Organist, that
divided a stake at Monrne Park, Ireland. My friend and
namesake boushl him fur $1,000. If he was mine he would
never get another Spratt biscuit. Another by the name of
Gaffers, a kennel companion of the celebrated Mineral
Wuier, could not run last enough to keep himself warm.
The Irish bitch, Miss Jamison, by MasterTom, out of Jewess,
and Coleraiue, by Coleraine Diuiond, out of Dewy Shamrock,
divided the All Aged Stake, first aud second money, §2,000.
In tl e Puppy Stake, Fleet, Gleucothe aud Gaslight got to
the finish. A remarkable thing was that Mr. Brocklebank,
an old courser of thirty-five years, had three dogs running
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which did not raise a flag, a thing that never happened to

him before. This meeting tabes the lead, and generally pro-

duces a Waterlooer, but I cannot say that I am particularly

struck with any of them, so my champiou has not turued up
yet for the blue ribbon. Now, Mr. Breeder and Sportsman,
if I have been too long-winded, just drop it in that little wil-

low basket by your desk and that will settle the bill.

Liverpool, Nov. 6, 1SS5. Waltonian.

Ihe Bench Show Business.

The dog show business appears to be on the decline, and
we cannot say we are sorry for it. The latest instance is that

of Pittsburg, where the entries were so few in number that

the mauagers were compelled to declare everything off.

The Bench Show has been a sadly overrated piece of busi-

ness, and as a test of genuine dog merit they never ranked
very high in a sportsman's estimation. In the awarding of

prizes to such specimens of the canine race, as poodles and
other lap dogs, they possibly answered the purpose, but they

provided no test by which a Setter, Pointer, Spaniel, Hound
ur any sporting dog could be fairly judged on those qualities

which make him valuable.

Gun shy dogs, useless brutes that would rush for cover at

a two miuate clip if a gun was discharged in their neighbor-

hood, have often secured high honors at the Bench Show,
while the really valuable Setter ur Pointer, staunch und true

at every working point, but which lacked some imaginary
point of beauty, has been over and over again passed by as

unworthy of the judges' notice.

Another thiug has often struck us in connection with these

bench shows, the great majority of them appear to be run on
a sort uf charity basis. If we may jndge by our own experi-

eme in the matter, the mauagers of tbe American dog shows
appear t.i consider it their speti d business tu secure as much
rti possible for nothing. If the managers of a turf club desire

publicity ihty go to work honorably, in the only legitimate

maimer, and pay for their advertising. Your American
beuch show manager isu't bred that way.
He will worry the newspapers with paragraphs and bom-

bard the editor with rolls of premium lists, and with the

cool assurance of a lightuing rod peddler of twenty years'

experience, ask a weekly notice of their forthcoming great

bench show. Not a word about payment, oh, no! though the

man who asks all these favors is paid for every hour of his

own work, and nearly every other individual, in connection

with the show, hus to get a pull at the purse strings, they

systematically practice all the arts of professional beggars to

secure as much advertising as possible for nothing.

We have learned wisdom by experience, and, therefore,

are qualified to pass an opinion. We have had scores of let-

ter*, and innumerable bundles of prize lists aud programmes
sent to us at various times from American dog show super-

intendents. Fcr a year past we have carefully unrolled

them, aud as carefully deposited them in the waste-paper

basket. Iu our green and salad days we hooked on to the

fly

—

we bite no longer—the most tempting programme has

no attraction for us—the only bait that can coax our atten-

tion is the specie one, and that is the one article the bench
show managers don't deal in. We are fond of dogs, but our

iove for them is not strong enough to tempt us to dead-head

every dog show held in the United States. We are, however,

pleased to exempt from the above criticism, the managers of

the Montreal, London and Toronto shows. They ordered

printer's ink and paid for it. They stand alone of their

elass—yea!—verily, they are rare specimens.—Canadian
Sportsman.

We have heard of young foxes being reared by dogs, and
even pups beiug reared by cats, but never, so far as we can

remember, pups being reared by a hen; yet, if we are to

believe a northern contemporary, there can be seen at the

Star Hotel, Forfar, a hen rearing a Spaniel pup. The hen
treats the pup in every way as if it were a chicken, calls on

him, feeds him. and at night takes him under her wing. In

a short time the dog will get too big for his strange foster-

mother, aud it will be interesting to note their future career.

—Melbourne Leader.

BOD.

Making Split Bamboo Rods—Amateur Work.

A nnmber of years ago I was very desirous of possessing a

split bamboo fly rod, but could not afford to purchase, as the

price was high, even for the four strips (forty-five dollars).

The six strip bad been introduced, but had not, as now. en-

tirely superceded the former.

After pondering the subject in all its bearings, and because

I had recently broken beyond repair my old ash and lance-

wood rod, and must have a new one, I concluded to try my
hand at making a split bamboo.

1 first set about finding a first-class piece of bamboo. This

1 secured from a reliable rod maker, who assured me that I

would never see better stuff if I lived a hundred years.

I tried to saw it into strips, but could not. Jit was worse

than sawing ivory; the saw was not tine enough or of suffi-

cient temper. Then I split it; and luckily it split straight,

wbich I have found in subsequent attempts is not likely to

be the case. I began first with the butt, splitting strips wide

enough to form the hand hold, and shaving down to a grad-

ual taper. 1 did not attempt a six-strip, but concluded that

four strips would be as much as, with my limited tools, I

could succeed with.

Having a good oil-stone, I sharpened my knife and set to

work, going at it with confidence and vigor. One or two

shavings came off without ranch trouble, but after that the

knife required re-sharpening.

Giving it a few turns on the oil-stone, I got a good edge,

and again set to work. I found that after every three or four

cuts into the bamboo, the knife required re-honing.

After a while I succeeded in getting the bamboo shaped to

an edge so sharp that it cut my finger so that the blood ran.

Binding up the finger, I set to work again, but succeeded

better in cutting my fingers than I did the bamboo. I worked

faithfully at that butt for many evenings, and my hands be-

came so sore that I had to take a resting spell, and give them

the benefit of some salve.

I have never since come across any bamboo that equalled

that for hardness. The sharp edges were something wonder-

ful to see, aud more wonderful to feel, as they slipped under

the skin when least expected. Before I hud been a week at

the butt, I wished 1 had not begun, and was sick of the job.

But there was one thing that was born into me, and that was

stick-to-it-ativeness, in anything once attempted; and I stuck

to that butt until I got it iuto shape; though my hands were

covered with cuts, and somewhat like a file in feeling and

stiffness.

The middle joint and tip gave me less trouble, though
four different times I gave up the job iu disgust. But I
went at it again; aud after a month's work (odd evenings), got
the rod ready to glue together.
Before putting the rod together, I went to see my friend

Charley Murphy, aud got some points about giuiug. Char-
ley wanted to finish the rod for me—but no! I had begun
and must finish it alone, without anyone's help, but I was
thankful for useful hiuts.

First, I made a glue pot; two common pressed-fruit cans,
one just small enough to fit easily iuto the other, and a
piece of wire attached to each for handles, were first fittod by
cutting into the top of the smaller a number of half-inch
cuts, and turning out the edges, so that the inner can rested
ou this rim in the cuter, leaving an empty space of about an
inch between the bottom of the two cans. This makes a
good glue-pot, and requires but little time to prepare.
Having the glue boiling not, and just of the right thick-

ness, neither too thick nor too thin, I was ready to glue the
strips together. With a small varnish brush I spread the
glue quickly aud evenly on about eighteen inches length of
tip, commencing at the thickest end. This I wound tightly
and closely with a fish-line so far as glued, or, rather, not
quite so far, for fear I should leave an inch or more without
glue. This is an important poiut; for if the smallest space is

left unglued, the joiut will warp. Theu I finished as I had
begun, until the whole of this joint was glued and tightly

wound with twine. Then, straightening the piece carefully
(for the hot glue had made it soft and pliant), I laid it away
on a level shelf. The middle joint was treated in the same
way.
The butt gave mc more trouble, for I had not strength of

baud sufficieat to bring the strips tightly together where it

swelled to form the baud-hold. I procured a number of iron

rings of different sizes, aud driving them ou tightly suc-

ceeded in getling the strips together so that the joints were
perfect.

At first, I had difficulty in wiuding on the line sufficiently

tight, but, after several experiments I did it, by first taking a

few turns around the end of the joint, overlapping the line

to secure a good purchase; then I dropped the line aud let it

rest on the floor. Placing my foot firmly upon it, I turned
the rod in my two hands, windiug the line firmly and
strongly.

After the joints had been glued two or three days, I fast-

ened on the ferrules; first giving each piece a thorough dress-

ing with tiue sand paper. The ferrules I fastened on with
shellac. Joining tbe pieces together, I turued them iu the

ferrules until I had the rod perfectly straight. I then marked
the places for the rings, aud fixed the reel-seat in a corre-

sponding line. As this was a fly rod, the reel-seat was be-

hind the hand and underneath the rod.

The rod was now ready for the silk lashings. Taking Sne
red sewing silk, I drew off the spool about four feet of silki

and, threading a fine needle, began wiuding the tip joint. I

took only a few turns, and running the needle under these

drew the thread through and cut off with a sharp knife as

closely as possible. The first lashings were placed an inch
apart, increasing in breadth aud further apart as the rod be-

came thicker, so that at the butt near the hand-hold they
were two inches apart and a quarter of an inch in width.

I should have stated before, tbat when the rod was glued
the pieces were nearly square, aud that the edges were tiled

off to approximate roundness.
After the lashings were all on, I gave the rod its first coat

of varnish, putting it on with a fine brush as thin as I could
spread it. The rod received four coats of varnish before I

considered it finished.

This rod has done many years of service and has taken
hundred of trout and black bass, aud never needed repairs,

other than every Winter another coat of varnish.

After my success with this rod, I made several others for

fresh and salt water fishing, of various calibre and weight, all

of six-strip bamboo; but I never could get any material equal
to that of the first rod. Most of these rods were successful,

so far as usefulness is concerned, but could hardly be called

fine pieces of workmanship. They cost so much for the
mountings, and so much time was taken up to put them to-

gether and finish, that I came to the conclusion that it did
not pay, and that it was about as cheap to purchase.

I caunot better describe the work of the six-strip rod, than
to quote the letter I wrote Doctor Bensb.aH, and which he
published in his book ou the black bass.

"I have just finished a rod patterned after that described
by you in 'Hallock's Sportmau's Gazeteer.'aone hand rod for

black bass. I will briefly describe my method of manufac-
ture, as I learned it from Mr. E. A. Green.

"This rod is eight and a half feet long, in three joints of

six-strip bamboo. The ferrules, reel-bands, butt-cap, and
guides, I had made to order, not being an expert in working
metals.

"I first sawed the bamboo in two strips with a fine, sharp
handsaw; then I took a board with a perfectly straight slit

sawed the length of a joint of the proposed rod. Laying the

flat part of one of the strips (I bad just sawn asunder) on this

board over the slit, I carefully placed it so as to get the

requisite taper, and then tacked it at the edges firmly to the

board. Then with a rule and pencil I drew on the bamboo
a straight line, being careful to taperit right, andsawedit out;

then taking out the tacks, replaced the strips so as to saw
out the other side. I sawed six pieces exactly alike in size

and taper for a joint, The manner of getting the size correctly

is to take the male ferrule for the thick end of the joint, and
the female ferrule for the small end; stand each on end on a

piece of paper, and make a circle outside; then with a pair of

Bmall compasses measure the circle into six equal parts, and
draw a line from point to point across the circle, so that all

the lines meet in the centre. This will show the size and
taper of each piece (strip), and the exact shape.

"The board on which I sawed the strips has grooves cut,

so that I can easily plane the inside of the strips; any in-

equality I finish off with a file.

"I now place my six strips together, winding twine around
tightly some distance apart, so that I can get my thumb and
finger between, aud by pressure see if they come well together.

"For the butt, 1 draw a plan on paper, that is, enough to

represent the hand-hold; measure with compasses the dis-

tance across each strip, or cut a pattern of paper, lay it on
the bamboo and mark it out. For the tip and middle joiut,

when I glue the strips together, I wind hard, tightly and
closely together with twine; now I straighten them carefully

aud lay away for twenty-four hours.

"For the butt I have iron rings of many sizes; when tho

strips are glued together, I force on these tiugs, driving hard
and closely together. This brings the glued strips so tightly

together that the joints cauuot be seen. Twenty-four hours
afterwards I take off theriugsancl wrappings of twine, aud
finish off with tile aud sand-paper; then lit on the ferrules,

wbich I iasteu with cement.
"Before putting ou tbe guides and metal tip, I joint the

rod together and turn it in the ferrules until I get it perfectly

straight; then mark the places for the guides, so that they
are all iu a straight line, that tbe fishing line may have as
little purchase as possib e. I now cement on the metal tip,
aud lash ou the guides with a string, simply to hold them in
place ready for the silk 1 sh'ngs.
"The rod is now ready for the lashings. I wind the guides

first, winding on smoothly aud closely. When one side of
the guide is wound, I cut off the silk, leaving a half yard,
which I thread in a fine needle, an i, pushing the latter under
the lashings, draw it through tightly, and cut it off close.
Then I finish the other side in the same way. I now mark
with a pencil the places for the lashings, the whole length of
the joint, tip or butt, on which I am working; then draw off
from the spool about four feet of the silk, cut it off and
thread the needle; this is enough for several lashings of the
tip. The further finishing of the rod I have before described,
and need not repeat."

I had made a half-dozen rods for various kinds of fishing,
and had come to the conclusion that it was unprofitable
work, and I would attempt no more.
Not long ago I saw an advertisement in The Angler of a

manufacturer who stated that he was prepared to furnish
strips of bamboo shaped and sized for the" different joints,
and at very moderate prices, with ferrules aud mountings to
fit. As I wanted a heavy fly lod suitable for the large and
various kinds of fish in Florida waters, I wrote him to send
me the strips aud mountings for such a rod. These came
duly to hand, and I set to work, and succeeded far beyoud
my expectations in making a rod that. I think, will eveu pass
muster with the work of professional rod makers. At least
so those experts who have seeu tbe work tell me. I am now
putting on the silk lashings, and as soon as the rod has had
its several coats of varnish I will send it to the office of The
American Angler for exhibition before I put it to service in
the Adiroudacks in May. Next Winter I hope to test it in
Florida. I wanted to make this rod round, but the end of
ferrules being hexegoual, I fiuished it in that form.

I desire to say further that I do not make any rods to sell,

but only for my own use. If any of the readers of The Angler
wish to try their hand at this work (only because they cannot
afford to huy), and get into difficuly, if they will write to me
stating what the trouble is, I will give them by letter the ben-
efit of what little experience and knowledge I have ou this
subject.

In making the first rod I received most of my instruction
from Mr. E. A. Green, who claims to have been the first to
have made a complete split bamboo rod. The claim I made
for him several years ago in the Chicago Field. The claim
was disputed. Doctor Henshall wrote to me for further in-
formation, as he wished to give the honor in his forthcoming
Book of the Black Bass to whom it was due. I gave the
Doctor all the informatiou I had, and he published his con-
clusions in his book.

I knew when I wrote tbat article that there were several
claimants for the honor of the invention; there being two of
them residents of Newark, and both my personal friends.
From them I had often heard the story of how the thought
came to them and of their first experiments. One of those
who most strenously combatted my claim for Mr. Green as
the inventor, quoted Mr. Charles H. Luke, au old angler
and companion of Phillipi, to whom Doctor Henshall gives
the credit in his book.
As Charles H. Luke was for many years my angling com-

panion and long-loved friend, lean with perfect safety say I
know all he had to say about it, for I have talked with him
many times on this subject. The rods he saw old Sam
Phillipi use he never claimed wen completed of split bam-
boo, but that the butt was of natural bamboo, into which the
middle joint or split was inserted. The first maker of the
split bamboo rod for the market it is not dispnted was
Charles F. Murphy, of Newark, and to him is due more than
any other the honor of introducing a perfect rod that has
captivated the fancy of the best anglers of both the new and
old world.
Mr. Green never made rods for sale, but only for his own

use and those of his particular friends, to whom he gave
them. Mr. Green's work was practical and artistic, he being
a good mechanic both in metal and wood; while the rods
that old Sam Phillipi exhibited, to use the words of Mr.
Samuel Streit and Samuel Atwater, who knew him well and
often fished with him, were coarse affairs, the joiuts looking
as though tbey were puttied together.

Whatever honor there is in the use of split bamboo for tips

belongs to England, where they were in use nearly a century
ago. The East India Company's ships when returning home
light, would fill their holds with bamboo for want of better
ballast, as this wood was of some value to commerce for its

adaptability for cabinet ware, baskets aud various uses.

—

Ex.

An Immense Trout.

Near Prattsville, Big Meadows, an Indian recently caught,

with a seiue net, what is thought to be the largest trout ever

captured in that locality. It was thirty inches long, and

when laid on its side the body measured eight inches deep

at the widest part. It weighed 14A pounds when caught and

12$ pounds when dressed. A broken piece of a large set

hook was found embedded in the jaw, an evidence of former

experience with the angler, and showed that the fish was an

"old timer." A peculiar horny projection, something like

the spur of a fowl, grew on the under side of the lower jaw,
and, altogether, its possessor had the appearance of a
"patriarch." The extraordinary size of the fish led some to

believe that it was a salmon, but more competent judges pro-

nounced it a genuine mountain trout. The fish was secured
by Mr. A. E. Bidwell, who sent it, packed in snow, to his
relatives iu Chico, where it was the object of much curiosity,

and pronounced delicious eating.

—

Ore* nvilL Bulletin.

New Fish Commissioner.

The appointment of Thos. J. Sherwood, of Marysville, to

be one of the Fish Commissioners is especially good. Mr.

Sherwood understands all about fish and game and he has a

love for sporting that will cause him to work diligently for

tho preservation of fish aud game. And ho can write nb mt

such matters, for hu i.^> a correspondent of ability, and of con-

siderable experience. Mr. Sherwood will not only add to the

present great energy of the Pish Commissioner:*, bill w« ex-

pect that he will keep the public duly posted. In s.iyiug

that Mr. Sherwood is the right man in the right [dace, we do
not want to be understood as expressing the beliel th it the

fish of this State can either be saved or renewed, i

brauch of the subject we have many doubts.— '

Tidings.
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New Comers in 1885.

the

224}

225}

2:25

2:30

2:27}

The following list of new comers in the 2:30 list, for

year 18S5, is from the New York Sportsman:

Abby, bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1877, by George

Wilkes, dam by American Clay. Island Park,

Sept. 15 _-
2:26}

ATbert, bay gelding; against time. Red Oak, la., Sept.

18 2:27

Alcazar, bay colt, foaled 1SS3, by Saltan, dam Minne-

haha, by Bald Chief. Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 17. 2:29}

Alice Addison, gray mare, by Alrnont, dam by Alexan-

der's Norman. Wilkesbarre, Pa., June 23 2:30

Alice M., bay mare. Pottstown, Pa., Oct. 17 2:28

Almont, bay gelding, by Almont. Marion, O., Oct, 2. 2:27

Almont General, bay gelding, 16} hands, foaled 1S79,

by Almont Pilot, dam by Nigger Chief. Kalarua

zoo, Mich,. Sept. 30

Alpha, black mare, by Alcantara; against time. Lex>

ington, Ky., Oct. 17

Al K., bay gelding, foaled 1S79, by Night Hawk, dam by
Black Hawk Morgan. Joliet, 111., Jnly 30 2:27}

Aquarius, chestnut horse, foaled 1882, by Pancoast,

dam by Cuvler. Island Park, Albany, N. Y., Sept.

16 2:29*

Artist, brown horse, by McCracken's Golddust, dam by
Dave Hill, Jr. Santa Eosa, Cal., Aug. 19 2:2S3

Astral, brown mare, by August Belmont; against time.

Lexington, Ky., O'ct. 22 2:28}

Alvira, bay mare, 16} hands, foaled 1S76, by Stillson,

he by Messenger Duroc, dam by Sayres' Harry
Clay. Mansfield, O., Oct. 1 2:30

Bay Tom, bay gelding, foaled 1875, by Honest John,

dam by Gray Jack, he bv Young America. Cleve-

land, Jnly 30
." 2:26

Beauregard, chestnut gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1878,

by Mohican, he by Hambletonian, dam said to be

bv Harry Clay. Cleveland, O., Jcly 2S 2:21J
Bertha, brown mare. 15} hands, foaled 1S79, by Ham-

bletonian Downing, dam Belle Clay, bv C. M. Clay,

Jr. Chicago, 111.. June 20 " 2:28}

Belle Jefferson, gray mare, by Thomas Jefferson 2.28}
Belle S., bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1876, by Andy

Johnson, dam by Foxhunter. Milwaukee, Wis.,

Oct 17 2:28}
Belle Spencer, bay mare, by Black Ralph, dam by

Langford. Stockton, Cal., Sept. 23 2:26}
Bermuda, black colt, foaled 1SS3, by Banker, dam by

Mambrino Patchen; against time. Lexington,
Ky., Oct. 22 2:29}

Bessie G., bay mare, by Jenkins' Almont, dam by
American Clay. Detroit, Mich., July 3 2:25}

Bliick Cloud, Jr., black gelding, by Black Cloud, dani
by Hiram Woodruff. East Saginaw, Mich.. Aug.
29

Black Bess, black mare. Providence, R I., Aug. 1. . .

Blaine, black gelding. San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 24. .

.

Blanche, brown mare, 15.1} hands, foaled 1S76, by
Strader's Draco, dam 6aid to be thoroughbred,
Belmont Park, May 20 2:25}

Blacksmith, bay horse, by Champion Knox. Glen-
brook, Cal., SeDt. 1 2:30

Bob Johnson, bay gelding, by Hero of Thorndale.
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 29 2:27}

Bob's Jug, brown gelding, by George Wilkes. Lexing-
ton, Ky., Oct, 17 2:27}

Bonny McGregor, bay horse, 16 hands, foaled 1S79, by
Robert McGregor (2:17}), dam by Reconstruction.
St. Paul Sept. 15. ... T 2:20}

Boston Davis, black gelding, foaled 1874, by Atlantic,

dam Lady Taylor, by Stockbridge Chief. Minne-
apolis, July 1 2:26}

Boston Girl, bay mare, 15| hands, foaled 1S7S, by Gid-
eon, dam by Sherman. Belmont Park, May 19. . . 2:25}

Brown Billv, brown gelding, by Cariboo. Point Breeze
Park, Oct. 31 2:29}

Carrie F., brown mare. Petaluma, Cal., Aug. 2 227|
Canie C, brown mare, foaled 1SS1, by Electioneer,

dam Maid of Clay. Chicago, Sept. 23 2:24
Charles Hilton, bay gelding, 16 hands, by Louis Napol-

eon, dam a Morgan mare. Chicago, June 13 2:22}
Charles W., gray gelding, by McKesson's Gray Eagle. 2:29}
Charley M., bay gelding, 14} hands, foaled 1877, breed-

ing unknown. Sherman, Texas, Oct. 28 2:29}
Charley Thome, chestnut gelding, by Thornedale 2:30
ChestnutBoy, chestnut horse, by Berger, dam by Addi-

son. St. Louis, Oct. 7 2:28}
Clara M., brown mare. Burlington, Vt., Sept. 10 2:30
Cling, bay gelding, by Rooney's Hambletonian. Win-

Held, Kan., May 23 2:29}
Clio, bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1879, by Badger, dam

by Godfrey's Grant. Freeport, 111., Aug. 20 2:27}
Dainty, bay mare, by Dictator, dam Vic, by Mambrino

Chief. New York Driving Club, Aug. 17 2:26|
Daisy Blackwood, brown mare, by Blue Bull; against

time. Lexington, Ky,, Aug. 27 2:29}
Daisy Dean, brown mare, 16 hands, by General Stan-

ton, dam Lou Otis. Island Park, Albany, N. Y.,
July 4 2:29}

Dan, chestnut gelding, by Wild Willie, dam Topsy, by
Addison, Jr. Watertown, N. Y., Aug. 27 2:38

David L., black gelding, 15 hands, foaled 1877, by Ful-
ler's Wilkes, he by George Wilkes, clam not traced.
Chatham, N. Y., Sept. 10 2:29}

Dawn, chestnut horse, foaled 1881, by Nutwood, dam
Countess, by Wbinple's Hambletonian. Sacra-

. mento, Cal., Set 1. 11 2:25}
Desdemona, bay mare, said to be by Copperbottom.

Sbarpsburg, Ky., Aug. 12 2:27
Despot, roan horse, by Dictator. Watertown, N. Y.,

Aug. 2S 2.29
De Bury, bay gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1S79, by Nil

Desperaudum, dam by Happy Medium. Roches-
ter, N.Y.,Aug. 7 2:19J

Dexter H., bay geldinr, by YoungDexter, dam by,King
Pharaoh. Suffolk Park, Oct. 23 2:29}

Dick Stauffer, chestnut gelding, 16 hands, by Blue Bull.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 9 226}

Dick J., bav gelding, by Gen. McClellan. Los Angeles.
Cal, Oct. 21 2:30

Dora, buy mare, by Gibraltar, dam by Black Warrior.
Los Angeles, Cal , Oct. 22 2:29

Duroc Maid, chestnut mare, 15} hands, foaled 1876, by
Messenger Duroc, dam by Etbau Allen. New
Haven, Conn., Nov. 6 2:29}

Eagle Bin', roan colt, fooled 1SS2, by Jay Bird, dam
T\ms>, by George Wilkes. Lexington, Ky., Oct 17. 2:23]

Ed., bay gelding, by Erwin Davis, dam bv Magna
Chartu. San Fraucisco, Cal., Feb. 14...." 229J

Eddy Wilkes, black gelding, by Commonwealth, dam
by George Wilkes. Sangus, Mass., July 9 2:29}

Edwin C., chestnut gelding. Louisville, Ky., Aug. 29.. 2:27}

Edge Hill, brown horse, foaled 187S, by Dictator, dam
Sue, by Hero of Thornedale; against time. Cleve-

land, O., Aug. 1 2:25}

Egmont, black gelding, foaled 1SS1, by Egbert, dam by
Cottril Morgan. Lexington, Ky., Aug. 2S 22S}

Effie, bay mare, by Almont, dam by Kentucky Chief.

Belmont Park, May 20 2:27}
Electric, bay gelding, 15} hands, by Edward Everett,

dam by Jupiter. Island Park, July 10 2:26}

Endymion, black horse, by Dictator, dam by Morgan
Rattler. St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 7 2:20

El Monte, black colt, foaled 1882, by Echo. San Fran-
cisco, Oct. 17 2:29

Epaulette, bay horse, 16} hands, foaled 1SS0, by Audi-
tor, dam by Princeps; 2d dam bv Volunteer. Lex-
ington, Ky., Oct. 19

" 2:19

Enelid, chestnut horse, by Glenview, dam by Hamble-

tonian. Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 18 2:26}
Faro, bay gelding, by Mambrino Gift (2:20), dam by Bay

Norman. Point Breeze Park, Oct. 28 2:29}

First Call, brown gelding, by Athlete, dam by Richard's
Bellfounder. Janesville, Wis., June 23 2:29}

Fleety Patchen, chestnut mare, 15} hands, foaled 1SS0,

by Seneca Patchen, dam by Andv Johnson. Roch-
ester, N. Y. Sept. 23 ".

2:29}
Fleetwood Messenger, bay gelding, by Morgan Messen-

ger, dam by Fulton. New York Driving Club,

June 2 2:27}

Flora, chestnut mare, by Von Moitke, dam by Happy
Medium. Mystic Park, June 24 2:25}

Flora D., chestnut mare, by Black Dutchman. Mount
Holly, N. J., Oct. 17 2:29}

Flora Envoy, bay mare, by Envov. Freeport, 111.,

June 11
' 2:26}

Flora Miner, bay mare, breeding not traced. New
Haven, Conn., Nov. 6 2:29}

Frank Ellis, bay horse, 15} hands, foaled 1SS0, by
Hermes, dam Jane Early, by Stranger. Belmont
Park, May 21 2:29}

Four Corners, chestnut mare, by Mambrino Time, dam
by Hurst's Abdallah. Lexington, Ky., Aug. 27.... 2:2S

Fred B., brown gelding, by Plumas. Sacramento, Cal.
May 27 2:28}

Freddy J., bay gelding, by Sterling. Columbus, O.,

Sept. 3 2:28

Frank Forrester, bay horse, by Frank Forrester. Van
West, O., Sept. 12 2:29}

Gambetta, black horse, foaled 1SS1, by George Wilkes,
dam Jewell, by Gill's Vermont. Lexington, Ky.,
Aug 28 2:26

George B., gray gelding, by Winfield Scott, dam Black
Maria. Brantford, Ont., Aug 20 2:29}

George G., bay gelding, bv Harrison Chief, dam Maggie
Quinn. Pawling, N. Y 2:30

George L., bay gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1SS0, by Har-
rison Chief, he by Clark Chief, dam by Washington
Denmark. Mystic Park, Sept. 8 2 26}

George M. Rysdyk, bay gelding, by Rysdyk. Potts-

dam. N. Y., Sept. 24 2:29}
George R., bay gelding, 16 hands, foaled 1S77, by Ba-

con's Ethan Allen. Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct. 2 2:27}
General Sibley, bay gelding, bv Swigert, dam by Rich-

ard's Bellfonnder. St. Paul, Sept. 10 2:30
Gen. George A. Ballard, black horse, by Young Rix,

dam by Whalebone. Burlington, Vc, Sept. 11... 2:30
Georgiana, bay mare, by George Wilkes. Freeport, HI.,

Aug. 19 2 :26}

Gilbreth Maid, bay mare, by Gilbreth Knox. Skow-
hegan, Me., Oct. 1

".
2:29

Gladys, chestnut mare, by Royal Fearnaught, dam by
Magnum Bonum. Cleveland, Sept. 16 2:23

Grace Darling, bay mare, 15.2} hands, foaled 1SS0, by
Grand Sentinel, dam Molly Bawn. Kalamazoo,
Sept. 29 229}

Grafton, chestnut gelding, by Jenkins' Almont, dam
by Tom Crowder. South Bend, Ind., June 9 2:2S}

Gray Dave, gray gelding, foaled 1S7S, by Hotspur
Chief. Cleveland, O., Sept. 17 2:22}

Greenlander, black colt, foaled 1SS2, by-Princeps, dam
by Hambletonian. Paris, Ky., Sept. 2 2:30

Grover Cleveland, bay gelding, 16} hands, foaled 1SS0,
by Bunko, he bv Bowman's Clark Chief. Lexing-
ton, Ky., Aug. 25 2.27}

Glove's Blue Bnll, black horse, 15| hands, foaled 1S78,

by Blue Bull, dam by Tom Lang, he by Gen.
Knox. Newark, O.. Oct. 2 2:26}

Gypsey Girl, bay mare, by Aaron Pennington, clam by
Rockaway 2:30

Gypsy Queen, bay mare, by Gen. Benton, dam by C.
M.Clay. Watertown, N. Y., Jnne 25 2:29}

Hambleton, brown horse, 15} hands, foaled 1S75, by
Florida, dam Lady Woodhull, by Hambletonian.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 13 2:26}

Hambletonian Knox, bay horse, by Gilbreth Knox,
dam by Gideon. Topsham, Me., Oct. 17 2:29

Happy Princess, bay mare, bv Happy Medium. Hart-
ford, Conn., June 12 2:23}

Happy Maid, bay mare. Washington, D. C, Nov. 10. 2:30
Harry Arlington, gray horse, by Prince Albert, dam by

William's St. Lawrence. Baltimore, Md., Sept. 30. 2:29|
Harry C, bay gelding, breeding not traced. Chicago,

Sept. 24 2:21
Harry Roberts, bay gelding, 15} hands, breeding un-

known, Cleveland, O., July 29 2:20}
Hattie T., roan mare, by New York. Chillicothe, O.,

Aug. 19 2:29}
Hazel Kirk, bay mare, by Brigadier, dam by Jim

Brown. Glenbrook, Cal., Sept. 1 2:30
Heresy, bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1881, by Hermes,

dam by Stephen A. Douglas. Cleveland, Sept. 18. 2:27

Hopc-uiont, bay mare, by Col. Cross. Beacon Park,
July 2 2:2S}

Hunter, gray gelding, 16} hands, foaled 1S7S, by Roths-
child, dam by Glencoe. Sangus, Mass., Sept. 22. 2:26}

Huon, bay horse, 15} bauds, foaled 1S79, by Almont,
Jr., dam Polly, bv Hamlin's Patchen. Buffalo, N.
Y„ July 11 2:2S.}

Hylas Maid, bay mare, by Hvlas. Sharon, Pa., Sept.
18 2:29}

Ike Shultz, bay gelding, sired by Vosburgh. Wilkes-
barre, Pa , June 23 2:30

Irish Lad, bay gelding, 16 hands, by Aberdeen, dam
Lady Catherine. Providence, R. I., June IS 2:23}

Isabella, bay mare, by Dictator. Comae, L. I., Oct. 27 225}
Issaquena, brown mure, foaled 1881, by Pancoast, dam

by Alexander's Abdallah. Island Park, Albany,
N. Y. Sept. 14 2:2S2

James G., chestnut gelding, by Royal Chief, dam Sun-
beam. Chicago, Sept. 24 258}

James H., bay gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1874, by Am-
boy, dam by the Finch Horse, he by St. Lawrence.
Pittsburg, Pa., July 15 2:21}

Jane R., bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1S80, by Ald'en
Goldsmith, dam by Bayard; 2d dam by Mambrino
Chief. Providence, R.'l., Sept. 1 256}

Jeannette, bay filly, foaled 1SS2, by Don Cossack, dam
by Bashaw Drury. Chicago, Sept. 24 2:26}

Jessie B., brown mare, 16 hands, foaled 1S80, by Don
J. Robinson, he by Marshall Chief, dam be- Fiske's
Mambrino Chief. Cleveland, O., Sept. IS 2:24}

Jimmy, bay gelding. Cortland, N. V., June 1; 2:28}
J. J. Douglass, brown gelding, by Mambrino, St. Law-

rence. Cincinnati, O., Sept. 30 2:26}
John W, bay gelding, breeding unknown. Pittsburg,

Pa., July 17 2:23?
Josie D., bay mare, breeding unknown. Scranton, Pa.,

July 3 2:30
Jose S., gray mare, 15} hands, foaled 1S7S, by Land-

mark (Park's Volunteer), dam not traced. Mystic
Park, Boston, Sept. 10 2:22}

J. Q., brown gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1SS0, By Ken-
tucky Prince, Jr., dam by American Clay Pitts-
burg, Pa., July 14 2^29}

Judge Liudsey, bay gelding, 153 hands, foaled 18S0, by
Bostick's Almont, Jr., dam Lady Alice, by Clifton
Pilot. Chicago, 111., Jnne 16 2:21};

Kate Ishler, gray mare, 15} hands, foaled 1S78, by
Shoo Fly, he by Quebec, (Canadian), dam by Rebel.
Providence, R. I., Sept. 2 2:22}

Kate Preston, black mare, by Mambrino I'atchen.
Cleveland, O., Sept. 15 2:27.}

Kelsie, bay gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1S74, Sy Iron
Duke, dam by American Star. Providence. R. I.,

Sept. 4 253}
King of the West, bay horse, by Hamdallah. Roches-

ter, Minn., Sept. IS 2:30
Kingsley, bay gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1S7S, oy Wil-

kin's Micawber, dam" Lady Bellfounder Island
Park, Albany, N. Y., July 9 2:26}

Kismet, bay colt, foaled 1SS2, by Snltan, dac. Sauce-
box. San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 17 225}

Kitty Kilburn, roan mare, by Kilburn Jim, lani by
Honest John. Carrollton, 111.. Oct. 24 2:24}

Kitty Lynch, bay mare, by Milliman's Bellfounder,
dam by Sumpter. Portland, Or., Oct. 21 2:2S

Lady Bonner, bay mare, by Honest Allen, daru by Leg-
2:2S

2:29}

2:29}

2:27}

gett's Mambrino Star. Denver, Col, Oct 24...
Lady Independence, black mare, by Black Dutchman.

dam by Joe Hooker. Pottstown, Pa., Oct. 17
Lady M., bay mare. Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct. i
Lady Mack, bay mare, foaled 1S77, by Mambrino King,

dam by Mambrino Pilot. Pittsburg, Pa., July 17. 2:25}
Lady Upton, bay mare, foaled 1871, by Gen. Grant.

Whitney's Point, N. Y., Sept. 11 229
Lily C, black mare, by Dr. Herr. Mattoon, HI 229}
Lily Langtry, bay mare, by Mambrino Hambixtonian,

dam Seneca Chief. Mystic Park, June 26 2:23}
Little Dick, chestnut gelding, by Hollabird's Ethan

Allen. Sangus, Mass., July S". 2:27}
Little Joe, brown gelding, by Bob Hunter, lam by

Fitzsimmon's St. Lawrence. Kalamazoc Mich.,
July 7 228}

Lizzie Wilkes, bay mare, foaled 1SS0, by Georgti Wilkes,
dam Laura, by Joe Hooker. Chicago, 111., Sept.
17 :...225J

Lord Nelson, bay colt, foaled 18S2, by Wellington, he
by Kentucky Prince, dam Miss McCloud, "-ly Hol-
bertColt. Chicago, 111., Sept. 23 - 226}

Lottie, bay mare, by Volunteer. Tauton, Ma»s., Sept.
30 2:29}

Lottie Thorne, bay mare, by Mambrino Patchen, dam
Lady Ayres, by Pacing Abdallah. Cleveland, O.,
July 30 227

Lowland Girl, black mare, by Legal Tender, st., dam
by Bine Bull. Cincinnati, O., July 9 226

Lowland Mary, roan mare, by Conklin's Amerimn Star,
dam by George M. Patchen. Hobokeu, X. J
Sept. 25

Lucv Walter, bay mare, bv Sir Walter. Hoboken, N.
J„ Aug. 19 '

2:30
Lulu Hambletonian, bay mare, byMcCurdy's rlamble-

toniau 22S
Lyra, black mare, by Antenor, dam by Peacemaker;

against time. New York Driving Club, June 6. . 22S}
Mabel, bay filly, foaled 1881. Ottawa, 111., Aug. 6 2:27}
Maggie, bay mare, breeding not traced. Dornam, N.

C, Oct. 28 2:30
Maggie G. Middleton, dam by Magna Charta Cleve-

land, O., July 31 2:20}
Maggie Knox, chestnut mare, by Oceana Chief, dam

Molly Bawn, by Sir Henry. Rochester. N. Y.
Aug. 7 2:24}

Maggie L., bay mare, by Black Jack. Chicago, 111.,

Sept. 23 2:24
Maggie Lambert, brown mare, by Daniel Lambert.

Hartford, Conn., June 9 2:25}
Major, gray gelding, 15} hand6, foaled 1S76, by Gen-

eral Putnam, dam Kate, by Flying Cloud. Hart-
ford, Conn., Aug. IS 224}

Mambrino Wilkes, gray horse, by Geo. Wilkes, dam
Hattie Fitch, by Williams'Mambrino; against time.
Mystic Park, Sept. 30 2:2S}

Manzanita, bay filly, foaled 1S82, by Electioneer, dam
Mayflower, by St. Clair. St. Louis, Mo., Oct. S. .. 2:23

Mary Sprague, brown mare, 15} hands, foaled 1S79, by
Gov. Sprague, dam by Goldsmith's Abdallah.
Prairie dn Chien, Jnly 4". 226}

Marin, bay horse, by Quinn's Patchen, dam tiy Emi-
grant. Sacramento, Sept. 12 224}

May, chestnut mare. Washington, D. C, Nov. 12 225}
Mattie B., bay mare, by Phil Sheridan, Jr 227$
Maud Cook, bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1S7S by Iron

Dnke. Bismark, Kan., Sept. 12
Maud R., bay mare, breeding not traced. Fort Wayne,

Ind
Maud W. W . W., black mare, by Gen. Reno Stock-

ton, Cal., Sept. 22
Mav Boy, bay horse, by Whipple's Hambletonian. San

'Francisco, Cal., Oct. 10
Mayflower, bay mare, by Mambrino Pilot. Suffolk

Park, Philadelphia, May 14
McKeuzie, gray gelding, 153 bauds, foaled 1S7S, by

Antenor, dam by Young Columbus; 2d lam by
imp. Truxton. Providence, R. I., June 16 2:25}

Menlo, bay horse, by Nntwood, dam by imp. Uercnles.
Oakland, Cal., Aug 31 2:23

Merry Thought, brown mare, 15} hands, foaijd 1879,

by Happy Medium, dam Four Lines, ij Black-

2:30

2:30

2:23}

2:26

2:29}
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wood- Island Park, Albany, N. T., July S

Mill Girl, bay mare, by Jay Gould, dam by Schaffer

Pony. Providence, R. 1., June 19

Minnie B.. bay mare, by Cbarley B., dam by Seneca
Chief." "-Vashington. D. C, Nov. 10

Minnie C, bay mare, 15.1 bands, foaled 1S7S, by Jack

Sheppard, dam Laura Keene, said to be by Tag-
gart's Abdallah. Mystic Park, June 24

"Miss Leland. bay mare, foaled 1S79, by Leland, dam
Bosema by young America. Elniira, N. Y., Sept.

30
Molly Long black mare, 15| bands, foaled 1875, by

Kentucky Clay, dam Temple Abdallah, by Gifford

Morgan Denver, Col., Oct. 24
Moodv, GraT horse, sired by Swigert. Chicago, 111.,

Sept. 19
Mount Vernon, chestnut horse, by Champion Knox,

dam by .Eagle Bird. Portland, Or., Oct. 21

2:22} I

2:24£
!

2:20}

i

2:26}

2:29}

2:23}

2:26

Volunteer as a Trotter.

An English Opinion.

"PendragOL. in the 2?e/eree, discusses the Futurity Stakes

-of the Coney (sland Jockey Club, and advises Euglish breed-

ers to subscribe to it. He says:

America it a great country. No wonder the young man
who "was raised in those interminable solitudes where our
mighty Mississippi (or Father of Waters) rolls his turpid

flood" felt proud of his birthplace and associations. Cer-

tainly America, in sport as in other matters, seems inclined

to dwarf our ioftiest aspirations, and make what in English

eyes looked princely assume a decidedly one-horse appear-

ance. I havu just been reading the prospectus of a two-year-

old stake which is to be run in the Autumn of 1SSS, at Coney
Island, X. X.. and think it would be well worth the atten-

tion of some of our own breeders and trainers. In America
there is non« of the churlishness so characteristic of the

French, who jaake every race but one during the season im-

possible of access to foreign cattle. This new race is to be

called the F-turity Stakes, and is for foals of 1SS6, by sub-

scription of £25 each for mares covered in 1SS5, and of $50
each for the produce of such mares, unlessstruck out by July

15, 1SS7, "in which case the only liability will be $25 for the

subscription tit the mare." Starters will have to pay S250 in

addition to the §75 already tabled by them. The Coney
Island Jockey Club, which promotes the race, will add

§10,000, and it is anticipated that the value of the stake will

be full S30.000. Colts to carry Sst, 3 lbs., and fillies and
geldings Sst. A winner of $3,000 in a weight-for-age race,

. S lbs. extra; of two such races, or one of So, 000 5 lbs. extra,

'fif a mare entered in this stake drops her foal before the 1st

. of.tanuaTy, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or i3

bareen, the entry of such mare is void, and if the entrance

money has b»en paid it will be returned." There are other

conditions which enable anyone who enters a mare to transfer

his liability, provided between now and the middle of 1SS7

such transfei becomes necessary. In reality §25 is the only

liability incurred until it is known whether fortune is likely to

beinfavor ol perseverance. The plairof the arrangement is

noticeably different from that of ourownlatest developments.

In the Futurity Stakes not half so much cleverness is shown
in bnildingup the sum total as is shown in the Eclipse Stakes,

the first edition of which will be raa at Sandown Park nest

Summer. But then the principle which governs the one

: arrangement is so very different from that which we find in

- connection with the other. At Coney Island there seems to

be no desire whatever to pose as givers of a vast sum, nine-

tenths of which, if not more, is really given by subscribers.

Now that the journey from land to land is made so rapidly,

there is reall» no reason why half a dozen English youDgsters

should not run in this stake, and endeavor to avenge the

defeats inflicted upon us on our own ground by Iroquois and

Foxhall. The distance is sis furlongs, and there are allow-

ances for maiden sires and dams, as well as for maidens at

time of starting.

Horses and Horsemen-

What mak« the horse wear out in one-third of his natural

life ? What makes him have contiacted heels ? What

causes his knees to spring ? What makes his feet full of

corns ? What causes the navicular trouble ? What brings

on a bog spavin ? Why do splints come on horses' legs ?

Why do horses have string-halt ? What is the cause of a

seedy toe that many horses have? What makes them have

thrush, canker of the foot, laminitisand weak heels? The

shoe, Mr. Editor, makes and causes all the many troubles I

have' mentioned. Still, owners of horses insist on having

their horses shod the old way, with a heel-and-toe shoe;

with corks big enough for jackscrews. How to prevent all

the above treble that our poor horses have to suffer: Do
not allow the smith to use a knife on the foot of your horses

at all; never touch the sole of a horde's foot at all; simply

rasp the foot off, just enough to get an even bearing, then

apply a tip, or a thin flat shoe; should you use the tip never

rasp the heel down at all; should you have your horse's feet

shod with plain flat shoes, keep the heels down low enough

i to get a frog pressure; three nails on each side is enough to

hold it in place on any driving, horse until the shoe is

-worn out. Never allow the smith to rasp the outside of the

foot at all. If you will follow these instructions yon will

save many a horse from going lame. The roads in Chicago

are not too hard for any horse's feet, if yon will give the

feet any show whatever. If you let the smith cut the sole

and frog to *uit his will and pleasure, then fill it full of

nails, rasp it off until it is as thin as paper, you must expect

lame'horses, and vou will have them. Only think of the

horse in his natural state. He will travel over any road day

in and dav ont, bare foot; still as soon as he is brought to

the city he is tent to the smith, then trouble commences.

Any horse that is shod with a big, heavy shoe never should be

allowed to go out of a walk. A driving horse for road pleas-

ure has no more use for a calk than the writer has for

thirteen toes Any man who tells you that a foot which is

strong and healthy requires a shoe to protect the frog and

heels tells yon what is not so. and he can not prove it by

showing results.—Ore The Hoad, in Chicago Journal, Nov. 26.

Mr Pierre torillard has entered by cablegram the follow-

\na vearlin^s in the Two Thousand Guineas Stakes for three-

year-olds, to uerun in England in 1SS7: Bay colt Shawnee,

bv imp Mortemer, out of Sly Boots; bay colt Catahne, by

Mor'emer, out of Fanny Ludlow; gray colt Cambyses, by

Mortemer out of Lizzie Lucas, and bay colt Esquimau, by

Duke of Magenta, out of imp. Second-Hand. There are

seventy-one nominations for the event Of other prominent

English future events it may-be said that the Middle .TarR

Plate for 1SS( has 107 subscribers, the Dewhnrst Plate eighty-

four the One Thousand Guineas for 1SS7 sixty-four, and the

Payne Stakes :or the same year seventy-eight.

Volunteer is now nearly thirty-two, and is incapable of
further service as a stallion, but Mr. Goldsmith delights in
reminiscences of the past of the old horse. Here is a pair of
stories about Volunteer's ability in harness:

"About the first that was heard of Volnnteer, Joe Hetzell
brought him to the Goshen track to trot a four-year-old
stake. There was a big lot of colts, and Joe did not want to
get into the crowd, and knew he had speed enough to beat
them all at his leisure, so he told the judges he wanted the
word when behind, and sure enough he was at lesast five
rods back when it wa3 given. But he soon closed up and
had only a few to beat after a quarter of a mile had been trot-
ted, and these he disposed of easily enough. The speed he
showed that day gave him a great reputation, and was the
reasonfor my buying him, although he was owned in Brook-
lvn in the interim, before I purohased him, and was driven
on the road considerably. Whether because of HetzelTs tac-
tics with him in his first race, or his Brooklyn education, he
was always at his best when overhauling another horse. Once
get his nose on a wheel and he would never make a break,
but trot with all his speed and the utmost determination, and
he had a trick whenever he was passing a horse of reach-
ing over at him as if to bite him. He was
a natural fighter when it came to a race.
As for his speed, he had an unpublished trial at Mr. Back-
man's track once that would astonish all horsemen if they
knew the facts. The fastest he ever trotted in public was a
half-mile in 1:12. This was at Goshen, one of those pecul-
iarly conditioned races for stallions that we do not
see nowadays, but I am not sure that we have improved
upon the methods. It was a small purse for horses
kept for service in Orange and adjoining conn-
ties, and the custom was, there being usually a large number
of entries, to put them together in small parties, and if the
time made by any victor was not surpassed, he was not
obliged to trot again. In the Goshen race the gray stallion

Confidence was entered. He had a record of 2:20, and made
a sham season at Ponghkeepsie, in order to get into this
competition. The judges put him and Volnnteer together to

trot first, and the betting favored him four or five to one.
Volunteer won the first trial by about a length, in 2:49.

After the usual interval, the Confidence party brought him
out to beat that time, and he trotted in 2:4.$. Then one of
the judges, Bill Parks, said to me, 'Alden, do yon want to

try again ?' and he makes a joke of it to this day, the way I

said, 'Yes, sir, ' and went and laid my coat on the grass, and
got into the sulky in my shirt sleeves. I knew the horse
could beat the time of Confidence by a long shot, but I was
a good deal excited, and drove him the first half without fully

realizing what I was doing. Just before he finished the first

half, it occurred to me all of a sudden that perhaps I was
not going fast enough, and the consequences of being
beaten flashed upon my mind, so I sent Volunteer along,

and when the heat was completed found that the first half

had been trotted in 1:24, and the last half in 1:12, making
the mile 2:36.

"The greatest victory the old horse ever had was when he
beat Goldsmith Maid on the road. Bill Bodine had come
home with her from a campaign, and be was crazy about her,

saying that she could beat any trotter in the world. Her
record was about 2:24 at this time. I said to Bodine, 'You
are wrong, there is one that can beat her.'

"

" 'What one?' said he.
(t 'The old horse,' said I.

"He laughed; but I said, 'Well, you have the mare all

keyed op. Keep her so, and I will give you a race in a few
days. I began driving Volunteer, and he was off his gait the

first day, but got better the nest, and improved every time I

drove him. In about ten days I met Bodine with the Maid,

by appointment, on the road, and we jogged off in different

directions, and returned to an agreed place of meeting.
" 'Yon go on,' said he.
" 'No, you go on,' I replied, for I knew I could depend on

Volunteer to pass any horse he ever caught, but was not sure

of him when ahead. So off he started, getting a lead of a

few rods, but it was not long before Volunteer got his nose

on the mare's wheel, and then he put his head down and
trotted for dear life. Gradually but steadily he went by her,

and as he got to her withers I shall never forget how he

reached over and nipped at her. She was mad enough to

nip at him, and when he actually got by her, and she realized

that she was beaten, for the first and only time, she broke

into a wild run, and it was all that Bodine could do to stop

her. That was the grandest road race I ever had. As soon

as we got together, Bodine halloed out, 'Yon don't call that

fair, do you ?"

" 'Why not,' said I.
" 'Holy Mackerel!' said he, 'That horse of yours was five

rods long when he went bv!'

"

The Board of Review.

At the meetiDg of the Board of Review of the National

Trotting Association, held in New York on the 1st instant, the
following California cases were decided:

1,376.—P. C. Byrne, Dutch Flat, Cal., ex parte. ApDli-
cation for relief of the b g Grover C, from the effect of a "no
time" race at Watt Park, Grass Valley, Cal., Aug. 1, 1885.
The Board was satisfied from the evidence in this case that

the suppression of time recited did not involve a fraudulent
motive, and the fine prescribed in Kule 41 having been paid,
it was ordered, tnat the disqualification of the b g Grover C„,
arising under said Bole 41, as herein shown, be and the same
is removed.

1,379.—E. Giddintrs, Lemoore, Cal., ex parte. Application
for relief of the b c Bay Rose from the effect of an alleged "no
time" race at Visalia, Cal., June 1, 1SS3. At Visalia, Cal.,
under the auspices of the Tulare Valley Agricultural Associ-
ation, on June 1, 1SS3, a race of a single mile, free to all two-
year-olds owned in the district, took place, and was won by
tha applicant's b c Bay Rose. A summary of said race was
published in the Spirit of(he Times of June 30, 1SS3, wherein
it was represented as a "no time" race, which further appears
from the publication of the summary in one of the San Fran-
cisco turf journals. Applicant denied the suppression of
time, and states that the time was estremely slow, say about
3:30. A suitable deposit having been made and sent to the
general office to cover the requirement of Bule 41, in view of
which and to afford opportunity for a further hearing, it was
ordered that the case be continued to the Chicago meeting,
and that the b c Bay Rose be temporarily relieved from the
alleged disqualification arising under Rule 41, as herein set
forth.

1,422.—Ackelson & Hines, Minerva, Ohio, vs. San Joaquin
Valley Agricultural Association, District No. 2, Stockton,
Cal. Application for removal of suspension of bay mare
Little Em (pacer). From the evidence it was shown J.

O'Rourke, of San Francisco, negotiated through a friend in
Ohio for the purchase of the b m Little Em, and in expecta-
tion of procuring possession of her he entered her in races,
which were published by three California members of the
Association. Failing to consummate the purchase, O'Rourke
was suspended with the mare for unpaid entrance fee, but
the owner, James Ackelson, knew nothing of the entries in
California, and had no acquaintance with Mr. O'Rourke.
Upon these facts it was ordered that this application be
allowed so far as to reinstate b m Little Em, leaving said
O'Rourke under suspension.

1,423.—Ackelson & Hines, Minerva, Ohio, vs. California
State Agricultural Society, Sacramento, Cal. Application for

removal of suspension of b m Little Em (pacer). The facta

and circumstances of this case are the same as those in No.
1,422, and it was ordered that this application be allowed so
far as to reinstate the b m Little Em, leaving said O'Rourke
under suspension.

1,424.—Ackelson & Hines. Minerva, Ohio, vs. San Mateo
and Santa Clara County Agricultural Association, No. 5, San
Jose, Cal. Application for removal of suspension of b m
Little Em (pacer). The facts and circumstances of this case

are the same as those in case No, 1,422, and it was ordered
that this application be allowed so far ;is to reinstate the b m
Little Em, leaving said O'Rourke under suspension.

L429.—Joseph Dyson, Sierra Valley, Cal., vs. Agricultural

Association, District No. 17, Nevada City, Cal. Application

for removal of suspension of him and b g-Lige Clark (run-

ner). For the purpose of further investigation it was
Ordered, That this case be continued to the Chicago meeting.

1,434.—Daniel McCarty, San Francisco, Cal., ex parte.

Application for removal of espnlsion. Applicant was ex-

pelled as notified from the general office, Sept. 30, 1S7S,

which expulsiou was imposed by order of the Golden Gate
District Agricultural Fuir Association, of Oakland, Cal., for

alleged complicity in a fraudulent entry. The applicant de-

nies the material facts which led to his expulsion, and the

officers of the Golden Gate District Agricultural Fair Associ-

ation aecert his statement so far, at least, as to recommend
the removal of the espulsion. All which being considered, it

was Ordered, That the aforesaid espulsion of Daniel McCarty
be and the same is removed.

The National Trotting Association.

On the Frontier-

From the report of Secretary Vail, it appears that the

following California tracks and associations are members in

good standing:
AgriculturalAssociation No. 11, Greenville, Plumas Co.
Agricultural Association No. 17, Nevada City.

Bay District Association, San Francisco.

State Agricultural Society, Sacramento.
Capital Turf Club, Sacramento.
Contra Costa Agricultural Society, Pacheco.

Agricultural Association No 3, Chico.

Agricultural Association No. 6, Los Angeles.

Embryo Trotting Association, Oakland.

Fresno Fair Grounds Association, Fresno.

Golden Gate Fair Association, Oakland.

Monterey District Association No. 7, Salinas.

San Joaquin Valley Association, Stockton.

San Mateo and Santa Clara Association, San Jose.

Sonoma and Marin Association, Petaluma.

Sonoma county Park Association, Santa Rosa.

It appears from the report that the State of Nevada has but

one member, the Nevada State Agricultural Society, and

Oregon is also represented by one association, the Oregon

State Board of Agricnltare.
—

August Belmont starts his resurrected racing stable nest

Spring with nothing but two-year-olds. The best of these

are b c Saracen, by The IU-Used—Sultana (own sister to

Monarchist); ch c Alaric, by Ill-Used—Adelaide, by imp.

Australian; ch f Affiuity, by Kiugfishfr—Attraction, by imp.

Balrownie; ch f Belladonna, by Kingfisher—Bellona, by

Ill-Used; and b f Lady Primrose, by IU-Used—Lady Ros-e-

berry, by Kingfisher.
- ^' —

Thomas Jones, well known among borsemen as a capable

trainer, has been reinstated by the Blood Horse Association,

and will resume business at once. He will be located for the

present at the Oakland Trotting Park*

Lela B., the famons little mare that was the cause of so

much disturbance at the Cowboys' tournament at Albu-

querque, Sept. 30th, was, after the race there, taken to Fort

Worth, Tesas, to throw the dust into the eyes of the sportive

Tesans. She was matched there on the 16th inst., in a great

race with Blue Bird, a Chicago horse, for a half mile dash,

with stakes of 34,000. and this, accordiug to a special from
Fort Worth to the G lobe-Democrat, was the way that Whit-
ney, the owner of Lela B., created a seusation:

"Pools sold for about three hours and in that time $0,750

was in the pool bos. Outside betting was heavy, and at

first was even, but $100 to 575, aud $50 to $30 on Blue Bird

was finally offered and taken. The excitement wus intense;

men bet all their money, then their diamonds, jewelry,

watches, pistols, and in a number of cases, put np their coats

and overcoats, witnessing the race in their shirt-sleeves.

Deeds of houses and lot?, and saloons, buggies and horses

were wagered on the result. Wnen the horses scored there

was not a word spoken. Blue Bird got a few feet the start,

but before she reached the quarter post had gained six or

eight lengths on Lela B., who seemed to be stiff. The quar-

ter was made in :23, with Lela B. ten lengths behind. Blue

Bird's rider held her on the turn, but came in winner by fifty

feet. Time, :49J. Such a scene that followed is rarely wit-

nessed. The winners went wild and yelled themselves hoarse,

while several of those who had lost gave way aud cried. Not

less than $35,000 was staked on the race. As far as known
neither horse is blooded. Blue Bird is said to have run the

fastest three half-mile heats ou record.

Lela B. is known down there as the "California mare,"

an I from the indications we suspect her to be the well-kuown

"Berryessa mare," formerly owned by the Messrs. Adams.
There is sometbing wrong when she is beaten in :491. She

ran 600 yards on the Sacramento track in 30 seconds, a

record that is pretty well authenticated, and can rnn a half-

mile fast if allowed to.

Albert Cooper, for many years trainer for Mr. E. J. Bard-

win, has finally severed his connection with the Santa Anita

stable, and engaged with Theo. Winters. We shall expect

Albert to bring winners to the post from Rancho del Rio.

W. M. Williamson, of Santa Clan, has sold to George E,

Gard, of Los Angele?, his bay colt, yearling, 1 y Anteeo, dam
by Owen Dale, from Musidora, by Belmont. Term
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The Riding Camel.

It has often been a matter of surprise to me that the

riding camel is not more generally used by sportsmen in thi s

country; and I am sure if they only knew what a truly

invaluable animal it is, that they would do so more.

Iu the first place, to a sportsman, one camel is equal to six

or eight ponies or horses. It is cheaper by far to purchase

in the first instance and it is cheaper to keep and feed. It

is a very pleasant and comfortable mode of traveling, and

allow one to see all over the country. In addition you can

take your shikarie with you, or some one, and then the

weariness and loneliness of the long journeys on horseback

are avoided— 1 mean when one only has one horse, or at the

most t^o, and the journey has to be performed at a slow

pace. I suppose nearly all sportsmen have experienced the

wretchedness, of say, when one only has one or two horses

at disposal, of getting into the saddle on a bitterly cold night,

perhaps after mess; and having to ride, too, till daylight,

walking, or at the most in some places, a slow trot. I quite

enjoy the long night rides on a camel, where the jingling of

the bells, and the motion of the animal, and, perhaps, a

cheery companion, tend to keep one awake, and in the cold

weather, warm and comfortable.

I will now endeavor to give a few hints regarding the pur-

chase, keep, saddlery, etc., etc., of the camel, and the vari-

ous uses it may be turned to in different kinds of sport.

With regard to procuring a riding camel, one sumetimes
sees them advertised in the papers, generally at high prices,

bnt they are not often advertised for sale, so few being in

possession of Europeans. Tbe best way that I have found is

to buy one young and scarcely broken in, but which has
learnt the pace, and finish its training one's self. Generally at

most large stations, the local Commissariat, camel contractors,

or others, have a young «'aniel on hand which, owing to its

lightness of limb and general build is not sufficiently power-
ful for a baggage camel, and this is therefore generally des-

tined to become a riding camel or "sarruhni." Such a one
can generally be procured fur from Rs. 60 to 100, and when
completely trained and well fed up would be worth Rs. 150

or so. The age at the time of purchase should not be less

than five years. Below this age camels are not capable of

sustained exertion. I prefer a female, as they are not liable

to fits of "musth" like the male camel. As regards training

the camel, there is generally no difficulty in finding willing

hands to do it. There is nothing my shikarie or orderly lovo

more than getting on to a bobbery camel and righting it out
with it until it gives in, and taking it for a "chucka" of sev-

eral miles at a good swinging pace as hard as it can go.

Also, it is necessary to keep one man for the camel, to tuke it

out *o graze, or cut fodder for it, and otherwise attend to

it. If this man is by profession an "oontwala," his father

and grandfather most probably having been the same before

him, and unless he is, he will not be of much use, and you
get him to take an interest and pride in the animal, as I have
generally fouud them to do, he will soon get it to do almost
anything, particularly if a small reward be promised when it

is completely trained. Good camels can be picked up at the
fair, and generally pretty cheapty. The great marts for

camels are in Kajputana, the Bikaneer breed being con-
sidered the best, and also the Marwan breed . For all

general purposes, however, the ordinary camel will be found
sufficient, particularly if properly fed and trained as it should
be.

As regards their feeding, I generally give four seers of gram
daily, and as much grazing as it chooses to eat. In addition,
after a long run, a ball composed of goor, ghee and huldee
and alum should be given (proportions, goor one pound,
ghee two chiftacks, huldee two chittacks, alum two chittacks).

On this I have always found them to keep well and healthy.
With regard to saddlery, I have often heard fellows talk

of how nucomfortable a camel saddle is, and how it is neces-

sary to ride on one's fork, and that permanent injury is likely

to result, etc., and a lot of nonsense like this. The ordinary
Bikaneer saddle is doubtlees very uncomfortable, but, if it is

well padded, and covered witli leather to tit the shape of the
body, and a good substantial "gnddee" is made to fit over the
whole, this is not tbe case. The ordinary native way of put-
ting a thin rezaie over the bare wooden frame of the saddle
is very uncomfortable. With a good, well rittiug, and amply
padded saddle the bumping motion is scarcely perceptible,

and there is not half so much liability to gall, or chafe, as on
horseback. I have had my saddle padded to such a height
that it comes well up to my stomach, and behind to the small
of my back. The saddle should have ordinary girths; two
b?ing required with buckles, and not the thongs of leather
the natives always use. Bells can be put on or not at fancy.
I have always imagined that they trot better with bells than
without. A "machiara" or head fringe is very necessary to
protect the animal from flies.

With a good saddle and an easy going camel, I can assure
my readers, that the motion is of the pleasantest kind, and
one can almost imagine that he is seated on springs. The
back seat is not so comfortable as the front one, but with
keeping the stirrups well to the front and a slight pressure on
them, there could be but little difference. On long journeys,
the thing is to change seats every ten miles or so. This
greatly relieves one.

Some camels are, in their way, obstinate brutes, and all

are exceedingly clever at knowing localities, and all pull in

he direction of their home. Even when riding in the jangle,
120 miles from the Cantonment in which I am quartered, I

have found a camel know the direction of the Cantonment
and pull in that direction.

In spite of these they are, as a rule, very tractable ani-

mals, and some of their men can do almost anything'with

them, such as calling them by name, making them sit down
by word of command, eto. A camel I have now comes regu-

larly of its own accord every evening to the door of the go-

down iu which I keep my gram, and there waits till it is fed,

sometimes attempting to push open the door with its head.

As regards their capabilities for work, rate of traveling,

etc., I may remark that an ordinary camel will doits fifty

miles a day easily, by doing one ran in the morning and one

in the evening, and if pressed can do much more. General

Bice, in his recently published book, "Indian Game," records

an instance of having done 244 miles in three days, and I

have heard of one camel coming from Deolee to Agra in two
days, a distance of some 200 miles. In this instance I believe

a good bit of the soles of the camel's feet were worn away.

Last hot weather I rode 9S miles well under the 4-8 hours,

together with my orderly, and some 40 seers of baggage, and
without pressing the animal at ah. Now to have done this

with ponies or horses in the time it would have required

certainly eight—four for myself and four for my orderly, and
even then the 40 seers of kit would have been a nuisance, and
have had to be carried in saddle-bags, etc., and in addition a

large bundohust would have had to have been made by sending

on the syces, advancing them money for road expenses, etc.,

even if sufficient annuals had been forthcoming. Again, you
can send a camel about the country so quickly. Say one wants
to go shooting down the rail 50 miles ur so. A camel cau be
sent on to meet you at the station in one night. Again if one's

regiment is ordered about the country by rail perhaps, it only
takes eight or ten days to send a camel 400 miles or so.

Ponies would have to be railed, or set on ahead a month be-

forehand, whereas if a camel is sent on with its "oontwala"
it will arrive at the new station, say 400 miles away, in eight

days.
With regard to their uses, I have found that a camel abso-

lutely pays itself and even more so. For instance one goes
on leave for three days, say 20 miles or so from the station.

The thing to do is then to utilize the camel to carry out one's

tent, bed, food, etc., and send it on ahead with the servants
a day before, antt ride out on a horse one's self. Thus the

expense of hiring an ekka or bullock-cart for four days is ob-
viated, costing perhaps Ks. 4 or moie. This, when one is

continuaUy going out, amounts in one cold weather to a con-
siderable sum. It is not a good thing to use a riding camel
for baggage, but the small amount of thiugs required for

three days can easily be taken by it without harm. Again,

one wants to go, perhaps 50 or60 miles. One's kit is sent on
three or fonr days before by bullock-cart or camels, and you
follow in one long ride. The expense, perhaps, of hiring

ponies for the dak (if one cannot borrow sufficient) is there-

fore obviated.

Again, in carrying game home. How many eight annas
and rupees for coolies it saves in one cold season! A buck
cau easily be carried behind, or perhaps two, one on each
side, and any amount of small game. One wants, perhaps, a
box up from the railway station. The camel is sent for it,

and perhaps eight annas is saved. All these little things
amount up to a large sum in a year, sometimes even more
than the original price of the camel and its keep. Again, a
short time ago I saved Ks. 15 in one journey, and again Ks.
15 in another, by obviating the necessity of hiring a camel
cart for the two trips, which would have cost Ks. 40. By
having a camel I was able to send on my traps by bullock-
cart, which cose mi- Ks. 10 only (both journeys); and thus I

saved a clear Ks. 30 straight off.

How useful a camel is foi your shikari to scour the coun-
try for "khubber!" To see if the first snipe or duck are in.

To see if the crops are cut at such and such a place, suffi-

ciently to permit of black buck shooting, aud a thousand
other purposes too numerous to mention. Out black buck
shooting again how invaluable they are. I generally go out
black buck shooting attended by my shikarie and orderly.
One or perhaps two of us ride, the other walking, and change
about when tired. In this way I can cover 30 or more miles
in one day. or if only attended by one man, even more, with-
out any fatigue.

How far one can see from a camel, and how often in a
cultivated or a grass country, a fine old buck is bagged, that
if one was on foot would have been passed by unseen, hidden
by a field of tall "arhur," although perhaps standing within
forty or fifty yards of the passing sportsman. The buck is

shot; tied up on the camel, and then on for another one.
Buck will sometimes allow a camel to approach quite close,

and I have shot a buck off a camel's back. Again, for hare
shooting in the tall fields of "arhur," or long grass they are
invaluable. A few beaters are put in, aud the hares trot out
perhaps just in front of the camel, quite unconscious, uutil
one raises a shout, and off they go, giving a pretty shot.
Birds do not appear to heed*the approach of a camel much.
On sighting a herd of black buck, I make the camel sit down,
and go off, leaving it alone for perhaps half an hour. It

seldom moves until I return. If it does it only goes a few
yards to graze.

The object of this letter is to point out what a truly useful
animal to the sportsman a riding camel is, as it seems to me
from the small number of sportsmen who keep them in this

country, that this is not generally known, and I can assure
any brother sportsman that by keeping a riding camel, par
ticularly for anyone, who, like myself, has not too many
rupees to spend in sport, he will enjoy his sport much more,
have a far greater extent of country at his command, much
more facilitiesfoi getting "khubber," and many other advan-
tages that I have endeavored to explain in the previous part
of my letter.— The Asian, (Calcutta.)

An Illinois Duck Shoot.

Substitute for Hot Grog.

Squeeze all the juice of a lime into the bottom of a tumbler,

having previously made thin parings of the peel. To the

lime juice add a good teaspoonful of fresh pounded green

ginger. Then pour in a cupful of strong tea, boiling hot.

The tea should of course be without milk, and should be
made by pouring half a pint of boiling water into a warm tea-
pot containing three liberal teaspoonfuls of the best Indian
tea; the water should be just on tbe boil when poured into
the teapot. It should be allowed to remain about five min-
utes only, and the liquor should then be strained off and
poured into the tumbler. Let "Deer Stalker" then add to his
mixture two or three lumps of sugar, according to taste, bear-
ing in mind that the lime juice will require a good deal of
mitigation. Let him add two or three thin parings of the
lemon-peel, let him stir his grog up, sip it, assure himself
that it is good, pat himself outside of it as quickly, or as
slowly, as he likes, aud go to bed with a pleasant glow iu his
inwards, and the satisfaction of feeling that there is not a
headache in a hogshead of the liquor he has tasted.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Having returned to Illi-

nois after an absence of ten years, and expressing a desire to

my Peoria friends, Fred Kimble and John Kelly, to have a
duck shoot, I was favored by them with a trip to the Sauger-
man river, a perfect paradise for ducks. Leaving Peoria at

3 a. M.,we arrived at Chaudlerville at 6 A. M. with boats and
everything. A drive of a mile and we were launched on the
Saugerman, a swift, crooked running stream that overflows
its banks for miles, and is thickly studded with timber, pin
oak, birch willows and pecon trees; and back irom the bot-
toms the prairies are dotted with corn fields, making it good
ground for duck shooting.
We paddled up the stream for about four miles to Morgan's

house, where we deposited our extra iuggage aud then went
to the shooting grounds about a mile away; in fact, one can
have shooting most any place in the timber. But we pre-
fered a field or open spot in the timber, Kimble in the mid-
dle in a brush blind, Kelly and I shooting from a boat, each
in the high grass. We got our stations about two o'clock,

and such shooting I never did see; one pair of mallard after

another would come over the timber. If too far away, Kelly
would call them with a "duck caller," and actually he can
call a duck half a mile. When within thirty or forty yards
he would turn loose, and it was rarely that one would leave.

Kimble, from his position in the middle of tbe fie!3, proba-
bly had the best shooting; I stopped shooting to see him
knock 'em; it looked to me for a while ;ts if he never would
miss a duck; single or in pairs made no ifference; he crippled
no birds; his motto seemed to be "no I ird, or dead bird, "and
generally it was dead. Towards dnsk it t,eemed as if the
ducks would light on top of a fellu v. We never left our
stands to pick up a bird until we were through shooting,
and then picked up all together, 19G mallard and two teal,

for the three of us. I tell you they looked lovely in
a pile in the boats. W7e got back to Morgan's
at eight o'clock, and found a fine supper all

ready. Next morning we were out early expecting a big
day's shoot, but were disappointed. The weather had
turned warmer, and the ducks had gone back to the corn
fields; so as the prospects were not good for shootiDg,
we concluded to go home. On the way down the river Kelly
and I stopped in a bunch of timber, and had an hour's shoot-
ing, bagging 27 more, making a total of 225. Fred did not
have a shot that morning. Had there been a good "freeze up"
while we were down there, we would probably have killed a
great many more ducks. But I was perfectly satisfied, and
had a pile of fun, aud for sport I thought we killed enough
ducks. No use being a hog, or acting selfish in such matters.
Kimble and Kelly are considered two of the best duck shots in
Illinois. Kimble is one of the inventors and manufacturers
of the celebrated Peoria black bird, a trap shot second to

none in America. I should like to see him face the trap with
our champion, Mr. Kobinson. He is very much of the same
build, and reminds me very much of Kobinson in action and
manner of handling a gun. I think if a match could be
arranged between the two, it would be very interesting.

While in Peoria I visited the black bird factory, and saw
them make them, a novel operation which I may describe in a
future letter; also saw Kimble throw and shoot them, which
he does to perfection. I expect to have a shoot on the Saint
Francis river in Arkansas next month, and probably some
more at Galveston bay. Being away from California I mean
to have a little fun, and expect to show the Recreation Gun
Club one of the finest guns in America when I return in the
Spring- Hammcrless of course. J. P. T.

Cairo, III., Dec. 4, 1SS5.

A Royal Feast.

Sunday a number of personal friends assembled at the
model farm of Marion Biggs, Jr., seven miles northeast of
this city, to partake of a "bull's head bake" aud enjoy the
hospitality of himself and wife. J. K. Mitchell, of Oruville,
formerly Royal Purveyor to the King of Greece, superin-
tended the "bake" which was managed as follows: *A pit
four feet deep and the same in diameter was dug in the
ground, walled with rock, and a hot fire maintained in it

from Friday noon until two o'clock Sunday morning. The
embers were then taken out and the head—havjng been
previously cleaned and otherwise prepared—properly wrapped
in dampened paper, placed therein and covered with the
heated rocks aud burning embers. Twelve hours later, the
chef decided the task completed and the head was removed,
split and placed upon the banquet table. It was the most
delicious eating we have ever enjoyed. The taste and flavor
cannot be described, except as regards the horns. These were
softened and cooked by the process until they tasted like a mix-
ture of fried oysters aud crab salad. The table was well
supplied with other choice articles of food such as roast
turkey, maccaroui a la Venice, mushroom Espanola, which,
with various minor etceteras and choice brands of the juice
of the vine; made a feast like unto that characterizing reign
of kings centuries ago. Among those present we noticed Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Fogg, Mrs. J. Gale aud E. B. Price, of Oro-
ville; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Myers, of Biggs; G. R. Eckart and
E. E. Biggs, of this city. Before dinner, aud after, the gen-
tlemen whiled away the time hunting in the field adjacent.
They wasted large quantities of ammunition, but ye editor
killed all the game slaughtered, to wit: a lonely woodpecker.
Mr. Fogg distinguished himself trying to run down a hare
after shooting three blank cartridges at it; Price pulled his
shoulder almost out of joint in his endeavors to fire a ham-
merless gun without first setting the triggers; while Marion
Biggs, Jr., snapped a trigger three times on an empty shell
before he realized its condition. He also double-loaded a
shell to "ring in" on us, and finally blundered into the trap
himself, causing one side of his nose to speedily display an
unnatural growth. The shades of night weie already gather-
ing when the happy company departed, each regretting the
close of the day and hoping for niany a recurrence of the
occasion. It was a very dark night aud the Oroville party
had a dangerous aud rather exciting ride home.

—

Qridley
Herald.

Game of India.

The following suggestions as to what would be a proper
game law for India gives such a good idea of the game of
that country that we clip them from The Asian:

1.—The following animals may be killed at any time and
iu any manner, but no Government reward will be paid for
their destruction except when recommended by a district

officer. In such cases it must be clearly shown that the an-
imals for which rewards are claimed were killed in the
district:

Tiger, panther, leopard, lynx, bear, Iryama, wolf, wild-
dog, fox, jackal, pig and all smaller caruivors.

II.—Elephants may only be killed in self defence or
by special license.
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III.—The following animals may only be killed between
lst,of October, and 1st of May, except by cultivators, in

actual protection of their crops, in, or close to their fields
-J

Rhinoceros, buffalo, bison, nilgao, four-horned antelope,
Indian antelope, gazelle, sambur, swamp deer, spotted deer,

hog deer, oorial aud barking deer.

IV.—The following animals may only be killed between
1st of April and 1st of December:
Serow, gooral, tahr, rnarkhor, ibex, bnrrel and musk deer.

V.—The following birds may only be killed between 1st of

September and 15th of April:

Bustard; houbara, florikan, leikh, pea fowl, jungle-fowl,

spur-fowl, pheasants of all kinds, partridges of all kinds,

sand grouse and woodcock.
VI.—Licenses to be issued for the permission to shoot all

animals enumerated under headings II.. III. and IV.
VII.—No netting, snaring nor other similar device, to be

allowed in any reserve forest, or Government waste lands, at

any time, or under any pretence.

VIII.—A tax to be imposed on all horns of game animals
as defined in III. and IV., offered for sale at any time.

IX.—A small tax to be levied on every game-bird as defined

in V., alive or dead, that is exposed for sale during the open
season, and a heavy fine imposed for every bird offered dur-
ing the close season.

X.—A tax to be imposed on all bird skins offered for sale

at any season. This might be a comparatively liyht tax in

India, but a heavy export duty might be levied.

Best Pet Monkey.

The nicest pet of all amongst monkeys is the Black Gibbon,

the Hoolook of Assam (Hylobates hooluck). He is the most
humau of all the Quadrumaua. The Gorilla and Ourangou-
tan ure very anthropoid and their size brings them nearer to

man, but if you watch them walk they totter on the outer

edge of their feet, not putting the sole down flat as we do,

but the sturdy little Gibbon plants his feet firmly on the

ground, with the big toe spread out, and walks swinging his

long arms sailor-fashion, or holding them up over his head.

He seldom if ever goes on all fours. Iu disposition he is

mild and docile; even the adult males caught wild in the

forests soon become tame, but in confinement this monkey
is apt to pine, and the mortality amongst domesticated ones

is great, but this, I think, is chiefly due to want of proper

food. In the wild state the Hoolook eats insects, birds' eggs

and even small birds, and spiders are eagerly devoured, but
in confinement I have generally found t^em restricted lo

fruit and vegetable food. This is a miatake. If theanimi.1

cannot be trusted to roam about a garden it should have a

raw egg now and then and .i bone to gnaw. I had one some
years ago which was most affectionate; he would sit for hours
beside me with his arm linkad in mine and would cry when
I left him. He was -most clean, which cannot be said of all

monkeys; when he came to me I put a piece of blanket into

his box, but I found that he had rolled it up and made a pil-

low of it so he got a pillow as well. He died ultimately of

consumption, or a disease akin to it, and he was just like a

little hu-i an being during his illness. The doctor attended

him regularly, for he was a great favorite, but it was of no

avail. I think he got a chill on the way up to Delhi. I had
bought him for my brother who was at that time much inter-

est -d in the Queen's Gardens at Delhi.

I saw one of these monkeys not long ago at the house of a

friend. Sally was far from her native home for she was in

Lahore at the time, and she had travelled still further for she

had spent the previous Summer in Cashmere. She seemed

to be in very good health, but I think she had a certain

amount of liberty which enabled her to shikar spiders and

such small deer.
-* —

—

The Judge's Error.

Judge Whalley, of the Multnomah Gun Club, seldom, if

ever, makes a mistake, but last week he committed an error

that caused him to go stark crazy for a minute, aud from

this on the Davy Crockett admonition will have a front seat

in his memory. The Judge's revolver got out of tix last

week, and he brought it down town to get it repaired. While

walking along, unmindful of everything, he turned, and,

seeing a lot of secondhand revolvers in the show window of

an establishment, supposed it was a gun store and walked in,

ignorant of the fact that he was entering the lair of a highly

educated pawnbroker. Placing his revolver down on the

show case, he patiently waited until Solomon came and pick-

ing up the instrument began to carefully examine it. By
and by Solomon broke the stillness by laying down the re-

volver and saying:

"Von tollar and a halluf."

"Eh?" replied the Judge, not thoroughly understanding.

"I say I vhwill gief you von tollar and a halluf, and you

can redeem him in six veeks auf you vant to."

"Bedeem sheol in six weekB," responded the Judge.

"What do you take me for?"

"Mein frent," persisted Solomon, "doan youwantto pawn
dot refolfer? Mein Gott! yon dinks I vhas mistaken yon for

my long-lost brudder? 1 can buy dose refolfer for two collars

a dozen. I gief you yust one tollar and a halluf, because you

look like some honest man!"
By this time the Judge began looking around, and getting

a glimpse of the three brass balls above the door, he gathered

his revolver, and after telling Solomon that he supposed he

was in a gun store, and that he simply wanted to get the

shooting iron repaired, hurried out in order not to be seen

there. Betting men can safely wager two to one that the

Judge will not be caught that way again.—Portiand Mercury.

STABLE AND PADDOCK.
Founder of Mare After Foaling.

Fortunately, cases of laminitis after foaling, or colt founder

as it is termed, are so rare among farm mares that many

breeders have never observed one. When it does occur,

however, it is generally more obstinate than when brought

on by other causes. "It is sometimes complicated with rre-

tntis, or inflammation of the womb, or some other excitant

malady," says J.H.Sanders in his "Treatise on Horse Breed-

ing," "which should be ascertained, and treatment of such

complications directed according to their nature. Among

the causes of colt founder is too high flesh, resulting from

improper feed and treatment during the last mouths of preg-

nancy. Mares subjected to moderate work and light, nutri-

tious diet, are seldom affected with this malady, while those

kept idle aud fed largely on corn or rich food are most com-

monly affected. In some cases breeders give their mares

large, nutritious mashes to promote a Urge flow of milk.
When mares so fed are kept in idleness, us is common with
a mistaken view to prevent abortion, they are inclined to
become fat, and this has a tendency to cause* local inflamma-
tions, aud, among these, colt fouudtr. The treatment from
the begiuning should be like that adopted for the same
disease generally, but more energetic both locally and in-
ternally. Give a pound of epsoni or glauber salts, then fol-

low with fifteen to twenty drops of tincture of aconite, every
two hours until from four to six doses are given, using care
never to exceed six doses. Keniove the shoes, pare down
the edges of the hoof, leaving the sole and frog untouched,
so that the weight may be borne on the central part of the
foot, and apply turnip poultices. Eucourage the colt tosuck,
and strip the upper with the hand while the teats are moist
from the colt's mouth. This will promote secretions of the
mammary glands, and often proves an effective remedy. In
som6 cases, with acute inflammation and high fever, no milk
is secreted. The sucking should not be omitted, however,
but the foal must have nourishment from a bottle, or be
taught to drink cow's milk. The return of milk is generally
followed by rapid improvement in the lameness. Some
mares appear to be subject to this complaint, and such
should be bred so as to drop their foals iu Midsummer or a
little earlier, perhaps, but not till after running to grass some
weeks. Be careful not to feed so as to cause her to become
very fat. Give good outs, occasionally soft mashes, with
bran aud flax-seed meal at least once a week, and avoid corn
for two mouths before foaling. Keep common salt constantly
within reach, placing it iu a small trough, or, what is better,

place a large lump of rock salt iu one end of the crib where
she can lick it at will. Let her have all she will take, but be
careful to give water at least three times daily, and if the
weather is very cold have the chill taken from her drink.
When too early for grass a roomy, well-littered box stall or
comfortable closed shed, should be allowed during the last

two months of pregnaucy. Give gentle exercise daily or lib-

erty out doors during the daytime wheu the weather is mod-
erate and dry. Do not allow her to run with other horses,

as she may receive injuries from kicks. It is safer to build
a small yard in connection with her stall, so that she can be
kept entirely by herself.".

»
A little skill and training on the part of the driver will

prevent annoyance and danger from the horse getting his
tail over the reins; and every horse should be especially
broken to feel the rein beneath his tail, without auy exhibi-

tion of nervousness. So sensitive is the tail, that a horte
not accustomed to feeling a rein under it, when it occurs for

the first time, will, if spirited, prove fractious, and even
unmanageable. As it is an occurrence likely to happen at

any time, every horse should be broken to it; that is, not
only not to mind it, but not to turn his head, when he feels

the pull upon the rein, which is intended to disengage it.

In general, this is easily accomplished, and as this is the
only inconvenience to the driver arising from loug tails, we
are particular in showing how both the annoyance and
trouble from it may be avoided. The annoyance, which
sometimes comes from mud or grit being splashed upon the
tail, and then being flirted about by its switching, is avoided
by tying the switch up in muddy weather.

Awriterinthe Southern Live Stock Journal says he has

frequently used the following remedy for blind staggers in

horses with perfectly satisfactory results: Administer as a

drench a lump of borax the size of a hen's egg, dissolved in

a quart of cold water; bleed freely from the neck veins—one
and a half gallons of blood would not be too much to take
from a medium-sized horse in ordinary working condition.

Keep the patient's head bathed with cold water fur several

hours. If the horse does not show Borne signs of relief in

two hours, repeat tho dose of borax aud continue the appli-

cation of cold water to the head. The gentleman avers he
has treated many cases of staggers with this remedy and
have never had one to die that was able to stand on its feet

when the treatment commenced. He also gives the follow-

ing as a remedy for colic: Ooe fourth of a pound of soda dis-

solved in water administered as a drench, followed immedi-
ately with one pint of good whisky, one ounce of laudanum.
I have never known this remedy to fail if given in time.

The farm team should never, where it can be avoided, be
driven fast. To take a team and plow hard all week, and
then hitch them up Sunday and drive at a brisk trot four or

five miles to say the least does them no good, although the

team may be young and full of life, and for this reason not

show the effects; yet a team treated in this way will not wear
as long or as well as they otcerwise would. A team that be-

comes accustomed to a slow, steady gait cannot be driven

often out of that gait without seriously injuring them. While
a few miles of driving, even at a fast trot, does not iujnre a

team that is accustomed to be driven ou the road, yet a very
serious iujury can be done to a team not used to this kind of

work. If you want to get the most out of your teams, drive

them slow, and keep a team for the road, if you feel obliged

to drive fast.
• '

'

There are hobby riders in horse breeding as well as in

other pursuits, and in this, as in many other things, the

men who can see nothing meritorious, except through their

own glasses, often find in the end that they have made a

mistake. Iu this large and growing country, where the soil,

the surface aud the climate are diversified, there is room for

every breed of good horses that can be produced, and while

it is well enough to foster and eucourage any class of horses

of known merit it is not a good idea to do it by trying to ex-

clude others that may fill their mission in some other field

fully as well. An honest rivalry of the different breeds is to

be commended.

It is an old and true saying that a good beginning is half

the battle. This is as true in breeding aud raising horses as

in anything else. The young man who begins aright in this

commendable work will find much pleasure as well as profit

in the business. It will cost a little more money to stock a

farm with good well-bred horses than with low grades and
mongrels, but it would be hard to tell where to invest the

difference in the cost of the two kinds that it would pay as

good interest.

Were farmers enabled to comprehend the number of hoises

that are actually worn out on the streets of our cities each
year, they would not get the idea very soon that there is any
danger of an over-production of the class of horses that are

suited for such work. It should he borne iu mind also that

the greater part of the horsesused for city pnrpuses aveof the

best classes, and that to supply this demand good stock must
be bred.

Tour horse's teeth need attentiou as well as your own, and
as they are unable to attend to them, it is unquestionably
your duty to do it.

Quinine for Distemper.

We find iu the Wintersot (Iowa) Afadisonian, under above
caption, the following from a private letter written by Mr. L.
Biodhead, the very able superiutendeut and agent of A.J.
Alexander's Woudlmru Farm, Kentucky:

"1 am glad to give you our treatment ior distemper. Give
for weanlings from 15 to 20 grains a day; we generally give
this quantity once a day, but when first takiug and the fever
is high give about 15 grains twice a day, morning and even-
ing; if the attack is mild ouly one dose a day till the disease
has left the system. The quinine allays the fever and is

good for the iuflumed throat, is a fine tonic, und so far has
cured every case we have had to the number of about 150.
Iu the early Spring we had several very severe cases that I
am sure we would have lost but for the quinine; these were
yearlings, and we gave 20 grains (uboutj twice a day. Older
horses you can give 60 grains a day in two doses. Whenever
you have fever use quinine freely no matter what the disease.
It is almost a specific for lung fever and pneumonia. I have
cured two cases of lock-jaw in sucklings this Summer with
quinine and altrophia, 2(J drops of the latter to a dose. We
are not particular to weigh the quinine, we guess at a dose,
put it in a spoon and place on the tongue without elevating
the head or exciting the auinial; we pull the tongue to one
side, insert the spoon, turn it over and wipe on the tongue.
It is easy to administer, aud the animal gels it all. It is per-
fectly safe and little, if any, danger in giving too much." If
you wish any farther information will be pleased to write to
you on the subject. I have used quiuine for four or Wve
years and always with good results.

POULTRY.
Artificial Incubation.

The three most essential points iu artificial incubation are:
First, the perfect uniformity of heat in all parts of the egg
chamber; second, the constant supply of fresh air to the egg;
and third, sufficient moisture at all times, especially in hot
and dry weather. These three points must be under control
of the operator, so that e eh can be increased or diminished
according to the weather. To accomplish this, first, an ab-
solute self-regulating machine is needed, one that cau be left

in safety at least twenty-four hours without danger of the
heat varying more than a degree or so. Most anyone cun
keep an incubator at a certain temperature by constant
watching, and also supply the eggs with fresh air by opening
the door or drawer of the machine, but the supplying of
moisture is a different thing, and right here is where the
trouble lie6.

How many a person has asked, "Why do the chicks die in
the shell?" and invariably the answer is, "For want of suf-
ficient moisture; sprinkle them," and the operator, encour-
aged, goes to work agaiu, but with no better results.
Why? It is true that nine-tenths of the chicks do die in

the shell for want oi proper moisture, but sprinkling the egg
is net the proper remedy.

I have conversed with a great many who use incubators,
and almost every oue hasa method of his own for sprinkling.
Some imitate the Chinese by talking a mouthful of water
aud squirting it over the eggs. Others try the plau of dip-
ping their fingers in a pan of water aud drenching the eggs,
while some use a wet cloth. While I am not in favor of any
of these methods, I think the last by fur the best. The
trouble in sprinkling eggs is, you get the water too hot cr
too cold. "A" goes to sprinkling the eggs in his machine in
the Winter, so he finds there is no hot water, and he says
"Let it go till moruiug." "B" starts out on the same mis-
sion; he finds a lot of hot water, but the cold water is not
within reach. He thinks it will he cool enough by the time
he needs it, bu t when he comes to use it he finds it quite hot,
but as he is surue distauce from the culd water he throws on
the hot water, hoping it will do no harm for once. "C" tells

his wife that he won't be home till late (going to the lodge,
you know), and to keep an eye to the machine, but not to
touch the eggs, as he will sprinkle them enough to last over
till morning. He might as well try to eat enough on Sunday
to last him the balance of the week, as to try to give the eggs
all the moisture they want in twenty-four hours at one
sprinkling.

All first-class incubators have a moisture pan, which sets
on the lower tank or pipes. As the water gets hot in these
pans it evaporates and supplies the moisture, but the trouble
with this is, that just at the time they need the most nuusmre
they get the least, for the simple reason that in hot aud dry
weather it requires very little heat to keep the eggs at the
proper degree for hatohiug, aud as a result the water in the
tanks or pipes on which the moisture pan sets does not get
but euough heat to warm the water in the pan. Conse-
quently, there is not sufficient evaporation to supply the re-
quired amount of moisture.
Another point is, 1 claim that the moisture should come

from ubove tbe eggs. I dou't believe in the otd idea that you
must set a heu ou the damp ground to huve a good hatch, for
I have kuowu many a hen to sit iu a loft and bring out a
fine brood, and never leaving it, either, to get her leathers
damp. I believe that eggs in a machiue should receive a
constant supply of moisture, day aud night, and this moisture
must be of the same temperature as the eggs, aud must come
ou the eggs from above, as mild and soft as the fulling dew.
No sprinkling pot or atomizer will do. I believe that eggs
receive their moisture from the body of the heu, and not from
the ground or board she is placed upon to hatch.

—

C. C.
Cashing.

Carbolic Acid in Diseases.

I do not dread hog or chicken cholera ut all, for as soon as
either begins to show sigus of disease I mix some carbolic
acid in the feed, aud they soon are all right again. It is the
best preventive medicine I have ever seen tried, aud Enrini rs

would do well to keep some iu tbe house, ami whenever they
suspect that their stock has been exposed to some coutagiou,
feed them some for several days, about two or three times a
day. I tried it for pink-eye ou hordes, and those that hud
been getting the acid after exposure to the disease, hud it so
light that it did not hurt thein at all, while the first one that
took it without being treated before, got dowu very low with
it. It is also recommended for rinderpest or cuttle plague,
rot in sheep uud glauders iu horses. I have not had occa-
sion to try it for those diseases, but have no doub that if

anything will cure or prevent them, carbolic acid will. But
I have found it an unfailing remedy for gapes in chickens.
If they are so bad that they will not eat any more, dissolve
the acid in water until the water becomes clear, aud then
pour a little dowu their throats aud it will cure almost imme-
diately. Doses for horses or cows, ten to twelve drops two
or three times a day; pigs, three to ten drops, according to

size; ohickens, two to four drops of the crude acid, but
always dilute with water.—Commercial Gazette,
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Notice.

H. P. Metcalf has not been connected with this paper

Bince the 1st of September, 1884. We have made good

some of his subscriptions since that time, owing to a

failure in giving public notice of bis dismissal. We
again caution the public, as under no circumstances will

his receipts be honored. Hearing that he is still travel-

ing in California and having in his possession receipt

books which he should have returned last Fall, it has

become necessary to repeat the notice of his discharge.

Programme Vol. VI. Breeder and Sportsman-

The first number of Vol. VI. will be published the 2d

of January next, and with the advent of the new year

W3 hope to receive a large addition to the subscription

list. Nothing will be left undone to merit a continuation

of the support already received, and to induce others to

subscribe.

The Breeder and Sportsman has distinctive features, and
in many respects differs from journals of what are rated

in the same class. While racing and trotting are given

a prominent place, more attention is paid to breeding,

rearing, training, the stable management of horses;

rearing of cattle, swine, and poultry are carefully

considered, and this department of the paper has

been deemed worthy of i
jncnrainmf from those who are

well capable of judging. There is not a single question

in the whole routine of stable management that is excit-

ing so much interest at the present time, as the proper

treatment of the feet of horses. In England, on the con-

tinent of Europe, in India, Australia, advanced students

are paying particular attention to this branch, and
among them are men of great capacity, who unite in de-

nouncing the barbarous usage which has prevailed, with
slight modifications, for centuries. The editor of this

paper has been experimenting for ten years with differ-

ent kinds of tips. He discovered a method of "setting"

them which did away with objections to their use, and
though the trials were mainly given in connection with
the education of fast trotters, these trials proved, beyond
reasonable doubts, the great benefits which followed in

keeping feet and legs sound. Success having followed
his efforts, a success hitherto unexampled, as is shown by
a "public trial" of Anteeo when a four-year-old, in 2:20£;

and a record of 2;19-£ in a race of his "full" brother
Antevolo, when also a four-year-old, and this may be
accepted as testimony in favor of the system, with track
horses at least.

Until Anteeo was sold, soon after the public trial, be
had never worn a shoe on his forefeet, and only two sets

of hind shoes. In the fast trials he wore light tips on
all of his feet. Antevolo never wore a shoe, and as both
of these colts trotted in races when yearlings, two-year-
olds, three-year-olds, and four-year-olds, the test was
certainly thorough. The history of the training of

Anteeo has been published in the Breeder and Sportsman,
and a portion of that of Antevolo. That of the latter

will be resumed with the opening number of the new

year and the most minute particulars, copied from the

diaries of each day, given. This caDnot fail to be of great

interest to those who are engaged in developing fast

trotters, and incidentally to all who own and drive

horses, by exemplifying the effect on the feet and legs of

horses used on the track and road. There is nothing to

be trusted to memory, as every time of shoeing, every

fast move, all the minutiae of work noted on the

evening when changes were made, or more than ' 'jog-

ging exercise" given. Weights of tips to a fraction of

an ounce when they were put on and the reduction when

pulled off. In the coming volume will also appear a

history of Palo Alto from the date of its institution as a

breeding farm to the close of the year. It is intended to

make this a thorough and comprehensive exhibition of

the methods, which have resulted in such a success as

would have been deemed utterly incredible a few

years ago. The price of subscription will be a small

figure when compared to the lessons which Palo Alto

has placed before the students of fast-trotting, as it will

cover all the points, viz.: the mixtures of blood, care of

sires and dams, handling of colts, all, in fact, that the

records so kindly placed at our disposal will furnish.

In connection with this it is also the intention to give de-

scriptions of all of the main breeding farms of Califor-

nia, and what has been done on them. Bancho del Paso,

Bancho del Bio, Bancho Besaca,Monte Diablo—the Cook

Farm—Mr. Corbitt's San Mateo Breeding Farm, Bancho
del San Francisquita, Sunny Slope, Santa Anita, Cien-

ega, Ela Hills, and the numerous breeding farms in all

sections, so that we hope in the succeeding two volumes

to give such a history of horse-breeding in California, as

cannot fail to interest in all parts of the country.

The department of the paper over which H. H. Briggs

presides, viz: "Gun," "Bod," "Kennel" and "Athletics,"

has received unqualified praise from, those who are fond

of these fascinating sports, and the paper now ranks with

those which make a specialty of these things. Mr.

Briggs is such an enthusiast in all pertaining to his de-

partment, that there is no fear of a lapse, and we can

promise without any hesitation that there will be no fall-

ing off. The Breeder and Sportsman, through the talent of

E. Wyttenbach, has taken the first place for animal por-

traiture. So true to life are the drawings of this artist

that there is never a mistake in identity. Individual

characteristics are given with absolute fidelity, and pict-

ures presented which are nearly as perfect as artist and
engraver can make them.

We take pardonable pride in our list of contributors;

fyc a paper which is only in its fourth year, it is some-

thing remarkable that so many men of mark have fav-

ored us with their contributions; contributions covering

all the departments of the paper, and which we regard

as one of its most valuable features.

Catalogues—Palo Alto and Fairlawn.

We have just received the catalogues of the stock at

Pa,lo Alto and Fairlawn. Not in time for such a notice

as they merit in the paper of this week, as there is little

question that these two collections of trotting-bred stock

are at the head of the list. For the length of time which
has elapsed since their organization, the success of the

animals bred may be termed phenomenal, at least with-

out a parallel in the -history of the trotter.

Electioneer at Palo Alto, Almont at Fairlawn, have
gained world-wide celebrity, and these great sires are

aided by others which can scarcely be termed inferior.

Great as the stallions are, without such a collection of

broodmares as grace the fields and paddocks on both

these establishments, the success would not have been so

great.

In olden times pedigree was thought of little account

in fast trotters. At the present day, blood-lines are

about as strictly regarded as they are with the breeders

racehorses, and the most intelligent of the producers of

harness horses, give the same attention to the coupling

of strains. Foremost among the educators are General

Withers and Governor
\ Stanford, and their teachings

have been of great value to others engaged in the busi-

ness. General Withers, by his thorough business man-
agement and scrupulous adherence to a line at first

"blazed," has been the means of disseminating the best

blood over an extended territory. Governor Stanford has

presented important matters for consideration, and set

an example which will be of untold benefit to those who
follow the pursuit.

Racing- at Oakland.

An old-fashioned quai tyr race, a slraight dash for the

money between two of the most noted horses on the

C >ast, a race of three-eighths and one of five-eighths,

and a trotting race, are the attractions for the afternoon

at the Oakland Trotting Park. The track was never in

better condition, and a lively time is anticipated.

Rancho Del San Francisquita.

Heretofore, and on many occasions, we have, signified

our admiration of the Spanish names which are given

to places in California. The "Sonorous Castilian"

through troublesome to pronounce to a majority of Eng-
lish speaking people, has a poetical signification as well

as musical sound, and, in every instance, appears to be
appropriate. Even when the names are copied from
those of the canonized, there are mellifluous prefixes,

and San and Santa are certainly more melodious than
the abbreviated St. To those who have the leisnre there

are several short trips in what may be termed the

suburbs of San Francisco, that are very enjoyable, and
on these bright December days these brief excursions

have a fascination to anyone who has an admiratiun for

the beauties which Nature has so bountifully bestowed

on California. From San Bruno to San Jose there is

scarcely a mile that does not disclose interesting features.

The whole valley, in fact, on both sides of the bay, is a
garden spot when that means ridings of soil, on the

west side there are a succession of in ignificent estates so

highly adorned by nature and art fiat it would require

a large sized volume to give adequate descriptions.

Then, too, there are grand collections of stock, and to

the fanciers of horses there is a never-ending attraction.

The farm of William Corbitt, with Guy Wilkes, Le
Grande, and as fine a lot of mares and colts as can be

found in any country. The estate of Alvinza Hayward,
which, though not so well known as some of the others,

is not only beautiful in adornments, but is also one of

the best appointed in the country. The training track

is one of the best we ever saw, and is so sheltered by sur-

rounding plantations that it is always quiet, and most of

the year in sunshine. It was there that St. Julien de-

veloped his wonderful speed, and secured the condition

which enabled him to place the "best on record" to his

credit, and there are good prospects now that there will

be many candidates for track honors, which will receive

their education on that ground. It is not far from San
Mateo to Palo Alto, with such an array of trotters and
trottiug-stock as cannot be equaled on any one place in

the world, and between Palo Alto and the bay is the

estate of H. W. Seale, with the high-sounding title which
"heads" this article. It is doubtful if two thousand

acres of more fertile soil can be found in one body even
in California. It is extremely doubtful if such a record

can be shown by any farm in the world. A few years

ago a field of nearly one hundred acres yielded an aver-

age of eighty bushels of wheat to the acre, and no matter

how dry the seasons there are never failures. The rich-

ness of the soil, and, consequently, the large returns from
farming operations have been inimical to the horse-

breeding interests of the "ranch." These occupied the

attention of the owner to such a degree that the horses

received a small share of his time, and hence the supe-

rior quality of the stock was handicapped so heavily as

to be practically out of the race. We never made a

visit to Bancho del San Francisquita that we were not

impressed with the high promise of the youngsters.

We made predictions, glowing prophesies of what they

would do in the future, and a subsequent visit

would disclose them still uneducated, roaming at their

own sweet will over the luxuriant pasture fields, big,

strong, full of flesh, active as deer, and careering under

the shade of the oaks in all the unbridled insolence of

unhampered liberty. "Too much of far greater impor-

tance to attend to," was the reply of Mr. Seale to the

queries, with the appended information that he had

been unable to secure employees in this branch of his

business who were competent; and still worse, of such

habits that they annoyed more than their services were

worth. We have not the least doubt that very many of

the colts which Mr. Seale has reared would have

equaled Overman, and very little doubt that some of

them would have excelled this great son of Elmo, had
they been as fortunate in an educator.

A finer morning than that of last Sunday could not be

imagined. The sun arose in a sky so clear that every

line of the mountains on the east side of the bay was

clearly defined. The encircling hills to the westward

were glowing in the sunshine, and the straggling red-

woods which spring from the crest, though miles dis-

tant, showed their branches in clear-cut relief against

the sky. The dew was sparkling in a myriad of crystal

globules from grass blades and leaves of the shrubbery,

and there was a harmonious quietude pervading the at-

mosphere; a typical Sabbath day, in which were lulled

all disturbing passions. There was not a shimmer even

on the surface of the bay, and when glimpses of the

water were caught through openings in the trees, it

seemed like a silver mirror polished to a brightness

that dazzled the eye. It was just the morning to saunter

about fields and paddocks; just the morning to look at

the horses as they were led out of the stable. The

youngsters were full of glee. The large paddocks gave
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tardily room enough for them to show their paces; the

bright sunlight put them on their mettle and set them to

cavorting in merry gambols. There were six weanlings

in one paddock, four Elmos, a Fallis and an Eros. We
have not the least hesitation in predicting that the Fallis

—

Accident filly and a weanling by Elmo, from a Norfolk

mare, will prove fast trotters, always provided that Mr.

Seale will take time enough from his other duties to see

that their education is properly attended to. Elmo him-

self is looking remarkably well, and there is nothing in

his appearance to indicate other than the prime of life.

His eyes bright as when we first saw him when three

years old, springy step, in good flesh, and with only a

trifle of sway in his back. When led out into the glad

sunshine he put on as many airs as any of his two or

three-year-old sons, and it was with a good deal of diffi-

culty he could be kept quiet. A magnificent horse would

be the award of the most critical judges, and he has cer-

tainly the faculty of propagating his good looks in an
eminent degree. After Elmo was shown some of the

colts were brought out of their stalls. An Elmo, three-

year-old, from a mare by Niagara, is one of the finest

colts we ever saw. A deep, rich bay, without any white

markings, nearly perfect in form, of good size and action

that is an augury of speed. A brother to Alma, also

three years old, is about as much marked with white as

his speedy sister, though, unlike her, his gait is a square

trot, and when turned into a paddock, in which is a

miniature track, he showed a rapid, clean trot and quite

fast withal. Powder and Shct are the names given to a

pair of Elmos, from the Flood mare, Norah, and a very

handsome pair they are. A high-headed, big bay year-

ling had a look about him which appeared familiar, and
though the first time we ever saw him, were correct in

guessing that it was the Anteeo—Accident colt. He was
also turned in the paddock, and gave evidence that his

•performances were likely to be on a par with his breed-

ing. A two-year-old by Elmo, from Ida May, showed
veil in the paddock. Primeta, by Primero, a two-year-

old by Elmo, her dam by The Moor, and a rangy black

ty Elmo, from Lady Comstock, by Norfolk, all deported

themselves favorably on the miniature oval. A two-

year-old by Elmo, from his daughter^*Accident, showed
that even ^incestuous coupling in horses may not result

in worthlessness, as this colt is more than ordinarily

stoutly built, with plenty of vim in his movements and
all the action that can be desired to make a fast trotter.

But Alma is not the only pacer which stands to the credit

of Elmo, as a colt by him, from a Chieftain mare, can

pace fast. In the paddock, however, his gait was a

square trot, though when harnessed he shows no disposi-

tion to attempt the "diagonal" movement, the "lateral"

being more in accordance with his inclination.

There are quite a number of good mares on the farm.

Some of them are very large, and yet without any coarse-

ness. A chestnut mare by Elmo is nearly seventeen

hands high, and not far off from that mark are Grirofle

and Girofla, by Elmo, from Lady Comstock, by Norfolk.

In fact all of the Elmo mares are of good size and of a

form that should prove valuable in the stud. Among
the other mares are a bay mare by The Moor, her dam
by Hercules; Ida May, nearly thoroughbred; Lady
Comstock, by Norfolk, her dam Mary Butte, by Belmont;

a gray mare by General Taylor, a sister in blood to the

dam of Overman; Nora, a mare that formerly belonged

to J. C. Flood, which was bought in the East and a large

price paid for her, and many others of good pedigree.

Among the horses are a gelding by "Whipple's Hamble-
tonian, his dam Revere, by imported Grlencoe, and one

of the promising ones of the country; and two pairs of

road horses which are lively enough to please anyone
who has a pencharit for going fast. The stock are look-

ing very well. Those which are running in a field,

without other food than what they pick up, are appar-

ently in as good condition as those which are stabled,

and the youngsters among these were just as ready for a

frolic as the weanlings in the sunny and grass-carpeted

paddock.

Baucho del San Francisquita was the first horse-breed

ing farm we visited in California. That was eleven

years ago, and at that time the avenue which led from

the house to Mayfield was bordered with small trees.

Now they rise to such a height on either side, that the

branches are interlocked, and when the deciduous trees

are in leaf there are only broken patches of light on the

smooth driveway. The warm rays of the December sun

came cheerfully through the denuded twigs, making a

pleasing contrast to the somberness which marked the

space shaded by the tall pines. There are plenty of na-

tive trees in the fields. Huge white oaks with their

gnarled and far-spreading branches, and live-oaks nearly

as large and clothed with dark green enameled leaves.

There was a strong temptation to prolong the stay, but

home duties were inexorable, and the 2 o'clock train

carried us rapidly towards the city. At every station it

stopped at, there was an accession to the passengers

chiefly hunters returning from an forenoon's sport; some
of them were loaded with birds, and their talk was of

shooting and dogs. There was a considerable amount of

"chaffing" indulged in at the expense of those who had
not been fortunate; though when a boy, apparently about

eighteen years old, boarded the train with so many ducks,
snipe, etc., that he was completely ladened down, bis

gun, a rusty, old-fashioned muzzle-loader, there was a
lull in that department of the conversation.
Home in time to see that the horses were all duly taken

care of for the night, and with only a little more than
twenty-four hours consumed in the trip.

Enquiries.

Scott on the Standard.

In a letter regarding some business matters received

from the artist T. J. Scott, are the following remarks on
breeding. "With limning of horses, Mr. Scott has given

a great deal of study to the principles of breeding, and
with a good deal of stubborn logic in what he advances,

he has also the faculty of presenting his views perspic-

iously. We cannot agree with him, however, in his

denunciation of the "Standard," and though there is a

good deal of humbug in some of the claims advocated

by owners of horses, which have only standard qualifi-

cations to endorse them, in the main the principle is

correct.

In thoroughbred stud books, eligibility is based on

"blood," and that blood was derived, principally, from

animals which had proved that they possessed the

desired traits. Performances are certainly valuable,

and in making them the foundation of trotting pedi-

grees, the course is proper. It is also manifest that

there should be other grounds than performances, espe-

cially when these are only shown by distant rela-

tives, and that form, disposition and other things be taken

into consideration:

"I don't know as I can say anything to you of interest in
racing matters, unless it is to say that for breeding race-

horses, you must cross out to imported blood, or inbreed
to have double crosses of Boston, or, better still, Lexington
blood, ( Farfe Avalon, broken down long ago, Jim Douglas,
East Lynne), and that Boston and Lexington are the only
known strains that will stand this method of inbreeding; or
where inbreeding leads to the same result as outcrossing to

imported blood, A 1 performer. It is a parados: inbreeding
produces the eame result as out-crossing.

At Washington I met Turner, Philips, Weeks and other
trottiDg trainers, and was surprised to see them with such
an indifferently good class of trotters, and outside of the colt

racers, first-class trotters have been few to show up this sea-

son. The attempt to make a corner on blood, the adoption
of a "standard" of trotting blood, is already beginning to tell.

Its continuance among breeders will send trotting horses
back to 2:40 again; at least it would if people adhered wholly
to "standard bred" trotting parentage. The worst blunder
the trotting horse breeders have yet made, since attempting
systematic breeding of trotting horses, has been this attempt
at a corner on blood and the acceptance of this intricate

piece of shenanigan embraced under the style and title of
' 'standard bred trotting blood." Before fifteen years, those
living who have lent their names and influence to such a

consumate piece of nonsense, will be ashamed of the whole
business and abandon the "standard." But two results can
follow a system of breeding, improvement or retrogression,

and reversion and mediocrity are much moTe rapidly pro-

duced than superior excellence, that can only follow breed-

ing up."

Stakes Coney Island Jockey Club.

"We have received a lot of entry blanks for the stakes

of the Coney Island Jockey Club, which close on the 1st

of January next, for dissemination among those who
desire to make nominations. The blanks are put up in

the most artistic manner, the covers showing colored

pictures which are well worthy of preservation. Of

more importance, however, to the owners of horses are

the list of stakes; nineteen for the June meeting 1886,

and five for the Autumn meeting of the same year.

There will be other stakes opened for the Autumn meet-
ing, which will close on Aug. 5th.

There is a stake to close January 1st next, which is of

vast importance to California breeders. It is aptly

named the Futurity Stakes, a produce stake for

mares which have been bred in 1885, to be run at the

Autumn meeting of 1888; three-quarters of a mile, with
penalties and allowances. All the risk taken is the

nominating fee of $25, with no further liability up to

July 15, 1887. The following is the estimated value:

Subscription of mares $ 8,000

Subscription of produce 7,5(0

Starters 4,500

Added money 10,000

Total $30,000

The second is to receive £2,000 of the added money,
and 30 per cent, of the s"tarting money; the third, $1,000
and 20 per cent, of added money.

These inducements should secure a nomination of

every well-bred mare in the State, the risk being so

small in comparison with the reward. Early colt3 can
be galloped in this State so as to get a line before the

15th of July, when the subscription becomes due on the

produce, and at all events, $75 will cover all up to the

time of starting. With such a number of mares engaged
as ought to be the quota of California, we will have the

utmost confidence that this grand stake will be won by
a colt bred on this side of the continent.

Since the advertisement first appeared, last week, the
Club has added five stakes; three for two-year-olds, and
two for three-year-olds, to be run during the Autumn
meeting of 1880, to close with the others Jan. 1st. They
will be found as an addition to the announcement in our
advertising department.

Editor Breeder and Sportsmax—Dear Sir: Please in-
form me what will be the cost of a pair of "tips," of the latest
and best pattern, for track or speed horses; and further,
would you advise the use of same style of tips for bindfeet
as used on forefeet, or do you use full shoes on hindfeet?
An early reply will very much oblige,

Yours very respectfully, Frank O'Brien.
Columbus, Indiana, Dec. 7, 18S5.

Inasmuch as we have received several inquiries of like

tenor to the above, the answer is given in this depart-
ment. Before tips can be made for any specified animal
it is necessary to send an outline of the foot. Although
there is less difference in the shapes of the feet of horses

where tips cover, than in the posterior portion of the
foot, it is important that they should be properly fitted.

We use several patterns. The ordinary tip is easily

made, and any blacksmith should be able to fashion it

properly. An arc of a circle of about 120 degrees, say
from one-half to three-quarters of an inch in width,

either flat or concaved on the ground surface, level, and
as true as possible on the foot surface. The thickness

should be nearly uniform; a trifle heavier at the toe, the

back part perfectly square, so as to fit the shoulder cut

into the foot. The proper setting is the great trouble,

and it is nearly impossible to get an ordinary smith to do
it correctly. Briefly, it may be described as cutting

away so much of the horn and no more, than is replaced

by the metal, taking the utmost pains to cut the notch

truly, and having the shoulders for the ends of the tips,

to rest against exact, so that there will be perfect union.

And, by the way, Richard B. Corcoran, of Fort Custer,

Montana, has obtained a patent for a ' 'countersunk

horseshoe, extending backward from the toe portion of

the hoof, only a portion of the length of said hoof, etc,'*

and in others of his specifications using nearly the same
language as we have so frequently employed. His claim

was filed June 17, 1SS5, and inasmuch as we not only

described the same thing in words, but also published

illustrations of the manner of setting years ago, his

patent is not worth the parchment it is printed upon.

He may impose on people who are ignorant of the pub-

licity which the "system" has been given, though after

the many discussions and articles in various papers, it is

a thousand to one that Mr. Corcoran was aware of prior-

ity of claim. In order to guard against the danger of

people being restricted from using tips, set after our

method, we will communicate with the Commissioner of

patents and have the letters revoked, if that can be done;

but if not, a court of law would throw out his claims on

presentation of one hundredth part of the testimony that

could be produced. The patterns we use are so varied

that it will be necessary to give drawings.

This will be done in the history of Antevolo

and others which will appear in the next volume of the

Breeder and Sportsman. Since the publication of "Tips

and Toe-weights," we have tried several new shapes and

we think made improvements. One of these is a differ-

ent form at the ends. The former practice was to cut

them off square, now they are given an angle of about

45 degrees, a mitre, as carpenters would call it. The
object of this is to aid the rear nails in holding the tip

in place. Owing to having the quarters unfettered,

there is so much expansion and contraction that the end

nails become cvystalized and break. The pointed end

is cut into the horn, so that the wall comes on the out-

side of it, permitting the nails to be driven nearer the

toe, and while the expansion is not hindered there is

additional retaining power. With an instrument that

will cut away only so much of the horn, as is replaced

by metal, accurately, this difficulty will be entirely ob-

viated. Colonel Hutchinson, on being told of this diffi-

culty, kindly promised to send us the knife which is

used in England to prepare the foot for the Charlier shoe,

and with the exception of cutting the end, this instru-

ment will probably answer. We have experimented

some with a machine, the joint invention of Rcinhard

Hoppe and oursr-lf, and have now a great deal of faith

in its adaptability. The only difficulty was in the

clamps which held it to the foot, and Mr. Hoppe thinkg

he has overcome that. With this machine perfected

and tips made absolutely exact, all that will be neces-

sary for any one of ordinary mechanical skill will be to

acquire the art of driving the nails, to do the work w.-ll.

With the nail-holes punched so as to start the point of

the nail from the inside of the wall, it is easy to acquire

the knack of driving, and with nails which we have
secured a patent for, the job will be simplified. The
hind tip has a different shape from those used on the

front feet. The inside is left bare to within a short dis-

tance of the centre of the toe; the outside is covered to

within an inch and a half of the heel. In the articles

we will give the reasons for the difference, as well as

cuts showing the form.

An accident that befell our forms through the breaking of a

cut, has made it ueceasary to "double" some adveitUeweuts

in a part of oor edition this week. Printers all nudeist nd
how such catastrophies invariably come at the last rro 9

when there is no time to methodically repair the damage, and

makeshifts must be employed.
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J. E. MILLER, General Managei

'he American Clay Bird.
Every Jird isaSuiv Flyer. Kain or Dampness BToesNo Af cct Tliem.

Flit's More Like tUe Natural Bird.

Is O.ic-lmM Cheaper than Any Other Target.

FOE 'ALE BY ALL GUN DEALEUS. Ask to see the American Clay Birl and Trap.

?he American Clay Bird Company,
•>'hih si ice a «l<»lenway Avenue, Cincinnati, Oh

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS,

f 1 6 Montgomery Street, Sao Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PA1X TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Comities ol
the State.

REFERENCES.
3. S. Carey, Sacramento. J. B. Carr, Salinas.
R. P. Sargent, Gilroy. John Bogqs, Colusa.

P. A. Finigan, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, nutahlv those of Messrs. Whip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Co utts, Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business in-
trusted to our care. Sales will he made in all cities

and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to
those so successfully held at the East. We will he
pleased to entei into correspondence with parties de-
siring to paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions
will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.
Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-
tion.

KILLIP A CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

John A. McKerron,

FAIRLAWN
S T O CK FA R M .

announcement for Fall of 1885.

MANUFACTURER OF

27 Brood-Mares

C F F E R E D

and 170 Head of Young
Trotters. .

AT PRIVATE SALE

Important

Notice.

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOE CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230& 232 Ellis St., opp.Fashion Stable, San Francisco

Clydesdale Horses!

Arrived Ex Australian Steamer
FOURTEEN HEAD THOROUGHBRED CLYDEf-

DALE HORSES and Mares, imported by Thomas
lirooklesn. Can be seen at Bay.. District Track.

FOR SALE BY

KILLIP & CO.,

rive Stock and General Auctioneers, 11G
Montgonicy St, Sau Francisco.

Notice.
Hedbebt H. Brown, M.P. I Geo. H. Holmes,
Nugent W. Brown, | 0. Bruce Lowe.

TKAniNG AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.
STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,

Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders iu
America to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of Btock from America; or act as Agents
for California firms.
References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Esq.,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.
BROWN ISKOS. .V CO.,

Wright, Heaton'a Buildings,
Pitt Street, Sydney,

New South Wales.

Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that ro

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
A i 3 offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and up to the last of January,
1886. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-
lli, ved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven brood-mares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of siallions they were bred to in 1S85, and dates of service, has been
pi i nted, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
oi oortunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

C'i usisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR SALE AT FAIRLAWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

f - ck has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

Y< UNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CLASS, STANDARD-BRED TROTTING STOCK

I l* breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

r TTr7. mVTrl1
. PPTiYfi1

, PT. A "NT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
. XXXJ VX^JXJ 1 IllUU X XJ±X±\ price of every animalfor sale is printed in the
c: alogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

p: ;sent in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to
t- i descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares and Catalogues for 18S5, or further information, address

i will have on consignment from the Eastern States

in six weeks a selected lot of yearling Durham Bulls,

Southdown and Oxford sheep. Parties desiring any
live stock of any breed or age cau have them come at
Same time by giving me two oi three week's notice.

Prices moderate for first-class stock.

ROLLIN P. SAXE,
Importer, Exporter and Commission

Merchant.

63f> Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Euss House, S. E.

I ck Box 399. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

CYNTHIANA

Horse Boots.
Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J. Fennell's Cythiana Boots.
Winch are now in use hv ALL the principal Breeders
and. Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer them at low prices, and from their superior fit-
ting qualities and the excellent materials need they are
pronouneed by experts the cheapest boots made.

J. okam:, 769 Market St*

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlery
Hoods of all kinds.

FOR SALE.
rnHOROTJGHBRED GORDON SETTER DOG, FLF-
-L teen months old. Apply to \0. Herz, Humboldf
Hotel, F fteenth street, City.

A MTCn LAMES AND GENTLEMEN who
#%I1 ] Hlw-iMhtoraBkeipa lo#4nrlny cttHllyatthoir

Upon receipt of price will forward by mail or express or will send by express, O. D., with privilege
xamination. No. I, nickel, S3; No. 2, ex. nickel, Si; No. 3,'half silver, ororoide, $5; (No. 4, full silver
oroide, SC. For sale by all dealers in harness and saddlery, and by the Proprietor and Manufacturer.

In Ordering Give Wiiltli of Moulli, Measuring From Ontsitle oi Clieek

HARRY LOWE,
MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

U Persons are Cautioned to Beware of Infringements, Imitations, or Falsely
med Improvements of tuls Bit. Look for Name anil Date of Patent on eacb

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable
priceB, at my stock-farm, Oak Grove, San Mateo Co.,
a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelve,
months old, bred from the beBt strains of Premium
ptock, which I import yearly-from England direot
APP'y t0 Wm. coi bit (.

218 California St.,

San Francisco.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Bruce & Brien have established a general

Live Stock and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Park
Row, New York city. They are prepared to pur-
chase or sell live stock of all kinds, including cattle,
Bhcep, bogs, dogs, stable outfits, or anything either
useful or ornamental. We have on hand a number
of in'r-t-rl.i-:s horses, ready to race; steeplechasers,
broodinareB, stallions, yearlings and weanlings, of
the best and most desirable strains for sale; also
trc iters and pacers of standard blood. Send stamp
for catalogue.

BRUCE & BRUSH,
41 Pafk Row, New York City,

P.O. Box 633,
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HEKD AND SWINE.
How to Select Cows.

The student of Guenon will 6nd that he was a great master
of tbe art of judging stock, and that he did not judge by one
point alone; for many years he had been becoming proficient

as a judge from several indications, and when he had trained
himself to be a very excellent judge, this knowledge enabled
him to discover and discern another outward symbol, which,
by long practice, he eventually found could be classified into
a system, for he found that these outward marks almost in-
variably coincided with what a combination of other points
would lead him to expect Thus he could accuratelyjudge
every cow, or nearly every cow, as to the quantity of milk
to be expected from her, as to the quality of that milk, and
how continuous a milker she would be. Of course, these
points would be affected by the care and feed of the animals,
which would also affect the breeding properties.
The most important preliminary point of judging the qual-

ity of an animal must be its constitution and its health, for
this will give it the ability to do what is expected of it. With-
out this foundation, it will not have the ability to do, nor to
do it long. Health is maintained by proper care, regular
feeding, good food, and cleanly and well ventilated stables.
With all these points combining, the health will be as well
insured as the carrying out of these rules in the human sys-
tem, and the more so, that the animal is not allowed to over-
feed and indulge whimsical and pampered appetites, and thus
clog its system.

With, health assured, the wonderful compound piece of
natural machinery works true, and for a specified object.
The food is properly assimilated and converted; the pores are
opened, and all effete matter is cast off, the animal taking
just sufficient exercise to maintain its health, and ruminating
most of the time, converts its food, the pure air and
water into a profitable product.
With such a cow, of right conformation, and in a fine state

of health, the product will be of the most superior character
and ample. The skin performing its functions properly, will

be mellow and rich, and possess more or less that peculiar
golden or saffron hue, and that unctuous feeling that de-

lights the hand of the expert, be he dairyman or butcher.
Naturally, too, will follow the fineness and softness of the
hair, for the oleaginous matter pervading the skiu, tills and
softens the hair; and as in warm and temperate climates, a heavy
coating of long and mostly of coarse hair • is not needed to

shield the animal, in these breeds from uniformly temperate
climates the hair will be found short and soft, and oftentimes
silky or furry, according to the changes of temperature in the
climate in which its lot is cast. Thus it follows that, as a
rule, where the hair is long and coarse, the butyraceous pro-
perty we setk is wanting, and the skin will be thick, and
often lined with a heavy tissue, which shields and protects

the animal, but diminishes the yield of her product. Such
animals may be excellent breeders, for as their young, by
nature, do not require much, or for a long time, they yield
quite enough for the purpose.
Thus we see four points of Gnenon's system are easily

judged, and the more easily as practice perfects the judge's
abilities; these are the healthy and proper conformation, the
skin, the hah, and these are affected by the health and the
climate. Let the tyro pass through his herd, of which he
should know the yield of every one, and practice handling
them to acquire the knowledge of the richness or poorness of
the quality of the skin, and the softness and silkiness of the
hair; if these are perfect, the skin will be very mellow, slip-

ping easily under the pressure or pinching of the fingers; it

will be a happy medium between what is called a paper skin,

and a thick hide; the hair should be preferably short, and in
any case be soft, silky or furry, and free from any harshness
or wiryness. After feeling a first-rate animal, the hand is

usually greasy, or feeling as if it had been rubbed over fine

soap, from the oleaginous exudations of the skin.
I supplement these points by others which I have practiced

for years. I like to handle the flank skin, for being near the
udder, it partakes more fully of the character of it and its

surroundings. Grasp it gently in the hand, the four fingers

on the inside, and the thumb on the outside of this flank
skin; bend the four fingers down, and at the same time press-

ing and pushing the thumb up, this will turn out to view the
inside of this flank skin; by the sight and the feel of this, the
judge will get the best and most accurate value of the quality
of the skin, for if it is thin, very soft—softer than a kid glove,

free from bunch hair, and of a very rich yellow or nankeen
color, and very unctuous or oleaginous feeling to the hand,
it is a very strong point in favor of the ricb quality of the
animal. The rolling ridge of skin which this action presents
to view, will show better the grain and color of the skin, and
in the most important part of the animal, whether cow or
bull. Just while here at this point, the judge may feel the
texture of the udder, and the size and shape of the so-called

milk-veins.
Next we proceed to examine a fatty protuberance under and

near the end of the lower jaw. Kecollections of our child-

hood recall how we children used to hold the buttercup
glistening with its glazed golden yellow under the chins of

one another, tbe reflected gold proving whether we loved
butter or not. Ho with this fatty, fleshy protuberance, my
observations for many years have proved to me that where
this protuberance is very fnll, very soft, and especially if very
yellow, and so large as to be divided into two parts by a line

of indenture, then that cow is more likely to be a rich butter
cow.
Now let us examine the rear portion of the animal which is

covered by the escutcheon, "the sole indicator of the inter-

nal capacity of the udder." If this is large, covered with
fine, short hair, and as near to no hair at all as can be; and
if the skin within its outlines, say from the inner joining of

the thighs quite up to the vulva, is of that peculiar yellowish
color called nankeen; and this skin is soft, thin, and of a

rich, greasy feeling; and if, on scratching the skin on the

perioasum, or the portion between the vulva and the udder
proper, the nail dislodges little scales of a fatty substance
called dandruff—then we feel convinced that we are hand-
ling a cow rich in butyraceous qualities. If this same dan-
druff appears in large yellow, fatty scales on the end of the

tail, it is another confirmatory point for quality. The in-

terior of tte ears in such a cow will most likely show a gTeat

exuberance of the richest yellow greasy coler. The horns
will most probably be fine, of that waxy, semi-translucent

appearance, and amber shade of color, which we most like to

Bee, especially if the horn is small—notflaring, hut rather in-

curved, and yellow at the base; few really good cows have
the chalky white horns, rough, thick at the base, large, and
wide spreading and curving backward. Around the eyes the

rim will have; a rich saffron shade of color, and around the

muzzle a rim of richness too. The hoofs will most gener-

ally have a bright healthy look, and be of yellow or amber

color, which usually accompanies rich quality, especially in
those breeds noted for their dairy quality, notably the Guern-
sey, the richest of allbreeds.

With a careful observance of these points, the acquiring of
a proper feel or handling of the animal, and by making some
tests to learn how many quarts of milk it takes to make a
pound of butter from his richest cow compared with his
poorest, the tyro will finally be enablel to tell exactly how
many pounds of butter any cow will make. The rule to do
this is to acquire the knowledge of the yield of any cow,
through Guenon's rules, and then with a knowledge of how
many quarts the animal yield-3, and of how many quarts of
such milk it takes to make a pound of butter, anyone cannot
only tell how many quarts a cow will give and how long she
will give it, but how many pounds of butter she will make.
For instance, upon examination of a cow, we see that she
will yield sixteen quarts per day, and that practice, experience
and close observation have convinced you that eight quarts
of that cow's milk will make a pound of butter; then, of
course, she will yield from the milk she gives two pounds of
butter per day, which would be fourteen pounds per week;
and this she will do, as her points indicate, if she is properly
fed and cared for.

As the udder is the receptacle from which this goodness is

to come, we must examine this carefully to see that it is of
the proper full shape in each quarter, nearly round in the
lower portion, extending high and full behind, with as little

hair upon it as we can get, but with a soft, ricn, mellow skin,
as near of a deep rich yellow as we see in Guernseys, well
marked with large veins, one of the most indubitable signs
of a long-milking cow, the teats of a good size and of golden
hue.
The milk veins, too, should be examined, though properly

so for quantity; yet. as we must know what number of quarts
the cow will yield, before we can tell how many pounds of
butter she will make, we should pay attention to these, for
while not indubitable indicators, they are, when viewed with
other points, very reliable. They should be large, promi-
nent, tortuous, zig-zag and knotty. Sometimes in fat cows
they are not easily seen but may be felt.

Another point we like very much, though mainly for quan-
tity; however, as it is a point indicative of coarseness or
otherwise, it has much effect in judging for quality. In all

bovine animals the hair is parted on the back by a quirl in
the hair; this quirl we want to find as near the center of the
length of the back between the forehead and the root of the
tail; we want it small and not conspicuous; we prefer it of
short, fine hair. The farther forward it is, the coarser and
larger and more conspicuous it is, the hair being long, and
either standing up or flaming out in a flat, fan-like bunch;
sometimes there appear two of these coarse bunch-like quirls,
well forward on the shoulders or even on the neck; in such
cases the animal will usually be coarse and thick in the
shoulders, the hair will be plenty and erect on the thickish
neck, and usually a beefish tendency throughout the whole
animal will be shown. If with these coarse indications she
should give a good quantity of milk, it will be of a poor qual-
ity, and will not hold oat continuously for any length
of time. The development is heaviest and largest in the for-

ward half of the animal, instead of in the latter half as both
milkers and butchers prefer; the one because the lacteal fluid
is greatest where the hinder developments are largest, and
the other because there is less ofial or cheaper class of meat
to be sold at lowest prices. Thus, if the quirl is of short, tine
hair, and near the centre of the length of the back, it is a

good point for quantity and qnality.
The points for judging the bull, the quality likely to be

inherited by his get, and such as likely to improve the get of
any cow, are nearly the same as in the cow. His conforma-
tion and health must he right; his skin of medium thickness,
rich, yellow, and oleaginous; his flank skin thin, full, soft

and rich; his thighs thin; his bones fine; his head small and
neat; his horns small, rich and incurving; the yellow show-
ing round his eyes, in his ears, over the shoulders where
there is any hair, on the flanks, around the root of the taiL

and at the end of the tail; on his escutcheon, which too must
be large, clearly defined, free from defects and uniform in
its proportions; oleaginous and soft inside the thighs and
around the testicles, with large long teats. The hair too
must be very short, soft and silky, and glisten as if oiled,

after he has been brushed, for no currycomb ever should be
used on him.— Willis P. Hazard in Country Gentleman.

Drying off Cows.

The loss of a teat so impairs the usefulness of a cow that it

seldom pays to retain one in the dairy after she has met with
such a misfortune, so that such an accident is pretty nearly
equivalent to dropping a cow out of the herd. It is an im-
portant item, therefore, in the economy of dairy farming to

see to it thatBuch occurrences should be avoided as far as
possible. No human foresight is clear enough or watchful
enough to guard against an occasional accident of this kind,
but most of the numerous mishups which spoil the teats of

cows can be avoided by proper care. Ninety percent, of the
spoiled udders are destroyed by bad management in drying
off cows at the close of the milking season. When they are
giving so little milk that it is no: deemed advisable to milk
regularly to save it, they are prel.y apt to be neglected and to

go so long between milkings a^ to induce inflammation in
one or more quarters of the uduer, and when inflammation
is once established there, it is a pretty difficult matter to

counteract it. The milk thickens in the reservoirs of the
udder, and as the curd cannot pass out through the small
tubes leading into the teats, it remains there to irritate and
keep up inflammation until the purtof the ndder involved is

spoiled beyond remedy. Milk should, therefore, be drawn
often enough to keep the bag liinpsy and cool. The time
between milkings may be more and more extended, but the
watchfulness should be constant, and at the first indication
of any extra warmth or thickening of any part of the bag, the
milking had better be done daily, or twice or thrice daily,

until all danger from an accumulation is past. Attention to

nu detail in the management of a herd is more essential than
this item of care in drying off cows at the close of the milking
season. Inflammation to any extent ought to be prevented
if possible, for if it is not severe enough to ruin any part of
the udder entirely, it always impairs the activity of the in-

flamed part for the following season. A lack of proper care
in this matter is often the mysterious cause which makes
cows vary in their messes in different seasons, when food and
other surroundings seem equally favorable. Better by far to

keep up milking until the next calf is dropped than to allow
any feverishuess or swelling of the udder to occur from an
accumulation of retained milk.

—

Live Stock Journal.

Eeep an account with your ;' rm, charging it with every
dollar spent for it, and crediting with every dollnr received
from it. You will thus know i >w much profit you have
realized from it.

—

Cincinnati To s.

Pacts for Farmers.

As blue grass sod improves with age it iB perhaps tbe most
valuable grass for permanent pasture.

According to the "Medical World" every farmer wears out
on an average, two wives und a half in his lifetime.

A new system of drying lumber by suirouudicg it with
common salt, is just now attracting attention. Ihe peculiar
power of salt for absorbing moisture is welt known.—Phila-
delphia Press.

The Germantown Teleyravh says that the great family tree
should always be the pear tree. It will bear fruit every year.
It will outlive the "oldest inhabitant," and keep the familv
well supplied with luscious fruit.

In purchasing stock sheep, too much care cannot be exer-
cised in being fully satisfied that the animals are not infected
with scab or foot-rot, and thus introduce these diseases into
healthy flocks, remarks the Sheep Breeder. This applies par-
ticularly to sheep purchased in the great live stock markets
as they have been exposed to infection on the cars.

As well drink the water from a filthy barn-yard pool as to
allow a cow to drink it and then use her milk. Whatever
impurities may be in the water are taken up by the system of
the cow and are given off in her milk, and pass off into the
system of the human consumer. Owners of cows, then,
should be very careful to allow them only pure water to
drink, and it is just as important that their tood be pure and
wholesome also.

—

Chicago 'J ribune.

The best permanent whitewash for outside use, and one
that will not rub off from inside walls, is made as follows:
Slack forty pounds of lime in half a barrel of boiling water;
keep it covered; then strain it and add u peck of hult, dis-
solved in hot water; thiee pounds of ground rice boiled
to a thin paste, half a pound of Spanish white, and a pound
of clean glue dissolved in hot water. Stir all thoroughly to-
gether, leave it for a week and then use it hot.—Albany
Journal.

Advice to Berkshire Breeders.

Much has been said and written of the Berkshire hog, the
superior beantyof his form andmarkings, the excellence of his
flesh, his strong constitution, great feeding capacity, and
unrivalled power of making improvement in most other
breeds when crossed upon them.
Yet there is one point his admirers fail to mention when

asked bj those about to engage in hog raising, why Berk-
shires should be preferred to any other swine. It is this:
The Berkshire as a breed requires at this day less adver-
tising than any other hog. He is so well known and his
good qualities so fully appreciated that about all a begin-
ner feels called on to do, in the way of advertising, is to
announce himself as a breeder of recorded Berkshire swine.
Many in doing this strike the flood tide of fortune; but sad
to say in their prosperity they never seem to think of their
indebtedness to the live-stock and agricultural papers that are
constantly keeping before the public the merits of imported
stock.

The breeders of Berkshires are as a whole depending
entirely too much on the established reputation of the breed.
Individually they do not advertise as freely as they should,
neither do they till the pens at the fairs and fat-stock shows
as they might. They seem blinded to their own interests in
this regard, and but for what the grand old Berkshire is abla
to say for himself the breed would soon be run out of the
country by younger and more clamorous claimants for pub-
lic favor.

Come, ye breeders of pure-bred Berkshire swine, adver-
tise your herds and let the people know more particularly
what you have. You may be doing well without advertising,
but would do much better with it, as inquiries for well-bred
stock would then be addressed to you instead of to the pub-
lishers and editors o^newspapers.—PAiJ. Ihrifton, in Breeders'
Gazette.

Curing: Pork.

To an inquiry in the Mural New Yorker for best method of
pickling pork and curing hams and shoulders, Col. F. D.
Curtis replies as follows:
"To make a pickle for bacon, hams and shoulders: For

100 pounds of meat use six pounds of the best salt, four
ounces^ of saltpetre, and five pounds of brown sugar. Pack
the meat snugly in a sweet cask and cover with this pickle.
The same ingredients may be mixed together and rubbed on
the flesh side of the meat. The meat must be piled together
and rubbed every other day with the mixture until it is all
absorbed. In three weeks smoke the dry salted, and in six
weeks that in the pickle. Smoke until it is colored a light
or dark chestnut, according to taste. Use hard wood or corn
cobs to make the smoke. Dry-saltiug is the most economical
and is just as good, if well done, as curing in the pickle.
Meat cured by this recipe is ready for cooking without fresh-
ening. If the hams and bacon are to he kept a long time,
add one pound more of salt. If a sweet taste is to be desired!
use more sugar. Molasses does just as well; The animal
heat should be thoroughly out of the meat before curing is
attempted, and great care should be taken that there is no
frost in the meat."
He does not state how much water should be used in mak-

ing the pickle as above given, but enough should be used to
cover completely the meat, when closely packed in a barrel
or tub.

Parties not unfrequently offer stock for sale, but fail to
advertise it. The reason in most cases is that they do not
believe it will pay the expense. The public are quick to
accept the owner's estimate and put a corresponding value on
his offering. As a rule the owner over-estimates the value of
his property. When that fact is considered, and the further
fact that in judgment it will not pay the expense of ordinary
advertising, you may well conclude that such a sale is a kind
of grab-bag business, where, however much you pay, yon
are not likely to get out anything of value.

Do you realize, neighbor, that your male hog is half your
herd of brood stock? An inferior male has as much influence
on the feeding, growing and fattening qualities of each and
every pig you rnise, as the mother of those pigs. A first class
male is as much more value to you than a first class sow, as
tbat one sow is compared to the number of sows you keep.
He represents hif your herd, and when a good thorough-
bred male can b- had at from $15 to $25, you cannot afford
to use a scrub.
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At the Board of Review.

In a cheerful suite of rooms on the ground floor of the

Filth Avenue Hotel I found that angast body which meets

twice a year to settle the differences arising between members

of the National Association und their patrons, the owners

and drivers; also to punish any infringements of the rules.

At the head of the table sits a thin, spare, sniuoth shaven,

wide awake man of tbe Southern type. Eren when talking

on common place subjects one can plainly see he is a man
of nu ordinary ability, and later on I discover that you

might as well try to turn a river from its course as to make

him swerve an inch from the path of fair play. From his

activity ol body and mind a person would not think that the

allotted three score years and ten had passed over his head,

but the first remark I heard him make was "I'm within ten

days of seventy-three years old." Such is Judge Grant, the

honoied President of the National Trotting Association, who
came all the way from California to preside at this meeting.

Promptly on the hour he calls the meeting to order and

then Secretary Thomas J. Vail arises as erect anrt punctilious

as when he succeeded Mr. Longstreet some tea years ago.

He is a man nf system, and neither work .nor explanations of

it has any terrors for him. A pale faced, elderly man, with

beard and whiskers almost white, is the secretary. At Mr.

Vail's left band sits a rapid stenographer, and at his right is

his faithful factotum George.

After recording the members of the Board present, the

foulness proceeds. I may give our readers a few of my ob-

servations. The quiet-looking, closely-built man, apparently

engrossed in his own thoughts, is Gen. W. S. Tilton, Vice-

President of the Board. The representative members
authorized to vote at the meeting are Messrs. Shepard, Bon-

ner, Paine andBlake. Mr. Blake is the youngest of the quar-

tette. He is a Western lawyer, with a pleasant face, a Jone-

sonian mustache, and his manner shows that he is keenly

alive to all that is going on. His confrere, Mr. M. J. Paine,

looks like an educated business man, with a taste for debate

and a faculty of getting at the bottom of things. Mr. John
Shepard is the tallest man at the Board in point of stature,

and a most jovial gentleman, nothing stern or cynical about

him, in fact, one that would go quite a distance to serve a

friend. Nest to him is a fresh, fair-cornplexioued man of

regular features, displaying a mixture of good nature and de-

cision, well built, just above medium size, and in the prime
of life, Mr. David Bonner, known to all horsemen for his

general intelligence and thorough knowledge of all that per-

tains to breeding, rearing and managing the trotting horse.

I must not forget that Mr. George Sturges, an old and re-

spected member of the Atlantic Board, and a great friend of

Secretary Vail's, came over from Philadelphia, and sat with
the members appointed to serve at this session. Althoughhe
is bordering on four score years, his foot is not by any meauB
an the grave.— Veritas,

An Experience With Tips.

]

The Alta and Volante Matter-

The proposition of Mr. Allen to match Alta against Vo-
lante, which appeared in these columns a few weeks since,

was brought out by an article, evidently written under a mis-
apprehension of the facts, in the New York Sportsman.
Tbat paper in a recent issue makes the following editoral

explanation:

At the time the original challenge was issued, the Sports-

man, in its "Echoes of the Bay," commented on the fact of

Alta's departure for home, after Mr. Baldwin had signified to

; a Louisville correspondent of a New York paper, his willing-

ness to make the proposed match at Baltimore, Washington
• or San Francisco. Our remarks on the matter were dictated,

not with a view of belittling the reputation of Alta, the son
of Norfolk having run well on several occasions, this year,

"but simply to note the apparent inconsistency between the
hold challenge and the sequel, assuming that Mr. Baldwin's
acceptance of the proposed terms were official. Mr. Allen's

telegram to Covington, however, and the reply of Oct. 5th,
in which it is stated that "Baldwin will not make the match,"
is after the time when the owner of Volante claimed he would
run Alta on the proposed terms, and certainly seemed to set-

tle the matter, for the time being at least, and leaves Alta
with the best of it, both on the track and on paper. After
this the fact that the stable had no engagements at the
Southern meetings was good reason why Alta and his stable
companions should have been sent home, as their trainer
very justly claims.
The latest challenge of trainer Allen is plain and concise,

and while it is doubtful if the match will be run, as Volante
was suffering badly from innuenzaattheSouther.i Fall meet-
ings last month, none can now accuse the Alta party of
"dodging" the issue under existing circumstances as men-
tioned. Both colts are good ones, and together with Hidalgo,
the Black Spaniard of the Rancho del Paso,and Tyrant, have
made a mark in Eastern turf circles this year that will not
easily be effaced.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Much of unfairness

been published on the subject of tips and toe weights,

though nothing new under th« sun could be discovered about

i* horse's foot ! The man who thinks he holds a patent to all

the knowledge about a horse's foot is a goose. I don't know
much, but there is a little that I do know. I have a mare
that got lame in one of her front feet. First she picked up a

nail; after that came a bad quarter-crack that made her lame

off and on for a year. It was plated and bar shoed after the

usual fashion in such cases, and she was in use most of the

time. When it recovered she turned up lame in the other

forefoot. All the "smiths" failed to find the trouble. The
"Vet" said "contracted feet," which I fancy was correct. I

tried shoeing to help it, but no relief. I bred the mare and
tamed her out a year, got her up and used her again. She
went lame in two weeks, and for two years was lame off and
on, and grew worse. I bred her and turned her out for two

years, and then got her up for work again. She went
lame again in two weeks. I had the shoes taken off

and tips put on, and in two weeks she quit showing
signs of lameness. She wore out three sets of tips

with no return of the lameness. I went back to shoes by the

advice of niy shoer. She went lame again in the third set.

I had the tips set on again and she went down the cobbled

streets of Sacramento from the shop with a step as free from
sign of lameness as a colt. Much of the time while she has
been lame she would not show it when in harness, but when
turned loose would limp. I cannot say tbat she will never
limp again, but I think it will be in tips if she does at all. I
have not had much practical knowledge of tips and toe

weights, but the man who first proclaimed that the world was
round was persecuted as a crank. I do not say that I believe

every horse can go faster in tips than in shoes, bat with the

results of their use on Anteeo and Antevolo anyone can see

that they have been remarkable appliances for colts while the

foot was growing. I have a yearling that has been worked
in tips, and I bear many people remark that she has fine

feet. The watch shows thai, she has speed enough to satisfy

anyone. As to tender-footed horses, from contraction, I would
undertake to cure them in tips with daily use, rather than
rest with any other appliance; this is my experience.

Sacramento, Dec. 14. G, W. H.

Decision on a Bet.

The Living Sons of Pilot, Jr.

Amenities of the Road.

A volume could be written about the courtesies of the
road. There are written laws which govern driving, and
there are also unwritten laws and courtesies, which are far
more numerous, aud which, when put in practice, are a great
preventive to accidents, and make road-riding more safe
aud pleasant. The law says, when meeting other vehicles,
"Go to the right" Even this plain injunction is often dis-
obeyed, and you frequently see what roadmen call "English
drivers," i.e., those who, in meeting other vehicles, go to the
left. This kind of driver is a teirorto the ordinay roadman,
and we have frequently seen a great many serious accidents
occur when some of tbese gentry appear on the road. One
of the most annoying things to encounter is a driver who
"cuts in" on you in passing when going at a slow gait, caus-
ing your horse to be sent off to the side of the road, and often
scraping his legs and shoulder in a serious way. Then there
is the coachman who has instructions from his mistress to
sit bolt upright on his box at all times, and never look to the
right or left. This fellow turns his carriage around on a
crowded road and brings up "everything standing." Hearty
curses from all sides greet him, but of course 'his instructions
must be carried out even if serious accidents occur. There
are lots of people who, when driving, seem to be strongly im-
pressed with the idea that they alone are on the road, as it

were, and drive accordingly. Is there a reason why one
accustomed to driving Bhould not be as polite in the park or
on the road as in a drawing-room? And we would" say to
those who do not know how to drive, "Stay at home. You
hp-'e no business to attempt wrhat you do not know anything
about, thereby endangering other people's lives." It is some-
what singular that, with the crowded roads, numerous poor
(i. c, dangerous) drivers, and often total disregard of decency
^:bown by many, it is safe to drive at all.

Last Fall Kichard Allardt of Minneapolis bet a mare, wagon,
harness, etc., against $350 put up by Lessor Franklin on the
national election, Allardt Letting on Blaine's election. G.
T. Farrington held the stakes, aud to get the bet in perfect

form Allardt made out a bill of sale of his team and outfit to

Farrington, and Franklin made his note to Farrington for

$350. When it was known that Cleveland was elected, Frank-
lin and Farrington took the property from the stable where
it had been kept. Allardt demanded that they return the

property, but they refused. Some days after Sheriff Stoddard
levied upon it under a writ of attachment against Allardt's

property, and afterward sold it on execution issued on a
judgment in the attachment suit. A suit was brought in the
District Court against Stoddard. It went against him, and
an appeal was taken. The Supreme Court yesterday filed a

decision reversing the order of the court below. TheSupreme
Court says: "Of course the bet and the bill of sale and the

note made to perfect it were all void, and beiug void, they
could not of themselves vest any right in the winner nor take
any from the loser. Where money or property is delivered

by the loser to the winner, in payment of a bet. the winner
cannot, except in specified eases, recover it. The reason for

this is that it is, after delivery in the natuie of an executed
gift, the title passing by virtue of the delivery. * * *

The law will not help either party, but leaves them just

where their own acts have placed them. The stakeholder
merely took the property with nothing to justify his posses-
sion and his passing it to plaintiff, but the bet and the void
bill of sale. Upon these the law would not put either the
stakeholder or winner in possession, nor sustain either in
putting himself in possession. The act of taking possession
did not change the title to the property."

—

St. Paul Globe.

A writer in the RuralWorld, in speaking of the living sons
of Pilot. Jr., says: "There are to-day, so far as is known to
your correspondent, but three sons of Pilot, Jr., living.

Pilot Duroc, we see by a late issue of the Western Sportsman,
is past his usefulness. For this I am indeed sorry. He is

the sire of Big John, and a full brother to Col. Coleman's
Queen of the West, 2:26, both being out of "Nelly, by Young
Turk, making him standard by breeding under Rule VI., his
sire and dam both being standard, she being staudard under
Rule V., and he standard under Rule III.; again standard as
the sire of Big John—already having a staudard sire and dam.
Next, Pilot Mambrino, now owned by Charles B, Allaire of
Peoria, 111. This is an exceptionally well-bred fellow, being by
Pilot, Jr., and his dam the dam of Indianapolis. It will al-

ways be strange to the student of trotting-horse literature why
the managers at Woodburn placed so little value on the pro-
duce of Pilot, Jr. Here is a colt from one of their best
broodmares that has been lost to the breeding public for
nearly fifteen years. Bayard as a three or four-year-old was
offered entire for $175, but the development of one or more
of Pilot, Jr.'s, colts so enhanced the value of this latter horse
that they withdrew him from the market, and as a five-year-

old gave him a record of 2:31|, Midnight was allowed to
leave the farm at only $125, with a colt at her sidft.

"Bayard, the oldest living son of Pilot, Jr., is owned by
F. M. Wetherbee of Alstead, N.H., purchased by him in 1S72,
of the Alexanders. He has stood in Maine, New Hampshire
and Ohio, now being in the stud of Mr. T. Armstrong, at
Mount Union, O. His dam Bay York was by Adams' Ameri-
can, sire of Nellie Holuount, 2:28, made on Fashion course,
July 4, 1S63. His sire, White Hall, sired Rhode Island,
2:28-}, made on the same course just five years afterwards,
thus showing that both transmitted speed, American and
Rhode Island being the only two sons of White Hall that we
remember now, that sired 2:30 representatives. With a
mother bred in that way, and a five-year-old reeord near the
standard, he has five representatives in the 2:30 list, and
more to come, as his daughter, two years old June 2Sth, has
trotted in 2:55. There is, at the Fair Grounds, at Pierce
City, Mo., a grandson of Bayard, being by Bair, dam unknown.
He belongs to Col. O. C. Rounds of Topeka, Kan., aud is a
promising pacer.

: '

*

At Pleasanton.

All turfmen will remember Sam McLaughlin of Philadel-
phia, the famous driver, and everybody else will remember
old Cornelius Vanderbilt. McLaughlin was sitting, so an
eye witness tells me, on the broad piazza of a Saratoga hotel

one hot Summer afternoon, when a handsome pair of horses
hitched to a road wagon were driven up in front of the hotel,

aud at the same moment old Vanderbilt came out equipped
for a drive. He halted when he saw McLaughlin, and the

latter rose to his full height, scowling at the team in
the road as he said: "Goin 1

to drive?" "Yes," said Vanderbilt,
timidly. "Not with such a blankety blank rig as that, are

you?" demanded McLaughlin, with so much more profanity

than I have indicated that the air turned blue. "Why, yes,

Sammy," replied Vanderbilt, slowly and tremblingly; "why
not?" "Well," said McLaughlin, with another torrent of pro-

fanity, "you don't know much about horses, but you ought
to know that that team ain't geared up right." "Well,
Sammy," said Vanderbilt, falteriugly, "you know how they
ought to be geared; won't you fix them forme?" Whereupon
McLaughlin condescended to go out in the road and make sun-
dry changes in the arrangement of the harness, while the
"Commodore" stood admiringly by, and people on the piazza
looked on in great amusement. "Now," said McLaughlin,
when he had finished his "fixing," "get in, you blanked old
fool, aud take your drive." "Thank you, Sammy," said the
old man mildly, as he climbed into the -wagon and drove
off.— Phil. Record.

. «
Mr. Cliff Kennedy relates the following story of Pilot, Jr.,

which we take from the Louisville Commercial'. "Before the
war," said he, "my father, who was a stock-raiser near Lex-
ington, became the owner of Pilot, Jr. He was the most
devilish and uncontrollable animal in the whole country, and
would allow nobody to come near him but one negro, and
when father bought him he purchased the negro along with
him. The old gentleman was a supporter of the moral
suasion theory, and after the stallion had been brought
home, he told the negro that he was satisfied Pilot could be
subjugated by gentleness, and from that time on forbade
him to strike the horse a blow, threatening that for every
lick he struck Pilot he would be given ten himself. The
negro obeyed, and in a short time the horse's disposition
underwent a transformation. One day father invited a num-
ber of prominent stock-raisers and neighboring gentlemen to

his place to see the horse trot. When they assembled, to
their great terror and surprise, he went into Pilot's stall,

brought him quietly out, put the harness on him, hitched
him to the sulky, aud drove him a mile in 2:35, about the
fastest time which had ever been made. From the day my
father bought him to his death. Pilot, Jr., who had been re-

garded as a terror, never injured a person, and became as
tractable as a dray horse."

While wandering around in search of "items," we chanced
to meet one of San Francisco's well-known sportmen who
had just returned from a shooting trip at Pleasanton. Not
having visited the place for eight or nine years previously,
he noted with surprise the many and substantial improve-
ments that had taken place during that time, evidencing an
ever-increasing and permanent prosperity. The town ia

beautifully located at the foot of picturesque hills, and is in
the heart of some of the most fertile land of the State. He
noted, too, and not without a feeling of keen regret, the
destruction by drainage, reclamation and agricultural de-
mands, of his shooting grounds of former years, where, with
gun and dog, many happy days had been spent, calling to
mind the sayings of one of Cooper's heroes that "the en-
croachments of civilization was but the destruction of valua-
ble hunting ground." He met many of the
leading sportsmen of the town and surrounding
country, and hospitalities and courtesies were shown
him on all hands, making his visit an exceedingly
enjoyable one. What with driving, trap shooting and a suc-
cessful morning's snipe hunt with an old shooting friend of
former years, the time flew fast enough. He did not forget
to mention the impromptu dance arranged by genial Colonel
Pullinand his accomplished and amiable wife, whereat were
many of the fair of the village and surroundings. The voted
beauty of the town was there, and other beauties, too; light-

haired and raven black, but still beautiful. He made no in-

vidious comparison, but shielded himself behind the uncom-
promising declaration that "each was more beautiful than the
other."
A two days' shooting tournament, ball and other entertain-

ment is spoken of by the leading sportsmen of the town
and neighborhood as one of the events of the holidays.
There are several accomplished shots at Pleasanton and

vicinity, among whom can be mentioned the Harlan brothers,
Chick and Horace, and Messrs. Crellin, Norris, Fallon and
Hart. Mr. Crellin is an active member of the Alameda
Sportsman's Club, and has acquitted himself with credit in
several well contested races. There is ample material here
for the organizing of a first-class club.

Capital in the Breeding* Business.

Statistics are usually considered dry reading by the masses,
but the following figures will interest horsemen everywhere.
The appraisement of trotting stock owned by the estate of
the late J. C. McFerran, Glenview Stock Farm, Louisville,
Ky., has been placed on record. The total value of property
is'fixed at $312,108.6S, while the value of the 154 horses,
mares, and young things sums up S 169, 650, an average of
SI, 101.06. The four stallions, Pancoast, Nutwood, Cuyler,
and Wickliffe, are appraised at S30.000. Three seventeen-
year-old broodmares are placed at $400 each. Five ten-year-
old mares are valued at a total of $7,000. Four fourteen-
year-old mares are valued at $5,500. Nine eleven-year-old
mares are valued at $10,000. Five six-year-old broodmares
are valued at $6,500. Four four-year-old broodmares are ap-
praised at $4,000. One seven-year-old broodmare, Rapidau,
is valued at $1,500. The blind mare Elvira, four-year-old
record 2:18J, by Cuyler, is appraised at $2,000, and Issa-

quena, four-year-old record 2:28|, by Pancoast, is valued at

$3,000. Eighteen one-year-old fillies are valued at a total of

$1S,000, or $1,000 each. Thirty-nine yearlings are valued
at $27,300. One yearling colt by Cuyler is placed at $500.
The nine yearling colts by Nutwood are-appraised at $12,000.
We learn from another source that thirty-five colts by Nut-
wood have been sold from Glenview since his advent at the
farm. The prices realized were $37,150, or an average of

over $1,061 each. Sixteen head found a market at the pub-
lic sales, and thirteen at private sale, Their ages ranged
from two years (the oldest at the farm) to a few days.

—

Chi-

cago Horseman.

Capt. Hutchinson's two-year-old filly Eda by Hock-Hocking,
dam Eva Combs, by Billy Cheatham, has been very sick nt

the Bay district track with lung fever, but has so far recov-

ered as to take moderate exercise. Eda is full sister to the
phenomenal St. David.

The protracted delay of the Utah people in making good
their challenge with our California shots, has suggested a
possible abandonment of the affair, in no wise to their credit.
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Stanford Stakes, 1886-87.

The following are the nominations in the Stanford Stakes

of 1SS6-S7, and on which second payments will have to be

made on or before the 1st of January next. It is needless to

urge those who have secnred engagements in this rich stake

to "stay in," as they can scarcely be a question

of the subscribers being willing to forego the

advantage, and owing to the proverbial uncertainty of trot-

ting colts, those which are not esteemed very highly now
may be stars when the time comes for them to trot. It must
also be borne in mind; that the stake for 1SSS closes on the

1st of January, and we look for a longer list in that than

has been published heretofore. There should be a hundred
nominations, and we shall feel disappointed if fifty are not

reached. The advertisement will give full particulars.

STANFORD STAKE, 1SS6.

John A. Goldsmith names M. Salisbury's bay filly Coral,

by Silver Chief, her dam the dam of Little Brown Jug.
Mendenhall & Gannon name bay colt Grover C, by

Electioneer, his dam by Norfolk, granddam by Billy Cheat-
ham.

Cool; Farm, by Samuel Gamble, names bay colt H. E.
Covey, by Steinway, his dam by Electioneer, granddam by
Niagara.
Cook Farm, by Samuel Gamble, names roan filly Steineola,

by Steinway, her dam by Silverthreads, granddam Minne-
haha.
A. Waldstein names chestnut colt Bonanza, by Arthurton,

his dam the dam of Albeit W., by John Nelson.
George Hearst, per George Van Gordon, names brown

filly Lena H., foaled March 22d, 1SS3, by Alaska, her dam
Drew Girl, by Winthrop, granddam by McCracken's Black-
hawk.
Rancho del Paso names bay colt, star in face, by Echo, his

dam by Young Morrill.

Rancho del Paso names bay colt Senator, by Echo, his dam
by YoungMorrill.
Rancho del Paso names bay colt Tanhauser, by Echo, his

dam Vixen, by Patchen.
L. J. Rose names bay colt, bv Sultan, hiB dam Minne-

haha, by Bald Chief.

L. J.Rose names gray filly, by Sultan, her dam Bellevue
Maid, by Peck's Idol; granddam Sue Muuday, by Pilot, Jr.

Palo Alto names bay filly, by Piedmont, her dam Lady
Morgan, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian.

Palo Alto names bay colt Daly, by General Benton, his dam
Dolly, by Electioneer.

Palo Alto names bay colt, by Electioneer, his dam Rebecca,

by General Benton.
Palo Alto names bay colt Ivanhoe, by Electioneer, his dam

Isma, by General Benton.

STANFORD STAKE, 1SS7.

Joseph Cairn Simpson names bay filly Anteeo-Viva, foaled

May 1*5, 18S3, by Anteeo, her dam Lady Viva, by Three
Cheers, granddani Lady Amanda, by imported Hurrah.

Jos. Cairn Simpson names bay colt Antecedo, by Anteuo,

his dam Purissima Damsel, by Whipple's Hambletonian,
granddam Cornplanter.
John A. Goldsmith names Mr. Salisbury's gray colt Leon-

atus, oy Romero, his dam Sweetness, by Volunteer, grand-

dam by Edward Everett.

George Cropsey names dark chestnut filly Alice C, by
Steinway, her dam by Naubuc.
Harry I. Thoruton names bay colt Jim McCord, by Anteeo,

his dam Lucy Patchen, by George M. Patchen, Jr.

A. Waldstein names chestnut colt Albert, by Albert W.,

his dam by Roach's American Star, granddam a Blackkawk
mare.

Palo Alto names bay filly, by Electioneer, her dam Lady
Lowell, bv Captain Schultz, St. Clair colt.

Palo Alto names brown filly Ella, by Electioneer, her dam
Lady Ellen, by Carr's Mambrino.

Palo Alto names brown colt, by General Benton, his dam
Fairest, by Kentucky Prince.

Palo Alto names brown coit Nemo, by Clay, his dam Nettie

Benton, by General Benton.
L. J. Rose names bay colt, by Sultan, his dam Minnehaha,

by Bald Chief.

L. J. Rose names black colt, by Sultan, his dam Lady Bab-

cock, by Whipple's Hambletonian.
William Corbitt names bay colt, by Guy Wilkes, his dam

Molly Drew, by Wintnrop.
William Corbitt names bay filly, by Guy Wilkes, her dam

Huntress, by Arthurton.
William Corbitt names black filly, by Guy Wilkes, her dam

Woodford Queen, by Almont.
William Corbitt names black colt, by Guy Wilkes, his dam

Sable, bv The Moor.
Rancho del Paso names bay colt, by Echo, his dam by

Young Morrill.

Rancho del Paso names bay filly, byElcho, her dam Mabel,

by The Moor.
Rancho del Paso names bay filly, by Algona, her dam Flora,

by General.

Vanderbilt's Stable—Road Reminiscences.

IN. Y. Herald.]

The stables of the late Mr. Vanderbilt are on the northeast

corner of Madison avenue and Fifty-secondstreet. The
dimensions are, on the avenue 100 feet and 75 feet on the

street. The interior of the building is much more hand-

somely fitted up than are the residences of many prosperous

business men. Mr. John Phelps is the superintendent of

the establishment. He has four men under his charge. The
stalls for the horses, seven in number, are on the north end

of the avenue lot. South of that, across the carriage passage,

are kennels for dogs. In these are one Cocker Spaniel, a

Scotch Terrier and two Fox Terriers. Mr. John D. Barry,

who keeps the toad house just north of Macomb's Dam
Bridge, presented Mr. Vanderbilt with the Cocker last May.

The dogs by instinct learned to love their master. Although

he visited them but once a day, they kuew his footsteps and

face, and always greeted him with yells of delight. While

he patted them and spoke kindly they leaped uoon him in

expression of their pleasure at his caresses. Since his death

they have watched for his coming hourly, and by their

Bilence show an instinctive realization that something is

wrong with their friend. •*•_:*
In the stalls the horses stand idle and restless. Just to

the rear of them is a room with an outer circuit, on which

the animals are taken out for their wjilks mornings and even-

ings. In the centre of this tan bark circuit is a nagged sur-

ace, where seven road wagons are kept when not in use.

Seven seems to have been the dead millionnaire's favorite
number, for he died leaving seven horses, sevenroad wagons,
and seven carriages. The latter are in the main part of the
building. They are all different patterns. Last Monday
morning a new clarence was added to the list, and completed
the seventh in line.

"How much did it cost?" Mr. Vanderbilt was asked.
His reply was: "I don't know. I gave a check for the bill,

but don't remember the amount."
That afternoon he went to the stable in company with a

friend, and both of them took seats in the vehicle.
"I think this is going to be something cumfortable, aDd I

must have a ride in it at this time to-morrow," said Mr.
Vanderbilt.
At the hour he anticipated taking a drive he was a corpse.

It was the dead railroad magnate's custom formerly to
walk to his stable and order his turnout at half-past two
o'clock when the days were short, and an hour later in the
Springand Fall days. Then, in company with Superintend-
ent Phelps, he would make a tour of the premises, inspect
all the horses and fondle the dogs. He wasted words on
nobody and nothing. If he had.auy orders to give as to the
care of the animals, Mr. Phelps had his instructions in terse
phrases but in kind words. Not a single surrounding escaped
Mr. Vanderbilt's quick eye, and he estimated the condition
of his horses with hardly a moment's consideration.
"On whom did he depend to train his horses?" asked the

reporter.

"On no one. He did his own driving when on the road.
As to training I except Maud S- That was an exceptional
case. One might imagine his wi!l governed the horses as
they spun along the road or on the track. His eyes blazed
with excitement. Intuitively he divined every motion, and
like a flash of lightning adopted the best means to obtain the
greatest speed. He never lost his nerve. About a year ago
it' was noticed that Mr. Vanderbilt's health was failing.

Since that time he lias seldom showed himself at the stable,

but sent by telephone from his house for the turnouts he
wanted."
At the Romantic Hotel, kept by John D. Barry, on the

road, many of Mr. Vanderbilt's friends and acquaintances
spoke of him in kindly terms last evening. He attracted
men because of the magnetic influence that his will power
exerted. "He was the biggest hearted man that I ever
kuew," said Mr. Barry. "It wasn't because of his influence
or because he spent his money, but because of his genial
disposition, and the positive manner in which he 'talked
horse.'

"

Gabe Case's eyes were moist as he talked about Mr. Van-
derbilt. "He did not often stop here at my house on the
road," said Mr. Case, "but he invariably drove on to my
place in the Fleetwood Park. He was open-hearted and
open-handed. Horsemen understood him to be an expert
handler of the reins. He drove Aldine and Maud S. around
the park course in 2:15.1. It was a top wagon, weighing 200
pounds, and his weight was 210. That was a feat never
accomplished before, and it never will be again in vour day
or mine."

"Are there any particular or peculiar incidents that you
recall in reference to Mr. Vanderbilt?"
"He was of a retiring disposition, and always preferred

keeping in the background when there was any excitement.
I remember one instance in which he betrayed his character-
istics. During a splendid sleighing season—it was either

last Winter or the Winter before—he was driving Leander
and Lysauder at a full speed down the road. When near my
house he collided with a sleigh iu which there were some
ladies, and they were spilled in a snow bank. To stop his
mettled team he pulled them directly in front of a tree, and,
springing out of his sleigh, ran back to apologize and ask if

he could be of any service. He said he would gladly pay for

any damage he had done. The whitntrees of Mr. Vander-
bilt's sleigh were sadly demoralized, and to all of my help
who rigged them up for him he gave ?5 each."

Beaconsfield Accident.

The accident that befell Beaconsfield last Friday has been
much magnified by the daily press, but he appears to be very
far from an "utterly ruined" horse. The following from the
See is a minute narrative of the incident, and is --evidently

direct from the stable:

Mr. Garland had intended to ship his horses to this city on
Thursday, but he had postponed it until the next day, when
his stable and that of R. Porter Ashe's left the Bay District

track, San Francisco, for Fourth and Townsend streets, there

to be loaded on the cars. Every precaution was taken to

prevent any accidents, Mr. Garland going ahead of the horses
in a buggy and picking out the quietest streets. All went
well until within a hundred yards of the shipping platform.

At this point Mr. Garland had the horses stop while he went
ahead to see that the car was ready to receive them. It was
here that the accident happened. While the horses were
standing in a bunch and the jockeys chatting, a breaking
cart was driven up from behind and close to Beaconsfield's
heels. Everyone that has seen the horse knows how wicked
he is, and when the cart came behind him he let fly with both
his hind feet, striking in the wheel and pulling two shoes.
When quieted it was found that he had slightly cut himself
in three or four places on the leg, while between the heel
and fetlock he had received a severe gash, from
which blood flowed freely. A veteriuary surgeon
was sent for and every endeavor was made to stop the flow
of blood, but it was not accomplished for some time. While
under treatment he was on the platform near the cars, and
which is several feet from the ground. When the doctor was
at work Beaconsfield became scared at a locomotive, backed
from the platform and then jumped back agaiu where he
finally threw himself. The blood stopped, he was placed on
the cars and brought to this city where, on arrival at the
Park, the wound was well dressed and taken care of.

Although quite a dangerous cut, nothing serious is expected,
and it is thought he will be all right to receive his prepara-
tory work in the Spring and take a trip across the mountains
and do battle with the cracks in the East.

At a recent meeting of the English Jockey kClub the Duke
of Beaufort's motion for preventing "The Whip" being taken
out of the kingdom was carried unanimously. It is said to

have been the whip used by Charles II, when at Newmarket.
In shape it is like an old fashioned postillion whip—straight

and heavy. It may be challenged for twice a j'ear, and run
for over the Beacon course of four miles and a quarter.

George IV. won it when Priuce Regent with a horse'called

Auriel, and it has since been held by many of the most nota-

ble sportsmen of the day. The preseut holder is Baron
Alphonse de Rothschild, who won it recently with Laveret.

Sons and Daughters.

That mu^t have beeu quite a "horse-talk" which took
place at Eriu, Pa., when Mr. Cassatt, Col. Bruce, Capt. Cos-
ter, Mr. T. C. Putteson, and several other lovers of the
thoroughbred met at Mr. W. L. Scott's last week for such a
diuuerasis set before a king. The talk of "Friends in
Council" was not more racy we may be sure. The Captain
brought all his disquisitious back to the one sure, incontro-
vertible fact that the blood of Dionied had to bo in any horse,
that was fit to class with the best of his time, and T. 0. P.
admitted that a horse foaled in 1777, when stallions were
scarce, and only a very few fashionable, had a mighty pood
chance to be in a pedigree, considering that Eclipse, only
thirteen years the senior of the first Derby winner, figured
iu evt-ry pedigree of a thoroughbred horse iu the world.
The Sorcerer-Young Giautess-Diomed family; the Phantom-
Julia-Youug Giantess-Diomed family; the" Mnley-Eleauor-
Youug Giantess family; the Lanear-D.tughter of Young
Giantess-Diomed family, may all be taken to cover the
ground iu England pretty well, before Sir Archy and a dozen
other prepotent sires flashed the blood of Dionied through
the generations to come of American thoroughbreds. TLe
Secretary's contention, therefore, had to be declared "car-
ried nem. con."

The Colouel, pressed to raise an issue, was understood to
declare that the sons of Lexiugton were not failures in the
stud, and he would write an article to prove it- The owner
of Ben d TOr declared he had heard T. C. P. utter the rank
blasphemy that the day would come wheu Americans would
be sorry that they had made so much use of Lexington.
The Englishman protested against this, we believe, but

said that at that time of night he wasn't going back on any-
thing he had ever said, and if he had said it he would stick
to it. He conteuded that all horses freely used in the stud
got their chances of living in history through daughters, all

of which were used tor breeding purposes. That a sire's
success was mere luck, and that the theory of this and that
brother nicking was all moonshine. The own brother of a
world-beater was often a duffer. Gladiateur got nothing to
speak of, though mated with England's best mares at Eltham.
On the contrary, the phenomenal horse of the period was
generally by an unknown sire, or his dam was. In the case
of St. Gatien, his sire—The Rover—was contemptible, and
his dam's sire—Kingley Vale—obscure as the little picnicing
spot in Sussex from which his name was taken. Melton, the
horse of '85, was by an untried stallion, Master Kildare.
North Lincoln was the best two-year-old ever out, and be
was got by Pylades—a never-heard-of stallion. Tim Wkifner
dropped from the clouds, astonished the world, and was the
getof Van Galen!
From another point of view, Vedette, a great racehorse,

had a fair show, failed to get a first-rater, barring, perhaps,
Speculum, but when twenty years of age and neglected, he
begot Galopin. But the whole history of breeding, T. C. P.
maintained, was an illustration of luck—a lottery—a bag into
which the Scotts and Cassatts and Lorillards were dipping to
draw a winning or losing card, as it might chance to come.
And he declared he would write an article to prove his con-
tention. And so the night came to an end after Mr. Scott
had expounded his views in putting Rayon d'Or— a one-
eighth Glencoe horse—to his choice War Dance mares, they
also being one-eighth Glencoe blood.

—

N. Y. Spirit.

Old Thad.

The following pedigree is printed by request:
Thad Stevens, ch h, foaled 1S65, by Laugford, (son of

Belmont and Liz Giveus, by imp. Langford).
First dam, Mary Chilton, by imp. Glencoe.
Second dim, byAmevicau Eclipse.

Third dam, Queen Mary, by Bertrand.
Fourth dam, Lady Fortune, by Brimmer.
Fifth dam, Woodpecner's dam, by imp. Buzzard.
Sixth dam, The Faun, by Craig's Alfred.
Seventh dam, Shepherdess, by Wormsley's King Herod.
Eighth dam, by imp. Traveller.

Ninth dam, by imp. Whittington.

Last Thursday, Joe Cotton, the bookmaker, purchased from
W. B. Todhunter the chestnut colt Estill, 3, by Norfolk, dum
Lady Jane, for $3,000. This probably means that Estill will

be permanently an "Eastern" horse.

Four HoUtein cows arrived from the East yesterday, con-
signed to Gov. Stanford's Viua ranch. These cows are of
the finest to be found in America, one of them having a
record of SO pounds of milk in one day.

Thoroughbred

STALLIONS for HIRE.

R. P. Ashe has changed the name of the yearling brother

to Alta, by Norfolk, dam Balliuette, from St. Martin t'.*

Elwood.

Three Cheers and X X.
The above stallions are offered for hire the coming season, viz •

from February 6th to July 1st, 1880.

Both am desirable in many respects. Three Cheers I have always
considered, one of the very best racehorses I ever saw. His breeding
is unexceptionally fine, and his form admirable. He is a powerfully
built horso on short legs , and of the finest color, a dark bay.

His short legs are immensely strong, bones and tendons sneh as
are rarely seen on the largest of thoroughbreds, and altogether, his
make up cannot fail to please a competent judge of form. Being a
half-brother of Hock-Hockiug is another point in his favor. Not only
to him as their iiin, Young fashion, was the dam of Scotland, the sire
of Mentzer one of the great colts of the year, and her family for gi aera-
tions back have enjoyed just celebrity. His oldest produce, Lady
Viva, can be seen at my place, and I do not hesitate to pronounce her
one of the finest mares in the State.

X X is a "double Bonnie Scotland."- his sire Malcolm, uy Bonnie
Scotland, from Lady Lancaster, his dam Columbia, by Bonnie Scotland ,

from Young Fashion. He has, therefore, as much of the blond of that
noted sire as if be were a Boa, and cannot fail to be a good producer.
Those who own his colts—there are only a few of them—esteem them
very highly. These horses will be rented to proper parties at a low
figure, especially to serve some thoroughbred mares. Apply at this
office, or 2111 Adeline street, Oakland, -where the horses are kept.

JOS. cairn sr
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Horses for Sale.

Thoroughbreds.
LADY VIVA, bin, 5 years, by Three Cheers,

her dam Lady Amanda, by imp. Hurrah. Stinted to

Joe Hooker.

SIR THAO. b p, i year3, by Norfolk or Thad

Stevens, bis dam Lady Amanda.

TOO SOO>, ch m, foaled December 31, 18C7, by

Norfolk, her dam Lady Da^, by Red Bill, the dam of

Dashaway. Stinted to X Sand AntevoiO.

EX TEMPI**, ch f, foaled 1883, by Thad

Stevens, her dam Too Scon. Unbroken.

TROTTERS.
PIIRISSIMA DAMSEL, com, foaled 18C7, by

Whipple's Hani bletonion, her dam by Cornplanter.

Stinted to Antevolo.

ANI'Ei'EDir. brc, foaled 1884, by Anteeo, his

dam Purissima Larnsel. Emered in Stanford and

Occident Stakes. 1HH7.

My main reason for selling these horsen is lack of

room. Lady Viva id a very handsome mare, and

showed a gre:»t night of speed when in training

Having a double cross of Newminster blood, uow so

••fashionible" iu England, that, and the perform-

ances of her near relatives, insures her being a good

broodmare Every one of the family bauauiuherilauce

of speed. Malcolm, Outario, Ltegent, Lady Aman (a.

lady Miildlelou aild utheis of ihe prut-euy of Laily

L^nca^itr. had tliis first qualiticaiion of a racehorse

inau eminent degree. The sire ui Lady Viva. Three

Cueers.l always cuu>i>lere 1 a racehorse oi luehiRbfrst

class He could run a qumter iuside of 24 second",

and so far as could be told from bis work, no race w; s

too long for him. He is a ball'- hror her ul Hock-Hock-

ing, sire of St. David. Beacuns..eld, Arthur H. and
others.

Sir Thad showed a wo aderf ul trial when a yearling

:

be hurt bis leg in that trial, but so far as can be seen

now he is perfectly sound.
Too Soon is the dam of Cito, and a half-sister to

Dashaway. au old-time celebrity.

The Norfolk mares have proved such good breeders

tuat the blood is valuable.
Ex Templo is a hue-looking filly of good size and

forra. She has not been broken.
In the trotting stud the daughters of Whipple's

Hambletouian have gained distinction.

There are ten by Whipple's Hamhletonian in the

2:^(1) list, and the mares by him are superior brood-

mares.
Anlecedo iB very promising. He is of fine size, of

good form, and bis action is such to ensure him
trotting fast.

He is broken to harness and engaged in the Stan

ford and Occident Stakes of 1887.

My only reason for selling is a lack of accommoda-
tion. Were I situated so as to keep them I would
not sell for double the price now put upon them.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
Apply to BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Ofl'.ce.

Tips and Tog Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing

.WITH A.N APPENDIA

STANFORD
STAKES
1888.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1885i

$175 each, $25 payable on the 1st of January, l88o, at

which time the stakes will close, S25 or. the 1st of
January, 1887, $25 on the 1st of January, 1888,

and gl'io thirty d;iyB before the day fixed

for trotting, whatever amount up to be con-
sid red forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-
lated lime incurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The ra e to be beats of a mile, best three in
five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of the
whole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-
ninth. In addition to the stakes and forfeits, the
proportion of the gate money, profit on pool sales
and all other sources of emolument will constitute
the gross amount, to be divided in the foregoing pro-
portions. Five or more subscribers to fill. The race
to be trotted in 1888, not sooner than the latter part
of August. The exact date to be fixed and announced
on the 1st of January, 1888, or sooner.
On the 1st of January, 1880, there will be due the

following payments in the Stanford Stakes, to wit:
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 18SG, t'SO.

Second payment in Stanford StakeB for 1887, $25.
The Slakes for 1888 will close ^January 1, 188G; $25

entrance.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to N.
T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. Railroad office. Fourth
and Towusend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary, Breeder and Sportsman office, on or be-
fore the 1st day of January, 188G. The colts must be
named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 1st will be eligible.
N. T. SMITH, Treasurer.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary.

Occident Stake

for 1888.
The trotting stake for foals of 1885, to bo trotted

at the California state Fair of 1888. Entries to close
Jan 1, 188!;, with Edwin F. Smith. Secretary, at office
in Sacramento, One hundred dollars entrance; of
which $1U must accompany nomination; $15 to be
paid Jan. 1, lfih7; s25 to be paid Jan. 1, 1888; and $50
thirty days before the race.
Tbe Occident Gold Cup of the value of $100, to

be ..uded by the Society: mile heats, a in 5, to har-
ness; first colt, cup and six-tenths; second cult,
three-tenths; third colt, one tenth of stuke.

J. i». < VllK, President.
' ;mvis r, SMITH, Secretary,

Treating of the Action of the :ace Horse and Trotter a. own by
Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Eound-hoofd, Bhort-jon ted, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare*

Tips and Toe Weights.—"We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bkeede3 and Spoetsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his hook entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, -with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has bad many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we nelieve every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with ub that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can he traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it
and test the value of its teachings. Price, in pa; >er, SI; cloth, §1.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

••Tips and Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Ebeedee and Spoetsman. The author in his introduction presents "bis little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step od
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings hiBtory, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether tho horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips ?ud Toe Weights" to the attention of the public—Chicago
News. $

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson baa been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as on expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting tor a
number of yearB, he has put the result of nis researches and practice in book form. This work
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weightB a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is
deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco Nuws Company, or to the Breeder and Spoetsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N Y
Spirit, May 10th.

T*ps and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
byaDCv- Mfie whichis almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyiex . a* iron shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20^. He claims that for ordinary us<. even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him and he will
send you the hook and it will be as goodaninvebtinent as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Bural
World.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave silll more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20£, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 1G seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of tho genuineness of the trials was his sale for 810,000, with other
parties ready to take him at tho price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoo, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast-
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three yearsold, he won the Occident
Stakes, §1,221, in which he gotarecord of 2:29.?. last half in 1:13J; first money in purse at Sacramento
$500; second money at Stockton, $250; the Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo, $870, makings cash
return for the season of $1,614. I am satisfied tbac if he had been shod with full shoes when first rut in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman!
Fully convinced by practical results, that this i. rt of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the framr _ anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from the
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of \ the United States or Canada on receipt ol price. Send order.' w

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise'will be sent iree to yearly subscribers, who send
' orders direct to the office*

S 'Cured v>\ l.ct(« rs ratent. July 2/i, 1889.
Having thus described mv invention, what 1 claim

as new, and desire ti> secure my letters patent, is:
1. The part D.supported bv tile side str«|.s ut the bri-

dle, extending ouck as shown, the front having an
openrnginto which the blind is fitted, substantially
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with thfl extensions li,
the curved blinds F, soured to such cx1 elisions, ami
as shaped, to give full freedom and veTitihition to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, eutstantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combinatiun with the check-
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
« and II, connecting the brandies or extensions above
and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
hitckk-s, substantially as an i for the purpose herein
described.

!». In a bridle, and in com' ination with the blinds F.
supported ai d pivoted to the bridle so us to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands G and li, and the lear hand I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with this blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially aB herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will he under-
stood.

It ineetB with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against, blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same efrect on the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. This Is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the ^nee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

lOHX A. McKEKROIV,
No. 230 and 232 EIHb St. San FranciBCo

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MAN (JPACTURERS OF GUNS, RIFL S,

PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.
Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,

—AGENTS FOR—
Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
IHLAM'S KENTUCKY REEL

GLOVERS CELEBRATED DOO MEDICINES
FACTORY—15 Bfc. Mary's Square, Birmingham, Eur.

BAXESROOMS—630 ami 639 MONTGOMERY ST.."S. ¥.

TIPS.
Tips of all sizes for Trotting, Running, iiiid

Road burses can be obtained by application to

PAUL PRIEDHOFER,
SB I Third St., sun l'liinci-o

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder of thoroughbred Jersey Cattle . Registered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale. Postofilce address,
San Francisco, Cal,

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
ofAmerica and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide

T« THE OWNERS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
ForSaJe l>y all tbe Principal Booksellers

or Sent Postpaid by

J. Losing Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Ashmont's Book,
FOR SALE AT PUBLISHER'S PRICE, BY

i I a i; ito r<; ii & «.«>! i nr it

30 and 63S MONTGOMERY ST.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

Sau braucisco.

The most popular school on tbe Coast.
E. P. HEALD President. O. S. HALEY, Sec'y

tfarSend for clrcular.Tga
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave, and are flue to arrive at
San Francisco.

f,^
E

|

Fromoct.14.1885. \\%^'
18:00 a M Byron J6:l0 p m
8:00 a M C'alistuga and .Napa •10 :10 a m

6:10 p m

7:30 a m Delta, Redding and Portland 6:40 p m
•3:30 P M •10:40 a m

•5:00 p M Livermore and Weasantou... •8:40 A u
8*0AM 6:10 r M

Milton
3:30 P M .. ) Mojave.Deming, i Express..

... J El Paso and East. ( Emigrant
10:40 a M

3:30 p m 10:40 a u

11:10 a m
7:30 am 5:40 p M
8:00 av ....Sacramento, via Livermore.. 5:40 p si

7:30 a M " via Benicia 6H0 p M
3 :00 P m 11:10 a si

4:00 p m 10:10 a si

•4:00 PM Sacramento River Steamers., •6:00 A M

J10:00 A M t3:4u p si

3:00 P M •• 9:40 a M
8:00 A si Stockton via Livermore 5:40 p U

•10:40 a m
•9 :30 a sr Tulare and Fresno •7:10 P M

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND—''(.:OU—*6:30—7:00—7:30—B:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—1U:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—6:00—9:00— 10:00— 11:00 —
•12:00.

TO FKUIT VALE—*H:0O—*fi:30— *7:00— *7:30— *8:00—
•b :30—«3 :30—*4 AJO—*4 :30—»o :U0—*5 :30— '6 :00— *6:30—
9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)-»9:30—6:30—{11:00—*I2:uti.

TO ALAAiKDA—*n;Uo—*fi:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *3:3<i—
a:i*u—H:3tj— 10:>l>- tlO :30—II :00—Jll :30—12:00—112:30—
1:UU—tl:3"—2:-il—3;uu—3;3U—4:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30—
»:0»—«:30—7:U0—.vuu—9:i»— Iuhai— 11:00—*12:00.

TO BUKivhLh i —*t>:uo—*0:3U—i:uu—*. :au . .«u—'o.3i

-9:00—tb:3O—10:uO—tlU:3O— 11:01>—lU;3U— 12:00— l:n
—2:00—3:110— 4:uo - 1:30— JSi'ju—5:30—ri:00—«:3o—7:00—
H;00_9:00— I0:i)0— ! 1 :0O—»l2:ii».

TO WEST BERKELEY— *6:l»— *6:30— 7:00—*7:30—
t»:00—*» :30—9 :00—10 :O0 —11 :0O—{1 :00—2:00—3 :00—4 :00—*4:30 -5:00—*o:30—6:00—*6:39—7:00.

i Nan FranclMCO Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE—'6:23—*n:53—*7:23—*7:53—*8^£
•8:53—•»:23—n0:21—*4:23—,4:53—*5:23—•5:53—*6 :23—
•6:53—7-55—9:50.

FROM FKUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5:15— *o :4a—
16:45—19:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— «5:30— *6:00— 6:30— 7:00—
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30

12:00— 12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3;30— 4:00

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57—9:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND-7 minntes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMKDA—*o:2i—*5:52— •6:22— 6:52— *7:22—

7:52—•8:22—8:52—9:22— 9:52— $10:22— 10:52— 111:22—
II :52—112:22—12:52—$1:22—1 :52—2:52—3:22—3 :52—4 :22

—4:52—5:22—5:52—6:22—6:52—7:52—8:52—9:52—10:52,
FROM BERKELEY'—•5:15—«5:45—•6:15—6:45—*7:15—

7:45_*8:15— 8:15—19:15—9:45—110:15—10:45 — {11:15—
11:45—12:45— 1:45—2:45 — 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15—5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:4.5—8:45—9 -45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY'—•5:45-*6:15—6:45—*7:15
—7:45—8:45-19:15—9:45—10:45— 112:45— 1:45— 2:45

—

3:45—4:45—•5:15—5:45—"6:15—6:45—*7:15.

CKEEK KOVTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—•7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6d5—8:15— 10:15—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

Sundays excepted. $SundayB only.

Standard Time furiiidued by Randolph s. Co. S. F.

4. N. TOWNE,
Gen. M anager.

T. H. GO«I>M \\.
Gen. Pass. ATtk An

Henry Patot. Isaac TJpham.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AM) IMPORTTJiG

Booksellers,
STATIONEBS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers.

20 1 Sansome Street, Near Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO

Pol Room Saloon,
BIO DCPOST STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on

all sporting events. Reading room, containing the

Beeedee and Spobtsman, N. Y. Spirit, and other

sporting papers. Bar stocked with Wines, i-iquors,

and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.
EWtNG BROS., Proprietor*.

SLINN'S DUCK CALL,
The Latest and Very Best Due'.

Call Yet Made.

PRICE BY MAIL ------- 75 CENTS.

Corduroy Hats,

WITH LINED BRIM,

Double Stitched,

PBICE .... SI.

Canvas Hats,

LINED WITH GREE1
Double Stitched,

PRICE .... SI.

B. T. ALLEN, 416 Market Stree
,

SAN FRANCISCO.

I Horse &MPROVED HORSE IsLOTHINc

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada

Veterinary infirmary. 3SI Naloma ki
n*>«iilri„-p, Pfili Howard SI., H»n Knmelwen.

Secured by Letters Patent S^-*REISSUED MARCH 2
18 r

18L

BS/w»ifiuuuil^=SigV^=ATiTn^TnW^

mmmmii!
S.T COJVir»AN.Y. -Ql

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot
Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
-.in Francisco.

Commencing Oct. 18,1885. I
A * S*VB

tG:40A|1
ft -sn a [

i

San Mateo. Redwood and
Menlo Park.

3pIJ

« £8 a
•8:1uaMa
•10:02a

t5;02p
tjJR p

8:30a|1 (\ 9:03 A
10:40 a (Santa Clara, San Jose and J 1 '10:02 a
•3:30 p| f Principal Way Stations. 1

|

OP J ti;l>8 P

10:40 t I Gilrov, Pajaro, Castroville, ii *10:02a
l' Salinas and Monterey. I

' 6:08 p

ii):4u a, i Watson ville, Aptos, Boqnel (Camp ) , -j,
fl „

3-3nplj Capitnlai itnd Santa Cruz, 4 S .

b:UB F

Id :40 a i oledad and Way Stations 6:0* p

a—Morning. p.—Afternoon,
^nnrtavs excepted, fSm-.-lavs onlv i Sportsmen's train.)
Rtandarfl Time furnished Ity Randolph .t Co , S, F.
Rtagr cia-xkctimns are made with t'ie 10:10 A.M.
rain, evert Pescadero stays vis Fan Mateo and
tedwoo't whici connect with ":'«• a.m. Train.

Special Khhm -nar Tickkts, nt reduced rates—to
lonterev, Aptos. Soquet and Santa Cruz; also, to
r*arai8ii anil Ptisn Ri.hl' s Sprinrs.

EXCURSION TMKErS.
, a, .,„!..- o ,,,,,-l- 1 Sol(1 Sunday Mousing: good
,r ,"" 1 B oni

y*i f..r return name dav.
ForSatnrday, ( Sold Saturday and SrNDAvonly;

Sunday and-, good for return until Following Muli-
Monday, I day.iiiflnsiv*-, at the Collowinfi rates:

Round Trip
I'rum San

Franc'sco to

San liruno

—

Millbrae . .....

>ak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
>fenlo Park ..

MayfieM

satto
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip s
from San

Francisco to

Mount n View
LawTences
rianta. Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterev

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

32 00
2 25
2 SO
2 50
4 00
5 00
5 00
500
5 00

Ticket Qfficks. — Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, and ^o. G13 Market
street. Grand Hotel,
i. C.BASSETT, H.R.JTDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt,

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cov

ing the improvements in the hood,

granted

:

The following are the clai is

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of the
body-piece A, dap C, and the extension B, formed or
united together, so as to cover the body and legBof the
animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the dap C, and
the extensions B, to Dt the foru and bind legs of the
ani i ii al, front taste ninns FG.and the permanent straps
or bands K, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described,

8. The blanket orcuvi ring A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E, and the front fastenings
F u,in com hi nation with the elastic neck-extension 1

1

,

substantially as and for the purposu herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood Jin combination wit
elastic connecting-strip I. substantially as desr.v
and for the purpose set forth.

5. Theclose-tittinghoud J, having the elastic ba
beneath the jaws, so that they may be allowed to \ •

without disturbing the lit, and adapted to be sec red
to the cover by means ofstraps.Hiil.stantiallv as hi in
described.

6. The improvement i
> v^rtng-blanketa for id-

mals. consuuing of the id., having the ii. i '.

and permanent straps or banus \ d to It to Been it

around the body, whereby the ubb ol loose sun
is avoided, substantia! i;, as herein described.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BESPECTFCXI.Y CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION*
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best -daces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TBALNS LEAVE SA>T FBANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and v.' inter Resort ol the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance cau be obtained from the several streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may ' - bad in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Hock Cod, Bar-
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, hi connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTFL DEI.
MONTE." have mane Monterey a paradise for sports-
men,

THE BA THING FAC I L IT / ES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sand for Burf batliinR. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
.150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and Bwlm-
minE bathe, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, SOQtnX A\D SANTA 1'RCZ,

IS VTA THE NORTHERN' DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the cotintk-B
. Mateo, Santa Ulara, t-an Benito, Kanta Cruz

and Mouterey,each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

<luu.il. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, (.erse. Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCTTOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line, stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo ;.>r those well-know n Retreats, I'l Ids.
sl.MA, SAX GRKOORIO and PKscAI'KKO. We
would particularly call attention t<i the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and HcMA-
BON'S fur RIFLE PBACHOE.
These resorts are but a short distance From Ban

Francisco and offer special inducements to tie Uimtb
1 of this manly sport.

I

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

499 ami 421 Battery St., NA,\ litAMiMb, 1A

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tickets
will be entitled to

FHKh, TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge or
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to Issue ClIEOKs [, )r all do«B received in Baggage
Cars.
©win order to guard agaiimt accidents t.i Dogs

while in transit , It is lU-ect^urv lint Un'\ i» ]T.,-. >.\> -!

with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried fre« ofcharge. GunMakeu apart
and securely packed in wuod or leather cases may be
taken iu Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsend

stret't, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market St., I irand
Hotel.
A.O.BA88ETT, H. R. J t* r

Superinrttndf nt, Aest. Fapp •
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AQUATICS.
The challenge of Henry Peterson to row any

man in the world, in Pacific Coast waters,for

SI. 000 a side, has been much talked of iu the

boat clnbs daring the past week. Theie mo
those who comment on Peterson's challenge^

and hint that it was issued in order to gain u

little cheap notoriety. I know this is erron-

eous. Peterson was never in finer trim for a

race than he is now, and the remark I hear<3

one of his friends make recently, gave th e

whole thing in a nutshell. "There's not a ma:i

in the world who has a license to beat Peter-

son."
Peterson seldom takes into consideration

the state of the weather, when he feels like

taking a spin. For practice he has a small

Iapstreak wherry of Eastern build, and in this

he goes out in sunshine and in storm. I was
out in the norther we recently had, and dur-

ing a trip aloug the water front, I was sur-

prised to see Peterson skimming along over

the choppy water apparently as dry and as

comfortableas if he had been aboard a steamer.

The challenge of the Golden Gates to the

Ariels for a race in lapstreak boats has not
been accepted. The Ariels are willing to row
a three-mile straitaway race, but refuse to

row three miles with a turn. They claim the

Gates have an advantage in boats. The chal-

lenge of the Gates grew out of the Thanks-
giving Day affair across the bay, in which the

Ariels were awarded the prize over the Gates,

they apparently crossing the winning line by
a short half boat length. The refusal of the

Ariels to row over under the same conditions
has a significance. The same good luck which
attended them in their four-oared shell race
against the South Ends seems to still hover
about the boathouse of the Ariels.

Fred Smith, of the Ariel Club, while out for

a practice spin last Tuesdav, narrowly escaped

meeting with a catastrophe. He had gone

but a short distance on leaving his club house,

when he started in for a spurt. As is usual

he was so taken up in watching his sculls

that he neglected to keep a good lookout on
what was ahead, and he soon found himself

running through a mass of floating debris.

Among the apparently harmless flotsam was a

water-logged plank having in it a row of

spikes, which protruded several inches above

the water. The stem of the oarsman's bhell

struck this, but in such a manner as to glance

off, but the shock was so great as to cause

Smith to come to a dead stop, and look about

to find oat what had happened. On reaching

the boathouse the shell was examined, and
the ugly dent near the bow plainly showed
how narrowly Smith escaped from having to

swim ashore. If the shell had struck the

plank squarely the shell would have been
into splinters.

Three or four oarsmen are planning a little

sport for Christmas Day, iu the form of a race

in shells. William Growney of the Ariels,

Dave Dean of Stockton, Lahyberger, at pre-

sent of the Sooth-Ends, Fred Smith and Sam
Watkins are said to be preparing themselves
for a three-mile race over the Long Bridge
course, but just how many of these wili enter

for the race cannot yet be ascertained. Even
should the race be between Growney and Dej'n

—and there is a rumor that these scullers have
a settlement to make which they will on no
account pat off—the prospects are that there

will be a close contest.

A new sloop reached this city last Wednes-
day afternoon, having a party of pleasure
seekers on board. The stranger was hailed
by a party on board the Fleetwiug when off

Angel Island, and to questions put to him the
man at the helm replied, that he hailed from
Benieia; that his craft was thirty-two feet in
length, and she would probably be called the
Freda. The sloop is built on fine lines, and
in the light breeze which prevailed, she skim-
med along in a very business-like way.

C01I ISLAND JOCKEY CLUB.

Stakes to Close Jan. 1, 1886.

With Added Money of $38,500.

Alfred Branch, a member of the Ariel Row-
ing Club, recently sailed for the Hawaiian
Islands to visit his brother, Oscar Branch,
who is a prominent member of one of the
clubs down there.

J. M.

SHORTHORN
-OK—

DURHAM CATTLE.
Registered Bulls of all ages

for sale at reasonable prices.
—APPLY TO-

GEO. H. HOWARD,
San Mateo Co..
-OB-

W. H. HOWARD,
523 Montgomery St.

San Francisco

The Futurity Stakes, with $10,000 Added.

For the Autumn Meeting of 1888. To close Jan. 1st, 1888.

A sweepstakes for two years old, foals of 1886, by subscriptions of $25 each for mares covered in 1886
and of i?5u each for the produce of surb mares unless struck out by July 15. 18*7. in which cast- tin- only lia-
bility shall be 525 for Ibe subscription oftbe mare. Starters to pay*t25U additional. The Con< > lilnnH
Jockey Club to add $IO.OOO. The second to receive sli.Oi.O of the added money and 3u per cent, of the
starting money. The third 81,000 of the added money and '20 per cent, of the starling money. Colts to
carry 115 lbs.; fillies and geldings 112 lbs. Minm-is when carrying standard weight for age, at the course
where the race was run, of KI.IjOO, a lbs. : of two such races of $3,iiOU, or of one such race of sa.MiO, 5 lbs.
extra. Mares may be entered by persons not tb»*ir owner, the owner having the prior right If a mare
entered in this stake drops her foal before the 1st of January, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or
is barren, the entry of such mare is void, and if the entrance money has been paid it will be returnt-d.
By filing prior to July 15. 2687. with the Coney ls'and Jockey Club, an accepted transfer of the produce
with its engagement for the Futurity Stakes, the original subscriber will be released from any liability us
to the engagement of the produce of >"50 each, leaving the purchaser liable for the same unless duly struck
out. The produce of mares or stallions which have never produced a winner prior to January 1, jHht'.,

allowed 3 lbs. ; of both, 5 lbs.; the produce to be entitled *o sucb allowance at time of starling, whether
claimed or not in the entry of the mare. Maidens allowed 7 lbs , which allowance shall not be cumulative,
Theee-quarters of a Mile. Entries received up to Ueceniber 1st of 170 mares.

FOR THE JUNE MEETING.

w
lUTFn LATHES AND GENTLEMEN whoAH I tll«isl>!onuike &tf Wijladnv easily at their
own homes. Work sent hv mail. No canvassing. Address
with siamp, Crown life. Co., 231 Vine St., Cin'ti, O.

uSTANDARD 71

Machine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges
(Under Chamberlin Fatents.)

BY THE

Selby Smelting and Lead Co.

416 Montgomery St„
SAN FBAHCISCO, Cal.

FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS.
Added Money.

Great Selling Stakes, sis furlongs $1,000

Zephyr Stakes, sis furlongs 1,000

Spring Stakes, sis furlongs 1,000

June Stakes, six furlongs 1,000

Paddock Stakes, sis furlongs 1,250

Great Post Stakes, sis furlongs 1,500

FOR THBEE-IEAROLDS
Added Money.

Swift Stakes, seven furlongs $1,250

Green Grass Stakes, mile and a furlong.. 1,250

Spindrift Stakes, mile and a quarter 1,500

Stud Stakes , mile and three furlongs 1,500

Emporium Stakes, mile and a half 5.000

THREE YEARS OLD AM) UPWARD.
Added Money.

Coney Island Stakes, mile and a furlong.$1,500

Coney Island Cup, mile and three-Quartera 1,500

Selling Stakes, mile and a furlong 1,000

Sporting Stakes, one mile 1,500

Welter Stakes, mile and three-sixteenths. 750

Sheepsbead Bay Handicap, mile and a fur-

long i,a50

Bay Ridge Handicap, mile and a half 1,250

Suburban Handicap, mile and a quarter. . 2,500

FOR THE AUTUMN MEETING—1886.
To close January 1st, 1886.

I FOR THREE.YEAR-OLDS.
Added Money

September Stakes, mile and three-quarters..51,500

Bridge Handicap, mile and a half 2,500

FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS.
Added Money

Autumn Stakes, three quarters of a mile $1,500

Platbush Stakes, seven furlongs 1,500

Great Eastern Handicap, three-quarters of

amile 5,000 |

For conditions and entry blanks apply personally or by mail to office C. I. J. C, or to

office Bkeedeb and Sportsmax. Entries close at Filth Avenue cor. Twenty-second street

New York city, with J. G. K. Lawrence, Secretary.

LEONARD W. JEROME, President.

J. G. K. LAWRENCE, Secretary.

FAIRLAWN
S T O OK FA R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

27 Brood-Mares

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 21st, 1885.
THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO., CLEVELAND, O.
Gentxkmen: I have the priviledge of appriBine you th«t I

hiivi; just m:L*ivi.-ii the i,i«i s)n-lls ordered bv me Monday, the 19th
met. You received this letter vesturdav and I have tlio shells
this morning, in advance of the mail. "I am verv much pleased
with your ammunition. It is certainly much bene than can he
loaded by hand. A» Boon as I get rid of the stock of powder and
shells I have on bund. I shall .shoot no other kind except yours.
Will you kindly quote me i.rice in lots of Sou. on load No. 42, wood
powriercartrldges.t xcept that I want the puwdei mixed.half dead
shot FFG and half wood powder ]), Bay -1!,' drachms mixture; in
other respects just as stated la your catalogue. Since hctrinninK
thiR letter, your Utter of the :oth came to hand. I enclose you
herewith my check for $ 15. Please send me receipted bill.

Yours truly w. b. Shattcc.
President N. A. K. C.

and 170 Head of Young
Trotters.

AT PRIVATE SALE.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

OFFERED
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment 'that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the uuniber of Brood-niares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 1SS5, and up to the last of January,
18S6. All thf mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.

A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and
prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such as
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions a^d Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ARE OFFERED FOR VV'.t: AT I A1KI.AWX

It is confidently believed that no fiuer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

ftock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG ROADSTERS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CIASS. MMM)ARI> Hltllli TRO TIM-i STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTTT 1T\TT? PPTflT? PT.AIM Isstrictly adhered t0 at Fairlawn, and the
J.XXJJ J1\±J 1 1UUU J- JJXlll price of every animal for sale is printed in the
catalogue. Pcrchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same prices as if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of Brood-mares "and Catalogues for IS 85, or further information, address

Luck Ko.\ 392. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners ore requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents , colors, dates, and breed

.

National Field Trial Club—The All-Age Stake.

It need not be said that we are indebted to the American

Field aDd its editor, Doctor Rowe, for the trial report pub-

lished below. Such a report could come from no other source.

Hereafter the trials of the National Club will begin on the

first Monday in December.

On Monday morning, December 7, at 8:40, the All-Age

Stake commenced, and ended on Thursday evening, December

10, at 4:23. Mr. E. C. Sterling and Mr. E. P. Stoddard, who
were to have judged, not being able to be present, Mr. F. I.

Stone, who was to have judged in the Derby in the place of

Mr. Stoddard, and Mr. Washington A. Coster, who repre-

sented officially the Eastern Field Trial Club, were selected

to take the place of the gentlemen who were absent, and to

judge with Mr. Jos. H. Dew.
The stake was won by the Memphis and Avent Kennel's

black, white and tan Setter dog Roderigo, born April 12, 18S3,

bred by Arthur Merriman, of Memphis, Tenn., and by Count
Noble.out of Merriman's Twin Maad (Gladstone—Clip), a

sister of Peep o' Day, the dam of the noted Gath. Therefore
Koderigo is as identically the same blood as Gath as if he
were Gath's full brother. He is, in our opinion, the best

English Setter in America, and as we have the very best in

America, we can add the best English. Setter in the world.

He is a handsome dog and resembles Paul Gladstone in size,

form and appearance very much. He is as fast as a Setter

dog can be, has'grand style and the keenest of noses. He
was broken by his handler in the race, Mr. J. M. Avent.
He ran in the Derby last year, and was not placed. Second
place was won by Messrs. Luther Adams and A. W. Tucker's

blue belton English Setter dog Gus Bondhu, by Dashing
Bondhu (Dash II.—Countess Bear), out of Novel (Dan—Nel-

lie); Countess Bearwas by Dan—Countess. Gus Bondhu was
born in 1SS1, was bred by Mr. Pnrcell Llewelliu, was im-
ported by Mr. D. C. Sanborn, was broken jointly by him and
Mr. B. Waters, and was run in the Club's Derby in 1SS2, but
was not placed, Gus Bondhu is so well known that further

reference to him is not necessary. Third was divided between
Mr. B. M.Stevenson's white, black and tan English Setter dog
Bob Gates, and Mr. Wm. Tiiterington's liver and white

Pointer dog Trinket's Bang. Bob Gates was born April 22,

1884, was bred by Mr. Stephenson, who broke and handled
him in his race, and is by Count (Rapier (Druid—Magnolia)

out of Belle'of Hatchie (Scout—Lady S). Magnolia was by
Leicester—Sanborn's Nellie. Scout was by Rock—Kirby.
Lady S. was by Gladstone—Frost. Bob Gates is a rattling

fine puppy, is fast, ranges wide, stylish, possessed of good
endurance, and has a capital nose. He was bought after his

race with Gladstone's Boy, by Dr. B. W. Bedford, of Horn
Lake, Miss., for three hundred and fifty dollars, Mr. Ste-

phenson to have his winnings in the stake and in the Derby
in which he runs. Trinket's Bang is a good-looking dog,

has much speed, good style and a good nose. He is a little

over two years old, and is by Croxteth—Trinket (Tory

—

Jaunty), and was bred by Mr. E. F. Stoddard, Dayton, Ohio.

He won the All-Age Stake at the Western Field Trials, held

last month at Abilene, Kan., in which race he was handled

as in this by Mr. N. B. Nesbitt, by whom we believe he was
broken.
The dogs in the All-Age Stake were a very superior lot.

We do not believe a better lot, and we question if as good a

lot, ever ran before.

MONDAY.

The wind was northeast, cold and high. The sun shone

bright. The ground was frozen hard, and excepting where

the sun shone on it, did not thaw at any time during the day.

Altogether it was a bad day for hunting, as the birds in an-

ticipation of the coming storm were moviug toward the woods

and thickets, and were difficult to Hud. Under the circum-

stances the work done by the dogs was good.

Baden- Baden—Mainsprino.— At S:40, W. E. Venable's

(W.J. Winn's) liver and white Setter dog Badeu Baden, by

Lincoln—Blaze, handled by W. A. Ellison, and J.T.Perkins'

liver and white Pointer dog Mainspring, by Mike—Komp,
handled by Capt. 0. E. McMurdo, were cast off in a glass

field. Mainspring did not exhibit the form he had exhibited

n his race at High Point, which we think was attributable

to the long journey from Cbarlottsville to Grand Junction,
where he arrived on Sunday morning, and to being bred
soon after his arrival to Mr. G. A. Castleman's Dell. In.

speed and ranging Baden Baden was the superior. In style
in motion tbev were equal. In style on point and in quar-
tering Mainspring was the superior. In the grass near a
corn field, Atainspring pointed false, which Baden Baden
was not near to back. Then Mainspring going to the edge
of a piece of woods bordered by a corn Geld pointed staunchly
and in good style, and as McMurdo went up the birds flushed
wild, and Mainspring dropped to wing. The dogs then came
together and ran into the oak woods, where the birds flushed
before Mainspring's point had settled; Baden Baden got two
points and Mainspring one point and a flush, after which go-
ing into the grass at the edge of the woods, Mainspring
pointed a bird which McMurdo flushed and killed and Main-
spring after finding it, retrieved it nicely. Baden Baden
backed the point; both dogs dropped to wing and were steady
to shot. Casting into the open Mainspring pointed a bevy
near a little thicket; Baden Baden coming down the wind
and catching sight of him through a little opening, backed.
Ellison was directed to flush the birds, which he did. but
did not shoot; both dogs dropped to wing. The judges gave
Baden Baden the point, but we must dissent from their de-
cision, as the birds Jwere flushed before Mainspring's point,
and Baden Baden was backing down wind. Moreover,
Mainspring got the point first. The birds flew to
the woods near by, where both dogs pointed in
different places; each handler flushed and each dog
dropped to wing. Going to the other side of
the woods, at the edge of a corn field. Baden Baden pointed,
the bird ran, he located it again very nicely and pointed;
Ellison flushed and killed; Baden Baden dropped to shot
and retrieved the bird well. In the woods at the same time,
Mainspring pointed, and it was quite a time, and after Mc-
Murdo had called a point three or four times, before one of
the judges got up to him, and when he did nothing was
found. The judges ordered the dogs up then, at 9:25, and
after a consultation awarded the heat to Baden Baden, which
we fail to see they were justified in doing, as there was not
sufficient difference in the work to warrant a decision at that

time. Down 45 minutes.

Belle of Piedmont—Lillian.—At 9:35, Edward Dexters
black, white and tan Setter bitch Belle of Piedmont, by Dash-
ing Rover—Ranee, handled by Capt. C. E. McMurdo. and
Messis. P. H. and D. Bryson's black, white and tan Setter
bitch Lillian; by Gladstone—Sue, handled by H. M. Short,
were cast off in a grass field. In pace, ranging, and style on
point, Belle of Piedmont had the advantage. In style in
motion and in quartering, Lillian was the superior. Before
going into a description of the race, we must express our dis-

satisfaction at the unnecessary length of the heat, which lasted
two hours and fourteen minutes, for we do not consider
Lillian was equal with Belle of Piedmont at any period of the
race. Belle of Piedmont set the pace and cut the work out
from the very beginning, and the heat should have been con-
cluded in her favor long before it was. Soon after being cast
off both dogs began to make game, and Belle of Piedmont
ran down to some briars near a fence, and as she stopped tbe
birds flushed and flew to the oak woodB adjoining. She then
roadod the back trail and pointed again, and was called off

by McMurdo and cast into the oak woods where she pointed
in a brush-heap, false; Lillian backed and broke her back. A
short distance to the rear of where she pointed another bevy
was flushed by tbe crowd before the dogs which were work-
ing in the direction of them. Casting off and going up wind.
Belle of Piedmont pointed handsomely, and Lillian backed
equally handsomely. McMurdo flushed; one bird remained
and Belle of Piedmont instead of dropping to wing remained
standing staunchly on n point to if, and McMurdo flushed it.

Going on, Belle of Piedmont pointed false and Lillian bricked;

McMurdo called to her and she moved on, when the birds
flushed and she stopped. Tbe judges properly gave her a
point. Both dogs then ran into the open, where Lillian, with
the wind on her quarter, as soon as she caught the scent of

a bevy in a little thicket at the edge of a corn field, wheeled
very prettily to a very pretty point, which Belle of Piedmont
was not near enough to back. Tbe birds flushed when Short
went up and he killed one of them at long distance, which
Lillian was a long time finding and did not retrieve well, bat
foi which she was excusable. Going into the oak woods.
Belle of Piedmont pointed and wag steady to wing when Mc-
Murdo flushed, and soon after pointed again and moved nu,
pointed again and moved on again, and about twenty five

feet to the rear of her, Lillian pointed a bevy which flashed.
The docs then cant into the grass field at the edge of the thicket
where Lillian pointed kiindsome.lv the birdfl which had
flushed before her, and Belle of Piedmont backed eqnnlly
handsomely. Short flushed, but did not shoot. Lillian, a

short distance further on, flushed a bird. At the other side
of the grass field, and near the woods, Belle of Piedmont
pointed and Lillian backed, McMurdo Anshed the birds,
shot and missed; both dogs were steady to wing and shot.
Going into the corn field, both stopped and pointed facing
each other, where a brace of birds had flushed from. In
the next corn field drawn, Lillian pointed in the tall grass
hedge, which Belle of Piedmont did not have a chance to
back; Short flushed and killed and Lillian retrieved well.
The judges now ordered the dogs up for a consultation, and
much to our surprise cast them off again, after which Lillian
made three false points in succession; one at the edge of
the thicket, one in the oak woods and one in the grass field;

the first one was backed by Belle of Piedmont. Leaving
the woods and going into the grass field, the spectators
flushed some birds before the dogs reached them, which
flew to the oak woods, where Belle of Piedmont pointed
and Lillian backed facing her; McMiudo flushed but did not
shoot. Going on, Belle of Piedmont pointed where a bird
had flushed from a moment before. After running through
the balance of the woods and grass field and back into the
woods, the dogs were taken up at 11:49, to be put down again
to have'a bird killed over Belle of Piedmont to see if she
would retrieve. At the conclusion of tbe next heat, Belle of
Piedmont was put down alone to find some of the birds which
had been marked down, which however, McMurdo failed to
kill. Then Short volunteered to kill, and fired both barrels
at a brace but failed to kill also. Both he and McMurdo
were shooting with the same gun, one that neither had shot
with before. Finally it was decided to throw out a dead
bird, shoot the gun, and see if she would retrieve it, which
was done and she retrieved the bird fairly well, and she was
awarded the heat. Down 2 hours and 14 minutes.

Juno A.

—

Count Nott.—At 11:55 the Memphis and Avent
Kenneis' black and white Setter bitch Juno A., by Drnid

—

Knby, handled by J. M. Avent. and Mr. Edward von Don-
hoffs Irish Setter dog Count Nntt, by Rob—Babe, handled
by owner, were cast off in a grass field at the edge of a corn
field. There was no comparison in speed and ranging, as
Juno A. is fast and a wide ranger, while Count Nntt is com-
paratively slow and works cloee. In style Juno A. was also
superior to Count Nutt, but in quartering he was superior to
her. Mr. Donhoff told us that he and Mr. O'Reilly had
entered CountNutt and Dora to demonstrate that Irish Setters
are not headstrong but are controlled very easily, which he
certainly demonstrated as the dogs were under complete
control, in fact too much so. We think the idea that Irish
Setters are headstrong has been dissipated entirely for some
time by those who have had experience with them . Draw-
ing the corn field blank, the dogs ran into the oak woods
with undercover of gTass and leave?, where Count Nutt ran
over a bird which one of the judges flushed afterwards.
Going into a thicket in a grass field, Jnno A. pointed a bevy
which Aveut flushed, and one of which he crippled; Jnno A.
dropped to shot, but was not able to find and retrieve the
bird as it had run off. Count Nutt bad no chance lo hack
the point. Going to the other side of the thicket Crura Nntt
flushed a bird and immediately after Juno A. did the same;
both dropped to the flush. Then a little beyond Juno A.
pointed and Avent flushed and killed; and she dropped to
shot and retrieved well. Sent on, she pointed another bird
which Avent flushed and she dropped to wing. The brace
was then taken up, at 12:25. and Juno A. awarded the heat.
Down 30 minutes.

Rebel Wind'em—Qfees' Bess.—At 1:20, after lunch, the
Memphis and Avent Kennels' black, white and tan Setter dog
Rebel Wind'em, by Conut Wind'em—Novel, handled by J.
M. Avent, and B. F. Price's black, white and tan Setter bitch
Queen Bess, by Gladstone—Donna J., handled byN. B. N-w
bitt, were cast off in a cotton field. In speed and r

Rebel Wind'em was the superior. Mr. Avent must be com-
plimented on the improved condition of the dog in these re-

spects, and in the bold manner in which he wont np to hie
points. In style and quartering Queen Bess wis the better
of the two. Rebel Wind'em bad two or three weeks before
the trial broken a toe and was not entirely well; notwith-
standing, however, lie started oft' at a good pace. ^Vh In
maintained through the heat, and was followed by Qneen
Bess, well up. A bevy was fin -bed by one of the hi
and flew to an old orchard, where. Following them. Rebel
Wind'em pointed and Queen Btss fulled to back. The birds
van and Rebel Wind'em roaded t • h point; Avent flushed hnt
did not shoot. Then each dog Bushed; and Rebel Win \\ m,
soon after, got two points in rapid succession, each on a
single bird; Avent flashed and Rel '

j
l Wind'em di >ppi 1 to

wing. Soon after, Queen Bess pointed and Rob
backed; tbe birds flnsberl and both dogs broke h

shot and killed, and both got to the bird abontihi
but Queen Bess retrieved it. Going to a
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Wind'em made two flashes, down wind. The dogs then ran

into the woods where Eebel Wind'em found and pointed a

bew and Qaeen Bess backed. The birds flushed wild and

could not be marked down; and further on, on the edge of a

ditch, Avent flushed a bevy. Kebel Wind'em, scon after, got

a point and Queen Bess backed. Going to the sedge

erass, Rebel Wind'em pointed again; Avent shot and killed;

Fhe bird fell into a lot of briars and thick cane, and therefore

could not be retrieved. The dogs were then ordered up, at

2:20, and Kebel Wind'em was awarded the heat. Down 1

honr.
Bob Gates—Gladstone's Boy.—At 2:30, B. M. Stephen-

son's white, black and tan dog Bob Gates, by Count Rapier

Belle of Hatchie, handled by owner, and Dr. G. G. Ware's

white, black and tan Setter dog Gladstone's Boy, by Glad-

stone—Sue, handled by Charles Tucker, were cast off in a

corn field. BobGates was the faster and Gladstone's Boy the

wider range of the two. In style they were equal. Glad-

stone's Boy was the better qaarterer. On the side of a hill,

beyond the corn field, both dogs pointed a bevy grandly)

which were flushed, but not shot at. They flew to the oak

woods, where they were followed, and Bob Gates made two

points and Gladstone s Boy one point. The birds were

flushed before each point and the dogs were steady to wing

and shot; Stephenson failed to kill; Tucker killed and Glad-

stone's boy retrieved in good style, further on, Bob Gates

made a point in grand style, and was backed in equall}'

grand style by Gladstone's Boy, on which they were held so

lon^a time tor Mr. E. R. Watrous. the artist, to lake a sketoh

of them, that the bird ran off. G dug on, Gladstone's Boy
pointed false and Bob Gates backel; and then going to the

edge of a cotton field, both pointed a bevy. Stephen-

sou shot and missed: both dogs were steady

to wing and shot. Gladstone's Boy nest pointed at the edge

of a ditch; Tucker flushed the bird, but did not shoot. Go-
ing to some sedge grass bordering a corn field, Gladstone's

Boy made a muguificeut point on a bevy, which was flushed,

shot at aud missed; and a short distance further on, Bob
Gates pointed, Stephenson flushed, and Merriuiau shot and
missed- In the cane brake near a ditch, Gladstone's Boy
pointed a siugle bird, which was flushed but not shot at.

Then a short distance further ou, Bub G rites pointed a bird,

which was flushed, shot at but not killed. Gladstone's Boy
theu pointed a bird which whs not shut at. The brace was
ordered up, and after a consultation by the judges, tliey were
east utf again, when going to the edge of a sorghum patch,

Bub Gates found and poiuted a bevy, uud Gladstone's Boy
backeiU Tucker shut aud missed. Following the birds to the

woods. Bob Gates poiuted a single bird, after which the dogs
were ordered up, at 3:55, and the heat given to him. Down
1 hour aud 25 minutes.

tins BoNunr

—

Bessie A.—At 4:05. Luther Adam's aud A.
M. Tucker's blue belt-on Setter dog Gus Bondhu, by Dashing
Buudhii—Novel, handled by Charles Tucker, and the Mem-
phis an 1 Avent Kenuel's white and lemon Setter bitch Bessie
A , by Dashing Lion—Arinida, handled by J. II. Avent,
were cast off iu a corn field, where Bessie A. showed the
mist p;ice aud widest range. In quartering they were equal.
In style Gns Boudhu had a slight advantage. After drawing
several fields blank, in a corn field Bessie A. dropped to a
point on a bevy; Avent shot aud killed, and Bessie A. re-

trieved in good style. Going on, she pointed another bevy,
which was flushed but not shot at; after which Gus Bondhu
poiuted a single bird and Bessie A. backed. The dogs were
then taken up, at 5:20, to be put down next day.

#
Down 1

hour and 15 minutes.
TUESDAY.

It commenced to rain on Monday night and stopped about
sis o'clock in the morning, and at 9:30 it commenced to rain
again and continued to do so, with the exception of short in-

tervals, the remainder of the day. The wind was southeast
and very high, but comfortably cool. The birds were found
in greater numbers than ou the previous day, but were wild.
The work done under the circumstances was remarkably
good.
Gcs Bondhu—Bessie A.—At 8:55, Gus Bondhu and Bessie

A, were east off in the woods to work on a bevy which had
been flushed by the spectators. Gus Bondhu was faster than
the day before and ranged wider, while Bessie A. was not so
fast, nor did she range as wide as she did on Monday. Gus
Bondhu flushed a bevy, and immediately after the bevy
which they had followed, flushed. One bevy flew into the
grass field on the opposite side of the road, which the dogs
followed, aud which Bessie A. soon winded and dropped.
Gus Boudhu came around behind her, located the birds and
pointed. Tucker flushed aud killed; Gus Boudhu was steady
to shut and wing and retrieved well. Going on, he pointed
again, the birds rau, Bessie A. came up, both roaded and
Gus Bondhu located aud pointed; Tucker flushed but did
not shoot; both dogs were steady to wing Going on, Bessie
A. pointed, Avent flashed, shot and missed. Gus Bondhu
at the same time, a little distance to tho right of Bessie A.,
pointed twice in succession, aud the birds flushed wild each
time. Tucker shot and missed; both dogs were steady to wing
aud shot. Then Bessie A. pointed, Gus Bondhu backed"
Avent flushed and missed; both dogs were steady to shot.
Both dogs then ran to a thicket where Gus Bondhu pointed
and Bessie A. backed; Tucker failed to flush; and both dogs
moved ou a few feet, where Bessie A. pointed and Gus
Bondhu backed. She moved on when Avent went to flush,
and the birds flushed behind her. Gus Bondhu then pointed
twice in succession, and running into the corn field at the
edee, he flushed down wind. They were then taken up. at
9:30, aud Gus Bondhu was awarded the heat, Down 35 min-
utes; altogether, 1 hour and 50 minutes.
Lady C—Sportsman-.—At 9:48, when it had ceased to rain

a little, B.M.Stephenson's black, white and tan Setter bitch
Lady C. by Coleman'B London—Belle of Hatchie, handled by
owner, aud Major J. W. Hurnau's black, white and tan Setter
dug Sportsman, by Gladstone—Sue, handled by Charles
Tucker, were cast off in a cotton field where they started at a
good gait, which they maintained through the heat. Lady C.
was the faster, wider ranger, and the more stylish of the two.
Sporstman was the better quarterer. Going into a grass field,
Lnrly C. dropped to a point aud Sportsman backed; St -pheusou
flushed a bevy, shot aud crippled a bird, which dropped with
tat- rest of the bevy a short distance ahead, where both dugs
pointed separately. Following the birds Sportsuiau poiuted
aud as Tuokei flushed a bird, the crippled bird jumped up
before Sportsmen and be jumped in, tried to catch it. and
dropped to order. Immediately after both dogs ubinted in

; places, and the i irds were flushed, but" were not
. Going over the hill, Sportsman flushed a bir 1 in the

S -
, then cast back and running into i corn field

withe th dxoppe I to
. I

'

ontheback trail, Tncker flush) and
kilted one, which Sportsman retrievi d well; both dogs were

t d wing aud shot. F ' the buvif to thi oak
iod C&dy C. pointed and Sportsman backed; the birds

ran, she roaded,- and they flushed wild. A little further on
butlypoiuted; Lady C, t and Si ortsman to the left

She roaded a long way nicely and carefully into the open,

and Stevenson crowded her past the bird, which flushed

behind her. The bird before Sportsman flushed when
Tucker went up. Coming into the open, Sportsman pointed

a bird which was flushed; and immediately after both dogs

coming together, Lady C. pointed and Sportsman backed;

Stephenson flushed and missed. A little further on, Sports-

man got two points, the first on a single bird in the hedge,

and the other on a bevy in the grass field on the other side of

the hedge. Lady C. backed the first point, but did not have

a chance to back the second. Tucker flushed before each

point, shot over the second and missed; both dogs were
steady to wing and shot. The dogs then crossed the ditch

and went into the grass field on the other side where Sports-

man got two points and Lady C. one point; and afterward

quite a distance beyond, in the same grass field, at the edge

of a thicket, Lady O. flushed a bevy and dropped to wing,

and Sportsman coming up, backed ber. Going into the corn

field ahead,. in the matted crab grass, Lady C. pointed and
Sportsman backed; the bird was flushed, but not shot at.

Going on she pointed again and Sportsman backed. Stephen-

son flushed and Avent, who by permission of the judges
shot for Stephenson, killed a bird a long distance, which
Lady C. retrieved in grand style; both dogs were Bteady

to wing and shot. Sportsman pointed false, a few
feet on, and Lady C. backed. The brace was then taken

up, at 11:13, and after a consultation of the judges, lasting

17 minutes, they were cast off again at 11:30. We thought
Lady C. had won the heat, and could not see any reason for

continuing it longer. A bevy was flushed soon after by the

judges in a thicket, and marked down in a grass field, where
both dogs pointed; Sportsman to the rear of Lady C. When
Tucker went up to flush, Sportsman moved on and not

seeing Lady C, who was dropped on her point, cast off ahead
of her aud pointed, roaded, pointed, and roaded; she followed

and both failed to find. Quite a distance on, Sportsman
pointed and cast off; and Lady C. a few feet ahead, was
drawing on a bird when it flushed. Then a short distance

ahead she poiuted and roaded and pointed again, aud
Stephenson flushed the bird, to which she was steady.
K tinning to the thicket, Sportsman pointed a bevy which
Tucker flushed, shot at aud missed; Sportsman dropped to

shot. Following the birds, Lady C. flushed one, and going
on pointed another which Stephenson flushed. Sportsman,
a little ahead, pointed, aud a bird flushed wild; and then
Lady C. poiuted, and a bird flushed wild, which atlasteuded
the heat, at 11:53, in favor of Lady C. Down 2 hours and
5 minutes.
Gath's Mark— Richmond.—At 11:59, Dr. J. N. Macklin's

black, white aud tan Setter dog Gath's Mark, by Gath—Gem,
handled by Charles Tucker, and J. E. Gill's lemon and white
Pointer Kiehniond, by Vandevort's Don—Beulah, handled
by H. M. Short, were cast off in a grass field where the last

brace had finished their heat. Both started at first slow, but
soon increased their pace and went at a very fair gait through-
out the heat. Gath's Mark was the faster and wider ranger
of the two, and had the advantage in style and quartering.
Soon Gath's Mark poimr*i und moved on, and then some
distance beyond, near the thicket, Richmond pointed, and
Gath's Mark backed; Short flushed, shot and missed; both
dogs were steady to wing and shot. Following the birds to

the sedge grass, both pointed; Richmond, the bevy, and
Gath's Mark the trail; Short flushed, shot aud killed two,
which Richmond retrieved very nicely. Going on, both
backed facing each other, and oast off, when Richmond,
soon after, pointed, and a bird flushed wild ahead of him;
and afterward Gath's Mark dropped on a point, which Rich-
mond backed. The bird flushed wild when Tucker went
up. The balance of the field proving blank, the dogs ran to

the ragweed field bordering a corn field, where Gath's Mark
pointed false, and going into the corn field some distance on,
pointed false again and Richmond backed: Running toward
the woods, at the edge, Gath's Mark pointed and roaded on
the back track quite a distance, and failed to locate. The
bevy, as will be seen further on, was subsequently found.
Both dogs then went into the grass field, where a bevy was
flushed by a reporter and flew to the grass field ahead, where
the dogs followed and where Richmond flushed in the long
grass, down wind. Going into the ragweed field, Gath's
Mark dropped to a point, and Tucker flushed and killed the
bird which the dog retrieved well. A little further on, Gath's
Mark, with the wind on his quarter, wheeled and dropped
nicely to a poiut as soon as he got the scent of a bird; Tncker
flushed but did not shoot. Casting back to the woods, both
dogs pointed at the same spot, at the edge, where Gath's
Mark had pointed before; GatIrs Mark roaded on the back
trail; Richmond roaded the bev}r aud pointed it. Short
flushed, shot and missed; both dogs were steady to wing and
shot. They were theu cast into the woods where Gath's
Mark poiuted and Richmond backed, and after Tucker failed

to flush, he cast off and pointed again the bird which had
run, and Richmond backed again; Tucker flushed but did
not shoot. This ended the heat, and they were taken up at
12:55, aud Gath's Mark was awarded the heat. Down 5G
minutes.

Trinket's Bam;—American- Dan.—At 1:29, after lunch,
Wm. Tifterington's white and liver Pointer dog Trinket's
Bang, by Croxteth—Trinket, handled by N. B. Nesbitt, and
T. W. House's black, white and tan setter dog American
Dan, by Lincoln—Daisy Dean, handled by H, M. Short,
were cast off in a cotton field. American Dan was very sick,

but, being a game dog, ran a good race. Iu speed and rang-
ing Trinket's Bang was the superior. In quartering and
style they were equal. Going to the oak wood, American
Dan made a point which Trinket's Bang was not near to
back; Short flushed the bevy aud shot; and it was thought
he killed. Sent to retrieve, American Dan pointed a remain-
ing bird, which Short flushed, shot at and missed. Then
both dogs coming together, they worked on the scattered
birds in the woods, where Trinket's Bang got six points, one
false point and one flush, aud American Dan got eight points
and one flush. Several of the points were shot over, and
both dogs were steady to wing. A bird was killed over one
of the points of each dog, and was retrieved well by each one.
The degs were theu cast into the open, where American Dan
pointed a hare and Trinket's Bang backed; the hare sprang,
and both dogs were steady to fur. A short distance on, the
handlers flushed a bevy which flew to some matted crab
grass, where Trinket's Bang pointed a running bird which he
roaded and located nicely; Nesbitt flushed the bird and
Trinket's Bang dropped to wing Then American Dan
pointed, roaded on and passed the bird, which was flushed
by one of the judges behind him. Theu both pointed and
roaded « here others Df tb< bevy ha l been ranniug, aud they
flushed, Fhe dogs were then taken up, at 2:27, and Trink-
et's Bang was awarded the heat. Down 58 minutes.
Roderigo -Bora.—At 3:05, it having rained when the hist

I finished so hard as to compel th!> trials to be stopped
for the time being, the Memphis and Avent Kenu< L's black,
white and tun Setter dog Roderigo, by Oounl Noble—Twin
Maud, handled by J. M. Went* and J. H. 0'B.iell ah

Setter bitch Dora, by Box—Kowena, handled by Edward
Von Donhoff, were cast off in a corn field, where Boderigo
started at a tremendous gait. Before we go any further, we
wish to say that we think Boderigo is one of the fastest dogs
and one of the widest rangers, at least, that we have ever
seen, if not the fastest and the widest ranger. We could not
give an adequate idea of the speed and ranging he exhibited
in his heats, and it would be impossible for anyone to form
any idea, unless he was to see the dog. It seems incredible
almost, that a dog can cover so much ground iu so short a
time, and it is surprising that a dog so fast in the open,
should slow down as he does on birds when he gets on them
in cover. He has a grand nose and grand style, and com-
bines the noted qualities of his illustrious grandsire, Glad-
stone, and his illustrious sire, Count Noble. Therefore, Dora,
while a very active mover, a fair ranger and possessed of fair
style, suffered, naturally, very much by comparison with such
a dog. Bunning to a thicket in a grass field, Boderigo
pointed a bevy which Avent flushed, shot at aud
missed. When the bevy flushed, a haTe sprang out in
front of Boderigo and he attempted to chase it, but
dropped to order. Going into the grass field, he pointed a
bird which Avent flushed, shot at and killed. Boderigo was
unsteady to shot, but retrieved the dead bird well. Dora
soon after flushed. Some distance on, both dogs made game;
Boderigo made a short point, cast off, and coming up wind,
pointed again a short distance, from where he pointed first.

Dora coming up at a good pace, got close to him before she
saw him, and dropped on a back close up. Avent failed to
flush. Then going into a corn held, Boderigo pointed false,
and Dora backed well and promptly. Further on, he pointed
false again, and Dora backed, broke her back aud cast off.

They then crossed the road and got into a large open field,

where Boderigo gave an exhibition of magnificent ranging
and great speed. Casting back, he poiuted in a pea field in
the open, where several bevies had congregated to feed; Dora
refused to back and flushed a bird. Immediately after, the
remainder of the bevy flushed wild, and ahead of them two
or three bevies flushed wild also. Casting off, Boderigo ran
down wind, into the grass and reaching a ditch, wheeled up
wind, and as he did so caught the scent of a bevy up on the
level, to which he instantly stopped ou a magnificent and
iongpoint, with his head elevated and iudicating plainly
where the birds were. The birds flushed wild. Some dis-
tance further on, he made a grand point, and Dora backed
weU a long distance off, and the birds flushed wild again.
Then a few feet further on, he pointed another bevy and
Avent flushed the birds; each time he was steady to wing.
The dogs were then taken up, at 4, and Boderigo awarded
the heat. Down 55 minutes.

second series.

Baden Baden—Belle of Piedmont.—At 4:04, Baden
Baden and Belle of jPiedmout were cast off where the last
brace was taken up. In style, pace and ranging, Belle of
Piedmont had the advantage. Baden Baden quartered the
better of the two. It is true, there were times when Baden
Baden ranged wider than Belle of Piedmont, but her ranging
throughout the heat was wider than his. Soon after being
cast off Belle of Piedmont pointed, and a bird flushed after
she had firmly established her point; the judges looking in
a different direction when she pointed did not see the bird
flush, and presumed she had flushed it. Such is our inter-
pretation, as they gave her a flush, whereas she should have
been entitled to a point. Going a short distance further, she
dropped quickly on a point, and raised up and pointed stand-
ing, and when McMurdo went up, moved on. Further on,
she pointed staunchly, and McMurdo, ordered to flush and
shoot, moved up and ordered her to accompany him, where-
upon she moved a few steps very carefully, the bird flushed,
and she dropped to wing; McMurdo's gun missed fire. The
judges gave her a flush for this also, whereas she was entitled
to a point, as, although she was in motion, when the bird
flushed, she had not moved without orders from her handler,
and was accompanying him at the time, and had moved care-
fully. Under all interpretation of field trial rules that we
have seen previously, a point has been allowed for just such
work, and she was fairly entitled to it. Some distance on,
she pointed handsomely in a clump of long grass, a bird, up
wind, and Baden Badeu backed across the wind. Such was
the position of the dogs when the judges came up to them.
McMurdo, to order, flushed a bird directly before her nose
and killed. It fell in a ditch; she was some time finding it,,

but when she did find it, retrieved it well. The judges gave
both dogs a point, in which decision we cannot agree, as the
position of the dogs indicated plainly that Belle of Pied-
mont was entitled to the point. Going on Belle of Pied-
mont made a beautiful point, which Badeu Baden was not
near to back. McMurdo flushed the bird, but did not shoot,
and she dropped to wing. Soon after, she pointed in the
grass, aud Ellison whistled Baden Baden up. Belle of Pied-
mont moved on toward him, and as he came up both poiuted
together; he in tho open and she in the grass. The bird ran,
both moved on, she cast off, aud he located and pointed the
bird again. Ellison flushed and missed; Badeu Badeu was-
steady to wing and shot. After a while, the road was crossed
and the dogs drawing the corn field blank, ran into the ad-
joining grass field where, near a thicket, both pointed facing
each other, and then cast back and pointed again and movek
on. Going to the grass field on the hill, on the other side of
the thicket, both were found pointing.facingeach other again.
They moved on and getting jealous of each other, cast off,

and a judge flushed the birds afterwards. They were then
taken up, at 5:00 to be put down the next morning to deoide
their heat. Down 56 minutes.

WENDESDAY.

The wind was west, high and cold, and the sky was cloudy
until afternoon when the sun shone.
Baden Baden—Belle of Piedmont.—AtS:40, Baden Badeu

and Belle of Piedmont were cast off in a corn field to finish
their undecided heat from the previous evening. Belle of
Piedmont set the pace at the start. Soon Badeu Baden
warmed up and increased his pace_and range, but not suffi-

cient to equal Belle of Piedmont's. In a meadow she pointed
a snipe; after which, both dogs ran to the oak woods, where
Belle of Piedmont poiuted nicely and staunchly until Baden
Badeu was brought up to back, which he did. McMurdo
flushed the bevy, and she dropped to wing; Badeu Baden
was steady to wing. Goiug ou, Baden Baden made a hesi-
tating poiut, and the birds flushed wild around him. Then
going into the adjoining field of matted crab grass, he pointed,
the r.ird rau aud ho roaded and located it very nicely, after
which, it flushed wild. Crossing the edge into the adjoining
cotton field, Belle of Piedmont poiuted and Baden Baden
backed; she roaded past the birds, which were seeu ou the
ground between the two next rowp, aud stopped, when
Baden Baden, who was following her on a buck, stopped
also, aud the birds flashed wild behind and to the right of
him. Going to the oak woods, Baden Baden pointed and
Belle of Piedmont backed; the bird ran, he roaied it, she
moved on aud cast ahead of him aud pointed and he backed.
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Ellison flushed and the judges gave Baden Baden the point,

which was correct. Farther in the woods, both dogs pointed

separately, roaded and cast oft, and the birds flushed behind
them. Belle of Piedmont, further on, pointed and McMurdo
flushed. Going on, each pointed; McMardo flushed the

bird before Belle of Piedmont, and the bird before Baden
Baden flushed wild. Soon after, Belle of Piedmont pointed
and Baden Baden backed, facing her; McMurdo flushed and
killed the bird which dropped near to Baden Baden, to which
he behaved well. Belle of Piedmont, sent to retrieve,

flushed a bird which cenfused her for a while

in finding the dead bird, but after she found it

she retrieved it well. Baden Baden afterwards

pointed a hare which ran and which both dogs roaded nicely

to a point, and behaved well to fur when it sprang. Return-
ing to the woods, both stopped and backed, facing each
other. After a consultation by the judges, at 9:45, they

ordered the dogs down again. We thought Belle of Piedmont
had won the heat. Going to the opposite thicket, across the

corn field, both were found backing, facing each other; after

which Baden Baden pointed false in the grass field. The
dogs then went to the adjoining oak woods where Baden
Baden pointed a bevy and Belle of Piedmont backed. Ellison

flushed, but did not shoot; both dropped to wing. The
judges then ordered the dogsup, at 10:15, and awarded Baden
Baden the heat, in which decision we cannot concur, as we
think Belle of Piedmont won the heat. Down 1 hour and 35

minutes; altogether, '2 hours and 31 minutes.

Bob Gates—Jrxs-o A.—At 10*20, Bob Gates and Juno A.
were cast off in a grass field, aud started like racehorses.

Bob Gates had a slight advantage in speed and ranging, and
had the advantage also, in style and quartering. Going to

the woods, Juno A. pointed a bevy which flushed wild, after

which Bob Gates pointed false at the edge of a deep ditch.

The dogs then crossed the gully, and Juno A. flushed a brace.

Several fields were drawn blank until iu a gTass field, Juno
A. pointed a bird au.l Bob Gates backed facing, both stylishly

Aveut flushed uud killed; both dropped to wiug, were steady

to shot, and Juno A., to order, retrieved very promptly and
very nicely. Further on, Bob Gates pointed; Juno A. did

not see him until she got so close that she got the scent of

the bird, when she wheeled into a point al&o. Stephenson
did not go far enough from Bob Gates to flush the bird, and
presuming the dog had made a false point, ordered him on,

when both east off, and a bird was afterwards flushed by one
of the jndges about fifteen feet from where he had pointed.

Soon after casting off, Juno A. flushed a bird, and at the edge
of the thicket. Bob Gates pointed, cast off, went Hack and
pointed again in the thicket, and Juno A. backed. The point

proved false. The dogs then separated; Bob Gates went to

the right in the thicket, pointed, moved on and pointed again
at the edge which proved false also. Coming together, both
led off to a thicket between a corn field and woods, where
Bob Gates pointed and Juno A. backed; Stephenson flushed

and missed; both dogs were steady to wing. The birds were
followed and some very rapid work was done. Juno A. got

one point and one flush, and Bob Gates got one back on
Juno A.'s point and three points. They were then taken up,

at 11: IS, and Bob Gates was awarded the heat. Down 5S
minutes.
Gus Boxdhtj—Rebel Wind'em.—At 11:25, Gus Bondhu

and Rebel Wind'em. were cast oft" in a corn field. In speed
and ranging they were equal. In style and quartering Gus
Bondhu had the advantage. Drawing the corn field blank,

they ran into a thicket where Gus Bondhu flushed a bird,

stopped, and drew to a point on the balance of the bevy;
Rebel Wind'em backed promptly, quite a distance and in

good style; Tucker flushed the birds, but did not shoot.

Going to the other side of the thicket, Rebel Wind'em pointed

a hare and Gus Bondhu backed; after which Gus Bondhu
went into the thicket and pointed, and Tucker flushed the

birds, shot and missed. Gus Bondhu was steady to winp
and shot. Returning to the grass field, Gus Bondhu pointed
false three times in succession, and flushed once; and Rebel
Wind'em pointed false twice; first in the grass field, and the

second time at the edge of a thicket and grass field, and Gus
Bondhu backed each time. In the oak woods, some
distance on, a spectator flushed a bevy at the edge,

which Rebel Wind'em had winded and was working to.

Almost immediately, in the same woods, Gus Bondhu pointed
twice; first an outlying bird of a bevy and then the bevy.
Tucker flushed before both points and killed one bird of the

bevy, which Gus Bondhu retrieved well. Leaving the wooed
and going to a grass field, Rebel Wind'em flushed a bird in

the thicket, and soon after, Gus Bondhu pointed in the grass

and Rebel Wind'em backed. Tucker flushed and killed and
Gus Bondhu retrieved well; both dogs were steady to wing
and shot. Moving on, Rebel Wind'em pointed false aud Gus
Bondhu backed, and soon after, Gus Bondhu pointed false

and Rebel Wind'em backed. The dogs were then taken up,

at 12:26, and Gus Bondhu awarded the heat. Down 1 hour
and 1 minute.

Gath's Mark—Lady C.—At 12:37. Gath's Mark and Lady
C. were cast oft" in a cotton field. Both started at a good gait.

Lady C. was the faster of the two and the wider ranger.

Gath's Mark had the advantage in style and quartering.

Running to the briers at the edge of the woods, Lady C.

pointed, and Gath's Mark backed a long way off, in good
style. Stephenson flushed the birds, but did not shoot.

Following the birds into the oak woods, Lady C. pointed and
Gath's Mark backed; Stephenson flushed but did not shoot;

both dogs were steady to wing and shot. Going on, she
pointed again and Gath's Mark backed again; Stephenson
flushed and killed, and Lady 0. retrieved sp eudidly. Farther
on, Gath's Mark, while going at full speea, caught the scent

of a bird and whirled and jumped into a beautiful and long
point; Tncker flushed the birds, but did not shoot. Lady C.

did not have an opportunity to back. The dogs were then
led off into the grass field, where Gath's Mark pointed false,

and Lady C. backed, after which they ran to the oak woods
where Gath's Mark pointed; Tucker flushed and killed, Gath's

Mark dropped to shot, and after a while found and retrieved

the bird well. Further on, Lady C. pointed false and Gath's
Mark backed. The dogs then cast toward the open and the

judges flushed two birds, a short distance from where Gath's

Mark pointed false afterwards, and Lady C. backed. Then
going on, Lady C. flushed a bird and dropped. Drawing
several fields blank, at the end of twenty-five minutes, Lady
C. made game and Gath's Mark coming up, both ran into the

oak woods and pointed a bevy which flushed before the

jndges got up. Lady C. then ran toward the top of the hill,

and as she reached the brow of it, a bird flushed wild and
she dropped, and another bird flushed immediately after.

Further on she pointed false and Gath's Mark backed aud
going on Gath's Mark pointed and Lady C. backed; Tucket
flushed the bird. Afterwards Gath's Mark pointed false, and
some distance beyond flushed and dropped: aud farther on
still, pointed false. Tbe dogs were then taken up. it 1:4.".,

for lunch. Down one hour and 8 minutes. At 2:22, after

lunch, they were cast off in a cotton field which they drew
blank, and* ran to the oak woods, where iu the dry 1

Lady C. made a long point and Gath's Mark backed; Stephen-
son flushed the bevy, but did not shoot; both dogs dropped to

wing. Going on, Lady C. pointed false and Gath's Mark
backed. Casting to the grass Held Gath's Mark pointed
false, and when Tucker went up to flush, cast off and
pointed false again; beyond where Lady C. was found
dropped, but whether on a point or to a flush, could not be
ascertained, as she was found in the position after a bevy
was seen to flush. Then both dogs got a separate point
near a thicket; and soon after, as both were drawing to a
point, the birds flushed wild. Both crossed the ravine aud
dropped on a separate point and moved on; Gath's Mark
cast from his point, and Lady C. coming up, pointed the
birds and they flushed wild. Following the birds. Lady C.
pointed again and the birds flushed wild; and some distance
on, both pointed at the edge of a small ditch with scrub oaks
and briars in it; Lady C. on the back trail, Gath's Mark on
the birds. Lady C. cast on, and Tucker flushed some of the

birds and Gath's Mark dropped to wing. Ordered on, he
moved around the ditch about three feet and pointed the
birds which remained, which flushed wild hnd he dropped
to wing. The judges then consulted, and the dogs were
ordered up, at 3:05, and Gath's Mark was awarded the heat.

Down 43 minutes; altogether, 1 hour and 51 minutes.

^Concluded next week.]

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's Third Annual
Trials.

The third annual field trials of the Pacific Coast Club wepe
run off last week, near Point Reyes, Marin county, beginning
on Tuesday, Dec. loth, and ending on Saturday, 19th. As a

whole tbe trials were satisfactory to those most interested.

The entry list was not large, but the work done by the dogs
averaged better than in former trials. The heats were long,

and furnished a fair test of the gameness aud staying power
of the animals. The two former trials of the Club were held
in El Dorado county, upon ground which was perfectly

adapted to show the mere speed of the dogs, but on which
birds were hard to find, and when found were almost sure to

take to timber. The walking was easy, and the gruund such
that spectators could without inconvenience see all that was
to be seen. But the Club, after consideration, decided that

as the end of field trials is to determine the relative useful-

ness of dogs for actual quail bagging, it would be better to

endure a little discomfort and hard work on ground where
birds were pleuty, than to continue to use tbe easy and open
country, which had heretofore been used. During the year
the Executive Committee visited many parts of the Scate,

which were accessible by railroad, and after comparing notes,

decided that Marin county afforded better prospects than any
other, and as the club was offered the use of the choicest
quail preserves in that county, it was thought best to go
there. The lands selected were tbose of Hon. James Mc-
Millan Shaiter and Mr. Charles Webb Howard. Permission
to use the former was gained though the interest of Mr.
Payne J. Shafter, and on the latter the shooting is controlled

by Mr. John K. Orr, who generously afforded tbe privilege,

and aided the club, at large expense in time and labor, to reach
the best portions of his noble preserve. The date set for the

trial was December 15th, in the hope that the ground might
dry sufficiently after the unusually early and heavy rains ot

the year, but the fates were unkind. On Monday, the 17th,

a handfull only of sportsmen gathered at the ferry slip of the

North Pacifie Coast Railroad, at 11:20. Instead of the forty

expected, only twelve appeared. More were expected from
Sacramento, Auburn and Folsom, but the train which should
have connected with the 11:20 boat was behind time, and at

the time set for departure the twelve took shipping and
started for Marin. They were Adjutant-General G. B. Cosby,
Judge C. N. Post, J. G. Edwards, J. M. Bassford, Jr., J.

Martin Barney, Henry A. Bassford, Samuel Allen, George
W. Bassford, George T. Allender, G. W. Bunnell, Edward
Bunnell and this reporter.

The ride to Point Reyes station is one of the most charm-
ing in the State. The North Pacific Coast Road pursues a
winding way up canons, over long trestles, through tunnels,

by beautifut little valleys, all the time climbiug, until about
thirty-five miles from San Francisco it passes the station at

which we were to leave the train.

Marin county is one of the cow counties. It is owned in

large tracts, and the laud is routed to dairy farmers. Water
is plenty and in ordinary years feed is good, so that the

county is noted for the excellence of its butter, cheese aud
milk.

It was the intention of the Club to have visitors equally

divided between the hotels at Point Reyes and at Olema,
and the proprietors at both places made ample preparations

to entertain many more than were on hand. In order to

reach Olema it is necessary to ride by wagon two or thret;

miles from the station, so it was deemed best for those who
had dogs with them to go to Point Reyes, aud thus avoid the

wagon carriage. The few others preferred to remain with

the doggy men, and as it turned out, the Olema hotel had no
visitors, a fact which was much regretted by the club, not

only because it entailed a slight loss upon the hotel keeper,

but also because it put the establishment to unnecessary
trouble.
When the Club reached Poiut Reyes it found Hewitt's hotel

at its service, good, comfortable rooms reserved for its use,

and a luncheon ready.

Monday afternoon was spent in studying the dogs present

and in listening to General Cosby and Mr. Barney spin yarns,

with now and there a pointed little story from Judge Post.

Several of the dogs were worth special notice. Mr. Barney's
Pointer pup, Tom Pinch, a grandson of Sensation, and a half

brother of Beaufort, is a rare good one in form. He is a

rangy built dog, lemon aud white, with a classical head, and
weighs close to fifty-five pounds. He won the Derby. The
winner of second in the same stake, Mr. Henry Bassford's

liver and white Solano B., by Glen—Josie Bow, does not

show as much quality as either the winner of first or of third,

and is a little heavy set, and coarse about the head and neck;

but he ran a very good race. Victor II., Mr. Geo. Bass-

ford's white and lemon brother of Solano B-, is as game
looking a pup as Mr. Bassford has bred. He is good all

over now, aud wben he reaches mature form will be hard to

beat.

The aged dogs averaged well. Mr. Win. Schreiber's lemon
and white Pointer Mountain Boy, by Grouse—Nell, recently

imported from the kennel of Dr. Pollack, near Glasgow,
Scotland, is not a prepossessing lookiut; dog, his head !>• in^

too snort in the cranium, and his (nozzle too shortand light.

In body he is good enough, although* :t littl-_- straight hi the

hindlegs, bat his nose is superior, and lit- in a dog ol good
jndgment. He won lirst among tbe nged dogs, second wenl
t<. Leniinie B.. Mr. J. M Bassford's whiteand It-imm Pointer,

by Prince Ranger— Gracie Bow. Lemmie has nol

changed materially since he rau in the Pn ppy Stake

last year, but he bus improved vastly iu obedi-

ence and in judgment since then. He ran in perfect
condition and showed well. Third was divided, after it ap-
peared that the Setter Biou was withdrawn from the stake,
between three dogs. Mr. J. G. Edward's Royal Duke II., a
black, white and tan son of Beanent's Regent, by Royal Duke
—Gift, ex Dolly, a Beltou II—Belle. Royal DuRe showed op
as hard as nails, ran at great pace and has a good nose. He
was by several thought "to be the best Setter present.
Judge C. N. Post's black, white aud tau Setter Janet, by

Count Noble—Dashing Novice, is a smallish bitch, rather
Laverack in type, but with a clean cut, strong head, aud a
good nose . She was a trifle fat, and sufl" red a little from a i ac-

cidental gorge on food, which she found when turned out
early one morning before her race. On point she is staunch
and very tasty.

Old Beautiful Queen, the other participant in third prize, is

well kuown, becanse she has often run before and been de-
scribed and pictured. She, as nsual, showed lack of con-
trol. Third iu the All-Age would ^ave been won by tbe Eug
lish Setter Bion, by Regent -Juno, if under the rule he had
not been barred.
The handling with one o i two exceptions was better than

was expected. The handlers generally worked quietly, and
in a way that could not fail to be productive of good results
in ordinary shooting.
The winners of first prize in both the Puppy and the All-

Age-Stake were broken and handled by Mr. Allender, the
man who has recently established a breaking kennel near
Saucelito. His dogs were under good control and showed
that they had been given plenty of field experience. Mr.
Sam Allen's method with Sulano B. was a model of what
field work should be.

The annual meeting of the Club was held on Thursday
evening, December 17th, in Judge Post's rooms, the Presi-
dent iu the chair.

After hearing and approving minutes of the' previous
meeting and the Treasurer's report, Messrs. J. Martiu
Barney, G. T. Allender, P. J. Shafter, E P. Farnsworth,
William Schreiber aud Capt. T. O. Walker were elected to

membership. Election of officers for the ensuing year re-

sulted in the choice of Mr. J. G. Edwards, for President, Mr.
J. Martin Barney, for first Vice-President, Judge Leon D.
Freer, second Vice-President, Mr. H. C. Brown, Secretary
and Treasurer. Messrs. C. N. Post, E. L. Craig, Geo. W.
Bassford, William Schreiber aud Samuel Allen were selected

as members of the Executive Committee.
It was* ordered that all members on the call roll owing ten

dollars or more be notified, aud if they fail to pay np within
thirty days their names be dropped.
Ordered that next year's trials begin on the second Monday

in December, 1SS6, the Secretary to notify all members of

the place chosen for the trials two weeks before that date.

Entrance to next year's Derby closes May 1, 1SSG, fee to

enter being $5, and 815 more to start. Entries to All-Age-

Stake of 1SS6 close December 1, ISS6. Entrance ?20, to Le
paid, when a dog is entered, or before December 1st.

The prizes in both stakes will be 50, 30 and 20 per cent, of

entrance.
The Secretary of the Club was directed to draft, have

engrossed and forwarded to Messrs. James McMillan Shafter,

Charles Webb Howard, John K. Orr, and Payne J. Shafter,

reflations expressing the sense of obligation felt by the club
for the use of the premises on which the trials were held.
After the payment of sundry bills the Club adjourned.
But three puppies started out of seventeen entered, and

on Monday evening they were drawn by General Cosby, at a
meeting of the Club held in the rooms of President Post.

The judging was excellent throughout, although several of

the heats were protracted unnecessarily, in our opinion.
The judges chosen for the Puppy Stake were Judge C.N.
Post, Mr. J. G. Edwards and H. H. Briggs. For the All-Age
Stake they were Messrs. J. Martin Barney, Payne J. Shafter

and H. H. Briggs.
On Tuesday, Dec. 15th, the party droie out through beau-

tiful Bear Valley by Mr. Orr's hunting lodge to the coast, to

run the Puppy Stake.
TUESDAY.

Toji Pinch—Solano B.—The first pair of puppies drawn
were J. Martin Barney's white and lemon Pointer Tom
Pinch, by Wise's Tom—Beulab, handled by G. T. Allender,
aud H. A. Bussford's white and liver Pointer Solano B., by
Glen—Josie Bow, handled by Samuel Allen. Down at 12:50.

Tom Pinch moved slowly and cautiously, while Sulano B.
ran freely. Some birds were located in a chemisal patch
n-^ar a dairy house, and Solano soon pointed staunchly,

Al en flushing the bird not shooting, Solauo breaking iu.

Moviug on duwn the hid, both dogs ran by and near buds,
which were afterward flushed by the handlers. Alout mid-
way of the brushy spot, Solano with the wind iu his nose
scored a flush, aud when the birds rose Allender killed one,

both dogs standing to order. Tom Piuch moving toward
the dead bird pointed dead iu beautiful style, while Solano
rau in by him, refusing to back. After holdiu^ his point fur

forty-five seconds, Tom was ordered on and retrieved the bird

neatly, of course scoriug uothinu thereby. At 1:14 tht- dogs
were taken up for luncheon, which was eaten at the dairy

house of Mr. Martella, who provided good store of rich milk,

which with the fried chicken and biscuits sent out by Mrs.
Hewitt, made life seem less gloomy for the nonce.
At2t. m. the dogs wen* again put under judgment on

birds just beyond Marlella's, but did not find. In pace
about equal, Tom Pinch improving each minute. In range
and style about equal.
Many hills were climbed, hundreds of cubic feet of pure,

highly ozonized air inspired, the calm and beauty of the land-

scape enjoyed, but dusk drew-on with no covey found, and at

4:35 the dogs were ordered up for the day. A notable feature

of the tramp over Mr. Orr's preserve was the uumber of old

elk horns found, showing that not long ago the ground was
frequented by those lordliest of the Cervidae.

WEDNESDAY.

It rained lightly through the forenoon, but cleared up
about one o'clock, and a little excursion was made to a slope

which had boon grubbed and burnt over. Three coveys were
found, but they flew to heavy brush and could not be foN
lowed, so the party returned fa its comfortable quarters iu

Hewitt's Hotel and whiled away the day in discussiou of

field trials and all cognate subjects.

THURSDAY.

An early start was made for the house of Payne J. Shafter,

at Olema, aud the services <>f that gentleman enlisted uu

guide, to which In- voluntarily added the functions <>f phil-

osopher and friend. He led the company out to Muler'tj

Gnleh, on bis own premises, and soon found quail.

At 1 1
:•_'.""-. Tom Pinch and Solano B were again pal

Both worked better than Ih ire, and a pointed

the same '-ir-i. neither havinu' " op| I

Allen !• i missed when the bird Unshed, aud notb d

in Banning up wind Solauo B. scored a b

when AlleuiW Bhot both broke in.
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Ordered in Tom pointed in a little draw, breaking m when

the bird rose, and running Dp to the brink of a land slide

where he drew to point, but discovered his error and moved

on ranging more freelv and in better style all the time.

At the lower edge of the slide Tom again

pointed, and when Solano was brought up to

back the latter refused to do ho, ran in, flushed the bird and

broke in When ordered on Tom scored another point which

Solano would not back, and at 12:03, the puppies were

ordered up. Down 3 hours and 37 minutes. Heat given to

Tom Pinch. ,, , ,. ... ,

Victor II A Bye.—Mr. George W. Bassford s white and

lemon Pointer dog Victor II., by Glen-Josie Bow, being the

odd dog in the drawing, was given a bye in the farst series.

SECOND SERIES.

Tom Pixch—Victor II.—At 12:23, the dogs were ordered

down Tom Piuch handled by Allender, Victor II. by his

ownfcf Geo. W. Bassford. Victor II., a handsome puppy,

mowg in good style and freely, but under no control and

showing no judgment. A gulch was worked out without

finding but <m the way back down the hill Tom pointed

three £;'rds, which were covered at the root of the same sage

bnsh and broke in when the birds flushed. The dogs were

sent across Miller's gnlch and ranged over a large space of

brushy cover without finding a few birds which had been

marked down by the handlers, and at 12:48 were ordered up,

until the partv had lunched.

At 2 p.m. they were sent in on a bevy found by Mr.

Edwards on a hillside near the lunching place, Victor run-

ning rank and not controllable. Soon after the start Victor

pointed an instant, but the bird would not lie, and when

Bassford killed, Victor broke shot. Moving around a hill-

side against the wind, Tom Pinch stood a few seconds, but

ran on without interference by his handler. A number of

birds were flushed by the handlers, both dogs steady to wing.

Going around the hill into a moist fern patch and across a

little canon Tom Pinch established a staunch point, which

Victor backed, but when the bird flushed the latter broke in.

Then Tom Pinoh drew to point in grand style, bign-headed

and staunch, and when Victor II. was brought to back the

latter refused to do so, but ran in under Tom's nose, not tak-

ing scent, and then on down the hillside twenty or thirty

feet where he pinned another bird. Tom Pinch, through all

the tryiug test of his staunchness showing superbly. The

birds were put up and missed, Victor dropping to gun aud

Tom steady. A little lower down the hill Tom scored

itnoriier poiut and was given the heat and first money in the

Puppy Stake. Down 40 minutes.

THIRD SERIES.

Solano B.—Victor II.—These does were put down at 2:20

to run for second money. Solano B. soon pointed, Victor

II. refusing to back aud taking scent of same bird. Then on

the hillside, above a willow thicket, Solano B. agaj* pointed,

and Victor again ran by and took point on name bird, when
they were ordered np and the heat and aecond place given to

Solano B. Down 2S minutes.

TTMHAKX.

Pacific CoaBt Field Trial Club's Puppy Btake of 1886, ma at Toint

Reyes, Marin county, Cal.. Dec. 16th, lGth and 17th, 1885. Op«n to all

Betters and Pointers, wbelpsd on or after Jan. 1,1884; entrance |2. 10;

£5 additional to start. Prizes, 60, 30 and 30 per cent, of entrance

money. Judges, C. X. Post, J G. Edwards, H. H. Brigg*.

Mr. J. Martin Barney's white \

and lemon Pointer dog Tom '

Pinch.hv WisB'sTom—Beu- f

lah, whelped April 25. 1884. )

Mr. G. W. Bossford's white
|

and lemon Pointer dog Vic-
[_

tor II.,by Glen—Josie Bow, i

wbelpei, June 14, 1884. J

beat -,

a bye.

Mr. H. A. Baseford'a white
and livar Pointer dog So-

lano B.,by Glen— Josie Bow,
whelped, Jume 14. 1834.

Tom Pinch beat Victor II. and won first money.

in.

Solano B. beat Victor IL and won second.

First, Tom Pinch.
Second, Solano B.

j Third, Victor LT.

FBEVIOUS WINNERS .

!

Butte Bow (Ranger Boy- Josie Bow) 1

Beatrice (Shokoe—Nellie 1 2

Bow, Jr. (llanger Boy—Josie Bow) 3

i Tris (Count Kouge—Queen 1

White Rock, 1884. ! Sweetheart (Count Noble-Dashing Novice U*

( Leminie B. (Prince Ranger—Gracie BoW) 0*

•Divided third.

ALL AGE STAKE.

General Cosby drew the dogs in the All-Age Stake on Tues-
day eveuing, and at the conclusion of the Puppy Stake the

tirot brace of the old dogs was put down.

FIRST SERIES—THURSDAY.

Beautiful Queen—Mountain Boy.—At 3 p. m., J. M.
Bassford, Jr.'s liver aud white Pointer bitch Beautiful Queen,
handled by owner, and Sir. William Schreiber's white and
lemon Pointer dog Mountain Boy, handled by G. T. Allen-

der, were cast off, just over a little hillock beyond, where the

puppies had flushed some birds. Coming up over both dogs
drew to point, both breaking in when the birds were flushed,

and B. Queen chasing. Allender then flushed a bird, not
shooting; Mountain Boy steady to wing. Moving on, Boy
pointed staunchly on a side hill above a fence, Queen could
not be brought np te back, then Queen below and to the
right pointed a bird, and was staunch when Mountain Boy
refused to back, ran in and pointed the same bird. Mr. Bass-
ford flushed the bird and winged it; both dogs steady to

order. The bird dropped in a blackberry tangle in the bauk
of a little creek and could not be retrieved. The handlers
were ordered across the creek and up the opposite side hill,

where Boy soon fastened a bird, Queen backing perfectly.

The bird was flushed and missed, both dogs steady to order.
Moving on, both drew to point. Mr. Bassford put out
Queen's bird and missed, the bitch breaking shot. Allender
then flushed the Boy's bird and killed, the dog being steady,
and retrieved to order well. Then Beautiful Queen, running
along a cow path on the side hill, drew to a point, the Boy
brought up to back, stopped, then drew on, stopped again,
aud finally stood within three feet of the bitch. Both were
staunch, and the dogs were permitted to hold the point
while the spectators enjoyed the picture for a minute or
more. Finally Mr. Bassford flushed and shot, Queen
chasing, while Mountain Boy was steady. Moving on both
drew to a stand Beveral times, but went on without orders.
A large bevy was flushed aud followed. Each dog scoring a
point on straggling birds. When up with the bevy Boy stood
a bird staunchly at ten feet, Qneeu backing well, and when
Allender missed the bird the bitch broke in. The Boy
worked along in the line of the bevy and soon pointed again
aud was backed. When the bird was shot at the Boy was
steady while Queen chased. Moving back t^ where the
earlier birds had been found Qneen false pointed, but drew
on without order. A wild bit 1

I numbing Mr. Bassford killed,

Queen breaking shot aud retrieving. The dogs were taken
up at 4:20, Mountain Boy winning the heat. Down 1 hour
and 20 minutes.

FRIDAY.

Solano B.—Janet.—On Friday Mr. Payne Shatter's ground

was again nsed, the particular place being the holding of one

of his tenants, Mr. Cardona. A valley behind his house,

where the last work of the preceding day was done, was
selected as the starting point, and at 10:15 a. m. Mr. Henry
A. Bassford's Solano B., which ran in the Puppy Stake, was

put down with the California Kennels' (Post and Watson)

black, white and tan English Setter bitch Janet, by Count

Noble—Dashing Novice, handled by Mr. C. N. Post. The
ground was very rough and the brush high, and the birdB

wild. Both handlers Bhot as birds rose, both dogs being

steady to order. After working well up the hillside, Janet

pointed at the edge of some heavy brush, Solano refusing to

back, but running in and pointing by the bitch. When the

bird flushed, Allen shot and missed, both dogs steady to

command. Moving on Janet drew to a stand, but no bird

could be found. Then Solano B. pointed, Janet backing

well, Allen missing the bird, both dogs standing to order.

Solano B. made a cast low down on the hillside and pointed,

but broke point when the bird moved, and moving on a few

feet retrieved a bird which ha.d not been marked dead.

Janet, after a half hour quit, being burdened by a heavy

breakfast. A turn was made back over the same ground,

when Solano pointed, but broke in when the bird flushed,

The dogB were than taken across the creek, Mr. Post

sousing Janet into a water hole as he crossed,

and put on a bevy which was found where

Mountain Boy and Beautiful Queen had worked off their

heat. Here Janet made what we considered the best

pisint of the trials. A heavy north wind was blowing

and Janet running along, above the heads of several little

gulches, suddenly drew to point above one of them at a dis-

tance ot twenty yards from any cover, and when her handler

walked before her into the brush some twenty birds flushed,

the bitch being staunch, Solano backing her a moment
unstaunchly, and when Mr. -Post missed both dogs were

steady to order. Kunniug on Solano scored a point in some
high brush and then again in a patch of burned snags around
which a new growth had sprung up. When the bird flushed

it passed Mr. Post who made a long kill, Solano retrieving

well. Ordered on, Janet scored a point, and Solano likewise.

After working out the worst bit of cover yet found Janet drew
to point on its further edge, and after the bird was put up,

Solano B. scored a point on one near by when the dogs were

ordered up. Solano B. showed best pace, style and range,

though the bitch was improving in all respects when ordered

up. Down one hour and forty-five minutes.

Rotal Duke II—Lemmie B.—Mr. J. G. Edward's black,

white and tan English Setter Royal Duke II by Bennett's

Regent—Dolly was cast off at 12:15 on a steep hill in bad

over with a norther blowing a living gale, agrinst Mr. J. M.
Bassford, Jr.'s white and lemon Pointer dog Lemmie B. by
Prince Banger—Gracie Bow, both dogs handled by owners.

Lemmie immediately drew to point on a bird, breaking in

when the bird flushed. Then Boyal Duke to the right and
below pointed staunchlv, but when the bird flushed wild

Duke broke in and his handler, in the excitement, fired

his gun when half-way to the shoulder, then laid the weapon
down and proceeded to correct the Duke. Moving on, Duke
drew to point, and after holding it for ft few moments,
jumped in and flushed the bird. Then just beyond where he

flushed Duke pointed handsomely and was steady when
Edwards shot and missed. Lemmie B. established a point

and held it well, but Duke ranwild and could not be brought

up to baok. Lemmie B, showed best control and did some
good quartering in the heat; both dogs being very fast and
having excellent noses. A hill vbs worked out without find-

ing, and on the way Royal Duke passed a watering trough
and refreshed himself greatly. At 1:35 lunch was called, and
the handlers agreed to let the judges decide the heat, which
they did in favor of Lemmie B., on quality due to breaking.

Surf—Bion.—After lunch the party rode a mile or two to-

ward the coast, and at 3 p. m. Mr. W. S. Kittle's white and
lemon Pointer bitch Surf, by Bow—King's Maid, handled
by G. T. Allender, was put down with G. W. Bunnell's white
and liver English Setter dog Bion, by Bennett's Regent

—

Juno.

The dogs were started on a bevy, which had been marked
into a little gulch. Bion ran up the gulch, and at it's head
flushed a half dozen birds, Surf behind drew to staunch
point and was steady when the bird flushed, and moving on
soon scored another point. Bion a little rank, was whipped.
He ranged showily, but not at great pace. The cover about
the head of the gulch waB worked out without finding, and a

cast made over a divide where Bion pointed staunchly in

some ferns aud snags Bunnell killing. Moving on Bion again

drew to point, but nothing could be flushed. Moving down
the slope Allender winged a wild flushing bird, and Bion
worked it out. Passing around the hill to the gulch where
the heat commenced Bion false pointed, and his handier de-

manded a minute's time during which his dog might discover

his error if any there was. The minute was given, butBunnell
could flush nothing, at its expiration at 4:07 the dogs were
taken up temporarily. At4.19 they were again put down,Bion
pointing a running bird and standing when it flushed. Up
at 4:53 for the day.

SATURDAY.

Surf—Bion.—At 10 a. m. on Saturday morning the heat

was resumed in a canyon where a bevy had been located.

Soon after starting both handlers claimed a point, but the

judges saw neither, and as the dogs moved on without flush-

ing, it is probable none was made. Allender killed a wild

flushing bird, Surf, steady and retrieving to order. Moving
up the canyon Bion drew to point in beautiful style, Surf re-

fusing to back, when the bird flushed Bunell missed, both

dogs steady. Then Bunnell killed two wild birds in succes-

sion, Bion rstrieving each well.

Near top of gulch Bunnell missed a wild bird, Bion steady,

Surf breaking in. On a side hill above head of canyon Bion
pointed and was steady when the bird rose. Surf standing

to order. Then each scored a point, Allender killing over

Surf. The bitch broke in and retrieved. Up at 10:35 Bion
winning. Down two hours and thirty-six minutes.

SECOND SERIES.

Mountain Boy—Soiano B.—Solano B. not appearing when
called, and his owner stating that the dog's breaker had been
compelled to go home with the animal, Mountain Boy was
given a bye.
Lemmie B.

—

Bion.—At 11:04 this brace was ordered down,
aud worked around a hill, up a canon and down a ridge

without finding. Lemmie B. faster and better styled than
Biou, and showing better range aud some quartering. At
11:30 the -dogs were taken up for the time, aud a move made
in search jf a bevy. At 12 m. they were again put down on
birds marked by Mr. Edwards, Both handlers shot at wild
flushes, both dogs steady to order, Bunnell killing and Bion
retrieving. Moving on Bion pointed, and while Lemmie B,
was being brought to back the birds flushed. Lower down
and beyond, Bion again pointed, Lemmie B. backing well;

and when the birds rose two were killed, each dog retrieving;

nicely. On same side hill Lemmie B. pointed staunchly and
was steady, when Bassford put up and missed the bird,.

Climbing the hill and near the top, Bunnell killed a bird,

which lodged in the top of a bush five feet from the ground;.
sent to retrieve both dogs located the bird, which was then
thrown down the hill and retrieved by Bion, Lemmie B. not
being near it. Passing a fence Lemmie B. pointed, and when
Bassford killed, the dog made a good retrieve. Moving on
down a cow path, Lemmie B. again pointed, but when or-

dered to flush Bassford could put out nothing, although he
claimed to have seen a bird or something run, as he entered
the brush. Beyond Lemmie B., Bion drew to point hand-
somely, and then making a cast up over the hill, Lemmie B.
pointed a bird in the edge of a brush patch near the fence.
Bion casting back pointed, where Lemmie B. had pointed a
few minutes before, and from which point Lemmie B. had
been ordered on, when his handler failed to flush a bird.
Bunnell put a bird from the spot before Bion and missed,
when the dogs were ordered up, at 12:43, Lemmie B. winning
the heat. Down 1 hour and 9 minutes.
When the decision was announced, G. W. Bunnell loudly

abused the judges aud all present, put up his gun, took his
dog and withdrew from the ground. With reference to his
conduct the following has been furnished for publication:

Point Reyes, Dec. 19, 1885.
"We, the undersigned persons, owning and handling dogs

at the Pacific Coast F. T. clubs trials just concluded, hereby
denounce and condemn the outrageous language and ungen-
tlemanly conduct of G. W. Bunnell, on the field at the con-
clusion of the heat between Bion and Lemmie B., and we
further express our unbounded confidence in the integrity of
the gentlemen who judged the All-aged Stoke."

J. G. Edwards,
J. M. Bassford, Jr., H. A. Bassford,

C. N. Post, Geo. T. Allender.
[The document explains itself, and, while it is severe, yet,

it does not seem unduly bo to one who was present. Ed.]
Mountain Boy—Lemmie B.—At 2 p. m. these dogs were

started. Boy soon pointed, Lemmie B. not backing. Then
Lemmie B. scored a point and broke in when Bassford
flushed. Then Boy pointed and Lemmie B. ran in and stole

the point. Both steady to shot. Boy drew on and pointed
again, and when Lemmie came up to back, a head shot bird of
Allender's fluttered into Lemmie B.'s mouth. Boy again
pointed, Lemmie B. backing unstaunchly. Lemmie B. then
pointed, and the dogs were ordered up. Both showed great
judgment and were under good control. Heat given to

Mountain Boy, with first money. Down 27 minutes.
Lemmie B.

—

Beautiful Queen.—Started for second money
2:50 p. m. Lemmie pointed and the bitch backed; Lemmie
was biddable, Queen under no control. Heat given to Len>
nxie B. Down 15 minutes.
Lemmie B.

—

Janet.—The withdrawal of Solano B. let

Janet in for second and third, and they ran without finding
birds until dusk, when the handlers decided to permit the
judges to place the dogs without running. On De-
cember 20th the judges decided that Lemmie B

.

won second, and that if Bion had not been barred
by Rule 6 of the Club's rules, he was on merit
entitled to third, but as he was barred they divided third
equally between Royal Duke, Beautiful Queen and Janet.

•UIOUBT.

Pacific Coast Field Trials Club. Third Annual All-Age State, run at

Point Reyes, Marin county, Cal., 17th, 18th and 19th. 1885; open to all
Setters and Pointers. Entrance 52.50, $5 additional to start. Closed
Not. 15th with ten entries, eight Btarters ; judges , J. Martin Barney
Payne J. Shatter, H. H.. Brlggs.

Wm. Schreiber's white and \ /J. M. Bassford Jr.'s liver and
lemon Pointer dog Moun- f Tw,„f J

white Pointer bitch Beautl-
tain Boy. by Grouse—Nell.

{
i fill Queen, by Banger—

; ( Queen.

H. A. Bassford's white and") /"California Eennela' white,
liver Pointer dog Solano '

, , ) black and tan English Set-

B., by Glen—Josie Bow. f "j ter bitch Janet, by Count
) ( Noble—Dashing Novice.

J. M. Bassford Jr.'s white") (3. G. Edward's black, white
and lemon Pointer dog (_

. , ) and tan English Setter dog
Lemmie B. , by Prince I I "Rnval "DulrA TT_ hv "!;.nnp-rtV

Ranger—Josie Bow.
Lemmie B. , by Prince [

UIMM
"i Royal Duke II. by Bennett's

; { Regent—Dolly.

G. W. Bunnell's white and \

liver English Setter dog I ^ t
Bion, by Regent—Juno. C

ai

(•W. S. Kittle's white and

J lemon Pointer bitch Surf,
i Champion B o w—K i n g's
I Maid.

Mountain Boy a bye.

n.

| Lemmie B. beat Bion.

Mountain Boy beat Lemmie B. and won first.

IV.

Lemmie B. beat Beautiful Queen, aud ran an undecided heat with
Janet, and the dogs ware then placed for second and third by the
judges.

First, Mountain Boy. ( Royal Duke LT.

Second, Lemmie B. Third. '. Beautiful Queen.
' Janet.

PEEVTOUS WIKNEEB.

(Dorr, (Don—Ladyl 1
Walltown Timber, 1883. j

Beautiful Queen. (Ranger—Queen 2

(Belle, native rod 3

!Bow Jr. , (Prince Ranger—Josie Bow) ..1
Beautiful Queen, (Ranger—Queen) 0*

Ola, (Count Warwick—Leah II.) 0*

•Equal 2d and 3d.

Death of Kismet.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: I have met with a

much regretted loss: Kismet died with a virulent type of

distemper. This is especially hard as he is probably the best

racehorse I ever raised. He did not in any of his races show
his full capacity. Early in June he trotted a trial in 2:23£,

and as my track is 54 feet over a mile, I had a right to expect

he would trot in 2:20 this year. The early part of his raciDg

was very slow for him, and the only reason I can give was
that he had a hard fall on the cobble stones in your city, aud
although there was nothing apparently wrong, yet, there

must have been, for he would not extend himself, and when
he trotted later in the season at San Francisco and made hi"

record of 2:25*, then his speed was coming back to him. He
was a diamond of the first water. As game as a game cock,

and would come up every score in a race and every heat in a

race with renewed energy and vim.
L. J. Rose. Sunny Slope.

San Gabriel, December 25.

Pie.ire Lorillard. will probably go to Europe next Spring
and spend several months in England, a number of his

horses being engaged in the principal events on the English
turf. A few years ago when ilr. Lorillard had a powerful
string of Americau-bred horses in England aud won many
notable victories with them, the Derby of Iroquois beiug the

most prominent, he remained in this country, and for the
past two years his colors have not been'seen abroad.
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Cure Tour Dogs With
MAO ALPIN'S
EXCELSIOR

DOG POWDERS

Twenty-three Days' Racing.

$65,000 inADDED MONEY.

-AND—
fl A N *« E KILLER.B XCE18IOB

ASURE AND SPEEDY CUBE FOB DISTEMPER,
Worms, Mange, Fits, Rheumatism, Coughs and

all Diseases that Dogs are subject to.

For sale by all Druggists and Gunsmiths.

Powders, 50 cents per package; Mange Killer, 35

cents.

REDDWTON &CO., Wholesale Agents,

531 Market Street, 3. F.

The Washington Park Glub.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Announce the following stakei. «o close January 15th, 1*86, and to bt run at their Summer meeting of
3888, beginning Saturday, June 2fith, a d ending Saturday, August 14th, including twenty-three days rac
ng, on Tues ay, Thursday and Saturday of each w*ek, and Monday, July 5th

:

$2,000. The Washington Park Cup. $2,000.
A sweepstakes for three-year-olds an 1 upward* : $100 each : 525 forfalt. or only 310 if declared out on or

before May t, ISSf. Declarations toM buImi accompanied with tb« monty; 91,0:VI addad, ifca aecoad to
racaiva S300. and the third 310(1, out of the aUkes. Weights 5 Iba. balo » »ha acala. Winner of any race la
188* #f the value of 52,00(1 to carry 5 lba. extra. Maiden* allowed. 16 lba. Two ml lei and a quarter.

Agricultural Park-Sacram ento.

PROPOSALS.
Bids will be received at the office of the Secretary

of the State Agricultural Society. Sacramento, up to

IB O'CLOCK NOON. JANVABY 15, 1885
For the rent of Buildings at Agricultural Park, with
tha privileges connected therewith, from February 1,

1S86. for one year, two. or three years; Rent payable
monthly in advance, and accepted security given for
total amount of Lease.
A certified check, payable to the Secretary, for one-

month's rent at the rate proposed to be given, must
accompany each bid, to be returned If the bid is not
accepted, and forfeited to the Society if the blider
falls to execute lease, and give the required security:
The Board reserves the right to reject any. or all

his.
Further information will \yi given upon upp'icafon

to the Secretary.
JESSE D. CARB,

President.
Fdwln. F.Smlth.

Secretary.
Sacramento, Dec. 26 1S85.

Horses for Sale.

Thoroughbreds.
IiADY "VIVA* hm, 5 years, by Three Cheers,

her dam Lady Amanda, by imp. Hurrah. Stinted to

Joe Hooker.

SIR THAD, b g, i years, by Norfolk or Thad
Stevens, his dam Lady Amanda.

TOO SOO>. ch m, foaled December 31, 1867, by
Norfolk, her dam-Lady Davis, by Red Bill, the dam of

Dashaway. Stinted to X Xand Antevoio.

EX TEJIPtO, ch f, foaled 1883, by Thad

Stevens, her dam Too Soon. Unbroken.

TROTTERS.
PURISSI.UA OAMSEL, cnm, foaled 18C7, by

Whipple's Hambletonion, her dam by Cornplanter.

Stinted to Antevoio.

ANTECEDO. brc, foaled 1834, by Anteeo, his

dam Purisaima Damsel. Entered in Stanford and

Occident Stakes, 18S7.

My main reason for selling these horse* is lack of

room. Lady Viva is a very handsome mare, and

showed a great flight of speed when in training.

Having a double cross of Newminster blood, now so

"fashionable" in England, that, and the perform-

ances of her near relatives, insures her being a good

broodmare. Everyone of the family had an inheritance

of speed. Malcolm, Ontario, Regent, Lady Amanda,

Lady Middleton and others of the progeny of Lady

Lancaster, had this first qualification of a racehorse

In an eminent degree. The sire of Lady Viva, Three

Cheers, I always considered a racehorse of the highest

clasB He could run a quarter inside of 24 seconds,

and bo far as could be told from his work, no race was

too long for him. He is a half-brother of Hock-Hock-

lng, sire of St. David, Beaconsfield. Arthur H. and

others. , __ ..

Sic Thad showed a wonderful trial when a yearling

;

be hurt his leg in that trial, but so far as can be _seen

now he is perfectly sound. sap
Too Soon is the dam of Cito, and a half-slSLer to

Dashaway, an old-time celebrity.

The Norfolk mares have proved such good breeders

that the blood is valuable.

Ex Templo is a fine-looking filly of good size and

fori*. She has not been broken-
_

In the trotting stud the daughters of Whipple s

Hambletonian have gained distinction.

There are ten by Whipple's Hambletonian in the

230 list, and the mares by bim are superior brood-

mares. „ . _ . ,

Antecedo is verv promising. He is of fine aizs, oE

good form, and hie action Is such to ensure him

trotting fast.

He is broken to harness and engaged in the Stan

ford and Occident Stakes of 188T.

My only reason for selling is a lack of accommoda-

tion. Were I situated so as to keep them I would

not sell for double the price now put upon them.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
Apply to BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Office.

THI Lill TIIW HANDICAP.
A iwaepBtakeifortwo-year-olds, ffoals of liWn,$5i

each, jlS forfeit, with SW added: the second to re-

ceive S150, and t><a third 450 out of the atakes. Weights
to he announced by 13 m., two days before the day ap-
?ointed for the ran a. Starters to be nam-d throujh
he entry box, at the usual time of closing, the day
before the race. Three-quarters of a mile.

THK SOC11TT STAKES.
A aweepatakea for *wo-vear-old«, (foals of i.«4 . }SQ

each,*.15 forfeit, with}750 added; the second to twelve
JUfl, and the third 550, out of the states. A "-ioner of

race at this meeting of the value of il.ono. to carrr
5 lbs.; of 32,000, 7 lba. extra. "Maidens allowed 7 lbs.

Starters to he named turough the entry box at the
usual time of closing the day before the race. Three-
quarters of a mile

.

THE LEI.AND HOTEL STAKE*.
A swewpstakos for two-vear olds, Cfoals of VM4\$50

each, 8-3) forfeit, with Jl.000 added! the s»fond to re-
ceive $250, und the third $100. out of the stalcp?. Those
not having won a stake at this meetine of the valne
of $3,000 allowed 5 >ba. Maidens allowed in lbs.

Starters to be named through the entry box at the
caual time of cloeing the day before the race. Three-
quarters of a mile.

THE TBRIOST HOUSE STAKES.

A BWPepataVefl for two-vear-o'ds, (foals of lWlfi, JSfl

each, S20forfeit. with il.noo added; the second to re-

ceive $250, and the third $100, out of the aiabea . Thnjre
not having won a stake atthis meeting of the value of
ta.non, allowed 5 lba . Maidens allowed 10 Ihs. Stirrers

to be named through the entry bos at thensnal time
of closing the day before the race. Seven furjongs.

THE QPICKSTEP STAKES.
A sweepstakes for two -year, olds, (foals of l*sr>, $25

each.$IOforFeit.$75oadd-d; the second to receive $200,

and the third $100 out of the Stakes. A winner of two
races of any value to ^aTry o lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Half a mile.

THE GREAT WESTERN HANDICAP.
\ sweepst^Ves for all ages. *50 each.h. '.. or onlv^ln

"f declare-i outon or before Mav 1st. 1S86. Declara-
tions void unless accompanied with the monev: *i,nno

added; the second to Tec=ive ?200. and th"* th'rd 3l"n.

ontof the p*akeR. Weights to he announced April

mt l«"i, A winner of anv race after the publication of
weights, of the value of $1,000, to carry 5 lbs.; of 31,500,

7 lbs. extra. One mile and a half.

THE OAKWOOD HANDICAP.
A sweepstakes foraH ages. $50 each. h. f..or only 310

if declared out on or before May 1st. 1886. Declaration
void unless accomnanied with the monev; gsooadded;
the second to receive SiX). and the third $100. out of
theatakea' Weights to be announced April 1st. 1886".

A winner of anv race after the publication of weights,
of the value of ilOOOto carry 5 lbs. extra. One mile
and a furlong.

THK DEARBORN HANDICAP.
A swO"stakea for three-year-olda. ffoala ofia«) 450

each, its forfeit, with $£00 added; the second to re-
ceive 1150, and the third $'0 out of the atakes. Weisbta
to be announced by 12 if., two days before the dav
appointed for the race. Starters to be named through
the entry box at the usual time of cloatng, the day
before the race. One mile and a furlong.

THE WOODEAWN STAKES.
A RweepstaVea for three.year-olds, (foala of IMS',. |.~4

eat*h. $15 forfeit, $>no ad^ed : the second to r"celve $150.
and the third $75, out of the ptaVes. The winner of
the American Derby or Sheridan Stakea of 1*8* to
carry31bB.: of both sUYes.Tlbs. extra. Non-winners
of any three-year-old state race allowed 5 lbs. Maidens
allowed 10 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry
box at the usual time of closing, tht day before the
race. One mile and a half.

THE HOTEL RTCHEEIETT STAKE*.
A sweepstakes for thr^e.Tear-oMn, ffoals of 1<S3\ $50

each, S-20 forfeit, with $l.nno added: the second to re-
ceiv-.ifrfl.and the tbird 3inoontof the state*. Thope
not having won a atafce at this meeting of the valu« of
$3,000 allowed 5 lbs. Maidens allowed 10 ^bs. Starter*
to h*> named through entry hoi at uanal time of clos-
ing the day before the race. One mile and three fur-
longs.

THE MAIDEN STAKES.
For thre"-year-old«, ffoaln of l^i. thut have no1

won a tw> DTeviouR to Januarv lat, I«^. $?0 entrnnce
*15 forfeit, with $750 added; of which $3>1tot^e n^ond
horne. Maidens at tln>« of ntartinit allowad 5 lb*
Staftera to he named thronsh the eutrv box *t the
usual time of clonlni. the day previous to the rsce
One mile and a furlong.

THE COEI'MRIA STAKES.
A sweepstakes for all ajes, $50e cb. h. f., or oolv $io

If declared ont on or before 'Vav 1st, IR85. Declarationa
void unless accompanied with the moni-v; $1 000 added,
th° second to receive $200, and the third 3100 nut of Lhe
stakes. Weights 5lhs. below th n sca'e. Winner of
anv race in 1S-B6 of the value of 9I.50Q to carrv 5 lbs
extr-t. Maiiens allowed 7 lbe. One mile and three-
quarters,

THE ROl'EEVARD STAKES.
A sweepstakes for all apes. $25 each. 310 forfeit,

?750 added; the second to receive $20o, and the third
3100 out of the stakes. A winner in lSSf> of two races
of anv value to carry olbs,: of thre • or more races of
anv value, 71bs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. One
mile and a quarter.

THE COMPETITION STAKES.
A sweepstakes for thrff.year-olds and upward 130

entrance, S-50 additional for starters; with 91000 added:
the second to receive 3250 and the third $100 ont of the
stakes. Maidens if tbree-year-olds allowed 5 lba., if
fouryears old, 10 lbs., if five years or upwards 15 lbs
Starters to be named through the entry box at the
usual time of closing, the day before the race. One
mile and a half.

STANFORD
STAKES
1888.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1885 ,

?175 each, ?25 payable on the 1st of January, 1886, at

which time the stakes will close, 825 on the 1st of
January, 1887, 325 on the 1st of January, 1888.

and 5*100 thirty days beiore the day fixed

for trotting, whatever amount up to be con-
aid-red forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-
lated time incurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The n-e to he heata of a mile, best three In
five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of the
whole sum. the second two-nintbs, the third one-
ninth. In addition to the stakes and forfeits, the
proportion of the gate money, profit on pool sales

and all other sources of emolument will constitute

the gross amount, to be divided in the foregoing pro-
portions. Five or more subscribers to fill. The race

to be trotted in 1883, not sooner than the latter part
of August. The exact date to be fixed and announced
on the 1st of January, 18?8, or sooner.
On the 1st of January. 18S<5, there will he due the

tollowing payments In the Stanford Stakes, to wit;
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 18^6, S50.
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1887. £25.

The Stakes for 1888 will close January 1 , 1886 ; 325
entrance.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to S.
T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. Railroad office. Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary, Bheedeb asd Sport^M-AS offlco, on or be-
fore the 1st day of January, J88G. The colts mu'jt be
named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 1st will be eligible.

N. T. SMITH. Tceasmaer.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary.

$2,000. The Palmer House Stakes. $,2000
A handicap sweepstakes for all ages, S100 each, -?25 forfeit, with ?2.P0ii added; the second to receive

$400, and the third S20-1, ont of the stakes, weights to be announced by 12 it., two days before the day ap-
pointed for tne race. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual time of cloaing, the day
before the race. One mile and a quarter.

A Programme will be arranged for twenty-three days' racing, and five or more races, inclndlng a stake

event, will be given each day, and 365,000 added money will be given by the Club.

Turfmen falling to receive entry blanks can obtain them by applying to the Secretaty, or at the office

of the Bheedeb a>t> Spobtsmas.
dominations and all communlcatioas to beaddressel to the S^cretvry, Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

P. H.
. E. BltEWSTER, Secretary.

SHERIDAN, Lient.-Gea. U. S. A., President.

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PATD TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

WIU Sell In All titles and Counties" ot

the State.

REFERENCES.
T s Tabey Sacramento. J- I>- Cabb, Salinas.

R I' SABGEil GilSy. JOKN.BOGGS, ColUB».
**"

p. A. Itnigan, San Francisco

.

TTAV-IXO CONDUCTED SOME OF THE MOST
HA

»IcM£l
C
u?s^re?.notablytbosc of Messrs Whip^

pie, Colgrove, Diets. Coutts Dougiertj".
2>«»la

™J
*

Hammond, Daniel Cook anil others »e V" 1,,^™",.
our ability to cive satisfaction m au easiness m

aic^ 8;^^.r«^S|^^^M. MMNW a

Purchases and sales made of land of every descrip-

°°°' KILLIP * CO.. 116 Montgomery street.

Occident Stake

for 1888.
The trotting stake for foals of 1885, to be trotted

at the California State Fair of 1888. Entries to close

Jan 1.1886, with Edwin F. Smith, Secretary, at office

in Sacramento. One hundred dollars entrance; of

which 510 must accompany nomination; 515 to be

paid Jan. 1, 1P87; ^25 to be paid Jan. 1, 1888; and SoO

thirty days before the race.

The Occident Gold Cnp of the value of slfW. to

be added by the Society : mile heats, 3 in 5, to har-

ness; first colt, cup and sis-tenths; second colt,

three-tenthe ; third colt, one tenth of stake.'

Jf. J>. CABB. President.

rilV.IX F. SMITH, Secretary.

HEALD'S

•San Franclsco.-

Tho most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD President. C. S. HALEY, Sec'y

tSTSend for circular.T£S

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

bnqdirb of
hi:m:\ wai.su,

Snp't Running Horse Dept,
Palo Alto stotk Farm,

The Weekly

Breeder

and
Sportsman.

THE TURF
—AND—

SPORTING
AUTHORITY

Of the Pacific Coast.

Jo* AiRtf impson, - - - Editor.

Terms of Subscription:

One Year, $5.00

Six Months, 3.00

Three Months, - - 1.50

Advertising Rates made known

on application.

Breeder & Sportsman

Publishing Co.,

No. 5C8 Montgomery St,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
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ROD.
A Demon Trout.

(Written for the Bseimb anh Spohtsman, by Dan O'Coniioll.)

We were a cosy party.sitting about a blazing fire, sipping hot,

strong Duuch.smokinggood honest pipes.and.to complete our

happiness, inthefull andunctuousenjoynientof fish stories.

There was not a man of us who had not landed his two-pound

brook trout in the Summer, and taken his eighteen and

twenty-pound salmon trout from the Russian river, or the

deep pools of the Olema. We knew each other too well to be

betrayed into the folly of foolish and inartistic fish stories.

Everything therefore, "went," with, perhaps, some few cor-

rections, but no man was guilty of an expression of incredu-

lity, no matter how bold the yarn might appear. Probably

the most ancient fisherman of the lot was the Major. He had

cast a line in every notable lake and river in Europe and the

East, and his fishing journal extended back to a period of

close upon half a centurj . Yet he was not garrulous

about his successes after the manner of rnostanglers, but pre-

fixed to listen rathei than relate. But on this evening the ex-

cellence of the punch warmed the old Major's heart, aud

when, after a preliminary cough, he began, "I remember a

curious incident of my fishing experience," there was a pro-

found silence, and all eyes were turned upon the old Major.

"You all know," said the old Major, "that I am a bachelor,

but possibly more of you are aware of the reasons that have

led to my celibacy." None of us were aware, 80 we anxiously

awaited the Major's love story.

"This," he said, "is a love and fish stoTy combined. It is

a romance of a trout aud a lady. In former years, when I

was more gallant than I am now, I would probably have said

a lady and a trout, but now, as you see, I give the first the

preference. Well, I won't say how many years ago, I was

speudiug my Christmas week with au old friend who owned
a rauch not far from the mouth of the San Gregorio. I was
rather a suscentible fellow then, and when Alice, my friend's

niece, bounded out of his buggy, and kissed her cousins all

around, and wished them a Merry Christmas, I tell you geu-

tlemen, I felt that I was regularly hooked, played and lauded.

I was in love all over, aud before I went to bed that night,

I registered an oath that if nothing occurred to destroy my
first imuressions of the lady, I would ask her to be my wife

before I left that farm-house. Bright and early the next

morning, Tom, my host, koocked at my door. 'Major,' he

shouted, 'what the deuce do you mean by remaining in bed

until this hour? Don't you know that San Gregorio is stiff

with salmon trout, and yonng salmon, and all sorts of fine

fish? Get up, you lazy fellow, aud catch us a mess for

breakfast.'

"Ten minuts afterwards, rod in hand, and creel on shoulder,

lied off for the stream. I saw the fish leaping as soon as I

reached the bank. Hurriedly I jointed my rod, attached

my leader, and full of anticipation made my first cast. At the

third* attempt, gentlemen, I hooked my 'demon trout.'

"

Here the Major paused, reuewed his glass aud looked gravely

into the coalsforsome moments. "I suppose," hecontinuud,
,v
it is not necessary for me to state to you, gentlemen, that

I am a tolerably skillful fisherman. I was just as expert

then as I am to-day; but the moment that fish gorged my tail

fly I was overcome by a most unusual and unaccountable
nervousness. He ran straight for midstream aud bounded
into the air. I gave him line, and then he rushed straight

for me. I reeled in and saw him close at my feet. He
appeared to be utterly exhausted, so still'he lay within a few
inches of the surface of the water. I put the landing net
under him, and then had a good look at him. On hiB right

side I perceived a wound, such as one often notices in a
salmon bitten by a seal. I lifted the net for a second—with
one flash of his tail my leader parted and my fish was gone.
I cursed myself for my haste. 'If I had only given him
three minutes more,'I thought, 'I would have beeu sure of

him. Just catch me makiug such a donkey of myself again!"
"Again I cast, and hardly had the fly touched the water

whenlwasinto another fellow. He made a quick, shaip dath
for mid-stream, and then tried to work his way up current,
but I heid him. I judged him to be a fish of about four
pounds. He was a game fellow, and it was fully fifteen

minutes before I got him to the net. As soon as I cai-t

eyes upon him I saw the same wound in his
side, and I at .once conoluded it was the
the same fish. I started back and involuntarily lowered the
tip of my rod. Then, gentlemen, on the word of an honest
angler, thatftrout sprang from the water, clean over the tip of
my rod, and with a powerful swing broke it. Such a thing
had never occurred to me before. I felt unutterably dis-

gusted, and, looking at my watch, I saw it was after the
breakfast hour. I walked off withau empty creel.

"I saw Tom and the family at the door looking out for me.
'Here he comes,' shouted my good-natured friend, 'stag-

gering under a load of fish. Slap on the frying pan at once.
Nothing like having a complete augler in the house. Hurry
up, Major, and let us see the basket.'

"You can magiue my chagrin when I was compelled
to confess that I had hooked but one large fish, and
he had escaped. I could perceive an expression of disdain
on even fair Alice's lip.

'Ah, said Tom, 'that is always the way with you fish-

ermen. If you don't bring home a mess you are never with-
out an excuse.'

'Wait till you see what I will do this afternoon.' I Baid,
trying hard to be good-natured, 'You'll have fish for dinner,
Tom, to compensate for your morning'^ disappointment.'

'I hope so,
1 said my friend, grimly, and we sat down to

breakfast.

tuuity of pressing my suit, for I was certainly over head and
ears in love. I had actually got to the point of telling her

that I was a lonely man, that I had long been seeking some
sweet girl to lighten my life, and by the way she blushed and
smiled I knew she was pleased.

'If,' I said, gently taking her hand, 'I could find, my
dear young lady, some one like yourself, to take pity on a

lonely bachelor, if
—

'

'Look! look!' she cried, 'something is running away with
your rod.'

"I sprang to my feet, and the rapid clicking of my reel told

that a big fish had gone on. I played him, while Alice stood
by deeply interested in the struggle. At last I got him to

the net, and, gentlemen, I saw the same wound in the side,

and knew it was my fish of the morning. I lowered the butt,

slipped the uet cautiously under him, ga,ve it a Bharp lift.

•Oh, don't lose him,' cried Alice, close at my elbow.

'No fear this time,' I said, confidently, but with a strong,

convulsive plunge, such as no fish ever made before or since,

he was out of the net; aud his weight coming full on the tip

of the rod, brought the butt sharply against the chin of my
fair companion. 'May you be eternally G—d d—d,' I

shouted, wild with passion. 'May the devil and all his imps
have you, yon blasted son of perdition. May you— ' He-
membering myself, I turned to apologise; but I saw Alice
running rapidly away from me in the direction of the ranch.
I overtook her easily, and perceived with alarm that she was
holding a handkerchief to her face. 'Are you hurt, Miss
Alice? do tell me if you are hurt, or I shall never forgive my-
self, ' I gasped.

'Go awny,'she whispered, in a strangely muffled voice,

'Go away—I never want to look on your face again; leave me,
for pity's sake.'

I turned sadly back, put up my rod, and concluding that I

would cut my visit short, strolled slowly hbme to the ranch.
Tom was at the door. "Well, now, you've gone and been

and done it,' he said.

'I know,' I replied, "there was an accident. Au infernal
fish so jerked my rod that the butt mostunfortunately caught
Miss Alice in the chin. I hope, though, it is nothing seriouB.'

'That's all you know about it, ' said my host. 'It is serious
to this extent. Alice's set of false teeth are now at the
bottom of the San Gregorio, and she will have to talie the
stage for San Francisco this afternoon to get them replaced

.

You left her nothing to eat her Christmas turkey with, Major,
besides turning her blood cold with your profanity.' That
is the end of my story, gentlemen, and from that day to this
nothing will convince me that that trout with the wound in
his side was not the devil, and that the hole was just where
Satan got in."

The New Comers of 1885.

"During the meal I discovered that Alice was a devout
church member, and that her pet hobby was a crusade Bgaiust
profanity.

'iBn't it awful, Major,' said the pretty Puritan, 'to hear
the Lord's name taken in vain all about one? I can't abide
a man who swears, and it seems to me there are so few men
in California who are not addicted to this shocking habit.'

"I agreed with her, and we got along famously. We found
that on a number of things we held precisely the same opin-
ions, and I flattered myself that I was making the running
in fine style.

'I like fishing,' she said, 'it is such a reflective
amusement, you kuow.'

'Then join me this afternoon,' I said, 'and I will show
- you the way in which we experienced anglers fish.'
> 'I hope it will be a better way than this morning's,' she
replied, archly.
"On the road to the San Gregorio I laid it on pretty thick.

I took the religiouB tack, and spoke enthusiastically of
churches an 1 missions. On the bankB of the stream I spread
nr overcoat for Alice to sit on, jointed my rod, aud took a
cast. But the fish were not moving as in the morning; so,

allowing my line to rest on the stream, I improved the oppor-

TN. Y. Sportsman.]

With this number we conclude our new 2:30 list for 1885,
and also add those trotters formerly in the list who have re-
duced their records. That the liBt, especially the new-
comers, is perfect, we scarcely expect, but we "know it is
much more complete than any yet issued this year. In the
list published last week several errorB occured, and at least
one omission. Charlie Thome should uot have been credited
with a record of 2:30. Lady Bonner has a record of 2:24},
acquired at Denver, Col., Oct. 29. Mabel was erroneously
credited with a record of 2:27}, acquired at Ottawa, 111., Aug. 6.
It was a typographical error in the summary of the race, and
should have been 2:37}. The bay gelding Editor acquired a
record of 2:23} against time, at Chicago, 111., Sept. 20.

Nelly Gray, gray mare, breeding not traced. Mystic
Park, Boston, Mass., Sept. S 2:26}

Nelly M., bay mare, by Daniel Boone, dam by "Volun-
teer. Mystic Park, Boston, Mass., Oct. 17 2:28}

Nelson, bay colt, foaled 1882, by Young Rolfe, dam
Gretchen, by Gideon; against time. Leviston,
Me., Sept. 25 2:26}

Netty Thorne, bay mare, foaled 1879, by Thorndale,
dam by Mambrino Pilot. Island Park, Albany,
N. Y., July 8 2:25}

Nighttime, gray gelding, ,16 hands, foaled 1879, by
Rustic. Bay District Course, Cal., Jan. 26 2:29}

Nixon, brown gelding, by Aberdeen. Island Park, Al-
bany, N. Y., July 8 2:26}

N. J. Fuller, brown horse, by Hinsdale Horse, dam the
Wicks mare, by North Briton. Watertown, N. Y.,
Aug. 26 2:2S}

Novelty, bay horse, 15} hands, foaled 187S, by Graphic,
he by Mambrino Patohen, dam by Withers' Ethan
Allen. Marengo, 111., Sept. 24 2:28

Nntbreaker, bay colt, foaled 1S83, by Nutwood, dam by
Aberdeen. Chicago, 111., Sept. 24 2:29

Nymphia, black mare, foaled 1S79, by Mambrino Pat-
chen, dam Fanny Bell, by Belmont; 2d dam Water-
witch, by Pilot, Jr.; against time, Cleveland, O.,

„ Aug. 1 2:26}
Nomad, bay horse. 15} hands, foaled 1871, by Almont,

dam by Gray's Mambrino Chief. Paris, 111., Oct. 7.
[Disputed.] 2:27}

Ohio Maid, brown mare, 16 hands, foaled 1877, byOrr's
Flying Cloud, dam by Ohio Bellfounder. Knox-
ville, la., Aug. 27 2:29}

Omar, bav colt, foaled 1881, by Caooul, dam Mary
Mason. Chicago, 111., Sept. 25. .". 2:25}

Olivette, brown mare, 15 bauds, foaled 1878, by Whip-
ple's Hambletonian. Stockton, Cal., Sept. 24 2:24

Old Judge, ohestnut gelding, breeding not traced.
Taunton, Mass., Sept." 30 2:29}

Ophelia, bay mare, foaled 1881, by Durango, dam
.
Emma, S. Chicago, 111., Sept. 16 2:30

Otto K.. chestnut gelding, by Blue Bull, dam by Sir
Henry. Detroit, Mich., Sept. 23 2:23}

Pansy, black mare, 15 hands, foaled 1881, by Berlin,
dam Lady Hubbard, by Benicia Boy, Sacramento,
Cal., Sept. 15 2:24}

Patron, bay colt, 15} hands, foaled 1SS2, by Panco'asV,
dam Beatrice, by Ouyler. Lexington, Ky.,'Oct. 19. 2:19}

Praetor, chestnut horse, by Messenger Duroc. Some
N.Y., Sept., 25 2:30

Prince Edward, bay colt, by King Eene, dam Japette.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 7 2:28}

Prince Wilkes, bay colt, by Eed Wilkes, dam by Brown
Chief. Lexington, Ky., Oct. 19 2:37

Princeton, brown horse, foaled 1S81, by Princep's,
dam by Hambletonian; 2d dam by Volunteer. St.
Louis, Mo., Oct. 10 2:23}

Barely, gray gelding, by Ericsson, dam unknown to iiB.

Kansas City, Sept. 16 2:30
Keference, brown geldiug, foaled 1881, by Referee,

dam Modjeska, by Enfield. Lexington, Ky., Oct.
17 2:29}

Richard E., bay gelding, sired by Swigert, dam un-
known to us. Knoxville, la., Aug. 27 2:28.}

2:26}

2:23}

2:30

2:28

Rose Thorne, chestnut mare, by Thorndale, dam un-
known to us; against time. PoughkeepBie, N. Y.
Oct. 2 2 :27a

Roseberry, bay horse, by Strathmore, dam by Cloud
4

Mambrino. Marysville, Ky., Sept. 16. 2:27}
Rounds Sprague, brown horse, 15} hands, foaled 1S79,

by Gov. Sprague, dam by Mambrino Prince. Lin-
coln, 111., Sept. 25 2:24}

Rowena, bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1877, by George
Wilkes, dam Capitola, by Jeff Moore (thorough-
bred). New York Driving Club, June 3 2:24}

Ruby, bay mare, by Sultan, dam by Hambletonian.
Stockton, Cal., Sept. 26 2:19}

Sarah B., bay mare, by Gooding's Champion. Potts-
town, Pa., Oct. 16 2:29}

Sauveur, bay gelding, by Happy Medium, dam by Tip-
poo Bashaw. Suffolk Park, May 12 2:29}

Screwdriver, roan gelding, by Tibbett's Patchen. Sau-
gus, Mass.,;Oct.20 2:28}

Sentry, bay gefding, 15} hands, foaled 1SS0, by Grand
Sentinel, dam Jenny, by Night Hawk. Kalama-
zoo, Mich,, Sept. 30 2:25

Shawmut, brown horse, 16 hands, foaled 1S77, by Com-
ing's Harry Clay, dam Heroine, by Hambleton-
ian; 2d dam Lady Patriot; against time. New
York Driving Club. Aug. 24 2:20

Silverone, bay filly, foaled 1882, by Alcyone, dainSii- '

verlock, by Mambrino Time. St. Louis, Mo.,
Oct. 8 2:24}

Silver Leaf, gray mars, foaled 1880, b\ Menelaus, flaui

by Bacon's Ethan Allen. Chicago, 111., Sept. 24. . 2:23
Sir Roger, chestnut gelding, 16} hiiuds, foaled 1876,

by Lexington Golddust, dam" by Valiandingbam.
Cleveland, O., July 28 2:23 L

Slippery Dick, bay gelding, by Mazeppa. Lawrence',
Mass., July 16 2:30

Sorrel Ned, chestnut gelding, by Flying Cloud. Elk-
horn, Wis., Sept. 25 2:29}

Sphynx, bay colt, foaled 1SS3, by Electioneer, dam "

Sprite, by Alexander's Belmont. Chicago, 111.,

Sept. 24 2:29}
Spotted Beauty, spotted gelding, foaled 1S79, by Ma-

zeppa, dam a Morgan mare. East Siginaw, Mich.,
Aug. 27 2:29}

Sprague Pilot, brown horse, by Gov. Sprague, dam
Lady Temple, by Pilot Temple. Prairie du Chieu,
Wis., July 3 2:291

Spofford, black gelding, by Kentucky Prince. Goshen"
N. Y., Oct. 7 .'

2:28}
Stamboul, brown colt, 15} hands, foaled 1882, by Sul-

tan; walkover. Oakland, Cal., Aug. 31
St. Cloud, bay horse, by Swigert, dam by Spaulding's

Abdallah. Marshalltown, la. , July 4 :

St. Elmo, bay horse, 16 hands, foaled 1S80, by Royal
Fearnaught, dam Lucy Lincoln, by Masterlode.
Oskaloosa, la., Sept. 1

Stewart Me, chestnut horse, by Blue Bull. Middle-
town, Ind., Aug. 20

Sultan, brown horse, foaled 1875, by The Moor, dam bv
Bald Chief. Oakland, Cal., Aug. 31

'
2:24

Superior, chestnut horse, 15} hands, foaled 1881, by
Egbert, dam Mary, by Woodford Mambrino.
Joliet, 111., July 30 .'

2:29}
Susie Owen, bay mare, by Daniel Boone, dam Gretchen,

by Gideon. Beacon Park, July 1
'

2:26
Sweepstakes, bay gelding, by Kentucky Prince, dam

Venus, by Couklin's Star. Hoboken, N. J., Aug.
18 2:2S}

Sweetness, bay mare. Mystic Park, Boston, Aug, 23.
'

2:28}
Syndicate, bay mare, by Erin Chief. Kalamazoo, Mich.,

„,
Oet-1 2:28}

Theresa Sprague, bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1879, by
Gov. Sprague. Providence, R. I., June 17 2:25}

Tommy B., bay gelding, by Caledonia Chief. Ogdens-
burg, N. Y., Sept. S 2:29.!

Tramp, Jr., chestnut horse, 16} hands, foaled 1S77, bv
Tramp, dam Belle, by Muscotine. Plainwell,
Mich., Aug. 8 2:30

Trousseau, chestnut mare, by Nutwood, dam Molly
Trussell, by Pilot Jr. Lexington, Ky., Sept. 23. .. 2:2S}

TJIva, gray mare, by Wedgewood, dam by Alexander's
Abdallah. Island Park, Albany, N. Y., July 8... 2:27

Valley Girl, bay mare, by Walkill Chief. Lexington,
Ky , 2 :30

Vernette, bay mare, by Manchester, dam EJla Madden
(2:25}), by Hambletonian. Mount Holly, N. J.,

Oct. 16 2:2S
Victor Clay, bay gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1878, by

Victor Mohawk, dam Lady Clay, by Clay's Pay-
master. Belmont Park, May 21 2:26}

Viking, bay horse, sired by Belmont, dam Waterwitch.
by Pilot, Jr. Lexington, Ky., Aug. 26 '. 2:24}

'Villette, bay mare, 15} hands, foaled 1878, by Volun-
teer, Jr., dam by Tom Kimball. Cleveland, O.,
July 30 2:22}

Wade Hampton, chestnut gelding, by Amboy. Mon-
tague, Mich., July 2 2:29}

Westchester Girl, black mare, by Peter Storey. Wash-
ington, D. 0., Nov. 12. . . .

.* 2:29}
White Socks, chestnut gelding, by Alcantara, dam by

Rattler. Cleveland, O., Sept. 15 2:2S}
Widow Bedott, roan mare, by Bashaw Drury. Omaha,

Neb., Sept. 10 2:29}
Whip Saw, bay gelding, foaled 1880, by Red Wilkes,

dam by Corbean. Lexington, Ky., Aug. 27 2:27}
William Arthur, bay gelding, 15} hands, foaled 1S78,

by Confederate Chief. Cleveland, O., July 29 2:19}
Williams, bay colt, foaled 18S2, by Combat, dam Gaunt-

lette, by Dictator. Chicago, 111., Sept. 24 2:27}
William Kearney, bay geldiug. Providence, R. I.,

Sept. 4 2:24}
William R., bay gelding, breeding not traced. Dayton,

O., Oct. 1 2:29}
William T., bay gelding, by Thatcher's Hambletonian.

Cleveland, O., Juhy 30 » 2:25}
Wilton, bay horse, by Geo. Wilkes, dam bv Hamble-

tonian. Maysville, Ky., Sept. 16
'

2:30
Wooley Jim, bay gelding, 15} hands, by Blood Chief.

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 5 2:29}
Wormwood, bay gelding, 16 hands, foaled 1SS0, by Nut-

wood. San Francisco, Cal,, Oct. 10 2:25

The following trotters, previously in the 2:30 list, lowered
their records during 1SS5:

From To
Abner F., bay gelding. Kansas City, Mo., Sept.

17..: 228} 2:24}
Adair, bay gelding. San Jose, Cal., Oct. 3 2:21 2:17}
Addie E. C, bay mare. Rochester, N. Y. Sept 24 2:30 2:28}
Adelaide, bay mare. Cleveland, O., July 28... 2:20} 2:18
Albert France, bay gelding. Mystic Park, June

24 2:21} 2:20}
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Albert, bay gelding. Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 16. . 2:2SJ 2:24$
Almont Gift, bay borse. Cleveland O., July 28 2:29} 2:27|
Alroy, bay Gelding. Elmira, N. Y., Sept. 30. . 2:27A 2:24
Amy King, chestnut mare. Peoria, 111., July 24 2:2SA 2:25]
Amelia C, bay mare. Providence, R. I., June

17 ."

2:21.} 2:19}
Anteeo, bay horse. San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 24 2:24 2:16}
Antevolo, bay horse. Sacramento, Sept. 11... 2:29| 2:194
Arab, bay gelding. San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 1 2:20A 2:17}
Archie, bay horse. Providence, E. I., Sept. 25 2:2S} 2:24*
Bessie, chestnut mare. Hartford, Conn., Aug.

20 2:21} 2:19
Bessie Sheridan, black mare. Hartford, Conn.,

Aug. 20 2:2S} 2:25
Betsy Ann, chestnut mare. Prairie du Chien,

July 4 2:25 2:22*
Bijou, brown gelding. Saugus, Mass., Sept. 22 2:27} 2:26}
Billy Button, chestnut gelding. Providence,

K. I., June 17 2:20} 2:1S}
Billy Ford, chestnut gelding. Oskaloosa, la.,

Sept. 3 2:29 2:27
Blue Beil, chestnut mare. Kingston, N. Y„,

Aug. 13 2:28 2:26}
Blue Cloud, black gelding. Maysville, Ky.,

Sept. 18 2:29} 2:27
Bonny L., chestnut gelding. Bridgeport, Conn.,

July 18 2:28} 2:27}
Boss H., bay gelding. Beacon Park, June 30. . 2:2S£ 2-25}
Breeze Medium, bay mare. Beacon Park, June

30 2.24} 2:22£
Butterscotch, bay gelding. Rochester, N. Y.,

Aug. 8 2:24} 2:2U
Code, bay horse. East Saginaw, Mich., June 24 2:26f 2:22}
Colonel Wood, bay gelding. Hoboken, N. J.,

Aug. 20 2:25} 2:24}
Cyclone, bay horse. Lexington, Ky., Oct. 22. .

2:25" 2:22
Dick Organ, black gelding. Belmont Park,

May 20 2:25} 2:24}
Early Dawn, bay mare. Chicago, 111., Sept. 22 2:2I| 2:21}
Elmwood Chief, brown gelding. Lincoln, Neb.,

Sept. 16 2:2S 2:25}
Eva, bay mare. New York Driving Club, July

24 2:25 2:23*
Fred S., bay gelding. Providence, R. I., Sept. 2 2:29} 2:26£
Frank, bay gelding. Hartford, Conn., June 10 2:20} 2:19}
Frank Hull, brown gelding. Williamsport, Pa.,

June 9 2:29} 2:28}
George W., brown gelding. Kingston, N. Y.,

Oct. 16 2 :29} 2 :27}
Gilbird's Sprague, black horse. Chicago, HI.,

June 17 2:29} 2:21|
Glen Miller, white horse. Chicago, 111., June 17 2:27} 2:18

Guy Wilkes, bay horse. Sacramento, Cal.,

Sept. 19 2:19} 2:18.1

Inez, black mare. Pittsburg, Pa., Julv 16 2:28} 2:22}

Jack Spratt, br g. Lawrence, Mass., July 15. . 2:29} 2:27

Jerome Turner, bay horse. Chicago, 111., June
16 2:22 2:17}

Joe Davis, brown gelding. Cleveland, O., July
31 2:24} 2:17|

Judge Davis, bay gelding. Providence, B. I.,

June 17 2:21 2:20}

Kenilworth, bay gelding. Rochester, N. Y. Aug.
8 2:21 2:19}

Kitty Wood, roan mare. Exposition Park, July
24 2:29* 2:24}

Kitefoot, bay mare. Mystic Park, Sept. 10. . . . 2:29} 2:22}

Kitty Birch, chestnut mare. Mount Holly, N. J.

Oct. 17 2:28 2:26}

Kit Sanford, bay mare. Rochester, N. Y., Aug.
6 2:29} 2:21}

Le Grange, blk g. Oakland, Cal, Sept. 2 2:26} 2:24

Lena Swallow, bay maro. Chicago, 111., June
17 2:27* 2:19

Little Billy, bay borse. Dundas, Ont., July 22 2:28" 2:27

Little Tommy, brown gelding. Detroit, Mich.,

Sept. 23 2:30 2:27

Lizzie R., brown mare. Mystic Park, June 25. . 2:27£ 2:23}

Lotta, bay mare. Island Park, Sept 16 2:25} 2:24}

McMahon, brown mare. Marsbaltown, la.,

July 4 2:27 2:21

Maggie Kevin, bay mare. St. Paul, Minn.,

Sept. 15 2:30 2:25}

Magdallab, bav mare. San Francisco, Cal., Oct.

24 2:24 2:23}

Majolica, bay gelding. Providence, R. I., Sept.

5 2:17 2:15

Malvina, bay mare. Chicago, 111., June 17 2:24£ 2:21}

Mambrino Dudley, bay horse. Rochester, N. Y.,

Sept.24 2:22 2:20}

Mambrino Sparkle, bay mare. Detroit, Mich.,

Sept.24 2:23;} 2:19

Maud S., chestnut mare; against time. Cleve-

land, O., July 28 2:09} 2:08|

Mila, bay horse. Prairie du Chien, Wis., July 2 2:26 2.-21

Miss Legacy, bay mare. Beacon Park, June 29. 2:28.} 2:24}

Mohawk Gift, chestnut horse. Cleveland, O.,

Sept. 18 2:27} 2:24}

Montgomery, bay horse. Detroit.jMicb., July 4. 2:21} 2:20}

Molly B., brown mare. Lincoln, Neb , Sept. 17. 2:30 2:28

Myrtie, brown mare. Providence, B. I , Sept. 2. 2:27£ 2:22}

Nightingale, bay mare. Burlington, Vt., Sept.

11.7 . 2:29£ 2:2SJ

Nelly G., bay mare. Cleveland, O., Sept. 19. . . 2:21} 2:21

Nellie B., cheettnut mare. Stockton, Cal.,

Sept.25 2:19}; 2:17}

Netty T., brown mare. New York Driving

Club, June 4 2:2S 2:22}

Nobby, brown gelding. Cleveland, O., Sept. 19 2:23J 2:20}

Orange Boy, bay gelding. Philadelphia, Pa.,

Nov. 5 • 2:30 2:29}

Phyllis, brown mare. Cleveland, O., July 31... 2:17} 2:15}

Pilot Knox, brown horse. Mystic Park, Sept. 30
2:21 2:192

Post Boy, chestnut horse. Maysville, Ky., Sept.

19 _ 2:23} 2:23

Prince Arthur," bav gelding. St. Paul, Sept. 15.. 2:27} 2:21}

Prince Middleton "bay gelding. Detroit, Mich.,

Sept.25 ..... 2:24} 2:20}

Kanchero, chestnut horse; against time. Butte

City.Mon 2:28} 2:24}

Razor B., bay gelding. Freeport, 111., Aug. IS.. 2:29} 2:26

Bex, bay gelding. Pittsburg, July 16 2:26 2:22}

Revenge, black gelding. Beacon Park, July 2. 2:2o 2:24}

Robin, gray gelding. Freeport, 111., August 18 2:26} 2:24}

Rolla, chestnut gelding. South Bend Ind.,

JunelO - 2:27
-f

2;24
;

Shamrock, brown gelding. HarLford, Conn.

JunelO i"v-Vr"XV * *

Sister Wilkes, roan mare. St. Louis, Mo., Uct.

q 2 :27 2 :22:j

Spineila, 'bay mare'. ' Mys'ticPark, Sept. 10. . . . 2:26} 2:22}

Snap, bay mare. Mount Morris, N. R., Oct. 10 2:30
Thapsin, black gelding. San Francisco, Cal.

' Oct. 23 2:2S
Tom Allen, black gelding. Cleveland, 6., Sept.

17
2:28fUrbana Belle, bay mare. Detroit, Mich., July 3,2:26}

Victor, bay gelding. Cleveland, 0., Sept. 17.. 2:29}
Yivandiere, bay mare. Providence, R.I., Sept. 1 2:26*
Waiting, bay gelding. Detroit, Sept. 26 2:25^
Walnut, bay gelding. Pittsburg, July 17 2:20}
Wallace, bay gelding. St. Paul, Sept. 16 2:29}
Wildmont, bay horse. Chicago, 111., Sept. 15. 2:29"
Windsor M., bay gelding. Pittsburg, Pa., July

16 2:24}
W. K., bay gelding. Springrield, Mass., Aug. 29 2:25{-
Zoo B., bay mare. Pittsburg, Pa., July 17 2:20}

2:28}

2:22 3

2:22

2:20}

2:21*

2:21*

2:24*

2:19}
2:26*

2:2S"

2:20}
3:23

2:17}

The Raci son of 1885—

A

Review,
Statistical

We continue the review of the doings of the various racirg
stables as compiled by the Chicago I/orseman:

MR. E. J BALDWIN,

Mr. Baldwin began the season of 1SS5 at Louisville. He
won his first race with Bonita, it beiu^ the Ladies' Stakes,
for two-year-old fillies, a field uf seventeen starting. This
was but the beginning of si highly successful season, during
which the stable did more traveling than has ever been beard
of before. It came, as has been state:), from Southern Cali-
fornia to Louisville in April, from Louisville it went to
Latonoia, from thence to St. Louis aud Chicago, then to Sar-
atoga and back to Chicago and St. LouiB. Then east again
to Sheepshead Bay, then back west to Louisville and Latonia,
then east again to Baltimore and Washington, where the
stable was completely "done up" with excessive traveling,
and turned its face toward California for a needed rest. The
following is a table of its winnings for 1S55:

Volante
Rapido
Bonita
Silver Cloud .

Primero
Santa Anita Belle
Mollie Mc Car-
thy's Last

Lucky B ,

Freda
Solid Silver
Mira
Estrella
Grismer
Veraoo._
Mission Belle
Lijero
Brandywine
Linda

PEDIGREE,

Grinstead—Sister Anne
Gritistead— Kxperiment
Grinstead—Maggie Kmersou
Grinstead—Experiment
Grinstead—Jennie B
Grinstead—Santa Anita

Rutherford—Mol. McCarthy
Rutherford— Mag. .Emerson.
Wiltlidle—Frolic
Rutherford—J osie
Grinstead—Blossom
Rutherford—Sister Anne
Grinstead—Jennie D
Grinstead—Jennie D
Grinstead—Josie C
Rutherford—Jennie D
Lexingtor—Mol. McCarthy....
Rutherford—Blossom

1 18i;3()2ll23$51,!T79.00

12,-:(iVK>

l.Uso.dO

1,460 .110

L105.00
776. U0
005.00
550.00
400.00
300.00
250.00

Mr. Green B. Morris was, up to Sept. 1st, associated with
Mr. Patton. The stable Wintered at Charleston. During the
Winter Mr. Morris purchased Favor at a high figure, and as
that colt was the favorite for the Kentucky Derby, and the
fact that he also had three very promising candidates forthat
great stake in Freeman, Biersan and Ten Stone, the Derby
was throughout the Winter and Spring regarded as "a moral"
for his "purple with white cap." Early in March the stable
moved to Memphis, and here began the season. At that
meeting Mr. Morris started in thirteen races, winning with
Fellowplay, Favor, Compensation, Freeman aud Biersan—
five, and all purses, Freeman being beaten by Joe Cotton for
the Tennessee Derby, the stable's warnings being $1,550.
At Lesingion it started in nine races, winningfour. Biersan
won the Phceuix and B'.ue Bibbon, Freeman and Favor win-
ning purses, and the Kentucky Derby loo. ed a surer thing
than ever. The stable won in all $4,475. The gTeat Louis-
ville meeting came next, and Biersan was beaten for tho
Derby. The stable started eleven times, and won three,
Biersan beating the Derby winner, Joe Cotton, for the Clark,
and won the Woodburn also, and Favor won the Merchants,
the stable winning $6,735. At Latonia it started only five
times, as Freeman had burst his foot. Ten Stone had gouo
lame, and the stable was somewhat off. Still it won the
Hindoo Stakes with Biersan, and a pnroe with Compen-
sation, winning altogether $4,5S0. At St. Louis it did
more work, starting in twelve races aud won five. Favor
won the Derby aud a purse, Ten Stone won a purse,
and Whizgig, a filly Mr. Moms had just purchased, won two
purses, the stable winning altogether, $6,240. The stable
started but once at Chicago, as Mr. Morris had sent his stable
to Monmouth Park, being anxious to win the Lorillard
Stakes with Biersan. The only race was the American Derby,
for which Favor ran second to Volante, and got $750. At
Monmouth Park the stable started in ten races, and won a
selling race with Fellowplay (and sold him), and a sweep-
stakes withFavor, Biersan being unplaced in the Lorillard. At
Saratoga Mr. Morris started in thirty-one races, and won ten.
Biersan won the Travers and Foxhall, bnt was beaten for the
Kenner; Compensation won a pnrse, and was sold; Whizgig
won four races, Favor won the United States Stakes, and Bonnie
S., anew purchase, won two purses, a total winning of
$12,815. At Con«y Island the stable star ed sixteen limes,
and won twice. Biersan won the Twin Citv Handicap, and
Favor a handicap sweepstakes, a total of '$5,010.50. The
stable had meantime taken part at Brighton, starting in twelve
races, winning two, both purses by Whizgig and Favor—

a

total of $550. At Jerome Park Mr. Morris started in three
races. Favor unplaced in one, as was Bonnie S., who ran
second in another, and gut $2S5. At Washington he started
in four races, winning one—the Potomac, with Biersan. At
the second Jerome meeting he purchased Error, who ran un-
placed for him in a race, and thus brought the season to a
close.

MR. MILTON" YOrXG's STABLF.

At the Louisville meeting, in addition to Bonita's

Ladies' Stakes, Lucky B. won the Louisville Cup, and Rap-
ido a purse, Volante ran second in all his races, three in

number, the stable's winnings being $4,320. At Latonia it

started in only five races, winning the Clipsetta Stakes with
Bonita, and in all S2,580. At St. Louis the stable started in

twenty-two races, winning the Street Bailway Stukes and
Bankers and Brokers' Stakes with Volante, who now began
to foreshadow how good a colt he really was. Freda won the
Merchants' Stakes; Santa Anita Belle the Fail Directors'

Stake, and Primero won a purse; the winnings of the stable

for the meeting amounting to $9,420. At Chicago the stable

took part in thirty-three races. Volante began by winning
the great American Derby, but he was beaten in the Sheridan
and Drexel, also in the Boulevard, by Freehand; Bapido won
the Oakwood Handicap, while Verano, Grismer aud Estrella

won purses, the total being $15,020. Saratoga was the next
meeting, and here the stable started in sixty-six races and
and won eight, Volante winning the First Sweepstakes and
Sequel Stakes; Bapido the Congress Hall, the Relief Stakes

and a purse; Primero the Flash Stakes, and jturses by Lijero

and Santa Anita Belle, the total winnings amounting to

$S,870. The stable then hurried to Chicago, where it

started in nine races, Mollie McCarthy's Last won the Society

Stakes, Bapido the Dearborn Handicap, and Volante the

Woodlawn Stakes, the winnings for the meeting being

$4,670. From here they went to St. Louis, where they
started in seven races, winning two, Bapido winning the

Hotel Stakes and Silver Cloud a purse, the total being $1,550.

But Mr. Baldwin yearned to meet Wanda and bi ought part

of his stable, including Volante, back East to Sheepshead
Bay. Mr. Lorillard would make no match, however, and so

Mr. Baldwin resolved to start Vulaute for the Bridge Handi-
cap, with 125 lbs., and he ran second to Uurest. In the

Special Stakes Volante was beaten by Alta and Biersan, while

Mira ran unplaced in a handicap, the only winnings of the

stable being Volante's second money, $964. The stable re-

turned to Louisville, where it, started in ten races without

winning, Lucky B. and Silver Cloud winning $200 between
them by running second. At Latonia it cid better, otartiug

seven times, winning three, viz.: Mira the Tobacco Stakes,

Silver Cloud the Barrett Stake's, and Solid Silver the Maiden
Stakes, the stable's winnings reaching $3,715. Mr. Baldwin's

horses were now jaded and travel worn, but
although Volante was conspicuously so, the chance of

meeting Wanda at Baltimore was too great a

temptation for Mr. Baldwin. Wanda had shown lameness
at Jerome Park and Mr. Baldwin had heard it. Accordingly

the stable was shipped to Baltimore, in order that Volante
might meet Wanda in the Breckenridge. The result was
that Volante was so amiss that he did not start, and Wanda
was beaten by Longview. Mr. Baldwin started Estrella, Sil-

ver Clond and Bapido in three races, all being unplaced. At
Washington, Estrella, Silver Cloud and Bapido all ran un-
placed, and Mira twice; Volante ran second, winning $250.

This closed the season and the stable returned to California

to recuperate from a season of the most unprecedented travel-

ling and campaigning.

GREEN B. MORRIS & CO.'S STABLE.

Biersan
Favi.r
WliizKig
Compensation
Bonnie S
Fellowplay
T<:ii stone
Freeman
Longford
Gold Flea
Error

PEDIGREE.

Ten liroeck— Sallle M
Pat Mai toy— Favorite
Groat Tom— Whirling
C'hK- h l iv—Australia
Sco.laml— LaKB of Ayr
Longfellow—Plattiu*
Ten Broo k—Lizzie Stone
Ten liroeck—Belle Knight....,
Longfellow— La l*latt<- ,.,

Longfellow—Gold Bun
. ;ieni_-]g—Blunder

F2?^

B28/92 E I

12,223.00

2,420.00

»£>.00
Tii.00
G50.nn

675.00

Trcuhadour
Ten Booker
Bankrupt
Gold Ran
Bootblack
Red t-irl

spauldinj:
Doul.t
KnrlKht.
spahlie
Blaze Duke
Harripin
Kingliiiht
Pegasus
Diamond
Masterpiece
Tantrum

Lisbon—Glcnnine
Ten Brueck—Nellie Booker...
Spendthrift— Authoress,
Kin^' Ban -Cicilv Jopsoii
King Alfonso— Beatitude
Duke of Magenta—Malvjnu...
Billin— Eppie L
st. Martin— Perhaps
Enquirer—Metagorda
Blue Mantli—Janet
Duke of Magenta—Viola
Lisbon - Ellen Goren
King Alfonso—Torchlight
RhudaniHiithus- H. Vintage,
Pousu—Ella Jackson
Blue Mantle— P. Mayflower..
Great Tom—Vanilla

!

*

1. 710. Ml

1,105.00
ll.&IS.'C

l.MfUO
l,S'J5.tQ

l.'JSS.TU

Muri
aio.no
mn.oo
250.00
an.oo
IflO.W
102.00

35 25 ys 3 H,M5.50

Mr. Milton Young b"rst became connected with racing some
eight years ago. Previous to this it is said he had enjoyed

the quiet life of a country grocer at Heuderson, Ky. Mr,
Young was fortunate from the start, and in 1SS1 and ISS2 he

stood at the head of affairs in Kentucky, and upon purchas-
ing the McGrathiaua form he, resolving to devote himself to

breeding, retired from the turf and sold his entire stable of
racehorses to Mr. R. C Pale. But Mr. Young chafe<l under
the restraint, and, pining for the excitement of rncinp, ' c re-

entered the areua iu 1SS4. with some of his old-time sm u s.

He began the season of 1SS5 most auspiciously at Lexin^.on,
starting in seventeen races, winning five, Ten Booker win-
ning the Clay Stakes and a purse, and Bankrupt tlie Hush
and McGrath Stakes, while Bed Girl won a purse, a total of
$3,710. At Louisville the stable started in fifteen races, win-
uing the Alexander, Tennessee and Elmendorf Stakes with
the wonderful Bankrupt; Ten Book*-r won the Tobacco
Stakes, while Harrigan, Dmibt, and Troubadour won nurses;
total winnings, S5.S95. At Latonia the stable started'fifteen
times, wiuning five. The redoubtable Bankrupt won the
Harold and Sensation Stakes, Ten Booker the Ripple Stakes,
while Troubadour and Blaze Duke won pnrses; total for the
meeting, 57,525. At St. Louis it took part in seventeen races
and won three. Troubadour won the Charles Green Stains,
and Snaldie and Gold Ban won purses, but the hitherto in-

vincible Bankrupt met a Waterloo and never won again; total

for the meeting, Sn.7'20. The great meeting of the Washing-
ton Park Club at Chicago came next, aud here Mr. Yonug
started in twenty-five races, but he won only one—a pnrse
with Bootblack, as Troubadour, Baukrnpt, Enright and Ten
Booker were all badly beaten, the stable's winnings
reaching only S 1,420, mostly in second and third
money. At Saratoga the stable started forty-nine
times and won five, all pnrses, with Bed Girl (twice),

Doubt, Gold Ban, and Spanlding, bnt it won con-
siderable in second mouey, the total for the meeting being
S2.407.50. At the Chicago Fall Meeting it started eighteen
times, winning twice, Tronbadour winning the Faliner House
Stakes and Gold Ban a pnrse; a total of S3.83S. At St. Louis
it took part in eleven races aud wou three, Tronliadour win-
ning the St. Louis St. Leger, while Gobi Ban and Red Girl
won purses; total 53 000. At Lexington Ten Booker won
the Viley and Kentucky Stallion Slakes, a total of $4,050,
while Spanldiug ran third, these being the only races in
which the stable took part. At Louisville it rau in eleveu
races and won only one, viz., the Kentucky St. Leger, with
Ten Booker, the stable's winnings reaching §3,000. Latonia
was the last meeting at which the stable started. It to"k part

in eleven races and won only one, viz.: a pnrse with Spanld-
iug, although Troubadour ran second for the Falsetto Stakes,

the stable's windings foi the meeting amounting to $800.
This closed the season, which was, on the whole, a very oood
one for Mr. Yotug.
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Bear in mind that the Stanford and Occident Stakes
close on Friday next.

Also keep in remembrance the closing of Eastern
Stakes.

Scan closely tlie advertisements, and see tlsat no cliance
fi* overlooked.

Tne small cost is little in comparison wltn tlie accru-
iug benefits.

Tnere I»* a grand future for California liorwes, but in
oTder to secure a chance 01 snowing ilieir capacity, own
-efs innst award tliem an opportunity.

Catalogues Palo Alto and Fairlawn.

We csuple these two catalogues in one article for

several reasons. In the first place there are few who are

acquainted with the history of breeding farms in America
who will not grant them prominent positions—if not the

most prominent, in the breeding and rearing of fast

trotters, and then there have been examples of the

greatest service to others engaged in the same pursuit.

While there are resemblances in many respects; in

others the differences are so marked as to challenge

attention. Governor Stanford organized Palo Alto to

gratify an inherent fondness for horses, and to make
experiments which would demonstrate his ideas. His
immense wealth enabled him to do this without regard-

ing the cost, although the outlay would have frightened

any other man of less public spirit and lacking in the

strong desire he felt to benefit the State he had adopted
as his home. Outside of the breeding department at Palo
Alto the expenditure has been very large. The money
required to carry through that part which elucidated

the "action" of horses and other animals, amounted to a
sum which alone would be a handsome fortune, and the

teachings are of such importance than ultimately the

recognition will be complete. Then again there has
never been a breeder who expended such large sums for

procreative animals, or who appropriated so much money
for the other adjuncts of a breeding farm. Still more
can by said of Palo Alto, and that is that it is the best
appointed place in the world for rearing and training
horses, and this statement has "been endorsed again and
again by intelligent visitors from every country where
the breeding of horses is carried on.

General Withers made the breeding of trotters a busi-

ness. Imbued with much of the same feeling that gov-
erned the proprietor of Palo Alto, his course had to be
more practical. It must be made a paying business, and
more than that, a business shorn of features which were
reprehensible. There was a well-grounded distrust of
those who dealt in harness horses, a want of confidence
in all of their representations, and this was justified by
practices which appeared to be inseparable from the
calling. Men who in other transactions might bo scru-
pulously honest did not hesitate to misrepresent when
they had a horse for sale; a large majority of those
engaged in the business made a merit of their smartness
and went to all lengths to accomplish their ends. The
breeding of trotters when Fairlawn came into the field

was nearly in embryo. Pedigrees were sadly muddled.
Absurd "genealogical trees" were given with the utmost
assurance, and though a few gentlemen who scorned the
tricks of the trade were engaged in the b isiness before

General Withers emigrated to Kentucky, a greater

amount of credit is due him than any one individual for

removing the odium attached. Few "legitimate'

mercantile, or other, businesses were conducted as

honorably; few, indeed, with more tact, and which ac-

quired so wide a reputation. The groundwork was an

absolute adherence to truth, and it was not long until

purchasers became aware that whatever was stated could

be relied upon absolutely. On both these breeding farms

the foundation was laid of solid material. When Gov-

ernor Stanford selected Electioneer and General With-

er's Almont, Dame Fortune was propitious, and after

giving due credit to the intelligence and acumen which

prompted the purchases, there was a share of "good-

luck," which was a potent factor in bringing about such

a successful denouement. While we recognize the impor-

tant figure which the blind goddess cuts in all human
affairs, there must be capacity to make the most of the

benefits she flings from her cornucopia, and which are

prone to roll out of the reach of those

who are sluggish in grasping them. As

Shakespeare writes and Byron copies: "There

is a tide in the affairs of men, which, taken at the flood,

leads on to fortune." This tide was skillfully taken ad-

vantage of at Fairlawn, and while the Almonts swelled

the ranks full there were reinforcements on hand in

Happy Medium, Aberdeen, Cassius M. Clay, Ethan

Allen, Jr., and young stallions of rare breeding.

At Palo Alto the general-in-chief, Electioneer, has

General Benton, Piedmont, and a host of grand young-

sters to support him, though on both farms there is a

force of equal importance, and that is comprised in a col-

lection of dams which cannot be surpassed. In the

Fairlawn catalogue are 96 broodmares, eighty per cent,

of which are entitled to a high place in the register.

There are 88 fillies from yearlings to four-year-olds. There

are 6 stallions for service, and 78 youngsters eminently

qualified for the same purpose when maturity is reached.

At Palo Alto there are 11 stallions, 51 from two to four-

year-olds, and about the same number of yearlings.

There are 249 broodmares in the trotting department of

the catalogue, the fillies being given under their dams, so

that it would take some time to enumerate them. It is

manifestly far beyond the limits of a newspaper article

to give anything like an analysis of the breeding and
performances of thorn and near relations, on either farm,

and to gain the intelligence we recommend all who are

interested in the breeding of trotters to send for the cat-

alogues and judge for themselves. There is a wealth of

information in them, apart from the showing of stock on
the places, as there is not a strain of blood, that has

gained distinction, which has not representatives, and
when both are consulted we cannot recall a single prom-
inent line of trotters left out.

'High or Low?"

Join the Association.

The trotting race which came off at the Oakland Trot-

ting Park last Saturday, and which raised such an ex-

citement among those who were swindled, shows the im-
portance of holding membership in the National Trotting

Association. Without that guard there is no safety for

proprietors of tracks and the owners and drivers of trot-

ters; or, at least, drivers who are anxious to retain a

character for honesty. When the present trouble in

connection with the Oakland track is overcome, there is

little doubt that if the management is retained in the

hands which now control, that there will be an applica-

tion for membership. In that case there will be a greater

reluctance to engage in nefarious practices. When a

driver is aware that expulsion means ostracism from
every respectable track, he will be more careful of taking

risks. When judges know that there is a power to pun-
ish them for connection with nefarious schemes, there

will be more regard paid to the rules, and a closer watch
on actions which speak louder than admissions of wrong
doing. It does not make amends to "declare pools off."

Those who backed Belle Spencer were justly entitled to

a change of drivers after - the third heat, and if that

change resulted in victory, the money placed on the

others was as clearly theirs, as that which was posted on
the mare. Belle Spencer was not the only one which
made a poor showing. The track was fast—that we
write knowingly about, as we drove on it in the fore-

noon, so that a third heat in 2:37:}-, a fourth in 2:37, and
a fifth in 2:37£, was not creditable to Empress; and a

sixth heat in 2:39£, did not speak very well for the win-
ner of the third heat.

We are aware of the inglorious uncertainty of trotters,

but when the betting gives indisputable evidence of

wrong intentions, as was the case in this instance, there

are only too good grounds for charges of fraud. It will

not do to stigmatize these charges as the "squealings" of

"kickers," as every fair-minded man who witnessed the

race joined in denunciations. The penalties of the

National Trotting Association are the only correction

which can be depended upon.

This is a question often asked in all-fours, seven-up,

old-sledge, high-low-Jack, when that popular game is

the topic. Should the lucky man have either and stand

six to his opponent's five the matter is settled. But all-

important as it is to the votary of the blind goddess, who
tempts her with "painted pasteboards," it is not in rela-

tion to that the present discussion is directed, but for the

consideration of a more important subject, viz., the car-

riage of the head in fast trotters. Attention was called

to this from a man, who has had long experience with

trotters, objecting to a horse which carried his head

when trotting fast nearly on a horizontal line with his

withers and croup. In scoring, or rather when pulling

him up after a false start, he would bow his head down
which is certainly unpleasant, but when in his stride

went along with easy, low action, and would trot at his

best with a moderate pull. Granting that a high-headed,

lofty-going horse is more taking to the eye than one

after the Lady Suffolk type, it is beyond question tha"t it

is easier for a horse to trot fast wh.-n the head is carried

in a position that permits the free use of the muscles of

the neck. Few are aware of the importance of the muscles

with which the neck is so liberally clothed to aid progres-

sion. A majority think that all that they are placed there

for is to hold the head up, and the highly elastic huge

bundle of fibres on the top of the neck is for the purpose

of giving the great freedom which is observed in the up
and down motions of the head. Thus a horse will feed

from the ground for *a long period without, raising his

head, though when his attention is attracted will raise

his head fully six feet higher than when his teeth were

cropping the herbage. If this muscle were not both

powerful and elastic, it could not perform its duties

properly. There is a muscle attached to the base of the

skull, however, that is a great aid to progression. Xhis

is called by anatomists the mastoids Tiumeralis, and it is

assisted by the superficial pectoral. The former passes-

downward and backward the whole length of the

neck over the point of the shoulder, and is

inserted about midway of the humerus-. It

is one of the largest of the anterior magpies,

being six inches in width and an inch in thicj&nes9

where it envelopes the shoulder joint,and that and the su-

perficial pectoral are the chief motors to draw the foreleg

forward when it leaves the ground, As the last impulse

m the fast gallop is given by the foreleg to hurl the

body through the air, and also in the trot to a minor ex-

tent, it is evident that it must be placed in a pro2)er pos-

ition to exert its force to the utmost. Not one racehorse

in a thousand can run fast with the head elevated to

where it is customary to place that of the trotter, and
when the experiment is tried it will be found that the

stride is shortened and the action laboring. While it is

doubtless true that some trotters cannot be controlled

with their heads low, others choke, and still another

class which cut their quarters and "act" badly in other

respects, there is a manifest advantage to the cultivation

of speed in the trot, and the capacity of retaining it for

long distances in giving the neck as much freedom as

possible. Therefore we have no hesitation in giving

"low" the preference in this case, and though "accord-

ing to Hoyle," "high" takes precendency in a close con-

test at old sledge, fast-trotting is hardly an analagous

case.

A Merry, Merry Xmas.

Although we go to press the day after Christmas,

we take the opportunity of presenting our

readers all the compliments of the season. Heartily,

sincerely, cordially to one and all our best wishes are

tendered, and surely there is no more appropriate time

of the year than when all Christendom is swayed with

good intentions and desires to add to the happiness of

the world. While there is a wide difference in the

surroundings here and other countries where

Xmas is celebrated with fervor and zeal,

the amenities enjoyed should be an incen-

tive to those "who are so favorably situated to lighten

heavy burdens, and cheer sad hearts of those who are

not so fortunate. In other countries the yule log will

glow, mistletoe and holly drape the walls, while here,

in all probability, there will be warm sunshine, and if

the sun be obscured there will be a~"wealth of flowers,

green fields, and all the delights of joyous Springtime.

Happy! thrice happy!! dwellers in California! Happy
in a climate where the rigors of Winter are unknown;
where, in the most favored sections, the short days of the

year are full of warmth, and in the longest the sun does

not scorch; cyclones and tornadoes never swirl and
where lightning does not devastate. Let us give thanks

for the rich bestowal at the season which reminds of the

rising of a star, which has made glad otherwise sad

hearts for nearly nineteen centuries, and the light of

which will never fade so long as Xmas is kept in remem-
brance.
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Good Things.

There are so many good things in E,ev. J. G. Woods'

book "Horse and Man" that we cannot resist the tempta-

tion of appropriating a few of them for the benefit of

onr readers. We trnst, however, that there may be a

suitable return to the author, as without reproducing the

whole of the work there would be enough left to make

the purchase an investment of great value. Inasmuch

as it endorses the views we have so persistently advocated

for ten years past, it may be that we overrate the impor-

tance; but as those views are meeting with the approval

of so many men of experience and intelligence it can-

not be otherwise than that there is merit in the departure

from the old ruts.

The portion quoted below shows the fallacy of methods

which at various times have met with approval, and

which somo twenty odd years ago were thought worthy

of securing governmental aid to the tune of $25,000 for

the payment of an instructor alone.and by which it is safe

to aver that no one man ever worked so much injury to

the feet of horses. This was the "Dunbar system" which

Robert Bonner at one time advocated, and to which

through his influence with General Grant the appropria-

tion was made. The first time we met Mr. Bonner he

explained as fully as he could—without encroaching on

the seal of secrecy, which Dunbar was astute enough to

impose on his pupils, the system, and he presented the

arguments in favor of it with so much clearness and

force that it is not at all surprising that he carried con-

viction. After listening to the lecture so admirably

worded that the time occupied—nearly two hours—ap-

peared short we had to ask for time to consider before

hazarding an opinion. This was in 1867. In 1869 we
met Mr. Dunbar in Chicago, and he was fortified by

abnormal specimens which .filled several large valises,

and there is not the least doubt that he firmly believed

in his own teachings. Gratuitous lessons were declined

on account of the obligation not to reveal the esoteric

teachings, though we came to the conclusion that unless

there was something more deeply hidden than we could

imagine it would be discovered on the principle that

Byron gives in the Corsair, "the patient search and vigils

long."

The next meeting with Mr. Dunbar was in this State,

When we learned that he had made converts of the two

most prominent drivers of trotters in the country, and

others of sound judgment in every department of life, we
thought that perhaps condemnation had been premature.

In this belief he was permitted to operate upon Hock-

Hocking, and his intention was to also apply his

treatment to Three Cheers, who had a contracted foot,

the result of a bad case of thrush, undoubtedly caused

by wearing full shoes. Dunbar had sent his son to our

blacksmith to have the shoes made, and he returned with

a pair for each horse. When we saw Hock-Hocking stand-

ing in a pool of blood and in such terrible pain that he

could only bear to rest on one foot for a second or two at

a time, and with hind feet thrust so far forward as to

sustain as much as possible the weight of the body, that

one experiment was enough; and if every man in Cali-

fornia had agreed in the propriety of the treatment, not

one of our horses should be subjected to the torture.

Very kindly Mr. Dunbar had proffered to do the work

without charge, but before he was ready to mutilate the

feet of Three Cheers, one of the shoes was missing, and

that the smaller one made for the contracted foot. It

was in a secure place—the bottom of the well—where

we succeeded in putting it without being observed. The

instructions in regard to the after treatment of Hook-

ing were duly followed, and in all probability that treat-

ment prevented lockjaw, though the months that inter-

vened before he was returned to active training, in

addition to the "Dunbarring," did not effect a cure. At

a subsequent interview with Mr. Bonner, late in the sea-

son of 1871, he had modified his views to such an extent

that the friendship existing between him and his former

tutor was dissolved, and the professor so far forgot the

obligations he was under to his former patron—not only

confined to obtaining $25,000 from the Government but

in many other ways as to villify him at every opportu-

nity.

Mr. Dunbar was merely carrying out notions which

prevailed at least a century ago, though in a more

'heroic" manner than his predecessors had recommended,

and now we will quote what Mr. Woods has to offer:

Then came a time when the expansive power of the hoof

was brought prominently forward, not to say exaggerated. It

was recognized that the existing shoes, being unyielding in

their structure, prevented the incessant expansion and con-

traction on which the health of the hoof largely depends, and

so a number of shoes were devised which should permit the

expansion and contraction. 1 will briefly describe three of

them.
The firBt is the Clark jointed shoe, to which a casual refer-

ence has already been made.
This shoe is formed of two parts, each occupying one side

of the hoof, and uniting at the toe, where they are joined by

a rivet which allows the two halves to move freely. On
paper and as a theory, the jointed shoe seemed as nearly per-

fect as anything could be, and it earned considerably praise.

But Mr. Clark had overlooked three very important defects.
The first was, that the footsteps of the horse had the same
effect upon the rivet as so many blows of a hammer, fixing it

so tightly that the sides lost their play.

The second defect was, that the iron of the toe always
wears away faster than at any other portion of the shoe.
Now, as the rivet was in the toe, the natural result was, that
it soon became so much worn, that it fell out altogether, leav-

ing the two loose ends as levers by which the nails were
loosened at every step.

The third defect laj in imperfect knowledge of the struc-
ture of the hoof. The rtader may remember that the lateral

expansive property rests in the quarters, and that the toe is

practically non-expansile. Therefore, as the shoe was nailed

equally round the hoof, the quarters could not expand when
fastened to the toe, and bo there mighh just as well have
been no joint at all.

In writing of this shoe, Lieut. Douglas, in the gently sar-

castic tone which pervades his booh, remarks that if the
nails were let into half-inch slots, so »b to have a quarter of

an inch play in either direction, 'the jointed shoe would
have some chance; as it is, there is none for it whatever.'
Another inventor realised the latter defect, and so the oel-

ebrated sorew-shoe was devised.

This was a most complicated and expensive piece of

mechanism, consisting of four distinct parts. First came the

toe-piece. This was something like the capital letter T, with
ajcurved cross-piece. The stem passed completely under the
middle of the hoof, and had at the end a nut which worked
the screw after which the shoe was named.

To the arms of the toe-piece the side-pieces were connected
by rivetB similar to those of the jointed shoe, their other
ends or 'heels' coming against the screw. So, by turning the

nut, the sides oonld be pushed further apart, or brought
nearer together, so as to suit either a round or a long hoof.

This would have been a delightful arrangement if, like its

predecessor, the screw-shoe could have remained on paper.

When reduced to practice, however, its failure was even more
disastrous.

In the first place, there was two rivets instead of one, so

that it was doubly weak. In the next, the screws, which were
really superfluous appendages, caused the stem of the toe-

piece to work up and down at each step, until they fell out
and were lost. But the third defect was an absolutely ludi-

crous one. The reader will remember that the expansion
and contraction of the hoof is produced by the pressure of

the frog upon the ground. Now, the stem of the toe-piece

passes under the frog, and consequently prevents it from
couching the ground.

A fair idea of the appearance of the screw-shoe may be ob-

tained by comparing it to the ecclesUstlc capital letter

M, the central perpendicular line representing the stem
of the toe-piece. •

The speoial object of the screw-shoe was, however, to be a

corrective of contraction of the hoof, one of the ailments to

which that much-enduring organ is subject. What is the

practical working of the screw is well pointed out by Lieut.

DouglaB:

The foot was kept in wqlfcer to soften the horn (!), and every
day the screw was aDghtly -Earned by a key, the hoof appar-

ently opening wider at the heels by the interior lengthening

of the screw. But it was soon found that no proper expan-
sion took place, it being eitiher the nails that gave or the crust

that split.

'So ended the theory of the screw-shoes, which could never
have been looked into properly, as they would not have
Btood the test of common-sense investigation an hour.

'We have only to imagine that if the nails did not give,

nor the crust split while the shoe waB forced wider apart, this

result must follow—viz. the wall of the foot would be torn

away at the heels trom the sole and the laminre, a much
more serious consequence than contraction could ever have
produced.'

The reader will not fail to notice that whereas the hoof was
intended by Nature to be nearly as hard as iroa, man, in his

attempts to improve upon Nature, does all in his power to

soften it.

The third device for permitting the expansion of the hoof is

the unilateral system, which has already been briefly men-
tioned. Provided that the frog be allowed to rest on the

ground, and the shoe be not carried round the toe, as it is in

some instances, this plan is fairly successful with the unshod
side of the hoof. But on the other side, as the expansile

quarter is connected with the non-expansile toe by a bar of

rigid iron, it is rendered immovable, and the value of the

frog is half lost,

Still, though the unilateral system is certainly better than
the employment of a shoe which runs all round the hoof, it

cannot but have an injurious effect on the hoof. That one

side of the hoof should be in its natural elastic condition,

and the other should be shod with unyielding iron, is neces-

sarily as annoying to a horse as it would be to a human be-

ing.

If the reader has followtd my train of argument he will

see that if a shoe of any kind is to be nailed upon the hoof,

it ought to be confined to the front portion, which we call

the toe, there beiDg no expansive properties to be neutra-

lized by the shoe.

One gTeat gain will be evident, Damely, the lessening of the

weight which the horse has to lift at each step. Also, only half

the usnal number of nails will be required, so that the horn
ofthe wall is not so much weakened by nail holes. There is

also no interference with the frog, wbich can assume its

normal size and form, so as to take the weight of the body
before the toe comes into use. I have already mentioned that

the importance of the frog is rapidly becoming known in

America. Mr. J. **V. Gerry, in a letter to the 'Boston Globe,'

puts the point very quaintly:

'Customers say "My horBe needs shoeing; his frog comes
to the ground, and he begins to go lame." Wh&t an absurd
idea, when Nature intended him to travel on the frog! If
not, why was not the frog put upon the top of the hoof. Nine-

tenths of all driving horses have corns because of the iron

thick-heeled shoes to keep the frog from the ground.'

The oldtime practice with a majority of blacksmiths

was to take a large pair of tongs, put the short end be-

tween the heels of the shoe, and then, with all the "pur-

chase" which the long handles gave, force the heels

apart, having the horse returned to the shop every few

days to repeat the "opening." The Dunbar consisted

in mutilating the foot in a fearful mannor, cutting sole,

frog, and bars away until the blood came freely, and

after the shoe was fastened by strong nails, two of which

were driven at the junction of bars and wall, a powerful

screw was inserted and the walls forced apart, so that in
the case of Hock-Hocking—the only one we ever wit-
nessed, the blood flowed in streams. This and analogous
treatment warrants the assertion of Mr. Woods, that
these people assume, with all the arrogance of narrow-
mindedness, "that the Creator did not know how to make
a horse."

Speculation and Gambling1

.

The dividing line between what is termed legitimate

speculation and illegitimate gambling is so exceedingly

shadowy, that no one can map it out with any degree of

exactness. Transactions in "futures," the payment of a
stipulated sum for the option of purchasing at a certain

price, hereafter is classed among praiseworthy efforts to

make money. In that case it is not necessary that pro-

perty should be held by the seller. He has not, even the

eidolon of what he deals in, but in view thoreof, expects

to pay if the deal goes against him, to receive if it cornea

his way.

Gambling :is surely a vice when it leads to taking

chances with money which the igambler does not own,
or when a loss will interfere in paying indebtedness

heretofore contracted. It is not less so when termed
speculation, that tends to the same result, and though it

may be some consolation to the loser to know that his

debt has been lost to brokers and stock-dealers, in

place of short-card sharps or faro-dealors, oho end is the

same. There is little question that gambling which can

be done secretly, is far more dangerous than when it is

carried on in plain view of all who are interested enough
to institute a scrutiny. For this reason we always held

that the Nevada Law which licensed gambling, but also

insisted that it be conducted on ground floors, and im

rooms open to the public, was a greater safeguard than

under the most stringent regulations, which are bo diffi-

cult to enforce. In the former, those who had a license

are the most efficient police to enforce the provisions of

the law, and the head men of the fraternity become more
competent detectives in such cases, than all the men
tinder the control of regular bureaus.

For the same reasons, and others which are patent, wo
claim that pool-selling rs altogether the best and safest

method of speculating in horse races, and, under proper

management, is the least reprehensible-. Book-making,

tho book-making which is dignified with the title at pre-

sent, ha?s so many objectionable features that we sin-

cerely hope it will never get a foothold in California,

and as it is fast coming into disrepute in countries where

it has flourished for a long time, there is not much to

fear.

Thoroughbred Blood in Trotters-

Time and time again, it has been stated in Eastern

journals that Governor Stanford had given up the idea

of breeding trotters from thoroughbred mares, and a few
of these journals claimed to possess intelligence which
warranted the assertion. It is not the first instance

when people at a distance claimed to know more of what
was "going on" thousands of miles away from the scene*

than those in the immediate neighborhood, and they tell

their stories with so much confidence, that their readers

are led to beliteve what has not the least foundation in

facts. The lately published catalogue of Palo Alto stock

is such an emphatic denial of the charge that it cannot
be overcome by ijpsi divits or sophistical arguments.

In the trotting department of the catalogue are listed

thirty-nine mares bred to trotting stallions, all of which
are highly bred, thirty-three of them are entitled to a
place in the,StudBook,anda majority of these are ot what
can be termed fashionable breeding. Some of them are

regarded so highly that people engaged in breeding

thoroughbreds have sought to purchase them, when it

was learned that they had been placed in the trotting

department, but Governor Stanford would not sell, his

answer being that he wanted to test some of the good

mares in the field, as well as those which were consid-

ered scarcely up to a high standard for the production

of racehorses. Among them are the dams of Freda,

Moonlight, Harry Peyton, Twilight, Satanella, Ned
Cook, Plato and others,which have gained distinction on
the turf, and the get of stallions which are among the

most successful progenitors of racehorses. When the

history of Palo Alto is given, we have not the least hesi-

tation in promising that the records will show that

thoroughbred blood is and has been of great value in

that breeding establishment.

Sale of Bonita.

"We learn from a roliable source that Governor Stan-

ford has sold Bonita to Pierre Lorillard, of New York,

She was to start "Wednesday afternoon by special car.

"We have no hesitation in predicting that before a light

cutter and on a good snow path, that even Maud S. ran-*

not beat her in a brush.
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The Effect of Good Management.

Mr. J. Lucas Turner, proprietor of the Kinloch Stud, in

Missouri, writes us that he has every reason to feel satisfied

with his stallions. Aristides covered sixteen mares last sea-

son, of which fourteen are in foal. The same is true of
Uhian, who covered twenty-two mares, sixteen of which are
in foal. Yet both these horses enjoyed the not very good
repuie of being uncertain foal-getters. It was a common
matter of gossip when Aristides was in Illinois that half his
mares missed. When Uhlan came over here it was rumored
that the some was the case with him, which alone was the
reason why the French sold him, as he was a great horue
over a distance, and, besides, a horse of uncommon beauty
when we saw him, shortly after his arrival, in September,
1SS1. Mr. Turner says he has taken the greatest care of the
stallions, having them exercised steadily every day to keep
them from attaining a beefy condition.
The report of certain horses being uncertain foal-getters is

a frequent one in horse circles, but, like such reports, it not
nnfrequently is utterly false.and, even if true, it is often due
to a cause for which the horse should not be held guilty.
It is indeed to be doubted if such a thing is nhysiologically
possible; iu other words, if the power of virility is ever lost
to a horse unless through an accident similar to that of As-
teroid. If investigated it would be found to be the fault of
the mare, whose nature is most uncertain, and often the
fault of the stud master in timing the date of service. Now,
this horse Uhlan covered in 1SS2, fifteen mares, all young,
but not one of them foaled. Yet these same mares are this
season nearly all in foal to Uhlan or Aristides, which clearly
shows that their management in New Mexico in 1SS2 was
bad. In regard to Aristides, he had the reputation of being
an uncertain foal getter, which frightened Gen. W. H. Jack-
son from buying him for .Belle Meade, and once did Mr.
Turner. This may have arisen from the fact that Mr. Han-
kins' mares were old or had been badly handled. Some
mares breed badly, no matter to which stallion thej are sent.
Girasol was barren from 1S72 to 18S4; Dolly Carter from 1S75
to 1SS0; Idlewild dropped ouly one foal from 1870 to 1S83,
and Lightsome only five foals from 1S67 to 1879.— Vigilant.

r After the well-to-do resident of the city gets his business
into a good paying shape, his home paid for and furnished,

and his family surrounded with the comforts and necessa-

ries of life, he begins to look around for some means of steady
recreation. He is usually a man of sedentary habits, and
naturally looks to out-of-door enjoyment to refresh and re-

new his energies. This being the case, one of his early pur-
chases after a competence has been secured is agood horse.

He wants a good one, and being located where appearances
count for more than they do anywhere else in the world, the
action, style and beauty of his purchase are most important
considerations. Living where everything is more or less ex-

pensive, he is liberal in his ideas of values, and is ready to

pay a good price for what suits his purpose. As a conse-
quence of this, the very best class of light driving and saddle
horses find their way to the cities, and gravitate into the turn-

outs whirling on elegant suburban avenues on tine days. To
supply the trade in horses thus devoted to pleasure and re-

creation requires a vastquautity of well-bred stock from year
to year, and by it the surplus animals on the best breeding
farms of the country are absorbed. Really choice drivers
are, therefore, in Spring, Summer and early Fall, always in
good demand, and at about the best average prices com-
manded by any class of stock in the country. Those so sit-

uated as to do so to advantage should keep an eye on and
study the needs of this trade.

It has been stated, says the Chicago Tribune, and widely
copied in journals without comment, that to give a horse
style and grace he should be fed from colthood up in a man-
ger so high as to cause some exertion to reach the food.
Nothing could be wider off the mark aimed at. If the animal
has not the physical conformation to give style he can never
be made to assume a high head without impairing valuable
points elsewhere. In fact, if a high head could be given by
feeding from a high manger, this would correspondingly de-
press tho spinal column behind the shoulders. Improved
action and style are the result of careful training, and can.
only be developed measureably in any animal. In other
words, you cannot even measurably chaDge the conforma-
tion of an animal without Id the same measure changing the
center of gravity. Hence stumbling and other disabilities.

The Farm and Fidd'says of the horse's back: The back of

a horse is strong and well supported. It is the arch of a
bridge, which from its structure can bear weight placed upon
it, whereas on inverted arch would fall to ^pieces, or would
withstand a far less pressure. It has been observed that

low-backed or rather hollow-backed horses working in har-
ness kept their condition, while those with high backs lost

flesh. Persons not very inquiring or observant would prob-
ably attribute this to the fact that the former were of a more
hardy constitution than the latter, but this would be a false

conclusion. It is owing entirely to the curvature of the
back. A horse which can draw a weight was least able to

bear a weight upon its back, while the horse unable to bear
the strain of draught could beat the other any day in carrying
a weight. The line of the vertebras indicates the sort of
work for which the horse is fitted. If it is high, the weight
must be on the tnp to press it together; if it is low, the pres-

sure must be from below for the same reason. A downward
curvature is, therefore, the best form of spine for a draft
horse.

Messrs. Killip & Co. have sold to Mr. J. B. Haggin the
nine Clydesdale mares, which arrived from Australia last
month, imported by Thomas Brookless. Terms private.

The stallions, four Clydes and one Shire horse, or English
Cart Horse, are at the Bay District track, and will be sold on
favorable terms. They have fully recovered from the effects
of the sea voyage, and are in good condition to be seen.

Don't be so narrow-minded as to suppose, because you are
breeding light horses, that no other kind are suited to the
wants of the people; and if your favorites are heavy, don't
deciy the trim beauties adapted to another kind of labor.
There is use for both, but none for the bigot who admires
nothing but his own production.

Thoroughbred

STALLIONS for HIRE.

Did you ever know a farmer to sell a most promising colt

for S40, and see the shrewd buyer obtain $200 for his pur-

chase a year or less later? And did it ever strike you that

an occasional hour given by the first owner to caressing,

training and developing this colt might as well have placed
that'extra S1G0 in his own pocket.

The farmer who is able to accompany his meritorious
horses in the show ring with pedigrees that show a line of

ancestors equally ns worthy, goes into the fight doubly armed.

Three Cheers and X X.
The above Btallions are offered for hire the cormnK season viz •

from February 5th to July 1st, 188C.
«».*»..

Both are desirable in many respects. Three Cheers I have always
considered one of the very best racehorses I ever saw. His breedinc
is unesceptionally fine, and his form admirable. He is a powerfully
built horse on short lees, and of the finest color, a dark bay

His short legs are immensely strong, bones and tendons such asare rarely seen on the largest of thoroughbreds, and altogether hismalte up cannot fail to please a competent judge of form Beine a
half-brother of Hock- Hocking is another point in his favor Not only
to him as their 1™, Young Fashion, was the dam of Scotland the sire
of Mentzer one 01 the great colts of the year, and her family for genera-
tions back have enjoyed juBt celebrity. His' oldest produce. LadyViva, can be seen at my place, and I do not hesitate to pronounce herone of the finest mares in the State.

o ^ s 's a "double Bonnie Scotland," his sire Malcolm, by Bonnie
Scotland

,
from Lady Lancaster, his dam Columbia, by Bonnie Scotlandfrom Young Fashion. He has, therefore, as much of the blood of that

noted sire as if he were a son, and cannot fail to be a good producer
Those who own his colts-there are only a few of tberu-esteem themvery highly. These horses will be rented to proper parties at a low
figure, especially to serve some thoroughbred mares. Apply at this
office, or 2111 Adeline street, Oakland, where the horses are kept.

JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON.

MR. WM, EASTON,
PRESIDENT

Easton's National Horse

Cattle Exchange,
(LIMITED.)

Begs respectfully to call attention to the following
announcement:

MR. W. G. BRIEN, Jr.,
Respectfully calls the attention of horse owners and
turfmen to the fact that he has withdrawn from the
firm of Bruce s, Brien, and baa dissolved the partner
ship heretofore existing between himself and Colonel
3. I>. Bruce, under the title of Bruce & Brien, Live
Stock Sale and General Purchasing Agency, and
accepted the position of Secretary of Easlon a National
Horse and Cattle Exchange (Limited). Thanking his
numerous patrons for past favors, and soliciting a
continuance of the same, Mr. Brien begs to assure
tbem and others who may favor Easton's National
Horse and Cattle Exchange with their patronage that
his efforts will be to serve tbem to the best possible
advantage. Wffl. G. BRIEN, JR.
Parries having stock they wish to dispose of can

have them entered on the Private Sale Huuks by
giving pedigree and a full and complete description.

Stock must be as represented. All unsound"
neBs, blemishes, or defects must accompany the
application for entry in catalogue.

No fee charged for registration or
cataloguing.

We have consigned to us for sale thoroughbred
atallions of the best imported and native strains,
thoroughbred broodmares, sired by Lexington, imp.
Bonnie Scotland, War Dance, Reform, Alarm, Leam-
ington, Monarchist, etc. Also

Trotting Horses and Kroortmares. Saddle
Horses, Hunters, and Steeplechasers, Racehorses In
(raining, and ready to train.
For catalogue and further particulars apply to

W. G. Brien, Jr., Secretary,

Easton's National Horse and
Cattle .Exchange.

(Limited.)

Madison Square Garden, New York Ctty.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes.

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIEST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHES TBR, IN. Y.

FAIRLAWN
STO CK FA R M .

Announcement for Fall of 1885.

of Young27 Brood-Mares

OFFERED

and 170 Head
Trotters.

AT PRIVATE

Imp ortant

Notice.
I will have on consignment from the Eastern States

In sis weeks a selected lot of yearling Durham Bulls,
Southdown and Oxford sheep. Parties desiring any
jive stock of any breed or age can have them come at
Bame time by giving me two or three week's notice,
IV-es moderate for first-class stock.

KOIXI.N P. SAXE.
Importer, Exporter and Commission

Merchant!

K;e Eighteenth St., Oakland, or Buss House, S. E-

SALE.
Having other important business interests besides my Breeding Establishment that re-

quire attention, I have determined to reduce the number of Brood-mares at Fairlawn to 75.

Therefore

27 HIGHLY-BRED BROOD-MARES
Are offered for sale at reduced prices during the Fall of 18S5, and up to the last of January,

1SS6. All the mares have been bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and most of them are be-

lieved to be in foal.
A separate list of the twenty-seven broodmares containing their ages, pedigrees and

prices, with name of stallions they were bred to in 1SS5, and dates of service, has been
printed, and will be mailed free to all applicants who contemplate purchasing. Such an
opportunity to obtain at low prices highly-bred mares in foal to noted stallions rarely occurs.

170 Head of Standard-bred Young Trotters,

Consisting of Stallions and Fillies from yearlings to five-year-olds, all of my own breeding,

ABE OFFERED FOB SAtJE AT FAIKI.AWN.

It is confidently believed that no finer, more highly-bred or promising young trotting

i tock has ever been offered for sale. Gentlemen desiring fine, highly-bred and reliable

YOUNG EOADSTEKS, as well as those who want

FIRST-CIASS. STANDARD-BRED TRO TING STOCK

For breeding purposes, can be supplied at Fairlawn.

TTTT? ftATT7 "DT? TPTJ1 PT A AT Is strictly adhered to at Fairlawn, and the
J.JT.rj V/JAU2J rXllOJj XUillN pricE. of every animal for sale is printed in the

catalogue. Purchasers from a distance can buy on orders at exactly the same pricesas if

present in person. All stock sold on orders can be returned if they do not come fully up to

the descriptions given.

Time will be given responsible parties on satisfactory note, bearing interest from date.

For special list of B.cood-mares and Catalogues for 18S5, or further information, address

LockBox39s. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

SHORTHORN
-OR—

DURHAM CATTLE.
Registered Bulls of all ages

for sale at reasonable prices.
-APPIT TO-

GEO. H. HOWARD,
San Mateo Co..
-OR-

W. H. HOWARD,
523 Montgomery St.

San Francisco,

Clydesdale Horses!

Arrived Ex Australian Steamer
FOURTEEN HEAD THOROUGHBRED CLYDES-

DALE HORSES and Mares, imported by Thomas
Brookless. Can be seen at Bay^District Track.
FOR SALE BY

KILLIP & CO.,

Wye stock and General Auctioneers, 116
Moiii-omey St, Sail Francisco.

Live Stock Agency.
Messrs. Bruce & Brien have established a general

Live Stock and Purchasing Agency, at No. 41 Park
Bow. New York city. They are prepared to pur-
chase or sell live stock of all kinds, including cattle,
sheep, hogs, dogs, stable outfits, or anything either
useful or ornamental. Wo have on hand a number
of first-class horses, ready to race; steep leehas era,
broodmares, stallions, yearlings and weanlings, uf
the best and most desirable strains for sale; also
trotters and pacers of standard blood. Send stamp
for catalogue.

BRUCE & BRIEN.
41 Park Row, New York City.

P O. Bos 623
*

FOR SALE.
rpHOROUGHBRED GORDON SETTER DOG FIF.
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-. ^PP'y'olO. Herz, Humboldt
Hotel, Fifteenth street, City.
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SELBT SMELTING and LEAD COMPANY,

416 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal.

^MANUFACTURERS OF=
W

lacliine-Loaded Shotgun Cartridges,
(UNDER THE CHAMBERLIN PATENTS.)

For Sale By The Trade.

The American Clay Bird.
Every Bird isaSnre Flyer. Rain or Dampness Does Not Afiect Tliem.

Flies More Like tlie Natural Bird.

Is Oue-lialf Cheaper tDaii Auy Oilier Target.

FOR SALE BY ALL GUN DEALEKS. Ask to see the American Clay Bird and Trap.

The American Clay Bird Company,

J. B. MILLER.General Manager.
:rluli Street «fc Glen ay Avenue, Uuciiina li. Oil

KILLIP & CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS,

116 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO

Sales of Ranches & Live Stock.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
J. S. Carey, Sacramento. J- D- Caee, Salinas.

It. P. Saeqext, Giiroy. Joscx Boggs, Colusa.
P. A. FnsiBxs, San Francisco.

HAVING CONDUCTFID SOME OF THE MOST
successful sales, notably those of Messrs. ^"nip-

ple, Colgrove, Dietz, Coutts, Dougherty, Newland &
Hammond, Daniel Cook and others, we feel assured
our ability to give satisfaction in all business m-
trustedto oureare. Sales will be made in all cities

and counties in the State. We have in contemplation
a series of combination or breeders' sales, similar to

thoBe so successfully held at the East. We will be
pleased to enter into correspondence with parties ae-

Biringto paiticipate in such sales. Private purchases
and sales of improved live stock of all descriptions

will be made on commission and stock shipped with
utmost care. Several fine ranches at private sale.

Purchase and sales made of land of every descnp-

BUXIP «fc CO- 116Montgomery6treet.

CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLE
Stakes to Close Jan. 1, 1886.

With Added Money of $38,500.

John A. McKerron,

The Futurity Stakes, with $10,000 Added.

For the Autumn MeetiDg of 1888. To close Jan. 1st, 1886.

A sweepstakes for two years old, foals of 1886, by subscriptions of S25 each for mares covered in 1886
and of ?50 each for the produce of such mares unless struck out by July 15, 1887, in which case the only lia-
bility shall be $25 for the subscription of the mare. Starters to pay $250 additional. The Conby Island
Jockey Club to add $1 O.UOO. The second to receive $2,000 of the added money and 30 per cent, of the
starting money. The third $1,000 of the added money and 20 per cent, of the starting money. Colts to
carry 115 lbs.; fillies and geldings 112 lbs. Winners when carrying standard weight for age, at the course
where the race was run, of $3,000, 3 lb3.; of two such races of $3,000, or of one Buch race of $5,000, 5 lbs.
extra. Mares may be entered by persons not their owner, the owner having the prior right. If a mare
entered in this stake drops her foal before the 1st of January, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or
is barren, the entry of such mare is void, and if the entrance money has been paid it will be returned.
By filing prior to July 15, 1887, with the Coney Island Jockey Club, an accepted transfer of the produce
with its engagement for the Futurity Stakes, the original subscriber will be released from any liability as
to the engagement of the produce of $50 each, leaving the purchaser liable for the same unless didy struck
out. The produce of mares or stallions which have never produced a winner prior to January 1, 1886,
allowed 3 lbs . : of both, 5 lbs.; the produce to be entitled to such allowance at time of starting, whether
claimed or not in the entry of the mare. Maidens allowed 7 lbs., which allowance shall not be cumulative.
Thbee-qfabtees of a Mile. Entries received up to December 1st of 170 mares.

CTNTHIANA

Horse Boots.

Just received a full stock of the celebrated

J- FennelTs Cythiana Boots.
Which are now in use hv ALL the principal Breeder B

and Trainers throughout the United States. I shall
offer thein at low prices, and from their superior fit-

ting qualities and the excellent materials used they are
pronouneed by experts tie cheapest boots made.

J. U'KASE, S6J Market St,

Wholesale and retail dealer in Harness and Saddlery
Goods of all kinds.

aiAKUFACirXE

FINE HARNESS
AGENT FOE CELEBRATED

Stick Fast Toe Weights.

Horse Boots and Track Work
A Specialty.

230 & 232 Ellis St., opp.Fashion Stable, San Francisco

Notice.

FOR THE JUNE MEETING.
FOR TAVO-YEAR-OLDS.

Added Monev.
Great Selling Stakes, six furlongs $1,000*

Zephyr Stakes, six furlongs 1,000

Spring Stakes, six fur!ong3 1,000

June Stakes, six furlongs 1,000

Paddock Stakes, six furlongs 1,250

Great Post Stakes, six furlongs 1,500

FOB TUREE-1TAR-OLDS
Added Money.

Swift Stakes, seven fur!ong3 $1,250

Green Grass Stakes, mile and a furlong. . 1,250

Spindrift Stakes, mile and a quarter 1,500

Stud Stakes, mile and three furlongs 1,600

F-mporiuni Stakes, mile and a half 6,000

THREE YEARS OLD A^JD I'PWARD.
Added Money.

Coney Island Stakes, mile and a furlong. $1,500

Coney Island Cup, mile and three-quarters 1,500

Selling Stakes, mile and a furlong 1,000

Sporting Stakes, one mile 1,600

Welter Stakes, mile and three-sixteenths. 760

Sheepshead Bay Handicap, mile and a fur-

long 1,250

Bay Ridge Handicap, mile and a half 1,260

Suburban Handicap, mile and a quarter. . 2,500

Hebbeiit H. Brown, M.P.
Nugent W. Brows,

Geo. H. Hoi^tes,
C. Betjce Lowe.

TRADING AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cottle, and Property

Salesmen.

Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

America to select and forward stock from the Aus-

tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive

and dispose of stock from America; or act as Agents

for California firms.

References kindly penruiied to J. B. Haggin, Esq,.,

and Major Itathbone of San Francisco.
BROWS BROS. A CO.,

Wright, Heaton's Buildings,
l_J"

Pitt Street, Sydney,
New South Wales.

FOR THE AUTUMN MEETING—1886.

To close January 1st, 1886.

FOR THREE.YEAR-OEBS.
Added Money

September Stakes, mile and three-quarters..$1,500

Bridge Handicap, mile and a half 2,500

FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS.
Added Money.

Autumn Stakes, three quarters of a mile. . ..$1,500

Flatbush Stakes, seven furlongs 1,500

Great Eastern Handicap, three-quarters of

a mile 5,000 |

For conditions and entry blanks apply personally or by mail to office C. I. J. C, or to

office Beeedee and Sportsman. Entries close at Filth Avenue cor. Twenty-second street

New York city, with J. G. K. Lawrence, Secretary.

LEONARD W. JEROME, President.

J. G. K. LAWRENCE, Secretary.

FOR_SALE.

Thoroughbreds
OF ALL AGES.

ENQUIRE OF
IIXMJY WALSH,

Sup't Running Horae Dep't,

Palo Alto Stock Farm.

Thoroughbred Berkshire Pigs.

I have now on hand, and offer for sale at reasonable

prices, at my stock-farm. Oak Grove. San Mateo Co.

a choice lot of pure Berkshire Pigs from two to twelv

months old, bred from the bost strains of Premium
stock, which I import yearly from England direct

Apply to Win. 4/orbItt.
318 California St.,

San Francisco.

W
liUTPn LADIES AND GENTLE

'

AN I tU >™S #8w*
uvrti bomci. Work tent by mail. '

with auaip, Crown MTk. Co» 9i Tlac
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INDBX TO VOL. VII.

From July 1st to Dec
31st. 1885.

An American at Epsom 2

A New Industry 5

A Gigantic Steal
"

At tbt Sacramento Track 8

A Study in Somenclature 9

Among the Horses of San Luis
Obispo 12

A Long-Winded Pacer. _ 18

Archer out of Luck 18

A Prolific Mare 23

All-Purpose Oow 23

A Visit to Palo Alto 24

A Coon Hunt Near Gilroy 25

American Derby 2o

A Lesson for Jockeys 38

Auction Sale Next Thursday... 41

A Step in the Eight Direction.. 49

At Santa Rosa «>

Anent Some Plungers 51

Another Pacing Pnrae 57

A Reportorial lilck - 58

A Big Bite 60

A Strange Pr.«;eedlng OC

A Famans Cheese-Maker 71

An Old Suihy -•• 72

A Good Opportunity 73

A Clerical Lapsus --- 73

An Honor Declined 86

A Postponement — • 88

AUender Breaking Kennel 92

About a Trotter of the Past 98

Altaraont to Retire 98

A Pleasing Prospect at Santa

Rosa *°°

Answer to Correspondents.. 9,

21, 41,57, 73, 105, 113,217,

232.

A Trial of Tips 103

Appropriate Nomenclature 105

A Small Risk. . ...
1°5

A Still Tongue 113

A Trip to Big Meadows. 117, 129,

151.

Another California Production . . 127

A Yearling Match 120

Athletics 121, 165, 188, 325, 359

Alameda Co. Club 123

Alfalfa 153

Another Brighton Beacher 153

An important Question 153

Aquatics 166, 1S8, 197, 213. 23G,

253, 261, 283, 293, 309, 333, 319,

358, 381,400.

A. Brother in Blood to Nutwocd.168
Ashmont's New Book 172

Account of Buns at Milpitas.. .172

A Sensitive Correspondent 197

Ashmont on Distemper 211

Alta's Astonisher 217

A Dickey Tale 220

Address of President M. M.
Estee 227

Activity and Indolence 232

Antevolo 232

Ancestry of Our Salmonida; 259

An Hour with a Salmon 260

Arab—Anteeo 264

After a Bear at Night 278

Another Dickeyism 281

Alta and Yolante Match 290

An Irish Fair 295

Arrogance and Usurpation 296

American Stud Book 297

An Ancient Sport 211

Anteeo, Arab, Adair, Guy
Wilkes 313

Anchored by Shoes 313

Alviso Navy 332

All-Aged Pointer Stake 369

A Tyro's First Attempt 379

An Angling Grizzly Bear 3?9

A California Courser Abroad— 386

An Immense Trout 387

An English Opinion 389

An Illinois Duck Shoot 390

A Royal Feast 390

Artificial Incubation 391

Advice to Berkshire Breeders.. 395

At the Board of Review 396

Amenities of the Road 396

At Pleasanton 396

An Experience With Tips 396

Black Leg 7

Bridles and Bits 10

Breeding and Management of
Horses 39

Blood Horse Association.40 .184,201

Bunch Grass Horses 61

Blnette 57

Bay District Exercises , 67

Before and After Farrowing 71

Bay District Meeting 72

Bay District Trotting Meeting. 83,98

Broad Views 88
Blood in the Trotter 101

Bear in Mind 104

Bonnie Scotland's Sons 120

Butter Cattle 153

Blood That is not "Flashy" 169

Blarney 196

Best Horse Liniment 197

Blood Cattle in California 200

Breeder's Meeting, Chicago 209

Bouldin Island Notes 213
Breeding and Care of Horses. . .231

Bay District Trotting 232
Best Two-Year-Old Performer. .233

Breeders at Washington Park.. 236
"Book-Making" in France 249
Butter-Making Methods 315
Breeding of Coligny 325

Breeding for Sex 327

•Boss" out Gunning 340
BanFox 345

Breeding Up 359

Best Pet Monkey 391

B&aconsfield's Accident 397

Chicago Trotting Meeting 1

Cricket 5.21, 68, 67,102
Coney Island Derby 6
Contagious Sore Mouth 22
Californians at Monmouth 34

Controlling the Sex 38

Chicago Derby 44

Colored Archer 49
Californians at Monmouth 50

Curing Milk Fever 65
Clover a Preventive of Concep-

tion 55

Closing of Entries 57, 73

Chesapeake Bay Dogs 69

Case Hardening Shoes and Tips 72

Community of Interest 72

California Horses at Saratoga, . . 73

Congress Stakes Episode 82

Closing of Stakes P. C. B. H. A. 88

California Coursing Club. .148, 244

276, 309.

Chicago Trotters In Tips 161

Closing Day Postponed 168
California W. S. 0. Club 182
Cordelia 182

Coursing at Bridgeport 211

Coos Bay Chronicle 212
Cattlti Breeding Reduced 215

Concerning Pilot, Jr 216
Close of Breeders* Meeting at

Chicago 286

California Nominations at Mon-
mouth Park 242

Cause of Follicular Mange 24b

Corner Stone of the Turf. . ... . .
201

Crossing Shorthorns and Hoi

steins. 267

Coney Island Jockey Club 275

377, 3*0.

Cows for the Dairy 295

Castrating Pigs -- 295

CredittoA.W. Richmond 290

Cold Blood in Trotter 2™
Color and Form in Artificial

Flies 31?
California's Supremacy 326

Coming Two-Year-Olds 363

Clarence Whistler 353

Comparative Strain on Legs and
Feet 3fi9

Climatic Influence on Thorough-
breds 359

Coursing Cbat 386

Carbolic Acid in Diseases 391

Catalogue—Palo Alto and Fair-

lawn 392

Curing Pork 395

Capital In the Breeding Busi-

ness 396

Catalogue Palo Alto and Fair-
lawn ™8

Del Rio sale—Colts to be sold.... 4

Dlomed Blood in Trotting Pedi
grees

Deer Hunting Begins
Duck Raising
Death of General Grant
Disgruntled Again 57

Death of "Lew" Pettue 67

Double Profit of Mares 70

Death of Orear'B Joe 92

Departed Greatness 98
Diving as an Art 119

Death of a Broodmare 121

Derby 'i9

Dams of Racehorses lw
Doggy Notes from Sacramento. 172

Demand for Fair Play 178

Disease Peculiar to Swine 183

Dairy Mysteries 1»3

Deaths 210,3*6
Diseases Peculiar to Swine 215

Distances in Olden Times 22

1

Death of Thomas J. Nichols 233

Dangerous ttuling -252

Dunbar's Case 257

Dry Fly Fishing 26o
Death of Mr. J. C. McFerran....30?
Dam of Occident 322

Didn't Shoot That Time 34n

Dead Dogs in Paris. 3ofi

Dastardly Work„.?S^. 357

Done Brown 364

Death of Waddington's Daisy.. ..373

Dude Goes Fishing 379

Death of Dr. A. W. Taliaferro...380

Drying off Cows 395

Decision on a Bet 396

Demon Trout, A 406

Death of Kismet 101

Eastern Grand Circuit 9

English Letter 42

Equine Soliloquisms 67

English Comments on Blue
Gn . 67

Enclosed Coursing 69

Eastern Stakes 72

Entries to State Fair Races 84

Exaggerations 88

Eastern Stakes—Coney Island
and Monmouth Park 89

Entries for the Fairs 8!)

Entries at Stockton 89

Entries at Santa Kosa 89

England's Verdict on Ensilage. 103

Entries at Oakland 108

English Sires of the Day 108

Entries to P. C. B. H. A. Fixed
ETente 1U

Embryo Stakes 120, 136

Entries at Glenbrook Park 124

Eastern Letter 131, 146

Electioneer—Columbine Iu2

Equal at the Post 157

EntrieB at Greenville lto

Extraordinary DogTransaction.172
EntrieB at Los Angeles 180

Examples of Early Training 1S3

Expulsions 220

Effect of In-and-ln-lireeiiiuy uii

Pigs -67

Expert Fly Casting 2/6

Entries to First Western Field
Trials 276

Expert Hunters 278

East, Through California Eyes. .2/9

Ensilage for Milking Cows 282

Excessive Scoring 313

Edible Bird's Nests 317

Eastern Field Trials Club.. ,.346, 369

371.
Entries to All-Age Stake. 1885... .317

Entitled to Thanks 379

Enquiries 393

Effect of Good Management 410

tlBh 5,28,60,73
Foals - 33

Flashy Blood 41

Flashv Trotters 56

Fair at Los Angeles 104

Fairs, Sauta Kosa and Peta-
luma JM

Field Trial Rules US
Fairs J20
Fair at Marjsvllle 120

Fixed Events P. C. B. H. A 120

Feeding and DriTin^ Horses .. ..130

For Sale—KenneL.. .133, 172, 229, 276

308.
..136Fairs—Golden Gate -

Freeland and Miss Weodford
....137,193

Fall Mreting, Sheepshead Bay
161, 177, Ml, 210

Fair at Placervllle 163

Fred Collier at Saratoga 163

Fall Meeting, Chicago 199

Fixed EvenfB at Chicago 200

Fair at Stockton 201, 209

Farm Butter—How to Improve.214
Festive "Ringer" 221

Future of State Association 226

Fall Meeting at Jerome 261

Fall Meeting of Blood Horse
Association.. .265, 324,337, 365,373

Fall Meeting at Baltimore 274

Fall Meeting at Latonia 274

Family Cow 282
French Stallion Law 294

Fall Meeting of Araer. Jockey '

Club ... 298

First Principles of Horse Breed-
ing -..298

Fall Meeting of Latonia Jockey
Club 300

Fall Meeting of Louisville
Jockey Club 300

Fall Meeting at Washington 307

First American Waterloo 309

Food Value of Eggs 311

Fall Race Meeting 324

FlBh Commission 338, 339

357,379.
Fonl in the Foot 343

First Annual Trial of Western
Field Trial Association 348

Fisher's Island Club 348

FiBh Production of the World....357
Feeding Growing Colts 359

Few Week's Sport in N. W.
India 374

Fish and Game Laws 375
Fair Proposal 377

Founder of Mare After Foaling.391
Facts for Farmers 396
Geese 3,235,263
Good-Bye ana Spindrift 17

Gun 3,21,57,54. 74, 116, 134.150
164', 181, V."\ 226, 253, 258, 278, 3C0
317, 330, 340. 3G2. 37<, 390, 391.

Glenbrook Park 49
General Tilton'8 Impressions 51

Golden Gate Gun Club 54
General Topics 101, 113, 140

Great Two-Year-Old RaceB at
Monmouth 115

Good Racine 136

Glenbrook Fair , ..136

Got Them Again 14'

Golden Gate Pair 148, 152, 102

Galloways 235

Guy Wilkes.Adair and NeUie R. 249

Getting Even with Lorillard 281

Gossip of Track and Stable 289

Gunshyness and Its Cure 292

Guineas 311

Golden Gate Park 329

Governor Stoneman 339

General-Purpose Cow 342

Ground Bone 343

Gentlemen Sportsmen -37a

Game of India 390

Good Things - 409

Herd and Swin« 8,23 38,54, 71,67

103, US, 130, 166, 1S3/214, 235. 216

267,282,29.5, 815, 327, 342, 358, 395.

Hidalgo, King of Norfolk. Vo-
lante, Rapido 8

Hidalgo's Debut 9

How to Milk 23

How to Test Milk 23

Horses at Palo Alto 40

Hints to Lady Drivere... 50

He aaw His Wife 53

Horses with Quips '*>

Horse Dentistry 70,329

Horse Ractngandlts Critics 86-

How They Downed Epaulette... 86

H ints About Horses 87

How He Could Havo Won 102

Hard Lines l&>

Horse Talk with a Lady _ 108

Harry Rose Redlvirns 131

Horse Farms 'i?.

Horse Auction at Sacramento... 1"
Horse at Rest 214

Hide-Bound 214

How a Driver Lost Standing 217

Hlgh-Priced Road Team 220

Harry Wilkes Match 233

Horse Portraiture 249

How to take off a Hide 267

He Slept 269

How to Cook Quail 277

Hunters ArreBted 279

How ArabB Treat Foals 282

How Have the Mighty Fallen. .297

Hermit Blood in America 297

Hill Pastures for Colts 299

How Doble Lost S25.0O0 305

Hints t-n Horse Barns 311

Homeward Bound
Hopeful's Idea 313

How Fuller Does It 326

Hornless Cattle 326

Handling Colts 3-j7

"H. B." 329, 361

Hambletonian—Clay 329

He Cannot Lie! 331

Home-Bred Stock 313

Highland Cattle 358

Hon. J. V. Coleman as Fish
Commissioner 3fil

"Hotbp and Man" 361, 3M)

Hunting Mule Deer 302

Historical Pyrotechnics 362

Honest Races 373

Horses and Horsemen 389

How to Select Cowb 395

Is This a Fact or a Fancy :i9

If it Hadn't Rained 42

Incidents of Great Stallion

Match 50

Interesting Ohat With a Skip-

per. .
.166

Independence of Switzerland.. 19

Irish Red Setter Club Field
Trials 245

Indiscriminate Breeding 269

Is Roaring Hereditary? 341

Imported Olydesdales 361

Italian Sportsman 375

In a Bad Plight 375

Jim Douglas Bold 20

Judgimg at th* Fain 23

Judge Lindsay 66

Jacob Under Fire 66

Joe Howell at the Beach 166

Jane L 184

Judges and Judging 216

Judging and Misjudging Races. 230

"Jim's" System 305

Jacob the Silent 340

Kennel 62, 92, 118, 133, 147, 172,

184, 204, 210, 229, 262, 276, 291,

308, 346, 354, £69, 386.

Kamehameha Day at Honolulu. 52

"King of the Morgans" with
Tips 121

Keep the Stretch Clear 241

Killed a California Lion 332

Los Angeles Fair Association.. 20

Lena Swallow 42

Last Day at Chicago 49

Lorillard Stakes at Monmouth. 52

Lightest Weight on Record 66

Leghorns 71

Living of Jockeys 115

L. E. Myers in England 121

Lessons on the Horse 146

"Lexington" on Tips 153

Los Angeles Simoon 185

Livestock Premiums 198

Law and Equity 200

Last for the Season 213

Louisville Fall Meeting 220,241

Lord Hastings 230

Loin and Hip 231

Little Tiff at Jerome Park 233

Luck in Breeding 247

Louisville 249

Latonia Fall Meeting 269

Latest Stallion Challenge 280

"Lacon" to "Old Fogey" 339

Long Distance Races 358

Letting Sporting Goods 364

Making Butter in Hot Weather. 6

More Victories 9

Match at SantafRosa 9

Match at Sacramento 9

Making Good Butter 23

Malice and Blunders 25
Memoranda 33

Matt Dawson's Treasures 38
Muscle a Prime Factor In

Horse's Value 39

Mr. Dorsey and Epaulette at

Albany 53

Magna Charta 83

Maud S., 2:08* 88

Monmouth Park 92, 99, 153

Mr. Huntington Happy 98

Maud S . at Cleveland 100

Milk and its Composition 103

Milk Fever 113

Mr. Baldwin's Controversy 163

Myers'Return 1C5

Match at Portland 168, 169

Mr. Pierce's Prize Winners 168

Mr. Rose Replies to Lexington. 178

Management of Chickens 183

Make Your Own Brooder 183

Mr. Bassford on Field Trial
Rules 185

Mosquito Fleet Regatta 188

Menons at Grass Valley 188

Meeting of Central Western N.
Y. Association 194

Multnomah Club 196

Majolica and Maxy Cobb- 199

Mr. Bassford 's Crown in Danger.213
Mike Kelly Scarified 213

Marks of Good Cow 215

Milwaukee Bench Show 244

Mambrino Chief 20G

Mutual Help 267

Montana's Champion 273

Management of Bulls 282

Man of Truth 293, 3i6

Mr. Gamble Somewhat Indig-
nant 29C

Mr. Littel'B Review
More Exceptions for Mr. Hunt

ington
Macbeth at Cal. Theatre 310

Maryland Jockey Club 310

Messenger and His Influence.. 310

Mr. Pacbeco's Sale 326

Male Influence Among Swine. .327

Make the Sport National 340

Melbourne Cup 340

Motto for Farmers 343

Moral and Sober *'H. B." 376

Memnon and Mother Demdike.386
Making Split Bamboo Rods 387

Nature Versus Art 10

Notice 24.40,72, 88

Norfoiks at Chicago 25

Notable English Derbys 52

Notes from "Kentucky Stock
Farm" 69

Nominations to Fixed Events
Postponed 73

Names Claimed—Kennel.. 118, 172,

204, 210, 244, 386.

Newark Park Coursing Associa-

ciation,...121, 133, 185, 204,

Nevada State Fair Races 124

Names Claimed—Horses,. ..125,

136,325, 3C1.

N. A.K.C Stud Book 147

Newark Park Association 14C

Nellie R. and Anteeo 162

No More Hlppodroming 163

Nominations for Davis Stakes. 173

Notice to Field Trialers 184

No Racing at Marys ville 200

Notes of Clingstone 233

National Sportsman's Asso 258

Not Ferdinand Ward 205

Notes on Philadelphia Bench
Show 291

New Hampshire Dogs 291

National Jockey Club 310

"No Shooting" 331

New Clubs 347

New Foundland Wanted 348

New Jersey Kennel and Field
Trial 349

New Fish Commission 377

New Fish Commissioner 387

New Comers in 1885 388

Oregon Notes 6

Our New York Letter. .12, 37, C5,

180,225. 30G.
Offspring of Immature or Over-

Aged Parents 38
Oracular Matt Dawson 51

Old Henry Clay 63

Open Purses in the Circuit 104

One of the Difficulties 105
Open Joint or Broken Knees.. .130

Oaks 149

Olympic Club Election 165
Occidental Wing Club 197

Old Theory Exploded 301

Objects to Barking 301

Occident 321, 329

Old, old Humbug 329
Only Modest Man 340
Opi nions on the Limit 342
Overland Monthly 345
Ola Versus Queen 357

Official Appointees 380
On the Frontier 389

OldThad 397
Poultry 3,26, 42, 55.71, 87, 119,

167,183 235,263 293 311,327,343
391.

Plumas District Fair 2

Peoria Blackbird !

Packing butter 7

Pre-Natal Influence 10

PacingMivtch at Sacramento tl

Patriarch of the Trotters 22
Purchase of Anteros 25
Palo Alto Trotters Eastward

Bound 25
Percheions and Percheion-Jnur-

mans 28
Phallas is King 33
Purchases by It. P.Ashe 49
Pickingthe WinnerB 53
Palo Alto Trotters tor the East... 73
Purpose and Aims of Horse-

Breeding 86
Pig Pedigrees—How to Secure. 87
Phallas' Second Picnic 98
Prof. Sheldon's Paper 103

Publication of Entries 104
Phallas Beaten 105

Plain Speech 119
Profitable Poultry Raising 119
Phallas and Harry Wilkes.... „...121

Prevention of Milk Fever 130
Pacing Cross in Trotter 131
Presentation Kennel 133,244, 308
Pacific Coast Field Trials 147,

347,35^373.
Pointer Picture H7
Proposed Kennel Club 148
Portland Rowing Association.... 166
Prolific Cows 167
Practical Figures in Milk 167
Pacific Coast Coursing Club 173,

292.
Preserve the Standing of Sport. 1S4
Prospective Scull Race 188
Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic

188, 325
Palo Alto Trotters East 200
Palace Horse Car 229
Pacing Blood Defined., 231
Phallas' Last Race : 243
Pegging Away 247
PhilHdelphia Bench Show 262
Palo Alto Stock Farm 268
Pulled Out too Often, 273
Primacy of Cal. in Trotting

Stallions 274
Parable of Loaves and Fishes...275
Patron's Breeding 292
Philosophy of Sweating 299
Points 6y Kentucky Breeder 311
Pasture Land 315
Pool-Selling and Book-Making. 328
Preserve Controversy 331
Pretty Kettle of Fish 332
Patridge-Cochin Fowls 343
Pointer Dog Found. 348
Pleasures of Hope 375
" C. B. H. A.—The "New

Board" 376
Proceeding Board of Appeals 360
Programme Vol, VIH. Bbeedek

and Spoetsaian 392
Pacific Coast Field Trials 403
Questions That Need Answers... 54
Query and Answer . 55
Quarter Racing at Gait 93
Quails 263
Query about Cat-fiBh 253
Quinine for Distemper 391
Rataplan l

Results at Jerome Park 5
Rancho del Rio Sale 8,25
Racing at Chicago 18,35
Recollections of Sir Joseph

Hawley„ 20
Rowing 21
Rearing Colts 22

Respects to Lord Marcus 34
R.incho del Rio Yearlings 41
Results at Chicago 49
Racing at Portland, Or 54
Reinstated 73
Racing at Hawii 74
Ranger 92
Races To-day 01
Rifle 2, is, 37. 5S.7-I.84, 116. 1 2,

146, 197.279,294, 309. 3Gi 375.
Rod 117, 12!l, 151,2.59,275,292,210,

332,336,357, 379, 3S7.
Races at Chico 124
Racing in Hawaiian Kingdom. ..125
Racing at Santa Rosa 137
Recollections of an Old-Timer. ,15G
Regatta 165
Refinement of Swine 166
Remedy for Blind Staggers 167

Races at Oakland 178

Ranger's Progeny 185

Reply to Mr. Bassford 204

Recollectiuns of Jim Eoff 221

Recollection of Sam Chifney 225

Riding a Waiting Race 230

Ralston Stables '.CO

Races at San Joee Fair 241

Racing at the Yreka Fair 200

Red Irish Setter Club Trials 3t»3

Remedies for the Koap 263

Racing Yearlings 280

Races at Gilroj _ 281

Roadster 233

Racing at Los Au«eleB Fair 28-1

Ringers and Othor Obj^ctiona-
bles - 2W

Ronpor What? „ 293

Revision 296

Reason of Bits 2y9

Road Driving 307

Recollectiuns or Mr. Bowes 342

Racecourse at San Rafael 344

Rail and "Reediee" 364

Hacing at Oakland 392

R.incho del San Franclsquita.. .392

oportsinth* island Kingdom... 2

»«venth District Fair 5

aonura Democrat and Fish
Commisaion 5

Sheep • 7

Starting at Sheepsbead Buy 8

Stables in Summer lu

Stable and. Paddock iu, %&,&},
56,7U,»6, 1U3.119, 130, 146, loT.lfrb

a«, 23i, 247, 2W, 282, 29o, 311,3^7,
341,359,391, 106.

Santa oruE County Races 20

bt. Louis Fair 21

Ciport at Gihilej 26

Hpeed and alumina 20

btaUiou Match 23

Spec ulation Dies 41

Suggestions a» tu Starting 5a

Man Joaquin Fair 66

State Fair Cult totaKes 57

Spurs onTips 67

Saratoga 53, tto, b3, 97,124, 131,

146, 1U3.

Summaries of Pittsburg Trot-
ting 69

Soundness in Yearlings 70

St. Louis Trutting statteo 73
St. Ulairs 8*

Smaller 1-airs btf

Soundness ol ±,uglibii and
American Horses 92

Saratoga IS otes 102
Starting Problem 116
Sea Lions ..117

Sales—Kennel lib, 13a, 164, 204,
210,346,386.

St. LouiB .Kair 136,152
San Jose Programme 137
St. .Leger 149
September Days at Sacramcnio.152
Some Practical Figures in Ml IK,153
suite Fair Races 169,178,195
Sacramento Cok stakeB 177
Stopping the Ringeis 17a

iss Sbarpsbou tens' Celebra-
tion. 182

Small Yachts 1S8
State Association 197
Select Deer Hunt 212
St. Duuis Aummn Meeting 214
Stallion Cup 217
starter and Timer. 217
Speed with Beauty of Style 220
Same Old Story 220
State Sportsman's Assoclatiun. .226
SportBman's Asso. of North-

west 227
Sportsman of (Jotliain 227
Second Biu*> Bells 230
Stanford stakes 232
Single Foot vs. Trotting 243
Southern Obio Beucb snow 245
Saddle Gaits 248
State Fair Finances 249
Summer Meeting Monmouth

Park Association 252
St. Leger Stakes 2O0
St. Blaise 265
Saratoga Summer Meeting 266
Skill in Hitching the Horse 269
Suggestive Facts 273
Search fur Field Trial Urounus.278
Shot in the Leg 279
Swill for Young Pigs _ 282
state Associations 292
Short Visit to Palo Alto 312
Spurting World 324
.- ul tan ami His Get _ 326
Selecting the Stock. 327
Spanish Blood a28
Speeding Ground 328
Silalieura Goes Hunting. 330
Shooting Clubs 332
Starting Systems in Australia. . .342
Speed Drive, Golden Gate Park.345
Sacramento Coursing Club .349
Sporting Crooks 358
Sir Modred 360
Stanford and Occident Stakes.. 361
Sport in Chihuahua..-. 563
Shooting Rabbits. 363
Substitute for Sot Grog 390
Scott on the Standard 393
Stakes Coney Island Jockey

Club 393
Stanford Stakes, 1886-87 397
Sons and Daughters 397
Sale of Bonita 409
The Why of Preclosa's Losing. . 2
Treatment of Scab in Sheep 7
The Del Rio Sale—The Colts to

be Sold 48
Trotting at Treks 21
Thoroughbred Crosses with

Clyde Mares 22
The "Yankeries". 26
Trotting at Salt Lake 28
Treatment of Shyintr Horses 28
Trotting and Paoing Purses

Open to State 37, 50
Turpentine and Horseflesh 39
Trotting at San Jose 41
Trotting at Oakland 41
Trotting at Portland, Oregon... 51
Trouble with the Steeplechasers 52 '

Trotting at Pittsburg 70
Thrush of the Mouth 70
Through the Redwoods to the

North 7b
The Public and the Starter 88
Traveling in 1700 83
Trotters for Old Rome 98
True as Ever 102
Trotting Prospects at Chicago . . 115
Trouble at the Post 115
Trotting at Bay District 116,

244, 257, 275 297
Trap. . . .2, 11C, 234, 150, 164, 182,

196, 338, 253, 277, 301, 325
Treating Dislocations 119
That Oregon Match 125
Testing the Cows 130
Tricks of the Trade 132
Turf Performers as BroodmaresJ.49
Two Thonsand Guineas 149
Transfers, American Devon Cat-

tle Club 149,167
The Secrataries of Fair Associa-

tions 153
Trotting-Ered Pacers 156
Truth Before All 156
Two-Year-Old Trot at Oakland..162
Treatment of Grease or

Scratches' 167
Trotting Records 168
Tyrolese Rifle Meeting 182
Triton Bowing Club 188
Trotters at St. Louis 193
Trot in two Minutes 199

To the Garden City 2oO
Too Bashful 211
Trotters on the Farm 213
Trotting in Austria 220
The Year Declines 23U
Thoughtleas Proceedings 232

Two Stories about the Maid 242
Tests of Dairy Cattle 246
Tips, 'Tired or What 248

Track at Santa Cruz 277
To Shoot or Not to Shoot 279
Three-Year-Olds at St. Louis... . 280

To Break Sucking Calves 282
Trotting Nomenclature 290

Two Trips to Loch Skene 293
Teemer-Hanlan Sculling Race. .294

Trotters at Lexington 296
Trotting atVacaville 297
Troubles of the Trotters 297

Theory and Practice 301)

Thames Above Oxford 316
Table of Measurements 321
Trotting at Vallejo 325
Trotting Broodmares 01 Califor-

nia 344
Twenty-fourth Exhibi tion

Olympics 353
Trotting on Ice 360
Truthful Story 363
Theodore Winters 377
The Racing Season of 1885..385, 407

The Bench Show Business 387
The National Trotting Associa-

tion 389
The Board of Review 389

The Riding Camel 390

The Judge's Error 391
The Alta and Volante Matt*r....396
The Living Sons of Pilot, Jr. . .396
Thoroughbred Blood in the Trot-

ter 409

Untried 25
Up or DownStream GO
Unlucky Days in Norway 357

Vale St. Simon 26
Value of Standard Blood 39
Value of Rye Grass 71

Visits, Kennel 133, 184,276,
308, 366

Variety in Color. Form, Gait 156
Vacancies at Stockton 168
Vines and Horses of Sonoma.. . . 330
Volume Closed 289
Vital Question 390
Volunteer as a Trotter 389
Vanderbilt's Stable—Road Rem-

iniscences 397

"Wind-up at Coney Island 17
Western Horses and Eastern

Critics 34
Washington Park Trotting

Stakes 66
Why the Butter Doesn't Come.. 71
Washington Park Club Handi-

caps 100
Winning Stallions 101
Whelps 118. 147, 204, 276,

308,346,356, 386
Week at Santa Rosa 121
Walking Horses 130
Why Phallas Didn't Win 137
Western Field Trials Associa-

tion 147,277
Week ai Stockton 184
What Causes Slobbering 214
Who Says Bottom Dropped out

of Jerseys? 215
Whence is the Speed? 232
Weight of Milk 235
Winners at Chicago 252
Wallace on Palo Alto 264
Wirt the Sport 278
Wtshingtjprji Park Club 281
Western Fall Circuit 297
Waltonian Redivivns 309
Wbippleton Colt Stakes 325
Well-Trained Bear 332
Western Turf Congress 337
What Patience Has Done 342
WhatPbil. Tbrifton Thinks.... 359
Weather 361
Was It a Lie? 363

Thoroughbred
STALLIONS for HIRE.
Three Cheers and X X.

The above stallions areoffered for -hire the coming season, viz.;
from February 5th to July 1st, 1886.

Both are desirable in many respects. Three Cheers I have always
considered one of the very best racehorses I ever saw. His breeding
is unexceptionally fine, and his form; admirable. He is a powerfully
built horse on short legs, and of the finest color, a dark bay.

His short legs are immensely strong, bones and tendons such oa
are rarely seen on the largest of thoroughbreds, and altogether, hia
make up cannot fail to please a competent judge of form. Being a
half-brother of Hock-Hocking is another point in his favor. Not only
to him as their dam, Young FaBhion, was the dam of Scotland, the sire
of Mentzer one of the great colts of the year, and her family for genera-
tions back have enjoyed just celebrity. His oldest produce. Lady
Viva

t
can be seen at my place, and I do not hesitate to pronounce her

one of the finest mares in the State.
X X 1b a "double Bonnie Scotland," hie sire Malcolm, by Bonnie

Scotland, from Lady Lancaster, his dam Columbia, by Bonnie Scotland,
from Young Fashion. He has, therefore, as much of the blood of that
noted sire as if he were a son, and cannot fail to be a good producer.
Those who own his colts—there are only a few of them—esteem them
very highly. These horses will be rented to proper parties at a low
figure, especially to serve some thoroughbred mares. Apply at this
office, or 2111 Adeline street, Oakland, where -the horses are kept.

JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON.
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ST. LOUIS FAIR-HORSE DEPARTMENT.
$60,000 ADDED MONEY IN STAKES AND PURSES.

SPRING MEETING-TEN DAYS, JUNE 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17 and 19, (886.

to chiOsie j-jlhtttajeztst is, isss.
GENERAX RITIiE.—Starters in all tlie following Stakes will have to be named through the entry box by 6 o'clock P. M. the day previous to the races, at thesecretary's oince on ihe track.

Carriage Bniltlers'Mtataos for 2-year-old colta
andfillles (.foals of ISSA) or f30 each, half forfeit, or only
810 If declared on or before April 1st, 18S6; all declara-
tions void unless accompanied with the money, with
$1,000 added, of which $150 to second and third to save
stake. Winner or any stake of the value of gi.oOO to
carry 3 pounds extra; if two or more such stakes, to
carry 5 lbs extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Three
quarters of a mile. To be run ou the first day of the
meeting.

galea and Ilvory Stable Stakes for 2 year-
old Allies (foals of 1S34) of $30 each, half forfeit or
only $10 If declared on or before April 1st, 1886, all
declarations void unless accompanied with the money,
with 5700 added, of which S150 to second and third
to save her stake. Winners of any stake of the val-
ue of J1.000 to carry 3 lbs-, extra, of two or more such
stakes to carry 5 ll>3, extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.
Three quarters of a mile. To be run on the second
day of the meetinc
Ellin Waln-wrifrhfs Stakes for all aces. $30

entrance b. f. with, $500 added by Mr. Ellis Wain-
wrkjht, of St Louis, Mo., of wliich $100 to second and
third, to save stakes; Maidens at closing of this stake
allowed 5 lbs., with five pounds additional if Maiden at
starting. Winners at any stake after closing of the
value of $1,000 to carry 3 lb3.; of two or more such
ctakes to carry 7 lbs. extra. One mile and a quarter.
To be run on the second day of tho meetlnu.
Merchant'* Stakes a Handicap sweeptakes for
years olds and upwards, $50 each, half forfeit, or

enly $10 If declared. Weights to appear March 1st,

1886, and declarations to be made on or before April

1st, 1833, all declarations void unless accompanied by
the money with $800 added

; $100 to second ; $50 third,
Winner after the appearance of the weights of any
race of the value of $1,000. to carry5lbs.;or $1,500,7 lbs.;
of $i,000 and upwards, 10 lbs. extra. Mileand a quarter.
To be run on the fourth day of the meeting,

St. Itonia Hotel Stakes for two-year-olds
(foals I8S11 $:"!0 each, fair forfeit, or only $10 if declar-
ed by April 1st, 189J, all deelaratii ms vi iid unless accom-
panied by the money, with $700 added : $100 to second
and $50 to third. Winners of any stakes of the value
?1,000 or upwards to carry 3 lbs., of two such stakes
of any value, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.
Three quarters of a mile. To be run on the fourth
day of the meeting.

ISaiikci-M and Brokers' Stakes for 3-year-
olds (foals of 1883), $50 rach, half forfeit, or only $10
if declared out, on or before April 1st, 18S6, all declara-
tions void unless accompanied with the money; $1,000
added, $200 to second

; $100 to third. Winner of any
thrco-year-old stake race of the value of $2,000 to tarry
5 lbs. extra, Non winner in 1S86 allowed 5 lbs.; and
maiden allowed 10 lbs. One mile and an eighth. To
be run on the sixth day of the meeting.

Mechanics' Mt;ikcs for two-vear-olds. $30 each,
half forfeit, or only ¥10 If declared on or before April
1st, 1SS6; ah declarations void unless accompanied
bvthe money, with $700 added; (350 to second, $50 to
third. Winners of any two-year-old stake race of
the value of $1,000 to carry 5 lbs extra; two or more
Etudes of any value, to carry 7 lbs extra. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile. To be
run on the seventh day of the meeting.

Real Estate Agents1 Stakes for all ages of
$-50 each, half forfeit, or onlv $10 If declared on or
before April 1st, 1SS6, with $1,000 added; $200 to
second, $100 to third. Winners of any race iulSSG,
of the value of $1,000, to carry ft lbs extra; of two or
more such stakes of like value to carry 7 lbs extra.
One and three-quarter miles. To be run on the
seventh day of the meeting.
Street Railway Stakes for three-year

t
olds

(foals of 18S3) $50 each, hall forfeit, or only $10 if de-
clared out by April- l*t, 1*S6. All declarations void
unless accompanied with the nmnev; $1,000 added,
$200 to second, $100 to third. Tha winners of any
race in 18SG of the value of $2,000 to carry 5 lbs extra.
Non-winners In 1SS6 allowed 5 lbs, and maidens al-
lowed 10 lbs. One and three-eljrhths miles. To be
run on the eighth day of the meeting.
Gas Companies' Stakes, a Handicap Sweep-

stakes for all ages $.".0 each, half forfeit or only $10 If
declared. Weights to appear March 1st, and decla-
rations to be made on or before April 1st. 1SS6, Ail
declarations void unless aecompauiedwith the mon-
ey, with $1,000 added, the second to receive $200,
and the third $100 out of the stakes. "Winners after
the appearance of the weights of anv race of the
value of $1,000, to carry 5 lbs; $1,500, 7 lbs; $2,000, 10
lbs extra. One ami one-eighth mile. To be ran on
the eighth day of the meeting.
Cotton Excliansre stakes. f0r two-year-olds

$30. h. f., or only $10 If declared out on or before
April 1st, 1S3G, with $700 added, $150 to second and
$5u to third. Winners of any stake to carry 6 lbs ex-
tra, of two or more stakes, 7 ibe extra. Three-

quarters of a mile. To be run on the ninth day of
the meeting.

-VrtolpkiiK linscli Stakes, a sweepstakes for
three-year-old fillies (foals of 18S3) $25 each, half
forfeit, with J500 added by Mr. Adolphus Busch, of
St. Louis, Mo. The second horse to receive $100 out
of tlie stakes. Winner of any three-year-old stake
race of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs. ; of $1,500,
5 lbs., of three or more races of anv value, 7 lbs ex-
tra. One mile and one-eighth. T?o be run on the
tenth day of the meeting.

St. Iionls Brewers' Cap. a sweepstakes for
all ages, $50 each, half forfeit, and only $10 If de-
clared on or before April 1st, 18S0; all declarations
void unless accompanied by the money, with $1,500
added, of which $2oO to second, and $100 to third.
Three-year-olds to carry 90 Ibu; -1-year-olds, 108 lbs.;

5-vcar-olds and upwards, 114 lbs. Sex allowances.
Winners of auy cup In 18S6, to carry 5 lbs extra, of
two or more, 7 lbs extra, liaidensat time of start-
ing allowed 5 lbs. Two and a quarter miles. To be
run on the tenth day of the meeting.

Granite Mount a i n BKiuliiff Co. Stake, win-
ners at this meeting onlv eligible, for all ages $50 each-
wlth $1000 added, $200 to second $lu0 to third horse.
Entries to be made and starters named through the
entry box at the Sccretary'i office at the tracte,
thirty minutes after the last race on tlie ninth da;.
A winner of two races during this meeting when
carrying weight for age to caJry 5 lb. extra. One
and one-eighth mile. To be run on the tenth day of
meeting.

FIXED EVENTS FOE SPRING OF 1887.

TO CLOSE JANUARY, 85th, 1886.
ST. ions FAIR DERBY.

For three-year-olds (foals of 1834), at $100 each; half
forfeit, or only $20 If declared by April 1st, 1887, with
f3,000 added; the winner of any three-year-old stake
race of the value of $2,000, to carry 5 lbs.; the second
to receive $500; third, $200 out of the stakes. To be run
at the Spring Meeting, 1887. One mils and a hair.

ST. IOCI« FAIR OAKS.
For three-year-old miles (foals of lSSi), at $50 each;

half forfeit, or only $10 if declared by April 1st, !SS7,
with $1,500 added; the winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value of $1,000, to carry 5 lbs. ; second
to have $300, and third $200 out of tho stakes. To be
run at the Spring Meeting, 1S87. One mile and a half.

CHARLES GREEN STARES.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1831). at $100 each; half

forfeit, or only $20 If declared April 1st, 1S87. with
$1,500 added by Mr. Charles Green, of St. Louis;
the winner of any three- year-old stake race
of the value ot $2,000, to carry 5 lbs.; the second

to have $300: third $150 out of stakes. To be run at the
Spring Meeting of 1887. One mile and a quarter.

ST. LOVIS FAIR STALEIOX STAKES.
Nominations for Sires to close January 15th, 1886;

Colts and Fillies. January 15th, 18gT.

For two-y;>ar-uld colts and fillies (foals of 1885). at
$50 each, half forfeit, or $10 if declared by April 1st, 18S7,

with $1.500 added; the winner of any two-year-old stake
race of the value of $1,000, to cany 5 lbs. The second
to receive £300. and the third $150 out of the stakes. To
be run at tlie Spring Meeting of 1857. Three quarters
of a mile.
Conditions.—Owners or others desiring the priv-

ilege of entering colts or fillies in this stake shall first

enter the sires of same at the price of their last sea-

son (sires now dead or retired to be entered at the
price of their last season) as no colt or filly Is eligible

for entrance in this stake unless their sire is repre-
sented by such subscription—$300 and $200 respectively
of this subscription to be given to nominators of sires

of the winner and second horse, balance to go with
the amount added by tlie club.

ST. LOUIS FAIE FUTUEITY STAKES.

For the Spring Meeting of 1888. To Close Jan. 15th, 1888.

S5,0O0.0O ADDED.

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, foals of 1886, by subscriptions of $20 each for mares covered In 1885. $10

each (to accompany the nomination) for the produce of such mares unless struck out by July 15th, ISST-, in

which case the only liability shall be the $20 subscription of the mare. Starter* to pay $150 additional, with

55,000 added; tho second to receive $500 of the added money and 30 per cent, of the subscriptions, cntranca

and starting money; the third $300 of the added money and 20 per cent of the subscriptions, entrance and

slartln" money. Winners of a stake of £2.000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two such stakes or onu of $3,000, to carry 5

lbs. extra. Mares may be entered by persons not their owners, owners havine the prior right If a mare en-

tered, has a dead, or moro than one foal, or is barren, the entry of such mare is void, and entrance money paid

will ho returned. The produce of mares or stallions which have never produce .1 a winner prior to January 1st,

IW>, allowed 3 lbs., of both 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 7 lbs.; which allowance shall not be cumulative. Three

quarters ot a mile.

ST. LOUIS FAIR-HORSE
FALL TROTTHsTG MEETING

OK THE 26th ANNUAL GREAT ST. LOUIS FAIR,
OCTOBER 4th TO 9th, 1886. STAKES TO CLOSE JANUARY IStii, 1886.

?>sage Stakes, S50O.—For 2-vear-old colts and fillies (foals of 1SS1) tobe trotted on Tuesday. Octo-
th, 1886; mlleheat-s, best 2 in 3 to harness. $50 entrance: payable a- follows: $10 to accompany the

nomination, Jan. lo. 1886. (All entries void unless accompanied liv the entrance fee.) ,}15 additional July
Ist, 1886, and the balance $25 September 15th, 1886—with $51)0 added by the Association, HO per cent, of for-

feits, entrance, subscription and added money to first. 25 per cent, to second, and 15 per cent, to third; 3

to enter and 2 to start or no race.

Gasconade Stakes. SGOO.—For 3-year-old colts and fillies (foals of 1883) to be trotted Thursday,
October 7th, 1886; mile heats, best 3 In 5 to harness; $60 entrance payable as follows: sl5 to accompany
nomination, Jan. 15, 1SS6. (All entries void unless accompanied bv the entrance fee, ) *\o additional July

1st, 18S6 and the balan.-" -:'. S.ipt.'iniicr i:.lh. 1>-'— with v'-
1 " added U\ tin/ Association, Co per cut. of for-

feits, entrance, subscription and added money to go to first horse, 25 per cent to second, and 15 per cent,

to third; 8 to enter and 2 to start or no race.

Mississippi Stakes, 8750-—For four-year-old cotts and Allies (foals of 18S2,) to be trotted on
Thursdav, October 7th, lssti, mile heats, best 3 in 5 to harness; ,$75 entrance payable as follows: .>!.. to

accompa'nveach entry, Jan. 15th, ISijfi. (All entries void unless accompanied by tin; entrance fee,) rJii

additional July 1st. lssc. and the balance $40 on September 15th, lsflj—with >iW added by the Association,

60 per cent of"forfeits, mi trance, subscriptions, and added money to go to the first horse, 25 per cent, to

second, and 15 per cent, to third ; 3 to enter and 2 to start or no race.

PURSES TO CLOSE SEPTEMBER 15th, 1886.
MONDAY. OCTOB' B 4\<li.

3 Minute Class.—Purse. SI, 000; 1st. $500. 2d. $250: 3d, S150: -Ml, $100.
'2:30 Pacers.—Puree, $1,000; 1st, $500; 2(1, $250; 3d, $150; 4th, $100.

TUESDAY". OCTOBER 51b.
2;25 Class.—Purse, $1:500; 1st, $750: 2d, $375; Sd, $225; 4Ui, $150.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6th.
Free For All Pacers.—Purse, $2,000: let. $1,000; 2d: $'bn; 3d, $300; 4tb, $200.

2:40 Class—rurse, $1,000, 1st, $500; 2d, $250; 3d. $150: Ith, $100.

THHE1DAT, OCTOBER 7<li.

Free For All Stalliuns.—Pursu, $2,500; 1st, $1,250, 2(1, .023; 30. $375; 4th, $200.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER Stll.

2:20 Class.—Purse, $1,500; 1st, $760, 2d. $375; 3d. $225; 1th. $150.

2:30 Class.—Purse. $1,500, lsj, $750; 2d. $375; 3d. $225; 4th, $150.

SATURDAY. OCTOBER !>!!i.

Free For All Trot.—Purse. $2,500; 1st, $1,250: 2d. V ;':,: 3d. $575; 4th, $250.
2:35 Class.—Purse. $1,000; 1st, $500; 2d. $250; 8(1, fl5ll: -lib. $100.

GENERAL HULE.—Ten pur cent, of purses iiin-l accompany each entry.

ST. LOUIS FATE PE0DU0E STAKES FOR TROTTING MEETING IN OCTOBER, 1888. TO CLOSE JANUARY 15, 1886.

For the produce ot inares served in 18S5. (colts, miles and cehllnjH, ) foals of 1S8G, to be trotted at the St. Louis Fair In October. ISSS, mile heats, best two in three to harness. !~

V, January 15 lssn. when tlie male must be nominated: $10 November 1st. iswi, when the foal must be named ami described, and ;3„ by sis o eloi'R 1 . M., ou the daj before the R

•dded money and 30 per cent, ot the entrance money to the second horse, and $100 of the added money and 20 per cent, ot tlie entrance money to the third horse.

The entry of mares haying a dead or more than one foal will be void, and the entrance money returned.

ADDRESS AIL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE SECRETARY.

FESTUS J. WADE,
SECRETARY.

CHARLES CREEN,
l'KESIDENT.
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, and are due to arrive ai
San Francisco.

k a v Ki rrom Oct. 14. 1885.
(FOB) '

A K R I VE
I HlnMI

18:00
8*0

•4:00

4:00
•5:00

6:00
•8:00
8:30
3:30
10:00
3,-00

3*0
7:30
8[00

7i30
3:00
4:00

M.-00
B:00

t«):00
3*0 j

8:00 i

) A M
I P M
I A II

..Bvron

..Calistuga and Napa

...Colfax

...Delta, Redding and Portland

...Gait via Martinez
.. .lone via Livermore
...Knight's Landing
... Livermore andPleasanton..
...Martinez
...Milton
i Mojave, Deming, i Express.
I £1 Paso and East. < Emigrant

,
Niles and Haywards

> Ogden andt Express
i Eaet (Emigrant

. Eed Bluff via Marysville

...Sacramento, via Livermore
_
" viaBenicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

...Sacramento Hiver Steamers

...San Jose

..Stockton via Livermore
" via Martinez

,. " via Martinez
.iTnlaic and Fresno

6:10
5:40
G:40

•10:40

5:40
10:10

5:40 ]

5:40 i

6:40 i

11:10 i

10:10 i

*i»:U0 ,'

•3:10 I

{3:40 I

9:40 /

5:40 i

•7:10 i

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND—'6:00—•6:30—7:00—7;30—S:00—
8-30—» :00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12 :0'J->1 J ;H0

—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — 5:00
— 5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—S:00— 9:00— 10:00— 11:00

—

•12:00.

TO FKUIT VALE—*6:00—"6:30— *7:00— *7:30— •8:00—
«8;30—*3:30—*4*0—*4:30—•5:00—*5:30—*6*0— "6:30—
9:00.

TO FKUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—(5:30—111:00
—*12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8 :30-
9:00—8:30—10:00—tlO 30—11:00—+11:30—12:00—112:30-
1-00—ll:W-2:i)0-:-J:uO—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00— 5:30-
6:00-6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—111:00— 11 :00—*12:00.

TO BERKELEY"—*6:U0—«6:30—7:00—*7:30— B:0O—•S^O
—9-00—19:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:0(1—Jll:30-t2:00—1:00
—2-00—3:00— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—
8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—*12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY— "6:00 — *fi;30— 7:00—*7:30-
18-00—*8 -30—lJ :00—10 :00 —11 :00—11 :00—2:00—3:00-4 :00

—*4:30-5:00—*5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00.

To San FrauciNCo Dally.

FROM FKUIT VALE—*6:23—*«:53—*7:23—*7:53—*bf&
•8:53—*y:23—*10:2l—*4:23—*4:53—*5:23-*5:53-'6:23—
•6:53—7 35—9:50.

FROM FKUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 :16— *5:45—
.16:45—19:15—*3:15.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5:30— *6:00- 6:20—7:00-
7-30—S:0n—8:30—0:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00-
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— y:57—
10:57-

FROM BROADWAY", OAKLAND—7 minutes later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAiUEDA-*d;22—*5:52— *6:22— 6:52- *7:U -

7:52—*8-22—8:52—9:22— 9:52— 110:22— 10:52— +11 :22-
11-52—lr , --:-12-."^-tl:22-l:oi;-

,::52—3:22-3:52—4:22
—1:52— .t-22—.=.:52—(1:22—0:52—7:52—8:52-9:52—10:52.

FROM BERKELEY—*5:15—'5:45—•6:15—6:45—«7 :16—
7:45—•8:15— 8^5—J;9:15—9:45—110:15—10:45 — Jll:15—
11:45—12:45— 1:45—2:45— 3:45—4:15—4:45—5:15—5:45
—6:15—6:45—7:45—8:45—9:45—10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—*5:45—*6: 15—G:45—*7:i5
—7:45—8:45-19:1,5—9:45—10:45— tl2:45— 1:45— 2:45

3 ;45—4 :45—*5 :15—5:45^*6:15—6:45—*7:15.

CKEEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15-9:15—11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM. OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10:15—12:15—2:15—
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. ISundayaonly,

Standard Time famished by Randolph & Co. S. F.

A. S.TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. If. GOODMAN,
Oen. Pass. Aftk. Agt

Henry Payot. Isaac UrHAU.

Payot, Upham & Co.,

WHOLESALE AND IMPORTING

Booksellers,
STATIONERS,

Commercial Printers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers.

?04 Sansome Street, Near Pine.

SAN FRANCISCO

A. Ewing 0. S. Ewtng.

P.ol Room Saloon,
a 10 DCPONT STREET.

Killip & Co.'s new rooms, where pools are sold on
all sporting events. Reading room, containing the
Breeder and Sportsman, N. Y. Spirit, and other
sporting papers. Bar stocked with "Wines, Liquors,
and Cigars, of peculiar excellence.

EWING BROS.. Proprietors.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate oi

Ontario Veterinary col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

Infirmary. 132 1 Natom:i st
. Pfifl Howard St., Sinn Frnnciofo.

THPS.H.CHUBB.
Furnisher of W»R0D-MAK
^ pnicLLisT: iJ"rt p*ost mills

I HMPROVED HORSE bLOTHING

Secured by Letters Patent S™MIW2, 1879
1881

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

:

J . An ii

body-pie.
"U-d to

vi id liimket or covering, consistingof the
flan O, and the extension B, funned or
it, si 1 ;ih to cover the body and legs of the
untidily as herein described.
:et nr covering A, having the Hup C. and
B I',, tn tit the lore and hind legB of the
fastenings FG.and the penuanentstraps
bBtantlauy as and for the purpose herein

ret ur covering A. with i*s extensions B,

and for the purpose herein describe

1. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic ciumeetiiig-slrip I. siilisUiiiliallv as described
and fur the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J , having the elastic hand L,
beneath the ja ws, s<. that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing tln> lit, ami adapted to be secured
to Hie cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

0. The impn
mals, coiisisth
and petmanOi
around the ho
is avoided, su]

wring-blankets for ani-
haviug the dap U,

uub ':.d to It to secure it
ln> use of loose surcingles
loroln described.

Manufactured and for sale by
L. D. STONE & CO.,

4215 anil 431 lattrry s<„ SAN FRANCISCO. CAJL.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depot

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets)
Han Francisco.

Commencing Oct. 18,1885. ARRIVE

*10:02a
3;36f
t5fl2p

B:»An
10:10 A
•3:30 p|

4:30pJ

Santa Clara, San Jose and j !

Principal Way Stations. | |

S :03 a
•10 :02 a
3:36r
ti:08P

10 HO Al 1

*3 :30 P I f

Gilroy, Psijaro, Castroville, i i

Salinas and Monterey. ( >

*10:02a
6 :0S i.'

10:-iU a| (

*3:30P' f
Kollister and Tres Pinos. -j

|

*10:02a
6^)8-p

li»:lii a , i Watson ville, Aptus, Soquel (Camp 1

•3:30pI( Capitols) and Santa Oruz.f^g J j
6:08 P

10 :40 a I Soledad and Way Stations 6 :08 P
a—Morning. p.—Afternoon.

•Snndavs excepted. tSundays only (Sportsmen's train.)
Standard Time furnished by Randolph k Co , S, F.
Stage connkctions are made with the io^Oa. m.

Train, except PeBcadero Stages vi? San Mateo and
Redwood, which connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Special Round-trip Tickbtb, nt reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos. Roqnel and Santa Cruz; also, to
Paraiso and Paso Ilobles Springs.

j;_V<'I'SISBOX TKKiiV
Pm- SimfliwR nniv * Sold SUNDAY Morning; goodbor .Sunday s only,

( for retum 8ame (lay ,

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Suniiav oidy;
Sunday and good for return until following Mon-

Idav.im' -Monday, , at the following rates:

Round Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno,...,,
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks
MenluPark..
May field

,

!->un.

I'kt.

Satto
Moil.
Tkt.

$ 50
65
90

75 1 10

1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
1 26 1 50
1 25 1 60
1 25 1 76

Hound Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mounfn View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon.
Tkt.

$2 00
2 25
2 50
2 50

4 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

Ticket Offices. -

street, Valencia-street i

street, Grand Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT,

Superintendent.
1. R. JTJDAH,
Asst. Pass. &. Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

HESPECTJrUI>I,Y CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOE FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION'
of its line foneaching with Bpeed and comfort the
beBt places in the State for

Sea Battling, Shooting and Fishing.
TKAINS LEAVE BAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOK

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAESnNG

Summer and Winter Resort o* the
Pacific (oast.

with its beantiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can lie obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
uiav l<e had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder.
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT P.KACH of pure white
sandfor surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING- TANKS
(160x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming hathB, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual bathe, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTTX.S, SOQFIX AND SANTA i KIZ
IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge).

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey.each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

LakeB PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily

at San Mateo Tor those well-known Retreats, PURIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEsCADKRO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of ramie at aiul about SAN HKL'NO and McMA-
IION'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are hut a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to ti e lovere

of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Sportsmen and others presenting Pjissage Tickets
will be entitled to

FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DOGS
when earned in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen, Train Baggagemen are instructed

"usue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
©win order to guard against accidents to Hogs

while iu transit, it in tn'cct*sarv that thev lie provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle v. ill be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apart
and secunlv packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
tick I'll OFFICER- PaBoenper Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 618 Market st., Grand
Hotel.

| .
< l.B iS&KTT, H. R..7UDAH,

Sunerlniemlcnt, Aunt Pass, ami Tkt. Agt.
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Horses for Sale.

Thoroughbreds.
LADlf VIVA, b m, 5 years, by Three Cheers,

ber dam-Lady Amanda, by imp. Hurrah. Stinted to
Joe Hooker.

SIR THAI). bg,4 years, by Norfolk or Thad
Stevens, bis dam Lady Amanda.

TOO NOON, ch m, foaled December 31, 1867, by
Norfolk, her dam'Lady Davis, by Red Bill, the dam of
Dashaway. Stinted to X X and Antevoio.

EX TEMPLO, ch f, foaled 1883, by Thad
Stevens, her dam Too Soon. Unbroken.

TROTTERS.
PVKISSIMA J>A9ISEL. cnm, foaled 18G7, by

"Whipple's Hambletonion, her dam by Cornplanter.
Stinted to Antevoio.

ANTECEDO. brc, foaled 1884, by Anteeo, his
dam Purissima Damsel. Entered in Stanford and
Occident Stakes, 1887.

My main reason for selling these horses is lack of
room. Lady Viva is a very handsome mare, and
Bhowed a great flight of speed when in training.
Having a double cross of Newminstcr blood, now so
"fashionable" in England, that, and the perform-
ances of her near relatives, insures her being a good
broodmare. Every one of the family had an inheritance
of speed. Malcolm, Ontario, Urgent, Lady Amanda.
Lady Middleton and others of the progeny of Lady
Lancaster, had this first qualification of a racehorse
in au eminent degree. The sire of Lady Viva. Tliree
CUeers, I always considered a racehorse of the highest
class. He could run a quarter inside of 24 seconds,
and bo far as could be told from his work, no raie was
too long for him. He is a half-brother of Hock-Hock-
ing, sire of St, David, Beaconsfield, Arthur H. and
others.

Sir Thad showed a wonderful trial when a yearling;
he hurt his leg in that trial, but so far as can be seen
now he is perfectly sound.
Too Soon is the dam of Cito, and a half-sister to

Dashaway, an old-time celebrity.
The Norfolk mares have proved such good breeders

that the blood is valuable.
Ex Teinplo is a fine-looking filly of good size and

form. She has not been broken.
In the trotting stud the daughters of Whipple's

Hambletonian have gained distinction.
There are ten by Whipple's Hambletonian in the

2 :3U list, and the mares by him are superior brood-
mares.
Antecedo is very promising. He is of fine size, of

good form, and his action ia such to ensure him
trotting fast.

He is broken to harness and engaged In the Stan
ford and Occident Stakes of 1887.

My only reason for selling is a lack of accommoda-
tion. Were I situated so as to keep them I would
not sell for double the price now put upon them.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
Apply to BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Office.

STANFORD
STAKES
1888.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fillies of 1885,
S17fi each, 925 payable on the 1st of January, 188G, at
which time the stakes will close, $25 on the 1st of
January, 1887, ?25 on the 1st of January, 1888,
and $101) thirty days before the day fixed
for trotting, whatever amount up to be con-
sid< red forfeit, and the neglect to pay at the stipu-
lated time iucurring forfeiture of the previous pay-
ments. The rai-e to be beats of a mile, best three in
five, to harness. First to receive six-ninths of the
whole sum, the second two-ninths, the third one-
ulnth. In addition to the stakes and forfeits, the
proportion of the gate money, profit on pool sales
and all other sources of emolument will constitute
the gross amount, to be divided in the foregoing pro-
portions. Five or more subscribers to fill. The race
to be trotted in 1888, not sooner than the latter part
of August. The exact date to be fixed and announced
on the 1st of January, 1888, or sooner.
On the 1st of January, 1886, there will be due the

following payments in the Stanford Stakes, to wit:
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1886, 850.
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1887, 325.
The Stakes for 1888 will close,'January 1,1886; 525

entrance.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to N
T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P. Railroad office, Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary, Breeder and Spohtsman offlco, on or be-
fore the 1st day of January, 1886. The colts must he
named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January lBt will be eligible.
N. T. SMITH, Treasurer.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary.

Occident Stake

for 1888.
The trotting stake for foals of 1885, to be trotted

at the Califoi uia State Fair of lbHH. Entries to close
Jan 1, 1886, with Edwin P. Smith, Secretary, at office
in Sacraiueuto. One hundred dollars entrance; of
which S1U must accompany nomination; $15 to be
paid Jan. 1. Ifib7; J25 to be paid Jan. 1, 1888; and £50
thirty days before the race.
The Occident Gold Cup of the value of $ino, to

be added by the Society; niile heats, :( in r<, I.. har-
ness; first colt, cup and

1

Bix-tenths; second cult,
three-tenths; third colt, one tenth of stakei!

.1. i». cAKR. PreaMent.
EI>WIX F. SMITH, Secretary,

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing

.WITH A.N" APPENDIA
Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter u

Instantaneous Photography.
own hy.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Bound-lioofd, short-jointed, fetlocks snag and long."—Shakespeare,

Tips and To© Weights,—M'e have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Beeedee and Spohtsman, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tip3 and Too
"Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and trotter as shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience In training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training"we ever read. For several years be has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips 'Will accomplish all he had hoped for, and wo believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with ub that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. "We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, §1.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal. 6

"Tips and Toe Weights/* a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. Is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Beeedeb and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious Btudent
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step od
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has-arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support bis argument, and whether tho horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. "We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Ohicago
News. 4 f

*

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting lor a
.lumber of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Beeedeb and Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Beeedee and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc. , and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

T*ps and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
byaoov "* 1 *1 which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyie... nH 'ron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
yearsoldin 2:20£. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him and he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Sural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:205, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds -while o
four-year-old. The best evidence of tho genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, wi^h other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevoio, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a sboo, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that ho never could trot" fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, 81,221, in which be got a record of 2:293. last half in 1:I3£; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, 5250; the Stanford Stakes, S1.C72; and the Embryo, $870, making? cash
return for the season of 5-1,614. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first rut in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Beeedee and Bpoetsmam will be given a completo history of the troatment of Antevclo, Pbow
ing with exactness tho trials and results, 1 have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the Soot
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Beeedee and Si/obtb.man.

Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of tho frame. * anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from tho
revelations of tho microscope. Jos. Caten Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order: u

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, wbo send
orders direct to the office.

CLABROUGH & G0LCHER,

MANUFACTURERS OP GUNS. RIFLKS,
PISTOLS and AMMUNITION.

Importers of Fine Fishing Tackle,
—AGENTS FOR—

Leonard's Split BAMBOO ROD.
Mil. A MS KENTUCKY KEEL.

GLOVERS CELERRATED DOC MEDICINES
FACTORY—15 St. Mary's Square, Birniiut,'li.iru, Eng.

SALESROOMS—630 and 63« MONTGOMERY S'J'.."S. F.

TIPS.
Tips of nil sizes for Trotting, Rnnninp!, and

Road horses can be obtained bj application to

PAUL PRIEDHOFER,
351 Third St.. San Francfxco

BREEDERS-DillEC TORY.

ROBERT BECK.
Breeder oi thoroughbred Ji ra< y Cattle. Registered

Jerseys of both sexes for sale. Poatofiice address,

San Francisco, Cal.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES

Secnred by Loiter*. Patent, July Sft, 1883.
Having thus described liiy invention, what I claim

is new, and desire to secure inv letters patent, is:
1. The part I),supported by the side straps ol the bri-

dle, extending biiek as shown, the front having hi)
openinginto which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, sutured to such extensions, aim
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination irith the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
*nd washer E, to secure the blind ami allow it to be
iet, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, rfiul in combination with the check-
nieces B and blinds F, as shown, the straps or binds
'J and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
ind below the eyes, and having the adjiistiiu* slides or
buckles, substantially as an for the purpose herein
lesr.ribed.
5. In a bridle, and in com ination with the blinds F,

supported and pivoted to the bridle bo us to be mova-
ble about the point of support, the adjustable front
straps or bands U and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash cormeoted with the blinds, and ad*
justable.substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
stood.

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. Ey throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eireet on the action follows as
is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the e.nee without the strain of "weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. ncKEKKON,
No. 230 and £f2 Ellis St. San Francisco

Ashmont's New Publication,

DOGS:
Their Treatment and Man-

agement in Disease.

Pronounced by the Kennel Press
of America and Europe as the

STANDARD WORK
On The Subject.

An Indispensable Guide
TO THE OH MCICS OF

VALUABLE DOGS.

Price $2.00.
For Sale l>y all the Principal ISookxetler*

or Sent PoNtpaltl by

J. Loring Thayer,

186 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

Ashmont's Book,
FOR SALE AT' PUBLISHER'S PRICE, l:v

C I. A It It <> ' <: II .V VOL <' II E It .

1.3U and 632 MONTGOMERY ST.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

Sin FrauciBCO.

The most popular school on *'

t. P. HEALP Proeldoot.

OTSend rorolrcul i
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GUNS! GUNS!
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRIG

OP:

J. P. CLABROUG-H & BROS.' (Hammer and Hammerless.)

W. & C. SCOTT & SONS' (Hammer and Hammerless.)

PARKER BROS.' and COLT'S, (Hammer and Hammerless.)

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON, (Hammerless.)

REMINGTON. W. RICHARDS. WM, MOORE & CO.

P. WEBLEY & SON. J. MANTON.

Qualities

J. P. Clabrough & Bros.' Laminated Steel Barrels, Double Bolt, Extension Rib, Top Snap, Pistol Grip,

Rebounding Locks, Patent Fore End, Horn Butt, Nicely Engraved, Choke Bore, 12

Gauge, 7 1-4 to 9 lbs.; 10 Gauge, 8 1-2 to 11 lbs., 30 or 32 inch. Price $45.

J. P. Olabrough & Bros.' Pine Damascus Barrels. Double Bolt, Extension Rib, Top Snap, Pistol Grip, Extra Smooth Gaited,

Rebounding Locks, D. & E. Patent Fore End, Horn Butt, Nicely Engraved, Full Choke, the Gun for Trap Shooting,

12-gauge, 7 1-2 to 9 lbs.; 10 gauge, 8 1-2 to 11 lbs., 30 or 32 inch, Price $50.

All Guns Guaranteed To Give Satisfaction.

clmm! & mm,
630 and 632 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
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